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Abstract - Intersections, lane assignment and care of
pedestrians are some of basic challenges of road traffic in and
around the big cities. Classic solutions, made a many decades
ago, based on priority right rules and time-managed schedule
using traffic lights, are not enough satisfying, and quantity of
vehicles is faster than development of road infrastructure. In
order to decrease air pollution, traffic congestion and
number of cars in the cities, there is necessary to invent and
implement new approach to passenger-car interaction.
Internet of Things and intelligent traffic solutions are trying
to solve these problems using new smart technologies in
autonomous driving, such a Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) technologies and protocols
based on fast communication using DSRC (Dedicated ShortRange Communication) or 5G, within AI (Artificial
intelligence) in the background. Number of these solutions
were researched, simulated, presented, published, or even
patented in last 10-15 years. Goal of this paper is to make
review of relevant research works – architectures,
requirements, challenges, solutions, but also proposal for the
improvements or for new development in direction of
optimizing traffic efficiency and safety.
Keywords – Car sharing; IoT; V2X; AI;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Main problems of modern urban mobility are noise, air
pollution, loss of time of traffic participants and car
accidents. These problems are direct affecting to ecology
and economy of the society, as well as to the health of the
people. Development of the physical infrastructure in last
few decades cannot follow growth of number of vehicles
on streets, in urban areas but also in between urban areas.
New lanes in the streets are not possible everywhere,
optimisation of the traffic lights and roundabouts instead of
intersections can barely mitigate problem of traffic jams,
especially in large and mega cities 1 , e.g., New York,
Bucharest, Bogota, Mumbai, Moscow, Rio de Janeiro,
Shanghai etc.
According to TomTom Traffic Index [1], which offers
detailed analysis of traffic congestion in 400 cities around
the globe, based on data uploaded from over 600 million
devices - even the impact of COVID-19 to the traffic
congestion decrease was positive just during few months of
2020 in, compared to previous year (Fig.1). Comparing two

graphs – first from 2019 and second from 2020, impact of
COVID-19 on traffic congestion is clearly visible in most
of the cities in the world, but just for a few months, at the
beginning of the pandemic. End of the year, as well as 2021,
shows growth of traffic and traffic jams.
INRIX 2021 Global Traffic Scorecard [2] shows that
average driver in the USA lost 36 hours per year in traffic
jams – cities with most of lost hours in traffic jams are
Chicago (104), New York (102) and Philadelphia (90). In
Europe and Asia, the worst are London (148), Paris (140),
Brussels (134), Palermo (109), Moscow (108), Rome
(107), Lyon (102), Bucharest (98), Turin (93), Dublin (89),
München (79), Barcelona (48). Regarding INRIX study [3],
traffic jams just in German cities caused costs of 2.8 billion
euros in 2019. Traffic with so many traffic jams is not
sustainable anymore.
One of biggest reasons for increasing traffic in the
cities, from year to year, is increase of number of
commuters [4] – people who travels to the work every day
and spend minimum 45 minutes in one direction.
Commuting has also a direct impact on the level of
commuter stress, as shown by numerous researchers in last
50 years [4][5][6][7]. And from year to year, commuting
distances and commuting times are increasing. Particular
challenge are private motorised vehicles with just one
passenger.
Bottlenecks are city entrances and intersections in the
cities, but also motorways and city bypasses, mainly twothree times per day, in particular times – before and after
working hours. Because of that, in the past numerous
solutions were introduced to increase traffic flow and
decrease number of car accidents on main roads inside the
cities. One of them is especially fine-tuned synchronised
traffic lights on main directions inside the cities [8]. A
successful solution for intersections without traffic lights,
where occurs about 40% of road accidents [9], are
roundabouts instead of intersections – study review [10]
shows positive results comparing number of traffic
accidents before-and-after roundabouts. Other solution,
applicable just on roads with more lanes, is traffic lane
reserved to particular categories of vehicles, e.g., buses and
taxi cars, electric vehicles or vehicles with more than one

City Size by population: Large city: > 800.000,
Megacity; > 8.000.000; source:
https://www.tomtom.com/en_gb/traffic-index/ranking/
1
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Fig. 1: Traffic congestion in the world cities in 2019 (graph above) and 2020 (graph below)
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passenger, or bi-directional lane – e.g., in the morning are
more cars arriving to the city, so this direction has three
lanes, and opposite directions just two. At the afternoon,
after work, most of these vehicles are going out of the city,
and this time is the situation inverted – direction from the
city has three lanes, and into the city just two. One well
known example of such traffic solution is Golden Gate in
San Francisco.
These old-school solutions for the congestion problems
are though physically slightly limited and don’t
comprehend demands of increased number of vehicles on
the roads. It is necessary to have intelligent transportation
systems to cover basic topics in the mobility of future:
electric, connected, and autonomous vehicles, on efficient,
sustainable, and safe way for all traffic participants:
-

cars and vans,

-

trams, buses, and trucks,

-

bicycles, scooters, and motorcycles,

-

pedestrians.

confront the climate crisis and keep global heating
below 1.5oC [11]. This network supports ZEV Alliance
(ZEV – Zero Emission Vehicles) - group of world-wide
cities, provinces, or countries – in activities to improve
air quality and increase low-carbon development [12].
There is less and less people in urban areas, who
have own car. Because of a problem with traffic jams
and parking slots in big cities, but with good mobile
infrastructure and alternative possibilities, it is much
easier, cheaper, and more convenient to use public
transportation or some way of shared mobility:
car/bike/scooter sharing, ride sharing or ride hailing.
How car ownership uneconomical is, it is easy to
compute. Average person in Germany drove 14.610
km/year in 2019 [13], and some more in the USA –
22.954 [14]. Per day, it is 40 km in Germany or 62.88
km in the USA, or about 1 hour by average speed of 50
km/h. Other 23 hours per day, an average car is unused.
This computation legitimates completely different look
on the car ownership problematic and offers shared
mobility as a solution.

New, intelligent models of transportation are needed to be
proposed in order to decrease number of cars on roads, to
increase fluctuation and mobility of traffic participants, to
free more space and to reduce air pollution in big cities,
using data driven artifical intelligence in cloud for traffic
prediction and traffic fluidity optimisation.

In the suburban areas, this is often not an option,
because public transportation infrastructure is so wellbuilt and mobile networks are not available everywhere,
as well as shared car mobility, so people need to have
their own car, especially if they need to commute to
work.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II covers
theoretical background of the topic. Section III describes
used methodology. Results are shown in Section IV, and
Discussion in Section V. Finally, Section VI gives
Conclusion of the paper, and proposes direction of future
research.

Autonomous taxies and shuttles are solution for
gaps between urban and suburban areas, as well as
between public transportation nodes, for example
between distant bus and railway stations. Autonomous
driving is most exciting challenge for the future
transportation. Autonomous vehicles have to combine
classic vehicular sensors, such a radar, lidar and camera,
with vehicular interconnectivity (V2V), connectivity to
the environment (V2X) and artificial intelligence (AI),
in order to reliability and safety of all traffic
participants.

II.

ROAD TRAFFIC CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

Old-school solutions for traffic problems – building
new roads with more lanes, or adding a new lane on
existing road, is not enough and does not solve the
congestion problems. Number of vehicles in the cities is
not just a problem during the moving, but also in the
time these vehicles are not moving. There are not
enough parking slots, and drivers spend a lot of time not
just driving to the destination, but also trying to find
propriate parking slot. And this situation is just getting
worse with the time.
In order to solve the problem of air pollution and
traffic congestion, it is necessary to change the
paradigm of mobility in these directions:
1.
2.
3.

from combustion to electric engines,
from individual to shared mobility,
from manual to autonomous driving.

Many city governments want to get rid of
combustion-engine passenger cars, especially with
diesel motors, and already have a plan to ban access of
these cars to the city centres within a few next years. A
good example of Zero-Emission politics is C40 network
of mayors of about 100 world-leading cities,
representing more than 700 million people and one
quarter of the global economy who are trying to
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In order to implement these changes in the real
world, it will be necessary to have fully support from
the infrastructure side – intelligent transportation
systems and traffic infrastructure, with fast and reliable
connectivity between all participants – vehicles and
roadside units. These participants have to be intelligent
– to be able to collect, process and exchange data, in
order to make traffic safer and more fluid; to analyse the
data, predict traffic jams and optimize routes. A good
example, already implemented in 15 cities in China and
in Kuala Lumpur, is Alibaba’s City Brain [15].
III. METHODS AND MATERIALS
The scope of this review is to give an overview of a
research field, and will be focused to intelligent traffic
solutions, especially regarding shared mobility and
autonomous driving. Main research questions are:
RQ1. Which areas contain the most of papers?
RQ2. Which papers with this topic are the most cited?
RQ3. Which solutions are reviewed in these papers?
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A basic source for research is citation database Scopus,
with the term „intelligent traffic”. Because in scope of
interest are just IoT (Internet of Things) and VANET
(Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks) technologies, which are
existing since middle of 2000s, papers before 2010 are
excluded from search, as well as all paper types except final
articles and conference papers written in English language
and published in journals or conference proceedings. If
abstract of paper does not have any connection with
research topics, the paper will not be included in research.
Duplicated papers or papers reported the same finding, will
be included just once, with the newest paper.
RQ1 covers subject areas with more than 100 papers,
relevant for topic of this review, as well as best 10 countries
with papers in this scope of interest. The most cited papers,
as an answer to RQ2, includes just first papers with relevant
findings, cited more than 100 times. RQ3 covers first 100
most cited papers, and group them to next solution groups.
IV.

RESULTS

The term „intelligent traffic” without any limits gets
2420 results, beginning with the year 1975, and after
excluding all papers until year 2010, there left 2040 papers.
Further limitation to final articles and conference papers
written in English language, published in journals and
conference proceedings, gives 1539 papers.
RQ1: First six subject areas with most papers are
Computer Science (1.104), Engineering (798),
Mathematics (320), Social Sciences (206), Physics and
Astronomy (158) and Decision Science (145). All other
subject areas contain less than 100 papers each. The most
papers have: China (676), India (209) and USA (127). Next
are UK (55), South Korea (52), Germany (37), Canada (31),
Taiwan (29), Australia (25) and Iran (24).
RQ2: The 20 most cited papers, which have relevant
abstract and findings for the topic of this review, have more
than 50 citations, and are listed in the Table 1:
Ind.

8

P9

On Removing Routing Protocol from Future
Wireless Networks: A Real-time Deep
Learning Approach for Intelligent Traffic
Control [24]

2018

137

P10

Implementing intelligent traffic control
system for congestion control, ambulance
clearance and stolen vehicle detection [25]

2015

134

P11

An
intelligent
V2I-based
management system [26]

traffic

2012

132

P12

Intelligent traffic light flow control system
using wireless sensors networks [27]

2010

117

P13

Vehicle detection and recognition for
intelligent traffic surveillance system [28]

2017

93

P14

Autonomous intersection management:
Multi-intersection optimization [29]

2011

93

P15

Traffic accident detection using random
forest classifier [30]

2018

92

P16

Secure intelligent traffic light control using
fog computing [31]

2018

86

P17

Deep Transfer Learning for Intelligent
Vehicular Traffic Prediction Based on
Cross-Domain Big Data [32]

2019

83

P18

Ant colony optimization algorithm with
Internet of Vehicles for intelligent traffic
control system [33]

2018

83

P19

Intelligent Traffic Light Controlling
Algorithms Using Vehicular Networks [34]

2016

78

P20

Smart Traffic lights switching and traffic
density calc. using video processing [35]

2014

72

Table 1: Most cited papers from review on the topic
„intelligent traffic” from the Scopus database
RQ3: Papers from the list of 20 most cited are grouped
by solution proposed or reviewed in the paper (see. Table
2). These are:
-

Traffic prediction – solution for predicting traffic
jams using deep learning, neural networks, and AI,

-

Intersection management – solutions for intelligent
management of traffic lights,

-

Connected vehicles – solution which uses
vehicular networks such V2V, V2I, V2X protocols
to exchange the data,

-

Intelligent traffic control – solutions oriented not
just to intersections and traffic lights, but traffic
control in general.

Title

Year

Cited

P1

T-GCN: A Temporal Graph Convolutional
Network for Traffic Prediction [16]

2021

301

P2

Cooperative Intersection Management: A
Survey [17]

2016

235

P3

IntelliLight: A reinforc. learning approach
for intelligent traffic light control [18]

2018

164

P4

An Intelligent Traffic Load PredictionBased Adaptive Channel Assignment
Algorithm in SDN-IoT: A Deep Learning
Approach [19]

2018

146

P5

Optimized Structure of the Traffic Flow
Forecasting Model with a Deep Learning
Approach [20]

2017

146

Traffic prediction

P1, P4, P5, P10, P17

P6

Platoon based cooperative driving model
with consideration of realistic intervehicle
communication [21]

2016

144

Intersection management

P2, P3, P7, P8, P12, P14,
P16, P19, P20

P7

A multiclass cell transmission model for
shared human and auton. vehicle road [22]

2016

144

Connected Vehicles

P6, P18

P8

Smart city for VANETs using warning
messages, traffic statistics and intelligent
traffic lights [23]

2018

138

Intelligent traffic control

P9, P10, P11, P13, P15

Solution

Paper

Table 2: Reviewed problems and solution in papers
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V.

DISCUSSION

Intelligent traffic control is wide and multidisciplinary
problem, and progression in solving this problem is slower
than rising of the problem itself. This is so, because
implementation of each solution for this problem demands
huge investments and lot of time. There are many solutions,
who are technically ready to be implemented, but they are
not standardized and in compliance with each other, and
with many fields of public life: there are many questions
regarding safety, legal and ethics.
The technologies reviewed in the papers from Table 2
are grouped into four groups, as shown in the Chapter IV.
First group of papers used deep learning, neural
networks, and artificial intelligence to predict traffic
problems, and to propose optimisation in advance, to avoid
traffic jams and increase fluctuation. This cloud solution
can be used in vehicles and mobile devices together with
GPS applications to make better route optimisation.
Second group is focused on optimization of
intersections with intelligent traffic lights, exchanging data
using VANET network of vehicles and roadside units, as
well as statistic based on data stored in cloud. But there is
just few number of intersections equipped with traffic lights
– in the USA less than 1% (260.000 traffic lights on
50.000.000 intersections) [36], and most of them are not
intelligent, even not connected. Problem with this solution
is relativ big cost of building/upgrading and maintaining of
infrastructure per unit. Alternative to physical traffic light
could be VTL – Virtual Traffic Lights [37], an
infrastructure free traffic control technology, with
communication devices installed in cars, which
communicates to other cars in the intersection and ad-hoc
prioritises the traffic.
Third group are papers focused just to intervehicular
communication, in order to manage autonomous or semiautonomous drive of more one-behind-another vehicles,
where first vehicle is leader, and all other follow its
behaviour,
through
V2V
(Vehicle-To-Vehicle)
communication such a DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range
Communication), so called Platooning [38]. This solution
is also just particular solution for a specific purpose, but
could be a part of one integral solution, together with other
solutions mentioned in this paper.
Fourth group are papers focused to integral solution of
intelligent traffic management, using V2X (Vehicle-ToEverything) communications, as known as Car2X (Car-ToEverything). Such a solutions, combined with solutions
from other three groups, with AI based backend in the cloud
for prediction and statistical analytics, should be used in
smart cities to make an improvement in traffic
management, in order to decrease air pollution and traffic
congestion, and increase reliability and quality of life in the
cities.
Regarding [39][40], already with 10% of connected
autonomous vehicles, there is improvement in traffic
conditions. In this moment, penetration of 10%
autonomous vehicles on the roads is still not realistic in real
environment. Because of that, many of these solutions and
proposals are possible just in theory, in strong controlled
test areas or in the simulations. But things will be changed,
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with other changes which are coming – digitization, electric
mobility and connectivity. In near future, all vehicles will
be connected to each other, as well as with the environment.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Intelligent road traffic in the cities is still the question
of future, and there is still lot of space for scientific
research. Most of research is focused to implement small
and particular solutions to existing infrastructure, and there
are lot of similar solutions. It will be necessary to make
standardization, through consortiums between science and
automotive industry and city governments. And things are
moving towards this direction.
Proposal for future research is integrated mobility
architecture for smart vehicles and smart cities using fast
network connections, probably 5G, with AI and Big Data
analytics in cloud for analyse and predictions, but also
intelligent infrastructure points and intelligent connected
cars, for optimized traffic.
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Abstract - The Internet of Things (IoT) is a paradigm
that aims to connect billions of devices to each other,
anywhere and anytime. As IoT will be a ubiquitous
technology, its sustainability and environmental impact are
very important. Green IoT is considered the ecological
future of IoT and plays an important role in which it
contributes to improving the quality of life and providing a
safe and healthy environment and ecosystem. A systems
approach, based on the application of systems knowledge,
appropriate methods and tools, provides the basis for
observing green IoT through several different aspects by
looking at the whole life cycle. This paper focuses on
research into green technologies, green applications as well
as green IoT infrastructure. It should be noted that this
research does not cover the details of the IoT network and
the perspective of connectivity, but focuses on the green
aspect of the IoT network related to the creation of a
hierarchical framework for green IoT. The proposed
framework represents a unique view on the implementation
of different approaches within green IoT systems, which are
focused on the conservation of natural resources, in a way to
minimize the impact of technology on human health and the
environment.
Keywords - Systems approach, Green Internet of Things
(G-IoT), Green technologies, Green Applications

systems analysis, and the consequently established
system architecture will bring together different aspects
of the implementation of green IoT systems.
First of all, it is necessary to analyze trends, previous
research, and give an overview of different visions for
future development. It will then identify key issues and
challenges for future research.
Achieving one of the goals of green IoT, which refers
to the reduction of waste and pollution, and the use of
non-renewable materials implies the importance of
recycling and reuse of materials and devices[4]. The life
cycle of green IoT is focused on green disposal, green
production, green design, and ultimately green recycling
so that the environmental impact is negligible[5].
The usage of green technologies and green IoT is
reflected in increasing environmental benefits and
reducing environmental pollution, making them important
factors contributing to the development of a green
economy. The plan to introduce a billion “smart” devices
in the coming decades will contribute to a significant
process of economic transformation, new jobs and
economic development, but also cost savings and
sustainable growth of society[6].
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Every day, more and more devices are used for the socalled "smart solutions", so the question of environmental
impact is a topic that needs more attention in research. In
this context, the term "Green IoT" or GIoT (Green IoT)
was coined, where numerous research activities are
current, such as the use of renewable energy sources,
reduction of energy consumption, an increase of energy
efficiency, reduction of device size with reduced use of
recyclable materials, etc. There are many reasons why it
is smart solutions and G-IoT could be considered a key
technological tool for smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth of society. This paper will be based on an
overview of different green technologies, green
applications as well as green IoT infrastructure.
This research focuses on the green aspect of the IoT
network related to the creation of a hierarchical
framework for green IoT, which is monitored throughout
the life cycle of both G-IoT and associated technologies
and applications, as well as infrastructure reuse. Based on
research related to green IoT systems [1], [2], [3] the lack
of a comprehensive system framework has been noticed,
which is necessary for quality design and selection of
appropriate system architecture, technologies, principles,
techniques, applications, etc. Different systems approach,
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MOTIVATION

Most of the research so far is based on the analysis of
individual technologies, as well as applications that are
realized using these technologies.
The motivation for researching the issue of green IoT
based on observation of the entire life cycle came from the
idea that it is possible to create a framework that will unite
the providers of green IoT and create the possibility of
extending the life cycle. Extending the life cycle is
reflected in the main goals of green technology, and they
relate to the reuse of devices, their recycling, reducing
energy consumption, the use of renewable energy sources,
as well as reducing waste.
III.

GREEN IOT: DEFINITIONS AND ENABLERS

Different definitions and visions behind the G-IoT
paradigm can be found in the reference literature. Most
approaches to observing, understanding, and defining GIoT are based on increased energy efficiency and reduced
carbon emissions[7].
Green IoT focuses on reducing energy use for IoT, as
a necessity to fulfill the idea of a smart world and the
sustainability of the intelligence of everything, as well as
reducing CO2 emissions[8]. Green IoT in [9] defines as a
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study and practice of designing, using, manufacturing,
and disposing of various computer and network systems
efficiently and effectively with minimal or no impact on
the environment.
Green IoT is based on three concepts. The first relates
to design technologies and to the energy efficiency of
devices, communication protocols, network architecture
and interconnection. Another concept is impact
technologies related to reducing carbon emissions and
increasing energy efficiency. Thanks to green ICT
technologies, green IoT becomes more efficient through
the reduction of energy, hazardous emissions, resource
consumption and pollution. Accordingly, green IoT leads
to the conservation of natural resources, thus reducing the
impact of technology on the environment and human
health and significantly reducing costs The observation of
green IoT focuses on green production, green use, green
design, and green disposal [10], as presented in Figure 1.
The goal is to realize the design and production of
equipment with minimal impact on the environment,
saving energy consumption, and increasing the reuse of
electronic equipment and their recycling.

healthy, and contributing to a smart and high quality of
life based on enabling technologies, reducing pollution
and energy consumption [4].
After numerous discussions by several authors about
what green IoT based on green communication
technologies and green smart grids involves, it is
concluded that the technologies that make up green ICT
are listed and presented in Figure 2.
In recent years, we have witnessed the widespread
acceptance of RFID technology in many important
application domains. RFID tags are used as automated
devices to collect data and enable the connection of
objects via networks. RFID plays an important role in
striving to make the world greener by saving energy
consumption, reducing vehicle emissions and improving
waste disposal. During the last years, there has been
increasing research [5] on green RFID [2] [8] related to
reducing the size of RFID tags due to recycling, the use
of a minimum amount of non-degradable material in
production, as well as the use of protocols for maximum
energy savings in readers.
The idea of green IoT in wireless sensor networks is to
keep the sensor in sleep mode for most of its life to save
energy. Many new techniques enable green IoT sensor
networks such as sensor selection, sensory recognition
energy costs, and energy-saving sensor sleep schedules
by reducing communication between sensor nodes[11].
With changes in sensor operation, power consumption is
minimal and battery life is extended. One of the ideas of a
green WSN to enable green IoT is presented in [5], which
focuses on extending network life, increasing energy
efficiency, reducing system budgets, and reducing relay
nodes.

Figure 1. The life cycle of G-IoT observation

In the continuation of the paper, we will present the
components of G-IoT by the proposed system approach.
A. Green technologies that enable G-IoT
The development of technology in the field of IoT has
changed the way of life and enriched society with its
advantages, but we must not ignore the fact that IoT
consumes energy, contributes to toxic pollution, and
generates electrical waste. Green technologies mean the
development of energy-efficient technologies including
computer and communication technologies. These
technologies imply lower energy consumption through
more efficient use of available infrastructure. Green IoT
technologies are evolving in different parts of the IoT
system architecture. This part of the paper will present a
comprehensive overview of green IoT technologies and
strategies that demonstrate efforts to build a green and
sustainable world, making the environment safe and
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Figure 2. Green IoT Technologies

Cloud computing and green computing are the two
most popular areas of information and communication
technologies with numerous applications worldwide.
Combining cloud computing and IoT has a wide range of
research. The primary goal of green cloud computing is
to promote the use of environmentally friendly products,
and the primary purpose of the GCC is to reduce the use
of hazardous materials, maximize energy savings, and
increase the recyclability of old products and waste. This
ultimately leads to paperless virtualization, product
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longevity, efficient resource allocation [10]. On the topic
of Green CC, several papers have been performed that
provide some of the solutions related to energy-saving by
using different techniques for allocating resources for
energy efficiency, but also efficient energy saving
techniques.
Device-to-device (M2M) communications are a core
part of IoT. M2M is considered an advanced version of
IoT, in which devices communicate with each other
without human intervention. For the better realization of
green M2M, various techniques of reducing energy
consumption are proposed [12]. The World Organization
for Standardization (GDS) supports the idea of
implications for energy efficiency through various
standardization
activities
related
to
M2M
communications.
Green Data Centers (GDCs) are data storage and
management facilities that consume huge amounts of
energy[13]. To improve energy efficiency for GDCs, it is
necessary to use green energy sources, dynamically
manage energy, and build efficient power supply models.
The idea of green communication and networking
refers to low CO2 emissions, low radiation exposure, and
energy efficiency. Due to these facts, Green
Communication plays a very important role in Green IoT.
The green internet has become a topic that many
researchers are actively dealing with. Internet
technologies are used to develop smart and green
networks. The idea of greening the internet aims to
reduce electricity consumption with increased efficiency.
The concept of Green Technologies will help preserve the
environment and improve it to ensure the survival of
civilization. Green technologies and environmental
sustainability are focused on the goals of green
technologies related to the development of new energyefficient and environmentally friendly systems.
B. Green IoT Applications
Potential IoT applications are numerous and diverse,
covering virtually all areas of everyday life.
The green application implies the application of IoT
solutions to improve the quality of the environment in
terms of reducing pollution. An example of such
solutions is cost-effective IoT systems for monitoring air
and water pollution, which enable obtaining results on the
impact of individual pollutants, which allows appropriate
activities to be taken. Such systems have multiple
benefits because they enable adequate and timely
decisions to be made to improve air and water quality as
well as to identify key causes (sources) of pollution.
Several other examples greatly affect the environment,
such as IoT systems for waste management, systems for
optimizing traffic routes that cause harmful emissions
from vehicles, systems for detecting possible fires, etc.
Green IoT applications are aimed at saving energy
and the risk of pollution, reducing the greenhouse effect,
as well as the impact of IoT itself on the environment.
Key trends in green IoT in the domain of applications
related to smart grids, smart homes, industrial
automation, healthcare, and smart cities[14]. Each of
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these applications covers specific areas of application of
green IoT.
Smart cities aim to reduce CO2 emissions through
smarter traffic management, waste management,
environmental monitoring, and the creation of a safe
environment. This is achieved through specific areas of
G-IoT application that include smart roads, parking
management, smart waste, smart buildings, and smart
environment.
Healthcare refers to the collection of real-time patient
data. Great efforts are currently being made to provide
energy-efficient solutions by building green hospitals and
green equipment that requires very low or no energy
sources.
IoT has enabled the development of a smart industry
using a large number of sensors and software, which
contributes to reducing the use of energy and resources
and greenhouse gas emissions. The characteristics of
green technology are related to waste reduction, efficient
use of materials, use of alternative raw materials, and
hiring competent human staff.
New green technologies, such as green-IoT, can
increase productivity and growth by converting factories
into high-performance facilities, efficiently managing
resources and reducing waste and pollution, saving
energy, and extending the overall life of the system[15].
Smart houses refer to the application of G-IoT to
increase convenience and reduce costs, which is achieved
through enabling control of lighting in the house, control
of heating, as well as control of electronic devices in the
house using a smartphone or computer. Smart energy
management introduces advanced and smart technologies
into the energy management process, which is one of the
goals of G-IoT.
Smart grids find their field of application in industrial
automation, solar energy, and energy independence. The
smart grid can dynamically adjust and readjust for energy
delivery at a low cost while still guaranteeing high
quality.
C. Green infrastructure
Green infrastructure implies the development of IoT
components in an environmentally friendly way with the
possibility of renewal and reuse of old electronic
equipment and their recycling to reduce waste. How to
make various IoT components such as network devices,
computer equipment that includes computers and
smartphones, power batteries, etc. environmentally
friendly and ready for reuse after the end of their life
cycle. This means more efficient use of recyclable
materials after certain components or systems stop being
used or when they need to be replaced with newer ones.
Particular emphasis must be placed on the challenge of
extending battery life as well as recycling these
components. In practice, there are numerous other
challenges related to the treatment of electronic
equipment and its reuse in the implementation of green
IoT systems.
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IV. PROPOSAL OF A FRAMEWORK FOR THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF G-IOT USING A SYSTEMS APPROACH
Based on the above facts, it can be concluded that the
impact of IoT on the environment must be observed at all
layers of the system architecture and from different
aspects and approaches. All components of the system
must be considered, as well as the efficiency of their joint
work, which indicates the need to develop a systemic
framework for green IoT. This framework would include
the principles of the development of green IoT systems
and the selection of the best technologies, applications,
and infrastructure for their development and application
(figure 3).

Figure 3. Proposal of a framework for Green IoT

The purpose of the proposed framework is to observe
the entire life cycle of the green IoT paradigm. Green IoT
technologies demonstrate the work and efforts to build a
green and smart world, which contributes to a safe and
healthy environment, a smart and high quality of life.
Green IoT applications are numerous and diverse, and
cover virtually all areas of everyday life. They are aimed
at reducing CO2 emissions, saving energy, and the risk of
pollution. Not only does green IoT help other industries
reduce the greenhouse effects, but it also reduces the
environmental impact of IoT itself.
Green infrastructure means the development of IoT
components in an environmentally friendly way with the
possibility of renewal and reuse of old electronic
equipment and their recycling to reduce waste and extend
the life cycle of IoT components.
V.

CONCLUSION

Lots of fascinating and useful solutions enabled
technological development in the age in which we live. In
recent years, G-IoT has attracted the attention of the
research community, as trends in G-IoT technologies
prove that life has become easier for us, cities smarter, and
the world a better place to live. To create a systemic
framework, proposed in the paper, in addition to a good
knowledge of the systems approach, it was very important
to interact with other approaches such as product lifecycle
management. By combining several different approaches
guided by a systems approach, best practices are
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combined and integrated into development processes to
ensure interdisciplinary, structured, and connected
development of the appropriate system. Specifically, in
creating the framework for green IoT, we wanted to
present and impose a systemic way of thinking whose
application can lead to the creation of a sustainable and
ecological world through more efficient use of resources,
reduction of energy needs, pollution and waste generation.
Raising people's awareness of the importance of thinking
about how to make existing technologies and applications
environmentally friendly, and extend the life of devices as
part of green infrastructure, was an important step in
creating a systemic framework for our research.
Considering the green IoT as an open dynamic system, it
can be represented by an input-output matrix, where input
connections to the system would be different requirements
or conditions related to the choice of more
environmentally friendly technologies and its applications,
while outputs refer to those connections that they
represent the system's response to the environment, which
are the reduction of CO2 emissions, energy savings,
energy efficiency of devices (things) in the G-IoT network
and other connections with the environment that make IoT
greener. This paper provides an effective insight into all
segments of green IoT without going into the details of the
IoT network and the connection perspective. We believe
that the industry's interest in the field of green IoT makes
its future brighter, and the full involvement of the research
community will realize the vision of green IoT.
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Abstract - Safety Vest System (SVS) enables safe
collaboration between humans and robots in an economical
and scalable manner. It provides a third option to what is
currently a dilemma between separation of human workers
from robots and equipping machines with expensive safety
sensors. This paper presents the safety concept behind the
SVS, its architecture and technology, and gives a glimpse
into how it was developed. The system consists of three
devices: one fixed Base Station, Safety Vests worn by
humans, and Emergency Stop Modules (ESM) installed in
all the robots. Base Station ensures that human entering
dangerous area passes safe entry procedure and monitors
Safety Vest’s health during the mission. Safety Vest
communicates with ESMs via Ultra-Wide Band radio which
enables them to determine distance to the human. If this
distance falls below predetermined threshold, ESM can
initiate appropriate reaction such as slowing down of the
robot or a complete stop. The system was developed in
context of automated warehouses which have fleets of
automated guided vehicles that transfer modular portable
racks but has many other potential applications, wherever
humans and machines share workspace.
Keywords - human-robot collaboration; functional safety;
UWB; safety vest; automated warehouse; ranging; distance
measurement

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces the Safety Vest System (SVS)
that enables safe and efficient collaboration of humans
and robots, or more broadly humans and machines. It was
developed in scope of the Horizon 2020 project SafeLog
[1] by the Končar – Electrical Engineering Institute Ltd
(KEEI).
A. The Problem
The market for e-commerce is growing rapidly for
years now. With the growing markets the need for larger
warehouses and distribution centres and their automation
increases. In such facilities goods for the end-users or
products in the business-to-business sector are stored,
commissioned, and shipped. With the internationalization
of distribution chains, the key for success lies within an
efficient logistics.

USA. In this distribution centre 10000 robots vastly
outnumber 1000 human workers in a 340.000 m2
warehouse [2]. The sheer size of such a facility as well as
the broad product range illustrates the need for new
concepts of human-robot interaction.
When it comes to automation safety is always a key
factor. To ensure that no human comes to harm by
machinery nowadays there are basically two concepts.
The first and easiest way is to keep humans completely
separated from automated area during the operation of the
system. This is done by safety measures such as laser
barriers or light fences as well as a fence around the
dangerous area. Whenever this safety barrier is breached
the complete system, or parts of it, are shut down,
stopping the operation of the system [3]. The second
common safety concept is that each automated transport
vehicle becomes intrinsically safe using certified safety
sensors, such as laser scanners. While this enables
cooperated working areas, it comes at a significant cost
increase of the overall system, since every vehicle needs
to be equipped with expensive technology. This is
especially true for large-scale warehouses since the costs
of the safety system scales with the number of robots
used.
Safety Vest System introduces a new concept that
enables safe cooperation of humans and machines without
prohibitive costs of robot modifications and interventions
in the facility infrastructure.
B. Safety Vest System Concept
Safety concept shown in Fig. 1 is partitioned in three
levels. On the level A, a virtual circle around the human
operator acts as a simulated electromagnetic pulse and no
movement of machines is allowed within it. Inside B
radius, approaching robots do not yet impose a threat but
their speed is reduced to avoid potentially dangerous
situations. Replanning of human and robot paths
envisioned on level C is outside of the scope of the Safety
Vest System but is indicated here as an optional and
desirable extension that could reduce SVS activations and
thus increase the overall system availability.

Although many individual concepts for warehouses
exist, a general trend for larger facilities is observable. A
good example is Amazon facility in Stanton, Delaware,
This work has been supported from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No.
688117 (SafeLog)
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Figure 1. Safety Vest System concept

II.

SAFETY VEST SYSTEM

A. Structure
SVS has been developed with initial application in
flexible warehouses equipped with Automated Guided
Vehicles (AGVs) but can easily be extended and adapted
for other applications where cooperation of humans and
machines is needed or is desirable.
Safety functions of the SVS are stopping all machines
in dangerous distance from the Safety Vest and
emergency stop of all potentially dangerous machines in
the facility. They are implemented by three devices:
Safety Vests (SV) worn by the human, Fig. 3, Emergency
Stop Modules (ESM) installed on machines, and Safety
Vest Base Station (SVBS) as a part of the safety
infrastructure. Stopping the machines based on distance to
human is implemented by means of ranging between SV
and all ESMs in range of its ultrawideband (UWB)
communication.
The emergency stop function is only partially
implemented by the SVS and it depends on external
safety system for actual stopping of the machines. On the
SVS side, this function is activated on the SV, activation
signal is transferred to the SVBS via Wi-Fi and is output
from SVS on the SVBS’s safety relay outputs to the
external safety system which is relied upon to stop the
machines. The external safety system in Fig. 2
(SafetyPLC, FNA, FNC) refers to the environment in
which the SVS was envisioned in scope of the SafeLog
H2020 project [4].

Figure 3. Safety Vest, front and back

B. Operation
In the initial state the Safety Vests are connected to the
SVBS for charging. When a Safety Vest is unplugged, it
initializes and reports to the SVBS. Person can then
request entry to the dangerous area by pressing a
designated button on the SVBS. If all conditions for safe
entrance to the dangerous area are fulfilled, SVBS
instructs the facility safety system to open the gate (or
light curtain) or does it itself by activating one of its safe
outputs. This enables the person to enter the dangerous
area without breaking the safety loop and stopping the
whole facility.
Once activated, SV partakes in RTOF (Round-Trip
Time-Of-Flight) ranging with ESMs in its UWB range. It
also periodically transmits a message to SVBS indicating
correct operation, the so-called SV heartbeat.
If in range of SV’s UWB transmissions, an ESM
periodically determines its distance to SV. If the measured
distance to the SV is below a certain threshold, ESM can
instruct the control system of the machine to limit its
speed. If the distance is at or below the dangerous limit,
ESM initiates safety stop of the machine.
During operation of the SV, after a successful entry
procedure has been performed, SVBS expects periodic
messages from the SV that indicate its correct operation. If
these messages are not received SVBS breaks the safety
loop via its safety output and brings the whole facility into
safe state. If a person is in the dangerous area and the SV
malfunctions, the only way to ensure person’s safety is by
stopping all the dangerous machines in that area.
C. Technologies
SVS is based on three technological pillars:
•

UWB
ranging
measurement.

•

Safety microcontroller represents the core of the
system by ensuring reliable execution of
algorithms and detection of any failures.

•

Algorithms are implemented in a graphical
programming environment that has a proven
track record in functional safety projects.

enables

safe

distance

Figure 2. Block diagram of the Safety Vest System
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1) Ultrawideband Ranging
The ultrawideband (UWB) communication enables
accurate localization, high data rates and is immune to
fading which makes it suitable for use in multipath
environments such as warehouses [5]. SVS employs twoway ranging (TWR) protocol which utilizes time of arrival
(ToA), also known as time of flight (ToF). Ranging this
way is possible without common time reference between
nodes.

Besides the chip itself, Texas Instruments’ SafeTI
Diagnostic Library [8] was used in the development of the
SVS. It is a software API library for using the hardwarediagnostic features available in the Hercules Safety
microcontrollers. It does not restrict usage of other
software systems such as an operating systems or device
drivers and has in this project been used as a component
of the proprietary safety real time operating system
GrapOS.

Single side variations of the TWR protocol is shown in
Fig. 4. It is based on pairwise packet exchanges between
an initiator (ESM) and a responder (SV). Initiator is a
node which sends a POLL packet requesting ranging
measurement to a responder, whereas responder replies
with RESP packet. The TWR protocol can be described
with several following steps:

3) Graphical Programming
Algorithms executed on all three devices of the SVS
have been developed in the proprietary integrated
development environment GrapDesigner, cf. Fig. 5. This
development environment has been extensively used in
wide array of applications in railway and power
generation domains, including projects concerned with
functional safety [9].

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initiator transmits a POLL packet and records its
time of transmission (tPTX ).
The responder receives the message and records
timestamp (tPRX).
Responder calculates δTX and stores it to the
RESP packet.
Responder transmits RESP packet at tRTX.
Initiator computes the TOF (1).
TOF = (tRRX – tPTX – δTX)/2

(1)

Distance can then be calculated by multiplying TOF by
the speed of UWB message transmission i.e., the speed of
light through air [6].
2) Safety Microcontroller
SVS is based on Texas Instruments’ safety
microcontroller RM44Lx from the Hercules family [7]. It
has been selected for its performance and because it has
been certified by the TÜV SÜD to be suitable for
implementing SIL 3 functions according to IEC 61508.
RM44Lx is designed specifically for development of
functionally safe systems and is based on architectural
concept known as the “safe island approach”. Power,
clock, reset, and basic processing function are protected
with high level of diagnostic coverage in hardware. Some
of the key features of the safe island region are: dual core
lockstep ARM Cortex-R4F processor that detects failures
on a cycle-by-cycle basis, HW built-in self-test controllers
provide high level of diagnostic coverage for the lockstep
CPUs and SRAMs in the system, error correcting code on
the SRAM and flash memories, onboard voltage and reset
monitoring logic, oscillator and PLL failure detection
logic.

Figure 4. Single sided two-way ranging protocol
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GrapDesigner is a part of Grap Suite, a platform-based
software solution that enables fast and intuitive creation of
high-quality software applications without extensive
programming knowledge. It encompasses GrapOS, a
proven real-time operating system, libraries of graphical
programming elements, a common graphical editor, and
real-life control solutions examples. With more than 300
programming elements in the library, ranging from basic
logical, arithmetical, and input/output to specific
communication protocol elements, GrapDesigner offers
modularity and applicability to various levels of demand
and safety.
III.

SAFETY CONCEPTS

A. Entry and Exit Procedures
The dangerous area should be protected from
unauthorised and unsafe entry prior to introduction of the
SVS into an existing facility. If the SVS is designed into a
new facility, this protection should be implemented
independently of the SVS. In both cases, the safety
mechanism that protects entrance to the dangerous area
should have an interface to accept SVBS’s safety output
signals. The interaction between SVBS and the entry
protection system should enable entry and exit into and
out of the dangerous area without triggering the safety
system.
The entry procedure is initiated by unplugging a
Safety Vest from the SVBS. SV performs start-up selftests and, if no failures are detected, reports to the SVBS
by transmitting periodic heartbeat signal via Wi-Fi.

Figure 5. GrapDesigner graphical application programming
environment
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Once the SVBS receives SV heartbeat, it enables the
entry button that the user can press to request access to the
dangerous area. Button press activates SVBS’s safety
output that opens the gate / light curtain, directly or
indirectly via the external safety system. After a
predefined timeout this output is deactivated and the
Safety Vest is considered active i.e., SVBS treats any error
messages and missing heartbeat messages from it as safety
critical.
Leaving the dangerous area without disrupting the
facility operation is possible by pressing separate exit
button located within the dangerous area. This button
unconditionally activates SVBS’s safety output that opens
the gate, again for a predefined time. When SV is plugged
into the SVBS, the SVBS stops expecting to receive the
SV’s heartbeat messages and the exit procedure is
complete.
B. Emergency Stop Module Failure Reaction
Any faults detected on ESM result in opening the
safety relays and thus stopping the machine. Internal
failures of the ESM are detected by a range of self-tests
and monitoring mechanisms, but detection of UWB
interfaces depends on the external conditions, namely
presence of a Safety Vest. If the machine is not in UWB
range of any SVs or it is in its range but close to the
border, ESM performs periodical loopback tests of its
UWB interfaces as shown for AGV 1 and 2 in Fig. 6.
If AGV is well into SV’s range, it stops performing
UWB self-tests, expects SV’s periodic broadcasts and
treats them as “heartbeat signal”. This is the case with
AGV 3 in Fig. 6. If no broadcasts are received in a
predefined time, the machine performs emergency stop.
By not performing self-test, a part of bandwidth is freed.
Additionally, treating broadcasts as heartbeat ensures
safety in case of obstacles preventing signal propagation.
C. Safety Vest Base Station Failure Reaction
Failures of the SVBS can lead to two different
behaviours, depending on the state of the SVS system and
on the nature of the fault. Severe hardware faults that
cause loss of control of the microcontroller over the
device cause opening of the safety relays, thus activating
the safe outputs and tiggering reaction from the facility
safety system e.g., stopping all AGVs in a warehouse.

If the microcontroller detects failure, its reaction
depends on whether there are any active Safety Vests i.e.,
whether there are any persons inside the dangerous area. If
there is at least one person in the dangerous area, safety
outputs are activated to trigger the safety system of the
facility. If there are no persons in dangerous area, failure
of the SVBS does not impact safety and activating its
outputs would only negatively impact availability of the
facility e.g., by stopping all AGVs when there is no actual
need to do that. In this state SVBS merely disables entry
procedure preventing this way persons to enter the
dangerous area.
D. Safety Vest Failure Reaction
SV is based on a safety microcontroller with self-tests
implemented on the level of the controller as well as selftest on the level of the electronic modules implemented in
software. For example, SV’s UWB nodes transmit
sequentially – when one node transmits, it is monitored by
the other three modes on the Vest. If failure of SV is
detected or emergency switch is activated, SV transmits
emergency messages instead of ranging broadcasts (to
ESMs) and SV heartbeat message (to SVBS). This on one
hand stops all machines equipped with ESM in SV’s
UWB range and, on the other hand, initiates facility safe
state via SVBS monitoring of the SV heartbeat messages.
E. Running Human Scenario
To maximize availability of the facility, the distance at
which machines are stopped may be reduced to the
minimal safe value. This distance is calculated from
maximal speed, stopping distance, and height of the
machine (in case of tipping over), etc. All these values can
easily be determined with high accuracy, but the speed of
the human can vary greatly. If speed that 100m sprinters
can achieve are presumed, prohibitively large stopping
distances will be required. Thus, certain assumptions must
be made on the speed at which humans will move through
the dangerous area. On the other hand, the system must be
protected when these assumptions are breached. This is
implemented on the ESM by calculating and monitoring
the so-called “relative range rate” between itself and SVs.
Range rate defines a signed scalar value describing the
time rate of change of the range (distance) between two
locations. In other words, ESM monitors how fast SVs are
approaching or withdrawing from it. If this rate is too
high, ESM decides it cannot safely protect the offending
runner and stops the machine.
IV.

INSTALLATION AND SCALABILITY

A. Installation
Safety Vest System has been designed with specific
intention to facilitate installation in existing (automated
warehouse) systems with minimal interfaces and
interventions in the infrastructure. There exist however
some requirements on the facility where the SVS is to be
integrated: a safety system must be in place that monitors
access to the dangerous area and can bring the facility in
safe state e.g., by stopping all the dangerous machines,
environment should enable sufficient propagation of
Figure 6. ESMs treat SV’s broadcasts as “heartbeat”
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UWB signal, and Wi-Fi network must be available for
transfer of Safety Vest heartbeat signals to the SVBS.
Emergency Stop Modules are installed in dangerous
machines protected by the SVS. An ESM is composed of
three units – the CPU and power supply (CPU&PS) unit
and two UWB modules. The UWB modules are connected
to the CPU&PS unit via flat cables. UWB modules are
intended to be installed at two outmost parts of the
machine. In the example of AGVs, they are located at
both front/rear sides, as in AGVs there is no distinction
between forward and backward. The only connection that
an UWB module needs is the flat cable that connects it to
the CPU&PS unit. There are no special requirements on
positioning of the CPU&PS unit so it can be located
somewhere within or on the machine. The connection it
requires are, beside cables connecting it to UWB modules:
24 VDC power supply e.g., from the AGVs battery, and
two independent normally opened (NO) safety outputs
that can be used to bring the machine into safe state or
communicate to the machine control system.
Safety Vest Base Station is intended to be mounted on
a wall inside an access restricted space used to enter and
exit the dangerous area. It has the following interfaces:
•

user interface composed of buttons and LEDs

•

two SV ports for connection and charging of SVs

•

AC mains inlet and switch

•

exit button located inside the dangerous area

•

single entry/exit safety output

•

double emergency safety output.

B. Scalability
In the current prototype implementation of the SVS
only two SVs are supported. This is to reduce complexity
and speed up the development, but there are no technical
reasons to hinder expansion of the system to support more
SVs.
For an ESM to determine its distance to the SV, some
UWB messages must be exchanged between them.
Communication and ensuing calculation must be
performed timely i.e., before the AGV approaches the
human to a potentially dangerous distance. This is not a
problem up until a certain number of AGVs when SV’s
bandwidth gets used up and it cannot answer all incoming
ranging requests from AGVs in time. SVS circumvents
this problem by ensuring that ESMs “hear” Safety Vest
ranging broadcasts well before the respective AGV comes
close to a dangerous distance to the human. If SV does not
respond to ESM’s ranging requests in predefined time,
ESM will activate its safety outputs and bring the machine
into safe state. This ensures that ESMs on AGVs will
either safely measure the distance and stop if SV safety
radius is breached or will be timely stopped because the
distance measurement failed.
V.

Besides developmental and functional tests of SVS,
evaluation of the UWB technology itself has been
conducted in the scope of the project. Example of this is
research of influence of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
communication on UWB ranging performance conducted
in KEEI’s Electromagnetic Compatibility Laboratory.
B. Integration
Throughout the SafeLog project several integration
workshops were held. Three of these workshops were held
in Swisslog’s test facility in Augsburg, Germany, cf. Fig.
8, where among other following was done: SVBS was
integrated with the test facility’s safety system, ESMs
were integrated in multiple types of AGVs, tests of
warehouse entry and exit procedure were conducted,
ranging quality between SV and multiple ESMs on
moving AGVs in environment with loaded metal racks
was tested, tests of AGV emergency stop due to SV safety
radius breach in different scenarios (single and multiple
AGVs, LOS and NLOS, remotely and automatically
controlled AGVs) were successfully performed.
C. Safety Assessment
TÜV Nord Cert GmbH was involved from the onset of
the project to provide independent safety assessment. The
Assessor’s engagement started with evaluation and
confirmation of the functional and safety concept of the
system, proceeded with monitoring of the development
project by reviewing the documentation and in on-site and
online meetings, culminated in functional and fault
insertion testing in the presence of the Assessor, and
concluded by issuing the “Technical Report”.

TESTING AND ASSESSMENT

A. Verification
Components of the Safety Vest System were
extensively tested first independently and then integrated
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into devices and finally in the whole system. One of such
tests is depicted in Fig. 7. In this test, SV is placed on an
office chair and moved along a corridor all the while
communicating with immobile ESM device placed on a
desk. In bottom part of the Fig. 7, distance between the
two nodes is shown as the SV is brought closer to ESM in
two steps, pulled back in the same manner and then
rotated on the chair.

Figure 7. Test setup with SV mobile on an office chair (top left), ESM
on a desk (top right) and measured distance (bottom)
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Remaining development tasks include redesign and
optimization of hardware and mechanical components
(including the Vest), completion of all verification and
validation activities required by the functional safety
standards, type tests such as EMV, shock and vibration,
climatic, and ingress protection tests, and trial operation in
a real-world facility.

Figure 8. Testing of the system in Swisslog’s test facility in Augsburg

The testing in presence of the Assessor proved to be
especially challenging because it was due at the hight of
the corona pandemic at which time no traveling was
possible. Thus, five remote testing sessions have been
conducted each in duration of several hours during which
component, system, and fault injection tests selected by
the Assessor have been repeated and additional tests
specified by him conducted, cf. Fig. 9.
The “Technical Report” issued by the Assessor
confirms that the SVS in its current stage of development
fulfils SIL (Safety Integrity Level) 2 requirements of IEC
64508 and EN 62061 as well as PL (Performance Level) d
requirements of EN ISO 13849-1 and provides guidelines
on what remains to be done for the system to be fully
assessed and ready for certification.

SVS can also be expanded with non-safety
components to enable implementation of additional
functions besides slowing down and stopping robots such
as localization of the human and communication of this
information to the facility management system, warning
the human of the approaching robots and indicating their
position, and assisting the human in accomplishing tasks
by displaying instructions on a handheld device or AR
glasses. These options have been explored in scope of the
SafeLog project.
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Abstract—In today’s hospital environments, many medical
devices and tools are used. While some of these will be
stationary due to size and bulk, many devices can also be
moved from room to room. To facilitate an efficiently running
hospital environment and protect expensive devices from
being lost, it is important to keep track of the whereabouts of
every medical device or utensil. We propose an RFID based
system with a smartphone application based frontend for
tracking the locations of medical devices and utensils in a
hospital environment, both enabling medical professionals to
quickly locate required devices as well as allowing hospital
administration to keep track of when and where devices
leave hospital premises, optionally alerting security after a
configurable grace period. In addition to this, our proposed
application allows doctors and other medical personnal
to reserve equipment and rooms such as examination or
operating rooms and to easily find which rooms or pieces
of equipment are available at a given time. This reduces
administrative overhead and allows a smoother operation
of the hospital, where efficiency is needed not only for the
sake of profits but also to ensure the continued well-being of
patients.
Keywords—Hospital, RFID, Health care, Localization, Medical Devices, Smartphone

I. INTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is considered
to be the current wave of the IT revolution in different
industries, including logistics and supply chain and health
care, and medical services. The literature identified many
applications of such a technology in health care, such
as patient safety, patient monitoring, tools and equipment
tracking, patient tracking, and logistics management, among many other applications [1]–[4]. RFID technology
holds tremendous potential in terms of improving the management of patients within the healthcare supply chain.
The technology is regarded as a viable means to eliminate
various inefficiencies related to patient management. Early
studies showed that RFID technology represents a viable
means of checking, tracking, and tracing pharmaceutical
products while allowing a proper management of incident
audit trails between the medical equipment and the healthcare staff [1], [3], [5]–[9]. RFID can continuously track
objects anywhere and anytime and enhance operations and
process efficiency. In healthcare settings, prior research
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described many benefits and improvements made through
RFID applications. [5], [6] classified these benefits into
three main categories, including RFID-enabled hospital
equipment tracking, which reduces equipment losses and
improves asset management in hospitals. RFID-enabled
inventory technology reduces equipment shrinkage by
remotely tracking equipment and also maintaining accurate inventory replenishment and level. Other researchers
indicated that resource allocation in health care settings,
including medical personnel is significantly different from
process and labor management in other settings. Medical
staff and employees in hospitals are usually involved in
multiple tasks simultaneously [3], [9], [10] to deal with
emergency issues and to work with different colleagues
and equipment. The working environment in hospitals
is very dynamic in nature and more tense than at most
other types of organizations since human lives are at stake
[2], [3], [9]. This requires some support in providing all
requirements and tools needed for health care tasks at the
right time in the right location for the right use.
To put it differently, today’s hospitals are complex
environment where many different medical devices and
tools in use, ranging from X-ray machines to smaller quick
test kits required by the current COVID-19 pandemic.
Some of these are stationary due to size and bulk, but
others are portable and moved from room to room as
needed to take care of patients and medical procedures.
At the same time, medical personnel has to be able to
find the equipment they need quickly and at any time
to prevent unnecessary delays in treatment and ensure
smooth operations of the hospital. As medical equipment
is often expensive, it is also important to keep track
of its whereabouts to prevent it from going missing or
being stolen. We propose an RFID based system with
an accompanying smartphone application to keep track of
medical devices and equipment in a hospital environment
Our paper attempts to design a smart inventory and
logistic system in hospitals using RFID system. Unlike
other studies that focuses on the medical side of using
RFID systems, we thought using RFID technology can
also help support the major process in hospitals by facilitating logistics and inventory activities in a daily basis
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such as rooms and equipment booking, asses tracking
and staff tracking and communicating. With the use of
RFID tracking system medical equipment, staff, patients
and all physical entities in a hospital are instantaneously
traced and monitored via a centralized computer system.
The information extracted from the RFID system will be
analyzed through process mining to discover useful and
actionable patterns and to shape a knowledge base for
future decision-making [10]–[12].
Our proposed system enables medical professionals
to quickly located required devices, while also allowing
hospital administrative staff to keep track of when and
where devices leave hospital premises, optionally alerting
security after a configurable grace period to allow moving
equipment between buildings. To further optimize the
efficiency of hospital operations, since our system already
includes a floor plan for locating equipment, we also provide a system allowing medical personnal to browse and
reserve both equipment and rooms such as examination
or operating rooms. The ability to search for rooms by
description as well as free time slots enables doctors to
quickly look up available rooms or equipment required
to perform necessary procedures from their smartphones.
This reduces administrative overhead and allows smoother
operations of the hospital, which will also benefit the wellbeing of patients.
In Section II, we gives an overview of the architecture
of the proposed system. Section III describes the implementation in more detail. Following that, we evaluate our
system in Section IV. Finally, we draw conclusions and
indicate directions for future work in Section V.
II. D ESIGN
In the following, we will describe the overall design of
our proposed system. Fig. 1 gives a high level overview
of the various roles and types of users in our system,
as well as the rough technical structure. The end users,
such as medical personnel and hospital administrative and
security staff, are accessing the system through a smart
phone application. Our prototype is built on the Android
smart phone operating system. Administrative staff of
the hospital will take care of first entering equipment
data into the system. Security staff will be able to use
receive notifications when RFID tagged equipment leaves
a building, which will enable quicker response to possible
theft. Doctors and other medical personnel can query the
system for information about the location of equipment
as well as rooms in the hospital, as well as reserve their
use during certain times. This smart phone application will
mainly serve to communicate with a backend server, which
handles data storage, updates as well as interfacing with
the RFID parts of the system. A floor plan of the hospital
is stored on the server and transmitted to and cache by
the smartphone application. It is used to visualize the
locations or rooms and equipment and make it easier for
medical personnel to find various locations. If the floor
plan is updated, the cached copy will automatically be
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refreshed. The backend connects to an array of RFID
readers, which again connect to multiple RFID antennas
placed at the exit/entry of rooms and buildings. The RFID
reader then notify the backend server, when a registered
tag is detected, so the backend can update the associated
equipment’s location.
A. Equipment tracking
To track the locations of medical equipment, RFID
antennas are installed on both sides of all doors. When
passing through the door, depending on which antenna
last sees a given tag, the location of the RFID tag and
associated piece of equipment are updated. This process
is visualized in Fig. 2. The backend server runs processes
connected to each RFID read over LLRP (Low Level
Reader Protocol), to watch for tags at all connected antennas. When a tag that is part of the hospital’s equipment
management system is seen, that tag’s location is updated
in accordance to a mapping of antennas to rooms, allowing
the information to be updated in realtime. In addition,
antennas at outside facing exits are flagged on the floor
plan, which allows the detection of equipment leaving the
hospital premises. Once equipment is detected as having
left, if it is not seen again within a configurable grace
period, the app will display a notification for users who are
marked with the guard flag, alerting them that equipment
might have gone missing. Users with the guard flag can
also use the app to retrieve a list of equipment that is
currently not detected within the hospital as well as its
last detected locations. Regular users can use the app to
query the current whereabouts of equipment, searching by
various criteria, such as equipment names.
B. Booking
Medical staff can also use the smartphone application to
book rooms and equipment for certain timeslots. In both
cases, the process is quite similar.
1) Equipment: To book the use of a piece of a equipment for a certain time, medical personnel first has to find
the specific piece of equipment required. For this, the most
basic search functionality is to search by equipment name.
However, the proposed system also allows restricting
the search results in certain ways, such as only listing
equipment which is not already reserved during a certain
time period and searching for equipment by location. The
status of listed equipment is also shown using a color
coding which makes it easy to identify if it is currently in
use, booked in the future, free or currently booked by the
user performing the query. Once identify, it is possible to
mark a piece of equipment in the system as reserved. This
reservation will be stored on the backend server and list
the start and end times as well as the user who did the
booking.
2) Rooms: Users are able to search for available rooms
by different criteria, such as name and availability during
specific time frames. For rooms, which are not already
reserved during the specified time, users are able to make
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Fig. 1: Overview of roles and structure of the smart hospital system.

based backend server written in Python 3. To ensure the
integrity and confidentiality of communications between
both parts, an nginx based reverse proxy is deployed,
proving HTTPS security for interfacing with the backend.
A. Frontend

Fig. 2: A visualization of medical equipment moving
through a door into another room and thereby from the
detection range of RFID antenna 1 into that of RFID
antenna 2.

a reservation of that room. The reservation along with
the name of the user who reserved the room will be displayed to other users, who are also querying information
about this room. This allows for easy coordination among
medical personnel, for example in the case that a booked
room is required for an emergency, Color codes display
the status of each bookable room to the user, marking it
as either currently in use, booked in the future, free or
currently booked by the user.
III. I MPLEMENTATION
Our implementation is split into two parts. First, we
have the frontend, which is a mobile application written on
the Android platform and used by medical and administrative personnel to access the system. This part of the system
is implemented using Java. Second, there is an HTTP
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The frontend has a number of different functionalities,
but for most of it, it requires information about the layout
of the hospital it is to be deployed in. To facilitate this, it
requests a hash of floor plan data from the backend server.
If this hash differs with the already retrieved data, or no
data has yet been retrieved at all, the frontend app will
request the actual floor plan data from the backend server.
This data consists of image data of the floor plans and
meta information in JSON format, containing information
such as the locations of rooms both physically and on the
floor plan images, the designations of rooms, as well as
locations of RFID antennas and a flat designating a room
as bookable or unbookable.
B. Equipment Tracking
Equipment can be listed and searched through the
frontend application. For this, a simple search function
allows searching by equipment name. Additionally, advanced search options are available, which allow searching
by more detailed criteria, including availability during
certain time frames. All entered search parameters are
sent through a JSON based query to the backend server,
where they are are used to perform corresponding database
queries and finally return the results to the frontend. From
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search results, it is also possible to list more detailed
informations about a given item. Search results can also
be sorted according to different criteria, such as name
or availability. Administrative users may also edit its
properties, which will cause the item data to be updated on
the backend server’s database. To register new equipment
in the system, certain RFID antennas are reserved for use
by administrative staff for the reprogramming of RFID
tags. Using the smartphone application, administrative
staff can enter descriptive information about a given piece
of equipment and specify which RFID antenna to use.
Then, a fresh RFID tag is placed on the attenna and
reprogrammed with a new tag ID. These tag IDs follow a
specific scheme, which makes it easy for RFID readers to
filter for tags that belong to the smart hospital system. Due
to this, unnecessary notifications to the backend system
can be avoided. Finally, the RFID tag is attached to the
newly registered piece of equipment, allowing it to be
tracked as it moves through the building.
C. Booking
The booking or reservation interface also uses the search
functionality described above. Search requests are sent
to the backend server for processing, which returns the
results to the frontend application, where the results are
listed. This functionality is similar both for booking rooms
and equipment, also sharing part of its implementation.
Equipment search results directly allow accessing room
data and showing a building map with the corresponding
room being highlighted.
D. Backend
The main part of the backend consists of an HTTP
server written in Python 3. Communications to the frontend app are secured by using an nginx reverse proxy
which supports HTTPS. Additionally, the backend server
manages separate background processes to handle communications with the RFID readers. In the following, we
will describe the organization of the backend architecture
in more detail.
E. Equipment Tracking
The main functionality of our proposed system is the
tracking of medical and other equipment within the hospital.
1) Server: The server component of our proposed system is written in Python 3 and provides a JSON based
HTTP API. While the built-in HTTP server has no support
for SSL/TLS, HTTPS can be provided by employing a
reverse proxy, e.g. nginx or Apache. While HTTP is being
used, the system does not use cookies. Instead, upon login,
a secure login token is generated and sent in the login
response to the frontend app. This token is then included as
a field in the JSON data structure when making requests.
Due to this explicit handling of the login token, the system
is not vulnerable to cross site scripting (XSS) attacks, as
there is no implicit authentication of requests taking place.
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Fig. 3: Zebra FX7500 RFID reader [13].

Fig. 4: Adhesive RFID tag.

Login tokens are invalidated either upon logging out, or
after a certain amount of time. To ensure the safety of
user passwords, they are hashed using the state of the
art Argon2 password hashing algorithm. Additionally, rate
limiting is employed to limit login attempts on both a peruser and on a per-host basis. Floor plan data is assumed
to be mostly static and stored on the backend server in
the form of JSON files and images in PNG format. Other
data, such as user information, reservations of rooms or
equipment, as well as equipment data are stored in an
SQLite 3 database. If necessary for scaling, this database
can also be swapped out for other relational database
systems such as PostgreSQL or MariaDB. A modular
design makes it easy to extend the functionality provided
by the backend server if needed at some point.
2) RFID Readers: Our system prototype has been
implemented using a Zebra FX7500 [13], which is also
shown in Fig. 3. For actual deployment, a reader optimized for tracking exit/entry of tags, such as the Zebra
ST5500 [14] might be more suitable. For the prototype,
the FX7500 has been chosen because it provides the
ability to handle up to four antennas, so it can covor
both sides of two doors. In certain scenarios, where the
antenna can cover bigger areas, it may also be possible
to cover multiple doors with a single antenna to track
the presence of tags. Testing has been performed using
adhesive RFID tags, such as the one shown in Fig. 4.
Connectivity between the backend and the RFID reader
is done via the LLRP protocol [15], or more specifically
the sllurp [16] library. A short wrapper script allows the
backend server to launch a process for each configured
RFID reader. This process will handle communications
with the RFID reader and report the presence of new tags
to the backend server through a pipe of its standard output,
which is watched by the backend server to trigger updates
of equipment locations. When tag presence information
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TABLE I: System benchmark, 5000 requests, 20
concurrent connections. Results in milliseconds.
Connect
Processing
Waiting
Total

Min
51
18
18
71

Mean
63
23
23
86

±SD
55.1
7.8
4.3
56.1

Median
57
22
22
79

Max
1107
333
48
1138

TABLE II: System benchmark, 5000 requests, 100
concurrent connections. Results in milliseconds.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: (a) Booking equipment. (b) Color coded floor
plan. (c) Search options.

is read from the sllurp process, the backend server will
look up the corresponding RFID antenna’s location and
the the piece of equipment associated with the read tag.
It will then update the equipment’s location to match the
RFID attena’s location at which the tag was most recently
detected.
F. Booking
Medical personnel can use the smartphone application
to reserve or book the use of both equipment and rooms
if marked as bookable in the database. To do so, first
the search function is used to find equipment and rooms,
which is available during the desired time period. To
assist in this, various search options can be set, as shown
for equipment search in Fig. 5(c). It is also possible to
display a floor plan, with color coded room markings to
find available rooms or available equipment by location.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 5(b), where two
rooms have light blue markings, indicating that unbooked
equipment fulfilling search criteria is available in these
rooms, while another room is marked in green, indicating
that a piece of equipment reserved by the current user if
available there. To enter a booking, the user selects a piece
of equipment or a room from the search results and enters
the purpose of the booking and the desired timeframe.
If the booking succeeds, the equipment or room will be
marked as reserved during the specified time frame.
IV. E VALUATION
In the following, we will analyze our system with
respect to various criteria, ranging from user studies, over
system performance to privacy and other considerations.

Connect
Processing
Waiting
Total

Min
54
23
22
79

Mean
343
36
35
379

±SD
90.5
18.9
15.7
93.3

Median
336
31
31
368

Max
1511
349
210
1623

a single CPU core and 2GB of RAM with an nginx reverse
proxy. For a real deployment, a more powerful server
should be used, but this can provide a performance baseline. For the sake of this evaluation, the /list_rooms
API endpoint is queried with 20 concurrent connections
for a total of 5000 requests. /list_rooms is chosen,
because it executes one of the most complex SQL queries
in the system to handle the various possible search options.
The test database contains eight rooms. Results are given
in Table I. 99 % of queries received a response within
138 ms, with the slowest requests being finished within
about 1.2 s. This shows that even a very low end server
can easily handle We also run the same benchmark with
100 concurrent connections, which puts much higher load
on the server. The results are given in Table II. In this
case, 80 % of requests finish within 400 ms, 99 % finish
within 621 ms and the slowest requests take 1.6 s.
C. Privacy
RFID is often mentioned in the contexts of having negative impacts on personal privacy [7] and especially in the
medical field, privacy is a very important issue. Our system
is however only concerned with the locations of medical
equipment as well as the reservation or booking status of
equipment and hospital rooms by medical personnel. No
patient data is handled by the system, therefore patient
privacy is not affected.
With respect to the users of our system, no personal
data other than an email address, the user’s name and
a hashed password is stored. As medical personnel will
generally be employed by the hospital anyways, it is not to
be expected that this limited data causes privacy concerns
as the hospital should already know this information about
users of the system.
D. Use of RFID in Hospitals

A. Usability Pilot Study
- TODO: Feedback from two hospitals
B. Backend Performance
We run a benchmark of the backend server using the ab
[17] tool. The backend is running on a virtual server with
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Certain limitations to the use of RFID technology in
hospital environments also have to be considered before
the deployment of an RFID based smart hospital system.
The most important limitation to be considered is that
RFID can cause electromagnetic interference (EMI) with
certain biomedical devices [7] and therefore cause patient
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safety issues in certain areas of a hospital. It is also the
case that medical devices may be able to interfere with
the correct reading of RFID tags through either EMI or
the presence of large metal objects [7].
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented our RFID based smart
hospital system, which increases efficiency of hospital
operations by streamlining the management of medical
equipment and the allocation of rooms and facilities to
medical staff. Our system tracks the locations of mobile
equipment through RFID tags, thereby both making it
easier to counteract attempts of removing equipment from
hospital facilities and making it easier to find equipment
necessary for medical procedures. We also evaluate our
system with respect to privacy and find that it does not
negatively impact patient or employee privacy. In addition,
we find that the backend service can handle high numbers
of concurrent users even on very modest hardware.
In the future, we would like to perform further studies
of usability of our system and investigate ways of deploying RFID based systems in hospitals while preventing
eletromagnetic interference from either impacting medical
equipment or the accurate reading of RFID tags. We would
also like to analyze the performance and usability of our
system in a real world deployment.
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Abstract—In this paper we describe the development of a
VR-based mobile usability lab to study multi modal human
robot interaction. Our work is part of a 3 years multi party
project, that targets the development of the CityBot, an
autonomous modular mobile robot vehicle. The human robot
interaction with the CityBot is planned to be multi modal:
speech and gestures are going to be used for instructing and
guiding the robot. In order to effectivly perform usability
experiments and collect speech and gestural data, we developed a mobile VR simulation system of the CityBot in its
environment.
Keywords—VR technology, multi modal, human robot interaction, mobile autonomous robot

I. I NTRODUCTION
We describe the development of a VR-based mobile
usability lab to study multi modal human robot interaction.
Our work is part of the 3 years multi party project Campus
FreeCity (see [EDA22]), that targets the development of
the CityBot, an autonomous modular mobile robot vehicle.
A fleet of CityBots is going to be used for people transport,
logistics and other tasks.1 A physical research prototype
is already available (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Two configurations of the CityBot physical
research prototype on campus of the Fulda University.
The human robot interaction with the CityBot is planned
to be multi modal: speech and gestures are going to be
used for instructing and guiding the robot. For this, the
robot is equipped with the so called Avatar, a movable
head with mounted cameras, microphones and a display
for visual feedback.
1 Our special thanks go to the Federal Ministry for Digital and Transport (BMDV) of Germany for financial support within the framework
of the joint project "Campus FreeCity". The research is supported under
grant 45KI15H081: Hochschule Fulda.
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II. VR FOR USABILITY STUDIES
When developing autonomous mobile robots the validation of suitable HMI concepts poses considerable problems. Building physical robots is a complex (and costly)
task. In this project it is going to take at least 2 years
to produce a fully functional physical prototype of the
CityBot. This obviously would retard the necessary usability experiments. An equally significant problem is
user safety. Interacting with the robot could be harmful,
especially when the underlying control system is still
under development. Using VR environments constitutes
an sound alternative to real-life tests. In a VR simulation
system central parameters of HMI can be systematically
evaluated, while it is much simpler to control the parameter space of the experiments. VR technology has therefore
become a standard tool for HMI evaluation in the field of
autonomous robots (see [SCNTF19]).

Figure 2: The VR Lab: a scenario consisting of the
CityBot base module (tractor) with the small taxi module
attached.
In order to effectively perform usability experiments and
collect speech and gestural data, we developed a mobile
VR simulation system of the CityBot and its environment.
The system runs on Meta Quest 2 (see [Met22]), an inexpensive VR head set, which is independent of a rendering
computer. The Quest 2 supports speech recording, hand
tracking and head tracking. Our VR simulation system can
be controlled via OSC messages (Open Sound Control, see
[Ope22]). This makes it possible to easily setup Wizard
of Oz experiments (see [DJA93], [SC93]), and present
movements and reactions of the robot to the participants.
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The immersion of the system is very effective. Participants
are able to move freely within a specific region of the
setup, thus e.g. circumnavigate the CityBot.
By using the highly portable VR technology it becomes
possible to conduct experiments outside the indoor usability laboratory of the university. Experiments can be taken
to any place, where test participants are able to move
around safely, both in the virtual world and the real world.2
A large set of multi modal data is recorded with this
mobile VR usability lab (VR lab). From within the VR
head set the lab is transmitting the current field of view of
the test participant, the head position, the head direction,
the hand positions, the hand directions and the audio signal
(see figure 4). Transmission takes place in real time with
a small, but definite latency. As the Meta Quest 2 is not
yet able to perform body tracking, we extended the system
with an external stereoscopic (depth) camera, the ZED 2
(see [Ste22]).

Figure 4: The OSC control tool of the VR Lab. The VR
Lab is transmitting the current field of view of the test
participant, the head position, the head direction, the
hand positions, the hand directions and the audio signal
in real time.

at hand. Switching between scenarios is implemented in
the form of an interactive lobby (see figure 3).
III. O PEN TASK EXPERIMENTS

Figure 3: The lobby of the VR Lab. Different scenarios
can be selected by the user.
A. Collecting multi modal data
In order to develop a viable and robust interaction
concept for the CityBot, collecting relevant multi modal
data is indispensable. The creation of a sufficiently specific
multi modal corpus, that captures all relevant aspects
of a real human robot interaction is an important first
development step. This corpus can then be used to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

define the verbal/gestural vocabulary
identify syntax, semantics and pragmatics of the
utterances/gestures used
identify the language accompanying gestures
describe communication failures
define possible (multi modal) reactions of the system
get insight into the level of understanding of the test
participants with respect to current task or situation
get insight into the emotional state of the test participants with respect to current task or situation

The mobile lab thus provides the base for upcoming
usability experiments. These are by no way restricted
to human robot interactions. The settings can be easily
adopted to the specific needs of the usability experiment
2 Free

physical space of approximately 16 m2 is sufficient.
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A set of experiments have been designed to investigate
the multi modal interaction with the CityBot. Modalities
(here speech and gestures) are usually temporally intertwined, relate to one another, and can be synchronized at
certain points in time in order to support communication
(see [McN98]).
While it would be possible to predefine the syntax,
vocabulary and semantics of both speech and gestures,
our approach is to conduct experiments with an open task
specifications. The participants are faced with a situation
and are asked to perform a certain task. As they interact
with the system according to their own conception, the
robot will be controlled by members of our team, thus
displaying simulated "intelligent" behavior to the participant. For the given use cases four basic types of situations
can be identified:
•
•
•
•

situation 0: stopping the robot
situation 1: directing the robot
situation 2: specifying (longer term) actions and goals
situation 3: requesting information

The reactions of the robot are scripted, making it
possible to spontaneously reproduce a specific behavior
of the robot. Communication success and communication
failure will be induced and while communications failure
will most certainly put stress or frustration onto the
participants, we need to control the level of emotional
engagement. Language and gestures will be uttered in
varying situations and hence have to be interpreted within
these situations. The open task experiments and the corpus
of multi modal data are designed to find answers to the
following questions:
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A. What gestures are produced ?
In order to find the gestures produced, a fine grained
analysis of the video recordings, the skeletal movement
data, the hand tracking data and the head tracking data
needs to be performed. Gestures can be very subtle, very
quick and show a wide variation range.
B. What meaning do these gestures convey ?
The interpretation of gestures is largely dependent on
the current situation. Within the experiments we therefore
need to fix the situation parameters. The same experimental setup is going to be repeated a number of times
with each participants. This will (may) lead to habituation
effects, which then might effect the expression of the
gestures used. If similar gestures can be found across
experiment repetitions and participants, they may carry a
comparable semantic.
C. Do the gestures have structure and can they be generalized ?

H. What kind of feedback (visual, auditory, mimic, gaze,
speech, head and body movement) is needed to convey the
inner state/current action of the robot?
Finally, we need to define the communicative means of
the robot. As the system is, in a broader sense, anthropomorphic, it possesses a large set of modalities to convey
information.
IV. U SE C ASES
During the final phase of the project (lasting 9 months)
a large case study with the physical research prototype of
the CityBot will be conducted. The study is based on a set
of use cases, which are defined for the LivingLab scenario.
The LivingLab is providing an environment for realistic
live testing. This includes all aspects of system usage,
multi modal human robot interaction, system control,
identification of system errors and system failure, analysis
of system errors and fixing system errors.

Once the overall gestures in the corpus and the underlying structural elements are identified, we will try to find
generalizations and hope to be able to develop a formal
gesture syntax.
D. What utterances are produced?
Utterances (speech) will be recorded. The audio recording is synchronized to gesture data. All utterances will be
transcribed (manually), syntax structures, intent of the utterance and phonetic features will be annotated (markup).
If needed, more descriptive layers can later be added. The
annotation will follow formal standards available (for an
overview see [AG13]).
E. What kind of prosodic features can be detected in the
utterances ?
It is assumed, that the syntactic structure of the utterances could be quite simple. Specifically when directing
the robot, we expect the language to consists of short
one or two word sentences ("Halt!", "Nach rechts!", "Da
hin", "Weiter")3 . Here the prosodic features (loudness,
speed, stressed or unstressed intonation, pitch etc.) of the
utterances could convey much information.
F. How do utterances and gestures relate?
As the gestures and utterances have been annotated, it
becomes possible to inspect their temporal relation, and,
based on these findings, find interpretations.
G. Is there a "natural" way of interacting with the robot?
Once a corpus of sufficient size has been collected, we
might even be able to identify more general patterns of
human robot interactions (of course limited to the given
scenarios).
3 All experiments will be conducted in German. Utterances denote:
Stop, Turn right/Move right, Put it there/Go there, Continue.
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Figure 5: Google Earth: the Deutsche Bank Park
consists of the stadium, a number of training areas, some
office buildings and forest areas. (© Google, see image)
The LivingLab is implemented on the terrain of the
Deutsche Bank Park in Frankfurt (see figure 5). The
Deutsche Bank Park are the club grounds of the German
national league team Eintracht Frankfurt. The site’s area
is of approximately 420.000 square metres in size. In the
center of the Deutsche Bank Park you find the soccer
stadium with a capacity of more then 50.000 visitors. In
addition 5 training fields are placed in near vicinity of the
stadium. Two larger office buildings are used by the club’s
administration. They also serve as the so called ProfiCamp,
providing optimal care and support for the members of the
soccer team.
Furthermore a number of supporting buildings and areas
exist: supply and disposal areas, storage rooms for training
materials, parking spaces and underground car parks (see
figure 6). Access areas are used by employees and visitors
alike. It is important to understand, that the LivingLab is
not at all a closed area. A large portion of the Deutsche
Bank Park consists of forests which have to be publicly
accessible. These forests are subject to strict environmental
rules, prohibiting extensive sealing of the surface. Indeed
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many routes through the Park are unpaved trails within
woods.
CityBots are intended to move freely across the area of
the Deutsche Bank Park. They are taking on transportation
tasks, which include:
1) transport of mobility inhibited persons (to/from the
stadium)
2) transport of grass clippings and garbage
3) transport of the players to and from the training area
4) transport of material to and from the training area
5) transport of food and drinks to numerous target
points (beer tents, shops)
As the topology of the Deutsche Bank Park is fixed and
defined, all routes that have to be taken by the CityBots
are also known by the control system. Starting- and ending
positions for each use case and transportation tasks are
defined.
A static starting position within many scenarios is the
underground parking space (see figure 6). All CityBots
are parked here. The parking lot provides the charging
stations. It is also used as a the technical maintenance and
support area. As such, most routes of the CityBot start
from the underground parking space. Eventually the robot
will return to this home position, so navigation from any
positions on its routes to the underground parking space
must be possible.

dards and allow us to evaluate the reliability and validity
of the VR experiments prior to their final execution.
A first set of pre-tests have been conducted for situation
0 (stopping the moving robot). We are using the underground parking lot scenario. A visual marker is placed on
the floor of the parking lot. Test participants are asked
to move to this position. The CityBot is placed in 20 m
distance.
The test participants were then instructed to stop the
moving robot when they think, an acceptable distance
between them an the robot has been reached. No further
instruction on how to stop the robot were given, but they
knew, that the robot was able to understand language and
gestures.
The preliminary results of this first set of pre-tests are
promising: the participants behave in an natural way and
already a number of insights could be drawn with respect
to the upcoming design of the yet to develop interaction
system.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We developed a mobile VR-based usability lab to inspect the the multi modal human robot interaction with the
CityBot, a mobile autonomous robot vehicle. The VR lab
allows to easily set up experimental scenarios, control the
simulated robot via OSC and transmit the relevant multi
modal data to a host computer in real time.
A first set of pre-tests has been successfully conducted,
showing that the test participants immerse in the situation
and react in a "natural" way.
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Abstract—This paper presents an insight into the smart
metering field. The paper address specifics of different
network hierarchy structures (wide area networks, neighborhood area networks, and home area networks) and topologies used for this purpose (mesh, point-to-point, virtual
point-to-point, or broadcast networks). Next, we focus on
listing and describing some of the most commonly used
communication technologies (both wired and wireless, such
as power line communication, public switched telephone
network, digital subscriber line, radiofrequency, in-home
radio frequency, wireless local area network, or mobile
network communications), their characteristics, advantages,
and disadvantages utilized for remote and smart metering.
Keywords—Smart metering; Communication technologies; Advanced metering infrastructure

I. I NTRODUCTION
Smart metering implies implementation of the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), replacing the old,
classical type of electromechanical electricity meters with
new, technologically more advanced, smart meters [1]. In
opposition to old electromechanical meters, smart meters
can actively participate in home energy management.
Thus, offering additional functionality compared to old
meters, such as two-way communication between the
utility company and the customer’s smart meter. This
brings numerous benefits both for customers and Distribution Network Operator (DNO). For example, DNO
can remotely (for example, via GPRS) switch off the
customer in case of its unpaid electricity bills, which
were, until recently, handled on-site. Furthermore, smart
meters enable the data acquisition and measurement of
electrical parameters for local power production, for instance, solar power systems [2], [3]. Smart meters also
allow for remote reading of the energy consumed in
several intervals during the day, thus allowing for timebased pricing and billing with multiple tariffs for the
consumed electrical energy. In this way, a customer can
actively participate in the electricity market as opposed
to the monthly, semi-yearly, or per-request readouts with
a fixed energy price and two tariffs performed on-site by
a worker or some via some Automatic Meter Reading
(AMR) system [4]. Also, customers can have the data
displayed on the smart meter itself or in some other
way (e.g., mobile applications) to better assess electricity
consumption, reduce it, or reschedule consumption for
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periods with lower electrical energy prices. This is best
represented during peak consumption intervals when the
customers know that the electricity and the grid load
would be higher than usual and thus can reschedule their
unnecessary consumption to a different time of day. Also,
this leads to some customers reducing their consumption
and, hence, also reducing the emissions that would be
generated as a result of increased consumption [5]. This,
in addition, greatly improves overall grid stability by
reducing the demand during the peak time [2], and of
course, locally unburdens supplying transformers located
in substations. Furthermore, since the smart meters give
real-time readouts to the utilities, it is possible to better
monitor and plan for the appropriate energy generation
to keep the grid parameters stable and in the acceptable
range, ensuring that supply matches demand. Smart meters can also notify of particular grid failures, informing
the utility company on the exact location of the fault.
Likewise, they automatically report the restored grid
power to each customer that is equipped with a smart
meter. Additionally, there is a remote control capability where the utility company can temporarily remotely
switch off the electricity supply in case of reaching
load limits [6]. Likewise, it is possible to have a smart
home setup where the smart meter can command certain
appliances to turn off. However, this functionality requires
additional equipment [7]. This is usually done if a local
energy hub (transformer station) is nearing its thermal
power limit and a blackout is imminent. Smart meters
can also help the utility companies to make cost savings
by being able to more efficiently detect energy thefts
and provide better maintenance by monitoring power
quality and thus giving a better insight into the power
grid state in real-time [1], [5]. When talking about smart
metering, electricity is the main focus, but there are
other consumptions to monitor, such as water and gas.
However, those measurements are also mostly relayed
through the smart electricity meters, since they have to
be battery powered if they cannot be powered from the
source they monitor [8]. The smart meter installation at
the customer premises (AMI infrastructure, as well as the
smart meters themselves) have a somewhat high cost, so
there are projects and scheduled roll-outs being conducted
to make the transition to intelligent metering easier and
more cost-effective [9]. The rest of the paper is structured
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as follows. Section II briefly presents network hierarchy
structures in smart metering systems, with topologies
of communication networks addressed in Section III.
Utilized communication technologies are described in
Section IV. Conclusion remarks are given in Section V.
II. N ETWORK HIERARCHY STRUCTURES
For the smart meter to communicate with the utility
provider company through the AMI, it has to establish
communication through a hierarchy of structured networks [3]. There are three networks often used in the
AMI, depending on the distance of the devices and the
area that the networks cover. These three network hierarchies are Wide Area Network (WAN), Neighborhood
Area Network (NAN), and Home Area Network (HAN).
A. Wide Area Network (WAN)
WAN is a type of Local Area Network (LAN) that
covers a large geographic area (thousands of square kilometers). It connects with a number of data concentrators
that collect the data from smart meters and send it to the
utility company control center [10]. The WAN allows for
real-time monitoring of the grid, ensures the long-distance
communication requirements, and acts as the AMI backbone [11]. The amount of needed data throughput is high
since numerous devices are sending metering data through
the network, requiring large transfer speeds and reliability
of the network [3].
B. Neighborhood Area Network (NAN)
NAN is a type of LAN that consists of neighboring devices, in this case, smart meters or households. It usually
spans across the area of a neighborhood or several square
kilometers. It can be implemented in a wired or wireless
manner, and the end nodes are data collectors that collect
and aggregate data from smart meters. This aggregated
data is forwarded to data concentrators, which send the
data to the utility company over a secure connection [3],
[12].

III. C OMMUNICATION NETWORK TOPOLOGIES
Smart metering systems may use several network
topologies, where the communication technologies used
depend on the topology. Of course, the implemented
topology influences the system’s reliability and robustness. Usually, it is recommended to use a hybrid model
topology, which combines different topologies based on
the level of hierarchy in the network. In most cases, an
in-home metering gateway is commonly used as a device
that provides communication and handles traffic of the
smart metering devices in the HAN and towards the NAN
or WAN. The gateway can be a separate device or can be
integrated into the smart meter itself, depending on the
system [15].
A. Mesh network topology
Mesh network topology consists of devices, often referred to as nodes, that can connect to multiple neighboring nodes, thus making the network flexible due to the
possibility for the data to take different routes dynamically. The route can change depending on the conditions
of the network, and the optimal one is selected. The nodes
connect to a data concentrator, which sends the data to
the utility control center. However, in this topology, each
node can be connected to more than one data concentrator,
making this type of topology more reliable and robust.
Without the mesh topology, it is usually necessary to have
two gateways, one for the NAN and one for the HAN.
However, with the mesh topology, the data concentrators
can directly communicate with all in-home devices with
no gateway for the HAN devices. The advantages are its
self-healing properties, each node can act as an independent router or repeater, extending the total coverage, selforganization and configuration, high scalability, and good
coverage due to multi-hop routing [13]. The disadvantages
are its short range of communication since it uses Radio
Frequency (RF) communication that is limited by power,
distance, physical obstructions, interferences, as well as
the increased need for encryption and security [16].
B. Point-to-point concentrated network topology

C. Home Area Network (HAN)
HAN is a type of LAN where, most often, the smart
meter is the core of the network acting as a gateway towards the utility company [13]. Household appliances that
possess an option to connect to the network [10], other
metering devices, as well as the smart meter itself, can
connect through a wired or wireless connection depending
on the system being implemented. This network exists
inside and in the vicinity of the home, in an area up to
200 square meters. It can provide monitoring and control
of the energy used and display it on an In-Home Display
(IHD) [9], a smartphone app, a web interface via web
browser, or a smart TV [14]. If the household appliances
possess such an option, or with the use of smart plug-ins
for classic appliances, there is also a possibility to turn
the appliances on or off through the HAN, thus creating
a home automation system.
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Point-to-point concentrated network topology has
nodes connecting to a central data concentrator that does
the routing of the data to the utility control center. This
topology has a better range because the nodes can connect to the data concentrator using different technologies
(both wired and wireless). It is possible to use different
topology structures such as the star, tree, ring, and bus
structures [17]. Where the bus structure is used, the nodes
are usually connected by a wired connection and close
together, and the failure of one node does not affect the
other nodes unless the master node fails. A star structure
is used inside the home, where a single gateway acts as the
central hub and is used to connect all the devices, usually
wirelessly. However, direct communication between the
nodes is not possible, so the network cannot work without
the master node. The ring structure is a closed loop where
the messages are transmitted from node to node in a
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single direction, and any node can be the master node,
but if one node fails, the whole network fails as well.
The advantages are simplicity and different available technologies which may be used. The disadvantages are more
complex management of the gateway and the reduced
performance of using a single intermediary device and
data concentrator for the whole communication, having
only one possible route [15].
C. Virtual point-to-point network topology
Virtual point-to-point network topology uses third-party
owned, managed, and maintained infrastructure for the
communication network, for instance, telecom company
infrastructure. In that way, a virtual point-to-point network
is established between the metering devices and the control center, depending on the technology that is chosen.
Some examples of the technologies used for this topology
are the Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)
with the Short Message Service (SMS) or the General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS), which are commonly used
in the field. The advantage of this topology is the simplicity of network access to the field devices. The disadvantages are the dependence on the third-party infrastructure
and a single route of communication (however, these
can be mitigated by having a backup communication
technology available) [15].
D. Broadcast network topology
The broadcast network topology is similar to pointto-point networks but with a much greater range of
operation. The examples are RF controlled systems where
signals are transmitted to receivers across the country
and ripple controlled systems where a low-frequency
signal is injected into the medium voltage grid and
thus received by specialized receivers or meters with
integrated receiving capability. This topology has been
used in history to change the meters’ tariff rate, control
field load management, or switch public lighting. These
networks mostly provided one-way communication, but
with the advancement in technology now possess two-way
communication capability. The advantage of this topology
is the reduced cost of maintenance and deployment. On
the other hand, the disadvantage is low transfer speeds
due to the type of technology used [15], [17].
IV. C OMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
Communication is the most critical aspect of smart
metering, and today it is often required to have twoway communication between the smart meter, AMI, and
AMR [16], [18]. In this way, it is possible to perform
instant readings of data remotely from the smart meter
(such as electricity consumption, number and type of
detected failures, power quality information, etc.), as well
as to conduct billing and grid management according
to the received data. With numerous smart meters deployed, a reliable and high capacity transfer network
is required to be able to provide the service needed
to operate the smart metering systems [5]. Each of the
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meters has to be able to record and transmit data reliably and securely through the selected communication
channel towards the utility control center and receive
remote operation commands and act upon them. There
are different communication technologies available for
communication between the AMI and the smart meters,
which can be divided into two categories: wired and
wireless networks. Additionally, some technologies are
optimized for only indoor or outdoor use, while others
can cover both applications depending on their technical
requirements. The utility companies have to define their
communication requirements of reliability, security, and
sufficient transmission speeds - these are the main inputs
for designing communication infrastructure and selecting
appropriate communication technology through which to
provide their services. Note also that the technology used
is subject to local regulatory authorities and must comply
with laws, regulations, and standards [15]. In most cases,
it is advised to have a hybrid communication system
where different customers can have different products that
use different communication technologies, as well as to
ensure a backup communication technology.
A. Wired technologies
1) Power Line Communication (PLC): allows for data
exchange between devices connected to the same power
line, and this is done by injecting a higher frequency
signal in the power lines [15], [17]. PLC is one of the
older and simpler technologies used for communication
with the smart meter. The communication is achieved
over the power lines already directly connected to the
smart meters. Albeit, the addition of some devices such
as repeater, coupling devices, and transformer bypass
bridges might be needed [10], [16]. There are two types of
PLC systems: narrowband PLC and broadband PLC. The
PLC represents a low-cost solution due to using already
existing infrastructure with minimum modifications to the
existing system, making it suitable for industry and home
automation proposes [19].
a) Narrow-Band PLC (NB-PLC): is mainly used for
automation inside the home or utility company services,
and it uses medium to low frequency signals injected
in the power lines. There are different versions of this
technology depending on the type of modulation. It is
possible to achieve different transmission speeds, which
can be further optimized by data compression techniques
[15]. Necessary components in this technology are the
data concentrators, which receive data at the substation
level or, rather, at the distribution transformer and send
it to the DNO. Also, there is a possibility to use the
PLC technology on both the low-voltage and mediumvoltage power grid systems. However, for the mediumvoltage application, special capacitive or inductive coupler
devices need to be installed to bypass the transformers
[20].
b) Broadband PLC (BB-PLC): delivers greater
transmission speeds by injecting high-frequency signals
in the power lines, which enables home networking, but
it also can be used outside the home [10]. One of the
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standard applications is for the utility company to offer
internet services to their customers via the in-home smart
meter. This is useful in areas with weak signal coverage
and poor telecommunication infrastructures. However,
this kind of service takes a toll on the grid and requires
investing in equipment to be able to provide broadband
internet services with PLC over the grid, which makes
the system more costly and more challenging to maintain
[15]. The advantages are the use of existing infrastructure in every home, eliminating additional infrastructural
expenses and making the installation easier. Also, it is
directly powered from the grid, while maintenance is
relatively easy and inexpensive. The disadvantages are
connection over a grid which may result in loss of
communication [21], as well as limited working range
and limited frequency range available for communication.
This is because power lines can contain higher harmonics
present because of electrical converters on the load side.
The latter can cause interference with the communication,
and also, there is a possibility that PLC interferes with
some more high-tech appliances in the home. The PLC
technology is sensitive to disturbances, and it depends
on the signal quality, making it less suited for data
transmissions. However, there is a possibility of using
a hybrid solution where PLC is combined with other
technologies, for example, a mobile network, in order to
fix the shortcomings of PLC [16].
2) Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN): uses
modems or similar devices to connect to the remote
meter, where data is transmitted to the utility company
via a modem-to-modem connection using one or multiple
twisted-pairs [22]. There is a possibility of using the
existing customer phone line if so needed, where the
communication is done in predefined time windows a few
times a day (not to occupy the phone line constantly) and
frees the phone line if it needs to be used, or there can be
a dedicated phone line just for the utility company [17].
The disadvantages are the number of modems needed
to be installed, interruptions and potential absence of
communication due to line problems, possibly occupied
phone line. However, the advantage is its coverage, which
is relatively good even in remote areas [10], [15].
3) Digital Subscriber Line (DSL): and other similar
technologies, such as coaxial cable, optical fiber, and
satellite based internet, can be used to provide a connection of the smart metering systems to the WAN by
using third-party infrastructure already available in the
customer’s home, making it an alternative communication
system [10]. This can be achieved by using a wired connection directly with the router, using in-home broadband
PLC or dongle bridge devices that connect using a wired
connection and generate a wireless network to which the
metering devices link [15]. The advantage is using the
existing technology which is readily available, it is low
cost with high transfer speeds; while disadvantages are
that it is third-party owned, it can have lower reliability
and potential downtimes, and a possible lack of coverage
in rural areas [16]. Table I gives frequency ranges, data
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rates, and distances covered by the wired technologies in
smart metering.
Table I
W IRED COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
Type
NB-PLC
BB-PLC
PSTN
DSL

Frequency
3-500 kHz
1.8-250 MHz
300 Hz-3.4 kHz
25 kHz-1.5 MHz

Data rate
10-500 kbps
14-200 Mbps
56-128 kbps
1-100 Mbps

COMPARISON

Distance
3-150 km
200 m-1.5 km
5 km
1.5-5 km

B. Wireless technologies
1) Radio Frequency (RF):
a) Low-power RF: can use different RF bands that
are usually unlicensed, but still need to comply with the
local laws and regulations. They normally require data
concentrators, although the number of data concentrators
vary depending on the system used, and are usually
organized as a star or mesh topology. The service location
evaluation defines which technology will work best for the
given location. The advantages are the ability to replace
the in-home metering getaway and its HAN due to the
possibility of direct communication with the in-home devices. Also, using the mesh topology reduces dependence
on data concentrators, and an expansion of the network
coverage area can be achieved. The disadvantages are the
higher cost of data concentrators for rural areas because of
fewer customers. When using a star topology, it is harder
to provide equal coverage for all the customers or data
concentrators, while the use of the mesh topology can
reduce the performance of the network [15].
b) Licensed RF: is an RF broadcast technology
with higher power, making it effective at a longer range,
providing a larger coverage area. There are various RFs
available depending on the location, some examples being
Very High Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High Frequency
(UHF) technologies which can be used as point-to-point,
point-to-multi-point, or trunked radio systems [17]. These
used to be one-way communication technologies, but new
versions are offering two-way communication with faster
data transfer rates. The advantages of this technology are
good coverage since, with relatively little infrastructure, it
is possible to cover a large area. This technology can also
be used for HAN, NAN, and WAN networks. In addition,
in some cases, it can eliminate the use of an in-home
gateway and can even interface other measuring systems
directly, such as water consumption meters. However,
there is a chance of incompatibility with gas meters, and
other home appliances since the required transmission
power is relatively high, driving up the consumption of
the devices. Additionally, because of the frequency used,
there is a possibility of the antenna size being relatively
large in comparison to the device, and thus those devices
may still need to use a gateway device. A licensed RF
network offers less interference because of the licensed
frequency band and can be shared with other utility
providers. However, the management is more complex
and needs more specialized personnel to maintain it [15].
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2) In-home RF: There are several technologies for inhome RF communication purposes, some of which will
be described in the sequel. In-home RF should be able
to reach on the outside and in the vicinity of the home
too, since the smart meter can be located outside the
home or be in a metal cabinet that can block the signal.
Also, interferences with other household appliances and
wireless technologies may be an issue, so it is important to
ensure coexistence with the technologies used. Some solutions to those problems are low-noise amplifiers, mesh
networking, and automatic frequency channel switching.
For example, one of the benefits is using an already owned
device able to connect to the in-home RF network, for
instance, a smartphone, smart TV, or a computer, and use
them as an IHD with no additional cost [15].
a) ZigBee: is a wireless communication technology
used for energy monitoring, wireless sensors, home or
industrial automation, and other similar tasks [16]. It is
based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and best suited for
transferring a single signal transmission from an input
device or sensor periodically or intermittently, making
it suitable for smart metering communication [18]. The
advantages are low deployment cost, low-energy consumption for battery-operated devices, mobility, simplicity, robustness, relatively small data usage, up to 60000
devices in one network [18], and also self-configuring and
self-healing properties [17], [22]. It supports star, mesh,
and tree topology, making it a flexible solution for smart
metering systems. The disadvantages are limited data
rate, small memory size, low processing capability, low
security, and small battery capacity for battery-operated
devices, which impose some constraints to the practical
implementations of the technology. Furthermore, ZigBee
is susceptible to interference with other technologies and
devices such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and microwave signals.
However, there is a similar technology called Z-Wave,
which eliminates the interference sensitivity that ZigBee
has. There is also ZigBee Smart Energy Profile (SEP)
which allows for the integration of smart meters in a
wireless sensor network with other devices, where the
smart meters can collect data from other devices and
control them. Furthermore, the customers can monitor
their energy consumption in real-time, thus making better
use of the consumed energy [18].
b) Bluetooth: is a low-power wireless technology
used for short-range data exchange between devices that
create a Personal Area Network (PAN) [22]. The advantages are low cost, the possibility of connecting multiple
devices without synchronization problems, and low-power
consumption. However, its disadvantages are low data
rates, short range, and low security, thus making Bluetooth
a satisfactory solution only for AMR applications and inhome communications.
c) Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN): is a technology that allows for linking multiple devices through
wireless connection within a limited area in a way that
they form a Local Area Network (LAN) [17]. Usually, it
also provides access to the internet, acting as an Access
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Point (AP). It is based on the IEEE 802.11 standard,
most commonly known under the marketed brand name
Wi-Fi [18]. The advantages are easy installation due to
the plug-and-play option, low cost, and the fact that it
is a vastly deployed and mature technology, making it
easier to integrate it into smart metering systems. The
disadvantages are relatively high-power consumption and
the high possibility of interference with other technologies
that communicate on the same or close frequency bands,
although the newer 5 GHz WLAN eliminates the 2.4 GHz
WLAN interference problems.
3) Mobile network communications: Mobile networks,
also known as cellular networks, have been deployed
in most of the inhabited areas providing readily available services, thus making this infrastructure practical
for multiple applications, including smart metering [22].
There are several types of mobile communication technologies with regard to the data being transmitted, with
new generations of mobile technologies being developed
continuously improving the previous ones. The most
common technology in smart metering thus far is GSM;
however, the energy utility can choose the one that best
suits their application [15]. Mobile networks are able to
provide direct access to the utility WAN for the metering
devices, eliminating the need for additional infrastructure
since it is owned and maintained by the telecom provider
rather than the utility company [23]. Also, the already
existing telecom infrastructure makes it easier and quicker
to install new devices on the network. However, coverage
can be an issue in some locations, so there is a possibility
of installing external antennas for the smart meters to
improve the signal. The devices contain a Subscriber
Identity Module (SIM) card, and thus they can be susceptible to the mobile service provider failing. To solve this
vulnerability, there is a possibility to use multi-operator
SIM cards. Adding the AMI to a mobile network can
cause it to become congested. However, the AMI can
be scheduled in such a way that task execution occurs
in off-peak periods (for example, at night). Finally, this
technology can be used in conjunction with a different
technology, for example, PLC up to the data concentrator
and then mobile network from the data concentrator to
the utility company. This is the reason many pilot projects
select this technology to start with [15]. As mentioned,
there have been several generations of mobile networks.
GSM / GPRS (2G) was the second and digital generation
of wireless mobile communications technology, and in the
case of smart metering, it typically transmitted data via
Short Message Service (SMS) or the Circuit Switched
Data (CSD) [22]. 3G was the third generation technology enabling faster data transfer providing data-only
services for telemetry in smart metering purposes, and
was commonly used for connecting the data concentrators
to the control center [24]. Long-Term Evolution (LTE)
is a wireless broadband communication standard that
is an evolution on 3G technology [24], while the 4G
denotes the fourth generation of mobile communications
which, instead of supporting traditional circuit-switched
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telephony services, relies on an Internet Protocol (IP)
based voice communication. Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) is a wireless broadband access technology based on the IEEE 802.16 series
standard. It supports two-way point-to-point and pointto-multi-point network topologies and has good coverage
range [13]. With the commercial availability of the newly
developed fifth-generation (5G) mobile technology, it is
certain that in the near future, 5G will make its way into
the smart metering field [25]. The advantages of mobile
network communications are reducing costs and time
of building a communication infrastructure for remote
metering, already implemented security algorithms, fast
and easy installation, low maintenance costs and power
consumption, high rates of data transfer, and wider coverage. The disadvantages of mobile network communication
for this purpose is that the network is not exclusively used
by the utility company but shared with others, thereby
lowering its security. It can lead to network congestion
and decreased performance, especially in emergencies
[16]. Table II gives frequency ranges, data rates, and
distances covered by the wireless technologies in smart
metering.
Table II
W IRELESS COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY COMPARISON
Type
RF
ZigBee
Bluetooth
WLAN
2G
3G
4G
LTE
WiMAX

Frequency
54-862 MHz
868/915/2400 MHz
2.4 GHz
2.4/5 GHz
900-1800 MHz
1.9/2.1 GHz
700-2500 MHz
400-3800 MHz
1.8-3.65 GHz

Data rate
18-24 Mbps
20-250 kbps
0.721-1 Mbps
2-600 Mbps
14.4-144 kbps
2-14 Mbps
100-300 Mbps
300 Mbps
30-75 Mbps

Distance
10-100 km
10 m-1.6 km
10-100 m
100 m-1 km
10 km
10 km
10-30 km
30 km
5-50 km

V. C ONCLUSION
This paper provides an insight into smart metering technologies, detailing different network hierarchy structures
and network topologies used in this field. Also, the paper
lists and describes some of the most commonly used
communication technologies for remote metering, their
characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages. Selection
of appropriate technology for specific smart metering
should be made by utility companies based on the service
locations and other system requirements (like reliability,
security, and sufficient transmission speeds) and limitations that may occur. Finally, it is possible to implement
multiple coexisting communication technologies, either as
a combined system or as backup communication options.
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Abstract –The share of Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
in modern power systems shows a significant rising trend.
Due to RES production variability, as well as the stochastic
nature of the consumption side, accurate forecasting models
are paramount for grid operation. Load and photovoltaic
(PV) generation forecasting models are used in Energy
Management Systems (EMS) for optimizing the energy
balance between the distribution grid and households (energy
communities) with PV and battery systems. Load forecasting
difficulty increases with the reduction of the number of
observed objects (multiple to individual households), as well
as with an increase of the timeseries resolution (daily to 1h or
intra-hour). This paper presents a comparison of supervised
deep learning models for 24h ahead load forecast at 1h
resolution of 12 aggregated households. Raw data is
preprocessed, and the resulting dataset contains a total of 286
days with uninterrupted 24h sequences. Hyperparameters of
the forecasting models are optimized using Keras Tuner in
Python. The obtained results are analyzed and compared
before and after using unsupervised clustering as additional
input features.
Keywords – electrical energy; household load forecasting;
deep learning; artificial neural networks; unsupervised
clustering; Keras Tuner

INTRODUCTION
Decentralized electricity production is increasing
rapidly in modern power systems. Self-consumption is
enabling local production of low-emission electricity from
renewable energy sources (RES) which, when integrated
with the distribution grid, satisfy the consumption side. An
increase in the number of prosumers (self-consumers)
reduces the need for transmission of high amounts of
electricity over long distances [1], where the Energy
Management Systems (EMS) present key technology for
modern-day distributions systems, having the ability to
shift the consumption from peak load times and reduce the
local generation excess energy into the distribution grid [2].
The investors increase their investment profitability by
increasing the self-consumption of their total system.
Self-consumption systems include individual or
multiple households (or residential buildings) with gridconnected photovoltaic (PV) and battery energy storage
systems (BESS). The optimal size of PV and BESS is
usually determined as maximizing the self-consumption by
minimizing the energy exchange with the distribution grid
[3] or by maximizing the savings on the electricity costs [4].
BESS increases the rate and capacity of self-consumption
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[1], and can be used as an uninterrupted power source, or to
minimize the electricity costs in market pricing structures.
When dealing with market price-based electricity and
power-based distribution tariffs, BESS together with
accurate load and PV forecasting models enables the
battery control system (part of EMS) to utilize the total
system’s capacity most economically. In the market pricebased electricity model, BESS could be charged when the
price is low, and discharged when the price is high [5]. In
the power-based distribution tariff, the highest power could
be reduced by discharging the BESS during peak time and
thus the prosumer could obtain cost savings [6].
This paper researches a day-ahead load forecasting at
one hour (1h) resolution for 12 aggregated households as
one part of EMS. The other two parts of the EMS, which
are not presented in this paper, include a day-ahead PV
power forecasting model and an optimization model for
grid–household–PV–BESS operation in dynamic market
pricing structures and will be presented in future papers.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In [7], the authors research a method for optimal sizing
of household PV systems in the Croatian net-metering
model. The authors in [8]–[10] present the methods for
optimal sizing of the PV and BESS systems for households.
Models which optimize grid–household–PV–BESS
operation, considering load and/or PV power forecast, are
presented in [1], [3], [11], [12]. In [13], the authors
suggested a new forecast-based operation strategy for
increased battery lifetime and reduced curtailment of PV
power. Reducing the average state of charge of the battery
by limiting the stored energy according to the predicted
energy demand during the night, the authors in [13] reduced
the levelized cost of electricity by up to 12%.
In [14], the authors used a deep residual neural network
to forecast the day-ahead load of 925 households at 1h
resolution to achieve an effective power system operation.
The authors in [15] used the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) based model to forecast the aggregated smart
households demand response capacity to enable the load
aggregator (LA) trading with the system operator in the
day-ahead market. The authors in [16] present, due to high
individual household consumption volatility, a
probabilistic forecasting approach to increase the flexibility
in the power system due to the increasing usage of heat
pumps and electric cars at the residential level.
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DATASET
The electrical consumption dataset used in this
research is published in [17], [18]. The total dataset
contains measurements of electric power consumption
(aggregated and per appliance) for 20 households at 8
second resolution with different spans of historic data.
Dataset preprocessing
The above dataset has been preprocessed in the
following manner:





12 (out of 20) household datasets have been used,
8s resolution has been upscaled to 1h resolution
using the mean approach (presented as Wh/h),
missing values have been removed so that the 24h
sequence (for all days) stayed preserved,
total consumption of each household has been
aggregated with the rest of the observed
households to obtain the total consumption for 12
households (all sharing the common time span).

of clusters. However, this is a tradeoff, since the increase
of the number of clusters decreases distortion.
When using the Gaussian Mixture model (which gives
a probability distribution for the dataset), the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC), described in [22], were used to determine
the effective number of clusters. BIC and AIC provide a
quantitative measure of how accurate the model is by using
the penalty for overfitting and underfitting, where the
penalty value is larger for BIC than for AIC [22].
Results for the K-mean and Gaussian Mixture models
are presented in Figure 2.

After preprocessing, the total dataset contains 286 days of
uninterrupted 24h sequences.
Figure 2. a) K-means 15 cluster search space b) Gaussian Mixture 7
cluster search space

Considering previously described heuristic methods
(distortion, BIC, and AIC) for determining the effective
number of clusters, the selected number of clusters is 4. All
4 clustering algorithms are used as input features,
however, due to the space limitation of this paper, only
results obtained from the K-means algorithm are presented
in Figure 3.

Figure 1. a) Plot of the total dataset b) Boxplot of the total dataset

As shown in Figure 1, the daily power consumptions
are volatile and stochastic, containing a significant number
of outliers. This presents an opportunity for the dataset to
be clustered in several specific consumption profiles (types
of days).
Unsupervised clustering
Dataset has been rearranged into a matrix of
dimensions 286×24, where each hour in a day (for all 286
days) is represented as one input feature for the clustering
algorithms. Unsupervised clustering algorithms used in
this paper are K-means, Birch, Gaussian Mixture, and
Spectral Clustering, as described in [19]. To determine the
effective number of clusters, various simulations were
conducted (Figure 2).
For the K-means algorithm, as described in [20], the
elbow method is used. The distortion (used in the K-means
elbow method) represents the sum of squared distances of
samples to their closest cluster center (representing how
well the dataset was clustered), as described in [21]. A
good model is one with low distortion and a low number
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Figure 3. Clusters obtained using K-means algorithm
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Unsupervised clustering
Since the residential electricity consumption is
extremely volatile and stochastic, a quality set of input
features must be chosen to obtain more accurate
predictions.
The following features are considered:
 aggregate – total consumption (Wh/h)
 K-means, Birch, Gaussian Mixture, and Spectral
Clustering – 4 clusters ∈ C
 wind gusts – forecasted (km/h) ∈ W
 feels-like temperature – forecasted (°C) ∈ W
 day of week ∈ W
 day of year ∈ W
 month in year ∈ W

where Ppred(i) and Preal(i) represent predicted and measured
load for the ith hour, and Pmax(N) represents the maximum
value of P in the observed interval of N = 24h.
Input data structure
Dataset has been restructured as a 3D tensor with
dimensions of 12×168×6 (or 10) which corresponds to
batch size × timesteps × number of features. Past 7 days
(batches of 12) are used as inputs to forecast the next 24h.
The sliding window size is 24h.

Figure 5. Input data in the 3D structure

Three following combinations of the input features are
examined during the training of the models:
1.
2.
3.

Figure 4. Pearson correlation matrix

Analyzing the Pearson correlation matrix (on an hourly
basis) presented in Figure 4, there is no strong correlation
of the input features with the electricity consumption. The
reason is mainly the fact that only 3 (of 12) households
contain an electric heater (as their heating source), and thus
show some small correlation with the weather features. All
the other electrical appliances are turned on-off
stochastically and can’t be accurately put in direct
correlation with input features.
Data normalization and metrics
The dataset was normalized using the Min-Max Scaler
approach described in [23] and can be described as follows:
Xnormalized =

( )
( )

(1)

( )

where X and Xnormalized represent input vectors before and
after normalization, and min(X) and max(X) represent
minimum and maximum value of the vector X.
Metrics used in this paper to validate the model are
nRMSE and nMAE, described in [24] as following:
nRMSE =

∙
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Aggregate, W – shifted 24h ahead
Aggregate, C, W – shifted 24h ahead
Aggregate, (C & W) – shifted 24h ahead.

For the training, validation, and testing purposes, the total
dataset of 286 (×24h) days is split as follows:




The training set contains 217 days (≈ 76 %)
The validation set contains 39 days (≈ 14 %)
The test set contains 30 days (≈ 10 %).

During the training process, the batches of training data are
shuffled before the start of each epoch.

DEEP LEARNING MODELS
Three main deep learning models are used in this paper,
as well as their hybrid modifications, making a total of 6
NNs. The multi-layer perceptron (MLP), the recurrent
neural network (RNN), and the convolutional neural
network model (CNN).
The forward and backward propagation, as well as the
gradient descent algorithm of the MLP model, can be found
in [25]–[28].
As described in [24], [29]–[32], the LSTM neural
network is a type of RNN which is often used when dealing
with complex time series regression problems, especially
with longer input sequences. Using LSTMs helps overcome
the problem of vanishing or exploding gradients which may
occur in deep MLPs or standard RNNs [33]–[35].
The authors in [36]–[39] used CNN hybrid models
(integrated with LSTMs or ARIMA-LSTM) to solve
timeseries forecasting problems in the energy field. In
timeseries problems, CNNs usually solve feature extraction
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problems at the entry-level, where the LSTMs serve for
sequential learning.
Hyperparameters optimization – search space
To find the optimal hyperparameters for the deep
learning models, the search space for each model needs to
be defined. Keras Tuner was used in the optimization
process together with the Bayesian Optimization
algorithm, described in [40].





1st LSTM layer: hidden units = (50 – 450, step of
100), act fcn = tanH, dropout = (0.1 or 0.2)

2nd to 4th LSTM layer: same settings as for the 1st
layer, tuner chooses the number of hidden layers
CNN search space:




NMAE1
NRMSE1
NMAE2
NMAE3

1st Dense layer: hidden units = (250 – 2500, step
of 500), act fcn = tanH or ReLU, dropout = (0.1
or 0.2)
2nd to 8th Dense layer: same settings as for the 1st
layer, tuner chooses the number of hidden layers

LSTM search space:



Table 1. Average errors on total test set

NRMSE2

MLP search space:


ANN models in Figures 6 – 8 (labeled 1 – 6) correspond
to labels from Table 1 (MLP – CNN-BiLSTM), in the
same order.

NRMSE3

MLP
%

LSTM
%

BILSTM
%

CNN
%

11,43
15,34
12,36
16,36
12,15
16,16

11,26
15,17
12,34
16,32
12,07
16,08

11,72
15,15
13,08
17,40
12,46
16,15

13,29
16,8
12,33
16,1
11,72
15,36

CNNLSTM
%
12,26
16,09
12,8
17,1
13,83
17,95

CNNBILSTM
%
11,75
15, 43
12,29
16,55
13,6
17,98

CNN shows the highest average errors with features in
combination 1. Also has the highest daily error with the
same combination (Figure 6 – a yellow outlier in model 4)
but has the lowest average error with input features in
combination 3, as well as the lowest dispersion of errors
(Figure 7).

1st Conv1D layer: filters = (2 – 4, step of 1), kernel
size = (2, 4, or 12), act fcn = ReLU
2nd to 4th Conv1D layer: same settings as for the
1st layer, tuner chooses the number of hidden
layers
Dropout layer = (0.1 – 0.5, step of 0.1)

CNN-LSTM search space:




1st Conv1D layer: filters = (2 – 4, step of 1), kernel
size = (2, 4, or 12), act fcn = ReLU
2nd to 4th Conv1D layer: same settings as for the
1st layer, tuner chooses the number of hidden
layers
5th and 6th LSTM layer: hidden units = (50 – 350,
step of 100), dropout layer = (0.1 – 0.3, step of
0.1), act fcn = tanH

For all neural network structures, the dense output layer
consists of 24 neurons (next 24h consumption) and the
tuner chooses between the ReLU and Sigmoid activation
function. Also, the search space for Bidirectional LSTM
(BiLSTM) NN is the same as for the LSTM one, and the
CNN-BiLSTM search space is the same as for the CNNLSTM one. Furthermore, all NNs receive 168×6 (or 10)
structured data, only MLP receives flattened data in the
input layer.

Figure 6. 3D scatter plot of daily errors with features in combination 1

CNN-LSTM NN shows the highest daily error (Figure 7 –
a yellow outlier in model 5), but also shows a great
tendency to capture sudden changes (spikes) in household
consumption (Figure 10).

RESULTS
The average values of nMAE and nRMSE, calculated
for each day in the total test set, are presented in Table 1.
All models (except CNN) have the lowest errors when
using features in combination 1 (Aggregate, W – shifted
24h ahead). The same combination makes LSTM have the
lowest average nMAE while making BiLSTM have the
lowest average nRMSE.
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Figure 7. 3D scatter plot of daily errors with features in combination 3
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function, it gives a probabilistic distribution of the output
vector. It does reduce the overall average error of the
forecasting model but can miss capturing a sudden change
(spike) in the consumption, which gives the opportunity to
ReLU activation function.

Figure 8. 3D scatter plot of training (lower curves, purple-yellow) and
validation (upper curves, black-yellow) MSE values through 80 epochs
of training

Figure 8 shows MSE (cost function) values for training
and validation sets, through 80 epochs and all ANN
models. CNN shows the most stable MSE values for the
training and validation dataset. It also shows the least
dispersion and volatility in the MSE values, which
corresponds to the low dispersion of errors on the test set
(Figure 7).
Random two days from the test dataset are forecasted
using all ANN models with input features in combinations
1 and 3. The results are presented in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 10. Random 2 days from the test set (features in combination 3)

Due to the limitations of this work, the following
advances may be considered in future research:









additional supervised deep learning models,
dataset size increase (286 days in total may be
insufficient),
different window sliding steps,
additional unsupervised clustering models (which
may be useful in overcoming the sudden changes in
the consumption behavior),
expanding the search space for the hyperparameters
optimization model,
more input features with higher correlations,
probabilistic deep learning approach (because of the
high volatility patterns of consumption),
reinforcement learning approach.
CONCLUSION

Figure 9. Random two days from the test set (features in combination 1)

When comparing Figures 9 and 10, it can be observed
that some curves (predictions) in Figure 9 are somewhat
smoother than the predictions in Figure 10. The main
reason for this is the sigmoidal activation function of the
dense output layer. When using the sigmoidal activation
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Advanced Energy Management Systems are of great
importance in the transition to decarbonized power
systems. Accurate production and consumption forecasting
models present an opportunity for their integration in the
EMS, to increase the profitability of the self-consumption
systems. While maximizing the investors' profitability,
EMS can also help grid operators to maximize the grid
flexibility for stable and economic operation purposes.
Supervised deep learning models show great potential
for solving regression problems, such as day-ahead load
forecasting. Even though day-ahead load forecasting of a
single household (or a small number of aggregated
households), due to their stochastic behavior, represents a
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complicated task, this research has provided models with a
minimum overall average nMAE of 11,26% and minimum
daily nMAE of 7,21%. CNN alone, and in the combination
with BiLSTM NN shows great opportunity for the
stochastic timeseries forecasting problems. This research
shows that there is significant potential in the deep learning
field, that needs to be further investigated to improve the
accuracy of the models.
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Abstract - Electricity is the essential ingredient of human
race progress. But the countless advantages of our
inventions are accompanied by their dark side effects.
Burning the fossil fuels to generate electricity belongs to
major factors causing environmental deterioration,
therefore effectivity in electricity consumption is among the
areas, which address the problem. Our study deals with
behavior changes related to simple access to user friendly
presentation of disaggregated data on energy consumption
enabled by Bidgely technology. The study includes
consumers from Slovakia and our presumptions are based
on the recognized behavioral principles. The research
consists of 2 parts. The 1st phase, where we have compared
consumers’ electricity consumption before access to
disaggregated data to consumption after activation of the
Bidgely, has been inspired by the study carried out in
California. Our aim was to confirm the trend in Slovakia as
a representant of Central European Region, based on the
insight, that energy consumption is strongly influenced by
climate conditions. In the 2nd phase of our research, we
have dived deeper into data available to examine the
relation between consumers’ behavior in energy efficiency
and demography factor of age.
Keywords - consumer behavior, household management,
energy efficiency, smart meter, disaggregation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The human natural desire is to simplify our ways to
satisfy our natural needs. To safe our own energy when
insuring food, health, security, relations and other. This
feature of ours has led us to inventions and since the
discovery of transforming mechanical energy into electric
energy, the electricity is the essential ingredient of human
race progress. Internet, appliances, vehicles and others.
Our activities have been significantly intensified since the
mid-20th century and along with the economic growth
they are accompanied by global warming and its negative
impact on Earth. Among the main ones takes place the
burning of fossil fuels particularly coal to generate
electricity. Coal-burning power plants in the United States
of America are the biggest polluters who produce about 2
billion tons of carbon dioxide yearly (United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 2016). (Cheong-Fatt
Ng, 2019).
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Along with the initiatives to increase the level of
energy produced by renewable resources, energy
conservation and energy efficiency are priorities for
governments worldwide. They have motivated intensive
research over the past decade into understanding how
energy is consumed, and how to translate that knowledge
into meaningful information to enable energy consumers
to take responsibility for their energy consumption
(Stankovič et al., 2016).
There have been numerous initiatives investigating
into options of stopping or at least slowing down the
climate change. One of the ways is decreasing electricity
consumption. To accomplish such initiative, it is a must to
fulfill the precondition of excluding radical impact on
comfort and behavior of electricity consumers as well as
provide relevant motivation.
Electricity bill is a strong candidate and energy
efficient appliances seem to be a natural tool for
consumption decrease leading to win-win through
satisfied consumer saving energy.
As far as numerous precautions are needed to reach the
decrease, there is an ongoing effort to explore new
options. Among them are attempts to change consumer’s
behavior directly related to electricity consumption based
on behavioral principles of policy making.
This study focuses on behavior changes of a consumer
based on a simple access to disaggregated data related to
their energy consumption presented in transparent and
easily understandable version. Our view stands on a set of
behavioral insights as for example that people need to feel
involved and effective to make change, they need relevant
reason as well as any effort to change behavior needs to
recognize the strength of habits (Dawnay, Shah, 2005).
The research consists of 2 parts. The 1st phase, where
we have compared consumers’ electricity consumption
before access to disaggregated data to consumption after
activation of the app Bidgely, has been inspired by the
study carried out in California (Gupta, Chakravarty,
2013). We aimed to confirm the trend in Slovakia as a
representant of Central European Region. Due to the fact
that among the main factors influencing the energy
consumption is weather and dwelling conditions, the
results of the study have a potential to effectively cover
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the Central European region. To enrich the research within
electricity consumption, we dive deeper into the data
available and examine the relation between consumers’
behavior within energy efficiency and demography factor
of age.
This paper is structured as follows:






Section 1 “Current state overview” introduces the
topic of energy dissagregation and its important
role in increasing energy efficiency. It also
provides brief description of the Bidgely
technology, which currently belongs to major
dissagregation techniques and data analyzed in
this study origin from there.
Section 2 “Data and methodology” describes the
dataset and approach to examining the data related
to energy consumption.
Section 3 “Results and limitations” presents our
findings within behavior related to energy
efficiency.
Section 4 “Conclusion and practical implications”
summarizes our study and provides the review of
implementing options for the findings.
II.

THE CURRENT STATE OVERVIEW

A. Energy disaggregation outputs
Energy disaggregation is called the Holy Grail of
energy efficiency (Gupta, Chakravarty, 2013). This
statement is based on a presumption than you cannot
improve what you cannot measure. Energy disaggregation
enables to measure how much energy is used by each
major appliance and provides inputs for eliminating
inefficiencies. Among inevitable preconditions of
applying NILM is the presence of smart meter in
consumers’ households. Electricity smart meters are being
installed in vast numbers worldwide. In Europe, there
were approximately 150 million smart electricity meters
installed in 2020 which represents 49% of total number. It
is expected to increase to 227 million units by 2026,
which means the trend is positive towards energy
efficiency through energy disaggregation.
Among current major tools providing energy
disaggregation is Bidgely software, which itemizes a
consumer’s energy bill, analyzes energy use and cost for
each of their household appliances, and makes
personalized and prioritized savings recommendations. It
is based on a Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM)
method, was first developed and patented by Hart et al. in
1986. NILM is the process of analyzing the aggregate
household mains power measurement in the house, and
disaggregating this into individual appliances (Devlin,
Hayes, 2019). The method disaggregates a household’s
total electricity consumption down to specific appliances
effectively creates virtual power sensors at each appliance
using purely software tools. In contrast to intrusive
approaches requiring monitoring devices or interventions
in the home, nonintrusive methods employing algorithms
inferring load profiles from smart meter data, increases the
success rating of global initiatives for decreasing
electricity consumption. In principle, NILM using smart
meter data can disaggregate which appliances were used,
when they were used, for how long, and how much energy
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they consumed. In the course of algorithm development,
the MIT group suggested four categories of appliances
(Zeifman, Roth, 2011):
1. Permanent consumer devices – consumer devices
that remain on for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
with approximately constant active and reactive
power draw like a telephone.
2. On-off appliances – most household appliances,
such as a toaster, light bulb belong to this category.
3. Finite state machines (FSM) – this category
includes consumer devices which pass through
several definite switching states (periodic) like a
washing machine.
4. Continuously variable consumer devices –
consumer devices with variable power draw, with
no periodic pattern of changing the states or power
like dimmer lights.
Next step to utilizing NILM data is identifying an
unusual activity, which can be categorized followingly
(Vápeník et al., 2018):
1.

Unusual activity - means that the activity was
carried out in an unusual time or its duration was
unusual. Unusual activity becomes each activity,
which was evaluated as non-standard.

2. Unusual Long activity - It can occur, if the
appliance is switched on too long in compare with
standard duration.
3. Unusual Short activity - unusually short duration of
activities can occur, if the appliance is switched off
before accomplishing its purpose, thus, it fails.
4. Missing activity - This type of activities includes
activities that may occur in the case of expectation
specific activity by the user or the appliance at a
specific time with a specific duration, but the user
was absent or appliance did not switch on, so
activity was not performed.
Energy disaggregation by NILM method opens
furthermore opportunities than data on appliances
consumption. Beckel et al. (2014) study, one of the first
ones of its kind, has been an example of employing the
data to reveal more in-depth information on utility
customers. They have inferred 3 types of characteristics
from electricity consumption data with an accuracy
between 72 % – 82 %. These reflect the occupancy state
of the house (e.g. employment, unoccupied), the number
of persons in the house (e.g., single, family), and the
appliance stock.
B. Disaggregation as an essential tool for behavioral
change
Disaggregation provides valuable insights for
improvement of energy efficiency campaigns and make
them applicable to the mass market as they scale to
thousands or millions of customers with little additional
effort. Energy efficiency appears to be contra productive
activity to utility companies at first sight. But on the other
hand, it reflects the already ongoing trend of digitalization
and decentralization, which enables the expansion of Peer-
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to-Peer (P2P) model within energy market and makes enduser less dependent on utility suppliers. This probably
leads to the same impact as Airbnb or Uber models have
had on accommodation or taxi sector, by creating a highly
competitive way of satisfying related customer needs by
cutting down costs, especially intermediary ones.
Technologies allow this trend to enter the energy sector
and develop pressure on energy companies’
transformation and forces them to search for new sources
of income reflecting the needs of customers. One way is to
transfer the income from electricity supply to another
energy related services and products. Among the key
preconditions of success is image and reputation, therefore
proving it via consultancy and advice on energy efficiency
within households appears as an effective option. (JL,
Martins AG, Jorge H. Dealing with the paradox of energy
efficiency promotion by electric utilities. Energy 2013;
57:251-8).
More detailed information on customers also supports
improvement of customer retention, which is becoming
more relevant in a liberalized energy market (Sousa et al.,
2013). Utilities benefit from insights into customers that
they can reveal using the proposed system to estimate
household characteristics. The same information that helps
to make energy saving campaigns more effective can help
to better market products and services. The latter includes
identifying target households for specific offerings, e.g.,
promoting solar panels only to mid to high income
customers who live in a house rather than in an apartment
and offering green tariffs preferentially to families with
young children. The revealed household characteristics
might also help to lower the cost of efficiency campaigns
by targeting households with a high potential such as
those that show a mismatch between household
characteristics and energy demand. Other actions that
become possible include tailoring behavioral campaigns to
retired individuals or young professionals, or to
concentrate on behavioral campaigns rather than on
triggering investments in low-income households.
Increasing energy efficiency in low-income households
through targeting awareness and behavioral change, to
appear in renewable energy.
Given the advent of the outlined approach, policy
makers need to define the rules that govern the use of
metering data. It is crucial to promote the beneficial
effects including increased energy efficiency and more
targeted energy consulting services, and yet to limit the
undesired uses of these techniques.
C. Bidgely technology
The data analyzed in this study origin from Bidgely
technology, which currently belong to major current
disaggregation techniques. Bidgely’s approach to Energy
Disaggregation is based on a non-intrusive pattern
recognition technique. Every appliance when turned on or
off leaves a signature on the energy waveform. Bidgely
specializes in extracting those signatures using patented
algorithms and machine learning systems and presents the
energy consumption by each appliance category. Energy
Disaggregation can create a new paradigm in energy
management with its non-intrusive and cost-effective
approach. Disaggregated information has two major
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impacts: increased consumer engagement and reduced
energy usage. (Gupta, Chakravarty, 2013).
The service related to Bidgely includes the service of
obtaining regular reports on household’s consumption and
recommendations on the household management areas
such as: space heating, refrigeration, lighting, always on
appliances.
It also provides benchmarks that compare household’s
consumption to a group of similar households. The report
based on the data examined notices the consumer whether
his household is effective within electricity consumption.
It provides user friendly overview on their electricity of
consumption enriched with the recommendations for
behavioral changes within electricity consumption.

Figure 1. Illustrative pictures of application presented on various
appliances (source:algoritmxlab.com)

The reports disaggregating the data reflect following
principles from the behavioral economy related to the
sustainable changes in our behavior (Dawnay, E., Shah,
H.; 2005):
a) Habits. It is more difficult to change daily routines
which require little or no cognitive efforts, which
is of significant relevancy in case of electricity
use.
b) Rewards. The change is conditioned by reward,
ideally shortly after the action. Bidgely report
provides answer by data reflecting the reduced
consumption.
c) Consequences. The consequences of the change
are important to us. In this field it is an electricity
bill.
d) Involvement. People need to feel involved and
effective to make a change. In case of electricity
consumption, an accessibility of information and
complexity can lead to feeling of helplessness and
inaction. Bidgely application sends the userfriendly regular report with status of consumption
and tips how to lower it.
e) Approval. Humans’ behavior is strongly
influenced by other people’s behavior. Bidgely
uses benchmarking to similar consumers to
present the effective level of consumption and
supports the feasibility of recommendations.
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Results from two case studies conducted in real life –
one in California and other international support the
positive impact of disaggregation in energy efficiency.
The study in California, using an experimental design,
shows a statistical proof of average 14% energy reduction
in users exposed to Bidgely’s Energy Disaggregationbased solution with a maximum of 24% and a minimum
of 3.5%. The international study shows high levels of
consumer engagement, favorable consumer reaction and
an 80% approval from users on making this solution
available to all.
D. Smartmeter as a precondition of disaggregation
Exploiting the full benefits of disaggregation depends
on instalment of smartmeter in the consumer’s property.
As mentioned above, the trend is positive. EU Directive
2009/72/EC required from member states an analysis to
evaluate the economic long-term costs and benefits of
implementing smart meters at a national level. The
outcome in Slovakia was that smart meters had made
sense for specific groups of consumers such as: end-users
consuming at least 4 megawatts annually and a maximum
consumption of 30 megawatts; the second group is
comprised of end-users that: (1) have power generating
devices connected to the distribution system, (2) have a
charging station connected at the supply point for electric
vehicles, (3) have transfer points where they can produce
energy, and (4) are selected by the distribution system
operator to monitor the power and quality parameters of
their electricity supply. (Leal-Arcas et al, 2021)
In 2021 there has been approximately 480 000 smart
meters installed in households within Slovakia reflecting
Decree of the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak republic
No. 358/2013 Coll. determining households where smart
meter has to be installed by electricity distributors.
III.

DATASET DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY

A. Dataset description and hypothesis
Dataset examined contained data of approximately 30
000 electricity consumers within household segment in
Slovakia. The data analyzed include electricity
consumption of the consumers during 5 years - since 2015
until 2020. The data contains consumers meeting the
legislative criteria for obligatory installment of smart
meters, which has been proceeded sequentially in
Slovakia since 2014. These consumers are primarily
households using electricity for heating or equipped with
electric water boilers. The consumers with smart meters
have been offered a free application Bidgely and dataset
includes the ones, who have activated it.
This study deals with differences in customers’
behavior related to the incentive based on the increase of
individual’s control over electricity consumption based on
the access to energy disaggregation reports on her/his
household. We examine whether the data on history of
consumption show the difference in customers’
consumption after they have activated service providing
them detailed overview on their electricity of consumption
enriched with the recommendations for behavioral
changes within electricity consumption.
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The presumption is based on the following behavioral
principles:
1.

Humans are more likely to change in habits when
they feel involved and effective.

2.

The consequence must be relevant to them,
which in case of lowering electricity
consumption means lowering the electricity bill.

3.

Benchmarking within similar households
employs behavioral principle of Social proof
(Cialdini, 2007), that other people’s behavior
matters to what we do.

The study examines hypothesis:
HYPOTHESIS 1: Consumers’ access to customized
analysis of their electricity consumption, influences their
behavior and has impact on the decrease of the electricity
consumption.
HYPOTHESIS 2: There are differences in the
behavior of consumers related to energy efficiency due to
the demographic factor of age.
B. Methodology of analyzing trend in electricity
consumption
The analysis compares consumers’ electricity
consumption before access to disaggregated data via
Bidgely application to consumption after activation of the
app. It depicts the trend in electricity consumption based
on average monthly consumption of the customers even
we evaluate yearly trend of each customer.
As far as from the period before including the
disaggregation software there are data on yearly
consumption accessible, the yearly consumption had been
divided into monthly average consumption so that we
were able to reflect the fact that the date of activation of
Bidgely service is not necessarily the same as the date of
annual deduction of electricity consumption used mainly
for billing the differences in monthly pre-payments and
real consumption of the consumer. Yearly consumptions
were split into monthly periods to lower the complexity of
analysis and reflect that yearly consumption does not copy
calendar year and therefore there would be 12 subgroups
of consumers due to date of yearly consumption’s
deduction.
Even the average monthly consumption differs within
the year due to weather, which increases electricity
consumption mainly due to the exterior temperatures – in
case of low related to heating and in case of high
temperatures to air-conditioning, for the purpose of this
study we have considered this aspect as irrelevant as the
trend of consumption is analyzed in long term and is
evaluated on the basis of yearly consumption.
The data examined consumers who have activated
Bidgely in May 2018. The date of annual deduction could
have been any of the months within a year. The dataset
included data on consumption of households during years
2016 till 2019, so the dataset provided the history of
yearly consumption related to 4 years, approximately 2
years before implementing Bidgely and 2 years after.
Extreme values of electricity consumption, which had
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concerned 48 consumers, were removed from the dataset
as due to their countability were indicating an deviation,
that could have been caused by for example formally
incorrect registration of a consumers for electricity supply.
The assumption has been applied based on CRISP-DM
process including Business Understanding, Data
Understanding, Data Preparation, Modeling, Evaluation
and Deployment.
C. Methodology related to analyzing consumers’
consumption related to age
The second part of the research has examined, whether
there are differences in behavior within energy efficiency
between different age categories. factor of age. To analyze
the trend, we have used the same approach as in the first
part of the research related to Hypothesis 1.
We divided consumers into 3 age categories:
a) 18 - 34 years
b) 35 – 54 years
c) 55 – 70 years
The categorization has been realized based on the
following:
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The commodity consumption is usually billed to
property owner, which is restricted by the age of
18 years, when a person is considered an adult.
Due to the study of different age groups behavior
within media consumption (The Institute of
practicioners in Advertising, 2020), this
categorization reflects lifestyle of the particular
groups and the way they acquire information. It
influences the selection of effective tools and
relevant content to deliver them messages related
to education in energy efficiency, which is among
practical implications of our research.
Our categorization reflects also the current
society’s lifecycle through considering the age,
when people start managing households of their
own. In European union states it is between 17,5
to 32,4 years (Eurostat, 2021).
The above listed insight impacts interval of the
third category 55 to 70 years. We assume that in
this point of our lifecycle decreases the number of
households’
permanent
residents,
which
influences the household management including
the activities related to energy consumption. It is
established on the data on European union
population starting a family in the age between 26
to 31 years (Eurostat, 2021) combined with the
fact that average age of leaving parental
household is 26 years.
Consumers aged above 70 years were not
included in the dataset analyzed as the decisionmaking process related to household management
is realized with the strong influence of children or
grandchildren of the property’s owner. Therefore,
the online communication related to energy
efficiency are targeted to people aged under 70.
The reason also is, that the genuine dataset

included consumers over 100 or 110 years, where
we assume that the owner is deceased, the is
formal transfer of property hasn’t been completed
and the decision maker is a relative.
IV.

RESULTS AND LIMITATIONS

A. Results
Our research has focused on behavior changes of
electricity consumers based on a simple access to
disaggregated data related to their energy consumption. In
the 1st phase of our study, we have examined the
hypothesis, that consumers’ access to customized analysis
of their electricity consumption, influences their behavior
and has impact on the decrease of the electricity
consumption. The Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to verify,
if the data are normally distributed. From the output of the
Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965), the p-value
turns out to be nearly zero (4.294872269383632e-06),
which results into the conclusion that data are not
normally distributed.
As the data are not normally distributed, the KruskalWallis test (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) (nonparametrical)
was used to test the null hypothesis: All of the population
distribution functions are identical. From the output of the
Kruskal-Wallis test, p-values turned out to be nearly zero
(6.310464587248295e-09). Followingly, we rejected the
null hypothesis in advance of the alternative one: At least
one of the populations tends to yield larger observations
than at least one of the other populations. It means that
there is a statistically significant difference between
monthly average consumptions before and after start of
using Bidgely application.
We have visualized the results through graphs.
Graph 1: Presents the results on average monthly
consumption of electricity related to overall dataset related
to Hypothesis 1 stated in section 2. The average of
monthly consumptions during the period after the Bidgely
activation decreased by 4,4 % in comparison to average of
monthly consumptions before the comfortable approach to
disaggregated data.

Figure 2. Electricity average monthly consuption (kWh) (Source: Own
calculation in R programming)

To extend the research within electricity consumption,
we have examined the relation between consumers’
behavior within energy efficiency and demography factor
of age and we attempted to confirm the Hypothesis 2
stating, there are differences in the behavior of consumers
related to energy efficiency due to the demographic factor
of age. The null Hypothesis: There is not dependency
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between variable of age and the amount of electricity
consumption, was measured using the linear relation
between the two scale variables. The Pearson Correlation
Coefficient was used (Pearson, 1896) and according to its
value 0,0140416350209636, the null Hypothesis was
rejected and the alternative Hypothesis on dependency
between variables was confirmed. Graphs 2 to 4: Present
results on split into particular age categories and support
Hypothesis 2 stated in section 2





Figure 4. Electricity average monthly consuption (kWh) - Category
35-54 years (Source: Own calculation in R programming)

Decrease in electricity consumption

18 – 34

5,3 %

35 - 54

2,9 %

55 – 70

5,2 %

B. Limitations
Our current research has been accompanied by a few
limitations, that need to be taken into account in
application of the results:


Figure 3. Electricity average monthly consuption (kWh) - Category
18-34 years (Source: Own calculation in R programming)

Age category



The study investigates changes in consumers’
behavior triggered by comfortable access to user
friendly reports containing disaggregated data
related to their energy consumption. Consumers
included in our dataset receive the report on their
e-mail and open rate of the monthly reports is
within interval 50 % to 60 % percent, which
means that there is a group of consumers whose
behavior is not influenced by the access to
disaggregated data.
For the purpose of the further use of these results,
we would like to point out, that we have worked
with average values, which do not reflect the
seasonality of energy consumption. But still, it
hasn’t been relevant in our study focusing on
long-term trend.
The level of energy consumption and efficiency is
a complex topic influenced by the group of
factors. We focused on the impact of a tool based
on behavioral principles and reflect the insight
that the energy consumption is highly influenced
by climate and dwelling conditions, therefore we
recommend the practical implementation of the
results mainly in Central European Region.
We are also aware that the intrapersonal factor of
“age” should not be considered a sufficient
parameter to evaluate, predict customers’
behavior within household management and
improve targeting. But it is an easily accessible
and precise type of data about consumers.
V.

Figure 5. Electricity average monthly consuption (kWh) - Category
55-70 years (Source: Own calculation in R programming)

The decrease in average of monthly consumptions
during the period after the Bidgely activation in
comparison to average of monthly consumptions before
approach to user friendly reports on disaggregated data
differs among particular age categories. Quantification of
the decrease in electricity consumption was conducted
through the comparison of the average values of the
monthly consumptions during the period before the
Bidgely activation and the period after the Bidgely
activation.
The decrease presented in % is summarized in Table 1.
TABLE I.

CONCLUSION

Our study examined, if there is continuous decrease in
the level of average consumption after providing
consumers access to user friendly and simplified reports
containing disaggregated data related to their energy
consumption. Our results show that in the period after the
Bidgely activation, the average of monthly consumptions
decreased by 4,4 % in comparison to average of monthly
consumptions before the comfortable approach to
disaggregated data. The decrease differed in particular age
groups from 2,9 % to 5,3 %.
Additionally, there have been revealed further
findings, which underline differences in the strength of
dependency within particular categories of electricity
consumption. Mainly in those, which present the major
share of households’ electricity consumption such as
space heating. More detailed analysis will be the subject to
the following research.

DECREASE IN ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
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The most significant decrease has been observed in the
group aged 55 to 70 years. We assume that one of the
reasons is their behavior related to opening e-mails
concerning household management. The assumption is
supported by our previous research (Héjjová, Exenberger,
Bucko, 2021), which resulted into finding that within the
customers over 53 years old, there is a bigger portion
present of those, who open the e-mails and react in the
way expected by the vendor. As we listed in limitations
section, consumers included in our dataset receive the
report on their e-mail and open rate of the monthly reports
is within interval 50 % to 60 %. It means, that there is a
group of consumers whose behavior is not influenced by
the access to disaggregated data. Even the open rate is
above the benchmarks (https://mailchimp.com), we
believe that the increasing the effectivity in delivery of
reports mainly in the group of consumers aged 35 to 54
could lead to more significant decrease in energy
consumption.
Based on the results, we consider the following
behavioral principles to be functional in the area of energy
efficiency:
1.

Humans are more likely to change in habits,
when they feel involved and effective.

2.

The consequence must be relevant to them,
which in case of lowering electricity
consumption means lowering the electricity bill.

3.

Benchmarking within similar households
employs behavioral principle of Social proof,
that other people’s behavior matters to what we
do.

The results provide another evidence that continuous
saturation of energy market with disaggregation
technologies enabling easy approach to the data would
matter in energy efficiency campaigns. Topic of energy
efficiency along with the initiatives to increase the level of
energy produced by renewable resources and energy
conservation are priorities for governments worldwide.
There have been established numerous initiatives
investigating into options of constraining the climate
change and decrease in electricity consumption belongs to
the ways of accomplishing the goal. Behavioral approach
practically implied through detailed approach to
disaggregated data on energy consumption is a tool
containing motivation without radical impact on comfort
and behavior of electricity consumers, which is a major
precondition in successful permanent behavioral change.
Along with the environmental motivation, very
relevant and strong motivator supporting behavioral
change is electricity bill. Current prognosis declare that
energy prices are going to rise due to increasing demand
based on the human inventions dependent on energy, to
environmental pressure to eliminate energy production
from coal and insufficient volume of energy from
sustainable resources. The average energy bill in Slovakia,
where the maximum energy prices for households are
regulated, presents 10 % of households’ monthly
expenditures. There has been discussion on governments
interference on energy market over the past years and in a
long term deregulated market is not unreal option, which
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makes energy efficiency a topic from a financial point of
view.
The aim of our study was to investigate the data on
electricity consumption in Slovakia, which we consider to
be a relevant representant of Central European Region.
Due to the fact that among the main factors influencing
the energy consumption is weather and dwelling
conditions, the results of the study have a potential to
effectively cover the Central European region.
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Abstract - This paper observes the market participation
possibilities of a small electricity producer with its own
electricity consumption - prosumer. Based on actual 10minute measurements of consumption and production for a
household with an installed PV system and considering the
current legal and regulatory framework in the Republic of
Croatia, this paper proposes a solution for net producers prosumers who on annual level deliver more energy to the
grid than they take from the power supplier. By using ASIC
hardware in the optimal mode for observed household, it is
possible to significantly increase the revenue of the prosumer
while simultaneously having a favorable effect on the power
network. With precise methodology and data validation, this
paper indicates how the integration of a managed ASIC
consumption unit into each prosumer node enables more
harmonious cooperation with the supplier, while creating an
additional revenue stream for the end users of the network.
In addition to the presentation of models, calculations, and
results, the paper presents the possibility of combining
approaches and forming energy communities based on the
consolidation of ASIC hardware with the aim of joint market
performance.
Keywords - ASIC,
consumption, revenue

blockchain,

prosumers,

self-

I. INTRODUCTION
Technological developments and innovation over the
last decade resulted in efficient renewable energy sources
(RES) applications, both on a small and large scale, with
significant cost reduction and reasonable payback periods.
As a result, businesses and households can participate in
electricity generation, which they can partially or
completely consume at the spot of generation. Thus,
passive consumers become active consumers and active
consumers with excess of energy that can be released to
grid are called prosumers [1]. The concept of selfconsumption signifies the consumption of energy produced
by power generation plants that are close to the consumer,
i.e. photovoltaic (PV) panels or vertical-axis wind turbines
installed locally at the premise of power consumer [2].
The self-consumption model opens new optimization
challenges and market possibilities in savings on electricity
bills and reducing consumers CO2 footprint while making
consumer more independent of a supplier [3]. The latter has
greater significance today than even before, considering the
recent rise in electricity prices on the market followed with
increase in electricity prices for the end-consumers and
households. Other factors contributing to growing number
of prosumers is: steady decrease in the equipment prices of
PV systems which are most chosen technology for
consumer’s transition to prosumer; attractive feed-in tariff
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system which subsidizes RES-based power generation;
and, various national-level measures to reduce the amount
of capital investments required [4].
Production of the prosumer system depends on the
availability of primary energy source. When it comes to PV
plant installations on the end-user premises, mostly
households, peak production occurs mid-day. When the
power generation of such system is higher than the
electricity demand in the same measurement point, there is
a surplus of electrical energy that is fed into the grid. A
supplier of electrical energy takes that surplus energy,
which is delivered through the bidirectional, and often dualrate, power meter, either by obligatory regulatory
framework or by bidding against other suppliers and
offering better financial conditions [5].
However, a multitude of such prosumers can have a
negative impact on the grid and it may be uninteresting for
suppliers to take energy from them because grid constraints
are being violated [6]. There are attempts and research to
make PV systems manageable and that there are no
negative impacts on the network [7]. Today this goal can be
achieved by integrating battery storage systems (BSS) that
can even help the power system [8]. Today’s technology
goes so far that Braeuer et al. explain how BSS can
establish an additional revenue stream for prosumers.
Authors prove this by analyzing 50 different German
companies with different systems and load profiles. The
authors successfully identify how a flexible consumer like
a BSS can participate in arbitrage trading on day-ahead or
intraday electricity market, provide a reserve for frequency
containment, and successfully reduce peak loads for
consumers close to them [9].
A slightly progressive approach is observed in this
paper. Instead of charging the battery at low electricity
market prices and releasing the energy at high prices, this
paper proposes a model in which excess electricity on the
prosumer side is stored in digital value. The model is based
on real-life power measurements in 10-minute resolution
for a typical household prosumer in Croatia. The paper also
provides an overview of the financial effects of kWh
storage in chemical or digital form. The conversion of
electricity into digital value takes place using specialized
ASIC hardware used for transaction validation process
called mining in the digital cryptocurrency ecosystem.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
an overview of the environment in which the observed
prosumer is located and a description of the system that
uses ASIC hardware instead of BSS. Section 3 provides
insight into the evolutionary process of the observed
prosumer and provides model results with and without
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dedicated ASIC hardware. Section 4 provides a comparison
of the market opportunities and performance of this
prosumer with BSS versus the ASIC hardware approach.
Finally, Section 5 concludes on the applicability of ASIC
hardware in circumstances of more favorable prosumer
performance on the distribution network.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In the Croatian legal framework prosumers as the end
users of electricity are defined by two categories: selfsufficient end-user; and consumers with own production.
self-sufficient end-users are the end customer of electricity
of the household category, who within their premises have
a power plant that enables them to be partially or
completely self-sufficient. A self-sufficient power plant
uses renewable energy sources or high-efficiency
cogeneration, and possible excess of energy in any billing
period can be taken over by a supplier or market participant.
Such system needs to take care that the amount of
electricity delivered to the network is less than or equal to
the electricity taken from the network. If at the end of the
billing period the amount of energy delivered to the
network, expressed by price 𝐶𝑖𝑇 , is higher than the energy
taken from network, expressed by price 𝐶𝑝𝑇 , the price of
surplus electricity delivered to the network is reduced and
calculated by:
()

𝐶𝑖𝑇 = 0.8 × 𝐶𝑝𝑇

If the supplier or market operator determine that the
self-sufficient end-user delivered more energy to the grid in
the previous year than he took from the grid, he would be
considered the consumer with own production.
A consumer with own production is defined as the enduser whose grid connection point (GCP) has adjacent
installation of a RES-based power plant which meets the
need of the customer(s) at that GCP and that is allowed to
deliver surplus electricity to the power network. Price for
the surplus energy delivered to the grid, 𝐶𝑖 , in the billing
period of one month is calculated according to Eq. (2) and
Eq. (3).

𝐸𝑝
𝐸𝑖

()

Where 𝑃𝐾𝐶𝑖 is the average price of electricity paid by
the consumer to the supplier for the sold electricity,
excluding network usage fees and other fees and taxes,
within the billing period 𝑖; 𝐸𝑝 is the electricity consumed
from the grid; and 𝐸𝑖 is the electricity fed to the grid from
the RES-based power plant. Eq. (3) indicates how it is
financially viable for prosumers to bring up their selfconsumption. The breakdown of prosumers into two
categories allows end-users with production to take care of
their own consumption and reduce their bill. But at the
same time, such a two-stage reduction in the price of
delivered energy discourages abuses and fictitious
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A. Measures to increase self-consumption
Measures to increase self-consumption usually imply
demand side techniques or BSS usage. The most often
used demand side technique is load shifting which
encourages consumers to shift their consumption in
periods of cheaper tariffs or period with surplus of energy
production.
Demand side techniques at prosumer level encourage
consumption shift towards periods of peak production to
increase the self-consumption ratio. Significant
disadvantage of such approach is the change in the
behavior pattern of consumers, hence impairing their
comfort. BSS enables prosumers to store surplus energy in
periods when electricity production surpasses household
demand. By doing so, the stored energy can be used during
times of insignificant or no production. Although BSS is
an acceptable solution, over the past few years new
technology has appeared that when compared to a battery
can be described as Digital Energy Storage (DES).
DES consists of a specialized ASIC-type hardware
with the ability to turn electrical energy into a digital asset
within the cryptocurrency eco-system, bringing prosumer
additional profit. By installing such system and regulating
the operation of it in accordance with the power
production, the prosumer could in periods of surplus
energy, use it to make additional earnings instead of giving
it to the grid or charging the BSS.
Prosumer enriched with ASIC hardware that takes the
role of DES participates in the global digital eco-system
for confirming transactions in the world of
cryptocurrencies, thus creating additional revenue stream.
Overview diagram of such prosumer is presented in Fig.1.

()

𝐶𝑖 = 0.9 × 𝑃𝐾𝐶𝑖
𝐶𝑖𝑇 = 0.9 × 𝑃𝐾𝐶𝑖 ×

consumers with connections where only power plants are
located.

Figure 1. Observed Prosumer system with DES based on ASIC
hardware
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In Fig.1 household and its consumption are marked
with letter (A); PV system is marked with letter (B); ASICbased DES is marked with letter (C); Inverter is marked
with (D); Bidirectional power meter is marked with letter
(E); and power grid is marked with letter (F). Mid-day the
PV System (B) produces more power than the household
(A) requires. On an annual level that results in more energy
being fed into the grid (F) over the meter (E) than the
energy being taken from the grid. This fact is validated by
real-life measurements of the household consumption and
PV power plant production.
B. Measuremente data and data validation
The observed system consists of the household with
standard loads and rooftop PV system of nominal power
5 kW located in Osijek, Croatia. Measurement sample is
given by Fig. 2 in which three areas are visible: blue area
represents household consumption; orange area stands for
PV production curve; and gray area is ASCI-based DES
operation. The chart represents one typical day with values
that correspond to annual averages.
Load and production measurements for the household
are given for a typical workday in March since that day
corresponds to annual average values of electricity
production and consumption. The correctness of this
approach and the reasoning behind the fact that a typical
working day in March can be taken as representative is
confirmed by data from Photovoltaic Geographical
Information System (PVGIS) platform of the Joint
Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission [10].
Calculations were done in the PV Performance tool
which gave average energy production for the given
system in the amount of 481.88 kWh for March. Compared
to measured values, where produced energy was 485.22
kWh, the difference is less than 1 %.
Also, PVGIS indicates how 1 kW on installed PV
modules with standard system losses and with optimal
slope and orientation can yield in 1226 kWh of annual
energy.
The confirmation of correctness and accuracy of the
measured data allow a detailed analysis of the application
of ASIC-based DES systems in the prosumer environment,
considering the legal framework and market constraints

III. SIMULATION AND OBSERVED CASES
The research for this paper was done for three different
cases: standard consumer, prosumer, and prosumer with
ASIC-based DES.
A. Case I - Consumer
The first case is the standard consumer case. This case
observes only blue area in the Fig. 2. Although electricity
demand varies throughout the day, some behavior patterns
are to be noticed: consumers are most active in the early
morning and during the evenings and night. This makes
perfect sense being the household consumption curve.
Tenants wake up in the morning, prepare for going to work
and then leave after having breakfast and morning routine.
In the early evening tenants return home to clean, cook,
and do overall household activities. Consumption during
the night occurs due to Croatian two-tariff system that still
incentivizes turning on large consumers, such as washing
machine, dryer and/or dishwasher during the night.
During the day when tenants are not present in the
household some appliances still work, like a refrigerator or
freezer, boiler, etc.
The price of consumed electricity is defined by the
tariff system with the mentioned consumer being in the
household consumption category. Prices are different
depending on the daily tariff. In given example the higher
daily tariff is from 7 AM to 9 PM, while the lower daily
tariff is from 9 PM to 7 AM. Price of electricity with VAT
rate of 1 % for the higher daily tariff is 0.95 HRK/kWh,
while for the lower night tariff is 0.46 HRK/kWh. In
addition, all consumers pay a special fee for renewable
sources and high-efficiency cogeneration in the amount of
0.105 HRK/kWh, making final electricity prices
1.06 HRK/kWh for the daily tariff, and 0.56 HRK/kWh for
the night tariff.
During the observed day, consumer electricity demand
is 21.73 kWh, with 9.85 kWh demanded during the higher
daily tariff and 11.88 kWh for the lower daily tariff. This
fact reflects the mindset of the standard Croatian consumer
of electricity, accustomed to a cheaper night tariff. The
cost of electricity for the higher daily tariff is 9.35 HRK,
and 5.46 HRK for the lower night tariff.

Figure 2. Measurement sample for a prosumer observed in this paper
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In total, the amount that the consumer-type end-user
must pay for the exemplary day of 14.81 HRK. The daily
sum of 14.81 HRK results in monthly bill of 450 HRK
which is valid value for a family household that uses
electric cooking appliances
B. Case II - Prosumer
The second case observes same household but with
prosumer option. Prosumer generates electricity from the
PV system installed at the location. Consumption in the
second case stays the same as in the first case, 21.73 kWh,
but compared to the previous case, part of the electricity
demand is supplied from the prosumer’s PV production
which is 21.87 kWh. Consequently, less energy is taken
from the grid and that fact downgrades this self-sufficient
end-user to a consumer with own production after the
observational billing period.
During the higher daily tariff, 6.62 kWh of electrical
energy with the total cost of 7.01 HRK is taken from the
grid. In the same daily period, the 11.82 kWh with the total
cost of 6.85 HRK for the lower night tariff is required from
the power grid. The total cost of energy bought from the
grid for the observed day is 13.86 HRK, just a bit lower
than in the first case without PV system installed. This is
due to tenants’ behavior and lifestyle that requires most of
the energy during the period in which PV system does not
generate any energy.
As shown in Fig. 2., from 7:10 AM to 5:00 PM,
electrical energy production is higher than the total
demand of the household, reaching its peak around
midday. The surplus electricity is fed into the grid in the
total amount of 18.59 kWh. Due to energy fed into the grid
is higher than the energy taken from the power grid, the
observed prosumer is assumed to be the consumer with
own production. When Eq. (3) is considered the price of
surplus electricity is calculated according to:
𝐶𝑖 = 0.9 × 0.49

𝐻𝑅𝐾 18.45 𝑘𝑊ℎ
×
𝑘𝑊ℎ 18.59 𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝐶𝑖 = 0.43 𝐻𝑅𝐾/𝑘𝑊ℎ

()

In this case, the prosumer pays for the energy taken
from the grid and is being paid for the energy produced by
PV system. Since the consumption happens in the period
of the day when there is no PV system power generation,
the prosumer pays the price difference between the price
of electricity demanded and delivered to the grid, which
amounts to 5.77 HRK per average day. Although this price
paid by the end-user to the energy supplier is 60 % less
than in the first case, the goal has not been fully achieved.
In terms of reducing the amount that the end-user must
pay, that goal has been achieved, creating savings for the
end-user. Still, due to more energy being delivered to the
grid than taken from it, the prosumer does not get the full
financial benefits of power generation with the PV system
being installed. The ratio of self-consumption during the
PV system daily operation is low, just around 15 %.
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Of course, raising the awareness of the end-user that
the appliances with the highest consumption are better to
be turned on during the day is not an easy challenge
because the daily and night tariffs are deeply rooted in endusers in Croatia. This is precisely the goal of the explained
two-stage system of paying for final power generation at
end-user premises.
C. Case III – Prosumer with ASIC-based DES
In the third case, the same prosumer household from
the second case is observed, with the addition of the
ASIC-based DES. The DES with a rated power of 3 kW is
set to turn on in times of energy production being higher
than demand and power of PV system production being
higher than 2 kW. Energy generation and consumption
values are identical as in the two prior cases, but amount
of energy delivered to the grid and the amount of energy
required from the grid change in accordance with the new
system setup.
The DES electricity demand is observed separately
from the household demand. Household electricity
demanded from the grid is the same as in the first two cases
making the total cost of it 13.86 HRK. The DES starts
running at 9:20 AM, when a PV power production
threshold is reached, and is in operation continuously until
2:40 PM, when the PV system power production declines
under 2 kW continuously in a 10-minute period. Total
energy consumption of DES for those 5 hours and 20
minutes is 16 kWh.
During the observed period electricity production is
higher than household demand, but surplus electricity is
not sufficient to power the DES without additional energy
from the grid. Thus, for exactly 5 hours and 20 minutes,
while the DES is running, an additional 2.45 kWh of
electrical energy is taken from the grid, all of it during
higher daily tariff making the cost of it 2,59 HRK at
current prices. Because of the DES being in operation, the
prosumer delivers less energy to the grid in comparison to
the second case.
The amount of electrical energy being fed to the grid is
5.05 kWh and since total delivered energy is less than
energy demanded, the price for it is calculated by the
Eq. (1) and results in 0.44 HRK/kWh for a higher daily
tariff. Therefore, the cost of delivered energy is 2.22 HRK.
Using the industry-leading profitability calculator, the
amount the DES can make in a day if in operation the entire
24-hours period time could be 135,35 HRK in the time of
writing this paper. The profitability of DES depends on
many global factors: the total number of similar hardware
involved in the same operation; a digital ecosystem
parameter called difficulty; and joining into globally
available hardware communities called pools. An
excellent explanation of how the whole mining process
takes place and what role the ASIC-based DES system
plays can be found in the book by Academic Press,
Handbook of Digital Currency [11].
In this observed operation mode, the installed DES is
not running through the whole day, but for 5 hours and 20
minutes. There are pools that allow intermittent presence
during the day if the one’s hardware is reporting regularly.
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In the case presented by this paper, DES yields to the
prosumer an additional 30.07 HRK in daily revenue.
Understandably, since the rated power of the ASICbased DES is 3kW, and the power threshold of turning it
on is set to 2 kW of PV production, the prosumer will have
to pay an additional price for the required electricity until
the PV production reaches 3 kW or more. Compared to the
initial 13.86 HRK, which is the total cost of energy
consumption of this prosumer, the amount that the
prosumer with DES must pay to the supplier increased by
2.59 HRK, to a total of 16.45 HRK.
Finally, when the price paid by the supplier to the
prosumer for the excess electricity is deducted from the
price paid by the prosumer for consumption, the final new
amount of the prosumer’s bill is in the amount of 14.23
HRK. Comparison of financial benefits of three observed
cases in presented by Fig. 3.

DES turning on and off points towards a greater or lesser
PV production threshold, all depending on the profitability
of the hardware and the prices in the electricity market.
IV. BSS AND ASIC FINANCIAL COMPARISON
For the sake of discussion, a model in which BSS is
used as an alternative to the ASIC-based hardware is
observed. Instead of the surplus of electricity being fed
into the grid, it is used to charge the BSS. The surplus
energy stored in the BSS during peak energy production is
intended to cover electricity demand in periods of no or
low production.
If all the surplus energy in the amount of 18,59 kWh
was stored in the BSS, the prosumer gets the opportunity
to use that energy to cover his needs. The stored energy is
enough to cover the demand completely, making the
prosumer fully independent of the supplier.
Energy is not being fed into the grid and no electricity
is demanded from the grid, making the prosumer save
13.86 HRK.
Therefore, the advantage of the BSS integration only
comes in the form of financial savings, compared to the
ASIC-based DES which brings financial gain and
additional revenue stream from a global market to the
prosumer. Important to note is how the investment in BSS
or ASEC-based DES is approximately the same in terms
of rated power in this research.
V. CONCLUSION

Figure 3. Financial benefit comaprison of three observed cases

The prosumer's total electricity cost is in this case
higher compared to the two previous cases, but earnings
from the ASIC hardware make up for it, leaving the
prosumer with 15,84 HRK in total profit each day.
Using the DES, the self-consumption ratio rises to
76 %. Taking this into account and assuming such a case
for a year, prosumer would be a candidate for selfsufficient end-user classification where the price at which
the supplier takes electricity from prosumer is higher than
in the case observed.
In this case, the prosumer will get paid more for the
excess of energy being delivered to the grid, and that price
will always correspond to the price that prosumer pays to
the supplier for power consumption. Such a situation opens
the possibility of additional optimizations and shifts of the
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Prosumers have a big challenge ahead of them - the
consumer part must get used to new paradigms and
regimes of energy consumption, and the production part
must be properly dimensioned and optimized to achieve
maximum benefit for the prosumer, without negative
impacts on the distribution system. Increasing own
consumption is just one of the solutions, and this paper
brings an innovative solution to increase own consumption
by participating in the global digital cryptocurrency
eco-system.
Such participation necessarily generates revenue for
the prosumer, and in this paper a mode of operation is
proposed that is optimal for the supplier, the distribution
system operator, and the typical residential prosumer.
Through the presentation of three evolutionary cases, the
cognitive sequence is shown in which the integration of
ASIC-based hardware plays a key role in increasing the
self-consumption of the prosumer and significantly
increasing prosumer’s total revenue by adding a new
earnings stream.
Comparing the proposed solution with a typical battery
storage system sets the framework within which the
application of this solution can be considered as a Digital
Energy Storage. Such multi-domain Energy Storage is not
limited by the constraints of the physical world and enables
market competitions that have never been seen before.
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Abstract - In the recent years, we have witnessed quite
notable cyber-attacks targeting industrial automation
control systems. Upgrading their cyber security is a
challenge, not only due to long equipment lifetimes and
legacy protocols originally designed to run in air-gapped
networks. Even where multiple data sources are available
and collection established, data interpretation usable across
the different data sources remains a challenge. A modern
hydro power plant contains the data sources that range
from the classical distributed control systems to newer IoTbased data sources, embedded directly within the plant
equipment and deeply integrated in the process. Even
abundant collected data does not solve the security problems
by itself. The interpretation of data semantics is limited as
the data is effectively siloed. In this paper, the relevance of
semantic integration of diverse data sources is presented in
the context of a hydro power plant. The proposed semantic
integration would increase the data interoperability,
unlocking the data siloes and thus allowing ingestion of
complementary data sources. The principal target of the
data interoperability is to support the data-enhanced cyber
security in an operational hydro power plant context.
Furthermore, the opening of the data siloes would enable
additional usage of the existing data sources in a structured
semantically enriched form.
Keywords – cyber security, industrial automation, hydro
power plants, communication and information technologies,
semantic alignment

I.

INTRODUCTION

Hydroelectric power has been a crucial part of electric
power systems for centuries, and the key developments in
hydro power date back to mid-19th century. Hydro power
will remain important well into the future. With years of
increased installation of solar and wind power, a large
share of world’s renewable energy is produced in the
hydroelectric power plants. Year-to-year growth in
hydropower installation remains at more than 3% [1].
Hydropower not only provides an energy source with no
emissions of greenhouse gases: its water management
infrastructure is tied to potable water management,
irrigation and flood management and control. In short, the
importance of hydropower for a society that is ever more
reliant on electric power and facing climate extremes can’t
be overstated.
Hydroelectric power plants have been early adopters
of digital technologies. Starting with the early turbinegenerator illuminated boards and panels populated with
indicators and individual control stations dedicated to
control elements, the first direct digital control (DDC)
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systems established in the 1970s have been mimicking the
interfaces of the previous illuminated boards. These
systems have largely been ineffective as these have been
“zoomed into” a comparatively small subset of the process
at any time. Though the user could switch the displayed
process subset, only a reduced dataset could be visible at
any time. This was known as “keyhole” effect. The user
has effectively been peeking into the process seeing only a
very reduced number of process variables.
The next generation of distributed control systems
(DCS) [2] emerged with more performant and more
capable computer displays available in the 1980s. These
systems, for the first time, focused on the operator tasks.
Historical information and trends could be monitored, and
thus the process dynamics could be followed by the
operator. Gradual improvements to the computer systems
have allowed higher screen resolutions and multiple
window support in the graphical user interfaces, which in
turn allowed seeing more variables at the same time.
Further developments in the 1990s have delivered the
first instances of expert support systems with help and
guidance messages to the operator included in the
functionalities of most control systems. In a typical
setting, the control system functionalities have been
expanded to the one of a knowledge base and guide. These
support systems provide additional information to the
operator, but no decisions are taken automatically by these
systems – instead, the operator can rely on the support
from the additional information integral to the control
system in front of his eyes. These were the early
precursors to today’s artificial intelligence and machine
learning techniques, started emerging already in mid to
late 1980s. While automatic expert systems and neural
networks have been utilized to model and eventually
optimize functions lateral to the main hydro power plant
process but have not been a part of the main line of work
and have not been used as support in the operator decision
making.
In the recent decades the shift from the highly
customized proprietary technologies and designs to
practically the same commodity infrastructure: the same
hardware architecture and the same operating systems, as
in conventional IT business. The industrial automation
control systems have migrated and embraced commercial
computing platforms based on x86 processor architecture
and Windows or Linux platforms. In other words: the
recent versions of automation platforms do not use exotic
operating systems and databases anymore, but instead run
on the very same Windows and Linux platforms that the
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common IT utilizes. Though domain-specific highly
performant historian databases such as Osisoft PI exist,
the commonly used relational databases such as
PostgreSQL, Oracle or MS SQL Server are also very
commonly used. The application scope of the recent
generation of supervisory control and data acquisition
systems (SCADAs) has widened, too. Nowadays these
systems serve not only for direct control as a means for
the operator to directly control the process, but also as a
source of timely information gathered directly from the
process and provided to other parties concerned with plant
information. This goes beyond basic operations and
includes scheduled maintenance, ownership supervision,
market participation, and other business functions.
In other words, the normal power plant operation
process cannot be considered fully detached from the rest
of the world. There is information flow in the form of
relevant measurements flowing to and from general
purpose office networks. In turn, the classic pretext of
using air gaps to consider the process networks separated
from the “general purpose” office ones is not true
anymore.

Figure 1. Information exchange in modern hydro power plant
operation

This enables streamlined and optimized operation
based on live data from the process and improved business
performance, as the process decision can be helped from
market-driven inputs. This, however, also opens an
indirect path for cyber-attacks on the industrial automation
control systems. The viable attack surface is more
pronounced, and this calls for early detection techniques
and adequate risk management.
Even in a mature technology such as hydropower,
innovative digital technologies have been emerging
recently. Examples include advanced monitoring
technologies for rotating machines [3] and power
electronics based technologies to increase the flexibility of
the existing power plants, to cope with the increased
flexibility demands in highly renewable power systems
[4]. These new digital technologies represent additional
sources of data about the power plant process.
This paper proposes to approach the issue directly and
take advantage of diverse data sources to enable the
extraction of the necessary knowledge and increase the
cyber security and resilience. The paper is structured as
follows: first, the typical context of cyber security in
industrial automation and particularly in a hydro power
plant is outlined in Chapter 2. The security operations
center context is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
outlines the current state of semantic data integration in
industrial automation and presents the requirements for
semantically integrated data model targeting cyber
security, outlining the requirements of a scalable and
modular data model, capable of handling the diverse
scales and contexts.
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II.

CYBER SECURITY IN INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
CONTROL SYSTEMS

As already indicated, the recent IACS systems
resemble general purpose IT systems [5], as a modern
SCADA or a modern DCS use the same hardware and
software platform as a general-purpose conventional IT
system. The only practical differences are the controllers
and actuators, connected via standard interfaces of a
common computer. In fact, it is quite common for the
IACS vendors to offload the hardware purchase to the
clients, where the general IT departments are then tasked
with supporting the IACS with servers, workstations,
networking equipment, operating systems etc.
The “general purpose” IT and industrial automation
context differ very notably in the approach to safety and
security. While a failure of a general IT system or even a
breach does not cause immediate effects on health and
safety, in in the IACSs and in operational technology in a
wider sense, an unrecoverable error in operation can
directly cause serious damages in the real (physical)
world. The devices connected to apparently the same
computer systems can directly actuate the physical
systems and cause expensive failures and even deaths.
There is a particularly egregious example from recent
history from the hydro power plant context in the Russian
Sayano-Shushenskaya [6] hydro power station incident.
The turbine at that power station had a relatively narrow
band of operation where it operated with lower vibrations.
After repairs and upgrades to electro-hydraulic regulators,
one of the turbines previously also exhibiting signs of
vibrational problems has worked as a slack output
regulator, thus changing constantly its power output. On
August 17th, 2009, the 920-ton rotor shaft of the turbine
shot up from its seat. The turbine room has been flooded,
75 people died in the accident, aluminum smelting plants
nearby had to stop operation, transformer oil spill spread
80 km downstream. It took more than 5 years to complete
the required repairs.
The general IT systems tend to have a short upgrade
cycle and are typically replaced or upgraded in the cycles
not exceeding three to five years. Any upgrade to power
plant automation systems requires a restart of the
acceptance testing procedures so the automation systems
are expected to remain in operation for a decade or more.
For this reason, it often incorporates old and obsolete
hardware and software. While Ethernet and TCP/IP is
ubiquitous today, in the power plants there are numerous
legacy communication protocols – often encapsulated or
converted so they can work over Ethernet and TCP/IP. In
most power plants there will be other types of “field bus”
local networking systems as well.
In the most difficult cases, the original vendors are not
even existent anymore due to mergers and acquisitions.
The vendors supporting their previous lines of products
might end as well. An example from Croatia is a line of
protection relays from a very prominent manufacturer,
purchased in the late 1990s during the war reparation
years. That line of equipment is no longer supported by
the original manufacturer - the only official path towards
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support is the replacement of the equipment with a newer
generation. Nota bene, there are solutions enabling
compatibility with the newest standards and protocols,
albeit offered by an alternative local manufacturer.
In the general IT context, patching and updating is a
daily occurrence and is done even if no staging and testing
is in place. On the contrary, power plant systems often
never get patched or updated due to the principle of not
touching operational systems unnecessarily. For most
industrial power plants, the cost of shutting them down is
the principal cost component in an upgrade procedure –
thus the systems are expected to operate for decades with
no shutdowns. The critical IACS systems often employ
full redundancy allowing hot (live) repairs and the
topology of the system is typically not configured with
cost as the primary driver, but with the ability to limit the
impact of a failure. Hierarchical design is also a norm,
allowing local overrides.
The reality is that numerous critical industrial
infrastructures in the world are controlled and protected by
computer-based systems that present a dangerously
problematic breeding grounds for cyber security. The
breach effects range from the theft of trade secrets or
business-affecting production schedules, loss of integrity
and reliability to equipment damage, death, violation of
environmental conditions, risking public health and even
national security. Hydro power plants with large
reservoirs fit all the above characteristics as uncontrolled
reservoir spills can damage a large area downstream. The
Croatian public is acutely aware because of the sabotage
of the Peruća dam in southern Croatia during the war in
1993. After the departure of UNPROFOR protection
forces from the dam, the Serbian attackers reached the
dam and tried to deploy and detonate more than 20 tons of
explosives. If the attack had been successful, more than
240 square kilometers downstream would be affected. The
Croatian forces have in a swift action removed the Serbian
forces, and the dam has luckily been quickly repaired
afterwards.

Figure 2. A typical high-level view of an architecture in IACS of a
power plant

Today’s plant networks in both office and process
“sides” are primarily based on Ethernet and TCP/IP, with
prominent other standards for the field bus local
networking. As indicated before, typically there are
effective bridges from the office side to process side
include reporting services taking the data from automation
systems and analyzing them and providing for normal
business practices. The separation between the IT and
process networks are often implemented via VLANs in
routing equipment so the physical layer is shared, and the
plant networks can be multiplexed and multipurposed, so
the same physical channel carries process control and
message data traffic as well as other purposes such as
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VoIP. Recent uses of tablet PCs and augmented reality for
assisted plant maintenance and monitoring pose additional
requirements to connectivity within the plant.
Finally, the IoT and miniaturization of sensors as a
trend has reached all the way to the deepest nooks of the
hydro power plant process: the newest generation of
transformer and generator monitoring tools have their
sensors embedded within the generators [3] and
transformers [7] and measure vibrations and oil
characteristics. Given the importance and price of the
principal plant equipment their existence is more than
welcome – however these systems often operate in a
separate fashion from the rest of the systems and often use
their own vertical network infrastructure to exfiltrate the
data from the actual sensors.
There are different pivot points and points of possible
attack to the hydro power plant network. The obvious
ones go from wireless connectivity nowadays offered
through integrated wireless and Bluetooth adapters in
laptops and desktops that can be used for rogue access, to
cellular modems embedded in the devices within the
system so the vendor can manage the systems in a
streamlined fashion. Even if air gap is not ever breached,
the infection can spread as is well known from the very
well documented Stuxnet [8] attack via infected media.
Beyond numerous obvious and less obvious attack vectors
to a typical hydro power plant, there are also various
pockets and pillars of data collection and extraction
caused by decades of gradual implementations and
upgrades. The IoT trend mentioned above is a particular
culprit here – either because of non-existence of a
scaffolding that would provide infrastructural support for
the IoT sensors
Supply chain threats are also not to be overlooked as
hidden functions can be included in rogue firmware (as
also seen from the Stuxnet example), providing backdoor
access – as the Maersk cryptolocking [9] example shows
quite clearly.
Obviously – there does not exist a single answer that
fits all the above purposes. Not every cyber security
control and mitigation strategy is applicable to industrial
automation systems, and even less to hydro power plants
with varying ages of the equipment spanning decades.
However – not all issues are technical. In many cases,
technical issues seem to be solved for decades – but the
procedural implementation issues remain a challenge. For
this reason, there is a whole series of cyber security in
industrial automation oriented standards, closely related to
IEC 27001 [10] series of standards, called IEC 62443
[11]. These standards focus on business policies and
procedural issues, as opposed to technical standards
similar to IEC 62351 [12] that closely define the technical
details of encryption implementation. This is a particularly
difficult challenge in industrial automation that requires
operating procedures to be extremely efficient, especially
in the emergency situations. In other words – as with
everything in IACS design, no amount of cyber security
can justify inability to act in an emergency. The ability to
operate in a critical situation is paramount.
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III.

CYBER SECURITY RISKS HANDLING AND SECURITY
OPERATIONS CENTRES

There are two typical levels or types of risk considered
in cyber security: static and dynamic risk. Static risk
pertains to risk assessment under hypothesis of slowly
changing circumstances, and the dynamic risk assessment
considers the underlying conditions change more frequent
or that there are short notice changes in the system.
Typically, it is considered that cyber security should be
assessed from both points of view. In most cases the risk
modeling is challenging due to difficulties in handling the
data from the processes within the power plant.
A typical approach to handling dynamic risks is via a
centralized Security Operations Centre (SOC) that detects
real time anomalies because of risks that are identified and
processed in the framework of static risk analysis. This
SOC approach that analyses the data flows without further
interpretation of the data flow context have become
widely available in the recent years.
Sifting the legitimate situations from the illegitimate
ones is challenging due to complex procedures of data
acquisition so the SOCs commonly employ machine
learning and data mining techniques. In fact, the bulk of
security operations center operation is constantly
performing a classification task. Where both the data
collected from endpoints and generated (synthetic) data
enter the classifier that determines whether the current
situation is an incident or not.

Figure 3. Typical operations of a security operations center

A typical classifier setup is to classify the situation
into three typical classes: incident detected, incident
probable and incident unlikely. When an incident is
detected an incident response is triggered so the incident
can be contained [13]. In most cases there are several
additional layers of decision making: whether the
collected data is sufficient and whether the mitigation
succeeded. An undecided class of probable incidents
triggers notifications and manual actions, while normal
operation where incident is unlikely is typically followed
by logged data archival. In most cases, the current SOC
approaches include a limited insight into the semantic
interpretation of collected logs, especially when industrial
automation protocols are considered.
IV.

SEMANTIC INTEGRATION IN INDUSTRIAL
AUTOMATION

The IEC 61850 [14] is de facto a lingua franca in
current industrial automation control systems. Originally it
has been designed as an interoperable standard for
electrical substations. In practice it is the first widely
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adopted telecontrol standard that goes beyond the notion
of a signal or a command and includes the data semantics
within the protocol: effectively the IEC 61850 introduces
semantic interpretation of the message payload within the
protocol itself. Within hydro power plants, in the last
decade there have been many installations of IEC 61850
systems as well.
In a wider context, the IEC 61968/61970 [15] CIM
Common Information Model is a series of standards under
development that aim towards standardizing the
information exchange between electrical distribution
systems. This is a series of standards representing all
major objects in an electric utility enterprise. It provides a
standard way of representing power system resources as
object classes and attributes, along with their
relationships. It does facilitate the integration of
applications developed independently by different
vendors, however it might not be best suited approach for
large-scale data gathering as it is, effectively, an ontology
of everything related to electricity distribution enterprise.
There have been several attempts of creating an
overarching ontological model of all data. However, when
creating a semantic model, its effectiveness is inversely
proportional to its complexity. Numerous layers of
abstraction rapidly create a barrier for implementation.
An orthogonal approach to creating a strict ontology is
to utilize a set of tags as markers of collected data. In the
context of building automation, the Project Haystack [16]
is an open industry initiative, focused on providing a
common metadata methodology for building automation
so the value from the vast quantity of data being generated
by the smart devices in homes, buildings, factories, and
cities. Project Haystack approach is adopted in
automation, control, energy, HVAC, lighting, and other
environmental systems. In Haystack approach, the tags are
designed as semantic carriers – akin to markup language
describing the data. At a first glance this approach may
appear deceptively simple, however the actual Haystack
definition extends towards a standard specification on
defining and describing device descriptive data, a standard
taxonomy (a default set of tags), and a set of software
tools and API specification to ease the model adoption.
The principal promise of Project Haystack is to make the
data with the accompanying tags "self-describing". The
parallels with the security context and diverse types of
sensors in a hydro power plant are obvious. However, the
loose tagging approach is not without its drawbacks:
redundant tags can appear, and while tag taxonomy is
comparatively simpler than a strict ontology, its
maintenance may prove to be challenging.
The SYNERGY Horizon 2020 project (GA #872734)
has proposed a more elaborated SYNERGY Common
Information Model, taking inspiration from both
ontological models and tagging based models and paying
particular attention to the data model lifecycle
management. The goal of the SYNERGY CIM is to model
the structure of the data exchanged between any
stakeholders of the electricity data value chain, and it
needs to provide a proper representation of the knowledge
of the electricity data value chain. At the same time, it
must allow enough flexibility to capture different
combinations and relations of the data, while still keeping
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the semantic information of the data. More can be found
in [17].
The above favorable characteristics and good
performance when coupled with large datasets indicate
that the similar approach could be employed within the
context of cyber security in industrial automation of hydro
power plants. A derivative of the approach in the Project
Haystack and SYNERGY CIM models could serve as a
starting point towards deeper analysis of the data within
the security-related operations of a hydro power plant.
This paper makes a proposition that gathering the data
from diverse sources within a hydro power plant should be
coupled with a data model that keeps the original semantic
information together with the data, allowing the structured
approach to the data interpretation without hindrances to
system analysis performance. The original information
must be kept so the actions to manage cyber security can
be properly targeted.
It is not only the post festum analyses that could
benefit here - deeper analysis involving information from
multiple sources and going beyond the transactive logs
and communication protocol logs can also be useful in
dynamic real time analyses, as is common in security
operations centers. The tagging semantic information can
be used as effective filter for the classifier in the
automated SOC, and at the same time, the same taggingbased information provides a backbone for avoiding and
filtering out erroneous conclusions in the SOC classifier
approach.
V.

CONCLUSION

In a typical hydro power plant, the operational data
sources are ever increasing putting additional burden on
power plant operators. As the infrastructure for data
collection becomes more affordable, all the parties
concerned with plant operation request increased volumes
of data to be used in optimal modeling of operations,
maintenance, and other business aspects. However, these
data are typically siloed by operational context, and
sometimes even by a vendor providing the service in a
separate data collection vertical. The approach where
separate system aspects create their own data verticals to
exfiltrate the required data is not sustainable both from
economic standpoint and from the cyber security risk
management standpoint. Not only is this capital expensive
and not streamlined, it is also comparatively insecure. It is
also not reasonable to expect that many different vendors
with different focuses and contexts would align with a
common data repository as an intermediary. Such
repository, if it neglects the importance of maintaining the
original data semantics, would be difficult to maintain and
would pose a friction point for the operation.
To exploit the hidden semantic potential of all the data
being constantly gathered in the power plant, this paper
proposes that a data repository that uses semantic
integration as a key building block is installed. In this
repository, for all data items, the original semantics (such
as measurement units) and the original data sources are
always clearly known and kept. This way, the additional
value from the existing data sources thus can be extracted.
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The principal benefits to cyber security stem from
increased observability of the process – without an
additional pivoting point towards the process network.
The proposed concept might seem viable only in postfestum analyses – the security operations center approach
can also profit from having deeper semantic insight into
data being collected.
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Abstract - Smart grids and systems envision systematic
integration of flexibility achieved through demand response
programs at end-users’ premises. Particularly interesting is
the flexibility achieved from heterogenous sources such as
residential consumers. Aggregators are expected to collect
the flexibility from the residential consumers under
contractual conditions and offer the aggregated flexibility
by providing ancillary services to balance responsible
parties. Additionally, aggregators of flexibility are expected
to deliver flexibility programs rules (notification prior to a
flexibility event, eligibility, rewards, penalties) respectively
aligned with operating conditions, perform planning and
forecasting of demand response flexibility and determine
effectiveness of flexibility programs. The flexibility
programs could also result in permanent energy savings
which must be properly assessed. Monitoring and
verification for demand response are imperative to
determine demand reduction quantities in the context of
settlement and impact estimation.
Communication
and
information
technologies
incorporated into flexibility programs should allow realtime telemetry and event driven information of realized
active demand response by remote control over specific
customer equipment (flexibility assets). Load reductions
achieved through the flexibility programs are not capable of
being
directly
metered
or
observed.
However,
communication and information technologies should be
capable of registering such event and such information
should be properly identified. This paper analyses the
capability for monitoring and verification of demand
response of commonly adopted communication protocols (i.e
OpenADR Open Automated Demand Response) and
addresses the needs for proper semantic alignments. Such
communication standards should have the ability for direct
load control program accomplishment. For the demand
response value chain to be fully functional, the paper also
discusses the requirements for semantic interoperability
among the above-mentioned entities.
Keywords - aggregators, communication and information
technologies, communication protocol, semantic flexibility,
monitoring and verification, semantic alignment

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Clean energy package [1] is empowering the final
energy consumers as crucial stakeholders in the energy
transition. Even if regulatory and legislative changes are
usually happening more slowly then the technological
ones, the overall intention at EU level and beyond, is to
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integrate final energy consumers as active participants of
future smart energy systems. Obviously, it is not expected
that each final consumer will neither be capable of trading
his self-produced electrical energy nor flexibility.
Integrating distributed generation and flexible demand,
delivered by final consumers heterogenous sources,
requires innovative solutions and adequate regulatory
frameworks [2].
For such reasons aggregators, as intermediaries,
should enable citizen/consumers active participation in
energy or ancillary service markets. Nowadays, the
aggregators are mostly facilitating industrial and
commercial consumers participation in such markets. This
is happening for such facilities are equipped with proper:
communication and information technology, historical
data with appropriate resolution, real-time control, and
data acquisition systems. All the mentioned benefits
enable the establishment of proper settlement programs
and impact estimations for the aggregator. Such terms are
widely used in monitoring and verification programs for
demand response (DR) and will be further clarified in this
paper.
Setting-up innovative solutions for delivering demand
response flexibility from residential consumers is
becoming a trending topic of various research. Mostly, the
activation of flexibility from residential consumers is
envisioned as a response to a third-party request, such as
distribution system operator (DSO) [3,4], or in response to
local energy market signals [5,6]. Certainly, based on the
received requests in conjunction with limits sets both by
the program users and the aggregator, optimization
objectives are evolving.
This paper is dedicated to the remuneration of energy
savings, as part, or a goal, of a demand side flexibility
program design for residential consumers. To ensure
proper monitoring and verification of such obtained
savings, explicit demand response should be applied.
Explicit demand response implies direct control over a
consumer load or via a home gateway, the application of
proper information and communication technology,
alongside with appropriate data storage and control
architecture for enabling end-users demand response
flexibility [7]. In other words, to activate flexibility, the
controllable resources (loads) need to receive and execute
commands from the aggregator. Controllable loads,
capable of changing their set point (e.g., temperature),
thus reduce their baseline load over a specified period of
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time while taking into account minimal impact to the
user’s comfort, are eligible resources for achieving energy
savings. The baseline load could be described as the
amount of energy the customer would have consumed in
absence of DR signals for load reduction [10]. An
example of such loads are heat pumps (HP) or airconditioning (AC) systems [9].
While explicit demand response is mainly about
shifting, shedding, and arbitraging consumption to a
different point in time, the aim of obtaining energy
savings triggered by DR signals to increase energy
efficiency is to use less energy while still providing the
same service or level of comfort. As could be seen in
Figure 1, the remuneration of energy savings obtained by
load reductions is particularly challenging because it is not
possible to meter or otherwise directly observe load
reduction [8]. For obtaining and calculating such achieved
load reductions, monitoring and verification techniques
used for energy efficiency analysis and communication
protocols with semantical alignment should be properly
applied. This paper, after providing an overview of rules
and techniques used for monitoring and verification
(M&V) of demand response, analyses the capability for
M&V of commonly adopted communication protocols,
outlines the needs for proper semantic alignments and
finally discusses the requirements for semantic
interoperability between involved entities.

should examine the appropriateness and evaluate the
program effects. M&V should ensure continuous program
calibration and impact estimation.
Additionally, for M&V purposes it is important to
understand the difference between ex-ante and ex-post
impact estimates. The ex-ante impact estimation assesses
and somehow forecasts future load reduction capabilities,
while ex-post impact estimation assesses demand
reductions retrospectively.
If the demand response program is based on
“reduction from baseline” such baseline should be
properly estimated. There are several methods for baseline
load estimation, and each one is subject to some error.
This paper does not discuss the estimation methods, but
instead studies the capability of existing communication
protocols to offer different opportunities for program
settlement and impact estimation. Communication
protocols and data models with proper message payloads
should enable a comparative analysis of ex-ante impact
estimates and ex-post analysis as an iterative process and
continuous program adaptation (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Iterative process of continous program adaptation
Figure 1. Reduction from baseline example

II.

MONITORING AND VERIFICATION OF DEMAND
RESPONSE RATIONALE

Measurement and verification of demand response
flexibility, means the determination of demand reduction
quantities in two broad contexts [8]:
1.

Settlement – determination of demand reductions
achieved by individual program or market
participants, and the corresponding rewards or
penalties allocated to or from each participant.

2.

Impact estimation – determination of program
level demand reduction that has been obtained or
it is projected to be achieved, used for program
evaluation and planning.

It is envisioned that the measured reductions should be
recognized in both the contexts to ensure proper flexibility
program design and its continuous verification during
operation. Settlements should be considered in program
planning, design and operation while impact estimation
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III.

METHODOLOGY: EXISTING DATA MODELS,
FORMAT AND STANDARDS ANALYSIS

This part is dedicated to the analysis of existing
communication standards and data models capable of
providing added value in the iterative demand response
monitoring and verification process. The objective of this
analysis is to scrutinize and select specific data models
which are adequate for M&V purposes. Initially, based on
the literature analyses a first screening on the state-of-theart data models review which involved 40 different
standards and ontologies was listed. This scrutiny evolved
from current achievements from EU funded project
dealing with flexibility, such as DELTA (Project No
773960 [11]), FLEXCoop (No 401790 [12]), HOLISDER
(Project No 76861 [13]) and BEYOND (Project No
957020 [14]). Each data model was classified according
to
the
entity
of
application
(aggregator,
consumer/prosumer), data model type (communication
standard, communication standard with interpretation,
building information model or ontology) and scope of
application (demand response in buildings, machine-tomachine
communication,
building
data
model
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representation and business synergies and data exchanges
between different stakeholders).
When roperly analyzed; several data models were
identified as supportive for M&V purposes.
A. OpenADR (IEC 62746)
The most representative standard of the IEC 62746
family of standards, is IEC 62746-10: Open Automated
Demand Response (OpenADR 2.0b Profile Specification)
[15]. It represents the adoption of the OpenADR Alliance
standard as an IEC standard. The IEC 62746, as a flexible
data model enables: common information exchange
between electricity service providers, aggregators, and end
users. Furthermore, its open specification facilitates
anyone to implement the two-way signaling systems:
providing the servers that publish information to the
automated clients subscribing to the information. Such
information can serve as immediate verification of
curtailment and identification of failed or over-ridden
signals [8].
More pragmatically, in its purpose, this standard
covers the demand response value chain; a smart grid
flexibility activator (i.e. aggregator) and a smart home
flexibility resources. It also provides application-level
service communication, which can be used to incentivize
responses from the customer-owned and customer-located
distributed energy resources.
In the framework of IEC 62746, the following services
are specified:
•

Register: identification of entities (prior to the
interaction with other parties);
• Event: providing event functions and
information models for price-responsive demand
response;
• Report: provides feedback either periodic or
one-time information on the actual state of a
resource.
Moreover, IEC 62746 is capable to address short-term
changes in availability - provide opt-in and opt-out
schedules from virtual end nodes to virtual top nodes [16].
The opt-in and opt-out options are a key difference to
classic telecontrol protocols where traditionally only
technical unavailability is implemented.
As described above, the OpenADR standard specifies
the data semantics only to a limited extent. The message
payload interpretation does not go beyond the generic
types of events.
Even though this standard finds its application in a
considerable amount of demand response solutions, it
provides minimal extent of a data model for demand
response, pricing, distributed energy resources (DER)
communication and facilitates information exchange
between electricity service providers, aggregators, and end
users. This standard supports also direct load control
interactions which is binding for explicit demand
response. Nevertheless, it only provides the DR message
exchange and none of the actual underlying application
logic. For monitoring and verification of DR purposes,
OpenADR is applicable but needs to be enhanced with
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additional data semantics alignments. When the customer
is paid based on the participation metrics, OpenADR is
suitable for verification of such events. However, Event
and Report services are not enough for impact estimation,
nor payload messages are describing the assets involved in
direct load control events and the interrelationship
between them.
B. IEC 61850
While investigating M&V applicable standards, the
IEC 61850 cannot be avoided whereas it is practically the
most utilized common standard in the electrical power
engineering when industrial automation is considered.
Historically envisioned for electrical substations, the IEC
61850 scope has dramatically widened in the recent years.
It practically represents the first telecontrol standard that
includes the data semantics within the protocol. The IEC
61850 [17] introduces semantic interpretation of the
message payload within the protocol itself.
In practice, this standard should be considered for
DSO-aggregator communication and information
exchange. For this purpose, a certain degree of
interoperability with the IEC 61850 and the IEC CIM
(IEC 61968/61970) [18] should be considered.
Nevertheless, IEC 61850 is not directly applicable for
impact estimation in the M&V framework and finds its
applicability in the program settlement part.
C. SAREF
The SAREF reference ontology [19] specifies the core
concepts in the smart appliances’ domain, their
relationships and mappings to other concepts used by
different assets, standards, or models. Within the scope of
smart appliances at building and household level, the
SAREF ontology has reached the highest level of
maturity.
SAREF is based on the following principles:
•

reuse and alignment of (existing) concepts and
relationships that are defined in existing assets,
• modularity
to
allow
separation
and
recombination of different parts of the ontology
depending on specific needs,
• extensibility to allow further growth of the
ontology, and
• maintainability to facilitate the process of
identifying and correcting defects, accommodate
new requirements, and cope with changes in
(parts of) SAREF.
The SAREF requires one set of mappings to each
asset, instead of a dedicated set of mappings for each pair
of assets. Even if different assets share some recurring,
core concepts, they often use different terminologies and
adopt different data models to represent these concepts.
When using SAREF, different assets can keep using their
own terminology and data models, but still can relate to
each other through their common semantics.
The main concepts of SAREF are listed in alphabetical
order:
•

Building Object (Door, Window)
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•
•

Building Space
Command (e.g. OnCommand, OffCommand,
PauseCommand,
GetCommand,
NotifyCommand, SetLEvelCommand)
• Commodity (e.g. Electricity, Gas, Water)
• Device (e.g. Switch, Meter, Sensor, Washing
Machine)
• Device Category
• Duration Description
• Function (Actuating Function, EventFunction,
Metering Function, Sensing Function)
• Function Category
• Profile
• Property (Energy, Humidity, Light, Motion,
Occupancy, Power, Pressure, Price, Smoke,
Temperature, Time)
• Service
• State
• Task (e.g. Cleaning, Safety, Entertainment)
• Temporal Entity
• UnitOfMeasure (e.g. Currency, EnergyUnit,
Power Unit, Temperature Unit).
The listed concepts are applicable for DR M&V
purposes, as they provide a qualitative description and
insights about relationship of smart home appliances. This
part is a prerequisite to perform an impact analysis of a
DR program.

Besides the calculated load, none of the mentioned
quantities can be directly measured when direct load
control is applied. To minimize the errors, both estimates,
and communication technologies should be properly
selected and applied. Information provided from
OpenADR can be used for immediate verification of load
reduction, though additional information for a specific
load curtailment event should be provided. In this context,
SAREF ontology could provide useful insights about
relationships and assets involved in a demand response
program in order to gain more variables for impact
assessment.

The SAREF4BLDG [20] is a dedicated extension of
SAREF ontology for buildings designed by
buildingSMART International and published as the ISO
16739 standard. The idea behind this SAREF extension is
to facilitate the interoperability between architects,
engineers, consultants, contractors, product component
manufacturers, and applications managing building
information involved in the different phases of the
building life cycle. In SAREF4BLDG there are classes
and subclasses for geospatial data dedicated to buildings
and the relationship between spaces. Additionally, there is
a class representing building devices. This SAREF
extension could be useful for M&V of DR, however when
making an impact assessment from the aggregator
perspective, such data could be useful for making proper
classification of buildings involved in a flexibility
program.

Furthermore, a similar approach is undertaken by the
Project Haystack where the data description task employs
a data tagging approach. The tags are designed as
semantic carriers. Markup language is self-describing
describing the data. This is important for data model
extensibility, as typical ontologies utilize strict ontological
relations, and the user needs to comply with the selection
of abstractions within the standard. In such tagging-based
model standardized descriptive vocabulary and a transport
mechanism are defined, while not imposing a full strict
ontological hierarchical model. The semantic information
is encoded in the form of properties or tags.

IV.

RESULTS AND KEY FINDINGS

After the performed analysis, it can be deducted that
none of the existing data models related to the scope of
flexibility activation in residential buildings and beyond,
covers the full semantic scope necessary to perform M&V
impact estimation of flexibility programs entirely.
The key quantities [8] obtained from a DR M&V are:
•
•
•
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calculated baseline load (product of estimation)
calculated reduction (difference between the
calculated baseline load and observed load)
financial settlement amounts (payments or
penalties based on the calculated reduction)

A common information model covering the entire
semantic scope and value chain in the flexibility does not
exist. There is no general semantic model equivalent to
IEC CIM in the electric grids. In recent years, there have
been several attempts to develop ontologies which are
built to cover such purpose. An example is the Brick
Ontology [21] which consists of an extensible dictionary
of terms and concepts in and around buildings, a set of
relationships for linking and composing concepts together,
and a flexible data model permitting integration of Brick
with existing tools and databases. The Brick ontology is a
hierarchical class model. The postulate is that in the
process of identifying an appropriate class for an entity, a
user can browse the hierarchy from the most general
classes (equipment, location, sensor, setpoint, substance)
to the specific class whose definition best describes the
entity [22].

A tagging-based model used for M&V of DR could be
risky in the sense that the absence of a clear class
hierarchy could lead to misnaming or wrong tags.
The inexistence of a rules for a clear composition of
tags and their selection could be an issue, especially when
performing impact assessment of a DR program based on
load curtailment. The interrelation between assets and
concepts on a building level is of meaningful importance.
V.

CONCLUSION

Proper monitoring and verification of a demand
response program based on load curtailment requires
proper program settlement and impact estimation. For
program settlement purposes existing standards, such as
OpenADR and IEC 61850 are applicable as part of the
functional architecture for flexibility activation and
communication between a DSO, aggregator and the
flexibility provider.
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When considering impact estimation of a flexibility
program based on load reductions, additional semantic
information for involved assets is needed. This is crucial
for obtaining a relevant ex-post analysis of such programs.
Existing data models (i.e. SAREF) offer such solutions,
but a certain semantic interoperability between
communication standards and a ontological data models
should be developed.
Interoperability must work both at technical and at
semantic level. For assuring proper M&V ex-post analysis
and program impact assessment, consistent and nonambiguous data interpretation is an absolute must.
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Abstract—Blockchain validation hardware requires considerable amount of energy to perform computational operations for its main purpose. Computational performance
is equally important as energy consumption for profitable
operation. Goal of this paper is to experimentally determine
electrical and computational values and compare them with
data provided by the manufacturer. First, theoretical model
is defined. It describes electrical and computational values
which are observed in this research and provides context
to the reader why this metrics are important. Furthermore,
laboratory environment in which experiment is done and
methodology are explained. To answer question whether
manufacturer data is to be trusted, three different models
of ASIC hardware are put under test. Extensive tests determined that experminetally obtained data is in accordance
with manufacturer provided data.
Keywords—ASIC hardware, blockchain, efficiency, energy,
hash-rate, PoW

I. INTRODUCTION
An application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) hardware implies integrated circuit chip that has been designed
and manufactured for a single purpose. ASICs are highly
specialized and powerful computers that made a significant
change in the world of cryptocurrencies, such as cryptocurrency bitcoin, when they emerged in 2013 and since then
its efficiency has been constantly increasing [1]. Without
that type of hardware, today’s Bitcoin network wouldn’t
be as solid and resilient, but running many devices is an
energy-intensive endeavour. There have been significant
attempts to describe multiple impacts of mass-deployed
ASIC hardware. Majority of research observes overall
energy consumption and provide a contextual comparison
with energy consumption of national economies [2] [3]
[4] or national usages of such infrastructure in regulated environment [5], where the University of Cambridge
[1] provides their estimated data of energy consumption
almost in real time. According to their research, the
primary blockchain based on the SHA-256 algorithm,
that of the cryptocurrency bitcoin, consumes electricity
comparable to the countries of Norway and Poland. It
is also interesting to mention that the wealth currently
created in the Bitcoin eco-system per TWh is almost twice
as high as GDP in Norway, and 20% to 30% higher than
GDP in Poland, which indicates the bespoke efficiency of
converting energy into stored value [6].
With the changes in the electricity market during 2021,
it is interesting to observe how the applications of specialized SHA-256 ASIC hardware and the electricity market
are related [7] and whether it is worthwhile to continue
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to use the observed ASIC for a specific economic purpose
in the context of rising electricity prices [8]. Also, one
interesting thing is to observe the possibilities to make the
volatility of certain renewable energy sources more stable
using the ASIC hardware specialized for the Bitcoin ecosystem [9].
The biggest challenge for such mass application is how
to guarantee hardware performance and how to know
whether to recognize whether ASIC hardware is performing its primary and single function properly. Given the
fast-growing and highly competitive market and the financial incentives for rapid hardware deployment, equipment
manufacturers can in some cases declare performance that
is unattainable in nature, all to win over customers. If taken
into account that more and more industrial purposes for
this type of ASIC hardware in the context of the power
market are being considered, it becomes clear how crucial
it is to know what has been dealt with. Mass industrial and
standardized application of ASIC hardware in the context
of electricity market and volatile renewable generation
management can only be achieved if the performance of
ASIC hardware is well familiar and the irregularities can
be identified from the usual industrial measurements. This
paper analyses the performance of most widely used ASIC
hardware, without observing GPU and CPU performance
since ASIC hardware is predominantly used today. The
conversion of electricity into value takes place in a socalled mining process based on the hash-rate metric,
described later in the paper. Briefly, hash-rate is a discrete
metric and is related to the computing power of an ASIC
device, while the number of combinations created with a
specific hash-rate is expressed in the number of hashes in
time, just as power in time is expressed as energy. The
goodness of the ASIC hardware observed in this paper is
expressed as the ratio of the electricity consumed and the
hash-rate that the hardware provided for that consumption.
To utilize mass-produced ASIC hardware, used for
blockchain validation, in industrial and standardized environments, it is necessary to understand the behaviour
of hardware through multiple aspects such as: relationship between power consumption and computing work
performed, performance stability over time; and the relationship between declared and actual data. Complete and
clear idea of ASIC hardware performance makes possible
the creation of hybrid technical and technological solutions
based on this type of hardware.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
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key information for understanding the efficiency of converting electricity into value through the computer work
of making hash records. This chapter clearly shows the
mathematical models that describe ASIC hardware and
its primary purpose in the Bitcoin ecosystem; Section 3
describes the laboratory environment and test protocol,
work methodology and observed values; Section 4 provides results and critical analysis of results and comparison
with nominal data; Section 5 gives a conclusion and an end
view of the whole paper.
II. T HEORETICAL M ODEL
In this section, electrical and computational metrics of
observed ASIC hardware are defined. To form mathematical framework described in Section 3 of this paper,
following metrics are defined: the correlation between
Joules and energy and hash-rate metric with explained
efficiency of ASIC hardware. Brief overview of high-level
ASIC components is also presented.
A. Energy
Energy is the basis of the development of life, the basic
human need and the foundation for the development of
modern society. Energy cannot be created or destroyed
but can only be changed from one form to another. In
every energy transformation, some amount is always lost
in the form of heat [10]. Lately, humanity has been
looking for ways to convert the limited available energy
as efficiently as possible into a value that can raise the
quality of life. An unknown author under the pseudonym
Satoshi Nakamoto presented to the world 13 years ago a
technology that today has proven to be the most efficient
for converting electricity into a transferable form of value cryptocuurency based on energy called bitcoin [11]. From
that moment on, the use of electricity is viewed differently
in order to achieve financial benefits.
It is generally known that Energy is expressed in Joules
which is defined as:
J = W s = W h · 3600

Eavg
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B. Hash-rate Metric
To properly understand hash-rate, hashing as a cryptographic function should be observed first. Hashing is
a cryptographic process of producing fixed length output
from given input content. Different hashing algorithms
produce output, sometimes called digest, of different
lengths. Hashing algorithms are one-way functions, meaning there is no way of retreiveing input from output.
Number of hashing operations which can be performed
in a unit of time is defined by metric hash-rate [12]:
HR =

[Wh]

(2)

H
∆t

[TH/s]

(3)

where H represents total count of hash operations and
∆t time interval.
To perform steady-state analysis, average value is calculated via Equation 4:

HRavg =

N
1 X
Hi
N i=1

[TH/s]

(4)

Nominal power efficency η is provided by the manufacturer for a given ASIC model at a given ambient
temperature of 25◦ C.
C. ASIC Efficiency
Efficiency is defined as ratio of energy consumed,
expressed in Joules and hash-rate performed by the device
in the same time period. Relation between watt-hours and
joules is described by Equation 1. Average efficiency is
described by Equation 5:

(1)

Efficiency of ASIC hardware is the only feature that distinguishes the world’s leading manufacturers in a dynamic
and competitive market.
To compare efficiency of ASIC hardware, energy consumption is represented in Joules per fitness of computing performance, called hash-rate [12]. Joule represents
amount of work required to produce one Watt for one
second and is presented by Equation 1.
To perform steady-state analysis, average 15 minute
energy consumption is calculated from 15 minute interval
measurements via following Equation 2:
N
4 X
Ei
=
N i=1

where Ei is 15 minute interval energy measurement
expressed in watt-hours, and N is total number of measurements. Average 15 minute energy consumption is
then multiplied by 4 to obtain average full hour energy
consumption.

ηavg =

Eavg · 3600
HRavg · 3600

[J/TH]

(5)

where average energy consumption Eavg is multiplied
by a number of seconds within hour to obtain wattseconds, and average hash-rate metric HRavg is multiplied
by a number of seconds within hour to obtain total amount
of hash operations within single hour.
D. ASIC Components Overview
In this subsection, we observe most common high-level
components of an ASIC device: power supply unit, control
board, hashing board and cooling fans.
a) Power Supply Unit: Supplies control board and
one or multiple hashing boards with needed power.
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TABLE I: Manufacturer provided data
Bitmain Antminer S9j
Hash-rate [TH/s] ±σ
14.5 ± 5%
Energy [Wh] ±σ
1350 ± 10%
Efficiency [J/TH] ±σ
93.12 ± 10%
Bitmain Antminer S19 Pro
Hash-rate [TH/s] ±σ
110 ± 3%
Energy [Wh] ±σ
3250 ± 5%
Efficiency [J/TH] ±σ
29.5 ± 5%
MicroBT Whatsminer M30S+
Hash-rate [TH/s] ±σ
100 ± 5%
Energy [Wh] ±σ
3400 ± 10%
Efficiency [J/TH] ±σ
34 ± 5%

Fig. 1: Schema of laboratory environment

b) Control Board: Provides network interface for
the ASIC hardware and acts as controller for the ASIC
integrated circuits on hashing boards. Control board is
also responsible to monitor temperature of the hardware
and control cooling fans so that device can operate within
designed limits.
c) Hashing Board: ASIC device is composed of one
or more hashing boards. Single hashing board contains
tens or hundreds of integrated circuit chips which perform
cryptographic functions.
d) Cooling Fans: ASIC device consumes respectable
amount of energy and significant proportion of consumed
energy is dissipated through heat. High-speed controllable
fans are required to bring the temperature to acceptable
limits.
III. L ABORATORY E NVIRONMENT
Laboratory environment is designed to measure physical
and computational metrics of an ASIC hardware under
test. ASIC hardware is observed by steady-state analysis
and comparison of empirical and nominal data. Environment is composed of multiple components: Control and
monitoring station equiped with software for data extraction from smart meter device, Iskraemeco ME382 smart
meter device equiped with optical probe interface and
ASIC hardware under test. Figure 1 describes laboratory
environemnt, while ASIC hardware under test is outlined
in table I.
As outlined in section 1, measurements are conducted
for each ASIC device under test independently. Measurements are collected at 15 minute resolution over 5 hours
and are correlated by sample time.
Energy consumption is sampled by smart meter device and data is collected by Device Language Message
Specification (DLMS) protocol via control and monitoring
station. DLMS protocol is industry standard protocol for
smart meters.
Control and monitoring station is installed with open
source software - Gurux DLMS Director which is used to
collect sampled data from smart meter device. Smart meter
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Fig. 2: Bitmain Antminer S9j experimental data

device is connected to control and monitoring station via
Iskraemeco Sonda 5 optical probe interface.
Hash-rate of ASIC device is collected via HTTP interface provided by ASIC hardware. ASIC hardware is
installed with manufacturer stock firmware and no modifications are done which may impact observed values in
any form.
Average energy consumed over one hour by ASIC
device is calculated from measured 15-minute samples
via Equation 2. Similarly, average hash-rate of the ASIC
device is calculated from measured 15-minute samples and
expressed in tera-hash-per-second via Equation 4. Finally,
average efficiency is calculated by using Equation 5.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section we present and discuss results of the laboratory testing. Results are obtained by following methodology described in section 2. For each ASIC device, measured average values for energy consumption, hash-rate
and efficiency are presented. Overview of experminetal
data is presented in Table II.
a) Bitmain Antminer S9j: Experimentally determined
average energy consumption of 1275.4 Wh, hash-rate of
14.25 TH/s and derived efficiency of 89.5 J/TH by using
Equation 5 are within manufacturer provided data ranges.
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Fig. 3: Bitmain Antminer S19 Pro experimental data

Fig. 5: Efficiency Comparison
TABLE II: Experimental data
Bitmain Antminer S9j
Hash-rate [TH/s] ±σ
14.25 ± 0.67%
Energy [Wh] ±σ
1275.4 ± 1.27%
Efficiency [J/TH] ±σ
89.5 ± 1.64%
Bitmain Antminer S19 Pro
Hash-rate [TH/s] ±σ
111.57 ± 1.08%
Energy [Wh] ±σ
3213 ± 1.46%
Efficiency [J/TH] ±σ
28.8 ± 1.79%
MicroBT Whatsminer M30S+
Hash-rate [TH/s] ±σ
103.71 ± 0.06%
Energy [Wh] ±σ
3583.4 ± 0.23%
Efficiency [J/TH] ±σ
34.55 ± 0.3%

Fig. 4: MicroBT Whatsminer M30S+ experimental data

Experimentally determined data of Bitmain’s Antminer S9j
are shown in Figure 2.
b) Bitmain Antminer S19 Pro: Experimentally determined average energy consumption of 3213 Wh, hash-rate
of 111.57 TH/s and derived efficiency of 28.8 J/TH by
using Equation 5 are within manufacturer provided data
ranges. Experimentally determined values of Bitmain’s
Antminer S19 Pro are shown in Figure 3.
c) MicroBT Whatsminer M30S+: Experimental determined energy consumption of 3583.4 Wh, hash-rate
of 103.71 TH/s and derived efficiency of 34.55 J/TH by
using Equation 5 are within manufacturer provided data
ranges. Experimentally determined values of MicroBT’s
Whatsminer M30S+ are shown in Figure 4.
A. Discussion
Experimental data clearly shows how observed values power consumption, hash-rate and efficiency - are within
manufacturer defined ranges. The most inefficient ASIC
device of three observed is Antminer S9j. Released in
August 2018, Antminer S9j is oldest of observed ASIC
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devices and at the moment of writing this paper it is
considered to be unprofitable to run, considering energy
prices on the power market, exchange rate of cryptocurrency Bitcoin, and overall global computational power
expressed as global hash-rate. Profitability is calculated
by subtracting the operation cost from the total mining
revenue. Mining revenue is a dynamic value conditioned
by the above mentioned parameters of the Bitcoin network.
Aforementioned, operation cost is the sum of all expenses
involved in this operation, of which most dominant is the
price of electiricy. Efficiency comparison of provided and
experimental data is shown in Figure 5.
Following, Whatsminer M30S+ Released in October
2020, Whatsminer M30S+ is one of the most efficient
ASIC devices on the market. Laboratory testing indicates
efficiency of Whatsminer M30S+ to be in similar range of
Antminer S19 Pro, however, lower.
Released in May 2020, Antminer S19 Pro is the most
efficient device of all three devices observed. At the
moment of writing this paper, it is considered to be one
of most efficient ASIC devices on the market.
Empirical testing in laboratory conditions has proven
that today’s generations of ASIC hardware can be reliably
used in industrial applications since the nominal data
correspond to the data obtained by testing. Such tests are
necessary to understand the behavior of ASIC hardware
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in industrial and institutional settings, and the a posteriori
approach allows for subsequent analysis and in-depth
testing in cases of additional validation.
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Understanding the behavior and efficiency of ASIC
hardware used for blockchain validation is the key for
its successful implementation in industrial environment.
Although, manufacturers of ASIC hardware declare nominal values for power consumption, efficiency and hashrate, the goal of this paper is to observe, measure and
compare these values with manufacturer data through
stable laboratory environment and proven methodology.
By observing power consumption, hash-rate and efficiency of three different ASIC hardware models, experiment proved how values obtained by laboratory testing
are within range limits defined by a manufacturer of the
hardware. Experiment did not determine any deviations
while comparing data.
Significance of results presented in this paper is contained in data validity and industrial potential. Mass deployment of ASIC hardware for blockchain validation in
industrial environments is the paradigm of second decade
of this technology. Trust in data provided by manufacturer
is key to precisely estimate energy consumption, mitigate
financial losses and prevent technical issues on large scale.
Future research could consider applying experiments
described in this paper on a larger scale, i.e. measuring
physical and computational valuess on a group of ASIC
devices in industrial environment. For such expansion,
first a large-scale investments need to start. Although, this
paper focused on energy aspects of AISC hardware models
and presented poor efficiency of older ASIC hardware like
Antminer S9j, future research could provide framework for
profitability calculation in regard to power efficiency and
state of cryptocurrency markets.
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Abstract - Considering the global warming and negative
effects of greenhouse gasses on the Earth’s atmosphere,
renewable energy sources (RES) are of key importance for
the planet’s sustainability. In a view of the EU’s 2050 longterm strategy, it is expected that the RES capacities will
continue to rise significantly, as one of the main goals of the
strategy is to fully decarbonize Europe’s energy supply. This
paper describes a FieldWork 4 RES system intended for
providing the application support for planning and
realization of RES projects, from their infrastructure
construction until asset management and maintenance. The
main objective of the FieldWork 4 RES platform is to tackle
the problems of legal inconsistencies and uncertainties,
administrative complexities, and a long journey from idea to
execution when dealing with RES projects. FieldWork 4 RES
system uses Common Data Environment (CDE) concept and
is based upon a clearly defined catalog for construction and
maintenance of RES power plants. The system is designed as
a support application for monitoring and managing existing
business processes which consist of multiple modules. That
ensures adaptability to each business scenario and different
types of users from RES developers to contractors and
project offices.
Keywords – renewable energy, fieldwork4res, blockchain,
BIM, CDE

I.

INTRODUCTION

FieldWork 4 RES is a platform currently in the research
and development phase as part of the Development of an
integrated asset management solution and support for
investment processes in the design, planning, and
implementation of renewable energy construction project.
It will be used for all phases, from investment planning to
operational maintenance of power facilities and equipment.
The main three phases are:
•
•
•

Planning and preparation of RES projects
Realization of RES projects
Maintenance of RES assets

It will include a full range of functionalities to meet the
needs of everybody involved in a project such as end-users
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investors, designers, contractors, and managers, and will be
based on private and shared Software as a Service (SaaS)
environments.
Through separate modules, it is possible to adapt the
operation of the system to each business process and put
emphasis on the business process that is of the utmost
importance to the business entity. The system also supports
quantitative monitoring of planned and performed services,
works, materials, and mechanization, but also financial
monitoring of project implementation according to the
project plan. Accompanying effects relate to raising
awareness of business users about existing business
processes, achieving better standardization of existing
business processes, defining unambiguous rules and
restrictions within business processes, achieving greater
management and operational discipline, removing
redundant or unclearly defined processes.
II.

FIELDWORK 4 RES UTILIZATION AND
FUNCTIONALITIES

FieldWork 4 RES will include basic functionalities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Investment project planning
Planning activities for the maintenance of
renewable energy sources
Management of contractors, subcontractors, and
contracts
Project quality and dynamics management
Financial management and ensuring the
profitability of projects
Material and inventory planning and management.
Procurement and invoicing of Maintenance, repair,
and operating supply (MRO) (spare parts)
Application of Building Information Management
(BIM) methodology and integration with other
appropriate tools in the function of design and
management of renewable energy assets
Inventory and asset management - facilities and
components
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•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Digitization and automation of business processes
related to asset management of renewable energy
facilities
Management of regulatory processes
Integration with Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems
Integration and retrieval of data from new or
existing management systems in the function of
maintaining RES in a secure and authorized
manner
Secure and authorized communication in the
function of the investment process, exploitation,
and maintenance with the exchange of information
using distributed technologies
Management of predictive and preventive
maintenance requirements. Tracking maintenance
history
Mobile application with a responsive interface to
support the work of field staff.

During the implementation of the RES project, the
emphasis of the system is on ensuring timely decisions
based on the information available to the system. The
system of notifications and warnings facilitates operational
decision-making during implementation. Measuring Key
Performance
Indicators
(KPIs)
during
project
implementation ensures compliance with contractual
Service Level Agreement (SLA) parameters. After the
implementation of the RES project, the system supports the
possibility of comparison through reports and graphs:
•
•
•
•

FieldWork 4 RES architecture overview is shown in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1. FieldWork 4 RES Overview Diagram

The product
components:
•

Quantitative
quality
of
planning
and
implementation of different projects of the same
type
Financial quality of planning
Time monitoring of planned and realized
Monitoring KPI parameters

The possibility of identifying weaknesses, erroneous
estimates, and appropriate comparisons of the quality of
planning and implementation by comparing several
projects provide management with relevant information
that serves as a corrective in future planning and
implementation of projects.
For the planning, design, construction, use,
maintenance, and removal of production plants and
production units that produce electricity from renewable
energy sources and high-efficiency cogeneration, the
provisions of regulations governing environmental and
nature protection, protection and preservation of cultural
property, state aid, spatial regulation, construction,
electricity market, concessions, maritime domain, water
management, the performance of economic activities, right
of ownership and other related rights and provisions of
other regulations. Regulations in the field of physical
planning and construction apply to the construction of a
RES plant that is considered a construction. Holders of
wind farm projects are obliged to make detailed
environmental impact assessments, so, especially in the
initial phase of the project, regulations in the field of
environmental protection are applied. On the issue of
acquiring rights on land on which RES is built, it is
necessary to apply general regulations on establishing
easements or building rights on land owned by private
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persons, while special regulations apply to establishing
easements or building rights on state land. The course of
the RES plant construction project can be divided into
regulatory phases into the preparation and environmental
protection and Licensing phases, which will be supported
by the Business Process Management (BPM) solution.

•

•

•

III.

consists

of

the

following

basic

Platforms for business process and digital content
management, records management, and system
security.
o Implemented on Microsoft .NET 5 opensource platform
o The database is Microsoft SQL Server
o BPM is Camunda - an open-source
platform
for
business
process
automation
Responsive web applications for office and field
data manipulation
o Implemented on REACT open-source
JavaScript library
Integration services
o Implemented on Microsoft .NET 5 opensource platform
o The database is Microsoft SQL Server
Security mechanisms for information exchange
and processing
o Implemented on Microsoft .NET 5 opensource platform
o The database is Microsoft SQL Server.
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IN FIELDWORK 4 RES

A. Distributed Ledger Technology
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is a way of
storing and sharing data that is distributed in different
geographically dislocated nodes. Data is replicated or
synchronized between nodes. A fundamental part of
distributed book technology is the way to reach a consensus
on data accuracy because there is no central point.
Although the technology of distributed books can be
realized in several ways, in this research the usability of
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blockchain technology in the function of data exchange for
asset management of energy markets and correlation with
BIM technology as a subject area has been dealt with [1].
B. The Basics of Blockchain
BIM provides investors, designers, contractors, and
other stakeholders with insight and tools for more efficient
planning, design, construction, and management of RES,
but the exchange of information, especially financial, is a
challenge and involves a lot of paperwork. BIM software
should not be limited to generating 3D models, but can also
be used to collect all information and documentation about
the project, such as work orders, invoices, and payment
data. Blockchain can solve problems around secure access
to the BIM model and allow for a reliable audit of who
made the changes, when they were made, and what the
changes were. Contract processes that typically require
human intervention and oversight can be partially or fully
automated using smart contracts, which stem from
blockchain technology.
Blockchain is a data container. It differs from traditional
databases in the way data is stored in the database - data in
the blockchain is stored in a chain of blocks. Each block
consists of a digital print of the previous block, a
timestamp, and the data itself, most often transactions. The
timestamp is our guarantee that the data existed in a specific
form at the time the block was published. The digital
fingerprint is used so that the blocks can be arranged
chronologically and is used to check the integrity of the data
[2].
If a public blockchain is used (or any decentralized
chain of blocks), a key component becomes an algorithm
for reaching consensus on the correctness of the data. There
is always the possibility of the competitive formation of
new blocks at different nodes. New blocks can also be
created by a malicious user. Nodes always store only the
version of the data or the branch that the algorithm
determines to be the most likely to be the branch with the
correct data. Blocks belonging to a branch that is not
retained are called orphan blocks.
In such a system, there is no guarantee that any data will
always remain in the branch that is retained. For this reason,
the algorithm for reaching consensus on the correctness of
the data is usually set in such a way that preference is given
to supplementing the chain with new blocks over inserting
new blocks over old blocks. In this way, the ability to
overwhelm a block of data with newer ones decreases
exponentially as blocks are added to the chain [3].
The blockchain network can be private or public. A
public blockchain network implies that any individual or
organization has the right to read and write to the chain,
thus gaining the right to participate in reaching a consensus
on the correct version of the data in the network. Public
blockchain networks are organized in such a way that a
malicious user who wants to insert a block with
manipulated data into the network must have more than half
of the nodes under control. Otherwise, the probability that
the manipulated block will become an orphan is very high
[3].
The private network is owned by a particular
organization and the organization decides who has access
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to the chain. A private network may also be decentralized,
but it does not have to be. Although the main strength of
blockchain networks is high distribution and single point of
failure, private networks that have far fewer nodes and
centralized parts of the system also have their advantages:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Efficiency: access to private networks is limited
and potentially malicious users do not have direct
access to them. This makes consensus algorithms
simpler, requires fewer computing resources, and
is more environmentally friendly (energy saving).
Privacy: access to data does not need to be
provided to the public, it is possible to define
access rights to certain parts of the data and
monitor access to data.
Stability: validation of a new block always costs
money. This cost in public networks can vary
greatly depending on the number of new
transactions in the network at a given time. In
private networks, the cost of new transactions is
stable and can be controlled.
Legislation: Public blockchain networks are
distributed so that they are less likely to be
controlled or shut down by a single state or
government
organization.
For
business
organizations, this feature of public blockchain
networks can be a barrier to use. Private networks
can control and select according to their needs and
legal regulations [4][5][6].

C. Digital Signature
A ten-step method was used to investigate the applicable
business scenarios for distributed technology. The ten-step
decision method helps to determine whether the application
of distributed technology is justified and, if so, what type of
technology to use.
As part of the research, three ways in which can be used
the technology of distributed books in the function of data
exchange for the needs of asset management and energy
markets with an emphasis on RES were identified:
•
•
•

Time stamping of the digital signature
Timestamp
Asset tracking

A digital signature is a form of proving the preservation
of data integrity (integrity and non-modification of the
message) and authentication of the sender of the message.
A digital signature is created using asymmetric
cryptographic functions and a digital print of a document.
A digital print is a one-way digital summary of a
document. It must not be possible to recreate the contents
of the document from the print. Even the slightest change
in the content of the document drastically changes the
footprint of the document. Therefore, the digital print of the
document serves to confirm the integrity of the document.
Asymmetric cryptographic functions are based on a pair
of keys. Keys are created using one-way cryptographic
algorithms. A message that is encrypted with one key from
a pair can be decrypted with only one key. Once the keys
are generated, one of the keys is declared a private key. The
owner of the key must keep the private key in strict secrecy.
The second key is declared to be a public key that can be
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freely distributed. If the message intended for a certain
person is sent, the public key of that same person used to
encrypt the message must be found. If the recipient's secret
private key remained secret - only the recipient will be able
to decrypt the message and find out the content.
Public keys are exchanged through the Public-Key
Infrastructure (PKI). The keys are exchanged in the form of
a certificate - a digital document containing the public key,
the data needed to identify the owner of the public key, and
the digital signature of the issuer of the certificate. The keys
are distributed by private organizations, so-called
authorities, which are the central point of trust of all parties
involved in data exchange.
The core of PKI are the following authorities:
•
•
•

Certification (English certificate authority, CA) issue a certificate
Registration authority (RA) - ensure correct
registration of users
Validation authority (VA) - confirm the validity of
the certificate.

D. Timestamps and Resources Monitoring
A way to extend the digital signature of a document is
to use the authority of a reliable timestamp. The authority
guarantees that the document existed at the time the seal
was issued and has not been changed since then. If the
authority uses a long-term certificate, it has been achieved
that we can believe in the intact integrity of the document
even if the certificate with which the document was signed
has expired. The authority and its certification can be
trusted.
The authority of a reliable timestamp can be used not
only for signed documents but also for tracking the time of
creation and modification of any document - signed or not.
The main disadvantage of issuing a timestamp through
authority is that authority is the central point of trust.
Compromising the certificate used by the authority calls
into question the integrity of all documents marked with the
timestamp of the given authority. In addition, users must
have confidence in an organization that is not potentially
controlled by any regulatory body. Users have no guarantee
that such an organization will not manipulate documents.
The central point of trust is also in the hands of attackers
who gain control over a large amount of information by
breaking through protection at one point.
A chain of blocks is a distributed network that can
completely replace the authority of a reliable timestamp.
Instead of adding a timestamp to the digital fingerprint of
the document and the result signed by the authority, the
digital fingerprint of the document can be included in the
transaction and saved in a chain of blocks. This proves that
the data existed in a certain form at a certain point in time.
In this case, too, the purpose is not limited to digitally
signed documents. A digital print of different types of data
in a chain and thus guarantee integrity can be stored.
Examples of such data can be the results of sensors in IoT
devices, recordings from surveillance systems, insurance
policies, etc.
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Different industries are highly dependent on the quality
of raw materials, semi-finished products, and parts used in
production. Monitoring resources in the supply chain is a
complex process that must monitor where and how the raw
material originated, in what quantity and quality, and which
processes were used in further processing.
The use of blockchains imposes itself as a simple tool
for tracking resources. In such a system, units of raw
materials, semi-finished products, or finished products
receive a unique label (barcode, serial number, etc.) that
represents them in a chain of blocks. Any processing of the
raw material, change of composition, or change of owner is
recorded as a transaction in a chain of blocks.
The distribution of blockchain technology guarantees
us a low probability that any individual can manipulate the
system. In public chains of blocks, we know the author of
the transaction, so that only the current owner of the raw
material can enter a change over the raw material. Public
chains of blocks are open and offer easy access to a wide
range of users.
In energy markets and the production of energy from
renewable sources, resources in the supply chain can be
monitored from two aspects:
•
•

Monitoring components of the plant and spare parts
during the construction and maintenance of the
power plant and ancillary facilities
Monitoring of energy produced from plant to
producer.

By monitoring the parts that are installed in the power
plant, the owner of the power plant receives a guarantee of
the quality of the part itself. In case of failure, it is possible
to monitor all phases in the formation of an individual part,
determine if the cause of the failure is a defect in the
production process of the part and thus reduce downtime
due to failure.
Energy monitoring can give the consumer a guarantee
that the energy came from 100% renewable sources. In
addition, it is possible to eliminate billing intermediaries
and charge directly from the manufacturer. It should be
borne in mind that the energy market and distribution are
highly regulated and a detailed analysis of the feasibility of
the solution in each individual market is needed.
Achieving consensus on the correct version of the data
in most public blockchains is achieved by using algorithms
that require a considerable amount of processing power
(proof of work), and thus consume a considerable amount
of electricity. This energy largely comes from nonrenewable energy sources, so the correctness of using these
principles in the production of energy from renewable
sources is questionable. To reach a consensus, it is desirable
to use either private blockchains or chains that use other
algorithms that are not based on processing power, such as
proof of stake.
E. The Conceptual Design of the Prototype with
Blockchain Utilization
In the function of researching the possibilities of using
blockchain technology for the project in question, external
blockchain services will be used in integration with the
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•
•

blockchain prototype, which will be considered as an
optional module of the final FieldWork 4 RES product.
The prototype of the optional module would consist of
the following main modules:
•

•

Interface prototype
o Represents a client application with
relevant blockchain data and actions
o Blockchain integration components
Integration blockchain components:
o Blockchain data model
o Blockchain Application Programming
Interface (API)

The prototype interface also represents a conceptual
representation of the functionality provided by the
blockchain module in the context of extending the
functionality of the FieldWork 4 RES product in question.
Fig. 2 shows the overview of Blockchain utilization with
FieldWork 4 RES.

Blockchain enrolment time
Link to the data entered with the blockchain service
provider

Blockchain API is a Representational State Transfer
(REST) API for software management with various
blockchain service providers. Given the planned possibility
of using multiple blockchain service providers, different
program connection points specific to each service provider
would be used. Since different service providers have a
common set of methods, the goal of the API is to reduce
standard methods to the same logical units.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In the research, three main ways in which distributed
technologies can contribute to asset management in energy
markets are identified:
•
•
•

Digital signature storage in a chain of blocks
Replace trusted timestamp authority to verify
document integrity
Monitoring resources in the supply chain

Further considerations will certainly be the application
of technology to scenarios such as:
•
•
•

Contracting and realization of contracts in the
function of realization of design, construction, and
maintenance of RES
Exchange of FieldWork 4 RESsystem information
with external services that do not require real-time
availability
Timing of events within the FieldWork 4 RES
system

As part of the research, a conceptual design of a
prototype using blockchain technologies was developed,
which will be further modelled and developed in the
function of application as an optional solution module and
whose applicability will be further analyzed.
Figure 2. Conceptual design of the utilization of Blockchain module

The prototype interface contains the following
functionalities:
•
•
•
•

Screen to view the list of added records/documents
Screen for adding a new record/document
Screen for viewing record/document details and
preview
Record / document verification screen

The planned blockchain integration components will be
used to enable the following functionalities:
•
•

Saving relevant data that is entered into the
blockchain - data model
Integration with blockchain service providers - API

The blockchain content model is additional metadata
important for storing relevant blockchain data in the
FieldWork 4 RES database model itself and contains the
following data:
•
•
•

A digital fingerprint of the document
Name of the blockchain of the service provider
Blockchain enrolment status
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Abstract – This paper proposes a business model for
complex energy systems based on the currently most efficient
conversion of electricity into digital value. The need for such
approach emerged from increasingly unfavourable and
market-competitive environment in which the European
power industry has recently found itself. The proposed
innovative solution combines several technical domains and
results in hybrid, mutually beneficial, system. At the same
time, the proposed solution allows rapid relief of the power
system in periods of energy shortage or interruptions in
power supply. The business model proposed by this paper is
observed for single Europe-based power system and for the
blockchain-based eco-system of cryptocurrency bitcoin.
Proposed methodology is adaptable to any power system that
has the same quality of available information.
Keywords – balancing services, blockchain infrastructure,
digital asset, energy conversion

I. INTRODUCTION
Changes taking place in the power industry during
the last decade culminated significantly in late 2021. The
economically justified management of the power system
has gained some new approaches and limitations in the
environment of multiple price increases in the power
market and resource availability. In the second half of
2021, the price of electricity increased multiple times in all
national markets, which resulted in an average price twice
as high as in the previous year, just over 100 EUR/MWh
in every country [1]. Although it has always been
important, in such circumstances it became crucial to
qualitatively assess the use of each MWh and manage the
dynamics of the power system by several conflicting
criteria. Electricity is a commodity that with today's
technology is impossible to store effectively on a large
scale and must be produced when there is a need for its
consumption. This production must be economically
viable and sustainable in the long run. In times of volatile
consumption and uncertain production, and with high
market prices and reduced ability to rely on neighbouring
countries [2], decisions are not taken lightly in the context
of power system management.
One of the economically feasible solutions is the
consolidation under the wing of the Aggregator that brings
together a multitude of power system users to undergo the
Demand Response program [3]. In this way, manageable
consumers would behave as a counterbalance to volatile
production from some renewable energy sources. Selfmanagement of consumption profile in accordance with
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requirements of the system operator can generate
additional revenue and increase network flexibility and
resilience to power system disruptions [4].
The second approach is to logically consolidate the
multitude of distributed energy generation (DER) units
and offer balancing services on the market in an organized
manner [5]. The presented approach achieves high
resolution of steps for secondary and tertiary regulation
(automatic frequency restoration reserve - aFRR and
manual frequency restoration reserve - mFRR), and given
the geographical distribution, it is possible to differentiate
the supply portfolio over time. DERs generate revenue by
making their power available to the operator to participate
in the balancing market and participate in reducing
congestion in the system.
The third and most recent example is the use of
battery storage systems for secondary and tertiary
regulation. Although the cost of such systems today is still
too high for economic viability, when renewable energy
sources become compelled to participate in the open power
market it will become acceptable to hedge in energy
storage [6,7]. It has been confirmed that some industrial
consumers can use battery storage systems to reduce their
own energy requirements towards power grid at certain
times, while if requested, can in exchange for income
provide support to the network by releasing any reserves
stored in battery storage system [8].
All these approaches consider financial effects while
respecting technical constraints and aim to optimally
manage the power system. The optimally controlled power
system uses the available MWh most efficiently and
effectively. In case of wrong estimates or unforeseen
events, the surplus of available energy is released at a
lower price, or the deficit is settled in an expensive market.
Provided that the technical conditions are met, each
operator will want to financially maximize its system
management strategy [9].
For the last 12 years, there is a technology that is being
industrialized and standardized today, and that uses
electricity to turn it into a digital asset of recognized value
through the operation of special high-performance
computer devices - a cryptocurrency mining (creation)
technology in a proof-of-work (PoW) consensus
mechanism. The above-mentioned computational work
uses electrical power extensively for creation of
established, recognized, and regulated cryptocurrencies
[10]. It is on these principles that the research presented in
this paper is based, focused around proposed Blockchain
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Infrastructure (BCI) platform, which consists of hardware
and software solutions by industrial standards.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes developed methodology that led to new business
model proposal. Section 3 gives an insight in the benefits
of the proposed business model and provides description
of the representative cases. Finally, Section 4 gives an
overview and conclusion about the proposition validity.
II. METHODOLOGY AND OBSERVATIONS
It is always a great challenge to propose innovative
business models in an industry that is highly established
and regulated. In addition, an industry that considers how
significant innovations happen only in large research
systems and international companies with massive funding,
is often sceptical of simple solutions from other domains.
But according to the theory in the paper Drews et al. [11]
simple systems are such only seemingly. The business
model proposed in this paper is based on dynamics of
multiple complex systems that are described by most vital
variables. In this paper power system with complex
engineering background is observed from business aspects
with variables as price of electricity, activation of aFRR and
activation of BCI considered. Given the digital ecosystem,
this paper observes hashrate, exchange rate, current block
reward and difficulty for given time. According to that, we
have simplified the familiar complex engineering
background and focused on the business aspects and
opportunities provided by technology.
This paper observes two dynamic and complex
systems: the frequency reserve activation in one European
power system; and the blockchain eco-system behind
cryptocurrency bitcoin whose data is publicly available on
the Internet. The data of the power system are
pseudonymized for security reasons because revealing any
details may lead to cyber risks and severe damages to the
power system in question. Due to the conditions of use, no
more details may be disclosed about the power system data,
but for similar research almost identical copies can be
found on the ENTSO Transparency Platform [12].
Blockchain data is publicly available at the BIT Mining
Group website [13].

system, it is possible to maximize expected revenue from a
hybrid BCI system. Such income is defined as the Hybrid
Expected Profit (HEP) ratio, defined as:
max 𝐻𝐸𝑃 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑃𝑛,𝑠 −𝑃𝑛,𝑐 )×𝛽𝑛,𝐷
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑃𝑛,𝑠 −𝑃𝑛,𝑐 )×𝜆𝑛,𝑠

(1)

where, 𝜆𝑠 is spot price of the electricity in period 𝑛, 𝑃𝑛,𝑠
implies surplus of energy in period 𝑛, 𝑃𝑛,𝑐 are contractual
bilateral obligations of energy exchange in period 𝑛, and
𝛽𝑛,𝐷 is expected BCI earnings for period 𝑛 . Expected
earnings in period 𝑛 - 𝛽𝑛,𝐷 - depend on the totality of the
global blockchain infrastructure that results in Total Global
Hashrate (TGH). ASIC hardware used in BCI can vary for
the most efficient ones to the ones that have borderline
financial effectiveness. The proposed methodology enables
heterogeneous ASIC hardware implementation by
introducing a share coefficient of a particular type of
hardware 𝜌𝑇 in 𝛽𝑛,𝐷 calculation:
𝛽𝑛,𝐷 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝜌𝑇 ×𝜌𝐻𝑅 )
𝑇𝐺𝐻

(2)

where 𝜌𝐻𝑅 implies computational power of single
ASIC hardware unit, expressed as hash rate.
The research presented in this paper observes 4 case
studies for months of February, May, August, and
November built upon available data. Figure 1. presents the
complete process of decision making during the analysis of
the power system in question.

Based on many years of experience in the blockchain
industry and knowledge of the blockchain infrastructure
market, this paper takes the average investment prices from
Q4 2021, the period when global supply chains were
affected and when prices in all markets were above
multiannual averages. After analysing power system in
question, BCI proposed by this paper of 83.5 MW would
have acquire 25,692 units of Bitman’s AntMiner S19 Pro
rated at 3250 W of power consumption. BCI of 83.5 MW
consists of investment in ASIC hardware just above 220
million EUR with total investment reaching 260 million
EUR.
BCI is a hardware that generates revenue by converting
energy into digital asset. Since the ASIC units of BCI
hardware are highly energy demanding, the BCI needs to
be integral part of the power system, providing relief when
there is need for reduced consumption in the power system.
By observing system operation, interconnection
obligations, total production, and consumption in the
Figure 1. Flowchart diagram - Analysis of availability of energy
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As seen, available data set of the power system is
observed at the start of the process. First step is to identify
individual time intervals and in case of this paper this is 1
hour period that corresponds to data available. For that
given time interval it is checked if energy for activation of
BCI is available. If no, next interval from data set should be
checked, if yes, process moves to analysing how much of
the energy is available. When determined exact amount of
energy available activation of adequate BCI power is
performed. When this step is done the process goes to
checking if this time interval was also the last one. If not, it
checks the next time interval, if yes, it signifies end of an
epoch. In the case of this paper, epoch represents one
characteristics day in chosen months.

times of need, considering all technical requirements of
aFRR in positive direction. BCI power consumption
configuration was chosen in accordance with power system
in question and data available. Different power system
would have different configuration of BCI thus making it
suitable for every power system.
Initial investment can be approximated to a little bit
more than 300 million EUR is for BCI of 83.5 MW and that
includes all costs for electrical equipment needed to make
and produce mobile BCI units. Geographical allocation of
BCI was not considered but that does not present a
constraint since BCI is modular and could be made in
modules of 1MW. Moreover, BCI can be used to almost cut
off power demand instantly and create additional safety in
case of unpredicted events that can rapidly increase
instability in the system. Because of broad research
spectrum this type of BCI integration was not observed.

The limited data presented in this paper is considered
adequate for presenting hypothesis in clear manner.
Although, it should be noted that complete research
analysis was based on annul data. BCI activation is
proposed in time periods when there is a surplus of energy
and the earnings from selling on the spot are lower than the
earnings of energy conversion to digital asset but also
considering the price of ancillary service activation. Since
converting electricity into the leading cryptocurrency is
currently the most efficient way to create value and meet
financial aspects, despite a significant increase in the price
of electricity, BCI is activated every time there is excess
power in the power system.

Data provided in Figure 2. shows activated aFRR in
positive direction, aFRR in negative direction and BCI
power activated for the same time interval. Observed time
window for the shown data is 24 hours during typical
Wednesday of February 2021. For this typical day BCI
could have been activated in 11 settlement periods totalling
in consumption of 866.44 MWh.
The amount of available power consumption would
create 1.22 EX/s of hash rate making it 0.81 % of TGH
during that period. Based on globally available information
resources, BCI would make a revenue of EUR 265,772.

Although it was technically possible to consider all
available activations of negative aFRR and make even
more financial benefit for operator of the system, for this
paper, for simplicity and time constraints it was not studied,
but rather it would be considering for the future work.
Future work would also include engineering variables like
fast response to request to turn BCI off in a case of
emergency. That would mean observing presented power
system in a more complex and detailed manner which was
not necessary with this business model proposal since it can
be proven more than adequate with variable presented in
this paper.

Energy consumption by BCI would net 306.90
EUR/MWh compared to 62.35 EUR/MWh that would have
to be paid for balancing services.
As visible in Figure 2. BCI was activated only when
sum of positive and negative direction of aFRR was in
favour of negative activation - when it was necessary to
reduce production of energy in the system, or if observed
another way, to rump up demand in short notice to
effectively preserve the stability of the power system. By
activating BCI in those settlement periods it is possible to
take the burden of the power plants to quickly reduce power
output thus preventing unwanted technical barriers when
changing power output rapidly.

III. BUSINESS MODEL EVALUATION
Observed case studies present analysis of optimal BCI
activation needed to timely deploy power consumption in
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Figure 2. aFRR Up, aFRR Down and BCI Activation Data for Typical Wednesday in February of 2021.
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Figure 3. aFRR Up, aFRR Down and BCI Activation Data for Typical Wednesday in May of 2021.

Figure 3. gives data for typical Wednesday of May
2021. Activation of aFRR in positive and negative direction
was shown together with BCI activation in suitable periods
during the day. The model observes 24 settlement periods,
of which, 10 periods would have been suitable for BCI
activation with power as presented in Figure 3. BCI with
power consumption of 83.50 MW consumes a total of
805.10 MWh in those periods.

aFRR activation was in favour of negative activation were
considered for analysis.
Figure 4. gives data for typical Wednesday of August
2021. Same block of 24 settlement periods was observed as
in previous study cases. BCI with power consumption of
83.50 MW would have consumed 497.81 MWh.
Capacity of installed BCI would account for 0.70 EH/s
thus making 0.46 % of TGH. Represented value of
produced hash power would have generated EUR 152,701
of revenue for observed day in a week. Also, for the same
observed day amount of EUR 35,969 would be saved as
aFRR from providers of balancing services would not be
activated.

Amount of power available in settlement periods would
result in average available hash rate of 1.14 EH/s. Available
hash rate in that moment would have made a 0.75 % of the
TGH. Possible revenue for those 24 settlement periods
would have been EUR 246,957. It is important to take into
observation also the amount that would otherwise have
been paid to providers of balancing services totalling in
EUR 22,971.

Compared to results from February and May, available
average power was 40% less with only 7 settlement periods
available for activation, but with the average price of 88.55
EUR/MWh for aFRR ‘Down’ activation. Higher price of
aFRR activation provided HEP of EUR 188,670 thus
confirming BCI’s ability to avoid major financial impact in
the power system operator’s day-to-day operations.

BCI would net 306.78 EUR/MWh compared to 61.01
EUR/MWh that would have to be paid for providers of
balancing services.
For observed May total available energy was slightly
less than February due to only 10 suitable settlement
periods and difference of 2.55 MWh/h of available power
thus making difference of 7.3 % in realized income
compared to February. As in the previous case, only
settlement periods where sum of positive and negative

BCI power consumption would net 306.75 EUR/MWh
compared to mentioned above price of 88.55 EUR/MWh of
aFRR activation.
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Figure 4. aFRR Up, aFRR Down and BCI Activation Data for Typical Wednesday in August of 2021.
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Figure 5. aFRR Up, aFRR Down and BCI Activation Data for Typical Wednesday in November of 2021.

Figure 5. provides data for typical Wednesday in
November of 2021 for aFRR ‘Up’, aFRR ‘Down’ and BCI
activation during 24 settlement periods. As shown BCI
activation is provided only in periods where substantial
amount of negative aFRR activation was needed. For
shown typical Wednesday BCI would have been activated
in 17 settlement periods thus consuming 1225.61 MWh.
For available periods average power would have produce
hash rate of 1.73 EX/s and making BCI 1.14 % of TGH.
BCI would make revenue with 306.90 EUR/MWh
compared to 152.65 EUR/MWh for activating balancing
reserve.
Presented typical Wednesday in November shows
amounts which are evidently record amounts compared to
other typical Wednesdays. Reason behind this is price on
the energy market at the end of 2021. For this period BCI
would make HEP of EUR 561,808 when considered
savings from not activating balancing services from
external providers.
By conducting complex analysis before economic
calculations, it has been concluded that optimal power of
CBI would have been 83.5 MW. Shown study cases
provide optimal distribution of controllable load through
BCI for presented power system. For available data sets of
4 typical Wednesdays, analysis for presented power system
was conducted as research to prove the utility of the
presented solution in the form of BCI for power system
stability, primarily through the activation of aFRR, which
is an essential component of maintaining power system
stability. Obtained results for observed period were scaled
for complete year of 2021.
In total, with available data sets, presented solution
would provide annual revenue of EUR 95,025,728 just with
the value of digital asset obtained. Considering that for
presented settlement periods aFRR would not have to be
activated in needed amounts thus providing additional
annual revenue of EUR 24,750,092.
For the final economic calculus, it must be considered
that manufacturer provides information about 10 %
possible deviations from factory maximum hash rate
available. Another economic variable that must be
considered is pool fee for mining on most popular pools that
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is around 2 %. With those variables final calculation for
worse case comes as follows.
Revenue from converting energy into digital asset and
saved amount from not activating aFRR from providers of
balancing services nets EUR 108,562,787 for the presented
annual period. To conclude, final calculation brings ROI in
just below two and a half years, thus making it
economically more than a viable novel solution for aFRR
activations in eyes of power system operators.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Objective function of this paper was to propose a
business case for providing balancing services with a crossdomain hybrid solution integrated in power system
considering all constraints of available data. Technical
requirements for providing aFRR activation in negative
direction were respected by the proposed business model.
Solution proposed by this paper is based on ASIC-type
Blockchain Infrastructure that consumes excess of energy
in time of high-power generation from non-controllable
sources. Application of such Blockchain Infrastructure is
observed and confirmed as a valid business model for
complex energy systems of the future. The main advantage
of the proposed system is in the current most efficient
conversion of energy into digital asset with financial
representation - in the cryptocurrency eco-system. The
digital eco-system observed in this paper is the one of the
cryptocurrency bitcoin since it is the one that is high in
energy demand.
The observed electric power system has a large share of
large-scale renewable energy sources of unpredictable and
unmanageable production, and often has surplus electricity
that needs to be consumed quickly. This paper proves that
the activation of Blockchain Infrastructure in such periods
brings revenues multiple times higher than the ones that
come from placement surplus of energy on an uncertain
market in terms of aFRR activation.
This paper shows the benefit of integrating the proposed
solution in the power system that has ancillary services
available particularly evident by providing ROI of a bit
over 2 years. Finally, it is the modularity of the proposed
solution that makes it a unique and a completely adaptable
solution for aFRR activation services since it can be defined
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in a smallest unit of 1 MW thus making it geographically
dispatchable in accordance with technical requirements of
the power system.
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Abstract—With the introduction of distributed generation,
the power system faces new challenges related to the stability
that may result in potential power outages and blackouts. New infrastructures, such as Blockchain Infrastructure
(BCI), amplifies the impact on the power system stability
by introducing significant power demand. Power system
balancing techniques often include power reductions targeted
at the customer side, presenting an unwanted effect for end
users. Accordingly, this paper proposes a novel approach
to providing power system balancing services by utilising a
manageable BCI. To validate the balancing principle of BCI,
research presented by this paper models BCI hardware by
means of parameter identification, model proposal and scaleup to verify technical requirements for providing balancing
services in the power system. By scale-up simulation and
comparison with technical requirements, BCI fulfils fundamental requirements for providing balancing services. With
integration of a control mechanism, a secondary, automatic
frequency restoration reserve can be provided, improving
power system stability and mitigating potential adverse
effects of BCI’s high energy usage.
Keywords—Blockchain infrastructure, frequency restoration
reserve, modelling, power system balancing, proof of work

I. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain technology enables distributed processing,
storage and verification of transactions stored and maintained in a decentralised and trustless manner. In its most
represented implementation the hardware infrastructure
that powers the blockchain technology implies respected
power requirements in the power system and is often
referred to as a power hungry infrastructure [1].
With the ongoing expansion of Blockchain Infrastructure (BCI) motivated from a financial standpoint, excessive
energy consumption will present a significant challenge for
the power grid. Grid operators of the future have not yet
anticipated BCI as a significant market agent and today’s
power systems are in majority not designed for such
demands. Finally, BCI motivated only by financial gains is
never designed as flexible and controllable infrastructure
and cannot respect the power system requirements [2].
The power system operates only in a way where there
is a balance between consumption and production at each
moment. Last decade, due to environmental policy and
other regulatory frameworks, has brought a geographical
dispersion of production and heterogeneity of technologies from which electricity is produced [3]. Distributed
power generation technologies are volatile in nature and
depend on the meteorological conditions of their locality,
creating a burden on today’s power system with volatile
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production on the one hand, and with volatile consumption
on the other. Achieving balance in such a system is a
multilayered challenge for technological readiness of a
single domain. Volatility on both sides of the power system
equation leading to instability needs to be balanced. As the
volatility of generation cannot be managed, introducing a
controllable consumer would benefit the stability of the
power system as a whole. With that in mind, emergence of
a fully controllable BCI could not only reduce the possible
adverse effects on the power system that this technology
has so far, but can also improve the overall stability of the
power system and benefit all included parties [4].
This paper analyses the applicability of a power demanding BCI hardware for providing balancing service
in the power system. Applicability is observed within the
secondary (Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve aFRR) and tertiary (Manual Frequency Restoration Reserve - mFRR) frequency restoration reserves by modelling power profiles of blockchain hardware units.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section
II describes the paradigm shift in power systems with
volatile production and consumption alongside with the
challenges and current solutions for ensuring stability of
the system; Section III proposes a solution based on BCI,
that is modelled, scaled and verified in Sections IV and V
respectively; Section VI gives conclusions and guidelines
for future work.
II. NEW LANDSCAPE OF POWER SYSTEMS
The electric power system has had an unified development since its inception, and energy has had a oneway direction flow, from producers through transmission
lines to distribution, to end users, i.e. consumers. The big
and centralised producers were placed remotely from users
and populated areas due to the need for a large space
of the power plants, reserve or availability of primary
energy source or pollution concerns in modern days [?].
This architecture of the power system has been undergoing
radical changes for the last 15 years due to the increasing
integration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) and Distributed Generation (DG) [5]. Power production became
more versatile, diverse, decentralised and geographically
dispersed with multiple technologies in hand, each according to its limitations and possibilities. Such development
resulted in new challenges for the power system that can
be combined in two groups.
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The first group is the system-wide, large-scale production of electricity from RES. Such production is not
constant, and it is volatile in nature (solar and wind power
plants) [6]. Large-scale RES production identifies a need
for more active management requirements, considering
energy production and the entire power system management in real time. Losses of the stability and decreases in
security of supply are outgrowing conventional production
capabilities, which have so far been responsible for the
proper operation of the power system.
Second group is the integration of small-scale, intermittent, RES units on the consumer side i.e. in the distribution
network. The power system has so far been essentially
strictly divided into production and the consumption parts
of the system, but nowadays the border has vanished and
production exists throughout the power system and on
multiple levels. Integration of RES into the distribution
network brings challenges such as reverse power flows
and problems with rated voltages at nodes with DG [7].
Continued integration of RES into the power system is
inevitable due to the need to meet the European Green
Deal, but also the global plan to reduce CO2 emissions,
and the final transition to a CO2-neutral economy. But
the challenges and unpredictability that come with it are
slowly looming today.

a whole set of business and management logic on the
consumer side. Frequency restoration programs (FRPs)
monitor availability and implementation of the reserved
capacities required for operating the power system in
a stable manner. FRPs are organised into 5 categories:
Frequency Containment Reserves (FCR), Imbalance Netting (IN), Automatic frequency restoration reserve (aFRR),
manual frequency restoration reserve (mFRR), and optional Replacement Reserve (RR). Many national power
systems today use all of these programs and activate them
on a daily basis [10], [11].
According to relevant sources, for the Croatian national
power grid the amount of energy activated for balancing
services ranges from 100 000 MWh to 480 000 MWh
annually averaging between 59 MW and 120 MW available power per hour [12]. In comparison with the average
consumption of Croatia of 2 GW, this yields to 6
Activation of DR programs, especially tertiary reserve,
negatively impacts end-users by impairing their comfort
and normal business operations. To adequately solve this
problem a hybrid approach is needed with solution outside
of the domain.

A. POWER SYSTEM STABILITY AND MODERN CHALLENGES

Blockchain technology as a subset of Distributed Ledger
Technologies (DLTs) enables secure transfer of assets
without the need for a central authority supported by a
distributed digital ledger [1]. The idea behind Blockchain
technology was proposed in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto
with the creation of the first decentralised Peer to Peer
(P2P) currency (Bitcoin) [13].
Fundamental concept of Blockchain technology utilises
distributed computing power to ensure successful operation of the network and to avoid impersonation by other
nodes and taking control of the network (Sybil resistance
mechanism). This mechanism is called Proof of Work
(PoW) and it is based on investing computational resources
and energy into the operation of the network. For their
contribution to the stability of the network and their investment of energy the nodes are rewarded by the network
with digital assets [14], [15]. This in turn represents a
conversion of energy into a digital asset.
Technological concept behind Proof of Work presents
an extension to the Hashcash algorithm and is based on
the pre-image resistance property of a hash function [16],
[17]. The goal is to manipulate the output of a hash
function (large integer) so that the numerical conforms to
the desired condition (Nhashout < NT arget ). As the output
of a hash function cannot be correlated with the input
(pre-image resistance) to achieve the desired condition the
node has to include a random nonce to the input of a
hash function alongside with the data that matches the
desired condition. By incrementing the nonce and hashing
the data+nonce the node will check the fulfilment of the
condition and restart the process if the condition is not
satisfied. This process is called hashing.

Due to the new operating landscape, the stability of
the power system is at risk. Stability and security of
supply primarily depend on the balance of production and
consumption at any moment in the power system:
N
X
i=1

SN,P =

M
X
i=1

SM,C +

P
X

SP,L

(1)

i=1

where SN,P is complex power of N number of production units P , SM,C is complex power of M -number of
consumers C, SP,L is complex power of P -number of
branches with losses L.
With the emergence of active distribution grids with
distributed generation, large-scale RES with volatile production and unmanageable power supply, the management
and stability of the power system has come into question.
Consequently, how to address the challenges in volatile
production and, at the same time, volatile consumption
became the focus of scientific and engineering research
throughout the world. The vast majority of scientific
research is based on the further integration of RES and
its impact on the stability of the power system [8]. Power
system stability is defined as the capability to respond
adequately on any operating condition and to fulfil the
equilibrium of production and consumption in any disturbing event [9]. In order to successfully address modern
power system stability challenges, various management
programs for parts of the power system are being introduced. Programs like Demand Response (DR) encompass
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III. BLOCKCHAIN INFRASTRUCTURE AS
POTENTIAL CANDIATE SOLUTION
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Fig. 1: Hashcash basic structure [17]

Consequently, as every mathematical operation consumes energy, calculation of the hash function output
consumes energy that cannot be impersonated by other
nodes without the investment of the equivalent energy by
themselves. This represents the key concept behind PoW.
Accordingly, the core component of the Proof of Work
algorithm is the hash function that needs to be able to
calculate the output at a very high frequency. One of the
commonly used hash functions in PoW is the SHA256
function from SHA-2 series [18], [19].
With the increase of the number of nodes in the network
the output condition of the hash function will change
by protocol design, and more attempts will be needed
to calculate a valid output of a hash function, in turn
increasing total consumption of energy.
A. PoW Blockchain infrastructure hardware
Core of a PoW blockchain hardware functionality is the
computation of a hash function (e.g. SHA-256) at a very
high frequency. Initial implementation included software
implementations on Personal Computers that utilised CPU
or GPU for hash calculation. With the increase of nodes
in blockchain networks (and computational complexity
increase consequently) usage of personal computers for
the calculation of hash function became ineffective. This
resulted in the birth of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) hardware designed for the specific purpose
of calculating the output of hash function at a very high
throughput and dedicated PoW hardware [20].
ASIC Blockchain infrastructure hardware unit is designed with three main components [21]:
1) Switch mode power supply - High power component
supplies the rest with DC voltage (often 12V or
variable);
2) Control module - Often incorporates ARM Cortex
based SoC (System on Chip) with Linux based OS
and control software;
3) ASIC Hash boards - Incorporates individual ASIC
for the calculation of hash function output.
Block representation of a BCI hardware unit is shown
in Fig. 2

Fig. 2: Blockchain infrastructure hardware unit
architecture

•
•

Mobile solutions in intermodal designs (e.g. container
solutions);
Large buildout solutions (e.g. farms).

These topologies vary in maximum power from small
scale solutions raining up to 100kW of installed power,
to large scale buildout installations ranging from 1MW to
100MW of installed power.
C. Blockchain meets power grid
Contrary to popular belief and practices, PoW
Blockchain infrastructure can have a positive impact on
the power grid by providing additional stability [22]. The
most prospective way to stabilise the power grid is through
proven DR programs of activation of control reserves. To
take the burden of activation control reserves, especially
the tertiary one, from end users, BCI is presented as a
solution. This implementation of BCI as a provider of
control reserve can only be achieved if BCI would be distributed intelligently and with compliance with technical
requirements for activating reservers prescribed by TSOs.
For each type of control, the dynamics of activation
and interaction with other types are determined. Slight
differences between TSOs exist concerning those activation periods but globally those dynamics are strictly
determined by ENTSO-E [23]. Primary control reserve
will be activated within 30 seconds and will cover a period
of 0 < t < 15min, secondary control reserve will start
its activation immediately after an event and will replace
primary control within minutes and be at its maximum
within 15 minutes lasting for 0 < t < 60min. Tertiary
control reserve, as it is manually activated one, is the
slowest one to respond. Its activation means re-scheduling
generation and covers a period of t > 15min and can last
for an hour or several hours if there would be more events
to compensate. Tertiary control is the one that affects end
users the most.
IV. HARDWARE PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

B. Blockchain infrastructure hardware topologies
Blockchain infrastructure is composed of individual
hardware units that can be scaled up to large scale installations. Depending on the type of scale up, three most
common topologies of BCI exist:
•

Distributed small scale solutions (e.g. individual rigs);
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A. Energy consumption
Energy consumption of a BCI hardware unit can be
segmented according to the main components of a unit
(Fig 2). In comparison to other components, ASIC boards
consume the majority of the energy of an entire unit.
Power of a control module, accompanying circuits and
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Fig. 3: RMS Current profile of a Antminer S9j

cooling units (fans) account for less than 10% of the total
unit power [21].
As the calculation of hash function output depends on
blockchain P2P network data the power consumption of a
hardware unit is not instantaneous but ramps up gradually.
In order to estimate the applicability of BCI hardware for
power system balancing, Bitmains Antminer S9j hardware
was selected as sample based as one of the most commonly
used devices in the past for SHA256 based BCI [2], [24].
Exploratory analysis on power usage of Antminer S9j
was conducted in a controlled laboratory environment
(Tamb = 25C) where the RMS Electrical current was analysed in a time domain. Measurement was conducted using
digital sample acquisition multimeter (Keysight U1280)
with sampling time of ts = 1s for a time period of 60s,
where in time t = 5s the device was activated and in
t = 50s deactivated. Results are shown in Fig. 3.
From the performed analysis it is possible to identify
five key segments of a power profile:
•

•

•
•

•

Power-up - Inrush current can be observed in the
initial startup period [25]. Assumption for occurrence
of inrush current is the charging of SMPS High
voltage capacitor where as capacitors charge, current
reduces;
Operating system boot - Operating system boot can
be observed in periods up to tcpu . Within this interval,
power supply is stabilised, but hashing operation is
not performed yet;
Hash board startup - In period tcpu to thash ASIC
circuitry is tested and initialisation is performed;
Hash board full operation - From tf ull current peaks
and steady state can be observed. At this point,
hash boards become operational and perform hashing
operations;
Power off - The segment of powering off the device
is not the scope of this work as the powering is
performed by Solid State Relay (SSR) that achieves
the cutting of power within one half period (10ms).

To validate the power profile of the unit in question parameter identification shall be performed, targeted at time
domain analysis and identification of the aforementioned
time parameters in the forthcoming section.
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Fig. 4: Measurement testbed

B. TESTBED AND PROTOCOL
To ensure proper parameter identification of the power
profile time domain a laboratory testbed was set up using OPAL RT Real time simulator’s accompanying data
acquisition system. Proposed testbed is shown in Fig. 4.
The testbed enables automated measurements and preplanned test scenarios coupled with real-time Hardwarein-Loop technology that enables measurement of multiple
iterations of the power profile in question. Parameters for
measurement protocol are shown in Table I.
TABLE I: Testbed protocol parameters
No. of runs
Run duration [s]
Start time [s]
Time between runs [s]
Sample time [s]

100
50
5
20
0.0005

C. MODELLING KEY PARAMETERS
Measurement was conducted according to the protocol
and testbed described in the previous subsection. Data
samples were obtained for every parameter for a total
of 100 measurement runs and frequency distribution is
plotted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Frequency distribution for key parameters and
Normal distribution fitting
From the calculated frequency distribution the data was
fitted to the Normal (Gauss) distribution, depicted by the
overlaid red colored plot for each parameter (Fig. 5).
Values of mean and standard deviation were calculated
accordingly and the result for each parameter is shown
onTable II.
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TABLE II: Identification of Normal distribution
parameters
Parameter / Fit
tcpu [s]
thash [s]
tf ull [s]

D. BLOCKCHAIN
MODEL

µ
23.287
27.341
31.430

σ
0.0919
0.0881
0.0962

INFRASTRUCTURE

HARDWARE

Based on the identified parameters from the previous
subsection, a simplified model of a BCI hardware unit
is proposed with the identified time parameters as the
primary scope of the model, and estimated RMS values
of electrical current per segment.
When proposing a simplified model of a Blockchain
infrastructure hardware unit, the segments of a power
profile defined in the previous section need to be modelled
based on the main components defined in Subsection III-A
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7: Simulated model compared to measurement
to validate the time domain behaviour of a large-scale
installation and ascertain technical requirements of BCI for
power system balancing. Model parameters were defined
as:
•
•

•

Fig. 6: Simplified model of a BCI hardware unit
As shown in Fig. 6 the proposed model consists of a
Power supply module, Control module and ASIC Boards
module, all modelled by a time triggered constant DC load.
Components were modelled in Matlab Simulink with the
Simscape toolbox to match the load values measured. To
simulate time parameters normal distribution random number generators were configured with identified parameters
from the previous section.

240 hardware units (Antminer S9j model, total power
of 300 kW), simulation time 250s (step 0.001 s);
A simple control mechanism consisting of a 10 step
regulator employing Solid State Relays (with 0.1s
delay between step activation) for controlling of 24
units (30 kW);
A control signal was set to mimic the request for
reduction and increase of power by the operator
(300kW, 150kW, 0kW, 300kW).

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 8. It is observed
that the proposed control mechanism in conjunction with
BCI achieves a response for increase of power consumption within 35 seconds for 100

E. Comparison of the model with measurement data
Simulations of the proposed model were performed for
the same configuration parameters from Table I with the
exception of only one simulation run. The comparison of
the measurement and the proposed model is shown in Fig.
7.
From the simulation results, key parameters defined
within Section IV were identified and measured to demonstrate the validity of the model: tcpu = 23.18s , thash =
27.23s, tf ull = 31.21s. In comparison with the identified
and modelled parameters in Section IV-C it can be concluded that simulated parameters fall within 3σ tolerance
of the modelled parameters.
V. SCALING MODEL TO BLOCKCHAIN
INFRASTRUCTURE SCALE
With the proposed and validated model of a BCI hardware unit, a scale up model can be proposed in order
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Fig. 8: Scaleup simulated model with control signal
Alternately, when a reduction of power consumption is
requested, the proposed solution achieves almost instantaneous response (within 10ms) due to the nature
By comparing the simulation response times between
the request and the response of a system to technical
requirements of aFRR and mFRR activation times of 30s
and 15min respectively a conclusion can be drawn that
the modelled BCI hardware can be effectively used for
balancing purposes of power systems.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper validates key requirements of BCI hardware
for power system balancing and provisioning of secondary
and tertiary frequency restoration reserve. The approach
includes modelling Blockchain Infrastructure (BCI) hardware by means of parameter identification, upscaling and
verifying requirements compared to power system standards.
To model the current BCI hardware Bitmains Antminer
S9j hardware was selected as sample based as one of the
most commonly used devices in the past for SHA256, after
which parameter identification on the time domain of a
power profile was performed. The model of a hardware
unit was proposed and a comparison of simulation and
measurement confirmed the validity of the model.
Finally, to verify the applicability of BCI hardware on
a large scale installation, a scaleup model with 200 nodes
was proposed and simulated for different input power
demands. It was concluded that the hardware in question
behaves within technical requirements of secondary and
tertiary frequency restoration reserve, concluding the applicability of BCI for power system balancing.
Accordingly, it is possible to upgrade existing BCI with
a control mechanism that will enable the provisioning
of frequency restoration reserve, improving power system
stability and adding positive benefits to the stability of a
power system as a whole.
Future work will focus on selecting related relevant
blockchain hardware, applying the proposed principle of
parameter identification, modelling and scaling in order to
demonstrate the applicability for providing power system
balancing service, also including heterogeneous hardware
configurations.
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Abstract—Shifting the paradigm to decarbonized, distributed renewable future implies changes to conventional
principles of power systems operation and requires the
implementation of smart grid concepts. Microgrids have been
widely recognized as a decentralized approach to successfully
integrating renewable energy sources and end consumer
empowerment. However, their implementation requires significant improvements and transformation of the distribution
system in terms of increased observability and controllability,
especially in the context of (near) real-time operation. Supervisory, Control, and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA)
enable system and infrastructure automated monitoring and
control and serve as a foundation for advanced management
and application of optimization-driven operation. Moreover,
the development and testing of the functions mentioned above
is a complex task, and today there is still a lack of holistic
simulation tools, even though well-established power system
simulators exist. The main objective of this paper is to
introduce a novel simulation tool developed to simulate the
SCADA system used in the Smart Grid Laboratory of the
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing for control,
integration, and interactions between a microgrid’s components. This paper includes simulator system architecture
design, implemented functionalities, and future directions.
Simulator testing shows successful communication, measurement generation, and meaningful response to commands
and reference signals, proving correct functionality. Besides
significant value in testing SCADA functionality, designing
such a simulator has been of great benefit during restricted
access to real-world devices in the Smart Grid Laboratory
during the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown.
Keywords—SCADA system, simulator, microgrid, smart grid

I. INTRODUCTION
Shifting the power system paradigm to decarbonized,
distributed, and renewable future implies changes to conventional operation principles and requires the implementation of smart grid (SG) concepts. In this SG evolution,
increased power system integration with information and
communication technology (ICT) calls for convenient simulation tools to simulate processes from both domains.
Moreover, considering the complexity of power system
phenomena and costly equipment and devices (e.g., transformers, lines, and generators), conducting the experiments using real-world machines would be inconvenient,
expensive, and dangerous. Hence the requirement for
corresponding simulation tools and platforms to emulate
real-world devices and their behavior.
Recently, there has been a significant rise in software applications development, which mainly communicate with
a SCADA system and rely on data retrieved in the form
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of measurements from various devices, data visualized
in human-machine interface (HMI), and exchanged setpoint values and commands. The development of such
an application is an iterative process requiring continuous
testing. Consequently, having a tool capable of simulating a SCADA system in their client-server interaction
would greatly benefit, accelerate and facilitate the remote
development process without the need to be physically
present in the laboratory and conducting experiments with
real-world devices. This remote aspect was particularly
pronounced in the recent times of COVID 19 pandemic
lockdown and aftermaths when the physical access to
a laboratory is restricted. Likewise, the simulation tool
could be practical in the case of more parallel application
development processes.
This research aims to develop and implement a new
simulation tool to simulate a Supervisory, Control, and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) system used in the Smart Grid
Laboratory’s (SGLab) microgrid. The primary purpose is
to create a holistic simulation framework for research,
development, and testing, leading to unconstrained experiments and complex SG simulations. Original contributions
of this research are the simulator development and implementation, which includes: creating models of microgrid
components, implementing the industrial communication
protocol, generating measurements and responses on received control signals. Source code is available at [1].
This paper is structured as follows: Section I introduces
the topic and motivation and sets research goals. Section
II gives a brief and systematic overview of related work
and background concepts. Section III proposes a simulator
architecture design and software implementation. Section
IV offers experimental results and discussion of future
work directions. Finally, Section V delivers the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
A. Microgrid
From the power system perspective, a microgrid is
a single entity acting on external signals, consisting of
distributed generation (DG) units, loads, and energy storage systems (ESS) [2]. The coordinated actions of these
elements form a cluster in its operation to securely fulfill
electricity demands. A microgrid has a single point of
common coupling (PCC) to the power grid, usually at
a distribution level. The concept of a microgrid was
introduced in literature as a solution to the successful
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integration of distributed energy resources (DER) and is
now widely accepted as a solution to technical problems in
a decentralized manner and without the need for complex
central coordination [2].
Microgrids and other similar entities (e.g., active distribution system, cognitive microgrid, virtual power plant)
are considered the main constructive pieces in the SG
concept [2]. Microgrid has two modes: grid-connected –
synchronized operation with power system or autonomous,
stand-alone operation, disconnected from the power system. In the stand-alone regime, the microgrid forms an
isolated system (i.e., island) that must be in balance at
all times and cover its electrical demands. Otherwise, a
microgrid in a grid-connected mode can compensate for
its energy deficit from other generating units in the power
system or deliver its energy surplus to the power system. In
this operation regime, a microgrid is an active participant
in energy markets capable of providing ancillary services
to other entities such as a system operator. New challenges
emanate: a microgrid commonly has a connection to the
grid of a distribution level, which is traditionally less
observed considering the unidirectional power flows. As
a result, the transformation of the distribution system in
terms of increased observability and controllability arises,
especially in (near) real-time system operation.
The expected microgrid behavior is stable in both operation regimes and a transition between them. Different
control strategies can be defined and implemented in both
regimes [2]. The two completely different approaches in
control system architecture exist: centralized and decentralized. The centralized approach relies on the central
controller’s data to conduct all calculations and define
actions for all the units in one central spot. On the
other hand, decentralized control strategies define the local
controller’s functions and actions for a single unit; other
system actions and system variable values are locally
unknown. The hierarchical approach compromises the two
and combines the desirable characteristics of both - consisting of 3 control levels: primary, secondary, and tertiary.
The difference between control levels is the time response,
time scales, and infrastructure demands. Therefore, the
hierarchical approach is desirable in terms of different
time constants and dynamics in the system, including the
fast dynamics of output variables and slower dynamics in
economic dispatching [2].
B. SCADA system
SCADA is an industrial system with the primary purpose of automated control and monitoring of other system’s components utilized in various industries and infrastructures [3]. SCADA system consists of measuring
instruments, logical controllers (e.g., programmable logic
controller (PLC), remote terminal unit (RTU)), master terminal unit (MTU), communication network, and humanmachine interface (HMI) [3].
Measuring instruments consist of sensors acquiring
physical measurements (e.g., temperature, pressure, volt-
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age) [3]. Logical controllers are mainly responsible for
acquiring the data from measuring instruments, detecting
abnormal behavior, (de)activating technical components.
MTU is a central component whose role is to send control
signals to logical controllers and receive responses, managed by a system operator. MTU and logical controllers
communicate via a communication network based on
industrial communication protocols (e.g., Modbus, DNP3,
Ethernet/IP, IEC 60870-5-104) [4]–[7]. HMI is a programming package with graphical functionalities connecting the
human with a system, visualizing the data, and enabling
input or output variables monitoring [3].
SCADA system consists of subsystems for data acquisition, data exchange, and a human-machine interface
organized in a hierarchical structure [8]. The evolution and
development of SCADA systems lead to increasing system
complexity caused by: the new and increasing number of
system components, interactions between them, increasing
quantities of exchanged data, firewall and antivirus use that
slow down the system, decrease computing power, and
introduce additional delays in data transmission [8]. Consequently, modern SCADA systems are characterized as
high complexity and high maintenance systems for many
reasons (e.g., control logic, communication protocols, user
interface, system security). Despite, the organizations and
institutions using the SCADA systems often do not allow
delay or loss in data transmission – the system should be
reliable enough to perform continuously and within narrow
time margins, i.e., in real-time.
C. Simulations in the Smart Grid Environment
Smart grid (SG) presents a term used to describe a
complex system consisting of a power system and communication networks components. SG enables the application
of distributed control strategies in power systems using
controllers, sensors, and actuators [9]. SG development is
critical in coordinating various technologies and infrastructure utilized in today’s power systems (e.g., microgrids,
electric vehicles, renewable energy sources (RES)). SG
aims to enable accessible, reliable, and sustainable energy
supply in an intelligent environment that integrates the
actions of all participants: e.g., generating units, end
consumers, system and market operators, and other entities
[3], [10]. For the same reason, many global initiatives
emerged, intending to formulate and promote a vision of
future smart grids [10].
In this transition towards SG, the power system becomes highly intertwined with the ICT infrastructure, and
its mutual codependence requires a combined analysis
of physical and ICT processes. Furthermore, simulating
phenomena from both worlds combined could present
significant challenges regarding fundamentally different
problem-solving methods such as modeling and simulation
[11]. As a result, using a holistic approach in the SG
environment is substantial.
Modern power system brings new technologies such as
DG, DER, intelligent loads, near real-time operating mar-
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kets – enabled and empowered with the use of ICT technologies. In addition, ICT technologies enable complex
control and optimization strategies to create a more flexible
and efficient power system. However, additional complexity, new sources of failure, and security weaknesses
emerge to a power system operation requiring a new level
of detail in power system simulations. Testing microgrids’
complex control and protection functions require specialized laboratories with available devices and machines [12].
Advanced simulation methods and techniques such as
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) prevent damage to high-cost
equipment, guarantee safety, and offer various possible
testing conditions. The HIL method enables physical components (i.e., power electronics devices) to a simulated
grid to observe behavior and response [13]. In power
system research, these types of simulations are frequently
used to conduct failure tests in a safe environment, in realtime, using the simulation environment without dangerous
consequences and effects on equipment.
SCADA systems are often a part of industrial and critical infrastructure. Therefore, it is impractical to conduct
experiments on live systems for many reasons: high implementation costs of testing conditions, potential failure
risks, and high downtime expenses [14]. SCADA system
simulations must support various devices, communication
protocols, and software packages integration. These simulation tools and environments are also valuable for user
training on conducting control operations [15].
D. Smart Grid Laboratory
Smart Grid Laboratory (SGLab) at the Department of
Energy and Power Systems, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb, is an
advanced power system laboratory established in 2015 and
gathers researchers with the common goal of scientific
research, professional work, and education in the area of
smart grid [16], [17]. The laboratory’s primary focus is
researching the RES and DER effect on power systems,
especially power systems’ increased flexibility demands
and use of advanced technologies (e.g., ESS, EV, EV’s
charging stations, demand response aggregation, microgrids, multigeneration systems). In addition, research and
development activities of control and optimization methods and approaches are conducted utilizing ICT solutions.
SGLab owns various equipment, and the most notable
is a laboratory microgrid consisting of a hydropower plant
model with Pelton’s turbine, photovoltaic (PV) panels, two
controllable DC loads, a bidirectional AC/DC converter for
microgrid coupling, and battery energy storage systems
(BESS). Detailed component descriptions and parameters
can be found in [18]. The laboratory microgrid can simulate an operation of a low-voltage distribution grid.
Proza Net SCADA System developed by Končar KET
integrates the microgrid’s components and establishes
communication between them [19]. Proza Net supports
various communication protocols such as IEC 61850, IEC
60870-5-104, Modbus TCP/IP, DNP3 [20], [7], [4], [5]. In
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Fig. 1: System conceptual architecture

this microgrid set, OPC UA and Modbus TCP/IP are used
for mutual communication between components [21], [4].
Client applications developed within the laboratory’s activities and projects use the SCADA system as their foundation. Communication of applications with the SCADA
system is enabled using the SCADA Web API tool, which
uses customized protocol implemented on the TCP/IP
network layer: SCADA system is a server, and the SCADA
Web API is a proxy.
III. S IMULATOR ARCHITECTURE
As mentioned in Section I, the SCADA system simulator in this research intends to simulate the behavior of a
real-world SCADA system, present in the SGLab, called
Proza Net, and developed by a Croatian company Končar
KET. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual architecture design: the
SCADA Web API is represented by a blue rectangle, and
the SCADA system simulator is outlined by orange dashed
line rectangle. Client applications communicate with a
SCADA Web API through HTTP protocol. Furthermore,
the SCADA Web API communicates with a TCP Gateway
of a SCADA system or SCADA system simulator through
TCP protocol. In this communication, the SCADA system
or SCADA system simulator presents a server, SCADA
Web API presents a proxy, and external applications
present clients.
Simulator development includes the configuration and
parametrization of a simulator, machines, and devices
present in a lab, measurements, noise - using the configuration file where all the parameters are included, such
as noise in the system and the data, the signal type
(i.e., discrete or continuous), parameters, and measurement
ranges that should not be violated. Moreover, communication interface implementation emulates the real one, and
the industrial communication protocol for data exchange
at TCP/IP network layer is implemented following the
protocol specification. The main value of the simulator
implementation is the intelligent way of generating the response – response is generated depending on the received
control signal. In other words, measurement generation
depends on received values and commands from external
sources – client applications.
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input data stream is used for the data sent by a client, and
the output data stream for the data sent to a client. The two
separate threads are processing the messages in parallel:
•

•

Fig. 2: SGLab SCADA simulator main modules

SGLab SCADA simulator is implemented using the
programming language Java (Java SE 11 LTS) and the
development environment IntelliJ IDEA. This section contains a short description of the main classes and modules
illustrated in Fig. 2, showing the application’s modular
architecture. Packages regarding the configuration models
(config), messages models (models/messages), and the parameters of the message (models/values) are not included
here.
Main is the main class and presents the input point
for the application. Its functionalities include reading the
configuration file and creating Configuration Model, Scada
Simulator Server, and Gateway Handler instances.
Configuration model is the module for configuration’s
structural mapping to variables used in the application
where the variable’s values are needed.
ScadaSimulatorServer is the module used for creating
the web application’s interface, developed with web frameworks Javalin and Angular.
The configuration file is written in the YAML markup
language for data serialization and configuration files. The
configuration file contains all simulator parameters (version, name, authentication data, communication protocol
details – gateway port, message length) and the microgrid components parameters. Microgrid components are
included in the list, defined with an identification number,
name, description, flag for component controllability, two
maps with available measurements, and commands of a
particular component. A replica of an actual communication interface is created for each microgrid component,
including measurements, commands, and parameter values
utilized in the measurement generation process.
GatewayHandler is a module that includes implementing the communication protocol at the TCP/IP network
layer, PNETGateway Communication Protocol. Firstly, the
server socket is opened, and if there is an available client,
the communication between the server and the client is
established, input and output data streams are created. The
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Request messages – AuthenticationRequest, ChangeDataRequest, CommandRequest – messages sent by
a client with a request for authentication (prior to the
communication establishment), or to change the data
value or to execute the command
Unsolicited messages – DataChangedUnsolicited,
StatusChangedUnsolicited – messages sent by a
server periodically or after the value was changed

The server processes the requests: reads the message from the input data stream, prepares its response AuthenticationResponse, ChangeDataResponse, CommandResponse - and sends it to the client by the output data
stream. Messages are in the JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) format, UTF-8 standard coded. The general message structure consists of a message type and body. JSON
packages are sent in bytes, the first 4 bytes define the
message length N, and the rest is the message long N
bytes itself.
The server’s response depends on a message type, and
besides the response construction, the Worker responsible
for processing the request is called. Response in the JSON
format is written in bytes before sending to the output data
stream.
Unsolicited messages processing differs because the
server sends them without a client’s request. The processing involves taking the message from the queue and
writing it to the bytes package before sending it through
the output data stream.
RoutingHandler is a module representing the router
implementation, used to route the request to the corresponding component’s Worker for further processing.
It contains the internal maps measurementToDevice and
commandToDevice with the keys (i.e., measurement or
command key) and values (i.e., device’s identification
number). RoutingHandler can determine which Worker
has to process the request using the keys contained in
maps. It also returns the Worker’s instance to call a method
for command processing.
DeviceRegistry is a module taking account of Workers.
Each machine or device has its Worker’s instance in a
separate thread, running simultaneously. So, firstly, the
new Worker instances are created, the parameters of components are assigned to them, and all parallel processes
start to run in separate threads.
GenericWorker is a module representing the WorkerInterface implementation, used for measurement generation
and creating the unsolicited messages, changing the referent values, and processing the commands. Each device
receives its configuration parameters for initialization, and
the state is being defined – presented by a module GenericState. GenericState consists of variables for all available
measurements and the status reflecting the operation state
of a device (e.g., on, off, in the transient process).
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Fig. 4: SGLab SCADA simulator web interface

Fig. 3: Measurement generation algorithm

State initialization depends on a component – the measurements that characterize the device would be initialized
to its starting value which is 0.0 for controllable components (i.e., all the microgrid components except the PV’s),
as the components are off before the corresponding start
signal.
The message DataChangedUnsolicited is put in a queue
every second for each device to refresh the measured
values. The reference value with an added measurement
noise is sent if the device is on. Otherwise, 0.0 is sent in
the message.
Measurement noise is modeled as a stochastic variable
with a normal distribution – the value is approximated
based on many imperfections and factors (cumulative
contribution of all measurement, mechanical, regulation,
and communication system components). The normal distribution is an approximate model for a case of many
independent components.
Generating measurement process depends on a component: each component has different measurements, and the
algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. In the case of starting the
power plant or device, the reference value or a setpoint
of active power (P) is set to a minimum possible value
according to configuration. Then, apparent power (S) is
calculated using the active power and power factor values,
and the reactive power (S) can be calculated using the
power triangle. For components with voltage and current
measurement, voltage is set to a random value between
a minimum and a maximum value, and the current is
calculated using the relation between active power and
voltage.
IV. R ESULTS
Developed simulation tool testing was performed using
the SCADA Web API – the tool used in communication
with the SCADA system in the SGLab’s environment. The
web interface of the application SGLab SCADA Simulator
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Fig. 5: SGLab SCADA simulator command line output

is included in Fig. 4, showing the parameter ranges of
a particular microgrid component in a table form. In
addition, the proof of correct functionality is given in Fig.
5, showing the simulator command line output:completed
the reading of the configuration file, initiated the Javalin
web application and the server, established the client
connection, received messages from the client.
The configuration file accomplished the configuration
of the simulator, microgrid components (devices and machines), and measurement ranges. Successful communication of SGLab SCADA Simulator and SCADA Web API
indicates proper implementation of industrial communication protocol on TCP/IP network layer. One more indicator
of correct behavior is measurement generation – it begins
at a corresponding signal, not at the application start per se.
Generated measurements prove the valid implementation
of communication interfaces mapped to existing laboratory
SCADA system’s communication interfaces. Furthermore,
all the measurements are within defined ranges.
The results included here prove that with a relatively
simple model of microgrid elements and a few parameters,
it is possible to generate meaningful measurements that
can be further employed in developing various client
applications based on the SCADA system operation. The
developed simulation tool has a modular architecture – the
system upgrades with new models, parameters, microgrid
components are possible in a simple manner – adding to
a configuration file with minimal changes in the code.
One more advantage is that the implementation is not
constrained to existing components – machines or devices
that are not part of the current microgrid setup can also be
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included, and the interactions can be observed. Finally, the
independent architecture modules contain models for the
communication protocol and the data specification - therefore, it is possible to add support for other communication
protocols. The most perspective upgrade we see is the potential of adding the support for existing tools and libraries,
enabling the dynamic modeling of microgrid components
and observing phenomena under much smaller time scales.
Moreover, the mentioned upgrade would enable holistic
modeling and simulation approach, besides primary level
control demonstrated in this paper. For a more detailed
approach to measurement generation, the historical data
from the laboratory’s SCADA system can be utilized.
Parameter identification and values should be examined
for a more precise measurement and data noise modeling.
It is essential to identify the data deviations from given
reference values and model them conveniently.
In the future, we plan to expand the simulation tool with
the additional electrical grid parameters to simulate power
flow and advanced SCADA functions.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents the implementation of a novel
simulation tool to simulate the behavior of a SCADA
system used in the Smart Grid Laboratory for microgrid
control, monitoring, and data acquisition.
The analysis of related work in the field was conducted,
which determined that the simulation in the SG environment requires a holistic approach in terms of simulating
the phenomena from the power system and ICT domains,
causing increased complexity and additional issues in
mutual interactions simulation.
Successful implementation of communication protocol
enables the communication with client applications developed and used in the research and professional work of
SGLab. The simulation tool is successfully parametrized
using the configuration file – parameters correspond to
actual devices and machines in an existing laboratory
setup. Measurement generation is done intelligently –
meaningful values are generated to respond to a control
signal (reference values or commands). Values are within
defined ranges.
The results presented in this paper demonstrate the
correct functionality of a developed application: observable in the communication interfaces (replicas of existing
interfaces) and generated measurements. Additionally, the
implementation described in this paper is modular, the system updates are easily attainable, and additional research
paths are given.
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Abstract - A new innovative technology for control
cabinets is being developed to simplify production,
installation and use. The result is a significant reduction in
plastic consumption, simplified wiring system and reduction
in the occupied space required at the installation site. A new
solution is based on connecting components with laminated
conductors of rectangular cross-section sandwiched between
multiple layers of insulation. The interconnection of the
layers and devices is achieved by conductive screw
connections that pass through the plates. The number of these
layers is chosen to meet the requirements of the relevant
standards. While a prototype of this innovation is currently
under development, this study investigates the thermal
characteristics of the assembly, obtained using computational
fluid dynamics simulation software (CFD) called „FloEFD“.
By defining input and output current values in the assembly
with a rated diversity factor (RDF), the temperature rise was
simulated. In addition to determining the total amount of
heat generated by the Joule effect as well as conduction,
convection and radiation processes, the results also indicated
critical heating points. In conclusion, the simulation provided
encouraging results that will be useful in further
experimental prototype testing.
Keywords – control cabinet; laminated conductors;
FloEFD; thermal simulation; Joule effect

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the industrial environment, control cabinets are
often used. They contain various electrical components
that monitor and control mechanical functions.
Components such as switchgear, programmable logic
controllers, bus couplers, and terminal blocks are mounted
on rails and connected by wires running through wire ducts
[1]. This type of wiring presents a number of problems,
including the use of large amount of plastic for wire ducts,
and the time-consuming and complicated wiring process.
Since most of the work is done manually, this process is
prone to errors [2]. Considering the safety of electrical
equipment there is no way to check for an incorrect
connection that could cause damage [3]. The more
switchgear and electrical devices there are in a control
cabinet, the more wired connections are required, which in
This work has been fully supported by the European Regional
Development Fund under the project “Development of technology for
connecting components of control electrical cabinets using laminated
conductors” (KK.01.2.1.02.0003).
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turn requires more wire ducts. Due to these factors, the
control cabinet becomes larger and more cumbersome,
making it more difficult to install and fit into the space
where it is to be placed. For example, installing control
cabinets in a city rail environment is difficult due to the
handling process, which can lead to workers fatigue in the
waist and arms [4].
Automation of production and size reduction are the
main goals of future control cabinet production. The new
technology being developed, can minimize the space
required for installation while eliminating the need for
wiring and potential errors. Using a CNC machine,
materials are cut into multiple insulating and conductive
layers that are alternately laid on top of each other. This
layout significantly reduces the use of plastic because no
wire ducts are used and the conductors are bare material.
Switchgear and other electrical equipment are placed on the
top insulating layer and connected to the conducting layers
by screw connections. The arrangement corresponds to [5]
and it is also optimized to reduce overall length of
conductors necessary for interconnection of these
components as well as heat convection within the cabinet
[6]. This invention is still under development, and means of
connecting electrical devices to conductive layers are
currently being investigated.
Since heat transfer inside electrical cabinets is complex
and includes radiation, convection, and conduction,
analytical methods for solving thermal circuits are difficult
to apply [7]. In recent decades, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) has increased in popularity as a method
of estimating thermal properties [8]. Using a Siemens NX
software add-on called “Simcenter FloEFD” [9], it is
possible to perform a thermal calculation by simulating the
current flow through the conductive layers. These
simulations and calculations are the subject of this paper.
The first part of this paper focuses on a more detailed
description of the concept of the new wiring technology
and on the development of a simulation model in the
“FloEFD” software. Taking into account the complicated
geometry, the approach to solve the model, the
aforementioned technology, is explained. Furthermore, the
main functions that are activated in the simulation are
listed, as well as the input parameters such as the material
properties. The calculation method is explained together
with the corresponding settings for the mesh and the
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calculation domain. The results, detailed in the second part
of the study, show a general temperature increase as well
as an individual analysis of the mounting layers. The
distribution of temperatures each surface is graphically
presented along with the analytical values of maximum,
minimum and average temperatures. In addition, a timedependent simulation was added to show the process of
temperature accumulation in the enclosure within 72
hours. Finally, all results are considered in the context of
the requirements of the standard IEC EN 61439 and show
the verification results.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
insight into technology concept and development of model
as well as the simulation settings. Section III describes
results obtained by simulation, for stationary and timedependent conditions. Finally, section IV summarizes the
paper’s results and outlines future activities.
II.

Figure 2. Screw connections between layers

SIMULATION MODEL OF ELECTRICAL CABINET
TECHNOLOGY

A. Technology concept
The subject of this study is the low voltage indoor
control cabinet shown in Fig. 1. This model consists of a
steel enclosure with ventilation openings, inside which
there is a series of vertically arranged insulating layers,
together with a mounting plate and conductive layers of
aluminum conductors located between the plates.
The conductors with rectangular cross-section are
arranged between the insulation boards in accordance with
the requirements of the relevant standards and
interconnected by conductive connections through the
layers. The described technology is still under
development and therefore subject to changes in design
and materials. The connections already mentioned are
made with screws fastened with conductive nuts and at the
same time form a conductive connection with aluminum
conductors, shown in Fig 2. The switching devices are
located on the top insulating layer, as shown in Fig 3., and
modified to allow connection to the output pins from the
insulating plates.

Figure 3. LV switchboard ; 2x80A CB; 80A RCD; 63A RCD; 63A
CB; 4x40A CB; 4x40A RCD; 4x16A CB; 4x25A CB; 20x10A CB;
SCPD; MAIN CB 250A; 4x6A 1p CB; 6A CB 3P; 2x simple thermostat

The dimensions of the modeled cabinet are 0.8 m height
(y-direction), 0.8 m width (x-direction) and 0.3 m depth (zdirection). This represents a 30% reduction in volume,
which is a significant advance in the development of the
new generation of control cabinets. The thickness of the
insulating layers is 2 mm, while the thickness of the
conductive layers is 2 mm, 5 mm or 10 mm, depending on
design requirements and flow current values. The
enclosure door has two ventilation openings with a size of
130x130 mm to support the cooling of the internal
assembly.
B. Model development
A steady-state thermal simulation of the assembly was
performed to analyze the heat distribution in the cabinet
and identify critical points. No heat sources were used in
the simulation, but the electrical conditions at the ends of
the conductors were specified. The current flow heats the
conductors and consequently the rest of the assembly,
creating the Joule effect. The simulation provides an
analysis of the influence of the electric current on the
heating of the electrical components, conductive and
insulating layers. The current values were adjusted using
the RDF (“rated diversity factor”) with the value of 0.6,
achieving more realistic working conditions. The overall

Figure 1. 3D CAD model of assembly
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results of these simulations are temperatures affected by
all three forms of heat transfer: conduction, convection,
and radiation [10]. Furthermore, the properties of the
materials used in the simulation were adjusted, as shown
in Table 1.
The software used “FloEFD” provides an option for
definition of material parameters by the user, which was
used to enter the values obtained from the manufacturer of
the original material and housing. Thermal conductivity
and specific heat are defined as a function of temperature,
as shown in Fig. 4. and Fig. 5.
Before starting the simulation, global and surface goals
were set in order to define key design objectives and to
monitor solver convergence. The main global goals are
maximum and average temperature for all the solid
components in assembly which allowed a simple
comparison of different projects on this model. The
simplified model is shown in Fig. 6.
TABLE I.

PROPERTIES OF USED MATERIALS

Density
𝑘𝑔
𝑚3
7.9
2688.9
1350
2200

Steel
Al
Pertinax
PTFE

Specific heat
𝐽
𝑘𝑔𝐾
465
Fig. 4
1340
1300

Thermal conductivity
𝑊
𝑚𝐾
25
Fig 5.
0.3
0.3

Specific heat [J/(kg*K)]

1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200

Figure 6. Simulated model of control cabinet

C. Mesh
An important component of any CFD analysis is the
mesh, because the results obtained depend on the setting
of the mesh parameters. For this purpose, the model has
been adapted to reduce parts that are not relevant for
thermal analysis (knobs on door, fillets on screws,
chamfers etc.). All parts of the assembly are replaced by
simplified models to reduce the calculation time. Mesh
features are set manually for each part of the assembly at
refinement level 1 to 9, adjusted for dimensions or
properties (material, fluid/solid region, shape). The local
mesh is set individually for each small conductive part
with a higher mesh resolution, providing more accurate
Joule heating results. The cells are rectangular
parallelepipeds as well as more complex polyhedrons, near
the edges. The total number of cells in the model is 1 981
418.

933
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400

298

250
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4
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0
Temperature [K]

Thermal conductivity [W/mK]

Figure 4. Specific heat of aluminum
25000
20000
15000

D. Computational domain
In this case, the internal analysis of the assembly was
used, and the inlet and outlet were defined at the
ventilation openings. The internal airflow is confined by a
steel enclosure, which is completely closed with lids and
represents a fluid subdomain. The outer and inner space of
the enclosure and electrical components is filled with air
that meets standard atmospheric conditions. The ambient
pressure is set at 101325 Pa and the ambient temperature
is set at 20.05°C.

10000
5000
0
4 10 20 40 80 150 200 300 400 600 800 933
Temperature [K]

Figure 5. Thermal conductivity of aluminum
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E. Boundary conditions
Since the internal analysis of the assembly was used
with the included heat conduction in solids, the thermal
condition on the enclosures enabled. The external wall
condition allows to define the heat exchange between the
external airflow and the external model walls. The heat
flow through the walls of steel enclosure is defined with a
heat transfer coefficient of 5.5 𝑊/𝑚2 /𝐾.
Boundary conditions are defined at the lids of
ventilation openings. The ambient pressure is set at the
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ventilation outlet lid and the inlet volume flow at the
ventilation inlet lid with value of 85 𝑚3/h .
F. Transient analysis
A thermal time-dependent simulation was also
performed to analyze the heat buildup in the control
cabinet. The simulation is set to a period of 72 hours, 259
200 seconds to be more precise. The simulation step is set
to be 60 s. The results are shown graphically, where the
temperature rise and the time to reach steady-state
temperature can be observed.
III.

THERMAL SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 9. The distribution of heat on top insulating layer

A. Steady state results
As a result of the completed simulation, the total
heating temperature of the model at steady-state is 40.45
°C. The conductors connecting the 80A switch and the 80A
RCD reach the maximum temperature value. The enclosure
temperatures range from a maximum of 24.31 °C to an
average of 21.06 °C. Fig. 7. shows the distribution of heat
on the back of the model enclosure. All plots of the heat
distributions use a scale from 0 °C to 100 °C.
The temperature of the switching devices is affected by
the location of maximum heating. Therefore, the maximum
temperature of the switching devices occurs on the 80A
RDC, at its rear side, as shown in Fig. 8.
Figure 10. The distribution of heat on the 6 th insulating layer

Figure 7. The distribution of heat on the rear surface of the modeled
enclosure

The temperatures and heat distributions on the insulating
layers and on the conductors and connections, are
important to observe. Fig. 9. shows the heat distribution on
the top insulating layer, under the switchgear. The minimal
temperature value of the layer shown is 20.12 °C, the
maximum 40.45 °C, and the average is 26.97 °C. In the
next insulating layer, the maximum heat is generated by
the Joule effect in the conductors connecting 80A RCD to
25A switches, as shown in Fig. 10. The maximum
temperature on this layer is 40.45 ˚C, the minimum 20.54
˚C and the average temperature of 27.99 ˚C. According to
the obtained results, the maximum temperature of the last
two layers is equal to the maximum total temperature of
the assembly. Since the top layer is exposed to air, the
average temperature of the top insulating layer is lower
than that of the 6th layer.
The temperatures on insulation layer number 5 are the
result of current flow through the conductors connecting
the 80A switch to the 80A RCD. The distribution of heat
is shown in Fig. 11. The maximum temperature on this
layer is 40.40 ˚C, the minimum 20.58 ˚C and the average
temperature of 28.67 ˚C. Compared to the previous layers,
the average temperature of the 5th layer increases due to the
accumulated heat within the layered structure of the model.
Fig. 12. shows the distribution of heating on insulation
layer number 4 with the maximum temperature achieved
on this layer 37.35 ˚C, the minimum 20.57 ˚C and the
average temperature of 28.56 ˚C. In general, the maximum

Figure 8. The distribution of heat on rear surface of the switchgear
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temperature of the insulating layers decreases with
distance from the point of maximum heating.
Fig. 13. shows the heat distribution on the 3rd insulating
layer. The maximum temperature on this layer is 35.52 ˚C,
the minimum 20.58 ˚C and the average temperature of
28.01 ˚C. The maximum value of the temperature
continues to decrease, and the color intensity has moved
away from the location of the maximum heating point of
the assembly. Fig. 14. shows the heat distribution on the
second insulating layer containing only PE conductors.
The maximum temperature value amounts 33.91 ˚C, the
minimum 20.62 ˚C and the average temperature value is
26.38 ˚C. Conduction is responsible for the decrease in the
average temperature of the layers.

Figure 11. The distribution of heat on the 5 th insulating layer

Figure 14. The distribution of heat on the second insulating layer

The phase conductors with the largest cross-section are
located on the first insulating layer, they are responsible
for the transmission of the highest current of the assembly.
Based on the further distribution of current throughout the
assembly, as seen in the plot of the heat distribution of the
first layer in Fig. 15, a change in the intensity of the heat
generated by the conductors can be seen as a function of
the distance from the inlet.
B. Time-dependent simulation results
The results of the set time step up to a final time of 72
hours are shown in Fig. 16. Within 12 hours, the
temperature reaches its maximum and then fluctuates
around a steady-state value. The time steps considered in
this calculation are also shown in Table 2.

Figure 15. The distribution of heat on the first insulating layer
Figure 12. The distribution of heat on the

4 th

insulating layer
45

Temperature [˚C]

40
35
30

25

72

60

48

36

24

12

1

0,5

5 min

1 min

0

20

Time [h]
Figure 13. The distribution of heat on 3 rd insulating layer
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Figure 16. Temperature rise as a function of time
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TABLE II.

NUMERICAL VALUES OF TEMPERATURE RISE AS A
FUNCTION OF TIME

Time
0s
1 min
5 min
30 min
60 min
12 h
24 h
36 h
48 h
60 h
72 h

Temperature rise
Temperature
20,05 °C
21,05 °C
23,19 °C
28,85 °C
32,10 °C
40,68 °C
40,79 °C
40,88 °C
40,77 °C
40,75 °C
40,77 °C

whose goals are automated manufacturing, reduced use of
plastic, and smaller size. Compared to the applicable
standard, the results for temperature rise are within
acceptable limits. The next step will be the selection of an
appropriate concept for the connection of electrical devices
and conductors, taking into account the material and the
type of connection.
A prototype is currently being built and will be tested
according to the relevant standards. Various tests need to
be carried out, such as temperature rise tests, short circuit
tests, corrosion resistance tests, UV radiation tests, etc.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

TABLE III.
Part of the
assembly
Manual operating
means of metal

TEMPERATURE RISE REQUIREMENTS
Temperature
rise
condition
+15 ˚C

Manual operating
means of
insulating material

+25 ˚C

Accessible
external
enclosures and
covers ( metal
surfaces)
Accessible
external
enclosures and
covers ( insulating
surfaces)
Terminals for
external insulated
conductors

+30 ˚C

The value
obtained
Maximum
temperature all
enclosure parts is
24,31 ˚C
250 A switch has
maximum
temperature of
22,23 ˚C
Enclosure
temperature
maximum is
24,31 ˚C

Satisfies /
Does not
satisfy
+

REFERENCES
[1]
+

+

+40 ˚C

Enclosure
temperature
maximum is
24,31 ˚C

+

+70 ˚C

Maximum total
temperature is
40,45 ˚C

+

C. Temperature rise verification
For the results to be valid, they have to meet the
requirements of the corresponding standard [3]. The
maximum total temperature reached is 40.45 °C, which
corresponds to an increase in the total temperature of 20.40
˚C above the ambient temperature. As stated in Table 3, all
constraints were met.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The thermal simulations, described in this study were
performed on an innovative new control cabinet model
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Abstract – Platforms, especially digital ones, are causing an
ever bigger interest from the scientific and expert domains
since the most successful companies in the world are applying
a business model which relies on some type of platform.
Mostly, it is about newly founded companies that achieve
unicorn status in a short period. However, incumbent
companies as well, ones that have already won over a
significant part of the market with their products, searching
for ways to rapidly transform using the business model based
on the platform ecosystems. To make the transition
successful, it is necessary to take on a full transformation led
by the usage of capacities and resources which can contribute
to the aim, but surely develop some new organizational skills
as well. While the progress and functioning of B2C platforms
are mostly well analyzed and described, literature connected
to B2B platforms is still not developed enough. To understand
which organizational skills are key to a successful
transformation from product-oriented business models to
platform ecosystems, primarily in the B2B context, we have
conducted broad research based on the case study method for
the company Končar Digital Ltd. and its project digital
platform. We have recognized three major groups of
organizational IS capabilities: skills connected to technology
knowledge, governance skills, and skills of market
positioning. Our research brings to a better understanding of
the incumbent’s transformation to platform ecosystems. All
owners of the platforms can use the results of our research as
a ground and counsel for better design of their platforms.

Keywords: organizational capabilities, IS capabilities,
digital platforms, digital ecosystems, value creation, platform
ecosystems
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the enormous success of global companies
such as Google, Amazon, Facebook, etc., digital platforms
have begun to attract much attention from both researchers
and professionals. The platform, as a foundation on which
to build something, is not new. Production lines in
industrial activities have existed for a very long time.
Platforms on which new cars are developed are a good
example, as are operating systems in the IT industry.
Likewise, “two-sided markets,” sometimes known as
“multisided markets,” that connect sellers and buyers, have
existed since the Middle Ages [1]. However, digital
platforms or more precisely software-based platforms
deserve special focus because they offer incomparably
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more opportunities for innovation and growth than any
other type of platform [1].
The application of platforms has been well researched
in the field of B2C business and there are many examples
of successful B2C platforms, for example in the field of
video games or browser add-ons [2] and they mainly
represent two-sided markets. Independent developers
(complementors) who rely on the modularity of the
platform represent one side of such a market, while the
other side consists of users of such services. The basic rule
and advantage of two-sided markets are that they can
induce a network effect [3]. The platform becomes more
attractive to participants on one side of the platform as the
number of participants on the other side increases. E.g.
Apple iOS platform is becoming more and more attractive
to users of that platform when the number of independent
developers who develop and market their products on the
platform increases. The reverse is also true, the greater the
number of end-users of the iOS platform, the more
interesting it is to independent developers. Once critical
mass is reached, platform growth becomes exponential, the
ultimate goal of any platform. However, in the B2B
segment platforms are still a relatively new phenomenon
and unlike B2C platforms, B2B platforms face several
specific problems, both in terms of characteristics of target
markets and like relationships between individual
stakeholders and much more demanding technological
complexities. Independent application developers as
complementors in the B2B segment, although an important
part of the ecosystem, are not the only ones and are not
sufficient to create enough value for customers. IIoT
(Industrial Internet of Things) as a B2B platform most often
plays the role of an integration layer that connects end
devices and applications themselves. This includes
providing the technological infrastructure for data
collection, the operating systems and other tools needed to
analyze large amounts of data. To collect and share data, it
is necessary to involve someone who will provide
connection and networking technology. All this leads to a
much more complex ecosystem than B2C ecosystems. All
participants in such an ecosystem need to think about their
business model and the way they monetize their products
and services. In such an ecosystem, for example,
independent developers can use the platform as an
additional sales channel, and sensor suppliers can choose to
take over some of the data processing and develop data
analysis and processing capabilities.
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Incumbent companies need to consider how to position
platform ecosystems at the heart of their business models
and change organizational IS (Information Systems)
capabilities accordingly. First, they need to make the right
use of modern digital technologies such as cloud
computing, the Internet of Things (IoT), and the
exploitation of large amounts of data. Second, incumbent
companies need to consider how to develop the
organizational skills needed for a more intensive
collaboration with partners, as existing direct contacts and
relationships are replaced by depersonalized relationships
with a large number of independent developers through the
platform [4]. Third, software marketing and sales are
changing from direct to indirect, through online commerce
on the platform itself, for example. Incumbent companies
have the additional challenge, how to take advantage of
new indirect sales and marketing channels and not
destroying existing direct relationships with existing
customers. Establishing a platform ecosystem requires
established players to transform organizational skills
through three main dimensions: technology, governance,
and market approach.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This research is based on two theoretical streams:
Organizational information systems capabilities and
platform ecosystems. Since the domain of platform
ecosystems is located on the border of the information
systems and management domains, below we will provide
an overview of the most important literature for both
streams of research.
Organizational capabilities
Thanks to the increasing use of information and
communication technologies and the rise of the digital
society, intangible resources (knowledge, intellectual
property rights, licenses, etc.) and everything related to
digital technologies is becoming central themes of
successful business strategies. Accordingly, the dominant
strategic paradigm shifts from competitive forces to the
resource-based view [5]. Under this approach, companies
can build their strategic advantage on unique and scarce
resources. The resource paradigm says that companies own
two groups of resources. One group of resources enables a
competitive advantage, however, there is also another
group of resources that provides long-term and sustainable
competitive advantage [6]. Valuable resources that are also
scarce can bring a temporary competitive advantage.
However, resources that are also very difficult to copy or to
be substituted can provide a long-term competitive
advantage [6]. Resources are defined as the set of assets and
capabilities used to identify market opportunities or threats
and to take adequate action to seize opportunities or defend
against threats. Assets represent everything tangible and
intangible that companies use in the processes of designing,
manufacturing, and offering products and services.
Capabilities are a common name for the organization’s
shared capacity to conceive, apply, and exploit its assets to
undertake productive activities [7]. In short, organizational
skills serve to get companies to achieve the desired results
[5]. Everything related to assets, especially tangible ones,
can rarely be a source of competitive advantage, especially
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not in the long run, as this type of resource can be easily
copied. However, the real source of competitive advantage
for a long period lies in organizational skills.
Organizational skills are associated with specific
knowledge and skills, often implicit, that is deeply woven
into an organization and very difficult to copy into another
company [8].
Authors in the field of information systems that rely on
the resource paradigm tried to find IT resources that could
be a source of competitive advantage. Mata et al. [7] argue
that IT management skills are the best candidate to be a
source of competitive advantage, because they are rare and
specific to each company. Ross [9] also mentions IT skills
(human IT resources) but she also claims that in the group
of strategic IT resources belong reusable technology
platform (technical IT assets) and quality and strong
cooperation between IT management and top management
(relational assets). In the literature, it is possible to find
different approaches in the identification of organizational
skills and then related classifications. For the purposes of
this study, we decided to rely on Reference [6] and [10] and
according to their research, we made a summary shown in
Table 1.
Platform ecosystems
As the term platform is used in different contexts, so
there are many definitions of platforms. For the purposes of
this paper, we will use two basic types of platforms:
transactional and innovation platforms. Transactional
platforms represent the realization of what is called a "twosided market" in the economic literature, "A market that
includes two groups of users operating through a common
platform and the benefits and decisions to join one group of
users depends on the size of another group of users" [11].
In this case, the platform serves as an intermediary between
two or more stakeholder groups [12]. Platforms as twosided or multi-sided markets are based on the idea that it
serves as an intermediary in finding and connecting
suppliers and customers. The ecosystem that is formed and
developed in this way very often has several other
participants who also participate in the creation and
distribution of values through a common platform.
Platforms create digital ecosystems in two ways: as a
technological basis for creating new products and as a
market intermediary [14]. In the first case, the platform is
an artefact that, thanks to its technical characteristics and
architecture, provides the basis for the development of
complementary products and services [13]. This approach
that looks at platforms from an architectural perspective has
its roots in the literature dealing with product lines and
attempts to explain how the core of technology can be used
to produce multiple products [15]. Over time, this largely
internal view of platforms has evolved into an external view
of platforms: "a platform is a product, service, or
technology that provides the basis on which external and
independent firms can develop their complementary
products, services, or technologies" [13]. Very often
platforms have features of both types: technological basis
but also market intermediary [13].
The way values are created for customers within
platform ecosystems is also changing significantly, moving
from a traditional linear supply chain to a network of
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participants who work together to create value for endusers. Therefore, the very nature of the collaboration
between platform owners and other stakeholders is
changing
significantly.
Direct
producer-supplier
relationships are being replaced by much more
sophisticated relationships which are based on balancing
the total amount of value created and the amount of value
each stakeholder retains [4]. According to the resource
paradigm, value creation is based on the collaboration and
combination
of
complementary resources
and
organizational skills from multiple companies, which
requires the application of new governance frameworks.
With value co-creation companies want to be as innovative
as possible because they individually do not have enough
innovation capacity. Through the ecosystem, they leverage
a network of complementors, primarily independent
developers, to be more creative [16]. In platform
ecosystems, which have a digital platform at their core,
increased productivity is achieved through the use of
Boundary resources such as application programming
interfaces (APIs) and software development kits (SDKs),
which allow independent firms to engage in development
and offer additional complementary products and services
that will increase customer satisfaction with much less
effort and expense, as they do not have to develop their
products from the scratch [17]. An organizational
capability approach and the role of organizational skills in
Table 1.

Organisational IS Capabilities

Domain
Technology

Capability
IS
infrastructure

IS development

IS technical
skills
Governance

Relationship
management
Open interfaces

Partner
orchestration

Market

Customer
management

Market
responsiveness

Electronic
marketing

Description
The organization’s ability to
engage and use IT assets, such as:
hardware, software and network
technologies along with other
resources and capabilities
The company's ability to
implement solutions based on new
technologies, but also the ability
to look at upcoming technological
trends
The company's ability to harness
the skills of its employees related
to hardware and software
The company's ability to organize
and optimize relationships with
external stakeholders
The company's ability to establish
specific interfaces to collaborate
with external partners to share
data
Ability to influence external
suppliers and orchestrate their
efforts to create more value for
them than for the company itself
The company's ability to
understand customer requirements
and expectations and respond
accordingly to them
The ability of a company to
collect, process and use
information from external sources
to respond to market changes
The company's ability to
successfully combine IT, human
and business resources for
targeted marketing through digital
channels

business value creation processes provide a good basis for
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understanding how to build successful platform ecosystems
[18].
CASE DESCRIPTION
The Končar – Digital Ltd. company was chosen as a
case study. The selected company is part of the Končar
Concern, which is one of the leading manufacturing
companies in Croatia. Končar Concern is well known for
its products in the field of energy and transportation.
However, it is less known that Končar has a 40 years
software development tradition. The explosive growth of
the application of digital technologies in both the B2C and
B2B segments prompted Končar to reconsider its strategy
and find an answer to the opportunities that come from
digitalization. With the founding of the Končar-Digital
company, the Končar Concern in its second century of
existence has organizationally emphasized its commitment
and turn towards digital technologies.
“Creating a new business line Digital solutions and
platforms is the KONČAR's response to the challenges of
the global electricity market and is a testing ground for
innovation, with three key roles - expanding product
portfolio, improving operations, and attracting new talent
from the market, primarily engineers.” (Gordan Kolak,
mr.sc., President of the Management Board of Končar
Concern in the weekly Nacional on November 1, 2021.)

The main advantage of Končar Concern is a large
amount of domain knowledge and the ability to develop
specific and specially tailored solutions for its customers.
Končar has extensive experience in standardization and
interoperability, and their software solutions ensure
compatibility with a large number of technologies,
including some very old, which protects previous
investments but also ensures the rapid implementation of
solutions. Končar invests a lot in the development of basic
technologies and, unlike the typical competition, supports
proprietary protocols designed by other vendors, which
enables the resolution of very specific problems at the
lowest technological level.
The first versions of the software were electrical
substation management solutions that support a large
number of specific industry protocols and ensure a high
level of performance. However, Končar quickly realized
that it makes sense to strive for a generic solution, a
platform, on which bases it will be easier to build more
diverse solutions. As we can see from the statement of the
head of development and research, this path was iterative.
Although previous versions of our solution follow the
principles of modularity, we have evolved in this regard.
Today, in our platform, we have more strictly defined
interfaces for data exchange between the internal
components of the platform. On the other hand, the
technology cycle lasts approximately 5-10 years,
following new technologies we have made a significant
shift towards a platform solution as well.

Being aware that a good product is not in itself a
guarantee of market success, Končar Concern did market
research and analyzed the various business models behind
successful companies. In the end, they opted for the COSS
model (Commercial Open Source Software) which they
estimated would make the best use of their strengths and
ensure market success [19]. Most companies that have
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opted for the COSS model have put the core part of their
systems in the open-source community but revenue
generates from additional specific solutions and customer
support services [20]. As we can see from the statement of
the Member of the Management Board of Končar-Digital,
they decided on a model that will allow them to monetize
their domain knowledge [21].
Our business model relies on the COSS philosophy which
says that everything that is generic and has no domainspecific business value should be left to the open-source
community, and what represents specific domain
knowledge should try to protect. Core without domain
knowledge does not represent a competitive advantage but
very quickly becomes a commodity.

Before the transition to a platform business model,
cooperation with partners was based on reselling licenses
to third parties. The partners could achieve one of three
statuses: gold, silver, or bronze. By granting certain status
to partners, Končar managed the levels of rights and
discounts that each partner enjoys. By launching the
platform, Končar-Digital also introduced a new model of
partnership, technological. According to the statement of
the Member of the Management Board: the goal of the new
program is to make it easier for independent developers to
enter the platform ecosystem. For this purpose, KončarDigital developed special development packages and made
them publicly available, and created a series of educational
content to help new developers [22].
We also have a technological model of partnership. By this
model, we provide new developers to our ecosystem
through education, tutorials, and software development
packages, which are also publicly available.

Although Končar-Digital is still in the initial stages of
platform development, the first references and efforts of
Končar-Digital employees and the enthusiasm they
demonstrate in their daily work leave no doubt that they
will succeed in their intention to transform into a modern
digital company.
Organizational capabilities for transitioning to a
platform
During this study, we identified four organizational
skills crucial for the transition to platform ecosystems. Two
organizational skills belong to the domain of technology:
modular software implementation and openness, while the
other two organizational skills are based on better business
relationship management: ecosystem coordination and
platform evangelization.
Modular software implementation
There were several reasons for switching to the
platform. First, the transition to the platform aims to
simplify development and increase productivity. Second,
the modularity of the platform facilitates the inclusion of
independent developers on the platform as well as
integration into the user environment. To successfully
move to the platform in Končar-Digital, they had to
develop the ability to implement modular software. We
discovered four manifestations of this capability, which
ultimately aid adaptation to the platform ecosystem.
The first manifestation refers to the need that finished
software and components can be reused in the development
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of new solutions. In this way, three things were achieved.
First, faster development. Second, much greater flexibility,
which ultimately makes it easier to meet new customer
requirements. Third, shorter time to market. The head of
development and research pointed out the following:
The ability to share already developed components was a
very strong motive for moving to the platform. Also, with
the development of the new platform, we wanted to ensure
the possibility of expanding to other areas of application.

The same source emphasizes that when switching to the
platform, it is very important to simplify the internal
architecture to avoid duplication of functionality and avoid
the chaos that ensues soon after.
When designing a platform and implementing modularity,
it is crucial to have a clear division of roles and
responsibilities of each platform component. This makes it
easier to isolate problems when they occur and avoids the
accumulation and duplication of platform functionality.

The strong motive for the new development step was
the difficulty of maintaining and upgrading the previous
version of the software. With the old architecture, the wall
was reached and every smallest extension became difficult.
As witnessed in the third manifestation of this capability by
the Head of real-time software product development,
modularity has made components mutually independent,
even to the point that they can be developed in different
technologies, according to the Microservice paradigm, and
replaced at any time, without compromising the platform as
a whole.
The entire platform is modular, which greatly simplifies
maintenance and further upgrades. At any time, any
component of the platform can be separated and replaced
by another, new component. Modularity is performed in
such a way that the components do not have to be
developed on the same technology, but on the technology
that proves to be the most appropriate.

The fourth manifestation of modular software
implementation refers to how individual components of the
platform are interconnected as well as how independent
developers built their solutions on top of the platform.
Previous versions of the software used different methods to
interact and exchange information between modules.
However, the biggest problem was that it was not foreseen
how external developers could access individual
components without compromising the security and
performance of the entire solution.
Core components are developed in a way that does not
depend on each other, instead, they use a customdeveloped protocol to communicate with each other. Core
components communicate with other components, either
proprietary or partner’s components, according to a welldefined protocol, however, the level of security and
interface types are different from those by which core
components communicate internally.

Companies that do not have a long tradition and existing
customer base face a problem known as the "chicken-egg",
that is, emerging platforms find it difficult to create a
critical mass of users, which is then stimulating enough to
attract enough developers. Končar-Digital has an advantage
in this regard because it is part of a large company with a
long tradition, a large customer base but also great financial
potential. The funding ability has enabled the development
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team to experiment and seek the best solution. According
to the Head of the development department that is one of
the critical capabilities.
The advantages of a large company with a long tradition
are primarily the financial potential that has enabled us to
develop a product for the market with questionable
prospects for success.

Openness
Previous versions of the software were mainly
developed on Microsoft .Net technology. By switching to
the platform, Končar-Digital made a complete turnaround
in development and developed the platform on completely
open technologies. Most of the source code is available on
the GIT HUB [20] and can be downloaded and modified by
anyone. For the successful application of the COSS
business model, Končar - Digital had to build the ability to
develop software on open standards and technologies. With
this ability, Končar-Digital plans to increase the impact on
the digital ecosystem.
Despite the common practice and distrust of the domain
industry, Končar-Digital dared to embrace new
technologies and base their future on open-source software.
Not only did they opt for open source technologies,
Končar-Digital decided to expose the core of its system to
the whole world. The already mentioned head of the realtime system development department summed it up in the
following statement:
One of the most important features and benefits of the
Proza Hat platform is that it is implemented in open source
technologies. In the field of process automation, such an
approach is rare. Especially in SCADA systems that
manage critical infrastructures. Despite the disbelief of
such an idea, we have proven that this approach is correct
and yields results.

When it comes to industrial solutions like SCADA
systems then security is one of the key issues. In addition,
security is one of the main reasons why open source is
viewed with suspicion. However, the Končar-Digital was
the first in the world to receive the IEC 62443-2-4
certificate for a system that manages critical infrastructure.
On the other hand, thanks to their very deep knowledge of
the functioning of communication protocols, they have
protected communication against external systems and
components to keep the platform secure and stable in all
conditions.

department for the development of real-time solutions with
the following statement:
To attract independent developers to join our platform, we
have documented the system very well and put it on the
GIT HUB where it is available to everyone. Also, we think
that using modern technologies like Python and
JavaScript, which are quite rare for this type of power
system solutions, further lower entry barriers and attracts
other developers.

From the statement of the same person, we came to
another phenomenon which indicates that the choice of
business model and making the source code available to all
is an effort in this direction as well.
With the open-source technologies, we have gained access
to a wide community, i.e. a large number of developers
and other companies around the world that deal with
similar solutions, thus enabling the collection of valuable
knowledge and feedback about our solution.

The last recognized phenomenon confirms that good
documentation lowers the entry barrier, however, the head
of research and development adds that the simplicity of the
platform also affects the lowering of entry barriers for new
developers.
In terms of attracting potential partners, we believe that
they will be attracted by the power of our platform with
the simplicity and high-quality documentation of the
solution. We are still putting a lot of effort into
documenting the solution.

Platform evangelization
The energy sector in which Končar-digital operates is
very specific and traditional, and much more effort is
needed to convince customers to move to something new.
This sector is still technologically lagging behind more
propulsive sectors such as telecoms, media, and ICT, so the
demands of such customers are more focused on
compatibility with older technologies and very high in
terms of security. The transition to the new solution also
requires significant time for customers to embrace the
change. Therefore, it is very important to develop the
ability to create and communicate a strong vision of
platform ecosystem development to motivate as many
partners and independent developers as possible to join the
platform and make the platform as simple and accessible to
a wider range of users. In connection with this ability, we
have identified two phenomena.

Ecosystem coordination
The new business model and the transition to the
platform brought a new challenge for Končar-Digital, how
to continue to use the benefits of the old way of partnering,
reselling licenses, while developing new relationships and
attracting new partners to build new solutions on the
platform. Končar-Digital had to develop a new capability:
Ecosystem Management, To cope with the new challenges.
The new capability will ultimately enable them to develop
better cooperation with independent developers. We
identified three phenomena of ecosystem management.

The first appearance indicates that Končar-Digital has
developed a special program in cooperation with the
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing in
Zagreb, where they promote their platform and educate new
developers to work on it. One of the lecturers is our
interviewee, the head of development and research, who
pointed out:

The first appearance indicates how Končar-Digital
plans to lower entry barriers for all potential developers.
These efforts were very well summed up by the head of the

The second phenomenon indicates that the program will
expand beyond the borders of Croatia. Based on the success
with FER [22], the cooperation will be extended to the
University of Mostar, but this time together with the partner
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We designed and performed a special program at FER in
Zagreb, for which we also developed special video
materials, user cases to bring our platform closer to the
wider community.
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JP EPHZHB, which is also a user of Končar-Digital
services. We received a statement from a member of the
board of that company.
It is preparing for the next winter semester to supplement
the study programs at the University of Mostar,
cooperation with FER, construction of a separate building
for development, digitalized laboratories, specialist
training for power plant employees.

Organizational skills related to the ability to establish
and manage relationships with external entities (relational
skills) should strike a balance between value created and
retained. Namely, technology-oriented capabilities can
reduce the potential for monetization in the short term,
while by properly managing relationships with independent
developers, platform owners can increase this potential
exponentially and keep more and more of the value for
themselves.
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Abstract – High Performance Computing systems in
modern vehicles generate logs which are crucial in system
analysis for critical issue support, issue triage, issue
resolution, performance analysis, run evaluation and etc.
This paper presents concepts of the platform for processing
Adaptive
Automotive
Open
System
Architecture
(AUTOSAR) Diagnostic Log and Trace (DLT) logs. It gives
general guidance to build such a platform. The main idea is
to combine a custom developed application with widely used
and proven systems like: Grafana, InfluxDB, Apache Spark,
Apache FreeMarker, Grafana Image Renderer and
Bootstrap framework. The concept was the base for the
platform that is implemented and proven in the real
production environment. As a concept it can be applied in
industries other than automotive.
Keywords - High Performance Computing (HPC);
Adaptive AUTOSAR Diagnostic Log and Trace (DLT);
Automotive; System Analysis; Data Analysis; Visualisation;
Report Generation; Grafana; InfluxDB; Apache Spark;
Apache FreeMarker; Grafana Image Renderer; Bootstrap

I.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing complexity of modern vehicles and
demands for High Performance Computing (HPC) to meet
tasks as they are, for example embedded vision, machine
learning or Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
are addressed by the use of the Adaptive AUTOSAR
Platform [1]. The Adaptive AUTOSAR standard provides
a Functional Cluster Logging feature [2] and Diagnostic
Log and Trace (DLT) protocol [3] where every
component in the HPC system, either Adaptive
applications or coexistent Classic AUTOSAR Electronic
Control Units (ECU) forward their logging information in
an organized manner. Logs from all those different
components and also from components on very different
hierarchy levels and kinds are all aggregating in the DLT
logs. On the other hand, the “over-the-air” (OTA) [4]
software updates feature extends software development
and improvement phase over the entire life of a vehicle.
This paper describes an implementation concept of such
platform for Data Analysis, Visualization and Reporting.
The main component in the platform is a custom Java
application (application) for processing DLT logs. The
application is combined with well-known tools as:
Grafana, InfluxDB, Apache Spark, Apache FreeMarker,
Grafana Image Renderer and Bootstrap CSS and
JavaScript framework.
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The application processes input DLT logs, parses DLT
lines line by line, extracts data from DLT lines, imports
exported data into time series database InfluxDB. Then
application performs data analysis using Apache Spark
system. Finally, it generates HTML report using Apache
FreeMarker system, Grafana Image Renderer and
Bootstrap framework. In order to support frequent
changes in DLT logs during the life cycle of the product
and also in order to support frequent changes in analysis
requests, the key application features are: ease of adding
new parser and data extraction rules, ease of adding new
analyses and new reporting parts. Static HTML report
contains rendered Grafana panels with links to the full
Grafana dashboards and panels. With combination of
static HTML report and Grafana dashboards the platform
provides standardised reporting along with powerful
visualisation and interactive features using Grafana.
This paper describes key object abstractions used to
develop the application. Also, the paper describes how
application is combined with different publicly available
tools and frameworks to provide all mentioned features.
The platform based on this concept is implemented
and is in production use in an ongoing project for
producing modern electrical vehicles. The use of the
platform significantly decreases the triage and response
time in issue resolving process. As a concept it can be
applied in any industry.
II.

PROCESSING DLT LOGS

Input DLT logs usually come in a binary format. The
binary format is not suitable for the direct use. So, the first
step in the DLT log processing is converting DLT binary
files into DLT ASCII format files. The conversion can be
accomplished by the DLT-viewer tool [5]. The DLTviewer has “export to ASCII” function. The conversion
can be started from command line:
dlt-viewer -s -c <inputDlt.dlt> <conDltToText.txt>

The second step in the DLT log processing is reading
of converted DLT logs in ASCII format. DLT log lines are
sent to the DLTFilter class shown in the Figure 1.
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In the described environment adding a new Matcher
class is maximally simplified. For a new Matcher one
should implement following function:
parseLine(Map<String, Object> dataCommon, String line)

Matcher designer can fully focus on parsing rules for
specific DLT lines for their own domain. All the rest, e.g.
subscribing, registering, etc. will be automatically
integrated with the existing infrastructure. The
MatcherManager class shown in the Figure 3 is
responsible for this automatic integration.

Figure 1 DLTFilter class abstraction

The DLTFilter class executes first parsing of a DLT
line and extracts DLT common data from the DLT line.
The DLT common data repeat in all DLT lines (e.g. ecuid,
apid, ctid and others [3]). Common data can be processed
only once rather than repeat parsing in every matcher
again and again. The DLTFilter then continues with
calling all parser components (Matchers) passing them
common data and line string to parse. This repeats for
every DLT log line until end of the DLT log file.
III. PARSING DLT LOGS
A parser component is called Matcher because it
matches a DLT line using regular expression. Then
Matcher parses the DLT line to extract useful data.
Typical Matcher is handling only one kind of DLT
lines. In this way complex parsing rules are split into
smaller pieces in number of Matchers. Easiness of adding
new Matchers is one of the key priorities. For this reason,
the object abstraction fully separates interface and actual
implementation. The corresponding object abstraction is
shown in the Figure 2:

Figure 3 MatcherManager class abstraction

The new Matcher is automatically registered in the
MatcherManager and consequently joins the processing
procedure in the application together with already existing
Matchers.
IV.

EXTRACTING DATA FROM DLT LOGS

The extraction of data from DLT logs is implemented
in Matchers. Typically, a Matcher first recognizes
(matches) a particular DLT line, parses the DLT line and
then extracts data from it. The matcher generates and
dispatches (fires) a new event which holds captured data.
A Matcher acts as an event provider. An event always
holds a corresponding data captured from a DLT line.
Suitable class abstraction for such data is the SourceData
class displayed in the
Figure 4.

Figure 4 SourceData class
Figure 2 DLTMatcher class abstraction

Form the DLTMatcher1 to the DLTMatcherN each
Matcher parses its own subset of DLT lines applying their
own parsing rules. E.g. one matcher parses DLT lines
which contain Linux CPU data, other matchers parse DLT
lines with Linux Memory, Communication Management
API (ara::com), etc. DLT lines.
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Typical data extraction and event providing section
looks like:
SourceData data = new SourceData("dlt_topcpu", (long)
dataCommon.get("dategettime"));
// dataCommon data prepare
data.tagSet("build", (String) dataCommon.get("build"));
data.tagSet("refid", (String) dataCommon.get("refid"));
data.tagSet("host", (String) dataCommon.get("ecuid"));
data.tagSet("apid", (String) dataCommon.get("apid"));
data.tagSet("ctid", (String) dataCommon.get("ctid"));
// extracted data prepare
data.fieldSet("usr", usrCpu);
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data.fieldSet("sys", sysCpu);
data.fieldSet("idle", idleCpu);
data.fieldSet("total", totalCpu);
fireEvent(new AnalyzerLogEvent(data, EventType.DLTTOPCPU));

V.

IMPORTING DATA INTO INFLUXDB

The InfluxDB is a time series database designed to
handle high writes and query loads. The time series
database is a database optimized to store time series data.
When data is stored in the InfluxDB, it can be
immediately visualized in Grafana dashboards and panels.
The abstraction for importing data into InfluxDB is
implemented using publish-subscribe pattern.
There is the InfluxDBWriter class which is responsible
for writing data into InfluxDB database - Figure 3. The
class acts as a subscriber to all Matchers. The
MatcherManager manages subscriptions to all registered
Matchers. When the InfluxDBWriter is registered in the
MatcherManager, the MatcherManager will subscribe the
writer to all Matchers. In this way the InfluxDBWriter
will receive all events and corresponding data from all
registered Matchers.
The SourceData class, precisely tags, fields, time and
measurement fields in the SourceData class, directly
corresponds to InfluxDB data elements needed to write
into the InfluxDB.
VI.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis (analysis) of DLT logs start with data
collection. The first data collection appears in Matchers
which extracts data from DLT lines. Extracted data is
stored in time series-oriented database InfluxDB. Time
series database is suitable for visualization purposes in the
Grafana, but it is not useful for the complex data analysis
and automatic report generation. The Apache Spark
(Spark) is a much better environment for data analysis.
The Spark engine is specialized for large-scale data
processing. The Spark provides high-level API for data
analysis.
An important contribution of this paper is
implementation and concept of how extracted data from
DLT logs are transferred to Spark Datasets and
DataFrames. Data is aggregated continuously during
parsing and data extracting phases. Data is stored in the
memory as lists of org.apache.spark.sql.Row Rows. At the
end, when all data is collected, list of Rows can be easily
transformed into Datasets and DataFrames. Collected
Datasets and DataFrames are the base for further analysis
within the Spark engine.
The data collecting for Spark is implemented with the
SparkDatasetCreator class which is registered and
subscribed in the MatcherManager in the same way as the
InfluxDBWriter class – Figure 3.
When all data is collected and prepared for the Spark
engine it is the right time to perform the analysis.
The analysis is organized in Analysis groups. There is
a root analysis group and it contains all other analysis
groups. Analysis groups can contain only other Analysis.
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Figure 5 AnalysisManager class

Figure 6 Analysis class abstraction

There is the AnalysisManager (Figure 5) class that
manages all Analysis and Analysis groups. As already
seen with Matchers abstraction, where many Matchers
divide parsing into smaller parser elements, the analysis is
also consisting of many smaller analysis elements. So,
analysis is also abstracted in the same way as Matcher to
enable easy improvements and adding new analyses – see
details in the Figure 6. This concept fully supports
continuous improvements and frequent requests changes.
To implement a new Analysis one should implement
doAnalysis() function. The doAnalysis() function is
executing after all data is extracted and captured into
Spark list Rows. There is an additional function
analyseEvent(AnalyzerLogEvent event) to implement.
The analyseEvent() enables execution of analysis during
data collecting phase. Every Analysis can subscribe for a
list of events which Analysis likes to analyse. This means
that a particular analysis will be triggered by particular
events immediately when they generate in Matchers.
VII. REPORT GENERATION
Analysis results are reported in an HTML report. It is
up to analysis what it will contribute to the final report.
Reports use HTML and it may contain elements as simple
as plain text, to the more complex elements as tables,
embedded images, etc. The main framework for
implementing HTML report is Apache FreeMarker. It
provides API and template engine to easily generate
HTML reports based on templates and data. Additionally,
Bootstrap toolkit is used for typography, buttons,
navigation, and other interface components. It is a free and
open-source CSS and JavaScript based framework.
FreeMarker templates are written in FreeMarker Template
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Language (FTL). FTL templates comes as a configuration
with build application. A nice feature is that it can be
changed without compiling the application. It is possible
to have different FTL templates for the same application.
The HTML report structure follows Analysis
abstraction. AnalysisGroups are represented as
expandable sections in HTML report. Every
AnalysisGroup has number of Analysis which are under
the group section.

Figure 7 AnalysisGroup and Analysis in reports

Every Analysis is also an expandable section. The
content of the analysis section is under control of
corresponding Analysis. It is up to Analysis what it will
write in its own area. The content of the body String field
inside Analysis class directly corresponds to the Analysis
content in HTML report. Writing a report in an Analysis
means adding content to body String field in the Analysis.
Contents from body fields from Analyses will be
transferred to HTML report at the time the report is
generated. Corresponding FTL template defines look and
feel and how those sections will be grouped together when
the report finally generated.
Some very powerful features we have available to
report in analyses are described here. The power comes
from combining together powerful engines and tools:
Apache Spark, Grafana, Grafana Image Renderer,
InfluxDB, Bootstrap.
For example, it is possible to write Spark printouts
directly into the HTML report. Every Spark command that
usually produces some console printout can be directly
routed to the report. E.g. Spark Show commands directly
print to the HTML report. In this way we have powerful
reporting engine based on the Apache Spark.
An additional example for powerful feature is
generating embedded images from the Grafana Image
Renderer. The Grafana Image Renderer transform Grafana
panels into static PNG images. Those images can be easily
embedded into final HTML report.
Here is the Java example code which presents how to
get rendered Grafana panels and embedded them in
HTML:
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public String render(String urlToGet, String urlLink, int width, int
height)
{
String result = null;
URL url;
try {
url = new URL(urlToGet);
URLConnection uc = url.openConnection();
String userpass = "username" + ":" + "password";
String basicAuth = "Basic " + new
String(Base64.getEncoder().encode(userpass.getBytes()));
uc.setRequestProperty ("Authorization", basicAuth);
InputStream stream = uc.getInputStream();
String picture =
Base64.getEncoder().encodeToString(IOUtils.toByteArray(stream));
result = "<a href=\"" + urlLink
+ "\" target=\"_blank\"><img alt=\"Rendered
image\""
+ ((width > 0) ? " width=\"" +
String.valueOf(width) + "\"" : "")
+ ((height > 0) ? " height=\"" +
String.valueOf(height) + "\"" : "")
+ " src=\"data:image/png;base64,"
+ picture
+ "\"/></a>";
} catch (MalformedURLException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
return result;
}

VIII. CONCLUSION
The concept of the DLT log processing platform is
presented. The process flow starts with converting DLT
binary to DLT ASCII data. The process flow continues
with loading DLT ASCII data into Filter object which
parses common parts of logs, then dispatching DLT logs
to Matchers. Matchers are parsing elements that parse and
extract data from DLT lines and generate events. The
InfluxDB writer and the Apache Spark creator consume
events and store the data in the InfluxDB and Spark
Datasets. The data stored in the InfluxDB enable
visualisation in Grafana. Visualisation of captured data in
Grafana is one of the key features. The data stored in
Spark Datasets is used for further analyses and report
generation. A report is prepared using an API to the
powerful Apache Spark engine. Another key feature is the
use of embedded Grafana panel images in reports. Those
embedded images are created with Grafana Randerer and
embedded in the report. There is an example code
sequence in Java that renders Grafana panels in HTML
report. Final step in process flow is the report generation.
It is accomplished using Apache FreeMarker and
Bootstrap frameworks. The application is designed with
idea to enable easy improvements which assume adding
new parser elements (Matchers) and adding new analyses
to support fast changing environments.
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Abstract - The questions "Where do we rush? Where will
we go?" are essential for our present day civilisation. The
first question is: on which path are we now, and where will it
lead us. The other one is: which future do we want, and
which path shall we take to get there.
Where do we go? Well, we rush in all kinds of directions,
like children we try out whatever can be done, but very, very
rarely we consider system stability consequences. And that
usually only much late after the destabilising action.
Unfortunately, a general driving force of our civilisation can
be detected: Faster, Better, More... A typical case of a
dynamic system with a positive feedback loop. It is known
that positive feedback, without a regulatory opposition of a
negative feedback is destructive for a system at any level.
Only a balanced regulatory process of positive and negative
feedback is homeostatically sustainable. But, furthermore,
the positive feedbacks (!) we constantly strive for are of
extremely diverse natures, though all fall into the "Faster,
Better, More..." category. This develops additional strain on
the whole system stability [the whole (eco-)system of the
geosphere, biosphere and technoshpere, as presently we
pushed our survival possibilities largely into the sphere of
technology]. However, the negative feedback comes from the
whole ecosystem with, in human terms, very long latency,
and than in ways which are either not obvious, or generally
regarded irrelevant for everyday personal life, or generally
regarded as terrible, but what can we do? So the question
"Where do we go?" necessitates a thorough answer.
But to know where we go it is essential to know the
present state of the system. There are two highly
pronounced areas of our civilisation's destabilisation of the
system. The first is resource consumption, the second is
garbage production. Both of those cling on uncontrollable
overgrown consumerism, grown out of the contradictory
philosophies and the conflicting economic and social
principles throughout last several centuries. Constant
uncertainties of future during that time, and an
earth-shaking (even literally) change in technological
surroundings, led to "Let's enjoy the life while we can" and
"Let's survive the day" being some of the basic generic
philosophical postulates prevailing in the subconscious of
the population. Therefore, to answer the question, it is
necessary to involve a huge amount of effort in two main
directions: 1. Development of a model of the present
eco-system state - where, what, how much, why... is
researched, mined, produced, consumed, wasted... 2.
Development of a philosophical framework which will
enable global human acceptance of a stable
nature-human-machine ecosystem.
Where do we want to go? There are two main
constraints for any sustainable future path: the unavoidable
influence of ecosystem transformations on future production
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and distribution principles, and necessary adaptation of our
wishes to the ecosystem stability needs. Firstly we will have to
significantly reduce the wasteness of short-term products,
unnecessary extreme energy consumption, enable long-term
availability of spares and services, develop self-contained
coordinated local economies, drastically reduce long-haul
transport and “re-educate” ourselves in keeping in check
our wishes for faster, better, more...
The approaches of our future economy, which shall be
based as much as possible locally, the production and
product life-cycle management etc., will have to drastically
change, from the level of prevailing philosophies and
paradigmatic systems down to everyday life. With the use of
properly organised local/global cybernetics and computer
science aided coordination, through the emerging hierarchy
from Dew to Cloud, it is possible to envisage a Rainbow
Services System which would enable the existence of enough
prerequisite variety and low latency information for timely
decision making and action, as well as long term strategic
planning, to achieve the sustainable longevity of our future
civilisation.
Keywords – Smart Industry, Sustainability, Ecosystem
Balance, Chaotic Developments

I.
INTRODUCTION
“There are seven things that will destroy us: wealth
without work; pleasure without conscience; knowledge
without character; religion without sacrifice; politics
without principle; science without humanity; business
without ethics.” — Mahatma Gandhi [1]
Modern day civilisation aspires to develop machines
which take over most of the physical, orientational and
intellectual work from humans, perpetuating an almost
two centuries old idea that if we do not have to work, we
will have more time for individual (cultural, expressional,
intellectual) growth. However, it is obvious that work is an
essential part of human nature, and if left without any
work, our organs conclude that they are not needed. One
can not be healthy, i.e. wealthy, without constant working
of all of our faculties: physical, mental, emotional,
orientational, intellectual, perceptual... [2].
It certainly is pleasurable to have nice little packages
of candies, milk, washing powder..., it is pleasurable to
earn bitcoin by mining or trading it, it is pleasurable not to
think about how we get our food, it is pleasurable to think
electric cars will solve all of our problems, it is
pleasurable to imagine new products and new ways of
production... but is it done with conscience?
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Why are we afraid of the future? Because all
knowledge we ever had has been used not only for good,
but always also for bad.
It is important to note that religion, in its true sense, is
actually a specific philosophical approach towards the
world, where the philosophy, as any philosophy does,
provides a general framework in which the world can be
perceived, understood and lived in, as well as an ethical
framework of acceptable interference with the
individual/collective environment, including other beings,
nature in general and the whole planet.
Any
stable
homeostasis,
any
successful
self-organisation or any autopoietic emergence is possible
only in reasonably stable environmental conditions ([3],
[4]). Politics, the craft (Greek -ικη) of organising the
common life of a city (Greek ), and consequently
any larger human community, must be long term
consistent, and in compliance with the highest ethical
norms of the actual philosophy.
And it is also essential to understand that the notion of
humanity can not exist without the complete global
ecosystem, as any major change in the behaviour of
“humanity”, as we can see well in present times, may
make a drastic change in the global ecosystem, as also any
major
change
in
the
behaviour
of
the
(human-)environmental ecosystem can make a drastic
change on the “humanity” (as e.g. the destruction of Thera
[5], and consequential changes in the Mediterranean
cultures).
Business is the common term for the “active”,
inventing, producing, distributing “side” of the economy.
However, ecology, and its more technical companion
economy, are dynamic systems of very delicate balance,
and only the application of highest active ethical norms,
with full consciousness of appropriateness regarding
possible disruptive consequences of any “business”, can
steer that delicate system into a comfortable focal
condition.
II. QUO VADIMUS?
The first question, “where do we rush”, is: on which path
are we now, and where will it lead us?
Last several centuries our civilisation experienced an
exponential turmoil of new philosophies, new ideas, new
discoveries, new machines, new communication means,
new ways of socialising, new knowledge and
misknowledge fountains, and is presently, to all of that,
starting to experience new company of human-stimulated
intelligences1.

1

Presently we are calling this kind of, still (probably, or at least
partly) pseudo-, intelligence “Artificial Intelligence”. However,
intelligent behaviour, i.e. such behaviour which enables coping with
new and previously not experienced environmental actions based
on abstraction and association of previous experiences
(knowledge), can only be named “Intelligence”. As we are
presently rushing into enabling the emergence of such intelligence
through use of learning, computer-based, “neural” nets, we will
have to adapt a more appropriate term, as e.g. the old “electronic
brain”, or a presently fancy style of e-intelligence (EI).
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Roughly we can see five stages of our present
civilisation's technosphere/sociosphere development in
last approximately 300 years, starting with the time of
“Enlightment” and important philosophical treatises of
Francis Bacon, René Descartes, Thomas Reid, Immanuel
Kant..., and the scientific and technological breakthroughs
enabled by freeing the development of science in the 17 th
century:
Stage 1: cca. 1720 – mechanisation, hydro-power,
steam power; development of manufacture and first
“industrial” production, hard changes in social structures:
new class of workers emerging – duration approximately
120 years.
Stage 2: cca. 1900 - mass production, assembly line,
electricity; development of mass transport and
communication possibilities, hard changes in social
structures: wide social differentiation, emergence of
communism, socialism, nationalism etc., as answers to
this widening socio-economic gap – duration approx. 70
years.
Stage 3: cca. 1970 – computers, automation; huge
geopolitical and political changes: gradual disappearance
of worker and farmer classes, growing dependence on
technology, wide abandonment of experimental social
systems and adoption of a predatory type of liberal
capitalism – duration some 30 years.
Stage 4: cca. 2010 – cyber-physical systems; transfer
of most communication and public services to the internet,
higher and higher amount of surveillance, integrated
systems, social confusion due to overexposure to
information and misinformation, extreme power of
multinational companies in all areas of human activity,
though no change in political systems – duration could be
around 15 years.
Stage 5 (very near future): 2025 – globalisation,
cognitive systems, cooperative systems, Electronic
Intelligence; huge advances in production without human
intervention, constant perceived and actual threats to
privacy and security, general social confusion, unknown
reaction of the humanity on the emergence of other high
intelligence (electronic brains), fast growing distrust
towards received information, media, governments, large
companies and even science. High internal social
opinion/belief/philosophy tensions, even inside families –
duration ?
So through the last several centuries the emergence of
rationalism, and of scientific progress directly flown into
techniques, and consequently developing technologies, led
to the emergence of materialistic philosophies, on top of
older idealistic and theistic philosophies. The sudden
change in material means, resulting from the application
of the scientific progress (much stimulated by the
materialistic approach), naturally led to sudden
exponentially growing changes both in the internal
relationships inside human societies and the civilisation,
and in the Nature as well as human natural and
human-made environments. This led to further
philosophical dispersion, development of questioning
(and not modelling) philosophies, as for example
existentialism, atheism and finally nihilism.
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The extreme constant changes in internal human
relationships led to a very diverse complex of economic
(unfortunately not ecologic) approaches, theories and
philosophies, from nationalism, imperialism, socialism,
communism, all kinds and forms of capitalism, up to
anarchism, always thoroughly intermixing morale,
economy, ethics and philosophy.
This hotchpotch, without any clear common stance
and viewpoint of us in our environment, led us to rush in
all kinds of directions, like children playing with all what
is and can be done. And the direct consequence of this
philosophical confusion is that extremely rarely we do
something, develop something, invent, introduce or
produce something with the view of wider consequences.
It is important to note that something seemingly beneficial
to a certain group of humans, or some other environment,
i.e. a specific sub-system, can be directly harmful to other
sub-systems or the supra-system, or can be long term
harmful to everybody.
And through this cacophony of philosophies (and their
associated ethics or “ethics”) we can unfortunately see the
push of our common civilisation into a frenzy of “More,
Better, Faster...”.
It is well known that any system with a positive
feedback, without the balancing act of negative feedback,
will eventually tear itself apart, i.e. positive feedback,
without the regulatory action of the negative one is
destructive to any system at any level. The opposite is also
true, a negative feedback without the counterbalance of a
positive one, will kill the system, i.e. excessive negative
feedback will stop the system activity. This delicate
balance in our civilisation is completely lacking.
Our drive to further and further expansion of all kinds
of goods, and the notion that the economy can be
“expanding” in this sense of overproduction of mostly low
quality, disposable products and packaging (a fresh milk's
plastic bottle is supposed to be thrown away, or, maybe,
recycled, after a maximum of 6 to 7 days of its use!)
develops a huge strain on the stability of the whole of our
ecosystem, including the geosphere, biosphere,
sociosphere, and, finally, becomes a part of the
technosphere, which, naturally, is also part of our nature's
and planet's ecosystem.
A technosphere is an ever-present part of human
civilisations, as each has a certain, sometimes even
specific, type of developed and developing technology,
which, based on the complexity of the developed
techniques and technology, defines the technosphere of
that civilisation. It became obvious in all to us known
civilisations throughout the history that any technosphere
progressively effects the emotional and social stance [6],
isolates people from their natural environment, as well as
from the global planetary ecosystem, giving them a false
sense of “supremacy” over the other ecosystem spheres.
Unfortunately this becomes more and more dangerous to
the global ecosystem as the complexity of technological
achievements grows, and presently it grows exponentially.
Arthur Clark said that “Any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable from magic.” [7]. This
leads, with a consequent unprecedented level of
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over-consumerism, to further problems, both educational,
and, as mentioned, in the approach towards understanding
the viability of our civilisation on Earth.
In cybernetic terms we could describe this situation as
“competing” of two systems, the Nature and the Human,
which should never had happened. The last century, with
its devastating wars and, in a way, ground-shaking
technological growth, together with a constantly generated
and unsolved myriad of socio-economic and
socio-political problems, i.e. problems in the, to us,
essential sociosphere, brought (as mentioned earlier also
in the philosophical views) to a standpoint of “Let's
survive the day”, “Let's enjoy life while we can”, and the
stance of “Let it be”, “I can't do anything about it”, “It's
not my problem”. Actually it is a problem of all of us, and
we have to find ways to solve it.
In a very inspirational article by Frank, Grinspsoon
and Walker, entitled “Intelligence as a planetary scale
process” [8] they explore the different levels of
intelligence a specific planetary ecosphere has and should
have.
They “propose five possible properties required for a
world to show cognitive activity operating across
planetary scales (i.e. planetary intelligence).” (see Fig. 2 in
[8]). Basing their work on cybernetic principles, they
propose the five principles of Emergence, Networking,
Semantic Information (!)2, Complex Adaptive Systems
and finally Autopoiesis as the evolutionary means of
planetary intelligence from the abiotic Geosphere, the
lowest level of evolved intelligence, over the biotic
Immature Biosphere towards the Mature Biosphere, an
ecosystem with an extremely high level of viability
robustness. With the introduction, as already stated, of
technics and technology, whatever level of complexity
they be, humans started developing the technologic
technosphere. This brings to the state of Immature
Technosphere.
It is important to note, and, unfortunately quite
obvious from the present day highly dis-balanced global
ecosystem, that the level of global planetary intelligence
of an Immature Technosphere, or the technosphere we
presently have and are eager to develop further, is quite a
bit lower than that of the extremely robust Mature
Biosphere. This is primarily in the areas of emergence and
networks3 and, most drastically in the area of autopoiesis.
This in turn significantly lowers our robustness.
And let us not forget that we are presently the cause of
the Sixth Mass Extinction Event in Earth's history [10]!
2

3

It is important to distinguish syntactic information in Shannon's
sense, by which e.g. data transfers may be measured, from semantic
information, information which has meaning to the recipient
sub-structure, i.e. the recipient sub-structure is partly isomorphic
with the sending sub-structure, and the non-isomorphism of them
enables the information to be of value, as it then conveys meaning.
We should not confuse our feeble technology based networks with
the global ecosystem prerequisite of a highly evolved and robust
inter-sub-systems communication network, involving all abiotic and
biotic elements of the planetary sustenance of a viable robust
ecosystem. A very small but indicative example of the complexity
of inter-species ecosystem communication and cooperation can be
found in forest soil when regarding the function and functioning of
mycorrhizal mycelia (e.g. [9]).
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This global ecosystem reduction in biodiversity is a very
dangerous path, as we directly deprive the system of
prerequisite variety necessary for proper self-organisation
of the system in case of any major disturbance [11].

what quantity and quality. We need to dynamically know
what is transferred from where to where, and how much
energy is used by each of our infrastructures and efforts,
as well as understand natural energy flows.

III. RECOGNISING THE PATH
From the previous discussion it is is obvious that it is quite
essential to come to a thorough answer on the question
“quo vadimus”.

This will then enable us to have a reasonable model,
which will most likely be developed by cooperation with
e-intelligence(s), as its hovering complexity would be
impossible to manage without computer science
development help.

But to know where we presently go towards, it is
essential to know the present state of the system (the
whole global ecosystem!), and see, in our knowledge and
civilisation's experience, where such paths lead finally.
The ancient Greeks, following other Near East
civilisations, regarded future as being behind them, and
the past in front of them [12]. They were aware of the fact
that we look only into the past. This is a very proper way
of looking at it, though we, in our present day civilisation,
always pretend to go forwards into the future, look into
the future, etc. Actually this is even on the lowest level of
physics completely impossible, as all what we perceive of
our environment are signals which originated earlier and
needed time to get to us. So, actually, each and every
“thing” existing in the Universe is actually at it's own now,
which is temporary the latest point regarding the age of all
other information streams flowing into it [13].
Consequently, the only thing we can do to “see” or
“predict” the future (and in our case it is essential to see
where we are presently, if no drastic changes are made,
going as a civilisation) is to use multidisciplinary
abstraction and association of previous experience, i.e.
gathered knowledge.
One of presently hard things to cope with is the
negative feedback from the whole Earth's ecosystem. This
feedback is, in human terms, very slow, i.e. it can have
extremely long latencies just to be perceived (and
specifically as we generally slowly or abruptly perceive
the change from quantity into quality [14], particularly on
the level of the whole of humanity). Therefore predictions
based on multidisciplinary ecological and cybernetic
evaluation and modelling of long term observations and
explorations (such as geological, palaeontological,
palaeoclimatological, planetological...), and slightly
shorter term knowledge of sociological, politological and
technological experiences of last several thousand years
are the only possible way to “foresee” the future well
enough to have time to start long term corrective actions
in our behaviour.
And before we find an answer to this question, we can
not fully intelligently answer the next question, “quo
vademus”, “where shall we go”.
Therefore it is necessary to involve a huge amount of
effort in primarily two main directions:
1) Development of a Model of Present Ecosystem
State
Firstly it is important to make a dynamically updated
inventory of where we (our planetary ecosystem) have
what, in what quantity and quality, and what are the cycles
of these. Furthermore we need to know what do we
research, mine, produce, consume, waste... and where, in
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By managing different scenarios in this model we will
than be able to get a glimpse in possible futures, as
probabilistic trends of a very complex system adaptation
to disturbance and steering.
2) Development of a Global Philosophical
Framework
The other, in present day probably even harder task to do,
though absolutely essential, is the development of a global
(thin) philosophical framework enveloping all of present
day cultures on our planet. We say a thin framework, as it
is essential that no cultural, philosophical, ethical or moral
specificities, so extremely common in humanity, are
endangered by the new philosophical framework. This is
not an impossible task to achieve, as almost all present
day philosophies do share same fundamental ethical
norms.
The big work that has to be done is to educate the
whole Earth's human population to understand that we are
all (living and non living entities on our planet) extremely
interdependent, and that the common ethics we try to
apply to humans must be extended by the conscious
“feeling” that hurting the nature in any way, without
giving ecosystem-appropriate compensation is an ethical
crime, or, in milder cases, misconduct.
Only such global high-level realisation, acceptance of
the absolute interdependence inside a planetary (and
wider, as we go into the space) ecosystem, will ensure a
stable future nature-human-machine ecosystem, and
elevate us from a dangerous position of an immature
technosphere to a stable and robust existence on a mature
technosphere planet.
IV. QUO VADEMUS?
The second question, “where shall we go”, is: which
future do we want, and which path shall we take to get
there?
There are two aspects to this question. The first one is
the wishes, the futurism, the stories of other worlds we
would like to live in.
a) The What
“Ready-cooked meals will be bought from establishments
similar to our bakeries of to-day. They will purchase
materials in tremendous wholesale quantities and sell the
cooked foods at a price much lower than the cost of
individual cooking. Food will be served hot or cold to
private houses in pneumatic tubes or automobile wagons.”
“Wireless telephone and telegraph circuits will span
the world. A husband in the middle of the Atlantic will be
able converse with his wife sitting in her boudoir in
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“Use the replicator, and take with you the tricorder!”,
“Computer, lights on!” (possible Start Trek commands,
almost fully functional today4).

which are, inevitably, part of the planetosphere. Therefore
any development of smartness in the area of development,
production, distribution etc., which we may term as being
“industrial”, has to be extremely conscious and done with
utmost responsibility towards the global ecosystem of our
socio-, techno- and planeto-sphere.

The first two citations are from the year 1900. Those
were some of the wishes we, partly or slightly differently,
accomplished in 100 years. The Start Trek things we are
slowly getting, but that was imagined only around 50
years ago.

And exactly for this reason it is essential to develop
this kind of global smartness harnessed throughout our
civilisation, and specifically in the area of proper globally
ecologically based local economy, in which effort the aims
of “smart industry” are extremely important.

What is important to stress here is that any civilisation
steers its efforts towards some imagined “magical” future.
Therefore it seems extremely important that we imagine a
viable future of human-kind [16], where kind humans live
in a mature technological ecosphere.

On this path there are two major points we have to
understand and follow:

b) The How
The second aspect of this question is the How. A question
much much harder to answer, though directly actually a
consequence of the first one, is how do we organise long
term viability, sustainability and stability of the whole
Nature-Human-Machine ecosystem [17], in other words
how do we steer such a system, as minimal planning times
for such a system are often in the hundreds of years. It is
known from the control theory that controlling processes
with very slow reaction and huge latency is much harder
than controlling processes with fast reaction times and low
lag and latency. The processes we will have to monitor
and steer in the mature technosphere era are extremely
slow in all aspects, but can also be reasonably abrupt (in
the tens of years range), and are based on an extremely
complex network of informational and physical
interdependencies.

- The unavoidable (bidirectional) influence of
ecosystem transformations on future production and
distribution principles.

The “how” will have to be solved in a constant
self-organising learning process by using and applying
cybernetic models, with the starting point of the present
state (discussed earlier) model. Stafford Beer developed a
very applicable model of a recursive complex viable
system, which is well worth studying and applying ([18],
[19], [20]).

Philosophy ‐ our main values have to be compatible
with Nature, whose part we are, and our moral standards
and ethical understanding/behaviour will have to be
expanded towards the whole global ecosystem

Chicago. … By an automatic signal they will connect with
any circuit in their locality...” [15].

However, the enormous development of computer
science necessitates a global integrating environment, and
a practical, applicable recursive philosophical model, both
for the hierarchical layers of implementation and for the
recursive hierarchies of wider ecosystem modelling. For
that purpose the authors propose the “Rainbow” model, a
non-hierarchical recursive model based on 9 essential
interrelated areas of an intelligent ecosystem (infrared energy, red - matter, orange - creativity, yellow appropriateness, green - environment, blue communication, indigo – cooperation, violet interference, ultraviolet - visions) described in [17], [21]
and elsewhere.
As a kind of conclusion to the answer on “how”, we
may state that the “Smart Industry” can only be “smart” as
a part of a smart technosphere and a smart sociosphere,
4
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Replicator – an advanced version of a 3D scanner/printer. Tricorder
– much of it, together with the communicator, we have already in
much of our mobile equipment, and things like atmosphere analysis
etc. are becoming consumer goods.

- The necessary adaptation of our wishes to the
ecosystem stability needs, and

In this sense the consequences of development of
“smart industry” can pose huge long term threats to the
civilisation, and the ecosystem, if used for economic
growth, and can have huge long term benefits to the
civilisation and the ecosystem as a regulatory agent which
recognises the basic cybernetic facts of stable systems, if
used for the benefit of all planetary spheres (abiotic, biotic
and technologic).
V. OUR TOOLS
And finally, what are the tools we can use to properly
steer our civilisation to be compatible with the nature we
are part of (but not an obligatory part!)?

Cybernetics ‐ science of dynamic systems and their
behaviour
Ubiquitous Ecology ‐ science of the Whole and
interrelationships of all its sub‐wholes
Local Economy ‐ localizing
consumption as much as possible

production

and

Kairological Synergism ‐ cooperation at a proper
moment and in proper sequence
Education ‐ extremely fast changes necessitate new
knowledge frameworks
Quality ‐ high quality and reliability products
Repairability ‐ low level easy repairability with
minimal waste
Computer Science ‐ opportunity to organise a proper
Nature‐Human‐Machine ecosystem by integration of the
reactions on environmental stimuli through sensors and
effectors, throughout the Dew-Fog-Cloud computing
hierarchy ([22] and elsewhere)
Energy Balance ‐ production and distribution cost is
Energy, not money
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A properly envisaged approach towards what we like
to call “smart industry” is essential, and directly
responsible, for several of the above-mentioned
tool-developments. Therefore it is also of most profound
possible consequences, and heavy responsibility lies on
the shoulders of those who develop these new “smart”
technologies, on us computer scientists and
multidisciplinary researchers, developers, idea-makers,
producers and distributors.
VI. CONCLUSION
Although we would like to have quite a lot of time, the
time to make major changes to our approach towards the
Nature and coordinate that intelligently with our
Technosphere is very short. If we do not approach this
problem from a very wide and multidisciplinary angle, we
would easily end up, as a civilisation, at a point of no
return.
Not that the Earth's Nature would not survive,
however, it would certainly not survive in the ecological
form we presently know, due to the huge species
extinction we induce, the devastation of soil quality, the
introduction of microplastics, the chemical and particles
pollution etc.
A point of no return is a known phenomenon,
described both in philosophy (the transition of quantity
into quality), as well as in physics (e.g. critical mass),
psychology (emergence of mass behaviour) etc. However,
it is harder to envisage a possible point of no return for
our civilisation (excluding e.g. an all out nuclear war, or
some similar act of absolute general destruction), due to
an enormous amount of interdependent sub-systems, for
whose complexity we do not have presently even a viable
common philosophy, less a viable predictive model.
However, it is possible to predict that the amount of
disturbance humans introduce may transition in an
undesirable new quality.
The development of our future production and
consumption principles, and therefore of our ability to
survive as a civilisation, relies heavily on ideas we form
now, during initial development of what we like to call
“Smart Industry”, which, as we already mentioned, may
not be used for economic growth, but instead must be used
for ecosystem stabilisation and balancing.
Though, the quite old and old-fashioned notion of
“Industry” will have to change drastically its present
meaning in the sense of Global Ecology and Local
Economy (production, distribution, use, repair, reuse;
component and raw material recycling; natural growth,
plant cycling, soil repose; …), based on Energy
Consumption, and not on Money.
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Sažetak - U ovom radu riječ je o automatizaciji
logističkih procesa u industriji s naglaskom na autonomnu
izgradnju topologije za automatski vođena vozila (AGV).
Opisan je OPIL, odnosno otvorena platforma za inovacije u
logistici, koja služi za unaprjeđenje logističkih sektora u
malim i srednjim poduzećima. Također, dan je sažet pregled
vrsta automatski vođenih vozila koja se koriste u industriji i
polako zamjenjuju čovjeka. Kao glavni dio rada opisan je
razvoj programske podrške za izradu karte za kretanje
AGV-ova u skladištima. Opisan je postupak izrade i svi bitni
dijelovi programskog koda, te rezultati algoritma prikazani
na različitim tlocrtima tvornica.
Ključne riječi - OPIL; FIWARE; topologija; logistički
proces; AGV

I.

UVOD

Robotika je primijenjena tehnička znanosti koja
predstavlja spoj strojeva i računarske tehnike. Ona se
zasniva na mehatronici, objedinjuje niz znanstvenih
područja i disciplina, poput strojarstva, elektrotehnike,
elektronike, automatike, računarstva i umjetne
inteligencije. Roboti su automatizirani strojevi višestruke
namjene koji se sastoje od konstrukcije s pripadajućim
pogonskim uređajima, senzora i upravljačkog uređaja.
Dijele se po stupnju pokretljivosti, strukturi konstrukcije,
namjeni, veličini itd.
Kako se može pročitati iz samog naslova, u ovom
radu bit će riječ o robotima, odnosno automatski vođenim
vozilima unutar industrijskog prostora. Oko 50%
troškova proizvodnje u tvornicama odnosi se na logistiku.
Na prijevoz dijelova i proizvoda angažirano je 25%
radnika, 55% tvornice i 87% vremena proizvodnje [1].
Međutim, mala i srednja proizvodna poduzeća većinom
ulažu napore u optimizaciju procesa proizvodnje
zanemarujući problem troškova logistike [2]. Inovacija
opisana u ovom radu namijenjena je malim i srednjim
poduzećima kako bi značajno smanjila logističke
troškove u tvornicama. U nastavku će biti opisan sustav
OPIL kojemu je glavna značajka jednostavna prilagodba
za primjenu u raznim proizvodnim procesima za
automatizaciju logističkog dijela proizvodne linije [5].
Zatim će biti riječ o automatski vođenim vozilima,
njihovim vrstama, prednostima i nedostatcima koja ona
nude u industriji. Konačno, u 4. poglavlju bit će objašnjen
razvoj programske podrške za automatsku izgradnju
topologije za automatski vođena vozila, što je i tema
ovog rada.
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II.

OPIL

1) Opis OPIL-a
OPIL (engl. Open Platform for Innovations in
Logistics) je otvorena platforma za inovacije u logistici
razvijen u sklopu europskog projekta L4MS unutar
okvira Obzora 2020. Ova platforma služi unaprjeđenju
logističkih sektora u malim i srednjim poduzećima. OPIL
nudi paket aplikacija jednostavan za implementaciju koje
omogućuju brzi razvoj cjelovitih logističkih rješenja,
uključujući komponente za zadavanje zadataka,
planiranje putanja, automatsku navigaciju i sl.
OPIL također omogućuje povezivanje s opremom za
optimalno rukovanje materijalima unutar tvorničkih
prostora. Ova opcija uključuje mobilne robote, AGV-ove,
viljuškare, senzore kao i IT infrastrukture tvornica poput
raznih sustava za upravljanje i planiranja resursa
poduzeća [3]. Još jedna od prednosti OPIL-a jest
mogućnost simulacije u tvorničkom 3D simulatoru koji
omogućava potpuni razvoj i testiranje logističkih rješenja
[4]. OPIL posjeduje i sustav za razmjenu poruka, baziran
na otvorenoj FIWARE arhitekturi, koji obavlja interakciju
između komponenti platforme, kao i interakciju s
vanjskim komponentama. Otvorena arhitektura OPIL-a
podržava korištenje otvorenog koda, poput ROS-a (engl.
Robot Operating System), za razvoj novih komponenti,
npr. percepcija, manipulacija, itd.
2) Arhitektura OPIL-a
Arhitektura OPIL-a, kako je prikazano na Slici 1,
zasnovana je na tri različita sloja koja logički razdvajaju
različite funkcionalnosti OPIL-a. Svaki sloj napravljen je
od različitih programskih modula i podmodula.

Slika 1. Arhitektura OPIL-a
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Prvi sloj ili sloj IoT (engl. Internet of things) dio je
arhitekture koja komunicira sa fizičkim svijetom. Moguća
je komunikacija senzorima, djelovanjem ili povezivanjem
s ljudima. Moduli koji čine ovaj sloj komuniciraju s
trećim slojem preko razmjene poruka s drugim slojem.
Ovi moduli mogu izravno upravljati porukama ili ih
pretvaraju u određeni format za internu upotrebu pomoću
komunikacijskih podmodula. Moduli ovog sloja su:
 MOD.IOT.RAN
(Robot
Agent
Node)omogućava dvije funkcionalnosti: pomoću
ROS-a upravlja navigacijom robota i radi kao
sučelje između robotskog hardvera i OPIL
Cyber Physical Middleware-a temeljenog na
FIWARE Orion Context Broker-u. Njegova
druga, bitna funkcionalnost jest „prijevod“ i
prilagodba FIWARE subjekata u poruke
razumljive ROS-u.
 MOD.IOT.SAN
(Sensor
Agent
Node)omogućava povezivanje različitih vrsta senzora,
kao i hardvera s kojim su povezani na Cyber
Physical Middleware. SAN funkcionira tako da
svaki senzor koji je na njega priključen šalje
informacije i ažurira stanje senzora koristeći
predefinirani format putem HTTPS REST API-a
razvijenog od strane FIWARE-a.
Drugi sloj (Cyber Physical Middleware Layer) OPIL
arhitekture
ima
dvostruku
ulogu:
omogućava
interoperabilnost između komponenti platforme, te
omogućava i rad s vanjskim komponentama koje mogu
biti temeljene na više operacijskih sustava i mrežnih
protokola. Ovakva komunikacija omogućena je posebnim
modulima ovog sloja:
 MOD.MW.CM (Context Management) je
modul implementiran kao FIWARE-ov Orion
Context Broker u otvorenom kodu.
 MOD.MW.BDM
(Backend
Device
Management and Protocol Adapter) je modul
implementiran kao FIWARE IDAS, također dio
FIWARE-ovog Backend Device Management
GE Open Specification-a. Uloga ovog modula
jest veza između IoT uređaja i FIWARE GE
Orion Context Broker-a prevođenjem IoT
protokola u FIWARE-ov model razmjene
podataka,
odnosno,
NGSI
kontekstni
informacijski protokol.
 MOD.MW.WDGT (Advanced Widget mash-up
HMI) je implementiran od strane FIWARE
Wirecloud-a i omogućava krajnjim korisnicima
bez programskih vještina lako kreiranje web
aplikacija i nadzornih ploča.
Treći sloj (Software Systems layer) OPIL platforme
omogućava nova dostignuća izgrađena na osnovu donja
dva sloja. Treći sloj sastoji se od tri modula:
 MOD.SW.TP (Task Planner) modul jedan je od
tri komponente visoke razine unutar OPIL-a i
sastoji se od tri podmodula: Business Process
Optimization (BPO), Motion Task Planning
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(MTP) i Task Supervisor (TS). Komponente
Task Planner-a zadužene su za: donošenje
odluka i optimizaciju zadataka za raspodjelu
različitim agentima unutar OPIL arhitekture;
planiranje zadataka gibanja za robotske agente
unutar
OPIL
arhitekture;
kontroliranje
izvršavanja zadataka dodijeljenim agentima.
MOD.SW.AHMI
(Advanced
HMI)je
poslužitelj web aplikacija sa svojom lokalnom
bazom podataka za spremanje podataka
potrebnih za rad ovog modula. HMI pruža
sučelje web pretraživača potrebno za kontrolu i
upravljanje podatkovnih entiteta OPIL-a od
strane čovjeka.
MOD.SW.SP (Sensing and Perception) je
komponenta osjetila i percepcije koja daje
OPIL-u mogućnost snabijevanja drugih
sudionika OPIL sustava informacijama za
sigurno i točno planiranje gibanja.

3) Central Sensing & Perception
SP (Sensing & Perception) je programski modul, dio
OPIL-a. Ovaj modul pruža poziciju automatski vođenog
vozila na ugrađenoj karti okruženja unutar kojeg se giba
automatski vođeno vozilo, te ažurira kartu s novim
očitanjima senzora. Postoje dvije istance SP modula,
centralni SP kao čvor OPIL poslužitelja i lokalni SP kao
čvor OPIL IoT-a.
Svako automatski vođeno vozilo ima svoj lokalni SP
koji brine o lokalizaciji i mapiranju. Lokalni SP locira
vozilo na karti, te kreira lokalnu kartu njegova okruženja.
AGV šalje kreiranu lokalnu kartu centralnom SP-u koji se
nalazi na OPIL poslužitelju. Lokalni SP povezan je na
Robot Agent Node (RAN) preko ROS Master-a što
omogućava točnu poziciju potrebnu za navigaciju
pomoću RAN-a. Centralni SP kreira topologiju karte
tvorničkog prostora za Task Planner (TP) i Human
Machine Interface (HMI) koristeći lokalne nadopune
karte dobivene od robota i početne karte.
Slika 2. prikazuje arhitekturu SP modula sa zadanom
početnom kartom tvorničkog prostora. Tamnosive kutije
predstavljaju module razvijene od SP-a, dok svijetlosive

Slika 2. Arhitektura SP-a.
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kutije predstavljaju standardne ROS module. Potrebni
ulazni podatci za ovaj proces su karta sa svojim
parametrima (PNG datoteka), datoteka s napomenama
(utovarne zone, istovarne zone, itd.), laserski podatci
(SCAN) i odometrijski podatci (ODOM).
4) Motion Task Planning
Glavni cilj Motion Task Planning-a (MTP-a) jest
proračun i koordinacija puteva robota. MTP osigurava
sigurno kretanje više robota koji djeluju zajedno u istom
okruženju. Koordinacija robota u logističkim prostorima
ima posebne zahtjeve i ograničenja koja se odnose na
korištenje algoritama za usmjeravanje i prikaz podataka.
U većini slučajeva postojeći algoritmi za usmjeravanje
gibanja ne ispunjavaju bitne zahtjeve. Neki od tih
zahtjeva su, npr. usmjeravanje više robota na isto
odredište, rješavanje problema blokiranih robota koji
mogu dovesti do zastoja, stvaranje redoslijeda narudžbi,
itd. Također, jedan od bitnih problema kod MTP jest
upravljanje performansama sustava kada se poveća broj
robota unutar radnog područja. Posebne prometne
regulacije, poput zabranjenih smjerova kretanja, ili
kritične prometne situacije, moraju biti uključeni u
topološki prikaz korištenog algoritma za usmjeravanje
robota. Još jedna od bitnih stavki prilikom planiranja
gibanja robota jest poznavanje pozicije svih drugih
vozila, kao i objekata poput prenosivih skladišnih
područja unutar logističkog okruženja. Promjene položaja
navedenih objekata potrebno je u svakom trenutku
ažurirati kako bi se izbjegle neželjene situacije.
Korišteni algoritam se temelji na grafovima i jamči
izračun najkraćih puteva od početne točke to krajnje
lokacije, bez sudara s drugim robotima i bez zastoja. Za
izračun i koordinaciju korišteni su vremenski okviri.
Algoritam funkcionira tako da prilikom navođenja svi
agenti planiraju svoje putanje jedan za drugim. U
trenutku planiranja putanje za agenta �, u proračune je
uključena putanja agenta (� − 1). Svaki čvor iz resursnog
grafa ima svoje vremenske okvire koji definiraju kada je
određeni čvor dostupan. Izračun potrebnih vremenskih
okvira izvršava se na temelju stvarnih vrijednosti vozila u
pogonu. Na Slici 3 prikazane su putanje dvaju agenata s
njihovim vremenskim okvirima.
Kako bi se postigla fleksibilna i skalabilna arhitektura
planiranja putanje korišten je novi pristup arhitekturi
usmjeravanja. Odabrani pristup pruža mogućnost
decentralizacije kao i smanjenja složenosti algoritma
usmjeravanja tako da različite dijelove algoritma
dodjeljuje različitim agentima. Ovaj pristup koristi više
vrsta agenata:
 Agenti usmjeravanja imaju ulogu izračuna
putanje koju od njega zahtjeva logički agent.
Agenti usmjeravanja nude opciju izračuna
stvarne putanje kao i testne putanje. Testne
putanje se ne predstavljaju kao stvarne putanje i
informacije dobivene pomoću njih koriste se
prilikom pregovora vezanih za nove narudžbe
što pomaže kod donošenja boljih odluka.
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Slika 3. Ilustracija pristupa planiranju putanje temeljenog na
vremenskim okvirima.





Topološki agenti opisuju trenutni prikaz
logističkog okruženja u topologiji, te informacije
nude drugim agentima. U slučaju pojavljivanja
nove putanje, topologija će se ažurirati s novim
rezervacijama (terminima) proračunatih putanja.
Logički agenti su visoko pozicionirani
upravitelji za RAN, ili drugim riječima,
upravitelji vozila i ljudi. Ovi agenti predstavljaju
programsku komponentu koja reagira na vanjske
podražaje, te su na višoj logičkoj razini i imaju
ulogu rukovoditelja. RAN (Robot Agent Node)
agenti obavljaju ulogu pobuđivača hardvera i
šalju naredbe za upravljanje i statusne
informacije natrag logičkom agentu. Svaki
logički agent je privremeno dodijeljen jednom
RAN agentu s kojim komunicira, i obratno.
III.

AUTOMATSKI VOĐENA VOZILA

Postoji više definicija za automatski vođena vozila
(engl. Automatic Guided Vehicle, AGV) . Jedna od
definicija kaže kako su to vozila s vlastitim pogonom,
vlastitim izvorom energije te uređajima za prekrcaj
namijenjena transportu materija. Druga definicija
automatski vođenih vozila, AGV-a, definira ih kao podna
transportna vozila bez vozača, računalno upravljana,
najčešće na električni pogon s baterijama. Treća definicija
ih opisuje kao samohodna vozila s mogućnosti
programiranja odabira putanje, destinacije i izbjegavanja
sudara. Sve navedene definicije su točne budući da
postoji više različitih vrsta AGV-ova, a svima je
zajedničko da su to vozila „bez vozača“.
Danas se mogu naći primjene AGV-a u raznim
industrijama (transport sirovina, poluproizvoda, gotovih
proizvoda), uslugama (npr. bolnicama), skladištima i
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Slika 5. Karta skladišta prije korištenja algortima
Slika 4. Svjesmjerna platforma kao AGV za prijenos malih tereta.

distribucijskim centrima, lukama i terminalima (transport
kontejnera).
Postoji više različitih podjela AGV-a ovisno o
funkciji, okruženju, dimenzijama i sl. U nastavku će biti
navedena podjela ovisno o funkciji automatski vođenih
vozila:
 AGV viljuškar
 Montažni AGV
 AGV za prijenos tereta
 AGV za vuču
 AGV za prijenos malog tereta
Svesmjerna platforma korištena u ovom radu pripada
AGV-ima za prijenos malog tereta. Platforma se sastoji od
četiri švedska kotača koji omogućuju gibanje u svim
smjerovima, čime se omogućuje prijevoz tereta u
manjim/užim prostorima. Svakim se kotačem neovisno
upravlja istosmjernim motorom i PID regulatorom.
IV.

AUTOMATSKA IZGRADNJA TOPOLOGIJE

Program za automatsku izgradnju topologije za
automatski vođena vozila u proizvodnim logističkim
operacijama industrijskih prostora napisan je u C++
programskom jeziku. Cilj programa jest pronaći slobodan
prostor kojim se robot može gibati, ali uzimajući u obzir
kako se u istom skladištu nalazi više istih robota koji se
automatski gibaju. Stoga je potrebno pronaći mrežu
slobodnih pozicija dovoljno razmaknutih da se dva AGVa mogu naći istovremeno u susjednim pozicijama.
Program je podijeljen na dva agoritma. Prvi algoritam u
skladištu pronalazi slobodan i zauzet prostor, a drugi
algoritam služi za analizu slobodnog prostora skladišta i
pronalaska mjesta sigurnih za gibanje više robota.
1) Algoritam za pronalaženje slobodnog i zauzetog
prostora
Cilj ovog algoritma jest pronaći slobodna i zauzeta
mjesta, odnosno mjesta slobodna za gibanje robota i
mjesta zauzeta preprekama. Kombiniraju se dvije
rezolucije mrežaste karte. Prva rezolucija daje mrežu
pozicija udaljenih za širinu AGV-a, u daljnjem tekstu
mreža A, dok druga rezolucija daje mrežu pozicija
udaljenih dvije širine AGV-a, nazvana mrežom B.
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Rezultati svakog algoritma bit će prikazani na karti
skladišta prikazanoj na Slici 5.
Algoritam izgradnje mreže A generira matricu ćelija u
kojoj svaki član predstavlja jedno kvadratno polje
veličine 1 m x 1 m, gdje s 1 m označavamo širinu AGV-a
(može biti proizvoljna veličina). Svaki član matrice sadrži
podatke o polju koje opisuje, poput zauzetosti i
koordinata. Algoritam pretražuje sliku prostora
redoslijedom od prvog reda i prvog stupca prema
zadnjem redu i zadnjem stupcu. Prilikom pretraživanja
karte potrebno je vrijednosti po kojima se karta pretražuje
prilagoditi prema rezoluciji karte i zadanoj veličini ćelije.
Dalje se provjerava zauzetost ćelija preprekom i ako je
ćelija zauzeta, odnosno na tom mjestu se nalazi prepreka,
vrijednost iznosa zauzetosti postavljamo na 1, dok je u
suprotnom vrijednost zauzetosti 0. Ovaj korak je ključan
za razlikovanje slobodnih i zauzetih ćelija u nastavku
algoritma.
Na Slici 6 moguće je primijetiti crvene i plave
kvadratiće. Crveni kvadratići predstavljaju zauzete ćelije,
dok plavi kvadratići predstavljaju slobodne ćelije. Sve
susjedne, slobodne ćelije povezane su plavim linijama
koji predstavljaju bridove i tako čine slobodan prostor.
Algoritam izgradnje mreže B generira matricu ćelija u
kojoj svaki član predstavlja jedno kvadratno polje
veličine 2 m x 2 m, gdje s 2 m označavamo najveću
dužinu AGV-a tako da AGV može rotirati unutar polja i
pritom svaka točka njegovog opsega ostaje unutar polja 2
m x 2 m. Primjer opsega AGV-a korištenog u ovom radu
bio je pravokutnog oblika veličine 1 m x 2 m. Promjenom
veličine ćelije algoritam pronalazi prostor prikazan
zelenim poljima na Slici 7.

Slika 6. Karta s mrežom A ćelija veličine 1 m x 1 m.
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Slika 7. Karta s mrežom B ćelija veličine 2 m x 2 m.

Slika 9. Karta nakon drugog koraka algoritma.

Iz prikazane slike vidljivo je kako algoritam s veličinom
ćelije jednakom 2m pronalazi ćelije veličine 2 m x 2 m
unutar kojih bi se robot mogao kretati, ali također na slici
je moguće vidjeti slobodan prostor veličine 2m x 2m koji
nije označen (prostor u krajnjem desnom stupcu). Razlog
tome je način na koji algoritam funkcionira i pregledava
kartu svakih 2 m i tako preskače svaku drugu ćeliju, stoga
ovakav način nije dobro rješenje i moguće ga je
unaprijediti prema matrici više rezolucije, odnosno karti
A.

Drugi je korak izbacivanje neželjenih ćelija. Kako je
već rečeno, postoje ćelije koje imaju dvojnu ulogu,
ispunjavaju sve uvjete, ali i dio su slobodnog prostora
neke druge ćelije veličine 2 m x 2 m. Stoga je potrebno
izbaciti pojedine ćelije kako ne bi došlo do sudara
uzrokovanih pogrešnim planiranjem karte. U drugom
koraku karta se pregledava po visini i širini i izbacuju se
nepotrebne susjedne ćelije. Rezultat drugog koraka
prikazan je na slici 9. Ćelije označene crvenom bojom na
Slici 9 predstavljaju donje lijeve vrhove kvadrata koji
čine slobodan prostor od 2 m x 2 m slobodan za gibanje
robota.

2) Algoritam za analizu slobodnog prostora
Budući da prethodno opisanim algoritmom nije
dobiveno zadovoljavajuće riješenje potrebno je izraditi
algoritam koji će analizirati slobodan prostor dobiven
prethodnim koracima i tako odabrati sve ćelije kojim se
robot može slobodno gibati. Cilj algoritma za analizu
slobodnog prostora jest pronalazak prostora kojim se
robot može slobodno gibati i okretati u svim smjerovima.
Osim slobodnog prostora veličine 2 m x 2 m, potrebno je
pronaći i prolaze, tzv. hodnike. Algoritam za izradu
topologije se sastoji iz pet koraka opisanih u nastavku.
Prvi korak algoritma za analizu prostora jer
pronalazak ćelija u slobodnom prostoru koje sa svojim
susjednim ćelijama čine slobodan prostor dimenzija 2 m
x 2 m. Algoritam funkcionira tako da označava ćelije koje
desno od sebe, iznad sebe i dijagonalno gore desno imaju
slobodne ćelije. Na Slici 8 je prikazana karta nakon
izvršenog prvog koraka algoritma. Crveno su označene
ćelije koje ispunjavaju gore opisane uvjete. Na slici je
vidljivo kako postoje ćelije koje ispunjavaju sve uvjete,
ali su ujedno i dio slobodnog prostora neke druge ćelije.

Treći korak pregledava rubne retke i stupce. Poznato
je kako ćelije zadnjeg retka i stupca ne mogu ispuniti
uvjete iz prvog koraka budući da iznad, odnosno desno
od sebe nemaju nikakav prostor. Iz tog razloga napravljen
je dio algoritma koji će provjeriti ispunjavaju li te ćelije
druge potrebne uvjete.Zadatak četvrtog koraka algoritma
jest pronalazak ćelija unutar slobodnog prostora koje su
okružene preprekama s lijeve i desne strane, odnosno
iznad i ispod. Ovaj dio algoritma početni je korak kod
pronalaženja hodnika unutar prostora prikazanog kartom.
Ovaj korak algoritma pronalazi sve ćelije, izuzev onih iz
zadnjeg retka i stupca, koje imaju prepreke ili s lijeve i
desne strane, ili iznad i ispod sebe. Problem je što u ovom
koraku kao rezultat se dobiju ćelije koje ne tvore prolaz.
Ćelije koje su direktno povezane na slobodni prostor,
odabran u drugom koraku algoritma ne ispunjavaju sve
uvjete.
U petom se koraku izbacuju ćelije koje ne ispunjavaju
uvjete u potpunosti, tj. predstavljaju prolaze, ali vezane
su direktno na slobodan prostor. Stoga se izbacuju
susjedne ćelije prolaza. Razlog tome je isti kao i u
drugom koraku, ćelije koje u isto vrijeme ispunjavaju
tražene uvijete, ali su i dio slobodnog prostora druge
ćelije. Karta se ponovno pregledava po visini i širini i
nepotrebne se ćelije izbacuju. Slika 10 prikazuje finalni
rezultat na primjeru skladišta gdje možemo vidjeti
razmaknute ćelije barem za 2 m što će dati sigurno
planiranje putanje za sustave s više AGV-a.

Slika 8. Karta nakon prvog koraka algoritma
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V.

Slika 10. Karta nakon finalnog koraka algoritma.

3) Algoritam testiran na drugim kartama
Opisani algoritam prikazan je na dva velika
industrijska prostora prikazanih na Slikama 11 i 12.
Možemo primijetiti da su sve pronađene slobodne ćelije
(veliki crveni kvadrati) međusobno razmaknute najmanje
2 m i nalaze se u uskim prolazima. Time je pokazana
uspješnost algoritma.

Slika 11. Algoritam izgradnje topologije na prostoru španjolskog
proizvođača cipela Procalcado S. A.

Slika 12. Algoritam izgradnje topologije laboratorijskog prostora
instituta Fraunhofer IML.
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ZAKLJUČAK

U ovom radu cilj je bio automatizirati izradu topologije
za automatski vođena vozila za logističke procese u
industriji. U radu je opisana otvorena platforma za
inovacije u logistici (OPIL) čija je uloga unaprijeđenje
logistike u malim industrijama. Opisan je i AGV koji je
korišten u ovom radu. Glavni dio rada opisan je u 4.
poglavlju gdje je opisan algoritam za izgradnju
topologije. Osim opisa izvršenog algoritma objašnjene su
i mane prethodnog algoritma koji nije bio
zadovoljavajući. Objašnjeni su svi koraci algoritma i
prikazani su rezultati na slikama karte skladišta. Rezultati
dobivenim razvijenim algoritmom su zadovoljavajući i
spremni za primjenu. Potrebno je spomenuti kako se
postojeći algoritam može proširiti i dodavanjem
dinamičkih prepreka što bi ovaj algoritam učinilo još
preciznijim.
VI.
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Abstract - Due to the unique electronic structures,
graphene and other 2D Materials are considered as
materials which can enable and extend the functionalities
and performance in a large variety of applications, among
them in microelectronics. At this point, the investigation and
preparation of graphene devices in conditions resembling as
close as possible the Si technology environment is of highest
importance.
Towards these goals, this paper focuses on the full
spectra of graphene research aspects in 200mm pilot line.
We investigated different process module developments
such as CMOS compatible growth of high quality graphene
on germanium and its growth mechanisms, transfer related
challenges on target substrates, patterning, passivation and
various concepts of contacting of graphene on a full 200 mm
wafers. Finally, we fabricated proof-of-concept test
structures e.g. TLM, Hall bars and capacitor structures to
prove the feasibility of graphene processing in the pilot line
of IHP.
Keywords - Graphene, Growth, Transfer, Passivation,
CMOS, Integration

I.

INTRODUCTION

Graphene based devices are considered to have a
potential to extend the functionalities of Si CMOS
technology [1,2]. However, the successful integration of
graphene into the novel microelectronic devices is
strongly dependent on several key challenges: 1) the
availability of wafer scale high quality graphene on
CMOS
compatible
materials
(dielectrics
or
semiconductors) 2) the depositions of the reliable
passivation layer on top of the graphene and 3) the
complete processing of the wafers with graphene in the
standard Si CMOS pilot line. Therefore, it should be
stressed that the experiments in this work were carried
out in a standard BiCMOS pilot-line, making this study
unique, as its results might directly pave the way to
further graphene integration and graphene-based device
prototyping in mainstream Si technologies.
The availability of wafer scale high quality graphene
on CMOS compatible materials (dielectrics or
semiconductors) is of highest importance. During the last
years, Germanium (Ge) has shown the potential as an
alternative substrate for graphene growth [3-5], due to its
catalytic activity, extremely low solubility of carbon and
availability of large area Ge on Si [6]. Recently, it has
been reported by Kiraly et. al., that the electronic as well
as mechanical properties of the graphene are influenced
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by the orientation of the germanium crystal [7]. Ge(110)
orientation was found to be preferable, in particular,
graphene with a single orientation can be grown on
Ge(110), in contrast to Ge(001). On the other hand, due
to the possible incompatibility of Ge(110) with the
standard CMOS Si(001) flow, Ge(001) orientation is
more attractive for production purposes, Therefore, in this
study we have employed epitaxial, low threading
dislocation density and low surface roughness Ge(001)
layers, produced on Si (001) substrates by CVD [6].
Secondly, for the development of graphene-based
devices, graphene transfer process from the growth wafer
(donor) onto the isolating (target) wafer needs to be
performed. In this paper, graphene was transferred by the
electrochemical delamination process from 200 mm
Ge/Si donor wafers on 200 mm, Si technology standard
SiO2/Si and Si3N4/Si target wafers by changing their
hydrophilic behavior with an additional surface treatment
to achieve low-defect and up-scaled graphene transfer
process. In the graphene growth-transfer process, no
metals (e.g., Cu, Ni, etc.) were involved; therefore, metal
cross-contamination problems were avoided [8]
Encapsulation of the deposited graphene is essential
to protect its properties from the environment and the
destructive influences of subsequent processing [9].
Alternatively to the widely used atomic layer deposited
Al2O3 passivation, the key element of the encapsulation at
IHP fabrication scheme is a thin (10 nm–100 nm) SiN
layer formed by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD). The development of the direct
growth of Si3N4 by Plasma-enhanced CVD on graphene
for the fabrication of reference modules in a 200 mm
pilot line was realized. The successful encapsulation of
graphene is also critical for the contacting of the
materials, therefore this work also aims to investigate
several approaches to find a reliable contact formation
process and to study the roles of passivation and
patterning of graphene on the contact resistance.
Finally, after developing the key individual steps, it is
of highest importance to fabricate proof-of-concept test
structures in standard Si CMOS line. Examples of the
developments and fabrication of graphene-based devices
including Transmission line method (TLM), Hall bar and
graphene-based capacitor structures are shown in this
work. We also point out the challenges and roadblocks
which need to be overcome to enable the integration of
graphene with Si devices [10].
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II.

EXPERIMENTAL

Graphene synthesis was performed on Ge/Si
substrates using Aixtron’s Black Magic BM300T CVD
tool in 200 mm wafer configuration. 2 micron thick Ge
(001) layers were grown by the CVD method prior to the
deposition of graphene in the pilot line of IHP. Graphene
synthesis was carried out at the deposition temperatures
of 885 °C using CH4 as a source of carbon and Ar/H2
mixture as a carrier gas. The pressure of 700 mbar was
kept during the deposition; the optimized deposition time
was 60 minutes. Carbon content was determined by XRay Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PHI Electronics, Al
Kα), whereas the quality of the graphene layers was
monitored by a Renishaw inVia Raman spectroscopy
tool, using 514 nm excitation wavelength of the laser.
The surfaces of the samples were investigated by
scanning electron microscopy (Merlin, ZEISS).
Roughness of the samples was investigated by Park
Systems NX20 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
Finally, graphene was electrochemically delaminated
from the Ge surface and transferred onto 100 nm SiO2/Si
substrates. Electrical properties were extracted using a
Lakeshore 7600 Hall system.
In the present research, four different target surfaces
were selected for transfer experiments of graphene. Three
types of SiO2 (HDP- SiO2, TEOS - SiO2, and thermal SiO2) and one type of Si3N4 (PE- Si3N4) films were
employed as target surfaces. For SiO2 layers HDP stands
for high-density plasma deposition using silane (SiH4)
precursor at 650°C deposition temperature, TEOS is the
deposition of SiO2 by using the tetraethyl(ortho)silicate
(TEOS) precursor and plasma at 400°C, whereas thermal
SiO2 is produced at a temperature of 1000°C. The Si3N4
films were grown by plasma enhanced (PE) chemical
vapor deposition at 400°C by using silane and NH3/N2
gasses as precursors. The thickness of SiO2 films was
measured to be 100 nm, whereas Si3N4 films were 40 nm
thick. The wetting contact angle (WCA) measurements to
determine hydrophilicity of SiO2/Si, Si3N4/Si surfaces
were performed by the “Surftens Automatik” technique at
20°C temperature. Graphene was transferred on isolating
wafers by electrochemical delamination procedure,
employing polymethylmethacrylate as intermediate
support. NaOH electrolyte solution was employed where
the PMMA/graphene/Ge/Si was used as cathode and
graphite plate as anode. Post-transfer processing of the
transferred graphene (PMMA/graphene/SiO2(Si3N4)/Si)
was performed at 135 °C temperature for about 13h in an
inert atmosphere for water elimination from graphenetarget wafer interface. The PMMA was dissolved by
immersing PMMA/Gr/Target-Wafer into acetone, in
order to remove the resist from the transferred graphene
surface.
An Applied Materials Silane DxZ chamber on a
Centura mainframe was used for the depositions of
silicon nitride on graphene.The plasma process was tuned
to have a very low RF power. This low RF power is
necessary to avoid a damage of the graphene sheet during
the deposition of the dielectric silicon nitride.
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III.

RESULTS

A. Graphene synthesis
Graphene synthesis was performed at the deposition
temperature of 885 °C [11]. The quality of the layers was
investigated by Raman spectroscopy by performing a line
scan (~100 points) across the entire wafer as shown in Fig.
1a by the red dotted line. The measurements revealed that
very similar Raman spectra could be obtained over the
wafer, indicating that uniform graphene can be
homogeneously grown over large areas. For simplicity,
only several typical spectra of three selected areas,
indicated as 1, 2 and 3, are shown in Fig. 2b. From the
Raman spectra one can notice that graphene layers have
small D mode (ID/IG ratio ~ 0.1), which indicates a low
concentration of defects and therefore good quality of asgrown graphene. The 2D mode was found everywhere on
the wafer. It has a ratio of ~ 2.8 to the G mode over the
full 200 mm wafer, as shown in the histogram in the inset
of the Fig. 1b). A typical value of the full-width-at-halfmaximum (FWHM) of 39 cm-1 for the 2D mode was
extracted in this work, which is a similar range to the
values reported in the literature [3].

Figure 1. 1 (a) Graphene grown on 200 mm Ge/Si wafer and (b) Raman
spectra from the indicated measurement locations. The histogram of the
2D/G ratio over the entire wafer (~100 measured points) is depicted in
the inset of Fig.1 b).

Doping and strain were estimated by plotting the
probability distribution of the 2D mode vs. the measured
probability distribution of the G mode. The strain is
compressive and its magnitude is the same in as-grown
graphene and after its transfer to SiO2/Si. If biaxial strain
is assumed, it amounts to -0.15%. As-grown graphene is
slightly doped (2×1013 cm-2).

Figure 2. 2D-G probability distribution plot for as-grown graphene
sample. Doping is given in cm-2.
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A detailed surface morphology study was carried out by
SEM and AFM. Micrographs of a graphene sheet on
Ge(001) obtained in this work are shown in Fig. 3.
Graphene-induced Ge faceting is clearly recognizable as
a result of adsorbed hydrogen on the surface.

target surfaces as the WCA angle was reduced to 2°.We
attributed it to the surface purification after processing
with oxygen plasma. During the plasma process most of
organic bonds (i.e., C–H, C–C, C=C, C–O, C–N) of
surface contaminants are broken and oxidized leading to
formation of H2O, CO, CO2 which are pumped out from
the reaction chamber during the processing.

Figure 3. SEM (a) and AFM (b) images of the graphene on Ge (001).
Figure 5. Wetting contact angle values for as-grown and plasma-treated
SiO2 and Si3N4 surfaces.

B. Transfer of Graphene
For the development of test structures and devices,
graphene has to be transferred from the growth-donor
wafer Ge/Si to standard processing-target wafer as shown
in Fig. 4.

Figure 6. Representative pictures of wetting contact angles and optical
microscopy pictures of graphene flakes transferred on corresponding
surfaces before plasma treatment of (a-b) HDP-SiO2 with WCA= 31°,
(c-d), Thermal-SiO2 with WCA= 45° and after plasma treatment (e-f)
with WCA of 2°.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the electrochemical delamination
process in order to transfer graphene from donor to target wafer for the
further processing in Si technology pilot line.

Firstly, the chemical affinity/surface reactivity of SiO2,
Si3N4 target surfaces was investigated by measuring the
wettability contact angle (WCA) with the sessile drop
method [12]. By this method, the interaction and
spreading of a small volume (1µL) water droplet on a
solid surface is investigated. Theoretically, surface is
hydrophilic if the contact angle between the solid surface
and water is below 90°. On the hydrophilic surfaces,
water tends to spread out on the material surface due to
higher adsorption as binding energies between water
molecules. The observed contact angles revealed the
hydrophilic behavior of SiO2 and Si3N4 surfaces
independently on the deposition conditions - contact
angles were below 90° (Fig. 5). Despite the hydrophilic
nature of SiO2 and Si3N4 layers, the transfer experiments
on the described target wafers resulted in mechanically
damaged graphene (Fig. 6 a-d). To increase the adhesion
of the graphene on the isolating surfaces, they were pretreated with oxygen plasma prior the transfer process of
graphene. It was indeed found (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 e-f) that
the plasma treatment increased the hydrophilicity of the
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C. Passivation of graphene
Plasma-enhanced
chemical
vapor
deposition
(PECVD) process was used in this study as it has the
advantage of gas phase reactions which makes it
independent from contact catalysis at the surface of
graphene. The thicknesses of the nitride layers have been
varied in the range of 10-100 nm. Prior to the growth of
Si3N4 layers on graphene, the polymer residues (which
include PMMA and photoresist) had to be removed as it
can severely deteriorate the performance of graphene
devices in many aspects. In our approach, annealing was
performed at 400 °C in the PECVD chamber in which
encapsulating SiN layer is subsequently deposited. Upon
annealing, the residues of the resist were removed and
confirmed by complementary AFM and XPS
measurements (not shown here). These investigations
provide further evidence that upon annealing the surface
of graphene becomes smoother and that the latter process
is associated with the reduction of organic species related
to the presence of resist residues. Graphene was
characterized by SEM, AFM and by Raman spectroscopy
before and after the deposition of the dielectric layer. The
results show no influence of the silicon nitride deposition
on the graphene spectra (Fig. 7). Note that there is no
significant increase in the D-band intensity during
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formation of the SiN/ SiO2 encapsulation. However,
direct deposition of SiO2 onto graphene was found to
induce defects in the graphene sheet. This underscores the
effectiveness of the SiN encapsulation to protect the
graphene layer from aggressive process conditions (e.g.
exposure to plasma or to oxidizing environments at
elevated temperatures). Smooth and closed layers of SiN
have been also confirmed by AFM and SEM analysis.

Figure 9. Optical images of a fabricated graphene-based TLM device on
200mm wafer platform and its electrical characteristics.

Figure 7. Raman spectra of the graphene layers as transferred and after
PECVD of SiN and SEM/AFM images of the grown silicon nitride.

D. Fabrications of test structures of graphene
In order to fabricate test structures with graphene,
further processing steps like graphene patterning through
photolithography, RIE and wet cleaning where realized
(not shown here). Two main contacting approaches for
the electrical behavior characterization of graphene-based
test structures and devices: top and bottom contacting
approaches have been employed in this study. For the top
contacting approach, a lift-off was mainly used (Fig. 8). It
was also found that the increase of contact perimeter/area
achieved during the patterning step leads to improved
electrical performance of the graphene - based devices
through the reduction of the contact resistance between
the graphene and contact metal.

The next realized test device with graphene was Hall Bar
structures, which allow us to evaluate directly the
transport properties of graphene (Fig. 10). The extracted
electrical values for optimized samples were Rs ~1000
±100 Ω/sq and µ ~800 ±20 cm2/V∙s.). These values are
expected to be improved by increasing the mobility of the
graphene as well as contact resistances after further
optimizations.

Figure 10. Optical image of fabricated graphene based Hall Bar device
on 200mm wafer platform and its electrical characteristics.

Figure 8. Illustration of the graphene processing towards test devices.

The example of the TLM structures after all processing
steps is shown in Fig. 9. The contacting of graphene was
realized after deposition of Ni contact metal. The contact
resistivity was determined by 2 wire measurements
between different contacts of TLM structures. The
extracted contact resistances at graphene/metal interface
were measured at 160 Ω.
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The last test device to be reported here is the developed
dual layer graphene-based capacitor. The schematic
representation, optical micrograph as well as
characteristic C-V curve of the capacitor is visualized in
Fig. 11. The SiN layer was used as dielectric material
between the two graphene layers with a thickness of 40
nm. The C-V measurements showed reproducible results
in respect to the obtained capacitance of ca. 2fF/µm2 for
all active capacitor areas: 500, 1600 and 5000 µm2. The
variation of the absolute capacitance values could be
tuned by using dielectric materials having higher or lower
dielectric constant and/or by variation thickness of
dielectrics between two graphene layers
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we focused on engineering aspects of
graphene device fabrication under constraints of
manufacturability. We demonstrated some of the key
stepping stones which can form a pathway to the
fabrication of graphene-based components using tools
and processes applied in the IC manufacturing in a
200/300mm wafer Si technology environment. As a case
study, we presented insights into processes of graphene
growth, transfer, encapsulation, and contacting graphene
in a 200mm wafer pilot line routinely used for the
fabrication of ICs in 0.13/0.25um SiGe BiCMOS (bipolar
complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technologies.
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Abstract - Graphene is a bidimensional material
that was first isolated in 2004 by Novoselov and Geim.
His high electrical conductivity, high electron mobility
and CMOS compatibility, make graphene an excellent
material for the realization of a new generation of
electronic devices [1]. Many works in literature have
proven the advantages to use graphene as based
materials in Schottky diodes, field effect transistors
(GFETs), photo sensors and modulator [2].
Unfortunately, its diffusion in industry has been
slowed by the difficulty to form a low resistance
contact with the metals. Many works in literature
reported the possibility to improve the conductivity by
increasing the graphene/metal contact perimeter [3]–
[5]. In this work, we investigated how the use of
different contact patterns can improve the
graphene/metal contact conductivity in proof-ofconcept
test
structures:
Transmission Line
Measurement (TLM) and Cross-Bridge Kelvin
(CBK). We observed that the use of different patterns
can help to reduce the contact resistance.
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Abstract—We describe our parallel ab initio quantum
transport solver implemented in C programming language,
with bismuthene nanoribbon (BiNRs) simulations used for
the demonstration of its performance. The inputs are
Hamiltonians obtained from ab initio density functional
theory (DFT), which are wannierized into a localized basis to
increase Hamiltonian matrix sparsity and to reduce the
computational load without the loss of bandstructure
accuracy. Numerical matrix operations are parallelized for
cluster computation and optimized using Intel Message
Passing Interface (MPI) and Intel oneAPI Math Kernel
Library (MKL). We demonstrate that an acceleration of
about ~45× is achieved through parallelization on 64 Xeon
Silver CPU cores compared to a single-core execution.
Finally, we investigate the electronic, transport and device
properties of ultra-scaled bismuthene nanodevices.
Keywords—quantum transport, Green's functions,
bismuthene nanoribbon, parallel computing, density functional
theory (DFT), maximally-localized Wannier functions
(MLWF), Message Passing Interface (MPI), Math Kernel
Library (MKL)

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last 60 years, semiconductor industry growth has
been driven by transistor miniaturization and introduction
of performance boosters such as metal gates, high-k
dielectrics, and strain. The current state-of-the-art
transistor technology is fin field-effect transistor (FinFET)
with a nanoscale active region. Fabrication and device
optimization at such scale are expensive and complex due
to strong quantum mechanical effects which a strong
impact on device performance. At ultra-short gate lengths,
i.e. under ~20 nm, enabling short channel effects (SCEs)
suppression is difficult and, hence, new materials and
structures are sought to enable further device scaling and
to improve device performance [1].
The two-dimensional (2D) materials (2DMs) are
potential candidates for future transistors [2]. Due to the
dangling-bond-free surface and atomic thickness, the
2DMs have much higher immunity to SCEs and better
transport properties than the traditional transistor materials
and structures. Currently, the main downside and limiting
factor of 2DM applications in electron devices is the high
source and drain (S/D) contact resistance that reaches up
to several ~kΩ∙µm [3], [4]. Numerical studies have shown
that there are more than ~1800 2DMs [5] as candidates for
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future FETs. Only a fraction of these materials was
previously experimentally demonstrated, among which the
group-V monoelemental 2DMs such as phosphorene,
arsenene, antimonene, and bismuthene have attracted
much research interest recently [6]–[9]. Electronic and
transport properties of 2DMs, and device performance of
2DM FETs, can be tuned by configuring the material into
various nanostructures such as nanoribbons [10]–[12],
nanosheets [13] and nanowires [14].
With high experimentation cost and strong quantum
mechanical effects, advanced physical and numerical
modeling is needed for the development of future
transistors based on 2DMs [14]. The first simulation step
is calculating the electronic bandstructure, where the stateof-the-art approach is using ab initio density functional
theory (DFT) [15] whose accuracy greatly depends on the
exchange-correlation (XC) functional. Although DFT
gives accurate results, it is computationally demanding
which limits these simulations to periodic crystals or
nanostructures containing only a few dozen atoms. The
output of DFT is a Hamiltonian that describes the
electronic structure of the simulated material. The DFT
Hamiltonian is represented with a large dense matrix
localized in energy. However, for quantum transport
calculations localization in space is preferred as it leads to
sparser matrices. Maximally-localized Wannier functions
(MLWFs) [16] can be used to transform the DFT
Hamiltonian into a spatially localized basis. The MLWF
Hamiltonian matrix is sparse while keeping the high
accuracy of the bandstructure from the DFT simulations.
Finally, non-equilibrium Green function (NEGF)
formalism is employed for quantum transport simulations
of arbitrary nanodevices. Depending on computational
resources, simulation of devices consisting of thousands of
atoms can be possible using NEGF with MLWF
Hamiltonian [17]–[19].
In this work, the NEGF solver is implemented in C
programming language and the solver is parallelized using
Intel Message Parsing Interface (MPI) and linear algebra
calculations are optimized for Intel CPUs using Intel
OneAPI Math Kernel Library (MKL). Acceleration
through parallelization and matrix operation optimization
is studied using bismuthene nanoribbons (BiNRs) of
various sizes as an example. In addition, we studied the
electronic and transport properties of BiNRs, and device
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performance of ultra-scaled BiNR FETs using ab initio
NEGF simulations.
II. AB INITIO QUANTUM TRANSPORT SIMULATIONS
Simulation of nanodevices with atomic resolution must
properly account for the atomistic nature of the system,
and quantum mechanics that governs device operation.
The Hamiltonian is obtained using ab initio DFT
calculations, and then transformed into a localized basis
using MLWFs. Finally, the MLWF Hamiltonian is used as
an input for our in-house NEGF solver.
A. Density functional theory
DFT is an ab initio method used for the simulation of
materials with atomic and orbital resolution. In DFT,
geometry and electronic density of the studied material are
iteratively optimized until the forces on atoms and the total
energy converge below specified values, i.e. when the
solution is considered close enough to the system's true
ground state. Atoms are moved to minimize the forces on
atoms in geometry optimization, while electronic density
optimization relies on geometry and Kohn-Sham scheme
[15] to iteratively solve a set of single-particle
wavefunctions based only on three space variables. One of
the main components of the Kohn-Sham scheme is the
exchange-correlation (XC) functional. The most
frequently used XC-functional is the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) parametrized by Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [20]. The XC-functionals are
included in the pseudopotential input file for each element.
For DFT calculations presented in this work we use
Quantum Espresso (QE). QE uses plane waves to expand
the single-particle Kohn-Sham wavefunctions. The most
important inputs are the primitive unit cell of the material
with definitions of position and types of each atom, cutoff
energy for plane waves due to computational limits, ionic
force and electron convergence thresholds, and
wavevectors (k - points) in the first Brillouin Zone (BZ)
for which calculations are performed. The output of DFT
calculations is the Hamiltonian of the simulated system.
The DFT calculations of BiNRs, which are quasi-onedimensional (1D) nanostructures, starts with the
identification of 2D bismuthene primitive unit cell from
Materials Cloud [21]. Vacuum is added in confined
direction of the 2D material to eliminate any unwanted
interactions. The structure is relaxed and the primitive unit
cell atom coordinates are extracted and used to construct
the primitive unit cell of the bismuthene nanoribbon.
Nanoribbon edges are passivized by hydrogen atoms and
vacuum is added in confined directions. For 2D material
and nanoribbon, k-points are sampled using an equallyspaced Monkhorst-Pack grid [22] in transport directions
and 1 k-point in confined directions. The cutoff energy is
set to 60 Ry, whereas the convergence threshold is set to
10–3 eV/Å for the ionic force, and to 10–4 eV for energy.
Spin-orbit Coupling (SOC) affects 2D bismuthene
considerably [7], but in this work it is not included due to
the high computational cost of including SOC in DFT
calculations. Therefore, our investigation of BiNR and
BiNR FET properties are approximate, serve to
demonstrate our DFT-MLWF-NEGF simulation chain,
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and the usefulness of results depends on whether edge
states can be turned off by SOC engineering.
B. Maximally-localized Wannier functions
QE uses plane-wave basis to expand single-particle
Kohn-Sham wavefunctions, which enables highly accurate
calculation of electronic state that are localized in energy,
but are not localized in space. However, quantum transport
simulations desire spatially localized states since they
result in sparser Hamiltonians that reduce the
computational burden of NEGF calculations.
Plane-waves in periodic crystal are Bloch waves, and
resulting electronic states are Bloch states. Localized realspace representation of Bloch states was introduced by
Wannier [23], and later a technique was developed by
Marzari and Vanderbilt [16] to construct Wannier
functions (WFs) with maximal localization criteria.
Maximally-localized Wannier functions (MLWFs)
Hamiltonians are represented with maximally sparse
block-tridiagonal matrix which enables the simulation of
nanodevices with realistic physical sizes.
Process of finding MLWFs starts with projecting the
already localized trial orbitals (usually atomic orbitals) on
the Bloch manifold results in functions that are smooth in
the wave-vector space but are not orthonormal. The
functions are orthonormalized by applying the Löwdin
orthonormalization technique [24]. Finally, the problem is
reduced to finding gauge transformation that minimizes
the localization functional defined as quadratic spread sum
of WFs. This method was implemented in Wannier90
program [25] that is used for Hamiltonian wannierization
in this work.
Wannierization process for BiNRs consists of three
steps. First, the DFT output is preprocessed into
Wannier90 compatible form. In second step, initial
projections and orbital overlaps are calculated. For BiNRs,
we choose px, py, and pz atomic orbitals as trial orbitals.
Finally, gauge transformation that minimizes the
localization functional is calculated and MLWF
Hamiltonian is obtained. The MLWF Hamiltonian
presents a supercell along the nanoribbon width, and it is
repeated along the nanoribbon length in order to construct
the total Hamiltonian of the BiNR that enters the NEGF
equations.
C. NEGF formalism for quantum transport
The NEGF formalism is used to directly solve the
Schrödinger's equation with open boundary conditions
(OBCs). The central quantity of the NEGF formalism is
the device retarded Green's function, GR, which is defined
as

G R ( E ) = [( E + ih ) I - H - S SR ( E ) - S RD ( E )]-1 ,

(1)

where H is a total device Hamiltonian matrix, while Σ
matrices represent source (S) and drain (D) retarded
contact self-energy matrices, respectively. The term iη is
the infinitesimal positive imaginary convergence constant
added to the energy term, which is needed to obtain a
unique causal retarded function solution from the two
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possible solutions. Main outputs of NEGF formalism are
transmission and density of states (DOS) that are used for
calculating the current-voltage characteristics of BiNR
FETs. Using the DFT-MLWF-NEGF results, we employ
the ballistic self-consistent top-of-the-barrier (ToB) model
for BiNR FET simulations [26]–[28] and study the ONstate performance of these devices obtained for a supply
voltage of 0.7 V.
III. PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION WITH MPI
A. Cluster description and setup
Computations are performed on a high-performance
cluster composed of one main and eight compute nodes.
Nodes run Ubuntu 20.04 Focal Fossa, with desktop
environment installed only on the main node, used as a
user login node. Each compute node contains an Intel
Xeon Silver CPU (8 core), a single Nvidia Quadro P4000
GPU (1792 CUDA cores, 8 GB GDDR5, FP64: 166
GFLOPS) and 32 GB of RAM. Primary storage is located
on the main node and dynamically mounted on compute
nodes. The cluster is connected over a segregated network,
configured exclusively for the purposes of cluster
operation, and designed to reduce communication
overhead. Software installation and cluster management is
done using the Ansible automation system. Software
utilized for computation acceleration that is installed on
the cluster is the Intel oneAPI Math Kernel Library
(MKL), which includes numerical linear algebra libraries
BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines) and LAPACK
(Linear Algebra PACKage). Message Passing Interface
(MPI) is utilized for parallelizing program execution over
compute nodes.
B. Contact self-energy matrices
Self-energy matrices Σ in Eq. (1) can be interpreted as
a modification of the Hamiltonian to account for the
OBCs. The Σ matrices are energy-dependent and nonHermitian, where the anti-Hermitian part of Σ defines the
level broadening matrix Γ, which is needed for the
calculation of transmission. The real part of Σ causes
energy level shifts, and the imaginary part gives the
electrons a finite lifetime.
The Σ matrices are calculated using surface Green's
function (GF) which itself is calculated using a recursive
method. For each energy in the defined energy spectrum,
the contact GF is calculated layer by layer in the direction
of contact extension until difference between the two
consecutive layers is smaller than a specified tolerance.
After convergence is achieved, the contact with a finite
number of layers shows the same properties as an infinite
contact. The recursive calculation method layer by layer is
computationally time-consuming, and in order to speed up
the calculations we use the Sancho-Rubio (SR) method
[29]. In the SR method, the number of layers is doubled in
each new iteration to achieve exponential convergence
while being more numerically stable compared to the
simple layer by layer method. The outputs of the SR
method are Σ matrices that account for ideal semi-infinite
contacts of the same crystal and band structure as the
channel material.
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C. Parallelization over energy points
Calculation tasks are parallelized over energy points,
with each MPI process performing calculations only for a
certain subset of energy points. The subset for each process
is implicitly defined based on its MPI rank and MPI world
size (functions MPI_Comm_rank and MPI_Comm_size). This
parallelization approach is ideal as computations are
completely independent, therefore requiring minimal
communication between processes. Only the final
computation result for each energy point needs to be
transmitted. Results are sent to the process with MPI rank
zero, via simple MPI messages containing energy point
index in their tag parameter. Messages are sent after all
individual computations are completed, thus eliminating
the need for periodical probing or an intermediary MPI
process.
Listing 1 shows the C code for the transmission
calculation using the NEGF formalism over energy points
in the pre-defined spectrum. Parallelization is enabled by
using mpi_rank and mpi_size functions which return rank
from MPI_Comm_rank and world size from MPI_Comm_size,
respectively. Intel MKL functions used in this part of the
code
are
mkl_zomatadd,
mkl_zomatcopy,
and
cblas_zgemm, for matrix additions, copying and
multiplication, respectively. As an addition to these MKL
functions, mm_zgeadd and mm_invert are written from
scratch and used for matrix addition and inversion. Here,
mm_zgeadd is essentially mkl_zomatadd, but the output is
written over the second matrix input. On the other hand,
mm_invert computes the inverse of the input matrix, and
the result overwrites the data in memory where the input
matrix was stored. Calculation of contact self-energy
matrices is performed using our C function
sgf_iter_sr_v2 for the calculation of surface GFs using
the Sancho Rubio method. After the calculation of surface
GFs, our C function set_sigma is used for the creation of
S/D contact self-energy matrices (Σ).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bismuthene is a group-V 2D monolayer material with
a hexagonal crystal lattice. Patterning bismuthene into
quasi-1D nanoribbons enables the tuning of electronic and
transport properties in nanoscale bismuthene-nased
devices. The simulation chain from DFT over quantum
transport to BiNR FET simulation based on the ToB model
is reported for BiNRs widths (W) of 0.86 nm, 1.29 nm,
1.73 nm, 2.18 nm, and 2.61 nm. For the ToB device study,
we consider an n-type BiNR FET with an intrinsic channel
and highly doped S/D regions with the Fermi level in the
source region set to approx. 0.02 eV above the conduction
band minimum (CBM) on the source side of the device, in
order to preserve charge neutrality condition in S/D
regions doped to 0.001 molar fraction of Bi atoms areal
density [4]. Gate oxide is a 1 nm-thick SiO2 with εr = 3.9.
For simplicity, gate work function is set automatically so
that the flat band voltage equals 0 V, and that all BiNR
FETs have the same threshold voltage of 0.25 V.
A. Electronic, transport and device properties of BiNRs
Dispersion obtained by DFT and after the
wannierization process is compared in Fig. 1 for the
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for (int i=mpi_rank();i<length_E;I += mpi_size()){

double E_val = *(E_space + i);
//Define complex matrix (E(i) + zplus)*eye(nw*nu)
MKL_Complex16enzp_complex = {*(E_space + i),zplus};
mkl_zomatcopy('R','N',NW*NU,NW*NU,enzp_complex,M_unit_NWNU,NW*NU,M_enzp_eye,NW*NU);
mkl_zomatcopy('R','N',NT,NT,enzp_complex,M_unit_NT,NT,M_enzp_eye_nt,NT);
//iteration for SGF1, SGF_Sigma1 stored in SGF1_sigma
sgf_iter_sr_v2(SGF1_sigma,E_val,&enzp_complex,alpha,beta,NW,NU,1);
sgf_iter_sr_v2(SGF2_sigma,E_val,&enzp_complex,alpha,beta,NW,NU,2);
//Set SGF1_sigma and SGF2_sigma to top left, bottom right corner,respectively
set_sigma(Sigma1,SGF1_sigma,NW,NU,NL,1);
set_sigma(Sigma2,SGF2_sigma,NW,NU,NL,2);
//calculate broadening matrices Gamma
mkl_zomatcopy('R','C',NT,NT,pone_complex,Sigma1,NT,Sigma1_ct,NT);
mm_zgeadd('R',NT,NT,&pone_complex,Sigma1,NT,&none_complex,Sigma1_ct,NT);
mkl_zomatcopy('R','N',NT,NT,cone_complex,Sigma1_ct,NT,Gamma1,NT);
mkl_zomatcopy('R','C',NT,NT,pone_complex,Sigma2,NT,Sigma2_ct,NT);
mm_zgeadd('R',NT,NT,&pone_complex,Sigma2,NT,&none_complex,Sigma2_ct,NT);
mkl_zomatcopy('R','N',NT,NT,cone_complex,Sigma2_ct,NT,Gamma2,NT);
//find full GF
MKL_Complex16*GF_full=alloc_complex(NT*NT);
mkl_zomatadd('R','N','N',NT,NT,pone_complex,M_enzp_eye_nt,NT,none_complex,H,NT,GF_full,NT);
mm_zgeadd('R',NT,NT,&none_complex,Sigma1,NT,&pone_complex,GF_full,NT);
mm_zgeadd('R',NT,NT,&none_complex,Sigma2,NT,&pone_complex,GF_full,NT);
mm_invert(GF_full,NT);
//find transmission
cblas_zgemm(CblasRowMajor,CblasNoTrans,CblasNoTrans,NT,NT,NT,&pone_complex,Gamma1,NT,GF_full
,NT,&zero_complex,GGM_1,NT);
cblas_zgemm(CblasRowMajor,CblasNoTrans,CblasNoTrans,NT,NT,NT,&pone_complex,GGM_1,NT,Gamma2,NT
,&zero_complex,GGM_2,NT);
cblas_zgemm(CblasRowMajor,CblasNoTrans,CblasConjTrans,NT,NT,NT,&pone_complex,GGM_2,NT,GF_full
,NT,&zero_complex,GGM_R,NT);
double res = mm_trace(GGM_R,NT);
write_log("%10.5g%10.5g\n",*(E_space + i),res);
int offset = mpi_rank() ? i / mpi_size() : i;
*(Trm + offset) = res;
free(GF_full);
}

Listing 1. Part of the code for transmission calculation for each energy point parallelized using MPI and optimized using Intel MKL.

1.29 nm-wide BiNR. The plot shows that the DFT-MLWF
procedure is working well since an excellent match of
bandstructure around the bandgap is achieved, which is the
relevant energy range for device operation. In this case, we
observe that the 1.29 nm-wide BiNR is a direct
semiconductor, but there are two other valleys near the
CBM along the transport k-direction.
The satellite valleys away from the Γ point directly
reflect on the sharp increase of the transmission near the
CBM as can be seen in Fig. 2a, where the red dash-dot-dot
line shows the transmission for W = 1.29 nm. The
transmission in the conduction and valence bands are
reported in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, respectively, for BiNRs
that are 0.86 nm, 1.29 nm, 1.73 nm, and 2.61 nm wide.
Scaling down BiNR width increases the bandgap from
0.88 eV to 1.7 eV and decreases the transmission near
band minima due to a lower number of subbands in
narrower nanoribbons. Quantum confinement effect has a
strong influence on the lowest conduction and the highest
valence subbands which can be seen on the transmission
characteristics. Namely, when BiNR width decreases, the
lowest conduction subband is shifted up until it joins the
upper subbands and the first transmission plateau almost
disappears for the 0.86 nm-wide BiNR, as reported in
Fig. 2a (blue full line). On the other hand, width
downscaling shifts down the second and lower subbands
away from the valence band maximum, which leads to
lower hole transmission in narrower BiNRs (Fig. 2b).
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Finally, the ballistic ON-state current for n-channel
BiNR FETs is calculated for all the considered BiNR
widths and is plotted in Fig. 3. Scaling down BiNR width
leads to a decrease of the ON-state current from
2.85 mA/μm for the 2.61 nm-wide BiNR FET down to
only 0.35 mA/μm for the 0.86 nm-wide BiNR FET.
Although the 0.86 nm-wide BiNR has the highest
transmission near the CBM, ON-state current value is
smallest of all studied BiNRs due to the wide bandgap. To
further analyze reasons of this behavior, mobile charge
density and average charge velocity must be studied, but
this is beyond the scope of the current work.
B. Acceleration by parallel execution
In Fig. 4 we compare the time to solution using
different number of cores for a Hamiltonian dimension (N)
of N = 780 and Hamiltonian matrix size (NH) of
NH = 780 × 780 = 608.400, corresponding to the BiNR
size of 2.61 nm and 7.44 nm for the width and length,
respectively. The workload is equally divided on
maximum number of compute nodes for best performance,
e.g. up to 8 compute nodes for simulations employing 8 or
more cores. In comparison to a single-threaded execution,
computation speedup ranges from ~1.99× for the 2-core up
to ~45.8× for the 64-core execution. Speedup is close to
ideal when 1 core per compute node is used, which is
fulfilled only for cases of up to 8 cores, and decreases
when more cores per compute node are used. Theoretical
speedup of a program utilizing parallelization techniques
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Fig. 3. Width-dependence of the ON-state current in BiNR FETs for
BiNR widths ranging from 0.86 nm to 2.61 nm.
Fig. 1. Bandstructure obtained from DFT (red dotted line) and MLWF
(blue line) for the 1.29 nm-wide bismuthene nanoribbon.

Fig. 4. Comparison of time-to-solution of our NEGF solver for the
780 × 780 Hamiltonian (2.61 nm-wide BiNR) obtained using 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, and 64 Xeon Silver cores.

Fig. 2. Transmission in (a) conduction and (b) valence band for 0.86 nm,
1.29 nm, 1.73 nm, and 2.61 nm-wide BiNRs.

is given by the Amdahl’s law [30] with the following
formula
S(N ) =

1
1- p + p N

(2)

where S is the theoretical speedup, p is the proportion of
the program execution time that can be parallelized, and N
is the number of cores used. Applying the formula to the
observed execution speedup obtained for the 64-core case
gives p greater than 0.9933, demonstrating the high
parallelization effectiveness of the implemented quantum
transport solver.
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Effects of increasing N, which represents the total
number of elements in bismuthene nanodevice
Hamiltonians, on the time to solution is shown in Fig. 5 for
16-, 32- and 64-core parallel execution. Increasing the
Hamiltonian dimension from 300 to 780, i.e. increasing the
number of atoms by 2.6× and the number of matrix
elements by ~6.8×, increases the time to solution by 15.3×
(from 8.7 s to 133.6 s), when all 64 cores are utilized. We
observe that the NEGF solver scales with sub-cubic
complexity in relation to the Hamiltonian dimension. For
all Hamiltonian dimensions approximately the same
relative speedup is observed for the 16-, 32- and 64-core
execution, which confirms the parallelization efficiency of
the code.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The implementation of our ab initio quantum transport
solver, parallelized using MPI and optimized using MKL,
is described in detail and its performance is demonstrated
on ultra-scaled 2D material nanoribbons based on
bismuthene. The simulation chain from DFT, over
wannierization for spatially localized Hamiltonians, to
quantum transport based on NEGF is illustrated and
applied for the study of electronic, transport and device
properties of BiNRs with the widths under ~2.6 nm. While
further studies including SOC are needed, BiNR FETs
show promising current drivability for W > 2.5 nm.
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[13]
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Fig. 5. Time-to-solution vs. BiNR Hamiltonian size in log-log scale for
three cases when our NEGF solver is running on 16, 32, and 64 cores.

Finally, we demonstrate a code-execution acceleration by
parallelization of about ~45.8× by using 64 cores in
comparison to the single-core execution. Our NEGF solver
enables the simulation of relatively large nanostructures
and acceptable time to solution.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The extraordinary electronic, transport, mechanical
and other relevant properties make two-dimensional (2D)
materials very promising for device applications at the
micro- and nano-scale. The 2D materials cover the entire
range of electronic classes, from conductors and
insulators, over semiconductors to superconductors, with a
recent ab initio study predicting thousands of novel 2D
materials to be stable under normal conditions [1]. Given
their atomic thickness, appropriate bandgap and transport
characteristics, many of the 2D materials have been
explored theoretically for device applications in nanoscale
field-effect transistors (FETs) [2], [3]. In addition, 2D
material nanostructures such as nanoribbons have also
been explored as they open an avenue for tuning device
performance by quantum confinement effects [4]–[6].
However, the search for an optimum 2D material for
nanoscale FETs continues, especially given the severe
limitations introduced by the high contact resistance at
interfaces between the metal electrodes and the 2D
material channel [7]–[10].
Recently, a metallic monolayer of gallium labeled
gallenene has been experimentally obtained by solid-melt
exfoliation [11] and by epitaxial growth on Si(111) [12]. It
has been shown that gallenene forms two distinct
crystallographic orientations or crystal structures, i.e. a
honeycomb and a rhombic structure, with both being
metallic in their large-area 2D form. In a recent theoretical
study [13] the authors studied gallenene and gallenene
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Abstract—We investigated the bandstructure and
transport properties of semiconducting zig-zag b-gallenene
nanoribbons (GaNR) using orbitally-resolved Hamiltonians
and quantum transport simulations. The impact of GaNR
width scaling on the bandstructure, transmission, bandgap
and conductance is analyzed in detail. We find that GaNRs
exhibit a nontrivial width-dependence of the conductance
that is also nonsymmetric for electrons and holes. Moreover,
bandgaps of up to ~0.95 eV are achievable by nanoribbon
width downscaling. These results are explained by studying
the width-dependent evolution of GaNR bandstructure.

transport direction along zig-zag edge

Fig. 1. Illustration of a semiconducting zig-zag b010-gallenene
nanoribbon. A unit-cell and a super-cell, used for constructing GaNR
Hamiltonians, are marked by the parallelogram and rectangle,
respectively.

nanoribbons (GaNRs) by ab initio density-functional
theory (DFT) calculations, and found a subgroup of
GaNRs that are semiconductors while the others exhibit
metallic properties. Therefore, GaNRs are of interest for
nanodevice applications since they offer a chance to
implement metal electrodes and semiconducting channels
in nanoscale FETs by using the same 2D material, which
alleviates the need for heterostructures in contact regions
and potentially eliminates the creation of Schottky barriers
at channel-contact interfaces.
In this paper, atomistic Hamiltonians with orbital
resolution and non-equilibrium Green's function (NEGF)
formalism [14]–[16] are employed to study the electronic
and transport properties of semiconducting GaNRs. We
demonstrate that when the GaNR width is downscaled in
the ~5.8 nm to ~0.7 nm range, bandgap increases to
0.95 eV, while the conductance shows a nonmonotonic
behavior and exhibits a local maximum for ~1.2 nm and
1.6 nm-wide GaNRs, for electron and hole conductance,
respectively.
II.

MODELING AND SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

The two crystallographic varieties of gallenene are
a100-gallenene, which has a flat hexagonal lattice similar
to graphene but with a larger bond length, and b010gallenene, which exhibits a buckled zigzag rhombic
structure [13] and is illustrated in Fig. 1. While both 2D
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monolayers are metallic, zig-zag b010-gallenene
nanoribbons are semiconductors. Hence, zig-zag b010gallenene nanoribbons are in the focus of this work and
are concisely labeled GaNRs for the sake of simplicity.

G R ( E ) = ( E + i0+ ) I − H − Σ1R ( E ) − Σ 2R ( E ) 

−1

(1)

where H is the device TB Hamiltonian, and Σ matrices
are the retarded contact self-energies that include the
influence of the open boundary conditions at the two
contacts attached to the GaNR [22]. The retarded (GR)
and advanced Green's function (GA) are then used to find
T(E) and D(E), as shown in [15], [23], [24]. Finally, the
conductance (G) for electrons and holes in the conduction
and valence bands, respectively, are calculated by
G=

2e 2 
 df ( E − EF ) 
 T (E )  −
 dE
h 
dE



(2)

where f(E − EF) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function,
EF is the Fermi level set 50 meV above the conduction
band minimum (CBM) for electron conductance, or
50 meV below the valence band maximum (VBM) for
hole conductance. The conductance calculated at these
levels is labeled ON-state conductance (GON), whereas
OFF-state conductance (GOFF) is found by positioning EF
at the mid-gap energy. In all cases, T = 300 K. The ONOFF conductance ratio (GON/GOFF) is later analyzed as a
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Fig. 2. Energy-dependent transmission through GaNRs of various
widths from 5.82 nm down to 0.70 nm.
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Transmission function, T(E), and density of states,
D(E), are found by using our existing NEGF code that is
developed for quantum transport studies of 2D material
nanostructures and devices [19]–[21]. The starting point
of the NEGF approach is finding the retarded Green's
function of the device, defined as

GaNR width:
0.70 nm
1.16 nm
1.63 nm
2.09 nm
5.82 nm
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Transmission

For GaNR Hamiltonians we use the tight-binding (TB)
model from [13], whose parameters are determined
through a nonlinear fitting algorithm of ab initio
bandstructure data [17]. In that work, Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) was used to describe the exchange
and correlation terms, and we note that PBE usually
underestimates the bandgap. The unit-cell consists of four
Ga atoms and a basis of four orbitals (s, px, py, pz) is set
for each Ga atom, resulting in a 16×16 matrix for the
unit-cell Hamiltonian. Among the provided TB models in
[13], we use the orthonormal model for b010-gallenene for
simplicity. The GaNR Hamiltonian is constructed by
taking into account all available interaction matrices as
described in [13], [17], [18]. The unit-cell (dotted-line
parallelogram in Fig. 1) is repeated NW times along the
nanoribbon width (W), providing a column super-cell
(dashed-line rectangle in Fig. 1) that is then repeated NL
times along the nanoribbon length i.e. along the transport
direction. An illustration of a GaNR with NW = 3 and
NL = 6 is provided in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Impact of width downscaling on the bandgap of semiconducting
zig-zag b010-gallenene nanoribbons.

metric of digital switching capabilities of nanoscale
GaNR FETs. While GaNR FET simulations are indeed
needed to provide the ON-OFF current ratio, usually
employed in the literature as a parameter for switching
performance assessment, we do not simulate full devices.
Nevertheless, the GON/GOFF parameter can be considered
as an estimate of the upper limit to intrinsic switching of
GaNRs as a potential channel material in nanoscale FETs.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transmission through GaNRs of various widths in the
0.70 nm to 5.82 nm range is reported in Fig. 2. Width
downscaling modifies the transmission considerably, from
the shape of the characteristics in the conduction and
valence bands, to the extent of the transport gap i.e.
energy range where the transmission is negligible. The
large number of subbands results in many transmission
steps, however, for W = 5.82 nm we note a wide plateau
extending over 435 meV from the CBM, indicating a
single conducting mode available at these energies. In
contrast, valence band transmission is significantly higher
for the same GaNR width, indicating the activation of
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Fig. 4. Bandstructure of semiconducting zig-zag b010-gallenene nanoribbons with the widths of (a) 5.82 nm, (b) 3.02 nm, (c) 2.09 nm, (d) 1.63 nm, (e)
1.16 nm, and (f) 0.70 nm.

more conducting subbands in the valence band than in the
conduction band.
The extracted transport gap coincides with bandgap
(EG) in ideal nanoribbons and is plotted in Fig. 3. The
bandgap increases with the width downscaling, from
120 meV when W = 5.82 nm to 955 meV when
W = 0.70 nm. For logic devices EG should be larger than
~0.5 eV for an efficient suppression of band-to-band
tunneling [25], and this condition is fulfilled for
W < 2.5 nm, which presents a challenge for the practical
realization of GaNR FETs. Nevertheless, experimental
reports on ultra-narrow graphene nanoribbons [26] and
recent fabrication of phosphorene nanoribbons [27]
provide an optimistic outlook. The EG is clearly inversely
proportional to GaNR width, and we note two distinct
regions in the W-dependence. Going from W = 5.82 nm
down to W = 1.63 nm, EG is proportional to ~W−1.44,
whereas the increase is considerably weaker, i.e. bandgap
increases according to ~W−0.19, when the width scaling
proceeds from W = 1.63 nm down to W = 0.70 nm.
The peculiar behavior of the transmission shown in
Fig. 2, and of the bandgap reported in Fig. 3 are explored
in more detail by analyzing the bandstructure (E-k
dispersion characteristics along the transport direction) of
GaNRs of various widths, which are plotted in Fig. 4.
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Band center (k = 0) is the Γ point, and zone edge coincides
with the X high-symmetry point. When W is scaled down,
the bandstructure becomes simpler due to decreased
number of subbands, caused by a smaller total number of
orbitals in a smaller nanoribbon super-cell (see Fig. 1).
Regarding the energy gap, bandgap is indirect for all the
examined GaNR widths except for W = 0.70 nm in which
the bandgap is direct. For the cases when the bandgap is
indirect (5.82 nm to 1.16 nm), the gap is observed
between the CBM at the Γ point and VBM at the X point,
except for W = 1.16 nm for which the CBM occurs in the
X valley and VBM at the Γ point. We conclude that the
bandgap increase reported in Fig. 3 is dominantly caused
by CBM shifting up, while the VBM exhibits a much
weaker change. Moreover, although this is beyond the
scope of the current work, the changing positions of Γand X-valleys should have a strong impact on the
performance of GaNR FETs since these valleys exhibit
different properties such as E-k curvature, electron and
hole effective mass, density of states, etc.
The device properties, e.g. performance of GaNR
FETs, are mainly determined by the bandstructure around
the CBM and VBM, so now we focus on explaining the
observed transmission behavior using the bandstructure
results. The long transmission plateau near the CBM
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The peculiar and complex behavior of the transmission
in the conduction and valence bands of GaNRs is
consequently visible in the width-dependence of GON
plotted in Fig. 5. While GON exhibits a monotonic decrease
with W-downscaling in other monoelemental 2D material
nanoribbons [6], [24], [28], in GaNRs the GON first
increases reaching a maximum for W = 1.16 nm
(electrons) and W = 2.24 nm (holes), and then decreases in
the narrowest devices. The existence of local maxima in
GON-W characteristics is a consequence of bandstructure
evolution with decreasing W, as explained earlier, with the
dominant effect being the crowding of subbands near the
CBM and VBM in the 1 – 2 nm nanoribbon width range.
These results indicate that nanoscale GaNR FETs with
optimum performance could be realized by choosing the
optimum GaNR width between ~1.2 nm and ~2.2 nm.
The hole GON-W curve is qualitatively the same as for
electrons and looks like being shifted towards larger
widths. Quantitatively speaking, hole GON is larger than
the electron GON for W > 1.5 nm, which suggests better
performance of p-channel GaNR FETs than their nchannel counterparts in this W range. The largest
difference between electron and hole GON in favor of the
electron GON equals ~2.7× and occurs for 1.16 nm-wide
GaNRs. For the narrowest device with W = 0.70 nm, both
conductance characteristics reach similar values that are
close to those obtained for the widest examined GaNRs.
Finally, in Fig. 6 we plot the GON/GOFF ratio, which
presents an upper limit to switching between the ON and
OFF states for GaNR devices. As the width decreases, the
ratio increases from only ~4.8 when W = 5.82 nm up to
5 × 107 in 0.70 nm-wide GaNRs, and this increase is
mainly attributed to the strong GOFF decrease and bandgap
increase in narrower devices. The ratio of 104 is reached
for W ~ 2.5 nm, while 106 is possible for strongly scaled
GaNRs with W < 1.8 nm. In comparison to nanoribbons of
other 2D materials, GaNRs display GON/GOFF values that
are much lower than those of phosphorene nanoribbons
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obtained for the 5.82 nm-wide GaNR (Fig. 2) is caused by
the first conduction subband going deeply towards the
VBM, as shown in Fig. 4a. When the width decreases, this
subband moves up as can be seen by comparing e.g.
Fig. 4a, b and c. This shift makes the first subband closer
to other conducting subbands and increases the
transmission in the energy range close to the CBM for
1.63 nm and 1.16 nm-wide GaNRs in comparison to the
5.82 nm-wide device. The indirect-to-direct transition for
W = 0.70 nm occurs concurrently with a larger separation
between the conducting subbands, which leads to a
decreased transmission near the CBM in this device in
comparison to the 1.16 nm-wide GaNR. Regarding the
valence band, transmission for holes also changes, but the
modification is not as complicated as for electrons. The
transmission near the VBM is higher than in the CBM for
GaNR widths down to 1.63 nm, due to a richer hole
dispersion. However, for W = 1.16 nm and W = 0.70 nm
the number of subbands is reduced and the transmission
curves for electrons and holes are not as different as for
wider GaNRs.
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[29], but are similar to those of graphene nanoribbons [28]
and much higher than in silicene nanoribbons [24].
Therefore, together with very high GON, the ON-OFF
conductance ratio also contributes to promising electronic
and transport properties of semiconducting GaNRs for
applications in nanoscale FETs.
IV.

CONLUSIONS

Among different types of gallenene nanostructures,
zig-zag b010-gallenene nanoribbons were shown to be
semiconductors and are investigated in this work using
atomistic Hamiltonians and NEGF formalism for the
quantum transport calculations. The GaNR Hamiltonians
are built up using a TB model from the literature that
employs a four-orbital basis for each Ga atom in the
nanoribbon. The impact of nanoribbon width downscaling
on the electronic and transport properties, including
bandstructure, bandgap, transmission and conductance, is
investigated in detail. We show that acceptable bandgap
values of up to ~0.95 eV, and ON-OFF conductance ratios
of up to ~5 × 107 can be obtained by width scaling,
suggesting that ultra-narrow GaNRs are promising as
channel material for post-silicon nanoscale FETs.
Moreover, we demonstrate a nonmonotonic width-
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dependence of the ON-state conductance, with a local
maximum occurring for W = 1.16 nm and W = 2.24 nm,
for the electron and hole conductance, respectively. This
effect, which suggest the existence of optimum widths for
ultra-scaled GaNR FETs, is explained by the crowding of
electron and hole subbands happening in the evolution of
GaNR bandstructure when its width is scaled down.
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Abstract—Modern magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) cells with single-digit nanometer diameters,
utilize a combination of perpendicular interface-induced and
shape-driven out-of-plane anisotropy in a free layer (FL)
consisting of several ferromagnetic parts separated by tunnel
barriers and/or nonmagnetic spacers. To accurately evaluate
the torques acting in such a structure, we generalized the
coupled spin and charge drift-diffusion transport approach
to account for a number of tunnel barriers (TB) or spacers
separating the elongated ferromagnetic pieces. The inclusion
of the tunneling magnetoresistance effect is achieved by
modeling the TB as a poor conductor with a conductivity
locally dependent on the relative magnetization orientation
of the ferromagnetic layers. The TB parameters are calibrated to reproduce the expected torque magnitudes in
magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ). To reproduce the spin
transfer torques acting on a FL in a MTJs with several
TBs and spacers, a special treatment of the spin current is
proposed. In elongated FLs, position-dependent torques are
present in the ferromagnetic pieces due to non-homogeneous
magnetization. We show that, with the proposed approach,
composite FLs with several TBs are treated on equal footing.
Our simulations of the magnetization dynamics in composite
elongated FLs agree well with recent experimental demonstrations of switching of ultra-scaled MRAM cells.
Keywords—Spin Transfer Torques, Ultra-Scaled MRAM
Cells, LLG, perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

I. I NTRODUCTION
Emerging nonvolatile spin-transfer torque (STT) magnetoresistive random access memories (MRAM) offer high
speed, endurance and are attractive for stand-alone [1],
embedded automotive [2], MCU and IoT [3] applications,
frame buffer memory [4], and slow SRAM [5]. An MRAM
cell consists of several layers, including a CoFeB reference
layer (RL) and a free magnetic layer (FL) separated by
an MgO tunnel barrier (TB) (Fig. 1 (a)), which form the
MTJ. To increase the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy,
the FL, typically composed of two CoFeB layers and a thin
metal buffer, is interfaced with a second MgO layer [6].
Introducing more MgO layers [7] and elongating the FL
allows to boost the perpendicular anisotropy even further,
while reducing the FL diameter [8]. For accurate design
of ultra-scaled MRAM cells (Fig. 1 (b)) it is paramount to
generalize the traditional Slonczewski [9] approach applicable only to thin FLs to properly incorporate: (i) normal
metal buffers; (ii) MgO barriers between the CoFeB layers,
as well as the barrier between the RL and FL, and (iii) the
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1: (a) shows an MTJ with non-uniform FL magnetization, (b) shows
examples of ultra-scaled MRAM cells.

torques acting on the textured magnetization near TBs in
elongated ultra-scaled FLs.
II. M ODEL
We developed a fully three-dimensional finite element
method (FEM) based modeling and simulation approach
which includes all physical phenomena, (described in
equations (1)-(6)), which includes all physical phenomena,
for proper ultra-scaled MRAM operation. We numerically
solve the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation (LLG) (1) describing the magnetization dynamics
∂m
1
∂m
= −γm × Heff + αm ×
+
TS
∂t
∂t
MS

(1)

m = M/MS is the position-dependent normalized
magnetization, MS is the saturation magnetization, α is
the Gilbert damping constant, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio,
and µ0 is the vacuum permeability. The effective field Heff
includes the magnetic anisotropy field, the exchange, as
well as the demagnetization fields. The latter contribution
to Heff is evaluated only on the disconnected magnetic domain by using a hybrid approach combining the boundary
element method and the finite element method [10].
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Fig. 2: Current density in an MTJ biased under a constant voltage for a
non-uniform magnetization configuration of the FL, going from parallel
in the center to anti-parallel on the side (c.f. Fig. 1 (a)).

Fig. 4: Comparison of the angular dependence of the torque to the
sinusoidal dependence predicted by [9].

µB
βσ JC ⊗ m+
e

e
[(∇S)m] ⊗ m − De ∇S
βD De
µB
e
JC = σE − βD De
[(∇S)m]
µB
JS = −

(5)

µB is the Bohr magneton, e is the electron
charge,
N
βσ and βD are polarization parameters.
is the outer
product, JC is the charge current density, and JS is
the spin current. We extended this method to MTJs by
modeling the TB as a poor conductor (6) with a local
resistance dependent on the relative orientation of the FL
magnetization [12].




TMR
σP + σAP
1+
cos θ
(6)
σ(θ) =
2
2 + TMR

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3: Spin accumulation (a) and spin torque (b) solution with the spincurrent boundary condition, semi-infinite ferromagnetic layers, λJ =
1 nm and λφ = 0.4 nm. The magnetization is along x in the RL and
along z in the FL.

To appropriately model the switching of ultra-scaled
MRAM cells the torque TS has to be obtained by the
following equation:
TS = −

(4)

De
De
m × S − 2 m × (m × S).
2
λJ
λφ

(2)

λJ is the exchange length, λφ is the spin dephasing
length, De is the electron diffusion coefficient in the
ferromagnetic layers, and S is the coupled spin and
charge transport. The coupled spin and charge driftdiffusion method, as defined by equations (3)-(5), accurately describes the charge and the spin transport through
a nanometer sized magnetic valve [11].


S
S × m m × (S × m)
De 2 +
+
= −∇ · JS (3)
λsf
λ2J
λ2φ
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It is a manifestation of Ohm’s law relating the voltage
and the charge current through a structure with many
transversal modes [11]. TMR tunneling magnetoresistance
ratio, σP (σAP ) is the conductivity in the P (AP) state, and
θ is the local angle between the magnetic vectors in the
free and reference layer. Fig. 2 shows the redistribution of
the current density in an MTJ at a fixed voltage for the
FL magnetization shown in Fig. 1 (a): the current density
is larger in the center, where the FL magnetization is
parallel to that of the RL and the magnetization-dependent
conductivity is the highest.
The tunneling spin current polarization taken from [13]
is introduced by applying appropriate magnetization dependent boundary conditions at the left and right interface
of the tunneling layers.
III. R ESULTS
The spin accumulation and torques computed in a
structure with semi-infinite ferromagnetic leads separated
by a 1 nm thick tunnel junction are shown in Fig. 3.
The transverse spin dephasing length is λφ = 0.4 nm,
the exchange length is λJ = 1 nm and the spin-flip
length is λsf = 10 nm. The small value of the dephasing
length is in agreement with values in MTJs [14]. The
tunneling spin current polarization creates a jump between
the values of the spin accumulation at the left and right
interface of the TB. This is the manifestation of the MTJ
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5: Magnetization texture in an MTJ with elongated FL (a) and torques computed in the structure (b).

Fig. 6: An MRAM cell with 5 nm RL and an elongated 15 nm FL
interfaced by two TB of 0.9 nm. At −1.5 V bias voltage applied, no
switching occurs due to the formation of a domain wall as evidenced by
the switching snapshot at 2 ns (bottom).

polarization effects on the spin current. The transverse spin
accumulation is quickly absorbed, resulting in torques that
are acting near the TB|FL interface.
In Fig. 4, the angular dependence of the torque acting
on a semi-infinite FL is compared with the Slonczewski
expression [9]. The sinusoidal angular dependence of the
torque in an MTJ predicted by [9] is reproduced exactly,
for semi-infinite and 2 nm thin ferromagnetic layers, and
for various values of the RL|TB interface spin polarization.
For a fixed voltage, the torque is independent of the TB|FL
polarization.
The magnetization in elongated FLs of ultra-scaled
MRAM is highly nonuniform during switching. A domain
wall (DW) is created, which may propagate through the
FL or dissolve. The torques acting in the presence of
magnetization domain walls can be modeled by the Zhang
and Li expression [15]. The advantage of the proposed
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Fig. 7: Switching of an MRAM cell made of 5 nm RL, 0.9 nm TB,
and composite FL separated by a 0.9 nm MgO layer. The FL consists
of two ferromagnetic parts of 5 nm separated by a 0.9 nm MgO layer.
The bias voltage is −1.5 V. A switching magnetization level of 0.8 is
achieved after 4 ns. Damped oscillations after the switching are caused
by the not completely aligned magnetizations of FL1 and FL2 relaxing
to an equilibrium parallel position (bottom).

approach when applied to ultra-scaled MRAM devices
is the possibility of computing all sources of torque
via a unified formalism. We compute the torque in an
experimental MTJ structure [8] with a 5 nm RL, 0.9 nm
TB, and an elongated FL of 15 nm, with the magnetization
profile shown in (Fig. 5 (a)). The torque computed by the
solver is displayed in (Fig. 5 (b)). Both the Slonczewski
torque acting near the interface and the bulk torque due to
the magnetization texture are simultaneously reproduced
using a unique set of equations, showing the capability
of the drift-diffusion approach to accurately describe the
torque and switching in ultra-scaled MRAM.
Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 demonstrate the magnetization dynamics
in ultra-scaled MRAM cells with a diameter of 2.3 nm,
studied experimentally in [8], under −1.5 V bias voltage.
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Fig. 8: Switching of an MRAM cell made of 5 nm RL, 0.9 nm TB,
and composite FL separated by a 0.9 nm MgO layer. The FL consists
of two ferromagnetic parts of 5 nm separated by a 2 nm non-magnetic
spacer. The bias voltage is −1.5 V. A switching magnetization level
of 0.8 is achieved after 2 ns, at which the MRAM cell is considered
switched. Damped oscillations after the switching are caused by the
not completely aligned magnetizations of FL1 and FL2 relaxing to an
equilibrium parallel position (bottom).

The FLs are elongated to stabilize the perpendicular
orientation with the help of the shape anisotropy. Shortly
after the voltage is applied, a DW is formed in the 15 nm
long FL (Fig. 6). The DW dissolves after ∼ 3 ns with
the magnetization returning close to the starting position.
The DW formation thus prevents the magnetization from
switching. In contrast, if the FL is composed of two 5 nm
long parts separated by an MgO layer (Fig. 7) or by a nonmagnetic spacer (Fig. 8), the magnetization of FL1 is reverted first followed by the FL2 magnetization reversal due
to the STT and the strong magnetostatic coupling between
the FL1 and FL2. The whole FL switches successfully, in
agreement with [8].
IV. C ONCLUSION
We presented a successful design approach to accurately
describe the charge and spin currents, the torques and
the magnetization dynamics in ultra-scaled MRAM cells
consisting of several elongated pieces of ferromagnets
separated by multiple tunnel barriers. We demonstrated
how the Slonczewski and Zhang and Li torques can be
computed using a unified model, correctly describing the
torques on textured magnetization in elongated FLs with
several MgO TBs. The predictions from our design method
agree well with the recent experimental demonstrations
of switching of ultra-scaled MRAM cells, which rely not
only on interface anisotropy, but also on shape anisotropy
to achieve large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.
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Abstract—The paper describes the implementation and
characterization of single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs)
fabricated in a commercial 180 nm high-voltage (HV)
bipolar-CMOS-DMOS (BCD) technology. The SPAD structures utilize a deep, low-doped p-n junction as the avalanche
multiplication layer, exploiting the high-voltage implant layers available in the technology. Technology computer-aided
design (TCAD) simulations are performed to ensure that
breakdown occurs in the active region of the device and to
estimate the breakdown voltage and dark count rate (DCR).
The devices are fabricated with different sizes and a circular,
octagonal or square layout. The SPADs are characterized
in terms of current-voltage (I-V) curves and dark count
rates, both on bare dies as well as on dies bonded to a
printed circuit board (PCB), by connecting them to an offchip passive quenching circuit. Afterpulsing probability is
analyzed by studying the distribution of interarrival times
of dark pulses and comparing it to that of an ideal Poisson
process. The circular and octagonal devices exhibit state-ofthe-art noise performance with DCRs as low as 0.47 Hz/µm2
at an excess voltage of 5 V, whereas the DCR of square
structures increases by up to 2.7 times, partly due to
afterpulsing effects at high excess voltages.
Keywords—single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs), dark
count rate (DCR), afterpulsing, photodetectors, CMOS image
sensors, photon counting, TCAD simulations, layout

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, silicon single-photon avalanche diodes
(SPADs) are finding their place in numerous applications
requiring low-level light detection with fast timing, such
as laser imaging detection and ranging (LIDAR), timeof-flight 3D imaging, fluorescence lifetime microscopy
(FLIM) in life sciences and quantum key distribution
(QKD) in cryptography [1]–[3]. In all these applications,
integrating the photodetector and the associated signalprocessing electronics on the same chip, particularly using
highly scaled commercial CMOS technologies, would lead
to a significant cost reduction and a potential improvement
in reliability and integration density [4]. However, the
limited number of wells and high doping levels, which
are inherent features of today’s submicron CMOS technologies, while suitable for realizing complex readout
circuitry, are not necessarily ideal for the implementation
of the detector itself. For this reason, single-photon detectors with the highest performance have historically been
This work was supported by the Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ)
under the project IP-2018-01-5296.
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achieved using fully customized fabrication processes [5],
[6]. High-voltage (HV) CMOS processes typically offer a
larger number of wells with lower doping concentrations
and higher operating voltages compared to standard lowvoltage (LV) CMOS, and thus present a trade-off between
the desired features of custom processes and LV CMOS
technologies.
A SPAD is essentially a p-n junction operating in Geiger
mode, i.e. biased above its breakdown voltage (VBR ) by
some excess voltage (VEX ) [7]. In this regime, even a
single photon impinging on the detector can trigger an
avalanche multiplication process, causing the diode current
to rise until the avalanche is quenched by an appropriate
quenching circuit. This circuit can be as simple as a
large ballast resistor connected in series with the SPAD,
wherein, upon detection, the voltage drop across the resistor causes the diode voltage to drop below breakdown, thus
effectively quenching the avalanche [8]. In terms of the
SPAD devices themselves, some of the key requirements
are high photon detection efficiency (PDE), low dark count
rate (DCR), i.e. low rate of thermally generated avalanche
pulses which represent the noise of the detector, and low
afterpulsing (AP) probability, i.e. low probability that the
release of charge captured in traps during an avalanche
process causes the onset of subsequent avalanches [9].
High PDE, particularly at higher wavelengths of the visible
spectrum, is typically achieved by using a deep low-doped
junction as the multiplication layer of the SPAD [6], which
is also beneficial for low DCR and reduced afterpulsing,
as it moves the high-field region away from the trap-rich
silicon surface and shallow trench isolation (STI) region.
Afterpulsing can also be suppressed by reducing the
detector capacitance and in turn minimizing the avalanche
charge [10].
In order to address the above requirements, we implement deep-junction SPADs with various shapes and sizes
in a commercial 180 nm high-voltage bipolar-CMOSDMOS (BCD) process, taking advantage of the highvoltage features of the technology. The device structure
has been analyzed by means of technology computer-aided
design (TCAD) simulations to avoid edge breakdown and
to estimate the noise performance. The fabricated SPADs
are tested by connecting them to an external quenching
resistor. Measured I-V characteristics, DCRs and afterpuls-
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ing probabilities for several layouts (circular, octagonal,
square) and different diameters of the active region (20 µm
and 40 µm) are presented. The obtained values of DCR per
unit area are comparable to the state of the art [11]–[20],
making the structures promising candidates for low-cost
large-scale SPAD array imagers. The comparison of SPAD
layouts provides useful insight for the design of such
arrays with the possibility to optimize their fill factors.
II. SPAD DEVICE IMPLEMENTATION
A. Device structure
The implemented SPAD structure is similar to the one
reported in [17], and in [21] for a 0.25 µm technology
node. Fig. 1 shows the cross-section of the device. The
high-voltage wells offered by the BCD technology are significantly deeper and lower-doped than their low-voltage
counterparts, allowing the formation of a deep p-n junction
with a wider depletion region. In this case, the junction
defining the active region is formed by a high-voltage
p-well (HVPW) and the underlying n-type buried layer
(NBL). A highly doped p+ region on top of the HVPW is
used to contact the anode, lowering its series resistance and
preventing the depletion region from reaching the silicon
surface. The doping of the high-voltage n-wells (HVNWs)
is lower compared to the NBL, which is why these wells
act as an implicit guard ring preventing corner breakdown.
Hence, no explicit guard ring structure is needed to contain
the avalanche to the active region of the device.
The fabricated layouts of this structure are shown in
Fig. 2. All structures have the same cross-section from
Fig. 1, but they feature a circular, octagonal or squareshaped anode. The noise performance of different layouts
is compared to ascertain whether an excessive electric field
in the corners of the structure can lead to an increase in
DCR or afterpulsing. This type of layout-dependence has
rarely been studied in literature [22], but could have important implications for the design of SPAD pixel arrays, as
a square electrode would be desirable for high fill factors,
provided that it does not degrade detector performance.
B. TCAD simulations
TCAD simulations using typical doping profiles of the
given technology node have been performed to check

Fig. 1: Cross-section of the implemented SPAD device. The deep
high-voltage p-well/n-type buried layer (HVPW/NBL) junction
represents the multiplication region, and the high-voltage n-well
(HVNW) acts as an implicit guard ring preventing edge breakdown.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: Layout of (a) circular, (b) octagonal and (c) square SPAD
structures showing the relevant layers used in their implementation.
The active junction area is emphasized by the thick green line.

whether breakdown occurs in the active region of the
device, as well as to estimate the breakdown voltage and
DCR. The simulated I-V curves with a Shockley-ReadHall (SRH) generation lifetime of 10−3 s−1 show reverse
saturation currents in the order of 10−16 A and abrupt
breakdown at 80.5 V. The electric field distribution within
the right half of the structure with a 20 µm active region
diameter, as well as the impact ionization rates at the
breakdown voltage, are shown in Fig. 3. One can observe
that both the electric field and impact ionization rate
exhibit maximum values near the active HVPW/NBL junction, confirming that the HVNWs are sufficient to prevent
edge breakdown. Besides, there is no significant reduction
of impact ionization close to the periphery, meaning that
the active SPAD area is utilized efficiently. The DCR has
been calculated using the framework developed in [23]
and [24] by multiplying the SRH generation rates as the
dominant carrier generation mechanism with the breakdown probabilities obtained from the TCAD software,
and integrating them over the depletion region of the 2D
structure. This way, thermally generated carriers in both
the active region and the device periphery are taken into
account. Moreover, the simulated contribution of band-toband tunneling to DCR is found to be negligible. The
resulting room-temperature DCR values extrapolated to
a circular 3D structure with a diameter of 20 µm are
56.5 Hz and 225.9 Hz at excess voltages of 1 V and
5 V, respectively. Converting these numbers to DCR per
unit of active area yields 0.18 Hz/µm2 and 0.72 Hz/µm2 ,
respectively, which are the values to be compared to
experimental results in the next section.
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(a)

Fig. 4: Comparison of forward-bias I-V characteristics for different
SPAD layouts and sizes. The ideal saturation currents obtained by the
exponential fit to the curves at a voltage of 0.5 V and extrapolated
to 0 V, give an indication of the expected DCRs.

(b)

Fig. 3: Distribution of (a) electric field and (b) impact ionization rates
within the right half of the SPAD obtained from TCAD simulations.
The maximum electric field and impact ionization values are contained
to the central active region (HVPW/NBL junction) of the device.

III. C HARACTERIZATION OF SPAD DEVICES
A. I-V characteristics
Reverse- and forward-bias I-V characteristics of the
SPADs have been measured using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (HP 4145B). The reverse breakdown voltages
obtained from the three tested dies are 80.6 V, 80.7 V
and 81.1 V, suggesting a good chip-to-chip uniformity
of the breakdown voltage, as expected in a commercial
CMOS process. Furthermore, the values are in good
agreement with the breakdown voltage obtained through
TCAD simulations. On each die, the breakdown voltage
was independent of device layout, suggesting that corner
effects do not give rise to premature edge breakdown in
the octagonal and square structures.
The forward-bias I-V characteristics measured on a bare
die are shown in Fig. 4. All devices show a very similar
current-voltage dependence with ideality factors close to
1, and with the 40 µm device exhibiting a higher current
due to the larger area. At forward-bias voltages close to
0 V, the measured current is in the picoampere range and is
comparable to the resolution of the instrument. Therefore,
we perform an extrapolation of the exponential part of the
I-V curves to obtain the ideal saturation current IS . The
extracted values of IS , together with the extracted ideality
factors n and series resistances RS , are shown in Table I.
All devices exhibit low values of series resistance, roughly
independent of diameter, as expected for a circular layout
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contacted near the perimeter (see Fig. 1). The 20 µm
devices show saturation currents similar to those obtained
from TCAD simulations, while the current of the 40 µm
device does not scale with active junction area due to a
current contribution from the lateral HVPW/HVNW diode.
B. Dark count rates
The dark count rates of the devices have been measured
in a dark box, with the SPAD anode connected to a
quenching resistor of 150 kΩ, by counting the number
of dark pulses during a 120 s acquisition of the anode waveforms on a digital sampling oscilloscope (R&S
RTB2004). The results for the various SPAD layouts and
sizes obtained from two bare dies at different excess
voltages are shown in Fig. 5a, together with the DCR per
unit area simulated in TCAD. One can observe that the
measured DCRs for the 20 µm circular structure match
the simulation results fairly closely, and that the circular
and octagonal structures show similar values of DCR in
the entire range of VEX . The 40 µm circular device
achieves a DCR as low as 0.47 Hz/µm2 at VEX = 5 V,
which is a value comparable to state-of-the-art DCR values
obtained both for custom and CMOS fabrication processes,
as shown in Table II. Also noticeable is a significant
superlinear increase in DCR with increasing VEX for one
of the two measured square-shaped devices, as well as a
larger spread in DCR values between these two devices.
The square device with the highest DCR exhibits a 2.7
times higher DCR per unit area than the circular device
with the lowest DCR at VEX = 5 V. Contrary to that,
TABLE I: Ideal saturation current IS , ideality factor n and series
resistance RS of SPAD devices, extracted from forward-bias I-V curves.
Device
20 µm circle
20 µm octagon
20 µm square
40 µm circle

IS (10−16 A)
2.267
2.395
2.748
4.065

n
1.040
1.040
1.038
1.026

RS (Ω)
62
80.9
78.9
62.5
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this trend is nowhere near as pronounced for the devices
measured while bonded to a PCB, which is obvious from
Fig. 5b. Once again, the circular and octagonal structures
show nearly identical behavior, while the square structure
does show a higher DCR, but only by up to 28% at
VEX = 5 V.
The principal difference between the measurements
on bare dies and on a PCB is the much larger anode
capacitance introduced by the cable connecting the pad of
the bare die to the external resistor, as well as the passive
scope probe used to sense the anode signal. In contrast, for
the dies bonded to a PCB, the quenching resistor is placed
on the PCB close to the chip, and the anode signal is
picked up using an active probe with an input capacitance
of ∼ 0.1 pF. Therefore, the total parasitic capacitance is
estimated to be two orders of magnitude higher when measuring the DCR on bare dies. This also means that the reset
time of the quenching circuit is two orders of magnitude
higher, in the range of tens of microseconds, which could
explain the overall lower values of DCR measured on bare

(a)

dies, since the effective VEX of the SPAD is lower for a
longer period of time as compared to dies bonded to a
PCB. However, a larger anode capacitance increases the
avalanche charge and afterpulsing probability, which could
explain the superlinear increase of DCR in the square
structures on bare dies, as explored in the next subsection.
C. Afterpulsing analysis
To understand why the DCR of the square structure increases superlinearly at high excess voltages, we perform a
statistical analysis of the interarrival times of dark pulses to
identify a possible afterpulsing contribution to the DCR. In
the absence of afterpulsing, dark counts can be modeled as
an ideal Poisson process. Therefore, the interarrival times
of dark pulses should follow an exponential distribution
with a probability density function f (t; λ) = λ exp(−λt),
where λ represents the mean DCR measured over a wide
time window. However, in the presence of afterpulses,
assuming a short enough lifetime of trapping centers, the
measured distribution would deviate significatly from the
ideal exponential distribution, exhibiting a higher number
of pulses with short interarrival times. This becomes
evident when observing the waveforms at the anode of
the square-shaped SPAD connected to a quenching resistor at different excess voltages, shown in Fig. 6. It is
well known that afterpulsing probability increases with
VEX [25]. Therefore, with increasing VEX , one should
observe a higher number of pulses arriving within a short
time window from the initial dark pulse, as exemplified
by the black and magenta curves in Fig. 6. In these
cases, multiple pulses arrive still within the reset time of
the passive quenching circuit, which can very likely be
attributed to afterpulsing effects.
To verify this, we plot the distribution of interarrival
times for the square device at excess voltages of 1 V and
5 V, which is depicted in Fig. 7. At VEX = 1 V, the
histogram representing the measured distribution in Fig. 7a
is well fitted by the ideal exponential distribution with λ
taken as the measured total DCR, and is basically over-

(b)

Fig. 5: Simulated and measured DCR per unit area of various device
structures (including afterpulsing) on (a) two bare dies and (b) a die
bonded to a PCB. The square structures tested on bare dies show a
superlinear DCR increase at high excess voltages, not present in dies
tested on PCB.
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Fig. 6: Example waveforms of dark pulses of the square device on a
bare die at different excess voltages. Waveforms with a more frequent
appearance of afterpulses at higher VEX are chosen for illustration.
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TABLE II: Comparison of room-temperature DCR for state-of-the-art low-noise SPADs fabricated in various custom and CMOS technologies with
various junction types. All references feature a circular SPAD layout.
Reference
Gulinatti et al. [11]
Ghioni et al. [12]
Villa et al. [13]
Veerappan et al. [14]
Gramuglia et al. [15]
Leitner et al. [16]
Huang et al. [17]
Sanzaro et al. [18]
Richardson et al. [19]
Webster et al. [20]
This work

Technology
Custom red-enhanced
Custom thin
0.35 µm HV
180 nm
180 nm
180 nm image sensor
180 nm HV BCD
160 nm BCD
130 nm image sensor
130 nm image sensor
180 nm HV BCD

Junction type
n+/p-enrichment/p-epi
n+/p-enrichment
p+/n-enrichment
PW/p-epi/NBL
PW/p-epi/NBL
p+/NW
DPW/NBL
p+/n-enrichment
PW/DNW
DNW/p-epi
HVPW/NBL

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Distribution of interarrival times of dark pulses for the square
device on bare dies at (a) VEX = 1 V and (b) VEX = 5 V. At
VEX = 1 V, the distribution is fitted well by the ideal exponential
distribution. At VEX = 5 V, the exponential fit is no longer valid for
the red histogram due to the contribution of afterpulses in the first bin.

lapping the histogram representing the distribution without
afterpulses. Therefore, the contribution of afterpulsing to
the total DCR at this excess voltage is negligible. The
situation, however, changes drastically when increasing
VEX to 5 V. A significant increase in counts within
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VBR (V)
60
36
25
25.5
22
21.4
49.9
35.8
14
20
80.6

VEX (V)
20
5
6
11
6
2.5
5
5
5
2
5

DCR (Hz/µm2 )
0.3
0.5
0.07
1.5
0.2
1.3
0.68
0.18
1.2
0.36
0.47

Fig. 8: Ratio of measured DCR over ideal DCR excluding the
contribution of afterpulsing, obtained from two bare dies. The circular
devices show negligible afterpulsing with a ratio close to 1, while the
square device shows an increase of up to 53% at VEX = 5 V.

the first time bin of the red histogram in Fig. 7b is
observed, and the red curve representing the exponential
distribution obtained from the measured DCR value no
longer fits the experimental data, indicating that the dark
pulses no longer behave as a Poisson process due to the
contribution of afterpulses. Nevertheless, after removing
the excessive counts from the first time bin only, the
resulting renormalized distribution is once again fitted
well by an ideal exponential with a different λ, as seen
from the blue histogram in Fig. 7b. This confirms the
assumption of lifetimes well under 1 ms for the traps
causing afterpulsing. The fitted λ gives a good estimation
of the ”ideal” DCR without afterpulsing, and the ratio of
total DCR over this fitted λ for all structures measured
on bare dies at different VEX is given in Fig. 8. The
error bars represent the uncertainty of the fitted value of λ
after excluding afterpulsing. The ratio is close to 1 for the
circular structures in the entire range of VEX , increases
slightly (by up to 16%) for the octagonal structures, but
increases significantly (by up to 53%) for the square
structures. Therefore, the square structures measured on
bare dies, apart from exhibiting slightly higher DCR values
than their circular and octagonal counterparts at low VEX ,
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as seen in Fig. 5a, also show a superlinear increase in DCR
at high VEX due to a significant afterpulsing contribution
to the DCR, which is not as pronounced in the structures
with circular or octagonal layouts. Both measured squareshaped devices show a similar relative contribution of
afterpulsing to the total DCR, with one of them showing
a significantly higher value of DCR (even without the
afterpulsing contribution). It is important to reiterate that
this effect does not occur in devices on a die bonded to
a PCB and tested with an active probe, shown in Fig. 5b,
where all structures exhibit negligible afterpulsing, with
a DCR/λ ratio close to 1. Therefore, afterpulsing can be
suppressed efficiently even for the square structures by
reducing the anode capacitance and hence minimizing the
avalanche charge.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We have implemented single-photon avalanche diode
structures with various layouts in a commercial 180 nm
high-voltage BCD CMOS technology. The noise performance of the structures has been studied by measuring
the saturation currents, dark count rates and analyzing the
afterpulsing probabilities of the devices using a passive
quenching circuit. The measured breakdown voltages and
saturation currents extracted from forward-bias I-V characteristics, as well as the DCR measured on circular structures, are in good agreement with values obtained through
TCAD simulations. The DCR per unit area of the circular
and octagonal devices is comparable to the state of the art,
with values as low as 0.15 Hz/µm2 at an excess voltage
of 1 V, while the square-shaped devices show up to 55%
higher DCR at this VEX . The difference becomes more
evident at higher VEX due to an afterpulsing contribution
to the DCR, observed especially in the square-shaped
devices, resulting in a DCR increase by up to a factor
of 2.7 compared to the circular layout at VEX = 5 V. The
afterpulsing can be mitigated to a large extent by reducing
the parasitic capacitance at the SPAD anode, i.e. by placing
the quenching circuit either on-chip or on a PCB close
to the device, in which case the DCR degradation of the
square structure with respect to the circular one becomes
only 28% at VEX = 5 V for the measured sample. In
conclusion, our results indicate that employing a square
SPAD layout brings only a limited DCR increase if the
quenching circuit is integrated close to the device, but
should be avoided in applications where quenching is
performed off-chip and where parasitic capacitances could
give rise to significant afterpulsing.
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Abstract - Electron transport in composites based on
dielectric polymer of polybenzimidazole and single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) has been studied. The
composites were synthesized by flow coating of dispersions
(colloidal systems) of SWCNTs in solutions of
polybenzimidazole
in
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone.
Concentration of SWCNTs in the composites was 1, 2, and
3 % (wt.). Electron transport in the film samples of the
composites was studied by measuring and analyzing
temperature dependences of the electrical resistance of the
composites in the range from cryogenic temperature to
300 °C. It was shown that the higher SWCNTs
concentration the weaker the dependences were. That is
most likely due to a more significant contribution of metallic
SWCNTs to the conductivity and weaker dependences
correspondingly.
Keywords - composite; carbon nanotube; SWCNT;
polybenzimidazole; PBI; electron transport; resistance; fewlayered graphene; graphene

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electrically conductive polymer composites have been
of great interest of late due to mechanical properties of
polymer matrixes. New components for electronics
applications with outstanding properties different from
conventional metallic and semiconducting materials ones
can be developed combining various polymer matrixes
with electrically conducting fillers.
In order to make different composites, many different
polymers have been investigated of late [1,2]. Carbon
nanostructured fillers as single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs), multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs),
graphene and few-layered graphene (FLG) are the most
popular and effective electrically conductive fillers for
composites based on dielectric polymer matrixes [3,4].
One of the best polymers in terms of mechanical and
thermal properties is polybenzimidazole (PBI) [5].
Previously we investigated composites based on PBI with
FLG [6]. The composites were shown to have relative
weak temperature dependences of electrical resistance due
to semimetallic properties of FLG (FLG – is nanoparticles
of graphite). It was shown electron transport occurred
generally by tunneling through dielectric gaps between
The research was supported by the Russian Science Foundation
Grant N 21-79-00224, https://rscf.ru/project/21-79-00224/.
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FLG particles.
Composites based on the same PBI representative with
SWCNTs as conducting filler were studied in the work.
Temperature dependences were measured from cryogenic
temperature up to 300 °C and analyzed. The results
obtained are discussed with a reference to the early work
on composites with FLG.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL

A. Synthesis of Composite Films
Commercial SWCNTs (OCSiAl, Russia) were used in
experiments. SWCNTs were sonicated in 2% solution of
poly[2,2’-(m-phenylen)-5,5’-bisbenzimidazole] (OPBI) in
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP).
The
dispersions
(colloidal systems) were floated onto glass substrates,
dried at 70-80 °C for 24 h. The films were taken off from
the substrates and dried in air at 100 °C and 200 °C for
24 h and 2 h respectively. The composites with 1, 2 and
3% (wt.) were obtained.
B. Methods and Apparatures
In order to form samples, the films were cut to strips
1.5 mm in width. Electrical contacts to the samples were
made of silver paste. Electrical resistance was measured
using four-probe technique with dc power supply of
Keysight E36312A and Keithley 2000 multimeter.
Temperature dependences of resistance were measured in
a homemade heating facility and in a dewar vessel with
liquid helium. Scheme of experimental facility for high
temperature measurements is shown in Fig. 1, the pressure
was as low as 10–3 Pa, the rate of temperature change did
not exceed 0.4 K/min. Scheme of experimental facility for
low temperature measurements is shown in Fig. 2, the rate
of cooling was not more than 1 K/min at low temperatures
and 2 K/min at higher temperatures, helium gas was used
for heat transfer. The lower the rates, the more accurate
temperature dependences, but slight increases in the rates
do not affect the results obtained.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dependences were measured at high temperature
first, then at low temperature. The dependences at high
(from room temperature up to ~573 K) and low (from
~573 K down to ~7 K) temperatures are shown in Fig. 3
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Figure 3. Temperature dependences of electrical resistance normalized
to resistance at 296 K at high temperature

Figure 1. Scheme of experimental facility for high temperature
measurements

and Fig. 4 respectively. The inset to Fig. 4 shows hightemperature range of the dependences.
One can see exponential growth of resistance. In the
terms of semiconducting and metallic nature of SWCNTs
(type depends on structure – chirality) different
exponential growth can be explained by lower
contribution of metallic nanotubes in electron transport at
lower content of SWCNTs in the composite. For a relative
thick network consisting of SWCNTs only one should

expect the dependences to have metallic behavior with
weak slope of the experimental curves because of metallic
SWCNTs percolation network, like in [7]. But in our case
formation of SWCNTs percolation networks is hardly
possible, because nanotubes are most likely separated by
dielectric polymer gaps. The matter is that the dispersions
are very stable, no sedimentation formed for a month at
least, what is the obvious result of good wettability of
SWCNTs by OPBI solution. And as a result, after the
dispersions dried, nanotubes most likely kept surrounded
by the polymer, forming gaps for electron transport.
Such a separation we observed for OPBI-FLG
composites [6]. For these composites (see Fig. 5) the
dependences would have been more similar to the
dependence for bulk FLG sample (pressed powder of
FLG) if FLG particles contacted to each other without
dielectric gaps.
One can see the tendency – the lower SWCNTs
content in the composites the stronger the dependences. It
should be noted here, that after initial heating cycle
resistance increased significantly at first – about 30, 100
T, K
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Figure 2. Scheme of experimental facility for low temperature
measurements
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Figure 4. Temperature dependences of electrical resistance normalized
to resistance at 296 K at low temperature after high temperature
measurements. The inset shows high-temperature range of the
dependences
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synthesized. Experimental study showed resistancetemperature dependences to have semiconducting
character with significant change of resistance under
vacuum and high temperature conditions during first
heating cycle, the value of change dependent on SWCNTs
content. More detailed study will be carried out in the near
future. But already now we can say that the composites
with tunable properties are promising for applications in
new electronic components and high temperature
electronic devices.
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and 500 times for 3, 2 and 1% SWCNTs content
respectively. Then in the next cycles the dependences
repeated. After the samples returned back into air
condition the resistance decreased back, but not to exact
initial values. This fact can be explained as follows.
SWCNTs tend to adsorb oxygen and due to the adsorption
resistance changes [8-11], SWCNTs taken at room
condition having p-type behavior of electron transport.
Adsorbed oxygen can be removed at relative high
temperature in vacuum. As already mentioned, the
pressure was as low as 10–3 Pa. Thus, there is no doubt
oxygen removed from the SWCNTs surface during
heating and as a result their resistance increased due to
lower p-type doping level (lower amount of oxygen
adsorbed). Lower doping level resulted to stronger
dependences at low temperatures in contrast to
dependences for the samples in initial state (before the
heating cycles), that requires further experimental study
and discussion in the near future.
Evident step of derivative of the experimental curve
for OPBI-SWCNTs-1% around room temperature (see
Fig. 4) is due to the fact that the sample kept at room
conditions for more significant time period in contrast to
OPBI-SWCNTs-3%. If the 1%-sample were kept for
fairly short period of time in air before low temperature
measurements the derivative would be most likely smooth
like it was for 3%-sample.
IV.

CONCLUSION

New perspective composites based on a heat-resistant
polymer matrix of polybenzimidazole with single-walled
carbon nanotubes of different concentration were
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Abstract - One of the main issues with AC machines i.e.
induction motors were speed regulation. In general, speed
was mainly possible to regulate by changing number of poles
or frequency of supply voltage. Also, smaller speed regulation
was possible with changing voltage or load but this worked
only for smaller ratio of drives so it will not be described here.
Until frequency regulators (converters) reached certain level
of development, both technical and economical, speed
regulation was possible by changing number of poles. It was
mainly done in one of two methods: Dahlander winding or
separate windings in stator slots. One of deficiencies is that in
Dahlander only combination of pole ratio is 2:1 e.g. 8 pole and
4 poles. Other is that speed is still constant depending on
which number of poles you choose while when connected via
frequency converter you can choose precisely at which speed
i.e. frequency should the motor be rotating. In this paper,
accent will be at measuring efficiency of the same motor when
connected direct on line on a sine wave with different number
of poles and using one pole number but driven via frequency
converter and with speed regulation by changing frequency
of supply voltage.

Keywords – Dahlander winding, separate winding,
frequency converter, induction motors, frequency converter

I.

INTRODUCTION

Shortcomings of AC machines in comparison with DC
machines through history was speed control. According to
equation (1) we can see that synchronous speed can be
altered with change of pole pairs or with change of
frequency.

𝑛𝑠 =

60𝑓
𝑝

()

where ns is synchronous speed of rotational magnetic
field, f is frequency of supply voltage and p is number of
pole pairs.
Pole pair change can be done only in discrete steps e.g.
number of pole pairs can be one, two, three etc. while
frequency can be changed as practically whatever value is
needed. However, changing frequency was not available in
common use until electronics i.e. frequency converters was
adequately developed in technical and economical way in
last 10 or 20 years when modern automatization era began.
One of the key elements in automatization of industrial
processes is speed control for better productivity and
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energy savings. Most used machine i.e. motor is AC
induction motor with squirrel cage which is estimated to
use more than 60% of electric energy worldwide [1], [3].
Before frequency converters became widely used in
industrial applications, multi speed induction motors were
made with stator winding modification to have different
number of poles. One way was to have separate windings,
mutually insulated, with different number of pole pairs in
same slot and the other method was to use special winding
in Dahlander connection with 6 or 9 leads which could be
connected via terminals to a varying number of poles.
Alteration of pole number in this way is possible in a ratio
2:1. Most commonly used combinations are 8 to 4 poles
(8/4) and 4 to 2 poles (4/2) but other combinations are
possible as well. To use this combination, it is necessary to
have squirrel cage rotor because he can adjust to varying
number of poles of stator. Number of poles of stator and
rotor has to be the same for proper usage of motor without
malfunctions [13]. In this paper conclusion will be made,
through measurement on a single induction motor with
varying number of poles, is it better to use motor with
Dahlander winding or single speed motor driven via
frequency converter. Parameter on the which emphasis will
be for decision is arbitrarily efficiency of the motor because
of constantly growing demand for efficiency in energy
using products because of environmental issues [10], [11].
Motor speed control has saving potential of 50 billion
kWh/year
for
EU-25
[14].
II.

EQUIPMENT AND MEASUREMENT

A. Equipment
Motor that will be tested is induction motor with 3
speeds i.e. has 3 different pole number configuration that
can be achieved with different terminal connection
according to connection diagram as shown on figure (1).
Number of possible pole numbers are 8, 6 and 4 where 8
and 4 poles are available with Dahlander winding (ratio
2:1) and 6-pole is separate winding in stator slots. In
connection diagram n1 stands for 8-pole configuration, n2 is
for 6-pole and n3 is for 4-pole configuration. In all of this
configurations motor will be connected directly to power
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TABLE I.

LOADING AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT MOTOR
90S – 8/6/4

Tested motor

Figure 1. Connection diagram for tested motor

grid supply voltage of 400 V and 50 Hz. Frequency change
will be regulated with commonly used frequency converter
of indirect type with DC circuit called voltage source
inverters (VSI). Frequency converter provides a pulse
width modulation (PWM) for a pseudo sinusoidal voltage
and current waveform that allows a fine control of
frequency, resulting in an efficient control of speed and
torque. Speed regulation via frequency converter will be
made only on 4-pole winding of the motor because at that
speed torque requirement is highest. Frequency will be
regulated to achieve nominal speed of 6-pole and 4-pole
winding with corresponding load torque as it is defined on
nameplate. Since 4-pole has highest speed, it means that
motor will work in constant torque area for 6-pole and 4pole speed [5]. It means that magnetic flux will also remain
constant i.e. frequency converter will be controlled in scalar
mode. Well known equation (2) which connects sinusoidal
voltage and magnetic flux in electric machines, shows that
ratio of voltage and frequency should remain constant in
order to keep magnetic flux constant as shown in equation
(3).
𝑈 = 4,44𝑁𝑓𝜙𝑓𝑤
()

0,18 / 0,3 / 0,75 kW

Frequency converter

400 Vac, 8,9 kVA, 0-500 Hz

Load motor

400V, 50 Hz, 11kW

Torque transducers

TM 310/011

Torque and speed display

Model 3411, Magtrol

Data acqusition

NI USB 6212

𝜙=

𝑈

1

Where N is number of turns of stator coils and fw is winding
factor.
Torque and speed are measured with torque transducers and
signals were connected to the testing station. Loading
machine is induction motor controlled with its own
frequency converter for fine tuning of speed and torque.
Measurement is made with NI DAQ cards and processed
with software LabView. Data are also double checked with
power analyzer instrument.

B. Measurement
Data that will be recorded are: speed, torque, mechanical
power, electrical power and efficiency.
First measurement is done so that motor is connected
direct on line on sine power supply of 400 V and 50 Hz.
Motor is connected in star connection for 8-pole
winding. Then 6-pole in star connection and after that 4pole winding connection in double star connection is
made and connected to the same power source. Counter
load will be done by another induction motor that will be
controlled with its own frequency converter for precise
torque adjustment. After all the data are gathered, motor
will be connected in 4-pole configuration and driven via
frequency converter with three different frequencies
corresponding to speed of 6-pole and 8-pole nameplate
data. All of the data will be checked against each other
before conclusion. Efficiency will be determined in
direct method acc.to IEC 60034-2-1 [2] i.e. mechanical
power, P2, will be divided with electrical power, P 1.

𝜂=

III.

Figure 2. Testing station
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()

𝑓 4,44𝑁𝑓𝑤

𝑃2
𝑃1

()

INDUCTION MOTOR WITH MULTI SPEED WINDING

Tested motor has two windings in stator slot, one is
Dahlander winding for 8 and 4-pole combination, and the
other is separate winding for 6-pole configuration so it is
obvious that because of three polarities, three nominal
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speeds are available depending on motor terminals
connection to power supply.
Dahlander motor is also known as pole changing motor,
dual speed motor or 2 speed motor. Motor works on single
frequency. Speed regulated is based on controlling the
number of poles i.e. poles can be varied at a ratio of 2:1 and
thus the speed can be varied at ratio 1:2 [12]. Most typical
connections for Dahlander winding are delta/double star
(D/SS) for loads with constant torque such as machine
tools, conveyors, hoisting equipment etc., double star/delta
(SS/D) for constant power applications and star/double star
(S/SS) for loads with variable torque such as fans and
pumps when torque increases or decreases as the square of
increase or decrease in speed like in figure (3). Tested
motor has Dahlander winding for S/SS. Main idea of
Dahlander winding, in short, is to divide each phase into
two branches. When these two branches are connected in
series then smaller number of poles will be formed. When
they are connected in parallel, two times bigger number of
poles will be formed as shown in figure (4). In order to have
8/4 combination of poles it is necessary to have 4 groups of
coils in each phase and stator slot number is determined to
fit higher pole number so it means that lower pole number
probably will not have optimal stator slot number resulting
in lower winding factor and therefore smaller efficiency in
comparison with better suitable winding and stator slot
combination for single speed motor, e.g. 4-pole single
speed motor in this case [12].
When induction motor is operated with frequency change,
it basically works in two areas, constant torque up to the
nominal speed and constant power area with speeds higher
then nominal [5]. As 8 and 6-pole configuration have
smaller speed then 4-pole, that means it will work in area
of constant torque. If a speed is too low, it should be
checked whether the cooling is sufficient if the motor is
cooled only with its own fan. Since 4-pole has the highest
torque we are sure that motor will not be overheated during
measurement acc. to frequency inverter drive chart for
IC411 cooling type that most of motor manufacturer give
in their catalogues for standard motors [6]. In such diagram
it is shown that motor torque should be reduced to 90% of
nominal at 40% of nominal frequency i.e. at 20 Hz for
nominal 50 Hz to avoid overheating. Torques in our
measurements are much lower at frequencies closer to
nominal.

Figure 3. Pump and fan torque and power curve
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Figure 4. Star and double star configuration

IV.

MEASUREMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS

Measurement was made only for nominal static working
point without losses during start up taken into an account.
Data measured and recorded are shown in table II.
Electrical power is measured with data acquisition system
from National instruments where measured currents and
voltages were used and processed. This parameter was also
extra measured with power analyzer Norma D4355 for
insurance because it is crucial for efficiency calculation.
Mechanical power is calculated by equation (5) with torque
T and speed n measured.
𝑛∙𝜋
()
𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ = 𝑇 ∙
30
Working point was considered stable when torque
transducer display showed nominal power because it has
accuracy of 0,01 % for speed and 0,02 % of range for
torque. All other mechanical and electrical data were
written at that moment. After three measurements with
different motor pole configurations connected to mains,
frequency converter was connected to motor in a way so
that grid voltage supply is connected to frequency converter
input and its output is connected to motor as shown in
figure (5). Motor terminals are arranged for 4-pole
configuration i.e. double star connection or n3 according to
figure (1) because this is the most difficult loading point for
motor with highest torque value.

Figure 5. Frequency converter and motor
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TABLE II.

COMPARISON BETWEEN NAMEPLATE AND MEASUREMENTS

MOTOR NAMEPLATE DATA
FREQUENCY,
HZ

CONNECTION
AND VOLTAGE

CURRENT,

SPEED,
RPM

P MECH, KW

TORQUE,
NM

P EL, KW

EFF, %

A

8 POLES

50

S 400

1,1

710

0,18

2,4

0,42

42,9

6 POLES

50

S 400

1,5

960

0,3

3

0,6

49,8

4 POLES

50

SS 400

2,6

1440

0,75

5

1,12

67,2

POLARITY

MEASURED DATA WHEN CONNECTED DIRECT ON LINE (SINE VOLTAGE)
FREQUENCY,
HZ

CONNECTION
AND VOLTAGE

CURRENT,

SPEED,
RPM

P MECH, KW

TORQUE,
NM

P EL, KW

EFF, %

A

8 POLES

50

S 400

1,19

714

0,18

2,4

0,44

40,9

6 POLES

50

S 400

1,59

964

0,3

3

0,63

47,6

4 POLES

50

SS 400

2,86

1450

0,75

4,9

1,18

63,6

POLARITY

MEASURED DATA WHEN 4-POLE WINDING IS CONNECTED VIA FREQUENCY CONVERTER
FREQUENCY,
HZ

CONNECTION
AND VOLTAGE

CURRENT,

SPEED,
RPM

P MECH, KW

TORQUE,
NM

P EL, KW

EFF, %

A

4 POLES

24

SS 195

1,14

678

0,18

2,5

0,43

41,9

4 POLES

32

SS 265

1,5

923

0,3

3,1

0,61

49,3

4 POLES

50

SS 390

2,65

1444

0,75

5

1,19

63

POLARITY

Frequency converter is connected in the simplest plug and
play system and driven in scalar mode. No optimization
was made such as: compensation of stator resistance and
leakage inductance, slip gain, switching frequency increase
etc. If some or all of these parameters were adjusted, even
higher efficiency when connected via frequency converter
can be expected. Switching frequency in parameters is only
defined as low noise which is default value. Main goal of
this paper is to show whether is better for industrial purpose
to have multi speed motor with complex winding or simple
and single speed motor driven via frequency converter from
the aspect of efficiency i.e. active power consumption.
Efficiency difference in observed conditions are also
showed graphically with figure (6).

Figure 6. Efficiency levels mains vs frequency converter
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V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From efficiency distribution shown in table II and figure
(6) it is justified to conclude that motor uses less electrical
power in 4-pole configuration driven via frequency
converter on different speeds i.e. frequencies
corresponding to the speeds of 6-pole and 8-pole winding
configuration connected directly to the grid. Exception is
for 4-pole configuration because frequency inverter losses
increase total losses of the system motor – inverter – load.
Efficiency of the system in that way is mostly higher. That
leads to assumption that is economically more cost
effective to have a single speed motor purchased who is
initially cheaper but also have better winding factor
because of optimal stator slot and winding distribution for
its polarity. Better winding factor leads to better
performance in entire spectrum of speeds that could be
achieved with motor with multi speed windings,
Dahlander or separate winding. Single speed motor has
more copper in stator slot because it is entirely used just
for one winding what leads to smaller stator winding losses
which means smaller heating of motor. Tested motor has
0,75 kW mechanical load capability on 4-pole winding
configuration in IEC frame size 90. Single speed 4-pole
motors in that same frame size are standardly designed for
1,1 kW, and 0,75 kW is available in IEC frame size 80 [7].
Minimal allowed efficiency for single speed, 4-pole motor
connected to 50 Hz at 0,75 kW of mechanical power is
82,5% [1]. It is realistic to assume that such motor even
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Figure 7. Frequency inverter drive chart [6]

driven with frequency inverter will have higher efficiency
than 4-pole Dahlander connected direct on line. It is also
worth mentioning lower values of speed and current when
driven via frequency converter which indicates lower
magnetic saturation in air gap and lower magnetizing
current. This makes it obvious that with combination of
frequency converter and single speed motor is possible to
use higher loads or have less power consumption when
applying the same load rating as initially intended for multi
speed motors.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper are described measurement methods and
results for testing multi speed induction motor with two
separate windings in stator slots, one of which is in
Dahlander configuration, when connected to mains in three
different poles i.e. winding configurations. Results are
compared when only 4-pole winding of the same motor is
connected but with speed regulation via frequency
converter for the same three speeds and load torque as in
mains. That way measured efficiency was mostly higher so
we can conclude that in some applications it is more
suitable to use single speed motor and frequency converter
than bigger and more complex multi speed motor.
Depending on the price of frequency converter it is possible
to have even smaller initial costs that way. Through the life
span of electric motor that is measured in decades, and
considering that price of electricity spent is much higher
than initial price of the motor [6], [8], [9]it is realistically to
conclude that even in case of more expensive initial costs,
this motor and converter combination will have quick
return on investment considering electricity prices that will
definitely rise in that span.
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Abstract—This paper presents an field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) implementation of a model predictive controller (MPC) based on one-step controllable ellipsoidal
sets. Ellipsoidal sets are precomputed off-line, while the
MPC optimization problem is solved in real time in FPGA
hardware. For solving the optimization problem, a fast
gradient projection method is used. The implementation of
a controller is verified in a FPGA-in-the-loop simulation,
showing the computational times in microsecond range.
Keywords—model predictive control, fast gradient projection
method, field programmable gate array (FPGA)

I. I NTRODUCTION
The introduction of powerful microcontrollers and ever
rising increase in computational power has enabled model
predictive control (MPC) to be used in controlling systems
with very fast dynamics such as inverters, rectifiers and
drives in the last decades [1]–[3].
Initially used as hardware interface logic circuits, owing
to inherent parallelism combined with the significant reduction in price and increase in count of logical elements
contained on a chip, in the last decade field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGA) have seen increased use in control
applications [4]. To satisfy strict execution times of fast
dynamics systems, FPGAs have seen increased use in implementing model predictive control [5], [6]. FPGAs also
proved advantageous in comparison to microcontrollers
and DSPs in power electronics applications shortening the
computational time, which results in a lower control delay
and better dynamic performance [7].
Recently significant advances have been made in the
field of numerically efficient predictive control algorithms
and it is still the area of intense research activities, both
in academia and industry. One of the simplest and widely
used approach for efficient solution of model predictive
control problem is based on well-known fast (accelerated)
gradient projection method (FGM), first introduced by
Nesterov in 1983. However, the FGM algorithm can be
used for the MPC problems with input constraints only,
where the set of input constraints is relatively simple
allowing for efficient projection of the candidate solution
onto set of input constraints. Various solutions have been
suggested to enable FGM to handle state constraints as
well. Among them a dual FGM attracted the most of
interest.
Usage of control invariant sets is well known technique
in control [8], these sets may be approximated by either
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polyhedral or ellipsoidal sets. While polyhedral sets allow for large regions of attraction their representation as
intersections of half-spaces is cumbersome even for the
simplest of systems, leading to untractable computational
cost. Ellipsoidal approximations of control invariant sets
offer smaller regions of attraction, but they can be represented as a single symmetric matrix, leading to much
lower computational costs.
In this paper we present an FPGA implementation
of predictive controller based on one-step controllable
ellipsoidal sets. Ellipsoidal sets are precomputed, while
the MPC optimization problem is solved in real time by
an FPGA using the FGM algorithm. This approach is
proved viable with an design example; to control a gridtied inverter, set-based predictive controller is synthesized
and run on a modern mid-range FPGA device. Implementation is verified in a FPGA-in-the-loop simulation
(FIL) in MATLAB/Simulink, and with computation time
in microsecond range shown to be suitable for controlling
the system in real time.
This paper is organized as follows: in section II we
describe the model predictive control algorithm based on
ellipsoidal sets; in section III fast gradient method for
solving a MPC optimization problem is described; section
IV discusses algorithm adaptation and data preparation
for implementing in an FPGA; in section V, to prove the
viability of the FPGA Set-based MPC algorithm, we show
an design example for controlling an grid-tied inverter.
II. S ET- BASED MPC
Assume a discrete time linear dynamical system, with
known parameters, in state space representation is given
with
x+ = Ax + Bu
y = Cx,

(1)

where x+ represents the system state in next discretization
step. We say a set I is control invariant for the system
(1) if for all x ∈ I there exists control action u ∈ U such
that Ax + Bu ∈ I holds. Given such set I there exists a
collection of sets {Ii | i ∈ N} with
I0 = I
Ii = {x | ∃u ∈ U , Ax + Bu ∈ Ii−1 }.
Sets Ii contain every state x that can be steered to
Ii−1 in one step using a single control action. To ease
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the computational burden for finding such sets we adopt
the following ellipsoidal inner approximations of sets Ii
proposed in [9]. As shown in [10], given a stabilizing
feedback gain K and an nonempty ellipsoidal control
invariant set E ⊂ Rn , that is:
(A − BK)x ∈ E, ∀x ∈ E,

(2)

there exists the family of ellipsoidal sets {Ei | i ∈ N}
satisfying the recursion
E0 = E
Ei = In({x | ∃u ∈ U, Ax + Bu ∈ Ei−1 }),

(3)

where In is the operation finding inner ellipsoidal approximation of a given set, according to a predefined criterion
(e.g. maximum volume, trace, etc.).
1) Ellipsoidal sets computation (offline): To compute
the ellipsoidal sets we first design a stabilizing feedback
gain K for a system (1).
To represent an ellipsoidal set we use the usual quadratic
constraints: let P be a square positive semidefinite matrix
then EP = {x ∈ Rn | xT Px ≤ 1} is an ellipsoidal set
with the center at the origin.
The first, so called terminal, ellipsoidal set E0 is obtained by solving the optimization problem
min a
a∈R

K T K − aP ≤ 0,
a ≥ 0,

s.t.

(4)

where P is a positive definite matrix such that function
x 7→ xT Px is a Lyapunov function for a closed loop
system, and defining its positive semidefinite matrix P0
as
a
P,
(5)
u2max
where umax is the maximal magnitude of a control signal
uerr , and a ≥ 0 is the scaling factor.
To continue the recursive construction of ellipsoids Ei ,
i ∈ {1, . . . n} we use the following equation as proposed
in [9]
( (
))
Ei = Projx In Ẽi−1 ∩ (Rn × E U )
(6)
P0 =

where Ẽi−1 denotes ellipsoidal sets defined in the extended
T
space (x u) ∈ Rn+m as
T

Ẽi−1 = {(x u) | Ax + Bu ∈ Ei−1 },

max

s.t.
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log det Q11
0 < Q ≤ Pj−1 ,

Q=

Pi−1

(
Q11
=
QT12

Q12
Q22

)
(9)

represents the searched inner ellipsoid in the extended
space, the block Q11 ∈ Rn×n represents the said ellipsoid
in state space, and Pj are positive semidefinite matrices
representing the ellipsoids that need to be intersected in the
extended space. Finally to project the found ellipsoid in
the extended space to the state space we use the following
equality
{( ) (
}
)−1 ( )
T
Q11 Q12
x
x
Ei = Projx
≤1
u
u
QT12 Q22
{
}
= xT Q−1
(10)
11 x ≤ 1 .
2) Control algorithm (online): With the ellipsoidal sets
computed offline, online MPC algorithm needs to find the
smallest ellipsoid that contains the system state an find the
optimal control signal to steer it to the next ellipsoid, we
outline this procedure in Algorithm 1, where J is some
appropriate cost function.
Algorithm 1: Set-based Ellipsolidal MPC
Data: Elipsoidal sets E0 , . . . , En , state vector x(k)
at time instance k, system matrices A and
B.
k=0
loop
Find i(k) = min{i | x(k) ∈ Ei }
if i(k) == 0 then
u(k) = min J(x(k), u(k))
s.t.
Ax(k) + Bu(k) ∈ E0

(11)

end
else
u(k) = min J(x(k), u(k))
s.t.
Ax(k) + Bu(k) ∈ Ei(k)−1

(12)

end
k =k+1
end

(7)

E U is ellipsoidal representation of the set of control inputs
and Projx is projection operator to the state space from
the extended space.
To compute the inner ellipsoidal approximation of an
intersection of ellipsoids in equation (6) we solve the following optimization problem that maximizes the volume
of the ellipsoid Ei
Q∈R(n+m)×(n+m)

where

(8)

III. FAST GRADIENT PROJECTION METHOD FOR
SOLVING THE S ET- BASED MPC OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEM

The Set-based MPC algorithm involves solving a
quadratic problem (12) with constraints on the state space
variable x. As the fast gradient method for solving an
MPC problem needs to include only the constraints on
the input vector u, we have to reformulate the problem
(12) to contain only the constraints on the inputs. The
reformulated problem is given with
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u(k) =

min J(x(k), u(k))
s.t. u(k) ∈ Uk (x(k))

(13)

where Uk (x(k)) is the set of permissible control actions
i.e.:
Uk (x(k)) = {u(k) | Ax(k) + Bu(k) ∈ Ei(k)−1 }.

(14)

Algorithm 2: Set-based fast gradient method for
constrained minimization
Data: Initial point u0 ∈ UN , y0 = u0 , number of
iterations imax , Lipschitz constant L, scaling
factors β0 , . . . , βimax −1
Calculate set Uk (x(k)) from the set Ēi by fixing
x(k) and parameters a and γ;
for i = 0 → imax − 1 do

calculated from the set Ēi = In Ẽi ∩ (Rn × E U ) (see
equation 6) defined in an extended space by fixing x(k).
The obtained set is also ellipsoidal and as such represents
a set that is simple enough to allow an efficient calculation
of the projection operation onto it. In the extended space
the ellipsoid Ēi is represented with a symmetric positive
semidefinite matrix Pextended ∈ R8×8 as:
( )T
( )
x
x
Pextended
≤ 1,
u
u

(15)

which can be written in a block matrix form, with blocks
P1 ∈ R6×6 , P2 ∈ R2×2 and P12 ∈ R6×2 ,
( )T (
P1
x
T
u
P12

P12
P2

)( )
x
≤ 1.
u

(16)

This can be further rewritten, for x = x(k), as:
T
uT P2 u + 2uT P12
x(k) + x(k)T P1 x(k) ≤ 1

(17)

Equation (17) represents a scaled and translated ellipsoid
uT P2 u ≤ 1 which can be written as:
(u − a) P2 (u − a) ≤ γ,
T

γ = 1 + x(k)

T

T
(P12
(P2−1 )T P12

− P1 )x(k).

(20)

ui+1 = ProjUk (x(k)) (vi+1 ) =
vi+1 −a
||vi+1 −a||
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end

IV. FPGA

IMPLEMENTATION OF

S ET- BASED MPC

In this section we prepare Algorithm 1 for automatic
code generation and synthesis on an FPGA by precomputing all the necessary data required by the algorithm, and
by exploiting its structure to further ease computational
burden. Main steps of the FPGA implemented algorithm
are shown in figure 1.
Based on the procedure outlined in Section II we compute the matrices Pi , for i = 0, . . . , nmax representing the
ellipsoidal sets Ei . To check whether the state vector x is
contained in an ellipsoid Ei quadratic form xT Pi x needs to
be evaluated; this operation, in n dimensional state space
consists of (n + 1)n multiplications and (n + 1)(n − 1)
adding operations. Because matrices Pi are positive definite they admit the Cholesky factorization i.e.
Pi = RiT Ri

(26)

(19)

Problem (13) is now readily solved with modified fast
gradient algorithm stated in Algorithm 2. In each iteration
of the algorithm, first a candidate solution vi+1 is calculated by making one gradient step using (22), in the next
step (23) the candidate solution is, if needed, projected to
the input constraints set Uk using the following equation

||vi+1 − a|| ≤ γ,
· γ + a, ||vi+1 − a|| > γ.

(24)

can be evaluated with 21 n(n + 3) multiplications and
1
2 (n + 2)(n − 1) additions.
To find the minimal ellipsoid simple parallel reduction
procedure is done for all the indices satisfying

Uk (x(k)) = {u(k) | (u(k)−a)T P2 (u(k)−a) ≤ γ}. (21)

vi+1 ,

yi+1 = ui+1 + βi (ui+1 − ui ) ;

(18)

Now the set Uk defined in (14) can equivalently be written
as

{

ui+1

where Ri are right triangle matrices. Now the quadratic
form
xT Pi x = xT RiT Ri x = (Ri x)T (Ri x)
(27)

where
a = −P2−1 P12 x(k),

1
∇JN (yi ) = M yi + g; (22)
L
= ProjUk (x(k)) (vi+1 ) ;
(23)

vi+1 = yi −

In other words, given state x(k) the set Uk (x(k)) represents a set of all inputs that will steer the next state
x(k + 1) to set Ei(k)−1 . The set (
Uk (x(k)) can be )easily

xT Pi x ≤ 1

(28)

that finds the minimum with n − 1 comparison operations
in log2 n "steps".
Based on the found ellipsoid index i fast gradient
method is used to solve MPC optimization problem with
appropriate cost function
Ji (u) = (Ax + Bu)T Pi−1 (Ax + Bu),

(29)

gradient of which is
∇Ji (u) = 2B T Pi−1 Bu + 2B T Pi−1 Ax,

(30)

now the gradient step in Algorithm 2 can be computed as
(25)

vi+1 = M yi + g,

(31)
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as the system state with quantities in stationary frame, and
T
vector u(t) = (ud (t) uq (t)) as the controlled input that
represents the voltages applied by the inverter and vector
T
v(t) = (vd vq ) as the grid voltages. The output vector
T
y(t) represents the currents (i2d (t) i2q (t)) injected to the
grid. Now the state-space linear model in continuous time
is
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Dv(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)
(35)

Evaluate quadratic
forms xT Pi x
for every ellipsoid i

Determine minimal
ellipsoid i

where

Solve optimization
problem with
cost function Ji
Fig. 1: Block diagram of FPGA computation flow

with
M =I−

2 T
B Pi−1 B
L

(32)

and

2
g = − B T Pi−1 Ax =: Hx,
(33)
L
where M and H are computed offline. Similarly we
precompute the matrices used in projection step of the
algorithm using formulas (19) and (20).

 r1
− L1
 −ω
 1

C
Ac = 
 0

 0
0

1/L1
 0

 0
Bc = 
 0

 0
0

To obtain mathematical model of a grid-tied inverter
(Fig. 2) we define three phase quantities
T

vc = (vca vcb vcc ) ,
T

as inverter side current, filter capacitor voltage and grid
side current. Three phase quantities are transformed to synchronous reference frame using the Parks transformation
matrix

Pdq

to obtain

(
)
(
))
sin (θ − 23 π ) sin (θ + 23 π )
, (34)
cos θ − 23 π cos θ + 23 π



i1a
= Pdq  i1b 
i1c
 
( )
vca
vcd
= Pdq  vcb 
vcq
vcc
 
( )
i2a
i2d
= Pdq  i2b 
i2q
i2c
(

i1d
i1q

)

0
0

1
0

)
0
,
1

(36)

A = I + T Ac ,
B = T Bc ,
C = Cc ,
D = T Dc .
T

An equilibrium point (x̄ ū) for system (35), considT
ering a desired reference r of the output y = (i2d i2q )
under constant grid voltage v, is computed as
( ) (
x̄
Ac
=
ū
Cc

Bc
0

)−1 (
)
−Dc v
.
r

(37)

Defining the e(k) := x(k) − x̄ as an error around
T
equilibrium point (x̄ ū) of a system (36) at time k, for a
given grid current reference r under constant grid voltage
v, we obtain the error dynamics
e(k + 1) = Ae(k) + Buerr (k),

Defining the
T

x(t) = (i1d (t) i1q (t) vd (t) vq (t) i2d (t) i2q (t))
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0
0

with

i2 = (i2a i2b i2c )

sin θ
cos θ

0 0
0 0


0
0 

0 

0 

0 
−1/L2

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) + Dv(k)
y(k) = Cx(k)

T

(

1
L2


0
0 

0 
,
− C1 

ω 
− Lr22

0
0
− C1
0
− Lr22
−ω

where ω = 2πf , with grid frequency f .
Discrete time model with sampling rate T using the
forward Euler discretization is given by

i1 = (i1a i1b i1c ) ,

2
=
3

0

1
L2

(
Cc =

INVERTER

0
0

0
− L11
ω
0
0



0
0
 0
1/L1 



0 
 , Dc =  0

 0
0 

−1/L2
0 
0
0

and

V. E XAMPLE : CONTROLLING THE GRID - TIED

1
C

− L11
0
0
−ω

ω
− Lr11
0

(38)

where uerr (k) = u(k) − ū.
For the system (38), with parameters given in table I
all the data needed for the Set-based MPC algorithm is
first computed using the procedures outlined in section
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L1
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+
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−
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+
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−
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Fig. 2: Two-level grid connected inverter with
an LCL filter

20
0
-20

TABLE I: Inverter and grid parameters
2

Symbol
r1
L1
C
r2
L2
Vdc
vg
f
fP W M
fs

Description
Inverter resistance
Filter inductance
Filter capacitance
Grid resistance
Filter inductance
DC link voltage
Grid phase voltage(rms)
Grid frequency
PWM frequency
Sampling frequency

Value
0.5
3.4
20
0.5
1.8
650
230
50
10
20

Unit
Ω
mH
µF
Ω
mH
V
V
Hz
kHz
kHz

IV. Algorithm 1 is then implemented in MATLAB using
fixed-point arithmetic, from which the VHDL code is
generated using the MATLAB’s HDL coder. The generated
code is then synthesized for the Digilent Nexys Video
board containing the Xilinx Artix-7 xc7a200tsbg484-3
FPGA device using Xilinx Vivado Design Suite. Table
II shows modest resource use, while the timing analysis
reports a critical path setup time of 332ns, proving this
implementation viable for FPGA clock frequencies of up
to 3MHz.
The design was tested in a MATLAB/Simulink simulation. The grid-tied inverter was modelled in Simulink
and simulation run on a host PC, while the synthesized
controller was run on the Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA device. The
communication between host PC and FPGA board was
realized using a JTAG connection; at every time step of the
simulation the measurements (i.e. currents and voltages)
were sent to the FPGA board, based on the measurements
the control signal is computed by the FPGA device and
then sent back to the host PC to be applied to the inverter.
The control signal computed by FPGA implementation is
then compared to the control signal computed by reference
MATLAB implementation of a Set-based MPC algorithm.
As can be seen in Figure 3 control actions are bit for bit
equal at every time instance.
TABLE II: FPGA resource utilization
Resource
LUT
LUTRAM
FF
BRAM
DSP
IO
BUFG
MMCM
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Utilization
20191
135
1411
2.5
502
2
3
1

Available
133800
46200
267600
365
740
285
32
10

Utilization(%)
15.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
67.8
0.7
9.4
10.0

1

0

Fig. 3: Control actions computed with MATLAB (top)
and FPGA (mid.) implementations of Set-based MPC.
(bot.) Bit equality of two signals (1 = true,0 = false).

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented an FPGA implementation procedure of a model predictive controller based on ellipsoidal
sets. To speed up execution time of algorithm ellipsoidal
set computation is done offline, online an optimization
problem is solved using fast gradient method. Proposed
MPC algorithm is shown to be synthesizable on an Xilinx
Artix7 device, with computation times in microsecond
range, making it well suited for controlling the systems
with very fast dynamics, such as power converters. Programmed FPGA device was tested in FIL simulation and
shown to produce bit for bit equal control signals as the
reference MATLAB implementation.
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Abstract - This paper presents power quality analysis
at different points in a data center. Electrical distribution
network scheme and data center description are also given.
The method of measurements performed is briefly described
and the results of real measurements of current and voltage
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) are presented and
compared with IEEE 519-2014 recommended practice and
requirements for harmonic control in electric power system.
All measured values comply with the standard but
measurements at downstream levels closer to the nonlinear
loads have larger THD.
Keywords - data center; power quality; current harmonic
distortion; nonlinear loads

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of digital technology, data
centers are becoming increasingly important. Most of the
world’s Internet Protocol (IP) traffic goes through data
centers. For every bit of data that travels the network,
another five bits of data are transmitted within and among
data centers. Greater connectivity is propelling demand
for data center services and energy consumption
(primarily electricity). In the last decade, global Internet
traffic has increased 15-fold, and only in 2020 it increased
by more than 40%, mainly because of social networking
and video streaming growth. Globally, data transmission
networks consumed 260-340 TWh in 2020, equivalent to
1.1-1.4% of global electricity consumption [1]. Data
transmission network technologies are also becoming
more efficient. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is
closely related to efficiency and power quality. Harmonics
come in two basic varieties: current distortion and voltage
distortion. Nonlinear loads in data centers, servers, and IT
equipment, are the most common source of current
distortion and additional losses in the data center power
system. In this paper, special attention has been paid to
current distortion.
Data center power quality is a widespread concern.
The power quality of Libyan Telecom Technology
headquarter data center is analysed [2]. The total current
and voltage harmonic distortions were measured at points
with different loads and compared with the recommended
This work has been fully supported by the European Regional
Development Fund under the project “Development of a system for
optimizing power consumption in data centers” (KK.01.2.1.02.0082).
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values. An isolation transformer for harmonic separation
and series passive filters for harmonic reduction were
recommended. In another data center, the power quality of
IT equipment with and without Active Power Factor
Control (APFC) is analysed [3]. A reactive power
compensator was indicated to achieve reactive power
compensation and reduce the predominant harmonic level.
The cooling system is another type of nonlinear load [4].
A passive harmonic filter designed specifically for the low
DC bus capacitance of Electronically commutated (EC)
fans can reduce the cooling system negative effects.
Factory testing confirmed the accuracy of the computer
simulations and the IEEE Std 519 recommendations have
been met. In addition to passive filters, Active Harmonic
Filters (AHFs) and hybrid filters are also used to reduce
distortions [5]. AHF’s with harmonic cancelation
transformers proved to be very efficient in reducing
harmonics in data center. It was confirmed in 2007 in a
medium legacy data center where the THD was increased
by nonlinear loads outside the center.
Variable frequency drives are used in data centers to
improve the efficiency of cooling and ventilation systems
[6]. But these drives also cause harmonics. THD can be
reduced with active and passive filters. An active filter is
an effective way to eliminate both harmonics and reactive
currents from the AC source, and it can be applied to the
entire power system. For passive filters in combination
with harmonic cancelation transformers, special attention
should be paid to load balancing. Hybrid Power Filter
(HPF) is a combination of Active Power Filter (APF) and
Passive Power Filter (PPF), which is mainly used to
reduce 3rd and 5th harmonic and improve power quality
[7]. 3rd harmonic caused heating of neutral conductors
and transformers in a data center. HPF reduces current in
neutral and is preferable in terms of low cost, flexibility,
reliability and maintenance.
Data center power quality analysis is presented in the
paper. It has been shown that the THD value is lower than
the recommended values at all levels of the system, but
significantly higher at downstream levels than at upstream
levels. Upper THD limits are recommended in the
literature [5], [8]. The paper is divided into five sections.
Section I consists of an introduction and related work. In
Section II, part of the electrical distribution network
scheme is presented. Section III presents the analysis of
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power quality at an upstream level of the system. The
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) room power quality
analysis is given in the Section IV, while Section V
contains the power quality analysis at the downstream
level of the system. Future work and conclusion are given
in Section VI.
II.

DATA CENTER DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows one of two equally independent data
center branches, branch “A”. This provides redundancy in
powering the entire system. Each branch has its own
auxiliary generator to provide power to the system in the
event of a power failure. The branches have three UPSs,
two of which are currently in operation. UPSs power
both, the IT equipment and the air conditioning units to
maintain the temperature in the UPS room. The
measurement points are also marked in the figure. The
measurements are divided into levels, where "distribution
room" is the highest level and "server room" is the lowest
level of the system. P1 point presents the Point of
Common Coupling (PCC).
BRANCH A
A - MAIN
TRANSFORMER
A - BACKUP
GENERATOR

BRANCH B
B - MAIN
TRANSFORMER

G

B - BACKUP
GENERATOR

DISTRIB.
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SDB
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Zone E

SDB
8

Zone F, G, H

SERVER ROOM 2

Figure 1. Branch “A” - electrical distribution network
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Reference measurements were made within one week
using a 10-minute average. Measurements were made
using a Chauvin Arnoux C.A 8336 network analyzer.
Given the typical consumption, measurements were
repeated at the time of peak consumption to obtain a
picture of harmonic distortion. Repeated measurements
were made at two-minute intervals using Dewesoft XHS
(HIGH-SPEED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM) and a
sampling frequency of 20kHz.
III.

DISTRIBUTION ROOM (HIGHEST LEVEL)
MEASUREMENTS

A. Measurement point P1
The load is about 20% of the transformer power. The
difference in the load of each phase is only a few percent
and has no technical significance. Asymmetry of the load
is inevitable due to a certain number of single-phase loads.
In terms of total installed power, the largest part consists
of three-phase balanced loads (UPS and air conditioners).
The current THD is 4.2-4.5% (TABLE 1). The most
pronounced current harmonic is H5 (Figure 2); stepwise it
ranges from 1.5% to 2.8%. It is followed by H13 (2%),
H11 (about 1.5%) and all others are less than 1% (except
H7 in phase 2). The most pronounced voltage harmonic is
H7 with values of 1.5-1.8%. All other harmonic values are
less than 0.3%. The current and voltage THD values
measured at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) are in
accordance with the IEEE std. 519-2014 for General
Distribution Systems up to 69kV. The network short
circuit power is much higher than the power consumption
and therefore the power quality cannot be affected.
B. Measurement point P2
Switch Q4 supplies the bus to which all cooling units
are connected. Therefore, the distribution of harmonics is
the same as in “P1”, but H3 in phase 2 is slightly smaller
(Figure 3). There is also a frequency component of 6 kHz
(Figure 5).
C. Measurement point P3
The load at this circuit is an air conditioner for a zone.
From the measured data (power, current, THD), it appears
that it is a combination of three-phase balanced load and
single-phase load in phase 2. The influence of this load is
most evident at H3 and H9 (Figure 4). In phases 1 and 3,
the magnitudes of the individual harmonics are the same.
The increased component of the 3rd harmonic in phase 2
can be seen in the current waveform. There is also a 6 kHz
component in the current generated by chopper assemblies
inside the air conditioner (Figure 6). Voltage total
harmonic distortion (THDv) values for all three points at
this level for phases 1, 2 and 3 are 1,5%, 1,7% and 1,6%.
D. Measurement point P4
The UPS bus is powered by a switch Q50. The load is
balanced, practically fully resistive (the current lags the
voltage by only 0.6°), and the current THD is 3.5-4.2%
(TABLE 2). During the measurement, this load accounted
for 70-80% of the total transformer load. Proportion of
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balanced load with low harmonic level has an extremely
favorable effect on the quality of power supply from DC!
Looking at the harmonics, H7 is the largest (over 3%),
H13 is around 2%, H5 and H11 are between 1% and 2%,
while the rest are well below 1% (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Current waveform for P3

Figure 2. Harmonic order for P1

Figure 7. Harmonic order for P4

Figure 3. Harmonic order for P2

TABLE 1. Distribution room measured values
S
P
Q
THDi [%]
P
[kVA]
[kW]
[kVAr]
L1
L2
1
189
188,4
11,3
4,4
4,2
2
40,2
38,9
10,2
19,8
20,8
3
28
25,6
11,2
24
24,5
4
136,3
136,2
1,5
3,98
4,2

IV.

Figure 4. Harmonic order for P3

Figure 5. Current waveform for P2
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L3
4,5
20,1
23,5
3,52

UPS ROOM (MIDDLE LEVEL) MEASUREMENTS

A. Measurement point P5
By the Q60 switch, the UPS output voltage is
transmitted to the zone busbar SDB4 in the server room.
All loads connected to SDB4 are single phase (power
supplies for servers and IT equipment), but the
distribution by phase is such that the phase loads differ by
less than 10% (Figure 8). The current distortion is 8.69.5%. H3 and H11 are dominant in the spectrum (Figure
9).
B. Measurement point P6
Switch Q63 supplies the circuit from UPS to the
SDB8 (zones F, G and H). The loads (servers power
supplies) connected to SDB8 are newer generations with
lower current THD. The load of phase 3 is the highest,
and the loads of phases 1 and 2 are about half the value of
the phase 3 load (Figure. 10), so the THD for phase 3 is
the lowest at 4.9%, while it is 10% and 7% for phases 1
and 2 (Figure 11). These values are better than those
obtained by measurement at the previous point. Voltage
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total harmonic distortion (THDv) values for all three
points at this level for phases 1, 2 and 3 are 1,78%, 1,74%
and 1,6%.

TABLE 2. UPS room measured values
S
P
Q
P
[kVA]
[kW]
[kVAr]
5
56,3
53,6
16,9
6
21,1
20,3
5,7

V.

Figure 8. Current waveform for P5

Figure 9. Harmonic order for P5

L1
9,3
10

THDi [%]
L2
9,5
7

L3
8,6
4,9

SERVER ROOM (LOWEST LEVEL) MEASUREMENTS

A. Measurement point P7
This measurement point is located on a single-phase
circuit supplying multiple supplies in a rack. The reactive
power is capacitive, and its magnitude is approximately
equal to the active power. The current leads the voltage
by 47°. Figure 12 shows the current waveform. The small
amount of active power and the large current
displacement are typical for lightly loaded supplies. The
THD of the current is 46% (
). The harmonic H3 is about 25% and H5, H7 and
H11 about 14% (Figure 13). The voltage THD is 2.14%,
which is higher than UPS (Q60) due to additional voltage
drops caused by current harmonics.
B. Measurement point P8
The last measurement point is on a single-phase
circuit for powering multiple newer generation power
supplies in a rack. The waveform of the current is nearly
sinusoidal (Figure 14). The supplies are moderately
loaded. The current leads the voltage by about 15°. The
individual harmonics are less than 5% (Figure 15) and the
total harmonic distortion is less than 10%. Voltage total
harmonic distortion (THDv) value is 2,04% for both
measurement points.

Figure. 10 Current waveform for P6
Figure 12. Current waveform for P7

Figure 11. Harmonic order for P6
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Figure 13. Harmonic order for P7
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Factor Correction (PFC). However, measurements show
that points at downstream levels closer to nonlinear loads
such as servers or air conditioners, have larger current
harmonic distortion values and contribute to an increase in
system energy losses. Future work will be to develop a
filter for harmonic reduction and test its functionality in
the analyzed data center.
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Figure 14. Current waveform for P8
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Abstract - Step response method is a method for
detection of foreign metal objects in the proximity of the
transmitter coil in WPT system. It is based on a
measurement of the resonant frequency of the transmitter’s
LC tank. As such, it can be used on the fly, while the
wireless power transfer takes place, and it should have low
impact on WPT system performance. This paper discusses
drawbacks of the step response method with respect to
required modifications of the transmitter and receiver
circuits, and also the impact it has on the DC power supply
through increased inrush currents. The discussion is
verified through measurements on the built prototype with
implemented step response method.
Keywords - detection method; foreign metal object;
wireless power transfer

I.

INTRODUCTION

In inductive wireless power transfer (WPT) systems,
energy is transmitted through magnetic field. Transmitter
circuit generates alternating magnetic field around the
transmitter coil. Receiver coil picks up a part of the
magnetic flux and uses it to power a receiver circuit.
Potential problem in such systems is presence of metal
objects in magnetic field of the transmitter, which leads to
heating, lower efficiency and higher losses.

This paper analyses the implementation of step
response method in a WPT system and focuses on the
drawbacks that is has on the system performance. Section
two describes implementation details, i.e. the required
modifications of the transmitter circuit. Section three
discussed the measurement result on the prototype circuit.
At the end of the paper conclusion and references are
given.
II.

IMPLEMENTATION

Step response method is performed in two steps. First,
a low value DC current (approx. 100 mA) is fed to the
transmitter resonant tank for a short time interval (10 to
100 µs). Second, DC current source is then disconnected
and the oscillation frequency of the resonant tank is
measured [14].
The transmitter circuit of the WPT system that is
discussed in this paper is based on a current-mode class-D
amplifier. Mosfet switches (M1 and M2 in Fig. 1) in classD amplifier are controlled with counter-phase signal. Fig.
1 shows a simple approach how to drive mosfets M1 and
M2. It uses a square signal waveform generator and an
inverter. To implement step response method, some
modifications are required.

There are different methods for foreign metal object
detection in WPT systems. Methods are application
oriented, so in WPT systems designed for vehicle
charging [1-5], thermal cameras are mostly used [6-7]. In
WPT systems with lower output power, foreign object
detection methods are commonly based on using
additional detection coils [8-13].
In multi-user WPT system, due to the large size of the
transmitter coil, it is not convenient to use additional
auxiliary detection coils. With that in mind, step response
method for foreign metal object detection is presented in
paper [14]. The method does not require additional
detection coils and it is based on resonant frequency
measurement of the transmitter’s LC circuit. As such, the
method can be used to detect foreign metal object in the
proximity of the transmitter coil during normal operation
of WPT system.
This work has been supported in part by Croatian Science
Foundation under the project “Efficient Wireless Power Supply” (UIP2017-05-5373).
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Figure 1. Current-mode class-D amplifier used in WPT transmitter
circuit
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a) idle

Figure 2. Modified current-mode class-D amplifier for step response
method implementation

Two additional switches (S1 and S2) had to be added
to the circuit topology, Fig. 2. Switch S1 enables
disconnection of the main power supply during detection,
and switch S2 separates ADC from the LC resonant tank
during normal WPT operation. To control additional
switches with more complex clock signals (compared to
basic class-D amplifier) a microcontroller is used which
also acts as a ADC unit.

b) metal

The main idea behind step response method is to be
able to detect a foreign metal object during normal
operation, i.e. while at least one receiver circuit is active.
III.

MEASUREMENTS

Prototype of the modified current-mode class-D
amplifier is built and implemented in the WPT system. To
evaluate system performance, measurement setup shown
in Fig. 3. is used.
Class-D amplifier which drives the transmitters LC
tank is controlled by two counter-phase signal connected
to the gates of mosfets M1 and M2. They determine the
operating frequency. To measure the self-oscillating
frequency of transmitter’s LC tank, both mosfets (M1 and
M2) must be turned off. After the mosfets are turned off,
the voltage amplitude across LC tank gradually decreases
due to the energy stored within resonant tank. The damped
oscillations can be observed for up to 1ms after the mosfet
switches are turned off, Fig. 4.

Current analyzer
Receiver

Oscilloscope

Power supply

Metal plate

TX LC tank Class-D amplifier

c) receiver

Control signal

d) metal and receiver
Figure 3. Measurement setup
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Figure 4. Damped oscillation response of the transmitter’s LC tank
(pink), mosfet drive signal (blue), control signal (yellow)
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Four test cases were measured: test case 1 is
transmitter in idle (without receiver and without metal
plate which acts as a foreign metal object); test case 2 is
transmitter with one metal plate (without receiver); test
case 3 is transmitter with active receiver (without metal
plate); test case 4 is transmitter with both metal plate and
receiver. The presence of a metal object increases losses,
and decreases duration of the damped oscillations. With
active receiver placed on the transmitter coil, damped
oscillations also have amplitude-modulated behavior due
to slight frequency mismatch between transmitter’s and
receiver’s resonant tank.
Fig. 5 shows the frequency values of damped
oscillations measured in discrete time steps from the
moment at which mosfets were turned off. The frequency
measurement is based on time measurement of oscillation
period. For test cases without active receiver (idle; metal
plate) the oscillation frequency in all measured time steps
can be used to detect presence of metal object. Namely,
the oscillation frequency when metal object is present is
higher than oscillation frequency for idle mode. On the
other hand, when the active receiver circuit is present
(grey and yellow trace), the frequency of damped
oscillations cannot be used to detect metal object.
This is consistent with the findings in [14], where is
stated that after the DC current pulse is fed to the
transmitter LC tank, the oscillation frequency changes
with time when the receiver circuit is present. This is due
to the energy stored in receiver’s LC tank. To be able to
use step response method for metal object detection, there
should be no energy stored in receiver’s LC tank. One
way to achieve that is to keep the WPT system turned off
for a time interval long enough so that the amplitude of
damped oscillations (Fig. 4) drops down to almost zero.
For our setup, with operating frequency of 150 kHz and
transmitter’s LC tank quality factor of 150, the required
duration of time interval is around 1 ms.
Since the WPT system must be turned off for a 1 ms in
order to use step response method, presence of foreign
metal objects cannot be monitored constantly, but rather
periodically. Monitoring intervals between 1 and 10
seconds should be considered. After the detection
sequence is performed, transmitter’s LC tank (and
receiver’s if one is present) have no stored energy. This
causes inrush current in transmitter circuit once the WPT
system has completed foreign metal object detection

sequence and it returns to normal operating mode, Fig. 6.
Inrush current is more pronounced when foreign metal
object and active receiver circuit are present. Compared to
steady state current, inrush current is up to 5 times higher.

a) idle

b) metal

c) receiver

d) metal and receiver
Figure 5. Frequency of damped oscillations
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Figure 6. Inrush current after step response method detection
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Using step response method for foreign metal object
detection in WPT system can be done without significant
modifications of the transmitter circuit. Also, the method
does not require using additional auxiliary detection coils.
It is simple to implement and has high accuracy.
But, the method has some significant drawbacks that
were discussed in the paper. To have accurate detection,
prior to using step response method, there should be no
energy stored in receiver’s LC tank. This is done by
turning off transmitter circuit for a time interval of
approximately 1 ms. This necessity leads to three main
problems which arise when using step response method.
First, the monitoring cannot be continuous. Step
response method can only be used periodically. While the
method can be applied each second or even every 100 ms,
which is more than sufficient, it still remains a periodical
“on demand” detection.
Second, after each detection sequence, the energy in
transmitter’s LC tank has to be restored. This causes large
inrush current values. As mentioned before, the detection
can be used fairly often, but then the inrush current events
are more frequent as well.
Third, using step response method should have no
impact on the receiver operation. Namely, while the
detection sequence is carried out, the receiver should
continue to function as during normal operation of WPT
system. The problem is that there is a 1 ms time interval
prior to detection. During this “dead time”, no energy is
transferred from the transmitter to the receiver. Duration
of “dead time” takes more than 100 periods of operating
frequency. This has a huge impact on the capacitor in the
receiver’s rectifier circuit. To keep the receiver circuit
operational during “dead time”, the value of the
smoothing capacitor has to be increased more than
hundredfold.
With these inherent drawbacks, it is very challenging
to implement step response method in WPT systems
which are continuously powering receiver circuits with
power levels exceeding few watts. Nevertheless, the
method offers high accuracy and simple implementation.
As such, it is suitable for continuously power systems
with ultra-low power receivers. Also, it is suitable for
higher power WPT systems with short active periods,
where the step response method can be used before each
operating cycle.
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Abstract—The paper describes design and analysis of a
Low-Dropout Regulator (LDO) with a high value of the power
supply rejection (PSR) at high frequencies (above 10MHz). The
proposed LDO was designed in a standard 65 nm CMOS
technology. The output of the designed LDO can be adjusted by
the voltage reference used in the LDO. The obtained results prove
a very good PSR parameter at frequencies above 10 MHz, where
the value of -40 dB is observed in the worst case. Additionally,
the designed LDO topology exhibits promising load regulation
properties even for a low value of the output capacitor. The
proposed LDO can be fully integrated on a chip, and used in
complex switching converter Systems on-Chip (SoC), where a
high value of PSR is required.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent advanced electronic systems contain different cores
(e.g. analog, digital, RF, etc.), which can be implemented
on a single chip, and known as System-on-Chip (SoC). In
order to distribute the power supply for all parts of a SoC,
different voltage domains need to be implemented. Therefore,
sensitive analog building blocks have to be shielded from
undesired fluctuations on the supply rails and switching noise
generated by digital parts of a mixed-signal system. Thus,
analog building blocks require a high value of the PSR
parameter so that they could work correctly also under such
noisy operation conditions. A regulated supply voltage source
can suppress variations and switching noise present on the
supply rails of analog blocks, and also improve the overall
performances. For this reason, a regulated power supply source
is one of the most important block used in complex SoCs, and
its design still brings challenges for designers of integrated
circuits (IC).
The voltage regulation can be based on an LDO
regulator or a switch-mode converter. In complex SoCs,
where energy harvesters are used as the input voltage
source, the switch-mode DC-DC converters represent better
choice because of their high power-conversion performance.
However, the output of a switch-mode voltage converter needs
to be filtered for elimination of the switching noise. LDO
regulator can suppress noise and fluctuations at the output of
a DC-DC converter. In such a case, high PSR performance of
the LDO is required. First of all, the LDO has to remove noise
generated at switching frequency of the DC-DC converter. In
the case of a fully on-chip DC-DC converter, its switching
frequency is usually in the range of tens or hundreds of
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MHz. Therefore, the value of PSR at high frequencies (above
10 MHz) is the most important requirement determining the
LDO topology selection.
For the reasons described above, it is important to focus
on development of LDO topologies that are able to suppress
the high-frequency switching noise. In this paper, we focused
on the design and verification of a fully on-chip LDO with a
high value of the PSR parameter at high frequencies. Thus,
such a LDO topology could be used in complex switching
applications fully integrated on a chip. Section II contains a
short overview of techniques to obtain the high PSR. The
designed LDO and its main circuit blocks are described
in Section III. Achieved results obtained by simulation of
the proposed LDO circuit are presented in Section IV. A
discussion of the results is provided in Section V, while
conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
In order to improve PSR performance of the LDO, different
techniques were introduced [1]–[8]. One of the most common
solutions is to introduce a low-pass filter in the supply line
[1]. However, this solution reduces a voltage headroom due
to a serial resistor. Another solution, described in [1], uses
two LDO regulators connected in series, but in the case of
on-chip realization, a considerable chip area overhead might
be unacceptable. In [7], a cascode NMOS transistor with an
NMOS pass device was employed to isolate noise on the
supply rail. However, a need of two charge pumps controlling
the NMOS transistors increases complexity of such a topology.
The high PSR performance in a wide frequency range can be
achieved using an NMOS device to cascode the PMOS pass
device that is described in [1], [6]. On the other hand, it is
important to ensure appropriate operation conditions of the
cascode NMOS over the process, temperature a voltage (PVT)
variations. In the case of a fully on-chip implementation, a
value of the output capacitor is also limited. Last but not
least requirement is the power consumption of the whole
LDO. Since the battery life of portable electronics needs to be
increased, the power consumption of all complex SoC should
be decreased as much as possible. Feed-forward supply-noise
cancellation technique, used in [3], reaches very good PSR
performance but for cost of a rather high power consumption.
Therefore, it is not easy to find the best solution that should
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Fig. 1. General block diagram of the proposed LDO

take into account all these aspects during the design of a
low-power LDO with the high PSR performance.
III. P ROPOSED LDO T OPOLOGY
The designed LDO is based on the concept described in
[9]–[11], which focuses on the slew-rate improvement by
introducing transient recovery time enhancement block [10].
In order to improve the PSR performance at high frequencies,
in this work, an NMOS transistor connected in a cascode with
the PMOS pass device was used. In such a way, the proposed
LDO offers very good slew-rate and PSR performance with
relatively small value of the output capacitor (from 100 pF to
200 pF). The LDO output voltage was set to 1.2 V, and the
input voltage range is from 1.5 V to 2 V. Since a charge pump
used in LDO multiplies the input voltage by 2, the upper limit
of the input voltage range is 2 V. Since the LDO will is aimed
for the ultra-low-power systems, the output current range from
1 µA to 300 µA and the dropout voltage of 0.3 V (in the worst
case) were the main design requirements.
General block diagram of the proposed LDO is shown in
Fig. 1. The PMOS pass device is driven by an error amplifier
(EA) based on the differential source-cross-coupled topology
VIN
VDS and VGS CTRL
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the SR enhancement part of LDO
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presented in more detail in [10]. In comparison to the topology
presented in [10], a slew-rate (SR) enhancement block was
used in our research. The output current of this circuits
depends on the LDO output current (Fig. 2). The output
current flowing through the PMOS pass device is mirrored
to M P2 and then, via non-inverting stage (M P3 and M P4 ) to
the transistor M N3 . M N3 and M N2 devices forms another
current mirror with the mirroring ratio of 1:10. In this way,
M N2 can sink 10% of the output load current and improve
transition response of the proposed LDO.
Since the main application area of the proposed LDO
includes on-chip switching converters, the PSR performance
represents one of the most important parameters. In our case,
NMOS transistor was used to cascode the pass device, and
improve the PSR performance at frequencies above 10 MHz.
From the analysis presented in [12], one can observe that
the NMOS device can help improve the overall PSR of
LDO if its output resistance is increased. However, the main
challenge of this approach is to ensure that NMOS device
will be working in the saturation region even under the
dropout conditions. Additionally, the saturation region needs
to be kept in all process corners. Therefore, in the proposed
LDO architecture, so-called VDS ”keeper” circuit was used
to provide a stable drain-source voltage over the process and
temperature variations. The ”keeper” consists of a difference
amplifier containing resistors RD1 –RD4 introduced in Fig. 1.
If we consider that RD1 = RD2 = RD3 = RD4 , VDS of the
NMOS pass device will be equal to VREF voltage. In our case,
the voltage reference has the output voltage of about 0.2 V
which means that the VDS value of the NMOS cascode device
will be kept to 0.2 V. Finally, from the high PSR performance
point of view, the voltage reference and the error amplifier with
a slew-rate enhancement circuit are powered from the local
supply voltage VLOCAL (source of NMOS cascode device)
which helps reaching very good PSR at high frequencies.
The last block of the proposed LDO regulator is the voltage
reference. As mentioned above, the output voltage value of
the reference circuit is 0.2 V. In order to set an appropriate
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value of the reference voltage for the LDO, a tunable buffer
is employed, and the output voltage VREF BU F of 1.2 V was
adjusted.
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Fig. 4. Dropout voltage over process corners
(VIN = VIN min ; T = −20◦ C ÷ 85◦ C)

voltage reference which is implemented in the LDO using the
digital trimming technique but it is not subject of this article.
Here, we can conclude that obtained accuracy of LDO will be
sufficient for target application in switching converter.
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The results obtained by simulation of the proposed LDO
are presented in this section. Fabrication process fluctuations
were taken into account, and LDO was simulated using Corner
Analysis. The temperature range from −20◦ C to 85◦ C was
considered in all simulations.
Transfer characteristics (dependence of the output voltage
on the input voltage) represent the most important feature of
the LDO. In Fig. 3, the transfer characteristics of the proposed
LDO for the output load current of 100 µA obtained over
the process corners is shown. The deviation of 13 mV in the
output voltage over the process corners and temperature can
be observed. The output voltage value deviates from 1.192 V
to 1.205 V that is mainly caused by the voltage reference
inaccuracy. The minimum input voltage in the worst case is
1.44 V.
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Fig. 3. Transfer characteristics of LDO over process corners
(IOU T = 100µA; T = −20◦ C ÷ 85◦ C)

Fig. 5. The output voltage over temperature and process corners
(VIN = 1.45V ÷ 2V ; IOU T = 0.1mA)

The parameter which is directly related to the transfer
characteristics is the dropout voltage of LDO depicted in Fig 4.
The dropout voltage was obtained for different output currents
in whole temperature range over the corners. In the worst case,
the dropout voltage of 270 mV was observed for the output
current of 300 µA. In the best case, for the maximum output
current, the dropout voltage will be bellow 0.2 V. From Fig. 4,
it can be observed that for the output current up to 100 µA, the
dropout voltage is relatively constant while for higher current,
the dropout value increases exponentially.
The dependence of LDO output voltage on temperature
is another important parameters. This dependences for input
range from 1.45 V to 2 V and output current of 100 µA
over the process corners are shown in Fig. 5. In the best
case, temperature coefficient (TC) of the output voltage of
14 ppm/◦ C is achieved. On the other hand, the worst case
represents FNSP corner where the TC is 194 ppm/◦ C. It is
important to note, that shape of temperature dependence is
mainly given by internal voltage reference used in LDO. The
presented results are for trimmed temperature coefficient of

In order to investigate the dynamic behavior and
performance of the proposed LDO, the input voltage step from
1.5 V to 1.6 V and output current step from 1 µA to 100 µA
were applied. The dynamic response to the input voltage step
is shown in Fig. 6, for the output current value of 100 µA. It
can be observed that the proposed LDO has good response to
the input voltage step where overshoot and undershoot in less
than 10 mV occurred.
The dynamic response of LDO on the output current step
is depicted in Fig. 7. This simulation was done for the
input voltage value of 1.6 V. One can observe that LDO
response provides good stability, and the recovery time is
in the range of tens µs. The presented results were obtained
with the slew-rate enhancement circuit. However, with the SR
enhancement circuit, the overall power consumption will be
increased.
For better analysis of the dynamic performance, we also
investigated line and load regulation parameters (LNR and
LDR). Dependence of LDR parameter as a function of the
input voltage obtained for all process corners and temperature
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excellent result was achieved using a NMOS cascode device,
as well as the high value of loop gain introduced by the error
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range from −20◦ C to 85◦ C is shown in Fig. 8. The worst case
value of LDR parameter (2.29 %/mA) can be observed for the
minimum input voltage of 1.45 V, while the best LDR value
of 0.002 %/mA was achieved for the maximum input voltage.
The dependence of LNR parameter on the output current is
shown in Fig. 9, where we investigated LNR deviations caused
by process and temperature fluctuations. It can be observed
that the deviation of line regulation is constant over the whole
range of output current. The only difference can be observed
for 1 µA, where LNR parameter reaches value of 0.06 %. Such

For the purpose of stability, we investigate gain margin
(GM) and phase margin (PM) of the EA feedback loop.
From the stability point of view, the worst case represents the
low output current and the low input voltage. Therefore, we
consider output current of 10 µA and supply voltage of 1.5 V.
The results of GM and PM obtained from stability analysis of
LDO are shown Fig. 10. In the worst case, PM of 51.46◦ was
achieved in the SNSP corner (slow corner). The worst case
for GM is reported in the FNFP corner (fast corner), where
the value of 22.46 dB was reached. The best corner from the
stability point of view, is the FNFP for PM and SNSP for GM,
respectively. Gain bandwidth (GBW) of the EA feedback loop
varies from 32 kHz to 1.52 MHz depending on the output
current value and process corner. We also verified stability
for marginal values of the output current, where in the worst
case corner, PM is 24.8◦ and >60◦ for the current value of
1 µA and 300 µA, respectively. Despite such a low value of
PM, we can consider that the proposed LDO will be stable
but the settling time might be unacceptably large. Since the
designed LDO will be used to supply a sensitive analog circuit,
the output current should be larger than 1 µA. Finally, it is
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TABLE I
M AIN PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED LDO

Input Voltage
Temperature Range
Output Voltage
Dropout Voltage
LNR
LDR
TC
Current Throughput
PSRR@10MHz
Total Power

P S R R = -2 0 .5 d B

P S R R = -2 3 d B

-2 0

= - 2 1 .4 d B

-3 0

Parameter
-1 0

W C

-2 0

P S R R

important to note that stability of the EA feedback loop used
to keep the NMOS pass device in saturation region (Fig. 1)
was also investigated. Here, values higher than 54◦ and 60 dB
(in all process corners and the whole range of output current)
for PM and GM was achieved, respectively. The GBW of the
feedback loop varies from 8.5 kHz to 19.5 kHz.
In order to show the improvement obtained using a PMOS
pass device cascoded by a NMOS transistor, we compared
the PSR performance with and without the cascode transistor.
The result of comparison is depicted in Fig. 11, where one
can observe that the PSR performance will be improved by
20 dB at frequency values above 10 MHz. Additionally, the
minimum PSR will be shifted to the higher frequencies, and
it will be improved by 3 dB. The PSR at lower frequencies
will be the same as without the NMOS cascode device. From
Fig. 11 we can conclude that the cascode NMOS represents a
simple low-power solution for improving PSR feature of the
LDO regulator.

Min

Typ

Max

1.45
-20
1.192
162
0.025
0.0025
14
0.001
-77.5
-

27
1.2
0.1
-43
6.3

2
85
1.205
270
0.059
2.29
94
0.3
-28.7
45

Unit
V
◦C

V
mV
%
%/mA
ppm/◦ C
mA
dB
µW

1 G

F re q u e n c y [H z ]

Fig. 11. Comparison of PSR performance (VIN = 1.5V ; IOU T = 100µA)

The PSR results obtained by simulation are shown in
Fig. 12. As can be observed, the PSRR at low frequency
reaches value of -68.5 dB, while at frequency of 10 MHz,
the PSR of -41.6 dB was achieved. In the whole frequency
range, the worst value of PSR is -21.4 dB. The presented PSR
performance was obtained with the load capacitor value of
150 pF. The results can be further improved by increasing the
value of output load capacitor.
The main achieved parameters of the proposed LDO are
summarized in Table I, where all process corners and the
temperature range from −20◦ C to 85◦ C are considered. It is
important to note that the power consumption is increased if
the slew-rate enhancement circuit, since the sinking current
is 10 %. However, the PSR performance of the proposed
LDO does not depend on the slew-rate enhancement circuit,
and a value lower than -40 dB for output current 100 µA
at frequency of 10 MHz was achieved. For higher output
currents, the PSR will be worse (the value of -28.7 dB can
be observed for the maximum output current).
V. D ISCUSSION
The comparison of the proposed LDO to other works is
presented in Table II. As can be observed, high PSR features
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are usually obtained by high value of the output capacitor,
except for works [16], [17]. In [16], the value of output
capacitor is smaller than in the other works thanks to a
supply-ripple cancellation technique employed. However, the
static current consumption was increased. On the other hand,
in our research, where an NMOS transistor was used to
cascode the PMOS device, the output capacitor value as well
as static current consumption are smaller. If the slew-rate
enhancement circuit is employed, the power consumption will
be increased. Therefore, a compromise between the output
capacitor size and power consumption needs to be taken in
order to meet the low-power operation conditions and reach a
good PSR performance of the on-chip LDO. For relevant and
better comparison, we used Figure of Merit (FoM) introduced
in [4] that proves excellent performance of the presented LDO
topology. We should underline that in most cases, the good
PSR performance was obtained by a large output capacitor and
therefore, the proposed topology represents the best choice for
on-chip implementation of LDO.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The LDO topology based on PMOS pass device cascoded
with the NMOS transistor, designed in 65 nm CMOS
technology, was presented. As demonstrated, the designed
LDO exhibits very good PSR performance even at high
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF PROPOSED LDO TO OTHER WORKS
Reference

[13]

[14]

[15]

[17]

This work

Technology [nm]

130

350

65

65

180

65

Power transistor

N.A.

N.A

PMOS

PMOS

N.A.

PMOS(5)

VOUT [V]

N.A.

N.A.

1.0

1.0

0.9 - 1.7

1.2

VDO [mV]

150.0

300.0

150.0

200.0

200.0

205.4

1120(4)

4.19µ(6) ,
30µ(7)

IQ [µA]

50

40.6 - 76.8

150

8(2) ,
297.5(3)

ILOAD [A]

25m

25m

25m

25m

20m

100µ

LR [mV/mA]

N.A.

N.A.

0.040

0.042

0.5

0.038

CL [F]

4µ

5µ

4.7µ

240p

500p

150p

| PSR | [dB]
@1 M Hz
@10 M Hz

67
56

47
66

> 61
47

52
36

65
31

@worst case

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

30.7
43
25.5@1µA
23@100µA
17@300µA

FOM(1) [×106 ]

26.3

7.9

32862

7096

(1)

F OM = |P SR(10 M Hz)|ILOAD /VDO CL .
enhancement. (7) With slew-rate enhancement.

33.2
(2)

No load.

(3)

Full load.

(4)

Calculated from reported current efficiency.

frequencies above 10 MHz. Obtained results shows that the
proposed topology reaches small power consumption and PSR
of -40 dB at frequencies above 10 MHz with a relatively small
value of the output capacitor. Presented LDO represents good
choice for ultra-low power SoC, where the PSR performance
is very important.
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Abstract—This work presents a novel relaxation oscillator core
architecture using a replica integrator and a chopped comparator,
suitable for advanced technology nodes. The oscillator core receives two reference voltages and three reference currents, based
on which the output clock is generated having the frequency
invariant to delay and offset of the comparators. The oscillator
core prototype is designed in 110 nm technology, having an area
of 0.045 mm2 and typically consuming 33 µA at 2 MHz. The
frequency variation is ±0.5% in the temperature range from
−40 to 125◦ C and ±0.33% in the power supply range from 1.08
to 1.32 V. The core starts up after a single half-cycle.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Relaxation oscillators may offer a good compromise of fast
start-up, low power consumption, compact area, low price, and
other critical parameters for modern consumer applications
[1]–[3]. However, the stability of the output frequency of
such solutions may be limited by non-ideal characteristics of
the comparator, specifically the offset voltage and propagation
delay. Furthermore, such detrimental effects due to the nonideal characteristics of the comparators may become more
pronounced at relatively low-voltage technology nodes, e.g.
1.2 V or less, as may typically be found in CMOS technology
nodes at and below approximately 100 nanometers [3]–[8]. It
is therefore desirable to provide a relaxation oscillator circuit
wherein performance is optimized by canceling or at least
limiting any offset voltage and propagation delay incurred by
the comparator stage, and that such circuit is suitable for reuse
in relatively low-voltage circuits.
One such solution is presented in this work in a form of a
relaxation oscillator core having three integrators and three
chopped comparator circuits (Fig. 1). While the reference
integration for clock generation is performed within the first
two integrator blocks, the third integrator block is a replica
integrator that measures and compensates the comparator
propagation delay of the integration cycles. For the operation
of clock generation and delay measurement circuitry within the
logic block, the integration cycles are continuously compared
with two reference voltages (second one having 50% value of
the first one). The influence of the offset voltage of the comparators is completely negated by chopper implementation.
This work is organized as follows. The oscillator core
architecture is presented in Section II. Section III shows the
simulation results together with the performance comparison
with other low voltage relaxation oscillators. The final conclusions are presented in Section IV.
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II. O SCILLATOR C ORE A RCHITECTURE
The schematic of the proposed relaxation oscillator core is
presented in Fig 1. The oscillator core consists of three integrator blocks, a chopped comparator block, and a logic block.
The first and second integrator blocks are identical and include
two currents sources having the reference current IREF , three
switches controlled by the output signals of the logic block,
and the capacitor having the capacitance value CREF . The
third integrator block, namely the replica integrator, includes
a current source having the reference current IREF , two
switches controlled by the output signals of the logic block,
and the capacitor having the capacitance value CREF . The
chopped comparator block includes three identical switching
blocks and three comparators. The operation of the switching
blocks is described by the signal mappings shown in Fig. 1,
defining the two states for each chopped comparator depending
on the corresponding control signals C1, C2, and C3. Finally,
the logic block processes the propagated signals into the
control signals, feeding them back to the integrator blocks and
chopped comparator block, maintaining the oscillation in this
way. The reference current (IREF ) and two reference voltages
(VREF and VREF /2) are presumed to be generated within the
reference generator, not shown in the schematics.
The operation of the relaxation oscillator core from Fig. 1
is described with reference to the signal waveforms of Fig. 2.
At an initial time (t = t0 ), it is presumed that all the signals
are forced to the initial state by a start-up circuit (not shown in
the schematic). Initially, the integration takes place within the
first integrator in the time interval from t0 to t2 . As such, the
integrating signal V C1 rises linearly, having the nominal slope
∆V /∆t = IREF /CREF . Due to the initial configuration of
the first switching block and the second switching block, while
C1 and C2 are low, the integrating signal V C1 is present at the
switch outputs A1 and A3 (V C1 7→ A1 7→ A3). Meanwhile,
the second and third integrator blocks remain idle as the
integration nodes V C2 and V C3 are shorted to the ground
reference node VSS by the switches S22 and S32 , respectively.
At a subsequent time t = t1 the integrating signal V C1 which
is present at the switch output A3 (V C1 7→ A3) becomes
equal to the second reference voltage VREF /2 also present
at the switch output A4 (VREF /2 7→ A4). Nevertheless, the
output of the second comparator B2 changes state to high
at t = t2 as a result of the non-ideal characteristics of the
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Fig. 1. The schematic of the proposed relaxation oscillator, consisting of three integrator blocks, chopped comparator block, and logic block.

second comparator, namely a propagation delay td2 and the
offset voltage VOF F 2 . The timing can be expressed as:
t2 =

(0.5VREF + VOF F 2 )CREF
+ td2 .
IREF

(1)

Following the change of the of the second comparator
output B2 and control signal C2 from low to high, after
t = t2 , the second switching block changes state, such that
the second reference voltage VREF /2 is present at the switch
output A3 (VREF /2 7→ A3) and the integrating signal V C2
is present at the switch output A4 (V C2 7→ A4). Meanwhile,
the integrating signal V C1 which is also present at the switch
output A1 (V C1 7→ A1) continues to rise linearly having
the same slope as prior to t = t2 . Also, at the time t = t2
the control signal C4 transitions from low to high, starting
the integration within the third integrator block such that the
integrating voltage V C3 which is present at the switch output
A5 (V C3 7→ A5) also rises linearly having the nominal slope
∆V /∆t = IREF /CREF . Specifically, from the time t = t2
the third integrator block replicates the integration behavior
of the first integrator block, with a phase delay corresponding
to t2 . At a subsequent time t = t3 , the integrating voltage
V C1 which is present at the switch output A1 (V C1 7→ A1)
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becomes equal to the reference voltage VREF that is present
at the switch output A2 (VREF 7→ A2). Nevertheless, the
output of the first comparator B1 changes state to high at
t = t4 as a result of the non-ideal characteristics of the first
comparator, namely the propagation delay td1 and the offset
voltage VOF F 1 . Therefore, the following expression is valid:
t4 =

(VREF + VOF F 1 )CREF
+ td1 .
IREF

(2)

After the change of the comparator output B1 and control
signal C1 from low to high, the first switching block changes
state, resulting in the reference voltage VREF being present at
the switch output A1 (VREF 7→ A1) and the integrating signal
V C2 being present at the switch output A2 (V C2 7→ A2).
As a result, the integration starts to take place within the
second integrator block. Due to the state of the first comparator
output signal B1 and the third comparator output B3, the
measurement signal D1 is set to high. As such, the integrating
signal V C2 also present as the switch output A2 (V C2 7→ A2)
rises linearly having the slope ∆V /∆t = 2IREF /CREF .
Meanwhile, at t = t04 , the integrating signal V C3 which is
present at the switch output A5 (V C3 7→ A5) becomes equal
to the second reference voltage VREF /2 which is present
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at the switch output A6 (VREF /2 7→ A6). Note that the
time instance t04 is same as t4 in the case that the first
comparator, the second comparator and the third comparator
are presumed identical. However, a timing of the first, second
and third comparators may differ slightly due to variations in
properties of the comparators. Due to the offset voltage and
the propagation delay of the third comparator (VOF F 3 and
td3 ), the third comparator output B3 changes state to high at
t = t5 . Therefore, the following is valid:
t5 − t2 =

(0.5VREF + VOF F 3 )CREF
+ td3 .
IREF

from high to low, meaning that the integration node V C3 is
shorted to ground and the third integrator block is idle. At
this stage, the measurement signal D1 transitions from high
to low, making the duration of the measurement signal equal
to:
tD1 = t5 − t4 = (t5 − t2 ) + (t2 − t0 ) − (t4 − t0 ).
Therefore, tD1 can be represented as follows:
tD1 =

(3)

Following the change of the comparator output B3 and
control signal C3 from low to high, the third switching
block changes state, such that the integrating signal V C3 is
present at the switch output A6 (V C3 7→ A6) and the second
reference voltage VREF /2 is present at the switch output A5
(VREF /2 7→ A5). Also, the control signal C4 transitions

(4)

(−VOF F 1 + VOF F 2 + VOF F 3 )CREF
−
IREF
− td1 + td2 + td3 .

(5)

The integration node voltage V C2 at the time t = t5 ,
hereafter denoted V C2(t5 ), can be calculated as a function
of the slope of the integrating signal and the duration of the
measurement signal D1, and can be represented as follows:
2IREF (−td1 + td2 + td3 )
+
CREF
(6)
+ 2(−VOF F 1 + VOF F 2 + VOF F 3 ).

V C2(t5 ) =∆V /∆t · tD1 =

Also, after the time t = t5 , the integrating signal V C2 which
is present at the switch output A2 (V C2 7→ A2) continues
to rise having the nominal slope ∆V /∆t = IREF /CREF .
At a subsequent time t = t6 , the integrating signal V C2
present at the switch output A4 (V C2 7→ A4) becomes equal
to the second reference voltage VREF /2 which is present at
the switch output A3 (VREF /2 7→ A3). At a subsequent time
t = t7 , the second comparator output B2 changes state to
low as a result of the non-ideal characteristics of the second
comparator, namely a propagation delay td2 and the offset
voltage VOF F 2 . The timing can be expressed as
(0.5VREF − VOF F 2 − V C2(t5 ))CREF
+ td2 . (7)
IREF
Following the change of the second comparator output B2
and control signal C2 from high to low, after t = t7 the
second switching block changes the state, such that the second
reference voltage VREF /2 is present at the switch output
A4 (VREF /2 7→ A4) and the integrating signal V C1 is
present at the switch output A3 (V C1 7→ A3). Meanwhile,
the integrating signal V C2 which is present at the switch
output A2 (V C2 7→ A2) continues to rise linearly having
the same slope as prior to t = t7 . Also, the control signal
C4 transitions from low to high, starting the integration on
the third integrator block, such that the integrating signal
V C3 present at the switch output A6 (V C3 7→ A6) rises
linearly having the nominal slope ∆V /∆t = IREF /CREF . At
a subsequent time t = t8 , the integrating signal V C2 which
is present at the switch output A2 (V C2 7→ A2) becomes
equal to the reference voltage VREF which is present at the
switch output A1 (VREF 7→ A1). As such, the first comparator
output B1 transitions to low at t = t9 as a result of the
non-ideal characteristics of the first comparator, namely a
propagation delay td1 and the offset voltage VOF F 1 . Therefore,
the following expression is valid:
t7 − t5 =

Fig. 2. The signal waveforms of the proposed relaxation oscillator core.
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t9 − t5 =

(VREF − VOF F 1 − V C2(t5 ))CREF
+ td1 .
IREF

(8)
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After the transition of the first comparator output B1 and
control signal C1 from high to low, the first switching block
changes state, such that the reference voltage VREF is present
at the switch output A2 (VREF 7→ A2) and the integrating
signal V C1 is present at the switch output A1 (V C1 7→ A1).
As such, the integration starts to take place within the first
integrator. As a result of the state of the first comparator output
B1 and the third comparator output B3, the measurement
signal D2 is set to high. As such, the integrating signal V C1
present at the switch output A1 (V C1 7→ A1) rises linearly
having the slope ∆V /∆t = 2IREF /CREF . Meanwhile, at
the time t = t09 , the integrating signal V C3 which is present
at the switch output A6 (V C3 7→ A6) becomes equal to the
second reference voltage VREF /2 present at the switch output
A5 (VREF /2 7→ A5). Again, note that time t09 is same as t9
in case all comparators are presumed identical, but may in
practice slightly differ due to variations in properties of the
comparators. Due to the offset voltage and propagation delay
of the third comparator (td3 and VOF F 3 ), the third comparator
output B3 changes state to low at the time t = t10 . Therefore,
the following is valid:
(0.5VREF − VOF F 3 )CREF
+ td3 .
(9)
IREF
Following the transition of the third comparator output B3
and control signal C3 from high to low, the third switching
block changes the state. As such, the integrating signal V C3 is
present at the switch output A5 (V C3 7→ A5) and the second
reference voltage VREF /2 is present at the switch output A6
(VREF /2 7→ A6). Also, the fourth input clock signal C4
transitions from high to low, meaning the third integration
node V C3 is shorted to ground and the third integrator is
idle. With this, the measurement signal D2 transitions from
high to low, making the duration of the measurement signal
equal to:
t10 − t7 =

tD2 = t10 − t9 = (t10 − t7 ) + (t7 − t5 ) − (t9 − t5 ).

(10)

Therefore, tD2 can be represented as follows.
tD2 =

(VOF F 1 − VOF F 2 − VOF F 3 )CREF
−
IREF
− td1 + td2 + td3 .

(11)

The integration node voltage V C1 at the time t = t10 ,
hereafter denoted V C1(t10 ), can be calculated as a function
of the slope of the integrating signal and the duration of the
measurement signal, and can be represented as follows:
V C1(t10 ) =∆V /∆t · tD2 = 2(VOF F 1 − VOF F 2 − VOF F 3 )+
2IREF (−td1 + td2 + td3 )
.
+
CREF
(12)
Also, after the time t = t10 , the integrating signal V C1
present at the switch output A1 (V C1 7→ A1) continues to
rise having the nominal slope ∆V /∆t = IREF /CREF . At a
subsequent time t = t13 , the integrating signal V C1 present
at the switch output A1 (V C1 7→ A1) becomes equal to
the reference voltage VREF present at the switch output A2
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(VREF 7→ A2). Nevertheless, the first comparator output B1
transitions from low to high at t = t14 as a result of the
non-ideal characteristics of the first comparator, namely the
propagation delay td1 and the offset voltage VOF F 1 . Therefore,
the following expression is valid:
(VREF + VOF F 1 − V C1(t10 ))CREF
+ td1 .
t14 − t10 =
IREF
(13)
With this, a complete oscillation cycle is described from t4
to t14 . The oscillation period duration can be calculated by
adding previously calculated time segments as follows:
Tosc = (t5 − t4 ) + (t9 − t5 ) + (t10 − t9 ) + (t14 − t10 ), (14)
resulting in
2VREF · CREF
+ 4td1 − 2td2 − 2td3 .
(15)
IREF
According to (15), the stability of the oscillation period
is dependent on the stability of the reference values (VREF ,
IREF , CREF ), together with the relative matching of the three
comparator delays (td1 , td2 , td3 ), while the contribution of the
comparator offset voltage is completely negated. Moreover,
it is also important to provide sufficient relative matching
between the reference currents and the reference voltages.
Additionally, the auxiliary clock signal C0 has the average
frequency twice as high compared to the other signals usable
as a clock reference (C1, C2, and C3), having the average
period of
VREF · CREF
+ 2td1 − td2 − td3 .
(16)
Tosc,C0 =
IREF
Note that the auxiliary clock signal C0 has a relatively big
discrepancy between the two consecutive cycles, determined
by the mismatch of the integrator-comparator units. As such,
while not usable in applications that require low cycle-to-cycle
jitter, using the clock signal C0 as a clock source in other
types of applications where only the long term jitter is relevant
(e.g. timekeeping) would result in 2 times improvement of the
energy efficiency.
Tosc =

A. Reference Circuitry
A typical implementation of the proposed oscillator core
within a self-sustaining clock generator is shown in Fig. 3.
The core requires two reference voltages VREF and VREF /2,
the second one having half the value of the first one, generated
within the reference generator. The required reference currents
IREF may be generated within a voltage-to-current converter
block as a ratio of reference voltage VREF and reference resistance RREF . Note that the core requires only three instances
of the mirrored current IREF since the two input currents from
the first and second integrator block can be shared as they are
active during mutually exclusive time segments.
Finally, considering
IREF = VREF /RREF

(17)

the expression for the period of the proposed core becomes
Tosc = 2RREF · CREF + 4td1 − 2td2 − 2td3 .

(18)
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Fig. 3. Typical self-sustaining clock generator implementation with relaxation
oscillator core and reference circuitry (VREF generator and V2I).

III. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In order to verify the proposed oscillator core architecture,
the core prototype was designed in 110 nm CMOS technology.
The layout of the prototype is shown in Fig. 4, having the
total area of 255 µm × 175 µm (0.045 mm2 ). The oscillator

consumes 33 µA at the nominal supply voltage of 1.2 V,
having the average nominal frequency 2 MHz (4 MHz in 2×
frequency mode) and the process sensitivity of σ = 0.6%.
The core starts up after the settling of the references with a
half-cycle delay (0.25 µs). For the simulation purposes, the
external reference voltage of VREF = 0.3 V and the reference
current IREF = 2 µA are assumed.
The simulated frequency variation versus the temperature
and supply voltage change is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
respectively. The figures show that the frequency variation
versus temperature is −0.55% to +0.45% in the temperature
range from −40 to 125◦ C, while the frequency variation versus
supply voltage is from −0.41% to +0.24% in the supply range
from 1.08 to 1.32 V.
In the end, the performance comparison between the other
reported relaxation oscillators in advanced technology nodes
is shown in Table I. As seen from the table, the proposed core
provides relatively stable reference clock in wide temperature
range. Also featured with compact area, the core has a very
short start-up time, and it is comparable in power efficiency
with other designs in 2× frequency mode.
IV. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 4. Layout of the proposed oscillator core having the size of
255 µm × 175 µm.

Fig. 5. Frequency error vs. temperature, simulated in the temperature range
from −40 to 125◦ C with 100 Monte Carlo points.
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This work presents a novel delay and offset compensated
relaxation oscillator core with replica integrator. Typically
operating at 2 MHz and consuming 33 µA, the core has the
temperature drift of ±0.5% in the range from −40 to 125◦ C
and the supply drift ±0.33% in the range from 1.08 to 1.32 V.
The core also provides the output having a double frequency
compared to the native core frequency, significantly improving
the power efficiency at the expense of increasing cycle-to-cycle
jitter. Since the architecture is compatible with low voltage
reference values, specifically in the region of 300 mV or
less, the device may be fabricated in an advanced CMOS
technology node configured to operate with a relatively low
voltage supply, e.g. 1.2 V, 1.0 V, 0.8 V or even less.

Fig. 6. Frequency error vs. supply voltage, simulated in the supply voltage
range from 1.08 to 1.32 V with 100 Monte Carlo points.
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF R ELAXATION O SCILLATORS IN A DVANCED T ECHNOLOGY N ODES

Year
Cao [3]

2013

Process

Area

Freq.

Power

Supply

Temperature

Line sensitivity

Energy/cycle

Start-up

[nm]

[mm2 ]

[MHz]

[µW]

[V]

variation [%]

[%]

[µW/MHz]

time

@0∼80◦ C

±0.18 @1.1∼1.5V

7.81

NA

@−40∼90◦ C

65

0.01

12.6

98.4

1.2

±0.82

Paidimarri [4]

2016

65

0.032

0.185

0.13

1.0

±0.55

±0.25 @0.95∼1.05V

7.03

4 cyc.

Sebastiano [5]

2009

65

0.11

0.1

41

1.2

±1.1a @−22∼85◦ C

±0.1 @1.12∼1.39V

410

10 ms

Tokairin [6]

2012

90

0.12

0.1

0.28

0.8

±0.68 @−40∼90◦ C

±0.82 @0.725∼0.9V

2.80

1 cycle

@−20∼60◦ C

Yang [7]

2020

130

0.022

8

2.8

1.15

Wang [8]

2019

65

0.12

1.5

6

1.0

This work

2022

110

0.045

2/4

33

1.2

±0.62

±0.45 @0∼90◦ C
±0.5a

@−40∼125◦ C

NA

0.35

NA

±0.15 @1.0∼1.3V

4.0

NA

±0.33 @1.08∼1.32V

16.5/8.25

0.25 µs

a External references.
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Abstract—A phase-locked loop (PLL) is an important
and commonly used electronic circuit in various electronic
systems. Its main drawback is the use of an RC low-pass filter
which takes up the majority of the PLL area on the chip. The
RC low-pass filter is necessary to ensure the PLL stability.
To mitigate this issue, a frequency-locked loop (FLL) is
used because the stability of an FLL system depends on
the Miller capacitance inside of the operational amplifier,
which drastically reduces the capacitor size and thus the
chip area. This paper presents the design of a fully integrated
FLL based on a frequency-to-voltage converter (FVC). FVC
is optimised so that it stabilises in just three clock cycles,
which reduces the settling time of the entire FLL circuit.
The voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is optimised for low
power in all corners and for a wide input signal range.
The circuit is implemented in a 180-nm CMOS process.
Simulations show that the FLL circuit is functional in all
voltage, temperature and technology corners. It has a short
settling time while using a small amount of power and chip
area compared to the conventional PLL designs.
Keywords—differential delay cell, frequency-locked loop,
frequency-to-voltage converter, voltage-controlled oscillator.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A frequency-locked loop (FLL) is a circuit similar to a
phase-locked loop (PLL) [1] as both circuits generate an
output signal which tracks an input reference signal. They
are used in communications, computers, radars and in
other applications such as frequency synthesis and signal
recovery. The output signal of the PLL is synchronised
with the input signal in phase, and therefore in frequency,
whereas the output signal of the FLL is synchronised with
the input signal only in frequency. The main advantage
of the FLL over the PLL is a smaller die area needed
to create a fully integrated circuit due to the absence of
the area-consuming RC low-pass filter needed in PLL for
stabilisation.
An FLL architecture, that does not require the use of
the usual PLL components, such as a phase detector, a
charge pump and a low-pass filter, has been reported in
[2]. It is based on a frequency-to-voltage converter (FVC)
from [3] which uses the charge redistribution in switching
capacitors. Several advances in the FLL architecture based
upon these works, with the purpose of decreasing the
settling time of the FVC, have been reported in [4]–
[7]. Short settling time of the FVC allows it to work
at higher frequencies. Alongside short settling time, low
power consumption is also a desirable feature.
This paper improves the design of the FLL presented
in [2] in order to achieve a lower power consumption and
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a shorter settling time. FVC has been slightly modified to
achieve a shorter settling time, thus shortening the settling
time of the entire FLL. Architectures of the opamp and
the VCO have been revised to achieve a lower power
consumption.
This paper is organized in four sections. Section II
describes the architecture and the operation of the FLL and
its building blocks. In Section III, the simulation results
are presented. The conclusion is given in section IV.
II. A RCHITECTURE AND O PERATION
The block diagram of the proposed FLL is shown in Fig.
1. It is composed of two frequency dividers: one dividing
by M and one by N , two FVCs, an opamp and a VCO.
The feedback loop is composed of the VCO, the frequency
divider by M , the FVC2 and the opamp.
The operation of the FLL is as follows. The reference
frequency fref is divided by N and converted into the
voltage v+ which is connected to the non-inverting input
of the opamp. The FLL output frequency fout , which is
also the VCO output frequency, is divided by M and
converted into the voltage v− which is connected to the
inverting input of the opamp. The opamp tries to equalise
the voltages at its inputs by changing its output voltage
which is the control voltage vctrl of the VCO. The VCO
output frequency changes until the opamp input voltages
equalise. At that moment, the FLL is considered locked
to the reference frequency.
The opamp output voltage can be expressed by
vctrl =

A
· v+
1+K ·A

(1)

with

1
· KFVC2
(2)
M
where A, KVCO and KFVC2 are the gains of the opamp,
the VCO and the FVC2, respectively.
K = KVCO ·

1
M

FVC2

OP AMP

FREF

1
N

VCO

FVC1

FOUT
vctrl

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the FLL.
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If the dc gain of the opamp A is very high, (1) can be
simplified to
1
vctrl =
· v+
(3)
K
which, with substitution from (2), leads to
M
· v+ .
(4)
vctrl =
KVCO · KFVC2
From (4), the expression for the VCO output frequency
can be derived as
M
fosc = KVCO · vctrl =
· v+ .
(5)
KFVC2
The voltage of the non-inverting opamp input can be
expressed by
1
v+ = fref ·
· KFVC1
(6)
N
where KFVC1 is the gain of the FVC1.
By substituting (6) into (5) and choosing the same
FVCs, the expression for the VCO output frequency can
be rewritten as
M
M KFVC1
·
· fref .
(7)
· fref =
fosc =
N KFVC2
N
A. Frequency-to-Voltage Converter (FVC)
The schematic of the FVC used in the FLL is shown
in Fig. 2. It is based on the design presented in [3]. It
is composed of two capacitors, a current source, several
transistors that act as switches, a transmission gate and a
logic controller block (LCB).
The schematic of the LCB is shown in Fig. 3. The
LCB is a circuit that generates two control signals, Φ1
and Φ2 (Fig. 3). The signal Φ1 and its complement Φ1
control the transistors MP0, MN0, MP1, MN1, MP2 and
MN2 while the signal Φ2 controls the transistor MN3.
The control signals have the same frequency as the input
signal but they have significantly smaller pulse width. The
duration of the Φ1 pulse must be long enough for the
charge redistribution between C1 and C2 to occur. The
duration of the Φ2 pulse must be long enough to allow
for a full discharge of C1 .
The operation of the FVC is as follows. While the input
signal FIN is low, the transistor MP3 is turned on and MP4

FIN

Φ1

τ1

Φ2

τ2

F IN
T ime

1

T ime

2

T ime

Fig. 3. The schematic of the LCB.

is turned off. At the same time, MN3 and transmission
gate (MP1 and MN1) are turned off, thus maintaining
the charge of the capacitor C1 and disconnecting it from
C2 . Therefore, the current source MP6 charges C1 with
a constant current Ic . When the input signal FIN goes
high, MP3 turns off, MP4 turns on and C1 stops charging.
Shortly afterwards, Φ1 goes high for a period of time τ1
which turns on the transmission gate and connects C1 and
C2 . This allows for a redistribution of the accumulated
charge on C1 and the initial charge on C2 . When the
charge redistribution is finished, Φ1 goes low, the transmission gate turns off, and C2 is isolated from the rest
of the circuit. The transistors MP0, MN0, MP2 and MN2
are dummy switches intended to compensate for the charge
injection from the transmission gate. Each of them has half
the width of the corresponding transmission gate transistor.
Shortly after Φ1 goes low, Φ2 goes high for a period of
time τ2 which turns on MN3 and C1 discharges.
The input signal FIN of the FVC with a frequency
fin charges the capacitor C1 during one half of the
period (assuming the duty cycle D = 0.5) with a charge
expressed by
TZin /2

Ic dt = Ic ·

QC1 =
VDD

FIN

MP5
16
8.0
IREF
MP3

1
2

LCB

1

MN3
15
0.2

C1

Using (8), the voltage generated on C1 can be expressed
by

10
0.2

MP0
7.0
0.2
2.5
0.2

VC1 =

MP4

1

1
MP1
14
0.2
5.0
0.2
MN1

MN0

1

1

MP2
7.0
0.2
2.5
0.2

1
VOUT

C2

MN2

VSS

Fig. 2. The schematic of the FVC.
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(8)

0

MP6
16
8.0
10
0.2

1
.
2fin

1

QC1
Ic
1
=
·
.
C1
C1 2fin

(9)

The circuit in Fig. 2 can theoretically be modelled in
the continuous time domain with a series of the resistor
R, the capacitor C2 and a voltage source with the voltage
VC1 from (9). Inclusion of a voltage source is possible
because C1 discharges in every cycle, and therefore it
always charges to the same voltage VC1 .
The difference of the accumulated charge in a cycle can
be expressed by
∆QC1 = C1 (Vout − VC1 )

(10)
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where Vout is the voltage on C2 .
The average current in a cycle can be expressed as the
average rate of change of the charge in a cycle, which
leads to the equivalent value of the resistor
1
R=
C1 fin

C2 1
·
.
C1 fin

1
Ic
·
.
C1 2fin

(13)

(14)

The minimum and the maximum frequency of the input
signal to the input of the FVC2 can be derived from (14).
The maximum frequency is defined by
fmax <

1
2 (τ1 + τ2 )

(15)

because the total duration of the pulses Φ1 and Φ2 must
be shorter than the interval during which the input voltage
is high, i.e. shorter than 1/(2fmax ).
However, the maximum frequency of the FLL is M
times larger than the maximum frequency of the FVC
defined in (15).
B. Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO)
The schematic of the VCO is shown in Fig. 4. It consists
of three differential delay cells that form a ring oscillator,
a biasing circuit controlled by the current sink IREF and a
frequency regulation circuit controlled by the signal vctrl.
The differential delay cell schematic is shown in Fig.
5. Its purpose is to delay the input signal by a specific
amount of time so that the natural oscillation frequency
of the three delay cells connected in a ring is around
the desired output frequency (in this case 20 MHz) for
a vctrl voltage that is around VDD /2. Because the delay
cell consists of two inverters, MP0-MN0 and MP1-MN1,
its switching voltage and delay are controlled by the
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MP1

MP2

MP3

3.5 3.5
2.0 2.0

MN0
0.3
3.0
VSS

3.5
2.0
IREF

IDD
uo2n

DLY

This work, in contrast to [2] and [3], uses the capacitors
which are not equal. The capacitor C1 has a larger
capacitance than C2 , and according to (13), that results
in a smaller time constant, i.e. a shorter settling time. For
the FVC, this means that the number of cycles needed to
get to the final output voltage is smaller.
The settling time of the FLL also depends on the frequency characteristics of the opamp because the feedback
loop stability is defined by the opamp, in contrast to the
PLL where the stability is defined by the charge-pump
current and the low-pass filter characteristics.
If the input signal of the FVC is a square wave with a
frequency fin and a duty cycle D = 50%, the steady-state
output voltage of the FVC can be expressed as
Vout =

vctrl

(11)

realised by the capacitor C1 switching at the frequency
fin .
The output voltage and the corresponding time constant
τ are in this case:
"
#

t
(12)
Vout (t) = VC1 · 1 − exp −
τ
τ = RC2 =

VDD MP0
3.5
2.0

DLY

DLY

uo2p

Fig. 4. The schematic of the ring oscillator.

dimensions of the transistors as they impact the charge
time of the load capacitance. To minimise the FLL phase
noise, the output VCO frequency duty cycle should be
50% and the transitions from high voltage to low voltage
should be as fast as possible. To achieve that, the delay cell
inverter switching voltage has to be optimised. To increase
the delay cell switching speed, and thus increase the ring
oscillator frequency, two cross-coupled transistors are used
(MP2 and MP3). To vary the ring oscillator frequency,
the current driven into the delay cells (IDD ) is controlled.
As the current driven into the delay cells increases, the
time it takes to charge the load capacitance decreases, thus
increasing the delay cell switching speed and consequently
the VCO output frequency.
The current driven into the ring oscillator is controlled
by the opamp output control voltage vctrl. The transistor
MN0 in Fig. 4 serves as the voltage-to-current converter
to drive the ring oscillator. The current mirror made of
the transistors MP0 and MP1 is used with the intention
of reducing the current variation due to the power supply
noise. If we were to use a pMOS transistor as a voltage-tocurrent converter, for example, connecting the vctrl signal
to the gate of the transistor MP1, any noise on the VDD line
would change the gate-source voltage of MP1 (as the gate
is constant and equal to vctrl) and cause the driving current
IDD to vary. The driving current is regulated by changing
the dimensions of the transistor MN0, more specifically
the ratio WMN0 /LMN0 . This ratio is tuned so that the VCO
fout vs vctrl characteristic crosses the 20-MHz frequency
at around VDD /2.
An important design element of the VCO is the slope of
the fout vs vctrl characteristic (KVCO ) or the VCO gain.
This parameter cannot be too high as that will introduce a
frequency fluctuation into the FLL system. It also cannot
IDD
1.53
0.4
uin
uip

VSS

MP2

MP3

2.5
1.5

2.5
1.5

MP0

MP1

MN0

MN1

0.52
0.4

0.52
0.4

1.53
0.4
uon
uop

Fig. 5. The schematic of the VCO delay cell.
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be too low as that will reduce the VCO output frequency
range, which can cause the fout vs vctrl characteristics
in some corners to not cross the desired 20-MHz frequency, thus making the FLL operation in those corners
impossible. In this paper, the desired value of KVCO is
20 MHz/V. The problem of a single current source VCO
is that the transistor MN0 is impacted by the technology
corner variations which cause some VCO characteristics to
drop below 20 MHz/V. If the width of MN0 is increased
to shift all of the VCO characteristics up so that they
all cross the 20-MHz frequency, the KVCO and current
consumption would also increase to unacceptable values.
To mitigate this problem, the biasing current source (IREF)
of 4 µA is used. Since it is designed to be insensitive
to power supply and corner variations, IREF provides a
base current which ensures that the VCO frequency is
just under 20 MHz for vctrl = 0 V in all corners. In this
configuration, when the vctrl voltage increases, the driving
current adds to the 4 µA biasing current and fout vs vctrl
curves then cross the 20-MHz frequency in all corners. In
this way, KVCO can be tuned with the dimensions of the
MN0 transistor without having to worry about shifting the
VCO characteristic under the 20-MHz frequency value.
The output of the ring oscillator (signals uo2n and uo2p,
Fig. 4) is a sinusoidal wave with an amplitude which
varies with frequency. The level shifter (LS) shown in
Fig. 6 is used to upshift the clock signal amplitude to
VDD . The LS consists of differential inverters that are
cross-coupled to increase the switching speed. The highest
possible switching speed is desired to make the output
frequency signal shape as close as possible to an ideal
square wave. The LS inverters are optimised for low input
voltage switching threshold by increasing the ratio of
nMOS and pMOS transistor widths in the inverters. This
is needed to ensure that the LS will switch even for the
lowest amplitude signal from the ring oscillator so that the
VCO has the ability to generate a square wave signal for
all values of vctrl. The duty cycle control (DCC) circuit
shown in Fig. 6 is connected to the output of the LS to
ensure that the output signal duty cycle is 50%.

VDD
M0
9.0
20

C. Operational Amplifier (Opamp)

The FVC, the opamp and the VCO all depend on a
reference current source (IREF) to provide the bias current.
The bias current should be insensitive to temperature,
power supply variations and component corners, so it
does not impact the parts of the FLL even for the worst
corners. The schematic of the IREF circuit used in the
FLL is shown in Fig. 8. To achieve a current that is
invariant to temperature, two currents with complementary
temperature coefficients are added, hopefully producing a
sum current with a zero temperature coefficient.
A current with a positive temperature coefficient is generated by the PTAT (proportional to absolute temperature)
circuit. Since the resistor R0 has a positive temperature coefficient, the current mirrored by MP5 will also have it. A
current with a negative temperature coefficient is generated
by the CTAT (complementary to absolute temperature)
circuit. Since the diode connected transistor MNd has a
temperature coefficient that is negative and much larger

The schematic of the opamp used in the FLL is shown
in Fig. 7. It is a two-stage, Miller-compensated opamp.
For the typical conditions, the opamp has a dc gain of

VDD 0.24
MP2 MP3
0.24
0.18
0.18
0.24
0.24
0.18
0.18
MP0
MP1
vop

vip

von

vin

VSS

15
0.18
MN0

15
0.18
MN1

DCC

LS

Fig. 6. The schematic of the LS and the DCC.
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M1
6.5
20

VIP
IREF

VSS

36
20

M5 9.0
20

M14

vctrl

M2
6.5
20

VIN

Cc
M6

Rz
M3
2.8
20

M7

M4
2.8
20

22.5
20

Fig. 7. The schematic of the opamp.

101 dB, a phase margin of 88◦ , a bandwidth of 0.339 Hz
and a gain-bandwidth product of 40 kHz.
The input stage is realised using pMOS transistors. That
configuration ensures a higher power supply rejection ratio
(PSRR) and a lower flicker noise (1/f noise) than the
nMOS input transistors.
The compensation capacitor Cc creates a feedforward
path for the signal which causes a right half-plane (RHP)
zero to appear. The RHP zero is compensated by means
of a nulling resistor Rz . It transforms the RHP zero to a
LHP zero with the same frequency as the non-dominant
pole caused by the load capacitance CL . The value of Rz
can be calculated from the following expression:
Rz ≈

1
CL + Cc
·
Cc
gm6

(16)

where gm6 is the transconductance of the transistor M6.
The value of CL is assumed to be 2 pF. The value of gm6
is taken from the simulation and is equal to 41.72 µA/V.
The value of Cc is chosen so that the nominal transient
simulation of the FLL does not contain any overshoot,
and it is equal to 15.4 pF. Finally, the value of Rz can be
calculated using (16), and it is equal to 27 kΩ.
The transistor M14 is used as a decoupling capacitor to
filter out potential supply voltage jitter. Its dimensions are
W = 10 µm and L = 10 µm.
D. Reference Current Source (IREF)
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VDD MP0

MP1

MP2

MP3

MP4

MP5
2.5
2.0

2.5
2.0

VSS

2.5
2.0

2.5
2.0
4.92
2.0
Ux1

2.5
2.5
2.0
2.0
1.62
FVC OP VCO
2.0
Ux2
1.62
0.53 2.24 3.88
MN2
2.0
2.0 2.0 2.0
MN5 MN6 MN7
MN3
MN0 MN1
7.5
2.0
1.23
2.0
2.0
2.0
R0
MNd R1
MN4
CTAT

PTAT

Fig. 8. The schematic of the IREF circuit.

than the coefficient of the resistor R0 by absolute value, R1
is connected to compensate this difference. By carefully
scaling the transistors in the PTAT and CTAT sources, the
currents with complementary temperature coefficients can
be achieved and, when added with transistors MP4 and
MP5, form a current with a temperature coefficient of
0 A/◦ C. By making the transistors R0 and R1 large (R0 =
60 kΩ, R1 = 230 kΩ), a low reference current and a high
invariance to power supply variation is achieved.
Since the current source is a self-biasing circuit, it inherently has two steady states: reference current generation
state and the state in which no current flows. In the latter
state, lines Ux1 and Ux2 are at 0 V. To force the circuit
to conduct current, a start-up circuit shown in Fig. 9 is
used. When the circuit is turned on (pd = 0 V), Ux1 and
Ux2 are pulled-up to VDD so the PTAT and CTAT circuits
are forced to conduct. Meanwhile, the capacitors are being
charged to VDD and they turn off transistors MSUp2 and
MSUp4. In this state, the IREF is turned on and the startup circuit does not use any power. When the circuit is
turned off (pd = VDD ), the capacitors are discharged and
the start-up circuit is cut off from the power supply with
the use of a transmission gate to avoid shorting of the
supply lines VDD and VSS .
III. S IMULATION R ESULTS
The capacitors in the FVC have the capacitances of
C1 = 5 pF and C2 = 1 pF. The compensating (Miller) capacitor in the opamp has the capacitance of Cc = 15.4 pF.
Their total capacitance is 21.4 pF. The total capacitance

of the low-pass filter (LPF) capacitors in the 20-MHz PLL
from our previous work was CLPF = 55 pF.
The frequency dividers have the values of M = 20 and
N = 2.
The transient response of the FLL to the change in
the reference frequency for the worst-one (WO) corner
is shown in Fig. 10. The frequency is measured by the
built-in function in Cadence Calculator and it represents
the instantaneous frequency. The VCO frequency is approximately 20 MHz, which is equivalent to the period
T = 50 ns. The transient time covers 200 or more periods
of the VCO frequency. Fig. 10 shows that the FLL is
resistant to the supply voltage variation and that the
response is significantly influenced by the temperature.
The 0.1% settling time for the nominal case is 13 µs, for
−40 ◦ C it is 6 µs and for 105 ◦ C it is 22.5 µs.
A family of the transient responses of the FLL to the
change in the reference frequency for all corners and for
the extreme and nominal values of the supply voltage and
the temperature is shown in Fig. 11. Within the family,
the extreme responses and the nominal response have been
highlighted. The worst power (WP) and the worst speed
(WS) corners have the most detrimental effect on the FLL
function. The maximum overshoot is 213 kHz, i.e. 21.3%
of the 1-MHz step or 1% of the steady-state frequency.
The minimum delay time is 1.2 µs and the maximum is
10.7 µs. The minimum 0.1% settling time is 10.7 µs and
the maximum is 58.3 µs.
Fig. 12 shows the frequency vs vctrl VCO characteristics
across all corners for VDD = 1.8 V. The figure shows
that all the curves cross the 20-MHz frequency before
vctrl = 1.5 V (the maximum output voltage of the opamp)
which means that the FLL can stabilise at the 20-MHz
output frequency for each curve. The interval of vctrl for
which the frequency of 20 MHz is achieved is 0.74 to
1.34 V. The frequency interval for vctrl = 0 V is 8.3 to
13.9 MHz. Since the results shown in Fig. 12 change very
little with the variation of the supply voltage VDD , i.e. they
are very similar to the simulation results for VDD = 1.62 V
and 1.98 V, it can be concluded that the VCO works in
all process corners. For the nominal conditions, the VCO

T = -40 °C

T = 25 °C

T = 105 °C

pd
MSUn3
pd
2.0
0.18

MSUp1
2.0
2.0
0.18
0.18
MSUp2

MSUp3
2.0
2.0
0.18
0.18
MSUp4

Ux1
pd
2.0
MSUn1 0.18

Ux2
pd
2.0
MSUn2 0.18

VSS
PTAT start-up

20.8
20.6
20.4
20.2
20
19.8
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Time (us)

70

80

CTAT start-up

Fig. 9. The IREF start-up circuit.
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Frequency (MHz)

21
VDD

Fig. 10. The transient response of the FLL to the change in the reference
frequency for the WO corner (fref : 2 MHz → 2.1 MHz).
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40
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60
Time (us)

70

T = -40 °C
70

Frequency (MHz)

4

6

8

10

80

works with vctrl = 948 mV, KVCO = 24.07 MHz/V and
IVCO = 10.84 µA. Across all corners and temperatures,
for VDD = 1.8 V, the KVCO deviates −27.9/+ 51.9 %
from the nominal value. The minimum is reached for
WS corner and 105 ◦ C (KVCO = 17.35 MHz/V), and
the maximum is reached for WO corner and −40 ◦ C
(KVCO = 36.57 MHz/V).
The transient response of the FVC to a square wave
input is shown in Fig. 13. The output voltage comes within
0.5% of the final value after three clock cycles. This is
an improvement over the FVC in [2] where the output
voltage comes within 0.4% of the final value after eight
clock cycles.
The total nominal power consumption of all analogue
and digital circuits is 129 µW. The highest total power
consumption across all corners is 168 µW. The largest
consumers are the VCO (the LS and the DCC included)
with the nominal consumption of 34.6 µW and the FVCs
with the nominal consumption of 30.4 µW each.
The opamp, the VCO and the FVC require a reference
current of 1 µA, 4 µA and 7 µA, respectively. The stability
of the reference current is the most important for the FVC
since its steady-state output voltage is proportional to the
reference current. The nominal value of the FVC current is
7.04 µA and the extreme values across corners are 5.82 µA

T = 25 °C

T = 105 °C

WO
WP
WS
WZ
Nominal

60
50
40
30
20
10
0.3

0.6
0.9
1.2
Control Voltage (V)

1.5

1.8

Fig. 12. The VCO frequency versus the control voltage across all corners
for VDD = 1.8 V.
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2

Fig. 13. The transient response of the FVC to a square wave input.

Fig. 11. The transient response of the FLL to the change in the reference
frequency across all corners (fref : 2 MHz → 2.1 MHz).

0

200

Time (us)

20
19.8

400

0
0

20.4
20.2

600

and 8.15 µA. The nominal value of the temperature coefficient of the FVC current is −2.95 nA/◦ C and the worstcase value across corners is −3.46 nA/◦ C. The current
variations were expected because the current references
are sensitive to the corners, but the top-level simulations
of the FLL show that this reference current variation does
not significantly impact its performance.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents the design of a fully integrated FLL
based on a frequency-to-voltage converter (FVC). FVC is
optimised so that it stabilises in just three clock cycles,
which reduces the settling time of the entire FLL circuit.
The voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is optimised for
low power in all corners and for a wide input signal range.
The circuit is implemented in a 180-nm CMOS process.
The total area of the FLL is more than two times smaller.
The total capacitance of the FLL is smaller compared to a
PLL having the same output frequency. The simulation
results show that the FLL is functional in all voltage,
temperature and technology corners.
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1-MHz Voltage-controlled Ring Oscillator
Designed in 180-nm CMOS Technology for
Implementation in Phase-locked Loop
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Abstract—This paper presents a voltage-controlled ring
oscillator designed in 180-nm CMOS technology. Oscillator
is designed for implementation in a phase-locked loop.
Comparison between prelayout and postlayout simulation
results as well as temperature and supply voltage dependence
are described in the paper. Furthermore, technology corner
and Monte Carlo analysis are performed. Finally, an overall
specification of operation of the circuit regarding the change
of work conditions is given.
Keywords—voltage-controlled oscillator, phase-locked loop

I.

INTRODUCTION

Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is an essential part
of every phase-locked loop (PLL). VCOs nowadays have
wide application range in communication systems and
clock signal generation in microprocessors. There are
many different possibilities in terms of circuit techniques
employed in designing a VCO. The circuit technique used
in this paper is called the ring oscillator, where multiple
delay cells are connected together so that the outputs of the
last cell are connected to the inputs of the first cell, forming a ring. Ring oscillators have several advantages over
other oscillator configurations. For example, in comparison
with crystal oscillators, main advantages would be simpler
architecture and admissibility of integrating the whole
circuit on a chip [1] [2]. Also, there is no need for usage
of an inductor, the main component of an LC oscillator,
which is problematic to integrate on-chip because of its
size [1]. This paper presents a 1-MHz Voltage-controlled
ring oscillator designed in 180-nm CMOS technology for
implementation in a phase-locked loop. The main design
goal for this circuit is to produce a signal oscillating at 1
MHz frequency, while at the same time this output signal
has peak to peak value as similar as possible to the peak to
peak value of the input signal. This oscillator is designed
with an odd number of delay cells, because often ring
oscillators with an even number of cells do not begin to
oscillate. This is described in [3] [4] [5] and also confirmed
in initial simulations. Special attention during analysis of
a VCO must be paid to VCO gain, which is important for
stability and dynamics of a PLL [6].
This paper is organized in five sections. Section II
presents the architecture and the layout of the VCO.
Simulation results are carried out in Section III, while
Section IV describes corner and Monte Carlo analysis.
Finally, Section V presents the conclusion.
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II. A RCHITECTURE AND LAYOUT
There are 21 cells connected together in a ring structure,
forming the architecture of this VCO. Schematic of a
single delay cell is presented in Fig. 1 and the schematic of
the complete VCO is shown in Fig.2. The cell is powered
down by pdvco signal. When pdvco is high, transistors
M 6 and M 7 are ON, which means that inputs Vin and
Vip are connected to ground and there are no oscillations.
On the contrary, for pdvco low, the inverters IN V 1 and
IN V 2 ensure that signal pdvco, which is brought to M 6
gate, has a delay in regards to the gate of M 7 which
ensures the beginning of oscillations. For the purpose of
each cell to be loaded with the same parasitic capacitance,
inverters IN V 3 and IN V 4 are added to outputs invV on
and invV op of each delay cell. To ensure proper operation
of the circuit, bulks of all pMOS transistors are connected
to supply voltage VDD and bulks of all nMOS transistors
are connected to ground (labeled as VSS ).

Fig. 1. Schematic of a single delay cell.

The Voltage Vctrl which controls the operation of the ring
oscillator is the input signal (Fig. 2). The voltage to current
converter (V2I), shown on the left side of Fig. 2 is used to
convert the voltage Vctrl to the current going into the node
Vddvco . V2I also has pdv2i pin, that enables the normal
operation of the circuit when it is in low level. Then the
transistor M 8(W = 8um, L = 3um) conducts and the
current will flow to the node labeled Vddvco . The amount
of that current will depend on Vctrl . The pMOS transistor
M 8 will maintain the highest current when the control
voltage Vctrl is 0. For every Vctrl greater than that, the
current through M 9, and consequently on the output of
the circuit, will be lower.
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Fig. 2. Scematic of voltage-controlled ring oscillator with V2I converter.

The layout of this VCO consists of an odd number of delay
cells (21 cells) connected in a ring while at the same time
each cell is driven by the current coming from the V2I
converter. The layout of each cell is shown in Fig. 3. Input
pins of the complete VCO circuit are pdvco, pdv2i, Vctrl
and supply voltage pins VDD and VSS , while the output
pins are invV on and invV op.
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Fig. 3. Layout of a single delay cell.

III. S IMULATION RESULTS
A. Prelayout simulation results
The VCO is designed and simulated in Cadence Virtuoso tool. Simulation results for nominal corner (T = 27
°C and VDD = 1.8 V) show that the output signal invV on
will have maximum peak-to-peak value and frequency
for V ctrl = 0 V. This output signal invV on is the
V on signal after the output inverter. Output inverters are
connected to the V DD supply. Furthermore, as the control
voltage increases, peak-to-peak value of the output signal
decreases, as well as the frequency. These values are
shown in Table I. As the Vctrl increases, the upper signal
level remains the same but the lower signal level moves
towards higher values.
B. Postlayout simulation results - comparison
After the initial prelayout simulations are performed,
RC parasitic components are extracted and included in
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postlayout simulations. Fig. 4 shows the comparison between output signals without and with parasitic components included during the initial stage when the oscillations
are starting.

Fig. 4. Output signal invV on without and invV onpar with the
extracted parasitic components, for Vctrl = 0 V.

Comparison of the results without and with included
parasitic components is also shown in Table I. Results
show that VCO oscillates at lower frequencies when
extracted parasitic components are taken into account. For
control voltage Vctrl = 1.05 V, output frequency without
extracted parasitic components is 1.49 MHz, while with
parasitic components included, this frequency is lower
and equal to 1.18 MHz. This difference between the
frequencies is greatest for Vctrl = 0 V and as the control
voltage increases, the difference decreases.
Regarding peak-to-peak values of the output signal, parasitic components do not affect them, so these values are
similar for both without and with parasitic components.
An important parameter for PLL dynamics, stability and
settling time is the change of the frequency of the VCO
with the control voltage Vctrl , called VCO gain or KV CO
[6]. VCO gain should be designed with a small variation
across the VCO frequency tuning range for lower noise
and jitter, satisfying stability and fast settling time of the
PLL [6]. Fig. 5 plots the KV CO versus control voltage
for both cases when RC parasitic components are and are
not considered. Slope of the curves indicates that both
characteristics are constant only for Vctrl between 0.7 and
1 V.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF PRELAYOUT AND POSTALYOUT SIMULATION
RESULTS .
Vctrl
0V
100 mV
200 mV
300 mV
400 mV
500 mV
600 mV
700 mV
800 mV
900 mV
1V
1.05 V
1.1 V
1.15 V

no parasitics
freq
pk-pk
6.36 MHz
1.795 V
6.20 MHz
1.795 V
6.02 MHz
1.794 V
5.78 MHz
1.792 V
5.50 MHz
1.790 V
5.12 MHz
1.787 V
4.60 MHz
1.781 V
3.93 MHz
1.772 V
3.22 MHz
1.756 V
2.51 MHz
1.733 V
1.82 MHz
1.691 V
1.49 MHz
1.651 V
1.18 MHz
1.544 V
890 kHz
1.182 V

with parasitics
freq
pk-pk
5.44 MHz
1.796 V
5.31 MHz
1.795 V
5.14 MHz
1.794 V
4.93 MHz
1.793 V
4.68 MHz
1.791 V
4.34 MHz
1.788 V
3.88 MHz
1.783 V
3.29 MHz
1.774 V
2.67 MHz
1.760 V
2.06 MHz
1.740 V
1.46 MHz
1.705 V
1.18 MHz
1.675 V
923 kHz
1.617 V
685 kHz
1.407 V

Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of VCO gain (KV CO ).

Fig. 7 presents temperature dependence of KV CO . For
Vctrl = 1 V, VCO gain changes from -4.5 MHz/V to -7
MHz/V between upper (125 °C) and lower temperature
limit (-40 °C). In addition to temperature dependence
analysis, the operation of the circuit is tested due to the
instability of the supply voltage VDD . Transient simulation
for ±10 % supply voltage was conducted. Frequency of
ring oscillators typically decreases if the supply voltage
is decreased [3]. Results for output frequency for Vctrl =
1.05V are shown in Table II.
TABLE II
S UPPY VOLTAGE DEPENDENCE OF OUTPUT FREQUENCY, FOR SUPPLY
VOLTAGE ALTERED ± 10 %.

Fig. 5. VCO gain (KV CO ) of output signal without and with extracted
parasitic components included.

Comparison of pre- and post-layout simulations show that
RC parasitics do not significantly affect the performance
of the VCO. Moreover, the effect of decrease of the output
frequency because of parasitic resistances and capacities
is in this case desirable.
C. Temperature and supply voltage dependence
Transient analyses for three different temperatures, 40°C, 27°C i +125°C was conducted. Variation of the
frequency of oscillations with temperature change is presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of output frequency for Vctrl = 1V
(red), 1.05 V (blue), 1.1 V (green) and 1.15 V (orange).
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Supply voltage (VDD )
1.62 V
1.8 V
1.98 V

Frequency (f )
381.8 kHz
1.183 MHz
2.185 MHz

IV. T ECHNOLOGY CORNER SIMULATIONS AND M ONTE
C ARLO ANALYSIS
A. Technology corner simulations
Transient analyses of frequency, VCO gain KV CO and
peak-to-peak function of the output signal invV on in
dependence of the control voltage Vctrl is conducted for
four different process corners. Those are:
• worst speed corner (ss) - combination of slow nMOS
and slow pMOS
• worst power corner (ff) - fast nMOS and fast pMOS
• worst zero (sf) - slow nMOS and fast pMOS
• worst one (fs) - fast nMOS and slow pMOS.
Fig. 8 shows frequency characteristics for nominal and
4 process corners. The largest divergence between the
characteristics is for Vctrl = 0 V and this divergence
decreases as the control voltage increases. Since this
VCO is going to be used for Vctrl around 1 V, these
frequency characteristics show desirable results. On the
contrary, VCO gain characteristics shown in Fig. 9 are all
approximately equal for Vctrl ∈< 0, 0.8 >. For higher
control voltages, VCO gain characteristics are slightly
moved apart, but the difference is small and it should
not affect the overall operation of the circuit. Peak-topeak value characteristic for nominal and process corners
are shown in Fig.10. Peak-to-peak value of output voltage
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invV on in corner sf will begin to decrease earliest, but
it will assume small values just after Vctrl = 1.2 V, which
is appropriate for the operation of the VCO in this paper.
The other four characteristics assume small values even
after above-mentioned V ctrl.

(1.18 MHz). One standard deviation from the mean, output
frequency of the VCO will still be approximately the same.
Results of Monte Carlo simulation are shown in Table III.
TABLE III
M ONTE C ARLO SIMULATION RESULTS .
Standard deviation
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

90.7 kHz
1.203 MHz
954.4 kHz
1.463 MHz

Fig. 8. Frequency vs. control voltage characteristics for nominal and
four process corners.

Fig. 11. 500-point Monte Carlo simulation for Vctrl = 1.05 V, average
frequency = 1.203 MHz, σ = 90.7 kHz

V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 9. VCO gain vs. control voltage characteristics for nominal and
four process corners.

The 1-MHz voltage-controlled ring oscillator is designed in 180-nm CMOS technology for implementation
in a phase-locked loop. Simulation results show how
extracted parasitic components included in simulations
affect the operation of the VCO. The VCO gain is almost
linear for Vctrl from 0.7 V to 1 V, while parasitic elements
cause decrease of the frequency of the output signal. Technology corner simulations for nominal and four process
corners (ss, sf, fs, ff) are performed. Results show that
the VCO works well for all process corner combinations.
Monte Carlo simulation for 500 points show that the mean
frequency value is similar to the frequency gained in the
nominal corner.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Fig. 10. Peak-to-peak value characteristics for nominal and four process
corners.

B. Monte Carlo analysis
If the chip is not yet manufactured, usage of Monte
Carlo simulations is the most efficient method for predicting the results. Fig. 11 shows the histogram of frequency
for Vctrl = 1.05 V. Simulation was performed for 500
points. For this Vctrl , Monte Carlo simulation shows that
the average frequency (1.203 MHz) is approximately equal
to the output frequency gained in the nominal corner
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Voltage Regulation in an Integrated Controller of a
Spread-Spectrum-Clocked Buck Converter
Jurica Kundrata, Ivan Skeledžija, and Adrijan Barić
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

Abstract—The switching converters sometimes use spreadspectrum technique to ensure the reduction of electromagnetic
emissions by distributing the energy around the clock frequency
and reducing its amplitude. The change of the clock frequency
naturally causes the change of the output voltage if the duty
cycle is not controlled properly, i.e. kept constant. This paper
presents an architecture that consists of a phase-locked loop used
to generate the spread-spectrum signal and a duty cycle control
circuit that ensures the constant duty cycle and consequently
constant out put voltage of a buck converter. These two circuits
work in close co-operation to ensure smooth transition from one
clock frequency to the next in order to keep the duty cycle as
constant as possible. The operation of the controller circuit is
explained as well as the function of each block in the controller.
The operation of the phase-locked loop is presented together with
several compensation techniques used to reduce the change of the
duty cycle when the clock frequency is changed. An optimal set
of parameters for the exponential optimization is found.
Index Terms—DC-DC converter, spread-spectrum, phaselocked loop, duty cycle compensation, on-time compensation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Increasing the switching frequency of switch-mode power
DC-DC converters into a MHz range in recent years led to
the appearance of the first fully integrated converters. Fullyintegrated switch-mode power DC-DC converters provide
several advantages over the converters designed by discrete
components, such as simpler utilization, reduced cost and
improved reliability [1]. One of the most important characteristics of power converters is the efficiency. Utilization of
the resonant soft-switching techniques allows to reduce the
switching losses and to keep the efficiency high even at the
switching frequencies in the range of tens of MHz [2], [3],
[4].
Increasing the switching frequency of switch-mode power
DC-DC converters increases the generated electromagnetic
(EM) emissions making it one of the most important challenges in the high-frequency DC-DC converter design. The
maximum levels of the generated EM emissions have to be
lower than the limits specified in the regulations [5]. Even
a low-power devices (< 0.5 W) that are switching at the
frequencies of more than 160 MHz have been reported to have
failed the regulatory tests for electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) [6] [7].
Another advantage of integrated converters is the ability
to use advanced management techniques at practically no
This work was supported by the Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ)
through project FASCON (Grant Agreement No. IP-2019-04-8959).
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cost other than the silicon area. A spread-spectrum modulator
is one example of such a technique. The spread-spectrum
technique is reducing the EM emissions by distributing the
energy of a violating signal to the frequency band around it.
Since the total energy of the signal is not changed by the
modulation, the magnitudes of the spread-spectrum frequency
components are reduced relative to the magnitude of the
original signal.
Spread-spectrum technique is gaining popularity lately as
an efficient technique for reduction of EM emission [8].
Many different switching devices already take advantage of
the spread-spectrum technique, such as SATA controllers [9],
audio amplifiers [10], [11] and power converters [8], [12].
Although often used in the commercial products, it was shown
in [13] that many times the parameters of the spread-spectrum
technique are not optimized for the given applications.
Utilization of a spread-spectrum technique is typically a
trade-off – while it improves the EMC, it worsens the other
characteristics of the device, e.g. the efficiency. The spreadspectrum technique which is effective for the reduction of the
conducted EM emissions may not be effective for the reduction
of the radiated EM emission, and vice versa. The spreadspectrum modulation in commercially available converters is
usually fixed, i.e. its parameters are not user-configurable.
Having a configurable spread-spectrum modulator will allow
to gain the understanding of these trade-offs and enable to
optimize the reduction of the generated EM emission without
having to sacrifice the performance of the device (e.g. the
efficiency).
The EMC measurements as described in standards CISPR
25 and IEC 61967 in the frequency range of interest (from
150 kHz to 30 MHz) use a dwell time of 200 ms [14].
Consequently, the rate, i.e. the period of frequency change
used in the spread spectrum technique needs to be substantially
lower. The profile of frequency change can be deterministic
(e.g. sinusoidal, cubic, triangular...), but the random frequency
change results in the flattest spectra as shown in [15].
This paper presents an integrated controller design used in
a spread-spectrum buck converter with digitally controllable
frequency and on-time. Furthermore, this paper analyses the
duty cycle error caused by the spread-spectrum method and
proposes an exponential on-time compensation technique.
Section II introduces the controller integrated circuit used
in a spread-spectrum buck converter. The design of the controller integrated circuit is detailed in Subsection II-A which
describes the analog core and Subsection II-B which describes
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required to obtain an output frequency of 1 MHz. If the VCO
operates near its limit of the control voltage, the output voltage
swing from the oscillator is reduced. During the transition to
the lowest output frequency of 0.873 MHz, it is possible for
the VCO to stop functioning, and in that case the output of the
entire PLL would be lost. To solve this problem, an additional
D flip-flop is added to the VCO output that acts as a divider
by two. This means that the VCO operates at 2 MHz for a
1-MHz output frequency, but the effective value of the divider
in the feedback loop is doubled. Another method of mitigating
the effects of reduced output voltage swing is the addition of
a level shifter on the output of the VCO.
The transfer function H(s) of the PLL is described by (1).
Parameter IP is the charge pump current, while R1 , C1 , and
C2 are the components of the second-order loop filter. KV CO
is the gain of the VCO that represents the rate of change
of the output frequency with the adjustment of the control
voltage VCT RL . Finally, N is the division ratio of the PLL.
The damping factor ζ, natural frequency ωn , and unity gain
bandwidth ωu (also called loop bandwidth) are described by
(2)(3)(4).
H(s) =
Fig. 1. The block diagram of the spread-spectrum buck converter controller.

the digital core. Section III presents the simulation results
of the controller, specifically the generation of the switching
frequency in the Phase Locked Loop. The output voltage
regulation of a spread-spectrum buck converter is analysed in
Section IV. A number of duty cycle compensation techniques
are proposed in Subsection IV-A, which are then evaluated in
Subsection IV-B. Section V presents the conclusions.
II. S PREAD - SPECTRUM BUCK CONVERTER CONTROLLER
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the spread-spectrum
buck converter controller. The buck converter controller is
implemented as an integrated circuit (dashed block in Fig.
1) and it consists of the analog and the digital core (dotted
block in Fig. 1). The buck converter controller consists of the
Phase Locked Loop (PLL), Duty Cycle Controller (DCC) and
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). The ports of the analog core
include the reference frequency signal fREF and the control
voltage VCT RL . The ports of the digital core include the SPI
communication interface signals (SCLK, MISO, MOSI and
CSn) and the output Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signal.
A. Analog core of the testchip
The analog section of the spread-spectrum buck converter
controller consists of a charge-pump PLL whose architecture
is described by the upper half of the block diagram in Fig. 1.
The circuit is designed for operation with a multiplication factor of 1000 to obtain the nominal output frequency
fP LL = 1 MHz from the input frequency fREF = 1 kHz. The
voltage controlled oscillator is a ring oscillator with 21 delay
stages. Due to its design, a relatively high control voltage is
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IP KV CO
2πC1 N · (1 + sR1 C1 )
KV CO
V CO R1
s2 + s IP K2πN
+ IP2πC
1N

R1
ζ=
2

(1)

r

IP KV CO C1 1
·
2π
N
r
IP KV CO 1
ωn =
·
2πC1
N
q
p
ωu = ωn · 2ζ 2 + 4ζ 4 + 1

(2)

(3)

(4)

An overview of the PLL design parameters when configured to operate with the programmable frequency divider
is presented in Table I. Using the provided parameters, the
calculated value of the PLL damping factor is ζ = 1.21, and
the loop bandwidth is fu = 110 Hz. The top-level layout of
the analog section of the buck converter controller is shown
in Fig. 2.
The high nominal value of the division ratio N is selected
because it allows for a fine adjustment of the output frequency
in 1 kHz steps with the programmable frequency divider.
That results in small loop bandwidth with the possibility of
changing the output frequency approximately every 5 ms. The
entire spread spectrum sequence can be executed in 256 steps,
which would require a measurement time of 1.28 seconds for
EMI conducted emissions. However, the number of spread
spectrum frequencies can be lower, e.g. 128 or 64 random
frequencies in a single sequence.
B. Digital core of the testchip
The Frequency Divider 1/N is implemented in the digital
core and it is used in the feedback loop of the PLL. It divides
the frequency of the output PLL signal fP LL by the divider
factor N . The output signal fDIV is then used in the Phase
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TABLE I
THE C HARGE - PUMP PLL DESIGN
Parameter
Ref. freq. (fREF )
Output freq. (fP LL )
Divider (N )
R1
C1
C2
IP
KV CO

Min.
0.873 MHz
873×2

TABLE IV
THE POWER UTILIZATION OF THE DIGITAL CORE.

PARAMETERS .

Typ.
1 kHz
1.000 MHz
1000×2
390 kΩ
22 nF
2.2 nF
500 nA
-7 MHz/V

Max.
1.128 MHz
1128×2

TABLE II
THE PWM AND DIVIDER PARAMETERS.
Module
Divider

PWM

Parameter
Control word width
Nominal divider
Min. divider
Max. divider
Control word width
Max. time delay
Time delay resolution

Value
8 bits
1000
873
1128
10 bits
2048 ns
2 ns

TABLE III
THE AREA UTILIZATION OF THE DIGITAL CORE.
Cell Type
Sequential
Combinatorial
Delay
Total

Cells []
76
145
1025
1246

Area [um2]
3782
2012
38222
44016

Area per. [%]
8.6
4.6
86.8

Frequency Discriminator to generate the PLL error signal. The
divider factor N is set using a control word which is 8 bits
long and the divider factor ranges from N = 873 to N =
1128 as Table II shows.
Additionally to the Frequency Divider 1/N , the digital
core consists of the Duty Cycle Controller and the Serial
Peripheral Interface. The Duty Cycle Controller uses the
output PLL signal fP LL to define the switching signal of the
buck converter. The duty cycle of the output PWM signal is
determined by the on-time tON which is implemented using
a variable delay line. The on-time tON is set using a control
word which is 10 bits long and the on-time ranges up to tON =
2048 ns as Table II shows.
The design of the digital core is implemented in the TSMC
180-nm technology and Table III shows the utilization area
of the digital core elaborated with respect to the cell type.
Table III shows that the delay cells used in the Duty Cycle
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Fig. 2. The layout of the analog core (PLL).
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Power
Leakage
Dynamic
Total

Value [nW]
552
25696
26248

Controller take up the majority of the area (approx. 87 %).
The implementation results also show that the total power
utilization of the digital core is approx. 26 µW. The power
utilization is elaborated in Table IV which shows the leakage,
dynamic and total power utilization of the digital core.
The implemented design of the digital core is shown in
Fig. 3 which shows the layout of the test-chip with delay
cells emphasized. The size of the implemented digital core
is approx. 380x380 µm2 .
III. S IMULATIONS OF THE CONVERTER CONTROLLER
The transient response of the PLL output frequency with the
change of the programmable divider value N is presented in
Fig. 4. After the initial stabilization period, the divider changes
from its nominal value N =1000 to its minimum value N =873
at 51 ms, and then to its maximum value N =1128 at 101 ms.
Due to the presence of undershoot and overshoot, it can be
concluded that ζ < 1, i.e. that the actual damping factor
of the PLL is smaller than the calculated value ζ = 1.21
predicted by (2). The simulation result can be approximated
with a step response of an ideal second-order system with
ζ = 0.5 and ωn = 1000 rad/s. These parameters are chosen
because they provide a good fit for the frequency response and
rise time in the transient characteristic. The presented transient
response of the PLL is based on a pre-layout (schematic level)
circuit simulation. Due to the high value of the divider N , the
simulations are time-intensive and the inclusion of parasitic
elements would further increase the simulation time.

Fig. 3. The layout of the digital core of the test-chip (with delay cells
emphasized).
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Fig. 4. Simulated response of PLL output frequency to the change of the
divider value.

A smaller value of the charge pump current IP would result
in a smoother transition of the output frequency from one
value to the next. This current is sourced externally and can be
adjusted to improve the results. The low-pass filter components
R1 , C1 , and C2 are external to the chip and can therefore also
be adjusted.
Table V presents the settling times of the value of the output
frequency. The initial stabilization period is not comparable to
the other results because the circuit starts from an undefined
state, but it is included for reference.
Fig. 5 presents the behavior of DW N control signal on the
output of the phase-frequency detector and the corresponding
control voltage VCT RL during the transition of the PLL
division ratio from its minimum to its maximum value. While
the DW N signal is active, the control voltage is reduced. Due
to the negative value of KV CO , the PLL output frequency is
therefore increased.
IV. VOLTAGE REGULATION IN A SPREAD - SPECTRUM BUCK
CONVERTER

A. Compensation techniques
The buck converter uses a phase locked loop (PLL) circuit to
synthesize the switching frequency of the buck converter and
the switching frequency is changed by manipulating the value
of the frequency divider in the feedback loop of the PLL. The
change of the switching frequency is not instantaneous and
both the switching frequency change and its transient affect
the output duty cycle of the buck converter controller.
The output voltage VOU T of a buck converter is defined as

TABLE V
PLL

SETTLING TIMES .

Period
Initial stabilization from t=0
N =1000 → N =873
N =873 → N =1128
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t1%
26.0 ms
20.13 ms
22.04 ms

t0.1%
42.0 ms
35.17 ms
38.02 ms

Fig. 5. The signals fDIV , DW N , and VCT RL during a transition of the
division ratio.

VOU T = D · VIN

(5)

where VIN is the input voltage and D is the duty cycle of the
buck converter which is defined as
TON
= TON · fSW
(6)
TSW
where TSW and fSW are the switching period and frequency
of the buck converter, while TON is the on-time of the buck
converter.
In a spread spectrum buck converter the switching frequency
fSW changes with time and consequently the on-time TON of
the buck converter has to be adapted in order to preserve a
constant duty cycle D and the output voltage VOU T .
The basic constraint of the output voltage regulation is
that the output voltage VOU T remains constant regardless the
changing switching frequency. The constraint is defined as
D=

VOU T,1 = VOU T,2 = const.

(7)

where VOU T,1 and VOU T,2 are the output voltages during
the time periods in which the buck converter uses switching
frequencies fSW,1 and fSW,2 , respectively. This directly translates to
D1 = D2 = D = const.

(8)

where D1 and D2 are the duty cycles during the time periods
of the two different switching frequencies.
The reference techniques use no-compensation and simple
on-time tON compensation. The no-compensation technique
assumes a constant on-time tON which for nominal controller
parameters is defined as
TON =

Dtrgt
= const.
fSW,mean

(9)
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where the Dtrgt is the desired, target value of the duty cycle
of the output PWM signal of the controller.
The simple on-time compensation changes the on-time tON
instantly as the divider value in the PLL divider and consequently the PLL output frequency is changed. This technique is
used in the Random Carrier Frequency Modulation with Fixed
Duty cycle (RCFMFD) in [17] and [18]. This compensation
technique doesn’t take the transient change of the output
PLL frequency into account. This technique changes the ontimes TON,1 and TON,2 of the buck converter during the two
different switching frequencies fSW,1 and fSW,2 according to
the relation
tON,1 =

D
fSW,1

tON,2 =

D

(10)

Fig. 6. The duty cycle without and with simple on-time tON compensation.

fSW,2

This paper proposes an exponential compensation technique
of the on-time τON which uses a straightforward difference
equation defined as
tON [n] = tON [n − 1] +

TCLK
(tON,trgt − tON [n − 1]) (11)
τC

where tON [n] and tON [n − 1] are the compensated on-time
values at two consecutive calculation steps, TCLK is the time
period of the controller clock, τC is the time constant of
the exponential compensation technique and tON,trgt is the
targeted, final value of the compensated on-time value which is
equal to the values used in the simple compensation technique.
B. Evaluation of the compensation techniques
The reference and the proposed compensation techniques
are evaluated using the simulation results shown in Fig. 4. The
compensation techniques are evaluated w.r.t. the duty cycle D
which is calculated using (6). To illustrate the effects of the
compensation techniques the evaluation uses the part of the
simulation results which represents the worst case scenario,
i.e. the largest switching frequency change from minimum to
maximum value. This evaluation uses an example target duty
cycle D = 35%.
The reference compensation techniques are calculated directly by using the on-time tON relation (9) in the case of
no-compensation and relation (10) in the case of the simple
compensation. Fig. 6 shows the evaluation results of the
reference compensation techniques, i.e. the duty cycle without
and with simple on-time tON compensation. The results show
that the no-compensation case has a large duty cycle error
of up to +10%. The simple compensation results show that
the largest duty cycle error is at the moment the switching
frequency changes and the error is approx. -7%.
The exponential compensation technique is calculated using
the difference on-time tON relation (11). The sampling period
is equal to the decimated simulation sampling period TS = 1
µs. The exponential compensation technique is evaluated for a
number of time constant values, τC = [0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0]
ms. Fig. 7 shows the evaluation results, i.e. the duty cycle
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Fig. 7. The duty cycle with exponential on-time tON compensation.

with exponential on-time tON compensation. The exponential
compensation results show an improvement in duty cycle error
when compared to the reference compensation cases. The
smallest duty cycle error is achieved in the case of the time
constant τC = 0.5 ms and it’s equal to ±4.64%.
Table VI shows the duty cycle errors of the compensation
techniques. The evaluated duty cycle errors are the RootMean-Square (RMS) error and the Maximum Absolute Error
(MAE). These results confirm the conclusion that using nocompensation causes the worst duty cycle error, while the simple compensation offers a notable improvement in duty cycle
error. Further improvement in duty cycle error is achieved by
using the exponential compensation technique with an optimal
value of the time constant τC = 0.5 ms.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
The switching converters sometimes use spread-spectrum
technique to ensure the reduction of electromagnetic emissions
by distributing the energy around the clock frequency and
reducing its amplitude. The change of the clock frequency
naturally causes the change of the output voltage if the
duty cycle is not controlled properly, i.e. kept constant. This
paper presents an architecture that consists of a phase-locked
loop used to generate the spread-spectrum signal and a duty
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TABLE VI
THE ERRORS OF THE COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES.
Compensation
None
Simple

Exponential

τC [ms]
N/A
N/A
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
2.0

RMS [%]
5.53
2.28
2.12
2.05
1.93
2.16
3.19

MAE [%]
9.69
7.87
5.21
5.16
4.64
5.54
7.38

cycle control circuit that ensures the constant duty cycle and
consequently constant out put voltage of a buck converter.
These two circuits work in close co-operation to ensure smooth
transition from one clock frequency to the next in order to
keep the duty cycle as constant as possible. The phase-locked
loop was simulated and the simulations show that changing
the output frequency from its mean fmean = 1.000 MHz to
minimum value fmin = 0.873 MHz results in the settling time
t0.1% = 35.17 ms, while changing the output frequency from
the minimum to maximum value fmax = 1.128 MHz results
in the settling time t0.1% = 38.02 ms. The paper analyses a
number of compensation techniques used in the duty cycle
controller which minimize the changes in the output duty
cycle. When the duty cycle controller uses no compensation,
output duty cycle has a large error of up to +10%. The simple
compensation improves the duty cycle error which is in this
case up to +7.87%. The exponential compensation further
improves the duty cycle error and the maximum error in the
case of an optimal value of the time constant τC = 0.5 ms is
equal to ±4.64%.
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Abstract – For audio testing, a pink noise generator is a
very useful and widely used tool for equalization of
loudspeaker systems, room acoustics and crossovers. It can
be built as a digital, analog or mixed circuit. The pink noise
generator consists of a white noise source followed by a
fractional order integrator (FOI) with a roll-off of 10
dB/decade. In this way, the obtained output power is constant
in each decade, which is essential for testing audio devices
within the entire audio frequency band. In this paper, an
active realization of an FOI with an order 1/2 is presented,
using an active-RC circuit that uses an operational amplifier
as the active element. To build an FOI, we can use different
approximation methods. We use our recently published
Minimax method (MMX), with unequally (optimally) spaced
singularities and compare it with a method proposed by other
authors. The latter intuitively considers optimal singularities
equally spaced on a logarithmic scale. We demonstrate the
superiority of our proposed MMX approach.
Keywords – pink noise; analog circuits; circuit synthesis;
fractional order integrator; approximation; active-RC circuits;
electrical filters.

I. INTRODUCTION
In signal processing, noise is a general term for
unknown or unwanted modifications or changes that a
signal might suffer during its transmission, capture,
processing, storage, or conversion.
Noise is a certain type of signal and there are special
kinds of noise determined by power spectrum density
(PSD). These noises are often associated with colors that
describe their power spectrum. There is white, pink, brown,
blue, violet, grey noise and many more. They all have a
different PSD and different use cases.
These noises are mainly used in electroacoustics for
audio testing, calibration of electronic equipment, and
measurement of the characteristics of electroacoustic
systems. The four most common signals used in
measurement of electroacoustic systems are: sinusoidal
signals, white noise, pink noise, and signals roughly
approximating an impulse function [1].
White noise is a signal with equal intensity at different
frequencies that has a constant PSD. It is used in cases
where the test bands have a constant bandwidth, while pink
noise is used in cases where the bandwidth of the test bands
are related by a constant factor such as 1/10 of a decade or
1/3 of an octave.
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Pink noise is a signal that has a frequency spectrum with
a PSD that is inversely proportional to the frequency of the
signal. There, each octave of frequency has the same
amount of energy. The energy falls off at about 3 dB/octave
or 10 dB/decade.
Pink noise is very common in biological systems. Its
pattern occurs in various natural systems, for example, in
the luminosity of quazars, in the flow of traffic, in the daily
rhythm of the heartbeat, and in various other systems. It is
very commonly used to test and equalize loudspeakers in
rooms and auditoriums.
II. PINK NOISE GENERATION
Pink noise is usually generated from white noise. It is
obtained by filtering white noise using an adequate analog
network. More accurate pink noise is obtained by passing
white noise through an electrical filter with the transfer
function (TF) given below:
𝐻(𝑠) =

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑠)
𝑉𝑖𝑛 (𝑠)

=

𝐾

(1)

√𝑠

or
𝐻(𝑗𝜔) =

𝐾
√𝑗𝜔

=

𝐾
√𝜔

𝑒 −𝑗(𝜋/4)

(2)

where K can be any constant. This TF has an amplitude that
decreases at a rate of 3dB/octave or 10dB/decade. It
corresponds to a phase shift that constantly lags by π/4
radians or 45 [2].
The electrical filter with constant phase as in (2) is
usually made with an RC network having a finite number
of poles and zeros located only on the negative real axis and
that are alternating. It can approximate the TF (1). To
generate pink noise, we need a source of white noise
combined with a −3 dB/octave filter as in (1). The most
basic electrical filter is a first-order filter with a 6 dB/octave
drop off in the stopband. Therefore, a real analog system
with a drop of 3dB/octave, which we need, is simply
impossible and unobtainable. However, a sufficiently good
approximation can be achieved within a desired frequency
band, by using an 𝑛𝑡ℎ -order transfer function:
𝐻(𝑠) = 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑓

(𝑠+𝑧1 )(𝑠+𝑧2 )⋯(𝑠+𝑧𝑛 )

,

(𝑠+𝑝1 )(𝑠+𝑝2 )⋯(𝑠+𝑝𝑛 )

(3)

where 𝑧1 ,𝑧2 ,…,𝑧𝑛 and 𝑝1 ,𝑝2 ,…𝑝𝑛 are absolute values of
the zeros and poles of the transfer function and 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑓 is the
value of (3) when s → ∞ [1]. For a given order n, there is
always a set of optimal poles and zeros such that the
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frequency response magnitude of (3) has a drop off as close
as possible to 3 dB/octave or 10 dB/decade within the set
frequency band. The larger order n is, the closer the
obtained frequency response magnitude is to the ideal one.
The realization of such a transfer function is done using a
filter with multiple filter sections. The number of filter
sections determines how flat the filter will be. More is
better but increases complexity and cost. An example of
such a filter is shown in Fig. 1. The opamp used to
implement the filter can be almost any; most opamps are
suitable for this purpose. By choosing the capacitance of
the capacitors and the resistance of the resistors in each
filter section, we can adjust its frequency.
III. A NOVEL FRACTIONAL-ORDER INTEGRATOR
In our paper we generate pink noise from white noise
using a fractional order integrator whose scheme is
identical to Fig. 1. An example of such a filter can be found
in [3] and is shown here in Fig. 2. Our goal is to realize a
more accurate filter or a filter with fewer filter sections. To
determine the values for our capacitors and resistors for the
best approximation of a TF with a −10 dB/decade
frequency response magnitude, we will use our MATLAB
program in [4]. It uses the minimax method (MMX) from
[5] to determine these values.

TABLE I.
Number

NORMALIZED POLES AND ZEROS OF THE TF
DETERMINED BY OUR METHOD MMX
Poles, p (rad/s)

Zeros, z (rad/s)

1st

42.3029

0.023639

2nd

1.9979

0.5005215

3rd

0.1237557

8.0804

TABLE II.
DENORMALIZED RESISTANCES AND
CAPACITANCES DETERMINED FROM POLES AND ZEROS IN TABLE I
(BY OUR METHOD MMX)
Number

Resistance, R (Ω)

Capacitance, C (nF)

1st

113.68

52.329

2nd

802.4

156.97

3rd

3116.4

652.5

4th

10460

0

After running our program, we have determined the
optimal TF in (4) of order 3, and its normalized zeros and
poles are given in Table I, with Hinf=10.4595.
The normalized transfer function we have determined
is:

𝐻𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠) =

0.09561𝑠 3 +4.247𝑠 2 +8.605𝑠+1
𝑠 3 +8.605𝑠 2 +4.247𝑠+0.09561

.

(4)

From Table I, we determined the values of the elements
denormalized to the resistance level of 1k and to the audio
frequency range of 20Hz to 20kHz (three decades wide).
The elements are shown in Table II.
The normalized frequency response magnitude of (4) is
shown in Fig. 3 as the curve 'Minimax'. It can be seen that
we have obtained an almost ideal −10 dB/decade roll-off of
the frequency response magnitude. The corresponding
error in the magnitude response as well as the phase
response and its error are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6,
respectively.

Figure 1. Example filter schematic for approximating pink noise
from a white noise source [1]
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Figure 2. Scheme of a realized pink filter in [3]

IV. COMPARING OUR FILTER WITH OTHER PINK NOISE
FILTER EXAMPLES IN THE LITERATURE
In this section we compare our pink filter in the pink
noise generator and its characteristics with those in [1]. We
will see that while their approach yields sufficiently good
results, our approach will prove superior.
In [1], pink noise is generated from white noise in the
frequency bandwidth of human hearing (20 Hz – 20 kHz).
Fractional-order TFs were generated from order 2 to 8 by
minimizing the mean square error (MSE) between the
amplitude-frequency response magnitude of the desired TF
and an ideal amplitude-frequency response function within
the above audio band. This was achieved by changing the
singularity values so that they are always equidistant from
each other on a logarithmic scale. The (equi)distance value
between these singularities was the subject of optimization.
By applying this strategy, the authors determined the
optimal singularities for TFs of orders 2 to 8. The poles and
zeros as well as the MSE for TF1 to TF3 from [1] are given
in Table III. In [1], the optimized TF is TF1 (note the
minimum MSE for TF1 in Table III). The corresponding
normalized element values for their filter, as in Fig. 1, with
a third-order TF (TF1) are given in Table IV.
We used the poles and zeros from column TF1 in the
Table III and substituted them into (3). In order to enable a
meaningful comparison to TF in (4), we then calculated
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TABLE III.

POLES AND ZEROS FOR THREE DIFFERENT TFS IN [1]
TF1

TF2

𝑧1 (Hz)

97.49

53.02

72.9

𝑝2 (Hz)

339

186.1

179.5

𝑧2 (Hz)

1179

589.8

589.7

𝑝3 (Hz)

4098

1824

2497

𝑧3 (Hz)

14249

5646

10788

𝑝4 (Hz)

/

MSE

13.44

3.718 ∗ 10

/
−3

1.766 ∗ 10−2

Hinf=0.154253 and divided all poles and zeros by
f0=632.456[Hz]. We obtained the normalized transfer
function given by:

𝐻𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑇𝐹1 (𝑠) =

0.154𝑠 3 +3.784𝑠 2 +7.059𝑠+1
𝑠 3 +7.059𝑠 2 +3.784𝑠+0.154

.

(5)

In doing so we normalized the obtained approximation
function in (5) to make its magnitude equal to unity at the
unity frequency. The resulting frequency response
magnitude of the normalized 3rd order TF in (5) is shown in
Fig. 3 as the curve 'PinkTF1'. There it can be seen that the
required drop off of 3dB/octave has been achieved. Figs. 3,
4, 5 and 6 show the final results of the comparison between
our approach and the approach in [1]. We compared the
magnitude response as well as its error and the phase
response as well as its error. The design of the PinkTF1
filter was optimized for magnitude characteristics, while
the design of the Minimax filter was optimized for phase
characteristics.
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Resistance, R (Ω)

14.9

27493
6.487 ∗ 10

RESISTANCES AND CAPACITANCES OF THE TF1
CASE IN TABLE III NORMALIZED TO RE=1 AS IN [1]

Number

𝑝1 (Hz)

28.04

−4

TABLE IV.

TF3

Capacitance, C (F)

1st

5.286 ∗ 10

−1

3.087 ∗ 10−3

2nd

1.404 ∗ 10−1

9.611 ∗ 10−4

3rd

3.120 ∗ 10−2

3.576 ∗ 10−4

4th

1

0

As it can be seen, the PinkTF1 filter performs slightly better
on the magnitude response (Figs. 3 and 4), while our
approach performs much better on the phase response
(Figs. 5 and 6). Since the phase properties are much better
and the magnitude properties are very similar, this means
that our approach gives better results and is superior.
In [2] the pink noise generator is described, which consists
of a white noise generator followed by a fractional-order
filter. The latter is a fractional-order integrator (FOI) of
order 1/2. The white noise generation method is based on
digitally generated pseudo-random binary two-level white
noise. It is then transformed into pink noise by filtering. The
two-level white noise is generated by applying an
exclusive-or feedback around a shift register of length n to
synthesize a recurrent binary sequence of maximum length
2n−1. The author in [2] has experimentally found that
sufficiently accurate pink noise can be generated from twolevel white noise at a clock frequency of about 64 kHz and
a shift register of length n = 16. If our filter had been used
to filter the noise coming from the digital noise generator,
the same and improved quality of the resulting pink noise
would have been obtained with even lower complexity of
the subsequent pink-noise filter.

Figure 3. Frequency response magnitude comparison

Figure 5. Frequency response phase comparison

Figure 4. Frequency response magnitude error comparison

Figure 6. Frequency response phase error comparison
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Besides the graphical comparison, the maximum phase
deviation of each curve within the bandwidth HL is
calculated numerically using the following measure:
∆𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

TABLE V.
Number

max |𝜑𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 − arg (𝐻(𝑗𝜔))| (6)

𝜔𝐿 ≤𝜔≤𝜔𝐻

The values of max obtained in degrees are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6 within the brackets (see also [5]).
V. PRACTICAL ACTIVE-RC REALIZATIONS
In our example, the element values from Table II were
already denormalized to the frequency range from 20Hz to
20kHz, i.e., to the center frequency
𝑓0 = √20 ∙ 20 ∙ 103 = 632.45[Hz]

(7)

and to the resistance value R0=1[k]. The elements in
Table IV are repeated here from [1] and are thus normalized
to RE=1[]. To obtain the comparison of two
characteristics in the frequency range from 20Hz to 20kHz,
we must also denormalize the circuits to the same
frequency and impedance. The denormalization applied to
the final circuits in this paper is indeed the process of
frequency and impedance scaling, e.g., transforming each
Cn and Rn to C=Cn/(0R0) and R=RnR0, where R0 is the
normalization resistance identical to the new resistance
level, and 0=2f0 is the normalization frequency identical
to the new central frequency [5]. From the elements of
Table IV, we obtain the physically realizable
(denormalized) elements in Table V. We keep the same f0
but scale the resistance value from 1 to 1k by
multiplying the resistances by a factor of 1000 and dividing
the capacitances by the same factor, keeping the time
constant RC at the same value. PSpice AC sweep analysis
was performed using the scheme of Fig. 1 (with RI=1k,
i.e., the same value as the impedance level R0 of the
network) in the cascade with inverting unity gain amplifier
to cancel the negative sign of the gain.

Figure 7. Frequency response magnitude comparison inside
audio frequency band

Capacitance, C (nF)

1st

528.6

3087.0

2nd

140.4

961.1

3rd

31.2

357.6

4th

1000

0

For comparison, note that we used the audio frequency
bandwidth (20Hz to 20kHz) in the analysis in Figs. 7 and
8, while the normalized frequency range is used in Figs. 3
to 6 above. Also note the difference in gain value in Fig. 7,
which is due to the value of the Hinf constant. In our MMX
design, we took the approach of determining Hinf such that
the resistance value of the network at the center frequency
f0=623.45Hz is R0=1k (for a gain of 0dB at f0 in Fig. 7),
while in [1] the determined Hinf=0.0237844 for a gain of
0dB as the D.C. response. Both approaches are correct
since the gain value does not affect the phase characteristics
in Fig. 8. The gain can be easily adjusted by changing the
value of resistor RI or somewhere in the signal path.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we discussed the generation of pink noise
from white noise using an active RC-circuit. We have
discussed the definition of pink noise and explained why it
is useful, how it is used and generated, and the requirements
for its generation. By applying MMX, we have successfully
determined a transfer function for our FOI that closely
approximates pink noise from white noise. The main
requirement for the filter is that it has a roll-off of 3
dB/octave (or 10 dB/decade), which we successfully
achieved very accurately. We have also compared our
method for generating pink noise with other methods in the
literature and concluded that our method is superior. The
feasibility of the pink noise filter was demonstrated using
PSpice analysis of real filters designed using both methods.
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Abstract—The Improved Inter Integrated Circuit (I3C) interface is a scalable, medium-speed, utility and control bus interface
designed for connecting peripherals to an application processor.
It is a backward-compatible successor to the I2C interface with
increased speed, additional functionalities and improved energy
efficiency. The work presented in this paper supports the early
adoption of the I3C interface at the industry level by establishing
a validation methodology of the timing parameters of the I3C
interface and by setting up appropriate digital design workflows
used in implementing I3C interface in Systems-on-Chip (SoC).
The timing validation methodology is based on a Hardware-inLoop (HIL) topology, while the design workflows are represented
by two I3C-based SoC examples: the autonomous I3C target and
the temperature sensor integrated in ARM Cortex-M0 periphery
with I3C Target interface.
Index Terms—MIPI, I3C, timing validation, digital integrated
circuits, microprocessor core

I. I NTRODUCTION
The consumer and automotive market segments are constantly increasing the demand for sensors. Furthermore, there
is a requirement of making these sensors smart by adding
several components to the primary sensor. Achieving the best
integration of sensors and sensor-related components is key to
industry-level success.
The main goal is to develop a full SoC able to acquire the
raw data from the external world, process them, and send the
processed data to the customer system. An important objective
is to create a toolkit that can maximize design re-use by
focusing on pre-Silicon Simulation and Verification, and postSilicon Validation and Testing.
The SoC integration process combines digital and analog
domain sub-circuits interaction on the same level of the
physical implementation. This integration process contributes
to a realm of electrical sensors, commonly placed on the
periphery of more complex systems. Digital data processing
on the same chip is possible due to the processor core being
integrated into the System-on-Chip.
Numerous electrical sensors are integrated into the SoC
which burdens the data bus infrastructure. The optimal performance of a data bus is at large a combination of speed,
device count, and energy efficiency. To ensure the data speed
and energy efficiency in mobile devices an innovative approach
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is taken by the MIPI alliance on the redesign [1] of the wellknown I2C. The I3C protocol is faster, more integrated, and
more versatile.
The basic topology of an I3C bus consists of one Controller
device and at least one Target device. A device attributed with
the Controller status is an embedded, firmware-driven, unit
of hardware. Since a Controller controls the bus data traffic,
a microcontroller (MCU) [2] or microprocessor is a device
of choice. Practical use of a Target device often shows that
a monolithic, application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is
preferable.
Testing all devices designed for communication on the
I3C bus is necessary to confirm operational readiness. High
production volume requires an automatic test equipment (ATE)
approach to fulfill demands in quality and often short time-tomarket lead. This paper presents an implementation of a PXIe
[3] based testing environment, appropriate test methods, and
a design of an “intelligent” sensor. The test set-up presented
in this paper uses a hardware in loop (HIL) approach.
The communication event in the I3C protocol begins in the
I2C (Legacy) mode. Also, a group of Common Command
Codes (CCCs) is sent in the Legacy mode. Common Command
Code commands are meant to be used for anything that is
related to bus management and all features that are common
to a set of devices. The testing in this paper is aimed at the I3C
bus initialization in the Legacy mode and it is the first step in
designing full-scope testing of the I3C protocol. By achieving
the measurement method validity additional methods are to be
developed for the I3C proprietary functionality testing [5].
The I3C protocol is designed to be used for interfacing peripherals to an application processor which streamlines the integration of the complete digital system. Its target applications
are mobile products, e.g. smartphones, wearables, automotive
systems etc. [6] The I3C protocol is used to interface the
individual sensors which are often integrated with microcontroller processor cores in a System-on-Chip. The work done
in this paper supports the early adoption of the I3C interface
in sensor solutions. Alongside the developed methodology for
timing validation, the project establishes design workflows for
integrating the I3C interface into Systems-on-Chip. This paper
presents two examples Systems-on-Chip which feature the I3C
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CONTROL

DUT
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I3C

Fig. 1: The HIL topology used.

interface. One example is an autonomous, stand-alone I3C
Target interface, while the other SoC example is based on
an integrated ARM Cortex-M0 processor core, an APB I3C
Target interface, and a temperature sensor in its periphery [11].
The featured temperature sensor is based on the work done in
[9] and [10].
This paper describes the current results of the ongoing
Sensor Fusion project pertaining to the application of the I3C
interface, i.e. its timing validation and System-on-Chip design.
The Sensor Fusion project is a collaboration between the
industry partner - ams OSRAM AG and the university partner
- University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing which is funded in part by the Austrian Research
Promotion Agency (FFG).
This paper presents the I3C timing validation based on HIL
system implementation with description of all key building
blocks in Section II. The Systems-on-Chip featuring the I3C
Target interface are described in Section III followed by the
description of further work in Section ?? and conclusions in
Section IV.
II. T IMING VALIDATION SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A. HIL Topology
The HIL topology presented here is designed in two levels.
The top-level consists of the NI PXIe test system in charge of
running the tests. The PXIe system is a versatile programmable
platform capable of signal generation, measurement, and signal data storage. The PXIe’s task is to automate the execution
of the test scenarios, measure electrical values, and analyze
and evaluate acquired data. The final report is presented in a
user-readable format. The NI LabView software is used for
algorithms coding.
The Bottom-level of the HIL presented is composed of an
I3C bus Controller and a single Target device. The MCU i.MX
RT685 uses a built-in I3C Controller for the bus governing.
The development board MIMXRT685-EVK by the NXP company [7] is used. The Target device is an off-the-shelf (OTS)
ST branded LPS22HH temperature and pressure sensor. These
devices are the device under test (DUT). The control data
connection between the HIL levels is established over the USB
using the proprietary communication protocol. This is a multi-
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Fig. 2: Test set-up.

platform approach in HIL topology design as shown in Fig.
1. Actual test set-up is shown in Fig. 2.
B. Labview Code Implementation
1) Communication: the Top and the Bottom HIL levels are
connected over the USB. One full program cycle is required
to send a command and receive the return message. This
is enabled by lock-stepping the program execution with the
communications. The program can execute only if there is a
correct message exchange between the Top and Bottom HIL
levels.
2) Measurement: the PXIe system is equipped with a
digital oscilloscope PXIe-5160 (500 MHz bandwidth). The
two channels are associated with the two I3C bus lines. The
maximum resolution of the oscilloscope PXIe-5160 is 10 bits
at 2.5 GS/s. Recording of the waveforms to system memory is
necessary. The measurement process is triggered by an event
on the I3C bus. This enables synchronization with the Start
conditions on the I3C bus and proper signal acquisition.
C. Embedded Controller System
1) Operating system: the SimpOS is a custom-made preemptive task scheduler developed for embedded microcontrollers by the research group for internal use. In a three
layer system, the application layer runs routines needed for
abstract functions and tasks as shown in Fig. 3. The hardware
abstraction layer (HAL) interlinks the application layer and
peripheral drivers. A most bottom layer is a set of periphery
dedicated hardware registers.
2) I3C Controller execution: keeps track of the commands
from the decoded messages. The execution algorithms, translate the command list to settings in the registers of the
I3C Controller driver. The execution of each command is
semaphored with statuses of completion. The correct completion of certain command allows the execution process to
continue, and a failed completion halts execution and reports
an error code to the upper levels of the control system. The
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Fig. 3: Application layer program flow
Fig. 4: Automated test scenario flow
execution monitoring and error tracking is enabled. Upon
successful completion of all commands, the upper system
levels are notified, and the command list is cleared for the
next execution process.
D. Target device
The use of the off-the-shelf device enables fast
implementation time and a well-known characteristics
of the device under test. This device enables confirmation
validity for a test design presented in this paper.
E. Test routines
The automated test and measurement process is possible due
to the communication link between HIL levels. The Labview
GUI is used for the test scenario’s data and parameter entry.
Test scenarios can run until tests are finished, stopped by
schedule, or other events, such as error or user command.
As shown in Fig. 4 all processes are synchronized. There is
no user intervention needed until the end of the automated
process. The command from Labview is sent to a DUT,
and the initialization of a PXIe measurement system is done
simultaneously. The measurement system awaits the return of
the status from DUT. Measurement is then triggered with the
I3C bus signal change. As the measuring process completes
data acquisition, data analysis is carried out. This data analysis
yields the most significant signal parameters for the evaluation,
as shown in Fig 5. All of the measured data is stored
permanently in memory. The final result is presented as a data
report.
Signal parameters that are of key interest in this I3C
verification, are the signal rise and fall times, and various
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Data signal (SDA) to Clock signal (SCL) delays and intervals,
as shown in Fig 6. These signal parameters are defined by
the specification of the I3C protocol, for both Legacy and
improved protocol versions.
F. Test scenario used
This paper is focused on testing the Legacy signal parameters of the I3C protocol. The I3C bus speed for these
test is defined as Legacy at 400 kHz. The test starts with
the Legacy mode transmission of the Broadcast Address 7E
(hex) from the Controller to the Target. This message is then
followed by the following CCC messages: DISEC, RSTDAA,
and SETDASA. The test is successfully finished if the Target
PARAMETERS VECTOR INPUT
SDA

SCL

[ ][ ][ ][ ]

[ ][ ][ ][ ]
tCAS
tCBP

tDS
tSU
tf, tr
tHIGH, tLOW

EVALUATOR

Fig. 5: Signal parametrization and evaluation.
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tf

tDS

VDD
70%
30%
VSS

VDD
70%
30%
VSS

tr

tCAS

tSU

tHIGH

SDA
SCL

tLOW

START

TABLE I: Signal analysis and evaluation results

tCBP

IMPULSE

STOP

Fig. 6: Timing diagram with key parameters.

Parameter

Min

Min – max measured
(Average)

Max

RESULT

tCAS (µs)
tCBP (µs)
tLOW (µs)
tHIGH (µs)
tDS (µs)
tSU (µs)
tf (ns)
tr (ns)

0.04
0.02
0.02
—
0.003
0.003
—
—

1.59 (1.59)
0.08 (0.08)
1.60 – 1.76 (1.71)
0.79 – 1.60 (1.03)
0.02 (0.02)
1.74 (1.74)
1.60 – 3.20 (2.40)
1.60 – 3.20 (2.40)

100
—
—
0.04⋆
—
—
60
60

PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASS

⋆

This maximum High period may be exceeded when the signals can
be safely seen by Legacy devices.

device returns the PID + BCR + DCR status. The signal on
the bus is measured continuously. The aim of this project is
to include the I3C high speed modes, i.e. the Single Data
Rate (SDR) at 12.5 MHz and the Double Data Rate (DDR) at
25 MHz in the validation methodology. The high speed mode
testing covers the data exchange between Controller and Target
in a full specification scope.

is possible. The data acquired in these measurements grants
certainty in the correctness of the processes used in developed
tests. On the contrary, by using unverified tests with the
prototype devices any irregularity can be equally attributed
to the test system or to the DUT.

G. Analysis process

A. Autonomous I3C Target Test Chip

This part of the algorithm collects the results from the
analysis process and cross-checks them with the specified
values. The evaluator script then decides if the result for the
selected parameter is within the specified limits. The PASS or
FAIL evaluation is then designated for the result in question.
Since control software keeps trace in test numbering and test
events, exact PASS or FAIL events can be pinpointed for
further in-depth analysis if needed.

This paper presents two custom-made System-on-Chip designs which use the I3C communication interface and the
first example of the I3C interface based System-on-Chip uses
an autonomous I3C Target interface which can be applied in
simpler sensor solutions.
Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of the autonomous I3C
Target test chip. The autonomous I3C Target IP core integrated
in this test chip consists of the I3C Target wrapper module
and the autonomous registers. The I3C Target wrapper module
integrates the SDR Target engine module and the Dynamic
Address Acquisition (DAA) and Common Command Code
(CCC) processing modules. The IP core has the two-pin I3C
interface - clock SCL and data SDA pins and it also uses a
reset pin RSTn.
The SDR Target engine module is the main processing
component of the MIPI I3C Target interface and it also handles
legacy I2C interface as well. This module handles the Start and
Stop conditions on the bus, it processes the headers, matches
various addresses etc.
The DAA processing module handles the Enter Dynamic
Address Acquisition (ENTDAA) command and enables the I3C
Target to acquire its I3C Dynamic Address. It also handles
the other DA related CCCs which includes Reset Dynamic
Address Acquisition (RSTDAA), Set New Dynamic Address
(SETNEWDA), Set Dynamic Address from Static Address
(SETDASA).
The CCC processing module handles the execution of the
enabled CCC commands. It works with the DAA processing
module and supports the DAA related commands. Additionally
it can handle Events, Activity states, status requests, max
values, etc.
The autonomous registers module contains the registers
which can be directly addressed via the I3C interface and they
model the standard I2C and I3C register interface model.

H. Test results
Table I shows the numeric results of measurement on the
DUT in question. Measured values are presented in the data
range delimited by the lowest and highest value measured. All
of the values measured fall in the specified range. Since the
measurement is carried out on a real system, a minimal signal
shape deviation is present on the bus. This can be related to
the physical conditions on the bus or with the change of the
Controller’s output drive type. The signal impulses affected
by this change their waveform properties. Some observed
parameters thus have minimal and maximal values. Also, it
must be noted that the time resolution of these measurements
is 1.6 ns.
I. Test result significance
The devices used in this test enabled the supervision of
the test system design. The devices present on the market
are subjected to rigorous post-fabrication tests. Only nonfaulty devices can leave the factory. Using already qualityapproved devices in the test development ensures information
on the test validity itself. It also helps in the tuning of the
test processes in early development. Since the data scope of
the expected values is listed in the protocol standard [1] a
clear approach to the result interpretation is possible. With
the correct results, an evaluation of the developed system
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Fig. 7: The block diagram of the autonomous I3C Target test
chip.

The autonomous I3C Target IP core is based on the opensource implementation of the MIPI I3C Basic implementation
[8].
Fig. 8 shows the layout of the autonomous I3C Target test
chip. The autonomus I3C Target IP core shown in Fig. 7 was
synthesized and physically implemented using the Cadence
EDA tools and it was manually integrated in the padframe.
The test chip design was implemented in the TSMC 180 nm
process technology and the dimensions of the resulting layout
of the I3C Target core were 300 x 300 µm2 .
B. Temperature sensor System-on-Chip
The second example of the I3C interface based Systemon-Chip uses the ARM Cortex-M0 core and integrates the
I3C Target interface alongside an example digital temperature
sensor. The ARM Cortex core supports the implementation of
advanced sensor feature, e.g. sensor calibration and advanced
I3C interface features, e.g. Time Control etc.
Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of the temperature sensor
System-on-Chip. This System-on-Chip is a custom designed
IC and features the temperature sensor core described in
Section III-C. The System-on-Chip is based on a system

Fig. 8: The layout of the autonomous I3C Target test chip.
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Fig. 9: The block diagram of the temperature sensor Systemon-Chip.

design which uses the ARM Cortex-M0 core and integrates the
digital temperature sensor and the I3C Target interface in the
periphery of the microcontroller processing core. The digital
temperature sensor and the I3C Target interface are connected
to the ARM Cortex-M0 core via the Advanced Peripheral Bus
(APB). Both the temperature sensor and the I3C interface are
implemented as APB targets. The APB target interface of the
temperature sensor is custom made, while the appropriate APB
wrapper for the I3C Target interface is used. Similarly to the
autonomous I3C Target interface, the APB wrapper is also
based on the open-source implementation of the MIPI I3C
Basic implementation [8].
The System-on-Chip pins include the (crystal oscillator)
clock pins XTAL1/2, the reset pin RSTn, the Serial-WireDebug (SWD) interafce pins SWDCLK/SWDIO, the I3C
interface pins SCL/SDA and the 16-pin general purpose IO
port GPIO.
C. Switched capacitor temperature sensor
The integrated temperature sensor is based on a switched
capacitor architecture that utilizes a bulk diode (Nwell/Psub)
[9]. This diode has a favourable process spread, it is available
in any manufacturing process and therefore it ensures the
scalability of the circuit between different technology nodes.
The original temperature sensor implementation in a 7-nm
node from [9] is transferred to the 180-nm process node. The
supply voltage is also scaled accordingly from the original
1.0 V to 1.8 V. Due to its architecture, the sensor can be
relatively easily integrated with the rest of the digital circuitry
because it operates in a digital-like manner. This means that it
does not require the implementation of an analog to digital
converter. A block diagram of the sensor is presented in
Fig. 10.
The output from the temperature sensor is a periodic pulse
with a variable duty cycle (i. e. frequency). The output
waveform of the analog part of the sensor is visible in Fig. 10.
This signal is connected in a feedback loop with the control
logic. This logic then outputs a square wave, which is a digital
signal that is used to determine the temperature. The width
of the digital pulse stays constant at 200 ns, but the time
until the next pulse is triggered on the output decreases as the
temperature increases and vice versa. By counting the number
of generated pulses on the output of the sensor during a given
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Fig. 10: The block diagram of the switched capacitor temperature sensor.

period of time, the temperature can be determined. However,
the transfer characteristic of the frequency versus temperature
is not linear – it is logarithmic.
This is where the ARM Cortex-M0 microcontroller core is
utilized. The measured number of pulses that represents the
value of the temperature is linearized and converted by the
microcontroller to a proper temperature value. This value is
then transferred over the I3C bus, and it presents the final
output from the sensor as it does not require any additional
post-processing. The Cortex-M0 can be programmed to execute a function that maps a particular frequency measurement
to its corresponding temperature value.
A general schematic of the temperature sensor circuit is
presented in Fig. 11. The core of the sensor consists of the
bulk diode, five transistors that operate as switches, and four
capacitors. MP 2 is a PMOS transistor whose drain terminal
is connected to ground, and therefore it requires an additional
negative level shifter for operation [10]. The counter logic generates the appropriate digital signals that control the switches.
The sensor topology requires a comparator that needs to
have an acceptably short decision delay, but at the same time
must be unity-gain stable during the auto-zero/reset phase of
the sensor operation. The comparator is configured as a voltage
follower during this phase. If this stability criterion is not met,
the output of the comparator starts to oscillate during the autozero phase, which prevents the circuit from working correctly.
Proper operation of the entire circuit is established by using
a conventional two-stage amplifier with Miller compensation
with NMOS transistors in the input stage. The compensation
capacitor is connected only when the comparator is working
as a voltage follower. This ensures both sufficient speed
during the comparison phase (compensation is not active, the
comparator operates in open-loop) and stability during the
auto-zero phase (compensation is active).
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the results of the timing validation
and SoC design using the I3C interface. The I3C interface
is a successor of the I2C protocol and features a number of
improvements including greater energy efficiency and speed,
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Fig. 11: The schematic of the switched capacitor temperature
sensor [9].
and new functionalities. The timing validation is based on
the Hardware-in-Loop topology and the test and measurement
processes are automated. Using this timing validation methodology it is possible to acquire a large data set and statistically
validate the timing parameters of the I3C Target interface. The
SoC design using the I3C interface is presented using two
examples: the autonomous I3C Target testchip and the ARM
Cortex based system with an integrated temperature sensor and
the I3C Target interface.
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Abstract - MEMS microphones are increasingly used in systems
exposed to open atmospheres. Therefore, it is important to test
the durability of these microphones. Two groups of
microphones were used, one with a fast-aging process in a
controlled environment chamber and by leaving microphones
exposed to the outside environment of a busy street. Their basic
acoustic characteristics, especially sensitivity, were compared to
new microphones. It was found that treated microphones show
negligible loss of sensitivity relative to new microphones,
proving their suitability for use in open, non-controlled
atmospheres.
Index terms - MEMS microphones, durability, controlled
environment, acoustic properties

I. INTRODUCTION
MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems) microphones are
increasingly used in applications different from modern portable
electronics. Those other applications include more challenging
conditions for an electronic acoustic device, like acoustic cameras
in open atmospheres, outside monitoring systems, and so on [1, 2].
On the other hand, these microphones are used for monitoring urban
environmental noise using networked devices, like smartphones [3,
4]. Therefore, their applications are also transferred to cases where
they are for short or longer time exposed to open air or harsher
environments.
These types of microphones are relatively small acoustic
sensors, which are produced using similar processes used for the
production of semiconductor integrated circuits [5, 6, 7]. Integrated
circuits, as such, are tested for operation and storage in broad
temperature ranges, but usually, they are enclosed in some type of
enclosure; that is, they are rarely directly exposed to open
atmospheres. Along with electronic parts, MEMS microphones have
tiny and gentle mechanical parts, which for a microphone to operate,
must be exposed to open atmospheres.
In our previous papers [8, 9], we measured MEMS microphones
with analog and digital outputs and found they are suitable to be
used for most applications, but one question was left unanswered.
Since MEMS microphones are increasingly used in applications
where they are exposed to open atmospheres, the question has arisen
of how well they perform after been exposed to harsh environments
for a longer time. This is a very important question if these devices
are to be used in systems that are permanently installed for
monitoring purposes. For example, they can be used for monitoring
urban noise, surveillance [10], and similar applications. For good
measurement precision, it is essential to know how their most
important parameters change with time. This could enable proper
calibration after a certain period and correction of measurement
results.
In this paper, we measured and evaluated 12 digital MEMS
microphones from the same producer and the same batch. The four
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microphones were left untouched, and we referred to them as
original, not treated microphones. Another group of four
microphones was exposed to an urban atmosphere for a certain time.
The last group of four microphones was placed in a controlled
environment chamber and exposed to certain cycles of changing
climate conditions. Primarily we tested their sensitivity and transfer
characteristics, and we found out that there was a slight decrease in
sensitivity compared to original, not treated microphones.
II. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE OF MEMS MICROPHONES
MEMS microphones are very fine mechanical transducers
produced with the similar principle as in the case of integrated
circuits. Mainly, MEMS microphones are produced using so-called
silicon micromachining [5, 6, 7]. This enables integrating the
acoustical and electronic parts of the microphones.
One way of producing MEMS microphones with bulk silicon
micromachining is by manufacturing a stopping layer on the front
side of a silicon chip and etching down the necessary parts [5]. Then,
this layer becomes a flexible membrane that moves with a
corresponding change of the incoming sound pressure. In one case,
the movement of the membrane can be detected by strain sensors.
On the other hand, a moving membrane can be considered as one
plate of a condenser, and movement is sensed by detecting the
changes of capacitance, like in a conventional condenser
microphone. Complete mechanical parts and electronics are placed
in a small enclosure with an acoustic port, as shown in Figure 1. The
enclosure is basically an SMD device, which can be soldered on a
PCB, which must include a small hole to enable sound waves to
come to the micromachined membrane. A complete system is an
acoustic device with its frequency response, sensitivity, and
resonant frequency. The physical dimensions of the system
determine the resonant frequency and usually it is above the
frequencies heard by the human ear.

Figure 1. Schematics of a MEMS microphone

Figure 2 shows a used MEMS microphone soldered on a PCB.
There is an acoustic port on the back side, which enables the passing
of sound waves to the microphone’s membrane. Cross-section and
length of the acoustic port, together with the enclosure volume,
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determine the resonant frequency of the acoustic system, which is
usually above 15 kHz.

Figure 2. PCB with used MEMS microphone (upper side) and acoustic port
(bottom side)

The principle of operation is based on a typical condenser
microphone. Very thin, usually polysilicon membrane, is spanned
over the back cavity with controlled tensile stress. The perforated
fixed backplate is constructed from a composite highly tensile
silicon with enough rigidity to act as a reference electrode.
The diameter and density of holes in the perforated fixed plate
are essential for determining the noise level of the microphone. The
system's sensitivity is determined by membrane compliance and
encapsulated air volume. Reduction of the back enclosure volume
can reduce the microphone’s sensitivity.
The open-circuit sensitivity of a condenser microphone consists
of two components, mechanical sensitivity Sm and electrical
sensitivity Se. [7] The mechanical sensitivity is defined as a ratio
between the membrane’s displacement x and sound pressure p, as
𝑑𝑥

𝑆𝑚 = 𝑑𝑝 .

(1)

If the microphone includes a circular membrane with large tensile
stress, for a large vibration amplitude span, we can assume it moves
as a rigid piston, and mechanical sensitivity is equal to
𝑟2

𝑆𝑚 = 8𝜎𝑑 ,

(2)

where r is membrane’s radius,  membrane’s tensile stress, and d
membrane’s thickness. Equation (2) does not include compression
coming from the air in the enclosure, which must be included for
larger vibration amplitudes of the membrane. For the moment, it is
important to point out that the sensitivity depends on the
membrane’s thickness and its dimensions.
The electrical sensitivity can be defined as a ratio between the
bias voltage across and thickness of the air gap between fixed and
moving membrane [5,7], as in
𝑉𝑔

𝑆𝑒 = 𝑑 .
𝑔

(3)

Taking into account equations (2) and (3), the open circuit
microphone’s output signal can be defined as
𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑆𝑚 𝑆𝑒 𝑝 .

(4)

Materials used for manufacturing of membranes are various [11],
but mainly are based on silicon (average tensile strength is 100
MPa). Average surface of the membrane is around 1 mm2,
membrane thickness is around 1 µm and air gap thickness is around
4 µm. In our case applied bias voltage was 3 V. Putting this data in
equation (4) for sound pressure level of 1 Pa (SPL of 84 dB) gives
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output voltage around 1 mV. The selection of the membrane
material is very important and small changes in mechanical
parameters would give different output voltage.
There are two basic types of MEMS microphones considering
the electrical signal's nature, i.e., with analog and digital output
signals, Due to the smaller electronics part, the analog output
MEMS microphones tend to be smaller, and their output can be
directly connected to an audio preamplifier. In contrast, the digital
output of MEMS microphones requires additional circuitry. In our
research, we used MEMS microphones with the digital output, but
since the mechanical parts are very similar, all conclusions in this
paper can also be applied to the analog output MEMS microphones.
III. CONDITIONING OF THE MICROPHONES
For comparison, we divided microphones into three groups. The
first group consisted of four microphones, which were not placed in
a controlled environment chamber nor left outside for a certain
period of time. This group was titled as original, not treated
microphones, and the other two groups of microphones were
compared to these microphones. The second group consisted of four
microphones exposed to an open atmosphere of a busy city street.
These four microphones were left outside for two months on a
balcony approximately 15 meters above a street with very dense
traffic, which means these microphones were mainly exposed to
traffic pollution and general city pollutants. Average daily
temperature changes were from 10°C to 25°C, with an average
relative humidity of 50%. After two months, these microphones
were measured and compared to the original microphones.
The third group consisted of four microphones placed in a
controlled environment ACS Compact Climatic chamber. The
microphones were exposed to cycles of defined controlled
environment. For this purpose, we used processes described in
standard EN 61672-1:2013 [12] to test the most precise electroacoustical devices. Table 1 shows one set of programmed cycles of
the controlled environment chamber. This set of cycles is then
repeated five more times. After all cycles, these microphones were
also measured and compared to the original not treated
microphones.
Number of microphones in each group is low (4) and strictly
speaking is not statistically significant. Our goal was not to compare
the microphones with manufacturer’s data, but to compare three
different groups of microphones, which were manufactured from the
same batch.
Table 1. Programming the conditions in the controlled environment
chamber. One set of cycles.

Cycle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Temperature
-10°C to +40°C, 1 °C/minute
+40°C to -10°C, 1 °C/minute
-10°C to +10°C, 1 °C/minute
Constant temperature +10°C, 1 hour
-10°C to +40°C, 1 °C/minute
+40°C to -10°C, 1 °C/minute
Constant temperature +10°C, 1 hour
-10°C to +40°C, 1 °C/minute
+40°C to -10°C, 1 °C/minute
Constant temperature +25°C, 1 hour

Rel. humidity
30%
30%
30%
50%
50%
50%
70%
70%
70%
30%
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IV. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND RESULTS
The simultaneous comparison method [13] was used for
measurements of the MEMS microphone. This method prescribes
using a calibrated microphone as the reference measuring device.
The reference microphone is placed next to the tested microphones,
and their outputs are then compared. All measurements were
performed in a free field condition of an anechoic chamber at the
Department of electroacoustics at the Faculty of EE and Computing
in Zagreb. All microphones were placed in front of an active
loudspeaker at distance of 1 m, along the central axis of the
loudspeaker. The output signal from microphones were fed to the
Audio Precision System Two measuring device. Schematic of the
measurement setup is given in Figure 3.

inverted frequency response with reference signal at frequency of 1
kHz.
Figure 4 shows the sensitivity measurements versus frequency
for three groups of microphones. The shown curves represent
average results of four microphones from each group. As can be
seen, the frequency response for all three groups of microphones is
similar. It is relatively flat for low frequencies and increases at
higher frequencies. Compared to the not treated, original
microphones, microphones left outside, and microphones treated in
the controlled environment chamber, have slightly lower sensitivity,
with a higher difference for frequencies above 10 kHz. Value of 0
dB corresponds to the output signal of the reference microphone
Behringer ECM8000 at 94 dB sound pressure level.

Figure 3. Schematics of the measurement setup

We measured how the microphone’s sensitivity depends on
frequency and sound pressure level (SPL). The microphone
sensitivity is a parameter that shows how the output signal's level
depends on the sound pressure level in front of a microphone.

Figure 5. Transfer function at 1 kHz.

Figure 4. Normalized sensitivity versus frequency. Reference pressure level
94 dB (1 Pa).

Figure 6. Amplitude of harmonic components versus sound pressure level
at 1 kHz.

First, we set up the sound pressure level at 1 m in front of the
active loudspeaker at 94 dB at frequency of 1 kHz. The sound
pressure level was detected with B&K analyzer. The level of 94 dB
corresponds to the acoustic sound pressure level of 1 Pa. The sound
source's frequency response was corrected in relation to the signal
level of the reference microphone at 1 kHz to obtain constant sound
pressure level at other measuring frequencies from 100 Hz to 20
kHz. This means that signal level fed in the active loudspeaker was
corrected to the frequency response of the active loudspeaker,
measured with the reference microphone. The frequency response
was simply inverted, and input signal level was corrected to this

The second setup refers to the measurement of output signal
versus sound pressure level with the signal frequency of 1 kHz. The
results are shown in Figure 5. As with the previous measurement,
microphones from the second and third groups show slightly lower
sensitivity, but the linearity of the transfer function is not
significantly changed. Noise level remains the same, around -65
dBV, which ensures a usable dynamic range of 40 dB. It is important
to note that the reference value of 0 dBV corresponds to the
maximum microphones’ dynamic range, which is determined by the
supply votage. In any case, since we were interested in comparing
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the three groups of microphones, the absolute values were not
considered.
The third step was to measure harmonic components amplitude
versus sound pressure level with signal frequency of 1 kHz. Instead
of measuring the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) factor, we
measured only amplitudes of harmonic components and noise. This
measurement better shows how distortions behave, especially at
lower signal amplitudes. As shown in Figure 6, the level of
distortions components and noise is constant in the full range of the
input sound pressure level, but microphones from the second and
third groups show slightly higher distortion levels than original, not
treated microphones.
V. CONCLUSION
Two groups of four MEMS microphones were subjected to
different operating atmospheres and then measured and compared to
original, not treated microphones. One group was for two months
subjected to an open-air atmosphere of a busy street. The other
group was placed in a controlled environment chamber and
subjected to various temperature and humidity cycles to simulate a
fast-aging process.
Measurements of microphone’s sensitivity versus signal
frequency and sound pressure level showed a slight sensitivity
decrease of a few dB compared to the original, not treated MEMS
microphones. The shape of the frequency response and transfer
characteristics was not significantly changed.
The measurement of the distortion components’ level showed a
slight increase in distortion level in case of treated microphones.
These results could be attributed to changes in mechanical parts
of the MEMS microphone system. The temperature and humidity
changes influenced the membrane’s material, and tiny particles in
open atmospheres could be deposited on the membrane. This led to
an increase in the membrane’s thickness and mass, which led to a
decrease of sensitivity.
In general, MEMS microphones showed very good resistivity to
environmental changes, which is very important when considering
them for installation in open-air applications for a longer time.
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Abstract - Due to the high cost and complexity of
instrumentation in droplet microfluidics, droplet generation
has been limited to a small subset of the scientific
community. In addition, scientific value is not in droplet
generation, but rather in monodisperse microreactor
environments created in droplets. To reduce the complexity
of droplet generation, we designed a low-cost (~250 €),
portable, dual-channel microfluidic pressure pump. In
contrast with commonly used syringe pumps, our pump
could control both phases in a two-phase flow
simultaneously and pump continuously without refilling.
Furthermore, it had wireless remote control and was
battery-powered for portability. The pump was controlled
through a dual core ESP32 DevKitC board, which enabled
concurrent management of wireless access and flow control.
Pressure setpoints could be configured remotely via Wi-Fi
using a web browser based graphical user interface. Lowpulsation, continuous flows were produced by piezoelectric
diaphragm pumps and regulated by closed-loop control of
the pressure drop through the microfluidic chip. The pump
could produce flow rates between 10-2050 μl/min for
different liquid viscosities. Powered from its internal 3.7 V,
4 Ah battery, the pump could operate for >10 h at
maximum load.
Keywords – microfluidic; piezoelectric; pressure; pump;
portable; wireless; droplet generation;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Microfluidic droplets are often used in highthroughput applications with up to hundreds of millions of
samples [1]. Each droplet functions as a reaction chamber
with a highly consistent environment. This enables precise
process control and repeatability of reactions. To produce
droplets with minimal size variation, a flow generator
such as a syringe pump or constant pressure source with
pulseless flow characteristics is typically used [1], [2].
Droplet volumes can go down to the picolitre range, thus
flow stability significantly affects droplet size variation.
Since droplets are generated from immiscible liquids, such
as oil and water, two stable flow sources are required. This
makes the infrastructure complex and expensive. Because
of this, alterative flow generators have been sought [3]–
[5]. Reducing the entry barrier can greatly speed up
realization of applications in blood analysis, cancer, and
drug treatment research.
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High flow rate resolution (~0.16 µl/min steps)
commercial laboratory syringe pumps cost several
thousand Euros [6], [7] and offer a wider set of
capabilities than are needed for single experiments.
Medical single channel infusion pumps with a lower flow
rate resolution (>>1.6 µl/min steps) cost ~300 € - 500 €
for dual-channel versions [8], [9]. However, syringe
pumps need to be refilled, reset and re-stabilized, which
disrupts experiments. To overcome this limitation,
peristaltic pumps are often used instead, but they produce
a pulsatile flow that is more difficult to control [10], [11].
Pressure pumps have no such limitations but come at a
much higher cost (3000-15000€) [12]–[14]. A solution,
which has no volume limit and offers a low-pulse flow
profiles is using micropumps based on piezoelectric
diaphragms [15].
An entrance level pump for droplet generation ought
to be simple, minimally dependent on external
infrastructure and enable easy operational monitoring and
debugging. For better portability, it should be batterypowered and for added user comfort it should have
wireless remote-control. The option to control the device
wirelessly also enables use in confined spaces, for
instance under fume hoods in flow chemistry applications.
Furthermore, the ideal droplet generator should be able to
operate as a constant pressure source without the need to
refill. Software support and network communication isn’t
rare for higher-end pumps [16], [17]. For added
portability, commercial medical syringe pumps already
offer battery-powered operation, however, only at device
prices up from 500 €, it’s possible to see operational times
(flow rate 5 ml/min) on battery power reach 8 to 10 hours
[18].
In this work, we propose a compact, portable, dualchannel pressure generator that can fulfill the
aforementioned needs and yet costs significantly less than
previously
demonstrated
systems
with
similar
performance. Compared to the closest existing work, our
solution implements flow control through proportional
integral derivative (PID) control development by pressure
sensors configured in an arrangement that is best suited
for microfluidic droplet generation chips. With the
sensitive relationship between pressure and flow rate of
the used piezoelectric pumps, controlling them through
voltage and frequency alone over different microfluidic
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Figure 1. System overview and communication pathways

chip geometries, setup heights, or liquid densities, can be
erroneous and costly to calibrate. With a PID control loop
set to adjust by requested pressures over a chip, pumping
rates will remain fixed within the maximum capabilities of
the pump regardless of variables in the application setup.
We detail the development process, design considerations
and construction of the experimental device. Finally, we
demonstrate the functionality of the system as a droplet
generator in a proof-of-concept droplet microfluidic tests.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

A. System design overview
Using a commercial low-power IoT (Internet of
Things) device with Wi-Fi, I2C and SPI communication
options, logging sensor data, controlling multiple pumps
and enabling remote GUI (Graphical User Interface)
hosting, a battery powered pumping device has been
designed (Fig. 1). The pumping device will host two
individually drivable piezoelectric (PZT) pumps in order
to control both continuous and disperse flows in droplet
generation. Pumps are controlled using I2C protocol.
There are three pressure sensors in total, where sensors 1
and 2 will measure the output of the PZT pumps 1 and 2
respectively. These pressures represent the inflow
pressures before entering the droplet generation chip.
Sensor 3 measures the pressure at the output of the
microfluidic chip. Sensors are placed in series on an SPI
line with individual Chip Select (CS) lines lead to each
sensor PCB. The IoT device is controlled over Wi-Fi
using a browser-generated web UI that can be accessed
from a PC or smartphone. Aside from custom PCBs, the
device ought to be made from easily available
commercial components to keep the design as simple as
possible. This reduces time of assembly, ensures
commercial quality control, and enables easier repair or
upgrading.
B. Experimental setup
1) Pump and pump control
A piezoelectric liquid pump BT-mp6-liq was selected
from Bartels Mikrotechnik as it satisfies the flow rate and
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Figure 2. Pressure data collection points; PZT Pump 1 represents the
continuous (water) flow source, Pump 2 represents the disperse (oil)
flow source; Liquids flow from the pumps to separate inlets on the
Droplet Generation Chip; Pressures p1.continuous and p2.disperse are
measured from those lines; After the phases merge in the chip, the flow
path continues to the Collector; Pressure value p3.outlet is obtained
from that line.

pulsation frequency and amplitude requirements for the
device. The pump driver BT-mp-Highdriver, a
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) chip, was also selected
from Bartels Mikrotechnik. Together with these drivers,
the pumps could operate at 50 - 800 Hz switching rate
where the latter half being more suited for gases and
former for liquids. Higher density liquids are moved
better at lowest pumping frequencies. Additional aspects
of the pump drivers were the amplitude range (10 – 250
Vpp) and wave form types (sine/rectangular/trapezoidal).
Inside the BT-mp6-liq pumps there are two
piezoelectrically actuated membranes in series, separated
into volumetrically equal compartments using check
valves. This design makes the pump unidirectional,
offering inherent resistance to backpressure. Power
consumption for a driver-pump pair at average operation
is around 250 mW. BT-mp-Highdriver is controlled
through I2C protocol, giving full access to changing the
frequency, voltage, and wave form.
2) Sensors
Piezoresistive silicon pressure sensor from Honeywell
MPRLF0006KG0000SC was selected, as it offered
reasonable coverage to pressure ranges that we most
often encountered in our tests, high resolution, and autozero calibration option. The sensor has a maximum stated
differential pressure limit of 6 kPa from atmospheric
pressure albeit its tested functional range was between -2
kPa to 8 kPa. While the BT-mp6-liq pump with BT-mpHighdriver is able to build pressures up to 60 kPa, in our
earlier droplet generation tests, it was rare to reach above
6 kPa, influencing our initial sensor pick. These sensors
incorporate an ASIC (Application Specific Integrated
Circuit) capable of 24-bit pressure values, translating into
less than 0.01 Pa resolution. The settled full resolution
could be polled at 5 ms intervals. However, with the
autozero calibration option, the 24-bit resolution is
reduced to 14-bits through an ideal transfer function
which for the chosen model skims 20% off from the
lower and higher ends.
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4) Power management
Battery selection was limited by the battery form
factor, therefore thin lithium polymer (Li-Po) variants
were searched. The pump drivers operate at 5 V, the
processor and sensors operate natively at 3.3 V, whereas
the processor board can also be powered with a 5 V
supply, thus a 5 V external supply was needed. Since LiPo batteries can supply a range of voltages between 3.2
and 4.2 V dependent on ambient temperature and
remaining capacity, an unmarked 4.3 – 27 V step-up
regulator for 3.7 - 4.2 V 18650 Li-ion batteries was
ordered from eBay. An onboard potentiometer enabled
setting the output voltage level to 5 V, which had to be
configured while the battery was only connected to the
regulator as the ordered regulators arrived with
potentiometers in random positions. The regulator had a
micro-USB connector for charging the battery at 4.2 V
with up to 1 A.
The capacity of the battery was chosen according to
the minimum operation duration requirement. With a
total of 500 mW used by two driver-pump pairs, 30 mW
for three sensors and 800 mW for the ESP32-DevKitC
board, leaving the total power required at 1330 mW. For
the average supply voltage of 3.7 V from a Li-Po battery,
the current consumption would be around 360 mA. For

Figure 3. (1) 3D CAD view and (2) 3D printed result of the dualchannel piezoelectric pressure pump.

The pumping device used three sensors as this is a
task-oriented design for droplet generation chips. Polling
three sensors in parallel increased the total interval to
~5.3 ms on average. Droplet generation chips typically
have two inlets, one for continuous and one for disperse
flow, and one outlet for droplet collection. Two sensors
were measuring pressures from points near the inlets of
the chip while the third sensor measured the pressure near
the outlet of the chip (Fig. 2). Between each of the three
pressure measurement points and the chip connections,
equal lengths of 0.5 mm ID PTFE tubing was used. This
sensor setup enabled the measurement of differential
pressures for both flow phases over the chip.
MPRLF0006KG0000SC sensors operate on 3.3 V with a
typical power consumption of 10 mW. The sensor can
communicate using both I2C and SPI protocols. For this
device, SPI was chosen for faster data transfer for a more
responsive PID control.
3) Wi-Fi IoT device
The core intelligence of the device was handled by an
ESP32-DevKitC-32U board by Espressif, which has a
dual-core processor, allowing us to perform sensor and
pump communications separately from handling readings
and commands over Wi-Fi. Since the processor operates
at 3.3 V, 5V supplies (external and via on-board USB)
were regulated on-board to 3.3 V. Typical power
consumption for this development board, with an active
Wi-Fi transmission is estimated to ~800 mW. Since the
sensors operate likewise on 3.3 V and require only
around 3.3 mA of current, the sensors were supplied
through ESP32-DevKitC regulated 3.3 V supply pin.
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Figure 4. (1) 3D CAD view of the pressure sensor enclosure and (2)
3D printed version of the enclosures in a full droplet generation setup
with wires and tubes attached to the sensor PCBs inside the enclosures.
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an estimated 10 hours of continuous operation with some
room for losses on the step-up regulator, a 4 Ah 3.7 V LiPo battery (LP805080, Cellevia Batteries) was chosen.
5) PCBs
A double-layer main PCB (113.01x55.88) facilitated
the processor demo board, pump drivers, pumps, stacked
step-up regulator board and along with a few pull-up
resistors and smoothing capacitors also the connectors for
the battery and mechanical battery disconnection switch.
Pull-up resistors were necessary due to the I2C pins on
the ESP32 DevKitC operating in the active low mode.
The sensor PCB (50.800x34.417) was designed as a
standalone unit, separate from the main PCB. Its design is
minimal, limited only to the sensor, decoupling capacitors
and pins as the selected sensor already houses an internal
amplifier and an analog-to-digital converter. The main
PCB of the pumping device can be hand-soldered and
easily manually assembled but the sensor PCB may
benefit from a stencil or preassembly on order due to the
specific surface mount package of the sensor.

were split such that polling speed sensitive pressure
sensor values and PID loop were kept on one core and
pump driver commands along with web server hosting
was managed on the other core. Pressure sensing and PID
have been set as first priority among cores. Default PID
coefficients in the latest firmware have been set to Kp of
2, Ki and Kd as 0 for both pumps, which are to be
configured through the web app manually as is seen best
for specific application requirements.
Control of the PZT pump drivers was done over I2C
lanes, through the ESP32-DevKitC board IO pins 2
(SDA) and 4 (SCL). Definitions and functions for
communicating with the BT-mp-Highdriver were given
as a fully applicable example code in the driver datasheet.
Pump functions, mainly changing the waveform shape
and frequency, were implemented in the main loop code
in the lower priority core. This was because these
elements of the waveform are not implemented in

6) Enclosures
With the thin Li-Po battery package, the main PCB
was fitted into a 120x60x30 size 3D printed modular
enclosure. Piezoelectric pumps were left outside of the
main box, attached to the top (Fig. 3) to enable quick
replacement and direct access to the inlet and outlet. The
sensor PCBs were fitted into separate 57.8x42.417x19.5
size 3D printed enclosures (Fig. 4). 3D CAD files for the
enclosures are stored online at our project Github
(https://github.com/taltechloc/hw-open-pressure-pump).
Parts were printed using Prusa 3D printers (i3 MK3S or
MINI) with PLA (Polylactic Acid) filament.
7) Firmware
The firmware on the ESP32 microcontroller (MCU) is
housed on a 4 MB SPI flash memory. Overview of the
firmware files is given at our Github. Taking full
advantage over its wireless features, over the air (OTA)
programming has been implemented. For this to function,
the SPI flash has been partitioned into two separate
memories – one to host and operate current firmware and
the other to be vacant for a new uploaded binary file. The
OTA
feature
relies
on
continuous
wireless
communication through hosted web server. This is
achieved using freely available ESPAsyncWebServer,
SPIFFS and AsyncElegantOTA libraries from Github or
downloaded directly through an Arduino IDE. The MCU
can host a web server using ESPAsyncWebServer. The
server acts as a website as it enables downloading of
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript files by the user. With these
options, a graphical user interface was made (Fig. 5). The
web application gives options with which to adjust each
pump separately and multiple settings related to PID
control. Depending on whether PID pressure regulation is
used, the pump can be either set to run at a fixed driving
voltage or set by measured pressure differences. PID
coefficients can be adjusted on the run.
As the MCU is dual-core, peripheral communications
have been split using the FreeRTOS API (Application
Programming
Interface)
function
“xTaskCreatePinnedToCore”. Between cores, the tasks
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Figure 5. Web browser user interface, hosted by the MCU, for
controlling the individual pump voltages, frequencies, waveforms and
adjusting the PID coefficients and pressures targets. In addition to
displaying current settings on the device, pressure and PID values are
continuously updated and logged into the browser console.
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all three pressures were handled in sequence. In this way
it was possible to address pressure values obtained in the
previous cycle in the PID calculations during the
measurement of new values. For faster than web app data
logging, pressure values were also continuously sent to
the serial port of the MCU. Serial data from the microUSB port on the MCU should only be accessed when the
battery power is turned OFF as it may otherwise damage
the on-board voltage regulator on the ESP32-DevKitC
board.
Figure 6. Droplet generation in an oil/water flow focusing microfluidic
chip using the liquid flows produced by the piezoelelectric pump.

automated flow control. Pump frequency is expected to
be relatively fixed to density of the pumped media.
Sensor pressure values were polled using SPI lanes
(MISO, MOSI, CLK) which were set to run at a clock
rate of 800 kHz. Sensors were also tested to be working
well at 1.2 MHz. For each of the three sensors, a chip
select IO pin was defined. Since each sensor required an
acquisition command and had a 5 ms saturation period,

III.

PROOF OF CONCEPT TESTS

Primary test for the pump was to demonstrate droplet
production. The first tests were conducted using a glass
flow focusing microfluidic droplet generation chip. Stable
flow of droplets could be seen (Fig. 6). During this first
test, for pressure sensors, evaluation boards were used
(MPRLS0001PG0000SAB, Honeywell) and the software
was yet unoptimized. All following droplet generation
tests were done using a custom design flow focusing
PDMS-glass
droplet
generation
chip
and
MPRLF0006KG0000SC pressure sensors. The setup
image can be seen on Fig. 4 (2). Before next tests were
ran, a varying 1 to 20 Hz pattern was noted in the
pressure values measured from the water flow channel.
This was considered to be from the pump vibrations
travelling back and forth along the tubing. As the pump
houses two PZT elements in series, actuated 180 degrees
out of phase in the same axis, a rocking motion of the
pump is expected. This effect was more noticeable with
more flexible tubing, lower pressures in the tubes and
lower pumping frequencies (for water). Preliminary PZT
pump driver frequency effect on the pressure stability of
water showed preference to 200 Hz region where the
tested two-point deviation was the lowest, around 3.6%
from the mean (Fig. 7). All continued tests were done
with 200 Hz pump driving frequency for water. For oil,
the vibration effect was unnoticeable in comparison.
Several droplet generation tests were conducted with
and without PID implemented. In all tests, the water
pump driving frequency was kept at 200 Hz and the oil
pump at 50 Hz. With the PID control disabled, the
driving voltage and frequency was fixed. Even if the
main driving settings were kept the same, reasonable
repeatability was not obtained. However, during droplet

Figure 7. Transfer of pump driver frequency into secondary
vibrational flow rate pulsations measured in pressure change. Flow
media was water at room temperature. Pump driving waveform was
sinusoidal, full wave. Two pressure sensors were placed in series after
one pump with an average of 200 mm of 0.5 mm ID PTFE tubing
between the pump and the upstream sensor, between the sensors and
from the downstream sensor to open air.
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Figure 8. Frame image sample from high speed camera of droplets
flowing in a channel of 625 µm width. Droplets generated with PID
control disabled. Droplet generation rate ~30 Hz, mean droplet
crosssection 28517 µm2.
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generation, the flow remained reasonably stable. With 3
different voltage settings for both oil and water pumps,
the droplets generated maintained a coefficient of
variation (CV) of less than 2 %. Droplet measurements
were obtained from high framerate videos taken close to
the outlet of the droplet generation chip. Droplet images
were taken from multiple frames of the video (Fig. 8) and
analyzed using ImageJ software.
To get more reliable control over the resulting droplet
size, repeatability tests were done with the PID enabled
using coefficients for both oil and water pumps as Kp of
0.5, Ki as 0 and Kd as 0.1. Ki was left at zero as with
minor increases, the stabilization was very difficult to
reach. For the PID enabled tests, the pressure data was
logged via USB to capture the PID stabilization period at
high sampling rate. With the PID enabled, pressures and
droplet generation parameters were repeatable, but some
issues were noted as well. First repeatability test had 6
trials of fixed water pressure at 4300 Pa and at 5950 Pa
for oil. The difference between the first and second half
of the 6 was the PID loop delay. With an additional 50 ms
added on top of the existing ~5.3 ms sensor polling delay,
the slowest tested PID stabilization graph can be seen on

Figure 10. Differential pressure logs of a PID control enabled droplet
generation startup periods. (1) 1 of 4 tests with PID loop delay ~5.3 ms,
stable pressures of 3860 Pa and 4610 Pa for water and oil respectively
were reached in ~7 s; (2) zoomed in graph of (1).

Fig. 9 (1). Stabilization took ~25 seconds to reach stable
pressures. For the latter 3 tests, the PID additional delay
was reduced to 5 ms instead of 50 ms. The stabilized state
was reached in ~8 seconds as seen on Fig. 9 (2). In
comparison, it was seen that with the same PID
coefficients, the slower PID loop caused overshoots that
reached above measurable range of 8 kPa for the water
inlet side pressure sensor.
Additional repeatability tests were done with zero
added PID loop delay, leaving it to the sensor delay only
of ~5.3 ms. Pressures were fixed at 3800 Pa for water and
4800 Pa for oil. Stabilization did not improve
significantly as seen from Fig. 10 (1). However, it
became more noticeable that the used PID coefficients
were causing a steady oscillating effect with lower PID
loop delays as seen from Fig. 10 (2).

Figure 9. Differential pressure logs of a PID control enabled droplet
generation startup periods. (1) 1 of 3 tests with PID loop delay ~55 ms,
stable pressures of 4070 Pa and 5740 Pa for water and oil respectively
were reached in ~25 s; (2) 1 of 3 tests with PID loop delay ~10 ms,
stable pressures of 4180 Pa and 5730 Pa for water and oil respectively
were reached in ~8 s.
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For other aspects of the pump, to test the battery
powered performance, the pump was left to operate at a
room temperature (25 °C) with the pump voltage 250
Vpp, switching frequency 100 Hz, two channel
configuration with 3 active sensors. The sensor data was
updated over Wi-Fi at 1 second intervals. For the
medium, deionized water was used. Test was declared
finished when ESP32-DevKitC dropped its wireless
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connection and pumping had stopped entirely. Our
pumping device was able to operate a little less than 11
hours.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a low-cost (~250 €) pressure pump
design was presented. Additional key features of the pump
include wireless communication, powering from battery
(> 10 h operation time with both piezoelectric pumps
working at full voltage amplitude, 100 Hz pulsations and
1 Hz wireless operational data updates), controlling two
pumps individually and a PID control tied to differential
pressures across a microfluidic droplet generation chip.
Our device demonstrated feasibly stable pumping
pressures, droplet generation rates and PID enabled
repeatability; however, vibrational artifacts were present
in the pressure readings. One of the main targets to
improve would be to add a pump fixture such as a rubber
gasket, which ought to radically dampen the vibrational
artifact. Oscillations caused by the used, sensitive PID
coefficients would need to be addressed in follow-up
experimental analysis with different flow media and
finetuning to a range of droplet generation pressures. The
maximum pressure sensing range of the device is -2 kPa
to 8 kPa with a recommended range of 0 to 6 kPa. The
pump adjusts its pumping voltage according to the
difference between set and measured pressure drop over a
microfluidic chip. Possible future improvements would be
the choosing of pressure sensors based on the maximum
pressure output of the pump. This would ensure that the
possible overshoot of the PID control wouldn’t reach
values that could damage the sensor. This would also add
headroom to the range of usable droplet generation chip’s
channel sizes. In case of very small microfluidic channels,
or very high flow rates for droplet generation, a possible
solution would be to adapt series or parallel pump
configurations for one device, in order to provide boost to
the pumping capabilities. Smaller improvements could be
sensors with higher bit resolution for higher precision
pressure readings, faster pump driver communication,
pressure sensor PCB design with more robust connectors
and connections, and an IPEX antenna for the improved
Wi-Fi range. We hope the simple design approach of the
device will encourage more researchers to explore droplet
microfluidics research.
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Abstract—It is well known that the expectation value of
the electric field operator in a number (Fock) state vanishes.
However, a measurement of the electric field must yield some
nonzero value each time an experiment is performed. What
values can be obtained, and with what probability, is perhaps
less well known. In this work we determine the probability
distribution for the electric-field amplitude of an optical beam
prepared in a single-photon state, using some techniques of
quantum field theory. For the purpose of illustration, we
apply our theory to the analysis of an ideal experiment
where two spatially separated detectors can measure either
the amplitude of the electric field, or the intensity of a
single-photon optical beam. We find that while the photon
cannot be detected in two disjoint positions at the same
time, a measurement of the amplitude of the electric field
carried by ditto photon, would yield a nonzero value at both
detectors. These results show that a quantum field is both
local with respect to its discrete excitations, i.e., the particles,
and nonlocal with respect to its continuous amplitude.
Keywords—single-photon states, field detection, electromagnetic field eigenstates, quadratures

I. I NTRODUCTION
In modern optics discrete and continuous excitations of
a radiation field are customarily described by Fock and
coherent states, respectively [1]. Fock states are eigenstates
of the photon-number operator, and coherent states are
eigenstates of the positive-frequency-component of the
electric field operator [2]. However, little or no attention
is usually paid to the eigenstates of the electric field
operator. A few notable exceptions are the books by
Schleich [3], Parker [4] and Barnett&Radmore [5], where
the analogy between the single-mode electric field operator
and the quadratures of a harmonic oscillator is exploited
to infer the form of the electric field eigenstates. Vice
versa, eigenstates of quantum field operators are more
frequently considered in the path integral formulation
of quantum field theory (QFT) [6]. In a beam of light
prepared in an eigenstate of the electric field operator, the
latter has a very well defined amplitude which can be, in
principle, measured (see, e.g., [7], [8] and §9 of [9] for
a thorough discussion about measurements of the strength
of a quantum field). Conversely, if the light beam is not
in an eigenstate of the electric field operator, repeated
measurements of the field amplitude will yield different
values distributed according to some probability density
function. For any given quantum state of the light, such a
function can be calculated using some standard techniques
of QFT [10] and probability theory [11].
In this work we employ these techniques to calculate
the probability distribution of the electric field amplitude
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of a paraxial beam of light prepared in a single-photon
state. This allow us to show in a direct manner that a
quantum optical field possesses both local and nonlocal
characteristics. Specifically, we demonstrate that discrete
excitations of the field, namely the photons, satisfy a locality condition (see (14)). Vice versa, continuous amplitudes
of the field manifest nonlocal aspects (see (13)).
II. Q UANTUM FIELD THEORY OF LIGHT
A. Paraxial quantum field operators
Following closely [12], we consider a monochromatic
paraxial beam of light of frequency ω, propagating in the z
direction and polarized along the x axis of a given Cartesian coordinate system. In the Coulomb gauge, the electric
field operator can be written as Ê(r, t) = Φ̂(r, t) êx , where
r = xêx +yêy +zêz is the position vector and, in suitably
chosen units,
h
i √
Φ̂(r, t) = e−iωt ϕ̂(x, z) + eiωt ϕ̂† (x, z) / 2, (1)
P
with ϕ̂(x, z) =
µ âµ uµ (x, z), x = xex + yey the
transverse position vector, and µ the mode index. The
annihilation and creation operators âµ and â†µ , respectively,
satisfy
 the bosonic canonical commutation relations

âµ , â†µ′ = δµµ′ . By hypothesis, the paraxial modes
uµ (x, z) form a complete
and orthogonal set of basis
P
functions on R2 , i.e., µ uµ (x, z)u∗µ (x′ , z) = δ (x − x′ ),
and uµ , uµ′ = δµµ′ , respectively. Here
and hereafter we
R
use the suggestive notation (f, g) = d2 x f ∗ (x, z)g(x, z).
We remark that throughout this paper the transverse coordinates x and y are dynamical variables, while the
longitudinal coordinate z is a parameter [12].
B. Quantum states of the electromagnetic field
Consider a classical light beam carrying the electric
field Ecl (r, t) = Φ(r,
√ êx , where Φ(r, t) =
 −iωt
 t)
e
ϕ(x, z) + eiωt ϕ† (x, z) / 2, with ϕ(x, z) normalized to (ϕ, ϕ) = 1. By construction, the classical field
Φ(r, t) is equal to the expectation value of the quantum field Φ̂(r, t) with respect to the coherent state
|{ϕ}⟩, i.e., Φ(r, t) = ⟨{ϕ}|Φ̂(r, t)|{ϕ}⟩, where |{ϕ}⟩ =
exp â† [ϕ] − â[ϕ] |0⟩, |0⟩ is the vacuum state of the
electromagnetic
defined by âµ |0⟩ = 0 for all µ,
P field
†
and â† [ϕ] =
â
ϕ
, with ϕµ = (uµ ,ϕ) [2], [12].
µ
µ µ
 It
is not difficult to show that â[ϕ], â† [ψ] = ϕ, ψ , for
any pair of normalized fields ϕ(x, z) and ψ(x, z). The
field ϕ(x, z) also determines the (improperly) so-called
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wave function of the photon, defined by ⟨0|Φ̂(r, t)|1[ϕ]⟩
√ =
√
N
−iωt
†
e
ϕ(x, z)/ 2, where |N [ϕ]⟩ = â [ϕ] |0⟩/ N !,
denotes the N -photon Fock state with NP= 0, 1, 2, . . .,
†
such that N̂ |N [ϕ]⟩ = N |N [ϕ]⟩, N̂ =
µ âµ âµ , and
N
⟨N [ϕ]|M [ψ]⟩ = ϕ, ψ δN M .
C. Quantum fields as operator valued distributions
In QFT, an object like Φ̂(x, z, t) is not really a proper
observable, i.e., an Hermitian operator in the Hilbert space
H of the physical states, but rather an “operator valued
distribution” over the Euclidean spacetime R2 ×R [13]. To
obtain a bona fide Hermitian operator defined on the vectors in H, we must to smear out Φ̂(x, z, t) with a smooth
(infinitely differentiable) test function
f (x, t) ∈ R [14],
R
[15], namely to take Φ̂[f ] = d2 x dt f (x, t)Φ̂(x, z, t).
In the case of free fields, we can harmlessly choose
f (x, t) = δ(t)f (x) [13], [16], so that
Z
Φ̂[f ] =
d2 x f (x)Φ̂(x, z, 0)
X
 √
(2)
âµ fµ∗ + â†µ fµ / 2,
=
µ

where fµ = (uµ , f ) = |fµ |eiλµ [13], [16]. For example, f (x) can be a Gaussian function strongly peaked
near some point x0 , so that Φ̂[f ] gives anPestimate of
Φ̂(x0 , z, 0). Note that we can rewrite Φ̂[f ] = µ |fµ | x̂λµ ,
 √
where x̂λµ = âµ e−iλµ + â†µ eiλµ / 2 is the quadrature
operator of the field component with respect to the mode
uµ [5].
In the remainder we will also consider the “intensity”
operator valued distribution Î(x, z) defined by Î(x, z) =
ϕ̂† (x, z)ϕ̂(x, z). This can be interpreted as a photonnumber
operator per unit transverse surface, because
R
2
d
x
Î(x,
z) = N̂ . Let A be the area of the active surR2
face of a photodetector placed somewhere in the transverse
plane at z fixed.R With F (x) ≥ 0 we denote a test function
normalized to d2 x F (x) = A, whose compact support
coincides with the detector active surface. Then, we define
the smeared intensity operator Î[F ] as
Z
Î[F ] =
d2 x F (x) Î(x, z)
X
=
â†µ âν Fµν ,
(3)
µ,ν

where Fµν = (uµ , F uν ).
III. P ROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
In probability theory, the probability density function
(p.d.f.) pQ (q) of a D-dimensional multivariate random
variable Q = (Q1 , Q2 , . . . , QD ), can be written as
pQ (q) = ⟨δ(Q−q)⟩, where ⟨· · · ⟩ denotes average over all
QD
possible realization of Q, and δ(Q − q) = n=1 δ(Qn −
qn ) [11]. Similarly, in QFT given a Hermitian operator
K̂, and a vector state |ψ⟩ of norm 1, we can equivalently
calculate the expectation value of any regular function
F (K̂) of K̂ with respect to R|ψ⟩, either as ⟨F (K̂)⟩ =
⟨ψ|F (K̂)|ψ⟩, or as ⟨F (K̂)⟩ = dk F (k)pψ (k), where the
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p.d.f. pψ (k) is defined by pψ (k) = ⟨ψ|δ K̂ − k |ψ⟩ (see,
e.g., sec. 3-1-2 in [16], or problem 4.3 in [10]). Using
the Fourier
representation of the Dirac delta function
R
δ(z) = R dα eiαz /(2π), it is straightforward to show that
Z
dα −iαk
pψ (k) =
e
⟨ψ|eiαK̂ |ψ⟩,
(4)
R 2π
where ⟨ψ| exp(iαK̂)|ψ⟩ is the so-called quantum characteristic function [17].
IV. L OCAL AND NONLOCAL ASPECTS OF QUANTUM
FIELDS

Consider two experiments where D detectors are placed
at spatially separated points x1 , x2 , . . . , xD in a transverse
plane at fixed z. In the first experiment each detector
measures the amplitude An of the field Φ̂n ≡ Φ̂[fn ], where
fn (x) ≡ f (x − xn ), and n = 1, . . . , D. In the second
experiment each detector measures the value In of the
intensity operator În ≡ Î[Fn ], where Fn (x) ≡ F (x − xn ),
with Fn (x)Fm (x) = 0 for n ̸= m (disjoint supports).
From Sec. III, it follows that the field random amplitudes
A = (A1 , A2 , . . . , AD ), are distributed according to
pN (A) = ⟨N [ϕ]|

D
Y


δ Φ̂n − An |N [ϕ]⟩.

(5)

n=1

Similarly, the distribution of the intensity random values
I = (I1 , I2 , . . . , ID ), follows the p.d.f.,
pN (I) = ⟨N [ϕ]|

D
Y


δ În − In |N [ϕ]⟩.

(6)

n=1

Note that there is not an operator ordering problem
in
 the definitions

 (5) and
 (6) because, by construction,
Φ̂n , Φ̂m = 0 = În , Îm , for all n, m = 1, 2, . . . , D.
A. Single detector: D = 1
In the simplest case of vacuum state (N = 0) and a
single detector (D = 1), we recover the textbooks results



A2
2 −1/2
(7)
p0 (A) = 2πσ
exp − 2 ,
2σ
p0 (I) = δ(I),
(8)
√
where σ = (f, f )/ 2. Note that p0 (I) = δ(I) signifies
that the probability to measure a nonzero intensity (I ̸= 0)
in the vacuum state is zero.
Next, we consider the probability distributions with respect to the single-photon state (N = 1). A straightforward
calculation gives
"
#
2

s
2
p1 (A) = p0 (A) 1 − |s| + 2 A
,
(9)
∥f ∥

 
p1 (I) = ϕ, δ F (x) − I ϕ ,
(10)
where ∥f ∥2 = (f, f ), s = (ϕ, f )/∥f ∥, and the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality guarantees that 1 − |s|2 ≥ 0.
Equation (9) shows that the value of p1 (A) is completely
determined by the superposition s between the wave
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function of the photon ϕ and the test function f , which
characterizes the detector.
In the expression of p1 (I), the argument of the delta
function implicitly defines a plane curve of equation
F (x, y) − I = 0, which can be solved, for example, with
respect to y. Then, applying the well-known formula for
a delta of a function, one can easily evaluate p1 (I).
B. Two detectors: D = 2
For the vacuum state a trivial calculation gives p0 (A) =
p0 (A1 )p0 (A2 ) and p0 (I) = p0 (I1 )p0 (I2 ). For N = 1, a
little calculation shows that
"

p1 (A) = p0 (A) 1 − |s1 |2 − |s2 |2
#
2
s2
s1
,
+ A2
+ 2 A1
∥f1 ∥
∥f2 ∥


 
p1 (I) = ϕ, δ F1 (x) − I1 δ F2 (x) − I2 ϕ ,

I acknowledge support from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft Project No. 429529648- TRR 306 QuCoLiMa (“Quantum Cooperativity of Light and Matter”).
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(12)

p1 (A) = p1 (A1 )p0 (A2 ) + p0 (A1 )p1 (A2 )


A1 A2
∗
∗
(s1 s2 + s1 s2 ) − 1 , (13)
+ p0 (A) 2
∥f1 ∥ ∥f2 ∥
For A1 ̸= 0 and A2 ̸= 0 the term proportional to
p0 (A) = p0 (A1 )p0 (A2 ) become negligible and p1 (A) ≈
p1 (A1 )p0 (A2 ) + p0 (A1 )p1 (A2 ). This means that two contributions to p1 (A) are due to the photon nearby x1 (via
the term p1 (A1 )p0 (A2 )) and to the photon nearby x2 (via
p0 (A1 )p1 (A2 ). However, as typically both terms do not
vanish, we have a nonzero probability to detect the field
amplitude A1 near x1 and the field amplitude A2 near x2 .
This demonstrates the nonlocality of the electromagnetic
field in the single-photon state.
We pass now to study p1 (I). Let C2 be the plane curve
where the equation F2 (x) − I2 = 0 is satisfied. By definition, C2 is contained within the support of F2 (x), where
F1 (x) = 0 because, by hypothesis,
F

 1 (x)F2 (x) = 0. This
implies that δ F1 (x) − I1 = δ I1 for all points in C2 .
Therefore, in this case
(14)

Vice versa, if F1 (x) − I1 = 0 holds, then by the same
reasoning we obtain p1 (I) = p1 (I1 )p0 (I2 ). The latter two
equations tell us that in each run of the experiment, only
one of the two detectors can fire. This is a manifestation
of the locality of the discrete excitations of the field.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the problem of locality
and nonlocality in quantum electromagnetic fields. Unlike
more conventional approaches (see, e.g, the seminal work
by Tan et al., [18]), we have used mathematical methods
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(11)

where ∥fn ∥2 = (fn , fn ), sn = (ϕ, fn )/∥fn ∥, with n =
1, 2. Both p.d.f.s are correctly normalized to “1”. Let us
analyze p1 (A) first. To this end, it is instructive to rewrite
(11) as

p1 (I) = δ(I1 )p1 (I2 ) = p0 (I1 )p1 (I2 ).

that are familiar from quantum field theory and probability theory. However, apart from the use of different
techniques, our results are in agreement and confirm the
ones presented in [18]. Specifically, we have found that a
light beam prepared in a single-photon state can manifest
both local and nonlocal features according as to whether
the intensity or the amplitude of the field is measured.
Our approach based on quantum field theory is perfectly
general and allows fields and particles to be given equal
weight. We believe that this work can promote the use of
these techniques in various applications of quantum optics.
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Abstract—We present a new optomechanical cavity design, comprising a fiber mirror and a mirror featuring a
silicon phononic crystal structure on its backside, termed
the “exoskeleton”. The fiber mirror’s small mass pushes
the frequencies of its vibrational modes above that of the
mode of interest, while the exoskeleton structure creates a
bandgap in the spectrum of the latter mirror, engineered to
be centered around the mode of interest. The mechanical
mode of interest is a vibrational mode of a “soft-clamped”
SiN membrane resonator, exhibiting quality factors well in
excess of 100 million at room temperature. Owing to its high
quantum cooperativity and low mirror noise, we are able
to use the optomechanical system to make an efficient and
strong optical measurement of the motion of this mode and
feedback-cool it to below 20 phonons at room temperature.
Keywords—optomechanics, feedback, room temperature,
mirror noise, ground state

I. I NTRODUCTION
Owing to their high mechanical quality factors and
small mass, nanomechanical membrane resonators made
out of highly-stressed SiN have proven to be excellent force and displacement sensors. Membrane-in-themiddle (MIM) optomechanical cavities [1], comprising
such membranes placed inside optical cavities where their
motion can be manipulated and read out by light, have
seen ground-state cooling [2] of the membrane vibrational modes, radiation-pressure shot noise [3] and, more
recently, force and displacement sensitivity below the
standard quantum limit [4]. Moreover, this platform was
recently used to generate mechanically mediated entanglement between propagating optical modes [5]. While
the entanglement persisted at room temperature (RT), the
membrane was still confined to a cryogenic environment,
which was the case also for the other results listed above.
The transition of the entire optomechanical system from
a cryogenic setup to RT would imply an increase in the
phonon bath occupancy, as well as a reduction in the
inherent mechanical quality factor. For this reason, it is
difficult to achieve an optical measurement rate of the
mechanics exceeding the thermal mechanical decoherence
rate, which is a hallmark of operation in the quantum
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regime, at RT. In fact, the only macroscopic objects
that have been cooled to their ground state at RT are
levitated nanoparticles [6], [7]. At the other extremum,
at an effective mass of 10 kg, a set of LIGO suspended
mirrors has reached an occupation of ≈ 10 using squeezed
light [8]. Still, for resonators whose effective masses are
comparable to those of state-of-the-art SiN membranes,
the cooling is limited to a few tens of phonons, achieved
in an optomechanical crystal [9]. In this paper we describe
our recent efforts towards the goal of ground-state cooling
at RT in a MIM optomechanical cavity.
II. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The optomechanical coupling in a MIM cavity arises
from the radiation-pressure-induced membrane displacement causing a dispersive shift of the cavity resonance
frequency. To maximize the mechanical quality factor, we
pattern our SiN membrane with a periodic array of holes,
which makes a phononic crystal and opens up a bandgap
in the membrane spectrum. We create a defect at the
phononic crystal center to support modes of interest inside
the bandgap, shown in Fig. 1d). Because the holes are
made in the SiN, the defect modes are allowed to decay
into the crystal before reaching the clamping boundary
with the Si frame. The concomitant reduction in bending
losses results in increased dissipation dilution for these
“soft-clamped” modes [10].
Another technical challenge on the way to groundstate cooling is optical frequency noise. Namely, as the
membrane motion is damped, the changes in the cavity
resonance frequency can become dominated by this noise,
which would set a limit for cooling by either dynamical
backaction or feedback. Given the classical noise performance of our lasers, we estimate that at RT the main
contribution to frequency noise in our system originates
in the thermal motion of the cavity end-mirrors, which
we attempt to address with an appropriate cavity design.
One mirror is a concave fiber mirror [11], [12], whose
small size ideally pushes its vibrational modes to frequencies above that of the membrane defect mode. Optical
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cavities formed with pairs of such mirrors have already
been studied in detail [11], [13], [14], and they have,
upon the inclusion of a mechanically compliant element,
seen optical finesses as high as 195 000 [15]. We have,
instead, opted to use as the other mirror a novel composite
structure, dubbed the “exoskeleton”: a thin pyrex glass
layer bonded with a silicon phononic crystal structure [16].
The phononic crystal acts as a radiation shield [17], thus
creating a bandgap at the mirror center and at the desired
frequency region (cf. Fig. 1a) and b)).
b)
Amplitude (dBm)
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Fig. 1: a) A photograph of an exoskeleton mirror.
Interference rings indicate areas where the bonding of
the glass layer to the silicon structure was not successful.
The schematic of the cross section shows that the silicon
is patterned through. b) The spectrum of the driven
response on different parts of the exoskeleton mirror: the
center (red) exhibits a suppression compared to the
frame (blue) in the frequency region between 1.3 and
1.6 MHz. The sharp peak within this window is an
externally applied calibration tone. The light-gray trace
corresponds to detection noise. c) A schematic of the
cavity assembly, showcasing the exoskeleton-membrane
sandwich on one alluminum piece and the fiber on top of
a piezo on another. Cavity alignment is robust against
unscrewing the two alluminum pieces and screwing them
back together. d) Thermal spectrum of the soft-clamped
membrane, measured inside the cavity. Note the bandgap
and two high-Q modes at its center, around 1.3 MHz.
Being planar, the exoskeleton allows for a reasonably
simple introduction of the membrane into the cavity by
clamping the two together with a spacer, while also retaining a good degree of parallelity. As shown schematically
in Fig. 1c), the assembly is made by screwing together two
alluminum pieces, which host the exoskeleton-membrane
sandwich and the fiber with the fiber mirror, respectively. The fiber is glued on top of a shear piezo for
tuning the cavity length and locking it to a resonant
laser (see Fig. 2a)). The cavity assembly with which the
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cooling data presented herein were acquired has a length
of L = 95 µm and an optical (FWHM) linewidth of
κ/(2π) = 320 MHz, corresponding to an optical finesse
of about 5000. The membrane defect mode of interest has
a frequency of Ωm /(2π) ≈ 1.3 MHz and a quality factor
Qm = 1.4 × 108 . The vacuum optomechanical coupling
rate is g0 /(2π) ≈ 2.3 kHz. We estimate the corresponding quantum cooperativity (the ratio between the optical
measurement rate and the thermal decoherence rate) to be
Cq = 4g02 Qm n̄cav /(κΩm n̄th ) ≈ 0.1. Here n̄cav is the
intracavity photon number, inferred from the measured
optical power; n̄th = kT /(ℏΩm ) is the mechanical thermal
bath occupancy, with T the temperature and k and ℏ
the Boltzmann and reduced Planck constant, respectively.
Note that Cq = 1 is a prerequisite for operating in the
quantum regime. While we have experimentally verified
that this threshold is achievable in our system without the
onset of bistability, we choose to operate at Cq ≈ 0.1, for
reasons discussed below.
Because the cavity does not resolve the motional sidebands (κ ≫ Ωm ), the buildup of the Stokes sideband
prohibits cooling to the ground state by dynamical backaction. We thus employ a measurement-based cooling
scheme [18]: the resonator position is continuously monitored and the measurement record is electronically filtered
and fed back to the resonator to apply an additional
damping force. Such a scheme relies on high detection
efficiency ηdet , and in turn strongly favors an asymmetric
cavity. Since the exoskeleton is much more reflective
than the fiber mirror, our cavity is strongly overcoupled
in reflection, with a coupling efficiency of ηc ≈ 90 %.
Fig. 2a) shows a schematic of the full experimental
setup. From a single fiber-coupled laser whose wavelength
is approximately 1542 nm, we derive two beams. The
probe beam (shown in red), locked on resonance with the
cavity by the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) scheme, is used
to measure the resonator motion via balanced homodyne
detection (BHD) of the phase of the cavity reflection.
The feedback force is applied by a separate, control beam
(blue), whose amplitude is modulated via an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM). The AOM is also used to red-detune
the control beam by 80 MHz. Because of this detuning,
the control beam provides moderate sideband cooling of
the bandgap and out-of-bandgap membrane modes, while
the feedback signal is suppressed and spectrally resolved
from the mechanical motion in the detection scheme.
There is always a certain imprecision associated with
our measurement of the mechanical displacement, such
that the measured position y can be expressed as y =
x + ximp , where x is the actual displacement and ximp
is the imprecision. Standard optomechanical theory (see,
e.g. [18], [19]), in conjunction with the knowledge of the
feedback filter transfer function, enables us to predict the
measured (symmetrized, single-sided) spectrum S̄yy and
relate it to the underlying fluctuations in the resonator
position, S̄xx . To quantify the cooling performance, we
fit the prediction of the measured spectra adjusting the
following free parameters: the total force noise in the ab-
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is larger than unity even for Cq → ∞. We therefore elect
not to push the optical power budget to the limit in order
to achieve Cq = 1. The experimental values of Cq and
ηdet correspond to n̄est ≈ 15 for the ideal filter. With the
actually implemented filter, we are able to feedback-cool
the mode to a minimum of n̄ = 19.7±0.5 phonons, where
the uncertainty is propagated from the uncertainty of the
fit parameters alone.
III. C ONCLUSION
Using the presented MIM cavity architecture, comprising the newly designed exoskeleton mirror, we have cooled
a soft-clamped mode of a nanomechanical membrane
resonator to an occupancy of about 20 phonons at RT.
This constitutes a record for optomechanical systems with
similar values of the effective mass. Pending technical
improvements in the pitch-yaw alignment of the fiber
mirror, readily available with a more precise alignment
stage, quantum applications of the MIM setup at RT, e.g.
quantum-limited force sensing, are closer than ever to
becoming a reality.
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Here
p we have assumed equipartition of energy and xzpf =
ℏ/2 meff Ωm is the magnitude of the displacement zeropoint fluctuations. We simulate an effective modal mass of
meff ≈ 200 pg, such that xzpf ∼ 5 fm. Note that, while
it figures into the force and displacement sensitivity, the
actual value of the effective mass is irrelevant for the
feedback cooling analysis, as the mechanical spectra are
normalized to the ground-state spectral density (cf. Fig. 2).
Figs. 2b) and c) show the feedback-cooled mechanical
spectra and inferred occupancies as a function of feedback
gain. Insufficient precision in the fiber angle alignment
results in poor mode-matching between the input light
and the cavity mode, which limits the setup to an overall
efficiency of ηdet ≈ 1 %. With this detection efficiency,
the minimum phonon occupation attainable for optimal
estimation, i.e. with an ideal feedback filter [18],
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sence of feedback, the imprecision level and the feedback
gain and phase. With the spectrum S̄xx reconstructed from
the best-fit values of these parameters, the occupation of
the mechanical resonator is calculated from its position
variance, as in
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Fig. 2: a) Schematic of the setup. The probe beam (red)
is locked on resonance with a PDH locking scheme and
used to measure the mechanical motion via a BHD
setup. The control beam (blue) is red-detuned by means
of an AOM (shown as ∆). The feedback force is applied
by filtering the BHD measurement with a Lorentzian
function FB and using it to impose an amplitude
modulation (AM) on the control beam. b) Measured
mechanical spectra for progressively higher feedback
gains from light- to dark-blue. The right peak is the
mode of interest, corresponding to the higher-frequency
defect mode in Fig. 1d). The data are normalized to the
peak spectral density in the ground state,
Sxzp (Ωm ) = 4x2zpf Qm /Ωm . The gray trace corresponds
to shot noise of the light. Gray lines are fits to the data.
The feature to the left is a stiff mechanical mode not
susceptible to radiation pressure effects, and is excluded
from the fit. c) The occupation inferred from fits to the
feedback-cooled spectra as a function of electronic gain.
Circles are color-coded to the corresponding traces in b),
whereas squares correspond to data not shown in b) for
clarity. The solid black line is the theoretical prediction.
The top of the blue-shaded region indicates the
ideal-filter threshold defined by (2).
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Today, perhaps more than ever before, the security of
information and communication is increasingly important.
The cryptographic protocols used in classical cryptography
are based on mathematical algorithms and can be breached.
On the other hand, the laws of quantum physics enable
quantum key distribution (QKD) and it is possible to achieve
absolute security of communication based on the
fundamental laws of nature. Anyone who would eavesdrop
QKD-based communication must perform a measurement,
which implies an impact on the system that can be detected
by the sender and receiver. In this paper, we present a brief
overview of QKD implementations and our experimental
setup for generation of quantum key. Using this setup, we
measured violation of the Bell's inequality of 114 standard
deviations from the classical boundary, which confirms the
non-local behavior of the entangled photon pairs. One can
also use this source to create hybrid connections in
combination with both optical fibers and free space.

Keywords communication,
cryptography

photonics,
quantum

I.

quantum optics, quantum
networks,
entanglement,

INTRODUCTION

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is a proven secure
communication method that enables two (or more) parties
to produce a random secret key. Opposite to the classical
communication, QKD also won't be jeopardized by the
development of quantum computers. The most commonly
used QKD protocols are the so-called BB84 [1] and E91
[2] protocols, which use the fact that quantum states cannot
be copied due to the no-cloning theorem in quantum
physics, and that measurement essentially affects the
quantum state of an object (so-called wave function
collapse). On the other hand, quantum communication still
has some limitations. One of them is the restriction to a
small number of end users due to the problem of scaling
quantum communication from two to a larger number of
users. Other problems are large losses and decoherence
that will occur when transmitting a signal over long
distances, i.e. the restriction to short distances. If we try to
increase the number of users and connect them to a
quantum network, we also encounter several problematic
aspects such as trusted nodes (Fig. 1) that are a potential
security threat or active switches that limit both
functionality and connectivity [3, 4]. In addition,
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imperfections of the entangled photon sources and
corresponding detectors represent weak points that can
expose QKD to attacks.

II.

QKD IMPLEMENTATIONS

A. Ground implementations
The world's longest chain of quantum communicationbased links is in China and connects the cities of Beijing,
Jinan, Hefei and Shanghai. The total length of the
connection is over 2000 km, and networks of different
topologies with 10 hubs have been built within each city. In
order for the signal to be transmitted over such long
distances, it was necessary to install 32 trusted nodes in the
network. While in laboratory conditions the longest link
without a trusted node of more than 400 km between two
end users has been achieved [5], the record outside the
laboratory is 192 km and was achieved via an optical fiber
laid at the bottom of the sea connecting Malta and Sicily
[6]. The optical fiber that was used did not transmit the
classic signal at the same time (so-called dark fiber), and
the specified distance was achieved by transmitting a signal
from the same place where it was later detected (loopback).
On the other hand, the largest network without a trusted
node was established in Bristol, UK, in 2019 [7].
This network in Bristol supports up to eight fully
connected users using only one source of entangled photon
pairs that are shared without active switching between users
using frequency multiplexing without the use of trusted
nodes.

Figure 1. Quantum hardware elements examples [3]
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While the QKD signal in the standard telecom fibers has
an attenuation of about 0.2 dB/km, atmospheric attenuation
in the air is significantly lower and therefore part of the
research on the use of QKD is focused on Earth-satellite
communication.
B. Space implementations
In late 2016, Chinese scientists launched the Micius
satellite (weight 640 kg, power 560 W, 300 mm and 180
mm telescopes on-board) with the aim of exploring the
possibilities of QKD-based communication using satellites
[7]. The experiment lasted 23 days during different weather
conditions, which also affected the results of the research.
During 2017, a video conference was established via the
Micius satellite between two locations on Earth 7600 km
apart, in Austria and China [8] (Fig. 2). The generated key
was used to encrypt two 5-kByte pictures and to AESencrypt a video conference, refreshing the 128-bit seed key
every second. The researches have also demonstrated
downlink entanglement distribution generating 5.9 million
entangled photon pairs per second at 810 nm and quantum
teleportation in an uplink configuration [9].
While the Chinese research was more focused on
demonstrating the feasibility of QKD entanglement-based
protocols, Japanese researchers have conducted a smallscale experiment with the low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite
SORATES, which was carrying the SOTA (Small Optical
TrAnsponder) laser communication terminal. It produced
two non-orthogonally polarized signals in the ~800 nm
band modulated at 10 MHz, which enabled QKD with
estimated key rates of the order of several kbps [10].
Given better long-distance efficiencies, a satellite-Earth
connection could be used to connect remote local terrestrial
networks that would be built on the foundations of existing
infrastructure at telecommunication wavelengths. In
addition to generating an encryption key, QKD can be used
for other applications such as clock synchronization [11],
secure access to remote clouds [12] or the authentication of
participants [13].
III.

CURRENT WORK

A. Entanglement
Entanglement is a quantum phenomenon that occurs
when the particles are generated or interact in such a way

that it is impossible to describe the quantum state of one of
them independently of the state of the other. This
phenomenon occurs no matter how distant entangled
particles are from each other. Entanglement is the topic of
the famous paper [14] by Einstein, Podolski and Rosen (socalled EPR paper or paradox) from 1935, in which they
considered such behavior impossible in the terms of
quantum theory as a complete and closed theory. Instead,
they proposed a theory of hidden variables, which would
expand quantum theory with some yet undetermined
variables. However, almost 30 years later, Bell proposed a
gedankenexperiment (thought experiment) that could rule
out such hidden variable theory [15]. A similar inequality,
that could be tested experimentally, was derived by
Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (known as CHSH
inequality). The results of their experiments truly showed a
violation of this inequality. This result is in agreement with
quantum theory and therefore theories of hidden variables
have been increasingly abandoned.
B. Source of the polarization entangled photons
The main part of an experimental setup for QKD is the
source of entangled photon pairs (Fig. 3). Photon pairs that
are generated in the process of spontaneous parametric
down conversion (SPDC) can travel two paths. Because
these paths are indistinguishable, photons get entangled. In
our setup, for the SPDC we are using 10 mm long
periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (ppKTP)
crystal of type-II with a poling period of 9.825 µm. In the
SPDC process of type II, pump photons at 405 nm from a
continuous wave laser are converted into two daughter
photons known as signal and idler photons of mutually
perpendicular polarization at 810 nm. This process satisfies
the laws of energy and momentum conservation. The
crystal has been placed inside of a Sagnac interferometer,
which enables the pumping of the crystal from both sides.
The entanglement comes from a superposition of created
photon pairs on a polarization beam splitter providing
maximally polarization-entangled Bell state. For the
detection, we are using single photon detectors that are
connected to the time taggers and further to the computer
for analysis.
C. Results
Measuring the visibility:
V = (Nmax - Nmin) / (Nmax + Nmin),

(1)

where Nmax and Nmin correspond to a maximum and
minimum number of coincidences for different sets of
angles on polarizers at two users, shows that our source is
producing maximally entangled photon pairs with visibility
above 99% (Fig. 4). Measuring the CHSH inequality gives
us a result of 114 standard deviations above the classical
limit, which proves that "spooky action at a distance", as
Einstein named entanglement, really is an integral part of
quantum theory. These results are also a guarantee that our
setup can be used for secure quantum communications.
Figure 2. Space quantum communication [8]
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Croatia) was extended from Rijeka to the Croatian capital
Zagreb via quantum enhanced communication, which is
the first public demonstration of that kind. This significant
achievement is a significant step toward pan-European
quantum network.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Quantum communication offers possibilities for secure
data transfer relying on already existing telecom
communication
infrastructure.
The
efforts
for
implementation are moving from laboratory conditions to
real-life scenarios, exploring both terrestrial and space
segment. Presented setup built in the Laboratory for
Photonics and Quantum Optics of Ruđer Bošković Institute
in Zagreb is a cornerstone for further experiments in the
field of quantum communication and information. Its
design and characteristics are proving its usability for
exploring
problems
like
hybrid
ground-space
communication schemes and advanced quantum
communication networks.
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Figure 3. Experimental setup
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Abstract—Spectroscopic ellipsometry is a powerful technique
for measuring the thickness and dielectric function of thin
films deposited upon optically reflective surfaces. The dielectric function determines the material optoelectronic properties,
however its ellipsometric measurement is challenging in cases
when the film thickness and its exact structure in terms of
phases and their optical properties, are unknown. The present
paper discusses several models of film dielectric function, which
may be considered for fitting the ellipsometric spectra of a
poly(N-ispropylacrylamide) brush grown at silicon surface and
functionalized with gold nanoparticles.
Index Terms—ellipsometry, spectroscopic, organic, film, metal,
nanoparticle

I. I NTRODUCTION
Hybrid materials composed of inorganic and organic compounds became a focus topic in the last years due to the
versatility in fabrication and application [1], [2]. In particular,
they combine advantages of a usually organic matrix including
inorganic (e.g. metallic) compounds. On the one hand, the
polymeric nature of the matrix offers a wide range of adjustable parameters [3], e.g. type of monomers, chain length,
crosslinking, and specific functionalities. Thus, the properties
may be tuned to consider application specifics: biocompatibility [3], functional groups [4], sensitivity to stimuli [5],
special geometries [6]. On the other hand, inorganic additives
may provide many functionalities that are difficult to achieve
with organic compounds [7], like conductivity, catalytic ability,
electromagnetic interactions.
One widely studied inorganic compound are gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) due to their distinct combination of physical
and chemical properties [8]: AuNPs can be easily synthesised
with different well-defined size and can be highly stable.
Further, gold-thiol chemistry offers easy and versatile surface
functionalisation through covalent bonds. Gold can exhibit
antimicrobial behaviour while still being biocompatible with
This work was accomplished with support of the European Fund for
Regional Development and the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports
of the Republic of Croatia, project Research Infrastructure for Campus-based
Laboratories at the University of Rijeka (grant number RC.2.2.06-0001). Further, we acknowledge funding through the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(DFG) through GRK 2516 (Grant No. 405552959).
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human tissue. AuNPs exhibit a surface plasmon resonance,
tunable by NP size and shape, as well as NP separation
and electronic environment. Often the absorption maximum
lies in the visible spectrum enabling optical detection. These
features trigger various applications, ranging from local field
enhancement (e.g. SERS) [9] over catalysis [10] to medical
technology such as antimicrobial coatings and cancer therapy [11]. In conjunction with a stimuli-responsive matrix
(e.g. a polymer brush), the resulting composite material offers an optical sensing for the respective stimulus [12]. Due
to the high versatility of the composite materials, different
applications require specific internal structures. However, the
internal structure of composite materials is generally not
easily accessible, especially for absorbing and diffusely scattering media (AuNPs). Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) is a
powerful, non-invasive technique to investigate the structure
of multi-component composite materials. The present work
demonstrates the application of SE for studying the dielectric
function and thickness of a polymer brush of Poly-N-isopropyl
acrylamide (PNIPAM), loaded with small AuNPs (diameter: 5
nm) on a flat silicon substrate.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry
The measured signal in ellipsometry is the pair of (”ellipsometric”) angles ∆ and Ψ that describe the change in
the polarization state of light upon specular reflection from a
surface. Spectroscopic ellipsometry measures the variation of
[∆, Ψ] as function of the wavelength of incident light, which
is represented as an ellipsometric spectrum. The latter may
be fitted by applying Fresnel’s equations to a model stack
of stratified optical layers (i.e. ”stratified layers model”), to
which complex dielectric functions (d.f. ϵ̃(λ) = ϵ1 (λ)+iϵ2 (λ))
and thicknesses are attributed. The √
d.f. can equivalently be
represented as refractive index (ñ = ϵ̃). In order to improve
the confidence of fitting the ellipsometric data by such optical
models, in particular if the d.f. and layer thickness(es) are
fitted simultaneously, it is very useful to perform global fits of
ellipsometric spectra measured for varied angle of incidence
(AOI) of the incoming beam, which presents the variable angle
spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) method.
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While the fundamentals regarding the technique and optical modelling of spectroscopic ellipsometry surpass limits
of the present paper (advisable textbooks are [13], [14]),
its application to the system studied in the present work is
summarized in Fig. 1. The optical model thus consists of the
silicon substrate, which is treated as a semi-infinite optical
layer on which the layer to be investigated is located. In the
present paper the layer is either a neat PNIPAM brush, or a
PNIPAM brush loaded with AuNPs. The experimental goal is
to simultaneously asses the d.f. of the studied layer along with
its optical thickness, from VASE data. Fresnel’s equations for
the optical model presented in Fig. 1 may readily be found in,
for example, one of our recent papers [15].

TABLE I
D IELECTRIC FUNCTIONS OF THE STUDIED PNIPAM BRUSH AND
PNIPAM–AU NP LAYER USED FOR FITTING VASE DATA WITHIN THE
PRESENT WORK .

PNIPAM

ϵ̃ = (A +

isotropic L-L
homogenous

E XPERIMENTAL PART
Materials
Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III) (≥ 99.9 %), sodium borohydride (≥ 98.0 %), thiocitic acid (≥ 99 %), mercaptopropionic acid (MPA, ≥ 99 %), N-isopropylacrylamide (≥ 99 %),
methanol (≥ 99.8 %), copper chloride (≥ 99.995 %), pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (≥ 99 %) were bought from
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ϵ̃ = ϵ∞ +

2
X
j=1

Aj
2 − E 2 − iΓ E
E0,j
j

(2)

dichroic L-L
ordinary (eq. 2)
extraodrinary ϵ̃ = ϵ1 + 0 · i = ϵ∞
Maxwell-Garnett (M-G)

Dielectric function models
Let us introduce the dielectric functions (d.f.) that will be
used within our optical model, as summarized in Table I. Two
approaches to formulating the model of the PNIPAM/AuNP
brush are compared, in order to provide clues to its possible internal structure. First, the layer material is modelled as homogeneous, thus without any optical phase boundaries within the
film. Within this approach, two types of optical symmetry of
the layer material will be considered: isotropic and uniaxially
anisotropic (i.e. dichroic). In the second approach, the layer
is a heterogeneous composite of two optical phases (PNIPAM
and spherical AuNP), separated by an optical boundary. This
situation may be modelled through different formulations of
the d.f. relying on the Lorentz-Lorenz equation, which differ
in their postulation of hierarchical organization of the two
phases [14]. For the case when one phase (the ”guest”) is
embedded within the second (the ”host”) as single spherical
particles, the Maxwell-Garnett (M-G) effective medium d.f.
becomes plausible (Table I, eq. 3). In contrast to Bruggeman’s
effective medium approximation (EMA, Table I, eq. 4), the
host and guest materials are not interchangeable within the MG d.f. Thus, while the M-G d.f. may be applied for attributing
the spherical (guest) phase to sinlge AuNPs, embedded within
the matrix of PNIPAM, the EMA is more generally applicable
for any uniform distribution of AuNPs and PNIPAM phases
within the studied layer. The absorbing component is modelled
with two Lorentz oscillator terms (Table I, eq. 2), which will
further be denoted as L-L in the case of the isotropic and
dichroic homogeneous models, or L-D in the case of the M-G
model. In the latter case, one of the two Lorentz oscillators is
the Drude term, attributed with zero resonance energy. The
non-absorbing component is modelled either as a Cauchy
series (Table I, eq. 1 in the case of the neat PNIPAM layer),
or a high frequency dielectric constant, i.e. ϵ̃ = ϵ1 +0·i = ϵ∞ .

B
C
+
+ 0 · i)2 (1)
λ2 λ4

PNIPAM–
AuNP

ϵ̃ = ϵ̃h

heterogenous

ϵ̃g (1 + 2ϕ) − ϵ̃h (2ϕ − 2)
ϵ̃g (1 − ϕ) + ϵ̃h (2 + ϕ)

(3)

guest ϵ̃g = (2) with E0,2 = 0 eV
host ϵ̃h = ϵ1 + 0 · i = ϵ∞ =1.45
ϕ =guest volume fraction
Bruggeman (EMA)
ϵ̃h − ϵ̃
ϵ̃g − ϵ̃
(1 − ϕ) +
ϕ=0
ϵ̃h + 2ϵ̃
ϵ̃g + 2ϵ̃

(4)

ϵ̃g , ϵ̃h , ϕ - same as above

Sigma Aldrich, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Sodium
hydroxide solution (1 M) was purchased from Supelco
(Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Ultrapure water
(≥ 18.2 MΩ cm) was obtained by a Merck Millipore system (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Trisodium citrate
(≥ 99.5 %), ethanol (≥ 99.8 %), sulphuric acid (96 %), hydrogen peroxide (30 %aq), molecular sieve 4 Å were bought
from Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany.
Silicon wafer ((100), boron doped) were bought from Siltronic AG, München, Germany and cut into pieces of
1 × 2 cm2 . Toluene (99.5 %) was bought from Macron
Fine Chemical (Avantor, Radnor, PA, USA). 11-[(2-bromo-2methyl)propionyloxy]trichlorosilane (BMPUS, > 95 %) was
purchased from Gelest, Morrisville, PA, USA.
Gold nanoparticles
Synthesis of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) followed a procedure used previously [16]. Briefly, 0.25 ml HAuCl4 solution
(0.1 M) and 0.25 ml tri-sodium citrate solution were diluted
with 99.5 ml water. During constant stirring 2 ml NaBH4
solution (0.1 M) was added, resulting in an immediate colour
change to ruby red. After 2 h of stirring 1 ml thioctic acid
solution (0.03 M in ethanol) was added. The resulting colour
change to purple was compensated by adding NaOH solution
(1 M) dropwise (approx. 10 drops) and the suspension was
kept over night. 2.18 µl of mercaptopropionic acid was added
and the suspension was stirred over night. Excess ligand was
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removed by precipitation in ethanol and subsequent centrifugation. The precipitate was redispersed in 100 ml H2 O with a
pre-adjusted pH value of 13 (by NaOH solution). The diameter of the AuNPs was determined by transmission electron
microscopy (FEI Tecnai G2 20 S-TWIN; FEI, Hillsboro, OR,
USA). The size of more than 200 particles was analysed with
ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Rockville, MD, USA)
yielding a mean diameter of (4.8 ± 1.1) nm.

circumvents optical modelling of the substrate and fitting the
thickness of the native oxide film. The effective substrate d.f.
was then used in the optical models applied for Si/PNIPAM
and Si/PNIPAM–AuNP.

Polymer brushes / composite materials
Before brush synthesis, the silicon wafers are cleaned in
piranha solution (H2 SO4 : H2 O2 (30 %), 1 : 1 by volume) for
30 min, rinsed with H2 O and dried under a N2 stream.
PNIPAM brushes are synthesised in two steps via a graftingfrom approach, slightly adapted from earlier works [17].
In a first step the initiator molecule BMPUS is grafted to
the surface. Therefore, BMPUS was solved in dried toluene
(10 µl : 10 ml; dried beforehand by molecular sieve). The
solution was degassed by bubbling with N2 for 30 min and the
cleaned silicon surfaces were added. Afterwards the substrates
were cleaned with toluene, sonicated in ethanol for 20 min
and dried under a N2 stream. For the polymer synthesis,
1 g of N-isopropylacrylamide was solved in a mixture of
20 ml methanol and 20 ml H2 O. The solution was degassed
by constant bubbling with N2 while simultaneously stirring
with 500 rpm. After 30 min, 19.5mg CuCl and 150 µl pentamethyldiethylenetrisamine (PMDETA) were added. Another
30 min later, the initiated samples were added, the reactor
sealed and kept for 10 min. The reaction was terminated by
exposing the samples to air, sonicating them in H2 O for
10 min and drying them under a stream of N2 .
Composite Materials were formed by immersing the presynthesised polymer brushes in the AuNP suspension (diluted
by a factor of 10) for 24 h.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry
The VASE experiments and data analysis were designed
in several steps, such as to minimize the number of fitted
parameters from a single set of VASE spectra. First, the
VASE spectra were measured at AOI of 50◦ , 54◦ and 58◦ ,
respectively and in the wavelength range 400 − 1700 nm
(δλ = 40 nm) for the bare Si wafer, followed by the
measurements for the Si/PNIPAM and Si/PNIPAM–AuNP.
All measurements were performed at room temperature and
without controlling air humidity, by utilizing the EP4 spectroscopic imaging ellipsometer (Accurion GmbH, Germany).
The nulling method is utilized for calculating ∆ and Ψ, as an
average from the values determined by four nulling polarizercompensator-analyzer orientations (zones).
Data fitting
The optical model depicted in Fig. 1, was used for fitting the
experimental VASE spectra. The complex dielectric constant
ϵ̃ = ϵ1 + iϵ2 of the Si substrate was fitted for each wavelength
in the VASE spectra measured for the bare Si wafer. In
this manner, an “effective substrate” d.f. was obtained, which
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Fig. 1. Model of stratified optical layers for the PNIPAM or PNIPAM–AuNP
brush grown at the Si/SiO2 substrate.

In the next step, the VASE spectra of Si/PNIPAM were
fitted in order to determine the d.f. of the neat PNIPAM
brush, modelled as a Cauchy series (Table I, eq. 1). The
fitted parameters in this step were A, B and film thickness,
while C was set to zero and not fitted. Subsequently, the
experimental VASE spectra for Si/PNIPAM–AuNP were fitted
by applying one of the four postulated models (cf. Table I). In
the case of the isotropic L-L model (eq. 2), eight parameters
were fitted, as indicated with confidence intervals attributed to
those parameters in Table II. In the case of the dichroic L-L
model, the number of fitted parameters is nine: seven in the
ordinary d.f., one in extraordinary and the layer thickness d.
When fitting the M-G and EMA models, the number of fitted
parameters was again eight, since the high frequency dielectric
constant of the host medium was set to the value deduced
from the d.f. of the neat PNIPAM brush ϵ∞,h = 1.45 (see
below). The EP4Model software (Accurion GmbH, Germany)
was used for all data fittings.
R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ellipsometric angles spectra ∆(λ) and Ψ(λ), measured
at varied angle of incidence for the neat PNIPAM brush are
presented in Figs. 2 a) and b), respectively. In these graphs,
the dash-dotted lines represent the best-fit functions obtained
from the above described optical model, by invoking a purely
real Cauchy series d.f. for the film (cf. eq. 1 in Table I). The
fit is excellent and the resulting film thickness equals 51.6 nm
(with st. deviation < 0.05). The parameters of the Cauchy d.f.
(see above) are A = 1.453 ± 0.001 and B = 5432 ± 136 nm2 .
The refractive index, calculated from the dielectric function
and plotted in Fig. 3 (dash-dotted lines), exhibits very little
variation within the whole studied wavelength range, attaining
values between 1.453 at 1700 nm and 1.488 at 400 nm. This
is in very good agreement with other reported experimental
d.f. of dry PNIPAM brushes, measured by spectroscopic
ellipsometry [18], [19]. Also in these papers, the d.f. of the
brush layer was modelled as a purely real Cauchy series and
similar parameters were reported.
The VASE spectra measured for the PNIPAM brush decorated with AuNP, are presented in Fig. 2 c) and d). In
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Fig. 2. Experimental ellipsometric spectra measured at varied AOI (see legend) for the PNIPAM brush in the absence (a, b) and presence (c, d) of AuNP.
The lines represent the best fit spectra by applying the optical model with different types of dielectric functions for the film.

these figures, different types of lines represent the best fit
optical model, by invoking the dielectric functions for the
film listed in Table I an plotted in Fig. 3. Common for all
these d.f. is the pronounced optical absorption responsible for
the structure observed in the ellipsometric spectra. In the case
of Bruggeman’s EMA model, the Drude-type absorption at
low energy is also observed. All of the fitted optical model
parameters are tabulated in Tables II and III. As can be inferred
from the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the fitting, among
the three chosen models, the dichroic L-L d.f. preforms best,
followed by isotropic M-G, EMA and isotropic L-L. The
deviation of all these models from the measured data is more
pronounced at wavelength < 600 nm. Depending on the
choice of the model, the fitted PNIPAM–AuNP layer thickness
varies from 95.5 ± 2.5 nm observed for the isotropic L-L, to
130.5 ± 1.1 nm for the isotropic M-G.
Let us discuss in detail the model dielectric functions of
the PNIPAM–AuNP brush presented as refractive index in
Fig. 3. As can be inferred from their qualitative comparison
with the refractive index of PNIPAM and pure Au films [20],
the presence of the AuNP in the PNIPAM–AuNP layer has
a dominant optical effect. The oscillator peak that is fitted
around 1.9 eV in the case of the dichroic and isotropic L-L
oscillator (cf. Table II), exhibits maximum k around 2.0 eV,
which coincides with the energy of maximum of ϵ2 . In the pure
bulk gold, this oscillator is not observed [21], [22], while in the
Au films and nanoparticles, it is a consequence of constrained
electron free paths as compared with the wavelength of visible
light. The imaginary part of the refractive index may be
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recalculated into the absorption coefficient, α = 4πk/λ, which
is presented in Fig. 4. Thus, the ordinary part of dichroic L-L
and the other three isotropic models exhibit optical absorption
between 570 and 612 nm (depending on the model), which
is to be related with an apparent (purple) colour of the
PNIPAM–AuNP layer (at the Si substrate, this colour can not
be identified visually). The absorption coefficient presented in
Fig. 4 (ratio αmax /α450 ) was further used for determining the
AuNP size via eq. 11 in [23]. The thereby calculated diameters
from all four models are reported in Tables II and III.
The optical absorption is within all of the presented models
determined by the two Lorentz oscillators. In the two LL models (isotropic and dichroic), the second oscillator is
introduced in order to optimize the fits of the measured
ellipsometric data: in these cases, the oscillator at ∼ 1.9 eV
denoted with 1 (cf. Table II) is optically dominant, while the
other oscillator at ∼ 2.3 eV and ∼ 2.7 eV (denoted with 2) is
responsible for the absorption broadening. In the case of the
Lorentz-Drude model, as component within the M-G and EMA
d.f., the absorption maximum may not be uniquely attributed
to the Lorentz oscillator with resonance energy E0,L , since the
Drude term and the ϵ∞ parameters of both the L-D component
and the host medium, affect the shape of the k- (and also α-)
curves.
The performance and applicability of the three presented
model d.f. for the studied PNIPAM–AuNP layer may be
assessed as follows. The two L-L models, (cf. table II),
optically treat the layer as homogeneous, without any intrinsic
optical phase boundaries. Since it is clear that the PNIPAM–
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Fig. 3. Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the refractive index fitted from experimental ellipsometric spectra, for the neat PNIPAM and PNIPAM–AuNP
brush. The dichroic refractive index (solid lines) is represented by the ordinary and extraordinary indices, denoted with o and e, respectively.

Fig. 4. Absorption coefficient calculated from the real part of the refractive
index for the PNIPAM–AuNP layer presented in Fig. 3 b).

AuNP layer is formed of (at least) two phases (Au, PNIPAM,
possible voids, humidity etc.), these models may not be used
for direct deduction of the internal structure of the layer.
It is clear that the anisotropic L-L model performs better
than the isotropic, however at the account of one additional
parameter (ϵ∞,ex ). Nevertheless, it seems that this model is
not overfitted, since the determination of all the parameters
is very good (cf. σ values in Table II). In the case of the
anisotropic L-L model, the diameter of the AuNP determined
from the overall absorption coefficient nearly matches (within
the experimental confidence limits) the value determined from
TEM (4.8 ± 1.1 nm). In the case of the isotropic L-L model,
the AuNP diameter from the absorption coefficient is 7.2 nm,
thus larger than the TEM value. The layer thickness resulting
from both of these models is relatively large compared to the
contour length of the grafted PNIPAM chains.
Unfortunately, optical modelling of composite films from
spectroscopic ellipsometry is not free of ambiguity. This is
evidenced by comparing the results obtained by the anisotropic
L-L, M-G and EMA models. All of these fit the data very
satisfactorily, with a relatively small difference in RMSE. In
this situation, the quality of the fit should not be used as
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the only criterion for distinguishing the model performance.
Moreover, these models apply the same number of (nine)
parameters, whereby for fitting the M-G and EMA models,
ϵ∞,h was fixed to the value obtained for the neat PNIPAM
brush, as ”host” material for AuNP. By doing this, very
good confidence intervals for the rest of the parameters were
achieved. While these models may be regarded as simultaneously valid, they neglect an aspect of the structure: M-G and
EMA models neglect the anisotropy while the dichroic and
isotropic L-L neglect the phase heterogeneity. The volume
fraction of the AuNP phase is within both the M-G and
EMA models relatively high (65 % and 75 %, respectively),
while the resulting AuNP diameter lies just slightly above
the value determined by TEM. However, EMA results with
a significantly smaller layer thickness with respect to all other
studied models. Therefore, the AuNP concentration within
the PNIPAM brush would be, according to this model, much
greater. The latter observation might be coherent with the
Drude tail observed in the EMA d.f., since it points to the
electronic conductivity, thus inter-particle electron hopping.
Since the plasma energy calculated from the Drude term
in L-D d.f. (M-G and EMA models), is unusually low (the
reported values for AuNPs are > 9.08 eV [24] and 8.45 eV
for a 200 nm thick Au film [20]), we also tested the LorentzLorenz formula for the effective medium d.f. (omitted from
presentation). The latter model resulted with a d.f. and Ep
that are almost identical as those obtained from M-G.
C ONCLUSION
The dielectric function (d.f.) and thickness of a layer
composed of poly(N-ispropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) brush
grown on silicon substrate and loaded with gold nanoparticles
(AuNP), was successfully fitted from the variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) data in the wavelength range
400−1700 nm. In the studied wavelength range, the dielectric
function (d.f.) of the neat PNIPAM brush shows no optical
absorption, and is excellently fitted by a Cauchy series. A
pronounced optical absorption peak between 570 and 585 nm
is observed for the brush loaded with AuNP, which allows
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TABLE II
B EST- FIT PARAMETERS AND THEIR CONFIDENCE LIMITS (±σ) OF THE DICHROIC AND ISOTROPIC L ORENTZ -L ORENTZ DIELECTRIC FUNCTIONS FOR THE
PNIPAM–AU NP FILM , OBTAINED FROM THE ELLIPSOMETRIC SPECTRA PRESENTED IN F IGS . 2 C ) AND D ). T HE DIAMETER OF AU NP CALCULATED
FROM THE WAVELENGTH OF ABSORPTION MAXIMUM IN THE D . F. IS INDICATED IN THE LAST COLUMN .

ord.
L-L
extraord.
isotropic
L-L

A1
(eV2 )
4.054±
0.266
-

E0,1
(eV)
1.906±
0.003
-

Γ1
(eV)
0.809±
0.025
-

A2
(eV2 )
13.507±
0.390
-

E0,2
(eV)
2.363±
0.061
-

Γ2
(eV)
3.024±
0.096
-

7.652±
0.361

1.935±
0.004

0.895±
0.021

28.776± 2.682±
22.433
1.061

9.874±
8.103

ϵ∞
2.535±
0.034
3.433±
0.166
2.588±
0.136

d (layer)
(nm)

RMSE
(◦ )

2R (AuNP)
(nm)

112.0±
1.2

7.413

4.0

14.933

7.2

95.5
2.5

±

TABLE III
B EST- FIT PARAMETERS AND CONFIDENCE LIMITS (±σ) OF M AXWELL -G ARNETT AND B RUGGEMAN ’ S EMA MODEL DIELECTRIC FUNCTION FOR THE
PNIPAM–AU NP FILM , OBTAINED FROM THE ELLIPSOMETRIC SPECTRA PRESENTED IN F IGS . 2 C ) AND D ). T HE DIAMETER OF AU NP CALCULATED
FROM THE WAVELENGTH OF ABSORPTION MAXIMUM , AND THE PLASMA ENERGY (Ep ) CALCULATED FROM THE D RUDE TERM , ARE INDICATED IN THE
LAST TWO COLUMNS .
AL
(eV2 )
Maxwell- 5.180±
0.136
Garnett
Bruggeman 8.598±
EMA
0.120

E0,L
(eV)
1.689±
0.006
1.834±
0.008

ΓL
(eV)
0.789±
0.016
0.835±
0.017

AD
(eV2 )
31.755±
0.310
22.742±
0.527

ΓD
(eV)
1.795±
0.014
1.049±
0.018

ϵ∞,LD
3.617±
0.021
3.218±
0.030

determination of the AuNP diameter in the range 4-7 nm,
depending on the applied d.f. model for the layer. The latter
may be successfully modelled either by postulating optical
anisotropy, or inclusion of nanoparticles as a separate optical
phase within the matrix of PNIPAM. While it is possible
that both of these model approaches are valid, simultaneously
providing different optical information about the layer, their
strict validation would become possible by extension of experiments to other techniques sensitive to the layer internal
structure (electron microscopy, X-ray or neutron reflectivity
etc.). VASE performed under varied conditions of AuNP size
and concentration within the brush, and at varied temperature,
should be exploitable for obtaining valuable information about
the optoelectronic properties of the PNIPAM–AuNP layer.
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Abstract—Given the doping profiles available in different
CMOS technologies, different single-photon avalanche diode
(SPAD) structures could be designed. A good insight into
the effect of various doping profiles on the electric field
distribution within the device is crucial for optimizing the
photodetection performance. In this paper, we present an
experimental and simulation characterization of the photon
detection probability (PDP) for two reach-through SPADs
with different doping profiles, and study the effect of the
electric field distribution on the PDP performance. We use
a comprehensive model to evaluate the PDP up to an excess
bias voltage of 13.2V. In addition, it is shown that the SPAD
with a thicker high-field region, despite having the lower
maximum value of the electric field, shows higher carrier
avalanche triggering probabilities and, consequently, a higher
PDP (67% at 13.2 V excess bias and a wavelength of 642
nm). The PDP at the wavelength of the absolute transmission
maximum of the isolation and passivation stack at 665 nm
is even 84% at 13.2 V excess bias. The presented results
and discussions can offer a better insight to the designer to
achieve higher PDP for other SPAD structures by optimizing
the electric field profile using doping modifications.
Keywords—Single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD), Photon
detection probability (PDP), Electric field distribution

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the possibility of single-photon detection and
CMOS compatibility, single-photon avalanche diodes
(SPADs) are promising optical detectors in different sensor
and imaging applications such as visible light communication, time-of-flight sensing, quantum cryptography, and
biomedical microscopy [1]–[6]. CMOS integrated SPADs
use an n+/p-well or a p+/n-well junction where a strong
electric field can be formed over a shallow region at the
p/n interface (multiplication region) if the device is biased
above its breakdown voltage [7]–[9]. The absorption of a
single photon can generate an electron-hole pair, which
can reach the multiplication region and trigger a selfsustaining avalanche due to the impact ionization effect.
As a result, a macroscopic current pulse is generated that
can be detected by simple electronic circuits.
The sensitivity of SPADs is evaluated by the probability
that an incident photon generates a detectable avalanche
event, known as photon detection probability (PDP). The
PDP performance is affected by the optical transmission
The authors thank A. Zimmer from XFAB for technical support as
well as D. Sommer for fabrication support.
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through the isolation and passivation stack, the absorption
profile, and the probability that a photo-generated carrier
triggers a self-sustaining avalanche event. There have been
various approaches in terms of design concepts to improve
the photodetection probability by implementing an antireflection coating [10], by adding microlenses [11] and by
manipulating the depth of the multiplication zone [12],
[13].
Here we compare the electric field distribution by using
different doping profiles in two CMOS SPADs and study
the effect of the electric field distributions on the PDP
performance. In fact, this corresponds to a kind of electricfield engineering by comparing two CMOS processes.
In order to characterize the PDP, the comprehensive
simulation and modeling approach presented in [14] is
implemented, which provides good insight into the effect
of different parameters on PDP performance that is not
possible to achieve by pure experiments. Accordingly, we
compare the two SPADs’ measured and simulated PDP
spectra and explain the results, especially how the electric
field affects the avalanche triggering probability as a key
factor for PDP. Furthermore, the effect of increasing the
excess bias on the PDP performance is studied.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II explains the SPADs’ structure as well as the
simulation and modeling approach. In Sec. III, the PDPs
of the two SPADs are compared, and the results are
discussed based on TCAD simulations. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Sec. IV.
II. D EVICE STRUCTURE AND SIMULATION APPROACH
A. SPAD structures
Fig. 1 shows the cross-sections of an n+ /p-well SPAD
fabricated in the 0.35 µm pin-photodiode CMOS technology (SPAD1) and of a 0.35 µm high-voltage CMOS SPAD
(SPAD2) of X-FAB Semiconductor Foundries. It should
be mentioned, that the pin-photodiode CMOS process is
a standard mixed-signal CMOS process and also offers
a bipolar transistor process module. SPAD1 includes a
shallow n+ and a p-well region formed on a p-doped
epitaxial layer (p- epi) with a thickness of ∼12 µm as
well as a doping concentration of ∼2×1013 cm−3 [7].
SPAD1 is a so-called reach-through SPAD [15] offering a
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zero reflection coefficient. In addition, as not every photogenerated carrier has a chance to initiate a self-sustaining
avalanche, the avalanche triggering probability (Pav ) is
essential to be taken into account. Accordingly, the PDP is
a function of two probability terms, the photon absorption
probability (Pab ) and Pav , and obtained as
Z

xsi

Pab (λ, x) × Pav (x)dx.

PDP(λ) =

(1)

0

Fig. 1: Cross section of the n+ /p-well SPAD in
pin-photodiode CMOS (SPAD1) (a) and of the HV
CMOS SPAD (SPAD2) (b) (both figures not to scale).
thick absorption region. In order to avoid premature edge
breakdown, the diameter of the p-well is smaller than that
of the n+ cathode. SPAD2 uses a deep p-well, a deep nwell and the p-type epi layer with a doping concentration
of ∼1×1015 cm−3 . The deep n-well compensates part of
the deep-p-well doping and part of the p-epi doping to
achieve a reach-through SPAD with a thick fully depleted
absorption region in the epi layer [16].
By increasing the applied reverse bias, the space-charge
region expands from the p/n-junction through the p-well
or deep p-well towards the substrate. Therefore, a high
electric field is formed below the junction inside the pwell or deep p-well, which generates the multiplication
region, while a weaker electric field is placed over the
epitaxial layers, which serve as the absorption region.
However, for reverse biases higher than a specific level, the
devices enter a “fully-depleted” condition, which means
the entire thickness of the epitaxial layers is depleted.
SPAD1 reaches full depletion at about 19V, whereby its
breakdown voltage is ∼25 V. In SPAD2, a deep n-well
region covers the n+ /deep-p-well to decrease the effective
doping concentration of the deep p-well. As a result, the
breakdown voltage increases to 67 V, which guarantees
that the p epi layer gets fully depleted also far below the
breakdown voltage. Accordingly, both SPADs comprise
the thick absorption zone, making them more efficient at
longer wavelengths (i. e. for red and infrared light).
The whole surface of both CMOS SPADs is covered by
a thick isolation-oxide and passivation stack, and therefore the incident photons reach the silicon after passing
through these layers. As explained in [14], the formation
of standing waves in this stack causes maxima and minima
in the PDP spectrum.
B. PDP Modeling
PDP quantifies the ability of the SPAD to detect photons, and it is defined as the ratio of the number of
detected photons to the total number of incident photons.
To calculate the PDP, one has to consider the probability
of a photon entering the silicon as not every incident
photon is transmitted into the silicon due to the non-
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Where Pab (λ, x) is the photon absorption probability
distribution inside the silicon at any x multiplied by
the optical transmission into the silicon, extracted from
electromagnetic simulations using CST Microwave Studio [17]. It is noteworthy that this term is affected by the
layers deposited above the sensitive area. Ref [14] explains
in detail how to obtain this term and to use it in the model.
Pav (x) is the total avalanche triggering probability
(ATP), representing the probability that either an electron
or a hole at any depth (x) triggers a self-sustaining
avalanche event, obtained as
Pav = (Pe + Ph − Pe Ph ) × Pdiff (x),

(2)

where Pdiff (x) is the probability that a carrier generated
in the neutral region diffuses into the depletion region. Pe
and Ph are respectively the electron and hole avalanche
triggering probabilities, given by solving the following
coupled equations
∂Pe
= (1 − Pe )γe (Pe + Ph − Pe Ph ),
∂x
(3)
∂Ph
= (1 − Ph )γh (Pe + Ph − Pe Ph ),
∂x
where γe and γh are respectively the electron and hole
impact ionization coefficients, which strongly depend on
the electric field. Here, we perform Geiger-mode device
simulations using SILVACO Atlas [18] to obtain the
avalanche triggering probability for both SPADs.
III. C OMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND
MEASUREMENT

The results of measurement and simulation of the PDP
spectrum at an excess bias of 6.6 V are compared in Fig. 2.
There is a very good agreement between simulated and
measured results, which guarantees that the simulation and
modeling approach captured the key optical and electrical
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Fig. 2: PDP spectra based on experiment (dotted) and
simulation (dashed lines) at an excess bias of 6.6 V.
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parameters, and therefore, it is reliable to study the PDP
behavior using those parameters.
It can be observed that the PDP of SPAD2 at long
wavelengths (λ & 580 nm) is higher than that of SPAD1.
From this fact, we have to conclude that bipolar SPAD
receivers should use yellow or green light to exploit
the advantages of bipolar transistors because the higher
PDP for red or near-infrared light of high-voltage CMOS
SPAD receivers may excel their overall receiver performance [19], [20]. As both SPADs are covered by similar
layers (isolation and passivation stack), it is expected that
they should have similar optical behavior. Then, according
to the model, one can say that the difference in the PDP of
the two SPADs is mainly due to their different avalanche
triggering probabilities. The ATP strongly depends on the
electric field and the ionization coefficient distribution.
Accordingly, we performed TCAD simulations to calculate
these parameters and, consequently, the ATP profile for
both SPADs.
Fig. 3(top) illustrates the electric field distributions
(vertical cross-section at the center) in the depth interval
x=[0;2] µm of the two SPADs at an excess bias voltage
of 6.6 V. As shown, an electric field is formed in both
structures with very high strength at the n+ /p-well or
n+/deep-p-well junction and in the multiplication region
and with a lower amplitude in the absorption region. A
photo-generated electron-hole pair in the depleted region
is promptly separated by the electric field, and then the
minority carrier (i.e. electron or hole depending on where
the photon is absorbed) drifts towards the multiplication
region. The high electric field in the multiplication region
provides sufficient energy to carriers for impact ionization.
By a close look into the electric field profile, we observe
that the maximum value of the electric field in SPAD2
is slightly lower than that of SPAD1, however, its highfield region is wider. As a result, the electron and hole
ionization coefficients in SPAD2 show a wider distribution
but with a smaller maximum value compared to SPAD1 as
shown in Fig. 3(middle). The ionization coefficient at any
x represents the mean number of electrons/holes generated
by a carrier per unit length of the path in the direction of
the field. Therefore, in SPAD2 the ionization events occur
in a thicker region, however, its multiplication rate is lower
than that of SPAD1.
Accordingly, the electron and hole avalanche triggering
probability distributions (Fig. 3(bottom)) for both SPADs
as a function of depth (x) are calculated according to the
ionization coefficient profiles. The probability that a photogenerated carrier triggers an avalanche event depends on
where it is born. A carrier generated at the beginning of the
multiplication zone is more likely to initiate an avalanche
event than the one generated close to the end of the
multiplication region. Because it travels a longer distance
in the presence of the high electric field and therefore, it
has a higher chance of initiating an avalanche event. It is
interesting to note that even though the avalanche process
happens only in the multiplication region, the minority
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Fig. 3: Extracted distributions of electric field (top),
electron and hole ionization coefficients (middle), and
electron and hole avalanche triggering probabilities
(bottom) as a function of the depth (x) at an excess bias
of 6.6 V.
carrier generated outside the multiplication region reaches
this area and passes across the whole multiplication region.
As a result, the avalanche triggering probability shows
the maximum value for the minority carrier outside the
multiplication region while it is zero for the majority
carrier.
Fig. 3(bottom) provides a comparison of Pe and Ph of
the two SPADs. According to this figure, Pe and Ph of
SPAD2 are higher than that of SPAD1, despite having the
lower maximum value of carriers ionization coefficient.
This is because the ionization coefficient profile and, consequently, the multiplication region of SPAD2 is thicker
than that of SPAD1, as to acquire sufficient energy to
create an avalanche event, not only the absolute value
of the ionization coefficient but also the thickness of the
multiplication region plays a significant role. In fact, there
will be a higher number of possible collisions in the wider
high-field region, leading to higher avalanche triggering
probabilities. In addition, the maximum value of Ph is
smaller than the maximum value of Pe due to the fact
that the impact ionization coefficient associated with the
holes is smaller compared to that of the electrons.
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Now, we can justify the above-discussed PDP spectrum
by comparing the avalanche triggering probabilities of
the two SPADs (Fig. 3). The higher PDP of SPAD2
compared to SPAD1 at the long wavelengths is due to
the fact that a significant portion of the total transmitted
photons at long wavelengths is absorbed in larger depths
(below the multiplication region) where Pe of SPAD2 is
higher than that of SPAD1. However, photons of short
wavelengths are more likely to be absorbed in or above
the multiplication region, where the difference between
Pe and Ph of both structures is smaller and, therefore, the
PDP of both SPADs is expected not to have a significant
difference at short wavelengths. To provide a more general
picture, Fig. 4 compares the photon absorption probability
as a function of depth x inside the silicon for a short and
a long wavelength of the spectrum. It can be seen that at
the short wavelength, a considerable portion of the transmitted photons are absorbed in or above the multiplication
region while the photon absorption probability of the long
wavelength is wider over the depth.
In order to show how the increase in the electric field
affects the performance of PDP, Fig. 5 shows the PDP as a
function of the excess bias voltage for a wavelength of 642
nm. For SPAD1, the integrated quenching/resetting circuit
presented in [21] was employed to apply excess biases up
to 13.2 V. However, for SPAD2 the excess bias was swept
up to 6.6 V by the quenching/resetting circuit presented
in [7]. It is expected that by increasing the excess bias, a
stronger electric field is applied across the multiplication
region, increasing both Pe and Ph and thus enhancing the
PDP.
In addition, the electric field in the multiplication zone
shows a linear increment with the excess bias voltage,
leading to an almost linear increase in PDP with the excess
bias. The somewhat sub-linear increase of the PDP of
SPAD2 with the excess biases above 9 V indicates slight
saturation effects. It should be mentioned that the nonlinear behavior of the PDP at low excess biases is due to
the effect of the readout circuit, which is not considered
in the presented SPAD modeling and simulation approach.
Furthermore, as the simulated results fit the measured data
with an excellent agreement, we can make a prediction

Fig. 5: Measured (dotted) and simulated PDP (dashed
lines) as a function of excess bias at a wavelength of 642
nm.
of the PDP of SPAD2 at higher excess bias as shown in
Fig. 5. At the excess bias of 13.2 V, we expect that a
PDP of 67% will be achieved for SPAD2 while the PDP
of SPAD1 is 55%. At the wavelengths of the absolute
maxima of 665 nm and 676 nm in Fig. 2, respectively, the
calculated PDPs for Vex =13.2 V of SPAD1 and SPAD2
are ∼ 84% and ∼ 65%.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The experimental and simulation study is presented
to evaluate how the electric field distribution inside the
structure influences the PDP performance of CMOS-based
SPADs. It is demonstrated that the SPAD with a thicker
high-field region, despite having the lower maximum value
of the electric field, shows a better PDP performance.
Thus, the more complex high-voltage CMOS process
offers a better PDP performance for the red and nearinfrared spectral ranges as a standard mixed-signal or
digital CMOS process of the same minimum structure
size. The results and discussions presented in this paper
can be used in other SPAD structures to improve the PDP
performance by manipulating the electric field distribution
using doping modifications.
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Abstract—In high precision scattering experiments particle
tracks must often be reconstructed from a series of hits
in successive detector planes. The relative distance between
these planes is a critical parameter that must be monitored
during operation. To address this problem we have developed
a digital holographic interferometer dubbed Holographic
Alignment Monitor (HAM) to be used in the MUonE project
at CERN. MUonE aims at a precision measurement of the
scattering angle between particles after an elastic muonelectron scattering. The HAM is designed to monitor the
relative distance between position-sensitive sensor planes
inside a MUonE tracking station with a resolution better than
the required 10 µm. The system uses a 532 nm fiber-coupled
laser source both to illuminate a portion of the detector
plane (object), and to provide the reference beam. A CMOS
image sensor acquires the raw data, and the reconstructed
holographic image of the silicon sensor being observed is
computed using an algorithm containing a Fourier transform.
The relative distance between silicon planes is monitored
by superposing successive raw images of the same object
on an initial reference one and observing the interference
fringes appearing on the reconstructed holographic image.
Preliminary tests have yielded a distance resolution of less
than 1 µm.
Keywords—digital holography, interferometry, detector diagnostic, particle tracking, calibration, muon scattering

I. INTRODUCTION
Scattering experiments in particle physics often require
following with high precision particle tracks through the
detectors. In many cases, this is accomplished by several
position-sensitive detector planes recording particle hits,
which are then used to reconstruct the tracks. The precision with which the relative positions of the tracking
planes is known is a critical parameter determining the
overall precision of the measurement. The MUonE project
at CERN aims at a direct determination of the hadronic
contribution to the muon gyromagnetic anomaly [1]. This
contribution, which cannot be calculated in a perturbative
approximation, enters the theoretical computation of the
muon anomaly and affects its accuracy. Given the recent
measurements of the muon anomaly by the "Muon G2" collaboration, confirming a discrepancy between the
experimental result and the number predicted by Standard
Model theory [2], a new determination of the hadronic
contribution has become of fundamental interest. In the
MUonE scheme, this quantity is extracted directly from
an accurate measurement of the muon-electron differential
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scattering cross-section. The MUonE beamline basically
consists of a 160 MeV muon beam traversing a series of
1 m-long "stations", up to 40 in the final configuration,
each one having a thin, low Z target, and three pairs of
silicon tracking detector planes to reconstruct the tracks of
the outgoing particles and obtain the scattering angle. The
multiplicity of stations is needed to bring the statistical
error on the scattering angle within the required uncertainty. In addition, to reduce systematic uncertainties it is
critical to monitor, during operation, the relative distance
between tracking planes inside a station at the 10 µm
level. To solve this problem we have developed a system,
called Holographic Alignment Monitor (HAM), which
uses digital holographic interferometry to monitor relative
displacements between silicon detector planes, within a
MUonE tracking station, at the sub-µm level.
II. HOLOGRAPHIC ALIGNMENT MONITOR
The basic idea of the Holographic Alignment Monitor
is to use off-axis digital Fresnel holography [3] to image
a sufficiently large circular portion (diameter of ≈ 3
cm) of the surface of a silicon tracking plane. The two
beams necessary for holography are obtained by passing
the output of a 532 nm fiber-coupled laser through a
fiber splitter. The "object" beam source is fixed on one
of the detectors planes and illuminates, at a distance of
≈ 30 cm, the adjacent plane to be monitored: its backscattered diffused light impinges on a CMOS digital image
sensor fixed to the same plane as the "object" source.
The "reference" beam, again fixed to the "source" plane,
illuminates directly the CMOS sensor, which produces the
raw image data. After taking an initial image, successive
images are then superimposed on the first one to generate
interference fringes giving the relative displacement, as a
function of time, between the "source" detector plane and
the adjacent illuminated plane. The splitting ratio between
"object" and "reference" beams is chosen to maximize
fringe contrast.
A. Off-axis Fresnel holographic imaging
The basic principle of holographic imaging is to illuminate an object of interest with a monochromatic coherent
beam of wavelength λ. The scattered, or "object", wave is
recorded by an image sensor together with a "reference"
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complex-valued result from which amplitude image data
are extracted and stored.
This method leaves some degree of freedom in image
processing since it does not use explicit formulations that
strictly constrains parameters such as the distance O-S
or the size of the recorded object. Of course, the choice
of wavelength, the position and distance of the reference
beam (since the beam is gaussian and collimating lens is
not used) and all other parameters affect the final result
of the imaging process. In particular, the image resolution
and its sharpness are changed [3].
B. Experimental setup

Fig. 1: View of the HAM test setup from above the
optical bench. The silicon sensor surface to be monitored
is visible at left illuminated by the "object" beam. The
source of the "object" beam is mounted on an Al frame
rigidly connected to a support structure designed for the
MUonE tracking station. The "reference" beam is carried
by an optical fiber to a mounting bracket fixed to the
same frame as the source of the "object" beam and
illuminates a CMOS digital image sensor located under
the beam mounting bracket. The distance between the
silicon sensor surface and the frame is ≈ 30 cm. The x-y
plane (see text) coincides with the silicon sensor surface
and the z-axis runs horizontally from this surface to the
Al frame.

beam coming from the same source. The superposition of
these two beams generates the holographic image.
There are many methods and many variations of the
basic principle for creating an hologram described above.
For our purposes, given the mechanical and dimensional
constraints of the MUonE tracking station, we decided to
use digital, lens-less, off-axis Fresnel holography [4]. This
method, where the object O and the sensor S are placed
at a distance d0 along the z-axis and shifted in the x-y
plane by a value of x0 and y0 (see Fig. 1 and the caption
therein), proved to be the best match for the geometry of
our experimental setup. We use a scheme without lenses
in order to keep the experimental configuration as simple
as possible.
The data recorded by the CMOS sensor must be processed in order to reconstruct the digital hologram of
the object. To obtain an interferometric hologram, two
raw images, one taken at arbitrary initial time t0 and a
second one, taken at a later time t1 , are superimposed.
The resulting data, in array form, are processed using a
discrete solution of the Fresnel integral (eq. 2-7 in [4]).
The data are multiplied by a complex phase containing
the information about pixel size, wavelength of the source
beam, spatial coordinates and reconstruction distance dR .
This complex array is then processed by a Fourier transform and spatially filtered. This procedure leads to a final
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The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. The silicon sensor is a dummy module produced as test device for
the outer tracking detectors used by the CMS experiment
at CERN (2S modules [5]). The laser is a fiber coupled
CW laser (Oxxius LCX-532S) emitting ≈ 85 mW at 532
nm. The power output of the laser is meant to cover more
than one setup, so for our experiment we used only about
25% of the total power. The laser output is fed into a
90:10 fiber optic splitter delivering 90% of the power to the
"object" beam and the remainder to the "reference" beam,
which is further attenuated by a voltage-controlled fiber
attenuator. All fibers are single mode. The CMOS image
sensor (IDS UI-3581LE) has a 4.92 megapixel resolution
and a pixel size of 2.2 µm. The raw image data acquired by
the CMOS sensor are readout and processed by a computer
running a custom LabVIEW code.
The relatively high reflectivity of the silicon surface
introduces noise and high intensity artifacts in the holographic image recorded by the CMOS sensor. We therefore
reduce the size of the observed object by inserting an
aperture in front of the source of the "object" beam,
covering a ≈ 3 cm diameter circular portion of the silicon
sensor surface, and align the "object" beam to avoid direct
illumination of the sensor by light reflected from the surface. The measured light powers finally hitting the surface
of the sensor are Pobj = 30 nW and Pref = 180 nW.
C. Method and results
To monitor the relative displacements of the silicon
sensor plane with respect to the frame holding the "object"
beam source and the CMOS sensor, we record an initial
raw image at at arbitrary time t0 , then we record raw
images at later instants in time t and superimpose them on
the initial one. The data, at time t0 and at t, are recorded
using an exposure time on the sensor of 0.07 s. The
reconstructed holographic image of such superpositions
shows interference fringes evidencing displacements of
the illuminated portion of the surface in the time interval
between t0 and a later instant t1 .
Fig. 2 shows the holographic reconstructed image of
the object taken at the initial time t0 . The diagonal band
visible in the image is a feature of the silicon sensor
surface. To test the system, the object is slightly moved and
a new image is recorded at a later time t1 . The software
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interference fringes appear. Since each fringe corresponds
to a λ/2 displacement, the observed n = 5 dark fringes
show that the object has moved by ≈ 1.3 µm in the time
interval t0 − t1 . This resolution is well below the 10 µm
required by MUonE.
III. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 2: Reconstructed holographic image of the
illuminated portion of the silicon sensor surface at time
t0 (see text).

We have developed an Holography Alignment Monitor
to monitor the relative displacements of two of the silicon
sensor planes present in a tracking detector station designed for the MUonE experiment at CERN. To comply
with the mechanical and dimensional requirements of the
MUonE apparatus, beam transport is carried out completely through optical fibers, save for the final legs of the
optical paths from the "object" scattered beam, and from
the "reference" beam, to the image sensor. Displacement
monitoring is accomplished by time-domain holographic
interferometry based on an adaptation of the off-axis
Fresnel holography imaging method. During preliminary
tests, we have obtained reconstructed holographic images
with interference fringes showing a displacement of the
monitored object, over time, of the order of ≈ 1 µm.
This experimentally demonstrated resolution is already
sufficient to satisfy the 10 µm resolution mandated by
MUonE.
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Abstract—For more than a century, optical resonators (e.g.,
Fabry-Pérot, FP) have been used as interferometers, highresolution spectrum analyzers, and fast displacement sensors
in both fundamental research and metrology. The ability to
measure a given quantity simultaneously at two orthogonal
polarizations led to new applications that are still being
investigated. Later research has shown that FP can be easily
employed in modern quantum optics (atom-light strength
coupling tests) and in high-energy physics experiments (resonant enhancement of the conversion probability). We present
a dichroic FP resonator that is simultaneously resonant for
two wavelengths: 1064 nm and 532 nm, its properties and
possible applications.
Keywords—optical sensing; dichroic resonator; precision
metrology; optics; laser physics

I. I NTRODUCTION
At the end of the 19th century, Charles Fabry and
Alfred Pérot introduced one of the first instruments for
high-resolution measurement of small distances between
parallel surfaces [1] which is also capable of analysing
the spectral content of light [2], [3]. This interferometric device is commonly referred to as the Fabry-Pérot
interferometer (FPI) and was one of the first "tools" for
experimental studies of atomic structure. Similar instruments, often embedded in various devices of different
sizes, are still used today in a wide variety of fields. Some
of today’s applications include: MEMS pressure sensor
[4], holographic FP spectrometer [5], optical filtering
in wavelength-division multiplexing applications [6], and
spectral filtering in QKD [7]. They are also widely used
in fundamental research, such as in gravitational wave
observatories [8], axion-like dark matter detectors [9],
quantum vacuum properties investigation [10], and optical
mode conversion [11].
II. O PTICAL RESONATOR
Optical resonators, like their low-frequency counterparts
RF and microwave resonators, are used primarily for
building up large field amplitudes at moderate power
input. The simplest is the linear resonator - Fabry-Pérot
resonator, which consists of two semi-transparent curved
mirrors whose function is to capture an optical beam by
repeated reflection and refocusing which corresponds to
a mode of the resonator. The main difference between
an optical (λ ≃ 10−7 m) and a microwave resonator
(λ ≃ 10−2 m) is that in the latter case it is possible to
build the resonator with typical dimensions comparable to
the wavelength, λ. This leads to the presence of one or only
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a few resonances, while in the optical range the resonator
typically has dimensions that are very large compared to
λ, so it is possible to obtain thousands of resonant modes
[12].
The behavior of the ideal cavity is determined by the
length of the cavity, L, the wavelength of the laser, λ1 , and
the reflectance and transmittance of the mirrors. Since the
latter two are properties of the mirrors, the ideal dynamical
behavior of FPI is usually described for the cases when the
length of the cavity changes or the frequency of the input
laser beam, i.e. the driving frequency, varies [13]. This
limits the number of parameters required to characterize
FPI to finesse F and free spectral range F SR as the
two most important quantities for characterizing optical
cavities [14].
A. Ideal cavity parameters
Each resonator has an analytical measure of quality
called the Q- factor. In terms of energy, it is defined as:
def

Q = 2π

energy stored
,
energy dissipated per cycle

(1)

while in textbooks of classical physics the Q-factor of a
driven system that can oscillate is defined as the number
of radians the damped system oscillates before its energy
falls to 1e . Generally, for optical resonators it depends on
the driving frequency ν0 , fractional power loss per round
trip lloss (%), and the round-trip time τ0 :
Q=

2 π ν0 τ0
.
lloss

(2)

For an optical resonator consisting of two mirrors, the Qfactor can be increased either by increasing the resonator
length, which in turn decreases the energy loss per optical
cycle or by greatly decreasing the energy loss per round
trip. Very often the Q- factor is defined as the ratio
between a nominal resonant frequency and the FWHM
of the transmittance peaks [15]:
ν
ν
=F
.
(3)
Q=
F W HM
F SR
Finesse F , is often used in addition to the Q-factor because
it can be measured directly. The relationship between F
and Q is given in eq. (3). The same equation shows that
the finesse can be calculated from F SR and F W HM :
1 often the laser frequency, ν, is used instead of the wavelength because
the frequency is characteristic of the light source and they are related by
the following formula: ν = c/λ
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π
F SR
.

=
F =
F W HM
√ 1 r2
2 arcsin 21−r
r1 r2

(4)

For high finesse cavities this equation can be approximated
with:
√
π r1 r2
F ≈
.
(5)
1 − r1 r2
The parameters r1 , r2 are the field amplitude reflection
coefficients for both mirrors. Usually, equations for the
transmitted and reflected intensities of an optical resonator
It and Ir , are derived starting from the fields [12], [15],
so the products r1 r2 and t1 t2 occur repeatedly. Modern
optical resonators are built with highly reflective mirrors
R1 = r12 > 0.99, R2 = r12 > 0.99, so the product r1 r2
is close to 1 (and t1 t2 ≪ 1). It is then common to use
one intensity reflectance and transmittance: R = r1 r2 and
T = t1 t2 , which also implies R = R1 = R2 and T =
T1 = T2 . This simplifies the equations (4) and (5):
√
π R
π


≈
.
(6)
F =
1−R
√
2 arcsin 21−R
R
The field transmitted through the cavity is given by:
Et (t) =

1−R
Ei (t),
1 − R exp(−iωτ )

(7)

where τ = 2nL/c is the round trip time of the cavity.
Sometimes the exponent in the denominator is written
in the spatial form 2nkL or 4nπL/λ, rather than in the
temporal form using the following substitutions:
ωτ = kc

2nL
2π
πL
≡ 2nkL = 2n L ≡ 4n
.
c
λ
λ

(8)

The intensity can be obtained from It (t) = Et (t)Et∗ (t).
F SR in eq. (4) denotes the distance between two adjacent longitudinal modes, νq , that the cavity can support
due to its length (see Fig. 1):
c
F SR =
.
(9)
2nL

Fig. 1: The frequency of the 1 W driving laser is detuned
by ±1 GHz around one of the longitudinal modes,
denoted as νq = 0 Hz. F SR, F W HM , reflected,
transmitted and circulating power is shown (generated
with P YKAT [16]).
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These longitudinal modes are eigenmodes of the cavity
in the direction of its optical axis (normal modes of the
cavity). FP will be resonant at wavelengths λ, where the
round trip in the cavity of length L causes a phase shift
φ = kL that is an integer multiple of 2π. Therefore using
resonance condition:
L=q

c
λ
=q
,
2
2nν

q∈N

(10)

it is possible to calculate for which wavelengths of incident
light the cavity can confine this light and form a standing
wave with the corresponding longitudinal mode frequency.
If one can somehow change (modulate) the driving wavelength, it is possible to excite the cavity to resonate with
different longitudinal modes. From now on, the refractive
index n will be omitted from the equations, since we
consider optical resonators with no medium between the
cavity mirrors.
FWHM in eq. (4) denotes the width of the resonance
line measured at half the maximum value (see Fig. 1).
Since the electric field stored in the cavity decays exponentially due to the losses it experiences at each turn, it is
possible to define a corresponding time constant known as
the cavity decay time τc . Usually, it is defined as the time
during which the stored energy is reduced by a factor e
after the input is turned off. It is related to the finesse and
the length of the cavity by the expression:
FL
.
(11)
πc
The shape of the resonant line for the ideal FPI in transmission, called the Airy linewidth, can be calculated from the
field given in eq. (7). However, when measuring mentioned
resonant linewidth for FPI with highly reflective mirrors,
it typically has a Lorentz profile [17]. This particular
behavior of the cavity will be discussed in more detail later
in the text. In general, if you increase the reflectance of the
mirror R, the F W HM decreases, which also means that
F is larger, which in turn means that the field circulating
in the cavity is larger. This, in turn, leads to greater
intensity and consequently F/π times greater power [14].
Of course, the above statement is valid only if the laser
is tuned to one of the longitudinal resonant modes and
the cavity is impedance matched (i.e. both mirrors have
the same transmittance T ). Only in this case is all of the
incoming power transmitted through the cavity and none
reflected, since the field that seeps back out of the cavity
through the input mirror completely cancels the directly
reflected field. For an ideal cavity, the longer the cavity,
the narrower the peaks, as can be seen from the exponent
in eq. (7), whose shape you can see in eq. (8). For highly
reflective mirrors F W HM can be calculated [14]:
√
2(1 − R) F SR
√
F W HM =
.
(12)
4
π
R
Since only certain distributions of the EM field can
resonate in the cavity, there are also different eigenmodes
in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the
cavity. These transverse distributions of the field are called
τc =
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TEMmn modes, where the number m refers to the number
of intensity minima in the direction of the electric field
oscillation and n to the number of minima in the direction
of the magnetic field oscillation. The frequency of a
transverse mode is:


1
c
√
q + (m + n + 1) arccos g1 g2 , (13)
νqmn =
2L
π
where gi = 1 − L/Ri depends on the cavity length L
and the mirror radii of curvature Ri . The fundamental
cavity mode is TEM00 also known as longitudinal mode,
with the well-known Gaussian intensity distribution in the
plane orthogonal to the propagation direction. Its intensity
is:
∗
I00 (x, y, z) ∝ E00 (x, y, z)E00
(x, y, z)
"
#
2

2
(14)
−2 x + y 2
w0
exp
,
= I0
2
w(z)
w (z)

Typically, a CW laser beam with Gaussian intensity
distribution is used to load the cavity and match the
fundamental TEM mode. Either transmitted or reflected
intensity can be monitored. In optical interferometry, the
transmitted intensity is monitored, and it is common to
record the change in FPI transmittance with the change in
round-trip phase difference δ = 2kL. It has the familiar
form of the Airy function, T (δ). For scanning FPI, its
transmittance is plotted as a function of the change in
cavity length, T (∆L), and for variable input frequency
FPI, its transmittance is plotted as a function of the
normalized laser frequency, ν, with respect to a chosen
cavity resonant frequency, νq [15].

which means that the optical axis is in z-direction, w0 is
the radius of the beam waist (focal point size) and w(z)
is the spot size at the position z along the optical axis.
Essentially, the intensity distribution of the transverse
mode depends on the symmetry of the cavity. In the case
of rotational symmetry, Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) TEM
modes will resonate in the cavity, while in the case
of rectangular symmetry, Hermitte-Gaussian (HG) TEM
modes will resonate. The intensities for LG TEM modes
are given by [18]:
2

w0
LG
[FLG (r, w)]2 ,
(15)
Imn
(x, y, z) = I0
w(z)
where FLG (r, w) denotes the scaled associated Laguerre
polynomial modulated by an exponential function in the
following way:
√ !ℓ




2r2
r2
2r
Lℓn
exp
−
.
FLG (r) =
w(z)
w2 (z)
w2 (z)
(16)
The intensities for HG TEM modes are given by:
HG
Imn
(x, y, z) = I0

 w 2
0

2

Fig. 2: Intensities plotted for LG TEM modes from (15).

2

[FHG (x, w)] [FHG (y, w)] ,
(17)
where FHG (x) denotes a Hermite polynomial modulated
by an exponential function in the following way:
√ !
 2
2x
−x
FHG (x, w) = Hm
exp
, (18)
w
w2
√ !
 2
2y
−y
FHG (y, w) = Hn
exp
.
(19)
w
w2
w

Both intensity distributions are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. For
m = n = 0 we obtain a transverse mode with Gaussian
LG
HG
distribution (I00
= I00
), which is also given in eq. (14),
the so-called fundamental cavity mode. It can be clearly
seen that transverse modes manifest themselves as spatial
intensity distributions in the cross section of the beam.
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Fig. 3: Intensities plotted for HG TEM modes from (17).
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B. Cavity design
A properly designed cavity should be both optically
and mechanically stable. The optical stability of a simple
cavity with two mirrors of length L and mirror radii of
curvature R1 , R2 , is determined solely by its g- factor:

g = g1 g2 =

1−

L
R1



L
1−
,
R2

(20)

which should be in range 0 ≤ g ≤ 1. For our spherical
cavity design R1 = R2 = 1 m, and L = 0.216 m, we
obtain: g ≈ 0.615, which is in the required range.

designed aluminum radius adapters on the other. The
radius adapters and the ring bumper are required to ensure
planar contact with two damper surfaces, which is crucial
for efficient mechanical vibration isolation in a specified
range.
III. D ICHROIC RESONATOR
We present a dichroic optical resonator capable of
resonating at two different wavelengths: 532 nm and 1064
nm. The infrared beam (1064 nm) is used to lock the
FP cavity using the standard Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)
method [19] as shown in Fig. 5, while the green beam
(532 nm) can be used to study various properties inside or
outside the resonant cavity. The PDH method is a widely
used method for active laser frequency stabilization, where
the goal of the servo controller in the feedback loop is to
compensate for the difference between the instantaneous
laser frequency and the cavity resonant frequency by
actively adjusting the laser frequency to the frequency of
the zero-crossing in the error signal ε(ω), as shown in the
inset in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4: Our dichroic cavity design with updated
mechanical isolation for high vacuum-compatible setup.
Mechanical stability, on the other hand, requires more
attention, since the position of the mirrors and their relative
spacing should generally be as fixed as possible for the
operation of the optical resonator. We have developed a
vacuum-compatible mechanical system that supports the
mirrors and is located in the vacuum chamber (Fig. 4).
Each dichroic2 mirror is contained in a mount and a
specially designed balcony that allows it to move along
the optical axis of the cavity. The movement is guided by
rods so that the spacing of the mirrors can be adjusted
even after installation in the vacuum chamber. To avoid
vibrations of the mirrors, an isolation stage consisting of
a ring bumper was developed to mechanically decouple
the vacuum chamber from the mirrors. The decoupling
is realized by four 18 mm Sorbothane® passive dampers
from Thorlabs, shown as dark cylinders in Fig. 4. These
are inserted into the ring on one side and into the specially
2 In classical electromagnetic theory, the term dichroism is often
associated with a dichroic medium, meaning that its absorption index
(Im part of the complex index of refraction: ñ = n + iκ) depends
on polarization, while in photonics and laser physics it refers to a
wavelength-selective optical element, usually a mirror or a filter, designed
for two different wavelengths.
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Fig. 5: PDH locking - simplified schematic with
characteristic error signal showed in the inset.
The IR beam is generated by stimulated emission from
the Nd:YAG crystal, while a green beam is generated from
the IR beam by second harmonic generation (SHG) in a
nonlinear crystal. As a result, the frequency of the green
beam follows the frequency of the IR, a property that
would eventually allow simultaneous resonance of both
beams in a resonant cavity.
Utilization of a multilayer interference mirrors in our
experimental setup results in the cavity lengths not being
equal for both wavelengths (Fig. 6), which prevents simultaneous resonance of both beams. As a result of locking
the laser frequency of one beam to the instantaneous
resonant frequency using the PDH method, either the other
beam must be adjusted using the PDH method or its
frequency must be adjusted by an amount corresponding
to the difference in length. To achieve this, assuming
that IR is used for locking, the frequency of the green
beam is adjusted to the FP resonance by an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM).
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If the length of our dichroic cavity is exactly 21.6 cm,
according to eq. (10), it will resonate on νq=1 longitudinal
mode when 432 mm driving wavelength is used. The
corresponding EM sources are in the RF regime, not the
optical regime we are interested in. Similarly, by using
1064 nm wavelength, the cavity will resonate on νq=406015
( 406015-th muliple of νq=1 longitudinal mode ); and when
532 nm wavelength is used for driving cavity, νq=812030
longitudinal mode will resonate. This is, of course, an
idealized case if the mirrors are absolutely fixed or their
relative spacing does not change over time. Since the
driving laser has a limited spectral linewidth, it is also
possible that only a few adjacent modes are resonant. This,
of course, depends on the relationship between the spectral
linewidth of the driving laser and the FWHM of the cavity.
Fig. 7: Lorenzian fit on measured cavity transmission
data gives F W HM = 9.32 kHz for green beam.

Fig. 6: Different wavelengths have different reflection
and transmission properties in a dielectric mirror. The use
of such mirrors in the FP resonator leads to the fact that
the cavity length for IR and green light is not the same.
Considering all the above conditions and constraints, we
have achieved the simultaneous resonance of the cavity
for both beams, which resonated in TEM00 .
IV. C HARACTERIZATION

in the AOM when a cavity lock was achieved for both
beams (Fig. 7).
With eq. (9) we obtain F SR ≈ 694.45 MHz. The calculated F SR is also shown in Fig. 1, using our geometry for
the plots. Using eq. (12) we obtained the ideal F W HM ≈
5.53 kHz. The measurements gave F W HM ≈ 9.32 kHz,
determined by fitting our data as shown in Fig. 7. Such a
large discrepancy between measurement and calculation is
the result of the absorption not being taken into account in
the calculation and the temperature in the cavity varying
during subsequent measurements. The latter problem can
be solved by controlling the temperature in the vacuum
chamber where the cavity is installed.
B. Finesse and ringing
If the length of the optical cavity is varied too rapidly, it
will not respond as if it was continuously excited, leading
to inconsistency with respect to the expected Airy peaks,
i.e., ringing effects [20]. We achieved the same effect by
frequency modulating the green input beam with AOM, as
shown in Fig. 8.

As a figure of merit, we calculated FP resonator finesse
using eq. (6) and mirror reflectances provided by the manufacturer (R532 nm = 0.99995 and R1064 nm = 0.99996),
giving rise to F1064 nm ≈ 100 000 and F532 nm ≈ 70 000.
A. Cavity linewidth
The first characteristic parameter of the cavity is usually
its linewidth, which corresponds to the spectral shape of
the cavity transmitted intensity. In work [17] it has been
showed that for optical resonators with high reflectivity
mirrors, there is almost perfect agreement between the
spectral shape of the Airy distribution and its underlying
Lorentzian lines. Therefore, the Airy linewidth of a FP
resonator is similar to the linewidth of its underlying
Lorentzian lines, both defined as FWHM.
The peak width was measured by observing the voltage
across the photo-diode around the frequency of the sound
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Fig. 8: Experimental setup with first dichroic cavity
design is used for measurement.
A slight variation in the frequency of the incident green
light with respect to the fixed length of the cavity resulted
in the same behavior of the cavity. The ringing of the
cavity is shown in Fig. 9. For cavities with medium or
large finesse, it is possible to measure the finesse using
this cavity ringing.
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By rearranging eq. (21) from [20]:
πc
1
1 I1
∆t ≈
,
L
F
e I2

C. Optical frequency response function
(21)

and doing linear fit on subsequent intensity rations, we can
determine finesse graphically for the I1 /I2 = e.

When observing the transmitted beam, we can clearly
see the low-pass shape of this response, which contains
notches at frequencies that are multiples of the interferometer F SR [21]. These notches are caused by the periodicity of the optical frequency responses. Therefore, when
the laser frequency is locked to the resonant frequency, the
FPI operates as a low-pass filter rather than a band-pass
filter [22].
As a result of the finite decay time of the optical cavity,
high-frequency fluctuations in the incoming electric field
are attenuated, which is also characteristic of the low-pass
filter response. Consequently, it is possible to calculate
3 dB cutoff frequency, f cutoff , which is given by
f cutoff =

Fig. 9: Time evolution of the intensity transmitted from
the FP cavity for different driving frequencies of the
AOM. Parameters I1 , I2 and ∆t required to determine
finesse are marked.

F SR
1
=
,
2πτc
2F

(22)

what makes our cavity "transparent" only for fields with
frequencies lower than f cutoff = 4.5 kHz. Of course, this
behavior is valid only for regime: f ≪ F SR.
D. Cavity spatial modes
A well designed optical cavity can act as a resonator
for a particular order of Gaussian modes, depending on
its longitudinal tuning. In our experimental setup, we
achieved transverse electric field distributions TEM00 for
both beams. Various TEM modes for green beam are
shown in Fig. 11. If we compare the HG modes recorded
by camera with the ideal intensity distributions plotted in
HG
HG
Fig. 3, we can distinguish, for example I0HG
1 , I3 3 , I9 6 ,
HG
HG
HG
I2 4 , I4 6 and I13 12 modes.

Fig. 11: Camera captured HG modes for 532 nm light
generated in cavity transmission, while it is locked for
1064 nm TEM00 mode.

Fig. 10: Graphical method for determining finesse, F ,
using ringing setup. Linear fit on measured data showed
with 2σ uncertainty band. Top graph showing 532 nm
and bottom graph showing 1064 nm measured data.
Following the above mentioned interpretation of the plots
in Fig. 10 we get: F1064 nm = 77000±8000 and F532 nm =
44000 ± 7000.
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In some modern interferometers, such cavities, which work
as resonators for the fundamental mode, are used to filter
out unwanted spatial components of the beam - so-called
mode-cleaner cavities. They are used, for example, for the
input and output light of gravitational wave detectors.
Due to the dichroic super-mirrors used in our setup,
the resonance for both wavelengths was maintained over
a period of several minutes. This means that our dichroic
cavity can be used, for example, as a spatial filter for mode
cleaning at two wavelengths within the same device.
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V. C ONCLUSION
Nowadays, optical cavities are most commonly used
for the CW laser design, since a gain medium in the
optical cavity of such a laser can amplify one or more
cavity modes, resulting in one (single-mode) or more
(multimode) standing waves. However, optical cavities
without a gain medium also have various applications in
optical sensing, both in fundamental research and metrology. Here we have shown how our dichroic optical cavity
can be used as a frequency discriminator and spatial mode
filter for two wavelengths simultaneously. Further update
is certainly needed on temperature stabilization of the
setup, with the aim for longer time TEM00 resonance for
both wavelengths. This could seemingly lead to precise
temperature measurement applications. Ongoing research
is being done on shifting to the ultra-low light intensities
for driving cavity, which will place our setup in novel
quantum optical devices.
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Abstract – We present a method of modeling climate forcing that can be used as inputs in simulation of alpine glaciers.
We use Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) framework to simulate the glaciers, which shapes the form in which we implement our method. For simulation, we consider two areas centered on mountain plateaus of Snežnik and Trnovski gozd in
southern to south-western Slovenia which both bare evidence
of glaciation in the last ice age. Since the glacial area to be
simulated is small and the local weather is shaped by the local
mountains, the readily available climate models do not have
the required resolution to accurately model glacier development. We propose models for temperature and precipitation
rooted in local data in form of weather stations and local topography. We experimentally test the proposed method by using it in PISM simulations and observing the results in terms
of how closely the resulting glacier extent matches the estimated glacial extent from the literature. We also compare the
proposed method against other methods used in similar cases
that were recently published. We find that our method greatly
improves the results of simulations on one of the study areas
and could be modified for use in other similar cases as well.
Keywords – PISM, Linear Regression, glacier, simulation

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Former mountain glaciers are important analogues for understanding contemporary ice masses and their future interactions
with climate. The south-eastern corner of the European Alps
and neighbouring northern Dinarides are not well studied yet in
that regard. We work on improving our understanding of past
climate-glacier dynamics at the Alps-Dinarides junction by the
use of computer models. In particular, we are exploring the glacial
maximum of the Last Glacial Cycle on two mountainous areas –
Snežnik and Trnovski gozd – in Slovenija.
Our approach is based on the use of Parallel Ice Sheet Model
(PISM) [1] with added custom climate forcing models. Climate
forcing is passed to PISM in form of near-surface temperature
and precipitation. Simple climate forcing models, such as presented in [2], were explored for our use, but demonstrated poor
performance. In case of Trnovski gozd, the simulation covered
southern slopes in ice similarly to the northern slopes, which is
highly unrealistic. In case of Snežnik, the simulated ice was too
extensive i ngeneral while it failed to flow down some glacial valleys. While the reasons for mismatch between the simulated and
the estimated ice cover can be attributed to inaccuracies in many
of the used models, including sliding laws, basal conditions and
climate forcing, the latter represents the first step in improving the
models, since there is a plethora of data available that could lead
to its improvement.
In the following, we first explore how the climate forcing for
is modeled in recent literature, then we describe the study areas
in Section II, propose a new approach in Section III, and finally
show the difference the improved model makes in Section IV.
In [3] the glaciation of northern Velebit mountain range is
simulated, and one of the findings there is that the southern
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(sunny) side of the mountain range is disproportionally glaciated
to its northern (shady) side. The climate forcing is modeled using WorldClim data [4], which was down-sampled to match the
resolution of the topography and uniformly modified by a factor,
which was determined from the difference between mean WorldClim values and mean local weather station values. This shows
that simple models can be insufficient for mountain glaciers.
In [2] the simulated glacial extent is compared to estimated
extent for the Mount Dedegöl in Turkey with the aim of discovering climatic conditions required for a glacier to form. The
climate models used are very basic, precipitation is interpolated
from the 30’ arc-second resolution data available in the WorldClim database, and precipitation is down-scaled using standard
lapse-rate. Nevertheless, the agreement between the estimated
and simulated glaciated extent was adequate.
In [5] explanation of glacier dynamics is presented, and the
authors it to create a simulation with multiple linear regression
(MLR). They use MLR to predict the change of glacier mass in
dependence of time, summer temperature and winter precipitation. Because the initial results show stronger than linear response
with time, the authors partly modify the model to quadratic form.
In [6] the comparison of trained model is done against the
mean model, the model score is calculated, and correlation between modeled and observed values is analyzed. The results suggest that means of precipitation and temperature are viable climate forcing models.
In [7] the authors use and present multiple linear regression as
precipitation interpolation method on an area dense with meteorological stations. The models are deemed reliable and appropriate
for further simulation. In [8] they also add that, compared to other
methods, their method is best when there is high correlation between longitude, latitude and altitude.
In [9–12] authors look at different mountain ranges and compare annual means of precipitation from different meteorological
stations to altitude. All of them find that precipitation up to the
elevation of 2000 m is linearly dependent. This is particularly
useful for our simulated areas, which are all below that altitude.

II.

S TUDY AREA

Snežnik (45°34’53”N 14°25’53”E) is a wide karst limestone
plateau of an area roughly 100 km2 in the northern part of Dinaric
Alps. Plateau declines to the north and to the southwest where it
reaches the Mediterranean sea which is around 30 km away. With
the proximity of Mediterranean sea, the area is provided with ample precipitation by the Genoa low cyclone. The area receives
about 3000 mm precipitation annually where the most comes in
the winter and far less in the summer. The annual temperature of
the area is around 7°C, average air temperatures for winter and
summer are -3°C and 15°C respectively.
In [13] and [14], the authors document and describe geomorphology of the area. The longest glacier started east from the Velik Snežnik, at Gašperjev hrib and it went south following a valley to Gomance, glacier then followed another valley to Črni vrh.
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Geological findings suggest that there was another glacier around
Sviščaki and the two glaciers were not connected with each other.
The authors of [15] suggest that Snežnik glacier was larger than
the first two studies of geomorphology suggest, but the provided
maps also show that glaciation appeared exclusively on the south
side of Snežnik.
The second study area is Trnovski gozd, which is a karst
plateau in west Slovenia and is the most northwest point of Dinaric Alps. In comparison with Snežnik the area is smaller in
size, lower and more homogeneous in elevation, with the highest peak of Golaki at 1495 m (45° 58’ 46”N 13° 52’ 7”E). As in
Snežnik, the precipitation in Trnovski gozd is governed by the
Genoa low cyclone. Annual mean precipitation of the area is
around 1800 mm and it is almost constant throughout the year.
In [15] the authors describe the largest glacial area was 6 km2 in
size, scattered around, and terminated in narrow valleys around
the mountain Golaki, but only to the north. They mention the
possibility that the glacier extended to the south, but there are no
geomorphological evidences for that.

III.
A.

2). For the area of Snežnik we used data from 6 stations represented in Table 1. Of those 6, 3 stations are in different valleys
around Snežnik plateau, bellow 800 m mark (Zabiče, Šmarata and
Jurišče), two are found geographically closer to the peak (Leskova
dolina and Mašun) and the last one is at the basin of the former
glacial lake (Gomance). Trnovski gozd has more available stations as shown in Table 2 and Figure 1. From the image we can
see that we have good placement of stations Vojsko, Mrzla rupa
and Revenovše, because they are where the glacier was located.
Otlica and Lokve are found at the border of the former glacier,
while stations of Idrija, Idrijska bela, Vipava and na Stanu were
used as additional information for how precipitation is changing
through the area.

M ETHODOLOGY

Baseline models

Before implementing the proposed climate forcing models,
we attempted to simulate the ice covers using simple models that
we shall call baseline models. Such simple models demonstrated
good performance in some of the literature (as noted in Section I),
and made an obvious choice for the initial setup of simulations.
A baseline precipitation model was defined as constant precipitation across the simulated area, with the value taken from the
nearest grid point provided by WorldClim. Interpolation between
the gridded data available on WorldClim was not attempted, since
both of the considered areas of simulation are small enough to
fall within a single grid point. A baseline temperature model only
used the nearest reference temperature point from WorldClim data
and then derived the temperature from the Digital Elevation Map
(DEM) using the lapse rate for standard atmosphere [16] (6.5°C
per 1000 m). The model was based on the formula:
T (x,y) =

(h(x,y) − hmean )
+ Tmean ,
1000 · 6.5

Figure 1. The simulated area of Trnovski gozd with weather stations and
the mountain peak marked. Stations Idrija and Vipava are outside of the
area, but they are only used to construct a model and are not required for
the simulation.

where h(x,y) is the height of each point in DEM, hmean is the
mean height of the given area and Tmean is the temperature for the
given area as cataloged by WorldClim.
It should be also noted that outputs of the baseline and the
proposed models are adjusted to account for difference in past
compared to modern climate, before being used in PISM. Temperatures produced by the model are offset (decreased) by a constant
value, since the model produces present climatic conditions (either from WorldClim or local weather stations), which are higher
than they were in the simulated past. The preliminary experiments
were used to tune the temperatures offset to -6.5°C for Trnovski
gozd and -4.7°C for Snežnik; these values result in simulated
glaciation areas similar to the estimated ones. The precipitation
values on the other hand are multiplied by a user defined factor,
since past precipitation also differed from the present. In the presented simulations though, the precipitations factor of 1 was used
for both areas.

B.

Precipitation

Since both of the glacial areas are small, the local weather is
key to our simulation and we avoid using WorldClim database,
because its resolution is insufficient over the study area. To resolve this issue we use local meteorological weather stations, put
up by the Slovenian weather agency (ARSO [17]) for the maximum time periods those stations were active. We use meteorological stations on plateaus Snežnik and Trnovski gozd, but unfortunately the station are not located near the peaks (Figure 1 and
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Figure 2. The simulated area of Snežnik with weather stations and
several points of interest marked.

1)

Data Preprocessing

Precipitation data sets often include measurement and recording errors, which affect the results. In this study we use 15 precipitation meteorological stations in total with different time periods
of tracking data. Within these periods the missing data was substituted with the average precipitation measured in the whole period.
While such method is sufficient for a few days of missing data per
year, better methods could be used if more of the data was missing [18]. The first and last year of the data sets were not used,
since they were incomplete for all stations. Next, the data for
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Table 1. Meteorological stations in the area of Snežnik with their geolocation information and periods of activity
Station
Mašun
Leskova dolina
Gomance
Jurišče
Šmarata
Zabiče

Longitude [°]
14.36
14.46
14.43
14.29
14.67
14.20

Latitude [°]
45.63
45.62
45.51
45.67
45.69
45.31

Altitude [m]
1022
830
934
702
578
443

Period
1951 – 1986
1951 – 1978
1951 – 1971
1951 – 2011
1971 – 2000
1971 – 1992

Table 2. Meteorological stations but in the area of Trnovski gozd
Longitude [°]
14.03
13.97
13.78
13.88
13.91
13.91
13.94
13.96
13.90

Latitude [°]
45.99
45.95
46.01
46.00
46.06
45.93
46.02
45.84
46.02

each available year was summed to get annual precipitation values and averaged to get annual temperature mean. The mean and
standard deviation were then taken for annual values. Standard
deviation was used to manually validate the results, by observing
there were no outliers in that statistic. The mean annual values for
precipitation were used as the input for the linear regression used
in precipitation model and the annual temperature mean was used
as a basis for the temperature model.

0.50

0.00

60
80
Latitude [m]

100

120

Figure 3. Insolation model on a sinusoidal hill (green line), for the sun at
45° above the horizon. The incoming solar radiation is represented by
yellow rays and the output of the model is shown in red. Maximum
insolation is where the slope is perpendicular to sun rays, and even values
below 0 are reached on the slope facing away from the sun. This slope
would in reality be in hill’s shade, but the proposed model does not
calculate shading.

Geological surveys in Trnovski gozd [19] and [20] discovered
that difference between the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) of sun
facing slopes to that of shady slopes was up to 320 m, which is
equivalent to about 2°C difference in surface temperature, using
the standard lapse rate. We used the estimated effective temperature difference as a starting point in building a simple insolation
(solar irradiance) model as follows. Local slope is determined
for each point of the given DEM, by estimating gradient from the
4 neighbouring points. Then the slope normal is projected onto
the vector pointing towards the sun and this vector’s amplitude is
used to get an estimate on the relative amount of sun reaching the
given slope. Thus a geo-location dependent relative insolation is
obtained.
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Figure 4. Solar insolation S for DEM of Snežnik (above) and Trnovski
gozd (below). In these visualization the sun is 45° above the horizon in
the south, that is, it shines from the bottom up. The estimated maximum
extent of local glaciation is marked with red line. Both axis on the figure
are marked relative to the local LIDAR cell origin.

The model assigns the value of 1 to perfectly insolated areas,
0 to areas perpendicular to the sun, and negative values to extreme
slopes angled more than 90° away from the sun. -1 would be assigned to slopes with normal pointing in the opposite direction of
the sun, for example inside caves, but since only slopes of up to
90° angle can be represented by a DEM, such values are never
reached. The model output is then linearly transformed using the
parameter a to reach the desired difference between the shady and
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sunny areas. For our case we selected a =2°C, causing the optimally insolated areas to gain 2°C in average temperature relative
to the areas perpendicular to the vector pointing towards the sun.
To illustrate the results, Figure 3 demonstrates the model output
on a hill of sinusoidal shape.

 
x
y

=

α

=

β

=

S

=

3500
3000
[m]

The model of insolation S is represented by the following
equations: [21]:

4000

(1)

2000
1500
25000.0

2500

(5)

where y is the predicted value of the dependent variable, n the yintercept value, βi are regression coefficients, xi are independent
variables and  is the model error. The MLR procedure calculates
regression coefficients that lead to the smallest overall model error and then it calculates t-statistic and p-values for each regression coefficient in the model. In our model for glacier dynamics
we use MLR to predict annual mean precipitation over areas of
Snežnik and Trnovski gozd from longitude, latitude and altitude.
The independent and response variables are taken from data and
metadata of local the meteorological stations. In the Table III.D
we list the obtained regression coefficients and interception for
Snežnik in Trnovski gozd. Coefficients βi have units [mm/m] and
intercept n has units [mm]
Station

βlat

βlong

βalt

n

Snežnik

-0.0434

0.0182

1.5532

-5244.7813

Trnovski gozd

0.0101

0.0036

0.3526

-381.6286

IV.

R ESULTS

Resulting precipitation model

Rprec. = mlong · βlong + mlat · βlat + malt · βalt + n,

2400

[m]

2300
10000.0

2200
2100

15000.0
5000.0

10000.0
[m]

15000.0

2000

Figure 5. Results of applying the MLR precipitation model on the given
areas. Plotted values are in [mm/year]. The estimated maximum extent
of local glaciation is marked with red line. Top figure presents region of
Snežnik, while bottom one presents region of Trnovski gozd.

Complete results, that is Rprec. (m) for all m are presented
in Figure 5. Precipitation of Snežnik was modeledto receive the
highest values of precipitation around 4000 mm near the mountain peaks, and the lowest values around 1500 mm in the valleys. Compared to annual average of about 3000 mm obtained
from weathers stations at lower altitudes and expected increase in
precipitation with increased altitudes [9], the model behaves as
expected. The model also predicts higher precipitation at higher
altitudes and to the south and is in accord with the weather station records. We should stress that the precipitation model is not
valid beyond the area encircled by the used weather stations, since
the linear model is not meant for extrapolation. Our simulations
cover only the central area, where the model is valid as is. If a
broader area was to be modeled, the proposed model would have
to be interpolated with a global model such as the one provided
by WorldClim.
The lower part of Figure 5 shows the modeled precipitation in
the area of Trnovski gozd. In this area the model predicts the precipitation values on the range between 2000 mm and 2600 mm.
This range is narrow, but so is the range of altitudes of this area.
The model also predicts the highest values of precipitation near
and inside the area of glacier.

The obtained MLR model from Section III.D is used to calculate the precipitation for each point on DEM for both study areas:
(6)

where Rprec. (m) represents precipitation on one point of the map
with it’s given longitude, latitude and altitude. mlong , mlat , malt are
the coordinates of point m on the provided map. n, βlong , βlat , βalt
are the intercept and coefficients of the multiple linear regression
model, and are also listed in Table III.D.
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5000.0

0.0

y = n + β1 x1 + ... + βn xn + ,

[m]

0.0

Multiple Linear Regression

Multiple linear regression (MLR) is a statistical technique that
is used to predict the response variable from multiple independent
variables by linear regression model. The equation for MLR is:

A.

2500

p
π
− arctan( x2 + y 2 )
(2)
2
π
−x
− arctan(
)
(3)
2
y
sin(ψ) · sin(α) + cos(ψ) · cos(α) · sin(β) (4)

∇p, p ∈ DEM

The temperature calculated by baseline temperature model is
modified for all points in DEM by adding it a · S, which can
be interpreted as the relative temperature change due to local solar insolation. This temperature comprises two factors, a[K], the
temperature amplitude and S, the relative insolation calculated
from the altitude angle ψ of the sun above the horizon, and two
angles characteristic to each slope. Slope angle relative to the
horizon is α, and aspect angle, i.e. the angle between south and
the direction the steepest descend in the given point is facing, of
the slope is β. S is applied on 25 m resolution DEMs of Snežnik
and Trnovski Gozd, and the results are presented in Figure 4.

D.

30000.0

B.

Glacial simulation

We experimentally test the models by comparing results of
PISM simulations with baseline models to results of PISM simulations with proposed climate models. Since not much is known
about the glaciation of the study areas aside from the estimated
ice extent, we process the results that allows for comparison of
ice extents. PISM is setup to run on a 100 m horizontal grid and
22-layer nonlinear vertical grid, starting from no ice and running
for 2000 years. The more important settings of PISM include:
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PDD climate forcing model, SSA+SIA ice dynamics model with
gpbld flow law, pseudo-plastic sliding law, null hydrology and all
other settings default. These settings are only listed here, their
descriptions are beyond the scope of this paper and can be found
in the PISM manual [22].
PISM results are computed on a 100 m grid, and include ice thickness per each grid location, while the manually estimated ice extent is a simple ice border drawn in vector graphics. Therefore
we first convert PISM results to a gridded ice mask by specifying
the threshold ice thickness of 100 m; the mask for grid location
where ice thickness is higher than the threshold is set to 1 while
it is set to 0 elsewhere. Then we rasterize the vector ice extent
on a grid with the same resolution as the PISM results – 100 m.
We define a mask where grid locations equal to 1, if grid center
is inside the ice extent, and to 0 elsewhere. The two masks can
be overlain to calculate two important statistics. The first statistic is sensitivity, which defines how many grid points that were
estimated to contain ice also contained ice in simulation. The second is precision, which defines how many of the grid points with
simulated ice were also estimated to contain ice. By changing the
parameters of simulation, we strive towards maximizing the value
for both sensitivity and precision.

the proposed climate model is not worrisome, as it could be due
to actually covering some of the unmarked smaller ice-covered
areas. For a more accurate estimate of simulation precision, in
future we might limit our comparison of ice-covered areas to only
include several largest continuous ice-covered areas from simulation results to compensate for having only the largest known ice
patch was manually estimated.
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Figure 7. Simulation results on the area of Snežnik. As previous figure on
top are the results obtained by using baseline climate forcing model and
below are the results obtained with the proposed climate forcing model.
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Figure 6. Simulation results on the area of Trnovski gozd. On top are the
results obtained by using baseline climate forcing model and below are
the results obtained with the proposed climate forcing model.

First we look at the difference in results for Trnovski gozd,
between baseline and proposed climate models. Plotted masks in
Figure 6 show a very apparent improvement, with the ice covered area shifting from more to less insolated areas (there is a
mountain ridge with peaks on the south limit of the estimated ice
extent area). The sensitivity increased dramatically from 0.513 to
0.895 when using the proposed climate model instead of the baseline, while precision dropped slightly from 0.346 to 0.332. When
analyzing the drop in precision, we must consider that experts allowed for some smaller ice patches scattered around the area [20]
but these are not marked. Therefore the slighly worse precision of
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It should also be noted that the presented results were obtained by just changing the models and leaving all other parameters the same. These results should be further improved by optimizing the additive temperature offset and the multiplicative precipitation factor (these were described in subsection III.A). So far
these two terms were only manually fitted in an effort to make the
simulations with baseline climate models somewhat fit the estimated ice extend limits. In future work, a parameter scan will be
performed with the proposed model to further improve the simulation results.
Next we look at the results for Snežnik, shown in Figure 7.
These results do not show any significant difference between the
baseline model and the proposed precipitation and temperature
models. By using the proposed model, sensitivity increases insignificantly from 0.444 to 0.447, and precision decreases from
0.663 to 0.578.
Again, these results show the difference between models for a
single set of parameters, which are yet to be optimized. Nevertheless, the results are likely indicative of the general simulation behaviour when using the proposed models. For the area of
Snežnik, the models do not seem to make a significant difference
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and might only prove useful in improving some of the ice extent
limits but not all. The bottom line is that for Snežnik, the difference between the simulated and estimated ice extent will have to
be sought elsewhere.

V.

C ONCLUSION

We have presented a method of local interpolation of weather
station data which we then use as inputs in simulation of alpine
glaciers with PISM framework. In our study we take a look at two
very small glacier areas of Snežnik and Trnovski gozd plateaus
in southwestern Slovenia, which receive high amount of precipitation from Genoa low cyclone. In the research we use data
from meteorological data stations, because data from WorldClim
database is not detailed enough for the research of such small
regions. After pre-processing the data to get annual means, we
model precipitation using MLR, and temperature using projected
slope normals and lapse rate. We use both models to produce inputs for PISM simulation tool, which gave us first insights to the
performance of our methods. The results are very promising in the
area of Trnovski gozd, while in the area of Snežnik, no significant
change was detected between the proposed and baseline models.
In future work, the simulation parameters will be optimized to
reach better agreement between the models and estimated ice extent. The main two targets for optimization are the past mean
temperature and precipitation, which are largely unknown. Also
in future work, the models used in PISM will be refined to model
some geographical features of Snežnik, namely the inversion of
temperatures in large depressions, and the subglacier conditions
unique to karst environment.
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Abstract—To perform domain discretization efficiently, a
data structure that allows for efficient point storage and
spatial indexing is required. Such a structure must offer
efficient dynamic element insertions and point neighbor
lookups. In order to fully utilize the modern CPUs present
in state-of-the-art computers, the structure should also allow
for multiple threads of execution to simultaneously access
and modify the structure in a safe and predictable manner.
While many structures exist which allow for simultaneous
lookups, most do not allow for simultaneous insertion. In this
paper we present Polyp, an indexing data structure which
allows for simultaneous multithreaded lookups and insertions
of points of arbitrary dimensionality, implemented in C++.
We present the approach to thread safety and correctness.
We also compare the structure to an existing structure based
on nanoflann.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the number of CPU cores present in modern computers steadily increases, implementing algorithms in such
a way that they can use multiple cores simultaneously
and efficiently becomes ever more important. If the data
we want to process cannot be neatly partitioned and distributed between the threads of execution in advance, then
a data structure that can provide safe and efficient access
is required. One such algorithm is the generation of point
distributions for meshless PDE discretizations [1], which is
implemented in the open-source meshless framework [2].
We want to generate points simultaneously using many
threads of execution in order to utilize as much computational power as we have on our disposal. The indexing
structure must be dynamic - able to accept and integrate
new data into itself between lookups. Consequently, the
data structure indexing and storing the points must have
the following properties:
•
•
•

ability to efficiently store and index data of arbitrary
dimensionality
efficient and expandable point storage,
efficient simultaneous dynamic point insertion.

While many solutions that allow for dynamic insertion exist [3], [4], [5], they do not allow for insertion
by multiple threads at the same time. This is because
an insertion in one thread might significantly alter the
indexing structure, possibly invalidating a reference held
by another thread. To avoid this problem the indexing
structure must be appropriately designed and protected
using locking mechanisms, such as mutexes and atomic
operations.
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In this paper we present Polyp, a library for dynamically built spatial indexing that allows simultaneous
lookups and insertions by multiple threads of execution.
Its indexing structure is based on a quadtree [6], which
is a spatial indexing tree for two-dimensional spaces, and
is generalized to support higher dimensional spaces. The
dimensionality is a C++ template parameter for maximal
performance of the compiled code. The library also uses
its own dynamic data container, which can be safely
resized while being used in a multithreaded environment,
as presented in [7].
In the section II we discuss the motivation for development of Polyp and existing solutions along with their
drawbacks. In the section III we present the approach
we took to implement the indexing structure and how it
guarantees thread safety. Finally, in the section IV we
evaluate the performance of our implementation to the
performance of an existing solution.
II. BACKGROUND
Domain discretization is an integral part of solving a
partial differential equation (PDE) using a strong form
mesh-free method [2]. It is often neglected, referencing
the perceived simplicity of the problem and the ability
to simply reuse the output of existing mesh generators.
This approach does not apply well to complex domains
and does not easily generalize to higher dimensions. As
a result, a sequential domain discretization algorithm was
developed.
The sequential algorithm works as an advancing-front
algorithm for variable nodal density given by function
h(p). The algorithm places points in a breadth-first-search
manner, starting from the set of initially provided points,
also called seed points. These are put in a queue, and the
algorithm considers the points from the queue (also called
active points) until the queue is empty. Besides the queue,
the seed points are also inserted into a spatial index S.
The implementation uses nanoflann [8], an indexing
structure based on the k-d-tree [9].
In each iteration, a point p from the queue is expanded.
ct
Several new candidate points {cj }nj=1
are generated from
it, placed uniformly on a d-dimensional sphere with radius
h(p), centered at p. The newly generated candidates are
then sequentially processed. Any candidate c that lies
outside the domain Ω is discarded. Likewise, any c that lies
too close to any of the existing points, is also discarded.
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This proximity check is performed by finding the distance
to the closest neighbor of c using the spatial index S,
and checking that the distance is smaller than h(c). If
the candidate c is not discarded by any of the above two
tests, it is accepted, inserted into the queue and into the
index S. The algorithm ends when the queue empties, and
all the generated points are then contained in the index
S. Further details about the candidate generation and the
sequential algorithm are available in the paper describing
the sequential algorithm [1].
A parallel version of the algorithm already exists [10].
That algorithm is cell-based and runs several sequential
algorithms as threads on a single computer, sharing a
global spatial indexing structure. Threads start from distant seed points in order to operate as independently as
possible. If such seed points are not provided by the
user, the algorithm uses bootstrapping to generate them
itself. The spatial indexing method is also modified to
allow concurrent insertions, but only of distant points. It is
divided into two levels, into tree of trees, with the top level
tree built statically from seed points and all other points
being dynamically added into the bottom level trees. The
bottom level uses a thread synchronization mechanism to
make the spatial indexing within the same subtree threadsafe. Parallel algorithm thus uses seed points to partition
the domain into subdomains, which are also called cells,
because of their similarity to the Voronoi cells. A cell
defined by a single seed point, is the part of the domain
containing only points that are closer to the given cell’s
seed point than to any other seed point.
While the cell-based parallel algorithm provides a solid
solution to using off-the-shelf non thread-safe libraries
for spatial indexing, the question remains of how much
it could be further improved, if thread-safety was solved
nearer to where thread safety is required, into the spatial
indexing itself. Regretably not much effort is invested
into researching this problematic, with most state-of-theart research focusing instead on distributed indexing [11]
or GPU-based static indexing [12]. The presented article is
an attempt at exploring a possibility of a deeply-integrated
thread-safe index.
III. I MPLEMENTATION
The parallel indexing data structure Polyp consists of a
thread-safe, expandable data container [7] and an indexing
structure based on the quadtree [6] for 2-dimensional
domains, octree for 3-dimensional domains and higherdimensional analogues. The indexing structure is a multidimensional generalization of a binary tree, comprised of
internal nodes and leaf nodes. An internal node represents
a subdivision of the d-dimensional space. Each subdivision
happens in all dimensions simultaneously, splitting the current rectangular area into 2d smaller rectangular areas. The
internal node has 2d children, representing these smaller
areas. A leaf node represents the final area, containing a
set of points. An example of such an indexing structure is
presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A 2D area with a set of points inside (top) that
are spatially indexed using quadtree (bottom). Leaves
and their respective areas are color-coded. Notice: Color
gradient follows a zigzag pattern.

The structure is implemented as three lists, one containing internal nodes, one containing leaf nodes and one
containing inserted points. An internal node holds 2d
indexes and 2d mutexes. Each index can point to either an
internal node or a leaf node. Each mutex locks the child
node the index points to. A leaf node holds a set number
of indexes, where the exact number is set at compilation
time. The indexes are 32-bit unsigned integers, where the
most significant bit of a node index distinguishes between
an internal node and a leaf node. As a consequence, the
upper limit of internal and leaf nodes is just over 2 billion
each, which is plenty for our use case. The indexes can be
easily swapped to 64-bit unsigned integers if the need for
larger structures arises, but this would double the memory
footprint of the structure, so we decided against it.
The tree supports two thread-safe operations: inserting
a new point and finding the closest neighbors of a given
point. For a given point and positive integer k, the tree
finds up to k closest neighbors. It returns their indices
and distances from the reference point. Less than k nearest
neighbors are returned only if the tree contains less than k
elements in total. Insertion takes two parameters: the point
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itself and a minimum distance inside which no other point
can be located. If there is another already point inside the
tree lies in the prescribed vicinity, then the insertion fails,
otherwise it succeeds.

· · ·

A. Nearest neighbor lookup
The process of finding the k nearest neighbors is recursive and depth-first. It begins at the root and gradually
descends into the leaves. If the current node is internal,
then the search descends into the subtree in which the
given point lies. The search returns ks nearest neighbors,
where 0 ≤ ks ≤ k. The worst distance is assessed as
following: If ks = k (the requested number of neighbors
was located), then the worst distance is set to be the
distance of the farthest neighbor, otherwise the worst
distance is set to +∞.
Now the remaining subtrees are evaluated. The search
continues in a given subtree only if the distance between
its nearest corner and the given point is shorter than
the worst distance, otherwise the subtree clearly cannot
hold points that are any closer than the already known
set of points. In a sufficiently large tree this means the
vast majority of subtrees is never visited, resulting in the
expected lookup time complexity of O(log n), where n
is the total number of indexed points. An updated set of
neighbors is returned, and the worst distance is updated.
B. Point insertion
Finding the closest neighbors of a point is by itself an
inherently thread-safe operation, since no data is written
to the tree. This is not true for insertions, which modify
the tree. Traditionally any possible thread collisions are
prevented by locking the whole structure using a mutex,
effectively limiting insertion of new points to one thread
at a time. Since we want the insertion to scale efficiently
with the number of threads, this is not acceptable. Instead,
we can move the locking structure onto the leaves of the
tree, so each thread can lock only the part of the tree it is
supposed to modify. Memory allocation is managed in a
thread-safe manner by the container presented in [7].
Leaves are implemented as arrays of indexes of fixed
size. The internal node one level above the leaf holds a
mutex used to lock the leaf. When a thread encounters
the leaf it tries to create either a shared lock over the leaf
for reading, or a unique lock over the leaf for writing.
Constructing a shared lock for reading is essential in order
to prevent any other thread from modifying the leaf while
the first thread is reading the leaf’s elements.
When a point is to be inserted to a full leaf, the leaf
must first be split. This happens as shown in Figure 2. First
a unique lock is constructed over the leaf. Then 2d − 1
new leaves and a new internal node are allocated. The
old internal node is modified to point at the new internal
node which is set up to point to the existing leaf and all
newly allocated leaves. The new internal node represents a
subtree, so the points in the existing leaf are redistributed
according to their position in the subtree. Finally, the
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Figure 2: An illustration of the leaf splitting procedure:
allocation of a new internal node and leaves, moving of
the existing indices and insertion of the new index.

unique lock is destructed and the leaf can be inserted into
the new subtree.
Point insertion is tightly coupled with neighbor search,
since each point is provided with a minimum radius
in which no other point may be located. So far, point
insertion does not prevent multiple threads to concurrently
insert points in separate but adjacent subtrees and possibly
violating the minimum radius criterion. To eliminate the
problem, another closest neighbor search is executed right
after insertion, which - if it detects a collision - removes
at least one of the colliding points, possibly more.
C. Point removal
Point removal is not implemented as an external operation, since there is no use for it in the target application. It
is available internally in case of a node collision though.
Current implementation of point removal is tuned for
performance and only removes the index from a leaf that
contains the point, and the point itself remains stored in
the point container. This approach allows us to allocate
memory space for points in a thread-safe manner using an
atomic increasing counter. The drawback of this approach
is that when a point is removed, the space used to store it
is wasted. There exist approaches to reuse the space safely,
but we have decided to leave the problem for future work.
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D. Point extraction
The ability to extract the set of points stored in the tree
is often desirable. The structure exposes two mechanisms
for point extraction, a function that fills a std::vector
and an output iterator. Both traverse the tree in the same
fashion, they only differ by the format in which the output
is presented. The traversal is performed recursively over
subtrees, starting at the root node. If the current node is an
internal node, the traversal continues in each of its children
indexed in ascending order. If the current node is a leaf,
its elements are traversed linearly.
E. Integration into parallel node fill algorithm
The implemented indexing structure is integrated into
the code of the parallel node fill algorithm [10], replacing
the original cell-based k-d tree implementation of indexing
structure. The whole algorithm is simplified, with all the
thread synchronization and locking mechanisms removed
from the fill algorithm code, because the proposed indexing structure exposes a thread-safe API to the calling code.
The rest of the fill algorithm is unchanged, it runs several
instances of the sequential algorithm in parallel with them
completely unaware of each-other. It also provides bootstrapping to generate enough seed nodes for the threads
to start from different seed nodes, the same as for the
cell-based algorithm.
IV. P ERFORMANCE
We start the performance evaluation by first determining
an optimal default leaf size. We then compare the new
indexing structure to the old cell-based structure within
the parallel node fill algorithm.
A. Leaf size
In the Figures 1 and 2 we presented two-dimensional
trees with leaves holding up to 5 elements. This allowed
for neat presentation, but may not be optimal for insertion
and lookup performance. To remedy this we executed a
suite of tests varying the leaf size, and observing the times
needed to insert an element or look up a point’s closest
neighbor.
We started testing with one thread inserting twodimensional points randomly with a constant minimum
distance between points. We observed the total insertion
time for 100’000 attempts, as shown in Figure 3. The
results are inconclusive, with multiple local extrema. To
help us understand this phenomenon, we created a leaf
histogram, also shown in Figure 3. From this we quickly
realized the problem with our methodology: The constant
distance between points caused the leaves to only fill up
to a certain point, with larger leaves not filling up any
further, until a breaking point where four leaves were
empty enough that leaf splitting didn’t happen, and instead
only one leaf was completely filled up.
To enable the analysis to bypass this problem we prepared two node density functions h, which result in nonuniform distributions of nodes, linear and hotspots, shown
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in Figure 3. The linear distribution varies the minimum
distance along the x-axis. The distribution with hotspots
presents three areas with high point density, while the rest
is only sparsely populated. With these two distributions
we aim to diversify the number of elements in the leaves,
allowing for a more general analysis.
As visible in Figure 3, these two distributions lead to
much more gradual and general insertion time, giving us
a better idea of an ideal general leaf size. We continued
the testing with larger point sets, from 1 to 5 million
point insertion attempts. We also considered the speed of
a point lookup by measuring the time needed to execute
100’000 lookups after the insertions were completed. From
the results of the testing, presented in the phase diagrams
in Figure 4, we chose 40 as a good all-purpose default
leaf size when indexing in two dimensions. Further testing
is needed to find a similar all-purpose default for higher
dimensions.

B. Comparison to the cell structure
In order to use the new indexing structure instead of
the existing cell structure, we must show that the new
structure brings a performance improvement, or at least
a performance parity. The positioning of points – main
results of the node fill – are not analyzed, since they are
not influenced by the selection of the spatial indexing
method. Only the execution times, normalized by the
number of placed points are examined. We executed a suite
of tests comparing the structures when used as a spatial
index for the previously described domain discretization
algorithm. The test suite was executed on an 8-core, 16thread computer (2x Intel Xeon E5520) with 12 GB of
RAM.
The discretization algorithm begins with a set number
of seed points. Each CPU thread begins with one seed
point and gradually fills the surrounding space, therefore
at least as many seed points are needed as there are
threads. If there is an abundance of seed points, each
thread can process the space around multiple seed nodes.
This behavior may be desirable when discretizing very
complex domains, since the areas around seed points can
vastly differ in size. If each thread only processes one
seed point then the whole CPU must wait for the slowest
thread to finish. For this reason we tested both structures
with the minimum amount of seeds needed and a tenfold
abundance of seeds, relative to the maximum number of
threads.
A subset of domains from [10] was used to test the
behavior of the algorithm on a variety of input shapes,
which influence the way nodes are inserted into and
searched inside the indexing structure. The results are
presented in Figure 5. We notice that while the new
structure is slightly faster in 2D, it falls behind the old
cell-based structure in 3D. We believe this is due to the
lack of optimization for the three-dimensional variant of
the new structure and must be addressed in the future.
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Figure 3: Tested distributions, insertion times and leaf histograms. From left to right: uniform distribution, linear
distribution and distribution with hotspots. The x-axis shows the size of a leaf. The y-axis shows the time needed to
execute 100’000 insertion attempts into the tree, in milliseconds. The histograms show the proportion of leaves
holding a specific number of elements inside: Yellow signifies a large proportion, blue signifies a low proportion. For
leaf size n there are n + 1 possible sizes, the bottom value representing empty leaves and the top representing a full
leaf. As the size of the leaf increases, so does the height of the histogram.

Figure 4: Phase diagrams of time for 100’000 lookups in milliseconds (x-axis) versus time for a set number of
insertion attempts in milliseconds (y-axis) for different leaf sizes. Top: linear distribution, bottom: distribution with
hotspots. Left: 1 million insertion attempts, center: 2 million insertion attempts, right: 5 million insertion attempts.
Only select leaf sizes are highlighted and labelled to avoid visual clutter.
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Figure 5: Speedups of indexing structures with 16 or 160 seed points on multiple threads, compared to the
performance of the cell structure with 16 seed points on one thread. Left to right: domains bunny, clover and
heatsink, as presented in [10]. Top: 2D, bottom: 3D. Unstable behavior for more than 8 threads is due to the fact
that the test system only had 8 physical CPU cores, any extra speedup is only due to better core utilization with the
use of logical CPU threads.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented Polyp, a thread-safe point
storage and indexing structure based on the quadtree.
We presented the motivation for development, how the
structure is implemented, and how well it performs compared to the existing cell-based indexing structure. We
noticed that while it outperforms the existing solution
in two dimension, work on optimizing the structure in
three dimensions is still required. Compared to the cellbased spatial indexing structure, the use of Polyp is
simpler, since it offers a thread-safe API. Polyp should
also enable simplifications and increased modularity in its
targeted application, the parallel node fill algorithm.
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Abstract—When the deformations of a solid body are
sufficiently large, parts of the body undergo a permanent
deformation commonly refereed to as plastic deformation.
Several plasticity models describing such phenomenon have
been proposed, e.g. von Mises, Tresca, etc. Traditionally,
the finite element method (FEM) is the numerical tool of
choice for engineers who are solving such problems. In this
work, however, we present the implementation of the von
Mises plasticity model with non-linear isotropic hardening in
our in-house developed MEDUSA library, utilizing a variant
of meshless methods – namely the radial basis functiongenerated finite differences (RBF-FD). We define a simple
plane stress case, where a 2D block is fixed at one edge, and
a tensile force, which causes the block to deform, is applied
to it at the opposite edge. We show that results are in good
agreement with the numerical solution obtained by Abaqus
FEA, a commercial FEM solver.
Index Terms—plasticity; meshless; radial basis functiongenerated finite differences

I. I NTRODUCTION
Speaking very broadly, a deformation of a solid body
can be broken down into two main sub-categories: elastic
and plastic deformation. It is said, that the deformation
is elastic, if the body returns to its original shape after
the applied load had been released, while plastic deformation occurs when any part of a solid body undergoes
a non-reversible change of shape due to sufficiently large
load applied [1]. Generally, the material response beyond
the elastic-plastic tipping point, commonly referred to
as yielding criterion, is non-linear [2], thus numerical
treatment of partial differential equations is required [2].
Traditionally, such problems are solved with the finite
elements method (FEM) [3]–[6]. In this work, however,
we employ meshless methods that have proven to be a
good alternative as they can operate on nodes contrary
to mesh-based methods that require meshes [7]. An often used variant of the meshless methods is the radial
basis function-generated finite differences (RBF-FD) [8],
which has already been employed to obtain solutions to
elasticity [9], [10] and plasticity [11], [12] problems.
We present our implementation of a von Mises plasticity model with non-linear isotropic hardening limited to
small strains in a plane stress example. The implementation was done using our in-house developed MEDUSA
The authors would like to acknowledge the financial support of
Slovenian Research Agency (ARRS) in the framework of the research
core funding No. P2-0095 and the World Federation of Scientists.
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C++ library [13] supporting all the required meshless
procedures. The original FEM formulation of the solution
procedure provided by the de Souza et al. [2] is adapted to
employ RBF-FD and used to solve a simple plane stress
problem.
II. P LASTICITY
Plasticity problems, where an external force acts on a
solid body, are usually solved by applying partial loads
to the system i.e. the external force is applied incrementally [2], [14]. At each increment of the external force one
first predictably solves the steady-state Navier-Cauchy
equation for elastic bodies, and corrects the solution if
the plastic yield criterion is violated. This section will
present the small-strain plasticity model for plane stress
cases. The steady state Navier-Cauchy equation can thus
be written with Lamé constants as:


2λµ
+ µ ∇(∇ · u) + µ∇2 u = −r,
(1)
λ + 2µ
where u = (ux , uy ) is the displacement vector. λ =
Eν
E
(1−2ν)(1+ν) and µ = 2(1+ν) are the Lamé parameters,
which depend on Young’s modulus E, and Poisson’s
ratio ν. r is the residual force density. The latter is
computed as the difference between internal and external
force densities: r = f i − f e . Internal force density is
defined as:
f i = ∇ · σ,

(2)

where σ is the stress tensor with components: σxx , σyy ,
and σxy = σyx . Other components are assumed to equal
0 when assuming plane stress. For simplicity σ can be
reshaped into a vector σ = (σxx , σyy , σyx ). σ is related to
u via the elastic strain tensor εE and the elastic stiffness
tensor D as σ = DεE . εE can be reshaped as εE =
E
E
(εE
xx , εyy , 2εyx ), and then D becomes:


2λµ
2λµ
2µ + λ+2µ
0
λ+2µ


2λµ
2λµ
(3)
D =  λ+2µ
2µ + λ+2µ
0 .
0
0
µ
In plasticity εE is a part of total strain tensor ε =
P
P
(εxx , εyy , 2εyx ) = εE + εP , where εP = (εP
xx , εyy , 2εyx )
is the irreversible plastic strain. ε is computed as:
ε=

∇u + (∇u)|
.
2

(4)
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As the force is increased incrementally by δf e , Eq. (1)
is used to compute the displacement increment δu. Thus
after n increments un = un−1 + δu. After finding un
with the elastic prediction, one computes σ, and checks
the yield criterion, in this case the von Mises criterion
Φ [2]:
Φ=

1
1
1 2 P
1 |
σ Pσ − σY2 (εP
eq ) = ξ − σY (εeq ),
2
3
2
3

(5)

where εP
eq is the scalar, “equivalent” plastic strain, and
σY is the likewise scalar yield stress, and is defined by
the yield function.
It can be noted, that von Mises stress
q
is σV M = 32 σ | Pσ. P is defined as:


2 −1 0
1
P = −1 2 0 .
(6)
3
0
0 6
Where the yield criterion is violated (Φ > 0), σ is then
corrected via a local Newton-Rhapson method. Let there
be a correction factor δγ. First it is set to δγ = 0, then
the solver updates it with:
Φ
.
Φ0

δγ new = δγ old −

(7)

Φ0 = 21 ξ 0 − 13 H 0 is the derivative of the yield criterion,
where:
2
(σyy − σxx )2 + 4σxy
E
(σxx + σyy )2
−2µ
,
ξ0 = − 
3
1−ν
(1 + 2µδγ)3
Eδγ
9 1 + 3(1−ν)
(8)

r
H0 = 2

r



p
δγξ 0
2
√
ξ+
H
σY
3
2 ξ

εP
eq + δγ

H is the slope of σY at εP
eq + δγ
updated:

q

ξ
2
3

!
. (9)

1−ν
1
where a1 = 1−ν+
, and a2 = 1+2µδγ
. With variables
1
3 Eδγ
i
updated, f is updated via Eq. (2), and used in Eq. (1)
to recompute δu. This is repeated until |r| < tolerance.
This is the global iteration. Once the global iteration is
completed, f e is increased by δf e . The whole process is
repeated until f e equals the prescribed value.
Such approach, where D remains unchanged throughout the computation, requires many global iterations. This
can be improved by exchanging the elastic stiffness tensor
with the consistent tangent operator, which is updated by
the local iteration [2], [14]. However, for simplicity this
is not explored in this work.

III. RBF-FD APPROXIMATION OF DIFFERENTIAL
OPERATORS

Often mentioned advantage of the mesh-free methods
over the mesh-based methods is that they can operate
on scattered nodes. This is particularly convenient when
complex three-dimensional domains are being treated,
because in such cases, automated mesh generation is even
today impossible without a human interference. While
there are also other advantages, such as direct control
over the approximation order, it is important to know that
in general, mesh-free methods are computationally more
complex because larger support sizes are needed.
Since the emergence of mesh-free methods, many
approximation variants have been proposed. The first
mentions of RBF-FD reach back in 2000 with the introduction from Tolstykh [15]. Since then, the method has
been thoroughly studied and applied to numerous real-life
problems.
In the context of RBF-FD, a linear differential operator
L (for example operators in the Navier-Cacuhy equation (1)) is approximated in node xc over set of n nearby
nodes

2 3ξ . Afterwards ξ is

c c) =
Lu(x

n
X

wi u(xi )

(13)

i=1

ξ=

2
(σyy − σxx )2 + 4σxy
(σxx + σyy )2
+
.

2
2(1 + 2µδγ)2
Eδγ
6 1 + 3(1−ν)

(10)

Φ (Eq. (5)) is also updated, and Eqs. (7)–(10) are iterated
over until the yield criterion is satisfied (|Φ| < tolerance).
This is the local iteration.
With computed δγ the variables are updated as:
σ new = Aσ old ,
−1 new

E

ε =D

σ

,
r

new
εP
eq

εP

new

ξ
2 ,
3
= εP old + δγPσ new .

=

old
εP
eq

A is a δγ dependent tensor, defined as:
1

1
0
2 (a1 + a2 )
2 (a1 − a2 )
A =  12 (a1 − a2 ) 12 (a1 + a2 ) 0  ,
0
0
a2
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(11)

+ δγ

for an arbitrary function u. A set of n neighboring nodes
is often also referred to as the stencil nodes or support
nodes. The unknown weights w are obtained for a given
set of radial basis functions (RBFs) φ centered at the
stencil nodes of a central node xc
φ(x) = φ(kx − xc k).

The approximation (13) can then be written in a linear
system


  
(Lφ1 (x) x=x
w1
φ1 (x1 ) · · · φn (x1 )
c

 ..
..
..   ..  = 
..
.
 .
.
.
.  .  
|

(12)

(14)

φ1 (xn ) · · ·
{z
Φ

φn (xn )

wn
} | {z }
w

|

(Lφn (x)
{z
`φ

x=xc

}

(15)
While researchers in the early work on RBF-FD used
infinitely smooth RBFs, such as Gaussians or Mul-
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Figure 1. The sketch of the test case. The arrows on the east side
represent the tensile stress. The red dashed line represents the results
sampling line, used in later analyses. It runs from the south-west corner,
to the north-east one.

tiquadrics, nowadays, piecewise smooth polyharmonic
splines (PHS)
(
rk ,
k odd
φ(r) =
(16)
k
r log r, k even
are commonly used. These, however, do no ensure the
convergent behavior nor solvability of the system [8]. That
is handled by additionally
enforcing the constraint (13) for

a set of s = m+d
monomials
with up to and including
d
degree m in a d-dimensional domain.
With the additional constraints, the approximation can
be compactly written as

   
Φ P w
`
= φ ,
(17)
`p
PT 0 λ
where P is an n × s matrix of monomials evaluated at
stencil points, `p is the vector of values assembled by
applying the considered operator L to the polynomials
at xc , i.e `ip = (Lpi (x)) x=x and λ are Lagrangian
c
multipliers. Finally, the weights w to approximate a
differential operator L can be obtained by solving the
system (17) using a standard solver from the Eigen library
and Lagrangian multipliers are discarded.
IV. E XAMPLE
For demonstration purposes, a simple plane stress problem is solved. We chose a 2D block (a rectangle), attached
to a solid wall on the west edge (u = (0, 0)) and pulled
by a tensile stress on the east edge (σxx = 30 MPa), with
remaining edges being traction-free (n · σ = 0, where n
is the face normal), as is shown by the sketch in Fig. 1.
The tensile stress acts as the external force on the
system, and is increased in steps of equal magnitude, as
prescribed by the model input. Dimensions of the block
are as follows: length L = 10 mm, and height H = 5 mm.
Material properties in this case are chosen arbitrarily,
and are: E = 10 GPa, ν = 0.4, and a yield function
P
σY (εP
eq ) defined by the following set of points (εi , σY i ):
(0, 20 MPa), (0.001, 25 MPa), (0.005, 30 MPa), (0.02,
40 MPa) with a piecewise linear interpolation in-between.
The results of computations are analyzed along the
red dashed line, which is also shown on the sketch in
Fig. 1. As meshless discretization is used, the results along
the line are interpolated using the Sheppard interpolation
from Python’s photutils package. To stabilize the
computations, and to reduce computational time, the case
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Figure 2. The sketch of the reduced case. See Fig. 1 for details. The
sampling line is composed of two parts, and is reflected at x = L/2. The
asymmetrical variables (uy , and σxy ) are transformed by the following
function: u(x) = −u, x < L/2; = u, x ≥ L/2.
dx

TABLE I. D IFFERENT DISCRETIZATION DENSITIES L , AND
CORRESPONDING NUMBER OF GENERATED NODES IN A DOMAIN .
dx
L

[−]

No. nodes

1
19

110

1
49

659

1
99

2585

1
149

5745

1
199

10204

1
249

15876

1
299

22852

is further simplified by reducing the domain size along
x
the symmetry line (uy = 0, ∂u
∂y = 0), producing the
problem setup to that shown in Fig. 2. To stabilize the
computations even further, the corner nodes at Neumann
boundary conditions (traction boundaries) are removed.
The computations are performed at different discretization resolutions, and different amount of load steps to
display the model’s convergence. Details on discretization
resolutions are presented in Table I. Results are computed
for each discretization, using Nload ∈ {5, 10, 50, 100} load
steps.
The entire implementation is written in C++, using our
in-house developed MEDUSA library [13]. MEDUSA’s
built-in fill and relax algorithms [16] are used to create
the uniform irregular computational domains. Differential
operators are approximated with the RBF-FD and computed using the support of n = 50 nearest points. Eq.
(1) is solved implicitly with the BiCGSTAB solver from
the Eigen library for linear algebra [17]. In the main
loop, the implicit solver operates sequentially, but local
operations, such as computation of stress tensor σ, and
the local iterations are executed in parallel with OpenMP.
The compiling is done with the g++ compiler, using the following flags: -Wall -O3 -march=native
-fopenmp -std=c++17. The results were exported to
text-VTK files, and processed with Python and ParaView.
Computations were performed on a laptop, with an Intel
Core i7-8750H CPU, and 16 GB DDR4 RAM.
For comparison and validation purposes, the same problem is also solved using the commercial software Abaqus
FEA, which utilizes FEM. Abaqus solution is obtained
with the full domain setup (Fig. 1) using NFE = 5000
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8-node biquadratic plane stress quadrilateral (CPS8R)
finite elements resulting in total of 15301 nodes. Finite
element type CPS8R was chosen to obtain a finite element
with 4 integration points and thus reducing the error
of mapping the secondary variables to nodal values and
additionally avoiding the potential Hourglass and shear
locking issues. Reduced integration mode additionally
reduces the computational times.
V. R ESULTS
Example results of computations are shown in Figs. 3
and 4. Fig. 3 is displaying the σxx field on the discretized
domain, with nodes displaced by 50u. A higher stress
concentration can be observed in the north-western corner
of the domain, which is surrounded by areas of lower σxx
stress, which then homogenizes along the body toward
the eastern edge. In Fig. 4 it can be observed, how the
material begins to yield, as it deforms plastically – more
drastic deformation increases can be observed after first
couple of linear-elastic steps.

(a) ux

Figure 3. Visualization of the solution in a domain with 2585 nodes after
10/10 load steps. The nodes are displaced by 50u, and the color-map
is showing σxx .
(b) uy
Figure 5. Solution convergence due to varying discretization density. ux
and uy plotted against dimensionless coordinate x/L, Nsteps = 10.

Figure 4. Visualization of the solution in a domain with 22852 nodes,
showing the boundary nodes positions, displaced by 50u, at load steps
1/10 - 10/10.

The model’s convergence by increasing the node density can be seen in Fig. 5, and in Fig. 6 is showing the
load-step dependent convergence for u at low (659 nodes)
discretization density.
The solution with N = 10204 computational nodes
and Nsteps = 100 load steps is compared with the Abaqus
FEA solution along the aforementioned diagonal. The
comparison is made for solutions of u (Fig. 7), and σ
(Fig. 8). In both cases the absolute difference plotted
on the log scale represents ∆u = |umedusa − uabaqus |,
where indices “medusa” and “abaqus” are representing
the meshless and Abaqus solutions, respectively.
Finally, all points from meshless (the same case as
previously) and Abaqus solutions are plotted on the σV M
against εP
eq graph along with the yield function in Fig. 9,
to analyze how well they follow the yield function.
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The convergence plots in Fig. 6 show that the quality
of the solution may increase by increasing the number
of load steps, but at higher density discretizations this
may be insignificant. Finding the balance between discretization density and number of load steps for optimal
accuracy and computational time is beyond the scope of
this paper.
The comparison between the presented implementation
of von Mises plasticity model with the commercial solver
Abaqus (Figs. 7 and 8) shows good agreement between
both solutions. This is shown by closely matched solution
for u as is shown in Fig. 7, and a similar σ prediction
in Fig. 8. One should note however, that the meshless
domain had the corner nodes removed to stabilize the
computation, which resulted in greater difference between
the two solutions especially at 0 x-coordinate. The difference between the two solutions for σ decreases as one is
going up the x-coordinate, except for the corner node, for
reasons mentioned above. The decrease in the difference
is likely due to σxx being prescribed at x = L through the
traction boundary condition, and both approaches fulfill it
well. A source of error, which may contribute to the noisy
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(a) ux , 259 nodes.

(a) ux

(b) uy , 259 nodes

(b) uy

Figure 6. Solution convergence due to varying number of load steps
N density. ux and uy plotted against dimensionless coordinate x/L,
results for 259 nodes.

Figure 7. Comparison of both components of u, and the absolute difference between Medusa and Abaqus results plotted against dimensionless
coordinate x/L.

nature of the absolute difference plots, is the interpolation,
which was used in post processing to extract the data
along the prescribed lines.
Fig. 9 is showing that the implemented plasticity model
closely follows the yield function. However, some of the
values obtained by both approaches appear to be violating
the yield criterion. In the meshless case these points are
located on the fixed edge, and in Abaqus’ case these are
at both singularities at the fixed edge or in their close
proximity.

can be concluded that RBF-FD can substitute FEM for
solving similar small-strain plasticity problems.

VI. C ONCLUSION
This work demonstrates the use of RBF-FD in modeling small-strain plasticity. Under the plane stress assumption, a simple 2D problem is solved, using the
von Mises plasticity model. For comparison, an identical
problem is also solved in Abaqus, which uses FEM.
Results show good agreement between both approaches.
The analyzed example case also indicates that increasing
the number of load steps may stabilize the solution in
a scarcely populated domain, whereas this effect is not
as pronounced in a densely populated one. Generally it
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Abstract—One of the most general ways to represent a
three-dimensional domain is with a dense point cloud that
describes the boundary. This representation is convenient as
it is both the output of a 3D scan and relatively simple
to obtain from alternative surface description methods.
However, a point cloud on its own is often insufficient
for further calculations. We would like to use said point
cloud to create a more convenient description of the true
shape, which would allow us to use specialised discretization
algorithms, and a way to determine its interior. In this paper
we propose an algorithm that fits parametrized surfaces
to discrete neighbourhoods that cover the point cloud and
uses a partition of unity to ensure that the surfaces match
along their edges. We then use this local parametrization
to construct the characteristic function of the domain, i.e. a
function which can determine if a given point is inside the
domain or not.
Keywords—surface reconstruction, point clouds, meshless
methods

I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world problems can be expressed mathematically as a system of partial differential equations
(PDEs). Often, there are no known analytical solutions
to such problems. Knowing how to numerically solve
PDEs is crucial in many areas, from meteorology [1]
to modelling of gas turbines [2]. In recent years, much
work has been done in the field of meshless numerical
solvers [3]–[5]. In contrast to other methods - like the
finite element method that requires a triangularization of
the computational domain - these solve PDEs on a set
of scattered nodes. In practice, there are many different
ways to present the domains of PDEs. Triangle meshes
or non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) patches [6]
are common choices but both come with unique caveats.
The first is computationally expensive to produce and is
not suited for meshless methods while the latter cannot
be used directly and requires further processing, e.g. by
converting it to a mesh [7] or by discretization [8].
This paper focuses on another representation – point
clouds. A point cloud is a finite set of points X ⊂ Rd .
Point clouds can be measured (e.g. when using 3D scanners) or produced during computation when discretizing
a known domain. This typically produces point clouds
X ⊂ ∂D that describe the boundary of some domain
D ⊂ Rd . Working with point clouds directly would allow
for more flexibility when working with complex domains.
Unfortunately, point clouds carry less data than other
representations and introduce new problems. Namely, for
a point cloud X ⊂ ∂D
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•

•

there is no natural way to rediscretize the surface ∂D.
In other words there is no way to make the point
cloud more or less dense.
There is no natural way to determine if a given point
is inside the domain D.

The goal of this paper is to present an algorithm that
alleviates these problems. This algorithm differs from
others by creating a locally parametrized surface, where
the local parametrization maps are created using radial
basis functions. Similar work has been done in [9], with
a focus on the visual aspects of the reconstructed surface.
They define a procedure, that takes patches of a surface
and ensures that they match near their boundaries. It focuses primarily on how the resulting patches look, e.g. by
making sure that the resulting patches have no holes
between them. We, on the other hand, can pick as many
patches as we need, so we sidestep this problem. Because
of this we can also use a much simpler procedure to make
sure the patches match. Analogous problem has also been
tackled implicitly [10], with the surface given by a point
cloud reconstructed as an isosurface of a scalar field. We
will discuss why this is not the best option for our use
case in section II. We, however, use similar interpolants.
For an overview of other surface reconstruction methods,
see [11].
In section II we present the algorithm, split into three
parts; we discuss the preliminary point cloud decomposition and estimations in II-A. The creation of local
parametrizations is described in II-B. We finish by constructing the characteristic function in II-C. The algorithm
is then demonstrated on a simple two-dimensional point
cloud in section III.
II. THE ALGORITHM
Before we present the algorithm, we explain the reasoning behind our decisions in its design. If we ignore
approximations of surfaces - such as triangular meshes
- the most common ways of defining surfaces using
equations are as a parametrization or as an isosurface of a
scalar field. The latter is often simpler and more general.
It is easier to produce a scalar field such that the given
points lie on a desired isosurface; one can construct such
a field using interpolation. However, it is less convenient
– even finding a point on an isosurface is non-trivial and
typically involves solving a non-linear equation. On the
other hand, parametrization is harder to produce, but easier
to work with. With a parametrized surface, we can easily
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use existing discretization algorithms [8] to produce nodes
of desired density. We choose parametrization knowing
that once we invest effort into its construction, further
work is made easier. As described, the algorithm is not
dependant on the dimension d of the domain D ⊆ Rd .
We choose the dimension to equal 2, as it is easier to
illustrate the procedure.
We first give a brief overview of the algorithm. It
accepts a point cloud X ⊂ ∂D. This point cloud should
be dense enough to sufficiently describe the features of
the boundary ∂D. We intend to produce a series of local
parametrizations pi and the characteristic function c.
1) First, select a discrete neighbourhood Xi for each
point xi ∈ X, i.e. a subset xi ∈ Xi ⊂ X.
Neighbouring points xi,j ∈ Xi are typically close
to xi .
2) Second, calculate a rough approximation for normals
v i on ∂D at each point xi in X.
3) Next, create a parametrization domain Ui ⊂ R2 for
each discrete neighbourhood Xi . At the same time,
create a series of knot vectors ui,j , corresponding
to each point xi,j ∈ Xi .
4) Fit a function si : Ui → R2 to each discrete neighbourhood, such that si (ui,j ) = xi,j .
5) In parallel with the previous step, construct a sufficiently smooth partition of unity ϕi : R2 → [0, 1]
around each point xi ∈ X.
6) Using the functions from the previous steps, construct the local parametrizations pi : Ui → R2 .
These
differ from the functions siS
, since the union
S
p
(U
)
is
a
manifold,
whereas
i
i
i
i si (Ui ) is not.
7) Before we can construct the function that determines
the interior, once again approximate normals on ∂D,
this time based on the derivatives of pi .
8) Finally, construct a function c : R2 → R that can
determine if a point is inside D.
Section II-A will focus on steps 1 through 3, section II-B
will focus on steps 4 through 6 and section II-C will cover
the remaining steps.
In short, the algorithm accepts a point cloud X ⊂ ∂D
and produces a series of local parametrizations pi : Ui →
R2 as well as a function c : R2 → R, such that the sign
of c(x) determines whether x is in the interior, on the
boundary or in the exterior of D.
At this step note two details. We have no intention
of producing a global parametrization p : U → ∂D. By
imitating the definition of a manifold, we achieve a great
deal of generality without having to mesh the surface. We
could, in principle, “glue” the parametrization domains Ui
together. This would be impractical, as it would essentially
create a covering space, the topology of which could be
complex. Also, the definition of the function c is fairly
vague. This is because we can choose how to construct
the function. An elegant approach would be to fit a scalar
field to the points xi − ni , xi , xi + ni , such that the sign
of c(x) determines whether x is in D, on the boundary,
or in the exterior of D. The problem with this approach
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is that constructing c in such a way, that it agrees with
the parametrizations pi , is not trivial. If we need to work
with both the boundary and the interior, we can use another
procedure. When given a point x, we can find the nearest
point on ∂D to x and decide based on the corresponding
normal.
A. CONSTRUCTING THE PARAMETRIZATION DOMAINS
One of the main problems of fitting a parametrized
surface to a point cloud is the fact that we do not have
any obvious choice of domain. That is, the choice of knot
vectors ui,j is not obvious. This problem is solved in
the first three steps of the algorithm. Since we decided
to construct only local parametrizations, we can restrict
ourselves to smaller domains, such that on each Ui , the
image pi (Ui ) is a graph of a function, allowing for
rotations.
To achieve this, we first select a small enough discrete
neighbourhood for each point xi from the point cloud
X. Small enough, here, means that there should exist a
connected neighbourhood of the discrete neighbourhood in
∂D, such that this neighbourhood is a graph of a function,
up to rotation. We intend to fit a local parametrization to
each such set at a later step. The simplest way to achieve
this is by taking the neighbourhood of xi to be its (k −1)nearest neighbours for a small enough k. Let xi be a point
in X. Write {xi = xi,1 , xi,2 , . . . , xi,k } = Xi ⊂ X. One
way of constructing these would be using a k-d tree [12]
to find the required points. After constructing a k-d tree,
querying the k nearest points to a point xi for some small
fixed k is computationally inexpensive. This method also
lends itself well to parallel computing, as demonstrated in
[13].
Next, we wish to approximate the normals ni on
∂D at xi . There are many ways to do this, e.g. using
Voronoi covariance measures [14], or jets [15]. We use a
simpler approach – we fit a plane to Xi using the least
squares method, since this is a robust method and easy to
implement and understand. This does not assume that the
discrete neighbourhoods are almost flat. At this stage, we
just need an approximation of the normal. We can chose
the normal of the hyperplane v i as a first approximation
of the normal. The problem with this procedure is that we
have no guarantee that the normals are picked consistently
– some may be inward-pointing, while others may be
outward-pointing. This does not pose a problem at this
point, as we only need the direction represented by the
normals.
With the discrete neighbourhoods Xi and the normals
v i , we can construct the parametrization domains Ui .
Write Pi for the plane passing through xi perpendicular
to v i . Let Ai : R2 → R2 be an affine map that maps Pi
to R2 × {0} and xi to (0, 0, 0). We can then expect that
if we apply Ai to a small connected open neighbourhood
of Xi in ∂D, we get a graph of a function. With this in
mind, define ũi,j to be the projection of xi,j along v i
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Fig. 1: The result of interpolating points on discrete
neighbourhood 1, 2, 3 and 2, 3, 4 on the upper graph. The
gluing operation is then applied to these maps on the
lower graph.
onto Pi . Then define ui,j ∈ R2 as Ai ũi,j . Since it may
be convenient later, we normalize the set of knot vectors
so that the distance between ui,0 and the nearest vector
among ui,1 , . . . , ui,k equals one. For the moment, select
the entire plane R2 as the domain Ui . When we construct
the parametrization maps, we can shrink the domains Ui
to equal a closed unit ball.
This procedure, which only has to be done once, is
relitively fast for small k. Constructing a k-d tree with
n points has O(n log(n)) time complexity, and queriying
the k nearest neighbours has O(k log(n)). Using the least
squares method to approximate the normals is O(k 2 ) per
normal. The entire procedure is therefore O(kn log(n) +
k 2 n).
B. CONSTRUCTING
TIONS

THE

LOCAL

PARAMETRIZA-

We now discuss steps 4 through 6. Since we have the
knot vectors ui,j for each discrete neighbourhood Xi ,
fitting an interpolating surface to the points in Xi is
simple. For example, let φ : [0, ∞) → R be a radial basis
function (RBF). We can then find an interpolant of the
form
si (x) = Qi (x) +

k
X

Then we simply define
κ
ϕi (u) = P
n



||u||
ri

j=1 κ





||u||
rj

.

The parametrizarion maps pi are then evaluated as
follows. Suppose we want to calculate pi (u) for some
u ∈ R2 . First, we calculate si (u), as the first approximation. Write x(0) = si (u). Then find all xj from X,
such that the distance between x0 and xj is less than ri .
Write xi1 , . . . , xiℓ for these points. Now, for each index
j = 1, . . . , ℓ project the point x(0) along v ij onto the plane
(0)
(0)
Pij and applying the maps Aij to get u1 , . . . , uℓ ; note
that we repeated the procedure for calculating the knot
vectors ui,j , but using the point x(0) . Now we define the
value of pi at u by
pi (u) =

ℓ
X

(0)

(0)

sij (uj )ϕij (uj ).

j=1

αi,j φ(||x − xi,j ||),

j=1

where Qi are polynomials and αi,j ∈ R2 , such that for
each j = 1, . . . , k
si (ui,j ) = xi,j .
For an overview of RBF interpolation, consult chapter 3 of
[16]. The role of the polynomial Qi is discussed in [17].
The problem here is that we do not have a proper
local parametrization. The maps si only interpolate the
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points on the surface, so they do not agree inbetween the
points; see the upper graph in Fig. 1. We construct two
interpolating maps, s1 and s2 , which interpolate points
with x-coordinates of 1, 2, 3 and 2, 3, 4 resp. Notice that
the maps s1 and s2 do not agree between the middle two
points; the union of the images of the maps do not form
a manifold around these points.
This can be fixed by “gluing” the maps together using
a partition of unity (PU).
Pn A PU is a series of functions
ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn such that i=1 ϕi equals the constant 1 function. If the support of these functions is small enough,
they can be used to smoothly combine locally defined
functions. A partition of unity around a set of points in
R2 can be constructed as follows. First, choose a radius
ri > 0 for each point xi from X. This should be chosen
such that the ball B(ui,0 , ri ) contains the knot vectors
corresponding to the nearest points to xi in Xi . Then,
define a function κ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) such that the support
of κ equals [0, 1] and that the derivatives κ(j) (0) and
κ(j) (1) equal 0 for all 0 < j ≤ d. We can use, for example,
the function

(

1
if x ∈ [0, r)
exp − 1−x
2
.
κ(x) =
0
if x ∈ [r, ∞)

The lower graph in Fig. 1 shows the result of the gluing
procedure, when applied to the functions displayed in the
upper graph.
Since we have all the data from section II-A, each
evaluation of a parametric map is mostly dependant on
the size of the discrete neighbourhoods k. Calculating the
coefficients αi,j for each interpolant si is O(k 3 n). If we
choose the radiuses ri such that each ball with center xi
and radius ri contains at most k other points of X, one
evaluation is O(k 2 + k log(n)).
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C. CONSTRUCTING THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
Our final task is to construct an approximation of the
characteristic map. To do so, we must at this point compute
better approximations for the normals. Since we have
the parametrization maps pi , this is much simpler than
(0)
in II-A. Let ni equal the normalized cross product of the
derivatives of pi at (0, 0). Such a vector is indeed a normal
on the image of pi . The problem here is that the normals
(0)
ni may not all face in the same direction. Some may be
inward-facing, while others may be outward-facing. We
must ensure that the choice of normal is consistent. There
are many ways to achieve this.
One of the simpler ways is to propagate the direction
of a given normal breadth-first to its nearest neighbours.
(0)
Choose a normal ni = ni and add its index i to a FIFO
(0)
queue. Take the discrete neighbourhood Xi of xi . Let ni,j
be the normal at xi,j ; that is, there exists some index m
(0)
(0)
such that xi,j = xm , so ni,j = nm . If we have not
visited it during the procedure, check if the dot product
(0)
(0)
(0)
⟨nm , ni ⟩ is positive. If it is, set nm = nm , otherwise
(0)
set nm = −nm . Then add the index m to the queue and
repeat until the queue is empty. This procedure ensures
that the normals are chosen consistently. However, we do
not at this point know whether the normals are all inwardor outward-facing. We can solve this problem with the
help of the characteristic function.
Suppose we are not interested in the local parametrizations, but only in the characteristic function. We can
construct a function, whose sign determines the position
of a point in relation to the domain. Using RBFs, we can
create a map c : R2 → R by interpolating
c(xi − ni ) = −1, c(xi ) = 0 and c(xi + ni ) = 1. (1)
If we wish to interpolate only locally, we may construct
a function ci satisfying (1) for all points in a discrete
neighbourhood Xi . Then we simply combine these using
an appropriate partition of unity around the points of
X. P
If ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn is such a partition of unity, define
n
c = i=1 ci ϕi . The advantage of using the normal vector
approximations ni over the vectors v i from II-A is that the
former are smoother in a way, since they were constructed
using the smooth local parametrization maps.
If, on the other hand, we want both the reconstructed
boundary and the characteristic function, we employ
the following procedure. We again construct a function
c : R2 → R. Say we want to calculate c(x) for some
x ∈ R2 . First find the nearest point to x in the point
cloud X, say xi . Write x(0) for an approximation of the
point that minimizes the distance between x and the image
of the unit ball under pi . We do not need a particularly
good approximation, so we use a fixed small number of
iteration steps of Newton’s method. Let n(0) be the normal
at x(0) . Then define c(x) = ⟨x(0) − x, n(0) ⟩.
If we do indeed take a small fixed number of iterations,
evaluating the function c is still in O(k 2 + k log(n))
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Fig. 2: The example point cloud produced from sampling
curve (2).
The sign of both of these functions determines the
position of a point x. If c(x) is negative, then x ∈ D. If
it equals zero, then x is on the boundary ∂D. Otherwise,
x is outside of D.
We can also use these maps to ensure that the normals
all point in the right direction. Take a point x0 ∈ D, i.e. a
point that we know to be inside the domain, and calculate
c(x0 ). If this value is positive, flip all the ni vectors.
III. USAGE EXAMPLE
Consider the polar curve given by the equation
r(θ) = 1 − cos(θ) sin(θ).

(2)

To test our algorithm, we first naively discretize the
curve by taking the points corresponding to θ =
π 2π
0, 50
, 50 , . . . , 49π
50 . We get a set of fifty unevenly spaced
points X; see Fig. 2. We choose neighbourhoods of size
k = 5. First, we approximate the normals as stated in II-A.
Note that at this stage, the normals are not consistent. After
constructing the parametrization domains, we construct the
interpolation maps. As before, they do not agree; they
interpolate each series of consecutive five points, but the
union of their images does not form a manifold. See Fig. 3
(or Fig. 1). Now, we construct the parametrization maps
pi . These are actual local parametrizations of a manifold.
The reconstructed curve is displayed in Fig. 4. We finally
construct the map c using both methods described above.
We use a naive interior fill algorithm to check if the map c
functions as intended. We take points on a grid and, using
c, we check if they are in the interior of the domain. Fig. 5
displays the results of this fill algorithm.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The focus of this paper was to introduce a parametric
surface algorithm based on local RBF interpolation. When
given a point cloud, the algorithm creates a series of
local parametrizations around each point and joins them
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into a smooth manifold by using the partition of unity. It
also creates the characteristic function of the reconstructed
surface based on the local parametrizations. Such an
algorithm enables one to work with discretized surfaces
– to rediscretize them or to discretize their interiors.
While originally intended for surface reconstruction in
two dimensions, it is not dependant on dimension. It
can be easily modified to work on hypersurfaces of any
dimension, due to the use of RBF interpolants. Further
work would need to focus on testing the algorithm on more
complex examples and direct comparison with alternative
approaches.
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Abstract—Meshless methods are an active and modern branch
of numerical analysis with many intriguing benefits. One of
the main open research questions related to local meshless
methods is how to select the best possible stencil - a collection of
neighbouring nodes - to base the calculation on. In this paper, we
describe the procedure for generating a labelled stencil dataset
and use a variation of pointNet - a deep learning network based
on point clouds - to create a classifier for the quality of the
stencil. We exploit features of pointNet to implement a model
that can be used to classify differently sized stencils and compare
it against models dedicated to a single stencil size. The model is
particularly good at detecting the best and the worst stencils
with a respectable area under the curve (AUC) metric of around
0.90. There is much potential for further improvement and direct
application in the meshless domain.
Index Terms—meshless method; stencil analysis; neural networks; pointNet; classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Partial differential equations (PDE) are one of the most
common approaches to modelling natural phenomenon and
industrial processes. Closed-form solutions are rare, leaving
us to rely on numerical approaches. Meshless methods are a
relatively novel approach to PDE solving. They ease domain
discretisation by avoiding meshing problems that arise in
higher dimensions when using the traditional finite elements
and finite volume methods [1]. The Radial Basis Function
Generated Finite Differences (RBF-FD) [2] method is used
to calculate an approximation of a linear operator L applied
to field u. Discretisation is achieved by populating the domain
with computational nodes that hold field values ui . The
operator value in i-th node is calculated based on field values
in s neighbouring nodes that form its computational stencil Si
(Lu)i ≈

s
X

wi,j uSi (j) ,

(1)

j=1

where wi,j are the precomputed approximation coefficients.
The coefficients are determined by demanding the equation (1)
to be exact for a set of basis functions and solving the resulting
system.
The authors would like to acknowledge the financial support of the
Slovenian Research Agency (ARRS) research core funding No. P2-0095,
research project J2-3048, and the Young Researcher program PR-10468.
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One of the factors contributing to the approximation accuracy are the positions of nodes in the computational stencil.
Due to the many confounding factors it is difficult to predict
the stencil’s quality before solving the weight system and
evaluating the operator. Stencil nodes are usually selected
as the s closest nodes to the one we are approximating the
operator in. This often proves to be inadequate, especially
when close to the domain boundary or dealing with varying
node density. Existing attempts that tackle the problem use,
amongst other things, linear programming [3] and geometric
assumptions [4].
In this paper, we use a machine learning approach to devise
a method that can estimate the approximation quality of the
stencil without solving the weight system. Such method, if
implemented efficiently, can be used to construct better stencils
and evaluate the quality of discretisation before proceeding to
the subsequent computationally demanding step of approximation building.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II
we describe the dataset and explain how it was constructed,
followed by the description of the utilised machine learning
method in Section III. Next, we present the results in Section IV. We conclude the paper with directions for future work
in Section V and the conclusion in Section VI.
II. DATA PREPARATION
The dataset is created algorithmically by generating a set
of random stencils that are still representative of the stencils
that could appear during a normal solution procedure. The
RBF-FD algorithm, using the polyhamonic r3 radial basis
function (RBF) with 2-nd order monomial augmentation [5],
is implemented in Medusa [6] C++ library for meshless
PDE solving and used to approximate the gradient and the
Laplace operator applied to a selection of fields with known
analytic derivatives. The sum of absolute offsets between the
approximated and the exact operator values for both operators
on all test fields is then used as the measure of error ϵ that is
used as a label for the stencil’s fitness, with a lower number
signifying a better node configuration.
Examples of the best and the worst stencils with size s = 15
are shown in Fig. 1. Good stencils are relatively centred and
symmetric as expected, while the bad ones exhibit lines of
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Fig. 1: The best 3 stencils with s = 15 in the top row and the
worst 3 in the bottom. The red point marks the central node
where we approximate the operator. Positions are centred and
normalised.

nodes that are unable to provide a good description of the
underlying field.
We generate 105 stencils and corresponding labels for sizes
of s ∈ {6, 7, 9, 12, 15} and combine them into a mixed size
dataset that will be denoted as ”mix”. Then, we generate
additional 5 · 105 stencils for sizes of s ∈ {9, 15} as singlesized stencil datasets. The automatically generated dataset
allows us to extend the size of the dataset in future work as
far as required within the computational and time constraints.
Creating larger datasets might be beneficial because choosing
even the best among 5 · 105 nodes, as shown in Fig. 1, does
not yield even close to perfect stencils.
The distributions of resulting ϵ labels for different stencil
size datasets are shown in Fig. 2. The distributions on the left
figures for s = 6 and s = 7 provide an additional motivation
for this endeavour. Small stencil size is preferred for meshless
approximation due to the inherently lower computational costs
that are a function of s at every operator evaluation. As this
graph shows, small stencils exhibit a much higher variance
in quality when compared to their larger counterparts. That
makes them less stable and harder to construct when not aided
by advanced algorithms.
We discretise the continuous error label into 4 quartiles with
equal number of stencils that guarantee a balanced dataset.
Some care needs to be taken when determining classes for the
”mix” dataset to maintain consistency. Quartile borders have to
be created separately for each of the constituent stencil sizes to
account for the different ranges of error labels seen in Fig. 2.
A. Stencil generation
Random stencil selection needs to be designed in a way
that replicates the stencils that are likely to appear in actual
use. Purely random node placement is unsuitable due to the
possibility of extremely close nodes that would cause instabilities for the approximation. This is established knowledge in
the field [7] and the availability of fast and efficient algorithms
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for generation of candidate nodes prevents this from occurring
in practice. On the other hand, using available algorithms
for node placement leads to stencils that are too uniform to
provide any insight for machine learning.
We circumvent this problem by using an established meshless node positioning algorithm [7] to generate a dense discretization of candidate nodes. The central node is randomly
selected from the candidates. The rest of the stencil is then
randomly sampled from the candidate nodes with a slightly
radially decreasing probability to encourage some extent of
aggregation. All s nodes from this stencil are then alternately
used as centres when constructing the approximation to introduce more non-symmetric stencils into the mix. We are
specially interested in non-symmetric stencils as those are
commonly found close to the domain boundaries where stencil
construction is the most problematic.
This process is repeated until a desired number of stencils
is generated. Stencil coordinates are then transformed into
a coordinate representation with origin in the central node
and normalized with the distance between the central and the
farthest node.
B. Test fields
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, analytically
differentiable fields are required as a benchmark for the RBFFD approximation. The fields need to be diverse enough to
provide a satisfactory proxy for fields encountered during the
normal PDE solving and still simple enough to implement a
general derivative in C++. We use a benchmark that consists
of three fields:
• Monomial
f (x, y) = xn y m ,
•

n = 2, m = 3;

Sinusoidal
f (x, y) = sin(kx x) sin(ky y),

•

(2)

kx = 2, ky = 1; (3)

Exponential
f (x, y) = e−

x2 +y 2
2σ

,

σ = 1.

(4)

III. M ETHOD
PointNet [9] was a groundbreaking deep learning algorithm
that has opened the field for working with point cloud data.
It is mainly used in 3D for classification and segmentation
of LiDAR data. The point-based representation offers a much
better storage efficiency compared to previously used methods
such as voxel grids. The architecture of PointNet is relatively
simple. The initial transformations of data lead into a single
symmetric max-pooling layer, which is responsible for most
of the many beneficial properties that led us to choose this
model. In our case, the permutation invariance and the support
for internodal interactions were the most important properties.
Initially, we modified the final dense layers of PointNet
to work for the task of regression, but the results were
underwhelming and comparable to multilayer perceptrons. We
settled on discretising our dataset and proceeding with a
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Fig. 2: Distribution of error measure ϵ in datasets for stencils with different sizes s. The smaller stencils have a much higher
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Fig. 3: Modified PointNet neural network architecture for s = 15. Visualisation created directly from the Keras model using
the Net2Vis [8] framework.

variation of the standard classification pointNet. The beneficial
feature of the max-pooling layer to ignore the contribution
of duplicate input coordinates, allowed us to pad the stencil
dataset to the same size and utilise the same network for
different stencil sizes.
We used a slightly modified version of PointNet with the
architecture shown in Fig. 3. The network consists of onedimensional convolutional layers (Conv1D) with a kernel size
of 1 and an increasing number of filters to increase the
dimensionality of the input data. The convolutional layers are
followed by a max-pooling layer (GlobalMaxPooling1D) that
aggregates information from all stencil nodes and constructs
a global feature vector used as an input for the dense (Dense)
layers. The dense layers utilise dropout (Dropout) layers that
randomly drop part of the coefficients and help against overfitting. The convolutional and the dense layers are augmented
with batch normalization and activation layers (NormAct).
This version, named vanilla PointNet in the original paper,
omits the two transformational layers in the steps before maxpooling. These layers were superfluous based on our testing
and only added to the complexity without providing much
benefit. This is most likely the case because the stencil data is
already translated and well aligned. Instead, we doubled the
size of all the other layers. The result is a similar number of
weights as in the original network with transformation layers,
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but with better results in our use-case.
We implemented the modified PointNet in TensorFlow using
the Adam optimiser and the sparse categorical crossentrophy
loss function. We use ReLu on the intermediate activation
layers and softmax on the output. A 0.3 dropout is used with
the dense layers. The model was trained with a batch size of
1024 for 20 epochs. The stencil data was split into training
and test partitions with 20% intended for testing.
IV. R ESULTS
The results section focuses on the comparison between the
unified mixed stencil size model, implemented by padding
smaller stencils, as mentioned in the previous chapter, and
three single-size models. All models were trained with identically sized datasets with 5 · 105 stencils.
First, the training loss and accuracy curves are compared in
Fig. 4. The unified model does have slightly worse results,
but not drastically so. The accuracy for individual models
increases with stencil size. Training is stopped at the arbitrarily
selected 20th epoch. A fixed end point is used instead of a
stopping criterion based on a validation dataset to ensure a
direct comparison between the different models.
We take a closer look at the unified model and its confusion
matrix shown in Fig. 5. The columns show what true classes
were correctly or incorrectly attributed to the given predicted
class. The following discussion shows that the model performs
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Fig. 4: Decrease in loss function and increase in accuracy
during the training for three individual stencil sizes and the
mix.

much better than the 60% accuracy would initially suggest.
When analysing stencils, we are most interested in the best Q1
class of stencils that we definitely want to use and the worst
Q4 class that we want to avoid at all cost. The classification
accuracy is significantly higher for Q1 and especially for Q4
stencils, which are actually the two classes we are interested in.
Additionally, most of the misclassifications for the predicted
Q1 were actually true Q2 and thus still better than the median
stencil and vice versa for Q4 . By definition of equal count
quartiles, the stencil with median error falls onto the border
between Q2 and Q3 . Its error ϵ is still relatively small due
to the shape of the distributions shown in Figure 2. When
accounting for this kind of a misclassification, 92% of stencils
classified as Q1 were better, and 93% of those classified as
Q4 were worse than the median stencil.
We also look at the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve in Fig. 6. The model does not return a class directly
but a probability that the stencil belongs to any of the classes.
The ROC curve plots the true positive rate (TPR) and the
false positive rate (FPR) as the threshold probability for
classification is varied. A perfect model would be a step
function jumping to 1 TPR as soon as the threshold becomes
non-zero. We compare how close our models come to this
ideal with a metric called area under the curve (AUC) [10]
that confirms that our model is particularly good at detecting
the bad Q4 stencils with a respectable AUC metric of 0.94,
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True label

0.8

Predicted label

Fig. 5: Confusion matrix with normalized columns for the
mixed stencil size model with s ∈ {6, 7, 9, 12, 15}. Values
on the diagonal are the correctly identified classes.

and the good Q1 stencils with a respectable AUC metric of
0.89.
The main comparison between mixed and single stencil
size models is presented in Table I that holds the extended
classification metrics for different variations of test and train
datasets. We use four metrics:
• Accuracy is the overall fraction of predictions that were
correct;
• Precision is the fraction of the predicted class that was
correctly classified;
• Recall is the fraction of the true class that was correctly
classified;
• F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall;
We notice two trends: (1) the classification results are significantly better for larger stencil sizes; (2) the mixed size model is
consistently worse than the dedicated ones, with discrepancy
increasing for smaller stencil size. The effect of increasing
stencil size is stronger, with s = 15 classification on the mixed
model achieving better overall results than either s = 6 or
s = 9 on the dedicated models.
The extreme classes remain favoured in classification accuracy but there is a reversal for the small s = 6 stencil.
The best Q1 is the most accurately classified class for this
dataset achieving the best Q1 precision among all the test
cases. This could again be explained by the large range of
error labels in Fig. 2 making the best quartile more distinct.
This is encouraging because the small stencils, as mentioned
previously, offer the biggest promise for direct application of
this methodology.
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TABLE I: Comparison of metrics between the single and
multi-size training
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AUC = 0.81
AUC = 0.94
0.8

1.0

Fig. 6: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the
mixed stencil size model, with the area under the curve (AUC)
as one of the classification quality metrics.
The mixed size model provides consistently worse results
than the dedicated models and involves additional frivolous
computation when padding is required. But still, even with all
of the aforementioned caveats, we consider it to be beneficial
as it simplifies the stencil building procedure by streamlining
the comparison of quality with and without a specific node.
Finally, the confusion matrix for the best model for s = 15
is shown in Fig. 7. The results are very good and could be
used in practice with 97% of nodes classified as Q1 below the
median stencil error of ϵ = 3.9 · 10−2 and practically 100%
of those classified as Q4 above it.
V. F UTURE WORK
This is still a relatively untouched problem, so there is a
plethora of future work remaining. We need to incorporate
the machine learning based stencil evaluation into a node
positioning algorithm and verify that the model can be used
to improve the solution procedure and results on a benchmark
PDE case. Additionally, steps should be taken to improve the
model itself.
The first step would be to improve upon this work and
achieve higher classification accuracies by utilising newer and
more advanced models [11], as the current results leave much
to be desired if we were to use this classifier in practical stencil construction. Furthermore, for direct comparison
between differently sized stencils, it would be beneficial if
regression replaced classification, as we initially set out to do
when starting this work, but neither attempts with multi layer
perceptrons nor regressive modification for pointNet returned
satisfactory results. Further work is required to determine
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single stencil size model with s = 15. Values on the diagonal
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whether regression would be feasible with the mentioned
algorithms or if an alternative approach is required.
The second and probably larger task is to depart from
deep learning towards something more explainable that could
help us with deeper understanding of the many interconnected
factors that contribute to a good stencil. This approach would
require some work with feature engineering, but we believe
that the benefits would be threefold: faster algorithm, better
explainability and higher accuracy.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented a methodology for computational generation of labelled stencil datasets that can be used for further
data mining endeavours in stencil quality estimation. We
have used the pointNet deep learning network to classify
the quality of stencils, showing that it performs satisfactory
as a proof of concept, but further work would be required
before such classifier could be used to build new stencils. The
most encouraging aspect of this approach is that the pointNet
architecture allows for input padding without a negative impact
on the results and thus allows us to use the same network for
multiple stencil sizes with worse, but not drastically so, results.
This could prove to be very beneficial as it avoids the necessity
of having a dedicated network for each stencil size and could
allow for cross-size optimisation.
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Abstract – The popularity of local meshless methods in
the field of numerical simulations has increased greatly in
recent years. This is mainly due to the fact that they can
operate on scattered nodes and that they allow a direct control over the approximation order and basis functions. In
this paper we analyse two popular variants of local strong
form meshless methods, namely the radial basis functiongenerated finite differences (RBF-FD) using polyharmonic
splines (PHS) augmented with monomials, and the weighted
least squares (WLS) approach using only monomials. Our
analysis focuses on the accuracy and stability of the numerical solution computed on scattered nodes in a two- and threedimensional domain. We show that while the WLS variant
is a better choice when lower order approximations are sufficient, the RBF-FD variant exhibits a more stable behavior
and a higher accuracy of the numerical solution for higher
order approximations, but at the cost of higher computational complexity.
Keywords – meshless; WLS; RBF-FD; stability; scattered
nodes

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Computational science has become an important aspect of technological advancement in the fields of science
and engineering. Thanks to the unprecedented computing
power at our disposal, many real-life problems are being
numerically treated to deepen our understanding of a phenomenon under consideration.

cases, where the domain shapes are often non-trivial. This
is mainly because node positioning is easier than mesh
generation (required by the mesh-based methods). Several algorithms for node positioning have been proposed
to the meshless community. Some even support variable
node density distributions [13] and employing parallelization [14] to reduce computational time. Another attractive feature of meshless methods is that the linear differential operator approximation allows a direct control over
the order of the approximation method, as demonstrated
in [15, 16], which can effectively be used to increase stability, as will be shown in this work.
With many proposed meshless variants it is often not
clear which is the most optimal in terms of numerical
stability. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to compare
the two commonly used variants, namely the WLS with
monomials, also known as diffuse approximation method,
and the RBF-FD variant with polyharmonic splines (PHS)
augmented with monomials. The stability of the two
methods is evaluated by solving a Poisson problem in twoand three-dimensional domain for lower and higher order
approximations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II both WLS and RBF-FD approximation methods
are presented, in Section III our case study is presented, in
Section IV the results are shown and commented. Finally,
in Section V conclusions and our findings are given.
II.

M ESHLESS METHODS

In the field of numerical simulations, meshless methods are becoming increasingly popular with recent uses
in the fields of fluid mechanics [1], linear elasticity [2],
contact problems [3], advection-dominated problems [4]
and even in financial sector [5]. Historically, mesh-free
methods were introduced in the 1970s with the smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) [6, 7] and then followed by
several generalizations of the Finite Difference Method
(FDM), e.g. the Finite Point Method [8], the Generalized Finite Difference Method [9] and the Radial Basis
Function-Generated Finite Differences (RBF-FD) [10].
Nowadays, a lot of research is also devoted to reducing
the computational time by employing the advantages of
modern computer architecture [11, 12].

In meshless methods, a linear differential operator L
at each node xc from the domain space Ω is approximated
over a set of nearby nodes

The ability of meshless methods to operate on scattered nodes makes them very attractive in many real-life

The approximation (1) is general in the sense that it
holds for any linear differential operator L for any support
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c c) ≈
Lu(x

n
X

wi u(xi ) = wL u

(1)

i=1

for any function u, n nearby nodes also known as stencil
nodes and weights wi , that are obtained by enforcing the
equality of the equation (1) for a given set of s basis funcs
tions {pj }j=1 . The most common choice is to declare the
nearest n nodes as stencil, but some authors reported special stencil selection algorithms that increase the overall
stability of the approximation [17, 18].
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size n and any type or number s of chosen basis functions
p. As long as the number of basis functions is equal to the
number of support nodes (s = n), the formulation of (1)
yields a quadratic system of equations
  


p1 (x1 ) · · · p1 (xn )
w1
(Lp1 )(xc )
 ..

..   ..  = 
..
..
 .
 (2)
.
.  .  
.
ps (x1 ) · · · ps (xn )
wn
(Lps )(xc )
|
{z
} | {z } |
{z
}
w

P

l

as is the case with the so-called local collocation methods [19]. However, larger support sizes are often used,
resulting in an overdetermined system of equations. In
such cases, the linear system is usually treated as a minimization of the weighted least squares (WLS) norm [20]
v
u n
uX
∥e∥2,w = t
w2 (b
u(xi ) − ui )2 =
i=1

(3)

v
u 2
uX
= t (wei )2 .
i=1

Common basis functions include: Multiquadrics,
Gaussians, Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) and Monomials. In this paper we focus on two different types of basis functions, i.e., monomials and polyharmonic splines
(PHS) augmented with monomials, resulting in two variants of meshless methods also known as the WLS approach and the RBF-FD variant respectively. While WLS
s
approximation using a set {pj }j=1 monomials up to and
including degree m as basis functions is fully defined
above, the RBF-FD approximation is defined in the following section.
A.

Radial Basis Function-Generated Finite Differences

Let us take RBFs φ, such that φ : [0,∞) → R is centered at the stencil nodes of a central node xc . The matrix
Φ from the linear system (2) is then obtained by evaluating basis functions
Φij = φ(∥xi − xj ∥)

(4)

and the vector l is assembled by applying the considered
operator L to the basis functions evaluated at xc , i.e.,
i
lφ
= (Lφ(∥x − xi ∥))

x=xc

.

(5)

We can choose from different types of RBFs. Until
recently, Hardy’s multiquadrics or Gaussians were commonly used, but both depend on a shape parameter which
effectively governs the accuracy and stability of the approximation [21]. To avoid the shape parameter, we use
PHS, defined as
 k
r ,
k odd
φ(r) =
,
(6)
rk log r, k even
where r denotes the Eucledian distance between two
nodes.
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However, the use of pure RBFs as basis functions may
lead to stagnation errors [22]. Therefore, in addition to the
RBFs, augmentation with monomials up to and including
degree m is added. This essentially means that we take a
s
set of polynomials {pj }j=1 with up to and including de
gree m with s = m+d
and in addition to the RBF part of
d
the approximation, the following exactness constraint for
monomials is enforced
s
X

wi pj (xi ) = (Lpj )(xc ).

(7)

i=1

The additional constraints make the approximation
overdetermined, which is treated as a constrained optimization problem [22]. For practical computation, the optimal solution can be expressed as a solution of a linear
system

   
Φ P w
ℓ
= φ ,
(8)
ℓp
PT 0 λ
where P is an n × s matrix of polynomials evaluated at
stencil nodes as is defined in a purely monomial approximation (2), and ℓp is the vector of values assembled by
applying the considered operator L to the polynomials at
xc
(9)
lpi = (Lpi (x)) x=xc
and λ are Lagrange multipliers.
Finally, the system (8) is solved to obtain weights and
the approximate operator L at xc . Lagrange multipliers
are discarded.
Note that the exactness of (7) ensures the convergence
behavior and also provides direct control over the convergence rate of the RBF-FD variant, since the local approximation has the same order as the polynomial basis used [21]. Also notice that the linear system (8) is
larger when RBFs are augmented with monomials compared to when only monomials are used, making the RBFFD approximation method computationally more expensive than the WLS approach.
Implementation note
All elements of the solution procedure using meshless
methods used in this paper are implemented in C++ using an object-oriented approach and a template system
to achieve dimensionality independence. The numerical
library used in this work and developed in-house is the
Medusa library [23].
III.

C ASE SETUP

Any conclusions drawn from the analysis should not
be specific to any particular domain shape or problem
setup. We therefore choose a simple Poisson problem with
Dirichlet boundary conditions on a d-dimensional sphere.
All observations we make on this simple example should
be understood as fundamental properties of the approximation method employed and therefore apply to all more
complex domain shapes and problem setups.
In the form of a PDE system, Poisson problem can be
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written as
∇2 u(x) = f (x)
u(x) =

d
Y

sin(πxi )

in Ω,

(10)

on ∂Ω

(11)

i=1

where the right hand side was chosen to be
f (x) = −dπ 2

d
Y

sin(πxi )

(12)

the discretization nodes are different. The same process
is repeated Nruns = 100 times. Note that after every domain discretization, the shapes must also be recomputed.
This potentially leads to a different accuracy of the numerical solution and allows us to observe the stability of the
numerical methods.
The aim of this research is to determine which of
the two approximation methods is more prone to a nonoptimal discretization of the domain. For that, we introduce a normalized infinity norm error

i=1

and, as previously noted, the domain Ω is a d-dimensional
sphere

Ω = r ∈ Rd , ∥r∥ ≤ 1 .
(13)

emax
− emin
∞
∞
median
e∞

Example solution to equations (10)–(12) is shown in Figure 1.

effectively describing the largest norm difference identified within the Nruns = 100 runs, divided by the median
value.

IV.

(15)

R ESULTS

In this section results are presented. All computations were performed with parallel execution on a
computer with AMD Threadripper 3990X processor and 8x32GB DDR4 memory. The code1 was compiled using g++ (GCC) 9.3.0 for Linux with
-O3 -DNDEBUG -fopenmp flags.

Figure 1. Example solution to 2D Poisson problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions on N = 523 scattered nodes.

The closed form solution of the above problem is
Qd
u(x) = i=1 sin(πxi ). Having the closed form solution allows us to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical
solution u
b by computing the infinity norm error
e∞ =

∥b
u − u∥∞
,
∥u∥∞

∥u∥∞ = max |ui |.
i=1,...,N

(14)

The infinity norm was chosen because the authors have
shown in [15] that it measures the lowest convergence
rates and does not involve averaging, unlike the commonly chosen 2-norm error.
Numerical results are obtained using the two meshless methods described in Section II, for a given domain
discretization. Firstly, the RBF-FD using PHS radial basis function φ(r) = r3 and monomial augmentation up
to and including order m ∈ {2, 4, 6} is used, and secondly, the WLS approach using only monomials up to
and including the same order m is used. After both variants have been employed, the domain discretization is discarded and discretized again so that the number of nodes
N remains approximately the same, but the positions of
1 The

In all of the following figures, the blue colour is used
to indicate the order of the approximation method m = 2,
red for m = 4 and green for m = 6. In the following subsections, the results for each dimension are presented separately, while our findings are summarized and presented
as part of our conclusions in Section V. Only d = {2, 3}
dimensional domains are studied, since scattered nodes do
not make sense in d = 1 dimensional problems and higher
dimensional spaces d > 3 are beyond the scope of this paper.
A. The effect of stencil size
This section presents the effect of stencil size on accuracy of the numerical solution and on the stability of the
meshless variant. A scan over a range of stencil sizes n
is made and shown in Figure 2. Numerical solution has
been obtained Nruns = 100 times at any given stencil
size n, and with new domain discretization after every
run keeping the total node count N ≈ 40600. We can
clearly observe that the error can be significantly higher
if the support sizes are not sufficiently large, independent
of the meshless variant. However, beyond that point, the
dependency of the accuracy and the stability of the numerical solution on the stencil size is practically negligible. The tipping point for both approximation methods is
in the neighborhood of recommendations made by Bayona [21] for the RBF-FD, that is


m+d
n=2
.
d

(16)

source code is available at: https://gitlab.com/e62Lab/public/cp-2022-mipro-engine_stability under tag v1.2.
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achieved with the higher order (m = 6) approximation is
significantly better with the RBF-FD than with the WLS
approach, and second, the spread around a median error
value is significantly smaller for the RBF-FD.

Figure 2. Support size scan in two-dimensional domain with approximately N ≈ 40600 nodes.

Although all of the above conclusions were made on
a 2-dimensional case, similar observations can be made
in a three-dimensional domain, shown in Figure 3. However, in a three-dimensional case, a smaller number of discretization points N ≈ 28100 has been used due to the
fact that the support sizes are generally larger (see equation (16)), making the computational times longer.

Figure 4. Convergence rates in two-dimensional domain.

The spread observed after successive Nruns = 100
runs is further examined in Figure 5, where the normalized spread computed as defined in (15) is evaluated and
shown. We can see that the normalized spread is on average approximately constant, i.e., independent of the number of discretization points and approximately equal to 1
for a RBF-FD variant. We also find that the spread is about
two orders of magnitude larger and unpredictable for the
WLS approximation - with one exception, that is the low
order WLS approximation (m = 2), which clearly outperforms the RBF-FD variant in terms of stability and precision. In general, in two-dimensional domains, the RBFFD variant is more stable, achieving better accuracy for
higher order approximations, while lower order approximations are more stable and computationally cheaper to
obtain with the WLS variant.

Figure 3. Support size scan in three-dimensional domain with
approximately N ≈ 28100 nodes.

B. Convergence rates
Considering the observations from the previous subsection, we continue our analysis by limiting ourselves to
a single support size as defined in equation (16).
Convergence rates in the case of a two-dimensional
domain are shown in Figure 4. The fact that the errors
eventually diverge is a consequence of the errors in finite
precision arithmetic, as previously observed by Flyer [22].
As expected, the order of magnitude of the infinity norm
error is the same for both approximation methods, but
small differences can be observed. First, the accuracy
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Figure 5. Normalized spread size around median value in twodimensional domain.
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Furthermore, convergence rates for a threedimensional case are shown in Figure 6. At first glance,
we observe some similarities with the two-dimensional
case in Figure 4: Firstly, the errors are of the same order
of magnitude for both meshless variants, and secondly, the
spread size after successive Nruns = 100 runs is again in
favour of the RBF-FD approximation method. More importantly, for the high order WLS approximation (m = 6)
and smaller number of discretization nodes N ≈ 103 , the
infinity error norm is of the order of 101 . This essentially
means that the WLS variant did not converge well. This
is an important observation when studying stability, as we
do not observe such a case in the results obtained with the
RBF-FD variant.

of discretization points N which was not observed in the
two-dimensional case. This phenomenon is clearly seen
for the RBF-FD approximations and for lower order WLS
approximations (m = 2). The low order approximations
(m = 2) again appear to be in favour of the WLS meshless variant in terms of stability and computational complexity, although in some cases the normalized spread can
be larger than that obtained by the RBF-FD (note the two
peaks in the normalized spread for the low order WLS approximation in Figure 7). However, the higher order approximations are significantly more stable when obtained
with the RBF-FD variant.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we compare the stability of two variants of meshless methods. We study solutions obtained
with RBF-FD using polyharmonic splines augmented
with monomials and with WLS approximation using only
monomials as basis functions. Stability is assessed by
solving a two- and three-dimensional Poisson problem
with a tractable solution that allows us to evaluate the numerical solution in terms of the infinity norm error.

Figure 6. Convergence rates in three-dimensional domain.

We observe the effect of large enough stencil sizes has
a negligible effect on the accuracy of the numerical solution and stability of the meshless variant. Additionally we
show that in terms of stability, the RBF-FD variant can be
several orders of magnitude better making it more prone
to a non optimal domain discretization. This is particularly evident for the higher order approximations (m > 2),
while the lower order approximations (m = 2) are better and computationally cheaper to obtain using the WLS
variant of meshless methods. We also find that the accuracy of the numerical solution obtained with a higher
order approximation method can be significantly better
when using RBF-FD than when using WLS.
Further research is required to provide more accurate and descriptive guidelines as to which approximation
method is most appropriate in particular cases. Although
we provide some comments on the effect of stencil selection, we believe this aspect is in need of a more detailed
study to make the methods not only stable but also computationally effective.
According to our observations, RBF-FD variant is best
used for problems that require a higher order approximation, while lower order approximations return better and
faster results with WLS variant.
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Figure 7. Normalized spread size around median value in threedimensional domain.
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Abstract—High-Performance Computing (HPC) can quickly
process scientific data and perform complex calculations at
extremely high speeds. A vast increase in HPC use across
scientific communities is observed, especially in using parallel
data science methods to speed-up scientific applications. HPC
enables scaling up machine and deep learning algorithms that
inherently solve optimization problems. More recently, the field
of quantum machine learning evolved as another HPC related
approach to speed-up data science methods. This paper will
address primarily traditional HPC and partly the new quantum
machine learning aspects, whereby the latter specifically focus on
our experiences on using quantum annealing at the Juelich Supercomputing Centre (JSC). Quantum annealing is particularly
effective for solving optimization problems like those that are
inherent in machine learning methods. We contrast these new
experiences with our lessons learned of using many parallel data
science methods with a high number of Graphical Processing
Units (GPUs). That includes modular supercomputers such as
JUWELS, the fastest European supercomputer at the time of
writing. Apart from practice and experience with HPC co-design
applications, technical challenges and solutions are discussed,
such as using interactive access via JupyterLab on typical batchoriented HPC systems or enabling distributed training tools for
deep learning on our HPC systems.
Keywords—High-Performance Computing; Software Framework; Machine Learning; Deep Learning; Quantum Computing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many scientific and engineering user communities increasingly use High-Performance Computing (HPC) with parallel
data science methods to speed-up their Artificial Intelligence
(AI) applications worldwide in general and at our Juelich
Supercomputing Centre (JSC)1 in particular. Examples include
the many AI user communities of our Helmholtz AI Unit2 at
JSC [1], or in specific EU research projects such as the European Centre of Excellence - Research on AI- and SimulationBased Engineering at Exascale (CoE RAISE)3 . In close collaboration with JSC, the Simuluation and Data Lab Remote
Sensing4 of the Icelandic HPC (IHPC) National Competence
Center (NCC) for HPC and AI increasily use HPC resources
at scale that contribute to the findings of this paper. Examples
include using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) on
1 https://www.fz-juelich.de/ias/jsc/EN/Home/home_node.html
2 https://www.helmholtz.ai/themenmenue/our-research/consultant-teams/index.html

HPC [2] or using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) with
a large number of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) to solve
complex remote sensing problems [3, 4, 5, 6].
This paper provides insights in how the above mentioned
practices and experiences in using HPC to speed-up data
science methods shaped the unique AI software framework
layout design of the CoE RAISE by using application codesign5 . It describes how the design of this framework is based
on profound lessons learned gained in using cutting-edge HPC
resources with parallel data science methods and AI algorithms
over the last years. Adopting HPC at scale for AI researchers
is still challenging (i.e., combination of AI/HPC components
unclear, etc.), one goal of this framework is to provide a
blueprint for new AI/HPC communities capturing our lessons
learned. While this paper focuses on using traditional HPC
resources with data science methods, we are not loosing sight
of the latest developments of using Quantum Computing (QC)
for AI. Hence, this paper also takes into account our recent
experiences [7, 8, 9] of using novel quantum annealer systems
to perform Quantum Machine Learning (QML).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. While
the scene is set in Section I, Section II reviews related work
and compares existing approaches to our approach of designing an AI software framework to foster existing experience and
lessons learned using HPC. Section III then provides details
about our gathered practice and experience of using AI models
on cutting-edge HPC resources over the years, also including
the latest findings of our CoE RAISE project. In Section IV,
we further identify important functionalities of an AI software
framework for Exascale by describing lessons learned from
our application co-design activities at the JSC (in collaboration
with the University of Iceland) in general, and CoE RAISE
in particular. Section V then presents the core building blocks
of our AI framework design based on our lessons learned as
well as practice and experience scaling up towards Exascale
over the last years. Since our experiences with QC are still
relatively less compared to traditional HPC resources, but
acknowledging that it is important for AI, we discuss the
integration approaches of novel quantum annealing techniques
in Section VI. This paper ends with some concluding remarks.

3 https://www.coe-raise.eu/
4 https://ihpc.is/simulation-and-data-lab-remote-sensing/
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5 https://www.coe-raise.eu/news-2021-05
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II. R ELATED W ORK
In the context of our CoE RAISE that focus on data science
methods towards Exascale using HPC, there is the European
Center of Excellence in Combustion (CoEC)6 that also works
on similar engineering-oriented use cases. In contrast to CoE
RAISE however, the CoEC focus on combustion with physic
use cases and thus does not include very much data-driven
use cases and additionally does also not primarily focus on
AI methods towards Exascale.
In more detail, our identified data science methods in the use
cases as shown in Table I have been used in HPC with other
use cases and thus we survey this related work here. AutoEncoder (AE) [10] and Convolutional Auto-Encoder (CAE)
have been used with HPC in computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) as described by Glaws et al. in [11], but not including
elements of a larger framework as shown in this paper. The
same is true for Physics-Informed Neural Networks (PINNs)
that are a specific form of a new general approach in AI called
Physics-Informed Machines Learning (PIML) [12].
Feed-forward Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and its
specific variants like Radial Basis Function Artificial Neural
Networks (RBF-ANN) are considered rather shallow learners
and as such do not require much HPC resources. As a consequence, scaling up ANNs and integrating them into a software
framework towards Exascale is rather unique in CoE RAISE.
But real DL models like Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) or its specific variants like U-Nets [13] or Residual
Networks (RES-NET) are used with HPC as benchmarks, e.g.
by Jiant et al. in [14]. In contrast, our framework design is
influenced by using RES-NET with applications as shown in
[6] using more than 128 GPUs in parallel with pyTorch-DDG
or Horovod, including hyper-parameter tuning with Raytune.
Neural Operators (NOs) and specific variants like Fourier
NOs (FNOs) are a very particular ML-based methods to model
2D turbulent flows [15]. Some related work of NOs and FNOs
in data and physical sciences using HPC are described in the
special issue by Xue et al. in [16], but do not consider usually
the larger software framework blueprint of the HPC ecosystem
that is the focus in this paper. The same is true for using very
specific Statistical Methods (SMs) such as Auto-Regressive
models (ARs), AR Moving Average models (ARMAs), or AR
Integrated Average models (ARIMAs) [17]. Also we found no
evidence of co-designing larger software framework aspects
of HPC or using HPC at scale with the very specific Graph
Neural Networks (GNNs) used at CERN before CoE RAISE
such as ML Particle Flow (MLPF) [18] or JEDI-NETs [19].
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) like Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) or Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) have
been used with HPC, but are mostly applied to language
datasets and not as much to physical time series as within CoE
RAISE. Finally, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and
its specific variants Wasserstein GANs (WGANs) [20] are also
used by others, but not in the direct contact of large-scale HPC
software framework designs.

Figure 1. Relevant HPC ecosystem factors influencing the
unique AI framework layout design of CoE-RAISE.
III. P RACTICE AND E XPERIENCE WITH RELEVANT
T ECHNOLOGIES TO S PEED -U P DATA S CIENCE M ETHODS
Based on our profound practice and experience, this section
provides identified technologies that are relevant for the AI
framework without loosing sight of the larger ecosystem, such
as HPC systems and relevant standards. As this paper focuses
on the framework, official sources are referenced as much as
possible without losing sight of the essential elements of each
topic. Figure 17 shows the relevant HPC ecosystem factors
influencing the unique AI framework layout design of CoE
RAISE. As shown in Figure 1, this ecosystem represents an
unprecedented Exascale hardware infrastructure (cf. Figure 1,
item 1). Based on this solid foundation, a seamlessly usable
and versatile software infrastructure (cf. Figure 1, item 2) is
critical for accelerating convergence through new AI tool sets
that are ready to scale for enormous quantities of data. CoE
RAISE is performing application co-design based on a variety
of use cases8 . It considers AI requirements of compute-driven
use cases (cf. Figure 1, item 3) using numerical methods based
on known physical laws. CoE RAISE also addresses AI requirements of data-driven use cases (cf. Figure 1, item 4) with
large measurement device datasets and focuses on AI methods.
All these four main key factors and their requirements shape
the design of the unique AI framework (cf. Figure 1, item 5)
to be usable by many other use case applications outside the
CoE RAISE consortium.
A wide variety of AI technologies influence the unique AI
framework, while CoE RAISE emphasizes those relevant for
Exascale and can leverage HPC system environments. In the
following, these technologies are briefly described with a focus
on their unique selling propositions for CoE RAISE. A general
observation in RAISE in particular and in the AI community
is that Python is the preferred language for Machine Learning
(ML) and Deep Learning (DL) using AI technologies. It
7 https://www.coe-raise.eu/ai-exascale

6 https://coec-project.eu/
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8 https://www.coe-raise.eu/use-cases
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TABLE I. S PECIFICATIONS OF THE DEEP-EST DAM P ROTOTYPE
Use Cases
Details
AI for turbulent boundary layers
AI for wind farm layout optimization
AI for data-driven models in reacting flows
Smart models for next generation aircraft engine design
AI for wetting hydrodynamics
Event reconstruction and classification at the CERN HL-LHC
Seismic imaging with remote
sensing for energy applications
Detect-free metal additive manufacturing
Sound Engineering

AE
PINN ANNs
CNNs
NO SMs
GNNs
RNN
GAN
CAE
ANN RBF- URES- FNO AR ARMA ARIMA MLPF JEDI- LSTM GRU WGAN
ANN Net NET
NET
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

also works seamlessly with C and C++ code modules that
are relevant in CoE RAISE when intertwining AI methods
with traditional simulation science codes often written in
these languages. From a license perspective, many of the
AI technologies are free and open-source, being communityfriendly and guaranteeing improvements in the long run. Also,
already existing libraries that often enable solutions for given
AI problems are also briefly listed in the next sections.
A. Basic AI frameworks, tools, and libraries
All use cases in CoE RAISE use innovative approaches
of DL networks. Therefore, frameworks, tools, and libraries
supporting the use cases are of primary interest to RAISE.
One of the most popular open-source libraries is TensorFlow9
(originally developed by Google) that enables the development
and training of DL models. More recently, it also comes
directly packaged with the intuitive high-level Application
Programming Interface (API) called Keras10 that enables easy
model building, rapid prototyping, fast model iteration, and
easy debugging. TensorFlow (with Keras) is available on
almost all HPC machines in the community and is adopted in
many commercial cloud platforms today. An increasing uptake
of the PyTorch DL library11 for Python (originally developed
by Facebook) is observed in CoE RAISE. For CoE RAISE,
the relevance lies in its strong support for C++, e.g., through
C++ interfaces. This library is also customizable to develop
and train a wide variety of DL models, and is already widely
used in the HPC community. There are many other basic DL
frameworks, tools, and libraries available such as Theano12
(recently renamed to Aesara because Theano development
stopped) or the more broadly used MXNet13 . As both are not
used in any CoE RAISE co-design applications, they are not
influencing the design of the CoE RAISE AI framework.
9 https://www.tensorflow.org/
10 https://keras.io/
11 https://pytorch.org/
12 https://github.com/aesara-devs/aesara
13 https://mxnet.incubator.apache.org/versions/1.8.0/
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X
X

X
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B. Distributed Deep Learning towards Exascale
One of the key concerns of CoE RAISE is the scalingup of distributed DL techniques, which is necessary due to
CoE RAISE’s continuously increasing volume and complexity requirements demanding Exascale resources. In addition,
hyper-parameter optimization and AutoML techniques execute
the same basic models with different hyper-parameter configurations that add to the demand for computational Exascale
resources. A thorough overview of low-level distributed DL
training techniques leveraging parallel and scalable methods
on HPC systems is given by Tal Ben-Nun et al. in [21].
An open-source library for distributed DL for CoE RAISE is
Horovod [22] (originally developed by Uber for TensorFlow),
which abstracts the complex TensorFlow functionalities. It thus
supports other basic DL libraries mentioned above such as
PyTorch or MXNet. Horovod offers quite good usability in
the sense that adding/changing just a few lines of code to
enable the scale-up of DL models. Horovod is often installed
on European HPC systems and is used by many scientific
communities to include multi-GPU computing in parallel DL
model training. For CoE RAISE, the PyTorch Distributed Data
Parallel (DDP) module [23] that is a built-in approach to
parallelize the training of DL models across multiple GPUs
is also of interest. In other words, PyTorch does not require
explicitly written lines of code for scaling-up like Horovod
does. This framework is also very popular in our experience,
given its built-in feature for scaling-up among many scientific
and engineering communities.
IV. A PPLICATION C O -D ESIGN L ESSONS L EARNED
This section informs about our application co-design process insights, and the identified concrete use case AI requirements (cf. Table I), and lessons learned when working
with the range of technologies identified of being relevant in
Section III. The lessons learned that contribute to a unique AI
framework design in CoE RAISE are driven by four different
factors (see Figure 1): (1) hardware infrastructure, (2) software
infrastructure, (3) compute-intensive use cases, and (4) dataintensive use cases. As a whole, they contribute to HPC and AI
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Figure 2. Lessons learned of application co-design creating a unique AI software framework blueprint towards Exascale.
technical requirements with respect to software and hardware
of a unique AI framework, ready for Exascale.
One of the most important goals of CoE RAISE is to support
AI towards Exascale using cutting-edge HPC systems and as
such building, training, and evaluating ML and DL models is
considered most important. The design and discussion sessions
in the continuously accessible virtual CoE RAISE Interaction
Rooms [24] enabled the identification of an initial set of
relevant AI/HPC methods shown in Table I. A key requirement
of the CoE RAISE AI framework is thus to support the
design, development, and use of AI models of this matrix.
In other words, Table I represents the requirements analysis
and lessons learned with respect to the model side of the
AI framework. Its DL libraries, packages, and tools need
to support these models and enable thus a speed-up of data
science methods. We reviewed similiar HPC approaches of our
identified data science methods already in Section II, and all
of them share distinct properties that are important to consider
when designing the blueprint for the software framework. As
a consequence, they are adopted quite differently in all the
CoE RAISE co-design applications shown in Table I.
Apart from the above listed AI/HPC methods and model
requirements per use case, there exist further software and
hardware infrastructure requirements that have been identified
during the Interaction Room process and that are based on
profound lessons learned. They are rather seen as general
design requirements for the RAISE AI framework as shown
in Figure 2. The requirements are numbered as Requirement
#X (RQX) to reference them in Section V of this paper, where
the overall AI framework design is described, and to explain
how CoE RAISE aims to address those requirements.

V. AI S OFTWARE F RAMEWORK L AYOUT D ESIGN
Figure 2 shows the AI software framework layout that
captures our lessons learned over the years and that satisfies
CoE RAISE use cases. As a software framework, still taking
into account hardware infrastructure constraints, it provides a
‘standard way’ to build and deploy AI applications in RAISE
and is a universal, reusable software environment that provides
particular functionality as part of a larger software platform,
e.g., including specific HPC system module deployments, to
facilitate the development of AI use cases in CoE RAISE.
Based on the requirements, the software framework includes
supporting programs, code libraries, toolsets, and APIs that
bring together all the different components to enable development of AI models of Compute-Intensive CoE RAISE Use
Cases (cf. Figure 2, item A) and Data-Intensive CoE RAISE
Use Cases (cf. Figure 2, item B). One of the goals of this
reference architecture is also to enable other Exascale HPC
and AI Community Use Cases (cf. Figure 2, item C) such as
those driven by other CoEs or future Digital Twins such as
Destination Earth14 .
To address the requirements stated in Figure 2, the reference architecture needs to support low-level access such as
SSH (RQ5) and high-level access methods such as Jupyter
notebooks (RQ4). In this initial blueprint, the core building
block to enable low-level access is via SSH protocols using
batch scheduler scripts for automation (cf. Figure 2, item D).
The requirement analysis of the CoE RAISE use cases revealed
that an interactive access via Jupyter notebooks is also required
(cf. Figure 2, item E) to enable quick and rapid prototyping
14 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/destination-earth
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of DL algorithms. In this context, it is possible to create SSH
sessions out of Jupyter notebooks on HPC systems.
The framework needs to be hardware-agnostic with respect
to accelerators (RQ8) and requires a high I/O performance
capable of working with large quantities of data (RQ9). To
enable fast portability between different DL frameworks and
reproducibility (RQ6), the unique AI framework needs to
abstract the specification of specific tasks (RQ2) by using the
ONNX format (cf. Figure 2, item F). A more comprehensive
view on use cases reveals the requirements that platforms like
MLFlow (cf. Figure 2, item G) should be supported to share
and re-use existing AI models among the broader AI and HPC
community (RQ6).
To map the above rather abstract specifications to specific
software and hardware infrastructure via the Facade pattern
(cf. Figure 2, item H), the unique AI framework layout
design employs an abstract wrapper functionality that maps
the abstract specifications to concrete software and hardware
configurations (RQ1) of available HPC systems (cf. Figure 2,
item I), encapsulating users from the need to know about lowlevel version details. In this context, it is important to check
what versions are available in what modules on the specific
HPC systems (cf. Figure 2, item J) as CoE RAISE’s use cases
considered this a major obstacle for using AI technologies on
HPC systems today.
The reference architecture in Figure 2 includes specific versions of packages within its software infrastructure provided
by HPC centers. Those software packages are basic science
libraries (cf. Figure 2, item K) as mentioned above. The
RAISE reference architecture also leverages specific harmonized versions of the DL packages TensorFlow and PyTorch
(cf. Figure 2, item L), as well as PyTorch-DDP and Horovod
for scaling towards Exascale (cf. Figure 2, item M). At the
time of writing, the complementary benchmark activities of
CoE RAISE investigate scaling and its limits when using these
packages particularly with respect to their scalability towards
Exascale.
The reference architecture in Figure 2 also includes a
hardware infrastructure that deploys the software infrastructure
above and that is accessible to CoE RAISE use case members.
Among the HPC systems available to RAISE are the DEEP
prototype (cf. Figure 2, item N), the JUWELS system at JSC
(cf. Figure 2, item O), the MareNostrum system at BSCCNS (cf. Figure 2, item Q), and others. To enable portability,
users of the AI framework for RAISE based on this reference
architecture are able to use specially prepared containers with
use-case specific software stacks prepared based on Singularity
(cf. Figure 2, item P).
We above listed all major components of the framework,
while it still lacks to address novel emerging types of HPCrelated computing techniques such as Neuromorphic computing or Quantum Computing (QC). While we report in the next
section briefly about our experience in QC, we observe in CoE
RAISE and other applications that more research is needed still
to fully integrate those into our software framework design
today.
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Figure 3. Integration of QC in the MSA connecting to our
software framework on network level.
VI. T OWARDS INTEGRATING Q UANTUM C OMPUTING
QC includes a broad range of approaches (e.g., gate-based
approaches, or quantum annealing, etc.), but paves the way for
an enhancement of computing capabilities beyond traditional
HPC resources addressed above. Being a very novel research
topic in the context of data sciences, QML aims at developing
ML models specifically designed for quantum computers.
The interest towards QML has increased, also due to the
development of the first prototypes of quantum computers.
Our experience is based on using prototypes of the DWave 2000Q Quantum Annealer (QA) as we described in
[9] using traditional Support Vector Machines (SVMs). More
recent experience [7, 8] that we also discuss in this paper is
based on using D-Wave’s next-generation quantum processor
5000+ qubit Advantage that is now part of our Juelich UNified
Infrastructure for QC (JUNIQ)15 . Our experience, however, in
the light of this paper reveals, that the software framework
environment and operation of the systems is partly different.
Examples include libraries such as the Ocean Software Development Kit (SDK)16 from D-Wave for programming QAs
with Python that is basically similar like using other Python
libraries (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch, NumPy, etc.) and could
be integrated into our framework.
But the way of how we integrate quantum annealers into
larger HPC systems and its software ecosystem is rather
similar like using accelerators with Graphical Processing Units
(GPUs) from NVidia with data science methods. In other
words, to connect seamlessly from cutting-edge HPC systems like JUWELS that adopt the Modular Supercomputer
Architecture (MSA) [25] shown in Figure 3, we use Quantum Modules with Quantum Nodes (QN) for very specific
problems only (e.g., solving optimization problems in ML
algorithms) connecting rather on the networking level. While
the integration into our framework can be done, we also
observe limits (e.g., only small number of datasets to be used
by QA currently compared to ’big data’) that is our rationale
to not include it already in the software framework today.
15 https://www.fz-juelich.de/ias/jsc/EN/Expertise/JUNIQ/_node.html
16 https://docs.ocean.dwavesys.com/en/stable/
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VII. C ONCLUSION
We can conclude that our framework provides kernels for
Jupyter notebooks with correct version setups of modules
for specific HPC systems addressing RQ1, RQ2, RQ4, and
RQ5. Furthermore the approach os using a lightweight and
abstract Python API building on ONNX to enable easy
exchange with MLFlow/ClearML addressing RQ3 and RQ6
seams feasible too when talking with end user communities.
That also includes abstracting from low level versioning of
AI packages (with proven scalability) on HPC resources and
is harmonized with different available HPC system module
versions addressing RQ1, RQ2, RQ8, and RQ9. Finally, a
promising approach is to provide containers in Singularity
with prepackaged datasets and required software stacks needed
for AI models addressing RQ6 and RQ7. This environment
needs to be able to work with large-scale datasets and having
good I/O performance addressing RQ9. Additionally, those
environments are underlying hardware-agnostic addressing
RQ8. Finally, future work will integrate QC and QA more
seamlessly to use quantum modules as ’unique accelerators’.
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Abstract - From the rule induction algorithms we can
obtain models in If-Then form that are very easy to be
interpreted by humans. To further improve this class of
algorithms, in this paper we focus on QuickRules and
Vaguely Quantified Rough fuzzy-rough rule induction
algorithms, by introducing the novel Hamacher T-norm. It
is important to know that T-norms as well as the fuzzy
tolerance relationship metrics, implicators and vague
quantifiers play an important role in model accuracy
because they are used to calculate the lower and upper
approximations. For this purpose, in our models’
evaluation, we use five fuzzy tolerance relationship metrics
to evaluate the performance of the models that are obtained
with the new Hamacher T-norm. The AUC ROC metric was
used to evaluate the performance, and later was used to
evaluate the statistical significance. The results revealed that
fuzzy tolerance relationship metrics have greater influence
than the k-parameter from the Hamacher T-norm on
models’ performance, and this was also compared to the
vaguely quantified algorithm that uses vague quantifiers.
For future work, we plan to conduct further investigation of
the influence of another T-norms and fuzzy tolerance
relationship metrics on this type of algorithms.
Keywords - Hamacher T-norm; Fuzzy tolerance
relationship metrics; Fuzzy rough sets; Rule induction
algorithms

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rule induction algorithms have a long-lasting
impact on the machine learning research community.
Various improvements have been made on this class of
machine learning algorithms, ranging by modifying the
algorithms parameters, heuristic functions, or introducing
a different approach, which can result in a new algorithm.
One direction that many machine learning algorithms have
moved in is introduction of new or modified versions of
machine learning algorithms, like deep learning, but there
is also introduction of new mathematical elements in the
previously well-established algorithms, like fuzzy-rough
theory. Introducing fuzzy theory into machine learning
algorithms produce models that can better handle noise in
the data, as well as handling data instances that belong in
many sets at the same time. As well, fuzzy-rough based
algorithms can easily handle both nominal and numeric
attribute values. As we noted here, there are some
advantages of introducing fuzzy-rough theory into rule
induction algorithm. Also, there are some drawbacks that
need to be addressed, like curse of dimensionality or
increased computational power needed to handle fuzzy
and fuzzy-rough calculations. There are solutions like preprocessing or feature selection [1] that can reduce the
number of input attributes, but still preserve the
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information needed to produce a high-performance model.
More importantly, the fuzzy-rough theory can build
models where in many cases no parameters are required in
the process of feature selection, thus eliminating the
subjective influence of the modeler.
Rough set theory as a scientific discipline in the last
decade [2], has found many applications in different
problem domains, mainly as an interesting mathematical
theory. However, in the literature there are attempts to
integrate the fuzzy-rough set theory and rule induction
process to produce a method that can be used for rule
induction. But, before there was a merger between fuzzy
and rough set theory, some of the research work done in
this field was regarding the fuzzy rule induction methods
[3], [4], but no fuzzy-rough concepts were implemented,
so therefore we don’t know how much we don’t know
from the incomplete input dataset. Two special incomplete
dataset cases were studied using rough set theory for rule
induction: lost values [5] and “do not care” [6] condition.
To cope with these problematic data elements, in fuzzyrough theory, two concepts were introduced: lower and
upper approximations, as well as boundary regions as
stated in [7]. The researchers in [8] combine these reduct
concepts and worked out a fuzzy-rough approach for the
rule induction algorithm. They used the fuzzy-rough rule
induction algorithm to build a tree and then convert the
tree into rules. Other method exists for generating
different types of rule sets, like certain and possible rules
sets [9], different kinds of first-order fuzzy rule induction
[10], fuzzy learning unordered fuzzy rule induction [11],
semantics-preserving modelling [12]. The QuickRules
algorithm [1] uses the previously stated advantages of the
fuzzy-rough concepts and combines several other improvements. Another fuzzy-rough rule induction algorithm
that uses as vaguely quantified rough set measure
(VQRules) [13], replaces the traditional dependency
measure to better handle the noise and uncertainty that
exist inside the dataset. Many of the real-world datasets
have noise and uncertainty due to measurements problems
or investigated phenomena that don't offer possibility to
be measured, so the need of such a method becomes more
and more obvious. Changes in these algorithms and
introducing different fuzzy tolerance relationship metrics
(FTRMs), T-norms and implicators can be used to
improve the model accuracy. Therefore, the aim of this
paper is to investigate the influence of not only the
FTRMs, but also the influence of the different T-norms on
several well-known datasets [14], [15]. These experiments
will include not only the VQRules algorithm, but also the
QuickRules algorithm. To evaluate the models’ performance, we use the AUC ROC metric, and later the
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obtained results for the models are used to calculate the
statistical significance using a two-step procedure [16].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II gives a description of the concepts drawn from the
fuzzy-rough set theory, and later we use them to describe
the QuickRules and VQRules fuzzy-rough rule induction
algorithms. In Section III we present the experimental
setup used for evaluation and later we discuss the obtained
results through statistical significance analysis of the
results. Section IV concludes the paper and outline our
future work.
II.

FUZZY ROUGH RULE INDUCTION ALGORITHMS

A. Concepts
In this section, we will present briefly the most
important concepts of fuzzy-rough rule induction
algorithm. Let’s start with the rough set theory, that we
need to define the first element, the information system.
For that purpose, we define a couple (X, A) as a sets of
finite objects (X) and attributes (A), either can have
nominal or numeric values. When attribute a from the
attribute set A is nominal, then it takes values from a finite
set, and comparison is done with a-indiscernibility
relationship Ra, defined with (1).

Ra  {( x, y )  X 2 | a( x)  a( y )}

(1)

In the case, when a is real valued, then its values are
drawn from closed interval and compared with fuzzy aindiscernibility relationship Ra, defined with the equations
(2), (3), (4), (5) or (6).

FTRM1  1 


FTRM 2  exp( 
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( a ( x )  a ( y )) 2 
)
2 a2




( a ( y )  ( a ( x )   a )) (( a ( x )   a )  a ( y ))
,
), 0)
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FTRM 4  max(0, min(1,

   * | a( x)  a( y) |
a max  a min

)),   0.5,   1.0



 1, a  b  
FTRM 5  

 0, a  b 
For each attribute (a) we denote in some of the
metrics, a standard deviation (σa), while α and β symbols
denote constants in (5). These relationships are known as
fuzzy tolerance relationship metrics (FTRM). The FTRM
metrics have the property of reflectiveness and symmetric
relation, and therefore can be used to approximate element
x as element member of set X. If we consider a subset of
set A, for example subset B, the fuzzy B-indiscernibility
relationship is defined with (7). In (7), the T-norm is
represented with symbol T, and attribute a that is element
in subset B can take both nominal and numeric type of
elements.
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RB ( x, y )  T ( Ra ( x, y )), a  B

(7)

T-norm is a mathematical function T: [0, 1]2 -> [0, 1],
which satisfies the following conditions: T (x, y) = T (y, x),
T (x, 1) = x, as well as monotonicity and associativity. The
Hamacher T-norm (TH) is defined with (8) for k ≥ 0.

 0, if k  x  y  0

TH ( x, y )  
xy
 k  (1  k )( x  y  xy )


(8)

Next, with equations (9) and (10) we set the definition
of lower and upper approximations for a given fuzzy set
A.

RB ( y )  inf [ I ( RB ( x, y ), A( x ))], x  X

(9)

R B ( y )  sup [T ( R B ( x , y ), A( x ))], x  X

(10)

As we can note from eq. (9), there is another variable
that need to be calculated and that is the implicator
function (I). The mathematical definition of implicator is a
function I: [0, 1]2 -> [0, 1], which satisfies certain
conditions, like decreases of the first argument and
increases in second argument, and for boundary
conditions it fulfils the following conditions: I (1, 0) = 0,
I (0,1) = 0 and I (1, 1) = 1, according [17]. In the
evaluation of the influence of TH on two fuzzy rough rule
induction algorithms, we use Kleene-Dienes implicator
defined as I (x, y) = max (1 - x, y). By using these concepts
and the concept of decision system, we can now construct
the basic building blocks of process for fuzzy-rough
knowledge discovery rule induction. The decision system
in terms of fuzzy-rough terminology is defined as (X, A Ս
{d}) and this forms an information system. Within this
information system, d is an attribute that is excluded from
set A, and can take different type of values, either numeric
or nominal. Consequently, if d is numeric, then we are
talking about regression task at hand, or when is nominal
we talk about classification problem. By using the
information regrading the d values, set X can be and is
divided into several non-overlapping decision classes, and
this is done by using the concept of decision reduct.
According [18], decision reduct is defined from set B as a
subset of A, for which B-positive region is a fuzzy set in X.
The X set contains each object y that have equal values for
d (decision) with approximately equal values for the
attributes in B [18], calculated with (11).
p
 p

POS B ( y )    RB  ( y )  max inf Ip ( RB ( x , y ), Ai ( x ))
i 1 x X
 i 1 

(11)

Now, we use these positive regions of sets B and A to
distinguish the predictive ability d of the attributes in B by
calculating the ratio between these sums. This degree of
dependency of d on B is reflected with (12). It is important
to note that subset B of A is preserving the decisionmaking power of A. If the ratio between these positive
regions is equal to 1, it is called super reduct. If this super
reduct cannot be further reduced, or both positive regions
of A and B sets are equal, then it is called decision reduct.
To find all the decision reducts for the input dataset, we
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must search the entire model space, and this is NP-hard
problem.

POS B

POS A

 POS

B

( x)

 POS

A

( x)

xX

xX

(12)

Consequently, the implementation of this process in a
form of algorithm is always difficult, so it will be
sufficient that the implemented algorithm generates a
single decision reduct. Following this practice, researchers
have tried to follow this principle and have come out with
many different algorithms. Two algorithms are considered
in this paper: the Quick Reduct [1] and VQRules
algorithm [13], whose main difference is the way how the
lower and upper approximations are calculated.
B. QuickRules Algorithm
The first algorithm that we be discussed here is the
QuickRules algorithm developed by [1], which embraces
the concepts developed earlier with crisp rule induction
algorithms and adds on the benefits from the fuzzy-rough
set theory and its concepts. The QuickRules algorithm
generates rules from training samples that resides in the
input dataset, known as the decision system, and then
using the fuzzy-rough concept of decision reduct tries to
build an optimal model based on the data. Furthermore,
the decision reduct concept ensures that each element
from the input dataset will be judged when QuickRules
algorithms generate the models. With QuickRules, the
object from the dataset is placed in the set of upper
approximation, while the objects that are related to all the
elements in the dataset are set into the set of lower
approximations. This is recursively repeated, while in the
process, each class of the target attribute is related to each
rule. In this way, as a part of the reduct process, each class
is a subset of a decision concept. That’s why it is possible
to give a relevant prediction from the input dataset values
according [1]. Beside all the advantages of the QuickRules
algorithmic concepts, the algorithm is still not perfect, and
it can generate rules that are too narrow or too wide. To
avoid such pitfalls of the algorithm, some ideas of feature
selection were introduced [1]. This is done by making
fuzzy rules maximally cover the training objects only with
minimum number of attributes. In this way, the rule
induction process is optimized, but will also consume
more processing power and it will take more time to build
the model. The process of model building begins with
setting the rule set to null, followed by creation of another
set where the built rules will be grown and kept. Since we
work in the fuzzy domain, the coverage degree for each
entity is determined by set of rules. To get this, calculation
metric is used in a form of function (see eq. (13)), whereas
input argument is set to be the fuzzy set. As output, the
covered function will obtain set of objects that are
contained in the input fuzzy set.

covered(C)  {x  X | Cov( x)  POS A ( x)}

(13)

According [1], the focus of the covered function is the
relationship between the membership function and the
positive region of the input dataset. If this is true, then the
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constructed rule will be included in the final dataset, and
thus is true only if the rule is not previously covered. In
the rule set, attributes that fulfill the condition that
examined object of interest should belong maximally to
POSB Ս {a}, calculated according (5). And finally, we can
produce a rule for the input objects, and that rule can be
included in the final set, only when the tolerance class for
the object fully included the decision concept [1]. To
ensure that the final set of rules contains rules that have
high information gain and they are compact, the algorithm
checks the coverage value of the newly created rule, and
this is added to the existing set, only if it has higher value
of the known rule in the set. This means that if the already
existing rule has lower coverage value compared to the
newly found rule, then the existing rule is removed from
the set. The rule adding continues if any new rule fulfills
the given conditions, and stops when certain object is fully
covered, in other words, terminated when all the objects
from the input dataset are tested and cover all the positive
region. The final output of the QuickRules algorithm is a
rule set that covers all the objects of interest.
C. VQRules Algorithm
The VQRules algorithm described in details by [13]
uses vague quantifiers [19] to define the previously
defined two approximation concepts of a fuzzy-rough set.
To accomplish this, the VQRules algorithm upgrades the
upper approximation calculations with external
quantifiers, and to calculate the lower approximations
VQRules uses universal quantifiers. Using these
modifications, the VQRules algorithm can better deal with
some of the everyday problems of the datasets, like noise,
uncertainty, and inconsistency. According to [13], where
the definition of the vague quantified is given, this concept
is used to alleviate the defined two approximations so that
the object belongs to the upper approximation to the
extent of some elements, and the object belongs to lower
approximation to extend the most elements. In many cases
the object can belong to two approximations, so we can
use the VQRules quantifiers to determine which set it
belongs to. Definition of the vague quantifiers by the
VQRules algorithm is given with equations (14) and (15)
by the authors of [13].

RQ1 ( y )  Q1 (




| RB  A |
)  Q1 ( xX
RB

RQ 2 ( y )  Q2 (

min( RA ( x, y ), A( x))

R

xX


| RB  A |
)  Q2 ( xX
RB

A

( x, y )

)  

min( RB ( x, y ), A( x))

 RB ( x, y)

)

 

xX

From the equations (14) and (15), the fuzzy set
intersection can be calculated using min operations
between the T-norm as first element and fuzzy cardinality
as a second element, with sigma-count operation. To
calculate RA or RB, we can use several different FTRMs, to
better fit the model to the data and produce models that
have better performance on unseen data. In this research
paper we experimentally evaluate five FTRM metrics on
the two fuzzy-rough rule induction algorithms with TH.
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III.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimnetal Setup
Here we present the experimental setup of the
experiments conducted to evaluate the influence of the TH
norm on the model accuracy. Furthermore, we briefly
preset the VQRules parameters setup, as well as the 19
datasets that are used for evaluation [14], [15]. Dataset
description with their respective number of instances and
attributes are given in Table 1. In our experimental setup
we used TH with different values for the k parameter (1, 2,
3, 5 and 10), and for each of these values full evaluation
was done with five FTRMs, noted as 5FTRM3 represented the k = 5 and FTRM3 metric with (4). The
Kleene-Dienes Implicator was used for all the
experiments. For the QuickRules algorithm, no additional
setup was required, while for the VQRules algorithm two
parameters were set at a = 0.2 and b = 1.0, according (16).
0,
xa


2
2(
)
x
a
ab


,
ax
2
 (b  a )
2 
Q( a ,b ) ( x )  
2
1  2( x  a ) , a  b  x  b
2

(b  a )
2

1,
b x


Evaluation of the obtained models with the different
parameters settings was done using the AUC ROC metric,
and a two-step procedure was used to calculate the
statistical significance [16]. First, the non-parametric
Friedman [20] and Quade test [21] are conducted used to
calculate the rank of each algorithm parameter settings.
For each of the 19 datasets, the applied algorithm settings
are sorted according to their Train/Test AUC ROC and a
rank is assigned. Later, the obtained ranks are weighted
considering the minimum and the maximum values
obtained for each dataset, and thus the average weighted
rank (AWR) is obtained. The model with highest AWR is
assigned as control model for the next step of the
procedure. In this stage, the Holm two-step rejection test
[22] is used to examine the statistical significance
difference between the control model and the rest of the
models in a pairwise manner [16].
The result of the Holm procedure is the adjusted pvalue (AVP) for each of the methods (Friedman and
Quade). The adjusted p-value is obtained from the Holm
two-step rejection procedure because, when p-value is
considered in a multiple comparison, it reflects the
probability of certain comparison, but it doesn’t consider
the remaining comparisons [16]. As a result, the obtained
adjusted p-value will helps us to determinate if the null
hypothesis is rejected or accepted, if AVP-values are
equal or lower than 0.05. Separate experimental results are
obtained for QuickRules (Table 2) and VQRules
algorithm (Table 3).

TABLE I.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATASETS

Dataset Name

No. of
Instances

No. of
Attributes

Breast-cancer
Credit-a
Credit-g
Dermatology
Glass
Heart-c
Heart-a
Heart-Statlog
Ionosphere
Iris
Lung-cancer
Vehicle
Vote
EcoData1
EcoData2
EcoData3
EcoData4
EcoData5
Wine

569
690
1000
366
214
303
294
270
351
150
32
946
435
218
218
218
218
218
178

32
15
20
35
10
14
14
14
35
5
57
19
17
117
117
117
117
117
14

that we evaluate not only the five different FTRMs, but
also the values for the parameter k for the TH.
For that purpose, we index each FTRM in the
following manner: 1FTRM3, where the index 1 represent
the value of the k parameter for TH, while 3 represents
FTRM3 given with (4). We use the AUC ROC metric for
evaluation of both Train (Descriptive) and Test
(Predictive) performance, and then using two-stage
procedure we estimate the statistical significance of the
obtained results.
The results from the experimental evaluation using the
procedure to estimate the statistical significance of the
results of the QuickRules algorithm over the 19 datasets
are presented in Table 2 excluding FTRM2 (since no
models where obtained for several datasets), while the
obtained results for the VQRules algorithm are presented
in Table 3. Table 2 illustrates the results obtained with
both Friedman and Quade tests. AWR values show that
using k = 1 for TH in combination with the FTRM5 metric
gives best descriptive performance over the 19 datasets.
Same results are obtained with the Quade average
weighted ranking test. Further analysis of the AWR results
indicates that the FTRM5 metric obtain better results than
the rest of the metrics for all different values for k,
followed by the FTRM3 metric (except for k = 10). The
statistical significance analysis showed that the obtained
results didn’t show any statistically significant difference
(for both Friedman and Quade tests). Different discussion
can be drawn from the prediction performance analysis.
Here, the best AWR was obtained for the FTRM1 metric
(k = 2), and this was confirmed by the Friedman and
Quade tests. The best AWR was closely followed by the
FTRM3 and FTRM4 for several values for k. From Table
2, it is obvious that the lowest rank was obtained for the
FTRM5 metric, contrary from the descriptive performance
analysis. This indicates that the models obtained with this
metric are overfitted.

B. Experimental Results
The experimental results are presented in this section
as well as the discussion regarding the obtained
performance results for each algorithm. We want to note
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TABLE II.
THE AVERAGE WEIGHTED WANK (AWR) AND AJUSTED P-VALUES (AVP) OVER THE 19 DATASETS OBTAINED BY THE FRIDMAN AND
QUADE TESTS AND THEIR COORESPONDING P-VALUE OBTAINED BY THE HOLM STEP REJECTION PROCEDURE. THE HIGHEST AWR IS BOLDED, AND
THE MODEL WITH HIGHEST AWR IS TAKEN AS CONTROL MODEL. THE AVP VALUES ≤ 0.05 ARE UNDERLINED FOR THE QUICKRULES ALGORTIHM.
Similarity
metric
1

FTRM1
FTRM3
FTRM4
1
FTRM5
2
FTRM1
2
FTRM3
2
FTRM4
2
FTRM5
3
FTRM1
3
FTRM3
3
FTRM4
3
FTRM5
5
FTRM1
5
FTRM3
5
FTRM4
5
FTRM5
10
FTRM1
10
FTRM3
10
FTRM4
10
FTRM5
1
1

Description Performance
F

Q

F

AWR

AWR

AVP

12.55
10.24
12.55
9.42
10.39
9.63
10.39
9.42
12.08
10.29
12.08
9.42
10.82
9.92
10.82
9.42
10.03
11.08
10.03
9.42

13.02
10.27
13.02
9.22
10.27
9.39
10.27
9.22
12.32
10.29
12.32
9.22
11.05
9.74
11.05
9.22
9.85
11.18
9.85
9.22

0.873
1.000
0.873
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.954
1.000
0.954
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
1.000
1.000

Prediction Performance
Q

AWR

AWRQ

AVPF

AVPQ

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

11.61
7.61
11.61
14.45
7.45
10.55
7.45
14.45
10.29
8.03
10.29
14.45
10.32
7.82
10.32
14.45
8.45
7.55
8.45
14.45

11.52
7.52
11.52
16.21
6.53
10.41
6.53
16.21
9.31
8.16
9.31
16.21
8.86
7.80
8.86
16.21
7.31
8.02
7.31
16.21

0.350
1.000
0.350
0.005
0.738
1.000
0.005
0.797
0.999
0.797
0.005
0.797
0.999
0.797
0.005
0.998
1.000
0.998
0.005

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.956
1.000
1.000
0.956
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.956
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.956
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.956

AVP

F

TABLE III.
THE AVERAGE WEIGHTED WANK (AWR) AND AJUSTED P-VALUES (AVP) OVER THE 19 DATASETS OBTAINED BY THE FRIDMAN AND
QUADE TESTS AND THEIR COORESPONDING P-VALUE OBTAINED BY THE HOLM STEP REJECTION PROCEDURE. THE HIGHEST AWR IS BOLDED, AND
THE MODEL WITH HIGHEST AWR IS TAKEN AS CONTROL MODEL. THE AVP VALUES ≤ 0.05 ARE UNDERLINED FOR THE VQRULES ALGORTIHM.
Similarity
metric

Description Performance

Prediction Performance

AWRF

AWRQ

AVPF

AVPQ

AWRF

AWRQ

AVPF

AVPQ

18.82
12.74
11.53
18.82
11.39
14.61
10.74
11.00
14.61
11.39
15.08
11.97
12.24
15.08
11.39
15.21
10.95
11.61
15.21
11.39
13.21
10.24
11.18
13.21
11.39

18.81
12.49
11.25
18.81
11.28
15.42
10.61
10.67
15.42
11.28
15.75
12.05
11.99
15.75
11.28
15.65
10.70
11.29
15.65
11.28
12.94
9.71
10.70
12.94
11.28

0.008
0.993
1.000
0.008
1.000
0.715
1.000
1.000
0.715
1.000
0.581
0.999
0.999
0.581
1.000
0.566
1.000
1.000
0.566
1.000
0.978
1.000
0.978
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

12.89
11.50
12.79
12.89
19.87
9.71
8.71
11.97
9.71
19.87
11.32
10.92
12.76
11.32
19.87
11.47
9.89
12.84
11.47
19.87
10.47
9.97
12.55
10.47
19.87

13.67
11.06
12.81
13.67
21.65
9.15
7.53
12.12
9.15
21.65
11.11
10.21
12.50
11.11
21.65
10.62
8.57
12.65
10.62
21.65
9.94
8.50
11.82
9.94
21.65

0.794
0.964
0.794
0.794
7.13E-5
0.975
0.914
0.975
7.13E-5
0.964
0.964
0.794
0.964
7.13E-5
0.964
0.975
0.794
0.964
7.13E-5
0.975
0.975
0.797
0.975
7.13E-5

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.969
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.969
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.969
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.969
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.969

1

FTRM1
1
FTRM2
1
FTRM3
1
FTRM4
1
FTRM5
2
FTRM1
2
FTRM2
2
FTRM3
2
FTRM4
2
FTRM5
3
FTRM1
3
FTRM2
3
FTRM3
3
FTRM4
3
FTRM5
5
FTRM1
5
FTRM2
5
FTRM3
5
FTRM4
5
FTRM5
10
FTRM1
10
FTRM2
10
FTRM3
10
FTRM4
10
FTRM5

The statistical significance analysis clearly indicates
that the models obtained with the FTRM5 metric have
statistically significantly worse results than the control
model using the Friedman test. According to the Quade
test, the models’ result for FTRM5 were not statistically
significantly different. And this was obtained for all
values of k for the TH norm.
Next, our analysis continues with results from the
VQRules algorithm presented in Table 3, from which we
can note that (from the descriptive performance) the
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model obtained with the FTRM2 metric for k = 10
achieved best results and thus obtained the highest AWR
from both Friedman and Quade tests. Furthermore, models
obtained with FTRM3 and FTRM5 metrics have also better
results compared to the FTRM1 and FTRM4 across all
studied case studies of k-parameter for TH. However, the
statistical significance procedures for both Friedman and
Quade test reveal that the control model don’t have
statistically significantly different results compared to the
rest of the models, except for the 1FTRM1 and 1FTRM4
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models by the Friedman test. Little bit different is the
situation when we look at the predictive performance of
the obtained models, and we can note that the models with
2
FTRM2 metric have the highest AWR compared to the
rest of the models. The results from this model are
statistically significant only with the models obtained with
the FTRM5 metrics for all values of k for TH. This was
concluded from the results obtained by the Friedman test.
However, as in Table 2, the Quade test didn’t reveal any
statistically significant difference of the control model
compared to the rest of models. From both tables, we can
note that variability of parameter k for TH have little effect
on the model performance. On contrary, the FTRM
metrics have bigger effect on both descriptive and
predictive performance of the models.
IV. CONCLUSION
The presented results in this research paper evaluated
the new Hamacher T-norm (TH) introduced to improve the
performance of two fuzzy-rough rule induction
algorithms: QuickRules and VQRules. In that direction,
we analyzed the influence of the parameter k that defines
TH, as well as five fuzzy-rough tolerance metrics over 19
datasets. From the results of the experiments and the
evaluation of the models for statistical significance we
concluded that fuzzy tolerance relationship metrics have
much greater influence than the parameter k. Furthermore,
from the statistical significance analysis, we concluded
that the control model in both algorithms have statistically
significant difference in the results compared to the
models obtained with the FTRM5 metric. The overall
analysis points to very interesting results, which evokes
for more research to find fuzzy tolerance relationship
metrics that could improve the model performance in
combination with new T-norms.
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Abstract—One of the most important and commonly used
operations in many linear algebra functions is matrix-matrix
multiplication (GEMM), which is also a key component
in obtaining high performance of many scientific codes.
It is a computationally intensive function requiring O(n3 )
operations, and its high computational intensity makes it
well-suited to be significantly accelerated with GPUs. Today,
many research problems require solving a very large number
of relatively small GEMM operations that cannot utilise the
entire GPU. To overcome this bottleneck, special functions
have been developed that pack several GEMM operations
into one and then compute them simultaneously on a GPU,
which is called a batch operation. In this research work, we
have proposed a different approach based on linking multiple
GEMM operations to Message Passing Interface (MPI)
processes and then binding multiple MPI processes to a
single GPU. To increase GPU utilisation, more MPI processes
(i.e. GEMM operations) are added. We implement and test
this approach in the field of theoretical physics to compute
entanglement properties through simulated annealing Monte
Carlo simulation of quantum spin chains. For the specific use
case, we were able to simulate a much larger spin system
and achieve a speedup of up to 35× compared to the parallel
CPU-only version.
Keywords—matrix multiplication, batched operations, GPU,
MPI, HPC

I. I NTRODUCTION
Matrix multiplications are the fundamental building
blocks in many functions of linear algebra as well as in a
variety of scientific and industrial codes. The key kernel
of linear algebra responsible for the high performance
of many computer architectures is matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM). It is usually one of the first kernels
to be optimised and adapted for different processors and
computer architectures such as multi-core CPUs, Intel
Xeon Phi, ARM or GPUs [1]–[3]. Matrix multiplication is
a computationally intensive problem whose performance is
limited by processor speed rather than memory bandwidth
and latency. The arithmetic intensity (the ratio of floating
point operations per data transferred) is defined by the
number of rows or columns and, for sufficiently large
matrices, can reach a performance close to the theoretical
peak performance of the computing system. Due to its
high arithmetic intensity, matrix multiplication is well
suited to efficiently hide slow data movement from slower
memory locations (e.g., disc or main memory) to faster,
near-processor memory (e.g., cache memory or global and
shared memory on GPUs), but careful implementation of
matrix multiplication is required [4]. Highly optimised,
fine-tuned implementations of matrix multiplication can
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be found in numerous numerical computation libraries for
multi-threaded and multi CPU systems (BLAS [5], LAPACK [1], OpenBLAS [6], MKL [7]), GPU-accelerated
and heterogeneous platforms (cuBLAS [8], MAGMA [2],
[9]) and distributed memory systems (ScaLAPACK [10],
[11]).
Although very high performance and resource utilisation
can be achieved in matrix multiplication, when working with small matrices the impact of overlapping data
transfers with useful computations can be significantly
reduced. This shortcoming becomes even more apparent
when the computation is moved to the GPU devices, as the
matrix is usually not large enough to fully utilise the entire
GPU. In addition, for each multiplication, the data must
be transferred between the main memory and the GPU
memory via a relatively slow CPU-GPU interconnection,
which is characterised by high latency.
The problem described above becomes even more challenging when solving problems involving a large number
of small matrix multiplications. In these problems, the
transfer of a large number of small matrices to GPUs
can easily become a time-dominant part of the overall
execution due to the latency issues. An example where
a large number of small matrix computations are required
are domain decompositions [12], 3D graphics transformations in the Level 3 Cascading Style Sheets specification
in web browsers [13], Astrophysics [14], Finite Element
Methods [15] and in Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence [16]–[18].
To solve these types of problems efficiently on GPUs,
the common approach is to group or package many small
matrix operations into one larger operation, which is then
transferred and processed simultaneously on the GPU. By
packing multiple operations into one larger operation, the
number of memory transfers can be greatly reduced, which
decreases latency and increases GPU utilisation. This type
of operation is commonly referred to as batched matrix
operations.
In this paper, we present an alternative approach to
batched matrix operations (called batchedGemm in the
rest of this research) based on scheduling multiple MPIs
on a single GPU and analyze the achieved performance
compared to CPU-only variant. The original contribution
of this research are the following:
•

Implicitly packing a larger number of small matrices
on a single GPU using MPI ranks,
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•
•
•

The proposed model allows easy scaling to a larger
number of GPUs and across compute nodes.
Improved performance compared to the state-of-theart Numpy batched approach (up to 22%).
Achieved 35× speedup compared to the CPU-only
version for the use case Simulated Annealing Monte
Carlo Simulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II a brief introduction to problem of computing many
matrix operations is given, with state-of-the art methods
and libraries used to solve them. Our approach is solving batch GEMM operations is presented in Section III
together with the targeted use-case. The numerical results
and the achieved performance are discussed in Section IV.
The final notes and the conclusion of our work is given
in Section V
II. BATCHED GEMM AND RELATED WORK
The aim of this research is to find an efficient solution
for many small matrix-matrix multiplications on the GPU.
A set of matrix multiplications can be defined as follows:
Ci = αAi Bi + βCi ,

i = 1, . . . N

(1)

where Ai ∈ Cm×k , Bi ∈ Ck×n , Ci ∈ Cm×n are
complex matrices and N is the number of matrix-matrix
multiplications to be calculated. The common approach to
compute a single matrix is to partition C into multiple
tiles, each processed independently by a block of threads
on the GPU, with each thread computing one element of
the matrix C. Parallelism can be exploited between tiles,
i.e. several tiles run simultaneously, and within tiles, i.e.
each tile is processed by many threads. When C is large,
this approach can attain close to the peak performance
of the GPU, as there are enough tiles to fully utilise the
symmetric multiprocessors of the GPU. However, when
C is small, the number of tiles is insufficient to fully
utilise the GPU. In addition, processing a large number
of small GEMMs requires a large number of data copies
between main memory and GPU memory, resulting in
the application being memory-bound rather than computebound.
In order to exploit the full power of GPU devices,
an approach has been developed based on packing many
small matrix operations into a larger operation called a
batch. The basis for the idea of batch matrix multiplication
is the tiling algorithm, which divides the matrix into a
2D grid of tiles, each of which represents a subproblem
that is then processed simultaneously on the GPU. The
initial matrix is transferred once (a large memory copy),
while the division into smaller subproblems is done on the
device [19]. Performance can be fine-tuned by adjusting
the tile size depending on the available resources on the
GPU device. The implementation of this approach can be
found in MAGMA [2], [9] dense linear algebra library.
One of the main drawbacks of the latter approach is
the fixed size of the matrices, e.g. all matrices of A
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should have the same size and be stored in contiguous
memory locations. To overcome this problem, a variablesize GEMM was proposed [20], [21], which divides each
GEMM (matrices A, B and C, Eq. 1) into tiles processed
by thread blocks. Then each C can be processed by its
2D grid of thread blocks. In the paper [22], the authors
propose a special kernel for matrices with size less than
32, which are often encountered in Big Data analytics,
machine learning and high-order finite element method
(FEM). The approach is based on aggregating multiple
thread blocks to compute two or more tiny matrices C
(matrices smaller than the warp size, i.e. dimension less
than 32) and achieves performance within 90% of a large
single GEMM.
In batch computation by tiling and batching, the size
of the tiles and the batch size, respectively, are the
two most important performance parameters. Although
different matrix sizes are possible, the tiling strategy is
the same, which is not the best solution for different
matrix sizes. To overcome this problem, a novel solution
is proposed [23] that allows different tiling strategies
(different tile sizes for different C) and batch strategies
(the number of tiles allocated to a thread block). The
proposed work achieves 1.23× speedup on the GoogleNet
case study compared to the state-of-the-art CUBLAS and
MAGMA implementations.
In some research areas, such as latency-critical deep
neural networks consisting of a large number of small
batch sizes, the classical batch approach provides very
limited GPU usage. Instead of packing smaller operations
into a batch, GPU resource usage can be split across multiple processes or tasks. In [24], the authors experimented
with two approaches. The first is to put each process in a
separate CUDA context and then use a software scheduler
to interleave the executions on the GPU. The second
approach is to use the NVIDIA Multi-Process Service
(MPS) [25] server to partition multiple processes into
separate queries across a pool of CUDA streams. Recent
research [26] shows that performing a number of 2k × 2k
and 8k × 8k matrix multiplications with MPS can achieve
a speedup of up to 4.5× compared to the native CUDA
scheduler.
III. TASK - BASED BATCH GEMM
In this research we tackle a problem of processing a
number of embarrassingly parallel processes, each computing a series of small matrix operations, each operation
not large enough to fully utilize the GPU. Because of
its embarrass parallelism, there is no need for an explicit
synchronization between the processes thus any packing
of many operations into one batch operations will cause
an unnecessary synchronization points in the execution.
An example is the simulated annealing Monte Carlo
(MC) [27] simulation of frustrated one-dimensional
transverse-field Ising model [28] with S spins, Fig. 1. The
simulation starts with the initial calculating of the ground
state. The main body of the simulation consists of applying
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Algorithm 1 Monte Carlo simulation of Ising model
Require: Number of spins S
Ensure: Average entropy
1: Compute initial state
2: for i ∈ [1 · · · Np ] do
▷ Loop over MC procedures
3:
for s ∈ [1 · · · Ns ] do
▷ Loop over MC steps
4:
Apply unitary operator ▷ Apply Local Gate
5:
Generate A, B
6:
C ← GEM M (A, B)
▷ Calculate Entropy
7:
end for
8: end for
9: Compute average entropy

Fig. 1: Simulation model.

local unitary operations (Fig. 1, Apply Local Gate)
on the neighbouring pair of spins in the lattice, chosen
at random, and computing the new entanglement (Fig. 1,
Calculate Entropy). Finally, the decision is made
to accept this new state (Metropolis algorithm, Fig. 1) or
keep the current state. Then, repeat the process with the
unitary operator on the chosen state. The pseudocode of
the Monte Carlo simulation of Ising model is given in
Alg. 1.
The main computational bottleneck is the Calculate
Entropy in which two complex matrices with
dimensions depending on the
number of spins

m = n = 2S−⌊S/2⌋ , k = 2⌊S/2⌋ are multiplied. Since
the step of the MC simulation depends on the state
computed in the previous step, the MC procedure is an
inherently sequential code and the loop over MC steps
(Alg. 1, line 3) cannot be parallelised. Therefore, only
matrix multiplications (line 6) can be parallelised, but
only one GEMM at the time can be processed (due to
inter-step dependencies). The number of MC steps (Ns )
(line 3) can be arbitrary large, but in practice, this number
can be counted in millions, thus limiting the performance
gain especially when GEMM operations are small.
To increase the statistical significance of the simulation
results, a large number of repetitions (Np ) of the Monte
Carlo procedure are required (line 2). The MC procedures are mutually independent and no data transfer or
communication between them is necessary, making the
problem an embarrassingly parallel one and straightforward to parallelise. A typical real-world use-case with
S = 21 spins, 100 MC procedures and 106 steps each,
will require to compute a series of GEMM operations of
size m = n = 1024, k = 2048.
To efficiently solve the above problem, in this research
we proposed a solution based on the spatial sharing of
the GPU resources among multiple processes and tasks.
Within the MC procedures the matrix multiplications are
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offloaded to the GPU (Alg. 1, line 6), while MC procedures (line 2) are distributed using Message Passing Interface (MPI), each MPI rank calculating one MC procedure
independently. Multiple MPI processes (MC procedures)
are assigned to same device in order to saturate it with
other ready to execute kernels. This can achieve better
utilization at the expense of less speedup per single kernel.
This approach is a simple from the programming point of
view, because it leaves to the GPU internal scheduler to
allocate unused resources for other kernels (processes), a
kind of tasked based parallelism of independent simulation
procedures. The proposed approach with multiple task
utilizing the same GPU has a higher potential of improving
throughput and lowering latency, because multiple memory transfer operations and kernels can be arbitrarily and
asynchronously overlapped.
The drawback of this approach is that each process
creates its unique context on the device that leads to
the process synchronization, since exclusively only one
context can be active on the device at the time. To overcome this problem NVIDIA has devised Multi Processing
Service (MPS), a software layer between CUDA driver
and multi process program, which creates single context
and routes all CUDA calls/kernels through it. Starting
with the Volta architecture, each process sends jobs to
the device separately without passing through the MPS
server where each process is scheduled in its own queue.
It is advisable to use the MPS when GPU utilization per
process is low and want to achieve multiple kernels to
execute concurrency.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, we present and analyse the performance of our approach in real use cases and compare
it with the parallel CPU-only implementation and the
GPU-accelerated batch implementation. In the rest of the
paper, we refer to our approach as taskedGEMM and
the classical batch approach as batchedGEMM. In both
cases, we test how the size of the batch (or in the case of
taskedGEMM the number of MPI ranks per GPU) affects
the performance and how it scales with the addition of
more procedures running in parallel for different problem
sizes.
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A. Single GPU benchmark
In the first benchmark, we want to find the best binding policy of MPI ranks (i.e. number of Monte Carlo
procedures Np ) per GPU. For this test, we focused on
a single GPU and small problem sizes with the number
of MC steps Ns = 1000, the number of MC procedures Np = {1, 2, 4, . . . , 16} and the number of spins
S = {15, 19, 21, 23}. Since the execution time of each
MC step is approximately the same and they are executed
in sequential order, there is a linear dependence between
the MC steps and the execution time. We can test with
a smaller number of steps without loss of generality and
then simply extrapolate execution time linearly to a desired
number of MC steps.
Fig. 2 shows the speedup of bachedGEMM and
taskedGEMM compared to the sequential version, i.e.
when MC procedures are executed individually on the
GPU. The number of MPI ranks in batchedGEMM is
1 and the batch size (number of MC procedures packed
in a batch) is the number of procedures (represented
by the x-axis, Fig. 2). In taskedGEMM, the number of
MPI ranks is equal to the number of procedures (x-axis),
since each MPI rank executes one MC procedure and
all MPI ranks use the same GPU. The figure shows that
the taskedGEMM achieves better speedup than the batch
approach in all cases. As expected, as the number of MC
procedures executed in parallel increases, we observe a
steady speedup up to a certain point. For example, in
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The tests were conducted on the GPU partitions of the
HPC Vega supercomputer at the Institute of Information
Science, Slovenia. Each node is equipped with two 64-core
AMD Rome 7H12 CPUs, that can achieve 1.8 TFlops calculating dgemm, and four NVIDIA Tesla A100 GPUs each
with peak performance of 19.5 TFlops (double precision,
using Tensor Cores) and 40 GB of memory.
For benchmarking our MPI-based approach, we extend
the original Monte Carlo simulation code written in the
Python programming language. The original code takes
advantage of highly tuned NumPy and SciPy libraries
for multithreaded matrix multiplication on shared memory
systems. Although the NumPy implementation of GEMM
achieves better results than the sequential code, it turns
out that it cannot handle larger simulation sizes (S > 19)
in a reasonable time. Therefore, the matrix generation and
the most time-consuming parts of the code - the matrix
multiplications - are offloaded to the GPUs. For the GPUaccelerated computations, we used the CuPy 10.0.0 library
with CUDA 11.4.0 and cuBLAS 11.5.2.43. CuPy is an
open-source NumPy-like library that uses the cuBLAS, cuSOLVER and cuRAND libraries from the CUDA toolkit.
It has implemented a wrapper function for GEMM as
well as for batched GEMM, in our case cublasZgemm
and cublasZgemmBatched. To distribute the workload
to the compute nodes and GPUs, we use SLURM 20.11
Workload Manager and OpenMPI 4.1.1 (UCX 1.11.2). All
the tests were run in complex double precision.
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Fig. 2: Speedup of batched (orange) and tasked (blue)
variants compared to the sequential execution for a given
number of MC procedures on a single GPU.

taskedGEMM with 15 spins, the speedup is linear up to
8 MC procedures. This is because the matrices involved
in GEMM are too small (256 × 128) to make full use
of the test GPU. When more MC procedures are added,
the speedup slows down as the GPU is overused, causing
some MCs to end up waiting for GPU resources. In terms
of GPU memory, the simulation only requires 24 MB of
memory for 3 matrices per GEMM for each of the 16
MC simulations (48 matrices in total). For a larger spin
system, e.g. S = 23, the overuse of GPU resources occurs
even sooner, with only 4 MC procedures, as the matrices
involved in the calculations are much larger (4096×2048).
The GPU memory requirement is ≈ 6 GB in the largest
case (with 16 MC procedures). The higher speedup of
taskedGEMM suggests that interleaving GEMM operations leads to slightly better resource utilisation and thus
higher efficiency.
The average performance (in TFLOPS/s) achieved per
GEMM operation is given in Fig. 3. To calculate the
performance of a single GEMM in batchedGEMM, the
total performance is divided by the size of the batch. Since
the execution time per GEMM call within each MC procedure in taskedGEMM is not constant and depends on the
number of GEMM calls executing simultaneously on the
GPU, the average execution time per GEMM is given.
The constant performance of batchedGEMM for sizes
Ns = 21, 23 indicates that the matrices are large enough
to fully utilise the GPU even if only 1 MC procedure is
computed, and that adding more matrices to the batch is
unlikely to further increase performance. In contrast, the
performance of S = 15, 19 batched operations increases
when the size of the batch is increased. This shows that
the size of the computational problem is still too small to
fully utilise the GPU, so more operations should be added.
For task-based GEMM operations, there is a constant
drop in performance per GEMM call as more MC procedures are added (blue lines in Fig. 3). Performance drops
significantly as the number of MC procedures increases.
The reason for this behaviour is that interleaving of
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TABLE I: Total runtime of taskedGEMM (in seconds)
for 21 spin and 128 MC procedures.
Np per GPU
4
8
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Fig. 3: Performance of the single GEMM operation as a
function of the number of MC procedures for batch
(orange) and task (blue) variants.
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Fig. 4: The performance in TFLOPS/s of the entire
simulation as a function of the number of MC
procedures for batch (orange) and task (blue).

numerous operations (kernels) leads to an overuse of GPU
resources. If there are not enough GPU resources available
for a particular kernel (e.g. GEMM function call), such as
the number of available registers or computing cores, it remains in the queue of the CUDA scheduler. As soon as the
resources are released, the kernel begins execution. Such
use of GPU resources consequently leads to fluctuations in
the performance of individual executions, which manifest
themselves as performance loss (see taskedGEMM for
S = 19, 21, 23 in Fig. 3).
Although the time required to compute single
GEMM operation in taskedGEMM is slower than in
batchedGEMM, the overall performance of the whole
simulation is shown to be much better for the task-based
approach, Fig. 4. This is because interleaving different
kernels (operations) on a GPU can better hide latency,
reduce GPU idle time and increase utilisation. So in our
use case, interleaving many independent operations has
a much greater impact on performance than combining
many operations into one larger but faster operation. We
ran each test configuration 5 times and calculated the
average value for the test results to achieve statistical
significance.
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B. Multi-GPU benchmark
In order to run the tests on multiple GPUs, we have
chosen a sufficiently large real-world use case that represents well the performance on many GPUs. For the tests,
we chose a case with S = 21 spins, Ns = 10000 Monte
Carlo steps and the fixed number of procedures Np = 128.
Although in real-world use cases the number of MC steps
is usually more than 106 , we can test with a smaller
number of steps because the steps are interdependent and
the time increases linearly with the number of steps. The
total execution time for a larger number of steps can be
easily estimated by scaling the runtime of the test with a
smaller number of steps.
The Table I shows the total execution time for solving
the problem with the number of Monte Carlo procedures
fixed to 128 and different number of procedures per GPU
(4, 8 and 16) using the taskedGEMM approach. The test
shows the results run on 1, 2, 4 and 8 GPUs. For example,
the time to solve the problem with 16 tasks per GPU on
only 1 GPU would be 3296 seconds, while the time with
8 GPUs decreases almost linearly and is 420 seconds. The
reason is that the MC procedures are independent and 16
procedures can be processed simultaneously on one GPU,
so 8 batches have to be executed sequentially. In contrast,
in the case of 8 GPUs, all 8 batches, each processing 16
MC procedures, can be executed simultaneously, each on
its own GPU.
In the previous tests, we have shown that the best
performance is achieved when 16 MC procedures are
executed per GPU (for a problem with 21 spin), so we set
the number of MC procedures per GPU to 16. The total
execution time and speedup of both batchedGEMM and
taskedGEMM are shown in Table II. The batched and
tasked GEMM variants achieve speedups of more than
26× and 35×, respectively, compared to the CPU-only
version. Note that the CPU version is a parallel code with
one MC procedure per MPI rank and the GEMMs are
computed using the multi-thread NumPy library. All tests
were performed on 2 compute nodes, and the configuration
of the CPU-only version is 64 MPI ranks per node and 2
threads per MPI rank to compute the GEMMs.
The fastest execution time we achieved on our test
systems for the CPU version was on 32 compute nodes
with 4 MPI ranks (i.e. MC procedures) per node and 32
threads per MPI rank. In this case, the total execution
time for the parallel CPU variant was 3529 seconds,
noting that the result was obtained by extrapolating the
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TABLE II: Total execution time and speedup of batch
and task GEMM for S = 21, Ns = 10000, Np = 128
compared to the best possible CPU-only configuration.

time
speedup

CPU
14735
1

Algoritmic variants
batchedGEMM taskedGEMM
534
420
27.6
35.1

computation time of 1 compute node. The speedup of
batchedGEMM and taskedGEMM is 6.6× and 8.4× on
2 compute nodes, respectively, compared to the CPU-only
variant on 32 compute nodes and 4 MPI ranks per node.
This configuration guarantees enough resources to process
all 128 MC procedures concurrently. Although the speedup
is smaller than indicated in Table II, the CPU-only variant
requires much more computing resources to achieve this
performance, exactly 16× more compute nodes.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a task-based model
for the efficient execution of many small to mediumsized GEMM operations on GPUs. Unlike a classical batch
model where many small matrix operations are packed into
a larger one and executed at once on the GPU, the proposed model assigns the independent kernels/operations to
different MPI ranks. Each MPI rank transfers its operations
independently to the GPU, resulting in interleaving of
multiple operations on the same GPU. The GPU scheduler
is then responsible for the optimal distribution of the
operations (kernels) on the available GPU resources.
The model was demonstrated by simulating the frustrated one-dimensional transverse-field Ising model, a use
case from theoretical physics. The model shows a significant speedup of 22% compared to the batch approach. The
benchmark shows that although the batch approach has
up to twice the performance per GEMM operation, our
task-based approach shows higher overall performance.
This shows that a model based on multiple tasks that
independently offload computations to the same GPU
can better utilise the GPU by running many different
kernels simultaneously, reducing GPU idle time and hiding
latency.
In addition, two improvements have been made over the
CPU implementation. First, the GPU code is more than
35× faster than the CPU-only code and second, fewer
computational resources are needed to achieve the same
performance or much larger simulations can be performed
in terms of number of spins, number of Monte Carlo
simulations and number of steps per simulation.
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Abstract—Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation provides the
atomic-level characterization of biomolecular systems and their
transitions, such as conformational changes in proteins. The
computational demands of such simulations and limits of parallelization techniques have prevented simulations of real-world
systems from reaching the microsecond timescales, which are
relevant for real-world applications. The notable exceptions are
the supercomputers specifically designed for MD simulations. An
example of such supercomputers is the Anton supercomputer,
nowadays in its third iteration, which uses a substantial number
of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for MD simulation and is not generally available. Recent advances in algorithms,
software, and hardware towards exascale supercomputing have
made microsecond-timescale simulations of practically relevant
biomolecular systems reachable within days. Data processing
units (DPUs) are already being used in data centers for the inflight processing of network packets (e.g. encryption, decryption,
and intrusion detection) and are expected to be used in future
exascale supercomputers in some form. The usage of DPUs
in the supercomputers unlocks the potential to accelerate MD
simulations that were previously available only in networking
ASICs in supercomputers such as Anton. This paper proposes the
usage of DPUs for MD simulation acceleration in an innovative
way inspired by the Anton supercomputer.
Index Terms—molecular dynamics, NVIDIA, data processing
unit, DPU, heterogeneous computing, BlueField, DOCA, Anton,
Desmond, GROMACS, LAMMPS

I. I NTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allow scientists to
study the behavior of biological macromolecules and are
becoming a more important tool in the field of molecular
biology [1]. The past decades have seen breakthroughs in
MD performances in the form of parallelization, algorithmic
advances, and hardware specialization, leading to several scientific discoveries [2].
Exploiting parallelism to accelerate a computation typically
involves dividing it into many small tasks that can be assigned
to different processing elements, which may require significant
communication between nodes [3]. Performing MD simulations at the scale and speed necessary to address research
questions requiring microsecond simulation timescales within
practical time frames, however, remains an extreme challenge
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in high-performance computing and requires specialized hardware [4, 5].
The advent of NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) technology in the late 2000s enabled general
computing on graphics processing units (GPUs) [6]. Specifically, it enabled the acceleration of scientific and professional
software by offloading large parts of the computation from the
CPU to the GPU both in the context of workstations and highperformance computers. NVIDIA’s catalog of GPU accelerated
applications [7] today contains hundreds of readily available
applications, including MD simulation applications such as
GROMACS [8, 9]. After the GPUs, especially with the advent
of artificial neural networks and machine learning demand for
computing power, a number of hardware solutions similar to
GPUs appeared; somewhat general field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) were followed by domain-specific applicationspecific integrated circuits (ASICs) such as Google tensor
processing units (TPUs) [10].
Several state-of-the-art MD simulation software packages
use parallel computing technologies to utilize available hardware resources, including both offload to accelerators, often
using CUDA, and distributed computing technologies using
Message Passing Interface (MPI). The examples of such
software packages, listen in alphabetical order, are Amber
[11], CHARMM [12], GROMACS [13], HOOMD-blue [14],
LAMMPS [15], OpenMM [16], and Tinker [17].
Amber is a set of numerous programs that work together
to set up, run, and perform analysis of MD simulations. It
supports both CUDA and MPI. While it is licensed under a
proprietary license, its tools are licensed under GNU General
Public License (GPL).
CHARMM is a general and flexible molecular simulation
and modeling program that uses classical and quantum mechanical energy functions for simulation of various molecular
systems. CHARMM supports MPI and also supports CUDA
via OpenMM (described below). It is licensed under a proprietary license.
GROMACS is one of the most widely used open-source
and free software codes in chemistry, used primarily for
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dynamical simulations of biomolecules and provides a rich set
of calculation types, preparation, and analysis tools. It supports
both CUDA and MPI. It is licensed under the GNU Lesser
General Public License (LGPL).
HOOMD-blue is a particle simulation toolkit for molecular
dynamics and hard particle Monte Carlo simulations. It supports both CUDA and MPI. It is licensed under 3-Clause BSD
License.
LAMMPS (an acronym for Large-scale Atomic/Molecular
Massively Parallel Simulator) is a classical molecular dynamics code with a focus on materials modeling, which offers
potentials for metals, biomolecules, and others. It supports
both CUDA and MPI. It is licensed under GNU GPL.
OpenMM is an MD simulation toolkit focused on extensibility. Its users can to easily add forces with novel functional
forms, new integration algorithms, and new molecular simulation protocols, among others. It supports CUDA, but not
MPI due to its focus on single-node computer systems with
accelerators and usage of Markov state models for multi-node
simulations [18]. It is licensed under the permissive MIT and
LGPL licenses.
Tinker is a complete and general package for molecular
mechanics and dynamics simulation. It supports both CUDA
and MPI It is licensed under a proprietary license.
We observe that all of the state-of-the-art molecular dynamics support CUDA and most support MPI, with the sole
exception of OpenMM for which the lack of support is a
choice. Therefore, when targeting new hardware for running
MD simulation, it would be easier to enable wide usage if it
would be possible to support it via CUDA or MPI.
Nowadays, in addition to CPUs and GPUs, there is a
third type of processing unit that is completely new, the data
processing unit (DPU). In the computer system including the
CPU, the GPU, and the DPU, the computation is ideally
divided as follows:
∙
∙
∙

CPU is the core of the system that does general-purpose
computation,
the GPU accelerates parallel computation (such as single
instruction, multiple data (SIMD) operations), and
the new DPU is designed to process data that gets sent
and received over the network.

To be able to process in-flight network data, the DPU has to
contain its own CPU- or GPU-like accelerator in addition to
the network interface. In this way the network interface gets
augmented with additional computational functionality and
some vendors are calling these devices smart network interface
controllers (SmartNICs). There are several DPUs/SmartNICs
available on the market at present:
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Pensando (acquired by AMD) Capri, Elba, and DSC,
Broadcom Stingray,
Fungible F1 and S1,
Intel Infrastructure Processing Unit (IPU) C5000X-PL
Platform and Platform Codenamed Oak Springs Canyon,
Kalray K200-LP,
Marvell Technology OCTEON and ARMADA,
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Mellanox Technologies (acquired by NVIDIA) BlueField,
ConnectX, and Innova.
In addition to the broad interest from processor and networking hardware vendors in producing such devices, the
acquisitions of Pensando and Mellanox by AMD and NVIDIA
(respectively) show the expectations by hardware vendors of
increasing application support as well as growth of usage in
data centers and supercomputers.
In order to reach exascale supercomputing at the same
power envelope as petascale supercomputing, a large increase
in performance per watt is needed. GPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs
have demonstrated the potential of heterogeneous architecture
in the achievement of a greater density of computing elements.
A possible approach includes adding compute elements to
other components, including network and storage [19, 20],
where existing commercially available DPUs are an option.
When equipped with DPUs, conventional general-purpose supercomputers are closer to specialized supercomputers for MD
simulations equipped with custom networking ASICs such as
Anton [4] and MDGRAPE [5].
We decided to focus on using NVIDIA BlueField DPUs due
to hardware being available to us for academic research and
having a well-documented application programming interface
(API), but we expect the DPUs from other vendors with
comparable features to be applicable as well. NVIDIA’s line
of BlueField data processing units (DPUs) is designed with
the goal of adding compute elements to network interface
controllers (NICs), specifically ARM CPU and an optional
programmable accelerator that can perform advanced packet
processing. For example, Netflix is using SmartNICs [21]
for the TLS encryption of HTTP(S) traffic, offloading the
encryption from the central processing units (CPUs).
BlueField DPUs are programmed using DOCA [22, 23],
which is currently in the limited early access phase; DPUs
from other vendors have their own proprietary vendor-specific
APIs. Despite the early access phase of DOCA, it is already
being used for transparent malicious traffic detection and
mitigation [24], routing [25], DNN training [26], and other
applications are becoming possible with the evolution of its
functionality.
Liu et. al. completed a performance study of BlueField2 to understand how much processing power is available on
the SmartNIC during transfers [27]. They found that, from a
computational perspective, encryption, memory, and on-card
processing operations on the SmartNIC perform significantly
better than the general-purpose servers that were used for
comparison. Additionally, they concluded that applications
with a focus on these operations may be good candidates for
the offloading to the SmartNIC.
While scientific software is seldom using encryption, various memory and on-card processing operations are performed.
Therefore, in this paper we consider the potential for offload
of molecular dynamics operations to (DPUs such as) NVIDIA
BlueField SmartNICs.
The paper is organized as follows. First we describe the
specialized computer systems for MD simulation, including
∙
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its specialized networking hardware. Afterwards we propose
a possible approach to using DPUs for the acceleration of
molecular dynamics simulation inspired by such specialized
hardware. Finally, we conclude.
II. S PECIALIZED H ARDWARE FOR M OLECULAR
DYNAMICS
Aside from the Anton supercomputer on which we will
focus in this description of specialized hardware, other supercomputers specifically designed for MD simulation also
exist. For example, MDGRAPE-4A, an improved version of
MDGRAPE-4 [5], is a 512-node special-purpose machine built
with one custom chip per node. Its capacity is not known,
but it is possible to estimate its performance to be order of
magnitude or two slower than Anton [4]. There is also FPGAbased specialized hardware [28, 29] with the performance
comparable to single GPUs.
One of the most challenging problems remaining in supercomputing is, of course, the magnitude of the time frame
within which certain MD simulations are performed. One
always wants to find a compromise between the scale and
speed needed to solve a research question and the practicality
of the needed time frame to solve it.
While many users successfully used and still use generalpurpose hardware for performing molecular dynamics simulations, there is also an effort from David E. Shaw Research to
develop specialized hardware for molecular dynamics [3]. Two
generations of Anton supercomputers, Anton 1 [30, 31, 32]
and Anton 2 [33], were previously designed, built and implemented. When comparing them to the fastest general-purpose
supercomputer of the time, the fact is that all of them reached
multiple orders of magnitude more in terms of nanoseconds
per day of MD simulations.
These increases in performance have translated into significant scientific progress. The development of Anton 3, a
supercomputer designed around a new custom chip, once again
increased the speed and scale of the required MD simulations
for basic science and drug design [4]. In the following we
focus on Anton 2 for which more information is available.
The goal is to perform each simulation step faster and
therefore be able to reach longer timescales. To do so,
Anton 2, a special-purpose parallel computer for molecular
dynamics simulations, uses a combination of packet filtering
in networking ASICs, intra-network reduction, and log-weight
synchronization to reduce the communication requirements of
MD simulations [2].
The quadratic computational complexity of the long-range
Coulomb and van der Waals interaction makes its use impractical for larger systems. Therefore, it is important to
maintain accuracy while ensuring that computational costs
increase linearly with size. The common approach is to shorten
interactions at some cutoff distance, Figure 1. This reduces the
number of operations to 𝑂(𝑛) or 𝑂(𝑁 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁 ), particularly for
the Coulomb interaction. Commonly used values in modern
MD simulation software packages are in the range of 1−1.5
nanometers.
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𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑡

Fig. 1. (from [2]) The ball-and-stick icons represent water molecules. On every
time step, pairwise (electrostatic and van der Waals) forces must be computed
for all pairs of atoms up to a cutoff radius (𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑡 ). This requires communication
when the simulation is distributed. The cutoff radius is illustrated for a single
atom, with some of its interactions indicated explicitly. Note that all the
interaction forces acting on the atom in question, are zero outside the cutoff
radius.

In general, the chemical system is contained in a box with
periodic boundary conditions which are unphysical. In that
case, the system being simulated corresponds to infinite space,
paved in all three dimensions with identical copies of the
box. At each time step, the forces acting on each atom are
calculated, where the positions and velocities of the atoms
progress according to the classical laws of motion.
The simplest way to send an atom’s position to its export set
is with a sequence of unicasts, but this wastes both on- and
off-chip bandwidth by communicating the position multiple
times across individual network links (Fig. 2a).
Anton 2 improves the efficiency of this communication
with a hardware mechanism for multicasting a position to an
arbitrary set of nodes along with a specified set of channels
(Fig. 2b). Following the computation, the sums of partial
forces on atoms are returned to the source nodes. Generally,
force reduction is done by taking a set of forces, specifically their numerical values, and conjuring up a smaller set
by taking their sum in a specific way. In general-purpose
supercomputers, this is done through the partial sum of the
atom’s node. Anton 2 uses in-network reductions to sum partial
forces within the network, decreasing the cost of force return
(Fig. 2d).
By summing the partial forces it receives and the locally
computed forces, the atom’s home node can obtain the total
force acting on a specific atom.
On Anton 2, the approximation is to divide each home box
into a set of sub boxes of identical size and construct export
sets for the entire sub boxes. This allows export sets to be
precomputed and converted to multicast patterns before the
simulation begins.
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Fig. 3. (from [2]) a) A position packet is multicast to three nodes, only one
of which is in the atom’s precise export set. All three nodes compute and
Fig. 2. (from [2]) a) When an atom’s position is unicast to each node in the return partial forces, which will be zero for the two "extra" nodes. b) The
atom’s export set, it must traverse several network links multiple times. b) On position packet is filtered en route to the extra nodes. Only the header is sent,
Anton 2, a hardware multicast mechanism eliminates this excess communication no computation is performed, and no forces are returned.
so that the position traverses each network link at most once. c) Partial forces
for the atom are returned in the reverse direction. d) Anton 2 uses in-network
reductions to sum partial forces within the network, again decreasing the amount atom.
of communication.

When the position of the atom is updated, the new position
may fall into a new box, which requires communication across
the network to update the simulation state at all the nodes.
Therefore, a larger effective cutoff radius must be used to
reduce atomic migration, further increasing the size of the import region. Also, the use of fine-grained sub boxes mitigates
this effect by providing a better approximation to the exact
import regions, however increasing the total number of sub
boxes, resulting in greater bookkeeping and synchronization
overheads.
The import synchronization mechanism requires that the
position packet be delivered to all nodes within its export
set, including additional nodes introduced by sub boxes and
migration. Anton 2 implements position filtering by extending
the multicast mechanism.
Most additional nodes do not actually need a position for
any calculation. For example, the receiving node will try to
calculate the interactions with the atom, only to find that all
interactions are zero because the atom always lies outside the
cutoff radius. The node must then return zero force to the atom,
increasing the amount of force communication (Fig. 3a).
To solve this problem Anton 2 provides a position filtering mechanism to dynamically remove unnecessary positions
from the network. Position filtering is an extension of Anton
2’s network multicast mechanism that further optimizes this
communication by dynamically cutting a multicast tree when
it can be determined that certain endpoints do not require a
copy of the atom’s position (Fig. 3b).
The initial node of the atom must determine when all
packets of atomic force have been received. When the number
of force packets is known in advance, it is sufficient to simply
count the packets. However, position filtering and reductions
within the network create a synchronization problem: we no
longer know how many force packets to expect for a given
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The solution to this synchronization problem is to assign a
fixed "weight" to each atom. The weight is distributed between
the atomic position packets and then transferred to its force
packets after the force calculation. Instead of simply counting
the force packets that are returned, their weights are added.
The force of an atom fully accumulates after its full weight
has been received (Fig. 4).
1

1/4

1/4

1/16

1/16

1/2

1/2

1/16

1/16
1/8

1/8

1/8

1/8

1/24

1/24
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Fig. 4. (from [2]) Weight splitting. An atom’s weight (1) is split at

each multicast point. The weight delivered to a destination node varies
depending on the node’s location within the multicast tree. Weights
are transferred to the returned force packets; all forces have been
accumulated when their weights sum to 1.

Anton runs a specifically-developed proprietary molecular
dynamics software Desmond [34].
Until the advent of DPUs, non-specialized supercomputers
had no components comparable to Anton 2’s network hardware. Now that DPUs are generally available, it is worth
considering whether the approach used by Anton 2 can be
applied on supercomputers with DPUs.
III. M OLECULAR DYNAMICS S IMULATION S OFTWARE
D EVELOPMENT FOR DATA P ROCESSING U NITS
The present generation of DPUs, BlueField-2, provides 8
64-bit ARMv8 CPU cores with 1MB of L2 cache per 2
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cores (4MB in total), 6MB of L3 cache, and 16GB or 32GB
of onboard DDR4 RAM with error correction. The nextgeneration BlueField-3 DPU, originally announced in April
2021, is expected to sample the first quarter of 2022 [35].
This generational shift increases the on-chip processing power
of the BlueField NIC from 8 CPU cores to a heterogeneous
processor containing 16 CPU cores with larger cache than
the previous generation and, in addition, a 16-core 256-thread
accelerator for multi-threaded applications.
Applications for the BlueField DPUs are developed using
DOCA [23], which provides Data Plane Development Kit
(DPDK) for networking [19], similar to what CUDA provides
for GPUs.
A. Overview of the DOCA Software Development Kit
The current version of DOCA software is 1.2 and is
considered early access by NVIDIA and therefore made
available only to select developers [22]. DOCA software, just
like CUDA Toolkit, consists of an software development kit
(SDK) and a runtime environment. The DOCA SDK offers
several frameworks that are used to simplify the offload of
computations to BlueField NICs using acceleration packages.
The runtime environment is executing the application on the
DPU. The SDK is divided into five distinct libraries [23], each
with its own API:
∙ App Shield, which offers intrusion detection capabilities
using the DPU services to collect data from the host’s
memory
∙ Deep packet inspection (DPI), which is a method of
examining the full content of data packets as they traverse
a monitored network checkpoint and provides a tool for
enforcing network packet filtering
∙ Flow, which offers building generic execution pipes in
hardware, where each pipe consists of packet match
criteria and a set of actions that are taken on packets
matching the criteria
∙ NetFlow, which simplifies the working with Cisco NetFlow packets
∙ Telemetry, which provides a way to collect user-defined
data and send it to a telemetry service
While all of these libraries could be useful for data center
applications, for the use of DOCA in scientific software we
focus on the utilization of the Flow library.
B. DOCA Flow Library and Uses
Using the Flow library in DOCA, it is possible to develop hardware-accelerated packet processing. Packets can
be modified or even dropped upon reception, as necessary.
Packet headers (including TCP/UDP and IPv4/IPv6) can be
processed in userspace, enabling the development of an MPI
implementation on top of DOCA.
In particular, Bayatpour et. al. asked whether the features
of SmartNICs can be utilized to reach pure communication
performance while overlapping communication and computation for dense non-blocking collective communication, such
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as used by MPI [36]. They proposed BluesMPI which implements MPI Alltoall communication pattern [37] on DPUs:
non-blocking collective operations are offloaded to a set of
worker processes spawned to the ARM cores of BlueField,
which communicate on the behalf of host processes.
C. Development of DPU Offload Library
To enable the offload of molecular dynamics to DPUs, we
are proposing the development of a similar MPI library, potentially by extending an existing open-source implementation of
MPI such as Open MPI, MPICH, or MVAPICH. We examined
the usage of MPI in open-source MD simulation software
packages GROMACS, HOOMD-blue, and LAMMPS to find
out which MPI communication patterns are being utilized. In
addition to Alltoall, to fulfill the requirements of the examined
MD simulators, such a library will look into implementing the
following MPI communication patterns: Send and Recv, Isend
and Irecv, Wait, Test, Broadcast, Scatter, Gather, Reduce, and
Scan. The library will be released under an open-source license
so the other communication patterns can be added at a later
date if needed.
This MPI library will be utilized by the molecular dynamics
software for performing operations offloaded to the SmartNIC.
Among the software described earlier, due to licensing and
support for MPI, it is possible to implement this approach
in GROMACS, HOOMD-blue, and LAMMPS. Due to its
popularity, we propose using GROMACS for the development
and testing of this approach. With the library being released
under an open-source license, other software will be able to
use it as well.
Initially, the target is the offload of the force reduction over
the network, in which case DPUs perform a similar role as the
networking ASICs in Anton 2. In addition, the benchmarks
of BluesMPI [36] show that a parallel implementation of 3D
fast Fourier transform (FFT), P3DFFT is sped up by 30%
when DPUs are used. 3D FFT is an important part of particle
mesh Ewald (PME), which is used for the computation of
long-ranged components of the non-bonded interactions in
molecular dynamics. Therefore, offloading this operation to
the DPU is an interesting idea for the future.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The authors of this paper are proposing the development
of a novel DPU offload library implementing a subset of the
MPI and using it to offload the force reduction in molecular
dynamics to consumer hardware, as well as other operations
in the future. The motivation for this development is providing molecular dynamics acceleration previously limited to
Anton 2 supercomputer to a wide range of high-performance
computers. The developments are planned in existing opensource projects (such as GROMACS and LAMMPS) so the
implementation is widely available for future developments.
The promised maintenance of backward compatibility between
BlueField generations will, in particular, enable the proposed
molecular dynamics computation offloading to benefit from
the increased computing power.
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Abstract—This paper presents the application of graph neural
networks (GNNs) to the task of node classification. GNNs have
been shown to be useful in various classification tasks where
data and the relationships between them can be represented
using graphs. This research aims to develop a classifier that
can identify two possible classes of Twitter nodes: COVID and
nonCOVID. COVID nodes refer to Twitter users (nodes) that
post tweets related to COVID-19 and nonCOVID are users
(nodes) that do not post tweets about COVID-19. For that
purpose, in the first step, we implement a pipeline that enables
the automatic, continuous collection of data from Twitter and
network construction. In the second step, we prepare the data
and train a graph convolutional networks(GCN) classifier. We
compare GCN and multilayer perceptron (MLP) in terms of
standard measures: precision, recall, F1 and accuracy. The results
show that GCN performs better than MLP in the task of node
classification.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Social networks are a valuable source of information and
may serve as an important communication platform in the
global crises, such as the COVID-19 pandemic [1]–[3]. During
the last two decades, social media have amplified the spread
of information, as well as misinformation and disinformation
which may lead to an infodemic as a negative side effect [4].
Thus, social network analysis plays an important role and may
improve various aspects of crisis communication.
As a highly popular and used online social network, Twitter
is one of the most studied networks in the domain of natural
language processing (NLP) and social network analysis (SNA)
in general. There is a wide set of tasks that ranges from general
tweet classification [5], [6], sentiment analysis [7], [8], hate
speech detection [9] to fake news detection [10], [11], etc.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Twitter was again one
of the most studied social networks and numerous studies
analyzed various aspects of tweets related to the COVID-19.
A large number of research papers reported the results of the
fake news detection [1], [12] and sentiment analysis [13], [14],
while some of the research was dedicated to the analysis of
information spreading and infodemic in general [15]–[18].
This work has been supported in part by the Croatian Science Foundation
under the project IP-CORONA-04-2061, “Multilayer Framework for the
Information Spreading Characterization in Social Media during the COVID-19
Crisis” (InfoCoV), and by University of Rijeka project number uniri-drustv18-38.
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One important task related to the analysis of information
spreading is link prediction. There are many different link
prediction algorithms, some are based on the local network
properties and others on the global network properties [19]–
[22]. In relation to this task, it may be of particular interest
to identify which user will post about a certain topic. For
example, in the context of the COVID-19 infodemic, it is
useful to predict which users will tweet about COVID-19.
This task is somewhat different from link prediction, but it
also takes into account the properties of networks and can be
formulated as a classification task.
Motivated by these considerations, this study aims to develop an approach that predicts whether a Twitter user will
tweet about COVID-19. An important aspect in predicting
tweet behaviour is the position of a node in the network of
followers. Following this idea, we based our prediction on
the structure of the network of Twitter followers. Thus, we
chose graph neural networks (GNNs) for the classification
task. Generally, graph neural networks are introduced in [23]
more than a decade ago and have started to be widely used
in many different tasks. There are successful applications of
GNNs in research related to social network analysis such
as fake news detection [24], sentiment analysis [25], social
recommendation [26], user localisation [27], etc.
This work is an extension of our previous research focused
on COVID-19 related tweets [28]–[30]. While in the previous
approaches we analyzed how the content of the tweet influenced the spreading of tweet [29], [30], in this study, we utilize
the network structure.
In the first part of the research, we implement a pipeline that
enables automatic, continuous collecting of data from Twitter
in the first step and automatic network construction in the
second step. We collect the dataset of tweets in the Croatian
language posted during the fourth wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in Croatia and construct the network of followers. The
result is a network dataset of 8,808 users (Cro-USERS) which
are represented as nodes and 319,845 links. The network of
users followers is the subject of analysis in the next steps of
the research. Additionally, we construct a dataset of 1,703,626
tweets.
In the second part of the research, we train neural network
models for node representation and classification. Since tweeting depend on the node position in the network of followers it
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is necessary to capture the network structure. Thus, we choose
node2vec model to represent each node as an embedding.
Next, we train models to classify the user into one of the
two defined classes. We train and compare two models: graph
convolutional network (GCN) [31] and multilayer perceptron
(MLP). For that purpose, we divide the Cro-USERS dataset
into two disjoint classes: (i) Cro-CoV-USERS - dataset that
contains users that tweet about COVID-19 and (ii) CrononCoV-USERS - dataset that contains users that do not
tweet about COVID-19. We perform an evaluation in terms
of precision, recall, F1-measure and accuracy. According to
our preliminary results it seems that GCN outperforms MLP
in the task of node classification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we present the used methodology: (i) first we describe
the methods and extensive procedure that we implement for
collecting the data and (ii) second we describe the training
procedure. In the third section, we report the results of the
training. The last section is concluded with a discussion of
the results and future work.

Collect users
metadata

Croatian
locations

List of baseline
accounts

II. M ETHODOLOGY AND E XPERIMENT S ETUP
A. Dataset

A user following network is constructed from a sample of
users who have more than 10 and less than 5000 followers
and friends who posted at least 10 tweets from 31 June 2021.
This date is considered to be the beginning of the "fourth
wave" of the COVID-19 pandemic in Croatia. With this type of
selection, the aim was to filter users who are real persons (not
official or public profiles) and active users who share content
with their friends and followers. This way we a get better
insight into the public communication related to COVID-19
and behaviour of real people on online networks during the
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Collect tweets
from user profiles

Users following
network

Tweets dataset

pandemic. Users are nodes and the directed link between two
nodes is established if the first node follows the second one.
Fig. 2 shows the degree distribution in the constructed
network. Due to the directed network of followers, we have
in-degree and out-degree measures. It is obvious that degree
distribution follows the power-law, which is usual distribution
in the cases of online social networks. That indicates that the
dataset that we selected for this experiment is a representative
sample of nodes from the social network.
In degree
10

10

10

10

Out degree

3

Number of nodes

B. Network construction

Collect followers
and friends

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of pipeline implemented for collecting and
preparing the datasets and networks.

Number of nodes

All the data is collected from the Twitter social network
using a pipeline that we implemented for automatic, continuous collecting of data from Twitter. Data is structured that
for each user we have its friends, followers, and a list of
published tweets at a certain time. First, accounts locationbased in Croatia are collected, second, all friends and followers
are taken from accounts gathered in step one and the last step
is collecting tweets from that profiles.
Fig. 1 represents the conceptual model of the pipeline
implemented for collecting and preparing the data.
For this study, we collected the dataset of 8,808 Twitter users from the Republic of Croatia (Cro-USERS) and
1,703,626 of their tweets (Tweets dataset) in the Croatian
language posted during the fourth wave of the COVID-19
pandemic.
After creating the Tweets dataset, the tweet messages are
preprocessed as follows:
• All letters are converted to lowercase.
• Twitter links are removed from the tweets.
• Special characters are removed.
• Tweets without content are removed.

Filter users

2

1

0

10

10

10
10

0

10

1

10
In degree

2

10

3

2

1

0

10

0

10

1

10

2

10

3

Out degree

Fig. 2. Degree distribution within the constructed companion network. Due to
the directed network of followers, we have in-degree and out-degree measures.
Logarithmic scaling on the x and y axes was used.

In the next step each node is assigned a label: COVID or
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nonCOVID depending on whether the user has been posted
or shared a COVID-19 related tweet. COVID-19 tweets are
identified using the list of keywords which are related to
the COVID-19 topic (the list of COVID-19 keywords in the
Croatian language is given in the Appendix).
In Table I we report the total number of nodes and tweets
and numbers of COVID-19 related data.
TABLE I
DATASETS

Number of nodes
Number of tweets

All

COVID

nonCOVID

8808
1,703,626

3670
70,394

5138
1,633,232

Fig. 3 visualizes the user following network with colored
COVID-19 related nodes. The network structure influence
the action of tweeting about COVID-19. Thus, capturing the
network structure as the node embedding using the node2vec
can be used for the prediction of COVID-19 related tweeting.

Dropout is set to 0.3 and learning rate to 0.005.
Optimizer used for training is Adam.
In order to evaluate the performance of the GCN model,
we used MLP as the baseline. Thus, we additionally train the
MLP with the following architecture:
• The input vector has the dimension of the embedding
vector (16, 32 or 64).
• There are 3 layers with the number of hidden channels
is 64 per layer.
• Dropout is set to 0.3 and learning rate to 0.005.
• Optimizer used for training is Adam.
•
•

III. R ESULTS
Here we report the results of node classification task. We
train GCN and MLP models using various dimensions of embeddings and compare their performance in terms of accuracy,
precision, recall and F1-measure. The Cro-USERS dataset of
8,808 Twitter users was split with a ratio (55/30/15) for train,
validation, and test. The model was trained on embeddings
of different dimensions created using the node2vec algorithm.
We experimented with three different embeddings dimensions:
16, 32 and 64. The models were trained on 200 epochs on 100
runs of which the best results are shown in the Table II.
TABLE II
M ODEL PRECISION

@user_profile

following

COVID / nonCOVID

Fig. 3. Visual representation of Twitter following network, where node color
represents COVID and nonCOVID label in dataset. Links between nodes
represent following and friend relations between user nodes, where arrow
direction corresponds if user is following or being followed by other node.

C. Model and training procedure
Model training consists of two steps. In the first step,
node embeddings are created with node2vec method, with
dimensions set on 16, 32, and 64. In the second steps these
embeddings are being forwarded to GCN model. Each dimension was created with parameters where the batch size is 64,
the learning rate is 0.01, walk length is set to 10, and number
of walks is 3 and this was performed in 5 epochs.
We trained a model to classify the tweets into one of the two
classes defined above. When creating the model architecture
and setting the parameters, the ones that gave the best results
were selected. Selected parameters are listed below.
The GCN’s architecture is as follows:
• The input vector has the dimension of the embedding
vector (16, 32 or 64).
• There are 3 layers with the number of hidden channels
is 256 per layer.
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Precision

Recall

F1

Accuracy

MLP + n2v 16d
GCN + n2v 16d

0.4643
0.7721

0.2743
0.6029

0.3449
0.6771

0.5787
0.7676

MLP + n2v 32d
GCN + n2v 32d

0.4825
0.7551

0.3230
0.6985

0.3869
0.7256

0.5962
0.7865

MLP + n2v 64d
GCN + n2v 64d

0.4736
0.7916

0.6217
0.7294

0.5376
0.7592

0.5677
0.813

According the results GCN outperforms MLP in all three
experiment setups. The best performance is achieved in the
case of GCN combined with the embedding dimension set to
64. As expected, higher embedding dimensions provide better
results in almost all cases.
The poor performance of the MLP can be explained by
the fact that the training dataset was small. As shown in
Fig. 4, the proportion of COVID-19 related tweets is very
low in comparison to other tweets. Thus, we need models
that can successfully deal with small training datasets. Since
node2vec embeddings capture the network structure, graph
neural networks are expected to be a better option than
traditional neural networks models, such as MLP.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a classification of Twitter users
into two classes: (i) users that post tweets about COVID-19
and (ii) users who do not post tweets about COVID-19. The
representation of the user is based on graph neural networks.
In particular, we used node2vec to model a user as the vector
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nonCOVID
COVID

105

104
2021-08

2021-09

2021-10

2021-11

2021-12

2022-01

Fig. 4. The distribution of the number of collected tweets by months from the
collection period is shown. For each month, two bars are displayed where one
shows the number of tweets that do not contain COVID keywords while the
other bar shows the number of tweets with COVID keywords. Logarithmic
scaling was used on the y axis.

of properties extracted from the users followers network. In
the next step, we trained GCN model and compare it with the
MLP as the baseline using three different sizes of node2vec
embeddings (16, 32 and 64). We evaluated both models in
terms of precision, recall, F1-measure and accuracy. Our
results that GCN performs better than MLP in all cases. The
best performance is achieved for the largest size of embedding
for which the F1-measure is 0.7592 and accuracy is 0.813.
The relatively poor performance of the MLP model can be
explained by the fact that we have a small sample of COVID
-19 related tweets. Moreover, the good results of the GCN
model are achieved due to the network-based representation
of the dataset. Thus, we conclude that a similar methodology
and pipeline could be used for other datasets that have inherent
network or graph-based structures.
In further work on this research, the goal is to try other
types of embedding techniques, based natural language processing and deep learning. The goal is also to try predefined
embeddings for nodes and/or links. These types of embedding
can be extracted from the content shared by the user online
for example his tweets. Some of the features can also be
local node measures from the network or quantitative values
taken from the user profile (number of friends, number of
followers, etc.). We also plan to test other GNNs architectures.
The architectures to be tested in the current research will be
determined depending on the tasks. There are a variety of
tasks that can be solved with GNN, such as node classification,
binary and multiclass classification, link prediction, subgraph
and community detection, and whole graph classification.
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A PPENDIX
List of words used to extract tweets relevant to COVID.
keywords = [’alemka’, ’markotic’, ’markotić’, ’beros’,
’beroš’, ’capak’, ’hzjz’, ’antigensk’, ’antimaskeri’, ’antivakseri’, ’cijep’, ’cijepiv’, ’cijeplj’, ’cijepljen’, ’cjep’, ’cjepiv’,
’cjepljen’, ’booster doza’, ’prva doza’, ’druga doza’, ’treca
doza’, ’treća doza’, ’astra zeneca’, ’biontech’, ’curevac’, ’inovio’, ’janssen’, ’johnson’, ’novavax’, ’moderna’, ’pfizer’,
’vaxart’, ’sojevi koronavirusa’, ’brazilski’, ’britanski’, ’ceski
soj’, ’delta’, ’indijski’, ’juznoafricki’, ’južnoafrički’, ’lambda’,
’njujorski’, ’njujorški’, ’omikorn’, ’omikron’, ’novi soj’, ’češki
soj’, ’coron’, ’corona’, ’covid’, ’covid-19’, ’covid 19’, ’koron’,
’korona’, ’kovid’, ’ncov’, ’mutira’, ’mutaci’, ’n95’, ’sarscov-2’, ’sarscov2’, ’sputnik’, ’inkubacij’, ’ljekov’, ’obolje’,
’novozaražen’, ’nuspoj’, ’patoge’, ’regeneron’, ’medicin’,
’infekc’, ’dezinf’, ’bolnic’, ’dijagnost’, ’doktor’, ’epidem’,
’respir’, ’respirator’, ’simpto’, ’rt pcr’, ’terapij’, ’viro’,
’virus’, ’slusaj struku’, ’slušaj struku’, ’propusnic’, ’ostani
doma’, ’ostanimo doma’, ’zaraž’, ’festivala slobod’, ’pcr’,
’samoizola’,’samoizolacij’, ’testira’, ’zaraz’, ’distanc’, ’izolac’,
’karant’, ’lockd’, ’mask’, ’festival slobod’, ’ostanimo odgovorni’, ’pandem’, ’pandemij’, ’stozer’, ’stožer’,]
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Abstract - We live in a world where COVID-19 news is
an everyday occurrence with which we interact. We are
receiving that information, either consciously or
unconsciously, without fact-checking it. In this regard, it has
become an enormous challenge to keep only true COVID-19
news relevant. People are exposed to these stories on a daily
basis, and not all of them are true and fact-checked reports
on the COVID-19 pandemic, which was the primary reason
for our research. We accepted the challenge that fake news
is extremely common and that some people take these news
as they are. Knowing the true power of the most recent NLP
achievements, in this research we focus on detecting fake
news regarding COVID-19. Our approach includes using
pre-trained BERT and RoBERTa models, which we then
fine-tune on real and fake news about the COVID-19
pandemic. By using pre-trained BERT and RoBERTa
models on tweet data, we explore their capabilities and
compare them to previous research in regard to fine-tuned
BERT models for this task in which we achieve better
accuracy, recall and f1 score.
Keywords - COVID-19; fake news; deep learning;
transformer models; BERT; RoBERTa

I.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic is the first global pandemic
since the Spanish flu that took place between 1918 and
1920. The world that we live in today during the COVID19 pandemic is much more different than the previous
pandemic. The main difference is that people can share
their knowledge, interests, achievements, etc. through a
variety of media such as images, texts, videos, and they
are available to everyone. Every person can state
something, that they feel is right, online. We live in a
world where communicating with people all over the
world is as simple as clicking two buttons, which is
fascinating considering that during the previous pandemic
the greatest achievement was the first transcontinental
telephone call in 1915 [1]. The way that we came from the
first transcontinental telephone call to communicating
with other people on the other side of the world is
amazing. We can easily share our opinion with the public
and get responses for that.
Since the first ever COVID-19 case occurred in
December 2019, the abuse of the world online
communication started to arise. People started to share
their thoughts on the new virus and in these
communications fake news started to take place. COVID19 fake news started to get a lot of attention to everyone.
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Even more active when vaccines and new variants arrived.
The World Health Organization started to take actions in
regard to stopping the misleading and false information
available online, they called it the Infodemic [2].
We took an initiative to actively try and fight against
fake news using Machine Learning (ML). Using the recent
achievements in the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and ML we try to detect if a given information
regarding COVID-19 is real or fake. For that reason, we
use a pre-trained transformer models and fine-tune them
on news data.
As fake news started to arise, much research has been
done in this field of automatic fake news detection.
However, data are required to train such state-of-the-art
models, therefore the members of the NLP community
created various fake news datasets. Some of these datasets
are: CoAID [3], FakeCovid [4], ReCOVery [5] and CMUMisCOV19 [6]. As many datasets were developed, also
different models for detecting COVID-19 fake news were
introduced.
Elhadad et al. [7] constructed a voting ensemble
machine learning classifier with ten machine learning
algorithms and seven feature extraction techniques for
detecting misleading information related to COVID-19.
Rutvik et al. [8] created a two-stage automated pipeline
using state-of-the-art machine learning models for natural
language processing for COVID-19 fake news detection.
Hamid et al. [9] tackled this challenge on the MediaEval
2020 task [10], named “Fake Multimedia Twitter-DataBased Analysis”. This challenge consists of two sub-tasks,
one of which is text-based fake news detection, for which
they proposed six different solutions limited on Bag of
Words and BERT embeddings. Another benchmark
dataset and results were developed in Hossain et al., NLPCOVID19 2020 [11] research. Namely they provide a
benchmark dataset called COVIDLies [12], which consists
of expert-annotated tweets to evaluate models on 86
different bits of COVID-19 related misinformation. They
divide the misinformation detection in two sub-tasks. For
an initial benchmark and for identification of key
challenges that future models may come upon, they use a
variety of different NLP models such as BERT, BiLSTM,
SBERT and many more. Gundapu and Mamidi [13]
tackled this challenge using different approaches such as
LSTM model, BiLSTM with Attention model, CNN,
CNN + BiLSTM, and they also performed this task on
different transformer models such as BERT, XLNet,
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ALBERT, and finally they developed an Ensamble model
from the aforementioned three transformer models. For
evaluating the performance of these models, they used the
same dataset as we use for our performance evaluation.
In this research paper we focus on the problem of
detecting fake news regarding COVID-19 using pretrained BERT and RoBERTa models on tweet data. The
novelty in our approach is that we took advantage of the
transformer models that were pre-trained on tweet data
and therefore we examine the performance of such
models. Using a COVID-19 related social media news
gathered from tweets, Instagram posts, Facebook posts, or
any other popular social media content, we managed to
measure the performance of our approach and compare to
the previous similar research and results.
The rest of this paper is organized in the following
order. In Section II we describe the data that we used to
fine-tune the transformer models. Section III represents
the training methodology that we used to train the
transformer models used to detect misleading COVID-19
information. Section IV denotes the discussion of our
results and in Section V we take a look at our conclusions.
II. DATASET
The dataset that we used for training our models is the
ConstraintAI’s 2021 COVID-19 fake news dataset in
English [14], [15], [16] containing 10,700 data samples.
The data are divided into 3 disjoint datasets, including
training set, validation set and testing set. The training set
contains 6,420 data samples, the validation set which is
used for tuning the models’ hyperparameters contains
2,140 data samples and the remaining 2,140 are used for
testing purposes. Each of these datasets contain 3
columns: id, tweet, label. The id represents a unique
identifier of the data sample, the tweet column is
someone's opinion found on social-media platforms and
the third label column classifies the tweet in one of the
two classes real or fake.

Below we illustrate what are the most common words
occurring in a news that are real or fake. In Fig. 1, which
represents the real news word cloud, we can see that some
of the words do not occur in the fake news word cloud.
Such words are “amp”, “new”, “case”, “confirmed case”,
“data” etc. On the other hand, in Fig. 2 we can clearly see
that the most frequent words do not occur in the real news
word cloud. Words such as “coronavirus”, “vaccine”,
“donald trump”, “bill gates”, “government” etc. These
frequency words can give us an interesting insight on what
we can expect to occur in fake or real news.
III.

TRAINING AND TESTING METHODOLOGY

In this section, we'll look at how we trained the
transformer models to determine whether a given
statement is false or true news. On Fig. 3, we present the
pipeline that is used. First, we preprocess the data. Then,
pre-trained models are loaded, and then they are finetuned for solving the task at hand. Once the models are
created, then a given query sample (news from the test set)
is classified by using the models that are obtained.
First, we'll take a deeper look at how we prepared the
data. Then, we will give details about the pre-trained
models that are used in this research. Next, we fine-tune
these pre-trained models for the purpose of our research.
In this way, we used transfer learning in order to generate
our final models.
The full code for the fine-tuning the models will be
available on GitHub [17].
A. Data Preprocessing
In this subsection we will be talking about how we
preprocessed the text data and what was the final form of
the data that we used to feed into the transformer models.

Table 1 shows the distribution of real and fake samples
in the three datasets. We can see that the datasets are fairly
balanced. In Table 2 we can see examples of data samples
from the training set for both classes.

TABLE I. THE DISTRIBUTION OF REAL AND FAKE FAMPLES
IN EACH DATASET
Dataset

Real

Fake

train

3360

3060

validation

1120

1020

test

1120

1020

Figure 1. Real news word cloud

TABLE II. EXAMPLES OF REAL AND FAKE SAMPLES
FROM THE TRAINING DATASET
Tweet

Label

Pregnant women with COVID have a 25% higher
rate of premature births.
CDC Recommends Mothers Stop Breastfeeding
To Boost Vaccine Efficacy.

Real
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Fake
Figure 2. Fake news word cloud
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an emoji token. For example, we convert 👍 into
‘:thumbs_up:’ token. As a final step to the data
preprocessing, we have the lowercase filtering. We
simply transform the tweet into lower case letters. At the
end of this pipeline, we get the final form of the tweet,
which is free of urls and emojis. The tweets in this final
form can then be fed into our transformer models.
We also preprocessed the label column, which has
only two values: ‘real’ and ‘fake’. We converted these
values into 0 for ‘fake’ and 1 for ‘real’.
B.

Figure 3. Our approach for COVID-19 fake news detection

On Fig. 4 we can see how we managed to preprocess the
data in order to get to the final form of the text.
Firstly, we start with the initial tweet and move
through the pipeline. The first filtering that we do is
check whether the given word in our initial tweet
sentence is an URL, if it is an URL we convert it into an
URL token which is in the form of ‘$URL$’. We do this
because there are a lot of URLs in the tweets and they can
mislead the model into believing that the URL carries
important information, in this regard we treat each URL
the same.

Transformer Models
In this subsection we give details on how we managed
to train the two transformer models for detecting COVID19 fake news. As we mentioned previously, we did data
preprocessing and we input the final form of the tweet
sentence into our models. We used a pre-trained
RoBERTa model on tweets (twitter-roberta-basesentiment) [18] and pre-trained BERT model on COVID19 related tweets (covid-twitter-bert-v2) [19]. The twitterroberta-base-sentiment is a RoBERTa model [20] trained
on ~58M tweets and then fine-tuned on for sentiment
analysis downstream task. On the contrary, the covidtwitter-bert-v2 is a BERT-large-uncased model [21],
which is pre-trained on a corpus of tweets regarding
COVID-19 news. We favored using the pre-trained
transformer models on tweets since we wanted to take
advantage of the fact that the models have seen enough
tweets and can be better at understating the tweets that we
used for fine-tuning on our downstream task of detecting
COVID-19 fake news. On Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 we can see
how the training and validation loss change through each
epoch of training for both models. We can note that the
training loss decreases by each epoch.
Next, we will examine the models’ hyperparameters,
which are used to fine-tune the models. We will discuss
more about why the specific values are used and how do
they affect the results. As seen in Table 3, we fine-tuned
both models with almost identical hyperparameters. The
only difference is in the length of the input sequence to
the model. In the process of fine-tuning, different
hyperparameters were chosen and then validated on the
test set. The best results were acquired by applying the
hyperparameters that are displayed in Table 3.

The next filtering that we do is check for emojis in the
tweet. If emoji is present in the tweet, we convert it into

Figure 4. Data preprocessing pipeline
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TABLE IV. RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING THE PRE-TRAINED MODELS

Figure 5. Training and validation loss for BERT model through 10
epochs.

Figure 6. Training and validation loss for RoBERTa model
through 10 epochs.
TABLE III. HYPERPARAMETERS USED FOR FINE-TUNING THE MODELS
Hyperparameter

Model
BERT

RoBERTa

Learning Rate

1e-05

1e-05

Batch Size

12

12

Optimizer

Adam

Adam

Max Length

128

286

Epochs

10

10

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

In this section we present the results that are achieved,
and we compare the different models that are used. For
the purpose of comparing the performance of each model
we used several evaluation measures, i.e., accuracy,
precision, recall, F1-score and Matthew’s correlation
coefficient (MCC).
In Table 4, we present the results that are obtained
when testing the pre-trained models (without fine-tuning).
With these results, we aim to demonstrate the impact of
fine-tuning the models. On the other hand, in Table 5, we
show the results that are obtained for classifying the test
samples using the fine-tuned models. If we take a look at
Table 4 and Table 5 and compare the results, the impact
of fine-tuning is inevitable. Namely, the values for all
evaluation metrics are significantly improved with finetuning. Interesting thing to note here is that the pretrained RoBERTa model performs better than the pre-
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Evaluation
metric

Model
BERT

RoBERTa

Accuracy

0.3457

0.5504

Precision

0.2971

0.6167

Recall

0.1830

0.5504

F1

0.3250

0.5743

MCC

-0.3125

0.1792

TABLE V. RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING THE FINE-TUNED MODELS
Evaluation
metric

Model
BERT

RoBERTa

Accuracy

0.9831

0.9752

Precision

0.9796

0.9708

Recall

0.9883

0.9821

F1

0.9831

0.9752

MCC

0.9663

0.9504

trained BERT model, but things change when we finetune them. As can be seen, the fine-tuned BERT model
on COVID-19 related tweets outperforms on all
evaluation metrics. The reason for that we believe is that
the BERT model was pre-trained solely for this purpose,
to detect fake news from tweets. On the contrary, the
RoBERTa model was pre-trained on general tweets,
hence it does not handle COVID-19 related tweets with
such performance.
Finally, in Table 6 we give evidence about the time
that is needed for training and testing both models. As it
can be seen, when BERT transformer model is used, it
takes more time for both training the models and
classifying the test samples compared with the case when
RoBERTa model is used. However, the time needed for
classifying the test samples is not high, so the fine-tuned
BERT model would be better choice because it
outperforms the RoBERTa models based on the results
obtained for all evaluation measures.
As mentioned in the introduction, many other
research papers tackle this challenge. Many of them are
also taking advantage of the Transformer models'
capabilities. We made an analysis where we compared
the evaluation metrics for the fine-tuned BERT models
on COVID-19 fake news detection, see Table 7. The first
BERT model is suggested in Gundapu and Mamidi’s
TABLE VI. TRAINING AND TESTING TIMES USING BOTH MODELS
Time

BERT

RoBERTa

Training time

3h 7m 0s

1h 58m 7s

Testing time

1m 54s

0m 34s
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TABLE VII. RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT FINE-TUNED BERT MODELS
Evaluation
metric

Model
BERT [13]

OurBERT

Accuracy

0.9813

0.9831

Precision

0.9813

0.9796

Recall

0.9813

0.9883

F1

0.9813

0.9831

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

work [13], where they fine-tune a pre-trained BERT
model on the same dataset. The second BERT model is
the one that we are proposing, which is outperforming the
previously mentioned model in the accuracy, recall and f1
metrics. The difference in the results is certainly not
significant, but it can be said that using a pre-trained
BERT model on data that is related to the challenge that
we are trying to tackle can give advantages in performing
better results, rather than using the pre-trained model on
general data.
V.

[8]

[9]

[10]

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed how we may use state-ofthe-art pre-trained transformer models to prevent
spreading fake news regarding the COVID-19 pandemic.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the use of online
communication has made it easier to spread fake news
and more difficult to determine whether a given news is
real or fake. To solve this problem, we used pre-trained
BERT and RoBERTa models, and then we fine-tuned
them for solving the particular task. The results showed
that both models are able to detect fake news very
accurately. However, the fine-tuned BERT model
outperformed the RoBERTa model.
Even though the models could almost perfectly
predict fake news, there is still cause for concern because
new things happen around COVID-19 every day, such as
new variants or vaccines, making it difficult for the
models to predict tweets containing recent statements
about COVID-19 simply because the models have not
seen any of these new statements. As a result, the models
should be fine-tuned on new data periodically in order to
produce good results on new COVID-19 statements.

[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]
[16]

[17]
[18]
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Abstract—Facial recognition systems are increasingly being used in smartphones as biometric security instead of
passwords, or in airports as automated electronic passport
control. It is also emerging in other forms of technology,
for example in robotics. This creates large collections of
photos that cannot be managed. Data mining tools and
machine learning methods can be used to process these
datasets and use them for prediction and classification. In
such algorithms, using the most suitable distance metrics
to define similarities among data has a crucial role. This
paper investigates the usage of the Poincaré metric, which is
used primarily in hyperbolic geometry, on the well-known k
Nearest Neighbours classification algorithm. We applied this
method to a database of face images. Our results indicate
that the Poincaré metric is helpful with the Large Margin
Nearest Neighbour learning (LMNN) method tested on an
image dataset. We found that for small values of k, up to
five, the algorithm using the Poincaré metric with the Edge
filter gave the best results.
Keywords—Poincaré metric, k Nearest Neighbours, image
classification, large margin nearest neighbour classification

I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing use of computers, smartphones, apps,
platforms, and cloud computing generates huge amounts
of image data. While the massive amount of data may not
benefit humans, the processing and analysis may lead to
good prediction and classification results.
The situation is similar in the field of face recognition in
various industries, such as banking. Instead of using onetime passwords, customers can authorize transactions by
looking at their smartphone or computer [23]. Marketers
have used facial recognition to enhance consumer experiences [18]. Hospitals use face recognition to help care
for patients. This is used to access patient files, simplify
patient registration, detect emotions and pain in patients,
and even help identify specific genetic diseases [4].
In this paper, we focus on the face recognition task,
for which we combine different images using the classification algorithm k Nearest Neighbours (kNN). In kNN,
we modify the default Euclidean metric (EM) with a
Poincaré metric (PM). We combined the PM model with
the large margin nearest neighbour (LMNN) model. We
also compare the performance of this algorithm with the
Euclidean and Manhattan metrics, based on different kvalues, on a data set of face images. The main contribution
of this paper is that we have used a non-Euclidean metric -
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the Poincaré metric - for image classification. PM is used
to learn the distances between the labelled instances, and
by applying an appropriate linear transformation to the
input data, we may improve the classification results.
We organize the paper as follows. Section 2 provides
a short review of the related literature, and Section 3 explains the metric and dataset we used and the methodology.
Section 4 describes the experiments used to evaluate the
different filters’ performance and compares results based
on the Poincaré, Euclidean and Manhattan metrics. Section
5 provides our conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Facial recognition systems are prevalent because they
are visible and valuable in security, especially in banks,
shops, train stations, and airports [10]. Face and object
recognition are increasingly used in self-driving vehicles
[6].
Most of the work in the literature focuses on learning
with Euclidean or Mahalanobis metrics. In addition to the
Euclidean metric, many researchers have also pursued nonEuclidean metric learning, as it can address more complex
intra-class and inter-class variations [3].
Different methods of measuring the distance between
facial features for emotion recognition and identifying
the optimal neural network structure to classify six facial
ex- impressions have been used on small datasets [7].
However, this database was very small.
Recently, deep learning has been recognized to be very
useful for image recognition, particularly for describing the trend toward autonomous driving [6]. However,
the feature classification application uses only the CNN
method.
Henaff et al. have improved the unsupervised target for
learning the variability of natural signals. They applied
Contrast Predictive Coding with linear classification on
the ImageNet dataset [13].
Some authors proposed using the Viola-Jones algorithm
for face detection and Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) for feature extraction from face images. They
used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the
dimensionality of the features and thus ex- tract the most
important features. They used three different classifiers
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to classify facial expressions: SVM, kNN and multilayer
perceptron neural network (MLPNN) [5]. While they used
only one feature descriptor, in our work, unlike their study,
we used several filters.
III. METHODOLOGY
Some authors have concluded that hyperbolic spaces
with negative curvature are often better suited for learning
image embedding and that hyperbolic spaces can thus
be valuable for improving the performance of computer
vision systems [9], [19].
The rapid development of computer vision techniques
requires learning distance or similarity metrics between
objects. LMNN (Large Margin Nearest Neighbour) is a
technique for learning Mahalanobis metrics in a kNN
classification environment using semidefinite programming [25]. Since the kNN algorithm is metric-based, we
intuitively used the Poincaré metric in combination with
the LMNN instead of the Euclidean metric.

Fig. 1: Some images in the database

After conversion, we get
2||P − Q||2
d(P, Q) = ln 1 +
+
(1 − ||P ||2 )(1 − ||Q||2 )
s
(5)

2
2||P − Q||2
− 1)
+
1+
(1 − ||P ||2 )(1 − ||Q||2 )


[11].
B. Datasets of images

A. Distance Metric
Distance metrics are a key part of several machine learning methods. These distance metrics are used to calculate
the similarity between data points. Effective distance metrics improve the performance of a machine learning model,
whether for classification tasks. The primary metrics are
the Euclidean and Manhattan metrics, defined as follows.
We have two n-dimensional points p, q ∈ Rn . Then we
can define Manhattan or L1 metric as:
d(p, q) = ||p − q||1 =

n
X

|xi − yi |.

The database contains 5343 greyscale and colour images
and 321 classes obtained from the following datasets:
•
•

•

(1)

i=1

•

And well-known Euclidean metric is defined as:
v
u n
uX
d(p, q) = ||p − q||2 = t (xi − yi )2 .

(2)

•

i=1

Unlike Euclidean geometry, where it is known that
exactly one parallel to a given line can be drawn through
a given point, in hyperbolic geometry, there are infinitely
many parallels to a given line through a given point [21].
In this study, we use the Poincaré disc model, defined in
n-dimensional space as B n = {x ∈ Rn , ||x|| < 1}. If P is
the point that lies in the unit disk, then Poincaré distance
between origin and point P is equal to


1
1 + |P |
d(0, P ) = ln
.
(3)
2
1 − |P |
where |P | means Euclidean distance from the origin
to P . The Poincaré distance between two different points
P, Q is defined as:

the Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE)
Database [15],
grayscale
MIT-CBCL
face
recognition
database
(/http://cbcl.mit.edu/softwaredatasets/heisele/facerecognition-database.html)
[26],
Psychological Image Collection at Stirling (PICS)
(http://pics.stir.ac.uk/, 2020), which are greyscale and
coloured images,
Tom
Mitchell
image
database,
which
contains 640 greyscale images, each image
describable by pose, expression, eyes, and size
(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.php), and
the Yale Face Database which contains 165 greyscale
GIF images of 15 people [2].

The number of instances and classes for each dataset are
summarized in Table I.
TABLE I: Characteristic and experiment settings of the
database
Dataset
JAFFE Database
MIT-CBCL
PICS
UCI MLR
Yale Face Database

instances
217
2209
2182
640
165

classes
10
10
266
20
15

greyscale/colour
grey
grey
colour, grey
grey
grey

Some examples from the database are shown in the Fig.
1.
C. Image classification


d(P, Q) = arcosh 1 +
[22], [14].
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2||P − Q||2
(1 − ||P ||2 )(1 − ||Q||2 )


(4)

The objective of the LMNN technique is that k nearest
neighbours are always in the same class, while instances
from different classes are separated by a large margin [25].
Our approach for image recognition is based on the LMNN
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model with the Poincaré metric to measure the distances
between attributes. We used five different filters:
•
•
•
•
•

Auto Colour Correlogram - AutoCC [8],
Colour layout filter - Colour [17],
PHOG [1],
Edge histogram filter - Edge [16],
Local binary patterns pyramid - BPP [20].

Some of the filters are based on the colour spectrum
(Colour, AutoCC), some on texture analysis (BPP) and
some on gradient (Phog) and some on edges (Edge). These
filters extract each photo into a numerical attribute. The
filters are based on different concepts of pixel capture,
gradients and orientations of pixels, histograms, and their
distribution. The filtering was used to achieve various
purposes: to remove noise or unwanted elements from the
image, add a particular look, use a filter for texture analysis
and capture the spatial distribution of colours in the image.
Data are represented with numerical attributes describing
the image’s appearance on a small scale. In our method,
we have carried out the following steps.
•

•
•

•

A normalization of the numerical features of each
image to unify the pixel range. In addition, it is used
to convert raw data into cleaner data and improves
data efficiency. To avoid overfitting, we used the
resample function.
Feature standardization scales the vector values to
have zero mean and uniform variance.
The metric learning algorithm (LMNN) maintains knearest neighbours from the same class, while a large
margin separates instances from different classes.
Train, test and validate a classifier with kNN and
PM. For the database, we randomly split into a
test training set and a validation set for which we
took a split of 60%, 20%, and 20%. The distance
between a pair of images is computed using a distance
metric derived from attributes. In this paper, we extend the LMNN classification method to exploit the
prior information. Such data is ready for testing and
learning with a kNN classifier that has a built-in PM.

TABLE II: Results with Euclidean metric
k/filters
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

BPP
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Edge
100%
99,95%
99,95%
100%
99,95%
99,91%
99,95%
99,91%
99,86%
99,72%
99,68%
99,49%
99,44%
99,26%
99,26%
99,17%
99,98%
99,98%
98,89%
98,52%

Phog
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99,95%
99,91%
99,91%
99,86%
99,91%
99,95%
99,95%
99,91%
99,91%
99,91%
99,91%
99,86%

AutoCC
99,76%
92,38%
93,85%
91,78%
91,43%
90,48%
90,07%
89,13%
89,36%
89,30%
88,89%
87,71%
87,41%
87,00%
86,64%
86,23%
86,23%
85,46%
85,05%
84,52%

Colour
100%
99,52%
99,42%
99,52%
99,52%
99,27%
99,32%
98,84%
98,74%
98,55%
97,87%
97,43%
97,05%
96,95%
96,27%
96,18%
95,21%
95,01%
94,68%
94,58%

results were obtained with the Phog filter and for lower k.
TABLE III: Results with different filters and Manhattan
metric
k/filters
1
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

BPP
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99,95%
99,91%
99,91%
99,91%
99,91%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%

Edge
100%
99,95%
99,91%
99,91%
100%
99,95%
99,91%
99,86%
99,95%
99,68%
99,63%
99,44%
74,40%
99,26%
99,26%
99,17%
99,03%
99,17%
98,98%
98,80%

Phog
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,95%
99,86%
99,86%
99,86%

AutoCC
99,82%
92,55%
92,67%
91,31%
91,13%
90,07%
89,95%
88,77%
88,83%
87,88%
87,23%
87,23%
86,11%
85,17%
85,28%
84,99%
84,46%
84,04%
83,81%
83,10%

Colour
100%
99,37%
99,42%
99,13%
99,13%
98,98%
98,84%
98,55%
98,31%
98,16%
97,68%
97,19%
97,34%
96,95%
96,52%
96,08%
95,50%
95,06%
93,85%
94,00%

IV. R ESULTS
In this experiment, we used filters from the Weka
data mining tool and available Python implementations of
included algorithms (sci-kit–learn for machine learning).
The results in the tables below show the classifier’s
performance, which was evaluated with the train test
split function. The variable k is the number of nearest
neighbours searched by the linear nearest neighbour search
algorithm in the kNN classifier.
The obtained results presented in Table II show that the
algorithm’s accuracy with Euclidean distance depends on
the choice of filter and the selected value of the parameter
k. The best results were obtained with the BPP filter.
Table III shows the accuracy of different filters and
nearest neighbours for the Manhattan metric. The best
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In the last table, Table IV below, we can see that the
best results with PM were obtained with the Edge filter.
Good results are also obtained for Colour filter and k less
than 9. EM deviates with the BPP filter, Manhattan with
the Phog filter, and PM with the Edge filter. Comparing
the metrics with each other, on average EM returns the
best results.
V. C ONCLUSION
From the machine learning perspective, filters and used
metric are essential for high-quality image classification.
The first stage of this research deals with image classification on five benchmark image datasets developed in recent
years.
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TABLE IV: Results with different filters and PM
k/filters
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

BPP
100%
84,37%
81,31%
78,61%
77,32%
76,43%
75,58%
74,08%
73,23%
71,77%
71,49%
70,84%
70,03%
69,30%
68,45%
67,56%
66,71%
66,42%
65,37%
65,05%

Edge
100%
99,54%
99,58%
99,35%
99,07%
98,66%
98,66%
98,33%
98,10%
97,78%
97,55%
97,36%
96,94%
96,67%
96,48%
96,06%
96,46%
95,05%
94,86%
94,49%

Phog
6,76%
1,25%
1,30%
1,34%
1,30%
1,25%
3,94%
3,98%
2,87%
3,84%
3,98%
1,39%
3,33%
3,33%
3,33%
3,33%
3,33%
6,57%
6,06%
5,42%

AutoCC
99,76%
92,14%
93,50%
91,37%
90,90%
90,37%
89,89%
89,60%
88,89%
88,77%
88,30%
87,53%
87,41%
86,76%
86,94%
86,05%
85,70%
85,11%
84,87%
83,92%

Colour
100%
99,52%
99,23%
98,84%
98,64%
98,35%
98,35%
97,58%
97,29%
96,61%
96,27%
95,98%
95,55%
95,45%
95,16%
94,87%
94,14%
94,05%
93,22%
92,93%

We used LMNN and Poincaré metric, which prepared
the image data to apply the kNN method. This method
applies to both colour and greyscale images of faces.
Compared EM and Manhattan metric we found found out
that on average, there are no major deviations from the
metric, except for the BPP, Edge, and Phog filters. On the
other hand, PM get different results - the best results were
with Edge, AutoCC and Colour.
This study is limited to images of faces. Future work
includes testing this method on different types of images,
such as pupils, tumours or other non-image datasets. Future work includes testing the performance of the proposed
classifier based on the Poincaré metric when applying
clustering methods. It can also be explored with other
classification methods such as SVM, decision trees, neural
networks, and other filters.
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Abstract—Complex customer networks are an important
tool for better understanding of customer behaviour and
customers’ mutual interdependence. Hence, they have proven
to be insightful in numerous customer-centric domains such
as recommender systems and customer relationship management. Although previous research in this field is predominantly associated with telecommunication and e-commerce
sectors, similar construction principles could be transferred
to the financial sector, e.g. a customer network could be
created based on transaction history or domain-specific
relations such as loan debtor–guarantor or loan debtor–codebtor. However, this research path is still underdeveloped. In
this paper, we analyse real-world complex customer networks
of a Croatian bank. Numerous graph metrics were calculated,
and the obtained results prove that these networks are nonrandom. We also show that these networks are scale-free and
exhibit the small-world effect based on graph properties like
the node degree distribution and the average shortest path.
Keywords—complex networks, graph metrics, social network
analysis, transaction networks, banking

I. INTRODUCTION
In customer-driven industries and in current big-data
era, a large quantity of customer data is available to service
providers. With a higher customer satisfaction as the final
goal, more and more companies are turning to complex
network analysis to deepen their knowledge about their
customers, their mutual interactions and possible ways to
encourage them to participate in actions desirable to the
companies, e.g. buying a certain product.
Improved insight in customer behaviour is facilitated
through complex network analysis as a part of graph
theory. Although it stems from discrete mathematics, a
great number of various scientific and business fields have
leveraged this research in recent years [1]. One of them
is social network analysis (SNA), which flourished in
the last decade with emergence of large online social
networks. SNA is a research area focusing on relationships
among social entities, as well as the implications of those
relationships [2]. Patterns in social groups represented by
networks can be exploited in many science and business
domains by examining network statistical properties such
as degree distributions and path lengths. These topological
characteristics can help predict the performance of different processes taking place in the network (e.g. spreading of
influence). Excellent overviews of network theory can be
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found in [3] and [4], while detailed examples of massive
social network analysis are provided in [5]–[8]. Social
concepts like Word-Of-Mouth and influence spreading can
be observed not only in explicitly given social groups
(e.g. friends on Facebook), but also in networks where the
social connections between people are implicit [9]–[11].
For example, if two customers of a telecommunication
company communicate often, it is reasonable to assume
that they know each other in real life (although the type of
their real social connection remains unknown). Therefore,
service providers use complex network analysis and SNA
principles to build customer-centric networks in which the
service customers and their connections are modeled as
nodes and edges, respectively.
Empirically observed graph metrics of different customer networks were presented in literature, while the
naming of the graphs is dependent on the application
domain. A considerable number of studies focused on improving recommender systems in the field of e-commerce
with graph-derived knowledge. Improved network marketing was achieved with complex network analysis in
[12]–[15], while using the terms: consumer network, recommendation network, commerce network or customerproduct network. In the telecommunication and financial
sectors, networks are often named by the type of data
source used for network construction. For example, Call
Detail Records (CDR) data hold information about the
caller, callee, call date, and call duration, and based on the
given information, a CDR/call/SMS graph can be created
and systematic analysis of these structures was offered in
[16]–[18]. In [19], a customer network was created using
real-world CDR data of a mobile phone provider to find
influential customers that would spread viral marketing
campaigns most efficiently.
Similar construction principles could be transferred to
the financial sector, in which transaction history is a main
data source for various use cases. To the best of our
knowledge, there are not many studies in this field. With
the information about the payer, payee, payment date,
and amount, a transaction network can easily be created.
Recently, a couple of studies analysed the cryptocurrency
transaction networks [20], [21]. More traditional use cases
in banking, for which transaction networks were created
and studied, are anomaly detection [22], credit risk assess-
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Bank customers
Bank non-customers
Transactions
Customer relations
Transactions and customer relations

in both directions, the edges are effectively undirected.
Hence, graphs can be defined as either directed or undirected. In addition, every edge can have an associated
weight representing the strength of the connection between
customers with a numerical value (e.g. an edge between
customers that communicate frequently would have a
larger weight). In case of weighted edges, the earlier
unweighted graph definition is extended with a set of
associated edge weights W, i.e. G = (N , E, W).
B. Network construction method

Fig. 1: Illustration of a bank customer graph

ment [23], identifying influential clients [24] and cash-flow
prediction [25].
Therefore, our goal is to further expand the knowledge
about the topology of bank customer networks and their
properties. In this paper we offer a method for bank customer network construction and a detailed analysis of the
resulting complex structure. We show that the constructed
bank customer networks are non-random. Moreover, the
present graph characteristics confirm that the customer
networks correspond to a great number of real-world
networks in terms of the scale-free and the small-world
properties.
II. BANK CUSTOMER NETWORK

Inspired by the approaches in the literature, we have
used both bank customer relations [24] and transaction
history [23]–[25] to create complex bank customer networks. From the transaction history data, we filtered the
transactions in which at least one bank customer was
involved. Although the transaction parties are identified by
account, multiple accounts associated with the same bank
customer are aggregated into a single unit. However, this
is not possible for non-customer accounts because their
information is unknown to the bank. Therefore, both single
and aggregated customer accounts will be referred to as
customers, while non-customer accounts will be referred
to as non-customers for brevity.
For every month of construction t, a graph G t is
created using the available customer data from time period
[t − τ, t]. The parameter τ is equal to 12 months and
approximates a time span in which individuals interact
with the people they are closely connected with in real
life.
For every graph G t , we observe the transaction history
and bank customer relations that have happened in [t−τ, t].
Every such connection implies an edge with its incidental
nodes, which are added to the graph G t . In summary, a
node is added for every:
•

Real social ties in financial customer networks are not
explicit, in contrast to those present in some online social
networks (e.g. online friendships). Since the bank has limited information about customers’ real social interactions,
their proxy must be derived from the available customer
data. In this section, we present the method used for bank
customer network construction.
A. Definitions
A network (also called a graph) G = (N , E) is a
construction of nodes N and edges E connecting them.
In the context of complex customer networks, every node
n ∈ N represents a single customer and every edge
e ∈ E represents a derived social connection between two
nodes, i.e. the nodes incident to the edge e. Nodes that
are connected with an edge are called adjacent nodes or
neighbours. If all nodes are neighbours with each other,
the graph is complete (fully connected).
Additionally, edges can be directed and their direction
represents the assumed path of information transfer (e.g.
from caller to callee). However, if the assumed path goes
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•
•

bank customer who had had at least 1 money transaction with a bank customer/non-customer in [t − τ, t],
non-customer who had participated in at least 1
money transaction with a bank customer in [t − τ, t],
bank customer who has been a part of at least 1 bank
customer relation in [t − τ, t],

while the edges between the nodes are added if a specific
connection existed in [t − τ, t]. We should note that we are
unable to provide any further details on the data, either
customer relations or transaction history, due to privacy
concerns.
Presented network construction method is an aggregation process performed on a monthly basis to increase the
stability of the resulting graphs. We are modelling only
whether two customers have been involved in a money
transaction or customer relation, rather than focusing on
the strength or direction of the connections, which results
in undirected and unweighted customer graphs. An illustration of a constructed bank customer graph is given in
Fig. 1. Described construction method was repeated for a
12-month period from recent history, which resulted in 12
monthly aggregated bank customer networks.
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III. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BANK
CUSTOMER NETWORK

105

A random graph is a graph in which the edges are
randomly distributed [26], but this is not the case in many
real-world networks. The differences between random an
non-random real networks had recently sparked interest of
scientists, because their contrasting features could reveal
the ways in which the real-world networks could be
exploited for better decision making [3]. Following the
suggestion that only topological properties of the giant
components should be analysed [4], in the next subsections
we present the obtained results for various graph metrics
calculated on the monthly giant components1 .

Number of components
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103

102

101

100
101

102

A. Component size analysis

B. Degree distribution
An interesting node’s property is the degree k, which
is equal to the number of node’s neighbours, and graphs
are often described with the average degree k, which is
listed in Table I. For large-scale networks, the fraction of
nodes that have precisely k neighbours, i.e. the degree
distribution P (k), has a Poisson distribution. However,
many real-world networks have a highly right skewed
degree distribution [13], [15], [16], [23]. These findings are
in line with the degree distributions of our bank customer
networks. The degree distribution of our G December is illustrated in Fig. 3 on a log-log scale. It is clear that the degree
1 Results for all months are nearly identical. In cases where the results
for only 1 month are shown, others are omitted for conciseness.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of component sizes on a log-log
scale for G December follows a power-law distribution.
Degree distribution

100

Frequency

Although all 12 constructed graphs are massive in
number of nodes, not all nodes are connected. Moreover,
a graph G t is composed of a number of components, i.e.
sets of nodes for which each pair of nodes is connected by
at least one path. For real large-scale graphs, the largest
connected component is usually orders of magnitude bigger than the second largest connected component [5], [6],
[16], [17], [23], which is also true in the presented bank
customer case. In Fig. 2, the distribution of component
sizes for G December is shown. The outlier on the right side
of the figure represents the giant component, with 65.25%
of all nodes and 84.33% of all edges. We discovered an
interesting finding by analysing the customers and their
interconnections in several largest components excluding
the giant component in every month. Customers and their
mutual interconnections from these structures proved the
existence of two distinct social groups in our customer
networks: 1. tightly connected closed organisations, and
2. friends and families from rural areas.
On the contrary, the analysis of individual customer
features and their connections for the giant component
is not feasible, because of its size. To better understand
the topology of the giant components, structural properties
such as degree distribution, characteristic path length and
clustering coefficient must be considered [4], and they are
described and analysed in the next section.
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Fig. 3: Distribution of node degree k on a log-log scale
for G December follows a power-law distribution
P (k) ∝ k −α , α = 2.53674. This is a feature of scale-free
networks.

distribution presented as an approximately straight line
follows a power-law distribution, mathematically defined
with P (k) ∝ k −α , α > 0.
C. Scale-free networks
Complex networks with a power-law degree distribution, characterised with a long right tail, belong to the
family of scale-free networks. Many real world examples
of scale-free networks are well described in [15], [16],
[19], [23] and [25], with 2 < α < 3. We report the values
of α in Table I and conclude that the obtained degree
distributions are in line with similar research.
One of the characteristics of scale-free networks is a
heavy tail that indicates the existence of nodes with order
of magnitude bigger degrees than the vast majority of
nodes in the network. This can also be observed in Fig. 3.
The few nodes that stand out in the bottom right corner of
the Fig. 3 are called hubs [27]. Analysing the transactions
and customer relations that caused such high degrees,
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TABLE I: General metrics of the created bank customer networks
Month, t

Average degree, k

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2.340
2.356
2.378
2.398
2.385
2.412
2.446
2.459
2.493
2.526
2.557
2.623

Giant component’s
average degree k
3.470
3.482
3.488
3.483
3.458
3.482
3.512
3.523
3.562
3.598
3.626
3.685

Scale-free factor,
α (%)
2.550
2.552
2.547
2.546
2.546
2.538
2.535
2.532
2.530
2.536
2.528
2.537

we concluded that the hubs are individuals involved in
organising humanitarian or commercial activities.

Network transitivity, also called clustering, is another
frequently reported network feature. Colloquially, it states
that the friend of your friend is likely to be your friend.
Highly transitive networks are characterised by a large
number of triangles – sets of 3 fully connected nodes. This
property can be quantified by the clustering coefficient C.
Two definitions for C are used in the literature, i.e. the
global and the average local clustering coefficient. Inspired
by [3], we denote them as C (1) and C (2) , respectively.
C (1) can be calculated as:
C (1) =

3 · total number of triangles in the network
,
total number of connected triples in the network

where triples are constituted of a node and its 2 neighbours. Effectively, C (1) measures the probability that two
randomly selected nodes with a common neighbour are
connected themselves. We report our results in Table I.
Although the values for C (1) are relatively low, they are
several orders of magnitude larger than the clustering
coefficient of a random network of the same size, i.e.
C = O(|N |−1 ) for large |N |. We should note that
the C (1) coefficient is rarely reported in the literature
regarding the customer network analysis. However, our
results are in line with those of many massive real-world
networks in Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection
[28].
Another widely used definition of the network’s clustering coefficient
P is the average local clustering coefficient:
C (2) = n1 i∈N Ci , where Ci is the local clustering
coefficient proposed in [29]. It is defined as:
Ci =

number of triangles connected to node i
.
number of triples centered on node i

In our data set, C (2) is approximately 7% for all months
(as seen in Table I). Although this value is not large,
it is again several orders of magnitude greater than the
clustering coefficient of a random network of the same
size [3]. Moreover, it is comparable with results from [6],
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Clustering coefficient,
C (2) (%)
7.118
7.105
7.067
7.010
7.039
7.006
6.998
6.994
6.995
7.000
6.997
6.993

Average clustering coefficient
k 1

100

Average clustering coefficient

D. Clustering coefficient

Clustering coefficient,
C (1) (%)
0.070
0.071
0.073
0.132
1.198
0.940
0.817
0.806
0.824
0.845
0.886
0.883

10

1
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10
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5
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102

Degree k
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Fig. 4: Dependence of average local clustering
coefficient Ck on degree k for G December .
[19], [20], [24]. In general, C (2) is larger than C (1) in
networks with a significant number of low-degree nodes
(e.g. scale-free networks) and the differences present in
Table I are expected. C (2) tends to be dominated by lowdegree nodes, since they are involved in a small number of
possible triples (the denominator of Ci ). This discrepancy
can also be verified in many networks that are available
in [28].
An interesting property of the scale-free networks was
found in [30] and [31], i.e. the dependence of Ci on the
degree ki of a node i is Ci ≈ ki−1 . This behaviour was
noticed empirically in [5], as well as in our study. Fig. 4
shows the average of the local clustering coefficients Ci
of nodes with degree k on log-log scale. It is observable
that nodes with a lower number of neighbours are more
likely to be connected in tighter clusters, in which other
nodes are also connected with each other (e.g. friends and
family). Another observation that can be made is that after
k = 100 the average local clustering coefficient starts to
oscillate with very low scores. This indicates that bank
customers with a higher degree connect to other nodes
more indiscriminately (e.g. the hubs from III-C).
E. Maximum clique
In graph theory, a clique [32] is a complete undirected
subgraph of at least three nodes. Then, a maximum clique
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TABLE II: Estimated values of characteristic path length
L and diameter D

Fraction of cliques

0.8

Month, t

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
3

4

5

6

7

Clique size

8

9

10

Fig. 5: Power-law distribution of clique sizes for
G December .
of a network is the clique with the largest number of nodes.
The distribution of the clique sizes was studied in [16]
and [17]. Our clique size distributions are in line with
previous research and we illustrate our results in Fig. 5 for
G December . We found no cliques with more than 10 nodes
during the observed 12 month period. The distribution is
highly right skewed and follows a power law distribution,
with a large number of cliques of size 3. For various
service providers, this finding is useful for defining closed
user groups [16] and defining specialised incentives for
encouraging customer loyalty (e.g. discounts for friends
and family) [33], [34].
F. Characteristic path length
Another important structural property of complex networks is the characteristic path length L, calculated as the
average shortest path length between any pair of nodes.
It takes its minimum value L = 1 in case of a complete
graph. On the contrary, diameter D is the maximum value
of all shortest path lengths found in the network.
To calculate L, path lengths between every pair of nodes
must be known. However, brute-forcing this process has
a complexity of O(|N |2 ), which is not feasible for very
large networks. Therefore, we have estimated the path
lengths following the procedure in [35]. The outline of
this method is:
1) The procedure starts with a sampled subset of
landmark nodes D = {u1 , u2 , ..., u|D| }, D ⊂ N .
Landmarks can be selected at random or following
one of various proposed selection heuristics (e.g.
select top |D| nodes with the highest degree).
2) The distance between every pair of nodes d(s, t)
is calculated using the distances from the nodes
s, t to the landmarks D. Using the triangle inequality, d(s, t) is bounded from below by L =
maxi |d(s, ui ) − d(t, ui )| and bounded from above
by U = minj {d(s, uj ) + d(t, uj )}. Any value in
˜ t), but
range [L, U ] can be used as an estimate d(s,
the authors suggest to use the upper bound.
The results in Table II are estimated with |D| = 20 landmarks, chosen with the basic degree heuristic, while using
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January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Characteristic
path length, L
6.602
6.593
6.604
6.960
8.187
8.044
7.957
7.937
7.915
7.854
7.853
7.779

Diameter, D
28
27
26
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
30

Estimation
error, %
0.92
1.00
1.44
2.03
5.74
4.32
5.06
5.18
5.18
5.59
6.26
5.33

the upper bound as the path length estimation. The authors
of this estimation method also proposed the estimation
evaluation framework, which we have implemented, and
report the estimation error for every month in Table II. The
error is equal to the mean discrepancy between real and
estimated shortest path lengths for 500 randomly sampled
node pairs. From the low estimation error values, it can
be concluded that the estimation process was successful.
G. Small-world effect
The first demonstration of the phenomenon known as
the small-world effect was carried out by Stanley Milgram
in 1967 [36]. His famous experiment with letter passing
inside a real social network showed that most people are
connected by a short path of people in-between.
Recently, this effect was verified in a large number
of social and transaction networks described in [5], [16],
[17], [19] and [37], where the values for L are orders
of magnitude lower than the network size. The upperbounded values of L reported in the Table II are in line
with the previous research. Implication of these results
is that our constructed bank customer networks exhibit
the small-world effect. This means that some information
(e.g. product recommendation, positive/negative experience with the bank) could spread through the whole bank
customer network only in few propagation steps.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Many businesses from customer-focused domains such
as e-commerce, telecommunications or banking are constantly exploring new ways to further enhance their relationship with customers and to increase their competitiveness. One option is better utilisation of the available
customer data by creating complex customer networks
using the knowledge from social network analysis and
analysing their topology. In many studies, these structures
were proven to be non-random and the discovered properties were leveraged to achieve certain aims (e.g. finding
the most influential clients for more efficient marketing
campaigns). In this paper, we presented a method for bank
customer network construction and the results obtained
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with complex network analysis. The reported results are
analogous to similar social and customer network studies. Large-scale bank customer networks are scale-free
networks with a portion of customers representing social
hubs. The network’s clustering coefficient is orders of
magnitude larger when compared to random graphs, while
the shortest average path distances imply the existence of
the small-world effect. The discrepancy between random
and non-random networks is crucial for better utilisation
of processes affected by the customer network structural
properties, e.g. the diffusion process, and further research
is needed to optimally exploit this discrepancy in the
banking use case. Finally, an astute reader might notice
that our customer graph is a static network, although it
could be modelled as a temporal network. For this paper
we decided to use time-aggregated networks as simplified
static network projections of dynamic networks (stemming
from transactions that carry time stamps). Temporal network model would allow us to study many other useful
network properties, such as detection of temporal patterns
and motifs, identification of temporal node influence, or
evolution of the temporal network system. Although this
research path surely offers a more detailed insight in
customer behaviour, it was outside the scope of this paper
and is left for future work.
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Abstract—The online pupillometry-based feedback system
is intended as a cognitive training and rehabilitation system
developed at Mälardalen University. The purpose of the
system is to engage a person in a cognitive computer task
whose difficulty is adjusted in real time depending on the
person’s cognitive load. Previous research has uncovered
a significant correlation between cognitive load and pupil
dilation, suggesting that electroencephalogram usage for
estimating cognitive load can be eliminated. The online
pupillometry-based feedback system is measuring the pupildiameter in real time to classify cognitive load using a
neural network. The classification of cognitive load is used
to modulate the difficulty level of the cognitive task, with
the purpose of challenging the participant and to optimize
the cognitive training. At the current state the system is
fully integrated, but possesses no fault-tolerant features to
produce a long-term reliable service. This paper proposes
a fault-tolerant architecture for the online pupillometrybased feedback system, for which internal repairs and failure
rates are modeled using continuous-time Markov chains. The
results show adequacy of the extended architecture, assuming
slightly optimistic failure rates. Even though the system is
specific, the reliability approach presented can be applied on
other medical devices and systems.
Keywords—Continuous-Time Markov Chains, Cognitive
Load Classification, Fault- Tolerance, Reliability Evaluation,
Neural Networks, Dependability

I. INTRODUCTION
Because of unpredictable dynamics, some technical
systems cannot be verified by exhaustive testing. Furthermore, these systems can possess paths of interaction that
lay far beyond human intuition, which makes modeling
and quantitative analysis prior to development an utterly
challenging task. For system analysis before development,
mathematical modeling can be used, but as system complexity increases, a vast majority of trivial models fail
to perform satisfactory, emphasizing the usage of more
rigorous approaches.
Over the years, several techniques have been introduced
for quantitative assessment of systems’ adequacy prior to
development. Several of them have became of a major relevance in industrial practice. These are fault tree analysis
(FTAs) and reliability block diagrams (RBDs) [1]. The
E. Åstrand acknowledges support by the Swedish Knowledge Foundation (KKS; project 20190099). I. Tomasic acknowledges support by the
Swedish Knowledge Foundation (KKS) through the project Embedded
sensor systems for health plus (ESS-H+), project number 20180158.
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positive side of these models is their simplicity, but they
assume independence of entities in the model, a condition
that is violated for architectures that possess internally
shared resources.
One technique that resolves lacks of FTAs and RBDs
is continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs). Arising from
stochastic processes within probability theory, these chains
rely on countable state decomposition and the prerequisite
of memory-less behaviour (Markov Property) [2]. The
Markov process is limited to remember only its current
state. Therefore future states depend only on the current
state and transition rates from the current state to other
possible states. Transition rates are λ parameters of the
exponential distribution, which is the commonly employed
distribution used for modeling component failures within
system analysis [3].
The online pupillometry-based feedback system is a
prototype system developed at Mälardalen University, that
classifies cognitive load for the purpose of adjusting the
difficulty of a cognitive task [4]. The objective of this
system is to enable efficient cognitive training and rehabilitation for people suffering from cognitive deficits.
The pupil dilation is an interesting feature to enable the
targeting of functions related to cognition. The pupil size
changes continuously in response to variations in ambient
light levels [5], but this behaviour is not solely due to
changes in light intensity. Early investigations showed that
the pupil size varies systematically in relation to cognitive
demands, attention and effort [6] [7] [8].
At the current state however, the system possesses no
physical entities to inhibit risks of failure. In order to
enable medical device certification, which imposes high
reliability demands, this paper proposes a fault-tolerant
architecture for the online pupillometry-based feedback
system without going into details of the system’s medical
purpose and performance. The architecture is evaluated by
using CTMCs.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A reliable system service is widely emphasized in
several industrial areas. Development and usage of medical
devices is undoubtedly no exception [9], [10].
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can be utilized respectively by allocating threads appropriately. In particular, the pre-processing on the real-time
side provides data acquisition for the pupil dilation data
streamed from an eye-tracking camera (Aurora XO, Smart
Eye) on the host PC. This includes exclusion of bad quality
frames and normalization for NN classification. The output
from the NN (high or low cognitive load) is used to
regulate the difficulty level of the cognitive task, called the
"Memory game" in order to preserve the learner in a state
of optimal training. In the "Memory game", a participant
is trying to recall if the location of a predecessor shape
coincide with the current one presented on the screen. This
is also referred to as a n-back task.
B. Continuous-Time Markov Chains (CTMCs)

Figure. 1: Online pupillometry-based feedback architecture and
data flow. *Pupil data stream over UDP protocol, **Processed
and normalized pupil data and game difficulty level, ***
Classification of cognitive load, ****Cognitive load
classification feedback

Because of the non-deterministic dynamics of modern
systems, we can witness currently an intensive research
in extending concepts of dependability theory [11], [12],
[3], in which CTMCs constitute one of the primary roots
[13]. CTMCs are currently also one of the methods used
for quantitative analysis of fault-tolerant systems prior to
development. It is of a particular interest currently how
to adapt analysis of fault-tolerant systems to neural network (NN) architectures [14]. Furthermore, dependability
remains one of the most crucial characteristics of technology in general. One prominent example is dependability
considerations in cloud computing [15]. There is a lack of
research in the field of extending NN-based cognitive load
classification systems to possess fault tolerance features
suitable for the medical domain. Hence, this report aims at
aggregating further knowledge relevant for future research
and development.
III. M ETHODS

Dependability is a product property which is constituted
of several attributes, some of which are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. The three properties of dependability
most commonly referred to in the literature are safety,
availability and reliability [16]. This paper emphasizes the
reliability [3].
In order to fully grasp the practice of Markov chains
in the context of dependability theory, it is useful to start
with some primary definitions from stochastic processes.
It is assumed in the continuation that readers are familiar
with basic elements of measure and probability theory.
Definition 1 - Probability Space: The triple (Ω, ζ, P ),
where Ω denotes the universal set, ζ a σ-algebra and P
a probability measure.
Definition 2 - Stochastic Process: A stochastic process
(Xt )t∈T is a collection of random variables (not necessarily countable) on a mutual probability space (Ω, ζ, P ).
The process has range (state space) {X(w)| w ∈ Ω} and
index (parameter set) T .
Definition 3 - Markov Chain: A stochastic process
(Xi )i∈T , T ⊂ N on a probability space (Ω, ζ, P ), with
countable state space (i.e. range) S = {X(w)|w ∈ Ω}, is
a Markov chain if it fulfills the so called Markov property:
P (Xn+1 = jn+1 |Xn = jn , ...., X0 = j0 ) =
P (Xn+1 = jn+1 |Xn = jn )

(1)

A. The Online Pupillometry-Based Feedback System
The online pupillometry-based feedback system classifies a learner’s cognitive load via a hardware (HW)
programmed NN that takes pupil dilation as its input. The
classification is used to adjust the level of the game such
that the person is kept in an optimal state of learning.
The system utilizes the parallel execution on multiple
computing cores to reduce the worst-case execution time
(WCET) to the minimum.
The online pupillometry-based feedback system (Fig.
1) resides on a PC and an industrial controller (IC-3173),
with User Datagram Protocol (UDP) used between them.
The industrial controller is decomposed into a real-time
software (SW) and a HW field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) section. Heterogeneity benefits of HW and SW
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which means that the probability for being in a certain
state jn+1 depends only on the previous state jn . This
definition can be analogously extended to the case where
the index set is uncountable.
Definition 4 - CTMCs: CTMC is a Markov Chain with
an uncountable index set, e.g, T ⊂ R.
CTMCs are usually described by transition graphs
which show states of the process (circles) and their transition rates λi (arrows) between the states. For an example
of a transition graph please see Fig. 4
Definition 5 - Infinitesimal Generator:
Kolmogorov forward and backward equations are
dP (t)
= Q · P (t) = P (t) · Q
dt

(2)
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where matrix Q, the infinitesimal generator, is constructed
from transition rates in a CTMC transition graph such that
matrix element qi,j describes transition rate from state i to
j. The diagonal elements qi,i are used to describe the exit
rate of the state i which is minus
P the sum of all transition
rates from the state: qi,i = − j̸=i qi,j . Elements of the
transition probability matrix P (t) are pi,j (t) = P (Xt =
j|X0 = i) which are functions of time showing probability
of being in a state j at time t, if initial state was i.
The solution of (2), i.e. P (t) = eQt , is necessarily
unique in case the state space is finite, which is the case
for this paper as it will be shown in the continuation. So
we can be sure we can obtain the solution of the set of
first order differential equations (2).

dinary differential equations, and Laplace transform by
partial fraction expansion. We used the Laplace method.

C. Application of CTMCs for Reliability Assessment of
Systems

i.e., 1 minus the probability that all parallel components
have failed (n is the number of parallel components). Here
R(t) is the total reliability, whereas Ri (t) are individual
reliabilities.

Here we describe the general procedure of how to
use CTMCs for the assessment of systems, which we
in section IV-B apply to the online pupillometry-based
feedback system.
To use CTMCs, one first defines the state space S for
the particular system to be assessed. Each element in the
state space, i.e. one state, specifies which components
are operational and which are in the fail mode (nonoperational). The state space should contain all possible
combinations of operational and failed components. From
there one constructs a transition graph, which in addition
to states, also specifies failure rates, which cause the chain
to change from one state to another. Now that we have the
failure rates, we can construct the infinitesimal generator
Q as described in the previous section. The bigger are
transition rates from a particular state, the bigger is the
probability of leaving the state in an arbitrary interval [0, t].
It is also possible to model the possibility to recover, i.e.
to transition back from a failed state to an operational
one. The recovery is usually a consequence of system
maintenance.
Now we are ready to solve (2). To obtain the solutions of
being in state j at a particular time t, i.e. excluding the initial distribution of the chain (starting state), the right hand
side of the equation can be used. Formally this equality can
be deduced by multiplying both left and right hand side
by the initial distribution π(0) and bring the vector into
t =j))
the differentiation such that d(P (X
= (P (Xt = j))Q.
dt
We can classify states in operational states and failed
states. The classification is dependent on the particular
system we are assessing, as well as subjective evaluation
of the modeler. For instance, if two out of three processors
in a system fail, one might still consider that a reliable
service can be provided, which will classify that particular
state as operational.
When we have solutions of (2), then we can sum all
probabilities of operational states to obtain the probability
that the system is operational. Equation (2) is a system
of linear differential equations. There exist several ways
solve it: Integrating factor, diagonalization, separable or-
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D. Application of Reliability Block Diagrams (RBDs) for
Reliability Assessment
RBDs are used for systems, or parts of systems, that
are composed of independent components. The reliability
of serially connected components is obtained by simply
multiplying individual reliabilities, whereas for parallel
components the reliabilities are calculated by using [1]:
R(t) := 1 −

n
Y

(1 − Ri (t))

(3)

i=1

E. Choice Between CTMCs and RBDs
RBDs are simpler but cannot be applied on dependent
system components. CTMCs can be used on all components but as the number of components increases, the
complexity of CTMCs’ realted calculation also increases.
It is of course up to the modeler, but it is obviously
reasonable to use RBDs for independent components and
CTMCs for dependent components.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Proposed Fault-Tolerant Architecture
The proposed fault-tolerant architecture for the online
pupillometry-based feedback system from Fig. 1, is presented in Fig. 2. It has the following components.
1) Three Smart EYEs (SE) modules: Triple modular
redundancy is favourable for HW entities [3] and faultmasking is provided by a majority voter. The faultmasking is a necessity due to the stringent restriction on
the WCET, leaving no room for interrupted service.
2) Voter: Majority voter, forwards to the pre-processing
modules the majority of the inputs that "agree". The voter
can be the "lock-step" bit by bit comparison, or within
some pre-defined range [17].
3) Two Pre-processing (PP) modules: As stated previously, the PP modules reside on the real-time side of
the IC-3173 and are responsible for the data acquisition
of the pupil dilation data. For reliability requirements,
the redundant module should to be developed with SW
diversity, e.g, by a different programmer from scratch,
in order to inhibit risk of a systematic faults causing
simultaneous failure of the two entities.
4) Acceptance Test (AT): The pre-processing outputs
are verified with some predefined algorithm (AT). If both
pass the test, an arbitrary one is selected (e.g. the nondiverse) and if only one passes, then the faulty result of
pre-processing is discarded.
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Figure. 2: Fault-Tolerant Architecture of the online pupillometry-based feedback system. Different color is used to denote that the
module provides the same functionality but is developed with SW diversity. AT is the acceptance test

B. Reliability Evaluation of the Online Pupillometrybased Feedback System Using CTMCs and RBDs

Figure. 3: RBD of non-dynamic failure rates due to degraded
service

Figure. 4: Transition Graph for the NN and SE sub-modules
with internal maintenance. (Circles are states, blue lines are
failure transitions, whereas red lines are maintenance
transitions)

5) Two Neural Networks (NNs): Both NNs should be
implemented in HW, i.e. on the FPGA side of the IC3173. The diversity acts as a measure to inhibit risk of
simultaneous failure.
6) History Data: Storage of classification history in
a HW instantiated buffer acts as a measure to discard
inaccurate readings that significantly deviate from the
expected value of the predecessor distribution.

We will model the SE devices and NNs with CTMCs
and the rest of the components with the RBDs. At the
end we obtain the total reliability by multiplying the
two reliability functions obtained from CTMC and RBD
respectively.
The RBD of the independent components are presented
in Fig. 3, whereas the associated CTMC that models the
NNs and SEs is presented as a transition graph in Fig. 4.
The history data, average filter and intelligent selector has
been omitted due to their simplicity, for which the failure
rate could be deemed negligible.
If we assume that the time of failure of each system
component is exponentially distributed with the following
transition rates:
λpp = 10−6 faults/h (PP - pre-processing)
λU = 10−4 faults/h (U - UDP)
λP C = 10−4 faults/h (PC - Host PC)
λV = 10−9 faults/h (V - Voter)
λS = 10−9 faults/h (S - Switch)
λF = 10−6 faults/h (F - Feedback)
λM = 10−6 faults/h (M - Memory Game)
λN N = 10−3 faults/h (NN - Neural Network)
λSE = 10−3 faults/h (SE - Smart Eye)
λ′N N = 10−2 faults/h (NN, conditioned failure rate),
Then by using (3) for parallel and multiplication for
serial connections we get the reliability of the components
in the RBD:
R1 (t) = e−(λU +λP C +λV +λS +λF +λM )t (1−(1−e−λP P t )2 )
−4

= e−(10

+10−4 +10−9 +10−9 +10−6 +10−6 )t
−6

7) Average Filtering: Average filtering mitigates the
influence of transients and thereby preserves the system
in a more deterministic state.
8) Intelligent Selector: The intelligent selector aggregates the history, averages on NNs’ outputs to determine
which NN’s output to forward to the feedback line.
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−10

=

−6

·(1−(1−e−10

t 2

) )

t

2−e
e2.03002∗10−4 t

(4)

For the system components susceptible to data dependency and regular maintenance, we can derive a complementary CTMC. We will assume that internal repairs are
allowed but the system cannot recover from a failed state.
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TABLE I: S TATES FOR THE USED CTMC
Index
State
Operational SEs
Operational NNs
1
(3,2)
3
2
2
(2,2)
2
2
3
(3,1)
3
1
4
(2,1)
2
1
F1
(1,-)
1
F2
(-,0)
0
First number in each state is the number of operational SEs, whereas
second number is the number of operational NNs. F1 and F2 are
failure states whereas other four are operational.

We will denote previously defined λSE and λN N as λ1 and
λ2 respectively. In the same manner λ′N N , will be called
λ′2 . Additionally we will assume the following values for
SE and NN:
µ1 = µ2 = 0.1 for recovery/time unit and,
C1 = C2 = 0.9 for accumulated coverage factors
(incl. fault detection, isolation, removal and transition to
operational state).
Now we are ready to define states. In Table I six states
are defined. Then, states and their transition rates are used
to describe the transition graph Fig. 4. Transition graph
assumes that if 2 modules are failed, the SE will be
prioritized for maintenance (see C1 µ1 ). This is realistic
since we want to preserve optimal utilization for the
system while running a recovery task. So most likely we
will run only one recovery task at a time.
Then from Fig. 4 we write the infinitesimal generator:


α1
3λ1 2λ2
0
0
0
C1 µ1 α2

0
2λ2 2λ1 0 


′ 
C2 µ2
0
α3
3λ1
0
λ2 

Q=
 0
 (5)
0
C1 µ1 α4 2λ1 λ′2 


 0
0
0
0
0
0 
0
0
0
0
0
0
where αi is the exit rate for ith state:
α1
α2
α3
α4

= −(3λ1 + 2λ2 )
= −(C1 µ1 + 2λ2 + 2λ1 )
= −(C2 µ2 + 3λ1 + λ′2 )
= −(C1 µ1 + 2λ1 + λ′2 )

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Now from (2) we get the following set of differential
equations:
dP1 (t)
= α1 ∗ P1 (t) + C1 µ1 P2 (t) + C2 µ2 P3 (t)
dt
dP2 (t)
= α2 ∗ P2 (t) + 3λ1 P1 (t)
dt
dP3 (t)
= α3 ∗ P3 (t) + 2λ2 P1 (t) + C1 µ1 P4 (t)
dt
dP4 (t)
= α4 ∗ P4 (t) + 2λ2 P2 (t) + 3λ1 P3 (t)
dt
dP5 (t)
= 2λ1 P2 (t) + 2λ1 P4 (t)
dt
dP6 (t)
= λ′2 P3 (t) + λ′2 P4 (t)
dt

(10)

R2 (t) =

4
X

Pi (t) = 1.00290e−0.00027t +

i=1

+ 0.00376e−0.09439t + 2.34701 ∗ 10−7 e−0.08606t +
+ 0.00196e−0.12036t + 2.58054 ∗ 10−6 e−0.11894t −
0.00563e−0.08897t

(16)

Multiplying R2 (t) (obtained by the CTMC) with the
R1 (t) from (4) for the RBD, we obtain the total reliability
of the system:
R(t) = (1.00290e−0.00027t +
+ 0.00376e−0.09439t + 2.34701 ∗ 10−7 e−0.08606t +
+ 0.00196e−0.12036t + 2.58054 ∗ 10−6 e−0.11894t −
−6

0.00563e−0.08897t )

2 − e−10 t
e2.03002∗10−4 t

(17)

Reliabilities are presented in Fig. 6.
V. D ISCUSSION
The solutions for transition probabilities and reliabilities
were derived for specific values of transition rates λi . It
was of course possible to solve the differential equations
for general values of λi , but that causes the solutions to
become syntactically very long to present (write) without
any benefit to a reader.
The failure rates were assumed slightly optimistically.
In particular, failure rate assumed for NNs is infeasible in
practice. The inaccurate behaviour of today’s NN’s makes
them in general non-suitable for applications with high
reliability demands. In the future, we might expect more
empathises given on research of NNs adjusted for dependable systems. Furthermore, the assumed 10−3 faults/h
failure rate for the Smart Eye devices corresponds to a
higher reliability than the one perceived for the Smart Eye
device during tracking mode (observing loss of frames due
to low quality index). This assumption is necessary not to
introduce an infeasible amount of redundancy.
Reliabilities are obtained under assumption that the
process is only dependent on its current state and no prior

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Solutions of these differential equations are transition
probabilities presented in Fig. 5. Summing the transition
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functions corresponding to the probability of being in
operational states 1 to 4 we obtain:

Figure. 5: Transition probabilities in log scale. (blue-P1 (t),
red-P2 (t), cyan-P3 (t), green-P4 (t))
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The service of providing real-time feedback of cognitive
load for rehabilitation, does not constitute a major threat to
the safety of the patient. In fact, the online pupillometrybased feedback system is similar in functionality to other
systems that are possible to buy in pharmacies for personal
usage and without a necessity for a prescription. The
particularity of this system are the demands for real time
performance. Even though the system is specific, the
reliability approach presented can be applied on other
medical devices and systems.
Figure. 6: Calculated reliabilities (blue-R1 (t) RBD, red-R2 (t)
CTMC, cyan-R(t) total reliability, green-1 − R(t),
yellow-reliability excluding redundancy)

history. For our particular application of CTMCs, one can
rephrase this assumption as: No matter in which order
components have failed or at what time, the CTMC at
time t only remembers the number of components that
have failed. This assumption obviously is not restrictive
for applying CTMCs in reliability analysis. This is because
it is usually and naturally enough to only keep track of the
components that are currently failed in a system.
Under the assumption that this is a product that will only
be in service intermittently, e.g. on average 5 hours/week,
for an average usage of 260 hours/year one obtains after
6 months in service R = 0.943. This is a drastic improvement in comparison with the non-redundant reliability
function presented in Fig. 6. Due to RBDs not imposing
any prerequisites regarding the distribution of the random
variable T , any arbitrary density function could have been
used. Even though the exponential distribution lacks the
property of being conditional to component wear out, we
assumed that it sufficient as an estimate of the initial
system reliability.
We presented reliability modeling by CTMCs and RBDs
as it is pragmatical to model independent system components with RBDs and leave only dependent components for
CTMCs. As systems become more complex, one might
expect that the dependency between system components
will also increase, which might in time make treading to
simpler models like RBDs obsolete [1].
VI. C ONCLUSION
The results show that, it is possible to extend the
current architecture of the rehabilitation system to drastically improve its reliability, under the assumption of the
chosen slightly optimistic failure rates. Inaccuracy of NNs
classification however is a crucial issue as it is generally
in the development of state-of-the-art dependable systems.
One thing not investigated by this paper was to determine whether a glitch or system reboot is most preferable
if none of the entities pass the AT. This is something we
plan to do in the future.
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Abstract - Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is an
effective tool for the analysis of non-linear and non-stationary
signals, which has been widely used in various application
fields for noise reduction, feature extraction and
classification. Due to its adaptive and data-driven nature, it
has been introduced to electroencephalography (EEG)
analysis to extract more accurate information during timefrequency and phase analysis, multi-channel signal
processing, and brain connectivity network construction. In
our paper we review the development of EMD and its
variants, illustrating their benefits in spatiotemporal EEG
analysis, and introduce some practical applications of EMD
in EEG analysis. Finally, we discuss future opportunities in
EEG analysis with the EMD method, and outline
parallelization strategies to speed up EMD processing.

adaptability and data-driven nature of EMD to decompose
the signal to narrowband components to describe the timefrequency characteristics of the non-stationary signals more
accurately.
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–
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Mode
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Electroencephalogram; Time-frequency Analysis

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF EEG
Electroencephalography (EEG) signals contain a
wealth of information about the physiological and
pathological activities of the brain, hence is an important
method to study the brain. However, the brain is also the
most complex system known to humans, and the EEG is a
kind of 3N (non-stationary, nonlinear, noisy) signal, where
non-stationarity means the statistical characteristics of the
signal are time-varying, and nonlinearity refers to
multiplicative effects in the signal. Although there are
quasi-stationary segments in the EEG signal that can last
for about 0.25 seconds [2], the overall EEG signal is still
non-stationary and nonlinear. The EEG signal detected on
the scalp (macroscopic level) is actually a mixture of
multiple sources active in different brain regions. These
sources are represented by the time-varying global field
potential of neural populations. Due to volume conduction,
the source signals are mixed with varying intensity and
phase when transmitted to the scalp, resulting in a nonstationarity and nonlinear EEG signal. Since the EEG
signal is very weak (microvolt-level amplitude), it is easily
contaminated by noise, including environmental noise and
other electrophysiological artifacts, which will further
increase the complexity and uncertainty of the EEG signals.
In addition, the non-stationarity of EEG signals is also
attributed to certain neurological diseases, such as epilepsy
[3], Alzheimer’s disease [4], and some physiological state
transitions, such as the transition of sleep stages [5].

I.
INTRODUCTION
EEG is widely used as a diagnostic tool in epilepsy
treatment, sleep studies, stroke recovery monitoring, BCI
systems, and is one of the most important tools in studying
human cognitive processes. Compared with medical
imaging methods such as CT (computer tomography), PET
(positron emission tomography), or MRI (magneto
resonance imaging), one of the main advantages of EEG is
its very high temporal resolution. With the increasing use
of high-density EEG, the spatial resolution of EEG is also
improving.
While EEG waveform analysis provides important
information during, say, anesthesia or sleep diagnostics, on
many occasions, the use of frequency and time-frequency
features is mandatory. EEG spectrum is most frequently
calculated from the Fourier transform coefficients, and
time-frequency representation is normally based on shorttime Fourier or continuous wavelet transforms. The
fundamental problem in time-frequency analysis is the
uncertainty principle of time and frequency; accurate
localization of an event results in inaccurate frequency
spectrum, and accurate spectrum estimation results in low
temporal accuracy.
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is a new
method developed relatively recently for the analysis of
non-stationary and non-periodic signals [1]. Most natural
signals, including physiological ones, belong to this
category. The time-frequency analysis method based on
EMD and the Hilbert transform not only does remove the
constraints of uncertainty principle, but can also use the
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Empirical Mode Decomposition started to be used in
EEG analysis more than a decade ago. The purpose of this
paper is to give an overview of the EMD method and
review the application of EMD in EEG signal processing
and analysis. We begin with the fundamentals of EEG
signals, followed by the development of the EMD method
and its variants. We describe representative applications of
EMD in pre-processing, artifact removal, cognitive
processing and resting state analysis. Finally, we outline the
parallel implementation strategies of EMD.

III.

INTRODUCTION TO EMPIRICAL MODE
DECOMPOSITION

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is a signal
decomposition algorithm proposed by Huang et al. [1] in
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Figure 1. A sample EEG signal and its decomposed intrinsic mode functions. The last plot is the final residual signal.

1998 that decomposes the signals into a finite numbers of
intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [6].

transform for the exact instantaneous frequency and phase
information.

EMD can decompose the signal according to the time
scale features of the data itself, without any pre-set basis
functions, which makes it fundamentally different from the
Fourier or wavelet decomposition. In the Fourier
decomposition, pre-defined sinusoid basis functions are
used to separate the signal into components. In the wavelet
decomposition, most commonly, a family of wavelet basis
functions (e.g. Morlet) are used to describe different
frequency ranges at different time scales.

The exact process of the EMD computation is depicted
in the flowchart of Fig. 2. First, the extreme points of the
input signal are detected, then cubic spline interpolation is
used to generate the upper and lower envelopes based on
the maximum and minimum points, respectively. Next, the
mean envelope is calculated from the upper and lower
envelopes and subtracted from the original signal, creating
a residual signal. This residual is regarded as a potential
IMF. A proper IMF should satisfy two conditions; (i) the
number of extreme points and the number of zero-crossings
must be equal or the difference should not exceed one, (ii)
the mean of the mean envelope should be approximately
zero. In fact, it is very difficult for the residue to satisfy the
two conditions at the same time, so standard deviation, 𝑆𝐷,
between two residues is usually used as the criterion for
stopping the sifting process:

In a non-stationary, non-periodic signal, there are
multiple oscillation modes at any time instance, which
means that the signal at each time point contains multiple
instantaneous frequencies [7] so, the Fourier-based timefrequency analysis of non-stationary signals has only
mathematical but no physical meaning. The EMD method
can decompose the non-stationary signal into narrow band
components. Fig. 1 illustrates the decomposition of an EEG
signal into several narrow band intrinsic mode functions.
These components then can be analyzed using the Hilbert

𝑇

𝑆𝐷 =
𝑖=0

𝑅 𝑘−1 𝑡 − 𝑅𝑘 (𝑡)
(𝑅 𝑘−1 𝑡 )2

2

(1)

where 𝑅𝑘−1 and 𝑅𝑘 are the final residual signal in the sifting
iteration 𝑘 − 1 and 𝑘, respectively. If the residue is an IMF
then it will be compared with the IMF generated by the
previous iteration. If they are the same, the process will be
stopped, if not, the IMF will be subtracted from the input
signal creating a new input signal for the next iteration
round. After finishing the decomposition, the original
signal can be represented as:
𝑁

𝑋 𝑡 =

𝐼𝑀𝐹𝑖 𝑡 + 𝑅𝑁 (𝑡)

(2)

𝑖=1

Figure 2. The flowchart of the EMD processing steps.
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At any time point, each IMF represents a single
instantaneous frequency value, i.e., each IMF describes a
single oscillatory mode, consequently using the Hilbert
transform analysis of the IMF, we can obtain the timedependent instantaneous frequency of the given IMF.
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Hilbert transform is a powerful tool for signal timefrequency analysis. The Hilbert spectrum can reflect the
relationship between the instantaneous frequency of the
signal and time, but due to the mixing of instantaneous
information in non-stationary and nonlinear signals, the
Hilbert transform cannot fully characterize its
instantaneous phase and frequency features. The EMD
method can stabilize the non-stationary signal by
decomposing it into IMFs, therefore, the Hilbert transform
(HT) of the IMFs can describe the time-frequency features
of the signal more accurately:

𝐻𝑇 𝑡 =

1
𝑃
𝜋

+∞
−∞

𝐼𝑀𝐹(𝑡 ′ ) ′
𝑑𝑡
𝑡 − 𝑡′

(3)

where P indicates the Cauchy principal value. Using this
formula, we can obtain the analytical signal 𝑍 𝑡 of the
IMF as:

𝑍 𝑡 = 𝐼𝑀𝐹 𝑡 + 𝑖𝐻𝑇 𝑡 = 𝑎(𝑡)𝑒 −𝜗(𝑡)

(4)

where 𝜗 𝑡 is the instantaneous phase function. Based on
the rate of change of the phase we can get the instantaneous
frequency:

𝑓 𝑡 =

𝑑𝜗(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(5)

This method of combining EMD and Hilbert transform
is called Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT).
An extension of the Hilbert-Huang transform is the
Holo-Hilbert spectral analysis [8] that is able to capture the
spectrum as well as the time-dependent spectrum changes
for both additive and multiplicative signals, along with their
inter and intra mode modulations. The detailed description
of this method is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. IMPROVEMENTS OF EMD
The EMD method, unfortunately, is not robust enough
in the presence of noise. Moreover, intermittent noise can
result in mode mixing, i.e., one IMF contains oscillations
of largely disparate scales. Mode mixing will not only lead
to wrong time-frequency distribution but also may make
IMF lose its physical meaning.
In order to deal with the mode mixing problem, Wu et al.
proposed a noise-assisted signal decomposition method in
2009 [9], the Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EEMD), shown in Fig. 3. Based on the uniform
distribution of white noise spectrum, the algorithm adds
white noise to the raw signal before decomposition, so that
the intermittent noise is submerged in the added noise.
Therefore, the distribution of extreme points of the signal
will be more uniform, which can effectively suppress the
mode mixing caused by intermittent factors. The EEMD
method replicates the signal by adding to it random white
noise. Then, these signals will be decomposed individually.
The number of IMFs generated by each signal group may
be inconsistent, which will lead to the inability to align each
IMF during the averaging operation.
In order to solve the IMF alignment problem and
improve the decomposition efficiency, Torres et al.
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proposed the complete EEMD with adaptive noise
(CEEMDAN) in 2011 [10]. Compared with the EEMD
method, CEEMDAN first adds noise to the raw signal to
create the set of input signals, then calculates only the first
IMF corresponding to each group, and averages these IMFs
to obtain the first real IMF. Next, the real IMF will be
subtracted from the raw signal and the next iteration is
started. Fig. 4 shows the flow of one iteration. Since the
averaging operation is performed after the first IMF of
signals with white noise is calculated in each iteration,
CEEMDAN solves the IMF alignment problem, and by
controlling the parameters of the white noise added in
different iterations, faster iterations can be achieved.
However, the CEEMDAN method is still a decomposition
method for single-channel signals. Although it solves the
alignment problem of multiple groups of IMFs obtained
from single-channel signals with different noise, it cannot
solve the alignment problem of IMFs obtained by multichannel decomposition.
Rehman et al. proposed the multivariate empirical mode
decomposition (MEMD) method in 2010 [11,12] to solve
the alignment problem of multiple IMFs obtained from
multi-channel signal decomposition. As shown in Fig. 5,
the MEMD method regards the input N-channel signal as a
curve in (N + 1) dimensional space, where the extra
dimension is the time, and then sets a uniformly distributed
set of direction vectors in the N-dimensional space. Curves
are projected onto planes composed of different direction
vectors and time axes to generate upper and lower
envelopes of the projected signal on each direction vector,
and the mean envelope is calculated from the envelopes
along all directions, next comes the process of iteration and
sifting. Although MEMD solves the problem of IMF
alignment of multi-channel signals, it still suffers from the
problem of mode mixing that is present in the onedimensional EMD method.
As an improvement, Rehman et al. proposed the noiseassisted MEMD (NA-MEMD) method [13] to solve the
mode mixing problem in MEMD. NA-MEMD does not add
noise to the original multi-channel signal directly, but adds
noise to the (N+1)-dimensional curve composed of the
multi-channel signals, so it adds several noise channels and
performs MEMD on the new multi-channel signals
composed of the original multi-channel signals and the
noise channels. Among all the IMFs obtained by
decomposition, the IMFs corresponding to signal channels

Figure 3. High-level structure of the EEMD calculation process
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can be obtained by eliminating the IMFs corresponding to
the noise channels.
EEG signals are generally multi-channel signals
measured by multiple electrodes. Also, the signal of each
channel is non-stationary, non-periodic and nonlinear, with
certain level of correlations among channels. Since the
MEMD method solves the alignment problem of IMFs, it
can also preserve the mutual information among channels
on the basis of analyzing non-stationary and nonlinear
signals.
V.

EMD APPLICATIONS IN EEG ANALYSIS

Although Empirical Mode Decomposition is still a
relatively new method, several examples can be found in
the literature for its application for EEG signal processing.
In this section we present an overview of the potential areas
that can benefit from EMD based on a review of the
literature.
A. Pre-processing
Pre-processing is a mandatory step in any EEG analysis
process. Raw measurement signals contain a significant
amount of noise and unwanted artifacts that should be
removed before further processing steps. Common
examples are power line noise (50 or 60Hz), occular (eye
movement of blink), heart (ECG or pulse) artifacts and
muscle noise. Digital filtering can be used to remove DC or
ultra-slow and high frequency components. Power line
noise can be removed with a narrow notch filter. However,
filtering can distort the amplitude and phase characteristics
of the signal, therefore should be used with caution [14].
The gold standard for artifact removal is based on
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [15]. ICA can
decompose a mixed signal into its statistically independent
unmixed sources, hence artifact components can be
identified, then eliminated from the component set. The
inverse transform generates cleaned signals. It has been
shown [16] that the separation of artifactual and neural
signals is not perfect, therefore the removal of artifact
components removes neural information too, and distorts
the EEG signal. EMD can be used to selectively clean the
artifact independent component instead of completely
removing it [17][18]. DC and slow frequency component
removal is also a crucial problem in EEG pre-processing.
DC coupled EEG signals must have its DC offset removed
before further processing. This offset, however, is not

Figure 4. High-level structure of the CEEMDAN calculation process
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Figure 5. The flowchart of the MEMD processing steps

constant but a time-varying value depending on skin
resistance changes, breathing and electrode conductivity
variations. High-pass filtering can produce unwanted
spectrum distortion if too high cut-off frequency or not
steep enough slope is used, or waveform distortion (ringing)
when filter slope is too steep. Zeng and Xu [19] provide an
example how EMD can be used for detrending (removing
the residual and last IMFs) instead of filtering. Similarly,
power line noise and muscle artifacts can also be removed
by eliminating 50/60Hz and high/frequency burst IMFs
[20,21]. Santillan-Guzman et al. [22] propose an online
EMD based preprocessing method that can be used in realtime settings.
B. Cognitive Processing
Time-frequency analysis has become the de-facto
standard in analyzing human task execution with EEG
technology. The high temporal resolution allows tracking
of subprocesses of task execution at millisecond steps. The
Short-time Fourier transform or Wavelet transforms are
used to extract time-varying spectral information. Since
EMD generates narrow band IMFs representing distinct
oscillations along with instantaneous frequency and phase
information, it can be ideally used for characterizing timevarying frequency changes, amplitude and frequency
modulations and phase coupling, providing a much more
accurate and detailed view of the underlying neural
processes. The instantaneous phase information can also be
used to calculate time-varying phase locking value (PLV)
to construct dynamic connectivity networks.
Nguyen et al [23] investigated the response of the visual
system to amplitude modulated flicker generated steadystate visual evoked potentials (SSVEP). They showed that
EMD - unlike Fourier transform based analysis - could
correctly detect the carrier and modulating signals. In
addition, they identified several new modulated carrier
frequencies indicating the complexity of human visual
processing. Alegre-Cortes et al. [24] demonstrate the
advantages of the NA-MEMD method for detecting
dynamic cortical oscillatory activity previously
undetectable with Fourier-based methods. In an animal
visual attention study, Liang et al. – using EMD –, were
able to identify high and low frequency components in V4
area field potential measurements that distinguish between
attending and not attending the same visual stimulus [25].
Tanaka et al. [26] compared wavelet and bivariate
EMD approaches in detecting phase locking values (PLV)
during a Dynamical Dot Quartet discrimination task. The
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finding is that EMD is more suitable for detection than the
wavelet based method. Lee et al. [27] and Sweeney-Reed
and Nasuto [28] also used EMD for detecting phase
synchronization that can be used for connectivity network
construction or cross frequency coupling computations.
Kawaguchi and T. Kobayashi [29] used MEMD and
Hilbert spectrum analysis to detect voluntary rhythmic
wrist activities. Compared to Fourier and wavelet methods,
the MEMD approach could detect Event Related
Synchronization and Desynchronization more accurately in
addition to intrawave frequency modulation in the alpha
band. Similar results are reported by Sweeney-Reed and
Nasuto in [30] for finger tapping activity analysis.
Beta band activities and oscillations were investigated
with EMD methods by Yeh et al [31] and Chang et al [32],
while Glomb et al [33] and Javed et al [34] investigated
non-task based, resting state activities. For clinical
applications of EMD consult the review of Sweeney-Reed
et al [35].
C. Parallel Implementation of EMD
Empirical Mode Decomposition has two major
drawbacks that hinders its more widespread use. One is the
lack of a formal mathematical foundation for the method,
and the other one is its computational cost. The former will
require extensive research in the years to come, but the
computational aspects can be alleviated immediately by the
use of massively parallel GPU algorithms. The most time
consuming part of the EMD algorithm is the spline
interpolation step, which must be executed thousands of
times in ensemble or noise-assisted versions.
Several
researchers
reported
parallel
GPU
implementations of different variants of the EMD method.
Huang et al. present a GPU implementation of the original
EMD algorithm [36]. The implementation consists of three
main stages: extrema extraction, cubic-spline interpolation
and IMF-candidate generation. Cubic spline interpolation
relies on solving a system of tridiagonal equations which is
an inherently sequential algorithm. Here the method of
choice is the merging cubic spline interpolation that
constructs the final spline from several smaller ones
computed in parallel. The final speedup achieved with this
method is 33.7x. Waskito et al [37] also implemented a
GPU EMD version. Their version uses the Parallel Cyclic
Reduction algorithm [38] for solving the tridiagonal system
in parallel and achieved a 29x speedup.
Chen et al [39] describe a GPU implementation of the
EEMD algorithm used for anesthesia monitoring. Here the
major benefit is the large number of epochs (as ensembles
are generated from epochs by adding white noise) that can
be executed in parallel. Each epoch is parallelised in a
fashion similar to the ones used for EMD above. The
achieved speedup is above 100x. Finally, Chang et al [40]
Mujahid et al [41] report on the GPU implementations of
the MEMD method. Lang et al. [42] present a new fast
algorithm that can improve the efficiency of the MEMD
algorithm both in sequential and parallel implementations.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced Empirical Mode Decomposition,
a promising method for the study and analysis of non-
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stationary and non-periodic signals, as well as its variants
(EEMD, MEMD) that can be used effectively in EEG
signal analysis. We have also summarized the advantages
and shortcomings of the main EMD-based methods.
Without completeness, we highlighted notable novel
examples of using EMD for EEG signal processing and
analysis. We are confident that there are many other
exciting future application opportunities for the EMD
method and its variants in EEG analysis, but the practical
applicability of these methods mandates very fast
implementations. In our future work, we will examine
existing GPU implementations, and perform extensive
performance evaluation and tuning to create new EMDbased
methods
and
high-performance
GPU
implementations.
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Abstract - In this paper, a concentric cylinder model of
the upper arm is used in order to perform a stationary and
low-frequency analysis of the electrical field distribution on
the capacitive surface electromyography (sEMG) electrode.
The four-layered capacitive electrode is implemented, along
with the preprocessing printed circuit. The goal of this
research is to explore the quality of capacitive coupling
between the electrode and skin covered with fabric, as well
as the behavior of the implemented electronics, and to
appraise the utility of simulation methods. For this purpose,
the finite element method within the CST Studio Suite®
software is used. The results have confirmed the purpose of
implemented electronic components, as well as shown that
the proximity of the electrode and thinner fabric layer with
greater dielectric permittivity are expected to create
stronger capacitive coupling.
Keywords - surface electromyography; EMG; capacitive
electrode; finite element method; CST Studio Suite

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the previous paper [1], a concentric cylinder model
of the upper arm was proposed in order to allow the
stationary analysis of the electrical field distribution on
the homogenous copper electrode. The obtained results
showed correspondence between the fabric thickness and
electrical permittivity, as well as the electrode height and
radius on one side, and the amount of captured voltage on
the other.

II.

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

The model is designed in CST Studio Suite® 2021
software. The finite element method (FEM) within the
Frequency Domain Solver is used to simulate the
electrical conditions on the electrode-fabric interface, as
well as the time response when the system is excited with
a muscle action potential signal. Since the typical content
of raw sEMG signal ranges between 6 Hz and 500 Hz [3],
frequencies above 4 kHz are not considered.
Cylindric upper arm approximation and the materials
are modelled according to [1]. The electrode is
implemented as a four-layered cylinder, with dimensions
taken from [4]. The electrode structure (Fig. 1), as well as
the preprocessing circuit, are taken from [5]. The copper
detection surface is implemented on the bottom layer,
whereas the preprocessing circuit with LMP7721
amplifier is implemented on the top layer. Furthermore,
the upper internal layer consists of a ground plane.
Additionally, as seen in Fig. 1, the structure is surrounded
by a guard ring and plated through holes in order to
increase immunity against environmental noise and to
compensate for parasitic capacitance effects [5].

In this paper, that model is further developed. The
four-layered electrode is implemented, along with the
preprocessing printed circuit. The goal of this research is
to explore the quality of capacitive coupling between the
electrode and skin covered with fabric, as well as the
behavior of the implemented electronics, by using the
low-frequency analysis. For this purpose, the finite
element method within the CST Studio Suite® software
[2] is used.
In section II., the development of the model is shown.
Next, section III. surveys the obtained results, which are
finally discussed in section IV.
Figure 1. Side (a) and bottom (b) view of the four-layered
electrode structure, [5].
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Two designs of preprocessing circuit from [5] are
implemented in Altium Designer® and imported into CST
Studio Suite®. The first one, a low-impedance
current-to-voltage amplifier (trans-impedance) (Fig. 2a) is
used to explore the influence of components and the
geometry. The second one, high impedance bootstrapped
circuitry (Fig. 2b), is then used for comparison with the
first design.

Figure 4. Approximation of the muscle action
potential.

With initial values of electric field potential set to 0
and air used as background material, the 3D geometry
solver conducts the broadband sweep across the chosen
frequency range and calculates the s-parameters of the
model. These parameters are then used in the Transient
task to excite the geometry with the action potential. The
resulting signal at the output of the amplifier is obtained
via a voltage probe.
III.

Figure 2. Schematic of the trans-impedance (a) and
bootstrapped circuitry (b), [5].

In order to simulate the behavior of the circuitry
through the use of Electromagnetic/Circuit Co-Simulation,
Schematic tool is used, along with the SPICE model [6] of
the LMP7721 amplifier (Fig. 3). 3D geometry High
Frequency solver and Transient task are connected via
discrete ports.

RESULTS

Default parameter values are 7.5 mm electrode radius
[5], 0.25 mm fabric thickness, 1.5 fabric dielectric
permittivity, and 0.5 mm electrode distance from fabric.
Default component values are taken from [5], while the
DC voltage source VCC is kept at 5 V.
Firstly, variation of trans-impedance components is
used to explore the impact on the amplifier output. The
dependence of amplifier output voltage on the capacity of
the C1 capacitor (Fig. 5), resistance R4 (Fig. 6), resistance
of Req T-network (Fig. 7), and voltage source VCC (Fig. 8)
is explored. Signals on Fig. 5, 6, and 7 are extracted from
CST®, whereas the rest of the measured signals are, for
easier comparison, displayed without DC level using
Matlab® function detrend.

Figure 3. Trans-impedance circuitry designed in
Schematic tool.

To approximate the action potential spreading from
the neuromuscular junction, positioned at the middle of
the muscle, to muscle endings, a copper cylinder with a
0.5 mm radius is placed along the upper side of the bone
surface and excited with exponential rising and falling
signal (Fig. 4). In order to ensure steady-state, excitation
begins 1 s after the simulation start.
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Figure 5. Dependence of trans-impedance amplifier
output voltage on the capacity of C1 in pF in the first
15 ms (upper) and in the excited-state (lower).
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Secondly, the impact of the geometry is considered
Results are obtained for different detection disc radii
(Fig. 9), fabric dielectric permittivity (Fig. 10), fabric
thickness (Fig. 11), and distance between the electrode
and fabric (Fig. 12).

Figure 6. Dependence of trans-impedance amplifier
output voltage on the resistance of R4 in Ω in the first
15 ms (upper) and in the excited-state (lower).
Figure 9. Output voltage of the trans-impedance amplifier in
case of 1 mm, 7.5 mm, 9 mm, and 10.5 mm electrode radius
(C1=1.5 pF).

Figure 10. Output voltage of the trans-impedance amplifier in case
of 1.2 and 1.5 fabric dielectric permittivity (C1=1.5 pF).

Figure 7. Input current and output voltage of the
trans-impedance amplifier in case of R1=R2=5 GΩ and
R3=22 MΩ (a and b), and in case of R1=R2=20 GΩ and
R3=1 MΩ (a and c) (C1=2 pF).

Figure 8. Output voltage of the trans-impedance
amplifier in case of VCC=3.3 V, 5 V, and 12 V.
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Figure 11. Output voltage of the trans-impedance amplifier in case
of 0.25 mm, 0.58 mm, and 0.75 mm fabric thickness (C1=1,5 pF).

Figure 12. Output voltage of the trans-impedance amplifier in
case of 0.5 mm and 1 mm distance between the electrode and
fabric layer.
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Lastly, two designs proposed in [5] are compared in
Fig. 13.

electrostatics [1], the behavior is not regular when the low
frequency domain is concerned. On the contrary (Fig. 9),
the change in electrode radius could cause the signal to
deteriorate, both for smaller radii, that weaken the
capacitive coupling decreasing the electrode surface A
according to (1), where ε is the dielectric permittivity of
air between the fabric and the electrode, and d distance
between the electrode and fabric:
C = A / d

()

and for greater electrode radii when the detection disc
approaches the guard ring, increasing the effect of
crosstalk (Fig. 14).

Figure 13. Output voltage of the trans-impedance and
bootstrapped amplifier (upper), and input current of the
bootstrapped amplifier (lower).

IV.

DISCUSSION

Observing the acquired results in the previous figures,
the smoothness of the originally high frequency peak in
the output indicates the lowpass filtering effect of the
tissue [7]. Furthermore, since the circuitry implements a
second-order system, there are three main parameters, on
which the impact of component values, fabric dielectric
permittivity, and geometry can be seen: settling time, DC
level, and sensitivity.
As shown in Fig. 5, the capacitor affects not only the
settling time but also the sensitivity within the order of
μV. The smaller capacitance decreases settling time, thus
even the gap between the two pads can be used as a
capacitor to ensure proper stability of the circuit [5].
Acting as the coupler between the amplifier output and
the guard ring, resistance R4 affects mainly the settling
time. The value of 100 Ω, proposed in [5], offers the
shortest settling time (Fig. 6).
On the other hand, the feedback T-network Req is used
to amplify the input current via inverting configuration
(Fig. 7). However, increasing the Req from 1 TΩ to
approximately 400 TΩ does not offer an increase in
sensitivity greater than the one provided by the increase in
capacitance, since the higher resistance lowers the input
current (Fig. 7 b and c). Also, with the increase in
T-networks resistance, the question of resistor tolerance
and quality arises.
When the change in the input DC voltage VCC is
considered, in Fig. 8 it is shown that its value is mostly
related to the DC level. Although it can be removed, e.g
with an instrumentation amplifier when two electrodes are
used, it still affects the power dissipation.
Although the greater electrode radius is in general
expected to create stronger capacitive coupling in terms of
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Figure 14. Behavior of capacity C between two straight copper
tracks on the same side of the printed circuit board. It can be seen
that the decrease in distance d between the tracks increases the
capacity C, thus increasing the effect of crosstalk. εr is the relative
dielectric permittivity of board material, [8].

A similar conclusion can be drawn from Fig. 10.
Although greater fabric dielectric permittivity produces
stronger capacitive coupling [1] and hence positively
affects sensitivity, it also causes the signal to deteriorate
more in the terms of response delay. Likewise, Fig. 11 and
12 suggest that the frequency spectrum of the signal will
be more conserved when the thinner fabric layer is used
and when the distance between the electrode and fabric is
smaller. This behavior can be approximated with the
cylinder capacitor formula (2), where r1 is the radius of
the inner cylinder bone-muscle-fat-skin with the dielectric
permittivity ε1, rfab annular radius of the fabric cylinder in
the middle with the dielectric permittivity εfab, and D
distance between the electrode and fabric, whereas ε0 is
the vacuum dielectric constant and L the length of the
upper arm [9]:

()
The relative dielectric permittivity of the upper arm, ε1, is
at least 1000 times greater than εfab.
As suggested in [5], when comparing two designs in
Fig. 13, it can be seen that the current-to-voltage design
gives approximately 5 times greater gain. Also, unlike the
current-to-voltage design (Fig. 7), the bootstrappped
design does not invert phase (Fig. 13c). Moreover, the
bootstrapped design contains two 50 GΩ resistors, hence
the problem of tolerance may occur in the physical
implementation. Due to the longer settling time of the
bootstrapped design, the system is excited 3 s after the
simulation start. The longer settling time is also the cause
of higher DC level.
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The main computational limitations of the model are
mesh limits, defined by the educational license.
Additionally, similar to [1], due to model geometrical
limitations, the necessity of placing the electrode at least a
fraction of a millimeter above the fabric surface (in this
case 0.5 mm) is still present. Nevertheless, compared to
the COMSOL Multiphysics® 5.4 software used in [1],
achieved solver accuracy is increased 1000 times, whereas
the computation time is less than half an hour on average.
Once the s-parameters are computed, the transient task is
computed within a few seconds. In the case of transient
task instability, input capacitance was slightly changed for
a few 0.1 pF to control the simulation. Such a comparison
suggests that the CST Further mesh improvement would
offer more accurate results, as well as offer an insight into
the connection between the mesh accuracy and DC level
of the signal.
In this paper, external conditions and imperfection of
physical implementation are not considered. However,
within the Schematic tool, it is also possible to include
parasitic circuit elements and package type or to use
sources with internal impedances. With the use of
monitors and Combine Results options, the influence of
the transient task could also be seen within a 3D model in
terms of surface currents and electric field. Apart from the
changes in dimensions and printed circuit board design,
the flexibility of the model also offers the possibility of
changing the bone and electrode position or the material
properties.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a concentric cylinder model of the upper
arm is used to explore the influence of the geometry and
preprocessing circuit components on the quality of the
action potential signal, detected with a four-layered sEMG
electrode. For this purpose, Electromagnetic/Circuit
Co-Simulation within CST Studio Suite® software is
used.
Two different designs of the preprocessing circuit are
implemented and compared. It has been shown that the
current-to-voltage design can acquire the action potential
signal with greater gain than the bootstrapped design.
With the use of the Transient task within the Schematic
tool, the function of certain circuit components is
reexamined and confirmed. The main limitation of the
model is the mesh quality, which affects the accuracy,
stability of the circuit simulation, as well as the DC levels
of the signal.
Based on the obtained results, a thinner cotton layer
with dielectric permittivity values of around 1.5, a smaller
distance between the electrode and fabric, as well as the
detection disc radius with values of around 6 and 7 mm
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(half an electrode outer radius), are expected to create
stronger capacitive coupling. It is also possible to use
lower DC voltage sources in order to decrease the power
dissipation.
Aside from the comparison of the results with the
results from [5], future development will consider the
comparison with the physical prototype with a view to
further investigating the usability of the proposed
simulation approach, the influence of the neglected
external conditions, and the adequacy of the assumptions,
as well as to improving the reliability of the simulation
model.
The CST Studio Suite® software is proven to be
suitable for electromagnetic applications of this kind.
With the use of mesh adaptation and considerate model
design, such numerical method software could have a
future in advanced biomedical applications.
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Abstract—This paper aims at modeling a classifier of
Ventricular heartbeats by experimenting with the most advanced classic binary classifiers in different scenarios for
feature engineering. Methodology: The results were acquired
based on experimenting with XGBoost and Random Forest
algorithms, as two of the most advanced classifiers not based
on neural networks. Although the annotated ECG data sets
contain records with several heartbeat classes, we focus
on a model that would distinguish V from others (Non-V
heartbeats). Considering that we are dealing with a highly
imbalanced data set, we applied the SMOTE algorithm for
data enrichment to provide a better-balanced data set for
training the model. To acquire better results, we added new
calculated features, with and without feature selection. For
feature selection, we used the Fisher Selector algorithm.
Data: We used MIT-BIH Arrhythmia benchmark database,
with train/test split according to the patient-oriented splitting
approach that separates the original dataset into two subsets
with approximately equal sizes and distribution of heartbeat types. Conclusion: The best results are achieved with
XGBoost algorithm with original feature set. We achieved
precision of 91.36%, recall of 88.31% and F1 score of
89.81%. Results showed that oversampling does not provide
significantly better overall model performance. Still, we
would recommend this approach since in practice, when
dealing with imbalanced data sets, this leads to more robust
models that perform better with data outside the training
and test sets, such as when the model is used in production.
Keywords—ECG, XGBoost, machine learning, binary classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Heartbeats can be classified in different ways [1]. The
Association for Advancement of Medical Instrumentation
(AAMI) [2] categorized heartbeats into 5 classes: Normal(N), Supraventricular (S) ectopic, Ventricular (V) ectopic, Fusion (F) and Unknown (Q) beats, also categorized
by the IEC standard 60601-2-47 [3]. Ventricular are extra
beats of the heart which originate in the bottom heart
chambers (the ventricles). A regular heartbeat originates
from the top of the heart (the atria). Ventricular ectopic
beats occur prematurely and cause the heart to beat differently for that beat. Experiencing ventricular ectopics
makes people more likely to develop other heart rhythm
problems. [4]
The goal of this research is to find a Machine Learning
(ML) model to detect V beats from an electrocardiogram
(ECG). Heartbeat classification is a vital step in detecting
different types of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) that
affect millions of people worldwide. A single CVD cannot
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be detected on a single heartbeat ECG recording. However,
detecting heartbeat types according to some classification
specifications is essential for detecting CVD. It is a
good starting point to further classification of series of
heartbeats into episodes that can be labeled with some
specific CVD. This approach makes automatic heartbeat
episodes and CVDs much easier for training an ML model
to do it automatically. Doctors can read ECS recordings
and diagnose CVDs and related episodes directly, but for
the software, it is easier to have the heartbeat accordingly
classified first.
The data set is highly imbalanced since the number of
V heartbeats, both in training and test sets, is relatively
small compared to the total number of beats. Training
and test sets are extracted from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia
benchmark database (MITDB) [5], split in a patient-wise
manner, according to de Chazal, as DS1 and DS2 separate
sets [6]. The input is a list of values extracted from the
ECG using signal processing methods, QRS morphology classification, and separate feature space detection
to calculate the values of different features accompanied
to a recognized single heartbeat, applying the improved
Hamilton method [7].
We conducted several experiments with different ML
algorithms and various feature selections to provide the
best ML model for recognizing V beats. During the
research work, we tried to provide answers to address the
following Research Questions (RQ):
•
•

RQ1: What is the optimal ML algorithm for detecting
V heartbeats?
RQ2: Which method improves the model’s performance, analyzing the enlarging a specific class to
balance the dataset, adding new calculated features
and reduced feature set approaches?

The paper is organized according to the following
structure: Section II presents the related work. Section III
describes the methods used for the research and development of ML algorithms, and classification models are
described in Section IV. Results are presented in Section V
and Section VI gives insights in some other results for
heartbeat type classification. Section VII is devoted to
conclusions and directions for future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many authors/data scientists have worked on the concrete problem of classifying heartbeats. As a result, there
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are a lot of different approaches to this problem.
1) Ensemble models: Bagging as a meta-algorithm
is used by Zeng et al. [8] using the Selecting Base
Classifiers on Bagging for heartbeat classification to select
an optimal set of classifiers among all candidates through
an optimization process, based on the criteria of accuracy
and diversity.
This approach is expanded by one magnitude by Yang
et al. [9] as they build the hyper-ensemble model as an
ensemble of decision trees of ensembles of kernel-based
models.
A human electrocardiogram (ECG) identification system based on ensemble empirical mode decomposition
(EEMD) is designed by Zhao et al. [10]. A robust preprocessing method comprising noise elimination, heartbeat
normalization, and quality measurement is applied to
eliminate the effects of noise and heart rate variability.
2) Wavelets: Mondéjar-Guerra et al. [11] use higherorder statistics and SVM over different features based on
wavelets, local binary patterns LBP, and several amplitude
values.
Higher order statistics (HOS) of wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) coefficients for the purpose of automatic
heartbeat recognition by Kutly at al. [12].
Electrocardiogram beat classification based on wavelet
transformation and probabilistic neural network is the way
how Yu et al. [13] classified heartbeats.
3) SVM: Zhang et al. [14] proposes disease-specific
feature selection consisting of a one-versus-one (OvO)
features ranking stage and a feature search stage wrapped
in the same OvO-rule support vector machine (SVM)
binary classifier.
GDA and SVM-based cardiac arrhythmia classification algorithm is applied to input HRV signals by Asl
at al. [15]. He obtained from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia
database to discriminate six different types of cardiac
arrhythmia classes, including normal sinus rhythm, premature ventricular contraction, atrial fibrillation, sick sinus
syndrome.
Based on the different characteristics of VEB and
SVEB, a novel hierarchical heartbeat classification system
was constructed by Huang at al. [16]. First, random
projection and support vector machine (SVM) ensemble
were used to detect VEB. Then, the ratio of the RR
interval was compared to a predetermined threshold to
detect SVEB. The optimal parameters for the classification
models were selected on the training set and used in the
independent testing set to assess the final performance of
the classification system.
Can Ye well cover morphological and dynamic features
at al. [17] with wavelet transform and independent component analysis applied separately to each heartbeat to extract
morphological features, together with RR interval information computed to provide dynamic features. Afterward,
the extracted features are processed by a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier. SVM classifier approach is also
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used by Garcia at al. [18] analyzing the vectorcardiogram
for extracting features and fine-tuning in feature selection
with a particle swarm optimization algorithm.
4) Neural Networks: Neural networks are used to classify heartbeats by Guler at al. [19].
Genetic algorithm for the optimization of features and
neural networks in ECG signals classification is the core
idea of the research performed by Li et al.[20].
A novel ECG representation based on vectorcardiogram
(VCG), called temporal vectorcardiogram (TVCG), along
with a complex network for feature extraction, is presented
by Garcia et al. [18].
5) Nearest Neighbours: A comparative study of the
learning capacity and the classification abilities of four
classification methods – Kth nearest neighbor rule, neural
networks, discriminant analysis, and fuzzy logic is presented by Jekova et al. [21].
Christov applies premature ventricular contraction classification by the Kth nearest-neighbours rule et al. [22].
6) Morphological Features: De Chazal et al. [6] extracts several feature sets based on ECG morphology and
RR intervals and applies statistical modeling over them.
The final classification out of a single feature set is then
obtained by choosing the class with the highest posterior
probability.
Pointing out that the feature extraction from ECG
recordings is a vital part of the heartbeat classification
problem, Tadekjko et al. [23] compare two strategies for
classification of annotated QRS complexes: based on original ECG morphology features and proposed new approach
- based on preprocessed ECG morphology features.
7) Feature Selection: Distinguishing feature selection
as a preprocessing step is found as performed in the
following cases:
Using Scala language and Apache Spark framework
distinguishes Alarsan et al. [24] from other researchers.
They extract features as a combination of action impulse
waveforms produced by specialized cardiac heart tissues.
Normalized RR interval lengths are the basis for the
work of Saenz-Cogollo at al. [25] by selecting features
with a filter method based on the mutual information
ranking criterion on the training set and then applying the
Random Forest classifier. They conclude that normalized
beat-to-beat RR intervals and features relative to the width
of the ventricular depolarization waves (QRS complex) are
the most discriminating ones.
Improving generalization capability is the focus of the
work of Llamedo et al. [26] validating a simple heartbeat
classifier based on ECG feature models.
An adapted state-of-the-art method of processing information known as Reservoir Computing is used to show
its utility on the open and time-consuming problem of
heartbeat classification, by Escalona at al. [27]
Optimal feature selection with random forests is the
main effort of Saens et al. [25]. He then uses the random
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forest algorithm to perform his heartbeat classification.
8) Open Issues: Analysis of related work shows that it
is almost impossible to compare the results due to use of
different datasets, number of classes and train/test splitting
methodology.
III. E XPERIMENTAL M ETHODS
A. Datasets
The standard MITDB benchmark [5] contains 48 halfhour excerpts of two-channel ambulatory ECG recordings, collected from 47 persons between 1975 and 1979.
Twenty-three recordings were chosen randomly from a
set of 4000 24-hour ambulatory ECG recordings collected
from a mixed population of inpatients (about 60%) and
outpatients (about 40%) at Boston’s Beth Israel Hospital.
The remaining 25 recordings were selected from the
same set to include less common but clinically significant
arrhythmias that would not be well-represented in a small
random sample.
The recordings were digitized at 360 Hz per channel
with 11-bit resolution over ten mV. Two or more cardiologists independently annotated each record, and disagreements were resolved to obtain the computer-readable reference annotations for each beat (approximately 110,000
annotations in all) included with the database.
B. Features
Features are extracted to represent the morphological
characteristics of the captured heartbeat. This feature set
extraction is based on an improved Hamilton method
for beat detection [7]. Domazet and Gusev [28] specify
over thirty features that correspond to measurements of
the baseline deflection, heights and widths of the QRS,
their relative ratio, and ratio with the average of last
beats, RR interval, and relative ratio versus the average
of last RR intervals, triangular similarity index, QRS type
determined by the deflections of R and S waves, etc.
For example, f QSc means measure between two points
calculated on 5% of the max height, f QSa average of last
five f QSc, f QSd difference between f QSc and f QSa,
SB height between S and baseline point, QSc means
measure between Q and S points, QSa average of last
five QSc, QSd difference between QSc and QSa, QSe
average of input values in the interval (energy), T riSim
triangular similarity between QSc and QSa, T ype of the
current, previous and last normal QRS, T h morphology of
the T wave (normal, inverse and biphasic), RRl and RRa
as last RR interval and average of last five RR intervals,
RRr ratio between RRl and RRa, QRca and RSca,
deviation between QR and RS heights from the previous
and current QRS, ST height of the ST segment, etc.
C. Evaluation Metrics
True positives (TP) is the number of correctly labeled
items belonging to the positive class, while false positives
(FP) are items incorrectly labeled as belonging to the
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TABLE I: Distribution V beats in the training set DS1
and test set DS2
Dataset
DS1
DS2

Total beats
51300
49665

V beats
4142
3218

V beats%
8,07%
6,48%

positive class. False negatives (FN) are items that were
not labeled as belonging to the positive class but should
have been, and true negatives (TN) are correctly labeled
to belong to negatives.
We used the following accuracy scores:
•

•

•

Precision is TP divided by the total number of
elements belonging to the positive class (i.e. the sum
of TP and FP).
Recall is TP divided by the total number of elements
that actually belong to the positive class (i.e. the sum
of TP and FN).
F1 score is a measure that combines precision and
recall as their harmonic mean.

Due to its irrelevancy in imbalanced datasets, we did not
use the most common score in ML problems: accuracy.
Let us say one trains a model for detecting fraudulent
transactions that occur in 0.1% of situations, and one
chooses the dumb model scenario that classifies all the
transactions to non-fraudulent. Therefore, one has a model
with 99.9% of accuracy that did not catch any fraudulent
transaction. Such a model is useless, even with pretty high
accuracy.
A confusion matrix presents TP, FP, FN and TN, as a
widely recognized and extremely valuable information.
In addition, we present the improvement factor IF
calculated by (1) that compares the F1 performance prior
and after applying a certain method in developing the
model.
F 1prior
(1)
IF =
F 1af ter
IV. ML MODELING
A. Dataset Train-Test Split
The analyzed classes were V and NonV, consisting of
all other heartbeat types. To conduct proper training of
our models, the train-test split was done such that the
patients do not overlap in the training and testing data
sets, meaning that the model will be tested over data that
the model was never exposed to during the training.
Instead of using an obvious choice of the commonly
used 70%-30% split of shuffled data, we used a patientwise split of the data, as proposed by de Chazal [6].
According to his methodology, the MITDB dataset is split
into two datasets, DS1 and DS2, with recordings from 22
patients, and four paced recordings are not included in the
split datasets. DS1 contains 51029 annotated heartbeats,
and DS2 contains 49711 annotated heartbeats.
Table I presents the number of V beats and the high
imbalance of the training set DS1 and test set DS2.
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TABLE II: Confusion matrices for initial models

B. Handling Imbalanced Dataset
Since we are dealing with a highly imbalanced dataset
with an imbalance ratio NonV vs. V class with a value
of 11.385 times in favor of NonV class, we applied
several oversampling techniques that would automatically
generate artificial examples of the V beats, similar to the
existing ones, and select methods that might lead to a
better performing trained model.
In a classic oversampling technique, the minority data
is duplicated from the minority data population. While it
increases the number of data, it does not give any new
information or variation to the machine learning model.
The oversampling technique we used is SMOTE, implemented within imblearn Python package. This algorithm
randomly chooses two points from the minor-class labeled
samples and places a new example in a random point
between these two points. It is important to note that
SMOTE technique is used only over the training set,
thus extending/balancing only DS1 dataset, effectively
canceling any possibility for occurring data leakage.

NonV
V

RF
NonV
V
43168 2878
76 3123

XGB
NonV
V
45779
267
374
2825

FFNN
NonV
V
45637
409
548 2651

TABLE III: Classification scores of initial models
Score type
Precision
Recall
F1

RF
52.04%
97.62%
67.89%

XGB
91.36%
88.31%
89.81%

FFNN
86.60%
85.46%
86.03%

a model with more features is more time consuming, and
produces a model with slower inference. According to Gu
at al. [29], the vital idea of the Fisher score is to find a
subset of features, such that in the data space spanned by
the selected features, the distances between data points
in different classes are as large as possible, while the
distances between data points in the same class are as
small as possible.
V. R ESULTS FROM ML MODELLING

C. Feature Engineering

A. Initial Model Selection

Next thing worth to try out is feature engineering.
We added new calculated features (FT), one per column
calculated by (2).

Considering the best classifiers involving neural networks (NN), we chose to start the model selection
with Random Forest (RF), XGBoost (XGB) and Fullyconnected plain feed-forward NN (FFNN).
Table II presents the confusion matrices and Table III
the corresponding classification scores. The best results
with this algorithm are achieved when max features value
is set to 70% of all features.
The optimal results using this approach with one hidden
layer, with the same number of neurons as the number
of input neurons. Fewer neurons in the hidden layer lead
to worse performing models. More neurons in the hidden
layer also lead to worse-performing models due to overfitting. According to this, the best performing algorithm is
XGB achieving an F1 score of 89.81%.

F Tnew = mean(F Texisting − abs(F Texisting ))

(2)

This is performed for all numerical (non-categorical)
features. The goal we want to achieve is to introduce
features that are in monotonic relationship with the target
of the prediction, and our assumption is that the breaking
point is the near the mean of the values of a feature.
This is just a single example how new calculated features
can be introduced to the model. The reason why we
need monotonic relationship with the target variable is the
fact that all of the ML algorithms work better with such
variables.
Also, we used the standard data normalization as a
data preprocessing step. The idea is to try to capture the
importance of the new features in situations where the
features are not monotonically dependent on the target
values.
D. Feature Selection
Feature selection is a process where we select a subset
of all available features that leads to a better performing
model. Therefore, we filter out features that do not provide additional information about the training examples
according to the target values that we predict, and we do
that in a systematic manner.
Fisher score is one of the most frequently used feature
ranking approaches used for feature selection. It allows
sorting the features in descending order and choosing top
N features. Here we choose the value of N as a value which
further increase does not significantly improve the model’s
accuracy, and according to our processing power. Training
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B. Handling Training Set Imbalance
Since we did enough experiments to find the most
optimal model for our binary classification problem, we
went further with experiments on how properly handled
imbalance in the training set data would affect the results.
After enriching the dataset with enough V-like labeled
records according to SMOTE methodology, we effectively
injected another 44239 V-labeled artificial training examples, reaching the number of 93484 examples in total. The
resulting confusion matrices applying the SMOTE method
to deal with the imbalance on the XGBoost model training
are presented in Table IV, and the performance results in
Table V. We observe that F1 score is dropping down after
applying this operation. Therefore, it does not improve the
model’s performance.
C. Feature Engineering
Two feature engineering techniques were used:
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TABLE IV: Confusion matrices applying the SMOTE
imbalance handling

NonV
V

Before
NonV
V
45711
335
267
2932

After
NonV
V
45637
409
548 2651

TABLE V: Classification scores applying the SMOTE
imbalance handling
Score type
Precision
Recall
F1

Before
91.36%
88.31%
89.81%

After
86.60%
85.46%
86.03%

IF%
-5.21%
-3.22%
-4.21%

TABLE VIII: Confusion matrices applying new
calculated features

NonV
V

Before
NonV
V
45711
335
267 2932

After
NonV
V
45935
111
741
2458

TABLE IX: Classification scores applying new calculated
features
Score type
Precision
Recall
F1

Before
91.36%
88.31%
89.81%

After
95.68%
76.84%
85.23%

IF%
+4.73%
-12.99%
-5.1%

TABLE X: Confusion matrices applying feature selection
TABLE VI: Confusion matrices applying data
normalization

NonV
V

Before
NonV
V
45711
335
267
2932

After
NonV
V
38350 7696
137 3062

TABLE VII: Classification scores applying data
normalization
Score type
Precision
Recall
F1

Before
91.36%
88.31%
89.81%

After
28.46%
95.72%
43.88%

IF%
-68.85%
+8.39%
-51.14%

1) Data Normalization: Data normalization is a standard step in the data preprocessing phase, where we prepare the dataset to be better fitted for the training process.
A type of data normalization we used is MinMaxScaler
provided by sklearn Python library, which scales all the
values within all the features in a range of [0, 1].
We observe a considerable decrease of sensitivity which
causes that F1 score to drop down after applying the data
normalization. Therefore it does not improve the model’s
performance. After analyzing the results before and after
data normalization, we concluded that the reason of the
drop of the classification accuracy occurs because of the
outliers that appear with high values. The result is shrinking the majority of the values into very narrow range,
and that affected the training procedure with negative
consequences.
2) Adding New Calculated Features: Another step of
feature engineering was to add new features, calculated
from the existing non-categorical ones, according to (2).
The idea driving this formula was to allow the model
to capture information from new features. The way the
new features are composed makes them better suited
for the model training since they preserve a monotonic
relationship with the target that is to be predicted.
The results from this experiment are presented in Table VIII and Table IX. We conclude that F1 score drops
after applying a method that calculates new features;
therefore, it does not improve the model’s performance.
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NonV
V

Before
NonV
V
45711
335
267 2932

After
NonV
V
45886
160
796
2403

TABLE XI: Classification scores applying feature
selection
Score type
Precision
Recall
F1

Before
91.36%
88.31%
89.81%

After
93.76%
75.12%
83.41%

IF%
+2.63%
-14.94%
-7.13%

D. Feature Selection
A feature selection experiment was conducted over the
original feature set using the Fisher selector with 20 as an
input value for the feature we want to see extracted as the
most important ones.
Applying the Fisher method for feature selection, we
conclude that Therefore, the F1 score is dropping down
and does not improve the model’s performance. In our
experiment, we used 13 of the chosen maximum of 20
features were chosen among the newly added ones.
VI. D ISCUSSION
The performance analysis of the related work is presented in Table XII. De Chazal et al. [6] achieved a
sensitivity of 75.9%, a positive predictivity of 38.5%, and
a false positive rate of 4.7% for the SVEB class. The
most relevant result for our writing is the VEB class
scores: the sensitivity was 77.7%, the positive predictivity
was 81.9%, and the false positive rate was 1.2%. Garcia
at al. [18] achieved 87.3% of Sensitivity (Se) for the
Ventricular ectopic beat (V) class. Yang at al. [9] achieved
sensitivity ventricular ectopic beats of 94.4%. Ince at. [30]
reaches accuracy of 98.3% and sensitivity of 84.6% for
VEB detection.
Our approach uses a method where the training and
test data correspond to different patients, as used in some
other approaches that reach higher recall and precision,
which is expected in cases of testing of what has the
classifier trained for. Some of the related work provide
incomplete performance measures so they can. not be
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TABLE XII: Performance comparison to classify V beats
Score type
De Chazal at al. [6]
Zhang et al. [14]
Llamedo et al. [26]
Escalona at al. [27]
This paper
Huang at al. [16]
Kutly at al. [12]
Saenz et al. [25]
Garcia at al. [18]
Yang at al. [9]
Ince at. [30]

Precision
77.7%
85.5%
81.0%
84.8%
91.36%
93.9%
90.0%

Recall
81.9%
92.8%
87.0%
88.8%
88.31%
90.9%

F1
79.7%
89.0%
83.9%
86.8%
89.81%
92.4%
90.8%

87.3%
94.4%
84.6%

directly compared. In addition, our method achieves higher
precision, as one of the goals we used in the optimization.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Analyzing RF, XGB and FFNN for RQ1, we conclude
that the best performing algorithm is the XGB, which is
not surprisingly, since it is already well known as the best
classification and regression algorithm for classic machine
learning problems.
Referring to RQ2, we conclude that none of the approaches to enlarge the training dataset with artificially
injected V-like data points, adding new calculated features and feature selection to 20 top-ranked features does
not improve the classification performance. V heartbeat
data points are grouped well enough that the classification boundary can be drawn well sufficient without data
augmentation. Decision tree-based models are otherwise
proven to be very robust to the characteristics of the features they are operating with since they do not necessarily
require a monotonic relationship with the target, even that
may help occasionally.
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Abstract—Premature heartbeats are those that appear
earlier than the regular ones due to contractions not originating from the Sinus Atrial Node, out of the normal
heart rhythm. Although one might think this is a trivial
task to detect, the distribution of premature heartbeats in
the benchmark electrocardiograms shows it is not the case.
We aim at finding the optimal method to detect premature
heartbeats, threshold value and context level for temporal
based approach. Methodology: Several methods are specified
to calculate the relation of the premature heartbeat to a
set of several previous instances and conduct experiments
to present which averaging method (arithmetic, geometric
and harmonic mean) delivers the best solution. Then, we
calculate the deviation ratio to the average of these beats that
affect the prematurity condition. Particularly, the goal is to
find an average AV G of previous k beat-to-beat intervals
RR, such that the ratio between the difference dRR of
the analyzed RR and AV G versus AV G is more than a
specific threshold T hr. Data: The comprehensive MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia Electrocardiogram benchmark database is used
in our evaluation. The analysis is conducted on the array
of beat-to-beat intervals for the heartbeats preceding the
premature one. Conclusion: The results show that the optimal
method is based on the arithmetic mean AM We found that
the larger k, the better performance is achieved. A sufficient
performance with F1 score over 85% is achieved for k = 5
and T hr = 15%.
Keywords—ECG; arrhythmia; premature ventricular contraction; premature atrial contraction; biomedical engineering;.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A normal heartbeat is presented by a QRS complex
in an electrocardiogram (ECG), addressing the voltage
changes when blood is pumped by contracting the heart
atria (upper chambers) and ventricles (lower chambers). A
regular heartbeat rhythm consists of P, QRS and T waves,
correspondingly triggered in regular time intervals, usually
called RR intervals. Arrhythmia occurs when the heart beat
too fast, too slow, or the rhythm is irregular.
Only a special kind of arrhythmia with irregular heartbeats are analyzed in this paper, focusing on those cases
when the contraction happens too soon, out of a normal
and regular sequence. Premature beats are those that occur
earlier than normal beats (N), usually called premature
contractions. These abnormal heartbeats can begin in one
of the ventricles or atria and disrupt the regular heart
rhythm. Correspondingly, these are called Premature Atrial
Complex (PAC) [1] or simply A beat, and Ventricular
Premature Complex (PVC), usually identified as a V beat,
or both of them known as extrasystoles. Usually this
causes a kind of a flip-flop or skipped beat and can be
very common for most of the people at a certain point.
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PACs [2] are contractions of the atria and not triggered
by the sinoatrial node (SA node), usually followed by
a non-compensatory pause since the atrial depolarization
has entered the sinus node and the sinus rhythm has been
reset. Although, a PVC premature beat is most commonly
followed by a compensatory pause, it can be absent if
retrograde conduction is present through the atrioventricular (AV) node that connects the atria and ventricles and
triggers the heart beat.
If the extrasystoles do not repeat often then there are
no significant changes to the heartbeat rhythm. These
premature beats are common and usually harmless, but
may indicate a serious heart condition including lifethreatening arrhythmias.
When doctors annotate ECG signals they use human
knowledge and understanding to determine arrhythmia
type. Usually it is not based on a precise mathematical
model and binary classification based on threshold values,
but, it is based on their experience and knowledge, according to a more complex history and analysis. In our
efforts to develop an appropriate algorithm we have faced
problems in determination what is annotated as PAC, PVC
and what is not.
It is hard to find a strict mathematical definition what
are the conditions when it occurs, in literature it is mostly
explained that PACs occur when another region of the
atria depolarises before the SA node and thus triggers a
premature heartbeat. It can be detected on an ECG when
the R appears earlier than the average RR interval. Current
PAC detectors are beat classifiers that attain low sensitivity
on PAC detection [3].
The nomenclature ”eariler” is not strictly defined in
mathematical sense and causes a challenge when one
wants to code a solution to detect it.
We have developed a program to test an extensive
MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database (MITDB) database [4] for
annotated signals and determine how to detect extrasystoles automatically with a software solution based on the
regularity of the heartbeat, without a deeper analysis of
the ECG signal morphology.
The research questions in this paper are to find:
•
•
•

RQ1 the optimal temporal method to detect premature heartbeats,
RQ2 the number of previous RR intervals k, and
RQ3 the triggering threshold value T hr.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Relevant
related work is presented in Section II. The experimental
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methodology is described in Section III and results in Section IV. Section V discusses the results and its usefulness.
Finally, relevant conclusions and future work is specified
in Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
Physionet [4] is a comprehensive set of tools and
datasets to evaluate new algorithms, including the wellknown MITDB ECG benchmark database.
Premature beats are recognized to be those that appear
sooner than expected. However, different arrhythmia may
interrupt with this simple rule and introduce a more
complex processing methods. If the methods use analysis
of QRS (heartbeat) methodology then they reveal more
sophisticated results, while the detection of premature
atrial contractions achieves lower performance.
Temporal approaches are based on the analysis of previous heart beat intervals and comparing it to the analyzed
heartbeat. We have concluded that the best results for
detection of premature beats is achieved by analyzing the
previous six intervals and setting the threshold value of
the difference between the analyzed RR interval and the
average of last six RR intervals to be 0.16 [5]. The RR
interval can be denoted as NN, NV, NA, AN, or VN
interval that correspond the essential types N, A, or V
beats.
Hamilton [6] has published a relatively successful open
source library of algorithms. For rhythm classification,
he considered that two RR intervals match when they
are within 12.5% of the average of the two intervals. In
addition, an interval is considered to be an NV interval
when the interval follows an NN interval and is less than
75% of the preceding interval.
The number of previous RR intervals has been addressed by several researchers, and Tsipouras et al. [7]
concludes that a sufficient performance is achieved by
analysis of the last 3 RR intervals, achieving accuracy
of 94.26% and sensitivity of 98.98%. Some authors evaluate the results only using a smaller subset, where the
application of a simple detection rule is straightforward,
such as [8] using only 10 records from MITDB, achieving
average accuracy of 97.21% per record. The distribution
of premature atrial contractions leading to irregular RR
intervals [9] was analyzed for atrial fibrillation cases with
sensitivity was 97.5% and specificity was 99.0%.
Morphological analysis will differ heartbeats, in a sense
that we can determine if the origin of the beat is by
the ventricle, instead of the normal sequence. It may
be efficiently used to detect premature ventricular beats,
as a combination of both approaches, such as in the
case of Krasteva et al. [10] to gain sensitivity of 92.2%
and specificity of 96%. However, it will not detect the
premature atrial beats, and in this paper we aim at both.
Several other approaches have been proposed, using
ML methods, such as Ning et al. [11] using Independent
Component Analysis, k and fuzzy means to identify clus-
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ters, achieving accuracy of 80.94%, sensitivity of 81.10%
and specificity of 80.1%. A much higher performance
(accuracy of 98.2%) was achieved [12] using beat-to-beat
template-matching procedures and neural networks.
Another method includes High-Order Statistics (HOS)
[13] achieving accuracy of 94.96%, sensitivity of 92.19%,
and specificity of 95.19%. A Replacing strategy [14]
was used to evaluate the variation of principal directions
achieving accuracy was 98.77%, with the sensitivity and
positive predictability of 96.12% and 86.48%, respectively.
PACs were detected with Fisher Linear Discriminant [15]
and evaluated on intra-class separation to achieve 99%
sensitivity and 99% specificity distinguishing early and
late PACs by the value of the PT interval.
Detection of PVCs has challenged several researchers.
For example, [16] linear and nonlinear techniques achieving overall detection accuracy of 99.78%, with the sensitivity of 99.91% and specificity of 99.37%, for MIT-BIH
dataset, and [17] wave-based Bayesian framework achieving an average detection accuracy of 99.10%, aggregate
sensitivity of 98.77%, and aggregate positive predictivity
of 97.47%. Others use kernel methods, including SVM and
Gaussian process [13]. Neural network approaches include
quantum neural networks [18], deep neural networks [19],
MLP neural networks [20]
Deep learning models have been proposed by several
authors analysing single-channel ECGs to detect both
premature heartbeat contraction types. A novel convolutional neural network [21] was introduced and trained on
MITDB, evaluating the results on the China Physiological Signal Challenge to automatically detect premature
heartbeats without manually extracting the features. Their
results show average F1 values of 92.6% and 72.2%
correspondingly for detection of PVC and PAC.
Random Forest algorithm was used on morphological
features extracted from the ECG with discrete wavelet
transform [3] achieving median sensitivity, specificity and
positive predictive values of 95.83, 99.39, and 35.68%
correspondingly for atrial beats, and 100, 99.90, and
79.63% for ventricular beats.
Analysis of accuracy as performance measure is not
revealing a relevant information, since the dataset is biased, meaning that the number of premature beats is much
smaller than the other beats, with ratio larger than 10
times. This means, that even, if we build a detector of
premature heartbeats that will always predict the negative
class (the others - non premature heartbeats) than we will
achieve performance of at least 10/(10+1) = 90.1%
III. M ETHODS
In this section we explain the methodology by giving
details on used approaches, metrics, and evaluation metrics
for the experiments.
A. Algorithms
Denote by the RR[i] the current i-th RR interval, that is
analyzed to detect if PVC arrhythmia occurs. The previous
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RR intervals will be denoted by the corresponding index i,
for example, RR[i − 1] denotes the previous RR interval.
There are several methods to find if the currently
analyzed RR[i] interval is within the range of values that
define it as a normal heartbeat. These methods usually
compare its value with the mean value and we classify
them into several classes, corresponding to the type of the
calculated average.
The first class is based on comparing the analyzed RR
interval to the arithmetic mean AM of k previous RR
intervals. The arithmetic mean in this case is calculated as
the average value AM (1).
AM =

k
1X
RR[i − j]
k j=1

(1)

The second class uses geometric mean GM calculated
according to (2).
v
u k
uY
k
GM = t
RR[i − j]
(2)
j=1

The third class is about using harmonic mean HM
calculated by (3).
HM = Pk

k

1
j=1 RR[i−j]

(3)

According to the classification of various mean values
we have tested several algorithms, as follows:
•

A1 - Ak is a class of the algorithms that uses
arithmetic mean to find if there is abnormality. This
method checks the ratio ca(k) for k ≥ 1 as a
coefficient of relative arithmetic difference according
to (4) by comparing the analyzed RR interval with
the average of k previous elements.
RR[i] − AM
(4)
AM
G1 - Gk stands for a class of the algorithms that uses
geometric mean of previous RR intervals. The ratio
cg(k) for k ≥ 1 is a coefficient of relative geometric
difference calculated by (5).
ca(k) =

•

RR[i] − GM
(5)
GM
H1 - Hk algorithms use harmonic mean of previous
RR intervals. The ratio ch(k) for k ≥ 1 is a
coefficient of relative harmonic difference (6).
cg(k) =

•

RR[i] − HM
(6)
HM
A1 is a special case of the relative arithmetic difference
and it checks the ratio between the analyzed RR interval
against the previous one. G1 is a special case of the
relative geometric difference and it checks the same ratio
as the A1, and, also, H1 is harmonic mean such that (7)
is satisfied.
(RR[i] − RR[i − 1])
ca(1) = cg(1) = cv(1) =
(7)
RR[i − 1]
ch(k) =
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Note that in the analysis the analyzed RR[i] interval is
compared to the previous ones. There are methods when
the analyzed RR[i] is compared to the mean calculated
not just by the previous intervals, but also considering the
next intervals. This is motivated to the fact that a premature
ventricular contraction is usually followed by a longer RR
interval (since it occurred earlier, but the heartbeat remains
the same.
Finally, a classification algorithm should find a threshold
value T hr, such that if c > T hr it classifies a premature
beat (belonging to class P, and otherwise to the class
NonP. Therefore in our experiment we tend to find the
distribution of the calculated values of corresponding
coefficients ca, cg, and ch when classified as P and NonP,
and conclude the overall mistake if a certain threshold
value is used as a binary classification algorithm.
The more tests we provide, the better estimation of the
threshold value will be calculated. The analysis needs a
lot of experiments, since we would also like to estimate
the number k of previous RR intervals, the threshold
value T hr and the optimal averaging method to obtain
the highest classification performance.
B. Test data
Several parameters, such as number of True Positives
(TP) as correctly detected positives and True Negatives
(TN), the number of False Negative (FN) and False Positives (FP) constitute the following performance metrics:
Sensitivity (8), Precision (9) and F1-score (10)
SEN =

TP
TP + FN

TP
TP + FP
2
F1 =
1/SEN + 1/P P V
PPV =

(8)
(9)
(10)

The inverse values of SEN, PPV and F1 performance
metrics are specificity (SPC), negative predictive value
(NPV) and iF1, analyzing the performance of detecting
negatives (NonP class) instead of positives.
The MITDB is highly imbalanced with only 2696 PACs
and 6903 PVCs, while the total number of beats is 100733,
meaning that only 9.5% are premature beats.
We have also adapted the MITDB for analysis by excluding specific rhythm episodes, such as the 83 sequences
of atrial fibrillation (AFIB) and 45 sequences of atrial flutter (AFL) since in these cases the PACs are not annotated
appropriately due to the irregular rhythm in AFIB and
AFL. In addition, we excluded 6 sequences of ventricular
fibrillation (VFL), where the heartbeats were annotated
with different labels. On top of this we excluded those nonbeat labels, such as unclassified beats, isolated artifacts or
non-conducted P-waves, along with other identifications
of comments, signal quality markings pauses etc.
This process finished with 86739 annotated beats and
only 8467 premature beats, where only 5814 PVCs and
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Fig. 1: Achieved performance for different methods AM,
GM and HM for k = 5.
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We conclude that the larger k the better the results
are. However, the tradeoff in increasing the complexity
of calculations might not be the case, and we conclude
that AM5 performs sufficiently. For example, performance
difference between k=5 and k=6 is only 1% and the
number of calculations is increased by 20%.
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Fig. 2: Achieved best performance for various k
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Fig. 4: Distribution in MITDB, (blue dots present the
premature beats overlapped by the others - orange).
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Fig. 3: Achieved performance for AM5

2653 PACs left in the benchmark dataset. This increased
the ratio of premature beats slightly to 9.76%.
IV. R ESULTS
The conducted experiments showed that AM method
achieved much better performance compared to GM and
HM, demonstrated in Fig. 1 for k = 5. This answers the
first research question RQ1.
Fig. 2 presents the optimal performance for the AM
method with different k values, while Fig. 3 performance
of the AM5 method.
The achieved F1 score evaluated on MITDB was
82.99% and 85.01% respectively for AM5 and AM10
methods, while the inverse F1 score (for detecting the
NonV class) was 98.34% and 98.50%, which is expected
result due to the imbalanced dataset.
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Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present Poincare plots, where the
x-axis presents the AM5 and y axis the last heartbeat
interval, such that the Fig. 4 shows NonP class over the
V class, and Fig. 5 shows P class over the NonP. The
yellow line presents the y = x and the grey line the best
separation line of 15% that reveals the best performance.
There is no ideal separation between P and NonP classes
and the overlap is evident preventing ideal performance.
Distribution of V and A beats as premature beats
depends on many factors. The source of overlap preventing
ideal performance is analyzed next.
There are 26 sequences of SVTA, 60 sequences of VT,
presenting a sequence of A and V beats correspondingly.
However, these are not premature in the context of being
compared to the previous k heartbeat intervals. This is why
the conclusion the larger k the better performance.
An illustration of this is presented in Fig. 6. For example, usually an A beat appears after L, or N beat, followed
by N or L beat. However, supraventricular tachyarrhythmia
is usually represented as a series of A beats (Fig. 6). In
this case, the Poincare plot shows that all those A beats
which belong to the supraventricular tachycardia will be
located in an area of x-axis between 170 and 200 and yaxis between 170 and 185. A separation line on -15% will
generate False Negatives for all these points.
Not all supraventricular tachycardia beats are misinterpreted with this method. For example, Fig. 7 presents
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Fig. 7: Distribution of the MITDB record 220 with
supraventricular tachycardia, where blue dots present the
A beats, and orange the others.
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Fig. 6: Distribution of the MITDB record 207 with
supraventricular tachycardia, where blue dots present the
A beats and orange are others.

smaller sequences of tachycardia, and the -15% separation
line reveals excellent performance.
Optimal threshold parameter depends on the parameter
k, The larger k, the smaller threshold value is. This
answers the second research question RQ2.
The threshold values belong to the range of -18% for
AM1, up to -14% for AM10, with an average of -15%.,
which answers the last research question RQ3.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
We have analyzed different methods to detect premature
beats (PACs and PVCs) and conducted several experiments
to evaluate the performance.
The focus was on temporal methods of the RR interval
associated to the analyzed heartbeat and its predecessors.
The methods include calculation of an average of previous
k RR intervals and the calculation of the deviation ratio
versus the analyzed RR interval. The decision is made by
comparing the deviation ratio versus a threshold T hr.
We concluded that the averaging method that reveals
the best performance is the arithmetic mean. The larger
the number of previous RR intervals k is the better
performance is achieved. A good performance over 85%
is achieved for k = 5 and T hr = −15%.
Finally, we conclude that, although temporal methods
reach sufficient performance, we aim at achieving even
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higher performance. To increase the performance, one
needs to analyze also the type of the previous heartbeats.
For example, if the previous beats are PACs or PVCs, then
the prematurity condition specified by the comparing the
deviation ratio versus a threshold is not valid anymore.
Our medical device ViewECG [22], [23], [24] reaches
high performance of sensitivity, positive predictive value
and F1 score of 93.36%, 92.07% and 92.72% correspondingly for PVCs, and 79.04%, 94.71% and 86.17% for
PACs, evaluated in combination with the QRS detection
software.
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Abstract—Automatic arrhythmia detection methods are a very
significant area of computational ECG analysis. This field has
been researched for a long time, however, there are various
challenges still faced. Some of the main flaws in current ECGbased arrhythmia classification research are limited variety of
datasets used and varying experimental setups, which makes
it difficult to directly compare different methods. Most often,
a method is evaluated on a specific dataset and task (set of
arrhythmia classes). By placing these methods under unified
evaluation setup (one umbrella), we can apply (evaluate) them
on a wider range of datasets and tasks than they were originally
proposed for. To address these challenges, in this paper, we
perform benchmarking of some of the most significant deeplearning based methods for arrhythmia detection. These methods
are compared on four datasets, considering the most significant
state-of-the-art arrhythmia classification tasks. Included are the
data from the CinC2017 and CPSC2018 challenges, as well as
two recently published large-scale ECG arrhythmia datasets: the
PTB-XL and the Shaoxing Hospital Database. The analyses cover
a wide range of both morphological and rhythmic arrhythmias,
all while focusing on methods suitable for single-lead analysis.
In addition, the classification performance on 12-lead data and
single-lead data is compared and discussed.
Keywords—deep learning; arrhythmia; ECG; benchmarking;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Arrhythmia detection is the most significant and widely
researched ECG application area. Various heartbeat abnormalities are known as arrhythmias under one name. These
abnormalities are detected by medical professionals using
ECG due to its simplicity and non-invasive nature. There
are two main categories of arrhythmias. The first type is
called morphological arrhythmias and are characterized by the
irregularity of a single heartbeat. The second type are the socalled rhythmic arrhythmias, characterized by a set of irregular
heartbeats. The corresponding arrhythmia detection tasks are
known as form and rhythm tasks, respectively. The development of automatic ECG-based heartbeat classification and
arrhythmia detection methods represents a large portion of the
research involving computational methods for ECG analysis.
The research on this topic has involved some standard methods
in the past, such as frequency analysis [1], wavelet transform
[2] and template matching [3]. In recent years, the focus has
started to shift towards machine learning methods [4], with the
We acknowledge the financial support of the Slovenian Research Agency
under Grant P2-0095.
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majority of state-of-the-art arrhythmia detection studies now
using deep learning (DL) techniques. Convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) are commonly used for all learning tasks
related to images and signals, including ECG. CNNs have
been used for arrhythmia detection on a wide range of datasets,
evaluation scenarios, as well as various target class groupings
[5, 6, 7, 8].
The research in the area of arrhythmia detection has been
mostly focused on classifying the heartbeats in the MITBIH Arrhythmia database [9] in the 5 groups of arrhythmias
established by the Association for Advancement of Medical
Instruments (AAMI) [10]. Some studies report almost perfect
results for this specific problem, for example, the study in
[11] reports overall precision and recall of around 96-97%.
However, this is achieved using the intra-patient evaluation
paradigm and does not reflect a realistic scenario. Due to this
variability in the evaluation procedures employed, some of
which are highly flawed, as well as the limited number of test
subjects in this public database, there is still a need for further
research before employing automatic machine learning models
for detecting arrhythmias in clinical practice. Standardization
of the evaluation procedure, as well as including representative
heartbeats from a variety of data sources, instead of only one
database, is necessary to further advance the research area of
heartbeat classification for arrhythmia detection.
In recent years, besides the MIT-BIH database, several new
databases have been established as highly notable regarding
the number of subjects involved or the type of arrhythmia
included. Some of them have been the subject of the recent
prominent CinC/Physionet [12] or China Physiological Signal
challenges [13]. Recently made public databases have drawn
much attention with the high number of patient measured for
12-lead ECG, like the PTB-XL database [14] and the Chapman
University and the Shaoxing People’s Hospital database [15].
Therefore, benchmarking these datasets with the currently
most significant deep-learning based methods for arrhythmia
detection under unified evaluation setup (one umbrella) is the
main challenge in this paper. The analyses will cover a wide
range of both heartbeat form and heart rhythm classes, with
the focus on tasks for single-lead analysis.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes the ECG databases and defines the investigated
arrhythmia tasks. Section III presents the experimental design,
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including the preprocessing pipeline, the selected DL architecture for the benchmarking tasks, and the unified evaluation
procedure. The obtained results are presented and analyzed in
Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. ECG DATABASES AND A RRHYTHMIA TASKS
In this paper, we use 4 databases that contain annotations for
arrhythmia types: CinC/Physionet Challenge 2017 Database
[12], China Physiological Signal Challenge 2018 Database
[13], Chapman University and Shaoxing People’s Hospital
Arrhythmia Database [15], and PTB-XL Database [14]. Each
of this databases contains short-term ECG measurements,
ranging from a few seconds up to a few minutes, while the
majority of the recordings is 10 seconds long. Common for
these databases is that each short measurement is from a
different person and each measurement is annotated with one
or a few arrhythmia labels, referring to the entire measurement.
These databases were mainly chosen due to their wide use in
arrhythmia detection literature and their size. Included here
are one single-lead database and three 12-lead databases,
however in all cases we perform benchmarking for single-lead
classification methods. For this purpose, we always choose
lead II from 12-lead databases to simulate the use of singlelead sensor, since it has been shown as the best-performing
lead [7].
Arrhythmia detection is commonly treated as a supervised
machine learning task, more specifically as a classification
task. Each of these databases is associated with one or two
arrhytmhia tasks (set of arrhythmia classes), which will be
used here for benchmarking. An overview of the most common
arrhythmia types (classes) and their abbreviations, as well as
whether they are related to heartbeat morphology or heart
rhythm, is given in Table I. The classes in each task are
given in Table II, while more details about each dataset and
corresponding task(s) are given in the subsections below.
A. CinC/Physionet Challenge 2017 (CinC2017)
The dataset used in the Atrial Fibrilation (AFIB) Classification Challenge in 2017 [12], organized by PhysioNet
and CinC, is one of the most widely used datasets for the
development of AFIB detection methods, establishing itself as
an AFIB benchmark dataset after the challenge [16]. The data
for the challenge consisted of a collection of 8528 recordings,
lasting from 9 seconds to 60 seconds. Each recording included
one non-invasive ECG signal sampled at 300 Hz, which was
obtained using a mobile ECG recording device – Alivecor
KardiaMobile [12]. The recordings were obtained while the
users held the two electrodes of the device in one hand
each, creating a lead I (LA - RA) equivalent ECG. Many
of the ECGs in the dataset were inverted (RA - LA) since
the device did not require the user to have the electrodes
in any particular orientation. This dataset contains only 4
labels: Normal, AFIB, Other and Noise. The class ”Other”
covers a wide range of abnormal non-AFIB rhythms. This
four-class classification task for AFIB detection, from the 2017
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CinC/Physionet Challenge, is the first task considered in this
paper. In Table II, it is referred to as CinC2017 task.
B. China Physiological Signal Challenge 2018 (CPSC2018)
The China Physiological Signal Challenge [13] has been
organized every year since 2018, with the dataset of the first
year being continuously used ever since for validation of
arrhythmia detection methods, especially those attempting to
utilize all 12 ECG leads [17, 8]. This database was collected
from 11 hospitals and contains 12-lead ECG recordings lasting
from 6 to 60 seconds. The recordings were sampled at 500 Hz
and were taken from 3178 female and 3699 male patients. This
dataset covers a wide range of significant arrhythmia types,
including bundle branch blocks (LBBB and RBBB), premature beats (PVC and PAC), atrioventricular blocks (AVB1)
and atrial fibrillation (AFIB). All 9 classes comprising the
CPSC2018 task can be found in Table II.
C. PTB-XL Database
The PTB-XL database [14] is a large dataset by
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Germany,
collected between 1989 and 1996, but it was made publicly
available in 2020. It consists of 21,837 12-lead ECG recordings from 18,885 distinct patients, which were sampled at 500
Hz, each lasting 10 seconds. The database contains 71 different
statements, whereas at least one statement is assigned to each
recording as a recording-level annotation. The statements are
divided into three categories: diagnostic, form and rhythm. The
authors propose multiple classification tasks on this database
[17], however we choose the form and rhythm tasks, since
they contain finest granularity of arrhythmia types. The 15
form classes and 12 rhythm classes in the PTB-XL benchmark
tasks are given in Table II.
D. Chapman University and Shaoxing People’s Hospital Arrhythmia Database (ARR10000)
This database is among the first to include a very large
number of individual subjects (more than 10,000), which is
significant for many computational ECG analysis applications,
including arrhythmia detection. It was collected by the Chapman University and the Shaoxing People’s Hospital [15], and
contains 12-lead ECG signals sampled at 500 Hz. The signals
are short, each 10 seconds in duration. The database includes
11 heart rhythms, significantly covering a few types of not very
common supraventricular tachycardia (SVTA). In addition,
it also includes a wide range of form labels, however the
authors propose the use of this database foremost for rhythm
classification tasks [15]. They present two options: a finergrained 11-class rhythm task and 4-class merged rhythm task.
Both of them are given in Table II, where the subclasses of
the merged arrhythmia task are given in brackets.
III. E XPERIMENTAL D ESIGN
In this paper, we perform benchmarking of state-of-theart deep learning pipelines for arrhythmia classification. Each
pipeline consists of data preparation procedure and is aimed
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TABLE I. A RRHYTHMIA TYPES DICTIONARY AND CATEGORIZATION
Heartbeat morphology

Rhythm

NORM - normal sinus beat
∼(Noise) - signal noise
AVB1 - first-degree atrioventricular block
LBBB - left bundle branch block beat
RBBB - right bundle branch block beat
PAC - premature atrial contraction
PVC - premature ventricular contraction
STD - ST segment depression
STE - ST segment elevation
ABQRS - abnormal QRS
VCLVH - voltage criteria (QRS) for left ventricular hypertrophy
QWAVE - Q wave present
LOWT - low amplitude T-waves
NT - non-specific T-wave changes
LPR - prolonged PR interval
INVT - inverted T-waves
LVOLT - low QRS voltages in the frontal and horizontal leads
HVOLT - high QRS voltage
TAB - T-wave abnormality
PRC(S) - premature contraction(s)

SR - sinus rhythm
SI - sinus irregularity
SARRH - sinus arrhythmia
STACH - sinus tachycardia
SBRAD - sinus bradycardia
PACE - normal functioning artificial pacemaker
SVARR - supraventricular arrhythmia
BIGU - bigeminal pattern
SVTAC - supraventricular tachycardia
PSVT - paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia
TRIGU - trigeminal pattern
AFIB - atrial fibrillation
AFLT - atrial flutter
SVT - supraventricular tachycardia
AT - atrial tachycardia
AVNRT - atrioventricular node reentrant tachycardia
AVRT - atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia
SAAWR - sinus atrium to atrial wandering rhythm

TABLE II. A RRHYTHMIA DETECTION TASKS ; M ULTIPLE LABELS COMPOSING ONE CLASS ARE GIVEN IN BRACKETS
Task

No. Classes

Classes

CinC2017

4

NORM, AFIB, OTHR, ∼(Noise)

CPSC2018

9

NORM, AFIB, AVB1, LBBB, RBBB, PAC, PVC, STD, STE

PTB-XL Form

15

ABQRS, PVC, STD, VCLVH, QWAVE, LOW, NT , PAC, LPR, INVT, LVOLT, HVOLT, TAB , STE, PRC(S)

PTB-XL Rhythm

12

SR, AFIB,STACH, SARRH, SBRAD, PACE, SVARR, BIGU, AFLT, SVTAC, PSVT, TRIGU

ARR10000 Rhythm

7

NORM, SI, SBRAD, AFIB, AFLT, STACH, SVT

ARR10000 Rhythm Merged

4

(NORM, SI), (SBRAD), (AFIB, AFLT), (STACH, SVT, AT, AVNRT, AVRT, SAAWR)

for a specific frequency. The most important part of the
pipeline is the deep learning architecture. Each of these
pipelines is originally proposed for specific dataset and task.
This paper aims to apply the methods in these pipelines
to multiple datasets and tasks, under a unified evaluation
setup. The methods in the pipeline, more specifically the data
preparation and the neural network architecture, as well as the
evaluation setup, are given in the sections below.
A. Data Preparation
Since we are focusing on deep learning methods, raw data
is fed to the neural network, which means that complex data
preprocessing or feature engineering is not necessary. We still
need to modify the ECG data to a format suitable to serve as
neural network input. This means that the ECG signals need
to be normalized and re-sampled to the frequency the neural
network was designed for. In addition, each input has to be of
the same length, which is achieved by either cropping longer
ECG segments or zero-padding the shorter ones. The actual
frequency used in the neural network input, as well as the
length of the signal, varies in each pipeline.
In most cases, the entire ECG segment, sometimes cropped
or padded, serves as input. This type of input vector generation
is referred to as sequence segmentation in our experiments.
Alternatively, a sliding window approach can be used, where
smaller windows are fed in the network. A prediction is
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obtained for each window separately, and then those predictions are aggregated to get a single prediction for the entire
measurement. In these cases, a sliding window of 2.5 seconds
is used, with 50% overlap.
B. Deep Learning Architectures
We use three main neural network architectures for the experiments in this paper. First is the residual network (ResNet),
whose variations have been used in multiple arrhythmia detection works [5, 6, 18]. Next, we include the winning model
of the 2018 China Physiological Signal Challenge (CPSCWinnerNet) [8], and finally, a novel architecture with a residualbased temporal attention block (RTA-CNN) [16], proposed for
the CinC2017 dataset. We do not apply each architecture to
each task, since our main aim is to try to confirm the reported
state-of-the-art results under a unified evaluation setup.
The ResNet we use consists of residual blocks with convolutional layers. Different works have used very similar
variations of the ResNet architecture [5, 17], however we use
the implementation described in [18]. This architecture was
intended for single-lead ECG with a sampling frequency of
250 Hz and uniform input length of 60 seconds.
CPSCWinnerNet [8] consists of convolutional blocks
(CNNs), gated recurrent units (GRUs) and an attention layer.
It is designed to be used for 12-lead ECG data, however it
can be modified to work with a single-lead ECG as well.
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The proposed architectures consists of filters intended for
500 Hz input data. The input signal should be 144 seconds
long, which is the longest recording length in CPSC2018
dataset. The winning model scores are obtained with an
ensemble of 12-lead and single-lead models in order to get
the final predictions, however here we only experiment with
the architecture itself applied to single-lead ECG.
The third architecture used in this paper, RTA-CNN architecture with exponential nonlinearity loss (EN-loss), has been
proposed for the CinC2017 challenge task and dataset. It is a
residual network with RTA blocks utilizing temporal attention
mechanisms. The authors also propose a novel EN-loss. It
was originally used on single-lead CinC2017 data, sampled
at 300 Hz and limited to 30 seconds input length. Recordings
shorter than 30 seconds are expanded by replicating, and for
those longer than 30 seconds, a random 30-second segment is
chosen. This method is different to the simple cropping and
zero padding used in the other methods and is referred to as
repeatcrop later in the results.
All networks were trained for a maximum of 300 epochs,
using early stopping on a validation set. We used a batch size
of 128 and Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001.
The implementation1 was done in Python 3.8 with Tensorflow
2, and trained on an Nvidia GeForce RTX 3090 GPU.
C. Evaluation Procedure
The aim of this paper is to compare arrhythmia classification
methods under a unified setting. In order to achieve this,
most important is a fair and unified evaluation procedure,
which gives a realistic estimate of the model performance.
In this paper, we use a stratified 10-fold cross-validation. In
each iteration, 8 folds are used for training, one is used for
validation and one for testing. The scores presented in the
results section are average scores over all folds on the test set.
The validation sets are used for early stopping of the neural
network training. This procedure is applied to each dataset and
each task.
D. Evaluation Metrics
In order to measure the performance of classifiers quantitatively, multiple metrics can be calculated. When an imbalanced
dataset is in question, as is the case of most diagnostic
classification tasks, the accuracy is not very indicative of
model performance. More important are the true positive rate
(TPR) and positive predictive value (PPV) of each class, which
are combined in the F1 score. In addition, the area under ROC
curve (AUC) is another strong classification metric. Macroaveraged scores are preferred in imbalanced classification
tasks, so in this paper we compare the methods using macro
F1 score and macro AUC. It should be noted that in some
cases only one of these metrics is reported in the reference
paper and only that one can be used for comparison.
1 The

code is available on: https://github.com/elenamer/ecg classification
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IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we will present and discuss the results from
the benchmarking experiments described in this paper. An
overview of the classification settings included in this paper
is given in Table III. The results for the CinC2017 Challenge
Dataset are given in Table VI, for the CPSC2018 Database in
Table IV, for PTB-XL in Table V, and for ARR10000 in Table
VII, including scores for different classification tasks relevant
for each dataset. AUC and F1 scores are shown, in addition
to ACC included for comparison, in the cases where ACC is
reported in the original paper. As described in the previous
sections, the methods are compared under a unified training
and evaluation setup, using only a single ECG lead, while
the reported state-of-the-art results are sometimes referring to
models using all 12 leads.
The results for CinC/Physionet Challenge 2017 are given
in Table VI. The reference scores are given in the last two
rows, where the last row is referring to the overall winner
of the challenge [19]. This challenge-best method used a
complex classification pipeline including expert feature extraction, abductive interpretation and extensive data preprocessing,
including data relabeling and lead inversion. As a result, it
achieves an F1 score of 0.831, which is significantly higher
than all of the methods that we chose to benchmark. The
method that we want to compare with is RTA-CNN [16] (given
in the second last row), which achieves accuracy of 0.83 and
does not report the corresponding F1 or AUC scores. We were
able to achieve the same accuracy using the CPSCWinnerNet
architecture, however our experiments did not reproduce the
reported result with the RTA-CNN architecture and repeatcrop
data preparation technique, as described in [16].
The China Physiological Signal Challenge 2018 results are
given in Table IV. In this table, we can observe that with the
same CPSCWinnerNet architecture [8] an F1 score of 0.7287
is achieved. This is comparable with their best single-lead
reported result of F1 score (0.75). The winning score is much
higher, F1 of 0.837, however it is obtained with an ensamble
of many 12-lead and single-lead models. Since our goal is
to benchmark the methods under the same set of conditions,
we only perform experiments with the architectures without
additional ensemble or complex data preprocessing techniques.
The PTB-XL benchmark paper [17] includes the PTB-XL
form and PTB-XL rhythm tasks. The reported results are on
12-lead data using the ResNet architecture, with the scores on
both tasks reported in Table V. Our benchmarking experiments
with both traditional ResNet and CPSCWinnerNet showed that
with ResNet we were able to achieve better scores on the PTBXL Rhythm task than those reported (F1 of 0.4673 as opposed
to 0.4190). However, we did not come close to the state-ofthe-art for the PTB-XL form task, with an F1 of 0.1795, which
is significantly lower than the reported 0.2823. It should also
be noted that the best-performing ResNet scores are obtained
with full-sequence input, as opposed to the sliding window
segmentation used in the PTB-XL benchmarking paper.
The fourth dataset, Chapman University and Shaoxing Peo-
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TABLE III. OVERVIEW OF THE CLASSIFICATION SETTINGS USED IN THIS PAPER
Model

ResNet

CPSCWinner

RTA-CNN

Task

CPSC2018, PTB-XL Rhythm,
PTB-XL Form, ARR10000
Rhythm and ARR10000
Rhythm Merged

CPSC2018, CINC2017, PTB-XL
Rhythm, PTB-XL Form,
ARR10000 Rhythm and
ARR10000 Rhythm Merged

CINC2017

Segmentation

sequence and sliding window

sequence

repeatcrop and sequence

Frequency

250Hz

500Hz

300Hz

Reference

[18, 17]

[8]

[16]

ple’s Hospital Arrhythmia Database (ARR10000), is benchmarked on two tasks proposed by the database’s authors [15]:
ARR10000 Rhythm and ARR10000 Rhythm Merged. The
results on these two tasks are given in Table VII. The results
from the same two models and pipelines on single-lead ECG,
same as for the other datasets, are shown. The results reported
in one of the first papers using this dataset are also given in
this table for reference. We can see that both CPSCWinnerNet
and ResNet achieve higher scores than the reference reported
result on the extended rhythm task, with a significantly higher
F1 of 0.8834. On the reduced ARR10000 Rhythm Merged
task, our benchmark methods achieve similar results to those
reported in literature.
The most important findings from this paper are summarized
in Fig. 1, where the reported and obtained F1 scores for
each dataset and task can be compared. We can see that on
both tasks in the ARR10000 database, as well as for rhythm
classification on PTB-XL, our state-of-the-art methods, chosen
due to their performance on other datasets and tasks, achieve
higher scores than those currently reported in literature. Furthermore, we achieved lower, but comparable results both on
the CinC2017 and CPSC2018 challenge datasets. Regarding
the PTB-XL form task, our setup resulted in significantly
lower scores than those obtained in the PTB-XL benchmarking
paper. Since this task covers a very wide range of fine-grained
ECG form abnormalities, not found in any of the other tasks,
this low score could indicate that in order to classify these
arrhythmia types, all 12 leads are necessary. In all other tasks,
mainly consisting of rhythm classes, single-lead models have
performed well, with scores comparable to 12-lead models.
When comparing the performances of the different deep
learning architectures, ResNet and CPSCWinnerNet result in
similar scores on the PTB-XL rhythm task, both ARR10000
tasks and the CPSC2018 task. This proves that these architectures are able to successfully capture both heartbeat morphology and rhythm abnormalities. RTA-CNN, on the other hand,
is the significantly weaker architecture, which indicates that
the novel RTA block is not as robust as the well-established
standard residual blocks, found in ResNet, and the recurrencebased networks with attention, like CPSCWinnerNet.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have benchmarked four most prominent ECG arrhythmia databases (CinC2017, CPSC2018, PTB-XL, ARR1000)
with the currently most significant deep-learning methods for
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Results on 6 SOTA benchmark tasks
Our best (single-lead)

Reported (12-lead)

Reported (single-lead)
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Figure 1. Comparison of the best F1 scores obtained with
the benchmarking approach and the state-of-the-art (SOTA)
F1 scores reported in literature

arrhythmia detection (ResNet, CPSCWinnerNet, RTA-CNN)
by placing them under unified evaluation setup (one umbrella).
While doing so, we consider the most significant state-of-theart arrhythmia classification tasks: form and rhythm detection.
The results have shown that some of the selected deep learning
architectures can achieve even better performance on some
datasets when compared to the results reported in the original
benchmark paper. This confirms that standardization of the
evaluation procedure should be seen as a necessity to further
advance the research area of arrhythmia detection.
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Abstract—Cuffless blood pressure (BP) measurement is
gaining a lot of attention as a promising new technology that
can be embedded in a patch-like biosensor device. Electrocardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmogram (PPG) waveforms
are non-invasive by their nature - they can be recorded
without sending any electrical impulses to the human body.
These signals present different aspects of the cardiovascular
system, thus using both of the signals for blood pressure
classification seems like a viable strategy. Quick estimation
of the blood pressure during the triage process in cases of
natural disasters with many injured subjects, is an essential
measure for following the hemostability of the injured. The
main goal of this study is to develop a two-class classification
model (Hypotension and Nothypotension) for fast prediction
of the blood pressure category by utilizing ECG and PPG
signals, in order to detect a BP sudden drop. The developed
deep learning models are based on the LSTM architecture
and its variants, CNN-LSTM. We also conducted three class
classification model. The models were trained and tested
using the data from the UCI Machine Learning Repository
Cuff-Less Blood Pressure Estimation dataset with 12000
instances. The best result in the two-class model is AUROC
= 0.74.
Keywords—blood pressure (BP) estimation, triage, electrocardiogram (ECG), photoplethysmogram (PPG), long short
term memory (LSTM), CNN-LSTM, artificial neural network,
deep learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
A multisensor patch-like device that can be attached to
an injured’s chest in mass casualties events could improve
the START triage process. This device is capable of
collecting and analysing information on vital parameters
such as respiration rate (RR), heartbeat (heart rate – HR),
blood oxygen saturation level (SpO2), blood pressure and
body temperature [1]. Our interest in this research is to
utilize the embedded electrocardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensors in the patch-like biosensor
in order to follow the injured’s hemostability (if there is
an internal bleeding).
Blood pressure is the force that the blood exerts on
the walls of the blood vessels, as the heart pumps blood.
The heart on average beats 60 - 100 times a minute
[2]. During each beat the heart performs a cardiac cycle
that consists of two phases: the systole, when the heart
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contracts pumping the blood into the arteries and the
diastole, when the heart relaxes after a contraction. With
every beat of the heart, the blood pressure changes from
the maximum, systolic (SBP), to the minimum, diastolic
(DBP) [3]. This is a metric that is often measured by
health care professionals during a medical checkup. ECG
represents the electrical activity of the heart, while PPG
shows the changes of blood volume in the microvascular
tissue. The codependency among BP, ECG and PPG has
been explored in many different studies [4] [5] [6] [7].
During the overview of the literature we have realized
that the BP hypotension category (SBP<90, DBP<60) is
not in the focus of most researches, while it is important
for the project presented in [1]. Typical symptoms of
hypotension are dizziness and fainting. Severely low blood
pressure can deprive the brain and other vital organs
of oxygen and nutrients, leading to a life-threatening
condition - shock. Since our interest is to monitor the
injured patient’s hemostability in emergency situations, it’s
important to note that a sudden drop in the BP might be
caused by an internal bleeding, leading to a change in the
triage priority of giving a medical treatment (to triage label
’immediate’). As a main interest in this paper, we explore
the BP categorisation as a two-class classification problem
(classes Hypotension and Nothypotension).
As a proposed model for solving the categorization of
the BP is a type of reccurent neural network - Long short
term memory, LSTM. They are capable of processing
sequential information, e.g. time series data (ECG, PPG
signals), and are specifically built to be able to follow long
term dependencies. This study focuses on CNN-LSTM
models. The developed model architecture supports the
idea of fast categorisation - the algorithm is simple and
able to function in real time.
The proposed methodology is consisted of the following
steps:
1) Cleaning the data, by excluding signals that have
missing values or the difference between the SBP
and DBP is less than 20 or greater than 100, or the
value for DBP is greater than 130;
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2) The data segments in the longer signals are transformed into smaller ones with uniform length - a
format of the input vectors passed to the network
models;
3) The ECG and PPG signals are transformed first by
standardization and then by filtration;
4) BP categorization - two BP categories (First experiment) and three BP categories (Second Experiment);
5) Building the classification CNN-LSTM models;
6) Evaluation of the models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents an overview on similar papers or related researches. The methodology is described in Section 3. The
results of the experiments and the discussion are presented
in Section 4, including the introduction of the dataset,
the preprocessing part and the used methods. Section 5
presents the conclusion.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, several researches on the subject of
interest are explored - solutions for noninvasive continuous blood pressure estimation utilizing ECG and/or PPG
signals. Some of these solutions attempt to manually
extract relevant features from the signals, like pulse arrival
(PAT) time that has been proven to have a correlation to
blood pressure. Other authors rely on deep learning neural
networks to automatically find and extract features.
Pulse transit time (PTT) measures the time taken for
the arterial pulse pressure wave to travel from the aortic
valve to a peripheral site. PAT is defined as the difference between the R-peak of an ECG and the systolic
peak of a PPG. While the features are similar, they are
not interchangeable [8]. They are both proven markers
of BP with the latter gaining prominence in the recent
publications [6] [9] [7]. Those features are not the only
morphological characteristics extracted from the signals.
Many papers suggest their own features as they believe
contribute to more accurate estimations, i.e. Womersley
number [10] that reflects the flow properties of blood.
Other studies consider the main reason for the inaccuracy
of the estimators in blood pressure is the assumption
that artery diameter is a constant. The pulse intensity
ratio (PIR) is suggested as an indicator for the evaluation
of changes to the artery diameter and its correlation to
blood pressure is experimentally proven [11]. In a sevenday experiment on 30 patients it has been shown that
patients that suffer from hypertension have both higher
average and higher variance PIR [12]. Another study relies
on the hypothesis that a healthy biomedical system is
highly complex, and that when abnormalities occur, the
complexity of the system decreases. This paper utilizes a
complexity analysis for feature extraction, achieves MAE
of 8.64 mmHg for SBP, 18.20 mmHg for DBP, and 13.52
mmHg for MAP. These results improve further when
models are calibrated: MAE of 7.72 mmHg for SBP, 9.45
mmHg for DBP and 8.13 mmHg for MAP [13]. Heart
rate is another feature often taken into account since its
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easy to calculate from the ECG and an elevated heart rate
usually indicates elevated blood pressure. Sometimes they
are combined with other information about the patients
like demographic characteristics. A study working with
features extracted from a PPG signal and demographic
characteristics achieves with RMSE of 6.74 and 3.59, for
SBP and DBP respectively [14].
Other studies develop deep learning models. One proposed solution uses a waveform based hierarchical Artificial Neural Network–LSTM (ANN-LSTM). The lower
hierarchy level ANN extracts necessary morphological
features from ECG and PPG waveforms and the upper
hierarchy level LSTM layers accounts for the time domain
variation of the features extracted by lower hierarchy level.
The proposed ANN-LSTM network achieves MAE of 1.10
for SBP and 0.58 DBP, and RMSE of 1.56 mmHg for
SBP and 0.85 mmHg for DBP [15]. Another study attempt
something similar by using a CNN-LSTM where the input
into the neural network is the difference of the ECG and
PPG signal [16]. The CNN layers extract morphological
features, while the LSTM extract temporal features. A
hybrid CNN-LSTM model developed to utilize both raw
PPG and ECG data and physical features, achieves a MAE
of 4.43 ± 6.09 mmHg for SBP and being 3.23 ± 4.75
mmHg for DBP [17].
Most of the referenced papers are using some subset
of the MIMIC (Medical Information Mart for Intensive
Care) databases. They have a varying degree of success
and different approaches. It’s important to note that some
models are built with the assumption that the ECG and
PPG signals are synchronized [18]. If this condition is
not met, the features can’t be extracted either manually
or automatically from the combination of ECG and PPG
signals.
III. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
In this section we describe the dataset, data preprocessing procedures, the developed CNN-LSTM model and the
used evaluation metrics.
A. Dataset
The dataset used in this study is UCI Machine Learning
Repository Cuff-Less Blood Pressure Estimation Dataset
[19], [20]. It contains 12000 instances. Each instance
contains only ABP, PPG and ECG signals sampled at 125
Hz.
1) PPG: Photoplethysmograph (PPG), is an optically
gained plethysmograph that detects the changes in the
volume of blood in the microvascular tissue. PPG gives
valuable information for the cardiovascular system and
it’s a simple, portable, and a low-cost technology [5]. An
example of a PPG signal, utilizing the Nurokit2 package
is given in Figure 1.
2) ABP: Arterial blood pressure (ABP) is defined as
the force that is exerted by the blood on the arterial wall.
Blood pressure is connected with the cardiovascular cycle
that has two phases: systole, when the heart contracts and
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Fig. 1: Visualization of a PPG waveform using the
Neurokit2 package
pumps the blood, and the diastole, when the heart relaxes
after contraction [3].
3) ECG: Electrocardiogram (ECG) represents a graph
of the electrical activity of the heart through time. The
impulses coordinate the contractions of different parts of
the heart allowing the blood to flow. An example of an
ECG signal, utilizing the Nurokit2 package is given in
Figure 2.

domain. This is done in order to avoid the exclusion of
the instances with signal length of 8 sec. This approach
increases the number of samples, but decreases their information gain. To further increase the number of training
samples, multiple segments are taken from the longer
signals, with no overlap. Each segment contains unique
data. Different studies utilize signals with different length.
More research needs to be done to find the optimal signal
length.
3) Standardization: Standardization is the process of
transforming different feature values to be on the same
scale. Each signal is transformed to have a mean value 0
and variance value 1.
4) Filtering: Signals can be distorted while recording
or transmitting, because of the presence of a noise. To
eliminate both types of noise (low and high frequencies),
the signals are filtered.
The ABP is not filtered in order to avoid a distortion in
the SBP and DBP values. For filtering the ECG and PPG
signals, both notch and bandwidth are typically used [21].
In this study the bandwidth filter of order 5 for ECG and
the bandwidth filter of order 4 for PPG is used.
5) BP categorization: In order to prepare the labeling
of the data, the values for SBP and DBP are calculated
using the ABP values by finding the local maxima for
SBP and local minima for DBP and averaging them [22].
An illustration of SBP and DBP extraction from ABP
waveform is presented in Figure 3.

Fig. 2: Visualization of an ECG waveform using the
Neurokit2 package
B. Preprocessing
1) Data Cleaning: The instances with missing data in
any of the three signals are removed. The normal value
of the ABP in a healthy person is between 40 and 60.
An indication of a serious condition, but also a possible
invalid signal if ABP value is less than 20, therefore these
instances are excluded. ABP value above 100 is indication
of many cardiovascular diseases and this big difference
between the SBP and DBP is possible. Nevertheless, the
instances where this abnormal condition occurs are not
taken into consideration.
2) Segmentation: The average length of a signal in this
dataset is 27807.5 data points, within the range [1000,
74000]. In this study, segments with 1000 data points at
125 Hz frequency are considered, or 8 seconds in time
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Fig. 3: Illustration of SBP and DBP extraction from
ABP waveform
In this study, two different BP classification problems
are explored - data is divided in two BP categories (First
Experiment) and three BP categories (Second Experiment).
First experiment
The main goal of this research, as elaborated in the
Introduction, is to develop a model to follow the hemostability of an injured patient by detecting the possible inner
bleeding. This condition can be detected by a low BP
- hypotension. Therefore, the data is divided in two BP
categories: Hypotension and Nothypotension, presented in
Table I.
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TABLE I: Blood Pressure Categorization
Category
Hypotension
Nothypotension

SBP
< 90
≥ 90

DBP
< 60
≥ 60

Number of Samples
9379
34849

Second experiment
A Second experiment was developed in order to discern
whether the same model can be used in the standard BP
classification problem, slightly adapted to the dataset at
hand. According to American College of Cardiology, BP
is divided in the following categories/classes: Normal, Prehypertension, Stage 1 Hypertension, Stage 2 Hypertension
[23].
Considering the used dataset (small number of samples
in the Stage 1,2 Hypertension) the BP is divided in three
categories, presented in Table II.
TABLE II: Blood Pressure Categorization
Category
Normal
Prehypertension
Hypertension

SBP
< 120
120 − 139
≥ 140

DBP
< 80
80 − 89
≥ 90

Number of Samples
16597
17689
9942

6) Balancing the classes: The used dataset suffers
from class imbalance. An imbalanced dataset will skew
the results favoring the most common class. The most
popular balancing method SMOTE (Synthetic Minority
Oversampling Technique) was not successful in this study,
since the input vectors are presented as time distributed
sequences.
The method of undersampling is utilized for the twoclass classification (First experiment). The undersampling
is done by randomly discarding majority class instances
from the training dataset. As for the Second experiment
with the three BP classes, another balancing method is
used - the class weight method, simply by assigning more
weight to the less represented class. The undersampling
is abandoned, since a reduction of the training data in
the three class-classification with this particular dataset
negatively impacted the learning process.
C. Model Structure
Based on previous studies, it is concluded that LSTM
neural networks are suitable for BP classification problem,
following the fact that the input vectors are two chronological arrays of points, one of ECG and one of PPG signals.
A CNN-LSTM architecture combines CNN layers for
extraction of features from input data with LSTM for
sequence prediction [24]. CNN-LSTM contains both CNN
and LSTM layers. The input into the ANN are two sequences each made up from 1000 data points representing
PPG and ECG signals. These sequence are split into subsequences. Each subsequence represents the same signals
in a different time step. A single input vector is a stream
of real numbers, representing the filtered ECG and PPG
signal, in the following format: (100, 10, 2), corresponding
to (length of subsequences, timesteps, features).
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The built model is an multivariate CNN-LSTM, an
ensemble of two neural networks, one for each variable
(PPG and ECG), with the same structure that link to the
same output layer:
- First experiment: 2 neurons representing the blood
pressure categories (0: Hypotension, 1: Nothypotension).
- Second experiment: 3 neurons representing the blood
pressure categories (0: Normal, 1: Prehypertension, 2:
Hypertension).
D. Evaluation Metrics
In this section, the used metrics in order to evaluate the
models are elaborated. Since we developed classification
models, the following evaluation metrics are used: accuracy, precision, recall, f1 score, AUROC values. Also, Support, as well as Macro and Weighted averaging schemas
are presented. The schemas average the metrics into a
single value to evaluate the performance of the model:
1) Support: The number of samples in the testing
dataset labeled as a class.
2) Macro average: Macro average is a schema used
in multiclass classification, i.e. calculating corresponding
metrics independently and averages the results.
3) Weighted average: Weighted average is schema that
averages metrics like precision and recall for all classes
in a dataset by assigning weights to each class depending
on their importance.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, the results obtained using the aforementioned methodology and the chosen LSTM-CNN model
are presented.
A. Model Training and Evaluation
In the scope of this research, many different model
structures have been explored. The model presented below
was the most successful in the research so far. The network
has a batch size of 128 and runs for 20 epochs.
In the presented experiments 85% of the dataset is used
to train the model, while the remaining 15% is used for
testing, i.e. evaluating the model’s results. A validation
dataset containing 10% from the training dataset is used
to prevent overfitting. An ADAM optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.03 was used to train the models. The learning rate
is selected utilizing a naive approach, by experimenting
with different values - it is concluded that this value gives
the best loss.
The First Experiment
The overall accuracy of the best model is 0.76. The
model evaluation is given in Table III with the class
labels: ’0’ as Hypotension and ’1’ as Nothypotension. The
AUROC value is 0.74. The precision for the Hypotension
class is small-scale, partly due to the fact that this is the
minority class. However, reasonably good recall and f1
scores rates are achieved. The model takes 147.14s to train
and uses 148 MB of RAM.
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TABLE III: Results - First experiment
0:Hypotension
1:Nothypotension

precision
0.46
0.91

recall
0.71
0.78

f1-score
0.56
0.84

support
1395
5240

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.69
0.82

0.75
0.76

0.76
0.70
0.78

6635
6635
6635

In Table IV the confusion matrix from the First experiment is presented.

True

TABLE IV: Confusion matrix - First experiment
Predicted labels
Hypotension
Nothypotension
996
399
1165
4075

Hypotension
Nothypotension

The Second Experiment
The overall accuracy of the best model is 0.66. The
model evaluation is given in Table V with the class labels:
’0’ as Normal, ’1’ as Prehypertension and ’2’ as Hypertension. The precision and recall rates for the Normal class
are fairly high. Evaluation of the model shows that it has
trouble distinguishing between the Prehypertension and
Hypertension classes. Prehypretension is a less advanced
form of hypertension. The AUROC values for each of the
classes are 0.791, 0.688 and 0.729, respectively. The model
takes 358.33s to train and and uses 148 MB of RAM.
TABLE V: Results - Second experiment
0:Normal
1:Prehypertension
2:Hypertension

precision
0.78
0.60
0.61

recall
0.70
0.68
0.57

f1-score
0.74
0.64
0.59

support
2461
2653
1521

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.66
0.67

0.65
0.66

0.66
0.65
0.66

6635
6635
6635

In Table VI the multiclass confusion matrix from this
experiment is presented.
TABLE VI: Confusion matrix - Second experiment

True

Normal
Normal
Prehypertension
Hypertension

1717
393
90

Predicted labels
Prehypertension
674
1806
569

Hypertension
97
454
862

B. Discussion
The obtained results give an excellent starting point
to develop a classification model for BP estimation that
can be embedded on a compact patch-like biosensor that
contains ECG and PPG sensors. Once the model is built,
the classification process is delivered in real time, as the
real-life situations require.
The First experiment with the two classes is an idea
that presents itself as a simplified version of the classic
BP classification problem. The achieved reasonably good
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recall rates (0,71 and 0,78 for the two classes) and the
f1 score rates, lead us to believe that further research in
this direction would be productive. We also tried a fourclass classification (Hypotension, Normal, Prehypertension
and Hypertension), but the obtained results were not
satisfactory.
There are several reasons that impacted the results in the
First and Second experiment - the value of the segment
size (8 sec.) might be too short of an interval to accurately
deduce the blood pressure. Further study focusing on this
aspect is required. Still, the model can distinguish between
the different categories and training the same model on a
larger dataset can improve the results.
The model is limited by the fact that it works with
fixed segments instead of dynamic ones. Blood pressure
varies during the span of the day. The changes to BP
can happen gradually. Other works have proven that calibrating a model to a patient produces far better results
because it allows the model to learn the patient specific
morphological characteristics. This study attempts to build
a generalized model, a model that’s expected to perform
reasonably well on any patient.
Using an extensive dataset from different sources will
help to overcome the pointed obstacles.
V. C ONCLUSION
The goal of this research is to create a model that can be
used on a patch-like device, capable of fast BP category
classification. The proposed solution is developed to be
used during assessment of subjects in emergency situations
with high number of casualties. The patch-like multisensor
needs to function with no regard of the person’s age and
gender. The only information that can be used are the
momentarily values of the detected ECG and PPG signals.
The developed model is to perform in real-time and to
allow continuous monitoring of blood pressure on a device
with limited memory capacity and limited battery life [1].
This paper proposes a solution to the given request
- models an input as a sequence of ECG and PPG
signals and outputs a BP category. Since we are dealing
with raw signals, the focus is on the preprocessing part.
The instances of the used dataset [19] have 3 features:
ABP, PPG and ECG waveforms. The SBP and DBP are
extracted from the ABP signals, while the PPG and ECG
signals are standardized and filtered to serve as the input
vectors, processed by a trained CNN-LSTM model.
Two different experiment were undertaken. The First
one is the main goal of this study, the two-class BP
classification (Table I). The AUROC value is 0.74. The
precision for the Hypotension class is small-scale, partly
due to the fact that this is the minority class. However,
sufficiently good recall (0,71 and 0,78) and f1 scores rates
are achieved. In the Second experiment, the dataset is
divided in three BP categories (Table II). The AUROC
values for each of the classes are 0.791, 0.688 and 0.729,
respectively. The Normal BP is classified distinctively well
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(f1=0,74; precision=0,78; recall 0,70), but the recognition
of the other two classes was not successful.
The summarised results from the First experiment indicate that the two-class classification including the hypotension category should be considered as a solution
for the fast BP categorization during the triage process.
We believe that this simplified BP classification is more
suitable for the patch-like device, since it can help in the
detection of the sudden BP drop as the first sign of possible
internal bleeding.
Future work includes adjusting the segment size making
sure that segments from the same signal are all either in
the train or in the test set. Also, we intend refining the
results by developing regression models for BP estimation
with deep learning approach, using Big Data.
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Abstract—Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), also
known as noncardiogenic pulmonary edema, is a severe condition that affects around one in ten-thousand people every
year with life-threatening consequences. Its pathophysiology is
characterized by bronchoalveolar injury and alveolar collapse
(i.e., atelectasis), whereby its patient diagnosis is based on the
so-called ‘Berlin Definition‘. One common practice in Intensive
Care Units (ICUs) is to use lung recruitment manoeuvres (RMs)
in ARDS to open up unstable, collapsed alveoli using a temporary
increase in transpulmonary pressure. Many RMs have been
proposed, but there is also confusion regarding the optimal way to
achieve and maintain alveolar recruitment in ARDS. Therefore,
the best solution to prevent lung damages by ARDS is to identify
the onset of ARDS which is still a matter of research. Determining ARDS disease onset, progression, diagnosis, and treatment
required algorithmic support which in turn raises the demand
for cutting-edge computing power. This paper thus describes
several different data science approaches to better understand
ARDS, such as using time series analysis and image recognition
with deep learning methods and mechanistic modelling using
a lung simulator. In addition, we outline how High-Performance
Computing (HPC) helps in both cases. That also includes porting
the mechanistic models from serial MatLab approaches and its
modular supercomputer designs. Finally, without losing sight of
discussing the datasets, their features, and their relevance, we also
include broader selected lessons learned in the context of ARDS
out of our Smart Medical Information Technology for Healthcare (SMITH) research project. The SMITH consortium brings
together technologists and medical doctors of nine hospitals,
whereby the ARDS research is performed by our Algorithmic
Surveillance of ICU (ASIC) patients team. The paper thus also
describes how it is essential that HPC experts team up with
medical doctors that usually lack the technical and data science
experience and contribute to the fact that a wealth of data exists,
but ARDS analysis is still slowly progressing. We complement the
ARDS findings with selected insights from our Covid-19 research
under the umbrella of the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)
fast track grant, a very similar application field.
Keywords—High-Performance Computing; Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome; modular supercomputing; data science platform; machine learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
In their survey on the global impact of respiratory disease,
the World Health Organization (WHO) highlighted the lungs’
vulnerability to external disease vectors, and described the
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broad range of life-threatening conditions that can occur as
a result of such exposures [1]. These conditions endanger
the pathways through which the body collects oxygen and
drains carbon dioxide, and would benefit greatly from early
treatment, leading to more positive outcomes for patients.
Generally speaking, diseases of the respiratory system can be
either directly related to trauma or infection to the airways and
lungs, or deferred through the failure of other organs (cardiovascular conditions, multi-organ failure). In the specific case
of infections, part of the respiratory system can be affected
and there is a generally observed distinction between upper
respiratory tract infections (URTI) affecting the airways above
the glottis and usually more benign, and lower respiratory
tract infections (LRTI) where the condition can quickly become life-threatening [2]. One specific condition that affects a
large fraction of mechanically-ventilated (MV) Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) patients is Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
(ARDS). It was first referred to in the literature by Ashbaugh et
al. and has since been the subject of much research in order to
determine means of diagnosis and treatment [3]. This condition
is especially dangerous as it has a relatively high mortality
rate, while early detection is generally associated with more
positive outcomes for the patients [4, 5].
With the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, it became clear
that fast and accurate methods for diagnosis and prediction of
disease progression are vital for hospitals as they strain under
the large number of incoming patients. Seeing as infection
with the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) virus leads to a condition that is a similar
application field to the work we are performing in ARDS
prediction, we use the available resources and expertise to
advance some work done in chest X-ray image analysis and
attempt to expand it into new data provided under partnerships
within the European Open Science Cloud.
The work described herein takes advantage of the information gained through work conducted on ARDS patient
data as well as the collected knowledge of Covid-19 progression, the Modular Supercomputing Architecture (MSA)
hardware resources available at the Jülich Supercomputing
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Centre (JSC), the previously developed High-Performance
Computing (HPC)-enabled expert system [6], and the collaboration and collected expertise of Machine Learning (ML)
specialists, medical doctors, data analysts, and statisticians to
fulfill several goals as part of the overarching Smart Medical Information Technology for Healthcare (SMITH) project
spanning several medical and research institutions in Germany,
under the guidance of the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF) [7, 8]. The goals we set out to reach
include (i) understanding ICU medical data made available
through the collaboration between university clinics, (ii) using
a patient simulator, made available by project partners, to
generate output data that determine outcomes of patients based
on selected inputs [9, 10], (iii) to leverage the available HPC
and MSA resources at JSC to parallelise and optimise the
process, (iv) to design, develop, train, and evaluate a MLbased model that can assist in ARDS diagnosis and is portable
enough to be implemented in hospital ICUs, (v) to retrain a
previously developed CNN-based approach to detect Covid-19
from patient chest X-rays, and subsequently, (vi) to validate
the previously established HPC-enabled expert system in a
clinical use case.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: related
work is reviewed in Section II and Section III provides brief
overviews on medical and technological methods required to
understand the paper, Section IV presents the work done on the
physiological model parallelisation and data preparation, while
Section V describes the data preparation and model training
for the predictive Covid-19 model. This paper ends with some
concluding remarks.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we survey related works that are relevant in
context (e.g., simulators of disease progression, machine and
deep learning approaches, etc.).
Currently, the generally accepted method of diagnosing
ARDS is the "Berlin Definition" which defines onset of the
condition as a ratio of arterial oxygen to inspired oxygen of
less than 300 mmHg, with increasing severity as the ratio decreases [11, 12]. The definition does not specify the duration of
the reduced ratio, and diagnosis depends on the familiarity of
the ICU staff and physicians with the condition. On the other
hand, many treatment methods have been proposed to prevent
or treat ARDS, although no concensus has been reached in the
literature. These methods either revolve around lung protective
ventilation in order to prevent ARDS, or lung recruitment
through maintained inflation or high-PEEP/low tidal volume
accompanied by treatment to reduce the associated infection
[13, 14, 15]. In order to simplify the analysis of potential
treatment methods, Hardman et al. and later on Das et al.
worked on developing a mechanistic approach to simulate the
pulmonary and cardiovascular system of a patient. Their model
was built on available formulae that simulate air flow into the
lungs, gas exchange through the alveoli, and hemodynamic
equilibrium in the blood, and was shown to be accurate in its
representation of patient trajectories based on selected input
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parameters [9, 16, 17, 10]. This model was also used to test
the efficacy of several ventilation protocols to treat a simulated
ARDS patient [14, 15, 18].
Work such as that done by Das et al. could only be possible
as medical information becomes digitised, and patient data,
after anonymisation, becomes more accessible and available
for research [19, 20]. As Electronic Health Records (EHRs)
become the standard for medical data storage while storage
itself become more efficient, more medical information is
available for analysis and research and we come into the
age of medical "Big Data" [21]. This advancement mirrors
the growth, increased efficiency, and expanding availability of
computational resources and algorithms. Research institutions,
universities, and medical centres are now more likely to have
access to HPC resources on-site or through agreements with
other institutions, cloud computing resources are available
through private vendors (e.g. Amazon Web Services, Microsoft
Azure), and finally, through worldwide collaboration, new and
efficient open-source algorithms for ML and data processing
that take advantage of the technological advancements are
available online and are well-documented (e.g. Python1 , TensorFlow2 , PyTorch3 , etc.).
Covid-19 is the disease caused by infection with Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
and which has had a major effect on the international scale
in terms of strain to medical infrastructures, as well as
on an economic level4 [22, 23]. Infected patients generally
exhibit flu-like symptoms that in 5% of cases can lead to
severe consequences such as shock, respiratory failure, and
multi-organ dysfunction5 . Currently, the standard and most
effective diagnosis method is through Reverse TranscriptionPolymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) which is a time- and
resource-consuming method6 . The ability to quickly and accurately diagnose the condition at low cost and using standard
equipment available at hospitals has been a goal for several
researchers and Punn et al. present an analysis of developed
Deep Learning (DL) methods to detect Covid-19 from chest Xrays [24]. Of these methods, COVID-Net developed by Wang
et al. is considered in this paper, as an open-source network,
trained on collected chest X-rays compiled within a opensource dataset (COVIDx7 ) [25]. This network leverages residual networks in a similar fashion to the ResNet50 developed
by He et al. that outperformed its competitors in the ImageNet
detection and localisation tasks in 2015 [26].

1 https://www.python.org/
2 https://www.tensorflow.org/
3 https://www.pytorch.org/
4 https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/global-financial-markets-

policy-responses-to-covid-19-2d98c7e0/
5 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-guidance-

management-patients.html
6 https://ec.europa.eu/research-and-innovation/en/horizon-magazine/pcr-

antigen-and-antibody-five-things-know-about-coronavirus-tests
7 https://www.kaggle.com/andyczhao/covidx-cxr2
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Figure 1. Parameter distribution over predetermined physiological ranges (mean in red).
Parameters: FiO2 - Fraction of inspired O2 , PEEP - Peak End-Expiratory Pressure, Vt - Tidal Volume,
P_EI - End-Inspiratory Pressure, SvO2 - Venous O2 Saturation, BEa - Arterial Base Excess.
III. M EDICAL AND T ECHNOLOGICAL M ETHODS
A. Machine Learning using State-of-the-Art Deep Learning
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a vast area of techniques and
tools that enable computers to mimic human behaviour and
thus also include an extensive range of approaches such as ML,
DL, and robotics. ML is a specific subset of AI that is well
understood through statistical learning theory [27] wherein
valuable information can be extracted concerning model capacity, generalization, and the relevance of regularization and
validation for model selection. More recently, DL emerged
from ML as systems with the ability to learn underlying
features in data using neural networks with specific dedicated
types of layers tuned specifically for the tasks at hand such as
image processing [28] or sequence data analysis [29]. DL is an
active research topic with the number of publications grown
exponentially [30]. The image recognition work described in
this paper takes advantage of a specific type of DL network
for image recognition tasks related to Covid-19 described in
details in Sections II and V in more detail.
B. Understanding the need for High-Performance Computing
Using DL networks for image recognition tasks as required
for Covid-19 prediction is very computational-intensive, requiring HPC or Cloud Computing (CC) resources. Parallelising DL algorithms on HPC resources happens at the
level of numerical operations, at the level of the DL models
themselves, and at the level of the training process. DL models
transform n-dimensional tensors by applying element-wise
operations (e.g. activation functions, convolution operations, or
matrix multiplication) in fully-connected layers. Element-wise
operations are easily parallelizable, but convolution operations
and matrix multiplication require specialised parallelization
strategies. Our work benefits from HPC systems using parallel
matrix operations and convolutions using highly optimized
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libraries such as MKL8 , cuBLAS9 , and cuDNN10 . More details
on used HPC systems that are based on MSA[7] are described
in Table I of Section IV.
C. Selected Data Analysis Toolset
A wide variety of toolsets enabled the work on both aspects
of the project and simplified access to the HPC systems.
The system JuDoor11 enabled access to the HPC systems
addressing issues such as resource access through the Secure
Shell (SSH) protocol and account management, while the
availability of Jupyter notebooks on HPC resources of the
JSC12 made it possible to test code and visualise results more
efficiently. One particular challenge was switching between
TensorFlow versions where using the Covid-19 prediction
model required version 1.3 while the work on the virtual
patient model is not version-restricted. Having access to both
versions on the cluster greatly simplified the process. Additionally, the HPC systems we used provide an implementation
of Horovod [31], a data-parallel framework for distributed
training of DL networks with NCCL13 as a communication
framework. Finally, using COVID-Net required the use of the
Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV)14 for image
manipulation.
IV. P HYSIOLOGICAL M ODEL - R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Model Conversion and Parallelisation
The physiological simulator is available to us as a Matlab15
script. Given that (a) our intention is to parallelise the model,
8 https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/developer/tools/oneapi/onemkl.html
9 https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cublas/index.html
10 https://developer.nvidia.com/cudnn
11 https://judoor.fz-juelich.de
12 https://jupyter-jsc.fz-juelich.de
13 https://docs.nvidia.com/deeplearning/nccl/index.html
14 https://opencv.org/
15 https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
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Figure 2. Prediction performance on a test set of the EHL dataset (a) before and (b) after training.
feed it automatically generated data, and produce from it
outputs for selected parameters, and (b) the supercomputing
clusters at JSC do not have an implementation of Matlab
running in parallel, we opted to convert the model itself into
a compilable and portable version in C. This was done using
Matlab Coder16 developed by Mathworks inc. On the cluster
side, a python script was prepared that can read patient data,
use it to populate a function call for the C-based simulator,
compile it, and run it in order to generate outputs. The specific
parameters to output after each simulation run will be selected
at a later step as we progress further into the project.
Depending on which section of the supercomputing cluster
we use, we are able to scale up the simulation both in terms
of speed of execution of individual tasks and in terms of
the number of tasks that can be executed concurrently. Table
I shows the different configurations available. Accordingly,
we tested the ported simulator using dummy data as input
both within a serial JupyterLab implementation and in parallel
using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) on the Dynamical
Exascale Entry Platform (DEEP) cluster, and were able to
achieve the speedup values presented in Table II.
Given these results, and after comparing the outputs with
those from the original simulation, we show that the model
can be scaled up proportionally to the number of processors
recruited for the task at hand. Similarly, as running the
simulations in parallel also reduces the run times, as shown
in Table II, we can estimate the time it would take to run
the large number of simulations possible using algorithmically
generated inputs. The following section takes into consideration the methods through which the inputs for the simulator
are generated.
16 https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab-coder.html

TABLE I. PARTITIONS ON THE DEEP P ROTOTYPE .
Partition

Nodes

CPUs

GPU

DP-DAM
DP-ESB
DP-CN

16
75
50

96
16
48

✓
✓
x
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B. Defining Boundaries and Sampling
For the approach described in this paper, the available
patient data is used to validate the ranges within which our
parameter generation methods will have to be bound. The
boundaries themselves were selected based on the recommendations from ICU staff and medical practitioners participating
in the work, and Figure 1 highlights the distribution of the data
within these ranges. It is clear from the histograms that the
data provided confirms the choice of upper and lower bounds
for the parameters in question.
Aside from the parameters presented in Figure 1, the
simulation also requires inputs related to the behaviour of the
individual alveolar compartments within the respiratory model.
These parameters will also be sampled within boundaries
that were experimentally selected based on their distribution
in the patient data provided by the clinics. Sampled values
include the intra-compartmental airway resistance (Rcomp ), the
physiological deadspace volume (VDphys ), and the stickiness of
the alveoli, among others.
We use the simulator in this manner to generate a large
number of outputs that, along with their respective inputs,
can be used to train a ML-based model. This model will
be developed as an upcoming step within the scope of our
work. We generate inputs by populating a range between
the boundaries defined above, and randomly sampling over
these values over several iterations. By limiting the range
between boundaries to 10 values, we obtain 108 possible
combinations of values for the patient parameters presented
in Figure 1 and 1011 possible combinations for the variables
that define compartment parameters. It follows that the number
of combinations increases as the range between the boundaries
increases, though it is worth noting that the list of generated
parameter combinations grows in size to such an extent
TABLE II. E XECUTION TIME OF THE SIMULATION .
Platform
Original Simulation on Laptop
C in serial on DEEP with JupyterLab
C in parallel on DEEP on 48 CPUs

Execution Time
259.1 s
108.8 s
100.79 s
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Figure 3. Prediction performance on a test set of the Fusion dataset (a) before and (b) after training.
that it would be difficult to keep in the available storage,
even on the HPC cluster. Our approach to avoiding memory
overload in this case is to apply the knowledge we have in
using distributed memory and HPC to break down the task
into smaller individual tasks. In doing these steps, we set
the ground work both for building the ML model, and for
generating the data required to train said model.
V. C OVID -19 M ODEL - R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Data Preparation and Distribution
Data from health partners in Europe is provided to assist
in testing, training, and validating a model that builds on
the work done by Wang et al. for COVID-Net [25]. Unlike
the COVIDx dataset, in which the X-ray images are labelled
across 3 categories (healthy, pneumonia, and Covid-19), the
X-ray images provided by e-HealthLine (EHL) are further
classified, as well as the above-mentioned three classes, into
categories covering a wide range of conditions affecting the
lungs (e.g. pulmonary edema, atelectasis, etc.).
For the time being, and as part of our attempt to validate the
model and the platform with the available data, we restrict our
approach to a 3 class prediction. Given that the EHL dataset is
greatly reduced after removing images that do not fit the three
categories mentioned above, we opt to create a Fusion dataset
that merges the provided images with those available from
COVIDx. Table III compares dataset sizes and constitutions.
B. Model Selection
Several iterations of COVID-Net exist in the original authors’ public repository and they provide a comprehensive
guide that sheds light on model accuracy after training. In
our implementation of the model, we found that the latest
greatest model (at the time of writing: COVID-Net-CXR4-A)
performed badly on the data made available through EHL. This
TABLE III. DATASET CONSTITUTION
Dataset

Normal

Pneumonia

Covid-19

COVIDx
EHL
Fusion

8,066
1,898
9,964

5,575
118
5,693

2,358
187
2,542
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was due to the provided images being of a lower resolution
than the COVIDx images. For that reason we opted to use an
earlier version of the model (COVIDNet-CXR Large) which
takes images of 224x224 pixel resolutions, and which has
relatively high accuracy and Covid-19 sensitivity.
The model inference performance was poor on both the
EHL data and the Fusion dataset, with many images automatically being classified as having Covid-19. This highlights
the difference between the available images and those that
the model was trained on, as well as the presence of a
built-in algorithmic weighting scheme that pushes the model
towards detecting Covid-19 more often. Alternately, these
results, presented in Figures 2(a) and 3(a), confirm the need
to retrain the model altogether in order to increase prediction
accuracy for the two other classes in our data.
C. Model Retraining
Training COVID-Net is done through a script provided
by the original authors, though several parameters can be
tuned. In our applications, we fine-tuned the class weights to
leverage the Covid-19 and Pneumonia classes. This was done
to make up for the class imbalance due to the healthy patient
dataset being significantly larger than the other classes. We
can see the improvement in the model’s predictive capabilities
in Figures 2(b) and 3(b). When training is performed on the
EHL dataset alone, the model’s ability to distinguish between
Covid-19 and the other classes is much more pronounced. For
pneumonia we see that the model is not able to accurately
differentiate between it and healthy patients, but that might be
due to the reduced number of images for this particular class.
Alternatively, the model’s performance improvement on the
Fusion dataset is less pronounced but still clear as prediction
accuracy increases for all three classes.
Seeing as the model was successfully trained on the data
made available by EHL, which in turn was shown to be
different than the COVIDx data the model was originally
trained on, we can confirm that it is both robust and easy
to train. This COVID-Net model that was retrained on the
images from the EHL dataset is currently more attuned to
the type of images that will be made available in the future
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by the participating hospitals, making it a good fit for their
applications. On the other hand, and with the information
gained through retraining the model, we can move on to the
next step of the project where we to use the remainder of the
labelled dataset and apply transfer learning on the model for
prediction over further conditions.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we described two methods where we leverage
the HPC structure available through JSC to make possible or
to accelerate work in medical data processing. On the one
hand we facilitate the generation of data for simulating the
pulmonary and cardiovascular system responses and pave the
way for the development of a portable black-box model of
human physiology. On the other hand we parallelise retraining
of a DL classification model with new data to simplify Covid19 diagnosis through chest X-rays, with the potential to expand
into more conditions as data become more available and
accessible. This work is presented both as stepping stones for
future projects as well as validation of a pre-established HPCenabled expert system for medical applications.
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Abstract - Cardiac Rehabilitation Programs (CRPs) are
an important tool of secondary prevention and their
implementation within health services, despite the uneven
geographical distribution, has been receiving attention from
decision-makers in recent years. Adherence to the CRPs is
one of the great challenges faced by the multidisciplinary
team, and there are several strategies to maintain
adherence, particularly in CRP-Phase III, which occurs
outside the hospital environment. One of the strategies
followed is the use of remote performance monitoring and
recording of possible alert symptoms. With the pandemic
due to COVID-19, these challenges have become even more
evident as Phase II programs have been suspended, thus
increasing the importance of the home-based CRPs. In this
work, the results of a study aiming to understand the impact
of the pandemic on adherence to the prescription of exercise
and the perception of patients regarding the effects of
physical activity on health conditions are shown. The results
indicate that the pandemic did not have a major effect on
the adherence to home-based exercises, in particular, in
patients undergoing programs using a telemonitoring
system. Moreover, the perception of the importance of
physical activity for health and well-being was reinforced in
the context of the pandemic.
Keywords – Exercise Prescription; Cardiac Rehabilitation
Program; COVID-19

I.
INTRODUCTION
Cardiac rehabilitation, implemented through Cardiac
Rehabilitation Programs (CRPs) as a secondary
prevention strategy, allows the patient to recover after an
acute cardiovascular event with a multidisciplinary
perspective [1-3]. This approach aims to return the patient
to daily life as early as possible and contributes to an
increase in their quality of life. In addition, the integrated
and multidisciplinary approach that is carried out in CRPs
allows for a psychological follow-up that reduces negative
effects and contributes to changes in behavior and lifestyle
of patients who attend CRPs, increasing the adherence to
these programs.
A CRP includes medical evaluation, nutritional
counseling, risk factor control, psychosocial and
professional counseling, physical activity counseling, and
exercise prescription [4]. All rehabilitation processes in
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general, as well as cardiac rehabilitation, are processes
that include a temporal sequence. CRPs involves three
sequential phases with distinct objectives and durations.
Phase I, also known as the hospital phase, corresponds to
the phase of acute care and hospitalization, with an
average duration of just over a week. In Phase II, the
hospital discharge process begins, which comprises an
outpatient phase lasting up to 12 weeks, in which the
program is carried out in dedicated facilities (e.g.,
Cardiovascular Rehabilitation Center) with specific
equipment. The various components of the CRP are
administered on a face-to-face basis 3 to 4 times per week,
where physical exercise is performed on-site, with clinical
supervision and continuous monitoring via telemetry
systems. In Phase III, patients move to the community
phase, and ideally, should be followed up in primary
health care regularly, as part of health programs and to
maintain the practice of physical activity and healthy
lifestyles permanently.
Adherence to CRP by patients is difficult for several
reasons. One of them is the need for patients to travel to
the rehabilitation center (during Phase II, around 3 days a
week) which in many cases involves traveling long
distances, and with the associated costs as one more
penalizing reason for the participation.
Maintaining the motivation to practice regular physical
activity in the community phase of CRP is a very
important challenge, as patients report fear of having an
acute event again. In recent years, several proposals have
been made to ensure patient safety and maintain
motivation, through telemonitoring and individualized
supervision and prescription [5].
With the COVID-19 pandemic and the necessary
reorganization of hospital care services to deal with the
large influx of respiratory patients, and restrictions on
mobility imposed to control the spread of the virus, Phase
II with face-to-face monitoring of CRPs was mostly
suspended (or reformulated to be performed at home). In
some cases, due to the implementation of a supervised
prescribing program integrated into the CRPs Phase II,
although in an outpatient or hybrid setting, was
maintained with prescription and supervision through
mobile technology.
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This paper presents the results of a survey addressed to
patients who were enrolled in CRPs during the pandemic
(May 2021) having two objectives. The first one was to
understand the impact of the pandemic on three
rehabilitation programs in Portugal, and the second one
was to understand how the pandemic period influenced
those patients' perception of the importance of physical
activity and healthy lifestyles as a health conditioning
factor.

responses in which the time of vigorous activity longer
than 60 minutes is reported.

In what follows, in section II the sample will be
characterized as well as the questionnaire presented, and
in section III the results are presented. In the last section,
some conclusions are presented.
II.

METHODOLOGY

The research methodology applied a questionnaire as a
means of data collection. The questionnaire begins with a
declaration of consent from the volunteers regarding
participation in the study and follows with a
characterization of the sample regarding personal data and
the type and rehabilitation program that he is being
followed. This is a non-probabilistic convenience sample,
to whom the questionnaire was presented via the email
registered in the administrative file of the patients. Users
of three rehabilitation centers in Portugal participated in
the study (7 in Phase II and 31 patients in Phase III). In
one of them, supervised prescription methodology
encompassing an online monitoring scheme through
mobile technology and wearable.
To answer the two main questions identified in this
study, the IPAQ (International Physical Activity
Questionnaire) long version [6], in Portuguese [7], was
included in the online survey which was divided into three
parts. In the first part, the questions are addressed to the
characterization of the sample (age, sex, CRP Phase, CRP
Center, local of residency), the second part is dedicated to
measuring the level of Physical Activity during the
pandemic (by applying the IPAQ questionnaire), and in
the third part, the questions are dedicated to assessing the
perception of the importance of Physical Activity in health
and wellbeing.
III.

RESULTS

The sample is composed by the answers of 38
volunteers, with 81.6% male, mean age of 58 years.
Participants are patients enrolled in CRPs in 3 Portuguese
hospitals (30 in the Center region and 8 in the Lisbon
region) spread over 12 municipalities.
In general, regarding the number of days that
participants reported engaging in vigorous physical
activity, it can be seen that the number of responses with 3
or more days increased during the pandemic, from 16 to
18. Regarding the time of moderate physical activity, for
the time intervals defined in the graph in Fig. 1, it is
possible to see the reduced variation when comparing the
two studied periods (before or during the pandemic).
However, when analyzing the graph of Fig. 2 about the
duration of practices of vigorous physical activity (for
time intervals between 15 minutes and 60 minutes) an
increased profile was verified, maintaining the number of
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Figure 1: Number of days reporting vigorous Physical Activity before
and during the pandemic

Figure 2: Duration of the practices of Physical Activity before and
during the pandemic

Regarding the number of days in which participants
walked for at least 10 minutes, as it is possible to see
through the bar graph in Fig. 3, despite the restrictions of
the pandemic, patients as a whole, continue to walk (at
least ten minutes/day) in more than 5 days a week. One
aspect to note is the number of users who reported this
practice every day of the week that doubled. About the
time the participants report being seated during the day,
the data are presented in the bar graph shown in Fig. 4. It
is possible to see that regarding short periods of sitting (up
to 3 hours) there are no variations associated with the
effect of the pandemic. As for longer time intervals of
sitting, it is possible to observe that the number of
responses in the period between 3 to 6 hours decreased
with the effect of the pandemic. Regarding long periods
(more than 6 hours) there is a double increase in responses
associated with the pandemic period.
In the third part, the questions addressed to the
participants aim to assess whether the pandemic has
changed their perception of the importance of physical
activity as a means to maintain individual well-being and
health. About the importance of being physically active,
and also about the reduction of anxiety levels by
practicing physical activity, the results are shown in Fig.
5. Regarding the reduction of anxiety levels, it was
verified that there is an increase in the level of agreement
that can be seen in the responses associated with the
pandemic period, but that there is a significant number of
responses where there is no established opinion. About the
association of reduced cardiovascular risks with physical
activity, the reinforcement of this positive association
during the pandemic period is evident.
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Figure 3: Number of days having at least 10 minutes walking
Figure 6: Perception of Physical Activity (PA) influence in general
health status (top left), self-esteem (top right), resistance to diseases
(bottom left), and sleep (bottom right)

Figure 4: Period of time seated before and during the pandemic

In the remaining questions of the third part of the
questionnaire, it was possible to verify, in a transversal
way, that the participants are most in agreement with the
association between physical activity and health benefits,
and that this perception was reinforced by the pandemic.
These data can be found in Fig. 6, where is possible to
find the graphs referring to the effect of physical activity
and healthy habits on self-esteem, sleep quality, General
Health Status, and resistance to diseases.

For the group of participants who were not using the
prescription and monitoring platform, it was possible to
verify that the trend found in the overall results no longer
occurred. Thus, regarding the number of answers with 3 or
more days of vigorous Physical Activity, in this group, we
found no differences concerning the pattern of physical
activity before or during the pandemic. Furthermore,
regarding the days with a walk of at least 10 minutes, the
pattern of activity was maintained, without the increase
reported in the overall results. The abovementioned results
can be seen in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Number of days with vigorous Physical Activity (at left) and
the number of days having walked at least 10 minutes (at right). In both
cases, the results are for patients under a classical CRP

The perception regarding the importance of physical
activity and healthy lifestyles did not show different
characteristics in this group when compared with the
overall results.
Figure 5: Relation between Physical Activity (PA) and Cardiovascular
Risk (at left) and Physical Resistance (at right)

As previously mentioned, in one of the three cardiac
rehabilitation centers patients were using a monitoring and
prescription platform integrated into the CRP. This
platform allows users to be monitored using a smartphone,
and the data is automatically forwarded to the monitoring
and prescription portal of the CRP team that carries out
the online follow-up. To verify any trend that may be
associated with the use of the electronic platform, the
database was disaggregated to separate patients from this
rehabilitation center, totalizing 30 valid responses.
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IV.

DISCUSSION

The pandemic we are still experiencing has brought
many challenges to the community, with particular
emphasis on health services. Society has mobilized
through various structures (social sector, companies, and
research) to provide a concerted and effective response. In
the initial phase, where many uncertainties persisted about
the virus, its virulence, and how to prevent transmission, a
containment strategy was adopted. This measure, although
drastic for the economy, was the way to reduce the
number of infections in the various waves we have been
through. Given the high number of patients with
respiratory symptoms, hospitals have been adapting their
response to this type of patient, diverting resources from
the remaining non-urgent care [8, 9]. Thus, rehabilitation
programs (particularly CRPs) were affected and most of
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them suspended on-site activities. In cases where CRPs
were equipped with some form of telemonitoring, it was
possible to adapt the programs to be carried out
exclusively at home (although with online supervision).
To make a correct analysis of the obtained data, it is
important to have in mind that all participants are (or have
been) enrolled in a rehabilitation program, which in
addition to physical activity includes education to risk
modification and psychology, nutrition, and psychology
sessions (related to motivational issues for adherence to a
healthier lifestyle). Accordingly, some of the questions
about lifestyle and behavioral changes have already been
previously worked with these participants.
Through the presented results, it is possible to verify
from all the participants' answers, that the pandemic did
not have a very significant impact on physical activity
practices. It was also possible to verify that the number of
days on which vigorous physical activity is practiced has
increased. This effect is certainly related to the fact that
we are talking about patients who, having experienced a
severe acute event (mostly myocardial infarction), know
the key role of regular physical activity in their lives. It
should be noted in this regard that the number of patients
reporting 7 days of walking (of at least 10 minutes)
doubled with the pandemic, which is associated with the
adaptation to the context of the home-based exercise.
It was possible to verify with data disaggregation that in
the group of participants in classic CRP programs (in
which activity during the pandemic was no longer
supervised) there are changes in the results, with a drop in
reported days of physical activity (vigorous or moderate).
The studies indicate that whenever there is a CRP with a
telemonitoring scheme, patients show greater adherence
and levels of motivation that allows them to maintain
healthy habits for a longer period of time [10]. Here too,
regardless of the pandemic, the same pattern is observed.
Regarding the reported perception of the importance of
healthy lifestyles (including regular physical activity),
there are no differences between groups (with or without
telemonitoring) or associated with the effect of the
pandemic.
This is a study with a small sample, so the results must
be interpreted with caution. Still, it is possible to conclude
that the changes in the CRPs do not have a major impact
on patients' adherence to CRPs, particularly in those who
are following a home-based supervised program.
Moreover, the perception of the importance of regular
physical activity and healthy habits to improve the health
status does not change with the effect of the pandemic.
V.
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Abstract – Recently, face masks have received increasing
attention due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as their correct
use can reduce and prevent the spread of outbreaks. Thus,
several research studies focused on developing new
strategies for identifying if individuals are wearing a face
mask before they can be admitted into public spaces,
buildings, and transportation systems. In this paper, we
present an alternative approach to face mask detection
pipeline for automatically detecting whether an individual is
equipped with a face mask. Our proposed solution utilizes
MediaPipe, a popular image segmentation and object
detection machine learning model designed especially for
cross-platform operation, with specific regard to mobile
devices. We present the architecture of our pipeline, detail
its operation, and report the results of an evaluation study
in which we analyzed the performance of our model in realworld scenarios.

landmark detection model specifically designed for
detecting multiple facial geometries in images and video.
However, we utilize images indirectly: our processing
pipeline integrates a lightweight algorithm that detects
whether the user wears a face mask based on the dynamics
of the facial topology estimated by FM. Specifically, the
proposed system uses FM to accurately predict the facial
landmarks in an image or live video feed and subsequently
uses specific landmarks located around the mouth as an
input for the detection algorithm, which is based on the
fast Fourier transform (FFT). By doing this, our system
does not require any additional training, which makes it
particularly suitable for deployment in contexts that
require computational efficiency.

Keywords – machine learning; Mediapipe; Facemesh;
health safety.

In the last decades, research in image processing has
made significant progress thanks to the use of machine
learning frameworks, which have enabled researchers to
optimize the performance of algorithms focusing on image
segmentation and object identification tasks. As a result,
nowadays, face detection is a common use of machine
learning models, and it has applications in several
different scenarios such as biometric identification [6].
Nevertheless, the COVID-19 pandemic has given new
impulse to realize new research in the context of machine
learning with the objective of detecting whether users are
wearing a mask.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic,
several health-safety recommendations have been
introduced to limit contagion and prevent the spread of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus and its variants. Although most
restrictive measures (e.g., lockdown and shelter in place
orders) have been lifted, social distancing, the use of face
masks, and temperature monitoring are still mandated in
several public spaces, and they often are a requirement to
enter airports, schools, museums, and shopping centers.
Although face masks have been among the most effective
solutions to stop the spread of COVID-19 [1], studies
investigated the causes of individuals’ low compliance
with them [2]. Consequently, several municipalities in
multiple cities all over the world have started using
surveillance cameras in public spaces and on
transportation systems to evaluate if the population
adheres to the prescribed health safety recommendations
in terms of face mask use. In the last months, several
research groups focused on developing systems for
measuring individuals’ adoption of health-safety
requirements, with specific regard to personal protective
equipment and social distancing [3]. To this end, machine
learning (ML) and, specifically, neural networks,
represent an invaluable resource. Most works describe the
use and performance of transfer learning and
convolutional neural networks in detecting whether
individuals are wearing a face mask [3] [4] [5].
In this paper, we present a study in which we explored
an alternative solution to existing systems. Specifically,
our work leverages MediaPipe Facemesh (FM), a
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II.

RELATED WORK

Most published works focused on identifying
unmasked subjects in video surveillance contexts. To this
end, the authors of [7] created a dataset of masked faces
and then trained a convolutional neural network model
that achieved 76% accuracy in detecting faces covered by
a mask. In [8], the Viola and Jones face detector is utilized
to determine if medical professionals are wearing masks
in an operating room: the system achieved above 95%
accuracy and supported real-time image processing up to
20 frames per second within a distance of the subject of up
to five meters from the camera. In a different study,
researchers used ResNet50 for feature extraction and then
tested different types of classifiers against four different
image datasets. The accuracy varied based upon the
specific classifier and dataset used, but almost all achieved
above 90% [9]. Furthermore, multi-stage face mask
detectors were utilized for use in surveillance systems.
The authors of [10] compared three different face
detection models, as well as three different mask
classifiers. They found that RetinaFace and NasNetMobile
held the best results for face and mask classification,
respectively. Despite a high testing accuracy, the system
was only able to run at five frames per second, which is
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not suitable for many applications that require faster
speed. Some of the more promising methods proposed
make use of OpenCV for face detection and an object
detection model to detect the masks. In [11], the authors
utilized OpenCV’s single shot multi-box detector for face
detection and the pre-trained MobileNetV2 model for
mask detection. They obtained an average accuracy of
93% and were able to achieve a processing speed of 15.71
frames per second. The work of [12] also uses OpenCV
for face detection and MobileNetV2 for mask detection,
achieving an even better accuracy of 99.87%.
Other studies evaluated OpenFace, a face landmark
detection system based on OpenCV, and tested it against
three different object detection models: ResNet50,
AlexNet, and MobileNet [13]. The highest accuracy
(98.92%) was obtained with ResNet50, which produced
excellent results. In addition, the model proposed by [13]
works with live video, though the system was tested using
mobile phones only. Indeed, although mask detection
systems have been increasingly studied in the last months,
the optimal accuracy trade-off has not been achieved yet.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
The objective of our work was to evaluate a different
approach to mask detection that could potentially increase
efficiency. While other systems directly analyze image
data, our aim is to indirectly detect whether a user is
wearing a face mask based on the quantitative
characteristics of their facial topology. To this end, we
designed a mask detection pipeline organized into three
components, as described in Fig. 1:
•
•
•

the video acquisition and processing system,
which captures and analyzes video streams
a landmark detection system that identifies the
topology of the user’s face
the mask detection system evaluates whether the
user is wearing a face mask.

The video acquisition system consists of any type of
camera compatible with a PC (e.g., webcam).
Additionally, it supports external video feeds (including
streaming) having media formats compatible with the web
(i.e., JPEG, PNG, or MP4).

detection, hand and finger recognition).
FaceMesh [14] is a face landmark ML model
developed via transfer learning and specifically designed
to recognize the user’s facial topology in three
dimensions. The machine learning architecture of FM is
built on top of another model, that is, BlazeFace [15],
which has the purpose of finding a face in the image or
video frame and estimating its bounding box. BlazeFace is
an improvement on the MobileNetV2 model [16] in both
speed and accuracy, and it supports multiple faces. After
the bounding box surrounding a face has been identified
by BF, FM uses it to estimate the three-dimensional
coordinates of 468 landmarks that describe the facial
topology (see Fig. 2). The landmarks identified by MP are
organized into 32 groups, each describing a facial
component (e.g., silhouette, left cheek, and nose tip).
The mask detection component of our system is
designed to evaluate whether users are wearing a face
mask and if they are positioning it correctly over their
mouth and nose. To this end, our system does not analyze
the image directly. On the contrary, it leverages the
interference of face masks with the landmarks detected by
MP, which results in a noisier signal. Specifically, the
mask detection component of our solution has the purpose
of evaluating the changes in the landmarks of interest
estimated by MP when the user wears a mask and covers
key facial features in contrast to when the user is
unmasked. In addition, the mask detection component of
our system takes into consideration a number of
landmarks in other regions that are not interested by face
masks (e.g., silhouette and eyebrows), which are utilized
as a control. Therefore, we utilize the landmarks of eight
facial regions of interest, that is, lipsUpperOuter (i.e., 61,
185, 40, 39, 37, 0, 267, 269, 270, 409, and 291),
lipsLowerOuter (i.e., 146, 91, 181, 84, 17, 314, 405, 321,
and 375), lipsUpperInner (i.e., 78, 191, 80, 81, 82, 13,
312, 311, 310, 415, and 308), lipsUpperInner1 (i.e., 76,
184, 74, 73, 72, 11, 302, 303, 304, 408, and 306),
lipsUpperInner2 (i.e., 183, 42, 41, 38, 12, 268, 271, 272,
and 407), lipsLowerInner (i.e., 95, 88, 178, 87, 14, 317,
402, 318, and 324), lipsLowerInner1 (i.e., 62, 77, 90, 180,
85, 16, 315, 404, 320, 307, and 292), and lipsLowerInner2
(i.e., 96, 89, 179, 86, 15, 316, 403, 319, and 325),
noseBottom (i.e., landmark 2), noseTip (i.e., landmark 1),

As per the landmark detection system, our solution
leverages Tensorflow’s MediaPipe FaceMesh model [14],
which is an open-source machine learning tool developed
by Google for face landmark estimation. MediaPipe is a
cross-platform library consisting of customizable ML
solutions for processing images and real-time video.
MediaPipe includes several ML models, each addressing a
specific image segmentation or object detection problem
(i.e., motion tracking, hair segmentation, posture

Figure 1. The ML and processing pipeline employed in our face mask
detection solution.
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Figure 2. The model employed by MediaPipe Facemesh, which
represents the facial topology with 468 landmarks.
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Figure 3. Dispersion of key landmark locations predicted by
MediaPipe FaceMesh when the user is unmasked (red) and masked
(blue). The chart represents a total of 720 samples (i.e., 360 for each
subject condition).

Figure 4. Compound dispersion (60 samples, i.e., approximately two
seconds) of key landmark locations predicted by MediaPipe FaceMesh
when the user is unmasked and masked.

Figure 5. Compound dispersion (60 samples, i.e., approximately two
seconds) calculated as a percentage of the size of the video frame.

noseLeftCorner (i.e., landmark 327), and noseRightCorner
(i.e., landmark 98).
Specifically, we calculate the pixel dispersion (i.e.,
variance) between the estimated coordinates of a landmark
over a period of time and their average. However,
calculating the dispersion on key landmarks during a
defined time window could be suitable in circumstances in
which the subject does not move and hold still in front of
the camera for the duration of the acquisition. However, it
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Figure 6. Frequency profile of the subject obtained by the face mask
detection component of our system using FFT.

is not a reliable method for determining whether the user
is wearing a mask or not in the context of video feed and
situations in which the subject can move. Indeed,
spontaneous movements or posture changes can cause the
predicted landmarks to shift widely, resulting in higher
dispersion. Therefore, our mask detection algorithm
utilizes FFT to identify the main frequency components of
the landmarks estimated by FM and use them to estimate
whether the dispersion in the signal is caused by
spontaneous movements or by the presence of a mask
covering key facial features. By encoding the position of
the landmarks into the frequency domain, we obtain a
frequency profile of the subject that describes whether the
dispersion of the landmarks is caused by spontaneous
movement or by visual obstacles that prevent FM from
correctly estimating key facial landmarks. The three
profiles are described in Fig. 6, which highlights the
frequency bands that differentiate users who are wearing a
face mask from users who are not masked. Subsequently,
our face mask detection subsystem implements a highpass filter that classifies low-frequency signals (usually
produced changes of the posture of the head and facial
expressions) as spontaneous movements and isolates highfrequency signals changes, which, as detailed below,
indicate that FM is not able to correctly estimate the
location of the landmarks because the user is wearing a
face mask. The filter can be customized to adjust the
threshold depending on specific circumstances such as the
frame rate, the distance of the subject from the camera,
and the signal-to-noise ratio.
In designing our model, we analyzed the individual
landmarks estimated by FM in circumstances in which the
facial features are visible and in situations in which they
are covered in order to evaluate their differences and
identify a viable mask detection strategy. In our
preliminary work, we collected data from three subjects
utilizing a webcam with an HD resolution (i.e., 1280×720
pixels). The acquisition protocol consisted of 30 sessions
consisting of two trials, each lasting 30 seconds. During
the first trial, the subject was unmasked, whereas in the
second, they had a face mask on. Subjects were located in
a standard position that enabled the webcam to capture
their entire face.
At this stage, our acquisition protocol did not take into
consideration different mask types. Fig. 3 represents a
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comparison of the dispersion in the estimated coordinates
of a landmark of interest located on the subject’s lips
when the facial features are visible and when they are
hidden. The actual coordinates have been repositioned
with respect to the target position of the landmark, and the
dispersion has been normalized with respect to the width
and height of the video frame. As shown in the image, in
conditions in which the user is not wearing a face mask,
the predicted landmarks are consistent with the position of
the actual landmark and show very little dispersion (i.e.,
0.27%±0.15%, on average) over a total of 360
measurements (i.e., approximately 12 seconds, though the
actual acquisition time depends on the frame rate). On the
contrary, when the facial features are covered (i.e., the
user is wearing a face mask), the estimated landmarks
show higher dispersion (i.e., 2.96%±2.02%, on average),
and the estimated prediction in the subregion of the
facial topology is less accurate, resulting in a more
dispersed set of data points. As shown in Fig. 4, the
normalized compound dispersion over a 60-sample
interval (i.e., approximately two seconds of recording,
though the actual acquisition time depends on the frame
rate) clearly marks the difference when the subject wears a
face mask, which results in a higher dispersion in the
predicted landmarks. The figure shows that the dispersion
is consistent over the entire duration of the sampling
interval. Similarly, the normalized compound dispersion
(see Fig. 5) enables appreciating the difference of one
order of magnitude over a two-second measurement.
IV.

Figure 7. Performance of the landmark detection model (i.e., FM) in
environments with optimal, good, medium, poor, and very poor lighting.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

First, we evaluated the performance of our system in
terms of speed. To this end, in our study, we utilized a
webcam to record video at 30 frames per second (FPS).
Then, we evaluated the performance of the next stage, that
is, the landmark detection component. All the models in
the MediaPipe framework are optimized for use in mobile
applications. As a result, they are extremely fast.
However, lighting impacts their performance considerably
in terms of FPS. Therefore, we tested the landmark
detection component of our system in five different
lighting conditions (i.e., very good, good, medium, poor,
and very poor). As shown in Fig. 7, the FM performs very
well when there is enough environmental light.
Specifically, the average FPS is 28.40±1.16 in optimal
lighting conditions, 26.20±1.76 in good lighting
conditions, and 23.58±2.19 in medium lighting conditions.
Unfortunately, performances degrade significantly in
situations of poor lighting (12.18±2.65 FPS) or darkness
(6.14±1.43 FPS), which, in turn, affects the accuracy of
the mask detection component and makes our system
inapplicable when environmental lighting is insufficient.
Nevertheless, this factor is strictly related to the
performance of the landmark detection model and can be
addressed by making sure that there is appropriate lighting
in the area in which the system is utilized.
In addition to environmental lighting, several other
factors can influence the speed of FM and result in lower
FPS. They include the hardware characteristics of the
computer processing the data, the available CPU, the
presence of GPUs, and the resolution of the camera.
Therefore, we analyzed the performance of the mask
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Figure 8. Accuracy of the face mask detection system in different FPS
rates.

detection component in different circumstances as it
relates to FPS. To this end, we created a post-processing
routine that reduced the frame rate after FM estimated the
facial topology. Fig. 8 reports the accuracy of the system
with respect to different FPS configurations: as
represented in the chart, the accuracy of the face mask
detection component is heavily influenced by the frame
rate. In particular, it is above 90% when FM produces an
output having at least 23 FPS. Also, it is greater than 70%
when the landmark detection system has an output of at
least 15 FPS. Unfortunately, it drops significantly when
the frame rate is less than 11 FPS. Also, this performance
aspect is related to the characteristics of MediaPipe and
can be addressed by ensuring that the computer executing
the system has enough resources or by outsourcing the
landmark prediction task to an external system with
sufficient computational resources.
Subsequently, we focused on the accuracy of the mask
detection subcomponent. To this end, we realized a total
of 100 trials (i.e., 50 masked and 50 unmasked) with a
single subject in optimal lighting conditions. We utilized
one participant only because our algorithm is independent
of the specific facial topology of the individual. The
subject was positioned in front of the camera (an HD
webcam) at a distance of approximately 40 centimeters
from the lens. The subject was asked to act naturally in
front of the camera and was allowed to move their head
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and change posture as needed. The results are described
by the confusion matrix shown in Table 1.
When tested in optimal circumstances, the mask
detection component of our system was able to correctly
identify the presence of a mask with a precision of 1, a
recall of 0.96, and an F1 score of 0.98. The average time
required by the system to detect whether a subject is
wearing a face mask is approximately one second. This is
mostly due to the time required by MediaPipe to process
enough frames to accurately represent the facial topology.
During this time, the subject should remain still in front of
the camera. Although the system can detect if the subject
is moving, avoiding any changes in face posture enables
to prevent further delay. The processing time of the face
detection component is less than ten milliseconds, on
average.

mask worn by individuals. Additionally, it would remove
two steps from the pipeline, which might result in
significant performance improvements and in the
possibility of using the mask detection system on lowpower devices (e.g., Raspberry Pi).
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Abstract—Coronavirus
strain
SARS-CoV-2
is behaving like a cuttle fish, it adopts to any
environment,the gloomy face of Coronavirus
pandemic is keeping changing multifaceted by
regenerating alike starfish as new variants came to
surprise the scientists and researchers. In this work
we employed Google Variant Transforms tool for
processing of COVID–19 VCF files with inclusion
of Google big query for genomic variant analysis
enveloped on Google Cloud Platform (GCP). We
have converted COVID–19 genomic sequences
into VCF files by various bioinformatics tools.
Google Variant Transforms preprocessor algorithm
preprocess COVID–19 VCF files before subjected
to process, generated a report about three scrutiny
criteria about VCF files, the computation job for
Google variant transforms and its preprocessor
algorithm jobs managed by Google Dataflow with
job graph. We attain a table of COVID–19 variants
sites as a variant residue through google big query
and displayed results with Google Data studio. Our
main finding were storing VCF files into Big query
for the analysis of COVID genomes. We aimed
that this research will be fruitful for the combating
COVID–19 variants.

Keywords—
Big
query,
Coronavirus,
Genomic Sequences, Variant Transforms,
Variant Caller Format (VCF)
I. Introduction
Coronavirus Disease (COVID) emerged in the
late December of year 2019. The main symptoms
were patients complaining of shortness of breath,
high-grade-fever, and the most probable differential
diagnosis of pneumonia at first was the cause of
illness emerged rapidly in the Wuhan province of
China. It was believed from an infection of closed
environment of seafood and wet markets, after the
exposure of these infected markets with people,
hospitals were flooded with manifold in the Hubei,
Wuhan [1]. At this stage it was not differed as a
merely pneumonia or season cold, but the infection
of this contagious disease leads to inquisition of the
very cause in January 2020, World health organization
(WHO) announced that it is coronavirus named
it first novel coronavirus-2019 [2]. Coronavirus-2019
is the successor to its predecessors, for example,
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-1) and
Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV).
Though the wet market contains some prohibited or
banned animals such as cobras, pangolin, bats and
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the packed environment. later this was identified as
infection from these animals to humans. Eventually,
humans act as a carrier for the disease to spread
dramatically [3]. People which have cardiovascular
diseases, asthma, diabetic and aged people are at
high risk than any individual and from children to
old aged people the transmission is more and in
turn children are passive carriers, and should not
be overlooked [4], [5]. Afterwards, this SARS-CoV-2
spread at alarming rate throughout the world by the
people travel recently amid Wuhan. Europe and first
world countries exhibiting full-fledged health system
were hit tremendously as compared to third-world
countries which have inadequate health resources.
Additionally, health workers and paramedical staff
got infected rapidly and some of them had died
[6]. For this purpose different sets of testing
were exercised, For instance, Reverse Transcription
Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) test [7] and
High Resolution Computer Tomography (HRCT)
scanning [8] Specific High Sensitivity Enzymatic
Reporter Unlocking (SHERLOCK) one-pot(SPOT)
[9]. The (SHERLOCK) test takes just one hour and
it gives result precisely.At some point, there were
235,434,191 confirmed cases , mortality rate was
4,811,825 and recovered cases were 212,243,461 on
global basis [10]. But there are certain medications
recommended for COVID–19 and the opposite is also
true [11].
Our key Contribution in this research can be
summarized as:
1: Conceptual research design of genomic idea, this
includes SARS-CoV-2 genomes.
2: Extracting genomic variants of SARS-CoV-2
genomes, this led to 30 VCF files creation.
3: Setting Code for Variant Transforms
The overall structure of this research is enlisted as
section I contains introduction. Section II contains
related research. In Section III, we present the research
methodology and experimental work and in same
section we have explained the experimental setup and
requirements.In section IV we provide the results and
evaluations and in section V, we conclude the paper.
II. Related Research
The motivation of Coronavirus genomics research
is zenith which displays the prominent research that
is done since the pandemic occurred. For example,
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Fig. 1. Variant Transforms Methodology step by step for
COVID-19 VCF files

Qian Guo et.al devised a platform Virus Host
Prediction(VHP) which can anticipate the prospective
virus host and the pattern of infection by deep
learning technique. VHP platform was evidently
efficient predictive in terms of virus host and the risk
of 2019-nCoV is comparatively high. But, there were
mistakes in the sequencing and the assembly of the two
corona virus [12].
Refat khan et.al, predicted COVID–19 through
analysis of nucleotide mutations of the genomes by
proposing Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) with
recurrent neural network (RNN) time series based
shows the outcome of forecasting 400th patient with
respect to the frequency of the mutation, but insertion,
deletion was not applied [13]. Zhi-Jian et.al, studied
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the viral genome by an effective tool, BioAider
for tracking SARS-CoV-2 and its implementation
involving the transmission among humans. This
implies to the genomic variations and annotations to
guide researchers towards treatment, but with limited
genomic data of SARS-CoV-2 [14].
Bo Ram Beck et.al, proposed a deep-learning based
forecasting antiviral medications that can be useful
to counteract the COVID–19, SARS-CoV-2, which
is targeted drug approach ,Molecule transformerdrug target interaction(MTDTI) that suggest a list
of antiviral drugs which can be used as for the
treatment of SARS-CoV-2. However, no antiviral drug
is evidentiary effective [15].
Sara Cleemput et.al, developed an internet-based
typing tool acts as a genome spy which can
accurately identify and classify coronavirus (SARScov-2) by analysis in seconds. However, this method
has limitations if genomic sequences exceeds 2000.
there is a possibility of incorrect results [16].
Jasper woo chan et.al, did analysis of novel
coronavirus by extracting genome from a patient
suffering from pneumonia. The results reveal that it
is closely related with bats after compared with other
types of coronavirus genomes. However, no another
host infectivity other than bats, civets or camels [17].
In the literature we have identified the research
gap which is to compute genomic variance is the
complement between a genetic sample and a reference
genome. The pavement of diagnosis of patient disease
and to devise innovative treatment methods is the
key for the attainment of therapeutic objective.
Every variant corresponding sample are retained as
particular file format which is variant file format
(VCF). In contrast the files are not regarded for
the data science and machine learning on such
genomic data. Data particularly variants for example,
mutations in coronavirus can be identified and
retracted to extract meaningful insights to analyses
variants and to unravel the genesis of the disease.
Secondly, for genomic variance computation and
processing demands a state-of-the -art technology such
as Google cloud platform (GCP) because it has a
specific suite for genomic analysis for instance, Cloud
life sciences suite. Additionally, to the best of our
knowledge for the genomic variants there was no
processing platform of high standard that can handle
gigantic variants data and processed in no time. For
example, Variant Transforms has flourished Mayo
Clinic genomic data platform and sparked many VCF
files by Google’s Variant Transforms.
III. Research Methodology and
experimental work
This section includes the methodology of the
research that contains various steps. First, we
downloaded Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) COVID–19
reference genome from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website in the
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FASTA format [18]. This reference genome was
indexed by Burrows Wheeler Alignment (BWA)
producing resulting indexed reference genome.
Secondly, we downloaded SARS-CoV-2 genome
sequences through NCBI Sequence Read Archive
(SRA) study SRP266465 involves COVID–19 patients
of Massachusetts General Hospital data given by
Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT to NCBI. After
that we used some of the accessions [19]. There were
a total of 30 SRA accessions which can be listed with
their respective SRA accession ID, sequence type
,number of RNA nitrogenous bases. For example,
adenine, cytosine, uracil guanine bases, lastly the size
of the genomic sequence as shown in Table 1. We
squashed each SRA accession using fasterq-dump [20]
to split each accession in two parts in the fasterq
format these parts were run through BWA with eight
threads as threshold. This multi-threading results
in one Sequence Alignment Map (SAM) file using
paired read strategy. Fourthly, we converted SAM
file into Binary Alignment Map (BAM) file using
SAM tools. Further the BAM file was sorted. Fifthly,
we indexed the reference genome using SAM tools.
For the generation of variant likelihoods, the sorted
BAM file produced raw Binary variant calling format
(BCF) file which was then processed to generated
both variant BCF files and finally it generates Variant
Caller Format (VCF) files respectively using BCF
tools. For 30 SRA accessions we generate 30 VCF files.
we opted Google Cloud Platform GCP Cloud Life
sciences suite for our work. These 30 VCF files were
uploaded to Google Cloud Storage Bucket created
genomevt-v-1, in the multi-region as location type, we
had implemented Google Variant Transforms for the
processing of 30 VCF files. The step-by-step approach
for the Google Variant Transforms as shown in figure
1
Comprises of first uploading VCF files into the cloud
storage and then run bash script using wild card
approach for all the 30 VCF files at once through
Variant Transforms Preprocessor in Google Cloud
Shell which could check for any inconsistency in the
subjected VCF files. Google Dataflow compute the
Variant transforms job VCF-to-big query-preprocess
lasts for approximately 10 minutes. The preprocess
prints a report about the VCF files in tab separated
values (TSV) format as VCF-VCFreport-report.tsv
and also resolved headers of all 30 VCF files in the
VCF format, as resolved-headers.VCF. For our scope
of research, the VCF report in the tsv fortunately
displayed three scrutiny criteria for the processed VCF
files a) No Headers Conflicts Found, b) No Inferred
Headers Found, c) No Malformed Records Found. It is
worth to mention that before subjecting VCF files to
Google variant Transforms. First run through Variant
transforms preprocessor algorithm because it could
check for any inconsistency and the reverse of this if
we subject our VCF files without running preprocessor
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TABLE I
30 Genomic Covid-19 RNA Sequences
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

SRA Accession ID
SRR11953670
SRR11953671
SRR11953672
SRR11953673
SRR11953674
SRR11953675
SRR11953676
SRR11953677
SRR11953678
SRR11953679
SRR11953680
SRR11953681
SRR11953683
SRR11953684
SRR11953685
SRR11953686
SRR11953687
SRR11953688
SRR11953689
SRR11953690
SRR11953691
SRR11953692
SRR11953693
SRR11953694
SRR11953695
SRR11953696
SRR11953697
SRR11953698
SRR11953699
SRR11953700

Assay Type
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq
RNA-Seq

Cases
155.19 M
329.73 M
287.81M
1.83G
210.79 M
375.25 M
34.65 M
286.86 M
426.54 M
4.73 G
122.49 M
172.60 M
86.34 M
88.02 M
249.69 M
227.45 M
28.38 M
7.39 M
368.23 M
126.67 M
168.78 M
175.44 M
255.16 M
261.46 M
94.99 M
179.42 M
330.67 M
262.83 Mb
1.95 G
27.79 M

Bytes
50.14 Mb
112.15 Mb
98.84 Mb
602.02 Mb
65.32 Mb
126.16 Mb
17.00 Mb
91.17 Mb
141.15 Mb
1.49 Gb
38.41 Mb
60.65 Mb
26.99 Mb
28.05 Mb
82.19 Mb
71.69 Mb
14.17 Mb
2.30 Mb
119.66 Mb
39.56 Mb
53.01 Mb
55.67 Mb
82.28 Mb
83.45 Mb
34.19 Mb
54.99 Mb
109.22 Mb
91.46 Mb
667.67 Mb
9.82 Mb

then if any of the VCF file has inconsistency will
abort Variant transforms for running further. In case of
inconsistency among VCF files, the preprocessor will
run accordingly and it will display any deformity in
the above mentioned three scrutiny’s criteria.so it is
caution for the researcher not to run these malformed
VCF files to variant transforms.
A. experimental setup and requirements
This section complements implementation of
the research including hardware required and
software required for the presented research. We have
implemented this work by having hp Pavilion laptop
with CPU Intel Core -i5 7th Generation, Hard drive
1TB, RAM 6GB, GPU NVidia GEFORCE 940MX
with CUDA 10.00, Tensor RT 6.0.1.5 Operating
Systems Windows 10 64 bit and for creating COVID
-19 VCF files we used Xubuntu, 20.04 LTS.in a
virtualized environment. In addition, we used Google
Cloud platform integrated with both mentioned
operating systems respectively.
IV. results and evaluation
This section describes the results obtained in this
work as in the methodology section we used wild card
approach for the 30 VCF files present in the Google
Cloud storage Bucket named as genomevt-v-1. In
addition, we implemented Google big query. First,
we created Big Query dataset named gencovt in
the United States (US) data as geographic location.
We named our table for our VCF files result as
cvariant-covid19, we run a variant transforms bash
script in Google Cloud Shell, Google Dataflow
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Fig. 2. Variant Transform Algorithm

computed the job VCF-to-big query, it lasted for
approximately 15 minutes. After completion of the
variant transforms job in the big query it generated
a total of 26 tables for variants of SARS-CoV-2,
which, can be listed here (from Chr1-Chr22) are
autosomal chromosomes, whereas, cvariant-covid19ChrX, cvaraint-covid19-ChrY, are (pair of Sex
Chromosomes), cvaraint-covid19-residual, (SARSCoV-2 Variants table) cvariant-covid19-sample-info
(listed 30 VCF files as Sample Table) as shown in
table II. respectively.
TABLE II
Varaint Transform generated Bigquery Table

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Big query data
set and table name
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19
gencovt, cvariant covid19

25

gencovt, cvariant covid19

26

gencovt, cvariant covid19

S.No

Big query Nested
table names
cvariant covid19
Chr1
cvariant covid19
Chr2
cvariant covid19
Chr3
cvariant covid19
Chr4
cvariant covid19
Chr5
cvariant covid19
Chr6
cvariant covid19
Chr7
cvariant covid19
Chr8
cvariant covid19
Chr9
cvariant covid19
Chr10
cvariant covid19
Chr11
cvariant covid19
Chr12
cvariant covid19
Chr13
cvariant covid19
Chr14
cvariant covid19
Chr15
cvariant covid19
Chr16
cvariant covid19
Chr17
cvariant covid19
Chr18
cvariant covid19
Chr19
cvariant covid19
Chr20
cvariant covid19
Chr21
cvariant covid19
Chr22
cvariant covid19
ChrX
cvariant covid19
ChrY
cvariant covid19
residual
(Variants Table)
cvariant covid19
sample info
(Sample Table)

Chromosome
type
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
Autosmal
sex
sex
——–
——–

In these 26 tables created by Variant Transforms
tool in the big query only two tables cvariant-covid19-
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residual and cvariant-covid19-sample-info was non
empty while the rest of tables were empty, which
describes that the dataset was based on viral genome of
coronavirus, as viruses does not possess chromosomes,
however, the living organisms retains chromosomes.
The sample-info table contains information about the
sample-id, sample-name, file-path, and ingestion-time,
while, the residual table comprises of all relevant
information describing the variants. Through big query
depending on the extraction of information big query
uses SQL query for the display of results in the tabular
form. We presented the google dataflow computation
job graph for variant transform algorithm as shown
in figure 2. we shown Google variant transforms
google data flow job graph which is different from
the preprocessor graph as shown in figure 3.The
algorithm of this job graph by google data flow
starts from reading VCF files and then it shards all
variants from all subjected VCF files and afterwards it
process variants first autosomal chromosomes and sex
chromosomes finally it processed variants transformed
to Avro chromosomes, where Avro is file format for
storing processed variants data. The Google big query
generated two non-empty tables one describes the
30 VCF files sample details as shown in table III
and the other table consists of variants information
as shown in table IV. However, Table III is fixed
whereas table IV is presented here as one of data
science scenario which is obtained from Master table of
big query containing 2924 rows correspondingly 2924
records. We created table III which has referencename, reference-bases, alternate bases. alt, startposition ,end-position, Mann-Whitney U Test values
which comprises of Read position bias (RPB), Base
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TABLE III
Residue Table for COVID-19 VCF files

1
2
3
4
5

Start
Position
18484
28360
2416
28337
28883

End
Position
19872
28360
2416
28337
28883

Reference
Name
NC 045512.2
NC 045512.2
NC 045512.2
NC 045512.2
NC 045512.2

6

16875

16883

NC 045512.2

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

25843
25843
26233
23403
14408
3037
25563
18848
19872

25843
25843
26233
23403
14408
3037
25563
18848
19872

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

S.No

045512.2
045512.2
045512.2
045512.2
045512.2
045512.2
045512.2
045512.2
045512.2

Reference
Bases
C
T
C
G
G
TACAAC
AAC
A
A
G
A
C
C
G
C
G

MQB

MQSB

BQB

PV4

RPB

SGB

VBD

1
0.999953
1
1
0.990479

1
0.995664
0.999987
0.999138
0.868433

0.909091
0.975468
1
1
0.0578885

1
1
1
1
1

0.818182
0.233929
1
1
0.231979

-0.453602
-0.693147
-0.693147
-0.693147
-0.693147

0.6
0.130402
0.997474
0.991373
8.62216e-7

Record
count
4
3
3
3
3

null

0.95494

null

1

null

-0.453602

0.505913

3

1
1
1
1
0.999265
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
0.994879
0.027975
0.984749
0.999986
1
1

0.825177
0.887746
1
1
0.0822216
1
1
0.948064
0.366897

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.00006248
0.109217
1
1
0.0979562
1
1
0.0265162
0.960687

-0.651104
-0.616816
-0.693147
-0.693147
-0.693147
-0.693147
-0.693147
-0.556411
-0.590765

0.000019721
0.000481013
0.000041484
0.143395
0.0350496
0.00192569
1.66242e-7
0.0162466
0.00187095

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

TABLE IV
COVID-19 30 VCF files Samplei nf oT able
S.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Sample id
3216550734874377043
352489629759615578
8227663251833541077
8357062031852223960
2806340148173514704
2582873836293763020
979035968381476808
5277621863161793105
566504859183568350
3833680178983260965
8533412563562316116
3519872865606448254
3662038835489796241
5890621020233963195
5316490262417333523
150785628643285227
7413376885039050630
668647478787251403
2040752609674665819
3189181725568227223
7689594917302935664
3349372544095480697
7351685286731755226
8127585703603632648
2543651269845840959
1311637592895431099
1542741616589133359
5909100411738514128
3344475419929969819
5297186131858853415

Sample name
SRR11953670.sort.bam
SRR11953671.sort.bam
SRR11953672.sort.bam
SRR11953673.sort.bam
SRR11953674.sort.bam
SRR11953675.sort.bam
SRR11953676sort.bam
SRR11953677.sort.bam
SRR11953678sort.bam
SRR11953679.sort.bam
SRR11953680sort.bam
SRR11953681.sort.bam
SRR11953683.sort.bam
SRR11953684.sort.bam
SRR11953685.sort.bam
SRR11953686.sort.bam
SRR11953687.sort.bam
SRR11953688.sort.bam
SRR11953689.sort.bam
SRR11953690.sort.bam
SRR11953691sort.bam
SRR11953692.sort.bam
SRR11953693.sort.bam
SRR11953694.sort.bam
SRR11953695.sort.bam
SRR11953696.sort.bam
SRR11953697.sort.bam
SRR11953698.sort.bam
SRR11953699.sort.bam
SRR11953700.sort.bam

gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt
gs://genomevt

File path
v-1/vcf/SRR11953670.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953671.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953672.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953673.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953674.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953675.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953676.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953677.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953678var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953679.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953680.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953681.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953683.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953684.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953685.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953686.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953687.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953688.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953689.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953690.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953691.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953692.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953693.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953694.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953695.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953696var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953697.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953698.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953699.var-final.vcf
v-1/vcf/SRR11953700.var-final.vcf

quality Bias (BQB) , Mapping quality bias (MQB),and
Mapping quality vs Strand bias(MQSB) and the final
field Variant Distance Bias (VDB), which checks for
random collection of variant bases in the region where
mapped reads are present.
The tables created by google big query and produced
results by google data studio and visualization
represented by stacked bar graph indicates MannWhitney U test for VCF files we created, describes
maximum value of 1 and symbolized as (*) and
all the remaining refrence bases close to value of
1 as shown in figure 3. The pie chart talks about
alternate bases.alt approximately 59.8 % describes
alternate bases symbolically represented as (*) ,14.5%
presents Thymine (T),10.4 tells about Adenine (A),
8.3 % describes cytosine (C) participation and finally
6.9 % presents Guanine(G) with respect to alternate
bases.alt as shown in figure 3.
The retrospective literature that we presented
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Ingestion
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09
2021-03-09

date
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00
13:04:00

UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC

Record count
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

did not have this research that we exploited
using Coronavirus genomic variant analyses on the
enveloped Google Cloud platform: Google Variant
Transforms, Big query, Dataflow so this research is
incomparable.
V. Conclusions
There is no doubt that world is facing challenging
situation of Coronavirus pandemic. It is been now
three years on. Globally, uptil now 236,726,445
coronavirus cases in which 4,834,210 mortality rate
and approximately 213,850,684 were recovered. First
world countries are effected badly as compared with
Third world countries despite of full-fledged healthcare
systems and the reverse is also true. In the present
time amid covid 19 now it has transformed as covid 20
because of a variety of variants of covid For example
UK variant B.1.17 just appeared in the late December
2020 which was found to be 80% transmissible than
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Fig. 3. Pie chart displays alternate bases.alt
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59.8%
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T

6.9%
8.3%

[9]

10.4%

G
C

A
[10]
[11]

Wuhan variant. Similarly the other variant which
is called South African variant lineage of B1.351
variant. we have used Google Cloud Platform Cloud
Life sciences Suite. So in the essence of our work
summaries there is going to be more variants as
time progresses.The importance of variants will be
paramount leading to drug or vaccine discovery for
the Coronavirus research. In this work we created 30
variant caller format files from Coronavirus genome
sequences using its reference genome, then we first
run Variant Transforms tool Preprocessor algorithm
for the 30 VCF files, then after successful execution
it generated report which found no inconsistency
which was bottleneck for further analysis of variants
using variant transforms running bash script. It is
good practice to first run VCF files through variant
transforms preprocessor tool, the reason behind this
it alarms researcher for inconsistency in the VCF
files and caution for further analysis of the variants.
Moreover, we created 26 tables, out of 26 tables,
2 tables were reserved for residual and sample
information. The processing time calculated by the
Google data flow for the preprocess phase it accounted
for 10 minutes and for non-Preprocess phase it
accounted for nearly 15 minutes.
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Abstract—RNA splicing is a process where introns are
removed from pre-mRNA, resulting in mature mRNA. It
requires three main signals, a donor splice site (5’ss), an
acceptor splice site (3’ss) and a branchpoint (BP). Splice
site prediction is a well-studied problem with several reliable
prediction tools. However, branchpoint prediction is a harder
problem, mainly due to varying nucleotide motifs in the
branchpoint area and the existence of multiple branchpoints in a single intron. An RNN based approach called
LaBranchoR was introduced as the state-of-the-art method
for predicting a single BP for each 3’ss. In this work, we
explore the fact that previous research reported that 95%
of introns have multiple BPs with an estimated average of
5 to 6 BPs per intron. To that end, we extend the existing
encoder in the LaBranchoR network with a PointerNetwork
decoder. We train our new encoder-decoder model, named
RNA PtrNets, on 70-nucleotide-long annotated sequences
taken from three publicly available datasets. We evaluate
its accuracy and demonstrate how well the predictor can
generate multiple branchpoints on the given datasets.
Keywords—RNA splicing, branchpoint prediction, recurrent
neural network

pre-mRNA
Exon 1

RNA splicing is a process in molecular biology where
a pre-mRNA transcript is transformed into a mature
messenger RNA (mRNA). It works by removing noncoding regions of RNA, i.e., introns, and joining together
coding regions, i.e., exons. The two-step process of RNA
splicing requires three main signals which work together
in forming mRNA. The pre-mRNA molecule is first cut at
the donor splice site and the 5’ss of the intron is joined to
the branchpoint site (BP), forming a lariat intermediate
molecule. Then, the pre-mRNA molecule is cut at the
acceptor splice site (3’ss), after which two exons are joined
together (see Fig. 1)
Previous research shows that alternative BP selection
plays a role in alternative splicing and diseases (e.g. [1],
[2]). Splice donor and acceptor sites are well studied in
literature (e.g. [3], [4]) and there exist several reliable tools
for splice site prediction, e.g., SpliceAI [5] and Splicing
Prediction in Consensus Elements (SPiCE) [6]. However,
the study of BP position has lagged behind due to two
main challenges: (1) identifying BP positions is difficult
in wet-lab experiments because lariats exist for a short
period of time as low-abundance RNAs, and (2) predicting
BP positions is difficult and we lack an agreed upon
genomewide BP annotation due to two reasons [7]:
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Exon 2
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Exon 1
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Fig. 1: The two-step mechanism of RNA splicing.
Splicing begins with the dinucleotide sequence Guanine
and Uracil (GU) at the 5’ss and ends with the
dinucleotide sequence Adenine and Guanine (AG) at the
3’ss. Branchpoints (BPs) most frequently are Adenine
(A).

•

I. I NTRODUCTION

BP
5'

•

nucleotide motifs vary in the BP area;
multiple BPs exist within the same intron.

Pineda and Bradley [8] reported that 95% of introns have
multiple BPs with an average estimate of 5 to 6 BPs per
intron.
In theory, the position of BPs can be determined using RNA-seq reads spanning the 5’ss and BP junctions.
However, the intron lariat degenerates quickly during RNA
splicing which makes such reads less frequent [9]. To
date, human BP annotations are still incomplete and only
a small fraction of BPs are experimentally verified.
A. Related work
Standard machine learning techniques have been widely
used on existing (incomplete) catalogues of human BPs.
Corvell et al. [1] employs a Support Vector Machine
(SVM-BP). Zhang et al. [10] adopts a mixture model and
expectation maximization algorithm to tackle this problem.
Signal et al. [11] presented Branch-Pointer, a gradient
boosted trees based algorithm. However, all these approaches rely on genome annotation and a decent amount
of feature engineering prior to the training step. Recently,
with the emergence of deep learning methods, Paggi and
Bejerano [12] introduced LaBranchoR (Long short-term
memory network Branchpoint Retriever) as the current
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Fig. 2: Pointer network architecture diagram. Inputs to the network are represented as a sequence of tokens
x1 , . . . , xn , where x1 = $ is a symbol different from all nucleotide bases. Forward and backward encoder hidden
(1)
(1)
states are concatenated into hi . The decoder is composed of LSTM cells which take hkl
(2)
as inputs and hl−1 as previous hidden states, where kl is the previous index generated by the decoder. The LSTM
(2)
cell outputs a hidden state hl , which is then used to calculate the pointer vector al . Decoding stops when am points
to x1 .
state-of-the-art method for predicting a single BP for each
3’ss. LaBranchoR uses two layers of a bidirectional long
short-term memory network (LSTM), the output of which
is fed to a simple feedforward neural network. In their
comparative benchmark analysis, LaBranchoR showed
superior performance compared to previous traditional
machine learning methods. Moreover, LaBranchoR was
applied in a recent study [13] to examine cancer-related
mutations of the splicing factor SF3B1.
B. Our results
Only a small fraction of BPs are experimentally verified.
The major goal of this work is therefore to investigate
the feasibility of an extension of the architectural design underlying LaBranchoR, the current state-of-the-art
method, to be able to recognize multiple potential BPs
instead of just a single one. We achieved this by completely replacing the simple feedforward neural network
in LaBranchoR with a decoder RNN, utilizing a specific
attention mechanism first introduced in [14]. We refer
to our architecture as RNA PtrNets. Additionally, we
implemented various strategies for training, i.e., teacher
forcing [15] and a curriculum learning strategy [16]. The
model was evaluated using a beam search heuristic [17]
during inference. We benchmark our approach against
LaBranchoR, where we train both models on the same
training set and we test them on two unseen BP sets.
II. M ODELS
The LaBranchoR model is a bidirectional LSTM encoder which feeds into a standard feedforward network.
This last layer is interpreted as calculating the posterior
probability that an index of the input is a branch point
in the sequence, the index with the highest posterior
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probability is then considered to be the output of the
model. While this is a straightforward and well-understood
approach, it is inherently limited to outputting a single
branch point or a posterior distribution over the input
sequence.
Our model is a sequence-to-sequence recurrent neural network (RNN), the standard encoder-decoder neural
model used in many modern machine translation services
[18]. Our encoder RNN is essentially the same as in
the LaBranchoR approach: we used bidirectional LSTM.
However, instead of using a standard feedforward network
on the output, our model uses the attention mechanism and
decoder RNN introduced in Pointer Network (PtrNet) [14]
that was successfully used for solving different combinatorial optimization problems.
(1)

(2)

More formally, let (ht )nt=1 and (ht )m
t=1 denote hidden states from the encoder and decoder, respectively. Note
that in the case when the encoder RNN is bidirectional
LSTM, the forward LSTM is fed the input sequence
and the backward LSTM is fed the reverse of the input
sequence. Forward state outputs are not connected to backward state inputs and vice versa, i.e., the input sequence
and its reverse are processed independently. Forward states
are concatenated with the corresponding backward states
in order to form the final sequence of encoder hidden states
(1)
(ht ). Our decoder RNN is forward LSTM on top of
which a particular attention mechanism is implemented
computing the final output. In [14] the attention vector ai
at each output time i in decoder is computed as follows:
(1)

(2)

uij = v T tanh(W1 hj + W2 hi ) j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
ai = softmax(ui )

(1)

Note that vector v and matrices W1 and W2 are learnable
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Pineda 2018
Mercer 2015

Dataset
Mercer et al. 2015
Taggart et al. 2017
Pineda et al. 2018

BPs
59, 359
36, 078
130, 294

Number of introns
36, 388
22, 020
66, 711

Intron percentage
17.4%
16.8%
37%

TABLE I: Existing human BP annotation datasets.
13230
8105

36764

III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

12588
2465
4129
2838

Taggart 2017

Fig. 3: Total number of 70 nucleotide-long RNA
sequences associated with BPs reported in each dataset.
We evaluated the model on a subset of the Mercer and
Taggart datasets, disjoint from the Pineda dataset.

Single BP

Multiple BPs

100
Percentage %

80
60
40
20
0

Mercer
2015

Taggart
Pineda
2017
2018
Dataset

Pineda
balanced

Fig. 4: Ratios of sequences with single versus multiple
BPs.

In this section we present and interpret the results of our
model. We use the three publicly available datasets from
Mercer et al. [19], Taggart et al. [9] and Pineda et al.
[8]. Table I provides an overview of the existing human
BP annotation datasets in terms of the total number of
identified BPs, the number and percentage of introns with
one or many experimentally verified BPs. Fig. 3 shows
the number of unique and common sequences in these
datasets. In total, there are approximately 81K intronic
sequences with at least a single experimentally verified
BP.
For training we used Pineda dataset to include as many
sequences as possible, and for testing we used the subsets
of Mercer and Taggart that are disjoint from the training
set as illustrated in Fig. 3. Pineda dataset is imbalanced,
with over 65% of the sequences having a single annotated
BP. Since we are interested in the multiple-BP prediction
problem, we generated a “Pineda balanced dataset” where
we included all sequences with multiple BPs, and uniformly at random we included half of the sequences with
a single BP. Balancing the dataset encourages the model
to properly learn to predict either single or multiple BPs.
Fig. 4 shows the ratios of sequences with single versus
multiple BPs in each dataset. We split the training dataset
following the 80/20 rule, where 80% of the sequences are
used for training and the rest is held out for validation and
choosing the optimal model.Since most BPs occur in the
branchpoint area, i.e., 18 to 44 nt upstream of the 3’ss,
we consider sequences where a BP is located 5 to 60 nt
upstream of a 3’ss and extract 70 nt-long sequences as in
[12] which are then used as inputs to the network.
To measure model performance we use precision and
recall metrics:
TP
TP + FP
TP
Recall =
,
TP + FN

Precision =
parameters of the model. Moreover, attention vector ai of
length n is a probability vector over an input sequence,
as a result of a softmax function. The final ’trick’ is to
interpret the index in ai with the highest probability as
an output in time i, i.e., the output argmax(ai ) in time
i is a ’pointer’ that points to the argmax(ai ) position in
the input sequence (hence the name Pointer Network). To
(1)
calculate the next decoder hidden state, we use hargmax(ai )
as the next LSTM input. See Fig. 2 for the network
diagram. Since we consider only sequences composed
of 4 different nucleotides (nt), each base is represented
as a 4-dimensional one-hot vector. Moreover, during the
inference we implement and use a beam search heuristic
to find the best possible sequence given a beam width.
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(2)
(3)

where T P is the count of predicted BPs matching the
true (i.e., experimentally verified) BPs, F P is the count
of predicted BPs not matching true BPs and F N is the
count of true BPs not predicted by the model.
Model training was conducted on a workstation with an
AMD Threadripper 3990X processor, 256 GB of DDR4
memory and two GeForce RTX 3090 graphic cards running Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS. The network is implemented
using Python 3.8.8 and the deep learning library PyTorch
1.10 to fully utilize available graphic cards. Code and results are publicly available at https://gitlab.com/ajovanov/
rna-branchpoint-predictor.
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Fig. 5: The performance of our model in each epoch during training. (a) Evaluation of the loss value in training and
validation sets. (b) Performance evaluation using precision and recall on training set versus validation set.
RNA PtrNets
High-precision

A. Hyperparameters, teacher forcing and training
We trained the model for a maximum of 200 epochs
with batch size 256 and AdamW optimizer with default
learning rate 10−3 and weight decay 10−5 . The encoder
hidden state dimension is 128, while the decoder hidden
state dimension is 256 to account for encoder hidden
state concatenation. For calculating loss we used the cross
entropy loss function.
Teacher forcing [15] is an RNN training technique
which uses the last ground truth element yt instead of the
last output ŷt to generate the next output ŷt+1 . However,
during inference we can only supply the last output as the
true output is unknown, which leads to large discrepancies
between training and inference. To reduce this discrepancy,
we use a curriculum learning strategy [16] and choose
whether to use the ground truth or the generated output
with teacher forcing ratio, i.e., probability of 0.5 for each
batch.
During training we used a patience parameter of 20
to stop training if we see no improvement in precision
and recall on the validation set. Training stopped after 49
epochs, which means that maximum precision and recall
were achieved on epoch 29 or earlier. Figs. 5 (a) and (b)
show signs of overfitting after epoch 30.
B. Model performance
For testing the model performance we considered two
model states, i.e., when maximum precision and maximum
recall are achieved on the validation set. For inference we
used a beam search heuristic with a beam width of 4. We
also benchmarked against the LaBranchoR model trained
on the same balanced Pineda dataset. LaBranchoR focuses
on predicting the most likely BP associated with each
3’ss, while RNA PtrNets model aims to predict all BPs
associated with each 3’ss. Our task is more challenging,
therefore, this comparative benchmark analysis aims solely
to set a baseline and show how our model compares to
the state-of-the-art method of LaBranchoR. Fig. 6 shows
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Precision
Precision ±2nt
Recall
Recall ±2nt
Precision
Precision ±2nt
Recall
Recall ±2nt

Mercer dataset
0.642
0.762
0.545
0.680
Taggart dataset
0.253
0.611
0.252
0.606

RNA PtrNets
High-recall

LaBranchoR

0.537
0.683
0.648
0.786

0.663
0.730
0.544
0.568

0.211
0.553
0.295
0.707

0.276
0.575
0.266
0.431

TABLE II: Precision and recall achieved by RNA
PtrNets and LaBranchoR on mutually exclusive
sequences from Mercer and Taggart test sets.
chr14:32621596- 32621613

RNA PtrNets

TTACACAGATTCTTCACT
LaBranchoR
Fig. 6: An example from Mercer test set where RNA
PtrNets correctly predicts all BP labels, while
LaBranchoR predicts a single BP. True BPs appear
inside the dashed rectangles. At the top, the arrows
indicate the labels predicted by RNA PtrNets. At the
bottom, the arrow indicates the label predicted by
LaBranchoR. We only show a subsequence of the
intronic segment that overlaps the genomic location
shown on the top left corner.

an illustrative example from Mercer test set where RNA
PtrNets correctly predicts all BP labels, while LaBranchoR
only predicts a single BP.
Table II shows precision and recall on mutually exclusive sequences from Mercer and Taggart datasets (see
Fig. 3). We notice a significant trade-off between metrics
on relevant model states, where the model with high
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precision predicts a single BP and the model with high
recall predicts multiple BPs at the cost of producing many
false positives. Considering that only 17.4% of introns
have experimentally verified BP labels in the Mercer
dataset, we expect that some predicted false positives are
indeed positions missing from the annotated dataset due
to the difficulties of labelling those BPs [8]. Compared to
Mercer BP sites, Taggart BP sites generally disagreed with
our predictions, resulting in lowered performance. Similar
behaviour is reported in [12].
We also notice that predicted BPs often disagree with
experimental ones by small shifts, so we report approximate precision and recall values labelled ’±2nt’, where we
consider a predicted BP overlapping with an experimental
one if it lies at most 2nt upstream or downstream of
the experimental BP. We observe a significant increase in
results on the Taggart dataset with this approximation.
Compared to LaBranchoR, our model achieves lower
precision and higher recall on both datasets. When considering 2 positions upstream or downstream of experimental
BPs, our model achieves both higher precision and recall.
IV. C ONCLUSION
RNA PtrNets extended LaBranchoR to handle output
dictionaries whose size depends on the length of input indices, the outputs of RNA PtrNets model indicate pointers
to the input indices. In this work, we aimed to develop
a model for multiple BPs prediction. We generated a
balanced training dataset from the Pineda BP set, which
helped the model during training observe equal numbers
of RNA sequences with multiple and with single BPs.
LaBranchoR applies a sigmoid function to output a
probability density function over the input nucleotide
indices. RNA PtrNets contains an LSTM and attentionbased decoder whose outputs are pointers to different
nucleotide positions.
RNA PtrNets performance fluctuates and there is a
noticeable trade-off between precision and recall. When
compared to LaBranchoR, RNA PtrNets model often provided higher recall at the cost of losing precision (i.e.,
it produced many false positives). Accurately predicting
multiple BPs per 3’ss is more challenging than predicting
a single BP label. RNA PtrNets results showed that our
model predicted more multiple BPs per sequence compared to the experimentally verified ones perhaps due to
missing BP labels from exiting annotation, e.g., in Mercer
data set only 17.4% of introns have experimentally verified
BP labels. Thus, we expect that a subset of these false
positives to be missing labels from the original data sets.
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Abstract - Antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) is
key to support clinical decision regarding bacterial
infectious diseases treatment. In particular, it is applied to
direct the most appropriate antimicrobial therapy to assure
its success and thus prevent infection related health
complications or even death. In addition, AST is very
important to prevent the emergence of bacterial
antimicrobial resistance and the spread of multi-resistant
bacteria.
Current standard AST require long periods of time to
obtain results, which is an important limitation for the
required targeted prescription of antimicrobials. Faced with
the challenge of antimicrobial resistance, many proposals
have been made to accelerate sample processing, however,
the initial step of bacterial incubation prior to AST has not
yet been circumvented, being the major contributor to the
extremely time-consuming current AST available
technologies.
This work presents a new methodology to perform AST,
in which the incubation time is reduced to a minimum and
the AST process is based on optical technology, the Laser
Speckle. Preliminary results of this new AST approach
using Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus
clinical strains, two of the most challenging pathogens
worldwide, showed very promising results. This new
technology may be the future solution to guide antimicrobial
prescription, by possibly delivering results in as little as 30
minutes.
Keywords - Laser Speckle, Optical Imaging, Antimicrobial
Susceptibility Testing (AST)

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant advances in 20th century
medicine was undoubtedly the discovery of
antimicrobials, which were responsible for one of the
greatest revolutions in terms of medical treatments [1-4].
However, as life have a great capacity to adapt and
respond to changes in the environment, the abusive use of
antimicrobials has warned the effectiveness of some
antimicrobial agents. Faced with new challenges, bacteria
rapidly developed antimicrobial resistance (AMR) by
environmental adaptation, through Darwinian mechanisms
of selection of the most fitted. Bacteria acquire AMR by
gene mutation or incorporation of AMR genes transferred
from other bacteria. It is thus possible to find bacterial
strains that are able to resistant to various classes of
antimicrobial agents. Such multidrug resistance (MDR)
explains the current very worrisome situation worldwide
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of untreatable infections, which represent today one of the
main public health problems [1, 2, 5-7]. As an example it
is possible to mention the number of cases of high
mortality
associated
to
methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus
aureus
(MRSA)
or
decreased
susceptibility to vancomycin (VISA) infections, as well as
those derived from vancomycin-resistant enterococci
(VRE), MDR strains of pneumococci, Gram-negative
bacteria producing extended-spectrum beta-lactamases
(ESBL) and meningococci with decreased susceptibility to
penicillin.
The rational use of antimicrobials and the timely
detection of their susceptibility are crucial to curb this
problem. Antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) is
performed after microorganisms are identified in samples
(biological samples can be, for example, blood, saliva,
urine, feces, and soft tissues) that are placed in a bacterial
culture medium with ideal conditions for them to grow.
Then the bacterial colonies are exposed to different types
of antimicrobials and their ability to block growth is
analyzed and the minimum amount of antimicrobial that
allows such growth inhibition action is determined.
AST are in-vitro tests that identify whether an
antimicrobial is effective against a particular bacterial
strain and are the gold-standard in clinical practice for
directing antimicrobial therapy. Their performance is
mainly hindered by the time it takes to deliver results,
which has great consequences in the management of
antimicrobial targeted administration, with possible severe
implications in the patient outcome and AMR and MDR
emergence. In some cases the time required is about a
week before results are obtained.
This paper presents results from the performance of a
new AST that uses a technique based on the reflection of
coherent light (in this case laser is used) and that allows
obtaining results faster than the classic tests that require
pre-incubation time in bacterial culture medium. After this
first introductory section, this work continues with the
Methodology. In section III the results are presented and
in section IV the discussion. Finally, a brief conclusion is
presented.
II.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Laser Speckle Imaging and Instrumentation
Speckle is an optical interference phenomenon
obtained by diffused reflections when a rough surface is
illuminated by a coherent light source. These reflected
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randomly distributed waves create interference patterns
that can be used to characterize static or dynamic
conditions by using video processing algorithms [8, 9].
An illustration of the origin of the physical
phenomenon of interference is shown in Figure 1. The
light reflected by the surface being analyzed (in this case a
petri dish with culture medium and a bacterial strain) is
captured by a video recording system so that later, through
digital image processing techniques, it is possible to
associate movement patterns with the type of light
interference that the camera's digital sensor can detect.

Figure 1: Illustration of the speckle phenomenon. The reflected wave
fronts interact which others producing constructive or destructive
interference pattern.

A sequence of 4 frames and an example of the region
of interest (ROI) in one frame with the obtained pattern
Speckle pattern is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Sequence of frames and one ROI of the speckle pattern
obtained from the raw data video.

The acquisition setup consists of a laser source (in this
case a Ne-He laser with wavelength 633 nm and 5 mW
power - Thorlabs), optical instrumentation (lens and
diffuser) that allows the laser to cover a region of interest
with sufficient area on the Petri dish, and a video system
that allows for signal capture. The characteristics of the
camera are described in Table 1 and the sketch of the
setup is shown in Figure 4.
B. Experimental Procedure
For the experimental procedure, two bacterial strains
(Staphylococcus aureus - S and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
- P) and two antimicrobials (Imipenem - I and Ceftazidime
- C) were employed. Staphylococcus aureus is a grampositive bacteria that have a rounded shape and it is the
only species in the genus Staphylococcus that have the
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enzyme coagulase. Other species that do not have this
enzyme are called coagulase negative, and include some
species that are also pathogenic, but less frequent, like
Staphylococcus
epidermidis
and
Staphylococcus
saprophyticus. Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a gram
negative bacilli with the capacity to produce several
virulent extracellular substances and aggregate in
biofilms, which further enhances its ability to acquire
AMR and MDR mechanisms. Other species from this
genus are also pathogenic, but to a much lesser extent.

Regarding the antimicrobials used in this trial,
imipenem is a beta-lactam antimicrobial from the
carbapenem subgroup, and has a broad spectrum of
activity against aerobic and anaerobic Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria, where tested strains are included.
Ceftazidime is a beta-lactam antimicrobial from the 3rd
generation cephalosporin group that shows increased
activity against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, giving it a
significant advantage over other cephalosporins to treat
infections caused by MDR strains of this pathogen. Both
antimicrobials are exclusively used in the hospital setting,
only to treat MDR bacteria associated infections.
Each of the bacterial strains (S and P) were placed in
culture medium in a petri dish divided into 3 circular
sectors with different experimental conditions. In sector I
only the bacterial strain was placed, in sector II the strain
with the antimicrobial imipenem was placed, and in sector
III the strain with the antimicrobial ceftazidime was
placed. Then the petri dishes with the 3 experimental
conditions were incubated for 30 minutes at 37 degrees
Celsius. In the following, 10-second videos were recorded
with a ROI within each circular sector of the plates at an
acquisition frequency of 50 frames per second (fps). After
recording, petri dishes were placed back in the incubator,
and the recording procedure was repeated every 30
minutes for a total of 6 hours (data not shown).
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After being acquired, each of the videos went through
a pre-processing phase, where the frames corresponding
to each of the experimental conditions were selected and
the ROI (in this case a 300 x 400 resolution rectangle)
was defined. To quantify the activity in each of the ROIs,
common statistical measures in laser speckle were used,
in particular contrast and velocity descriptors. Image
processing was performed using ImageJ software.
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Figure 3: Contrast variation during 60 frames from one experimental
condition.

One example of the contrast variation during 60 frames
is shown in Figure 3. The linear fit was also plotted and
the slope of the line was obtained as a measure for the
intensity of the activity within the selected ROI for each
period.

Figure 5: Contrast profile after 30 minutes of incubation for the three
experimental conditions: Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P); Pseudomonas
aeruginosa + imipenem (P+I); Pseudomonas aeruginosa + ceftazidime
(P+C).

To better understand this effect of the decrease in
contrast, Figure 5 shows the variation in the experimental
conditions after 30 minutes, during 60 frames of
acquisition. It is possible to see that the contrast values
tend to be higher for Pseudomonas aeruginosa +
ceftazidime, which indicates less activity detected,
therefore, this result is compatible with the increased
susceptibility of Pseudomonas aeruginosa to ceftazidime
antimicrobial activity, described in literature.
TABLE II: CONTRAST AND VARIATION IN THE SLOPE FOR
EACH EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION

Figure 4: Illustration of the acquisition setup. A – Laser Source, B –
Lens; C- Sample; D- Computer; E – Video system.

The results for each experimental conditions are shown
in Table 2. The higher variation in the first 30 minutes is
obtained for Staphylococcus aureus in the presence of
imipenem, reporting an increase trend in the contrast
which is compatible with reduced activity in the sample,
thus showing susceptibility of Staphylococcus aureus to
imipenem. This conclusion is in line with the expected,
once imipenem has a broad spectrum of activity in
particular against gram positives as is the case of
Staphylococcus aureus.
In the remaining experimental conditions this trend is
no longer registered, and is possible to observe a slight
variation in the slope corresponding to a decrease in the
contrast. This may be indicative of the antimicrobials
consumption during the assays (since they are killing the
bacteria), which is something to solve in our future
experiments. We must include a step to introduce further
doses of antimicrobials to attain constant concentrations.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Antimicrobial resistance is a serious public health
problem with worldwide expression. The misuse of
antimicrobial therapy has contributed to the adaptation of
bacteria and, therefore, to the development of resistance.
The determination of antimicrobial susceptibility is a
laboratory test that aids clinical practice, so that
prescriptions can be made in a targeted manner, and as
early as possible. However, in some cases AST may take
up to a week to deliver results, which greatly impairs
targeted antimicrobial prescription and thus favors AM
and MDR emergence. In order to contribute to shorten
AST time to deliver results, with this work we present an
experimental study with a technique using coherent light
to conduct AST, where results were found in half an hour.
Obtained results, although encouraging, need to be
interpreted with some caution. In a short period of time it
was possible to identify the reduction of activity in
antimicrobial growth in the association of Staphylococcus
aureus with imipenem, but in the other tested
combinations the results were less expressive. In the case
of the association of Pseudomonas aeruginosa with
ceftazidime, although there was variation in the detected
activity, this variation was reduced, indicating that the
effect of antimicrobial therapy did not stop the growth of
colonies in culture. It is known that some strains of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa are resistant to third generation
cephalosporins (such as ceftazidime), which could explain
obtained results, since we did not know the susceptibility
pattern of the used strain.
Another limitation of the study is related to the
acquisition conditions, since the recordings were made in
a laboratory with ambient light, and since laser light was
used there may have been interference with the
recordings. In future work, these recordings must also be
performed over longer periods of time and in a more
suitable location in terms of light conditions.
Further studies, with other bacterial growth under
antimicrobials challenge conditions are required, as well
as with other bacterial species and different
antimicrobials. Moreover, experiments with MDR bacteria
are also essential. Adjustments in antimicrobials
concentrations during the assays were already pointed out
in the text.
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Nevertheless, these preliminary results point to a new,
faster way to perform AST with the practical
consequences already identified.
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Abstract—Posture has a big impact on healthy lifestyle and
it is an essential part of our health. Unfortunately, the problem
for many member of the population is that they don’t put
enough emphasis on posture while doing sedentary activities.
Careless posture can occur during both standing and sitting,
which can lead to pain at back and waist regions in older ages.
The aim of our project is to give a solution to posture monitoring
and correction. The developed special clothing is wearable and
able to analyze the wearer's posture. Based on the measured
results during posture monitoring the system can support
prevention and active posture correction. In this paper we are
describing the system design and show how the system is
performing during tests.
Keywords - inertial measurement unit; posture monitoring;
posture correction; wearable device,

like operation- the vibration-free support of the skull [3].
These characteristic curvatures are as follows:


neck section convex forward.



back section convex backwards.



lumbar section forward convex.



the sacral section is convex backwards, but more
precisely convex upwards due to its horizontal
approach.



the tailbone is convex backwards, but more precisely
convex upwards due to its horizontal approach.

These are summarized in Fig. 1.

I. INTRODUCTION
The majority of the adult population in the US approximately 80 percent of them - suffers from back pain [1].
In 2019, the incidence of low back pain in Europe was
approximately 4,791 per 100,000 females and 3,686 per
100,000 males. The incidence of low back pain in general is
increasing with years, and the incidence has been consistently
higher among females. Low back disorders include spinal disc
problems such as hernias and spondylolisthesis, muscle and
soft tissue injuries. In addition to the normal degenerative
aging process, epidemiological studies reveal that careless
posture and poor ergonomic factors in the workplace
contribute to low back disorders in a healthy back or
accelerate existing changes in an already damaged back. [2]
The vast majority of spinal and musculoskeletal problems are
caused by improper posture, so we need to place great
emphasis on the health of our spine and its supporting
mechanisms. Although it may seem simple, in practice it
requires serious attention. Conspicuous postural defects can
be noticed by untrained eyes, but minor changes that can
escape our attention can also be a problem. Medical
professionals are able to determine any posture abnormality.
Such investigation requires personal meeting, time and other
costly resources. Frequent patient-doctor meetings in
everyday life are not feasible, and medical professional cannot
stand by the patient and warn in case of any careless posture
case. The proposed and developed system is designed to
support prevention during daily lives. To correct a
maintenance defect that lasts for years, cannot be remedied in
short time. It is not enough to show the patient once how
he/she should stand, because the right posture will probably
be uncomfortable at first. Patient is not used to this and will
involuntarily return to a bad posture. Our proposed system can
monitor posture and provide feedback continuously helping to
let really feel the optimal body position after several days
practicing by the patient.

Fig. 1. Sagittal curvature of the spine and body weight line [3]

The system presented here defines these curves, monitor
their movement with position and is thus able to provide
feedback on posture.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Overall System Architecture
Fig. 2 shows the complete structure of the device in a form
of a wearable vest. The measurements are realized with
independent measurement pints. By placing the sensors at
these four points, the special curvatures of the spine can be
well monitored. Each point contains a microcontroller, an
Inertial Measurement Unit, and a vibrating motor. The red dot
has special properties, on the one hand the battery is located
here and on the other hand the microcontroller located here is
responsible for summarizing the data and communicating with
a data acquisition device (a smart phone) with Bluetooth LE
(Low Energy) technology.

The spine, in the sagittal plane, has characteristic
curvatures, it ensures the statics of the body and -by its springFig. 2. Sensor locations
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B. Node Architecture - ESP32 Microcontroller
The system builds up from multiple nodes and each node
contains a dedicated multicore microcontroller. The ESP32
PICO [4] microcontroller shown in Fig. 3, has plenty of
features like high computing capacity (120 MHz+), and
wireless communication support (WIFI and Bluetooth LE
connectivity).

3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis magnetometer. The data
collected by the IMU components are fused together [6,7],
and the process performs position tracking using
deadreckoning estimation [8]. (Deadreckoning is the
process of calculating the position of something from its
previous position. Its task is to provide orientation data. By
summing up these data, the overall posture can be inferred.
It transmits raw data to the microcontroller via I2C
connection.

Fig. 3. Pin diagram of ESP32 Pico Microcontroller [4]
Fig. 5. Seeed Grove - IMU 10DOF

C. Internal Communication Between Nodes
The ESP32 microcontrollers communicate with each other
via an ESP-NOW connection [5]. ESP-NOW is a fast
communication protocol that can be used to exchange small
messages (up to 250 bytes) between ESP32 microprocessors.
Only the acclaimed ESP32 (marked with a red dot at the back
of the neck, shown in Fig. 2), establishes a direct Bluetooth
connection with the smart phone. This single channel
Bluetooth connectivity increases the overall energy-efficiency
of the system significantly.

E. Vibration Motor
In the system we are using sewable LilyPad Vibe Board
(shown in Fig. 6.) vibrating motor to send back feedback to
the user. The PWM pin can be controlled by the
microprocessor, instructing it to warn the wearer of the vest
with vibration.

The communication structure is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. LilyPad Vibe Board

F. Battery
Finally, a small size rechargeable battery (shown in Fig.
7.) is required, which in this case is a 3.7 V Li-Po 1200mAh
battery. Because the ESP32 operates on 3.3V input voltage,
3.7V was controlled using a voltage regulator. The battery
alone can supply power to all four microprocessors and
peripherals.

Fig. 4. System communication architecture (Bluetooth LE + ESP-NOW
connection model)

D. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
In our system, so called Inertial Measurement Units (IMU)
are used for posture detection. More precisely a (10DOF –
10 Degrees of Freedom) Seeed Grove module (shown in
Fig. 5.) builds up from an MPU9250 IMU (9DOF) device
and a BMP-200 barometric pressure sensor (+1DOF). This
IMU contains 3 main components: a 3-axis gyroscope, a
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Fig. 7. Battery
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G. Hardware Setup
As shown in Fig. 8, all hardware components are mounted
on the vest. Cable connection between the computer and the
microprocessors is required for testing but can be removed
during normal use.

Fig. 8. Vest-mounted sensor network prototype placed on the opened vest

III. SOFTWARE
A. Examine Posture
Once the hardware connection is complete, the raw data
measured by the IMU sensors can be retrieved. The
implemented algorithm of S. J. Remington (3/2020) [5] does
just that and by calling the IMU periphery on the appropriate
registers, it also transmits the measured data. It is important
that the data obtained can be used in practice, they still need
to be processed properly. The raw sensor data is processed
using a sensor fusion algorithm, thus creating the orientation
data needed to examine posture. With the algorithm three data
are calculated from the raw data: the yaw, pitch and roll
direction rotations of the sensor as Euler angles, where


yaw is the angle between the x-axis of the sensor and
the Earth's magnetic north, the positive displacement
is counterclockwise.



pitch is the angle between the x-axis of the sensor
and the Earth plane, where the displacement to the
Earth is positive and to the sky is negative.



roll the angle between the y-axis of the sensor and
the Earth plane, where the displacement to the y-axis
is positive.

These result from the determination of a homogeneous
rotation matrix constructed from quaternions. The Tait-Bryan
angles as well as the Euler angles are not commutative, i.e. for
correct orientation the turns must be performed in the correct
order, which in this configuration is yaw, pitch then roll.

record the sensor-specific error limit in a matrix to correct later
the results during operation. We have used Magneto 1.4
program for that purpose.
Reference points play an extremely important role in the
operation of the program. Because these are the points against
which the program examines posture. After properly wearing
the vest, the sensors map the wearer's physique parameters,
which also includes saving the orientation data measured in
the current position in the correct posture. These are the
reference points.
It is very difficult to give an exact boundary when the
posture can be marked as bad. The decision depends on the
individual initial parameter set, the physical and mental
condition. To eliminate this, we have introduced certain
parameter thresholds. These are considered by the program to
be the boundary between correct and wrong posture. Whether
the orientation data is greater or less than the threshold value
depends on the location of the sensor. It doesn't matter what
the starting position of the sensor is, where it is moving. As an
example, the initial pitch value of the sensor at the neck point
is about -90 °. If the sensor moves from its initial position, it
will certainly take on a smaller value. This is due to its
operation. Let the threshold be 81 °, so it can be calculated that
within 10% of the displacement the data obtained is still
considered to be a correct posture, while a larger one is already
considered incorrect. Thus, if the absolute value of the
measured data is less than 81 °, which in this case is the
threshold value, the program will classify the given
measurement as incorrect posture.
The same posture monitoring algorithm is running at all
the measurement sensor points (e.g.: located at the neck or
lower back). From the data provided by the sensor, the pitch
angle is used. The yaw and roll angles are not relevant and do
not provide additional information for operation. Because the
pitch specifies the angle between the x-axis of the sensor and
the plane of the Earth, it should show 0 ° in the horizontal
position. In practice, it is not possible to determine precisely
in advance because this value also depends on the wearer's
physique. But since the program examines the deviation for
reference points, it is not necessary to define the specific value
in advance. Microcontrollers run the process of controlling
posture, controlling various delays, coordinating feedback,
and saving data for later statistics.

B. Mobile Application
A mobile app has been developed to provide the measured
posture parameter results to the user using an easy-to-use,
intuitive user interface, that anyone can use on their own
smartphone. The cross platform application was developed
using the MIT App Inventor 2 program [12]. The user
interface of the smart phone application is shown in Fig. 9.

The Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS)
subsystem, is based on Mahony's algorithm and as an
improved version was implemented, that allows orientation
data to be determined with less computation.
Proper pre-calibration is essential for the algorithm and the
system to work properly. The sensors operate with a certain
margin of error during operation, which is unique to each
sensor. However, it needs to be addressed for them to work
perfectly. During the preliminary testing phase we have pre-
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measured from the position of the reference
points. The data is in degree.
The third part shows the different function keys.


Synchronization: Synchronizes the parameters
set in the application and in microprocessors. On
the one hand, it retrieves the data from the
Measured Data section of the vest, and on the
other hand, passes the values set in the
Parameters section to the vest so that it can
operate according to them from now on.



Save reference points: When pressed, the
currently measured values are saved as reference
points.



Connect to vest: The application scans
automatically all the nearby Bluetooth devices
and presents the results as a list for the user. The
user needs to select the device representing the
vest.
IV. EXPREIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 9. Mobile application with posture data

The application can be divided into three main parts. In the
Measured Data section, general information can be seen by the
user which are the following:


Total wearing time: Shows the total amount of
time the vest was worn.



Incorrect posture: shows how much time the
user has spent in an incorrect posture during the
total wearing time.



Efficiency: Specifies user performance as a
percentage. This number should be interpreted
as simple feedback when the user can easily see
how effectively the posture was appropriate
during wearing.

The next part of the application is the Parameters section,
where the operation of the vest can be customized.
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Measurement frequency: Wearer's posture
checking frequency. The dress can detect any
abnormality almost immediately at an msec
scale, but this reduces the battery time
significantly. If a longer time interval is set, more
energy-efficient operation can be achieved,
allowing the vest to last longer without charging.



Warning delay: This parameter sets a time limit
(in seconds) after the vest should report to the
user an incorrect posture warning signal. The
reporting cannot occur immediately, as in real
life a person performs several activities, which
can be considered as an incorrect posture for the
dress, however the user only performs a short
term special activity (e.g.: shoemaking).



Warning limit: This parameter specifies the
degree of deviation of the vest. The deviation is

Already in the initial phase of development, we have
considered to continuously test the system, thus ensuring early
detection of system bugs and non-compliances. Multiple
forms of testing have been implemented and realized during
the development. With cloud-based technology allowing
long-term verification of sensor data and real-time
visualization of sensor data with Unity Engine [11], making it
easy to see if anything is malfunctioning. The functionality of
the system was tested in details to see if it could analyze
posture and capable to provide useful feedback.
A. Cloud-Based Testing
The ThingSpeak cloud IoT data collector platform with a
combination of advanced data analysis using MATLAB has
been used for testing. From MATLAB the MathWorks
package has been used. The microprocessor itself has a builtin WIFI module, so it can connect directly to the Internet and
transmit data to the cloud in JSON format.
The technology allows data to be tracked in real time, from
anywhere, and because it is stored in the cloud, there is no
need to run a computer and save large files. This test
environment was used mainly to explore the drift problem, as
this type of error can occur with prolonged IMU use. In the
case of drift, a slow, monotonous rotation is observed around
one of the axes. (shown in Fig 10-12.) It is more common than
IMU without a magnetometer due to the lack of a horizontal
reference direction. Therefore, this type of problem is less
significant for the MPU-9250 type sensor used, but we have
investigated it independently. When an error occurs, there
would be a monotonic decrease or increase on one of the
charts, but here it is clear that the measured data approximates
the true angular values. During the measurement of the data,
the sensor was fixed and the results of approximately 60,000
measurements were saved and visualized. The following
diagram show the charts made by cloud system:
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Fig. 14. Orientation taken by in reality

Fig. 10. Yaw rotation values

Fig. 11. Pitch rotation values

C. Functional Testing
The comprehensive testing was performed with the help of
a manikin. This allows any angular rotation to be set
objectively. During testing, the parameters were set to the
following values:


Measurement frequency: 1 s



Warning delay: 1 s



Warning limit: 15 °

The reference points were saved in the horizontal position
of the manikin and the proper operation of the sensors was
examined in two states. With an inclination of 10 ° and 20 °.
At 10 °, the vibration motor is not expected to switch on, as
10 ° is less than the set warning limit of 15 °, and at 20 °, the
corresponding vibration motor must switch on because the
measured inclination is greater than the warning limit. Of the
4 sensors, 2 were tested using the manikin method. As the
manikin was not suitable for testing the fourth sensor (due to
issue to adjust curvature of the upper back section between the
shoulder blades), external measurement point has been used
to test the other sensors.
Case 1 Warning limit 15 °, adjusted inclination 10 °,
expected output: no vibrating feedback, actual output: no
vibrating feedback. (shown in Fig. 15.)

Fig. 12. Roll rotation values

B. Vizualization of Sensor Data
Visualization is implemented using the Unity Engine. One
of the pre-made, free models of the Asset Store was used
during the testing. The communication between the hardware
and Unity itself is supported by a software package called
Uduino [10], which provides easy, fast communication. It is
able to receive and process data from several microprocessors
in parallel with a relatively small deceleration, so it was
completely suitable for the planned testing tasks. For more
spectacular results and more efficient testing, the software was
working with two IMU sensors mounted on the right arm. The
goal was to test the full functionality of the IMU embedded in
the vest. In the case of the arm, all three-way orientations were
visualized as it can be seen below in Fig. 13.

Fig. 15. Case 1 and Case 2

Case 2 Warning limit 15 °, adjusted inclination 20 °,
expected output: vibration feedback on shoulder, actual
output: vibration feedback on the shoulder. (shown in Fig. 15.)
Case 3 Warning limit 15 °, adjusted inclination 10 °,
expected output: no vibrating feedback, actual output: no
vibrating feedback. (shown in Fig. 16.)

Fig. 13. Orientation taken by model
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their phone screen, allowing them to see the state of their
posture even more accurately. But this feature can also be
useful for physiotherapists who could use vest remotely for
rehabilitation in patients with musculoskeletal disorders. This
would in any case require even more detailed parameterization
through the application, even for separate key points, in order
to achieve the most efficient rehabilitation possible.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 16. Case 3 and Case 4

Case 4 Warning limit 15 °, adjusted inclination 20 °,
expected output: vibration feedback on lower back, actual
output: vibration on lower feedback. (shown in Fig. 16.)
D. Battery Life
One of the cornerstones of usability is battery life. If the
battery drains very quickly, it will be very inconvenient to use
in everyday life, so increasing energy efficiency was goal
throughout the whole development. In its final state, a
microprocessor consumes 120-150mA of power, depending
on whether the BLE or ESP-NOW connection is active. In
deep sleep mode, on the other hand, practically less than 11µA
recording is available. Overall, if the 4 microprocessors are
running, 4 * 150mA, 600mA consumption can be measured.

Fig. 17. Power consumption in normal use and deep sleep mode

With the default parameter setting, the vest measures
posture every 10 seconds, which lasts roughly 2 seconds,
during which time the consumption is 600 mA. With
continuous normal operation, the battery can operate at
1200mAh / 600mA for 2 hours in the prototype device. On
average, the vest runs for 600 seconds in normal mode in one
hour, consuming roughly 120mA of current. Calculated with
this, the prototype vest is capable of 10 hours of operation
under average use. Of course, this is an approximate value, it
depends on the number of active connections, the number of
feedbacks, the degree of correct and incorrect posture.
V. FUTURE WORK

The system created in this paper is able to analyze and
feedback the wearer's posture in real time, taking into account
the user's needs. With its many convenience features and
battery-powered operation, it can become a well-used
preventive and wearable posture correction device for many
users in the future.
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Real-time visualization on the phone screen could be a
promising direction for the system, as it would allow the
wearer to see a complete representation of their posture on
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Abstract— Today, the Internet of Things (IoT) has gained
popularity and significant expansion. IoT has become very
important for our lives, as many objects, sensors, devices, and
things are connected through the Internet. Transmitting such
large and unstructured data across bandwidth from IoT devices
requires high bandwidth and it is necessary to redesign the
complete network architectures. There are many ways that
networked devices can improve existing processes and services
in the industry. Industrial IoT enables connecting of smart
devices in industrial applications. It involves connecting smart
devices to commercial applications and consumers. Today,
various entities have an excellent opportunity to expand their
businesses using IoT. However, there are still many challenges
facing IoT today.
This paper aims to cover the main challenges, opportunities,
architecture, and applications of IoT technology. It will analyze
the importance of the Cloud and big data for IoT. The
contribution and weaknesses of existing literature will also be
covered and analyzed in this study. The main goal is to analyze
different organizations' security issues, assurance, and
interoperability of IoT devices and IoT adaptation.
The paper will open up research questions and discuss new
approaches, possibilities, and challenges using IoT for people
and organizations. The most significant challenges will be
highlighted to give the possible future directions and open
matters about IoT for the research community and the industry.
Index Terms - IoT, Internet of Things, IoT system, IoT
security, Industry 4.0, Industrial IoT,

I. INTRODUCTION

T

recent years, the Internet of Things has attracted
significant attention. It is predicted that the Internet will
connect about 35 billion things by 2025 [1]. The Internet
goes through different phases, where each phase has a
profound effect on society and business [2].
Web and Internet are two separate entities but are
interrelated [3]. The Web is a model of information exchange,
or the system we use to access information through the
Internet medium, and the Internet is a network infrastructure
interconnection that is available by anyone, anywhere,
anytime around the world [4]. Today the speed of
communication and innovations are growing at an
extraordinary rate. The rapid development of wireless
communication technologies and the network of
intelligence connections are creating new resources,
facilitating in many spheres of society [5].
HE
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IoT connects unconventional physical devices used in our
daily lives to the Internet using standard communication
architectures, providing and improving the sustainability and
security of industries and society and enabling efficient
interaction and new services for end users [6],[7].
IoT can be extended to almost anything and can usually be
described as the technology for solving most of the problems
of today society, from intelligent transportation, smart cities,
agriculture, pollution monitoring, healthcare, washing
machines, home automation, home security, to name a few
[8],[9]. Times have changed. Imagine when we used to talk
about smart homes that we could control our home from
anywhere, turn the lights on-off or set the desired
temperature, now these are possible by thousands of
applications that currently being developed every day in the
field of IoT [10],[11].
In the future, IoT will be an integration of many connected
systems, applications, services, and underlying devices [12].
The flexibility and expandability required by IoT
communications are usually addressed using wireless
connections. At this time, each of these devices operates by
its architectures, data format, and existing protocol [13][14].
While with the development of mobile technologies,
4G/5G technologies promise to connect many devices in long
distances, they will require infrastructure support and
licensed bandwidth [15].
The need to connect various and multiple devices to the
Internet at low cost, with limited hardware capabilities,
energy resources (e.g., batteries), cost, latency, reliability,
and security are most desired features in IoT[16].
However, the connection of multiple devices situation
creates multimedia content (e.g., smart home, the smart cities
surveillance system, IIot systems monitoring, agricultural
monitoring) [17]. While the value of multimedia consumes
more processing capacity, storage, and resource planning, it
will be essential to manage and perform cloud resource
management effectively[18]. For best efficiency, the Cloud
connection with IoT is inevitable. Cloud computing and IoT
are spreading globally and have expanded rapidly in recent
years. [19]. These integrations are seen as a significant
subversive process with far-reaching benefits in the future
[20].
Meeting the above requirements presents many important
challenges in the evolution of the IoT. Addressing these
challenges is essential to ensure a massive proliferation of IoT
technologies [21] [22].
In this paper, we will explain the fundamental concepts of
IoT, the opportunities that IoT brings, and the implementation
challenges in the industry. In particular, we will focus on the
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challenges associated with energy efficiency, real-time
performance, coexistence, interoperability, security, and
privacy issues. We also provide a systematic overview of
current research efforts and possible future research
directions to address the industrial challenges of the IoT.
II. IOT CHALLENGES
Today, many researchers and early adopters are trying to
find promising solutions to overcome the problems and
challenges in implementing IoT applications [23].
Furthermore, many competitors are seeking IoT market share.
It can be good news, as competition creates more choices for
consumers, but it can also create frustrating compliance
issues [24]. However, the IoT opens up new challenges that
require the latest research and capacity to address them [25].
This section briefly outlines the key challenges for future IoT
systems (see Figure 1).

control ensures that only authorized entities can do
modification of information. In terms of cyber security, living
in a space packed with sensors, cameras, and IoT devices
dramatically expands the potential areas for cybercriminals to
infiltrate a secure network [37]. Although many IoT systems
now have their diagnostic capability to detect attacks and take
countermeasures, that does not make IoT devices invisible to
cybercrime. They always try to find their way through one of
the many security vulnerabilities on IoT assets [38]. This
problem often happens because many IoT devices have left
default passwords, un-updated software, and other major
security vulnerabilities [39]. With the increase in number and
variety of devices connected to IoT networks, potential
security threats increase exponentially [40]. Therefore, IoT
security can be applied in three layers: Application layer 2)
Network layer 3) Perception, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2 Three-layer IoT architecture [41]

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are considered one of
the IoT technologies. Therefore, some studies have also
considered some previous works in the field of WSN [27].
We can choose to purchase a wireless module instead of
building our own personal RF (Radio Frequency) design to
save time and money [28].. There is an area in home networks
where compatibility issues emerge [29]. Bluetooth has long
been the compatibility standard for IoT devices. However,
when it comes to home automation, several competitors have
emerged to challenge Bluetooth network offerings protocols
like Zigbee, Z-Wave, and Wi-Fi [30-31]. When adding
wireless connectivity to products, we can choose several
technologies to choose from [32]. It can take years for the
market to become saturated enough to define a single
universal standard for home IoT. Therefore, choosing the
wrong module can create delays and increase costs, so getting
the suitable module the first time is critical [33].
Ongoing compatibility for IoT devices also depends on
users keeping their devices up to date [34]. When IoT devices
that need to talk to each other are running different software
versions, this can result in all sorts of performance, problems,
and security vulnerabilities. It is a big part of why it is so
important for IoT customers to keep their devices up to
date.[35]

Although there is much literature on securing IoT systems,
the networks still suffer from threats and are being hacked
frequently [42]. Most IoT data is available and stored online,
so new choices in security techniques must be focused and
based on new web-based security solutions [43]. Many IoT
applications collect sensitive personal data monitor highsecurity infrastructure and hazardous materials production
facilities [44]. Therefore, one of the main barriers of
enterprises is security and privacy. One of the examples in
recent years is that in 2017 the data in a casino were
compromised by cybercriminals. All happened through an
IoT thermostat in one of their aquariums [45]. IoT users
report many other cases thought IoT devices hackers have
controlled their cameras, spoke through the baby monitor,
and named a few [46]. Even though some still do not see IoT
devices as potential security threats due to lack of proper
information or knowledge about these devices.
To provide many IoT-oriented applications, IoT can use
blockchain by publishing and storing data as a public book,
which is almost impossible to modify as every user or node
in the system stores have the same book as all users [45].
Blockchain offers decentralized security and privacy but
includes delays, considerable consuming power, and high
costs, which are not yet appropriate for most IoT devices with
limited resources [47]. Blockchain can play an important role
in IoT security, but these technical challenges will have to be
overcome before a broad blockchain adoption in the IoT can
take place [45][47].

A. Security and privacy challenges
It is imperative to ensure privacy and security in various
activities, such as personal activities, transportation,
information protection on business processes [36]. The access

B. Network Challenges
The growth of the connected IoT device takes a massive
toll on the existing internet infrastructure and comes with
related challenges. Communication plays a vital role in

Figure 1. Challenges-Barriers of adopting IoT [26]
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transporting data from the sensor, storing it in the background
of the IoT, and automating it to provide feedback to the
activator or application [47]. Connectivity includes
communication with the IoT device, reliable distribution
across networks, implementation of various protocols, and
translation between protocols. Some of the most popular
communication platforms are Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Bluetooth,
6LoWPAN [48]. Each technology has distinctive features,
low data speed, signal range, bandwidth, and power required
by the communication device (or battery life), among other
attributes. Wireless technology is overgrowing, allowing
users to choose their connection standard, taking different
standard features into account. One of the challenges in
choosing a connection technology is power consumption
[48].
While the unlicensed LoRa has advantages in battery life,
capacity, and cost. Let us say a smart home where some IoT
devices send signals and data all the time, consume more
power sources. For efficiency, it gets more extended battery
life with lower power consumption. Bluetooth Low Energy is
better at power consumption than standard Wi-Fi, but there
are limitations to the signal range and number of devices
connected. As for priority in reliability, QoS, delay, licensed
NB-IoT offers advantages. Zigbee is a technology suitable for
the smart home because it can provide the user with an
excellent experience and is designed to be battery friendly as
it requires little power to operate [49]. Can be said that there
is no one-size-fits-all network technology as different IoT
applications have different requirements, and each business
or industry needs to consider what kind of connection should
be used in their networks.
The new technology standard of the fifth generation(5G)
networks promises much more than just further developments
of existing mobile communication technologies [50]. 5G will
significantly change the pervasive sphere in society,
economy, industry. In addition to having the primary purpose
of expanding the infrastructure conditions of conventional
networks to ensure network availability, it can significantly
expand the scope of IoT applications to enable IoT devices to
interact together in a new environment [51].
The 5G technology is believed to meet the need for high
speeds, lower delays, higher network security, costly power
consumption, high scalability. Based on the impressive
numbers regarding bandwidth or device density within a 5G
network, there is an impression that the connection utilizes its
maximum potential [53].

C. Challenges of software development
The coexistence of different types of equipment, protocols,
volume architectures, and programming languages make IoT
systems complicated to develop due to lack of documentation
from a technical and conceptual point of view and are
important challenges in IoT networks [51]. As IoT equipment
increases, so does data, and it is not easy to analyze, store and
process. Developers and engineers must implement
intelligent algorithms to deal with a large amount of data that
can minimize problems [53].
III. IIOT FOR INDUSTRY
Unlike Consumer IoT, Industrial IoT refers to the
expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT) in industrial sectors
and applications. The purpose and intent of the IIoT are to
aim at existing industrial automated systems that require
dramatic improvements in productivity and efficiency.
With a strong focus on machine-to-machine
communication (M2M), big data, and machine learning, IIoT
enables enterprises and industries to improve better efficiency
and reliability in their operations. In this section, we will
provide a rough classification of these terms. The common
sectors that come to mind may be manufacturing plants,
agriculture, healthcare system [54]. However, the application
areas are so diverse that some requirements may be very
different, depending on the intended goals, business models,
and technology solutions adopted [54].
Existing industrial automated systems within factories tend
to be older; the systems may have been installed more than a
decade ago, integrating information from these systems to
support IIoT may become more complex than commercial
IoT due to the tasks that integrators have to perform, manage
and adapt existing infrastructure. What makes it peculiar is
the intersection of operational technology (OT) and
information technology (IT). The networking of operational
processes and industrial control systems (ICS), including
human-machine interfaces (HMIs), supervisory control and
data acquisition systems (SCADA), distributed control
systems (DCS), and controllers, programmable logic (PLC)
[55]. In a nutshell, IIoT is about linking all industrial assets,
including machines and control systems, to information
systems and business processes. Consequently, the extensive
data collected can feed analytical solutions and lead to
optimal industrial operations. Convenient and scalable
solutions, industrial must include a device or software
program that allows the connection between the Cloud and
the sensors or controllers. One of the primary uses of these
devices that enables this connection is to translate the
protocols used in the manufacturing plant into the supported
one to handle data with the Cloud.
As noted, communication in IIoT is machine-oriented and
can extend to a wide variety of different sectors and market
activities [56]. While the more general IoT and IIoT
communication requirements are similar, e.g., support for the
web ecosystem using low-cost, limited resources, and
network-scale
capabilities.
Many
communication
requirements are domain-specific and can be very different,
e.g., security and privacy, availability and reliability, as well
as Quality of Service (QoS) (in terms of latency, determinism,
throughput.) [56].

Figure 3 5G-IoT-Use-Cases-Vehicle-Telematics [52]
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Table 1 Comparison between IoT and IIoT
Prospect

Internet of
Things

Industrial Internet of
things

Service Model

Human Based

Machine Based

Communication
connectivity

Wireless,
typically

Both wired and wireless

Linked things

User-level device
not much
expensive

Costly machines, sensors,
systems, with a high degree
of difficulty

Communication
protocols

The smaller
number of
communication
standards

Extensive range of
connectivity technologies
and standards

Amount of data

Medium to high

High to huge data

Evaluative

Quite trivial

Becomes serious (timing,
security, privacy reliability

The IoT focuses more on designing new communication
standards that can connect new devices to the Internet
ecosystem flexibly and user-friendly. In contrast, the current
IIoT design emphasizes the potential integration and
interconnection of once-isolated machinery, thus providing a
more efficient production and new services [56].
Table 1 gives a qualitative comparison for these technologies.
Information Technology and Operational Technology
convergence provide industries with greater system
integration in automation, optimization and better supply
chain logistics visibility through sensors and intelligent
actuators [56].
IV. BENEFITS OF IIOT
4.0 Industry, otherwise known as the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, is instrumental in how production systems and
processes are set to transform with the help of big data and
analytics. Obtaining real-time data from sensors and other
sources of information helps industrial equipment and
infrastructure in their "decision-making" and in achieving
specific knowledge and actions. In a broader context, IIoT is
essential to use cases related to ecosystems or related
environments, such as how cities become smart cities and
factories become intelligent factories [57].

Figure 4 Efficiency and productivity drive IIoT adoption [59]

The continuous capture and transmission of data between
intelligent equipment and machinery offer industries and
enterprises many growth opportunities. Receiving and
processing this data allows industries and enterprises to
understand errors or inefficiencies in the supply chain, and
address them promptly, thus boosting day-to-day efficiency
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in operations and finance. Proper IIoT integration can also
optimize asset utilization, anticipate failure points, and even
trigger maintenance processes autonomously [58].
A key reason for IIoT adoption by manufacturers, service
companies, healthcare, and agriculture is to increase
efficiency and productivity through smart and remote
management, as shown in Figure 4.
For example, precision farming enabled by IIoT can help
farmers better measure agricultural variables such as soil
nutrients, seeds sown, fertilizers used, soil moisture, and
temperature of stored products, thanks to the placement of
monitoring sensors. Thanks to these sensors and this
monitoring, farmers can increase productivity. The IIoT can
also have a significant impact on the field of healthcare. In
hospitals, human or technological errors caused by false
alarms, slow response of staff, and inaccurate information are
still a significant cause of death [60]. Using IIoT
technologies, hospitals can significantly overcome such
limitations, thus improving safety and using resources more
efficiently.
The IIoT also offers opportunities to increase efficiency,
safety, and working conditions. For example, by using
sensors will minimizing workers' exposure to noise and
hazardous gases - chemicals in industrial environments also
air quality and dust sensors will help minimize workers'
exposure to unhealthy air. Through IIoT-enabled remote
monitoring, industries can dramatically reduce safety-related
incidents in challenging workplaces [61].
V. RELATED WORKS
We live life with devices connected and activated by the
Internet. All the time, those smart devices learn our
preferences and provide the experiences to make our lives
more comfortable. Eventually, IoT devices are getting
smarter. Various studies have tried to explain their benefits to
the world, challenges using them, and their future
perspective. We selected some of them to explore and use for
our study.
The authors in [62] have studied the dual effects of the
Internet of Things (IoT). They try to identify if using IoT by
organizations will provide benefits and risks.
The authors in [63] have studied Understanding IoT
Systems: A Life Cycle Approach. by observing quality
attributes on life cycles of existing IoT, define the generic life
cycles model for the IoT for sharing data between people and
processes in a product life cycle.
The authors in [64] have studied deep learning, a promising
approach for extracting information from raw sensor data
from IoT devices deployed in complex environments.
The authors in [65] have been working on IoT and Cloud
Computing Issues survey by analyzing, comparing, and
describing the key cloud-compatible challenges and
computing techniques to promote the stable strategy for
transitioning phases to the Cloud.
The designing of IoT systems lifecycle is addressed [66].
Their solution was by designing pattern specifications for
identifying possible conflicts between these stakeholders.
The Internet of Things for smart homes is studied in [67].
The authors studied different architectures/frameworks IoT to
integrate smart home objects in a cloud-centric IoT-based
solution.
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The authors in [68] studied IoT Challenges, Projects, and
Architecture's review and described, compared, and analyzed
IoT challenges of three different continents such Europe,
USA, and China, by providing detailed insights into three IoT
architectures stemming from such projects.
Table 2 A summary of significant paper works related to IoT Challenges
Research
issue

Briefing



Security







Infrastructure







Network
connectivity





Standards and
protocols




Propose a new approach based on the
standards IEC 62443-3-2 and IEC
62443-4-2.
Relationship between cyber-physical
systems and IoT.
IoT Architectures, technologies, and
security and privacy issues in IoT.
IoT Standards and technical norms
IoT end devices
End-to-end IoT solution
The Deployment and Design of an EndTo-End IoT Infrastructure for the
Natural Environment
IoT concept and future use in the
development of ITS information
services.
Sensing platform and Web of things
infrastructure
IoT application on 5G and infrastructure
Wireless standards used in a home
network
Explore main research challenges
related to the enabling of smart
connectivity
Connectivity and sensing networks in
the IoT.
Intelligent IoT connectivity, network
connectivity in heterogeneous 5G
mobile systems
IoT Network protocols and several IEEE
standards
Review of various IoT standards and
communication protocols
Standards offered by IEEE, IETF, and
ITU
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The authors in [69] studied IoT, presented an overview of
IoT, and addressed some challenges and problems to help
springboard reach its potential.
The authors in [70] studied the Competitive Age of
Information in Dynamic IoT Networks, presenting a general
dynamic model view of the role of edge computing in the IoT.
Network connectivity is considered by [15], [17], [25],
[28], [33], [50-53], but as we can see from table 3, network
connectivity and infrastructure issues are studied both in [61].
However, none of these papers (Table 3) addressed all IoT
challenges. Therefore, we failed to identify studies
investigating the full range of IoT challenges.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper covered the main challenges and opportunities
of IoT technology. We analyzed the benefits and weaknesses
of IoT technology. The main goal was to analyze the security
issues, assurance, standards, and interoperability of IoT
devices and IoT adaptation by different organizations.
We have been focused on four main and most important
challenges for IoT and IIoT; network connectivity, standards
and protocols, security and privacy, and infrastructure. From
the literature, it is clear that no scientific paper analyzes all
these challenges simultaneously. Therefore, through this
paper, we have tried to analyze all the most important
challenges of IoT and give recommendations regarding the
use of IoT in the Industry, always remembering the
challenges that the industry may face for IoT.
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The IIoT is considered integrating advanced computing
and sensing technologies into global industrial systems. IIoT
is still a new research area, and there are several challenges
and open issues that need to be considered. The main
challenges that should be addressed for this field are
challenges involved in implementing the IIoT since the
businesses face different barriers. Future research is essential
to identify individual, institutional, and structural challenges
regarding IIoT.
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Summary - As a specification proposed in a far-away year
of 1998 in a response to critical outage of available IP address
space, one would assume that IPv6 protocol is adopted a long
time ago, and one would be very much wrong. Where does
the world and European Union countries stand with IPv6
enabled traffic, and Croatia in respect to them? This paper
will provide an outline of current IPv6 adoption progress
status worldwide, in EU countries with a focus on Croatia,
based on information available from online resources. An
overview of available online sources and metrics for
measuring IPv6 deployment is gives as well.
Key words – IPv6; IPv6 adoption progress; IPv6 Croatia;
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Many years have passed since first drafts and final
version of very much needed protocol for IPv4 replacement
- IPv6 protocol, were presented. Still, it is far away from its
full implementation worldwide.
First IPv6 protocol specification draft RFC2460 was
published in 1997 with final version published in 1998, by
IETF. In 2015, new IPv6 protocol specification draft was
published in RFC8200 and in 2017 the IETF ratified it as
the Internet standard, obsoleting the RFC2460 draft
standard [1].
Even though the IPv4 address pool distributed by the
IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) was
exhausted in February 2011 [2], consequently the last IPv4
address assigned by a RIR (Regional Internet Registry),
RIPE NCC in November 2019 [3], currently, 36% of
Google users worldwide use IPv6 for accessing their
services , with 22.6% in average in EU (varying form
0.24% in Malta to up to 55.3% in Belgium) and 6.54% in
Croatia with very similar statistics available from Akamai
and APNIC [4] [5] [6].
There was an organized attempt to engage worldwide
IPv6 deployment, World IPv6 Launch Day event held on 8
June 2011, organized by the Internet Society. They
gathered major internet service providers (ISPs), home
networking equipment manufacturers, and web companies
around the world to initiate faster IPv6 deployment. There
was no significant growth in following years, mostly due to
the fact that it was not common for equipment those days
to have IPv6 support [7].
The networking industry has initiated a global effort to
transition to Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) with
mechanisms like stopping the IPv4 compatibility
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requirements for new protocols (IETF in 2016) or 3GPP
considering mandating IPv6 in 5G Standalone (SA) [8].
Current situation is mainly sustainable thanks to various
policies for IPv4 address distribution, defined by RIRs, and
available technologies for bridging the IPv4 gap.
For example, in 2012 RIPE NCC began to limit the
address allocation to single prefix and respectively in 2019
shortened it to multiple smaller prefixes. Current IPv4
policy is based on waiting lists, where RIPE NCC members
(LIRs – Local Internet Registries – organizations with
assigned IP address space, usually providing addresses to
its customers) can submit an IPv4 address request, and
when there is available allocation, they receive a single /24
allocation (256 address). At the moment, there are no LIRs
in queue (only LIRs that have never received an
IPv4 allocation from the RIPE NCC can make a request via
the waiting list.). Internet Service Providers and users still
use various techniques to mitigate the IPv4 exhaustion:
NAT and dynamic IPv4 address assignment.
IPv4 address inter-organization transfer is one more
option for service providers IPv4 address acquisition (only
available where RIRs allow it). For example, Google and
Amazon acquired large IPv4 address blocks form Merit and
MIT back in 2017 [9].
IoT evolution and 5G networks, with their necessity for
high number of accessible Internet devices and high access
speed, have certainly given their mark on the IPv6 adoption
progress in some countries with high IPv6 adoption rate
(Belgium, Germany, etc), but apparently didn’t elsewhere.
II. RELATED WORK
In [10] authors state that the IPv6 adoption trend was in
exponential growth in the 2010 – 2012 period, and onwards
is going in a very slow pace, which reflects in a quantity of
relevant work, dating majority of papers on the IPv6
adoption progress in a 2010 – 2015 period, with a spike in
2019 [12].
First articles by Croatian authors, regarding IPv6 in
general, were published in 2003 [11], while first work
regarding IPv6 adoption progress in Croatia was published
in 2011 [13] with a follow up in 2012 [14]. At that time,
there were only 0,3 % in 2011 and 0,6 % in 2012 of IPv6
enabled Google users. In [14] authors present results on
Croatian ISP IPv6 status and plans, stating 92 % of ISPs are
planning IPv6 migration, 57% started with the transition,
17% claim they offer their clients IPv6 enabled web hosting
and DNS services and 8% claim they offer IPv6 enabled
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web access, mail services and firewall services. If we look
at the available data on IPv6 statistics in Croatia, we can
conclude they were too optimistic.
III.

AVAILABLE DATA SOURCES

There are various sources available for IPv6
deployment statistics. Main starting point for resource
research was Internet Society web page with an overview
of available sites with IPv6 statistics [15].
Some of the sources use their own data, some sources
use data collected from various sources and presented with
composite metrics.

D. Cisco IPv6 Lab
Cisco IPv6 Lab presents consolidated metrics of IPv6
adoption, globally and at country level. The overall IPv6
deployment ratio depends on three metrics: IPv6-enabled
transit AS (AS weight based on number of connections for
AS IPv4 and IPv6 networks), IPv6 content (AAAA record
for top 50 webpages per country from Alexa) and IPv6
users (Google statistics and APNIC)[21].
IV.
A. IPv6 worldwide

Worldwide IPv6 adoption 10 year
history data 2011 ‐ 2021

Most common metrics for IPv6 implementation
measurements are as follows:
-

-

Users: number of IPv6 enabled users accessing the
content, meaning the user has assigned functional
IPv6 address reachable on internet.
Content: number of IPv6 enabled domains;
meaning domains providing content, configured
with IPv6 and reachable.

-

Transit AS: number of IPv6 enabled AS, meaning
AS with configured IPv6 prefixes.

-

IPv6 prefixes: number of IPv6 enabled BGP peers,
meaning the number of advertised IPv6 prefixes.

A. Akamai
Akamai is content delivery network (CDN) services
provider for media and software delivery, and cloud
security solutions. Their adoption rates are based on the
percentage of IPv6 requests they receive to a selection of
dual-stacked properties on Akamai's content, site, and
application delivery platform. The hundreds of billions of
IPv4 and IPv6 requests analysed across a 24-hour window
represent traffic to a diverse set of customer sites across
various industries, geographies, and user populations [16].
B. APNIC
APNIC is the regional Internet address registry for the
Asia-Pacific
region.
APNIC
recruits
random
measurements of IPv6 capability and preference through
advertisements placed in web sites worldwide. The advert
runs specially crafted HTML5/Javascript and measures a
range of properties across wired, wireless and cellular
networks. Per-Economy and Per-ASN daily totals are
calculated through the RIR delegation stats and daily BGP
dumps to map origin - AS and economy of registration of
each tested clients IP addresses. The measurement has run
continuously since 2010 and currently collects around 10
million samples per day [16].
C. Google statistics
Google statistics continuously measures the
availability of IPv6 connectivity among Google users,
showing the percentage of users that access Google
services with IPv6 address.
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Figure 1. IPv6 worldwide adoption history visualization [4]

Looking at the worldwide average IPv6
implementation, by Google, it goes around 36% (varying
from 0% in Greenland or Afghanistan to up to 61.17 % in
India). Data from Akamai are fairly the same with 0.7 %
for Greenland, 0.1 % for Afghanistan and 58.7 % in India
as top country worldwide. Cisco’s data puts Belgium on top
with 65.44 % implementation followed by Saudi Arabia
with 65.11% and India at 62.82%. APNIC puts India first
at 77.15 % followed by Belgium at 61.87 % and worldwide
average 28.33 %.
For the last 10 years, the worldwide growth is slowly
pacing at the average rate of 5% per year.
B. IPv6 in EU countries

IPv6 adoption in EU coutries 10
year history data 2011 ‐ 2021
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Figure 2. IPv6 EU adoption history visualization [5]

EU IPv6 adoption rounds up at 22% in average which
is lower than the world average, varying from 0.16% in
Malta to 57.7% in Belgium. Top EU country in IPv6
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adoption is Belgium with 57.7 % by Google, and 61.52 %
by APNIC, followed by Germany at 55.33 % by Google
(53% by APNIC) and France at 52 % (43% by APNIC).
There is a significant number of countries with less than
10 % adoption rate: Italy, Spain, Slovakia, Denmark,
Lithuania, Bulgaria, Malta, Cyprus, Croatia and Sweden.
C. IPv6 in Croatia
According to Google data, IPv6 adoption intake in
Croatia is at low 6.7 %, which was for years on a 0.5 % till
December 2020, when the adoption trend began its
exponential rise, but still remaining at the low level.

IPv6 adoption in Croatia 10 year
history data 2011 ‐ 2021
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 3. IPv6 Croatia adoption history visualization [5]

There are 323 LIRs offering services for Croatia, with
82 based in Croatia. [17] According to information for
Croatia shared by Carnet (Croatian Academic Research
Network) and RIPE NCC, there are a total of 78 clients
(ISPs, hosting services, etc.) provided with IPv4 and/or
IPv6 prefixes, with 54 clients or 69,2% assigned with IPv6
address prefixes [18] [19]. 50% of assigned IPv6 prefixes
are assigned to leading Croatian provider holding 50% of
landline and mobile networks market, with 0.01% IPv6
capable AS [6]. According to data from Cisco IPv6 lab for
Croatia, out of 75 allocated IPv6 prefixes, 24 of them have
an entry in BGP tables (which makes them routable) and
10 is alive (detectable traffic), giving us a 13% of “live”
IPv6 address space in Croatia. 72.72 % of transit AS is
IPv6 transit AS (AS that is transit on IPv4 network, has
IPv6 prefix but is not necessarily transit on IPv6), and 77.1
% is IPv6 enabled transit AS (AS that is transit for both
IPv4 and IPv6).

end users, but on 4 out of 5 tests (ping google.hr -6 on 5
different days) the test failed. On mobile A1 networks,
there is no IPv6 address assigned.
Croatian Internetwork Exchange (CIX) supports local
internet traffic exchange and is coordinated by University
Computing Center (Srce) which is open for all ISPs in
Croatia. They currently support 40 members, with 38
members with assigned AS numbers. 18 members are
defined as service providers, with 6 international providers
[23].
In Table I. we can see that top Croatian service
providers didn’t implement IPv6 at the backbone of their
networks and clearly not being able to provide IPv6 to their
customers (HT, Telemach, Carnet). By data available from
HAKOM, in 3rd quarter of 2021., there is a total of
4.573.422 mobile networks users and 811.272 landline
with internet access users. HT holds 50% of landline
market and 46 % of market in Croatia, A1 holds around
35% on mobile market and Telemach holds around 19%.
HAKOM does not offer detailed data on landline market
intake for other operators which makes a total of 50%
market share. Carnet is a service provider for education
and science institutions in Croatia, counting 3343 member
institutions.
TABLE I. Top 20 AS in Croatia sorted by IPv6 capabilities. [6]

ASN

AS Name

IPv6
Capable

IPv6
Preferred

Samples

65,32%

65,14%

136,03

AS15994

A1HR

AS25467

AKTON-AS

3,58%

0,34%

586

AS61094

CRATIS-AS

1,05%

0,00%

95

AS2108

CARNET-AS

0,68%

0,65%

9,361

AS29485

AMIS

0,17%

0,07%

2,982

AS211572

VRW-

0,15%

0,15%

1,359

AS61211

SETCOR

0,11%

0,05%

1,878

AS35549

METRONET

0,09%

0,01%

8,443

AS56681

FASTNET-AS

0,09%

0,09%

1,149

AS13046

ASN-ISKON

0,03%

0,01%

93,528

AS12810

VIPNET-AS

0,02%

0,02%

244,067

Data provided by the Croatian Regulatory Authority
for Network Industries (HAKOM) states 149 registered
operators for various types of telecommunication services.
83 operators registered for landline internet access services
and 17 registered for mobile internet access services, 36
registered for data transfer services, 59 for leased line
services, and a various number of them for various
telecommunication services [20].

AS205714

TELE2

0,02%

0,02%

139,441

AS5391

T-HT

0,01%

0,01%

628,108

AS34594

OT-AS

0,01%

0,00%

98,603

AS31012

DCM-AS

0,01%

0,01%

58,321

AS62161

PRO-PING

0,01%

0,01%

13,243

AS34362

VOLJATEL

0,00%

0,00%

7,714

AS44377

MTNET

0,00%

0,00%

6,953

When we look at the data provided by APNIC, we can
see that there is only one ISP in Croatia with significant
IPv6 implementation intake (out of 163 ASN owners), A1
Hrvatska, with 65 % of IPv6 Capable and Preferred traffic
[6]. A test of IPv6 capabilities on A1 networks was made.
On landline services, there is IPv6 address assignment to

AS198785

SEDMIODJEL

0,00%

0,00%

1,658
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Based on the brief research on most visited sites in
Croatia [22], among 20 TOP most visited sites, there are
no IPv6 enabled domains located in Croatia, all IPv6
enabled domains are located in foreign countries.
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TABLE II. IPv6 enabled domains in TOP 20 visited sites in Croatia

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Site
google.com
youtube.com
facebook.com
index.hr
jutarnji.hr
24sata.hr

Country
US
US
Austria
US
US
Croatia

net.hr
vecernji.hr
google.hr
slobodnadalmacija.hr
njuskalo.hr
tportal.hr
dnevnik.hr
instagram.com
wikipedia.org
skole.hr
dnevno.hr
twitter.com
telegram.hr
rtl.hr

Germany
Croatia
US
US
Croatia
Croatia
US
US
US
Croatia
US
US
US
US
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Abstract—A few potential IoT communication protocols at the
application layer have been proposed, including MQTT, CoAP
and REST HTTP, with the latter being the protocol of choice
for software developers due to its compatibility with the existing
systems. We present a theoretical model of the expected buffer
size on the REST HTTP client buffer in IoT devices under lossy
wireless conditions, and validate the study experimentally. The
results show that increasing the buffer size in IoT devices does
not always improve performance in lossy environments, hence
demonstrating the importance of benchmarking the buffer size
in IoT systems deploying REST HTTP.
Index Terms—REST HTTP; IoT; client; server; buffer size;
Markov chain; node churn; benchmarking; wireless networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IoT (Internet of Things) systems use a few communication
protocols to connect sensors and actuators with the IoT data
and routing hubs, including MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry
Transport) [1], CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) [2]
and REST HTTP (Representational State Transfer and Hypertext Transfer Protocol) [3]. The latter includes two layers,
the upper layer being REST and the lower layer being HTTP.
HTTP is the fundamental client-server model protocol, which
is widely used by developers today due to its compatibility
with existing network infrastructure [4]. The client-server
model of HTTP protocol is performed by sending a request
message to the server by the client, and then returning a
corresponding acknowledgement back to the client by the
server if that request message was accepted. REST is based
on a specific architectural style with the guideline for web
services developments to define the interaction among different components, and has been recently combined with HTTP
protocol and deployed in IoT-based systems [4].
When using REST HTTP in IoT systems, the analysis
of buffer size is critical because it directly impacts the
communication performance, whereby larger size buffers are
expected to reduce data packet blocking and thus increase
transmission reliability. Also, larger buffers can constrain the
hardware architecture and physical size of the IoT devices.
Selecting an inappropriate buffer capacity is hence a tradeoff
between communication performance and hardware design,
requiring proper benchmarking of the buffer size. Previous
works, such as [5] focused on some related important aspects
such as interaction with underlying transport protocols, HTTP
performance over satellite channels [6], and presentation of an
approximate analytical model related to underlying transport
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layer [7]. Other works, such as [8] analyzed the impact of
pipelining on the HTTP latency, while [9] and [10] analyzed
the amount of redundant REST HTTP data in unstable environments, and yet [11] focused on the impact of HTTP pipelining.
Of special interest is related work [12] which analyzed the
receiving buffer size of IoT edge router (server), based on the
analysis of the average TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
congestion window size of all IoT devices. This paper focused
on scenarios where data streams arrive from a large number of
IoT devices and experience packet losses due to congestion.
This paper benchmarks the buffer size in IoT client device
deploying REST HTTP. We develop a novel analysis, under the
assumption of IoT device availability churns, resulting in intermittent and unreliable communication. These events can cause
network volatility with unusually high latency and fully closed
connections, therefore retransmissions for timeout events set
for RESTful applications are necessary with the aim of fault
tolerance [13]. Our Markov chain analyzes this and derives the
impact of message losses, caused by unusually high delay from
node churns on expected buffer size on the client buffer of IoT
devices. The analytical results are validated by the experiments
in a simple testbed with IoT devices experiencing node churn.
The results show increasing the buffer size in IoT devices
does not always improve performance in lossy environments,
in other words, that does not always decrease the amount of
arrival data blocked at the client side, hence demonstrating the
importance of proper buffer size benchmarking in IoT systems.
II. A NALYTICAL M ODEL
We assume that IoT client devices experience the so-called
node churn. The node churn means a device can appear and
disappear from the system due to changed location, depletion
of the battery or loss of wireless connectivity. Node churn can
cause variable latency. Hence, it leads to generating automatically retry messages due to timeout events set for RESTful
applications. In the example shown in Fig. 1, one constrained
REST HTTP client device, e.g., sensor node, tries to add
resources with POST methods on one REST HTTP server, e.g.,
edge node. The data transmission is considered under stopand-wait mechanism. We assume that the arrival time interval
t between two POST requests is constant, whereby t can be
arbitrarily chosen. For example, each ith arrival message qi
updated at a time at the client buffer with a constant arrival
time interval is t = 1s. This example can be referred to
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real time monitoring applications, which need to periodically
update the temperature and humidity data at a specific time
interval [14]. Request message qi is generated by the client
REST layer using JSON file format, which is often used in
IoT standards over HTTP. Before transmitting the JSON file
of qi , HTTP layer adds a header to POST method, which
contains the HTTP version, the Content-type, and the root of
the resource, etc. Similarly as [14], we assume that the content
of messages has the same length. For RESTful applications
with fault tolerance, timeout interval To is necessary [13], and
it is arbitrarily chosen. In this example, we set To = 2s. Arrival
messages are stored at the client REST buffer and only deleted
when they are successfully sent and their corresponding responses are successfully returned. The authors [13] gave an
example of five-time retransmission for each message failed,
however, we assume unlimited retransmissions in this paper.
We define the OBSERVATIONS as request message read
processes right after either timeout event terminated or arrival
of the first request message event when the client buffer is
empty. Hence, in our assumption there always exists at least
one message in the buffer. The client buffer capacity M is
defined to be the maximum number of messages that the
client can buffer. We assume M = km + 1, whereby k is
a constant arbitrarily chosen, we only consider k ∈ {1, 2},
and m = Tto ∈ N∗ is the number of arrival request messages
updated at the client side in a timeout event. For instance, in
Fig. 1 we choose k = 2 and m = Tto = 2, i.e., the client has
the buffer capacity M = 5 messages. Assume that new request
messages arrived at the client are ignored, when previous
request messages stored in the client buffer are successfully
sent in case of smooth connections. However, the amount of
ignored arrival data in this assumption is extremely small. This
can be explained by the fact that the time interval t between
two request messages arrived at the client is much higher
than the transmission time of stored request messages with
smooth connections, whereby theoretical and experimental
results presented in the next section confirm our explanation.

Figure 1: REST HTTP scenario in lossy environment, where
Ob. j is observation j, qi is message i and t = 1s is arrival
time interval of each message updated at a time at the client.
In Fig. 1, message q1 arriving at Ob. 1 (Ob. j denotes
Observation j for short) is removed from the client buffer,
when its response is successfully returned on the first try. For
q2 arriving at Ob. 2, assuming its response is lost on the way
back to the client, the client keeps buffering this message along
with m = 2 arrival messages of q3 and q4 , after timeout event
terminated at Ob. 3. Assume that any timeout event occurs due
to network volatility causing fully closed connections. When
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Table I: List of notations.
Notation

Meaning

p
m
π(e)
δu→v
M
S
To
t

Failed message probability.
Arrival messages updated at the client in a timeout event.
Steady-state probability of e requests.
Transition probability from state u to state v.
Client buffer capacity.
Expected client buffer size.
Time interval for a timeout event.
Arrival time of each message updated at a time at the client.

q2 , q3 and q4 are removed, q5 stored in the buffer arrives at
its arrival time of Ob. 4. Similarly, assuming the response of
q5 is lost on the way back to client, the client keeps buffering
it along with m = 2 arrival messages of q6 and q7 , after
timeout event terminated at Ob. 5. q5 is only removed from the
buffer when its response is successfully returned in the second
attempt. When q6 is lost, 4 messages (q6 -q9 ) are buffered after
its first timeout event terminated at Ob. 6. As M = 5, q10 is
added into the buffer and q11 is blocked/lost, i.e., q6 to q10 are
buffered, after the second timeout of q6 terminated at Ob. 7.
A. State transition probability of Markov chain model
In this subsection, we analyze the state transition probability
of Markov chain model, presented in Fig. 2.
1) k = 2: Fig. 2 is the Markov chain with k = 2 reflecting
the above defined scenario, whereby p is the failed message
probability. The state space with k = 2 is E = {1, m + 1, m +
2, ..., 2m + 1}, including m + 2 states, where any state denotes
the number of requests stored in the buffer. For example, the
state m + 1 means the client buffers m + 1 messages. The
notations are summarized in Table I. The transition probability
from state u = 1 to state v = 1; m + 1 is:

1−p
,v=1
(1a)
δ1→v =
p
, v =m+1
(1b)
Eq. (1a) shows state 1 keeps staying itself, when only one
message is stored in the buffer and it is successfully sent with
the transition probability δ1→1 = 1 − p. Since we observe
arrival of the first message event when the client buffer is
empty, there is no state of 0. For example, in Fig. 1 after q1
arriving at Ob. 1 is successfully sent, only q2 stored in the
buffer arrives at its arrival time of Ob. 2, i.e., state 1 remains
after Ob. 1 and Ob. 2 with transition probability δ1→1 = 1−p.
Eq. (1b) shows state u = 1 directly transits to state v =
m+1, when only one message is buffered and its timeout event
occurs with δ1→m+1 = p. In Fig. 2, based on the observation
defined above, there are no direct state transitions from state 1
to state v ∈ [m+2, 2m+1] and state v ∈ (1, m] does not exist.
The reason is that the buffer increases the maximum number
of m arrival messages at the client after each timeout event
terminated, while as assumed at least one message is always
buffered. For instance, in Fig. 1 as observed for timeout event
terminated at Ob. 3, there are 3 messages in the buffer, i.e.,
state u = 1 at Ob. 2 directly transits to state v = m + 1 = 3
at Ob. 3, where m = 2 < v = m + 1 = 3 < m + 2 = 4. In
other words, there is no state m = 2 and there are no direct
state transitions from state u = 1 to state v ∈ {4; 5} in Fig. 1.
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The transition
S probability from state u ∈ [m + 1, 2m + 1]
to state v = 1 [m + 1, 2m + 1] is given by:

(1 − p)u
,v=1
(2a)



 (1 − p)u−v+m p
, v ∈ [m + 1, 2m] (2b)
δu→v =
u+m−v
X



(1 − p)i p
, v = 2m + 1
(2c)


M is sufficient to store 2m + 1 messages. We note that the
transition probability from state u = m+1 to state v = 2m+1
can be also applied by Eq. (2b), i.e., δm+1→2m+1 = p.

i=0

Eq. (2a) denotes state u ∈ [m + 1, 2m + 1] directly transits
to state 1, when all messages in the buffer are successfully
sent with δu→1 = (1 − p)u . For example in Fig. 1, q2 − q4
buffering at Ob. 3 are removed and q5 stored in the buffer
arrives at its arrival time of Ob. 4, i.e., state u = m + 1 = 3 at
Ob. 3 transits to state v = 1 at Ob. 4 with δ3→1 = (1 − p)3 .
Eq. (2b) indicates that state u ∈ [m+1, 2m+1] can directly
transit to state v ∈ [m + 1, 2m]. The oldest u − v + m
consecutive messages are successfully sent with probability
(1−p)u−v+m , but (u−v+m+1)th message is failed with loss
probability p. Therefore, the transition probability from state u
to state v in this case is δu→v = (1−p)u−v+m p, e.g., in Fig. 2,
δ2m→m+2 = (1 − p)2m−2 p. As previously discussed, there is
no state v ∈ (1, m] and there are also no state transitions from
u ∈ [m+1, 2m+1] to state v ∈ (1, m]. For example in Fig. 1,
one message q5 belonging to Ob. 5 is successfully removed at
the client, and the client buffers 4 messages after the timeout
event of q6 terminated at Ob. 6, i.e., state u = m+1 = 3 at Ob.
5 directly transits to state v = m + 2 = 2m = 4 (4 > m = 2)
at Ob. 6 with δ3→4 = (1 − p)p.
Eq. (2c) shows that state u ∈ [m+1, 2m+1] directly transits
to
state v = 2m + 1 with transition probability δu→2m+1 =
Pu−m−1
(1 − p)i p. Since the client buffer capacity is limited
i=0
to M = 2m + 1, any state u under this consideration cannot
transit to states larger than 2m+ 1. Hence, a few messages are
blocked at the client, if the total number of request messages
need to be stored more than 2m + 1 of buffer capacity M .
For instance, in Fig. 2, the transition probability from state
u = m + 2 to state v = 2m + 1 is δm+2→2m+1 = p + (1 − p)p.
In this example, if the oldest message fails, or it succeeds
but the second oldest one fails, then the state of client buffer
u = m + 2 always transits to state v = 2m + 1. The reason is
that the client buffer always increases the maximum number of
m arrival request messages after a timeout event terminated,
but the client buffer cacpacity is limited to M = 2m + 1.
For this example, one arrival request message is blocked at
the client after terminated timeout event in case of the oldest
request message unsuccessfully sent. This blocking event can
be explained that after the terminated timeout event the client
buffer needs to store 2m+2 request messages, while the client
buffer capacity is limited to M = 2m + 1. Let’s take the
example in Fig. 1, after the terminated timeout event at Ob.
7, as M = 2m + 1 = 5 < 6, message q11 is blocked, i.e.,
state m + 2 = 4 at Ob. 6 directly transits to state 2m + 1 = 5
at Ob. 7. On the other hand, no message is blocked in case
of the oldest request message successfully sent but the second
oldest one failed because the client buffer removes the oldest
one after its success. For the latter case, the buffer capacity
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Figure 2: Markov chain model with k = 2 for the client
buffer with REST HTTP in lossy IoT system.
2) k = 1: With k = 1, the state space only includes two
states to be E = {1, m + 1}. The transition probability from
1 to itself and m + 1 are Eq. (1a) and Eq. (1b), respectively.
The transition probability from the state m + 1 to 1 and itself
are Eq. (2a) and Eq. (2c), respectively.
B. Lemmas and theorems based on the Markov chain model
Lemma 1. The Markov chain model with k = 1 and k = 2
is finite, irreducible and aperiodic.
Proof. The state space of these Markov chains is finite as it
has 2 states for k = 1 and m+2 states for k = 2. Additionally,
all states can communicate together. More specially, for k = 1,
the two states of 1 and m + 1 can be reached together with a
non-zero probability after 1 transition step. Also, for k = 2 in
Fig. 2, a state u ∈ [m + 1, 2m + 1] and u = 1 are reachable
from any other state v ∈ {1, m + 1, m + 2, ..., 2m + 1} \ {u}
and v = m + 1, respectively, with a non-zero probability after
1 transition step. In addition, u = 1 is reachable from any
other state v ∈ [m + 2, 2m + 1] with a non-zero probability
after 2 transition steps in Fig. 2. Hence, these Markov chains
are irreducible. Finally, we prove that these Markov chains are
aperiodic by proving that any state u is aperiodic. The period
d(u) of a state u is the greatest common denominator of all
integers n > 0, for which the n−step transition probability
(n)
from state u to itself Puu > 0. As each state of these Markov
chain models has a self-transition with a non-zero probability,
d(u) = 1 and consequently state u is aperiodic.
As the Markov chains of REST HTTP in lossy environments
with k ∈ {1, 2} satisfy Lemma 1, they have a steady-state
distribution to which the distribution converges, starting from
any
P initial state. The total probability of all steady-states is
e∈E π(e) = 1, whereby π(e) is the steady-state probability
of e messages in the buffer. With section II-A, we build the
balance equations of any state defined that the total probability
of entering it is equal to the total probability of leaving it.
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Case of k ≥ 1 for the state 1, based on the analysis in
section II-A and using Eq. (1b) and Eq. (2a), we obtain the
balance equation Eq. (3) of state 1 for use case k ≥ 1:
π(1) · p =

km+1
X

π(i) · (1 − p)i

(3)

i=m+1

1) For k = 1: Eq. (3) is the balance equation of state 1.
Based on the analysis in section II-A and using Eq. (1b) and
Eq. (2a), we obtain the balance equation Eq. (4) of state m+1:
π(m + 1) · (1 − p)m+1 = π(1) · p

(4)

Lemma 2. For k = 1, the probability of steady-states is:
p
(1 − p)m+1
; π(m + 1) =
(5)
p + (1 − p)m+1
p + (1 − p)m+1
P
Proof. We use Eq. (4) and e∈E π(e) = 1 to solve.
π(1) =

Theorem 1. The expected buffer size S is the average of the
number of messages stored in the buffer. For k = 1, S is given:
(1 − p)m+1 + (m + 1)p
p + (1 − p)m+1
P
Proof. We use lemma 2 and S = e∈E eπ(e) to solve.
S=

(6)

3) For k ≥ 3: With different values of k, we always
have different functions of expected client buffer size S and
probability of steady-states π(e). This requires complex and
major repeating calculations for each different value of k.
III. VALIDATION AND B ENCHMARKING
A. Experimental setup
The experimental validation setup consists of a simple wired
network for communication between a client and a server with
REST HTTP (Fig. 3a). It includes a laptop (Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-3667U CPU @ 2.00GHz) representing our sensor node, a
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ (64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53
processor @ 1.4GHz and 1 GB of RAM) representing the
static server running python flask version 1.0.3, and an access
point router used to connect the laptop with the Raspberry
Pi. The sensor node can be replaced by the laptop because
the processing time of messages on devices is extremely
small, compared with the arrival time interval t between two
messages and with timeout time To , when our analytical model
mainly focuses on these two kinds of time. Therefore, the
analytical results of client buffer are not affected with using the
laptop or sensor node. We consider a wired network to obtain a
stable implementation and to simplify the setup. In unreliable

2) For k = 2: Eq. (3) with k = 2 is the balance equation
of state 1. The balance equation of state m + 1 for k = 2 is
referred to Appendix A, and it is simplified by using Eq. (3):
π(m + 1) = π(1) · p(1 − p)−1

(7)

For all e ∈ [m + 2, 2m], the balance equations of state e for
the case of k = 2 can be referred to Appendix B and Appendix
C, and then they are simplified by using Eq. (3) with k = 2:
π(e) = π(1) · p2 (1 − p)m−e

(8)

The balance equation of state 2m + 1 for the case of k = 2
can be referred to Appendix D, and
P then it is simplified by
applying Eq. (3) with k = 2 and e∈E π(e) = 1:
π(2m + 1) = 1 − [1 + p(1 − p)

−m

]π(1)

(9)

Lemma 3. Let r = 1 − p and D̆ = p − rm [p + (m − 1)p2 −
rm+1 − pr], for k = 2, the probability of steady-states is:
π(1) =

r2m+1
D̆

; π(m + 1) =

pr2m

; π(e) =

D̆
p[1 − rm (1 + (m − 1)p)]

p2 r3m−e+1
D̆

;

; ∀m + 2 ≤ e ≤ 2m
D̆
Proof. We use Eqs. (3), (7), (8) and (9) to solve.
π(2m + 1) =

Theorem 2. r = 1 − p, the expected buffer size S for k=2 is:
rm [r(2rm − 1) − mp2 (2m + 1)] + (2m + 1)p
, (10)
p − rm [p + (m − 1)p2 − rm+1 − pr]
P
Proof. We use S = e∈E eπ(e) and Lemma 3 to solve.
S=

Corollary 1. For all k, the limit of expected buffer size S is:
lim S = 1 ; lim S = km + 1

p→0

p→1

Proof. We take Theorem 1 and 2 to solve, where p → 0; 1.
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(11)

(a) An experimental wired network setup.

(b) JSON file [10]

Figure 3: Experimental setup.
Algorithm 1 Emulation of link loss until timeout expires [10]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

procedure S OLVE(Link_loss_vector)
if we meet 1 from Link_loss_vector then
Pause (t, ), e.g., t, = timeout
end if
end procedure

environments, we consider stop-and-wait mechanism and the
number of retransmissions unlimited. In order to emulate
the connection losses of the sensor node in our wireless
scenario, we incorporate them into the experimental setup
using Algorithm 1 [10], where p denotes the message loss
probability. An example for this emulation is as follows: We
randomly generate a vector of binary numbers, where 20% of
the values are ones, e.g., vector = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0): 1 represents
the connection loss until expired timeout and 0 represents no
connection losses. The proposed example means that 20% of
links are lost. Using the link loss vector for Algorithm 1, if the
client or server meets the value of 1, then the transmission is
paused for a period of time t, to represent a connection loss. t,
should be set so that it is equal to the value of timeout To set
for the client or t, should be long enough so that the response
message cannot be returned to the client side. Algorithm 1
is required to be executed before dispatching the request and
response message. When timeout expires, the client forgets the
previous connection and opens a new one for retransmission.
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(a) Theory and experiment of expected
buffer size S for k = 1; 2.

(b) Theory of probability of
steady-states for k = 1.

(c) Theory of probability of
steady-states for k = 2.

(d) Experiment of expected blocked
arrival messages for k = 1; 2.

Figure 4: Theoretical and experimental results for k = 1 and k = 2.
The client uses python request library and protocol
HTTP/1.1 to send POST messages to the server. A POST
message = requests.post(0 http : //192.168.1.2 :
5000/api/sensors0 , timeout = To , data = P OST _Data)
is sent to the Raspberry Pi, where 192.168.1.2 is Raspberry
Pi’s IP address, timeout event is To = 15s and P OST _Data
is the JSON file randomly created, as shown in Fig. 3b. The
arrival time interval of each message updated at a time at the
client is set t = 3s. Hence, the number of arrival messages
at the client during timeout is m = Tto = 5 messages. Each
message has the header {Header : ID}, e.g., message qi has
ID = i. The message length is 199 bytes. The client buffer
capacity is M = km + 1 messages, where M = 6 messages
and M = 11 messages are for k=1 and for k=2, respectively.
Each time period of 8.3 hours was observed to experimentally
measure for each result point in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4d.
B. Evaluation
Fig. 4a presents the theoretical and experimental results of
expected buffer size S for k = 1 (M = 6) and k = 2
(M = 11), vs. message loss probability p. Theorem 1 and
Theorem 2 are used to draw the theoretical results for k = 1
and k = 2. For 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.5, the expected buffer size
S obtained by the theory and experiment increases with
increasing p because the buffer stores more messages, when
p increases. Nevertheless, when p ≥ 0.5, S approximately
achieves the constant value of M because the buffer is often
full in this loss probability interval. The larger the buffer length
M is, the higher the expected buffer size S is because a higher
value M has a greater storage capacity. Based on corollary 1,
we have limp→0 S = 1 for all k, limp→1 S = 6 for k = 1
and limp→1 S = 11 for k = 2. For p < 0.5, there is a small
difference between the theoretical and experimental results.
This difference increases in terms of the value k. For example
of k = 1 at p = 0.2, S = 3.164 messages are for theory
and S = 3.211 messages are for experiment (experiment
increases by 1.49%). Also, for k = 2 at p = 0.2, S = 6.302
messages are for theory and S = 6.540 messages are for
experiment (experiment increases by 3.78%). The reason of
the insignificant difference is that: For theory, we assume
that new request messages arrived at the client are ignored,
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Table II: Examples of experimental transmission time for
successfully sending messages with smooth connections.
Number of messages stored in the buffer Total time in seconds
1
0.034
3
0.048
5
0.089
8
0.122
10
0.161

when previous request messages stored in the client buffer are
successfully sent in case of smooth connections. This can be
explained by the fact that the mean arrival time t = 3s is
much higher than the transmission time of stored messages.
Let’s take an example in table II for 10 messages stored in
the buffer, we only consume 0.161s to successfully send them
with smooth connections. Therefore, the ignored data in our
assumption is insignificant, even approximately equal to 0. For
p ≥ 0.5, the theoretical and experimental results are mostly
overlapped because almost new messages arrived at the client
are from timeout events, which the experimental model fits
with the theoretical one. Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c present theoretical
results of steady-states probability with buffer capacity M of
k = 1 and k = 2, respectively, vs. message loss probability p.
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 are used for Fig. (4b) and Fig. (4c),
respectively. For the steady-state probability π(1) in Fig. (4b)
and Fig. (4c), the higher the loss probability p is, the lower it
is. For the steady-state probability π(km + 1), i.e., π(6) and
π(11) in Fig. (4b) and Fig. (4c), respectively, the higher the
loss probability p is, the higher it is. For π(e) (e ∈ [6, km]) in
Fig. 4c, π(e) gradually increases and then tends to gradually
decrease to 0. The reason for those behaviors is the number of
arrival messages stored in the buffer increases if p increases.
Next, we analyse the steady-state probability π(km + 1) in
Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c to understand the impact of the value k on
the expected blocked arrival messages B at the client, i.e., π(6)
in Fig. 4b and π(11) in Fig. 4c. For p ∈ [0.1; 0.2], we obtain
π(6) > π(11), e.g., when p = 0.1, we have π(6) = 0.158 and
π(11) = 0.045. This can be explained by the fact that with a
higher value k we have a higher number of states, therefore
we obtain a lower value π(km + 1). For p ∈ [0.6; 1] we obtain
the same value π(km + 1), e.g., π(6) ≈ π(11) ≈ 1, because
with a very high loss probability p, the client buffer is always
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full in this probability interval. In the interval of comparatively
high value p ∈ [0.3; 0.5], we have π(6) < π(11), e.g., π(6) =
0.718 and π(11) = 0.774 at p = 0.3. In this case, the storage
capacity of new arrival messages increases with the increase of
the value k, i.e., increasing transmission chances of messages
leads to increasing timeout events in this probability interval,
which can increase the number of blocked arrival messages if
increasing k. In Fig. 4d, we show experimentally the expected
blocked arrival messages B at an observation at the client.
The observation is defined in section II, limp→0 B = 0, and
limp→1 B = m = 5 messages, i.e., 5 messages arrived at
the client are blocked in the timeout observation event when
p achieves 1. With p ∈ [0.3; 0.5] in Fig. 4d, B of k = 2
is higher than B of k = 1, which confirms the theoretical
analysis above (impact of the value k on B, based on the
analysis of steady-state probability π(6) in Fig. 4b and π(11)
in Fig. 4c). B of k = 1 is approximately equal to B of k = 2
for p > 0.5, while B of k = 2 is less than B of k = 1 for
p = 0.1. With those analyses, we recommend setting k = 2 if
p < 0.2 and k = 1 if p ≥ 0.2 for reducing the blocked data.
Through the analysis above, we can derive an interesting
conclusion that a large buffer capacity M for reliable IoT
systems in lossy environments does not always yield the best
performance. Here, the amount of blocked data can increase,
since a large M value can cause more timeout events leading to
increasing the number of arrival messages at the buffer, while
the buffer is already filled with a large number of messages.
This is consistent with discussions showed in [12] for TCP.
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A PPENDIX
A. Balance equation of state m + 1 for the case of k = 2
Based on section II-A and using Eq. (1b), Eq. (2a) and Eq.
(2b), the balance equation (12) of state m + 1 for k = 2 is:
"
#
2m+1
X
m+1
2m+1−i
π(m + 1) · (1 − p)
+p
(1 − p)
i=m+2

= π(1) · p + p
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π(i) · (1 − p)

(12)

i−1

i=m+2

B. Balance equation of state e ∈ [m + 2, 2m − 1] for k = 2
Based on section II-A and using Eq. (2a), Eq. (2b) and Eq.
(2c), the balance equations (13) of state e for k = 2 is:
"
e−1
X
π(e) (1 − p)e + p
(1 − p)e−i+m

IV. C ONCLUSION
We benchmarked the buffer size in IoT devices deploying
REST HTTP, in theory and experiment. The results showed
that a large buffer in IoT devices does not always lead to
an improved performance in lossy environments, and in fact
could even degrade the performance. The proper benchmaking
of the buffer size is hence rather important. The experimental
analysis indicated that in order to reduce the blocked data, we
should set k = 2 if p < 0.2 and k = 1 if p ≥ 0.2. In future
work, we plan to analyze more complex cases for k ≥ 3.

2m+1
X

+

=

2m
X

(1 − p)

i=e+1
e−1
X

i=m+1
e−m−1
X
e−i+m

!#

(1 − p)

+

i

i=0

π(i) · (1 − p)

i−e+m

2m+1
X

p+

i=m+1

π(i) · (1 − p)i−e+m p

i=e+1

(13)
C. Balance equation of state 2m for k = 2
Based on section II-A and using Eq. (2a), Eq. (2b) and Eq.
(2c), the balance equation (14) of state 2m for k = 2 is:
"
!#
2m−1
m−1
X
X
2m
3m−i
i
π(2m) (1 − p) + p
(1 − p)
+
(1 − p)
i=m+1

=

" 2m−1
X

i=0

#
π(i) · (1 − p)i−m p + π(2m + 1) · (1 − p)m+1 p

i=m+1

(14)
D. Balance equation of state 2m + 1 for k = 2
Based on section II-A and using Eq. (2a), Eq. (2b) and Eq.
(2c), the balance equation (15) of state 2m + 1 for k = 2 is:
"
#
2m
X
2m+1
3m−i+1
π(2m + 1) (1 − p)
+p
(1 − p)
i=m+1

=

2m
X
i=m+1

π(i) ·

i−m−1
X

(15)
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Abstract—Ultrasonic sensors are common sensors to use
in proximity sensing and distance measurement applications.
With the advent of Internet of Things (IoT), many new
application possibilities have opened, especially concerning
IoT devices, that form integral parts of larger and more
complex solutions, such as smart cities or smart control
systems. Because of that, there are many sensors specifically
tailored to a narrow range of applications. The sensors vary
widely in terms of maximum distance, accuracy, robustness, and price. We discuss the basic theory and operating
principles of ultrasonic sensors and compare them to other
alternative solutions for certain specific applications. Several
different applications, with a focus on smart cities, are
discussed. Further, we show that ultrasonic sensors can be
used on both low-end microcontroller-based devices as well
as powerful single board computers, according to target
application requirements. A general IoT-based smart city
system structure is briefly discussed.
Keywords—IoT, distance measurement, ultrasonic sensors,
smart cities

I. INTRODUCTION
As IoT technologies developed and matured, we have
been witnessing a steady rise in the popularity of smart
devices, cars, houses, cities as well as many other IoT applications. Often simple, sensors provide data on location,
weight, humidity, distance, pollution, and other basic measurable data. The sensors are connected over a network and
communicate with other devices or with a central control
center. IoT can find its use in almost every aspect of life,
like engineering, architecture, or medicine, depending on
the needs of end-users. One of the commonly used sensors
in IoT is ultrasonic sensors. They are also often used out
of the IoT context, for instance in the automotive industry
- car parking sensors use ultrasonic distance measurement
technology as a driving aid. However, in this paper, we will
focus on the IoT application possibilities. By measuring
distance, ultrasonic sensors can be used for measuring
levels of liquids in containers, motion detection in security
applications, object proximity detection or counting, general use in robotics for various measurements, and many
other applications.
Kamolov and Park in [1] described the usage of ultrasonic sensors in marine technology. A set of sensors is
to be used to facilitate ship/boat berthing. It is a delicate
operation and a system based on communication between a
smart port and smart vessels can assist in the procedure. A
port should be fitted with ultrasonic sensors on ship berths,
while a vessel should transmit the details about itself and
the payload. The system then categorizes the data received
from a set of sensors and directs the vessel to an optimal
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berth, considering location, cargo type, quantity, and other
criteria.
In [2], Fernandes et al. proposed the usage of ultrasonic sensors to measure wind speed. There are three
types of anemometers: mechanical, thermal, and ultrasonic
anemometers. Ultrasonic anemometers have many advantages – they have no rotating mechanical parts, no speed
range limitations, wide measurement range, high accuracy,
and low-cost [3]. Out of several methods to measure wind
speed using ultrasonic sensors, the authors used the time
difference method.
Ultrasonic sensors can also be used in assistive technologies. For instance, Dey et al [4] proposed a smart stick
solution for blind persons. They utilize a combination of
an ultrasonic sensor and a buzzer to warn the stick user of
an upcoming obstacle. Furthermore, they expand on this
basic usage and discuss the potential of incorporating the
GPS navigation feature that could make voice directions
and enhance obstacle detection along the routes.
In many areas, floods still have the potential to cause
major damage. An early flood warning system has been
proposed in [5]. Instead of manually checking water levels,
the authors suggest the implementation of a continuous
monitoring system based on ultrasonic sensors. Accurate
and real-time data provide response services with a muchneeded head start and allow for a timely response.
Common applications within smart cities are often related to traffic management. Soundra et al. [6] explored
traffic congestion in big cities and proposed the use of
ultrasonic sensors connected to the Internet via microcontrollers as an alternative to inductive loops, which
have greater maintenance costs. Kianpisheh et al. in [7]
proposed a smart parking system that would feature vacant
parking space detection, detection of improper parking,
display of available parking spaces, and directional indicators toward vacant parking spaces, payment facilities,
and different types of parking spaces.
To increase energy efficiency and lower utility bills,
Carvalho et al. [8] proposed the usage of ultrasonic
people counter to provide information for enclosed spaces
management, like air conditioning regulation or people
management. In [9], a combination of a low-end microcontroller ATMega 328 and a basic ultrasonic sensor HCSR04 was used to monitor the water level in a soft water
tank. If needed, an alarm is sent to the operator, or water
pumps are activated to help normalize tank levels.
In this paper, we will discuss the usage of ultrasonic
sensors in common applications within smart city struc-
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where v is the speed of sound, while t is the time
elapsed between the ultrasonic wave emitting and the
reflections getting detected.

tures.
II. P ROXIMITY D ETECTION AND D ISTANCE
M EASUREMENT
Proximity detection and distance measurement are similar applications. Proximity is the state of being proximate
- very near. A proximity sensor is a sensor that can
detect the presence of nearby objects without any physical
contact [10]. In proximity detection, the actual distance
to an object is usually not relevant and sensors/systems
can have binary readings: an object is present or it is not
present. In distance measurement, the actual distance to
an object is measured and readings must satisfy specified
measurement accuracy and resolution. Most proximity
sensors can, usually, also be used as distance sensors
and vice versa. There are multiple types of distance and
proximity sensors, but only the most often used ones in
IoT will be discussed here.
One of the cheapest and easiest to use are ultrasonic
sensors. They are based on the principle of measuring
the propagation time of ultrasonic waves. This principle
ensures reliable detection that is independent of the color
rendering of objects or the design and type of their surface
[11]. Another type of distance sensor is the infrared sensor
(IR). IR sensors operate on the principle of emitting a
beam of infrared light and measuring the intensity of
the reflected light rays. While being cheaper and faster
in response time, they have non-linear characteristics
because they depend on the reflective properties of the
object surface [12]. In the case that we cannot be sure
of the said properties, measurements could be distorted.
Somewhat similar to IR sensors are Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) sensors. LIDAR is also known as an
optical radar, as it uses the same basic techniques, but
instead of radio waves, it utilizes pulsed laser beams. The
basic observation is comprised of an evaluation of the
received signal power as a function of distance or distance
as a function of the speed of light and time of flight
[13]. Common usages of LIDAR include environmental
monitoring, robotics imaging, and distance measurement.
Although it is more accurate and has a longer range than
previously mentioned sensors, it is also significantly more
expensive and is harmful to unprotected eyes, making its
usage constrained to more demanding applications with
stricter measurement requirements.

Fig. 1: Ultrasonic wave propagation and reflection
Although the distance calculation is straightforward, the
reliability can be affected by several factors. One is the
angle between a sensor and the remote object’s surface.
Angles between 45° and 90° are acceptable, with angles
closer to 90° providing safer readings. If an angle is
shallower than 45°, a sound wave is likely to bounce off in
the direction away from the sensor, producing false results.
For objects like a cylinder or a cone, the angle between
the target’s surface and the direction of propagation of
pulses is always less than the critical angle (>25°) [14].
If an object is too small, there is a possibility that the
reflected wave would not be detectable by receivers. Also,
if the object that we want to measure the distance to is
made of a soft, cushioning material, sound waves could
be absorbed rather than reflected.
An example of a popular and versatile low-cost ultrasonic sensor is the HC-SR04. The sensor is comprised of
a transmitter and a receiver, capable of transmitting and
receiving 40 kHz signals, respectively. 10 µs pulse is used
to start the ranging. The transmitter will then send out an
eight cycle burst at 40 kHz. Once the transmitter has sent
out the pulses, the value of the Echo output will be set to
High, as seen in Figure 2. The output will stay High, until
the receiver detects the reflected pulse, at which point the
output will transition to Low level. An embedded processor
can measure the length of the Echo output pulse and use
Equation 1 to calculate the distance.

III. U LTRASONIC D ISTANCE M EASUREMENT
Ultrasonic sensors use the time-of-flight approach to
measure the distance to remote objects. As opposed to IR
sensors, ultrasonic sensors do not depend on the smoothness and color of the objects’ surface. A transmitter emits
ultrasonic waves, while a receiver detects reflections from
the objects (Fig. 1). The distance can then be calculated
as:
t
d=v· ,
2
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(1)

Fig. 2: HC-SR04 timing diagram
IV. E MBEDDED P ROCESSING
Embedded systems are required to control ultrasonic
sensors and calculate distances, based on the sensors’
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output. There are many possibilities and the exact choice
is usually made such that the simplest and lowest cost
system that still satisfies all of the current requirements,
as well as the expected future ones, is selected. The cost
must include not only the price of the hardware but also
development and maintenance costs.
One of the simplest solutions is to use boards based on
the low-cost ESP family of system-on-a-chip microcontrollers. The ESP microcontrollers have integrated Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth support and they feature low power usage.
In environments with Wi-Fi coverage, small ESP boards,
such as the NodeMCU (Fig. 3) contain everything required
to control an ultrasonic sensor and send measurement
data to a central location. NodeMCU firmware uses Lua
programming language, but programming can also be done
in MycroPython, Arduino programming language, and
C++. ESP microcontrollers are limited in terms of the
number of GPIO pins and program and data memory,
meaning that their application is somewhat limited to
simple systems.

RAM. Usually, a Linux-based operating system is used.
The module is completely self-sufficient, meaning that
it can also be debugged on-site, without the need for
another computer. It has a high processing power so it
is suitable even for some machine learning applications.
Linux support means that a suite of mature utilities and
development tools are available. However, one must also
be aware of the disadvantages of operating system usage,
such as more difficult real-time processing and possible
stability issues. Also, embedded systems based on such
powerful processors consume much more energy than
previously mentioned solutions and are, therefore, mostly
not applicable to battery-operated environments.

Fig. 5: Raspberry Pi Compute Module 4

Fig. 3: NodeMcu – ESP microcontroller based board
Often seen approach for implementation of more complex systems is a combination of a microcontroller used for
processing tasks and an ESP board used for Wi-Fi communication. AVR (Fig. 4) and PIC series of microcontrollers
are commonly used. They come in many different packages, allowing for tailoring the microcontroller’s features
to specific target requirements. Devices with a large number of GPIO pins can be used to control multiple sensors,
not only ultrasonic but also any other type. Combined with
the larger program and/or data memories, such systems can
be programmed to handle most of the applications. C and
C++ are most often used in development.

Fig. 4: ATmega328 on Arduino Pro Mini
For the most complex tasks, single board computers
can be used. A typical representative is the Raspberry Pi
Compute Module 4 (Fig. 5). It features a 64-bit ARM
quad-core system on a chip processor with up to 8GB of
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The discussed solutions are best for making custom
solutions because of their versatility, however, there are
also complete off-the-shelf IoT products that are mature
and sufficient in many everyday usages. Such devices are
more expensive and not very customizable, although they
tend to be reliable and come with a warranty.
V. U LTRASONIC S ENSORS IN S MART C ITIES
Ultrasonic sensors are used in a variety of smart city
applications. A sample smart city system structure is
shown in Fig. 6. In such applications, ultrasonic sensors
can be used only for monitoring but also for system
control. An embedded processor collects data from sensors
and sends the data over the Internet to a smart city control
center. Standard technologies for connecting to Internet are
Wi-Fi, Ethernet, and mobile network connections. Once all
the data reaches the control center, a control software, or
human operators, can perform management and control
actions. Also, the data can be used to visualize states of
controlled objects, raise alarms or share gathered data with
the public.
Waste collection is a common problem in urban and
suburban settings. Decreasing collection frequency can
quickly cause waste bins to overflow and waste heaps to
grow around them while collecting too often can raise
costs substantially. One solution is to replace standard
bins with smart bins (Fig. 7), that use ultrasonic sensors
to estimate waste fill percentage. The basic approach is
discussed in, for instance, [15]. The authors are motivated by environmental challenges associated with waste
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similarity in two frequencies created by cars passing
by the sensor. The proposed algorithm improves vehicle
detection, such that the error rate is about 10%, which
makes the system applicable for road condition monitoring
and traffic management in smart city environments. For
this purpose, a long-distance and weather resistant, IP67
rated sensor is required, such as MaxSonar MB 73xx series
sensors.

Fig. 6: Smart City System Structure
generation and inadequate waste collection, transport, and
disposal. In a more advanced setting and the case of a full
deployment of smart bins, it would be also possible to
use gathered data to automatically plan a collection route.
The routes can be forwarded to garbage truck drivers and
optimal collection can be achieved. Also, by identifying
bins using RFID or QR codes, a full statistical analysis
of the collection process can be performed continuously.
Waste bins are often placed in the open and are exposed
to elements like sun and rain, which, along with the waste
itself, result in an inhospitable environment for electronic
components. A waterproof sensor like the JSN-SR04T or
the MB-7137 TrashSonar (that allows for the creation of
an IP67 rated sensor) can provide a reliable operation in
such conditions.

Fig. 8: Vehicle detection
Ultrasonic sensors can also help in parking garages
efficiency. In open space parking lots, it is possible to
use a camera to record the lot from an elevated position.
The stream can be fed to artificial intelligence systems
that detect free and occupied spaces. In parking garages,
low ceilings and structural objects make the approach
unpractical. Another solution could be the use of magnetometers and inductive loop sensors that are usually
installed beneath the lot surface, mitigating the effect of atmospheric influences. Even though the approach is robust,
it is expensive to install and maintain on a larger scale,
especially if the sensors are installed after the construction
of the parking lot was already done. Ultrasonic sensors are
a viable solution for this application. To shorten the time
drivers spend on finding vacant parking spots, ultrasonic
systems can be used to detect the spots and signal their
location to drivers (Fig. 9). Also, a simple control system
can be developed that uses traffic lights like signaling to
navigate drivers to vacant spots in the shortest amount
of time. Because of a relatively protected environment, a
simple HC-SR04 can be used in closed garages.

Fig. 7: Waste bin ultrasonic sensor placement
Heavy traffic is one of the top problems in cities. Knowing the number of vehicles that enter certain city parts, as
well as their respective distribution over the course of a
day, can help plan traffic management. Roadside vehicle
counter (Fig. 8) based on an ultrasonic sensor was tested in
[6]. The authors argue that a simple distance measurement
approach does not yield satisfactory results, as there are
too many false readings. However, they propose a solution
that uses normalized cross-correlation to determine the
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Fig. 9: Vacant parking spots detection
Tracking the number of people in a room or a building
can be useful for many purposes. For instance, to control room temperature, to alert if the number of people
exceeds the safety maximum, to track usage of facilities
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or amenities, etc. For this purpose, Carvalho et al. [8]
tested both, motion and ultrasonic sensors. It was shown
that ultrasonic sensors performed much better. Also, the
system’s performance was excellent in cases where it is
physically possible for only a single person to enter or
exit at a time, as seen in Figure 10. Problems can arise
when multiple persons pass below the sensor because the
sensor cannot distinguish how many people are passing
by. In such cases, a camera connected to a neural network
for human detection is, although much more complex, a
significantly better and more reliable solution.

Fig. 10: Person counter
There are also other possible applications, but we focused on the most mature and most widely applicable
examples. Ultrasonic sensors can be very useful in simple
and discrete deployments, however, their full potential in
smart city environments can only be unleashed in an IoT
setup in which all the data is fed to a central location
for storage and processing. The data can then be used
for many automated (or manual) management, control,
analysis, and reporting tasks.
VI. C HALLENGES
There are many challenges to the production deployment of smart city services supported by ultrasonic sensors. Generally, we can categorize them into three groups:
reliability, cost, and infrastructure challenges.
Developing a proof-of-concept system is sometimes not
too demanding, but having the production systems work
reliably in harsh environments and changing conditions
is much harder to achieve. The systems need to be
robust and long-lasting. For outdoor deployment, a wide
temperature operating range may be needed, as devices
in direct sunlight can get very hot. Also, in colder areas,
winter times can bring extremely low temperatures. The
systems should be water and shock-resistant and, for
some applications, vandalism is also a factor to consider.
If devices are battery-operated, a thoughtful power consumption optimization and usage of low-power wide-area
networks (LPWAN) are necessary to achieve long battery
life.
When it comes to cost, there are development, deployment, and maintenance costs. Depending on a specific
application’s requirements it may be necessary to develop
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in full, or only partially, both hardware and software. Even
if ready-made solutions are available for purchase, there
are costs of integrating the solutions with existing smart
city ICT infrastructure. Large-scale deployments can be
costly when hardware units cost and field expert mandays are considered. Finally, maintenance is of the utmost
importance to achieve longer-term operating efficiency.
The maintenance can include bug fixes and new features
introductions to both software and hardware components,
battery replacement, faulty device replacement, new devices installations, testing procedures, field device inspections, device repair, etc. Many of the tasks are typically
outsourced, especially the ones concerning development
and initial deployment. However, in-house IT experts are
also needed to deal with many maintenance tasks, solve
day-to-day operating challenges and improve efficiency
and response times.
Infrastructure challenges concern smart devices communication and ICT infrastructure security. To communicate
with smart city control centers, a network connection is
needed. It can be a regular Wi-Fi, wired or mobile connection, or one of the low speed and low power solutions,
such as LoRaWAN, NB-IoT, or Sigfox. For data storing
and processing, smart cities typically utilize cloud servers.
Since the data can be used not only for monitoring but
also for services and facilities control, to avoid potentially
serious consequences of any security breaches or denial
of service attacks, a special consideration is required to
address security challenges that arise from such setups
[16].
VII. C ONCLUSION
Ultrasonic sensors are, mostly, cheap and rather simple
sensors that are used for distance measurement by calculating the time-of-flight of ultrasonic waves. Regardless
of their simplicity, they can be used in a variety of
single sensor deployments as well as in complex setups of
many sensors used in different locations and for various
purposes, such as in smart city environments. We briefly
discussed some of the applications, like the ones helping
traffic management, waste collection, or building management. The sensors also need an embedded processor for
control, data processing, and communication. Depending
on the target’s requirements, we presented some common
solutions, differing in processing power, energy usage, and
cost. Many systems and processes within cities can be
optimized with the help of an IoT network of ultrasonic
(and other) sensors. This can result in cost reduction,
improved services efficiency, and increased citizens’ satisfaction. Although there are challenges to large-scale
deployments, it is to be expected that ultrasonic sensors
will play important roles in IoT oriented world for a long
time and that their usage will become a standard in many
applications.
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Abstract – In Republic of Croatia ways of rescue and

protection of citizens, materials, and other goods in
catastrophes such as earthquakes, flooding or ongoing
global pandemic of coronavirus disease are regulated
by Law on Protection and Rescue. Some of the most
important parts are ways of controlling, handling, and
coordinating tasks, constitutions of bodies for
administration and ways of alarming and informing
in activities of protection and rescue. Water supply
network is very important part of the city
infrastructure. Hence, it is necessary to ensure highquality and reliable water supply network
management process. In our previous research
network model and relevant real-time data are
integrated into the complete system that will cover all
city infrastructure, acting as infrastructure data
interchange portal usable especially in the case of
disasters. All citizens are communicated with this
platform through different user roles or services using
telecommunications infrastructure. Main goal of
research in this paper is to improve ways of
controlling, coordinating tasks and informing citizens.
Platform is used to collect whole relevant data from
different sources such as water supply network
operating center, electricity network operating center,
gas transmission network operating center,
telecommunication network operating center, citizens,
112 service and so on in emergency. Different
behavioral scenarios have been implemented in the
platform. According to the collected relevant data, the
platform activates a certain scenario that best suits
the current situation. According to the scenario, the
platform automatically generates tasks to relevant
people via a mobile application. In addition, other
citizens receive information about acting through
social networks notifications.
Keywords - city infrastructure resilience, network
management, real-time data collection, mobile
network, mobile application, push notification
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Distribution networks
In network theory, there are four general classes of
networks: technological networks, information networks,
social networks, and biological networks. The division
into classes is a useful, since networks in the same class
are often treated using similar ideas, techniques, and
algorithms [1]. Networks used in this paper like
telecommunication network, water supply network,
electricity network and gas transmission network belong
to the same class - technological networks. In all
mentioned networks except telecommunication network
almost all network elements are invisible, located
underground. Mostly, network elements are not
accessible through any communication infrastructure, and
they are “software-free” elements, so there is no
possibility to implement self-detection or auto-discovery
features. Hence, it is rather important to implement and
maintain network configuration database. For example,
water supply network operators usually have a collection
of different type documents describing network, even in
the electronic form. This is some kind of “database” of
network, but it is not enough for maintenance and
management activities. There is very strong requirement
for information system for network configuration
management, which we call “inventory” management (we
use term “network inventory” for all elements building
water supply network). That was first step in our previous
research. We have focused on related work and
developing of our own water supply inventory
management system [2], [3], [4].
B. Inventory management system architectures
Since there are no auto-discovery or self-detection
features in a “software-free” network, network inventory
data must be imported into the database through graphical
network presentation interface [2]. Data collection process
includes consolidation of all possible sources within the
company, such as: network schemas, network
descriptions, project plans, repairing logs, internal human
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Mediation layer

Database layer

Presentation layer

knowledge, informal notes etc. Inventory management
system architecture is shown on figure 1.

Figure 1. Inventory management system architecture

System core is located at database layer. There are
three main databases: network inventory database,
repairing action database and real-time performance
database. Central database in the context of network
inventory system is network inventory database. It can be
assumed as configuration database.
Generally, there are two types of network elements:
basic elements, such as valves or pipes, that cannot be
divided into the smaller parts; compound elements, such
as manhole, are compound of number of basic elements.
GPS coordinates are a very important part of network
inventory data model, since they allow network
presentation on any GPS supporting platform [2]. Main
functions of mediation layer are:
•
data collection from water-supply network
•
unification of all data formats
•
aggregation of collected data on low level,
preparing it for storage in real-time performance
data warehouse
All data are collected by specific applications called
access modules. Every access module uses specific
techniques and performs specific actions to obtain data
from the water-supply network. For instance, data can be
collected through any kind of communication protocol
(usually using GPRS for data transport), from existing
databases or industrial measurement solutions [3].
Network presentation GUI is web interface located on the
top of database layer. At presentation layer there is
performance monitoring module. This is graphical
interface which is connected to real-time performance data
database and reading last measurement value for each
node which consists of slave flow measuring module and
serves as “performance cockpit”. Basis for this graphical
interface is Network inventory data presentation on GPS
supporting platform (Figure 2.).
This principle of architecture can be implemented in
all the mentioned distribution networks except the
telecommunication network.
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Figure 2. Network inventory data presentation on GPS supporting
platform

Network management in telecommunication network
is very known term described in many papers. In [5] is
presented integrated view on telecommunication network
in which relevant data sources are fault management data,
performance management data, end-to-end testing results,
customer complaints and other sources. GPS coordinates
are also very important part of network inventory data
model. Presentation layer of network management system
solution is shown on figure 3 [6].

Figure 3. Network inventory data presentation for GSM network,
logical view

Presentation layer of network management system
solution shows object for base station controller (BSC)
which controls number of base transciever stations (BTS).
Example of attributes for base station controller is number
of operational or number of non-operational base
transceiver stations calculated from fault management
data. There are also layers on GPS supporting platforms
(Figure 4.).
Finally, network model and relevant real-time data are
integrated into the complete system that will cover all city
infrastructure, acting as infrastructure data interchange
portal usable especially in the case of disasters such as
flooding, earthquakes, volcanos, etc.
We start from the assumption that each distribution
network operator has information about the state of its
network in the area covered by the natural disaster.
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Figure 4. Network inventory data presentation for GSM network, GPS
supporting platform view

C. Related work
Vienna
Waterwork’s approach to
network
maintenance and rehabilitation is described in [7].
Network information system of Vienna Waterwork is
briefly presented. System is primarily used to provide
assistance platform for planning process. For predicting
pipe failures, the proportional hazards model (PHM) is
used.
GIS-based (Geographic Information System) water
supply information system for an urban area is described
in [8]. The basic aim of that water supply information
system is to serve as a decision support tool for
Waterwork’s management by helping maintain records of
leaks and repairs.
Both systems are focused on inventory management,
but currently without GPS coordinates. Real-time data
integration is also not considered.
In [9] system using telemetry for obtaining real-time
data from water-supply network is described. However,
all data are propagated to SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition) application; inventory management
is not considered.
For gas transmission network, management systems,
basic abilities for GIS, automatic monitoring of
parameters of physical and technological processes are
described in [10], [11].
II.

PLATFORM TO IMPROVE CITY INFRASTRUCTURE
RESILIENCE CAPACITY

A. Legislation at the area of emergency management
System of protection and rescue of citizens, material
and other goods in catastrophes and big accidents, way of
controlling, handling, and coordinating, tasks and
constitutions of bodies for administration, way of
alarming and informing in activities of protection and
rescue in Republic of Croatia is regulated by the Law on
Protection and Rescue. In catastrophes and big accidents
district head (city council), mayor and district prefect
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directly command operative forces of protection and
rescue of units from local and regional government. Each
person has right to complete and timely information
about all threats from the beginning of catastrophes and
possibilities, ways, measures and activities of protection
and rescue and if they notice threat from beginning of
accident, big accident or catastrophes or its beginning, it
is their duty to inform Service #112 without any delay,
using the most convenient way and the fastest way of
information transfer [12]. According to the Law on
Critical Infrastructures, national critical infrastructures
are systems, networks, and objects of national importance
whose disruption of functioning or disruption of goods or
services supply can have serious consequences on
national security, health and lives of people, possessions
and environment security and economic stability and
undisrupted functioning of government (water supply
network, telecommunication network, electricity supply
network etc.) [13]. By–law about standard operative
procedures regulates the way of common action of
operative forces (standard operative procedure) and
Service #112, procedure for transfer of all available
information connected to the emergency situation,
accident or catastrophe after receiving information
through number 112, procedure of processing and
forwarding received information to operative forces and
other participants of protection and rescue using most
suitable and the fastest way of information transfer. So,
there are some possibilities to implement Central IT
platform to Service 112.
B. Central IT platform
Central IT platform is used, in general, for collecting
relevant data from different sources. Sources are water
supply network operating center, electricity network
operating center, gas transmission network operating
center, telecommunication network operating center,
citizens, 112 service and so on [4]. In emergency like
earthquakes, flooding or some other type of disaster
platform has information about distribution networks
state in covered area. Some information is collected by an
automated process and some information is provided by
operators in network operating centers of distribution
network. After relevant data are collected, platform
performs internal processing and triggers some relevant
actions such as crisis emergency alerting, crisis
management actions etc. called resilience management
guidelines (RMG). Currently in test phase we collect
relevant data which are connected to distribution of clean
water which is very important when flood or earthquake
occur. In addition, it is planned to display base stations as
information on whether there has been a breakdown in
communications in the area covered. If there is no
interruption of communication, the platform can activate
advertising actions and give instructions to relevant
participants called first responders via the mobile
network. This platform will be used (not exclusively) by
(Figure 5.): first responders such as police officers,
firefighters, emergency medical technicians (EMT),
infrastructure operators (water supply, electricity, gas
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transmission and telecommunications network operators),
general population, city council and its services, service
#112, local electronic media, other services, NGOs (NonGovernmental Organization), etc.

assigned users. Priority is used like codebook with values
high, normal, low, and medium. According to priority due
date is set, time until task needs to be finished and closed.
Category is codebook with value water supply alarm, gas
alarm, electricity alarm etc. (Figure 6.).

Figure 6. Central IT platform mobile application view (new task, task
list, task details data)

Figure 5. Central IT platform participants (logically)
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C. Task generator and mobile application
After relevant data in central IT platform is collected,
platform performs internal processing like internal
algorithms, rules etc., and triggers some actions to first
responders called resilience management guidelines
(RMG) through mobile application. For instance, water
supply company operator will receive task on water
supply distribution network: detect areas where clean
water distribution is disrupted increase/decrease pump
power, switch on/off specific valves to cause re-routing
of water-flow, fill up clean water tanks and other. Every
task has set of attributes like priority, category, location,
description, attachments, time opened, due date and

D. Earthquake scenario
One possible scenario when earthquake occur is
shown on Figure 7. Providing timely and effective
information is the key point for responsible individuals
and institutions to make timely preparations for an
effective response to threats such as adequate avoidance
measures and risk reduction. Early warning information
is collected by all public sector institutions in the field of
meteorology, hydrology and flood defense, seismology,
public health, geology, and inspection services.
Citizens

Users from 1-5 will approach platform in both
directions through a platform front-end (I1). Term “both
directions” means they will be able to trigger some
actions, or to receive guidelines, triggers, data etc. from
platform. Some data are collected in permanent regime,
while other are collected on demand (when something is
“triggered” from the environment). Citizens will
approach platform directly (I1) or indirectly. It is
expected that more citizens from urban area will
approach platform directly. Citizens from rural area
probably will use another channels to send/obtain
relevant information related to current disaster situation.
Indirectly, citizens will communicate with platform
through
different
users/services
using
telecommunications infrastructure: by contacting to city
council (I2), service #112 (I3), local electronic media and
by receiving information from media and social networks
(I4), or in last case by contacting first responders directly
(I5) [4].

Task status can be set to opened or closed. When task
is finished operator change task status to closed.
According to scenario and type of first responder there
can be more than one task assigned.
In normal situation, platform generates tasks with
category preventive maintenance. This type of tasks is
used for periodic inspections of, for instance alternative
power supply sources, clean water tanks, gathering
information of health care capacities condition, etc.

3) Internal
processing
4)
4)
4)
4)
4)
4)
4)
4)

RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG
RMG

Figure 7. Earthquake scenario
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Such information is then emitted through various
communication channels like official public authorities
and other local institutions web sites, local media, and
social networks. Besides aforementioned methods, this
paper provides additional contemporary IT based
converged model for effective information workflow in
crisis management events. In earthquakes occurrence
scenario, local county #112 service initiates preliminary
earthquake information, such as location and magnitude,
as well as initial assessment of potential damage towards
local area civil protection headquarters, civil protection
system operational forces, citizens from endangered area
and general public. The platform then generates
automated tasks in accordance to predefined rules and
actions. The IT platform coordinates simultaneous
communication with all parts included in example
scenario. After initial alert, specific workflow tasks,
named resilience management guidelines (RMG), are
generated with corresponding priorities. Such guidelines
are distributed in form of specific alert messages to all
teams included in rescue and protection, such as local
firefighter units, civil public care, and protection services
(health centers, veterinary clinics, drug stores, mountain
rescue services, etc.), legal entities an association related
with civil protection, public and private shelter managers,
material goods providers, etc.
According to RMG received, the head of local civil
protection headquarters receives high priority task for
mobilization of civil protection unit. In accordance with
the task specific operative guidelines, the charged person
or more generally, a task related instance, performs sets
of predefined actions. These sets of task actions would
include:
•
gathering critical information about private and
public objects damage status as well as people
count before and after earthquake
•
gathering information about local roads
possibility status
•
gathering information about public healthcare
object status
•
organization of local information spots dealing
with missing persons cases
•
establishing of ruins clearance plan according to
relevance
•
disposition of emergency intervention teams
Upon completion of highest priority tasks, according
to RMG structure, the system could possibly trigger
another related task such as, for example, local water
supply network and provision actions, local electronic
media engagement or establishment of local power
electricity supply for critical public services.
In order to improve resilience, we have to mention
redundancy. We assume that telecommunication network
operates without breaks. But in the case of earthquake,
mobile network is out of service because of traffic
congestion and wires are broken because of damages
caused by earthquake. The redundancy could be found in
corporate and (or) private networks. Some investments
could go to local physically independent networks that
are integrated in the system. There is also question of
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redundant power supply because of fall down of electrical
network. Starlink is the name of a satellite network
developed by the private spaceflight company SpaceX to
provide low-cost internet to remote locations. SpaceX
eventually hopes to have as many as 42,000 satellites in
this so-called megaconstellation [16]. Research and
development of suitable models will be subject of the
future work.
E. Push notifications
When task is created every user receives mobile
application push notification. Google Firebase Cloud
Messaging (FCM) offers a broad range of messaging
options and capabilities. With Firebase Cloud Messaging
you can send two types of messages. One type is
notification messages. These are handled by SDK
automatically. Second type is data messages, which are
handled by client app. Notification messages contain a
predefined set of user-visible keys. Data messages, by
contrast, contain only your user-defined custom keyvalue pairs. Notification messages can contain an
optional data payload. Maximum payload for both
message types is 4000 bytes [14]. In our scenario
notification messages that are handled by SDK
automatically are used. After you register application to
Firebase developer console, you get server key for
creating notifications. Your app server or trusted server
environment sends message requests to the FCM
backend, which then routes messages to client apps
running on users' devices (Figure 8.).
Central IT platform

Task
generator

Push
notification
generator

Firebase
console GUI

Firebase cloud
messaging

Relevant persons

Figure 8. Push messages system architecture

Using simple PHP script, we can publish notification
to FCM. To send to a single, specific device message, it
is necessary to pass the device's registration token.
Options for interacting with FCM servers include
Firebase Admin SDK, which has support for Node, Java,
Python, C#, and Go, FCM HTTP v1 API, legacy HTTP
protocol and XMPP server protocol. Using simple PHP
script implementation is shown using legacy HTTP
protocol:
$fields = array
(
'to' => "cWd4TYGPQnS....nGzQViNcm0IeLwWJr",
'data' => array
(
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'notification_id' => 1,
'title' => "Emergency task is created",
'text' => "Details is shown in app…",
'task_id' => 1

Central IT platform

),
'direct_boot_ok' => true
);
$headers = array
(
'Authorization: key=AAAAROLn......x-eB0VS',
'Content-Type: application/json'
);
$ch = curl_init();
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_URL,
'https://fcm.googleapis.com/fcm/send');
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_HTTPHEADER, $headers);
curl_setopt($ch,CURLOPT_POSTFIELDS,
json_encode($fields));
$result = curl_exec($ch);
curl_close($ch);

To receive message in mobile application it is
necessary
to
create
service
that
extends
FirebaseMessagingService class [15]. This is required if
you want to do any message handling beyond receiving
notifications on apps in the background. To receive
notifications in foregrounded apps, to receive data
payload, to send upstream messages, and so on, you must
extend this service. Within the application component,
metadata elements to set a default notification icon and
color. Android uses these values whenever incoming
messages do not explicitly set icon or color. On initial
startup of your app, the FCM SDK generates a
registration token for the client app instance. If you want
to target single devices or create device groups, you'll
need
to
access
this
token
by
extending
FirebaseMessagingService class and overriding method
onNewToken.
F. Social networks integration
Public alert such as public city alarm - siren can
inform citizens about some urgent situation. Nowadays,
social networks have great impact on way we get and
accept information, so it can be used for same purpose as
siren. For instance, Facebook gives developers a way to
get data and give data to Facebook platform using service
called Graph API. Graph API uses HTTP protocol to
communicate with Facebook platform, which is
composed of nodes (e.g., Photo, Page), edges (e.g.,
Page’s photos, Photo’s comments) and fields (info about
nodes e.g., User’s city, Photo’s location). Using simple
PHP script, we can publish post about urgent situation.
Graph API code for publishing flood information:
$streets = calculateStreets($area);
$post_id = '{page-id}';
$request = new FacebookRequest(
$session,
'POST',
'/'.$post_id.'/feed',
array (
'message' => 'Flooded in: '.$streets
)
);
$response = $request->execute();
$graph = $response->getGraphObject();

Custom method calculateStreets with given
coordinates returns textual list of streets affected with
flood. General architecture is shown on figure 9.
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Figure 9. Social networks integration system architecture

PHP script is saved on central server which collects
data about flood. Flood data are being transferred to
custom function calculateStreets which is used for
FacebookRequest object to send data to Graph API. After
data are received on Graph API our post is shown on
Facebook page.
Another scenario is for example in case of
earthquakes publishing information about current
situation of roads closed, help distribution centers and so
on. The earthquake causes several breaks in water mains
and service connections, loss of power, loss of some of
the water transmission systems and storage tank failures,
huge impact to lifeline systems.
In this way in general citizens and local electronic
media can get accurate information about in catastrophes
such as earthquakes, flooding, or ongoing global
pandemic of coronavirus disease.
III.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented upgraded information
system which is used to improve city infrastructure
resilience capacity firstly presented in our previous paper.
In Republic of Croatia ways of rescue and protection of
citizens, materials, and other goods in catastrophes such
as earthquakes, flooding or ongoing global pandemic of
coronavirus disease are regulated by Law on Protection
and Rescue. Some of the most important parts are ways
of controlling, handling, and coordinating tasks,
constitutions of bodies for administration and ways of
alarming and informing in activities of protection and
rescue. In our previous research network model and
relevant real-time data are integrated into the complete
system that will cover all city infrastructure, acting as
infrastructure data interchange portal usable especially in
the case of disasters. All citizens are communicated with
this platform through different user roles or services
using telecommunications infrastructure. Main goal of
research in this paper is to improve ways of controlling,
coordinating tasks and informing citizens. Platform is
used to collect whole relevant data from different sources
such as water supply network operating center, electricity
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network operating center, gas transmission network
operating center, telecommunication network operating
center, citizens, #112 service and so on in emergency.
According to the certain scenario, the platform
automatically generates tasks to relevant people via a
mobile application. In addition, other citizens receive
information about acting through social networks
notifications. Actions for earthquake scenario is described
briefly.
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Abstract - The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT)
devices and platforms opened several new services and
application possibilities within Smart City solutions. Their
successful implementation is reflected in operational
efficiency improvements as well as the quality of the provided
government services. Such solutions also provide a way to
share information with the public. The solutions assume the
utilization of various IoT devices to collect and analyze data.
Very important decisions in the implementations of such
systems are related to the technology stack and the choice of
data transfer system during communication. Different
communication protocols are used in the application layer,
and one of them is the lightweight MQTT message protocol,
with the corresponding message broker. We propose the
structure of an entire Smart City system solution. MQTT
protocol is used for communication, and, data is visualized on
an interactive map. Benchmark tests were done to examine
the performance of the used message brokers. We show that
the MQTT message protocol is a suitable solution for the
proposed application. Also, a dedicated message broker
service is the most suitable solution for routing information
messages.
Keywords - Internet of Things; Smart City; MQTT; Broker;
Mosquitto; RabbitMQ; Benchmark test

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure is comprised
of web-connected smart gadgets making use of embedded
computers, sensors and communication hardware.
Examples of gadgets include smartwatches, voice control
devices, lighting appliances, alarm systems, medical
sensors, security systems, etc. These devices, linked
through the Internet, communicate with one another and
with central servers and applications to exchange
information. Their primary function is to gather, transmit,
and analyze data obtained from their surroundings. An
example of an IoT system is illustrated in Figure 1.
The IoT incentivizes businesses to reconsider their
present business models and help them enhance their
business strategies [5]. The benefits of IoT systems are
diverse and include an increased focus on consumers, better
security measures, improved supply chain management,
cost and energy savings as well as pollution control. The
IoT applications saw considerable growth in real-world
applications for daily human activities and are particularly
common in transportation, industrial, manufacturing and
utility businesses. It is often used in other sectors as well,
including the infrastructure industry, home automation,
agriculture, healthcare and finance [2]. Figure 2 illustrates
some of the possible application domains for the IoT.
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Figure 1. Example of an Internet of Things (IoT) system

IoT is increasingly used within technology-enabled
smart city areas. This type of municipality can help
residents in decreasing energy consumption. Furthermore,
the system can be utilized to improve overall infrastructure
and mobility as well as implement intelligent transportation
systems, smart homes and/or buildings. A significant
benefit of smart cities is their capacity to provide improved
service delivery to citizens while using less infrastructure
and resources, thus advancing municipal operations and
enhancing inhabitants' quality of life. The enhancements
enable new income sources and operational efficiency,
resulting in cost savings for governments and individuals.
The utilization of IoT infrastructure is likely to expand in
terms of the number of devices and capabilities it can
handle [10].
IoT devices are at the core of the IoT system. They are
integrated into various systems and form a critical
component of the Internet of Things. Various sensors are
ubiquitous and essential to the functioning of a large
number of modern organizations. There are many different
types of IoT sensors available as well as respective areas of
application and use cases. The sensors can deliver
important data to a central location that analyzes it for
specific patterns and abnormalities. This enables businesses
and individuals to optimize their operations and
management by responding promptly to critical changes
[5]. For an IoT system to operate, the data gathered from
many devices must be sent for processing. Therefore, a
standard protocol is required for communication between
devices. In other words, the IoT communication protocol is
the key part of an IoT technology stack. Protocols and
standards within the IoT infrastructure can be divided into
two groups of layers: application layers include IoT
dataprotocols, and physical layers define the corresponding
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network protocols used to connect devices over a network.
Network protocols are used over the Internet for
seamless communication and data exchange. There are
many network protocols, and some of the most commonly
used ones are WiFi, Bluetooth, LoRaWan, Sigfox, ZigBee,
Z-Wave and others. These protocols are not discussed in
detail in this paper, and their selection depends on the target
application
requirements
and
implementation
circumstances. On the other hand, IoT data protocols are
very convenient for connecting low-power IoT devices.
There are different application-layer messaging protocols
for IoT and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication.
When it comes to message protocols for IoT devices, a
comparison of different protocols in terms of performance
for specific applications is often mentioned. Each of the
protocols has some advantages and disadvantages, but with
an appropriate design and optimization, each of them can
be a favourable choice for certain communication
requirement.

Figure 2. Some of the possible application domains for the
Internet of Things

In this paper, data exchange within a Smart City
solution is provided with the lightweight IoT data protocol
called Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT).
For the creation of a communication layer between services
and applications, a discrete service called a message broker
is used. Such a service can provide data processing, routing,
message translation, persistence and delivery to all
appropriate destinations. It is middleware that allows for a
common communications infrastructure that grows and
scales to meet the most demanding conditions. Many
message brokers are open-source, and the paper describes
and implements only some of them for performance
comparison.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a
description and comparison of several application-layer
messaging protocols. We outlined the advantages of using
the MQTT protocol for the described application.
Implemented message brokers based on the MQTT
protocol are described in section 3. Section 4 provides a
detailed description of the structure and design of the
system for sending and receiving data from IoT devices,
including a central server, device simulator and a sample
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web graphical user interface. Benchmark test results for
different utilized message brokers are given and discussed
in section 5. Finally, a conclusion is given regarding the
implemented system and its results.
II.

IOT DATA PROTOCOLS

As mentioned earlier, IoT data protocols within
application layers are used to connect low-power IoT
devices. They are utilized to transfer data, i.e. messages,
between IoT devices and the IoT messaging hub - a
message broker. For devices to communicate, messaging
protocols provide a set of rules and data formats. Many
communication protocols are used according to the
requirements of the target application. Each application
requires a unique set of hardware, software, connection,
and messaging protocols. Additionally, specific IoT
systems may have additional critical requirements that
demand the deployment of a specific, specialized protocol.
The IoT devices may employ different messaging protocols
and communication methods at different layers.
At first, a widely used Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) seemed a reasonable option for communicating
with IoT devices. However, the protocol implementation is
complex and needs some workarounds (e.g. long polling)
that allow servers to push messages to clients. It also has
significant drawbacks such as security weaknesses and
device high cost and power consumption, weight issues and
short battery life. Additionally, there is a problem of
allowing clients to exchange data individually. Very
importantly, HTTP is a heavyweight protocol due to its
text-based protocol nature, and this entails the transmission
of large-sized messages and correspondingly, a significant
protocol overhead. It consumes far more power and
memory than MQTT or any other lightweight protocol [1].
Since it is appropriate to use a lightweight protocol for
communication with IoT devices, the following section
provides a brief overview of several lightweight data
protocols commonly used in IoT-qualified devices. The
protocols may share common tendencies, but have different
architectures and standards and are optimized for different
applications related to IoT devices and their
communication.

A. MQTT IoT Data Protocol
MQTT protocol is a straightforward and lightweight
protocol for communicating between client machines
through a central server machine, also known as a message
broker. In other words, devices and applications
communicate through a central point, and all
communication routes are given through a centralized
message broker.
It is a useful protocol for gathering data from extensive
networks of tiny devices and storing it in a centralized place
(server machine) for processing. It is also easy to
implement, even in devices with low-end microcontrollers,
and quickly gained popularity in the IoT world [11]. A
good example is remote monitoring devices in cloud
systems. Choosing such a centralized data collection and
analysis may provide a satisfactory base for scalability and
operational efficiency, and MQTT is optimized just for
observed application. MQTT provides flexibility in
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communication patterns and allows for usage of devices
with low power consumption [3].
MQTT protocol is simple to deploy and bandwidthefficient, ensuring data transmission and interoperability
with a high level of quality of service [5]. Even in the case
of poor or unstable network connections, it can provide
excellent performance in terms of the reliability of message
delivery. Moreover, MQTT features additional message
delivering reliability, known as a Quality of Service (QoS),
in 3 levels - Level 0 for at most once delivery, Level 1 for
at least once delivery and Level 2 for exactly-once delivery,
which fits critical usage scenarios. Also worth noting is a
good performance in terms of low battery consumption. It
is ideal for IoT devices that need a longer lifespan without
the need for frequent replacements. Thus, for the
application in this paper, MQTT has proven to be a suitable
choice.
The MQTT protocol features a publisher-subscriber
messaging model, and it operates on top of the TCP/IP
protocol. Messages are exchanged over TCP using a
Publisher - Subscriber architecture through a central
message server. The exchanged messages are classified
into “topics”. A device may either “publish” to a topic, i.e.
provide data to the MQTT broker, or “subscribe” to a topic
to acquire the data [11].
B. Alternative IoT Data Protocols
The MQTT protocol is not the only solution for
communicating and sending IoT data between devices.
There are many other protocols that we have collectively
called alternative protocols in this chapter. They may be a
preferred alternative if a target application has some
specific requirements that are better addressed there than in
MQTT. As mentioned above, the MQTT protocol has an
optimized architecture for centralized IT infrastructure.
Therefore, suitable applications of this protocol can be
found in this sense. On the other hand, solutions can be
found in the literature for cases when not all data are
necessarily processed in one central place.
For example, the Data Distribution Service (DDS) is
optimized for directly connecting sensors, devices and
applications without dependence on a centralized IT
infrastructure (peer-to-peer communication). This way,
high reliability and fast real-time transmission of data with
delivering millions of messages per second to a large
number of recipients are achieved. It should be noted that
data, in this case, can be sent to the central point on request,
but this is not the original purpose of the protocol.
Therefore, the protocol is very advantageous in cases where
direct contact between devices is required. It may be useful
in situations when critical decisions must be made in realtime, such as in military or industrial sectors [4]. Like the
MQTT, this protocol operates on a publisher-subscriber
model. Additionally, unlike MQTT, the DDS protocol
enables consistent data transmission that is platformindependent [9].
It is apparent that this protocol exceeds the capabilities
of the MQTT protocol, but for the application in Smart City
solutions proposed in this paper, such a protocol is not
required and in a way represents overkill. Another wellknown application protocol used in wireless sensor
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networks is the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP).
It is a document transfer protocol like HTTP and designed
to be easily translated to HTTP, but with some restrictions
in terms of smaller HTTP packets. The main difference
compared to HTTP is that it is a UDP-based protocol,
which is why it is more suitable to be used in lightweight
IoT devices. CoAP has typically been employed for
building automation and smart energy purposes. This
binary protocol facilitates communication in two modes:
publish/subscribe and request/response [8]. Compared to
the MQTT protocol which represents a many-to-many
protocol (multiple clients), CoAP is primarily a one-to-one
protocol, optimized for state transfer between client and
server machines. It also supports data labelling with
associated metadata which makes it easier for the client to
understand the messages. MQTT does not support this way
of communication, but with a standardized message format,
it can achieve the same results.
Another binary TCP-based protocol that can use either
a publish/subscribe model or a request/response pattern is
the Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP). It is an
open standard application layer protocol that is used to
communicate between servers. AMQP is a safe and
dependable protocol that is commonly used in banking and
other industries that demand server-based analytical tools.
AMQP also includes capabilities such as clustering,
federation, flexible routing, persistent and durable queues,
and high availability queues [6]. A cluster is a collection of
one or more nodes that share users, virtual hosts, queues,
exchanges, bindings, runtime settings, and other distributed
state. Federation enables the exchange of messages across
clusters. The features mentioned before introduce
additional protocol overhead and makes AMQP more
costly in terms of RAM and CPU resources than MQTT.
Therefore, it is not recommended to utlize AMQP protocol
for limited memory IoT devices, so its usage in the field of
IoT remains fairly restricted.
We can conclude that all the listed alternative IoT data
protocols are useful for certain applications, each with its
advantages and disadvantages. We find out that the MQTT
protocol for the proposed application within the Smart City
solution represents the best fit beacuse of excellent
performance in terms of the reliability of message delivery
as well as low hardware requirements and good
performance in terms of low battery consumption. We
decided to employ the MQTT message protocol with
several different message broker services. A more detailed
description of the used message brokers is given below.
III.

MQTT BASED MESSAGE BROKERS

Applications, systems, and services may connect and
exchange data with the help of a message broker. By
translating messages across formal messaging protocols,
interdependent services can interact directly, regardless of
the programming language or hardware used. Utilizing a
message broker, the source application (producer) delivers
a message to a server process that allows message
translation, routing, data marshalling, and distribution to all
the relevant recipients (consumers). There are two primary
ways to communicate with a message broker: through
Publish and Subscribe (Topics) or Point-to-Point (Queues)
architectures. Broker selection is a very important step in
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designing such a system because it needs to process a
potentially large number of simultaneously connected
MQTT clients. The selection is generally data-driven and
depends on the application. Scalability, integration,
monitoring, security, and failure resistance also need to be
considered. We will discuss three different message broker
services. Common to the three brokers is that they support
the MQTT data protocol. The brokers will be used in the
proposed system structure and performance evaluated in
the following sections.

A. MQTTnet
Messaging over the MQTT protocol may be
accomplished using a publish/subscribe structure. If we
want to create a custom made MQTT broker, we can use
the MQTTnet .NET library that offers high-performance
communication by MQTT, providing both MQTT client
and MQTT server (broker). Our implementation is based
on the documentation from the official MQTT site and is
freely available on GitHub repository [12]. By using this
solution we have much more flexibility in terms of
modification to specific requirements. However, in most
cases, dedicated broker services, such as those listed later
in this section, provide better performance. It was to be
expected as they are most often written in native
programming languages as opposed to the MQTTnet
library.

QoS level 2. This level guarantees that a message is
received precisely once. This feature can be crucial in
certain situations, for example when commands are
transmitted from the IoT platform to the devices.
An example of a RabbitMQ messaging system with
implemented MQTT broker is presented in Figure 3. It is a
form of asynchronous service-to-service communication in
which any message published to a queue or topic is
received by one or more subscribers. In a RabbitMQ system
environment with MQTT support, clients (subscribers) can
subscribe directly to MQTT messages or it is possible to
configure RabbitMQ to make MQTT data available as
AMQP. Routing MQTT messages to AMQP queues is
done by the direct exchange method. If we want all
subscribers to receive a message, it is convenient for us to
use the Publish and Subscribe method that contains topics.
For example, when Publisher-Subscribe communication is
used with IoT devices that send their states to a specific
topic within the Smart City system, these devices are
publishers, while subscriber(s) are device(s) to which these
states are sent for further processing.

B. Mosquitto
A Mosquitto message broker is one of the open-source
providers with implemented MQTT protocol (enabling the
IoT connections). Mosquitto is a high-performance,
lightweight message broker appropriate for usage on both
desktops/servers and server platforms based on a single
low-power board computer, like Raspberry Pi [3]. It is
highly portable and also compatible with a variety of
systems [7]. Mosquitto is simple to configure due to its lack
of complex features, and it can manage significant
application workloads with low performing CPUs and low
memory requirements. Although it supports TLS and has
plugins for database-based authorisation, it does have a
major drawback since it does not support clustering so
scalability becomes more challenging.

Figure 3. Data diagram of RabbitMQ message broker with MQTT
plugin

IV.

SMARTY CITY SYSTEM STRUCTURE

RabbitMQ is an open-source message broker that
supports multiple messaging protocols. Although it is
natively AMQP-based, it includes a robust plug-in
ecosystem that supports MQTT, MQTT Web Sockets,
HTTP REST API, STOMP, and server-to-server
communications. RabbitMQ supports the usage of both the
AMQP and MQTT protocols concurrently.

This section presents the proposed system architecture
for data communication of IoT devices (clients) with the
central processing and storage system (server). The system
also includes a visualization of data (device status) using a
graphical user interface that can be implemented as a web,
mobile or desktop application. The proposed architecture is
shown in Figure 4. For creating such a system, the .NET
developer platform was used. It offers a wide range of
libraries for implementation, so scaling and expanding the
capabilities of this system is quite manageable. The entire
code with instructions for setting up, building and running
the system is available on the Github repository [12].

It is intended to be a general-purpose messaging
protocol that may be used for both message-oriented
middleware and peer-to-peer data transmission. One of the
issues with the RabbitMQ is the MQTT support itself.
Namely, with the MQTT plugin installed, RabbitMQ can
act like a standalone MQTT broker. While this broker
natively supports the AMQP protocol, the MQTT
implementation lacks several critical capabilities, such as

As an example, we observe IoT devices for monitoring
the state of occupancy of city garbage containers, the shaft
cover states on the roads and the occupancy of parking
spaces. The implementation of such sensors requires IoT
hardware. For testing purposes, a device simulator is
designed as shown in Figure 5. According to the registered
device unique id and unique topic name, the state message
of that device is sent to the central message broker for

C. RabbitMQ
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processing. It is possible to send only one message, or, for
testing purposes, 100 or 1000 random messages.

broker used. In other words, it is possible to use any running
message broker service. In process of changing the active
message broker, we need to ensure that the previous broker
service is stopped.

Figure 4. Proposed smart city system structure

The interactive representation of the device states is
given in the web client interface as shown in Figure 6. Each
unique device is stored in a database, with additional
information such as latitude and longitude coordinates,
device description, date of last change and current device
state. We can monitor the status of all devices in a city or
display filtered items on demand. The state change is
visible in real-time. Container devices and parking spaces
have status information (filled or unfilled), and shaft covers
show the status as opened or closed. If any shaft is open or
a container is full, a red mark appears on the map. The
monitoring system is alerted in such cases. Since this is one
of the bigger problems in a large number of cities, a smart
city monitoring system can achieve better and more
efficient management by utility companies. It is also
possible to integrate additional alarms which are sent to
specific locations, and the remediation process takes place
promptly.

Figure 6. Interactive web graphical user interface for monitoring
devices

To examine the performance of message brokers used
within the server application, benchmark tests with a
different number of messages were generated. A
benchmark test was used to compare descriptive statistics
of different message brokers. Table 1 gives a comparative
presentation of descriptive statistics obtained for all three
examined message brokers after sending 10k messages.
The tests were performed using an Intel Core i5-8265U
CPU with 1.60 GHz and four physical cores. The operating
system is Windows 10, and the tests were performed in
.NET 5.0. Runtime environment. Examination time varies
depending on the used broker, and averages about one
TABLE 1. COMPARATIVE REPRESENTATION OF DESCRIPTIVE
STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENT MESSAGE BROKERS.

Figure 5. IoT device simulator

V.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Three message brokers have been implemented for
application and comparison. One is MQTTnet (a custom
made local MQTT message broker) and the other two
(Mosquitto and RabbitMQ) are dedicated to native broker
services. To use such dedicated services, it is necessary to
prepare them according to official instructions. Setting up
RabbitMQ may produce several problems depending on the
operating system used, but a support page with frequently
asked questions can assist in most cases. Also, the
RabbitMQ message broker service had to be upgraded with
an add-on for MQTT support as it was originally intended
for use with AMQP. This was discussed in one of the
previous sections.
The benchmark test application, as well as the
implemented system, do not depend on the type of message
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Broker
Type

Mean
[ms]

Error
[ms]

Std
[ms]

Memory
[MB]

Gen 0

Mosquitto

83.34

1.30

1.78

3

875

MQTTnet

93.01

1.83

3.79

17

5500

RabbitMQ

80.40

2.21

5.90

3

875

minute.
The message processing time arithmetic mean value after
sending 10k messages is given in the first column. Here,
one can notice a difference in the use of dedicated native
message broker services. By scaling to more messages and
more customers, this difference is expected to be even more
pronounced. For performance estimation and system
design reasons, it is important to know how close the actual
mean message delivery times will be to the benchmark
mean values. For the purpose, we calculated the 99.9%
confidence interval for the population mean and designated
half of the confidence interval as Error, i.e. the maximum
expected difference in mean delivery time, compared to the
obtained benchmark values.
Mosquitto broker service provides the smallest error
value which indicates that the sample mean is a more
accurate reflection of the actual population mean. In
addition, this message broker gives the lowest values of the
standard deviation, which means it can be viewed as more
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reliable in terms of smaller variations in message
processing time.
Table data related to allocated managed memory are
given per single operation. It is given with the garbage
collector (GC) Generation 0 collections per 1000
operations. The results show that the MQTTnet message
broker has higher values related to memory collection. It
means that MQTTnet collects memory many more times
per one thousand benchmark invocations in Generation 0.
This information is important when choosing the
appropriate message broker. Namely, in the common
language run-time, the GC serves as an automatic memory
manager. The GC manages the allocation and release of
memory for an application. Generation 0 gives the number
of all newly constructed objects which are never examined
by GC. That number should be as small as possible.
Accordingly, it is better to use a dedicated message broker
service (e.g. Mosquitto or RabbitMQ) in terms of memory
occupation. Since the MQTTnet message broker is not a
native service broker, it has been confirmed that its
performance is worse than the other two native broker
services. Thus, the memory allocation is significantly
higher with MQTTnet brokers.
VI. CONCLUSION
The implementation of IoT systems is visible in the
increased operational efficiency and quality of provided
government services, while also facilitating information
sharing with the public. Its growing popularity is especially
emphasized within technology-enabled smart cities. We
presented a framework for the complete smart city system
and discussed the structure and architecture of the solution
for transmitting and receiving data from IoT devices. Since
these devices often need the least amount of memory and
processing power feasible, they must communicate using
suitable protocols used for messaging in conjunction with a
suitable message broker. In this paper, we demonstrate that
the MQTT protocol is well-suited for the proposed smart
system. Performances are evaluated with three different
message brokers: MQTTnet, Mosquitto and RabbitMQ and
several benchmark studies. The related data is represented
on an interactive map. The option to receive real-time
notifications enables a user to get informed on certain
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events. Furthermore, message brokers might be evaluated
in a variety of different scenarios including internet
connection loss. Finally, it is possible to perform system
scaling on more different devices as well as more messages.
Additionally, client applications for smart devices running
mobile operating systems might be implemented in the
future.
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Abstract - Accessibility is a key for the social and
economic development of persons with disabilities. In the
digital age, digital or ICT accessibility is imperative, which
includes identifying and eliminating obstacles and barriers
that persons with disabilities face in using ICT.
The purpose of this article is to give a short introduction
to the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities, universal design principles, assistive technology,
accessibility, and relevant EU directives and standards.
Additionally, the Internet Society in Bosnia and
Herzegovina’s activities in empowering blind persons
through computer training will be presented. Acquiring
ICT skills is a necessary condition for access to the
opportunities offered by the Internet, which is in line with
the Internet Society mission - Internet for All.
Keywords - accessibility; assistive; disability; ICT;
rights of persons with disabilities.

I.

INTRODUCTION

According to the 2011 World Report on Disability by
the World Health Organization and the World Bank it is
estimated that 15% of the global population or more than
a billion persons in the world have some form of disability
[1]. Due to aging populations, this number is expected to
be higher as persons are likely to develop impairments as
they age.
Persons with disabilities are among the most
vulnerable in the global population. Generally, persons
with disabilities have poorer health, lower education
achievements, fewer economic opportunities, and higher
poverty rates than persons without disabilities. The
obstacles they face in their daily lives as well as the lack
of available services have significantly contributed to this
situation. Often faced with stigma and stereotypes in
society, which is even more pronounced in the case of
women with disabilities.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
can contribute towards the empowerment and
independence of persons with disabilities. In this regard,
ICT accessibility is recognized as a key priority in various
global commitments.
The purpose of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities as a legally binding
commitment is to ensure that persons with disabilities
worldwide can enjoy the same rights and opportunities as
everyone else. Currently, the UN Convention on the
This document is an output from a project funded by the Internet
Society
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Rights of Persons with Disabilities has been ratified by
184 countries and signed by 164 countries [2]. It is the
first international human rights treaty requiring that ICT
and systems be accessible as a necessary condition for
persons with disabilities to live independently and with
dignity on an equal basis with others.
This article is structured as follows, Section II gives a
short introduction to concepts of universal design,
assistive technology, accessibility, and status in this regard
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Section III is about
Sustainable Development Goals implementation in Bosnia
and Herzegovina and ICT accessibility as a powerful
SDGs implementation tool, Section IV deals on the
Internet Society mission and the Internet Society in
Bosnia and Herzegovina’s recent activities, and in Section
V conclusion is drawn.
II.

UNIVERSAL DESIGN, ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY,
AND ACCESSIBILITY

In 1997 a working group at North Carolina State
University USA, led by Ronald Mace, proposed seven
principles of Universal design [3].








Equitable Use
Flexibility in Use
Simple and Intuitive Use
Perceptible Information
Tolerance for Error
Low Physical Effort
Size and Space for Approach and Use

Identified in Article 2 of the UN Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities, “Universal design”
means the design of products, environments, programs,
and services to be usable by all people, to the greatest
extent possible, without the need for adaptation or
specialized design. “Universal design” shall not exclude
assistive devices for particular groups of persons with
disabilities where this is needed “[2].
In the second and third Report on Implementation of
the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities in Bosnia and Herzegovina [4] is stated that
there was no promotion of universal design adapted for
persons with disabilities for all buildings, public services,
and public transport, in the reporting period from the
beginning of 2013 to the end of 2019.
Accessibility is identified in Article 3 of the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities as a
condition that will enable persons with disabilities to
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exercise their fundamental freedoms and human rights.
Article 9 of the Convention sets out general obligations
for the Member States to ensure that persons with
disabilities have access on equal bases to ICT and to
related facilities and services provided to the public [2].
Bosnia and Herzegovina has not adopted a
comprehensive national accessibility strategy, instead, this
area is regulated by relevant laws and bylaws. Information
and communication accessibility for persons with
disabilities in Bosnia and Herzegovina is defined by the
2017-2021 Bosnia and Herzegovina Electronic
Communications Sector Policy and the Law on
Communications [4].
Organizations of persons with disabilities are of the
opinion that this area is well regulated by current laws,
regulations, and ordinances, but in practice, there are still
phenomena of neglect of the current legislation [4].
The European Web Accessibility Directive (Directive
2016/2102) has been in force since 22 December 2016. It
lays down rules requiring the Member States to ensure
that public sector bodies' websites meet accessibility
requirements, regardless of the device and mobile
application used for access. Although the Directive is
binding on public sector sites and applications, it will also
have a significant impact on many private companies that
do business with the public sector and/or want to be
socially responsible companies. The deadlines for the
Web Accessibility Directive transposition are passed [5]:




Directive (EU) 2019/882 on the accessibility
requirements for products and services (European
Accessibility Act) will apply from 28 June 2025. It aims
to improve the trade of accessible products and services in
the EU. According to Article 3 (37), European
Accessibility Act (Directive (EU) 2019/882 on the
accessibility requirements for products and services):
“assistive technology means any item, piece of equipment,
service or product system including software that is used
to increase, maintain, substitute or improve functional
capabilities of persons with disabilities or for, alleviation
and compensation of impairments, activity limitations or
participation restrictions“ [9].
Assistive technology enables persons with disabilities
to live more independently but also brings benefits for the
wider population. For example, low floor buses can help
parents with a baby carriage, buggies or for example
captioning on TV can help persons whose first language is
not the language of the programming content and can help
persons in noisy environments, etc. It is expected more
than two billion persons around the world will need at
least one assistive product by 2030 [10].
Raising awareness about many categories of assistive
technologies through catalogues of resources and devices
of assistive technology, their characteristics and purpose
contribute to their greater use [11]. One example of
assistive technology is shown in Fig.1

Website published after September 23, 2018: the
deadline was September 23, 2019.
Websites published before September 23, 2018:
the deadline was September 23, 2020.
Mobile applications: the deadline was June 23,
2021.

According to the study [6], the web accessibility of
key legislative and executive institutions in BiH, the web
content of public institutions does not meet the minimum
standards of accessibility.
It is estimated that public procurement in the EU is
around 14% GDP [7]. As public procurement can be a
means to achieving social goals, a number of countries
have developed an accessible ICT procurement system.
European standard for public procurement of accessible
ICT is the EN 301 549 standard, “Accessibility
requirements for ICT products and services”, where the
user accessibility needs are summarized in eleven
Functional Performance Statements as follows [8]:












Usage without vision.
Usage with limited vision.
Usage without perception of color.
Usage without hearing.
Usage with limited hearing.
Usage without vocal capability.
Usage with limited manipulation or strength.
Usage with limited reach.
Minimize photosensitive seizure triggers.
Usage with limited cognition.
Privacy.
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Figure 1. Head wand - an example of assistive technology [11]

Persons with disabilities as vulnerable and
marginalized groups are among the most affected by the
global COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, it is crucial to
ensure inclusive digital communication during crises and
emergency situations as they risk being ‘’left behind’’.
In Bosnia and Herzegovina has been implemented
substantial measures aim to ensure that all information
including emergency information related to COVID-19 is
available in accessible formats to all [12].
Also, awareness-raising activities have taken place on
the importance of assistive technology in inclusive
education and how a computer can help a person who
cannot see, speak, or hear [13].
III.

TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY DEVELOPMENT GOALS
ACHIEVEMENT

According to the newest Sustainable Development
Report 2021, an official Sustainable Development Goals
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(SDG) monitoring tool, Bosnia and Herzegovina is ranked
as 47 of 165 countries in progress towards achieving
SDG. The SDGs are disability-inclusive, let’s look at 4 of
17 SDG indicators as an example, where the situation in
Bosnia and Herzegovina [14] indicates the need for
further improvement:






SDG 4 – Quality education – equal and accessible
and providing the needed assistance for persons
with disabilities (information unavailable).
SDG 8 – Employment – allowing persons with
disabilities to fully access the job market
(challenges remain, moderately improving).
SDG 10 – Reduced inequalities -Social, political,
and economic inclusion of persons with
disabilities (challenges remain, information
unavailable).
SDG 11 – Sustainable Cities and Communities creating accessible cities, accessible transport,
accessible public spaces (major challenges,
stagnating).

UN Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development and
seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are not
legally binding, but governments are expected to achieve
the SDGs. The country score for Bosnia and Herzegovina
is 73.7 towards the target outcome (100). The country
score per SDG is shown in Fig. 2.

ISOC Chapters are central to the work of ISOC,
bringing together members to lead programs and activities
at the local level, according to the ISOC mission of a
bigger and stronger Internet, Internet for All. There are
125 Chapters on six continents in the world.
The Internet Society’s Accessibility Special Interest
Group is one example of how the ISOC community comes
together to address issues, find, and share improvements,
and keep pushing towards that goal of the Internet for
everyone. As it is noted in Digital Accessibility
Guidelines published by the Internet Society, apart from
accessibility, are many other barriers need to be overcome
so that persons with disabilities can benefit from the
Internet [16]. These are:





Affordability – barriers due to low income and
limited educational opportunities.
Culture – barriers due to stereotypes.
Availability – barriers due to limited availability
of the Internet.
Lack of awareness – barriers due to limited
understanding of how persons with disabilities use
ICT technology.

As stated in the Internet Society Action Plan 2022, the
efforts of the Internet Society will include strengthening
the community by providing them with the knowledge and
resources they need. This is only one segment in a
roadmap to keep the Internet a resource for everyone,
everywhere.
Internet Society in Bosnia and Herzegovina was
founded in 2020 by a group of Internet enthusiasts, with
the aim of encouraging and promoting the development
and use of the Internet to its full potential.
According to the Census of Population, Households
and Dwellings in Bosnia and Herzegovina issued by the
Agency for Statistics of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 294,058
or 8,33% of the total population belongs to persons with
disabilities. In this regard the number of persons with
visual impairments is 52.301, with hearing impairments is
21.575, with walking impairments is 96.978, and with
multiple disabilities is 110.230 [17].

Figure 2. Average Performance by SDG [13]

As access to ICT is an important means of
implementation of the SDGs, therefore, accessible ICT
can be considered as a high priority.
IV.

INTERNET SOCIETY IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
ACTIVITIES IN BLIND PERSONS EMPOWERMENT

The Internet Society (ISOC) was formed in 1992 by
Vint Cerf, Bob Kahn, and other early pioneers who
focused on a vision that the Internet is for everyone [15].
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Although a significant number of persons with
disabilities, there is not significant enough ICT capacity
building. For example, there is a lack of ICT capacity
building for persons who became blind persons in later
life and thus did not have training in the process of regular
education. Therefore, following the ISOC mission
"Internet for All", the Internet Society in Bosnia and
Herzegovina conducts computer training for blind
persons. This activity is funded through the project
"Enhancing the barrier-free Internet through the blind
people empowerment”, by the Internet Society, in the
scope of the Beyond the Net program. The training is
conducted for each candidate individually, by a lecturer
who is a blind programmer with many years of
experience. One part of the training is held at the place of
residence of the candidate, and the other part of the
training is held online, with each candidate receiving a
laptop for training and permanent use. In addition,
selected candidates will receive additional training for
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lecturers, so that they can transfer the acquired knowledge
to others [18].
When we talk about computer training for blind
persons, in addition to the skills that should be mastered
by every person who uses a computer, the blind person is
met with a number of additional difficulties and skills that
need to be mastered, namely the inability to use the screen
keyboards and limited mice usage. Screen reader
programs, of which JAWS and NVDA are the most
popular in our country, largely solve objective problems
related to the non-use of screens and mice.
The problem of not knowing the keyboard layout at
the very beginning of computer training makes it difficult
and significantly slows down the course of training.
Although keyboards are accessible to blind persons,
learning to work on the keyboard is challenging for blind
and partially sighted persons, as it requires long-term
proper practice using all fingers.
In contrast to standard group training, when it comes
to training the blind and visually impaired persons to work
on a computer, the training should be tailored to each
person individually and held individually. This is
necessary on the one hand because a blind person needs to
devote more time and attention to instructors, and on the
other hand, instructors for training blind and partially
sighted persons are, as a rule, blind or partially sighted
persons themselves. Additionally, as screen readers are
used, this would lead to the mixing of sounds if done in
groups. The main prerequisite for the normal operation
and proper functioning of one computer with screen
readers is its customization for individual use by a
completely blind person.
The blind persons empowerment through computer
training is just a part of the broader ICT accessibility
concept that the Internet Society in Bosnia and
Herzegovina intend to focus on in the coming period.
V.

beginning is fundamental. Understanding the needs of
persons with disabilities is crucial in finding the right
approach, and only training in consultation with persons
with disabilities can make a full contribution to the
empowerment of persons with disabilities.
It is important to include people with disabilities in
decisions and activities related to improving their quality
of life, as this is the only way to do so. Therefore, in
addition to our belief in the motto "Internet is for
Everyone", our dedication is that in all our activities
towards the empowerment of persons with disabilities in
the future we will continue to respect the slogan "Nothing
About Us Without Us".
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Abstract - As mobile network capacity demand increases
rapidly, a lot of the operator's investments are directed to
optical distribution networks for radio access network
(RAN) transport. However, even with its high capacity,
optical fiber networks are not always the best option due to
its costs, and possible delay in the time required to build it.
This paper explains the steps of planning and deployment of
5G radio-relay line. Firstly, a link budget and fading margin
calculations are analysed. Secondly, a profile of individual
routes are established. Finally, based on the experiments
carried out we proposed the structure of the urban radio
relay network.
Keywords – 5G technology; radio-relay line; line-of-sight;
MIMO systems; radio access network

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the contemporary fast-growing information society,
there are a large number of underserved households,
which necessities the development of fixed wireless
access (FWA) for current 3GPP operators. On the other
hand, investments in FWA have a return of less than two
years. Millimeter wave (mmW) based technology
solutions offer high capacity, low latency and costeffective transport as a good complement to the fiber-optic
network [1, 2, 3].
In the past, the transmitted information has been at
speeds of several megabits, while nowadays radio relay
lines provide dozens of gigabits per second with ultra-low
latency and layer 3 capabilities needed to build, scale and
service 5G in dense urban, suburban and rural areas. This
capacity can be achieved either by using higher
frequencies than traditional frequency bands such as EBand (80 GHz) or by using traditional frequency bands
within 4-13 GHz range on the way to 100 Gbps and over
it. A speed of 139 Gbps over 1.5 km of distance were
achieved with high availability and low latency, with
combination of E-Band and Multiple-Input MultipleOutput (MIMO) technology [4]. The capacity of 100 Gbps
is expected to be commercially available in the next 5-8
years [5].
The industry has an interest in using frequencies above
100 GHz as they will provide capacity in the range of 40
Gbps at distances of about one kilometre. Information and
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communication technologies are constantly evolving, and
regulatory studies are examining the arrangement of
channels and deployment scenarios in the 92-114.5 GHz
and 130-174.7GHz frequency ranges, often referred to as
W- and D-band microwave transmission.
Millimeter wave systems have attracted considerable
interest in meeting the capacity requirements of the future
5G network. These systems have frequency ranges
between 30 and 300 GHz, where a total of about 250 GHz
bands are available. Although the available frequency
band of mmW frequencies is promising, the distribution
characteristics differ significantly from the frequency
bands of mmW in terms of loss of trajectory, diffraction
and blocking, rain losses, absorption of the atmosphere,
etc. The overall losses of mmW systems is significantly
greater than that of point-to-point microwave
communication systems. [6]
The E-Band increases its importance with the advent
of 5G and the need for greater capacity, as shown on Fig.
1. In recent years of commercial implementation, a
number of insights have been gained that will facilitate the
future use of the E-band. Many operators face the need to
update their backhaul network to meet the requirements of
5G distribution capacity.

2022

Towards 2025

450Mbps – 10Gbps

600Mbps – 20Gbps

200Mbps – 2Gbps

300Mbps – 5Gbps

75Mbps – 350Gbps

100Mbps – 600Gbps

Urban

Suburban

Rural
Figure 1. Radio-relay lines
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Radio access network's (RAN) capacity in a 5G
network, especially in urban/suburban environments,
increases the need for reverse transfer equipment capable
of processing multi-gigabit traffic in a cost-effective way.
With the limitations of traditional channel bandwidths,
attention to the E-Band is constantly increasing [7, 8].
LINK BUDGET AND FADING MARGIN
CALCULATIONS

The level of the received Rx signal in the antenna can
be calculated as [9]:
 PTX

dBm

dBi

 GTX

 GRXa

dBi

 PLdB 



PL represents the pathlosses. It can be calculated as:
PLdB   FSLdB   Ar



dB 
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In clear environments (Line-of-Sight - LoS), the loss
of obstacle Ao can be assume to be zero.
d [km]

GTXa
PTX

PRXu
Fade margin

PRXf





where PRXu is the received level of the signal; PRXth is the
receiver sensitivity threshold.
FM should compensate for all undesirable factors
worsening the availability of the link: snow, ice, fog, rain
etc. The PRXth sensitivity threshold of the receiver is
affected by interference. In a clear sky scenario, the
connection can switch to enhanced modulation type.
Taking in consideration (3) and (5), we get:
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 SGdB  GTXa
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In the situation when the transmission and receiving
antennas have the same amplification, (6) is simplified to
(7) (i.e. the same antenna size and type are used at the
transmitter and receiver).
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dB
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 SGdB  2Gant

 FSLdB 



As can be seen, at a given frequency, the higher
amplification factor of the system leads to a better
connection for a given hop length and antenna diameter Ø.
The SG, PTX and PRXth parameters are given by the
manufacturer. Only a limited parameters stay free for
network designers. Therefore, in the designer phase, the f
(frequency band) and the antenna diameter must be
carefully selected for a given hop length d. For the longdistance connections should be reserved the lower
frequencies [11].

TxN-1

GRXa

dBm

III.

PRXth

Figure 2. Mobile propagation loss

At very high frequencies, the multipath fading
amplifier effect can be neglected due to the short hops.
Usually in an urban or suburban environments, buildings
or other obstacles block any alternative transmission
paths. Multi-dimensional fading is more applicable at the
lower frequencies (≤ 18 GHz). In this situation the
reflection can be obtained from large water surfaces, such
as spreading over dam, ocean or lake [10, 11]. In (2) Ar is
the conditions for rain losses and Aa is the atmospheric
losses. The received signal PRXu is calculated by the
transmitted power PTX, the antenna amplification and free
space loss (FSL) (Fig. 2) [9].

FREQUENCY SIZING

MINI-LINK 6352, the Ericsson's E-Band technology,
was used to build the radio relay line with use of
millimeter waves in the 71-86 GHz frequency [12]. MINILINK 6352 carries traffic above 1 Gbps in the 71 to 86
GHz frequency band. Control of the emitted and receiving
power is used to build a stable radio relay connection and
QAM modulation is used with up to 4096 modulation
levels.
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dBm
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The free space losses can be obtained as:


FSL f , d 

dB 









 92.44  20 log f GHz   20 log d km  

bit
/s

Base station 3
BS 3



where f is the operating frequency, and d is the distance.
The constant of 92.44 dB is used to calculate in GHz for
frequency and km for distance. The fade margin (FM)
parameter can be calculated by:
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2G

Base station 5
BS 5

Base station 4
BS 4

Figure 3. Scheme of radio relay lines
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XPIC is used, which allows simultaneous transmission
by both vertical and horizontal polarization, we also use
MIMO to significantly increase data bandwidth and
connection range without need of additional bandwidth or
increasing the transmission power.
This allows the system to meet the requirements for
the required spectral efficiency and to achieve very good
performance in terms of bit error rate (BER) [13].
The chosen equipment allows transmissions over 1
Gbps. The capacity allocation for the four radio relay lines
is as follows: RRL 1: 2 Gbps; RRL 2: 10 Gbps, RRL 3: 2
Gbps, RRL: 10 Gbps, as shown on Fig.3.

Figure 5. Radio realay line BS1 – BS3

The frequency distance between two adjacent channels
is 250 MHz (as required by the International
Telecommunication Union) [14]. At each of the end points
of the radio relay line are available 2 frequencies - low
and high. In case of more than one antenna is present on
the same site, it must be taken into account when adjusting
the equipment that there can be no low and high
frequencies in one place, i.e. only low or only high
frequencies [15].
To avoid interference between adjacent channels, the
following frequency channels of the radio relay lines are
defined (Table 1).
Figure 6. Radio realay line BS1 – BS4
TABLE I.

FREQUENCY SIZING

Channel
Spacing
(MHz)

Tx freq.
p. A
(MHz)

Rx freq.
p. B
(MHz)

Tx freq.
p. B
(MHz)

Rx freq.
p. B
(MHz)

RRL1

250

71250

81250

81250

71250

RRL2

250

72000

82000

82000

72000

RRL3

250

72750

82750

82750

72750

RRL4

250

73500

83500

83500

73500

IV.

On the X-axis is presented the length of the route in
[km], and on the Y-axis is presented the altitude in [m].

PROFILE OF INDIVIDUAL ROUTES

For deployment of radio relay lines it is necessary to
establish that there is direct visibility between the two
endpoints and intermediate stations are not need to be
inserted.
The relief reading was carried out using the "Connect"
software product, and the track profiles between the
different base stations were taken, as shown on Fig.4,
Fig.5, Fig.6 and Fig.7.

Figure 7. Radio realay line BS1 – BS5

From the resulting profiles of the routes between the
different points, it is clear that all routes from the base
stations are open and a radio relay connection between the
individual base stations and their respective users can be
realized.
The structure of the urban radio relay network must
have a high level of reliability in terms of the apparatus
and frequency compatibility with the networks of other
mobile operators. The connection of the individual base
stations is carried out by star-type topology.
The configuration and transmission is unprotected,
which means that there is no backup equipment or other
radio track. The configuration is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 4. Radio realay line BS1 – BS2
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relay network continues to be a major way to connect over
50% of all mobile base station sites in 2021.
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Abstract—The fifth-generation of mobile networks (5G),
is considered as a promising technology for empowering
the current communication mainly in mobile networks. The
main advantages compared to the current 4G architecture
include high bandwidth, ultra-low latency, high mobility and
scalability support, massive connectivity, higher reliability,
and increased availability. In this paper, a brief overview of
current scientific work and trends in using 5G technologies
in VANETs is given. The 5G technology can be efficiently
used to support vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications
in VANETS while enabling real-time video streaming. It can
provide new applications and services which are expected to
improve security, performance, autonomous driving, business
and entertainment, along with traffic safety and efficiency.
Integration of 5G in VANETs will satisfy the increasing communication demands and help in the evolution of intelligent
transportation systems.
Keywords—5G, mobile network, ITS, VANET

I. INTRODUCTION
As the automotive industry is becoming increasingly
larger and the interior of the car becomes capable of
providing more and more comforts of the modern age, the
speed of transmitting and receiving various information is
essential. Therefore, vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs)
and 5G networks are taken into consideration. By using
these modern network technologies, vehicles can support
intelligent capabilities such as connecting to infrastructure
or interconnecting, reporting about traffic accidents, route
planning to avoid traffic jams, and leading to more advanced functionalities such as autonomous driving.
Main problems in existing VANET communication standards (e.g. IEEE 802.11p) include lack of spectrum, high
latency, and relatively unreliable message transmission.
The existing standard also shows poor scalability and a
lack of guaranteed service delivery in large networks.
While numerous studies already utilize the existing LTE
network, 5G shows a very large potential in vehicle-toeverything (V2X) communication and therefore motivates
further research with the new network [1].
By using a 5G technology in combination with
VANETs, many of the aforementioned challenges can be
addressed as it is expected that introducing 5G in VANET
will improve performance, security, and efficiency. Unlike
4G mobile technology, the new 5G has a better threshold
tolerance for high mobility and scalability, massive connectivity, and reduced latency, for example making highquality real-time video streaming possible. 5G technology is driven by eight specification requirements: higher
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network throughput, availability, coverage, and bandwidth
per area; low network latency, number of simultaneously
connected devices, prolonged battery life for IoT devices,
and 90 % reduction in energy consumption, as shown in
Figure 1 [2]. In [3] a new prediction a new predictionbased 5G-V2X communication protocol for transmitting
multi-hop safety messages in a city scenario is proposed.
The proposed protocol offers a lower delay and performs
significantly better than the hybrid LTE/IEEE 802.11p
protocol.
Given the many ideas about the appearance and shape
of the 5G network, major operators and device manufacturers have been actively conducting technological
surveys, demonstrations, and tests with the aim of proving
concepts and defining standardization [4]. Several research
programs have also been established to study the feasibility
and implementation of new ideas at the academic level.
One example is the European Union, which coordinates
5G research programs under different teams. The EU
believes that the 5G telecommunications system will be
the most critical building block of our digital society in
the period 2020 - 2030. Europe has taken significant steps
to lead the global development towards this technology
and has recognized that 5G will be the first example of
a truly converged network environment in which wired
and wireless communications will use the same infrastructure, navigating towards a future networked society. It
is believed that 5G will provide extremely high bandwidth
not only to individuals but also to connected objects.
Therefore, the future 5G infrastructure is expected to
serve a wide range of applications and sectors, including
professional use such as autonomous driving, e-health,
energy management, and safety applications, the example
of which can be seen in Figure 2. Regarding the need for
5G radio capacity on current bands, the European Commission wants to coordinate the use of the 700 MHz band
for mobile services to provide a faster and better quality
broadband network and cover wider areas, including rural
and remote regions. The specific goal of the EU is to
provide mobile broadband speeds higher than 100 Mbps.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
shows basic VANET working principles together with
specific challenges encountered using highly dynamic network topology. Section III is divided into four subsections,
Section III-A presents related work oriented towards security, Section III-B presents performance-oriented related
work. In Section III-C related work regarding business
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and entertainment is presented and final Section III-D
presents related work regarding safety. The final section,
Section IV, concludes the paper.
II. VANET WORKING PRINCIPLES
The basic principle of VANET is simple - all vehicles
should be equipped with a widely used, but somewhat
modified, wireless local network (WLAN), which will be
used to connect onboard computers in different vehicles,
as well as connect vehicles with the Internet. Although
VANET is conceptually simple, the design and implementation are technically and economically very demanding.
The key features in the development of the VANET
network are high mobility, dynamic network topology,
unbounded network size, and frequent exchange of information [5]. Furthermore, every application which is built
for VANET nodes needs to take standards into consideration to ensure safety and proper functionality when used
on different VANET topologies as well as on different
equipment. Every original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
wants to create its variation of a product using VANET
with its specific characteristics which must remain in
compliance with defined standards. These standards include minimizing communication load, support for diverse
applications, congestion control mechanisms, fairness in
resource access, and reliability [6]. Although VANET
resembles other networks, it has some specific features
that no other network has [7]. VANET network topology
is highly dynamic since vehicles travel at high speed and
have multiple paths that they can choose. The dynamic
network topology poses a great challenge to optimization
algorithms that aim to improve channel throughput or
using a previously defined packet route. Also, roadside
units (RSUs) have a limited range. Therefore, frequent
connections and disconnections are inevitable as vehicles
move in and out of RSUs’ range. One of the critical
problems in VANET is to remove delay constraints and
to ensure the timely delivery of emergency messages.
Since not all environments are equally suitable for efficient
and fast message transfer (e.g. cities or countryside),
communication environments also have to be taken into
consideration. For example, reflective objects can degrade
the strength and the quality of received signals. When
adding the fact that surrounding objects can also move
as well as sending/receiving vehicles, the effects of fading
and disappearing must also be taken into consideration.
Vehicles are equipped with various onboard sensors which
provide information about vehicle speed, direction, potential problems, etc. All gathered information needs to be
processed, results taken into consideration for vehicle operation and navigation, and if needed, distributed to other
vehicles. In VANET, optimization has a very important
role since vehicles are mobile and hence, their resources
are limited. To ensure a longer-lasting battery and efficient
usage of onboard CPU and storage, the network needs to
be highly optimized. Security and privacy are also some of
the main concerns in VANET [8]. The main challenge is
to balance the need for security and privacy. When some
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information is received, the receiver wants to be sure that it
can trust the source of that information, while on the other
hand, the availability of such trust may be in contrast to
the privacy requirements of the sender. Because VANET
is a decentralized, and self-organized network, there is no
centralized management and coordination system; efficient
use of available wireless channel bandwidth is a difficult
task. The lack of an entity capable of synchronizing and
managing the transmission events of different nodes can
result in less efficient channel use and a large number of
packet collisions.
III. 5G TECHNOLOGY TRENDS IN VANETS
This section gives a brief overview of 5G trends in
VANETs. In the first subsection, emphasis is put on security by merging VANETs with software-defined networking (SDN) and finding the best security measurements. In
the second subsection, achieving the best performance in
data transmission and minimizing delay is the main task.
In the following subsection, the main focus is on business
and entertainment and similar technologies for smart and
integrated city transportation as well as the whole city as
one smart and fully functional unit. In the last subsection,
safety and prevention of accidents are considered.
A. Security oriented
VANETs will certainly have security issues that traditional communication networks have such as confidentiality, integrity, and availability. An overview of various
authentication methods in VANETs is available in [9].
When all this is taken into account, the VANET network
is much more demanding because any type of attack can
result in the loss of human life. In a dynamic network
such as VANET, sending information such as an event
like „The traffic accident has occurred 100 m in front of
you“, the system must be very reliable and without any
message delay.

Up to 10 GBps data rate;
10 to 100x improvement
over 4G and 4.5G networks

99.999 % availability

1 millisecond latency
coverage

5G

1000x bandwidth per
unit area

90 % reduction in network
energy usage
Up to 100x number of
connected devices per
unit area compared to 4G LTE

Up to 10-year
battery life for
low power IoT
device

Fig. 1: Specification of 5G network
Icons downloaded from Flaticon
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Hussain et al. [10] in their work mention that it is
necessary to integrate 5G networks with vehicles, in
order to achieve a quality intelligent transportation system (ITS) that should enable the safety of all users. In
their work, they presented a thorough analysis of the
VANET network: security issues, requirements, different
forms of attacks, and network standards. They investigated
the security features of each layer of the 5G network
architecture and described the possibility of its use in
vehicle communication to improve the efficiency of the
VANET network. They concluded that current research
on VANET network security is mostly focused on the
upper layers of the communication model, which makes
those on the lower layer more vulnerable. Security at
the physical layer of VANET communication should be
ensured along with security at the application and network
layers. Furthermore, it is very important to enable the
connection of the VANET network with technologies such
as the Internet of Things, the cloud, and social networks to
achieve important commercial services. The 5G network
should reduce the occurrence of the security flaws on
the physical layer of VANET, but it cannot solve all the
problems due to its shortcomings. However, the future
research could achieve the goal of the full integration of
the both networks.
In [11], a new trust management system for VANETs
is presented. By using blockchain technology it tries to
implement secure message transmission and node trustability prediction. The system is a combination of Whale
(WOA) and Sea Lion Optimization algorithm (SLnO),
which got their name from feeding behaviors of respective
species. The new proposed algorithm was tested against
known ciphertext attack (KCA) and chosen ciphertext
attack (CCA), known plaintext attack (KPA) and chosen
plaintext attack (CPA), and performance of key sensitivity
was also tested. Results showed that against the KCA
and CCA the algorithm improved security by 5 %, on
average, in comparison with the genetic algorithm (GA)

5G

Fig. 2: Utilization of 5G in various use cases
Icons downloaded from Flaticon
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and dragonfly algorithm (DA). Further results showed
that against the KPA and CPA the algorithm improved
security by 3 % in comparison with GA, and up to 10 %
in comparison with DA. While analyzing key sensitivity
only 18 % of original data could be obtained, on average.
Paper [12] presented an effective implementation of
security services in VANET based on merging it with the
SDN and 5G. The goal of this approach was to balance
mobility, network, security, and performance. They tested
different types of Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS)
attack such as targeting controllers by themselves or
vehicles in the network. While analyzing DDoS attacks
the results showed that attacks were blocked in their early
stages, it took, on average, 2 s from the start of the attack to
its complete blockage. The time can be improved by lowering the gap between threshold and victim tolerance but it
is an environment-dependent problem. The simulation was
also performed to test the efficiency of packet delivery. In
comparison to traditional automotive routing like Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR), the newly proposed
approach performed 15 % better, with 90 % packet delivery. The failure fallback recovery mechanism was also
included, to ensure that the performance of this approach
does not fall under the performance of GPSR.
The integration of the best features of different network
technologies must be fundamental for a reliable VANET
network. Once, when the previous approach is harmonized, it is possible to develop hybrid algorithms that
would focus on message reliability and node availability.
Secure transmission of essential information from vehicle
A to vehicle B should be strictly encrypted with vehicles
generated keys. If the security of transmitted messages
cannot be ensured, the VANET network can lose fundamental features and only be used for commercial and
informational purposes.
B. Performance oriented
Centralized computing infrastructure and software models often cannot meet the real time application demands
for low delays in the case of when large amounts of
data are generated due to the long transmission time.
Therefore, it is necessary to merge the classic centralized
cloud infrastructure approachable through 5G with the
decentralized approach in VANETs by using edge and fog
computing, and SDNs.
Luo et al. in [13] present a decentralized type of architecture which is shown in Figure 3. However, it is very
challenging to achieve efficient content sharing due to its
extremely large data volume, rapid topology change, and
unbalanced traffic. Machine learning could be useful for
predicting vehicle movements and for traffic control. Most
vehicles move similarly, if not along the same route every
day. Vehicles could be pre-allocated to specific stations
to avoid congestion, which means that the network model
would reduce the burden of the congested base station. By
simulating and comparing their algorithm with the existing
Greedy-MWIS algorithm (Maximum Weighted Indepen-
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dent Set) and Random-greedy, the results showed that their
algorithm is similar to Greedy-MWIS. In conclusion, more
data will be delivered and more nodes will be served than
with the Random-greedy algorithm, but it will have fewer
transmissions in each period.
The new architecture of 5G VANET was proposed in
[14], by integrating SDN and Cloud-RAN with 5G communication with the goal to increase performance throughout the network. The architecture comprises four fog
computing frameworks: zone controllers, cluster-heads,
vehicles and BBU controllers, SND controllers, and optical
transmission network (OTN) all with their own logical
structure.
By comparing the proposed architecture with traditional
architecture and 5G SD VANETs the performance was
tested with a number of vehicles varying from 10 to
60. Results showed that throughput was better from 5G
SD VANETs for 35 % and 700 % better than traditional
architecture. They also tested throughput by using average
and adaptive bandwidth, here the proposed architecture
was also performing better throughout the simulation.
Further testing showed lower delay by 0.02 ms and lower
control overhead by the average of 70 network packages in
comparison with 5G SD VANET per number of vehicles.
This paper presented new, yet to be optimized, architecture
with admirable results.
A step towards improving performance was made in
[15] where Khan and others proposed a hybrid-fuzzy
logic guided genetic algorithm (H-FLGA) for resource
optimization in 5G VANETs. By using the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) they weighted and optimized different
options and the Type of Service (ToS) requirements of
customers. The algorithm uses two inputs ToS (throughput,
delay, cost) and value, that is 0 or 1, and gives the output
of FIS priority coefficients for optimized weights of multiobjective in the range between [0, 1]. The results of
multi-objective costs were compared with GA and they
showed a decrease from 10.32 to 2.2 with using H-FLGA.
They also compared End-to-End delay with GA and their
previous work [14], the results were a delay of 0.113 s
using GA, 0.171 s using [14] and 0.062 s by using HFLGA. Furthermore, they discussed the complexity of the
algorithm and concluded that the algorithm is efficient.
They also analyzed signaling overhead on the controller
and got a logarithmic increase.
In article [16] written by Storck and Duarte, by using a
5G network based on SDN they analyzed data traffic based
on video services. By creating the 5G V2X ecosystem
they put networking intelligence on the SDN controller,
which enabled dynamic network management. Because of
the video traffic they used Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH) and tested three algorithms: PANDA,
FESTIVE and TOBASCO2. The algorithms were compared on average delay with vehicle count increasing
from 10 to 60 vehicles. Tests showed that PANDA and
TOBASCO2 algorithms presented similar results, with
a few milliseconds advantage towards TOBASCO2. The
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FESTIVE algorithm showed better results on low and
high vehicle count, but lower results, in comparison to
TOBASCO2, in 30 to 50 vehicles for a few milliseconds.
Throughput was also tested and it showed an average
of 1100 Mbps when using the PANDA algorithm in the
ecosystem. However, the scenario taken into consideration
was only based in rural areas, highways with four lanes.
The city scenarios still need to be evaluated.
VANETs are still a new technology and it has to adapt
to each advancement in the field of communications.
Presented papers give an inside look at the current state
of performances concerning VANETs, but each day the
performance is moved towards even higher values. Nevertheless, these papers already have some outstanding performance and they will be a great step for next researchers.
C. Business and entertainment oriented
As the new technologies emerge, the infotainment applications get more advanced requiring more data transmission and necessitating better internet services. Because
of VANETs’ high mobility, these requirements became
a major problem and new solutions and algorithms are
needed to solve it.
Among the various network services that exist in the
provision of customer services, the most demanding are
those related to media streaming. That kind of application
uses large amounts of data which can affect the efficiency
of the network. Batalla et al. in [17] present a solution
for custom protocols applied in 5G networks, which can
increase the bandwidth availability for direct connections
between devices. Moreover, video streams would be sent
from the base station, while the connection between devices would optimize the allocation of resources. The
results show that the proposed data transferring model is
more efficient from the standard approach and suitable for
smart cities with future 5G communication infrastructure.
Such future cities will include a VANET network, where
the vehicles would be one of the devices for transferring
media, so it would be necessary to continue research in this
direction to provide customers the best possible service.
Link aware high data transmission (LHT) [18] is proposed to ensure the quality of infotainment applications.
LHT is based on bandwidth and signal strength evaluation
for the next node. Running the simulation in SUMO the
results showed the highest peak signal to noise ratio in
comparison to MERVE and COMIP algorithms throughout
the simulation. This ensures better video quality and
higher video frame transmission. The simulation also
tested the SSIM index (image degradation sensitivity and
image perception), LHT also had the best results, because
of the ability to adopt high mobility patterns and frequent
changes in networks. Furthermore, data rate and delay
were also tested and LHT again showed the best results.
The data rate was higher for three kbits/s in comparison to
MERVS and five kbits/s in comparison to COMIP, while
the delay was on average lower by 0.13 ms in comparison
to MERVS and 0.18 ms in comparison to COMIP.
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Fig. 3: Architecture of content sharing in VANET
Icons downloaded from Flaticon

In [19], the authors explained the basics of fog computing. Fog computing is expanding the facility of cloud
computing from the network’s center to the edge of the
network. Fog computing has some advantages like location
awareness, ultra-low latency in real-time for smart cities.
Vehicular fog computing is the integration of vehicular
networks as well as fog computing and it is promising to
work in real time and location aware response. Vehicular
fog computing is a relatively new technology and it is still
in the initial phase of concepts and use cases. This paper is
briefly explaining the three-layered vehicle fog computing
model to enable traffic management. The authors also
explained the interaction between fog and cloud. They
explained that the VCC and VFC are promising to provide
ubiquitous Internet communication, as well as the response
to the huge traffic demands for integrated transport cities.
A fog to cloud system is the most promising for a large
number of cars at one place, like parking lots, or cars
parked at the side of the road.
The fundamental part of VANETs are ways of transmitting data, either by using newly created vehicular networks, or some ways of link-aware high data transmission,
or some other solution. It is important to understand the
technical limitations and find suitable solutions. The other
part of VANET is using less data, and to be eco-friendly,
and that is manageable by processing little tasks on parked
cars using fog computing.
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D. Safety oriented
The development of the industry and technology is
raising people’s living standards which is causing, among
other things, an increased number of passenger vehicles.
An increased number of vehicles is causing traffic congestion that can sometimes lead to traffic accidents, and
therefore traffic management optimization is necessary.
Heavy traffic and traffic collisions besides having a negative impact on passenger safety, can also have a negative
influence on people’s daily activities, work efficiency
causing negative social and economic factors. In order to
improve transportation efficiency and increase the safety
of passengers it is required to integrate technologies such
as 5G and Internet of vehicles (IoV) in VANETs.
In [20], the authors assumed that four vehicles with
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) connection are moving for Kmax
time from 0 m to 3600 m on a straight highway, which
has four lanes. The simulation had a scenario where the
vehicles exited the rural area and entered the urban area,
then moved through the urban area and again to the rural
area. The network was divided into two cases, in rural area
absolute position measurement was acquired from Global
Positioning System (GPS) signal, whereas in urban area
position was obtained from Uplink Time - Difference of - Arrival (UTDoA) by using Vehicle to Infrastructure
(V2I) scenario. The result can be separated into two
sections. The first section states that vehicles are in a rural
environment, the error of cooperative localization with the
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Alternating Direction Method of Multiplier (ADMM), and
conventional absolute position measurement is 35 cm and
40 cm, respectively. The second case is that vehicles are
in an urban environment, each error with ADMM and
absolute position measurement increases to 55 cm and
65 cm, respectively. The result showed that autonomous
driving is possible in both urban and rural areas.
Authors in [21] proposed VISAGE, a multi-level SDN
based on 5G vehicular architecture using vehicles as fog
computing infrastructure. Its architecture is made from
two sub-nodes: a permanent cloud with a central SDN
controller (CSDNC) and temporary fogs with local SDN
controllers (LSDNC). Such a hybrid model helps simplify
management and configuration while also enhancing the
scalability of the network. Apart from CSDNC and LSDNC other key elements would be fog nodes, vehicles,
with equipped On-Board Unit (OBU) to increase communication and computation capabilities, base stations (BS) to
ensure the communication between fog nodes and CSDNC
and customers which can be vehicles, organizations and/or
individuals. Some applications and potential use cases of
VISAGE could be hot information catching, enhancing
environmental perception, and computation offloading in
the 5G VANET. However, the performance through simulations is yet to be estimated and therefore the efficiency
of their solution cannot be verified.
Talib et al. [22] in their work explore the impact of
new technologies that are crucial for the creation of a
functional ITS. The 5G provides efficiency, scalability,
and the ability to deliver higher capacity requirements
while using fewer resources. It even has the ability to
provide real-time services and applications with minimal
latency so emergency services can have a fast and prompt
response. SDN can enable VANETs to adjust the network
topology changes and by doing it safety measures are
upgraded. Also merging data plane and control plane,
the data transfer between nodes and central controller is
more reliable and faster. Merging of technologies such
as VANETs, SDNs, 5G, and others should be the basis
for creating a secure ITS that will follow, and allow,
global developments. Furthermore, incorporating cameras
and roadside sensors in these technologies can increase
safety even further.
In [1], the authors presented a system that is used
for safety-critical applications in VANET. The issue in
V2X communication is that WAVE/DSRC technology has
limitations mainly in connection due to various obstacles,
and this issue will not be solved in the near future. It is
shown that using a hybrid system that consists of cellular
networks and Wi-Fi Direct can solve a problem. The
system is providing connectivity and monitoring vehicles
in the network, as well as local data transmission by WiFi Direct, and reduction of long connection establishment
time of Wi-Fi Direct. The possibility of using a smart
mobile device-based approach for V2X communication
is also elaborated. Limitations of using several types of
wireless network technologies or protocols available to a
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smartphone, such as NFC, Wi-Fi, Cellular, and Bluetooth
for safety critical applications are also elaborated. The
solution presented in the paper is using a hybrid system
based on using cellular network and Wi-Fi Direct on
smartphones to provide support in connectivity for V2X
communication.
Safety is one of the most important parts of the automotive industry and because of that, it is also important
for VANETs to be aware of it. By merging VANETs with
other technologies like SDNs, 5G, and IoV some safety
issues are avoided. VANETs are also incorporating some
sensors and cameras in their systems to cover as many
inputs as possible so that, if it is needed, the system can
timely intervene and prevent any accidents.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide a brief survey of using a
new 5G mobile network with a promising technology that
will enable communication between vehicles - VANET.
Utilization of both types of network can result in a drastic
reduction in accidents, travel time, and reduced fuel consumption. The ideal future goal would be that every type of
vehicle collaborates in VANET for more secure and faster
commutes. These days, where traffic is growing, internal
communication between nodes is required to improve traffic safety with the aim of reducing collisions and accidents.
In order to achieve effective communication, data must be
protected and successively transmitted between vehicles
from possible hacker attacks. Furthermore, the 5G network
with its characteristics such as high transfer speeds and
the possibility of multiple connected devices, can affect
the performance of traffic overall. For example, reducing
congestion and route optimization increases traffic flow
efficiency and directly affects safety. Moreover, 5G allows
the flow of big data through the network which allows
vehicles to use high-quality multimedia that can be used
for useful purposes such as observing road conditions, but
also for commercial purposes such as watching movies or
playing music. Finally, research conducted in the domain
of 5G and VANET networks offer services that are acceptable for providing a satisfactory user experience and
creating future ITS. Our future work includes the usage
of the 5G network and conducting experiments in various
scenarios and networks, such as VANET and the network
of robots.
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Abstract— Today, the amount of data on mobile networks and
the customers' demands have been significantly increased. With
the advent of the new 5G mobile technology, data is expected to
increase even more exponentially. In order to fulfill users'
requirements, Operators are moving towards cloud-native
technologies and open network architectures. Specifically,
operators worldwide are implementing Cloud-based Radio
Access Network (C-RAN) with support for 5G technology. 5G
deployment requires more computing power than 4G.
Therefore, there is a need to move to C-RAN to secure highcapacity solutions.
First, we will perform a detailed survey of the latest literature
related to cloud-based Next Generation 5G networks regarding
bandwidth utilization, power consumption, Quality of Service
(QoS), resource allocation, spectrum efficiency, transmission
delay, capital, and operational expenditures. In addition, we will
identify the main challenges and the benefits of implementing CRAN. To analyze power consumption for Base Stations, we will
use it as a case study of TK (Telecom of Kosovo). The final aim
is to give essential recommendations regarding the benefits of CRAN and Virtualized C-RAN in power consumption compared
to traditional RAN implemented in TK.

Index Terms— Cloud, RAN, energy consumption, 5G, nextgeneration mobile, spectrum efficiency, resource allocation
I. INTRODUCTION

M

mobile data traffic is growing exceptionally within
smartphone devices, tablets, and PCs improvement
numbers. Cisco estimated that the global mobile data traffic
would grow to 77 Exabytes per month by 2022, seven times
more than in 2017 [1]. Furthermore, the average traffic
generated by smartphones will be 11 GB per month, which is
more than a four-and-a-half-fold increase over the 2017
average traffic. The capacity of the conventional cellular
network architectures and the available computing and
networking resources is insufficient to handle this massive
amount of data traffic and meet the users' QoS requirements
[2].
In recent years, the high-tech advancement in mobile
devices, together with the increasing popularity of
comprehensive functions containing virtual, augmented
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reality technologies, mobile subscriptions, and an analogous
outbreak in data traffic has shown a massive surge [3]. The
betterment of mobile business has intensified energy
consumption, yields tremendous stress on the conventional
utility grid resource, and affirms an adverse effect on the
economical features and brunt on the environment [4], [5].
Furthermore, more than fifty percent of the total power is
depleted by BS (Base Station), while the rest is consumed by
another cooling device, baseband signal processing unit, RF
unit, and so on. [6], [7].
C-RAN technology can adapt to uneven traffic and utilize
the available resources effectively using the virtualization of
the BBU pool. The load balancing in C-RAN is possible on
both the BBU and RRH sides. In addition, effective
deployment and utilization of this architecture are
challenging and gaining research interest through different
techniques [8].
A Cloud RAN utilizes centralized signal processing in the
baseband unit (BBU) pool instead of processing at distributed
base stations (BSs), resulting in significant CAPEX and
OPEX savings. Processing at the centralized BBU pool and
interconnection between remote radio heads (RRH) would
improve link reliability and spectrum efficiency.
Furthermore, the use of cloud computing technologies as the
infrastructure of the BBU pool significantly improves
hardware utilization [9-11].
The connection between RRH and BBU pool will be via a
high-bandwidth, low-latency fiber link. Power consumption
in the fronthaul links has been ignored in the CCN (ContentCentric Networking), and it is relatively much lower than the
power consumption in the BSs of the CCN [12]. Also, in CRAN, the power consumption in fronthaul links is
comparable to that at the RRHs since the RRHs are
architecturally much more straightforward than conventional
BSs. The energy savings can be achieved by turning off some
redundant fiber links and RRH connected to these fiber links.
In C-RAN, this functionality is a signal transmission and
reception point. The important research issue here is the
design of the trauma-forming at the RRHs to reach optimal
energy efficiency and channel throughput [13].
Traditional 4G/LTE technology in RAN and Core and
other wireless technologies face many network performance
and optimization problems. Overall Quality of Service (QoS)
is critical for voice and video services [14-28]. Another huge
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problem is regarding energy consumption. For this reason,
there is a need to find a complete solution to address these
challenges.
This paper will analyze the problem of optimization and
allocation of VM capacities in the BBU pool, the set of
selected RRHs, and the strategies at the active RRHs to
minimize the overall system power consumption for C-RAN
architectures.
The organized of the paper is as follows: after the
introductory section, in Section 2, we provide a theoretical
background regarding mobile technology and architecture
evolution. Section 3 describes the
advantages
of
implementing C-RAN. Section 4 gives an overview of the
existing literature. The case study-energy consumption
analysis is provided in Section 5, while Section 6 concludes
the paper.
II. BACKGROUND; EVOLUTION OF MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE
a) Evolution of mobile technology
The technology evaluates based on the demand of users.
Mobile technology was e revolution in the world, which
satisfies the needs of humanity. Lately, the user demands
have been oriented toward data traffic – the Internet. Figure 1
can be seen the traffic growth in mobile networks. Operators
have implemented 4G/LTE technology to fulfill such
requirements, and they started to implement 5G technology.
Since 2013, the number of LTE subscribers had exceeded 60
million, while the total number of mobile devices amounted
to 7 billion [29], exceeding the world’s population. In 2021,
a new generation of mobile networks was standardized - 5G,
to satisfy ever-growing traffic demand, offering increased
speed and shorter delays, the latter enabling a tactile Internet
[30].
Increasing traffic demand, limited spectrum availability,
and mass mobile broadband adoption are challenging the
traditional ways to build cellular networks. Mobile operators
seek new ways to increase network capacity, coverage, and
user experience in this new environment while reducing time
to market for new services and costs [31]. The LTE RAN
architecture will need to support improved resource pooling,
capacity scalability, layer interworking, and spectral
efficiency over various transport network configurations to
meet future demands efficiently. Cloud RAN architectures
will support these needs by exploiting Network Functions
Virtualization techniques and data center processing
capabilities and improved radio coordination for distribution
and centralized RAN deployments [32].

Figure 1. Traffic growth in mobile networks.

The telecom industry deploys 5G networks technologies
such as automation and virtualization, with Cloud RAN
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explicitly, will be the future evolution network. These
technologies will be open in networks, with cloud technology
offering new innovative alternatives for RAN deployment
that complement existing and trusted solutions.
b) Cloud RAN Architecture as a new concept
As a new concept, Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN)
has been proposed for 4G and 5G wireless communication
services. The idea is that instead of providing services
through a BS, the antenna should be equipped with only one
remote radio unit (RRU), which contains only Radio
Frequency (RF) processing equipment used to convert the
radio signal into a complex base generation. This signal is
transmitted through the fronthaul network to a central
baseband (BBU) unit, where complex signal processing is
performed [33]. This advanced concept has reduced energy
demands and provided higher quality services.
In the C-RAN-based architecture, the Cloud is responsible
for processing the baseband required for transmission. Due to
elasticity and latency, moving the baseband processing to the
cloud-based system is challenging [34]. On the other hand,
the migration of virtual machines requires a few seconds,
which is not even close to the millisecond delays required in
modern wireless systems, such as 5G. This problem is solved
through software instead of the virtual machine [35].
C-RAN is a centralized architecture for processing,
including collaborative radio, real-time cloud computing, and
a clean RAN system [36-39].

Figure 2. C - RAN Architecture [36]

Operators
today
are
implementing
centralized
architectures to provide fast RAN deployments. Therefore,
using C-RAN makes RAN more flexible and efficient. In CRAN architecture, the Base station is split into RRH and BBU
(Base Band Unit) (Figure 2). RRH is the radio part of the base
station, composed of an antenna and a radio unit, whereas the
BBU is a software-based unit used to aggregate the baseband
functions of a base station, manage and control. Operators use
C-RAN architecture to address capacity and coverage issues
and network self-optimization using software control and
management through SDN (Software Defined Networking).
The benefits of implementing such architecture include
decreasing operational cost and energy consumption,
improving network security and controllability, and
flexibility [40]. Since data traffic is growing exponentially,
operators seek new approaches to handle such traffic. From
2022, mobile data traffic is expected to be 77.5 Exabytes per
month worldwide [41]. Therefore, the implementation of CRAN is seen as a creative solution through which the solution
enables the treatment of large amounts of traffic with a lower
operational cost and lower costs in general.
C-RAN solution handles compute functionality in mobile
RAN and offers increased flexibility, faster service delivery,
and greater network scalability. This technology enables
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customers to connect to various sensors and IoT (Internet of
Things) devices while offering high reliability and quality.
The architecture of C-RAN is a network where baseband
resources are pooled to be shared between base stations.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the overall C-RAN
architecture. This section introduces base station evolution
and the basis of the C-RAN concept.

a)

RAN with RRH

b) C-RAN

Figure 3. Cloud RAN for mobile networks a) RAN with RRH, b) C-RAN

Traditionally, users communicate in cellular networks with
a BS that serves the cell.

deployment cost to utilize BBUs and operate efficiently in the
macro base station deployments. It is essential because it
reduces power consumption and provides increased
flexibility in network upgrades and adaptability to
nonuniform traffic. Furthermore, advanced features of LTEA, such as coordinated multipoint, can be efficiently
supported by C-RAN interference mitigation for small cell
deployments. Last but not the least, having high
computational processing power shared by many users placed
closer to them, mobile operators can offer users more
attractive Service Level Agreements (SLAs), as the response
time of application servers is noticeably shorter if data is
cached in BBU Pool [44]. Network operators can collaborate
with third-party service developers to host servers for
applications, locating them in the Cloud - in the BBU Pool
[45]. In this section, advantages of C-RAN are described and
motivated: adaptability to nonuniform traffic and scalability,
energy and cost savings, increase of throughput, a decrease of
delays as well as ease in network upgrades and maintenance.
IV. RELATED WORK

Figure 4. Evaluation of Base Station Architecture

The functions of a base station can be divided into
baseband processing and radio functionalities [42]. In the
traditional architecture, radio and baseband processing
functionality is integrated inside a base station. The antenna
module is generally located in proximity (a few meters) of the
radio module [43]. In a base station with RRH architecture,
the base station is separated into radio and signal processing
units, as shown in Figure 4. The radio unit is called RRH or
Remote Radio Unit (RRU). The baseband signal processing
part is called BBU or Data Unit (DU). To optimize BBU in
C-RAN, utilization between heavily and lightly loaded Base
Stations, the BBUs are centralized into one entity called a
BBU/DU Pool.
Table 1: Comparison between a traditional base station, a base station with
RRH and C-RAN
Architecture

Traditional
base station
Base station
with RRH

C-RAN

Radio and
baseband
functionalities
Co-located in one
unit
RRH is placed
together with an
antenna
at
the
remote site.
RRH is placed
together with an
antenna
at
the
remote site..

Problem it
addresses

Lower
power
consumptio
n.
Even lower
power
consumptio
n.

Problems it
causes
High power
consumption
Resources are
underutilized

Huge transport
resources
between RRH
and BBU

III. ADVANTAGES OF IMPLEMENTING C-RAN
Both macro and small cells can benefit from C-RAN
architecture. A centralized BBU Pool enables the base station
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A wide range of research focuses on traditional radio
access network (RAN) networking technology, while fewer
researchers have focused on the implementation challenges
of Cloud-based RAN. This section discusses research efforts
related to the challenges and opportunities of Cloud RAN
technology. Recently, various studies have tried to find the
best methodologies for implementing C-RAN for nextgeneration mobile networks and have suggested different
implementations, whether in C-RAN or Cloud, by
implementing different solutions. We found many studies for
those approaches, and we selected some of them to explore
and use for our paper.
The authors in [46] studied a Comprehensive Survey of
RAN Architectures Toward 5G Mobile Communication
System regarding energy consumption, operations
expenditure, resource allocation, spectrum efficiency, system
architecture, and network performance.
The authors in [47] have studied the analytical energyefficient planning of the 5G cloud. They proposed an
analytical model to analyze and compare traditional RAN
with Cloud RAN architectures for 5G networks, focusing on
energy consummation.
The authors in [48] have studied beyond the 5G Network
with the advent of 6G. They presented the benefits of 5G NR
regarding multiple features like scalable numerology, flexible
spectrum, forward compatibility, and ultra-lean design
compared to the LTE systems.
Cloud RAN architecture model based upon Flexible RAN
Functionalities Split for 5G Networks is addressed in [49].
They compared the proposed solution to a fully centralized
Cloud RAN and a partially distributed one.
The authors in [50] the dynamic Operations of Cloud Radio
Access Networks (C-RAN) for Mobile Cloud Computing
Systems proposed an optimal policy for the stochastic
optimization problem, and they developed online and offline
algorithms and used several math approaches, such as
Bayesian, Markov Chain, and Jain's fairness index.
Ethernet-Based Fronthauling for Cloud-Radio Access
Networks is considered in [51]. The authors in [51] propose
a functional split experimentation method to achieve the
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desired results. They used frame pre-emption (IEEE
802.1Qbu) and TAS (IEEE802.1Qbv) techniques for
simulation purposes.
In [52] have studied Multi-Objective Optimization for
RRH Clustering in Cloud Radio Access Networks to propose
a methodology and discuss the proposed solution to reduce
network power consumption and have an acceptable quality
of Service (QoS).
The authors in [53] have studied Optimal Cloud
Computing Resource Allocation for Centralized Radio
Access Networks.
The authors in [54] have studied the Impact of Cognitive
Radio networks in Cloud Computing to propose a

methodology for cost-effectiveness with high network
bandwidth, and the focus in this paper is to find out how
effective CRN is in cloud computing.
The paper [53] analyzed the construction, deployment,
execution, configuration, and termination processes of Cloud
RAN and energy consummation.
The authors in [55] have studied Cache Management for
5G Cloud Radio Access Networks to propose two efficient
cache management algorithms for the Baseband Units pool in
CRAN to increase cache hits while reducing network traffic
incurred due to cache misses.
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V. CASE STUDY – ENERGY CONSUMPTION
ANALYSIS
As a case study, we will use Telecom of Kosovo, the biggest
Mobile Operator in Kosovo. Based on the analysis made in
TK, it is noticed that we have high-energy costs for all base
stations that are distributed throughout the territory of
Kosovo. As a sample for comparing energy costs, we have
taken 52 stations in 2G technology only, 52 stations in 2G/3G
technology, and 52 stations in 2G/3G and 4G technologies.
The energy expenses are presented in KWH. The graph in
Figure 5 shows that the highest costs are for BTSs with 2G,
3G, and 4G technology.
In order to reduce energy costs that directly affect OPEX, it
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is intended that TK will switch to new technologies that
support Cloud in the RAN part. Based on many scientific
papers that have been analyzed, it turns out that saving energy
is a challenge for all mobile operators. Therefore, Operators
are constantly looking for solutions. According to the paper
[56], we can see if the traditional RAN is switched to C-RAN,
the energy costs will be reduced by 38%. These energy costs
are quite high, so Operators are strongly encouraged to use
technologies that consume as little energy as possible. The
graph in Figure 6 shows the energy costs in C-RAN
technology, 38% lower.
Using C-RAN technology, Operators can reduce OPEX by
saving energy, but they also have the opportunity to load
sharing. If BBU virtualization is used in the BBU pool [57],
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this will have two significant benefits; load sharing and
energy cost reduction up to 75%. Telecom of Kosovo has nine
BBUs implemented. If the virtualization of these BBUs were
implemented, we would not have loads in BBU since the
BBUs that are loaded at the minimum level will go in sleep
mode, whereas only the loaded BBUs will be active. In this
case, the TK would have additional energy savings, which
does not happen with a traditional RAN network.
The graphs depicted in Figures 5 and 6 show traditional
RAN equipment's energy costs and compare these costs with
C-RAN and C-RAN Virtualization. As can be seen from the
graph, C-RAN virtualization solves many load distribution
and energy-saving problems.
The energy consumption will be reduced significantly by
deploying C-RAN and V-CRAN, shown in figures 5 and 6.
In TK, around 75% of the CAPEX is spent on RAN;
therefore, it is imperative to reduce OPEX and CAPEX costs.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper has analyzed the C-RAN technology for Next
Generation Mobile Networks, including the opportunities and
practical implementation benefits.
First, we have studied C-RAN and V CRAN's possible
architectures and implementation benefits. In addition, we
studied the newest literature in the field. According to the
related work analysis, none of the studied papers includes the
analysis for the entire range of parameters regarding the
CRAN.
As a case study, we used TK to analyze energy
consumption. C-RAN and V-CRAN implementation offer a
reduction of power consumption since the number of BBUs
in a C-RAN is reduced significantly compared to a traditional
RAN. In addition, when there are lower traffic periods, some
BBUs will be switched off without affecting overall network
coverage and performance. On the other hand, civil works on
sites can be reduced by putting all the equipment in a single
central room. The single central room has a significant impact
on additional OPEX savings.
Therefore, the implementation of CRAN technology for
mobile operators should be carefully considered since it can
reduce operational costs and energy consumption.
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Abstract - Over the past 20 years, millimeter bands has
been constantly evolving to meet the requirements. In
Comparison with current wireless communication
standards, like 4G/LTE or Wi-Fi, millimeter wave (mmW)
allows the transmission of many subcarriers, based on
which it has the following advantages: huge bandwidth,
narrow beam, high quality transmission, etc.. In 1996,
mmW transmission typically supports 34 Mbps, nowadays
the equipment easily supports over 1Gbps in most used
bands and over 10 Gbps with E-Band. The paper deals with
the stages of analyzing and designing of 5G mmW radiorelay network.

each base station (BS) in the chain acts as an active
repeater for the previous one. This type of network
topology allows repeated frequency reuse. The overall
performance of the network depends on the distribution
characteristic of each individual hop (Fig.1).
BS
BS

BS
BS
BS
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Keywords – 5G technology; radio-relay network; MIMO
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile coverage and capacity are evolving rapidly as
operators expand and improve existing 4G networks or
switch to 5G networks, introduce complementary
coverage/capacity solutions such as: micro cells, pico
cells, femto cells, Wi-Fi networks, internal building
solutions and think ahead to 5G networks.[1, 2]
Radio relay solutions meet almost all possible
requirements for backhaul today – with gigabit
capabilities per second – they will continue to evolve to
meet ever-increasing capacity requirements and
unprecedented levels of flexibility and price-efficiency.
This means that next generation networks must offer
lower costs and energy consumption for delivered bit of
information. It is needed to focus on building new smarter,
seamless end-to-end networks that reduce operating costs
while increasing productivity in a multi-technological and
multi-layer environment. [3]
Radio relay transmission has established itself as the
main mean of connection between base stations, through
speed, flexibility, reliability, high capacity and low total
telecoms costs make it ideal for meeting the future needs
of both mobile networks and multi-service networks.
II.

NETWORK TOPOLOGY FOR MOBILE BACKHAUL
NETWORKS

Several different network topologies can be used for
Mobile Backhaul Networks (MBN) [3,4]. The topology of
a chain-type network consists of chain connections, so that
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Figure 1. Chain-type topology

Moreover, in case of possible damage to part of the
chain, the connections after it will not work for a serious
period, as no alternative route is available. To increase the
reliability of this network structure, additional connections
are usually added to the network to provide some kind of
reservation. In such a topology, base stations that are
closer to the Base Station Controller (BSC) will have a
higher capacity.
In star-type topology all base stations are connected
directly to the BSC by forming a star network (Fig. 2). All
connections
work
independently,
where
the
traffic/capacity of the connections are not influenced by
each other [5]. Thus, the reliability and total capacity of
the network increases compared to the chain-type
topology. Additionally, capacity can be expanded by
adding more connections to base stations that need more
resources.
BS

BS

BS

BS

BSC

BS

BS
BS

Figure 2. Star-type topology
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BS

The entire channel is composed of multiple paths, they
can be set by the channel matrix H. With the presence of
N transmission antennas, M receiving antennas and LB
symbols, which are broadcasted over each transmission
antenna, the system can be defined by (1).

BS
BS
BS

BS
BS
BS

BS
BS
BSC



Figure 3. Ring-type network topology

One of the main drawbacks of this type of network
configuration is that it includes a large number of antennas
in one place. In addition, the high number of routes at a
time reduces the availability of channels [4].
The ring-type network topology (Fig. 3) is a modified
version of a chain-type topology in which BS has two
alternative routes for forwarding the data without
installing additional connections. Thus, the reliability of
the network increases [4, 6].
BS

BS
BS
BS

BS
BS
BS

BS
BS

where rim is the number of symbol i of the receiving
antenna m, sim represent the transmitted symbols, with hnm
values can be described the channel between the
transmitter antenna n and the receiving antenna m, and
finally nim represents Gaussian noise. The matrix
representation used in (1) can be represented as r = sH + n.
The main problem at the receiver side is to reduce the
negative effects of the channel noise. If we set I=H.B for
N<M or I=B.H for N≥M.A it’s possible to determine the
matrix B. Every Rx antenna receives data flows from all
transmission antennas, so the main task of the receiver is
to allocate the data flows in order to estimate what has
been broadcasted. Assuming that the channel is known,
that H is known in Rx and matrix B can be obtained by the
Moore-Penrose Matrix Inverse:

BSC

Figure 4. Mesh-type topology



Mesh-type topology is a combination of previous
topologies (Fig. 4). This topology is not cost-effective, but
increases the availability and capacity of the network.
III.

MULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT SYSTEMS

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems have
more than one input and respectively outputs. Both
transmission (Tx) and receiving (Rx) sides have multiple
antennas working in the same frequency band. [7,8]
MIMO systems provide a number of advantages over
communication with a single antenna.
A. MIMO model
A simplified MIMO system scheme is presented in
Fig. 5. The data enters the MIMO transmitter by
processing and allocating among the transmission
antennas. The signal is broadcasting over a defined
communication channel by H (channel matrix). At the
receiver side (at Rx antennas) the signals arrive combined
[9]. The main task of the MIMO receiver is to allocate and
route all incoming data flows to reproduce in the same
information stream as with Tx.
si1

Data

MIMO
channel

ri1

H

Tx
siN

Rx
riM

Figure 5. Simple MIMO transmission
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B. MIMO with Line-of-Sight (LoS)
In the presence of LoS each channel amplification hnm
is a function of geometry and carrier frequency, but is not
controlled by statistical circulation, such as in non-LoS
MIMO systems. By changing the distance between the
transmission and receiving antennas, a static phase
displacement between the antennas can be presented, thus
disturbing the channel matrix. The signal-flow phase will
depend on the path length (and the main carrier
frequency), so different routes may have different phases
[10,11]. Then we can express the normalized channel
matrix as follows:
h11  h1M  exp  jkd11   exp  jkd1M  

 

H       




hN 1  hNM  exp  jkdN 1   exp  jkdNM 

(3)

in which k = 2π / λ, dnm represent the real distances
between Rx and Tx antennas.
Ideal separation of the antennas is achieved when
antennas are organized into linear grids, where the
transmitter Tx and receiver Rx antennas are divided by dt
and dr (Fig. 6). Then the total arrays length is (N-1) dt and
(M-1) dr. The separation between the antennas Tx and Rx
are dt and dr respectively, while θt and θr represent the
angles of antenna grids in relation to the z axis. D is the
space between the antenna grilles.
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TxN-1

RxM-1

z

θt

θr

(N-2)dt

(M-2)dr

Rx1

Tx1
x

Rx0

Tx0

dt

dr

D

Figure 6. Tx and Rx antennas, organized in arrays

Figure 8. Condition number according to equation (5)

The requirement of antenna separation may be given
by the following expression:
dt d r 

D
K
V cos t cos r 

(4)

According to which the separation increases with an
increase in distance D and decreases with an increase in
the carrier frequency fc (λ=c/fc). Most often in practice it is
chosen θt=θr=0 and K=1. The optimal separation of the
antenna relative to distance and for the different carrier
frequencies is presented in Fig. 7.

C. Grating Lobes
The presence of two spatially divided transmission
antennas broadcasting in identical carrier and frequency
band will lead to amplification patterns in the distant field
known as Grating Lobes [12]. For the setting of Fig. 9, the
receiver will receive different signal levels subject on the
angle ϕ and the electrical angle α for fixed separation of Tx
antenna and corresponded frequency.
Tx1



dt

d1
D
Rx

Tx2
d2

ej

Figure 9. Two Tx antennas, transmitting same signal

The amplification coefficient can also be estimated as
(compared to a single Rx antenna):
G ,   
Figure 7. LoS MIMO with 2x2 antenna system

 cosd1k  d 2 k     1  coskd     1

If the division of both Tx and Rx is selected to be to
equal dt=dr=d, then the y axis values correspond directly
to d.
There may be several different explanations why
antennas aren’t positioned with the best separation. One
reason is that the necessary space may be too vast to fit in
place or that all transmission schemes have given
bandwidth. For one frequency it can be done. It should be
determine the parameter η to quantify the deviation from
optimality.



dt d r
dt dr opt

(5)

Selecting dt=dr=d, then the expression (5) decreases to
η=d/dopt. In Fig. 8 is shown the condition number as a
function of η, for the current case – 2x2 LoS MIMO,
estimated by (5). Condition number is lowest in   K ,
for K=1,3,5, the number of conditions is approaching
infinity for K = 0,2,4,….
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1 Tac
2
 sint  d1k   sint  d 2 k    
Tsc 0

(6)

where Δd=d2-d1.
The angle between Tx and Rx influences on the signal
strength or amplification. The grills must have the same
shape independent of D if the receiver is located at the end
of the field. To be true, Δd must be a constant if ϕ and dt
are constants. For the two transmission antennas separated
at a certain distance, (6) describes the increase in power of
the observer signal received at the end of the field. It can
be noted that as the physical distances in wavelengths
between the transmission antennas increases, the signal
strength will vary faster. If we assume that Δd ≈dt cos(ϕ),
then the expression (6) is converted to:
 2

G  ,    coskd     1  cos
d t cos      1 (7)
 


As the dt/λ ratio increases, then the expressed above
amplification will vary faster as the ϕ varies. This is
shown in Fig. 10, the greater the dt the change in Δd for
some Δϕ.
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V.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 10. Two Tx antennas, transmitting same signal: a) α=0 and
dt=2λ; b) α=0 and dt=8λ; c) α=π and dt=2λ; d) α=π and dt=8λ)

The effects of shifting α and changing the frequency is
represented on Fig. 10. The amplification coefficient
varies faster depending on the angle, as the antenna
separation increases with wavelengths.
IV.

CHANNEL CAPACITY

Let's assume system with M transmission antennas and
L receiving antennas, as well as L>M, so that all
transmitted signals can be decoded in the receiver. The
total capacity of M channels can be estimated by:
L


C  M .B. log 2 1  . S N 
 M


(8)

where: C-channel capacity (bps); B-channel bandwidth
(Hz); M – number of transmitting antennas; L-number of
receiving antennas; S/N-signal to noise ratio (dB).
After conversion and laying  (the mean SNR value)
can be reached to:
 

 
 min  N ,M 

C  log 2 det I M  HH H    log 2 1  i   (9)
N
i 1

 N 
 

where λi is its own value of HHH.
In two 2x2 MIMO channels H1 and H2, set with the
matrices:
1
H 1   j
e

e j 2 

1 

2

1
H2  
1

1

1

(10)

The channel capacity can be calculated with (8) and by
SNR=20 dB, it is obtained:





C1   log 2 1  100.2 2  15.3 bps Hz
2

i 1







(11)



C 2  log 2 1  100.2 2  log 2 1  100.0 2  8.6 bps Hz  (12)

The capacity of the first channel is almost double, in
comparison of the second one. This is because the rank of
H2 is 1 and supports only one data stream. If the SNR is
lower, the capacity of the channel increases from case 1 in
(12) will be reduced. MIMO systems operate mostly with
a high SNR, which is most frequently available in case
with a direct LoS.
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CONCLUSION

When data is combined across multiple carriers, the
radio connection is a key technology. An efficient
connection technique ensures that a single data stream is
transmitted seamlessly through different radio channels,
with negligible overhead costs. Currently, about 80% of
connections are configured as single carrier (1+0) and the
rest are as connections to multiple media with backup
connections such as security. About 8% of radio relay
lines are configured with one active radio and one
protection connection in standby mode (1+1); 10% of the
tracks are configured with two radio modules (2+0) where
the backup connection capacity is used to increase the
peak capacity of the connection. Only 2% are configured
for three or more media (>2+0). Due to the need for
increased transport capacity, the number of connections
collected for two or more carriers is increasing globally.
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Abstract—Terahertz communication is one of the most promising wireless communication technologies for 6G generation and
beyond. For THz systems to be practically adopted, channel
estimation is one of the key issues. We consider the problem
of channel modeling and estimation with deterministic channel
propagation and the related physical characteristics of THz
bands, and benchmark various machine learning algorithms to
estimate THz channel, including neural networks (NN), logistic
regression (LR), and projected gradient ascent (PGA). Numerical
results show that PGA algorithm yields the most promising
performance at SNR=0 dB with NMSE of -12.8 dB.

I. I NTRODUCTION
THz communication systems are positioned as the main
driver in the evolution towards next generation wireless communications, also referred to as 6G [1]. In THz systems,
operating in a frequency range 300 GHz - 10 THz and
enabling unprecedented wireless transmission rates, several
major physical limitations make the channel modeling and
estimation fundamentally hard [2]. Recent work focused on
developing systems and algorithms for estimating mmWave
channels in MIMO systems [3], [4]. MIMO channel estimation is challenging due to the quantization of the linear combination of transmitted signals from multiple input antennas
[5]. Using higher frequencies, and larger bandwidths needs
high precision analog-to-digital-converters (ADCs), which
motivates the utilization of low resolution ADCs for MIMO
systems [3], and more practically 1-bit ADCs [6].
Today, significant efforts are underway to accurately model
and estimate the channel with machine learning (ML). The
trend of applying machine learning algorithms in order to
estimate mmWave and furthermore THZ channels is rather
notable in fact, also considering low resolution ADCs [3],
[6]–[8]. [8] proposed a deep convolutional neural network
(DCNN)-based spherical-wave CE algorithms for THz systems, the THz channel is simulated using a channel model
developed for mmWave systems and adapting the frequency
parameters to 0.6 THz. We refer to a some ML algorithms
studied in [6] for MIMO systems, such as projected gradient
ascent (PGA) and Franke-Wolfe techniques, to benchmark
their performance in a THz scenario alongside with basic
neural network estimator, due to their good performance for
a carrier frequency of 28 GHz. Overall, ML-based channel
estimation problem in THz communication systems is still a
rather open research direction, with experimental setups and
analytical models still few and far between.
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In this paper, we benchmark different machine learning
algorithms used for THz channel estimation. Our reference
model is THz-MIMO channel with 1-bit ADCs, as proposed in
[9] and [10] due to the limited quantization level of ultra-high
speed low power ADCs. We model the THz channel using a
deterministic channel propagation model from the literature
[11], considering the existence molecular absorption loss and
showing that data rates around 1 Tbps can be obtained with
a short distance of around 1 meter. Our model advances the
basic model of THz band proposed in [12], which uses an
updated molecular High Resolution Transmission (HITRAN)
2012 database. We adopt an indoor scenario with reflecting
walls in order to consider the line-of-sight (LoS) and several
non-line-of-sight (NLoS) reflected rays. We apply the analytical model to obtain the channel state information. Using a
pilot generation methods, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
and Zadoff-Chu (ZC) based sequence training, we generate
a training dataset of pilots input and signal response at the
receiver. Based on this reference model, we apply different
machine learning algorithms for channel estimation, including
neural networks (NN), logistic regression (LR), and PGA
We chose these specific algorithms as they proved good
performance for similar problems, with complexity similar to
the complexity of gradient descent learning Numerical results,
including analysis and simulations, show that PGA algorithm
yields the most promising performance at SNR=0 dB with
NMSE of -12.8 dB.
The rest of the paper is organize as follows: Section II
describes the channel and system model. Section III describes
the studied ML algorithms for Channel Estimation. Section
IV shows the simulation results. We conclude the paper in
Section V.
II. C HANNEL AND S YSTEM M ODEL
Notation: H is a complex matrix and H denotes a real
matrix. HT and H∗ represent the transpose and conjugate
transpose of H, respectively. Re(H), Im(H) are the real and
imaginary part of H. kHk is the Frobenius norm of H. 1[.] is
the indicator function.
A. THz Propagation Model
We consider a single transmitter (Tx) and a single receiver
(Rx) THz transmission system, using a point-to-point line-ofsight communication scenario with omnidirectional antennas
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[12], separated by a distance d. The main difference between Thz bands and other frequency bands appears from
the molecular absorption loss, which varies with the signal
frequency, the transmission distance and the concentration and
the mixture of molecules coming across the path.
We consider the medium loss due to the vibration changes of
molecules, which is denoted as the absorption loss Labs (f, d).
This loss accurs due the transformation of a part of the wave
energy into a kinetic energy, and it depends on the operating
frequency the distance between the sender and receiver, and
the composition of the meduim. The equation is obtained from
[12] as follows:
Labs (f, d) = ek(f )·d = k(f ) · d · 10 · log(e) (dB)
(1)
Where f is the operating frequency, and k(f ) is is the overall
absorption coefficient of the medium available from HITRAN
database [13], which includes HITRAN line-transition parameters and cross-sections, that can be used to model signal
transmission.
Similar to [12], we assume that the spreading loss, which
represents the attenuation due to the expansion of a wave that
propagates through the medium, is given by:
2



4πf d
4πf d
= 20 · log
(dB) (2)
Lspread (f, d) =
c
c
Where c is the speed of light in the vacuum. The received
signal power spectral densit (psd) in THz band is given by:
PT x
PRx =
Labs · Lspread
(3)
c2
−2
−2 −k(f )d
= PT x · C · f · d e
, C=
16π 2
Where PT x represents the transmitted signal psd.
Molecular absorption introduces noise to the transmitted signal, which needs to be considered to evaluate the signal to
noise ratio (SNR). The molecular noise psd is given by [12]:
PT x (f )
(1 − e−k(f )·d )
(4)
PM =
Lspread (f, d)
Additionally, we consider the Johnson-Nyquist (JN) noise
generated by thermal agitation of electrons in conductors. The
psd of JN noise is given by [2]:
hf
PJN =
(5)
(exp( khf
)
−
1)
T
B
Where kB denotes the Boltzmann constant and T denotes the
temperature in Kelvin.
In order to simplify our analysis, we approximate eq. (5) using
series expansion, then we keep the first order term as follows:
hf
PJN =
(exp( khf
) − 1)
BT
hf
(6)
=

2

3
hf
hf
hf
1
1
· 2! + kB T · 3! + ..
kB T + kB T
≈ kB T, 1st order approx.
Using eq. (4) and (6), the total noise psd is given by:
PN = kB T + PT x · C · f −2 · d−2 (1 − e−k(f )d )
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(7)

Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver is
represented as :
PRx
(8)
SN R =
PN
B. System Model
We consider a narrowband THz-MIMO system with Mt
antennas at the transmitter, Mr antennas at the receiver.
Our studied system is depicted in Fig. 1. We assume that
the number of antennas at both transmitter and receiver
are equal. The arrival paths are considered to include two
main components of a THz channel: the LoS and several
NLoS reflected rays caused by reflection. We assume that
the scattering and diffraction can be neglected due to their
negligible effect on propagation in the THz band.
Let H ∈ CMt ×Mr , denotes the narrowband channel matrix
of THz channel impulse response. The channel matrix is
expressed as follows [11]:
H =αL Gt Gr ar (θr , ψ r )at (θt , ψ t )
+

Liray
N
clu X
X

NL
r
r
t
t
αi,l
Gt Gr ar (θi,l
, ψi,l
)at (θi,l
, ψi,l
)Pr (f, τi,l )

i=1 l=1

(9)
Where αL is the complex gains of the LOS ray compoNL
nent, given by |αL |2 = Lspread (f, d)Labs (f, d). αi,l
is
the complex gains of the NLOS ray component, given by
NL 2
| = Fi,l (f )Lspread (f, d1 + d2 )Labs (f, d1 + d2 ), with
|αi,l
Fi,l is the Fresnel reflection coefficient, d1 is the distance
between the transmitter and the reflector, and d2 is the distance
between the reflector and the receiver [14]. Pr (τi,l ) is the
pulse-shaping function at time delay τi,l . Gt and Gr are the
associated transmit and receive antenna gains, respectively,
at (.) and ar (.) are the antenna array response vectors at the
transmitter and receiver, θt , ψ t , θr and ψ r are the azimuth
AoD, elevation AoD, azimuth AoA, and elevation AoA of
t
t
r
r
are the
the LOS ray component, θi,l
, ψi,l
, θi,l
and ψi,l
t
corresponding parameters for the l h NLOS ray in the it h
cluster.
At the receiver, after obtaining the signal the FFT is
computed. Let r ∈ CMr ×1 denote the unquantized received
signal, and given as follows:
r = Hx + z,
(10)
Mr ×1
where z ∈ C
is the additive white gaussian noise
(AWGN) matrix, whose samples are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) z ∼ CN (0, N0 ), and N0 is the
noise power.
Definition 1. An ADC is a device that applies a binary
operation on a complex space by mapping its elements into
binary numbers. We define the following mappings:
• 1-bit ADC mapping:
sign : R −→ Z
(
(11)
1
if x ≥ 0
x 7−→
,
−1 otherwise
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Fig. 1: THz-MIMO with Mt transmit antennas, Mr receiver antennas. Two 1-bit ADCs are used to equalize each received signal.

•

•

Vector ADC mapping:
Sign : Rn −→ Zn
(x1 , ..., xn ) 7−→ (sign(x1 ), ..., sign(xn )),
Matrix ADC mapping:
Sign : Rn×m −→ Zn×m
{xi,j } 1≤i≤n 7−→ {Sign(xi,j )} 1≤i≤n ,
1≤j≤m

•

(12)

(13)

1≤j≤m

Element-wise ADC quantization operator for channel
response:
gb : Cn×m −→ Z[j]n×m
(14)
a + jb 7−→ Sign(a) + j Sign(b)

A. Problem Definition
The goal of CE problem is the estimation of channel
response parameters H from the received noisy symbols
yn , ∀n ∈ N , given perfect knowledge of the sent pilots
xn , ∀n ∈ N , where N defines the set of indexes of the training
blocks, N = |N | is the training block size assumed to be
equal to Mt . We convert the complex definition of parameters
into real definition, as follows:
yn = [Re(yn ), Im(yn )]
(16)
H = [Re(H), Im(H)]

(17)

We equalize the analog received signal to obtain a binary
output, defined using the previous mappings as follows:
y = bg(r) = Sign(Re(r)) + j Sign(Im(r))
(15)

Re(xn ) Im(xn )
xn =
− Im(xn ) Re(xn )

III. ML ALGORITHMS FOR C HANNEL E STIMATION

z = [Re(z), Im(z)]

The aquisition of accurate CSI is crucial for THz communication systems. Channel estimation in THz systems is a
challenging task due to the tiny wavelength of THz signals,
the hardware limitations eg. high speed ADCs, and difficulty
of estimating large amount of parameters with small size
measurements. Moreover, channel estimation needs a minimum SNR value to ensure the reliability of measurments,
while the bandwidth in THz systems is in the order of
gigahertz, which presents a high thermal noise. As a results,
traditional channel estimation techniques, which are based
on approximative channel models may not be sufficiant to
provide an accurate channel parameters estimation. In this
section we define the problem of channel estimation, and
present different solutions and various ML based techniques,
which learn channel parameters over any type of channel
without prior assumptions.

Let yne be the expected equalized binary output of received
signal. In order to study a variety of ML algorithms, we define
more than one loss function for CE problem, considering
models from the literature and proposed variations as follows:
• The non-linear least squares minimization: it aims at
minimizing the error between the expected output and
the calculated one.
b zb] = arg minkyne − yn k2 ,
[H,
H,z
(20)
yn = f (Hxn + z), ∀n ∈ N
– with linear activation function [15]: In this case,
we consider f (.) to be the identity function, which
is equivalent in neural network terminology to a
perceptron with linear activation function.
– with tanh activation function: In this case, f (x) =
tanh(x) is an activation function defined on R →
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(18)
(19)
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xn

f(x)=

sigmoid(x)
tanh(x)
ReLU(x)

y

...

f(Wx+b)

CE Neuron architecture

xn,1
xn,2

f(Hk xn+z)

yn,k

xn,K

f(x)= sign(x)

...

X Re

General Neuron architecture

x1
x2

...

•

[−1, 1], which gives an output close to the Sign
function when the input is absolutely high, while being differentiable. The differentiability of the function is important for any neural network algorithm
in order to calculate the derivative.
The log-likelihood minimization [6], [16]: is designed to
estimate a transformed varaible X = X Re + jX Im ∈
CMt ×Mr corresponding to the matrix Hx. The noise
component is removed from the optimization because it
is considered to be constant.
Mt X
Mr
X
Re
d
Re ] = arg min
Re =1] log(φ(X
1[yi,j
[X
i,j /σ))

Fig. 2: Neuron architecture.
feature:

𝑥!,#

𝑥!

output:

𝑓(𝐻!𝑥" + 𝑧!)

𝑦!

𝑦!,#

i=1 j=1

𝑓(𝐻# 𝑥" + 𝑧# )

...

𝑥!,$

...

...

Re
Re =−1] log(1 − φ(Xi,j /σ))
+ 1[yi,j
(21)
where φ(.) is the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal random variable, and σ represents its
standard deviation.

𝑦!,$

B. Learning based Approach
Before introducing the proposed benchmark solutions, it
is essential to reformulate the minimization problem in eq.
(20) and eq. (21) as a binary classification problem. First, we
create a training dataset of N data points {(xn , yn ), ∀n ∈ N },
where each data point represents one pilot. The minimization
problem in eq. (20) can be seen as a minimization of
the L2-norm loss function. It is well known that this loss
function can provide stable solutions unlike L1-norm, but
it suffers from overfitting problem. To prevent this the
coefficients from fitting perfectly to the pilot training data,
we introduce a regularization term to the loss function called
L2-regularization.
b zb] = arg min[J (H, z)],
[H,
H,z

J (H, z) =

N
1 X e
ky − tanh(Hxn + z)k2
N n=1 n

(22)

+ λkHk2
where λ denotes a regularization coefficient.
1) Processing Units: The basic processing unit is called
artificial neuron and it computes additive and multiplicative
operations over input variables, before applying an activation
function. Fig. 2 illustrates both the architecture of a general
artificial neuron and the instantiated version for CE.
Let W = (w1 , w2 , ..., wn ) be the weight vector of the artificial
neuron, x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) is an input variables, and a bias
value b. The process of a neuron can be represented as follows:
n
X
y = f(
wi xi + b)
(23)
i=1

where y denotes the output, and f (.) : R −→ R represents
an activation function.
Commonly, f (.) is a non-linear function, such as sigmoid,
hyperbolic, and rectified linear function. In CE problem, the
activation function of a neuron corresponds to the sign(.)
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Fig. 3: NN-CE architecture.

function applied by ADC device, which fulfills the characteristics of an activation function.
2) Network Components: Generally, neurons are grouped
into layers to form a multilayered network architecture, and
based on the stacking configuration of processing units, we
obtain different types of neural networks, such as fullyconnected, convolutional, and recurrent networks. In our case,
the CE problem is seen as a basic neural network architecture,
which has one hidden layer with N neurons. Fig 3 shows the
neural network based channel estimation NN-CE architecture,
where the vectors Hn = [hn,1 , ..., hnN ], ∀n ∈ N represent the
channel response vector for the receive antenna n ∈ N . The
vector z = [z1 , ..., zN ] denotes the bias parameters of NN and
it can be explained as the channel noise associated to each
receive antenna n ∈ N .
3) Training: After modeling the NN architecture, we need
to define a loss function, in order evaluate and improve its
results. The main goal of the training is to minimize the error
loss function, while adjusting the weights and bias parameters,
which is eventually the same goal of CE problem. The loss
function was discribed in III-A.
Some optimization algorithm like Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) can be used to train the NN-CE, while minimizing the loss function. The optimization process updates
gradually the weights representing the channel response parameters, and the bias representing the noise, in order to find
the optimal solution:
∂J (H, z)
hi,j =hi,j − α
∂hi,j
(24)
∂J (H, z)
zi =zi − α
∂zi
where α is a parameter called the learning rate, which
determines how much the model learns in each step. The back-
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propagation algorithm is used to calculate both the weights
and bias partial derivatives of the cost function.
The training steps of NN-CE can be described in two main
steps: (i) the feed-forward pass, where the information cross
all the network layers (one layer in our case) from the input
layer to the output layer which contains the classification decision, i.e. the channel response, and (ii) the backpropagation
pass, where the error generated by the NN-CE is calculated
and propagated through the layers in the opposite direction,
from the output layer to the input layer.
C. Benchmark Algorithms
Variety of ML algorithms can be tested for the CE problem,
where the concept of iterative learning is preserved, while
modifying some details in the way we update the CSI at
each step. In the previous subsection, we described how NN
is modeled and used for channel estimation. Similar to it
we can use Logistic Regression (LR) while changing the
loss function. In our paper, we consider two other learning
algorithms: Projected Gradient Ascent (PGA) and FrankeWolfe techniques, developed in [6] for low-rank mmWave
MIMO channel, in order to check its performance on THz
MIMO channel, which is extremely sensitive to weather
condition, distance, and suffers from molecular attenuation.
For PGA algorithm, the learning process is based on gradient
ascent, a similar learning algorithm to gradient descent with a
positive addition of the gradient at each update. PGA includes
a projection step at each iteration, assuming that the matrix
H has lower rank r than N, r  N , where N = Mt = Mr .
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and simplex projection
are used to find the closest low rank matrix to the updated
estimation of H. For Franke-Wolfe algorithm, an additional
step is included to the basic gradient ascent learning, where
we update the channel matrix differently: instead of adding a
weighted gradient matrix, we compute the top singular vector
of the gradient, then we soustract it from the gradient and
update the channel matrix
D. Pilot Generation Methods
In order to simulate the transmission process in our THz
MIMO scenario, it is required to define a pilot generation
method, regarding its role in TX-RX synchronization in wireless communication systems, and its importance in learning
the CSI. Similar to [6] we adopt two methods from the
literature: DFT and ZC based sequence training. DFT and
ZC sequences can be pre-determined without resorting to the
knowledge about the channel, which makes both methods
suitable for our scenario.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In the simulation, we consider a THz-MIMO system with
M t = 16, Mr = 16, and a frequency f = 0.3 THz.
We simulate the THz channel using the proposed model in
section II. The deterministic channel model proposed in [11]
works in the range of frequencies between 0.1 and 1 THz,
which explains our choice of the frequency f = 0.3 THz
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in the simulation. We consider a dry air environment, where
we adopt an updated molecular HighResolution Transmission
(HITRAN) 2012 database. We consider the following gas
composition of the air including their mixing ratios: N2 : 0.78,
O2 : 0.21, CO2 : 365 · 10−6 , O3 : 10 · 10−6 , CH4 : 1.7 · 10−6 ,
H2 : 500 · 10−9 , N2 O: 320 · 10−9 , H2 O: 0.0096. We set the
operating temperature equal to the standard temperature 296
K, and the pressure to 1 atm. We set the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver d = 1 meter, where this value is
set to be similar to the distance used in some experiments [17].
The azimuth AoA and AoD are generated from the uniform
distribution in the range of [− π2 , π2 ]. The CSI is generated
using eq. (9), and the channel response at the receiver is
measured as described in section II. The developed THz
simulator will be documented and open source, along with
the generated dataset and evaluated algorithms.
We train the proposed algorithms: Logistic Regression, NN,
PGA, and Frank Wolf, with 10 channel matrices generated
with a fixed seed. The number of epochs is set to 100,
which ensures the convergences based on our simulations. The
stopping criterion is set the same for all learning algorithms
as  = 10−10 . The learning rate is intiialized with 0.01, and to
1/Np , where Np is the number of pilot transmissions for PGA
algorithm. The learning rate is decreasing by 0.7 for LR and
NN, when the loss function decreases, and by 0.5 with other
algorithms. The previous settings are empirically chosen. The
pilots used for channel measurements are generated using ZCbased and the DFT-based training matrices. The performance
of channel state information estimation algorithms are compared using the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) over
all channel realizations, which is defined as the average of the
b 2 /kHk2 , where β is given by
Frobenius norm of kH − β Hk
∗
∗ b
b
b
β = kH Hk1 /kH Hk1 [6].
Figure 4 shows the NMSE of the channel estimation
algorithms with different number of pilots, where the SNR
is set to 0 dB, and the frequency to 0.3 THz. Each algorithm
is tested using two different pilot training algorithms ZC
and DFT based training. We remark that for all algorithms
the error decreases when we increase the number of pilot
transmissions. The ZC-based training outperform DFT-based
training for all simulations. PGA and Frank Wolf algorithms
has almost the same performance with different number of
pilot transmissions number, compared to LR and NN, which
can be explained by the fact that those algorithms uses the
knowledge about the low rank characteristics of the channel
matrices, in order to reduce the dimentionality of the estimated
channel information. Figure 5 shows that the PGA and Frank
Wolf algorithms give better results than LR and NN, for
different values of SNR. We can remark also that using DFT
pilot generation is giving better results with NN than ZC
method which is not the case with other algorithms. NN
is using a basic network structure that can be improved in
future work, regarding the potential of NN-based algorithms
to learn complex structure. In THz transmission systems, it is
challenging to achieve high SNR values, where SNR = 0 is
considered as a good reachable value. Both PGA and Frank
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Wolf algorithms give an NMSE value around -12 dB, which
is a promising result.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have modeled the channel estimation
problem in THz-MIMO systems, considering a deterministic
channel propagation model from the literature, and one-bit
ADCs at the receiver. We have developed several machine
learning algorithms to estimate the CSI, and evaluated two different pilot training techniques: DFT and ZC based training.
Our results showed a comparison between few ML algorithms
that are using gradient descent as a learning optimization.
PGA algorithm has given the best performance at SNR=0 dB
with NMSE of -12.8 dB. In a future work, we will compare
the current algorithms to more ML and DL algorithms and
other approaches from the literature, and consider studying
the complexity and the hardware requirements.
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Abstract - The Single European Sky ATM Research
Joint Undertaking (SESAR JU) U-space research program
proposed in 2017 a blueprint of UAV services along a
timeline towards a fully autonomous Air Traffic and
Unmanned Traffic Management (ATM and UTM), together
named as U-space. The initial plan was to achieve this goal
within four steps until 2035. Within the first phase the
realization of UAV remote Identification (ID) and UAV
tracking services as a basic prerequisite for a technical
implementation of a UTM system was planned. Since there
is still a lack of standardization in the field of UAVs, mobile
radio technologies would be ideal for implementing phase
one and further U-space services. In the following, the
challenges for the mobile radio technology to be used in the
U-space program will be considered.

information management, ground-based technologies,
critical communications, surveillance and tracking, cyberresilience and geofencing. Figure 1 provides an overview
of the partners and institutions involved in the program. In
2018 SESAR JU started the first demonstration projects.

Keywords - UAV; UTM;mobile radio, SESAR

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Single European Sky (SES) initiative has
launched the Single European Sky ATM Research
(SESAR) Programme as a critical part. Within this
programme, the technological pillars of SES are
represented. The focus is to modernize and introduce
high-performance air traffic control infrastructure to the
Air Traffic Management (ATM). This should lead to a
safe and environmentally friendly development of air
transport services.
Within SESAR there is a partnership of public and
private sectors called the SESAR Joint Undertaking
(SESAR JU, SJU). The members provide experience,
expertise as well as funding for appropriate research.
As the market of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or
commonly known as drones, is rapidly increasing in
Europe and worldwide, a variety of new business cases
emerge. According to the European drones outlook study
[1], it is expected that by 2050 more than 400 000 UAVs
will provide airborne services with a total market value of
more than EUR 10 billion annually by 2035. Through this
outlook, the European Commission launched the so-called
U-space program in 2016. The goal of this initiative is to
guarantee a safe and secure integration of UAVs into the
airspace.
SESAR JU started in 2017 a number of exploratory
research projects which should thematically explore the
following topics for the future U-space Services: concept
of operations (CONOPS) for drone operations,
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Figure 1: Numbers related to the U-space innovation and research [2]

For this reason, research projects such as CORUS,
Gulf of Finland (GOF and GOF2.0), EuroDRONE and
many more (see table II) have been or are currently carried
out as part of the U-space Program, in which possible
scenarios are being tested [2].
This work gives an overview about the current and
upcoming challenges for mobile radio service providers as
well as Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) operators to
implement technologies for a possible integration of
UAVs into the U-space. U-space is intended to be a set of
services and procedures relying on a high level of
digitalization and automation of functions to support a
safe, efficient and secure access to airspace for a large
number of drones [3]. These services should be
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implemented in four steps (U1 – U4) within a planned
timeline until 2035. These four steps can be seen in figure
2.

introduced throughout Europe in January 2021. The
regulations were developed by EASA and published under
the designations (EU Regulations 2019/947 and 2019/945
[7]) as a uniform framework for the use of UAVs for
implementation at the national aviation authorities. With
these regulations, UAVs are now classified within three
classes, OPEN (with three subgroups), SPECIFIC and
CERTIFIED, according to the risk of the mission
(operational area, mission height, BVLOS) and type of the
UAV (e.g., weight). Figure 3 gives an easy overview on
these classes:

Figure 2: The planned U-space timeline [4]

Figure 3: EASA UAV classification [8]

An overview about the initial plan for the four phases
of automation according to the SESAR U-space blueprint
is given in table I:

The following description of the approval process is
according to the Austrian implementation of the EASA
UAV regulation which can be found on the special UAV
website of the Austrian authority called “dronespace” [9].
Most UAV applications in the private sector are covered
by the OPEN category. Commercial UAV missions fall
mostly into the SPECIFIC category. The highest class,
CERTIFIED, is for very large UAVs and for very highrisk missions. For this, the requirements are tied to the
safety requirements of civil aviation.

TABLE I.
Phase
U1

THE INITIAL U-SPACE PLAN [5]

Planned U-space implementation grades
U-space service
Foundation
service

U2

Initial services

U3

Advanced
services

U4

Full services

Planned technologies
e-registration, e-identification,
geofencing
Management of drone operations that
may includes flight planning, flight
approval, tracking, airspace dynamic
information, interfaces with ATM
More complex operation in dense
areas that may include capacity
management, conflict detection,
automated Detect and Avoid (DAA),
advanced communication
Integrated interfaces with manned
aviation, support the full operational
U-space, relys on high level of
automation, connectivity and
digitalisation

II. CURRENT STATUS
On the webpage of ATM Masterplan [6] hosted by
SESAR it is mentioned, that the phase U1 is actually in its
deployment phase which should be finished with the end
of 2022. Unfortunately, the implementation is not carried
out uniformly. This means that many countries implement
the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
regulations differently. Furthermore, there are also
significant differences to the implementation between
Europe (EASA) and the USA where it is implemented by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
In Austria and Germany, electronic registration (eID)
works by registering the operator and the UAV with the
authorities as part of the certification process in
accordance with the EASA UAV regulations, which were
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For the OPEN category, a corresponding e-registration
with the authorities and the completion of a drone
operator's license are currently sufficient. UAV use within
the SPECIFIC category can only be carried out after a risk
assessment. This risk analysis, also called "Specific
Operation Risk Assessment" (SORA), is either carried out
and published in advance by the competent authority or
prepared by the operator. In the event of a successful
application with a sufficient SORA, the authority will
issue an operating license for the UAV mission applied
for.
An application for an operating license can only be
submitted using the application form provided for this
purpose. The application must be accompanied by a risk
assessment (SORA), details for the preparation of such a
risk assessment can be found in the EASA Easy Access
Rules.
To simplify the risk assessment, frequently occurring
missions are treated as a standard scenario. If the
operation falls under a so-called standard scenario, a risk
assessment has already been carried out for the
corresponding mission type and the necessary safety
precautions and requirements have been defined.
Therefore, the operator does not have to perform a risk
assessment anymore, it is sufficient to declare the
compliance of the operation with the corresponding
scenario and the compliance with the established
requirements.
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In the certification process, the operator receives a
sticker that must be prominently displayed on the UAV.
Electronic identification has already been evaluated
within SESAR funded research projects. Technologies
from aviation, such as Automatic Dependent Surveillance
- Broadcast (ADS-B), FLARM (proprietary electronic
system that can broadcast flight position data via Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and barometric
altitude), and mobile radio networks have been used.
Within these projects the mentioned technologies were
used and their functionality was demonstrated, but there is
still a need for research in the field of interoperability of
these technologies and urgent standardization of UAV
hardware. The requirements increase especially when it
comes to beyond-visual-line-of-sight (BVLOS) flights.
Within the new UAV framework, UAV missions can now
be performed within the visual-line-of-sight (VLOS) of
the pilot, the extended-line-of-sight (EVLOS), which
means the pilot has an assistant that monitors the UAV or
BVLOS, where there is no visual contact to the UAV
given. This is illustrated in the following figure 4:

installed. At present, it does not matter what is built in,
because the authority decides according to the SORA
conducted for the planned UAV mission whether a
mission is approved or not.
This means that mobile radio is currently already
being used as a data link. Since mobile communications
technology was not primarily developed for use by UAVs,
it is not easy to assume sufficiently good reception even in
Very Low Level (VLL) airspace. In addition, there is a
lack of appropriate Quality of Service (QoS)
implementations in the mobile radio standard to ensure,
for example, that there is a reserved bandwidth in the base
stations used to guarantee that a Command and Control
(C2) data link can always be maintained (e.g., handover).
III.

RELATED RESEARCH

SESAR JU started exploratory research projects in
2017 that covered the research of different U-space
services with a special focus on the concept of operation
(CONOPS). In 2018 the SESAR U-space demonstration
projects were launched, which, building on the previously
collected results, should demonstrate U-space services.
These included projects dealing with parcel deliveries
between two densely populated cities, the transport of
material for medical emergencies, police surveillance
missions and even air cab trials in airport-controlled
airspace. Scenarios were also shown for amateur UAV
pilots on how private drone operators can benefit from Uspace services. The projects aimed to demonstrate the
different levels of automation possible, as well as the
seamless exchange of information between multiple
service providers in the same geographic area at the same
time. Table II gives an overview of some of the ongoing
SESAR U-space research, that were open at the SESAR
WAVE3 call for very-large scale demonstration projects
(VLD2):
TABLE II.

Figure 4: Separation of VLOS, EVLOS and BVLOS [9]

As seen in figure 4, the UAVs maximum operation
range is the range of the remote control. This problem can
be circumvented by using cellular radio. However, the
problem here is that there is currently very little
commercial hardware available for the use of mobile radio
for UAVs, and else one has to rely on custom-developed
solutions.
Thus, it can be stated that at the current time, no
dedicated UAV hardware is used for UAV missions in the
SPECIFIC category because it simply does not exist yet.
Therefore, commercial products are used, which means
that depending on the application, commercial UAVs are
often utilized. UAV pioneers like DJI have a very
advanced portfolio of UAV models that can be used for
many use cases. Furthermore, there are also open UAVplatforms from many manufacturers, where in addition to
the airframe and the flight controller, additional hardware
for e.g., the data link or sensor technology can be
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SESAR U-SPACE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS [10]

Project Name
AMU-LED – Air
mobility urban large
experimental
demonstrations
(VLD02)
CORUS-XUAM –
Concept of operations
for European U-space
service – extension for
urban air mobility
(VLD02)

Project Goal
Development of CONOPS for urban air
missions, performing simulations and a
real flight demonstration

Demonstration of support of U-space
services and solutions to support urban air
mobility (UAM)

GOF 2.0 – Integrated
urban airspace very
large-scale
demonstration
(VLD02)

Demonstration operational validity
serving combined Unmanned aircraft
System (UAS), electrical vertical take off
and landing (eVTOL) and manned
operations in a unified, dense urban
airspace using current ATM and U-space
services and systems

SAFIR-MED – Safe
and flexible
integration in
advanced U-space and
flexible services
focusing on medical
air mobility (VLD02)

Demonstration of the combined operation
of UAV platforms with manned avioation
in a real-life environment to validate the
used technology
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FH JOANNEUM is currently working on two research
projects on this topic. In September 2018, an innovation
lab under the title AIRlabs [19] was acquired through the
Take Off funding program. The consortium around FH
JOANNEUM is working together with renowned partners
from industry and research on this project for 5 years.
It is planned to provide UAV operators with a test
platform that on the one hand enables real operational
environments and airspace for UAV flights and on the
other hand also offers the possibility of indoor tests and
simulations. In addition, a project called EMOTE
(Evaluation of Mobile radio for UTM Systems) was
launched in January 2022 to determine the special
requirements in Austria for the use of mobile radio for
UAVs. With regard to BVLOS UAV operations, the
project will investigate how this technology can be used in
remote mountain regions for rescue and search missions.
IV.

The consortium is very large and includes mobile
operators as well as companies, for example, Frequentis
AG from Austria, which is heavily involved in the topic of
Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) services [17]. In
the future, a UTM system will also be a fixed component
of the U-space program, since it will use the services
developed within the framework of U-space.

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND
CHALLENGES

A large percentage of civil UAV applications will be
assigned to the OPEN category in the future. This applies
to hobby pilots with camera UAVs as well as commercial
users who operate their UAVs in the visual range. In
principle, the current technologies derived from model
making would be sufficient for this, if it is purely a matter
of controlling the UAVs. From the current point of view,
there is no dedicated hardware for the data link for the
SPECIFIC category. In addition to model-making
components, special long-range radio modules are used
that do not always comply with the legal framework, as
they often operate with more transmitting power than is
permitted by the authorities in order to cover the large
ranges. This poses great risks for other services operating
on these frequencies due to interference in these frequency
bands.
In the SPECIFIC category, most of the time classic
remote controller (RCs) are being used as the primary data
link as well as third (3G, UMTS) and fourth (LTE)
generation mobile radio as the secondary data link.
Especially the combination of direct control via RC and
fly-by-wire, or waypoint control via the cellular network
is the most promising approach. This has already been
proven in successful UAV test flights together with
Austro Control as a partner [11].
In the meantime, various companies such as Botlink
[12] Globe UAV [13], or DroneIQ [14] have already
recognized the potential of mobile radio for UAVs and
offer complete hardware packages, although this has not
been officially recommended or approved by the
authorities. Furthermore, there are companies like
Dimetor [15], who are also involved in the SESAR
GOF2.0 project, that in cooperation with mobile network
operators can provide the status of the mobile network in
graphical form for UAV operators. This will help
operators to examine whether the signal quality on the
planned route is sufficient before a UAV flight over the
mobile network takes place.
Mobile communications in the current fourth and soon
fifth generation also offer great potential for unmanned
aviation. Mobile communications companies in particular
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are hoping for special use cases in order to generate new
sources of revenue. In addition to high data rates, the new
fifth-generation mobile communications standard (5G)
should also enable very low latencies of less than 10 ms,
which would be ideal for (UAV) control tasks in
particular. Through Horizon2020, which was an EU-wide
funding program for innovation (from 2014 to 2020), the
5G Drones platform was created. Through this program,
use cases for 5G applications for UAVs are to be defined
since June 2019 [16]. One use case, UAV Traffic
Management using 5G networks is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: UAV Traffic Management using 5G networks [16]

Mobile technology will definitely be the key to the
implementation of U-space services in the near future.
This is also shown by the large number of scientific
publications in this area, which have been steadily
increasing since 2017 [18]. Table III shows planned phase
U2 U-Space services and their potential implementation
via mobile technology:
The biggest challenges for mobile operators will be
Quality of Service (QoS), dedicated bandwidths,
multiprovider applications and antennas optimized for
VLL. A QoS must guarantee that control commands (C2)
can always arrive at the UAV even in the case of a heavily
loaded network. Bandwidth within cells should also
always be reserved for UAVs. This is the only way to
ensure that in handover scenarios, when UAVs switch
from one base cell to another, they again have resources
for the data link.
It must also be possible for all available providers to
be accessed immediately via an electronic SIM card
(eSIM), for example. In this way, it is possible to switch
seamlessly from one provider to another in the event of a
poor connection. Blockchain technology would offer a
possible implementation for this.
Ultimately, it will also be necessary to use optimized
antennas on future optional UAV routes in the VLL,
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which will also be able to connect the VLL space
appropriately well with a mobile network coverage.
TABLE III.

U-SPACE TECHNOLOGIES IMPLEMENTED VIA MOBILE

Mobile radio providers, UAV authorities as well as
UAV operators will have to develop solutions for QoS,
reserved bandwidth, multiprovider SIM, optimization of
antennas as well as a network interface to implement Uspace data services over the mobile radio network.

RADIO

U-space U2 service
Tracking (position
report submission)

Surveillance data
exchange

Geo-fence (inc. dyn.
Geo-fencing)

Incident/Accident
reporting

Monitoring
Communication
infrastructure
monitoring
Overall information
service

Requirements
Tracking via assisted GNSS (triangulation
of base stations in addition to traditional
GNSS data) is already possible on mobile
end devices. Commercial hardware for
UAVs have to be implemented.
Automated GNSS information can be
broadcasted over the mobile radio
network (IP based). This data can be
easily transferred to any desired network
location.
A definition of an interface between UTM
service and flight controllers has to be
implemented. Dynamic updates of
geofencing may be actualized via the
mobile radio data link to the flight
controller.
Can be coupled with tracking data. If no
data is sent anymore, the last known
position will be retransmitted. Also a
mobile radio emergency transponder can
be installed.
Can be implemented according to the
tracking service.
Preflight route planning; observation, if
there are possible radio dead spots on the
planned route (e.g., by services of
companies like Dimetor).
If operators, UAVs and UTM service
providers are all within an IP based
network, then any data exchange can
easily be realized.
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Abstract—With increasing requirements for high quality,
low bandwidth video transmission systems, comes a demand
for more ad hoc video encoders. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs), or just drones, have recently grown in popularity
and use. Therefore, in this paper, we provide an efficiency
comparison of the two most popular video encoders in a
First-person view (FPV) drone piloting system. We film all
the test sequences ourselves, using a drone with an attached
4K camera. Each sequence captures a scene with different
spatiotemporal characteristics. Because video encoders are
sensitive to video content or scene complexity, instead of
doing a comprehensive comparison of all sequences at
once, we first classify all the sequences into four groups.
Finally, we examine the compression efficiency by varying
the parameters with the highest impact on encoder operation.
The quality of compressed footage is determined using four
objective video quality measures. Due to high computational
complexity, tests were performed on several nodes of a
supercomputer and the relative encoding times were also
considered.
Keywords—Image Processing, High Efficiency Video Coding, H.264, Video Coding, Data Compression

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, roughly 82% of all global Internet traffic are
video streams [1]. Modern video coding techniques offer
beyond 100 times bitrate reduction with still objectively
high video quality (tested on samples from this article), but
as seen from the high traffic percentage, there is a demand
to do better. Video encoder efficiency highly depends on
video content. Also, efficiency is a relative term depending
on the use case. Sometimes the ultimate goal is to achieve
high bitrate reduction and acceptable video quality, with
the cost of long encoding time. An example of such a
case would be on-demand video streaming, as seen in
services like YouTube [2] or Netflix [3], where the video is
pre-encoded and stored on servers. The first-person view
(FPV) drone piloting system is an example of a system
where encoding time is a huge factor when speaking of
coding efficiency. This article will focus on such real-time
streaming systems.
Video encoders can be optimized to fit their use case.
In an FPV drone piloting system, user input from the controller is very useful information for the encoder. It could
be synced with motion estimation procedure to achieve
outstanding motion prediction and hence, better video
compression. An encoder can be adapted in yet another
simpler, but not so efficient way. Popular implementations
(x264, x265 etc.) offer a set of parameters that can be
tweaked to fit the encoder use case. This is the approach
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we have described throughout this paper, and our mission
was to find an optimal set of parameters for our use case.
Group of Pictures (GOP) size, target bitrate and Quantization Parameter (QP) are some of the parameters that
affect encoding operation the most. Both x264 and x265
implementations offer the user a possibility to arbitrarily
change those parameters. GOP size defines the distance
in frames between two Intracoded frames. Target bitrate
sets a desired final bitrate. The encoder will try to get as
close to this bitrate, but sometimes QP restriction won’t
allow that. QP defines how strongly the transformation
coefficients will be quantized and is usually described with
two subparameters: QP min and QP max. QP min sets the
minimum quantizer scale, and QP max set the maximum
quantizer scale. All three parameters are correlated. Test
results have shown a very high correlation between QP
and target bitrate, therefore in tests, we also considered
the actual bitrate.
Video quality evaluation can be done objectively and
subjectively. Best results are obtained subjectively [4],
by surveying a group of people. But subjective video
quality evaluation requires a lot of resources (mostly
time) which we could not afford, so the evaluation
was done using four objective video quality metrics Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity
(SSIM), Video Multimethod Assessment Fusion (VMAF)
and Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator
(BRISQUE). All metrics will be further discussed in later
chapters.
II. RELATED WORK
As discussed in the introduction, encoder comparison
usually revolves around on-demand adaptive streaming.
The biggest difference between these systems and our
FPV system is that they do not consider encoding times,
which is crucial in real-time streaming. As our goal is
to compare tweaked x264 and x265 implementations in
an FPV drone piloting system, some have already done
similar research in different systems. Malhotra et al.
[5] showed how significant bitrate saving for the same
quality can be achieved by using x265 instead of x264
encoder. The same result was obtained in [6], where it
was revealed that x265 (along with aomenc and libvpx)
achieve substantial compression efficiency improvement
over x264. If computational complexity is not considered,
from many other various analyses it is safe to conclude that
x265 outperforms x264 in practically every aspect. Even
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subjective quality metrics confirm that x265 dominates
over x264 [7].
Mansri et al. [8] claim that each newly born codec outperforms its predecessor in terms of coding efficiency with
an increase in computational complexity. The question is
whether x265 is really a better option in the FPV drone
piloting system when everything (including computational
complexity) is considered. The key is to find a good tradeoff between encoding time and encoded video bitrate, all
while keeping the video quality at high levels. Drones are
limited by battery capacity, so energy consumption is also
an important factor. Previous research has shown that realtime encoding can be achieved by parallelizing the encoder
up to its parallelisation limits which are dependent on the
encoder implementation [9].
III. VIDEO QUALITY EVALUATION
Video quality is determined using objective quality
metrics. The idea is to encode a series of raw videos with
several different encoding parameters and calculate every
metric for each encoded video. As that results in hundreds
of encoded videos, the process needs to be automated.
A. Process automatization
We automated the process by designing a test environment consisting of 6 Python scripts:
•

•
•

•
•
•

encode.py – encode input video through all combinations of defined coding parameters using FFmpeg
[10]
quality_assessment.py – calculate PSNR, SSIM and
BRISQUE scores
generate_vmaf.py – calculate VMAF (VMAF is isolated from other metrics because we use FFmpeg to
calculate it)
avg_vmaf.py – extract average VMAF scores
append_vmaf.py – combine VMAF scores with scores
of other 3 metrics
draw.py – visualize results. This can be challenging
when dealing with multi-dimensional data. For a clear
interpretation, we draw interactive parallel coordinates and bubble charts using plotly [11].

•

•

•

NR (No Reference) – typically used when there
is no reference image available. NR metrics use
models trained on huge sets of images with common
distortions to evaluate quality
FR (Full Reference) – these metrics compare compressed image pixel values with corresponding reference image pixel values and use that information to
calculate quality scores
RR (Reduced Reference) – a combination of NR and
FR metrics. We didn’t use any RR metric in this
article.

Of the 4 metrics used, only 1 is an NR metric
(BRISQUE) and 3 are FR (PSNR, SSIM, VMAF). A
smaller BRISQUE [13] score indicates better perceptual
quality, while for FR metrics it’s the inverse. PSNR scores
typically range from 30dB to 50dB, SSIM from 0 to 1, and
VMAF [14] scores range from 0 to 100 and are designed
to linearly map to the human opinion scale.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to get the best results for our use case, we
filmed 16 4K/60fps raw sequences using a DJI ZENMUSE
X5S camera on DJI Inspire 2 drone. Figure 1 shows the
frames of each sequence. It’s crucial to capture scenes with
different spatiotemporal characteristics since compression
quality is highly dependent on scene complexity [15].
A. Sequence classification
To get more granulated results, we classified each
sequence into one of 4 classes (Figure 2):
•
•
•
•

A - low spatial and low temporal complexity,
B – low spatial and high temporal complexity,
C – high spatial and low temporal complexity,
D – high spatial and high temporal complexity.

For each raw video, all scripts need to be executed
sequentially. This results in a series of .csv files, each
containing multiple text rows describing encoder parameters and the scores obtained for those parameters. Since
the whole processing pipeline is computationally very
complex, it’s impractical to run it on an average computer.
That’s why we deployed all scripts on supercomputer
BURA [12], located in Rijeka. BURA has a multicomputer
cluster of 288 compute nodes, each having two Xeon E5
processors inside and 64GB memory. Even on BURA, it
took approximately 3 minutes to process a single frame.
B. Objective image/video quality metrics
There are 3 types of objective image/video quality
metrics:
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Fig. 2: Sequence classification
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Fig. 1: Class A, B, C and D frames (from top to bottom row)

Spatial complexity is determined by the amount of
smooth areas and edges in an image. The more smooth
areas (spatially low-frequency areas), the lower the spatial
complexity. An example of a low spatial complexity image
is A1 from Figure 1, and D2 is a good example of
a high spatial complexity image. Temporal complexity
is determined by a difference between two consecutive
frames. A bigger difference means higher temporal complexity. In other words, when objects (or the camera)
move fast, the temporal complexity is likely to be high.
Even though there are objective methods for classifying
sequences based on spatial and temporal information [16],
for purpose of this article sequence classification was
subjectively determined. Test results will be displayed for
each class individually, but an overall result will also be
calculated.
B. Results representation
We faced the challenge of visualising 10-dimensional
data: codec, target bitrate, actual bitrate, average QP, GOP
size, encoding time, PSNR, SSIM, VMAF and BRISQUE.
Parallel coordinates (Figure 3) turned out to be the most
appealing solution for us. The plot might not be so vivid
in form of an image, but it is interactive and by filtering
data, we managed to extract some important conclusions,
discussed in the fifth chapter. Table I represents crucial
data in form of a table. Results confirmed our assumptions
regarding target bitrate and QP correlation. Oftentimes, the
target bitrate was far off from the actual bitrate, because
the QP restriction was set too high/low. Encoder can’t
generate a video with the desired bitrate if it’s not allowed
to use a wide enough spectrum of quantization factors,
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and that results in redundant data. Therefore, the table
only displays the actual bitrate alongside relative metric
scores and encoding time. For example, if the H264 SSIM
score is 0.88, and the H265 SSIM score is 0.93, the table
will display a value of 5.68%. First four table rows (A-D)
represent average scores for each class, and the fifth row is
an overall average for all compressed sequences. Table II
shows a few class-averaged samples with specific values
so readers can get a sense of value ranges.

C. Encoder parameter analysis
For H264 we used the libx264 implementation supported by FFmpeg, and similarly, for H265 we used
libx265. Both implementations offer a wide spectrum of
parameters that can be tweaked in the encoding process.
Below is an example of a command we used to encode
videos. The command was called multiple times with
varying parameters by using the call function from the
subprocess package in python scripts.
ffmpeg -framerate 60 -i %04d.tif -c:v
libx264 -b:v 8000k -qmin 15 -qmax 35 -g
120 example_output.mp4
More details regarding encoder implementations can be
found in [17].
Because of strong QP and target bitrate correlation,
huge deviations between libx264 and libx265 appear at
extremely low and extremely high bitrates. Both codecs
were tested with an identical set of parameters, but x265
handled the QP restriction better than x264.
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Bitrate
[Mbps]

PSNR (more
is better)

SSIM (more
is better)

BRISQUE
(less is better)

VMAF (more
is better)

Encoding time
(less is better)

2.75 (-30.56%)
4.12 (1.67%)
5.88 (-1.90%)
7.59 (0.88%)
27.28 (-27.52%)
2.66 (-25.34%)
4.17 (1.96%)
5.97 (1.81%)
7.66 (2.27%)
26.79 (-29.17%)
4.49 (-22.53%)
5.46 (-2.57%)
7.24 (0.08%)
13.03 (-9.36%)
61.48 (1.07%)
3.36 (-33.23%)
4.06 (1.79%)
5.91 (0.46%)
9.48 (-3.64%)
39.86 (-14.54%)
2.49 (-26.91%)
3.95 (-18.61%)
5.79 (-16.99%)
8.69 (-8.69%)
36.37 (-14.82%)

9.11%
8.37%
4.87%
3.47%
0.33%
9.87%
7.30%
4.71%
3.05%
0.48%
7.45%
8.93%
6.84%
2.93%
0.73%
8.63%
10.31%
6.41%
3.96%
0.63%
8.24%
3.91%
6.24%
3.92%
1.26%

5.55%
3.52%
1.88%
1.34%
0.23%
4.28%
3.09%
1.89%
1.19%
0.29%
7.23%
7.06%
4.72%
1.82%
0.38%
5.00%
6.07%
3.14%
1.69%
0.31%
4.08%
2.18%
3.68%
2.22%
0.72%

-7.39%
-7.99%
-4.44%
-2.73%
16.25%
-9.07%
-7.82%
-5.51%
-3.81%
11.85%
-0.21%
-1.04%
-0.12%
1.61%
8.67%
-7.56%
-7.83%
-4.81%
-3.79%
4.67%
-10.45%
-7.88%
-3.59%
-0.36%
6.45%

19.39%
14.31%
7.39%
4.88%
0.71%
22.58%
13.21%
7.82%
4.62%
0.70%
20.24%
21.18%
13.84%
4.17%
0.49%
24.43%
24.65%
11.82%
4.41%
0.19%
19.17%
9.69%
12.47%
5.79%
1.35%

19.48%
25.76%
24.78%
25.84%
37.27%
23.47%
25.00%
26.43%
28.97%
44.63%
47.96%
20.99%
38.00%
15.53%
32.21%
48.32%
33.10%
42.63%
44.69%
80.38%
24.19%
31.75%
9.05%
11.71%
50.86%

Class

A

B

C

D

Overall

TABLE I: Libx265 results relative to libx264 (libx264 anchor)
Codec

libx264

libx265

Bitrate
[Mbps]

PSNR (more
is better)

SSIM (more
is better)

BRISQUE
(less is better)

VMAF (more
is better)

Encoding time
(less is better)

3.31
4.45
6.25
9.44
38.86
2.41
4.47
6.26
9.11
33.41

33.68
35.44
37.07
38.57
41.30
36.64
38.51
39.17
39.86
41.51

0.88
0.91
0.93
0.95
0.98
0.93
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98

61.97
60.53
58.11
56.49
48.19
57.98
56.61
55.82
55.12
53.13

68.79
77.35
84.87
91.73
98.21
83.69
91.25
93.44
95.85
98.72

37.25
35.57
35.37
35.68
37.54
50.69
44.49
47.58
44.90
54.54

TABLE II: Few class-averaged coding quality samples with specific values

GOP size had a minimal impact on encoder operation
and compression quality. Using the fixed target bitrate and
QP, PSNR varied approximately ±1.5% for GOP sizes of
90, 120 and 150. This happened to be the case with both
codecs.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This article provides an efficiency comparison of the
two most popular video encoders in the FPV real-time
streaming system. After filming 16 raw drone sequences,
we classified them into four classes regarding spatiotemporal complexity and encoded each sequence through
numerous combinations of encoding parameters. Four objective video quality metrics were calculated for each set
of encoding parameters, resulting in over 1000 samples.
Because of the very high computational complexity, all
calculations were done on HPC BURA. Samples were
processed to display vivid results for each class, but an
overall result was also provided.
Test results indicate that x265 outperforms x264 in
every aspect except for encoding time. For approximately
the same bitrate, x265 showed up to 10% higher PSNR,
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7% higher SSIM, 20% higher VMAF and up to 11% lesser
BRISQUE scores. On average, x265 required 25% more
encoding time.
Test results varied for every class, which confirms
our assumption that encoder operation depends on scene
complexity. Class C footage had the highest encoding
time and lowest metric scores for a fixed bitrate. Class D
follows, and (besides some outliers) B had the best scores
on average.
In our opinion, coding quality can be slightly improved
by tweaking encoder parameters to fit scene content. Our
results show that improvements achieved in this way are
almost not noticeable, and it’s questionable if finding
perfect encoding parameters is worth the effort. Final
bitrate is by far the most eloquent factor. We believe much
better improvements could be achieved by redesigning the
encoder operation, for example by improving the motion
estimation technique as described in chapter 1. To achieve
substantial improvements, changes in lower level encoder
design must be made.
By observing what could be changed in lower level en-
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Fig. 3: Video encoding results for x264 and x265 with various parameters, encoding time and quality data interpreted
using parallel coordinates

Fig. 4: Class A-D VMAF scores

coder design, we saw an opportunity in offloading encoder
complexity to the decoder side. By skipping demosaicking
and working with the raw Bayer image data, encoding
time could be significantly reduced. In future research we
would like to artificially insert raw G, B and R data into
Y, U and V components and compress the video as such.
Later at the decoder side, we would do demosaicking and
finish the decoding process.
While researching real-time compression algorithms, we
stumbled upon wavelets. Wavelets could be a subject of
future research, and could potentially be a great solution
in FPV streaming systems because of their very low computational complexity. Therefore, future research could
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include designing a wavelet encoder and comparing its
efficiency with x264 or x265. Also, objective sequence
classification could be done instead of subjective.
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Abstract—Intent-based networking (IBN) solutions to managing complex ICT systems have become one of the key enablers
of intelligent and autonomous network management. As the
number of machine learning (ML) techniques deployed in IBN
increases, it becomes increasingly important to understand their
expected performance. Whereas IBN concepts are generally
specific to the use case envisioned, the underlying platforms are
generally heterogenous, comprised of complex processing units,
including CPU/GPU, CPU/FPGA and CPU/TPU combinations,
which needs to be considered when running the ML techniques
chosen. We focus on a case study of IBNs in the so-called ICT
supply chain systems, where multiple ICT artifacts are integrated
in one system based on heterogeneous hardware platforms.
Here, we are interested in the problem of benchmarking the
computational performance of ML technique defined by the
intents. Our benchmarking method is based on collaborative
filtering techniques, relying on ML-based methods like Singular
Value Decomposition and Stochastic Gradient Descent, assuming
initial lack of explicit knowledge about the expected number of
operations, framework, or the device processing characteristics.
We show that it is possible to engineer a practical IBN system
with various ML techniques with an accurate estimated performance based on data from a few benchmarks only.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Managing, orchestrating and controlling environments
which include distributed devices spanning highly heterogeneous networks is becoming an increasingly complex task. For
this reason, the interest in more intelligent and automation
geared management methods, such as utilization of intent
based network (IBN) management, has also been on the
rise, and is significantly improving both the automation and
management process in wide spectrum of application domains
and complex ICT systems. IBN systems are designed to
translate high-level intents into a structured format with the
help of natural language processing techniques, thus easing
the system management also for non-experts. Structured specifications translated from the intent configure the systems in a
policy-based fashion, without the need to manually check the
conflicts in a large-scale system. IBN typically deploy various
ML techniques not only for natural language processing, but
also for the entire suite of network management functions,
such as resource management or security.
Whereas IBN concepts are generally specific to the use case
envisioned, the underlying ICT platforms are generally heterogenous, comprised of complex processing units, including
CPU/GPU, CPU/FPGA and CPU/TPU combinations. Hence,
for the system to choose between multiple potentially new
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ML model configurations is not only potentially time-critical,
but can also result in computationally ineffective choice of
ML techniques on a specific hardware. Moreover, intents are
useful precisely because they enable system configurations
where a problem can be solved by choosing from a set of
candidate ML-based solutions, whereby each of the candidates
can give the comparable output, but with different accuracy
and run-time. Hence, an efficient IBN system needs to be
able to predict how long it takes for a potential ML solution
to execute for a given intent, while preserving a threshold
of accuracy. This brings into question of what the optimal
way of estimating performance of ML solutions in an IBN
system is, and whether it is possible to learn and extract
features that relate the performance of a specific intent to
the hardware in an implicit way. What is needed is an intentbased networking paradigm that would allow administrators
to choose and deploy best ML models on the most suited
hardware platform, through simple use of high level intents.
The objective of this paper is three-fold. Firstly, we introduce a specific case study of complex IBN management
systems implemented in ICT supply chain systems. The
implementation of intents in a specific case study enables
us to define meaningful intents, which in turn allows for an
easier system administration. Second, we focus on the design
of the ML benchmarking solution for intents, using a specific
module within IBN-based management system, we refer to as
ML Recommender. This module estimates the computational
performance of ML-based techniques on heterogeneous hardware devices in the system, without explicit knowledge about
the number of operations, framework, or the device processing
characteristics of each ML technique. To discover and learn
the features that link the performance of a specific ML model
to the hardware in an implicit way we will use Collaborative
Filtering (CF), as a commonly used tool in recommendation
systems [1]. Finally, we evaluate the system performance by
measuring the quality of forecasting using a small number
of tests on some devices, and the information from previous
execution of other ML techniques on existing hardwares. The
information collected about the performance is represented as
a sparse matrix. The matrix would contain information about
the computational performance of certain ML tasks, such as
Deep Learning models, which were hosted on specific hardware devices in previous executions. After that, ML algorithm
called Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), will be used in
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order to estimate the missing values of the input matrix, which
will in turn be used as valid ML-performance estimation.
We show how the estimated outcome effectively enhances
IBN-based management systems capabilities of scheduling,
planning or hardware provisioning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the related work. Section III describes the case study
of intent-based management in ICT supply chains. The ML
benchmarking solution is presented in IV. Section V evaluates
the performance. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
With a rise of complex network environments and system
architectures, there has also been an increased interest in
more intelligent and autonomous management methods, with
intent based networking as one of the leading trends. Intent
based networking is a practical concept used in specific
reference scenarios. In [2] and [3], multi-platform 5G and IoT
network infrastructures are studies with IBN solutions. In [4]
distributed, multi-technology, and multi-stakeholder network
infrastructures are taken as examples to drive the need for
intelligent automation and orchestration. Our previous work
in [5] introduced and motivated intent-based networking in
the so-called ICT supply chain system, defined as a system
integrating ICT products and services, transforming raw materials, and components into a finished product or service
from supplier to the end user.. Similarly, a part of closedloop automation was analyzed in supply chains, with different
management system requirements formulated with intents [6].
Every IBN architecture deploys ML techniques, which in
general need to run on rich heterogeneous hardware platform environments. Hence, for an intent to be executed
effectively, it is critical to understand the performance of
the ML solution deployed. In [7], an ML approach based
on artificial neural network was proposed, with the aim of
predicting the performance of different applications and with
that advancing the effectiveness of scheduling on a CPU
hardware. In [8], the execution time of an application on
a specific FPGA is used to predict the execution time on
other hardware without making a real implementation, using
neural networks as a tool for estimation. In addition, software
developers need to define some system characteristics of their
developed components before deploying in production. In
[9], a methodology is presented that estimates the execution
time of software components on a specific architecture using
simulation and analytical tools that uses parts of system
information. The paper compared the estimated execution
times of certain software components using the simulation
based system and the real benchmarks. The work presented
in [1] proposes an online and scalable datacenter scheduler,
considering the heterogeneity of hardware and the interference
between executed workloads, using the collaborative filtering
prediction technique. The same technique will be used in this
paper, due to its wide use in recommendation systems. One
of the most famous applications of CF is Netflix Challenge
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[10], which will also be used as a reference method in our
work, as well as the framework developed in [1].
III. A C ASE S TUDY OF I NTENT-BASED M ANAGEMENT IN
ICT S UPPLY C HAINS
As ICT supply chain networks are comprised of heterogeneous and complex infrastructures, with the high interoperability requirements. Here, managing, orchestrating and
enforcing policies at scale is a challenge. To tackle this
challenge and develop an intelligent management strategy, we
employ the paradigm of intent-based networking in order to
allow administrators to set high level intents that instruct the
system of what to do instead of how a task should be executed.
A. IBN Reference Architecture
The case study of IBN based management system design
is illustrated in Fig. 1, with the ML-based intelligence as the
key enabler of the proposed solution, considering the need for
automation of system configurations. The ICT supply chain
network typically consists of several domains, such as factories, transportation facilities, warehouses, and retailers. Each
domain can have its own computing servers, which are used
for various computational functionalities, such as networking,
security, system optimization, and system management. Tasks
can be forwarded to dedicated servers depending on the
required computation, memory, throughput etc.
The reference architectural design of the intelligent intent
based management system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system
consists of ICT supply chain network infrastructure, including
various IoT devices such as security cameras, RFIDs, and
sensors, edge computing nodes located geographically close
to the IoT devices, a centralized ICT supply chain network
controller to monitor and manage the infrastructure, and a
high-level intent-based orchestrator. The network controller
collects telemetry from the infrastructure, manage and enforce
policies in the system. The intent-based orchestrator is a
high-level layer that interacts with the network administrator
in order to provide an easy-to-use management interface.
It includes different modules that insures the translation
of user, i.e., system administrator, intents into configured
policies to be applied by the network controller: a dashboard,
intent-based interface, intent manager, policy configurator,
knowledge base, monitoring, and ML recommender. The
dashboard provides a user interface, where the intents
given by the network administrator are read and then
parsed by an intent-based interface. An intent manager
component is designed to translate high-level intents into
a structured format with the help of natural language
processing techniques. Structured specifications translated
from the intent are then forwarded to the policy configurator
component, which matches the user requirements with
possible predefined policies stored in a knowledge base,
and more specifically in a policy store. After configuring
these policies, conflicts are checked and verified. Then the
policy configurator triggers the network controller to apply
changes in the network infrastructure. Monitoring tools
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Fig. 1: Reference architecture of an intelligent intent based management system in ICT supply chain

are used by the network controller to collect metrics and
provide the real time state of the network. The Monitoring
component in the intent-based orchestrator filters the
telemetry collected from the network and uses the knowledge
base to store some selected telemetry such as CPU/GPU
performance, memory, latency, throughput, security state
of links and devices, application logs, and security camera
results etc. One important telemetry information is the the
ML techniques performance on different hardware, which
is saved in an ML techniques store. In order to use this
telemetry and improve policy configuration methods such as
scheduling of functions on servers, routing, and enhancing
access control configuration, we design an intelligent
module called ML Recommender. This module will tackle
one of the most important challenges related to choosing
and deploying the best ML-based algorithms in the most
suitable server of the supply chain infrastructure, using the
performance information collected in the ML techniques store.

B. Benchmarking ML Solutions in IBN Systems
ML solutions are widely used for various tasks in ICT
supply chains, such as threat detection, demand forecasting,
and face detection. When a new device joins the network, it
has no performance history, which makes the system enable
to accurately take several decisions such as ML techniques
allocation. To solve this problem, the ML Recommender
is introduced, which is responsible on benchmarking the
performance of ML techniques on new coming device or the
performance of new ML techniques on existing devices. (The
next section describes the design of the ML recommender in
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detail.) From a system design side, in order to trigger the ML
Recommender, we propose two intent types that can be used
by the system administrator, as follows:
•
•

For adding a new hardware device: ”add device device id
to domain domain id”
For adding a new ML technique: ”add ML-technique
ML-tech id to ML-technique type ML-tech type name”

The intent manager then discovers the intent types from
the input text and parse it in a structured JSON format as:
{intent name : ”adding device”, device: ”device id”, domain:
”domain id”}, and {intent name : ”adding ML-technique”,
ML-technique: ”ML-tech id”, ML-technique type: ”MLtech type name”}. After that the policy configurator matches
the given intent with the required policies. For instance,
this can be defined as follow: check the connectivity of
device (”device id”), or check the existence of ML-technique
(”ML-tech id”) in an ML techniques store using its ”MLtech type name”, alert the user if the checking operation
fails, trigger the ML Recommender with the provided
information, or similar.

IV. ML B ENCHMARKING
As a part of the intelligent intent based management system,
ML Recommender module will have the task of benchmarking
and estimating the performance of different ML techniques on
heterogeneous ICT supply chain hardware platforms. Instead
of running all existing ML techniques on each device, to link
the performances of a specific ML model to the hardware we
will use Collaborative Filtering. This section first explains the
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CF techniques envisioned, after which we present how they
are being applied to estimate technique-device benchmarks.
A. Collaborative Filtering Techniques
We adopt a single rating CF system for product recommendation, where the input is modeled as a sparse matrix
E ∈ Rm,n , where m is the number of users and n is the
number of items. Each user i is represented by one row and
each item j by one column. In this example, we denote by
ei,j the rating of item j by user i. A new incoming user will
rate a limited number of items, then the existing user rating
is used to estimate the ratings for other missing items. CF
algorithms ensure that the predicted value is always in the
same range used by all users. After obtaining the complete
rating information, a recommendation system recommends the
list of Top-N most likable items by the user.
One of the efficient methods of CF, which among many
other recommender systems was also used in the Netflix
Challenge [10], is the Singular Value Decomposition SVD,
that we will adopt as a first step of our estimation approach.
SVD is a technique of dimensionality reduction used to
decompose a matrix into three matrices U , V , and Σ, in order
to find lower bi-dimensional feature space.

e1,1 .
.
. e1,n
 e2,1 .
.
. e2,n 


 .
.
.
.
. 
 = U ΣV T
(1)
SV D(E) = 

 .
.
e
.
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 .
.
.
.
. 
em,1 .
.
. em,n
Where U and V are m × rand n × r orthogonal matrices,
representing the left and right singular vectors respectively,
and Σ is an r × r diagonal matrix, representing the singular values, r denotes the rank of matrix E, and expresses
the number of features of similarity resulted by SVD. The
application of SVD requires the factorization of our input
matrix E, which is a complex problem due the sparsity of
the matrix. Traditional SVD algorithms cannot work with
incomplete information about the entries and in addition they
cause the issue of overfitting, meaning that the estimation will
converge to some known values from the given input.
In order to recover missing entries of the matrix E, PQreconstruction method [1] will be used. To that end we define
the matrices Q = U , P T = ΣV T , and R = Q × P T as
the approximation of A, including the missing entries. The
vector associated to the item j is denoted by qj ∈ Rr , which
expresses the features representation of item j. Similarly for
users, pi ∈ Rr denotes the vector associated to the user i, to
express its features representation. Therefore, the elements of
the approximation matrix R can be represented as:
ri,j = qjT pi
(2)
The estimation of any rating of a user i to an item j can be
easily obtained, once we have the feature vectors pi and qj .
In matrix reconstruction, the estimation model is built
using the observed ratings and avoiding the missing entries,
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represented by zero values in the sparse matrix E. For
the overfitting problem, a regularization term is used while
minimizing the error during the learning phase. The following
minimization formulation of the problem tries to minimize
the squared error between the rating and the estimation,
considering the regularization term:
X
min
(ri,j − qjT pi )2 + λ(||qj ||2 + (||pi ||2 )
(3)
q,p

(i,j)∈S

Where S represents the set of non-zero values of matrix E,
and λ is a regularization parameter. The non-zero values are
considered to model the previously observed ratings in order
to create a general fitting function able to predict unknown
ratings, while minimizing the error. The regularization parameter λ is used to adjust the minimization function and prevent
overfitting the model with known values.
Next, we adopt the Stochastic Gradient Descent as a
learning algorithm that processes the matrix E to improve
the estimation. The feature vectors pi and qj are initialized
randomly and iterated over all the training set of ratings. In
each iteration the value of the rating using eq. (2) is predicted
and computed as follows:
i,j = ri,j − qjT pi
(4)
Afterwards, we update the feature vectors qj and pi using a
learning rate σ, considering the regularization factor λ, as
follows:
qj = qj + σ · (i,j · pi − λ · qj )

(5)

pi = pi + σ · (i,j · qj − λ · pi )

(6)

The algorithm iterates over all matrix entries s times, where
s is a parameter to be defined, as well as the learning
rate σ, regularization factor λ, and the number of features
r (called latent factors). The utilization of the previously
described algorithm to estimate the performance of a MLbased technique is described in the next subsection.
B. Predicting Performance of Various ML Techniques
In proposed intelligent intent based management system,
we assume the existence of M ML techniques, that can be
executed on N hardware devices. Example of ML-based
techniques can be various object detection algorithms
used to monitor security cameras, executing different tasks
like employee detection, threat detection, product quality
monitoring, etc. Different ML models can do the same
task, while having different speed performance in inference,
memory consumption, and accuracy of results. One of the
most important factors that need to be measured is the
inference performance, which will be the main objective
of our proposed solution to predict. Fig. 2 represents an
abstraction of our problem, where we assume the existence
of an ML techniques store containing ML models and several
heterogeneous computing devices. The previously explained
matrix E of user-item ratings in this system represents the
execution performance of matching pairs of devices and ML
technique pairs. When a new ML technique is registered
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Fig. 2: Running ML technique on heterogeneous computing devices

throught the intent-based orchestrator, as described in section
III-B e.g. ”add ML-technique MobileNet-V2-threat 1 to
ML-technique type threat-detection”, we add a new raw
to the performance matrix E with empty zeros. After that,
the ML Recommender chooses randomly a set of devices
for the benchmarking of new ML technique. The collected
performance information is then added to E as shown in
Fig. 3. a., then the SVD method is used to estimate the
performance on the rest of devices using eq.1, 6, 5, and 4 in
order to minimize the error defined in eq. 3. Finally the ML
Recommender saves the new performance entries into the
ML techniques store.

C. System Scaling
An important factor to be considered in an IBN system
design, which also is its salient feature, is the scalability. To
this end, we consider a scenario where a new hardware device
is added to the system. We start with the assumption that
there is no any prior knowledge about the performance of
ML techniques on a newly added device. The procedure of
performance estimation in this case, is similar to the procedure
used for a new incoming technique, triggered by the user from
the intent-based orchestrator, e.g. ”add device edge 100 to
domain warehouse 5”. The estimation process again follows
two phases, warm-up and online, where the warm-up phase is
the same as used previously in Fig. 2. When a new device is
added, the performance of existing ML-based techniques on
that device needs to be benchmarked. In Fig.3.b, an illustration
of this process is shown. Assuming that k techniques are
chosen from the ML techniques store, they are executed one
by one on the new device, and with their performance results
collected. After this, a new column is added to the matrix E
associated to the new device, with the entries corresponding
to each benchmarked technique filled. Next, the new matrix
is normalized, followed by applying the previously explained
SVD algorithm IV-A, where eq.1, 6, 5, and 4 are used for error
minimization in eq. 3. The missing performance estimation
is then obtained, out of all the registered techniques in the
system, saved in the ML techniques store, which allows us to
scale up, migrate or replicate using the new hardware device.
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a. Similarity Prediction

b. Scaling

Fig. 3: Performance estimation of a ML techniques on a newly added device.

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
To evaluate the performance of our proposed ML algorithm,
an online store of AI benchmark experiments is used [11].
It contains numerous AI tasks and deep learning architectures, tested on multiple hardware platforms. Most popular
DL architecture like MobileNet-V2 (classification), InceptionV3 (classification), VGG-19 (image-to-image mapping) and
LSTM (sentence sentiment analysis), and DeepLab (image
segmentation) are evaluated in terms of training time and
inference time (per one image), as well as memory utilization.
An updated dataset from 2019 containing 42 different AI tasks
built for desktops is used in our work [12]. Popular hardware
platforms, such as CPUs, GPUs and TPUs, are configured to
run deep learning models. In the store, 192 different hardware
platforms are tested, e.g. Tesla V100 SXM2 32Gb, NVIDIA
TITAN V, GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, AMD Threadripper 3970X,
Intel Xeon Gold 6130, etc.
To emulate the behavior of the proposed ML recommender,
we assume that our system consists of 191 heterogeneous
hardware units, and an ML techniques store of 42 AI tasks.
A new hardware is added to our network, which needs to be
tested in order to collect the performance of all the existing
AI tasks in the store. The knowledge base of the intent-based
orchestrator is initialized with a subset of the existing AI
tasks and a subset of the existing hardware platforms. The
ML Recommender is triggered throught the dashboard using
the following intents: ”add ML-technique MobileNet-V2 to
ML-technique type threat-detection”, where the ML-techid is replaced by a different ML technique from the store
for every replication e.g. Inception-V3, VGG-19, etc. After
that SVD algorithm runs to predict the benchmark values
of missing hardware devices. The metric used to evaluate
the machine learning algorithm is the normalized root mean
squared error (RMSE) and can be expressed as follows:
s
PN PN 2
i=1
j=1 i,j
(7)
RMSE =
2
N
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Value Decomposition (SVD) are used to estimate the missing
values of the benchmark input matrices, which is planned
to be used to enhance the management system capabilities
of scheduling, planning or hardware provisioning. A dataset
of 42 ML model benchmarked on 196 different hardware
platform were used for testing the proposed algorithm, where
the results are promising in terms of estimation correctness.
As a future work, we plan to extend our system design of the
ML recommender to consider the scheduling and planning
problem, and to show how can a user requirement given as
a high-level intent be automatically translated into scheduling
decisions using our benchmarking solution.
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Fig. 4: Performance of benchmark prediction using Normalized RMSE with
different settings of missing benchmarks.

normalized RMSE =

RMSE
max R − min R

(8)

where R is the matrix that contains predictions, max R and
min R represent the maximum and minimum values in the
matrix.
The number of iterations is set to 5000, the latent factors
are set to 10, learning rate is 0.04, and β = 5 · 10−6 . In figure
4 the percentage of missing benchmark is varied from 30%
to 90%. For each test, 5 replications are evaluated where a
random device is chosen for benchmark prediction for every
replication. Then the average normalized RMSE is calculated
and plotted. The performance of prediction is expected to
decrease (normalized RMSE increase) when the percentage
of missing values increases. Thus, the more benchmarks we
obtain from real measurements, the better our estimation of
the AI tasks performance on other hardware devices. For a
30% of missing devices, the normalized RMSE is equal to
0.03, which is a promising results. However the normalized
RMSE for 90% of missing benchmarks is very high around
0.2, which needs to be improved, in order to use our system
for practical applications, where benchmarking techniques are
time consuming, and when scheduling must happen in real
time using accurate performance evaluations.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
With the rise of heterogeneous devices in complex ICT
systems and the rise of machine learning based solutions that
are implemented to solve problems in every domain of application, it is becoming an imperative to study the challenges
of managing ML solutions running in such systems in an
innovative way. We first proposed intent-based networking
(IBN) solution as the approach for intelligent managing of
ICT supply chain systems. Afterwards, we studied the problem of benchmarking these ML solutions, through a module
called ML Recommender. This module is used for estimating
the computational performance of ML-based techniques on
heterogeneous hardware devices, considering the lack of explicit knowledge about the number of operations, framework,
or the device processing characteristics for each ML-based
technique. Collaborative Filtering techniques like Singular
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Abstract—We analyze whether a multidimensional parity
check (MDPC) or a Reed-Solomon (RS) code in combination
with an auxiliary channel can improve the throughput and
extend the THz transmission distance. While channel quality
is addressed by various coding approaches, and an effective
THz system configuration is enabled by other approaches with
additional channels, their combination is new with the potential
for significant improvements in quality of the data transmission.
Our specific solution is designed to correct data bits at the
physical layer by using a low complexity erasure code (MDPC
or RS), whereby original and parity data are transferred over
two separate and parallel THz channels, including one main
channel and one additional channel. The results are theoretically
analyzed to see that our new solution can improve throughput,
support higher modulation levels and transfer data over the
longer distances with THz communications.
Index Terms—THz; MDPC code; RS code; auxiliary channel;
main channel; parallel transmission; wireless networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The terahertz (THz) frequency band (0.3-10 THz) is envisioned to meet the needs of ever increasing multi-gigabit
mobile data in future wireless networks [1]. Communications
in the THz frequency range are however very susceptible to
atmospheric effects due to gaseous absorption and water vapor.
Depending on the transmission frequency chosen, these effects
can have a major impact on the feasibility of high-data rate
communications [2]. A careful selection of the channelization
is therefore required to mitigate these impairments. Transmitting data with a high modulation level over a long transmission
distance in this frequency range can lead to a deteriorated
Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR), i.e., a high Bit Error Ratio (BER)
or Symbol Error Ratio (SER) of transmitted data. A large
bandwidth and thus short symbol durations present a challenge
for traditional Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes. The
adaption and development of coding schemes to provide the
desired robustness for fast and reliable high data rate transmission are thus subject of ongoing research [3]. The IEEE
802.15.3d standard [4] gives guidance on the implementation
of high data rate transmissions in the low THz range of 252
GHz to 325 GHz. The research community is trying to address
the challenges related to THz communication for both system
configuration issues and new transceiver design engineering.
Two methods of solving the issue of transmission distance in
the THz band are of interest to us: the usage of auxiliary channel and erasure coding. A Wi-Fi auxiliary channel, combined
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with THz transmission channel, was used to estimate distance
of the THz receiver and measure air humidity [5]. UltraMassive MIMO systems with auxiliary channels, deployed at
THz band, can solve the transmission distance issue and improve the capacity of system [6]. On the other hand, to protect
original data against losses, erasure codes with redundant data
are proposed to improve the quality of the data transmission.
Today, a few FEC codes, such as Reed-Solomon (RS), Low
Density Parity Check (LDPC) or Polar code [7]–[9], are still
under discussion. Whereas the usage of auxiliary channels or
coding alone is not new, the combination of these techniques
in THz communications is a novel and promising approach
with the aim of achieving robustness for the data transmission
towards better quality of transmission, i.e., it can increase the
system capacity from auxiliary channels and at the same time
improve transmission quality from erasure codes. Additionally,
this approach is flexible in designing the system, e.g., based
on code rate of a coding scheme chosen, the different channels
can be designed with the various modulation schemes.
To this end, this paper deploys and analyzes the new
approach proposed, whereby a THz system is combined an
auxiliary THz channel and a MDPC code [10], [11] or RS code
[12] with goal of improving the THz transmission quality and
distance. Depending on the achievable code rate, the transmission of redundancy bits over independent, auxiliary channels
allows the usage of more robust transmission parameters due
to a lower required data rate. This concept is performed at
the physical layer to improve the system’s BER performance.
MDPC and RS codes are chosen because they are systematic
codes with reasonable simplicity and low complexity. The
overall solution presents a good choice as the source data
keeps unchanged during the encoding process at the sender,
which additionally reduces coding and decoding overhead.
Furthermore, the feature of systematic codes is easy to execute
for multi-channel systems, e.g., the data can be configured
and sent over the main channel without waiting for the coding
process by the sender. The additional parity bits can be carried
by the auxiliary channel to support the decoding process by the
receiver, so an increase of the modulation rate is not required.
The data of each coding block is sent over two parallel
channels, whereby original data is sent over the main THz
channel, while parity bits created during the encoding process
are transferred over the auxiliary THz channel. The results
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Table I: List of main notations.
Notation

Meaning

K
pA
e
n
pM
e
m
M DP C
Pre
R
PbM DP C
tM DP C
tRS
PsM
PsA
s
RF
RS
Pre
θ
PbRS

Number of input data bits before the encoding process.
Expected BER on the auxiliary channel.
Number of dimensions of MDPC code.
Expected BER on the main channel.
Length of data bits in each dimension of MDPC code.
Residual BER of MDPC code at the receiver.
Number of redundant bits after the encoding process.
Block error probability of MDPC code.
Number of error bits can be corrected by MDPC code.
Number of error symbols can be corrected by RS code.
Expected SER on the main channel.
Expected SER on the auxiliary channel.
Number of bits for one symbol used for RS code.
Code rate.
Residual BER of RS code at the receiver.
Transmission overhead.
Block error probability of RS code.

demonstrate higher fault tolerance and overall throughput with
a higher modulation level and a longer transmission distance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents a two-channel THz system with RS and MDPC
code, and section III gives its analysis. Section IV presents
numerical results. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM DESIGN
Fig. 1 shows the reference architecture of two-channel THz
system, whereby the notations are summarized in Table I.
Independently, whether RS or MDPC code is used over both
the main and auxiliary channel. Source data is first encoded to
generate redundancy, and then distributed over two channels to
be simultaneously sent to the receiver. Both main and auxiliary
channel use THz technique, whereby the auxiliary channel
is utilized for transferring the redundancy, while the main
channel is used for sending the original data. The transmission
rate of main and auxiliary channel is configured so that it
is approximately equivalent to the ratio of the original and
redundant data distributed on them. To restrict the co-channel
interference, auxiliary and main channel should be spatially
divided or used at different frequencies. The lower frequency
should be used for the auxiliary channel, while the higher
one should be configured for the main channel; this will be
discussed later in section IV. To achieve a high bit rate, we can
use high-order modulations because the quality of transmission
can be satisfied by the redundancy from the auxiliary channel.
In Fig. 1, input data represented by a long bit stream is
split into substreams of K bits each. The coding cache is
created to temporarily store K bits arrived at the source for
coding process. A block is defined to be a set of bits coded
and decoded together, e.g., a block has K original bits and R
redundant bits. We consider a RS or MDPC code, labeled
as MDPC(nD/mL), with n dimensions (D) and the same
length (L) of m bits for each dimension. The original bits stay
unchanged during coding process of MDPC and RS code.
1) MDPC code: With MDPC(nD/mL) code, based on [11],
each input substream is equal to K = mn , whereby m and n
are chosen for K under Eq. (2) to optimize the two-channel
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THz system with fault tolerance as discussed in section III.
The encoding process of the encoder for the parity bits can
be referred to [11]: A MDPC code with n = 2 dimensions is
a special case of multidimensional codes, whereby data bits
are put into a two-dimensional matrix including columns and
rows, whereby column and row parity bits are placed in the
last row and column, respectively; each column parity bit in
the last row secures data bits in its column and each row parity
bit in the last column secures data bits in its row; the parity
check bit on check bits for securing column and row parity
bits is placed at the bottom right corner of the matrix. For
n ≥ 3, MDPC code is a construction of combining the basic
three-dimensional parity check cubes into a multidimensional
hypercube, whereby a three-dimensional parity check cube is
constructed by putting the two-dimensional parity matrices
layered into a third dimension and the parity bits across the
layers of data bits belong to the last layer. However, n = 2
is a good choice for this system in terms of code rate, which
will be discussed in section IV. After the coding processing,
the encoder generates R parity bits, i.e., K + R = (m + 1)n
bits in total [11], so R = (m + 1)n − mn parity bits.
2) RS code: Based on [12], we apply the following:
The redundant data CK(X) is generated from the original
data M (X) with K bits by the modulo-g(X) function, i.e.,
R
R
CK(X) = X s · M (X) mod g(X), whereby X s is the
displacement shift, s is the number of bits for one symbol,
R is the size of parity-check bits and g(X) represents the
generator. Then, the code word C(X) includes the redundant
data CK(X) appended systematically onto the original data,
R
i.e., C(X) = X s · M (X) + CK(X): K original bits will be
increased to R + K bits after the coding process. R + K bits
are divided into symbols of s bits each and all operations are
performed via finite field F2s . K, R and s are chosen under Eq.
(5) in section III to optimize the system with fault tolerance,
whereby the maximum codeword length is K+R
= 2s − 1.
s
K+R
s
We assume that R is fixed, if s < 2 − 1, the encoder
can add Z zero padding symbols into K
s original symbols so
s
that the codeword length can achieve K+R
s + Z = 2 − 1, and
then the coding process can be performed on this new one for
generating Rs parity-check symbols. Note that the zero padding
symbols will not be sent over transmission channels, but the
decoder has to add these ones for the decoding process.
3) Decoding: Finally, any K original bits and R parity
bits are sent in parallel over the main and auxiliary channel,
respectively. In our evaluation, we consider these channels
to be independent transmission channels without co-channel
interference. For decoding, we need to collect sufficient data
and parity bits from the same block on both channels. For
MDPC(nD/mL) code, the decoder uses an iterative decoding
algorithm [11], whereby the order of transmission bits is also
known by the decoder at the receiver, therefore we can arrange
them into a multidimensional matrix for the decoding process.
The decoding process of RS code [12] is as follows: a) We
calculate the syndrome components from the received word;
b) we calculate the error-locator word from the syndrome
components; c) we calculate the error locations from the error-
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Figure 1: Two-channel THz system with MDPC or RS codes.
locator numbers which are from the error-locator word; d) the
calculation of error values from the syndrome components and
the error-locator numbers is performed; e) the calculation of
decoded code word from the received word, the error locations
and the error values is processed. The function of MDPC or
RS code can detect and correct error bits. The receiving buffer
used to temporally store all arriving data for the decoding
process is always a major challenge in high speed systems.
III. A NALYSIS
This section shows the analysis for two-channel THz transmission system with MDPC(nD/mL) or RS code.
A. THz system optimized for fault tolerance
1) Analysis of optimized value K for MDPC(nD/mL) code:
In general, according to [13], the minimum Hamming distance
of MDPC(nD/mL) code is ∆min = 2n . Hence, the number
of error bits that can be corrected by MDPC(nD/mL) code is:
∆min − 2
2n − 2
tM DP C =
=
= 2n−1 − 1.
(1)
2
2
As discussed in [11], with any MDPC(nD/mL) code, the
number of data bits at the input encoding process of the sender
is K = mn sent over the main THz channel with bit error
n
n
probability pM
e and R = (m + 1) − m parity bits generated
by the encoder are transferred over the auxiliary THz channel
with bit error probability pA
e . We need to choose m and n
(m, n ∈ N) so that the total number of error bits occurred when
transmitting K+R bits over two THz channels is lower than or
equal to the ability of correcting bit errors by MDPC(nD/mL)
code to optimize the system with fault tolerance, i.e.,
mn · pM
e ≤ tM DP C ,

(2)

where m ≥ 0 and the transmission distance of auxiliary
channel is assumed with the setting so that pA
e = 0.
2) Analysis of optimized value K for RS code: The minimum Hamming distance of RS code in symbols [12] is
generally given as: ∆min = Rs + 1. The number of error
symbols corrected by RS code can be given as:
∆min − 1
R
tRS =
= ,
(3)
2
2s
where an error symbol is defined to be contained at least one
damaged bit. The expected SER on the main channel is:
PsM
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= 1 − (1 −

s
pM
e ) ,

(4)

where pM
e is the expected BER on the main channel and the
transmission distance of auxiliary channel is set so that pA
e =
0, i.e., the expected SER PsA on the auxiliary channel is equal
to 0. As K native symbols sent over the main channel with
symbol error probability PsM , and R parity symbols sent over
the auxiliary channel with symbol error probability PsA =
0, we choose K, R and s so that they are sent over two
THz channels in total, then the total number of error symbols
received by the receiver should be lower than or equal to the
ability of correcting symbol errors by RS coding mechanism,
with the aim of optimizing the fault tolerant system, and the
= 2s − 1, i.e.,
maximum codeword length is K+R
s
K
M
s · Ps ≤ tRS ; K ≥ 0
(5)
R
s−1
s
2
≤K
.
s + s ≤2 −1
3) Code rate, transmission overhead and information bit
rate for MDPC(nD/mL) and RS code : Based on Eq. (2) for
MDPC(nD/mL) code and Eq. (5) for RS code, the code rate
RF of MDPC(nD/mL) or RS code can be expressed by:
K
.
(6)
K +R
With Eq. (6), the transmission overhead θ can be given as:
RF =

θ = 1 − RF .

(7)

B. Block error probability of MDPC(nD/mL) and RS code
In this subsection, we analyze the block error probability of
MDPC(nD/mL) and RS code. We assume that any arbitrary
block of K original bits chosen is sent over the main channel,
R parity bits generated from K original data are transferred
over the auxiliary channel, where the bit error probability of
all channels is more than or equal to 0. We define an error
block to be at least one bit of it damaged.
1) Block error probability for MDPC(nD/mL) code: With
each certain transmission distance of main channel, dmain , and
auxiliary channel, daux , the corresponding BER is pM
e and
pA
,
respectively.
Using
Eq.
(1),
the
expected
residual
BER
of
e
MDPC(nD/mL) code after the decoding process performed by
the receiver can be given as:
M DP C
Pre
=

A
K · pM
e + R · pe − tM DP C
,
K +R

(8)

M DP C
where Pre
≤ 0 means MDPC(nD/mL) code can correct
M DP C
all bit errors. Hence, if Pre
< 0, then we assign
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(a) BW 2.16 GHz at center frequency 294.84 GHz. (b) BW 8.64 GHz at center frequency 300.24 GHz.(c) BW 10.80 GHz at center frequency 299.16 GHz.

Figure 2: BER vs. transmission distance without coding, where BW is abbreviated for bandwidth.
channel, daux , the corresponding SER is PsM and PsA , respectively. Using Eq. (3), the expected residual SER of RS code
after the decoding process performed by the receiver is:
RS
Prs
=

K
s

R
A
s · Ps
K+R
s

· PsM +

− tRS

,

(10)

RS
≤ 0 means RS code can correct all symbol errors.
where Prs
RS
RS
= 0. Therefore, the
< 0, then we assign Prs
Hence, if Prs
expected residual BER for RS code is calculated as:
q
RS
RS
Pre = 1 − s 1 − Prs
(11)

Hence, using Eq. (10), the block error probability of RS
code after the decoding process at the receiver is:
RS K
PbRS = 1 − (1 − Pre
) .

Figure 3: Bit error rate of all three systems with the same
10.80 GHz total bandwidth and equal transmit power of −8.

Figure 4: Throughput of successfully transmit information
bits (goodput) of the three compared systems
M DP C
Pre
= 0. So, using Eq. (8), the block error probability
of MDPC code after the decoding process at the receiver is:
M DP C K
PbM DP C = 1 − (1 − Pre
) .

(9)

2) Block error probability for RS code: With each certain
transmission distance of main channel, dmain , and auxiliary
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(12)

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS
The IEEE 802.15.3d standard foresees the frequency range
of 252 GHz to 325 GHz for high data rate wireless communication and a channelization of wireless communication channels with eight different bandwidths between 2.16 GHz and
69.12 GHz [4]. For the evaluation of the proposed system, a
total of 10.80 GHz around the center frequency of 299.16 GHz
and a transmission power of −8 dBm are used. By employing
a part of the available spectrum to form an auxiliary channel,
additional protection of the transmitted data can be reached
by transferring redundant bits over a separate channel with
a more robust transmission. The selection of the bandwidth
and modulation scheme of main and auxiliary channel should
reflect the chosen code rate to facilitate the synchronization
of both channels. The (240;224)-RS-code specified in the
IEEE802.15.3d standard for example, can be constructed by
splitting up the 10.80 GHz into an auxiliary channel (2.16 GHz
bandwidth at the center frequency 294.84 GHz) using BPSK
(1 bit/symbol) and a main channel (8.64 GHz bandwidth
at the center frequency of 300.24 GHz) using 16QAM (4
bits/symbol). The combination of different bandwidths and
modulation schemes produces a 16:1 ratio between main and
auxiliary channel, which is close to the 14:1 ratio of the coding
scheme. The difference between the ratios could be bridged
by zero padding the main channel’s bit stream, for example.
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(a) System with BER of auxiliary channel unequal (b) System with BER of auxiliary channel equal to (c) System with BER of auxiliary channel equal to 0.
to 0 and code rate RF = 0.93.
0.

Figure 5: Block error probability, code rate and transmission overhead, for two-channel THz system with coding.
For the evaluation, this (240;224)-RS code and a comparable
MDPC code with n = 2 dimensions and 784 information
bits and 841 coded bits have been used. Both have a code
rate RF = 0.93. The proposed system is contrasted to two
different communication setups that are further referred to
as reference systems: Five separate channels of 2.16 GHz
bandwidth and the same modulation scheme (at the respective
center frequencies 294.84 GHz, 297.00 GHz, 299.16 GHz,
301.32 GHz and 303.48 GHz) and a single channel of 10.80
GHz (at the center frequency of 299.16 GHz). The transmit
power is spread evenly over the channels, meaning that each
of the five 2.16 GHz bandwidth channel will have only one
fifth of the -8 dBm transmit power of the 10.80 GHz band.
The code rate RF of both systems is RF = 1. The BERs
for the comparison of the channels are based on simulations
conducted using the Simulator for Mobile Networks (SiMoNe)
[14] and considering free space path loss over distances
between 0.5 m and 20.0 m in steps of 0.5 m. Due to the
short distances and the selection of suitable frequency ranges
with low atmospheric attenuation, atmospheric effects have not
been simulated yet. A link budget has been created assuming
a transmit power of −8 dBm, an antenna gain of 26.4 dBi
– both at transmitter and receiver. A root-raise cosine pulse
with a roll-off factor of α = 0.4 is used for the pulsed
transmission. Noise is modeled as thermal noise and added
to the transmission signal. The simulated thermal noise has
a noise temperature of 290 K. The receiver’s noise figure is
chosen to be 10 dB. To show the effect of the MDPC and
RS code, no FEC is applied, neither to the main nor to the
auxiliary channel. The BER curves for the individual channels
are shown in Fig. 2. As the BER performance of all 2.16 GHz
channels is almost identical, the channel at a center frequency
of 294.84 GHz has been selected as a representative. We
observe that the larger the transmission distance, modulation
order or frequency is; the higher the BER is. Apart from the
BER, the data rate D is computed based on the symbol rate
and selected modulation scheme by
log2 M
D=
= log2 M · 2 · BN ,
ts
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(13)

where M states the number of symbols of the modulation
scheme, ts is the symbol duration and BN denotes the
Nyquist-bandwidth. According to the IEEE802.15.3d standard, the Nyquist bandwidth of BN,2.16 GHz = 880 MHz,
BN,8.64 GHz = 3520 MHz, BN,10.80 GHz = 4400 MHz.
As the auxiliary and main channel use BPSK and 16QAM
at the same transmission distance, these modulation schemes
have been selected for a comparison and plotted for the
5 · 2.16 GHz and 1 · 10.80 GHz reference systems mentioned
above. The graphs of the reference systems for BPSK and
16QAM as well as the RS-code and MDPC-code protected
systems are shown in Fig. 3. The expected residual BER of
MDPC and RS code after the decoding process is applied
from Eq. (8) and Eq. (11), respectively, whereby BER of
the auxiliary channel (BPSK and 2.16 GHz bandwidth) and
main channel (16QAM and 8.64 GHz bandwidth) before
the decoding process can be used from Fig. 2a and Fig.
2b, respectively. As expected, it can be seen that the robust
BPSK modulation scheme performs much better than the
less robust 16QAM. Both reference systems produce similar
BER results for BPSK and 16QAM with little deviations.
The RS protected system on the other hand performs better
than the MDPC(nD/mL) protected system in terms of their
residual BER. Below 3.0 m (MDPC-system) and below 3.5
m (RS-system) transmission distance, the BER is not shown
as it resulted in 0. The reference systems offer a BER of
approximately 0 only up to 2.0 m transmission distance. There
is a small improvement in the BER performance of the transmission due to the additional protection. This improvement
for the main and auxiliary-channel system comes at the prize
of a reduced throughput as part of the bandwidth is used
for redundancy of the transmission. This can be seen in Fig.
4. This figure shows the theoretical goodput, defined as the
number of useful information bits delivered by the network to
a certain destination per unit of time. The goodput is given by

G = RF

N
X

Di · (1 − BERi ),

(14)

i=1
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whereby N denotes the total number of channels of the THz
system, Di is the data rate of channel i and BERi represents
BER of channel i. Generally, the goodput decreases with
an increasing transmission distance or increasing bandwidth,
while it increases with an increasing modulation level. The
curves show the same systems used for the evaluation in
Fig. 3. For error free transmission, the 16QAM systems can
transfer 35 Gbps, while the BPSK systems offer only 8.75
Gbps due to its lower spectral efficiency. The main and
auxiliary channel system only uses 8.64 GHz bandwidth for
the transmission of information bits. In error-free conditions, it
has only 80% of the 10.80 GHz system’s throughput, hence 28
Gbps. As RS and MDPC offer an improved BER performance
in comparison with the uncoded 16QAM transmissions due
to their added redundancy, we see that the goodput declines
less steep within the examined range up to 20 m but remains
below the uncoded system’s values. Since BER of RS-system
is lower than that of MDPC-system, the block error probability
of RS-system is lower than that of MDPC-system as shown
in Fig. 5a, whereby the block error probability of MDPC and
RS code is applied from Eq. (9) and Eq. (12), respectively.
Next, in Fig. 5b, we theoretically analyze the code rate
RF of two-channel THz system with coding vs. transmission
distance dmain of main channel, using MDPC or RS code.
To get the code rate RF for a tolerant-fault THz system
as analyzed above, we use Eqs. (1),(2),(6) for MDPC code;
and apply Eqs. (3),(4),(5),(6) for RS code, whereby the total
number of error bits received at the receiver is equal to or as
close as possible to the ability of correcting error of MDPC
or RS code and the parameters of K, R and s are chosen to
satisfy these equations. We consider MDPC with the ability of
correcting error tM DP C = 1 bits per block, i.e., n = 2, and
RS with the ability of correcting error tRS = 1 symbol per
block. Note that if we choose a reasonable parameter K as
analyzed in section III, then it is unnecessary to increase the
value of tM DP C or tRS , which can cause decreasing the code
rate as well as increasing coding and decoding complexity. The
frequency of auxiliary channel chosen is as low as possible to
be easier in setting its transmission distance so that its bit
error probability pA
e is approximately equal to 0, i.e., based
on Fig. 2a, daux ≤ 8 m, and the setting with pA
e = 0 is to
increase the code rate for the system. The other parameters are
similarly set as Fig. 3. In general, the larger the transmission
distance is, the higher the error bit rate is; the code rate RF
decreases with an increasing transmission distance. Also, the
code rate of RS code is higher than that of MDPC code
because increasing or decreasing the size of redundancy for
MDPC code depends on the value of K original bits, while the
size of redundancy for RS code is fixed for all cases. In Fig. 5c,
we theoretically analyze the transmission overhead θ of twochannel THz coding systems with the same configurations as
Fig. 5b. We use Eq. (7) to calculate the transmission overhead
θ. In general, the larger the transmission distance is, the higher
the error bit rate is; the transmission overhead θ increases
with an increasing transmission distance. Additionally, the
transmission overhead of RS code is lower than that of MDPC.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a two-channel THz system, including one THz main channel and one THz auxiliary channel
used to send original data and parity data, respectively. Our
analysis evaluated this system with different configurations in
terms of code rate, goodput, transmission overhead, expected
residual BER and block error probability of MDPC and RS
code required for a reliable system. The results showed that a
small coding gain has to be achieved by trading in a portion
of the available system bandwidth and hence reduces the
overall throughput. For the THz-transmission in the examined
frequency ranges, the results suggest for AWGN that the
system will have a positive effect by prolonging the errorfree range for short range transmissions, however, the tradeoff is significant and can likely be outperformed by lowering
the code rate of a potential FEC scheme while keeping the
throughput above the throughput of the main and auxiliary
channel system. As a future work, the performance of the
system should be evaluated under the consideration of FEC,
realistic scenarios with multipath-propagation and hardware
effects as all three are suspected to have an impact on the
performance of the suggested system as well.
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Abstract—Channel estimation in mmWave and THz-range
wireless communications (producing Gb/Tb-range of data) is
critical to configuring system parameters related to transmission
signal quality, and yet it remains a daunting challenge both in
software and hardware. Current methods of channel estimations,
be it modeling- or data-based (machine learning (ML)), - use
and create big data. This in turn requires a large amount of
computational resources, read operations to prove if there is
some predefined channel configurations, e.g., QoS requirements,
in the database, as well as write operations to store the new
combinations of QoS parameters in the database. Especially the
ML-based approach requires high computational and storage
resources, low latency and a higher hardware flexibility. In
this paper, we engineer and study the offloading of the above
operations to edge and cloud computing systems to understand
the suitability of edge and cloud computing to provide rapid
response with channel and link configuration parameters on
the example of THz channel modeling. We evaluate the performance of the engineered system when the computational
and storage resources are orchestrated based on: 1) monolithic
architecture, 2) microservices architectures, both in edge-cloud
based approach. For microservices approach, we engineer both
Docker Swarm and Kubernetes systems. The measurements show
a great promise of edge computing and microservices that can
quickly respond to properly configure parameters and improve
transmission distance and signal quality with ultra-high speed
wireless communications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The channel estimation in mmw and THz-range of frequencies is a complex problem due to channel dependency on several physical factors. With the increasing proliferation of ML,
the THz channel estimation especially can be performed by
learning the patterns from previous experiments and periodical
channel probing [1]. To satisfy users’ special requirements on
quality and configurations of THz channel, a large amount
of THz system parameters and computationally complex ML
algorithms need to be controlled, managed and monitored. The
complexity of control, management and monitoring in such a
system also increases with the number of concurrent data used
for channel estimation, resulting in a huge number of read,
write and other computational operations. Currently, THz
channel modeling produces Tbytes of Data. Further on the
horizon, the control plane of THz networked systems are likely
to require much more computational power and memory as
compared to the local control computing units collocated with
antennas [2]. To address these challenges, the design of novel
computation systems for control and management concepts
in high-speed wireless communications is indispensable to
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provide real-time response and predictable performance of the
system parameters, such that the channel quality is guaranteed.
Offloading big data for channel estimation to edge and
cloud computing systems appears as a straightforward solution
idea. At the same time, however, data stored and processed
in the cloud can suffer from performance issues including
delays due to its centralized and remote locations, which in
turn can result in slower and non-real time response to THz
system’s needs to timely configure antennas and transmission
parameters. On the other hand, edge computing is envisioned
to provide compute, storage and network services as close as
possible to the transmission systems with a comparably lower
latency overall [3]. Since the edge-cloud solutions however
require the orchestration middleware, one needs to consider
additional delays that can impact response times. This in turn
also requires innovation in suitable orchestration mechanisms
[4]. Today, all big-data approaches to channel estimation in
communications use the traditional monolithic engine, which
is easy to engineer as it is built as a single local unit, co-located
with the system. However, its limited scaling capability results
in a high blocking rate of requests as the system evolves.
The container-based architectures, in contrast, can address the
problem of scalability in case of channel modeling with a
large number of concurrent requests [5]. Microservices can be
deployed in both cloud and edge using one of the two most
popular container management systems, i.e., Docker Swarm or
Kubernetes [6]. To engineer a computing and storage concept
for channel estimation and other control plane functions, it
is necessary to benchmark the performance of cloud and
edge with different orchestration engines in terms of latency,
throughput and scalability.
We engineer an edge-cloud computing system for offloading
of big data for channel modeling, and focus on a case study
of THz-communications due to its abundant data and transmission speeds. Specially, we focus on analyzing and studying
how the data-based (ML based) approach for dynamic channel
estimation could solve the issues related to signal quality
estimation of ultra-high speed communication systems. The
channel estimation parameters are used for a timely channel
configuration such that the system can dynamically configure
and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We first engineer a monolithic node to processing the requests from THz
transmission system. We then focus on Docker Swarm and
Kubernetes implementations. We experimentally benchmark
the performance in terms of latency and throughput. The
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results indicate that edge node can provide a low latency
using monolithic architecture. Cloud solution outperforms
edge when the number of concurrent requests is limited. To the
best of our knowledge, this paper is the first one to address the
issues of engineering and offloading the THz channel modeling
related big-data into the edge and cloud, a necessary step
towards the feasibility of THz communications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the computing system architecture for the THz
channel modeling. Section III shows the offloading to edge and
cloud approach. Section IV shows the performance evaluation
of the proposed system and Section V concludes the paper.
Thz link

(a)

(b)

User/Resource Management

Traffic Engineering

Databases

QoS
Requirements

ML Algorithm
Catalog

Prediction and Modeling of Channel Quality

Channel Coding
/ Decoding

Modulation /
Demodulation

Data Detection

A. Future THz Channel Control Model: An Example

Edge node A
Edge node B

Users

Concurrent
Requests for Thz
links
Bases Station (BS)
Thz link
Control plane traffic

Cloud

Fig. 1: (a) Today’s THz link, (b) Future THz mesh network.
II. C HANNEL M ODELING IN TH Z C OMMUNICATIONS
Recent wireless communication systems aims at using high
frequencies in order to provide high bitrates. To this end, new
technologies have been considered to exploit high frequency
ranges and deal with channel modeling and estimation problems, such as AI/ML [7], beamforming and multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) [8] systems. In Fig. 1a) and 1b), we
illustrate how THz channel modeling is performed today, and
the vision. Today, channel modeling in short range (mostly
indoors) THz link is performed based on measurements, which
needs to be stored locally and processed by ML algorithms.
The ML algorithms are used to predict bit error rates (BER),
SNR [7] and also type of modulation [9] that needs to be used
for a certain bandwidth request. In [7] ML algorithms are used
to estimate the channel state information which is used for data
detection in a communication system, where we measure the
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received signal at the receiver side after sending a set of pilot
symbols. Afterwards, the data driven ML algorithms create
the channel state matrix and computes the expected BER and
SNR of the transmission system.
Figure 1b) show how these systems are expected to evolve
in the future. We envision ultra-high bitrate THz network
systems, where multiple THz base stations (BS) are interconnected building a mesh THz network. A large number of users
can simultaneously request a THz link by sending requests
for the desired Quality of Service (QoS) parameters. The BSs
receive users’ requests and need to process them before THz
link can be defined and established. That processing in the
compute nodes includes control, management and evaluation
steps enabling to decide which THz link is the most suitable
in regard to, e.g., bandwidth, transmission distance and bit
rate. The possible processing steps required are User and
Resource Management, Traffic Engineering, QoS evaluation,
collection and evaluation of measurements as well as Channel
Estimation. All these processing steps will trigger an amount
of read, write and computational operations. For channel
estimation which is based on computationally complex ML
algorithms and channel measurements in real time, Tbytes of
data that need to be processed. The data processing and ML
algorithms can be outsourced to an edge node or remote cloud.
With the help of virtual entities in the cloud, the cloud can
support the processing of Big data with on-demand elastic
storage, network and computing capability. Edge computing
can complement the cloud with a faster networking time.

The proposed THz channel control model consists of a control plane module implemented in an external computing node,
and illustrated in Fig. 1b). To provide control, management
and channel estimation functions, the computing node can
consist of four components: User and Resource Management,
Traffic Engineering, Evaluation of Channel Quality using MLAlgorithms (ML Alg 1...n) and Database. User Management
is utilized to assign a new user to a specific THz channel.
The request for user management will trigger some read
operations from the database to define the number of users
already allocated to THz channels between certain pair of
BSs. The database will be also updated by write operation
when a new user is allocated to a certain channel. The
Resource Management is the next processing step, which
requires a read operation to access the information about the
available and occupied bandwidth of existing THz channels.
Since resource management request can contain information
about released bandwidth, the database needs to be updated
as well, resulting in several write operations. The Traffic
Engineering block will take care of all the communication
between different nodes inside the THz network providing
routing services. Thus, a set of suitable THz channels can be
defined to meet a certain requirements on the end-to-end path.
To this end, the traffic engineering request needs to contain
information about sources and final destination and results
in multiple read operations in computing node. To define
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a suitable THz channel, the key module is Prediction and
modeling of channel quality. This module utilizes information
from all other control and management blocks as well as
incoming information from BS such as QoS requirements and
measurements of THz channel. The QoS requirements provide
information about requested quality of THz channel, e.g., bit
rate, bit error rate bounds or type of data that will be sent
over THz channel. The channel measurements can include a
current SNR values and environment state such as humidity,
temperature, etc. Both, incoming measurements and QoS, are
utilized for future channel quality evaluation and result in
numerous read and write operations.
The Prediction and modeling of channel quality is the main
control block to us, which requires to overcome an amount of
training data and measurements and thus needs an amount
of computational resources, read and write operations.
The read operations are required to prove, if there is some
predefined THz channel configurations in the database, which
relates to arrived QoS requirements and measured channel
state. If there is no pre-configurations, the evaluation of
channel quality uses machine learning (ML) techniques to
accurately estimate the modulation format, bandwidth, channel
coding, transmission distance to configure THz transceivers,
i.e., to define suitable THz link. Based on information from
database, other control blocks, the measurements provided
and user’s QoS requirements, the best ML algorithm with the
best combination of relevant parameters will be assigned. The
write operations are required to store the new combinations
of QoS parameters, channel state parameters and related THz
channel configuration in the database. The response to the BS
contain all required parameters for THz link configuration.
It should be noted that this is one of numerous possible
control plane architecture in future THz mesh network. In this
paper, since the focus is on big data, we emphasize the channel
prediction and modeling. A myriad of other scenarios can be
envisioned, where also other modules require data and MLbased processing and are with no doubt equally relevant.

III. O FFLOADING TO E DGE AND C LOUD
This section describes three concepts to engineer computing
nodes for channel estimation, i.e., monolithic, microservices
with Docker Swarm and with Kubernetes. Generally, each
computing node requires two internal logical components to
be engineered, i.e., Data Retrieval and Processing Module
and Services Module. The Data Retrieval module allows to
pre-process incoming data and make them available for the
services used. The Services module contains applications to
provide different services, such as read or write operations from or to database, respectively, estimation of the
channel, evaluation of channel quality parameters, etc. The
orchestration engine defines the operating principles of these
modules and optimizes the usage of different services to
provide scalability, high throughput and short response time.
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A. Monolithic Node Engineering

The monolithic architecture is a traditional way to run
services in computing nodes. In this implementation, the
traditional architecture shown in Fig. 2a) is simply offloaded
to edge or cloud. Here, a single virtual machine (VM) builds
a platform for data retrieval and processing, as well as for
services. The Data Retrieval and Processing Block has a
simple structure containing Data Manager and Service State
Information (SSI) file. Data Manager is a part of the Model
View Controller (MVC) middleware responsible for assignment of different data to the suitable service triggering several
read and write operations, such as launching subsequently
services for evaluation of channel quality. Additionally, Data
Manager ensures the processing of requests during a predefined time to guarantee the rapid response. The SSI is used to
define settings and preferences for building and running the
services, such as the minimum amount of computational and
storage resources allocated to each service, the number and
type of services. Generally in communication systems any
incoming request needs multiple evaluation and processing
steps. In typical systems we have a request to transmit a
high bandwidth data over a suitable THz link, among many
such links. This requires a network management including
resource management. Resource management allows an access to database and, thus, to information about currently
available and allocated bandwidth, an other systems parametrs
that neeed to be configured and utilized for THz channel
estimation. To configure the THz transmitter, a request is sent
to the data manager, which collects, analyzes it and decides
the type of data required for the services, i.e., first read from
database and then write operation to update the database.
Thus, first, the data manager will send an alert to notify
the services component to activate the read service. The
read service will connect to the database to read the values
of configuration parameters and then send this value to the
data manager. Data manager analyses the returned value and
triggers further data retrieval and processing steps (if needed).
When the channel can be estimated and configured based on
available data, the data manager activates for instance the
write operation and starts the channel estimation service;
otherwise, a read retry starts after a certain time interval.
After the channel is estimated, the data manager sends a
response to the transmitter with all estimated configuration
parameters for a THz link to be setup. In general, a computing
node can receive many requests at the same time, which
can lead to overload. A request for channel estimation on a
certain link can also fail due to insufficient computational and
storage resources allocated. This is not only a problem for the
computational node serving a certain transmission system, but
can also create inconsistencies and blockages in high level
management functions of the system. Finally, it should be
noted that monolithic implementations require redundancy or
duplication of the entire code, to avoid services interruptions
in case of failures.
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B. Microservices
In contrast to monolithic computing nodes, the microservice
concept allows implementation of independent, small, scalable
and flexible services allocated in different hosts and virtual
machines (VM) referred to as nodes. Each node owns an
amount of resources adapted to the number of concurrent requests and the amount of requested computational and storage
resources. To implement services on VMs providing a certain
functionality, there is a need for so called containers which are
a software components with a code, runtime, system libraries
and settings required to run a certain service. Management
and orchestration of the services across different VMs are the
main challenges and require efficient orchestration tools such
as Docker Swarm and Kubernetes.
1) Docker Swarm: Docker Swarm is an orchestration tool
which allows to manage a group of virtual machines, i.e.,
Swarm nodes. Fig. 2b) illustrates this architecture, which
consists of Data Retrieval and Processing Block and Services Block. This block contains one primary and three
secondary components. The primary component is Swarm
Manager which includes Register, Scheduler [10] and Service
Discovery. Scheduler analyses incoming requests and forward
them to the requested service using the BinPacking strategy
to decide in which node to run the requests. The Service
Discovery monitors the services, their number and state as
well as alerts administrator. The register buffers requests
that can not to be processed immediately and need to wait
for a service. The secondary components are Administration
Interface, Data Manager and SSI. Administration interface
allows an administrator an access to the Data Retrieval and
Processing block. The Data manager collects and analyzes
the received requests and decides the type of data required
for the services. The SSI is a configuration file that contains
information about the state of the services such as operating
system, amount of swarm nodes, service availability, the
allocated computational and storage resources, etc. The SSI
contains some constant configurations of initial system state
and dynamic part with configurations adapted to the system
requirements and updated on-demand. The Services block is
a set of VMs, i.e., swarm nodes, installed on different servers,
whereby each VM allocates a certain service.
The request of a bandwidth in the Docker Swarm is forwarded to Swarm Manager, which accesses SSI to obtain
information about types and state of services, while Scheduler
analyses the arrived request to determine the service, e.g.,
read. When the appropriate service exists and is ready to
process requests, the Scheduler will activate that service, i.e.,
reading the value of allocated bandwidth from the database.
The read service returns this value back to the same service,
which triggers further processing steps, e.g., write operation
to reserve the bandwidth for a new THz link and evaluation of
channel quality. When there is no available bandwidth, there
is a need for a read retry after predefined time interval.
After completion of processing, the Swarm Manager sends
a response to the THz BS.
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2) Kubernetes: Kubernetes is an open-source orchestration
tool. Also here we implement Data Retrieval and Processing as
well as Services. The Services block is a set of VMs so called
Working nodes, allocated by different hosts. Each Working
node uses Docker container to allocate a service, e.g., read,
write , etc. In contrast to the Docker Swarm, Kubernetes deploys Master Node for Data Retrieval and Processing allocated
in a separate VM. The main functions thereby are Service
Controller, Data Manager, Scheduler [11] and Register. Similar
to docker swarm the Data manager will collects and analyzes
the received requests and decides the type of data required for
the services and send these informations to the Master Node.
The Scheduler receives all requests, evaluate them to predict
required type of services and communicate with register in
case a service is not ready . The Data Manager monitors a
number of waiting requests and is able to create new Working
nodes with required service using the Admin interface, as well
as remove unused Working nodes to release computational and
storage resources. The Scheduler forwards waiting requests
for a certain services to the responsible Working node. SSI
contains information such as type of services and container
configurations, allocated resources, number of working nodes,
etc. and is used by Data Manager.
As any request for a suitable THz link requires resource
management, i.e., information about available and allocated
bandwidth, the access to the database results in read and
write processing steps. Each incoming request is, first, sent
to the Data Manager for pre-processing then to the Master
node to allocated required service. Then, Scheduler forwards
the request to the working node with a certain service, e.g.,
read. The appropriate working node receives the read
request and activates the read service. After the read service
is completed, the service sends the value of available bandwidth to the master node, which analyses the returned value
and triggers further processing steps, e.g., write service.
Otherwise there is a need for a read retry.
When a large number of requests for the same service arrive
and the service is overloaded, the Service Controller add an
additional pods with a service of the same type as overloaded
service or will use the autoscaling feature of the full cluster,
without any service interruption.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND M EASUREMENTS
We engineered an THz channel estimation offloading application using the three architectures i.e., monolithic, microservice with docker swarm and, kubernetes. Within we consider
five main components: (i) admin interface service that contains
a form to use by the users to insert the QoS parameters, (ii)
database service to store the channel measurement data, (iii)
read, (iv) write services, i.e., that read the data already
stored in the database service and store it in another PostgreSql
database. The last component is a NodeJs service to conduct
the measurements towards performance results.
For the monolithic architecture we used the MVC pattern
to offload our application. The MVC architectural pattern
contains three main parts Model, View and Controller. Using
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Fig. 2: (a) Monolithic, (b) Microservice with Docker Swarm and (c) Microservice with Kubernetes

Fig. 3: Response time for Read operation.

Fig. 5: Throughput for Read operation.

Fig. 4: Response time for Write operation.

Fig. 6: Throughput for Write operation.

this pattern the application is divided into three logical parts,
the Model component and is connected to the database so
anything we do with the data is done in the model component,
the controller contains the data manager and the SSI of the data
retrieval and processing module, the SSI is a JSON file that
contains informations about the types of data allocated to each
service and the view is our admin interface that generates user
interface for the user and is created using the data collected
by the Model component. All these components are built as a
single and indivisible unit what make it simple to deploy but
hard to update its components.
For microservices we deploy our application in both Swarm
and Kubernetes clusters. The swarm cluster consists of 3 linux
host machines which can communicate over a network together: One act as a manager and the two others act as workers.
We created different services for different components already
described above. After initializing our clusters we deploy our
services to the swarm in the form of a Compose file. The

swarm manager is the responsible of deploying the services
and allocating the desired service to the dessired node using
the scheduler. Each service is allocated in a specefic node
using a single virtual machine. For kubernetes we used the
same architecture as docker swarm and we created a cluster
of three nodes, i.e., master and two workers. We created
different Pods for different clustered services similar to docker
swarm. Each service is allocated to a specific node (virtual
machine). All components of the microservice architecture
are independent from each other. That significantly increase
robustness of control plane and service reliablity. For instance,
a failure of write service will not impact other services.
The testbed of our scenarios consists of two local desktop
(both with i5-7600 CPU and 16GB of RAM ). For the edge we
have two nodes one is running as an edge node and the other
one as a tester node. For the cloud we used GCP (Google
Cloud Platform) as real cloud. The edge node is running
the three architectures: Monolithic, microservice with docker
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swarm and microservice with kubernetes. Each microservice
architecture running a cluster of three nodes one as a master
and two as workers . A total of 5 services are stack in
each cluster as described before in III.C. For the monolithic
architecture the services are deployed in one single machine.
The computer running as a tester node is running the siege
client [12] as an open source regression test and benchmarking
utility, and also stores the results of the measurements. We
evaluate these three architectures using the two machines and
the cloud. In both scenarios the tester node send HTTP POST
requests in case of writing operations and HTTP GET requests
in case of reading operations, to the cloud/Edge endpoint
and uses the master node as a receiver for the microservice
architectures, i.e., docker swarm and kubernetes, and the entire
application URL for the monolithic application.
We performed the tests to measure the response time, the
throughput and scalability. The response time is the time that
the data took to reach the destination (cloud or edge) from the
tester node. The throughput is the average number of bytes
transferred every second from the server to all the simulated
users. The scalability is estimated based on the response time
results, whereby the tester node simulates from 50 to 1300
concurrent requests.
For response time results, we measure read and write
operations. We then compare the results for all the three
architectures previously described. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show
the response time of the system for different number of users
(i.e., processes), respectively, for read and write operations
when performing requests with two different computing nodes
edge and cloud. The average latency increases exponentially
with the increasing number of users in the system when we
have read operations. For read operation, this behavior is
more evident above 500 concurrent users when deploy monolithic in cloud and 900 users when deploy other architectures
in edge as well in cloud. The reason behind can be explained
by the early overload of the monolithic architecture and the
variation of response time for every request. The response
time, with 400 users or less, when using cloud, and with
600 users or less, when using edge, is similar in both cases
independently from the orchestration tool. The microservice
architectures in edge shows better results compared to the
monolithic in cloud and edge. This trend could be interpreted
by the fact that microservice architectures are more flexible
due to the independence of different services deployed.
In contrast, the results for the write operations show more
differences between architectures studied. The data offloaded
to cloud or using of kuberneets resukt in the largest reponse
time. However , the shortest response time can be reached by
data offloading to edge with monolithic architecture.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows the throughput for read and write
operations. The throughput results are showing similar results
under 900 users for the microservices architectures. Here, it
is important to notice that the system scales really well up
to 700 requests. Above 700 requests show how the increment
of number of requests exponentially increases the throughput
to compute them in all three architectures. Above the 900
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users this trend became more obvious with kubernetes in
the cloud this due to the compatatiblity of GCP and the
Kubernetes architecture. In Fig. 6 we show throughput, but
in this case for the writing operations described in Fig. 2. The
differences between different architectures deployed are made
more clear here. In all the tests performed with high load the
microservices showed better results than monolithic.
V. C ONCLUSION
We engineered and studied the offloading of THz channel
estimation problem to edge and cloud computing systems to
understand the suitability of edge and cloud computing to
provide rapid response with channel and link configuration
parameters on the example of THz channel modeling. The
measurements showed a great promise of edge computing and
microservices that can quickly respond to properly configure parameters and improve transmission distance and signal
quality with ultra-high speed wireless communications. We
showed that edge based computing outperforms the cloud
based implementation in terms of latency using the microservice architectures. In terms of throughput, the cloud with the
microservice architectures outperforms the edge when the load
is quite low. Future work needs to focus on computing needs
of mesh THz network and novel control plane architectures
for these critical systems in 6G communications.
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Abstract - There is a dramatic transformation occurring
across the world. Efforts to decarbonize the energy sector
are leading to an increasingly decentralized energy system.
Power, heating, transport, building and industry sectors are
progressively more interconnected. In addition, new
business models and innovative technological solutions are
driving change in the power industry. The new system being
unfolded requires a much higher level of flexibility and
coordination. The increased complexities can only be
mitigated by actively managing the energy supply chain. In
this context, artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to
play a key role in numerous areas such as demand
forecasting, predictive maintenance, energy management
and customer support. Among digital technologies, AI is the
one with the highest adoption rate in the power sector.
Considering the growing importance of AI, the paper
analyses the current status and future prospects of the
technology in the power industry. It also explores different
issues and barriers to its wider adoption. The review of
possible applications is conducted by analysing academic
literature and by observing numerous companies around
the world that are developing and implementing AI
solutions on the grid’s edge.
Keywords – artificial intelligence; energy transition;
power sector; digitalization; grid edge

I.

INTRODUCTION

Digital transformation is rapidly changing the world
around us, while various digital technologies have a
profound effect on our everyday lives [1]. As global
business landscapes are being remodelled, the energy
sector is no exception [2]. After the dissolution of
vertically integrated power companies, we are witnessing
a new wave of dramatic change. Caused by pressing
environmental concerns and facilitated by favourable
governmental policies, there is a surge of renewable
energy sources (RES) [3]. The implementation of RES is
aimed at decarbonizing the energy supply chain’s carbon
footprint [4]. Fossil fuels’ phase-out is still far from
completion, yet the increased share of decentralised,
renewable energy is causing an increased strain on the
grid [5]. The energy sector is a behemoth that consist of
countless elements. All these components are required to
operate in real-time and provide a reliable source of
energy at all times. As the centralised flow of energy is
disrupted, the traditional complexities of the system
become even greater [6].
Bidirectional power flows facilitated by the emergence
of prosumers and the intermittent nature of variable RES
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emphasise the need for innovative solutions in forecasting
and managing the energy system [7]. In this context,
digitally-enabled technologies will prove to be crucial in
enabling the energy transition. The increased use of
electric vehicles (EVs), distributed sources, smart
appliances and battery systems requires a management
system that is able to correctly predict short-term
variations in production and demand, and that is able to
provide optimisation in real-time [8].
The intricacies that are bound to surface during the
process of maintaining the supply-demand balance of the
power system will require the utilisation of specialised,
automated algorithms. The success rate of such
algorithms strongly depends on the quality of data [9].
This is why the recent rise of big data and
supercomputing is proving crucial in facilitating the
development and implementation of Artificial
Intelligence (AI)[10]. Despite the fact that the energy
sector is less agile than others, AI-aided applications are
already a part of the system. Artificial neural networks
(ANNs), nature inspired intelligence, multi-agent systems
and reinforcement learning (RL) are all being tested in
areas such as demand/production forecasting and system
management [11].
In recent years, there has been a surge of research and
technical papers regarding the topic of AI application in
the power sector [12]. Most papers focus on various
techniques of power flow optimisation [13]. Within this
subfield, there is a considerable amount of research
regarding demand response (DR)[14]. DR is a technique
that facilitates matching supply and demand in a more
efficient way by incentivising consumers to adapt their
demand in line with the conditions in the system. Another
interesting subtopic regarding system optimisation deals
with virtual power plants (VPPs). VPP integrates multiple
energy sources so they can act as a single entity on the
market [15]. By doing so, generators can provide a more
stable source of supply and are able to reduce their
operational risks.
Among emerging digital technologies (such as
Blockchain, Big Data, Internet of Things and Cloud
Computing), Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the one with
the highest adoption rate in the power sector [16].
Research in AI has been blooming for years and has
resulted in the development of numerous algorithms that
are showing great promise in a number of applications
regarding power system optimization, maintenance and
customer support [17]. AI can aid utilities in providing
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affordable and reliable energy to end consumers. It can
improve efficiency and security of the energy system. As
it will be discussed in the following paragraphs, AI will
be a crucial factor in facilitating the energy transition
[18].
Considering the growing importance of AI, our paper
aims to determine (1) a broad framework of the possible
areas of AI application and (2) key enablers of a wider
adoption of AI solutions in the power sector. After the
introduction segment, section 2 analyses AI applications
in the power sector. Section 3 explores key enablers of AI
deployment, which is followed by a final conclusion.
II.

AI APPLICATIONS IN THE POWER SECTOR

There are multiple ways in which AI applications in
the power sector can be categorized. Looking at their
overall reach, AI-aided solutions in the power sector can
be divided into four layers. The lowest layer would entail
consumers (prosumers) and their smart infrastructure.
This would include components such as smart home
devices, home energy management systems (HEMs) and
smart meters. The lowest layer would also include home
power generation units (such as solar panels) and battery
storage. The second layer would entail the distribution
level of the supply chain. It would actively manage
consumers, prosumers, distributed generation and power
flows of a microgrid. Infrastructurally, the second layer
would primarily consist of distributed energy sources
(DERs) and transformer stations. The third layer would
be placed above the first two. Its task would be to ensure
a constant balance of supply and demand looking at a
regional and/or national level. The third layer would
actively manage the power flows of the transmission grid
and large generation units. There are four frequent AI
methods applied in the power sector [14]: artificial neural
network (ANN), machine learning (ML), multi-agent
systems and nature inspired intelligence.
After an in-depth analysis of AI applications, three key
areas of focus are identified as having the most potential
when it comes to efficient and swift implementation of AI
in the power sector: (1) forecasting, (2) optimization and
(3) services.

A. Forecasting
The term forecasting in the energy system generally
refers to two separate areas: production and demand. AIbased demand forecasts have been a popular topic for
years, whether predicting long-term [19] or near-term
consumption [20]. Traditional energy system is generally
based on the production of thermal power plants [21].
These units have the ability to produce a stable and
predictable amount of energy during each hour of the day
and present a cornerstone for the reliable supply of
consumers. However, renewable energy sources based on
wind and solar energy cannot produce an equal amount of
energy in any given period as their output heavily relies
on weather conditions. If in a given moment they start
producing less than anticipated, the system needs to
engage other producers to maintain supply.
Uncertainties as a consequence of the variability of
RES production significantly increase cost [22]. In order
to have a reliable system that can support a large
percentage of variable renewables’ production, we need
to have several other, backup generators that are able to
swiftly engage to fill the potential voids in production.
These generators would have to be either hydro or
thermal power plants and would very likely be heavily
underutilized. The question is who would build units
whose construction is highly capital-intensive only to
produce energy for a very limited amount of time during
the course of a year? Without policy regulation, these
units would not be feasible. The second solution to the
variable RES issue is the implementation of battery
systems and the development of tools that are able to
forecast the supply-demand curve and then adjust the
components of the system in order to optimally respond
to the conditions encountered [23].
Installing sensors at wind or solar units and integrating
this data with a weather forecasting platform would prove
beneficial to the accuracy of predicting RES production
[24]. There are several studies that prove that the
application of AI can improve generation forecasts by up
to 30% [25]. Wind farm production is commonly
analysed by ANN [26] and ML [27] methods.
Photovoltaic power production is a heavily researched

Figure 1 Overview of AI applications in the power sector
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topic with multiple approaches used in the process [28].
B. Optimisation
In this context, optimisation refers to a process of
harnessing the combined power of big data and AI in
electricity system management [29]. At the heart of future
energy provision will likely be a platform that uses data
acquired from generation units, weather forecasting
systems, IoT devices, electric vehicles and consumers to
optimize the operation of countless components of the
energy supply chain [30]. This process would have to be
highly automated and would occur in real-time. It would
involve accurately predicting production potential and
energy consumption during medium and short-term
periods. These predictions would then be inserted in the
framework of technical constrictions.
Unfortunately, as already mentioned, despite its
importance, the energy sector in general is lagging behind
a number of other industries in taking advantage of
computing advances. Fully digitalising energy asset
management systems is an arduous task due to several
reasons. First off, energy is a commodity crucial for the
functioning of our entire society. It needs to be highly
reliable, but also affordable. This is why the energy sector
is highly regulated. The regulated returns for transmission
and distribution operators and strict policies regarding
their investment and R&D budgets significantly reduce
possibilities for implementing new innovative solutions
[31]. Until the business culture in the companies of the
energy sector does not evolve, there will not be any
significant leaps in progress. Second crucial obstacle is
the complexity of the energy supply chain itself. The
energy system is a complicated behemoth containing
countless components which all need to work in perfect
harmony. Developing a digital platform is difficult, but
constructing one that can operate such a colossal system
is taking the task to another level. There are several
studies that deal with potential savings through the
application of AI and advanced analytics. McKinsey
outlines a cost reduction potential of 10% for medium

voltage grids, 15% for high voltage grids and up to 20%
for substations [32].
Another application of AI would be in creating digital
twins (DTs). DT could be defined as a virtual
representation of both physical elements and dynamics of
a certain component [33]. By utilizing the power of data,
AI and DTs, companies can predict and optimize the
performance of their assets. So how would a wind farm
DT function? Typically, the creation of a digital twin is
initiated by using 3D software. After the initial model of
a single turbine is built, simulations are conducted
detailing how do components of the turbine respond to
different operating conditions. Numerous sensors are
installed on each turbine which measure real-time data
such as temperature, rotation angle, torque, vibration, etc.
Altogether, there are over 150 sensors gathering data on a
single turbine. This information is then used to measure
how the wind farm’s fleet responds to actual conditions.
The feedback gained enables optimizing the fleet’s
operation, determining maintenance schedules and fault
probabilities, but it also helps in developing new wind
farms. In this sense, it might be said that DTs help form a
learning platform. According to GE, the implementation
of the digital twin concept paired with AI can result in
boosting a wind farm’s generation by up to 20% [34].
C. Services
Perhaps the easiest way to apply AI in the energy
sector is through the transformation of the customer
experience. For starters, AI-aided chatbots and virtual
assistants can be taught to help customers with simple
service inquiries and questions [35]. An interesting study
by Servion Global Solutions predicted that by 2025, 95%
of customer interactions will be powered by AI [36]. This
also implies the great importance of data and includes
sophisticated methods for data collection, storage and
security. Businesses will have to adapt to this new reality
or they risk becoming irrelevant. At present, a number of
such systems are in place and aren’t able to be completely
effective. However, with more interactions, the system

Figure 2 Frequency and voltage control schematic
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will get smarter and, in the meantime, it will alleviate the
burden on service representatives allowing them to focus
on more difficult issues.
Companies in the software sector and tech, media and
telecom (TMT) firms realised the importance of focusing
on two crucial fronts. First, taking a service-orientated
approach [37], and second, adopting an open innovation
business model [38]. Power companies are still focused
on providing a commodity, not a service. AI-based
approaches have a proven track record in alleviating the
burden of customer support and contributing to a
premium service. At present, most research papers in this
context focuses on analysing the potential of active
consumer participation in the smart energy market [39].
Incorporating AI in customer support programmes
will be the first step towards the creation of a value cocreation ecosystem through which power companies will
actively interact with consumers and other stakeholders.
The key will be in opening the system and enabling the
emergence of new contributors that will help create added
value for consumers. The key to a successful ecosystem
is not simply increasing system’s efficiency, but creating
additional value by actively managing participators’
expectations.
III.

KEY ENABLERS OF AI DEPLOYMENT

It is important to note that AI is not dependant on
technical adoption, as it is to business acceptance. As
some business sectors are more agile than others, early AI
adoption rate is highly uneven. Technology, media, and
telecom (TMT) sector and financial services are
industries with the highest AI adoption rate. According to
a recent survey by McKinsey [40], 57% correspondents
in organisations from emerging economies reported to
have adopted at least one form of AI-aided function.
Service operations are the most commonly adopted AI
use case in business sectors worldwide, but product
development and marketing are following suit.
Companies that adopted AI-based approaches also
reported noticeable cost reductions paired with revenue
increases.
Due to the importance of reliable energy supply and
the complexities of the power system, the energy sector is
highly regulated. Constricting regulation paired with
security constraints complicate the implementation of
new solutions. In general, the adoption of AI is closely
tied to several problem areas. According to [41], AI
implementation challenges can be divided into economic,
ethical, social, technological, data, political, legal, policy
and organisational issues. AI application in the energy
sector holds a somewhat different set of challenges.
Observing available literature, we identified four main
issues that need to be resolved to enable a wide adoption
of AI in the power sector. Installing advanced monitoring
and control equipment is the first step towards facilitating
a concise flow of data. Data is crucial for AI-based
systems to make informed decisions on how to optimise
the operation of the system or when to perform regular
maintenance activities [42]. The adaptation properties of
the AI system to execute desired complicated functions
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does not require complex analysis and reduces the need
for dealing with details due to generalisation properties
embedded in AI machines. At the same time, AI enables
faster decision-making regarding automation in complex
environments. After building the necessary infrastructure,
raising security levels and adjusting the regulatory
framework are additional prerequisites for successful
deployment of AI. Another important is a coherent
training/educational system that would ensure producing
a digitally capable workforce.

Figure 3 Enablers of AI deployment

A. Data
The power system is a complex structure.
Consequently, it requires the application of complex
algorithms and equipment to operate with success. One of
the main challenges is the process of creating large
datasets that can be used as input for AI-aided models.
Detailed data is a crucial enabler of AI. At present, there
is no sufficient flow of data from the components of the
system that would enable AI-aided modules. In recent
years, there is a surge of new Internet of things (IOT)
devices [43]. However, these devices are usually only
applicable in households and buildings. Optimising the
operation of a power system would require the
implementation of advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI)[44]. The challenge of creating data is, therefore,
also an infrastructural issue, since it requires the
implementation of advanced equipment able to monitor
and manage the energy supply chain. Apart from creating
a stream of information, there are two additional datarelated challenges. First is related to correctly identifying
which data should be used by AI algorithms. Second,
regards the availability of consumer data. Collecting
information about hourly consumption, device usage or
EV charging patters might raise considerable privacy
concerns in end users [45]. All these imply AI-focused
professional trainings of employees and periodic testing
of the decision-making procedures where AI support is
included. The reason for this lies in the rigid decision
boundaries inherited in AI systems’ components that
people are not usually familiar with.
B. Technological maturity
Processing huge amounts of data inevitably requires
having plenty of computing power. In addition, decisions
regarding the operation of the energy supply chain need
to take place in real time [46]. Machine learning and
Deep learning techniques demand an increasing number
of GPUs to operate. In recent years there is a significant
expansion of computing power. Apart from the
computing power itself, another important issue is the
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cost of such a system. Supercomputing that is able to
process unprecedented amount of data is costly.
C. Cybersecurity
A key prerequisite for enabling AI is the availability of
data. Countless new smart devices that generate data will
have to be connected to the grid. As the flow of data
increases, so do the associated security risks. A smart grid
of the future is composed of many components such as
smart home energy systems, smart appliances, AMI,
storage systems and e-mobility infrastructure providing
numerous entry points for malicious attacks. Attacks on
power grids have increased in recent years, and a number
of them were successfully performed. Malicious threats
to the power system can be categorised according to their
goals in three types: data integrity, information privacy
and network availability [47]. Applying AI-based
architecture such as the artificial neural network proved
to be beneficial in offsetting vulnerabilities of the power
system (ANN) [48].
D. Regulation
Regulatory compliance is certainly among the top
barriers to a wider adoption of AI [49]. The concerns
regarding this issue are twofold. Policy makers will need
to find common ground between ensuring affordable and
reliable energy supply, managing security issues and
supporting the integration of AI-aided algorithms and
models. Standardising protocols and ensuring AI
explainability will be crucial during this process.
E. Workforce
Digitally enabled workforce is a crucial segment of the
digital
transformation
[50].
Creating
an
educational/training system that ensures reskilling
employees to manage and operate energy system assets
avoids job losses, creates new jobs and ensures the
optimal operation of AI-aided systems.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Traditionally, the energy system was characterized by
a centralized flow from large producers, through
transmission and distribution systems to end consumers.
With the implementation of renewable, distributed energy
sources, this flow is being disrupted. Consumers are
starting to produce their own electricity and demand is
increasingly satisfied by local generation. This
occurrence has multiple effects on the system. On one
hand, it reduces the need for long range transmission,
improves efficiency and can help even the demand curve
flattening out peaks. On the other hand, the emergence of
prosumers and distributed sources significantly
complicates flows on the distribution level. Prosumers
will likely both consume energy taking it from the grid
and produce energy injecting it into the system. When
electric vehicles, battery systems and smart appliances
are added into the equation, the delicate balance of supply
and demand becomes even more difficult to handle. In
order to optimally manage the operation of countless
components, both producing and consuming energy in
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real time, the introduction of automated processes is
needed.
This is where new technological solutions such as
artificial intelligence, blockchain, big data, internet of
things, cloud computing, etc. step in. The most important
features of AI systems, among others, include selfadaptability, generalisation, complex decision-making,
predictable or constant execution time, operation in a
changing environment and associative computing.
Regardless of that, human supervision and assistance is
unavoidable, i.e. human monitoring and assistance in the
process or human involvement at least in the selected key
points. The main reasons for human supervision are fixed
decision boundaries that AI systems create through the
learning process which do not necessarily encompass real
state, the delay due to re-learning process which is
necessary to be executed when significant change in the
environment appear, and unavoidable network security
problems.
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Abstract - The paper presents the design and analysis of
a magnetic field probe, fabricated using printed circuit
board (PCB) technology. The frequency range and
sensitivity of the probe were analyzed using a Finite
Element Method (FEM) simulation model developed in
Ansoft Maxwell 3D and Ansoft HFSS. The probe is cheap
and easily fabricated on a FR4 substrate with only 2 layers.
A measurement setup is shown for generating a uniform
magnetic field, which is used for calibrating the probe. The
magnetic field is generated using Helmholtz coils and the
probe is calibrated against Rohde&Schwarz HZ-10 pickup
coil as a reference. A detailed comparison between the
theoretical, simulated, and measured results is given and
discussed, including sensitivity, inductance and frequency
range of the probe. The probe’s intended use is for magnetic
field
measurements
and
pre-compliance
EMC
measurements.
Keywords – near field probe; planar PCB coil; FEM;
magnetic field measurements; electromagnetic compatibility

I. INTRODUCTION
As the complexity and number of electronic circuits
in industrial and residential areas increases, the effect
these devices have on each other increases
approximately. This makes it harder for the designers of
electronic
devices
to
achieve
electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) [1]. Pre-compliance testing allows
for cost-effective troubleshooting of the design and
reduces time to the market. PCB (printed circuit board)
probes are cheap and easily manufactured, which paved
they way to the applications as near-field sensors [2-5].
Near field probes are very useful in EMC analysis when
developing power converters, high speed digital
electronics and other electronic devices, to detect the
sources of radiated and conducted emissions. EMC
measurements are unavoidable in the ICT (information
and communications technology) industry too. While
majority of solutions in telecommunications are
implemented today through software, hardware solutions,
based on integrated circuits (ICs) and PCB are still
irreplaceable. Electromagnetic fields may not only affect
the quality of communication systems but also the
performance of nearby devices.
In this paper a multi-turn planar PCB probe is
proposed, which can be used for pre-compliance EMC
measurements. The presented work was initially triggered
by the development of the planar magnetic field PCB
sensor for the EMC measurements of power converters
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and transformer cores, gradually extended for the EMC
pre-compliance testing of multimedia equipment.
Most of the studied probes [2-5] offer good sensitivity
in the very high and ultra high frequency band, where the
proposed probe with its increased dimensions and multiturn design has higher sensitivity in the low frequency
range. The proposed probe offers a simple and cheap
design on a FR4 (flame retardant, type 4) double-sided
PCB. The sensitivity of the probe is further increased by
its multi-turn design. FR4 is a popular and versatile
plastic laminate most often used as substrate for PCBs,
where type "4" indicates woven glass reinforced epoxy
resin.
II. PCB PROBE DESIGN
The presented PCB probe is based on an induction coil
sensor design [6-7]. Its principle of operation follows from
the Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction:
𝑑Φ
𝑑𝐵
(1)
= −𝑁 ∙ 𝐴 ∙
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
Here, v denotes induced voltage, Φ is the magnetic flux
passing through the coil, A is the area of the coil, B is
magnetic flux density and N is the number of turns. The
RMS value of induced voltage V, for a sine-varying
magnetic field, is then
𝑣 = −𝑁 ∙

2𝜋 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝐵0 ∙ 𝑁 ∙ 𝑓

(2)
√2
where B0 denotes the magnitude of magnetic flux density
and f denotes the frequency. For the frequencies wellbellow the resonant frequency of the coil, the equivalent
circuit of the probe is described by Fig. 1.
𝑉=

Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of the probe

If L denotes inductance of the coil, R is resistance of
the coil and Rin is the load resistance, the current I passing
through the load resistance is in the phasor domain equal
to
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𝐼̇ =

𝑉̇
𝑅 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛 + 𝑗2𝜋𝐿𝑓

(3)

where 𝑗 = √−1. Therefore, for frequencies
𝑓≪

𝑅 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛
2𝜋𝐿

the RMS voltage at the load is approximately linearly
dependent on the frequency
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 ≈

𝑅𝑖𝑛
𝑅𝑖𝑛
2𝜋 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝐵0 ∙ 𝑁 ∙ 𝑓
∙𝑉 =
∙
. (4)
𝑅 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛
𝑅 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛
√2
Figure 2. Design of the proposed probe. The outer purple
rectangle is the edge of the PCB substrate and the width of the
PCB traces is 1 mm.

For frequencies
𝑓≫

𝑅 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛
2𝜋𝐿

III. FEM SIMULATION

the RMS voltage is constant
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 ≈

𝑅𝑖𝑛 𝐴 ∙ 𝐵0 ∙ 𝑁
∙
𝐿
√2

(5)

where the corner frequency [7] is 𝑓𝑐 = (𝑅 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛 )/(2𝜋𝐿).
The shape of the proposed coil was inspired by an
eddy current microsensor in thin film technology [8], and
scaled up 100 times retaining the original shape and 7
rectangular turns. The biggest difference from the original
topology is in the layout of the input traces, since the
design from [8] contains only one layer. The width of the
traces is 1 mm. The multiturn-design allows for the bigger
sensitivity of the probe in comparison to the single-turn,
while the dimensions of the probe were scaled in such a
way to ensure the compact dimensions needed for a near
field probe with a relatively high resonant frequency.
During the design, the corner frequency was estimated
from the inductance of the coil, calculated from the
modified Wheeler equation [9]
𝑑
(6)
𝐿𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟 = 𝑘1 𝜇0 𝑁 2
1 + 𝑘2 𝑝
where d is the average diameter of the coil, 𝜇0 is the
permeability of vacuum, p is the fill factor defined as
𝑝=

𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 −𝑑𝑖𝑛
𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 +𝑑𝑖𝑛

(7)

and 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are constants defined for the shape of the
coil, and set to 𝑘1 = 2.34 and 𝑘2 =2.75. Neglecting the
resistance of the coil, which is below 1 Ω, from
𝐿𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟 = 0.95828 µH and Rin=50 Ω follows fc=8.3
MHz. This corner frequency ensures linear dependence of
the output voltage for frequencies below 200 kHz, which
covers the switching frequencies of power converters [10].
As well as it allows the same kind of operation in the
frequency range 30 Hz - 50 kHz defined by standards as
MIL-STD-461 RE01/RE04. In the same time, for the
frequencies higher than 30 MHz, defined by standards
such as CISPR 32, the probe operates in the frequency
independent region (eq. 9). The region of resonant
frequency was determined numerically applying the fullwave FEM (finite element method) simulation. The results
of numerical calculations are shown in the sequel. Fig. 2
shows the dimensions and layout of the probe.
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The frequency range, sensitivity, inductance and
frequency response of the probe were analyzed using a
Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation model
developed using commercial software Ansys version
17.2. The parameters were simulated with a combination
of the Ansys Maxwell and Ansys HFSS simulation
software. The simulations were run on a Intel® Xeon®
CPU E5-2630 v2 @ 2.60 GHz 2.59 GHz (2 processors)
and 256 GB RAM workstation.
A. Ansys HFSS
The full-wave electromagnetic simulations were run
in HFSS, with a primary goal to estimate the region of
resonant frequency and useful frequency range of the
probe, bounded by the resonance. The simulations were
optimized so that a balance between execution time
(because of complexity of model) and accuracy was
achieved. The simulated frequency band was from 10
MHz up to 200 MHz with a logarithmic scale and 100
points per decade. The frequency sweep was set to direct
frequency sweep which provides the most accurate
solutions. After estimating the resonant frequency of the
probe (94 MHz) the impedance of the probe was
simulated in a narrower frequency band around the
supposed resonant frequency (Fig. 3). The inductance of
the coil at 10 MHz was 1.0653 𝜇𝐻, which is in line with
the analytical calculation that predicts 𝐿𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟 =
0.95828 µH.

Figure 3. Simulated real and imaginary parts of the input
impedance of the probe
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B. Ansys Maxwell
The quasi static simulation were run in Maxwell using
the Eddy current solver, aiming to provide information on
the sensitivity of the probe. The induced voltage of the
probe was simulated applying a time varying magnetic
field created by Helmholtz coils (Fig. 4). Because of large
dimensions of actual coils, the dimension of Helmholtz
coils in simulations was scaled down, still achieving
satisfying homogeneity of the field. Larger coils would
require more finite elements to obtain an acceptably fine
mesh in vicinity of the probe.

Using the magnetostatic analysis in Maxwell the
inductance was calculated again. The percent error of the
simulation was 0.5% and the finest mesh options were
used. The calculated inductance was 1.007997 𝜇𝐻, which
confirms analytical calculation and full-wave simulation
in HFSS.
Linear regression of the induced voltage vs. frequency
in the frequency range 10 kHz – 200 kHz was performed
using Curve fitting Toolbox in MATLAB. The biggest
frequency used in this regression is low enough in
comparison to the analytically estimated corner frequency
fc=8.3 MHz, thus allowing the application of a linear
regression law. The load resistance was 50 Ω and
magnetic flux density was 100 nT.
Table II and Fig. 5 give the results and error of the
linear regression. It could be concluded that up to 3 MHz
the error of regression is below 13 %, while the error
significantly increases for frequencies greater than 5
MHz. The regression law is 𝐵 = 𝑘𝑠 ∙ f [µV],
𝑘𝑠 =
0.001286 [µV/Hz] for B=100 nT, or 𝐵 = 𝑘𝑠1 ∙f∙B [V],
𝑘𝑠1 = 0.01286 [V/(Hz∙ T)].

TABLE II. INDUCED

Figure 4. Maxwell model of the probe and Helmholtz coils. The
radius of Helmholtz coils is 50 mm.

An external loading circuit was defined, which was
connected to the extended PCB traces. The external loads
were consisted from a 50 Ω resistor, matching the
standard input impedance of the spectrum analyzer and 1
MΩ to represent the input impedance of the oscilloscope.
The excitation current in the Helmholtz coils was 8.3 mA,
which generated a magnetic flux density of 100 nT.
Additional simulations were run for the frequency band
spanning from 10 kHz to 200 kHz. Table I shows the
difference between the induced voltage when the load
resistances of the external circuit were 50 Ω and 1 MΩ.
TABLE I. SIMULATED INDUCED VOLTAGE WITH LOAD RESISTANCES 50
Ω AND 1 MΩ

VOLTAGE

–

LINEAR

REGRESSION

FROM

SIMULATIONS

Induced
voltage (µV),
𝑹𝒊𝒏 =50 Ω,
B=100 nT

Linear
regression

10000

12.71

12.86

1.17

20000

25.10

25.72

2.48

30000

37.35

38.58

3.30

50000

62.19

64.3

3.39

70000

89.03

90.02

1.11

100000

128.69

128.6

0.07

120000

162.20

154.32

4.86

130000

166.77

167.18

0.24

150000

188.44

192.9

2.37

170000

194.37

218.62

12.48

200000

245.95

257.2

4.58

Frequency
(Hz)

Error of
linear
regression
(%)

10

Induced voltage (µV),
𝑹𝒊𝒏 =50 Ω
12.711

Induced voltage (µV),
𝑹𝒊𝒏 =1 MΩ
21.020

20

25.098

41.649

500000

625.16

643

2.85

30

37.348

62.367

700000

871.67

900.2

3.27

50

62.192

104.203

1000000

1256.29

1286

2.37

70

89.028

147.589

2000000

2536.23

2572

1.41

100

128.691

208.441

3000000

3447.99

3858

11.89

120

162.200

249.867

5000000

5443.65

6430

18.12

130

166.772

274.376

7000000

6740.29

9002

33.56

150

188.438

313.484

10000000

7995.65

12860

60.84

170

194.367

358.519

200

245.946

421.156

Frequency
(kHz)
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Figure 7. Measurement setup for the lower frequency band
using the Keysight E4980AL LCR meter and Keysight E5061B
test fixture
TABLE III. MEASURED INDUCTANCE, IMPEDANCE AND ITS PHASE
ANGLE USING THE LCR METER

Figure 5. Extrapolated linear regression compared to the
frequency response of simulated induced voltage. Magnetic flux
density is 100 nT. Rin=50 Ω.

IV. MEASUREMENTS
Based on the calculated parameters and simulation
results the probe was designed in Altium Designer and
manufactured with a SMA connector (Fig. 6). The probe
was manufactured by Tiplon – Tiskane ploče d.o.o.
Zagreb. The FR4 laminate used was FR408HR Isola, with
a relative dielectric permittivity of 3.72.

Frequency
(kHz)

Inductance (𝝁𝑯)

Impedance
(mΩ)

Phase
angle (°)

0.1

1.050

353.85

0.105

1

1.043

353.92

1.060

10

1.038

360.07

10.438

100

1.033

740.99

61.203

200

1.032

1346.77

74.325

500

1.029

3247.62

83.022

800

1.025

5148.92

85.236

1000

1.018

6412.99

86.005

Measurements with the network analyzer were
performed connecting the probe with a 1 m section of
coaxial cable. The network analyzer was calibrated using
the Keysight 85033E calibration kit. The specified
accuracy of the network analyzer is ±1.0 dB from 5 Hz to
1.5 GHz (option 3L5). The measured resonant frequency
was 77.267 MHz. The measurements from the network
analyzer and LCR meter were combined to get the
impedance over a wider frequency spectrum (Fig. 8).

Figure 6. The manufactured probe

Impedance and inductance were measured using
Keysight E4980AL LCR meter and Keysight E5061B
vector network analyzer. The LCR meter was used to
analyze the probe from 100 Hz up to 1 MHz, while the
Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) was used for
measurements from 900 kHz up to 200 MHz. During the
lower frequency measurements, the SMA connector on
the probe was temporarily desoldered and short test leads
were soldered on the pads. For the measurement the test
fixture Keysight 16047A was used (Fig. 7) and the LCR
meter was calibrated using open and short calibration.
The test fixture has a proportional error of ±5 ∙
𝑓

2

( ) [%], where 𝑓 is the frequency in MHz. The basic
10
accuracy of the E4980AL LCR meter is 0.1%. Table III
summarizes the measurement results obtained from the
LCR meter.
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Figure 8. Combined LCR and VNA measurements of impedance

The mean value of the inductance calculated from the
measurements with the LCR meter is 1.034 µH. This
value was put in ratio with the combined measurements
received from the LCR meter and network analyzer. This
inductance is calculated from the (positive) reactive part
of the impedance, representing L from Fig. 1. The goal
was to observe where the measurements from the
network analyzer reach 10% difference from the mean
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inductance measured with the LCR meter (Fig. 9). The
obtained frequency is 27.327 MHz, thus indicating the
upper frequency bound for the equivalent circuit of the
probe (Fig. 1), which neglects the parasitic capacitance.

The obtained results are shown in Table IV and Fig.
11 with comparison to the simulated results. Because of
the measurement uncertainty, the measured results are
rounded to whole numbers.
TABLE IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND CALCULATED
INDUCED VOLTAGE (FEM)

Figure 9. Ratio of the inductance measured with VNA and the
low-frequency inductance (mean value) measured with LCR
meter

The induced voltage was measured using the
Helmholtz coils. The applied Helmholtz coils have 90
turns and the radius of 0.2 m. The coils were excited
using GW INSTEK AFG-2005 function generator. The
frequency of the generated magnetic field was spanning
from 10 kHz up to 200 kHz. The resonant frequency of
the Helmholtz coils is 220 kHz, measured using the LCR
meter and Kelvin clamps. The inductance of the
Helmholtz coils at 9 kHz is 11.382 mH. First the
generated magnetic field was calibrated using the
Rohde&Schwarz HZ-10 shielded pickup coil. The
current in the coils was measured with Metrix MX 53C
digital multimeter which has a basic accuracy of 1% of
range plus 3D. For the 5 mA range the basic accuracy is
±0.0503 mA. The magnetic field was calculated by
comparing the HZ-10 calibration certificate and the
measured induced voltage on the Keysight N9332C
spectrum analyzer. The measured frequency span was
from 9 kHz to 210 kHz with a resolution bandwidth
(RBW) of 100 Hz. The PCB probe was mounted inside
the Helmholtz coils (Fig. 10) to obtain a fixed position in
the center of the coils during the measurements.

Frequency
(kHz)

Voltage (µV) Measured

Voltage (µV) Simulated

10

12

12.7

20

24

25.1

30

36

37.3

50

62

62.1

70

87

89.0

100

125

128.7

120

148

162.2

130

162

166.8

150

185

188.4

170

210

194.4

200

253

245.9

Figure 11. Comparison between the value of the induced
voltage simulated in Maxwell and measured with the Keysight
N9332C. Magnetic flux density is 100 nT

Again, linear regression was performed using the
measurements in the frequency range 10 kHz to 200 kHz,
applying Curve Fitting Toolbox from MATLAB. Table V
and Fig. 12 are giving the results and errors of the linear
regression in comparison to the measured data. The
regression law 𝐵 = 𝑘𝑚 ∙f [µV], 𝑘𝑚 = 0.001231[µV/Hz]
for B=100 nT, or 𝐵 = 𝑘𝑚1 ∙f∙B [V], 𝑘𝑚1 = 0.01231 [V/
(Hz ∙ T)] , is very close to the regression law from the
simulations. From Table V , the error between measured
voltages and the values estimated from the linear
regression is below 3% at all measurement points.
Figure 10. Measurement of induced voltage using Helmholtz
coils
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TABLE V. INDUCED VOLTAGE – LINEAR REGRESSION FROM
MEASUREMENTS

Induced
voltage
(µV)

Frequency
(kHz)

Linear
regression (µV)

Percentage error
(%)

10

12

12.31

2.58

20

24

24.62

2.58

30

36

36.93

2.58

50

62

61.55

0.73

70

87

86.17

0.95

100

125

123.1

1.52

120

148

147.72

0.19

130

162

160.03

1.22

150

185

184.65

0.19

170

210

209.27

0.35

200

253

246.2

2.69

probe in measurement of stray fields in large
ferromagnetic
cores
(especially
in
open-core
transformers). According to the FEM simulations, the
regression law could be extrapolated to 3 MHz with
presumed error below 13 %. Properly calibrated in the
frequency band up to 70 MHz, the probe could be applied
in pre-compliance testing of radiated disturbances in
frequency bands specified in standards such as CISPR 15,
and lower frequency bands defined by standards such as
CISPR 32. For future work, the extending of calibration
capabilities to higher frequencies using Transverse
Electromagnetic Cell (TEM) cell is planned [11], and the
calibration of the probe in its full operational range.
Moreover, the integrator circuit is in the process of
development for the measurement in the frequency range
below 200 kHz. Because the output signal of an induction
coil is dependent on the derivative of the measured value,
the integrator circuit will restore the original signal.
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Abstract: Good customer experience is one of the key
success factors in today's information technology industry
and digital transformation processes. High-class customer
experience and more efficient business performance
achieved through simplified processes with automated
actions are building bricks of digital transformation which
enables optimized performance. To that end, understanding
and maintaining information through knowledge
management process makes it easy to capture, query, find,
reuse information, and learn from performed actions or
events.

information technology (IT) system. It is a passive activity
that implies recording of the observed data by their nature
design. In case that no one monitors or analyses the data,
they will be logged without any purpose, thus creating a
heavy load on IT resources and their extensive utilization.

Operations wisdom logging (OWL) toolset developed in
Ericsson Nikola Tesla Group aims to improve customer
experience by knowledge management process and by
transforming it into suitable action flow. OWL toolset
supports data collection and transformation of analyzed
data from information to knowledge required for making
sensible decisions. OWL solution comprises a single access
connection point with clientless remote access to any remote
node which requires daily maintenance. Passive data
logging during remote access is transformed into
consolidated information and knowledge ready to integrate
with any information technology service management
(ITSM) solution with quick search engine empowered by
optical character recognition (OCR).
Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence (ML/AI)
concept based on predefined events and user profiles
provides the context of OWL toolset solution lifecycle,
enabling additional value to customer experience during
node or equipment maintenance.
Key words: DIKW, ITSM,
correlations, knowledge.

I.

CMDB,

ML/AI,

OCR,

INTRODUCTION

Operations wisdom logging (OWL) toolset developed
in Ericsson Nikola Tesla Group integrates remote access
solutions
with
information
technology
service
management (ITSM) solutions. Within this process OWL
toolset supports a new paradigm in data collection and
transformation of analyzed data from information to
knowledge required for making sensible decisions.
Until recently most of remote access and ITSM
solutions have been employed separately but now OWL
toolset enables a great benefit of combining and
integrating them. OWL toolset model is based on
knowledge management (KM) and supporting automated
processes. KM is usually displayed within the data-toinformation-to-knowledge-to-wisdom (DIKW) pyramid
(Figure 1). Data logging is a basic functionality of every
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Figure 1. DIKW model - the flow from data to wisdom

OWL toolset focuses on key KM activities around
data: collecting accurate data, identifying, and analyzing
data, transforming data into valuable information. After
data have been transformed into information, the next key
step in KM process is managing the information content in
a way that makes it easy to capture, query, find, re-use
information and to learn from experiences. Knowledge is
a context-based process which puts information into easyto-use form. Wisdom makes use of knowledge to create
value through correct and well-informed decisions.
Wisdom involves having the application and contextual
awareness to provide strong common-sense judgement.
OWL toolset solution design supports each step of
DIKW KM process. It offers fully consolidated data in
one place, fully automated DIKW process with the
complete platform operating independently of the service
provider. By integrating with ITSM, the necessary
knowledge is captured in one place within the already
available ITSM platform, which makes OWL toolset a
highly reusable solution based on free open-source
software (FOSS) [1]. The use of open-source software in
an Ericsson product is defined by the Ericsson Group
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directive “Free Open-Source Software” [2]. With this
approach OWL toolset decreases capital expenditure
(CapEx) and operational expenditure (OpeEx), which
leads to the positive return of investment (ROI).
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENTS

In daily IT business there are multiple teams, like
service integrators or operations who maintain IT and
telco components, so called end-nodes. End node can be
any IT or telco equipment, or an application which
requires remote access via application clients or multiple
protocols such as SSH, RDP, Telnet, VNC, moshell,
mysqul clients, and docker console.

two things: KM, which includes KMDB and KEDB, and
on DIKW pyramid (Figure 1.) In addition to that, ITIL
service operations focus on the common service
operations activities, such as monitoring and control,
event and incident management, and request fulfillment.
OWL toolset solution lifecycle comprises
following key architectural components (Figure 2):
•

Remote access solution

•

Data collection

•

ITSM integration

•

AI/ML Control.

the

The frequent problem which maintenance teams
encounter in daily work with different nodes is slow
response if they do not have consolidated and relevant
information. For example, when an operations team want
to connect to an end node, usually these connection data
are scattered in different places. Each individual or team
may or may not have consolidated data and this becomes a
challenge when the number of end nodes grows on daily
basis.
The second problem is occurrence of different jump
hosts (JH), terminal servers (TS) like Citrix. Once an
operations team member connects to the server, he/she
needs to open another remote access application, like
putty or moshell to finally connect to the end node. Due to
different business needs, like security, such connections
are usually logged but these saved logs have limited
auditing capabilities. So, the logs exist but the analysis of
the data and the correlation between them is mostly
absent. This results in high utilization of IT resources,
especially disk space, where, in fact, the passively logged
data serve no purpose.
The third problem is the ITSM connection itself or the
integration of different tools that are necessary to solve a
problem. A common example is solving an incident on a
node where it is necessary to use monitoring and ticketing
tool, knowledge management database (KMDB) and
known error database (KEDB) to decide how to solve the
problem. At the end, TS or JH are required to connect to
the node and solve the problem. This procedure can take a
few hours as browsing through the multiple windows and
search queries are done manually.
When all these aspects of node maintenance are put
together, we end up with reactive and manual support that
is quite slow and where improvisation or ad hoc problem
solving are common. The slow support response causes
dissatisfaction of the end user and it can even lead to nonfulfillment of end node service key performance indicators
(KPIs) and service level agreements (SLAs).

III.

OWL TOOLSET DESCRIPTION

OWL toolset solution has been developed based on
Information Technology Infrastructure Library v3 [4-8]
service lifecycle model. ITIL service transition focuses on
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Figure 2. OWL solution lifecycle

A. Remote Access Solution
The remote access solution is based on Apache
Guacamole solution and represents a central component in
OWL toolset. Apache Guacamole is a clientless FOSS
solution [3]. A clientless solution means that no client
software or plugin are needed to establish the remote
connection to an end node. The remote connection is
established through the HTML 5 capable browser (Figure
3.). This also means that access can be established from
desktop machines, but also from mobile devices such as
mobile phones and tablets. This approach offers a
possibility to integrate Apache Guacamole with other web
applications, and what’s more, an end user does not have
to perform any installation or configuration protocols to
use it.
Through Apache Guacamole an end user can access its
remote nodes using several supported remote protocols
like telnet or SSH for command line access or, RDP and
VNC for GUI access. Also, the direct access to
Kubernetes containers consoles is available. An integrated
SFTP client enables easy file upload/download which can
be invoked during the session. FTP can be
enabled/disabled per session and files can be
uploaded/downloaded through the same browser session.
Apache Guacamole access offers several different
types of authentications and authorization with the support
of single sign on (SSO). Internal users and groups can be
used, but it is also possible to integrate external services
such as LDAP or active directory. In addition, Apache
Guacamole allows a combination of both internal and
external authentication. For implementation in Ericsson
Nikola Tesla, we have decided to integrate authentication
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with the corporate active directory. This gives the benefit
of employing the standard corporate authentication, as
well as controlling access to remote machines based on
active directory group membership.
As Apache Guacamole is a standard web application,
the communication has been secured by utilizing HTTPS
communication. The presence of proxy or corporate
firewall does not prevent the use of Apache Guacamole.
Two main parts of Apache Guacamole are Guacamole
web application running in Apache Tomcat and Guacd
i.e., Guacamole daemon. The web application is
responsible for authentication and communication with
end users’ web browser. Guacd supports many remote
protocols and establishes connections towards remote
nodes.

manipulating at a later stage (Figure 3.) Recorded sessions
are then converted to MP4 video stream compatible with
streaming through modern web browsers.
By using Elasticsearch modules OWL toolset supports
the ability to do the text search of the recorded video
sessions. Fast search using free text or field-based search,
filtering and reporting capabilities are provided by
Elasticsearch’s Kibana module. Kibana can be used to
visualize, explore, and report Apache Guacamole sessions
stored in Elasticsearch database. Those features can result
in additional benefits if integration is done with ITSM
system and the operational assurance tools.
C. ITSM Integration
As OWL toolset is based on ITIL best practices, one of
the key integration points is ITSM integration which is a
bridge between ITIL service transition and service
operations activities. OWL integration would impact
following ITSM components (Figure 3.):
•

Configuration management database (CMDB)

•

Problem and ticket management

•

Knowledge management database (KMDB)

•
Security information and event management
(SIEM).

Figure 3. OWL architecture – traffic flows and integration points

B. Data Collection
One of the features that Apache Guacamole has is the
ability to record sessions, like users’ remote access session
to the end node. By default, in OWL concept, all sessions
have been recorded regardless of the type and this
includes both, textual and GUI sessions.
The benefit over the traditional audit logging is that
entire session is being captured from a user’s login to the
end node until remote access sessions ends. The captured
session includes jumping from host to host and working
inside applications. Also, this includes logging into
devices that are not configured or cannot be configured to
use the corporate authentication and where all users are
connecting by using the common account, i.e., root.
A session transcript is extracted from the recorded
session. Extraction from text-based sessions is a
straightforward process, but it is more difficult for GUIbased session. For GUI-based session, the recording is
coded into video stream and thus optical character
recognition (OCR) needs to be performed on video frames
to extract the transcript. The extracted transcript is
enriched with metadata such as username, remote host
name, session start time, etc., and is automatically stored
into the Elasticsearch database for easier searching and
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CMDB is normally used in ITSM as database to store
information about configuration items (CI), such as
hardware and software assets. Hardware type, operating
system, IP address and other common IT information are
stored as CI attributes in CMDB. In OWL toolset, Apache
Guacamole connection information details to hardware
assets are stored as connections’ configurations, which
enables easier access control. Since the Apache
Guacamole connection is basically an URL link, this will
give ability to any application that uses CMDB to extract
the Apache Guacamole remote connection configuration
information.
The ITSM problem and ticket management system
module normally read data from CMDB to get the
information about IT assets to which a ticket is being
referred. With OWL toolset this process includes the
information about the remote connection through Apache
Guacamole. In this way, when a ticket arrives for some
remote node, the ticket data includes a direct link that
enables the remote connection to the affected end node.
The operation team who is handling the ticket has an
option to click on the link to access the affected remote
node. In other words, the access to the remote node is a
single click away and accessible through the ticket itself.
Every session related to the open ticket can be
automatically saved as KMDB item where recording
session can be used as a “cookbook”, for a competence
build up or security actions reviews.
Integrated CMDB, KMDB, ticketing management and
Apache Guacamole sessions data provide the information
that answer who, what, when, where and how questions,
with reference to the performed actions. The Apache
Guacamole sessions can be used as a lesson learned and
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experience to increase operations assurance awareness and
wisely improve ideas and judgment for further actions.
Traditionally, remote access is a different solution from a
ticketing system and operations team needs to use separate
tools and separate procedures to connect to remote
machines mentioned in tickets. By integrating the
ticketing system and remote access, the access to remote
machines is greatly simplified, which shortens the
response time.
D. ML/AI Control
Machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) are
key functionalities of today’s cutting-edge technology
which revolutionizes daily IT operations. ML/AI control
is a logical step to take after data has been collected
through different operations assurance tools within ITSM.
This includes establishing data correlations with the
standardized information to create mature knowledge
based on which we can establish prediction and undertake
ML/AI actions.
OWL toolset ensures automated actions, for example,
possibility to receive automatic notifications or reports
about predefined end node events or users’ actions. This
way security team can receive early threat detection in the
remote node. ML/AI control will identify connections
behind suspicions end users’ actions, for example, copy or
data transfer, and automated process will rapidly shut
down access and connection eliminating threat.
Guacamole enables connection profiles for different
groups, meaning that members of one group will be able
to access only machines intended for that group. For
example, access profile group for developers is different
one for testers and different one for integrators. From
session recording logs, it is possible to extract commands
being executed by this group on sets of hosts or remote
environments. Recorded data have been sent to ML/AI
algorithm to be able to create correlation between group of
users working on remote hosts and command being
executed there. Different groups of users execute different
application and have different ways of working. This
would create a “way of working” model for each group of
users. Using this model, it would be possible to
differentiate normal user behavior from irregular one and
from potentially dangerous one. In this case ML/AI
control would raise an alarm and send events to SIEM for
further investigation.

IV.

PROOF OF CONCEPT

The following components have been used in proof of
concept (PoC):
•

Apache guacamole

•

Microsoft Active Directory

•

Elasticsearch

Apache Guacamole was configured to enable access to
machines in one of the test environments located at
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Ericsson Nikola Tesla lab. A mix of connection types was
configured, for example SSH text-based connections, as
well as Remote Desktop (RDP) GUI connections.
Guacamole was setup to use corporate Active Directory
server for authentication. Authorization was handled by
Active Directory group membership. This way, only
authorized users with a specific group membership are
allowed to access remote connections through Guacamole.
Depending on group membership, users are presented
only with remote connection associated with these groups.
This way it is possible to segregate access to remote
resources depending on Active Directory group
membership.
After user session has finished, a batch process is
initiated to extract session transcript from recorded
session. For text-based sessions, this is simple sessions
recording available in text format. For GUI-based session
process is more complicated and an OCR has been
performed on video frames. For OCR engine Tesseract [9]
open-source OCR solution has been implemented.
Performing OCR on screen recording does not provide
clean output. Due to a nature of how modern GUI looks
i.e., multiple overlapping windows, icons and other
desktop elements, OCR of such picture will result in
unorganized text. This text is difficult to read on its own
as resulting text is combination of many desktop elements.
Resulting text obtained from OCR operation together
with its video frame timestamp is stored as index to
Elasticsearch. Besides these, additional fields are stored as
well such as username and hostname on which session
was running. This makes easy to search through many
connection sessions using Kibana dashboard. As each
Kibana search result returns both searched text and link to
video frame from which this exact text was recovered, it
makes it easy to search even through OCR obtained text
which is difficult to read on its own.
The OWL has passed proof of concept (PoC) after its
implementation in a selected project where OWL users
had diversified target audience, such as integration teams,
operational assurance teams or security teams.
In this case, the focus areas of the proof of concept
were the solution stability, performance, and usability in
daily business. The solution stability has a great impact on
operational assurance teams, like level 1 to level 3
operations support teams, who need to act quickly with
reference to any end node incident or issue. Integration
teams are also heavily dependent on stability as all end
node installations or upgrades require seamless and fast
access connection.
Due to diversified target audience, the solution’s
performance required additional monitoring. OWL toolset
can be run on standalone servers or virtual machines. In
case of Apache Guacamole, it can be run as a docker
container. During the PoC session CPU and RAM
utilization, as well as local disk utilization were
monitored. Long video sessions can increase the size of
the recording, which may require additional local storage
resources. The proper sizing of all OWL components
requires thorough analysis of the following data: the
number of concurrent users, ITSM integration points
definition and data retention policy.
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Sizes of generated video files of recorded sessions
vary greatly. A recording’s size depends both on the
session’s duration and on frequency of screen changes.
Video encoding and OCR recognition are CPU intensive
tasks, where recommendation is to dedicate a separate
virtual machine for video recording processing.
The use of OWL solution in a DevOps project team’s
daily business demonstrated its major benefits. During the
development phase of project delivery, many issues where
captured and stored as a session. For example, a session
was captured during which a solution integrator (SI) had
the task to configure database with required user
privileges on different database schemas. The solution
integrator missed to setup privileges rights to one set of
data. Every project delivery has security auditors which
review project delivery, in this case end node (database)
security setup. After the performed penetration test, the
security auditor (SA) noticed that he managed to enter
unprotected database. The security auditor used
Elasticsearch to search database integration and he found
a missed step for database privileged access setup, after
which the solution integrator fixed the problem. The key
benefit was an opportunity to fix the problem before the
project went into production and before the handover to
operations team.
In this way, the coordinated action of the solution
integrator and the security auditor, with simple use of the
OWL toolset, prevented possible attacks and denial of
service. Development and operations team agreed that
actions such as penetration test, search for vulnerabilities
and quick fixes can be automated and performed during
end node development and integration process. The same
process can be captured as evidence during the handover
from development to operations team before end node
goes into production environment.

V.

CONCLUSION

Operations wisdom logging (OWL) toolset is currently
being developed for the multiple production
environments. The integration with different operational
assurance tools and information technology service
management (ITSM) is in the focus of the development.
The proof of concept obtained very positive end users’
feedback which put special emphasis on the fact that
OWL offers one single platform with consolidated data,
supporting one-click access to end node. Optical character
recognition (OCR) enables excellent queries searching
engine, providing easy browsing of remote sessions, or
captured knowledge. The added value for users is that
OWL becomes a central operational point which reduces
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the number of tools, browsers, different accesses and
helps teams to reduce their response time.
As operational assurance in daily business and node
handling are key target areas for OWL users, the solution
has significant impact on the remote access process
simplification, and it significantly reduces response time.
Automated captured knowledge gathered during actions
preformed increases troubleshooting efficiency and helps
to consolidate scattered logs and knowledge in one single
output ready to be consumed.
As OWL components are FOSS based, the solution has a
very high commercial potential, starting with very low
total cost of ownership (TCO). The OWL solution is
vendor agnostic and can be implemented on end customer
premises, common data centers, clouds or any other
suitable environment required by clients. The OWL
toolset aims to improve end customers’ experience of
DIKW process by fully utilizing ML and AI capabilities,
as each OWL user can create his own profile based on
daily business needs and automatically execute predefined
actions. This way user or group profile can be a reference
input for model preparation based on ML lifecycle [10].
OWL solution lifecycle facilitates complete access and
data collection process transforming them to the
repeatable process which makes correlations within
CMDB and IPCC and prepares ML model for execution
in daily operations.
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Abstract - Discovery (locating) and use of information
resources in academic community (in general) are two
essential activities supporting teaching and research. Recent
generations of university students are commonly focused on
e-resources which offer them easy access to up-to-date data
and information in various research areas. However, not all
e-resources are of the same quality or easily usable in the
higher education environment and therefore research user
studies should be caried out to get insight into perception of
students about discovery and use of e-resources. The
research study of students carried out at the Faculty of
Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb,
Croatia in December 2021 showed frequent use of selected
types of scientific and professional e-resources. E-resources
are accessed mostly by mobile devices suggesting their
ability of use of e-resources at different locations. The
problem arose with trust in librarians when locating eresources, however, librarians were chosen for
recommending e-resources. In this research study, students
identified most important advantages of e-resources that
server as selection criteria for e-resources for studying. The
findings confirmed students’ high confidence in value of eresources for studying. Finally, the findings confirmed that
the COVID19 pandemic influenced students to use eresources more frequently than before.
Keywords – Croatia, e-resources, higher education,
students, COVID19

I.

INTRODUCTION

Discovery (locating) and use of information resources
are essential activities supporting learning, teaching and
research at universities in Croatia and around the world.
Academic community usually receives support for these
essential activities from libraries using easy and rapid
access to information resources of all types for students,
teaching staff and researchers [1],[2]. While the printed
information resources nowadays represent well accepted,
proven, traditional information resources, electronic
information resources (or shortly e-resources) are
information resources that are still in development. Today,
various forms of e-resources have been complementing
and, in some cases, completely replacing printed resources
in academic daily routine. The quality of e-resources used
in higher education frequently depends on their supplier
and in the academic community university or academic
libraries are supplier of e-resources. “Academic libraries
worldwide are rapidly shifting towards digital platforms,
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adopting information and communication technology
(ICT), to provide Web-based access to such resources” [2,
p. 281]. The result of the shift is easier access to eresources for learning and research (studying) and their
greater versatility. Another factor that influenced
potentially more frequent use of e-resources by the
university students is the COVID19 pandemic. During the
national lockdown in Croatia in the spring of 2020,
libraries (of all types) were closed to the public. Library
users including university students shifted towards use of
e-resources overnight, additionally supplementing and
replacing inaccessible printed resources with e-resources.
This situation presents an opportunity for initiating a
research study of perception of students at the Faculty of
Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb,
Croatia about their reaction on discovery and use of eresources for the purpose of studying during the time of
the COVID19 pandemic. This paper presents the findings
of that research study.
II. E-RESOURCES
E-resource is “a resource which require computer
access or any electronic product that delivers a collection
of data, be it text referring to full text bases, electronic
journals, image collections, other multimedia products and
numerical, graphical or time based, as a commercially
available title that has been published with an aim to being
marketed” [3]. E-resources are often characterized “as
those information sources and services that users typically
access through the computer network from inside the
library or remotely [2]. Tripathi and Jeevan [4] quoted Lee
and Boyle (2004) i.e. their definition of e-resources as
“any electronic product that delivers a collection of data,
be it text, numerical, graphical or time based, as a
commercially available resource” which includes “full
text databases, electronic journals, image collections,
multimedia products, collections of numerical data”. For
Makri, Blandford, Cox, Attfield, & Warwick [5, p. 456]
an e-resource is “any interactive Website, system or tool
with an aim of supporting users in finding, interpreting
and/or using electronic information”. These definitions
suggest versatility of views on e-resources.
E-resources can be divided into three major categories:
e-journals or electronic journals which are electronic
equivalents of print journals/serials or journals only
appearing in electronic format; e-books or electronic
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books which are monographs available for electronic
access like e-journals, and e-databases which are full text,
bibliographic, numeric, etc. databases holding a wide
variety of information in one product/platform [4, pp. 134135]. Other information resources like e-thesis, enewspapers, library’s online public access catalogs
(OPACs), discovery services and subject portals that are
available for accessing these resources can be added to the
list of e-resources [2].
III.

STUDENTS AND USE OF E-RESOURCES

While reasons for use of e-resources can differ from
person to person, reasons for use of e-resources in the
higher education are mostly clear and straightforward.
Students in the higher education are among the most
intensive users of e-resources. Access to e-resources is
considered being indispensable part of scholarly
communication in a university setting [2, p. 282]. Eresources have become invaluable research tools
complementing the print-based resources in a traditional
library setting [6]. Kumar and Batra [7] noticed greater
emphasis on use of e-resources compared to the
conventional print versions of information resources in
the early literature (mostly 2000.-2010.), when eresources were developed,
Students seek information on the internet rather than
finding them in university libraries. “Information seeking
is a process that begins with the information needs; next,
the documents and information resources are searched
during a specific process of search. Then, the required
information is reviewed and analyzed after extraction.
Finally, the relevant information is retrieved to resolve
the problem” [8].
E-resources have become the most favorite resources
of users, characterized by easy of sharing and convenient
retrieval [9]. Additionally, students like quick browsing,
compound access, retrieval speed, sharing, print and
downloading, comprehensive information coverage [10].
They prefer acquiring knowledge from the internet
instead of asking librarians for books [11] although
universities are investing substantial amount of money in
paying licenses for e-resources in the belief that students
will make use of them [12]. Reason for this behavior is
that e-resources are more convenient and accessible, and
students can prepare themselves for classes from the
internet and online database of libraries as a form of elearning [11]. To attract more students to libraries in
general, IFLA advocates libraries as guarantors of access
to information for citizens and as a one stop shop for
unlocking new possibilities and opportunities [13]. In the
electronic environment, user have world of knowledge at
their fingertips and their activities are often invisible to
librarians making users of e-resources virtual and
anonymous [14].
Students demonstrate desire for learning for which
they need ability to find, access and use of information
resources, but sometimes they fail to succeed in doing so.
Instead, they retrieve large amounts of information and
spend a lot of time filtering useful from other information
with changing success [11, p. 1769]. While many articles
and books have been written about the topic of e-
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resources discovery (locating) and use, challenging times
we are now witnessing, present new opportunities for a
new series of research studies about use of e-resources.
This paper presents findings from such a research study
focusing on perception of university students at the
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of
Zagreb, Croatia about e-resources for studying.
IV.

RESEARCH

Students’ activities require constant access to high
volume of data and information of various types more
and more frequently created and delivered in digital form.
The university students are in a good position because
libraries at universities offer ever increasing quantity of
e-journals, e-books, databases, theses and dissertations
and other forms of published human knowledge. As these
“forms of knowledge and information become diversified
and the content becomes integrated, people require a fast,
timely and accurate access to the necessary information
and knowledge” [6, p. 660]. Students are such group of
information resources users who need timely and accurate
access to the necessary information and knowledge.
The purpose of the research study in this paper is to
get an insight into discovery (locating) and use of eresources by students at the Faculty of Humanities and
Social Sciences, University of Zagreb, Croatia during the
part of the period of the COVID19 pandemic.
The goals of the research study are: 1.) establishing
types of e-publications and e-devices used by the students
for learning and research; 2.) establishing factors of use
of e-resources used by students for learning and research;
3.) establishing perception of quality of e-resources used
by students for learning and research; 4.) establishing
whether the COVID19 pandemic has influenced the use
of e-resources used by students for learning and research.
The basic presumptions (hypotheses) are: students
accept well and use e-resources frequently for learning
and research; they are well acquainted with advantages
and disadvantages of e-resources; the pandemic
influenced students to use e-resources more than before
the pandemic. A self-administered online questionnaire
survey consisting of 16 closed type questions was
implemented using as research tool using a convenience
sample of undergraduate and graduate students at the
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of
Zagreb, Croatia. The online questionnaire was available
from November 30th till December 20th 2021. An
invitation to participate in the research was sent to the
students' mailing list at the Faculty of Humanities and
Social Sciences, University of Zagreb, Croatia. The total
of 156 students participated in the research study.
V.

FINDINGS

The following part of the paper presents the findings
from the research study.
Q1. Year of study
The total of 156 students participated in this research
study. As the research sample was not stratified (due to
the COVID19 pandemic situation and inability to
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organize students from specific years of study to
participate in the research study), students from different
years of study participated in this research study with
different numbers: 1st year of study 45 participants
(28.3%), 2nd year of study, 29 respondents (18.6%), 3rd
year of study 21 respondents (13.5%), 4th year of study
(16%), 5th year of study (8.3%), and senior students just
before the graduation at the 5th+ year of study (14.7%).
Q2. Types of e-resources used for learning and research
TABLE I. TYPES OF E-RESOURCES USED FOR LEARNING AND
RESEARCH (MULTIPLE ANSWERS) (N=156)

E-books
Specialized
internet
portals
(scientific
and
professional)
Seminar papers, final and doctoral theses of other
students works
E-journals
Research data sets
Internet portals of general type
E-encyclopedias
Statistical data available on the internet
Private Web sites
Other: Library Genesis
Other: Internet repositories
Other: Private Web site of different associations

N
126
116

%
80.8
74.4

109

69.9

104
88
86
82
61
33
1
1
1

66.7
56.4
55.1
52,6
39.1
21.2
0.6
0.6
0.6

Different university study programs impose different
requirements before students regarding selection and used
of e-resources. This question aimed at finding out what
resources are used for learning and research. Since the
students in this research study were not differentiated by
the program of study, the findings in this table are
cumulative for all participants in this research study. The
collected data indicate use of e-books, specialized
internet portals. Students in the research study are
specially interested in seminar papers, final and doctoral
theses and other written works of other students (the first
three positions). Other e-resources like e-journals and
research data sets are used less.
Q3. Frequency of use of e-resources for studying
TABLE II. FREQUENCY OF USE OF E-RESOURCES FOR STUDYING
(N=156)

Every day
Several times a week
Several times a month
Occasionally

N
44
64
34
14

%
28.2
41.1
21.8
9

The fast-paced course of studying requires use of
recommended scientific and professional information
resources readily available to students who can access
them mostly by the help of university libraries. In this
question it was discovered that students use e-resources
frequently: almost 70% of the participating students
(cumulatively) use e-resources during the period of one
week which can be interpreted as frequent use.
Q4. Use of devices to access e-resources for studying
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TABLE III. USE OF DEVICES TO ACCESS E-RESOURCES FOR STUDYING
(N=155)

Laptop
Mobile phone
Desktop computer
Tablet
Smart TV

N
138
136
43
9
1

%
89
87.7
27.7
5.8
0.6

This question aimed at discovering what devices
students use for accessing e-resources. The findings in
this question revealed that the students use mobile
devices such as laptops and mobile phones most
frequently to access e-resources. Since the students tend
to be very mobile, use of portable electronic devices
doesn’t come as a surprise.
Q5. Ranking printed and e-resources according to
importance for studying
TABLE IV. RANKING PRINTED AND E-RESOURCES ACCORDING TO
IMPORTANCE FOR STUDYING (1=LEAST IMPORTANT, 5=MOST
IMPORTANT) (N=156)

Scientific and professional books
(printed)
Scientific and professional books
(electronic)
Textbooks (printed)
Textbooks (electronic)
Scientific and professional journals
(printed)
Scientific and professional journals
(electronic)

1
7

2
25

3
32

4
37

5
54

2

11

34

46

63

29
27
51

36
36
27

32
39
29

23
27
32

35
26
15

10

16

28

45

57

This question aimed at discovering what information
resources (printed and electronic) students consider to be
important for their study. The findings in this question
reveal that the students prefer scientific and professional
books (electronic a bit more than printed), and scientific
and professional electronic journals. Textbooks and
scientific and professional printed journals were less used
by the respondents. Answers to the next question offers
some explanation of characteristics of e-resources that
can be also considered as reasons for preferred use of ebooks and e-journals (but not e-textbooks) in this
question.
Q6. Recognition of important e-resources characteristics
TABLE V. RECOGNITION OF IMPORTANT E-RESOURCES
CHARACTERISTICS (N=156)

Speed of information location
Ability to search multiple information resources at
once
Ease of use of electronic resources
Greater quantity of information on a topic
Sharing of electronic resources with other people
Use of electronic resources on multiple devices
Low cost of use
Storing of information on multiple places

N
146
137

%
93.6
87.8

122
113
106
104
92
89

78.2
72.4
67.9
66.7
59
57.1

This question aimed at discovering important eresources characteristics. Most characteristics of e-
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resources are well documented in scientific literature.
Students have particular interest in e-resources necessary
for studying and expect different capabilities such as that
e-resources offer speedy locating of information, that
they offer searching multiple information resources at
once, that use of e-resources will be easy to use. Eresources offer greater quantity of information
incautiously (but not in general, as printed information
resources exist for centuries) and as such they are
attractive to students. Sharing and use of e-resources on
different devices are immanent characteristic of eresources but are not most important to the students who
participated in this research. It is interesting to see the
low cost of use characteristics very low on the list of
preferred characteristics of e-resources since students
highlighted the problem of e-resources payment in one of
the next questions as the most severe problem.
Q7. Purposes of use of e-resources for studying
TABLE VI. PURPOSES OF USE OF E-RESOURCES FOR STUDYING
(MULTIPLE ANSWERS) (N=156)

Rapid locating of information
Detailed reading of literature
Preparation and carrying out of research
Advancement of personal knowledge in a particular
area of knowledge (independent from studying)
Advancement of personal knowledge in general
(independent from studying)
Job search

N
141
106
105
90

%
90.4
67.9
67.3
57.7

82

52.6

23

14.7

Q9. Activity pursued immediately after download of am
e-resource
TABLE VIII. ACTIVITY PURSUED IMMEDIATELY AFTER DOWNLOAD OF
AN E-RESOURCE (N=156)
N
65
41
30
15
3
2

Rapid skimming of the content
Searching after a fact
Reading of abstract
Detailed reading
Reading of Conclusion
Reading of literature list

%
41.7
26.3
19.2
9.6
1.9
1.3

This question aimed on discovering activities students
pursue immediately after downloading e-resources. The
answers indicate that rapid skimming of the content is the
top activity. The content skimming is common to students
having limited amount of time for writing short papers or
discovering new knowledge and facts during the
academic year. Detailed reading is rather low on the list
of answers. The lowest ranked answer was reading of
literature lists at the end of scientific and professional
papers which are usually important sources of
information.
Q10. Period of academic year when e-resources are used
most frequently
TABLE IX. PERIOD OF ACADEMIC YEAR WHEN E-RESOURCES ARE
USED MOST FREQUENTLY (N=156)
N
67
46
24
18
1

%
42.9
29.5
15.4
11.5
0.6

0

0

This question aimed at selecting most important
purposes of use of e-resources. The top three selected
purposes are most directly related to studying. Other
purposes that are not related to studying are less
frequently recognized by the respondents although
advancement of knowledge of a person is still highly
valued.

During the whole semester
In the middle of the semester
At the end of semester
During the exam period
Before the beginning of the semester (research of
courses to enroll)
At the beginning of the semester

Q8. Obstacles while accessing electronic information
resources on the Web

Academic year has its own dynamics with peaks of
activities at the end of each semester. This question
aimed at discovering part of the academic year in which
students use e-resources most frequently. Most students
answered that they use e-resources during the whole
semester.

TABLE VII. OBSTACLES WHILE ACCESSING ELECTRONIC
INFORMATION RESOURCES ON THE WEB (MULTIPLE ANSWERS) (N=154)

Limited access to e-resources of information (paywall)
Too much information at once
Slow internet connection
Insufficient knowledge about use of e-resources of
information
Inadequate device for accessing e-resources of
information
Insufficient IT knowledge

N
131
75
48
28

%
85.1
51.3
31.2
18.2

16

10.4

7

4.5

In question 6 the respondents chose the low-cost use
of e-resources as not so important when compared to
other answers chosen in that question while they chose
the requirement for paid access (paywall) as the top
choice in this question meaning that their opinion varied.
Other answers such as - too much information and slow
internet connection and others - were not perceived as
obstacles when accessing e-resources.
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Q11. Seeking advice when locating e-resources
TABLE X. SEEKING ADVICE WHEN LOCATING E-RESOURCES
(MULTIPLE ANSWERS) (N=156)

Lecturer
Friend
Other students
Librarian
Relatives
Someone else

Every time
28
27
30
11
5
4

Occasionally
55
53
83
26
8
10

Seldom
44
45
31
41
31
23

Never
29
27
10
75
107
105

This question aimed at discovering whom students are
asking for advice when trying to locate e-resources. The
results show that the students in this research asked other
students most frequently, while lecturers and friends were
asked for advice less frequently. It is a negative surprise
that librarians are ranked so low in the list of answers
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since they are experts in providing information and
knowledge and students. Since this research didn’t go
into details why students prefer one group of people over
the other, the reasons for not choosing librarians remains
opened. At the end, relatives and “someone else” were
ranked at the end of the list.

education in use of e-resources. Very small number of the
students needed no education or limited quantity of
additional education on the lower need part of the scale,
while a little more students felt rather strong or strong
need for additional education on the higher part of the
scale.

Q12. Confidence in persons recommending e-resources
for studying

Q15. Confidence in e-resources

TABLE XI. CONFIDENCE IN PERSONS RECOMMENDING E-RESOURCES
FOR STUDYING (MULTIPLE ANSWERS) (1=NO CONFIDENCE AT ALL, 5=
TOTAL CONFIDENCE) (N=156)

Lecturers
Friends
Other
students
Librarians
Family

1 no confidence
at all
3
5
4

2

3

4

1
20
7

13
50
37

28
53
74

5 Total
confidence
111
24
32

8
49

6
44

24
27

49
20

66
11

This question aimed at discovering persons in whom
have highest or lowest degree of confidence when
recommending e-resources for studying. Lecturers and
librarians are at the top of the list (total confidence)
followed by rather high degree of confidence in other
students and friends. Family members are at the bottom
of the list when considering confidence in recommending
e-resources. It is worth comparing answers in previous
and this question and notice that the students in this
research didn’t asked librarians where to find e-resources
but in this question, they demonstrated high (total)
confidence in them, but not as high as in lecturers with
whom students are in more frequent contact.
Q13. Confidence in quality of e-resources
TABLE XII. CONFIDENCE IN QUALITY OF E-RESOURCES (N=156)
(1=NO CONFIDENCE T ALL, 5= TOTAL CONFIDENCE) (N=156)
1
0

2
1

3
27

4
99

5
29

Generally speaking, the students participating in the
research indicated high but not top degree of confidence
in e-resources. E-resources are getting more available as
their quantity grows every day and students can access
them in open access digital libraries and repositories.
Availability brings risk of use of low quality content, so,
students should be able to differentiate low quality eresources from their high quality counterparts and use the
latter.
Q14. Need for additional education in use of e-resources
TABLE XIII. NEED FOR ADDITIONAL EDUCATION IN USE OF ERESOURCES (1=NO NEED AT ALL, 5=HAVE STRONG NEED) (N=156)
1
13

2
30

3
50

4
39

5
24

In this question, most students participating in this
research indicated a moderate need for additional
education in use of e-resources. Additionally, there were
students on both sides of the scale needing less or more
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TABLE XIV. CONFIDENCE IN E-RESOURCES (1=NO CONFIDENCE AT
ALL, 5= TOTAL CONFIDENCE) (N=155)
1
1

2
1

3
30

4
102

5
21

While similar to the question 12, this question aimed
at discovering the general confidence in e-resources.
Most students in this question have almost highest degree
of confidence in e-resources. Furthermore, almost no
students have no confidence in e-resources which
demonstrates their orientation towards use of e-resources
for their studying.
Q16. Influence of the COVID19 pandemic on more
frequent use of e-resources
TABLE XV. INFLUENCE OF THE COVID19 PANDEMIC ON MORE
FREQUENT USE OF E-RESOURCES (1=NO INFLUENCE AT ALL, 5=GREAT
INFLUENCE) (N=156)
1
6

2
18

3
18

4
59

5
55

The last question aimed at discovering of the
pandemic on more frequent use of e-resources. Most of
the students in this research indicated that the pandemic
influenced them to use e-resources more than before the
pandemic.
VI.

DISCUSSION

Students’ use of e-resources is always intriguing as it
changes over time. The data from the research study
indicate use of preferred types of e-resources available to
students. It is a bit worrying that students use seminar
papers and theses of other students since this practice
sometimes leads to plagiarism. Where and when this is
not the case, students can acquire new knowledge reading
other students’ seminar papers and theses. It is also worth
noting that e-journals are not in the top three e-resources
used by students. Access to non-open access e-journals is
very expensive and e-journals that are paid for by the
Croatian government are not used sufficiently by the
students in this research study. Frequency of use of these
e-resources indicate use several times a week or daily,
which can be considered as very frequent use. Eresources provide students with content 24/7 and they
recognized this availability of e-resources by accessing
them mostly by laptops and mobile phones. Rapid
locating of information, detailed reading and preparation
and carrying out research are main purposes of use of eresources by the students which is expected activities
during the studying period. After downloading eresources, the students like skimming the content,
searching after a fact, and reading abstracts rather than
detailed reading of the content. This result suggests that
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detailed reading may pose a more general problems with
young generations in future in spite of declaring that
detailed reading is among purposes of use of e-resources.
When comparing use of printed and e-resources, the
findings reveal that the students prefer scientific and
professional books (electronic a bit more than printed),
and scientific and professional electronic journals.
Textbooks and scientific and professional printed journals
are used less (but that doesn’t mean that other students
who didn’t participate in the research study use printed
and e-resources in the same way). Use of e-resources
depends on their characteristics which are well
recognized by the students. It is encouraging to see that
the students can differentiate between e-resources and
choose those of greater quality. Use of low-cost eresources in question six was not perceived as most
important by the students while in the eighth question
students perceived paywall as the most severe obstacle,
which is rather peculiar because access and use of
scientific resources in the Croatian academic community
is paid by the Croatian government from the State budget,
so there is no cost for students. E-resources are used
during the whole semester suggesting their value to
students. However, the students rarely ask librarians for
help in locating e-resources, instead, they ask other
students and lecturers. When deciding whom they will
confide selection / recommendation of e-resources they
choose lecturers and librarians rather than other students.
Generally, the confidence in quality of e-resources is
high. Still, some students in the research study think they
need additional education in use of e-resources. The latter
is usually provided by the university libraries offering
education in use of all information resources as their
standard service. Finally, the COVID19 pandemic
influenced students in this research study to use eresources more due to their inability to come to the
libraries or due to the restrictions in number of students
who can work in the libraries at one moment.

for studying and by doing so they are shaping
development of e-resources by choosing distribution
channels and means of use of e-resources based on
carefully chosen criteria. Their future, after graduation
will continue to be users of e-resources, and, perhaps
developers of new forms of e-resources and their
distribution channels.
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Abstract - Adopting various principles and paradigms in
computer programming is challenging in educating future
software engineers. Many of these principles are abstract, so
they are often a problem for students. As practicing
programming is one of the essential steps in mastering the
course, motivating students to practice more is extremely
important. There are plenty of ways of doing that; one of
them is including gamification elements in the curriculum. In
recent years, gamification has been used as a commonly used
method to increase students' motivation. The usage of
gamification elements in a computer programming education
area is currently exciting to researchers and scientists, and it
is the focus of our study. This study identifies and analyses
relevant literature to determine which gamification elements
have been used in computer programming education and to
determine the current trends of using gamification in
computer programming education.
Keywords - gamification; computer programming
education; students' motivation, systematic literature review

I.
INTRODUCTION
As long-term teachers of software development
(Fundamentals of Programming, Object-Oriented
Programming, and Data Structures and Algorithms), the
study's authors are continuously trying to improve the
methods and ways of presenting the material to students. A
common problem they face is the inability of some students
to acquire specific knowledge in the curriculum within a
given time, especially those that are abstract (e.g.,
abstraction or polymorphism in an object-oriented
paradigm). Fortunately, education is changing very quickly
in recent years. There is less and less of a classical approach
to teaching, where the teacher teaches, and the students
listen to him and write it down in a notebook. Today's
classrooms can use digital resources that could be used for
changing traditional teaching paradigms.

achievements, and the "way to fight" is to master specific
tasks related to the curriculum. By competing, students
make progress in the curriculum [3], which is precisely the
idea of curriculum gamification. Students are in their
natural environment. They learn faster and easier by
collecting points, advancing on the leaderboard, and
winning trophies, primarily because the time they spend on
learning is not seen solely as learning but as fun.
Gamification also increases intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation [4]. Extrinsic motivation is driven by reward,
oriented towards gaining rewards. On the other hand,
intrinsic motivation is significant because the students are
motivated to succeed for the sake of their self-esteem and
are oriented more towards themselves than on rewards [5].
Both types of motivation promote better performances by
the students and are a significant part of the gamification
process.
Overall, research shows a significant impact of
gamification as a valuable method to increase motivation in
education and other areas. Some examples are recreational
sports [6], human resources [13], and healthy living [14].
The usage of gamification elements in a computer
programming education area is currently exciting to
researchers and scientists, and it is the focus of our study.
This research aimed to categorize papers using
gamification elements in computer programming
education. Before research was started, the research
questions were chosen:
Research question 1 (RQ1): Which elements were used
in research papers in applying gamification in computer
programming education?
Research question 2 (RQ2): What are the trends in
applying gamification in computer programming
education?

The lack of computer programming experts is
enormous [1], [2]. Educational institutions, therefore, often
meet with students who want to educate themselves in the
field but may not realize the amount of effort that needs to
be invested. In this sense, finding successful ways to
motivate them to work is invaluable.

A comprehensive literature study has been made to get
answers to these questions. The Systematic Literature
Review approach (SLR) was used [19] to collect papers
covering the research scope. The studies from the last two
years were selected and then analyzed using the content
analysis method.

Elements of computer games in the curriculum, i.e.,
"learning through play," can help motivate students to
work. Most of today's students grew up with computer
games, and such an environment can often be natural and
enjoyable for them. The classroom becomes a battle stage,
students are players who fight to win specific

The structure of this research is as follows: In the
second chapter, the application of gamification in the
computer programming education area was reviewed. In
the third chapter, the research approach used in this study
was introduced. After that, an analysis of the results of the
papers was presented. The fifth section includes a
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conclusion, limitations, and suggestions for future research
on the topic.
II.

III.

GAMIFICATION IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
EDUCATION

Gamification in computer programming education has
evolved last decade [7]. Computer programming uses
processes like analyzing supporting projects by using
different methods, which are time-consuming and
repetitive, so they are not very attractive. Therefore,
gamification can be a promising strategy to motivate the
developer to be highly effective and increase productivity
[8]. Some of the essential skills students need to develop
in the software engineering curriculum are leadership,
teamwork, and decision-making. Converting the
theoretical approach with a project-based approach using
gamification elements showed promising outcomes [16].
The essential concepts in gamified solutions include
freedom to fail, rapid feedback, progression, and
storytelling [10]. The freedom to fail concept is about risks
and practical work conducted by students, and the focus is
moved from results towards a process of learning.
Feedback has always been one of the vital elements in
education, but increasing his attractiveness by using
progress bars or trophies could make the student's
experience even better. The progression concept is about
dividing course tasks into smaller chunks, and students
need to complete lower levels to complete higher levels.
Storytelling is about wrapping information into a "nice
interesting box" rather than giving row information to
students.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, there was an
additional need for higher education institutions to digitize
the teaching process [17]. A common approach taken by
higher education students is blended learning, of which
gamification is often an integral part. The traditional
approach in which a teacher teaches from a cathedral that
has operated for centuries should be entirely or partially
replaced by online learning content. Also, many research
papers show that newer generations of students lose
attention and motivation to learn faster than previous ones,
especially if the topic is complex. Hence, gamification is a
potential approach that can increase student engagement
[18].
Creating a framework to gamify computerprogramming courses is the question to ask for researchers.
Among many benefits, there are also some concerns.
Whether the gamification layer is not constantly revisited,
it risks quickly becoming obsolete and, therefore, will not
only be ignored by the users, but it might even cause
decreased participation. There is also the adoption issue:
Many programming activities are done with vendor-made
or open-source tools. One would have to convince those to
introduce the gamification layer on their tools [11], [12].
Plenty of studies focused on the empirical approach,
where the impact of gamification application on student
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performance was measured by analyzing data collected
[3], [6], and [15].
RESEARCH

The research questions above-mentioned in the
introduction were extracted when the aims of this research
were studied. A literature study by the SLR method was
performed to answer these research questions.
For the SLR, the authors decided to do an electronic
search. The databases used were IEEE Xplore Digital
Library (IEEE), Scopus database, Web of Science database
(WoS), ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar.
Studies dealing with gamification are challenging to
describe with one term because the term gamification
appears in different versions. Thus, a gamified platform, a
gamified application, a gamified environment, or gamified
content generally regard the same concept. According to
[21], defining as many search terms as possible that refer
to the same "search" term is crucial for obtaining relevant
results when using SLR methodology. In this research, key
terms and their synonyms were set in Table 1. The final
search term was created using the logical operators AND
and OR.
The search term was ("gamification" OR "gamified"
OR "gamified environment" OR "gamified application")
AND ("Computer programming education" OR
"programming education" OR "software development
education" OR "software engineering education"). Only
papers not older than two years are included (2020
onwards).
TABLE I. CORE CONCEPTS AND SYNONYMS
Core concept

Synonym

Gamification

Gamification, gamified, gamified
environment, gamified application

Computer
programming
education

Computer programming education,
programming education, software
development education, software
engineering education

A. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
After setting the initial search term, it was necessary to
define additional conditions that would apply to the studies
found, to include or exclude them from the research. The
reason for this is that all these conditions could not be
defined in creating search terms. Some of them were able
to be defined within additional filters on the web interfaces
of scientific databases, and some only after the opening of
the paper itself. Criteria were as follows:
Inclusion:
• A gamified approach was used with at least
one distinct game element in the study
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•
•

The study was conducted in a computer
programming educational environment
The article is published between 2020 and
2022

Exclusion:
• The study is not written in English.
• The study does not include the game elements
that were used.
• The study is already found in another
database.
• There is no access to full text
After the initial search by entering search phrases for
the 2020 – 2022 period, 1251 papers were found, as shown
in Table 2. After removing duplicate entries and reading of
title, abstract, and keywords, 414 papers were left in the
process. Reading the full text of those papers gave 197
papers satisfying inclusion and exclusion criteria.
TABLE II. DISTRIBUTION BY DATABASES
Scientific database

Number of
papers found

Google Scholar

1080

Scopus

28

IEEE Xplore

108

ScienceDirect

18

Web of Science

15

•

(e.g., selecting and customizing an avatar or
choosing the look-and-feel options).
Leaderboard: a ranking with the top players is
presented to all players to increase
competitiveness. The position in the ranking
can be defined by points or levels achieved,
for example.

Some research papers use another name for
gamification elements; those cases were classified under
the above categories.
Fig. 1 shows the results of this classification. As can be
seen in this graph, points are by far the most widely used
gamification element. This data coincides with research
conducted for earlier periods [20] and research on the
application of gamification in other areas outside of
computer programming education [14]. With similar cuts,
points are followed by badges, leaderboards, and
personalization. While badges and leaderboards are
regularly at the top of the gamification elements used in
other studies, our research shows a relatively large use of
the gamification element personalization. At the same
time, this was not the case in previous research, neither in
applying gamification in computer programming
education nor in the research of applying gamification in
other fields.

B. Research questions
The main goals of the research were the classification
of gamification elements used in research papers in the
area of applying gamification in computer programming
education and detecting trends in applying gamification in
computer programming education.
Figure 1. Distribution by game elements used

According to [20], the list of gamification elements
found in research papers and its behavior could be
described as bellow:
• Awards: a honorable award is given to the
player on the completion of a specific task or
job.
• Points: the players get a reward in the form of
points on completing a specific task or job.
• Badges: they reflect specific positive results
of the user.
• Levels: The users have a level that increases
as they reach a certain number of points
related to the point-based rewards.
• Story: the tasks the player has to complete are
presented with additional game elements
(such as a story) that make it more attractive.
• Personalization: the user is given the
possibility to adjust individual preferences
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IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, research of recent scientific articles in
scientific databases was conducted to analyze current
trends in the application of gamification in education in
computer programming. After searching and filtering
scientific databases, papers have been classified according
to the type of gamified elements used in the research.
According to the gathered results, most research uses
points as the primary and simplest element, and this
element is often the only one used in a given research.
Although this is in line with previous research [20], a
smaller share of this element was expected, given recent
years' growth and availability of various gamified
platforms and tools.
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Points are followed by badges, leaderboards, and
personalization, with a similar cut. While badges and
leaderboards are regularly at the top of the gamification
elements used in other studies, our research shows a
relatively large use of the personalization gamification
element. At the same time, this was not the case in previous
research, neither in applying gamification in computer
programming education nor in the research of applying
gamification in other fields.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

One of the shortcomings revealed in some earlier
literature analyzes was the insufficient integration of
gamification within the tools used by organizations [9],
[20]. Very little has changed in recent research. Elements
of gamification in computer programming education are
mainly delivered through additional tools and solutions. In
our opinion, an approach where existing core tools in
educational institutions are upgraded with gamification
elements would be more successful. In our opinion, this
would reduce the "yet another tool" effect that leads to user
resistance.

[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]

[13]

Research has been done over several relevant
databases, but not all were involved, so this can be
considered a limitation of the study. In addition, there is a
possibility that some of the relevant papers may be skipped
by chance, or some use of gaming elements in included
papers may be missed.
The focus of this research was mainly on the use of
gamified elements in research in the field of computer
programming education. In the future, the plan is to expand
the research to other aspects of gamification and focus on
the availability and application of a methodological
approach to the introduction of gamification in computer
programming education.

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]
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Abstract - The goal of this paper was to research different
aspects of open access undergraduate and master's theses,
available in digital repository of the University of Rijeka.
Research data were analyzed with regard to the fields of
science and institutions within which theses were created, as
well as with regard to the dates of their publishing.
Research data were acquired using the quantitative content
analysis of the data from the repository. It was found out
that 38.7% of documents in the repository are
undergraduate theses (8827 documents) and about 39% of
documents are master's thesis (8902 documents). About
20% of undergraduate theses and 25% of master's thesis
are published as 'open access' documents, which means that
anybody can read them. The percentage of OA theses
defended from 2016 to 2021 is increasing. However, there
are not many OA theses which were created in the year 2015
and before. There are large variations in the percentages of
OA theses created at different institutions within the
university. For example, at the Faculty of Humanities and
Social Sciences almost all theses are published in open
access, while at Faculty of Economics and Business there is
no theses published in open access.
Keywords - open access; undergraduate & master’s theses

I.

INTRODUCTION

Students and professors, scientists and professionals,
they all have various analog and digital sources through
which they can get to the necessary information. Among
digital sources of information, scientific journals are
valuable and often used source. Institutional repositories
are also often used. Institutional repositories offer access
to digital documents and their long term preservation.
Documents in institutional repositories were made as a
result of scientific, intellectual and creative activities of a
particular institution [1]. Many documents stored in
institutional repositories are available as open access
documents (OA documents), which means that free access
through the web, access without payment and other
barriers, is provided to these documents so that users can
read, download, distribute or use in other legal ways OA
documents in repository [2].
There are many benefits of providing open access
documents in the repository, documents such as
undergraduate and graduate student theses: the visibility
of OA documents is increased, as well as the number of
citations of these documents; better transparency of an
institution's activities; encouraging the sharing of
scientific information. Also, documents could be better
protected and preserved for a long time [1]. Also,
repositories with many OA documents are used for
presentation and promotion of an institution's educational
and research activities [3]. There are also some potential
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disadvantages of providing OA documents in the
repository. The problem with OA master‟s theses found in
repositories could be their unequal quality. In addition,
sometimes master‟s theses could contain sensitive content
to which not everyone should have access [3, 4]. OA
documents could be at greater risk of plagiarism [4].
Finally, when building an open access repository the
intellectual property rights could be problematic - not all
students need to approve the use of their undergraduate
and master's theses in open access [3].
Some authors think that undergraduate and master's
thesis, as well as other similar works, need to be published
as open access documents by default, so that they can be
accessed and used by anybody and not just by users of the
particular institution [3]. Macan points out that a
combination of many activities is needed for the creation
of successful digital repositories. In addition to the
promotion of open access and digital repositories, and the
development of various useful functionalities of
repositories, the institution may prescribe the obligation
that authors must store their works in an institutional
repository (obligation of self-archiving) [5]. Conversely,
Hawkins, Kimball and Ives are writing against
institutional policies 'that require students to submit theses
and dissertations to electronic institutional repositories‟, if
they want to graduate [6, p.32]. Their research findings
indicate that many universities and libraries in the United
States, exert pressure on students to publish their final
theses in the repository. Although these authors support
open access principles and practice, they think that it is
unethical to force or manipulate „students into giving up
rights to their intellectual property‟ [6, p.33].
II.

INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORIES IN CROATIA
AND OPEN ACCESS

In a paper from 2007, Krajna states that the first
institutional repositories in the Croatian higher education
system were repositories of Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering and Naval Architecture, School of Medicine,
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Faculty of
Economics and Business, all four within the University of
Zagreb [7]. Hebrang Grgić and Barbarić wrote that in
April 2010 in Croatia only „five institutional repositories
had a tendency to be OA repositories‟, but 'only one of
them completely fits the definition of OA repositories' [8,
p.156]. Using the survey method they explored what
academic librarians in Croatia think about OA institutional
repositories. Over 90% of respondents thought that it is
necessary to establish a digital repository at their
institution and that this should be an OA repository [8]. In
a paper from 2015, Vrana has described his research in
which 26 academic librarians at University of Zagreb
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were surveyed. Research findings indicate that in
repositories of their institutions the following types of
content were available: doctoral dissertations, journal
papers, book chapters, and undergraduate and master's
theses. The vast majority of respondents believe that open
access to scientific information is important for the
success of the repository [9]. In a paper from 2016
Hebrang Grgić wrote that university librarians should
include topics about open access in educational programs
about information literacy, because students are not very
familiar with that concept [10]. Stone and Lowe advise
librarians to make students more knowledgeable about OA
topics before the final part of their studies, so that they get
to know the advantages of OA publication. Thus, they will
make more informed decisions about publishing of their
theses [11].
This kind of education became especially important
for Croatian university students and professors, after the
Croatian national repository Dabar was initiated in 2015.
Within the Dabar repository, each higher education
institution can create its own local repository free of
charge. Students and employees of the institution can store
different types of documents in that repository and they
can choose different levels of access to those documents,
including the open access. Dabar was built by the
University Computing Center of the University of Zagreb
(SRCE), in cooperation with the academic and research
community in Croatia [12]. SRCE aimed to build a
platform that would allow „institutions in the science and
higher education system to easily build secure, reliable
and interoperable institutional repositories‟ [12, p.149].
Growth in the number of OA documents in the Dabar
repositories depends to a large extent on the authors of the
papers. It depends, for example, on how many students
will decide to publish their undergraduate and master's
theses in open access. Students determine under which of
the following conditions they will publish their work in
the Dabar repository: 1) Open access - the work is
available to everybody; 2) Institutional access - the work
is available only to students and employees of the
institution; 3) Restricted access - the work is available to
all members of the scientific community in Croatia; 4)
Embargoed access - only basic information about work
and abstract are available in repository, and whole work
will be available in repository after a certain specified
date; 5) Closed access - only basic information about work
and abstract are available in repository [4].
There are more and more open access documents in
the Dabar repositories every year. In 2016, a year after the
creation of the Dabar system, there were 46% of OA
documents, while in 2020 there were already 51%, and in
2021 as many as 61% [13]. SRCE, which has built the
Dabar repository system, continuously encourages
institutions and individuals to publish content in open
access [2]. For example, in 2021, at the e-Infrastructure
Days - SRCE DEI 2021 conference, repositories of Dabar
system were awarded for promoting open access. Among
the winners was the Repository of the Faculty of
Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Rijeka
[13]. Among the winners was also the Repository of the
Juraj Dobrila University of Pula, the university where
students are obliged to publish undergraduate and master's
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theses in open access, if they want to receive a certificate
of completion of studies [14].
III.

RESEARCH

The research goal of this study was to research
different aspects of undergraduate and master's theses in
open access, available in digital repository of the
University of Rijeka. In order to acquire data about these
aspects, quantitative content analysis method was used.
Publicly available data about documents in the repository
of University of Rijeka were collected on January 20, 2022
from the same repository. Three variables were used in the
analysis: year of undergraduate and master's thesis defence,
field of science in which thesis was created, institution of
the University of Rijeka within which thesis was created.
Additionally, the data about documents in repositories of
the following Croatian universities were acquired to find
out how many undergraduate and master's theses they
contain and how many of these theses are published in
open access: Juraj Dobrila University of Pula, Josip Juraj
Strossmayer University of Osijek, University of Split,
University of Zagreb, University of Zadar. That way we
could compare availability of open access theses at these
universities and provide a context and more complete
understanding of the main research topic - availability of
open access theses in repository of the University of
Rijeka. This data was also collected on January 20, 2022
from the repositories of listed universities.
IV.

FINDINGS

A. Comparison of OA theses in university repositories
In Table 1. we can see percentages of open access
undergraduate and master theses in repositories of the
following Croatian universities: Juraj Dobrila University
of Pula (UNIPU), Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of
Osijek (UNIOS), University of Split (UNIST), University
of Zagreb (UNIZG), University of Zadar (UNIZD),
University of Rijeka (UNIRI).
Among these universities the repository of the Juraj
Dobrila University of Pula has the highest percentage of
open access theses - there are 2499 undergraduate theses
in open access or 99.6% of the total number of
undergraduate theses in the repository. There are 1203
master‟s theses in open access or 99.8% of the total
number of master‟s theses in the repository. Repository of
the University of Rijeka has the lowest percentage of open
access theses - there are 1712 undergraduate theses in
open access or 19.4% of the total number of
undergraduate theses in the repository and there are 2155
master‟s theses in open access or 24.2% of the total
number of master‟s theses in the repository.
TABLE I.

TO WHAT EXTENT STUDENTS PUBLISH OPEN ACCESS
THESES, CONSIDERING THE UNIVERSITY

University
UNIPU (Pula)
UNIOS (Osijek)
UNIST (Split)

Undergraduate theses
Percentage of
All undergr.
OA undergr.
OA undergr.
theses
theses
theses
2510
2499
99.6%
10640
6083
57.2%
7623
3584
47%
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UNIZG (Zagreb)
UNIZD (Zadar)
UNIRI (Rijeka)

20501
1826
8827

9139
665
1712
Master’s theses

University

All master’s
theses

OA master’s
theses

UNIPU (Pula)
UNIOS (Osijek)
UNIST (Split)
UNIZG (Zagreb)
UNIZD (Zadar)
UNIRI (Rijeka)

1205
10974
6644
38505
2798
8902

1203
6306
3639
19516
925
2155

44.6%
36.4%
19.4%

or 1.2%. There are 22 master‟s thesis in access category
„embargoed access‟ (0.25%).

Percentage of
OA master’s
theses
99.8%
57.5%
54.8%
50.7%
33.1%
24.2%

C. Analysis of OA theses based on the year of creation
In Table 2 it is visible that the repository of the
University of Rijeka has 1203 undergraduate theses
created in 2021. This is 13.6% of the total number of
undergraduate theses in the repository. 359 out of these
1203 undergraduate theses or 29.8%, were published as
open access theses. There are 1550 undergraduate theses
defended in 2020 in the repository (17.6% of the total
number of undergraduate theses in the repository). 386 out
of these 1550 undergraduate theses or 24.9%, were
published as open access theses (OA theses). The number
of undergraduate theses from 2019 (1572 theses) and 2018
(1565) in the repository is very similar to the total number
of papers from 2020 (1550). However, percentages of
undergraduate theses in open access for 2019 (13.9%) and
2018 (14.7%) are significantly lower than for 2020 (24.9
%). The repository has even fewer OA undergraduate
theses created in 2017 and 2016 (13.7% and 12.9%,
respectively). From these data it can be concluded that the
number of OA undergraduate theses created from 2016 to
2021 is continuously growing. Particularly significant
increase of the number of theses could be noticed for
undergraduate theses created in 2020, compared to
undergraduate theses created in 2019 (24.9 % compared to
13.9%, respectively). However, there is one exception.
The situation with the undergraduate theses created in
2015 differs from this trend of annual growth of the
number of undergraduate theses, considering that in the
repository there are significantly fewer theses defended in
2015 than there are theses created in the following years.
In the repository there are only 296 undergraduate theses
created in 2015. 162 out of these 296 undergraduate theses
or 54.7%, were published as OA theses. This is a
convincingly larger share of OA theses than in all
subsequent years. However, although the share of OA
undergraduate theses is significantly higher than in
subsequent years, the total number of undergraduate
theses created in 2015 is significantly lower than in
subsequent years.

B. Repository of the University of Rijeka
Repository of the University of Rijeka contains 22806
documents, of which 33% are in open access. Of the total
number of documents in the repository, 8827 are
undergraduate theses (38.7%) of which 1712 are in open
access - therefore, there are 19.4% open access
undergraduate theses in relation to the total number of
undergraduate theses in the University of Rijeka
repository. Also, of the total number of documents in this
repository, 8902 are master's theses (39%) of which 2155
are in open access - therefore, there are 24.2% open access
master's theses in relation to the total number of master's
theses in the repository.
Undergraduate theses in the repository are available
under the following conditions, i.e. access categories:
institutional access („institucijski pristup‟, translation into
Croatian), open access („otvoreni pristup‟), closed access
(„nedostupan rad‟), restricted access („autoriziran
pristup‟), embargoed access („privremeno nedostupan
rad‟). In the access category „institutional access‟ there are
5451 theses out of a total of 8827 undergraduate theses
(61.8%). Institutional access means that the document is
available only to students and employees of the institution.
In the access category of „open access‟ there are 1712
undergraduate theses or 19.4% of undergraduate theses.
Open access means that the work is available to
everybody. In the access category „closed access‟ there are
1516 undergraduate theses or 17.2%. Closed access means
that only the basic information about work and abstract
are available in the repository. In the access category
„restricted access‟ there are 147 undergraduate theses or
1.7%. Restricted access means that the work is available
to all members of the scientific community in Croatia.
Finally, only one undergraduate thesis is in access
category „embargoed access‟. This means that only the
basic information about work and abstract are available in
the repository, and the complete thesis will be available in
repository after a certain specified date.
Master‟s theses in the repository are available under
the following access categories. In the access category
„institutional access‟ there are 6479 master‟s theses out of
a total of 8902 master‟s theses (72.8%). In the access
category of „open access‟ there are 2155 theses or 24.2%
of master‟s theses. In the access category „closed access‟
there are 137 master‟s theses or 1.5%. In the access
category „restricted access‟ there are 109 master‟s theses
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TABLE II.

TO WHAT EXTENT STUDENTS PUBLISH OPEN ACCESS
UNDERGRAD. THESES, CONSIDERING THE YEAR OF THESES CREATION
Year of theses
creation

All undergr.
theses

OA undergr.
theses

2021
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2011

1203
1550
1572
1565
1366
1269
296
5
1

359
386
219
230
187
164
162
4
1

Percentage of
OA undergr.
theses
29.8%
24.9%
13.9%
14.7%
13.7%
12.9%
54.7%
80%
100%

In Table 3 it is visible that the repository has 1109
master‟s theses created in 2021. This is 12.5% of the total
number of master‟s theses in the repository. 410 out of
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these 1109 master‟s theses or 37%, were published as OA
theses. There are 1394 master‟s theses created in 2020 in
the repository (15.7% of the total number of master‟s
theses in the repository). 492 out of these 1394 master‟s
theses or 35.3%, were published as OA theses. Also, from
Table 3 it is visible that the number of master‟s theses
created in 2019, 2018, 2017 and 2016, which are in the
repository, is very similar to number of master‟s theses
created in 2020. In addition to that fact, we can see that
there is a continuous growth of the share of OA master‟s
theses from 2017 to 2020. This growth is especially
noticeable for the year 2019 in relation to the year 2018 27% and 17.4%, respectively, as well as for the year 2020
in relation to the year 2019 - 35.3% and 27%,
respectively.
TABLE III.
TO WHAT EXTENT STUDENTS PUBLISH OPEN ACCESS
MASTER‟S THESES, CONSIDERING THE YEAR OF THESES CREATION
Year of theses
creation

All master’s
theses

OA
master’s
theses

2021
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

1109
1394
1435
1446
1373
1403
589
57
33
30
19

410
492
388
252
191
214
199
6
0
1
0

Percentage
of OA
master’s
theses
37%
35.3%
27%
17.4%
13.9%
15.3%
33.8%
10.5%
0%
3.3%
0%

D. Analysis of OA theses based on the field of science
In Table 4 it is visible that the repository has 969
undergraduate theses which were created in the field of
humanistic sciences (11% of the total number of
undergraduate theses in the repository). As many as 963
out of these 969 undergraduate theses or 99.4%, were
published as OA theses. This is by far the largest share of
OA undergraduate theses compared to shares of OA
theses from other fields of science. For example, in second
place in terms of the share of OA undergraduate theses are
OA theses from the interdisciplinary areas of knowledge 47%. Then follows the field of biomedicine and health
with 46.7% of OA undergraduate theses, and the field of
biotechnical sciences with 33.1% of OA theses. Apart
from this group of scientific fields with a high share of
OA undergraduate theses, the remaining scientific fields
have a low share of OA undergraduate theses available in
the repository. For example, there are only 5.9% OA
undergraduate theses from the field of social sciences only 189 OA theses out of 3196 undergraduate theses
from that field. The situation is similar for undergraduate
theses in the field of technical sciences, of which there are
3500 in the repository, but only 150 undergraduate theses
or 4.3%, were published in open access, which means that
3350 theses are not available in open access. In the field of
natural sciences, the repository has 241 undergraduate
theses, of which only two have been published in open
access.
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TABLE IV.

TO WHAT EXTENT STUDENTS PUBLISH OPEN ACCESS
UNDERGRADUATE THESES, CONSIDERING THE FIELD OF SCIENCE

Field of science
Humanistic
sciences
Interdisciplinary
areas of
knowledge
Biomedicine and
healthcare
Biotechnical
sciences
Social sciences
Technical
sciences
Natural sciences
Field of art
Interdisciplinary
fields of art

All undergr.
theses

OA
undergr.
theses

Percentage
of OA under.
theses

969

963

99.4%

217

102

47%

600

280

46.7%

118

39

33.1%

3196

189

5.9%

3500

150

4.3%

241
5

2
5

0.8%
100%

1

1

100%

In Table 5 it is visible that the repository has 834
master‟s theses from the field of humanistic sciences
(9.4% of the total number of master‟s theses in the
repository). As many as 825 out of these 834 master‟s
theses or 98.9%, were published as OA theses. There are
404 master‟s theses from the interdisciplinary areas of
knowledge (4.5% of the total number of master‟s theses in
the repository). 175 out of these 404 master‟s theses or
43.3%, were published as OA theses. There are 232
master‟s theses from the field of biotechnical sciences. 63
out of these 232 master‟s theses or 27.2%, were published
as OA theses. Compared to that, there are 33.1% OA
undergraduate theses in the field of biotechnical sciences.
The majority of master‟s theses in the repository are from
the field of social sciences - 3725 theses out of a total
number of 8902 theses in the repository (41.9%). 582 out
of these 3725 master‟s theses or 15.6%, were published as
OA theses. This is a significant increase in the share of
OA master‟s theses compared to the share of OA
undergraduate theses in the field of social sciences, which
was only 5.9%. There are 14 OA master‟s theses from the
field of natural sciences (9% of all master‟s theses from
that field). Next are master‟s theses from the field of
technical sciences of which there are 2225 or 25% of the
total number of master‟s theses in the repository.
However, only 68 or 3.1%, were published as OA theses.
TABLE V.

TO WHAT EXTENT STUDENTS PUBLISH OPEN ACCESS
MASTERS‟ THESES, CONSIDERING THE FIELD OF SCIENCE

Field of science
Humanistic
sciences
Interdisciplinary
areas of
knowledge
Biomedicine and
healthcare
Biotechnical
sciences
Social sciences
Natural sciences
Technical
sciences

All master’s
theses

OA
master’s
theses

Percentage of
OA master’s
theses

834

825

98.9%

404

175

43.3%

1443

543

37.6%

232

63

27.2%

3725
156

582
14

15.6%
9%

2225

68

3.1%
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Field of art

1

1

100%

E. Analysis of OA theses based on the institution within
which the thesis originated
Availability of undergraduate theses in the repository
of University of Rijeka is visible in Table 6. It is presented
with consideration of the institution within which the
thesis originated. It can be seen from the table that the
repository has the most undergraduate theses made within
the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences - 1089
theses or 12.3% of the total number of undergraduate
theses in the repository. As many as 1073 out of these
1089 theses or 98.5%, were published as OA theses. There
are 214 undergraduate theses made within the Faculty of
Teacher Education (2.42% of the total number of
undergraduate theses in the repository). 114 out of these
214 theses or 53.3%, were published as OA theses.
Following institutions also have a large share of OA
undergraduate theses: Department of Informatics (116 OA
theses - 48.5%), Faculty of Health Studies (234 OA theses
- 47.6%), Faculty of Medicine (53 OA theses - 48.5%),
Department of Biotechnology (41 OA theses - 35.7%).
These institutions are followed by institutions with
significantly lower shares of OA undergraduate theses.
For example, there are 1333 undergraduate theses made
within the Faculty of Maritime Studies. Only 72 out of
these 1333 theses or 5.4%, were published as OA theses.
Although this institution publishes a large number of
undergraduate theses, it has a very small share of them
published in open access. The situation is even more
unfavorable at the Faculty of Engineering, which has 1551
undergraduate theses in the repository of which only two
theses have been published in open access. In this group
also belong Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality
Management which has 1234 undergraduate theses in the
repository and only one is in open access, as well as the
Faculty of Economics, which has 1425 undergraduate
theses in the repository, but none of which is in open
access.
TABLE VI.

TO WHAT EXTENT STUDENTS PUBLISH OPEN ACCESS
UNDERGRADUATE THESES, CONSIDERING THE INSTITUTION

Institution
Faculty of
Humanities and
Social Sciences
Faculty of
Teacher Education
Department of
Informatics
Faculty of Health
Studies
Faculty of
Medicine
Department of
Biotechnology
Faculty of
Maritime Studies
Faculty of
Engineering
Faculty of
Tourism and
Hospitality
Management
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Faculty of
Economics and
Business

1425

0

0%

Next, we will present availability of master‟s theses in
the repository of University of Rijeka, based on the
institutions within which the theses originated. The
repository has the most master‟s theses made within the
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences - 1199 theses
or 13.5% of the total number of master‟s theses in the
repository. As many as 1183 out of these 1199 theses or
98.7%, were published as OA theses. There are 228
master‟s theses made within the Department of
Informatics (2.6% of the total number of master‟s theses
in the repository). 95 out of these 228 master‟s theses or
41.7%, were published as OA theses. Following
institutions also have considerable shares of OA master‟s
theses: Faculty of Teacher Education (163 OA theses 42.5%), Faculty of Health Studies (146 OA theses 38.6%), Faculty of Medicine (439 OA theses - 37.7%),
Department of Biotechnology (59 OA theses - 26.5%).
These institutions are followed by institutions with
significantly lower shares of OA master‟s theses:
Department of Mathematics (6 OA theses or 7.5% OA
theses, Department of Physics (4 OA theses - 5.9%),
Faculty of Maritime Studies (44 OA theses - 5%), Faculty
of Law (19 OA theses - 3.4)%. There are 971 master‟s
theses made within the Faculty of Engineering. Only three
out of these 971 master‟s theses or 0.3%, were published
as OA theses. There are 1043 master‟s theses made within
the Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality Management.
Only one out of these 1043 master‟s theses or 0.1%, was
published as OA thesis. Also, there are 356 master‟s
theses made within the Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality
Management, but there is not a single master‟s thesis
published in open access. A similar situation is found at
the Faculty of Economics and Business. There are 1380
master‟s theses made within that institution (15.5%), of
which none is published in open access.

V.

CONCLUSION

All
undergr.
theses

OA
undergr.
theses

Percentage
of OA under.
theses

In this study, different aspects of open access
undergraduate and master's theses, available in digital
repository of the University of Rijeka, were explored.

1089

1073

98.5%

214

113

53.3%

239

116

48.5%

492

234

47.6%

138

53

38.4%

115

41

35.7%

1333

72

5.4%

1551

2

0.13%

1234

1

0.08%

It was found out that the majority of documents in
repository are undergraduate and master's theses. There
are 1712 undergraduate theses in open access or 19.4% of
the total number of undergraduate theses in the repository
and there are 2155 master‟s theses in open access or
24.2% of the total number of master‟s theses. The
majority of theses are published as 'institutional access'
documents, which means that they are available only to
students and employees of the institution at which they
were created. Also, the percentages of open access theses
vary considerably among constituent institutions of
University of Rijeka. For example, there are institutions
with almost all theses published in open access, and there
are institutions that have none or only a few of theses
published in open access. The question could be asked:
Why there are not more theses published in open access so
that anybody can read them? One factor which has an
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important influence on percentage of OA theses in the
repository is university policy regarding the publishing of
documents in the repository. This policy is indicated in the
document entitled 'Guidelines for work in the repository
of constituents of the University of Rijeka', which contain
guidelines for institutions within university, such as
faculties and departments [16]. The repository of the
University of Rijeka consists of the repositories of these
constituent institutions. The guidelines state that
undergraduate, master's and doctoral theses must be stored
in a digital repository of each constituent institution of
University of Rijeka. Also, the guidelines state that each
university's constituent institution is publisher of theses
and „independently decides about the visibility of
undergraduate, master's and doctoral theses which are in
the repository‟ [16, p.3]. It also states: 'Works can be
published in whole or in part, the decision is made by each
constituent institution separately, as well as the method of
regulating the right to publish digital content' [16, p.3].
Each constituent institution, whether it is a faculty,
department, or some other type of university institution
that has its own repository, can define the policy related to
these issues. Therefore, a certain institution can define the
policy that determines that all its theses should be
published in open access. For example, the Faculty of
Humanities and Social Sciences (FHSS) requires that
when submitting the thesis to the secretary office, a
student should fill in and sign „the statement on storage of
the undergraduate/master's thesis in the digital archive of
the library of the Faculty of Humanities and Social
Sciences in Rijeka‟ [17, 18, p.1]. By signing this statement
student confirms that he/she agrees that thesis will be
publicly available. That's why at FHSS 98.5% of
undergraduate theses and 98.7% of master's theses are
published in open access. However, considering the
research finding that, except FHSS, no other institution
within University of Rijeka has more than 54% of OA
undergraduate theses and more than 41.7% of OA master's
theses in the repository, it can be concluded that other
institutions within university don't have requirement that
their students publish theses in open access. Institutions
either leave that decision to the students and mentors, or
they can even have a policy which prohibits publishing of
the student's theses in open access.
In conclusion, it can be said that students' theses in
open access are definitely a valuable part of educational
and scientific infrastructure and that there should be more
of them available at University of Rijeka, as well as at
other Croatian universities. Various ways to increase their
number should be explored, described and used. However,
it is important to note that there is no straightforward
answer to the question of whether students should be
obliged to publish their theses in open access. There are
arguments for and against this approach, therefore this
issue is open for discussion. Education of students about
open access and arguments for its use, promotion of open
access by librarians and professors, could be effective
ways to increase the number of OA theses in repositories.
Further research and discussions about this topic are
needed so that students, mentors, repository and university
administrators, could consider the best possible solutions.
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Abstract—Hydrogen (H2 ) is seen as a key technology for achieving Europe’s climate and energy goals in order to follow the
European Decarbonization Strategy. Consequently, technological
knowledge for the establishment of a hydrogen technology sector
has to be built up by developing synergies between enterprises,
R&D centers and higher educational institutions. However, modern technical education does not cover these technologies at a
sufficient extent and therefore, teaching young people in this field
is one of our tasks and seen as the basic prerequisite to achieve
the set goal.

group was the initiating factor in developing this teaching
concept. The main focus of the concept is to provide the
students with basic knowledge about hydrogen technologies
and fuel cells and the upcoming technological environment.
This actual course is the basis for young people teaching them
in hydrogen-related technologies and making them practised
for jobs in this field.

In this context, a teaching concept has been carried out within
the framework of the SI-AT Interreg Project H2GreenTECH in
which the fundamental knowledge about hydrogen technologies
has been introduced.

With extensive literature research and much experience from
industry, it was possible to develop a basic course for students.
The course will consist of theory sessions that deal with basic
knowledge of fuel cells right up to safety problems. Moreover,
there are laboratory sessions that will show the real-world
application of fuel cells. The lab sessions will implicate basic
measurements right up to applying system and control theory
on different fuel cell demonstrator models.

In the actual paper, the implementation of our educational
concept about hydrogen and fuel cell technologies are reported
which are comprised in our current curriculum. The course
consists of four theory sessions including the theoretical
background, e.g. thermodynamics and kinetics of fuel cells, and
the system integration needed for operating fuel cell systems.
Furthermore, safety issues and fuel cell aging are discussed.
To consider the practical aspects, two laboratory sessions are
integrated. Experiments within the latter sessions include basic
measurements as well as advanced operation with industrial
fuel cell stacks of an automotive training system and prepare
the students to integrate fuel cells into real-world applications.
As a result, the implementation and delivery of the course to a
student group has been executed and hence the feasibility of the
concept has been demonstrated. An evaluation by the students
enables the further development of the course.

II. C OURSE D ESCRIPTION

Keywords—Didactic Concept, Fuel Cell, Hydrogen, Electrolysis,
Control Engineering

I. I NTRODUCTION
The production of green energy will be one of the most
essential issues for humankind in the future. Therefore, it is
important to familiarize as many people as possible with the
abilities to create and use green energy sources. The best way
to do so is by school and student education, which gives young
students knowledge about green energy topics.
Therefore, an educational concept for students is presented in
the following pages. Fortunately, the H2GreenTECH research
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Fig. 1: Flowchart for a basic educational concept. Four theory
sessions and two or three laboratory sessions will be offered
to the students in this course.
III. O UTLINES OF T EACHING C ONCEPT
The insides of the course can be described with four theory
sessions and two laboratory sessions. The content is given in
Figure 1. These theory units will discuss basic knowledge from
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Fig. 2: Increasing electricity demand forecast from 2020 to 2050 in Germany [1].

chemical fundamentals, commercial use, safety problems, and
control operations with H2 technologies.
These theoretical sessions prepare for upcoming laboratory
sessions (Figure 1), respectively. Within a lab session, the
students could elaborate on fuel cell demonstrator models.
Moreover, the laboratory session is a possibility for the participants to work with fuel cell stacks used in commercial
applications. Measurements are taken to characterize parameters like V/I-characteristics, efficiency, temperature behavior,
working point, etc.
As a prerequisite, the participants should have fundamental
knowledge in engineering. Therefore, the primary audience
will be students with engineering background. Furthermore,
also employees of companies who want to increase their
knowledge in H2 technologies are able to join the course
which is designed for approximately 15 participants.
IV. T HEORY S ESSIONS
Four theory units are designed to prepare students for various
aspects of H2 technologies and especially about fuel cells and
their technological challenges. The following description gives
a deeper insight into the course details.
A. Theory 1: fuel cells – a technological breakthrough?
The first theory session talks about motivating aspects for H2
technologies and their applicability. Included are discussion
about the primary CO2 goals which have to be met in the
future together with the future energy demand [2]. Figure 2
demonstrates this increasing behaviour. There will be a need
for green energy sources like sun, wind and hydro-energy and
the inherently requirement of storage these in e.g. hydrogen,
to fulfill these subscribed goals.
Moreover, there will be discussions about alternative traction
systems for automotive applications like passenger and heavy
transport vehicles. Fuel cell automotive systems could be
a very good alternative to gas or diesel driven automotive
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systems at least for heavy load transport. With that, hydrogen is a good alternative to complement alternatively driven
vehicles. Furthermore, the question is raised, where fuel cells
are additionally relevant nowadays? The latter is a good
introduction to get the motivation to talk about prerequisites
and technical expectations which are needed to work with
H2 technologies. That means hydrogen as an energy carrier,
a comparison of energy storage systems and the best-case
scenario for the production of green hydrogen.
Last but not least, the different fuel cell types and their usability in stationary or automotive applications are investigated.
B. Theory 2: theoretical background and basic functionality
The second theory session is about the thermodynamics and
kinetics of a fuel cell. The major topics are the functionality and its internal electrochemical process. The process of
transforming hydrogen as an energy carrier directly back to
electrical energy which can be used with a high efficiency. The
present process is the most important advantage of fuel cell
systems compared to direct combustion systems. Moreover,
the output voltage of a fuel cell depends on different limiting
effects inside like activation from charge transfer kinetics,
ohmic voltage drop and concentration polarisation which have
a major impact on the output power performance [3]. Therefore, the internal cell characteristic is a topic which is essential
in an engineering perspective.
In addition one essential topic is the production and supply of
hydrogen. Hydrogen is an energy carrier, thus it is a secondary
energy form which is not naturally supplied by nature. Hydrogen has to be produced with processes like electrolysis. The
truth about energy storage in form of hydrogen is, that also
during production of hydrogen a tremendous amount of energy
losses are produced. Therefore, economic valuable production
routines have to be used so that hydrogen as energy storage is
a reasonable alternative to battery storage systems. Vice-versa
if hydrogen is produced as green hydrogen, electricity can be
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produced in a perfect clean way and guarantees carbon-free
emissions.
Furthermore, the chemical energy stored in hydrogen is transformed with a cold, noise and vibration free combustion
directly into electricity. Therefore, fuel cell systems are called
silent combustion systems [4]. This leads to a discussion about
the production routines and components of a fuel cell stack.
What are the differences in comparison to a battery-driven
system?
C. Theory 3: System integration and fuel cell modelling
Within the third theoretical session, the integration of fuel cells
into entire systems are discussed together with the components
needed. One fuel cell alone is not a suitable power supply
because of the low output voltage. Therefore, fuel cell systems
are always developed in terms of stacks with several fuel cells
in series or in parallel. This construction for a fuel cell stack
of three cells in series is given in Figure 3.

an automotive applications compared to a stationary power
plant. In automotive application the dynamics of acceleration
is an essential parameter. Due to the fact, that the fuel cell
stack could not deliver peak currents which are necessary for
fast acceleration of cars, buffer battery packs are needed in
automotive systems. That fact leads to a discussion about the
advantages or negative aspects of H2 system inside a car. In a
stationary application fuel cell power plants are connected with
DC/DC and DC/AC conversion direct to the grid. Therefore,
no buffer batteries are needed for stand alone FC power plants.
Within the third theory session a fuel cell model is developed
together with the participants. Therefore, internal behavior of
the fuel cell with respect to the output voltage is investigated.
There are effects like activation of the anode and cathode
surface which is described by the Butler-Volmer-Equation, gas
diffusion inside the catalyst which is described by the NernstEquation and internal voltage drops caused by ohmic losses
inside the electrolyte [7]. The equation to describe the output
voltage of a fuel cell is given with:

Vf c = Eoc − Vact − Vohmic − Vconc


R·T
i
∆G
−
·
=
n·F
α·n·F
i0 · A


iL
R·T
i·L
·
−
Eact −
n·F
iL − i
κ0 · e− R·T

(1)

(2)

A detailed description of Equation 2 is given in [3].
Furthermore, the consumption of hydrogen is proportional to
the output current of the fuel cell stack. Therefore, hydrogen
tank is implemented to simulate the fuel consumption during
the operation.
D. Theory 4: safety compendium hydrogen
Fig. 3: Exploded view of a PEM fuel cell stack with the
different components [5]
A fuel cell stack system consists of four different paths or
cycles. In the case of a PEM fuel cells there are the following
surrounding components:
•
•
•
•

hydrogen path
air / oxygen path
cooling path (air or water)
electricity path

At least, the periphery of every fuel cell stack system is build
with components to guarantee the functionality of these four
paths. An even more detailed explanation of the surrounding
system of a fuel cell stack power plant can be found in [6].
Fuel cell stacks are designed to operate in a constant working
point with high efficiency, long durability and high output
power. Therefore, there are differences for fuel cell stack in
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The last theory session is a short outlook to an important topic:
safety. What are the requirements for fuel delivery and storage
of hydrogen? How can H2 handle appropriately in combination with fuel cells? Which hydrogen - air combination in a
closed volume could lead to an explosion? Are there sensors
on the market which detect hydrogen concentrations properly?
These questions are answered in the last theory lecture.
V. L ABORATORY S ESSIONS
A. Laboratory 1: basic measurements with a fuel cell stack
and an electrolyser
The first laboratory lecture deals with fundamentals that are
needed for proper use of fuel cell stacks and electrolysers under normal air pressure conditions. With these demonstrators
which can be seen in Figure 4 hydrogen can be produced and
consumed.
The characteristic voltage/current behavior of a fuel cell is
given in Figure 5. The latter shows the activation from
charge transfer kinetic and the decreasing output voltage with
increasing current in the upper subplot. In the second subplot
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Fig. 6: Fuel cell automotive trainer with 30W fuel cell stack
and battery pack on a test bench.
Fig. 4: H2 Box for basic measurement. The students will get
a feeling for fuel cells and electrolysis.

Fig. 5: V/I and P/I characteristic for the fuel cell stack of the
H2 demonstration box measured during the lab session.

the typical output power characteristic of a fuel cell can be
seen.
B. Laboratory 2: advanced operation with industrial fuel cell
stacks and automotive fuel cell system
The second laboratory unit includes a more advanced fuel cell
demonstration model. This system is a miniature automated
stationary fuel cell stack for laboratory purpose which is
monitored and characterised during its operation in the lab.
Furthermore, a fuel cell automotive trainer including a test
bench is also part of the lab session and is shown in Figure 6.
With these trainer the energy management of a hybrid car
system is investigated. The buffer battery and the fuel cell
stack work together as a hybrid system and increase the
performance of the car. It can be observed that the automotive
system deliver a dynamic behavior with an extended range
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Fig. 7: Measurement of actual speed, fuel cell voltage and
current and battery voltage and current during operation.

compared to an battery driven system. The fuel cell is in a
constant working point and loads the battery constantly which
can be observed in Figure 7 in the second subplot. The battery
pack delivers the main energy to get the dynamic behavior
which drives the DC-Motor. Figure 7 subplot 3 gives the
voltage behavior of battery and fuel cell. There is a voltage
drop after three second which response to the attack of the
car.
VI. S TUDENT FEEDBACK
The course was held for the first time at the beginning of
February 2022. The theory sessions where given as online
course, the lab session as onsite units. The students are asked
to provide a detailed feedback regarding course content of
the theory sessions, teaching aspects regarding theory and
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laboratory. Therefore, there is a student feedback available.
Seven students participated the laboratory of the H2 course.
A. Is the concept of blocked theory units (four hours in a row)
suitable?
Basically, students previous knowledge related to that presented topic was very low. Thus, the sessions were challenging
for them. The student responses presented different viewpoints
to that organisational aspect. Some of them are used to blocked
sessions of four hours. The others would prefer concentrated
sessions all day long. They unanimously said, a blocked unit
session should not be given as evening session as well.
B. The speed of delivery and amount of during the theory
sessions, feasible?
The students agreed to keep the prepared amount of content
but extend it to more sessions to reduce the teaching speed
if the theory is given as an online course. A face to face
session would increase the willingness to discuss in class.
Such a teaching situation reduces the speed automatically and
therefore more theory sessions would be needed.
C. Are two laboratory session suitable?
The laboratory sessions were the most interesting and profitable part of the course for the students. Their suggestion is
to split the second laboratory session into two or even three
sessions. The content amount of the last lab would allow to
split the session and go into details in two separate laboratory
sessions.
D. Do you have suggestions how we should extend or adapt
the content of the course?
There are two different suggestions given by the students.
First, more state of the art industrial applications should be
shown and discussed in the course. Secondly, we should
include even more content to other energy forms and energy
storage systems. This would allow the students to get a better
feeling for pros and cons of hydrogen technology.
E. State some personal aspects related to the H2 course.
The laboratory sessions are equipped very well with suitable
materials and demonstrator models to guarantee a good lab
session. Groups of just two students for the laboratory sessions
allow a good collaboration between lecturer and students.

knowledge. This increases the likelihood that the knowledge
that was taught in theory will remain better and longer in the
minds of the participants.
In addition, this basic course offers the possibility for more
advanced courses about H2 technologies in the future. There
would be the possibility to create a new course with theory
and laboratory which would only talk about hydrogen in
automotive applications. These can be more detailed and topicspecific to strengthen the expertise of the participants.
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The theory session should not be made as online course. A face
to face teaching would allow much more interaction between
lecturer and students. Furthermore, the theory sessions should
not be given as evening sessions.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
This course proves to be a method for people to get familiar
with H2 technologies. The fundamental theory units lay the
foundation to deal with much more complex H2 topics in
the future. The combination of theory and laboratory sessions
is on of the best form of teaching. Thus, the participants of
the course are able to practically use their gathered theory
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Abstract—Object-oriented metrics have become a very
important part of software development. They are used to
measure software quality, estimate its costs, and improve reliability and sustainability of software development projects.
However, the application of design metrics in the evaluation
of existing projects is not straightforward, since a detailed
analysis of obtained values is typically required.
This paper will present a solution for automated evaluation
of design quality of Java projects in an educational setting. A
set of object-oriented metrics is chosen for extraction from a
single project using well known tools. These metrics represent
inputs for a machine learning model, while the output is a
design quality score.
Keywords—design, machine learning, metrics, objectoriented, software

I. INTRODUCTION
When developing object-oriented (OO) code, one should
always try to make it as reusable, testable, and reliable as
possible. To ensure that, OO metrics have been introduced,
and they represent a set of specific standards with which
it is possible to measure and determine the quality and
complexity of code.
The main question is how can student projects with
the obtained information on metrics and their values be
used, so that the design evaluation can be facilitated. This
represents the main goal of this paper - evaluation of
OO design of student applications. Design evaluation is
performed based on a certain set of OO metrics, all by
applying the process of machine learning. Once these metric values are obtained for a number of projects, a neural
network can be trained to assess the quality of OO design
for these projects. This network can produce a numerical
output from which it can be concluded how well the
basic principles of OOP (object-oriented programming)
are applied in a Java application.
Given that there is a large number of metrics nowadays,
it was crucial to analyze them carefully and decide which
metrics are of use. Ultimately, only six metrics were
chosen from two classes, as discussed in the following
section, and these were found to be sufficient to provide
an estimate of design quality.
After collecting the data - metric values on the application level, it was important to analyze and preprocess them
in order to properly define and train the neural network.
Finally, the trained model is used to predict the number
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of points over new metric values that are brought as an
input.
Section 2 describes the classification of OO metrics and
the metrics that are used for evaluation. Section 3 gives
an insight into used tools, data preprocessing steps, and
shows neural network training. Section 4 shows the final
results of the analysis and reviews their accuracy. Section 5
gives a conclusion for the presented research and mentions
future steps for result improvement.

II. METRIC TYPES
OO metrics are used to evaluate the software design
quality attributes [1] [2]. There is a broad consensus in the
literature that OO metrics can give an accurate prediction
of software quality [3]. However, most papers only give a
rough correlation between these metrics and certain known
measures of software quality, such as the number of errors
in code (see e.g. [4]).
The effort to apply OO metrics on (a potentially large
number of) student projects is further frustrated by the fact
that there may be certain unknown correlations between
the metrics themselves. One possible approach is to develop completely new design metrics for use in education
[5].
The basic classification of metrics is as follows: Chidamber & Kemerer (CK) metrics, Abreu (MOOD) metrics, Lorenz & Kidd (LK) metrics, Li & Henry metrics,
MOOD2 metrics, Sharble & Cohen metrics, etc.
From the previously mentioned metrics classification,
six metrics were selected. Table I shows each metric, the
class it belongs to, its description, and the threshold values.
The metrics that define OO design quality were taken
into account. Thus, if a metric can be used to determine
whether the code is well designed, the same belongs to
the final set [6].
It is important to note that there are a large number of
metrics that do not evaluate code quality at all. An example
of one is the LOC (lines of code) metric which only gives
the number of lines of a class, package or project. One
might assume that the design of a class is bad if it has a
large number of lines of code, however, this is mostly not
the case.
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TABLE I: Chosen metrics details
Name
Method
Hiding
Factor (MHF)
Attribute
Hiding
Factor (AHF)
Number of
Children
(NOC)
Response for
a Class (RFC)
Lack of
Cohesion in
Methods
(LCOM)
Depth of
Inheritance
Tree (DIT)

Class

Description

Values/
TH

MOOD

Measures encapsulation of methods. The lower the value, the lower the density of defects.

[0,1]

MOOD

Measures encapsulation of attributes. Ideally, it should be 0, which means all data instances
are hidden and can only be accessed using getters and setters [7].

[0,1]

CK

Counts the number of subclasses belonging to a class. Values above threshold mean that more testing
is required, the class is difficult to modify, high dependency [8].

4

CK

Counts all methods that can be invoked in response to a message to an object of the class or by
some method in the class. The higher the value, the higher the complexity
[9] [10].

44

CK

Measure for the cohesiveness of a class by measuring the number of common attributes
used by different methods. A high value implies lack of cohesion.

[0,2]

CK

DIT measures the maximum level of the inheritance hierarchy of a class. Large inheritance depths
indicate complex objects that may be difficult to test and reuse.

4

III. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the program for this paper
involves the use of ready-made software tools that have
helped to calculate the metrics of a project. Next, a key
step is data preprocessing that ensures proper training of
the machine learning model. Figure 1 gives a high-level
overview of the system, outlining processing steps, tools
and inputs/outputs of each step. This will be presented in
more detail below.

Fig. 1: Diagram of system workflow: steps, tools used,
inputs and outputs.

as possible to the actual metrics values one would achieve
if analyzing the data with a metrics engine that relies on
proper compilation.
CK. CK (short from Chidamber & Kemerer) [12] is a
software tool used to calculate class-level and methodlevel code metrics in Java projects. This software tool
calculates metrics through static analysis (i.e. no need for
compiled code), as is the case with the aforementioned
JaSoMe software tool.
CK has the ability to separate classes, inner classes,
and anonymous classes, and it calculates metric values
separately for each of these types. Besides, this software
tool generates three CSV (Comma Separated Values) files
- class-level, method-level, and variable-level.
Python & libraries. Since the final number of points
will be predicted based on the values of metrics of a
project, a machine learning process will be used for this
purpose. The program is going to be written in Python programming language using the following libraries: Pandas,
scikit-learn, Keras, Tensor-flow, NumPy, and matplotlib.
B. Data Preprocessing

A. Description of tools and libraries used
The following section will present the software tools
used during the implementation phase.
JaSoMe. JaSoMe (Java Source Metrics) [11] is a source
code analyzer that mines internal quality metrics from
projects based on source code alone.
JaSoMe scans a given directory for .java files and
performs Best Guess Metrics Analysis to derive various
quality metrics, and then outputs those metrics on a perfile basis as XML (eXtensible Markup Language) files.
Best Guess Metrics Analysis means that if JaSoMe cannot
make a clear determination for analysis, it will make the
best guess, and output metrics whose values are as close
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CSV preparation tool. After analyzing the OO metrics and determining the final metrics set, an additional
software tool was required to generate a CSV file that
will be used for training the neural network. Because the
aforementioned software tools JaSoMe and CK provide
their own output files from which not all information is
required, the new CSV file will only contain values which
are relevant for this evaluation.
Initially, JaSoMe and CK are used to generate XML
and CSV files. Next, the new preprocessing tool is used
to extract information and values of chosen metrics while
all the other data is discarded. In the end, a new CSV
file is generated that is ready for use in neural network
training.
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Preprocessing steps. Data preprocessing is one of the
key steps for neural network training. This step ensures
that the data will be ready for use and that certain values
will not erroneously affect the final dataset and neural
network outcome.
In order for the training dataset to be of high quality
and to give the best possible results, the following steps
have been taken:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Handling outliers
Data normalization
Data imputing
Creating project-level data

Detecting and removing outliers. By analyzing the
generated CSV files, it was concluded that the following
three cases represent outlier values:
•
•
•

Custom exception class
DIT metric for a class that creates PDF reports
AHF & MHF metrics for JavaFX projects

All of the above can significantly affect the accuracy of
the output and were therefore removed from consideration
by ignoring their values.
Data normalization. The next important step in data
preprocessing is its normalization. The goal of data normalization is to transform or scale data so that all of
it is in the same range. In this case, the range is [0,1].
As all metrics do not have the same range, skipping the
normalization step would cause certain values to have a
greater impact on the final dataset.
Min-Max normalization has been used, which is defined
by the following formula:
xnew =

x − min
max − min

To obtain project-level metric values, the mean value
of each of the metrics at the class level is calculated.
To achieve this, the Python library pandas was imported,
whose purpose is to manipulate datasets.
C. Neural Network Training
A key part of the approach presented in this paper
is usage of a machine learning method based on neural
networks. It may seem that it could be sufficient to
apply simple weighted coefficients to the chosen metrics.
However, in authors’ opinion, this approach would not
give sufficiently accurate results since there are no clearly
defined "good" or "bad" values for metrics, and also
because metrics can have mutual dependencies that can not
be modeled in this way, as discussed in the Introduction.
In order to create a neural network that can make
conclusions over unseen data, it is necessary to define
the type of the problem. There are two basic types:
classification and regression. Since a finite number of
points that describe the OO design of a project is required,
the regression process will be used [13].
University students’ Java projects and homework were
used as a training dataset. The following software tools
and programs were run on this set in the listed order:
1) JaSoMe software tool
2) CK software tool
3) CSV preparation tool which combines XML & CSV
files and handles outlier values
4) Python program that does data preprocessing and
creates the final dataset CSV file

(1)

As there are metrics that do not have a fixed upper limit,
a value that is considered difficult to reach when testing
projects has been defined as the upper limit. For example,
the NOC metric max value has been set to 100 because it
is assumed that no class will have more than 100 children
classes. If this situation happens, the normalized value will
be cut-off at 1.
Data imputing. A dataset can have certain values
which can be missing for many reasons, such as lacking
data, wrong measurements, etc.
In this paper, Python library SimpleImputer has been
used for data imputing. Mean has been chosen as a
statistical value that is imputed into missing value places.
This means that all NaN values will be replaced with the
mean value for that row/column.
Project-level data. Lastly, as all mentioned steps use
class-level values within a project, it was necessary to
transform the data so the final program output is projectlevel values. This implies that instead of multiple rows
there will only be one row with total values for each of
the metrics.
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Fig. 2: Dataset in CSV format.
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The final CSV file, created by the program written in
Python programming language, contains metrics for all
student projects and homework. One row represents one
instance of project-level metric values. Part of the file that
represents the training dataset for the neural network is
shown in Figure 2.
The points attribute (shown in the last column in the
Figure above) is the number that is assigned to each of
the projects. This is an output attribute, which means that
its value is calculated based on all other attributes. The last
column is the final number of points of the OO design of
a project.
It is important to point out that the points, which are
in the range [0,100], have been given manually, based on
the author’s assessment.
Neural network implementation. Using the function
train_test_split, the dataset is split into training
and testing parts, with 20% of the total set separated for
testing.
The next step is defining the neural network architecture
with all the needed layers. A sequential model is defined
and it implies that the layers are added sequentially. This
model will be a multi-layer model, i.e. it will also have
hidden layers, in addition to input and output layers. Figure
3 is a visual representation of this machine learning model.

used for the previously presented model. As for the loss
function, MSE (Mean Squared Error) was chosen.
The fit function on the model executes its training.
It receives training data and its labels. Then, two hyperparameters are defined - epoch and batch_size. The
model is trained through 100 epochs with a batch size of
1. Each of the hyperparameters was defined arbitrarily.
Parameter validation_split represents the percentage of data from the training set that will be used
for validation. Its value was chosen to be 10%.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After defining and training the neural network, certain
values have been monitored, so that overfitting and underfitting could be avoided.
Using the matplotlib library, the graph shown in Figure
4 has been generated. It shows that the paths of validation and loss function do not differ much which means
that there was no overfitting or underfitting and that the
model is trained well. Such a model is expected to give
satisfactory values over unseen test data [15].

Fig. 4: Loss function graph for training and validation
set.

Fig. 3: The structure of the machine learning model with
layers.
The input layer has the same number of neurons as
the number of the model’s attributes, which is a total
of 6 neurons in this case. Afterward, two hidden layers
were added, with 64 neurons each and ReLU activation
function. Finally, the output layer has one neuron. Since
this is a regression problem, the activation function on the
output layer is omitted, and the final output is a continuous
value. This value is the number of points for a project. It is
important to note that all layers are fully connected layers,
i.e. dense, which means that all inputs are connected to all
outputs of the previous layer [14].
To compile the model, it is necessary to determine the
optimizer, loss function, and metrics that will be tracked
on the model. Gradient based Adam optimizer will be
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Calling the predict function, the value of the output
attribute is given, i.e. the value of points. The parameters
are the values of the input attributes, i.e. metric values.
This was tested on a project for which metric values
were calculated and are: DIT - 0.017647, RFC - 0.106471,
LCOM - 0.3696, MHF - 0.935116, AHF - 0, and NOCH 0.001667. The project was evaluated with 82.77944 points.
The output value prediction is rather satisfactory.
It is evident that the value of the LCOM metric is not
within the allowable range and the value of the DIT metric
is at the upper limit. That being the case, a decrease in the
number of points is expected. The values of all remaining
metrics are within the permissible range.
First set of experiments were performed on a collection
of non-mandatory student projects that students can do
for bonus points. These are fairly complex applications
developed using Java and JavaFX framework. A total of
162 projects were used from 3 generations of students,
and divided between training and testing set as described
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 5: Column chart comparing manually assigned and
predicted points.

in preceeding sections. Each project has 10 classes on
average. As such, this dataset is considered sufficiently
large for evaluation of described approach.
The projects were manually graded by authors using the
given OO metrics and points 0-100 were assigned to each
project. Then, the model was evaluated on the test set and
the performance of the model when making predictions
on new data has a mean absolute error (MAE) of about
3.8701 (points) [16]. This means that model’s prediction
may differ up to 3.87 points on average in relation to the
manually assigned points.
Another evaluation of the machine learning model presented in this paper was performed using scores from
an actual homework, the goal of which was to solve an
open-ended programming task with focus on good OO
design. Namely, last year’s set of students’ homeworks
from university software development subject was taken,
allowing the model to be trained over the points which
were manually assigned. This homework is mandatory, so
a total of 108 homework projects were used. Note that the
points were assigned based on professors and TAs opinion
and experience in what constitutes a good design, so this
is in a way a much harder problem.
Then, the trained model was used to make a prediction
of points over this year’s students’ projects, again already
graded by professor and TAs. A total of 69 homeworks
were used since grading was not completely finished at the
time of preparing of this paper. This particular homework
carries 3 points, so the “points” column was scaled to
the range 0-100 used by the model. The predicted points
were compared with those that were manually assigned
using the standard deviation statistic. The obtained value
for the standard deviation of manually assigned points
is 0.6043514507, while the standard deviation of the
predicted points is 0.5960843482. The difference betweeen
the two is 0.0082671025, which is quite negligible. The
comparison between the manually assigned and predicted
points is visualized in the column chart shown in Figure
5.
Overall conclusion is that the algorithm is successful
at predicting the points that are assigned manually and is
therefore applicable in teaching.
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This paper gives a detailed review of the benefits of
OO metrics in software development, their classification,
and definitions of used metrics. The focus was only
on evaluating the design of applications written in the
Java programming language. In addition, the method of
obtaining metric values was presented, as well as the
process of training a neural network that can evaluate how
well a Java application is designed.
The results presented in the previous section confirm
that the goal was successfully reached. This means that a
neural network model has been created that gives adequate
values of points to projects which are based on the metric
values. Of course, in realistic scenarios, a good OO design
is only one aspect of a student assignment that is graded,
so the points awarded by application such as presented
in this paper is only a part of total student score and
additional manual review is required.
The solution presented in this paper can be used in
software engineering education. This is what sets this
research apart, as not many papers that research this
particular application of OO metrics were found.
Finally, for future advancements of this problem, it
would be necessary to focus on the machine learning
problem in detail. By changing the hyperparameters and
certain model values, it would probably be possible to get a
more accurate model, i.e. a model that gives output values
that match the manually assigned ones more closely.
The second important step would be to experiment with
different datasets, with a possibility that a larger dataset
would result with a higher prediction accuracy.
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Abstract - For two years in a row, education changes are
directly related to the pandemic and what it did to society:
isolation, vacations, homeschooling, sick teachers, and
students. There is a generation of students who have not seen
the faculty halls and are going to their final year of study
seeing their professor only as an avatar on screen. There are
students who start the first year of study and do not have the
skills of positioning in the study due to long absences from
school, which results in difficulties in following a high study
program. One would like to find internal and external
motivating factors as well as tools and environment variables
that will help them as well as us as their teachers. During this
period, undergraduate students are surveyed.
One would like to find out how much time they spent
during the teaching process in which they were taught and
like to determine the form of teaching that students are
particularly satisfied with, as well as what leads to
educational failure. The purpose is to establish a correlation
between the form of teaching and the academic success of
students.
Keywords: Teaching style, Learning methods, University,
Pandemic, virtual classroom, computers as a lecture transfer
tool

I.

INTRODUCTION

There is some research that starts with the discussion of
the topic and the material discussed in this work [1].
Research that comes from a real educational process, and
which should give us answers that would improve or
change that process.
Hybrid classrooms consist of a part where one will use
computers in education as media to transfer knowledge as
well as the part where students meet teachers in the
classroom. Methodology of teaching in the virtual
environment and instructional methods differ from the
traditional face-to-face classroom and its instructional
methods and the problem arises when the teacher and/or
students are not prepared for it. This issue is interesting and
important to analyze as what was done during research. ICT
support for virtual classrooms and computers in the
educational process made a larger impact on the
educational process and outcomes. It should be taken into
account different software for education, and one must
monitor classrooms that are just using virtual
communication environments such as MS Teams or Zoom,
and a classroom that has to use specific computer programs
like MALAB or during this research, C programming tools.
The assumption is that communication environment
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programs for delivering lectures (Zoom-like) are not
educational programs, there are just channels for the
delivery of the educational content.
Such is this research that has opened two questions.
First, what is necessary to analyze when it comes to
students? The answer is found in previous high school.
Information about the success of learning during the
previous schooling was obtained through the assessment of
mathematics at the state-delivered graduation exam. This
was unilaterally declared that information is one of the
measures of cognitive abilities [6]. Another question that
came to mind was the success of the exams held in the first
year of study. Here, too, it was decided to present the
assessment and declare it an assessment of the acquired
knowledge. Since students listened to several subjects
during the first year through different teaching models, this
element should have been incorporated into the assessment
of student success.
Finally, combined results of the previous schooling
with the results after the first year of study are distinguished
from the results obtained through teaching models [2].
II.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

It was used an online survey questionnaire in which was
asked about the grade of mathematics at the state
graduation and the average grade of all subjects in the
previous semester. After that, was asked about the number
of subjects, weekly classes, and independent work and
assessment at the end, depending on the method of
teaching: face to face, online synchronous with the teacher,
online - inverse classroom, online asynchronous (recorded
classes). The survey concluded with questions about
students' preference for the teaching model: online or face
to face, and whether it is better when the teacher teaches or
uses the inverse classroom model. It was concluded with
the question of the required time of independent work, only
the assessment of acquired knowledge, and the final
assessment, depending on the model of teaching that
preceded [3].
This paper surveyed 146 students’ data of the Technical
Polytechnic in Zagreb. The structure of students is given in
Figure 1.
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presumed all forms of teaching via computer, either they
are synchronous or asynchronous.
III.

THE RESULTS

1. Under the results of this paper, it was presented
the results of the state exam in mathematics at a higher level
and compared with the average grades of all exams from
the first year of study. Figure 2.

Comparison of Matura & Study
grades
20
10

State exam grades in mathematics from student data at
enrollment and grades in Mathematics are based on data
from the ISVU system. Table 1.

0

The relationship by study program is presented in Table 2
TABLE I. THE AVERAGE GRADE OF THE STATE
GRADUATION AND EXAM AT THE STUDY

State graduation
Study exams

Average grade
2.7603
3.6207

In the end, based on the work during the semester,
students were graded equally with grades 4 and 5 if it was
online synchronous or asynchronous teaching, face-to-face
grades, and when the teacher graded onsite grades moved
TABLE II. THE AVERAGE GRADE OF THE STATE GRADUATION BY
MAJORS

Average grade
Undergraduate
professional study of
Mechanical
engineering
Undergraduate
professional
Study of
mechatronics
Specialist graduate
study
Of mechanical
engineering

State
graduation
Study exams

2.7308

State
graduation
Study exams

2.6038

State
graduation
Study exams

3.4667

3.6573

3.4213

4.1347

1
10
19
28
37
46
55
64
73
82
91
100
109
118
127
136
145

Figure 1. Frequency of students by the study program

State Matura

Average grade from previus semester

Figure 2. Graphic comparison of state graduation grades
and first-year grades
It is evident that the grades at the state exam in
mathematics are correlated with the grades in the study and
that there is almost the same distribution of grades. It was
concluded that success in the state graduation exam is a
good indicator of future success in the first year of study.
From this, it can be concluded that the decision on the
condition for enrollment with a higher level of mathematics
exams significantly affected the quality of mechanical
engineering and mechatronics studies.
2. At the end of all the teaching processes was
analyzed and identified four forms of teaching that covered
classroom teaching with a teacher ("Face to face") and
other forms, two of which were initially "online" (online
synchronous "Online", online asynchronous "Recorded" “)
and Inverse Classroom. Of course, there are many different
combinations, such as "Face to face" with recorded material
or inverse classroom asynchronously, but these forms were
not represented in the students' answers.
Students was asked to answer questions about how
many subjects they listened to in which way, how many
hours of classes it was, and how much they assessed their
independent work to successfully learn the material. It was
derived the average grade. The results are given in Table 3.

towards the middle. Grades of inverse teaching showed an
anomaly in uniform grading.
Results and conclusions presented in this paper are
methodologically relied on statistical analysis and derived
from it. On the other hand, in assessing the elements of the
survey, which is available on request, it was relied on the
subjective assessment of students about the quality and
success of acquiring knowledge. In the research it was
thoroughly divided the form of teaching into two parts:
"face to face" and "online".
Under "face to face" teaching one presume direct
teaching in the classroom held by the teacher or was an
inverse classroom, and under "online" teaching it was
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TABLE III. SCALED SCORES VS METHODS

Form of teaching

Case
number
Total
teaching
Independent
work
Average
grade

Face
to
face
1

online

inverse

recorded

Total

5,5

0,5

2

9

3

14

1,5

4

22,5

3

14

1,5

4

22,5

2,91

3,53

1,5

2,54

2,62

By analyzing the obtained results, it was found that
most of the classes were held "online", and only one subject
was held directly in the classroom.

Frequency of students by directions

3. In the third part of this work, it was sought a
subjective view of teaching and student knowledge.
Interest was in whether students see how the teaching
process would achieve the best results in acquiring
knowledge
TABLE IV. TIME REQUIRED TO MASTER OUTCOMES

Evaluation
Online
Asynchronously
Face-to-face
Teacher
Inverse

2
3
7
12
2
10

3
44
40
39
43
43

4
40
40
39
47
23

5
13
13
10
7
23

It was tried to determine how long it took them to
master the learning outcomes, depending on the teaching
methods used, and the data show that the smallest number
of students were exposed to the "inverse classroom"
method.
TABLE V. SCALED PERCENTAGES OF PERSONAL WORK
TIME VS. METHODS

Time
15

53

78

Figure 3. Number of hours per learning method
Interestingly, the students estimated that they need just
as much time to master the material as they spent in class
and in any form, which leads us to question the ECTS
credits intended for independent work of students.
It was compared the number of hours students have
during the different forms of teaching (Figure 3). Online
teaching achieved the best average grade, which was to be
expected because lectures (either synchronous or
asynchronous) can be recorded, so students will analyze
areas they do not understand or are difficult to master and
thus gain better and more effective knowledge.
Surprisingly, the inverse classroom achieved the worst
(non-transient) result, more so according to E. Mazur. 1992
expects students to better understand their peers and their
level of explanation of the material [5].
"Face to face" has the advantage that the teacher can,
based on the response of students, adapt the lecture and
exercises to the current knowledge and speed of
understanding of most students.
Recorded lectures, without a detailed explanation,
create an obstacle in understanding the presented material.
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Online
Tape
The
classroom
Teacher
Inverse

At
least
9
13
29

Less

More

SUM

54
48
29

32
27
38

5
13
4

13
8

52
28

31
25

5
39

From the collected data, it is evident that students had
the least personal work if the teaching was in the classroom
29%, and if the teacher taught or was a recording of the
lecture then it was 13% or less than the average 48 - 52.
Most personal works required inverse classroom, which
was expected because students had to master part of the
material on their own and present it to their colleagues. The
question of the effectiveness of this method will give
answers about the grades and knowledge that the student
has acquired.
TABLE VI. SCALED PERCENT KNOWLEDGE VS.
METHODS

Knowledge
Online
Tape
The
classroom
Teacher
Inverse

At
least
7
11
5

Less

More

SUM

31
23
19

48
46
47

13
20
29

2
24

15
47

60
24

23
6

Students unequivocally assess that they acquired the
most knowledge in the classroom when the teacher taught
(76% - 83%), while all other forms of teaching show a
subjective assessment of lower acquired knowledge.
Particularly surprising is the grade of the inverse classroom
in which they mostly worked independently when the grade
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of acquired knowledge is the lowest or lower as much as
73%.

several pedagogical prerequisites, knowledge, and
skills, for the efficient classroom.


TABLE VII. SCALED SCORES VS METHODS

Knowledge
Online
Tape
The
classroom
Teacher
Inverse

At
least
7
11
5

Less

More

SUM

31
23
19

48
46
47

13
20
29

2
24

15
47

60
24

23
6

IV.

CONCLUSION

The conclusions of this paper can be divided into
several parts. The objective part refers to the indicators of
the success of students at the state graduation exam at the
higher-level mathematics exam and the success of students
in the first year of study [4]. Comparing the given
indicators, the following conclusions are:


The results of exams in mathematics at a higher level
are a good indicator of the future success of students
in the first year of study.

Recommendation for the future after the pandemic
The majority of education should return to the classical
face-to-face model in the classroom, although some part of
the education process can and will be held virtual or online.
The suggestion is that all the classes should be recorded
and/or streamed for the future student’s study as well to
help students that are not able to attend class to
continuously follow the learning curve. All such recorded
materials should be in open access, which can lead to
improving the quality of the educational process. Major
suggestion is that exams and summative evaluation should
be held exclusively in person.
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Abstract – Universities provide database-related courses,
where students demonstrate their acquired knowledge by
writing SQL code as a solution to presented problems.
Manual assessment of students’ solutions lasts for days and
brings up additional problems: inconsistency in grading,
students waiting long for their grades, and they get
clarification feedback with details only on demand. Also, not
a negligible number of teachers’ clarification results in
correction of initially obtained points. Many authors
research the possibility to create computer systems for fully
automated assessments, which would minimize or completely
annul listed challenges. The authors propose a novel system
for automatic, configurable, and partial assessment of
student SQL queries. Initially, it supported only basic
SELECT statements but was upgraded later to support also
complex joins and groupings. The comparison of new system
output and teachers’ manual assessments concluded that the
novel, fully automated assessment system is very promising.
Now, the authors upgraded the assessment model to support
subqueries, which are widely used, and thus, an integral part
of database courses and assessments. This paper compares
the output of the proposed system with the teachers’
manually provided grades, focused on subqueries. The
results of this more comprehensive solution remain
promising, even with the new features added.
Keywords – SQL; assessment; fully-automated; partial
marks; configurable assessment process; subqueries

I.
INTRODUCTION
The idea of having an automated program to test the
code is old more than 60 years [1], and these years the same
idea is still the subject of research since IT universities and
colleges enroll more and more students, which creates
additional pressure on teachers or teacher assistants. There
are several challenges: the process of marking should
remain quick enough, it should provide consistency during
the evaluation of student solutions, and it should provide
precise feedback, that way improving the complete
educational process and student experience. Teachers and
teacher assistants have a direct impact on those challenges,
therefore the human factors may compromise the process
[2].
The research that focused on teachers’ marking
experiences within university teachers [3] points out that
assessing SQL assignments represents a certain cognitive
load that needs to be maintained during days of assessing
the assignments, which may result in delays and
inconsistency. For example, teachers in that research spent
22 hours assessing 1533 SQL student assignments, and
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only 14 out of 42 teachers finished the marking process in
a time slot given by the university. Furthermore, during
student insights into the exam and grades they got, initial
grades changed in 28 out of 42 cases, which emphasizes the
problem of nonconsistency during the marking process.
The feedback that students get after their solution
delivery is another important component of the learning
process. In [4], authors concluded that automatic feedback
increases student performance, helps teachers by
decreasing their effort in the marking process, and
compares with a correct solution is one of the main methods
for generating automatic feedback.
At the Algebra University College, there are two
courses regarding relational databases [5]: Introduction to
Databases, compulsory for all first-year students, and
Database Development, compulsory only for Software
Engineering students. Each year number of students
increases and workload regarding the evaluation of their
knowledge is becoming more challenging, because we do
not want to rely only on tests with multi choice questions
or so, although they can also be in the domain of automatic
assessment tools, and can be similarly valuable if written
well [6]. Instead, the authors of this paper do not give up on
an idea to put our students into a realistic situation that they
need to solve an issue with writing SQL code, test it and
debug it. The main reason for this attitude is that way
students also create their own experiences like those needed
in their real jobs after graduating, and our experiences tell
us that they need minimal adjustment when start working
on real-life problems later.
Since each exam consists of around 25 assignments,
and last year we had around 240 students enrolled, teachers
need to evaluate around 6.000 student solutions. An
average time needed to evaluate one student solution is 1
minute, so we need approximately 100 hours for evaluation
during the year. This number is not precise because there
are students that dropped out during the year, but also those
that went on exam terms more than once if they fail
previous time, but it is significant and slightly bigger than
in mentioned research [3]. This year we have around 300
students enrolled, so the workload on teachers would be
even higher.
Some authors proposed their semi-automated or fullyautomated solutions [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [11] [12] [13]
[14] [15] [16], but they implement only part of the
requirements for the system. Therefore, we set the
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following goals for
assessment system:

the

comprehensive

automatic

• Import of student solutions
• Automatic assessment of student solutions
• Recognizing syntax errors in student solution
• Recognizing prohibited elements in student solution
• Recognizing differences between student solution and
correct solution
• Partial points for student solutions according to
teachers’ earlier defined criteria
• Report with points achieved and the list of errors.
Regarding those, two years ago authors of this paper
proposed a novel system for automatic, configurable, and
partial assessment of student SQL queries, limited only to
simple SELECT statements, with no possibility of marking
solutions which include JOINs, GROUP BY, HAVING
clauses, aggregate functions and subqueries [5]. The special
focus was on partial marking of student solutions, which
also makes it possible to give students precise feedback by
the system, improving their education process. Some
authors recognized machine learning and AI as
technologies that have an impact in several categories of the
education process, grading students included [17], and
especially for giving feedback to students [18]. However,
the system proposed in this paper does not implement those
technologies yet.
Subsequently, authors supplemented the system with
the possibility to mark student solutions that contain even
complex joins and groupings [19]. System gives partial
points based on teachers’ input. To make it possible,
teachers need to provide the correct solution for a presented
problem and 17 marking rules for giving partial points.
The current version of the proposed system covers the
majority of SELECT question types at the Introduction to
Databases course. To be able to cover all of it, a proposed
system needs to also cover subqueries, since they are also
one of the learning objectives in that course. This paper
proposes a fully automated assessment system based on
[19], with added support for assessment SQL containing
subqueries.

In [19], the authors of this paper also use query text
analysis to discover Levenshtein’s distance [20] [21]
between student query solution and correct query solution.
If Levenshtein’s distance is equal to or less than 1, the
student query solution is considered as correct, which
covers situations of mistyping in the student solution.
2.

Since SQL as a language supports multiple ways to
create a query, authors created a list of guidelines to apply
while creating a query. For instance, if aliases of tables exist
for one table in a query, they must be used to all other tables
too. In WHERE clause, column name must always be the
first operand (e.g., Quantity > 10 is correct, 10 < Quantity
is not). Using positions in the ORDER BY clause is not
possible, etc.
3.

II.

1.

a.

Many authors proposed tools [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]
[11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] where correct query solution
and student query solution are executed at the actual
database and the returned result sets are compared. Some
of those tools give maximum or zero scores, depending on
the conclusion are the result sets equal or not. Some of those
tools give even partial points, based on result sets similarity
expressed in percentages.
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A join of two tables A and B is a cross product [22]
of all their rows, applied with the predicate p:
𝜎𝑝 (𝐴 𝑥 𝐵)

b.

Joins are commutative:
𝜎𝑝 (𝐴 𝑥 𝐵) = 𝜎𝑝 (𝐵 𝑥 𝐴)

c.

Joins are associative:
𝜎𝑞 (𝜎𝑝 (𝐴 𝑥 𝐵) 𝑥 𝐶) = 𝜎𝑝𝑞 (𝐴 𝑥 𝐵 𝑥 𝐶)

The system extracts FROM predicates, and for each
predicate, source and target tables extract columns and
joins. It converts right outer join into left outer join, source
table must be alphabetically lower than the target table,
alphabetically sort columns, and replaces aliases if they
exist with full names. All of those make it possible to
compare different ways of selecting the same data from
joined tables.

METHODOLOGY

Queries executes against actual database and
assessment system processes the result set with the
ability to parse and analyze query text.

Equivalent joins are recognized.

When joining data from multiple tables, student query
solution and correct solution may differ in used join types,
but student solution can still be correct, e.g., table1 left join
table2 is equal to table2 right join table1. The system must
be able to recognize all possible solutions and to achieve
that, the proposed system converts join into canonical form.
Canonicalization uses the following characteristics of joins:

4.
An earlier version of the automated assessment system
fulfilled the following requirements [19]:

Student solutions created concerning a set of
guidelines.

Marking continues even in the case when some of
the clauses are wrong.

The system awards partial, isolated clauses of a
SELECT statement, i.e., when comparing the result set of
student query solution with the result set of the correct
query to check the WERE clause, the system compares
primary key values of the first table in FROM clause with
values from the correct query. If there are differences, the
student cannot get maximum points, and further query text
analyses will happen.
5.

Students get partial grades according to the correct
solution and predefined set of rules created by the
teacher.

The proposed automatic assessment system relies on
teachers’ inputs before the marking process starts. The
teacher must provide question text, e.g. “Using subquery,
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select all credit card types and credit card numbers that are
not used for any payments yet. In a result set, show records
sorted by credit card number descending. Using joins
between tables are forbidden.”, but also a correct solution
example and a set of rules which assessment system will
apply during the marking process, both within JSON
configuration file:
A. Examples of correct solutions:
a.

Subquery in WHERE clause:

SELECT cc.CardType, cc.CardNumber
FROM Sales.CreditCard AS cc
WHERE cc.CreditCardID NOT IN
(
SELECT oh.CreditCardID
FROM Sales.SalesOrderHeader AS oh
WHERE oh.CreditCardID=cc.CreditCardID
)
ORDER BY cc.CardNumber DESC

b.

Subquery in SELECT clause:

SELECT oh.AccountNumber, oh.DueDate,
(
SELECT SUM(od.LineTotal)
FROM Sales.SalesOrderDetail AS od
WHERE od.SalesOrderID=oh.SalesOrderID
) AS TotalPrice
FROM Sales.SalesOrderHeader AS oh

"from_max_joins_allowed"
"from_use_specific_join"
"where_wrong_rows"
"where_partial_correct_column"
"where_use_specific_operator"
"groupby_not_correct"
"groupby_partial_correct_column"
"having_wrong_number_of_rows"
"having_missing_aggregate_function"
"select_missing_regular_column"
"select_missing_function_column"
"select_missing_aggregate_column"
"orderby_each_missing_column"
"orderby_each_wrong_ascdesc"
"orderby_each_wrong_column_order"

For each of those, JSON configuration file contains
status, deduct and hard_stop entries, but in addition,

some of them contain specific settings like:
• num - number of maximum joins allowed in student
solution or number of subqueries needed as part of
SELECT clause or WHERE clause in student solution
• specific_join - in case that student solution needs
to implement a specific type of inner, outer, full, or
cross join in FROM clause
• specific_operator - if the specific operator needs
to be used in WHERE clause of student solution.
Additional rules added as support for assessing
solutions with subqueries are as follows:

B. General rules for each clause (FROM, WHERE,
GROUP BY, HAVING, SELECT, ORDER BY)
that will be used by the system during the
assessment process, e.g.
{ "max_points": 2.0,
"clause_points_from": 100,
"clause_points_where": 50,
"clause_points_groupby": 0,
"clause_points_having": 0,
"clause_points_select": 30,
"clause_points_orderby": 20,
"parses_and_compiles": {
"status": "on",
"deduct": 100,
"hard_stop": 1 },
"wrong_results": {
"status": "on",
"deduct": 50,
"hard_stop": 0 }

In this part of the configuration JSON file, the
deduction is defined as percentages of maximum points
possible, and status defines will a particular rule be
checked during assessment or not. hard_stop setting
defines if the assessment process will continue in case of
breaking a particular rule or not.
C. Percentage of score to deduct for each broken rule,
which will deduct from maximum possible points
of a particular solution. Earlier implemented a set
of rules are:
"from_each_missing_table"
"from_each_wrong_join"
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"select_subqueries_required": {
"status": "on",
"deduct": 100,
"hard_stop": 0,
"num": 1 },
"where_subqueries_required": {
"status": "on",
"deduct": 100,
"hard_stop": 0,
"num": 1 }

Those enable checking if a subquery is used in SELECT
or WHERE clause of student solutions at all, how many
subqueries must be implemented in a student solution, what
percentage of the score will be deducted in case of broken
rule, and if the assessment process will continue in case of
broken rule or not.
As the first step during the assessment process, the
assessment system tries to compile and execute student
solutions against the actual database. In this process called
“dynamic protocol”, the assessment system implements the
first rule from the configuration JSON file:
parses_and_compiles.
As a second step, the assessment system checks defined
rules from the JSON configuration file and deducts
percentages of broken rules. To be able to do this step called
“static protocol”, before checking defined rules, student
solutions are tokenized and converted into the canonical
form [5]. Fig. 1 shows part of the correct solution with
subquery in WHERE clause tokenized into the dictionary.
It contains key-value pairs for each clause of the query:
SELECT clause, FROM clause, WHERE clause, and
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ORDER BY clause. In this example of the correct solution,
there is only one condition in WHERE clause:
cc.CreditCardID NOT IN the list of CreditCardID values
that exist in the SalesOrderHeader table within the
subquery. A subquery is a dictionary too, the same way as
the main SELECT statement.
To be able to find subqueries in the dictionary of the
main SELECT statement and its’ WHERE clause, a special
function extracts the content of the WHERE clause and
searches for its key-values pairs. If it contains the SELECT
clause too, it is a subquery. The function also works
recursively; it checks the WHERE clause of a subquery and
searches the new SELECT clause in the WHERE clause of
the already existing subquery. In the end, it returns a
number of found subqueries.
Fig. 2 shows part of the correct solution with subquery
in the SELECT clause tokenized into a list where each
member of a list represents columns that will be in a result
set. Each list member is a dictionary again.

A recursive function that counts several subqueries in
the solution works a little bit differently than in the first
example: it searches the “value” dictionary for the “select”
key. It works recursively too, and it returns the number of
found subqueries in the SELECT clause. In both examples,
a number of counted subqueries compares with JSON file
configuration setting and if a student used less than needed
number of subqueries, points deduct.
Another part of the marking process is a comparison of
result sets: correct solution result set and student solution
result set [5]. In case of mismatches, points based on broken
where_wrong_rows rule deduct. If correct columns
and/or operators are in WHERE clause, following rules
with the negative values awards partial points:
where_partial_correct_column
and
where_use_specific_operator.
6.

Students get feedback with the final points and the
list of errors. Fig. 3 shows an example of feedback
for one student solution.

Figure 1. Correct solution with subquery in WHERE clause tokenized into Python dictionary

Figure 2. Correct solution with subquery in SELECT clause tokenized into Python dictionary
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Figure 3. Example of final feedback for student solution

III.

RESULTS

To validate the efficacy of the proposed system for
automatic assessment of SQL statements, we tested it using
three exam assignments from real exam terms held at
Algebra University College last year. For the first
assignment subquery was mandatory in the SELECT clause
of the main query, for the second assignment subquery was
mandatory in the WHERE clause of the main query, and for
the third assignment, subquery was again mandatory in the
WHERE clause of the main query, but the subquery itself
had to contain two more subqueries. For each of those three
assignments, we tested 50 student solutions, 150 in total.
Analyzed assignment solutions are restricted to use
subqueries in SELECT and WHERE clauses.
Fig. 4 shows the average percentage of points given for
each assignment, from teachers and the proposed system.
In assignments 1 and 3, the difference is less or equal to
1%, and the only assignment where there is a significant
difference (7.5%) is assignment 2. While analyzing the
cause of it, it was found that in assignments like this,
teachers practice giving students full points even in cases
when they use sign * in SELECT clause rather than
columns asked by assignment. This indicates that the
proposed system is still suitable for its purpose, even after
implementing new features.
For further confirmation, we conducted the Chi-square
test (χ2 test) as a statistical hypothesis testing, using a
sample of 150 grades. A null hypothesis, in this case, is that
after implementing new features to the system, there is still
no significant difference between the points given by the
proposed system and those given by the teachers. Observed
frequencies of grades given by the teacher and proposed
system are at Table I and expected frequencies of grades
are at Table II.

TABLE I. OBSERVED FREQUENCIES OF GRADES
Grades
Proportion of grades
assigned by teachers
Proportion of grades
assigned by system
Total

0

0.1

0.25

0.5

1

Total

53

0

1

8

88

150

55

1

0

10

84

150

108

1

1

18

172

300

TABLE II. EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF GRADES
Grades

0

0.1

0.25

0.5

1

Total

54

0.5

0.5

9

86

150

54

0.5

0.5

9

86

150

108

1

1

18

172

300

The proportion of
grades assigned by
teachers
The proportion of
grades assigned by
the system
Total

The number of degrees of freedom is:
(Number of rows - 1) * (Number of columns - 1) =
= (2 - 1) * (5 -1) = 1 * 4 = 4
(1)
The formula to calculate χ2 value is:
χ2 = ∑𝑡𝑛=0

(𝑓0−𝑓𝑡)2
𝑓𝑡

= 2.352

(2)

With a significance level of 5% and 4 degrees of
freedom (1), a critical value of χ2 is 9.488. Our calculated
χ2 value is 2.352 (2), which means there is no statistical
significance between grades given by the proposed system
and grades given by teachers and we cannot reject our null
hypothesis.
IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an upgraded system for automatic,
configurable, and partial assessment of student SQL
queries, with added ability to assess SELECT statements
with subqueries in SELECT and WHERE clauses. At the
same time, it kept all the advantages for students and
teachers brought by earlier versions: minimized waiting
time for students to see earned points from an exam,
supplemented with precise feedback, and for teachers, the
possibility to configure a system with exact marking rules,
improving their possible inconsistency during manual, long
time marking process.

Figure 4. Comparison percentage of points given by teachers
and proposed system
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To validate the proposed system, we used 150 student
solutions from a last year’s exam terms at Algebra
University College and compared their scores evaluated
manually by teachers with the scores given by the proposed
system. Statistical hypothesis testing using the Chi-square
test resulted in no statistical significance between grades
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calculated with the proposed system and grades defined by
teachers manually. Since the results of using the system are
still promising, authors will strive to make it more
comprehensive, i.e., develop support for using subqueries
in FROM clause of the main query, or develop support for
evaluation of complex tasks that combines more SQL
statements together.
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Abstract - 5G technology is an innovation that will enable the
development and transformation of the business, educational
and private environment of all the members of society.
However, the speed with which this innovation is implemented,
also depends on its acceptance by the prospective users. This
paper explores the factors that influence the intention to use 5G
technology by 244 Croatian students. The empirical results
show a statistically significant positive influence of perceived
ease of use, perceived usefulness and attitude, as well as a
negative influence of anxiety on the intention to use of 5G
technology by Croatian students. The results of this study can
be useful for defining the strategies of 5G acceptance as well as
the basis for further research.
Keywords - 5G Technology, intention to use, factors, students,
Croatia

I.

INTRODUCTION

5G, the fifth-generation mobile network, is a new
generation of standard wireless telecommunications that is
believed to contribute to the development and
transformation of digital business, education, and private
life of each individual and to be a key driver of "gigabit"
society. [1] Today, the 5G network is being implemented
and developed in many cities in the world, including
Europe, and Croatia.
The known key advantages of the 5G mobile network
are higher speed, lower latency, and the ability to connect
more devices to the network. Thus, 5G technology is
expected to enable significant improvements in the fields
of artificial intelligence, IoT devices, virtual
environments, big data, cloud technology, and for a long
time, in various areas of human work and living. [2].
In particular, in this paper, the application of 5G in the
field of education is emphasized. Al-Maroof et al. [3] find
out how 5G technology can help promote more efficient
use of Internet services with cheaper, faster and better data
transfer in the educational environment.
As an example, Lee and Kim [4] state that the
commercialization of 5G will enable the transformation
and development of innovative higher education.
In every educational process, communication between
the following basic components is crucial: teacher,
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student, educational content and organization, and it is
believed that 5G technology will enable faster, better and
more innovative level of communication and collaboration
of these participants. This is confirmed by the results of
research by numerous authors, and some of them are listed
below.
Namely, the existing network constraints of the 3G
and 4G generations are some of the factors influencing the
development of the quality of online learning and
teaching, which was largely confirmed in educational
practice during the COVID-19 pandemic [5]. In this
context, for example, Mokhsin et al. [6] cite the problem
of slow internet connection, network unreliability and
insufficient bandwidth. These shortcomings’ elimination
is the key advantage of 5G technology.
In this regard, Al-Maroof et al. [3] believe that 5G
technologies will undoubtedly optimize education by
increasing the ability of education systems to faster
creation, transmission and download of educational
content.
The quality of digital connectivity of participants in
teaching has a significant impact on every aspect of
education, therefore Kizilkaya et al. [7] consider 5G to be
a key driver of the educational ecosystem. It will also
enable the use of innovative technology in the learning
and teaching process (e.g. AI teaching, holographic
interactive classrooms, virtual technology teaching [7]).
Based on the highlighted key benefits of 5G
technology, Shah et al. [8] conclude that the availability of
5G technology will further strengthen "smart learning
environments", as a new model of using IT in educational
institutions that enable effective device-oriented learning,
intelligent and personalized learning.
In addition, in recent years, especially among students,
the practice shows rapid growth in the use of mobile
technology such as smartphones, tablets and laptops for
educational purposes during their learning processes (e.g.
send/receive emails, download lecture notes, stream
online videos, …), known as “mobile learning“ [6].
Thus Gupta et al. [9] state the role and great
importance of 5G technology for strengthening mobile
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learning in terms of high bandwidth, higher capacity,
greater mobility, reliability and availability of the network
and the development of so-called. "Wireless classrooms",
which will provide better visualization of educational
content, as well as class attendance.
These results of previous research indicate a
significant role of 5G technology in the educational
environment, especially in the process of learning and
teaching, in terms of overcoming the limitations of
existing network technologies. There is no doubt that the
implementation of 5G technology with educational
institutions will provide a "competitive advantage for
attracting and retaining students. “ [9].
Based on the results of theoretical research, it is
considered necessary to conduct research on the intention
to use 5G technology in students and related factors in
each educational environment.
The aim of the research in this paper was to examine
the influence of selected factors on the intention to use 5G
technology by students of a Croatian university.
Furthermore, the next chapter provides the theoretical
background of the research. The research framework is
presented in the third section. The fourth chapter presents
and discusses the findings of an empirical study. Finally,
the conclusions of the paper are given in the last chapter.

positively related to the intention of students to use 5G
technology for "smart learning". Furthermore, the authors
found that the choice of 5G technology for "smart
learning" depends on infrastructure, hardware, how other
people in their environment perceive their use of
technology, as well as the desire of the individual to
accept and use new technology.
Chiaraviglio et al. [12] cite the problem of false news
about 5G risks to public health, which can seriously
undermine the perception of this technology by the entire
population. In this regard, the authors argue that there is
no compelling scientific evidence to support the
harmfulness of 5G technology to human health.
However, discomfort with 5G technology has a
negatively significant impact on the willingness to use 5G
technology in education among students. Namely, anxiety
is created when an individual has a perceived lack of
control in using technology. Mokhsin et al. [6]
Given that the acceptance of each innovation is related
to the environment and that the results of previous
research indicate that current knowledge about the
intention to use 5G technology among Croatian students is
rather scarce, it was justified to conduct empirical research
in this paper. The next chapter provides a framework for
the research.
III.

II.

RELATED WORK

The results of research conducted [6] show that the
implementation of 5G technology at the university leads
to better performance of the learning and teaching process.

RESEARCH

The aim of this study was to determine the extent to
which selected factors in this paper affect students'
intention to use 5G technology. Data in this research were
collected during the preparation of the thesis [13], coauthor of this paper.

In a study [4], it was shown that a large proportion
(86%) of students intended to use an educational service
based on 5G technology, with the following factors being
the most important: cost payment, learning field, learning
content, device type and learning location.

A. Participants
Two hundred and forty-four Croatian students of the
Pula University „Jurja Dobrile“, participated in this
research. Until then, all participants in this study were
non-users of 5G technology.

Based on the TAM model, Akbari and Pouladian [10]
showed that the quality of 5G technology has a positive
impact on perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness,
trust and perceived enjoyment, while there is no direct link
between perceived enjoyment and acceptance of 5G
technology by students. Furthermore, using an extended
TAM model, Akbari et al. [11] demonstrate that trust and
concentration mediate the relationship between perceived
ease of use, perceived utility, and intent to use 5G
technology.

Considering the field of study, most students were
from Informatics (43.3%), Tourism (13.5%), Financial
Management (11.9%), Marketing Management (9.8%),
Management and Entrepreneurship (8.2%), Information
Management (8, 2%), Economics (3.7%) and Computing
(1.2%). Among the respondents were 127 (52.1%) women
and 117 (47.9%) men. Most respondents were between 18
and 24 years old (70.9%), followed by 21.7% between 25
and 31 years of age, while 7.4% were over 32 years old.
The largest share of participants attended the 3rd year of
study (29.5%), followed by 25.0% of those who attended
the 1st year of study, the 2nd year of study (15.2%), the
5th year (16.0%) and the 4th year of study (14.3%).

Findings [3] indicate a positive effect of student
gender, as a mediator between the variables: perceived
readiness, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness
and intentions of using 5G technology.
To investigate students ’intentions toward using 5G
technology for“ smart learning, ”Shah et al. [8] use a
theoretical framework in which they linked the technology
acceptance model (TAM) and social practice theory
(SPT). The results of their research show that the factors
of perceptions of ease of use and perceptions of the
usefulness of 5G technology for "smart learning" are
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The results shown in Fig. 1 show that the largest share
of participants (68.1%) in this study stated that they use a
smartphone as the primary device for connecting to the
Internet, followed by a laptop (18.0%), desktop (12.3%)
and tablet (1.6%).
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The instrument contained 35 questions of which 7
were socio-demographic questions.
The factors selected for this study are a newly
developed scale based on the UTAUT model [14] and the
factors are: perceived ease of use of 5G; perceived
usefulness of use of 5G; attitude towards the use of 5G,
Anxiety of using the 5G network, Intention to use of 5G.

Figure 1. Percentage of respondents answering the question about
the primary device they use to access the Internet

The results of the research showed that the largest
share of respondents used WiFi to connect their devices to
the Internet (65.6%).
To the question "Assess your knowledge of 5G
technology and its impact on the development of the
digital society," respondents were able to give their
answers by choosing one rating on the scale offered from
insufficient (1) to excellent (5).

The questionnaire contained items developed for the
assessment scale (s), for which we used the five-point
Likert scale (1 - strongly agree, 5 - strongly disagree).
Data were analyzed by SPSS-19 using appropriate
descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation, Multiple
regression analysis (incremental).
The results of Cronbach’s alpha coefficients (see Table
I) show that all scales had a good internal consistency
(from 0.80 to 0.94).
TABLICA I.

ASSESSMENT SCALES USED IN STUDY (NUMBER OF
ITEMS, CRONBACH ALPHA COEFFICIENTS; N=244)

Number
of items

Cronbach
alpha

Perceived ease of use of 5G

4

.80

Attitude toward the use of 5G

7

.89

9

.93

6

.93

4

.94

Students self-assessed their knowledge of 5G
technology and its impact on society on average (M =
2.79; SD = 0.98) with a grade of good (3), while one third
of students said they had enough (24.6%) and insufficient
(10.6%) knowledge of 5G technology and 20.1% of them
said that they have very good or excellent knowledge in
this area.

Assessment scale

From the obtained results, it can be concluded that one
part of the respondents did not have enough knowledge in
the field of 5G technology and that they could not fully
express their opinion on its application in business,
education and private environment. These results are
shown in Fig. 2.

Intention to use 5G

Perceived usefulness of using
5G mreže
Anxiety of using the 5G
network

C. Results and discussion
The Intention to use 5G scale was measured by a 1-5
point Likert scale. The results of the analysis of the
collected data show that the respondents on average agree
(M = 3.63; SD = 1.16) that they intend to use 5G
technologies in business, educational and private
environments.
The results shown in Table II show that the majority of
participants (60.7%) almost completely agree with the
statement indicating their intention to use 5G technology
in the next 10 years, 59% of them agree that they will use
5G technology in the near future.

Figure 2. Percentage of answers to the question "Assess your
knowledge of 5G technology and its impact on the development of the
digital society."

B. Instruments and Procedure
The research in this paper was conducted from August
to December 2020 before the COVID-19 pandemic,
through an online survey created using the online tool
Google Form on an anonymous and voluntary level.
Data were collected from 244 students of the Faculty
of Informatics (FIPU) and the Faculty of Economics and
Tourism "Dr. Mijo Mirković" (FET) of the University of
Juraj Dobrila in Pula.
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Just over half of the participants (52.9%) fully agree
with the statement that they will use 5G technology in
private, educational and business environments when
given the opportunity, while 18.4% of participants with
the above strongly disagrees, and 28.7% remain undecided
(see Table II.).
The results of the Pearson correlation coefficient of the
mean values of the selected scales and the mean values of
the scale Intention to use of 5G by students are shown in
Table III show that students' intention to use 5G
technology is most strongly related to ), Perceived
usefulness of using 5G (r = .77; p <0.01) and Perceived
ease of use of 5G (r = .65; p <0.01), then. Furthermore, the
intention of students to use 5G technology is moderately
very negatively related to their anxiety of using the 5G (r
= -55; p <0.01). The results of this study showed that there
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is a positive correlation between the intention to use 5G
technology with Attitude towards the use of 5G, the
perception of ease of use and perception of the usefulness
of 5G technology and a negative correlation with anxiety
when using 5G. The obtained results are in accordance
with previous research on the application of the UTAUT
model [14].
TABLICA II. ITEMS (M-MEAN, -STANDARD DEVIATION, FREQ. AND
%) OF MEASUREMENT SCALES INTENTION TO USE 5G BY STUDENTS
(N=244)
M
()

Freq. (%)

Items
1
1. I definitely
plan to use 5G
technology
in private,
educational and
business
environment
when
there is an
opportunity for
that.
2. I plan in the
near future
to use 5G
technology in
my private,
educational and
business
environment.

25
(10,2)

2

20
(8,2)

3

70
(28,7)

4

63
(25,8)

5

66
(27,1)

3,51
(1,26)

The results of the analysis of multiple regression (see
Table IV) show that the variables (mean value of the
measurement scale) Perceived ease of use of 5G (β = 0.15,
p = 0.000), Attitude toward the use of 5G (β = 0.51, p =
0.000), Anxiety of using the 5G (β = -0.18, p = 0.000)
have the highest predictive power and together can
explain 76% of the variance in the intention to use 5G
technology by students. The obtained regression model is
statistically significant (F = 193.88; p = .000), while the
multiple correlation coefficient (R = 0.87) suggests a
moderate correlation.
TABLICA IV. RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON SELECTED
MEASUREMENT SCALES (MEAN VALUES) IN RELATION TO STUDENTS’
INTENTION TO USE 5G
Variables (measurement scale)
Perceived usefulness of using 5G
Perceived ease of use of 5G
Attitude toward the use of 5G
Anxiety of using the 5G
Note: ** p < 0.01, * p<0.05

IV.

Beta
0.17
0.15
0,51
-0.18

t
2.91
3.75
8.30
-5,15

Sig.
,004
.000
.000
.000

CONCLUSION

In the near future, the application of 5G technology is
expected to lead to the development and transformation of
many processes in education, business, and private life.
23
(9,4)

32
(13,1)

58
(23,8)

55
(22,5)

76
(31,2)

3,53
(1,31)

20
(8,2)

19
(7,8)

61
(25,0)

56
(22,9)

88
(36,1)

3,71
(1,26)

18
(7,4)

14
(5,7)

64
(26,2)

57
(23,4)

91
(37,3)

3,77
(1,22)

3. I intend to
use 5G
technology
in the next five
years, when
it will be
available to me.
4. I intend to
use 5G
technology in
private,
educational and
business
environment
during
the next 10
years.

TABLICA III. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MEASUREMENT SCALES
(MEAN VALUES) AND THE SCALE INTENTION TO USE OF 5G BY
STUDENTS (N=244)
Assessment scale

Users

Perceived ease of use of 5G

.65*

Attitude toward the use of 5G

.84*

Perceived usefulness of using 5G

.77*

Anxiety of using the 5G

-.55*

Note: * p < 0.01.
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In particular, this paper emphasizes the importance of
implementing 5G technology in higher education, in order
to enable the creation of innovative, smart, and better
educational environments supported by new digital
technology. Therefore, understanding the acceptance of
5G technology by all stakeholders in higher education
systems is important for its implementation and
development.
The results of this research show that 244 Croatian
students of the Juraj Dobrila University in Pula, former
non-users of 5G technology, on average expressed their
intention to use 5G technology in business, educational
and private environments.
Furthermore, data analysis showed that those students
who perceive the ease of use of 5G technology, then who
have a positive attitude towards 5G technology and who
have a lower level of anxiety towards the use of 5G
technology will have a higher level of intention to use 5G
technology in the near future.
The impact of anxiety levels on the use of 5G
technology can be related to the fact that almost half of the
respondents (students) stated that they had little or no
sufficient knowledge about 5G technology and its impact
on society. Insufficient knowledge of technology in
potential users slows down its acceptance in environments
and it is necessary to invest in their education. The results
of this study are consistent with the results [14], [10], [3],
[8], [6].
The results of this study are limited in the number of
participants, the number of factors, and the educational
environment. However, it is considered that the special
contribution of this study is that all respondents were nonusers of 5G technology, and the anxiety factor was
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included in the research. More factors and demographic
variables need to be included in future research.
Practitioners can use the results of this research to
develop strategies and policies related to the adoption of
5G network, which is related to education on 5G
technology to remove the barrier of fear and increase
perceptions of the usefulness of this innovative technology
in business, educational and other environments.

[7]

[8]

[9]
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Abstract - Using different tools to analyze a physics
problem from different perspectives deepens the
understanding of the problem and increases the chance for
the problem to be solved. One such tool is the Unity Physics
Engine, which is designed to manage game physics with great
precision while having an easy-to-use interface. These
features make Unity an excellent complementary tool in
physics courses, especially for computer science students,
because simulations in Unity also require programming
skills. In this work, we present how Unity can be used to
analyze two central force problems that differ hugely in time
and space scales: orbiting of the Earth around the Sun and
scattering of alpha particles on the nucleus of a gold atom.
We show how to handle different time and space scales and
how to work with forces, and finally, we compare the results
of the simulations with the theory.
Keywords - Unity Game Engine; physics engine; physics
simulation; central force problems; Earth’s orbit; scattering

I. INTRODUCTION
A typical course on physics consists of lectures,
recitations, and lab sessions. While lectures and recitations
are more theory oriented, in the lab sessions, students
perform experiments using available equipment. However,
sometimes laboratory equipment is not adequate or
available, and sometimes it is too expensive or even
malfunctioning. In these cases, it would be great to have
alternative solutions. One such alternative is the usage of
modern game engines as virtual physics laboratories.
Modern game engines, e.g., the Unity Game Engine, utilize
physics engines to make the look-and-feel of the game
realistic. Realistic does not necessarily imply that physics
is very precise, because the game experience is a priority.
However, Unity exposes the parameters of the Physics
Engine; hence, the precision of the physics calculations can
be controlled. The results of the physics calculations (the
state of the system) can be observed and collected at any
time through user-created scripts. The collected data can be
saved into files for later analysis.
There are many game engines, but we selected the
Unity Game Engine since it is a relatively simple, intuitive,
user-friendly game engine to start with and is free for
personal use [1]. We have previously used Unity to study
the processes and properties of a two-dimensional ideal
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gas: the time evolution of the speed distribution of the gas
particles and the mean free path [2,3]. In these two works,
the physics of particle–particle collisions was delegated to
the Physics Engine: we only had to create two-dimensional
container and gas particles, and give gas particles physical
properties such as mass, initial position, velocity, and the
coefficient of restitution (bounciness).
In this work, we present another great aspect of the
Unity Game Engine – the ability to define and apply the
force on the object in the game. This feature opens the
whole new realm of scenarios one can simulate and analyze
in Unity. We have chosen to play with two central force
problems that differ hugely in time and space scales:
orbiting of the Earth around the Sun and scattering of alpha
particles on the nucleus of a gold atom. The motivation for
this choice was to show how to manage different time and
space scales in Unity and to work with problems that can
be solved using different types of tools so that the solutions
can be compared. We think that solving the same problem
using different tools will certainly deepen the
understanding of the problem and its solution. Using Unity
as such a tool also introduces interdisciplinary aspects to
the physics course, as students need to write scripts (in C#
or JavaScript) to simulate the physics problem they plan to
analyze, to collect and save data produced by the Physics
Engine and to analyze data in another tool (we used
SageMath [4]).
II. MANAGING TIME AND SPACE SCALE IN UNITY
The central force is the force that depends only on the
distance 𝑟 between two bodies and is directed along the line
connecting them. In our two-dimensional simulations, we
assume that the source of the force field (the nucleus of a
gold atom or the Sun) is stationary, and we put it in the
origin of the Unity’s rectangular coordinate system (Fig. 1).
The body moving in the force field (alpha particle or the
Earth) is represented as the 2D Circle Sprite equipped with
the RigidBody 2D component. The object in Unity
equipped with the RigidBody component is under the
control of the Unity Physics Engine. Using this component,
we can assign a value to the mass property of the object and
apply a constant gravity force or user-defined force to the
object. The constant gravity force can be activated through
the Unity IDE, while the user-defined forces can be defined
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TABLE I.

THE SYSTEM OF UNITS FOR THE EARTH-SUN AND
ALPHA PARTICE-GOLD ATOM PROBLEMS
𝜶-Au

Earth-Sun
Quantity

Unit

Quantity

Fundamental units

Fundamental units

time

10 s

time

10−20 s

distance

109 m

distance

10−13 m

mass

1024 kg

mass

10−27 kg

charge

10−19 C

5

Derived units

Figure 1. The central force problem. Object A (the Sun or the nucleus
of a gold atom) is stationary and positioned in the origin of the Unity’s
rectangular coordinate system. Object B (the Earth or the alpha particle)
moves under the central force 𝐹⃗𝐵 (attractive gravitational force or
repulsive electric force). The unit vector 𝑟⃗0 points in the direction of
object B.

in scripts (written in C# or JavaScript) with the AddForce
method, preferably in the Unity’s FixedUpdate struct to
ensure being in step with the Unity Physics Engine:
public void AddForce(Vector2 force, ForceMode mode =
ForceMode.Force);.
The mode is set to ForceMode.Force which signals the
Unity Physics Engine to interpret the input vector (force) as
force.
Gravitational attraction between the Earth and the Sun
and the electric repulsion between an alpha particle and the
nucleus of a gold atom follow the inverse-square law
𝑚
𝑀
𝐹⃗𝑔 = −𝛾 𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ2 𝑆𝑢𝑛 𝑟⃗0

()

𝑄 𝑄
𝐹⃗𝐶 = 𝑘 𝛼 2𝐴𝑢 𝑟⃗0

()

𝑟

𝑟

where 𝑟⃗0 is the unit vector pointing in the direction of the
Earth and the alpha particle (Fig. 1).
Before we supply the Unity Physics Engine with the
values of the model parameters and the initial values for the
position and the velocity of the moving object, we must
decide which units of measurement are appropriate for each
of our two problems. First, the unit for velocity is chosen to
keep the velocity in the simulation within several Unity
units for velocity. Then, the appropriate unit for distance is
determined by balancing the typical distance in the problem
with the resulting time unit, which can be additionally
controlled (decreased, if needed) in the Unity Physics
Engine. Finally, we decided for the units given in Table I.
We call these units Unity units. To differentiate Unity units
from SI units, we attach “U” to the corresponding SI unit.
For example, in the Earth-Sun problem, 1 Unity time unit
equals 105 s, 1 Us = 105 s, or 1 Unity velocity unit equals
104 m/s, 1 Um/Us = 104 m/s.
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Unit

Derived units

4

velocity

10 m/s

velocity

107 m/s

force

1023 N

force

1N

𝛾

10−7 Nm2 kg −2

𝑘

1012 Nm2 C −2

The Unity Physics Engine exposes many of its
parameters so users can optimize the Physics Engine
according to their requirements. To increase the accuracy
of the Physics Engine calculations, we changed the default
value of the Fixed Timestep parameter, 0.02 Us, to the
smallest possible value, 0.0001 Us. This reduction forces
Unity to perform more fixed physics updates per frame,
consequently reducing the frame rate and possibly creating
some stuttering [5]. However, in the physics simulation, the
priority is not the “game experience” but the accuracy of
the physics engine calculations. In such cases, when we are
only interested in the state of the system and not in
observing objects moving in the scene (except for
debugging), stuttering can be eliminated by simply turning
off all sprite renderers.
III. RESULTS
Although our two problems are very different in terms
of scales, the simulations in Unity are essentially equal –
they differ only in the model parameters and the initial
values of the position and the velocity of the moving object.
All the results of the simulations are compared with the
theory. The theoretical trajectories of moving objects are
obtained by integrating the corresponding equations of
motion [6]

𝑟̇ =

𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑡

2

𝐿2

𝑚

𝑚2 𝑟 2

= ± √ (𝐸 − 𝑈) −

𝑑𝜗
𝜗̇ = = ±
𝑑𝑡

𝐿
𝑚𝑟 2

()

()

where 𝐸, 𝑈, and 𝐿 are the total energy, potential energy,
and angular momentum of the moving object, respectively.
In addition, in the problem of scattering of alpha
particles on the nucleus of a gold atom, we studied the
dependence of the scattering angle of the alpha particle on
the impact parameter. The theory predicts that the
scattering angle 𝜗 depends on the impact parameter 𝑏 as
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TABLE II.

PARAMETERS AND INITIAL VALUES FOR THE EART-SUN
PROBLEM
Value
(SI units)

Value
(Unity units)

1.989 ∙ 1030 kg

1.989 ∙ 106 Ukg

Quantity

TABLE III.

Quantity

mass of
the Sun
mass of
the Earth
initial
position of
the Earth
initial
velocity of
the Earth

5.972 ∙ 1024 kg

5.972 Ukg

(−1.47105 ∙ 1011 m, 0)

(−1.47105 ∙ 102 Um, 0)

(0, 3.029 ∙ 104 m/s)

(0, 3.029 Um/Us)

𝛾

6.67 ∙ 10−11 Nm2 kg−2

6.67 ∙ 10−4 UN Um2 Ukg −2

mass of alpha
particle
charge of
alpha particle
charge of gold
atom nucleus
initial position
of alpha
particle
initial velocity
of alpha
particle
𝑘

𝜗

𝐷

2

2𝑏

tan =

Value
(SI units)

Value
(Unity units)

6.64 ∙ 10−27 kg

6.64 Ukg

2 ∙ 1.602 ∙ 10−19 C

2 ∙ 1.602 UC

79 ∙ 1.602 ∙ 10−19 C

79 ∙ 1.602 UC

(−20 ∙ 10−13 m, b)

(−20 Um, b)

(1.5 ∙ 107 m/s, 0)

(1.5 Um/Us, 0)

8.99 ∙ 109 Nm2 C−2

8.99 ∙ 10−3 UN Um2 UC −2

()

where 𝐷 is the distance of the closest approach for the head
on collision [7].
A. The Earth’s trajectory
The parameters for the simulation of the Earth-Sun
problem are given in Table II. The initial position and
velocity of the Earth correspond to the point in the Earth’s
orbit when it is closest to the Sun (perihelion). This point is
taken as the initial point because (a) at this point, the
position and velocity vectors of the Earth are perpendicular
(aphelion has the same property; hence, this point could
also be taken as the initial point) and (b) the values for these
two vectors are well known and can be found on the
internet.
The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 2. The
theoretical trajectory was obtained by numerical integration
of the equations of motions (3) and (4) in SageMath from
the perihelion to the aphelion. The results from the
simulations and the theory are in excellent agreement.

Figure 2. The trajectory of the Earth orbiting around the Sun. The Earth
is initially positioned in the perihelion (P). For clarity, only 31 points
obtained in the Unity simulation are shown on the graph. The theoretical
trajectory was obtained by numerical integration of the equations of
motions (3) and (4) from the perihelion to the aphelion. The points of the
theoretical trajectory and the simulation points have the same value of the
time parameter.
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PARAMETERS AND INITIAL VALUES FOR THE ALPHA
PARTICE-GOLD ATOM PROBLEM

B. Scattering of alpha particles on the nucleus of a
gold atom
Simulations with alpha particles have two main goals:
to determine one trajectory of alpha particles and to explore
the dependence of the scattering angle of the alpha particles
on the impact parameter. All parameters and initial values
for the position and velocity of the alpha particle are given
in Table III. The initial speed of the alpha particle was taken
to be 1.5 ∙ 107 m/s = 1.5 Um/Us, which fits into the range
of velocities of alpha particles produced in radioactive
decay.
The trajectory of the alpha particle was obtained from
the simulation where the impact parameter was set to 𝑏 =
0.5 Um. The theoretical curve was obtained by numerical
integration of the equations of motions (3) and (4). The
results from simulations and theory are in excellent
agreement (Fig. 3).
The scattering angle 𝜗 of the alpha particle was
determined in the simulations using the velocity vector of
the outgoing alpha particle when it was at the same distance
from the gold nucleus as it was initially. The results from

Figure 3. The trajectory of the alpha particle scattering on the nucleus
of a gold atom. The impact parameter is 𝑏 = 0.5 Um . All other
parameters are as in Table III. The initial part of the trajectory is not
shown; only the part close to the gold nucleus is shown. For clarity, only
31 points are shown on the graph.
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We have shown that the results from simulations in
Unity are in excellent agreement with the theory. Together
with the fact that simulations are easy to develop and easy
to adjust to similar problems, this is what makes Unity a
great supplementary tool in physics courses.
In both problems, we chose one set of scales that we
found appropriate for a particular simulation. However,
there are problems for which using only one set of scales is
not possible because simulations would be either too slow
or imprecise. For example, simulating scattering of the
alpha particles on a thin gold foil requires at least two or
three scales (in cases where the alpha particle is far, neither
far nor close, and close to the nucleus of a gold atom).
Implementing multiple scales in the simulation could be an
interesting follow-up project.
Figure 4. The scattering angle 𝜗 of an alpha particle on the gold nucleus
as a function of the impact parameter 𝑏. The simulation results lie on the
theoretical curve determined by (5).

the simulations and the theory are in excellent agreement
(Fig. 4).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have chosen two central force
problems that differ hugely in time and space scales to show
how to manage the system of units in Unity. The two
simulations we have developed for these two problems
essentially do not differ except in the system of units. When
transitioning from one simulation to another, the major task
is to choose the appropriate system of units and to know
how to convert those units to and from the Unity units.
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Abstract - Digital competence is nowadays one of the
essential facets of every individual's literacy. Affected by
technological advances and the recent pandemic, new breeds
of teaching have emerged thus putting the digital
competence of teachers to the test. To examine the digital
competence of teachers, an empirical study was carried out.
Drawing on the DigComp framework proposed by the
European Commission, a measuring instrument in the form
of a questionnaire has been designed. The representative
sample of study participants was composed of teachers from
Brod-Posavina county in Croatia. Reported findings
uncovered to what extent primary and secondary school
teachers differ when particular dimensions of digital
competence are considered.
Keywords - digital competence; primary and secondary
school teachers; questionnaire; empirical study

I.

INTRODUCTION

Digital competence represents an interplay of
knowledge and skills that enable the creative and critical
use of digital technologies. In a modern society
characterized by the daily use of new technologies and the
rapid development of knowledge and skills, it is of great
importance to consider digital competence and analyze its
dimensions thus keeping pupils up to date and ready for
what the future holds. Critical thinking, value judgments,
and holistic personality enhancement of individuals
interacting with digital media represent the backbone for
the development of digital competence [1].
Teachers’ digital competence has been tackled in
many studies. For instance, Khan and Vuopala [2]
discovered that "digital natives" (individuals born in a
digital world) have a higher level of digital competence
than "digital immigrants" (individuals who adopted digital
technologies later in their life). Johannesen et al. [3]
introduced three aspects of teachers' digital competence:
teaching of, with, and about information and
communication technology (ICT). The teaching of ICT
means gradual enhancement of teachers’ digital
competence through systematic training, teaching with
ICT denotes employing technology as a tool to achieve
added value in learning while teaching about ICT deals
with technology development and its impact on society
and culture. To develop digital competence, teachers need
to complete their objectives, be interactive participants in
a global information society, learn continuously, and work
on their digital identity [4]. In that respect, digital
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competence must be integrated into initial teacher
education programs whereas a framework for professional
development for teachers within pre-service teacher
education is much needed [5, 6, 7]. In unforeseen
situations such as earthquakes and the COVID-19
pandemic, the need for digital transformation and digital
literacy has been recognized at the university level which
improved the efficiency and effectiveness in training
future teachers for work in the digital environment [8].
Researchers have also examined the digital
competence of teachers to determine the factors that have
an impact on its development. Digital resources are today
commonly used by teachers in educational settings [9].
Both teachers and students are frequent consumers of
digital tools. While students are employing ICT to a
greater extent for carrying out everyday activities, teachers
are using ICT more often for educational purposes [10].
This indicates that teachers should be trained in
information and data literacy, communication and
collaboration, digital content creation, security, and
problem-solving [11] during their studies.
Drawing on the DigCompEdu framework [12],
Jiménez-Hernández et al. [11] conducted a study in which
they examined differences in digital competence of future
secondary school teachers concerning their gender, age,
and branch of knowledge, as well as dimensions of the
framework itself. They, in particular, found that: a)
students are the most competent in information and
information literacy and the least competent in digital
content creation, b) male students have a higher level of
digital competence than the female ones, c) the highest
level of digital competence was demonstrated by future
secondary school teachers of engineering and architecture
while the lowest score in the same respect was achieved
by future secondary school teachers of science, d)
perceived technological skills play an important role in
examining digital competence of future secondary school
teachers from the perspective of their age (the highest
difference between students born before and after 1990
was found when both groups reported the lowest level of
perceived technological skills).
Future teachers commonly claim to have a high level
of digital competence but they are still not using social
media for educational purposes to a sufficient extent [13]
although their digital skills and digital literacy draw on
innovations in educational settings [14]. As a follow-up,
an empirical study conducted by McGarr and McDonagh
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[15] revealed that pre-service teachers use only a narrow
range of digital technologies, are lacking knowledge of
cyber ethics, and have a positive attitude toward using
digital technology for conducting educational activities.
DigComp 2.0 [16] is one of the most relevant
frameworks for evaluating digital competence. It is
composed of five main areas: information and data
literacy, communication and collaboration, digital content
creation, safety, and problem solving. Information and
data literacy represent locating, retrieving, storing,
managing, and organizing digital data, information, and
content as well as judging the relevance of the source and
its content. Communication and collaboration indicate
interaction through digital technologies while being aware
of cultural and generational diversity, taking part in
society through public and private digital services, and
managing one's digital identity and reputation. Digital
content creation refers to creating and editing digital
content, improving and integrating digital content into an
extant body of knowledge while understanding how
copyright and licenses are applied. Safety implies the
protection of devices, content, personal data, physical and
psychological health, and privacy in digital environments.
Problem solving denotes dealing with problem situations
in digital environments, using digital tools to innovate
processes and products, and being up-to-date with the
digital evolution.
The recently implemented reform in the Republic of
Croatia has brought many advantages in the context of the
development and introduction of digital technology in
primary and secondary schools. The Ministry of Science
and Education has introduced the curriculum of
informatics [17] and one of the objectives is to become
computer literate thus being able to use digital technology
independently, responsibly, efficiently, purposefully, and
appropriately, and to be prepared for learning, living and
working in a society that is changing rapidly with the
development of digital technologies. This curriculum
encourages citizens to prepare themselves for changes and
challenges in contemporary society and is in line with the
guidelines for the development of digital competence in
the European Union.
Key competencies, including digital ones, should be
adopted at the end of primary education. But we cannot
expect that. They develop throughout life and are
manifested differently by individuals. Teachers should
also utilize their digital competence to demonstrate its
value to pupils. Therefore, it is important to conduct
studies in the field of teachers' digital competence to
determine the degree to which they have developed their
competence and how they could upgrade it. Considering
all the aforementioned, the objective of this paper is to
determine the extent to which primary and secondary
school teachers have mastered the areas of digital
competence.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
The research framework is introduced in the next section.
Study findings are reported in the third section.
Conclusions and future work directions are provided in
the last section.

II.

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Various frameworks of digital competence can be
found in the literature (e.g. DigComp [16, 18] and
DigCompEdu [12]). As a backbone of our study, we have
chosen DigComp 2.0 [16] with an emphasis on citizens
because teachers are transmitters of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes to students who should strive to be more
responsible and active citizens, as advocated by the
European Commission within the framework for lifelong
learning [20].
In our research framework, we have converted
dimensions of the DigComp conceptual reference model
[16] into digital competence categories and enhanced it
with online teaching as a novel facet of digital competence
[21].
Digital competence awareness refers to the extent to
which teachers know what digital competence is, believe
they have it, and think it is beneficial in the educational
ecosystem. Digital content management represents the
degree to which teachers are browsing, searching,
filtering, evaluating, storing, and organizing digital
artifacts. Word processing tools denote the level to which
teachers know how to make changes to the text, create and
edit tables, and insert symbols and equations into their
documents. Spreadsheet tools indicate the extent to which
teachers know how to manipulate cells, make formulas
and functions, and create and edit charts. Presentation
tools refer to the level to which teachers know how to
change the theme of a presentation, add an animation to
the slide, set transitions between slides, and start a slide
show. Web browsers denote the level to which teachers
know the difference between the web browser and search
engine as well as between URL and WWW and know
how to open a new window and tab, clear search history,
and bookmark a Web page. Search engines represent the
extent to which teachers know how to apply quotation
marks and operators to get good search results. Cloud
services refer to the degree to which teachers are
proficient in using functionalities of applications in the
cloud. Communication and collaboration indicate the
extent to which teachers are employing digital
technologies to interact with students and work
colleagues. Creating digital content represents the degree
to which teachers have experience in making, editing, and
integrating digital content for educational purposes.
Security and privacy denote the level to which teachers
know how to protect their devices and data from
unauthorized use. Problem-solving represents the extent to
which teachers are skillful in troubleshooting. Internet
indicates the extent to which teachers are acquainted with
terms such as Ethernet, Wi-Fi, IP address, and cookies.
Operating systems denote the level to which teachers are
familiar with different operating systems, know how to
install and uninstall programs, and use commands that
improve their work efficiency. Teaching with digital
technology indicates the degree to which teachers need
technology to perform educational activities. Online
teaching represents the extent to which teachers are ready
and willing to carry out the entire educational process in
an online environment.
The empirical study was conducted during the summer
semester of the academic year 2020/2021. A measuring
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instrument in the form of a questionnaire was created and
administrated to 83 elementary and 84 secondary school
teachers through Google Forms. The link to the
questionnaire was sent to the schools' official e-mail from
where it was forwarded to teachers. Participation in the
study was voluntary and anonymous. The questionnaire
was composed of five items related to participants’
demographics, six items addressing the tools teachers are
using in the educational process, and 98 items meant for
measuring 16 dimensions of digital competence. Drawing
on the aforementioned categories, the questionnaire items
were worded in a way that they encompass the essence of
digital competence. The responses to the questionnaire
items were modulated on a five-point Likert scale (1 strongly disagree, 5 – strongly agree). The scores for
categories that constitute the research framework are
calculated as the sum of responses to questionnaire items
that measure their aspects. The analysis of collected data
was carried out using the IBM SPSS Statistics 26.
III.

RESULTS

A. Participants
The sample was composed of 108 instructors from
Brod-Posavina County in Croatia where 59.3% of them
were elementary school teachers while the remaining
40.7% were secondary school teachers. The response rate
of elementary school teachers (77.11%) was much higher
than the same of the secondary school teachers (52.38%).
The majority (71.3%) of study participants were female.
They ranged in age from 25 to 65 years (M=43.46,
SD=11.045). At the time the study took place, teachers
had between 1 and 41 years (M=18.10, SD=11.003) of
work experience. When the use of tools for
communication was considered, we found that majority of
teachers are employing e-mail (92.59%) in that respect,
followed by Microsoft Teams (79.63%), Zoom (75.93%),
Kahoot (18.52%), and Skype (13.89%). On the other
hand, when the collaboration tools were tackled, it
appeared that teachers are mainly using Google Drive
(74.07%) followed by Yammer (62.04%), OneDrive
(52.78%), and Dropbox (12.96%). To create digital
content, study participants are commonly using Microsoft
PowerPoint (97.22%), followed by Microsoft Word
(96.30%), Google Forms (64.82%), Microsoft Excel
(49.07%), Quizlet (21.30%), Microsoft OneNote
(16.67%), and Prezi (12.96%). During the COVID-19
pandemic, respondents were primarily using Zoom
(64.82%), Google Meet (28.70%), and Microsoft Teams
(28.70%) for delivering lectures. When in a classroom,
teachers are usually employing a computer (99.07%), a
projector (80.56%), and a smartboard (40.74%) for
conducting educational activities.
B. Findings
The analysis of collected data reported in Table 1
revealed that the perceived digital competence of
elementary school teachers was higher than those of
secondary school teachers. More specifically, we found
that elementary school teachers have reached better scores
in all categories that represent facets of perceived digital
competence except the category that examines the degree
of familiarity with operating systems in which secondary
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school teachers have demonstrated better results. When
the study findings are considered at the lowest level of
granularity in the research framework, we discovered that
elementary school teachers provided a higher level of
agreement with 82.65% of questionnaire items when
compared with secondary school teachers in that respect.
Study results indicate that both elementary and
secondary school teachers have the highest level of
expertise in employing presentation tools (M=4.78,
SD=.430; M=4.67, SD=.766), followed by the use of word
processing tools (M=4.71, SD=.485; M=4.64, SD=.880)
and web browsers (M=4.56, SD=.532; M=4.46, SD=.763),
respectively. On the other hand, elementary and secondary
school teachers should enhance their skills in protecting
devices and data they are using in the educational
ecosystem (M=3.77, SD=.710; M=3.55, SD=.903), enrich
their experience in using cloud services (M=3.82,
SD=.908; M=3.59, SD=1.131), and improve their
knowledge of operating systems (M=3.84, SD=.905;
M=3.89, SD=.968), respectively. Among all aspects of
digital competence, elementary school teachers seem to be
proficient in changing font style, size, and color (M=4.91,
SD=.344), italicizing and underlining the text, and making
it bold (M=4.91, SD=.344), aligning the text (M=4.88,
SD=.378), and setting line and paragraph spacing
(M=4.84, SD=.407). Secondary school teachers reported
being crafty in adding a new slide (M=4.84, SD=.366),
changing the theme of a presentation (M=4.83, SD=.380),
starting a slide show (M=4.88, SD=.333), and changing
the slide layout (M=4.81, SD=.467). Although elementary
(M=4.23, SD=.684) and secondary (M=4.14, SD=.878)
school teachers have successfully applied the digital tools
required for conducting educational activities in the online
ecosystem, only a few of them (M=2.30, SD=1.150;
M=2.30, SD=1.304, respectively) think online teaching
should be the primary way of delivering lectures and
performing examinations. We have also discovered that
both elementary and secondary school teachers are not
consuming cloud services to a sufficient extent (M=3.48,
SD=1.113; M=3.02, SD=1.338, respectively) and do not
change passwords often enough when creating user
accounts for different applications (M=3.31, SD=1.037;
M=3.18, SD=1.299, respectively). Finally, as shown in
Figure 1, the majority of both elementary (64.06%) and
secondary (61.36%) school teachers agreed with all
questionnaire items which implies a high level of their
overall perceived digital competence.

Figure 1. Overall perceived digital competence of primary and
secondary school teachers
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IV.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this paper was to examine the
perceived digital competence of elementary and secondary
school teachers. For that purpose, an empirical study was
carried out in which data was collected from the sample of
teachers from Brod-Posavina County. The research
framework and measuring instrument in the form of a
questionnaire were based on the DigComp conceptual
reference model extended with a dimension that tackles
particularities of online teaching. The analysis of collected
data uncovered that elementary and secondary school
teachers from the sample in our study are skillful in using
presentation and word processing tools as well as web
browsers but at the same time they lack knowledge and
experience in using functionalities of cloud services and
operating systems as well as protecting the security of
their devices and privacy of their data and are unwilling to
embrace online teaching as an equal counterpart to the
classical form of teaching.
Like all other empirical studies, this one also has
limitations. Considering study participants were teachers
from only one Croatian county and that a more
heterogeneous sample structure in terms of teachers' origin
could result in significantly different responses, reported
findings should be interpreted with caution.
To draw generalizable sound conclusions and to
examine the robustness of findings, in our future work we
are planning to further examine the validity of the
measuring instrument and determine if there are
significant differences in perceived digital competence
when the demographics of study participants are
considered.
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APPENDIX
TABLE I.

RESPONSES OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS RELATED TO THE PERCEIVED DIGITAL COMPETENCE (A HIGHER SCORE MEANS A
BETTER RESULT)

Digital Competence Awareness
I know what digital competence is
I think I have digital competence
I think digital competence is important in my work
I think digital competence is useful in the implementation of the educational process
Given my current knowledge and skills, I think I need training in the field of information and communication technologies
Digital Content Management
I perform activities of browsing, searching, and filtering digital content
I evaluate digital content (e.g., reliability and credibility of sources)
I store and organize digital content
Word Processing Tools
I know how to change font style, size, and color
I know how to italicize and underline the text and make it bold
I know how to set line and paragraph spacing
I know how to align the text (left, center, right, justify)
I know how to create a table of contents
I know how to create and edit a table
I know how to number pages
I know how to insert a symbol
I know how to insert an equation
Spreadsheet Tools
I know how to make a new sheet
I know how to enter data into cells
I know how to center the text inside the cell
I know how to merge and split cells
I know how to make a simple formula (e.g., = 1 + 1)
I know how to make a simple function (e.g., = SUM (A1: A10))
I know how to create and edit a chart
Presentation Tools
I know how to add a new slide
I know how to change the theme of a presentation
I know how to change the slide layout
I know how to add multimedia objects to the slide
I know how to set transitions between slides
I know how to add an animation to the slide
I know how to start a slide show
Web Browsers
I can tell the difference between a web browser and a search engine
I know how to open a new tab
I know how to open a new window
I know how to open a new private window
I know how to clear search history
I know how to bookmark a Web page
I know what URL refers to
I know what WWW stands for
Search Engines
I know how to do a basic search
I know how to perform an advanced search
I can tell the difference between good search results and bad ones
I know the purpose of quotation marks in query strings
I know how to use search operators (AND, OR, NOT, NEAR)
Cloud Services
I know what Cloud service stands for
I have experience in using Cloud services
I regularly use Cloud services
I am familiar with the basic functionalities of Cloud services
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Elementary
school teachers
M
SD
4.20
.476
4.52
.563
4.16
.718
4.33
.644
4.33
.619
3.69
1.052
4.26
.607
4.38
.549
4.08
.860
4.33
.619
4.71
.485
4.91
.344
4.91
.344
4.84
.407
4.88
.378
4.78
.519
4.70
.683
4.56
.889
4.77
.584
4.06
1.194
4.09
.911
4.33
.892
4.50
.756
4.33
.856
4.19
1.006
3.94
1.220
3.67
1.346
3.70
1.164
4.78
.430
4.84
.366
4.83
.380
4.81
.467
4.72
.576
4.69
.664
4.67
.691
4.88
.333
4.56
.532
4.38
.807
4.77
.463
4.80
.406
4.34
.877
4.77
.527
4.56
.732
4.36
.824
4.53
.734
4.21
.715
4.77
.427
4.41
.791
4.44
.710
3.97
1.098
3.48
1.260
3.82
.908
4.16
.821
3.88
.968
3.48
1.113
3.77
.972

Secondary
school teachers
M
SD
4.05
.731
4.36
.892
4.09
.910
4.27
.924
4.25
.866
3.25
1.222
4.11
.853
4.23
.912
3.93
.974
4.16
.861
4.64
.880
4.70
.904
4.70
.904
4.64
.917
4.70
.904
4.70
.904
4.68
.909
4.59
.948
4.66
.939
4.34
1.055
4.21
1.028
4.45
.975
4.45
.975
4.48
.952
4.43
.974
3.91
1.491
3.73
1.515
4.00
1.258
4.67
.766
4.77
.711
4.77
.711
4.73
.758
4.55
.951
4.59
.871
4.55
.999
4.75
.719
4.46
.763
4.36
.990
4.70
.668
4.64
.810
4.30
1.091
4.55
.848
4.55
.791
4.18
1.147
4.39
1.104
4.20
.758
4.61
.754
4.50
.731
4.41
.726
3.95
1.219
3.55
1.247
3.59
1.131
4.16
1.119
3.66
1.311
3.02
1.338
3.50
1.355
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TABLE I.

RESPONSES OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS RELATED TO THE PERCEIVED DIGITAL COMPETENCE (A HIGHER SCORE MEANS A
BETTER RESULT)

Communication and Collaboration
I interact with students through digital technologies
I interact with work colleagues through digital technologies
I share digital content through digital technologies
I collaborate with colleagues from other schools through digital technologies
I use digital technologies to share experiences related to new pedagogical practices and methods
I use digital technologies for my professional development (e.g., participation in webinars, conferences, etc.)
Creating Digital Content
I like to use new digital technologies and tools
I am quickly embracing the use of a new digital tool
I am the creator of a digital content
I integrate digital content for educational purposes
I do digital content editing
While creating digital content, I adhere to copyright and license policies
Security and Privacy
I think my devices are protected from unauthorized use
I think my data is protected from unauthorized use
I do not share personal information with other people
I practice using a strong password (12 or more characters, alphanumeric character combination)
I practice using a different password for each application
I know what VPN (Virtual Private Network) stands for
I know how to perform manual virus and malware scans
I know how to back up the system
I know how to protect my digital identity
Problem-solving
I know how to restart a particular device
I know how to free up space on a particular device to make it work faster
I know how to force a certain program to stop
I know how to update the system
Internet
I know the difference between Ethernet and Wi-Fi
I know how to connect to Wi-Fi
If there is a problem with the network, I know how to solve it
I know the meaning of the term IP address, what it represents and how to find it
I know when the connection between the computer and the web page is secure
I know what it means to use cookies and when a website asks if I accept them
Operating Systems
I know how to install a new program
I know how to uninstall the program
I know to tell the difference between Windows, Linux, or macOS
I know how to use keyboard shortcuts
I know the difference between the Undo and Redo commands and how to use them
I know to tell the difference between Android and iOS systems
Teaching with Digital Technology
I use digital technology in the educational process
I can perform educational activities without using digital technology
I have the necessary equipment to carry out the educational activities
Online Teaching
Online teaching is not an issue for me
I have everything required for the implementation of online teaching (equipment, room, stable Internet connection)
I think online teaching should be employed as one of the primary ways of education
I could teach online in unforeseen situations
I did not need training for performing online teaching because I had prior experience in that respect
During the online teaching I encountered technical difficulties, but I resolved them successfully
I have successfully implemented the educational process in online settings
I have successfully used all tools required for conducting online teaching
My digital competence has developed as a result of the online teaching
Online teaching enhanced my knowledge and skills in digital technology
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Elementary
school teachers
M
SD
4.30
.577
4.48
.642
4.56
.588
4.41
.660
3.88
1.076
4.08
.822
4.38
.655
4.12
.719
4.17
.747
4.05
.785
4.06
.833
4.19
.794
4.05
.844
4.20
.839
3.77
.710
3.89
.758
3.84
.781
4.34
.761
3.86
.870
3.31
1.037
3.58
1.138
3.83
1.216
3.59
1.218
3.64
1.132
4.39
.700
4.53
.666
4.39
.769
4.25
.836
4.41
.750
4.17
.768
4.08
.981
4.53
.590
4.36
.721
4.00
.992
3.95
1.045
4.08
1.028
3.84
.905
3.95
1.045
4.09
.955
3.66
1.130
3.72
1.091
3.94
1.052
3.67
1.196
4.41
.496
4.45
.532
4.41
.771
4.38
.678
3.70
.590
3.70
.885
4.11
.758
2.30
1.150
3.52
1.054
3.88
.917
3.48
.992
4.22
.701
4.23
.684
3.48
1.113
4.11
.838

Secondary
school teachers
M
SD
3.88
.903
4.25
.839
4.20
.978
4.09
.984
3.18
1.402
3.43
1.371
4.11
1.061
3.95
.911
4.16
.987
4.11
.945
3.75
1.102
3.84
1.077
3.80
1.112
4.02
1.045
3.55
.903
3.86
.955
3.82
1.018
4.09
.984
3.43
1.319
3.18
1.299
3.25
1.296
3.68
1.196
3.34
1.346
3.27
1.227
4.25
.904
4.43
.818
4.30
.930
4.05
1.219
4.23
1.075
4.06
.887
3.95
1.099
4.59
.757
4.34
.834
3.75
1.241
3.80
1.173
3.93
1.087
3.89
.968
4.09
1.178
4.32
.883
3.50
1.389
3.80
1.268
4.02
1.191
3.61
1.368
4.05
.763
4.30
.795
4.09
1.030
3.75
1.014
3.55
.679
3.55
1.109
4.00
.988
2.30
1.304
3.27
1.283
3.55
.926
3.59
1.187
4.00
.940
4.14
.878
3.20
1.231
3.86
.878
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Abstract - Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality
(AR) are taking off in almost every part of our living. Lately
VR/AR technologies are increasingly present in education as
well. Virtual experiences offer a great opportunity to involve
and motivate students to learn through experience.
Accordingly, the data and the research topics and
publications exploring VR/AR implementation in the field of
education are also evolving rapidly. To investigate the
research papers and trends, in this study we used the
metadata from IEEE database for the research publications
in this field starting from 1990 till 2021. The study presents
our major findings regarding the research on application of
virtual and augmentative reality technologies in education.
It includes several quantitative as well as qualitative results
from the analysis of the data gathered from over 700
publications. The research showed that the main increase in
the research publications that study the use of AR/VR in
education is in the last decade which corresponds with the
release of the first headsets. Also, AR research papers are
entering the scene later but show a more continuous trend
till the present time. In addition to this, in terms of authors
of the papers and their countries, it was found that the more
developed countries lead the game with a larger number of
authors while the non-developed countries remain with no
authors of AR/VR publications.
Keywords – AR; education; VR; virtual technologies;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) is
becoming increasingly present and lately we are
witnessing substantial uptake in consumer space as well
as in different professional sectors. With the continuous
development of this technology, its usability in education
has increased as well [9],[13]. Their main advantage is
that they help in enhancement of students’ skills through
realistic practice and soon their extensive application will
arise in almost all the topics taught.
Virtual Reality initially was defined as digital
representation of a 3D object and/or environment.
However, the advancement of the VR technologies,
especially the modern VR head-mounted displays
(HMDs) brought a radical uptake in terms of
visualization and interactions and gave the users a very
high level of immersion. Immersion is the key word in
the VR world and its’ usually used to describe the
participation of the user in the VR world and
disconnection of his awareness from the real world. In
other words, it is the perception of being physically
present in a non-physical world - a virtual world created
with images, sounds and other stimuli [4].
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In addition to this, Augmented Reality presents
enhanced perception of the user's interaction with the real
world by augmenting the real world with additional threedimensional objects that look as if they live in the same
environment as the real world. There are many research
papers that go beyond this definition of AR, still the most
common properties of an AR system remain the
following three [11]:
•
•
•

Blend real and virtual, in a real environment
Real-time interactive
Register real and virtual objects with each other

In the meantime, from the release of the first headsets
in 2013, the VR/AR technologies are going through a
road of rapid innovation. Each new model of the headset
that was released in the upcoming years till today, has a
better immersion and a lower price, compared with the
devices from the earlier years. This is a great opportunity
for the integration of VR in education and make VR a
practical instrument for use in classrooms in different
curricula [6],[7],[10].
VR technologies are a new model of remote education
media technology as well. These technologies have the
power to extend learning experience to new places which
are distant from the classroom. VR can overcome the
current shortages of online learning practices and bring
students from different distant places into an immersive
world where they can communicate and interact together.
An illustration is the model of multi-user virtual
campuses based on VR potential to support students and
staff to meet, learn and work together [5].
As a result of their benefits and applications in
different scenarios in education, VR and AR are subject
of many research papers that study the latest
developments, the pedagogical applications, experiences,
and challenges from the institutions that are using them
[3],[8],[12].
However, applying new technologies to enhance
teaching and to have more engaged students is a complex
process, especially when the technology is changing so
rapidly and there isn’t any solid pedagogy associated with
it. In addition to this, it’s the lack of funds in many
educational institutions which also impacts the delay of
integrating new technologies such as AR and VR. Higher
education institutions are in advance as they usually gain
support from funded research environments, which
allows them to systematically practice, do the trial and
errors prior to the implementation of technologies in the
education process. The primary and secondary schools,
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on the other side, lack behind in using these technologies
although there are many VR/AR innovative solutions
provided by various educational technology companies
for their students’ age including both curricular contents
and entertainment.
II.

EXTRACTING DATA (DATASET)

In order to extract more knowledge on the topic, we
followed the process and experience that we had from
previous work in gathering, analyzing relevant metadata
on research publications and further on identifying the
trends or other elements of interest [1],[2].
For the purposes of this research, we used the IEEE
digital library. The data that can be extracted from this
database for each research publication in IEEE includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Document Title;
Authors;
Author Affiliations;
Publication Title;
Publication Year;
Keywords;
Abstract;
and many other categories.

By conducting a search in abstracts, of all research
publications in IEEE from 1990 to 2021 we gained three
datasets. The search in abstracts included the following
criteria: (1)Virtual technologies and Education; (2)Virtual
Reality (VR) and Education; (3) Augmented Reality (AR)
and Education. We further analyzed the data in these
datasets to investigate the VR/AR trends in terms of
research publications.

III.

DISTRIBUTION OF VR/AR PUBLICATIONS
(1990-2021)

As part of the research, we conducted different
investigations on VR and AR use in education. The first
issue that was considered was timing – when did virtual
technologies start to be used in education and is there any
difference in terms of VR use in education and AR use in
education.
Fig.1 presents the distribution of the research papers
that study the use of virtual technologies, VR and AR in
education during the period of the last three decades
(1990-2021).
The dataset of research papers that included ‘virtual
technologies’ and ‘education’ in their abstracts included
261 research publications. As it can be seen the increase
of the research publications in this area starts around 2010,
which corresponds with the time when the first headsets
were released.
The second dataset was generated with papers that
included ‘virtual reality’ and ‘education’ in their titles.
The number of papers filtered was 465. However, as
shown in Fig.1, a very similar curve was gained. Again,
the last decade is making the difference with the
mainstream of overall publications where within five
years the number of publications goes from 5 to 96
research papers per year. This shows that as VR is
becoming more matured as a technology, it is making
significant inroads into the field of education with many
researchers contributing to an increasing number of
studies and experiences.
.

Fig.1 Distribution of research papers that study integration of
Virtual Technologies / Virtual Reality / Augmented Reality in Education
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The third dataset was generated from papers that
included ‘augmented reality’ and ‘education’ in their
abstracts. The total number of research papers in this
dataset was 338. As shown in Fig.1, in the period 19902010, there is almost no research in this area.
However, the last decade shows a steep curve
representing an increased number of published research
papers. Another important moment which can be noticed
in the papers that study the use of AR in education is that
regardless that they have more recent application history
in education, their increasing trend continues till the last
year 2021 compared with VR which have significant
decline in the last year.
IV.

COUNTRIES THAT ARE LEADING IN THE FIELD

As part of our research, in addition to the timing of the
publications we explored their geographical distribution,
more precisely we identified the countries who are leading
in terms of authors of publications about VR application
in education. Initially we merged all three datasets. Next,
we removed the duplicates and gained a new dataset with
unique research papers in application of VR/AR in
education.
In the IEEE metadata, there is no separate field for the
country. Hence, the country name was extracted from the
field ‘Author Affiliations’ where in most of the papers the
country was included. In Table I are presented the top 15
countries with the largest number of authors in the field.
In global perspective the leading countries in VR/AR
authors are China and USA covering a quarter of overall
number of authors in the field. The result is expected as
these countries have been investing heavily into this
industry.
TABLE I. TOP 15 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE BASED ON AUTHORS
IN THE FIELD
nr.

Country

Number of
authors

1

China

285

2

USA

200

3

India

102

4

Indonesia

94

5

Malaysia

81

6

Japan

74

7

Germany

68

8

Taiwan

66

9

Portugal

57

10

Canada

54

11

Australia

48

12

UK

48

13

Ireland

47

14

Korea

43

15

Spain

42
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TABLE II. TOP 15 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE BASED ON AUTHORS IN
THE FIELD
nr.

Country

Number of
authors

1

Germany

68

2

Portugal

57

3

UK

48

4

Ireland

47

5

Spain

42

6

Greece

37

7

Italy

31

8

Croatia

24

9

Bulgaria

20

10

France

17

11

Romania

17

12

Finland

16

13

Slovakia

13

14

Slovenia

9

15

Netherlands

6

According to the latest results from Statista on VR/AR
technology, China has invested 5.8 billion USD, USA 5.1
billion USD followed by Western Europe with 3.3 billion
USD [14].
The results show that the investment in virtual
technologies and their application in consumer and
professional sectors has impacted its overall practicality in
education as well.
By focusing on European countries (Table II), another
problem arises where less developed countries are still
without authors that study the use of AR/VR in
education.
This
could
contribute
to
further
marginalization of the non-developed countries in terms
of education as well.
V.

KEYWORD ANALYSIS

To analyze as many elements as possible from the
dataset records, in this part we analyzed keyword
frequency for research publications. The idea was to
explore the topics and challenges where researchers focus
most when integrating VR in education.
We applied it in two largest datasets: VR in education
(2) and AR in education (3). Each keyword is associated
with a frequency value of its appearance in research
papers’ keyword list.
In Table III is presented the keyword frequency of the
research publications from the dataset (2) - VR in
education. As it can be seen, apart from the keywords of
the search Virtual reality and education, in the following
positions are words: learning, technology, students,
training, and similar.
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TABLE III. KEYWORD FREQUENCY IN PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING
WORDS VR AND EDUCATION IN THEIR ABSTRACTS (1990-2021)
Keyword
vr
virtual
reality
education
virtual reality
learning
technology
students
(vr)
reality (vr)
virtual reality (vr)
training
paper
system
teaching
research
user
experience
environment
application
technologies
study
applications
based
immersive
design
results
development
users
educational
3d
provide
interaction
real
augmented
field
process
systems
model
developed
knowledge
game
medical
data
interactive
world
ar
simulation
computer
environments

Uses - Percentage
1.6%
1.6%
1.2%
1.1%
1.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%

These results show that there is a strong intersection
between all of them and the main challenge in
establishing VR/AR in education is the successful
integration of all of them.
On the other side, although with a lower word
frequency there is a wide range of keywords: game,
medical, devices, simulation, and many others. They
represent all the topics where researchers are exploring
VR as a tool to enhance teaching and learning.
So, even though the field of education adapts
gradually to change and with a more measured pace than
other fields, the trends show that education is slowly
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embracing these technologies as they provide to the
students’
memorable
and
immersive
learning
experiences that otherwise wouldn’t be possible.
In Table IV is presented the keyword frequency of the
research publications from the dataset (3) - AR and
education. As it can be seen, there are many similar
words with Table III.
This shows that although augmentative technologies
are newer technology compared with virtual ones, still
they have been studied in many educational research
papers from different fields as well. The word ‘virtual’ is
with high frequency showing that VR and AR are usually
considered in parallel in the research papers.
Also, with a lower frequency we can notice words
such as ‘design’, ‘mobile’, ‘environment’ and similar,
which show that AR applications in education are being
explored in finding the ways in which they will enhance
the process of knowledge acquisition with new devices.
TABLE IV. KEYWORD FREQUENCY IN PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING
WORDS AR AND EDUCATION IN THEIR ABSTRACTS(1990-2021)
Keyword

Uses - Percentage

ar
reality
learning
augmented
education
augmented reality
students
technology
(ar)
reality (ar)
virtual
augmented reality (ar)
application
paper
research
applications
study
information
educational
user
system
technologies
real
teaching
environment
mobile
based
experience
results
vr
3d
design
development
process
content
training
users
world
developed
objects

1.4%
1.1%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%
0.8%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Technology is changing rapidly and is shifting to a
new era in many aspects of our living. VR and AR have
been used in entertainment applications and other
professional fields for decades. Their potential in
improving teaching and learning is undisputable and it
was studied and verified by many researchers. Their
research publications include different scenarios showing
the experiences and the challenges in applying VR in
education. In addition to this, educationalists struggle to
link these technologies with solid pedagogies that will
keep the students motivated to learn throughout the
course.
The study presented in this paper aimed to analyze the
trends in VR/AR application in education based on the
metadata of the research publications in IEEE. From the
analysis conducted we could see that these technologies
are entering in all levels of education with large steps,
although their widespread adoption is still yet to happen.
In terms of future trends, AR publications are in advance
based on the increasing number of research publications.
We could also see that the countries who were leaders
in the use of VR/AR technologies in other fields become
the leaders in applying them in education as well. They
provide leadership and give us directions in terms of VR
similarly as when they were leading with e-learning and
online learning in education. They use VR not only in
research, tests, and trials but also, they have successful
practical applications. Hence, every experience in using
them in education, every research paper is a lesson
learned in terms of advances, challenges, and
recommendations for future researchers wishing to apply
them to education.
However, it should be noted that the rapid innovation
of these technologies has a limitation in terms of research
papers and studies, as a research study discussing the
VR/AR experience in education that is older than several
years has little connection with the up-to-date state of the
technology. Therefore, the focus of this study was to
basically analyze the publications data and primarily gain
information on the trends, authors, and countries that are
leading in the field.
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Abstract - The project “Language guidance tool for
improving language knowledge” (LanGuide) is supported by
the Erasmus+ program Strategic Partnerships for Higher
Education. The project duration is 36 months. The
coordinating institution is the University of Primorska, and
the partner institutions are Mälardalen University, the
University of Castilla - La Mancha, Transilvania University
of Brașov, and two Croatian universities — the University of
Zadar, and the University of Rijeka. The main aim of the
project
is
to
build
an
open
access
students/teachers/administrative staff centered mobile app
for improving language knowledge. To achieve the goal, the
first phase of the project is concerned with the development
of a universal methodology for the preparation of language
exercises focused on language for specific purposes. In the
second phase, the methodology is applied in the preparation
of language resources for six languages in four LSP fields at
different levels of difficulty. Appropriate IT tools are
developed simultaneously with the preparation of exercises.
Finally, the developed tools and resources are evaluated
through two rounds of user testing. This paper first describes
the motivation behind the project proposal. Next, each of the
four intellectual outputs and activities carried out within the
project are described. Finally, challenges such as the one
brought about by the pandemic of COVID-19 are
highlighted.

Sciences and Information Technologies (UP FAMNIT).
The partner institutions are the School of Innovation,
Design and Engineering (IDT) at Mälardalen University
(MA) in Sweden, the Department of Computing Systems
at the School of Computer Science and Engineering of the
University of Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM) in Spain, the
Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics
(DeLTA) of the Faculty of Letters at Transilvania
University of Brașov (UTDB) in Romania, and two
Croatian universities—the University of Zadar (UNIZD),
and the University of Rijeka (UNIRI), or, more precisely,
the involved parties are the Departments of Anglistics and
the Faculty of Informatics and Digital Technologies
(FIDIT) from these universities, respectively. FIDIT is
formerly known as the Department of Informatics. In
addition to covering English for specific purposes (ESP),
the tool includes five more languages—official languages
of the project partner countries except for Swedish, namely
Croatian, Romanian, Slovene, Spanish, and Italian.
The project proposal is based on the needs analysis
carried out by every participating institution [1]. The
analysis reveals that target groups at the tertiary level of
education mainly face the following problems:
●

Keywords - LanGuide; LSP methodology; language tools;
language learning resources; project management

a general lack of language knowledge and
language skills,

●

low motivation,

I. INTRODUCTION

●

a demanding need for improving language skills.

In line with EU efforts to promote mobility and
intercultural understanding, language acquisition and
multilingualism represent important elements of the EU’s
language policy. Moreover, promoting the knowledge of
two languages in addition to the mother tongue is one of
the objectives of its language policy.

Existing language tools available online enable only
field-nonspecific language acquisition. The LanGuide
mobile app developed within this project includes a series
of language exercises that are presented to the language
learner while targeting a specific language skill or category
within the selected field (e.g., IT or secretarial English).

Supported by the Erasmus+ program Strategic
Partnerships for Higher Education, the project “Language
guidance tool for improving language knowledge”
(LanGuide) is concerned with the development of an open
access students/teachers/administrative staff centered tool
for improving language knowledge. With respect to the
aim of the project, the listed priorities include supporting
individuals in acquiring and developing basic skills and
key competences, promoting and rewarding excellence in
teaching and skills development, and promoting
internationalization.

The project proposal consists of four intellectual
outputs (IOs). The first intellectual output (IO1) is related
to the methodology, the second (IO2) and the fourth (IO4)
concern the creation of language learning exercises, while
the third one (IO3) deals with the tools employed in the
creation of exercises, language learning, and the analysis
of results. The project proposal entails a total of seven
transnational project meetings and six multiplier events.

The LanGuide project gathers experts from the fields
of linguistics, first (L1) and second (L2) language
teaching, and computer science from five European
countries and altogether six universities. The coordinating
institution is the University of Primorska (UP) in Slovenia,
i.e., its constituent the Faculty of Mathematics, Natural
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Section 2 of this paper presents the intellectual outputs
in more detail. All the dissemination activities are
presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the biggest
challenges and provides details on the quality control
mechanism implemented within the project. The
concluding remarks are given in the last section of the
paper.
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II. INTELLECTUAL OUTPUTS
One of the biggest strengths of the project is the fact
that three engaged institutions have a linguistic
background, two have a computer science background,
while one partner presents a connection between the two
with both linguistic and computer science backgrounds.
According to the proposal, each engaged institution
handles approximately the same workload, although
differently distributed across intellectual outputs and roles.
The division of work among the institutions per each
intellectual output and per each role is shown in Fig 1.
While MA has most of the work assigned to technicians,
the remaining partners have the majority of work assigned
to researchers.
Each intellectual output has a leading institution, which
is reflected in the largest overall workload for the output
allocated to that particular institution and evident in Fig. 2.
UP, UNIZD, MA, and UTDB are in charge of IO1, IO2,
IO3, and IO4, respectively.
The following subsections present each of the four
intellectual outputs in more detail.
A. Method guide for the preparation of common
methodology and guidelines (IO1)
Mobile-assisted learning (m-learning) applications
may represent an effective way of language learning as
they allow for a personal and learner-centered learning [2].
The LanGuide project takes the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) as the
basis for its proposed methodology, assuming the actionoriented approach to language learning described in the
framework. According to this approach, language learning
occurs when learners engage in language activities, which
involves dealing with spoken or written texts related to
different themes and belonging to different domains of

Figure 1. Days of work allocated per institution per each role in IOs

everyday life, in order to accomplish (linguistic) tasks at
hand [3]. Thus, the learners employ both their general and
communicative language competences, which are in turn
modified or reinforced with time.
The LanGuide tool takes into consideration learners at
three proficiency levels – basic (B), intermediate (I), and
advanced (A) – which is in line with the CEFR. However,
it does not further consider the sublevels existing at each
level of proficiency but takes the A1 and A2 levels from
the CEFR to make up the basic level, B1 and B2 to make
up the intermediate level, and C1 and C2 to make up the
advanced level of proficiency. At each of the three levels,
there are language exercises created for productive
language skills (speaking and writing), receptive language
skills (listening and reading), grammar, and vocabulary
items, following the CEFR’s descriptors appropriate for
each included level.
The LanGuide project focuses on language for specific
purposes (ESP). Four areas are defined for which practical
exercises are created, namely academic, administrative or
secretarial, mobility, and IT. Language activities in the
LanGuide tool are prepared by the linguists and language
teachers involved in the project and are based on the
analysis of learner needs and the resulting syllabi.
The methodology aims at three categories of target
users of the LanGuide m-learning application: (1)
university students, (2) university teachers, and (3)
administrative staff. For each category of users, the tool
provides language exercises at the selected proficiency
level and language skill.
The particularities of the approach taken in the
development of the LanGuide m-learning tool are
described in detail in [4].
B.
Preparation of resources for the
language guidance tool for LSP for English (IO2) and
for other languages (IO4)
When designing materials for the LanGuide tool
following the approach described in the previous section,
an adapted version of the ADDIE model is employed,
complemented with the approach described in [5]. The
ADDIE approach is a five-stage process consisting of
analysis, design, development, implementation, and
evaluation of (learning) materials. It has proven wellsuited to organizing the creation of online learning
materials for a course [6]. The development of materials
for the LanGuide tool includes one more stage—internal
evaluation of course materials—that precedes the phase of
transferring materials into the learning application.
Analysis and Design are two preparatory stages during
which the needs of the learners who will use the tool are
analyzed and determined, instructional goals are
established, and instructional content and technologyrelated restrictions are defined.
During this stage, types of exercises to be included into
the LanGuide tool are determined by the language experts
in collaboration with the IT team, basing their decisions on
the restriction that they should be automatically evaluated
by the tool. Three main types of exercises are chosen as
suitable – multiple choice, fill-in-the-gap, and drag and
drop items. The creation of exercises is split between the

Figure 2. Days of work allocated per institution per each IO
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project members according to the LSP field. English for
academic purposes (EAP), at all three levels, and IT at the
intermediate and advanced levels are assigned to the
members of the UNIRI team. Regarding other languages,
the exercises are created only for students and only for the
basic and intermediate levels. The UNIRI team is in charge
of academic and IT fields for the Croatian language. The
number of exemplary exercises published by the UNIRI
project team for English and Croatian are shown in Tables
I and II, respectively. Several exercises are excluded from
these numbers due to non-compliance with the restrictions
subsequently established by the developed mobile app.
Once the materials are created, they undergo initial
internal evaluation. Each exercise is evaluated by a
member of the project’s linguistic team (other than the
creator of the material). After receiving the initial feedback
on the materials, the creators make adjustments if these are
deemed necessary. The goal of this stage in the LanGuide
approach to the development of materials is to ensure a
high level of quality of the created materials even before
they are introduced for use by the target learners of
language.

A survey on similar language tools shows that the
existing tools are not suitable for applying the LanGuide
methodology.
TABLE I. THE NUMBER OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE EXERCISES CREATED
BY THE UNIRI TEAM

Persona
Teachers

Students

LSP

Admin. staff

B

I

A

B

I

A

B

I

A

Total

EAP

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

47

IT

1

4

3

0

6

4

0

5

1

24

TABLE II. THE NUMBER OF CROATIAN LANGUAGE EXERCISES CREATED
BY THE UNIRI TEAM

LSP

Students
B

I

EAP

23

24

IT

25

24

Revised exercises are then submitted to the LanGuide
Content Manager and available for use by the language
learners through the LanGuide mobile application. This
phase is followed by a testing phase. The project members
briefly present the project and its goals and invite (via
email) students, administrative staff, and teachers to
participate in the testing phase. After being used for at least
a month, the participants are able to give their evaluation
and feedback on all the materials they use during learning.
If the evaluation feedback is positive and does not suggest
any changes, the materials remain in the app. Otherwise,
they are revised by their creators. The final testing is
performed near the end of the project to detect
improvements and ensure high quality output.
The questionnaire used for the evaluation of the
application consists of a general section asking for the
demographic details, a section asking for feedback on the
LanGuide app, and a section on the learning approach
gathering info on the time spent using the app, the
languages tested, etc. The remaining six sections cover
particularities of each language included in the learning
app. These sections contain multiple-choice questions
eliciting information and statements (using a Likert scale)
concerning individual modules, skills, and exercises.

Figure 3. Mobile app home screen (left) and settings screen (right)

A. Preparation of digital technology and mobile app
and testing (IO3)
The third intellectual outcome is related to the
development of the appropriate IT technology to support
the language learning process.
The focus of the LanGuide project is the development
of a mobile app. In order to gather user requirements, a
collaborative whiteboard online platform Miro1 is used.
Miro supports distributed working environments and
enables teams to work together effectively, from
brainstorming with digital sticky notes, to planning and
managing agile workflows.
1
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Figure 4. Example of a fill-in-the-gap exercise (left) and view of the
results (right)

“Miro.” https://help.miro.com/hc/en-us
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In addition, there should not be a restriction on the
supported languages, and one should have the possibility
of creating exercises through the content management
system and of analyzing learner results. Duolingo2 is an
often-used language learning tool. Its main downside is
that the languages displayed depend on the languages
spoken by the learner. The same is true with Memrise3.
Additionally, Duolingo does not support the creation of
exercises through the content management system. FLAX 4
better meets the LanGuide requirements. However, FLAX
aims to automate the production and delivery of interactive
digital language collections. The language content is
automatically drawn from a digital library and exercises
are generated based on the given configuration. Ten gamebased Android apps are available for interaction with the
language collections. Although FLAX is not restricted to
English, features involving language parsing are not
available for other languages.

mobile app (Fig. 3, Fig. 4). More precisely, it is a tabbed
page that has the home screen, the settings page, and the
basic result statistics. The other two applications are web
applications, i.e., the appropriate content manager (Fig. 5),
and the supporting app that can be used by the teachers to
analyze the learner results (Fig. 6).

Since a mobile app is not suitable for the direct creation
of learning exercises nor an in-depth result analysis, the
development of the LanGuide learning app is split into
three separate apps. The learning app is a native Android

During the initial phase of the project, when most of
the background reading takes place, two research studies
are conducted and two journal articles are published,
namely [8] and [9]. The conducted studies are related to
two side objectives of the project—investigating the
possibility of creating exercises automatically, further
explored in [4], with a particular focus on the terminology
[8] and the speaking skill [9]. For exploring the possibility
of automatically creating language exercises, a bilingual
English-Croatian mobility corpus is compiled from the
documents that can be retrieved at https://op.europa.eu/.
The selection of the documents is guided by the criterion
that there are parallel documents available also for the
other languages involved in the project, in order to provide
appropriate resources for the involved languages as well.

Each IT partner is in charge of one of the apps. The
content manager and the supporting tool are evaluated by
conducting a System Usability Survey that implements a
reliable, low-cost usability scale [8]. The mobile app is
evaluated during the conducted user testing since one
section of the questionnaire is devoted to it specifically.
III. DISSEMINATION
The LanGuide project involves various dissemination
activities. A simple web site5 is launched to promote the
project and inform about its progress.

Additionally, there are six multiplier events within the
project, each with 20 local and 10 foreign participants.
During these multiplier events, the tool is presented, and
the participants have the opportunity to test it. The
feedback received from the audience is assessed by a
questionnaire to measure the quality, usability, and
sustainability of the tool.
Figure 5. LanGiude Content Manager

Besides the developed tools and the created exercises,
the final project result is a monograph written in English,
with a summary translated into all other languages of the
consortium partners. The monograph is available online at
no cost in order to foster and advance sustainability of the
project.
IV. CHALLENGES
Two major challenges that occurred within the project
are related to the change of the representative of the
coordinating institution and the appearance of COVID-19.

Figure 6. Result analysis app

2

https://www.duolingo.com/
https://app.memrise.com/

3
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Due to a job shift, the representative of the
coordinating institution is replaced by a new representative
at the very onset of the project. This implies getting to
know each and every partner and establishing completely
new cooperation patterns, gaining trust, getting acquainted
with the project proposal, and catching up with the project
progress.
4

http://flax.nzdl.org/greenstone3/flax
5
https://www.languide.si/en/
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Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, most of the project
activities are carried online, without face-to-face meetings
of project partners, by employing the capabilities of
different digital technologies. Since not all cooperation
partners can always be present at different meetings due to
different leave periods, schedule overlaps, or illness,
agendas and meeting minutes are found useful. These tools
ensure quick updates across all partners, and help keep the
project on track.
The LanGuide Quality Control Board is set up as a
response to the above-mentioned challenges. It is part of
the National Agency’s endeavor to monitor the project’s
progress, with the aim to detect potential issues on time.
The role of the LanGuide Quality Control Board is to
assess each step of the project development, namely:
●
●
●
●

project's meetings and management,
individual IO's organization and outcomes,
LanGuide web platform and communication
tools, and
dissemination and exploitation practices.

One person from each partner institution, excluding
local coordinators, is delegated by each of the partners to
be part of the Quality Control Board. Thus, the Board
consists of 6 members overall.
The Quality Control Board uses the so-called Control
charts, i.e., one of the seven Quality Control Ishikawa tools
[10]. Control charts are used to determine whether a
process is stable or has a predictable performance. This is
done by verifying lower limits of performance. The Board
continuously monitors whether the mean score of each
quality indicator from the survey is lower than the
specified limits. The specification limit is called the ‘light
limit’ (LL) and the control limit is called the ‘hard limit’
(HL). If the mean score of an indicator from the survey
drops below LL on two evaluations in a row, or even once
with respect to HL, a quality control meeting of all the
consortium members is called. If such an event occurs, the
Quality Control Board decides on a contingency action to
solve the problem related to the detected issue. The
predefined LL limit is set to 2.5, and HL to 1.5 (the
indicator scale operates between values 1 and 5). The
survey is conducted twice a year.
V. CONCLUSION
Due to cultural differences, the misunderstanding of
roles and tasks may become an issue in a transnational
project involving different institutional settings. To
minimize the risk of cultural differences coming into play,
a clear communication of the work breakdown structure is
needed at the beginning of the project in order to clarify
tasks and roles. Furthermore, mutual working experience
among cooperation partners is desirable.
The two major challenges related to the LanGuide
project are depicted in more detail in section IV. The first
one is related to a change of the representative of the
coordinating institution, and the second one to the outbreak
of COVID-19. As a consequence of the latter, most of the
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project activities are carried online, challenging the power
of agendas and meeting minutes.
The aim of the LanGuide project is the development of
an open access students/teachers/administrative staff
centered mobile app for improving language knowledge.
While the existing online tools enable only fieldnonspecific language acquisition, none of these tools fits
the needs of the LanGuide methodological approach.
Therefore, a long-term benefit of the LanGuide project is
the universal methodology that can be applied to other
languages and LPS fields, which comes hand in hand with
the appropriate IT tools.
The LanGuide project gathers experts from the fields
of linguistics, language teaching, and computer science
from six European universities. The UNIRI participation
in the LanGuide project is particularly distinguished since
its members have a graduate degree in English and a PhD
degree in Information and Communication Sciences.
Therefore, their two-fold role adds a special value to the
project. They are actively engaged in all four intellectual
outcomes, and occasionally serve as interpreters to
linguists and IT members when misunderstandings
regarding user requirements or software limitations occur.
While different dissemination activities presented in
Section III ensure sustainability of the LanGuide project,
its impact is reflected in the actual usage and promotion of
the LanGuide tool by the target groups (higher education
institutions, teachers, students, administrative staff) on
local, regional, national, and international levels.
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Abstract - Since their inception, artificial intelligence and
smart technologies have been enticing topics that have
evolved at a rapid pace. There has been no cessation of
investment in this sector. Large enterprises recognize the
advantages of AI, as seen by the fast expansion of
investment, whether financial or in the form of acquisitions.
Intelligent teaching systems that would be valuable
additions to education, specifically in teaching, are not
designed to replace teachers, but rather to aid them in
teaching in order to enhance and make teaching more
accessible. A review of recent research on students' and
educators' attitudes towards artificial intelligence and its
degree of applicability will be provided. Based on this work
and previous research by the Croatian Academic and
Research Network on online education, specifically the use
of technology in the online teaching environment and the
creation of video content, a new study was conducted, and
the findings will be presented to demonstrate that content
generated using smart technologies is more likeable,
acceptable, and desired. Additionally, it will be shown that
expanded use of intelligent technology and AI inside and
across the educational process may result in better
knowledge and awareness of both current and future
difficulties.
Keywords - artificial intelligence; smart technologies;
education; teaching; content delivery

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a variety of sophisticated information
processing techniques, including artificial intelligence
(AI) tools, have arisen, capable of analyzing increasingly
complex datasets to solve problems in a variety of
application domains.
While technology can improve lives, it also threatens
to widen social divides and displace millions. Even nontechnical people can grasp the basic principles of how it
works and the issues it raises. AI may help us see social
issues in new ways according to Bernard Marr [1] and his
10 wonderful examples of using AI. Deep-learning
algorithms enable efficient healthcare. This includes
detecting various types of cancers and prediction of
disease progression in a healthcare network.
Another example is how AI is helping to save earths
bee population. Since it declines globally, it is threatening
food supply and climate. The World Bee Project is
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collaborating with Oracle to collect data from hives fitted
with internet-of-things sensors. Cloud AI analyzes data to
spot patterns or trends that could lead to early bee
intervention. Finally, AI enables global information
sharing and action to save the bees.
Tools for Disabled are another great example of use of
AI to help disabled people overcome obstacles. This
technology can also help educate and predict the effects of
climate change globally, can help fight global hunger.
False news is spread by AI, though Google, Microsoft,
and the non-profit Fake News Challenge uses AI to detect
it. Due to the trillions of posts, it must monitor and the
difficulty of manually monitoring them, the company uses
artificial intelligence to detect false news.
Such technologies can also help resolve high-profile
challenges in the arts and humanities; they can also aid in
the conservation and preservation of art; and they can lead
to new ways to disseminate knowledge and art to the
general public. With more libraries, museums, cultural
heritage institutions, and other stakeholders digitizing
their collections with advanced imaging tools like
hyperspectral imaging, computerized tomography, and
others, there is now a unique opportunity to investigate
scholarly and artistic work using cutting-edge information
processing tools to generate new insights in the arts and
humanities.
Given the new trend of people using digital
technologies in their free time and the fact that much of
everyday life takes place through social networks and the
Internet in general, large companies recognized this as an
investment opportunity and began investing large
financial resources to contribute to the development of
these technologies while increasing their revenues.
Professionals who want to be successful must
constantly improve and learn new skills and
knowledge. According to the The Global Skills Report
[2], no business is immune to digitization. It analyzes
skills trends for more than 100 countries around the world,
also shows the current state of the world's most soughtafter skills. Because technology has made natural ways of
interaction possible, it is unavoidable that it has become a
trend in education as well.
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II. DEFINITION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial intelligence is a science and research aimed
at creating intelligent machines, especially intelligent
computer programs, according to [3]. When asked if
artificial intelligence is a copy of human intelligence,
McCarthy says it can be but not always. There are many
definitions of artificial intelligence, but this is the most
widely accepted. That there is no consensus on the
definition can be conducted from [4]. The issue is that
intelligence itself is a problem. The same issue arises with
the definition of artificial intelligence due to the
complexity and varying understandings of intelligence.
At its most fundamental level, AI is the act of
employing computers and machines to do tasks by
simulating human perception, decision-making, and other
processes. In other words, AI occurs when systems do
high-level pattern matching and learn in the process.
There are several approaches to comprehending the nature
of artificial intelligence. AI can be classified into two
types: rules-based and machine learning-based. The
second makes a recommendation or proposes a solution
based on decision-making rules. It is the most
fundamental shape in this sense. An intelligent tutoring
system is an example of this type of technology. It may
offer students with comprehensive and customized
feedback [5]. AI powered by machine learning is more
powerful because the computers can truly learn and
improve over time, particularly when confronted with big,
complex datasets.
In education, machine learning-based artificial
intelligence systems may be used to perform a range of
activities, including monitoring student behavior and
developing models that reliably anticipate student results.
While machine learning-based artificial intelligence is still
developing, it has already demonstrated excellent results
when applied to sophisticated non-rule-based tasks such as
assessing students' written replies or analyzing vast,
complex datasets. There are more significant divisions
within AI, most of which are driven by technology use
cases. One branch is natural language processing, which is
the method through which machines comprehend text.
Automated essay scoring, for example, employs natural
language processing to score written essays. Also
significant within AI are recommender and other
prediction systems that participate in data-driven
forecasting. For instance, Netflix presently recommends
new films to its viewers through an AI-based
recommender system. Additionally, vision-based AI is a
significant topic that can aid with evaluation. Numerous
assessment organizations have graded students' work
using optical technologies. Rather than having a teacher
grade a math equation written by a student, for example,
the teacher can take a picture of the equation and have it
graded by a machine. Finally, there are artificial
intelligence systems that are based on voice recognition.
These systems serve as the foundation for programs such
as Siri and Alexa, and researchers have been
experimenting with ways to employ voice-based artificial
intelligence to detect reading and other scholastic
difficulties.
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III. SHIFTING TO A NEW PEDAGOGY?
Artificial intelligence is beginning to change
classrooms in many ways as can be found in [6]. Through
individualized materials, diagnostic tracking, and
monitoring AI may be used to automate simple jobs like
marking brief tests. It may enable increasing levels of
individualization through adaptive learning tools, games,
and software, and AI tutors can assist students with basic
math. Students will be asked questions that are matched to
their current skills during adaptive assessment. So, what
are the most effective methods for utilizing smart digital
technology to accomplish the goal of more individualized
education? How can we design educational systems that
provide high-quality learning opportunities for all
students?
The use of technology and artificial intelligence in and
around the educational system can close off the ethical
sphere, but it can also help it progress. Social media
platforms, such as Facebook and others, collect personal
information about their users, conduct user searches, and
deliver targeted ads using algorithms. Although this type
of artificial intelligence application is not entirely ethical,
[5] claims that it is beneficial because students who apply
to specific faculties have a greater commitment to student
obligations.
Technology and its application have become an
inseparable part of every teaching method, tool, and
aid. Educational technologies today inspire, engage, and
motivate students, as well as allow for the personalization
of learning.
Technology cannot have an isolated effect on
education; rather, it is one component of a complex
adaptive system that takes domain knowledge, pedagogy,
and the environments that students, instructors, and
technology co-create into account. This has been
elaborated detaily in [7].
The applications of AI in education (AIEd) extend
beyond student evaluations and into additional tools that
promote student learning, frequently through the use of
built-in stealth assessments that students are unaware.
Today, the utilization of machine-based AI in
education seems to be very widespread. For instance,
some testing services evaluate essays using natural
language processing. Massive open online courses that
allow for limitless participation through the web, such as
those offered by Coursera, Udacity, and European
Schoolnet, have also included AI grading to examine
assessments and writings inside their courses.
Additionally, there a lot of institutions now which employ
natural language processing to grade the essay section of
their annual exam. While artificial intelligence does not
"understand" language in any formal sense, it may be used
to assess the quality of essays in ways that significantly
enhance the effectiveness of formative assessment. For
example, the majority of word processing and email
systems make use of natural language processing to
suggest appropriate greetings or terms [8].
Researchers in AI and education must be motivated by
the problems of educational practice as they exist in
school settings [9]. This raises an issue about AIEd's
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influence on education as a result of AI. Furthermore,
regarding the applicability of AIEd research findings to
current educational practice - Is the educational
establishment even aware of the problem? As is the case
with many fields striving for scientific methodology, the
AIEd community can refer to multiple studies [10]
exemplifying the statistically significant results of one or
another approach, framework, or factor through rigidly
designed research, but it is not always evident how the
study results of most of those research translate into real
educational teaching and learning process, raising the
question of whether all of this scientific rigour occurs in a
vacuum.
IV.

DIFFERENT TEACHING ENVIRONMENTS AND
CONTENT DELIVERY

A survey was conducted as part of the master's thesis
[11], with the title "Artificial Intelligence in Higher
Education." The survey examined students' level of
familiarity with artificial intelligence, their expectations
for its development, and their perceptions of its utility in
higher education. The survey was conducted among
students from all scientific disciplines in the Republic of
Croatia in order to obtain a broad picture of students' level
of contact with artificial intelligence in their private and
academic lives. A total of 150 respondents responded to
the survey. Students responded to a question about the use
of artificial intelligence in education. 42% believe that
artificial intelligence has been sufficiently developed, i.e.
is adequate and can be used in education, 30% are unsure,
and the minority believe that artificial intelligence is not
suitable for use in education. One of the question was
whether they believe an intelligent teaching system is
capable of replicating the work of teachers. Students were
asked to rate their ability to imitate the work of a real,
human teacher .The majority of students (35%) indicated
that they believe such systems are incapable of imitating
the work of teachers, while nearly the same percentage
(31%) responded that they believe such systems are
somewhat capable of imitating the work of teachers.
While technology cannot influence the educational
system independently, collaboration between technology
and teachers is necessary to achieve the best possible
results. Technology is not a threat to the educational
system or the teaching profession; it exists to provide
potential solutions to specific problems and issues, and the
best results, as stated in article [7], will result from
collaboration between technology and teachers.
One of the most intriguing findings in [11] is that 73%
students agreed that the adoption of artificial intelligence
may have enhanced education during the pandemic.
Due to the emergence of "new-normal" situation,
schools and institutions worldwide have switched away
from face-to-face lessons and toward online classes. In the
context of this epidemic, the study [12] examined the
influence of a quick change to online classrooms on the
overall learning of undergraduate and postgraduate
students. The analysis revealed that content delivery was
the most influential factor on both self-efficacy and total
learning. Self-efficacy partially mediates the link between
support and equity and total learning. However, even in
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the absence of self-efficacy, content delivery has a greater
influence on overall learning.
There is a new discipline of artificial intelligence
called "content intelligence." It is a system software that
integrates marketing and data analytics in order to convert
business and content data into actionable strategies and
tactics that can be deployed during the content production
process. The material is arranged and optimized in this
section according to the audience's or prospective
customer's preferences and thought processes.
V. CONTENT DELIVERY – VIDEO LESSONS
Video lectures are frequently used as the major mode
of instruction in online courses and classes. A study [13]
tested a model of seven instructional design principles for
building video lessons for an online graduate course.
Students were surveyed about their perceptions of the
usefulness of video lectures and the overall course quality.
Results show that while great course videos alone cannot
ensure a course's success, courses that rely on videos with
poor design and quality are more likely to receive low
ratings from students on the course as a whole. To ensure
learner satisfaction and to improve the online learning
experience, it is critical that the instructional design and
video production team follow recognized standards when
creating and producing successful videos.
With the assistance of artificial intelligence, content
makers may choose what topics to cover in videos for
their target audience. AI's predictive analytics system can
forecast an audience's response to various themes based
on existing data. This tool enables content providers to
determine which material will perform best.
Naturally, this cannot be done in everyday teaching, as
an average teacher do not have design teams or are trained
in video lesson creation nor have an expertise of using
these AI tools.
Creating video for professional usage is a multi-step
process. Continuous content production includes
designing, executing, and publishing material, as well as
proofreading and verifying its accuracy. Carrying out all
of this is tough and time intensive, and the accuracy may
suffer as a result. This task is carried out flawlessly by
software powered by artificial intelligence.
Croatian Academic and Research Network's (Carnet)
online education research was presented at a Carnet User
Conference [14]. Among the topics identified as critical
by the research and for which online education
participants discovered a variety of solutions are the use of
digital technologies in communication between school
employees, communication between schools and students
and parents, and the use of distance learning systems,
video conferencing, ways of content delivery and others.
During year 2020 a survey was conducted on 5619
teachers in primary and secondary school. When asked
what type of digital materials they have created during an
online teaching the vast majority of teachers (more than
80%) responded that they have never (or only once a
month) created presentations with sound or video lessons.
In 2021, as part of the same research study, 5703 teachers
were surveyed, and a high percentage (85%) responded
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that they are knowledgeable about how to select
appropriate digital tools for achieving defined learning
outcomes.
These findings provided the authors with a strong
incentive to conduct additional research. One of the
purposes was to attempt to explain why teachers do not
create their own video lessons, even though the majority
are considered themselves competent in the use of a
variety of digital tools. The most frequently cited reasons
were a lack of time, a lack of specific knowledge (design),
and the availability of peer-reviewed video lessons
produced by the Ministry of Education.
The Ministry of Education, in collaboration with the
Agency for Education, organized the production of video
lessons on specific topics for each subject during the
school year 2021/2022 to assist teachers in conducting
distance learning and making all content and learning
accessible to all students [15].
The other goal of research was to determine whether
video lessons created with the assistance of AI are more
likable and acceptable than those created without the
assistance of AI.
VI. POWER OF AI AND MMHMM APP
Manually creating video material is a demanding and
time-consuming procedure. Additionally, it demands
significant input from the marketing team, video
production companies, and it is time-consuming. Digital
marketing is always growing, ranging from a simple buyer
mentality approach to forecasting the audience's
intelligence. This increases demand for individualized
content, which presents a challenge to content developers
and marketers. And, with time being of the essence on
congested social media platforms, the shift to video
creator platforms for speedier AI-powered content
production has become unavoidable.
The relevance of AI has grown to the point where it is
required for content development that is not just efficient
but also financially feasible.
Now, AI simplifies the process of creating video
content for everyone. Apart from that, it assists to content
correctness, incorporates existing knowledge into the
delivered templates, and converts text to speech.
A most popular format used in and for education are
explainer videos. These can be created either using an
explainer video screenplay using the predetermined
template provided by the explainer video maker software
or by uploading an existing PowerPoint presentation.
After this, the true magic begins. The incredible artificial
intelligence program identifies keywords, prioritizes them,
and records human speech. The explainer engine is built
to recognize keywords and their associations with the
context of the information. After the keywords are
compared to the existing data in the database, the
relevancy of the keywords generates a plethora of
comparable picture alternatives from the visual data. Thus,
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the content developer may readily choose from the several
graphic representations available to them.
The authors analyzed the layout and design of more
than 150 video lessons for math that teachers reported
using and that were created by the Ministry of Education's
specific subject team. Each of these video lessons follows
a distinct pattern. They are using the same pre-made
PowerPoint presentation template. If the lecturer appears
in the video lecture, he is typically in the lower right
corner of the screen, enclosed in a small rectangle. Within
the "box". Animation and color blocks, except for those
from the white and blue presentation template, are almost
non-existent.
A. Mmhmm app
Despite the slightly funny name, this is a very serious
and useful application. Mmhmm is a video
communication company hatched by All Turtles, and
according to their CEO, Phil Libin [16], it has gotten its
name due to fact that their like names that you can say
while eating. And it saved them a lot of money on vowels.
Founded in 2020, creators wanted to add some fun to
their on-screen talks. Their mission was to improve
everyone's video skills. As a fully distributed, worldwide
company, their mission was to empower individuals who
work with video (which is almost everyone) to develop
more sustainable and pleasant ways of working, teaching,
and collaborating. In shortly, the creators of this app,
believe that mastering video is a critical competence for
any modern organization/education to succeed.
With Mmhmm, you can bring your personality and
identity not only to your video meetings but even in video
lessons. There is no tiresome heads-in-a-box and no more
fiddling around with sharing your screen during a
presentation. It attempts to narrow the gap by allowing
users to superimpose a resizable version of oneself over
images, videos, and presentations, as well as share a live
stream of all of this during video conversations or screen
recoding a video, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The software
serves as a control panel for the background and effects
you're utilizing, as well as the presentation you're
providing, independent of the video chat platform you're
using. Additionally, you may collaborate on presentations
by utilizing the Co-Pilot function, which allows you to
create presentations with a collegue or give over control as
you talk.
However, the software is not entirely businessoriented; entertaining effects like as Jedi holographic
filters and Big Hand mode may be used to liven up
presentations as well. Big Hand mode is now available
only on Apple computers due to its reliance on the chip's
machine-learning skills — but it does appear to be an
interesting
approach
to
facilitate
non-verbal
communication. Rather of fumbling for the unmute
button, Big Hand mode superimposes a colorful hand on
your own, allowing you to thumbs-up, toss a peace sign,
or point in a visible manner, even in a small video chat
window.
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Figure 1. Video clip of Mmhmm’s founder Phil Libin demonstrating
the possibilities of the app

It uses AI for computer visions for two things: Virtual
backgrounds and Big Hand functionality. Virtual
backgrounds use machine learning algorithms to separate
the subject from the background ("segmenting/green
screening") and Big Hand functionality uses machine
learning algorithms to identify hand gestures.
The app has an ability to record a complete
presentation and then re-record individual slides to correct
missteps or uncomfortable pauses. The application makes
it simple and enjoyable to add visual flair to your video
(lessons). Best of all, you may use all of its premium
features for free for up to an hour each day, permanently.
In comparison to other available options, Mmhmm is
the way to go. While some alternatives with industrialgrade functionality for comprehensive video production
exist (e.g., OBS - Open Broadcast Studio), they appear to
have a significantly steeper learning curve than
Mmhmm's. It is designed for those who want something
simple to pick up and learn. And it is particularly rich in
creative opportunities for students and teachers, to whom
Mmhmm offers a complimentary year of premium
service.
As been stated in the app description: ”Mmhmm is so
much fun to use that its shortcomings pale in comparison
to its advantages. Even novices can use it to become a
one-person live video production studio with relative
ease.” Some of its highlights according to creators [16]:
• Add graphics, GIFs, movies, animated backgrounds,
and other effects to live or prerecorded video from your
camera.
• With built-in GIPHY search and integration, you
may create your own basic presentations or add animated
GIFs.
• Export and replay your presentation by recording it.
The user can edit its video using a variety of joyfully
goofy settings that can pixelate the user, introduce static,
or transform him into a holographic communication from
the Galactic Senate. The app’s humorous parts never
outweigh its more serious ones, but they are always
available if desired.
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B. Usual video lessons vs Mmhmm video lessons
The likeability of video lessons was evaluated by 47
teachers from secondary schools who had received a
variety of video lessons created using various (non-AI)
tools and video lessons edited with Mmhmm. Teachers
chose the preferred video lesson format using a
questionnaire. The study examined the preferences and
comments of teachers (n = 47) about several video
lessons. The video lessons were designed to be used in the
high school math curriculum to teach various concepts.
Nine topics were chosen, and participants were required to
choose between two video lessons for each topic.
Whichever one they prefer to use in class. Offered video
lessons were identical in terms of content, pre-made ppt
presentation, and presenter. One of the offered video
lessons was taken from the YouTube channel i-Nastava
[15], official YouTube channel of Ministry of Education
and another was created using the Mmhmm application.
After analyzing the results of the likeability and
preferability assessments, the percentage of interpretation
questionnaire items was calculated. Teachers chose video
lessons recorded using the Mmhmm app over “official”
ones in a very high percentage (86%) across all topics.
The significant proportion of teachers (45 and 95%) chose
the video lesson that was created with Mmhmm, in which
the presenter "jumps" through the procedure for
completing the math problem. According to the teachers'
comments, they liked the fact that the presenter is not
"confined to a rectangle," that the video lectures in the
Mmhmm tool are more engaging and stimulating, and that
they encourage greater participation and focus. Also, they
stated that they had never heard of the Mmhmm
application before. Which is quite intriguing, because the
application contains everything that teachers have stated
they require when creating video lessons but do not have.
The values indicate that teachers valued the Mmhmm
app for generating video lessons and delivering
presentations as more preferable and that content made
and given utilizing AI capabilities is more likeable,
acceptable, and desired.
VII. CONCLUSION
Without a doubt, artificial intelligence will pervade
every facet of life in the twenty-first century. Even today,
it is present in a variety of applications and pervades our
daily lives in ways that many of us are unaware of. It has
simplified the process of creating videos by translating
text to speech or transforming a supplied text into speech
in one's own voice. Anyone who desires communication
freedom and flexibility may now create interesting videos.
AI-powered software that includes pre-built templates
for making high-quality films and narratives is remarkable
since AI has enabled the creative industry to produce
scripts based on various data sets.
Today, artificial intelligence has expanded not only
into new applications and technologies, but also into
creative sectors through the use of logical reasoning in
machine language programming.
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Abstract - Numerous tectonic shifts have occurred
during the last few years in numerous spheres of life.
Working from home and teaching in a remote environment
has become the new normal for many educators, and while
many have adapted to their home workspaces and Zoom
sessions, the situation is becoming tiresome for all parties
involved. It acts as a virtual reminder of the internet's
inability to facilitate the in-person connections that people
need. Traditional video meetings and conferences are
transformed by the new technology into something that
more closely resembles in-person conversations. The
authors will demonstrate an example and a method for
increasing student participation and creating a more
engaging environment through the use of a free virtual
world application while boosting the social components of
an online event. Gather Town will be introduced, and its
ability to bridge gaps between in-person and virtual
socialization will be demonstrated. Individuals can now
inhabit a universe that is not just inclusive, but also
interactive, in ways that Zoom and other platforms are not.
The findings of a study comparing the levels of involvement
across multiple web-conferencing tools and this one will be
presented, as well as an experience report.
Keywords - remote teaching environment; video call;
engagement; social component; Gather Town

I. INTRODUCTION
To halt the spread of COVID-19, national education
ministries are implementing and will continue to create
strategies to ensure that students continue to receive
education through other channels in the face of
widespread school closures. Simultaneously, with the
"new normal" situation, both small and large businesses
were instructed to encourage employees to work from
home whenever the nature of the job permitted and were
required to schedule online meetings with audio and video
so that people inside and outside the company could
participate from anywhere. Educators were and continue
to be required to create and manage distance learning
activities using videoconferencing capabilities in addition
to learning management systems. Popular video chat
systems are widely used to interact with colleagues,
family, and friends, for work and play, professional
development, and recreation. As a result of the recent
explosion in videoconferencing, communication has
improved significantly. Research [1] has been conducted
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on the psychological effects of spending hours each day
on these platforms. Just as "Googling" has become
synonymous with any web search, the phrase "Zooming"
has grown ubiquitous, serving as a generic verb to replace
the term "videoconferencing." While social distancing
mechanisms have kept people physically separate, virtual
encounters have exploded in popularity. Each day,
hundreds of millions of events occur. According to the
mentioned study, video chats exhaust humans for at least
four key reasons and lead to the sensation widely referred
to as "Zoom1 fatigue." Author in [1] stressed that his goal
was not to disparage any videoconferencing platform – he
appreciates and frequently uses tools like Zoom – but to
demonstrate
how
current
implementations
of
videoconferencing technologies are exhausting and to
suggest interface changes, many of which are
straightforward. Additionally, he makes recommendations
to consumers and companies on how to maximize the
current capabilities of videoconferencing to reduce
weariness. Additionally, readers are requested to engage
in a research study to establish a Zoom Exhaustion &
Fatigue Scale (ZEF). It assists in determining how much
fatigue individuals experience in the workplace as a result
of videoconferencing. The scale is a 15-item questionnaire
that is freely available and has been evaluated with over
500 individuals in five distinct studies over the year 2020.
It elicits information regarding a person's overall
exhaustion, physical exhaustion, social exhaustion,
emotional exhaustion, and motivational exhaustion.
II.

ONLINE TEACHING ENVIRONMENT

Online
education
has
its
advantages and
disadvantages. As for implementation advantages, online
teaching emphasizes the possibility of accessing teaching
from a spatially remote environment, such as a home, as
well as the flexibility of accessing teaching (users can
access recorded lectures according to their abilities and
obligations) and the greater availability of teaching
materials, which are mostly available in electronic form in
this mode of teaching [2]. Additionally, it saves time and
money on travel and other expenses, freeing up time for
learning and other activities.
1
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The most frequently mentioned disadvantages by
participants in [3] are a lack of social connection, a lack of
self-motivation, frequent technological difficulties, a lack
of materials, and non-adherence to scheduled lectures.
Student satisfaction research is critical in both traditional
and online education. Student happiness is a critical
component of the process of determining success factors
in online education.
III.

VIDEOCONFERENCING AND SYNCHRONOUS
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Videoconferencing is a synchronous mode of
communication that enables the interactive transmission
of speech, video, and data between two or more groups of
people [4]. The synchronous paradigm facilitates real-time
contact between teachers and students who are physically
separated, avoiding the reduced degree of involvement
and engagement associated with asynchronous
communication.
Videoconferencing systems, according to distant
education research [5], provide real-time interaction,
permit quick feedback, promote learner-centered
involvement, and create new potential for cooperation in
distance education. As a result, videoconferencing can be
an excellent tool for teaching and communication in
synchronous distant education. Additionally, teachers and
students can communicate with one another via audio,
visual, and spoken communication, owing to the
multimodal capabilities of web-based videoconferencing
technology. This eliminates the uncertainty inherent in
text-only communication and increases psychological
engagement, which may result in collaborative work
performing at a level comparable to face-to-face
communication. Thus, adopting videoconferencing in
distant education can help establish a learning
environment that is more akin to a real classroom [6].
Likewise, authors in [7] assert that videoconferencing
systems promote the design and installation of public and
private spaces conducive to the formation of communities
of practice in higher education, hence facilitating
innovation and change management.
Videoconferencing systems offer the ability to
improve the online learning and teaching experience from
a social constructivism and sociocultural theory
standpoint.
According to several studies presented in [8], online
learning during the pandemic results in a lack of
motivation to study, a high degree of stress, and a higher
dropout rate. One of the reasons for this is that learning
from home reduces social interaction in the classroom.
According to previous studies, breaking students up into
small groups for conversations can help them feel more
socially engaged in online learning. This method is
thought to increase student course satisfaction. Through
small-group conversation, the purpose of study elaborated
in [8] was to investigate the impact of social presence on
student satisfaction. The study polled students who used
the Zoom application's breakout room to participate in
small group discussion in synchronous online learning. In
this study, small group discussion in a synchronous online
learning environment was found to be effective in
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facilitating social presence among students. Furthermore,
social presence was linked to student happiness in three
constructs: social sharing, open-mindedness, and social
identity.
A study in [9] investigated a blended synchronous
learning environment (BSLE). Most students attended the
course face-to-face, while the others used two-way
videoconferencing to participate (Zoom). The study's goal
was to discover more about the students' learning
experiences and how they felt about the blended
synchronous learning technique. The study included
twenty-four students participating in an optional course at
a teacher education school. Students loved the flexibility
and ease of attending lessons via Zoom from remote
locations, according to the study's findings. According to
the researchers, students' engagement in Zoom, on the
other hand, was poor. When students were called upon,
they would sometimes turn off their webcams and not
respond. Furthermore, neither the researchers nor the
students reported any serious technical difficulties when
utilizing Zoom, and it appeared that all online students
were able to easily attend the Zoom sessions. The
researchers concluded that the main factors contributing to
a successful BSLE experience are effective
communication between online students and the
instructor, followed by communication between online
students and classroom students, online student
engagement, instructional activity redesign, and audio
quality.
IV.

GATHER TOWN

Gather Town is a web-conferencing application
similar to others, but with the added benefit of visualizing
the virtual "room" user and its colleagues are currently
occupying, as well as the ability to move around and
interact with other participants based on their physical
locations in the room, just as it would be in real life.
Detailed description can be found in [10].
Gather is entirely spatial—you must be virtually
"near" to someone in order to hear them, which enables
multiple talks in one place and fantastic spontaneous
connections. This resembles happy hours and conferences,
where huge groups of individuals split up to socialize in
smaller groups. It is a two-dimensional map platform in
which users control an avatar that moves through the
space.
When your avatar encounters the avatar of another
user, you are immediately invited to a voice or video
conversation with that user.
As one avatar is coming into the “talking” distance of
another or getting out of range, his camera rectangle is
becoming slightly transparent until avatar walks away out
of the range when rectangle, and possibility to talk with
the person, vanishes completely as can be seen in Fig. 1.
Gather's main objective is to create the best Metaverse
possible for humanity. Unaligned business models have a
history of generating profit at the expense of the user's
well-being. Society derives the greatest benefit from a
Metaverse that operates on a free, open platform similar to
the Internet.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of Gather Town interface

The developer team of Gather has included a few preconfigured games in their Object Picker. These games are
configured to allow participants to join private games
hosted within the Gather space, allowing them to play
while video chatting with others. A popular game of Tetris
can be seen in Fig. 2. You can create your own
environment, modify an existing one, and even
incorporate interactive objects like as white boards, video
games, banners, and websites.
Gather Town was chosen due to its numerous benefits.
It provides a free version for users; is self-contained; may
be utilized in an educational setting; incorporates
gamification components (it is, after all, a game); and
most importantly - nudges verbal communication.
The one disadvantage, at the moment, is that its full
functionality is available only on non-mobile devices such
as laptops or desktop computers.
V.

ENCOURAGING SOCIAL SKILLS

The need for belonging and respect is one of the
requirements that contribute to student motivation.
Students who are otherwise introverted and not the class's
loudest members will have a more difficult time
developing social skills through video conferencing with
other students. Teachers use their approach and available
chances to build and maintain a positive communication
atmosphere among students and with the teacher during
online teaching. However, it remains the most difficult
aspect of online teaching to facilitate and encourage social
skills among all pupils.

adapts to the disruption generated by the COVID-19
epidemic and videoconferencing technologies enhance
their functionality, it is critical to remember human
agency throughout this shift. Humans behave and make
choices in response to their experiences, reflections, selfdetermination, and motivation. Social constructivism
states in [12] that learning occurs because of learners'
interactions and experiences with others. Learning occurs
within a complex social system, and people's learning and
development are influenced by their participation in
cultural activities. According to [4], videoconferencing
expands the bounds of classrooms, merges the existence
of virtual and physical classrooms, and overcomes the
physical limitations of traditional classrooms. This
promotes students' contact with their environment, peers,
and instructor, and thus broadens their educational
experience.
Considering all the research findings on video
conferencing tools and "zoom fatigue," the authors chose
Gather Town to determine whether the social interaction
would be strong enough to captivate students in this
particular lesson and sustain their interest throughout. This
added an additional benefit: students gained an
understanding of what it was like to play games in the
1980s.
B. Gamification, Self-determination Theory and avatars
The motivational effects of gamification are examined
from an educational psychology perspective in [11].
While gamification is not effective in and of itself,
different game design components can elicit a variety of
different motivated responses. The effects of various
configurations of game design features were investigated
using a self-determination theory framework.
Self-determination Theory (SDT) is a motivational
theory of personality, development, and social processes
that investigates how social contexts and individual
differences facilitate various types of motivation,
particularly autonomous and controlled motivation, and
thus predicts learning, performance, experience, and
psychological health. According to SDT [12], all human
beings have three fundamental psychological needs—
those for competence, autonomy, and relatedness—that
must be met in order to have successful functioning and
wellbeing. Satisfaction of these fundamental requirements
fosters the development of optimum motivational
qualities, autonomous motivation, and intrinsic ambitions,

Taking this into account as well as the other research
studies mentioned earlier and the fact that engagement and
motivation in STEM subjects were great problem prior to
this "new normal," it was necessary to develop a lesson to
address these concerns.
A. Interdisciplinary lesson
The goal of developing an interdisciplinary lesson was
to practice vectors and related mathematical concepts,
become acquainted with the intangible cultural heritage of
the region, and acquire facts about Croatian literacy.
However, all of this had to be done in a remote
educational setting. While remote teaching as a field

Figure 2. Screenshot of playing Gather’s pre-configured game

Figure 1. Screenshot of Gather Town interface
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all of which contribute to psychological well-being and
successful engagement with the environment.
Badges, leaderboards, and performance graphs all
influenced competence and autonomy in terms of work
meaningfulness. According to this research, avatars, a
meaningful narrative, and teammates all had a beneficial
effect on social relatedness.
While exploring the castle, as little avatars, with
names hoovering over their avatar-heads, the students are
required to find several objects. Each discovered item
contains a math problem and multiple-choice answers
with accompanying clues. To receive the correct hint, they
must complete a math problem and select the correct
solution. The who-what-where worksheet should have all
the solutions and clues. After ticking off "Who," "What,"
and "Where," only one clue remains in each column. The
last Who, What, and Where is a factual story of a Croatian
writer who resided in a particular region, and it also serves
as the final solution.
The authors reasoned that the unique gamified
elements of Gather-facilitated lessons may elicit
motivational effects only if participants were aware of
their existence. A meaningful story, for example, that is
provided to provoke feelings of social connectedness,
cannot fail since players are unable to skip important
screens because they are incorporated into the narrative.
VI. MONITORING THE EFFECT OF USING GATHER TOWN
Before lesson using this app was conducted, students
were briefly surveyed regarding their prior experiences
with and views toward video conferencing in online
classes. The majority of them stated that they are
demotivated to participate in video calls, frustrated at the
possibility of participating in video calls, believe that

TABLE I.
Reasons

Interest and learning motivation

Self-directed learning

Comfortable interaction

Others
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video calls are pointless or add no value, they are avoiding
video calls whenever they can, and that even when they
are "present". A significant percentage of them, 92%,
stated that they have no interaction nor verbal
communication with none of the call participants.
The satisfaction, narrative, social interaction
(communication type), and attitudes towards the Gather
Town lessons were investigated using a survey-based
questionnaire with a group of 56 students aged 15–17. The
adapted [13] Game User Experience Satisfaction Scale
(GUESS) was used. The GUESS-18 is a psychometrically
validated 18-item gaming scale that measures nine
dimensions of video game satisfaction, including
narratives; enjoyment; creative freedom; audio aesthetics;
visual aesthetics; personal gratification; and social
connectivity. The scale was applied to assess Gather Town
and was used to assist in debriefing users on their
experience. Participants were asked to respond using a
seven-point Likert scale with a response anchor at each
rating point (e.g., 1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Somewhat
Agree, and 7 = Strongly Agree) with one open ended
question for debriefing purposes.
Statement 1. was “I am satisfied with the Gather Town
lesson", followed by open-ended question: "Please briefly
explain your reasons for your respond on statement 1.
above”. The teacher stated that this was a question to
improve the quality of video call lessons and engagement
in the near future and also encouraged students to write
down their honest thoughts and ideas. The results of
statement 1. show that the use of Gather was well received
by the students. Statement 1. revealed that 94 percent of
participants were very satisfied with the lesson. They
responded, “Strongly agree” (48 students, 86%) or
"Agree" (5 students, 8%). There were no explanations nor
responses for being either neutral or disagreement. "I am
captivated by the game's story from the beginning."

REASON FOR SATISFACTION WITH GATHER TOWN LESSON
Opinions
- It was very interesting because it was a completely new way of video call
- It was nice and fun to be able to participate in a video call lesson that is more enjoyable
than real classes
- It was nice to be able to concentrate well
- It was easy to understand the content of the class by following the story
- It was so much fun to look for clues with my friends
- It seems that I was more proactive than in other video call lessons or in real class because
of the possibility to run along with my avatar
- I never thought that I would search for math concepts on my own in order to solve the
problems
- In other video call lessons I was a little embarrassed to ask questions, but it was great to
be able to ask questions and communicate any time with my colleagues.
- I felt more comfortable than taking classes in the classroom.
- Even though it was the video call lesson, it was nice to be able to “mingle” around and do
team or group activities.
- It was nice to bump into people in the castle and communicate with them
- It was great to have the possibility of entering the room to communicate with people
present
- It was nice to attend this lesson and the use of avatars; I felt better than in real classroom,
- It was good awesome to communicate with the professor while my avatar was dancing,
- With the available whiteboards around, it was easy to collaborate while solving problems
- It was awesome because it seemed like a class was specially customized for me.
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(91%); "I enjoy the story provided by the Gather." (96%).
Because the reasons for learners' satisfaction with the
Gather lesson were so varied, opinions were grouped
depending on whether they appeared at least four (or
more) times. Table 1. shows learners' individual
perspectives on their satisfaction with the Gather lesson.
Statement 10. "I find the Gather Town supports social
interaction between players." was also followed by an
open-ended question: “Please briefly explain your reasons
for your respond on statement 10. above and name the
number of persons you have interacted with.”. Only 2% of
students did not interact (communicated orally) with any
of their colleagues, while 34% communicated with only a
few (2-3 persons). More that 64% of students interacted
with the whole or majority of the group.
With motivating game features, the held lesson had a
beneficial influence on learners' communication,
engagement, and learning interests while also assisting
them in developing self-directed learning. These views
directly reflect the effectiveness of Gather Town lessons.
According to the viewpoints, the level of fun, simplicity of
access, ease of use, and level of communication are
unique qualities of Gather lessons. As a result, educators
must make the most of these features when conducting
video calls (conference calls).
VII. CONCLUSION
Web-based videoconferencing system design and
optimization should move toward a more human-centered
approach. For instance, the next generation of web-based
videoconferencing systems should empower learners and
educators alike to make choices and leverage the
technology to enhance the virtual learning experience
rather than limit it due to system capability limitations.
Another connected issue is how to reduce the distance
between educators and students, students and students,
and students and content. This is one of the most
significant difficulties facing videoconferencing systems
in the future. All these issues were successfully resolved
with the created lesson using gamification, intangible
cultural heritage, and the web-conference app, Gather
Town. The results of the study showed that facilitating inperson connections with avatar use increased students'
social engagement as well as lesson satisfaction.
Additionally, it implies that various sorts of social
interactions influence learners' behavior when it comes to
gamification. Gather fostered social connections through
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the use of gamification and collaboration within an online
learning environment using a videoconference tool.
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Abstract—Due to exponential increase in the number of
published research papers, it is becoming more and more
difficult to review current research in any discipline. It is
especially true for disciplines undergoing fast development
like learning analytics and educational data mining. Natural
language processing offers opportunity to facilitate extraction
of information/knowledge from a large volume of documents.
In an attempt to organize papers on application of learning
analytics and educational data mining for supporting selfregulated learning, we have used Latent Dirichlet Allocation
to identify topics in a set of 107 research papers. Results of
Latent Dirichlet Allocation depend on the initial choice of a
random number generator seed, and replicated runs do not
result in the same topics. Stability of allocation of documents
to topics was analyzed using Jaccard similarity coefficient.
The proposed method enables identifying stabile clusters of
research papers sharing the same topics.
Keywords—learning analytics, educational data mining,
self-regulated learning, text mining, topic modelling, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation, Jaccard similarity

I. I NTRODUCTION
With an aim of following recent research, scientists
are continuously surveying available literature. Unfortunately, due to ever growing base of scientific research in
databases, it is harder than ever to follow development
in all fields of science and technology. The automatic
manipulation of natural language by software, e.g. natural
language processing provides an opportunity for automatization or semi-automatization of literature review process.
Software engineering and medicine are leading application domains in which automated systematic literature
review (SLR) tools have been evaluated [1]. Automating
the SLR process dramatically reduces required time and
effort thus automation objective will be even more critical
in many different fields [1].
Since literature review is a continuous process, it is also
important to further develop methods for identifying new
relevant papers and to place them in relation with existing
ones. Lamsa et al. [2] propose use of natural language
processing method, topic modelling, to identify patterns
in scientific literature.
Learning analytics (LA) and educational data mining
(EDM) are relatively new and propulsive research areas
incorporating learning theory, data science, computer science, and statistics. Most widely used definition of LA
This work has been fully supported by the Croatian Science Foundation under the project IP-2020-02-5071.
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is "the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of
data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of
understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs" [3]. On the other hand, EDM
is "concerned with developing methods for exploring the
unique and increasingly large-scale data that come from
educational settings and using those methods to better
understand students, and the settings which they learn in"
[4].
In a recent literature review, topic modelling was used
to identify patterns in scientific literature on use of LA to
support self-regulated learning (SRL) in higher education
[5]. Authors used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and
Gibbs sampling to identify clusters of papers sharing
common topics. They comment that this method does not
result in a unique solution. This means that the method
will not always identify the same topics, and relationships
between topics on the one hand, and documents or terms
on the other.
The main objective of this research was to propose methodology for analyzing stability of LDA with
Gibbs sampling on a corpus of scientific papers. The
main motivation was to improve automatization or semiautomatization of literature review process in educational
research by applying natural language processing methods.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the motivation
and scope of the research is introduced. Secondly, the used
data and methods are described in details. Thirdly, results
of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Jaccard similarity
coefficient, and hierarchical clustering are displayed and
discussed. Fourthly, the findings of the research are summarized and possibility of implementing similar approach
to other important thematic areas related to learning analytics.
II. R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY
A. Data
The text corpus used in this paper consists of 107 scientific papers on self-regulated learning used previously in
[5]. Papers were identified by extensive search in reference
databases Web of Science Core Collection and Scopus.
Original papers in pdf format were firstly transformed into
plain text using the R package tabulizer [6]. Plain texts
were then edited manually to remove headers, footers,
tables, figure captions, literature section and references.
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B. Topic modelling
Texts were preprocessed to remove non-letter characters
and stop words. All letters were transformed to lowercase
and stemmed using the R package tm [7]. Finally, the
document-term matrix of n-grams was created. Length of
n-grams was between two and five words. The most and
the least frequent terms were removed (i.e. those appearing
in only one document, or in more than 50% of documents).
Topics were identified using LDA and Gibbs method
from R package topicmodels [8]. The LDA is an unsupervised learning method for identifying hidden topics in a set
of documents [9]–[11]. In the LDA model, each document
is a mixture of one or more topics. Topics consist of
terms present in varying proportions. Distributions of
terms per topic and topics per document are modeled
using Dirichlet distribution. For a chosen number of topics,
the LDA estimates two parameters: probabilities that the
document contains terms from each topic (matrix γ), and
probabilities that terms belong to a topic (matrix β).
LDA requires determining the number of topics in
advance. Since different methods indicate different number
of topics as optimal for this corpus, the analysis was
carried out with the number of topics ranging between
2 and 16.

There is only one value 1 in each row of the matrix
Rk , and there are 20 such matrices in the block matrix R.
Manhattan distance between two rows of a matrix Rk can
only be equal 0 or 2. If two documents have the same dominant topic in the replication k, their Manhattan distance
will be 0. If two documents have different dominant topics,
their Manhattan distance will be equal 2. Taken over the
20 replications, the Manhattan distance between any two
documents will be equal twice the number of replications
in which they do not have the common dominant topic.
Pair of documents with distance equal 0 had the common
dominant topic in all replications, and those with distance
equal 40 never had a common dominant topic.
In the second approach, for each document topics with
probability higher than 0.25 were identified. In order to
identify similar documents, for the k-th replication, the
indicator matrix Rk was defined as
(k)
rij

(
(k)
γij
=
0

(k)

if γij ≥ 0.25
otherwise.

(4)

Indicator matrices from all replications were combined
in a block matrix as in (2). Distance between documents
was defined as the Euclidean distance between the rows
of the matrix R.

C. Stability of topics
In order to identify sets of documents that are consistently recognized as belonging to a same topic, LDA was
replicated 20 times per number of topics. Two approaches
were used to identify these sets of documents.
Let n be the number of documents, m the number of
(k)
terms, and l the number of topics. Let γk = [γij ] be the
n×l matrix of posterior document-topic probabilities from
the k-th replication.
In the first approach, two documents were considered
to belong to the same topic if it was their dominant topic.
Topic j is a dominant topic of a document i if γij =
maxk γik . In order to identify such documents, for the kth replication, the indicator matrix Rk was defined as


(k)
(k)
(k)
rij = I γij = maxh γih

(1)

Element of the indicator matrix is equal 1 for the
largest element in a row, and 0 otherwise. Thus, for each
document (row), the value 1 is in the column of its
dominant topic. Indicator matrices from all replications
were combined in a block matrix:
R = [R1 · · · R20 ]

(2)

Distance between documents was defined as Manhattan
distance between the rows of the matrix R.
(M )
dij

=

20·l
X
k=1
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|rik − rjk |

(3)

(E)

dij

v
u 20·l
uX
= t (rik − rjk )2

(5)

k=1

Unlike the Manhattan distance, the values of the Euclidean distance do not have a simple interpretation in
terms of number of replications. On the other hand,
including more than one topic per document in similarity
analysis may be more realistic.
D. Cluster analysis
In order to identify clusters of documents covering
similar topics, hierarchical cluster analysis was performed
using the hclust function in R. For the first approach, based
on the Manhattan distance, the agglomeration method was
complete linkage. For the second approach, based on the
Euclidean distance, the Ward method was used. A separate
cluster analysis was performed for each number of topics
from 2 to 16.
E. Jaccard similarity
While cluster analysis based on replications enables
identification of stable clusters of documents with similar
topics, it lacks interpretation of the common topics for
each cluster. In order to identify the topics that best
fit these clusters, we computed the Jaccard similarity
coefficient between sets of documents identified by cluster
analysis, and sets of documents sharing the same dominant
topic from each replication of LDA.
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Fig. 1: Distributions of Jaccard similarity measure over 20 replications of LDA for number of topics between 2 and
16.

For two sets A and B the Jaccard similarity coeficient
is calculated as
J(A, B) =

|A ∩ B|
.
|A ∪ B|

(6)

It is easy to show that
0 ≤ J(A, B) ≤ 1,

(7)

where J(A, B) = 0 indicates no intersection and
J(A, B) = 1 indicates the two sets are equal.
Cluster analysis and LDA generate partitions of a set
of documents. Jaccard similarity matrix J = [sij ] for two
partitions of l subsets of documents Pi , i = 1 . . . l, and
Qj , j = 1 . . . l was defined as
sij = J(Pi , Qj )

(8)

Custom function my.Jaccard was defined in R to calculate Jaccard similarity matrix between two partitions.
Arguments of the function are two vectors x and y
representing the partitions. If a partition consists of l
subsets of a set of n documents, then vector x representing
the partition has length n, and xi = j means that document
i is element of the subset j.
my . J a c c a r d <− f u n c t i o n ( x , y ) {
n <− max ( x )
m <− max ( y )
d <− m a t r i x ( 0 , nrow=n , n c o l =m)
for ( i in 1: n ) {
f o r ( j i n 1 :m) {
a <− which ( x == i )
b <− which ( y == j )
d [ i , j ] <− l e n g t h ( i n t e r s e c t ( a , b ) ) /
l e n g t h ( union ( a , b ) ) }}
return ( d )
}
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Jaccard similarity coefficient between two partitions was
defined as
Pl Pl
i=1
j=1 sij
,
(9)
l
where l is the number of sets in the partitions, and sij
is the i, j-th element of the Jaccard similarity matrix J.
For each number of topics (from 2 to 16), and each
replication (1 to 20) Jaccard similarity matrix was calculated between partitions of documents generated by
LDA, and partitions of documents generated from cluster
analyses with number of clusters equal to the number of
topics in the LDA.
For each number of topics, the replication with the
highest Jaccard similarity coefficient was identified for
both distance measures, Manhattan and Euclidean.
Distributions of values of the Jaccard similarity coefficient across 20 replications for each number of topics
were visualized using boxplots. Results of cluster analyses were visualized as dendrograms, using R package
dendextend [12]. For each document in the dendrogram,
its dominant topic according to the LDA replication with
the highest value of the Jaccard similarity was shown using
colors.
The most frequent words for a topic were visualized
using a bar chart.
III. R ESULTS
Fig. 1 shows boxplots of distributions of the Jaccard
similarity coefficients over 20 replications of LDA for
number of topics between 2 and 16. The top chart shows
results for the first approach, using the Manhattan distance
and the dominant topic. The bottom chart shows results
for the second approach, using the Euclidean distance and
topics with γ above 0.25. The number of topics with a
higher median Jaccard similarity and a lower variability
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Fig. 2: An example of a dendrogram, showing results for 12 topics, the Euclidean distance, and the Ward
agglomeration method.

(i.e. height of the box in the boxplot) reflect higher stability
of document allocation to topics.
An example of a dendrogram based on 20 replications
of LDA for 12 topics is shown in Fig. 2. The horizontal
line is drawn at the height that defines 12 clusters. For each
paper, its dominant topic, estimated from LDA replication
with the highest value of the Jaccard similarity coefficient,
is indicated by the leaf color. Clusters with a single
leaf color represent sets of papers that share common
topics in a large number of replications, and the same
dominant topic in the LDA replication with the highest
value of the Jaccard similarity coefficient. There are eight
monochromatic clusters, meaning that all papers in these
clusters belong to a common dominant topic in majority
of replications. These clusters contain 34% of analyzed
papers that forms stable groupings. There are two clusters
with only one paper of a different color. These papers
could also be considered as stable groupings. Two largest
polychromatic clusters contain 56% of papers, but they
also contain some monochromatic subclusters.
Interpretation of topics in LDA is usually based on the
terms with the highest probability of appearing in a topic,
as represented in the matrix β. The most frequent terms for
the LDA replication with the highest value of the Jaccard
similarity for the dendrogram in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3.
The length of a bar for term i in topic j represents the
value of βij , the probability that term i appears in topic
j.
IV. D ISCUSSION
As can be seen on Fig. 1 median Jaccard similarities
have a tendency to slowly increase with the number of
topics. Stability of replications can be inferred from two
statistics of Jaccard similarity. Higher values of Jaccard
similarity over replications, reflected in the median Jaccard similarity, indicate higher correspondence between
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clustering based on all replications and individual LDA
results. Lower variability of Jaccard similarity, measured
by interquartile range, shown as height of boxes in Fig. 1,
together with the large Jaccard similarity values indicate
high stability of results. Proposed stability analysis could
be useful as an additional criterion for deciding on the
number of topics.
Clustering method enabled identification of groups of
papers that consistently cover common topics across all, or
majority of replications. Jaccard coefficient helped identify
the LDA replication that is the best match to clustering
based on replications. This LDA replication is used for
interpretation of topics (as in Fig. 3).
The most frequent topic terms in Fig. 3 can be compared
to the most frequent topic terms in [5]. Eight stable
(monochromatic) topics (Fig. 2) can be mapped to eight
topics in [5] using common most frequent terms. Unstable
topics did not share a large number of common most
frequent terms with topics in [5]. This confirms utility of
the proposed method.
V. C ONCLUSION
Methodology for LDA stability analysis was proposed
and evaluated on an example of 107 scientific papers in the
field of LA. The method enabled identification of stabile
patterns of papers sharing common topics.
Rieger [13] and Mantyla et al. [14] addressed LDA
instability with the main focus on improving the stability
of word/term allocation to topics, whereas the focus of
this study is on paper allocation to topics.
The proposed method would be useful for semiautomatic literature review. Future research will focus on
application of the proposed methodology to other thematic
areas within LA and EDM.
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Fig. 3: The most frequent terms for the topics from the LDA replication with the highest Jaccard similarity for the
dendrogram in figure 2.
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Technological advances of recent years leave no doubts on
whether digital skills are of high importance. Digital
competences have become crucial in today’s economic and
social life. It is educational institutions’ responsibility to
promote digital literacy enhancement and technologyrelated improvements to school systems. There is high
demand for practical solutions on how to provide both
teachers and students with effective tools for developing
their digital competences, and how to bridge their
knowledge with action. This paper presents the outcomes of
the cooperation of European institutions from Poland,
Croatia, Portugal, Italy, Finland, Denmark and The
Netherlands under four international projects to create
innovative teaching aid databases and tools addressed at
two main target groups, primary school teachers and
students. The multidimensionality of the implemented
projects, ranging from the introduction of elements of
teaching programming and Artificial Intelligence education
to school curricula, to practical examples of the use of
newest technologies for environmental and entrepreneurial
education in primary schools,
allows for effective
personalisation of the educational process in the digital era.
The cooperation of diverse institutions serves as an example
of joint attempts towards digital transformation of
educational programmes and constitutes the basis for
educational digital ecosystems creation in the future.
Key words – digital transformation;
education;
programming; Artificial Intelligence; Erasmus+ projects

I.

INTRODUCTION

Digital competences have become basic skills required by
today's modern world. Digital literacy is a term
commonly used in reference to '… having the skills you
need to live, learn, and work in a society where
communication and access to information is increasingly
through digital technologies like internet platforms, social
media, and mobile devices’ [1]. With digital literacy the
opportunities are limitless. Students are no longer just
passive users of digital content, their understanding of
technology goes further. They start using the resources
more concsiously, their work becomes more practical and
they finally have the potential to become the creators of
the digital content. Skills such as creativity, critical
thinking and problem solving become essential. What is
the importance of digital literacy in education then? How
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well are educational institutions prepared to introduce it
and what tools are they in possession of? There is no one
simple answer to this question. There can be observed
considerable differences between educational institutions
in that field. Can innovation of educational systems be
fostered by international cooperation? Undoubtedly, yes.
International institutions, communities and governments
worldwide join their attempts to introduce innovative
technological solutions to create educator and studentfriendly educational environments for sharing,
exchanging and promoting ideas. Digitalization allows
for wider accessibility and connectivity. International
cooperation of educational intitutions makes them
become educational centres enriched in technologyrelated tools, methodologies and solutions that can be
shared with others. The recent years of Covid-19
pandemic proved how important the command of basic
digital skills is and how beneficial it has been for schools,
educators and students to be able to make use of the
richness of the digital world. The dynamics of the
technological advancements has influenced the teaching
and learning process. This is the main reason for
European educational institutions to commence their
efforts under Erasmus+ projects to create methodological
contents of innovative school curricula for introducing
elements of teaching programming and Artificial
Education in primary schools. At the same time, the
partner institutions foster international hands-on activities
for students, promoting practical use of technological
advancements and international cooperation. This
multidimensional approach, directed at two crucial target
groups, eduactors and students, ensures holistic approach
towards digital transformation of schools. What is more,
the idea of digitalization is widespread as the
international educators ‘…by networking with other
professors, participating in international debate in
conferences, generate new knowledge and engage in
research cooperation. The dissemination of research
information to various institutions in society is a central
task [2].
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II. EDUCATORS FOR DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION IN SCHOOLS
Activities towards digital transformation in schools begin
when there is need for some change and when there is
willingness to undertake the challenge. Digitalization
impacts every sphere of our lives, institutions,
communities, and inevitably education. The need for the
creation of educational digital ecosystems has been
constantly growing. It is clear that international
cooperation and exchange of best practices makes the
impact more visible and massive. To bridge the gap
between the lack of educational solutions to teach digital
content on the one hand and students’ lack of practical
knowledge and involvement in digital content use and
creation on the other, two strategic European partnerships
have been launched. Erasmus+ CodeInnova project is the
answer to the demand for educational ideas for
introducing coding education in primary schools. The
initiative has been created by five European educational
institutions: Zamojskie Towarzystwo Oświatowe,
Zamość, Poland; I. Osnovna škola, Čakovec, Croatia;
Školska knjiga d.d., Zagreb, Croatia; JYU, University of
Jyvaskyla, Finland; Agrupamento de Escolas de Fornos
de Algodres, Portugal. The project aims at the creation of
uniform school curriculum for teaching programming in
primary schools together with the teaching database.

Figure 1: Erasmus+ CodeInnova Textbook Grades 1-4

Under the international joint activities, the partnership
aims at the creation of the following:
•
Joint and coherent core curriculum for teaching
programming at primary school, with the preceding
research on existing curricula;
•
50 model lesson plans, coherent with the core
curriculum for teaching programming at primary school;
•
2 textbooks for teaching programming at
primary school: for grades 1-4 and 5-9, with the contents
of the textbooks, corresponding to the new curriculum;
•
Internet platform to support teaching
programming at primary school (including didactic
materials for teaching programming);
•
The concept of testing of all the project
components, the core curriculum, textbooks, lesson plans
and the Internet platform, to ensure constructive feedback
and necessary updates.
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Figure 2.: Erasmus+ ARTIE project logo

Erasmus+ project ARTIE: ‘Artificial Intelligence in
Education - challenges and opportunities of the new era:
development of a new curriculum, guide for educators
and online course for students” is another step towards
digital transformation of schools. This strategic
partnership has been composed of three schools and two
organizations dedicated to school education: I. osnovna
škola Čakovec, Croatia; Agrupamento de Escolas do
Barreiro, Portugal; I Społeczna Szkoła Podstawowa im.
Unii Europejskiej, Zamość, Poland; Croatian Robotics
Association, Croatia; and Nefinia, The Netherlands. The
aim is the creation of tools and methodologies to guide
educators on how to introduce elements of Artificial
Intelligence to young demanding
learners. By
introducing and testing innovative methods of teaching
STEM subjects, robotics and Artificial Intelligence skills
the Erasmus+ ARTIE project leads to the creation of its
final result, the ‘AI-Edu Kit’ to be composed of:
• Intellectual Output 1: Artificial Intelligence in
Education: A new curriculum;
• Intellectual Output 2: Challenges and
opportunities of the new era: A Handbook for
Teachers;
• Intellectual Output 3: Twinspace - an open
window to other educational realities: Online
course for students.
Both projects prepare the ground for boosting the digital
awareness of teachers and learners, and equip educators
in necessary tools to guide the young learner in the world
of technology. They address the relevant European
Commission policy objectives, which include promoting
innovation and digital competences in all educational
institutions by opening educational systems to new ideas
and solutions. The projects are not only the contribution
to the digital transformation of schools, but in the first
place, they equip young people with indispensable digital
competences, which will be of invaluable importance in
their future lives. ‘The European Union is promoting the
development of a high-performing European digital
education ecosystem and is seeking to enhance citizens’
competences and skills for the digital transition’ [3].
Bearing these EU priorities in mind, the partners to the
project hope to contribute to the digital transformation of
European schools.
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III.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION – A STEP
TOWARDS EDUCATIONAL DIGITAL
ECOSYSTEMS CREATION

Technology progress and advances have shaped the
recent years of education. Educational institutions search
for innovative ideas to get the students involved in
community life, using the digital competences which the
schools are supposed to equip them with. What is of
undeniable importance to all the communities, are the
young people eager to learn and willing to cooperate and
make use of their newly gained knowledge. When it
comes to digital competences, the urge for such a
cooperation is even more visible and welcome. How can
students’ cooperation be facilitated and encouraged then?
The connection between schools and educational
communities seems to be the answer. However, is it
possible to create a digital ecosystem in education which
varied international institutions could use and equally
benefit from? What is a digital ecosystem in education?
‘Like a natural ecosystem, a digital ecosystem needs to be
robust, self-supporting and scalable. In the context of our
schools, this means a technical platform that supports
learning – course content, assignments, grades, shared
documents, and study tools – that works together
seamlessly’ [4].
How can international institutions create a digital
ecosystem that would enable students' and teachers' from
different countries to cooperate and that could work
efficiently in such diverse educational systems? Does that
refer to advanced systems only? Bearing in mind the
complexity of the differences between educational
systems, European partners under Erasmus+ programme
came up with an idea to implement international projects
aiming at personalisation of education with the use of
newest technologies, resulting in the creation of the
educational teaching aid database. The obvious advantage
of digital education is that any resources created under
the project, will remain for the multiple use for others
interested. What is more, the creation of educational
tools, materials and methodologies allows for better
personalisation of the introduced content, according to
the students' needs. ‘When big data analytics and
artificial intelligence are used correctly, we can create
personalised learning experiences. It’s likely that every
student would enjoy a completely unique educational
approach fully tailored to their individual abilities and
needs. This could directly increase students’ motivation
and reduce their likelihood of dropping out. It could also
offer tutors a better understanding of each student’s
learning process and enable them to teach more
effectively’ [5].
Two international Erasmus+ projects are examples of
initiatives undertaken in order to address social issues
such as environmental problems and social
entrepreneurship, making use of the newest technologies,
this way making students realize that digital competences
do not refer to theoretical knowledge and are not
restricted to ICT lessons at school only, but have real
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impact on everyday life of each individual and
community.
The Erasmus+ project ‘Personalised Education For Social
Activity’(PESA) is based on the cooperation of five
institutions: I Społeczna Szkoła Podstawowa im. Unii
Europejskiej, Zamość, Poland; Emakosken koulu, Nokia,
Finland; Istituto Comprensivo Rignano Incisa, Rignano
sull'Arno, Italy; Provstegårdskolen, Odense V, Denmark;
and Agrupamento de Escolas de Vila Nova de Paiva ,
Vila Nova de Paiva, Portugal. It combines innovative
personalised learning approach with entrepreneurial and
social education of students with various educational
needs. The innovation of the project lies in its
introduction of teaching social entrepreneurial skills in
personalised school environment and making use of the
newest technological innovations and tools to create the
innovative teaching aid database for partner schools to be
implemented and shared with others.

Figure 3.: Erasmus+ PESA project database

The Erasmus+ project ‘Smarter…Greener…Safer…’
(SGS) incorporates the activities of five European
schools: I Społeczna Szkoła Podstawowa im. Unii
Europejskiej, Zamość, Poland; Emakosken koulu, Nokia,
Finland; Istituto Comprensivo Madonna della Camera,
Monteparano, Italy; l. osnovna škola, Čakovec, Croatia;
and Agrupamento de Escolas de Vila Nova de Paiva,
Portugal. It aims at practical scientific and entrepreneurial
skills of students and equips teachers with innovative and
effective teaching methods to support scientific and
entrepreneurial education. Project partners cooperate
closely with local companies and specialists to make the
interconnection
between
environmental
and
entrepreneurial education most effective. In technologyoriented world, engaging students in designing simple
devices, using videos involving peer teaching and use of
technological innovations stimulates their minds to
perceive environmental issues more practically and
attractively. Such project activities are grassroot initiative
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triggering off new approach and changes in scientific
curriculum to make it more practical and efficient.
Both projects assume the creation of digital tools and
teaching aid database comprising of:
- ‘Greenpreneur’s Book’ – e-guidebook: Green Energy,
Green
Technology,
Green
Thinking,
Green
Entrepreneurship, addressed to young people on
responsible usage of energy and natural resources
combined with useful ideas for young entrepreneurs –
good practice exchange;
- BEST PRACTICE in PERSONALISED EDUCATION
FOR SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP (best practice ebook) - compilation of activating teaching methods,
diagnostic tools and creative ideas for personalised
learning and social entrepreneurship;
- ‘Green E+Dictionary’ of scientific and technical terms
combined with entrepreneurship (in form of peer-to-peer
instructive videos);
- ‘GreenSmart Stories’ – a problem-based entrepreneurial
story book created by students and involving problem
solving (PBL);
- interdisciplinary innovative lesson plans on how to
teach social entrepreneurship and energy saving issues in
different school subjects;
- multimedia teaching aid databases available to all
partners and anyone interested in practical science and
social entrepreneurship education.

Figure 4.: Erasmus+ SGS project Green E+Dictionary

Close cooperation with institutions like, for example: the
Centre for Entrepreneurship and Innovation, Poland;
EduFor Innov@tive Classroom Lab, Portugal; University
of Aveiro, Portugal; and University of Tampere, Finland;
Rimac Automobili, Croatia are only some of the
examples of cooperation leading to better understanding
of digitalization and technology development. The
involvement of such diverse local institutions give
international students and teachers the unique chance to
expand the scope of their environmental and
entrepreneurial education, including newest technologies
being applied in EU green and entrepreneurial policy.
The interconnection of partner institutions at local,
regional and international levels leads to the creation of
educational digital ecosystems, even if it just the first step
forward.
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IV.

BEST PRACTICE EXCHANGE

Creating educational tools and methodologies that can be
universal and equally applicable in varied educational
systems worldwide requires in-depth analysis and close
cooperation of the involved parties. Digitalization of
some parts of the educational process prepares young
people to face the challenges of the technology-oriented
world. Cooperation of institutions under international
educational projects leads to best practice exchange and
fast-paced progress, including the digital one. To make
such cooperation most beneficial, it is crucial to come up
with efficient tools and methodologies to introduce,
exchange and implement educational solutions on varied
international grounds. The use of digital technology and
practices for schools' improvement is the key. ‘In schools,
technology is often still used for prevailing teaching
methods, such as information sharing, or doing simple
exercises, rather than for promoting collaborative or
creative activities, solving complex problems or
improving students’ digital competence’ [6].
‘Problem solving begins with recognizing that a problem
situation exists and establishing an understanding of the
nature of the situation. It requires the solver to identify
the specific problem(s) to be solved and to plan and carry
out a solution, along with monitoring and evaluating
progress throughout the activity’ [7]. Thus, the
methodologies used in the Erasmus+ projects aim at the
creation of practical user-friendly teaching and learning
materials that can easily be shared, modified and
multiplied by other users interested in the idea. Active
involvement of students is crucial and problem-based
learning allows for great creativity from students.
Activating methods used in CodeInnova and ARTIE
project materials are: simulations, animations, creating
games in programming language, research, creative
writing, photo-speech, use of varied software tools,
critical evaluation, etc. All these to ensure the resources
for teaching programming and elements of Artificial
Intelligence are attractive to young users and get them
involved in the learning process.
The methodological approach of the ARTIE,
CodeInnova, PESA, and SGS projects is based mainly on
multidisciplinary approach and problem based learning
(PBL). Collaborative problem solving serves as an
effective tool for creative thinking and learner-oriented
methodology. The projects’ objectives are to foster
innovative, out-of-box thinking, appealing to young
minds who are more and more demanding and not
interested in traditional methods used at school, and to
equip teachers with innovative teaching tools.
Innovative methodology of the PESA and SGS projects
for students:
- introduction and testing out of innovative methods of
teaching scientific subjects and entrepreneurial skills
(innovative multidisciplinary approach aiming at
interconnection between scientific knowledge and
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entrepreneurial skills to prevent/solve environmental
problems);
- making use of the newest technological innovations and
tools to solve environmental problems using
entrepreneurial skills (e.g. newest technologies used in
waste disposal, 3D printers, wind tunnels, etc.);
- emphasis on collaborative problem solving as an
effective tool for creative thinking and learner-oriented
methodology;
- Problem-Based Learning (PBL) allowing for active
learning, better understanding and retention of
knowledge;
- the target groups of young teenagers, aged 12-14, for
whom entrepreneurial education intermingled with
scientific courses is often new and unavailable within the
regular school curricula.
The projects foster long-term benefits. Not only do they
enhance the European dimension of teaching and
training, but the newly created teaching aid databases
constitute the basis for the educational digital ecosystem
creation. This way sharing good practices and experience
within schools, communities and regions, allows others to
learn and benefit from international cooperation of
European institutions. As David Warlick, a noted US
proponent of technology in education, once said: ‘We
need technology in every classroom and in every student
and teacher’s hand, because it is the pen and paper of our
time, and it is the lens through which we experience
much of our world’ said David Warlick, a noted US
proponent of technology in education [8].
V.

CONCLUSION

Digital transformation of educational processes is
unavoidable and it is the natural consequence of the
technological progress. Digital literacy is becoming one
of the most basic competences that everyone will sooner
or later need to master. Teaching quality relies to a great
extent on the digital tools available and educational
institutions understand the necessity of keeping up with
the newest trends and requirements of the digital world.
In the times of progressing globalisation, international
cooperation of educational institutions seems to be the
essential way to guide educators and all education-related
environments towards digital progression and
transformation of schools. However complicated the
creation of digital ecosystems in education may seem
when it comes to collaboration within varied educational
systems, there is no doubt that the exchange of best
practices and learning from others is a step forward
towards the improvement of teaching quality.
International cooperation constitutes the basis for digital
innovation and efficiency of educational systems. It
bridges the gap between teachers, seeking for innovative
methodologies and tools to introduce digital content, and
students whose perception of the world is already
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technology-oriented. Practical ideas for teaching coding
and elements of Artificial Intelligence in primary schools,
combined with innovative multidisciplinary methods for
successful acquisition of entrepreneurial skills and
competences
contributes
to
multidimensional
improvement of educational systems. What is more, such
effective approaches and implemented activities on local
and international grounds remove passivity and nonperformance of students and thus enhance their practical
digital skills to meet the demands of modern technologyoriented world. Not only does international collaboration
increase the quality of the undertaken ventures, but it also
fosters the multiplication of the results obtained
internationally. We believe that the integrated efforts of
the participants of Erasmus+ projects such as
‘Personalised
Education
for
Social
Activity’,
‘Smarter…Greener…Safer…’,
‘CodeInnova’
and
‘ARTIE’ will consitute some inspiration for educators in
Europe and worldwide. As Steve Jobs said: ‘ Great things
in business are never done by one person. They are done
by a team of people’.
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Abstract - Learning Prolog is a challenge on many levels.
In relation to other programming languages, it carries
additional weight in understanding due to its declarative
nature, which is significantly different in relation to
procedural languages. Prolog is an extremely important
programming language because it is the foundation of
artificial intelligence, knowledge-based systems, and other
modern systems. The question arises of how to motivate
students in the best possible way and make it easier for them
to understand Prolog. The literature points to problems in
learning the language, but also to possible approaches to
quality teaching. This paper describes five-year research on
the quality of teaching based on the feedback from students
at the end of the semester. The research is an analysis of
contact teaching and online teaching in the last part. The
results of the research show observed problems in
understanding the SWI-Prolog, but also the efforts of
teachers to try to alleviate the perceived problems of
students in the best possible way. In this way, efforts were
made to raise the quality of teaching from year to year, thus
making it easier for students to understand and adopt the
material related to the basics of the SWI-Prolog.
Keywords - logic programming; SWI-Prolog; teaching
programming

I.
INTRODUCTION
Alain Colmerauer and Philippe Roussel developed
logic programming language Prolog in 1972 from a
project focused on processing natural languages [1]. As a
declarative programming language based on first-order
predicate logic [2], it is particularly suitable for solving
problems that can be described by objects and
relationships between them [3]. Prolog is the basis of
artificial intelligence [1,3,4], computational linguistics,
knowledge-based systems, and other modern systems
[5,6,7]. For example, NASA (as one of the leading
institutions in the application of formal methods) uses
Prolog [8,9,10], parts of IBM's Watson supercomputer are
programmed in Prolog [11], as well as a database of the
highly successful Human Genome Project [12,13].
Therefore, no system from the above-mentioned fields
works today without Prolog, which means that knowledge
of this programming language is very important. The
question is why Prolog is not popular and more used
programming language compared to other programming
paradigms? The purpose of this paper is to examine
common problems in understanding the basic concepts of
Prolog, as well as teaching approaches, and to analyse
results of student survey conducted during five year
period of teaching Prolog, which will offer guidelines for

improving materials and delivery of revised course in the
future.
This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews
previous research on the identified problems in adopting
the basic concepts of the Prolog and approaches in
teaching. The results of the student survey during five year
period are then presented, focusing on the problems
observed by students in mastering the material (Chapter 3)
and understanding the practical application of the Prolog
(Chapter 4). Chapter 5 concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

It is often emphasized that programming is a
fundamental digital skill necessary for today's and future
careers. Looking at the curricula of European universities,
object-oriented paradigms are most prevalent [14], further
placing the declarative paradigm in an unequal position.
Common problems in teaching programming include [15]
a variety of prior knowledge of students, fear of
programming, problems with programming language
syntax, motivation, learning style, etc.
Another problem with the Prolog is the declarative
paradigm, which implies a completely different way of
thinking than the imperative paradigm. Imperative
pardigm is focused on giving instructions how the
program should perform, whereas declarative paradigm is
oriented on what should be done within the program,
without specifying the steps of the procedure. In other
words, the programmer develops the program based on a
set of facts and rules in the knowledge base describing the
formal specification of the problem, while declarative
programming lanugage, such as Prolog determines the
algorithm during execution by deriving existing facts and
rules, thus providing an answer to the query [12,16,17].
A very simple example in Prolog is the program that
states facts about students, courses and which student
passed which course. The only rule in the program defines
that if a student passed the course, then this student knows
the material of this course. How the program will operate
to determne what material student knows doesn't have to
be specified. According to facts and the rule in the
knowledge base, it can be asked what an individual
student knows:
student (ana).
course (logic_programming).
passed (ana, logic_programming).
knows (Student, Course) :- passed (Student, Course).
? – knows (ana, Course).
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Curriculums often start with imperative paradigm and
students later encounter different approach to solve
problems with declarative paradigm [18]. Those that have
good knowledge in former woud likely have more
problems in expressing facts and rules and could try to
write instructions to the program (in above example, how
to determine what a student knows). There are also
different ways of expressing other features of Prolog, such
as cut, negation and recursion [3,5] that also make the
adjustment to a different paradigm difficult.
Teachers (researchers/authors) agree on one thing adopting the basic concepts of the Prolog and the
declarative paradigm itself is a problem for students
[12,16,17,19,20,21,22]. Therefore, their approach to
teaching is to identify the problems and develop new and
more interesting teaching approaches to ultimately
facilitate student adoption of the Prolog. Three basic
pedagogical goals in teaching programming languages are
the acquisition of language syntax, the development of
program design skills, and creative thinking [23].
To better understand the problem, Yang, S., & Joy, M.
[22] conducted an interesting study. In their work, they
included and examined the available textbooks used for
teaching Prolog from 1980 to 2005. The results of their
study include the identification of the most common
approaches to teaching Prolog (their characteristics,
advantages and disadvantages) and the attitudes from the
students' point of view. Based on the textbooks studied
(see Fig. 1), they identified three approaches to teaching
Prolog over the 25 years [22]:
•

logic-based - deal with abstract theories of
mathematical logic and/or logic programming;
students find this approach most difficult.

•

declarative features based - require hands-on
experience, and the Prolog mindset is developed
concretely. Implies specification tool-based
(disliked by students), database-based (students
find this approach the most appropriate),
problem-solving-based (applies to describing and
solving problems; appropriate), system-based
(students find it provides a deeper understanding
of Prolog), known facts and relationships-based
(the most appropriate approach; concrete and
applicable to solving real-world problems).

•

program-based - requires both theoretical and
practical knowledge. This approach introduces
students to the basic ideas of Prolog by showing
them examples of programs where students can
quickly see the components and structure of the
program, etc.

The authors emphasize that the most appropriate
approach includes both concrete and abstract components,
especially approaches based on the initial emphasis on the
declarative properties of the Prolog. At the same time, it is
necessary to take into account the different preferences of
the learning approach. Therefore, it is suggested to use a
blended learning strategy to accommodate different
learning styles.
Callear, D. [12] in his paper also analyzes the literature
on Prolog and points out the problem of poor structure of
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Figure 1. Prolog Teaching Trends by Yang, S., & Joy, M. (2007)

the material. Namely, the author highlights the most
important conceptual steps in learning Prolog, which,
when presented in the wrong order (as in the cited
literature), interfere with the overall understanding of the
programming language. Some of the topics that are
difficult for students to understand relate to the use of
variables, rules, backtracking, recursion, and lists. He
proposed teaching at appropriate pace with easier topics
first, teaching one topic at a time, returning to topics and
frequent exercises and conducted a research that showed a
positive feedback about proposed structured method from
students.
Motivation is the main factor that can influence the
positive results in learning the Prolog, which is often
emphasized in the papers. First and foremost, the teacher
is the one who must create a motivating environment for
knowledge transfer. Motivation includes applying the
Prolog to interesting and advanced applications in realworld problems [22], interactive environments [24, 25],
presenting lessons within intelligent tutoring systems
[16,26,27], using expert system shells and application
[28], but also hints about the value of logical
programming skills in the profession [23]. Therefore, it is
important not only to invest in high-quality (innovative)
teaching processes but also to monitor (measure) student
feedback. New high-frequency, automated algorithms for
data collection and analysis could offer new insights into
complex learning processes [29].
III. WHAT IS THE HARDEST TO LEARN?
Prolog was taught at second year of undergraduate
university study during programming exercises at the
course Introduction to Formal Methods at the Faculty of
Organization and Informatics. The programming
environment used was SWI-Prolog, which is free and
widely used. The last year it was taught in full scope was
2020/2021.
From
academic
year
2022/2023
aforementioned couse will be taught as a revised course
Introduction to Knowledge Modeling. Therefore, it was
important to analyse various aspects of the course delivery
with the goal to adjust both theoretical and practical
elements.
To improve the quality of teaching, a student surveys
were already regularly conducted at the end of each
semester in the academic years 2016/2017-2020/2021. In
addition to basic student demographics, the survey
collected information related to - understanding the
material, optimal proportionality of material and class
time, learning preferences, the optimal number of
examples, problems in mastering the material, recognizing
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the practical application of the Prolog, and comments and
ideas. As shown in Table 1, a total of 864 students
enrolled in the course during the specified period, while
675 students completed the survey. A much weaker
response to the survey was obtained in the academic year
2020/2021 when classes were held online due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
In this paper, the focus is on the results examining the
problems of mastering the material (Question 14) and
identifying the areas of the practical application of the
Prolog (Question 15). The perception of problems
students face in learning Prolog is very important, because
programming paradigm differ from those they are familiar
with. Students had to rank problems they face when
learning Prolog on a five point Likert scale, where one
was designating the biggest problem, and five the
smallest. Problems were:
syntax, logic/semantics,
reasoning procedure, declarative paradigm, and examples
used in class.
Fig. 2 shows the results of the ranking of problems for
academic year 2017/2018. This year was chosen because
of the largest number of students surveyed within the
years observed (N = 163), although the results for other
years are similarly spaced. This means that the biggest
problem for students is the concept of the declarative
paradigm, while the smallest problems are examples. On
the other hand, Fig. 3 shows a more detailed structure in
terms of the biggest problem in mastering the Prolog
material (looking at the whole five-year period; N = 616).
The biggest problem during all observed years for
students is the declarative paradigm (as confirmed by the
observed research through a review of the literature). It is
followed by logic/semantics, reasoning procedures,
language syntax, while examples1 are mostly ranked as the
biggest problem with a relatively small number of
students. In the online year (2020/2021), the structure is
slightly different. Students were also allowed to express
their opinions, describe their experience of learning Prolog
through the disadvantages and advantages of this teaching
TABLE I. ANNUAL NUMBER OF ENROLLED AND SURVEYED STUDENTS
Number of
enrolled
students

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Total

182
205
159
165
153
864

Number of
completed
surveys

154
177
126
144
74
675

Question 14

128
163
123
134
68
616

Percentage
Question
of
15
completed
surveys

138
169
126
144
49
626

84,6
86,3
79,2
87,3
48,4
78,1

Figure 2. Ranking of problems in mastering the material of the Prolog
(the academic year 2017/2018; N = 163)

approach, and suggest improvements (point out problems)
that can improve the teaching in next academic year.
To improve the quality of teaching and better
understanding of Prolog, we tried to influence the causes
of the identified problems. The main example of the
treasure hunt was designed in the Escape Room to make it
as interesting as possible for the students while learning
the basics of the Prolog. In other examples, students had
the opportunity to work independently or in teams to
design and write a stand-alone Prolog program for extra
credits. Since the declarative paradigm differs from the
others in the way it solves problems, students were
encouraged to use the same kind of logical thinking when
creating programs as they do when solving problems in
everyday life. During classes, we slowed down the parts
of the material that were critical to understanding Prolog
and emphasized the importance of each segment (syntax,
reasoning procedures, etc.). Student work and
comprehension were systematically monitored. Interactive
e-books with knowledge tests within the H5P module in
Learning Management System (LMS) Moodle were
developed specifically for online instruction (2020/2021).
Because they are used for problems within the SWIProlog editor, work was also possible in a more stable
online environment SWISH. Additional teacher
consultations and demonstrations were available to
students (when possible). Unfortunately, despite all the
motivation and efforts of teachers, Prolog was still largely
declared as an unpopular programming language, as

1

The lessons were based on the main example of the Escape
Room, through which the basic concepts of the Prolog are
introduced during the programming exercises. This was
followed by examples of the family tree for the purpose of
gradual independent application of what has been learned,
illustrative examples of problem tasks as part of teamwork, and
an optional example of creating an independent program in the
Prolog for additional credits and whose topic was determined by
the student.
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Figure 3. Overview of the structure of the biggest problem in mastering
the material of the Prolog in the total amount (2016-2020; N = 616)
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shown by the results in the next chapter - recognition of
the fields of the practical application of Prolog.
IV.

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF THE PRACTICAL
APPLICATION OF THE PROLOG

Students were also asked the following question:
„Based on your previous education and experience, in
what areas do you see the practical application of the
Prolog / declarative paradigm alone or in combination
with other program paradigms?“ As can be seen in Fig. 4,
in the pooled results for the entire five-year period
observed, 78% of students responded that they do not see
any practical application of Prolog. The remaining 22% of
students see the practical application in the field of
artificial intelligence (7%), computer games (5%),
databases (4%), expert systems (1%), and other
applications (5%), such as Prolog connection with other
programming languages, military or business systems,
virtual reality (VR), etc. The results are similar when
considered individually within the observed years.
Why is Prolog not a popular programming language?
Some of the students' answers are that they do not have
the mindset necessary for the declarative paradigm, that
they do not see the point of applying complicated and
demanding logic/syntax when these examples can be
solved much easier and simpler in other programming
languages (C ++, Python). One of the answers is that the
job market does not require programming skills in Prolog,
so there is no additional motivation to learn Prolog. Of
course, the teoretical part of the course also have influence
on understanding practical application of Prolog and logic
programming languages in general. Teachers usually have
motivational examples at the introductory lectures but
successfull examples of how Prolog is used in practice
should obviously be more emphasized.
Students experience the practical application of Prolog
mainly when they create an independent task and
especially when they write a thesis, in which they have a
task to combine Prolog with some other programming
language (e.g. Prolog and Python via the programming
module Pyswip) and thus realize the advantages of such
symbiosis (shorter code, greater security, etc.). Based on

the students' responses, the conclusion is that perhaps the
focus in the examples should be on combining Prolog with
other programming paradigms, some of which could
certainly impact motivation.
V.

CONCLUSION

On one hand, the Prolog is necessary (as the basis of
all systems using artificial intelligence); on the other
hand, it is unpopular (compared to other program
paradigms). The results of the conducted survey not only
reveal problems in mastering the basic concepts of the
Prolog and its general unpopularity but thus also confirm
the observed problems of other studies described in the
literature. It is important to understand the aspects that
cause problems in mastering the basics of the Prolog.
Understanding the challenges allows for a more creative
and innovative approach to teaching (e.g., Platform for
Teaching Logic Programming Using Virtual Worlds
[30]). We also need to be aware that teacher motivation
and effort will not be enough if students are not positively
engaged. Thus, it is complex thinking that involves
understanding problems and eliminating them by
applying possible teaching approaches, appropriately
structuring teaching content, considering different
learning styles, systematically monitoring the results of
learning
analysis,
and
constantly
innovating
improvements to promote motivation.
To fully understand problems students face when
learning logic programming, further analysis of other
survey answers will be made. Also, the data about student
activity and grades were collected for all years at LMS
Moodle. This enables analytics of selected data that can
give more answers of students' learning process and
connection to learning outcomes. Information obtained
from further analysis will be used to adjust materials and
delivery of revised course from academic year 2022/2023
onward and to implement apropriate learning analytics
for continuous monitoring and improving of students'
learning process and results.
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Abstract - The European Framework for the Digital
Competence of Educators (DigCompEdu) is a framework
describing what it means for educators to be digitally
competent. This framework was the starting point for the
research carried out in this paper regarding digital
competences of Music Culture teachers of two Croatian
counties, and special emphasis was put on the COVID-19
pandemic. The research results showed Music Culture
teachers’ usage of the digital tools during COVID-19
pandemic and their familiarity with specialized digital tools
such as Finale, Sibelius, Encore etc. According to the
research results, almost half (47.6%) of Music Culture
teachers included in the research used some of digital tools
in every lecture. The majority of Music Culture teachers
strongly advocated OERs – Open Educational Resources for
Music Culture education, which they could easily adjust to
and use in the teaching process. Also, the majority of Music
Culture teachers were aware of the ongoing need for lifelong
learning and professional training, especially regarding
specialized digital tools for teaching Music Culture and the
development of their digital learning strategies in a virtual
or traditional environment.
Keywords - digital competences; music culture teachers;
pandemic;

I.

INTRODUCTION

The European Framework for the Digital Competence
of Educators (DigCompEdu) is a framework describing
what it means for educators to be digitally competent 14.
This framework was the starting point for the research
regarding digital competences of Music Culture (MC)
teachers of two Croatian counties with special emphasis
on the COVID-19 pandemic. Namely, the COVID-19
pandemic forced MC teachers to teach online, which was
a multi-faceted challenge for them regarding achieving the
learning outcomes set out within the official curriculum
9. In the official curriculum for the subject Music
Culture, information and communication technology is the
pervasive technology which demands advanced digital
competences of MC teachers such as teaching music
notation, computer-assisted audio processing and music
composition etc.
According to The European Framework for the Digital
Competence of Educators (DigCompEdu), teachers should
have specialized digital competences, rather than general
digital competences only [14]. Within DigCompEdu there
are 22 basic digital competences divided into six wider
fields and special emphasize is put on pedagogical use of
digital tools within following domains: (1) digital sources
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and materials – teachers’ competences for retrieving,
producing and sharing digital sources and materials, (2)
learning and teaching – teachers’ competences for
management, organization and employing the information
and communication technology in learning and teaching,
(3) evaluation – teachers’ competences for advancement
of evaluation in the learning process assisted by
information and communication technology, and (4)
empowerment of students – teachers’ competences for
personalized and active learning with information and
communication technology [14].
The group of authors from Spain recently conducted a
systematic review of the literature on digital competencies
and teacher professional development, and among their
conclusions they highlighted that most of the selected
studies revealed a lack of teacher training and insufficient
ICT training [1]. The recently conducted research about
the use of technology in Music education at a university in
North Cyprus underlined the importance of curriculum
updates which integrate information and communication
technology into the education of Music teachers and the
need for in-service training to keep established teachers
up-to-date with new technologies [6]. According to recent
analyses of EU documents and scientists’ conceptions
concerning MC teacher’s competences, Davidova
accentuated tendencies and priorities for improving MC
teachers’ competences in the 21st century [2]. Spiteri and
Rundgren identified factors affecting primary teachers’
use of digital technology: teachers’ knowledge, attitudes
and skills, which are also influenced by and influence the
school culture [16]. Pettersson concluded that “digital
competence of teachers might not benefit from being
regarded as an isolated phenomena on the level of single
actors, it can be regarded as an organizational task,
influenced and driven by several contextual factors
embedded within and across a wider school organization”
[13].
According to Nart [12], music notation software is
very important for MC teachers because it offers various
benefits in teaching MC, such as development of
creativity and experimenting with different kinds of audio.
Some examples of notation software are Sibelius, Encore,
Finale, Rhapsody etc., and all of them have a similar
purpose, which is to note, edit, arrange and, finally, record
and reproduce the music in line with certain rules. It is
possible to save and afterwards edit music notations made
in this kind of software. According to Redecker, the
imperative for MC teachers must be to recognize and
select the right digital tools which correspond the most to
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the estimated learning outcomes [14]. During the COVID19 pandemic, CARNET – Croatian academic and research
network ensured access to several digital platforms for
online teaching and the most preferred ones in schools in
Croatia were Microsoft Teams and Yammer. Many
experts accentuated the difference between emergency
remote teaching and online learning, namely without the
intense preparation for online teaching, the quality of the
learning process could be lost [7]. The MC teachers, as
well as other teachers were constrained to adjust very
quickly to the new situation caused by the COVID-19
pandemic.
For these reasons the aims of this paper were to
explore digital competences of MC teachers during the
COVID-19 pandemic, thus the research questions raised
in this paper are the following:
(1) What kind of digital competences do MC teachers
have?
(2) How often do MC teachers use digital tools in the
teaching process?
(3) What kind of general and specialized digital tools
do MC teachers choose for teaching?
After the introduction, which gives theoretical insight
into the topic of the paper, follows the description of the
method used in the research. The third section of the paper
consists of an overview of the gained research results and
a related discussion. The last, concluding section of the
paper gives the main findings of the research and points
out its possible implications.
II.

The first part of the questionnaire consisted of
questions about demographics, the second part consisted
of quantitative questions and the third part of the
questionnaire consisted of qualitative open questions
regarding MC teachers’ use of general digital tools in
teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic.
A total of 42 filled out questionnaires were analysed
for the purpose of answering the research questions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 42 MC teachers filled out the online survey
regarding their digital competences during the COVID-19
pandemic. According to gender, 81% of the participants
were female and 19 % were male. Tab. I shows years of
working experience of MC teachers who took part in the
research. The majority of participants, 59.5%, had 15 or
more years of working experience in teaching MC.
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YEARS OF WORKING EXPERIENCE

Years of working experience

Percentage
(%)

1-5

9.5 %

5-10

9.5 %

10-15

21.5 %

15-

59.5 %

About half of MC teachers, 52.4%, used Microsoft
Teams as the main digital platform for online teaching
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, about half of MC
teachers, 57.1% of them, used Yammer as the main digital
platform for online teaching during the COVID-19
pandemic. It can be concluded from the research results
that some MC teachers used two or more digital platforms
for online teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
reason for that could be the fact that some of the MC
teachers were employed in more than one elementary
school, usually in two elementary schools. Tab. II shows
the percentage of MC teachers regarding the use of
different digital tools for online teaching during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
TABLE II.

USAGE OF DIGITAL TOOLS FOR ONLINE TEACHING
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Digital tools

Percentage
(%)

METHOD

The research method used in this paper was an online
questionnaire developed in Google Forms and distributed
to the e-mail list of MC teachers of two Croatian counties
– Osječko-baranjska and Vukovarsko-srijemska in
September and October of 2020.

III.

TABLE I.

Yammer – digital platform

57.1 %

YouTube – an American online video sharing
and social media platform owned by Google;
MS Teams – digital platform

53.1 %

Google Forms – easily create surveys and
polls to collect a feedback, measure
satisfaction, organize team events and
quickly create quizzes;
Google Classroom

52.4 %

Wordwall – takes vocabulary games and
reviews into the digital world, and is easy to
use for teachers and learners;

23.8 %

Kahoot – a free game-based learning platform
for making quizzes that make learning any
subject, in any language, on any device fun;

23.8 %

Liveworksheet – transforms traditional
printable worksheets into interactive online
exercises with self-correction;

23.8 %

Learning Apps – a free, web-based authoring
software and platform to support learning and
teaching processes with small interactive,
multimedia learning modules such as
multiple-choice assignment exercises, fill-inthe-blank test etc.;

23.8 %

Genial.ly – the most powerful online tool for
creating interactive and animated content;

21.4 %

Wizer.me – a platform where teachers build
engaging online worksheets;

16.7 %

LMS Moodle – the open-source learning
management system used by hundreds of
millions of learners worldwide

14.3 %

52.4 %

26.2 %
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Viber – digital tool for free and secure calls and
messages to anyone, anywhere;

9.5 %

9.5% of MC teachers chose Edmodo or Socrative for the
same purpose.

WhatsApp – digital tool for secure messaging
and calling for free;

9.5 %

Messenger – an instant messenger application for
mobile phones,

9.5 %

Edmodo – an educational technology company
offering a communication, collaboration, and
coaching platform;

9.5 %

Tab. IV shows the percentage of MC teachers’ usage
of digital tools for evaluation within the teaching process
during the COVID-19 pandemic. It should be pointed out
that some MC teachers used more than one digital tool for
evaluation in the teaching process during the COVID-19
pandemic, thus percentages in Tab. IV are not up to 100%.

Socrative – a digital tool for formative
assessment questions in a variety of formats:
quizzes, quick question polls, exit tickets etc.;

9.5 %
TABLE IV.

Prezi – a digital tool for virtual presentations,
design, and video in the most engaging and
effective way of sharing visual content online;

7.1 %

Emaze – a web-based tool that lets users create,
save, and share presentations online;

7.1 %

Wakelet – a free content curation platform that
allows users to save, organize, and share content
from across the web;

7.1 %

Canva – an Australian graphic design platform,
used to create social media graphics for example
infographics, presentations, posters, documents
and other visual content;

7.1 %

Edpuzzle – a free assessment-centred tool that
allows teachers and students to create interactive
online video;

2.4 %

Kizoa – online movie and video maker;

2.4 %

Wondershare Filmora – a simple video editor.

2.4 %

The MC teachers were asked how often they use
digital tools in the learning process. Half of MC teachers,
50% of them, used digital tools only in certain lectures.
According to the research results, almost half, namely
47.6%, of MC teachers who took part in the research used
some digital tools in every lecture, which is a very
important indicator of MC teachers’ digital competences.
Only 2.4% MC teachers never used digital tools in the
teaching process. Tab. III shows the percentage of MC
teachers’ usage of digital tools in teaching process.
TABLE III.

USAGE OF DIGITAL TOOLS IN TEACHING PROCESS

Usage of digital tools in
teaching process

Percentage
(%)

LMS Moodle

14.3 %

Google Classroom

26.2 %

Google Forms

52.4 %

Edmodo

9.5 %

Wizer.me

16.7 %

Socrative

9.5 %

Regarding the usage of digital tools for evaluation in
the teaching process during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
majority of MC teachers, as much as 88.1% of them,
reported that these digital tools can be used for formative
evaluation and that they are great for evaluation of pupils’
success, but only 11.9% of MC teachers thought that these
tools can be used for summative evaluation. Tab. V shows
the percentage of MC teachers’ usage of digital tools for
formative or summative evaluation.
TABLE V.

THE DIGITAL TOOLS USAGE FOR FORMATIVE OR
SUMMATIVE EVALUATION

Digital tools usage for
evaluation

Percentage
(%)

Formative evaluation

88.1 %

Summative evaluation

11.9 %

Percentage
(%)

In certain lectures

50 %

In every lecture

47.6 %

Never

2.4 %

The MC teachers were asked which digital tools they
preferred for evaluation within the teaching process during
the COVID-19 pandemic. More than half of MC teachers
preferred Google Forms, 52.4% of them. 26.2% of MC
teachers preferred Google classroom for this purpose.
16.7% of MC teachers preferred Wizer.me for evaluations
within a teaching process. 14.3% of MC teachers
preferred LMS Moodle for evaluation of their pupils and
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THE DIGITAL TOOLS USAGE FOR EVALUATION

The digital tools usage for
evaluation

The MC teachers were asked about the challenges in
teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic. In first place,
the majority of MC teachers, as many as 69% of them,
pointed out that the greatest challenge for them was to
adjust their teaching to the students’ digital competences
and preferences, namely, to personalize their teaching
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
A second great challenge for almost half of MC
teachers, 42.9 % of them, was the lack of time for
preparing their classes during the COVID-19 pandemic.
As many as 35.7% of MC teachers accentuated that a
great challenge during the COVID-19 pandemic was also
the lack of their own digital competences, especially for
some specialized digital tools for teaching MC.
At the last place, the MC teachers, 31% of them,
thought that unequal distribution of equipment, in terms of
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hardware as well as software, was an obstacle in teaching
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Tab. VI shows the
challenges in teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic
according to the MC teachers. It should be pointed out that
MC teachers coped with more than one challenge in
teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic thus the
percentage in Tab. VI is not up to 100%.
TABLE VI.

Izzi – digital platform from publisher Profil-klett

(3) Mozaweb – digital platform from publisher
Mozaik [10];
(4) Video lessons from project of the Ministry of
science and education in Croatia – School for life (Škola
za život);

The challenges

(5) Europeana – a web portal created by the
European Union containing digitised cultural heritage
collections of more than 3 000 institutions across Europe;

Percentage

Lack of time for preparations

42.9 %

Lack of teacher’s digital
competences

35.7 %

Adjustment to students' digital
competences and preferences

69 %

Equipment

31 %

The MC teachers were asked about their familiarity
with specialized digital tools such as:
(1) Finale – music notation software for composing
and arranging music [5];
(2) Encore – music notation software, notable for
being one of the first score writer programs to enable
items in the musical score to be added and edited using the
mouse [3];
(3) Sibelius – the world's best-selling music notation
software [15].
As much as one third of MC teachers, 34.4% of them,
reported that they were not familiar with these specialized
digital tools. 62.5% of MC teachers were mostly familiar
with the specialized digital tools Finale, Encore and
Sibelius. 3.1 % of MC teachers were somewhat familiar
with the specialized digital tools Finale, Encore and
Sibelius.
Tab. VII shows the familiarity of MC teachers with
specialized digital tools Finale, Encore and Sibelius.
THE FAMILIARITY WITH SPECIALIZED DIGITAL TOOLS

The familiarity with
specialized digital tools

Percentage
(%)

Not familiar

34.4 %

Mostly familiar

62.5 %

A little bit familiar

3.1 %

Regarding digital sources and materials which the MC
teachers preferred using in the learning process during the
COVID-19 pandemic were the following digital sources
and materials:
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(2)
[8];

THE CHALLENGES IN TEACHING DURING COVID-19
PANDEMIC

(%)

TABLE VII.

(1) E-sfera – digital platform from publisher Školska
knjiga [4];

(6)

HRT Notica – an educational TV show;

(7) musictheory.net – an introductory and
intermediate music theory lessons, exercises, ear trainers,
and calculators [11].
The MC teachers preferred these digital sources and
materials mostly for the purpose of listening to examples
of pieces of music, watching video clips of traditional
music, and introducing pupils to different kinds of music
instruments. Also, the MC teachers used these digital
sources and materials in teaching new lessons and for
recognizing different compositors and important
individuals in the field of MC. The majority of MC
teachers strongly advocated OERs – Open Educational
Resources for MC education, which they could easily
adjust and use in their teaching.
IV.

CONCLUSION

According to the research results, it could be
concluded that the most popular digital tools for teaching
during the COVID-19 pandemic among MC teachers
were: Yammer, YouTube, MS Teams, Google Forms,
Google Classroom, Wordwall, Kahoot, Liveworksheet,
Learning Apps, Wizer.me, Genial.ly etc.
As much as one third of the MC teachers, 34.4% of
them, reported that they were not familiar with specialized
digital tools, such as music notation software: Finale,
Encore and Sibelius.
According to the research results, almost half, 47.6%
of MC teachers included in the research used some digital
tools in every lecture, which is a very important indicator
of MC teachers’ digital competences. The majority of MC
teachers, as many as 69% of them, pointed out that the
great challenge for them was to adjust their teaching to the
pupils’ digital competences and preferences, namely to
personalize their teaching during the COVID-19
pandemic.
The majority of MC teachers strongly advocated
OERs – Open Educational Resources for MC education,
which they could easily adjust and use in their teaching.
Also, the majority of MC teachers were aware of the
ongoing need for lifelong learning and professional
training, especially regarding specialized digital tools for
teaching MC and development of their digital learning
strategies in the virtual or traditional environment.
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Abstract – The authors characterize the typology of digital
technologies for the development of pre-service teachers’
rhetorical skills: video content (speeches of prominent
speakers of the past and present, fragments of movies, theater
performances, television programs, speeches of masters of
the word, lectures by national and foreign teachers, reports
of famous teachers), audio content (podcasts, audiobooks),
rhetoric courses on educational platforms, specialized
rhetoric resources, specialized software in the field of
rhetoric, social communities for on-line communication. The
expert assessment was conducted to identify the most
effective type of digital technology in the field of rhetoric for
the development of pre-service teachers’ rhetorical skills.
The use of video content (speeches by prominent speakers of
the past and present), audio content and specialized software
was found to be the most effective. The conclusions of the
expert group were confirmed by the Kendall concordance
coefficient and the chi-square test for estimating the
probability of the result.
Keywords – digital technologies; rhetorical skills;
electronic educational resources; specialized software in the
field of rhetoric; pre-service teacher; professional training;
informal education.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Digital technologies are in focus of the educational
field, because they not only provide wide access to
educational services, but also influence the formation and
development of teachers’ professional culture through the
audio-visual learning content. The teacher passes on the
heritage of humanity through communication with young
people. Instead, young people today pay more attention to
bright online content and neglect the norms of literary
language and academicism. Young people are also
interested in extraordinary personalities who are able to
enhance their own ideas emotionally and thoughts in order
to influence the consciousness of as many people as
possible. This highlights the problem of forming preservice teachers’ rhetorical skills: the better the speech
presentation of ideas, oral support of educational material,
communication in the educational environment, the better
results of educational activities.

concepts of "speech skills" (A. Kapska), "rhetorical
(oratorical) literacy" (Yu. Rozhdestvensky), "language
personality" (O. Semenog), "professional performing
culture" (N. Tarasevich), "pedagogical skill" (I. Zyazyun),
"linguistic and journalistic culture" (V. Gamretsky),
“rhetorical culture of the teacher's personality”
(G. Sagach).
Among the results of scientific research in the context
of the problem of forming pre-service teachers’ rhetorical
skills let’s note: the development of a system of specialist’s
rhetorical skills (S. Abramovich, M. Chikarkova [1]);
checking the effectiveness of pedagogical conditions of
rhetorical training in an educational institution (N. Golub
[2]); highlighting the features of pre-service teachers
language training: aspects of the formation of rhetorical
culture of humanities students (J. Bilousova [3]), students
of technical specialties (O. Zalyubivska [4]), specialists of
inclusive educational institutions (V. Tarasova [5]), preservice teachers ([6]); theoretical principles of formation of
rhetorical culture of teachers of higher education
institutions (L. Luneva [7]); analysis of the impact of
rhetoric on the process of socialization of the individual and
the formation of cultural norms and patterns of behavior
(R. Wess [8]).
However, the systematic analysis of the findings
confirmed the fragmentary nature of the work on the use of
digital technologies in the development of pre-service
teachers’ rhetorical skills, which determined the purpose of
our study.
The purpose of the article is to identify the digital
technologies types that will be successful in developing the
pre-service teachers’ rhetorical skills.
This purpose led to the solution of the following tasks:
1) to clarify the essential characteristics of rhetorical skills;
2) describe the digital technologies types that can
potentially affect the level of development of rhetorical
skills; 3) to conduct an expert evaluation of the
effectiveness of certain digital technologies types in the
field of rhetoric for the successful development of preservice teachers’ rhetorical skills.

The problem of formation of pre-service teachers’
rhetorical skills in Ukraine was studied in different
directions. We have established the connection between the
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II.

LIST OF PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS’
RHETORICAL SKILLS

According to the results of the terminological analysis
of the "rhetoric" concept, analysis of the findings of leading
Ukrainian researchers of this category (G. Sagach,
O. Zalyubivska, J. Bilousova) we found that the pre-service
teachers’ rhetorical skills include:
 ability to apply in practice the technology of
preparation and delivery of speeches of various kinds;
 verbal and nonverbal communication skills;
 speech technique (professional breathing, diction,
individual vocal qualities)
 artistry of the speaker (the ability to bright,
expressive, skillful, aesthetically pleasing presentation of
speech);
 polemical skills;
 ability to solve communicative tasks in a specific
communication situation.

Figure 1. Resource American Rhetoric

III. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF RHETORICAL SKILLS
Since ancient times, among the most effective ways to
develop pre-service teachers’ rhetorical skills are studying
the speeches of famous speakers (structure, style, rhetorical
paths and figures, etc.), observing the speeches of masters
of eloquence (oratorical manner, use of verbal and
nonverbal means), writing and delivering their own
speeches of various kinds.
With the digital technologies development, it has
become possible to add to this list:
 specialized resources on rhetoric (resource
American Rhetoric (http://www.americanrhetoric.com,
Fig. 1), resource American Society for History of Rhetoric
(http://ashr.org, Fig. 2), resource of the Italian Rhetorical
Association PerLaRe Associazione Per La Retorica
(http://www.perlaretorica.it/, Fig. 3);
 specialized software in the field of rhetoric, focused
on improving speech technique (professional breathing,
diction, sound positioning), mastering the methods of
preparing a public speech, methods of discussion, control
over their own speech deficiencies and errors (Trener
Oratora
–
https://cutt.ly/CI9zQ6C,
Ummo
–
ummoapp.com, Public Speaking – https://cutt.ly/oI9zAVy,
Chernaja ritorika – https://cutt.ly/FI9zGqH, Govorillo –
https://cutt.ly/lI9zKGu);
 social communities of rhetorical direction, for
example, the community "Oratorske mystetstvo.
Krasnomovets”
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/krasnomovec/),
Community
«Orator
Club»
(https://www.instagram.com/oratorclub/?hl=ru) (Fig.4-5);
 electronic educational resources on rhetoric:
electronic texts, diagrams and tables, portraits, materials
from multimedia encyclopedias, slides, soundtrack, video
clips, etc. (Table 1).
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Figure 2. Resource American Society for History of Rhetoric

Figure 3. Resource of the Italian Rhetorical Association PerLaRe
Associazione Per La Retorica

Figure 4. The community "Oratorske mystetstvo. Krasnomovets” in
Facebook
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In the process of developing the pre-service teachers’
rhetorical skills, digital technologies are used to: acquaint
with theoretical material, visual support, analysis of
techniques, methods of writing and presenting texts of
speeches; development of video and audio support.
The analysis showed the lack of Internet resources on
Ukrainian eloquence, as well as Internet resources adapted
to the needs of students and teachers of Ukrainian higher
education institutions who want to develop a national
rhetorical culture.
Figure 5. The community Orator Club in Instagram

TABLE I. ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES ON RHETORIC

Speeches of outstanding speakers of
the past and present

Fragments of movies, theater
performances, television programs,
performances of masters of the
artistic word
Lectures of national and foreign
teachers, reports of famous
scientists, fragments of lessons and
educational activities
Channel https://www.youtube.com,
dedicated to the problems of public
speaking

Podcasts

Audiobooks

Institute of Postgraduate Education
and Correspondence (Distance)
Learning V. N. Karazina Kharkiv
National University
Channel for teachers
Platform UDEMY
Platform EDUGET

Platform TED (Technology,
Entertainment, Design)
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Video content
Martin Luther King «I have a dream…», https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VN282cxN_30
Barak Obama. Speech after winning the US presidential election
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3LzW3_q_fE
Steve Jobs. Speech to Stanford University graduates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UF8uR6Z6KLc [13]
Mark Zuckerberg. Speech to Harvard University graduates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QM8l623AouM
Charlie Chaplin's speech from the movie "The Great Dictator"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3X4fX_GEXM
Speech by King George VI of Great Britain from the movie "The King Speaks",
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhU4R14CGsI
Speech by Churchill, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom from the movie "Dark Times",
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaNMX-LPuTo&pbjreload=101
Lecture of Prof. A. Kozarzhevsky "Introduction to rhetoric and speech technique",
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8XGUqZs5KI
Lecture of Prof. O. Volkov "Rhetoric. Introduction", https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzCcVe23by8
Channel «Krasnomovets»
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHuJcW8J27sQgF3oSR6zvgg)/
Audio content
Audio Course “Rhetoric Online”, https://soundcloud.com/cdo8ffkrb5xm
Audio course "Rhetoric: Theory and History”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-0n_hugh3I
Audio course "Eloquent: trainings, methods of speech preparation, development of speech technique",
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD3D65ckPVYJ9zrCShXGiUQ
Aristotle. Rhetoric, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gJytGqngUgI;
Carsten Bredemayer. Black rhetoric. The power and magic of the word
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWZn0R8_ad8
Collection of audiobooks on the rhetoric of modern authors,
https://www.litres.ru/biznes-knigi/oratorskoye-iskusstvo/audioknigi/
https://zvukislov.ru/catalog/29-biznes-knigi/907-oratorskoe-iskusstvo-ritorika/
Rhetoric courses on educational platforms
Fundamentals of rhetoric and theory of argumentation
https://dist.karazin.ua/news/show/osnovy-ritoriki-i-teorii-argumentacii
Master class "A good teacher is a little actor: the basics of public speaking"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3AaJcb4Vww
Rhetoric master class, https://cutt.ly/tOemvzD
Public speaking course, https://www.udemy.com/course/oratormaster/
Individual course of public speaking skills "Oratorio for teapots", https://cutt.ly/1Oemhho
Training course on the skills of effective self-presentation "Secrets of effective self-presentation",
https://www.eduget.com/course/sekrety_effektivnoj_samoprezentacii-2383/
How to use rhetoric to achieve the desired result. https://cutt.ly/JOemYIR
How to speak so that people want to listen to you, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIho2S0ZahI
7 secrets of the greatest speakers in history, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0a61wFaF8A
The secret of TED for outstanding public speaking, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FOCpMAww28
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IV. EXPERT EVALUATION OF THE USE OF
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENT OF PRE-SERVICE TEACHER’
RHETORICAL SKILLS
We studied the subjective opinion of students about the
effectiveness of the use of digital technologies in the field
of rhetoric for the development of pre-service teachers’
rhetorical skills.
The basis of the study was Ivan Ziaziun Institute of
Pedagogical Education and Adult Education of NAPS
Ukraine (Kyiv, Ukraine) and Makarenko Sumy State
Pedagogical University (Sumy, Ukraine).
The research methodology consisted of determining the
subjective opinion of students about the impact of different
digital technologies types on the development of their
rhetorical skills and expert assessment of such digital
technologies types.
The survey (2017-2019) involved 124 students of 12 courses who studied the disciplines "Public Speaking"
and "Pedagogical Creativity" [9]. According to the results
of the survey, on the students’ opinion, the most effective
means of developing rhetorical skills are mobile
applications aimed at improving the culture and techniques
of speech (Trener Oratora and Govorillo) (90.3%);
educational resources, such as TED (Technology,

Entertainment, Design) (81.4%); audio courses on rhetoric
and podcasts posted on YouTube (87.9%), as well as
speeches by prominent speakers of the past and the present
(77.4%).
Specialized mobile applications, according to students,
are the most effective, which explains the ability not only
to record, edit and publish their own speech and make a
detailed analysis and correction, but also to be acquainted
with similar creative work of their classmates.
We also conducted an expert assessment of the use of
digital technologies in the development of pre-service
teachers’ rhetorical skills. To do this, six experts in the field
of public speaking were involved. They had to rank the
digital technology types in order from the most effective
(rank 1) to the least effective (rank 7). Their estimates were
subjected to statistical analysis using the Kendall
concordance coefficient [10]. The results of the expert
assessment are shown in Table 2.
According to experts, the most effective were the use of
video content (speeches by prominent speakers of the past
and present), the use of audio content and the use of
specialized rhetorical resources, as evidenced by Kendall
concordance coefficient (0.87) and χ2 test, χ=26.85. It
confirms the reliability of the conclusions of the expert
group at the significance level of 0.05.

Thus, according to the study of students' subjective
opinion, the most effective in the development of rhetorical
skills are electronic resources such as TED, speeches by
prominent speakers of the past and present, audio courses
on rhetoric and podcasts hosted on YouTube, as well as
mobile applications to improve culture and speech
techniques. The expert assessment generally coincides with
the student's, but with some adjustments. According to
experts in the field of rhetoric, the development of preservice teachers’ rhetorical skills is more conducive to
viewing and listening to speeches of prominent speakers,
rather than specialized resources on rhetoric.
V.

CONLUSION

The use of digital technologies for the development of
pre-service teachers’ rhetorical skills today should be
considered a relevant and promising area of scientific and
pedagogical research that meets current trends in the
development of national training. Appropriate use of digital
technologies to develop pre-service teachers’ rhetorical
skills contributes to their mastery of patterns of speech
behavior in a variety of communicative situations and the
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Expert 3

Expert 4

Expert 5

Expert 6

Rhetoric courses on educational platforms
Video content: speeches of outstanding speakers (1)
Video content: fragments of films, performances
Audio content (2)
Specialized resources on rhetoric (3)
Specialized software
Social communities

Expert 2

Electronic Recourse Types

Expert 1

TABLE II. RESULTS OF EXPERT ASSESSMENT

5
1
3
6
2
7
4

5
3
4
2
1
7
6

6
2
4
1
3
5
7

7
1
4
2
3
6
5

7
1
6
3
2
5
4

7
2
4
3
1
6
5

formation of a harmoniously developed personality capable
of effective rhetorical activities within and outside the
profession.
Among the digital technologies in the field of rhetoric
for the development of pre-service teachers’ rhetorical
skills we have identified: electronic educational resources
on rhetoric; specialized resources on rhetoric; specialized
software in the field of rhetoric; social communities for
online communication.
The lack of Internet resources on Ukrainian eloquence,
as well as Internet resources adapted to the needs of
students and teachers of higher education institutions
wishing to develop a national rhetorical culture, has been
confirmed.
According to the analysis of digital technologies in the
field of rhetoric for the development of pre-service
teachers’ rhetorical skills, the most effective, according to
students and experts in the field of rhetoric, is the use of
video content, namely speeches of prominent speakers past
and the present, and audio content.
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We consider the development and use of specialized
Internet resources in the educational process that will
promote the development of pre-service teachers’
rhetorical skills.
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Abstract - Software Engineering (SE) university students
often work part-time during their studies. In this setup the
students can reform the practices of companies by
transferring what they have learned to companies and
correspondingly utilize what they have experienced at work
in their studies. This symbiosis often continues as the students
begin to work towards their thesis. The topic of the thesis
relates to the problems in the company. These topics often
solve a practical problem, which are not always in a perfect
match with academic expectations. On the one hand the
employer has certain expectations in terms of working for the
company, whereas the supervising professor needs to follow
the university guidelines. In this paper, we study this tension
by focusing on the problems appearing in MSc thesis process
in company context. We propose ways to act so that the
different stakeholders -- the student, the professor, and the
company -- reach the best possible results. We have analyzed
the problems and their root causes. We have also taken the
first steps toward anti-patterns for analysis and salvaging of
the problems. The study is based on the authors’ collective
supervision experience, which covers over 1000 MSc theses,
with the combined supervision experience of over 100 years.
Keywords - Software engineering education, industryacademy collaboration, thesis supervision

I. INTRODUCTION
There is a global shortage for a competent labor force
in software engineering. Consequently, the students find
internships in companies while still studying, thus helping
in salvaging the shortage and at the same time gaining
valuable industry experience for the rest of their careers. To
combine their studies and employment, many students seek
to compose their theses in industry context. In the best case,
this introduces benefits for the employer as well as
simplifies context switching between job and studies. Due
to these benefits making the master theses in industrial
context have become very popular.
In this paper we use the term “industry” and “company”
to cover a variety of organizations employing software
professionals. These cover public and private, small and
large organizations, software companies and organizations
supporting their core business with ICT, product and
consultancy companies.
There are various setups for an industrial thesis. From
the student’s perspective, the optimal case is that the
H. Jaakkola, ORCID: 0000-0003-0188-7507; T. Mikkonen, ORCID:
0000-0002-8540-9918; K. Systä, ORCID: 0000-0001-7371-0773
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company employing the student provides working time for
writing the thesis. However, this is rare in practice for
various reasons. The norm in Finland, where our
experiences is from, seems to be that the employer provides
the topic and time for empirical research, but the final
reporting in the form of writing is not paid for. In some
cases, the results of the research provide the company with
real value, and hence the time invested in reporting the
technical work, eventually resulting in the thesis, is
compensated. Finally, in some cases, the company provides
a topic -- sometimes only a problem statement, but no
supervision or other support for the work.
With such variance, it is difficult to define a one size
fits all solution for making and supervising a thesis in company context. As the companies and universities have interests and expectations of their own in the process, there can
be various complications in the thesis process. Often, these
complications are case-dependent, involving the student,
the employer, and the university that eventually accepts the
thesis. Sometimes the problems are recurring, for instance,
defining a research problem that is relevant to both
company and university.
The goal of this paper is to provide practical support
for industry and academic supervisors who face the above
setup. In addition, we wish to help the students to
understand the special nature of their work, so that they can
help the supervisors and instructors from different
organizations to collaborate, especially if the stakeholders
are not familiar with industry-academia theses. We have
found important to find means for systematic
documentation of the situations we have found problematic
in industry theses. The aim is to provide a useful tool to
transfer experiences between organizations and
stakeholders. The results will be presented in a form of antipatterns, each consisting of the definition, context,
symptoms, analysis of its root causes, and a known recipe
for solving it.
The research builds on authors’ collective supervision
experience of more than 1000 theses, with the clear
majority executed in industry-academia collaboration in
Finland. Most of the theses are at master’s level, which is
the expected level in Finland to enter the labor market, but
some bachelor and doctoral theses are included as well. In
terms of the time span, the theses have been supervised
during 1990-2021, and the cumulative history of supervision of the authors is over a hundred years. The theses
have been mainly supervised in two universities, which
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both have a long tradition in software engineering
education.
The rest of this work is structured as follows. In Section
II, we provide the necessary background of this work,
including the description of the thesis process, and the roles
of the student, company, and academic institution. In
Section III, we introduce the research setup. In Section IV,
which forms the core of this paper, we list the identified
problems and the anti-pattern concept. Section V covers
discussion and some final conclusions.
II. MSC THESIS AS A PART OF THE STUDIES
The thesis is one of the last efforts of the MSc degree.
Majority, if not all, of the theoretical studies are already
finished and the “mental mode” of the student is transferred
from the role of full-time student to work and family life.
The main difference comes from organizing the work.
Scheduled classes and exams are changed to long term
“research” oriented work, the project having a goal
somewhere in the future of months ahead. Additional
activities related to work and private life take up a growing
part of the time. Students completing their thesis are also
often without daily support.
Every university provides the students with guidelines
for the objectives, practices and processes related to the
thesis and thesis process. The approach is a plan-driven one
to guarantee the progress of the thesis, including “project
plan”, thematic seminars (e.g. research methods, literature
survey, academic writing), and predefined communication
practices between the student and other counterparts.
The manifestation of the success of the thesis process is
the written document. In Software Engineering a typical
industry MSc thesis solves a practical problem in the form
of software, system, process artefact, or assessment of the
feasibility of new technologies. A lot of the effort in such
work is focused in developing the artefact, which remains
either invisible or has just a few pages visibility in the
literary MSc thesis, which finally is the main target of the
assessment and grading.
In addition to the practical (constructive) goals the
thesis primarily must follow the principles of scientific
work. The role of the research method, academic writing
principles, and the use of references play an important role.
Thesis as a scientific work expects the author to follow the
selected scientific methods. How explicit and visible the
research method should be in the thesis varies. The use of
research methods has two functions. They should guide the
researcher in the proper performance of the work and allow
validation of the results. However, only a few students
succeed to bind the role of the method in the work in a
fluent way; it gives the impression of quasi-science instead
of providing evidence of a good scientific work. Although
the ability to scientific problem solving and literal
presentation prepares the student primarily for an academic
career, these abilities are needed also in practical work, to
solve problems in a rational way, and in producing good
quality written reports and studies.
The following roles relevant to the thesis project can be
summarized from the above discussion: (1) university
(administration), (2) student and (3) supervisor (professor).
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In the industry thesis the fourth counterpart, the (4)
company (and its representative as an instructor), becomes
in the key role. The company is represented by the
instructor having responsibility to bring the company needs
to the thesis work. These roles, their responsibilities and
collaboration are widely discussed both in the related
studies (sub-section III.A) and in our analysis.
There are differences in the cultures between
universities in the acceptance of the industry-oriented
approach in a thesis. We have also found a big variation
between companies in their readiness to handle the thesis
work and in participating such joint activity with a
university. The role of the supervisor is important in
guiding the student through the “long term” “research
project”. The readiness of professors to supervise (and
accept) an industry-oriented work varies a lot, too.
Variation between students in their readiness for a
industrial thesis is naturally big, too. To summarize, the
readiness of all stakeholders varies. The term ”readiness”
would also be replaced by the concept “maturity”, which is
commonly known in software engineering contexts.
III. THE KEY ELEMENTS OF OUR APPROACH
A. Related Studies
To position our study on the existing body of
knowledge in the area we conducted a simple mapping
study [10; 13] in Google Scholar using the search phrase
“master’s thesis in industry” and some of its variations. A
huge amount (thousands) of papers were found by the
search handling the topic area from a wide variety of
perspectives. The papers that were closely related to this
paper, were mostly reporting findings in academia-industry
collaboration and transfer of knowledge from university to
industry. Following the systematic mapping study
principles, by filtering the findings and focusing on the
essential papers from our work point of view we selected
nine papers having contributions relevant to us.
Industry MSc thesis was directly discussed in five
papers. Höst et al. in [7] report the Swedish experiences in
the thesis projects conducted as a co-operation between a
university and industry. The paper defines a support model
to outline the types of support needed. Knauss [11]
analyzes the key factors of conducting a master's thesis in
industry. The difficulty to combine the goals of empirical
(practical) work and academic quality (research methods)
easily leads to compromising either one. Although
constructive research methods, especially Design Science
Research (DSR), is applicable in applied research, limited
experience exists to apply it within the context of a master’s
thesis. The paper lists six DSR guidelines to consider the
special needs of industry thesis. Järvinen and Mikkonen [9]
handle the topic selection for industry theses. It is based on
the analysis of 578 theses on software engineering in the
period of 1990-2016 and reports changes and trends in the
selected characteristics. In [12] Morris et al. point out the
rising role of university-industry research collaboration. It
assesses the impact of student's experience in universityindustry research compared to a pure academic project and
investigates the differences of these two supervision types.
In [15] Tomás et al. handle the slow progress of master
theses in a Portuguese university. The authors have
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developed a SCRUM based framework to supervise the
thesis to support collaboration between different
stakeholders.
Two of the papers handled the industry-academia
collaboration in education. The paper [16] of Wohlin and
Regnell includes discussion about making software
engineering education relevant to industry and how to give
the students good skills for large-scale software
development in industry. The paper lists a collection of
important aspects and tested strategies for industrial
relevance in software engineering education. Broman et al.
in [3] criticize software engineering education about
elements included to the curricula to provide students an
opportunity to apply their skills in a practical environment
that resemble real-world. Such “capstone courses” have the
limited perspective to the problems of the real industry
environments. The paper introduces an alternative
approach, called the “company approach”, having a more
realistic approach in organizational, process, and
communication related problems of project work.
Two papers focus on general aspects in industry-academia collaboration. The role of industry-academia collaboration is handled by Wohlin et al. in [17]. The paper
points out the importance of such collaboration from two
viewpoints: first it transfers innovations to industry,
secondly it ensures the industrial relevance of the academic
activities. A key factor found is the role of “collaboration
champion” in the company; it is a kind of “collaboration
process owner” with a responsibility to progress the work
in practice. This role is comparable to the industry
instructor of the industry thesis. The problems related to the
collaboration between organizations is handled by Sannö et
al. in [14]. The different expectations and views of the
organizations are sources of difficulties. The paper
proposes practices to manage such co-production and to
combine practical relevance to scientific rigor.
The papers discussed above support our findings in the
problems of theses work and industry-academia
collaboration. Compared to our work the papers are focused
on small case material and report the results of focused
aspects in industry theses related problems. Our approach
is introduced in the following.
B. Research Approach
In this paper, we seek to understand how to better
supervise students who work in the industry but are in
parallel composing their theses. The exact research
questions are as follows:
RQ1: What problems are recurring in the supervision
of theses composed in industry, based on industry topic?
RQ2: What are the symptoms of these problems that
make the problems actionable?
RQ3: What actions can be taken to rescue the situation?
The research process started by collecting typical
problems from the authors’ datasets, that is, the theses they
have supervised. These typical problems were then
elaborated in a number of workshops among the Finnish
authors. The saturation point was when a workshop
produced no new common problems. At this point, the
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authors started to document the problems in a joint
spreadsheet. After listing an analysis followed – the
symptoms and the causes of the problems were recorded,
by one of the authors. The results were then validated and
extended by the rest of the Finnish authors. Next, the
authors collectively considered how the situation could be
salvaged, based on real-life cases where the proposed
solution had worked. Finally, the problems encountered
were classified (by one of the authors) in primary and
secondary categories. The categories were then validated
by the rest of the authors.
The results will be finally reported using the antipattern format which has been used to report other cases
where an erroneous behavior or solution has been fixed,
producing a working one as the outcome. This format is
selected, because the authors have successfully used this
approach in some contexts in software engineering [8].
IV. ANTI-PATTERNS OF INDUSTRY MSC THESIS
A. Exploring the problems
More than 20 sources of problems were recognized for
further analysis. These were ordered based on their
importance and prevalence and classified in three
categories based on the source of the problem: topic issues,
resourcing issues and communication / collaboration
issues. Some problems indicated the same phenomenon;
these were merged under the more general title. There were
also general topics that did not specifically relate to
industry theses. These were excluded from the list. Eleven
problems were selected for more detailed processing and
introduced in the following sub-sections B to D.
B. Topic issues
The first category of problems we address has its roots
in the topic of the thesis. The selected topic should be
suitable for an industrial master thesis and fulfill the
following criteria:
•

The company should have a genuine interest in the
topic and results.

•

The topic should be suitable for an academic thesis.
There should be some prior art and related research
and the results should have general interest. This
may not, however, exclude constructive and
implementation-related topics as a thesis topic.

•

The topic should be suitable for the interest and
competence profile of the student.

•

The academic supervisor should have adequate
interest and knowledge, however, expecting that
the thesis directly matches the supervisor's
research.

These aspects relate in the abilities of the student, the
interest of the supervisor in the topic area and company’s
expectations.
The topic issues are listed in below:
Not a company project: The student is recommended to
seek a thesis topic in the company context, so that thesis
would be a part of the company's interests. However, many
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students work in subcontracting mode in consultancy
companies where custom software is developed to serve
direct interests of a customer. Even if the work would be a
good match for a thesis, the topic may not be used as a
thesis, because the customer of the project is against that.
Too short projects: The student participates in short
projects, often allocated to them on a short-term and
unpredictable basis. This results in participating in small
tasks instead of a bigger whole. Typically, none of the tasks
is well suited to be used as a thesis topic, which is then
pushed further ahead one day at a time.
Irrelevant topic: The company acknowledges the
student’s will to compose the thesis while working for the
company. To support the student, the company finds a topic
that is well suited for a thesis, but not directly associated
with company interests, so that there will be no conflict
with respect to company work. In essence, this is like a
university-defined thesis topic. In the worst case, the topic
is so esoteric that even the university supervisor is unable
to follow the rationale.
Topic selection ignorance: Even if the employing
company has good will to support the student, and they
would like to help the student to compose the thesis, they
have no experience in selecting a topic that would be fit in
size and relevance for a thesis.
C. Resourcing Issues
This subsection is dedicated to the problems related to
time and other resources for the thesis in the middle of other
company operations. Overall, the full work-life balance
should be considered here, as responsibilities that compete
with the work and the studies reduces the resources.
Ability to re-use the results of the daily work in the
thesis reduces the need for additional resources. Still, it is
also important that the other stakeholders - especially the
company – enable allocation of resources for the thesis
work. It is not a good idea, neither from the company or
from a student point of view, to force the thesis related work
to be conducted as a “slave” work using student’s private
time. One important aspect of resourcing is a need for
stability (in work and private life) for the time of making
the thesis. Keeping the focus on the chosen plan is an
important part of this stability.

Lonely wolf: The student is hired in a company that is
not really a software engineering company. Over time, she
has become the sole expert in the field in the company, and
the rest of the company could provide real help for the
thesis. Sometimes the student is the only expert in a certain
domain of software development.
Overloaded student: A number of companies in Finland
rely on students in their core businesses. When the situation
gets hectic in a company, the students also need to serve the
company goals instead of their personal ones. Hence, it is
common that the student puts aside the thesis and puts the
company interests at the top of her priority list. This in turn
can lead to delays in thesis work.
Breaking project: The company project behind the
thesis topic is interrupted. Numerous reasons -- often good
ones -- exist: the student changes the company, the
company moves resources (student included) to other
activities, the interest of the company to the project ends,
solution to the problem is found from other sources, etc. In
all cases the situation is the same -- continuation of the
work is broken, and the thesis-related work is in danger of
not being exploited and the thesis is not completed.
D. Communication and collaboration issues
This subsection addresses communication issues
related to the student, company/organization and
university, and the two supervising roles, university
supervisor and industry instructor. Obviously, all of them
should have compatible interests, but at the same time, in
addition to taking care of their own interests, they all should
acknowledge each other’s interest, and be able to
collaborate efficiently to meet the joint goal.
The communication-related issues are:
Wall between supervisors: As companies and academia
do not always meet to discuss their common interests, it is
common that the industry instructors and university
supervisors do not know each other. Even worse, they may
not ever discuss with each other regarding the thesis which
can introduce conflicts in the expectations. This potentially
results in conflicting messages in the supervision process.

Company priority: At times, thesis topics are on a
critical path of company interests. While this seems lile a a
good thing, as this guarantees company interest in a topic,
the downside is that often company interest takes over and
there is no time to write thesis until immediate company
interests have been served.

IPR boundaries: In companies where products and IPR
(Intellectual Property Rights) play a major role, it is
common that the students need to understand which
information is confidential, and what is open to the public.
In the worst case, the company instructor is also uncertain
about this. The outcome is that it is very difficult for the
student to decide what information to reveal in the thesis
and what must remain confidential. Finally, it should be
noted that there have been cases where IPR related issues
have been used by the students to artificially pump the
importance of the research in company terms.

No commitment: Companies often have numerous
potential topics for theses in their agenda. However, if
several topics are proposed to a student at the same time, it
will be difficult to commit to one of those. Moreover,
chances are that, after picking one thesis topic that seems
interesting and relevant, there will be an option to pick
another, even more interesting and relevant topic. This can
form a vicious circle where the student cherry-picks topics
but never makes progress on any of them.

E. Anti-patterns - a systematic approach to the
problems encountered
The idea to use a structured approach in the form of
patterns is adopted from software design practices. Design
patterns [2; 5] are representatives of good design solutions
and reflect positive quality properties in software
architecture. In contrast, anti-patterns are representatives
of bad quality solutions having problems or obstacles in the

The recognized resourcing-related issues are:
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context it occurs. Recognizing the existence of anti-patterns
triggers corrective actions to avoid the related problems.
An essential factor in the use of a pattern-based approach
in software design is the opportunity to recognize the
problem and implement the solution provided by the
pattern in the form of structured documentation. This is the
way for experience transfer and communication between
software professionals and theses related stakeholders in a
well applicable form.
The aim is to form a set of concrete antipatterns to help
all stakeholders. The work has begun and finalization of it
is future work; especially the limited space in this paper
does not allow presentation of the full documentation. The
systematic documentation structure points out the essential
elements needed to recognize and understand the problem,
allows to find its root cause and further to find corrective
actions either to avoid the problem in advance or minimize
its negative effects in the thesis process. In the following
the approach and an example of an anti-pattern are
presented. As the findings are based on our long and
reasonably wide experience in the role of supervisor in our
universities, the ideas introduced are applicable and
reusable (for all counterparts) elsewhere.
An (anti-)pattern consists of the following components:
Name of the pattern: Unique name used to identify the
anti-pattern.
Context: A context or situation giving the background to
a problem.
Problem: Description of the problem handled by the
pattern.
Symptoms: How this problem is seen in practice –
manifestation of the problem.
Corrections: How to fix / avoid the situation (if possible),
the corrective actions.
Notes: Other notes related to the situation.
An example of an antipattern is shown in Table I:
TABLE I.

ANTI-PATTERN EXAMPLE: NOT A COMPANY’S PROJECT

Name of the pattern: Not a company's project
Context: Many young professionals work in consultancy companies where the projects are owned by the
customers. Companies may have little to say regarding a
thesis topic, if a customer is buying consultancy and the
company acts as a subcontractor only.
Problem: The thesis is not of the interest of the owner of
the project. Customer is afraid that they need to pay for
the thesis writing.
Symptoms: Slow process.
Corrective Actions: Form a clear and explicit
agreement between all stakeholders. Use internal
development topics instead of company projects.
Notes: Internal development topics are possible if the
company has common processes or technologies.
We have preliminary analysis of all the problems listed
in sub-sections IV.B to IV.D and prepared a skeleton of the
complete list of these in pattern format. Additional work of
the authors in the same problem area related to the industry
PhD theses is available in [8].
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We expected that analysis of the sheer number of theses
we aimed at covering would prove to be an impossible job,
simply because there are so many problems that the
students might encounter. Indeed, it is well-known that
there are numerous hurdles that can lead to problems while
composing a thesis, such as having to work independently,
to be able to discover essentials and to engage in critical
thinking [6, 46–47], or becoming producers of knowledge
instead of consuming it [1, 58–60]. However, when we
started to drill down to problems that emerge in industry
theses only, it turned out that the problems fall in a
reasonable number of categories. Obviously, common
problems that one can encounter while composing a thesis
in academic context are relevant to industry theses as well.
Here we have overlooked such and focused on those that
by necessity are related to the industry context.
One interesting note in the analysis of the problems was
that consultancy companies are more challenging than
product companies. The difference between these two
company types is in their role in the development activity:
where product companies develop products for themselves
or on behalf of the end customer, consulting companies act
as service providers, intermediaries, and experts in various
types of development projects.
The most important means to prevent or correct the
problems appear to be communication between all the
stakeholders especially in the early phases of the process.
With good communication and collaboration problems
related to topic selection and resourcing can be mitigated.
However, experience increases readiness in such
collaborative activities: the more experience the partners
have with the industry-academia cooperation, the more
natural the cooperation will be. This fits, of course, to the
industry and the academic partner. The positive factor is
that the instructor has conducted his/her thesis in a similar
context having experience from a student perspective.
Differences in educational attainment between the partners
may be a problem, although not necessarily.
In general, based on the experiences that have inspired
this work, we cannot emphasize enough the trusting and
confidential nature of collaboration between the instructor
and supervisor. Jointly, they bear a great responsibility for
the successful implementation of the thesis process.
Therefore, any problems in their collaboration may appear
confusing to the student, who can then be framed in
between the rock and the hard place. To avoid such
problems, setting up personal relations among the
supervisors is a low-hanging fruit for a successful thesis
process. At times, it has happened to the authors that the
instructor is a former student, in which case the process is
clear immediately for both sides. As such cases are rare, it
is recommended that the university side is prepared to
provide instructions for the industry stakeholders - after all,
this might be the only thesis that the company supervises,
whereas professors who are working with industry theses
will face the situation constantly. In exchange, the
university supervisor needs to be prepared to understand
the company situation and viewpoint, which seldom takes
only the thesis into account. At best, this can also help
companies and universities build more insightful relations
with respect to other joint activities.
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A key limitation of this work is that the results are
clearly context-dependent, and the same patterns are not
globally applicable. The underlying assumptions are
embedded in societal context and industry-academia
collaboration, where students become employed by
companies before they graduate, which is not the case in
every country. However, internships are common in
software engineering everywhere, and hence the learnings
will bear significance outside the national setup. Because
of the bi-national set of authors we have opportunity to
study this aspect in the future work. Moreover, we are open
to further collaboration with other countries.
Another limitation of the work is the time span during
which the studied theses have been composed, which is 25
years. The analysis was done with present the situation and
authors’ experience in mind, while the journey to this point
has had a major effect on the considerations that have
motivated the work and are documented in the patterns. It
is possible that if a similar analysis were done at another
time, the observations would have been different. To
compensate for this weakness, we have done our best to
consider the issues through the lenses of the context at the
time of composing the thesis, not the present-day situation.
In this paper we did not have opportunity to transfer the
whole list of problems to the anti-pattern format and handle
these in detail. Here, in relation to the research questions,
the problems are listed and categorized (RQ1) and the antipattern structure is introduced to point out the symptoms
(RQ2) and to introduce the corrective actions (RQ3). Our
plan is to extend this paper to document the results using
the proposed anti-pattern structure.
To succeed in composing industry theses requires
certain maturity and broad mind from all the involved
parties. Clearly, there are differences in the view that the
universities have on industry theses. Depending on how
familiar companies are in working with universities, theses
on company topics can be regarded as a nuisance for a
company, or something that is a vehicle to advance the
company's direct interests. Therefore, we believe that more
thorough investigation of the collaboration abilities require
a model that considers the maturity of collaboration from
both company and university perspective. Such maturity
could then be used to organize the patterns in the form of a
pattern language or, even more ambitiously, as an
established maturity model like CMMI [4]. This can be
used to analyse and understand the problems and the
solutions that are within the reach of the different
stakeholders. This is our prime direction for future research.
Instructions.
Finally, conducting the thesis in industry is beneficial
for all interest groups related to it. The student gets a good
start for his/her career, the company gets new talent and
gets new insight from scientifically sound research. The
professors get insight from actual problems in the industry
and can use that in steering the research and education. The
industrial theses have some typical difficulties, which
might be avoided in non-industrial ones. Based on our long
experiences we have formulated typical problems and
structured these in a form of eleven anti-patterns. For each
anti-pattern we propose ways to prevent and mitigate the
problem.
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Abstract – This paper describes an approach to
restructuring the STEM course in line with students' digital
habits. The traditional STEM course design approach of
theoretical lectures followed by numerical exercises creates a
rigid structure that makes it difficult to successfully
introduce more modern approaches to teaching and learning.
Rather than forcing students to practice mathematical
procedures by completing a small number of challenging
compulsory assignments (projects) in conjunction with short
tests and midterm exams for summative assessment, a larger
number of smaller homework assignments were introduced
in conjunction with the use of digital resources. An online
assessment system was used for formative assessment and
preparation for summative assessment, while homework was
structured according to students' digital habits. The
proposed changes to the design of the selected STEM course
had a positive impact on student learning during the
semester. Students were more motivated to engage in the
learning process and achieved better results and deeper
understanding of the course material at the end of the
semester.
Keywords – STEM; ELARS; digital habits; formative
assessment;

I. INTRODUCTION
The need to rethink and redesign engineering
education (STEM) has existed for more than two decades
[1]. It started with the technological advances and the
continuous expansion of educational materials in the 20th
century and continued with the advances of the emerging
technologies of the 21st century (especially ICT, robotics,
AI, etc.) [2]. These incentives for change have led to a
revision of existing programs of study and their curricula
by today's teachers and other leaders in the education
system.
However, there is a digital life gap between today's
students and their teachers [3]. Online and offline lives,
which were separate for previous generations (especially
teachers), are completely unified for today's generations
(especially students) [4]. This divide may impact the
success of changes to the undergraduate curriculum
proposed by teachers.
In the last two years, the COVID -19 pandemic has
encouraged a move toward online educational practices
[5]. In this short period, educational practices, which until
the outbreak of the pandemic were typically a combination
of traditional face-to-face classes and online technologies,
have been transitioned to an online-only environment.
This change highlighted the need to rethink course
curricula, approaches to teaching and learning practices,
and how digital tools can be successfully used in STEM
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education, taking into account the specifics of the online
educational environment.
This paper presents the results of the experiment to
restructure the core STEM course at the undergraduate
level. The focus of the experiment was on redesigning the
educational process in a way that better meet the needs of
today's students and their digital habits present in the
learning process.
II.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Motivation is one of the key factors for the success of
the educational process. In STEM education, several
different motivational strategies have been used to
influence student motivation. Before the introduction of
digital tools and online educational environments,
motivational strategies focused on designing teaching and
learning materials to complement each other [6],
organizing STEM educational processes by aligning
teaching and learning styles [7] or implementing the
flipped classroom approach [8]. With the development of
digital tools and online educational environments, various
digital technologies have been used for motivational
purposes, such as organizing e-learning activities [9],
introducing a blended learning approach [10], moving
formative assessment to the online environment [11] or
implementing personalized online learning environments
[12].
Digital tools that students use in their daily lives can
also be used successfully in education. Research shows
that their use has a positive impact on student motivation
[13]. They promote communication between students and
their teachers, which they can use to share resources, ideas,
and knowledge, and are constantly available for students
to use when needed [14, 15]. Moreover, today's students
generally welcome the use of new digital technologies in
the educational process and use them without difficulty
after a short period of familiarization [16].
Students today can be considered digital natives,
meaning they have access to digital tools throughout their
lives. Since they spend much of their lives in the digital
world, the habits formed there can influence their offline
behavior. Students are accustomed to short videos and
quick-solve assignments that are common in online
education [17]. The result of this change is that students
no longer respond positively to tasks that expect them to
focus on a single topic for an extended period [18].
Because of this, when designing activities for students in
an online learning environment, the time for finishing each
activity should not be longer than 25 minutes [19].
Consequently, any approach to restructuring a STEM
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course in order to be successful should take into account
this change in student behavior.
One of the most important tools used in STEM
education is formative assessment. When conducted
offline, it can significantly increase teachers' workload,
which can prevent them from providing quick feedback to
students [20]. Without quick feedback, formative
assessment cannot fulfill its intended purpose, which is to
provide timely guidance to students in their learning
activities [21]. The use of online digital tools can solve this
problem. When used properly, formative assessment can
have a positive impact on summative assessment results
[22].
III. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
The research presented in this paper focused on using
students' digital habits to reorganize the way a STEM
course is taught during the semester. The research
questions were:


Research question 1: Will a larger number of
shorter assignments during the semester suit
students better?



Research question 2: Will the proposed
restructuring of the STEM course results in
students achieving better results at the end of the
semester?

A. Participants
Two generations of students enrolled in the 3rd
academic year of the Undergraduate University Study of
Electrical Engineering at the University of Rijeka, Faculty
of Engineering, participated in the study. The course
chosen for the experiment was "Electrical Power
Networks", which is part of the 6th semester of the
undergraduate program. The main objective of the chosen
course is for the students to learn about electrical power
networks and to understand how the electrical conditions
in these networks can be modeled and analyzed using
mathematical calculations. 7 ECTS (European Credit
Transfer and Accumulation System) points is awarded for
successfully passing the course.
The total number of students that participated in the
experiment was 112, 58 in the first and 54 in the second
generation. The students were compared based on their
grade point average (GPA) before the experiment. The
result of the Mann-Whitney t-test showed that there was
no significant difference between the observed groups of
students (p = .09102). Also, groups were compared based
on the final grades for the courses that precede chosen
course and are prerequisites for the course. The results of
the Mann-Whitney t-test showed that there was no
significant difference between these two groups of
students: Mathematics 1 (p = .86502), Mathematics 2 (p =
.45326), and Electrical Engineering 1 (p = .14986).
B. Study design and procedure
Student progress within the course is monitored by
assessment points (AP). At the University of Rijeka,
students can earn a maximum of 100 assessment points,
divided into 70 points that can be earned during the
semester and 30 points for the final exam. The assessment
points that can be earned during the semester are divided
among various assignments (usually student activities,
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tests, and midterm exams) that are used for summative
assessment. The sum of the points earned during the
semester and on the final exam determines the final grade
for the course.
The starting point of the experiment was to analyze the
traditional way in which core STEM courses were
organized in three different undergraduate university
STEM study programs (Electrical Engineering Studies,
Mechanical Engineering Studies, and Naval Architecture
Studies). The courses within these degree programs were
analyzed based on the number of hours reserved for
theoretical lectures, numerical and/or laboratory exercises,
and projects, using proposed implementation plans for
each course. This analysis was carried out to determine the
current state of compatibility of teaching with students'
digital habits.
A plan was developed for the chosen course to define
organizational elements based on students' digital habits.
The first generation of students had the traditionally
organized course. As can be seen in Table I., the
organizational elements of the course included four
unannounced mandatory tests, four projects (for which 1
ECTS point was awarded, which meant that students had
to spend approximately 6-7 hours of work to complete
each project), and two midterm exams. The maximum
number of assessment point that could be earned by
students for completing these assignments were
distributed between them in a way shown in Table I.
In order to restructure the organization of the chosen
course, unannounced mandatory tests and projects were
omitted. In their place a homework assignments derived
from more complex projects used with the first generation
of students were developed. These homework assignments
were not mandatory and were designed as short
assignments that were compatible with students' digital
habits in terms of estimated time students will need to
complete each assignment (up to 20 minutes). Also,
homework assignments were given on a weekly bases in
order to motivate students to work more continuously
during the semester.
The number of midterm exams was changed from two
to three. In this way, each midterm exam covered a smaller
portion of the course material. By adding the third midterm
exam, it was possible to organize the exams so that
students needed less time to study for each exam. The
tasks in the exams were similar to the tasks for homework,
both in terms of complexity and estimated time to solve
them (up to 20 minutes for each task).
TABLE I.

ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENTS WITHIN THE COURSE

Organizational elements
within the course

1st gen.
(N=58)

AP

2nd gen.
(N=54)

AP

Student activity (ELARS)

yes

4

yes

5

Tests during the semester

yes (4)

10

no

Projects

yes (4)

16

no

Midterm exams

yes (2)

40

yes (3)

55

Homework assignments

no

yes

10
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In the proposed manner, student activities during the
semester included a greater number of shorter assignments
compared to the organizational elements used for the first
generation of students. In this way, the course material and
assignments were designed based on the main
characteristic of students' digital habits - shorter estimated
time for completion.
In both generations, student activity was retained as an
organizational element. Students could earn assessment
point for their activities (4 in the first generation and 5 in
the second generation). In addition, ELARS (E-Learning
Activities Recommender System) was used for formative
assessment during the semester.
ELARS is a educational recommender system
designed for promoting the use of digital tools,
personalizing collaborative learning activities, and
conducting formative and/or summative assessments for
STEM students [23]. In the experiment, ELARS was used
for formative assessment during the semester.
Within ELARS, a separate group of mathematical
tasks can be organized for each topic. In order to organize
the tasks according to the digital habits of the students,
each task has been designed to be solved within 20
minutes. When solving the task students had to enter
intermediate and final results. Once a task is solved,
system immediately provides feedback on the results
entered, with correct answers for the questions answered
incorrectly. In addition, ELARS provided students with a
personalized feedback page with a list of previously solved
tasks, information on the level of mastery of course
concepts, and additional written materials for future
learning.
Mathematical tasks used for formative assessment had
a similar level of difficulty as the tasks used for homework
and prepared as part of the midterm exams. Since there
were three midterm exams for the second generation of
students, the tasks were designed to be solved in a shorter
time (up to 20 minutes for each task), so that the midterm
exams corresponded to students' digital habits (shorter
tasks so that students could focus on them).
C. Data collection and analysis
Statistical analysis of grade point average (GPA) and
final grades for three prerequisite courses for each
generation of students was performed using the MannWhitney t-test. The results showed that there was no
significant difference between the two generations of
students.
Paper-based questionnaires were prepared for the
second generation of students. The questionnaires
contained statements on a 5-point Likert scale (1 - strongly
disagree, 2 - disagree, 3 - no opinion, 4 - agree, and 5 strongly agree) and open-ended questions. Student
feedback obtained through the questionnaires distributed
after each midterm exam was used to answer Research
Question 1.
Assessment points earned during the semester were
used to compare the success of each generation of
students. Using a t-test the final scores of the two
generations of students were compared to answer
Research Question 2.
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TABLE II.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE COURSES WITHIN
THREE UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY STEM STUDY PROGRAMS
Electrical
Engineering

Mechanical
Engineering

Naval
Architecture

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Number of
courses

22

100,00

27

100,00

25

100,00

Theoretical
lectures with
numerical
exercises

9

40,91

16

59,26

12

48,00

Theoretical
lectures with
numerical and
laboratory
exercises

9

40,91

3

11,11

1

4,00

Theoretical
lectures with
laboratory
exercises

3

13,64

3

11,11

3

12,00

Theoretical
lectures with
projects

1

4,54

5

18,52

9

36,00

IV. RESEARCH RESULTS
With comparable generations of students, confirmed
by the Mann-Whitney t-test as described above, a starting
point was the analysis of courses within three
undergraduate university STEM study programs.
The analysis focused on the way the courses are
organized with theoretical lectures, numerical and/or
laboratory exercises, and projects. The results of the
analysis can be found in Table II.
Assessment points (AP) earned by students during the
semester were used to compare both generations of
students. Also, the final grades earned after final exams
were used in order to compare overall success of the
students for the entire course. The results are shown in
Table III. and in Figure 1.
TABLE III.

MEAN ASSESSMENT POINTS SCORE AND EARNED FINAL
GRADES FOR BOTH GENERATIONS OF STUDENTS
1st gen.

2nd gen

36.79 (max 70)

44.10 (max 70)

Grade

No.

%

No.

%

1 (insufficient)

16

27,59

13

24,07

2 (sufficient)

15

25,86

10

18,52

3 (good)

15

25,86

15

24,78

4 (very good)

11

18,98

7

12,96

5 (excellent)

1

1,71

9

16,67

AP (mean)

Mean grade

2.41

2.80
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assignments were given in only two courses (in the form
of homework), and during the semester assessment points
were given for midterm exams (mainly two of them) and
projects (up to four projects during the semester,
consisting of larger and more challenging problems that
had to be solved by the students within a few weeks).

30,00%

22,50%

15,00%

The conducted analysis of the study programs has
shown that most of the courses are organized and
conducted in a traditional way, without taking into account
the changing habits of the students coming from the online
world.

7,50%

0,00%
1

2
1. generation

3

4

5

2. generation

Figure 1. Comparison of earned final grades for both generations of
students.
TABLE IV.

MAIN PAPER-BASED QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Question

Avg

StDev

I solved more tasks than I would have otherwise

4,31

1,01

My motivation to practice for midterm exams
was higher

4,07

1,16

I would like to use this approach to prepare for
the midterm exams in other courses

4,73

0,70

The paper-based questionnaires focused on students'
experiences with all elements of the course. The main
results of the students' feedback on their responses to the
Likert scale questions are shown in Table IV. Student
opinions expressed in the open-ended questions can be
summarized by the following two examples:


“The homework assignments, which were not
mandatory but could be used to earn assessment
points, were very good motivation for continuous
learning.”



“Very well organized course”

Since homework was not mandatory, one of the
feedback information was the number of students who
completed homework weekly. Of the 54 students, 45 of
them (83.33%) completed 5 or more weekly homework
assignments during the semester, with 23 of them
(42.60%) completing all 10 homework assignments on a
weekly basis.
IV. DISCUSION
As can be seen in Table II., theoretical lectures with
numerical exercises make up the bulk of the program in
each degree program. In the electrical engineering
program, the second largest part of the program consists of
theoretical lectures combined with numerical and
laboratory exercises. In the Mechanical Engineering and
Naval Architecture programs, on the other hand, the
second largest part of the program consists of theoretical
lectures with projects.
From the implementation plans of the individual
courses within these study programs, it appeared that the
courses were organized in a traditional manner. Smaller
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The Mann-Whitney t-test was used to compare the
number of assessment points earned during the semester.
The results of the test show that there is a significant
difference between these two generations in terms of
success as measured by assessment points earned during
the semester (p = .0278). The mean score of assessment
points earned was 36.79 for the first and 44.10 for the
second generation of students (out of a maximum of 70
points), as shown in Table III.
As can be seen from the results in Table III, students'
final grades were also used for comparison. In the first
generation of students, the mean grade was 2.41 and
increased to 2.80 in the second generation. In addition,
final grades shifted to the upper part of the grade
distribution, with more students achieving an excellent
grade.
Comparing the assessment point earned by the two
generations of students suggests that the proposed
approach had a positive impact on student success during
the semester. The second generation students performed
better as measured by their overall mean score.
From the results obtained for the final grades, it can be
concluded that the proposed approach motivated students
to study more intensively and achieve better grades. There
is a significant improvement in the highest grades, with
more students achieving an excellent grade, as can be seen
in Figure 1.
As shown in the results in Table IV, the average score
for the major feedback questions was above 4 (in the range
from 1 to 5). The introduction of smaller tasks that
students could complete within 20 minutes (as homework,
formative assessment within ELARS, or mathematical
tasks on midterm exams) had a positive effect on their
motivation. Students have solved more tasks in
preparation for the midterm exams than they normally
would. In addition, the majority of students surveyed
indicated that they would like to use this type of approach
in other courses, indicating that their experience with the
proposed organizational changes was positive.
Since the majority of students voluntarily chose to
spend time solving homework assignments that were not
mandatory, it can be concluded that the proposed
replacement of projects with smaller homework
assignments was successful. Students worked on one
homework assignment assigned each week, thus working
continuously throughout the semester. Continuity of
learning, as one of the factors, may have a positive impact
on students' success in midterm and final exams. The
results presented in Table III confirm that the second
generation of students were more successful at the end of
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the semester and that the continuity achieved in the
students' learning through use of weekly given short
homework assignments was one of the elements that
contributed to this.
Summarizing all the results, it can be concluded that
the answer to the above two research questions was
positive. A larger number of smaller tasks (mathematical
tasks to be solved within 20 minutes) suited the students
better than the larger and more challenging tasks usually
used in numerical exercises and midterm exams. In
addition, students performed better overall at the end of
the semester (both with earned assessment points and
earned final grades).

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

V. CONCLUSION
The restructuring of the STEM course based on
students' digital habits has had a positive impact on student
motivation and their overall success. The results of the
experiment presented in this paper have shown that the
rigid traditional structure of STEM courses can be
modified to better meet the educational needs of today's
students.
By dividing the course material into a larger number of
smaller tasks as opposed to the traditional more
challenging projects and more complicated mathematical
tasks, the STEM course materials can be restructured
following the fact that students do not respond positively
to tasks that expect them to focus on a single topic for an
extended period. Since today's students are digital natives,
the habits they have acquired in the online environment
should be used as a basic element in restructuring offline
educational approaches.
Using online systems (such as ELARS) to enhance the
student learning experience can also have a positive
impact on their work. Students expect to use digital tools
in learning, and the proper design of these tools can greatly
improve the overall educational process, both for students
and teachers.
By combining online and offline environments to
correspond with each other as much as possible, it should
be possible to help students get the most out of the overall
educational environment and achieve better results and
deeper understanding of course material through their
learning activities.
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Abstract – The rapid development of information and
communication technology (ICT) and growing participation
of students in work life has already in several decades
moved ICT education into 'clouds', using sources of
knowledge on Internet from all around the world. The
COVID pandemic has increased this process, forcing
universities to restrict classroom teaching and rapidly
increased student's self-study.
At the same time, increase of amounts of data to be
processed is constantly introducing new high-level software
technologies, layers and layers of packages and libraries,
deeper and more complex. This has created a new 'topdown' programming style: a new project is started with
importing mass of libraries which have been used in earlier
projects and only then is considered how to use them in
order to solve the programming task. The self-studying ICT
students see only tips of modern software icebergs and it is
difficult for them to understand their working without faceto-face classroom communication where details of the
'depths' are explained.

Figure 1. Worldwide use of data (blue line) and the quadratic model of
the process (red).

The size of the Mipro conference [8] publications is
also growing (as a part of this process).

Keywords - ICT; self-study; software complexity; COVID

I. INTRODUCTION.
Humanity is obsessed with growth, but we have
already for years overusing possibilities for quantitative
growth [ 1 ],[ 2 ], thus we have intensively develop
qualitative means for growth [ 3 ],[ 4 ]. According to
UNESCO Science report 2021 [ 5 ], global research
spending grows faster than other sectors of the World
Economy. There are already 8.8 million scientists
worldwide and the number is growing. Thus global
research production of science and engineering
publications is also rapidly growing, e.g. in USA the
annual growth has been 4% during the last 10 years [6].
Scientific research together with statistical data
collected from various fields of human activities are
creating a world-wide overflow of data [7].

Figure 2. Growth of accepted publication to the Mipro conference
coverence (by the size of proceedings [9]) and the linear
model of the process

Most of this overflow of data is open and stored in
various open-source repositories. The continuous growth
of new knowledge is also reflected in education. Trying to
comply with rising demand for remote learning makes
colleges and universities to move cloud-based platforms
[10]. Education is increasingly becoming virtual [11].
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II. COMPUTING IN CLOUDS
The modern world-wide data processing infrastructure
(computer + mobile networks, sometimes referred as
MCC - Mobile Cloud Computing [ 12 ]) covers all
continents and countries and is rapidly growing.
According to recent forecast [ 13 ] the global cloud
computing market size is expected to reach USD 1,251.09
billion by 2028, that the annual growth over the period
being 19.1%. The growth of cloud computing in education
is expected even bigger – 25.6% [14]. In 2021 nearly half
(42%) of enterprises in EU used cloud computing [15].

Figure 3. Percentage of enterprizes which used cloud in 2021 [16].

The worldwide cloud is besides quantitatively
developing also qualitatively. Cloud is a service – you do
not own anything, you pay for use. Besides the big cloud
services (Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, Amazon AWS)
have appeared several new ones - Heroku, GearHost,
Gamatera, Red Hat OpenShift, Oracle Cloud, Fly.io,
Classroom.cloud etc, [17], which offer various prize plans
and services; conditions vary depending on your country.
The first service in cloud was just provide connection.
But soon appeared also applications (SaaS – Sofware as a
Service, IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service), e.g. e-mail and
messaging and then Microsoft presented all of Microsoft
Office programs as an on-line service and many cloud
providers followed. The next step was PaaS – Platform as
a Service – a set of interconnected programs for some
activity – database, text translation, text-to-speech/speechto-text, chatbots, Machine Learning (ML) etc. For
instance, the Microsoft Azure [ 18 ] proposes several
services, programs and programming platforms: Bing,
WindowsLive, OfficeLive, SQL, Microsoft Advertising,
SharePoint, .Net etc, but in PaaS client is not driving, he
can only select from presented by the platform
opportunities.
For education in the clouds the quickest annual growth
until 2027 is expected just for the PaaS sector – 22.4%
[19] – education is expected to become more-and more a
service like McDonald's – you just select from a menu
available options – amount of fries and/or ketchup.
Cloud-based platforms for learning offer many
features which give them edge over traditional education
methodologies, first of all their integration with
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smartphones and other internet-connected devices which
can facilitate learning from any location. A bit overemphasized seems in some of them functionality for the
social interaction what makes several of them to look like
'Facebooks for Education'.
There are also strictly technical platforms; which
usually are intended for business, but can also be used for
education. For instance, the PlayFab [20] (sub-platform of
the Microsoft Azure) is designed for creating commercial
online games (also for multiplayer games). The platform
has functions for creating new players (following strict
security rules) and collecting results of games scoreboards. The features of scoreboards (e.g. ordering by
results) allow to use them for managing student's results in
tests/exams, thus in Tallinn University of Technology was
tested a test system, where teacher(s) could upload from a
browser a test (as a multiplayer game) and get sorted
results as PlayFab scoreboards. Uploading a test and
getting results happens from a www-browser and can be
done anywhere - no Moodle managers needed. For this
experimental system tests were created with the free HalfBacked Potatoes system [ 21 ], but a student created a
similar system for Google's Firebase [22] describing tests
with a spreadsheet (as a Kahoot [23] game). Both these
systems allowed multiplayer (i.e. parallel) tests, where all
participants started and ended the test at the same time, i.e.
everyone was competing with everyone in a limited time.
Game/test ended when some player announced 'Ready!' or
when pre-set time (e.g. 5 min) run out, thus exluding a
situation (common in traditional exams) when student is
pleading "No, I'm not yet ready, I need some more time!"
– but in the last five minutes has not added anything to his
test paper. In our competition-based society timeliness is
also an ability what we should teach to our students.
III. GROWING COMPLEXITY OF COMPUTING
A. 'Top-down' computing
In order to be useful from data should be extracted the
'essence' – knowledge. Tremendous growth of data has
created research directions aimed at extracting new
knowledge from data: Data Science (DS), Machine
Learning (ML), Artificial Intelligence (AI). For handling
massive amounts of data in clusters, grids and virtual
networks have been developed many new, higher-level
techniques and tools – new programming languages (R,
Go, Julia, Swift etc), pre-compiled (for speed) modules
(useful functions that eliminate the need for writing your
own code), libraries (collections of modules) and
frameworks (which already govern the whole process of
creating a new software product).
The 'Lingua Franca', the common of all areas of Data
Science is Python [ 24 ] (sometimes called 'everyone's
second language' - Python has been among the 10 most
popular programming languages every year since 2004
[25], in February 2022 Python was on the top, growing
15.33%). Its 'rising above others' has several reasons (e.g.
from 'Zen of Python" [26]: 'Beautiful is better than ugly',
'Simple is better than complex', 'Readability counts' etc.),
but one of the main reasons have been libraries – you do
not have to 'invent a bicycle' –somebody has already done
this and stored the code as a (open-source) library.
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Currently are in the Python Package Index [27] (opensource repository for Python code) stored over 5.6 million
files.
The number of libraries is rapidly growing also for other
languages, e.g. during the first week of February 2022,
Feb 1st - Feb 7th were every day for the node.js [28]
platform uploaded in average 819 modules [29].

C. What happens under the hood
But programmers studying the above code will wonder
– no loops ??? The 'classical' program, i.e. using only
commands from a programming language without any
libraries would have to use several loops, e.g. projecting
values to axes. Calculating approximation (regression)
model involves (in theory) differentiating the minimal
squares model and then solving the system of linear
equations – here the regression parameters m,b appear in
one line. The AI (Artificial Intelligence) – calculating the
size and visually pleasing placement of axes - is totally
hidden.
The main task of Data Science is reducing the size of
data, extracting knowledge by creating models. In the
above code a single line produces coefficients m,b of the
linear regression function. For making prediction for
future years this line replaces need to know ten y-values
with only two numbers. It is easy to create a more
complex models, e.g. the second-order model in Fig.1 is
obtained modifying only two lines in the above program:
n,m,b = np.polyfit(x,y,2)
plt.plot(x,n*x*x+m*x+b)

Figure 4. Number of uploaded new node.js modules during
Feb.1st..Feb.7th, 2022 [29]

B. A Light-weight Example
Use of pre-built modules and libraries make creation of
new pieces of software fabulously easy. For instance, the
graph in Fig.2 was created with few lines of Python 3
code (the lines starting with # are commentaries for
humans; for ease of referencing lines are numbered – the
numbers are not part of the code) and two Python 3
libraries: numpy (numeric Python) and matplotlib
(library for plotting mathematical functions; for
convenience are packages given shorter names):
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
# x-axis values
x = range(2012,2022) # integers from
2012 to 2021
# corresponding y-axis values
y =
[166,124,172,183,87,131,155,214,131,269]
# plotting the graph
plt.plot(x, y)
# naming the axes
plt.xlabel('year')
plt.ylabel('size in KB')
# giving a title to the graph
plt.title('MIPRO proceedings 2012 2021')
# computing coefficients for the linear
model, m = slope, b=intercept
m, b = np.polyfit(x, y, 1)
#draw the line
plt.plot(x, m*x + b)
# show the plot
plt.show()

Nowadays this text should be understandable also to
non-programmers.
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All the functionality of the above program is hidden in
the two explicitly called libraries numpy, matplotlib
and many others called by these two. The pyinstaller
[ 30 ] tool reveals, that for drawing of this graph are
imported altogether 162 modules (and 28 items still
appeared as MissingModule):
bootlocale • _collections_abc
types • warnings • weakref

•

_weakrefset

…

The added modules increased the size (on disk) of the
program 31882 times – from 2 KB to 63764 KB. It is
impossible to know what all these 162 modules actually
do and why they are needed.
Such 'blow-up' is a common feature of modern
software. The developed by Facebook JavaScript library
React.js advertises that "React makes it painless to
create interactive User Interfaces" [31]. The very first
example, a web page with text "Hello World" [32] loads
for creating this functionality three JavaScript libraries
with 73571+3358+26275 = 103204 lines of JavaScript
code (but the resulting page can be created without any
JavaScript). For a student this is not "painless", but (very)
painful. React.js was created by Facebook (now Meta)
programmers to create and handle many www-pages with
different structure (task for 72000 programmers in 2022
[33]). But something with 103204 lines of code is not a
tutorial for students, they start with a one page.
But 40.14% of web developers use React.js [34].
The main burden – 73571 lines of code (after unminifying) comes from the Babel library for interpreting
Ecmascript ES6 (the official name for JavaScript). All
major browsers can handle ES6 already for last five years
[35 ], thus Babel is not needed [36 ], it only increases
page's size and slows it down, but with 'copy-paste'
programming style it is difficult to understand that
something is obsolete ('All previous examples used that!').
Software technology is constantly and rapidly
developing and changing, thus software packages also
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grow old, become obsolete or their APIs change. Use of
outdated libraries makes difficult (sometimes impossible)
to perform the necessary modifications, software
maintenance becomes time-consuming, labor intensive
and error-prone. When the jQuery library appeared back
in 2006 it was needed to reduce developer's problems with
the Microsoft's Internet Explorer 6 browser, which did not
follow standards and was dangerous to use (the IE 6 has
been included in the list of the 25 Worst Tech Products of
all time [37]). The jQuery parses the HTML document,
but all modern browsers can do this and do not need any
help, thus currently its main function has become obsolete
[38] [39] [40], it just duplicates browser's functionality.
Use of jQuery introduces several excessive operations
(request to download jQuery, downloading jQuery,
passing link of page's text to jQuery, processing in
jQuery, passing results back to browser), thus slows
down the page speed by 30-50% [41]. But 'developers',
whose main technology is 'copy-paste' from some existing
website often do not even understand, why they are
copying something, thus the jQuery is still used in 78%
of the top first million websites [38].

(64, 100, 18) # (batch_size,
sequence_length, vocab_size)
Model: "sequential"
___________________________________________
______________________
Layer (type)
Output Shape
Param #
===========================================
======================
(64, None, 256)
embedding (Embedding)
4608
___________________________________________
______________________
gru (GRU)
(64, None, 1024)
3938304
___________________________________________
______________________
dense (Dense)
(64, None, 18)
18450
===========================================
======================
Total params: 3,961,362
Trainable params: 3,961,362
Non-trainable params: 0

D. Problems for IT Students
The current pandemic has greatly increased student's
self-study. Already in 2017 the major text-books publisher
McGraw Hill found that 94% of students say that digital
learning helps them to retain new material [42]. Internet
contains many high-level sources of IT knowledge. But it
contains also many 'fake news', libraries, created with the
only desire of creator to advertise himself, some directly
dangerous downloads [43] [44] or deliberately corrupted
libraries [45].

With these nearly 4 million parameters the neural net
inferred from the texts of presentations from the Mipro
"Computers in Education" sub-conference that in Croatia
teachers are teaching computers and here are used quite
complex computers (a brief excerpt from the program's
output to seed "students") [47]:

Modern software is like icebergs in Antarctica – the
main part is hidden. Self-studying students see only the
top. It is quite difficult for students to 'dig deep',
understand the hidden functionality, understand cryptic
error messages which come from somewhere (what means
"can't multiply sequence by non-int of type
'numpy.float64'" ?) and cannot assess the real value of
proposed on Internet novelties, which are advertised with
meaningless statements "It just works". A student claimed
(when presenting his diploma project) that he does not use
css-stylesheets – he uses Bulma [46], which advertises
itself as "the modern CSS framework that just works. No
CSS knowledge required". Student was a quite proper
target to use something what does not require knowledge
– his css-file contained 15301 css-rules for application
having less than 100 html-elements to use these rules.
Student had got this css-monstrum by copy-paste and did
not know anything about its content – 182 rules were
addressing object 'hero', what his application did not have.
For comparison – css-file of one of the world's biggest
newspapers 'The new York Times" weekend edition has
455 css-rules for tens of thousands of html-elements.
The enormous hidden depth is present in all modern
software. Tree lines of code for neural net model in a
Python 3 program creates a model with nearly 4 million
parameters (output from the Python command
model.summary()):
vocab_size:
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Computers teachers and the actor model is that every
course controls, the comparison of the most popular
programming courses could be included in the class and
all of them with some topics of the course teachers in the
process of developing and procedures and other reasons
for the analyzing the control group (communication
sciences in the classroom. Computers in Croatia are
complex and addressed by the authors of the students
themselves in the process of learning and education to the
students who have to do by developing student their
results.
In another test with the same input – a text corpus created
from "Computers in Education" presentations computer
stated bluntly:
Students are not included in the process of e- learning in
the context of the process of teaching and learning.
Such results make many features of modern computers to
seem as non-deterministic, random [48]. For instance, if
somebody wants to get a high-order model for data about
Mipro presentations (Fig.2) using a neural net, then most
probably the result will look like this:

Figure 5. Possible results when trying to model data about Mipro
presentations with Tensorflow – there are too few points

18
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Use of modules, libraries and platforms is inevitable in
modern software production, they enhance modularity and
essentially reduce development time. But their 'copypaste' use encompasses for students many problems.
Many IT students work as professional programmers
already on their first-second year of studies. Tasks what
commercial firms present to them are in several orders
more complex than the above graph-plotting program and
for creating a solution they are instructed to start with
importing tens of libraries. Thus they practice and learn
'top-down' programming – starting with the upper-level
general structure of their programming project, importing
popular libraries (whose functionality they do not totally
understand) and hoping, that these libraries miraculously
solve all the bottom-level problems. For example, a
student could program a test (as a multiplayer www and
mobile game) in the Google-s www and mobile
framework Firebase [22]. Program presented to users
multiple-select questions and assessed their answers, but
repeated questions – often for the next question appeared
the same what user just got and author was not able to
correct this (trivial) problem – he could not find such
functionality from Firebase functions, thus could not
eliminate repetitions.

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The world-wide pandemic has (and still is) essentially
disrupted education. According to UNESCO "More than
1.5 billion students and youth across the planet are or
have been affected by school and university closures due
to the COVID-19 pandemic."[ 49 ] This has greatly
increased student's self-studies from Internet resources.
This 'moving online' is forcing the currently most
faster-developing subarea of IT – the Data Science [50],
[51]. While it is possibly not the most asked skill in US
[52], it is still one of the most sought ability worldwide
and demand is much greater than supply [53].
Self-learning IT students do not see the general
picture, the hidden under multiple layers of libraries body
of software icebergs, they do not understand contexts and
connections and often do not apply their own judgment –
"Everybody does so!" or "This simply works!". Thus in
classroom one of the most important ones is 'moving back
to roots' explaining students the reasons why some IT
technology, protocol or library is just like it is and how it
become such. The Internet is a marvelous source of many
superb materials for self-study of IT technologies, but
most of WWW-tutorials are totally functional recipes:
import these libraries, then write those lines of code – with
minimal explanations, why just these libraries and just
those lines of code or using the totally meaningless
explanation "It Just Works!" The university classroom
should provide all missing explanations and reasons.
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Abstract – The authors analyze the concept of STEM
education and describe its implementation in educational
institutions in Ukraine and around the world. The results
are based on a content analysis of scientific findings
published in journals indexed in Scopus and Web of Science
in the last five years. A retrospective analysis of teaching
mathematics, physics, and computer science in Ukrainian
schools over the past 20 years is presented. The possibility of
introducing STEM education through interdisciplinary
projects using special software, including cloud services, is
substantiated. Features of realization of one of such projects
using the dynamic mathematics software GeoGebra are
described.
Keywords – STEM; STEM education; STEM education in
Ukraine; interdisciplinary project; project learning
technologies.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Modern society is faced with challenges caused by
both the development of technology and the quality of
training in schools. Furthermore, if technologies are
developing rapidly, the level of mathematical, computer
science, and general scientific training in schools tends to
decrease. An analysis of PISA (2018) results shows that
schoolchildren cannot correctly interpret the text, simplify
the conditions of the problem, isolate an essential
condition from the unimportant ones, build mathematical
models, make assumptions, and test hypotheses. This
indicates that high-level thinking skills (analysis,
synthesis, comparison, critical analysis, evaluation, etc.)
are poorly formed during schooling. Therefore,
approaches that positively influence the development of
these qualities are becoming relevant, among which
STEM education (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Mathematics) is called today.
Approaches to understanding STEM education and its
implementation today are not unambiguous, and therefore
it is relevant to study the experience of implementing
STEM education, which became the goal of our study.
The designated goal determined the narrower tasks of
our study: 1) to conduct a terminological analysis of the
concept of “STEM education”; 2) to describe the ways of
implementing STEM education in the world; 3) to
characterize the implementation of STEM education in
Ukraine as integration of training in mathematics, physics,
and computer science; 4) to justify the use of specialized
software to support STEM education; 5) to describe your
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own experience in organizing and conducting project
activities in the framework of STEM education.
II.

RESULTS

A. Terminological analysis of the concept of “STEM
education”
Terminological analysis shows that the understanding
of the term “STEM education” in the world is not the
same and unambiguous. We recorded the following
interpretations:
– training program: “a course, unit or lesson that
combines two or more STEM areas (science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics) and represents an
integrated approach to teaching and learning, where the
content of a particular discipline is not divided, but
considered as a single dynamic” [4], “several training
programs that develop skills and abilities that will be
important for employment, and provide a focus on
practical tasks in the learning process using information
technology” [14; 18; 19];
–
purposeful
learning process based on
transdisciplinary approaches: “purposeful process of
transfer and assimilation of knowledge, skills, abilities,
and ways of human cognitive activity, based on
transdisciplinary approaches in building curricula of
different levels, individual didactic elements, to study
phenomena and processes of the world, solving problemoriented problems” [22], “pedagogical process
(technology) of formation and development of mental and
cognitive and creative qualities of youth, the level of
which determines competitiveness in the modern labor
market: ability and willingness to solve complex
problems, critical thinking, creativity, cognitive flexibility,
cooperation, management, innovation activities” [13],
“creative space for the formation of the child's worldview,
in which she not only prepares for adult life, but also fully
realizes its needs» [6];
– learning technology: “pedagogical technology of
formation and development of mental-cognitive and
creative qualities of pupils/students, the level of which
determines the competitiveness of the individual in the
modern labor market. … Through STEM-approach to
learning is integrated integration of content and
methodology of natural sciences, technology, engineering
and mathematics and logical thinking in collaboration and
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research» [17], “way of teaching each subject, the right
strategies for personalizing learning» [2];
– educational strategy (learning strategy): “it is not
only science, technology, engineering, and mathematics,
but also a kind of project-based learning. It is a process of
scientific research and engineering design. This is an
active interdisciplinary training through the solution of a
real problem situation in cooperation» [24], “STEM
education can be viewed from a broad and inclusive
perspective to integrate science education, technology
education, engineering education and mathematics
education in individual STEM disciplines [10]; [21];
“implementation of interdisciplinary education based on
real problem scenarios» [8], “a strategy that is closely
linked to real activities and includes four disciplines, such
as science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, all
of which should be taught together» [5].
The terminological analysis confirms that in any of the
approaches to the interpretation of the concept of “STEM
education,” we have an essential distinguishing feature an interdisciplinary basis for the development of skills in
demand in society for critical processing of available
information and the use of acquired knowledge in specific
practical situations. We consider these two characteristics
the most important for understanding the essence of
STEM education. At the same time, we define STEM
education as the categories “learning process” or
“educational strategy” to denote the idea of integrating
science, technology, and mathematics to obtain a quality
education. However, we cannot agree with the categories
“technology” or “program” since they imply a specific
algorithm of actions, the reality, and effectiveness of
which has not been confirmed today and is not worked out
or well-established.
Therefore, today we consider it proper to interpretative
STEM education as a learning process that is based on an
interdisciplinary approach (integration of science,
technology, mathematics, and education) and aims to
develop skills for successful search and critical processing
of data to use the acquired knowledge to solve specific
practical problems.
B. The relevance of STEM education and forms of its
implementation
To assess the importance of STEM education, we also
conducted a quantitative analysis of publications related to
STEM education in journals indexed by the Scopus and
Web of Science scientometric databases (Table 1) over the
past five years.
TABLE I.

NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS WITH THE KEYWORD STEM
Keyword

STEM
Education
STEM education
Education in schools
STEM education in schools
Education in colleges
STEM education in colleges
STEM education in England
STEM education in Germany
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Number,
WOS

Number,
Scopus

304885
2153957
48325
152163
4135
51110
1629
2326
3610

264429
596908
9717
110967
3165
29304
1105
48
75

Number,
(WOS+
Scopus)
569314
2750865
58042
263130
7300
80414
2734
2374
3685

STEM education in the USA
STEM education in India
STEM education in Ukraine
STEM education in Finland

12823
1553
169
459

147
84
15
24

12970
1637
184
483

According to the number of publications, it should be
concluded that:
1) The number of articles on STEM education
(58042) to the number of articles on education in general
(2750865) is 2.1%, which indicates a weak activity of
scientists in research related to STEM. This conclusion is
confirmed by the share of articles about STEM education
in schools (7300) to the number of articles about school
education (263130) is 2.8% and as well as the share of
articles about STEM education in colleges (2734) to the
number of articles about education in colleges (29304) is
3.4%;
2) comparing the number of articles on STEM
education in different countries, it should be noted that the
leaders in the study of STEM education are the United
States (more than 12 thousand scientific results), Germany
(more than 3 thousand scientific results), England (more
than 2 thousand scientific results), which indicates an
understanding of the importance and expediency of STEM
education in the modern world by countries with a
powerful (developed) economy.
We studied the specifics of the implementation of
STEM education in other countries: we conducted a
qualitative analysis of the results of pedagogical research
on STEM education (scientometric databases Scopus and
Web of Science) and noted the following forms of STEM
education implementation in the world:
– solving a problem situation in the field
(https://activatelearning.com/meaningful-math/)
using
gaming technologies (The Game of Pig, The Pit, and the
Pendulum, The Pollsters’ Dilemma) and at the same time
with support from curators/trainers;
– practical classes on career development experience,
familiarity with role models and mentoring, as well as an
excursion to STEM-focused manufacturing [3];
– lessons using STEM in senior classes [7], where
practical classes are preferred;
– a special course on four scenario exercises that
integrates science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics to cultivate STEM talents for China's
national development [20];
– counseling as an accompaniment to STEM education
[11]. The authors note that communication with teachers
(consultants) and classmates about their projects provides
comfortable and constructive feedback to build a STEM
trajectory;
– solving cases at home [12]. The author notes that
STEM education requires the participation of parents
through the creation of an appropriate psychological
environment and considers the personal characteristics of
the child in the process of STEM education.
Ukrainian experience in the implementation of STEM
education is subject to the Concept of Development of
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STEM Education for the period up to 2027 [9], where
STEM cases, STEM contextual tasks, STEM projects,
coaching training are designated as the leading tools.
STEM technologies include interactive, project-based,
developmental learning, group activities, and case studies.
At the same time, it should be noted that the analysis of
the regulatory framework more declares the idea of STEM
education and does not offer specific programs for its
implementation. An analysis of teachers' methodological
developments indicates a fragmented implementation of
STEM ideas in school education.

their content was deepened. At the same time, the program
developers provided time to solve competency tasks that
can focus on the ideas of STEM education.

It is also worth noting project learning technologies as
one of the possible ways to implement STEM education
since project activities may involve the integration of
mathematics, engineering, and technology within a
specific practical project.

Since 2012, the amount of hours for studying physics
is unchanged and is 70 hours for 7th grade, 70 hours for
8th grade, 87 \ 105 hours for 9th grade.

Thus, we state that:
- the number of articles in the world scientometric
databases related to STEM over the past 5 years exceeds
0.5 million publications;
- the content of the publications concerns, among other
things, the specifics of the implementation of STEM
education in schools and colleges; the experience of
countries with strong economies are described most
succinctly; experience of Ukraine is poorly presented;
- forms of implementation of STEM education are:
solving problem situations in the field; practical exercisesacquaintance with the successful experience of STEM
education; integral lessons in high school; special course
on several scenarios; advising on STEM projects; case
solving at home.
Moreover, it should be noted that all the proposed
forms have confirmed their effectiveness, but each of
them requires significant preliminary preparation and
high-quality support. This is possible provided that the
initiator of the STEM project will have a good integral
background in mathematics, IT, and natural sciences.
C. STEM education in Ukraine through the prism of
training in mathematics, physics, and computer
science
Computer Science
The computer science course for primary school is
designed for 245 hours (5-7 grades – 35 hours, 8-9 grades
– 70 hours). Each of the topics is (Information Processes
and Systems; Network Technologies and the Internet;
Text Processing; Algorithms and Programs; Computer
Graphics; Computer Presentations; Internet Services;
Spreadsheet Processing; Data Coding and Hardware;
Creating and Publishing Web resources; Processing of
multimedia objects; Software and information security;
3D-graphics; Databases. Database management systems)
provide the solution of competence tasks and
implementation of individual training projects on an
integrated basis (mathematics, physics, chemistry,
biology, geography).
According to the analysis of the table, we conclude
that the number of hours for studying computer science
has gradually increased, the list of topics was updated,
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Physics
The basic course of physics in school is studied in
grades 7-9. It lays the foundations of the physical picture
of the world: students master basic physical concepts and
laws, master scientific terminology, basic methods of
scientific knowledge, they develop experimental skills and
research skills.

Analysis of the content of the physics course in the
context of STEM education shows that since 2015:
– in 7th grade in the section “Physics as a natural
science. Knowledge of Nature “the developers of the
program provided for the implementation of educational
projects (Outstanding physicists. Physics in everyday life,
technology, production. Observation of physical
phenomena of the environment. Diffusion in everyday
life);
– in 8th grade after studying the section “Electrical
phenomena. Electric current “program developers have
provided an excursion (2 hours) to enterprises and
physical laboratories of scientific institutions (since 2016,
the tour was removed from the curriculum);
– the section “Evolution of the physical picture of the
world” (4/3 hours) was deleted.
It should be noted that specific changes have not
occurred in the temporal context or the course content.
However, new topics were added (grade 9) by reducing
the hours spent studying other topics. It should also be
noted that physics teachers do not often use specialized
software to model physical processes rarely use virtual
and digital laboratories to teach physics students.
Maths
The number of hours devoted to the study of
mathematics in grades 5-9 is constant and is 140 hours per
year for the last 20 years
The curriculum in mathematics of primary school
(since 2017) provides for a reduction in hours for
mastering almost all major topics, but the content of
educational material is almost unchanged. Also, the
mathematics program does not provide time for repetition
and systematization of educational material but provides
reserve hours (from 32 to 40 hours), which the teacher can
redistribute within individual topics.
An analysis of the tasks offered in mathematics
textbooks indicates that most of them focus on the
formation of computational and transformative skills, but
not the mathematical modeling of situations or the applied
use of mathematics in solving situational (applied)
problems. At the same time, teachers do not consistently
demonstrate the possibility of using specialized software
to quickly get an answer, visualize processes, or compare
data.
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Thus, based on the results of the analysis of teaching
hours allocated for the study of mathematics, physics, and
computer science in the primary school, it should be
concluded that:

educational directions, in particular, providing the
opportunity to demonstrate the behavior of animals.

the teaching load for one week at school involves an
average of 3.5 lessons of mathematics, 1.5-2.5 lessons of
physics, and 1-1.5 lessons of computer science;

https://www.wolframalpha.com – as a laboratory of
computational algorithms allows a variety of calculations
and calculations;

the study of these subjects is not always based on their
interdisciplinary connections, and students are rarely
offered applied tasks; specialized software is
fragmentarily used in mathematics and physics lessons.

https://www.geogebra.org/ – the laboratory involves
the use of mathematical tools to construct mathematical
objects.

An analysis of approaches to the implementation of
STEM education in mathematics, physics, and computer
science shows that in most cases, students solve applied
problems that indirectly imitate the idea of STEM
education. We also found that specialized software is used
very superficially.

The advantages of GeoGebra are as follows: freeware;
availability of online, offline, and mobile versions of the
program;
easy-to-use
interface
with
powerful
functionality; the ability to create author's interactive
materials in the form of web pages; interface with
different languages; a large community of users to share
materials and experiences; open-source software. Free
access to the program avoids licensing issues, allowing
students and teachers to use it anywhere [22].

In other words, in the current Ukrainian primary
school conditions, STEM education is implemented
pointwise and unsystematic.
D. Specialized software to support STEM education (on
the recommendation of school teachers)
One of the components of STEM education is
technology. In today's world, such technologies are often
digital. They include both programs for presenting
research results (word and spreadsheets, programs for
creating presentations, etc.) and specialized software for
modeling, simulation processes, statistical calculations,
and forecasting.
Content analysis of Internet resources, surveys of
teachers undergoing refresher courses, and generalization
of scientific research [1; 16; 23] identified different
classes of programs that should be used to support STEM
education:
1. Each project involves working with Internet
resources, as well as processing data of various formats
(text, audio, video, pictures, etc.). Therefore, teachers
consider it appropriate to use different software: browsers
(Firefox, Google Chrome, Edge, Safari, Opera); graphic
2D and 3D editors (Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, After
Effect, Blender, Cinema 4d, 3d Max) to visualize project
models, display sketches, layouts, result, etc.; software for
visual programming (Scratch, Blockly) and programming
of
Lego-constructors,
integrated
programming
environments (Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA, NetBeans IDE), etc.
2. Teachers noted the feasibility of using online
laboratories in the natural sciences (chemistry, physics,
mathematics, biology, geography). These include:
https://www.golabz.eu/ – the service provides
visualization of electrical circuits, experiments, testing
hypotheses in interactive mode, etc;
https://www.myphysicslab.com/
–
interactive
simulations for modeling physical processes, where
animation and interactivity are provided;
https://www.mozaweb.com/uk/
(Media
Library
“Mosaic”) – the resource focuses on materials of different
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3. Virtual laboratories of mathematical orientation.
These include:

At the same time, the use of specialized software for
the implementation of STEM education has several
caveats: it is difficult to assess their actual impact on the
results of educational training; today, no materials have
been developed for the systematic inclusion of such
laboratories in the educational process. However, it should
be noted that their use: increases students' interest in
learning; develops skills of using digital technologies not
only for entertainment but also for educational / research
purposes; diversifies the educational process.
At the same time, the analysis of teachers'
recommendations demonstrates that for the effective
implementation of STEM education:
- it is important to use different software;
- it is important that not only students, but also
teachers know specialized software in different fields of
science;
- it is necessary that teachers focus not only on an
interdisciplinary approach, but to a greater extent on the
development of skills in searching for computer tools,
their critical analysis and reasonable choice (taking into
account the cost, existing tools, the ability to visualize the
result, etc.).
These findings indicate the importance of each
teacher's knowledge of various software tools and
technologies for the successful support of STEM projects.
E. Experience in organizing project activities for STEM
education
We have started the implementation of several STEM
projects.
1. “Geometry and energy efficiency of buildings”.
The project is designed for 8th-grade students,
implemented for 2 months in several stages: in the first
stage, the teacher needs to be told what energy efficiency
is and why it should be considered when building a home,
etc. In the second stage, students should explore what
shape the house will be the most energy-efficient, what
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material is best to make a roof, what the shape and size
should be, etc. This stage is based on the mathematical
component (mathematics teacher recommends problems
to determine the volume of bodies and surface areas of
three-dimensional figures to determine the optimal shape
of the house given the cost of materials and energy
efficiency of the house, focuses on choosing specialized
software to simplify/automate calculations), a physical
component (physics teacher can guide students in terms of
“wind loads,” “heat transfer” and “ventilation”),
economical component (economics teacher recommends
estimating the cost of different elements of the house –
roof, walls outside and inside the house), modeling and a
digital component (computer science teacher will help to
understand the specialized software for 3D-visualization
of the house), etc.
2. “Greenhouse for tropical plants”. The project is
designed for 9th-grade students. The class is divided into
groups of 2-4 students. Each group is asked to choose
which tropical plants they want to grow in their
greenhouses and by the choice to design their greenhouse,
describe its main characteristics, calculate the amount of
material needed to build a greenhouse: deadline – 1
month. In biology lessons, children learn everything about
the selected plant: what mode of lighting and watering it
requires, what height it reaches, what the yield is, the
period of flowering and ripening of the fruit, and so on.
Students are then asked to consider how to provide an
irrigation system for each plant (the scheme is as follows:
watering should come when the selected plant needs it).
After clarifying what moisture level should be in the soil,
children suggest installing a humidity sensor in the
greenhouse. It measures the resistance of the earth, which
varies with humidity. Therefore, the sensor will require
calibration, which is mastered in physics lessons. Physics
lessons also analyze the material's properties from which
the greenhouse will be made how (with which elements)
you can achieve sufficient light and temperature. In
chemistry lessons, students study different soil
compositions and changes in resistance depending on
changes in soil composition.
In computer science lessons, the shape of the
greenhouse is modeled, the optimal parameters for it are
calculated due to dynamic changes in the design, which is
possible with GeoGebra (figure 1).

III. CONCLUSION
STEM education is a learning process based on an
interdisciplinary approach (integration of science,
technology, mathematics, and education). It aims to
develop skills for successful search and critical data
processing to use the acquired knowledge to solve specific
practical problems.
A quantitative analysis of research in STEM education
indicates a relatively small number of published results,
but this topic is the most popular for researchers from
countries with robust economies (USA, Germany,
England). STEM education in the countries of the world
involves the use of such forms as solving a problem
situation in the field; practical activities about the career
growth; lessons on using the STEM approach in senior
grades; a special course, which is the integration of natural
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics;
consultation as support for STEM education; solving cases
at home; project learning technologies.
Ukrainian experience in the implementation of STEM
education is somewhat fragmented and non-systemic.
However, at the same time, it is implemented within the
Concept framework for the development of STEM
education for the period up to 2027, where STEM cases,
STEM contextual tasks, STEM projects, coaching training
are designated as the leading tools. At the same time, an
analysis of the teaching hours allotted for the study of
mathematics, physics, and computer science in the basic
school shows that: the study of these subjects is not
always based on interdisciplinary connections, students
are rarely offered tasks of an applied nature, specialized
software is fragmentarily used in mathematics and physics
lessons.
Based on the analysis of practical and methodological
materials, one of the components of STEM education is
digital technology (word and spreadsheets, programs for
creating presentations, etc.) and specialized software for
simulation, simulation processes, statistical calculations,
and forecasting. Therefore, given the most research
activities in STEM education, the leading form of its
implementation, we see interdisciplinary projects based on
the active use of digital technologies.
The study opens up new areas of further research:
comparing the effectiveness of STEM projects, which: are
implemented in different classes; suppose different
execution times; performed by groups of students formed
on different grounds (gender, age, class, place of
residence, etc.).
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Abstract - The article presents a description of the
experience of training mathematics teachers to create a
maker space in mathematics lessons using the GeoGebra
package in the context the program and methods of
advanced training courses.
A survey of mathematics teachers was conducted, which
shows the need to create refresher courses for the
implementation of STEAM practices in the educational
process of general secondary education. The survey allowed
us to establish that the main means of implementing STEM
education in mathematics lessons teachers consider the
creation of a maker space using the GeoGebra math
package.
The statistical processing of experimental results on the
effectiveness of training mathematics teachers in advanced
training courses to create a maker space in mathematics
lessons using GeoGebra shows that mathematics teachers
have a high level of motivation to implement various ways to
implement the concept of STEAM education and acquire
relevant STEAM competencies. But the level of their
knowledge and the level of their reflection of the relevant
professional activity need to be improved through the
creation of advanced training courses on the
implementation of STEAM practices in the educational
process of general secondary education institutions.
Keywords - mathematics teacher; professional education;
STEAM-education; advanced training courses; GeoGebra

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Problem statement
The digital transformation of society is leading to the
emergence of new professions that require meta-subject
skills, skills of self-education, self-development,
intellectual mobility and teamwork. Such aspects require
the search for innovative approaches to the training of
professionals, including mathematics teachers, for the
digital society, such as STEAM education [6].
Natural sciences, engineering, engineering, art through
mathematics (STEAM) provide answers to fundamental
questions of nature and allow us to understand the world
around us [7; 8]. In order to organize high-quality
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education of students, it is first necessary to teach
mathematics teachers to effectively implement the concept
of STEAM-education. Therefore, the introduction of
STEAM education involves addressing certain issues of
mathematics teacher training.
B. The purpose of the study
The purpose of the study is to present the experience
of training mathematics teachers to create a maker space
in mathematics lessons using the GeoGebra package in the
context of refresher courses.
A set of interrelated methods of pedagogical research
was used to solve the formulated tasks in the research:
theoretical:
analysis,
systematization and
generalization of pedagogical and psychological research
to clarify the content of the concept of "STEAM
education", justification for the implementation of
STEAM practices in the educational process of
educational institutions (project method, integrated
lessons, maker space); modeling to develop a model of
refresher courses to use the concept of STEAM using the
GeoGebra package;
- empirical: pedagogical observation of the educational
process, questionnaires, the method of independent
assessments to diagnose the level of formation of
STEAM-competence of mathematics teachers;
- statistical in order to process the results of
experimental work and test the effectiveness of training of
mathematics teachers in terms of refresher courses to use
the concept of STEAM using the GeoGebra package.
The study was conducted on the basis of Makarenko
Sumy State Pedagogical University during 2019-2021.
II. RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH
The introduction of STEAM education takes place
within the current legislation in accordance with the
concept of development of natural and mathematical
education (STEM-education) approved by the Ministry of
Education of Ukraine. There are different opinions about
the ways of implementing STEAM practices in the
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educational process of educational institutions: the project
method, integrated lessons, maker space and others.
MakerSpace (MakerSpace) is a child's creative space,
where he reveals his own abilities, shows talent or talent
in a specific activity, realizes his own creative potential,
tests his personal abilities and reproduces his own
abilities. activities, not caring that the next step may be
wrong, communicates with like-minded people. Maker
space in foreign educational innovation practices is
considered as a space that contains specific equipment (eg,
3D printers, LEGO Education kits, WeDo 2.0, etc.). It is
in the process of children's work in the maker space that
ideas of new projects are "born", which are implemented
in the STEAM project or during the STEAM lesson. Such
paths can be effectively adapted to the educational process
of educational institutions [1].
The implementation of educational tasks in the Maker
Space involves integrated research, creative activities of
students aimed at obtaining independent results under the
guidance of a teacher. In the process of studying different
topics, individual students or groups develop learning
projects over a period of time. The teacher manages such
activities and encourages students to search, helps to
determine the purpose, indicative methods or techniques
of research and search for information to solve individual
steps. Therefore, without proper teacher training it is not
possible to effectively organize the work of students.
A. Results of a survey of mathematics teachers
A survey of mathematics teachers was conducted,
which shows the need to create refresher courses for the
implementation of STEAM practices in the educational
process of general secondary education (Table I).
TABLE I.
THE RESULTS OF A SURVEY OF MATHEMATICS
TEACHERS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STEAM PRACTICES IN THE
EDUCATIONAL PROCESS OF GENERAL SECONDARY EDUCATION
Question
Yes
Do you think that STEM training is an
educational trend of the New Ukrainian
School?
Do you think that STEM training is a
challenge facing your educational
institution?
Do you think that you need additional
education in taking real steps to succeed
in STEM education with your students?
Do you think that STEM projects are an
effective tool for educational activities?
Do you think that Maker Space is an
effective tool in STEM education?

Respond
No
I do not
know

86.2%

3.4%

10.4%

76.2%

11.6%

12.2%

93.4%

2.1%

4.5%

76.4%

8.4%

15.2%

66.8%

8.2%

25.0%

According to the results of the survey, the vast
majority of mathematics teachers agree that the system of
teaching for the implementation of STEM-learning in a
specific situation of teaching mathematics in a modern
Ukrainian school has not yet been formed. They agree that
the educational society is faced with the task of improving
the educational process and introducing new technologies.
To the question of the questionnaire "In your class in
mathematics lessons, which way do you see the
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implementation of STEM-learning?" the vast majority of
mathematics teachers (58%) indicated the project method,
24% of teachers named integrated or binary lessons in
mathematics and physics, chemistry, biology, computer
science, the use of computer learning systems
(GeoGebra), augmented reality, mobile learning
technologies, IT and VR-visualization of learning. Among
the means of implementing STEM training, teachers also
mentioned making, but clarified that they need additional
explanations about the peculiarities of its implementation.
To the questionnaire "To the question of the
questionnaire, what software do you choose in your class
in mathematics lessons for the implementation of STEMtraining and why?" the vast majority of mathematics
teachers indicated the GeoGebra package (64%), 28%
named the programs of Ukrainian developers GRAN and
DG (Dynamic Geometry). Teachers of mathematics
justified their choice by the fact that these programs of
dynamic mathematics are undemanding to hardware
resources, freely available, students get acquainted with
these programs in the course of computer science. These
programs in dynamic mathematics involve both moving
geometric constructions and the operation of analytical
mathematical objects. This makes them easier to use in
school practice compared to other means.
To the question of the questionnaire "How do you see
the improvement of your professional skills in the
implementation of STEM training?" the vast majority of
mathematics teachers indicated refresher courses on the
implementation of STEAM practices in the educational
process of general secondary education, as well as selfstudy, open educational resources, distance learning
courses on STEM education.
Thus, the survey allowed us to choose refresher
courses based on the creation of the Maker Space using
the GeoGebra package as a means of training mathematics
teachers for STEM education.
B. Refresher courses before using the STEAM concept
using the GeoGebra package
The special course developed by us is designed for
30 hours, of which: 6 hours - lectures, 12 hours - practical
classes, 7 hours - independent work of the student, 4 hours
- thematic discussion, 1 hour - final control (testing).
After studying the course materials, teachers should:
know about domestic and foreign models, experience in
implementing STEM education; basic technologies,
methods of active learning and development of skills
necessary for successful socialization of youth, conscious
choice of professions in the field of STEM; be able to
identify and use interactive teaching methods for the
effective implementation of the content of teaching
mathematics to students of different ages; design and
implement modern training programs using a variety of
methods, forms and technologies; analyze current and
choose effective learning strategies for the implementation
of cross-cutting content lines "Environmental Security and
Sustainable Development", "Civil Responsibility",
"Health and Security", "Entrepreneurship and Financial
Literacy"; develop and implement integrated STEM
lessons; to carry out variability of systems of control and
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estimation of educational achievements of pupils; have
guidelines for reflection on their own professional
activities; effective and appropriate use of STEMapproaches.
Implementation of tasks to achieve the results of the
course is carried out by students independently studying
educational material, performing tasks aimed at improving
skills in practice to apply the acquired theoretical
knowledge, participation in the reflection and evaluation
unit of the course.
The course contains the following topics:
1) development of STEM-education in Ukraine at the
present stage (the real state and experience of introduction
of STEM-education in domestic and foreign educational
institutions is considered);
2) project technologies in STEM-education; case
technology in STEM education; make-up; use of
information and communication technologies;
3) methods for evaluating the effectiveness of STEM
education.

The point

belongs to the domain of definition

and when the argument passes through this point, the
derivative changes the sign from plus to minus, so the
function reaches its highest value. Find the sides of the
rectangle

The solution of this problem in the GeoGebra is
realized through construction dynamic construction and
visual observation of the value of the area, which will
change dynamically when you move the base point:
because the rectangle is inscribed in a ellipse that is
symmetric about the axis Ox and Oy, then the rectangle
will also be symmetrical about this axis, so taking
arbitrarily on the ellipse point, unambiguously formed a
rectangle, area which needs to be investigated.
Moving the point D along the ellipse, follow the
change in the area of the rectangle, choose the largest area
and calculate the lengths of the sides (Fig. 1).

The best way to form professional competencies is the
practical activity of the teacher, and the course is built in
such a way that the result of his study was the practical
work on the implementation of the Maker-space using the
GeoGebra package. To do this, teachers were offered a set
of tasks from the course of mathematical analysis and
geometry for certain topics, which they must first turn into
competencies, model in GeoGebra, and then perform
calculations. Here are some examples of such tasks.
Task 1. Find the sides of a rectangle of largest area
inscribed in an ellipse

.

STEM task. The floor of the hall has the shape of an
ellipse. During the restoration it was decided that most of
the rectangular floor should be laid with marble tiles. Find
the sides of this rectangle.
Solutions. The classic way to solve a problem is to use
it derivative to an unknown function of the area such a
rectangle.
Let the vertex of the rectangle have coordinates x0; y0.
Given that this point also belongs to the ellipse, it satisfies
it equation. Then the area of the rectangle is

Figure 1. Construction of a dynamic structure and visual observation
of the value of the area in GeoGebra

Another method of solving this problem is a method
based on plotting an empirical graph of the relationship
between the length of the side of a rectangle and its area
using the Dynamic Trace tool.
Using the tool Dynamic trace involves the construction
of a curve, the points of which have a certain property. If
you use this tool, then during the dynamic changes of the
original design, the selected point will leave a mark,
which will be the geometric location of the points with the
desired property (Fig. 2).

Let us investigate the function S = S(x0) to the
extreme.

Figure 2. Using the tool Dynamic trace in GeoGebra
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To perform the task in this way you must first work
analytically and express the coordinates of point A, which
is the vertex of the rectangle and lies on the ellipse. Then
the coordinates of the point A can be set through the
parameter c:
Moving the slider c the teachers observed how the
position of point A on the ellipse and the size of the
rectangle change. Next teachers received the relationship
between the area of the rectangle and the coordinate of the
point - the vertex of the rectangle A: S = S(x0).
Then choose a point C on the plane
, ie
the abscissa corresponds to the abscissa of the base point
A of the original structure, and the ordinate is equal to the
value of the area of the rectangle. At the same time in
parameters of point C it is necessary to order service to
leave a trace. Changing the position of point A the
teachers observed a change in the position of point C,
which in its motion builds a graph of the relationship
between the area of the rectangle and the coordinate of the
point - the vertex of the rectangle A S = S(x0). Visually the
teachers observed at which point the function reaches its
greatest value.
Mathematics teachers demonstrate their abilities while
working in a group on such tasks, show talent in a specific
activity, realize their creative potential, test personal
abilities, reproduce their ideas, and communicate with
like-minded people. Some teachers can create a STEM
problem from the usual mathematical "training" task.
Other teachers implement an analytical approach
involving differential calculus in problem-solving or apply
a purely visual approach to problem-solving, easily
mastering the tools of the virtual environment GeoGebra
to build geometric shapes, bodies, graphs of dependencies.
Mathematics teachers share experiences, evaluate their
abilities, discuss different ways of solving problems. In
this way, math teachers demonstrate the creation of a
maker space while working on such tasks.
Other example of tasks.
Task 2. A sector with a central angle  is cut out of a
circle. The conical surface is twisted from the sector. At
what angle  will the volume of the resulting cone be the
largest?
STEM task. To perform a certain technological
process, you need to build a protective structure of a
special material in the shape of a cone. A sector with a
central angle  and radius R is cut from a circle of such
material. At what angle  will the volume of the resulting
structure be the largest?
To solve the problem it is necessary to express the
value of the volume of the cone through the angle of the
sector

Moving the point of the generating cone on the base,
you can see how the angle of the sector changes and with
it the value of the volume of the cone (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Construction of a dynamic structure and visual observation
of the value of the volume in GeoGebra

A detailed description of the projects study can be
found in the online service GeoGebraBook.
C. Course results indicators for teacher groups before
and after the experiment
It was also useful to find out whether such activities
affect the ability of math teachers to implement such
approaches in their own classroom in math lessons.
To do this, at the beginning of this course and at the
end, the author's tests were measured motivation for
STEM education, knowledge of STEM education and
questionnaires set the level of reflection of their own
teaching activities.
The experiment lasted 2 years (2019-2021), the
courses were attended by 2 groups of teachers of 14 and
18 people, respectively (Table II).
TABLE II.

Indicators

Motivation
for STEM
education

Knowledge
of STEM
education

Reflection

COURSE RESULTS INDICATORS FOR TEACHER GROUPS
BEFORE AND AFTER THE EXPERIMENT
Groups
Group 1
(2019/2020)
Group 2
(2020/2021)
Р
Group 1
(2019/2020)
Group 2
(2020/2021)
Р
Group 1
(2019/2020)
Group 2
(2020/2021)
Р

Before the
experiment

After the
experiment

Р

16.1±2.1

16.2±4.3

>0.05

16.8±1.9

16.9±4,1

>0.05

>0.05

>0.05

45.1±3.1

78.9±4.6

<0.05

59.4±3.5

86.6±4.2

<0.05

<0.05

>0.05

5.2±0.8

8.7±4.4

<0.05

5.9±0.4

9.3±3.6

<0.05

>0.05

<0.05

According to the data obtained, only the indicators of
motivation to implement STEM education at the
beginning and end of the experiment had no significant
differences. This was quite predictable, as the teachers
who came to the course had the need and desire to master
successful educational practices for STEM-learning
(individualization of learning through project research, life
hacks, non-standard methods, IT and VR-visualization of
learning, case studies end-to-end lines of STEM-subjects
and for the development of STEM-lessons and excursions,
make-up, modern clarity, etc.).
Statistical analysis of the results of the study was
carried out using the Mann-Whitney test. The distribution
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in these samples is not normal, but the variances of the
samples are equal, so the Mann-Whitney test was used to
determine the reliability of the differences between the
indicators of the control and experimental groups. The
critical value of the Mann-Whitney test for a given
number of sample elements is Ucr (14; 14) = 61, Ucr (18;
18) = 109. Note that the smaller the Ue value for the
table III, the more significant differences between the
level of the trait in data samples. It was found that for the
special course developed by us at the level of significance
0.05 an alternative hypothesis about a significant
discrepancy between the average values of the measured
indicators of the samples should be accepted.
TABLE III.

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INDICATORS
Significance of differences, Uе

Indicators
Motivation for
STEM education
Knowledge of
STEM education
Reflection

Group 1 (2019/2020)

Group 2 (2020/2021)

72

115

45

82

58

96

This means that the difference in the mean values of
the main indicators of the teacher groups cannot be
explained only by random reasons, and the significance of
the differences in the compared samples is 95%.
D. Discussion
Currently, teachers are working in a new model of
education, the implementation of the concept of "New
Ukrainian School", the introduction of new approaches,
including STEM-education. The present requires the
teacher to work for the future, ahead of his time, which
involves improving professional skills, constant analysis
of pedagogical activities and making adjustments in
accordance with social needs throughout the professional
activity. Information and communication technologies
have radically transformed the educational space,
qualitatively changed the environment, opened new
opportunities and became a basic system-forming factor in
the development of education in general and directly
postgraduate pedagogical distance education. Distance
learning is increasingly used in the training of teachers,
which makes the process of acquiring knowledge and
skills more accessible, effective, encourage teachers to
learn throughout life and is a real impetus to the
development of informatization of education, IT-oriented
learning tools.
Analyzing the experience of such developed countries
as the United States, Finland, Australia, Great Britain,
Israel, Korea, Singapore, it was found that they implement
government programs in the field of STEAM education.
However, the opinions of modern researchers on STEAM
technology are ambiguous and are represented by different
variations in the implementation of this concept in the
education systems of different countries. In 2013, the
LUMA Center was opened in Finland, the main
organization for all Finnish LUMA centers opened on the
basis of universities. Abbreviation LUMA, means the
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integration of science and mathematics, ie is a STEAM.
The activities of LUMA centers include science and
technology clubs, camps, themed days and courses for
children and youth in the field of STEAM. There are also
national teacher training courses throughout Finland [1; 6;
8]. In Spain, teachers use STEAM-Makerspace to increase
the level of knowledge of high school students in the field
of geometry. The team of teachers selected a pilot group
of students and developed for them interdisciplinary
projects in science and technology with an emphasis on
the study of geometric concepts. The projects included
elements of modeling, construction with the help of
various tools and materials: 3D-pens and 3D-printer plastic, CNC machines - wood, etc. Evaluation of the
results showed that the use of STEAM-Makerspace leads
to a better understanding of geometry and its connection
with real life by students [1; 6; 8]. In Australia STEAM
education is given a lot of attention because it is of interest
to government, industry and education organizations and
the implementation of such a concept plays a crucial role
in preparing a person for future life. Therefore the
Australian Government is comprehensively developing
the STEAM approach and implementing a number of
programs and projects for both teachers and students. The
STEAM Professionals in Schools program brings together
teachers and STEAM professionals to improve STEAM
teaching practices and ensure STEAM teaching in
Australian schools [1; 6; 8].
Overseas research notes that significant reforms have
taken place around the world to improve STEM education
at all levels. A significant part of this was the reform of
pedagogical training [7]. The results show that research in
the field of STEM education is becoming increasingly
important internationally [8].
Considering the issues of STEM-education, STEMcompetencies, it is advisable to agree with the authors of
foreign and domestic publications researched that the
introduction of such forms of learning promotes students'
interest in learning mathematics. Emphasis is placed on
the use of STEM-projects, which promotes the creative
development of students, prepares them to solve problem
situations in everyday life. Therefore it is advisable to
thoroughly train teachers of mathematics and computer
science for the implementation of STEM-education [4; 11;
12].
This research is consistent with the ideas of the
articles, which provide examples of the use of such
relevant forms of learning as "inverted" classroom,
immersion, pair and group forms of work; laboratory and
design work. The use of the project method should
provide a set of research, search, problem, creative
approaches [9; 10; 16].
This research is consistent with the ideas of the
articles, which substantiate the need to use dynamic
mathematics systems in teaching mathematics, including
Gran and GeoGebra [1; 14; 15]. The use of these tools
will help to ensure the clarity of graphics, visualization of
the studied mathematical objects, expressions, illustration
of construction methods. It is important to prepare
teachers of mathematics and computer science for robotics
lessons. Through the implementation of interdisciplinary
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links, students apply theoretical knowledge in practice,
better understand mathematical concepts. For example,
the article [2; 3; 5; 13] analyzes a number of research
tasks to study probability theory and mathematical
statistics, including the use of systems of dynamic
mathematics, to understand the law of large numbers. This
research complements the bank of such problems, as it
was proposed to offer samples of problems in
mathematical analysis and geometry.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

III. CONCLUSION
The introduction of elements of STEM-education in
the teaching of mathematics and computer science
provides an opportunity to improve the quality of
scientific and technological training of students, which
will further enhance their life skills. Therefore, the
experience of training mathematics teachers to create a
maker space in mathematics lessons using the GeoGebra
package in the context of advanced training courses is
presented in the article.
A survey of mathematics teachers shows the need to
create refresher courses for the implementation of
STEAM practices in the educational process of general
secondary education. The survey also revealed that the
main means of implementing STEM education in
mathematics lessons, teachers consider the creation of a
maker space using digital technology. This can be largely
implemented using the GeoGebra math package.
The program of advanced training courses for
mathematics teachers includes the development of STEM
education in Ukraine at the present stage, project
technologies in STEM education, case technologies in
STEM education, making, use of information and
communication technologies, methods of evaluating the
effectiveness of STEM education. To do this, mathematics
teachers were offered a set of tasks from the course of
mathematical analysis and geometry, which they must
first turn into competencies and model in GeoGebra, to
perform calculations. Statistical analysis of the results of
an experimental study on the effectiveness of training
mathematics teachers in advanced training courses to
create a maker space in mathematics lessons using
GeoGebra shows that mathematics teachers have a high
level of motivation to implement various ways to
implement the concept of STEAM education.
The results of the study show that it is necessary to
increase the level of knowledge and level of reflection of
mathematics teachers to create a maker space in
mathematics lessons using the GeoGebra package through
the creation of refresher courses.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
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Abstract–Moving to digital education requires using new
media and new pedagogical tools to cope with such
challenges. In this regard, the usage of advanced information
technologies to develop new teaching tools to support a better
understanding of learning materials is of high importance.
Therefore, a web-based tool to support the learning process
in the teaching of 2D geometric shapes is proposed. The
described tool is based on a developed algorithm used to
verify the needed tool components that visualize and calculate
the corresponding area/perimeter of various 2D shapes. The
developed and tested demo version demonstrates its
applicability in the teaching of 2D shapes. Distinguishing
feature of the developed tool is the possibility of reusing each
of the 2D items, which means the developed modules could be
easily integrated as a part of the testing system to verify the
acquired knowledge. Using the proposed algorithm, the
developed teaching tool could be upgraded to be used in the
process of teaching 3D shapes.
Keywords - education; ICT; mathematics; 2D shapes; webbased teaching tool.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Place to ICT in geometry education
Information and communication technologies (ICT) have
transformed many aspects of our life and have also become
an integral part of the interaction between teaching and
learning. Herrera (2015) states that the current
achievements of (ICT) technology contribute to the
development of knowledge and its fields. They are evolving
and changing at a faster pace. Knowledge and education are
among the areas directly influenced by the technological
development, where the standard model of cooperation,
communication, study and research have been radically
changed (Pescador, 2014).
The main role of ICT is also associated with expanding
the scope of the education sector, its many areas and levels
(Karakostantaki, 2021; Giro, 2021; Kozlova, 2021;
Pavlova, 2019; Pavlova, 2020). In recent years, various
challenges have emerged in learning, which have
necessitated the introduction of various digital tools and
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resources on the one hand, and new approaches to teaching
and learning on the other.
According to Ittigson & Zewe (2003) technology (ICT),
on the one hand, allows students to explore and grasp
mathematical concepts more effectively, and on the other,
it promotes a higher order of thinking and better strategies
for problem solving. The implication of ICT in education
offers many opportunities to integrate new teaching
methods into existing curricula and improve the way
mathematics is taught. Becta (2003) summarizes the key
benefits – ICT promotes greater collaboration among
students and encourages communication and the sharing of
knowledge. In particular, the usage of technology in
geometry education helps students to develop their visual
representation of mathematical ideas and concepts in twodimensional and three-dimensional imagery.
Researchers have suggested that problems in geometry
arise because students find it hard to appreciate the
difference between the actual figure on paper and the
theoretical object that it represents (Battista 2007). Love
(1995) regards geometry as the only area of mathematics
where both the actual object and its image are represented
in one physical geometric figure.
The complexity of learning geometry is most often
associated with: (1) understanding the issues, (2)
identifying the problem-solving strategies, (3) developing
mathematical models, and (4) performing correct
mathematical procedures. In addition to recognizing these
difficulties, it is also crucial to take into account the level
of geometric knowledge achieved by the students.
(Sulistiowati, 2019).The Van Hiele theory is considered the
most adaptable, defined and well-suited for the knowledge
level of the common student in the field of geometry. It
originally consists of five sequential and hierarchical
discrete Levels of geometric reasoning, namely:
Visualization, Analysis, Order (Informal Deduction),
Deduction, and Rigor (van Hiele, 1986). The second theory
used in the field of geometry education is Fischbein’s
theory of figural concepts which suggests that a geometric
figure is always comprised of a visible representation and a
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concept. Duval’s theory of figural apprehension underlines
the heuristic value of a geometry figure for solving
geometry problems. Sinclair et al. (2016) published a
review article focusing on the research contribution since
2008 in the field of geometry education.
B. Spatial ability, geometric thinking, and digital
technologies
Over the past decade many studies on geometry education
have emphasized the role of relations between spatial
ability and geometric thinking. Theories related to visuospatial reasoning, the role of gestures and diagrams, and the
use of digital technologies (Sinclair et al. (2016); Healy &
Powell, 2013; Owens, 2015; Rivera, 2011) have emerged,
based on the understanding that visuo-spatial reasoning is
particularly important in the teaching and study of
geometry.
The ability for spatial thinking has always been of vital
importance to human actions and reasoning. (Forsythe,
2010). That is why, some authors approach student's
assessment using multi-criteria approaches for the
evaluation of their performance (Petrov, 2021). Although it
has not always been identified or supported in school
(Whiteley, Sinclair, & Davis, 2015), spatial thinking in the
teaching environment can be presented as an essential
component for the development of successful mathematical
thinking and problem solving by the learners. For example,
learning mathematics and programming require special
kinds of tools for algorithms visualization (Borissova &
Mustakerov, 2015), and a proper learning model with a
couple of learning blocks could be used (Yoshinov&Iliev,
2017). The teaching stages include (Forsythe, 2010): (1)
conceptualizing shapes in geometry, (2) supporting the
development of geometric reasoning, (3) correct usage of
mathematical language. In addition, the use of specialized
software for teaching geometry will increase learners’
knowledge as well as their spatial thinking and spatial
orientation (Gomes & Vergnaud (2004)).The software has
the ability: 1) To be a mediator for the figurative concept;
2) To ensure the mastery of theoretical and practical aspects
of geometry; 3) To develop the use of mathematical
language and terminology by the students; 4) To allow the
design of tasks that improve students’ learning in an
electronic environment.
In the last few years, a number of tools have emerged to
support geometry learning, including Graph, Geometry
Pad, Dr. Geo, Cabri. Some of them are applications
specializing in drawing mathematical graphs in a
coordinate system (Graph) and drawing interactive
geometric sketches (Dr. Geo). Others are mobile useroriented (Geometry Pad) or are used in the command line
(GnuPlot).Undoubtedly, graphic programs supporting the
study of geometry, such as Graphmatica and GeoGebra,
have become very popular in recent years. Almost all
products are targeted at a wider group of consumers: from
primary school to university level. Some of them require
downloading, installation, some restrictions on the
operating systems used, and others offer a complex
interface to interact with.
The need for an adequate e-learning tool to promote the
development of primary students’ spatial thinking
motivates the authors to develop a web-based application
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to support the learning process in teaching 2D geometric
shapes. For this purpose, an algorithm is proposed, which
firstly loads a list of the studied 2D/3D geometric figures,
and secondly checks whether the number of images and
formulas correspond to the number of items on the list.
Following this algorithm, a web-based tool to support the
calculation of the perimeter and area of 2D figures is
developed. The usage of such software tool contributes to
better visualization of the basic geometric shapes along
with presenting the corresponding formulae for their
perimeter/area calculation. The components that take part
in the corresponding calculation are to be properly
visualized. This will improve the spatial thinking of the
learners.
In the current article we share the experience in building
the software that helps learners in the process of acquiring
knowledge and skills to work with 2D objects that makes
possible to builds up the basics for working in 3D space.
II.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The recent pandemic situation has forced the world to
turn to the widespread use of virtual learning. This trend is
valid not only for students, but also affects students in
secondary and primary education. When studying twodimensional geometric shapes together with their basic
elements, it is necessary to provide appropriate
visualization. The use of appropriate visualization tools
would make it easier to adapt and perceive more complex
spatial objects such as three-dimensional geometric shapes.
All this predetermines the need to develop appropriate tools
to be used not only in the learning process, but also as a
means of testing the acquired knowledge.
The basic structure of the learning tool for 2D Shapes
needs to involve: 1) definition; 2) regular and irregular
shapes (triangle, quadrilateral, pentagon, hexagon; circle);
3) properties; 4) formulas for calculation of 2D shapes area
and formulas for calculation their perimeter. This tool
should be available as separate module to be easily
integrated in different online courses. Each of these units
could be used in online testing system.
It should be mentioned that the development of such a
learning tool must meet the requirement for random
selection of a 2D shape, without following a specific
sequence. Moreover, when a specific 2D shape is chosen,
the user interface should focus only on its description,
without any other elements which will divert pupils’
attention.
III. ALGORITHM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF WEB-BASED
TOOL TO SUPPORT THE LEARNING PROCESS IN TEACHING
OF 2D GEOMETRIC SHAPES
Thanks to the contemporary ICT, it is possible to realize
different modules that can be integrated into existing online
courses or to be used as separated tool. In order to develop
the web-based tool to support learning process in teaching
of 2D geometric figures, it is needed to follow the proposed
algorithm as shown in Fig. 1.
The algorithm starts with loading the list of 2D
geometric shapes. Next, it verifies if the list of images
corresponds to the number of loaded 2D list items.
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Figure 2. Main menu of module for 2D geometric figures
Figure 1. Algorithm for preliminary verification of the necessary
images and formulas of the considered 2D geometric figures

If this is not true, a proper message is showed and the
algorithm ends. If the number of images matches the loaded
ones, then the next verification is done to establish the
availability of corresponding formulas for calculation of the
perimeter/area of 2D geometric items. If this is true, the
algorithm ends and the tool can be started, otherwise a
proper message is shown and algorithms end.
The web-based tool needs to provide a possibility to add
additional 2D shape without changing the others. In this
way, it is possible to upgrade the list of 2D shapes and their
images and formulas without significant changes in the
main document. The usage of such web-based tool to
support the learning process in teaching needs to visualize
the corresponding parameters of the 2D geometric shape
that take part in the calculation of its perimeter/area.
The specific implementation of such a web-based tool
can be done using the latest versions of HTML, JavaScript
and CSS. The proposed algorithm (Fig 1) allows the use of
JavaScript tools to verify the necessary elements of the
web-based application before running it. By using HTML
and CSS, the appropriate structure and user interface
requirements can be realized.
IV.

As seen from Fig. 3, there are two important parameters
that affect the area of a triangle, namely its base and height.
These two parameters can be adjusted by the user to
calculate the corresponding value of the area of the
specified triangle. It should be remembered that the base
and the height of the triangle are perpendicular to each
other.

Figure 3. Triangle shape

When choosing a rectangular shape, the emphasis is on
the geometric shape, the basic elements, and the formula
for calculating the area by using determined dimensions as
shown in Fig. 4.

NUMERICAL TESTING

The developed web-based tool to support the learning
process in the teaching of 2D geometric figures is realized
in a demo version and the user interface for calculating the
area of 2D shapes is shown in Fig. 2.
This functionality of the developed user interface does
not allow learners to be distracted as one 2D item needs to
be selected. In this way, the learners remain focused only
on the studied geometric figure. For example, when a
triangle is chosen, the learner receives visual information
only on the selected geometric shape and additional
information related to its elements and the corresponding
formula by which the area of the specific figure is
calculated.

Figure 4. Rectangular shape

The specific elements of the parallelogram are two sides
and corresponding heights as visualized in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Paralellogram shape
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To calculate the area of the trapezoid, it is necessary to
know both the bases and the height, as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 10. Elipse shape

Figure 6. Trapez shape

The most important parameter for calculating the area
of a regular polygon is the dimension of side. In the case of
a regular hexagon, the formula for calculating its area is
shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Regular hexagon

Generally, when the area of random quadrangle needs
to be calculated, the following illustration could be helpful
– see Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Random quadrangle

Other 2D geometric shapes are the circle and ellipse.
For calculation of the circle shape area, its radius or
diameter need to be known as shown in Fig. 9.

The choice of any of the 2D shapes described above is
associated also with the corresponding formula for
calculating the area by using of a single generalized
function. This function is composed of a set of specific
cases that correspond to the set of 2D geometric shapes.
The programming code of the defined function written
in JavaScript is as follows:
function figsCalculate(event)
{let parent =
event.target.parentNode.parentNode;
letchildInputs = $('#' +
parent.id).find('div > input');
let values =
childInputs.map(function ()
{return Number(this.value);
}).toArray();
switch (parent.id){
case 'figTriangle':
areaTriangle(values); break;
case 'figRectangle':
areaRectangle(values); break;
case 'figParallelogram':
areaParallelogram(values); break;
case 'figTrapez':
areaTrapez(values); break;
case 'figRegularPolygon':
areaRegularPolygon(values); break;
case 'figRandomQuadrangle':
areaRandomQuadrangle(values); break;
case 'figCircle':
areaCircle(values); break;
case 'figEllipse':
areaEllipse(values); break;
}
}
Depending on the particular case, different function is
invoked to calculate the area of the selected 2D shape with
given dimensions. For example, the calculation of the
random quadrangle area is realized by the following
function in JavaScript:

Figure 9. Circle shape

The area of ellipse depends on the both radiuses as it is
represented in Fig. 10.
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function areaRandomQuadrangle(sides)
{
let diagonal1 = sides[0];
let diagonal2 = sides[1];
let alpha = sides[2];
let value = (1/2 * (diagonal1 *
diagonal2 * Math.sin(alpha)));
$('#figureRandomQuadrangle-result >
p > span').text(value.toFixed(3));
}
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The function for calculating the area of the ellipse is
realized by using the following JavaScript formulation:
function areaEllipse(sides)
{
let rad1 = sides[0];
let rad2 = sides[1];
let value = (Math.PI*(rad1*rad2));
$('#figureEllipse-result > p >
span').text(value);
}
Many functions need to be written in JavaScript as there
are cases that correspond to the number of 2D geometric
shapes. Similarly, other functions should correctly present
the relevant mathematical formulations for calculating the
area of the selected 2D shape, taking into account the
dimensions given by the user.
An identical interface is developed to support the
learning of the material related to the perimeter of 2D
shapes and corresponding formulas as shown in Fig. 11.

V.

RESULTS ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION

Modern Learning Management Systems increasingly
rely on various teaching materials able to assist the learning
content, including different additional tools. In this regard,
the article deals with an approach for developing a webbased tool to support the teaching of 2D geometric shapes.
In online learning, it is important to use such an application
that will contribute to better understanding of the studied
objects. This is especially important in teaching
mathematics, where it is necessary to visualize different 2D
and 3D shapes. It is also important how they will be
visualized so that the learner can focus on the specific
object. All of these motivate the authors to propose a
generalize approach based on contemporary IT in the
teaching of mathematics and more especially in geometry
teaching.
The most essential element of the developed web-based
application is the proposed generalized algorithm aiming to
verify the necessary elements before starting it. The
conducted numerical tests prove the applicability of the
developed demo version of the tool to support the process
of teaching mathematics in the study of 2D geometric
shapes. Such an algorithm could be applied for developing
the module to support the teaching of 3D geometric shapes.
A distinguishing feature of the described approach is
the possibility to reuse part of the programming code for
particular 2D/3D shapes when developing applications for
testing. Future developments are related to the
implementation of modules for 3D shapes.
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Figure 11. Main menu of module for 2D geometric figures

This module uses another generalized function in which
the different cases corresponding to the selected shape are
defined. There are as many JavaScript functions for
calculating the perimeter of a particular 2D shape as there
are defined 2D shapes. What is specific here are the images
and symbols used, as well as the corresponding formulas
used to calculate the respective perimeters of the twodimensional shapes.
Using such an approach allows interactive selection and
focusing of the learning process on the selected 2D shapes.
The benefit of knowing 2D shapes is an essential
prerequisite for understanding and studying 3D shapes.
Due to the modularity of the described approach, the
advances of IT could be applied to develop flexible tools to
support different aspects of the learning process including
testing. All of these show the important role of IT that
makes it possible to realize a variety of web-based
applications that can be implemented by using JavaScript.
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Abstract: Social networks provide useful information in
different parts of social and professional life. YouTube
channel Liter of Pride and Kilo of Prejudice (Litra ponosa Kila
predrasuda) is created for all students interested in widening
participation for university students with disabilities. Videos
contain practical information for students with disabilities in
order to help them overcome different everyday obstacles.
Videos cover a range of topics such as educational issues,
cultural events, career planning, time management, free time
etc. Videos are created based on personal study experience of
one student with disabilities. The main goal of these videos is
to encourage students with disabilities to get enrolled in
higher education. During 3 and a half years (2016-2020) 50
videos have been recorded. Total duration of video material
is nearly 6 hours. Audience is young people (aged 18-34), 70%
are female and 30% male, mostly from Croatia, but from
other parts of Europe as well.
Results can be used for improving the quality of life
among students with disabilities and to help them overcome
everyday challenges of higher education, as well se for
improving communication about widening participation in
higher education.
Key words: Communication, Students with disabilities, You
Tube

I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Theoretical background

Social networks became a global phenomenon of
communication. People use social media for maintaining
social contacts or for searching the topic of interest but also
for sharing photos, mass communication or for specific
purposes such as business and marketing [1]. Social media
have changed the communication and have had influence
on business, entrepreneurial activity and general social
development [2]. One of the main purposes of social media
is to transmit or share information with a broad audience
[3]. Croatian online media are developed simultaneously
with the development of the online media in western
countries [4].
YouTube videos are often used for educational
purposes, such as surgical preparation [5]. Younger people
use YouTube more often compared to older generations.
Younger generations watch videos because of
entertainment, they tend to trust influencers more than
older people and prefer to watch shorter videos up to 5
minutes [6]. Research conducted by [7] proved that
students watch YouTube videos for entertainment and
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academic learning purposes. Hence, authors recommend
using YouTube as a tool for learning and teaching.
Over the course of time, the behavior patterns of
YouTube users change. Thus, the longer a person follows
a certain channel, the lower feedback interaction in form
of “likes” can be detected. Male participants have more
“dislike” responses compared to their female colleagues.
YouTube participants reported that they respond with
“like” or “dislike” feedback because of entertainment. The
reason for uploading videos and writing comments is
socialization. Furthermore, respondents reported that they
read YouTube comments in order to seek information or
to relax [8]. Countries that are geographically closer and
have similar languages usually tend to form a common
cultural space of YouTube audience [9]. Video
segmentation methods provide tools for exploring spatialtemporal features in different You Tube videos [10].
YouTube vloggers have influence on brand perception
as well as products purchase [11]. Research done by [12]
showed that dimensions of vloggers’ homophile (attitude,
value and appearance) together with vloggers’ experience,
emotional attachment and credibility are connected to
vloggers’ popularity. Vloggers’ entertaining value and
knowledge are linked to information satisfaction of the
audience [13].
Influencers have a specific relation with their audience.
They have the opportunity to share messages and interact
with audience via different social media platforms such as
Facebook, Instagram or YouTube. There are three
different groups of influencers with different numbers of
followers: celebrities, professionals and smaller
influencers. Smaller influencers are focused on the specific
target group [14]. Digital influencers treat their work as a
new profession [15].
B.

Research Goals and Research Questions

YouTube videos on the channel Litra ponosa kila
predrasuda (translated into English Liter of Proud, Kilo of
prejudice) are recorded by Kristina Ivatović. The main
purpose of these videos is to inform students about the
challenges of university life that students with disabilities
are confronted with. Furthermore, it aims to motivate
future students with disabilities to get enrolled at
university and to give them advice based on personal
experience.
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Research questions:
A. What are demographic characteristic of the
audience who watches the videos on the channel?
B.

How many viewers are watching the channel?

C.

How long are the videos?

D.

What are audience subscription data?
II.

A.

Audience of the channel

Content of YouTube Channel

The videos cover a wide range of topics regarding
challenges of attending university for people with
disabilities by commenting and giving examples from
personal experience. The uploaded video material can be
divided into different categories depending on the topic it
covers:
- Everyday life with collection of video blogs (vlogs)
from a selected day in her life as well as special events
such as birthdays, graduation, family gatherings or
competitions
- Challenges and experiments, where creator explores
some social and personal challenges as well as myths
- Getting-to-know-content, with “likes” and “dislikes”
regarding different issues
- Commenting on issues that students with disabilities
encounter
C.

Data collection

Data are collected from YouTube statistics over the
period of over three and a half years ─ from 17th of Nov
2016 to the 1st of March 2020. During this time 50 videos
were uploaded altogether. The duration of all videos is 5
hours 46 minutes and 6 seconds. Overall, all videos have
14,826 views.
D.

TABLE 1.
Gender of viewers
Female
Male
Total

Record Form

YouTube is part of Google which enables to collect the
data about the audience directly from the channel. Each
user is informed by Google which type of date will be
collected. Users can accept or restrict data collection by
agreeing to or rejecting Google terms and conditions.
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

A. Demographic characteristic of audience who
watches the channel
Collected data showed that the majority of audience
68.93% is female and 31.07% are male. The reason for this
gender percentage could be due to the fact that video
content is more women-friendly. Furthermore, the author
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Number of viewers
(N
10,220
4,606
14,826

Percentage
viewers (%)
68.93
31.07
100

of

Audience members are mostly young people. The
majority is between 18 and 24 years old (65.07%) and
between 25 and 34 years old (26.81%). Demographic
characteristics of audience age are presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2.
Age of viewers
13−17
18−24
25−34
35−44
Total

AUDIENCE BY AGE
Number of viewers
(N)
242
9,647
3,975
962
14,826

Number of viewers
(%)
1.63
65.07
26.81
6.49
100

The following data that has been analyzed is the
geographical region of audience. The results have showed
that the majority of audience is from Europe (99.84%) and
0.16% are from other countries outside of Europe.
European audience is mostly from Croatia (95.08%),
followed by Bosnia and Herzegovina (2.03%), Serbia
(1.50%), Germany (0.59%), Austria (0.24%), Greece
(0.14%,) Slovenia (0.13%) and Ireland (0.10%.) Each
viewer was counted as one person only once. Nevertheless,
if the viewer has viewed one video multiple times, this
view is recorded as a new view for the same person. As it
was stated earlier, the videos were recorded in Croatian
language. The option of generating subtitles for other
languages was not available. Due to this fact, the majority
of audience come from aforementioned Balkan countries
as these countries speak similar Slavic languages. One
person can watch a video more than once and this will not
be recorded as a new audience member but rather it counts
as another view for the same person. Because of that
methodological aspect, there were altogether 14,826 views
counted but there were in fact 9,184 different audience
members. Data showed that 34.85% audience watches
videos more than once. The results are presented below in
Table 3.
TABLE 3.
GEOGRAPHIC
Location
Croatia

III.

AUDIENCE BY GENDER

METHODOLOGY

Chanel has been viewed by 14,826 people, 68.93%
female and 31.07% male. Audience are mostly young
adults (65.07% aged between 18−24 years, 26.81% aged
between 25−34 years old, 6.49% between 35−44 years and
1.63% are aged between 13−17 years). Videos are
recorded in Croatian language so the majority of the
viewers are form the Balkans.
B.

of all videos is a woman. Data about audience gender are
presented below in Table 1.

Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Serbia

DATA
Number
of
unique
viewers (N)
9,184

ABOUT

AUDIENCE'S

Number of
different
viewers (%)
95.08

Number of
total viewers
(%)
61.95

197

2.04

1.33

145

1.50

0.98

Germany

57

0.59

0.38

Austria

24

0.25

0.16

Greece

14

0.14

0.09
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Slovenia

13

0.13

0.09

Ireland

10

0.10

0.07

Canada

15

0.16

0.10

100

65.15

Total – unique

9,659

Total

14,826

B. Number of viewers, audience subscription data
and duration of videos
As mentioned before, there were 50 videos uploaded
on the channel. Total duration of all videos is 5 hours 46
minutes and 6 seconds. The average duration of videos is
6 minutes and 55 seconds. The duration of the shortest
video is 1 minute and 53 second, whereas the longest video
is 16 minutes and 16 seconds long. YouTube provides a
free-of-charge option of tracking if the viewers are
subscribed to the chanelle or not. Feedback can be
submitted in form of likes or comments. The channel Litra
ponosa kila predrasua (Liter of Proud Kilo of Prejudice)
has 80.57% views from unsubscribed audience and
19.43% from subscribed audience. The results are
presented
in
the
Table
4.

population is interested in YouTube social media more
than older population. The reason for predominantly
Balkan audience is due to the fact that the languages
spoken in these countries share a lot of similarities with
Croatian language. The study conducted by [9] has showed
that the audience which lives in geographically closer
regions usually choses similar YouTube content.
Interestingly, 75% of the audience is unsubscribed
viewers. Through YouTube as a social media platform the
creator and author of videos can encourage students, future
students and people with or without disabilities to enroll at
higher education institutions. Videos are becoming
popular and widely used method for gathering and sharing
information, knowledge and learning in general,
particularly among young people. The aforementioned
video content is accessible for people with disabilities. For
example, people who are hearing impaired can read from
the lips or people who are blind or visually impaired can
listen to the video content. This content can be used for
educational purposes for all students but can be especially
helpful for students with disabilities.
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TABLE 4.

AUDIENCE SUBSCRIPTION DATA

Subscription
status

Number
of views
(N)

Percentage
of
views
(%)

Unsubscribed

11,945

80.57

2,881

19.43

14,826

100

Subscribed

Total

Total
watching
time
14 days
15 hours
15minutes
41seconds
4 days
21 hours
5 minutes
2 seconds
19 days
12 hours
20
minutes
43
seconds

Total
watching
time (%)

75.00

25.00

100

Regarding the preferred device for watching videos,
cell phones are used by more than a half of the audience
(57.88%), followed by computers (39.60%), tablets
(2.06%), TV (0.39%) and gaming consoles (0.07%).
Different devices provide a different range of possibilities
for persons with disability.
IV. CONCLUSION
During nearly three and a half years of conducting this
research (2016−2020) the total amount of 50 videos were
recorded and updated on YouTube channel Litra ponosa
Kila predrasuda. Altogether, there were 14,826 views
counted. Video content is linked to personal experience of
what studying at university for people with disabilities
looks like. The main aim of these vides is to provide
information about accessibility and studying form the
perspective of one student with disabilities. Video material
is 5 hours 46 minutes and 6 seconds long and was recorded
in Croatian language. Young female form the majority of
the audience (aged 18−34). The results of this research
have confirmed previous findings of [6], that younger
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Abstract - Video games are nowadays very popular among
people of all ages. One of the most popular games is
Minecraft. There are many versions of this game. Minecraft:
The Education Edition is the most used version in schools.
This version provides opportunities for children to develop
their computer skills and mathematical thinking. For
teaching coding, it is possible to use Python, Java, JavaScript
or block-based language (Makecode Minecraft). This article
is focused on game-based learning through the popular
Minecraft game Minecraft: Education Edition- as a tool in
the education process for teaching. We have developed many
methodics for teaching programming in this world; we
introduced one of these methodics in this paper.
Keywords
language;

–

minecraft;

I.

programming;

block-based

INTRODUCTION

We are currently facing technology all around us. More
and more programmers are in demand to acquire, develop,
and work with these technologies. For this reason, the
demand for IT employees is increasing.
Therefore, it is important that our education system
produces more students who can program and think
algorithmically. One possibility would be to use various
types of computer games to motivate and teach algorithmic
thinking.
Computer games have a huge impact on a child's
development. It is appropriate to use games for certain
educational and developmental purposes and activities [1].
It is important to select appropriate games to achieve
different educational goals because games can develop
different areas of the development of children. Currently,
there are many games suitable for it, such as Scratch,
Roblox, Minecraft: Education Edition, etc.
Minecraft is currently being taught by many
researchers. The authors of Minecraft Research: A Game as
a Science and Education Learning Tool [2] examines how
Minecraft can help teach different areas. They state that the
diversity of biomes and terrain in Minecraft's world can
help students understand ecology and geology. They say
that the behavior of objects in Minecraft is similar to that in
the real world. For example, trees need light, water and
space to grow, or sugar cane must live close to water [2].
Redstone logic uses the principles of logic gates (OR,
AND, NOR, and XOR). For example, this simple logic
allowed players to create a working computer in the game
that could perform simple mathematical operations. The
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use of redstone is very easy for new players, and it can be
used to explain the basics of electrical engineering and
logic circuits [2].
Research Minecraft as a Creative Tool: A case study
examines teaching of English literature. Specifically, a
teacher of English and literature in the United States used
Minecraft as a tool to teach literature. Students had to create
a video story in Minecraft based on a specific topic. The
purpose of this research was to show that Minecraft could
be used as a space for creation that would otherwise be
more expensive and more difficult to implement [3].
With Minecraft: Education Edition, it is also possible to
teach mathematics, chemistry, biology, history, art and
design, English, and programming.
II.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Most educational programming systems and games
focus on gamification, game-based learning (GBL),
edutainment, and serious game-play.
The term gamification is generally used to denote the
application of game mechanisms in nongaming
environments, such as earning points, levels, or badges.
Gamification appears to be an emerging trend in many
sectors: health, social policy, business, education, etc. [4]
Game-based learning is the use of video games to
support teaching and learning. GBL have been used to
teach programming, any other topic, in a way that engages
learners [5, 6].
Edutainment means educating children using methods
and tools that are traditionally associated with
entertainment. Examples of this way of education are
movies, TV shows, and game consoles. Edutainment was
popular during the 1990s with its growing multi-media PC
market [7].
Serious games encompass the same goals as
edutainment but extend far beyond teaching facts and rote
memorization, and instead include all aspects of education,
teaching, training, and informing, and at all ages. Serious
games can be applied to a broad spectrum of application
areas, e.g. military, government, educational, corporate,
healthcare [8].
We classify Minecraft: Education Edition as gamebased learning, and many researchers and teachers from all
over the world are currently working on teaching
programming through Minecraft. For example, JimenezPorta and Diez-Martinez [9] analyze the effects of
Minecraft video game on reading fluency in Spanish by
children with and without dyslexia in Mexico. Andrade et
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al. [10] presented an investigation on how Minecraft can be
used to promote interest in computer programming. Ming
[11] test in his study the effectiveness of using Minecraft
Education Edition as a gamification approach to improve
the understanding and skills of Year 5 students in learning
the topic of probability. Bar-El and Ringland [12] explore
in their study the learning activity designs of teachers who
used the Minecraft Education Edition sandbox game.
Bayliss [13] reported in his research the benefits and
drawbacks of modifying or “modding” the commercial
game Minecraft for a course in Game AI.
III.

COMPUTER SCIENCE EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITY

In our FNS UMB Department of Computer Science, we
are organizing extracurricular activities for students in
primary schools since the academic year 2017/2018.
During the Covid-19 pandemic (from March 2020) we are
teaching online through Microsoft Teams. We organize this
activity twice a week for 1,5 hours (two groups, one group
of students is for 1,5 hours). Before Covid-19, students of
the Applied Informatic program and students of the
Teaching of Computer Science program participated as
teachers or tutors in this activity. Each of our students
taught 2-3 children from primary school. During Covid-19
students from our department were preparing teaching
materials for the lessons. The focus of this activity is to
obtain additional teaching experience for our students and
to increase motivation to study computer science
(programming). This year we have 19 students from
different primary schools and 20 students from our
department. Fig. 1 shows online teaching Minecraft.

Figure 1. Teaching Minecraft: Education Edition Online

IV.

MINECRAFT

Minecraft is a 3D sandbox game that has no specific
goals to complete. It allows players a huge amount of
freedom in how they want to play Minecraft. They can play
in the first or third person. Fig. 2 shows Minecraft world.

Figure 2. Minecraft: Education Edition World

A. Minecraft versions
There are different editions of this game, which differ
mostly in what devices they were created for.
•

Minecraft: Java Edition - the original version of
Minecraft created by Mojang Studios for
Windows, MacOS, and Linux.

•

Bedrock Edition - a version of Minecraft that runs
on console platforms (Xbox, PlayStation,
Nintendo).

•

Education Edition - an edition that is used
specifically for teaching Minecraft.

•

Pi Edition - the version that was made for the lowcost computer Raspberry Pi. This version is
intended as an educational tool for beginners in
programming.

•

Minecraft China - Localized edition of Java and
Bedrock editions of Minecraft specifically for
China. It is the only legally free download edition.

B. Programming in Minecraft: Education Edition
After loading into the world in Minecraft: Education
Edition, we can enter the Code Builder menu by pressing
the C key on the keyboard. All our projects and tutorials
have been created by Microsoft. After creating a new
project, we are redirected to the MakeCode environment.
In MakeCode, we can use block-based programming, the
scripting language JavaScript, or the programming
language Python. Fig. 3 shows in the lower right corner the
start button, which, when pressed, applies the generated
code to the game world. On the left is a list of commands
(blocks) from which we can create the program.

The game world consists of cubes that represent various
materials such as clay, stone, ores, trees, water, lava, etc.
The core of the game lies in collecting these blocks. The
players can "extract" these blocks and then place them
elsewhere and build different things [14].

Identify the applicable sponsor/s here. If there are no sponsors,
delete this text box.
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V.

MINECRAFT METHODICS

We prepare various types of tasks to teach
programming in Minecraft: Education Edition.
In this article, we describe one type of task that was used
in extracurricular activities.
The full list of tasks created by our department students
is
available
in
the
LMS
Moodle
course:
https://lms.umb.sk/course/view.php?id=2294
TABLE I.

Figure 3. Code Builder in Minecraft

The Minecraft programming environment contains
various types of blocks that are organized into multiple
categories. The categories are separated by color. Coding
with blocks or text includes variables, control flow, if
statements, loops, and functions. More advanced users can
smoothly continue to more complex concepts such as
recursion, fractals, and object-oriented or distributed
programming [15].
It is possible to create code which will react:

Minecraft: Educational Edition
7.-9. year primary school
2 hours
Cognitive goal - the student learns to
program using visual programming.
Affective goal - The student is able to
respond correctly to regulations and
rules.

Methods
and
forms:

•

Investigative
methods,

•

methods of individual work of
students,

•

narration,
explanation,

and

research

description,

•

in chat command (keyboard shortcut T)

•

on player walk/fall/riding, etc. do some movement

•

question and answer method,

•

in some item used;

•

•

in animal killed

Methods of practicing and
improving skills.

•

on start

•

forever.

•

run in the background

For building some objects, we can use a special figure
called the Agent. Fig. 4 shows the code, which teleports the
Agent to the player, sets a special block to the agent's
inventory in slot 1 and places it forward to the Agent.

Figure 4. Example of agent code in block-based language
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Activity
name:
Target
group:
Expected
time:
Goal:

MINECRAFT METHODICS

Preparat Materials:
ion,
Computer with Minecraft: Education
teaching Edition application
aids:
The
course of
the
activity
Motivation:
What did you like the last hour? What would you like
to know about programming in Minecraft?
Repetition:
In the last lesson we learned how to program in the
Minecraft game Minecraft. Do you remember which
letter on the keyboard we have to press to enter the
programming environment? What command blocks
do you remember?
Exhibition:
Today we will learn how to program the Agent to be
able to build various buildings and structures, today
specifically the arena. We will learn new commands,
you will need them.
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Task 2:
Program the agent to build an arena. Use the program
from the previous task.
Solution 2:
The agent has his own inventory the same as the
player. For an agent to be able to build and lay
blocks, we must first put items in his inventory.
Subsequently, we always must set the active slot
from which he will use blocks / objects.

Other necessary commands are agent place on move
and agent destroy obstacles. You must have noticed
that these blocks have a value of true or false. These
values turn the command on or off until it is turned
on or off again.
Task 1:
Use the old and new command blocks to program the
Agent to build a wall that will look something like
this:

Solution 1:

Now that we have the arena finished, we will add
warriors (monsters) to it and fight each other. We will
create an arena function. But before that, we must
keep in mind that in Minecraft, monsters will start to
burn when the sun shines on them. Therefore, it is
necessary to change the time for the night. If you have
set a peaceful difficulty when creating a world, you
should also set it at least to easy.

Task 3:
Create a function in which the Agent will put 2
fighters (monsters, animals) into the arena. They will
fight against each other.

MIPRO 2022/CE
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Solution 3:

and 2 of them choose no (I know that two students did not
like block programming language at all, no matter which
activity they tried).

Figure 6. Did you like the block programming activities?

We asked them if the lessons were difficult for them. Fig.
7 shows answers.

VI. METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH
Our research was conducted in the academic year
2020/21 and still lasts. In our research, we used the software
Minecraft: Education Edition game for learning
programming in our extracurricular activity at our
university during the Covid-19 pandemic. The main aim of
our research was to find out whether we can increase
students’ interest to study programming by using
Minecraft: Education Edition game. We used the
questionnaire to measure the data of our research. We asked
19 students several questions in the questionnaire. 19 boys
filled out the questionnaire. The respondents were 7 and 8year-old class students (13-14 years old).
The questionnaire consisted of 7 questions. First, two
questions focused on gender (unfortunately all of them
were boys) and the school year that they attend.
The next question was aimed at if they programmed
Minecraft before the lessons. Fig. 5 shows the results.
Almost all of them said no (two students had tried
Minecraft before).

Figure 7. Were these lessons difficult for you?

The last two questions focused on whether they wanted
to continue with Minecraft programming and what they
liked the most about these classes. All of them want to
continue (also two of them, which chose they did not like
Minecraft block programming, they will try Python). All of
them know and play Minecraft, so they wrote that they want
to continue with Minecraft programming.
VII. DISCUSSION
The main advantage of using Minecraft: Education
Edition in the education process is his huge popularity of
these games among children around the world. Almost all
children who play games on a computer or console are
familiar with the Minecraft game. During the lessons, these
children were excited to be able to use their favorite game
in the educational process. Like other research, our research
has confirmed that this environment is suitable for teaching
programming: it contains many different blocks, and it is
possible to program almost everything. The programming
environment is known for them from programming, e.g., in
Scratch environment.
The main disadvantage of this environment is that it is
not free.

Figure 5. Have you ever programmed Minecraft through block
programming or Python?

The third question asked them if they liked these
programming activities. 15 students say yes, 2 rather yes
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We also noticed that if the teacher is not a sufficient
authority, students can demolish the world very quickly or
build many buildings, and the environment will not be
usable (the teacher does not know which of his students did
it).
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In the article, we focus on using Minecraft: Education
Edition for teaching programming online in the computer
science extracurricular activity. The main purpose was to
motivate the students and teach them some programming
basics. We received positive feedback from almost all
participants. We described one task as an example of
methodological sheets that students worked on.
Teaching the pupils programming online is not so easy
- we choose Minecraft: Education Edition as game
software, which facilitated our distance learning. Pupils
from extracurricular activity were sometimes connected to
the same world, sometimes not. It depended on the task.
Sometimes, when they were in the same world, they
destroyed each other's objects until their teacher alerted
them (this is a disadvantage of being in one world).
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Abstract - Interpersonal team synergy is defined as a
higher-order control system formed by coupling movement
system degrees of freedom of two (or more) actors, which is
also present in dance teams. The basic hypothesis of this
paper is that better results are achieved by dance teams that
have stronger interpersonal synergy among team members.
Based on the literature and an in-depth interview with the
director of the dance studio Vindi from Varaždin, Croatia,
the elements which can affect interpersonal synergy in
dance teams were singled out: communication, playing,
music,
improvisation,
choreography,
performance,
scenography, costume design, joint education with special
emphasis on the difference in the importance of each
element in relation to the online and living environment.
The research was conducted through a survey in January
2022 on a sample of 47 dancers aged 12 to 21 at the Vindi
dance studio in Varaždin, Croatia. The research results
showed that dancers estimate joint live education (training,
rehearsals) and performances with members of their dance
team as the most important elements, while as the least
important elements for their interpersonal team synergy
they evaluate playing games via online platforms and
publishing their performances on online platforms.
Keywords – Teamwork; Teamwork importance, Interpersonal
synergy; Interpersonal synergy elements; Dance teams.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Good teamwork creates synergy, and good team
synergy enables better and faster results. Teamwork is one
of the most important factors while working with more
people, a group of people cooperates and uses their skills
to achieve the best outcome. An important part of working
in a team is synergy. Synergy creates better and faster
results, and the word synergy comes from the Latin
synergia, which was derived from the Greek word,
synergos meaning “to work together” or “to collaborate”
[1]. It can be created in many ways, such as
communication, trust, collaboration, and setting group
norms intentionally [1].
When the notion of synergy is applied in the context
of interaction, it assumes “how multiple individuals can
coordinate ‘as if they were one’“ [2]. Creating a synergy
involves a task-constrained interdependent control of parts
within wholes and in that process, elements from across
individuals create a dynamical system by virtue of
selective coupling and synchronization [2]. Interpersonal
synergies can be defined as a “’collective property of a
task-specific organization of individuals, such that the
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degrees of freedom of each are coupled, enabling [them]
to co-regulate each other’ [4], thus pointing to a system of
mutual interdependencies” [2]. As stated by Kimmel,
“almost everybody recognizes a good interpersonal
synergy when they experience it”, whether it is doing
kitchen work or in some other private or business
environment, via conversations or play or sports, and
dancing is no exception [2]. Teamwork and especially
team synergy is important in dance teams. A dance team is
a group of usually 10 to 20 people that work together a
few days a week. In this scientific paper, interpersonal
synergy in dance teams will be evaluated in the context of
the importance of elements that influence its increase,
with special reference to the distinction between online
and live environments.
II. DANCE TEAMS
Dance is a movement of the body in a rhythmic way,
usually to music and within a given space, to express an
idea or an emotion, release energy, or simply take delight
in the movement itself [5]. Whether people are 80 years
young or 8 years old, engaging in physical activities that
involve dance changes them. From better physical and
mental health to a boost in emotional and social wellbeing, moving your body to the sound of music can
transform your life. Amateur dancers value their dancing
not just as a hobby, but as an indelible component of their
identity. Their participation, and willingness to pay to
participate, fuels a thriving social economy, for example,
instructors, studios, competition organizers, costume
designers [6], etc. Professional dancers perform dance
numbers on stage, in movies, on television, in music
videos and so on, they usually have expertise in a
particular type of dance, such as jazz, ballet, modern,
ballroom, or tap, but some excel in more than one of these
areas. Being a professional dancer is a physically
demanding job that often takes a lot of hard work. Dancers
must practice regularly and prepare for auditions and
rehearsals. They also spend a great deal of time learning
complicated routines and must be able to remember
choreography [7]. Professional dancers usually dance in
dance studios. A dance studio is a team of professional
dancers and successful choreographers who are usually
the owners of the studio. The studio travels and performs
in theaters, festivals, and so on. Dance and dance teams
are hard to keep up in an online environment; there are
problems, such as conducting education and mastering
new skills, from the fact that the dancer is not
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accompanied by a coach or choreographer, who cannot
correct his/her mistakes. Dancers must also be able to
perform jumps, turns, and running during training and
there are spatial problems, while in a live environment
dancers have the opportunity to try and perform all skills
from jumping to running because they have a dance hall
that suits them. In periods when it is simply not possible to
have live trainings, it helps dancers to have online dance
education, so they can try skills and movements that are a
little easier or do not need as much space to perform. They
can also do strength exercises or flexibility exercises in an
online environment.
III.

ELEMENTS OF INTERPERSONAL SYNERGY

A. Literature on interpersonal synergy
The synergy can be defined as “the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts.” [8]. When synergy is
happening, there is an inherently higher level of efficiency
in production, creativity, and in producing results overall
[8]. Interpersonal synergy is defined as a higher-order
control system formed by coupling movement system
degrees of freedom of two (or more) actors [9]. The
scientific study of interpersonal synergy has been
advancing steadily since the 1990s. It owes much of its
progress to sports science approaches and quantitative
tools developed in this context [2].
The first important element of building interpersonal
team synergy is COMMUNICATION. When team
members feel comfortable expressing their thoughts and
opinions, they are more likely to build good team synergy.
Good communication skills can be built by prioritizing
two-way communication, establishing where the team
should communicate, and about what, and differentiating
between facts and stories [1]. The team needs to
communicate so each player knows what his or her
teammates need from each other. Naturally, most of the
communication happens in the planning phases, whether
it’s a sports team or a business team [10]. Clear and
effective communication can boost engagement and a
sense of belonging, increase productivity, and most
importantly, build a healthy workplace and organizational
culture [11].
The next element for building interpersonal synergy in
a team is PLAY. While there is very little research on
playing being directly connected to interpersonal synergy,
it is well known that children develop essential motor
skills, develop cognitive concepts, enhance memory skills,
enrich language skills and learn to interact and negotiate
with people through playing [13].
It is important that children master these elements at a
young age because they are the basis for them to be able
to build good synergy in a team in the future. According
to the Montessori preschool education philosophy, kids
don’t need to be taught. Rather, they need appropriate
spaces, where they can follow their innate learning
capacity. The role of playing shouldn’t be either
underestimated or separated from the learning process. As
kids play in a stimulating, supportive environment, they
move on to higher levels of thought and make their way
through the world [13].
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To expand the scope of these elements, an in-depth
interview was conducted, which follows.
B. In-depth Interview
For the purpose of this scientific paper, an interview
was conducted with the director of the dance studio Vindi
Davorka Čorko Rodeš in January 2022. She has been
practicing contemporary dance and dance pedagogy for 30
years. Since 1995, she has been working independently
and running a dance studio with 120 members. She has
participated in numerous workshops in Croatia and
Slovenia and is a member of the UPUH association, an
association of Croatian dance artists.
The respondent was asked to single out and explain in
some detail, for this research, based on her experience and
knowledge, elements that she believes affect the increase
of interpersonal synergy in dance teams, and these
elements are as follows:
1. INVOLVEMENT OF DANCERS IN THE
CHOICE OF MUSIC – music connects dancers through
choreography, melody, and rhythm, and music is tested
during warm-ups, exercises, and improvisations. There is
always a choice of several types of musical backgrounds
and already during this first phase, the dancers declare
how they experience which music. In this atmosphere, by
showing different interpretations of music, by moving and
commenting on what is seen, it is then decided jointly how
music be realized will the, and which musical number will
be chosen.
2. IMPROVISING IN A GROUP – Improvisation is a
way of working in which dancers create dance sequences
on the proposed associations through a creative process
(dance sequence - a series of movements connected into
one whole). In addition to individual solutions, dancers
also work in pairs or larger groups. On given topics or
associations, dancers create and build their vision of a
solution that may or may not be used in choreography, but
the creative process and making solutions create a
relationship of deeper acquaintance, trust, cooperation,
and respect for other people's proposals. Members usually
pair up with the same person, and this is where members
should be asked to pair with someone they haven’t worked
with and to connect more deeply with those with whom
they have not been so far.
3. INVOLVEMENT OF DANCERS IN THE
PREPARATION OF CHOREOGRAPHY – there are
different modalities of choreography, the most common
way is for the leader or choreographer to choose a theme,
devise a movement, and convey it to the dancers. But
there is a different way of working in which movement,
dance sequences, and choreography come from the
dancers, and the leader or choreographer fits their
solutions into the final form of the choreography. This
way, in addition to the dancers being involved in the
design of the choreography, they also connect, because
they jointly decide how and which parts to combine into
the final performance.
4. JOINT PERFORMANCE – for each dancer, the
performance is the final product and presentation of what
has been learned, designed, and practiced. The
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performance is a time of extremely high emotional
reactions and the dancers, in addition to trying to do their
best and show themselves in the best light, take care of the
stage harmony with other team members, but also the
safety of all present. Spatial dimensions as the space in
which dancers practice are usually different than the space
in which they perform, so you need to know how to
spatially "navigate" which includes awareness of where,
besides "myself", other dancers are. After each new
performance, the dancers have more information about
each other (intellectually and emotionally), and are more
deeply connected than before and when leaving the stage.
5. INVOLVEMENT OF DANCERS IN THE
SELECTION OF SCENOGRAPHY – in dance
performances simple forms of scenography are used. For
example, tables, chairs, benches, and so on. However, in
contemporary dance, the scenography can also be made of
light if there are no objects on the stage. When creating
choreography, each dancer understands his/her role in
individual parts and gives suggestions on how certain
parts could be realized scenographically, also concerning
the theme of choreography, the choice of music and
costumes, and what lighting should be on stage are
discussed (black and white, in color, with spots). This is
another item that increases the efficiency of interaction
between team members because in reflection and
conversation they come to how everyone sees themselves
and others on stage while dancing.
6. INVOLVEMENT OF DANCERS IN COSTUME
DESIGN – The first stage in choosing a costume design is
jointly deciding which colors would best suit the chosen
choreographic theme and the chosen music. After that,
dancers think and discuss what kind of cut the costume
should have. When the first sample of costumes is made,
most dancers in the group try it out to see what it is like to
dance in it, and how it works visually. Corrections (colors,
cuts, types of costumes, and accessories) are made
through conversation, so the opinion and experiences of
each member of the dance team are sought and respected.
7. JOINT EDUCATION – joint education includes
regular weekly rehearsals throughout the year, but also
dance seminars and dance workshops by visiting
educators. Since there would be no dance without dance
rehearsals, this is the most important factor in dance
teams, provided that the dancers are as regular as possible
at rehearsals. In the first part of the rehearsal, technique,
and warm-up are done, so when there is new material,
most dancers feel lost and alone. The director of the team
must draw their attention to the fact that this is new to
everyone and that they should not feel lonely and
unsuccessful in learning new tasks because everyone
needs some time to adapt to what they have not done so
far. Their statements about it should be supported because
it creates an atmosphere of trust in which everyone admits
that something is bothering them and thus the tension in
the whole group of new and "difficult" elements is
reduced. Even more intense experiences are in workshops
with visiting pedagogues and choreographers, where the
material often differs significantly from what is usually
done in rehearsals.
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To investigate the extent to which members of dance
teams consider each of these elements important, and
given the difference between live and online
environments, the following research was conducted.
IV.

THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research Design
To investigate the importance of interpersonal synergy
in dance teams in an online and live environment, a survey
was conducted with dancers of the dance studio Vindi in
January 2022. The survey was voluntary and anonymous,
and the total number of respondents to all survey
questions was N = 47.
B. Research Sample
The survey was conducted on a sample of 47 dancers
from the Vindi dance studio, Varaždin, Croatia aged from
12 to 21. All participants were female. 21 dancers have
been dancing for more than 10 years, 18 dancers between
6 to 10 years, 6 dancers between 1 to 5 years, and 2
dancers have been dancing for a couple of months.
C. Data Collection and Analysis
The questionnaire was developed for the dancers of
the Vindi dance studio and was shared via a link to the
online Google questionnaire form. The questionnaire
contained a total of 21 questions, 3 of which were related
to demographic data (age, gender, dance experience), 9
questions about elements of interpersonal synergy in
dance teams in the live environment, and the remaining 9
questions about elements of interpersonal synergy in
dance teams in an online environment. The questions were
closed-ended with pre-offered answers of 5 degrees on a
Likert scale of importance. The analysis was quantitative,
and the results are presented descriptively below.
V.

THE RESEARCH RESULTS

Elements influencing interpersonal synergy in dance
teams:
1. element: Communication
Respondents' answers showed that 93.6% of
respondents consider that "communication" in the live
environment is an important element of interpersonal
synergy in the dance team, but it can be seen that in the
online environment, this element is important to 63.8% of
respondents; and regardless of the environment, no
respondent considers this element unimportant (0%).
TABLE 1 DANCERS' RESPONSES ON THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 1 - COMMUNICATION (N = 47)
Communication

LIVE

ONLINE

Not important at all

0%

0%

Slightly important

0%

8.5 %

Neither important nor unimportant

6.4 %

36.2 %

Very important

36.2 %

53.2 %

Extremely important

57.4 %

2.1 %
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2. element: Joint education

5. element: Choreography

In the live environment, 100 % of respondents
evaluate “Joint education”, as important; more precisely
74.5 % as extremely important and 25.5 % as very
important (Table 2). In an online environment, 0 % of
dancers evaluate “Joint education” as extremely
important, and only 27.7 % that it is very important (Table
2).
TABLE 2 DANCERS' RESPONSES TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 2 – JOINT EDUCATION (N = 47)

A total of 97.9 % of respondents evaluate
“Involvement of dancers in the preparation of
choreography” as important, in the live environment,
while in an online environment, that element is important
for 55.4 % (Table 5). 0 % of respondents answered that it
is not important in both environments.
TABLE 5 DANCERS' RESPONSES TO IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 5 – INVOLVEMENT OF DANCERS IN PREPARATION
OF CHOREOGRAPHY (N = 47)

Joint education

LIVE

ONLINE

Involvement of dancers in
preparation of choreography

LIVE

ONLINE

Not important at all

0%

20 %

Not important at all

0%

0%

0%

0%

Slightly important

0%

24 %

Slightly important

Neither important nor unimportant

0%

26 %

Neither important nor unimportant

2.1 %

44.7 %

Very important

25.5 %

27.7 %

Very important

38.3 %

42.6 %

Extremely important

74.5 %

0%

Extremely important

59.6 %

12.8 %

6. element: Music

3. element: Playing
The element “Playing” in a live environment” was
rated as an important element by a total of 68 % of
respondents and by 0 % as not important at all, while in an
online environment, only 10.6 % of respondents evaluate
“Playing” as very important, and for 25.5 % it is not
important at all or just slightly important (34%) in contrast
to the live environment where no respondent opted for that
answer.
TABLE 3 DANCERS' RESPONSES TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 3 - PLAYING (N = 47)
Play

A total of 93.8 % of dancers evaluated that the
"Involvement of dancers in the choice of music” is
important in the live environment and an online
environment 89.4 % (Table 6). In both live and online
environments, no respondent rated this element as not
important at all.
TABLE 6 DANCERS' RESPONSES TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 6 – INVOLVEMENT OF DANCERS IN THE CHOICE
OF MUSIC (N = 47)
Involvement of dancers in the
choice of music

LIVE

ONLINE

Not important at all

0%

0%

LIVE

ONLINE

Not important at all

0%

25.5 %

Slightly important

0%

2.1 %

Slightly important

6.4 %

34 %

Neither important nor unimportant

6.4 %

8.5 %

Neither important nor unimportant

25.5 %

29.8 %

Very important

36.2 %

36.2 %

Very important

48.9 %

10.6 %

Extremely important

57.4 %

53.2 %

Extremely important

19.1 %

0%

7. element: Scenography
4. element: Improvisation
In the live environment, the element “Improvising in a
group” is important for a total of 87.2 % of respondents,
and in an online environment, “Improvising in a group”
63.8 % of dancers estimate it as very important or
extremely important (Table 4). 0 % of respondents, in
both environments, answered that it is not important at all.
TABLE 4 DANCERS' RESPONSES TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 4 – IMPROVISING IN A GROUP (N = 47)
Improvisation in a group

LIVE

ONLINE

Not important at all

0%

0%

Slightly important

0%

8.5 %

Neither important nor unimportant

12.8 %

27.7 %

Very important

48.9 %

53.2 %

Extremely important
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38.3 %

10.6 %

The element “Involvement of dancers in the selection
of scenography” in the live environment is considered
important by 93.6 % of respondents, and in an online
environment, it is important for 89.4 % f respondents
(Table 7). In both environments, this element is rated by 0
% of respondents as not important at all.
TABLE 7 DANCERS' RESPONSES TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 7 – INVOLVEMENT OF DANCERS IN THE
SELECTION OF SCENOGRAPHY (N = 47)
Involvement of dancers in the
selection of scenography

LIVE

ONLINE

Not important at all

0%

0%

Slightly important

4.3 %

12.8 %

Neither important nor unimportant

19.1 %

40.4 %

Very important

53.2 %

42.6 %

Extremely important

23.4 %

4.1 %
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8. element: Costume design
The element “Involvement of dancers in costume
design” in the live environment as an element of real
interpersonal synergy in dance teams respondents rated
38.3 % as extremely important and 53.3 % as very
important, in the online environment respondents rated the
element of costume design as 6.4% as extremely
important (Table 8).
TABLE 8 DANCERS' RESPONSES TO IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 8 – INVOLVEMENT OF DANCERS IN COSTUME
DESIGN (N = 47)
Involvement of dancers in costume
design

LIVE

ONLINE

Not important at all

0%

0%

Slightly important

0%

8.5 %

Neither important nor unimportant

8.5 %

31.9 %

Very important

53.3 %

53.2 %

Extremely important

38.3 %

6.4 %

9. element: Joint performance

TABLE 9 DANCERS' RESPONSES TO THE IMPORTANCE OF
ELEMENT 9 – JOINT PERFORMANCE (N = 47)
Joint performance

LIVE

ONLINE

Not important at all

0%

14.9 %

Slightly important

0%

25.5 %

Neither important nor unimportant

0%

42.6 %

Very important

36.2 %

10.6 %

Extremely important

63.8 %

6.4 %

DISCUSSION

To review the research results in more detail, a
summary tables of elements that, according to
respondents, increase interpersonal synergy in dance
teams, are following, both in the live environment (Table
10) and in the online environment (Table 11). Elements
are presented according to responses frequency in
percentages (%) and arithmetic mean of element rating
(M) and ranked from most important to least important.
A. Live environment
In a live environment, elements “Joint education” and
“Joint performance” are rated as the most important dance
teams’ interpersonal synergy elements by 100 % of
respondents, while elements “Involvement of dancers in
the selection of scenography” (76.6. %) and “Play” (68 %)
are at least important, however, more than half of the
respondents still consider them important. It can be
noticed that of all the above elements, the element of
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TABLE 10 SUMMARY OF DANCERS' RESPONSES ON THE
IMPORTANCE OF INTERPERSONAL SINERGY ELEMENTS IN
A LIVE ENVIRONMENT (N = 47)
DANCE TEAMS
INTERPERSONAL
SINERGY ELEMENTS
LIVE

Responses
frequency in
percentages (%)

Arithmetic
mean of
element rating
(M)

Joint education

100 %

4.74

Joint performance

100 %

4.63

Choreography

97.9 %

4.57

Music

93.8 %

4.51

Communication

93.6 %

4.51

Costume design

91.6 %

4.3

Improvisation

87.2 %

4.25

Scenography

76.6 %

3.95

Play

68 %

3.8

B. Online environment

In the live environment, “Joint performance” is
important for a total of 100 % of respondents in great
contrast to 17 % in an online environment. Also, in the
online environment for 14.9 %, that element is not
important at all, while in the live environment no
respondent rated it so (Table 9).

VI.

"Communication" in terms of importance for the dance
team's interpersonal synergy is medium ranked.

In the online environment, elements “Music” (89.4 %),
“Communication” and “Improvisation” (both 63.8 %) are
rated as the most important dance teams’ interpersonal
synergy elements, but none of the elements was marked as
the most important by 100% of the respondents. As least
important elements “Joint improvisation” and “Play” were
rated, but it is also significant to note that less than a fifth
of the respondents actually marked them as important.
The element “Communication” is ranked as the second
most important dance team's interpersonal synergy
element in accordance with other elements, but in fact, it
can be noticed that almost a third of respondents less rated
it important compared to the live environment. Also,
communication is considered more important than most
elements in the online environment (except music), while
when they meet live, they do not consider this element
more important than joint education, joint performance,
and not either more important than joint involvement in
choreography preparation or choice of music.
TABLE 11 SUMMARY OF DANCERS' RESPONSES ON THE
IMPORTANCE OF INTERPERSONAL SINERGY ELEMENTS IN
AN ONLINE ENVIRONMENT (N = 47)
DANCE TEAMS
INTERPERSONAL
SINERGY ELEMENTS
ONLINE

Responses
frequency in
percentages (%)

Arithmetic
mean of
element
rating (M)

Music

89.4 %

4.4

Communication

63.8 %

3.49

Improvisation

63.8 %

3.65

Costume design

59.6 %

3.57

Choreography

55.4 %

3.68

Scenography

46.7 %

3.37

Joint education

27.7 %

2,56

Joint performance

17 %

2.68

Play

10.6 %

2.25
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VII. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was to investigate important
elements that influence the interpersonal synergy in dance
teams and determine their importance in the online and
live environment, according to the dancers of the dance
studio Vindi from Varaždin, Croatia. The elements were
determined based on literature and an in-depth interview
was conducted with the head of the dance studio. The
following elements were identified: joint education,
participation of dancers in choreography, participation of
dancers in costume design, participation of dancers in
choice of scenography, participation of dancers in
selection music, joint performance, and improvisation in a
group, communication and play.
To investigate the importance of each element, a
survey was conducted among 47 dancers aged from 12 to
21, all of whom are female. The dancers rated joint
education (for example, training and exercise) and joint
performance as the most important elements of
interpersonal synergy in dance teams when they have the
opportunity to meet live. For dancers, without joint
education, or group dance training, there would be no
dance. Through joint education and joint performance,
they learn and master new skills, practice choreography,
and connect with team members. The most important
element of interpersonal synergy in dance teams in an
online environment is the use of online platforms, such as
YouTube or Google, to find music. Nowadays, almost no
one uses CDs or cassettes anymore, all music is found
through online platforms that contain music, and without
such platforms, there would be no musical background for
dance choreography.
The most unimportant element when they meet live, as
rated by the dancers, is playing before/during/after
training. Playing during training is most important to the
younger members, it is a way to shake off the excess
energy they have, while the older members of the dance
team may consider themselves as “too old” for playing.
Also, the most unimportant element of interpersonal
synergy in dance teams in an online environment is
playing (for example video games) with team members
through online platforms and publishing their
performances on online platforms.
To conclude, every person who participates in a dance
team learns how to cooperate with people and how to
connect with them, how to stay motivated when it is most
difficult, and how to express themselves creatively. Being
part of a dance team has great benefits later in life,
especially if the person is part of a dance team from a
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young age and matures through and with their dance team
because they can learn teamwork skills and realize the
power of synergistic effects of teamwork.
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Abstract - The purpose of controlled vocabularies is to
organize information and to provide terminology to
catalogue and retrieve information in information systems.
Vocabularies provide definitions and scope notes, which is
especially important in the field of cultural heritage,
capturing the richness of meanings and relationships between
terms. Therefore, they are important tools for data integrity
control and providing reliable search and retrieval, and also
essential educational resources. Currently, there are only two
controlled vocabularies in the Croatian language related to
the field of cultural heritage, primarily museum collections
and the protection of cultural monuments: 1) the
Classification of museum and gallery objects, 2) the Thesaurus
of monument types. They overlap to some extent, but also
differ according to the levels of specificity, exhaustivity and
structure. As an initial method of vocabulary reconciliation,
mapping based on Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS) mapping properties is used. This paper aims to
examine the possibilities and challenges of vocabulary
reconciliation and to provide guidelines for the future use of
these valuable terminological resources, to improve the users'
access to cultural heritage. Additional mapping of both
terminologies to the Art & Architecture Thesaurus will ensure
interoperability in the global linked open data environment
and provide a multilingual context.
Keywords - controlled vocabularies; vocabulary
reconciliation; thesaurus; classification; vocabulary mapping;
museums; protection of cultural monuments; linked open data

I.

INTRODUCTION

Each discipline is reflected in scientific language and
the terms by which it describes the concepts it deals with.
It is therefore essential to mention the term “controlled
vocabulary”, which can be simply defined as an organized
system of words and phrases used for the naming of
various concepts, objects etc. of a certain profession. The
main purpose of these vocabularies is to unambiguously
and consistently describe the content of an
object/document, which will facilitate its subsequent
retrieval. On the one hand, controlled vocabularies have a
documentary role because they are used to describe an
object, i.e. to create metadata in various information
systems, and, on the other hand, they play an important
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role in users' access to the same object/document. These
two aspects are equally important in a traditional, physical
environment, but also in a modern, digital context.
The needs of the contemporary users of cultural heritage
information require more accessible and more efficient
access to information on the common heritage that is
preserved, managed, processed, and researched in various
institutions. This presumes stepping out of the information
silos of individual institutions and enabling the wide
availability of heritage information. In order to make
information available to users, there are various systems
and approaches: from online catalogues and institutional
repositories to aggregation portals such as “Europeana” or
federated search approaches based on SPARQL semantic
queries. The effectiveness of such systems largely depends
on the scope and quality of the controlled vocabularies
used for the indexing and retrieval process. In this context,
the interoperability and interconnectedness of different
vocabularies are crucial. Therefore, this paper aims to
examine the potentials and challenges of vocabulary
reconciliation to enable interoperability in the global open
linked data environment and provide preliminary
guidelines for the mutual use of these valuable existing
terminological resources, in order to improve the users'
access to cultural heritage. In addition to the
aforementioned application in the global information
environment, structured terminology is extremely
important for education in different fields – from heritage
management and protection to cultural tourism and
edutainment.
II.

THE CONTROLLED VOCABULARIES INCLUDED IN
THE RESEARCH

As there are currently only two structured controlled
vocabularies in the Croatian language related to the field
of cultural heritage (primarily museum collections and
protection of cultural monuments), and The Art &
Architecture Thesaurus is a de facto key international data
value standard, the following vocabularies are included in
the research and will be introduced in succeeding chapters.
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A. The Classification of Museum and Gallery Objects
by Types of Objects (CMGO)
The Classification of Museum and Gallery Objects by
Type of Objects (further abbreviated as CMGO) was
developed within the first systematic efforts in the
direction of standardization of the documentation of
museum and gallery objects in the year 1987 in the
publication of a document entitled Documentation and
classification of museum and gallery objects in the 25th
volume of Muzeologija journal [1]. This is the first
collection of the national guidelines for defining museum
terminology in Croatian language and the setting up of
framework and foundations for the organization of
museum documentation.
Guided by current world trends at the time, CMGO was
based on the Classification of museum and gallery objects
of the British Museum Documentation Association (MDA)
(MDA was re-launched as the Collections Trust in 2008).
The British MDA classification system was characterized
by three levels: “Major Categories”, “Simple Names”, and
“Full Names” [1]. The system was redesigned and adapted
in the national version in such a way that the first level was
defined as “object type” (21 categories), the second level
was marked as “purpose”, and the third as “object name”
(e.g. building – building element – roof). The system was
supplemented and amended in 1990 by altering the 12th
group of objects (“Art Objects”) and the 13th group of
objects (“Communication and Symbol”) that was
published in the second number of the Bulletin o
informatizaciji muzejske djelatnosti SR Hrvatske journal
[2]. It consists of more than 1200 terms. This classification
system shows a clear hierarchy, but no definition of terms
and objects is indicated.
B. The Thesaurus of Monument Types (TMT)
Croatian Thesaurus of monument types (further
abbreviated as TMT) was developed in years 2002-2006
as an integral part of the information system of cultural
heritage “Teuta”, which had been established in the
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia to serve as
a tool for the efficient preservation of cultural heritage by
ensuring the “base of knowledge” needed for any
intervention in that field. Besides the cultural heritage
service, targeted users of that information system were
professionals from a wide variety of related disciplines,
such as art historians, archaeologists, architects, urbanists,
university teachers, etc., as well as the public.
The methodology for the compilation of the thesaurus
was based on the thoroughly researched literature and
praxis of other countries in that field. In accordance with
the international standards for thesauri compilation,
namely the ISO standards 2788 [3] and 5964 [4], to
facilitate the work on the thesaurus and to enable the
immediate construction of semantic networks, the
sophisticated computer application was developed. As the
terms had been compiled and integrated into the thesaurus,
they were classified in the appropriate class or classes,
ensuring the polyhierarchy (Fig. 1) as one of the desired
qualities of thesaurus. At the same time, where necessary,
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terms were linked with the various related and equivalent
terms, creating the sort of network, which will support user
processes in searching and retrieval of information. In that
manner, 809 terms have been collected, processed,
equipped by scope notes, classified and linked to related
term(s), if there were any.

Figure 1. Example of polyhierarchy in hierarchical display of thesaurus
terms, where the term pool (cro. bazen) is positioned in two different
top classes of TMT (Construction for sports and Gardens, parks and
urban spaces)

Furthermore, each term was mapped with the
appropriate term from the Getty’s Art and Architecture
Thesaurus [5], French Base de données Thésaurus [6] and
British Thesaurus of Monument Types [7] and the degree
of equivalence was specified (if the term was not an exact
match it was marked by +/- symbol).
The Thesaurus was published in 2017 in the form of
the book [8] which comprises of two parts: the first one is
dealing with the phenomenology and organization of
knowledge as the general phenomenon as well as in the
field of cultural heritage protection, legislation in the field
of documentation and monument recording, Croatian
experiences in the inventory creation and establishment of
universal information system and the thesaurus
compilation methodology, and the second part of the book
is thesaurus itself, printed out as the hierarchically
organized class list as well as the alphabetical list of
concept entries that include scope notes, top classes,
broader terms, synonyms, sources and already mentioned
mappings (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Example of a concept entry record (arcade) in TMT
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For a number of key concepts, a visual representation
of the is provided, which is sometimes important for a
understanding of the presented phenomenon (Fig. 3).
This thesaurus is just a model for the comprehensive
thesaurus of monument types that should cover all types of
cultural heritage, limited to the architectural heritage, be it
single buildings or built complexes. During the
establishment of the core structure of thesaurus, the
possibility of subsequent extension of the thesaurus to the
other categories of heritage, such as historical settlements,
cultural landscapes, archaeological sites, intangible
heritage etc., has been foreseen.

abstract concepts and phenomena, e.g. Neoclassical, street
art, etc., (2) “Physical Attributes”: e.g. borders, cracks, etc.,
(3) “Styles and Periods”: e.g. Neolithic, Aztec, etc., (4)
“Agents”: e.g. architects, barbers, etc., (5) “Activities”:
e.g. archaeology, meditation, etc., (6) “Materials”: e.g.
ivory, bleach, etc., (7) “Objects”: e.g. paintings, gardens,
etc., (8) “Brand Names”: e.g. Araldite (TM), Google Earth,
etc. [9]. AAT is open and available for users (in human
readable form) on the Getty Research Institute website and
also at the SPARQL endpoint in the linked open data
formats (ready for machine reasoning processing).of data
that defines a specific concept: definition (describes the
meaning and how it is used in cataloguing), list of terms
(with the indicated preferred term, and also the terms that
could be synonyms), display of hierarchical position,
unique ID number, etc.
III. THE INITIAL REVIEW OF SPECIFICS,
INCOMPATIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF CONTROLLED
VOCABULARIES INCLUDED IN THE RESEARCH
In this chapter, we would like to highlight results of
some of the specifics, incompatibilities and limitations that
we have identified in an initial review of the vocabularies
included in this research. The study was performed
through reviewing, reading and analysing hierarchical
relationships and definitions of terms (where applicable).

Figure 3. Example of a visual representation of the concept (arcade) in
TMT: Zagreb, Arcades at the Mirogoj cemetery (photo: L. Križaj, 2016)

C. The Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)
Since its beginnings in the 1970s and the start of the
project by libraries and architectural experts Toni Petersen,
Dora Crouch, and Pat Molholt, The Art & Architecture
Thesaurus (further abbreviated as AAT) evolved
significantly. It is a hierarchical and controlled vocabulary
with the main purpose to describe works of art, architecture,
decorative arts, material culture and archival materials [9].
AAT is currently managed by The Getty Research Institute
through the Getty Vocabulary Program.
Main purposes of the AAT are: standardized framework
for documentation and cataloguing through controlled
vocabulary and structure and classification schemes, aid for
research and information retrieval and especially allowing
its use in linked data between different information
systems. AAT is a living organism, being edited, expanded
and improved every year, and today it contains around
72,225 records and 472,602 terms. The concept is the main
focus for each AAT record (i.e. subject) identified by a
unique numeric ID [10]. This thesaurus is following ISO
25964-1 standard [11].
The hierarchical structure of the AAT is constituted by
facets arranged in such a scheme that it covers a large range
of terms from abstract concepts to specific artefacts. There
are 8 main facets: (1) “Associated Concepts”: mainly
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A. Differences between classification and thesaurus
First of all, it should be noted that both included
vocabularies in the Croatian language differ in the formal
sense of terminology control. CMGO is realised in the form
of classification, and TMT as a thesaurus. As a type of
controlled vocabulary, thesaurus represents a „semantic
network of unique concepts, including relationships
between synonyms, broader and narrower (parent/child)
contexts, and other related concepts.“[12]. In addition to the
concept as the main type of record in the thesaurus, it also
contains a list of synonyms, description of the (equivalence,
hierarchical and associative) relationships between terms,
definitions of concepts, i.e. a scope notes, etc. All the
aforementioned features turn the thesaurus into a complex
taxonomic network and ensure that it is not just a mere list
of terms in the specific subject area. Thesaurus can be
monolingual but also multilingual, thus contributing to
interoperability and wide access to the content described.
Classification schemes, on the other hand, are based on
the distribution of knowledge within a certain area,
according to predefined categories/classes. Unlike
thesauri, classification schemes represent a (hierarchical)
list of terms, but with no definitions given. Therefore, it is
sometimes not possible to unambiguously identify a
concept and describe the content.
Simply put: these are actually two different tools. The
thesaurus is used for a description of subject content and
information retrieval, and the classification scheme is used
to organize objects into groups and their contextualization
within a specific subject area. The methodology we will
apply in our preliminary research will be based on the
mentioned difference between these two tools. This will
also help us to draw conclusions and suggest directions for
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further development of subject vocabularies in the field of
arts and related disciplines, especially in the local,
Croatian language context.

heritage objects (which is also its primary function), it is
also highly usable for indexing of content/subject for all
material that has visual content.

B. Two domains of terminological control
Two key domains over which terminological control
can be applied by TMT and CMGO have been identified,
in terms of metadata elements and metadata groups: A)
Type of cultural heritage object (semantically equivalent to
following metadata elements: Object/work type element in
CDWA and Object name element in SPECTRUM
standard); B) Content/Subject (semantically equivalent to
Subject matter group elements in CDWA or Content and
subject information subgroup in SPECTRUM).

TABLE II.

Metadata element Type of cultural heritage object (or
any semantic equivalent elements) provides a fundamental
way to refer to an object and therefore this information
primarily supports the accountability, identification and
access to objects – it identifies the kind of object being
described.
Subject metadata elements provide access to content
related information. Golub, Ziolkowski and Zlodi [13]
summarize three key segments of the subject matter: “In
subject analysis and indexing, it is important to identify and
represent not only motives depicted in an object (ofness) or
what an object/work is about (aboutness) but also what an
object is per se (isness) and what its function is. [...] Isness
denotes what a work is or which class of objects it belongs
to; therefore, these kinds of subjects are based on the form
or type of the object or its genre. Values for isness are
ideally taken from controlled vocabularies such as the Art
and Architecture Thesaurus. [...] Ofness and aboutness, on
the other hand, are most often encountered in the field of
fine arts. Ofness is about what a work depicts, what a nonexpert viewer could see and recognize in the visual content
of the object [...], and aboutness is related to narrative,
thematic, iconographical or symbolic meaning” [13].
In the initial review we found out that in the museum
context (Tab. I), CMGO is highly useful for vocabulary
control for the types of museum objects (which is also its
primary function), and also for content/subject indexing.
While TMT is less usable for vocabulary control for types
of museum objects (museums do not preserve architectural
heritage (e.g. churches, mosques, etc.), but it is highly
usable for content/subject indexing for all material that has
visual content (e.g. photographs, paintings, drawings, etc.).
TABLE I.

USEFULNESS OF CMGO AND TMT VOCABULARIES FOR
TERMINOLOGICAL CONTROL IN MUSEUMS

Metadata
categories
Type of cultural
heritage object
Content/Subject

Vocabularies
CMGO

TMT

High

Low

High

High

In the cultural heritage protection sector (Tab. II),
CMGO is moderately useful for vocabulary control and for
the types of cultural heritage objects (mostly for movable
heritage) and also for content/subject indexing. While TMT
is highly usable for vocabulary control for types of cultural
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USEFULNESS OF CMGO AND TMT VOCABULARIES FOR
TERMINOLOGICAL CONTROL IN CULTURAL HERITAGE PROTECTION
SECTOR

Metadata
categories

Vocabularies

Type of cultural
heritage object
Content/Subject

CMGO

TMT

Medium

High

Medium

High

C. Key specifics and limitations of applied vocabularies
We can highlight some of the specifics,
incompatibilities and limitations that we have initially
identified in the vocabularies included in research: 1) wide
variety of cultural heritage types belonging to the movable
heritage such as paintings, sculptures, liturgical
equipment, utensils, vessels, vestments, fittings, books,
archival materials etc., has not been tackled in TMT, since
the large number of them has been already included in
CMGO; 2) none of the three vocabularies included in the
research defines terminology directly related to intangible
cultural heritage; 3) local dialectal names for phenomena
of tangible and intangible heritage are not included in
either the TMT or the CMGO, which should be examined
separately in new research. The lack of dialectal names in
the AAT is understandable because it would greatly
increase the number of terms, which would go beyond the
scope and function of the AAT as an international data
value standard.
IV.

RECONCILIATION OF THE VOCABULARIES
METHODOLOGY

Aitchison, Gilchrist, and Bawden have noted that “over
the last 30 or more years many controlled languages,
whether thesauri, classification schemes or subject
heading lists, have been published, entirely independent of
one another and, even within the same subject field,
differing in structure, viewpoint and specialization” and
identified that “reconciliation or integration of thesauri is
a means of overcoming this incompatibility barrier” [14].
There are several approaches or methods to the
reconciliation of incompatible controlled languages:
mapping, switching, merging and integration.
For this preliminary research, a mapping approach of
reconciliation of different controlled languages was
chosen and applied. Mapping refers to a “process of
establishing relationships between the concepts of one
vocabulary and those of another” [15]. The mapping was
based on the Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS), i.e. “a common data model for knowledge
organization systems such as thesauri, classification
schemes, subject heading systems and taxonomies” [16].
We used six mapping properties categories from the SKOS
data model: exact match, close match, related match, broad
match, narrow match, and no match. The SKOS mapping
property skos:exactMatch links two concepts that are the
same, both in semantic meaning and spelling (that also
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includes the subject terms that differ in singular/plural
form). Exact match indicates “a high degree of confidence
that the concepts can be used interchangeably across a
wide range of information retrieval applications”[16]. The
SKOS mapping property skos:closeMatch links “two
concepts that are sufficiently similar that they can be used
interchangeably in some information retrieval
applications”[16]. However, finding exact matches in
different knowledge organization systems is rare, so the
skos:closeMatch is more common and appropriate in
majority of situations [15]. As for the SKOS mapping
properties skos:broadMatch and skos:narrowMatch, they
“are used to state a hierarchical mapping link between two
concepts” [16]. Following the similar methodology [17],
we added the no match category to explicitly indicate the
terms from one system that do not have a matching pair in
the other system.
V.

MAPPING RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Mapping was performed in only one direction (from
source to target vocabulary), and was implemented in two
phases: (1) mapping of TMT index terms against the
CMGO index terms, and (2) mapping of TMT index terms
against the AAT concepts. In this preliminary research, we
decided that, in order to gain an initial insight into the
subject, it is sufficient that TMT is the only source
vocabulary, and CMGO and AAT the target vocabularies,
and in further research we will need to perform vice versa
mappings.
In the first mapping phase, we used the sample of 116
terms from the main class (facet) of TMT called
“Components (elements) of buildings”. Preliminarily, by
reviewing the hierarchical view of TMT thesaurus, we
identified this facet as the one that has the most overlap
with CMGO (other facets contain only sporadic terms from
CMGO). We found out that only 12 terms have matching
terms in CMGO, all with skos:exactMatch matching level
property (Tab. III). The remaining 104 terms from this class
do not exist in CMGO.

matching terms in AAT, 9 with skos:exactMatch and 2
with skos:closeMatch matching level properties (Tab. IV).
TABLE IV.

MAPPING PHASE 2: MAPPING OF TMT TERMS FROM
THE RESULT OF FIRST MAPPING PHASE TO AAT

Source vocabulary:
TMT
krov (eng. roof)

Matching level
(SKOS)→
skos:exactMatch

pod (eng. flor)
prozor (eng.
window)

skos:closeMatch
skos:exactMatch

Source vocabulary:
TMT
krov
pod
prozor
stup
vrata
dovratnik
nadvratnik
zabat
oltar
propovjedaonica
trijem
ambon

Matching level
(SKOS)→
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch

Target vocabulary:
CMGO
krov
pod
prozor
stup
vrata
dovratnik
nadvratnik
zabat
oltar
propovjedaonica
trijem
ambon

In the second mapping phase, we used the TMT terms
from the results of the first mapping and provided mapping
to AAT. We found out that all terms except one have
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windows
columns (architectural
elements)
doors

stup (eng. column)
vrata (eng. door)
dovratnik (eng.
doorjamb)
nadvratnik (eng.
lintel)
zabat (eng. gable)

skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch

skos:closeMatch
skos:exactMatch

lintels (spanning
elements)
pediments

oltar (eng. altar)
propovjedaonica
(eng. pulpit)
trijem (eng. portico)
ambon

skos:exactMatch

altars (religious
fixtures)

skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch

pulpits
porticoes
ambos (pulpits)

noMatch

The process of contributing Croatian terms to the AAT
involves precise mapping according to the AAT concepts,
translation of existing scope notes from the AAT into
Croatian language and recording of references of at least
three sources in which a particular Croatian term is used.
Already defined scope notes of terms from TMT will
greatly help to accurately understand the concepts and
consequently contribute to the quality of translation of
AAT scope notes. Thus, by mapping the CMGO to the
AAT, the CMGO can be enriched with scope notes and
references to relevant sources, and adding scope notes to
the CMGO would allow the transformation of this
terminological tool from a classification scheme to a
thesaurus.
VI.

TABLE III.
MAPPING PHASE 1: SEGMENT OF TERMS FROM TMT
FACET “COMPONENTS (ELEMENTS) OF BUILDINGS” WITH
MATCHING TERMS IN CMGO

Target vocabulary:
AAT
roofs
floors (surface
elements)

CONCLUSION

The initial review of controlled vocabularies included in
the research revealed that in the museum context TMT is
highly usable for content/subject indexing of all material
that has visual content, while in the cultural heritage
protection sector CMGO is highly useful for vocabulary
control for the types of cultural heritage objects, especially
for movable heritage, and also for content/subject
indexing. Initial study also detected the following
limitations: none of the three vocabularies defines
terminology directly related to intangible cultural heritage
or include local dialectal names for phenomena of tangible
and intangible heritage, which requires future research.
Initial reconciliation of the vocabularies by mapping
method showed small overlapping of terms between TMT
and CMGO and high overlapping of TMT and AAT.
Nevertheless, by mapping CMGO to the AAT, the CMGO
can be enriched with scope notes and references to relevant
sources, which would allow the transformation of this
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terminological tool from a classification scheme to a
thesaurus. Existing scope notes from TMT will greatly
help to accurately understand the concepts and
consequently contribute to the quality of translation of
AAT scope notes, which is a mandatory part of
contributing Croatian terms to the AAT.
Mapping to AAT and contributing to AAT will
indirectly ensure data openness in two ways: 1) human
readable data on the AAT thesaurus website, 2) machine
readable data on the SPARQL linked open data (LOD)
endpoint. Mapping terms to AAT concepts can greatly
accelerate the implementation of multilingualism which
enables greater visibility and accessibility of Croatian
cultural heritage, as already identified in paper by Zlodi,
Ivanjko, Štefičar, and Marochini [18].
At the practical level, there are two main different
options for developing both Croatian vocabularies – TMT
and CMGO. They can be developed separately and
periodically exchange information and enrich one
terminology with another. And they can be developed
within a common framework (for example as one of the
projects within “STRUNA” database of Croatian special
field terminology [19]. Further research is needed to
pinpoint the challenges and opportunities for development
and application, to identify best practices that will improve
both vocabularies and provide optimal solutions for
heritage and educational institutions and users.
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Abstract - Identifying the assessment indicators which
can facilitate the provision of personalized learning has been
a long-term topic of discussion and debate. Several studies
have emphasized on the important role that Information
and Communication Technology solutions can play in
closing this gap whereas, the recent pandemic outbreak,
strengthened even more the necessity to introduce
educational solutions capable for supporting Blended
Learning scenarios. To tackle this obstacle, educators
adopted various solutions including Learning Management
System and Virtual Reality educational platforms. Recent
reviews have revealed that examining students’ learning
artifacts from a single solution, in isolation, may not be
comprehensive enough to extract information and,
therefore, provide holistic support for academic knowledge
growth and skillset advancement. The introduction of
multimodal assessments can potentially counter this issue
and accordingly assist educators in providing personalised
educational interventions. With that objective in mind, we
propose an integrated Multimodal Learning Analytics
(MMLA) framework which aims at orchestrating and
classifying students’ personality traits, behavioral effects,
academic performance, and practical skills simultaneously.
The present work constitutes part of a wider effort which
aims at providing Higher Education students with
personalised and adaptive learning experiences to prepare
and equip them with the qualities and the skills that the
Industry 4.0 demands.
Keywords – multimodal learning analytics; precision
education; industry 4.0; virtual reality; learning management
systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Problem statement
For decades, the education research community has
been debating over the approaches or the educational
support that students need in order to identify the learning
mechanism that work best for them and accordingly
achieve their fullest potential. The education sectors all
over the globe are now going through a massive evolution
which seeks in identifying the right approaches and tools
to optimize learners’ data into impactful solutions and to
transform learning data into insights for the decisionmaking process. Indeed, identifying, applying, and
interpreting the results of specific assessment tools is of
critical importance for all the involved stakeholders (e.g.,
educators, researchers, students, families) but also
constitutes a serious challenge. To date, several techniques
have been proposed to classify students’ learning
mechanisms on the basis of which personalised guidance
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and support is provided. Indicatively, Learning Analytics
(LA) practices aim at collecting, analysing, and
interpreting data related to individuals’ (students) progress
which, subsequently, are used to improve the instructional
context. Education Data Mining (EDM) methods explore
relationships between novel and potentially useful
information, which emerge from large educational
datasets, in order to identify associations across different
educational contexts and explore patterns of learning
behaviour in affiliated fields.
Even before the pandemic outbreak, students from all
the educational levels have been utilising—most likely on
a daily basis—some sort of a digital learning platform or
tool. The most widely adopted solution is considered to be
the so-called Learning Management Systems (LMS),
which are often supporting technology-mediated LA and
EDM practices. The integration of such data analytics
methods can greatly improve the adopted instructional
practices both at the micro-level (i.e., monitoring students’
performance in the context of a particular module) and at
the macro-level (i.e., the entire lifespan of student’s
engagement in a course).
However, gathering data from a single tool might not
be inclusive enough to enable educators provide their
students with holistic support which can ensure stable and
long-term growth [1]. Assistive learning technologies
have been found particularly useful in providing
individuals with learning disabilities with adequate
assistance and support to complete certain tasks or
activities thus, facilitating the development of diverse
functional skills [2-3]. Nevertheless, in order for such
systems to be effective, it is essential to explore
beforehand and in-depth the impact that different learning
strategies have on individuals.
The transformation of education demands the presence
of a clear strategy that will allow researchers, educators,
instructional designers, and policy makers to reiterate the
potential of the available tools under the consideration of
the ubiquity nature of learning (i.e., outside the typical
learning settings or contexts). Undeniably, in the 21st
century, learning can take place anywhere and at any time
thus, providing opportunities for the collection of
multimodal data (unstructured and unscripted) which, if
interpreted appropriately, can yield hidden insights and
patterns.
The evolution of LMS has contributed greatly in
transforming education beyond the brick-and-mortar
classroom boundaries with an ever-growing user-base
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which connects teachers and students from all over the
world [4]. For instance, Moodle is one of the most
popular LMS with more than 248 million users in 251
countries [5]. The wide adoption of this platform has
enabled researchers to gather and process multivariate
datatypes on the basis of which various recommender
systems have been built to provide engaged users with
personalized learning experiences [6].
In a similar manner, immersive technologies—such as
Virtual Reality (VR)—have demonstrated a strong
potential to facilitate the formation of open,
interconnected, spaces with countless opportunities for
interaction, collaboration, and knowledge sharing.
Thanks to the vast evolution of the field, immersive VR
solutions, provide the most direct and realistic experience
that engaged users can acquire as they concurrently
orchestrate audiovisual stimuli with spatial freedom and
time flexibility.
Moreno and Mayer [7] describe Multimodal Learning
Environments (MLE) as the contexts which combine two
different representation modes of learning which, namely,
are the verbal and the corresponding nonverbal
representation of the content. In the context of this work,
we propose the combination of a LMS (verbal content
representation) and a VR platform (visual content
representation) for the design and development of a
holistic MLE which can support personalized and
precision-based learning interventions.
B. Identifying the reseaerch gap
Especially within the last decade, student-centric and
problem-based instructional design has taken a great
momentum in MLE [8]. The aforementioned shift has
been greatly facilitated by the native features that modern
e-Learning systems enclose as they do not only support
the timely content delivery but, also, enable educators to
provide learners with adaptive learning experiences ondemand [9].
However, the efficacy and efficiency of such solutions
relies heavily on student engagement with the platform
and the instructional content, by extension. To this end,
various studies have been conducted [10-11] to determine
the potential that mainstream tools have in facilitating the
collection of multimodal data—capable of providing
actionable insights even when there is limited engagement
from the students’ end—but failed to identify reliable
connections. For instance, Bahreini and colleagues [12]
describe a framework which aims at improving students’
learning performance based on data that emerge from
webcams or microphones. However, when applying the
framework in practice the authors could not connect
students’ diverse personality and behavioral traits with
their cognitive performance or skill development.
Indeed, the concept of Precision Education (PE)
conceals many factors that need to be concurrently
considered when designing adaptive and personalised
MLE. In view of this open research area, we propose a
Multimodal Learning Analytics framework for Precision
Education (MMLA-PE) by bringing together the
following domains: (a) cognitive, (b) affective, and (c)
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psychomotor in a mutually beneficial and continuously
engaging relationship.
To introduce our position in this paper, we shared the
fundamental idea of Multimodal Learning Analytics in
education (II) in the following, which is followed by the
overall framework (III), incorporating targeted audiences,
different technologies, the LA cycle, and analytical
components that are intended to be explored as case
studies within the framework in various pedagogical
contexts.
II.

MULITMODAL LEARNING ANALYTICS IN
EDUCATION

To improve learning outcomes, it is necessary to
stimulate some or ideally all the human senses. A possible
way to achieve this goal is by engaging users in a context
that perceptually surrounds them and allows intuitive and
rich interplay both with other users and with the
instructional content as in the case of VR. However,
multimodal technologies are often excluded from
naturalistic learning contexts and that further affects the
opportunities for gathering multimodal data [13]. In
addition, the fact that LA practices are still at an infancy
stage makes most of the relevant efforts to be intensively
streamlined to the actions that students perform within
widely adopted learning environments (i.e., LMS) [14].
However, by excluding non-mediated multimodal data
from the equitation we eliminate important elements that
influence individuals’ competencies development. A
possible solution to counter this obstacle comes from the
vast evolution and advancement of ICT which enables us
to go beyond the ‘mainstream’ (educational) data
collection by introducing modern data-capturing methods
which are based on sensor technologies and associated
technical developments [15].
In view of the above, the primary goal of this study is
to present our framework, which aims to provide a novel
method of classifying individuals' learning styles and
preferences. It is expected that it would pave the way for
analyzing individual learning trajectories in a multimodal
but blended learning environment. Following successful
attainment of this goal, the next step involves the
development and provision of personalised learning paths,
tailored to the capabilities and needs of individuals. It
should be noted that, due to the complexity of the topic,
the proposed framework is streamlined toward the Higher
and Vocational Education settings but can be possibly
extended to (upper) secondary school level.
III.

OVERVIEW OF THE FRAMEWORK

The proposed MMLA-PE is a progressive, high-end,
analytics system designed to provide learners with a PE
experience based on their engagement actions in different
learning platforms (Table 1).
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TABLE I.

CLASSIFICAITON OF METRICS

Classification
Stakeholders
Technology
Data Elements
Learning Analytics Cycle
Analytics Machine
Precision Education Interventions

Key indicators
Students, Teacher, Institutions
Learning management system,
Immersive Technology
Background,
Performance,
Behaviour
Learning
activities,
Data
collection, Data processing, Data
analysis, Visualization, Action
Learning management system
analytics, Immersive Analytics
Personal traits, Personal skills

From the practical point of view, data are drawn and
combined from diverse, but intertwined, sections which
include: (a) background information, which is used to
develop students’ profile; (b) psychometric evaluation,
which is used to explore students’ behavioral traits; and
(c) performance assessment, which is used to measure
students’ growth and fluency development (Table I).

Figure 1. Architecture of the Precision Education-Multimodal
Learning Analytics framework.

A. Stakeholders
The educational sector consists of various stakeholders
who have different interests, perspectives, and concerns.
The proposed framework considers the viewpoints of the
following stakeholders:
1) Students
The target audience is primarily tertiary education
students. However, as mentioned above, the application of
the system can also be extended to secondary education
students. Learners constitute the main source of data and
thus, it is important to examine any changes on their
cognitive performance or behavioural attitude while
implementing targeted interventions. To achieve this
objective, we propose the inclusion of pre- and postlearning assessments as well as the distribution of brief
psychometric surveys.
2) Teachers
Teachers are also an integral part of the proposed
system as they are responsible for designing, integrating,
and co-evaluating the learning interventions. Their role in
the present system is also to facilitate the identification of
the elements that contribute the most and the least in
identifying students’ strengths and weaknesses.
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3) Institutions
The key essence of LA is to systematically gather data
from different learning contexts and settings. Therefore,
collaboration between institutions is highly encouraged as
a means of scaling up the impact of the integrated tools.
B. Apparatus
1) Learning Management Systems
Learning Management Systems enable educators and
students to interact and communicate with each other in a
meaningful and fruitful form [16-17]. Although the
original purpose of their emergence was to cover distance
education needs, their wider adoption to the physical
classroom context as well as the subsequent ‘blended’ use
(school-home) resulted in the emergence of the so-called
Blended Learning model [18].
Moodle, Schoology, Canvas, and Blackboard are some
of the most notable and widely adopted LMS. In the
present work, we propose the use of a collaborative LMS,
named ‘ViLLE’ [19]. The platform is standalone and
works in any modern browser without the necessity of
installing additional plugins. In addition, it is crosscompatible across devices including smartphones and
tablets.
Engaged teachers can utilise the available (premade)
learning content and further have the option to create and
share their own material under the ‘From Teachers to
Teachers’ initiative. On the other hand, engaged students
are able to exercise and complete hundreds of gamified
tasks, as specified and predetermined by the instructors,
which are accompanied by immediate feedback and
reflection hints.
2) Immersive Technologies
The spectrum of immersive technologies concerns the
adoption of tools or mediums which can be utilised to
either enrich the physical environment with virtual
content or to create a digital environment that replaces
completely the users’ physical surroundings. In the
present work we set the focus on the potential that VR
has in education with particular reference to the
integration of computer simulations [20].
For the creation of the immersive experience, we
recommend the adoption of the Unity 3D game engine
coupled with the MQTT messaging protocol which
supports interconnection with other web-based
applications. The designed experiences can be utilised
either as a standalone training procedure or
complimentarily to the activities that students perform in
the LMS.
C. Learning Analytics Cycle
The LA cycle [21] constitutes of six interconnected
stages which, in the context of the proposed framework,
have been adapted as follows:
• The first stage concerns the conduct of the learning
interventions which naturally initiates the LA cycle
[22]. During this process, information related to
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•

•

•

•

•

students’ engagement, interaction, communication is
generated from the deployed LMS and the VR tool.
In the second stage the involved stakeholders
determine the questions that are to be explored and
the data elements that need to be collected to support
the attainment of this objective. The data originate
from a variety of fragmented, diverse, formal and
informal learning pathways as integrated in the LMS
or the VR experience.
In the third stage, we focus on the processing of the
collected data. Digital systems store various types of
heterogeneous data which come under different
formats and granularity levels. In fact, LMS and VR
applications are prone to produce unstructured and
non-scaled data which may miss information or have
high levels of noise hence, making them
inappropriate for accurate decision making. Thus,
data cleaning and pre-processing are both essential
steps prior to proceeding with the actual data analysis
[23].
In the fourth stage, the dataset is explored using
statistical models and data mining techniques to
discover associations and trends. In consideration of
the proposed model, the following methods are
recommended for adoption: Multiple Linear
Regression (performance analysis) and Hidden
Markov Models (behavioral analysis).
In the fifth stage, the outcomes of the analyses are
portrayed in a user-friendly visual form (LA
dashboard) which enables stakeholders to interpret
the key findings and distil any useful insights.
The final stage concerns the design and
implementation of an action plan which will
determine the actions that the involved stakeholders
need to perform. In the present case, special
emphasis is given on the creation of personalized
learning paths with interventions targeted to
individuals’ competencies and needs.

D. Data Elements
Data elements address the possibility of what types of
data should be included during learning analytics cycle.
Thus, for this framework data collection approach, key
data metrics (Table II) include learners background,
performance and behavioral data.
TABLE II.

CLASSIFICAITON OF DATA ELEMENTS

Classification

Modality

Elements

Background

Profile

Demographics
Personality

Performance

Cognition

Behavior

Psychomotor
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Knowledge

Attitude

Metrics
gender,
age,
scientific domain,
grades, preexisting
knowledge, attitude
toward technology
learning
fluency,
practicing impact,
efficiency,
competence
development
learning
styles,
learning
curve,
learning preference

E. Analytics Machine
The PE field emerged from the need to identify
methods and techniques that can facilitate the diagnosis
of learners’ strengths and vulnerabilities so that more
personalized or ‘precise’ support can be offered during
the instructional process [24]. Such practices are linked to
digital (learning) tools that allow discovering hidden
patterns related to the interplay between students’
educational goals, motivation, attitude, and so on. In this
way, we can move forward to producing personalized
strategies for a sustainable education. To facilitate this
goal, it is essential to analyse and examine concurrently
multiple parameters which may or may not have direct
impact on students’ progress. In the present work, we
separate the primary data streams in view of their nature
(background, performance, psychomotor) and emerging
source (LMS, VR). The outcomes of the analyses can be
utilized to provide the interested stakeholders with
detailed insights about the learners’ progress, difficulties,
and pace of skill development.
1) Background Analytics
Beyond the demographic information, individuals’
personal traits enclose the characteristics that differentiate
learners from each other [25]. Amongst the most highly
influential factors which can be utilised to measure student
motivation and engagement are the self-regulation, which
determines individuals’ orientation toward the attainment
of predefined goals [26], and the self-efficacy, which
reflects the capacity of learners to cope with the given
tasks [27]. By determining and accounting the impact that
the personal traits of learners have on the instructional
process enables the PE recommender systems to make
more informed decision making [28] and facilitates the
provision of adaptive learning experiences [29]. In a
similar manner, individuals’ personal skills are quite
detrimental for sustainable talent development. Therefore,
introducing diagnostic tests that can explore learners’
problem-solving skills [30] or computational thinking
abilities [31] can greatly influence the direction that
individuals’ need support, guidance, or even reformation
of their strategy.
2) Learning Management System Analytics
Data emerging from the LMS offer genuine
opportunities for exploring student performance and
retention in view of the integrated instructional approach
[32]. To improve the personalization of students’
experience, we propose the exploration of links between
the learners’ background, their intrinsic motivation for
learning, and the associated practicing behaviors in the
LMS. The student demographic data should be collected
at the start of the intervention for the creation of the
learners’ profile. On the other hand, the cognitive
performance traces should be collected in a continues and
longitudinal manner both during the classroom
engagement time and as part of students’ home
practicing. Finally, the psychological motives which
influence students’ learning behaviour should be
examined at intermediate intervals and ideally in line
with the shift of the scientific subject under investigation.
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3) Immersive Learning Analytics
Immersive LA is an emerging research and
development field that aims at exploring the educational
potential of immersive technologies in an objective and
systematic fashion [33]. The emergence of this research
field is linked to the advanced technical features (e.g.,
sensors, haptic feedback) that modern hardware solutions
offer as well as to the potential of these environments to
immerse learners in engaging activities that can facilitate
the development and practice of different skills [34]. The
main data elements that can be collected from such
interfaces concern learners’ performance (e.g., conceptual
understanding, knowledge development) and engagement
(behavioural patterns when interacting with the simulated
activities). For the analysis of the log data, the use of
machine learning methods (e.g., k-means, KNN, SVM,
Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Logistic
Regression) is recommended [35-36].
IV. DISCUSSION
The Industry 4.0 revolution, defined by substantial
technological advancement, is bringing about major
change, including in the education sector. It outlines few
composite competences that are necessary to be a
specialized and qualified workforce, such as ICT
expertise, innovative management, organizational learning
and design creativity [37-38]. This transformation
demands highly competitive professionals capable of
confronting new challenges and solving non-routine tasks
at a fast pace [39-40]. Nevertheless, the traditional
educational approaches restrict instructors’ capacity to
engage students in higher-order reasoning and thinking.
To support the reform of the educational system it is
essential to introduce alternative instructional methods
that can support students’ consistent and gradual
development both in view of cognition (e.g., information
analysis, synthesis, evaluation) [41] and behavioral
maturity (e.g., collaboration, cooperation, team-work)
[33].
This essential shift also spurs the opportunity for
researchers to explore unknown and unstructured
(educational) data more deeply and effectively. In so far,
works [42-43] that have been conducted to identify the
elements that influence student performance and behavior
in e-Learning contexts have been focusing almost
exclusively on the digital traits that can be gathered from
LMS. On the contrary, studies that propose methods to
integrate multimodal assessment on inquiry-based
activities are scarce. This inadequacy prevents educators
from defining in a consistent manner whether their
students have gained the necessary skills or whether
additional support is needed.

declare that there are, indeed, many more factors that can
and possibly should be considered, when designing such
recommender systems. However, the concurrent inclusion
of multiple factors hinders the integration of such
solutions in the average context. Therefore, in this work,
we focused on eliciting and discussing the data elements
that can be conveniently gathered from educators and
interpreted by researchers.
In the near future we plan on evaluating the proposed
framework with repeated case studies in different
educational and cultural contexts. Case studies are
expected to exhibit a variety of students' early and poststage learning, as well as their impact on performance and
behavior in the aforementioned LMS and Immersive
technology environment. Following attainment of this
objective the ultimate goal is to design a prototype
dashboard that would harness the full potential of LMS
and VR analytics.
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Abstract - In the recent years COVID 19 restrictions all
around the World forced the education to adopt the new
reality. In the short time, we managed to advance from
illiterate remote lecturers to the proficient remote lecturers.
Never the less we could still see more and less proficient
lecturers. In general, those less ICT proficient and/or ICT
inclined lecturers favors the traditional classroom lectures.
The quality of the classroom lectures is higher because of
better interactions. Equal interactions could also be achieved
online though.
The online questionnaire overloaded most of us therefore; we
decide to use focus group approach and quality analysis.
Only colleagues who are highly proficient in the remote
teaching were in the focus group that aim to search for the
reason why the hybrid lectures were less successful than
online or classroom lectures. Findings have shown that the
limited success is mostly due to the unsuitable equipped
workplaces in the classrooms. Other findings are more severe
and are due to the different focus of the students in classroom
or at home. To solve these obstacles, we need to change the
strategy, it is more costly but it is feasible.
Keywords – Education, hybrid education, limited success,
Covid-19

I. INTRODUCTION
COVID 19 pandemic have changed the education. In a
matter of days, all educational processes switch from
classroom to online. What seems impossible before the
pandemic becomes mandatory and provide the reassurance
to students and their parents that they will not be forgotten
and left without education [1]. The problems in primary
and secondary education were huge. Burden of education
fall significantly on parents' shoulders and some of parents
probably start to respect the teachers' effort in education.
At the university level (tertiary education), the problem
was less evident. All students were grown up members of
the society and they have high intrinsic motivation for
study. Never the less the impact of COVID-19 pandemic
was noticeable in this population too. We thought that
students were ICT literate enough to switch to online with
ease. Between students, we could see that the most affected
were the ones with lower economic status, without
adequate ICT equipment, slow internet service providers,
and cramped homes. More problems we expected among
the teachers’ population, especially less ICT inclined ones.
Teachers who have the most problems were those who are
more traditional and in principle reject the use of ICT in
daily life. Those were also not sufficiently ICT literate and
they experience frustration on all levels of educational
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processes: lack of equipment, slow internet, little or no
digital learning materials, no ICT competences, and
especially no transferable skills in ICT problem solving.
Each their lecture was a frustration and continuous
technical support was required during all the time. Inhouse training proved successful for most who have at
least basic ICT skills. After the initial shock, that lasted a
few minutes for some and weeks for others, teachers begin
to adopt learning strategies that suits them. Some just do
the lectures as they would do in classroom; others prepare
multimedia interactive learning materials all according to
their expertise in ICT. Students begin to notice that
teachers slowly but constantly assign more and more work
to them. The real or perceived increased workload was
reported from around the world [2]. Despite being at home
the workday never ended; for teachers and students alike.
Many students noticed that teachers forget about the
scheduled time and give lectures over the scheduled time,
unaware that students should attend next course.
Eventually we noted that not all the teachers used the
services that were available to them. Much more could be
achieved if we had better understand and skills to
effectively use the equipment [3]. Recorded lectures and
multimedia learning materials is highly appreciated by the
students, especially students of educational study
programs [4] [5] but require additional equipment and
skills and many lecturers did not use this service.
Despite many problems were perceived in the time of
COVID 19 pandemic the principles and guidelines were
among us for many years [6] [7]. Even at our University,
we have guidelines about education in digital world [8]. In
the 2017, the project PIKT.UM was to redefine the use of
ICT in education [9]. Many aspects of online learning were
redefined, restructured, and prepared as guidelines [10]
II. ONLINE TEACHING AND EDUCATION
Some of our special didactics' teachers were involved
with the online learning prior to the COVID-19 pandemic
and use different tools for blended learning. Online was
never an option before because of the organizational and
technical obstacles. However, those who have prior
experiences were very skillful and resourceful teachers
therefore they managed to switch to the online learning
with the ease. Three days of preparation was enough for
them to become self-sufficient confident lecturers.
In-house training provide help to all our teachers, but
their levels of ICT skills are different. Some lecturers used
basic approach but others prepared almost flawlessly for
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the online learning. It was evident that those who used elearning platform before the pandemic have less problems.
The videoconferencing software, in our case Microsoft
Teams, was used also differently. Prediction in 2019 was
that the MS Teams could become widespread in the
education community in 5 to 10 years. Half a year later, it
was adopted in the three days. Luckily, we have
experiences because we used MS Teams in some courses,
and we have highly skilled teachers who could support
others [11]. At the same time, many other researchers did
the similar evaluations [12] [13] [14] [15]
III. HYBRID TEACHING AND EDUCATION
In the start of the summer semester of 2021, the
University of Maribor give the recommendation to adopt
hybrid teaching. Due to the limitations from our
government and National Institute for Public Health, we
ought to limit the number of students in the classroom.
However, which students should be in the classroom and
which would be not, supposed to be the teacher’s decision.
This recommendation was unintentionally contradictory. It
often happened that student who should attended one
course in the classroom needed to leave the premises in the
5-minute break and go to the car where he/she watched
next lecture online. Total frustration lasted for two weeks
until the students realized that they could demand to be at
home and they all stayed at home afterwards. University
issued the decree that all educational activities should be
online until further notice. Most of the problems with the
hybrid approach were shown in this short time. In some,
not so rare cases, teachers were alone in the classrooms
and all the students were online. These cases were more
frustrating for teaches than online teaching from home or
from the cabinet. Therefore, the negative attitude to the
hybrid teaching become a prevalent.
At the same time, primary and secondary schools were
having classroom teaching. If a student or teacher becomes
infected, the group was sent to the isolation and online
learning replaced the classroom learning. Later this was
changed and only students who were infected were sent
home and their peers stayed in the classrooms. Therefore,
the teaching in the primary and secondary schools were
hybrid all the time. We could not dismiss this type of work
in the education for the teachers’ professions.
Even in winter semester of 2021-2022 when the
University of Maribor mandated that all activities should
be in the classrooms some of our students did not attended
lectures. Their individual circumstances were such that
they could attended lectures online only. Most of the
students were either infected or quarantined, or students
with the professional athlete status, or were young parents.
We have detected also that some of students simply
enjoyed the fact that we have hybrid lectures and stayed at
home rather than coming to premises because of the bad
weather or logistical complications. In general, most of the
students online were very grateful if we let them attend the
lectures online.
IV. QUALITY RESEARCH APPROACH
In our research, we wanted to get the deeper
understanding what we would need to be successful in the
hybrid lectures. The questionnaires and quantitative
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research approach were not suitable because our didactics
experts are from different didactics disciplines and they
have different requirements. With the help of the experts
from pedagogical methodology, we decided to made focus
group discussion [16]. The size of the focus group was
eight (8) which is in between the suggested 6 to 10
members. We have selected members of didactics experts
from different fields and with high ICT skills. Those who
opposed the use of ICT in their education could not
provide information we want.
The specialist, we handpicked, were from didactics of
foreign language, didactics of mathematics, didactics of
physics, didactics of ICT, didactics of computer science,
psychology, and educational methodology.
The process started with sending them the letter of
intent where we provided the initial questions that should
be addressed during the discussion. We give them the
topics that would be discussed in the focus group meeting:
•

Do we need haptic equipment (interactive
boards, tablets ...?
• Do we need multiple cameras (covering many
views of the classroom activities)?
• Do we need multiple monitors?
• Do we need electricity at the students' places?
• Do we need easy access to each student?
• Do we need our own laptop or classroom
computer?
• Do we need to cover classroom with
microphones?
• Do we want to be mobile in the classroom?
• Do we want constant monitoring for remote
students?
All of them agreed to participate in the focus group
discussion and warmly welcomed our initiative.
The meeting was limited to one hour. This is more than
enough to address the provided topics and acquired data
would give us deep insight into their needs that would
eventually increase the quality of hybrid education, and
possibly becomes the norm for the equipment of the
classroom of the future.
After lengthy coordination for the meeting date, we
addressed the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Hybrid education yes, or no?
Equipment needed for online/hybrid lectures?
Your observations that we need to take into
account in the classroom and online work.
Open discussion.

For the purposes of the analysis, we recorded the
meeting and prepared the minutes afterwards. At the time
of the meeting (online meeting in MS Teams) two experts
were missing, one of them connected later but the other
had severe health issues and could not participate.
Absented lecturers provided their view into the minute's
notes of the focus group meeting. They generally agreed
with the notes only some minor addition or clarifications
were added.
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE GROUP DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we structured our notes into
subchapters according to the minute's notes.
A. Hybrid education yes or no?
All members of the focus group had firm belief that
hybrid education is the worst possible scenario of the
education. However, all of them had experiences with the
hybrid education and after discussion their initial opinion
was changed. Half of them changed their mind (see Table
I).

TABLE IV: PRECONDITIONS FOR HYBRID EDUCATION
MTH

PSY

LNG

TABLE I: CHANGE OF THE OPINION BASED ON THE FOCUS
GROUP DISCUSSION
ICT
Initial opinion
Final opinion

No
3
0

On special occasion
3
6

Yes
0
0

The first question that we decide to discuss was the
reasons against and in favor of the hybrid education. The
reasons are presented in Table II and Table III and the
precondition are in the Table IV.

MET

PHY

TABLE II: REASONS AGAINST HYBRID EDUCATION
MTH

PSY

LNG

ICT

MET

PHY
Legend:

You cannot teach math online; only didactics of math can
be teach online.
Cannot say: “Talk to your neighbor”.
Problems with the students work: "I cannot see their work".
Education needs to be in the classroom.
Too many problems with the initial setup (technical and
time consuming)
Those who are online are not in the same position as those
in the classroom. Expectation of the online students are too
high.
Working in groups is not feasible.
Those who are online cannot participate in the group
activities.
Since I have no clear boundaries between students work
and lectures this limits the effectiveness.
Online students would like to have special treatment and
some "discounts".
Motivation of the students are lower.
Some activities cannot be done online.
Too much effort to achieve the same educational quality for
students online and in the classroom.
Video cannot replace the real feeling. Physics, especially
mechanic is haptic in nature.
MTH (Mathematics), PSY (Psychology), LNG (Languages),
ICT (Information and Communication technology /
Computer Science), MET (Educational methodology), PHY
(Physics)

B. Equipment needed for online/hybrid lectures?
In the classroom, we have different equipment and
some are in the better condition than the others are. We
may even have more or less stable Wi-Fi access according
to the configuration of the access points. In today's world,
we need to provide more than one IP for single students
because all have phones and some have laptops. Inside the
schools that have iron reinforced concrete and iron
windows’ rims, therefore the LTE signal is often too weak
to enable satisfactory browsing experience. Only stable
Wi-Fi connection enable the educational use of students’
devices in the classroom.
Generally, we lack additional multimedia equipment
like document cameras, second monitor and interactive
board or touch sensitive screen where we could draw with
the pencil or write text by hand that is still most natural
way to present some content in the education. The
equipment needed are listed in the Table V.
TABLE V: EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR CLASSROOM AND
ONLINE TEACHING
MTH

TABLE III: REASONS FOR THE HYBRID EDUCATION
MTH
PSY
LNG
ICT

MET
PHY
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There are students who cannot attend the lectures and they
are very grateful if they can attend online.
Only on special occasions – not for all activities.
Only on special occasions – not for all activities.
We can record the lectures (best quality recordings are from
home or cabinet).
Recorded procedures are actually more effective than
working in the classroom where students ask their mates
what to do because of their lack of attention.
Lectures can be as good as in the classroom.
Active athletes or young parents very appreciate if we let
them attend online.
There are student who have reasons not to attend the
lectures.
Other students' notes are generally not enough for selfstudy.

Effective for small groups, online students should
participate more (self-initiative), we need working
equipment.
Students would need to get organization wide approval for
online attendance.
All equipment should be available and working.
Technical support should cover organizational and
technical issues, the lecturer should only think about the
content of the lecture.
Only feasible in some activities, small number of online
students.
Only for individual activities, team working is hard to
achieve.
The classroom would need to be equipped like studios.
Additional technical person is necessary to take care of
video and audio.
Teacher should not be responsible for organizational or
technical issues.
Some activities cannot be done online. Too much effort to
achieve the same educational quality for students online
and in the classroom.
Lecture rooms should be like a studios and all equipment
should be in the working order.
Lecturer should not be responsible for the equipment.

PSY

LNG

Math can be best taught with the backboard and chalk. I do
not need anything else.
I need haptic device to draw by hand. They need to hear me
clearly and understandably.
Student would need the same equipment so I could check
what they are doing.
Two monitors is the must, I have them at home and in the
cabinet but not in the classroom.
Two monitors, tablet or phone to see what students see
(monitoring),
I could not work at home I have no room there.
I am totally in favor of the idea to equip the cabinet with
the all discussed equipment for online work and
videoconferencing.
I carry all my equipment from classroom to classroom.
My laptop is one of more expensive and powerful but I still
lack the graphic working space. The second monitor is
equipment I need (I have it at home and in my cabinet but
not in the classroom)
I cannot imagine working from the cabinet if two or even
more teachers share it.
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ICT

MET

PHY

Two monitor projector is the minimum requirement.
Workplace should have at least two cameras (one for
lecturer, one for projection where I draw in the classroom,
additional would record the students in the classroom and
give better feeling for students at “home”).
I need touch screen monitor and pen (an interactive display,
big enough with higher resolution, could be the alternative)
Multiple microphones to transmit not just lecturer but also
students who asked the questions in the classroom.
AV console for combining/switching different sources.
I was all around the world and I think that teachers should
teach and someone else should control the equipment.
At home, I need good computer and stable internet
connection.
I cannot imagine teaching methodology from the sitting
position.
There is a big difference if they see me in front of the
screen showing the different things on the screen or I just
use the mouse on the screen.
Cabinet cannot replace the classroom.
Two monitors are necessary.
Good microphone that picks sound even if I look around.
Document camera is more appropriate than tablet pc
because the students can see movement of my hand when I
draw the schemas or equations.
High-speed internet access and quality video stream for
complex presentation.
I cannot be limited with the viewport resolution and move
around.
Student has very limited understanding without the big
picture. Seeing only fragments and moving around the
viewport is practically useless.

C. Your observations that we need to take into account in
the classroom and online work.
This topic opens general discussion what we perceived
during the class lectures and online lectures. It was
intended to gather feedback from specialist from different
fields how suitable is contemporary schools for the new
reality of the educational processes.

ICT

MET

PHY

Hybrid system as it was by now is not good for us. We
would need seamless online service that would allow us to
have flexible virtual groups. Breakout rooms are clumsy
and the teacher have not overview of the groups' activities.
Going in and out (to the breakout rooms) does not give you
good overview if some group needs your help.
Big classrooms is good for lectures only.
Computer classroom need access to the students all the time
and traditional classrooms prevent easy access. Working in
groups for ICT projects means not only computer
classroom but also configurable classroom with additional
equipment.
Phono laboratory for the language learning is not for
computer science and ICT.
Special rooms for AV production and for students’ practice
are needed.
The students should at least setup their photos in the video
lectures. This should be mandatory.
If students participate online, they should have proper
equipment and fast enough internet to be seen all the time.
I like amphitheater it is a special feeling and I have seen
that some students comes only when I have lectures in
there.
Technical support is needed if something is not working as
intended.
We would need special classroom for students' pedagogical
practice.
I like phono laboratory where student have their own
workspaces and can focus on the work more.
Special rooms for videoconferences, AV editing or
recording should be prepared and leased to teachers as
needed. Not everyone needs all equipment all the time.
It is hard to teach online if students do not have the
software as we have them in the classroom. Sometimes
students have problems with their computers and we cannot
solve their problems remotely. We would need to specify
the requirements for students to attend the online lecture.
We have long time experiences with the production of
learning materials. The studio is needed but also green
screen for recording the experiments. It is not the best but
proved to be successful if all other things fails.
I want to see students online they may not even be present.
During the lecture, I focus on the lecture and not on their
motivation.

TABLE VI: OTHER THOUGHTS FOR CLASSROOM AND
ONLINE LEARNING
MTH

PSY

LNG

In the classroom, I need enough space to form groups.
Students put tables together and I can move around and see
what they are doing. There are a lot of equipment student
have this days (phones, books, notebooks, laptops). I agree
they need power supply all around the classroom.
During the lecture, I must not be disturbed and I need quiet
space without noise.
Psychological impact is huge if you see only monitor
without faces. Students have their cameras off all the time
and I have a feeling I am talking just to the computer. The
feeling is very bad.
I did not liked big classroom (amphitheater) but it proved to
be good because it is circular and we can have good
discussions. Other big classroom cinema style is from the
past and no good for anyone.
It is surreal talking to the empty screen. You cannot attach
to the feeling that on the other side are real persons –
students.
I need to learn how to teach in the classroom again.
In the classroom we need to have masks and remote student
could not read my lips. The glass screen in front of me
prevent students to hear me properly.
What looks nice is not always suitable. The chairs with the
tables are useless if you want to use computer on them – it
may fall off all the time.
We work in the small groups and big classrooms are not for
us. We need flexibility for creating the group workspaces –
moving tables and chairs into groups.
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D. Other discussion
In the other discussion, we open the topic of suitable
number of students to be in one group. Either in the
classroom or online there are no problem for traditional
lectures. However, in exercises or lab work the 20 separate
working spaces proved to be the limit. If more students
need teachers or assistant support concurrently, this takes
a lot of time. Too many concurrent requests may ruin the
lecture. This is a rare occasion but may easily happen if
students are not reporting the problems of understanding
the procedure explained by the teacher (lazy listener / day
dreamers / ...). We used to have groups size of 15 students
but these days are over. The problem is more evident in
Faculty of Education and Faculty of Arts in study
programs with more enrolled students. Some study
programs do not have these problems because they have
small number of enrolled students.
Specialized classrooms (chemistry labs, biology labs,
computer rooms ...) have limited seats or workplaces and
prevent possible expansion of students' groups. But there
are general purpose classrooms that can reconfigure for
different purposes and in these classrooms the size of the
groups increases. The teachers are rarely involved in the
requirements specifications for their classrooms and
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architects rarely listen to their needs. Blueprints for any
new school have old (pre COVID-19) specifications which
are obsolete for contemporary educational processes.
Three faculties at the University of Maribor have
educational study programs. Despite they emerged from
one faculty (Faculty of Education) in 2006 all didactics
specialists still have mutual interest and evidently same
requirements. The focus group discussion ended in one
hour as planned. However, informal talks lasted for almost
additional hour, proving that such roundtables should be
held more often. We may have been lucky in the planned
size of the group where everyone has positive feeling being
constructive and heard by the others. Bigger groups may
not be that productive. Members of focus group wanted to
have such discussions more often therefore we plan to
meet at the end of each semester.
VI. CONCLUSION
The focus group of the didactics specialist from
different disciplines expressed their concerns about the
quality of hybrid education. There are multiple factors that
influence the quality of educational processes in general
and much more in the specific situations of online
education.
We have discovered that the classroom environment is
still better than online for educational activities. Never the
less some benefits were also shown in the online
education. If students are given the video recording after
the lessons, they perform better in educational activities.
During the lesson the information flow speed prevent them
to focus on all relevant information. Notes are rarely taken
these days and most of the time students rely on their
memory and slides that are mostly just an index of the
content of the lessons.
The quality directly corresponds with the size of the
group. Teams work is essential in some didactics
disciplines and for now they can hardly be transferred to
the online environment (like "check this with your
neighbor", or "turn around and make a group of four and
discuss about the topic"). The overview of students’ work
is generally not feasible in the online education. Students
rarely use their cameras and often stay inactive for most of
the time. Teachers can call them by names and get
responses if they are present but the feeling of talking “to
the wall” is ever-present. The photos of the students
instead of the names in the videoconferencing software
make little better impression.
All our didactics experts have agreed that the working
equipment is needed. Not just the laptop in the classroom
but also the second monitor, haptic input devices, good
microphone, all connectors and even the technical support
should enable lecturer to focus only on the lecture and not
on technical settings of the equipment.

access that teacher could see what they are doing all the
time. They should not turn off the camera and remain
passive in the online classes and in no circumstances, they
should have any "discounts" because they are online.
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However, even if we have the solution to the technical
problems, we need to establish the system to grant students
the online attending privilege – like special status students.
This should not be in the sole discretion of a student who
do not want to come to the classroom because of the bad
weather, or he/she just chose not to go into the classroom.
Online student should have the equipment and internet
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Abstract - Reflective writing is important in higher
education that supports students to improve their critical
thinking. However, Despite the widespread of using
reflective writing in education, there is a lack of literature
relating to the important aspects of reflection in computer
science (CS) education. This study approached to (a)
address theoretically how reflective writing can be in CS (b)
investigate theoretically the conceptual reflective writing
framework (RWF) indicators in CS. The literature showed
that the RWF’s indicators is theoretically sound that the use
of specific indicator can be less or more important based on
the goal and the context of writing reflectivity. Finally, we
consider the implications of refection aspects writing can be
customized assessment to students based on the field.
Keywords - computer science; reflective
assessment; higher education; reflection.

I.

writing;

INTRODUCTION

Reflective writing is an important part of the learning
process as experienced in professional education because
it enables students to express and record their thoughts
concerning their specific experience; this will assist them
in improving their skills and understandings. However,
despite the desirability of using reflective writing in
education, the use of such reflection is lack of information
on how the reflection in STEM disciplines is [1-4] can be
different from other fields. For this, it is essential to
investigate what is the reflection in STEM disciplines in
particular CS.
The findings of this paper offer insights into the nature
of CS education’s reflection. to answer the research
question: how can reflective writing be different in CS
education to another discipline?
we answered this research question by reviewing the
reflection framework then focusing on one field (CS
education). By comparing an empirical CS reflective
writing framework with another framework in terms of the
indicators (description of an experience, feelings,
understanding, reasoning, perspective, future action, and
new learning.) and how can those indicators be used in
another framework.
In the following sections, literature review presents the
reflection in general and CS education, discusses the
theoretical reflection. Afterwards, in Section ‘Reflection
indicators in CS education’, we illustrates the reflection
Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text

framework according to Arashidi et al. [5] to link of the
seven indicators with the existing reflection framework.
Finally, we discuss the literature on how different
reflective writing framework can be.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Many disciplines have used the existing frameworks
for evaluating the reflection of learners across various
fields, and the results of the empirical studies show the
success of such applications.
This paper presents literature to investigate the
different fields of reflective writing framework on
assessment. This article identified 349 articles that are
relevant to the topic of reflective writing in education.
Upon scanning the abstracts and the context of the 349
articles, ordered by relevant, then narrowed the scope
down to 33 relevant articles.
A. Reflection in General
Over the years, the reflection was shown to be
significant, which encourage researchers from various
fields to apply reflection to assess their students’ thinking
skills, purposing of assessing or teaching reflection or can
be both. For example, in the field of nursing [6] conducted
an experimental study that showed the effects of reflection
on the critical thinking of nursing students. Chan [7]
conducted a review that found evidence, albeit limited, on
the positive effects of engaging in reflection on the skills
of undergraduate nursing students in terms of their ability
to learn from practice. Indeed, the use of reflection in
nursing education has been studied extensively, and a
comprehensive review on reflection in nursing education
was presented by [8]. In medicine, Misra-Hebert [9]
showed the potential value of using reflection in medical
education. For physicians, Moallem [10] showed that
engagement in reflection enhances empathy among
practising physicians. Other studies have also been
conducted concerning other fields, such as the field of
design [11], mathematics [12], language teaching [13],
and social work [14]. Overall, the benefits of reflection are
enormous [15] since the potential of learning may be lost
or forgotten if reflection on a topic or experience is not
carried out.
Hatton and Smith [16] selected the framework that
was proposed by Scanlan and Chernomas [17] without
supporting his choice by the use of any evidence or logical
argument. Nevertheless, the selected framework was
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employed to evaluate the reflection skills of the dental
therapy students as they participated in a particular
technique aimed at reflection encouragement; this used a
structured worksheet activity called A Learning
Experience (ALE).
Pee et al., [15] taught and
evaluated the reflection of nursing students in order to
promote active thinking, using [18] framework for
teaching and [19] framework for evaluation. Ballard [20]
selected framework based on a set of supporting evidence.
The first attempt at a comparison between the two
contexts (data science and pharmacy) was conducted by
[21]. They presented a theoretical reflection framework
based on five factors associated with student Capability
for Written Reflection (CWRef); these were capability in
terms of — written reflection, understanding of context,
feelings, challenges, and changes. These capabilities were
all used as metrics to assess students’ reflective thinking.
They applied CWRef in two specific contexts: pharmacy
and data science. They found that ‘the five-factor model
was more suitable for the pharmacy dataset than it was for
the data science dataset in terms of convergent validity
and factor reliability’ (p.14). This difference can be
attributed to the learning designs and the task descriptions
involved [21].
B. Reflection in CS Education
1) Assessing Reflection for CS Education
Recent studies in CS education have shown that the
existing research regarding reflective writing is
constrained to the use of existing reflection frameworks
[2, 3]; these are not tailored for application to CS. In
addition, these theoretical frameworks have not shown the
reliability or validity results when applied in the CS
context.
Demmans Epp et al., [1] claimed that ‘reflection in
scientific disciplines may be different in type to the type
of reflections made in humanities because of the nature of
the underlying knowledge’(p.79). Chng [3] study also
indicated that it is necessary to teach problem-solving and
reasoning skills in the course of CS education to improve
students’ awareness of how to learn from a situation they
are presented with – such as how to deal with finding the
right sequence of steps to reach a goal or how to identify
the roots of a problem and not be led astray by their initial
feelings about the situation. According to Boud et al., [22]
reflection is a complex process that is affected by many
real-life conditions and initiated by various metacognitive
activities. Accordingly, reflection is also affected by the
learning activities initiated by the learners. In CS, various
activities necessitate the application of the common
reflection processes, such as judgment, evaluation,
reasoning, problem-solving, and memorizing [23].
2) Reflection Frameworks in CS Education
Writing reflectively is complex due to the
introspective nature of the task and the aspects of writing
based on one’s experience. Previous research used
different approaches to assess reflective writing in CS
such as modified Kolb [24] as experiential learning [3], or
a set of questions based on previous frameworks [2].
Moreover, there has been a lack of empirical effort
directed at assessing students’ reflective writings based on
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an appropriate framework. However, Chng [3]
implemented a framework of reflective writing for CS
education based on [24] by combining Kolb’s experiential
learning components with concepts related to the problemsolving process. Four ‘actions’ were defined: active
experimentation,
gaining
experience,
observation/reflection, and abstraction/conceptualization.
In contrast, the Chng [3] framework focused on how the
student should reflect by defining a series of processes.
Kolb’s framework is considered to represent a hierarchy
process of learning that involves many stages [24].
Demmans Epp et al., [2] investigated reflective writing
in CS education by asking students to write reflectively
based on a set of questions relating to reflection and
referring the student to examples of reflective thinking, in
line with [25, 26], and [27]. They recommended
investigating new methods, in terms of timing and coding
schemes, to support the student to reflect usefully
concerning CS education [2].
The challenge of reflection in the scientific field, the
underlying knowledge represented in reflection is
procedural, and this involves problem-solving.
Accordingly, science requires awareness of one’s
capabilities in terms of actions leading to tangible
outcomes rather than of one’s feelings during an
experience. This applies in CS education, whereas
reflection regarding how to react and feel in a given
situation is more applicable to medical education [28].
Demmans Epp et al., [1] recommended that further
research should be undertaken to investigate the use of the
reflective journal and reflective practice in CS education.
More recently, Chng [2] recommended that ‘further
studies need to keep investigating new approaches in
terms of timing, guidelines, and supportive tools to
promote reflective writing to determine which activity
designs facilitate student improvement.
The recent study of reflective writing in CS by
Alrashidi et al., [5] is the first study that developed the
reflective writing framework (RWF) to assess the
reflection’s text for CS students based on the
recommendation of CS instructors in higher education
who have experience on evaluated reflection. The RWF is
empirically evaluated by CS instructors and empirically
evaluated by assessing students reflective writing then
measuring the reliability between the assessors of that
written text to reach a substantial agreement. This article
discusses the key substantive findings from Alrashidi et
al., [5] in particular, the seven indicators in the RWF
framework from a literature perspective.
III.

REFLECTION INDICATORS IN CS EDUCATION

This study discusses the reflection indicators of
reflective writing derived from the first attempt to
investigate how the reflection in the CS field by Alrashidi
et al., [5] study that investigated reflective writing with CS
educators in higher education.
In general, a set of the seven indicators of the
Alrashidi et al., [5] study was determined as common in
the existing frameworks; these are the description of an
experience,
feelings,
understanding,
reasoning,
perspective, future action, and new learning.
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A. Description of an experience
The description of an experience indicator is greatly
influenced by the area, goal, form, and type of reflection.
Some frameworks are built by a general form of the
description, and some are more specific. Such variation
affects the naming and specification of the description of
an experience indicator in the created framework. An
early framework of reflection by Sparks-Langer et al.,
[29] used a description of the events as the form of nonreflective writing and elaborated on the description of
experience indicators with the description of the events or
its explanation. Hatton and Smith [17] associated the
description of an experience indicator with the second
level in the reflection framework, which was broadly
defined as the attempts to provide reasons or judgment
based on personal view or reviewed literature. This
description of an experience label does not match the
common definition of description; it is more likely to be
understanding or perspective. Moreover, the first level,
which is concerned about technical rationality in the
framework, does not also match the specification of the
description of an experience indicator. This description of
an experience indicator does not concern reflection; thus,
this indicator is not incorporated in all frameworks.
Sumsion and Fleet [30] framework and similar other
frameworks [19, 21, 31-35] depend on the classical
framework (e.g., non-reflection, reflection and critical
reflection) and its variations. These frameworks which
depend on some other earlier frameworks of Boud et al.
(1985) and LaBoskey (1994), associated description
specification with the non-reflective level [22, 36].
Williams et al. (2002) used the description of an
experience learning indicator as a specialized form of the
common description of an experience indicator[37].
Boenink et al. (2004) used the label ‘oversimplified’ to
describe the description of an experience indicator, as this
indicator does not include any perspective, as this study
linked reflection closely with perspective, the better the
perspective series is, the deeper the reflection is [38].
Accordingly, the oversimplified label indirectly reports
descriptive action without further elaboration.
Similarly, Kember et al., [39] used the habitual action
indicator in the proposed framework as a form of
description, and it was defined as the answer for a
question without an understanding of the concept or the
theory. Plack et al., implicitly involved description in the
knowledge and comprehensive levels that represent the
non-reflective level in the classical frameworks [40].
Boutet et al., [41] also implicitly used description in the
pre-reflective level of the developed framework as it was
addressed as being able to identify strengths and
weaknesses, which include understanding and feelings.
Wong et al., [42] used description as a part of the criteria
to distinguish between three levels, non-reflector,
reflector, and critically reflector. The description of
experience indicators was not addressed implicitly.
Instead, the three indicators, which are association,
integration, and validation, depending on the description
aspect. Gibson et al., [43] does not involve this indicator,
but the description can be somehow presented in the
trigger level of the framework, as it is the pre-reflection
step.
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B. Understanding
The understanding indicator is closely related to
description, as the description depends significantly on the
understanding of the described matter. The understanding
indicator is essential to any framework as it is the core of
the reflection process. Understanding requires the
cognition process that forms the core of metacognition in
the high reflection process. Accordingly, understanding is
mostly indirectly involved in the exiting reflection
frameworks.
Classical frameworks [30, 31, 34, 36, 44-48] do not
include understanding in the involved indicator. However,
some can be argued to be indirectly using an
‘understanding’ indicator, such as the work of Ullmann
(2019) that has an ‘experience’ indicator.
Kember et al., [39] proposed a modified classical
framework that includes ‘understanding’ using the
labelled indicator ‘thoughtful’ that is categorized under a
non-reflective level. Similarly, Boenink et al., [38]
framework used the indicators ‘balance and
contextualization’ for this purpose Plack et al., [40]
directly refer to ‘understanding’ at the ‘knowledge and
comprehensive’ level Kember et al., [39] framework used
the ‘understanding’ indicator in the developed framework.
Lai and Calandra [49] the framework used ‘routine’ that is
described to be an analysis and understanding of the
situation. Similarly, the monitoring level in Gibson et al.
(2016)’s framework refers to the learner thinking
consciously about the internal and external process.
Finally, the frameworks [28] that have descriptive to a
critique of beliefs and habitual action, with the descriptive
reflection [50] and Cui et al., [33] with analysis including
‘understanding’ .
C. Feelings
The feelings indicator is of explicit and independent
nature compared to the overlapping nature of the
description and understanding indicators. According to
Sparks-Langer et al., [29] that the feeling is more about
thought rather than emotions, for example, in this stage,
the writer requires to describe why they thought it was
successful or unsuccessful. This is in line with our
findings in the CS.
The feelings presented in the frameworks [20, 21, 28,
34, 42, 48, 51, 52] using the labels ‘Technical rationality,
‘Attending to feelings’, ‘Attending to emotions’,
‘Experience as it was related to emotional contributions’,
and the latter three with ‘Feelings’, respectively. Besides,
the feelings indicator is indirectly represented in the
frameworks [41, 53].
The feelings is greatly influenced by the variation in
the frameworks based on the considered reflection type.
Some frameworks that focus only on the technical aspects
might not include feelings, as emotions can be referred
back to experience and analysis.
D. Reasoning
The reasoning indicator is common in the existing
reflection frameworks. Reasoning, according to Hatton
and Smith [17] is about weighing competing claims and
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viewpoints and then exploring alternative solutions.
Larrivee [54] pedagogical reflection’ levels are about
thinking and continuous improvement with evidence.
Moreover, reasoning with previous practices and social
ethics is addressed as a critical reflection in Larrivee [54]
framework. The reasoning presented in the frameworks
[17, 28, 29, 31, 33, 37, 38, 42, 48, 50, 55-58] use the
labels ‘Explanation from theory’, ‘Dialogic reflection’,
‘Association indicator and integration indicator’, ‘Verifies
learning’, ‘perspectives, general as well as personal’,
‘Reevaluate’, ‘Analysis’, ‘Dialogic reflection’, ‘Reflection
on experience’, ‘Description of conflict’, ‘Dialogical
reflection’, ‘Challenge’, ‘Analysis’ and ‘Process
reflective’, respectively.
The reasoning indicator is indirectly represented in the
frameworks of Tsangaridou and O’Sullivan [59] which
used ‘Description & Justification’ to represent the process
beyond understanding into analysis with a rational and
logical explanation. Chamoso and Cáceres [60] used
argumentation that is referred to as ‘justifies or draws
conclusions about the learning process justifies or draws
conclusions about the learning process’.
E. Perspective
The perspective indicator is the core of the reflection
framework, as it is mostly the sole indicator of the critical
reflective levels. A learner who expresses their perspective
synthesizes and evaluates situations or learned topics is
considered at a critical reflective level. In the recent
frameworks by Cui et al., [33] and Ullmann [34] the
perspective indicator was included as a unique indicator
for critical reflection level. In the existing frameworks,
Van Manen [20] considered perspective in the critical
reflection level, Sparks-Langer et al., [29] indirectly
considered perspective in the explanation from theory
with the contextualization level, Hatton and Smith [17]
considered perspective in the critical reflection level.
Gibson et al., [48] Self-Critique indicator is about
perspective. While Jung and Wise [35, 61] describes
perspectives in more general for the pharmacy field as a
consideration of others in terms of situation, feelings,
needs or intentions.
F. New Learning
The new learning indicator was addressed by Sumsion
and Fleet [30] in the highly reflective level, Williams et
al., [37] used gains a new understanding category to
represent new learning. Kember et al., [19] involved new
learning in the critical reflection level, Lai and Calandra
[49] transformative indicator involved new learning and
change of perspective explicitly. Wong et al., [42]
addressed new learning through appropriation making
owns new knowledge, Mena-Marcos et al., [50] addressed
new learning through the critical reflection level, Gibson
et al., [48] addressed new learning through the learning
opportunities category. Ullmann [34] addressed new
learning through the reflection level. Similarly, Chamoso
and Cáceres [60] contribution category and Cui et al., [33]
evaluation and the outcome are indirectly related to new
learning.
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G. Future Action
The purpose of the reflection is to inform future
actions in such a way that they can be more objective and
intentional. The future action greatly depends on the area
and the field of the reflection framework, accordingly, it
should be presented mostly in writing that is expected to
have such an indicator. Earlier frameworks are about
developing reflection that contributes to enhancing future
action but did not address those actions as a part of the
developed frameworks. Accordingly, the future action
indicator was not indicated in most of the existing
frameworks, except for the framework by Williams et al.,
[37] that indicates the future behaviours as an indication
for the developed framework. Wong et al., [42] used
outcome to indicate future action explicitly, Fund et al.,
[45] ‘critical reflection’ address about future work,
Chamoso and Cáceres [60] contribution indicator and
Mena-Marcos et al., [50] critical reflection level address
future action.
Some frameworks describe the new learning and
future action indicators in a more general manner in one
category, for example, ‘the extent to which individuals
feel they learned from their experience, and how it may
shape their future plans/behaviour’ (page 4) in one
category named ‘changes’ [21]. Jung and Wise [61] also
describe this indicator in one category ‘outcome’ as
‘Students describe lessons learned from the experience or
future intentions made based on experience’ (page 7).
However, the new learning and future actions are an
important aspect in reflection as in CS the CS instructors
want to see the students show both sides so in assessing
reflection texts the students need to show the lessons have
learned and the future actions for a similar situation in a
positive way.
IV.

DISCUSSION

The increased use of reflective writing in higher
education has led to an interest in the investigating of the
indicator used to assess reflective writing produced within
CS education and this is the rationale for conducting an
exploratory investigation of CS focused reflective writing
aimed at obtaining a deeper understanding of how the
professional skills of CS students develop in the specific
field.
We found that the lack of empirical study of reflection
framework might lead to creating a new reflection
framework. We conclude findings that the reflection
framework can be different in terms of many aspects such
as evidence, levels, and context. This study focused on the
evidence (indicators), which can be different from one
discipline to another depending on the purpose of the
writing.
In conclusion, the discussed indicators are presented in
most of the existing frameworks, either explicitly or
implicitly, some indicators are missing from some
frameworks as the framework depends on the field and
form of the reflection, and some frameworks combined
multiple items in one indicator based on some similarity;
thus, these indicators are presented indirectly in such
frameworks. The framework that was developed by Wong
et al., [42] and the modification that is presented by
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Kember [19] with the understanding indicator is used in
the proposed framework for evaluating final year projects
in the CS field.
Most frameworks look for evidence of a description of
an experience in a writing. The description of an
experience can be used as an introduction to the reflective
writing topic that usually starts to describe the situation in
an abstract manner does not take any effort to analyse.
Most frameworks mention understanding indicators
directly or indirectly way which underlines the importance
of this indicator in reflective writing. This indicator
contains many critical thinking skills such as identifying
problems, questioning, and analysis. This indicator can be
seen in non-reflective and reflective levels depending on
how deep is understandable of the situation. Framework’
levels generally claim that if given writing is the
description of an experience only, for example, it only
states facts such as showing a summary of the experience,
it is usually classified on the lower level known as nonreflective or descriptive level.
Feelings of reflection is evident in many frameworks.
Feelings can be seen in a more complicated manner for
example some frameworks focus on emotions others focus
on the thought. this table illustrates both holistic
perspectives of thoughts and emotions negative or
positive.
The frameworks mention indicator reasoning which
emphasizes the importance of writing. This indicator
includes several thinking skills such as solving problems,
questioning,
analysis/justification,
interpretation,
appraisal, and decision making. This indicator is known as
analysis, evaluation, and critical stance in some
frameworks. The reasoning is important for the
interpretation of action to make a deep understanding of
the specific experience.
The outcome of a reflection is evident in many
frameworks, several types of outcomes can be as
perspective, new learning, and future action depending on
framework purposes. For example, some frameworks
require a significant change of perspective or behaviour,
learning new things, or intention to do something. To
achieve one of these that will need a deep understanding
of the situation to confirm the critical thinking manner of
the situation. It is also notable that rare to see quite a
several frameworks have seen these indicators while the
recent frameworks can be seen all of these indicators on
one framework.
V.

CONCLUSION

This article answered research question which has
discussed the finding reflection indicators of conceptual
RWF, describing the establishment of the framework
through a review of the literature. That provided an
investigation of the criteria for reflective writing used the
CS educators (experts) in the CS field. We linked the
conceptual RWF in terms of seven indicators with the
existing reflection framework. We found that there are
common indicators utilized on most of the framework.
This can highlight the relationship between the reflection
indicators and the CS field.
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This conceptual RWF’ contribution can be used not
only as a guideline to assess reflective writing to support
student feedback also it can be employed to fill gaps in the
literature regarding CS education. This conceptual RWF
may be seen as one of the first attempts to fill the research
gap relating to the assessment of reflective writing within
the STEM in particular CS education context.
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Abstract - One of the main accelerators of modern
science and a prospective field of future business
professionals present the usage of High Performance
Computing (HPC). A great deal of software tools that is
being used by researchers today is not developed to exploit
the possibilities of shared architecture. Researchers must
raise their competences by learning the appropriate
programming tools before they start using HPCs. To
support and expand scientific, academic and industrial
deployments of HPC usage, several different activities,
ranging from training and skill development, technology
transfer, collaboration with industry to facilitation of access
to scientific and technical expertise and knowledge pools
have been deployed. This paper focuses on presenting the
developed strategy of raising competences for HPC and
reports on its outcome through conducted activities under
the framework of Slovenia National Competence Center
(NCC) in its first year of operation.
Keywords - digitalization, higher education in Slovenia;
EuroCC, NCC, EuroHPC, HPC, SLING, digital competences

I.

INTRODUCTION

Supercomputing, or High Performance Computing
(HPC) is used for solving complex computing problems,
that are either too large, complex or too time consuming to
be effectively solved by a desktop computer. It is
generally used for solving large scale problems in science,
engineering and by industry. In the past HPC was mainly
used by large companies and research institutes, but in the
recent years the usage has spread also to SMEs [1].
Future applications of HPC eco-system can be divided
into three major components: infrastructure, technological
developments and applications. For future adoption of
HPC usage, an awareness and competence building
programme is needed in form of training programs. This is
also emphasized by the findings in USA in terms of needs
for education and training specifically in HPC [2].
In Slovenia, the scientific community has a rich and
long history of adaption of new computer technologies. In
the last ten years, the efforts have been consolidated
through the formation of the Slovenian national
supercomputing network consortium (SLING), similar to
other national HPC organizations in Europe [3] has a goal
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of nationwide access to modern HPC infrastructure and to
raise the competences through education [4, 5, 6].
To increase the future potential, ten members of the
SLING consortium have established the Slovenian
National Competence Centre (NCC). Its objectives are to
support and expand scientific, academic and industrial
deployments of HPC usage. This paper reports training
methodology and developed programme within the first
year of the project, analysis of the activities and achieving
objectives.
II. OVERVIEW OF TRAINING APPROACHES FOR HPC
At Barcelona Supercomputing Centre (BSC) they have
a long history of offering HPC trainings through various
initiatives [7]. They have divided their program into
several levels. For attendees that lack of programming
background they organize entry-level preparatory courses.
The basic level is designed for users with little knowledge
of HPC concepts. The intermediate level is designed for
users who have some experience of developing parallel
code and the advanced level is aimed at users who are
scaling up or moving to PRACE Tier-0 systems [8]. Since
multi-level knowledge system of trainings is wider
accepted across PRACE [9] it offers us an example of
good practice that we can adapt.
In Slovakia, they have been offering courses for
undergraduate and for research programs since 2004 [10]
in context with HPC in Applied informatics study
program. They have created undergraduate courses for
bachelor and master study program and for research
program. Their courses are composed of several lessons
and managed with support of e-learning. Our partnership
of ten members from different areas offers us opportunity
to offer training courses in several domains. In order to
attract new participants for HPC trainings, we do not
envision long duration of the training courses, but shortterm courses, as is the practice at BSC. The Slovak
subdivision of each discussed theme into objective,
prerequisites and content offers participants clear
information and we will adapt the practice.
For HPC trainings the Massively Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) are gaining attraction [11]. MOOC courses are
open to everyone, are asynchronous, and support "Just in
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Time" learning. This is beneficial, but however the high
drop-out rate, lack of long-term motivation of participants,
no opportunity for additional explanation of the topics,
and lack of pre-requisites has drawn us away from
adaption of MOOCs since this form of training does not
offer building a community and systematic raising of
competences in the same way as a multi-level training
course system. However, the idea of fitting timing of the
trainings accordingly to the participants spare time and to
offer open for everyone programme should be adopted.
The presented approaches describe different training
strategies but lack to connect dissemination or building a
community to attract new training course participants. Our
methodology is interconnection between a strategy of
raising the competences in form of training and skill
development and dissemination efforts to attract
participants and to raise the awareness of HPC usage.
III.

STRATEGY FOR RAISING COMPETENCES

The creation of the Slovenian NCC within the EuroCC
project gave us an opportunity to connect partners of
different domains in order to share the HPC skills and
knowledge. We have set a goal of developing a
comprehensive training program to attract new partners
and users, striving to become the main center of
knowledge in Slovenia for people interested in developing
HPC skills. We strive to fill the gaps in knowledge of
HPC usage in various areas, such as applications for
industry, school education, HE and computer technicians.
The activities include various stages of development of
training courses and seminars.
A. Training and skills development overview
To efficiently distribute knowledge from different
partners through training and skills development we have
decided to divide our activities into two major groups, as
presented in Figure 1:
•

training courses: flexible, from short (few hours)
training courses to multi-day training courses. The
goal is to raise the level of competences of the
participants;

•

short seminars: covering specific topics at a higher
level of knowledge, presented by academic
researchers. The goal is dissemination of interesting
topics and to raise general awareness of HPC usage.

Our training activities are divided into different levels,
according to the knowledge transfer to be obtained,
similar to the approach that PRACE uses efficiently in its
training center programme [9]:
•

basic level: focus on HPC literacy and general HPCoriented themes,

•

advanced level: the topics covered are adapted to
different areas of interest with a focus in the STEM
area (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics),

•

higher level: participants are expected to have prior
knowledge on the topic; the focus of the training is
on raising the competences.

Having established the training levels, we set a goal at
organizing basic level trainings with regular reoccurrence,
training courses at an advanced level yearly or seasonal,
and training courses at a higher level on demand with
agreement of the project partners. The duration of
individual training activities is flexible, from short (few
hours) training courses to multi-day training courses.
Through a vivid distribution of activities, we strive to
attract a wider circle of audience. The overall success of
the programme depends greatly on the quality of
dissemination. Therefore, we have established several
communication channels to attract participants and work
upon building wider community. On top of that, partners
constantly exploit their own channels to further spread
awareness.
To measure our success, we have set objectives and
regular monitoring. The measurable objectives were
focused on the conducted activities:
•

Seminar activities; to offer at least 1 seminar every
two months, attracting an average of 10 participants.

•

Training activities; to offer an average of 3 training
activities per quarter with an average of 20
participants. At least 1 of the activities should be on
the Basic level, thus offering consistent training on
HPC literacy.

Regular monitoring of our conducted activities and
efficient collaboration between project partners was
achieved through regular monthly meetings. Each partner
is responsible for material preparation and activity
organization. This approach gave us programme
flexibility, since it is easily updated, and addition of newly
developed topics and ideas is simplified.
With a desire to further adjust to the target audience
and to cope with the outbreak of Covid-19, we have
adapted our programme for conducting all activities fully
online and in the afternoons, if possible. With such
approach, the available time obstacle for employed people
or students was significantly reduced.

Figure 1. Training and skills development activities
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B. Dissemination overview
To efficiently deliver the described methodology, the
dissemination activities, that capture several channels of
distribution had to be established. To have a uniformed
public image of the project, a set of common guidelines
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and templates have been prepared for activities
announcements and also for conducting workshops that
include presentation templates, background templates and
announcements templates.
All the activities and descriptions are visible over the
project website. Visitors and other users can subscribe to
the monthly newsletter, an email with description of the
upcoming activities for the next two months. Timing of
the newsletter is in line with monthly training meetings,
ensuring all planned activities are properly included.
At the beginning of the project, we have also
envisioned sharing information about the project and
attracting participants in the form of public presentations
and conferences. We have prepared promotional material
for this engagement. Unfortunately, due to Covid-19
situation, this strategy was put at a risk, forcing us to be
present mainly online, with some exceptions. Having a
smaller number than expected of public presentations, we
overcome this issue by publishing two publications in
digital and print media [12, 13].
For a better reach of potential participants, especially
during the Covid era, where everyday was put online, we
have established our online presence through social
networks, such as LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook,
incorporating our established uniformed public image and
promoting our ongoing activities.
Since traditionally HPC community is limited to a
specific research area, organization, company or field of
knowledge, we have also prepared a list of organizations
and contacts for informing them about our activities. With
other, wider approach the aim was to attract new
participants, originating from outside of this traditional
pool.
Although we have established several dissemination
channels, from website presence, social media, monthly
newsletters, conference and event presentations, media
publications,
email
notifications
and
informal
conversations, all of these channels lead to single point of
entry, the NCC Indico portal [14]. Furthermore, in most of
the activities, carried out within our programme, the
lecturers also present future activities with a goal of
motivating participants to take on more than one of our
courses and to build a community.
IV.

OUTCOME OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Through the EuroCC project we have implemented the
approach of raising the competences, as it is described
before. In this section reports on the activities that were
conducted during the first year of the EuroCC project
(since Autumn 2021) in Slovenia. The desired outcome of
the presented methodology in the first year was to raise
the awareness by attracting participants to the events and
to methodologically raise their competences.
To achieve the desired success, we were constantly
refreshing dissemination activities and website content.
All our activities have a single point of entry, the Indico
NCC Indico portal [14] and monthly newsletters are sent
out to raise the awareness. Our seminars are recorded and
uploaded on ARNES video portal [15] to enhance open
knowledge sharing of specific topics. Most of our
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activities are focused on Slovenian participants and are
therefore conducted in Slovenian language.
During the time period of January 2021 – December
2021 we have successfully performed a total of 34
activities, 19 training courses and 15 seminars (see Table
1). The total number of participants in eighteen training
courses was 483, having an average attendance of almost
27 participants. We have exceeded the initial goal
objectives of an average of three training activities per
quarter and at least one seminar every two months.
TABLE I.
Date
14. 01.
Seminar

20-21 01.
Course

28. 01.
Seminar

10-11 02.
Course

11. 02.
Seminar

25. 02.
Seminar

3. 03.
Course

10-11 03.
18. 03.
Seminar

30. 03.
Course

12. 04.
Seminar

20-22 04.
Course

22. 04.
Seminar

11-13 05.
Course

13. 05.
Seminar

17-18 05.
Course

20. 05.

LIST OF CONDUCTED ACTIVITIES IN THE PERIODE FROM
JAN 2021 TO DEC 2021
Name
Introduction to plasma physics, fusion, fusion
reactors. Plasma simulation in fusion reactors…
Supercomputing essentials
Parallelising Dynamic Programming Using Rank
Convergence in Tropical Semirings
Advanced parallel programming
Parallel branch and bound algorithm in C using
MPI
Incorporated support for graphics processing units
into the Stan statistical toolbox

Partici
pants
N/A
38
N/A
14
N/A
N/A

Introduction to Linux for HPC

64

Supercomputing essentials

34

Variational Bayes survival analysis for
unemployment modelling
Practical Computer Security (with Applications to
HPC)
Web-based SLURM monitoring and submitting
jobs
Programming of graphics processing units
Source control managment with Git at Gitlab,
Github and Bitbucket
A little more serious about supercomputing

N/A
8
N/A
41
N/A
36

Matlab and parallelization

N/A

Deep learning with Keras

29

Seminar

HPC molecular modeling of liquid crystal
elastomers

N/A

27. 05.

Biological superproblems require supercomputing

N/A

Seminar

2-3 06.
Course

9.06.
Course

15-16 06.
Course

16.09
Course

21-23 9.
Course

6-7 10.
Course

13. 10.
Seminar

Supercomputing essentials

39

Introduction to Linux for HPC

24

Multithreaded programming

27

Introduction to Linux for HPC

6

A little more serious about supercomputing

35

Supercomputing essentials

N/A

Examples of good practices from supercomputing

N/A

14. 10.

Introduction to Linux for HPC

18. 10.

“Exascale” Computing Day or Open Day of
Slovenian Supercomputer Centres

Seminar

19-21 10.

20
N/A

Computational and statistical methods in Chemistry

41

Course

Supercomputing essentials at “Exascale”
Computing Day

6

4-5 11.

HPC and FEM: Open source software

13

Course

3. 11.
Course
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Date
17. 11.
Seminar

25. 11.
Course

8. 12.
Seminar

9. 12.
Seminar

Name
Kinetic-fluid coupling of plasma simulations
Introduction to Linux for HPC
An Approximate GEMM Unit for Energy-Efficient
Processing
High-performance computing and artificial
intelligence in public administration

Partici
pants
N/A
8
N/A
57

Regular conduction of our training and seminar
activities throughout the year 2021 are presented in Figure
2. In dark blue color the number of seminars each month
are presented and in light blue, the number of workshops
for each month are presented. There is a gap in the graph,
indicating a lack of the activities during the summer
months (July and August), because of the academic
summer vacation period. We have used this gap in order
to develop new topics for the autumn period, as it can be
seen, that in the period from September to November
there were a total of eight workshops with a goal of
delivering new workshops in the future.
As it is presented in Figure 1, our training workshops
are divided into different levels. In accordance with this
division, the 19 training events were delivered:
•

basic level: 10 training events,

•

advanced level: 5 training events,

•

higher level: 4 training events.

One of the ideas for successful implementation of the
programme was not only to offer various training events
on a regular basis, but also to encourage and guide
participants into HPC usage. Therefore, during the
summer break we have decided to offer a methodological
raising of competences for the participants in the form of
consecutive activities of HPC literacy, HPC usage and
later on a training on advanced or higher level. This
framework will be repeated several times in 2022 with the
aim of attracting potential users (that are interested in a
higher-level topic) but have a fear of HPC usage (that
could be resolved with basic level courses).

HPC meeting (ASHPC21) and Exascale” Computing Day
or Open Day of Slovenian Supercomputer Centres, where
we invited members of the general public to visit our
biggest HPC centers. The event was quite successful,
having around 600 visitors, mostly from Slovenian high
schools. Participants were able to visit supercomputer
centers, and the event was also streamed online.
In the first year of the NCC, we posted a number of
posts on social media to reach a number of potential
participants, as presented in Table II. Through LinkedIn,
Twitter and Facebook we had combined 386 posts. If we
compare it to the number of instances, the post has been
seen it seems that Twitter has the most social impact by
reaching an average of more than 400 views per post.
Next is Facebook, by reaching an average of more than
175 views per post and the least social impact has
LinkedIn with an average of 34 views per post. However,
the social media metrics do not correspond to the event
information origin of the participants. On the other hand,
purpose of the social media raises the awareness.
TABLE II.

SOCIAL NETWORKS ACTIVITIES IN 2021

Social media

Posts / tweets

Impressions /
Reach

seen (avg)

LinkedIn

135

4612

34,2

Twitter

121

51540

426,0

Facebook

130

23293

179,2

The impact of the social media in 2021 is presented in
Figure 3. Presented are the total number of social media
views through 2021 and the total number of followers in
2021. As it was previously described, the Twitter platform
has shown the most effective outreach, both regarding
views and followers. It would not be correct to conclude,
that there is a direct correlation the between number of
followers and the number of views, since the number of
LinkedIn and Facebook users is roughly the same, but the
number of views is drastically different.

Figure 2. Distribution of the conducted activities through 2021

As explained earlier, the dissemination activities were
conducted using several approaches. During the year we
have attracted 304 subscribers for our monthly newsletter.
We (co-)organized and presented the project and our
activities at various events, such as Austrian-Slovenian
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Figure 3. Social media impact in 2021
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The analysis has shown that there is a gap in the
summer months both in the form of new followers and
number of views. Since this period coincides with lesser
NCC activities during the summer we cannot conclude
that this indicates a general trend.
Dissemination through social media is able to reach a
wider public but fails to attract larger numbers of
participants. Distribution of news through the monthly
newsletter has shown to offer a more target orientated
approach. Most of the participants at our events have
received the information from our personnel, directly
involved in the project. We can conclude that even in the
time of social media, personal contacts and direct
information distribution through established experts still
plays a vital role in the effective information distribution
for the HPC related topics.
In general, we consider that with the large number of
activities and our ability to attract many participants and
achieve considerable visibility on social media, we have
been quite successful. But since our foremost goal is
raising the levels of HPC inclusion in the whole nation,
we also must be aware of the distribution of our presence
across Slovenia.

to be noted, that the analysis presents a rough estimation,
as the data of participants origin is based on the connected
institution in the applications for the events. Different data
gathering would be needed for a detailed analysis.
From the rough participant analysis, we can conclude,
that the project visibility has reached all parts of the
country and we can even estimate in which parts we
should invest our efforts to attract new participants.
The analysis has also revealed that some of the
participants have taken up several training events in our
programme, presented in Figure 5. This is in line with the
objective of offering gradual increase of competencies
through our training levels.
Out of 444 participants, 287 (64,6%) of them have
joined only one event and 157 (35,4%) of them have
joined more than one event. 15% of participants have
joined more than two events, with several of them
attending more than five events. This indicates on the on
the appropriate orientation of the program, as it is clearly
show that we are able to provide participants motivation to
upgrade their knowledge through various events.

Since we have established a single point of entry
through our Indico system, gathering and analyzing such
information should be simplified. Unfortunately, the
reality is, that participants often fail to complete some
parts of application forms. Registration for events was
required for trainings, and most seminars were conducted
as join for all events, registration free.

Figure 5. Nuber of participants present at several workshops in 2021

To conclude, the conducted analysis has shown that
we have successfully deployed a vivid programme,
covering several topics, that is interesting enough for the
participants and motivates them to expand their
knowledge. To efficient evaluate the impact of HPC
training, some metrics have been proposed [16], that could
be further examined in the future.
Figure 4. Origin of participants according to compass direction

Our limited analysis of the participants information
has revealed that we have attracted a total of 444 unique
participants. Out of these participants, we have identified
the origin of 341 participants in accordance with compass
direction in Slovenia, as seen in Figure 4. The majority of
the participants (74%) originate from the central part of
the country, which was to be expected, since the region
presents ¼ of the population, hosts our central educational
and research institutions and home to the majority of
project partners. The Northeast part of the country
presents the second largest pool of participants with 17%
of the total number of participants. This region is also a
large educational center and the hosting site of the
EuroHPC cluster Vega. According to our analysis, the rest
of the regions are not represented in large numbers. It has
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V.

CONCLUSION

The presented methodology for raising competences
was tested through the newly established NCC Slovenia
training programme in 2021. We have exceeded our initial
goals by a large margin. An indicator of the adequacy of
the methodology, upon which the training programme has
been developed is a high percentage of participants, who
have taken on several training courses.
Since the methodology has offered us to establish a
national wide collaboration with several universities and
reach institutes as partners, we are also striving to transfer
the good practices into future Higher Education programs.
There is always space to grow. Through further
detailed analysis of the training courses material, we can
expand our knowledge pool in different expertise areas
and in this way attract new participants. Furthermore, the
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analysis of the origin of participants, though not
conclusive, has shown that there are areas, where our
presence could be further expanded. Regarding the
dissemination area we are looking forward to being able to
present our project in-person. The social media presence
and its impact on the training success has not been
conclusive.

[4]

The target group of participants could be further
expanded with inclusion of dedicated SME orientated
workshops in the future, from HPC adoption to higher
level specific training events.

[6]

One of the expansions of our methodology in 2022
will include international collaboration with other NCCs
within the EuroCC project. This is an opportunity to offer
new topics, improve our own material and to share the
knowledge at an international scale.

[7]
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Abstract - Data is today's phenomenon. Thanks to the
development of information technologies, data on almost
anything can be collected and stored. It is very important,
also for the young generation, to understand how data is
created, stored, and processed. The need to handle, visualize
and appropriately interpret stored data comes to the fore.
With the ability to understand data and its visualization, it
is possible to find new innovative solutions. Slovakia is
currently undergoing a massive digitalization within the
public administration and easy access to open data within
public administration might be one of the ways to achieve
greater involvement of their citizens. It is also necessary to
popularize the municipal open data concept among citizens
to support the creation of innovative solutions for the
management and development of the city or municipality.
Within the Open Data Lab project, our students gained the
chance to build and acquire knowledge and skills in the field
of processing and visualization of open data produced by
Slovak municipalities and cities. The contribution will
present how our students gained the necessary knowledge
and skills to work with open data using the concept of
project based learning.
Keywords - open data,
MS PowerBI, higher education

I.

project-based

learning,

INTRODUCTION

The development of information technologies and the
huge amount of data generated brings the need for their
usage for the welfare of human society. In the past, these
data were concentrated in the hands of governments and
municipalities and official institutions used it in various
ways. In recent years the management approaches
changed and access to these data opens up. Open access
means open access to data as well as active access for the
citizens to their city or region. Thanks to the creation of
open data portals, citizens have access to city data from
various areas that they can further process and visualize.
Thanks to such activity, citizens also have the opportunity
to discover critical points in the management and
functioning of their city, and at the same time, they have
greater opportunities in creating and designing new
solutions.
However, in order to achieve such a state, it is not
enough just to publish the data of the given city. It is also
necessary to gradually build a community of active
citizens, who can process, visualize and critically evaluate
available data.
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These were also the reasons why we decided to
integrate data processing into our education curricula. In
addition to the classic approaches and applications for
basic data processing, our students (within the optional
subject Applications for basic data processing) in this pilot
year also had the opportunity to get acquainted with the
concept of open data and the principles of visualization of
this data. As part of this paper, we will briefly describe the
importance of the open data concept, its use in education,
and the benefits it brings to the development of cities,
municipalities, and regions.
II.

OPEN DATA CONCEPT

The concept of open data is relatively new [1]. The
main idea is that anyone can freely use, re-use, and
redistribute data for any purpose, without restrictions [2].
But publishing stand-alone documents, which need to be
somehow processed if they need to be re-used cannot be
understood as open data. Data are open when they are
open both legally (they must be placed in the public
domain or under liberal terms with minimal restrictions)
and technically (they must be readable by machines and
available freely by different software tools) [3].
The slow transformation of human society from a
knowledge society to a new concept Society 5.0 is
predetermined by the integration of new smart technology
approaches, virtual reality, and the environment [4]. This
transformation is based on the use of a huge amount of
data, which can be collected, processed, and transformed
into important information in a short time thanks to the
development of ICT [5]. Data are an important input for
developing knowledge and product services [6].
Widely available data, published mostly on
government websites, but covering different areas of
human life (i.e. country-level data, city- and regional-level
data, data from special fields like agriculture, public
finance, education, environment, energy, health,
transports, etc.), private companies, research communities,
etc. Such data bring multiple benefits to society. By using
them:
 the economic opportunities could be stimulated by
developing innovative services or creating new
business models;
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 the municipalities and governments could achieve and
provide more quality, transparent and streamlined
services that will come out in cost savings;
 the municipalities and governments could achieve
higher citizen engagement in public affairs. The
citizens could make better-informed decisions and be
empowered to contribute to policies better designed to
their needs;

(https://opendata.bratislava.sk/), Prešov with 64 datasets
(https://egov.presov.sk/), Žilina with 42 datasets
(https://egov.zilina.sk/), Košice with 28 datasets
(https://opendata.kosice.sk/), and trio of Trnava, Banská
Bystrica, Trenčín with circa 24 datasets. These cities are
also regional centers. Smaller cities in Slovakia do not yet
engage in this area with a few exceptions and with a
minimum of datasets (less than 5) in the given area.

 the public safety, transparency could be improved,
etc.[2], [7], [8].
As follows from the above mentioned, the use of the
open data concept is one of the win-win solutions that
helps to develop society towards its people. A huge
impact can be seen in the case of municipalities, where the
engagement of citizens is a crucial factor of sustainable
development.
A. Open data and Slovak municipalities
Municipalities and their citizens to address life
situations need various information and data, which are
collected by the cities and municipalities themselves.
Unfortunately, this information is often available mainly
in the form of text documents, scans, etc. In such a form,
however, it is not possible to automatically process the
data collected in this way, and thus, without the necessary
pre-processing of the data, its further analysis,
visualization, and practical use is not possible.
However, if the municipality “opens" these data using
appropriate data formats (CSV, XML, JSON, JSON, etc.)
published with appropriate licenses (Creative Commons
CC0, BY, etc.) and makes them available to analysts,
programmers,
researchers,
students,
enthusiasts,
companies, thanks to which they will get the opportunity
to get the most out of their data. These groups of people
can then further process city data and build commercial or
public services over them, which are beneficial mainly to
city residents such as users of mobile, web applications,
visualizations, software solutions, analysis, etc.
Abroad, it has been common practice since the late
2000s that the general public has access to information
sources of governments and municipalities. Currently,
more than 250 governments at different levels, almost 50
developed and developing countries, and entities such as
the World Bank and United Nations have launched Open
Data initiatives [2]. Examples of a source of open data are
portals such as Eurostat (https://data.europa.eu/en) with 1
million datasets collecting data from different topics
connected to the EU members, data.gov (https://data.gov/)
USA government portal with more than 280 thousand
datasets, Open data of Government of Canada
(https://open.canada.ca/en/open-data).
The
Slovak
Republic and its municipalities are no exception. The
government publishes open data on the central portal of
public services intended for people on the website
data.gov.sk Now this website contains 2803 datasets from
various areas. As far as municipalities are concerned, open
data initiatives within our country are only in their infancy
[9]. Now, 15 cities published open data in Slovakia on
their specialized portals (Fig. 1). The most active are
Bratislava
with
685
datasets
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Figure 1. Visualization of numbers of published open datasets in Slovak
municipalities, source: [9]

The important motivating factor of municipalities for
publishing data in the open data format can also be the
activity of citizens, the courage of the city to experiment
and take into account the knowledge generated based on
analysis and visualization of such data. Listening to
activists, who are looking for solutions, can also bring
positive changes. However, it is not enough to just share
open data. It is important that the activist community
includes citizens with the necessary skills in data
processing, analysis, and interpretation, albeit at the
beginner’s level. This need is an interesting basis for the
integration of methods of data processing, analysis, and
visualization into education, regardless of the study
program.
B. Open data in Education
Given the previous, it is important to educate students
in ICT skills but also to be able to be more involved and
bring innovation proposals to the city and from the
position of citizens who know how to analyze the data.
Open data enhances citizens' participation in traditional
policymaking, because they have access to data, can study
them, and form their own opinion [8]. But as is stated in
[10], the main precondition is that citizens at least have
minimal skills to be able to understand which are the
social problems monitored through data and to read the
eventual representations already available to formulate
new questions. That is the main reason, why the Open
Data Charter opened an initiative based on a principle to
"engage with schools and post-secondary education
institutions to support an increase in the open data
research and to incorporate data literacy into educational
curricula" [11], [12]. Coughlan in [13] identified three
main drivers that encourage the use of open data in
education: public engagements, the potential of open data
as material for learning important skills (data literacy
combines technical and statistical skills with the ability to
draw meaning by interpreting data and analyses), need of
the organization to encourage public to be active on public
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issues and management what leads to interaction among
organizations, education institutions, and learners.
At the same time, Coughlan presented that there could
be often a misunderstanding in the use of open data and
free data in the field of education. In his research, he
found a wide variety of sources and topics, including
governmental, NGO, museum, and research project data.
Published case studies [14], [15], [16], [17] suggested a
trend using open data in project-based learning.
III.

OPEN DATA LAB

The mission of our faculty is to educate young people
who will be able to contribute to the professionalization of
the financial and banking sector and public administration
in Slovakia. We are delivering high-quality education in
the field of economic sciences, participating in the
development of society, and shaping the regional
economy through providing research and consulting
expertise, further education, and other services to the local
and regional community. Our students are educated in the
context of developing human societies, by graduating
from the courses they achieve knowledge and skills
necessary for a present knowledge economy, but skills
applicable in next-generation society – Society 5.0. Our
vision is to provide up-to-date education to our students.
Therefore, we were pleased by the initiative of the project
Košice 2.0 [18] to implement the concept of open data and
their visualization into our education process. Within the
first year of this cooperation, we involved our students (in
2nd year in the first stage of study – bachelor degree)
within the subject Applications for basic data processing
and in the subject Basics of implementation of economic
models (in 1st year in the second stage of study – master
degree
One of the most important aims of the project Košice
2.0 is to support innovative and experimental sustainable
urban development projects beyond what cities would
normally fund themselves. During the project the
partnership will focus on improving the quality of life in
the city by improving and developing urban services,
increasing civic engagement in cultural, social, and
economic activities, developing cultural and creative
industries, and educational opportunities to create new
jobs. The main idea is described in the following Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Scheme of creative ecosystem Košice 2.0, source [18]

From Fig. 2 is clear that all the activities are based on
education, not only the young generation but the education
of citizens at all.
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One of the initiatives, which is not directly supported
by the project Kosice 2.0, but its results are a huge benefit
for this project, is the Open Data Lab, because the
graduates of this educational program continue to
collaborate on data analysis of open data of Košice and
provide proposals, what data would still be published and
how it would be possible to supplement already published
datasets. Thanks to this cooperation, our students got into
a community made up of city representatives, commercial
companies, citizens, and our university.
In these activities were involved second-year students
within the subject named Applications for basic data
processing. This course is focused on the introduction to
working with data as well, while the students are
acquainted with different types of data and applications
that are suitable for processing given data types.
The course is implemented through practical PC labs,
while study materials are available through LMS Moodle.
However, a substantial part of the study consists of a
semester project, which (using PBL methods) motivates
students to get acquainted with a new area of their study
and acquire new skills.
PBL is a well-known instructional approach where
students are learned by investigating a complex question,
problem, or challenge [19]. This approach enhances
students' active learning, engagement and allows for
higher-order thinking [20]. Among the benefits of the PBL
approach is that students:
 are concentrated on real-world problems and during
completing the project they find the answers.
 have control over all phases of the project itself –
introduction into the topic and set goals of the project,
problem identification, problem-solving and design
and development of the prototype of the solution,
refining the solution based on feedback from experts,
instructors, and/or peers.
 work on a project anytime and anywhere up to the end
of the semester and at the end they present what they
learned and their final product [21].
In connection with our education objective – to
educate active and skilled citizens – the PBL seems to be
the best solution, because of its developing deep content
knowledge, critical thinking, collaboration, creativity, and
communication.
The presented semestral project aimed to create a
visualization of open data concerning Slovak cities and
municipalities using the Microsoft Power BI application.
To ensure greater motivation of students to participate in
the creation of the project in a completely unknown area
with them using an unknown software tool, we have
established a cooperation with the civic association
Alvaria, which specializes in open data. This cooperation
was covered by the Open Data Lab project [22], which
involved a total of 100 university students, teachers of a
total of 6 subjects from various Slovak universities, local
government representatives, and experts from practice.
In addition to the classic online lessons focused on the
content of the course, students also had other supporting
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materials and activities, which they had available at any
time outside the educational process within the teaching
hours. Alvaria employees provided mentoring through
three workshops.
Workshop # 1 focused on the benefits and meaning of
open data, such as defined open data, basic formats,
licenses, open data portals of state and local governments,
applications on open data, which were created at the
national and regional level, as well as a brief introduction
to visualization of open data.
Workshop # 2 focused on the basics of working with a
selected data visualization tool.
Workshop # 3 focused on completing student projects
and providing practical information and guidance that they
can use to create their projects as well as in the future. We
reminded students of a checklist that they should not
forget when they complete their visualization of open
data. They are summarized in 3 areas - clarity,
interactivity, and data processing.
In addition to workshops and consultations, students
also had an accurate description of the expected
performances that would arise during their work within
the semester. The main requirements included:
 Think about:
o what visualization/application would you be able to
create for your city/officials?
o Visualization would be useful for the citizens of
your city? What added value would it have for
them?
o what specific problems would you be able to help
solve through the created visualization?

 Electronic presentation - represents the basis for a real
presentation of the work done and the created
visualization.
Students received points for the created projects, in the
total amount of 60 points. Each of the expected
performances had its point ratio:
 subscribing to the topic of SP, i.e. defining the area,
dataset, and basic goals of the created project (part A)
– 5 points
 Documentation (part B) – 10 points
 Power BI visualization (part C) – 15 points
 Presentation (part D) – 10 points
In addition to the above "classic" evaluations of
specific files with clearly defined evaluation criteria aimed
primarily at assessing the student's ability to use the
appropriate tool and its functions in the development of
visualization and its additional documentation, the
projects were evaluated by external evaluators from
practice, which san a project focused mainly from the
perspective of the end user of the visualization. This way
students could gain 20 points (part E).
From the available datasets, the students were able to
create visualizations that we were able to divide into
several basic areas: Environment, Self-Government,
Transport, Education, Economics, Political Behavior, and
Healthcare. Following Fig. 3 shows example of
visualization made by students regarding unemployment
of university graduates in Slovakia.

 Define purpose and target group
 Use one or more datasets from available open data
sites
 Use the Power BI application to create a visualization
of the selected data so that it meets the goals specified
in point 1.
 Visualization must meet the minimum requirements:
o use at least one filtering option
o range of at least 2 pages, 6 elements (graph, map,
table).
In addition, the resulting project should include the
following expected outputs:
 Documentation - it should include the specification of
the target group, a description of the datasets you used,
what adjustments were needed, the goal you are
pursuing; the most important findings - resulting from
your work on the given datasets; suggestions for
discussion, further work, etc.

Figure 3. Sample of visualization of data on unemployment of
university graduates

Another example of visualization prepared by students
is at following Fig. 4 regarding the availability of
individual types of commercial operations in the city of
Prešov, Slovakia.

 Visualization in Power BI - it is visual processing of
data in defined contexts, use of merging datasets, use
of filters, interactivity, etc.
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creation of semester projects. During the work on the
projects, we continuously consulted on any issues, but the
resulting prototypes of the visualization were usually
created separately from the lessons.

Figure 4. Sample of visualization of data on the availability of
individual types of commercial operations in the city of Prešov

Third example of visualization prepared by students
(Fig. 5) shows visualized data on contracts and orders of
the City of Bratislava, Slovakia.

As you can see in the following figure (Fig. 7), despite
the new way of education, which is still not completely
normal, the students received very positive evaluations in
each of the 5 parts of the project. In the overall evaluation,
they gained an average of 50.54 points out of 60 possible
for the project, which represents approximately an 84%
success rate. If we look in more detail at the results of
specific parts (Fig. 7), we find that the students gained the
most average success when working with the new Power
BI application (part C), which was not included in the
standard lessons, i.e. 92.40% and evaluation by experts
from practice (part E), which represented 87.70% success
rate.
The semester project is a part of the overall evaluation
of the subject, while for the practical test students can get
40b and 60b from the project. An interesting result is that
higher success in the solution of projects subsequently
positively affected the final evaluation of the course, as
students gained an average of 79.50% of the overall
course evaluation, while in recent years when this type of
project was not included in the teaching, students achieved
average success in within the course of completing the
course only about 57-60%.

Figure 5. Sample of visualization of data on contracts and orders of the
City of Bratislava

One of our other educational objectives of these
semester projects was to confront students with the target
groups for which they created the visualizations. The final
event of the whole semester was, therefore, DEMO DAY
Slovakia (Fig. 6), where students who presented the
results of their work were provided with a good
connection by experts from the field of data analytics and
data visualization, city management, and the municipality
(vice-mayors of several cities were also present at the
meeting) and employees of the Ministry of Education, the
Ministry of the Environment. In addition, students had the
opportunity to see the results of the work of other
colleagues from other universities.

Figure 7. Comparison of average values of results obtained by students
against the maximum achievable values.

It is, therefore, possible to confirm, based on our
experience, that it is possible to increase the engagement
of the student in their education by choosing the
appropriate teaching method and what is more important
by including topics, with which students are in touch
during their everyday life and they can easily identify the
practical usability and impact on the world around them.
Of course, since this was the first attempt at such a
practical implementation into the subject and because only
a relatively small sample of students took part in this pilot,
it is not possible to generalize our conclusions.
IV.

Figure 6. Online meeting DEMO DAY

As this is a compulsory elective course, 14 students
applied for the course, all of whom also participated in the
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CONCLUSION

Modern society is more and more dependent on databased decisions. Municipality and government by
publishing a different kind of data as open enhance
citizens to participate in policymaking more actively. By
using the open data principle, new opportunities for public
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and private sector collaboration rise. Thanks to the active
participation of all three parts (public sector, private
companies, citizens) many new application and services
were already developed. But to have open data published
is not enough. We need to have also people who are
skilled and able to read published reports, re-use data in an
innovative way, and present new ideas. From that point of
view, an important role plays the education. It is important
to educate people who are active, skilled to use published
open data for personal, social, and community benefits.
This paper presented one of the possible ways how to
do it at the higher education level. Of course, we described
results after the first run of project based learning using
the open data, so they cannot be generalized. But the
results confirmed the results of the other education
researches [19], [23], [24].
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Abstract - The COVID-19 pandemic forced teachers to
suddenly stay at home and adapt to a change in our
educational style. The form of education forced by the
pandemic still persists at Slovak universities. Now, our
students learn online only for two years already, without
any personal contact with their teachers or classmates. This
situation revealed our unpreparedness, both technological
and also pedagogical. During the last years, we have
continuously eliminated technological problems, but
unfortunately, the pedagogical shortcomings still persist.
The paper presents the project “Holistic Education and
Training of University Teachers in the Field of Economics”,
which main goal is to create and evaluate an educational
platform for teachers with a focus on the crucial knowledge
and skills of teachers, important for transition into studentcentered education not only in the field of economics.
Outcomes of the project help teachers to master new
pedagogical approaches, methods that are supportive of
education innovation that leads into understanding how to
encourage key competencies of our students. In this
contribution, we identified the challenges that we face in
connection of undergoing reforms in order to reflect
changes in the human society and present the mentioned
project that supports the teachers to do their job better.

this fact in the education process. In addition, many
teachers had to adapt to IT-assisted teaching. In this area,
COVID-19, in particular, had a positive effect, forcing us
to stay at home from day to day and use these
technologies to do our job.

Keywords - innovative teaching methods, cooperative
strategies, critical thinking, quality of higher education,
education platform

CONTEXT OF THEIR FUTURE WORKLIFE

I.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic, as well as the development
of society towards Society 5.0, show that educators face a
difficult challenge. Most educators are representatives of
older generations (Boomers II, Gen X, the youngest
maybe Millennials), but their students (even at higher
education level) are young people (Gen Z), who have
completely different worldviews, lifestyles, and the view
on education itself. The result is the need to transform the
education system from teacher-centered education to
student-centered education. At the same time, it is
necessary to implement various innovative pedagogical
approaches aimed at increasing the motivation and
engagement of students in the process of education. In
addition, Generation Z represents young people that
consider the use of IT as completely natural [1].
Therefore, it is very difficult for older generations to adapt
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Another challenge for teachers is that today we do not
have an idea what jobs will exist in the future. Every year,
multiple types of jobs are replaced thanks to production
automation, robotics. It is difficult to predict how the
technologies will continue to develop and how new types
of jobs will be related to them. It is therefore very
important that teachers follow developments in their field
of education but also monitor developments in the field of
innovative methods of education and the use of the latest
technologies.
Since we identified several shortcomings in the
education provided, especially during the COVID-19
pandemic [2], we created a project that aims to help our
teachers in this area. As part of this contribution, we will
focus on the mentioned areas.
II.

SKILLS REQUIREMENTS ON THE GRADUATES IN THE

As is stated in [3], the labor market will record major
changes. Whether it is the rapid development of ICT,
automation, or changes caused by the COVID-19
pandemic, causing changes in work habits, especially due
to lockdowns and the transformation of tasks and jobs to
online space. It is assumed that by 2025 up to 50% of
employees will have to undergo a change or further
development of their skills.
Surveys among employers showed that (in the context
of the above-mentioned facts) up to 43% of employers
will reduce their workforce due to technology integration,
41% plan to expand their use of contractors for taskspecialized work, and 34% plan to expand their workforce
due to technology integration [4]. However, these plans do
not mean the liquidation of job opportunities. On the
contrary, job positions are maintained, but their
transformation will be needed to reflect changes in human
society.
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TABLE I.

Rank

TOP 10 EMPLOYEES SKILLS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE
(2025);

Skill
Analytical thinking and
innovation
Active learning and learning
strategies

Problem-solving

3.

Complex problem-solving

Problem-solving

4.

Critical thinking and analysis

Problem-solving

5.

Creativity, originality, and
initiative

Problem-solving

6.

Leadership and social influence

Working with people

Technology use, monitoring,
and control
Technology design and
programming
Resilience, stress tolerance, and
flexibility
Reasoning, problem-solving,
and ideation

Technology use and
development
Technology use and
development

1.
2.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Type of skill

Self-management

Self-management
Problem-solving
source: [3]

Several surveys and research articles deal mainly with
answers to the question of what knowledge and skills will
be needed for a person to be able to apply in the labor
market in the future. The top 10 skills include skills in the
area of problem-solving, self-management, working with
people, and technology use and development (Table 1).
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, the most demanded
skills of the applicants for new jobs (i.e. graduates of the
education system) included comprehensive problemsolving, cooperation, people management, critical
thinking, ability to negotiate, service orientation, etc.
Moreover, newly emerging skills are in self-management
such as active learning, resilience, stress tolerance, and
flexibility. Based on [5] some of the types of roles are
being displaced in the future (such as Computer
Operators, Administrative Assistants, Filling Clerks, Data
Entry Keyers, Payroll Clerks, etc.) due to large
automation, technology development, and globalization.
As a result of the twin forces of the Fourth Industrial
revolution and the COVID-19 recession, day-to-day
digitalization has leaped forward, with a large-scale shift
to remote working and e-commerce, driving a surge in
work-from-home arrangements and a new marketplace for
remote work. However, it has also brought significant
well-being challenges as workers have struggled to adapt
to new ways of work over a short period of time.
New evidence from Chief Human Resource Officers
completing the Forum's Future of Jobs 2020 Survey
indicates that, on average, 44% of workers can work
remotely during the COVID-19 crisis while 24% of
workers are unable to perform their current roles. This
estimate indicates an aspiration to expand the availability
of remote work. The current theoretical share of jobs that
can be performed remotely in any given economy has
been approximated at 38% of jobs in high-income
countries, 25% in upper-middle-income economies, 17%
in lower-middle-income economies, and 13% in lowincome economies [6]. Data shared by [7] demonstrate
that, in addition to established patterns of working from
home and the theoretical potential for at-home work, there
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is an emerging marketplace for remote work. This is
evidenced by both strong demands from current job
seekers as well as from employers for jobs that are based
remotely [7].
This willingness to transition to new job opportunities,
matched with new reskilling and upskilling capabilities,
can help place young professionals back on track, helping
them find routes from affected to new, growing
opportunities. While these data suggest that businesses
and individuals have taken on a significant initiative to
adapt to the current labor market, economic scarring and
persistent damage to the labor market have the potential to
limit the scale of opportunities available to workers.
However, governments have at their disposal a range of
tools that can alleviate the impact on workers as
economies recover.
Mentioned resulting set of emerging professions
reflects the adoption of new technologies and increasing
demand for new products and services, which are driving
greater demand for green economy jobs, roles at the
forefront of the data and AI economy, as well as new roles
in engineering, cloud computing, and product
development. In addition, the emerging professions
showcase the continuing importance of human interaction
in the new economy through roles in the care economy;
marketing, sales, and content production; as well as roles
where a facility or aptitude for understanding and being
comfortable working with different types of people from
different backgrounds is critical.
III.

CHALLENGES OF THE EDUCATION TOWARDS THE
FUTURE MARKETPLACE NEEDS

We are witnessing a transformation of higher
education. More radical than often made out, it is a
fundamental change in the concept, design, operation,
function, role, and responsibility of institutions, teachers,
and students engaged in higher education.
Digital technologies play a key role in the shift.
Enablement means switching your institution over to
digital technology. It is not merely going online. Higher
education institutions are expected to become
entrepreneurial establishments operating on enterprise
resource planning (ERP) and ensuring improved service,
increased transparency, and enhanced efficiency through
the life cycle management of the students and teachers
from entry to exit. Universities are required to have a
software solution with a learning management system
(LMS) customized, providing a digitally equipped
environment for teaching and learning. Teachers' role is to
teach how to learn using digital technologies, and the
students' responsibility is to do self-learning in an ICT
environment.
It is anytime learning, anywhere learning, and any
level learning. Learning is flexible and free of the rigid
restrictions of institutions. This direction of digital
technology-enabled change in higher education shows
what the future of higher education would be like.
Students become integral to the global community of
learners. It facilitates the national as well as global
mobility of students. They are freelancers doing courses
and acquiring credits from university to university. It
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allows multiple entries and exits in higher education.
Students open accounts in the Academic Bank, deposit,
accumulate, transfer, and enjoy redemption of their
credits.
As illustrated throughout this paper, the COVID-19
pandemic has laid bare the lack of mechanisms to support
workers through mid-career transitions and to ensure
worker well-being and livelihoods amidst disruptions.
What is needed is a fundamental reform or, more
accurately, a revolution in the way how education and
training systems operate, and in how they interact with
labor market policies and business approaches to training
workers with new skills. Therefore, it is necessary to
include the development of these skills, regardless of the
subject of education.
The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the trend of
online learning. Empirical studies have confirmed the
crucial impact of human capital on the development and
diffusion of innovation [8]. Analyzes of the relationship
between the innovation ecosystem and human capital take
place at several levels (individual level, companies,
industries, regions, countries) of intellectual capital [9].
The formal education system creates an environment for
the preparation of human capital, which should later be
able to innovate in the labor market.
MESA 10 research has shown that the biggest problem
is training methods that do not ensure the development of
the necessary skills, while critical skills for the 21st
century are considered: critical thinking, argumentation,
creativity, and logical judgment. Teaching in schools does
not support active research or the development of critical
thinking, ethical behavior, creativity, the ability to
cooperate or engage civically [10].
The demands placed on the transformation of
education require equipping teachers with the necessary
skills and knowledge of new pedagogical methods and
approaches. Innovative educational methods (e.g. teambased learning, peer learning, problem-solving method,
design thinking) are being introduced abroad, as they
enable students to train in key skills (so-called 4Cs:
critical thinking, creativity, cooperation, communication)
to prepare students for the future labor market, e.g. [11],
[12].
Methods are also important in terms of the emergence
of the digital generation of pupils and students who work
differently with information, text and need other
incentives for their motivation. The styles and
organization of education influence the internal and
external motivation of students [13]. Teachers' methods
and approaches should take into account changes in nextgeneration learning processes as well as the needs of a
future labor market dominated by confident, creative, and
flexible staff with developed analytical thinking.
IV.

TRAINING THE TEACHERS AT THE FACULTY OF
ECONOMICS

According to OECD estimates, Slovakia is the country
with the highest risk of future technological
unemployment due to the strong manufacturing sector
threatened in the future by automation and artificial
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intelligence. It is estimated that up to 64% of jobs face a
high risk of automation or transformation [14].
The competitiveness of economies will depend on the
innovation performance of countries. Slovakia's
innovation performance, rated by the European Innovation
Scoreboard still assembles below the EU average, but
from the year 2018, it has improved over time [15], [16].
The decline was due to a lower share of employment in
fast-growing innovative industries.
Several psychological studies show that creativity can
be effectively "trained" by interventions that support the
daily so-called adaptive creativity, which can develop into
higher-level creativity (e.g. in research). In developed
countries, creativity training is incorporated into
university education [17].
Adapting to the radically changing global labor market
requires an even faster in-depth and structural reform of
education systems in Slovakia, including universities,
where dominates a frontal mass teaching, which does not
allow students to be prepared for the challenges of the 21st
century, does not lead students to independence,
creativity, cooperation, and flexibility. There is no support
system for the development of the quality of education.
The motivation of teachers to devote time and energy to
teaching is limited by the very great emphasis on science
and research at the faculty. Educators who devote more
time to innovation in education are considered as failing
because they do not produce enough publication output
due to lack of time. This is reflected in teachers' general
reluctance to learn new pedagogical methods
independently or to radically innovate curricula.
A group of teachers on our faculty, who perceived the
need to implement new methods in the teaching process
on their initiative founded the "Inspirational Teachers'
Club" in the summer semester of 2019, precisely to form a
critical view of the state of teaching at the faculty and to
create space for collective education. This activity is
followed and was widen-up by the project “Holistic
Education and Training of University Teachers in Field of
Economics”.
Goals of the project address a very important social
problem of Slovak higher education - the lack of quality
of the educational process, which is caused by insufficient
training and reflection of teachers. Universities rely on
research activities, but the educational process as such is
not supported in terms of funding, or by managing and
supporting career growth. Orientation on a student could
also bring the desired improvement of students' results,
their ability to navigate in studying materials, personal
growth, problem-solving, and becoming self-confident
students or valuable team players.
The content of the education program focuses on
innovative teaching methods and procedures that are
applied in economic education at foreign universities and
on the development of key competencies of teachers in the
field of pedagogy and personal development. It contains
three groups of topics:
 Innovative educational concepts
 Pedagogical methods and approaches
 Soft skills and personal development of teachers
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These competencies are the key on the way to
improving students' ability to enter the labor market, be
flexible, entrepreneurial, cultivate critical thinking and
creativity. We perceive these key competencies as
important in the context of the university that has a
regional impact and forms graduates in a region with a
high incidence of so-called brain drain.
At the same time, the goals and outputs of the project
mirror the contemporary proposal of accreditation
standards to develop quality management systems of
teaching at the university in connection with the
continuous competency development of teachers. The role
of the university teacher and his/her key task in the
education process and student motivation shall finally be
underlined. The universities are primarily accountable for
the quality of their teachers, that is why the value of the
opportunities for further development and improvements
of their teaching skills should be supported – as it adds up
to innovation in the teaching process, utilization of new
technologies, and teaching methods.
The outputs of the project are primarily dedicated to
three target groups – teachers of our faculty, other teachers
from the university and the students. The project will,
therefore, directly impact the teaching and social
practices.
Besides the education of the teachers, the education
platform (Figure 1) will be developed under the project.
This platform will enable the teachers to fully understand
how to encourage key competencies of students
(creativity, critical thinking, cooperation, communication)
by using activating methods, as well as how to create a
motivating and supportive environment for education.
Published learning content is planned to spread among all
teachers at Slovak universities who are interested in their
professional development connected with education
processes.
Because the project started during the COVID-19
pandemic times, the public channel in MS Teams was
created for the participants. During the project time,
participants met regularly in online workshops, where, in
addition to the topic, they also discuss the possible
implementation of any element in their own education. In
addition, the channel is used for the exchange of best
practices and recommendations from across the
community. At the end of the project, all collected best
practices and shared materials will be included in the
educational platform.

Figure 1. Printscreen of the educational platform; source: own
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In the first and the first half of second year (January 2021
– June 2022) of the project there were conducted
following workshops:
Co-Creation Introduction: “How to solve a problem
and at the same time to test new ideas”. Teachers are
introduced through structured collaboration and idea
exchange, co-creation encourages empathy and increases
creativity. The main objective was to express, that
creativity and co-creation bring a better understanding of
end-users and other needs and challenges faced by
stakeholders. It also expands the knowledge that leads to
user-relevant solutions, perhaps even better than the ones
that an individual would achieve on their own.
Learning Design: “How to do it”. During this
workshop, participants were introduced and could discuss
a compilation of training plans and activities according to
the needs of the target group. Two basic schemes and
methodologies were shown that are used in the
development of potential and adult education. The links
on how to easily apply these schemes to the university
environment so that they work and inspire students were
explained.
Compiling a Tailored Learning Plan During a Hybrid
Time: “Student vs. labor market needs”. The workshop
was focused on creating a learning plan for working with
strengths, knowledge and eliminating "areas of danger".
The way how corporate education works with the socalled Learning Gaps and how it can inspire us in our
work of a current generation of university teachers was
presented.
Building Engagement in Education: “Gamification,
Micro-Learning and Peer Learning”. This workshop was
focused on approaches that are emerging more and more
in modern education. A case study of when and why
gamification took place was shown. This workshop also
presented how micro-learning through online tools and the
"less is sometimes more" approach can be used.
Development of Growth Thinking in Students: “How
fixed thinking hinders our development of skills”. This was
a practical workshop concerned with why students need to
build growth thinking and self-confident experiments in
adaptation. We discussed all forms we can use to adapt the
desired behavior of students in the personalization of
education.

Figure 2. Example of practical experience of innovative approaches
used during the education process; source: own
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The project lasts three years, and currently, we are in
the second year of its duration. The project is in slight
planned schedule shift because of complications caused by
COVID-19 pandemic, so we still do not finish all the
workshops. Currently, planned activities are practical
workshops for the teachers, continual establishment of a
sustainable and cooperating community. After finishing
all workshops, we will conduct the feedback survey with
the collecting the needs of the teachers at the faculty
(expected at July 2022), followed by evaluation and
implementation the results into next workshops and design
of supportive materials and their dissemination to the
wider pedagogical public in the area of Slovak higher
education and developing model of teachers’ competences
needed for the innovative education.
V.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

CONCLUSIONS

Due to rapid technological development, subsequent
automation, and globalization, there are significant
changes in the structure of existing jobs. It is already
certain today that universities are preparing their students
for job positions whose scope of work will change over
time, or even for those that do not yet exist. It is therefore
a key task of higher education, in addition to classical
knowledge and skills, to develop the skills that are needed
to overcome these changes without losing a job, as part of
the educational process.

[7]

The Slovak higher education industry deals with
several problems, such as financial underfunding, the use
of outdated approaches in education, not so much in the
field of the use of ICT, but especially in the use of modern
educational approaches. The mentioned project aims to
eliminate this significant shortcoming and create a model
innovative teachers’ competences. Thanks to it, educators
who do not have any pedagogical education, but who
work as experts in various other fields in the environment
of universities in Slovakia, also have the opportunity to be
educated in this field.
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Abstract - Non-fungible tokens (NFTs), as a variant of tokens
making up the blockchain, are recently gaining attention with
different opportunities for the real and virtual assets and
with potential use cases in decentralized markets, arts,
gaming and education. This paper gives an overview of the
NFT concept and its uses and presents the results of the
survey conducted in Croatia in 2021 with the goal of gaining
insight into familiarity of respondents with the concepts of
the blockchain and NFTs. The results of the survey, especially
when compared to publicly available results of an
international survey from 2020, indicate that educative
efforts might be needed in Croatia towards increasing
knowledge about NFTs taking into account their wide
potential areas of application.
Keywords - blockchain, smart contracts, non-fungible
token (NFT), digital assets, NFT uses and challenges

I.
INTRODUCTION
Although the blockchain technology is best known for
its usage in cryptocurrency systems, its fundamental
characteristic of being a distributed database with
guaranteed fidelity and security of data records makes it
applicable as a reliable way of storing data about different
types of transactions (other than financial) as well.
The conventional definition of a blockchain is that it is
a fully distributed and decentralized system in which all
participants are required to follow specific rules for
achieving data synchronization [1]. In general, a blockchain
is a shared, trusted, public ledger of transactions,
inspectable by everyone but which no single user controls.
In particular, it is a distributed database that maintains a
continuously growing list of transaction data records,
cryptographically secured from being tampered with and
revised [2].
Blockchains were initially designed and used for
financial transactions, whereby the so-called “double
spending issue” is resolved. Such applications are by
convention referred to as Blockchain 1.0 [1], with the best
known example being Bitcoin. Blockchain technology has,
however, also showed the potential to be used for any kind
of peer-to-peer value transaction on top of the Internet. The
blockchain is essentially a kind of a distributed system
which provides the computational capability for
applications to run on multiple computation nodes [3].
With the emergence of Ethereum as the second
generation blockchain (after Bitcoin), the concept of smart
contracts was introduced to the blockchain world as a
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powerful feature of blockchain technology. A smart
contract is computer code which automatically executes all
or parts of an agreement between two parties and is stored
on a blockchain-based platform [4]. More specifically, a
smart contract is a collection of code and data that is
deployed using cryptographically signed transactions on
the blockchain network and executed by nodes in the
blockchain network [5]. Blockchain systems with
conditionality based on smart contracts are usually referred
to as Blockchain 2.0, with Ethereum being a typical
representative [1].
Along with smart contracts, decentralized applications
(DApps) have started to emerge. Decentralized applications
are applications that operate automatically without the topdown control by any company or individual. In Ethereum,
the contract layer is decoupled from the blockchain layer,
whereby the blockchain itself is used by smart contracts
that trigger transactions automatically when certain predefined conditions are met. The mechanism of smart
contracts enables easy development of applications for
different application contexts and general purpose
programs [3].
The second generation of blockchains has therefore
extended the purpose of blockchains beyond purely
transferring cryptocurrencies. Ethereum, for example, with
its Turing-complete programming language (Solidity)
offers a generally programmable platform which can be
used as infrastructure for a variety of decentralized
applications [6].
One of the fundamental concepts of blockchain
technology is the concept of tokens. In general terms, a
token is a representation of an asset. Within the blockchain
technology context, tokenization is the process of
converting something of value into a digital token usable in
a blockchain application. Assets tokenized on the
blockchain can represent tangible assets like e.g., gold, real
estate or art, or intangible assets such as e.g., voting rights
or ownership (Table I) [7].
TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF TOKENS (ADAPTED FROM [2])
Asset represented by tokens:
 Currency
 Insurance policy
 Event ticket
 Future download of a song
 Hours of solar energy
 Promises for a products in
crowdfunds

Tokens used as:
 Ownership token
 Software license
 Voucher
 Stock certificate
 Membership / subscription
 Financial instrument
 A voting system
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In the blockchain context, tokens can on a general level
be differentiated as [6] (Figure 1):
- native (built-in) tokens – tokens that are inherent to
a blockchain and are needed for any blockchain
operation as well as for maintaining the blockchain
itself (sometimes also called protocol tokens);
-

application tokens – tokens that are used by
applications on top of the blockchain.

Native and application tokens are usually easily
interchangeable and have an important role in governing
the blockchain platforms. Their characteristic of being
interchangeable or convertible is in the blockchain context
called fungibility, i.e., these tokens are fungible.

Figure 1.The Ethereum technology stack (adapted from [2] and [6])

As opposed to fungible tokens, the concept of nonfungible tokens (NFTs) has recently emerged in the
blockchain world and attracted interest in both the
industrial and the scientific communities, as a unique way
of attributing ownership to a digital asset.
The remainder of this paper will focus on non-fungible
tokens, their current usage and potential as well as related
challenges. The paper will also present the results of a
survey conducted in Croatia in 2021 which indicates that
the concept of non-fungible tokens has not been widely
adapted given their rising usage potential.
II.

THE CONCEPT OF NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS

A. What is a non-fungible token?
The main idea behind the concept of a non-fungible
token (NFT) is that it is indivisible and unique. A nonfungible token stores a complex digital value directly
attributable to an entity [8].
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) can therefore be used to
represent ownership of unique items. They enable
tokenizing artefacts or assets such as art, collectibles or
even real estate (Figure 2). These tokens have only one
official owner at a time and are secured by (in most cases)
the Ethereum blockchain.

Figure 2. Examples of fungible and non-fungible
tangible and intangible assets
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As opposed to the concept of “fungibility”, which is a
property of an asset or a commodity that can be exchanged
with other assets or commodities of the same type and value
(e.g., money, “generic” gold bars), “non-fungibility” refers
to assets or commodities that have unique characteristics
and are not interchangeable (e.g., real estate, a gold bar with
a unique artistic engraving).
B. A short history of non-fungible tokens
The term “non-fungible token” was, following a
community consensus, officially coined in the Ethereum
Standard ERC-721 published in January, 2018 to represent
a “diverse universe of assets” including physical property,
virtual collectibles, and negative value assets such as loans
or responsibilities [9].
However, the first non-fungible token was actually
created back in 2014 as an art experiment at a hackathon. It
represented a video clip by digital artist Kevin McKoy and
required a Bitcoin-based blockchain to be sold. This nonfungible token, called “Quantum”, has most recently been
sold for 1.47 MUSD at a Sotheby’s auction in 2021 [10].
A significant amount of development and
experimenting with non-fungible tokens occurred in the
period 2014-2016 on the Bitcoin-based platforms, but they
have really taken off with the Ethereum platform going live
in 2015 and the majority appearing after 2017. Some of the
most well-known projects with non-fungible tokens include
CryptoPunks [11] (a collection of 10,000 unique digital
characters stored on the Ethereum blockchain),
CryptoKitties [12] (a blockchain game on Ethereum in
which players can purchase, collect, breed and sell virtual
cats), Decentraland [13] (a 3D virtual world browser-based
platform) and others.
Interest in non-fungible tokens has significantly
increased in 2021 with other blockchains (such as Cardano,
Solana, Tezos, etc.) starting to introduce their own nonfungible tokens, especially with increased interest in the
metaverse field. The future will show whether and how
these trends will continue.
C. Standards behind non-fungible tokens
As standards generally describe the underlying
principles for a technology to function seamlessly, nonfungible token standards in particular describe how to build
non-fungible tokens upon a particular blockchain protocol.
As Ethereum was the first blockchain to introduce nonfungible tokens, and as Ethereum still remains the most
widely used platform for non-fungible tokens, the
prevailing standards behind non-fungible tokens are ERC
standards, where ERC stands for “Ethereum Request for
Comments”.
ERC-20 is one of the most significant standards for
smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain for fungible
token implementations. ERC-20. With the emergence of
non-fungible tokens, standard ERC-721 was introduced in
2018 and describes basic functionalities such as
transferring tokens from one account to another, getting the
current token balance of an account, getting the owner of a
specific token and the total supply of the token available on
the network, as well as some other functionalities [14].
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Standard ERC-1155, published in 2018, is a multitoken standard for smart contracts that can include any
combination of fungible tokens, non-fungible tokens or
other configurations (e.g., semi-fungible tokens) [14].
With the rise of other blockchain platforms supporting
non-fungible tokens, other standards may be expected in
the future, but up to October 2021, the only other nonEthereum NFT standard is TRC-721 published by the opensource blockchain TRON [9].
III.

USES OF NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS:
CURRENT AND EMERGING

The total value of NFTs issued on the Ethereum
blockchain by the end of October 2021 was estimated at
14.3 billion USD, up from 340 million USD in 2020, with
some analysts expecting the value to double in 2022 and to
reach 80 billion USD in 2025 [15].
The biggest NFT sales so far have been of digital
artworks (such as an artwork by digital artist Beeple sold at
the auction house Christie’s for 69.3 million USD), making
NFTs for artwork the biggest mainstream use of NFTs
today [16]. The appeal of NFTs to artists may arise from
the fact that NFTs are easier, faster and more democratic
than the traditional art world model. By minting an NFT for
a piece of artwork, artists can set their own price and define
royalties and rules for selling the artwork encoded in a
smart contract, thereby also avoiding high commissions by
galleries [16].
Galleries, museums, libraries and archives have also
recently begun selling NFTs for works from their
collections The British Museum, for example, has entered
the NFT market by partnering with a French start-up
platform LaCollection and launching two NFT auctions:
for more than 200 works of the famous Japanese artist
Katsushika Hokusai in late 2021 and for works of the
English artist J.M.W. Turner, ongoing at the time of
submitting this paper [17]. The famous Viennese Belvedere
has on February 14, 2022 launched an NFT sale of 10,000
digital pieces of Gustav Klimt’s masterpiece “The Kiss”,
with 3.2 million EUR in sales reached already at the
morning of the launch [18].
Musical artists have also begun entering the NFT arena,
and NFTs have the potential of being transformative for the
future of music, as songs, albums, music, lyrics, and
soundbites can all be protected by NFTs [19]. NFTs can
enable a fairer compensation to musicians for their work by
letting them control ownership rights and distribution of
their work without the involvement of third party platforms.
Apart from digital artwork, NFTs are used for
protection and trading of other types of digital collectibles
such as e.g., virtual real estate, trading (or collectible) cards,
diamonds, domain names, etc. [20].
Projects with NFTs for physical or tangible assets are,
based on publicly available information sources, are in very
early stages and it remains to be seen how and if those will
take off. An example is a recent NFT auction of five paired
digital and physical items by the luxury carmaker
Lamborghini [21]. Another example is a project within the
wine industry, including a platform for selling fine wine as
an NFT (called WIWA) in partnership with wine producers,
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distributors, and merchants worldwide. The goal of the
platform is to simplify wine trading process by utilizing
blockchain technology and NFTs, thus creating a more
transparent, efficient wine ecosystem that encourages trade
but protects provenance [22].
Another use case for NFTs that started to emerge in real
life is event ticketing. When buying tickets for events, such
as cultural, entertainment or sports events in the traditional
ticketing market, consumers must rely on a third party with
the risk of buying a counterfeit or fraudulent ticket. An
NFT-based tickets issued by the blockchain, on the other
hand, represents a unique asset, whereby the smart contract
provides a transparent ticket trading platform both for the
event organizer and the consumer [20].
The already flourishing gaming industry may
experience a further boost with the usage of NFTs. Users
can create their own or purchase rare digital items in games,
selling them for profits. This can attract a lot of investors to
join the games, making NFTs more prominent.
Furthermore, NFTs enable ownership of items in games
thereby providing an economic aspect in games to the
benefit of both developers and players [20].
Although still in their early stages, augmented reality
applications are being embraced by many industries.
Augmented reality as a technology superimposes digital
elements upon the real (physical world) and it could highly
benefit from NFTs for securing the property rights of
included digital elements, i.e., NFTs could add the missing
intellectual property and privacy layers needed to create a
complete augmented reality application [8].
A potential use of NFTs to fund research might arise the
interest of universities and other research institutions
following a notable initiative of this kind by University of
California, Berkley. It has, namely, in June 2021 raised
about 50,000 USD in an auction for an NFT based on the
Nobel
Prize-winning
research
behind
cancer
immunotherapy. The proceeds of the auction are aimed at
funding early-stage research with a potential broad impact
on the society [23]. Another example of a university
entering the NFT arena is the University of Miami which
has been auctioning NFTs for a number of memorabilia of
its football team (“The Miami Hurricanes”) [24].
When it comes to using NFTs in the education sector,
the Duke University Pratt School of Engineering has
provided students who have completed a sequence of
courses on the fundamentals of blockchain technology
certificates of completion through NFTs [25]. Duke
University is one of the first institutions to provide
educational credentials as NFTs, and it remains to be seen
whether this trend will continue in the nearest future.
Another example of NFTs used in education is the
example of Preply, a global language e-learning platform,
which has experimented by rewarding their best language
tutors with NFTs representing digital artwork [26].
NFTs have also found their use in COVID-19 digital
certificates, specifically in the Republic of San Marino
where those certificates contain two QR codes. One QR
code aligns with the European Union requirements, while
the other QR code is linked with an NFT thereby
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guaranteeing its digital authenticity and enabling its
verification [27].
The examples presented in this chapter are by no means
exhaustive but have been selected to illustrate the variety of
potential NFT uses.
IV.

CHALLENGES WITH NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS

As with any new technology, a number of challenges
related to the development and usage of applications need
to be addressed and subsequently overcome. This chapter
lists some of the most prominent challenges with NFT
applications and platforms [9], [20].
A. Slow confirmation
Current NFT applications are tightly coupled with their
underlying blockchains and therefore suffer from their slow
performance, which makes the confirmation of nonfungible tokens also quite slow. This is mainly due to the
underlying blockchain mining protocols used for the Proofof Work (PoW) consensus mechanism. The current trend is
that most of PoW mechanisms are migrating to faster and
cheaper mining protocols to overcome this challenge [28].
B. Energy consumption
Perhaps the most notorious challenge with blockchain
applications arises from their huge energy consumption,
especially in the light of the increasing awareness of the
worldwide climate crisis. Current energy expenditures with
the PoW mechanism are too high and unstainable (as
claimed by Ethereum in [29]). NFT transactions are even
more energy consuming because of complex operations
with contracts requiring significant computational
resources and storage.
Attempts at tackling this challenge are largely focused
on the transition from the PoW to the Proof of Stake (PoS)
blockchain consensus mechanism. However, the transition
to the PoS mechanism, while maintaining the essential
principles of security and integrity, is not trivial ( [29]) and
requires significant efforts and investments. The future will
show how this challenge will impact the trends in
blockchain usage in general.
C. Security issues
A system or application using non-fungible tokens
combines the technology of blockchains, storage and web
applications. Each of these components are subject to
security challenges thus making the whole system
vulnerable. A comprehensive approach towards security
issues therefore needs to be implemented which must
address the following security threats [20]: spoofing
(impersonating another entity, thus violating authenticity),
tampering (malicious manipulation of data thus violating
integrity), repudiation (not being able to prove that a
transaction took place, thus violating non-repudiability),
information disclosure (exposing information to nonauthorized users, thus violating confidentiality), Denial of
Service (attacks to the system aimed at making it
inoperable, thus violating availability) and elevation of
privilege (gaining permissions beyond those initially
granted, thus violating authorization).
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D. Problems with broken links
NFT systems and applications rely on the Ethereum
blockchain to determine the ownership of digital assets.
Although this ownership record cannot be altered, it merely
stores a link to the actual asset. The asset itself is still hosted
on a conventional URL where its creator originally posted
it. This URL, just like any other URL on the internet, can
over time rot or decay (i.e., cease to point to the original
target because of the target becoming permanently
available or relocating to a new address). This will mean
that a link to a digital asset could point to a dead webpage.
Some of the NFT platforms are attempting to address
this issue by deploying the InterPlanetary File System
(IPFS), which is a peer-to-peer (P2P) web-based file system
and protocol helping to ensure that files are distributed
across many hosts [9]. IPFS allows content to be accessed
as long as anyone on its network hosts a copy. IPFS,
however, does not fully resolve the NFT broken link threat
as it can also suffer from broken links. Efforts will be
needed in the future to further address this issue.
E. Interoperability
Currently existing NFT ecosystems are mostly isolated
from each other due to their underlying blockchains. The
majority of them are fortunately based on the Ethereum
blockchain, thereby using similar data structures and
following similar rules. However, with the rise of a variety
of NFT applications on different blockchains, the
interoperability of future NFT ecosystems will need to be
taken into account from the technology and usability
perspective.
F. Governance issues
As any new and nascent technology with applications
in different domains, non-fungible tokens face the
challenge of being properly regulated with the
corresponding markets in different legal systems. The
services with digital assets, which include cryptocurrency
exchanges as well as NFT systems, will need to be
regulated by innovation-friendly suitable regulations.
Initiatives are already underway in several countries, such
as the Baltic countries, France and Malta ( [20], [30]), but
many other countries issues are being resolved by existing
laws and regulations thereby imposing complex and
sometimes contradictory terms. Furthermore, issues related
to intellectual property (IP) of digital assets represented by
non-fungible tokens need to be taken into account from the
taxation perspective [20].
V.

RESULTS OF A SURVEY ON FAMILIARITY WITH
AND USAGE OF NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS

With the rise of popularity of non-fungible tokens, an
international survey [31] was conducted in 2020 by
Crypto.com, the company operating a large cryptocurrency
exchange platform of the same name. The survey included
29,674 respondents, mostly from Europe, North America
and Asia (a total of 83%), wherein 10% of respondents
were female and 88% male, as many as 61% were born
after 1980, and 52% had a university degree or higher. As
indicated in Figure 3, 47% of respondents have heard of
NFTs and of those who have heard of NFTs, more than half
have never used NFTs while only 24% use NFTs on a
regular basis of every few months or more often.
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Furthermore, of those who have heard of NFTs, 24% claim
to have a good or expert understanding of NFTs, while 63%
claim to have basic understanding. The survey also
revealed that 49% of respondents invested in NFTs
expecting financial gain, while 45% did so because of their
interest in technology

never used NFTs, while as many as 92% respondents of the
Croatian survey from [32] have never used NFTs.
The actual types of NFTs used or would be used by
respondents according to the Croatian survey are illustrated
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Types of NFTs used or would be used (adapted from [32])

Figure 3. Respondents having heard of NFTs and
NFT usage frequency (adapted from [31])

The actual types of used NFTs according to the
Crypto.com survey are illustrated in Figure 4.

Despite the recent rise in popularity of NFT applications
in different areas, both surveys mentioned in this chapter
indicate that a significant proportion of respondents is not
familiar with the NFT concept, whereby this is especially
pronounced in the survey conducted in Croatia. These
results may surely be attributable to the fact that NFTs are
indeed quite a new concept whose adoption, provided that
the applications indeed do take off, will take time as with
any new technological concept.
VI.

Figure 4. Types of used NFTs (adapted from [31])

A similar survey of a much smaller scale was conducted
in May, 2021 as a part of a final thesis by one of the
coauthors of this paper at the Zagreb School of Economics
and Management [32]. The survey included 371
respondents from Croatia, wherein 17% were female and
83% male, 76% were born after 1980, and 35% had a
university degree or higher.
As indicated in Figure 5, only 15% of respondents know
what an NFT is and of those who do know what an NFT is,
44% have never used NFTs while only 2% them frequently.

Figure 5. Respondents knowing what an NFT is and
NFT usage frequency (adapted from [32])

The comparison between the results of the international
survey [31] and the study in Croatia [32] when it comes to
the frequency of usage of NFTs might be slightly
misleading when taking into account only respondents who
actually know what NFTs are. However, if the frequency of
usage is observed on the total number of respondents, a
total of 80% of respondents of the survey from [31] have
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CONCLUSION

Despite challenges requiring attention and skepticism
that may be perceived around non-fungible tokens (NFTs),
NFTs are currently having a moment, but their long-term
value and future are still unclear. Arguments are ongoing
whether NFTs are just a hype or fad, but history has shown
the need to be careful about dismissing current hypes, as
the importance of technological innovations often becomes
clearer once the hype dies down (e.g., the dotcom bubble or
the initial cryptocurrency enthusiasm) [33].
The potential of NFTs in the future can lie in their
ability to completely change the rules of ownership in the
digital world, as transactions of changing ownership of
something have usually depended on layers of
intermediaries for establishing trust in the transactions.
With blockchains, recorded transactions are reliable
because the information cannot be changed, and smart
contracts can be used to automatically ensure that assets
change ownership with involved parties respecting their
agreements. The connected digital world needs to solve the
problem of digital proof of ownership in all sectors, and
NFTs might be one of the means for that [33].
Given the potential of NFTs in the future, as well as
their already existing uses and applications, even taking
into account their future which at the moment may seem
unclear, the results of both surveys mentioned in this paper
indicate that the level of knowledge about NFTs can hardly
be considered as sufficient, especially as indicated by the
survey conducted in Croatia. Educative efforts might
therefore be needed both in formal education, but also in
lifelong learning endeavors, to increase awareness and
familiarity with the concept of NFTs, Wide areas of
potential uses of NFTs with the rise of decentralized
applications as well as many other developments of
decentralized economies that might happen will have an
impact on people’s everyday lives. Such developments may
be expected with the increasing portion of digital natives in
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general populations, in the business and academic
communities.
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Abstract – The article confirms the effectiveness of the
use of gaming technologies in the preparation of students of
economic specialties. The article presents the web quest
game technology, which is positioned as a game form of
educational activity that allows us to solve problematic
problems of an applied nature. The advantages of using web
quests as an effective form of learning have been
substantiated. Their positive influence on the intensity of
acquiring new knowledge, the compensatory (emotional)
effect of information educational overload was confirmed. A
comparative analysis of online services (vseosvita.ua,
Learnis, Gennially) for creating web quests based on
various criteria was carried out: functionality, design, the
level of complexity of developing a quest for a teacher, the
possibility of creative solutions, the availability of tools for
reflection,
the
ability
to
use
incentive
tools.
Recommendations for creating a web quest are described.
The results of a pedagogical experiment on the use of a
series of web quests in the study of the discipline “Electronic
commerce” for college students are presented.
Keywords – web quest; professional training; electronic
commerce; game learning technologies; student-managers.

I.

INTRODUCTION

According to the results of a survey of leading
managers of trading companies, the most important
competencies of sales managers are: professionalism,
critical thinking, the ability to make decisions in
conditions of uncertainty, the ability to work with
information flows, and the ability to work in a team [4].
These skills should be formed while studying at
universities and colleges.
One of the ways to form them is to use the principle of
interactive learning. The principle of interactivity allows
activating the student's cognitive search activity,
immersing him in the environment of practical
professional activity as much as possible, fixing
behavioral and communication patterns, and, therefore,
contributes to the development of all the above
competencies.
If the principle of interactivity is implemented on the
basis of the game, then the listed advantages are
supplemented by a high motivation for learning and the
desire to get results.
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Web quest is a game that has all of these
characteristics. Its advantages are the stimulation of
cognitive, communication, behavioral skills and interest in
the subject. Due to the competitive format, the motivation
and quality of mastering the course increase.
Web quests and their use in professional student
learning have been the subject of numerous scientific
studies.
Theoretical and practical foundations for using web
quest in education were studied by B. Dodge [2],
T. March [9]. B. Dodge and others. The structure of web
quest, principles and features were studied by B. Dodge
[2]. T. March developed the semantic requirements to web
quest. Its official website discusses the topic of creating
web quests, published web hosts for creating web quests
and recommendations for their use [9]. The
implementation of problem-search, research activities
using web quest was studied by О. Kvasova, N. Liamzina
[6]. The influence of web quest on modeling the
professional skills of students was studied by S.
Lytvynova [8]. Scientists O. Semenikhina, M. Drushlyak,
A. Yurchenko, etc. were engaged in the improvement of
the professional preparation of students. In works [1; 5]
authors consider the most effective modern forms of
training in which the use of online means is provided.
However, the creation and implementation of a web
quest raises an important question for teachers. Will the
mental, temporary, methodical efforts of the developerteacher of the web quest be justified with the planned
learning outcomes?
Thus, the aim of the article is to identify the features of
creating an educational web quest for college students and
test its effectiveness.
Research tasks:
• clarify the concept of a web quest and identify its
advantages in comparison with other game forms
of learning.
• conduct a comparative analysis of online services
(Vseosvita.ua, Learnis, Gennially) designed to
create web quests;
• describe the process of creating a web quest and
the principles of its use for student managers;
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• experimentally test and confirm the effectiveness
of using a series of web quests in teaching students.
II.

COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF ONLINE
SERVICES FOR CREATING WEB QUESTS

We will consider an educational web quest as a game
form of educational activity that allows us to solve
problematic problems of an applied nature [2]. Game
elements accompany the process of searching for
information, choosing the right solution, and performing
practical actions. The interactive resources of the web
quest (musical, visual, textual accompaniment) correspond
to the clip style of thinking of a modern student and allow
you to maintain motivation, cognitive and communication
activity. The spirit of competition, the ability to increase
your game rating are important advantages of the web
quest. Also, obvious advantages is the opportunity to work
out practical skills.

Figure 3. Online service Gennially (https://genial.ly/)

A 5-point rating scale was used (1 point – weak
opportunities and potential for using the service, 5 points –
the best choice). 11 experts were involved in the analysis
of online-services. The results of the comparison of
online-service and rounded average scores for the criteria
are presented in Table 1.
TABLE I.

EVALUATION OF ONLINE SERVICES FOR CREATING
WEB QUEST BY EXPERTS

Criteria

One of the options for implementing web quests is
online services. Their use involves software and hardware
support, training and methodological recommendations
for the developer-teachers, the game space (plot, game
rules, characters, level distribution, gradation of tasks by
levels, roles, points and rewards system) [3; 7; 10].
To select the optimal online service for creating web
quest, a comparative analysis of the free services
Vseosvita
(https://vseosvita.ua/webquest),
Learnis
(https://www.learnis.ru/), Gennially (https://genial.ly/)
(Fig. 1,2,3).
Expert teachers (at least 7 years of professional
experience, including with various digital platforms for
organizing educational space, high school teachers)
analyzed the platforms from the standpoint of the
simplicity of the service and ease of use in educational
activities, the implementation of creative ideas in the quest
itself and online functionality services to support them.

Functionality
Service design
Ease of developing a quest for a
teacher
Opportunities for creative
solutions
Availability of tools for
reflection
Opportunity to use incentive
tools (diplomas, bonuses,
certificates)
Total

5

4

3

4

2

3

5

0

0

5

0

1

28

14

15

Thus, a comparative analysis of online services
(Vseosvita, Learnis, Gennially) for creating web quest
according to the criteria showed that the Vseosvita service
is the most versatile, easy to use and at the same time,
which involves the implementation of the teacher's
creative ideas. According to experts, he scored the
maximum number of points. Therefore, this service was
chosen as the environment for developing a web quest for
the E-commerce course.
III.

Figure 1. Online service Vseosvita (https://vseosvita.ua/web quest)

Online-service
Vseosvita.ua Learnis Gennially
4
3
3
5
5
5

DESCRIPTION OF THE WEB QUEST IDEA
FOR THE E-COMMERCE COURSE

The practical implementation of the web quest for the
course E-Commerce was to ensure that the content was
selected taking into account the specifics of the subject,
the requests of potential employers to future specialists in
the field of trade, and the requirements for the graduate
training system.
Let's describe an example of creating a web quest on
the online-service Vseosvita.

Figure 2. Online service Learnis (https://www.learnis.ru/)
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The storyline of the web quest: since the time of
Ancient Rome, it has always been important in trade to be
able to advertise a product. Quest room "Ancient Roman
trade" tests the knowledge and skills to advertise goods.
The visual representation of the quest room is shown in
Figure 4. At the next level of difficulty in the Elephant in
the Office quest room (the topic is E-Commerce Models),
the student is invited to find all the clues, solve puzzles,
and from a clumsy elephant in the office become an
experienced businessman who can correctly apply the
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models of commerce, depending on the forms of sales. At
the third level of difficulty in the quest room "Tesla" you
need to apply the knowledge and skills to conduct
electronic business (the topic "Tactical methods of Ecommerce").

the experimental group (32 students, experimental group
(EG)) and the Belgorod-Dniester cooperative economic
college (34 students, control group (CG)).
All students study in the third year, E-Commerce is
studied for two semesters. In the first semester, the study
was carried out traditionally, in the second - in the
experimental group, the developed web quests were
included in the learning process. After studying each
topic, the students of the experimental group were asked
to go through one of the levels of a branched web quest
and receive a diploma on its successful completion.
Statistical analysis was carried out using the Pearson
2 criterion.

Figure 4. Visual representation of the quest room
"Ancient Roman Trade"

Each room includes a series of tasks and an encrypted
password (code word). The passage of each level is
rewarded with a green diploma, and only after passing
through all three rooms and receiving three codes, the
student decrypts the password and receives a gold diploma
to create his own e-store.
Recommendations for the first level. In order for a
student to understand the rules and conditions of the
game, the peculiarities of manipulating objects, to learn
how to use hints, the level must be warm-up. Therefore,
the methods of enumeration of objects and enumeration of
characters are applied.
Recommendations for the second level. The level is
focused on ensuring that the student can show logical
thinking, ingenuity, and practical experience. The main
idea of the level is not just to answer questions by sorting
through options, but to look for a solution based on the
conditions of the task.
Recommendations for the third level. The tasks are
structured in such a way that the student feels the integrity
of the course and deeply understands the problem posed.
For example, he must independently assemble “puzzles”,
“fragments”, enter the necessary words and carry out
calculations. The level should form a certain scenario of
the behavior of the future manager, develop behavioral
skills (for example, the ability to conduct business
negotiations).
Encouragement is a must. The “golden” diploma
received at the end of the course for opening their own Eshop gives the student a sense of satisfaction from the
work done and encourages them to apply the acquired
knowledge and skills in practice. It is also important to
carry out reflection at each level (its use is provided on the
service), which allows you to keep statistics on such
questions: did you like going through the quest room?
were there any difficulties?
IV.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PEDAGOGICAL EXPERIMENT

In order to determine the effectiveness of using web
quest in the educational process, we conducted an
experiment in which student managers of the Sumy
Professional College of Economics and Trade, included in
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Null hypothesis H0 - the distribution of the levels of
training of students in the experimental and control groups
is the same.
Alternative hypothesis H1 - the distribution of the
levels of training of students in the experimental and
control groups is different.
The value of the statistics of the Pearson 2 criterion is
calculated by the formula:
 2 Експ =

1
n1  n 2

L


i =1

(n1O2i − n 2 O1i ) 2
O1i + O2i

()

n1 и n2 – the sizes of two samples (experimental and
control groups);
O1i(i=1,2,…C) – the number of objects in the first sample
of the i-th population;
O2i(i=1,2,…C) – the number of objects in the second
sample of the i-th population;
L – the number of measurement categories on the
scale (4 levels).
At the entrance to the experiment, EG and CG had
statistically the same average scores according to the
results of studying the course E-Commerce in the first
semester, which was statistically confirmed by the results
of the assessment using the Pearson 2 criterion: for a
significance level of 0,05 and the number of degrees of
freedom L-1=3, critical value χ2kr (0,05; 3) = 7,82. χ2exp ≈
3,45 is less than 7,8. Since χ2exp < χ2kr (3,45 < 7,82), then
the null hypothesis H0 is accepted, according to which the
differences in the preparation of students from the EG
and CG are insignificant.
At the end of the second semester, we conducted a
test, tasks and assessment criteria are presented in the
table
At the end of the second semester, we again
conducted a test. Typical tasks and criteria for assessing
tasks are presented in Table 2.
Criteria for evaluating tasks: low level – 0-3 points,
average level – 4-6 points, sufficient level – 7-9 points,
high level 10-12 points.
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TABLE II.

TYPICAL TASKS AND CRITERIA
FOR EVALUATING TEST TASKS

Type of
task
Test

Task
Problem
task

Tasks
1. A site where a trademark, product or service
is advertised is called:
1. Business card website
2. Corporate website
3. Promo site
4. Showcase site
2. According to the type of page generation,
CMS can be divided into:
1. Online.
2. Off-line
3. Hybrid
4. All answers are correct.
3. In SCM systems, the functions of a
purchasing manager are assumed by ...
1. SCM
2. Program "Robot".
3. Business card site.
4. CMS
The cost per thousand impressions is $20.
CTR=0.6%. Calculate the cost of 1 click.
The cost of a fixed payment for a banner is $155
per month. The number of site visitors is 2
thousand per day. The cost of the CPT payment

TABLE III.

Level
High
Sufficient
Average
Low
Total

Type of
task
Maximum
points
3

Task

Creative
task

Maximum
points

Tasks
model is $1. Which payment model is more
profitable?
The cost of 1000 impressions is $40. Visitors 20,000 people. The number of deals made from
banner advertising - 5 people. Profit from 1
transaction 40$. Determine the effectiveness of
banner advertising.
Describe the C2C E-shop model. Give an
example of its application. Prepare a report on
such characteristics (features, loading speed,
design, content, ease of use).
Maximum Points

3

3

12

The results of the tasks, the distribution by levels at the
beginning and at the end of the experiment for the EG and
the СG, as well as the dynamics are presented in Table 3.
A visual representation of the results by level is shown
in Figures 5-7.
3
3

THE RESULTS OF THE TASKS AT THE BEGINNING AND AT THE END OF THE EXPERIMENT

Start of experiment
ЕG
KG
Quantity,
Precent,
Quantity,
persons
%
persons
3
9,38
2
6
18,75
8
15
46,88
16
8
25
8
32
100
34

End of experiment
Precent,
%
5,88
23,53
47,06
23,53
100

ЕG
Quantity,
persons
6
13
10
3
32

Precent,
%
18,75
40,63
31,25
9,38
100

KG
Quantity,
persons
3
6
15
10
34

Dynamics
ЕG
Quantity,
persons
3
7
-5
-5
0

Precent,
%
8,82
17,65
44,12
29,41
100

Precent,
%
9,38
21,88
-15,63
-15,63
0

KG
Quantity,
Precent,
persons
%
1
2,94
-2
-5,88
-1
-2,94
2
5,88
0
0

According to the table of critical points of distribution
χ2 according to the given significance levels 0,05 and the
number of degrees of freedom L-1=3, we find the critical
point χ2kr(0,05; 3)=7,82. χ2exp ≈15,189. Since χ2exp > χ2kr
(15,189 > 7,82), the null hypothesis H0 is rejected and the
alternative H1 is accepted, according to which the
differences in the preparation of students from the EG and
CG are statistically significant, and this is not caused by
random reasons.
Figure 5. Dynamics of results in the EG

V.

CONCLUSION

The pedagogical experiment confirmed the expediency
of using web quests in the professional training of
management students. It has been confirmed that the use
of a web quest has a positive effect on stimulating
cognitive, communication, behavioral skills and interest in
the course, increases the motivation to master the course.

Figure 6. Dynamics of results in the CG

Figure 7. Comparison of experimental results in the EG and CG
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An analysis of digital resources indicates that there are
online services of various functionalities that support
interactive (game) learning technologies: the functionality
of the service, the design of the service, the ease of
developing a quest for the teacher, the possibilities for
implementing creative solutions, the availability of tools
for reflection. According to Ukrainian experts, the best
service for creating web quests is Vseosvita, which was
chosen as the environment for the experimental study of
the E-commerce.
The practical implementation of a branched multilevel web quest for the course E-Commerce involves the
development of a storyline, the selection of multi-level
tasks, the use of characters and roles, the development of a
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system for scoring and rewards. All of the above imposes
additional requirements on the teacher who develops a
web quest (creativity, knowledge of digital tools and the
ability to use them to organize the educational space, etc.)
and actualizes other problems typical of educational
institutions: the ratio of time, mental costs to creation of a
web quest and the effect of its use; difficulties in
mastering the online service, the availability and access to
the Internet for all participants in the educational process.
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Abstract - Student-centered learning in higher education
(HE) was an important topic for years. More focus is put on
learning analytics (LA) that consider measurement,
collection, analysis, and reporting data about learners and
their contexts. The critical question is "How mature are
higher education institutions in implementing LA?". This
paper proposes a methodology for developing LA Adoption
Maturity Framework (LAAMF) in a hybrid environment as
well as developed LAAMF concept. The LAAMF aims to
contribute to a better understanding of success factors and
barriers to adopting LA in HE institutions with blended
learning environments. In addition, it will provide a new
methodology for assessing HE institutions' maturity for LA
adoption. The paper elaborates both the practical
importance of LA in HE and its grounding in the existing
knowledge bases according to design science research
principles. It also stresses the potential of LA application in
the appropriate environment (relevance) and contribution to
the existing knowledge base (rigor) if such a maturity model
is developed. Finally, this paper's practical implications lie in
guidelines for developing the LAAMF based on the five-step
methodology for maturity model development, aligned with
guidelines for design science in information systems research
and requirements for the development of maturity models.
Keywords - learning, analytics, LA, maturity, framework,
higher education

I.
INTRODUCTION
Learning and teaching with student in the center was an
important topic for years in higher education (HE). Still, the
COVID pandemic strongly emphasizes challenges with
student-centered learning in a blended learning
environment and, consequently, the need for rapid
acceleration of innovative solutions. This paper has been
prepared in the scope of the project HELA - Improving
higher education institution (HEI) maturity to implement
learning analytics (LA) which Croatian Science Foundation
funds. The project aims to contribute to a better
understanding and optimization of the teaching and
learning processes supported by LA through improving
HEI maturity to implement LA in blended learning
environments. As the main goal, a maturity framework for
LA implementation in a blended learning environment will
be proposed [1]. In the HELA project, the goal is to create
an LA adoption maturity framework (LAAMF). Using
LAAMF, HEIs will be able to:
(1) identify directions for the development of LA –
here, the maturity corresponds with readiness, and
HEIs can quickly identify the aspects (elements)
they have to upgrade to apply LA,
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(2) develop policy and strategic plans for LA adoption,
implementation and deployment,
(3) efficiently use LA in their environment; and finally,
(4) accomplish their missions in the field of education.
LA and educational data mining (EDM) are very young
disciplines. The first paper related to LA was referenced in
Web of Science Core Collection (WoSCC) in 2011, and the
first paper related to EDM was published in 2006.
However, the number of papers has increased rapidly since
that time. The LA as the term was defined at the first LAK
conference in 2011. It was defined as: "… the
measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data
about learners and their contexts, for purposes of
understanding and optimizing learning and the
environments in which it occurs" [2]. On the other hand, the
definition of EDM is as follows: "Educational Data Mining
is an emerging discipline, concerned with developing
methods for exploring the unique and increasingly largescale data that come from educational settings and using
those methods to better understand students, and the
settings which they learn in" [3]. The definitions of the
terms LA and EDM are very similar, and the differences
between them are often discussed in respected literature. In
the HELA project, the term LA is being used as a
comprehensive term that covers both definitions.
The goal of LA is to present student behavior which will
enable making good decisions resulting in an adequate
education. The education can be organized in several ways:
traditional (face-to-face), online, blended and hybrid. In all
those forms of teaching and learning, it is necessary and
important to collect data about student behavior. In
traditional (face-to-face) teaching, the content is delivered
to students in person through lectures, seminars, labs, and
other types of activities. In online settings, the content can
be delivered in a synchronous or asynchronous way using
learning management systems (LMS). In blended learning,
face-to-face teaching is being combined with online
education so that some teaching activities are delivered
face-to-face, and other teaching activities are delivered
online. In hybrid teaching, the same teaching activities are
delivered both – face-to-face and online at the same time.
The student behavior can be tracked in all mentioned forms
of the teaching process. However, monitoring student
activities is simpler when there are information and
communication technology (ICT) supported elements in
educational settings.
To be able to apply the LA, HEIs must be ready for LA
application. The term readiness is often mixed and/or
combined with term maturity. In the case of readiness, we
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analyze the possibilities of the certain system to implement
some concepts. In our case, that would be analyzing the
readiness of HEIs to adopt and apply LA (before LA
application). In case of maturity, the system already
implements the concept (the HEIs apply the LA), and we
are investigating the level of the implementation in
practice. The focus of this paper is on maturity.
In this paper, the methodology for LA Adoption
Maturity Framework (LAAMF) development will be
presented as well as developed LAAMF concept. The main
contribution of this paper is in presenting developed
LAAMF concept with a) application of multi-criteria
decision-making methods to calculate weights of the areas
and elements; b) using the rubric to determine how the
maturity of each element will be gathered considering the
real state in HE institution and c) using the composite index
to aggregate the areas/elements weights and HE institution
results into the total HE institution maturity level [1].

perspective, including quality aspects in the
dimension of content, process, and engagement.
(3) Usage of data in LA – usage of data in LA is also
researched from different perspectives. Authors in
[11], [12] advocate using documentation studies
approach to make data in LA "better". Authors in
[13] put focus on the issue of student privacy and
autonomy in LA and proposed a model for
establishing informed consent mechanisms related
to those issues, while authors in [11] proposed a
model for researchers aimed at using HE datasets
for LA research.
(4) Application of LA – two papers presented the
practical application of LA in HEI. [14] presented
student LA framework that is course-adapted, and
their experiment showed it enhanced student
awareness on their performance, while [15] used
LA to explore student motivation.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the need
for the development of LAAMF is elaborated in the context
of recent LA research directions. Section 3 describes the
proposed methodology for developing LAAMF, while in
Section 4, a very early concept of LAAMF is presented.

(5) Maturity models for LA in HE – finally, the most
relevant recent research papers for this study are
two papers from [16], [17] proposing a maturity
model for the Adoption of Learning Analytics in
Higher Education Institutions.

II. STATE OF THE ART
In order to address relevant research conducted in the
field of LA in higher education (HE) in the last five years,
the authors conducted a database search in Web of Science
(WoS). The query TI=("learning analytics" OR LA) and
TI=(framework OR model OR instrument) resulted in 1164
papers in WoS, out of which 409 were published in the last
five years (2017-2021). A more focused search that
included only papers related to higher education
(TI=("learning analytics" OR LA) and TI=(framework OR
model OR instrument) and TS=("higher education"))
resulted in 17 papers that were analyzed in detail. By
reading the abstract, three papers appeared not to be
relevant as the abbreviation LA in the title did not refer to
learning analytics. The analyzed 14 papers indicated
several research directions related to learning LA in HE that
can be summarized as follows:

As can be seen from the short review of recent papers
related to LA in HE, strategic planning of LA, quality of
LA, and usage of data in LA are among the prevalent
topics. Maturity models are extracted as a separate topic,
but in a broader context, the maturity model can refer to
any of the areas mentioned above. They are recognized as
a powerful tool for strategic planning and quality
assurance [18]. A systematic review of the application of
maturity models, particularly in universities, identified
nine categories of maturity model application in higher
education in 23 papers, none of which focused on LA [19].
As the proposed maturity model for the adoption of LA in
HEI [16], [17] is as well from 2020, it might be concluded
that there is no other maturity model applied to LA in HE,
as evident in the literature. A maturity model for the
Adoption of Learning Analytics in HEI is based on the
body of knowledge for the activities of Data Management
(DMBoK), Data Management Maturity Model, TDWI
(Transforming Data with Intelligence) Analytics Maturity
Model and Data & Analytics Maturity Model [16], [17], as
well as results of projects LARI [20] and SHEILA [4].
Accordingly, their initial proposed model consists of five
categories: Data Management, Administration and
Training, Pedagogical Support, Data Analysis and
Legislation, Privacy and Ethics. Maturity levels in this
model are defined as: Ad hoc, Initial, Structured and
Systematic, but without a developed instrument that would
provide mathematical and/or logical rules that describe
how to measure each element and how to aggregate
elements maturities into the maturity at the level of the
concept.
Compared to the existing research related to LA
maturity models in HE, we can elaborate the importance
of our proposed model as follows: 1) LAAMF is focused
on LA in the blended learning environment, which is not
the case with the existing model(s), 2) LAAMF will be

(1) Strategic planning of LA in HE - [4], [5] developed
a learning analytics policy and strategy framework
within the project SHEILA (Supporting Higher
Education to Integrate Learning Analytics), and put
focus on enabling systematic adoption of LA
through a policy framework [6]. Another example
of a strategic framework is from [7], who proposed
a framework focused on the realization of strategic
value from LA for HEIs. Both frameworks are
based on case studies and provide practical
examples.
(2) Quality of LA in HE – another set of papers focuses
on LA's quality from different perspectives. [8]
proposed an instrument for students' evaluation of
the quality of LA services, while [9] developed and
applied the Questionnaire for Student Expectations
of Learning Analytics (SELAQ). Another
perspective on the quality of LA in HEI is
presented by [10], who researched LA framework
quality perception in HE from a broader
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accompanied with the instrument that will enable HE to
measure the level of their maturity according to certain
areas, but as well in global, 3) and the instrument will as
well provide recommendations and instructions on how to
achieve a higher level of maturity for certain
areas/elements.
III.

THE METHODOLOGY FOR LAAMF DEVELOPMENT

The methodology for LAAMF development follows
Mettler's five-step design methodology [21] combined
with the requirements for the development of maturity
models [22] and with the design science research
methodology (DSRM) [23][24], which is proven as a good
methodology for maturity model development with
application in HE [18]. Mettler's methodology consists of
five steps [21]: 1) identify the need or new opportunity, 2)
define scope, 3) design model, 4) evaluate the design, and
5) reflect evolution. In each of those steps, both relevance
and rigor cycle methods will be used, so the final maturity
framework is scientifically-grounded and applicable to
practice, which is aligned with the principles of DSRM
[23], as shown in Figure 1. A short description of five steps
in LAAMF design and the connection with requirements
for the development of maturity models [22] is described
below, according to the process described in HELA project
application [1]:
(1) Identify a new need or opportunity that considers
the requirement Comparison with existing maturity
models will be done through the review of
scientific papers, strategic documents, and projects
related to the implementation of LA in the blended
learning environment and consultations with
international LA researchers. Additionally,
different maturity models, adoption frameworks,
and methodologies for their development will be
compared. The expected result of this first phase is

the Identification of problem relevance. The
purpose of this step is to ensure that no artifact is
developed for the same domain and the recognized
research problem is both innovative and relevant to
researchers and practitioners.
(2) Define scope is the second step in LAAFM
development and correlated with the requirement
Problem definition. Scope definition assures that
the application domain and intended benefits of the
maturity framework are determined prior to the
design phase. To some extent, this phase will lean
on the results of step 1). The main LAAMF
elements can be recognized from the literature.
Additionally, the results could be amended with
experts' opinions through interviews and focus
groups. As a result of this phase, main LAAMF
elements will be determined, such as the ones
contained within Capability Maturity Model
(CMM) [22, p. 29]: maturity levels indicate process
capabilities and contain key process areas; key
process areas achieve certain goals and are
organized by common features; common features
address implementation or institutionalization and
contain key practices and key practices describe
infrastructure or activities.
(3) The design model is the most comprehensive step
in LAAMF development, as it considers the
combination of different research methods and
multi-methodological and iterative procedures. It is
important to stress that this step depends on the
results of the previous two steps. Methods that
might be used in the model design process include
multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods,
the AHP and the SNAP [26], brainstorming, focus
groups, interviews, card sorting, and case study
research, etc. They will include both rigor (evident

Environment

Knowledge base

Application domain:
➢

➢

➢

The need for use of LA
in HE
Existing modes of LA
application in higher
education (i.e. case
study research)
Guidelines for
enhancing the maturity
of LA implementation
in blended educational
environment

Foundations:
Societal
needs

Develop maturity
model elements

➢
Applicable
knowledge
➢

Design cycle
➢

Theory from the field
of LA in HE, its
benefits and current
developments
Features/factors of LA
recognized in the
existing literature
Experts’ knowledge
(focus groups, model
valuation)

Evaluate maturity
model elements

Relevance
cycle

Application in the appropriate environment

Rigor
cycle

Additions to the knowledge base

Figure 1. Design science research model for the development of maturity model - LA adoption maturity framework (LAAMF) in
blended educational environment (adapted to LA from [23][24]) [1]
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from the use of such theoretical knowledge as
scientific literature and expert knowledge in
different phases of the model design) and relevance
(review of relevant strategic documents and
projects related to the application of LA in HE). In
this step, LAAMF will be operationalized in the
form of a survey or rubric. This will enable
practical evaluation of the framework.

(DEMATEL [33], [34]), the social network analysis
process (SNAP [26], [35], [36]) or other, for example, the
Decision Expert method (DEX [37], [38]). The first four
mentioned methods aggregate both qualitative and
quantitative aspects of the research problem (here
measuring the maturity) and result with quantitative results
(areas/elements weighs, HEI element maturity). In
opposite, the DEX method also aggregates both qualitative
and quantitative aspects but result with the qualitative
result. Since the area of LA maturity is characterized by the
existence of influences (dependencies) between the
elements/areas, it is much more convenient to apply
network methods (ANP, SNAP, DEMATEL) [39], than
hierarchical methods (AHP and DEX). However, applying
the network methods is very complex if there are many
elements in the systems, so – in the implementation phase
of LAAMF development, it will be decided on the
method(s) and/or their combinations that will be applied
[40]–[42].

(4) Evaluating the design is an iterative process that
should be done in combination with step 3), which
answers the requirement on evaluation. The
evaluation of the LAAMF design will be done in
two phases: a validity check and a reliability check.
Expert evaluations, and focus groups with
stakeholders will be used in this step. Methods for
assessment of reliability and validity of the
developed instruments will depend on the type of
instrument [27]. LAAMF reliability will be
assessed by testing the framework through case
studies at several HEIs.

The second important aspect of the LAAMF model is
to determine how the maturity of each element will be
gathered considering the real state in HEI. There are several
possible ways for that: direct assessment at the quantitative
scale or a much more convenient rubric [43], [44]. In the
rubric, the values of HEIs per each element should be
described, and in the evaluation phase, the evaluator has to
select the description that fits the state in HEI the best.

(5) Reflect the evolution is the final step that indicates
the changing nature of the environment in which
LAAMF will be applied and, accordingly, the need
for the redefinition of the framework in the future.
Requirement Target publication of results will be
met through all five steps of LAAMF design as the
results of certain steps will be published through
appropriate scientific and professional publications and
events.
IV.

Finally, the question is how to aggregate the
areas/elements weights, and HEI results into the total HEI
maturity level. Again, several approaches are offered:
composite index approach [45], identifying the most often
rubric value from the assessment phase, or the weakest link
principle [46].

LAAMF CONCEPT

In this section, we present a very early concept (sketch)
of future LAAMF that was developed based on the
literature review, previous research, experience, and
knowledge of project experts in the development of
maturity models [18], [28], as well as the result of focus
groups conducted in project meetings of HELA. The
LAAMF consists of elements that are grouped into areas.
Certain areas and elements are not equally important
considering the HE maturity. To gather the importance of
areas/elements, we need to apply multi-criteria decisionmaking methods, such as the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP [29]), the analytic network process (ANP [30]–[32]),
the decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory

The early sketch of the LAAMF is presented in Table
1. The LAAMF consists of k areas that cover a different
number of elements. Each area and each element has its
weight. Each element can be described through five
qualitative characterizations (maturity levels). One of them
is selected in the evaluation phase that fits the particular
HEI state the best. By multiplying the area weight, element
weight and HEI state (transformed into a quantitative
number), we can calculate total element priority for certain
HEI. Finally, by summing all total element priorities, we
can obtain the total maturity of an HEI.

TABLE 1. LAAMF CONCEPT
Areas, elements and their weights
Area
Area
Element
Element
weight
weight
E11
W(E11)
E12
W(E12)
Area1
W(A1)
E13
W(E13)

1

Rubric description
2
3
4

5

HE11
HE12
HE13

Total
element
priority
TEP11
TEP12
TEP13

HE1n
HE21

TEP1n
TEP21

HE2m

TEP2m

HEk1

TEPk1

HEkl
Total maturity

TEPkl
TM

HEI state
(evaluation)

…

Area2

E1n
E21

W(E1n)
W(E21)

E2m

W(E2m)

…

W(A2)
…
Ek1

Areak

…
Ekl
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W(Ek1)

W(Ak)
W(Ekl)
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a methodology for
developing a maturity model that can support LA adoption
in HEIs, related in particular to blended learning – Learning
Analytics Adoption Maturity Framework (LAAFM).
Creating this kind of framework is necessary to optimize
the LA implementation process in HEIs since attempts of
nonsystematic, noncomprehensive and ad-hoc LA
implementation can result in expensive ventures that are
not entirely effective and/or reusable. Even more, the need
for a systematic approach to LA in a blended learning
environment increased with the appearance of the COVID19 pandemic that shifted teaching and learning processes in
HEI to the online learning environment to a large extent.
Respecting the DSRP paradigm and proven
methodologies and requirements for the development of a
maturity model with application in HE, in this paper, we
offered a methodology design for creating the LAAFM for
blended learning in HEIs. Further work within the HELA
project will ensure the final development of the proposed
comprehensive LAAFM.
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Abstract - From an educational point of view, the design of
digital games, especially the so-called serious games, is a
powerful tool that can improve engagement and motivation,
help students develop digital literacy skills, and deepen their
understanding of the domain, which could eventually have a
positive impact on the overall learning process. For this
reason, game development is increasingly being incorporated
into the learning process and more and more educators are
using this strategy to improve the quality of their teaching.
Given the inherent multidisciplinarity and complexity of such
projects, the design of game design-based learning activities,
as well as their assessment, is not an easy task. As a result,
many approaches have been developed, some of which rely
on existing, proven models such as Bloom's Taxonomy, while
others incorporate the principles of project-based learning or
motivational design processes. This study provides an
overview of the different approaches to the design and
assessment of game-based learning systems and activities,
outlining their main features and characteristics.
Keywords – game-based learning; project-based learning;
learning models.

I. INTRODUCTION
As technology increasingly enters the classroom
changing the current educational landscape, the scientific
field of educational digital games is gaining in popularity
and importance. Educational games are described as
games created with the main purpose of enhancing the
educational processes. The enhancement is usually
achieved with improved engagement, motivation, and
interest in learning [1], which, in turn, are results of
playfulness, collaboration [2], elements of challenge,
competition, and immersion [3], which can be found in
different digital games. Furthermore, it is believed that
besides boosting interest and motivation, making the
learning more enjoyable activity, educational games could
also improve students' attitudes toward in-class
participation and the learning process itself [4], which
could have a long-term positive impact on the entire
student education path.
To take advantage of the benefits offered by
educational games, teachers are increasingly incorporating
them into their lessons, and game developers and
researchers are creating more and more games, combining
the various principles, approaches, and theories of
educational game development that have evolved in recent
years.
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As the diversity of the field increases, the design of a
successful educational game, as well as the evaluation of
existing solutions, becomes an increasingly difficult task.
In recent years, several patterns have emerged, based on
which most authors approach this problem. Some
developers follow ideas from Bloom’s taxonomy, adapting
individual elements to fit the principles of game-based
learning [5]. Others opt for a project-based approach,
where students actively participate in a Design-based
learning process of game creation, instead of simply
playing the game [6], while some researchers put focus on
the alignment of learning outcomes and objectives with the
learning process, through the Constructive Alignment
teaching framework [7].
This study provides an overview of different
approaches with case-studies for design and evaluation of
learning systems and activities based on computer game
development outlining their key features and
characteristics. The existing methodologies in this area
were identified through a detailed and methodological
search of three popular bibliographic databases: Science
Direct, Scopus, and Google scholar.
The motivation for this review is found in research
activities on the project Digital Literacy Development
Network “Digitalna.hr” which aims to provide novel
guidelines, based on existing best practices, for inclusion
of game-based learning of a broad spectrum of digital
competencies at primary school level. Such competencies
are aligned with STEAM and include, per example, logical
thinking, independent and collaborative learning, problem
solving, literary skills and storytelling, teamwork and
competitiveness, computer programming, video and audio
content design, multimedia production, etc. The combined
guidelines will be presented at both national and local
levels to be included in informal or formal curricula.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives a short overview of the existing gamebased learning methodologies. Section 3 describes indepth five identified prominent game-based learning
development and evaluation models and explains how they
were selected for this overview. Case studies of described
models are included and cited. Finally, Conclusion
discusses which of the presented models are best suited for
inclusion in the game-based learning activities at primary
school level and provides an outlook into the future work
regarding development of school curriculum guidelines for
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game-based learning
competencies.

in

acquisition

of

digital

from keywords in the papers’ titles and abstracts is in
Figure 1.

II. GAME-BASED LEARNING METHODOLOGY IN EDUCATION
With the emergence and popularization of computers
and the Internet in schools, several new learning
methodologies emerged. They all involve the use of some
sort of technology but distinguish the ways in which
educational goals are achieved, as well as the focus of the
approach itself. The use of games, which are mostly digital
in this context, has crystallized two basic directions, gamebased learning [8] and gamification [9]. While
gamification is usually described as "the use of game
elements in a context that is not itself a game" [10], but still
achieves some of the desirable outcomes of digital games
as increased motivation and engagement [11] [12] [13]
[14], game-based learning puts more focus on gameplay,
story and immersion, so it could be described as "a type of
game with defined learning outcomes" [8].
Roughly, different models, frameworks, and
approaches could be divided into two main groups,
depending on their starting point-of-view, i.e. what was the
greatest emphasis on during the design and development
of the game-based learning activity. These are pedagogical
or educational approach, and game design approach.
The pedagogical approach emphasizes presentation
and order of given learning material, the amount of
resources presented to the student, and typically pays more
attention on a learning outcomes. The foundation of these
models lies on other pedagogical models, for example on
the Bloom's framework for categorization of educational
goals [5], ARCS model of motivational design with four
key elements in the learning process [15], or the
Instructional Design model [16] and Constructive
Alignment [7].
On the other hand, the game design approach puts more
focus on typical game elements as storytelling, immersion,
or game progress, but still considering the pedagogical
aspects of the final game. The example of this approach is
the so-called Game Design Matrix [17], based on the MDA
(Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics) game design
framework [18], the framework which adapts game
interaction cycle to fit the needs of young learners [19], or
the model which puts the learner in the position of game
creator, by adapting the DBL (Design-based learning)
process to the game theme [6].
III. MODELS FOR EVALUATION OF LEARNING BASED ON
GAME DESIGN

The presented models were selected based on being the
most frequently used models for evaluation of learning
through game-design in the corpus of science papers
published in the last 5 years from the areas of education,
game-based learning, game design and game jam within
groupwork or classwork activities. This corpus was
constructed and annotated by the authors after an
exhaustive search of Science Direct, Scopus, and Google
scholar bibliographical databases. In this process 128
science papers were retrieved and ranked by their citation
count. From this a subset of 50 papers with 20 or more
citations were analyzed. The tag cloud of this subset built
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Figure 1.

Tag cloud with raw keywords from science papers using
game learning models analyzed in this overview.

A. Revised Bloom model in the mobile setting
Learning with mobile devices promotes selfmanagement and self-confidence in the learning process
[5]. Mobile devices provide the opportunity to learn during
free time and, while improving social learning, to correct
a misstep at the same time. Mobile learning is a great
potential for the use of mobile devices in e-learning [5].
When testing objectives with respect to knowledge and
cognitive processes, objectives, instructional activities and
materials, and assessments are each tested with respect to
Bloom's Taxonomy rather than each other. Bloom's
Taxonomy allows educators to examine differences in
alignment from one subject to another or from one grade
level to the next.
Since the essence of mobile learning is based on
collaborative learning, a mobile application based on
Bloom's revised taxonomy supports collaborative learning.
The pedagogical capabilities of mobile learning
technologies provide the opportunity to connect learning
with conversations between students and lecturers,
students and peers, students and subject matter experts, or
students and the social environment in any context.
Finally, mobile learning is seen as a great opportunity for
distance education because of its content-driven structure
and its unique feature of instant learning.
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy is used to represent a
particular cognitive process in learning step by step [20]:
Remember: Getting, identifying, and calling to mind
relevant information by long-term memory.
Understand: Identifying, interpreting, exemplifying,
classifying, summarizing, comparing, and explaining the
meaning of didactic messages that contains
communication forms of speaking, writing and graphical.
Apply: Using, implementing, or
appropriate method to a given situation.

applying

the

Analyze: Dividing materials into components and then
uncovering, discriminating, or organizing the relationships
between each other, or between any component and the
entire structure or goals.
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Evaluate: Making decisions, checking, or criticizing
based on the standards or criteria.
Create: Producing an original product, or creating an
original, easily understood form of a whole by bringing
components together.
Unlike Bloom's original taxonomy, Bloom's revised
taxonomy has two dimensions: Knowledge and Cognitive
Processes. It has merged the knowledge dimension
(factual, conceptual, procedural, metacognitive) with the
cognitive processes dimension (remember, understand,
apply, analyze, evaluate, create) [21] [22] [23]. Bloom's
revised taxonomy can be used to analyze the goal of a
curriculum or instructional unit, to classify learning
activities according to learning objectives, to become
aware of the relationship between assessment and
learning/teaching activities, or to examine instructional
materials [24]. The authors also point out that the revised
Bloom's taxonomy could be used to design mobile learning
environments at the level of metacognitive knowledge
(learning to learn). Learning a fact, concept, or procedure
that can be implied for a goal or outcome can be
measurable. The revised Bloom’s taxonomy used in this
study is shown in Figure 2.
The evaluation study examined the revised Bloom's
taxonomy in designing mobile learning applications in
terms of cognitive processes and learning outcomes for
realizing effective learning. In addition, the benefits of the
revised Bloom's taxonomy were evaluated in relation to
issues such as analyzing the objectives of a curriculum or
syllabus, classifying learning activities according to
learning objectives, and recognizing the relationship
between assessment and learning/teaching activities. In
conclusion, the authors recommend the use of Bloom's
revised taxonomy in the development of mobile apps for
learning. They also point out that a variety of alternative
models can be used for developing mobile apps for
learning, such as the SOLO taxonomy [25], Fink's
taxonomy of significant learning [26], and the model of
parental involvement (PI model) [27]. In future research, it
is necessary to compare different models before
developing learning content for mobile apps and also open
and distance learning courses.

Figure 2.

Revised Bloom taxonomy adapted from [21].

B. Multiplayer Online Game-based Learning System
The Multiplayer Online Game-based Learning System
(MOGLS) enables learners to acquire knowledge about
Enterprise Resource Planning for practice and exams. The
MOGLS is based on the ARCS model of motivation design
[15]. The MOGLS model provides learning logs, ranking
logs, and feedback at the end of the test to motivate
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learners to learn. Unlike other models in this paper,
MOGLS is primarily designed as a computer system. The
theoretical background in education is predominantly
based on the existing ARCS model [15].
The underlying ARCS model of motivation design
emphasizes motivation, which means that students must
actively participate in an activity to achieve a specific goal.
Among the many proven motivation theories incorporated
into the ARCS model are expectancy-value, achievement
motivation, and social learning. The ARCS model focuses
primarily on strengthening systematic instructional design
and designing materials that encourage student
participation. Four factors in the ARCS model that explain
motivation are: 1) attention, 2) relevance, 3) confidence,
and 4) satisfaction. Student motivation must be consistent
with these four factors to increase motivation to learn [28].
The schema of the ARCS model of motivation design is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3.

Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction (ARCS)
model of motivation, adapted from [28].

Another tool employed in this study for evaluation of
the learning success was a taxonomy and interactive model
from DeLone and McLean for conceptualizing success of
an information system in education, the so-called D&M IS
Success model [29]. This taxonomy identifies six variables
for IS success: system quality, information quality, usage,
user satisfaction, individual impact, and organizational
impact [30]. Later in 2003, a revised model was proposed.
An important addition in the updated model was the
inclusion of service quality as an additional aspect of
information system success. Schema of the updated D&M
IS Success model is shown in Figure 4.
The MOGLS system allows students to be tested
through the variability testing module, which increases
students' motivation to learn and curiosity. When students
know that the learning system is related to ERP courses
and take mock tests, they are more familiar with enterprise
resource planning knowledge. Students then use various
tests, understand their learning circumstances, and then
build their confidence. Eventually, students who
participate in various tests and challenges are able to
achieve more and more learning objectives, building their
confidence.
In the validation study conducted, the MOGLS system
was shown to increase the completion rate of students
taking the Enterprise Resource Planning certification
exam, improve students' intrinsic motivation to actively
learn, and increase their learning performance [15].
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curriculum for students as they focus on passing the
exams: They focus on what they believe will be tested. CA
emphasizes the importance of students' intended learning
outcomes to design learning activities that learners can
effectively develop.

Figure 4. Updated D&M IS Success Model for conceptualizing
success of an information system in education, adapted from [28].

C. Constructive alignment model in teaching Digital
Game Based Learning
Constructive Alignment (CA) is an outcome-based
teaching and assessment framework for designing learning
activities. CA aims to develop an outcome-based approach
to learning activity design that aligns learner engagement
through the activity with learning goals and outcomes.
Therefore, CA focuses on proposing constructively
aligned learning experiences where assessment is the result
of specifically selected training activities proposed based
on intended learning outcomes [31]. A conceptual schema
of the CA framework is illustrated in Figure 5.
For CA to be successful, the learning content and
method must be clearly defined before teaching takes place
[32]. Design activities are then proposed to actively engage
students and help them achieve the previously defined
outcomes.
The CA teaching framework is based on two main
aspects: the constructive aspect and the alignment aspect
[31]. The first aspect aims to engage students in building
their knowledge through learning and teaching activities
specifically proposed for the context of specific learning
outcomes. The second aspect describes the actions taken
by teachers to help learners achieve the defined learning
outcomes through appropriate learning activities.

The activities on CA can be categorized as selfdirected, peer-directed, and teacher-directed [32]. The
design of the course assessment tasks must be aligned with
the intended learning outcomes. This means that students
must achieve the intended learning outcomes in the way
they were formulated in order to complete the assessment
tasks.
Another benefit of CA is that it can reduce students'
cognitive load when participating in learning activities.
Since mismatched curricula and activities can distract and
overwhelm students participating in learning activities,
appropriately designed activities that are also
constructively aligned could help students focus on
meaningful learning tasks related to the stated intended
learning outcomes. This argument becomes even more
important when considering the cognitive abilities of
students and software users [34].
The application of CA in teaching Digital Game Based
Learning (DGBL) at HE could have a positive impact by
both improving the quality of the courses offered and
helping instructors evaluate their courses based on clearly
defined intended learning outcomes [7]. While the field of
DGBL appears to be engaging and motivating for students,
the lack of connections between assessment tasks and
DGBL-related training and learning activities can lead to
superficial or incomplete interaction between students and
the games [35]. The necessary alignment between
Learning Mechanics and Game Mechanics to reduce
students’ cognitive load and facilitate their learning
experience through play is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6.
Figure 5.

Conceptual schema of the Constructive Alignment (CA)
teaching and assessment framework.

Moreover, according to [33], CA consists of four main
steps: (1) defining the intended learning outcomes, (2)
selecting teaching/learning activities that lead to the
achievement of these intended learning outcomes, (3)
assessing the actual student learning outcomes to see how
well they match the expected outcomes, (4) achieving a
final grade.
The CA's structure is also based on the idea that
students place the most value on the final assessment [33].
The result of this approach is that assessment becomes the
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Constructive Alignment (CA) in Digital Game Based
Learning (DGBL). Adapted from [35].

D. Game Design Matrix
The Game Design Matrix (GDM) is a framework that
uses the Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics (MDA)
design process as the cornerstone of a step-by-step design
matrix aimed at new game designers [17]. It allows
someone with a minimal background in game design to
achieve a much higher level of effectiveness. This is
achieved by using learning objectives and environment
constraints to map ideal game dynamics and mechanics.
The rationale behind the GDM concept is that all
games, at their most basic level, can generally be
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categorized as a combination of the interactions of
mechanics and dynamics components in the MDA process,
and thus these that are most appropriate components for
any game designed to achieve a particular goal. In doing
so, the building blocks of MDA for serious game
development are realigned so that the dynamics of a game
are selected first to focus on the primary driver of the
learning outcome [36].

education, which is necessary for average students because
the education is to enhance thinking skills [37]. Both
studies analyzed computational problem-solving ability,
self-interest, self-CT, awareness about the computers, and
preference for steps of DBL. To determine the
homogeneity of the student groups in the studies, previous
experiences of programming were tested, and additionally
self-efficacy were examined.

Based on environmental constraints and learning
objectives, an optimal set of game mechanics and game
dynamics for a given design is identified, isolated, and
mapped. Game components and esthetics are developed
based on the mechanics and dynamics selected using
GDM.

The DBL process has four steps [37]:

The GDM process consists of four steps: 1) Identify
Learning Objectives and Subject Matter, 2) Identify
Environmental Constraints, 3) Isolate Game Dynamics and
4) Select Game Mechanics [36]. The GDM steps and their
mutual dependencies are shown in Figure 7.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Figure 7.

Game design matrix (GDM) structure adapted from [36].

The last step is the core of the GDM process, where the
choice of game mechanics enables the intended game
dynamics. Often it is only necessary to use one or two
mechanics to create a dynamic, and it is equally important
to group similar dynamics using the same mechanics to
keep the complexity of the game manageable.
E. Design-based learning model
Design-based learning (DBL) was developed as a
means to improve computational thinking (CT) [6]. In this
respect CT was defined as society-based technologies
coexisting in digital and analog forms and as a cognitive
ability to communicate one’s thoughts or to solve
problems using digital materials [37]. CT was first
presented in the Creative Computing Guidebook
developed by the Media Laboratory of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology [6]. The researchers asserted that
CT is useful for making meaningful products because it
allows learners to relate their innate creativity,
imagination, and interests to the principles of computer
science [37]. In particular, most young learners use
computers as passive consumers and users, not as creators
or designers. Creative computing helps learners transform
themselves from being mere consumers of computers to
individuals who use computers to create content and to
produce interactive media materials.
The ability of DBL to form CT was verified in two
independent studies that targeted average elementary
school students in a wider range of grades in order for the
results to be generalizable and gifted, fourth-grade
elementary students [6]. Both studies involved creating a
computing environment designed to elicit students’ innate
and original ideas for creating a project. During the design
of the verification experiments it was noted that CT
education is different from general programming
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Design: This is the process of creating and
interacting, rather than simply using. This
includes giving shape to an idea through creative
design engineering and problem-solving before
advancing to a new project.
Personalization: This is the process of creating
meaningful and personally relevant content. This
includes developing prototypes of the new
materials.
Collaboration: This process includes creating
new materials together with other people and
adding various ideas to the generated content.
Reflection: This is the process of reviewing and
thinking about the creative materials. This
process includes evaluating and revising them.

The four steps of the DBL process are illustrated in a
simple abstract schema in Figure 8.

Figure 8.

The four steps of the DBL process.

Reported results of validation studies indicate: 1) DBL
enhanced students’ self-efficacy and self-interest, 2) DBL
is a more effective way of improving students’ CT ability
than is the traditional method of teaching, 3) by employing
DBL students became more aware of computers than
through traditional teaching methods, 4) DBL helps
students in the design and collaborative activities, and 5)
DBL has improves self-interest, CT ability, and awareness
of computers not only on gifted students but also average
students [37].
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As personal and mobile computers and computer
games become more ubiquitous, the importance of digital
game-based learning increases. The process of developing
a successful educational game, as well as evaluating
existing solutions, is also becoming an increasingly
difficult task. However, several patterns have emerged by
which most authors approach this problem.
In this paper, five different models for developing and
evaluating digital games for teaching digital literacy are
presented and explained. A thorough literature review was
conducted to identify the most commonly used and the
most promising recent models for further work on
developing digital learning guidelines for elementary
schools.
The presented models are mutually diverse. They were
compared based on their ability to assess key aspects of
successful learning in a classroom curriculum: enthusiasm
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and motivation for learning, determination to achieve high
standards of performance, independent and group learning,
and linking and applying learning to new situations. In this
regard, it is necessary to conduct a classroom experiment
to evaluate the usefulness of all the models presented and
rank them accordingly. However, from the aspect of
practicality and experience from case studies in the
published literature [38], the ARCS model and the
MOGLS as its derivative are the most promising models
for determining learning success in game development.
However, depending on the application situation, another
model may be optimal.
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Abstract - The article presents strategies for skills
development and for measuring and evaluating students'
competencies and some approaches for evaluating the
effectiveness of pedagogical practices in STEM training.
In an innovative high school with a language profile and
opportunities for additional profiling in mathematics, IT,
entrepreneurship, various STEM initiatives have been
implemented, in which students are researchers of real
problems, creators of authentic content and creative
products.
The article shares the experience of teachers in their
activities in creating: the structure of Project Based
Learning /PBL/; the formulation of learning objectives;
planning individual lessons; the involvement of students in
the creative implementation of the planned tasks;
monitoring their motivation and commitment; the
assessment of the competencies acquired by the students in
different fields; the organization of teacher work teams.
Details of the place of study, models of interaction
between university professors and professors are presented.
The mechanisms for planning learning scenarios are
studied, the results of PBL are analyzed, and practices for
development of various competencies are indicated. The
applied methodological approaches are commented on, the
tools for evaluation of the results are analyzed, the
challenges in the work are described and the proposed
possibilities for overcoming them are described.
Keywords - STEM, IT, project-based learning, skills,
feedback, assessment, evaluation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, the sources of knowledge extend far beyond
the teaching in the classroom and are very often out of the
content textbooks on the subject studied. Successful
teachers teach in accordance with the basic concepts in
their professional expertise, but choose their methods of
work according to the competencies that the theoretical
foundations can develop. Thus, the main goal of
classroom learning is the acquisition of skills, especially
those that help successful professional realization.
Skills-based learning is an approach to the direct
acquisition of a specific skill. Thus, the student not only
remembers and knows the correct answer, but can also
react adequately in problematic situations, transfers
experience from one subject to another, uses tools from
different disciplines. Successful teaching practices prepare
learners to make the right decisions, not be afraid of their
mistakes and to apply the acquired skills in different
contexts.
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Although Project Based Learning strategies and the
competency approach are not the latest innovations among
learning methods, teachers are still timorous and reluctant
to put them into practice. The most common reason is the
traceability of the results of this type of teaching methods.
Professionally developed resources for assessing the skills
and results of PBL require additional abilities of teachers
that they do not have. Regular teacher training organized
by state institutions often does not bring practical benefits
due to the lack of ready-made models with tools for
monitoring, evaluation and self-reflection.
In the world of education, the abbreviation STEM
refers to the group of disciplines Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics. This group of disciplines is
important as a central part of human knowledge and a
basis for other subject areas. The STEM-focused
curriculum combines these subjects to teach current skills
and tools that students must possess in order to have
successful professional careers adequate to the 21st
century labor market. Researchers, public education
policy leaders, business and, last but not least, teachers
unanimously see the direct link between improving STEM
skills and young people's readiness for social and
economic challenges in the future.
II.

STEM ABBREVIATION AND ASPECTS IN ITS
INTERPRETATION

Despite the obvious consensus on the topic of STEM
at all levels - education system, school and classroom, it
turns out that different nuances are used in the
abbreviation. There are different beliefs and ideas in
public policies, in school communities and in the attitudes
of teachers in all countries. The concept of STEM
education encompasses a wide range of content and
practices [1]. STEM events are different and the examples
can be described as follows:
Initiatives at the level of state educational systems:
• STEM educational reform with a general program
focusing on STEM subjects at all levels
• Enhanced training STEM professions in vocational
training
• Providing more opportunities for STEM literacy,
including through extracurricular activities and club
activities organized by business and NGOs
• Giving the freedom of school authorities to initiate
different STEM initiatives, separately or jointly with
partner organizations at different levels
School level initiatives:
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• Structuring curricula and education content so that
STEM is part of the lessons in each subject
• Training in specific STEM subjects by integrating
STEM into single courses, inserting engineering
content in different subjects, providing technical
capabilities for additional applications of computer
science in other subject areas
• Adding other subjects to the abbreviation and
learning through integration learning projects. Thus,
the acronym STEM received its numerous
derivatives - STEAM (Science - Technology Engineering - Arts - Mathematics), STREM (Science
- Technology - Robotics - Engineering Mathematics), STREAM (Science - Technology Reading - Engineering - Arts - Mathematics),
STEMLE (Science - Technology - Engineering Mathematics - Lаw - Economics), STEAL (Science Technology - Engineering- Logic), STREM
(Science, Technology, Robotics, Engineering and
Multimedia) [1].
In fact, it seems quite possible and reasonable for
STEM education to focus not only on students who will
choose STEM careers for their future career. It is
necessary to provide at least a basic set of knowledge,
skills and attitudes, including STEM, for all learners.
STEM literacy should be available at any age in a variety
of learning formats.

Figure 1. Concept of STEM literacy

Figure 1. Illustrates the concept of STEM literacy through
the skills acquired in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics.
On the other hand, according to Rodger W. Bybee,
discussions in the field of education related to STEM
focus mainly on improved teaching of individual
subjects, especially those in science and mathematics [2].
As a participant in the development of the science
component of the Program for International Student
Assessment (PISA), the researcher gained experience and
strengthened his position that school education should
contribute to the life and work of people as citizens.
STEM training should also include the application of this
knowledge, skills and abilities to STEM-related life
situations. The author argues that learning the theoretical
concepts of traditional disciplines certainly contributes to
the intellectual growth of the individual, but future
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citizens need educational experience that goes beyond the
traditional boundaries of science, technology, engineering
and mathematics. And he gives an example of how
sufficient knowledge of biology is not a guarantee for the
conscious choice of a healthy lifestyle and responsible
attitude towards the environment and sustainable use of
resources.
The conclusion that Rodger W. Bybee proposes is
simple and clear: Students can learn to successfully apply
knowledge using their educational experience directly
from the study of STEM disciplines. They need to be
placed in real or close to real situations so that they
acquire skills for adequate reactions and apply this
knowledge in appropriate contexts for their age and stage
of development.
As stated by Bryanne Peterson [3] STEM-literate
students have the following skills /competencies/:
• formulating and solving problems
• application of knowledge in different disciplines and
transfer of skills between subject areas
• formulation of reasoning based on mathematical and
scientific concepts and processes
• discovering the connections between specific
technologies and their possible applications in
people's daily activities
• use of technologies to expand knowledge and
abilities, for self-learning and personal development
• evaluating information for accuracy, relevance and
accuracy
• productive efforts to achieve success, especially in
technology and engineering design.
A. The competence approach in training
In general, there are two ways to improve the quality
of education - by constantly updating the content or by
changing teaching methodology [4]. Current academic
curricula may be among the best when it comes to what
to teach. Deciding how to teach what is offered in the
curriculum is difficult because there are not many
specific guidelines on how a curriculum should be
implemented in the classroom. Time is often limited
when it comes to teaching extensive curricula. Therefore,
it is logical to pay more attention to the development of
skill levels by turning traditional methods into modern
and adequate to the expectations of students and society.
In addition, the design of an effective curriculum for
the development of competences, knowledge and skills
must be based on different learning contexts. The focus
must be shifted from knowledge to skills in order to
ensure the growing independence of the learner and
conditions for the transfer of knowledge and skills from
one field of study to another. Regarding students' grades we need to move from exams proving knowledge to
critical thinking about what skills are now, what they
should be in the future. In this way, school assessment
should be a bridge to students' development - what they
can do today and what they need to be able to do more.
Figure 2 illustrates the transition from knowledge-based
learning to skills-based learning and the benefits for
students from this transition in their future development.
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Figure 2. Transition from knowledge-based learning
to skills-based learning

B. Strategy Project Based Learning
PBL can be seen as a powerful didactic tool in the
competence approach [5]. The training is carried out
through purposeful activity of the trainee, in accordance
with his personal interests and knowledge. The method
connects theoretical knowledge with practice in real life.
Students find answers and solutions by conducting
research most often in a team. In this approach, students
most successfully develop digital competencies, use
technology effectively and learn the necessary tools for
research and innovation.
The structural elements of PBL include several main
structural elements:
• Assessment of prior key knowledge and basic skills,
necessary basis and starting point on which new
skills will be upgraded and developed.
• Formulate and present to students a problem or
question, authentic and adequate, in accordance with
their attitudes, which will intrigue them and attract
their interest and make them continue to make efforts
to solve it.
• Developing a product or formulating an answer to a
question after a purposeful search for information
from various sources in individual work or in a team
• The student uses tools from different subject areas
and transfers knowledge from one area to another.
• The teacher has a new role. He left the status quo as
a highly qualified expert and became a mentor to the
team. Students have the right to make critical choices
and make informed decisions in the process of
project implementation, can make mistakes, draw
conclusions and change their strategy.
• Determining the students' own pace of work
according to a schedule and deadlines set by the
teacher in advance.
• As a result of the PBL, there must most often be a
public event - the results to be presented to the
school community for evaluation and promotion.
C. Assessment of competencies
The main goal of education, regardless of the age of
the learners and the field of teaching, is the progress of
students in the acquisition of target competencies and the
development of their cognitive abilities.
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The key issues related to the assessment of
competencies are:
• How to measure the skills, abilities and
understanding of high school students;
• What assessment tools can be developed or adapted;
• What are the challenges and possible solutions in the
evaluation process.
Ideally, all key skills of students of all ages could be
identified with tools similar to the Essential digital skills
framework [6]. The Basic Digital Skills Framework is
designed to be used by everyone in the UK involved in
supporting adults to improve their basic digital skills. The
framework contains the following basic digital skills:
Communicating, Handling information and content,
Transacting, Problem solving, Being safe and legal online.
The tool is available online and its users can use it for selfreflection, indicating their skills in the categories:
Everyday skills and Additional work skills.
Competency-based assessments can be formed on the
reason of test forms with questions, as well as
observations based on general presentation. Assessments
should allow students to demonstrate behaviors and
thought processes reflected in competencies. The results
of the evaluation must also be visibly linked to successful
future outcomes in academia or the workplace.
Competence-based assessments are made in
pedagogical practices using tools from the list [7]:
• Formative assessments - They support competencybased learning by ensuring that teachers understand
students' needs so that they can change learning in
real time and provide timely feedback.
• Digital Portfolios - Students collect artifacts that they
can share with peers and teachers. For example,
through images and videos, students can record the
progress of a multi-year project, highlighting the
development, revisions and completion of the project
as evidence of learning.
• Summary Assessments - Students may be assessed
after completing their studies to assess their mastery
of a skill or competence in a particular subject. The
result of these evaluations can be used to guide
future efforts.
• Authentic grades - Students are judged on how they
present themselves in real life situations, such as
conducting an experiment, starting a business,
creating a public garden or designing a building.
• Assessments with improved technologies - Digital
tools allow teachers to determine the initial level of
proficiency and to plan the efforts of participants in
the learning process to the desired level of
proficiency.
If we return to the theoretical statement that the
competence approach is a learning mechanism in which
skills are acquired and as a result students know how to
apply them in different situations, it turns out that the level
of their mastery must be assessed.
Effective measurement of abilities is certainly a
challenge and one of the possibilities for successful
assessment is to be "calibrated" by more than one teacher,
preferably by a teaching staff.
Teacher Performance Researchers [8] share
compelling evidence that when teachers work in PLC
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(Professional Learning Communities) with their
colleagues, they change the environment and policies in
schools, and make improvements in their teaching that
benefit both teachers and their students. According to
Kathleen Fulton and Ted Britton, "great teaching is a team
sport" [8]. The common developments in lesson design,
progress incentive systems and performance-based
assessment tools with a focus on the individual in a team
of several teachers are a guarantee for the successful
preparation of students for the challenges of the 21st
century. The main characteristics of Professional Learning
Communities are:
• Shared values and goals
• Collective responsibility
• Authenticity of estimates
• Self-reflection
• Sustainable attitude for personal development
• Strong support and development of leadership skills
III.

STEM INITIATIVES AT SCHOOL LEVEL

A. The place of educational scenarios
Geo Milev English Language High School is a
municipal high school with a language profile and
opportunities for additional profiling in the field of
mathematics, IT, entrepreneurship, biology, chemistry,
history and more. The high school has been part of a state
network of innovative schools for five years. During the
last two academic years a partnership has been built and
developed with the University of Ruse "Angel Kanchev".
Part of the classes on entrepreneurship and IT are
conducted in university laboratories by university
professors.
In October 2021 the school built a "STEM Center for
Eco-Innovation". The classrooms and school laboratories
on one of the floors in the building have been
transformed into an integrated educational environment
for the implementation of PBL in the areas of health and
nature, technology and engineering and sustainable
development. The activities in the STEM center are
planned according to the goals of the curriculum, cover
several subject areas, develop different skills, use diverse
tools and are aimed at provoking the interest and
increasing the motivation of students. In a modern
educational environment and by applying new methods of
work, different modes of work are possible: independent
study, group work, general discussions, presentations and
meetings with experts. High school teachers have a strong
attitude that STEM methods can be transferred to all
subject areas and they teach intangible skills needed to
adequately develop skills to deal with the challenges of
the 21st century - problem solving, logical thinking and
critical thinking.
The team develops several Professional Learning
Communities (PLC) with different focus:
• Assessment of student achievement
• Student engagement
• PBL
• STEM
• ICT
• Foreign language training
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The list of PLC names in the High School changes at
the start of each school year, and the teachers, according
to their own interests and regardless of their own narrow
professional expertise, choose the teams in which they
participate.
Agreement on educational objectives and strategies
for teaching and assessment
Strictly speaking, the list of STEM disciplines
includes the subjects of mathematics, coding, physics and
chemistry, which very often work with abstract models
and theoretical concepts that make it difficult for
students. Therefore, ELS implements various ideas to
make more successful the methods that teachers use to
present these STEM subjects to their students and to
increase students' understanding and use of this
knowledge in real practical situations.
In high school, STEM is also seen as a
multidisciplinary approach to learning by integrating
knowledge from individual STEM subjects in all subject
areas. Two powerful teaching strategies are being
experimented with: project-based learning and researchbased learning. Another focus in teaching is the
competence approach in teaching and assessing student
achievement. It is believed that with this approach in the
organization of educational activities students develop
more successful knowledge and skills necessary for
successful
professional
realization
and
career
development in the future. These strategies require a
willingness to work in a team, although in the field of
education, in general, teachers are individualists and
teaching is a solitary activity. ELS leaders and teachers
are aware of the need for targeted and systematic
cooperation, mutual support, sharing of good practices
and joint development of scenarios / tools, while at the
same time there is an attitude to discuss challenges, learn
from mistakes, critically analyze progress and develop
ability to work in a team.
B. The process of planning learning scenarios
In PBL, the planning of learning scenarios is carried
out by teams of teachers who have common ideas for
joint projects and have found a way to challenge students
to integrate tools from different subject areas in
individual or team research. Teachers most often make a
preliminary list of competencies that are the focus of the
planned training and look for "matches" in the goals in
the specifics of each discipline.
The sequence in the general work of the teacher teams
has the following order:
• The design of student projects is most often
developed at the beginning of the school year by
teachers from different subject areas who work in a
team to implement PBL. As a result, a detailed task
with a clearly formulated problem situation is
described, which the students have to study / solve.
The assignment is published in a virtual classroom,
where each teacher from the team of like-minded
people has access and the right to publish.
• Learning objectives are formulated based on the
specific key competencies inherent in each
discipline. On this basis, the results and ways to
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study the progress of students are planned. At this
stage, feedback tools and assessment criteria are
developed and shared and discussed with students.
The planning of the individual classes is realized
depending on the problem considered in the project
training. At this stage, an indicative schedule of
activities will be created in which students will
participate. In most cases, the work on the
implementation of the tasks is carried out in the
individual classes in each subject area, but it is
possible to implement integrated classes in the
presence of all teachers who implement the specific
scenario of PBL.
Involving students in the creative implementation of
planned tasks is possible if project tasks are inherent
in their worldview, close to the realities of the 21st
century, contain real challenges and move the
students outside their comfort zone without looking
unnecessarily difficult. The monitoring of
motivation, commitment and self-reflection is carried
out by teachers through a system of tools - talks,
interviews, surveys, current reports.
The analysis of the achievements is made on the
basis of the information gathered from the applied
assessment and observation tools. Following is a
reflection on the results and possible adjustments in
practice. A set of measures for measuring
achievement according to specific state educational
standards is widely used.
The organization of the work of the teacher teams is
most often done online through a system of shared
folders and files in which the general developments
are made.

C. Evaluation tools
The list of already mentioned tools for feedback and
assessment of achievements can be supplemented with
two more tools often used by high school teachers [9].
1) Public events for presenting projects from school
activities
When, as a result of PBL, students create products in
which they invest their ideas and efforts, it is good to
share the results of events, most often non-competitive.
At the events, the authors of the products can present
their developments, share the way of realization of their
ideas, the challenges they have faced and how they have
overcome them. It is good to plan public events with a
preliminary scenario, to have a mechanism for selecting
the audience and to require feedback from those present.
Most often, the high school organizes open days, open
practices and workshops with colleagues from the city
and the region. The teachers present their experience
from the realized lessons, and the students present results
- different products from PBL.
2) Rubrics /evaluation matrices/
The rubrics are evidence-based and widely accepted as an
important aspect of good teaching in the competence
approach. Learning objectives are the first and most
important part of a well-generated skills assessment
section. The objectives are described in detail in the
relevant state educational standards and are the roadmap
for the achievements that students must achieve at the end
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of their studies. Objectives must be written clearly and
explicitly for use in the section. The degree of
achievement of the criteria is the basis for ranking the
work of students. The example is with a six-point grading
system:
➢ Excellent: full compliance with all requirements
➢ Very good: most requirements are met
➢ Good: meets certain requirements
➢ Medium: few requirements have been met
➢ Weak: does not meet the requirements of the
task
In various online platforms there are sample
developments of rubrics that can be applied directly or
adapted in the direct work of teachers. One [10] has
ready-made matrices for assessing critical thinking,
collaboration, communication, presentation skills,
creativity and innovation in the context of project-based
learning.
In order to be complete, the work with the rubrics
should be complex, the achievements of the students in
PBL should be assessed from several points of view
through rubrics for assessment of several competencies.
Of course, students should be familiar with the rubrics in
advance and be aware of how their skills will be
measured.
D. Some conclusions
1) Achievements
Students develop a wide range of key competences [11,
12] as well as specific disciplines studied in their
specialized training. The series of lessons are a typical
example of STEM training. Thanks to the formulation of
the task, students are placed in conditions to develop
skills for teamwork, time management, leadership skills,
to understand their strengths and weaknesses, as well as
competencies closely related to digital skills and
entrepreneurship. When starting work on projects, it is
assumed that students have approximately the same key
skills in entrepreneurship and economics, students have
some freedom to choose the topic according to their
interests and attitudes to different economic areas and IT
tools for creating digital content.
A few weeks after the presentation of the projects, the
students had the opportunity to share their anonymous
opinion about their experience during the internship.
Feedback from them can be summarized:
In high school it is good to implement more learning
projects in which students are challenged with interesting
tasks that make them step out of their comfort zone to
learn to be flexible and inventive in different
environments. It is good that project evaluations have
more weight than other evaluations - from tests, from
practical tasks, because a lot of effort and diligence is
invested in all stages of the project.
2) Challenges
Students use two of all 12 lessons to form teams,
choosing a field of activity for the company they will
advertise.
When presenting projects, the results are difficult to
compare if the advertising materials of the areas of the
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presented training companies are in completely different
businesses.
Possible solution: The assignment is reformulated in the
next PBL practice
To create an advertising set of a company developing a
new restaurant chain. Each group of 3 to 5 students acts
as a design team for an advertising studio and develops
advertising materials for a potential client. The teams
present their products to the class and to a jury of teachers
who act as restaurant chain owners and review and
evaluate student projects.
In the next implementation of the same learning scenario,
students can be involved in all stages of PBL design,
including suggestions for developing assessment tools.
This can be done by sharing text files with the assessment
tools in the school cloud with the right to comment.
IV.

CONCLUSION

STEM can be seen as a key content-based approach in
education that focuses on cognitive development,
acquired competencies and commitment to the learning
process. All significant STEM activities and initiatives
are related to good teaching practices and lead to
effective learning and interaction between trainers and
learners in modern classrooms. The STEM brand and its
derivatives are dynamically changing the educational
environment.
In the competence approach in STEM training, it is
appropriate to use PBL tools in interdisciplinary training
projects. Evaluating the outcomes is problematic, the
goals of STEM are numerous, the resources available are
few and teachers have to deal with the challenges
themselves.
Some of the teaching and learning principles derived
from this study could be relevant in the implementation
of STEM initiatives at school level:
• The design of the lessons is done by integrating
science and technology and engaging students in
joint activities.
• Teamwork of teachers in professional learning
communities (PLC) improves conditions in schools
and facilitates the process of planning, implementing
and evaluating innovative learning practices.
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• Assessment
with
various
tools
provides
comprehensive information on all aspects of learning
and adds value to the learning process, puts the
student's personality at the center of learning.
• Feedback is a two-way process between teachers and
students, it provides evidence of the relevance of
innovative practices and provides opportunities to
improve teachers' work by making the necessary
adjustments to lesson design.
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Abstract - Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, lectures and
exercises at the Department of Electrical Engineering of the
Zagreb University of Applied Sciences were switched from
face-to-face (F2F) to synchronous online. This seemingly
emergency measure has been going on for four semesters and
has brought many challenges but also provided an
opportunity to evaluate the present state and define
guidelines for further steps. The paper develops criteria for
the effectiveness of education in terms of quality and tempo
of acquired knowledge. The obtained values of the defined
criteria for online education were analyzed and compared
with the results for F2F mode of education. In addition,
efficiency of learning was examined via defined key
performance indicators. Finally, a proposal for the
preparation of targeted presentation methods and types of
educational content is given in order to achieve greater
student motivation and better exam results.
Keywords - Synchronous online education, Electrical
engineering study; Self-learning index, Effectiveness of online
education

I.
INTRODUCTION
How to motivate students to learn is a challenge we face
as teachers at the Department of Electrical Engineering of
the Zagreb University of Applied Sciences (Tehničko
veleučilište u Zagrebu - TVZ). We were also interested in
the question of motivation of our undergraduate and
graduate students in the pre-pandemic face-to-face (F2F)
teaching environment. The last four semesters, which we
spend mostly online, following public health instructions
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is still new because
we do not know how it will affect the quality of our
students' competencies when they gain their qualification.
Although we already have experience in performing
online teaching; lectures, exercises and exams in
knowledge testing, we recognized the importance of a
systematic approach, in terms of the use of digital
technologies; available online systems in adaptation, i.e., in
the organization of teaching in order to motivate our
students to learn materials from our courses with the best
possible adoption of learning outcomes according to the
syllabus of courses in the conditions of online teaching.
Ideal educational systems are those that succeed in
schooling to encourage enthusiasm for learning and
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achievement and a sense of arbitrary involvement in an
educational institution [1].
According to Peter Drucker, efficiency means doing
things right while effectiveness is doing the right things [2],
[3], [4]. Generally, according to teachers’ essay [2],
efficiency and effectiveness in teaching are two different
but complementary things. Students do not care what
teachers know (efficiency) until they know that teachers
care (effectiveness).
According to [5], from the teacher's perspective, the
issue of motivation for learning and studying can be
transformed into the question of how to create conditions to
encourage students to those activities that will contribute to
the realization of their potential in a particular academic
field. The influencing factors are: teacher enthusiasm,
relevance of the curriculum, clear structure of the course,
appropriate difficulty of tasks, active involvement in
teaching, diversity of content and teaching methods, good
relationship between teacher and student and the use of
concrete and understandable examples. All mentioned
factors, were recognized by teaching in F2F as well as in
online environment. Based on internal project "Research on
the influence of synchronous and asynchronous forms of
teaching on the success of Electrical Engineering students",
that we are conducting in collaboration with TVZ students
in which attitudes and opinions of even 74% of the 181
students surveyed on the availability of recorded audiovisual materials confirmed our teachers' assumptions about
the importance of recorded lectures and exercises that
facilitate self-learning [6], [7].
The aim of this paper is to determine the criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of teaching and learning in
order to motivate students to learn and achieve better
learning outcomes by syllabus of courses or electrical
engineering studies at TVZ. In addition, the goal is to
facilitate the work of teachers with a clear recognition of
the criteria for more effective teaching of the curriculum.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
II. the criteria and the teaching / learning effectiveness
evaluation system for online and F2F environment are
defined and in Section III. data collection and key
performance indicators are presented and finally in Section
IV. modeling and interpretation of the results of indicators
are presented and discussed.
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II. DETERMINATION OF CRITERIA AND TEACHING /
LEARNING EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION SYSTEM IN
ONLINE AND F2F ENVIRONMENT

Ka - coefficient of the atmosphere in the classroom
Kw - coefficient of working space conditions
Ui - share of the i-th component; i = {d, m, t, s, a, w}

In this paper, inductive and deductive reasoning,
analysis, synthesis, classification, were used to determine
the parameters for the criteria. System theory and multicriteria decision-making were used to create an evaluation
system with evaluation criteria. To check the functioning of
the criteria in the evaluation system, a comparison of the
criteria in the evaluation system was performed in two
teaching environments: online and F2F.

The prerequisite for the successful creation of all
criteria and relations of the expert system is previously
gathered knowledge and experience, trying to reduce
subjectivity to a minimum [8]. Weights were determined
according to the importance of the selected six criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of online learning and F2F
teaching / learning where it is possible to compare
similarities and differences in the order of the selected
criteria (Tab. I.).

Criteria and a system for evaluating the effectiveness of
learning in the conditions of online and F2F teaching have
been determined, and each criterion and sub-criterion has
been assigned an appropriate share based on accumulated
subjective experience (teachers and students) i.e., its
importance or weight has been determined. The required
coefficient (Kx) is calculated using the expression (1):
𝐾𝑥 = 𝑈c1 ∙ 𝐾c1 + 𝑈c2 ∙ 𝐾c2 + ⋯ + 𝑈cn ∙ 𝐾cn

TABLE I. ORDER OF CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING LEARNING
EFFECTIVENESS

Order of
criteria

Online teaching / learning
Late exams

Early exams

Late exams

1

Digital
technology

Student

Teacher

Student

2

Teacher

3

Student

(1)

where are:
Kx - required coefficient
Ui - share of the i-th component; i = {c1, c2,…, cn}
Ki - coefficient of the i-th component; i = {c1, c2,…, cn}
Using determined criteria for evaluating the
effectiveness of teaching / learning, the impact of
individual criteria and related sub-criteria was assessed in
two teaching environments: online and F2F, using multicriteria analysis.
In the research, based on the studied literature and the
experience of teachers and students of TVZ in teaching in
two types of environments (online and F2F), the parameters
for evaluating the effectiveness of learning were obtained
(Fig. 1).
INPUT
Digital technology
Learning material
 Teacher
 Student
 Classroom atmosphere
 Work space conditions



Expert
system

OUTPUT



Online teaching
Face to face teaching

Fig. 1.
Flowchart representation of inputs and outputs for creating
an expert system for evaluating the effectiveness of teaching / learning
in the conditions of two teaching environments (online and F2F)

From the input data, as the main criteria important for
the effectiveness of teaching / learning, six were selected:
digital technology, learning materials, teacher, student,
atmosphere in the classroom, working space conditions and
their associated sub-criteria that define them. Expression
(2) was obtained according to (1) and used to calculate the
teaching / learning efficiency coefficient:
𝐾e = 𝑈d 𝐾d + 𝑈m 𝐾m + 𝑈t 𝐾t + 𝑈s 𝐾s + 𝑈a 𝐾a + 𝑈w 𝐾w

(2)

where are:
Ke - coefficient of teaching / learning effectiveness
Kd - coefficient of digital technology
Km - coefficient of learning material
Kt - teacher coefficient
Ks - student coefficient
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F2F teaching / learning

Early exams

4
5
6

Learning
material
Classroom
atmosphere
Work space
conditions

Digital
technology
Learning
material
Teacher
Work space
conditions
Classroom
atmosphere

Student
Digital
technology
Classroom
Atmosphere
Learning
material
Work space
conditions

Learning
material
Work space
conditions
Digital
technology
Teacher
Classroom
atmosphere

Note: Early exam –exams within 4 weeks after the end of lectures.
Late exam – at least 3 months after the end of lectures

The results in Tab. I show that the most important
criteria for online teaching / learning in case of early exams
is Digital technology according to fellow teachers and
excellent students of Electrical Engineering. Digital
technology includes sub-criteria: video conferencing
platform (e.g., MS Teams), lecture video recordings, the
use of MS Office, learning management system, the use of
specific e-learning software (Electronic design automation,
GeoGebra, Audacity, etc.), plagiarism check software
(Turnitin) [9]. We especially emphasize the importance of
the lecture video recordings, which are customized to a
group of students enrolled in a particular course, because it
includes the teacher-student interaction during classes
resulting in co-created content.
The Teacher is also a highly ranked criterion in both
teaching environments, especially for F2F teaching /
learning, and one of the sub-criteria is that teacher is
intrinsically motivated to teach and well handling the
digital teaching aids, encourages students to actively
participate and work in teams. One of the most important
sub-criteria for the Student criterion is intrinsic motivation
in the evaluation of learning effectiveness, as well as the
presence and active participation during the class.
According to our students [7], communication with the
teacher and teamwork with other students in the course is
much better in F2F teaching, while the results of testing
students' knowledge in exams are slightly better in online
teaching. The reason for this is probably in availability of
audiovisual material recorded synchronously, which is very
important for the exam preparation, especially in case of
student absenteeism.
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TABLE II.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR TEACHING /
LEARNING PROCESS IN SCOPE

INDICATORS

KPI2jk

KPI3jk

2. SIGNALS THEORY AND PROCESSING (STP) in winter
semester of academic year 2019/2020 held F2F; in
winter semester of academic year 2020/2021 held
online;

KPI4jk

3. INFORMATION THEORY AND CODING (ITC) in summer
semester of academic year 2018/2019 held F2F; in
summer semester of academic years 2019/2020 and
2020/2021 held online;

KPI5jk

4. DIGITAL CIRCUITS (DC) in summer semester of
academic year 2018/2019 held F2F; in summer
semester of academic years 2019/2020 and 2020/2021
held online;

1.000
0.838

0.775

0.736
2020/2021

0.890

0.734

0.826

0.4

PCEE

STP

ITC

DC

2020/2021

2019/2020

2020/2021

2019/2020

2018/2019

2018/2019

2019/2020

0.2

Regardless of the deeper analysis of what is exactly an
indicator of efficiency and/or effectiveness, the following
key performance indicators (KPIs) for teaching / learning
process are used: Exam pass rate, Average exam grade,
Share of top grades, Early exam pass rate and Success in
taking exams. KPIs descriptions are presented in Tab. II.
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2019/2020

0.0

0.692

In total, 1 153 students were enrolled in these courses,
544 before the COVID-19 pandemic crisis (held F2F) and
609 students during the pandemic crisis (held online).

2020/2021

0.6

0.687

0.8

0.618

1.0

0.783

Exam pass rate

5. PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE QUALITY
OF LIFE (PEQL) in winter semester of academic year
2018/2019 held F2F; in winter semester of academic
year 2020/2021 held online.

PEQL

Fig. 2.
Exam pass rate (KPI1)
The number of students who successfully passed the course exam
divided by the number of enrolled students

4.552

4.425
2020/2021

2.653
2018/2019

2.773

2.615
2020/2021

2.533
2020/2021

2.511

2.609

2019/2020

2019/2020

2.594

3.0

2020/2021

4.0

2.964

5.0

2019/2020

Average exam grade

2.605

2.0
1.0

PCEE

STP

ITC

DC

2020/2021

0.0
2019/2020

Graphical representations of the values for each KPIi
are shown in Figures 2 to 6. The gray columns show the
academic year with F2F teaching, and the blue columns the
academic year with online teaching. In general, there is a
moderate decline in the value of each indicator in the first
online year, and a recovery in the next online year. The
exception is in the case of PEQL course at the graduate
study where values for Share of top grades and for Success
in taking exams remains the same in case of online teaching
and indicator Early exam pass rate is even higher.
According to previous research [10], in case of the graduate
course (where students are mainly employed and classes
are held in late afternoon hours), the highest increase of the
Self-learning index (SLI) occurred due to the existence of
lecture video recordings. In other words, self-learning is
therefore possible at the time of day when it suits graduate
students best.

The number of students who successfully
Exam passed the exam of course j divided by the
pass rate number of enrolled students in the course j
during the academic year k.
Average grades for all students who
Average successfully passed the exam of the course j
exam during the academic year k. Grades range from
grade 2 (lowest passing grade) to 5 (highest possible
grade).
The number of students with top grades (grades
Share of 4 and 5) divided by the number of students who
top grades passed the exam of course j during the academic
year k.
The number of students who successfully
passed the early exams of course j divided by the
Early number of all students who successfully passed
exam the exam of course j during the academic year k.
pass rate Early exam terms include continuous course
assessment via midterm exams and exams
within 4 weeks after the end of lectures.
The number of students who successfully
Success
passed the exam of course j divided by the total
in taking
number of exam attempts of course j in
exams
academic year k.

2019/2020

In addition, one course at graduate study of electrical
engineering:

Description

0.909

KPI1jk

Name

2019/2020

1. PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
(PCEE) in winter semester of academic year
2019/2020 held F2F; in winter semester of academic
year 2020/2021 held online;

KPIijk

2020/2021

Data are collected for courses that were held in different
educational settings: face-to-face (F2F) in the semesters
before the pandemic crisis, and synchronous online during
crisis. There are four courses in the scope of this research
at undergraduate full-time study of electrical engineering
(bullet number corresponds to course index j):

2.761

DATA COLLECTION AND KEY PERFORMANCE

2018/2019

III.

PEQL

Fig. 3.
Average exam grade (KPI2)
Average grades for all students who successfully passed the course
exam. Grades range from 2 (lowest passing) to 5 (highest grade)

795

IV.
0.828

0.825

Share of top grades

1.0
0.8

0.116
2018/2019

0.106
2019/2020

0.103

0.085
2018/2019

2020/2021

0.089
2020/2021

0.043

0.109

0.2

0.062

0.4

0.136

0.273

0.6

𝐾𝑃𝐼𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑗𝑘 , 𝑦𝑗𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑖𝑗 , 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑞𝑖 ) + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑘

STP

ITC

DC

2020/2021

2019/2020

2020/2021

2019/2020

2019/2020

2020/2021

2019/2020

0.0

PCEE

MODELING AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

In order to analyze the impact of the transition from F2F
to the online form of teaching on the observed courses, it is
necessary to find an appropriate model represented in
general form by equation (3). The model is based on the
weighted sum model for multicriteria analysis (1), but has
to be modified to accept ranges of analyzed KPIs, which
are not always from 0 to 1.

PEQL

(3)

The binary variables x and y describe the way of
teaching and the existence of enriched learning materials.
Variables have the role of on-off criteria, and only the two
most important criteria were selected:

1.000
0.828

0.909

0.927

0.917

0.638

0.8

0.958

0.911

0.761

1.0

0.974

Early exam pass rate

- Variable y indicates existence lecture video recordings.
For existence y = 1 and non-existence y = 0). Namely,
although all analyzed courses have online available
lecture materials (in case of PCEE, even an online
textbook written specifically for the course) previous
research, in which the self-learning index (SLI) was in
the focus, [10] showed that the existence of video
recordings of lectures is significantly important for
success in the exam.

0.930

- Variable x indicates way of teaching, for F2F x = 1 and
for online x = 0;

0.955

Fig. 4.
Share of top grades (KPI3)
The number of students with top grades (grades 4 and 5) divided by the
number of students who passed the course exam

0.6

The variables x and y are KPI-independent, so they only
have the course index j and the academic year index k.
Values of binary variables describing the form of teaching
and the existence of lecture video recordings are given in
Tab. III.

0.4
0.2

PCEE

STP

ITC

DC

2020/2021

2019/2020

2020/2021

2019/2020

2018/2019

2020/2021

2019/2020

2018/2019

2020/2021

2019/2020

2020/2021

2019/2020

0.0

PEQL

Fig. 5.
Early exam pass rate (KPI4)
The number of students who successfully passed the early course exams
divided by the number of students who passed the course exam

TABLE III.

VALUES OF BINARY VARIABLES DESCRIBING THE
FORM OF TEACHING AND THE EXISTENCE OF ENRICHED LEARNING
MATERIALS
xjk
Course

PCEE

0.600

0.6

1.000

1.000

ITC

0.815

0.846

0.818

0.765

0.8

0.701

0.910

Success in taking exams
0.676

1.000

1.0

1.000

STP

DC

0.4

PEQL

j=1
j=1
j=2
j=2
j=3
j=3
j=3
j=4
j=4
j=4
j=5
j=5

Academic year
2019/2020
2020/2021
2019/2020
2020/2021
2018/2019
2019/2020
2020/2021
2018/2019
2019/2020
2020/2021
2019/2020
2020/2021

k=2
k=3
k=2
k=3
k=1
k=2
k=3
k=1
k=2
k =3
k=2
k=3

yjk

For F2F = 1
For video
For Online = 0 recordings = 1

1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

0.2

PCEE

STP

ITC

DC

2020/2021

2019/2020

2020/2021

2019/2020

2018/2019

2020/2021

2019/2020

2018/2019

2020/2021

2019/2020

2020/2021

2019/2020

0.0

PEQL

Fig. 6.
Success in taking exams (KPI5)
The number of students who successfully passed the course exam
divided by the total number of exam attempts
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Relative weight of importance of x and y for the
observed KPIi is assessed by the values of parameters pi and
qi respectively. The parameters are course-independent and
need to valid for all academic years so they only have the
KPI index i.
Adjustment to the range of the observed KPI is
achieved by parameter C. Inherently, parameter C includes
the complexity of the course, the success of the transfer of
knowledge from teacher to student, as well as the
motivation of students for the course. The parameter C is
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independent of the academic year, so it has only the KPI
index i and the course index j, i.e., Cij.
Based on the above-described assumptions and testing
several models, model (4) proved to be optimal in terms of
the achieved high correlation coefficient r and explanatory
nature of the determined values for parameters pi and qi.
𝑓(𝑥𝑗𝑘 , 𝑦𝑗𝑘 ; 𝐶𝑖𝑗 , 𝑝𝑖 , 𝑞𝑖 ) = 𝐶𝑖𝑗 (1 + 𝑝𝑖 𝑥𝑗𝑘 + 𝑞𝑖 𝑦𝑗𝑘 )

(4)

The ordinary least-squares method (OLS) was used to
determine the optimal parameter values for Cij, pi and qi by
minimizing the sum of squared residuals εijk in (3) – the
results are given in Tab IV.
TABLE IV.

RESULTS OF MODELING

i=1

i=2

i=3

i=4

i=5

Ci1

0.648

2.543

0.088

0.850

0.955

Ci2

0.614

2.471

0.068

0.660

0.596

Ci3

0.708

2.561

0.099

0.731

0.758

Ci4

0.756

2.690

0.178

0.709

0.776

Ci5

0.852

4.314

0.841

0.722

0.934

pi

17.1 %

4.3 %

-3.7 %

20.1 %

9.1 %

qi

7.0 %

3.8 %

-

33.7 %

5.1 %

Corr. coeff.

0.972

0.993

0.991

0.828

0.956

The explanatory characteristics of the parameters pi and
qi will be illustrated by the example shown below. The ITC
course (j = 3) in academic year 2019/2020 (k = 2) was held
online
(xjk = x32 = 0)
without
video
recordings
(yjk = y32 = 0). Achieved Average exam grade (KPI index
i = 2; KPIijk = KPI232) was 2.511 (Fig. 3). Model gives the
following value:
𝐶𝑖𝑗 (1 + 𝑝𝑖 𝑥𝑗𝑘 + 𝑞𝑖 𝑦𝑗𝑘 ) = 𝐶23 (1 + 𝑝2 𝑥32 + 𝑞2 𝑦32 )
= 2.561(1 + 0.043 · 0 + 0.038 · 0) = 2.561

In academic year 2020/2021 (k = 3) the ITC course was
held online again (xjk = x33 = 0) but with lecture video
recordings available (yjk = y33 = 1). Achieved Average
exam grade (KPIijk = KPI233) was 2.615. Model gives the
following value:
𝐶𝑖𝑗 (1 + 𝑝𝑖 𝑥𝑗𝑘 + 𝑞𝑖 𝑦𝑗𝑘 ) = 𝐶23 (1 + 𝑝2 𝑥33 + 𝑞2 𝑦33 )
= 2.561(1 + 0.043 · 0 + 0.038 · 1) = 2.658

Therefore, the introduction of lecture video recordings as
additional learning material available increase Average
exam grade by (KPI233 - KPI232) / KPI232 = 4.2 %. This
increase is directly evident from the value of the parameter
q2 = 3.8 %. It should be emphasized that the value of the q2
parameter was determined by the OLS method applied to
all five courses for all academic years in scope. In other
words, the value of the parameter q2 is the average
contribution (or relative weight of importance for KPI2) of
video recordings as learning material to Average exam
grade for all courses regardless of academic years. The
interpretation of modeling results for all KPIs is presented
below:
Exam pass rate (KPI1)
In case of F2F teaching Exam pass rate is 17.1 % (p1)
higher than in case of online teaching. The introduction of
lecture video recordings as additional learning material
increases Exam pass rate by 7.0 % (q1).
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Average exam grade (KPI2)
In case of F2F teaching Average exam grade is 4.3 % (p2)
higher than in case of online teaching. The introduction of
lecture video recordings as additional learning material
increases Average exam grade by 3.8 % (q2) which
compensates the decrease of KPI due to the transition to
online teaching.
Share of top grades (KPI3)
In case F2F teaching Share of top grades is 3.7 % (p3)
lower than in case of online teaching. The observed
increase of KPI3 in case of online teaching can be
explained by the consequent lack of F2F student-student
learning collaboration in which excellent students help the
weaker ones. It is worth mentioning that the existence of
clearly separated groups of excellent and weaker students
was confirmed by previous research [11]. The lack of
adequate replacement for
F2F student-student
communication has been verified in [7], where only 7.2%
of respondents claim that student-student communication
is better in the case of online teaching.
Early exam pass rate (KPI4)
In case of F2F, teaching Early exam pass rate is 20.1 %
(p4) higher than in case of online teaching. The
introduction of lecture video recordings as additional
learning material increases Early exam pass rate by
33.7 % (q4). This is also the case when existence of lecture
video recordings have the highest contribution in
increasing a KPI that exceeds the decrease of KPI due to
the transition to online teaching. To conclude, in the
narrowest sense of efficiency, online teaching with lecture
video recordings has been proven more efficient than F2F
teaching without lecture video recordings.
Success in taking exams (KPI5)
In case of F2F teaching Success in taking exams is 9.1 %
(p5) higher than in case of online teaching. The
introduction of video recordings of lectures as additional
learning material increases Success in taking exams by
5.1 % (q5).
V.

CONCLUSION

The research was conducted in order to monitor and
achieve better quality of teaching / learning, i.e.,
harmonization of competencies and qualifications of TVZ
students of Electrical Engineering acquired in still
unknown, new online teaching conditions that are
conducted only in the last two academic years (2020/2021
and 2021/2022) due to pandemic crises of COVID-19.
The criteria, their order and the teaching / learning
effectiveness evaluation system for online and F2F
environment were defined and confirmed through
collaboration with fellow teachers and excellent final year
students of Electrical Engineering on TVZ based on
previously gathered knowledge and experience, trying to
reduce subjectivity to a minimum and by using the system
theory and multi-criteria decision-making.
According to the importance, the order of criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of online teaching / learning for
early exams is: 1. Digital technology, 2. Teacher, 3.
Student, 4. Learning material (especially sub-criterion:
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availability of lecture video recordings, i.e., audio-visual
material for self-learning), 5. Classroom atmosphere and 6.
Workspace conditions. The evaluation of online teaching /
learning effectiveness for late exams, the order of criteria is
following: 1. Student, 2. Digital technology, 3. Learning
material, 4. Teacher, 5. Work space conditions and 6.
Classroom atmosphere.
A comparison of criteria for teaching / learning
effectiveness in online and F2F environment was also
conducted and presented.
For efficiency and effectiveness of teaching / learning,
the following key performance indicators (KPIs) were
analyzed: Exam pass rate, Average exam grade, Share of
top grades, Early exam pass rate and Success in taking
exams. KPIs were collected for five courses encompassing
544 students before the COVID-19 pandemic crisis (held
F2F) and 609 students during the pandemic crisis (held
online). KPIs were modeled to determine the average
impact of transition from F2F to online teaching as well as
the average impact of lecture video recordings availability.
The main finding is that the KPIs for online teaching with
lecture video recordings are similar to KPIs for F2F
teaching. In other words, lecture video recordings are
particularly suitable learning material for the generation of
students who have been growing up closely connected to
digital technology and got used to the “anywhere, anytime
and on any device” lifestyle.
Above-mentioned results will help in teaching as well
as improving acquisition of learning outcomes according to
the curriculum.
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The effectiveness of the video method and
individual work with worksheets
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Abstract - In times of pandemic and distance learning,
teachers should have appropriate skills and abilities by using
appropriate learning approaches in the classroom. In this
study, 7th grade lower secondary school students' knowledge
of the biology content Bacteria was tested. The same biology
content was tested using the video method and worksheets.
There were no statistically significant differences between
knowledge gains with the video method and with the
worksheet. According to gender, there were no statistically
significant differences in students´ opinions about learning
method preferences. Students preferred the video method, but
in both groups they wished to ask the teacher something and
for the teacher to ask them something. This important result
proves that the social content and two-way communication are
very important in the learning process and cannot be replaced
by technology. After the pandemic period, the technology just
be support in education, because it cannot replace the
classroom learning process.
Keywords - biology, distance learning, video method,
worksheet

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the world of the coronavirus disease outbreak
(COVID-19), teachers were put in a situation overnight
where they had to change traditional classroom teaching
methods. In extreme cases, entire lessons were suspended
and moved online [1]. The lack of experience and
resources is a major drawback of such a teaching approach
[1]. Bozkurt and Sharma [2] write about online
instruction,: "Online distance education involves more
than simply uploading educational content, rather, it is a
learning process that provides learners agency,
responsibility, flexibility and choice. It is a complex
process that requires careful planning, designing and
determination of aims to create an effective learning
ecology." In the case of the COVID -19 closure, the
transfer of the educational process was not planned. In
order to save an academic year, teachers were forced with
their knowledge and skills to transfer the lessons online
[3]. With the help of ICT (Information Communication
Technology), it is possible to use various methods of
online teaching. One of the suitable online teaching
methods is video method or animations. According to
various authors [4, 5] animation is one of the most active
learning media used in distance education. Didactic
animations can effectively continue the learning process
without being hindered by distance. When students are
supported with videos, productive topics become easy to
understand and abstract content can be presented more
realistically [6]. Animated videos are one of the media
developments in learning that are able to present abstract
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information more visually to improve the quality of the
learning process and student learning outcomes. A
reference [7] has shown that instructional videos are more
effective learning tools (e.g. bandages for first aiders) than
learning the same content through static images, text, or
sketches. Learning through video method can increase
students` motivation to participate in distance education
[8].
A. Video learning vs. individual work
Animated videos are one of the media developments in
learning that are able to present abstract information more
visually to improve the quality of the learning process and
student learning outcomes [9]. Videos have been
increasingly used in teaching [10, 11]. This are the reasons
why video method can be used as an effective learning
medium as distance learning [12]. On the other hand, in
worksheet all possible pictures and imagines are static and
students should imagine the real situation, which could be
wrong without explanation. According to cognitive theory
of multimedia learning [13], information is processed
through two separate channels (auditory/verbal and
visual/pictorial), and each channel has limited processing
capacity (limited-capacity assumption). When a person
watches a video, the visual and auditory information is
processed synchronously by these two sensory channels,
which is not the case when learning with worksheets, even
if the content has visuals.
During the COVID -19 lockdown, many teachers were
not prepared for affective distance education with ICT,
and some of them used worksheets as individual learning
work for students. A worksheet is a material that makes
students participate more actively in the learning process
[14].
The aim of the research was to:
• to determine the students´ preferences for the
different learning methods (video method and
individual work with worksheets);
• the effectiveness of the knowledge acquired
compared to the video method and the worksheets
without the presence of the teacher or the support of
other pedagogical tools in online learning.

II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In 4 different lower secondary schools, online
learning was conducted in 7th grade with topic Bacteria.
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The learning content was presented in two different
learning methods: 1) individual distance learning with
worksheet and 2) individual distance learning with video
method. After the lessons, questionnaires about the
learning content and students´ opinions were sent to the
students. The questionnaire was made available online
through the 1ka web service (https://www.1ka.si/).
A. Instruments
The instrument consisted of three parts. The first part
consisted of a self-created learning video clip for each
topic Bacteria and self-created worksheets. After students
completed the learning content, they took a test (second
part of the instrument). With the test we obtained results
about the amount of knowledge acquired with the
performed learning method (video method or worksheet).
The tests were the same for both methods. In each test
there were nine tasks related to the learning content (some
tasks contained subtasks). The second part of the
questionnaire (third part of the instrument) contained two
questions about personal information (gender and school)
and students´ opinion about the delivery of instruction.
The respondents who learned with video clips had 15
items in the questionnaire, while those who learned with
worksheets had 10 items about the method carried out. For
each item, students indicated the extent to which they
agreed with the item on a 5-point Likert scale (1 - disagree
at all, 2 - disagree, 3 - neutral, 4 - agree, 5 - agree
completely).
There were 124 students who participated in the
study: 62 with video (30 students were male (48.4%) and
32 were female (51.6%)); and another 62 students with
worksheet (25 students were male (40.3%) and 34 were
female (54.8%); three students (4.9%) did not indicate
gender.
To answer the research questions, statistical analyses
were conducted using the statistical package IBM SPSS
25.0. The reliability of the scales was examined by
calculating Cronbach’s alpha. Given the satisfactory alpha
values and to maintain the breadth of the scale, no items
were dropped from a pool even when an increase in alpha
was predicted. The Cronbach's α of the 29 items in the
video method questioner is 0.75; in the worksheet method
for the 24 items, the Cronbach's α is 0.72.
III.

RESULTS

N = the number of students; min** = the minimum number of achieved points; max*** =
the minimum number of achieved points.

There were no statistically significant differences in
the results obtained with the different working methods.
When analysing the success in solving each task as a
function of the working method used, the score obtained is
compared with both learning methods. With a statistically
significant difference, in the content Bacteria, the students
achieved a better result with the method using a worksheet
(p = 0.05), but only in one task: "The scheme of the
bacterial cell is given. Name the components of a bacterial
cell labelled with numbers from 1 to 6. ", and only when
recognising the cell wall; Cohen d = 0.26 (the effect size
is small). In the other tasks on Bacterial content, there was
no statistically significant difference in the scores
obtained. Table II shows the means and standard
deviations of students´ opinions about the video and
worksheet learning methods. The comparison scores are
shown at the top of the Table II with decreasing means.
The items that scored highest for both learning
methods were: ‘I enjoyed the video clip’ (mean = 4.34;
SD = 0.92); and ‘I like the worksheet’ (mean = 4.22; SD
= 1.12). With both working methods were find lack of
two-way communication. In item of video method ‘I
would like to ask the teacher something while watching
the video’ more than half of students agree with it (mean
= 3.31; SD = 1.21), and with worksheets the result was
similar (mean = 3.06; SD = 1.46), which indicates that
students need additional information, explanation or just
confirmation of what has been learned.
For the item ‘I watched the video more than twice’
(mean =2.89; SD = 1.37), students mostly disagree,
although they enjoyed the video clip. In the worksheet
group, most students disagreed with the statement ‘The
worksheet was too long’ (mean =2.07; SD = 1.11).
For all comparable items, the mean scores for the
learning video method were higher than for the worksheet.
There are also conflict results for the video method:
Students with high scores agreed with the item: ‘I like
learning with the clip because I can watch it more than
once’ (mean = 4.11; SD = 1.03), but on the other hand, the
majority did not watch the video more than twice (mean =
2.89; SD = 1.37).
TABLE II.

The purpose of the study was to determine which
teaching method of distance education is more effective
and the opinion of the participants about the methods.
Table I shows: the number of respondents (N), the
minimum (min.) and maximum (max.) scores obtained
and the sum of the scores of all respondents, the mean and
standard deviation (SD) of each working method. A
maximum of 14 points could be achieved.

STUDENTS’ OPINIONS ON THE LEARNING
METHODS IN TOPIC BACTERIA

TABLE I. THE SCORES OBTAINED WITH LEARNING
METHODS (VIDEO vs. WORKSHEEST)
Method

N*

min.**

max.***

Mean

SD

Video
Worksheet

62
62

2
3

14
14

9.56
9.94

3.02
2.65

800

Σ of
points
593
616
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Items for video
I enjoyed the
video clip.

specific items between the methods

comparable items between methods

The content is
understandable
to me after
watching the
video clip.
Through the
video clip I
can imagine
the
content
better
than
only through
the
visualisation
with
the
pictures.
I would like to
use more of
these learning
methods
in
distance
learning.
I learned more
with this video
than I did in
class.

M

SD

M

SD

Items for
worksheet

4.34

0.92

4.22

1.12

I liked the
worksheets.

1.22

The content is
understandable
to me after
solving
the
worksheet.

1.27

Now I know
what
organisms
really
look
like.

1.23

I would like to
have
more
learning
content
like
this in distance
learning.

1.19

I learned more
with
the
worksheet
than I did in
class.

4.00

0.98

3.71

4.37

3.84

3.40

0.98

1.32

1.08

3.41

3.75

2.96

3.31

1.21

3.06

1.46

When solving
the worksheet,
I would like to
ask the teacher
something.

The video clip
was too long.

3.24

1.07

2.07

1.11

The worksheet
was too long.

I like learning
with the clip
because I can
watch it more
than once.

4.11

1.03

3.54

1.35

I like to solve
tasks
independently.

1.24

I would learn
more if I had
an
online
course
on
video channels
(ZOOM, MS
Teams).

1.17

I would learn
more, if I
could watch a
video
about
the content.

3.98

0.74

I feel that
music has a
positive effect
on
learning
while
watching the
video.

3.90

1.18

I like the
background
music.

3.81

1.07

We
could
always work
like this in
school too.

3.68

1.33

I did not know
what to write
in
the
notebook.

3.29

1.38
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3.13

1.40

I watched the
video
more
than twice.

2.89

1.37

IV.

I would like to
ask the teacher
something
while
watching the
video.

I mastered the
content easily
with this video
clip.

The first time,
I paused the
video
more
than
five
times.

3.21

2.10

CONLUSION

While educators have the choice of adapting to the
new environment, adapting the environment or changing
the environment, students can only adapt to the
environment [15]. This phenomenon occurs during the
Covid-19 epidemic. Teachers were expected to replace
classroom instruction with online instruction overnight,
but teachers had a choice of which instructional method to
use, and students had to accept what each teacher chose.
This study tested the effectiveness of two learning
methods: the video method and learning with worksheets
on the same content: Bacteria. Students perform better
with the worksheet than with the video method, but
without statistically significant differences. Our results are
consistent with the results of another study [16], which
states that the success of teaching with video technology
depends on how it is designed and used.
One of the most important points for an effective
learning process is the acceptance of a teaching method by
the students. From the results of our study, it can be
concluded that students prefer the video method. This can
be explained by the cognitive theory of multimedia
learning [13], which states that information is processed
through two separate channels (auditory/verbal and
visual/image) and each channel has limited processing
capacity (assumption of limited-capacity).
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Abstract - Students who choose the STEAM system type
of education are required to have a talent for natural sciences
and master computer skills. But also, they must master soft
skills, for example coping skills and ways to cooperate with
other people. During their academic years, and later in their
careers, students will surely find themselves in situations
where they will have to work and research as a part of a team.
That requires teamwork skills, to manage the process of
working within a group of people to achieve a goal. To make
teamwork as efficient as possible, team leaders often
incorporate team building as an activity that strengthens the
team. Even though every team has its way of working, every
team building contains elements important for its
functioning. The research that was conducted on a sample of
87 students at the Algebra University College, in the
academic year 2021/2022, intended to investigate the extent
to which students recognize the importance of certain
elements of teamwork, such as team building, team
development, cohesion, and identifying team members’ roles;
and how they can be applied in teamwork and other fields
related to this growing phenomenon.
Keywords – STEAM; Soft Skills; Team Building; Team
Building Elements, Teamwork

I.

INTRODUCTION

Teamwork is a process of working collaboratively with
a group of people to achieve a goal. It is present in business,
sports, marketing associations, or school projects. As its
focus is on reaching the goal, the group of people with the
right skills and will for collaboration is needed for
realization so team members could combine skills and
exchange opinions. To stay motivated, a team needs team
building [1][2].
Team building is a process that serves to strengthen the
team. The main purpose of team building is to improve
efficiency, not to improve interpersonal relationships. A
2008 meta-analysis showed that team development
activities improve team performance and reinforce the need
for subjective opinions from team members. It's often
organized in companies and sports, but also education.
Unfortunately, the term "team building" is often associated
with a "quick fix" to poor communication and performance
[1].
After successful team building, all team members
should be able to describe the characteristics of effective
teams, the stages of team development, and how individual
differences and roles contribute to team building. They
should know how to support the development of the team
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through its formative phases, communicate constructively,
and resolve conflicts. Furthermore, they should be able to
discuss the vision of their ideal team, the principles, and
behaviors for leading a team’s performance, and the plan to
track progress in achieving their vision [1].
In their work, engineers face teamwork daily. Each
team member uses their knowledge and skills in the tasks
assigned to them and thus successfully completes STEM
projects. That is why students must get acquainted with
teamwork as soon as possible and develop communication
and team skills [3].
Living in a pandemic of the COVID-19 virus has made
it difficult to socialize and share experiences. Education
was no exception and was greatly hampered by the
pandemic. It was necessary to be educated in a very short
time about the media through which the classes will take
place. [4] Especially in such a difficult situation, where it
was difficult to organize who will do which part of the task,
define deadlines, and finally, through which media the
completed task will be delivered, it was important to
cultivate teamwork skills and effective communication.
II.

ELEMENTS OF TEAM BUILDING

Team leaders often include team building as an activity
that strengthens the team and makes it more effective. Each
team building contains elements important for its
functioning:
A. Trust between team members
Trust provides a sense of security and is key to
successful community functioning. If there is no trust, the
person spends more time with a defensive attitude. The
same rules apply to teamwork. Trust in the team provides
motivation, creative thinking, and better performance. A
study published in the Journal of Knowledge Management
showed that trust is a key element for good cooperation
between team members [5].
B. Commitment to the project
Commitment to the project, and commitment to the goal
for which the team was founded, create confidence that this
goal will be achieved. Leaders have a big role to play here:
through the support and innovation of team members, they
give them the motivation to invest even more productive
time in the project. If the leader does his job well, the result
will be motivated employees and a team that will not fall
apart in the effort and lose their moment [6][7].
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C. Involvement in the goal-setting process
Involving team members in defining the goal has a
positive effect on their performance and motivation,
encourages productivity and each team member knows and
understands his part in the business strategy. It is
recommended that the team does not have only one main
goal, but branch that goal into smaller goals. Such an
approach will make the goal achievable [8][9][10][11][12].
D. Good collaboration between all project leaders
Leaders who recognize the importance of interpersonal
relationships and collaboration in achieving team goals are
often referred to as collaborative leaders. Such leaders
know that they cannot control others and that the
motivation of team members is of the highest importance.
They transfer their knowledge and skills to others and
encourage employees to take risks. They practice
horizontal leadership, they consider all team members in
their decisions, regardless of their position. They have the
ability to empathize with all team members and look at the
situation well from multiple angles. They focus on
networking relationships, to establish good communication
with everyone [13].
E. Cohesion
Team cohesion occurs when team members reach a
common goal. They feel like they have contributed to the
overall success of the group. This way of working
motivates members to focus on the success of the whole
team, not on their own. Cohesion can be learned, but such
learning must be organic, through an application. For it to
be successful, all team members must have clearly defined
roles, and trust other team members and their roles
[14][14].
F. Contract models
The contract defines the relationship between service
providers and customers. The contract defines a
prerequisite that the client must meet before the service
provider can provide the service. Each team member has a
contract, regardless of their hierarchical position [15][15].
G. Elite feeling
The elite feeling is a very important element for the vast
majority of people who are members of a team. It is about
a sense of pride in belonging to the very team of which they
are members. Such a feeling increases the member's
productivity and commitment to the project which the goal
was established for [16][16].
H. Team building
The existence of team building is important because of
its positive impact on the whole team, where all team
members can create better bonds with each other. In team
building, the focus doesn’t have to be on work and reaching
the goal, it can be getting to know each other’s habits, for
individuals to improve their skills. Bringing humor into
team building is a good way of reducing stress among team
members and creating a comfortable atmosphere between
them [1].
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I.

Former relations between team members
Team members should be aware of the importance of
treating all members equally and they shouldn’t show
favoritism to only some members. That can be
accomplished by setting clear boundaries, especially
between members that know each other outside the
workplace. The leader can also help by setting clear roles
and expectations for the whole team as well as creating a
communication plan for both the team and the individuals
[17].
Identifying team members’ roles
Understanding exactly what a team does is important
for assigning members the right role, which will lead to
reaching the goal. There should be a variety of positions to
fill all components important for project realization. If
certain roles are missing, the team could be faced with
problems in project realization [1].

J.

K. Focus on team development
For the team to function successfully, the leader should
follow its progress and inform the team about it regularly,
so the members can conclude the quality of their work. If
there are potential problems, the leader is the one who is
responsible for finding the best solutions, but all other
members should have an opportunity to conclude together
if those solutions will work and what impact they will have
on the team. For example, in designer teams, members are
the ones who will know how to combine their skills to
complete the task, and, in those situations, the leader can
only suggest bringing their potential to the surface [18].
L.

How difficult the goal is to reach
Setting the goal is much easier than reaching it, as the
whole process can have difficulties and unexpected turns,
such as lack of commitment or procrastination by some
team members, short deadlines, setting unobtainable goals,
or tasks badly assigned between members. But if the team
has team building, even before they begin the work, where
all members and the leader get to know each other and take
all these things into consideration, the team will be stable,
and efficient and the members will be satisfied [19].
All the above elements were used in the survey, except
for the contract models element, since most respondents do
not have any experience with signing contracts for team
working. Team building elements were used in the study to
define which elements are important to the Algebra
University College students.
III.

THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research Design
The main question addressed in this study was: “How
important are elements of team building to the Algebra
University College students? “.
To answer this question, a study of team building was
conducted among the Algebra University College students,
based on the survey in January 2022 during the academic
year 2021/2022. The anonymous and voluntary survey had
a form of an online closed-ended questionnaire. Three
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questions were related to demographic data, and the other
twelve questions were about the importance of team
building elements. The last twelve questions needed to be
answered on the Likert’s scale of importance with five
degrees (from not important to extremely important).
B. Research Sample
The sample included 87 Algebra University College
students of undergraduate and graduate study programs, N
= 87. ≈90 % (78) of them were undergraduate students of
study programs Design: 25.3 % (22), 3D Design: 12.65 %
(11), Software Engineering: 20.7 % (18), System
Engineering: 8.5 % (7), Multimedia Computing: 9.2 % (8)
and Digital Marketing: 13.8 % (12), while ≈10 % (9) were
graduate students of study programs MBA: 3.45 % (3),
Digital Marketing: 2.3 % (2), Design: 1.15 % (1), Game
Development: 1.15 % (1), Software Engineering: 1.15 %
(1) and Data Science: 1.15 % (1).
50.6 % (44) of the students who participated were male,
and 49.4 % (43) were female.
The largest number of students, which is 68 (78.15 %),
is between 18 and 25 years old, while the smallest category
from 46 to 50 years old contains only 1 respondent (1.15
%), as listed in Table I.
TABLE I DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY AGE (N=87)

extremely important element (17.24 %) or very important
(32.18 %). 27.59 % of students find it neither important nor
unimportant, 12.64 % find it slightly important, and 10.35
% not important at all, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF THE ELEMENT
“ACQUAINTANCE BEFORE BECOMING A TEAM” (N=87)
Acquaintance before
becoming a team

Frequency of
responses

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

9

10.35 %

Slightly important

11

12.64 %

Neither important nor
unimportant

24

27.59 %

Very important

28

32.18 %

Extremely important

15

17.24 %

2.

INVOLVEMENT IN DEFINING TEAM GOALS

To the second survey question: „How important is the
involvement of each member in defining the team goals?”,
91.96 % of students marked this as very important (26.44
%) or extremely important (65.52 %). 0 % of students
believe that it is not important at all, 1.15 % that it is slightly
important, and 6.89 % that it is neither important nor
unimportant, as shown in Table III.
TABLE III STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF ELEMENT:
“INVOLVEMENT IN DEFINING TEAM GOALS” (N=87)

Number of
students

Students in
percentages

18-25

68

78.15 %

Involvement in defining team
goals

26-30

7

8.05 %

31-35

5

5.75 %

Age of students

Frequency
of responses

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

0

0%

Slightly important

1

1.15 %

6

6.89 %

36-40

4

4.6 %

Neither important nor
unimportant

41-45

2

2.3 %

Very important

23

26.44 %

46-50

1

1.15 %

Extremely important

57

65.52 %

C. Data Collection and Analysis
The survey was developed for Algebra University
College students, in the academic year 2021/2022. It was
developed by using the Google Forms platform and shared
via a link. The question type was closed-ended, and the data
was quantitative. The results are descriptive and listed
below.
IV.

THE RESEARCH RESULTS

A percentage display of each team building element’s
importance, according to Algebra University College
STEAM students’ evaluation, is divided into 5 degrees of
importance and is presented below. The total number of
student respondents to all survey questions was N = 87.
1.

ACQUAINTANCE BEFORE BECOMING A
TEAM

To the first survey question “How important is it to you
that team members know each other before working
together in a team?”, 49.42 % of students marked
acquaintance before becoming a team member as an
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3.

REALISTIC TEAM GOALS

The results of the third survey question “How important
is it to you that the goal of the team is realistic?” showed
that 1.15 % of students evaluated this element as not
important at all, 2.3 % as slightly important, 6.9 % as
neither important nor unimportant, and 89.65 % of students
marked it as very important (31.03 %) or extremely
important (58.62 %), as shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV STUDENTS’ EVALUATION
“REALISTIC GOALS” (N=87)

OF

ELEMENT

Frequency of
responses

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

1

1.15 %

Slightly important

2

2.3 %

Neither important nor
unimportant

6

6.9 %

Very important

27

31.03 %

Extremely important

51

58.62 %

Realistic goals
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4.

COMMITMENT TO THE PROJECT (GOALRELATED ACTIVITIES)

To the fourth survey question: “How important is it to
you to have members that are dedicated to the project (goalrelated activities)?” 96.55 % of students evaluated
commitment to the project (goal-related activities) as
extremely important (64.37 %) or very important (32.18
%). 0 % of students answered that it is not important at all,
0 % that it is slightly important, and 3.45 % that it is neither
important nor unimportant, as shown in Table V. that
follows.
TABLE V STUDENTS’ EVALUATION
“COMMITMENT TO THE PROJECT” (N=87)

OF

Not important at all

0

0%

Slightly important

0

0%

Neither important nor
unimportant

3

3.45 %

Very important

28

32.18 %

Extremely important

56

64.37 %

IDENTIFYING TEAM MEMBERS’ ROLES

To the fifth survey question: “How important is a good
distribution of members to positions they are most suited
for?”, 95.4 % or the majority of the respondents evaluated
this element as extremely important (64.37 %) or very
important (31.03 %). 0 % of students rated the element as
not important at all, 0 % as slightly important, and 4.6 % as
neither important nor unimportant, as shown in following
Table VI.
TABLE VI STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF
“IDENTIFYING TEAM MEMBERS’ ROLES” (N=87)
Identifying team members’
roles

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

0

0%

Slightly important
Neither important nor
unimportant
Very important

0

0%

4

4.6 %

27

31.03 %

Extremely important

56

64.37 %

CLOSE PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

To the sixth survey question: “How important is it to
you that in addition to a professional relationship, team
members also have close personal relationships?”, 13.79 %
of students estimated this as not important at all, 24.14 %
as slightly important, the majority (40.23 %) evaluated this
element as neither important nor unimportant, and only
approximately every fifth student considers that close
personal relationships are an important team building
element (21.84 %). 13.79 % marked that element as very
important and 8.05 % as extremely important, as shown in
Table VII.
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Students in
percentages

Not important at all

12

13.79 %

Slightly important
Neither important nor
unimportant
Very important

21

24.14 %

35

40.23 %

12

13.79 %

Extremely important

7

8.05 %

STRONG LEADER

The largest number of respondents (eight out of ten
students) answered the seventh question: “How important
is it to you that the team has a “strong” leader?” i.e., 80.46
%, believe that this element is extremely important (42.53
%) or very important (37.93 %). 12.64 % (17) of students
find it neither important nor unimportant and only 6.9 % of
respondents find it slightly important (2.3 %) or not
important at all (4.6 %), as shown in Table VIII that
follows.
TABLE VIII STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF ELEMENT “STRONG
LEADER” (N=87)
Frequency of
responses

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

4

4.6 %

Slightly important

2

2.3 %

Neither important nor
unimportant

11

12.64 %

Very important

33

37.93 %

Extremely important

37

42.53 %

Strong leader

ELEMENT

Frequency of
responses

6.

Frequency of
responses

7.
Students in
percentages

5.

Personal relationships with
team members

ELEMENT

Frequency of
responses

Commitment to the project

TABLE VII STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF ELEMENT
“PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH TEAM MEMBERS” (N=87)

8.

TRUST BETWEEN TEAM MEMBERS

Most respondents, 90.8 % of them, who answered the
survey question: “How important is trust between team
members to you?”, find trust between team members
extremely important (57.47 %) or very important (33.33
%). A small number of respondents (9.1 %) find it not too
important, from which 3.45 % of students find it neither
important nor unimportant, 4.6 % slightly important and
1.15 % of students find it not important at all, as shown in
Table IX.
TABLE IX STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF ELEMENT “TRUST
BETWEEN TEAM MEMBERS” (N=87)
Frequency of
responses

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

1

1.15 %

Slightly important

4

4.6 %

Neither important nor
unimportant

3

3.45 %

Very important

29

33.33 %

Extremely important

50

57.47 %

Trust between team members
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9.

TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES

Answers to the question “How important do you think
team building activities are for advancement and greater
team success?’’ showed that team building activities are
considered important by most respondents; 35.63 % of
respondents find them very important and 28.74 %
extremely important. 24.14 % find them neither important
nor unimportant. The smallest number of respondents
consider this element slightly important (6.89 %) or not
important at all (4.6 %) as shown in Table X.

TABLE XII STUDENTS’ EVALUATION
“EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT” (N=87)
Education and development

OF

Frequency of
responses

ELEMENT

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

0

0%

Slightly important
Neither important nor
unimportant
Very important

2

2.3 %

5

5.74 %

24

27.6 %

Extremely important

56

64.36 %

TABLE X STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF ELEMENT “TEAM
BUILDING ACTIVITIES” (N=87)

12. ELITE FEELING
Team building activities
Not important at all

Frequency of
responses
4

Students in
percentages
4.6 %

Slightly important
Neither important nor
unimportant
Very important

6

6.89 %

21

24.14 %

31

35.63 %

Extremely important

25

28.74 %

TABLE XIII STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF ELEMENT “ELITE
FEELING” (N=87)

10. HUMOR
The survey question ten response results on the
element: “How important is that team members include
humor in the conversation?” showed that respondents
mostly find humor extremely important (42.53 %) or very
important (37.93 %). 12.64 % of students find it neither
important nor unimportant, 4.6 % of them slightly
important and the smallest number of them, i.e., 2.3 %
students, find it not important at all, as shown in Table XI.
TABLE XI STUDENTS’ EVALUATION OF ELEMENT “HUMOR
IN CONVERSATIONS” (N=87)
Frequency of
responses

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

2

2.3 %

Slightly important

4

4.6 %

Neither important nor
unimportant

11

12.64 %

Very important

33

37.93 %

Extremely important

37

42.53 %

Humor in conversations

11. EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Most respondents, 91.96 % of them, answered the
eleventh survey question: “How important is it to you that
the team is constantly being educated and developed?” that
education and development are extremely important (64.36
%) or very important (27.6 %). Only 5.74 % of students
find it neither important nor unimportant, and 2.3 % of them
slightly important. Not even one respondent finds that it is
not important at all (0.0 %), as shown in the following
Table XII.
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The largest number of respondents to the (final)
question 12: “How important is it to you to feel proud of
belonging to a team?”, i.e., 81.61 %of them, believe that
“elite feeling” is a very important (48.28 %) or important
(33.33 %) element. 13.79 % of students find it neither
important nor unimportant. The same number of
respondents find it slightly important (2.3 %) or not
important at all (2.3 %), as shown in Table XIII.

Frequency
of responses

Students in
percentages

Not important at all

2

2.3 %

Slightly important

2

2.3 %

Neither important nor
unimportant

12

13.79 %

Very important

29

33.33 %

Extremely important

42

48.28 %

Elite feeling

V. CONCLUSION
STEAM students have well-developed computer skills,
but during their studies, and in later work, they are also
expected to master professional teamwork and soft skills.
The purpose of this research was to conclude to which level
students recognize the importance of team building
elements.
As shown in the presented survey results, of the 12
selected elements that are considered key to teamwork,
Algebra University College students evaluated the element
“commitment to the project” as the most important one with
96.55 % positive answers. The second most positively
evaluated element was “identifying team member roles”
with 95.4 % of positive answers. Two elements that are the
third most positive are “education and development” and
“involvement in defining team goals” with 91.96 % of
positive answers. Other elements with a positive response
are realistic goals, good distribution of members to
positions they are most suited for, a strong team leader, trust
between team members, and humor.
As less important elements, STEAM students evaluated
the acquaintance of team members before working in a
team and close personal relationships of team members
because STEAM students like order and completing tasks
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so personal relationships are not a necessity while they
work.
On average, students do not consider any elements to be
completely unimportant, which is an indicator that students,
even if they haven’t worked in a team yet know what the
key elements of teamwork are.
Most of the survey results are in line with expectations.
The only element that deviates from the expected is “team
building” which, instead of the expected answer “extremely
important”, was answered as averagely important. That
brings us to the fact that even when students know about
teamwork, they are not completely sure what team building
is about.
VI. LIMITING ELEMENTS OF THE RESEARCH AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Students may be prone to misunderstand descriptions of
elements within a question, dishonesty, or unconscious
answers. For the survey to attract the attention of the
respondents and not to cause boredom, the number of
questions was limited, and the questions were formed
briefly and directly. The sample of respondents was limited
to the generation of students at the Algebra University
College 2021/2022. To conduct the research as well as
possible, it is recommended to use a larger sample of
STEAM students at different faculties.
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The results of this survey are based on students' selfassessment of the importance of team building elements.
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Abstract - Quality higher education recognizes the
usefulness of linking research and the application of modern
technologies with teaching because in such an environment,
students can acquire powerful knowledge with a more
interesting learning experience. Such teaching focuses on the
researcher student who is actively taking responsibility for
his learning. Linking such an approach to learning with
modern technologies such as augmented reality can improve
the educational process as students can learn about real
business problems. This paper describes some results of
implementing the Erasmus KA2 project ATOMIC, whose
primary goal is to create an AR-based teaching environment
that will enable students to meet the challenges of a natural
business environment.
Keywords - enquiry based learning, powerful learning,
augmented reality, ATOMIC

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is common to divide universities into "teachingoriented" and "research-oriented" in today's higher
education. However, research orientation is not essential
for the quality of a higher education institution without a
clear link between scientific research and teaching. Such
an approach is recognized in the newer version of the
Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the
European Higher Education Area emphasizes that
"Quality assurance policies are most effective when they
reflect the relationship between research and learning &
teaching." [1]. Various examples of good practice
contribute to this goal, such as designing case studies
based on which students can write a paper or conduct
research, student participation in research projects, or
writing papers with students.
It is also essential to apply the teaching methodologies
derived from research by improving and adapting course
implementation plans and programs. Older approaches to
teaching, such as problem-based learning [2] and projectbased learning [3], are particularly emphasized in this
section. With these methodologies, the teacher manages
the teaching process by helping students fill in the
knowledge gaps or develop their skills to solve a given
problem. Some authors go a step further [4] and propose a
research-based learning method called Enquiry-Based
Learning (EBL) which can be said to combine and build
on the two previous approaches [5]. An important
assumption [4] on which EBL is based is that learning is
This research was funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the
European Union (Strategic Partnership, ATOMIC, 2019-1-PL01KA203-065831).
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improved when the student takes more active control over
the learning process, i.e., when the student researches
during the powerful learning process. The consequence of
powerful learning should be strong knowledge which,
according to [6], can be defined as "specialized knowledge
that serves a particular purpose".
The application of modern teaching methodologies has
become increasingly important in the last decade as an
intense digitization process of higher education is
recorded. Furthermore, the need for distance learning, also
due to the recent Covid-19 pandemic, has caused a need
for a substantial transformation in how learning is thought.
In such a process, the student must take responsibility for
his learning, and the teacher must provide him with an
interesting learning experience and the opportunity to
acquire powerful knowledge. Augmented Reality (AR)
can create such a learning environment due to the
possibility of simulating a natural business environment
with technology that is attractive to students.
This paper describes the experience of implementing
an Erasmus+ KA2 project called ATOMIC [7], whose
specific goal was to create an AR-based learning
environment that will prepare students for the challenges
of a real business environment. The project was funded by
the Erasmus + program and with the following
participants: Lodz University of Technology (Poland),
University of Tartu (Estonia), University of Aveiro
(Portugal), Polytechnic of Šibenik (Croatia), and Nofer
Institute of Occupational Medicine (Poland). Various
educational scenarios were developed as part of the
project, including powerful knowledge in environmental
protection, logistics and transport, subsequently
implemented on the mobile AR platform.
II.

AR DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS

Historically, in its modern sense, the term AR was
initially proposed by Caudell and Mizzell in 1992 [8]
when they described a head-mounted display capable of
superimposing virtual elements into the field of view of
workers on the Boeing 747 assembly line, assisting them
in the construction tasks and assembly.
However, the systematization of the concept of AR, as
currently known and accepted by the academic
community, was presented by Azuma [9], based on the
contributions of Milgram and Kishino [10], when the
definition was adopted that AR is a system with the
following three properties: Combines real and virtual,
Interactive
in
real-time,
Registered
in
3-D.
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They have also introduced a significant division of virtual
worlds [10] according to the degree of mixing of real and

virtual (shown in Figure 1).

Figure 1. Real-Virtual Continuum by Milgram & Kishino [10]

Today, it is possible to use many development
platforms to create AR applications, which support
gaming engines such as Unity [11] and Unreal [12]. AR
applications today are most commonly run on heads-up
displays and mobile devices in terms of hardware. Mobile
devices take up most of the market due to several
advantages such as compact size, built-in rear video
camera, autonomous use, high standardization of the
system and relatively low purchase price. However, users
of mobile AR systems also notice some shortcomings
compared to heads-up technologies, the most important
being the lower level of immersion and inconvenience of
use [14].
When discussing the application of AR technology in
higher education (ARHE), it is essential to follow some
previous severe research and literature review by other
authors. In particular, research from [15] focuses on
analyzing scientific productions on ARHE. According to
this research, the most important topics in the scientific
literature on ARHE from 2016 to 2019 were 'virtual
reality' and 'mobile' and such platforms were implemented
in the ATOMIC project [14].
III.

DEVELOPMENT OF AR USE CASE

The main advantage of the application of AR in
teaching is precisely the ability to simulate a real business
environment that is dangerous or too expensive to perform
in real conditions for teaching purposes. Therefore,
examples of AR in education are widespread, such as
simulations of hazardous facilities, medical procedures,
flight simulators, or underwater research.
In the context of the mentioned EBL methodology,
AR (and any other information technology) should be
applied in teaching so that the student is additionally
motivated to research and learn about everything needed
to solve the set problem. In other words, the teacher must
formulate a solvable problem in several ways and avoid
simply providing solutions. The choice of the solution is
the student's responsibility, and the teacher is the mediator
who helps him identify the missing knowledge and skills
[13]. If any technology can partially replace the teacher in
this process, then it can be said that its use in the teaching
process is justified and successful. An example of this
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approach is one learning scenario developed in the
ATOMIC project named Case 4: Package Design and
Logistics Issues [14], which describes the logistical
problem of forming pallet units and loading a truck. The
planned learning outcome was to understand that
decisions in individual phases of the transport process
affect the overall transport process, safety, economic and
environmental aspects.
The Case 4 scenario deals with the open problem of
preparing to transport the maximum amount of cargo in
standard packing conditions and at the planned distance to
avoid overloading the given vehicle and minimizing the
impact on the environment. It is expected that the student
has basic knowledge of mechanics and mathematics, but
at the same time, he must explore the rules that come from
real business and which are usually not taught in classical
lectures. Thus, for example, the student must research the
empirical rules that specify the truck carrying capacity,
fuel consumption and the dimensions of standard
industrial packaging used in freight transport. Finally, he
must explore strategies for two-dimensional stacking of
objects that can be very complex and include advanced
genetic algorithms.
Based on the Case 4 scenario, an AR mobile
application (app) has been developed to help students
draw conclusions and learn about the assigned task. This
app was developed in Unity3D [11] using the
ARFoundation [11] toolkit. A complete simulation of
loading cargo on a two-axle truck with a given maximum
load capacity was realized in the app, where it is possible
to initially select a truck with diesel, gas and electric drive.
Additional interfaces have also been implemented where it
is possible to choose the type of bottle in which different
beverages are transported (PET, glass, aluminum), the
type of transport packaging of bottles and the standard
dimensions of the wooden pallet on which the cargo is
stacked. The student then configures the cargo pallets in
the application and arranges them in the truck's cargo
zones. The app finally compares the load configuration
with the optimal one and informs the student about it, thus
directing him to additional research and learning. For
example, it shows him the optimal two-dimensional
arrangements of packages on a pallet and the optimal
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arrangement of pallets in a truck. The app also calculates
CO2 emissions for the selected truck and provides
information on possible alternatives with less
environmental impact.
The UML use case diagram shows the primary userapp interaction in Figure 2. The appearance of the app's
functionalities is shown in Figures 3,4 and 5.

Figure 4. The images from left to right depict the placement of
packages on a pallet [14]

Figure 2. UML case diagram for created app according to Case 4:
Package Design and Logistics Issues use case

Figure 5. Placing the pallets on the truck [14]

IV.

SURVEY ON AR LEARNING

Students tested the previously described app during the
summer school held in September 2021. Their attitudes
were investigated to compare the traditional way of
learning with the described learning scenario on the AR
platform.

Figure 3. The main app menu [14]

More specifically, there were 18 respondents to this
survey: 62% were undergraduate students and 38% were
doctoral students. Furthermore, the respondents came
from four different EU countries: Croatia (28 %), Poland
(28 %), Portugal (22 %) and Estonia (22 %). The
questionnaire contained six different statements and
respondents
could
express
their
degree
of
agreement/disagreement with each statement according to
the proposed scale. The results of the survey are shown in
Table 1.
Although it is evident that a higher number of
respondents are not included in the research, and current
results cannot be generalized, it can be said that it is
significant that the respondents are evenly distributed
according to different education systems in the EU.
Among the students that responded to the survey, there
was a general agreement that they did not feel that solving
the task was difficult (although they had to research a lot
before using the app). They also expressed a neutral
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attitude on whether the exercise was interesting, i.e.,
whether performing the exercise replaced the experience
of the natural environment. Such responses were expected
because the app was implemented on a mobile platform
that is not as immersive as heads-up technology. On the
other side, most students acknowledge that solving a given
app is better than paper-pen exercises. Most respondents
rated their AR technology experience as exciting, pleasant
and informative. On the other hand, most respondents did
not rate the experience as tiring or challenging.
A review of the data in Table 1 may not show the
expected benefit from learning on the developed AR
platform, as previously demonstrated in research by other
authors [16]. In connection with the above, a qualitative
analysis of the teachers who participated in the research
can be given regarding the fact that the app was still in
beta development and the primary goal of the research
was to improve the user interface, which was not yet
complete and stable.
TABLE I.

STUDENTS' ATTITUDES ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THE
AR LEARNING

REFERENCES
[1]

[2]

[3]

Questions

Average
grade

Standard
deviation

What was the level of task
difficulty? (1-easy, 2-moderate,
3 -high)

1,28

0,45

Time to perform the task on AR
environment (1-too short, 2optimal, 3-too long)

1,94

0,23

How would you describe the
task performed: 1- rather boring,
2-neither boring nor interesting,
3-rather interesting

2,33

0,58

To what extent does AR replace
exercise in real conditions? (1not at all, 10- fully)

5,83

2,95

[8]

To what extent tasks in AR are
better than paper-pencil
exercises? (1-not at all, 10-fully)

7,50

2,36

[9]

[6]
[7]

[10]

Exciting

3,83

1,12

Challenging

2,39

1,34

Pleasant

3,78

1,08

Tiring

2,22

1,18

Informative

3,61

1,11

V.

[4]

[5]

How would you describe your
experience with this technology?
(1-not at all, 5-very much)

[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]

CONCLUSION

Strengthening the quality and relevance of education
requires a student-centered approach with digital
technologies application in the teaching process. No
technology can significantly improve the educational
process if the appropriate teaching methodology is not
applied. However, the described example shows how
combining research-oriented teaching methodology with
innovative AR technologies can potentially improve
existing learning. Unfortunately, quantifying how much it
can be cannot be deduced from the research because it has
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obvious limitations. The most critical limitation is a small
sample of respondents and no serious statistical
comparisons of students' results in classical learning and
using the implemented AR platform. Future research will
be conducted, providing more precise indicators of the
benefits of learning on the AR platform using the
proposed EBL methodology. In addition, several
universities from the ATOMIC project consortium would
conduct a study comparing the levels of knowledge
acquisition among students learning classically and
students learning according to the described methodology.
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Abstract – In early 2020, the world faced a pandemic of
the COVID-19 disease that suddenly changed the way we
learn, live and work. It was necessary to ensure the continuity
of teaching and learning literally overnight. The university
management, teachers and academic staff, students and all
administrative services had to adapt to the new situation.
Although the impact of the pandemic on higher education
institutions was stressful and in most cases there was no
contingency plan, higher education systems ensured
continuity of the educational process. The system required
the reorganization of teaching and learning, significant
teacher involvement and additional time, advanced
organization and continuous training of teachers.
The lessons learned so far should serve as a guide for the
future development of education as a whole and through the
analysis and application of good solutions to put in the
forefront a recovery program and increase investment in
education. At the same time, digital transformation is
becoming one of the strategic goals of the development
strategy of most universities. Paper will present what
necessary steps should be taken to achieve digital
transformation in education, why continuous teacher
training is important and what are the trends and further
steps of development.
Key words - digital transformation; Covid-19; e-learning;
emergency remote teaching; higher education

I.

INSTITUTIONAL STRATEGIES

ICT and e-learning technologies have been present in
higher education in Croatia for decades, since 90-ies of the
20th century, but their implementation in the educational
process at the beginning is sporadic, mostly as the attempts
from some teachers or at the institutional level at the
institutions which by vocation use ICT. However, in last
two decades, e-learning is increasingly being introduced in
Croatian higher education institutions still very
diversified, from institutions that have implemented elearning in their strategic documents and e-learning is an
integral part of the educational process to those where elearning is used only as an adjunct to classroom teaching.
But number of higher education institutions that
recognize the benefits of digital technologies and their
opportunities to improve the quality of the educational
process is increasing. E-learning and distance learning are
becoming an integral part of university and faculty
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strategies and policies.
To implement e-learning, universities need firstly clear
visions and good strategies for new, modern and quality
education. Nevertheless, the success of any e-learning
strategy and vision of modern education depends not only
on the availability of technology but also on the level of
support that teachers can receive to be able to research and
implement technologies in teaching. In addition, it is
important that the university management has a clear and
supportive attitude towards the implementation of elearning at the university and that e-learning is considered
as an integral part of the university education process. The
introduction of e-learning in the educational process also
enables a paradigm shift from one in which the teacher is
at the center of the educational process (sage of the stage)
to one in which the student is at the center of the
educational process. The teacher thus gets a new role, the
role of mentor and coordinator of the educational process,
and the student becomes an active participant who takes
responsibility for their results in the educational process in the transfer, but also in knowledge creation and research
work. [1] [2] [3]
Analysis of the situation and activities carried out at
higher education institutions in Croatia in order to improve
the quality of learning and teaching conducted in 2017 [4]
indicates that the leadership of Croatian universities
understands the importance of implementing strategies and
plans for developing high quality teaching and learning
and innovative methods in education. There is some
support for teachers to increase their competencies in
teaching through internal educational activities at the
institution or external education provided by competent
bodies. But the problem is that such education is sporadic
and systematic professional development of teachers is
missing. The analysis also indicates a lack of support for
teachers to facilitate the implementation of modern
teaching methods.
The European Commission is working on raising
awareness of member states and all those involved in
education about the importance of digital technologies in
teaching and learning at all levels of education, but also the
need for teachers continuous training, importance of
digital competences of teachers and students and
innovation in education. The European Commission's
Digital Education Action Plan 2021-2027 [5] aims to adapt
education and training to the digital age. The Plan also
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emphasize that digital education at all levels of education
and training must be a strategic priority. The priority of
any university strategy should be focused as well on the
community in which it operates, on improving the digital
skills and competencies of the citizens which includes
lifelong learning programs (continuing professional
development). The new Digital Agenda for Europe [6]
emphasizes the importance of supporting teachers in the
implementation of digital technologies in the educational
process because only digitally competent teachers can
introduce new teaching methods that will enable students
to develop competencies to learn and live in the digital age.
II.

UNIVERSITIES IN PANDEMIC

The pandemic has brought many challenges to both the
education system and society at large. Moving overnight
to work in an online environment and to ensure continuity
of teaching and learning was extremely stressful and
demanding for everyone. This period, although difficult
and challenging, at the same time gave many opportunities
and situations that opened new perspectives and
highlighted new findings. The experience gained in the
past two years has prompted teachers and university
leadership to reflect on the present way of thinking and
start to thinking about whether some things can be
different, but it also made all of us aware that we need to
constantly learn, relearn and be open to new knowledge
and new approaches. Digital transformation has become
one of the main strategic goals of the development strategy
of many universities, and a necessary means of survival as
this new digital world requires teachers to adapt and to
adopt digital technologies, new teaching methodologies
and new ways of thinking.
Research conducted at higher education institutions in
2020 and 2021 [7] [8] [9] shows that the continuity of
teaching during pandemic is ensured, but it is primarily
emergency remote teaching, teaching prepared for the
classroom but held in virtual environment. With the return
of the state to "normal", the teaching returns to the initial
format of maintenance - classroom. In emergency remote
teaching, the emphasis is on ensuring the availability of
teaching materials and teaching at a given time with the
use of digital technologies and it is a short-term solution.
This kind of teaching enabled the end of the academic year
2019/2020, but it was stressful for both teachers and
students, in technical terms and in terms of the quality of
teaching and learning in the online environment, and
online exams were huge challenge. While recognizing the
opportunities that digital technologies bring to teaching
and learning and the benefits of online teaching, teachers
say that direct contact with students is indispensable, and
the transition to online teaching requires great effort, time
and skills to use certain applications for online teaching
and learning. After lockdown and with easing
epidemiological measures, students and teachers have
returned mostly to physical classrooms, and teaching and
learning from academic year 2020/2021 henceforth largely
depends on the state of the pandemic and epidemiological
measures.

UNIVERSITY

University bodies

Constituent units

Faculties

University Centres

Center for Digital
Competences and Elearning Technologies

Fig. 1: Graphic representation of university units involved in strategic
planning of digital transformation

New technologies bring new opportunities for teaching
and learning, pushing teachers to constantly try to keep up
with times and technologies and to try new methods and
apply them in a proper and quality way in the educational
process. In order to get the desired positive performance
when we talk about technology in education, a systematic
approach is necessary. In order to provide teachers with
continuous professional development and support in the
implementation of digital technologies in the educational
process, universities establish e-learning centers or similar
centers (Fig. 1) that have professionals who can assist
teachers in instructional design, teaching methods and
application of technologies in teaching and learning and ecourse creation, either mixed or completely online.
Examples of such centers are the Centre for E-learning of
the University Computing Center of the University of
Zagreb [10], the Center for Digital Competences and Elearning Technologies of the University of the North [11]
and the Center for Information Technology of the
University of Mostar [12].
Due to the pandemic circumstances, online teaching
and learning is represented in a large percentage, much
more than before. It is necessary to adopt concrete
documents and policies at the institutional level if we want
to ensure that such a form of teaching and learning
achieves planned learning outcomes. Clear criteria and
definitions must be given as to what e-learning is and what
it means to select appropriate teaching methods in
accordance with the envisaged learning outcomes. In what
percentage can online teaching be represented within the
course, for example max. 40%. Is the same percentage in
compulsory and elective courses and in cycles
(undergraduate, graduate…)? How to define the concept
of e-course, what an e-course should contain in order to be
considered an e-course, the development of e-courses in
phases and steps within phases, ie clear guidelines for
synchronous and asynchronous teaching in a virtual
environment and so on…
Such a systematic approach will significantly
contribute to ensuring and improving the quality of
teaching and will encourage innovation and excellence in
learning and teaching.
III. TEACHER'S TRAINING IN DIGITAL
COMPETENCIES
The importance of developing teachers' digital
competencies is highlighted in a number of European
Commission documents, including the European
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Commission's Renewed Higher Education Program [13],
which highlights the challenges of digitalisation, the key
role of teachers and the need for well-designed educational
programs. Higher education plays a key role in today’s
society as digital technologies make jobs more flexible and
complex, and employees are expected to have 21st century
skills. The primary purpose of the usage of digital
educational tools is unobstructed educational process
which, for its ultimate goal has student’s activity during
learning process. This placement of the demands of the
digital educational environment refer to the teacher who is
extremely digitally competent and can independently
choose an appropriate digital educational tool [14].
Today’s students are born in digital age and accustomed to
digital technologies, so teachers need to adapt and also
adjust their teaching to this new generations of students.
All these changes are conditioned by modernized
educational technology whose cornerstone of educational
activity is realized through available technologies and elearning systems [15].
Teacher professional development in higher education
is often lacking. In addition to the initial training at the
beginning of work in a higher education institution, it is
important to enable continuous professional development
of teachers in teaching as well as support in pedagogical
and technical issues [16]. The decision on training is left
to the teacher, although it should be the responsibility of
the institution in which he/she works. It is believed that
real change, in the sense that teachers accept new
technologies and apply them in the educational process,
will occur only when the support of the institution becomes
long-term and systematic. Therefore, it is necessary for
educational institutions to understand that it is not only
technology that is important, but also the teaching
methodologies and digital pedagogies used to apply
technology efficiently into educational process [17].
The Skills for Digital World report [18] states that
continuous professional development of teachers should
be the responsibility of every European country, but in
practice this is mostly optional. Also, the NMC Horizon
Report: 2018 Higher Education Edition [19] highlights the
advancement of the higher education teacher profession as
one of six categories that reflect the most current topics in
higher education.
Teachers’ continuing professional development (CPD)
that should help teachers improve their teaching skills and
careers paths mostly takes the form of seminars, lectures
or workshops. These training programs often have a
passive structure, similar to one in the traditional
classroom, where educators provide information to
teachers and teachers passively receive information (sit
and listen), whether it is about theories related to
pedagogical practices or theories to their field of work and
courses [20]. Teachers often do not have time for
professional development as they have multiple tasks
besides teaching, they are managers, mentors, researchers
and so on. Also traditional teaching methods are deeply
rooted in the education system so teachers are reluctant to
change and innovate. Teachers’ professional development
should be organized in an innovative way, providing high
quality content in an attractive format that encourages
active teacher participation and raises awareness of the
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importance of innovation in teaching [21]. Also, the
continuous teachers’ training is usually left to the teachers
themselves, and they often have to cover the financial part
as well. But the biggest problem that arises and the reason
why this kind of training is abandoned is that it takes place
in the classroom, which means that the teacher must be
physically present and has no flexibility of time and space.
The results are often lacking because the teacher is in the
role of a passive listener who only receives information.
Teacher professional learning (TPL) [22] is a term used
recently instead of CPD. It comprises many of the same
ideas and goals as continuing professional development,
however this terminology emphasizes a modernized
version that encourages interactive learning strategies.
Teacher training only in knowledge of technologies and
work with them is not enough, it is necessary to provide
professional development in the pedagogical application
of these skills. This new paradigm replaces teacher
training with lifelong professional readiness and teacher
development.
The new paradigm includes these dimensions:
• initial teacher training that provides a solid
foundation of knowledge; teaching competencies,
organizational skills; expertise course subject; expertise in
the use of a variety of educational resources, including
technology
• structured opportunities for acquiring new teaching
skills and course knowledge; developing skills in the use
of technology in teaching (either in the classroom or
online) that are certified and related to the development of
teachers’ professional path
• continuous pedagogical and technical support to
teachers.
In 2019, the report Innovating Professional
Development in Higher Education: An Analysis of
Practice [23] was published, which provides an overview
of examples of the practice of teachers’ professional
development at European universities. The report proposes
that innovative professional development of teachers in
higher education is implemented through initiatives that:
•
use a variety of teaching methods, from those that
have existed for many years to alternatives that include
active learning, collaboration, mentoring, expert support,
feedback and reflection, and open online educational
content
• provide a sustainable environment for long-term
professional development of higher education teachers
• are still not used as a common practice among
European higher education institutions.
Individualized support is certainly one of the best ways
to encourage teachers to improve their skills.
Individualized support can be provided by departments at
universities or colleges such as centers / departments to
support teachers in teaching or for technology-assisted
teaching, for e-learning, for improving the quality of
teaching, for teaching and learning, etc. Nevertheless,
organized and systematic professional development of
teachers is necessary as well as accessible and available
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support in use of digital technologies.
IV. TRENDS AND DIRECTIONS OF FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
In the new Digital Education Action Plan [1], the
European Commission sets out the European
Commission's vision for high-quality, inclusive and
accessible digital education in Europe. It is a call for action
to strengthen cooperation at European level in order to
learn from the experience of the COVID-19 crisis, during
which technology was used in education and training, to
learn new skills and to adapt to good practice. digital age
education and training systems. The European strategy for
Universities [24] which indicates that the higher education
system has a key role to play in recovery in the postpandemic period as well as in shaping Europe's sustainable
and resilient societies and economies. The strategy aims to
help and enable universities to adapt to changing
conditions, to progress and to contribute to Europe's
resilience and recovery. The strategy recognizes
excellence and inclusion as a feature of European higher
education, encourages lifelong learning and emphasizes
the importance of acquiring competencies that will enable
students to be active and engaged citizens employable in
the labor market today and tomorrow.
At the end of January 2021, the OECD published a
paper on future scenarios for higher education [25]. The
document was developed as part of the project University
Futures and serves inform and facilitate strategic change
about the future, which will be partly shaped by strategies
and actions, and partly shaped by higher education
institutions that are beyond the control of decision makers.
The document presents four possible scenarios for
universities: open networking of higher education
institutions at the international level, higher education
institutions serving the local communities, higher
education institutions have new public responsibilities and
higher education inc.
In 2020, the European Universities Association (EUA)
conducted a study entitled Digitally Enhanced Learning
and Teaching in European Higher Education Institutions
[26] on the topic of digitally enhanced teaching and
learning, which involved 368 universities from all 48
countries of the European Higher Education Area. The aim
of the research was to get a picture of the state of digital
transformation in education in European higher education
institutions and to see what the situation is compared to
2014 when the last research was conducted. The survey
was conducted in the period from April to June, and
covered the situation before and during the crisis caused
by pandemic. The results indicated that digitally enhanced
learning and teaching is much more present (57%) than in
2014 when the last survey was conducted. The results also
showed that more was achieved in four months than in four
years in relation to the ICT and e-learning implementation
into education and that teachers began to teach using
digital technologies, which some of them would have
categorically refused in times before the pandemic.
Furthermore, the EUA adopts its vision of European
Universities for 2030 in document Universities without
walls [27], which emphasizes that universities are open
and engaged in society while maintaining their core
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values. European universities 2030, must be free and of
different profiles, but united in their core missions:
teaching and learning, research, innovation and culture at
the service of society. In addition, it is emphasized that
building a university without walls requires priorities such
as
reforming
academic
careers,
promoting
interdisciplinarity and strengthening the role in society.
The document emphasizes that teaching student should be
in the centre of the teaching and learning at the university.
V. CONCLUSION
In addition to the disruption, the pandemic highlighted
a number of interesting and provocative topics, such as
how online teaching and learning can function and be of
the same quality as classroom teaching; why teachers
really need digital skills to be able to teach in a new way;
how conducting exams online can be a fragile process; are
we willing to abandon content assessment and start to
value students ’skills and development and so on.
There is always the question of whether we are already
late in taking decisions, policies and strategies that guide
us. Today, after we have gained significant experiences in
crisis caused by the pandemic of COVID-19 and
everything we have gone through, it is clear that we are
already deep into digital transformation, therefore it is
important that in this process we try to systematically
arrange, strategically plan and implement on the necessary
issues [28].
Digital
skills
are
becoming
indispensable
competencies that the labour market requires today.
Education and training that prepares employees for this
digital market is also changing attitudes towards
development of 21st century skills. Pandemic showed how
import is for teachers to have digital skill and support.
Pandemic also enhanced necessity of digital
transformation in education and ruched adaptation of
higher education to the digital age.
Today, every university strategy must have a clearly
defined plan for responding to crisis situations, as well as
a program and commitment for teachers’ professional
development for new ways of working and the process of
evaluating students' knowledge and skills.
European Commission documents, as well as other
documents and research published by leading European
institutions, can serve as guidelines and assistance to
European Union countries in the process of digital
transformation of education. The aim of this paper is to
provide a model of a systematic approach to the
development of institutional strategies that includes the
development of digital competencies and e-learning
technologies in accordance with trends and directions of
development of the university of the future.
An innovative higher education institution
understands, researches and promotes new ways of
working with a strong vision focused on digital. At the
same time, the basic mission of the university does not
change in order to achieve long-term transformation, but it
is necessary to be ready for new ways of thinking about
what the future of education should look like.
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“Blind Dinner”
and the Elements of Teaching Informatics
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Summary: This article describes the project “Blind
Dinner.” Goal of the project was to sensitize students,
teaching and professional staff to the needs of people who are
blind or are visually impaired. The most important activity
was a dinner with the participants, as well as other activities
in an improvised restaurant in “complete” darkness. Besides
the description of one of the workshops, we provide an
example of the elements of the informatics teaching unit
conducted in complete darkness. The project “Blind Dinner”
was conducted in the Elementary School “Tone Peruska” in
Pula. We performed 20 workshops with a total of
approximately 520 participants. During the projects, we
obtained data on space orientation, anxiety, reactions to
anxiety, and speech volume in communications, fine motoric
skills during performance of different activities, speed of
learning and other information.

When teachers come into the situation to work at school
with a blind child, a visually impaired child, or a person
with special needs, most of them are not adequately
prepared for the situation as they do not have sufficient
knowledge to work with them. They often do not know how
to behave appropriately with pupils with special needs, and
even unintentionally treat them in a discriminatory or
inappropriate way (pay them either too little or too much
attention; ask students too little or too much, are impatient
or spend too much time with them, etc.). Teachers, in the
course of their education, acquire some knowledge, but the
real challenge begins when they have a specific case in their
work environment. Educators, psychologists, speech
therapists, and other members of the school's professional
services are always available and helpful, but a large part
of the responsibility still remains with the teacher.

Participants of the workshops experienced how it feels to
eat a meal when blind and understood the difficulties blind
people encounter in everyday activities. “Blind Dinner” is a
pilot project in Croatia, conducted under different conditions
in many other countries. A workshop with elements of
teaching informatics was conducted with a group of first
grade high school students.

There are about 5,800 blind people in the Republic of
Croatia, or about 18,700 visually impaired people (with up
to 5% of remaining vision). There are about 300 blind
people in Istria County, which is about 0.15% of the
population [1]. The rest of Croatia has a similar average, in
line with other countries. People with disabilities are about
four times more exposed to bullying.

Key Words: blind dinner, blind and visually impaired
people, teaching of Informatics in complete darkness

Educating and sensitizing children has a preventive
effect, and it is the best investment in children's
development. This approach resolves simultaneously two
problems: children with special needs are better protected,
and it also indirectly protects abusers who in over 50% of
cases were also victims of abuse.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The level of awareness in Croatian society about the
rights of persons with disabilities is quite low and needs to
be raised through a series of activities that contribute to
sensibility and tolerance for diversity in society, and by
combating stereotypes and discrimination against persons
with disabilities.
The aim of this project was to a) sensitize children,
parents, and staff in educational institutions about the needs
of the blind and visually impaired people and b) educate
users on how to approach blind and visually impaired
people in an adequate way and help them integrate more
easily into society.
If there is a child or a person with a special need in the
child's environment, it can be the subject of teasing, verbal
and even physical violence. By socializing with inappropriate friends, watching inappropriate programs on
TV or playing violent games, children, especially when in
a group, may develop a tendency to verbal or physical
violent behavior towards children that are different.
Working with children is the best approach to prevention,
as they are able to accept the conveyed message.
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It is important to enable people with disabilities to
exercise their rights and participate in the daily life of the
community as full, active members of society by breaking
down the various barriers they face, including communication barriers and a lack of understanding of their needs.
"Blind dinner" is a pilot project in Croatia, and it is
being implemented in various forms elsewhere in the
world. For example, one of those is at Regional Rittmeyer
Institute For The Blind, Trieste, Italy [2], another at a
restaurant in London [3], with various Erasmus projects in
Trieste, Italy [4] and in other places.
II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The main goal of the project “Blind Dinner” was to
sensitize participants to the needs of persons with special
needs, in this case needs of people who are blind or visually
impaired, and to collect data about behavior of participants
in the conditions of “complete’ darkness. The main activity
was a dinner with associated activities in the conditions as
experienced by a blind person – in complete darkness.
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A. Participants
Approximately 520 participants took part in 20
workshops/dinners. Each workshop had 18-36 participants
(average of 26). By age, 234 participants were from
elementary schools (9 workshops), 104 students from high
schools (4 workshops), 104 university students (4
workshops, one of which was for foreign exchange students
studying in Pula), and 78 adult representatives (3
workshops) of the Istrian County, City of Pula, City of
Rovinj, City of Vodnjan, General Hospital of Pula, Istrian
healthcare facilities, Istrian County Palliative Care,
teachers, high school and university professors,
pedagogues, psychologists and other professional workers
and volunteers who are professionally engaged in social or
healthcare activities. Additionally, a few volunteers from
churches and wider community also participated in the
workshops. Each group of pupils or students was
accompanied by 1-3 teachers whom pupils or students
knew well. Prior to participating in the workshops, schools
obtained parental permissions. Each workshop contained
students and teachers from a single school.

organizing team had direct contact with the participants.
The great hall is not marked on the figure because it was
not relevant for the description of the workshop.

Geographically, students from Pula, Rovinj, Vodnjan,
Buzet, Vrsar, and Saint Lovrec participated in the workshops.

The dining room was a rectangular space,
approximately 12 by 8 meters. The central part of the dining
room contained 2 rows of 6-9 tables. Chairs for the
participants were placed on both sides of the table in such
a way that there were 4 rows of chairs (Figure 1). On the
left and right sides of the room by the walls were additional
tables and chairs that were not in use. In the anterior part of
the room, near the entrance door, was a table that contained
plates with food to be served to the participants or used
plates with remnants of the food taken from the participants
after the first or the second course.

B. Improvised restaurant
The workshop was conducted in a school dining room,
along with associated rooms in the Elementary School
“Tone Peruska” in Pula. Figure 1 shows the schematics of
the space. The workshop was performed from 6 pm until
9:15 pm; during the winter months, this time period is dark.
The dining room is marked by letter “E.” Apart from
the dining room, the following rooms and spaces were
relevant for the project: the great hall, in which the
participants collected, had standard lighting. A short
presentation was shown in this space, introducing the
project and its organizers. It was important to introduce the
organizing team at the start of the workshop to build trust
among the participants and ensure them that everything will
work out in order. At each moment, 3-4 persons from the

A hallway connecting the great hall to the small hallway
was in semi-darkness. The hallway is marked by the letter
“A.” This hallway led to a small hallway, marked with “B.”
The B hallway was dark, but since one side of the hallway
was made of a glass wall and covered by black plastic 2layer covers (taped on the edges) and the door between the
hallways A and B were being opened, this area was
darkened but not fully dark. The B hallway had 5 steps
leading down (steps are marked on Figure 1).
Moving forward, participants entered into a darker part
of the hallway (marked “C”), which was separated from the
hallway “B” by a dark curtain. This section was initially
level, but then had 5 steps going up. On the right side was
the entrance to the kitchen where the organizers prepared
the servings and placed them on the food carts (marked as
“D”). At the end of the hallway “C” were the doors for the
target space – dining room (marked as “E”).

At the posterior side of the dining room were two
windows, which were darkened by a 3-layer plastic foil,
thus creating complete darkness. The room also had two
“panic lamps.” These lamps were turned off but each had a
tiny LE diode, about 5 mm that was turned on and visible
only in full darkness. The diodes were covered by a 3-layer
plastic foil. The dining room was fully darkened and no

Figure 1. Used premises
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source of light was entering the space. After an hour, once
the eyes were adapted to the full darkness, only a member
of the organizing team could tell where the panic lamps
were placed due to the LE diode light that could be slightly
visible through the panic lamp. This was the only, albeit
very weak, orienting point for the team member inside the
dining room.
Tables where the event participants were sitting were
covered by a white tablecloth. In the center of all tables was
a thin decorative fabric made of organza1. On it was placed
a large shallow plate, and on that plate was the deep plate
(or another shallow plate, depending on the meal courses).
The upper plate contained a serviette. On the right-hand of
the plate were a large spoon and a knife, and a fork was on
the left-hand side. On the upper edge of the plate was a
small spoon or fork for dessert, a glass, and a small package
of powder (Cedevita, 20 g) for preparation of a drink, as
well as a small gift for the participants. The gift was a small
50 ml jar with a cover. Inside the jar were appropriate gifts
– a small chocolate, a banana shaped eraser, and a message.
Between the participants who were sitting across from
each other were two plastic bottles of water. One contained
sparkling water and another non-carbonated water. To
enable recognition, the sparkling water had a piece of an
organza ribbon around the bottle neck, while the noncarbonated water had nothing. Besides the bottles was a
400 ml jar that contained various plant materials (olive
twigs, parsley, bay leaves and other plants), as available to
the organizers.
To enable better space orientation at the table, the
participants were told to imagine that the plate is a large
clock with hands. If an object was on the left side of the
plate, they were told that it could be found at 9 o’clock. If
an object was at upper side of the plate but slightly to the
left, they were told that the object was at 11 o’clock.
C. Members of the organizing team
The team for the workshop had 8 members. In the
dining room where the participants had the dinner in the
darkness there were 3 team members. Additional 2
(professional chef and an assistant) were in the kitchen
(preparing and serving food on the plates, delivering the
plates to the tables in the dining room, removing used plates
and cutlery from the dining room, and dishwashing).
Additional 1-3 persons were present before the start of the
dinner to prepare the workshop, or after the end of the
workshop to clear up the dining room. Of the 3 team
members in the dining room, two were leaders of the
workshop (a married couple), while the third was either a
man named Dragan, who is 95% blind, or a woman named
Danijela, who is fully blind. The third team member was
there to serve as a person for special purposes or
communication (urgent care or assistance in case of severe
attack of anxiety, assistance in case a participant needed to
find a restroom, if participants required additional items
etc., as a support person).

In preparation for the workshop, all team members had
several training sessions to learn how to move, serve, and
conduct other activities in full darkness.
D. Workshop activities
As previously noted, the first 15 minutes of the
workshop occurred in the lighted great hall of the school
and were dedicated to the presentation regarding the current
position of the people who are blind or are visually
impaired in the Republic of Croatia and the world,
introduction of the organizers (Logos Media Association),
and the team conducting the workshop.
Following the presentation, the participants were
divided into four groups. Members of each group held
hands and formed a little “train.” A member of the
organizing team (a 95% blind person) would stand at the
head of the group and holding a hand of the first participant,
lead the group through the corridor/hallway “B” into a
narrow hallway “C” and then into the dining room (room
“E”). He would bring them to the table and placed them in
the seat where they would stay for the rest of the dinner. At
the end of the group was a team member for special
purposes or communication, who would escort them to the
entrance to the dining room.
Before the groups were formed, all participants were
told to turn off or mute their cell phones and store them in
a purse or a pocket. The same was requested for all objects
that could produce any amount of light (watch, tennis shoes
with LEDs, hair clips, smart bracelets and similar items).
As a person spends longer time in the dark (more than 45
minutes), any source of light, no matter how brief, would
have a major impact on the pupil of the eye since the pupils
are fully dilated to allow maximum entry of the light. Thus,
any source of light would disturb the effect of darkness,
which was relevant for the workshop.
The group would walk towards the dining room slowly
so that the eyes of the participants could adjust to the
darkness, but also to allow them to get psychologically
prepared for the new experience. As the first group would
be seated by the table, the team members would go back to
take the next group. The entrance for the four groups would
take 25-40 minutes.
Once all participants were in the dining room and seated
at the tables, leaders of the workshop would describe to
them what is placed on the table and in which location . The
dinner consisted of 3 courses. After 5-8 minutes, several (57) participants were asked to introduce themselves and give
their first impressions of the workshop. This was equally
requested from the students as well as their escorts (teachers
or professors). During the first part of the speech by the
workshop leader, the communication team member would
separately visit each participant and in a quieter, personal
discussion so that they would not disturb the workshop, ask
participants how they feel, whether they are afraid, do they
need to leave the dining room and similar questions.
During the first three workshops, the team member in
charge of the communication with the participants wore a

1

Organza is a thin, plain weave, sheer fabric traditionally made from silk.
Many modern organza are woven with synthetic filament fibers such as
polyester or nylon. Silk organza is woven by a number of mills along the
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Yangtze River and in the province of Zhejiang in China. A coarser silk
organza is woven in the Bangalore area of India. Deluxe silk organza are
woven in France and Italy. [5]
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headset (infrared camera) for night vision, provided by the
Ministry of the Interior. Observation through the headset
during the first 30 minutes of the first few workshops was
performed to adapt the organizing team to the movement in
the dark, prevent potential unwanted events, or enable swift
reactions in case of a need. The headset had a single tiny
LE bulb, which was visible from the close range (2 m).
a.

The first feedback from the participants

Organizers wished to get the feedback related to the
dinner in the darkness, so they requested it on 3 occasions:
immediately before the first course, before the second
course, and then before the third course. Since the dinner
lasted more than three hours, the mood and condition of the
participants markedly changed, which was important
information for the organizers.
During the first feedback, more than 80% of the
participants said that the event was very interesting to them,
but also that from the entrance into the very dark corridor
(area “C”) until a few minutes after taking a seat in the
dining room (“E”), they had an unpleasant mild to moderate
attack of fear and panic. About 20% of the participants had
a mild form of fear even during the first feedback.
The organizers noticed that when participants talked
amongst each other or to the leaders of the workshop, they
spoke 70-80% louder then when they were in the great (and
lighted) hall of the school. The data were collected using a
digital camera that recorded participants’ voices. It is not
possible to present the data in the absolute sense since the
audio system of the camera was not gauged. Increased
volume of the conversation was present throughout their
time in the dining room, and particularly noticeable among
the male participants.
b.

Continuation of activities 1

After receiving the initial feedback from the
participants, they were told to fill the glass and drink it.
During the return of the bottles to their place on the table,
several of them fell, but none were broken, and none fell on
the floor. Most participants managed to fill the glass. Some
overfilled it and caused water to spill, while others
unintentionally spilled water by the glass instead of inside
it. Some participants managed to prepare the drink (powder
for preparation of the drink “Cedevita” that was packed into
small, 20 g, pouches that had to be emptied inside the glass
filled with water and stirred). After the end of the dinner,
good proportion of the tablecloths (7-10 or 40-50%) was
wet from either water or the prepared drink. Participants
said that they did not get wet while drinking water out of
the glass.
As the next task, the participants had to recognize the
plants placed in the glass container in front of their plates
(located at 11 o’clock). The third task was to recognize
what they received as a gift (located at 1 o’clock). While
the participants were completing these tasks, workshop
team served the first course using standard serving rules of
a classic restaurant.
The first course changed from workshop to workshop,
but it was never liquid (soup) to avoid any accidents during
serving or eating. Generally, it was some kind of appetizer
(e.g., French salad with a piece of semi hard cheese and
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bread, or tuna pate with toppings and bread or something
similar). The meals were ordered from a nearby restaurant
where the employees are persons with special needs.
Participants had a task to try the course and recognize
it, cut pieces of it, if required, or spread it on a piece of
bread, bring it to the mouth and eat it, while trying not to
get dirty. They also had to use the knife with their right
hand and the fork with their left hand. Consummation of
the food went without major problems. However, it took
participant 2-4 times longer than the standard consummation by regular light. In the end, when the event
finished, only a minor number of participants (2-4, or 10%)
were tainted by the food.
In the absence of the sense of vision, blind persons have
to rely on touch and hearing. There are two types of touch
in blind persons – analytic and synthetic [6, according to
Heller, 1895]. Synthetic touch represents the pressure of an
object on tactile receptors in the skin. It provides a blind
person with a schematic, 2-D picture as a whole, while the
3-D perception requires a surrounding touch, usually using
both hands. During the analytic touch, the palm in motion
follows the contour of the object. Blind persons mostly use
the analytic touch for perception of shapes and relationships of larger objects. Tactile-kinesthetic perception
serves as compensation for the eyesight in blind children
[6].
The spatial perception, or perception of the space,
develops in fully blind children through use of tactilekinesthetic perception and motoric actions in the space [6].
It occurs in the sensory-motoric phase of cognitive
development. Congenitally blind child uses motoric
activities in the space and their sensory input for forming
spatial perception. The auditory senses are additive to the
spatial perception [6].
The auditory or hearing perception is of exceptional
importance to blind children. It enables a blind child to
obtain information from the immediate vicinity, it is a tool
for learning speech and learning in general, and it assists
with spatial perception [6].
The auditory perception serves blind children as a
source of immediate reality by providing information about
their surroundings. The auditory perception plays a role in
movement and spatial orientation, or mobility. It serves
also to localize the source of sound and enables blind
persons to create an idea about the space around them [6].
A blind child without extensive additional issues is
enrolled in standard education. This provides more frequent
social contacts and blind children do not feel too different.
Since hearing is the primary sensory input for a blind pupil,
educational methods should be directed towards auditory
perception, with a dominant role of the tactile-kinesthetic
perception as well [7]. A blind child, like a child without
damaged vision, has the need to play and socialize in
kindergarten and then, later on, in school. They wish to
learn, develop, have their own class and teachers.
Furthermore, it is necessary to create a positive
environment of acceptance of each individual, including a
blind student, since only then would other children be ready
to accept the differences and assist the child with
difficulties [7].
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Participants were also told that, if they wish, they may
sing a song or two of their own choice during the serving
of the meals. During 12 of the 20 workshops (60%), the
participants sang 1-4 songs.
c.

Second feedback from the participants

During retrieval of the used plates, utensils, and food
scraps, and serving of the second course, the participants
were asked to talk about their feelings and opinions (95-120
minutes after entering the dining room). By this time,
virtually none of the participants had any feeling of fear.
The participants were relaxed, with lots of laughter and
loud conversation.
They were told to try and figure out a shirt or a jacket
type of the material that a person on their left or right was
wearing. Following this task, they were asked a few
questions they had to answer. Table 1 shows the questions
and the participants’ answers.
Table 1.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Question
What is the shape
of the room in
which we are
right now –
rectangular or
round/oval? Are
the tables
positioned in a
circle or in the
line?
When we were
entering into the
room, did you hit
a pillar or pillars
inside the room?
What do you
think – how
many levels does
this room have,
i.e., did you
notice any stairs
in the room?

Are there any
windows in the
room, and if so,
how many?

Answer

Actual condition

30-40% of the
participants
answered that the
Rectangular
space is either
room. Tables
round or oval and
were lined up.
that the tables are
positioned in the
circle.
30-40% of the
participants said
that they either
hit or brushed
against a pillar.
40-60%
answered that the
room is on a
single level
30-40 – two
levels
Up to 10% three levels
30% - none
15-20% - 1
window
20% - 2 windows
50% or more – 3
or more windows

There were no
pillars in the
room.

The room was on
a single level and
there were no
stairs in the
room.
The room had 2
windows. The
windows were
not visible in any
way during the
entrance into the
room or while
being in it.

From the answers outlined in the table, it is clear that
almost 50% of the participants perceived the events and
environment that were different from the actual conditions.
According to Lampinen and associates, human memory is
very flexible, and during the formation of memories it is
possible to have distortions of memories, which leads to
formation of false memories. False memories are deter-
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mined as the memories of events that never occurred or signifycantly distorted memories of the events that did occur [8].
Hyman & Loftus reported that when we urge someone
into activities that enable construction of memories
(forming of mental images, descriptions of possible
events), it increases the risk of creation of false memories.
If we urge someone to accept the majority of ideas and
images that come to their minds, the risk of false memories
increases [9]. This experiment confirmed these findings
(Table 1). The first three of the four questions posed to the
participants were suggestive.
The fact that individuals were more prone to mistakes
in memorizing both in the laboratory conditions and the real
situation is well known. Although it is clear that individuals
may experience errors of memory, it is less clear if some
individuals are more prone to such errors [10].
Although the connection between the working memory
and false memory is proven, the effect of working memory
on emotional false memories is not fully understood. We
often use our memories when we are in some kind of
emotional state or when the events we remember are
emotional by themselves; therefore, it is important to know
to which extent emotions change the accuracy of memories.
There are proofs of the effect of emotion on the long-term
enhancement of memories [11], i.e., emotionally charged
events are generally remembered better than the neutral
ones, albeit not in all aspects or situations [12].
d.

Continuation of activities 2

Continued activities included an invitation by one of the
workshop leaders to one of the participants (a volunteer) to
come and take an additional prize. The workshop leader
was at the position #1, while the volunteer was usually at
or near the position #2 (see scheme 1 of the room “E”). As
the volunteer approached, the leader was guiding them
using verbal instructions. The volunteer would then reach
the leader. This process took approximately 3-6 minutes,
while under the conditions of usual visibility this would
take about 15 seconds.
During this activity, the dessert was served on the table.
The participants had the opportunity during this time to ask
questions of the blind or nearly-blind person who were
leading the workshop. The participants received information
that nearly all the things they can do can be done by a blind
person as well – they just need much more time.
The second important message they received is that
persons with special needs should not be pitied but rather
enabled to become included in all possibilities, work and
activities and that others should not do things instead of
them. Of course, they should be helped with the elements
that blind people cannot do themselves, but not more than
that. The examples of assistance were crossing a busy
street, helping them find items in a store, assisting them in
school with things they cannot see etc.
Before the dessert was eaten, a single match was struck,
and a candle was lighted. Following the total darkness, a
single candle gave sufficient light to show the entire room
(dimensions 12 by 8 meters and the height of 3.5 m). “The
light is back, but not for all!” was yet another strong
message of the event.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION OF A WORKSHOP WITH
ELEMENTS OF TEACHING INFORMATICS
A workshop with elements of teaching informatics was
conducted with a group of first grade high school students.
Content used in the workshop was already studied in
October, while the workshop was conducted in early
December. This group also participated in the most of the
previously described activities.
The organizers have prepared two additional tasks for
this workshop. Each student had a wooden stick in the
shape of the number "1" or the number "0" above his plate.
In one "group-column" (see sketch of set tables), there were
six students. There were four groups of students. The first
five students (positions: I, II, III, IV and V) had a stick with
the numbers "0" or "1", and the sixth student had a sign in
the form of a sign "+" or in the form of a sign "-".
The task of the students in the "I" position was to pass,
in cooperation with other students, without getting up from
the chair, their wand to the students in the "VI" position.
Then the student in position "II" had to do the same with
his number. After that, a student in position "III", then a
student in position "IV", and finally a student in position
"V". The student in position "VI" had to arrange the sticks
in the order in which he took them, from left to right. First
the wand from the student in position "I", and then the
numbers from the other students all the way to the wand
from the student in position V. He was given a five-digit
binary number. He should have independently or with the
help of students from his group turned that number into a
decimal number and told it to the organizer who was next
to the students in the position "VI".
Students (positions "I" to "V") in groups had the
following numbers:
First group: 10111; Second group: 11011; Third group:
10101; Fourth group: 10001.
The organizers determined the accuracy of the obtained
result and the time it took the students to solve the task.
Under normal illumination, it would take students about
45 seconds to solve such a task. The accuracy of the
solution would be mostly 100% because it is the content of
the lessons that students learned at the beginning of the
semester (September or October) [13], and the activity was
conducted in early December. Time was limited to 8
minutes. The first group solved the task in 5:45 min, and
the second in 7:20 min. The third group put together a fivedigit number and made a conversion, but the solution was
not correct (an error occurred in the transfer of numbers or
in matching the digits of the students in position "VI"). The
fourth group did not solve the task because they failed to
arrange a five-digit number.
For the second task (only the first two groups could
participate), the student in position "VI", in cooperation
with other students, had to add the first three digits of the
binary number from the last two or (depending on the sign
obtained) subtract the last two digits from the first three.
The solution was to be pronounced in the decimal system.
The tasks given to the students were: First group: 101-11;
Second group: 110 + 11.
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The conclusion that emerges is the same as above: with
patience, focus on solving, the same task can be solved, but
it takes much more time to get a solution.
Under normal lighting conditions, this task would be
solved in a maximum of one minute. Now the time limit
was 5 minutes. One group solved the task in 3:05 minutes,
and the other group failed to solve it in the allotted time.
The conclusion that emerges is the same as above: with
patience, focus on solving, the same task can be solved, but
it takes much more time to get a solution.
IV. CONCLUSION
All participants in the "Blind dinner" project (over 520
of them) gained a long-lasting experience. More
importantly, they have become more sensitive to the needs
of people with special needs, but they have also been given
key information on how to approach them. Students who
lacked motivation to learn, after hearing what blind people
can do, but need much more time to accomplish, have
become more motivated to study.
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Summary: This article describes creation of virtual
centers of activity in which children of preschool age have the
opportunity to simultaneously learn and play. The introduction provides the theoretical foundation for centers of
activity in the kindergarten. Adaptation of e-learning to
children led to the development of educational games used to
learn through entertainment. Created and developed Virtual
Centers of Activity currently contain three centers: a)
Manipulative and Table Toys Center – Memory Game, My
Body; Lost Balloon, and Animal Quiz; b) Research Center,
with games Recognize the Animal, Hungry Caterpillar, and
Enigmatic Colors; and c) Center for Early Reading and
Writing that contains games Water Circulation in Nature,
Mathematics for the Youngest, and A Very Hungry
Caterpillar. These virtual centers of activity developed
through use of Makey Makey are in use in the kindergarten
in Rijeka. In the eyes of the children, everything is a game
and entertainment, yet in the back-ground lies a wealth of
numbers, letters, sounds, and colors.
Key words: centers of activity, virtual centers of activity,
kindergarten

I. INTRODUCTION
National curriculum for early and preschool education
[1] specifies eight basic competencies for the lifelong
learning. One of these is a digital competency. The
curriculum itself puts an emphasis on the child and their
active contribution to the process of education. Digital
competency does not wish to provide only the adults with
the ability to use computers, but also children, so that they
could evaluate their own activities and learning process [2].
The key elements of digital competency according to
the CARNet1 are: recognizing the need for information;
finding and collecting information through a computer;
analysis and evaluation of information; use (storage,
creation, and presentation) of information through a
computer; publishing and exchange of information via the
Internet [3].
Felicia [4] considers that today it is virtually impossible
to motivate children for traditional learning activities.
Therefore, use of computers in the early childhood age
contributes to the excellent integration of various contents
and shows that the educational process is more interesting,
better, and more creative. Considering current educational
technology, the hypermedia technology is directed towards
the child, assisting them in playing and learning [5]. Use of
computers in children of the preschool age assists them in
development of educational skills, learning of special and
Croatian Academic and Research Network – CARNET is a public
institution operating within the Ministry of Science and Education in the
1
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logical skills, increases confidence, develops problemsolving skills, aids in adoption of language, and improves
long-term memory and manual precision. If children use
computers along with an adult, they also develop a skill of
teamwork in problem-solving, have the opportunity to
communicate with others, and thus improve their own
overall learning [6]. Furthermore, video games stimulate
thinking processes, associative thinking, support intuition,
hypothetical thinking, improve coordination, free emotions,
are useful as tools in learning, and provide instant
gratification [7].
It is important to raise awareness of parents and
educators related to the relevance of computer games, while
emphasizing the educational side of technology and its
rational use. Playing games within rational limits is
considered as a safe and fulfilling activity.
It is common to hear from both parents and educators
the following type of reasoning: a game is just a game and
has nothing to do with education. Education is a serious
business, and games have nothing in common with reality.
Games are not reliable, and we and our educational system
demand reliability [8]. Pivac continues and says: “In our
teaching, we use computers and teaching media based on
games. Most students are charmed. Through games,
children are involved in interactivity, simulation, graphic
presentations, storytelling, mixing of reality and fiction,
playing roles, competing… Mistakes are allowed. This
way, children become active students… Observer-teacher
who is present during these activities stated: ‘I can rest,
return after two-three hours, and continue. Children are
still hungry for new knowledge, regardless of the time. I
wish I could activate them in the same way during my
classes’” [8].
Caillois (1961) gave an extensive analysis of the term
play. He believed that a game is a voluntary activity
conducted by the rules that provides pleasure [in 9].
Educational games are used for teaching, learning,
evaluation of knowledge, and development of skills and
abilities, and can be divided according to the teaching
subjects, such as learning a language, games of reading,
mathematical games, games about the environment…[10].
Learning should be conducted through play because it
provides entertainment, which is an important in attracting
children’s attention. Using games, children develop logic
and a way of thinking that enables an easier adoption of
knowledge and skills.

field of information and communication technology and its application in
education.
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Didactic games are interactive lessons with the
predetermined outcomes of learning that provide a child
with entertainment during their use. Their goal is to
stimulate learning, develop cognitive skills, or as a
simulation for development of skills in virtual reality. The
role of an educator or a teacher is to motivate children to
think, discuss, and create multimedia contents that will
provide learning materials without temporal or spatial
limitations [10]. Games must be, primarily, well-designed,
as well as maintain a balance between playing and learning.
The first postulation of the book Digital games in schools is
that a game, in its very beginning, needs to allow players to
make mistakes. Gradually, they should lead towards more
complex contents with greater penalty for errors. The
second postulation is that a game has to have educational
content presented in a simplified and inte-resting manner. A
game needs to have a clear goal, other-wise children will not
know what they are supposed to do, which causes frustration
and stops playing the game [4].
Opinions regarding children and computer games are
divided. It is an undisputed fact that games have an impact
on children, whether positive or negative.
II. ACTIVITY CENTERS
Rooms or premises in kindergartens are designed
differently, depending on children’s interests. Such rooms
or parts of the rooms are adapted to fit specific activities of
children. These parts of the room are called activity centers.
Activity centers enable children to develop their
individuality in accordance with their own skills and
interests. Basic centers in kindergarten can be [12]:
- Art Center - encourages children to develop and
explore their own creativity, have fun with new materials
and develop tactile skills;
- Building center - contains tools, cubes, wooden roads
for construction of various sizes and shapes with which
children can independently create imaginary buildings,
cities, gardens and many other things;
- Family play center - usually contains a kitchen,
kitchen utensils, washing machine and various dolls that
enable children to role play;
- Drama Center – contains a variety of costumes, hand
puppets, and a screen or a stage where children stage
everyday events, events from picture books, or design their
own play;
- Center for initial reading and writing - contains books
and materials for listening and writing activities;
- Manipulative or Table Toy center - includes materials
that children can actively manipulate by disassembling or
stacking them, such as puzzles or cubes;
- Music Center - is filled with pictures of instruments
and various sounds aids. The educator animates children in
the room by singing, clapping, playing instruments, or
dancing;
- Research Center - contains various things found in
most of the households that children can manipulate by
researching and noticing different phenomena and
properties;
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- Center for Nature Research - directly related to
children's interests in research of natural phenomena,
nature, plants, and animals.
III. PLAYING AND COMPUTER GAMES
The right time to introduce the digital world of games
to a child is when it shows interest. The use of the computer
must be controlled and time limited. Virtual activity centers
are a newly designed project for preschool children. The
aim of the project is to encourage children to become active
participants in their own learning through integrated
activities.
Although games are part of children's upbringing and
primary education, learning through digital games is a new
approach in the field of university learning and lifelong
learning. In search of a new place for universities in a
lifelong learning environment with constant change, games
have become a new form of interactive content, worth
exploring [8].
Games that, in addition to reflexive ability and the
ability to coordinate vision with hand movements, require
imagination, logical-mathematical abilities, and creativity
are of greater value for the child's development [7].
By watching their parents and their social environment, children will want to use modern technology on their
own. Initially, they will show this through a symbolic game
with everyday objects, and later they will want to be in
direct contact with a computer or mobile phone.
After the second or third year, the child is captured by
the magic of the screen, although it still fails to understand
the moral of the story, allusions and the connection between
the pictures. Only after the age of six does the child become
more and more interested in the plot and begins to
understand the cause-and-effect relationships between
scenes and implicit meanings [7].
On the other hand, the research by Tatković and RužićBaf showed that children from the age group of three to six
are already using computers. Children use computers for
educational games - 95% of respondents in the first group
and 74% of respondents in the second group [5].
Taking into account that preschool children use a
computer for fun, the idea was to create educational games
modeled on the activities carried out in the kindergartens.
The games are primarily made for preschool children, but
this does not exclude older children from playing them.
Thus, in one place there will be games that children will be
able to choose for themselves and that will further
encourage children's autonomy. Observing and listening to
children can give feedback on their satisfaction with the
games offered. By adapting to their possible desires, they
gain a sense of importance, and adults show that children's
opinions are also important.
Virtual activity centers enable children to stimulate
thought processes. Computer games are full of colors, they
are fast and in constant attention-grabbing motion. Laniado
and Pietra stated that Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget
believes this is the way we create our own awareness of
reality. The role of adults in this process is important and
should not be avoided. Adults who play with children and
offer help in interpreting the content and formal aspects of
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play, raise the child's level of learning so that it becomes
able to understand the plot, characters, and events [7].
The best learning is learning through play, because in
that way new data are learned, new skills are acquired,
sociability and ways of thinking are developed [10].
Through the digitalization of centers and their activities,
learning materials made in the form of short entertaining
video games can be available to every child. A child who is
not going to kindergarten has the opportunity to participate
and try out the centers.
IV. SCRATCH
Scratch is a free block-based programming language in
which one can create its own stories, games and animations.
Scratch requires an internet connection and a computer, and
is accessed via the link https://scratch.mit.edu
Compared to classical programming, in Scratch
programming commands are represented by blocks. This is
why programming in Scratch is called block-based
programming. The Scratch interface (Figure 1) consists of
sprites, costumes, sounds, stages, palettes of programming
blocks, a script area, a toolbar, a menu, and a green flag.
There are nine basic categories of commands, each
presented in a different color and shape. Each command, of
which each program consists, is displayed like a piece of a
puzzle. They are inserted and form a set of commands, a
block. One of the reasons why they are made like a jigsaw
puzzle is because it was noticed that children in working
with shapes like a cube, immediately begin to come up with
ideas, imagination and creativity, so they created a visual
programming language reminiscent of stacking dice [13].

necessary components for creating personal games and
animations. The activities in the virtual activity center were
created using the previously described program, Scratch.
V. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL ACTIVITY
CENTERS

There are designated activity centers within the
kindergarten’s living rooms. As listed earlier, there are nine
activity centers. Virtual activity centers have been designed
based on them. This paper describes a pilot project in which
the main room and three digital activity centers were
designed and developed: the Manipulative or Table Toy
Center, the Center for Initial Reading and Writing, and the
Research Center.
A. Main room
The main room introduces the player to a new
educational virtual world. At the very beginning is an
explanation, with the help of menus, of the role of the main
room and other rooms in which activity centers are offered.
It allows children to choose centers and games
independently. At first, children may want to "try out" all
the centers at once and move quickly from one to the other.
But over time, they will begin to stay in places that really
interest them and will choose "their" centers. The game
should run by itself; therefore, children should be allowed
to move from center to center at their own pace [12]. They
will want to try virtual activities in the same way. In some
activities, they will need the help of an educator or older
child. The pilot project is designed for preschool children,
but it can also include first grade elementary school
students. Some activities will require knowledge of letters
or numbers. Children who do not know them will require
help of an educator or a child who knows the required
letters or numbers.
The main room (Figure 2.) can be found at the link
https://centriaktivnosti.weebly.com/Otheractivitycenters
and the activity itself can be accessed via the main room
and activity centers or directly via the activity link.

Figure 1. The Scratch interface

As mentioned earlier, the programming commands are
divided into nine blocks, and there is also the possibility of
creating your own using the add Extension option. The
colors of the program block help to find out in which group
a certain block is located [14].
Resnick stated: “Learn to Code, Code to Learn” The
point he wanted to make is that children learn with the help
of programming and they program in order to learn. In a
2005 study, most students at the Los Angeles
Technological Center for Extracurricular Activities did not
see creating scripts as programming [13].

Figure 2. Main room

B. Manipulatives or Table Toy Center
The Manipulative or Table Toy Center contains tools
that will help children learn to compare, align, count, and
categorize. Children design their own activities
independently, and through games they practice speaking
skills, develop intellectual abilities, train small muscles,

In order to bring programming closer to children, the
Scratch Jr. application was designed and adapted to
preschool children. It looks simpler, but still contains all the
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and practice hand-eye coordination. Social skills are
learned through the exchange of information, negotiation,
and problem solving [12]. Games from the Manipulative or
Table Toy center help children solve problems with the
help of consistency and perseverance. In this way, they
acquire the skills of thinking and logical reasoning [15].
Three games were designed and developed in the
Manipulative or Table Toy Center: Memory Game - My
Body, Lost Balloon and Animal Quiz. The Manipulative or
Table Toy Center can be accessed from the Main Room or
via the link https://centriaktivnosti.weebly.com/stolnomanipulativni-centar.html
The Memory game – My Body
Memory Game - My Body is a memory game, it
encourages concentration and memory. As with playing
with paper or plastic cards in the real world, the goal of the
game is to find and connect pairs of cards with the same
image (Figure 3.).

Figure 4. Lost Balloon

This game requires complete concentration from the
player. By choosing the right map, the child creates a better
picture of himself and his abilities. An incorrect answer can
encourage perseverance, commitment to an optimistic
relationship, and the establishment of emotional stability
[16]. The game can be selected in the Manipulative or
Table Toy Center or directly via the link
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/411816573
The Animal Quiz
The Animal Quiz encourages collaborative learning of
the child and the adult. The questions are intended for
preschool children and first grade elementary school
students. The quiz consists of 14 simple questions in which
an adult reads the question and the child gives the answer.
The child or adult writes the answer. The app provides
feedback on the accuracy of the answers.

Figure 3. Memory game - My Body

Memory game - My Body has two levels. Both levels
have twelve (six pairs) cards. The difference between the
first and second level is the way the cards are connected. In
the first level, pairs with the same image are asked, while
in the second level the player is asked to connect terms
(e.g., the teeth and a toothbrush). The player can at any time
seek help in playing the second level through the HINT
option which shows the player which terms are related. The
game is available through the room of the Manipulative or
Table Toy center or at the link https://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/404683895
The Lost Balloon
Lost Balloon is a card game in which the goal is to find
a card with a picture of a balloon. In Memory Game - My
Body, the cards were arranged in a lattice formation, while
in this game the cards are placed at the vertices of an
equilateral triangle. At the beginning of the game, the
application shows a map of the balloon that needs to be
found. After that, the map closes and only the back of the
card is shown. Shuffling / moving with other cards begin.
When the move is complete, one needs to guess where the
requested map is. As the game progresses, there is more
shuffling and the cards move faster from position to
position (Figure 4.)
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This is the way to introduce world of numbers to a child.
The game can be accessed through the Manipulative or
Table Toy Center or via the link https://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/411715536
C. Research Center
Children are by nature active researchers for
information about their immediate environment. They
research by observing, questioning, comparing, classifying,
and communicating [12]. The research center offers a
variety of materials that will allow children to explore their
properties and phenomena.
Three games have been designed and developed at the
Research Center: Recognize the Animal, Hungry
Caterpillar and Enigmatic Colors. Games will enable the
child to develop auditory and visual perception, the ability
to solve problems, develop memory, and develop
operational thinking.
The Research Center can be reached from the Main
Room by selecting the Research Center tab or via the
https://centriaktivnosti.weebly.com/istra382iva269kicentar.html
Recognize the Animal
The game Recognize the Animal is similar to the game
Animal Quiz. The difference is that an animal needs to be
recognized by the way it sounds. Listening to the sounds
within the game, children notice and distinguish sounds and
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voices. Each animal's voice is played once, but if the player
wants to listen to the sound again, it is necessary to click on
the speaker icon that will reproduce the sound of the voice.
In this game, in addition to auditory perception, visual
perception also actively develops. During the game,
children need to notice, recognize, and compare pictures
and sounds to come up with the correct answer. The game
can be accessed through the Research Center or via the link
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/414800479
The Hungry Caterpillar
The Hungry Caterpillar game is based on the story by
Eric Carl: A Very Hungry Caterpillar. In Hungry
Caterpillar, the main character is a Caterpillar that is
constantly moving and it cannot stop moving. The player
can, using the arrows, move the caterpillar left, right, up, or
down. The object of the game is to get the caterpillar to eat
fruits and vegetables while avoiding sweets. With each bite,
the caterpillar becomes bigger, and the child gains
immediate experience of cause-and-effect relationships.
The Hungry Caterpillar game encourages children to
follow the rules and develop a positive attitude towards
them by taking care of their health, healthy lifestyle, and
diet. With the help of the game Hungry Caterpillars, they
develop spatial perception in such a way that they have to
locate food and then orient themselves in space in order to
reach it. The game is available through the Research Center
or via the link https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/ 417441149
The Enigmatic Colors
In Enigmatic Colors, the player needs to associate a
color with a color name. In the upper part of the window,
the word for example "Green" will be printed in blue. This
word will need to be linked to the word "blue" (of several
color words printed) at the bottom of the window.
Therefore, it is necessary to choose the color shown, not the
written word. The game is appropriate for younger children
because they have to tell the adult to choose a term where
the color shown is mentioned. For older child-ren who can
read, the game can be a bit confusing because they read one
word or color while another is shown.
With the correct answers, the child will create a positive
image of itself and their abilities and skills. The game
Enigmatic Colors helps development of the visual
perception and children gain experience using sight. The
game can be accessed through the Research Center or via
the link https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/418284616
D. The Center for Early Reading and Writing
The Center for Early Reading and Writing supports the
development of early literacy and mathematical thinking in
children. It teaches recognition of symbols and connection
with the voice, creation of their own stories, logical
problem solving, connection of symbols with quantity, and
classification in accordance with the given criteria.
Three games have been designed and developed at the
Center for Early Reading and Writing: Water Circulation
in Nature, Mathematics for the Youngest Age, and Very
Hungry Caterpillar. The Center for Early Reading and
Writing can be reached from the Main Room by selecting
the Center for Early Reading and Writing or via the link:
https://centriaktivnosti.weebly.com/centar-po269etnog269itanja-i-pisanja.html
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Water Circulation in Nature
In this game, the player's task is to bring the ball to the
goal through narrow passages and corridors. The edge of the
corridor must not be touched by the ball. If a player touches
the edge of the hallway, the ball returns to the beginning.
The game has several levels, which the player enters if he
has successfully mastered the previous level. The levels
(seven of them) are modeled on worksheets with tasks for
the development of motor skills. In this game, the child
simultaneously participates in the acquisition of knowledge
about the circulation of water in nature.
The player at the first level walks between the clouds to
reach the Sun. The appearance of the Sun warms the seas.
The heated sea evaporates. Water vapor is collected in the
cloud, and then precipitation is shown. After completing
the seventh level, the game returns to the first level and in
that way one can go through the activity of circulating water
in nature again.
The game can be accessed by the Center for Early
Reading and Writing tab via the link https://scratch.mit.
edu/projects/417523990
Mathematics for the Youngest Age
The game Mathematics for the Youngest Age contains a
series of logical-mathematical activities. Through play,
children develop their own pre-mathematical skills in
understanding numbers, comparing, and sorting. Unlike
other games, they need to write down the answers (numbers
or letters). The game can be accessed through the Center
for Early Reading and Writing or via the link
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/418106734
Very Hungry Caterpillar
Very Hungry Caterpillar is a game in which children
learn the basic mathematical concepts, the days of the week,
and the transformation of a caterpillar into a butterfly. The
player needs to help the caterpillar to become a butterfly. It
does so by offering caterpillar food of different colors and
quantities. At the very beginning of the game, nine different
backgrounds were created for the nine levels of the game.
Each background contains a single task. In order to achieve
interaction and cooperation between the game and the child,
the caterpillar initially asks the player to enter their name.
The player enters their name in the appropriate field. At each
level of the game there are two objects that represent food.
The goal of the player is to follow the instructions, choose
the correct object, and bring it to the caterpillars. If the food
touches the caterpillar, a message “true” or “false” will be
shown. With an incorrect answer, the object, i.e., food,
returns to its original place, and the player has the
opportunity to try again. The correct answer sends the
message “correct” and the game level changes.
The game is available at the Center for Early Reading
and Writing or via the link https://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/417976571.
VI. APPLICATION OF THE VIRTUAL CENTERS OF
ACTIVITIES
This project was conducted at the Faculty of Education
of the University of Juraj Dobrila in Pula, and it was
practically applied and tested in kindergartens in Rijeka.
Makey, Makey was also used in addition to developed
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applications. Makey Makey is a computer-electronic device
that allows people to take everyday objects and combine
them with the internet. It allows transformation of everyday
objects into computer interfaces. It consists of a board with
a micro controller connected via a USB cable to a
computer, and with which one can make their own switches
that act like keys on a keyboard. The main keys on the
keyboard that one can operate are the navigation keys: up,
down, left, right; space bar, and mouse click. The device
connects to a computer without the need to install
additional drivers, applications, or software. With the help
of the alligator clips attached to any conductive object or
material, one can control these keys on the computer
keyboard and thus create innovative games. When touching
a specific conductive object or material that is connected by
alligator clips to a Makey Makey, the computer receives
information that a specific keyboard or mouse key has been
pressed, and responds according to the function of the
pressed key or mouse. Makey Makey is automatically
compatible with any part of the computer software. By
mimicking certain keyboard and mouse keys, Makey
Makey allows users to control any computer program with
everyday conductive items turned into interactive toys [17].
Some of the conductive items are most fruits and
vegetables, plasticine, water, graphite, aluminum foil,
magnets, coins and other metal items, and even people
themselves are conductive.
Makey, Makey was used in a regular educational
program as part of an internship activity. Makey, Makey
was used in a group of normally developed children as part
of the game Hungry Caterpillar. A musical game was
added in which children had 4 "piano" keys that represented
certain tones of the scale depending on the chosen song /
children's song (Are you sleeping (Brother John); Shoo,
shoo, shoo; and so Small clock ticking; Twinkle, twinkle
little star; Fish is swimming...).
VII. RESEARCH
On 16 of November 2021, as a part of the weekly plan
and program called Inventor's Week, under the supervision
of the internship committee, the internship activity What
can my imagination do?, was held in the Kindergarten
Rijeka, CPO Potok, PPO Potok, and it involved children
aged from 3 to 7 years from the group Loptice. This activity
provides challenging and stimulating materials for playing
and learning. The activity started during lunch at 11:30 AM
and ended at 5:00 PM, when children left kindergarten and
went home. Afternoon educational activity is specific
because it needs to take in consideration different needs of
children; some children need peace and quiet to rest and
nap, while other children are full of energy and eager to
learn and socialize.
th

During afternoon break, activities offered to children
are very limited. Virtual activity centers provide potential
alternative contents that allow children to continue to have
the freedom to choose incentives while developing their
digital competencies.
When the activity was conducted, four children were
chosen to stay awake in the afternoon. Prior to introducing
Virtual Activity Center’s games to the children, they had an
opportunity to participate in preparing the space for the
activity and each child was assigned a specific task. Tasks
consisted of preparing chairs for sitting, connecting the
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laptop to an external power supply, turning on the laptop,
connecting the Makey makey crocodiles, and connecting the
Makey, makey device to the laptop. In those moments, a
sense of belonging, togetherness, cooperation and feelings
of the child's self-confidence and their abilities were created
among the children. They eagerly awaited the next steps.
Children excitedly commented on the icons on the desktop
and compared them to the ones they have at home.
In the spirit of the activity What can my imagination
do?, children were first introduced to the coding program
Scratch, and its most basic properties. Children had to
decide what type of the game they would like to have and,
in the cooperation with their educator, create it. Also, they
had to make their own background music with the help of
Scratch and Makey, makey.
Two children wanted to create their own background
for the game. At the very beginning, they tried out different
digital drawing tools, and gradually they switched to
shaping their own digital background into recognizable
contours of the landscape. The downside, from the
children’s perspective, was the time needed for the game to
be ready to play.
Just as children in the living room have the opportunity
and the right to choose their own activities, they are able to
do the same through the Virtual Activity Center. They were
offered A music center, A research center, A manipulative
and table toy center and A center for early reading and
writing. As this was the children's first encounter with this
type of activity and these games, they were eager to try all
the games.
The game Lost Balloon was their first choice. They
listened carefully to the instructions and then watched
closely the shuffling of the cards. They were amused by the
speed of shuffling the cards, which increased with each
correct answer.
The Hungry Caterpillar game challenged their
competitive side and they competed to see who could turn
the caterpillar into a butterfly. Every child wanted to be
successful and win, but at the same time they wanted to be
supportive to each other in connecting to Makey, makey.
Namely, the children wanted to use both hands to control
the caterpillar, but due to the characteristics of Makey,
makey one hand always needed to be on the so-called Earth
and that proved difficult for them.
The children tried other games, but they were
particularly drawn to the papers resembling colorful
keyboard keys. In this activity, the children understood and
accepted the technique of using Makey, makey and played
completely independently, accompanied by a colorful
musical notation. As this activity took place during the
afternoon break, with the passage of time more and more
children had the opportunity to join, and their friends taught
them how to use it. During the snack, the children and the
educator cleared the table, ate the snack and headed to the
real activity centers, which offered them additional
materials needed to achieve the goal of the activity What
can my imagination do?
Their positive reactions and continued interest in using
Virtual Activity Centers gives a solid foundation for the
advancement of this project.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Modern technology is becoming increasingly
accessible and available to children. The article lists
research showing that children are willing to participate in
activities that involve also physical activities and not only
sitting and listening. Proper use of computers develops
digital competencies that will benefit them in the future.

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

One way to involve children in active participation is
through games. Education through games makes the
educational process better and more interesting.
This paper describes the development of digital
educational games based on the types of activities carried
out in kindergartens. Virtual activity centers allow children
to find a range of games or incentives in one place.
Currently, three activity centers with three games each have
been processed. The Manipulative or Table Toy center
contains the activities Memory Game - My Body, Lost
Balloon and Animal Quiz. The Research Center is joined
by the activities Animal Sounds, Hungry Caterpillar and
Enigmatic Colors. Inside the Center for Early Reading and
Writing are the games Water Circulation in Nature,
Mathematics for the Youngest Age and Very Hungry
Caterpillar.
By playing games, children will be able to improve
previously acquired knowledge, and create a better image
of themselves and their capabilities. Learning will teach
them to follow the rules. In doing so, children will notice
the positive changes that occur if they follow them, such as
in the game Hungry Caterpillar. Through successes and
failures, they will establish emotional stability. They will
develop a positive attitude, and attitude towards themselves
and their own health and diet. Children will improve
problem-solving skills and pre-mathematical skills such as
subject relationships, quantity, and the concept of number.
These incentives will help children build understanding for
the world around them, society and culture, logic and
mathematics, and for written and spoken words.
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Abstract - The previous years have brought a major
disruption with the COVID-19 outbreak, and universities
around the world had to quickly adapt to the new format of
teaching and learning. Different fields faced various
obstacles in trying to provide the best possible classroomlike experience to students during the lockdown. For
engineering study programs, especially in the courses where
the laboratory is very important, it was a difficult task to
replicate the syllabus in the online domain. This paper
presents experiences from online teaching of the Digital
System Design course at the University of Novi Sad.
Traditional and online variants of the course are presented
and compared, with the focus on laboratory exercises which
were the most difficult to adapt. In addition, student
experiences are summarized and compared to experiences
in the previous years when the course was held traditionally.
Keywords – online teaching, engineering education,
digital systems

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental topics covered in most
curricula in electrical and computer engineering is the
design of digital systems. There are various approaches to
how the course should be organized and which topics
should be covered, ranging from courses that put a focus
on digital electronics, to courses that stress the design at
the level of a hardware description language (HDL) and
even verification of digital systems.
At the University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Technical
Sciences, the course Logic design of computer systems 1,
teaching the fundamentals of digital system design, is part
of the curriculum of four study programs. It is a
mandatory course in the third semester of an
undergraduate program in three majors: computing and
control engineering, applied software engineering, and
information engineering. Additionally, it is a mandatory
course in the fifth semester of the software engineering
study program. Overall, the course is taken yearly by ~550
students.
Considering the vast diversity of students enrolling in
the course, it has taken several adjustments over the years.
Over the last decade, the course has put the focus on
laboratory work, teaching students how to design and
simulate the digital systems in Very high-speed integrated
circuit HDL (VHDL), which is one of the two HDLs,
besides Verilog, usually used for the design of digital

systems. The course team has been involved in projects to
improve the learning efficiency in embedded computer
engineering education. During that period, the course
based its laboratory exercises [1] on a unified embedded
engineering learning platform [2] which was updated and
renewed over the years [3].
At the beginning of the 2020s, an unexpected turn of
events disrupted the entire world with the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic, forcing educators around the globe
to adapt their courses to the online format. The courses
that put most of their focus on practical laboratory work
suffered the most since the laboratory typically is not
readily available for the online environment.
Migrating the laboratory exercises to the online
environment is a challenging task [4] that has been
researched for decades [5]. This migration is especially
challenging if the laboratory equipment is expensive or
not easily customizable. Laboratories in the digital system
design field require equipment of various complexity and
price levels, depending on the course learning outcomes.
It is possible to teach the material with low-tech supplies
[6], but the customization of the equipment such that it is
applicable and effective in the online environment is often
a difficult challenge.
To adapt to the online learning environment, the
course team adapted the lectures and laboratory exercises,
and developed an emulator that had the aim of replicating
the laboratory environment as much as possible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of the course and laboratory exercises
after their adaptation to the online format. The emulator is
described in section 3. Traditional and online variants of
the course are compared, and the student feedback is
discussed in section 4. Finally, section 5 gives concluding
remarks.
II. COURSE AND LABS OVERVIEW
The course Logic design of computer systems 1
teaches the fundamentals of digital system design from a
computer engineering perspective. It does not assume
prerequisite knowledge in digital electronics and starts by
explaining the main components of digital circuits, only
touching the electronics and focusing on digital logic
circuits and digital logic design.

This research (paper) has been supported by the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technological Development through the project
no. 451-03-68/2020-14/200156: “Innovative scientific and artistic
research from the Faculty of Technical Sciences domain”.
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The course continues exploring combinational and
sequential circuits, as well as the finite state machines.
The final topic in the course is the design of a processor.

decoder. The students also learn how to design a
control unit as a finite state machine, to run a single
algorithm in the given datapath.

This may seem a daunting task, reaching the design of
a processor in a single semester, starting from little or no
knowledge in digital electronics. It was made feasible by
focusing on topics important in computer engineering,
abstracting away details from electronics and focusing on
aspects of the digital logic design of the main components
of a processor, culminating with an architecture of a
hypothetical processor that is simple enough to be
implementable in the laboratory exercises, but complex
enough to cover fundamental concepts of a datapath and
control unit design.

• Optionally, students can implement a general
control unit that responds to the instructions and
extend the datapath to support different types of
instructions: ALU instructions, jumps and memory
instructions.

The main strategy of the course is learning by doing.
The laboratory exercises were therefore designed to be
implemented by students from scratch. The course team
decided not to provide complicated starter codes where a
student would add a few parts. Instead, the laboratory
exercises were designed to be feasible to be implemented
from scratch, yet informative enough to satisfy the
learning outcomes.
Most of the laboratory exercises are implemented
using the VHDL. In traditional classroom experience, they
are implemented for a custom-made board with a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) integrated circuit. The
students learn how to simulate their design and how to
synthesize it and run it on the platform.
The laboratory exercises are organized in the
following manner:
• To begin, students are introduced to the design of
digital systems at the schematic level. This is done
briefly to connect the concepts from lectures to the
practical work.
• Students are then introduced to the VHDL as an
alternative to the schematic design. By designing
one complex system at the schematic level and
designing the same system in VHDL, students
realize why HDLs exist and why VHDL is used in
the remainder of the labs. Still, it is very important
to stress that VHDL system design is not
programming, even though it appears similar.
• The labs then cover the design of combinational
and sequential circuits using VHDL. In parallel,
students are taught how to write test benches for
system verification, and its differences from
writing VHDL at the design level.
• The topic of finite state machines is covered using
examples students are already familiar with, such
as the semaphore and a vending machine.
• The last four laboratory exercises switch the focus
to the design of a processor, using the
combinational and sequential components that the
students already learned in the previous lab
exercises. The students design the processor from
scratch, first creating modules that represent
individual components in the datapath: arithmeticlogic unit (ALU), registers, multiplexers and a
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• Finally, students write a few programs at the
assembly language level for the processor they
designed. The assembler is provided to them as
part of the course materials. The goal of this
finishing step is to connect the knowledge they
received in this course with the knowledge in
assembly programming they received in previous
courses in their study programs.
During regular “live” laboratory exercises the students
would write their VHDL code and then simulate it using
the simulator provided by the Integrated Development
Environment (IDE). After successful simulation, they
would follow up with the programming of the FPGA and
then observe in real-time if their design does work as
intended.
Usually, after a few weeks, when the students got used
to the workflow and gained some confidence, many would
skip the simulation process and go straight to the
debugging and verification using the FPGA board. This is
mainly because for many students this was their first
encounter with embedded systems and seeing the Light
Emitting Diodes (LEDs) light up for the first time using
their own code created a euphoric moment. Students
wanted to spend as much time using the board as possible,
resorting to simulation only once they could not figure out
why the system did not behave as expected.
Once the pandemic outbreak began, the FPGA boards
were sadly not accessible to the students, many of whom
were forced to go to their hometowns. Since the option to
lend each of the ~550 students a personal FPGA board to
take home was not possible, the brunt of the debugging
and verification process had to be once again relegated to
the simulator.
The new online environment was difficult for some
students, despite the teaching staff’s best efforts. In order
to minimize miscommunication, additional video material
was created to help with the exercises. Another good side
to this modification was that the students could re-watch
the videos multiple times if they did not understand the
concepts initially and do so at the time of their choosing.
The main problem was that the link with the embedded
world was lost. For many of the students, this was just
another subject where some strange programming happens
but instead of a console, they must check their results on
the waveform of the simulator.
To try and mitigate this phenomenon, the teaching
assistants, filmed the behavior of the FPGA board during
online laboratory exercises as a means of illustrating what
is going on in real time. Sadly, this was insufficient as
students could not see for themselves what was going on
and did not have a hands-on approach. Therefore, to try
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and address the situation, an FPGA board emulator was
developed.
III.

THE EMULATOR

The emulator is a C++ application made from scratch,
relying on the Simple and Fast Multimedia Library
(SFML) [7] for graphics. It is a standalone application that
runs in parallel with the simulator and has two functions.
On one hand, it acts as a monitor of inputs and outputs of
the system and on the other it is also an agent that has
control over the inputs. The emulator consists of a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) (Fig. 1) which resembles
the FPGA development board’s appearance (Fig. 2) and a
simple communication subsystem.
The emulator and simulator communicate with each
other using a file. Whenever some change occurs, it is
recorded in a file in a publishing manner – there are no
acknowledge or ping mechanisms in place. Both the
emulator and simulator rely on polling, periodically
reading the file to update their respective features.

Figure 1. Emulator screenshot

There are two main modes in which the emulator
works – the display and interactive mode. The simpler, so
called, display mode is the one where the emulator does
nothing other than present the values to the students in a
more readable and comprehensive way. The students write
the test benches as they would normally when simulating
their system. Then in simulated “real-time”, the emulator
responds by turning LEDs and 7 segment displays on and
off promptly set by the test bench. This is especially
interesting when showing data on the 7 segment displays
which are notoriously difficult to follow in the simulator
without the help of additional signals.
The interactive mode is a bit more complex but better
reflects the interaction with the actual FPGA board. The
emulator is still run in parallel with the simulator but this
time the students do not write any additional code in the
test bench itself. Instead, the students give inputs directly
to the emulator by pressing certain keys on the keyboard.
Each component of the emulator that resembles an input
(all 8 switches and 5 push buttons) is mapped to a specific
key on the keyboard. For example, the switch SW1 is
mapped to key 1, SW2 is mapped to key 2 etc. When the
user presses key 1, the switch SW1 will toggle its state
between on and off positions. These changes are then
published to the file and read by the simulator. The
simulator simulates the system at hand and updates the
outputs, again by writing to the file, as well as the
waveform. If this change in the inputs would result in a
change in the LEDs or the display, this will be shown in
the emulator.
Obviously, not all of the features present on the FPGA
board are present in the simulator. The most obvious
difference is the absence of the LED matrix, and the 3
“traffic lights” LEDs – one red, one yellow and one green.
Others include various interfaces such as audio or
Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (UART)
which are not part of the curriculum anyway, so there is
no actual drawback in terms of their absence.
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Figure 2. FPGA development board

In this first version of the emulator, the status of the
LEDs is represented by a white or red square, and the
status of the switches is represented by a small black
rectangle in either top or bottom position. When the LED
should be on, a red square is drawn on top of the exiting
white square in the specified position, whereas when the
LED should be off, a white square is drawn in the same
position. A simple improvement that would look better is
to have smaller images of LEDs that could be toggled and
drawn in the same manner, but nice-looking graphics were
not a priority at this time.
IV. FEEDBACK AND DISCUSSION
At the end of the winter semester 2021/22, students
taking the course were asked to provide feedback about
their course experience, especially related to the shift to
online teaching and online laboratories. This section
provides the summary of their feedback and discussion
about the differences between online and traditional
teaching from the students’ perspective.
The total number of participants in the survey was N =
259. All four study programs participated in the survey,
with the following distribution of participants: computing
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and control engineering (CCE) (114 participants, 44.0%),
applied software engineering (ASE) (80 participants,
30.9%), software engineering (SE) (38 participants,
14.7%), information engineering (IE) (27 participants,
10.4%). There was no overlap, i.e., all participants were
enrolled in a single study program. The participants
responded to the survey questions online, in the last two
weeks of the course.
Fig. 3 summarizes the responses to general questions
about the quality of lectures, auditory and laboratory
exercises, showing the number of students that responded
with each given answer. Two study programs (ASE, SE)
do not have auditory exercises in their schedule, therefore
the number of responses to that question is lower.
Traditionally, students rate the auditory and laboratory
exercises higher than the lectures. One of the reasons for
this discrepancy may be the preference that the
engineering students have towards the practical work
compared to theoretical lectures.

Students were asked what they liked the most and
what they did not like in the online laboratory exercises.
Some of the most prevalent responses were that they liked
participation in the exercises, i.e., practical work, learning
with understanding, interaction with the teaching staff,
active communication, preparatory videos that teaching
assistants prepared for each laboratory exercise. Some
students even stressed how they liked homework tasks;
even though they were required to do on a bi-weekly
basis, this piece of assignment supported their learning
and made the course more practical and interesting. A
significant number of students also noted that they really
liked the processor design, as a practical way to
summarize the entire course in a system that they designed
and described from scratch.
When asked what they did not like, the most prevalent
answer was the online format. The lack of interpersonal
interaction with the teaching staff, as well as between
students, made the course appear different and more
difficult to understand than usual, and significantly
affected the learning.
At the end of the semester, the teaching staff organized
a non-mandatory live session in which students could
come to the lab and try some of their solutions on a real
platform. Due to the COVID restrictions, this was given
on a voluntary basis to registered students.
One of the anonymous student comments from the
ASE study program nicely summarizes the difference in
perspective between online and traditional laboratory.
When asked “What would you change in laboratory
exercises?” the response was:
Everything. Until the session in the real lab, I did not
know the meaning of the course and the topics we
studied. The course is excellent, full of potential, but to
understand the lectured material, physical interaction
and practical work with real hardware is necessary;
simulation is not enough.
The passing rate was similar to the passing rate in the
years in which the course was given in the traditional
format. Nevertheless, the perception of the known
material after the course, as reported in the student
feedback, was weaker than in the traditional format.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the course and laboratory
exercises of the introductory course in digital and
computer system design, which was adapted for online
format during the pandemic. An emulator was made to
help students receive at least some practical experience
with the real platform. The student feedback showed that
the perception of learned material compared to the
traditional laboratory format is weaker. The future work
will consist of further research on improving the online
format of the exercises to make them as effective as
possible compared to the traditional format.

Figure 3. Responses to quality questions
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Abstract – During times when remote or hybrid teaching is
inevitable, many instructors record their class sessions for
greater student accessibility. Recordings allow students to
follow classes at their own pace, when it suits them, to watch
class sessions they missed due to unexpected circumstances,
review complex concepts, and fill in gaps in their lecture
notes when studying for exams. At the same time, class
recordings can result in waning attendance or student
engagement. The objective of the empirical study presented
in this paper is to determine which factors contribute to the
acceptance of class recordings and how often they have been
effectively consumed by information and computer science
students of one higher education institution in Croatia.
Reported findings uncovered that students are willing to
learn course topics from class recordings because they have
met students' expectations and can therefore serve as an
equal replacement for in-class attendance.
Keywords - acceptance, class recordings, frequency of use,
questionnaire, empirical findings

I.

INTRODUCTION

Digital technologies are helpful to teachers that
perform numerous types of online teaching activities.
During the Covid-19 pandemic, many teachers shift their
teaching process from a traditional classroom to an online
environment worldwide [1]. As a follow-up, a lot of
educational institutions have introduced mandatory online
courses [2].
According to Chopra and Chitranshi [3], synchronous
and asynchronous ways of learning are "the most popular
digital pedagogies". While synchronous learning mode
refers to learning and teaching in real-time, during the
asynchronous learning mode, the interaction between
students and teachers takes place at any time, both using
digital technology [3]. The same authors emphasize that
the combination of synchronous and asynchronous modes
of learning and teaching is effective for students. An
example of the above is sharing class recordings on a
YouTube channel which enables students to watch them
repeatedly.
Findings of a study carried out by Chen et al. [2] have
shown that students ranked instructor lectures using
learning glass technology, animated PowerPoints with
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audio narratives, and Zoom class recordings as the most
suitable forms of online educational content.
Although students have recognized the benefits of
lecture recordings, further studies focused on their
evaluation in different educational contexts and the
development of approaches that would improve their
effectiveness are required [4]. On the other hand, Palmer
et al. [5] found no difference in learning course topics
between students who attended lectures in the classroom
and students who were watching recorded lectures.
Today, many instructors record their teaching sessions
during hybrid or online teaching. The level of student
satisfaction with the online learning experience related to
educational content, interaction, and technologies is one of
the main factors that impact online learning effectiveness
[6].
The study presented in this paper aims to identify
which dimensions of acceptance are relevant when class
recordings posted on YouTube channels are considered
and the frequency of their employment by information and
computer science students.
II.

RELATED WORK

The main advantages of using the class recording are
the possibility of rewatching the educational content and
flexibility while preparing for the exams [7], [8]. Gonzalez
et al. [7] discovered that audio and video quality are
essential features of online lectures.
According to Abou-Khalil et al. [9], class recordings
represent the most effective strategy for engaging students
in educational content and their perception depends on
students’ gender and the piece of technology they used to
take online classes. When the students’ gender was
considered, it appeared that female students perceived
student-teacher engagement strategies as more effective
compared to their male peers. On the other hand, when
study findings were examined from the perspective of the
device (computer, smartphone, or tablet) students are
using for educational purposes, the authors found a
correlation only between the usage of a computer to attend
online classes and the perception of student-teacher and
student–content engagement strategies.
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Findings of the study conducted by Williams et al.
[10] indicate that lecture recordings are most useful as a
complement to attending lectures rather than as a
complete substitute for classes.
Nagy [11] extended the Technology Acceptance
Model [12] (which represents an interplay of perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude towards using,
behavioral intention, and actual system use) and found
that perceived usefulness, attitude, and internet selfefficacy contribute to online video usage which in turn has
an influence on both learning performance and learning
satisfaction which again is affected by learner-learner
interaction (a two-way communication between students),
perceived ease of use, and learning performance.
Pal and Patra [13] proposed integration of the
Technology Acceptance Model [12] and the Task
Technology Fit Model [14] (which proposes that task
characteristics are affected by technology characteristics,
that task characteristics, technology characteristics, and
individual characteristics impact task-technology fit (“the
degree to which a technology assists an individual in
performing his/her portfolio of tasks”) which in turn
contribute to the performance impacts) that deals with the
students' adoption of video-based learning. The authors
found that technology characteristics and prior experience
of technology use are predictors of task-technology fit
which in turn affects perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness. The same authors also discovered that
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness affect
attitude towards using which together with perceived
usefulness represents antecedents of actual use of videobased learning. Finally, the moderating effect of gender
appeared to be significant as well.
The aforementioned indicates that current studies are
focused on examining the psychometric features of
models, their extensions and integrations tackling the
essence of technology acceptance adapted to the context
of video-based learning rather than dealing with the
identification of all relevant pragmatic and hedonic
features of class recordings which contribute to their
acceptance and regular use which motivates us to initiate
research in that respect.
III.

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

A. Procedure
The research was carried out among information and
computer science students during the winter semester of
the academic year 2021/2022. Before the study took place,
participants have been using class recordings for several
months. Class recordings were posted on teachers’
YouTube channels and readily available to students. Data
was collected using the post-use questionnaire created and
administrated through Google Forms. Participation in the
study was voluntary and anonymous.
B. Apparatus
Based on our prior work in which models and
measuring instruments meant for examining various
dimensions of acceptance [15, 16, 17, 18] have been
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proposed, we determined 19 relevant attributes and
adapted their items to the context of this empirical study.
Effectiveness refers to the degree to which class
recordings posted on the YouTube channel allow students
to learn all the relevant course topics. Usefulness indicates
the level to which watching class recordings posted on the
YouTube channel is beneficial for learning course topics.
Ease of use represents the degree to which it is effortless
to learn course topics from class recordings posted on the
YouTube channel. Playfulness denotes the degree to
which watching class recordings posted on the YouTube
channel holds students’ attention and encourages their
creativity. Reputation refers to the extent to which
students’ decision to learn from class recordings depends
on which teacher or course a particular YouTube channel
belongs to. Attitude towards use represents the level to
which students have a positive perception about learning
course topics from class recordings posted on the
YouTube channel. Efficiency indicates the extent to which
watching class recordings posted on the YouTube channel
speeds up learning course topics. Social influence refers to
the degree to which students’ decision to learn course
topics from class recordings posted on the YouTube
channel is affected by people whose opinions or behavior
is important to them. Pleasure denotes the level to which
feels good to learn course topics from class recordings
posted on the YouTube channel. Results demonstrability
represents the extent to which students can easily argue
the advantages of learning course topics from class
recordings posted on the YouTube channel. Habit
indicates the degree to which students are accustomed to
learning course topics from class recordings posted on the
YouTube channel. Confirmation refers to the extent to
which class recordings posted on the YouTube channel
have met students’ expectations. Dullness presents the
level to which watching class recordings posted on the
YouTube channel is tedious to students. Critical mass
denotes the degree to which students believe that most of
their colleagues learn course topics from class recordings
posted on the YouTube channel. Learning opportunities
indicate the extent to which class recordings posted on the
YouTube channel provide students with flexibility in
learning course topics. Comparative advantage refers to
the degree to which learning from class recordings posted
on the YouTube channel increases students’ success rate
in passing exams compared to other forms of educational
materials. Class recordings organization indicated the
extent to which class recordings posted on the YouTube
channel are edited. Satisfaction denotes the degree to
which students are content with class recordings posted on
the YouTube channel. Behavioral intention refers to the
level to which students are willing to continue watching
class recordings posted on the YouTube channel and
recommend learning course topics from them to their
colleagues.
The measuring instrument was composed of five items
related to participants' demographic data, six items dealing
with the frequency of using YouTube, and 111 items
meant for examining the dimensions of 19 acceptance
attributes mentioned above. The responses to the
questionnaire items were modulated on a five-point Likert
scale (1 - strongly disagree, 5 – strongly agree). The sum
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of responses to items assigned to the particular attribute
was used as a composite measure reflecting the class
recordings' particular acceptance dimension.
IV.

FINDINGS

A.

Participants
A total of 122 subjects were involved in the study. All
of them were students at the Juraj Dobrila University of
Pula, of which 89.3% were enrolled in the Informatics
study program at the Faculty of Informatics, while the
remaining 15.6% studied Computer Science at the Faculty
of Engineering. A majority (66.4%) of them were male.
Study respondents ranged in age from 18 to 43 years
(M=22.52, SD=4.463). Most study participants (84.4%)
were full-time students. At the time the study took place, a
majority (45.1%) of respondents were in the first year of
their undergraduate study, 24.6% of them were in the
second year of their graduate study, 13.9% were in the
third year of their undergraduate study, 11.5% were in the
second year of the undergraduate study, and remaining
4.9% were in the first year of the graduate study.
The analysis of collected data revealed that 84.4%,
80.3%, and 38.5% of students employ YouTube between
one and twenty hours per week for education,
entertainment, and work, respectively. A majority (86.9%)
of study participants use YouTube at least three to six
times a week to have fun, 96.7% of them interact with
YouTube to learn something new, while 57.4% of
students are not employing YouTube at all for business
activities. Findings on frequency of using YouTube for
different activities by study participants are presented in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Frequency of using YouTube for different activities by
information and compuer science students

When educational use of YouTube was examined in
more detail, we found that 87.7% of respondents are
watching class recordings of their teachers while 83,6% of
them are watching educational videos of other authors
posted on YouTube channels between one and twenty
hours per week, respectively. It was also discovered that
77% of students learn from class recordings related to the
courses of study program they are enrolled in, while 70.5
% of them learn from educational videos of other authors
posted on YouTube channels twice a week or less
frequently. Study results on frequency of using YouTube
for educational purposes by information and computer
science students are summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Frequency of using YouTube for educational purposes by
information and computer science students

B. Acceptance of Class Recordings
According to the results of data analysis, study
participants believe that class recordings posted on
YouTube channels affect their effectiveness in learning
course topics (M=4.12, SD=.6548). More specifically, the
majority of students agree or strongly agree that watching
class recordings posted on YouTube channels related to
the courses of study program they are enrolled in increases
their learning productivity (86.9%), enhances their
effectiveness in mastering the course topics (91%), allow
them to learn all the relevant educational content of the
course (86.9%), enable them to prepare well for the exams
(84.5%), encourages them to solve problem tasks on their
own (71.3%), is sufficient to pass the course exam
(74.6%).
We also found that watching class recordings posted
on the YouTube channel is advantageous for learning
course topics (M=4.28, SD=.6488). Namely, most of the
study participants confirmed that watching class
recordings posted on the YouTube channels that belong to
the courses of study program they are enrolled in
facilitates learning course topics (91.8%), is valuable
(92,7%) and suitable (90.1%) for learning course topics,
enhances students’ understanding of the course topics
(90.1%), increases the success of students in adopting the
educational content of the course (80.6%) as well as their
pass rate on the exams (67.2%).
Study results also indicate that learning course topics
from class recordings posted on the YouTube channel is
free of effort (M=4.38, SD=.6127). The majority of
respondents reported that it is easy to watch (86.1%), scan
through (92.6%), use (92.6%), learn from (83.6%),
interact with (86.9%), and manage (94.3%) class
recordings posted on the YouTube channels associated
with courses of study program they are enrolled to.
The analysis of collected data uncovered that students
were indecisive if watching class recordings posted on the
YouTube channel was immersive enough for them
(M=3.12, SD=.7738). Most of the study participants
claimed that watching class recordings posted on the
YouTube channels related to courses of study program
they are enrolled in successfully holds their attention for a
long time (65.6%), and their focus on the educational
content the teacher explains in the recording (68%),
encourages their creativity (50.9%) and curiosity (69.7%).
On the other hand, students reported that they can be
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easily distracted when watching class recordings (57.4%),
that they notice noise (50%) and what is happening around
them (45.9%), and do not forget their other responsibilities
(43.4%) when watching class recordings. Finally, a
smaller number of respondents think that watching class
recordings inspire (39.4%) and completely preoccupy
them (37.7%) and that they are not aware of how fast time
passes when learning course topics from class recordings
(41%).
It was also discovered that the reputation of a
particular YouTube channel on which class recordings are
posted does not affect students' decision to study from
them (M=2.18, SD=.7504). While the course to which
class recordings belong plays an essential role in students’
willingness to watch them for 68% of study participants,
90.9%, 91.8%, 45.9%, and 80.4% of them stated that the
number of subscribers of a particular teacher, the number
of views of specific class recording, class recordings
authorship, and popularity of the YouTube channel related
to a particular course does not influence students’ decision
to watch class recordings, respectively.
Study findings revealed that students positively
perceive learning course topics from class recordings
posted on the YouTube channel (M=4.30, SD=.8281). The
majority of study subjects reported that they believe
learning course topics from class recording is a good
(86.1%) and wise (82.8%) idea, and therefore they have a
positive opinion (89.3%), positive attitude towards it
(84.4%) and they like it (84.5%).
We also uncovered that watching class recordings
posted on the YouTube channel enhances students'
efficiency in learning course topics (M=4.17, SD=.6642).
Namely, most students claimed that class recordings speed
up learning the educational content of the course (79.5%),
improve their efficiency in solving problem tasks (85.3%),
save their time (75.4%) which is why watching them is
worth the time spent (81.1%) and it pays off (93.5%).
According to the results of the data analysis, students
were unsettled in their perception of the extent to which
their decision to learn from class recordings is affected by
people whose opinions or behavior is relevant to them
(M=2.64, SD=.9461). More specifically, the majority of
study participants reported that their decision to watch
class recordings is not influenced by people whose
opinions matter to them (60.7%), by information from
various media (72.1%), nor by the fact that this is
something their fellow students are doing (52.5%). On the
other hand, 50.8%, 40.2%, and 36.8% of students claimed
that people whose opinions they value, who are essential
and close to them, believe they should learn from class
recordings. Finally, 34.4% of respondents reported how
people who influence their behavior do not feel they
should watch class recordings posted on YouTube
channels of courses related to the study program they are
enrolled in.
Students also enjoy learning course topics from class
recordings posted on YouTube channels (M=3.98,
SD=.8663). Most students stated that it feels good (71.3%)
to study from class recordings because it makes the whole
educational process more interesting (76.2%), pleasant
(77.8%), lovable (74.6%), and likable (76.2%).
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Study results imply that students can easily discuss the
advantages of learning course topics from class recordings
posted on YouTube channels (M=4.24, SD=.7872).
Namely, the majority of study subjects reported that it
would be easy for them to explain (86.1%), describe
(90.1%), and argue (82.8%) the benefits of watching class
recordings because they are more than obvious (73.8%).
Students are accustomed to learning course topics
from class recordings posted on YouTube channels
(M=3.67, SD=.9997). Most of the respondents claimed
that they got used to (73.8%) watching class recordings
and that studying course topics from them has become
natural (72.2%) and routine (64.8%) for them. In addition,
63.1% of students think they will omit something
important if they do not learn the course topics from the
class recordings, while 46.8% of them stated that it is
unthinkable for them to study the course topics without
watching the class recordings that have been published on
the YouTube channel.
We also found that class recordings posted on
YouTube channels align with students’ expectations
(M=4.04, SD=.6118). The experience of learning the
course topics from class recordings was better than
expected for 80.4% of study participants. Most of the
expectations regarding the class recordings have been
confirmed for 82.8% of respondents. While 87.7% of
students reported that class recordings had met their
expectations, 63.9% declared that the benefits of watching
class recordings were more significant than they expected.
Study findings indicate that students do not find
watching class recordings posted on YouTube channels
tiresome (M=2.23, SD=.9409). The majority of study
participants disagree or strongly disagree that watching
class recordings is boring (61.4%), complex (73%),
uniform (56.5%), exhausting (67.2%), and not challenging
enough (68%).
The analysis of collected data has shown that
respondents are not entirely sure if their fellow students
are learning course topics from class recordings (M=3.41,
SD=.9106). Namely, 50% of students think that most of
the people they know are regularly watching class
recordings, while 43.5% of study participants reported that
the majority of people they study with are watching class
recordings daily. In comparison, 53.2% of them claimed
that most of their colleagues are studying course topics
from class recordings.
It was also discovered that class recordings posted on
YouTube channels provide students with various
opportunities to learn course topics (M=4.64, SD=.4658).
The majority of students agree or strongly agree that class
recordings allow students to adopt course topics at a time
(98.3%), where (97.5%), in a format (91.8%), and at a
pace and order (94.3%) that suits them best as well as via
the device (laptop, tablet, smartphone) that is most
convenient for them (97.5%). Therefore 94.3% of study
participants believe that class recordings offer flexibility
in learning course topics, while 76.2% think that class
recordings are in line with their learning style.
When class recordings were compared to other
educational materials concerning their advantages, study
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subjects were double-minded (M=3.27, SD=.9211). More
specifically, 52.5% of students reported that learning
course topics from class recordings are much better than
doing the same from any other type of educational
materials, 44.3% of study participants do not agree nor
disagree that individuals who study course topics from
class recordings will earlier pass the exam than those
doing the same from any other type of educational
materials. In comparison, a majority (52.5%) of
respondents do not agree nor disagree that students who
are preparing for the exam by watching class recordings
will get a better grade when compared to those who are
doing the same by studying from other forms of
educational materials (presentations, notes, textbooks).
Study results suggest that students' opinions on the
relevance of the extent to which class recordings are welledited are divided (M=3.30, SD=.7414). The majority of
study participants stated that they would study course
topics from class recordings if they are well processed
(75.4%), divided into shorter units (56.5%), and if
educational settings are as similar as possible to those
taking place in the classroom (64%). A somewhat smaller
number of students reported that it is crucial for them that
there are transcripts of class recordings (34.5%) and
publicly available (37.7%). Finally, 46.7% of respondents
declared that the teacher does not have to be seen in the
class recordings.
The analysis of collected data uncovered that students
are happy with class recordings posted on YouTube
channels (M=4.15, SD=.5945). More specifically, most
students claimed that they are satisfied with the quality of
class recordings in general (89.3%), sound (86.9%) and
video quality (85.2%), the diction of the teacher (89.3%),
length of class recordings (77%), how course topics are
delivered (83.6%), the appearance of the teacher (70.5%),
and the extent to which class recordings are processed
(87.7%). In addition, the majority of study participants
reported that class recordings had left a good impression
on them (89.4%) and that content and quality of class
recordings are in line with students' needs (91%).
We also discovered that students are willing to
continue to watch class recordings posted on YouTube
channels and recommend learning course topics from
them to anyone who needs it (M=4.17, SD=.6918).
Namely, the majority of study participants expressed their
readiness to recommend learning from class recordings to
everyone (84.4%), especially to their fellow students
(88.6%). According to the results of the data analysis,
88.5% of students stated they intend to keep watching
class recordings, 62.3% of them are willing to do the set
forth frequently, 77.9% of respondents are planning to
watch class recordings shortly, 58.2% of them have the
intention to watch class recordings more often, 95.9% of
study participants are planning watch class recordings
when they will need it. At the same time, 95.1% of them
will do the same when preparing for the exam. All
reported findings are summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE I. ACCEPTANCE OF CLASS RECORDINGS POSTED ON YOUTUBE
CHANNELS RELATED TO COURSES OF STUDY PROGRAM STUDENTS ARE
ENROLLED IN (N=122)
Class Recordings
Mean
SD
Effectiveness
4.12
.6548
Usefulness
4.28
.6488
Ease of use
4.38
.6127
Playfulness
3.12
.7738
Reputation
2.18
.7504
Attitude towards use
4.30
.8281
Efficiency
4.17
.6642
Social influence
2.64
.9461
Pleasure
3.98
.8663
Results demonstrability
4.24
.7872
Habit
3.67
.9997
Confirmation
4.04
.6118
Dullness
2.23
.9409
Critical mass
3.41
.9106
Learning opportunities
4.64
.4658
Comparative advantage
3.27
.9211
Class recordings organization
3.30
.7414
Satisfaction
4.15
.5945
Behavioral intention
4.17
.6918
* note that higher mean value indicates better results, except for
Dullness which items were reverse coded.
Acceptance Dimensions

The aforementioned study results indicate that class
recordings have met the requirements of 68.42% of
acceptance dimensions (learning opportunities, ease of
use, attitude towards use, usefulness, results
demonstrability,
dullness,
behavioral
intention,
efficiency, satisfaction, effectiveness, confirmation,
pleasure, and habit) to a greater extent, are on the fence
regarding the compliance with facets of 26.32% of
acceptance attributes (critical mass, class recordings
organization, comparative advantage, playfulness, and
social influence), and are not mostly in line with
acceptance factor (5.26%) which examines aspects of
reputation. Findings on satisfaction and effectiveness are
consistent with study results presented in [2] and [9],
respectively.
V.

CONCLUSION

This paper aimed to determine to what extent students
of information and computer science have adopted class
recordings posted on YouTube channels as a form of
educational material they are using when preparing for the
exams. In that respect, we conducted an empirical study in
which data was collected from information and computer
science students at the Juraj Dobrila University of Pula.
By using our prior work as a foundation, we have
identified 19 factors that contribute to the acceptance of
class recordings. Dimensions of acceptance were
measured with 111 questionnaire items.
As an outcome of data analysis, we discovered that the
majority of students strongly agree that class recordings
offer students flexibility in learning course topics. It was
also found that most students agree that interaction with
class recordings is effortless, that they have a positive
opinion on learning course topics from class recordings,
that watching class recordings has a variety of educational
benefits which they could easily explain, and that class
recordings are elevating their efficiency and effectiveness
in learning course content from class recordings.
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Considering that class recordings have met students'
expectations and are both pleasant and interesting to learn
course content from them, study respondents are satisfied
with class recordings and have become accustomed to
some extent to learning course topics from them. On the
other hand, study subjects were indecisive about whether
most of their colleagues learn course topics from class
recordings, whether class recordings posted on the
YouTube channel are edited enough, whether class
recordings have a comparative advantage over other forms
of educational materials concerning students' success rate
in passing exams, whether class recordings can hold
students’ attention to the sufficient extent, and whether
their decision to learn course topics from class recordings
is influenced by people whose opinion they value. Finally,
reported findings are suggesting that authorship of class
recordings and ownership of YouTube channel does not
affect students’ decision to learn course topics from them.
Given that students expressed their intention to continue
to watch class recordings whenever they will need them
and recommend learning course topics from them to their
colleagues, class recordings complement in-class
attendance and can serve as an equal replacement for
them.
Although the reported findings have relevant
implications for examining the acceptance and use of class
recordings, we should acknowledge limitations that
commonly plague empirical studies. The first one is
related to the homogeneity of the study participants. Since
the sample was composed of information and computer
science students, a more heterogeneous sample of relevant
stakeholders in the educational process (e.g., teachers,
students enrolled in other study programs, both students
and teachers in elementary and secondary schools, etc.)
could provide entirely different answers to the post-use
questionnaire items. Keeping that in mind, the presented
results should be interpreted carefully. The second
limitation concerns the number of educational institutions
which were involved in the study. Given that study was
carried out at only one Croatian university, reported
findings can be generalized only to information and
computer science students from the Juraj Dobrila
University of Pula. Our future work will be devoted to
exploring the interplay of factors that contribute to the
acceptance of class recordings.
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Sažetak - Projekt Jupyter je web aplikacija za stvaranje i
dijeljenje digitalnih dokumenata te podržava više od 40
programskih jezika. Jupyter je akronim za programske
jezike Julia, Python i R. Jupyter Notebook,
digitalne
bilježnice mogu se razmjenjivati s drugim osobama putem
maila, Dropboxa, GitHuba ili Jupyterovog Notebook
Viewera i omogućuju interaktivan ulaz podataka
upotrebom HTML kôda, slika i videa. Osim navedenog,
koristi se još ApacheSpark engine i pandas pythonova
biblioteka za analizu podataka velikih razmjera te
ggplot2 alat za izradu grafike s potrebnim podatcima. U
ovom radu upoznat ćemo se s alatom Jupyter Notebook i
kako je nastao projekt Fizika u biljaru u Srednjoj školi za
elektrotehniku i računalstvo. Cilj ovog rada je izrada
suvremenih i dinamičkih digitalnih sadržaja.
Ključne riječi – jupyter notebook, markdown, kernel,
IPyton, widget

JupyterHub je višekorisnička verzija bilježnice
dizajnirana za tvrtke, učionice i istraživačke laboratorije.
II.

JUPYTER NOOTEBOOK

Jupyter Notebook kombinira komponente, web
aplikaciju i dokumente bilježnice. Web aplikacija je alat
koji se temelji na pregledniku za interaktivno kreiranje
dokumenata. Dokumenti bilježnice uključuju prikaz
cjelokupnog sadržaja vidljivog u web aplikaciji, ulaze i
izlaze izračunavanja, tekst objašnjenja, matematiku, slike
i video isječke. Ovi dokumenti su interne JSON datoteke
i spremaju se s nastavkom .ipynb. Budući da je JSON
format običnog teksta može se jednostavno dijeliti i s
drugim osobama. Jupyter Notebook podržava najnovije
verzije preglednika kao što su Chrome, Safari i Firefox.
Jupyter Notebook automatski osigurava da je kernel
IPython dostupan prilikom instalacije.

I. OSNOVNO O PROJEKTU JUPYTER
Projekt Jupyter ima tri modula poznata kao:
− JupyterLab
− Jupyter Notebook
− JupyterHub
Svaki od tih modula nudi jedan novi način rada u
kojem se izmjenjuju multimedijalni sadržaji u obliku
slika i videozapisa, pojednostavljuje rad s obogaćenim
tekstom, posebno prilikom zapisivanja formula, i
omogućuje implementaciju programskog kôda koji se
odmah može testirati.
JupyterLab je interaktivno razvojno okruženje na
webu za vođenje digitalne bilježnice te za upisivanje
programskog kôda i podataka. Olakšava organiziranje
podataka kod znanstvenih istraživanja. JupyterLab može
se instalirati na raznim sustavima koji upravljaju
paketima otvorenog kôda i razvojnom okolinom kao što
su conda, mamba, pip, pipenv ili docker.
JupyterNotebook je besplatan interaktivni web alat
otvorenog kôda poznat kao digitalna bilježnica koji
omogućuje kombiniranje programskog kôda, računskih
izlaznih rezultata, teksta te multimedijskog sadržaja, i to
sve u jednom dokumentu. Instalacija programa se
izvršava upisom naredbe u naredbenom retku pip install
notebook, a pokreće naredbom jupyter notebook. Druga
mogućnost je instalacija Anaconda Navigatora.
Navigator je grafičko korisničko sučelje koje omogućuje
pokretanje aplikacija i jednostavno upravljanje paketima,
razvojnim okolinama i kanalima bez korištenja naredbi iz
naredbenog retka.
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Slika 1.1: Izgled nadzorne ploče bilježnice (NoteBook Dashboard).

III.

STRUKTURA DOKUMENTA U BILJEŽNICI

Bilježnica se sastoji od gradivnih elemenata zvanih
ćelije. Ćelija je polje za unos teksta s više redaka.
Otvaranje ćelije može se izvršiti kombinacijom tipki Shift
i Enter ili klikom na gumb Play koji se nalazi na alatnoj
traci ili otvaranjem naredbe Cell->Run Cells na traci
izbornika. Način izvođenja ćelije određeno je njezinim
tipom. Postoje tri vrste ćelija: kodne ćelije, Markdown
ćelije i neobrađene ćelije. Svaka ćelija počinje s kodnim
tipom, ali se može promijeniti korištenjem padajućeg
izbornika na alatnoj traci (koja će u početku biti Code) ili
putem prečaca na tipkovnici.
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A. Kodna ćelija
Kodna ćelija omogućuje uređivanje i pisanje novog
koda. Programski jezik koji se koristi ovisi o kernelu, a
zadani kernel (IPython) pokreće određeni kôd (Python).
Kada se kôdna ćelija izvrši, kôd koji ona sadrži šalje se
jezgri povezanoj s bilježnicom. Rezultati koji su vraćeni
ovim proračunom prikazuju se povratno u bilježnici kao
izlazne ćelije. Izlaz nije ograničen samo na rezultate
izvršenja programa, već može biti tekst ili grafički prikaz
podataka kao i HTML tablice .
B. Markdown ćelija
Zapis matematičkih izraza izmjenjuju se popratnim
tekstom i kôdom koristeći pritom obogaćeni tekst. U
IPythonu označavanje teksta postiže se Markdown
jezikom, odnosno jezikom za uređivanje dijelova teksta
koji treba naglasiti (kurziv, podebljano, odlomak).
Unutar Markdown ćelija može se uključiti matematika na
jednostavan način koristeći standardnu LaTeX notaciju:
$\alpha$, za upis slova  (alfa) u tekstu i
$$v_0^2=v_1^2+v_3^2$$ za upis formula. Kada se
izvrši Markdown ćelija, LaTeX dijelovi se automatski
prikazuju u HTML izlazu kao jednadžbe s
visokokvalitetnom tipografijom. To je omogućeno
MathJaxom koji podržava veliki podskup LaTeX
funkcionalnosti.

Slika 3.1: Primjer formule zapisane LaTeXovim simbolima i
rezultat izvršenja ćelije.

Da bi dokument imao strukturu, koriste se zaglavlja s
definiranom brojčanom veličinom. Markdown naslovi
sastoje se od veličine 2 do veličine 6 i znaka # (ljestve)
nakon kojeg slijedi naziv cjeline. Između znaka # i
naslova mora biti jedno mjesto razmaka. Za upisivanje
podnaslova potrebno je upisati više znakova #.

Slika 3.2: Primjer određivanje veličine naslova i podnaslova i rezultati
ispisa.

Naslovi definirani veličinom (heading) stvaraju vezu
između sadržaja i dijela dokumenta u bilježnici kojem se
pristupa. Svaka izmjena ažurira se i u sadržaju kod
svakog pokretanja dokumenta bilježnice. Slika 3.2 i slika
3.3 pokazuju način povezivanja naslova i sadržaja.
Ispravno zapisan naslov s definiranom veličinom
označava se u sadržaju (Contents) komitom crtom uz
spomenuti naslov.
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Slika 3.3: Struktura dokumenta bilježnice.

C. Raw NBConvert ćelija
Ova vrsta ćelije koristi se samo kada se u editoru
Naredbeni redak koristi nbconvert naredbu. Ona
omogućuje korisniku kontrolu nad konvertiranjem
bilježnice u drugi format (na primjer u .pdf).
D. Heading ćelija
Jupyter Nootebook više ne koristi posebne ćeliju za
uređivanje naslova. Umjesto toga, naslovi se uređuju u
Markdown ćeliji koristeći znak # (ljestve).
IV.

UMETANJE SLIKA I VIDEOZAPISA

Za umetanje slika koriste se Markdown ćelije u
kojima je HTML kôdom definiramo okvir u koji se
postavlja slika. Uz tekst i formule poželjno je umetnuti
slike i videa za bolje razumijevanje gradiva.

Slika 4.1: HTML kôd za umetanje slike u dokument bilježnice.

Slika mora biti spremljena u istoj mapi s projektom ako
se želi dijeliti s drugim osobama. Slika se preuzme na
računalo te se na jupyterovoj nadzornoj ploči u mapi
Home naredbom Upload podigne željena datoteka u
prostor za pohranu. Pokretanjem naredbe Run na alatnoj
traci pojavit će se slika tražene dimenzije.
Za umetanje videozapisa s YouTube-a koristi se
kôdna ćelija. Videozapis se može direktno implementirati
u kôd. Nakon pritiska na gumbom Podijeli (Share) na
YouTube-u otvara se poveznica na videozapis. U
primjeru je prikazano da se uzima samo identifikacijska
oznaka za traženi sadržaj umjesto cijele putanje.
Identifikacijska oznaka videozapisa zapisuje se unutar
apostrofa kao što se vidi iz priloženog primjera.

Slika 4.2: Sintaksa u pythonu za umetanje slike u dokument bilježnice.

V.

PROGRAMIRANJE U PYTHONU

U Jupyterovu bilježnicu nije uključen IPython
(Interactive Python) pa ga je potrebno instalirati
naredbom pip install ipython u Naredbenom retku ako
nije to izvedeno nekim paketom o kojima je bila riječ u
prvom poglavlju. IPython je poboljšano interaktivno
Python okruženje koje povezuje više alata (grafika,
numeričke metode) i nastavlja se razvijati za platformu
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Jupyter. U daljnjem tekstu umjesto IPython pisat će
python.
Svaka kôdna ćelija ima svoju brojčanu oznaku i
oznaku In za upis kôda ili Out za ispis rezultata. Za
testiranje programa nije potrebno pokretati cijeli
dokument bilježnice, već je dovoljno pokrenuti samo one
ćelije koje su potrebne za testiranje kôda.

Slika 5.5: Izgled grafikona s definiranim podacima.
Slika 5.1: Programski kôd u pythonu za preračunavanje mjernih
jedinice mph (meters per hour) u m/s (metar po sekundi).

A. Umetanje tablice u pythonu
Ispis podataka u tablici moguće je izvesti uvođenjem
alata za analizu podataka u pythonu poznatom kao
pandas (sve malim slovima). Izračunati podatci za put
klizanja ili put rotiranja spremaju se u tablice.

C. Izračunavanje nultočaka
Za računanje numeričkih podataka pomoću korisnički
definiranih formula ili gotovih algoritama računalne
algebre koristi se biblioteka SympyPy.

Slika 5.6: Pythonov kôd za grafičko traženje nultočaka funkcije.
Slika 5.2: Pythonov kôd za ispis podataka u strukturi tablice.

Ako je kugla odskočila nakon sudara s drugom
kuglom u grafičkom dijelu pythona prikazuje se domet
biljarske kugle što olakšava vizualizaciju problema.

Slika 5.3: Izgled pythonove tablice.

B. Crtanje grafikona u pythonu
Izrada grafikona zahtijeva uvoz Mathplotlib
biblioteke koja omogućuje crtanje u pythonu korištenjem
nizova numeričkih podataka. Za uporabu nizova potrebna
je još jedna pythonova biblioteka, a to je NumPy.
Uvozom navedenih dviju biblioteka brojevi iz nizova
mogu se prikazati kao točke na grafikonu.
Na grafikonu se unose točke koje predstavljaju brzinu
biljarske kugle u ovisnosti o putu kotrljanja.

Slika 5.4 Pythonov kôd za izradu grafikona s numeričkim podatcima.
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Slika 5.7: Grafički prikaz rješenja.

Slika 5.8: Računski dobivena nultočka.

Uvozom biblioteke bisect - from scipy.optimize import
bisect – pronalazi se korijen (rješenje) funkcije jedne
varijable
koristeći
jednostavnu
implementiranu
programsku rutinu za rješavanje numeričkog problema
bisekcije. Za izvođenje programske rutine potrebna su tri
pozicijska argumenta, sama funkcija i dvije početne
točke, s uvjetom da funkcija mora imati suprotne
predznake na početnim točkama.
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VI.

UPOTREBA WIDGETA

Widget je pythonov element grafičkog korisničkog
sučelja koji prikazuje informacije ili omogućuje korisniku
da komunicira s web preglednikom.

uključuje tekst, slike, videoisječke, grafikone i dinamičku
izmjenu rezultata kroz promjenu veličina podataka u
pythonu te je sadržaj javno dostupan putem linka pod
brojem [1] u referencama.
Provedena je analiza zadovoljstva među učenicima
koji uče gradivo o elastičnim sudarima u fizici i na
osnovu analize ankete grupirani su podatci. U anketi su
sudjelovala 62 učenika te je rezultat njihovih odgovora
vidljiv na slici 7.1.

Slika 6.1 Pythonov kôd za postavljanje klizača (slider).

Slika 6.2 Pythonov kôd za kreiranje gumba.

VII. PROJEKT
Projekt je osmišljen kao rad manje skupine učenika u
kojoj prevladava partnerski odnos i pritom se razvijaju
istraživačke, organizacijske, komunikacijske sposobnosti
pojedinca te usvaja pristup znanstveno-istraživačkom
radu. Projekt koji se realizirao kroz Jupyterovu bilježnicu
zove se Fizika u biljaru. Projekt je uključio sljedeće
elemente: fizikalne zakone, izvode formula, simboličko
rješavanje formula, traženje nultočaka, grafičke prikaze
krivulja, programiranje u pythonu, korištenje HTMLa i
korištenje widgeta u korisničkom sučelju.
Na samom početku rada bilo je potrebno upoznati se i
savladati rad s novim alatom. Tema u početku nije bila
zadana pa su učenici sami morali doći do ideje kako bi se
zahtjevi projekta realizirali. Ideja se javila na igru biljar.
Za programiranje su izabrali brzinu i put prilikom sudara
dviju biljarskih kugli. Kugle su savršeno elastične i za
sudar vrijedi zakon očuvanja količine gibanja i zakon
očuvanja energije. Trenje se zanemaruje.
Učenici su otvorili mape u Jupyter Notebooku, u
daljnjem tekstu Bilježnica, pod nazivom biljar te su
počeli prikupljati podatke i upisivati zaključke i opažanja,
izrađivati tablice i uređivati formule. Tekst i formule
potrebno je upisati u različitim vrstama ćelija. Budući da
su Bilježnice interaktivne, mogu se promijeniti
vrijednosti varijabli u jednadžbi i odmah vidjeti što se
događa, što im je bilo zanimljivo budući da svaka
nemoguća situacija zacrveni broj ili se javi poruka da se
ne može izračunati.
Učenici u pythonu mijenjaju kôd i prate rezultate
dobivene formulom. Izmjene kôda se odmah ažuriraju.
Na primjeru biljarskih kugli lako je pratiti pojavu klizanja
ili rotiranja kugle na nekom putu, ako su poznate brzine.
Učenici su se podijelili prema svojim interesima pa su
neki radili na izradi teksta, neki upisivali sadržaj, umetali
slike i video isječke, drugi su rješavali zadatke i
provjeravali dobivene podatke na grafikonima, a
programeri su primjenjivali algoritme za traženje puta
kod klizanja ili r biljarske kugle. Realizacija projekta
trajala je dva mjeseca.
Velik dio sadržaja koji se obrađivao prenesen je u
Bilježnicu. Učenici su izradili digitalni materijal koji
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Slika 7.1 Zadovoljstvo učenika s izrađenim materijalom u Bilježnici.

Međupredmetne teme obuhvatile su sljedeća područja:
matematičko (algebra), prirodoslovno (fizika - klasična
mehanika), tehničko-informatičko (osnove web dizajna,
multimedija, programiranje web aplikacija, programiranje
u pythonu) i jezično-komunikacijsko (engleski jezik).
Vrednovanje se odnosilo na kreativnost 30%, dizajn 20%
i definirane dijelove projekta 50%.
VIII. ZAKLJUČAK
Nastavnici sudjeluju u kreiranju lekcija i predavanja, u
osmišljavanju zadataka i pružanju podrške, u poticanju
radne atmosfere i uspješnosti u razredu. U ovom projektu
učenici su potaknuti na realizaciju projekta od ideje do
konačnog proizvoda prema uputama kojih su se morali
pridržavati, a odredio ih je nastavnik. Analiza ankete je
pokazala da su učenici zainteresirani za sadržaje
prikazane na drugačiji i moderniji način. Nedostatak
ovakvog rada je što zahtijeva puno pripreme, dugo traje i
postoji mogućnost da se ne realizira u potpunosti.
Uključivanje Jupyterovih bilježnica u nastavu povećalo je
motiviranost učenika i njihovo sudjelovanje u nastavi,
što su nezanemarive prednosti. Također, ishodi učenja
prilagodljivi su za različite interese učenika (programeri,
dizajneri itd.)
Digitalni materijal je svima dostupan i nalazi se u
oblaku. Sadržaj se može lako mijenjati i nadograđivati te
kapacitet baze brzo raste. Ovo je još jedan način online
edukacije kada nastavnik i učenik ne moraju nužno biti
fizički prisutni u istom prostoru.
Reference
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

http://localhost:8888/notebooks/Projekt%20Biljar.ipynb
https://jupyter.org/
https://problemsolvingwithpython.com/10-Symbolic-Math/10.04Expressions-and-Substitutions/
https://ipywidgets.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
https://jupyter4edu.github.io/jupyter-edu-book/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HW29067qVWkJ
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Od micro:bit-a do humanoidnog robota Pepper-a
Branko Raičković, Marina Balen
IV. osnovna škola Bjelovar, Bjelovar, Hrvatska
Osnovna škola Mate Lovraka, Veliki Grđevac, Hrvatska
branko.raickovic@skole.hr
Sažetak - Stručni rad pod nazivom "Od micro:bit-a do
humanoidnog robota Peppera" bazira se na EU projektu
Udruge informatičara BBŽ - Bjelovarski Robotički Centar,
koji se nalazi u IV. osnovnoj školi Bjelovar
"Bjelovarski Robotički Centar" je osnovan u cilju popularizacije STEM-a, te edukaciju zainteresiranih učitelja,
učenika i šire javnosti iz ovog područja.
Centar će organizirati mnoga predavanja, radionice,
studijska putovanja, te javno prezentirati svoj rad kroz
različite manifestacije, filmove radio i TV emisije i ostale
elemente vidljivosti.
Centar će imati i stalni postav STEM učionice u IV. osnovnoj školi Bjelovar sa mnoštvo različitih vrsta robota od
mikro:bit-a [1], Arduino-a, LEGO robota [2], dronova pa
sve do humanoidnog Pepper-a [3].
Značaj ovog projekta je tim veći, što je podržan od strane Ureda za udruge RH, te Nacionalne naklade za razvoj
civilnog društva.
Projekt Udruge informatičara BBŽ je prijavljen u partnerstvu s IV. osnovnom školom i Veleučilištem u Bjelovaru.
Ukupna vrijednost odobrenih sredstava za provedbu projekta je 2.175.373,25 kn, a financira se u 85 % iznosu EU
sredstvima iz Europskog socijalnog fonda i 15 % sredstvima
državnog proračuna. Autori projekta su Marina Balen i
Branko Raičković.

Ključne riječi – micro:bit; EU projekt; humanoidni robot;
android; LEGO; dron; Pepper

I.

UVOD

Udruga informatičara Bjelovarsko – bilogorske županije je strukovna udruga u informatici, a zadnji niz godina
i u robotici. Udruga je vrlo uspješna u svom radu.
Kako je interes za robotiku svakom danom sve veći,
potrebno je pojačati kapacitete i ljudske potencijale u ovom području. Dakako veliki značaj se prilaže i kompletnom STEM-u.
Težište projekta je edukacija članova udruge, koji će
svoje stečeno znanje primjenjivati u radu sa mladima.
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Ciljna skupina su učenici osnovne škole, no planiran je
i dio projekta kako sa djecom vrtićke dobi, tako i s srednjoškolcima.
Dakako da će učitelji svoje stečeno znanje provoditi i
na svojoj redovitoj nastavi i izvannastavnim aktivnostima.
Projektiranje se sastojalo od planiranja edukacija za
polaznike provedbenog tima, nabavku računalne opreme i
namještaja, prostora za radionice i stalni postav, organizacija terenskih radionica po školama, te vidljivosti rada i
postignuća.
Za ovaj projekt je u potpunosti osigurana financijska
sredstva, te će u svojoj konačnici doprinijeti osim faktičkih ciljeva i popularizaciju STEM-a među mladima.

II.

PROVEDBA

A. Provedbeni tim
Provedbeni tim sačinjavaju članovi Udruge informatičara Bjelovarsko-bilogorske županije. Svi članovi su ujedno i učitelji u osnovnim i srednjim školama BBŽ.
Većina članova ima predznanje u nekim elementima
programa edukacije u BRC-u, te su izrazili želju za napredovanjem u STEM području.
Sva predavanja i radionice će voditi edukatori većinom iz akademske zajednice, tj najstručniji ljudi iz pojedinog područja.
Kako projekt ima odobrenje za provedbu u školama
izdane od resornog ministarstva, sve edukacije će se uračunavati u stručno usavršavanje polaznika.
B. Radionica pilot projekt
Početna grupa učenika će se sastojati od grupe učenika IV. osnovne škole Bjelovar. Oni će tijekom zimskih
praznika pohađati pilot radionicu, gdje će biti upoznati sa
svim akcijama u BRC-u.
Težište radionice će biti na LEGO Maistrom i Micro:
bit robotima
Nakon radionice će biti provedena evaluacija, koja će
biti vrlo koristan izvor informacija za buduće radionice.
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C. Edukacija provedbenog tima
Edukacija projektnog tima je zamišljena od niza radionica i predavanja. Na njima se želi proširiti znanje iz
pojedinih oblasti i praktički pokazati primjenu stečenog
znanja.
Polaznici će samostalno napraviti čitav niz radova,
koji će biti podijeljeni u šest sekcija.
1) Opće radionice i predavanja
Prva u nizu je radionica „Komunikacija s djecom
školske dobi i prezentacijske vještine“. Radionica je
namijenjena razumijevanju važnosti komunikacija i
prezentacije, aktivnog slušanja i apstraktnog zamišljanja.
Sve radionice su većinom trodnevne.
2) Studijska putovanja
U okviri projekta, kako je navedeno, planirana
su i studijska putovanja, većinom su jednodnevna.
Polaznici su članovi provedbenog tima te predstavnici iz partnerskih organizacija.
Planiraju se posjete u:
• gaming centar
• fakultetski robotički laboratorij
• razvojni instituti
• centri izvrsnosti
• srodne udruge iz EU projekta
3) Temeljne radionice u BRC-u
Svi polaznici će biti educirani iz svakog navedenog područja. Sve radionice će se odvijati u prostoru
BRC-a, te na novonabavljenoj opremi.
Edukacije će biti podijeljene na osnovni i napredni nivo.
Radionice će se odvijati trodnevno u ukupnom
trajanju od najmanje dvadeset sati,
Radni naslovi radionica su:
• Micro:bit i Kitronik set
• LEGO Ministrom
• radionica o korištenju Arduina
• upravljanje i programiranje leta s dronom
• 3D print
• umjetna inteligencija i virtualna stvarnost

4) Javna predavanja na VUB-u
Javna predavanja će se organizirati za širi krug
posjetitelja i biti će slobodna.
Ciljana skupina će biti učitelji osnovnih i srednjih
škola županije, različitih nastavnih predmeta.
•
•

rad s darovitom djecom
umjetna inteligencija
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•
•

virtualna stvarnost
robotika u svemiru

5) Stručna predavanja na VUB-u
Kako je je u natječaju za ovaj EU projekt navedeno da svaka organizacija mora imati jedni partnersku organizaciju sveučilišnog nivoa, tako je odabrana
partnerska organizacija Veleučilište u Bjelovaru.
Predavači na odjelu mehatronike i programiranja
održati će nekoliko predavanja i prezentacija iz njihovog djelokruga i to:
• korištenje naprednih tehnologija
• automatizirani sustavi
• solarno napajanje
• ekologija
• lasersko rezanje
• CNC obrada
Sva predavanja će biti organizirana u predavaonicama VUB-a

D. Radionice za učenike
1) Zimske i ljtne radionice u BRC-u
U BRC-u će biti organizirano nekoliko radionica
u vremenu zimskih i ljetnih praznika. One će biti osmišljene prvo po projektom zadatku.
Nakon toga na njima će učenici moći pokazati svu svoju kreativnost i inovativnost. Rad će biti omogućen individualni i u skupinama. U ovom drugom dijelu voditelj radionice će biti samo moderator.
2) Radionice robotike u školama
U svim školama Bjelovarsko bilogorske županije organizirati će se terenske radionice. One će biti zasnovane na interesu učenika, pogotovo onih koji će se
prvi puta sresti sa takvom tehnologijom. Izvoditi će se
cijele iduće školske godine.
Radionice će izvoditi članovi projektnog tima, te
će koristiti edukacijski materijal BRC-a.

3) Robo dani
U sklopu projekta organizirati će se dva Robo
dana. Na njima će biti prikazan presjek proteklog rada i
usvojenosti znanja. Temeljiti će se na edukacijsko – natjecateljskoj osnovi i biti će proveden u BRC-u i okolišu
IV. osnovne škole Bjelovar. Tada će biti prezentirane i
radnje koje nije bilo moguće odraditi terenski, kao npr.
izrada 3D proizvoda, vožnja drona te prezentacija humanoidnih robota. Na robo dane biti će pozvani svi
učenici koji su sudjelovali i radionicama.
Sve aktivnosti će se video snimati, te će se prikazati na
web platformi.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E. Nabavka opreme
Oprema BRC-a je jedan od zahtjevnijih zadataka
u ovom projektu. Kako je vrijednost opreme gotovo
50% vrijednosti projekta tj. oko milion kuna nabava iziskuje prijavu putem javne nabave što vremenski jako
opterećuje sam projekt.
Sva oprema će biti postavljena u prostoriji BRCa u IV. osnovnoj školi Bjelovar, te će sačinjavati modernu robotičku učionicu i stalni robotički postav Centra.
Nakon završetka projekta oprema će većinom
biti predana na raspolaganje partnerskoj organizaciji,
IV. OŠ Bjelovar, te predana u trajno vlasništvo.
Učionica će se sastojati od slijedećeg:
• ergonomskog i općeg namještaja
• edukacijskog roboti Nano i Peper
• LEGO kompleta
• Microbit i Kitronik setova
• pametnih ploča
• malih i velikih dronova
• roboti za najmlađe
• elektronički uređaji i alati
• ostalo (klima , rasvjeta, nadzor…)

F.
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III.

ZAKLJUČAK

Projekt Bjelovarski Robotički Centar je vrlo zahtjevan
i sveobuhvatan. Proizvod je rada Autora i u provedbi provedbenog tima s partnerskim organizacijama. Izrađen je
samostalno u udruzi te ga time čini još kvalitetnijim u
planiranju i provedbi. Prvi je te vrste u Bjelovarskobilogorskoj županiji.
Fizičkom izgradnjom te vrhunskom edukacijom uvelike će se postići primarni i sekundarni ciljevi projekta, jer
je "Bjelovarski Robotički Centar" osnovan u cilju popopularizacije STEM-a, te edukaciju zainteresiranih učitelja, učenika i šire javnosti iz ovog područja.

LITERATURA

Vidljivost projekta
Jedan od značajnih zadataka projekta je i njegova vidljivost. Ponajviše što i sam projekt služi za popularizaciju robotike i STEM-a uopće.
Planirana su nemala sredstva za ovaj dio projekta, pa će se time pozabaviti tvrtka koja „prođe“ ne javnom natječaju.

U vidljivost projekta spadaju:
plakati i brošure
reklamni materijal
objave
radio i tv „jingle“
dva kratka film
materijali s edukacija i studijskih putovanja
internet stranica
tv emisije
javni tisak i glasila
manifestacije

[1]
[2]
[3]

Halfacree, Gareth, „BBC MICRO:BIT“ – službeni priručnik 2018.
https://www.lego.com/en-us/service/buildinginstructions/51515
https:// softbankrobotics.com/support – korisnički priručnik (Hr)
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Sažetak - Međupredmetna suradnja oplemenjuje nastavu
i povezuje ishode različitih predmeta. Pruža učenicima
mogućnost prikaza ostvarenih ishoda kroz povezivanje više
predmeta u jednu cjelinu. Međupredmetnom suradnjom
učenici na lakši i zanimljiviji način savladavaju ishode
različitih predmeta istovremeno. Svakodnevno na satima s
učenicima
razgovaramo
kako
učiti,
upravljati
informacijama, kreativno razmišljati, planirati aktivnosti,
biti financijski odgovoran, odgovorno i svrhovito koristiti
digitalnu tehnologiju, preuzeti odgovornost za svoje postupke
i sl. eTwinning klub u školi djeluje već treću godinu, te se
proširio na više predmeta, ušao u GIK-ove i redovnu nastavu.
U izlaganju ćemo predstaviti primjere međupredmetne
suradnje uz korištenje digitalne tehnologije kroz eTwinning
projekte „Math in media“, „Matematički filmski festival
2021.“ i „Matematičke video minijature“
Ključne riječi – informatika; matematika; digitalni alati;
međupredmetna suradnja, eTwinning projekti

I.

UVOD

Međupredmetne teme sustavno su uvedene u hrvatski
obrazovni sustav početkom primjene kurikuluma Škole za
život 2019./20. za sve razrede osnovnih i srednjih škola. U
kurikulumima su raspisani ishodi kroz sedam
međupredmetnih tema. Posebice važnim istaknuto je da u
planiranju ostvarivanja odgojno-obrazovnih očekivanja
svih međupredmetnih tema sudjeluju svi predmetni
nastavnici i stručni suradnici. [1]
Uporaba
informacijske
i
komunikacijske
tehnologije jedna je od međupredmetnih tema koja
obuhvaća učinkovito, primjereno, pravodobno, odgovorno
i stvaralačko služenje informacijskom i komunikacijskom
tehnologijom u svim predmetima, područjima i na svim
razinama obrazovanja. Primjena IKT-a obogaćuje i
omogućuje različite pristupe učenju i iskustva učenja.
Učenicima pruža mogućnost kreativnog i inovativnog
izražavanja kroz različite digitalne forme konceptnih mapa
i pregleda, interaktivnih radova, crteža i plakata, zvučnih
zapisa, animacija i filmova kroz tehnologiju koja im je
bliska i koju s lakoćom prihvaćaju. Ovaj pristup
omogućuje dopunjavanje tradicionalnih nastavnih metoda
kao i procesa vrednovanja, te omogućava jačanje temeljnih
kompetencija na zanimljiv način jer se odvija u učenicima
bliskome digitalnom okružju. [2]
Vođene upravo navedenim prednostima uporabe IKT-a
osmislile smo i provele suradnju na nivou naše škole, te
surađivale s drugim školama u zemlji i inozemstvu.
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II.

PROJEKTNA I ISTRAŽIVAČKA NASTAVA

Projektna i istraživačka nastava koncept je koji potiče
samostalnost, razvija odgovornost, potiče stjecanje
dugotrajnih znanja i vještina. Projekti i istraživanja nisu
usmjereni samo na jedan predmet nego ih je moguće a
svakako i poželjno povezati kroz nekoliko predmeta.
Pojam projektne nastave uveli su 30-ih godina prošlog
stoljeća William Kilpatrick i John Dewey.[3] Ideja se kroz
vrijeme razvijala u pravcu učenja temeljenog na
projektima koji su uveli Howard S. Barrows i Robyn M.
Tamblyn (engl. PBL - project based learning). [4]
Istraživačka nastava je suvremen, ali viši nastavni
sustav. Iako se udio u poučavanju od strane nastavnika
matematike/informatike u istraživačkoj nastavi znatno
smanjuje, ovaj nastavni sustav relativno je težak i za
nastavnika. Uloga nastavnika u njemu sastoji se u
stvaranju problemskih situacija, savjetovanju i pomoći
učenicima pri izboru izvora, ukazivanju na potrebne
teorijske činjenice te završnoj raspravi o rezultatima
istraživačkog rada učenika. [5]
U tablici I. navedene su komparativne prednosti i
nedostaci rada međupredmetne suradnje kroz projektnu i
istraživačku nastavu.
TABLICA I. PREDNOSTI I NEDOSTATCI PROJEKTNE I ISTRAŽIVAČKE
NASTAVE

Prednosti

Nedostatci

Potiče samostalnost u učenju

Organizacija i praćenje tijeka
provedbe
projekta
oduzima
nastavnicima dosta vremena

Razvija
se
osobna
odgovornost za realizaciju
projekta

Potrebno je prilagoditi aktivnosti
predznanju i sposobnostima
pojedinih učenika

Potiče se interdisciplinarnost i
usvajanje novih metoda rada

Neki od učenika teško se snalaze
i trebaju pomoć

Učenici uče u realističnim
situacijama

Učenicima
vremena

Razvijaju se socijalne i
komunikacijske vještina koje
jačaju
samopouzdanje
učenika

Svi članovi grupe nisu jednakih
sposobnosti pa dio učenika
ponekad preuzima rad na sebe

Učenici stječu
znanja i vještine

Nefleksibilna organizacija rada u
školi

dugotrajna

oduzima

dosta
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Iz svega navedenog u tablici I. vidljivo je da
istraživačka i projektna nastava imaju jednak broj
prednosti kao i nedostataka.
III. KAKO SMO OSTVARILI MEĐUPREDMETNU
SURADNJU I IZBJEGLI DODATNO OPTEREĆENJE UČENIKA?
U cilju izbjegavanja navedenih nedostataka, odlučile
smo se aktivnosti planirati zajedno, istražiti povezanost
predmeta i međupredmetne teme. Zajedničkim
planiranjem uštedjele smo vrijeme za pripremu, a i same
aktivnosti bilo je lakše pratiti, te su povratne informacije
učenicima bile svrsishodnije.
Kroz planiranu suradnju učenika na međupredmetnim
projektima ili istraživanjima učenici su:
•
•
•

Radili na jednom projektu kroz više predmeta
Povezali više predmeta i stvorili logičke veze za
lakše usvajanje planiranih ishoda
Imali više vremena za rad

•
•
•
•

Internetski repozitoriji za preuzimanje besplatnih
multimedijskih sadržaja :
•
•
•
•
•

Vezano uz kurikulum međupredmetnih tema IKT-a
učenici su:
•

Periode rada na projektima i istraživanjima planirale
smo u GIK-ovima pojedinih predmeta kao i sate koje su
učenici proveli izvan učionice u međusobnoj suradnji i
suradnji s nastavnicama. Upotreba digitalne tehnologije za
suradnju ovdje je bila ključna.

•
•

Do ideja za suradnju nije bilo jednostavno doći, ali
inspiraciju je moguće pronaći primjerice u eTwinnning
projektima, ili preko Scientix portala.
Tim za međupredmetnu suradnju sačinjavali su
profesorica matematike, profesorice hrvatskog jezika i
profesorica informatike, te su se u pojedine projekte
uključivali po potrebi i nastavnici povijesti, biologije,
engleskog jezika.
Profesorica hrvatskog jezika s učenicima je održala
radionicu pisanja scenarija i izrade knjige snimanja. Ona
je proučila scenarije, te pomogla sugestijama kako ih
napraviti bolje. Također je analizirala sinkronizaciju
likova kod animiranih video priča te dala primjedbe i
smjernice za poboljšanja.
Nastavnica informatike je učenicima pomogla pri
odabiru aplikacija za izradu animacija, a kod igranih video
uradaka sugerirala alate za uređivanje videa i
sinkronizaciju. [6]
Besplatne aplikacije za izradu animacija:
•
•
•
•
•

Animiz
Powtoon
Animaker
Moovly
Synfig

Besplatne aplikacije za uređivanje videa:
•
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Bensound
Pixabay
Free Music Archive
Upbeat
Unsplash

Nastavnica je s učenicima provodila radionice o
autorskim
pravima
vezano
uz
objavljivanje
multimedijskih sadržaja te preuzimanje i korištenje
multimedijskih sadržaja drugih autora.

Tehnički uz današnju koncepciju nastave nije uvijek
bilo moguće ostvariti suradnju u sklopu same nastave.

Na primjerima naše međupredmetne suradnje potvrdile
smo da informatika i matematika, hrvatski jezik, povijest,
fizika, biologija,.... idu ruku pod ruku.

DaVinchi Resolve
Lightworks
VSDC Free Video Editor
OpenShot

•
•
•

kritički
odabirali
odgovarajuće
digitalne
tehnologije (ikt A.4.2./ikt A.5.1.)
stvarali pozitivne digitalne tragove (ikt A.4.3.)
organizirali suradničke aktivnosti u digitalnome
okružju (ikt. B.4.2.)
samostalno i u timu odgovorno upravljali
prikupljenim informacijama (ikt. C.4.4.)
samostalno i u timu razradili ideje, snimali i
uređivali video i audio materijale (ikt D.4.3./ ikt
D.5.1./ ikt D.5.3.)
samostalno štitili svoje intelektualno vlasništvo i
odabirali načine dijeljenja sadržaja (ikt D.5.4.)

Nastavnica matematike je provjerila točnost
matematičkih izraza i izračuna u projektnim radovima.
Svaka od nastavnica radove je vrednovala pomoću
rubrike za sadržaje svog predmeta.
IV. ETWINNING KLUB
U početku su eTwinning projekti bili dio
izvannastavnih aktivnosti, te su se provodili samo s
učenicima uključenim u te aktivnosti. Učenici su birali
projekte koji su ih zanimali, uspješno koristili digitalne
alate za kreiranje različitih projektnih proizvoda,
komunikaciju s učenicima drugih škola. U projekte su se
uključivali nastavnici hrvatskog jezika, biologije,
povijesti, struke.
Nakon uspjeha rada u klubu odlučili smo pokušati s
eTwinning projektima u redovnoj nastavi kroz međusobnu
suradnju nastavnika i učenika.
eTwinning klub u školi djeluje već treću godinu, te se
proširio na više predmeta, ušao u GIK-ove i redovnu
nastavu. U redovnom radu kluba sudjeluje dvadesetak
učenika i četiri nastavnika, te tijekom godine provode tri
do četiri projekta. Po jedan od projekata uvrštavamo u naše
GIK-ove, te ih provodimo s pedesetak učenika i pet do šest
nastavnika.

Shotcut
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V.

MATEMATIČKI FILMSKI FESTIVAL

Matematički filmski festival 2021. je eTwinning
projekt u koji je bilo uključeno sedam osnovnih i
sedamnaest srednjih škola iz Bosne i Hercegovine, Turske,
Sjeverne Makedonije i Republike Hrvatske. U cijelom
projektu sudjelovalo je 30 nastavnika i 200 učenika.
Kroz projekt su učenici i nastavnici imali priliku
naučiti nešto više o:
•
•
•

Pisanju scenarija
Alatima za izradu animacija i
Alatima za editiranje

Učenici su iz knjige „Čovjek koji je brojao“ odabrali
priču za koju su izradili scenarij uz upotrebu matematičkog
izričaja i simbola, te na kraju snimili kratki film ili
animaciju.[5]

uključenih nastavnika s učenicima radi vezano uz sadržaje
svog predmeta u svrhu izrade što kvalitetnijih i
zanimljivijih video minijatura.
Kroz sam projekt surađujemo s preko dvadeset
srednjih i osnovnih škola iz Republike Srbije, Bosne i
Hercegovine i Republike Hrvatske.
Jedan od primjera video minijature koju su snimili naši
učenici:
https://youtu.be/Y8X7eca-ozo
VIII. KAKO DO IDEJE?
Inspiraciju je moguće pronaći i na stranicama:
http://www.scientix.eu/resources gdje se nalaze gotovi
scenariji poučavanja za grupe predmeta.

Svaka od škola sudionica kandidirala je po jedan film
za Matematički filmski festival koji je zbog
epidemioloških razloga održan online. U Elektrotehničkoj
i prometnoj školi u projekt su bila uključena dva treća
razreda u čije je GIK-ove stručnih predmeta, matematike i
hrvatskog jezika uključen navedeni eTwinning projekt.
Učenici naše škole su izradili ukupno 12
filmova/animacija radeći u 12 timova.
Izabrani film naše škole koji nas je predstavljao na
Festivalu: https://bit.ly/MFF2021-ELPROS
VI.

MATH IN MEDIA

Glavna ideja ovog projekta bila je popularizacija
matematike kroz različite medije. U projektu je
sudjelovalo pet srednjih škola iz Rumunjske, Bosne i
Hercegovine i Republike Hrvatske. Projekt je proveden
kroz eTwinning klub i u njemu je sudjelovalo 75 učenika i
9 nastavnika.

Slika 1. Materijali na Scientix portalu

IX.

Iz iskustva suradnje kroz nekoliko projekata možemo
zaključiti da je za uspješnu međupredmetnu suradnju te
obostrano zadovoljne učenike i nastavnike važno
slijedeće:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aktivnosti koje smo proveli:
•
•
•
•

Istraživanje i radionica: Što su lažne vijesti? Ima li
lažnih vijesti u matematici?
Izrada materijala za različite medije – matematički
problemi u svakodnevnom životu u svrhu
popularizacije
Math in media svojim se sadržajima pojavio u vidu
Tik-Tok videa, Instagram objava, Facebook
objava, bloga i web stranice
Izradili smo Virtualne Olimpijske igre, te iste
održali s ekipama sastavljenim od učenika raznih
škola i zemalja.

iznimno je važno zajednički isplanirati suradnju
dobro definirati projektni zadatak
postaviti jasne kriterije ocjenjivanja
zadati realne vremenske rokove
navesti koji dio sadržaja procjenjuje koji nastavnik
dobro složiti učeničke timove

Učenici su tijekom rada na timskim projektnim
zadacima pokazali odgovornost, kreativnost pa čak i
humorističnost.
Nastavne
sadržaje
usvojili
su
interdisciplinarno na opušten, kreativan način kroz
uporabu različitih digitalnih alata. Družili su se izvan
škole, razvijali komunikacijske i socijalne vještine gradeći
kvalitetne suradničke odnose sa svojim kolegama.
REFERENCE

Web stranica s ostvarenim aktivnostima projekta:
https://sites.google.com/view/mathematics-inmedia/math-in-media
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VII. MATEMATIČKE VIDEO MINIJATURE

[3]

Projekt provodimo ove školske godine i u njemu
sudjeluju učenici četiri razreda, te sedam nastavnika. Kroz
projekt aktivna je međupredmetna suradnja informatike,
matematike i hrvatskog jezika. Učenici snimaju video
minijature o sadržajima iz matematike. Svaki od
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Sažetak - Nastavnici sve više primjenjuju nove
obrazovne tehnološke trendove, kako bi podučavanje i
učenje bilo učinkovito i zanimljivo. Primjena digitalnih
tehnologija poput proširene i virtualne stvarnosti učenike
potiče na razmišljanje izvan učionice te pridonosi
iskustvenom učenju i pomaže u objašnjavanju složenih
koncepata,
dok
umjetna
inteligencija
omogućuje
personalizirano učenje, pomaže u dizajniranju fleksibilnijih
sustava podučavanja i učenja, a također može
automatizirati
aktivnosti
poput
ocjenjivanja
i
administracije. Cilj istraživanja opisanog u ovom radu bio
je ispitati spoznaje i mišljenja učenika viših razreda osnovne
škole o primjeni tehnologija virtualne stvaranosti, proširene
stvarnosti i umjetne inteligencije u sklopu nastavnog
procesa. Dobiveni rezultati ukazuju da je većina ispitanika
upoznata s pojmovima virtualne i proširene stvarnosti kao i
umjetne inteligencije, te da su većinom pozitivnih mišljenja
o njihovoj primjeni i mogućnostima u sklopu procesa
učenja. Smatraju da učenje uz pomoć tehnologije tijekom
nastavnog procesa doprinosi najviše zanimljivosti sadržaja.
Ključne riječi – tehnološki trendovi; proširena stvarnost;
virtualna stvarnost; umjetna inteligencija; osnovna škola;
učenje; podučavanje

I.

UVOD

Kao godina globalnog preokreta, 2020. donijela je niz
pomaka u digitalnim rješenjima u obrazovanju, poput
prelaska na online učenje, porasta upotrebe aplikacija [1]
i razvoj novih obrazovnih alata koji ne samo da
povećavaju dostupnost i pogodnost obrazovanja, već
mijenjaju način učenja i želju učenika za učenjem [2].
Danas učenici žele da se proces učenja i podučavanja
paralelno odvija s promjenama u društvu i u
informacijsko komunikacijskoj tehnologiji (IKT). Stoga,
da bi im se osigurao uspjeh važno je podučiti ih
tehnološkim vještinama za pravilnu uporabu IKT-a, koje
će im služiti kao pomoć pri izvršavanju zadataka bitnih za
njihov proces učenja, poput istraživanja, odabira i
razmjene informacija, itd. [3].
Istraživanja pokazuju da ljudi najbolje uče kada su u
mentalnom stanju koje im učenje čini lakšim ili
ugodnijim, pa upravo su zato najbolji trenuci za učenje
kad učenici koriste neke tehnološki poboljšane programe
za učenje [4]. Stoga nastavnici sve više primjenjuju nove
obrazovne tehnološke trendove kao što su obogaćivanje
svakodnevne stvarnosti upotrebom tehnologije proširene
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stvarnosti (eng. Augmented reality – AR), virtualne
stvarnosti (eng. Virtual Reality – VR) i umjetne
inteligencije (eng. Artificial intelligence - AI) kako bi
podučavanje i učenje bilo učinkovito i zanimljivo.
Primjena tehnologija VR, AR i AI može osnažiti i
potaknuti učenje učenika te nudi obećavajuće prilike za
transformaciju obrazovanja bilo kada unutar ili izvan
fizičke učionice. Ovi tehnološki alati imaju potencijal da
„učenjem kroz iskustva“ mogu preoblikovati budućnost
obrazovanja jer nude bezbroj mogućnosti učenicima da se
oslobode tradicionalnog okruženja u učionici i uđu u
realistično, virtualno iskustvo čime dobivaju iskustva
bliska stvarnom životu. Također, ove tehnologije u
učionici imaju mnoge prednosti za učenike, uključujući
bolje razumijevanje sadržaja, dugotrajno zadržavanje
pamćenja, poboljšanu suradnju, povećanu motivaciju i još
mnogo toga [5].
II.

OBOGAĆENA STVARNOST – VIRTUALNA I
PROŠIRENA STVARNOST

Obogaćivanje svakodnevne stvarnosti upotrebom
tehnologije virtualne i proširene stvarnosti, AR i VR nije
posve novo u obrazovanju, jer su ih nastavnici i ranije
koristili. No, ono što je novo, je njihova veća primjena,
pad cijena povezane tehnologije i sve veća potražnja za
interaktivnim, ali socijalno distanciranim obrazovnim
iskustvima [4].
Tehnologija virtualne stvarnosti - VR pruža
konstruiranu stvarnost i omogućuje da „uronimo“ u
umjetni virtualni svijet. Ovo uranjanje vrši se pomoću
specijaliziranih uređaja, npr. VR slušalice, odnosno
naočale koje postavljaju stereoskopski 3D sustav prikaza
ispred očiju [6]. Bez napuštanja učionice, VR vodi
učenike u obilazak najboljih galerija, muzeja i gradova na
svijetu, a također u virtualnom svijetu mogu učiti strani
jezik [1]. Zatim mogu izvoditi složene medicinske
operacije, a također mogu putovati u prošlost i upoznati
život u prošlim vremenima [4]. Ukoliko nastavnici
posjeduju odgovarajuću opremu, ovo su neke od
aplikacija za VR koje mogu koristiti u učionici za
pojedina nastavna područja: Anne Frank House VR,
Anatomyou VR, Mondly - Learn Languages in VR,
Google Earth VR, Number Hunt, KingTut VR, Tilt Brush,
Timelooper, itd [7].
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Za razliku od VR gdje dolazi do potpunog uranjanja u
virtualni svijet, kod tehnologije proširene stvarnosti - AR
uvijek možemo vidjeti stvarni svijet oko sebe. AR djeluje
putem aplikacije na nekom uređaju, najčešće pametnom
mobilnom telefonu koji snima stvarni svijet i dodaje
virtualne informacije [6]. AR omogućuje učenicima
interakciju između stvarnog i virtualnog svijeta
kombinirajući sučelja AR i obrazovnog sadržaja, kako bi
učenici pomoću AR ušli u interakciju s 3D informacijama,
objektima i događajima na prirodan način [8]. Tako u
učionicu mogu ušetati dinosaurusi, učenici mogu istražiti
3D povijesne modele ili pak pomno ispitati ljudsku
anatomiju. Neke od aplikacije koje to omogućuju su:
Metaverse, 3DBear, Curiscope, World Brush, itd. [9].
Elmqaddem [6] smatra da tehnologije AR i VR
omogućuje novu vrstu učenja koje odgovara potrebama
učenika 21. stoljeća koji žele zabavu, interaktivnost, ali i
manipulaciju objektima. Međutim, učinkovita prilagodba
AR i VR u obrazovanju neće se dogoditi sve dok se ne
riješe neka tehnička pitanja i ako se obrazovni programi
ne prilagode tako da u potpunosti iskoriste potencijal ovih
tehnologija. Pojava pristupačne i raširene tehnologije VR i
širenje upotrebe pametnih telefona koji podržavaju AR
otvorili su nevjerojatne mogućnosti za poboljšanje i
transformaciju načina na koji učimo. Primjena ovih
tehnologija učenike potiče na razmišljanje izvan učionice
[1] i pomažu u objašnjavanju složenih koncepata [4]. No,
Boyles [10] navodi da kao i sa svim novim alatima,
potrebno je vrijeme i trud da bi ih naučili pravilno
koristiti, ali jednom kada to savladaju i učenici i nastavnici
mogu u potpunosti iskoristi mogućnosti i prilike koje im
pruža digitalno doba.
Obrazovni alati temeljeni na AR/VR-u nude nove
vrste obrazovnih iskustava, te mogu poboljšati ukupne
ishode učenja. Pokazalo se da takva iskustva smanjuju
kognitivno opterećenje, potiču veći angažman i
poboljšavaju prisjećanje na složene ili apstraktne teme,
posebice u STEM 1 (znanost, tehnologija, inženjerstvo,
matematika) predmetima. Imerzivno učenje na
individualnoj razini omogućuje personaliziranije pristupe
koji se mogu prilagoditi različitim stilovima učenja,
brzinama i sposobnosti. Za određene vrste učenja, također
mogu pružiti povratnu informaciju učenicima i
nastavnicima te tako prilagoditi pojedinačne ciljeve učenja
kako bi pomogli učenicima da ostvare svoj puni potencijal
[11].
Kao što Vukašin i Krstinić [12] navode, osim
prednosti primjene ovih tehnologija postoje i određeni
nedostaci. To su smanjena komunikacija, kao i manjak
fleksibilnosti, jer na nastavi i učenik i nastavnik mogu i
postavljati i odgovarati na pitanja, imati digresije, a ovdje
je ograničenje na ono što program dozvoljava. Također,
kao i kod svake primjene tehnologije, nešto može poći po
zlu, pokvariti se, a u tom slučaju se aktivnosti učenja
odgađaju sve dok se problem ne riješi, što može biti
nepraktično, a često i skupo. Upravo je cijena još uvijek
najveći razlog ne korištenja VR i AR tehnologije u
nastavi, obzirom da ulaganje u opremu potrebnu za
provođenje ovakve moderne metode u podučavanju
iziskuje određeni financijski izdatak.
1

III.

UMJETNA INTELIGENCIJA - AI

Temeljni je cilj umjetne inteligencije - AI učiniti da
stroj simulira ljudsko razmišljanje kako bi bio
kompetentan za neke složene zadatke koji zahtijevaju
ljudsku inteligenciju. Iako Li i Wang [12] zaključuju kako
primjena AI mijenja oblik i učinak suvremenog
obrazovanja i ubrzava proces njegove modernizacije,
Voskoglou [13] napominje da "pametni" strojevi AI-a u
budućnosti ipak neće zamijeniti učitelje, jer ne smijemo
zaboraviti da su sve te uređaje stvorili i programirali ljudi.
U obrazovanju postoji nekoliko načina na koji se može
iskoristiti potencijal AI kako bi se oblikovala obrazovna
iskustva budućnosti.
 Personalizirano učenje. U personaliziranom učenju
je AI ugrađena za izradu prilagođenog profila
učenja za svakog pojedinog učenika i za
prilagođavanje njihovih materijala za obuku,
uzimajući u obzir način učenja koji preferira
učenik, te sposobnost i iskustvo učenika na
individualnoj osnovi [14]. Na ovaj način programi
vođeni AI mogu i učenicima i nastavnicima pružiti
korisne povratne informacije za praćenje napretka
učenika i upozoriti nastavnika kada se pojavi
problem u radu i uspjehu učenika [2].
 Glasovni asistenti. Roboti i aplikacije za AI
pomažu u dizajniranju fleksibilnijih sustava
poučavanja i učenja koji će koristiti svim
učenicima, a posebno onima s određenim
poteškoćama. Primjerice, "pametni" osobni
asistenti poput Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri,
Microsoft Cortana, pomažu učenicima u
izvršavanju zadataka glasovnom naredbom. To je
posebno korisno učenicima koji imaju problema s
gledanjem zaslona ili tipkanjem na tipkovnici [15],
jer im je tako omogućena interakcija s obrazovnim
materijalom ili pristup dodatnoj pomoći u učenju
[14].
 Automatizacija administracije i ocjenjivanja. AI
može automatizirati osnovne aktivnosti u
obrazovanju, poput ocjenjivanja i praćenja
pohađanja nastave. Također, AI sustavi mogu
organizirati osobne interakcije sa skrbnicima i
roditeljima, olakšati povratne informacije u vezi s
rutinskim pitanjima, kao i pristup resursima,
pružajući tako nastavnicima više vremena koje
mogu posvetiti učenicima. U slučaju visokog
obrazovanja, AI sustavi koriste se kako bi se
smanjila ljudska pristranost tijekom postupka upisa
i povećala vjerodostojnost postupka [14].
Chen, Chen i Lin [16] u svoj studiji su utvrdili da je AI
uvelike prihvaćena i korištena u obrazovanju. Poboljšala
se učinkovitost nastavnika, što je rezultiralo bogatijom
kvalitetom nastave. Također, AI je učenicima pružila
poboljšana iskustva učenja jer je omogućena prilagodba i
personalizacija materijala za učenje. Općenito, AI je imala
veliki utjecaj na obrazovanje, posebice na administraciju,
podučavanje i područja učenja u obrazovnom sektoru ili u
kontekstu pojedinačnih institucija za učenje.
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IV.

REZULTATI DOSADAŠNJIH ISTRAŽIVANJA

Obzirom da su prethodno već spomenute prednosti i
potencijal koju tehnologije VR, AR i AI imaju u
obrazovanju, u analizi i pregledu dosadašnjih istraživanja
fokusirali smo se samo na one radove koji se bave
mišljenjima i stavovima učenika i nastavnika prema ovim
tehnologijama.
Tako su Homen Pavlin i Sužnjević. [17] u svom radu
ispitali mišljenja i stavove studenata koji se školuju za
buduće učitelje informatike o AR i VR tehnologijama.
Istraživanje je pokazalo da iako većina studenata ima
pozitivna očekivanja i mišljenja o ovim tehnologijama,
kao što je npr. motivacija učenika, samo se nekolicina njih
osjeća dovoljno kompetentnim da ih koristi u nastavi.
Ujedno su zabrinuti zbog određenih mogućih zdravstvenih
problema korištenja AR/VR tehnologija, kao i zbog
gubitka koncentracije učenika u nastavi.
Baxter i Hainey [18] dolaze do sličnih rezultata
istražujući stavove studenata preddiplomskih studija o
usvajanju VR tehnologije u okviru njihovih trenutnih
diplomskih programa u svrhu učenja i poboljšanja
njihovog iskustva učenja. Rezultati istraživanja bili su
uglavnom pozitivni, a studenti su ukazivali na korisnu
pedagošku upotrebu VR tehnologije u obrazovnom
kontekstu. No, studenti su u disciplinama unutar
kreativne računalne grupe, kao što su igre i animacija,
predviđali više prednosti primjene VR nego studenti u
drugim predmetnim područjima kao što su web i mobilni
uređaji. Glavni problem ili izazov za usvajanje upotrebe
VR u visokom obrazovanju koji se navodi bio je trošak
VR opreme, potencijalni zdravstveni problemi kao što su
mučnina prilikom kretanja ili studenti koji imaju otpor
prema upotrebi VR tehnologije.
U visokom obrazovanju, ali kod nastavnika
informatike, Alfalah [19] je ispitao njihovu percepciju
prema integraciji VR, te njihove stavove o mogućnosti
implikacije VR kao nastavnog pomagala. Dobiveni
rezultati pokazali su da je većina ispitanika upoznata s
korištenjem tehnologije u nastavi, a velika većina i
zahtijeva korištenje tehnologije od strane svojih
studenata. Također, većina smatra da će implementacija
tehnologije poboljšati učenje, da potiče učenje usmjereno
na studenta, da će korištenje VR tehnologije kao dijela
nastavnog procesa povećati suradničko učenje i promicati
učenje otkrivanjem. Općenito se može zaključiti da
stavovi i razmišljanja nastavnika o VR tehnologiji u
obrazovnom procesu pokazuju obećavajuću tendenciju
prihvaćanja korištenja ove tehnologije.
Ispitujući stavove studenata prema primjeni mobilnog
AR (MAR 2 ) u visokom obrazovanju, Stojšić, IvkovDzigurski, Maričić, Stanisavljević, Milanković Jovanov i
Višnić, [20] zaključuju kako studenti imaju uglavnom
pozitivan stav, te da nema statistički značajne razlike
između mišljenja studenata STEM 3 područja (znanost,
tehnologija, inženjerstvo i matematika) i onih koji nisu
STEM studenti o ovoj temi.
2
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Cilj istraživanja kojeg su proveli Sirakaya i Cakmak
[21] bio je identificirati stavove učenika srednjih škola
prema AR aplikacijama te utvrditi odnos između stavova
prema AR-u i obrazovnih postignuća. Nakon što je
učenicima pruženo AR iskustvo tijekom 4 tjedna (16 sati),
rezultati istraživanja pokazuju da učenici imaju pozitivan
stav prema AR aplikacijama. Nije utvrđeno da spol,
posjedovanje osobnih računala i mobilnih uređaja
mijenjaju stavove prema AR aplikacijama. Iako nije
utvrđeno da svakodnevna upotreba interneta utječe na AR
stavove, utvrđeno je da se stavovi značajno razlikuju
ovisno o učestalosti igranja računalnih igrica. Rezultati
istraživanja pokazuju značajan odnos između AR stavova
i obrazovnih postignuća.
Hussain [22] u svom radu izvještava o pozitivnom
stavu studenata i sveučilišnih nastavnika prema nastavnoj
ulozi AI. No, istraživanje koje provela Kairu [23] s ciljem
procijene stava studenata o ulozi AI u evaluaciji njihovog
angažmana u visokom obrazovanju, tek 39,06% ispitanika
slaže se da će AI imati pozitivan utjecaj na obrazovanje, a
49,48% se slaže da će AI utjecati na učenje. Neki su
ispitanici vjerovali da se AI može koristiti za praćenje
napretka studenata (35,79%), poboljšanje interakcije
nastavnika i studenata (47,78%) i mjerenje angažmana u
učionici (55,21%). No, zaključak je da primjena AI u
visokom obrazovanju još nije u potpunosti konsolidirana i
evaluirana da bi se iskoristile njene prednosti.
V.

METODOLOGIJA ISTRAŽIVANJA

Pregledom prethodno navedenih radova utvrđeno je da
se dobiveni rezultati istraživanja odnose ili na učenike
srednje škole ili na nastavnike i studente na
visokoškolskim ustanovama. Stoga je cilj istraživanja
opisanog u ovom radu bio ispitati spoznaje i mišljenja
učenika viših razreda osnovne škole o primjeni
tehnologija VR, AR i AI u sklopu nastavnog procesa.
Na temelju definiranog cilja istraživanja, postavljena
su četiri istraživačka pitanja:
IP1: Koliko su učenici upoznati s pojmovima VR, AR i
AI?
IP2: Prema mišljenju učenika doprinosi li učenje uz
pomoć tehnologije motivaciji, zanimljivosti sadržaja ili
pak zabavi?
IP3: Kako učenici procjenjuju utjecaj VR na
zanimljivost nastavnih sadržaja te utjecaj AR na lakoću i
jednostavnost procesa učenja?
IP4: Kako učenici procjenjuju doprinos AI aplikacija
za lakše i brže usvajanje gradiva te utjecaj robotiziranih
asistenata na proces učenja?
Istraživanje je provedeno u svibnju školske godine
2020./2021. u I. osnovnoj školi Varaždin na prigodnom
uzorku od 196 učenika predmetne nastave koji su izrazili
svoje mišljenje kao nekorisnici navedenih tehnologija u
nastavi. Od ukupnog broja ispitanika (N=204) 25,5%
uzorka činili su učenici petih razreda, 25% učenici šestih,
26% učenici sedmih te 23% učenici osmih razreda.
Obzirom na spol učenika, uzorak se sastojao od 45,1%
muških i 54,9% ženskih ispitanika. Za potrebe
istraživanja kreiran je online anketni upitnik sastavljen od
strane autora ovog rada. Svi odgovori ispitanika bili su
anonimni.
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VI.

ANALIZA REZULTATA

Odgovarajući na pitanje koliko su upoznati s
pojmovima obogaćena stvarnost, odnosno proširena i
virtualna stvarnost te umjetna inteligencija, najviše
učenika svih razreda 58,8% odgovorilo je da su
podjednako upoznati s oba pojma, i to 57,69% učenika 5.
razreda, 56,86% 6. razreda, 56,60% učenika 7. razreda i
64,58% učenika 8. razreda. Pojam umjetne inteligencije
najmanje je poznat 5,77% učenika 5. i 3,92% učenika 6.
razreda, dok je 5,66% učenika 7. razreda odgovorilo da su
im oba pojma nepoznata, a 8,33% učenika 8. razreda
najmanje je upoznato s pojmom obogaćene stvarnosti
(Slika 1). Ovi rezultati su odgovor na prvo istraživačko
pitanje.

Na tvrdnju smatraju li da bi proces učenja bio bi
zanimljiviji kada bi nastavne sadržaje upoznavali
virtualnim putem 30,9% učenika odgovorilo je da se u
potpunosti slaže, no njih 29,9% odgovorilo je da se niti
slažu niti ne slažu s tom tvrdnjom što čini tek neznatnu
razliku između ova dva odgovora. Najmanje učenika,
ukupno njih 6,9% se ne slaže s tom tvrdnjom. Da bi
proces učenja bio lakši i jednostavniji kada bi postojeći
udžbenici i radni materijali bili obogaćeni 3D prikazima
pojedinih nastavnih sadržaja u potpunosti se slaže 36,3%
učenika, a s ovom tvrdnjom u potpunosti se ne slaže 4,4%
učenika. Detaljnijom analizom nisu utvrđena veća
odstupanja između razreda, odnosno obzirom na dob
učenika (Slika 3 i Slika 4). Ovi rezultati su odgovor na
treće istraživačko pitanje.

Slika 1: Poznavanje pojmova VR, AR i AI (N=204)

Prema mišljenju 56,9% učenika iz svih razrednih
odjela učenje uz pomoć tehnologije tijekom nastavnog
procesa doprinosi najviše zanimljivosti sadržaja, što je
ujedno i odgovor na drugo istraživačko pitanje. To smatra
50% učenika 5. razreda, 49,02% učenika 6. razreda, čak
73,58% učenika 7. razreda i 54,17% učenika 8. razreda.
Zatim je to prema mišljenju 24% učenika zabava, a njih
19,1% smatra da je to motivacija. Razlikuju se samo
odgovori učenika 7. razreda koji su nakon zanimljivosti
sadržaja odabrali motivaciju, pa tek tada zabavu.

Slika 3: Mšljenje učenika o utjecaju VR na zanimljivost nastavnih
sadržaja (N=204)

Slika 4: Mišljenje učenika o utjecaju AI na lakoću i jednostavnost
procesa učenja (N=204)

Slika 2: Mišljenja učenika o doprinosu učenja uz pomoć tehnologije
(N=204)
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Kako bi dobili odgovor na četvrto istraživačko pitanje
izvršena je analiza odgovora na tvrdnju da aplikacije za
pomoć u učenju znatno doprinose lakšem i bržem
usvajanju nastavnih sadržaja. Od ukupnog broja svih
ispitanika njih 38,2% se u potpunosti slaže, a 3,9 % se u
potpunosti ne slaže s tom tvrdnjom. Nadalje analizirana je
tvrdnja da računalom potpomognuta nastava te
robotizirani "asistenti" pozitivno utječu na proces učenja.
Ovdje je najveći broj ispitanika 30,9% odgovorilo da se
niti slaže niti ne slaže s tom tvrdnjom. Tek je neznatna
razlika između odgovora da se slažu s tom tvrdnjom i da
se s njom slažu u potpunosti. Najmanje učenika, samo
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6,9% odgovorilo je da se u potpunosti ne slažu s tom
tvrdnjom. Kod ovih tvrdnji detaljnijom analizom
utvrđena su manja odstupanja između razreda, odnosno
obzirom na dob učenika. Da se niti slaže niti ne slaže s
prvom tvrdnjom o tome da aplikacije za pomoć u učenju
znatno doprinose lakšem i bržem usvajanju nastavnih
sadržaja, izjasnilo se čak 34,62% učenika 5. razreda, a
također isti odgovor je dalo 43,14% učenika 7. razreda
prilikom izjašnjavanja smatraju li da računalom
potpomognuta nastava te robotizirani "asistenti"
pozitivno utječu na proces učenja (Slika 5 i Slika 6). Ovi
rezultati su odgovor na treće istraživačko pitanje.

Slika 5: Mišljenje učenika o doprinosu AI aplikacija za lakše i brže
usvajanje gradiva (N=204)

srednje škole ili na nastavnike i studente na
visokoškolskim ustanovama. Stoga je cilj istraživanja
opisanog u ovom radu bio ispitati spoznaje i mišljenja
učenika osnovne škole o primjeni tehnologija VR, AR i
AI u sklopu nastavnog procesa.
Dobiveni rezultati pokazuju da je većina ispitanih
učenika neovisno o razredu (dobi) upoznata i s pojmovima
virtualne i proširene stvarnosti kao i umjetne inteligencije.
Prema mišljenju učenika iz svih razrednih odjela učenje
uz pomoć tehnologije (računala, tableti, web 2.0.
aplikacije, 3D VR naočale, ...) tijekom nastavnog procesa
doprinosi najviše zanimljivosti sadržaja. Učenici većinom
smatraju da bi proces učenja bio bi zanimljiviji kada bi
nastavne sadržaje upoznavali virtualnim putem (virtualno
putovali svijetom, obilazili muzeje, galerije, putovali u
prošlost,...) pomoću tehnologije VR, te da bi proces učenja
bio bi lakši i jednostavniji kada bi postojeći udžbenici i
radni materijali bili obogaćeni 3D prikazima pojedinih
nastavnih sadržaja (geometrijski oblici, poznate skulpture
i građevine, dijelovi tijela, građa stanica, prikazi molekula
i atoma, ...). No, iako najveći broj ispitanika se u
potpunosti slaže da aplikacije za pomoć u učenju
(praćenje bilješki, objašnjavanje matematičkih postupaka,
raspoznavanje kemijskih elemenata, glasovno učenje
stranih jezika,...) znatno doprinose lakšem i bržem
usvajanju nastavnih sadržaja, mišljenje većine ispitanika o
utjecaju robotiziranih asistenata na proces učenja nije u
potpunosti definiran.
Uspoređujući dobivene rezultate ovog istraživanja s
rezultatima prethodnih istraživanja, možemo zaključiti da
i učenici viših razreda osnovne škole su pretežito
pozitivnih mišljenja o primjeni i mogućnostima
tehnologija VR, AR i AI u sklopu procesa učenja i nastave
te da bi proces učenja i poučavanja uz njih bio i lakši i
zanimljiviji. Obzirom na to, a i na činjenicu da bi
tradicionalno obrazovanje moglo nestati u sljedećem
desetljeću ukoliko nastavnici želite ostati konkurentni,
moraju slijediti nove tehnološke trendove i razmotriti
učenje potrebnih tehničkih vještina [15].
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Analiza stavova nastavnika i učenika o integraciji
pametnih telefona u nastavno-obrazovni proces
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Sažetak - Učenici putem svojih pametnih telefona imaju
pristup različitim sadržajima i aplikacijama što može u
velikoj mjeri pridonijeti unapređenju nastavnog procesa.
Postavlja se pitanje koliko su nastavnici i učenici spremni i
motivirani za takav oblik nastave te na koji način bi se
provodio u praksi. Iako su e-učenje i m-učenje vrlo slični
pojmovi koji se međusobno isprepliću postoje neke značajne
razlike koje će biti objašnjenje u radu kao i njihove
prednosti. Kako bi se utvrdili stavovi nastavnika i učenika o
uvođenju pametnog telefona u nastavu provedeno je
empirijsko istraživanje među nastavnicima Republike
Hrvatske i učenicima Srednje škole Ban Josip Jelačić.
Rezultati su pokazali kako su učenici skloniji takvoj ideji
više nego nastavnici, a primjeri dobre prakse to i potvrđuju.
Tu bi činjenicu trebalo iskoristiti u svrhu unaprjeđenja
nastavnog procesa s obzirom da su povratne informacije
učenika o održanim nastavnim satima pokazale da im je
zanimljivije i lakše učiti kada se u nastavi koristi pametni
telefon.
Ključne riječi - pametni telefoni; nastava; e-učenje; mučenje; primjeri dobre prakse; integracija

I.
UVOD
S ubrzanim razvojem komunikacijsko-informacijskih
tehnologija (u daljnjem tekstu će se koristiti kratica IKT) u
vrlo kratkom roku su se pametni telefoni istaknuli kao
dobra zamjena za računala. Uz sve moguće opcije i
aplikacije koje nam oni pružaju gotovo je nemoguće
zamisliti svakodnevnicu bez njih. No, postavlja se pitanje
mogu li pametni telefoni pronaći svoju upotrebu i u
nastavi. Učenici putem svojih mobilnih uređaja imaju
pristup različitim sadržajima i aplikacijama što može u
velikoj mjeri pridonijeti unaprjeđenju nastavnog procesa.
Uvođenje online nastave dovelo je do isticanja e-učenja te
je postalo neophodno koristiti računalne ili mobilne
tehnologije u svrhu poboljšanja kvalitete učenja. Kako
nam je lakše pristupiti online nastavi putem pametnog
telefona došlo je do ubrzanog razvoja m-učenja. No, osim
upotrebe pametnog telefona u online nastavi, oni se mogu
integrirati i u nastavu uživo. Postavlja se pitanje koliko su
nastavnici i učenici spremni i motivirani za takav oblik
nastave te na koji način bi se provodio u praksi. Većina
nastavnika nije sklona upotrebi pametnih telefona u
nastavi, ali u zadnjih nekoliko godina se sve više njih
odlučuje na taj korak. S obzirom na to da su pametni
telefoni jedan od najpopularnijih oblika mobilnih
tehnologija, daljnji osvrt u rad je temeljen na uporabi
istoga u nastavi. Osim usporedbe e-učenja i m-učenja, u
nastavku rada su prikazani rezultati provedenog
empirijskog istraživanja o stavovima nastavnika i učenika

prema upotrebi pametnih telefona u nastavi te su dati
primjeri dobre prakse.
II.

E-UČENJE I M-UČENJE

Postoje 4 oblika e-obrazovanja: klasična nastava,
nastava uz pomoć IKT-a, hibridna nastava i online
obrazovanje [2]. U Tablici 1. je prikazana usporedba
navedenih oblika s obzirom na zastupljenost IKT
tehnologija u pojedinom obliku. U zadnjih nekoliko
godina naglasak je na hibridnoj i online nastavi.
E-učenje je proces obrazovanja (proces učenja i
podučavanja) uz upotrebu IKT-a koja doprinosi
unaprjeđenju kvalitete tog procesa i kvalitete ishoda
obrazovanja [3]. Ovakav način učenja učenicima
omogućava fleksibilnost pri odabiru vremena i mjesta
učenja, povećava učinkovitost znanja i kvalifikacija,
uzima u obzir individualne razlike među učenicima te
povećava samopouzdanje određivanjem vlastitog tema i
načina učenja [4]. Iako su e-učenje i m-učenje vrlo slični
pojmovi koji se međusobno isprepliću postoje neke
značajne razlike. M-učenje predstavlja učenje u pokretu za
koje se rabe mobilni uređaji (prvenstveno pametni
telefoni) te omogućava brzi pristup informacijama
neovisno o lokaciji. Ono daje učeniku opće informacije i
obrazovne sadržaje elektronskim putem koji pomažu
učeniku da stekne nova znanja bilo kada i bilo gdje [5].
Jedna od najčešćih prednosti je konstantno učenje i
profesionalno usavršavanje, osobni odabir mjesta,
TABLICA I.

USPOREDBA OBLIKA NASTAVE

Oblici
nastave
Klasična
nastava

Nastava u učionici, licem
u lice

Nastava
uz pomoć
IKT-a

IKT se koristi za
poboljšanje klasične
nastave

Hibridna
nastava

Kombinacija klasične
nastave i nastave uz
pomoć IKT-a

Online
obrazovanje

Nema klasične nastave;
učenje se odvija
isključivo uz pomoć
IKT-a (virtualno, učenje
na daljinu)

Opis

Tehnologije
Nema ih
Microsoft Office alati
multimedijski alati
- kvizovi, vježbe ili
provjere znanja putem
programa
sustavi za upravljanje
učenjem (Moodle,
LMS…)
sustavi za e-učenje i mučenje (orijentirani prema
računalnom ili web
učenju)
online alati
Komunikacija i nastavni
sadržaji putem interneta
(Google učionica, MS
Teams..)
Videokonferencije

Izvor: Nenad Brelauer, 2011. [11]
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vremena i ritma učenja te određivanja načina svog učenja
– aktivni ili pasivni oblik. Osim toga, učenici na izbor
imaju niz drugih programa osim o ih koje im nude
obrazovne institucije, a u radu s različitim IKT-ma učenici
stječu određene vještine i kompetencije [6].
Osim u online nastavi, m-učenje se može integrirati i u
nastavu uživo. U takvom modelu učenici u školu na
nastavu donose svoj pametni telefon s kojim pristupaju
bežičnoj mreži (internetu) u svrhu učenja [7]. Istraživanja
pokazuju da upotreba mobilnih tehnologija, posebice
pametnih telefona i tableta pridonosi međusobnoj
interakciji učenika, ali i njihovoj interakciji s nastavnicima
te motivaciji učenika [1].
Zakonom nisu definirana pravila o upotrebi pametnih
telefona u nastavno-obrazovnom procesu. Člankom 19.
pravilnika o načinu postupanja odgojno-obrazovnih
radnika školskih ustanova u poduzimanju mjera zaštite
prava učenika te prijave svakog kršenja tih prava
nadležnim tijelima autonomija u odlučivanju hoće li se
pametni telefoni na predmetnom satu koristiti u
edukativne svrhe je prepuštena predmetnom nastavniku
[8]. Također, odluku o tome hoće li se i na koji način oni
koristiti svaka škola može propisati svojim kućnim redom
koji odobrava školski odbor [9]. Dok neki takvu upotrebu
pozdravljaju, istraživanje provedeno među učiteljima
razredne i predmetne nastave je pokazalo da veliki broj
nastavnika ima negativan stav prema upotrebi pametnih
telefona u nastavi te ga u svom nastavnom procesu ne
dozvoljavaju jer smatraju kako bi većina učenika zlorabila
njegovu upotrebu [1].
III.

statistiku govore da je u 2021. godine u Republici
Hrvatskoj radilo 43298 nastavnika srednjih škola i viših
razreda osnovnih škola[10]. Istraživanju je pristupilo 439
nastavnika (N=439) što čini 1,04% od sveukupnog broje
čime uzorak, uz interval pouzdanosti 4,65, zadovoljava
kriterije ispitivanja valjanog uzorka. Na sva pitanja i
tvrdnje je odgovaralo 439 nastavnika (N=439) od kojih
41,5% radi u srednjoj školi, a 58,5% u osnovnoj.
Istraživanje je podjednako obuhvatilo i nastavnike s
manjim brojem godina rada u školi i one s većim pa tako
prema upitniku njih 20,3% radi manje od 5 godina u školi,
20,5% 5-10 godina, 30,8% 10-20 godina, a 28,5% više od
20 godina.
Da nikad ne koriste pametne telefone u nastavnoobrazovnom procesu na daljinu u svrhu održavanje iste
odgovorilo je 20,5% ispitanika, ponekad 48,1%, a često
31,4%. Prema ispitanicima, njih samo 20,5% nikad ne
koristi pametne telefone u nastavno-obrazovnom procesu
na daljinu dok ostali koriste za više aktivnosti:
postavljanje zadataka (31,2%), pregledavanje zadaća ili
uradaka (35,8%), pristupanje nastavnim sadržajima
(38,5%), istraživanja (38,7%), a najveći broj ispitanika
(70,2%) koristi pametni telefon za komunikaciju s
učenicima (Graf 1.).

METODOLOGIJA ISTRAŽIVANJA

.U svrhu dobivanja podataka o upotrebi pametnih
telefona u nastavno-obrazovnom procesu provedena su
dva nezavisna istraživanja – jedno među nastavnicima i
jedno među učenicima.
A. Istraživanje među nastavnicima
Cilj istraživanja je bio ustanoviti stavove nastavnika
osnovnih i srednjih škola Republike Hrvatske o upotrebi
pametnih telefona u nastavno-obrazovnom procesu na
daljinu i uživo.
Sukladno ciljevima, u empirijskom istraživanju se
polazilo od sljedećih hipoteza:
1.

Većina nastavnika ne dozvoljava upotrebu
pametnih telefona u nastavno-obrazovnom
procesu.

2.

Nastavnici imaju negativan stav prema
uvođenju pametnih telefona u nastavnoobrazovni proces.

Istraživanje je provedeno online tijekom prosinca
2021. godine i siječnja 2022. godine putem nastavničkih
grupa Školska zbornica, Nastavnici.org i 45 minuta putem
društvene mreže Facebook te putem međusobne suradnje
škola na razini Republike Hrvatske u obliku Google
obrasca. Anketa je sadržavala sveukupno 10 pitanja
zatvorenog tipa (7 s jednostrukim i višestrukim
odgovorima) i tvrdnji na koje se odgovaralo Likertovom
ljestvicom (3 tvrdnje). Podaci Državnog zavoda za
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Graf 1. Postotak odgovora nastavnika na pitanje „Za koju aktivnost
koristite pametni telefon u online nastavi?“, N=439 (izvor: izrada
autora)

Velik broj ispitanika nije imao izražen stav o
nastavno-obrazovnom procesu kao zanimljivijem uz
uporabu mobilnih tehnologija pa se tako njih 34,2 % niti
slaže niti ne slaže s takvom tvrdnjom dok se manji broj
njih uglavnom ili u potpunosti ne slaže 17,6% (Graf 2.)

Graf 2. Postotak odgovora nastavnika za tvrdnju „Smatram da bi
nastava bila zanimljivija uz upotrebu pametnih telefona“, N=439
(izvor: izrada autora)
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Da bi učenici zlouporabili pametne telefone u
nastavno-obrazovnom procesu vjeruje 46,5% ispitanika,
njih 34,2% smatra da zlouporabe ne bi bilo, a 19,4% nije
sigurno. Kod ove tvrdnje se vidi većinski negativan stav
prema upotrebi pametnih telefona u nastavnoobrazovnom procesu te nepovjerenje prema istome.

Većina ispitanika je izjavila kako pametni telefon
koriste stalno (50,3%), 34,3% stalno, 15,4% između 2 i 4
sata, a niti jedan ispitanik nije odgovorio kako ga koristi
manje od 1 sata (Graf 3.).

Integraciju pametnih telefona u svoj nastavnoobrazovni proces često provodi svega 11,6% ispitanika,
ponekad 67,7%, a nikad 20,7%. Iz ovih rezultata vidljivo
je da m-učenje još uvijek nije popularizirano.
Tvrdnju „Za vrijeme nastavno-obrazovnog procesa ne
dozvoljavam korištenje pametnih telefona“ je 56,5%
ispitanika označilo kao točnu, a 43,5% dozvoljava.
Ispitanici su kroz tvrdnju „Smatram da integracija
mobilnih tehnologija u nastavu može unaprijediti
nastavni proces“ pokazali nešto pozitivniji stav. Njih
55,2% se uglavnom ili u potpunosti slaže s istom dok se
15,5% ispitanika uglavnom ili u potpunosti ne slaže. Njih
29,6% nema stav oko navedene tvrdnje.
Zadnja tvrdnja preispituje promjenu stava ispitanika
ukoliko bi bili educirani za takav oblik nastavnoobrazovnog procesa. U tom slučaju njih 48,7% je
spremno uvesti upotrebu pametnog telefona u nastavu,
26,2% još uvijek nije sigurno, a 25,1% i dalje ne bi
uključili pametne telefone u nastavu.
B. Istraživanje među učenicima
Cilj istraživanja je bio utvrditi stavove učenika prema
upotrebi pametnih telefona u nastavno-obrazovnom
procesu. U istraživanju se polazilo od sljedećih hipoteza:
1.

Učenici nose svakodnevno pametni telefon u
školu.

2.

Učenici za vrijeme nastavno-obrazovnog
procesa ne smiju koristiti pametne telefone.

3.

Učenici bi nastavno-obrazovni proces u koji
je integrirana upotreba pametnih telefona
smatrali zanimljivijim.

Istraživanje je provedeno online u Srednjoj školi Ban
Josip Jelačić u Zaprešiću na nastavi tijekom prosinca
2021. godine i siječnja 2022. godine. Sudjelovali su
učenici od prvog do četvrtog razreda smjera tehničar za
računalstvo, gimnazija, prodavač i ekonomist. Školu
pohađa 672 učenika od kojih je uvodnom pitanju
pristupilo njih 144 (N=144).S obzirom da je na uvodno
pitanje 99,3% odgovorilo da posjeduje mobitel, a jedan
ispitanik (0,7%) da ga ne posjeduje konačan broj
ispitanika koji su pristupili istraživanju je bio 143
(N=143). Broj ispitanika čini 21,28% ukupnog broja
učenika što čini valjan uzorak po kriterijima ispitivanja s
intervalom pouzdanosti 7,28. Anketa je napravljena putem
Google obrasca te je sadržavala 10 pitanja (5 pitanja
zatvorenog tipa, 3 pitanja otvorenog tipa i 2 tvrdnje na
koje se odgovaralo Likertovom ljestvicom).
Na sva pitanja je odgovaralo 143 ispitanika (N=143)
od kojih je 99,3% odgovorilo da pametni telefon nosi u
školu svakodnevno, a 0,7% ponekad. Nijedan ispitanik
nije odgovorio da ga nikad ne nosi.
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Graf 3. Postotak odgovora učenika na pitanje „Koliko dnevno koristiš
pametni telefon?“, N=143 (izvor: izrada autora)

Kod ispitivanja za koje aktivnosti najčešće koriste
pametne telefone ispitanici su mogli odabrati više
odgovora te dodati svoj. Odabrali su podjednako većinu
odgovora, a dopisali su dva odgovora. Jedan ispitanik
(0,7%) je dopisao aplikaciju Spotify, a jedan da pametni
telefon najčešće koristi za učenje. Čak 69,9% ispitanika je
reklo da ga najčešće koristi za rad za školu.
Na pitanje o učestalosti korištenja pametnog telefona u
edukativne svrhe 67,1% je odgovorilo kako ga koriste
često, 32,2% ponekad, a nijedan ispitanik nije odgovorio
nikad.
Za vrijeme online nastave 83,9% je izjavilo da
pametan telefon koriste često, 16,1% ponekad, a niti jedan
ispitanik nije odgovorio nikad.
Kod pitanja za koje aktivnosti koriste pametni telefon
tijekom nastave na daljinu bio je moguć višestruki
odgovor te su ispitanici, uz ponuđene, mogli i dopisati
svoj odgovor. Jedan ispitanik (0,7%) je dopisao da ga ne
koristi, dok su ostali odabrali jedan od ponuđenih
odgovora: predaju zadataka 86,7%, pristupanje nastavnim
sadržajima 67,8%, gledanje edukativnih videa ili lekcija
41,2%, istraživanje 55,2% te komunikaciju s nastavnicima
81,1% (Graf 4.)

Graf 4. Postotak odgovora učenika na pitanje „Za koju aktivnost koristiš
pametni telefon u online nastavi?“, N=143 (izvor: izrada autora)
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Na pitanje koriste li nastavnici pametne telefone u
svrhu održavanja sata njih 25,9% su rekli ponekad, 6%
često, 23,1% nikad, a 46,9% da ne smiju uopće koristiti
pametne telefone na satu.

Rezultati istraživanja među nastavnicima su pokazali
da većina nastavnika (56,5%) ne dozvoljava upotrebu
pametnih telefona u nastavno-obrazovnom procesu čime
je prva postavljena hipoteza prihvaćena.

U potpunosti ili uglavnom se 87,4% ispitanika slažu
da bi više nastavnika trebalo dozvoliti korištenje pametnih
telefona u nastavi, njih 9,1% nemaju stav, a 3,5% se
uglavnom ili u potpunosti ne slažu s takvom tvrdnjom.

Velik broj nastavnika (51,8%) ne podržava tvrdnju da
bi nastavno-obrazovni proces bio zanimljiviji uz upotrebu
pametnih telefona, a 46,5% smatraju da bi učenici takvu
upotrebu zlouporabili. U nastavno-obrazovnom procesu
pametne telefone koristi često svega 11,6%. Temeljem
ovih rezultata druga postavljena hipoteza da nastavnici
imaju negativan stav prema integraciji pametnih telefona u
nastavno-obrazovni proces je prihvaćena.

Na tvrdnju da bi nastava bila zanimljivija uz upotrebu
pametnog telefona 87,4% ispitanika se u potpunosti ili
uglavnom slažu, 9,1% se niti slažu niti ne slažu, a 3,5% se
uglavnom ili u potpunosti ne slažu (Graf 5.).

Iz istraživanja je vidljivo da većina nastavnika nije
spremna za takav oblik nastavno-obrazovnog procesa te
vide samo negativne aspekte kao što je zloupotreba.
Pozitivniji stav prema integraciji pametnih telefona su
pokazali učenici. Kako je njih 99,3% odgovorilo da nose
svakodnevno svoje pametne telefone u školu prva
hipoteza za istraživanje među učenicima je prihvaćena.
Iako u nastavno-obrazovnom procesu na daljinu čak
67,1% često koristi pametne telefone, njih 70% je
odgovorilo da ih na nastavi uživo nikad ne smiju koristiti
i/ili da ih nastavnici nikad ne koriste u svrhu održavanja
nastave.
Temeljem ovih rezultata druga hipoteza da učenici ne
smiju tijekom nastavno-obrazovnog procesa koristiti
pametni telefon je prihvaćena.

Graf 5. Postotak odgovora učenika na tvrdnju „Smatram da bi nastava
bila zanimljivija uz upotrebu pametnih telefona“, N=143 (izvor: izrada
autora)

Na pitanje za koje bi aktivnosti koristili mobitel u školi
ispitanici su mogli osim ponuđenih dopisati svoj odgovor.
Od ponuđenih su odabrali podjednako većinu odgovora:
predaju zadataka 28,6%, pisanje bilješki s nastave 22,4%,
pristupanje nastavnim sadržajima 25,9%, istraživanje
20,3%, a 2,8% bi ga koristilo za komunikaciju s drugim
učenicima. Jedan ispitanik (0,7%) je dopisao da ga ne bi
koristio ni za što jer se u školi uči iz knjiga.

U potpunosti ili uglavnom se 87,4% učenika slaže s
tvrdnjom da više nastavnika trebalo dozvoliti upotrebu
pametnih telefona u svrhu održavanja nastave, a na
tvrdnju da bi ista bila zanimljivija na taj način su
odgovorili s jednakim postotkom čime je i treća hipoteza
prihvaćena.
U suprotnosti od nastavnika, učenici su iskazali da su
oni spremni i motivirani za ovakav oblik nastavnoobrazovnog procesa te da često koriste pametne telefone u
edukativne svrhe.
V.

IV.

ANALIZA REZULTATA

Usporedbom stavova nastavnika i učenika vidi se da
postoje neslaganja. Na Grafu 6. je prikazana usporedba
stavova
o
nastavno-obrazovnom
procesu
kao
zanimljivijem uz upotrebu pametnog telefona.

Graf 6. Usporedba stavova nastavnika i učenika za tvrdnju „Smatram da
bi nastava bila zanimljivija uz upotrebu pametnih telefona“ (izrada:
autor rada)
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PRIMJERI DOBRE PRAKSE INTEGRACIJE PAMETNIH
TLEFONA ZA POTREBE NASTAVNOG PROCESA

Sljedeći primjeri ilustriraju integraciju pametnih
telefona u nastavnim satovima koji su održani u Srednjoj
školi Ban Josip Jelačić u Zaprešiću u sklopu programa
tehničar za računalstvo. Cilj provođenja ovih sati je bio
utvrditi snalaženje učenika u drugačijem obliku nastave i
dobiti povratne informacije o prihvaćanju iste. Prije
održavanja svakog sata provjereno je imaju li svi učenici
pametne telefone i mogu li se spojiti na bežičnu mrežu
škole.
A. Primjer zadataka za učenike 1. – osmišljavanje firme
i sigurnosne politike putem aplikacije WhatsApp
Sat je održan u sklopu predmeta Sigurnost
informacijskih sustava u četvrtom razredu. Učenici su bili
podijeljeni u timove i raspoređeni po učionici te je jedini
način komunikacije bio putem pametnog telefona. Osim
tekstualnih
poruka
putem
pametnog
telefona,
komunikacija je bila moguća i preko platformi za
komunikaciju putem interneta pa su se tako svi učenici
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odlučili za aplikaciju WhatsApp. Svaki tim je napravio
grupe za komunikaciju u navedenoj aplikaciji. Zadatak je
bio osmisliti svoju tvrtku i sigurnosnu politiku i pravila za
nju dopisivanjem preko grupe. Nakon osmišljavanja
predstavnik tima je predstavio tvrtku svog tima ostalim
učenicima i čime se ona bavi zaobilazeći sigurnosnu
politiku i pravila. Nakon što su sve osmislili, trebali su
napraviti kviz vezan uz politiku i pravila njihove tvrtke
koji su rješavali ostali učenici temeljem predstavljanja
tvrtke. Dio učenika je za izradu kviza odabrao Google
obrazac, a dio online platformu za učenje Kahoot. Za
rješavanje kvizova koristili su se pametnim telefonima.
Nakon završetka kvizova svaki član tima je za sebe
morao sastaviti svoj osvrt na politiku i pravila firme
preko odabrane aplikacije na mobitelu (bilješke ili
Microsoft Word).Za domaću zadaću svaki član tima je
trebao mobitelom snimiti svoju izjavu o sigurnosti u
Internetu te navesti neko loše iskustvo. Članovi tima su
izjave spajali preko aplikacije po vlastitom odabiru na
pametnom telefonu u video koji su predali nastavnici
putem medija za dijeljenje Google učionice. Odabrane
aplikacije su većinom bile YouCut i Video Maker.
B. Primjer zadataka za učenike 2. – izrada dokumenta
sa slikama i specifikacijama dijelova računala
pomoću mobilnih aplikacija
Nastava je održana u sklopu predmeta Računalne
mreže u trećem razredu i trajala je dva školska sata.
Učenici su radili u parovima te su međusobno
komunicirali putem pametnog telefona kada su bili
udaljeni jedan od drugog. Prvi dio zadatka povezuje
predmet Praktične osnove računalstva s Računalnim
mrežama. Učenici su trebali rastaviti računalo, pametnim
telefonom poslikati dijelove računala i u bilješke na
mobitelu zapisati specifikacije svakog dijela računala.
Temeljem slika i podataka trebali su sastaviti dokument ili
prezentaciju/animaciju na pametnom telefonu u kojem će
se nalaziti popis svih dijelova i specifikacija te upute za
rastavljanje i sastavljanje računala (Slika 1.).

Drugi dio zadatka je uključivao pronalaženje fizičkih
uređaja lokalne mreže škole. Učenici su u školi morali
pronaći server, put kojim se razapinje mreža kablova kroz
učionice, usmjerivače i preklopnike te računala koja su
uključena u mrežu. Svaki dio mreže je trebalo poslikati te
preko mobilne aplikacije PicCollage spojiti u kolaž kako
bi prikazali redoslijed spajanja mreže od servera do
računala (Slika 2.).

Slika 2. Primjer izrade kolaža učenika koristeći mobilnu aplikaciju
PicCollage (izvor: izrada učenika)

C. Primjer zadataka za učenike 3. – rješavanje digitalne
sobe za bijeg putem pametnog telefona
Sat je održan u prvom razredu na predmetu Osnove
elektrotehnike u svrhu ponavljanja gradiva. Učenici su
preko pametnog telefona pristupili Google prezentaciji
preko koje je bila sastavljena digitalna soba za bijeg (engl.
escape room). Tu se radi o igri u kojoj igrači otkrivaju
tragove, rješavaju zagonetke i izvršavaju zadatke kako bi
uspjeli pobjeći iz sobe u zadanom vremenu. U prezentaciji
se nalazio laboratorij s 10 tragova koje su učenici morali
pronaći i riješiti kako bi pobjegli iz njega. Svaki trag je
otvarao neku vrstu zadatka: križaljku, rebus, vješala,
zagonetku, teorijsko pitanje ili matematički zadatak.
Svako rješenje zadatka je trebalo upisati u Google obrazac
kako bi dobili završni ključ za izlazak iz laboratorija.
Kako bi se dobio ključ svi odgovori u obrascu su morali
biti popunjeni i točni.
D. Povratne informacije učenika
Na održanim satovima je sudjelovalo 66 učenika te su
nakon svakog sata učenici popunjavali online kratku
anketu za evaluaciju održanih sati.

Slika 1. Primjer specifikacija i uputa učenika napisanih korištenjem
mobilne aplikacije Dokumenti (izvor: izrada učenika)
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Izrazito velik postotak učenika (89,39%) je izjavio da
im je ovakva vrsta nastave bila zabavna i poučna. Njih
86,36% je izjavilo kako su lakše shvatili gradivo ovakvim
načinom rada, a 89,39 % kako bi željeli više ovakvih sati
u nastavi. U razgovoru s nastavnicom su pokazali
oduševljenje i želju za više ovakvog oblika nastave te je
isti rezultirao velikom motivacijom za rad.
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VI.

ZAKLJUČAK

S obzirom da je došlo do razvoja e-učenja i m-učenja,
postavlja se pitanje može li se takav oblik učenja
integrirati u klasičan oblik nastavno-obrazovnog procesa
te jesu li nastavnici i učenici spremni za takvu integraciju.
Analizom rezultata istraživanja ustanovljeno je da
većina nastavnika ima negativan stav prema upotrebi
pametnog telefona u nastavno-obrazovnom procesu.
Rezultati su jasan pokazatelj da još uvijek nisu spremni za
integraciju pametnih telefona u klasičan oblik nastave, ali
da su, uz edukaciju, voljni uvesti i taj oblik.
S druge strane, utvrđeno je da većina učenika ima
želju i motivaciju za upotrebom pametnih telefona u
nastavno-obrazovni proces te da takvu nastavu smatraju
zanimljivijom. Potvrđeno je i da takvo stajalište ima
uporište i u praksi. U radu su predstavljena tri primjera
nastave u srednjoj školi u koju je bila integrirana upotreba
pametnih telefona. Nastavni sati su provedeni kako bi se
dobile iskustvene povratne informacije učenika o nastavi
kada se na njoj koriste pametnim telefonima. Te su
informacije nedvosmisleno pokazale da su učenici
zadovoljni takvim oblikom nastave, da su motivirani i da
im je bilo lakše svladati gradivo na način koji im je
zanimljiv i kojim im se gradivo približilo rabeći nešto što
im je poznato i što koriste svakodnevno. Tu činjenicu bi
trebalo iskoristiti u svrhu unaprjeđenja nastavnog procesa
s obzirom na to da su učenici pokazali kako im je
zanimljivije i lakše učiti ako se u nastavi upotrebljava
pametni telefon. Kontrolom nastavnog sata učenici ne bi
imali prilike zlorabiti pametne telefone i oni bi se u
cijelosti mogli iskoristiti za poboljšanje kvalitete
nastavnog procesa.
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Izradba svjetlećeg pokaznika (LED displeja)
Danijel Vrbanc, dipl. ing.
Željeznička tehnička škola – Moravice, Vrbovsko, Hrvatska
danijel.vrbanc@skole.hr
Sažetak - U radu je predočen tijek izradbe grafičkog LED
pokaznika sastavljenog od pojedinačnih RGB segmenata.
Odabran je timski rad s 8 učenika u razredu koji se obrazuju
za zanimanje Tehničar za računalstvo. Primijenjena je
praktična metoda rada. U ovom projektu pokazan je tijek
izradbe grafičkog pokaznika, u kojem učenici uz vođenje i
pomoć nastavnika, prema ponuđenim materijalnim
sredstvima, sastavljaju grafički pokaznik rezolucije 320x96
točkica tj. od sveukupno 15 pojedinačnih RGB segmenata
64x32 RGB točkice. Opisan je primjer izradbe kroz uporabu
računala Raspberry PI kao glavnog hardverskog alata pod
LINUX operacijskom sustavu, te softverske tj. aplikacijske
podrške u svrhu prikaza željenih sadržaja. Isto tako
prezentiran je tijek sastavljanja pokaznika, rješavanje
aplikacijskih problema, rješavanje strujnog napajanja,
montaža i upuštanje u rad te objašnjen izvor podataka za koji
je namijenjen pokaznik, a to je ciklički prikaz temperature,
tlaka zraka i trenutnog vremena.
Ključne riječi: Svjetleći pokaznik, Raspberry PI (RPi),
LINUX, RGB LED

I.

UVOD

Rad s učenicima kroz nastavnu godinu može se voditi,
osim kroz klasične metode nastave, kojima se izlaže
teoretsko gradivo pojedinog predmeta, i praktičnim
primjerima izrade konkretnih stvari iz područja zanimanja
za koje se školuju. Tako je vrlo lako moguće učenike, koji
se obrazuju za zanimanje Tehničara za računalstvo, privući
izradom jednog svakodnevnog, a atraktivnog primjera
izrade, a to je svjetleći pokaznik. Svjetleći pokaznici su
postali svakodnevnica: najviše u reklamne svrhe, te se
postavljaju na mjesta gdje je najveći protok ljudi (u
gradovima), ili na sportskim stadionima ili arenama.
Svjetleći pokaznici su skupi uređaji koji se kupuju kao
gotovi proizvodi od proizvođača istih. A kakav je način
izradbe, hardverski i softverski, obično su tvornička tajna
proizvođača. Naravno da su poznati opći principi
funkcioniranja spajanja segmenata svjetlećih pokaznika te

njihova programska podrška, ali sama realizacija od
gotovih pojedinačnih segmenata, to je izazov koji je
zanimljiv i izazovan ne samo za učenike, već i za samog
nastavnika - voditelja tog projekta.
Od zadanog materijala, do gotovog proizvoda te
implementacije, tj. upuštanja u pogon, put je koji se prolazi
u ovom projektu. Previđeni tijek trajanja projekta je oko 2
do tri mjeseca.
II.

OPIS I ZAHTJEVI NA RAD LED POKAZNIKA

Svjetleći pokaznik (RGB LED pokaznik) sastoji se
osnovnih segmenata, a svaki segment sastavljen je od
malih svjetlećih LED dioda (en. Light Emitting Diode) s
po tri boje (crvena, zelena i plava – skraćenica RGB) koje
se koriste za dobivanje svih ostalih boja aditivnim
miješanjem boja. Isti proces dobivanja boja na zaslonima,
koristi se u TV, računalnoj i ostaloj tehnici koja koristi
zaslone u boji.
Kod RGB LED pokaznika nije svejedno koristi li se za
unutarnju uporabu, gdje je manja jačina emitiranja
svjetlosti samog zaslona, ili za vanjsku uporabu, gdje
jačina emitiranja svjetlosti mora biti puno jača zbog
utjecaja sunčeve ili jake danje svjetlosti. U unutarnjim
prostorima za LED pokaznike dovoljna je neki puta i
obična jačina osvijetljenosti, kao i kod televizora, koji se u
tim uvjetima i koriste. Za vanjsku uporabu, definitivno je
potrebna uporaba svjetlećih dioda.
Razmak pojedinih RGB točkica na segmentima
pokaznika nije isti kod svih pokaznika. To ovisi s koje
udaljenosti se gleda pokaznik izražen u metrima.
Svjetleći pokaznici za unutarnju uporabu podijeljeni su
obično u kategorije P1.66, P2.5, P3, P4, P5, P6, dok su
vanjski podijeljeni u sljedeće kategorije: P5, P6, P8, P10,
P16, P20 [1]. Mora se napomenuti da to nisu stroge granice
za unutarnje i vanjske prostore, jer postoji određeno
preklapanje što naravno ovisi o prostoru gdje se pokaznik
upotrebljava. Oznaka P i broj označava razmak između
svjetlećih točkica. Na primjer, gore spomenuti P4
označava da je razmak između točkica 4 mm, a P10 znači
da je udaljenost između točkica 10 mm. Na primjer, za
zaslon s razmakom točkica od 16 mm (P16), najbolja
udaljenost za gledanje je od 20 do 54 metara. Takve ili
slične specifikacije daju većina proizvođača segmenata
LED segmenata ili kompletnih pokaznika.
Sva ova teoretska razmatranja se kroz sat ili dva
nastavna sata mogu približiti učenicima kroz teoretsku
obradu prikaza slike i razjašnjenja pojmova.
III.

Slika 1.
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RGB LED pokaznik rezolucije 320x96 točkica

REALIZACIJA LED POKAZNIKA

Za realizaciju RGB LED pokaznika koristi se matrica
od 5 x 3 RGB LED segmenta rezolucije 64x32 točkice P4
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Slika 2. Prednja strana segmenta pokaznika razlučivosti 64x32
RGB točkica (P4 – razmak 4 mm između točkica)

specifikacije (slika 1). Za ovakav pokaznik optimalna
udaljenost za gledanje je od 5 do 13 metara. Ako je sadržaj
koji se prikazuje alfanumerički i uvećan, onda se ta
udaljenost povećava [2].
A. Važniji dijelovi jednog RGB LED segmenata
Na prednjoj strani segmenta (slika 2), nalazi se raster
od 64x32 točkice. Koja će biti orijentacija segmenta,
okomita ili vodoravna, ovisi o primjeni segmenta.
Orijentacija koja se koristi u ovom projektu je
horizontalna, dakle 64 RGB točkice horizontalno i 32
točkice okomito. Krajnja rezolucija za takav pokaznik tada
iznosi 320 x 96 točkice. Takvoj rezoluciji treba primijeniti
odgovarajuće prikaze kako bi izgled slike bio dovoljno
jasan i razlučiv.
Zadnja strana jednog segmenta (slika 3) pokazuje niz
integriranih krugova koji služe za procesiranje prikaza te
tri priključka (konektora). Dva konektora su za prijenos
podataka, dok je jedan konektor služi za napajanje.
B. Spajanje segmenata LED pokaznika
Za prijenos podataka koristi se sučelje HUB75 koji je
standard za prijenos podataka kod RGB LED matrica koji
koristi 16 iglični konektor.
Povezivanje triju vodoravnih segmenata ostvaruje se
pomoću posebne hardverske pločice (slika 4) iz koje izlaze
signali (data). Pločica je predviđena da se lako fizički spoji
na Raspberry Pi mini računalo (RPi) (slika 5) preko GPIO
portova.
Svi vodoravni segmenti (njih pet) spajaju se serijski
pomoću za to već predviđenih podatkovnih kabela
dobivenih sa segmentima (slika 6).
GPIO portovi šalju informaciju preko hardverske
pločice na svaki od triju redova RGB LED segmenata.

Slika 3. Zadnja strana pokaznika s podatkovnim konektorima
(lijevo i desno) i konektorom za napajanje (u sredini)
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Slika 4. Hardverska pločica za spajanje 3 reda segmenata
prilagođena za direktno spajanje na GPIO portove RPi
računala

Slika 5. RPi računalo s GPIO portovima na koje naliježe sabirna
pločica

C. Upravljanje pokaznikom pomoću RPi mini računala
Upravljanje pokaznikom tj. prikaz sadržaja koji će se
prikazivati na pokazniku ostvaruje se bibliotekom rpi-rgb-

Slika 6.

Spajanje podatkovnih linija
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TABLICA 1:

OPCIJE BIBLIOTEKE RPI-RGB-LED-MATRIX U OVISNOSTI O KONFIGURACIJI I RASPOREDU RGB LED POKAZNIKA

Opcija
--led-gpio-mapping=<name>
--led-rows=<rows>
--led-cols=<cols>
--led-chain=<chained>
--led-parallel=<parallel>
--led-multiplexing=<0..17>

--led-pixel-mapper

--led-pwm-bits=<1..11>
--led-brightness=<percent>
--led-scan-mode=<0..1>
--led-row-addr-type=<0..4>
--led-show-refresh
--led-limit-refresh=<Hz>
--led-inverse
--led-rgb-sequence
--led-pwm-lsb-nanoseconds
--led-pwm-dither-bits=<0..2>
--led-no-hardware-pulse
--led-panel-type=<name>
--led-slowdown-gpio=<0..4>
--led-daemon
--led-no-drop-privs

Značenje (Opis opcije na engleskom jeziku preuzet iz dokumentacije)
Name of GPIO mapping used. Default "regular" (hrv. Naziv mapiranja GPIO portova)
Panel rows. Typically 8, 16, 32 or 64. (Default: 32) (hrv. Broj redova u panelu)
Panel columns. Typically 32 or 64. (Default: 32) (hrv. Broj okomitih točkica u panelu)
Number of daisy-chained panels. (Default: 1). (hrv. Broj spojenih panela u nizu)
Parallel chains. range=1..3 (Default: 1) (hrv. Broj paralelnih nizova (od 1 do 3)
Mux type: 0=direct; 1=Stripe; 2=Checkered; 3=Spiral; 4=ZStripe; 5=ZnMirrorZStripe; 6=coreman;
7=Kaler2Scan; 8=ZStripeUneven; 9=P10-128x4-Z; 10=QiangLiQ8; 11=InversedZStripe;
12=P10Outdoor1R1G1-1; 13=P10Outdoor1R1G1-2; 14=P10Outdoor1R1G1-3; 15=P10CoremanMapper;
16=P8Outdoor1R1G1; 17=FlippedStripe (Default: 0) (hrv. Tip multipleksiranja)
Semicolon-separated list of pixel-mappers to arrange pixels.
Optional params after a colon e.g. "U-mapper;Rotate:90"
Available: "Mirror", "Rotate", "U-mapper", "V-mapper". Default: "" (hrv. Popis mapiranja točkica)
PWM bits (Default: 11). (hrv. Bitovi pulsno širinske modulacije)
Brightness in percent (Default: 100) (hrv. Osvjetljenje izraženo u postotcima)
0 = progressive; 1 = interlaced (Default: 0) (hrv. Način ispisivanja točkica)
0 = default; 1 = AB-addressed panels; 2 = direct row select; 3 = ABC-addressed panels; 4 = ABC Shift +
DE direct (Default: 0). (hrv. Način adresiranja točkica unutar retka)
Show refresh rate (hrv. Prikaz brzine osvježavanja slike)
Limit refresh rate to this frequency in Hz. Useful to keep a constant refresh rate on loaded system. 0=no
limit. Default: 0 (hrv. Ograničavanje brzine osvježavanja frekvencije izražene u Hertzima)
Switch if your matrix has inverse colors on (hrv. Prekidač u slučaju da RGB LED panel ima inverzne boje)
Switch if your matrix has led colors swapped (hrv. Prekidač ako matrica ima zamijenjene boje)
PWM Nanoseconds for LSB (Default: 130) (hrv. PWM u nano sekundama za zadnji značajni bit (LSB))
Time dithering of lower bits (Default: 0) (hrv. Vrijeme treperenja najniže značajnog bita)
Don't use hardware pin-pulse generation (hrv. Ne koristiti generirani hardverski pulsni pin)
Needed to initialize special panels. Supported: 'FM6126A', 'FM6127' (hrv. Inicijalizacija posebnih panela)
Slowdown GPIO. Needed for faster Pis/slower panels (Default: 1) (hrv. Usporavanje GPIO portova RPi-ja
Make the process run in the background as daemon (hrv. Izvršavanje procesa u pozadini)
Don't drop privileges from 'root' after initializing the hardware. (hrv. Ne poništavati hijerarhiju izvođenja
kao super korisnik nakon inicijalizacije hardvera.)

led-matrix koja je javno dostupna i najprikladnija za
ovakvu vrstu projekta [3].
Biblioteka je napisana u C++ programu a nakon
preuzimanja treba je instalirati na RPi računalo [4]. Sastoji
se od nekoliko programa s više opcija kojima se mogu
prikazati podatci u obliku koji je potreban. Odabrani su
sljedeći podaci za prikazivanje: trenutno vrijeme iz
sistemskog vremena računala, tlak zraka i temperatura
dobiven iz meteorološke postaje instalirane u školi.
Podaci su fiksni, vrijeme prikazivanja je oko 2-3
sekunde, nakon toga dolazi sljedeći podatak te se time
ciklički ponavljaju sljedovi navedenih podataka.
RPi računalo je povezano na WI-FI mrežu te će raditi
samo ako je WI-FI mreža u školi aktivna te postoji
internetska veza glavnog internetskog usmjernika na
vanjski svijet.
D. Opcije za povezivanje segmenata RGB LED
pokaznika pomoću softvera
Instalacija softvera je jednostavan zadatak, dok je
njegovo ugađanje jedan prilično mukotrpan posao koji
predstavlja slijed pokušaja i pogrešaka kako bi se dobila
što idealnija slika na pokazniku. Tablica 1 predstavlja sve
opcije koje se mogu rabiti u ovom projektu.
Moguće je uporabom nekoliko programa ostvariti sve
moguće varijante za prikaz na pokazniku: a to mogu biti
statične slike, video, plutajući tekst.
Potrebno je odvojiti određeno vrijeme kako bi se
parametri iz tablice 1 uskladili sa željenim prikazom: od
broja panela u jednom redu, broj redova (maksimalno 3),
jačine osvjetljenja, rotirajućeg prikaza, brzine GPIO
portova (ovisno o verziji RPi-ja), ograničavanja brzine
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prikaza u sekundi (refresh rate), inverzije boja, te ostalih
mogućih parametara.
E. Napajanje strujom RGB pokaznika
Sam pokaznik je postavljen pred ulazom u školu,
natkriven, ali pod utjecajem vanjske temperature kao i
vlage u zraku. Kako se radi o segmentima za vanjsku
uporabu, to je ispoštovana i njegova zaštita za vanjsku
uporabu. Za napajanje jednog od 15 segmenata pokaznika
potrebno je pri maksimalnom osvjetljenju osigurati 30 W
snage. Iz toga proizlazi da kompletan pokaznik ima snagu
pri maksimalnom osvjetljenju od 450 W. Napon napajanja

Slika 7. Spajanje napona napajanja na RGB LED segmente
pokaznika
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pokaznika nalazi se pod prozirnim pleksiglasom kako bi
ga se štitilo od nenamjernog ili namjernog oštećenja. Sam
pokaznik je pričvršćen metalnim konzolama koja se inače
koriste za montažu vanjskih jedinica klima uređaja.
U eksploatacijskom razdoblju od preko godine dana,
nije primijećen zastoj u radu. Pokaznik je predviđen za rad
24/7/365 dana u godini. Niti jedna segment ili točkica
nema u navedenom razdoblju pogrešku u radu.
Konačni izgled RGB LED pokaznika prikazan je na
slici 9 s udaljenosti od cca 15 metara.

Slika 8.

Napajanje pokaznika (5V, 90 A=; 450 W)

svakog od segmenata pokaznika je 5 V. Zbog tog niskog
napona, dobivena sigurnost koja ne ugrožava ljudsko
zdravlje.
Prema formuli za električnu snagu (1)
𝑃 = 𝑈 ∗ 𝐼 [W]
(1)
proizlazi da je potrebno imati visoku struju napajanja, tj.
odgovarajući presjek dovodnih kabela na pojedine
segmente (manji napon – veća struja; veći napon - manja
struja). Sam taj problem izračuna snage, određivanje
dovoljnog presjeka vodova za napajanje kao i odabir
ispravljača koji će imati karakteristike koje su potrebne,
izvrstan je zadatak za učenike koji ovime ponavljaju
gradivo iz 1. razreda predmeta Osnova elektrotehnike.
Pravilno proračunati presjeci vodiča s pažljivim
kabliranjem (slika 7), kao i odabir ispravljača koji uz
ulazno napajanje od 230 V gradske mreže daje 5 V
istosmjernog napajanja uz maksimalnu jakost struje od 90
A (slika 8), važni su preduvjeti za ispravan rad pokaznika.
Montaža RGB pokaznika
Sam pokaznik je s vijcima pričvršćen na sendvič ploču
debljine 20 mm koja se koristi za izradbu plastične
stolarije. Učvršćen je vijcima s maticama. Prednja strana
F.

Slika 9.

IV.

MOGUĆNOSTI DRUGIH IZVEDBI

Osim spomenutog tipa realizacije, mogu se napraviti i
drugi modeli realizacije s pokretnim i nepokretnim
prikazima na pokazniku. Na slici 10 prikazan je tip
pokaznika s 3 LED segmenta u jednom redu (detalj
izvedbe gledano sa stražnje strane pokaznika) kao i izgled
njegovog prednjeg dijela u radu (slika 11).

Slika 10. Zadnja strana drugog način izvedbe RGB LED displeja
s tri LED segmenta u jednom redu. Hardverska pločica
je pričvršćena na RPi računalo (detalj izvedbe)

Izgled pokaznika s distance od 15 metara.
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do gotovog proizvoda u primjeni potrebno doći i uz
određene poteškoće, koje same po sebi, na kraju, postaju
jedan interesantan izazov.
ZAKLJUČAK

Slika 11. Izvedba LED pokaznika s tri segmenta u jednom redu
za promidžbene potrebe škole

V.

UČENIČKI DOPRINOS PROJEKTU

U ovom projektu učenički doprinos u izradbi je različit.
Tendencija ljudskog ponašanja je vidljiva i kod učenika:
priklanjaju se onoj vrsti rada koja im najviše odgovara. U
radu s razredom treba odobravati takav pristup, jer time
potiče učeničku kreativnost, zainteresiranost za određeni
segment rada, zadovoljstvo učinjenim i slično.
Dok su pojedini učenici bili više naklonjeni
programskim rješenjima, druge je više interesirao tehnički
dio izradbe, od same uporabe konstrukcijskih materijala,
pa do same elektrotehničke problematike izvedbe spojnih
vodova, napajanja uređaja, načine dobave materijala,
organiziranja usluga vanjskih suradnika. Neki učenici su
bili skloniji estetskoj izvedbi završnog proizvoda, dok su
neki bili skloniji montaži RGB pokaznika.
U svakom slučaju, izvedba ovakvog jednog projekta,
pokazuje razredu jedan razvojni i proizvodni pristup
rješavanja novog proizvoda. Čak i određena lutanja u bilo
kojoj fazi izradbe proizvoda mogu poučiti učenike, kako je
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Navedenim projektom izrade RGB LED pokaznika
pokazan je način izrade jednog relativno kompleksnog
uređaja. Znanja i vještine koje su potrebne za izradu
jednog takvog projekta su vrlo široke: od potrebe primjene
znanja iz Osnova elektrotehnike, znanja programiranja,
postavljanja dijela električnih instalacija, ugađanja
softvera, strojno mehaničkih vještina, pa do kalkulacija
oko isplativosti i cijene koštanja samog projekta.
Makar se pri izradi projekta ne ulazi u samu bit prikaza
pokretnih, statičnih ili mješovitih prikaza, što bi nadilazilo
sposobnosti i mogućnosti ne samo učenika već i voditelja
projekta, ovakav način ostvarivanja projekta pokazuje vrlo
široku sposobnost realizacije, koristeći već gotova javno
objavljena rješenja.
Učenička pozornost, angažiranost i usredotočenost,
najveći je dobitak ovakvog projekta, te potiče njihovu
motiviranost na vlastite projekte. A to predstavlja glavni
cilj obrazovnog procesa sadržanog u jednoj dobroj izreci:
„Ja znam, ja hoću, ja mogu!“.
LITERATURA
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[3]
[4]
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Hrvatski na maturi nije bauk- projekt poticanja
čitanja lektirnih djela u strukovnim školama
Ljiljana Ille*, Helena Vulić ** i Romina Fic***
* Graditeljska škola Čakovec, Croatia, ** Prirodoslovno-grafička škola Zadar, Croatia, *** Graditeljska škola Čakovec,
Croatia
* ljiljana.ille@gmail.com, ** helenavulic@yahoo.com, ***romina.heda@gmail.com
Sažetak - Cilj je rada prikazati aktivnosti koje su
dosad provedene u projektu Hrvatski na maturi nije
bauk kojim se učenici strukovnih škola potiču na čitanje
lektirnih djela. Učenicima strukovnih škola priprema je
državne mature izazov i često trebaju dodatnu edukaciju
iz svih predmeta koje polažu, a posebice za pisanje eseja
iz Hrvatskog jezika. Svrha je projekta učenicima olakšati
pripremu te im pomoći utvrditi gradivo obradom
književnih djela iz Ispitnog kataloga za državnu maturu.
Generacije današnjih učenika digitalni su urođenici s
drukčijim navikama usvajanja sadržaja i razvijenim
dijagonalnim čitanjem u okružju hipermedije i
multimedijalnih tehnologija, stoga njihove posebnosti
treba poštovati i prilagoditi im se. Nije cilj projekta
odvraćanje učenika od linearnog čitanja ili poticanje
korištenja alternativnih načina i metoda u svladavanju
lektire, već pružanje mogućnosti obrade književnih djela
na način koji im je bliži, s obzirom na vještine u
korištenju ICT tehnologije. Projekt zajedno provode
četiri hrvatske srednje škole koje na okruglim stolovima
sudjeluju uživo ili putem videokonferencija. Organizatori
okruglih stolova su učenici i nastavnici strukovnih
predmeta, a u provedbu su uključeni
nastavnici
Hrvatskog jezika i knjižničari. Na okruglim stolovima
učenici interpretiraju pročitana književna djela
te
izrađuju grafičke i multimedijske uratke služeći se pritom
alatima koje su usvojili tijekom svog obrazovanja.

17,5% učenika nije položilo ispit iz Hrvatskog jezika,
dok je 44, 44% učenika ocijenjeno ocjenom dovoljan,
što se zaista ne može smatrati uspjehom.

Ključne riječi – hipermedija; multimedijski sadržaji;
projekt; dijagonalno čitanje; esej; videokonferencija;
digitalni urođenici
Slika 1. Rezultati učenika Graditeljske škole Čakovec na ispitu
državne mature iz Hrvatskog jezika u ljetnom i jesenskom roku
školske godine 2020./2021

I. UVOD
Učenici strukovnih škola u okviru redovne nastave
ne usvajaju sve sadržaje koji se traže na ispitu državne
mature iz Hrvatskog jezika te im je potrebna dodatna
edukacija kako bi nadogradili i proširili postojeća
znanja. Vrlo često ne prepoznaju deficit u vlastitom
znanju i ne pripremaju se adekvatno za polaganje ispita,
što rezultira lošim rezultatima, čak i na osnovnoj razini
ispita za koju se uglavnom opredjeljuju.
Na slici 1. prikazani su rezultati učenika
Graditeljske škole Čakovec na ispitu državne mature iz
Hrvatskog jezika u ljetnom i jesenskom roku školske
godine 2020./2021. Od ukupno 84 učenika završnih
razreda za polaganje ispita državne mature prijavilo se
njih 76: 40 učenika se opredijelilo za osnovnu razinu
ispita iz Hrvatskog jezika, a 36 učenika za višu. Čak
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Razlog lošeg rezultata na ispitu iz Hrvatskog jezika,
osim navedenog deficita u usvajanju znanja na redovnoj
nastavi, jest i u tome što učenici ne čitaju dovoljno ili
čitaju samo sažetke, imaju osiromašen rječnik i nisu
navikli na kritičko promišljanje i vrednovanje. Do
ovakvih se zaključaka došlo uvidom u statistiku
posudbe knjižnične građe i učestalosti dolazaka učenika
u školsku knjižnicu, kao i obradom ankete o
čitateljskim navikama učenika Graditeljske škole
Čakovec koja je provedena u Godini čitanja.1

1

Graditeljska škola Čakovec. Dostupno na:: http://ss-graditeljskack.skole.hr/?news_hk=1&news_id=2211&mshow=290#mod_news
(27.4.2022.)
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„Nove generacije” poznate su pod imenom digitalni
urođenici2, a koje Prensky definira kao izvorne
govornike digitalnog jezika računala, videoigrica i
Interneta. Pristup obradi sadržaja koje bi učenici trebali
čitati linearno hipermedijski je i na tragu dijagonalnog
čitanja3, čija je osnovna karakteristika hipertekstualnost
i hipermedija, odnosno izostanak „linearnog“,
dubinskog čitanja teksta. Prema Carru dijagonalno
čitanje nekoć je bio „način da se prepoznaju informacije
potrebne za dublje proučavanje, a sada postaje primarni
način prikupljanja i osmišljavanje informacija svake
vrste“.4 Ta činjenica zabrinjava već zbog problema koje
učenici imaju u razumijevanju pročitanog i otežanom
razumijevanju konteksta, a posljedično to dovodi i do
nemogućnosti izražavanja vlastitih
stavova i
zaključaka.
Aktivnosti planirane unutar projekta
nastoje kompenzirati nedostatak motivacije za čitanjem
i lošu čitalačku kulturu i pismenost te su osmišljene
tako da pozitivno angažiraju učenike za obradu lektirnih
djela na načine koji su najbliži njihovim interesima i
vještinama u korištenju ICT tehnologija.
II. OPIS PROJEKTA HRVATSKI NA MATURI NIJE
BAUK
Idejna začetnica projekta je nastavnica strukovnih
predmeta u Graditeljskoj školi Čakovec Ljiljana Ille te
učenici sadašnjeg četvrtog razreda u programu Medijski
tehničar. Uz Graditeljsku školu Čakovec u projektu
sudjeluju još tri srednje strukovne škole: Srednja škola
Čakovec, Škola za umjetnost, dizajn, grafiku i odjeću
Zabok i Prirodoslovno-grafička škola Zadar. U
provedbu projekta uključeno je osam nastavnica iz
navedenih škola, a po potrebi se uključuje još
nekolicina nastavnika, ovisno o aktivnostima koje se
provode. Opis projekta, projektne aktivnosti, način i
vrijeme provedbe aktivnosti, kao i podaci o sudionicima
projekta dostupni su na platformi eTweening.5
Projektne aktivnosti provodit će se od listopada 2021.
do lipnja 2022. godine, kada slijedi završna evaluacija i
diseminacija projekta. U navedenom razdoblju učenici
će kroz multimedijalne i grafičke uratke, s obzirom na
interese te usvojene vještine i znanja vezana uz svoju
struku, interpretirati ispitna djela za školski esej za
osnovnu razinu ispita iz Ispitnog kataloga za državnu
maturu u školskoj godini 2021./2022. Ispitna književna
djela za školski esej u školskoj godini 2021./2022. za
osnovnu razinu ispita jesu: Camus, Albert, Stranac;
Dostojevski, Fjodor Mihajlovič, Zločin i kazna;
Hrvatsko pjesništvo (Antun Branko Šimić, Tin Ujević);
Kafka, Franz, Preobražaj; Krleža, Miroslav, Gospoda

2

Prensky, M. Digitalni urođenici, digitalni pridošlice//Edupoint:
časopis o primjeni informacijskih tehnologija u obrazovanju, 5(2005)
Dostupno na: http://edupoint.carnet.hr/casopis/40/clanci/3.html
(27.4.2022.)
3
Carr, N. Plitko: što Internet čini našem mozgu. Zagreb: Naklada
Jesenski i Turk, 2011. Str. 17.
4
Isto.
5 Hrvatski na maturi nije bauk. Dostupno na::
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/208584 (28.4.2022.)
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Glembajevi; Mažuranić, Ivan, Smrt Smail-age Čengića
te Shakespeare, William, Hamlet.
Obrada
književnih
djela
provodi
se
interdisciplinarno; na satima strukovnih predmeta,
Hrvatskog jezika i organiziranim pripremama za
polaganje državne mature. Međupredmetna suradnja
mentora i nastavnika navedenih predmeta te učenika
sviju škola postiže se u online okruženju, uz pomoć
različitih kolaborativnih alata i platformi kao što su
ZOOM, MS Teams te eTwinning.
Rezultat samostalne učeničke analize književnih
djela jest njihova interpretacija kroz različite oblike
multimedijskih i grafičkih uradaka (video ili animirane
najave, plakate, interaktivne grafike, promotivne
materijale i sl.). Nakon prezentacije radova na zadanu
temu učenici se aktivno uključuju u okrugle stolove te
se ciljano pripremaju za pisanje školskog eseja iz
Hrvatskog jezika na državnoj maturi. Radovi se, dakle,
prezentiraju u uvodnom dijelu okruglog stola dok je
središnji dio posvećen književno-teorijskoj i sadržajnoj
analizi djela i davanju uputa za pisanje školskog eseja
na državnoj maturi. Okrugli stolovi završavaju
raspravom o književnom djelu, pitanjima i eventualnim
dodatnim objašnjenjima, ukoliko postoji potreba za
time te evaluacijom održanog skupa. Okrugle stolove
vode i moderiraju nastavnici Hrvatskog jezika iz škola
sudionica projekta, a organizirani su uživo u prostorima
škola sudionica. Sudionici projekta koji im ne mogu
uživo prisustvovati uključuju se virtualno putem
aplikacije Zoom u realnom vremenu, bilo da će ih
pratiti samostalno od kuće ili organizirano u svojim
školama. Za sve one koji im ne mogu nazočiti u
realnom vremenu okrugli stolovi se snimaju i, uz ostale
sadržaje, objavljuju na web stranicama škola sudionica.
Iz Tablice 1., Izvadak iz projekta Hrvatski na maturi
nije bauk, vidi se dio planske projektne dokumentacije,
neki specifični ciljevi, neke od glavnih aktivnosti,
zadaci i očekivani ishodi.
TABLICA I. IZVADAK IZ PROJEKTA HRVATSKI NA MATURI NIJE
BAUK

AKTIVNOSTI

ISHODI

Specifični cilj 1 – Umrežavanje učenika i nastavnika završnih razreda
iz četiri srednje škole u RH u svrhu proaktivne provedbe priprema
učenika za polaganje ispita iz Hrvatskog jezika na državnoj maturi

Aktivnost 1 (A1.) - Multisektorski rad partnera/suradnika projekta u
svrhu kvalitetne provedbe projekta
A1.1. Osiguranje kvalitetne
provedbe projekta - suradnički
sastanci
A1.2. Izrada operativnog
projektnog plana

- Održati najmanje sedam
suradničkih sastanaka
- Izraditi Operativni projektni
plan - Formirati po školama
radne timove od osam do deset
učenika te uključiti
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A1.3.Formiranje radnih timova
(učenici i nastavnici) u 4 srednje
škole RH
A1.4. Dizajn vizualnog identiteta
projekta
A1.5.Osiguranje vidljivosti
projekta/Rad s medijima
A1.6. Monitoring
A.1.7. Završna izložba radova
nastalih tijekom provedbe
projekta
A1.8. Evaluacija

zainteresirane nastavnike i
dodijeliti im zadatke
- Osmisliti logotip „Hrvatski na
maturi nije bauk”
- Osigurati i arhivirati najmanje
10 medijskih objava
- Upoznati javnost s ciljevima
projekta preko medija (radija,
članaka u novinama, na web
portalima, web stranicama, TV
prilozima, usmenom predajom
i pomoću letaka)
- Pratiti projekt na web i
Facebook stranicama škola
suradnica
- Voditi tjedne monitoring
sastanke - Realizirati završnu
izložbu svih radova
- Održati završnu unutarnju
evaluaciju (on-line upitnik)

Specifični cilj 2 – Poticanje učenika na proaktivno obilježavanje
„Godine čitanja“
Aktivnost 2 (A2.) - Izrada promotivnih i edukativnih materijala

A2.1. Izrada promotivnih
materijala
(plakat, crtani sažetak,
bookmarker…)

Radni timovi izrađuju
promotivne materijale za
pojedino književno djelo.

A2.2. Izrada edukativnih
materijala (prezentacija, brošura,
radijski prilog…)

Radni timovi izrađuju
edukativne materijale za
pojedino književno djelo

A2.6. Izrada Kataloga učeničkih
radova pristiglih u sklopu projekta

Od pristiglih učeničkih radova
izrađuje se Katalog koji se
objavljuje na stranicama škola
sudionica

A2.7. Izrada Kataloga „Hrvatski
na maturi nije bauk, 2021./2022.“

Od izabranih promotivnih i
edukativnih materijala izrađuje
se Katalog za 7 djela iz Ispitnog
kataloga za državnu maturu šk.
god. 2021./22. iz Hrvatskog
jezika. Katalog se javno
objavljuje i daje na javno
korištenje.

Specifični cilj 3 – Unaprjeđivanje priprema za polaganje državne
mature iz Hrvatskog jezika
Aktivnost 3 (A3.) - Ciklus od 7 okruglih stolova (na temelju djela iz
Ispitnog kataloga za državnu maturu šk. god. 2021./22. iz Hrvatskog
jezika.
A3.1. Provedba ciklusa od 7
okruglih stolova

Okrugli stolovi provode se u
Srednjoj školi Čakovec ili
prema dogovoru

A3.2. Snimanje 10 minutnih,
edukativnih TV priloga

Svaki okrugli stol snima se i
montira u10 minutni edukativni
TV prilog o analiziranom
književnom djelu, a koriste se i
svi materijali koji su nastali na
zadanu temu. TV prilozi se
javno objavljuju i daju na javno
korištenje.
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III. EVALUACIJA I ANALIZA
Jedan od glavnih problema u provedbi projekta je
nedostatak intrinzične motivacije učenika za
sudjelovanje u aktivnostima projekta, a to iziskuje
veliki dodatni angažman nastavnika. Ovaj problem
podjednako je vezan uz izradu i prezentaciju uradaka,
uz aktivno uključivanje učenika u raspravu na okruglim
stolovima, ali i uz samu fizičku prisutnost učenika
skupovima. Okruglim stolovima obično uživo ili online
nazoči 30-50 učenika, a manji odaziv od očekivanog
može se donekle opravdati činjenicom kako se
projektne aktivnosti, zbog nemogućnosti organizacije u
druge dane, provode subotom. To je izuzetno
nepovoljno za učenike putnike jer je javni prijevoz
subotom sveden na minimum pa oni uglavnom ovise o
roditeljskoj pomoći ili dugo čekaju na prijevoz. Iako se
u okrugle stolove učenici mogu uključiti i pomoću
platforme Zoom, dosadašnja iskustva pokazala su kako
se manje njih uključuje samostalno od kuće, nešto više
uključuje se organizirano iz svojih škola, ali još uvijek u
manjoj mjeri nego uživo.
Ranije je spomenuto kako svaki okrugli stol
završava učeničkom evaluacijom održanog skupa. I kod
provedbe evaluacije nailazi se na probleme jer učenici
koji samostalno prate okrugle stolove ponekad
ignoriraju zamolbu moderatora okruglog stola za
popunjavanjem evaluacijskog upitnika. Na taj način
ostaje se bez povratnih informacija od otprilike 10%
sudionika okruglih stolova.
U dosadašnjim aktivnostima preko 90% učenika
koji su se aktivno uključili u pojedine faze projekta, a
nakon uspješno izvršenih obveza, zadovoljno je
projektom i smatra ga iznimno korisnim.
Još su bolje ocijenjene prezentacije i obrade ispitnih
djela tijekom okruglih stolova koje su učenici na
evaluacijskim listićima nagradili najvećim ocjenama.
Smatraju kako će im sve odrađeno kroz projekt biti od
velike koristi kod pisanja eseja na državnoj maturi. Kao
posebnu vrijednost projekta naveli su osjećaj
zajedništva s učenicima drugih škola, a najviše im se
svidjelo slušanje komentara svojih vršnjaka te uzajamno
vršnjačko vrednovanje uradaka.
Učenici koji su virtualno, organizirano u svojim
školama, sudjelovali na okruglim stolovima zadovoljni
su ostvarenom interakcijom s moderatorima i
predavačima, bez obzira što je riječ o radu na daljinu. S
druge strane, učenici koji su okrugle stolove pratili
samostalno online naveli su kako im je najviše
nedostajalo fizičko prisustvo, izravna komunikacija s
nastavnikom, kao i neverbalna povratna informacija.
Iako je velika većina učenika prepoznala pozitivne
aspekte ovakvog vida analize književnih djela, mali
broj učenika koji je pratio izlaganja online uključio se u
raspravu, a posebice se to odnosi na one koji su
izlaganje pratili od kuće. Kao glavni razlog svoje
pasivnosti učenici navode strah i sram od javnog
nastupa te svijest o nerazvijenim verbalnim
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sposobnostima. Osim poticanja čitanja lektirnih djela,
upravo osvještavanje važnosti čitanja za razvoj
verbalnih i komunikacijskih vještina, proširivanje
rječnika, jačanje samopouzdanja te stvaranja otpornosti
na stres uzrokovan javnim nastupom specifični su
ciljevi ovog projekta. Dubinsko čitanje pridonosi
razvoju vlastitih stavova i kritičkog mišljenja.6 Zar to
nije jedan od osnovnih ciljeva obrazovanja u cjelini?
IV. ZAKLJUČAK
Učenici su izrazili zadovoljstvo načinom pripreme
za pojedine okrugle stolove i smatraju kako im je
hipermedija puno bliža nego sama knjiga. Služeći se
ICT tehnologijama i ponovnim iščitavanjem pojedinog
djela kreirali su multimedijske sadržaje tehnikama koje
su njima bliske. Ispitanici su rekli kako su iznimno
zadovoljni svojim radovima i kako im je puno lakše
izraziti se na taj način nego sastavom ili esejom.
Učenici su u provedbi projekta jako pozitivno reagirali
i na kolaborativne tehnologije te načine rada.
S obzirom na činjenicu da se velika većina učenika
koja je sudjelovala u projektu izjasnila kako im je puno
bliža hipermedija, a „klasično” im čitanje nije toliko
blisko, trebalo bi tražiti nove načine kojima bi ih se
privuklo knjizi i zainteresiralo za čitanje. Jedan od
načina na koji se to može postići je da se učenicima
ponude dodatni alati i načini izražavanja pročitanog, a
u kojima su oni vičniji i u kojima se bolje snalaze nego
u pisanom izričaju. Kroz ovaj projekt to je i velikim
dijelom postignuto. Učenicima je čitanje lektire bilo
lakše kada su ga prihvatili kao međufazu u kreativnom
procesu interpretiranja sadržaja koji nije nužno pisanje
eseja.
Dosadašnja iskustva u radu na projektu pokazala su
da učenje na daljinu može biti korisno i učinkovito kao
i ono „klasično” te da pruža nebrojene prednosti
umrežavanja učenika, nastavnika i škola. Krajnji cilj
projekta je poticanje učenika na čitanje i analizu
književnih djela, kao osnovnog preduvjeta za uspješno
pisanje školskog eseja na državnoj maturi. Učenici su
jako dobro prihvatili ovakav vid rada no, tek nakon što
se dobiju rezultati ispita, moći će se utvrditi konkretan
utjecaj projekta za uspjeh učenika na ispitu.

Namjerava se napraviti usporedba rezultata ispita iz
Hrvatskog jezika učenika koji su bili aktivno uključeni
u provedbu projekta s rezultatima učenika koji to nisu
bili. Isto tako napravit će se komparativna analiza koja
će ovogodišnje rezultate učenika usporediti s
rezultatima iz Hrvatskog jezika prošlogodišnje državne
mature, kako bi se dobile informacije o tome je li
ovakav oblik obrade književnih djela bio uspješan i je
li poboljšao rezultate na ispitu.
Shodno tome,
provođenje projekta planira se nastaviti iduće školske
godine, ali će se proširiti i na učenike trećih razreda u
području grafike i audiovizualnih tehnologija. U
Graditeljskoj školi Čakovec to je kombinirani razredni
odjel u kojem će polovica učenika djela interpretirati
koristeći se ICT tehnologijama, dok će druga polovica
razreda, takozvana „kontrolna skupina”, obrađivati
djela na klasičan način, a na kraju će se usporediti
postignuti rezultati u pisanju eseja između tih dviju
skupina.
Bez obzira na rezultate ispita državne mature,
projekt je već sada polučio rezultate i vrlo pozitivno
utjecao na sve sudionike. Učenici različitih škola,
interesa i navika naučili su međusobno surađivati,
podijelili su međusobno vlastita iskustva i primjere
dobre prakse, što je u krajnjoj liniji izuzetno pozitivno
djelovalo na njihovo samopouzdanje i sposobnost
rješavanja problema. Stvoreni su temelji za daljnju
suradnju, za još kvalitetnije i brojnije aktivnosti što će
u konačnici dovesti do proširivanja učeničkih
kompetencija i vraćanja čitatelja knjizi.
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Kreativno recikliranje elektroničkog otpada
Marina Mirković
Tehnička škola, Požega, Republika Hrvatska
marina.mirkovic@skole.hr
Sažetak
Poučavanje o podrijetlu i posljedicama e-otpada pokazuje
učenicima kako njihova djelovanja mogu utjecati na lokalne i
globalne zajednice te kako surađivati u različitim područjima
kako bi pronašli učinkovita rješenja. U Tehničkoj školi u
Požegi niz godina održavaju se eko kreativne radionice s ciljem
razvoja kulture življenja s prirodom te kreativnog pristupa
recikliranju otpadnih materijala iz područja informacijske i
komunikacijske tehnologije čime doprinosimo i očuvanju
okoliša.
Misija radionica je potaknuti mlade građane na vođenje
održivog načina života izraženog u konceptu 7R. One
omogućuju aktivno pridonošenje unapređenju kvalitete života
podizanjem ekološke svijesti postojećih i građenjem životnog
stila novih generacija, temeljenog na očuvanju prirodnih
resursa i okoliša.
Posebno je važna suradnja više nastavnika u međupredmetnoj
temi održivog razvoja kroz različite nastavne predmete.
Korisni su scenariji poučavanja međupredmetnih tema koji
obuhvaćaju aktivnosti recikliranja u školi i kod kuće, čime
recikliranje može postati svakodnevna aktivnost, odnosno
cjeloživotna navika stvaranja održivosti.
Ključne riječi – e-otpad, održivi razvoj, ekologija, 7R načela,
recikliranje

I. UVOD

uređaja pomažemo da naš zrak i voda budu čisti i sigurni za
uporabu.
U računalu postoji otprilike samo 2% materijala koji se
ne mogu reciklirati. Nevjerojatnih 98% starog računala može
se reciklirati i ponovno koristiti. To uključuje staklo s
monitora, tipkovnice, kućište računala/prijenosnog računala,
kabele, ploče, baterije i još mnogo toga [1].
Ponovna uporaba materijala iz ovih komponenti
osigurava manju proizvodnju za ponovnu izradu materijala, a
time manje troškove i minimalnu potrošnju energije.

II. EKO KREATIVNE RADIONICE
Na poticaj učenika Roberta Martinovića i njegove
mentorice profesorice Marine Mirković, u Tehničkoj školi u
Požegi tijekom svibnja 2018. godine održane su eko
kreativne radionice. Robert Martinović sudjelovao je na
Državnom natjecanju Opisujemo sustave u Rijeci s radom
„Gospodarenje otpadom“. Kako bi smanjili količinu otpada,
odnosno ponovno stavili u uporabu odbačene predmete,
odlučili su u školi realizirati radionice s ciljem razvoja
kulture življenja s prirodom te kreativnog pristupa
recikliranju otpadnih materijala čime doprinosimo i očuvanju
okoliša (slika 1.).

Odlagališta rastu velikom brzinom diljem svijeta, što
znači da neprestano pokušavamo pronaći sve više prostora
za odlaganje otpada. Recikliranjem električnog i
elektroničkog otpada pomažemo u smanjenju količine otpada
koji se šalje na odlagalište, a samim time i minimiziranju
prostora potrebnog za otpad.
Kada se elektronički otpad odvozi na odlagališta, ne
samo da zauzima prostor, već električni predmeti oslobađaju
otrove koji štete okolišu i zdravlju živih bića.
Elektronička oprema sadrži kemikalije kao što su olovo,
živa, berilij i kadmij. Kada se oprema reciklira, sprječavamo
ispuštanje kemijskih otrova u vodu i zrak te smanjujemo
onečišćenje okoliša.
Otrovi koji se oslobađaju iz kemikalija kroz zrak ili vodu
mogu uzrokovati zdravstvene komplikacije kao što su
oštećenje mozga i bubrega. Recikliranjem naših starih
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Slika 1. Sudionici eko kreativne radionice
elektroničkog otpada u Tehičkoj školi u Požegi

recikliranja
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Slika 2. Svjetlucava riba izrađena od starih CD/DVD-ova

Učenike je oduševilo stvaranje brojnih kreacija od
različitih materijala. Tako su izradili vesele mozaike od
plastičnih čepova i kartona, nakit i privjeske od matičnih
ploča računala. Od starih, neispravnih i nepotrebnih CD-ova
i DVD-ova nastala je velika svjetlucava riba (slika 2).
Žarulje su oživjele u simpatičnim paucima i šarenim
balonima. Tipke sa starih tipkovnica šalju mudre poruke,
smjestile su se u velikoj mapi svijeta (slika 3) i odbrojavaju
vrijeme na zlatnom satu od CD-a (slika 4). Kutije načinjene
od starih disketa poslužile su kao ukrasne vaze za cvijeće.

Slika 4. Sat izrađen od CD-a i tipki, privjesci od dijelova matične
ploče

Tom prigodom u Tehničkoj školi povezano je više
nastavnih predmeta (među njima računalstvo, matematika,
radioničke vježbe, engleski jezik) i kroz radionice realizirana
briga o gospodarenju otpadom i zaštiti okoliša. Učenici
različitih zanimanja imali su priliku za suradnju i zajednički
rad. Jedno prijepodne nije bilo dovoljno za ostvarenje svih
kreacija koje su planirali. Materijal koji je ostao i nove ideje
koje su učenici osmislili bili su poticaj za nove zajedničke
projekte.
Tijekom mjeseca studenog i prosinca 2018. godine
učenici su kroz projekt "Recikliranjem razveselimo zimskoblagdanski ugođaj", recikliranjem ambalaže, metala te
otpadnog elektroničkog materijala izradili prigodne ukrase
(slika 5). U blagdansko vrijeme i tradiciju međusobnog
darivanja učenici su darivali i prirodu oko sebe svojom
brigom koja joj je najviše potrebna.
Hrvatska glagoljaška tradicija najosebujniji je segment
povijesti hrvatske kulture. Obilježavajući 2018. godinu kao
Europsku godinu kulturne baštine u projektu "Glagoljska
baština", glagoljicu kao pismo učenici su prikazali kroz
prizmu povijesnoga razvoja, kulturološkoga utjecaja i
Slika 3. Mapa od tipki starih tipkovnica i ukrasne vaze od disketa
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I ove školske godine nastavljen je ciklus eko-radionica
kreativnog recikliranja kao oblik ekološke edukacije i odgoja
za održivi razvoj. Učenici 1.f razrednog odjela, zanimanja
tehničar za računalstvo, proučavanje o algoritmima,
pseudokodovima i programiranju nakratko su zamijenili
osmišljavanjem i izradom zanimljivih radova od starih
tipkovnica, disketa te CD/DVD-ova (slika 7).
Od njih su nastali lijepi uporabni i estetski predmeti i
pokloni. Učenici su shvatili potrebu i dobrobit recikliranja.

Slika 5. Jelka izrađena od matične ploče računala

suvremene primjene. Tema projekta analizirala se je iz
različitih točaka gledišta te kao međupredmetna tema
povezala sadržaje učenja iz nekoliko nastavnih predmeta
(hrvatski jezik, povijest, matematika, računalstvo).
Projekt je povezan s eko kreativnim radionicama te su
učenici ukrasima dodali glagoljična slova i zapise. Glagoljica
je oživjela u metalu, stiroporu, 3D ispisu i starim CD-ovima
(slika 6). Za djelatnike škole, učenici su izradili male
poklone - glagoljske privjeske.
Učenici su pokazali interes te su kroz nastavu hrvatskog
jezika, povijesti i računalstva dalje proučavali povijesni
nastanak i značaj pisma. Istražili su materijalnu i
nematerijalnu glagoljsku baštinu kroz glagoljske napjeve i
spomenike, izbor najznačajnijih tematskih rukopisnih i
tiskanih djela, sve do suvremene primjene glagoljice u
komunikaciji, gospodarstvu, kulturnome i javnome životu.
Poticaj je to na istraživanje bogate i raznovrsne kulturne
baštine Europe kako bi štitili njezinu jedinstvenu vrijednost
te promišljali o mjestu koje kulturna baština zauzima u našim
životima.

Slika 7. Ukrasni predmeti od disketa, CD-ova i tipki

Slika 6. Poruke na glagoljici ispisane na starim CDovima
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Ciljevi aktivnosti radionica:









edukacija o ekološkoj osviještenosti, očuvanju
okoliša te razvijanje pozitivnog stava o prirodi,
razvijanje odgovornosti prema sebi, prirodi i našoj
planeti,
usvajanje znanja, stavova, vještina, spoznaje da je
čovjek dio prirode i da trebamo zajedno djelovati
kao odgovorna zajednica,
razvijanje timskog rada i motivacije, razvoj
samopouzdanja, odgovornosti i entuzijazma
učenika,
izražavanje inovativnosti, kreativnosti, maštovitosti
učenika što će rezultirati svrsishodnim ponašanjem,
aktivno pridonošenje unapređenju kvalitete života
podizanjem ekološke svijesti postojećih i građenjem
životnog stila novih generacija, temeljenog na
očuvanju prirodnih resursa i okoliša.

Očekivani ishodi učenja:












upoznavanje učenika s važnošću očuvanja
prirode za buduće generacije,
upoznavanje s pojmom održivog razvoja,
razvijati svijest učenika - mladih građana da
priroda ne poznaje otpad, da reciklažom
racionalno trošimo energiju i prirodne resurse te
time čuvamo našu planetu,
misija radionice je potaknuti mlade građane na
vođenje održivog načina života izraženog u
konceptu 7R (refuse/odbij, reduce/uštedi,
reuse/ponovno iskoristi, repair/popravi,
recycle/recikliraj, re-gift/pokloni, recoverrot/kompostiraj) [2],
kreativnost u osmišljavanju novih načina
primjene iskorištenih i odbačenih predmeta,
sakupljanje EE otpada,
opasne komponente EE otpada,
reciklaža elektroničkog otpada,
važnost i uloga recikliranja.

III. SCENARIJI POUČAVANJA MEĐUPREDMETNIH TEMA S
AKTIVNOSTIMA RECIKLIRANJA

U sklopu radionica učenici na kreativan, zanimljiv i
opuštajući način stječu osnovna znanja o prirodi, ekologiji i
održivom razvoju. Posebno je važna suradnja više nastavnika
u međupredmetnoj temi ekologije i održivog razvoja kroz
različite nastavne predmete, što uključuje pripremu i
organizaciju radionice kao i održavanje same radionice.
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Nastavnici mogu osmisliti brojne scenarije vezane za
temu recikliranja otpadnog materijala. Uz elektronički i
električni otpad moguć je i rad s ostalim otpadnim
materijalima (plastika, papir), te razne analize i istraživanja.
Reciklirani materijali osnova su brojnih umjetničkih
projekata izrade nakita, ukrasnih predmeta pri čemu
predmetima koje bi odbacili, učenici pronalaze nove
namjene.
U kurikulumu nastavnog predmeta Informatika,
recikliranje elektroničkog otpada obuhvaćeno je kroz dva
odgojno obrazovna ishoda u domeni e-Društvo. U osnovnoj
školi u petoj godini učenja predmeta Informatika to je ishod
D. 5. 2.: učenik argumentira i procjenjuje važnost
zbrinjavanja elektroničkoga otpada te objašnjava postupke
njegova zbrinjavanja. U srednjoj školi u drugoj godini učenja
predmeta informatika to je ishod D. 2. 1.: učenik aktivno
pridonosi unapređenju kvalitete života podizanjem ekološke
svijesti. Realizaciju ishoda poželjno je kombinirati s
ishodima domene Digitalna pismenost i komunikacija te
učenici u aktivnostima koriste razne digitalne alate za izradu
promotivnih digitalnih materijala za akciju podizanja svijesti
o važnosti prikupljanja elektroničkoga otpada (letak,
animacija, blog, izložba fotografija) [3].
Primjeri scenarija poučavanja nalaze se na Edutoriju eŠkole.hr u scenarijima poučavanja za međupredmetne teme
[4]. Među njima je scenarij „Kad, ako ne sad?; Tko, ako ne
mi?“ vezan za međupredmetnu temu Održivi razvoj,
namijenjen učenicima drugog razreda srednje škole. U njemu
su aktivnosti osmislili nastavnici informatike (autorica ovog
rada), kemije, njemačkog jezika i izvannastavnih aktivnosti
[5].
U nastavnoj aktivnosti za predmet informatika „Poruka
iz budućnosti“ učenici u grupama provode istraživanje o
svom ponašanju i praksi u svojoj obitelji vezano uz
zbrinjavanje elektroničkog otpada. Učenici zamišljaju život
u budućnosti s opcijom pažljivog recikliranja elektroničkog
otpada, te situacijom u kojoj se ljudi ne trude reciklirati.
Proučavaju 7R načela te njihovu primjenu u recikliranju
elektroničkog otpada, pri čemu im pomaže i pripadni
interaktivni sadržaj [2].
Drugi scenarij za međupredmetnu temu Održivi razvoj,
naslova „Ne, hvala“ namijenjen je učenicima petog razreda
osnovne škole. U njemu su aktivnosti osmislili nastavnici
informatike (autorica ovog rada), matematike i
izvannastavnih aktivnosti [6].
U nastavnoj aktivnosti za predmet informatika „Životni
ciklus mog elektroničkog prijatelja“ učenici u grupama
analiziraju uporabu starog mobitela. Jedna grupa analizira
ispravni stari mobitel, druga grupa promišlja o uporabi
djelomično neispravnih mobitela dok treća grupa prikazuje
kako kreativno iskoristiti nepopravljive mobitele odnosno
njihove dijelove. U suradničkom radu na umnim mapama
učenici prikazuju fotografije, tekstove i poveznice na
zanimljive sadržaje njihove teme. Dizajniraju letak za školu i
lokalnu zajednicu u kojem daju upute za održivo ponašanje
kroz priču o mobitelu i njegovoj što dužoj upotrebi [6].
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Nastavnici uz svoje i učeničke ideje mogu primijeniti
brojne kreativne aktivnosti. Jedan od načina da pokažemo
učenicima što se događa kada nešto stavimo u smeće u
odnosu na postupak recikliranja ili ponovne upotrebe
predmeta je analiza životnog ciklusa predmeta kroz
dijagram tijeka koji pokazuje utjecaje objekta na okoliš.
Ako smanjimo potrošnju, korisno je znati kakav utjecaj
to može imati. Evo nekoliko pitanja i ideja koje učenici
mogu razmotriti: izračunati koliko smeća generiraju u danu,
tjednu, mjesecu i godini, odnosno izračunati koliko smeća
njihova obitelj, škola, njihov grad ili mjesto i država
generiraju godišnje.
Učenici mogu izraditi popis svih uređaja i žarulja u kući.
Mogu izračunati koliko energije troši njihovo domaćinstvo
ako su svi izvori svjetlosti uključeni 4 sata dnevno ili ako su
njihovi uređaji uključeni 2 sata dnevno. Zanimljiva bi bila
analiza koliko bi energije mogli uštedjeti kada bi prešli na
energetski učinkovite uređaje ili žarulje.
Moguće je istražiti organizacije koje pomažu zajednici
kako bi smanjili, ponovno upotrijebili ili reciklirali otpad,
kao i važne događaje u povijesti povezane sa smanjenjem,
ponovnom upotrebom i recikliranjem (na primjer, zakoni,
prakse ili izumi). Moguće su usporedbe s drugim zemljama
diljem svijeta u smanjenju odnosno recikliranju otpada.
Veliki izumi korisni su i jedinstveni. Učenike možemo
potaknuti na kreiranje izuma, od ideje do gotovog proizvoda,
pri čemu moraju proći kroz proces inženjerskog dizajna.
Učenici promatraju, istražuju i identificiraju problem
(uključujući ljude na koje problem utječe) i razvijaju
originalnu ideju izuma za rješavanje problema. Dok
razmišljaju o mogućim rješenjima problema, trebali bi
istražiti i postojeća rješenja. Kako bi izumi došli do
korisnika, izumitelji i njihovi partneri trebaju zainteresiranim
stranama pravilno prenijeti korisnost i funkciju izuma. Cilj je
potaknuti učenike uspješnom prezentiranju izuma, kao i
razvoju potencijalnih marketinških materijala za promicanje
uređaja, čime dotičemo odgojno obrazovna očekivanja
međupredmetne teme Poduzetništvo.

proizvod. Potražimo proizvode koji će vjerojatno imati
mnogo duži vijek trajanja tako da ih nećemo morati mijenjati
u roku od nekoliko godina ili čak mjeseci.
Škole su također mjesta proizvodnje elektroničkog
otpada. Veće i bogatije škole nadograđuju svoju tehnologiju
za novije verzije, čime se povećava elektronički otpad.
Recikliranje je sada važnije nego ikad. Stoga potaknimo
učenike na recikliranje, pohvalimo njihov doprinos i
nastavak aktivnosti recikliranja u svojim domaćinstvima.
Danas održivost definira modele potrebne za osiguranje
opstanka ljudske rase i planeta Zemlje. To uključuje načine
usporavanja zagađenja, očuvanja prirodnih resursa i zaštite
našeg okoliša. Nužno je razmišljati o načinima kako 7R
načela održivosti ugraditi u svoj svakodnevni život.
Projektima recikliranja povezuje se više nastavnih
predmeta i očekivanja međupredmetnih tema. Nastoji se
uključiti što više nastavnih predmeta (općeobrazovnih i
strukovnih). Škola promišlja o pokretanju učeničke zadruge.
Strukovna radionica iz područja strojarstva omogućiti će
proizvodnju dodatnih proizvoda nastalih od otpadnih
materijala, kreiranih idejama učenika. Kroz radionice
realizira se briga o gospodarenju otpadom i zaštiti okoliša.
Učenici različitih zanimanja imaju priliku za suradnju i
zajednički rad. Izložba učeničkih kreativnih radova poziv je i
ostalim učenicima škole i zajednice na brigu o okolišu i
osmišljavanje novih djela od otpadnog materijala.
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Sažetak - Osnova rada je pretpostavka o potrebi
provedbe odgovarajućeg vrednovanja naučenog i poticanju
aktivnosti učenika u ostalim oblicima vrednovanja u
stručnim predmetima strukovnih škola. Analiza dostupnih
podataka pokazuje da usprkos postojećim smjernicama
(standardi zanimanja i kvalifikacija, strukovni kurikulumi i
dr.) još uvijek postoje slučajevi zanemarivanja optimalnog
pristupa, pa čak i izostavljanja prihvatljivih elemenata
ocjenjivanja (kao što je npr. sudjelovanje u nastavnom
procesu). U svakom obrazovanju, a poglavito u strukovnom,
vrednovanje za učenje i vrednovanje kao učenje kod
učenika treba poticati, jer potiče njihovu poduzetnost,
samostalnost
i
odgovornost.
Važnost
kvalitetnog
vrednovanja bez obzira na pristup dodatno naglašavaju i
uvjeti tzv. nastave po modelu C (nastava na daljinu), kao i
drugi slučajevi kad su učenica ili učenik odsutni, ali
sposobni pratiti nastavu od kuće (najčešće preko računala),
odnosno kada nije moguće osigurati prihvatljive uvjete za
sigurnu procjenu znanja ili vještina na način uobičajen u
realnim uvjetima u učionici. Preporučene metode
vrednovanja naučenoga, odnosno oblici praćenja u nastavi
na daljinu mogu biti vrednovanje seminarskih i projektnih
radova, esejskih zadataka, rješavanja domaćih radova,
izrada samostalnih praktičnih radova, vrednovanje
laboratorijskih izvještaja prilikom izvođenja primjerenog
pokusa ili na temelju pregleda pokusa na zadanoj
internetskoj poveznici, vrednovanje prikaza istraživanja,
različitih prezentacija, referata, plakata, križaljki, mapa i
drugo. U radu su prezentirane neke iskustvene, ali i neke
moguće situacije, te su navedena moguća i preporučena
rješenja i pristupi kroz različite oblike vrednovanja (često
pomoću računala) koji se zatim unose u rubrike prema
elementima vrednovanja. Dodatno, u zaključku se iznose
prijedlozi, komentari i smjernice za buduće pristupe.
Ključne riječi – vrednovanje naučenog; nastava na
daljinu; strukovno obrazovanje

I.

UVOD

Prema [1] vrednovanje je “sustavno prikupljanje
podataka u procesu učenja o postignutoj razini
kompetencija: znanjima, vještinama, sposobnostima,
samostalnosti i odgovornosti prema radu, u skladu s
unaprijed definiranim i prihvaćenim načinima, postupcima
i elementima, a sastavnice su praćenje, provjeravanje i
ocjenjivanje”.
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Postupci vrednovanja odgojno-obrazovnih postignuća
učenika u srednjim strukovnim školama usmjereni su na
praćenje i ocjenjivanje ostvarenosti očekivanja ili ishoda
učenja
definiranih
relevantnim
kurikulumskim
dokumentima, pa posljedično metode, postupci i elementi
vrednovanja postignutih razina kompetencije proizlaze iz
nacionalnih, sektorskih i strukovnih kurikuluma pojedinog
predmeta poučavanja, odnosno obrazovnog područja.
Procjena se izražava kroz elemente vrednovanja
nastavnoga predmeta, pridavanjem određenih brojčanih ili
opisnih vrijednosti. Među uobičajenim (ili kurikulumom
definiranim) elementima u području strukovnog
obrazovanja ističe se element vrednovanja koji obuhvaća
procjenu postignuća planiranih ishoda u području
usvajanja vještina - primjena znanja. Uz taj se element
najčešće javljaju još i usvojenost programskih sadržaja
(znanje), te sudjelovanje u nastavnom procesu.
Svrha vrednovanja odgojno-obrazovnih postignuća
nije samo pružiti povratne informaciju o učeničkim
postignućima, već i ohrabrivati učenje i napredovanje.
Vrednovanje učenike motivira za učenje, roditeljima
pomaže u razumijevanju postignuća njihove djece, a
učitelje/nastavnike usmjerava u daljnjemu planiranju
poučavanja.
Aktivnosti vrednovanja postignuća učenika trebaju se
provoditi kontinuirano i transparentno, poštujući
individualnu osobnost učenika i nudeći svakom učeniku
jednake mogućnosti razvoja i dostizanja planiranih ishoda
učenja [3].
Pristupi vrednovanju razlikuju se s obzirom na svrhu
primjene, interpretaciju i korištenje prikupljenim
podatcima, što uključuje tri osnovna pristupa: vrednovanje
naučenoga, vrednovanje za učenje, vrednovanje kao
učenje.
S obzirom na svrhu vrednovanje
dijagnostičko, sumativno i formativno.

može

biti:

Dijagnostičko vrednovanje najčešće se provodi u
svrhu inicijalne ili prethodne procjene, temeljem koje
učitelj prilagođava i/ili planira nastavni proces i svoje
poučavanje
Sumativno vrednovanje obuhvaća procjenu učeničkih
postignuća, odnosno rezultata učenja i obično se provodi
na kraju procesa učenja te u pravilu rezultira ocjenom.
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Formativno vrednovanje odvija se u svim fazama
procesa učenja i svrha mu je prikupljanje informacija o
napredovanju učenika, utvrđivanje manjkavosti u učenju,
a osobito prepoznavanje jakih strana učenika kako bi se
unaprijedilo buduće učenje i poučavanje. Stoga nastavnici
koriste rezultate dobivene formativnim vrednovanjem
kako bi prilagodili svoje nastavne strategije, a učenici za
prilagodbu vlastitih strategija učenja.
II.

FORMATIVNO VREDNOVANJE I NEKI PRIMJERI
AKTIVNOSTI

S obzirom da je formativno vrednovanje najbolje kad
je kontinuirano i konzistentno, aktivnosti vrednovanja
trebale bi biti brze, lagodne i raznovrsne. Nastavnici ih
koriste za davanje važnih povratnih informacija
učenicima, a pomaže im i u praćenju i modifikaciji
nastavnih metoda i nastavnih planova kako bi poboljšali
ishode učenja. Zbog toga je nastavnicima važno koristiti
raznovrsne aktivnosti vrednovanja, te ih je uputno
učestalo mijenjati, odnosno varirati kako bi stimulirali
učenike, ali i sebe.
Prema pristupu, formativno vrednovanje je
vrednovanje za učenje i vrednovanje kao učenje, a koristi
se za poboljšanje učenja i poučavanja. Kako uključuje
kontinuirano kružnu povratnu vezu s ciljem poboljšanja
učenja, korisno je i vidljivo učinkovito.
U nastavku su kao primjeri navedene neke vrlo
jednostavne i za kontinuiranu i učestalu implementaciju
iznimno kreativne, zabavne i za učenike angažirajuće
aktivnosti u domeni formativnog vrednovanja [2]:
1. Kolegijalni kvizovi: Učenici pišu vlastita pitanja za
međusobna ispitivanja o odrađenoj nastavnoj temi.
2. 5x5 zapisivanje: Neka učenici zapišu pet
najzanimljivijih ideja koje su otkrili tijekom učenja lekcije
i zatim dodatno identificiraju po pet stvari povezanih sa
njima, te objasne zašto im je to zanimljivo.
3. Kolaž: Na papiru, ili uz pomoć odgovarajuće
aplikacije učenici izrađuju poster koji demonstrira
razumijevanje odabrane teme ili ideje.
4. Razgovor: Učenici mogu pripremiti vlastiti talk
show i diskutirati važne točke neke odabrane lekcije. Pri
tom trebaju napisati svoja pitanja i odgovore i odigrati
uloge vođeni vlastitom kreativnošću.
5. Crtkarije: Potrebno je izazvati učenike da koriste
crtanje umjesto riječi kako bi pokazali svoje
razumijevanje prezentirane teme ili ideje. Ovo je odlično
za učenike koji imaju problema s izražavanjem.
6. Tablica istraživanja: Pri kraju sata svaki učenik
odgovara na pitanja: Što smo radili? Zašto smo to radili?
Što sam danas naučio? Kako ću to moći primijeniti? Koja
pitanja imam s tim u vezi?
7. 3-2-1: Neka učenici napišu ili govore o tri stvari
koje su naučili, dvije o kojima još žele učiti, te navedu
jedno pitanje koje imaju.
8. Četiri kuta: Dobar način za poticanje dinamike i
kretanja kod učenja prema pitanjima sa višestrukim
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odgovorima. Kutovi učionice predstavljaju A, B, C i D
odgovore i učenici kreću prema ispravnom odgovoru.
9. Twitter ploča: Učenici trebaju sumirati što su naučili
u lekciji koristeći 140 znakova. Njihovi se odgovori mogu
pričvrstiti na pano.
10. Kocka: Na kraju sata učenici bace kocku i kratko
odgovore na pitanje vezano uz okrenuti broj:
(1) Htio bih se sjetiti … (2) Naučio sam… (3) Riječ
kojom se može obuhvatiti naučeno … (4) Nešto što sam
već znao … (5) Još uvijek me zbunjuje…. (6) Trenutak
kad sam imao “aha”
U slučaju dostupnosti informatičke opreme (npr.
nakon laboratorijskih vježbi), većina se ovih prijedloga
može izvesti uz pomoć računala.
III.

VREDNOVANJE NAUČENOG I OBLICI PRAĆENJA

Za razliku od prethodno spomenutih pristupa
vrednovanju, vrednovanje naučenog rezultira ocjenom, a
provodi se kako bi se u određenim etapama odgojnoobrazovnoga procesa dokumentiralo i izvijestilo o
učeničkim postignućima i napredovanju. Učenike treba
unaprijed upoznati s ciljem vrednovanja, vremenom
provedbe, metodama i kriterijima ovakvog vrednovanja.
Prilikom vrednovanja naučenoga uputno je koristiti
različite metode vrednovanja kako bi se učenicima pružila
prilika za pokazivanjem usvojenosti odgojno-obrazovnih
ishoda na način koji je za njih najpogodniji te kako bi se
osiguralo dovoljno informacija za kvalitetnu i
vjerodostojnu procjenu učeničkih postignuća.
U danom kontekstu, metoda vrednovanja je standardni
postupak za vrednovanje znanja i kompetencija učenika
bazirano na onom što su trebali naučiti u nekom periodu
učenja. U strukovnom obrazovanju odnosi se na kriterije
izvedbe, zadatke i tehnike koje nastavnici koriste kako bi
prenijeli znanja i vještine učenicima koje ih čine
kvalificiranim za određeno radno mjesto [4].
Najčešće metode vrednovanja, odnosno oblici praćenja
naučenoga su usmeno ispitivanje i pisana provjera, no
preporuka je koristiti i druge načine kao što su npr.
opažanje učenika u nekoj aktivnosti, opažanje procesa
istraživačkog rada i njegove realizacije, analiza rezultata
istraživačkog rada, analiza eseja ili drugih uradaka
učenika, procjena argumentiranja u raspravama u kojima
učenik sudjeluje i drugo.
Pri odabiru metoda vrednovanja treba voditi računa o
njihovoj primjerenosti i praktičnosti za ispitivanje
ostvarenosti određenih ishoda te primjerenosti dobi i
mogućnostima učenika. Zadatci postavljeni učenicima
moraju biti jasni, jednoznačni, primjereni dobi, različite
težine i kognitivnih razina usklađenih s ishodima [5].
Informacije prikupljene vrednovanjem naučenoga
učitelj treba koristiti i u svrhu vrednovanja za učenje, tj.
unapređenja i planiranja budućega procesa učenja i
poučavanja.
Kako su vrednovanja postignuća u odgojnoobrazovnom procesu od visokog značaja i imaju izravan
utjecaj na budući napredak učenika, metode koje se
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TABLICA I.

primjenjuju trebaju biti valjane, pouzdane, fleksibilne i
realno procjenjivati učenikovo stvarno znanje [4].
IV.

ELEMENTI VREDNOVANJA I OBLICI PRAĆENJA PO
PREDMETIMA STRUKE

Analizom dokumenta [6], predloženi elementi
vrednovanja i prihvatljivi oblici praćenja u predmetima
struke u zanimanju Tehničar za računalstvo prikazani su
tablicom I.
Vidljivo je da se u elementima ocjenjivanja pojavljuju
tri temeljna elementa: usvojenost programskih sadržaja,
primjena znanja i sudjelovanje u nastavnom procesu i oni
su zastupljeni u svima osim kod tri predmeta struke u
kojima nema ispitivanja usvojenosti programskih sadržaja,
vjerojatno zbog orijentacije predmeta pretežito prema
praktičnim vještinama, iako zbog teoretskih osnova to
možda i nije slučaj kod predmeta Uvod u baze podataka.
Kroz usvojenost programskih sadržaja kod učenika se
evaluira teoretsko znanje predmetnih sadržaja najčešće
pisanom i/ili usmenom provjerom. Prednost ovog načina
je što omogućuje izlaganje učenika kritičkom razmišljanju
i jasnom komuniciranju misli, no ovakva ispitivanja nisu
podesna za obuhvat provjere praktičnih kompetencija
učenika.
Zato se u domeni vrednovanja nazvanoj primjena
znanja može vrednovati učenički uradak, odnosno to
vrednovanje može biti bazirano na produktu, realizaciji ili
izvršenju neke praktične vježbe, uz pomoć određenih
sklopova i/ili programskih proizvoda.
V.

OBLICI PRAĆENJA U NASTAVNIM PREDMETIMA
STRUKE

U nastavku su, uz kratko objašnjenje, navedeni neki
predloženi oblici praćenja u predmetima struke:
A. Usmena/pisana provjera
Usmena i pisana provjera učestali su oblici praćenja.
Periodičku pisanu provjeru potrebno je najaviti i nešto je
lakše odrediti kriterije za vrednovanje sa kojima učenici,
kao što je već rečeno, trebaju biti upoznati prije provedbe.
Usmena se provjera provodi često bez najave, a s obzirom
na prirodu postupka i osobnost, odnosno spremnost i
reakcije učenika, kriteriji se mogu definirati tek okvirno.
U uvjetima on-line nastave ovakvi oblici ispitivanja mogu
postati neobjektivni.
B. Provjera praktičnih vještina/laboratorijska
vježba/Ispitna vježba
Ovo je skupina provjera sa zajedničkim
karakteristikama vrednovanja prezentacije osobnih
vještina
prema
sukladno
programu
unaprijed
pripremljenim zadacima. S obzirom na obuhvat, prirodu
nastavnog predmeta, zadatak i uvjete u laboratoriju nazivi
se razlikuju. Načelno uključuje ispitivanje i vrednovanje
ishoda učenja povezanih sa usvojenošću praktičnih
vještina potrebnih kod rješavanja zadataka u pojedinoj
struci, odnosno kvalifikaciji. U slučaju laboratorijske i
ispitne vježbe, ona je uobičajeno trajanja jedan do dva
školska sata, dok se provjera praktičnih vještina može
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Nastavni predmet
Upotreba informacijske
tehnologije u uredskom
poslovanju
Tehničko
dokumentiranje
Uvod u baze podataka
Tehničko i poslovno
komuniciranje
Web dizajn (III)

Algoritmi i
programiranje
Građa računala

Osnove računala

Praktične osnove
računalstva

PREDMETI, ELEMENTI I OBLICI PRAĆENJA
Elementi
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu

Oblici praćenja
Problemski zadatak
Projektni zadatak
Seminarski rad

Usvojenost
programskih
sadržaja
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu
Usvojenost
programskih
sadržaja
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu
Usvojenost
programskih
sadržaja
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu

Usmena provjera
Pisana provjera
Problemski zadatak
Projektni zadatak
Seminarski rad

Operacijski sustavi
Multimedija (III)

Usvojenost
programskih
sadržaja
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu

Uvod u računalne mreže
Računalne mreže
Konfiguriranje
računalnih mreža i
servisa
Sigurnost informacijskih
sustava

Usvojenost
programskih
sadržaja
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu

Mikroupravljači
Ugradbeni računalni
sustavi
Multimedija (IV)
Programiranje mobilnih
uređaja
Web dizajn (IV)
Dijagnostika i
održavanje
informacijskih sustava
Poslužiteljski
operacijski sustavi
Dizajn baza podataka
Skriptni jezici i web
programiranje
Napredno i objektno
programiranje

Usvojenost
programskih
sadržaja
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu

Dijagnostika i
održavanje
informacijskih sustava

Usvojenost
programskih
sadržaja
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu
Primjena znanja
Sudjelovanje u
nastavnom procesu

Usmena provjera
Pisana provjera
Laboratorijska
vježba
Problemski zadatak
Projektni zadatak
Usmena provjera
Pisana provjera
Problemski zadatak
Projektni zadatak
e-učenje
Usmena provjera
Provjera praktičnih
vještina
Ispitna vježba
Projektni zadatak
Seminarski rad
Usmena provjera
Pisana provjera
Laboratorijska
vježba, Problemski
zadatak, Projektni
zadatak,Seminarski
rad, e-učenje
Usmena provjera
Pisana provjera
Laboratorijska
vježba, Ispitna
vježba, Problemski
zadatak, Projektni
zadatak,Seminarski
rad, e-učenje
Usmena provjera
Pisana provjera
Laboratorijska
vježba
Problemski zadatak
Projektni zadatak
Seminarski rad

Usmena provjera
Pisana provjera
Problemski zadatak
Projektni zadatak
Seminarski rad
e-učenje
Usmena provjera
Provjera praktičnih
vještina
Laboratorijska
vježba, Ispitna
vježba Problemski
zadatak
Projektni zadatak
Seminarski rad
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protezati na više sati. U uvjetima on-line nastave potrebno
je uvjete i vrstu zadatka dobro pripremiti kako bi vježbu
bilo moguće izvesti kod kuće (npr. korištenjem
simulatora), odnosno kako bi rezultati bili relevantni i
realno vrednovali vještine učenika.

došlo do nepoželjnih posljedica (preopterećenja, gubitka
interesa i motivacije i sl.).

C. Problemski zadatak/projektni zadatak/seminarski
rad/esej
Ova skupina obuhvaća individualne zadatke vezane uz
sadržaj i teme nastavnog predmeta, a može varirati od
potpuno tekstualnog do rada koji je praktičan, ali ga prati
tekstualno objašnjenje u obliku dokumentacije. Može
uključivati i vrednovanje bazirano na proizvodu, odnosno
projektu (product ili project-based assessment). Pri tom je
usmjereno na konačni proizvod koji može biti izvještaj,
studija slučaja, prezentacija, program, sklop ili nešto
slično, odnosno na ono što svojim vještinama učenici
mogu stvoriti. Vrijednost ovog oblika praćenja je što
učenici tijekom izrade mogu pokazati stupanj razvoja
svojih vještina, ali i vještina svog kritičkog razmišljanja.
Ovakvo je vrednovanje za nastavnike iznimno vremenski
zahtjevno, posebno u velikim razredima. Dodatno, može
se dogoditi da ne prikazuje realno učenikove vještine, jer s
obzirom da se većim dijelom ili u potpunosti izrađuje
izvan škole, npr. roditelji ili neke druge osobe mogu
pomoći učenicima prilikom stvaranja konačnog
proizvoda.

S ciljem ostvarivanja usporedbe kurikulumom
predloženih elemenata vrednovanja sa stvarnom
situacijom u e-dnevniku i imeniku ostvaren je uvid u
upisane elemente vrednovanja u razrednim odjelima dviju
škola.

D. e-učenje
Ovaj oblik praćenja može uključivati korištenje web
platformi i sustava za učenje (LMS). Kako je u ponudi sve
više različitih on-line škola i tečajeva, može se očekivati
kako će ovakvo praćenje zauzimati u budućnosti
značajnije mjesto. U e-učenje u kontekstu praćenja i
vrednovanja može se ubrojiti rješavanje on-line zadataka
problemskog tipa ili rješavanje zadataka sa višestrukim ili
kratkim odgovorima. Praktično je što takvi kvizovi često
imaju ugrađeno vrednovanje, prema zadanim kriterijima
tako da generiraju rezultate individualno ili za čitav
razredni odjel. Primjenjivost u uvjetima on-line nastave
ipak je tek djelomična, s obzirom da nisu poznati uvjeti u
kojima učenik rješava test, ispit ili zadatak.

6. U sedam slučajeva naveden je jedan element
manje od predviđena tri.

E. Vrednovanje učeničke mape
U strukovnom obrazovanju vrednovanje učeničke
mape trebalo bi zauzimati značajnije mjesto. Ovdje
nastavnik potiče učenika da stvori i prezentira zbirku
svojih radova (dokumenata, programa, zadaća…) i zatim
to ocjenjuje. Pozitivna strana je što ovakav oblik
osigurava uvid u učenikov rad tijekom dužeg perioda, a uz
to potiče i bolju i trajniju komunikaciju između nastavnika
i učenika. Vrednovanje je također vremenski zahtjevno, a
konačni radovi mogu uključivati i pomoć bliskih osoba.
F. Vrednovanje domaćih/školskih zadataka
Vrednovanje zadataka koji se izrađuju kod kuće (ili
ponekad u školi) potiče učenike na kontinuiran rad i
preuzimanje odgovornosti za rezultate svog učenja. Za
nastavnike može biti vremenski zahtjevno. Potrebno je
naglasiti kako bi nastavnici kod zadavanja zadataka za rad
kod kuće trebali u većoj mjeri razmisliti o vremenu
potrebnom za njihovo rješavanje kako ne bi kod učenika
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VI.

ANALIZA ODABIRA I UPISA ELEMENATA
VREDNOVANJA

U nastavku su osnovni podaci i rezultati uvida:
1. Analizirani su podaci o elementima ocjenjivanja
u pet razrednih odjela u zanimanju Tehničar za
računalstvo u dvije škole.
2. Pregledani su podaci za ukupno 26 nastavnih
predmeta struke koje predaje desetak različitih nastavnika.
3. U 23 slučaja pronađeno je da elementi
ocjenjivanja ne odgovaraju elemenima predloženim
tekstom relevantnog kurikuluma [6].
4. U 10 slučajeva pronađeno je da je kao element
ocjenjivanja navedeno “Laboratorijske vježbe”, iako su
one u stvari oblik praćenja.
5. U jednom slučaju naveden je jedan element više
od predviđenih dva.

7. Simptomatično je da je u obje škole kod
predmeta Napredno i objektno programiranje predviđeno
vrednovanje samo po dva od predviđena tri elementa
vrednovanja, a predmet je prema mišljenju učenika jedan
od težih.
Slijedom navedenog, nakon provedene analize uočeni
su značajni nedostaci i odstupanja kod navođenja
elemenata vrednovanja u e-dnevnicima/imenicima škola.
Većina nastavnika, bez obzira u kojoj školi rade (niti jedan
nastavnik ne radi u obje), prilično proizvoljno odabire i
upisuje odabrane elemente vrednovanja.
Dakle, iako su elementi vrednovanja izrijekom
navedeni u tekstu relevantnog kurikuluma, oni ne postoje
u rubrikama e-imenika, niti učenici dobijaju ocjene iz njih.
Točne razloge za tu situaciju trebalo bi utvrditi, a neki od
mogućih su:
-

Nastavnik nije upoznat sa tekstom kurikularnog
dokumenta (iako bi trebao biti)

-

Stručno vijeće nastavnika u školi nije zajednički
razmatralo tekst kurikularnog dokumenta niti
zauzelo zajednički stav o elementima vrednovanja

-

Nastavnik nije upoznat sa važnošću primjene
raznorodnijih metoda koje na više načina uzimaju
u obzir osobnost učenika i njegov napredak

-

Nastavnik svjesno smanjuje broj elemenata
ocjenjivanja jer to smanjuje opseg praćenja
učenika (za jedan element ocjenjivanja opseg je
manji za trećinu)
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VII. ANALIZA PRIMJENE NEKIH OBLIKA PRAĆENJA U
UVJETIMA NASTAVE NA DALJINU – OSOBNO ISKUSTVO
Oblici praćenja za pojedini nastavni predmet struke
dani su u tekstu [1], no u konačnici nastavnik (ponekad u
konzultaciji sa članovima stručnog vijeća u školi) odabire
koje će i u kolikoj mjeri oblike praćenja primjenjivati.
Kod odabira odgovarajućeg oblika praćenja učenika s
ciljem vrednovanja naučenog, važno je u razmatranje
uzeti kontekst učenja pitajući se pitanja kao npr. “mogu li
ove strategije vrednovanja omogućiti učenicima da u
potpunosti demonstriraju svoja znanja i vještine?”. Ovo
se, naravno, razlikuje o kontekstu. Demonstriranje znanja
i vještina u učionici ili laboratoriju bitno se razlikuje od
istog provedenog “od kuće”.
Osim navedenog, ništa manje nisu važne individualne
potrebe različitih tipova učenika, pa treba naglasiti da se
osobna prezentacija razlikuje i u ovisnosti o okolini u
kojoj je proizvedena.
U nastavku su pregledno dani neki pozitivni i neki
negativni aspekti primjene spomenutih oblika praćenja s
naglaskom na motivaciju učenika i povećanje interesa za
učenje i osobni napredak u uvjetima nastave na daljinu:

TABLICA II.

OBLICI PRAĆENJA U UVJETIMA NASTAVE NA
DALJINU

Oblik praćenja
Usmena/pisana
provjera

Provjera praktičnih
vještina/laboratorijska
vježba/Ispitna vježba

Problemski
zadatak/projektni
zadatak/seminarski
rad/esej

e-učenje

Vrednovanje
učeničke mape
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U učionici čest i poželjan oblik praćenja uz
pretpostavljenu unaprijed definiranu
objektivnost i jasne kriterije vrednovanja.
Tijekom on-line nastave preko video poziva
postaje nemoguće u potpunosti kontrolirati
uvjete u kojima se provodi.
U uvjetima nastave u školi za većinu nastavnih
predmeta u struci poželjan i nužan oblik
praćenja, učenicima većinom prihvatljivo zbog
demonstracije spretnosti kod izvedbe
praktičnih radova te razvoja kritičkog
razmišljanja u razvoju i/ili dijagnostici. U online nastavi otežano kontroliranje uvjeta
provedbe, može se javiti sumnja u samostalan
rad.
Uključuje razvoj sposobnosti rješavanja
problema i kritičkog razmišljanja, te
originalnosti u pristupu rješavanju. Ako je u
digitalnom obliku omogućuje lako dorađivanje
i nadogradnju, što kod učenika potiče
ustrajnost. Uglavnom zadatak za samostalan
rad od kuće, pa je moguće da se u izradu
uključe i druge osobe. Uputno je prilikom
prezentacije rada kroz razgovor i obrazloženje
ukloniti sumnju u moguće utjecaje i
nesamostalan rad.
Sve češći oblik praćenja, s obzirom da se
izvodi preko računala, prati se spajanje,
aktivnost na chat-u i dr.). Pogodan kod rada na
daljinu, no uglavnom ostaje sumnja u
samostalnost pri rješavanju zadataka.
Dugotrajniji i vremenski zahtjevan oblik
praćenja, no omogućuje uvid u rad učenika
tijekom dužeg perioda, kao i njihov napredak,
no u određenoj mjeri može ukazivati na
nesamostalan rad, ukoliko je ostvaren u
digitalnom obliku može se pratiti i
pregledavati na daljinu.

Vrednovanje
domaćih/školskih
zadataka

Uobičajen način vrednovanja, kod rada na
daljinu često se evidentira fotografiranjem
stranica bilježnice koje se zatim objavljuju u
mapi učenika na odabranoj platformi, mogući
pokušaji prezentiranja radova drugih učenika u
kojem je slučaju potrebna dodatna provjera
rukopisa.

VIII. ZAKLJUČAK
Provođenje objektivnog, korektnog, vjerodostojnog,
kvalitetnog i realnog vrednovanja naučenog jedna je od
najbitnijih sastavnica odgojno-obrazovnog procesa u
školama. U ovom su radu analizirane neke pojave vezano
uz sam postupak vrednovanja i to posebno kod nastavnih
predmeta u struci (za zanimanje Tehničar za računalstvo),
sa određenim naglaskom na nastavu na daljinu.
Iako su elementi ocjenjivanja i oblici praćenja
definirani relevantnim kurikulskim dokumentima, a
kriteriji usvojenosti za ishode učenja postavljeni za
pojedine kvalifikacije sektorskim ili strukovnim
kurikulumom, kod nastavnika je primjetna prilična
količina proizvoljnog pristupa. Može se izraziti nada da i
tako odabrani pristup reflektira osnovne poželjne
smjernice postupka praćenja i vrednovanja, da je
vrednovanje objektivno, te da ohrabruje učenje i
napredovanje učenika.
S druge strane, možda bi preporuka bila da se ciljanim
stručnim usavršavanjem nastavnicima pomogne u
korektnom pristupu ovoj osjetljivoj komponenti njihovog
odgojno-obrazovnog rada.
Kako se u ovom slučaju radi o strukovnom
obrazovanju, prilikom procjene napretka i postignuća
ishoda učenja učenika dobro je prilagoditi oblike praćenja
razvoju vještina i sposobnosti poželjnih na radnom mjestu
kao što su: odgovornosti, samoinicijativa i samokontrola,
komunikacija i suradnja u čemu će svakako pomoći
raznolikost oblika praćenja učenika primjenjenih već
tijekom njihovog školovanja.
Kako posljednjih godina svjedočimo masovnoj potrebi
za online metodama vrednovanja (COVID-19, lockdown i
fizička distanca) vidljivo raste potreba i za rješenjima koja
su na daljinu, fleksibilna i online.
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Računalno razmišljanje i tablica množenja
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Sažetak – U ovom radu navodi se na primjeru kako
zahtjevan zadatak iz osnovnoškolske matematike može
poticajno djelovati na zahtjevnu zadaću u razvoju
računalnog razmišljanja za najraniji uzrast i obrnuto.
Klučne riječi – programiranje, djeca, množenje,
postepeno,
razumijevanje,
računalno
razmišljanje,
“unplugged” metoda

I.

UVOD

Za svaku ljudsku aktivnost potrebna je motivacija. Bez
motivacije talent ostaje neiskorišten, sposobnosti
nerazvijene, život besmislen. Posebno je teško naći
motivaciju za neke aktivnosti koje zahtijevaju i izvjestan
napor, a takve aktivnosti su zasigurno savladavanje
vještine programiranja i uvježbavanje tablice množenja.
Autori ovoga rada pokušali su povezati te dvije
aktivnosti. Pokazalo se naime da korištenje metode Mema
osim poticanja računalnog razmišljanja, što joj je i bila
osnovna namjena, potiče učenike i da rađe uče
matematiku [1]. Možda i korištenje poticajnog programa
za savladavanje tablice množenja može potaknuti želju za
savladavanjem programiranja. A dok učenik testira svoj
program za množenje, osim učenja programiranja, sasvim
usput uvježbava i tablicu množenja.
II.

RAČUNALNO RAZMIŠLJANJE

Poznato je da je računalno razmišljanje (eng.
computing thinking - CT) jedna od ključnih univerzalnih
vještina učenika koja se uvodi u nastavne programe diljem
svijeta [2]. Kao primjer, u Hrvatskoj, računalno
razmišljanje i programiranje je jedna od domena u
organizaciji Kurikuluma nastavnog predmeta Informatike
koji se realizira od prvog razreda osnovne škole [3].
Općenito, “računalno razmišljanje je takav pristup
rješavanju problema koji se može primijeniti za
programiranje računala”, pri čemu su potrebne vještine
logičkoga zaključivanja, rješavanja problema, modeliranja
i druge [3].
Kao opća strategija rješavanja problema, računalno
razmišljanje najčešće se vezuje uz STEM discipline,
međutim, isto je potrebno i za sve druge discipline (kao
primjer, medicina, ekonomija, umjetnost, humanističke
znanosti itd.), a kao temeljna kognitivna kompetencija
usporediva je s učenjem pisanja i računanja [4].
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Na osnovi rezultata prethodnih istraživanja, Nordby et
al. [2] pronalaze da je računalno razmišljanje više vezano
za učenje matematike u osnovnim školama, pri čemu su
pronašli da je veći naglasak u nastavnoj praksi stavljen na
usvajanje matematičkih koncepata nego na kognitivni
razvoj rješavanja problema.
Sličan izazov se javlja i u poučavanju programiranja.
Stoga, Markučić et al. [5] i Budin et al. [6] naglašavaju da
bi suvremene metode podučavanja programiranja trebale
biti osmišljavane tako da veći naglasak bude stavljen na
rješavanje problema u odnosu na učenje sintaksi
programskih jezika.
S obzirom da se s razvojem vještina računalnog
razmišljanja i programiranja započinje kod djece
osnovnoškolskog uzrasta, mnogi učitelji i nastavnici
koriste različite nastavne metode “sa i bez” računala.
Kao primjer, na osnovi rezultata istraživanja del
Olmo-Muñoz et al. [7] potvrđuju korisnost uključivanja
tzv. “unplugged” aktivnosti za razvoj računalnog
razmišljanja kod učenika u prvim godinama
osnovnovnoškolskog obrazovanja.
Pred mnogo godina, Čičin-Šain [8] dokazala je da
učenici u višim razredima puno bolje programiraju
koristeći programske jezike nakon što su u nižim
razredima osnovne škole razvijali računalno razmišljanje
podrškom “unplugged” metode Mema.
U nastavku ovog rada opisana je mogućnost korištenja
mješovitog pristupa razvoju računalnog razmišljanja uz
pomoć računalnog programa i “unplugged” metode Mema
na primjeru učenja množenja, kao zahtjevnog zadatka iz
osnovnoškolske matematike.
III.

PROGRAM ZA VJEŽBANJE MNOŽENJA – PRIMJER IZ
ŽIVOTA

Jedan od autora je napravio 2010.g. program kako bi
njegov sin, koji je tada je imao osam godina svladao
tablicu množenja. Ulazne parameter moguće je dobivati
nasumice ili ciljano, a i rezultate korisnik može davati na
više načina. Usput je i vrijeme rješavanja ograničeno Na
slici 1. je sučelje preko kojeg korisnik vidi zadatak i
upisuje rezultat, na dnu se odbrojava vrijeme, a moguće je
korietiti i tipku “Jocker”.
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Slika 1. Program množenja [9]

Dječak je tablicu množenja savladao tako dobro da je
za par dana postizao rezultate i preko 30 točnih odgovora
(otac, autor programa uspijevao je dosegnuti 25-26 u
najboljem slučaju). Program je dostupan na [9], pa svatko
može isprobati svoj uspjeh. Ako se program pokrene
vidljivo je da odrasla osoba koja zna tablicu množenja u
početku ima jednoznamenkaste rezultate. Dijete je
napredovalo, jer je korištenje programa shvatilo kao igru,
a učenje kroz igru je motivirajuće.
IV.

Slika 3. Program za množenje s nazivima polja (po ideji M. ČičinŠain) [11]

Kako Mema ima devet pretinaca, moguće je napisati i
program čiji je rezultat umnošci proizvoljnog broja s svim
brojevima od jedan do deset (slika 4)

POSTEPENI RAZVOJ PROGRAMA ZA MNOŽENJE

Postavi li se sada pitanje programiranja programa koji
množi odmah je razumljivo da početnik u programiranju
ne može biti u stanju sastaviti program koji zadaje zadatak
iz množenja, provjerava korisnikov odgovor, mjeri
vrijeme, dozvoljava korištenje “jokera”, pruža razne
mogućnosti zadavanja zadatka i ispisa obavlja sve što
spomenuti program za množenje radi. No i početnik može
pomoću metode Mema osmisliti nekoliko jednostavnijih
programa koji daju neke skromne, početne rezultate.
U drugom razredu osnovne škole djeca uče množenje
na skupu prirodnih brojeva do 100. Najjednostavniji
program za množenje koji koristi metodu Mema bio bi
onaj (slika 2.) gdje se adresabilnost postiže bojom
pretinca kao u prvom razredu [1].

Slika 4. Program 1 za množenje (po ideji M. Čičin-Šain) [11]

Slika 2. Program za množenje – obojani pretinci Meme (po ideji M.
Čičin-Šain) [10]

Djeca u drugom razredu su savladala čitanje pa im
neće predstavljati problem da polja u programu nazovu
množenik, množitelj i umnožak (slika 3.)

Program je linijski i radi se zasad bez petlje. U
varijablu Broj (pretinac Meme) učitava se neki prirodni
broj manji od 10, u koracima obrade računaju se umnošci
tog broja s brojevima od 2 do 9 te ispisuju sadržji pretinca
u devet naredbi izlaza.
Isti program moguće je napisati i na druge načine
(slika 5. i slika 6.)
Slika 5. Prikazuje kako nam kod množenja s brojem n
pomaže prethodno izračunati rezultat umnožak broja n s
brojem n-1. Ta tehnika osim kod programiranja itekako se
koristi i kod množenja “iz glave”jer ako znamo da je
5 X 7 =35
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lakše ćemo izračunati da je 6 x 7=42.

Slika 6. Program 3 za množenje (po ideji M. Čičin-Šain) [11]

Također je korisno da početnici zaključe zašto
program na slici 7. nije baš neki dobar i koristan program:

Slika 5. Program 2 za množenje (po ideji M. Čičin-Šain) [11]

Na slici 6. vidljivo je da se umnoške može izračunati
pomoću uzastopnih zbrajanja brojeva. Na slici 5 i 6
računali smo umnožak, a koristili samo operaciju
zbrajanja.

Slika 7. Program 4 za množenje (po ideji M. Čičin-Šain) [11]

U ovom slučaju nigdje nema ni množenja, ni zbrajanja
iako izlaz izgleda isto, kao kad u program množenja na
slici 4., slici 5. ili slici 6. kao ulaz koristimo broj 2.
Ustvari program je beskoristan, jer ispisuje samo ono što
smo upisali. Evo opet zgodne teme za diskusiju!
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V.

ZAKLJUČAK

U ovom radu opisana je ideja kako bi jedan edukativan
program za množenje mogao potaknuti želju za
programiranjem i kako bi postepeno razvijanje programa
za množenje mogao potaknuti bolju sposobnost množenja.
Na nekom budućem radu je mogućnost da se ta hipoteza
provjeri. Zasad je prethodno istraživanje potvrđeno u
praksi. Dječak radi kojeg je program množenja bio
sastavljen danas studira informatiku i vrlo vješto
programira.
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Sažetak - Korištenje informacijsko komunikacijske
tehnologije (IKT) u nastavi utječe na cjelokupno djelovanje
odgojno obrazovne ustanove. Uspješnu primjenu tehnologije
u nastavom procesu određuju tri značajke različite razine,
ovisi o pojedinačnim stavovima i iskustvima pojedinaca
(učitelja i nastavnika), školskom kurikulumu, smjernicama i
načinu vođenja ustanove i nacionalnim obrazovnim
smjernicama. Rad predstavlja povezanost primjene
najnovije informacijsko komunikacijske tehnologije u
nastavi i vođenja odgojno obrazovne ustanove, donošenja
školskih dokumenata, praćenje i vrednovanje prakse na
razini ustanove radi kontinuiranog poboljšanja i razvoja.
Ključne riječi – informacijsko komunikacijska tehnologija
(IKT) u obrazovanju, unapređenje nastave, digitalna zrelost,
školski dokumenti

I.

UVOD

U literaturi se više puta postavlja pitanje i istražuju se
čimbenici koji određuju integraciju informacijske i
komunikacijske tehnologije (IKT) u nastavni proces. U
tom smislu mnoge studije usredotočile su se na mjerenje
utjecaja varijabli na razini osobe (učitelja i nastavnika),
kao što su stavovi prema IKT-u, iskustvo i digitalne
vještine pojedinca, demografski čimbenici i sl. Fokus se
usmjerava na čimbenike pojedinca (učitelja i nastavnika)
kao voditelja nastavnog procesa.
Integracija IKT-a u nastavni proces je složen sustav čija
uspješnost ovisi o nacionalnoj obrazovnoj politici,
školskom kurikulumu, smjernicama i načinu vođenja škole
i o učitelju koji planira, provodi, analizira i vrednuje proces
učenja i poučavanja. Za istraživanje i identifikaciju
čimbenika uspješne integracije IKT-a u nastavni proces
potrebno je primijeniti sofisticirane statističke tehnike (tj.
pristup na više razina), ispitati učinke različitih čimbenika,
na različitim razinama i njihov utjecaj na ovisnu varijablu
integracije IKT-a.[1]
Uspješnu integracija IKT-a u nastavni proces osigurava
se na tri razine: makro razina (nacionalne politike), meso
razina (politika škole) te na mikrorazini (razina pojedinca,
učitelja i nastavnika). Zajedničkim naporom i
aktivnostima na makro i meso razini, osigurava se
kontinuirana podrška i motivacija učiteljima i
nastavnicima u integriranju IKT-a u nastavu. Prihvaćanje i
integracija IKT-a uključuje stavove i uvjerenja korisnika
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(učitelja i nastavnika) kao što su: uočena korisnost
tehnologije, jednostavnost korištenja, stav prema
tehnologiji, samoefikasnost tehnologije, subjektivne
norme i olakšavajući uvjeti. [2]
Postoji jaz između predloženih nacionalnog kurikuluma na
makrorazini i stvarne upotrebe IKT-a u učionici. Težnje
nacionalnih obrazovnih politika da potaknu integraciju
IKT-a u školama ne rezultiraju konkretnim promjenama u
nastavnom procesu na razini pojedinog razreda. U tom
pogledu, autori Visscher i Coe (2003) ukazuju na
varijabilnost između škola, sugerirajući da opće,
nacionalne politike i reforme ne dovode automatski do
promjena u obrazovanju u školama. Smatra se da se škole
razlikuju s obzirom na razinu uspješnosti, inovativne
kapacitete i kontekstualne karakteristike. To implicira da
bi napori za poboljšanje obrazovanja ili inovacije trebali u
većoj mjeri uzeti u obzir „moć škole”.[3]

Slika 1. Grafički prikaz čimbenika integracije IKT-a u
nastavu
Iz literature se može utvrditi da politika škole tj. školski
kurikulum i smjernice vodstva škole u većoj mjeri
odražavaju ono što se događa u učionici. Ako učitelji dijele
vrijednosti izražene unutar školske politike i razumiju
implikacije, ova politika može utjecati na praksu.[4] Stoga
je važno proučiti ulogu školskih kurikuluma i smjernica
vodstva škole u integraciji IKT-a u nastavni proces.
Ovaj rad se usredotočuje na potonje školske čimbenike.
Usredotočuje se na školski kurikulum i smjernice vodstva
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škole kao čimbenike na uspješnu integraciju IKT-a u
nastavnom procesu.
II.

DIGITALNA ZRELOST ŠKOLA

O ulozi školskih kurikuluma i smjernica vodstva škole
s obzirom na integraciju IKT-a može se raspravljati iz
perspektive digitalne zrelosti.
Digitalna zrelost škola je koncept koji, zbog sve veće
važnosti digitalnih tehnologija u svakodnevnom životu i
poslovanju, sve više dobiva na značaju i u modernom
obrazovnom sustavu. Europska komisija je prepoznala
važnost ovog koncepta i svojim politikama i inicijativama
sustavno potiče razvoj digitalne zrelosti škola. Digitalno
zrele škole su škole u kojima rade digitalno kompetentni
zaposlenici koji odgovorno i sigurno koriste IKT u
procesima poslovanja škole i nastavnim procesima.
Učitelji i nastavnici suočavaju se sa zahtjevima koji se
brzo mijenjaju, koji zahtijevaju novi, širi i sofisticiraniji
skup kompetencija nego prije. Prisutnost digitalne
tehnologije posebno zahtijeva od učitelja i nastavnika da
razvijaju vlastite digitalne kompetencije. Digitalne
kompetencije učitelja i nastavnika jesu kompetencije
kojima oni u procesu učenja i poučavanja razvijaju
digitalne vještine učenika kako bi ih pripremili za buduće
obrazovanje, buduće poslove i cjeloživotno učenje.
Europski okvir za digitalne kompetencije obrazovatelja
(učitelja, nastavnika) koji se naziva DigCompEdu,
znanstveno je utemeljen okvir koji opisuje značenje
digitalno kompetentnih obrazovatelja. Slika 2. prikazuje
kompetencije koje su dio Europskog okvira za digitalne
kompetencije obrazovatelja. DigCompEdu pruža opći
referentni okvir za podršku razvoju digitalnih
kompetencija specifičnih za obrazovatelje u Europi.
Usmjeren je prema obrazovateljima na svim razinama
obrazovanja, od ranog djetinjstva do visokog obrazovanja
i obrazovanja odraslih, uključujući opće i strukovno
obrazovanje i obuku, obrazovanje s posebnim potrebama i
kontekste neformalnog učenja.[5]

Slika 2. Grafički prikaz Europskog okvira za digitalne
kompetencije obrazovatelja
Kroz aktivnosti u programu e-Škole – razvoj sustava
digitalno zrelih škola (II. faza) sustavno se razvija digitalna
zrelost škola i prati se njihov napredak. Program provodi
Carnet sa svojim partnerima u svim osnovnim i srednjim
školama u Republici Hrvatskoj.
Kako bi se pratio razvoj digitalne zrelosti u školama, u
sklopu projekta Fakultet organizacije i informatike iz
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Varaždina i CARNET razvili su Okvir digitalne zrelosti i
prateći upitnik te metodologiju procjene digitalne zrelosti.
Provedeno je istraživanje među svim sudionicima
projekta e-Škole: Uspostava sustava razvoja digitalno
zrelih škola (pilot projekt), kojemu je cilj bio identificirati
načine na koji škole mogu poboljšati svoju razinu digitalne
zrelosti. Jedan od rezultata istraživanja ističe važnost uloge
vodstva škole. Istraživanjem je utvrđeno kako vodstvo
škole može identificirati slaba područja u svojim školama
koja zahtijevaju prilagodbu korištenja IKT u obrazovnim
planovima i praksama. S druge strane, vodstva škola za
koje je utvrđeno da imaju visok stupanj digitalne zrelosti
mogu diseminirati svoje školske IKT obrazovne planove i
prakse s drugim školama (osobito onima na nižim
razinama). Ovaj konceptu daje još veći značaj programu
Horizon2020, koji potiče velike prijedloge projekata u
području mentorskih shema za škole s glavnim ciljem
uvođenja inovacija širenjem naprednih IKT praksi
poučavanja na širok krug škola. [6]
Osim toga, pokrenut je i proces strateškog planiranja
kako bi se usmjerile politike, aktivnosti i projekti u
području primjene tehnologije u školama i školskom
sustavu do 2030. godine. Taj je proces rezultirao
usvajanjem Strateškog okvira za digitalno sazrijevanje
škola i školskog sustava u Republici Hrvatskoj (2030).
Strateški okvir čini temelj za dugoročnu održivost
početnih investicija u procesima digitalnog sazrijevanja
škola, te prepoznaje rad i ulogu nastavnika, ravnatelja i
djelatnika agencija u složenim procesima integracije
digitalne tehnologije u školski sustav.[7]
Okvir za digitalnu zrelost škola dokument je koji
definira područja i razine digitalne zrelosti škola. Razvijen
je u sklopu pilot projekta e-Škole, a usklađen je s
europskim okvirom DigCompOrg koji je primjenjiv na sve
obrazovne institucije. Hrvatski okvir za digitalnu zrelost
škola sastoji se od pet područja:
• planiranje, upravljanje i vođenje,
• IKT u učenju i poučavanju,
• razvoj digitalnih kompetencija,
• IKT kultura i
• IKT infrastruktura,
te pet razina digitalne zrelosti škola:
• digitalno neosviještene,
• digitalne početnice,
• digitalno osposobljene,
• digitalno napredne i
• digitalno zrele.[8]
Planiranje, upravljanje i vođenje škole jedan je od pet
ključnih čimbenika digitalno zrelih škola. Planiranje,
upravljanje i vođenje škole sastoji se od sljedećih
elemenata:
•
vizija, strateške smjernice i ciljevi integracije
IKT-a,
•
upravljanje integracijom IKT-a u učenju i
poučavanju,
•
upravljanje integracijom IKT-a u poslovanju
škole,
•
upravljanje
podacima
prikupljenima
informacijskim sustavom,
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•
•

regulirani pristup IKT resursima,
primjena IKT-a u poučavanju učenika s
posebnim odgojno-obrazovnim potrebama.
Jasno i nedvosmisleno je naglašena važnost politike
škole (kurikuluma, smjernica i načina vođenja škole) kao
jedan od ključnih čimbenika za uspješnu integraciju IKT u
nastavni proces.
III.

PUT RAZVOJA OD DIGITALNE POČETNICE DO
DIGITALNO ZRELE ŠKOLE

2014. godine promjenom vodstva škole prionulo se:
•
identifikaciji zatečenog stanja u ustanovi s
obzirom na primjenu IKT-a,
•
istraživanju u kojoj se mjeri korištenje IKT-a
u nastavi može povezati sa školskim
čimbenicima,
•
istraživanju utjecaja percepcije učitelja o IKT
školskim politikama
i smjernicama za
integraciju IKT-a u nastavi,
•
istraživanju dodatnih relevantnih činitelja
kako bi se ispitao njihov utjecaj na korištenje
IKT-a u usporedbi s utjecajem činitelja
vezanih za školsku politiku/smjernice.
Istraživanje se provodilo anonimnim upitnicima i
intervjuom učitelja i stručnih suradnika. Rezultati
provedenog istraživanja o zatečenom stanju su slijedeći:
•
IKT infrastruktura: digitalna početnica
•
razvoj digitalnih kompetencija: digitalno
neosviještene
•
digitalne tehnologije u učenju i poučavanju:
digitalno neosviještene
•
planiranje, upravljanje, vođenje: digitalno
neosviještene
•
digitalna kultura: digitalno neosviještene.
Vodstvo škole donijelo je plan razvoja i integracije
IKT-a u nastavni proces koji uključuje:
•
plan razvoja IKT-a: pravila korištenja IKT-a,
sporazumi o održavanju i licenciranju,
integracija IKT-a u nastavu radi razvoja
digitalnih vještina učitelja i nastavnika,
uključivanje u inicijative i natjecanja
•
vodstvo: ravnatelj je preuzeo ulogu
motivatora i pomagača u integraciji IKT-a,
redovito
izvještava
vlastite
primjere
integracije IKT u poslovanje škole
•
IKT infrastruktura i tehnička podrška:
nedostatak infrastrukture i tehničke podrške
postupno se rješavao nabavom opreme iz
projekata i suradnjom s osnivačem
•
evaluacija:
prethodno
nije
postojala
evaluacija integracije IKT-a u poslovanje
škole i nastavnog procesa. Redovitom
evaluacijom nastojalo se identificirati i
razumjeti "gdje smo" i "gdje želimo biti"
nakon određenog vremenskog razdoblja
•
suradnja: poticanjem suradnje učitelja unutar
ustanove i učitelja iz partnerskih ustanova,
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razmjenom iskustava i primjera dobre prakse
učitelji su upoznali raznovrsnu opremu,
digitalne alate i mogućnosti primjene IKT-a u
nastavnom procesu.
2014. godine škola se uključuje u niz međunarodnih
projekata i inicijativa za razvoj digitalnih vještina,
primjenu IKT-a u procesu učenja i poučavanju, stvaranje
digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja, razmjenu iskustava i
primjera dobre prakse.
2015. godine škola se uključuje u “e-Škole: Uspostava
sustava razvoja digitalno zrelih škola (pilot projekt)”, a od
2018. godine “e-Škole: Cjelovita informatizacija procesa
poslovanja škola i nastavnih procesa u svrhu stvaranja
digitalno zrelih škola za 21. stoljeće. Sudjelovanjem u
projektu e-Škole, školi je osigurana infrastruktura, eusluge, podrška, edukacije i digitalni obrazovni sadržaji
što je doprinijelo i dugoročno osiguralo cjelokupni razvoj
digitalne zrelosti škole.
Usklađenim i planiranim aktivnostima i naporima
makro, meso i mikrorazine, I. osnovna škola Čakovec se
u tri godine razvila i napredovala od digitalne početnice do
digitalno zrele škole.
IV. ZAKLJUČAK
Rad predstavlja digitalni razvoj škole i integraciju IKTa u nastavni proces iz šire perspektive, odnosno sa stajališta
politike škole: školskih kurikuluma, smjernica i načina
vođenja škole. Rad sugerira da je uspješna integracija IKTa jasno povezana s radnjama koje se poduzimaju na razini
škole, kao što je plan razvoja IKT-a, IKT infrastruktura i
podrška u korištenju, evaluacija integracije IKT-a te
suradnja, razmjena iskustava i primjera dobre prakse u
integraciji IKT-a u nastavni proces unutar i izvan ustanove.
Rezultati također sugeriraju da ravnatelji moraju razviti
suradnički pristup prilikom definiranja ove politike. Rad
podupire važnost zajedničke vizije o integraciji IKT-a u
cijeloj školi koja odražava mišljenja i uvjerenja ravnatelja,
učitelja i stručnih suradnika kao i potrebu da se politika
škole s obzirom na integraciju IKT-a u nastavni proces
redovito revidira.
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Sažetak - Poslovanje visokoškolskih ustanova sastoji se
od više složenih poslovnih procesa koje različite institucije
vode na naslijeđeni način ili se prilagođavaju u skladu sa
zakonskim odredbama i problemima s kojima se susreću.
Kako ne postoje sveobuhvatna rješenja, većina ustanova
koristi se različitim rješenjima koja postoje na tržištu ili
razvijaju vlastita rješenja za dijelove poslovanja. Značajan
problem koji se javlja u visokoškolskim ustanovama
raznovrsnost je poslova za koje su zaduženi prodekani koji
često dolaze iz različitih grana znanosti, a nemaju iskustva
sa samim poslovanjem ustanove i poslovnim procedurama.
Većina postojećih aplikacija uglavnom se naslanja na
nastavni proces, a programska su rješenja za ostale
poslovne procedure rijetka. U ovom radu prikazan je
informacijski sustav za poslovanje visokih učilišta koji je
planiran i razvijen prema stvarnim potrebama
visokoškolskih ustanova i obuhvaća poslovni, nastavni i
institucijski proces.
Ključne riječi: poslovanje visokih učilišta; informacijski
sustav; Sceduly; digitalizacija poslovanja; organizacija nastave

I.

UVOD

Digitalizacija poslovanja visokog učilišta predstavlja
složeni proces analize potreba visokoškolske ustanove i
izrade informacijskog sustava koji omogućava pristup
svim korisnicima, bili oni studenti, nastavno ili
nenastavno osoblje. Potreba za digitalizacijom u prvom se
redu javila kod upisa studenata i njihova praćenja tijekom
studija [1]. Kao repozitorij nastavnih materijala obrazovne
ustanove uglavnom se koriste specijaliziranim LMS
sustavima poput Moodlea, a neke su ustanove razvijale
vlastite aplikacije u skladu sa svojim potrebama [2] [3],
[4] [5].
U visokom obrazovanju informacijski sustavi
uglavnom se koriste za [6]: praćenje studenata i procesa
studiranja (Student Lifecycle Management ili SLM), kao
sustavi za učenje (Learning Management Systems ili
LMS), za upravljanje kadrovima (Human Resources ili
HR), kao računovodstveno-financijski sustav, kao sustav
za upravljanje knjižnicom, kao sustavi za studentske
informacije, sustavi za upravljanje sadržajem i kao
fakultetski portali.
Za praćenje studenata i procesa studiranja većina
ustanova u Republici Hrvatskoj koristi se ISVU sustavom
[4], [7]. ISVU (Informacijski sustav visokih učilišta)
olakšava provedbu administrativnih poslova na razini
visokog učilišta i omogućuje pristup drugim aplikacijama
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putem programskog sučelja kako bi se došlo do procedura
i podataka (ISVU REST API). Iako se veliki broj ustanova
koristi ovim sustavom, on ne može u potpunosti
zadovoljiti sve potrebe. Zahvaljujući ISVU REST API,
pojedine ustanove razvile su vlastita rješenja koja
proširuju funkcionalnosti ISVU sustava. Takva
programska rješenja koriste se ISVU-om kao
repozitorijem podataka, ali su proširena dodatnim
funkcionalnostima kako bi bila prilagođena korisnicima.
Sustavi za pohranu nastavnih materijala i daljinsko učenje
uglavnom se baziraju na Moodle platformi. U Republici
Hrvatskoj visokoškolskim je ustanovama besplatno
omogućeno korištenje Merlina, inačice Moodle sustava,
čija je prednosti integracija s ISVU-om. Za upravljanje
kadrovima i za kadrovsku evidenciju javne ustanove
koriste se Centraliziranim obračunom plaća i Registrom
zaposlenih. Ustanove također vode fizičke kadrovske
dosjee, a jedan dio podataka može se voditi u modulu
ISVU kadrovi.
Računovodstveno-financijski sustav uglavnom ovisi o
voditelju financijsko-računovodstvenog odjela i u praksi
ustanove se koriste sustavima proizvođača programa koji
su prilagođeni proračunskom računovodstvu. Upravljanje
knjižnicom vodi se putem zasebnog, specijaliziranog
komercijalnog sustava. Većina knjižnica koristi se
programskim rješenjem istog proizvođača. Sustav za
studentske informacije, za upravljanje sadržajem i
internetska stranica ustanove nisu standardizirani, pa se
stoga neke ustanove koriste komercijalno dostupnim
rješenjima, a neke same razvijaju svoje rješenje [6]. U
posljednjih 10 godina značajnu ulogu u podizanju
kvalitete informacijskih sustava imaju Microsoft Office
365 for Education i Google for Education koji u svojoj
ponudi, osim prostora u oblaku i integracije e-pošte, imaju
i alate kojima se mogu koristiti u edukaciji. Međutim, sve
ustanove imaju vlastite propisane procedure te imaju i
specifične zahtjeve [5][6][8]. Iako se većina procedura
može staviti pod zajednički nazivnik, one nisu identične u
svakoj ustanovi. Također, pojavljuju se novi zahtjevi i
potrebe koji dodatno opterećuju administraciju ustanova
poput različitih izvještaja, strategija i akreditacija učilišta.
Većina se tih poslova i dalje obavlja ručno, povećavajući
potrebu za osobljem prilikom izrade različitih
dokumenata, kao što su, na primjer, izrada novih elaborata
ili izmjena i dopuna elaborata studijskih programa,
različitih tipova ugovora, zahtjeva i izvještaja. U ovom
radu opisani su stvarni problemi i zahtjevi visokog učilišta
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te informacijski sustav koji je razvijen i koji se dalje
razvija kako bi olakšao i ubrzao poslovne i nastavne
procese.
II.

ZAHTJEVI I PROBLEMI

Jedan od zajedničkih problema većine visokoškolskih
ustanova izrada je rasporeda za akademsku godinu koja
počinje u listopadu, a ispitni rok završava u rujnu. Nakon
ispitnog roka, ovisno o broju studenata koji upisuju
godinu, izrađuje se raspored za novu akademsku godinu.
U institucijama koje imaju veliki broj studijskih grupa i
studenti zajedno slušaju iste kolegije, to predstavlja veliki
izazov. Situacija se dodatno komplicira jer treba voditi
računa i o ponavljačima, studentima koji formalno upisuju
sljedeću godinu, a moraju slušati kolegije s prethodne.
Na Prirodoslovno-matematičkom fakultetu u Splitu se
zbog toga svake godine provode predupisi. To je proces u
kojem studenti putem zasebnog informacijskog sustava
naprave upisne listove s kojima se poslije službeno
upisuju u referadi. S obzirom na veliki broj studenata
proces samih upisa traje i tijekom listopada, pa se stvarni
broj upisanih studenata zna tek krajem mjeseca. Pri izradi
rasporeda i grupa za vježbe to predstavlja značajan
problem, međutim, zahvaljujući predupisima, broj
potencijalnih studenata upisanih na kolegije unaprijed je
poznat i moguće je napraviti raspored prije nego što se
studenti formalno upišu. Za provedbu predupisa
neophodno je imati uredan i ispravan red predavanja koji
je rezultat izvedbe nastave u akademskoj godini za
odobreni elaborat pojedinog studijskog programa. Za
izradu elaborata te izmjenu i dopunu elaborata postoje
obrasci koji su napravljeni u MS Wordu i koje odobrava
povjerenstvo za studije i senat Sveučilišta. U ustanovama
koje imaju veliki broj studijskih grupa i premeta koji se
izvode na tim studijskim grupama, potrebno je uskladiti
sve elaborate ako se rade izmjene, što zahtijeva promjenu
više MS Word dokumenata. Prilikom izrade reda
predavanja potrebno je voditi računa o odobrenom
elaboratu. Na primjer, ako su izmjene elaborata odobrene
za akademsku godinu 2021./2022., te godine započinje
prva godina po novom elaboratu, a druga i ostale godine
izvode se po ranije odobrenim elaboratima prema kojima
su studenti upisali studij. U slučaju da studenti traže opise
položenih kolegija za daljnji studij, potrebno je imati
aktualne opise kolegija koje je student slušao i polagao
određene godine. Obveza je visokih učilišta izrada i
objava izvedbenog plana. Podatke za izvedbeni plan
moguće je imati tek kada se izradi raspored, s obzirom na
to da se u njemu nalaze podaci gdje i kada se izvodi
nastava, kao i svi ostali podaci o predmetu. Plan i
realizacija nastave također su bitni faktori o kojima
učilište mora voditi računa. Planiranje vanjske suradnje,
ravnomjerno opterećenje nastavnika, prekonormni rad i
realizacija nastave kritične su točke koje imaju direktan
utjecaj na financije visokog učilišta. Potrebno je voditi
evidenciju o održanoj nastavi iz koje je vidljiva njezina
stvarna realizacija, a pomoću koje se radi konačni
obračun za plaćanje vanjskih suradnika i prekonormnog
rada. S obzirom na vrijeme prikupljanja podataka i obradu
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često se dogodi da od obavljenog posla do same isplate
protekne više mjeseci. Dio poslovanja koji se odnosi na
nastavni proces učilišta, uglavnom, ovisno o veličini i
organizaciji, uspiju obaviti. Osim nastavnog procesa
postoji niz poslovnih procedura za koje su zadužene
pojedine službe, poput evidencije radnog vremena,
jednostavne nabave, izrade ugovora za vanjske suradnike,
zahtjeva i izrade putnih naloga, zahtjeva za rad u drugim
ustanovama, prijave znanstvenih projekata i slično. Za ove
poslovne procedure nije se moguće koristiti ISVU
sustavom, već ustanove pronalaze vlastita rješenja. Kod
nekih postoje papirnati obrasci, neke ustanove se koriste
pomoćnim aplikacijama baziranima na Google obrascima
ili Microsoft SharePointu, a neke ustanove razvile su
vlastita rješenja [1].
III.

RAZVOJ INFORMACIJSKOG SUSTAVA

Kako bi ubrzali nastavne i poslovne procedure, na
Prirodoslovno-matematičkom fakultetu u Splitu, korištena
su različita rješenja. Studentska služba za upise studenata i
vođenje evidencije koristi se ISVU sustavom. Elaborati su
se i dalje izrađivali u MS Wordu. Za potrebe izrade reda
predavanja i predupisa studenata razvijen je MENTOR
sustav kojim se koristi u cijeloj ustanovi. Za izradu
rasporeda koristi se programom ASC Timetables [9]. Za
evidenciju nastave korišten je Google Spreadsheet
povezan s Google skriptom za generiranje ukupnog broja
sati koji su nastavnici samostalno ispunjavali i potpisivali.
Različiti zahtjevi, poput zahtjeva za nabavu i zahtjeva za
izradu putnih naloga, napravljeni su putem programirane
aplikacije bazirane na Google platformi. Za autorizaciju se
koristilo vlastitim intranetom koji se temelji na Moodleu.
Iako su različita programska rješenja, koja su izradili
različiti programeri, dobro radila, tijekom vremena
ukazala se potreba za izradom integriranog rješenja koje bi
omogućilo korištenje jednim sustavom, a koji bi se
koristio podacima centraliziranima na jednom mjestu.
Analizom poslovanja visokog učilišta ustanovilo se da
postoji niz kritičnih točaka i potencijala za poboljšanje
funkcioniranja sustava. Jedan od ključnih problema bio je
korištenje više dislociranih sustava. Osnovna ideja bila je
napraviti jedan sustav čije je sučelje poznato
nastavnicima, studentima, ali i svim zaposlenicima, u
kojem su sve potrebne poslovne procedure, u skladu s
pravima koje pojedine osobe imaju. ISVU sustav kao
sustav za vođenje nastavnog procesa, ali i kao repozitorij
svih osobnih podataka zaposlenika i studenata, pokazao se
kao jako dobar. Dodatna prednost bila je ta što je referada
upoznata s radom sustava i što se u njemu nalazi baza
podataka o studentima koja je standardizirana i omogućuje
povezivanje s drugim sustavima, poput sustava E-građanin
za prijepis ocjena, ISSP-a (sustava prehrane) i slično.
Velika prednost ISVU sustava je ta što omogućuje pristup
koristeći se REST API-jem pa je moguće sve podatke
dobiti u prilagođenom sustavu. Najboljim rješenjem za
automatizaciju i ubrzanje evidencije nastave, kao i za
vođenje evidencije prisutnosti studenata, pokazale su se
RFID kartice. Svaki student ima studentsku iskaznicu
(iksicu) koja ima mogućnost beskontaktne prijave. Podaci
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o studentima svih ustanova i njihovim iskaznicama već se
nalaze u ISSP sustavu, bez obzira na to imaju li one taj
sustav implementiran ili ne. Ključno je bilo nastavnicima
dodijeliti RFID kartice kojima bi se koristili za evidenciju
nastave. Iako nastavno osoblje ima obvezu jedino
evidentiranja nastave, a ostali zaposlenici imaju obvezu
evidentirati radno vrijeme, neke ustanove zahtijevaju od
svih zaposlenika evidenciju radnog vremena. Pojedine
ustanove od nastavnika zahtijevaju samo evidenciju
prisutnosti u zgradi (najviše zbog obračuna putnog
troška). Bez evidencije radnog vremena kadrovska služba
trebala bi skupljati podatke o bolovanjima, putnim
nalozima i ostalim vrstama izostanaka ručno,
kontaktirajući sa zaposlenicima. Znali su se pojaviti
problemi kod obračuna plaće ako bi nastavnici bili na
bolničkom liječenju, a ne bi prijavili bolovanje ili bi
kasnili s prijavom putnih naloga. S obzirom na to da bi svi
zaposlenici imali RFID kartice, osim vođenja evidencije o
nastavi, mogla bi se implementirati i evidencija radnog
vremena kako bi kadrovska služba u svakom trenutku
imala uvid u izostanke osoblja i u skladu s time poduzela
potrebne korake prije mjesečnog obračuna plaće. Sustav
za evidenciju nastave i radnog vremena zasebni je sustav
koji uključuje kvalitetne čitače kartica u svakoj učionici,
ali i čitače koji omogućuju evidenciju radnog vremena,
dolazaka, odlazaka, službenog izlaska ili pauze.

Podaci u redu predavanja, kao i u izvedbenom planu,
dobiju se iz važeće verzije elaborata ( ) u akademskoj
godini (g) za pojedini semestar (s) prema 1. izrazu.

 = s : s  2  g − g ' 

Izraz 1. pokazuje da je elaborat važeći u svakom
semestru čija je brojčana vrijednost veća od dvostruke
apsolutne vrijednosti razlike promatrane akademske
godine i godine odobrenja elaborata (g'). Dvostruka
vrijednost uzeta je kako bi izračun vrijedio na bazi
semestara. Bez dvostruke vrijednosti dobiveni rezultat
predstavlja brojčanu vrijednost godine studija.
Prema gornjem izrazu sustav prilikom izrade reda
predavanja vodi računa o različitim verzijama elaborata
studijskih programa u skladu s akademskom godinom u
kojoj je student upisao studijski program i eventualnim
izmjenama i dopunama tijekom godina. U tablici I.
prikazano je izvođenje istog studijskog programa tijekom
tri akademske godine koji ima tri izmjene i dopune. Prva
dva semestra izvode se prema najnovijoj verziji elaborata,
a ostali semestri u skladu s verzijom prema kojoj su
studenti ranijih godina i upisali studijski smjer.
TABLICA I. IZRADA REDA PREDAVANJA PREMA IZMJENAMA I
DOPUNAMA ELABORATA

verzija elaborata studijskog
programa

Ključna analiza i planiranje pokazali su da se sustav
može podijeliti na tri dijela, a to su nastavni proces,
poslovni proces i institucijski proces.

v2018

Slika 1. Shematski prikaz sustava

Kao što je prikazano (Slika 1), prvi korak je izrada i
odobrenje elaborata studijskih programa. Svi kolegiji,
opisi kolegija i nosioci kolegija (uz sve ostale relevantne
podatke) moraju biti u sustavu. Na temelju elaborata
generira se red predavanja. On sadrži popis predmeta koji
se izvode i popis nastavnika koji ih izvode.
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v2019

v2020

semestri u kojima je elaborat
važeći
ak. god.

A. Nastavni proces
Nastavni proces sadrži niz poslovnih procedura koje se
odnose na nastavu. Iako je sam proces već uhodan i većina
podataka vodi se putem ISVU sustava, krenulo se od
cjelogodišnjeg ciklusa odobrenja i implementacije
studijskog programa.

(1)

2018

1, 2

-

-

2019

3, 4

1, 2

-

2020

5, 6

3, 4

1, 2

Red predavanja prenosi se u ISVU sustav kako bi bio
spreman za iduću godinu. U skladu s redom predavanja i
projekcijom broja studenata izrađuje se plan opterećenja
nastavnika. S obzirom na to da u rujnu još traju ispitni
rokovi i da se upis studenata može obaviti tek nakon
ispitnih rokova, za izradu rasporeda i formiranje grupa
ostaje jako malo vremena. Stoga se nakon ispitnih rokova,
a prije izrade rasporeda i početka akademske godine,
obavljaju predupisi studenata. Predupis studenata
postupak je u kojem studenti (samostalno ili s
dodijeljenim mentorom) biraju predmete koje bi željeli
upisati. Rezultat je predupisni list koji sadrži podatke o
studentu, iznos koji student treba platiti i popis predmeta
koje student upisuje. S predupisnim listom student, uz sve
formalne korake koje treba napraviti (predaja
dokumentacije, uplata školarine i upisnine) se upisuje, a
na temelju podataka s predupisa mogu se formirati
potencijalne grupe i početi s izradom raspreda jer se zna
mogući broj studenata na pojedinom predmetu. Nakon
izrade rasporeda, na temelju podataka o sadržaju
predmeta, formira se izvedbeni plan. Svaki student i
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nastavnik, u skladu s izvedbenim planom, ima vlastiti
raspored vidljiv u svom portalu. Evidencija održane
nastave nastavnika vrši se pomoću RFID kartica, kao i
evidencija prisutnosti studenata, te svaki nastavnik i
student u svom profilu vidi navedenu evidenciju. Nakon
što nastavnici potvrde evidenciju nastave, dobije se
izvještaj o realiziranoj nastavi i na temelju izvještaja
obračunavaju se prekonormni rad i vanjska suradnja.
Računovodstvo vrši obračun te isplaćuje eventualni
prekonormni rad i rad vanjskih suradnika. Prije početka
nastave, u osobnom portalu, vanjski suradnici unose svoje
podatke potrebne za izradu ugovora o vanjskoj suradnji.
B. Poslovni proces
Izrada ugovora o vanjskoj suradnji spada u poslovni
proces. Na temelju unesenih podataka kadrovska služba
generira ugovore koji se šalju na potpis. Svi vanjski
suradnici također su uneseni u ISVU kadrovi te im je
dodijeljen jedinstveni AAI identitet ustanove za pristup
osobnom portalu, e-pošti i e-learning portalu. Zaposlenici
u sklopu modula poslovnog procesa imaju pristup modulu
za planiranje nabave u kojem definiraju plan nabave za
kalendarsku godinu iz sredstava koja potencijalno imaju.
Odjel nabave, u skladu s prikupljenim podacima, izrađuje
plan nabave ustanove koji se usvaja na fakultetskom
vijeću i objavljuje. Na temelju plana nabave zaposlenici
mogu izraditi zahtjev za nabavu u koji prilažu ponude.
Zahtjev, prema proceduri, mora odobriti odgovorna osoba,
računovodstvo koje provjerava izvor sredstava i potvrđuje
da zaposlenik ima dovoljno sredstava, i odjel nabave koji
potvrđuje da je traženo u planu. Nakon svih odobrenja
generira se narudžbenica na temelju koje odjel nabave
naručuje robu ili usluga. Sve narudžbe zaposlenicima su
vidljive na njihovu portalu. Putem portala zaposlenik
također može napraviti zahtjev za putni nalog, zahtjev za
rad u drugoj ustanovi, prijaviti potencijalne probleme ili
dati zahtjev za izradu ugovora.
C.

Institucijski proces
Institucijski proces usko je vezan za poslovne procese,
a odnosi se na zahtjeve i podatke koji su zaposlenicima
bitni u radu. U modulu institucijskog procesa nastavnici
mogu, u skladu s kolektivnim ugovorom, prijaviti rad na
znanstvenoistraživačkim projektima, prijaviti vlastiti
institucijski doprinos ili provjeriti vlastitu kadrovsku
evidenciju. U ovom je modulu također omogućeno
prijaviti nove znanstvenoistraživačke projekte koje vodi
ured za projekte, imati uvid u dokumente koji su potrebni
za izbore u zvanja i radna mjesta i zaštitu na radu.
IV.

STRUKTURA SUSTAVA

Sustav Sceduly, koji je razvijen u suradnji
Prirodoslovno-matematičkog fakulteta u Splitu i tvrtke
Volting, aplikacija je za digitalizaciju nastavnih i
nenastavnih poslovanja visokih učilišta. Radi samostalno,
ali ima mogućnost povezivanja s ISVU-om. Za podatke o
studentskim iskaznicama sinkronizira se s ISSP sustavom,
a RFID kartice nastavnika mogu se unijeti u sam sustav
(Slika 2). Sustav omogućuje izradu vlastita rasporeda ili
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import rasporeda iz vanjskog sustava, poput aplikacije
ASC Timetables.
Prikaz rasporeda omogućuje rezervaciju dvorana
mimo rasporeda, ali i prikaz zauzetosti dvorana na
digitalnim zaslonima ispred dvorana, a na njima je
prikazana i nastava koja je u tijeku. U sustav se unose
elaborati studijskih programa te izmjene i dopune
elaborata i u skladu s unesenim podacima sustav sam
generira red predavanja za akademsku godinu koji
odgovorna osoba može korigirati. Na temelju reda
predavanja u sustavu se vrše predupisi, a sve relevantne
podatke o studentima sustav preuzima iz ISVU sustava.
Sustav s RFID čitača prikuplja broj očitane kartice,
vrijeme očitanja i dvoranu. Prikupljene podatke obrađuje i
prikazuje kao izvještaj o realiziranim opterećenjima ili
evidenciji radnog vremena. Svaki zaposlenik ili student
može vidjeti sve svoje evidencije koje sadrže vrijeme i
prostoriju u kojoj su se evidentirali. Osim evidencije RFID
karticom nastavniku je omogućeno i ručno evidentiranje.
Ručno evidentiranje omogućuje implementaciju sustava u
ustanovama koje nemaju RFID čitače ili za tipove nastave
koji se izvode online, terensku nastavu ili za vježbe
tjelesnog odgoja.
Studij i studenti
Kadrovi

ISSP

ISVU

Ispiti

Evidencija
nastave

Sceduly
RFID sustav

Evidencija
radnog
vremena

Slika 2. Shematski prikaz sustava

Sustav je realiziran putem modela softver kao usluga
(eng. SaaS) koji se temelji na modernim načelima
računarstva u oblaku. Prilikom odlučivanja o odabiru
prihvatljivog modela uzete su u obzir sve prednosti i
nedostaci SaaS modela [10].
Prednosti SaaS modela uvelike nadilaze potencijalne
rizike i omogućuju brz razvoj softvera koristeći se
suvremenim agilnim metodama razvoja softvera [11]
prilagođenog potrebama ustanove (Tablica II.).
TABLICA II. PREDNOSTI I NEDOSTACI SAAS MODELA
prednosti

nedostaci

niske potrebe za resursima same
ustanove, kao što su poslužiteljska
računala i osoblje za održavanje
sustava

manjak kontrole, pružatelj usluge
kontrolira razvoj, nadogradnju i
održavanje sustava

kratko vrijeme implementacije
jer nije potrebna instalacija na
lokalna računala ustanove

pravna i regulatorna pitanja
vezana za pohranu i obradu
osobnih podataka osoba ustanove
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niski troškovi, korisnik plaća
samo onoliko koliko se uslugom
koristi te značajkama kojima se
koristi
jednostavna nadogradnja i
održavanje, izvodi se na jednom
računalnom sustavu koje poslužuje
sve korisnike

Sceduly sustav, kao izvor podataka, koristi se primarno
ISVU i ISSP sustavima te postojećim informatičkim
sustavima ustanove, kao što su sustavi čitača kartica,
računovodstveni sustavi i sl. Razmjena podataka između
različitih računalnih sustava realizira se koristeći se REST
API tehnologijom [12].

U postavkama sustava definiraju se korisničke grupe kroz
koje se omogućuju pojedina prava i definira što je
vidljivo korisnicima. Grupa s različitim pravima može
biti N te nastavnici vide ono što je njima relevantno,
studenti vide vlastite podatke, a pojedine službe, poput
kadrovske službe ili referade, imaju pristup podacima
koji su isključivo vezani za njihov poslovni proces.
Studenti imaju mogućnost izrade vlastita predupisa ili
mogu napraviti predupise u suradnji s mentorom, osobom
koja će ih savjetovati oko upisivanja predmeta s viših
godina.

Autentifikacija i autorizacija korisnika u Sceduly
sustavu vrši se koristeći se SAML-om [13] preko
AAI@EduHr infrastrukture [14], omogućujući time
jednostavnu integraciju Sceduly sustava na bilo koje
visoko učilište. Svi korisnici ustanove u sustav se
prijavljuju koristeći vlastite AAI@EduHr identitete (Slika
3).
Slika 5. Izvještaj realizirane nastave

Pročelnici odjela i prodekan za nastavu imaju uvid u
izvještaj o realiziranoj nastavi (Slika 5) svih nastavnika
za koja su im dodijeljena prava. Kadrovska služba ima
uvid u evidenciju radnog vremena zaposlenika (Slika 6).

Slika 3. Shematski prikaz sustava

Svaki korisnik kod pristupa vidi svoj korisnički profil
(Slika 4) putem kojeg pristupa značajkama sustava. U
prvom je planu osobni raspored korisnika na kojem je
vidljiva planirana nastava (iz rasporeda) i njezina
evidencija. Osobni podaci poput zvanja, zaposlenja u
ustanovi, akademskog stupnja, matičnog broja
znanstvenika, kontakt-telefona, automatski se ažuriraju iz
sustava ISVU kadrovi i korisnik u svakom trenutku može
vidjeti svoje relevantne podatke. Prema matičnom broju
znanstvenika u sustavu su prikazani svi radovi koje je
korisnik unio u CROSBI [15]. Korisnik ima pristup
izvješćima o realiziranoj nastavi i izvješćima studenata
koji su prisustvovali nastavi. U izborniku evidencije
korisnik vidi vlastitu evidenciju radnog vremena.

Slika 4. Korisničko sučelje
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Slika 6. Izvještaj evidencije radnog vremena

Sustav je napravljen kao progresivna web-aplikacija
PWA [17] te je prilagođen i za rad na mobilnim
uređajima.
V.

ZAKLJUČAK

Način poslovanja visokih učilišta nije unificiran
proces, već uvelike ovisi o procedurama pojedinog
učilišta. Iako sveučilišta i fakulteti imaju autonomiju,
većina procedura koje se odnose na nastavni proces slične
su. Razlog tome su propisana pravila sustava kvalitete i
akreditacijskog procesa. Sceduly je aplikacija koja je
napravljena kako bi se ubrzali nastavni i poslovni procesi
u svakodnevnom radu. Ona, na jednom mjestu,
omogućuje pristup svim poslovnim i nastavnim
procedurama nastavnom i nenastavnom osoblju. Također
omogućuje upravi i administraciji da sve relevantne
podatke imaju na jednom mjestu i da mogu pratiti procese.
Sustav je prvenstveno zamišljen kako bi se olakšalo
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funkcioniranje ustanovama kod prikupljanja i obrade
podataka potrebnih za svakodnevno poslovanje. Sustav se
kontinuirano nadograđuje zahtjevima korisnika i
prilagodljiv je procedurama svih ustanova. Za studente
ovaj sustav predstavlja poboljšanje standarda studiranja.
Omogućuje im digitalizaciju administrativnih interakcija s
ustanovom, uvid u osobne podatke i upisane i položene
predmete. Studenti također imaju uvid u prisustvo na
nastavi i vlastite evidencije putem studentskih iskaznica.
Nastavnicima ovaj sustav omogućava administrativno
rasterećenje automatizacijom procedura i izvještaja.
Nastavnici u svakom trenutku imaju uvid u vlastitu
evidenciju nastave, evidenciju radnog vremena, vlastite
podatke i vlastiti raspored. Za upravu i ustanovu sustav je
centralizirano mjesto sa svim podacima koji su potrebni za
rad. Ovaj sustav je 2021. godine korišten za potrebe
reakreditacije na Prirodoslovno-matematičkom fakultetu u
Splitu pri izradi matrice ishoda. MOZVAG [17],
informacijski je sustav za podršku postupaka vrednovanja
koje provodi Agencija za znanost i visoko obrazovanje
(AZVO), no ograničen je brojem znakova za ishode
studijskih programa. Koristeći se Sceduly sustavom,
napravljena je tablica ishoda koja je priložena uz
samoanalizu. Svi ishodi učenja definirani u predmetu
upareni su sa studijskim programom i ishodom na razini
studija, iz čega se automatski generiraju matrica ishoda i
konstruktivno poravnanje.
Sustavom se trenutačno koristi preko 15
visokoškolskih institucija, a iskustva i potrebe institucija
kontinuirano se nadograđuju u sustav i dostupne su svim
ustanovama.
Predviđen je i dodatan razvoj koji će omogućiti
integraciju visokih učilišta u jedan informatički sustav
dostupan na razini sveučilišta. Postignuta integracija
rezultirat će centralnim informatičkim sustavom koji će
omogućiti razmjenu podataka između svakog pojedinog
visokog učilišta - sastavnice i sveučilišta. Takav centralni
informatički sustav omogućit će sveučilištima i razmjenu
podataka s partnerskim sveučilištima iz cijelog svijeta u
svrhu rada na zajedničkim međunarodnim projektima,
priznavanju inozemnih kvalifikacija itd.
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Pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja uz pomoć
digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja u visokoškolskom
okruženju
S. Babić
Veleučilište u Rijeci, Poslovni odjel, Hrvatska
snjezana.babic@veleri.hr

Sažetak - Primjenom informacijskih i komunikacijskih
tehnologija u nastavi omogućena je izrada i korištenje velike
količine digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja. U ovom radu
prikazani su rezultati istraživanja načina pravljenja
bilježaka tijekom učenja uz pomoć digitalnih obrazovnih
sadržaja od strane studenata (N=136) na jednoj
visokoškolskoj instituciji u doba pandemije COVID-19.
Rezultati analize prikupljenih podataka ukazuju na to da
samo malo više od polovine ispitanika je iskazalo da za
pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja iz digitalnih obrazovnih
sadržaja je koristilo papir-olovka oblik. Nalazi u ovome radu
mogu biti poticaj za daljnji razvoj ekološke svijesti i zelenog
okruženja za učenje te razvoj novih scenarija učenja i
poučavanja.
Ključne riječi – zelene vještine, održivost, IKT, pravljenje
bilježaka, papir-olovka, digitalni obrazovni sadržaji, učenje,
studenti

I.

UVOD

Razvoj zelenog i digitalnog gospodarstva postavljeni
su kao dvostruka ključna smjernica za povećanje globalne
konkurentnosti industrije Europske unije [1]. Za potrebe
stvaranja zelenih radnih mjesta, potrebno je kod
zaposlenika i svakog pojedinca razviti nužne zelene
vještine koje uključuju razvoj ekološke svijesti, stava i
želje za učenjem o održivosti, podržavanju i stvaranju
održivog okruženja kroz uvođenje ekološki prihvatljive
aktivnosti koje se sastoje od prakse recikliranja, ponovne
upotrebe i smanjenje određenih resursa iz okruženja (engl.
3R - Recycle, Reuse and Reduce practices), s ciljem
zaštite okoliša. S tim u vezi, zelene i digitalne vještine
postaju jedne od ključnih kriterija pri zapošljavanju
zaposlenika, pri čemu digitalne vještine potiču stvaranje
zelenih vještina [2]. Međutim, uvođenje zelenih radnih
mjesta nije jednostavno [3].
Mnoge obrazovne institucije na različite načine daju
svoje doprinose u navedenom, od razvoja edukativnih
programa, podizanja ekološke svijesti do promjene načina
poslovanja. Kao primjer, mnoge visokoškolske institucije
potiču stvaranje zelenih kampusa i uvode poslovanje bez
upotrebe papira [4]. Rezultati studije, na uzorku od 400
studenata, koju su proveli Fachrudin et al. [5], ukazuju na
to da je za podizanje svijesti za realizaciju zelenog
kampusa potrebno provoditi niz obrazovnih aktivnosti,
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kao što su edukacije, praktične aktivnosti o važnosti
zelenih koncepata, promocije zelenih kampusa i korištenje
aplikacija za bespapirnato poslovanje na kampusu. Dakle,
bespapirnato poslovanje vezano je uz primjenu digitalne
tehnologije, a prelazak na okoliš bez papira postao je
pokretačka snaga održivog razvoja [4].
Posebno se smatra važna primjena takvih oblika
e-učenja u kojima se koristi digitalna tehnologija u
procesu učenja i poučavanja koja omogućuje uvođenje i
razvoj koncepta „učenja bez papira“ odnosno
transformaciju iz fizičke razmjene obrazovnih sadržaja i
drugih obrazovnih komponenti u virtualnu razmjenu istih
[3]. Osposobljenost za korištenje računala, softvera i
internetske tehnologije važna je za razvoj zelene vještine,
jer omogućuje učenje i poučavanje bez papira, smanjuje
upotrebu tinte za pisače te tako doprinosi smanjenju udjela
ugljika u okruženju i jačanju ekološke održivosti te
razvoju društva u cjelini [4].
U vrijeme pandemije COVID-19, mnoge obrazovne
institucije su u većem obimu koristile različite
informacijske i komunikacijske tehnologije i sustave za
online učenje i poučavanje, kao i za cjelokupno
poslovanje, u odnosu na prethodni period.
S ciljem istraživanja utjecaja pandemije COVID-19 na
kretanje prema kampusu bez papira, Al Jaberi et al. [4]
analizirali su podatke o korištenju papira za prethodne tri
akademske godine, od 2019. do 2021. godine. Rezultati
njihove analize prikupljenih podataka ukazali su na
ogroman pad u korištenju papira te s tim u vezi, i pad
postotka ukupnih troškova poslovanja.
Korištenjem
informacijske
i
komunikacijske
tehnologije u nastavnom procesu, odnosno e-učenja,
podupire se ekološki prihvatljivo učenje u kojem se
smanjuje potrošnja papira. Međutim, u navedenom
procesu, jednako su važne razine zelene vještine
nastavnika, studenta, kao i svih ostalih dionika
obrazovnog sustava [6].
Tako sve veća upotreba digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja
dovodi do potrebe za promjenu, odnosno prilagodbu
načina, i učenja i poučavanja. Rezultati studija pokazuju
da se pojedini obrazovni ciljevi bolje postižu primjenom
tradicionalnih metoda olovke i papira te da je prije
intenzivnije digitalizacije nastave potrebno provesti
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dodatna istraživanja i procijeniti u kojoj mjeri digitalni
mediji podržavaju procese učenja [7].
Nadalje, poznato je da je bilježenje bilježaka tijekom
učenja povezano s uspjehom učenja kod studenata [10].
Povećanjem upotrebe računala za pravljenje bilježaka kod
studenata, također, javlja se potreba za dodatnim
istraživanjima povezanosti učinaka načina pravljenja
bilježaka i uspjeha učenja u različitim obrazovnim
okruženjima [8]. Korištenjem digitalnih bilješki za potrebe
učenja kod studenata u većem obimu može se smanjiti
opća upotreba papira u društvu i zaštiti okoliš u smislu
očuvanja šuma te poticati razvoj zelenih vještina potrebnih
za izlazak na tržište rada.
Na osnovu svega navedenog smatralo se opravdanim
provesti istraživanje u ovome radu, čiji je cilj istražiti
načine pravljenja bilježaka tijekom učenja iz digitalnih
obrazovnih sadržaja te drugih povezanih činitelja kod
studenata na jednoj visokoškolskoj instituciji.
U sljedećem poglavlju prikazani su rezultati
prethodnih istraživanja. Metodologija istraživanja je
prezentirana u trećem poglavlju. Zatim u četvrtom
poglavlju opisani su rezultati provedenog istraživanja te su
kratki zaključci rada izneseni u zasebnom poglavlju na
kraju ovog rada.
PRAVLJENJE BILJEŽAKA TIJEKOM UČENJA IZ
DIGITALNIH OBRAZOVNIH SADRŽAJA: PAPIR-OLOVKA I
II.

DIGITALNI OBLIK

Kao što je prethodno naglašeno, pravljenje bilješki
tijekom učenja uobičajena je strategija među studentima i
utvrđeno je da utječe na njihov akademski uspjeh [10].
Brojni autori su na različite načine vršili usporedbu
korisnosti i barijera primjene papir-olovka i digitalnog
oblika za pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja kod
studenata.
U nastavku rada prikazani su rezultati prethodnih
istraživanja koja su nastala prije i tijekom pandemije
COVID-19.
Kao primjer, Mizrachi [9] je 2014. godine otkrila da je
390 studenata na Sveučilištu Kalifornija za potrebe
dubokog pamćenja radije koristilo obrazovni sadržaj
zapisan u papirnatom obliku, pri čemu su se studenti
izjasnili da su jednostavnije pravili svoje bilješke tijekom
učenja u papirnatom obliku nego u digitalnom obliku.
Kao jedan od glavnih razloga za to, ispitanici su navodili
manje naprezanje očiju i manji zamor kada su koristili
papirnati oblik.
Nadalje, rezultati istraživanja na uzorku od 251
studenta društvenih i zdravstvenih znanosti, koje su 2016.
godine proveli Aragón-Mendizábal et al. [10], pokazuju
da oni studenti koji su koristili papir-olovka oblik za
pravljenje njihovih bilježaka tijekom učenja imali su bolje
ocjene iz onih zadataka za čije rješavanje je studentima
bilo potrebno duboko pamćenje obrazovnih sadržaja.
U siječnju 2019. godine, u razdoblju prije pandemije
COVID-19 rezultati istraživanja koje je provela Babić [11,
12] na uzorku od 224 studenata, pokazali su da je u to
vrijeme velika većina studenata, njih 79,91%, radije
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koristila papir-olovka oblik za pravljenje bilježaka tijekom
učenja iz digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja u odnosu na
digitalno pravljenje bilježaka. Nadalje, autorica pronalazi
da su ispitanici u prosjeku bili neodlučni u davanju
odgovora na tvrdnju „Vjerujem da bi bilo vrlo teško učiti
bez korištenja rukom pisanih bilješki u nastavi“, zatim
uglavnom radije su čitali digitalne obrazovne sadržaje u
tiskanom obliku te da je velikoj većini ispitanika, njih
70,53%, bilo lakše pretraživati obrazovne sadržaje za
učenje u digitalnom nego u papirnatom obliku, koje su u
najvećoj mjeri spremali samo u tekstualnim oblicima.
U razdoblju tijekom pandemije COVID-19, kada se
povećao broj digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja u nastavi u
mnogim obrazovnim okruženjima, rezultati prethodnih
istraživanja pokazali su da je studentima čitanje digitalnih
obrazovnih sadržaja na ekranu računala bilo zamornije u
odnosu na čitanje istih otisnutih na papiru te da je
navedeno imalo utjecaj na njihovu motivaciju i
sudjelovanje u procesu učenja [7]. Kao drugi primjer,
rezultati Artz et al. [8] pokazuju da sam proces digitalnog
pravljenja bilješki nije imao statistički značajan utjecaj na
postignuti uspjeh u učenju kod studenata. Autori smatraju
da su na isti utjecale karakteristike onih studenata koji su
odlučili koristiti računala za pravljenje digitalnih
bilježaka.
Ocal et al. [13] pronalaze da studenti radije čitaju
složeni obrazovni sadržaj s papira nego u digitalnom
obliku. Njihovi rezultati nisu pokazali značajnu razliku u
razumijevanju obrazovnog sadržaja, kada se isti čita sa
zaslona računala ili s papira.
III.

METODLOGIJA ISTRAŽIVANJA

Cilj istraživanja u ovome radu bio je ispitati studente
jedne visokoškolske institucije o njihovom načinu
pravljenja bilježaka tijekom učenja uz pomoć digitalnih
obrazovnih sadržaja tijekom pandemije COVID-19.
A. Sudionici u istraživanju
U istraživanju je sudjelovalo 136 ispitanika/studenata
Veleučilišta u Rijeci od kojih je bilo njih 81 (59,6%)
muškog spola, dok je ženskog spola bilo njih 55 (40,4%)
te su imali u prosjeku 23,3 godina.
S obzirom na smjer studija, najviše ispitanika (70,6%)
je bilo sa studija Informatika, zatim sa studija Sigurnost na
radu (17,6%) te njih 11,8% sa studija Poduzetništvo, i to
velika većina njih (88,2%) s preddiplomskih stručnih
studija te samo njih 11,8% sa specijalističkih stručnih
studija. Redovni studij pohađalo je njih 80,9% te njih
19,1% je pohađalo izvanredni studij. Prvu godinu studija
pohađalo je njih 71,3%, zatim njih 22,1% pohađalo je
treću godinu studija, dok je drugu godinu studija pohađalo
samo njih 6,6%.
Najveći broj studenata, njih 91,1%, potvrdilo je da za
pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja uz pomoć digitalnih
obrazovnih materijala koristi tekstualni oblik zapisa, zatim
jednaki udio, njih 3,7%, koristi grafički i slikovni zapis te
audio zapis koristi samo njih 0,7%.
Kao što je vidljivo na slici 1., malo više od polovine
ispitanika (54,41%) izjasnilo se da za pravljenje bilježaka
tijekom učenja uz pomoć digitalnih obrazovnih materijala
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koristi papir i olovka oblik, zatim njih 25,00% koristi
laptop, stolno (desktop) računalo (9,56%) i pametni
telefon (8,82%). Rezultati analize prikupljenih podataka
ukazuju da niti jedan student nije koristio tablet za
pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja uz pomoć digitalnih
obrazovnih sadržaja te samo njih 2,21% se izjasnilo da
uopće ne prave bilješke tijekom učenja iz digitalnih
obrazovnih sadržaja.

izjasnilo da uvijek ispisuje digitalni obrazovni sadržaj na
papir ako je isti zapisan na manje od 3 stranice.

Slika 3. Postotak sudionika (N=136) raspoređen prema iskazanom broju
stranica digitalnih obrazovnih materijala koje ispitanici uvijek ispisuju
na papir za potrebe učenja

Slika 1. Postotak sudionika (N=136) raspoređen prema korištenju
tehnologije za pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja uz pomoć digitalnih
obrazovnih sadržaja

Rezultati analize prikupljenih podataka (slika 2.)
ukazuju na to da je velika većina ispitanika (72,06%)
koristila aplikaciju MS Word za pravljenje bilježaka
tijekom učenja iz digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja, zatim
razne druge alate za pravljenje bilježaka na pametnom
telefonu koristilo je nešto više od jedne trećine ispitanika
(36,03%), razne druge alate za pravljenje bilježaka na
stolnom računalu, laptopu i tabletu (27,21%), dok je nešto
manji udio ispitanika koristio aplikacije OneNote (5,88%),
My Notes – Viber (4,41%), Google Keep (2,94%) i
EverNote (1,47%).

B. Anketni upitnik i procedura istraživanja
Za potrebe ovog istraživanja izrađen je novi anketni
upitnik na podlozi pitanja u istraživanjima koje su proveli
Mizrachi [9] i Babić [11, 12]. Upitnik je sastavljen od 18
pitanja vezanih uz opću demografiju, načine pravljenja
bilježaka (papirnati oblik/digitalni oblik) te o načinu
korištenja aplikacija za pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja
iz digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja. Pojedini odgovori su
modulirani na Likertovoj skali od pet stupnjeva (1 =
potpuno netočno, 5 = potpuno točno).
Istraživanje je zasnovano na anonimnoj i dobrovoljnoj
razini, a provedeno je od veljače do ožujka 2022. godine
na Veleučilištu u Rijeci u sklopu informatičkih kolegija
koji su se izvodili uživo u učionicama dok su svi digitalni
obrazovni sadržaji za učenje bili dostupni u e-kolegijima u
sustavu e-učenja. Upitnik je bio izrađen pomoću alata
Google obrasci, a za analizu prikupljenih podataka
korištena je deskriptivna statistika i grafički prikazi.
IV.

Slika 2. Postotak sudionika (N=136) raspoređen prema korištenju alata
za pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja digitlnih obrazovnih sadržaja

Velika većina ispitanika/studenata, njih 75,00%,
izjasnila se da digitalne obrazovne sadržaje tijekom učenja
uvijek ispisuje na papir (slika 3.). S tim u vezi, najveći
udio ispitanika, njih 27,95%, digitalni obrazovni sadržaj
za potrebe učenja ispisuje uvijek na papir ako je isti
zapisan na 3 do 5 stranica, zatim ako je zapisan na 5 do 10
stranica (19,85%), 10 i više stranica uvijek ispisuje
16,91% ispitanika, dok se samo 10,29% ispitanika
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REZULTATI ISTRAŽIVANJA

A. Papir-olovka nasuprot digitalnom obliku pravljenja i
pretraživanja bilježaka tijekom učenja iz digitalnih
obrazovnih sadržaja
Odgovor na tvrdnju vezanu za oblik u kojem ispitanici
radije čitaju digitalne obrazovne sadržaje koje preuzmu
od nastavnika sudionici (N=136) su mogli dati na
Likertovoj skali od 1 do 5 kako je prikazano na slici 4.
Rezultati t-testa (t=-4,47; p=0,00) pokazali su da postoji
statistički značajna razlika među ispitanicima koji
digitalne obrazovne sadržaje radije čitaju u digitalnom
obliku (M=3,97, SD=1,10) u odnosu na ispitanike koji iste
radije čitaju u papirnatom obliku (M=3,18, SD=1,34).
Nadalje, s time u vezi, iz rezultata prikazanih na slici 4.
vidljivo je da najveći udio sudionika (67,65%) smatra
točnom tvrdnju da digitalne obrazovne sadržaje koje
preuzmu od nastavnika radije čitaju u digitalnom obliku,
dok njih 39,71% je iskazalo da radije iste čitaju u
papirnatom obliku. Zanimljivo je da gotovo jedna trećina
ispitanika, njih 32,35%, se nije moglo odlučiti o tome da li
radije čitanju digitalne obrazovne sadržaje u papirnatom
obliku.
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Prema dobivenim rezultatima istraživanja, prikazanim
u tablici II, najveći udio ispitanika (94,12%) mišljenja je
da ima sposobnost korištenja barem jedne aplikacije za
digitalno pravljenje bilježaka (npr. Word, One Note,
Google keep i sl.) te se izjasnilo njih 80,15% da raspolažu
s potrebnim softverom i hardverom za primjenu aplikacija
za pravljenje digitalnih bilježaka tijekom učenja.

Slika 4. Postotak ispitanika (N=136) obzirom na iskaz o obliku u kojem
radije čitanju digitalne obrazovne sadržaja koje preuzmu od nastavnika

Analiza prikupljenih podataka prikazana u tablici I.
pokazuje da 68,38% ispitanika se slaže da svoje bilješke
tijekom učenja iz digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja
jednostavnije prave pomoću papira i olovke, dok njih
56,62% se izjasnilo da jednostavnije prave bilješke u
digitalnom obliku. Međutim, rezultati t-testa pokazuju da
ne postoji statistički značajna razlika među ispitanicima
(t=1,35, p=0,18) s obzirom na jednostavnost pravljenja
bilježaka, ovisno o tome da li prave svoje bilješke tijekom
učenja iz digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja u papirnatom
(M=3,93, SD=1,22) ili digitalnom obliku (M=3,91,
SD=1,08).
Međutim, s obzirom na jednostavnost pretraživanja
svojih bilježaka tijekom učenja iz digitalnih obrazovnih
sadržaja, rezultati t-testa (t=3,80, p=0,00) potvrđuju da
postoji statistički značajna razlika među ispitanicima
koliko jednostavno pretražuju svoje bilješke u papirnatom
obliku (M=3,32, SD=1,35) u odnosu na one koji
jednostavnije pretražuju svoje bilješke tijekom učenja
digitalnom obliku (M=4.02, SD=1,14). Samo se polovina
ispitanika izjasnila da jednostavnije pretražuju svoje
bilješke u papirnatom obliku, dok se velika većina njih
71,32% slaže da jednostavnije pretražuje svoje bilješke
izrađene u digitalnom obliku.
TABLICA I.
USPOREDBA JEDNOSTAVNOSTI PRIMJENE PAPIROLOVKA I DIGITALNOG OBLIKA ZA PRAVLJENJE I PRETRAŽIVANJA
BILJEŽAKA TIJEKOM UČENJA IZ DIGITALNIH OBRAZOVNIH SADRŽAJA
(M – ARIT. SREDINA, SD-STAN. DEV., % - POSTOTAK)
DIGITALNI
OBLIK
Tijekom učenja uz
pomoć digitalnih
obrazovnih
sadržaja:

Jednostavnost
pravljenja
bilježaka

Jednostavnost
pretraživanja
bilježaka
Note: * p < 0.01.
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“PAPIROLOVKA”
OBLIK (%)

1
2
3
4
5

6,62
6,62
18,38
23,53
44,85

1
2
3
4
5

13,96
14,71
20,59
27,21
23,53

M
(SD)

(pomoću
aplikacija npr.
MS Word, MS
OneNote,
Google Keep i
drugo)

(%)
3,68
3,93
7,35
(1,22)
32,35
27,21
29,41
t=1,35 (p=0,18)
3,32
4,41
(1,35)
6,62
17,65
25,00
46,32
t=-3,80 (p=0,00)

M
(SD)

Nešto više od polovine ispitanika (56,09%) smatra da
primjena aplikacije za pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja
podiže kvalitetu njihova učenja, dok njih 29,41% je bilo
neodlučno te njih 12,50% se nije složilo s navedenom
tvrdnjom.
Ispitanici su u prosjeku (M=3,13, SD=1,28) iskazali
neodlučnost na tvrdnju „Bilo bi jako teško obrazovati se
bez upotrebe papira i olovke za pravljenje bilježaka.“
Svoja slaganja s navedenom tvrdnjom iskazala je samo
jedna trećina (36,03%) ispitanika.
Nadalje, najmanje ispitanika (13,97%) smatralo je da
pravljenje bilježaka pomoću neke aplikacije (npr. MS
Word, OneNote, Google Keep, ...) za potrebe učenja je
teško. Navedeno potvrđuje dobiveni rezultat aritmetičke
sredine (M=2,23, SD=1,12), koji ukazuje na to da
ispitanici u prosjeku smatraju da pravljenje digitalnih
bilježaka nije teško.
TABLICA II.
MIŠLJENJA SUDIONIKA (N=136) O PRAVLJENJU
BILJEŽAKA POMOĆU APLIKACIJA I O DRUGIM POVEZANIM ČINITELJIMA
(% ODGOVORA NA STUP. OD 1- 5 , M - ARITM. SREDINA I SD-STAN. DEV)
Tvrdnje

%

Pravljenje bilježaka pomoću neke aplikacije
(npr. MS Word, OneNote, Google Keep, ...)
za potrebe učenja je teško.
Primjena aplikacije za pravljenje bilježaka
tijekom učenja podiže kvalitetu učenja.

Raspolažem s potrebnim softverom i
hardverom za primjenu aplikacija za
pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja.
Sposoban/sposobna sam koristiti barem
jednu aplikaciju za digitalno pravljenje
bilježaka (npr. MS Word, MS OneNote,
Google Keep i sl.)
Bilo bi mi jako teško obrazovati se bez
upotrebe papira i olovke za pravljenje
bilježaka.

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

33,09
27,94
25,00
11,03
2,94
2,94
9,56
29,41
28,68
29,41
0,74
2,93
16,18
36,03
44,12
0,00
0,74
5,15
15,44
78,68
13,24
16,91
33,82
16,18
19,85

M
(SD)
2,23
(1,12)

3,72
(1,08)

4,20
(0,87)

4,72
(0,59)

3,13
(1,28)

3,71
(1,08)

V.
4,02
(1,14)

ZAKLJUČAK

Pravljenje bilježaka tijekom učenja iz digitalnih
obrazovnih sadržaja u digitalnom obliku može doprinijeti
razvoju zelenih vještina kod studenata - budućih zelenih
zaposlenika na tržištu rada, gdje je poslovanje bez papira
imperativ za mnoge poslovne subjekte.
Smanjenje upotrebe papira u procesu učenja i
poučavanja može pomoći u stvaranju održivog
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ekosustava. Tijekom pandemije COVID-19 došlo je do
povećanja digitalnih obrazovnih sadržaja, međutim, još
uvijek se određena količina papira koristi u svrhu učenja i
poučavanja, a u ovome radu poseban naglasak je stavljen
na proces učenja.
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Summary - Flooded evaporator is one of the physical
ways in which thermal energy can be exchanged between a
cooled medium and refrigerated medium, but which is
rarely used due to management issues. This paper presents
the design of an electronic control unit for controlling the
operation of a cooling device based on flooded evaporator
technology, and for the purpose of flow cooling juices and
beer. Sensor and actuator equipment for control and
acquisition of process information is installed on a real
laboratory model. The control electronic circuit is designed
so that the control of system operation and acquisition of
sensor values can be performed via a computer program
MATLAB Simulink and parallel via an internal application
in the microcontroller. The model is equipped with several
various sensors (temperature, pressure, flow) and actuators
(fluid solenoid valves, condenser fan, frequency-controlled
compressor) and as a result a microcontroller system was
developed as a signal interface between the Simulink
acquisition card and the physical model. Experimental
methods lead to optimal control and regulation algorithms
applicable in the later phase of industrial design of the
complete device.
Keywords - electronic circuit, laboratory model, flooded
evaporator, beer cooling

Flooded evaporator on the market for low-temperature
refrigeration beverages (0,5-2 kW) does not exist, so this
solution tends to be innovative. Based on the above, as
part
of
the
IRI2
project
(reference
code
KK.01.2.1.02.0036) a design solution was developed for
the flooded evaporator model in combination with a
variable speed compressor and R290 refrigerant, which is
expected to achieve a very high energy efficiency of the
device. This is shown by preliminary tests according to
which the flooded evaporator is functional and energy

CONDENSER
COMPRESSOR
HIGH
PRESSURE
SENSOR
FILTER-DRYER

The flooded evaporator model is a system of direct
evaporation of the refrigerant on the cooling coils, which
means to avoid additional heat transfer, as is the case in
existing commercial cooling systems such as ice bank and
dry block systems. The advantages of implementing a
flooded evaporator in the refrigeration system are the
elimination of intermediates and accumulators of
refrigerant, elimination of heat losses that occur when
using intermediaries and accumulators of refrigerant,
increase in heat transfer coefficient on the refrigerant side,
increase of the total heat transfer coefficient and the
consequent increase in cooling capacity for the same
beverage input parameters.

efficient: energy savings of 20-35% can be achieved
compared to existing instantaneous cooling devices for
beverages. Automatic control of the cooling device is
necessary for the operation of the device with flooded
evaporator, and the project partner Zagreb University of
Applied Sciences, who developed the electronic control
unit described in this paper, oversees the implementation
of this part. The flooded evaporator prototype system is
shown in Figure 1. This prototype is scheduled for
production, and its corresponding P&ID diagram is shown
in Figure 2.

FLOW
INDICATOR
SOLENOID
VALVE 1

SOLENOID
VALVE 5

SOLENOID
VALVE 4

I. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. Prototype of a flooded evaporator system
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FLOW
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FLOW
INDICATOR

SOLENOID
VALVE 3

Figure 2. Prototype of a flooded evaporator system
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EVAPORATOR SYSTEM PROTOYPE

A. Sensors –input signals
In a flooded evaporator prototype sensors for pressure,
temperature and liquid flow signals were installed in
appropriate manner. Pressure sensors are used for
monitoring and control of cooling medium evaporation
and condensing. Temperature and liquid flow sensors are
used for feedback information on cooled liquid state.
Pressure sensors were connected to evaporator's and
condenser's pipeline entry points. These sensors are
affiliated with certain addresses and connected to
electronic device as an information for control and
monitoring.

was used, which would deal with the functions of signal
conversion from the model of the device with flooded
evaporator, and according to the PC with MATLAB and
Simulink installed. At the same time, due to the need to
make hardware parts of the interface to sensors and
actuators, the method of rapid prototype development
was used Error! Reference source not found.. As
shown in Figure 3, three transmitters were used to
PC with
MATLAB/Simulink

ADC1
ADC2

B. Actuators – output signals
Flooded evaporator's control system also uses certain
actuating signals for providing functional work of the
system. Actuating devices include contactors for
compressor/condenser fan (connected via 5VDC
electromechanical relays) and four additional relays for
electromagnetic valves placed on specific pipes: suction
line, condensing line, hot gas, and oil drain. These relays
are also assigned to specific output addresses to a control
system.

ADC3
ADC4

LPC1768
MBED 1

P1

Flow sensor
NTC 10K
β=3435;1%

NTC 10K
β=3435;1%

Pressure
sensor
Pressure
sensor

Model

Range

El.
signal

Digmesa
AG

938-2540/01

0.041 ÷ 15
l/min

236
pulse/l

11

Eliwell

SN8DED11502C0

-50 ÷ +110
°C

25 °C /
10kΩ

7

Eliwell

SN8DED11502C0

-50 ÷ +110
°C

25 °C /
10kΩ

8

Emerson

PT5N-30M

0 ÷ 30 bar

4 ÷ 20
mA

3
5

Emerson

PT5N-07M

-0.8 ÷ 7 bar

4 ÷ 20
mA

Solenoid
valve 1

Castel

CM2 9110/RA2

OFF/ON

0/24
VAC

25

Solenoid
valve 2

Castel

CM2 9110/RA2

OFF/ON

0/24
VAC

27

Castel

CM2 9110/RA2

OFF/ON

0/24
VAC

29

Castel

CM2 9110/RA2

OFF/ON

0/24
VAC

31

Compressor

SECOP

NLV12.6CN

40 ÷
155 Hz

2000÷450
0 rpm

26

Condenser
fan

ELCO

VNT 12/20 334

OFF/O
N

0 ÷ 230
VAC

26

Solenoid
valve 3
Solenoid
valve 4

C. Hardware interface concept
In the first phase of the development project [1], the
suitability analysis of the appropriate microcontroller [1]
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T1

T2

Dout1
Dout2
Dout3
Dout4

Dout5

5VDC relays
for compressor
and valve
control
(ON/OFF)

ADC out
ADC5

LPC1768
MBED 2

LPC1768
MBED 3

Flow

f=40÷ 150Hz
Compressor

Figure 3. Three MBED transmitter interface block diagram
Pin address (SCB-100)

Type

Manufacturer

TABLE I. INPUT/OUTPUT SYSTEM

P2

NI SCB-100 interface

II. CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPT FOR A FLOODED

connect the control system to the model.
Transmitters applied in the microcontroller subsystem
(MBED1, MBED2 and MBED3) are made by selecting
electronic components from already tested solutions of
existing UAS projects. The MBED1 transmitter is based
on the use of the LPC1768 microcontroller [4]. The
signals of the pressure sensors P1 and P2 are in the form
of a 4÷20mA current loop, and the signals of the NTC
temperature sensor T1 and T2 are converted into digital
form [5] with the possibility of local display on the LCD
display [6]. Details of the circuits are shown in Figure 4.
The interface, according to the NI SCB-100 card [7] ,
requires analog signals in the range 0÷10V, so the
MBED1 transmitter generates PWM pulses at the outputs
which pass through the LF filter and amplifier get the final
shape.
The function of the MBED2 transmitter is to convert
the flow sensor signal accordingly into voltage at the
LM224 amplifier output [8]. The flow sensor (FHKU BSF
1/2”) has a contact output of NPN type, and the frequency
is proportional to the flow. By measuring the signal period
(Figure 5) at the digital input of the microcontroller, the
flow rate in l/min is calculated and converted into a
voltage output according to the NI SBC-100 interface. On
the positive edge of the signal, a counter (timer) is started,
which increases from state 0, driven by a clock of 1ms.
The next positive edge of the flow signal takes over the
current state of the counter and saves it as a period. The
counter is immediately reset, and a new measurement
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cycle begins. The expected maximum flow rate is up to 3
l/min which corresponds to a voltage output of 10V.

Stop

Start

Figure 4. Electronic schematic of sensors

Flow
sensor
impulses
Flow
sensor
impulses

timer
Figure 5. Flow sensor measurements

The MBED3 transmitter is also based on the LPC1768
microcontroller application. The transmitter’s function is
to convert the voltage input into the appropriate amount of
frequency at which the compressor frequency converter is
started. The output frequency is set from 40 Hz to 150 Hz
which corresponds to the characteristics shown in Figure
6. MATLAB/Simulink sets a voltage in the range of 0 to
10V via the NI SCB-100 interface, which is digitized in
the MBED3 transmitter and transformed into 40 to 150
Hz. The period is entered as the inverse value of the
frequency in the comparator of the selected counter/timer.
When the timer state reaches the value in the comparator,
the digital output state of the microcontroller changes. The
binary signal is amplified by a transistor switch of NPN
type.
D. Making of an experimental prototype of a control
device
Based on the set assembly concept, the selected
components were connected to the experimental tiles. This
approach has its advantages and disadvantages. The
advantages are in the fact that it enables a relatively quick
verification of the set concept or development idea, and in
case of confirmation, the continuation of the development
project can be continued. Skipping some essential checks
can jeopardize the project's budget and schedule. The
construction of the entire transmitter system is fast,
requires the use of connecting lines between the mains
points of the electrical circuit, and the programming of
microcontrollers in the MBED system is fast, although
testing comes down to trial-and-error testing and retrying.
Figure 7 shows the first experimental prototype. Each
of the transmitters has a connected two-line LCD display
to make it easier to check the signal status and set
parameters. The disadvantage of this method of
prototyping is the following:
-

Figure 6. Frequency control characteristic curve for compressor

-

-

Figure 7. Experimental prototype of a control system
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Opacity of connections during subsequent change
of assembly performance
Unreliable contacts in some places between the
experimental plate and the connecting lines
Influence of electromagnetic interference on lowerlevel signals resulting in noise input when
converting to voltage signals according to NI I/O
interface
Local displays on LCD displays are physically
separated, making it difficult to monitor the
operation of the control unit
Data in digital form in transmitters are separated,
which does not allow a common record on the
control computer (e.g., transfer to Excel)

E. The concept of a control device using a single
microcontroller
The SIMULINK package is a graphical tool that uses
the MATLAB shell to perform system simulations.
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Figure 8. Microcontroller STM32F446RE

ADC5

Frequency
Flow

F. Code development
The selected microcontroller allows the application of
a sophisticated tool for writing and testing code. The
chosen software environment is Keil uVision5, which
enables project management, source code editing,
translation into execution code, loading code into the
target microcontroller, and execution. Troubleshooting is
possible by using the uVision Debugger that is part of the
package, as it ensures that parts of the applied application
are optimized. Due to the type of microcontroller used,
which has an integrated ST-LINK USB, debugging and
programming is easy to do.

LPC1768
MBED 1

P1

P2

T1

T2

LPC1768
MBED 2

LPC1768
MBED 3

Flow

f=40÷ 150Hz
Compressor

R4

ADC out

R5

ADC4

R1

VT2

VP2
VT1

ADC3

5VDC relays for
compressor and
valve control
(ON/OFF)

Dout2
Dout3
Dout4
Dout5

R2

ADC2

Dout1

R3

ADC1

NI SCB-100 interface

PC with
MATLAB/Simulink

USB serial

VP1

Building a simulation model within Simulink is done in a
simple way using a library of ready-made graphics blocks.
In addition to existing blocks, the user can also write their
own blocks using any of MATLAB’s functions.
MATLAB Simulink module STM32-MAT/TARGET
allows the execution of a Simulink mathematical model
on STM32 microcontrollers [9]. To use it, you also need
to install the Embedded Coder plugin, which is used to
generate C / C ++ program code. To connect to Simulink,
a microcontroller from the STM32 series is needed along
with a SWD/JTAG connection, STLink V2/V3 or another
programmer, and a virtual communication port between
the computer and the STM32 microcontroller. The
microcontroller selected is type STM32F446RE, as shown
in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the implemented new control
device solution. The complete function of all three MBED
transmitters has been taken over by an integrated
transmitter
based
on
the
STM32F4
series
microcontrollers. The connections according to the
MATLAB interface and the submerged evaporator model
remained the same, while parallel output control function
is added. Such an approach also allows the use of one
LCD display (four lines of twenty characters per line)
[10]. The display is connected to the microcontroller via
I2C serial communication. Figure 10 shows the use of
both analog and digital inputs and outputs on the
STM32F446RE microcontroller in the proposed control
electronics solution. The STM32CubeMX tool is used as a
development tool for the preparation of the initial setup of
the microcontroller assemblies, which facilitates the work
when choosing A/D converters, timers, and
communication channels.

STM32F4xx
NUCLEO

Figure 9. Block diagram of a proposed control system

Software environments STM32CubeMX, Keil uVision5
and Keil C-compiler are connected to the same project and
use a generic set of instances labeled HAL (Hardware
Abstraction Layer) that connects the structure of the
selected microcontroller with the top layer (software
libraries and applications) and makes it easier for the
developer to use the HW resources of the microcontroller.
G. Making a printed circuit board for a compact
prototype
After testing the functionality of the prototype model
assembled on breadboards and wired with jumper cables,
the unreliability of contacts between boards and cables
and noise on analog signals caused by mappings and
electromagnetic interference were found. To eliminate
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Figure 10. Connections plan for STM32F446RE microcontroller
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these shortcomings and raise the reliability of the
prototype model, the compact prototype development
phase has begun. The idea of a compact prototype is to
remove bad contacts, which is best done by soldering the
connections and eliminate noise, and one way is to shield
the lower-level analog signals and keep them physically as
short as possible. The best solution was a printed circuit
board that would be used to interconnect all the necessary
modules and components. Initial requirements are based
on basic functions:
-

-

the connection of external components such as
sensors, relays, etc. is performed using terminal
blocks,
the NUCLEO STM32F446 control module [11] is
connected to the main printed circuit board by
means of a strip connector in which it can be easily
inserted or detached as needed,
power supply with required voltage levels for all
circuits,
holes for fastening the LCD display to make
everything together,
additional USB to USART converter, TTL level

When designing the board, the width of the lines, the
spacing between the traces, the shielding of critical traces,
the filling of the entire board with ground polygon, EMC
compatibility and all other rules of the printed circuit
board design [12]. The non-used pins on the integrated
circuits are connected to ground so that the wires can be
cut later if necessary and these pins can be used if
necessary, during further development. All the free space
on the printed circuit board was used to place the pads in a
standard grid, which can be used as needed to add and
connect some additional components, if further
development proves necessary. The PCB in the silkscreen
layer also contains a legend of components where the
values of the components are visible on the plate itself,
which is not the case in the industrial production of
electronic devices because reverse engineering is
facilitated by competition, but in this case, it is not a
problem. Legend visible on the PCB makes it easier to
navigate through the board schematics faster, for testing
and further development purposes.
Upon completion of the detailed tile design check,
Gerber files were generated and sent to the PCB
manufacturer. Figure 11 shows the assembly legend of the
PCB, while the finished board with mounted components
is shown in Figure 12.
III. CONCLUSION

Figure 11. Printed circuit board assembly legend

Figure 12. Control circuit board prototype

The schematic and the printed circuit board were
designed via Autodesk EAGLE CAD tool. The
components were arranged on a tile with dimensions of
100x144mm, after several instances of layout traces. The
PCB is double-sided, which means that the traces are laid
out on both sides of the PCB and is designed in THT
technology where there are no SMD components for
surface mounting.
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This solution to the problem of the electronic control
unit of the submerged evaporator model is suitable for
such research projects, which are usually carried out in
several phases. As stated in the first part, the aim was to
connect the model to a PC and the Simulink software
package in order to record transients and the operation of
the model itself to detect its operation and determine the
management software model. After the interfaces were
created using the MBED microcontroller system, the
combination of the Simulink package and the physical
model became operational and measurements and
development of a software process model began. The
second part started with the development of a ready-made
control unit, which loads the control software from the
Simulink package and uses which to control the vaporized
evaporator. The used NUCLEO microcontroller system
with an electronic board to which the NUCLEO circuit
and sensors and actuators are connected proved to be a
good choice.
The functionality of both circuits was tested, and
measurement results were achieved, which led to
additional adjustment of analog and digital values of input
and output signals. In addition to the connection to
Simulink, the connection of computer with the NUCLEO
circuit was made, from which it is possible to equally
manage the loading of process values via a PC. It can be
said that this way of developing control electronics can be
implemented in any process and plant control systems.
Possible future ways of research may include reducing
the number of sensors. Based on the test results of the
previous phases, sensors that are not necessary for control
of the flooded evaporator could be eliminated from the
model in next phase. This would increase the simplicity of
control while reducing the overall costs in manufacturing
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the commercial device. Lesser number of sensors also
applies to the output signals of the MATLAB card
interface. By reducing the number of inputs and outputs,
the possibility of using a microcontroller type
STM32F103C8T6 should be considered.
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Abstract—This paper presents a gain-scheduling controller for
a flooded evaporator laboratory plant at Polytechnic of Zagreb.
The controller is designed based on a relatively simple linear
parameter varying model of the process. For such a model a
relatively simple gain scheduling controller has been designed
with utilising PI controller and PI controller within Smith
predictor control scheme. The designed control systems were
verified in Matlab/Simulink environment.
Index Terms—Flooded evaporator, Gain-scheduling controller,
PI controller, Smith Predictor, Matlab/Simulink

on gain-scheduling PI and Smith predictor control scheme.
In Section 2, a brief description of the laboratory model
of flooded evaporator is described, while in Section 3 the
identification of a simple linear parameter varying model is
described. The proposed control schemes are described in
Section 4 while in Section 5 simulation results are presented,
The paper concludes with concluding remarks.
II. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP OF FLOODED EVAPORATOR FOR
BEVERAGE DISPENSING

I. I NTRODUCTION
Beverage manufacturing represents a very lucrative business
as the beverage market is very large and dynamic one. Beverage is consumed worldwide with an annual consumption of
more than 128.7 million m3 . As lucrative as it is this segment
of industry didn’t have to pay much attention to energy
consumption and savings in the past. However recently, more
and more pressure has been put on beverage manufacturers as
well as related sectors to reduce energy consumption as a part
of global energy saving trend [1].
Beverage dispensers are widely used in catering facilities
like pubs and restaurants to provide customers well conditioned beverages, primarily ensuring recommended beverage
temperature range. Typically such beverage dispensers contains additional temperature conditioning systems that ensures
optimal or near optimal temperature of the beverage. Recently
instead of dry evaporator that is typically used for beverage
cooling a so-called flooded evaporator is used because of its
better efficiency. Additionally, a recent trend in that industry
is replacing standard refrigerators with more environmental
friendly propane R-290. Such evaporator systems consists
of four mail parts: evaporator, compressor, condenser and
expansion valve(or capillaries in some cases)
Although such systems are typically controlled in an open
loop by setting the compressor speed to the desired level this
clearly is not the optimal way of using such a system. In this
paper we propose using a closed loop control system based
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In this section we briefly describe experimental setup of
flooded evaporator for beverage dispensing at Polytecnic of
Zagreb, Croatia. The flooded evaporator consist of four main
components: (i) evaporator, (ii) compressor, (iii) condenser
and (iv) capillaries. Capillaries are used as an alternative
for an expansion valve, typically used in such systems. The
Laboratory model of flooded evaporator is shown in Fig. 1,
while its block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
Dominant dynamics of the flooded evaporator model is
the dynamic of the evaporator block. Within this block the
refrigerator cools the beverage that is in contact with and
partially evaporates. Unlike in a dry evaporator, the refrigerant
in flooded type of evaporator is not fully evaporated and
superheated at the flooded evaporator outlet. The leaving
refrigerant flow is a two-phase mixture with typically 5080% gas. The evaporated refrigerator is then compressed to
a higher pressure by using a compressor driven by an electric
motor. The characteristic of the compressor is typically given
with its static model relating motor compressor speed and
inverter frequency (Fig. 3). High pressured refrigerator then
enters the condenser block where it exchanges its heat with
an air and changes its phase. Finally the pressure of the
refrigerator is reduced before entering the evaporator by using
a set capillaries, as an alternative to expansion valve. More on
modelling of evaporators in general can be found in [2], [3]
while flooded evaporator modelling is presented in [1], [4],
[5].
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3.3
Frequency speed
control

dependance of the achieved temperature difference between
input and output beverage temperature ∆T = Tin − Tout .
Additionally, each experiment has been conducted in such a
way that the beverage tank was heated first until reaching the
temperature of 30◦ C and then the compressor would start.
As as result the observed initial temperature difference was
The speed can be controlled by applying a low voltage frequency signal to the frequency input
not
zero
it linearly
is defined
byandthe
temperature of the beverage
• The
speed isbut
changed
between 66 Hz
150 Hz.
Hz corresponds to 2000 rpm, 150 Hz to 4500 rpm
in•• 66
pipelines
system
(Fig.
5).
As
a
result, due to the spatially
If the frequency is below 50 Hz, the compressor stops.
• A frequency of 25-30 Hz must be applied during stop.
distributed
nature
of
the
the
process
there will be an inherent
• If the frequency is lower than 10 Hz, the signal is considered faulty and the compressor will go into
emergency mode
and
operate atdirectly
a fixed speed or
switch to AEOon
(default
disabled)
transport
lag
which
depends
beverage
flow rate q̇.
• The parameters for the frequency are fully programmable and can easily be changed by Tool4Cool®
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Fig. 1. Laboratory model of flooded evaporator at Polytechnic of
Zagreb
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Fig. 4. Experimental results for
f =
0.9finvertera
max : Beverage input and output
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Slika 6: linearna ovisnost promjene temperature piva o frekvenciji invertera motora kompresora
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Ta linearna ovisnost je opisana izrazom:
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the laboratory plant
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pri čemu je !normirana frekvencija invertera.
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(3)

S drugeOF
strane ako pogledamo maksimalne nagibe vidimo da su oni približno jednaki što znači da bi u
III. I DENTIFICATION OF APPROXIMATE LINEAR MODEL
aproksimaciji
sustava s dinamikom prvog reda oni imali približno jednaku vremensku konstantu *. S
FLOODED EVAPORATOR
druge strane ako pogledamo sami početni nagib on je približno nula jer sustav blago ulazi u prijelaznu
što implicira da je dinamika sustava reda 2, te u tom slučaju će se koristiti sljedeći približni
During the testing phase of designed flooded pojavu
evaporamodel:
tor multiple experimental tests were performed. These
tests
T [o C]
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4

were performed by applying different compressor inverter
frequency within within compressor normal operation range
[66 − 150]Hz. In the laboratory model the cooled beverage
returns to the tank resulting in gradual reduction of the beverage temperature in the tank. for that reason we will model the
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Fig. 5. Achieved temperature difference for different inverter frequencies
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G(s) =

K(q̇)
K(q̇) −sTd 1
e
.
(4)
· =
k = lim s ·
s→∞
1 + sT
s
T
From the Figure 5 one can graphically determine initial slope
and its value is approximately k ≈ 20/65 ≈ 0.3. Now from
the equation (4) one can calculate time constant T as:
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The time constant is determined from the initial slope of
the responses in Figure 5. It is apparent that these slope
are approximately the same for different inverter frequencies.
Initial slope of of the the system step response is equal to:
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K
e−sTd .
(1)
1 + sT
The measurements has been performed for a constant beverage
mass flow rate of 0.9l/min. Such flow rate is chosen to be realistic one for beverage dispenser. However, when the beverage
mass flow rate varies that affects the time the beverage spends
in contact with refrigerant and thus the transferred thermal
flow. As a consequence this will affect the static gain of the
model K so the model becomes:
K(q̇) −sTd
e
.
(2)
G(s) =
1 + sT
Static gain coefficient K is calculated from steady state
values of the responses in Figure 5 and their dependance on
input inverter frequency is depicted in Figure 6. It is clear
that this relationship can be approximated by linear relation
which is depicted in the same figure. The resulting linear
approximation is give by:


f
+ 12.1595
(3)
∆T∞ = 6.3779 ·
fmax

with u0 being constant
12.1595/6.3779 = 2

<latexit

From the figure 5 it is obvious that the system behaviour can
be approximated with first order dynamics with time delay:

PIn

2

K
6.3779
=
= 21.26s.
(5)
k
0.3
Finally from the Fig. 5 time delay Td is graphically approximately calculated Td = 10 s
T =

19

18

A. Effect of variable beverage flow rate
Beverage flow rate has a direct effect on the flooded
evaporator dynamics as the flow rate defines the time interval
that the beverage spends in contact with refrigerant. Under
assumption that the same thermal flow is achieved between
refrigerator and beverage it is possible to model the effect of
beverage flow rate variations with additional coefficient:
K ∗ (q̇) =

T

17

Temperature

Fig. 8. Gain scheduling PI based control structure

q̇ref
·K
q̇

(7)

Additionally the flow rate affects the amount of transport delay
as:
q̇ref
·K
(8)
Td∗ (q̇) =
q̇

16

Measured values
Linear approximation
15

14

where q̇ref represents the reference q̇ref = 0.9 l/min at which
the system dynamics has been identified.
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IV. G AIN - SCHEDULING CONTROLLER FOR FLOODED
EVAPORATOR

Fig. 6. Ilustration of static gain K calculation

The identified first order model with time delay is given as:
6.3779 −10s
Y (s) =
e
(U (s) + u0 )
(6)
21.26s + 1
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Choosing the appropriate control structure is in general
highly related with the properties of the model of the process. In this particular case, we resorted to a relatively very
simple parameter varying linear model. Although, in general,
controlling this class of process can be quite challenging in

915

our case the parameter that model depends on is independent
on control variables and measurable. It is important to note
that such simple linear model describes the process quite
approximately so it is reasonable to assume that certain level
of modelling errors exists and may affect control system
performance. Although more complex linear or even nonlinear
models can be used to describe the process resulting in an
reduced modelling errors it doesn’t have to be beneficial from
standpoint of control system design as controller design for
such process models may pose significant problem.
To address abovementioned issues typically two approaches
are typically being used: (i) robust control systems and (ii)
adaptive control systems. In the former a controller is designed
in such a way to be robust to a certain level of model uncertainty. Adaptive control structures on the other hands adapts
controller parameters so to compensate for the variations in
process parameters. Typically, when model uncertainty is small
robust control structure is suitable while for larger variations
adaptive control systems are used. It is important to note that
in the case of flooded evaporator the problem that we are
dealing with is not parameter variability but highly nonlinear
dynamics but many nonlinear processes can transformed in
the form of parameter varying process as it is the case in this
paper.
For all these reasons, the control structure that will be used
in this paper is a combination of adaptive and robust control
design. However in this paper a special version of adaptive
controller is used a so-called gain scheduling controller [6].
Gain-scheduling is one of the most popular approaches to nonlinear control design and has been widely applied in various
fields ranging from aerospace to process control. Although a
wide variety of control methods are often described as “gainscheduling” approaches, these are usually linked by a divide
and conquer type of design procedure whereby the nonlinear
control design task is decomposed into a number of linear
sub-problems.
In this paper we will divide the expected range of scheduling
variable (beverage flow rate q̇) into a number partition and
for each of those partitions we design PI controller. Each
PI controller will be designed to poses a certain level of
robustness to model uncertainties.

uncertainties more relevant measure is a maximum of the sensitivity function Ms , whose inverse defines the closest point on
the Nyquist curve to the critical point −1 + j0 [7]. Designing
the PI controller by neglecting the effect of transport delay
so as to achieve well-damped response with a relatively √
small
overshoot that correspond to damping coefficient ζ = 2/2
and natural frequency of undamped oscillations ωn leads tom
the following formulas for controller parameters:
2ζωn T − 1
,
K
1 2ζωn T − 1
TR = 2
.
ωn
T
KR =

(9)
(10)

The Nyquist
√ diagram of the open loop system GR (s) · Gp (s)
for ζ = 2/2 and ωn = 1/10 rad/s is shown in Fig. 9

Fig. 9. Nyquist diagram of GR (s) · Gp (s) for ζ =
1/10 rad/s

√

2/2 and ωn =

A. Parametrisation of PI controllers

B. Gain-scheduling Smith predictor

The parameters of PI controllers for each partition are saved
in a table in a microcontroller memory. Depending on the
actual measurements the algorithm determines which partition
the the disturbance signal belongs and according to that selects
the corresponding controller parameters.
The parameters of PI controller for each partition has been
designed using pole placement method where the positions
of the closed loop poles are chosen so as to achieve fast
response without excessive overshoot and to posses certain
level of robustness. The last requirement is important so as to
compensate the fact the we decided to use very simple mathematical model that inevitably has modelling error. Although
phase and gain margin define the level of robustness to model

A transport delay that is inherent to this process has a negative effect to the closed-loop control system as the information
on the process state is delayed. Such transport delay introduces
additional phase lag resulting in a reduced stability margins
and increased oscillations or even an instability of the closed
loop. In order to ensure the system stability one need to tune
the controller more conservatively which makes the systems
response more sluggish.
In order to take into account da transport delay, a standard
approach is to use a so called Smith predictor [8]. This approach used a model of the process without delay to calculate
controller output which is passed to the real process. As this
represents an open loop control structure it is necessary to
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sTd

sT̂d

ŷ(t)

The controller itself is designed in the same way as in
previous subsection and only difference is in an additional
part that compensate for transport delay.

In order to check the performance of the designed controller
simulation test have been performed in Matlab/Simulink environment. As a first step we have checked the performances
of the PI control scheme and Smith predictor based control
scheme with a constant beverage flow rate q̇ = 0.9 l/min.
The results are shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that using
PI controller result in an oscillatory response due to negative
effect of the transport delay. On the other hand this effect has
been eliminated by using a Smith predictor (Fig. 12).
As a next step, simulation of the Smith predictor control
scheme under variable beverage flow rate is performed and the
results are shown in Fig. 13. The beverage flow rate changed
its value stepwise from 0.9l/min to 0.82l/min and finally to
0.98l/min. The parameters of controllers are calculated using
equations (9) and (10) for three different values of beverage
flow rate (0.8, 0.9, 1)l/min and these parameters were used
for the following ranges of the beverage flow rate values
(0.75, 0.85), (0.85, 0.95) and (0.95, 1.05), respectively. From
the Fig. 13 it can be seen that Smith predictor control scheme
ensures satisfactory transient response with the influence of
the transport delay practically eliminated.

VI. C ONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed two schemes for controlling
the beverage temperature in a beverage dispenser using a
flooded evaporator. Both schemes are based on simple linear parameter varying model of the flooded evaporator and
gain-scheduled control principle. Although PI based control
scheme can be used for controlling the output temperature
of the beverage it shows relatively poor performance when
significant transport delay is present. In such situations, using
Smith predictor based control scheme shows much improved
performance and ability to compensate for a negative effect of
the transport delay on control system stability.
Control signal

Gp (s)e

yref (t),y(t)

GR (s)

Control signal

+

yref (t),y(t)
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Bevrage flow rate [l/min]
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yref (t),y(t)

extend it to account for possible disturbances and modelling
errors which is achieved by using an internal model principle
(IMC). This means that in parallel to the process its model
(with transport delay included) is added and the reference
signal is corrected by the difference between process and its
model. Block diagram of Smith predictor is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 11. Simulation results with PI controller(with constant beverage flow
rate q̇ = 0.9)
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Abstract: - The paper presents a mathematical model of a
submerged evaporator laboratory plant for cooling beer. The
model is derived as a system with distributed parameters of
the counterclockwise type. Additionally, the results of the
experimental testing of the submerged evaporator laboratory
plant are presented and based on such simplified a static
model is identified, which is suitable for control system
design.

developed to be used in testing heat pumps to increase their
energy efficiency. Authors Borovička and Hyhlik [4]
present the development of a mathematical model for an
evaporator used in a heat pump. For this purpose, a 2D
mathematical model with individual procedures of the heat
transfer model was developed in the MATLAB program.

Keywords - verification, comparison, mathematical model,
experiment, submerged evaporator, beer cooling

The research presented in this paper is based on the
currently active EU IRI 2 project "Development of the
microprocessor of the heat exchanger with immersed
evaporator WP2", project No. KK.01.2.1.02.0036. The
aim was to present the development of a mathematical
model of a submerged evaporator in a beer cooling system
and to compare its observed variable responses with the
recorded variable responses of a real laboratory model.
The laboratory model was developed by Oprema d.d. from
Ludbreg. This paper aims to present a sufficiently accurate
model by developing a theoretical mathematical equation
and conducting laboratory tests, as well as mathematical
dependences derived from them. Such model is intended
to be used at a later research stage as part of the
development of the overall control algorithm model.

I.
INTRODUCTION
To increase productivity by reducing production costs,
beer temperature control is the most important segment in
the entire production process.
The beer production process itself consists of 6 stages:
malting, mashing, boiling, fermentation, and bottling. At
the end of the production process, all the way to the
consumer, the beer needs to be stored, transported, and
cooled to a temperature suitable for consumption. Today,
such a cooling process must be fast, accurate and must
contain as little refrigerant as possible to reduce the impact
of the whole process on the environment.
In this paper, a mathematical model of a submerged
evaporator is described with differential equations. Its
equivalent was also made using MATLAB Simulink (©
MathWorks), which will be further used in the regulation
of the cooling process itself.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A review of the scientific literature reveals several
developed mathematical models about submerged
evaporators. In the following, we briefly present some of
them. The work of Lopez and Laccara [1] presents a
theoretical mathematical model of the evaporator, the
validation of which has been carried out. For this purpose,
an experimental approach was used, carried out on a
prototype evaporator in the food industry. In addition, we
can mention the work of the author Janković et al [2], which
shows the modelling of a laboratory model of a vapor
compression refrigeration cycle with the aim of predicting
the performance of this system. A model of a water-soaked
evaporator is also shown as a part of this system. The work
of Nyers et al [3] shows a mathematical model of an
evaporator with distributed parameters. The model was
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III.

IV.

MOTIVATION

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The submerged evaporator is a type of evaporator that
has many advantages over traditional "dry" evaporators,
but due to certain technical limitations is only used in larger
refrigeration systems. In this project, a submerged
evaporator is developed that has the advantages of
submerged evaporators from larger systems and is suitable
for lower capacity refrigeration systems, such as those
mainly used in beverage refrigerators.
The cycling process of the refrigerant in the system is a
dual (left-handed) process that allows the beverage to be
cooled to a temperature 𝑇𝑛 lower than the ambient 𝑇am. This
is achieved by evaporating the refrigerant in the evaporator
at a certain evaporating pressure 𝑝𝑖 that corresponds to the
evaporating temperature 𝑇𝑖, which is low enough for
efficient heat transfer. While the working fluid, in our case
propane (R290), evaporates or condenses, the temperature
is clearly determined by the evaporating pressure.
The system description is shown in Figure 1, where the
high-pressure side is marked in red and the low-pressure
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other subsystem consists of beer. These two subsystems
are interrelated with thermodynamic equilibrium.
When creating a mathematical model of the process,
simplifications are introduced that facilitate the
performance of the model, and do not significantly affect
its authenticity:

Figure 1. P&ID diagram of observed laboratory model

side in blue. Also, blue, and red refer to the refrigerant
(substance), while orange indicates the beverage inlet and
purple indicates the beverage outlet.
The laboratory model shown in Figure 2, according to
which the mathematical models were created, consists of
the four main components:
•

Evaporator,

•

Compressor,

•

Condenser,

•

Capillaries replacing the expansion valve.
V.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The mathematical model consists of 2 subsystems. The
first subsystem consists of propane as a refrigerant. The

•

the process is given by concentrated parameters there is no accumulation of matter in the process
space,

•

no heat exchange with the environment (good
insulation),

•

the heat conduction (conduction) in axial direction
is negligible,

•

temperature field gradients
subsystems are neglected.

in

individual

A. Evaporator
The dominant dynamics of the submerged evaporator is
the dynamics of the heat exchanger itself, in which the
process of evaporation of the cooling medium (evaporator)
takes place. The exact modeling of such an element is very
complex, but for the purposes of simulation in this project
will use a somewhat simplified model, but which still
considers the spatial dynamics of the heat exchanger.
Propane R290 is used as the refrigerant, while beer is
used as the cooled medium (in our laboratory setup it is
water). For modeling purposes, we assume that the
dominant direction of flow of the refrigerant is in the
opposite direction from the direction of flow of beer or
water.
We assume the thermal conductivity of the pipes are of
a very high amount as well as the wall thickness of the
pipes themselves, which entails a relatively small amount
of their thermal capacity, which can therefore be
neglected.
The input parameters of the evaporator model are the
input mass flow, pressure, and enthalpy of the refrigerant,
which are at the same time the output parameters from the
expansion valve (i.e., capillary). Additional input
parameters to the evaporator are the temperature and mass
flow of beer/water.
To consider the spatial dependence of heat transfer
within the evaporator, a distributed approach is used,
which means that the model is discretized by the spatial
variable which will ultimately result in the model
described by ordinary differential equations.
The greater the number of segments into which the
spatial division of the model is made, the more accurate
the model is, but at the same time it is numerically more
complex.
In this case, the evaporator is divided into three zones to
consider the properties of the refrigerant:

Figure 2. Laboratory model
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•

Zone 1 where the refrigerant is in the liquid state,

•

Zone 2 where the refrigerant is a mixture of liquid
and vapor,

•

Zone 3 where the refrigerant is in a vapor state.

The cooled medium enters the exchanger in Zone 1 and
exits in Zone 3 at a lower temperature.
Figure 3 shows an illustration of an evaporator
modeling.

Assuming that the inlet water temperature is constant, so
the boundary condition for z = 0 is 𝑇𝑤 (0) . As the
evaporator is divided into three zones then for each of them
a valid equation can be written. This results in three
equations (11 – 13) that are related to the refrigerant
equations to obtain the final shape of the evaporator model.
For each zone in evaporator the water condition is
characterized by one (average) temperature.
These three equations are:

B. Beer dynamics
The following heat equilibrium equation can be written
for the element ∆z:

dTw (1) vw
vw
1
1
= ′ Tw (0) − ( ′ + ) Tw (1) +
T (2)
dt
Δz
Δz
𝜏w
𝜏w r
𝑑Tw (2)
vw
vw
1
1
= ′′ Tw (1) − ( ′′ + ) Tw (2) +
T (1)
dt
Δz
Δz
𝜏w
𝜏w r
dTw (3)
vw
vw
1
1
= ′′′ Tw (2) − ( ′′′ + ) Tw (3) +
T (0)
dt
Δz
Δz
𝜏w
𝜏w r

∂ 𝜋𝑑 2
𝜋𝑑 2
Δ𝑧𝜌𝑤 𝑐𝑝𝑤 𝑇𝑤 ) = 𝜋𝑑Δ𝑧𝛼(𝑇𝑟 − 𝑇𝑤 ) −
𝑣 𝜌 𝑐 (𝑇 |
− 𝑇𝑤 |𝑧 ). (1)
(
∂𝑡 4
4 𝑤 𝑤 𝑝𝑤 𝑤 𝑧+Δ𝑧

If we divide the previous equation by ∆z and let ∆z→0,
it follows:
𝜋d2
∂Tw
𝜋d2
∂Tw
𝜌 c
= 𝜋D𝛼(Tr − Tw ) −
v 𝜌 c
4 w pw ∂t
4 w w pw ∂z
∂Tw
∂Tw
4𝛼
(T − Tw )
= −vw
+
∂t
∂z
d𝜌w cpw r
∂Tw
∂Tw
1
(T − Tw )
= −vw
+
∂t
∂z
𝜏w r

(2)

d
(AΔz𝜌) = ṁz − ṁz+Δz
dt

(3)

𝛼d
= 0,023Re0,8 Pr 0,4
k

(14)

Where:
A=

(5)

(6)

Where:
𝜌vd vd
=
𝜇
𝑣
cp 𝜇
Pr =
k

(13)

(4)

The heat transfer coefficient in the previous expression
depends on the state of the water and the refrigerant. For
water it can be calculated using the Dittus-Boelter
equation:
Nu =

(12)

C. Refrigerant dynamics
The equations for the conservation of mass or energy
apply to the refrigerant flowing through the exchanger.
The first is very simple and reads:

Where:
d𝜌w cpw
𝜏w =
4𝛼

(11)

(15)

If we divide the previous equation by ∆z and let ∆z→0,
it follows:
d𝜌
1 ∂ṁ
=−
dt
A ∂z

(16)

As far as energy balance is concerned, similarly to
water, the following applies:
d
(AΔzpu) = Av 𝜌(hz − hz+Δz ) − Q̇ E
dt

Re =

(7)

Where coefficients Nu, Pr, Re are Nusselt's, Prandtl's
and Reynolds's numbers, respectively.

𝜋D2
𝜋d2
− Ntubes
4
4

(17)

Where the energy transfer between the refrigerant and
water can be calculated according to Newton's law of heat
transfer as:
Q̇ E = 𝜋dΔz𝛼(Tr − Tw )

(18)

By discretizing the partial differential equation:
∂Tw Tw (j) − Tw (j − 1)
≈
∂z
Δz

(8)

For each zone, the amount of heat that is exchanged
between the water and the refrigerant is the same. Given
the definition of specific internal energy:

Following:
dTw (j)
Tw (j) − Tw (j − 1) 1
[T (j) − Tw (j)]
= −vw
+
dt
Δz
𝜏w r
dTw (j) vw
vw
1
1
=
T (j − 1) − ( + ) Tw (j) +
T (j)
dt
Δz w
Δz 𝜏w
𝜏w r

u=h−

P
𝜌

(19)

(9)
(10)

Following:
AΔzu

AΔz𝜌

d𝜌
du
+ AΔz𝜌
= Av 𝜌(hz − hz+Δz ) − 𝜋dΔz𝛼(Tr − Tw )
dt
dt

(20)

P
d (h − )
P d𝜌
𝜌
= −AΔz (h − )
+ Av 𝜌(hz − hz+Δz ) − 𝜋dΔz𝛼(Tr − Tw ) (21)
dt
𝜌 dt

Figure 3. Illustration of an evaporator modeling
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Which in combination with mass conservation terms
gives (22 – 23):
P
P
d (h − ) (h − ) ∂ṁ
∂h 𝜋d𝛼
𝜌
𝜌
(T − Tw )
=
−v −
dt
𝜌A ∂z
∂z
𝜌A r
P
P
d ( ) ( ) ∂ṁ
dh
h ∂ṁ
∂h 𝜋d𝛼
𝜌
𝜌
(Tr − Tw ) +
=
−v −
−
dt 𝜌A ∂z
∂z
𝜌A
dt
𝜌A ∂z

(22)
(23)

Discretization of spatial derivations of enthalpy and
mass flows (24 – 25):
∂ℎ ℎ(𝑗) − ℎ(𝑗 − 1)
=
∂𝑧
Δ𝑧
∂𝑚
˙
𝑚
˙ (𝑗) − 𝑚
˙ (𝑗 − 1)
=
∂𝑧
Δ𝑧

(24)

P
d (h − )
P
𝜌
(39)
= ṁi𝑣 ha − ṁol hb + Q̇ C − (h − ) (ṁi𝑣 − ṁol )
dt
𝜌
P
d( )
dhc
P
𝜌
𝜌Vc
− 𝜌Vc
= ṁiv (ha − hc ) − ṁol (hb − hc ) + Q̇ C + (ṁiv − ṁol ) (40)
dt
dt
𝜌
P
d( )
dhc
P
𝜌
(41)
𝜌Vc
= ṁiv (ha − hc ) − ṁol (hb − hc ) + Q̇ C + (ṁiv − ṁol ) + 𝜌Vc
dt
𝜌
dt
dhc
P
dP
(42)
𝜌Vc
+ ṁiv (hc − ha ) + ṁol (hb − hc ) − Q̇ C = (ṁiv − ṁol ) + Vc
dt
𝜌
dt
𝜌Vc

Like the case of the evaporator model, dividing by
enthalpies and pressures gives equations that describe the
dynamics of the condenser (43 – 44):

(25)
𝜌𝑉c

and division by enthalpy and pressure gives two
equations that describe the dynamics of the refrigerant (26
– 27):
𝑑ℎ(𝑗)
ℎ(𝑗)
𝑣
𝜋𝑑𝛼(𝑗)
[𝑚
[𝑇 (𝑗) − 𝑇𝑤 (𝑗)] (26)
=
˙ (𝑗) − 𝑚
˙ (𝑗 − 1)] − [ℎ(𝑗) − ℎ(𝑗 − 1)] −
𝑑𝑡
𝜌(𝑗)𝐴Δ𝑧
Δ𝑧
𝜌(𝑗)𝐴 𝑟

𝑑𝑃𝜌 (𝑗)
𝑃𝜌 (𝑗)
[𝑚
=
˙ (𝑗) − 𝑚
˙ (𝑗 − 1)]
𝑑𝑡
𝜌(𝑗)𝐴Δ𝑧

(27)

(28)

Like water dynamics, two differential equations can be
written for each zone, giving a total of six equations. The
six refrigerant variables are enthalpies and pressures for
individual zones presented in equations (29 – 34).
dh(1)
h(1)
v
𝜋d𝛼(1)
[ṁ(1) − ṁ(0)] − ′′′ [h(1) − h(0)] −
[T (1) − Tw (2)]
=
dt
𝜌(1)AΔz ′′′
Δz
𝜌(1)A r
dh(2)
h(2)
v
𝜋d𝛼(2)
[ṁ(2) − ṁ(1)] − ′′ [h(2) − h(1)] −
[T (2) − Tw (1)]
=
dt
𝜌(2)AΔz ′′
Δz
𝜌(2)A r
dh(3)
h(3)
v
𝜋d𝛼(3)
[ṁ(3)
[h(3)
[T
(3) − Tw (0)]
=
−
ṁ(2)]
−
−
h(2)]
−
dt
𝜌(3)AΔz ′
Δz ′
𝜌(3)A r

dP𝜌 (1)
P𝜌 (1)
[ṁ(1) − ṁ(0)]
=
dt
𝜌(1)AΔz ′
dP𝜌 (2)
P𝜌 (2)
[ṁ(2) − ṁ(1)]
=
dt
𝜌(2)AΔz ′
dP𝜌 (3)
P𝜌 (3)
[ṁ(3) − ṁ(2)]
=
dt
𝜌(3)AΔz ′

(29)
(30)
(31)

(32)
(33)
(34)

D. Condenser
The equation of mass and energy conservation (35 – 36)
for the refrigerant when passing through the condenser
gives:
d(𝜌Vc )
= ṁiv − ṁol
dt
d(𝜌Ve u)
= ṁil ha − ṁov hb + Q̇ C
dt

(35)
(36)

Where ṁiv is the input mass flow of refrigerant from the
vapor compressor, ṁol is the output flow from the
condenser in the liquid state. Considering the term for
internal energy, the following equations (37-42) applies:
du
d(𝜌Vc )
𝜌𝑉c
+u
= ṁiv ha − ṁol hb + Q̇ C
dt
dt
P
d (h − )
P d(𝜌Vc )
𝜌
𝜌Vc
= ṁiv ha − ṁol hb + Q̇ C − (h − )
dt
𝜌
dt
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(37)
(38)

(43)
(44)

where the outputs of the model are the average enthalpy
and the pressure of the refrigerant. The energy exchanged
in the condenser is described by a simplified LMTD
thermodynamic model (since the dynamics of the
evaporator is of primary importance) (45 – 46):

Where:
Pc
P𝜌 =
𝜌

dhc
+ ṁiv ( hc − ha ) + ṁol (hb − hc ) − Q̇ C = 0
dt
dP P
Vc
+ (ṁ − ṁol ) = 0
dt 𝜌 iv

𝑇air,out

𝑄˙C = 𝑚
˙ air ⋅ 𝑐p, air ⋅ (𝑇air, out − 𝑇air, in ) = 𝑄˙air
𝑘C,o ⋅ 𝐴C,o
− 1)
(𝑇C − 𝑇air, in ) ⋅ (exp (𝑚
˙ air ⋅ 𝑐p, air )
= 𝑇air,in +
𝑘 ⋅𝐴
exp ( C,o C,o )
𝑚
˙ air ⋅ 𝑐p, air

(45)
(46)

Where:
𝑘C,o =

𝑄˙air
𝐴C,o ⋅ (𝑇air, out − 𝑇air, in )

(47)

E. Capillary pipes
Capillary tubes are an alternative to the expansion valve
and are only used in smaller capacity systems such as
household refrigerators and smaller commercial freezers.
These are actually very small diameter capillaries that
connect the condenser and evaporator. The required
pressure drop is achieved by extremely high resistance to
friction in the capillaries, due to their small diameter. The
resistance provided by the capillary to the flow of fluid is
proportional to its length and inversely proportional to the
diameter of the capillary. Different combinations of
capillary lengths and diameters are recommended to
achieve a corresponding pressure drop.
Assuming that the cooling medium at the inlet in the
capillary is in the form of a liquid, then the pressure drop,
when passing through the capillary, can be written as:
2
𝜌𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝
Δ𝑝 = 𝑝1 − 𝑝2 = 𝑘loss (
)
2

(48)

where 𝑘loss represents the total capillary loss coefficient.
VI.

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS AND SIMPLIFIED
CONTROL ORIENTED MODEL IDENTIFICATION

The experiment was conducted as system closed circuit,
where the barrel temperature was approximately 30 °C, and
the returning beer was returned to the barrel. Therefore, a
decrease in the temperature of the barrel can be observed
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over time. On the other hand, as the initial temperature of
the beer decreases, so does the output temperature of the
beer. For this reason, the temperature difference between
the temperature of the barrel and the temperature of the beer
is much more interesting for determining the simplified
mathematical model of the evaporator. It should be noted
that the realized temperature difference is influenced by
other factors such as the outside temperature (which affects
the operation of the condenser) and, to some extent, the
initial temperature.
But as mentioned above, the goal is to create an
approximate model that will allow us to develop a suitable
system for controlling the beer outlet temperature.
As part of the experimental tests of the designed and
manufactured model, several experiments were performed
with different compressor motor frequencies and the
following variables were recorded:
•

Barrel temperature,

•

Beer temperature,

•

Condenser pressure,

•

Evaporator pressure,

•

Beer flow.

𝑚̇𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑓 2
𝑓
(−2.1975 (
) + 8.7952 (
) + 11.6761)
𝑚̇
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥

(50)

where is 𝑚̇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0.9[𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛].
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Figure 5 shows achieved temperature difference in
correlation with compressor motor frequencies.
The difference between the temperature of the medium
at the inlet and outlet of the barrel was measured through
experimental testing on a laboratory model of a submerged
evaporator for various values of the compressor inverter
frequencies. Based on that, a simplified model describing
the correlation of the temperature difference and the
frequency of the compressor motor is given by the
expression:
𝑓 2
𝑓
) + 8.7952 (
) + 11.6761
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥

temperature difference with the ratio of reference flow and
actual flow:
∆𝑇 =

Figure 4 shows experimental results of temperature
differences between the barrel and the beer outlet.

∆𝑇 = −2.1975 (

Figure 5. Temperature difference as a function of compressor
frequency

(49)

The obtained model gives the correlation between the
temperature difference and the compressor frequency with
a flow rate of 0.9 L/min. In order to consider, the flow itself,
the model will be extended by scaling the obtained

The research presented in this paper is part of EU IRA
2 project “Development of the microprocessor of the heat
exchanger with submerged evaporator WP2”, project nr.
KK.01.2.1.02.0036, financed by the European Structural
and Investment Funds.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a mathematical model of a
submerged evaporator in beer cooling laboratory plant.
Such a physical model inherently comes with distributed
parameters and is not very suitable for control system
design. For that reason, in this paper a simple static model
has been identified based on experimental tests performed
on a laboratory plant of submerged evaporator.
The concept of control depends primarily on the
available measuring and control signals. As in this version
of the submerged evaporator a capillary tube was used
instead of an expansion valve, it cannot be used to control
the system. For this reason, the primary controllable
component remains a compressor that can be used with
constant or variable speed, which ultimately determines the
control concept that will be enabled using a hysteresis
controller that will ensure maximum energy savings due to
its dual mode.
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Abstract - In various distribution networks, reactive
power compensation can have different effects on voltage
conditions and the quality of consumer voltage, depending on
factors such as the configuration and parameters of the
distribution
network,
parameters
of
distribution
transformers, consumers load level, etc. This paper presents
an approach that, for different types of networks and
different consumer load levels, recommends an approach for
reactive power compensation in the distribution network.
The approach is based on entering the data on the
configuration and parameters of the distribution network
and load level conditions for each analyzed network. The
optimization algorithm proposes different values for the
installed power of the reactive power compensation device.
The voltage conditions for different intervals of the day are
then calculated. The algorithm then evaluates the proposed
compensation solution based on the evaluation of voltage
variations on the LV side of the transformer for a period of
one day. After a predefined number of iterations, the
algorithm ends and proposes a solution for the analyzed case.
Keywords – distribution system; voltage profile
improvement; reactive power compensation; power quality;
distribution network simulations;

I.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main indicators of electric power quality are
voltage variations of consumers connected to the LV
networks. Voltage variations in the distribution network are
in general mostly influenced by active and reactive power
flow. The power flow through the distribution network
from the main transformer towards the LV consumers leads
to voltage drop, while the opposite power flow leads to a
voltage rise. Active power flows could be reduced by
optimal allocation of distributed generations [1]. Reactive
power flow could be reduced by the usage of compensation
devices [2]. However, in the case of a specific long mostly
cabled MV network, in combination with low power
demand, the usage of compensation devices would not be
justified in terms of reducing energy losses [3]. Therefore,
the question arises as to whether compensation in such
distribution networks is justified in terms of voltage
variations in LV networks.
Previous works and scientific research are mainly
concerned with the allocation of compensation devices in
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the distribution network considering the impact only on
MV voltage variations. In this paper, small MV/LV
transformers are also included to consider the effect on LV
voltage variations as well. Transformers are fully modeled
and their models include reactive power losses in the
transverse branch.
II.

DISTRIBUTION NETWORK MODEL AND
CALCULATION

A. Distribution network general simulation model
The distribution network model that was created for the
purpose of analysis is shown in Figure 1. and consists of 77
nodes. It represents a small distribution network where 38
transformers are powered by one larger distribution
transformer.
Loadflow calculations were made in Matlab with a
modified modified „backward/forward sweep“ algorithm
[4-6] that was modified for the purpose of this paper in
order to explore voltage variations on the LV side of the
transformer. The distribution network model was entered
into the Matlab software package as 77x77 matrix. The
columns of the matrix represent nodes, where half of the
nodes are MV nodes, and the other half are LV nodes. The
rows of the matrix represent distribution lines and
distribution transformers.
The calculation results were secondarily verified with
the Neplan software package for distribution system
simulations. But Matlab was primarily used for purpose of
the analysis. The main advantage of Matlab is the
possibility of fast analysis for different programmed
scenarios, such as simulations of the distribution system's
operation for different time intervals during a typical day.
Another advantage was the possibility of additional
upgrades to the transformer model for analysis purposes.
Another advantage is that Matlab could be easily combined
with optimisation algorithms such as the genetic algorithm
that was used for the purpose of this paper.
B. Simulation parameters for various distribution
network types
The analysis of the impact of reactive power
compensation devices on voltage variations was done for
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Figure 1. Distribution network simulation model

The distribution network of type 1 is the overhead MV
network with an average power demand. Average power
demand means that there will also be average reactive
power flow that needs to be compensated for in this type of
distribution network. However, due to the usual
construction of overhead MV lines, this type of distribution
network will not have a noticeable share of capacitive
reactive power generation that has the same impact as the
compensation devices and reduces reactive power flow
through the distribution network.
Distribution network
type

Total capacitive power
(kVAr)

type 1
type 2

0
2966,73

Table I. Total capacitive power of distribution lines in simulations for
distribution network of both types

The distribution network of type 2 is mostly a cable MV
network with low power demand, which is characterized by
a significant share of capacitive reactive power that has the
same impact on the network as compensation devices.
Lower power demand means that there will be lower
amount of reactive power that need to be compensated in
distribution network.
The total estimated amount of generated capacitive
reactive power due to the characteristics of the MV lines for

Pt/Pmax

1,0000
0,8000
0,6000
0,4000
0,2000
0,0000
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23

Time (hour)
type 1

type 2

Figure 2. Power demand for both network types
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both network types is shown in Table I. Power demand for
both cases, for different periods of the day, is shown in
Figure 2. Power demand directly affects the amount of
reactive power flowing toward consumers that needs to be
compensated. Inductive reactive power for different
periods of the day is shown in Figure 3. It is noticeable that
for distribution network of type 2 reactive power that needs
to be compensated is lower. Analysis of the impact of
reactive power compensation on voltage variations of LV
consumers.

Q (kVAr)

two different medium voltage network types. The model
shown in Figure 1. was used with different line type
parameters and power demand data.

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23

Time (hour)
type 1

type 2

Figure 3. Reactive power flow for characteristic day

The proposed method for analysis is shown in Figure 4.
Initially, it is necessary to enter the distribution network
topology, parameters and characteristics of the distribution
lines and power demand data for the characteristic day into
the algorithm. For more accurate conclusions, it is also
necessary to enter the characteristics of distribution
transformers and the parameters of their reactive power
consumption in order to consider the need for
compensation of the reactive power consumed by the
transformers themselves.
In the next step, the genetic algorithm proposes the
optimal values of compensation devices installed power
according to the given criteria for reducing voltage
variations in the LV distribution networks. Optimization
algorithm uses modified „backward forward sweep“
algorithm for evaluation of each proposed solution.
Impact of reactive power compensation on power
quality of the LV consumers is analysed based on the
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Croatian distribution networks. In the third scenario,
simulations were made with the optimal compensation
installed power proposed by genetic algorithm after all
described parameters of distribution lines, transformers and
power demand have been entered.
400 kVA
transformer

630 kVA
transformer

Scenario I
Scenario II
Scenario III

250 kVA
transformer

Scenario

100 kVA
transformer

CB installed power (kVAr)

0
12.5
50

0
25
75

0
50
125

0
50
200

Table II. Compensation devices installed power used in simulations for
distribution network with characteristics of type 1

Tables II and III show the used installed power of
compensation devices for various transformers in all three
cases for distribution networks of both types. Case III show
obtained optimal results for reactive power compensation.
It is noticeable that algorithm proposed high amount of
installed power of compensation devices for reactive power
compensation for distribution network of type 1. For
distribution network of type 2 algorithm proposed small
amount of installed power of compensation devices.

𝑓 =

𝑉

−𝑉

(1)

Simulations are made for both types of distribution
network and for three scenarios. In the first scenario,
simulations were made without reactive power
compensation. In the second scenario, simulations were
made with commonly recommended values of reactive
compensation installed power that are usually used in

Scenario I
Scenario II
Scenario III

630 kVA
transformer

Scenario

400 kVA
transformer

cumulative sume of voltage variations in all nodes for all
hours in the day. Voltage variations for each case are
evaluated based on relation (1) where fvp represents
evaluation value for voltage variations, Vref represents
nominal distribution system voltage and Vi voltage at
certain node at certain time of a day.

250 kVA
transformer

Figure 4. Flowchart of the proposed method

100 kVA
transformer

CB installed power (kVAr)

0
12.5
0

0
25
0

0
50
12.5

0
50
37.5

Table III. Compensation devices installed power used in simulations for
distribution network with characteristics of type 2

Figure 5. show voltage variations for all three scenarios
for distribution network of type 1. Without compensation,
voltage variations are high. Usage of commonly
recommended compensation values without consideration
of MV network type and characteristics slightly decreases
voltage variations. However, when the characteristics of the
MV network are taken into account and the optimal values
of the installed reactive power are calculated, voltage

Voltage variations

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
without compensation
calculated optimal compensation

LV network node

commonly used recommended compensation

Figure 5. Voltage variations in LV nodes for MV network of type 1 (mostly overhead line network with average power demand)
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Voltage variations

0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
without compensation
calculated optimal compensation

LV network node

commonly used recommended compensation

Figure 6. Voltage variations in LV nodes for MV network of type 2 (mostly cable network with low power demand)

variations in the LV network are significantly reduced.
Figure 7. shows big improvement in voltage conditions for
third scenario where voltage voltage does not drop to less
than 97% of the nominal value.

Voltage (p.u.)

1

0,95

0,9
1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65

Network node
without compensation
commonly used recommended compensation
calculated optimal compensation
Figure 7. Voltage profile improvement example after optimal sizing of
compensation devices installed power

Figure 6. shows voltage variations for all three
scenarios for a distribution network of type 2 with lower
power demand and a high amount of MV cable lines. Usage
of commonly recommended compensation values in this
case increases voltage variations in comparison with the
scenario without compensation. However, when the
characteristics of the MV network are taken into account
and the optimal values of the installed reactive power are
calculated, voltage variatons in the LV network are slightly
reduced. The algorithm proposed a very low amount of
recommended reactive installed power.
The impact of reactive power compensation on power
quality of the LV consumers could be easily applied for any
network. The quality of the results depends on the quality
of the collected data about distribution network line
parameters, average power demand during various
intervals of the day and other distribution network
characteristics.
III. CONCLUSION
Reactive power compensation directly affects voltage
variations in LV distribution networks. In the analysis of
the impact of reactive power compensation on the power
quality of the LV consumers, it is necessary to take into
account the characteristics of the MV network, such as type
of the MV lines, characteristics of MV/LV transformers
and the power demand of consumers at various intervals of
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the day. It is also recommended to include the
characteristics of distribution transformers and the
parameters of their reactive power consumption in order to
consider the need for compensation of the reactive power
consumed by the transformers themselves.
This paper presents an approach to the analysis of the
impact of reactive power compensation on the power
quality of LV consumers. The operation of the distribution
network is simulated with taking into account the MV
network characteristics, characteristics of MV/LV
transformers and power demand. Then, the optimal
installed power of compensation devices is obtained.
Results showed that usage of usally recommended
installed reactive power of compensation devices could for
various types of MV distribution networks have various
impact, positive and negative. Therefore, it is necessary to
take into account characteristics of the distribution lines,
transformers and power demand. Since each distribution
network usually has different distribution lines,
transformers, and power demand characteristics, the use of
this method can significantly reduce voltage variations and
improve the voltage quality of electricity consumers. Since
voltage variations are one of the most common motives for
building new transformer stations, usage of the proposed
method can, in some cases, reduce the investment costs for
the distribution system operator.
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Abstract—This paper describes a direct yaw moment control algorithm which was developed and tested using a frontwheel drive scaled electric car driving on a treadmill. The
algorithm generates torque references for each wheel based
on the desired yaw rate. The scaled vehicle’s parameters are
chosen with the goal of achieving dynamic similitude to a fullsize vehicle using the Buckingham Π theorem. Using a scaled
vehicle and a roadway simulator allows for easier deployment
and testing of control algorithms for vehicle dynamics.
Keywords—yaw moment control, scaled car, torque vectoring

I. I NTRODUCTION
Advanced driver assistance systems help improve the
safety, comfort and handling of a modern car. These
systems include cruise control, anti-lock braking system,
electronic stability control, active steering, direct yaw
moment control, etc.
Validation of advanced vehicle dynamics control algorithms is usually done via simulations, as conducting
experiments on full-size vehicles requires significant resources. Even if it is possible to evaluate the performance
in the simulation software, it is sometimes necessary to
perform experiments to show the robustness of the proposed algorithm to non-modelled dynamics, the possibility
to run the control algorithm in real time and to use the
available sensors for feedback purposes. For this reason,
some authors have resorted to the use of scaled vehicle
models [1], [2]. However, since it is often not possible
to test advanced control algorithms in a confined space,
some authors suggested the use of a road simulator that
allows the control algorithms to be tested with a scaled
car driving on a treadmill [3]–[6].
Direct yaw moment control (DYC) is used to improve
lateral vehicle stability by preventing vehicles from skidding or spinning [7]. It has become a popular research
topic with the development of active differentials and
modern electric cars with a motor in each wheel that
can be controlled independently. In such vehicles, it is
possible to select an appropriate torque distribution to
provide additional yaw moment. DYC is sometimes referred to as torque vectoring (TV) when the additional yaw
moment is generated by controlling the torque distribution
between the left and right wheels of a driven axle. In the
literature, approaches to direct yaw moment control range
from classical linear control methods such as PID control
methods [8] to linear state space methods such as LQR
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control [9] to sliding mode control [10], [11] to model
predictive control [12], [13] or control based on linear
parameter-varying (LPV) models [14]. Although the more
advanced controllers outperform the simple PID controller,
in some cases the difference may be small. In [15], the
authors tested different DYC algorithms on the race track
and showed that the lap time depended not only on the
control algorithm, but also on the driver.
In our previous work [16], we used a scale car and a
road simulator to test an active steering algorithm based
on model predictive control. In this work, we use the
previously developed active steering algorithm instead
of the driver, include a PID-based direct yaw moment
controller and test the developed control algorithm on a
scaled car model running on a treadmill.
This paper is organized as follows: In section II, the
mathematical model of the vehicle is presented. In section
III, a description of the proposed direct yaw moment
control algorithm is given. In section IV, the laboratory
setup used to test the algorithm is described. In section
V, simulation and experimental results are presented and
discussed. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in
section VI.
II. M ATHEMATICAL MODEL
In this paper, we use a simplified bicycle model of
the vehicle shown in Fig 1. which is presented in [7]
to determine the yaw moment and steering angle. The
model is written in state space form, with control errors
as the states. Also, small slip angles are assumed. The
linear parameter-varying (LPV) state-space vehicle model
is given as follows:
ė = A(vx )e + Bδ + Bref (vx )ψ̇des

(1)

T

where e = [e1 ė1 e2 ė2 ] , ë1 = ÿ + vx (ψ̇ − ψ̇des ),
e2 = ψ − ψdes and matrices A, B and Bref (vx ) are:

0
0

A(vx ) = 0

0



B=


1

0

2C +2C
− αfmvx αr

2Cαf +2Cαr
m

0

0

2C l −2C l
− αf Ifz vx αr r

2Cαf lf −2Cαr lr
Iz

0
2Cαf
m

0
2Cαf lf
Iz



,






0

2C lf −2Cαr lr 
− αf mv

x

1

2Cαf lf2 +2Cαr lr2
−
Iz vx

0

,


(2)



− 2Cαf lf −2Cαr lr − vx 


mvx
Bref (vx ) = 
 . (3)
0


2Cαf lf2 +2Cαr lr2
−
Iz vx
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III. D IRECT YAW MOMENT CONTROL

Fig. 1. The bicycle model of a vehicle.

The parameters m and Iz represent the vehicle’s mass
and yaw moment of inertia, respectively. The parameters
Cαf and Cαr denote the cornering stiffnesses of the tires.
The parameters lf and lr denote the axles’ distances from
the center of gravity. The variables y and ψ denote the
vehicle’s lateral position and yaw angle. The control input
is the front steering angle δ. The desired yaw angle is
denoted by ψdes .
To achieve dynamic similitude and justify using the
scaled vehicles for controller evaluation, the Buckingham
Π theorem [17] is used. Using the model’s eight parameters, five Π groups can be created as follows [18]:
lf
lr
Cαf L
,
Π2 = ,
Π3 =
,
L
L
mvx2
Cαr L
Iz
Π4 =
, Π5 =
,
2
mvx
mL2

Π1 =

(4)

where L = lf + lr . If the Π groups of the scaled vehicle
are matched with the Π groups of the full-size vehicle,
dynamic similitude is achieved and the results obtained
with the two systems can be compared.
Furthermore, the vehicle model (1) should be transformed to a non-dimensional one, where all the parameters
are unitless and the governing differential equations for the
two systems are identical. This model can then be used to
generate the appropriate references and allow comparison
between different experiments. The dimensionless vehicle
model can be obtained with the following transformation:
e = M ẽ

(5)

with

ay ≤ µg

(8)

Lateral acceleration ay is a product of vehicle speed vx
and yaw rate ψ̇. With a maximum lateral acceleration of
0.85µg, 0.85 being a safety factor, the upper and lower
limits for the yaw rate are given as:
ψ̇max = ±0.85

µg
vx

(9)

Direct yaw moment control is implemented as a hierarchical control system that consists of two separate
controllers. The main controller is used to generate a reference for the external yaw moment required to achieve the
desired yaw rate, while the lower controller is responsible
for torque distribution between the driven wheels.
A. The main controller
A PI controller is used to generate a reference for the
yaw moment required to achieve the desired yaw rate. The
control law is given as follows:
Z t
Mz (t) = KR (ψ̇ref (t) − ψ̇(t)) + KI
(ψ̇ref (t) − ψ̇(t))dt
0

(10)
The parameters of the PI controller are chosen by trial and
error, while the controller is discretized using the Tustin
method and implemented as a discrete-time controller with
the sampling time Ts = 0.001 s.
B. Torque distribution


M = diag( L

vx

1

vx
L



(6)

and the time being scaled as follows:
t=

L
t̃
vx

(7)

Here, ẽ and t̃ represent non-dimensional state and time,
respectively.
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In the DYC algorithm, the yaw moment acting on the
vehicle is mainly caused by the lateral components of the
wheel forces, but there is also a component resulting from
the difference of longitudinal wheel forces on the individual axle. This means that the yaw rate can be corrected
without changing the steering angle or the longitudinal
vehicle speed. This allows for better vehicle behavior in
situations where it is necessary to quickly and accurately
turn the vehicle, such as collision avoidance, sudden turns,
etc. The proposed algorithm controls the desired yaw rate
of the vehicle by giving different torque references to
different motors responsible for actuating the individual
wheels.
The desired yaw rate must be limited, since there is a
maximum lateral acceleration that can be transferred to the
surface through tires without losing traction. The limitation
is obtained as follows:

The bicycle model can be used to calculate the required
yaw moment, yaw rate, vehicle’s center of mass longitudinal and lateral speeds and positions, but it cannot describe
the difference in longitudinal tire forces, since there is
only one wheel per axle. Therefore, a dual track vehicle
model, shown in Fig. 2, will be used for torque distribution
calculations, with state space variables being calculated in
the bicycle model.
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Assuming that the wheel radius is denoted as Rw and the
wheel torques are proportional to the wheel forces, (18)
can be written as:
lw
lw
Mzlong =
∆Mwf +
∆Mwr
(19)
Rw
Rw
Also, the proposed force distribution between the axles
results in:
∆Mwf
FxF L,R
lr
=
=
(20)
∆Mwr
FxRL,R
lf
Finally, the change of the wheel torques can be computed
as follows:
lr R w
∆Mwf =
Mzlong
(21)
lf + lr lw

Fig. 2. The dual track model of a vehicle.

The yaw moment Mz is caused both by lateral Mzlat
and longitudinal Mzlong tire forces:
Mz = Mzlat + Mzlong

(11)

The yaw moment caused by the lateral tire forces is
given as:
Mzlat = lf (FyF L cos δL + FyF R cos δR )
− lr (FyRL + FyRR )
(12)
lw
+
(FyF L sin δL − FyF R sin δR )
2
and the yaw moment caused by the longitudinal tire forces
as:
Mzlong = lf (FxF L sin δL + FxF R sin δR )
lw
(−FxRL + FxRR )
+
(13)
2
lw
(−FxF L cos δL + FxF R cos δR )
+
2
In (12) and (13), δL and δR denote the steering angles
of the left and the right wheel, respectively. The required
torque caused by the longitudinal forces should be distributed to the motors. We propose equal distribution to
the left and rear wheel and 1 : lf /lr for the front and
rear axle. The sum of torques should not increase to
avoid accelerating the vehicle. However, slowing down is
acceptable, since the driver can change the force request
to accelerate the vehicle if necessary.
The differences between the left and right tire forces
are denoted as follows:
∆Ff = FxF R − FxF L
∆Fr = FxRR − FxRL

(14)
(15)

Assuming small steering wheel angle (δ ≈ 0), the wheel
forces are distributed equally on the left and right wheel
as follows:
∆Ff
∆FxF L = ∆FxF R = ∆Fwf =
(16)
2
∆Fr
∆FxRL = ∆FxRR = ∆Fwr =
(17)
2
and (13) becomes:
Mzlong = lw ∆Fwf + lw ∆Fwr
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(18)

∆Mwr =

lf Rw
Mzlong
lf + lr lw

(22)

C. Individual motor torques
For an all-wheel driven vehicle, the torque references
for the individual wheels are generated as follows:
MF L = MF Llong −

lr Rw
Mzlong
lf + lr lw

(23)

MF R = MF Rlong +

lr Rw
Mzlong
lf + lr lw

(24)

MRL = MRLlong −

lf R w
Mzlong
lf + lr lw

(25)

MRR = MRRlong +

lf R w
Mzlong
lf + lr lw

(26)

where Mi,jlong are the individual wheel’s torque references
from the longitudinal speed controller.
In case of a front wheel driven vehicle, the yaw moment
Mzlong is distributed 50:50 between the wheels on the
driven axle, so the wheels’ torque references in that case
are generated as follows:
MF L = MF Llong −

Rw
Mzlong
lw

(27)

MF R = MF Rlong +

Rw
Mzlong
lw

(28)

These torque references must be limited according to
the motor’s maximal torque/current and maximal tire force
on a given wheel, Mmax , as well as the maximal braking
torque of the motor, Mmin , which is assumed to be smaller
than zero. These limitations can be either fixed constants
or calculated in real time. In this work, the limitations are
fixed and calculated beforehand. If a wheel’s reference
torque is greater than the limit, the reference torque of the
other wheel on the same axle must be modified in order
to keep the yaw moment distribution equal between the
wheels. Final wheel torque references in relation to the
torque limits are as follows:
MF L < Mmin , MF R < Mmax
MF Lf inal = Mmin
MF Rf inal = MF R + MF L − Mmin

(29)
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MF L < Mmin ,
MF Lf inal = Mmin
MF Rf inal = Mmax

MF R > Mmax
(30)

C. Reference generation
The reference maneuver designed for a full-size vehicle
and proposed in [19] was used in this work:
dy1
dy
(1 + tanh (z1 )) − 2 (1 + tanh (z2 ))
2
2
Yref = arctan (ϕ)


2
2
1
1
1.2
1.2
− dy2
cosh (z1 )
dx1
cosh (z2 )
dx2
s
s
(X − Xs1 ) −
z1 =
dx1
2
s
s
z2 =
(X − Xs2 ) −
dx2
2

ψref =

MF L > Mmax , MF R > Mmin
MF Lf inal = Mmax
MF Rf inal = MF R + MF L − Mmax

(31)

MF L > Mmax ,
MF Lf inal = Mmax
MF Rf inal = Mmin

(32)

ϕ = dy1

MF R < Mmin

Final torque reference calculation for only the front left
wheel is shown here for brevity, but the same analogy can
be applied to each wheel.
IV. T HE LABORATORY SETUP
A. The simulation environment
Instead of a real full-size vehicle, a high-fidelity nonlinear simulation model of the vehicle from IPG CarMaker
was used. This model includes several nonlinearities that
were not considered in the controller design, e.g., load
transfer, a nonlinear tire model, roll dynamics, etc. The
vehicle’s parameters are chosen in such a way that the Π
groups (4) are as similar as possible to those of the scaled
vehicle and dynamic similarity is achieved. The control
algorithm was implemented in Simulink, which can be
easily interfaced with CarMaker.
B. The experimental setup
The experimental setup shown in Fig. 3 consists of
a scaled vehicle, a treadmill, a PC with a high-fidelity
vehicle dynamics simulation software and a real-time
hardware platform for running the control algorithm. The
scaled vehicle is 1/10th the size of the full-size vehicle,
and has individual four-wheel drive and a servo motor
for controlling the steering angle. The parameters of the
used scaled vehicle were determined experimentally and
are given in Table I.

(33)

where s = 2.4, dx1 = 25, dx2 = 21.95, dy1 = 4.05, dy2 =
5.7, Xs1 = 27.19, and Xs2 = 56.46. These expressions
were converted to a non-dimensional form and used for
both the scaled vehicle and the full-size vehicle.
D. Model predictive control based active steering
To test the algorithm experimentally, a driver is needed
to give commands with the steering wheel to track the
desired reference yaw rate and minimize lateral error,
while respecting the physical constraints of the minimum
and maximum steering wheel angle. Instead of the driver,
the MPC-based active steering algorithm proposed in [16]
was used in this work. In every time step, an optimization
problem is solved to find the best steering sequence that
minimizes the lateral error and yaw rate over the prediction
horizon, using the bicycle model (1) under the assumption
that the additional yaw moment is zero. Although the
proposed solution is clearly suboptimal since the MPC
controller can be used to compute the additional yaw
moment directly, in this work MPC was used instead of the
driver, while the PI direct yaw moment control was used
as a first step to show that it is possible to test direct yaw
moment control algorithms on the proposed experimental
setup.
V. R ESULTS
Fig. 4 and 6 show the simulation results obtained with a
linear vehicle model in MATLAB and Simulink, while Fig.
5 and 7 show the results obtained with a nonlinear vehicle
model in Carmaker. The results in both simulation environments indicate that the proposed algorithm improves
tracking of the references - lateral position, yaw and yaw
rate. Also, by using the yaw moment as an additional
input during the same maneuver, the steering action can
be reduced. Fig. 8 shows the results from the real-time
setup when the proposed DYC is active.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE SCALED VEHICLE

Fig. 3. The experimental setup.
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Parameter
m
lf
lr
Iz
Cαf
Cαr

Value
1.173
0.115
0.141
0.03373
8.25
8.25

Unit
kg
m
m
kg · m2
N/rad
N/rad

Description
mass of the scaled vehicle
front axle to CM distance
rear axle to CM distance
yaw moment of inertia
lateral front tire stiffness
lateral rear tire stiffness
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a direct yaw moment control algorithm
for a scaled car model is proposed. To achieve the desired
yaw rate, the torque references for the motors actuating the
front wheels are computed. The algorithm was tested using
the double lane change maneuver. The simulation model
has shown improvement in the maneuvering capabilities
of the car with the use of the proposed DYC algorithm in
terms of a faster and more accurate response to the desired
yaw rate. The proposed algorithm is verified experimentally using the roadway simulator and the scaled car model.
Testing the control algorithm on a scaled car model greatly
facilitates progress in the automotive industry, as the scaled
model can examine a wider range of control algorithms at
a lower cost and in a safe environment. Although scaled
models are not fully equivalent to the full-size vehicles in
the sense of dynamic behaviour, they are a good starting
point for discovering new and validating existing control
methods.
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Abstract - The paper presents the implementation of
process measurements of the volume flow in the penstock of
a hydropower plant. Based on this data, the operating
performance of the individual units is regulated.
Furthermore, defects or cracks in the penstock itself can be
detected. Furthermore, the reasons for installing flow metres
are described and the applicable standards and regulations
are presented. The installation of sensors and control units as
well as their parameterisation are shown. Finally, a
comparison of the applied flow measurement methods is
given with a graphical presentation of the measurement
results.
Keywords - hydroelectric power plant; flow; pressure
pipeline; ultrasonic sensor

I.

INTRODUCTION

A hydroelectric plant is a plant that generates
electricity. Water, which generates potential and/or kinetic
energy, is converted into mechanical rotational energy by
water turbines. The rotation is then transferred to a
generator that produces electricity through an
electromagnetic field. The function of the pressure pipeline
is to convey the water from the water chamber to the water
turbine. It must withstand the operating pressure generated
by the water in the power plant. Its properties are based on
the construction material, the various pipe diameters, wall
thicknesses and the way the individual parts are connected
[1].
Flow measurement in pressure pipeline (penstock) in a
hydroelectric power plant [2] is a type of measurement that
provides information about how much water flows through
the pipeline in a unit of time. This information is important
for several reasons. One of the reasons is that the operation
of the hydro turbine, i.e., the power at which the turbine
operates, can be adjusted and maintained by maintaining a
constant flow rate through the penstock. Another reason for
the importance of this information is to control the pressure
pipeline itself in terms of cracks or leaking water. Volume
flow sensors are installed at the beginning and end of the
pressure pipeline to compare the results of the volume flow
measurement. The measurements should nearly match. If
the readings differ by more than 3%, the alarm is activated
to quickly close the water supply to the pressure pipeline
and cause the unit to fail. In this case, you must physically
inspect the discharge line to determine that it is not
damaged, otherwise you must repair it. If everything is fine
with the operation of the pressure pipeline, it is necessary
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to maintain the measurement system. Another important
reason for measuring the volume flow is to obtain
information about the water loss in the entire water power
system. For this purpose, volume flow sensors are installed
at the beginning of the system at the supply gallery and at
the end of the pressure line. The difference determined by
the measurement is the actual water loss through the
system.
In the continuation of this article, the applied
measurement methods of volumetric flow measurement
and their comparison are described. In addition, an
overview of the measuring devices used and their
installation in the measuring system is given. After that, the
parameterization of the measuring devices is presented and
the results of the performed measurements are shown.
Based on these results, conclusions are drawn about the
measurements performed.
II.
DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT METHODS
Flow rate is a physical quantity that describes the
amount of a fluid (liquid or gaseous) that passes through a
given cross-section in a given time interval. In penstocks in
hydroelectric power plants, the volumetric flow of water is
measured and calculated according to the following
expression [1]:
𝑄=

ΔV̇
Δt

(1)

where following is:
𝑄 [m3/s] – volume flow,
Δ𝑉̇ [m³] – a change in the volume of fluid flowing through
a given cross-section of the pipeline,
Δ𝑡 [s] – the duration of the fluid passage through some cross
section.
The operation of each hydropower plant is based on a
moderate volume flow
A. Flow measurement by means of hydrometric vanes
The first way to measure volumetric flow through a
pressure pipeline is with hydrometric vanes. Such a
measurement system has been proven in practice to be the
only system that is robust enough. and at the same time
accurately measures the velocity of the water flow [2, 3].
The measurement is based on a definite relationship
between the velocity of the water and the number of
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revolutions of the propeller immersed in the watercourse.
There are many different types of hydrometric blades, and
they differ in the position of the shaft (horizontal, vertical),
in the design of the propeller, and in the design of the
contact mechanism and counter. Hydrometric blades
measure the velocity at a point or on a certain area, the size
of which depends on the diameter of the propeller [2]. Since
the velocity is not the same at all points of the open water
flow, several hydrometric vanes must be attached to cover
as large an area as possible on the cross-section of the water
flow where the measurement is made. In addition to the
measured velocity, a well-defined cross-sectional geometry
of the water flow on which the measurement is made is also
required. The total volume flow is determined by
mathematical calculations. With this method, it is also
important to measure the size of the water column in which
the measurement is made.
During installation in the measurement system, the
hydrometric vanes are placed on supporting rods at a 90 °
angle (according to standards ISO 748, ISO 1088 and ISO
2537) [4 - 6] (Figure 1). Here, the wings also measure the
speed at which the water passes a particular measuring
section, and with the information about the specifications
of the pressure line (diameter of the line, protrusions,
depressions, material, etc.) also information about the
amount of total volume flow.

B. Ultrasonic measurement
Ultrasonic measurement of volume flow is based on the
generation of ultrasound. Sound is called ultrasound when
its frequency exceeds 20 kHz. Ultrasonic volumetric flow
metres reach frequencies from 50 kHz to several MHz. The
speed that sound has in a liquid medium depends on the
flow rate of the same medium. Ultrasound is generated by
a piezoelectric crystal built into the housing and bonded to
the diaphragm. When such a crystal is placed under AC
electrical voltage, it vibrates with the clock voltage. The
vibration is then transferred to the membrane, which
becomes the source of the ultrasonic wave. This type of
method is mostly used in measuring the flow in pipelines,
because the measurement method does not affect the flow
of the medium, does not hinder the flow, does not depend
on temperature and pressure, and there is no pressure drop
in the pipeline. The principle of the measurement method
is based on measuring the time it takes for the ultrasonic
signal to travel through the medium between the transmitter
and receiver. The sensors are installed opposite each other
so that they can communicate with each other. The angles
at which they are installed range from 45 ° to 75 ° [2, 4].
The positioning of the sensor can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Communication between pairs of ultrasonic sensors [2, 4]

The speed at which ultrasound propagates downstream
(in the direction of water flow) and upstream (against the
direction of flow) is different. These velocities are actually
vector quantities that add up, and the velocity is calculated
according to the following expression [2]:
𝑣𝑄 =
̅̅̅

𝐷

(

1

2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 𝑡21

−

1
𝑡12

)

(3)

where following is:
t12 [s] – the time it takes for the signal to traverse the path
toward the fluid stream,
t21 [s] – the time it takes for the signal to travel in the
opposite direction of the fluid flow,
D [m] – distance between sensors,
𝑣𝑄 [m/s] – average fluid velocity,
̅̅̅
c [m/s] – speed of light; c = 299 792 458 m/s.
After calculating the average fluid velocity, the volume
flow rate can be calculated according to the following
Nikuradze formulas [2]:
Figure 1. Installation of hydrometric vanes in a pressure pipeline
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(4)
where following is:
Q [m3/s] – volume flow,
ν(T) [cSt] – kinematic viscosity,
D [m] – pipe diameter,
vQ [m/s] – average fluid flow,
k [-] – Nikuradse's hydraulic roughness coefficient,
A [m2] – cross-sectional area of the pipe,
Re [-] – Reynold’s number.
From the above, it is clear that the measurement
accuracy and the calculation of the cross-sectional area of
the tube significantly affect the accuracy and reliability of
the measurement system. For this reason, configurations
with multiple measurement directions and multiple planes
on the measurement section are used. According to the ISO
10790 standard [8], a maximum of 10 directions in 5 planes
is possible, which results in a much higher measurement
accuracy. The accuracy even reaches values < ± 0,15 %.
This increases the number of measuring points on the
measuring section. Ultrasonic measurement of volume
flow in pressure pipelines can be performed in three
different ways.
The first method and also the simplest is the "clamp-on"
method of flow measurement. In this method, the ultrasonic
sensors are attached to the outer surface of the pressure
pipe. The simplest configuration is one with two directions
in one plane. If you decide to use the "clamp-on" method,
it is important that you investigate the installation site well.
Since the sensors are mounted on the outer surface of the
pressure line, it is important to consider the accessibility of
the pressure line on all sides across its entire diameter. The
sensor must first find a suitable position on the pressure line
so that it can communicate with its sensor pair. The time
required to install the volumetric flow metres is
approximately three to five days per pressure line,
depending on the configuration selected.
Another method of ultrasonic volumetric flow
measurement is to install a sensor in the discharge line. In
this case, the sensors are welded into the pressure line. It is
used when the discharge line does not meet the technical
specifications of the ultrasonic measurement method
described first. If you choose this method, you must be able
to penetrate the pressure line. The advantage of this method
is easier positioning of the sensor and better alignment of
the pair of sensors with each other, which increases the
accuracy of the measurement system. The main
disadvantage of this method is the difficulty of carrying out
the installation work and the conditions of the work that
takes place inside the pressure pipeline. Work with this
measurement method can take up to fourteen days per
pipeline. This depends on the configuration of
measurements and complications that may arise during the
installation of temporary scaffolding or welding. The third
method of ultrasonic volumetric flow measurement is the
method in which ultrasonic sensors are drilled into the wall
of a penstock. In terms of the measurement principle, this
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method does not differ from the previous two. This method
requires that the entire outer part of the penstock is
accessible on the measurement section. This type of
ultrasonic measurement was selected in this study. It will
verify the accuracy of the measurement with the reference
method of measuring the volume flow with hydrometric
vanes.
The standard that describes accepted methods of
measuring volumetric flow is ISO 10790 standard [8].
According to this standard, the measuring section for
measuring the volumetric flow should be as far as possible
from all disturbances that can cause asymmetry of the
velocity profile or vortex. Other factors that can cause
transverse velocity components and profile distortions are
upstream flow conditions caused by handle geometry,
number of bends, and changes in pipe diameter. To measure
volumetric flow through turbines with 8 directions, it is
necessary that the distance of the measured section from
any cause of asymmetric flow (bends, turbines, pumps,
constrictions) on the pipe upstream is at least ten pipe
diameters. In addition, the distance of the measured section
from any irregularity downstream must be at least 3 pipe
diameters. The measurement error thus ensured is less than
± 1,5 % of the actual volume flow. According to this
standard, after the installation of the sensor, it is necessary
to measure its exact positions and the lengths of all
measuring directions and use these data in the
parameterization of the measuring system.
III.

DESCRIPTION OF MEASURING EQUIPMENT AND ITS
INSTALLATION IN THE MEASURING SYSTEM
Ultrasonic flowmeters consist of several elements:
ultrasonic sensors, sensor cable, signal receiving module of
ultrasonic sensors, processor unit and monitoring system.
The type of installation used in this case to compare the
quality of measurement of volumetric flow with the
ultrasonic method is the installation of sensors in the wall
of the pressure pipeline. The installed ultrasonic sensors
must comply with all the provisions of the ISO 10790
standard, i.e. they must not interfere with the flow of water.
The sensor head is the only one that is inside the pressure
pipe and is in constant contact with water. The sensor body
is made of stainless steel and must be mechanically
protected to IP 68 [9], i.e. it can withstand dust and
prolonged immersion in liquid. Likewise, the sensor must
withstand the maximum pressure generated in the pressure
line. Ultrasonic sensors of the type FT -L from GWF
Technologies GmbH were used in this measurement. The
TCO sensor cable (Transducer cable outdoor) from GWF
Technologies GmbH is already installed in the sensor body
ex works. The reason for this is that the cable is connected
to the output pins of the ultrasonic sensor during its
manufacture in the factory and sealed and "flooded" so that
the connection safely complies with IP 68 protection. The
outer insulation of the sensor cable is made of polyethylene.
It consists of two cores with a conductive part made of solid
copper with a thickness of 1,5 mm2. The module for
receiving signals from ultrasonic sensors is combined with
Hydrovision's ReVision processor unit, which consists of
two parts. The processor unit for measuring the volume
flow is modular and consists of a module for generating and
processing ultrasonic signals and a processor unit. Based on
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the results of signal processing and other necessary
parameters, it calculates velocity and flow rate, and
forwards measured values, alarms and status signals via
output channels as required. One processing unit is required
for each tube. One PCB has the capacity to hold one level
in the measurement section with two directions. A
maximum of four PCBs fit into the module housing, which
is sufficient to receive signals from sixteen ultrasonic
sensors or four planes with eight directions. In practice, a
solution is sought to ensure that the processing unit and
signal receiving module are located as close as possible to
the measurement section to avoid various losses and
interference caused by the section length. It is also
important that the voltage drop is as low as possible so that
the ultrasonic sensors are supplied with the appropriate
voltage, which varies from sensor to sensor and produces
the strongest possible signal.
To achieve the required accuracy and precision of the
measurement, it is crucial to mount ultrasonic sensors on
the pressure line. It is very important to determine the
geometric positions of the ultrasonic sensors on the
pressure line as accurately as possible. Holes must be
drilled at these positions for mounting the ultrasonic
sensors themselves. The exact determination of the position
of the sensor on the pipe can be done in two ways: with a
theodolite and with a high-precision 3D camera. The
positions depend on the number of directions, the number
of levels, the position of closures, bypasses, etc., according
to the standard ISO 10790 [8]. Drilling holes in the pressure
pipe must be done with a magnetic drill. The sensor
mounting technique must be such that no water can leak
between the pipeline and the sensor bracket after mounting
(Figure 3).

Considering the limitations of the proposed location of
the sensor installation and the conditions on the pipeline
(openings, welds, bypass, vents, etc.), it was decided to use
sensors with an angle of incidence of 40 °.
The processor unit is mainly mounted on the wall in rooms
not affected by moisture or in contact with water.
Otherwise, they must be installed in a protective PVC
cabinet with a heater that maintains the temperature and
humidity in the cabinet.
The last part of the installation of measuring devices
refers to the transmission of the measured and processed
data. Since the processing unit has several options for data
transmission, it was decided to use an analog output signal
in the form of 4 - 20 mA. This information about the
amount of water flowing through the pressure line is
transmitted to the analog input of the control PLC. The
information about the volume flow and the associated
signalling is mainly integrated into the plant's higher-level
system - the SCADA system. This is a computer (hardware)
with associated software, which together serve to monitor
and manage the plant. The system is designed to allow the
user to more easily monitor the process in one place, while
facilitating real-time management, also from the same
location. The Proza NET system from the manufacturer
KONČAR d.o.o. is used for this measurement (Figure 5).

Figure 5. SCADA program Proza NET interface display
Figure 3. Final connection of the ultrasonic sensor to the pressure line

IV.
In order to comply with the standard ISO 10790 [8] and
to achieve a measurement accuracy of more than 0,8 %,
ultrasonic sensors are mounted in four planes, i.e. eight
directions (sixteen sensors per pipeline) in this tested
example (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Configuration of 4 measuring levels with 8 directions
according to the standard ISO 10790
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PARAMETRIZATION OF MEASURING EQUIPMENT

Parameterization of devices is as important as their
installation. Successful installation is no guarantee of good
operation of the device if the parameterization has been
performed poorly or incorrectly. When parameterizing
devices, it is important to follow the instructions of the
device manufacturer and it is necessary to use the
instructions supplied with the device. When parameterizing
the system for measuring the volume flow in a pressure
pipe, it is also necessary to follow the instructions of the
standard ISO 10790 [8]. The first step of parameterization
begins with the preparation or recording of all dimensions
from the wall thickness of the pressure pipeline, the shape
and diameter of the pressure pipeline, the angle of the
sensor and more. The next step is to select the velocities
that will be used in the calculation of the volume flow. This
would mean that the upper and lower velocity limits can be
selected, i.e. the values of the velocities above and below
which we do not want to be included in the calculation of
the volume flow (Figure 6).
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The next step is to set up the input and output signals.
The installation of the analog inputs is done first. For some
measurements (measurement of volume flows of open
profiles) it is necessary to include information about the
height of the water column or measurement of the level on
the measuring section in the calculation. There is also the
possibility to adjust the output if the measurement is lost,
by keeping the last measured value or displaying the
measurement as if the value was zero. Digital inputs and
outputs are not usually used in flow measurement systems.
The possibility of sending the status to the processing unit
via the digital output is recommended to obtain additional
information about the correct operation of the device. This
is followed by the possibility to make settings that allow
you to add and assign units of measurement, select decimal
places for certain measurement data, and customize the
database.

Figure 6. Selection of speed limits and cut-off functions

Furthermore, it is possible to set up a communication
network, which can be a local Internet network (LAN) or a
GSM mobile network. There are additional options that can
be set here, such as: Information transmission via mobile
message (SMS), storing data on a local server (FTP),
sending data via Modbus protocol (RTU/TCP) and serial
communication developed by the manufacturer equipment.
There is also a diagnostic option that records all changes on
the device. When a system error occurs, it is possible to see
what preceded the problem, which simplifies fault
diagnosis. Also, with this option, the user can view all the
information about the measurements that the processing
unit is processing in real time.
The last step of parameterization is the basic setting of
the system. This includes setting the system language. In
addition, it is possible to set the system time and connect
the unit to an NTP server if the user wants to have a time
synchronized with the rest of the system. It is possible to
set, i.e. select, the information that the user wants to be
displayed on the digital screen of the device. The last option
includes the function of downloading all the settings made
on the processor unit and saving them on the removable
disk. It is also possible to download the settings file to your
system.
V.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

After the installation of the devices and their
parameterization, the measurement system is put into trial
operation. In practice, trial operation lasts two to three
months for such complex systems, with occasional
additional calibrations if necessary. The user can request a
check of the measurement accuracy at any time. The
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accuracy of the measurement system at the Croatian power
plant Zakučac was verified by comparing the measurement
results of the installed ultrasonic volumetric flow
measurement with the measurement using hydrometric
vanes. For this purpose, hydrometric vanes were
temporarily installed and a flow measurement experiment
was conducted. At the same time, a new database was
created to store the existing measurements on the central
monitoring system for experimental measurements only.
The time samples and measurement data sets must be
nearly identical for both measurement methods, and the
measurement systems must be connected to the same NTP
server. This method makes it easier to compare the
volumetric flow measurements of both systems at the end
of the experiment. The experiment is conducted from the
start of the water turbines to the maximum value of the
production capacity (146 MW) and remains at this value for
about 30 minutes. The reason for the longer delay is the
need to synchronize the hydrometric blades, which takes
some time. Only after synchronization can accurate
measurement results be obtained. After that, the power
output is gradually reduced by about 10 MW. After each
change, the measurement is maintained for about 30
minutes for the same reason. In such an experiment, the
output power is reduced to half the value of the maximum
output power. When the measurement has been made at
half the output power, the output power is increased again
to the maximum value in a few steps to finally close the
water inflow to the water turbine, i.e. to simulate the failure
of the device. A comparative measurement was performed
on the pressure line of unit D.
The diagram (Figure 7) shows the following components:
• Total measured speed in the pressure pipeline by
ultrasonic method – curve with orange colour,
• Total volume flow obtained by measuring the flow by
ultrasonic method or processing by measuring from the
processor unit - curve with blue colour,
• Average volume flow measured in a time interval of
approx. 30 min by the method of flow measurement using
hydrometric wings - curve with yellow colour,
• Calculate the volume flow by slightly correcting the
diameter of the pressure pipeline diameter in the processor
unit when measuring the flow by the ultrasonic method curve with grey colour.
The diagram shows how the calculated volumetric flow
changes proportionally, as does the measured velocity on
the measurement path with ultrasonic sensors. These data
prove that the ultrasonic measurement method works
correctly.
The second step is to compare the volume flow
measurements between the two methods [4 – 6, 8].
A look at the blue and yellow curves shows that they
are very similar. With each change in power output, a
change can also be seen on both curves.
Having established the correctness of the measurement
method, it is necessary to verify the accuracy of the
measurement. The values on the blue curve differ up to 6
% from the values on the yellow curve. Since the error of
the ultrasonic measurement is less than 2 % and deviations
of up to 3 % are allowed in the hydroelectric power plant,
the ultrasonic measurement should be calibrated. After
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calibration, it can be seen that the measurements are within
2,5 %, which is satisfactory for this kind of measurement
[4 – 6, 8].
VI.

CONCLUSION

The elaboration and presentation of this topic has
confirmed that ultrasonic measurement of volumetric flow
in penstocks measures as well as some of the absolute
methods of flow measurement. This is confirmed by the
measurement results, which can be seen in the given
comparative diagram. It can be concluded that the
ultrasonic measurement method with small calibrations can
replace the method with hydrometric vanes in industry. The
equipment for this measurement was installed on the
penstock and a test was conducted to verify the
measurement. The advantages of ultrasonic volumetric
flow measurement are ease of installation and, of course,
real-time monitoring of the measurement. Since real-time
monitoring is possible, the operation of the plant can be

automatically controlled based on the volume flow
measurements. Also, the ease of configuration through the
user interface with the possibility of remote connection is
another advantage of this system. In addition, it should be
noted that regulations in the industry today are becoming
more stringent and maximum and minimum flow rates are
mandated in the industry. Examples are biological minima
at hydroelectric power plants to preserve the river flow
(nature), or maximum allowable wastewater flows from
factories to avoid polluting the environment. Each system
requires a method of measuring large volume flows, and
this article confirms that the method of measuring volume
flow by ultrasound can certainly meet the criteria of today's
industry. The measurement accuracy and price of such
systems vary depending on the chosen installation
configuration in terms of the number of sensors, i.e. the
number of measurement directions and planes. Of course,
it is also necessary to make estimation of the reliability and
product life of the system, but they were not a subject of
research and not presented here in this paper.

Figure 7. Diagram representation of the results of comparative flow measurements on a pressure pipeline
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Concept for Active Attenuation of Aircraft Rotor
Noise Using Ultrasonic Speakers
Dubravko Miljković
Hrvatska elektroprivreda, Zagreb, Croatia
dubravko.miljkovic@hep.hr
Abstract - Aircraft rotors are sources of high levels of
noise. Noise levels produced by helicopters and large drones
are a great nuisance in urban areas. The theoretical concept
of Active Noise Control (ANC) applied to aircraft rotors is
presented. Concept of ANC for a ducted rotor is extended to
an open rotor. Later uses ultrasonic arrays placed around the
truncated cone as secondary sources of ultrasound beams of
high directivity driven by the multichannel control device to
diminish noise levels produced by the rotor. Amplitude
modulated adjacent ultrasound beams originating from the
ultrasonic arrays produce a rotational acoustic field that
rotates together with the rotor. Noise cancelation by
modulated ultrasound beams directed to the rotor targets the
position of the dominant sources of rotor noise, i.e., rotor tips.
Keywords – active noise control; aircraft; rotor; sound
array; ultrasound

I.

A. Open Rotors
Open (nonducted) rotors are the most common type of
rotors in use, Fig. 3. As there is no shielding around the
rotor, there remains a clean aerodynamic design that
alleviates parasitic drag. Typical rotational speeds for
helicopter rotors are 225 to 500 RPM. Ehang passenger
drone rotors spin at slightly higher speed of 550 RPM.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft like helicopters and (passenger) drones have
rotors that produce large amount of noise. Most solutions
are concentrated on blade design and passive methods for
reduction of this noise. Some success can be obtained by
using ducted rotors, but the use of such rotors is very often
not feasible. In this paper concept of Active Noise Control
(ANC) of rotor noise is presented using circularly arranged
adjacent ultrasound beams modulated by noise cancelation
waveforms that follow the rotation of the rotor.
II.

Figure 2. Blade tip vortex simulation (DLR)

ROTOR AND ROTOR NOISE

Figure 3. Helicopter rotor in motion

Sources of aircraft rotor noise are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The major sources of the noise are rotor impulsive noise
due to a high tip Mach number, blade vortex interaction and
loading and broadband noise, [1]. Blade-vortex interaction
when the blade is passing through the vortex of the previous
blade is shown in Fig. 2, according to [2]. Active noise
control using ultrasonic speakers proposed in this paper
intends to address the noise produced at the rotor tips.

B. Ducted Rotors
A ducted rotor is the rotor that is mounted within a
cylindrical shroud or duct, Fig. 4, [3]. Duct diminishes
thrust losses originating from the tips of the rotor blades. In
most cases, shrouded rotors are more efficient than an open
rotor. However, to achieve good efficiency requires very
small clearances between the blade tips and the duct. A
ducted rotor is more efficient in producing thrust than an
open rotor of the same diameter, particularly at low speed

Figure 1. Sources of aircraft rotor noise

Figure 4. Helicopter ducted fan (Aerospaceweb.org)
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and high static thrust level. They are also generally quieter
than open rotors: they shield the noise originating from the
blades, and diminish the tip speed and intensity of the tip
vortices, which mainly contribute to noise production, [4].
However, they are less efficient at cruise.
C. Fixed Pitch and Variable Pitch Rotors
There exist variable pitch rotors (e.g. in helicopters),
and fixed pitch rotors (common in drones).
D. Fixed RPM and Variable RPM Rotors
Helicopter rotors operate at almost fixed revolutions
per minute (RPM) while drones mostly use rotors with
variable RPM. Changing RPM directly affects the rotor
noise spectrum. Fixed RPM is used with variable pitch
rotors, while variable RPM is used with fixed pitch rotors.
E. Example of Noise Waveform
Noise of helicopter rotor is analyzed in detail in [1]. It
is illustrated in the time domain in Fig. 5, modified from
[5]. These sharp repetitive impulses are composed of a
large number of harmonic components.

G. Harmonic Frequency Components
Fundamental frequency components of rotor noise and
subsequent harmonics are determined by (1) and (2).
𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =

fBPF
fn
RPM
NB

𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑁𝑁𝐵𝐵

(1)

60

n = 2, 3 …

(2)

- Blade Pass Frequency
- n-th harmonic
- rotor rotational speed (Revolutions Per Minute)
- number of blades in rotor
III.

ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL

Active noise control (ANC) is a method that achieves
reduction (cancelation) of unwanted noise by generating
secondary acoustic signal that interferes with the offending
noise using destructive interference. The principle of
destructive interference is illustrated in Fig. 8, [8]. The
basic ANC concept, [8-11] is illustrated in Fig. 9. The
ANC controller processes signals from reference and error
microphones and generates in real time a secondary signal
that is used for noise cancelation. Use of the ANC can
achieve a significant reduction of tonal (harmonic) noise
components, less so for broadband noise.

Figure 5. Waveform of rotor noise

Helicopters have rotors with rotor blades that change
the angle of attack during rotation through the circle, [6].
That would slightly change the noise waveform at various
positions of the circle.

Figure 8. Destructive interference

F. Examples of Noise Spectrum
The rotor noise spectrum of one of the most popular
helicopters, Bell 206, is shown in Fig. 6, [7]. It consists of
harmonic and broadband components. This is a rotor with
just two blades, hence such low frequencies of harmonics.
Figure 9. Basic ANC concept

Figure 6. Bell 206 rotor noise spectrum

Harmonic components are shown in Fig. 7, according
to [5]. Beside a blade pass frequency (BPF), the first few
harmonics are also prominent in the spectrum of noise.

To achieve good cancelation, the signal for the
secondary source has to be precisely calculated both in
amplitude and phase, as is considered in (3)-(6), from [8].
In case of a pure sinusoidal noise of amplitude A and
subsequent acoustical pressure p1 defined by (3), when a
secondary source is producing acoustical pressure p2 and
has an amplitude error a and phase error ϕ, defined by (4),
the resulting acoustical pressure p after the cancelation is
given by (5). The attenuation coefficient is Δ is given by
(6). From these equations, one can estimate how accurate
the canceling signal must be for efficient cancelation. For
(3)

𝑝𝑝1 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔)

(4)

𝑝𝑝2 = −(𝐴𝐴 + 𝑎𝑎)𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜙𝜙)

𝑎𝑎 2

𝜙𝜙

𝑎𝑎

𝑝𝑝 = 𝑝𝑝1 + 𝑝𝑝2 = 𝐴𝐴�4 �1 + � 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 + � �
Figure 7. Harmonic components in spectrum of rotor noise
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𝑎𝑎

𝐴𝐴

𝜙𝜙

2

𝑎𝑎 2

𝐴𝐴

𝛥𝛥 = 10𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �4 �1 + � 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 + � � �
𝐴𝐴

2

𝐴𝐴

(5)
(6)
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illustration, if the amplitude error is 10% and phase error
5°, one can ideally achieve an attenuation of 17 dB.
A. ANC in Closed and Open Space
ANC can be applied in closed and in open space. It is
easier to achieve cancelation in a relatively small closed
space with a small zone of silence, [8-11]. In general, much
less success has been achieved with application of ANC in
an open space. To cancel noise in open space, the large
energy of cancelation sound is necessary, comparable to
the sound energy of the noise source. Canceling noise at
the source requires positioning of a secondary source quite
close to the source of the originating noise (within a small
fraction of the noise wavelength). That is the reason that in
this case cancelation is effective only at low frequencies.
B. Common Algorithms
Popular approaches for the ANC are feedforward,
feedback, and hybrid method. Most popular algorithms are
variants of the simple least mean squares (LMS) algorithm,
[9,12]. These variants include the influence of secondary
path, feedback, etc. One particularly popular variant is
Filtered-x LMS (FxLMS) algorithm, [9], Fig. 10, that
considers the influence of secondary path S(z). This
algorithm would be suitable if a reference signal is
available (e.g. some correlate of rotor blade vibration).

Figure 12. Multichannel ANC of ducted rotor noise

Speakers are located around the rotor in the duct and
driven by the multichannel ANC controller.
A. ANC Controller
Each acoustic channel is driven by the waveform
synthesis ANC illustrated in Fig. 13, [14]. Multichannel
waveform generator synchronized by rotor tacho signal is
supplying the same waveforms, but at different phase
angles (e.g., in case of 12 channels, each channel is shifted
by 30° from the previous one). If a rotor has three blades,
12 channels can be grouped into 3 groups of 4 channels
(channels in the same group are the same). Error
microphone is positioned at just one position. Waveform
synthesizer, has stored all waveform samples, as described
in (7), where L is the period length in samples:
wl(n), l=0,1, … , L-1

Figure 10. FxLMS algorithm

Previous algorithms are suitable for tonal and
broadband noise. Another solution popular for the
cancelation of noise with a pronounced harmonic structure
common to repetitive noise signals from rotational
machinery is the use of a synchronized waveform
generator, [9,11,13], Fig. 11. Harmonic generator is
synchronized to engine tacho signal. No classical reference
signal picked by a microphone is used.

(7)

The waveform of the canceling signal for the
secondary speaker at the moment n is given by (8) and (9):
y(n) = wj(n)(n)

(8)

j(n) = n mod L

(9)

Figure 11. ANC using harmonic generator (waveform synthesis)

IV.

CONCEPT OF ANC FOR DUCTED ROTORS

Concept of ANC solution suitable for ducted rotors
with a circular arrangement of secondary sources is
described here. Ducted rotors have duct casing that make
it possible to circularly position numerous secondary
sources, [14]. The multichannel ANC, with 12 (number may
vary) circularly arranged speakers, proposed by the author
of this paper, can be used for active noise reduction, Fig. 12.
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Figure 13. Controller for multichannel ANC of ducted rotor noise

B. Number of Secondary Sources
Nyquist-Shannon theorem states that a periodic signal
must be sampled at frequency fs that is at least twice the
highest frequency component fmax present in the signal, as
given in (10). This relation connects continuous-time and
discrete-time signals. In a similar way, the number of
necessary secondary sources NS depends on the number
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Figure 14. Sampling and number of secondary sources

of rotor blades NB and harmonics NH to be canceled, Fig. 14
and (11). With just four secondary sources among the
blades of the rotor, ideally it would be possible to cancel
the fundamental noise frequency and its second harmonic.
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 = 2𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 = 2𝑁𝑁𝐵𝐵 𝑁𝑁𝐻𝐻

(10)
(11)

Concept of ANC for ducted rotors will be later extended
to open rotors. With open rotors there is no practical way
of positioning secondary sources as there is no duct around
the rotor. There is also no simple way of positioning error
microphone for the adaptation of ANC controller.
V.

Although a circular arrangement of individual
transducers is possible, a rectangular arrangement better
exploits available cone surface area, so there is no wasted
surface among adjacent speaker blocks. Frequency
response of an ultrasonic array speaker, [21] is shown in
Fig. 17. Ultrasonic speaker offer a distinct directivity
advantage, with calculated directivity shown in Fig 18.

ULTRASONIC ANC

High directivity of sound can be achieved with line
phase array (end fire array), [15,16] of conventional
speakers in the mid-range frequency range (few kHz).
However, it wouldn’t be possible to apply it to rotor noise
due to large wavelengths of BPF, its harmonics, and the
resulting dimensions of the array. Hence, application of
ANC using ultrasonic speakers appears as a viable
solution, [17]. Ultrasonic speakers can produce an acoustic
beam of high directivity that can be directed to the spot
where noise cancelation has to take place, e.g. rotor tips. It
is essentially the same ANC as a conventional ANC
system, but uses an ultrasonic speaker instead of a
conventional speaker. Due to high directivity, there is
almost no feedback and no need for feedback cancelation
in this type of ANC. A simple ultrasonic ANC experiment
that has achieved attenuation of 10 dB is described in [17].
A. Ultrasonic Speaker
The principle of ultrasonic speaker is shown in Fig. 15.
The ultrasonic carrier is modulated by an audio signal, [18].
The air within the ultrasound beam has nonlinear properties
and extracts the modulation signal from the ultrasound
carrier. A transducer array is used to produce a powerful
beam of high directivity by using a large number of
coherent sources, [19-24], Fig. 16. A whole array of these
transducers operate in parallel and in phase. Numerous
transducers are used to increase the power of ultrasonic
signal. This is still difficult to achieve, but new ultrasonic
transducers of increased efficiency are being produced.

Figure 15. Principle of ultrasonic speaker
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Figure 16. Low power ultrasonic transducer array (Soundlazer)

Figure 17. Frequency response of ultrasonic speaker (Holosonic)

Figure 18. Calculated approximate directivity of ultrasonic speaker

Carrier ultrasound levels should be 35-40 dB above the
target canceling noise levels due to the inefficiency in the
demodulation of modulated ultrasound in the air. The rotor
noise level at the wingtips is already about 100 dB and
above, [25,26]. Creating necessary levels for carrier may
pose a great problem, most often at the edge of possible
practical realization. Large drones have lower noise levels
than helicopters and are much better suited for this type of
ANC. The ultrasound beam is directed toward a desired
point producing an acoustic signal that spreads in line from
the speaker. Rotor wind is slightly bending this beam.
B. Propagation of Ultrasound Through the Air
Sound attenuation related to frequency, distance and
humidity is shown in Fig. 19, [27]. As frequency increases,
with increasing distance sound is attenuated at a very high
rate. Despite the high initial level, the ultrasound beam will
be attenuated quickly in the open air above the rotor.
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The phase response of ultrasonic speakers is generally very
flat, so adaptation mainly needs to address frequency
response. Multiple delayed outputs for canceling signals
correspond to different outputs of the adaptive filter. As in
case of ducted rotor, only BPF and the second harmonic
are canceled. It can improve by increasing the number of
channels.

Figure 19. Distance, air humidity and sound attenuation

VI.

CONCEPT OF ANC FOR OPEN ROTORS

The previous concept of ANC for ducted rotors, [14] is
further extended by the use of ultrasonic speakers. Multiple
ultrasonic speakers in vertical arrangement are positioned
around the truncated cone, with ultrasonic transducer
arrays directed toward the rotor tips, Fig. 20. This provides
a circular arrangement of secondary sources, directed to
the rotor tips above the cone. Numerous transducers are
used in a line and facilitate the necessary ultrasonic power.

Figure 20. Truncated cone with ultrasonic speakers placed on surface

Ultrasonic speakers are inclined at the appropriate
angle in such a way that the ultrasound beams hit the area
where the wingtips are passing. Multichannel ANC of
open rotor noise is illustrated in Fig. 21. Error microphone
is used only during calibration. During operation the
system does not adjust the waveform. It adjusts only to
meet the overall noise level using the separate microphone.

Figure 22. Controller for multichannel ANC of open rotor noise

As there is no suitable position for error microphone, it
is used only during calibration. It records the remaining
noise near the wingtips. Initial calibration of the system is
needed to determine the desired waveform and amplitude
of the canceling signal. Once attenuation is achieved, all
parameters are stored and the system should work without
waveform adaptation. It adapts (follows) only the overall
noise level picked by a second microphone close to the
rotor. It is assumed that the noise level picked by this
microphone is highly correlated with the noise level at the
rotor tips. The system can later adapt to the influence of
vehicle movement and environmental influences to achieve
more accurate canceling signals (amplitude and phase).
B. Influence of Vehicle Movement
Rotor generates strong downwash, [28] that influences
sound propagation. Influence of movement on downwash
distribution is illustrated in Fig. 23. Movement slightly
changes propagation time from ultrasonic speakers to
wingtips. It may be necessary to slightly adjust delays for
the forward and backward positioned ultrasonic speakers.
Input to ANC can be obtained from the flight system.

Figure 23. Influence of movement to downwash distribution
Figure 21. Multichannel ANC of open rotor noise

A. ANC Controller
The multichannel ANC controller is shown in Fig. 22.
It is a synchronized waveform generator, but considers
frequency and phase characteristic of the secondary path.
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C. Environmental Influences
1) Sound Propagation in Wind
Strong wind would cause the sound signal to bend, [29],
Fig. 24, influencing the directivity of ultrasonic speaker
and producing less accurate and efficient cancelation
signal. This applies both to rotor downwash and wind.
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[4]
[5]

[6]
Figure 24. Sound propagation in wind

2) Influence of Temperature, Pressure and Humidity
Influence on the speed of the sound and sound
attenuation in the air are shown in Fig. 25, [30]. However,
traveled distance is small compared to the wavelength of
BPF. Values stored in a table can be used to influence the
ANC system (delay and amplitude). The speed of sound is
not affected by pressure, and is weakly affected by
humidity. However, humidity affects sound attenuation.

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]

[17]

Figure 25. Temperature, pressure and speed of sound

VII. CONCLUSION
Concept of ultrasonic active noise control of open rotor
noise is presented. It is still just a concept, as practical
implementation is beyond practically available equipment
and material resources. Sources of rotor noise are quite
complex and this method attacks only noise generated at
the rotor tips. The initial concept was developed for ducted
rotors, but is extended to open rotors. With the appropriate
number of ultrasonic speakers strategically placed in a
circular arrangement bellow the rotor and producing
adjacent directional “anti-noise” beams, it may be possible
to implement active noise control capable of generating
rotating acoustic canceling signals to counteract rotational
noise field originated from the rotor. Application of active
noise control to rotors may be an acceptable solution in the
near future in combination with passive solutions. With the
increases in efficiency of ultrasonic transducers, high levels
of canceling acoustic signal could be achieved, and the
concept may become feasible not just for small but for
medium sized open rotors.
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Abstract - Modern engine monitors provide vast amounts
of data obtained from aircraft piston engines. Most
important parameters are Cylinder Head Temperatures
(CHTs) and Exhaust Gas Temperatures (EGTs) that are
available for each engine cylinder. A CHT-EGT trajectory is
formed from successive CHT-EGT pairs present in a
CHT-EGT scatter plot. The short term CHT-EGT trajectory
captures short term dynamics of engine temperatures and
can be used for its visualization. By comparing temperatures
of the individual cylinders, under the assumption of
similarity of operating temperatures of individual cylinders
in a normal engine, abnormalities in engine operation can be
detected. The method based on the comparison of short term
CHT-EGT trajectories can be used to detect abnormalities
during dynamic engine operation. During static engine
operation, the CHT-EGT trajectory should shrink to a small
area, and this can also be used to detect engine abnormalities.

that are monitored by engine monitors are listed in Table I,
[3]. These parameters are typically sampled every six
seconds. Engine monitors capture CHT and EGT from each
individual cylinder. CHT-EGT data are represented on the
engine monitor display as vertical bars, each corresponding
to an individual cylinder. An example of one cataloged
engine fault pattern (loss of EGT for one cylinder) is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Such patterns represent one snapshot
of the current engine situation. Temporal dynamics
(temperature changes during engine operation) is not
included in this and similar patterns. The fault pattern in

Keywords – aircraft; piston engine; engine monitor; CHT;
EGT; fault detection

I.

INTRODUCTION

A piston engine is a heat engine that converts thermal
energy into mechanical work. As an internal combustion
engine, it burns a mixture of fuel and air in its cylinders.
Engine operation is reflected in engine temperatures,
particularly in Cylinder Head Temperature (CHT) and
Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT). The combustion process
can be evaluated by observing the EGT. The diminished
efficiency of the combustion process is related to various
engine problems like low compression, nonuniform fuel
distribution, faulty ignition, and clogged injectors, [1]. High
CHT is often related to engine baffling problems. When
analyzing a piston engine with multiple cylinders (e.g. 4, 6
or 8), each cylinder can be considered as a small engine that
should behave similarly and have similar CHTs and EGTs,
[2]. Conventional ways of interpreting engine monitor rely
on identifying static CHT-EGT patterns. Most engine
problems have a corresponding CHT-EGT fault patterns
that are cataloged in the accompanying engine monitor
documentation, [3]. The method described in this paper tries
to capture the temporal dynamics of CHT-EGT changes.
II. ENGINE MONITOR
A display of one typical engine monitor (JPI 830) is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Using an engine monitor during the
flight and ground maintenance may help keep aircraft
engine healthy and operating in an efficient way and with
minimal engine wear. Most common engine parameters
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Figure 1. Engine monitor JPI 830 (J.P. Instruments)
TABLE I. MONITORED ENGINE PARAMETERS
Parameter
Description
EGT
Exhaust Gas Temperature
CHT
Cylinder Head Temperature
OIL TEMP
Oil Temperature 1
OIL PRES
Oil Pressure 1
TIT1
Turbine Inlet Temperature 11
TIT2
Turbine Inlet Temperature 2 1
OAT
Outside Air Temperature
CDT
Compressor Discharge Temperature 1
IAT
Intercooler Air Temperature 1
CRB
Carburetor Air Temperature 1
CDT - IAT
Intercooler cooling
RPM
Rotations Per Minute
MAP
Manifold Pressure
%HP
% Horse Power
CLD
CHT cooling rate 2
DIF
EGT span 3
FF
Fuel Flow 1
1
optional, 2fastest cooling cylinder, 3difference between the hottest and
coolest EGT
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A.

Figure 2. Catalogued engine fault pattern: loss of EGT for one cylinder

Fig. 2 is related to a symptom of a stuck valve with the
mathematical description given by (1):
EGTmin < 600 °F (≈ 316 °C)

(1)

III.

PISTON ENGINE – COMMON AND SEPARATE
ELEMENTS
Piston engine consists of elements common for the
whole engine like block, oil sump, crankshaft, carburetor,
part of fuel injection system, part of the exhaust system,
turbocharger, engine accessories, etc. and separate
elements (multiple per engine), like cylinders and
turbochargers in case of twin turbo configuration, Fig. 3,
[2,4]. As previously stated, the piston engine can be
comprehended as a collection of simple single cylinder
engines that share some common engine elements. When
the engine is operating correctly, uniformity can be
expected between cylinder CHTs, EGTs, and if an engine
is equipped with two turbochargers, between Turbine Inlet
Temperatures (TITs), [2].

Long Term CHT-EGT Trajectory
A trajectory is a time series presented in Cartesian
space. It represents a connected, ordered set of points. As
such, it holds a history of the dataset. The long term
trajectory containing data from the whole flight up to the
moment t is described as a vector pL in (2), where n is the
number of points, and is shown in Fig. 5.
pL=((CHTt, EGTt), (CHTt-1, EGTt-1), … ,(CHTt-n, EGTt-n))

(2)

CHT-EGT data is captured from successive engine
monitor data separated by a sampling interval (usually 6s).
There is a relatively strong linear relationship between
CHT and EGT.

Figure 5. Long term trajectory (whole flight)

B. Short Term CHT-EGT Trajectory
The short term CHT-EGT trajectory is one short subset
of successive CHT-EGT data pairs. Extraction of data for
recent short term trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Successive data from each sample is separated by a delay
Δ that is equal to the engine monitor sample interval.

Figure 3. Engine elements and uniformity of temperatures

IV. CHT-EGT SCATTER PLOT AND TRAJECTORY
The scatter plot is a diagram that attempts to show how
one variable is affected by another. 3D scatter plot
involving CHT, EGT and revolutions per minute (RPM) is
shown in Fig. 4. An insight into engine operation can be
obtained from such a CHT-EGT-RPM plot. With the rise
in RPM, there is also a rise in CHT and EGT.

Figure 4. 3D scatter plot CHT-EGT-RPM
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Figure 6. CHT-EGT delay line for extracting short term trajectory

In the case of the last ten data pairs, as considered in
this paper, it is described below as a vector pS, (3):
pS=((CHTt, EGTt), (CHTt-1, EGTt-1), … ,(CHTt-9, EGTt-9))

(3)

An example of trajectory containing CHT-EGT data of
one cylinder from a small section of flight, duration of 60s,
is shown in Fig. 7, (changing engine RPM).

Figure 7. Short term trajectory of one cylinder (60 s)
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C. Visualization of CHT-EGT Trajectory
Instead of conventional visualization of CHT and EGT
values as vertical bars common on the display of an engine
monitor, an alternative way of visualization of CHT-EGT
pairs as dots in CHT-EGT plane is proposed. Only the last
10 CHT-EGT dots are shown. When 11th dots come, 1st is
discarded, etc. Such a short term trajectory tracks recent
CHT-EGT dynamics. Minimal and maximal temperature
limits LCHT,L, LCHT,H, LEGT,L, and LEGT,H are shown as red
horizontal and vertical lines. Maximum values and
recommended ranges for CHT can be found in the engine
manufacturer’s manuals. Minimum CHT and maximum
EGT are generally not specified. However, these limits can
be set to percentile values of CHT and EGT data obtained
from logs of a healthy engine. Temperature limits are listed
in Table II, [5], and the engine is Continental TSIO-550-G.

Figure 8. CHT-EGT parameters of steady state

An example of CHT-EGT pair from one cylinder that
has separated from the group is illustrated in Fig. 9.

TABLE II. CHT AND EGT PERCENTILES
Temperature limits
Min. (1st percentile)
Max. (99th percentile)
Max. (TIT value instead of EGT)

CHT °F (°C)
215 (102)
368 (187)
460 (238)

EGT °F (°C)
1072 (578)
1587 (864)
1750 (954)

These limits can be regime-dependent. One simple way
is to use RPM, (4) or percentage of calculated horsepower
% HP, (5) as a variable for determining the engine regime,
[5,6] and use corresponding low and high percentile
temperatures determined from data belonging to the
particular engine regime. The lowest RPM is set to 600.
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅−600

𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �

400

% 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝑟𝑟%𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = �

20

�+1

�+1

(4)

Figure 9. CHT-EGT parameters of steady state not uniform

2) Changing Engine RPM
When changing engine operation by changing engine
RPM, trajectories from all cylinders should follow the
same general path, as illustrated in Fig. 10.

(5)

Variable r%HP is better suited as it doesn’t depend on a
windmilling propeller. Example of 1 and 99 percentiles of
CHT and EGT for various regimes is listed in Table III, [5].
TABLE III. CHT AND EGT PERCENTILES FOR VARIOUS ENGINE REGIMES
Regime
rRPM
1
2
3
4
5

CHT °F (°C)
P1
P99
195 (91)
307 (153)
219 (104)
332 (167)
239 (115)
359 (182)
275 (135)
371 (188)
236 (113)
365 (185)

EGT °F (°C)
P1
P99
981 (527) 1376 (747)
1220 (660) 1477 (803)
1139 (615) 1477 (803)
1388 (753) 1591 (866)
1279 (693) 1500 (816)

For visualization purposes, soft averaged limits LS may
be used during regime transitions enabling slow transitions
of limits (instead of jumpy limits on a display), just like a
soft scroll on computer terminals. Exponential smoothing
for limits is given in (6) and (7), α is the smoothing factor.
𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆,0 = 𝐿𝐿0

𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 + (1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆,𝑡𝑡−1

The trajectory from one cylinder that has separated
from the remaining trajectories is illustrated in Fig. 11. This
divergence in trajectories indicates a possible problem.

(6)
(7)

When a particular dot is beyond the display range, it is
plotted just above the current minimal value or just below
the maximal value of the display. Outliers are easy to spot
in this type of visualization. Further improvement would
be using different colors for dots of different cylinders.
1) Stable Engine RPM
During engine operation at fixed RPM, CHT-EGT pairs
for each individual cylinder should cluster together in a
relatively small space. Such clustering is drawn in Fig. 8.
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Figure 10. CHT-EGT parameters trajectory during RPM change

Figure 11. CHT-EGT parameters trajectory with potential problem

The trajectory always follows the last CHT-EGT pair.
When the engine operates at varying RPM this trajectory
stretches to a curve. However, when the engine operates at
constant RPM, the trajectory compresses to a small cluster.
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V.

FAULT DETECTION USING TRAJECTORIES

The short term dynamics (60 s) of CHT-EGT is
captured by the corresponding CHT-EGT trajectory. If the
engine is operating correctly, it can be assumed that
temperatures of the cylinders will behave in a similar
manner. Hence, the trajectories should also be similar. The
general principle of the method is shown in Fig. 12.

B. Normalization
CHT and EGT embrace different temperature ranges
and temperature variations. If equal importance is to be
given to CHT and EGT, some kind of scaling has to be
performed. One common type of normalization is z score
normalization. This transformation, called standardization,
(8), rescales data to zero mean and unit variance.
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖′ =

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 −𝑥𝑥̅𝑖𝑖

(8)

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

If regimes are used the values of the particular vector
component are averaged using all stored feature vectors for
that engine regime, (9).
1

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝑥𝑥̅𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝑖𝑖=𝑁𝑁−1
𝑖𝑖=0

(9)

𝑁𝑁

Standard deviation is given by (10).
∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 −𝑥𝑥̅𝑖𝑖 )

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 = �

𝑁𝑁

2

(10)

For each engine regime, the following normalized
values are calculated: average EGT, average CHT, standard
deviation of CHT, and the standard deviation of EGT.

Figure 12. Trajectory comparison for fault detection

A. Removal of Differences due to Cylinder Position
There exist small differences between cylinders
temperatures due to cylinder air cooling path, Fig. 13, [7],
lengths of intake paths, leaning to different fuel/air mixture,
etc., as shown in flight summary Fig. 14. Average relative
differences from flight summary of a healthy engine are
used to correct temperatures of individual cylinders.

C. Comparison of Trajectories
Various trajectory similarity measures are discussed in
[8,9]. CHT-EGT trajectories have the same number of data
points, making comparison easier. Similarity between
trajectories is calculated using Euclidean distance. The
Euclidean distance dE(p,q) between vectors p and q is
given by (11), where pi and qi are vector components:
𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸 (𝐩𝐩, 𝐪𝐪) = �∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1(𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 − 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 )2

(11)

Distances between short trajectories pk and pl of
individual cylinders k and l are now calculated according
to (12) using normalized CHT and EGT values CHTN and
EGTN, where L is the length of trajectory (10 points).
2

𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸 (𝐩𝐩𝒌𝒌 , 𝐩𝐩𝒍𝒍 ) = �∑𝐿𝐿−1
𝑖𝑖=0 �𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁,𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁,𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖 � + �𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁,𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖 − 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁,𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖 �

2

(12)

Distance is updated with each new CHT-EGT pair. It
is not necessary to calculate all pair distances. Just discard
the oldest pair distance and add the distance of a new pair.
D. Experimental Data
Engine monitor data were acquired from a 280 HP
turbonormalized Continental engine TSIO-550-G,
installed on a 2007 Mooney M20TN Acclaim aircraft.
Flight log was Flt71 available with EzTrends, [10,11].
1) Stable Engine RPM
Figure 13. Air cooling paths around cylinders

Figure 14. Flight summary with cylinder differences
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The short term trajectory of all six cylinders converged
to a small cluster of dots as shown in Fig. 15.

Figure 15. Cluster of dots during stable engine RPM
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2) Changing Engine RPM
All six short term trajectories captured simultaneously
from all six cylinders during the change (reduction) in
RPM are shown in Fig. 16. Trajectories are to a large
extent parallel with small differences in CHTs.
Figure 19. Detection logic using time window

VI. EGT OSCILATIONS
One particular type of temperature dynamics is the onset
of EGT oscillations. Exhaust valve failures are generally
preceded by EGT temperature oscillations, [13-16].

Figure 16. Short term trajectories during reduction in RPM

3) Distances between Trajectories of Cylinders
Distances between the trajectories of cylinders at some
particular moment are shown as a heat map in Fig. 17.
Distance
Cyl. 1
Cyl. 2
Cyl. 3
Cyl. 4
Cyl. 5
Cyl. 6

Cyl. 1
0,0000
1,0803
0,5248
1,3410
1,2900
1,5350

Cyl. 2
1,0803
0,0000
0,6491
0,3726
0,3118
0,4744

Cyl. 3
0,5248
0,6491
0,0000
0,9129
0,8482
1,0894

Cyl. 4
1,3410
0,3726
0,9129
0,0000
0,1510
0,2561

Cyl. 5
1,2900
0,3118
0,8482
0,1510
0,0000
0,2945

Cyl. 6
1,5350
0,4744
1,0894
0,2561
0,2945
0,0000

A. Slow EGT Oscillations
Incipient exhaust valve failure is often preceded by slow
EGT oscillations. These oscillations have a frequency of
about one or two cycles per minute and an amplitude of 15
to 35 °C (30 to 60 °F) when a fault is fully developed. Slow
oscillation in temperature is caused by valve rotation at a
rate of about 1 cycle/minute at cruise and developed hotspot
on valve changes its position accordingly [13-16]. The
exhaust valve problem of increased severity from Fig. 20
has oscillations with an amplitude of about 6.7 °C (20 °F).

Figure 17. Distances between trajectories of individual cylinders

The statistical distribution of distances between the
trajectories is shown in Fig. 18. Maximal distance dmax is
determined according to (13). The threshold is chosen as
the 98 percentile of all distances between the short term
trajectories of individual cylinders pS,i and pS,j. Fault
detection is performed according to a criterion (14). The
threshold T98,r should be determined for each regime r. The
method detects both static and dynamic discrepancies. As
this threshold may be surpassed too often, additional
filtering using time window can be applied, Fig. 19, [12].
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = max �𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸 �𝐩𝐩𝐒𝐒,𝑖𝑖 , 𝐩𝐩𝐒𝐒,𝑗𝑗 ��
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

dmax > T98,r

(13)
(14)

Figure 20. Slow oscillations (one or two cycles per minute)

B. Fast EGT Oscillations
In [16] is described the case of fast oscillations, which
also preceded the exhaust valve failure, Fig. 21, modified
from [16]. So, it is not enough to detect just slow
oscillations, but fast oscillations as well. To capture fast
oscillations it is also necessary to switch to a faster
sampling rate in the engine monitor, e.g., every 1 or 2 s.

Figure 21. Fast oscillations (new cycle every 10s)

Figure 18. Statistical distribution of distances for regime 4 (% HP based)
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C. Visualization of EGT Oscillations
With a properly scaled EGT axis with enough
resolution pixel/division to show temperature spread of
less than 6.7 °C (20 °F), EGT oscillations in static engine
regime appear as a vertical cluster of dots, Fig. 22 (data
from Continental IO-550-B engine log). In comparison
with classic patterns, both slow and fast EGT oscillations
can be spotted in this type of visualization. Comparison of
EGT variation to the predetermined threshold may further
be used as an alert for the onset of EGT oscillations.

951

Figure 22. Short term trajectories with EGT oscillations in one cylinder

D. Detection of EGT Oscillations
There are numerous methods for detecting periodicity
in a signal like FFT, autocorrelation, and zero-crossing
rate. The zero-crossing rate (ZCR) is the simplest
approach. ZCR represents the rate at which a signal crosses
zero, changing its sign from positive to negative or vice
versa. Oscillations in EGT are detected using a zerocrossing rate within a predefined time interval. The EGT
signal for each cylinder is first filtered using exponential
smoothing that acts as a low pass filter (15), (16).
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆,0 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸0

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 + (1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆,𝑡𝑡−1

(15)
(16)

Smoothing factor α is chosen according to (17) where N
is the number of samples in an analyzed period. To include
slow oscillations this period should be at least one minute.
2

VII. CONCLUSION
A method for visualization of engine temperature and
fault detection that captures engine temperature dynamics
from the short term CHT-EGT trajectory is presented. It
can be used as an alternative visualization method for CHT
and EGT. Classical CHT-EGT patterns describe only static
situation, while the CHT-EGT trajectory also captures
dynamical changes and provides insight into temperature
dynamics. The new method can show both static and
dynamic discrepancies. Outliers can be easily spotted. As
such it may aid conventional method of visualization that
excel in the interpretation of static patterns. Fault detection
using short term CHT-EGT trajectories is accomplished by
comparison of the trajectories of individual cylinders using
the Euclidean distance. A comparison can be made in real
time, as only the last ten CHT-EGT pairs are used in the
short term trajectory. Large discrepancies among these
distances may indicate a problem related to the particular
cylinder. The short term trajectory is also capable of
visually capturing EGT oscillations that are common to the
impending exhaust valve problem. A zero-crossing method
applied to filtered EGT signals is used to augment this
visualization for the purpose of additional fault detection.
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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) is a growing area
in everyday life. New applications under the umbrella term
IoT are being developed continuously. A typical IoT system
consists of quite a large set of interchangeable components.
In prototype development the Raspberry Pi and Arduino
have become core components of wireless sensor network
solutions. This research looks at how component-based
software engineering (CBSE) and off-the-shelf components
can be taken advantage of when defining IoT systems.
We will attempt to identify the common properties of IoT
systems and compare how well these properties relate to
the CBSE component characteristics: composability, deployability, comprehensive documentation, independence, and
standardization. The research methodology used in this study
is a literature survey. The main results of the study show that
CBSE is not widely used. There has been very little research
on the software side of applications, as most studies have
focused on describing the hardware side of implementations.
The conclusion can be made that, in order for studies to be
reproducible, the software side should be described in more
detail.
Keywords—IoT, CBSE, internet of things, component-based
software engineering

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a growing area in everyday life. New applications that fall under the umbrella
term of IoT are constantly being developed. The IoT
paradigm is the integration of several technologies and
communications solutions [1]. In the IoT world, readymade or off-the-shelf components are often used to build
prototypes.
This study examines how component-based software
engineering (CBSE) and ready-made software components
can be utilized in defining IoT systems. The following
research question can be asked: "Is CBSE generally considered in IoT development? If so, how?"
To answer this research question the literature survey
research method has been used, identifying the common
properties of IoT systems. Further, these properties are
compared with the features of CBSE components, i.e.,
composability, deployability, comprehensive documentation, independence, and standardization [2].
The hypothesis of the study is that because IoT systems
consist of several software and hardware components, it
should be worthwhile using CBSE defined characteristics.
Further, the findings of the survey are used to evaluate the
applicability and prevalence of the CBSE method in IoT
system development.
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This study is part of the research related to IoT carried
out by the Software Engineering and Intelligent Systems
(SEIntS) group at Tampere University, Pori, Finland.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section II,
we review the related research about CBSE. In Section III,
we present the research method. Section IV introduces the
findings of the survey. In discussion Section V we expand
on the findings of the survey and the study is summarized
in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
Component-based solutions and research topics were
the topic of a previous paper on the SW / HW framework
[3]. A sensor network consists of several layers, from
data gathering devices to data users. The SW / HW
framework is placed in the data gathering layer. The three
types of data gathering constructions presented introduce
software components, hardware components, and their
interconnections. In addition, the research generalizes the
required software and hardware components for IoT data
collection prototypes into a single SW / HW framework.
The rise of object oriented programming languages has
led to the component based ideology in software [2].
CBSE defines five basic properties for software components:
•

•

•

•

•

A composable component has publicly defined interfaces and all external interactions go through these.
It also provides information, such as its methods and
attributes for external use.
A deployable component is self-contained and it
can operate as a stand-alone entity on a component
platform that provides an implementation of the component model. For example, a cloud database has
several inner components which may or may not be
used.
A documented component offers the documentation
which lets the users decide whether the components
meet their needs.
An independent component can be used as a standalone without using other specific components. If the
component needs external services, these should be
specified in the documentation.
a standardized component has defined component interfaces, component metadata, documentation,
composition, and deployment, which are in accordance with the agreed model.
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In the field of software engineering, CBSE is a widely
recognized approach to the design and implementation of
software.

on CBSE criteria. If no clear application component was
found, then the study would be removed from the list.
IV. R ESULTS OF SURVEY

III. L ITERATURE SURVEY
The research method is based on a systematic mapping
study. According to [4], a systematic mapping study is
designed to give an overview of the research area by
classifying and counting contributions in relation to the
categories of the classification. The main difference between the systematic literature review method [5] and
a systematic mapping study is the need to provide an
update of how to select studies during the research when
conducting a systematic mapping study. For the selection
of the studies, we decided to perform an online search.
We used the search engine and database of articles in
IEEEXplore Digital Library in this study. The selection
process is described below:
1) We selected two combinations of search terms:
the combination of "IoT", "component based", and
"Arduino" or the combination of "IoT", "component
based", and "Raspberry Pi". The search including
Arduino gave 52 results and the search with Raspberry Pi gave 86.
2) We excluded studies published before 2020. Most of
these are technical studies and were partly discussed
before in [6] and [7].(52/86 -> 26/34 results).
3) The studies were reviewed and if there was no
mention of the software that was developed or tested,
the study was excluded from the research.
4) The remaining studies were read, and based on the
content of each study, it was decided whether or not
to include it in the mapping study.
The survey was started by selecting the search terms of
components that are commonly used for testing different
kinds of prototypes. The search terms "Raspberry Pi" or
"Arduino" were not commonly used before 2015, and by
limiting our search to studies published after 2020, we
excluded most of the simple and basic technical studies
from the results. The third step was to go through the
studies to determine whether CBSE characteristics could
be found.
After the keyword selection process, the papers were
read through quickly and attention was paid to software
side solutions. The first goal was to find self-developed
software components in the studies. In addition, it was
examined whether the paper used a previously presented or
defined application, algorithm, or software library components. For example: If the paper had commonly mentioned
cloud usage, it was considered whether the cloud was
specified, described, and the use case presented.
If Arduino or Raspberry Pi was mentioned, then the paper was included in the study. The paper was examined to
see how the developed application was described: whether
the source code, or diagrams (use case, sequence, class, or
architecture) were shown. The articles were assessed based
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The first set of results includes 60 studies which met
the search criteria. The result set included four duplicates
because of the separate searches for "Raspberry Pi" and
"Arduino", and these were removed.
Regarding the research question, it became apparent at
the very beginning of the study that CBSE had not been
utilized when prototyping IoT applications. Therefore, we
started to search for CBSE characteristics in the selected
studies; the results are summarized in Table I.
Table I shows the five CBSE characteristics in columns
and the surveyed studies in rows. One row represents
one surveyed study that presents a developed system
which can be considered to contain one or more CBSE
characteristics. If a selected study did not contain any
CBSE related characteristics, it was omitted from the table.
Initially 60 studies were included in our survey. Of those
26 included CBSE characteristics and were included in the
last phase of the survey, and 34 studies were left out.
The overall usage of CBSE characteristics was low.
However, a few interesting points could be found in the
studies. One study [11] introduced an anti-theft system,
which uses an earlier developed algorithm [35]. The study
shows a good example of how to combine different components for new implementations for different purposes.
Another study [10] presented a collision avoidance parking
system, which uses motionEyeOS1 as part of the application. MotionEyeOS represents a typical CBSE component
because it has a publicly defined and documented system
which can be implemented for various purposes. Furthermore, the study [10] mentioned several ready-to-use
software components, e.g., Android app, Xampp, Apache,
and MySQL, but their usage was not described.
The study [32] published in the article "Psychoacoustic
Annoyance Implementation With Wireless Acoustic Sensor Networks for Monitoring in Smart Cities" was an
exception in the selected set of articles; it also provided
source codes in the github.com online version control
service.
The article "Medicine Box Reminder for Patients with
Chronic Disease with IoT-Based Database Monitoring"
provided a relatively comprehensive view of its components and interfaces, as well as employing quite a wide
selection of free-to-use software components [26]. For
example, the article discussed the created REST API and
the technologies used in the creation of the API. The
details in the article helped us to identify the CBSE
characteristics.
Similarly, in the article "Access Control and Management System over Real Estate Objects as a Part of IoT
Network Community" [29], a detailed description of the
1 https://github.com/ccrisan/motioneyeos/wiki
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composable

deployable

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

documented
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

independent
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

standardized
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

TABLE I: selected studies with CBSE characteristics.

developed system was the key factor in facilitating the
discovery of CBSE characteristics in the developed system. The REST architecture model is used in this system
too, and even the JSON format used in the transactions is
mentioned.
The study "Monitoring and Supervisory Control of
Small Renewable Energy Generation Systems" [13] is
an example of a study displaying all five characteristics.
The developed system uses free-to-use components: Chirpstack, Node-Red, Influxdb, and Grafana. In addition, a
flowchart of the application and the interconnections of the
components were introduced. Although the source codes
were not released, both sides of the application, hardware
and software, were described with sufficient accuracy for
reproducibility.
For example, a typical study without clarification of the
software part is "IoT Based Design of Automatic Seat Belt
System for Vehicles" [36]. The study accurately presents
the background physics, mechanical implementation, and
hardware, but the software components can only be inferred from the hardware environment used. This was quite
common in the studies that displayed a developed system
which did not have any CBSE characteristics.
V. D ISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to evaluate the current
state of the art in the use of component based software
development in the IoT world. The analysis was based
on the collection of IoT prototype application studies.
The amount of studies was so large that only the most
recent studies were included in the survey. However, the
conclusion is that this collection of studies has potential
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for more comprehensive analysis. This study also shows
the lack of component based software development in IoT
related prototype development.
There are several key points peculiar to IoT prototype
system developments. Most of the studies present quite
accurately the hardware side of the application: wiring
schematics, sensors, and off-the-shelf components such
as radio modules, single board computers, and finally
their interconnections. However, the software side of the
application was presented usually in less detail; ready-touse components e.g., a database or cloud service were
mentioned. The developed software might be mentioned,
but only one study [32] in the selection group presented a
public repository where the software could be obtained.
Furthermore, if the developed prototype application included common technology e.g., MQTT, LoRa, node-Red,
REST, the interconnections with these were commonly
described with some kind of diagram.
Component based software and its interface connection
to other systems are commonly presented with a diagram.
The selected studies of our survey used several types of diagrams, e.g., a sequence or flowchart diagram to introduce
the operation flow of the system. In addition, some studies
presented a flowchart wider than the implemented system.
This might lead to ambiguous blocks, so implementing
these might be challenging. The actual workloads were
not estimated in these studies.
Neither the source code nor the complete documentation
for the developed systems described in the articles were
available in most cases. This definitely made it impossible
to assess whether any CBSE characteristics were present
in the developed systems. Mostly, the surveyed articles
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placed emphasis on other aspects of the systems than the
software that was developed or used.
In the future one possible research direction for IoT
prototype development and CBSE would be to further
review published articles in the field to discover best practices for utilizing and reporting component-based software
development. The findings could be used as the basis
for a set of guidelines for CBSE-enabled IoT prototype
development. In a further study, a second approach would
be to establish an independent evaluation framework to
enable the assessment of the benefits and drawbacks of
using CBSE in the IoT context and developing guidelines
and criteria for software specifications in IoT development
projects.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this survey paper, we presented a comprehensive
review on the use of component-based software engineering (CBSE) in IoT prototyping research. The survey
focused on software components with the primary goal
of determining how CBSE and off-the-shelf components
can be exploited when defining IoT systems. In addition,
we identified some common properties of developed IoT
systems and compared how well these properties relate to
the CBSE component characteristics: composability, deployability, comprehensive documentation, independence,
and standardization. The main results of the study show
that CBSE is not widely used. The survey also shows
that the developed and self-made software components are
omitted when presenting the structure of IoT applications.
On the other hand, several studies demonstrated the use
of freely available software components as part of an
application. This study showed that software development
should be considered and discussed in the design and
presentation of IoT prototypes. Furthermore, in conclusion
it can be said that in order for studies to be reproducible,
the software side should be described in more detail.
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Abstract—The supply chain is a large process that is
responsible for the delivery of products all around the
world. Different hazards can affect the products and cause
damage during product delivery, e.g. temperature, moisture,
vibrations, etc. Shock and vibrations are common during
transporting and handling goods in the supply chain and
can cause product failures like breakage, deformation, etc.
This paper analyzes the properties of several commercially
available acceleration sensors for shock and vibrations detection. A Custom PCB board is developed, and sensors are
tested to detect product vibrations and shock in the laboratory environment. Packages can travel long journeys before
reaching the set destination. Therefore, power consumption
is analyzed for the tested sensors. Presented results show that
different acceleration sensors need to be used for vibrations
and shock detection in the supply chain.
Keywords—acceleration sensors, vibrations, shock, low
power, supply chain

I. INTRODUCTION
Because of the globalization of manufacturing, items
are distributed worldwide using a variety of transportation and handling methods. The consumer expects the
product to be free of damage, wholesome, and safe no
matter where the packaged goods come from. Different
package designs protect products from spoilage, damage,
or misidentification to lessen the likelihood of spoilage.
However, products still arrive damaged to their customers
without any monitoring or shock and vibration indications.
Different hazards can damage products, and the most
common are shock, vibration, compression and puncture.
Shock usually occurs when a package hits a stationary
surface, such as a floor, or during horizontal impact, hitting
another box. Vibration is the movement of the package
about a fixed point in a particular frequency usually caused
by the means of transport. Both shock and vibration are
most commonly encountered in the distribution chain, cf.
Fig. 1 [1].

Fig. 1: Vibrations and shock hazzards in supply chain
without monitoring and detection.
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Authors in [2] reported that even 50 % of fresh products
are damaged in transit. Product life is shortened, and
commodity value is reduced due to shock and vibration
levels during truck transportation. Minimizing vehicle vibrations during shipment and enhancing package vibration
prevention improves product safety.
On the one hand, vibrations and accelerations may now
be simulated thanks to modern computer systems and
advanced software development. It is feasible to simulate
accelerations of various products by analyzing the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) profile of roads in a vehicle
transport environment [3], [4]. Based on the road/vehicle
PSD profile, authors in [5] used ANSYS software with the
finite element method to simulate shock and vibrations of
packaged goods.
On the other hand, various methods for detecting product package exposure to shock and vibrations could indicate that the package is defective. SHOCK INDICATOR
LABEL is a commercial product developed by WANYO Enterprise [6] used to detect certain g-forces during
package transportation and handling. The label has one
side coated with adhesive, and it adheres to one side of a
package. A chemically engineered color indicator is turned
on when the shock level exceeds the threshold level of 25,
37, 50, 75, or 100 g. The shock indicator cannot measure
vibrations. Moreover, it cannot log shock and vibration
data. A common approach has been to use embedded
system devices for shock and vibration detection in recent
years. Authors in [7] provide the SAVER 3X90 commercial device that is a shock and vibration data recorder in
the field. Although the proposed device can set a recording
threshold, it cannot process or notify consumers about
vibration and shock data. Another commercial approach is
the DB Schenker Smartbox service [8]. It is a proprietary
system used for DB Schenker freight services and enables
real-time tracking and monitoring of cargo conditions.
The hardware specifications of the Smartbox system are
not given, and it is not available for use outside the DB
Schenker system.
This paper compares three different acceleration sensors
for vibrations and shock detection in the supply chain.
Acceleration sensors are tested in the laboratory environment to detect vibrations and shock. Acceleration data is
analyzed, and suggestions are made as to which sensor
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would be appropriate for measuring vibration, shock, or
both.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the developed accelerometer testing board and
it’s specifications. Experimental results and discussions are
given in Section III, while Section IV concludes the paper
and gives future remarks.

II. PCB ACCELERATION BOARD
A PCB prototype has been developed for testing the
proposed accelerometers. The main parts of the testing
board are depicted in Fig. 2. Based on previous research,
for the processing of the prototype board, a low-power
STM32L01 microcontroller is selected [9]. A real-time
clock is used for calendar time and wake-up options, while
all acceleration data is stored on EEPROM. The device
is powered using two CR2016 Li-ion batteries, providing
an operating voltage of 6 V and a capacity of 90 mAh.
Battery voltage is regulated to 3 V, which is the operating
voltage of the PCB acceleration board. Three different
acceleration sensors are used. Selected characteristics of
accelerometers are given in Table I [10]–[12]. Significant
differences between accelerometers are in scale, sampling
rates, data output width and price per unit. Depending
on the ultra-low power application, different modes of
operation may be used, cf. Tab. I. Sensor highest energy
consumption happens when acceleration is measured continuously for vibrations or shock. However, sleep mode
with wake-up functionality on a set acceleration threshold
reduces energy consumption for shock detection. It is
recommended that the threshold value is adequately set
based on the product g-factor according to the producer
[13]. It is important to note that too low a threshold
value can cause the system to be hypersensitive to actions
such as carrying the device or handling it and thus waste
too much energy. On the other hand, excessive threshold
values can cause system insensitivity. Another option is
using a FIFO buffer (LIS2, ADXL) combined with the
wake-up mode. In the event of a shock or impact, the
device wakes up, measures, and retrieves values from the
FIFO buffer. Energy savings are achieved due to wakeup mode, but the drawback is the size of the FIFO buffer,
which limits the number of acceleration samples. With the
larger scale of measurement and number of features, an
increase in price per accelerometer unit is noticeable. The
utilized accelerometers are chosen based on the measuring
scale, sampling rate, cost, and application.

III. RESULTS
Acceleration sensors are tested in a laboratory environment. All test results are stored in the EEPROM of
the developed board, transferred to the PC via UART
communication, and processed with MATLAB software.
Several tests are performed.
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Fig. 2: Main parts of the developed acceleration sensors
testing board.
TABLE I: The characheristics of the proposed
accelometers.
Sensor

P roperties
LIS2

H3LIS

ADXL

±2, ±4,
±8, ±16

±100, ±200

±200

1.6, 12.5,
25, 50,
100, 200,
400, 800,
1600

0.5, 1,
2, 5,
10, 50,
100, 400,
1000

400, 800,
1600, 3200,
6400

Opetaring
voltage [V]

1.62 - 3.6

2.16 - 3.6

1.6 - 3.5

Interf ace

I2C, SPI

I2C, SPI

I2C, SPI

16-bit

8-bit

12-bit

F IF O support

Yes

No

Yes

P ower modes

Power-down,
High
performance,
Low power

Power-down,
Normal,
Low power

Standby,
Measurement,
Instant on,
Wake-up

P rice per unit
(1 unit) [EUR]

2.80

9.17

14.66

P rice per unit
(100 units) [EUR]

2.02

7.91

11.18

Scale [g]

Sampling rate [Hz]

Data output

A. Vibrations measured with vibration table
The first test is the ability to detect vibrations. As stated
in [3], [4], [14] in-transit vibrations amplitudes are most
common below 1 g and under 50 Hz in frequency. Vibration table HUATEC HG-5020i Vibration Calibrator is used
to evaluate the performance of the tested sensors [15]. Two
different vibration settings are used based on the maximum
vibration amplitude and frequency a = {10 Hz, 0.51 g},
b = {40 Hz, 1.48 g}. The sensors sampling frequency is set
to 400 Hz and the number of acquired samples is 170 every
10 s for the duration of 1 min, in total 6 measurements.
Used scale values for tested sensors are LIS2 = ±4 g,
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H3LIS = ±100 g and ADXL = ±200 g.
Results for all sensors are presented in Fig. 3 – 8. LIS2
and H3LIS sensors do not compensate for Earth gravity
acceleration; therefore, all measurements include 1 g in Z
axes direction. For both a and b vibration settings, LIS2
sensor measures correct maximum acceleration amplitude
and vibration frequency, cf. Fig. 3 and 6. Maximum
acceleration amplitude error for the depicted results in Z
axes is 0.06 g and 0.04 g for a and b, respectively. Maximum acceleration amplitude error represents the absolute
difference between the absolute maximum acceleration
amplitude value and the true value for the settings a and
b. Although the direction of the vibration is in the Z axis,
part of the vibration is transferred to X and Y direction,
because of the developed testing board dimensions.
On the other hand, H3LIS (Fig. 4 and 7) and ADXL
(Fig. 5 and 8) don’t give correct values for maximum
acceleration or the vibration frequency. An explanation for
the presented results can be found in the specifications
of the sensors listed in Tab. I. Data output width for
the H3LIS sensors gives the minimum resolution of
0.78 g for the ±100 g scale used in the test. This is not
satisfactory for the vibration the setting a in Fig. 4 where
maximum acceleration amplitude is set to 0.51 g. However,
H3LIS shows better results for the vibration setting b,
cf. Fig. 7, when compared with the setting a, cf. Fig.
4. Maximum acceleration amplitude error equals 0.99 g
and the vibration frequency correctly matches the LIS2
sensor. Results for a (Fig. 5) and b (Fig. 8) vibration
settings for the ADXL sensor are not adequate. Although
the sensor’s resolution is 0.097 g, in the datasheet it is
stated that 0 g offset can vary from −3 g to 3 g which is
not satisfactory for vibrations measurement.

Fig. 4: Vibrations of 10 Hz measured on a vibrating
table with H3LIS.

Fig. 5: Vibrations of 10 Hz measured on a vibrating
table with ADXL.

Fig. 6: Vibrations of 40 Hz measured on a vibrating
table with LIS2.

Fig. 3: Vibrations of 10 Hz measured on a vibrating
table with LIS2.
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Fig. 7: Vibrations of 40 Hz measured on a vibrating
table with H3LIS.
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Fig. 8: Vibrations of 40 Hz measured on a vibrating
table with ADXL.

Fig. 9: Graph of vibrations measured in the vehicle at a
speed of 50 km/h.

B. Vibrations measured in station wagon vehicle
The second test is the vibration test in a station wagon
vehicle. The purpose of this test is to simulate a parcel
delivery scenario and to measure vehicle vibrations. For
this test only LIS2 sensor is used because it shows the
best results on a previous vibration table test in the section
III-A. The measuring prototype is positioned in the center
vehicle’s empty trunk to measure incoming vibrations
from the rear axle. The sensor sampling frequency is set
to 400 Hz and the number of acquired samples is 170
every 10 s. The whole trip lasted approximately 30 min.
Figures 9 and 10 show the measured driving vibration
levels at 50 km/h and 80 km/h. LIS2 sensor captured
all vibration changes. Vibrations levels are under 1 g
varying in frequency around 60 Hz, cf. Fig. 9 and 10.
The measured frequency is greater compared to the values
presented in the articles [3], [4], [14]. One probable reason
for the difference is that the authors measured vibrations
in multiple transport trucks, while the vibrations measured
in this work are done on the same station wagon vehicle.
C. Shock detection
The third test determines if sensors are capable of
detecting shock. Shock is defined as a sudden change in
package velocity. Shock is replicated in this experiment
by dropping the item from a carrying height of 1,m to a
flat hardwood floor. Shock values are always more than
1,g and may exceed 100,g. The used package is about the
size of a 15” laptop and weights a total of 2,kg.
The sensor board is inserted inside the box and fastened
to the product utilizing Z axes in an up/down direction.
As in the previous tests, the sampling frequency for
all sensors is set to 400 Hz, 170 samples are acquired,
and maximum sensor scales are used LIS2 = ±16 g,
H3LIS = ±200 g and ADXL = ±200 g. The threshold
technique is used for storing measured shock data. The
selected sensor measures data continuously and stores
values into the circular buffer. If the acceleration value
exceeds the positive or negative threshold value (threshold
value is set to ±3 g), 85 acceleration sample sets before
exceeding the threshold, and 85 acceleration sample sets
after exceeding the threshold are stored in EEPROM. Each
sample set consists of three values for the X, Y, Z axes.
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Fig. 10: Graph of vibrations measured in the vehicle at a
speed of 80 km/h.

Measured results are shown in Fig. 11–13. From the
results presented in Fig. 11 it is visible that the LIS2
accelerometer is not suitable for shock measurements
because its full-scale range is ±16 g. The maximum acceleration value of the sensor has been achieved, but the
correct shock value is unknown. However, H3LIS and
ADXL sensors show no such limitation. Figures 12 and
13 show that the maximum acceleration values are above
100 g for a package dropped from 1 m height. Comparing
results from all three sensors shows that H3LIS and
ADXL senors can be applied for shock measurement in
the supply chain.

Fig. 11: Graph of shocks measured by falling of package
from a height of 1 meter measured with LIS2.
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Fig. 12: Graph of shocks measured by falling of package
from a height of 1 meter measured with H3LIS.

To measure vibrations, LIS2 sensor operates in the
power-down and normal mode of operation. In literature,
vibrations are usually measured for a short period of time
during the normal mode, e.g. 1 s, after wich it remains in
the power-down mode, e.g. 5 min. Considering proposed
time of operation (1 s/5 min) and current consumption
(157/0.051 µA) for each mode, cf. Tab. II, and battery
capacity of 90 mAh with 20 % discharge safety [17], the
estimated LIS2 operation time is 9600 days.
To measure shock, the ADXL sensor is considered as
the best, based on the proposed measurements. ADXL
operates in the low-power and normal mode of operation with the sampling frequency of 400 Hz, respectively.
Shock is commonly monitored using the threshold detection technique in the low-power mode, as explained
in the section III-C. The estimated operation time of
ADXL is 240 days, assuming that the normal mode
lasts 1 s, low-power 1 hour, and the current consumption
is (29.011/12.483 µA) for each mode, cf. Tab. II.
TABLE II: Current consumption in various operating
modes of the proposed accelerometers.
Sensor

Current consumption

Fig. 13: Graph of shocks measured by falling of package
from a height of 1 meter measured with ADXL.

LIS2

H3LIS

ADXL

N ormal mode 400 Hz [µA]

157.208

354.904

29.011

Estimated
operating time [days]

38.166

16.906

206.8

Low power mode [µA]

0.499

10.394

12.483

Estimated
operating time [days]

12024

577.3

480.7

P ower down / standby
mode [µA]

0.051

0.307

0.027

D. Energy consumption
The fourth and final test is the energy consumption
measurement of the tested sensors. Three different modes
of operation are used. Each current measurement presented
in Tab. II. is obtained from the average of 100 current
measurements using the Keysight 34465A 6 ½ digit multimeter [16]. Normal mode with a sampling frequency of
400 Hz is standard for all sensors, which allows for an
equal comparison. The lowest sampling frequency for all
sensors is used in low power mode, with the potential to
wake up on threshold detection. A sensor can return to
normal mode after being woken up. The use of low power
mode saves energy and extends the battery life. In some
situations, when it is not necessary to take measurements
or a delay occurs, the sensors can be set to standby
or power-down mode to save energy. When measuring
vibration every 10 seconds, the standby or power-down
method is appropriate. From the obtained results presented
in Tab. II, it is visible that the ADXL sensor gives the
best results for normal and standby mode, while in low
power mode, LIS2 has the smallest current consumption.
E. Estimated operating time
The estimated operating time calculation is based on
the following assumptions. The battery capacity is 90 mAh
and the discharge safety is 20 % [17]. The battery lifetime,
self-discharge, and current consumption of other devices
on the produced board are not taken into account in this
computation.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The accelerometers that can be implemented into an
ultra-low power system are examined in this paper. Tested
sensors can be used for vibration measurements and shock
detection, depending on the user’s requirements, in the
supply chain.
Four different tests are executed for all three used
sensors: vibration table test, station wagon vehicle test,
shock detection test and energy consumption test. The
vibration table and station wagon vehicle test show that
the LIS2 performs the best and gives correct vibration
measurements. For the shock detection test, H3LIS and
ADXL sensors managed to detect the simulated shock
of a package dropped from 1 m height. Such information
may suggest a defective or damaged product in the supply
chain. In the final test, current consumption is measured
for all tested accelerometers. For vibration measurements
sensor needs to be in two modes of operation, normal
mode (for measuring vibrations) and power-down mode
(waiting for the next measurement to start). Although
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the ADXL sensor gives the lowest values in the mentioned modes, it is not sufficiently precise to measure
vibrations correctly. On the other hand, the LIS2 sensor
gives the second best current consumption results and
measures vibrations correctly. For shock detection, the use
of low-power and normal mode can significantly reduce
energy consumption. Lower scale accelerometers are more
beneficial for vibration measurements due to their lower
cost per unit, while shock detection requires higher scale
accelerometers with a higher price per unit.
Future work includes vibration and shock level measurements in product storage and transportation environments.
There are two distinct scenarios to consider. The first shock
level measurement scenario involves dropping a product
from various heights, and in the second scenario, a foreign
item crashes into the package. Additionally, compressed
sensing techniques can be implemented to reduce the data
storage requirements of the ultra-low power device.
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Abstract - The digital revolution has made a significant
step forward in the application of information technology in
monitoring the changes taking place around us. The
Internet of Things is widely used to modernize and optimize
agricultural processes. Achieving an ideal model of
information technology management in agriculture requires
data collection that will ensure an adequate range of impact
on agricultural cultures. In this paper, the lifespan of one
type of ornamental flower will be monitored by several
sensors. Monitoring parameters such as soil moisture and
temperature are easily performed using various sensors that
immediately measure the desired values. Numerous papers
report on monitoring and controlling plant growth, but
most of them are based only on monitoring values obtained
from sensors. Using various sensors and a camera, growers
can react promptly and see the change in leaves and/or
flowers. Monitoring changes with sensors and cameras
provides data that help automate the cultivation of cultures.
Keywords - IoT, soil moisture, soil temperature, camera,
ESP32

I.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the Internet and digitalization affects
all levels of the economy and thus the possibilities of
improving the process in agriculture.
There is a high need for climate smart agriculture because
agricultural production systems are expected to produce
food for a global population of approximately 9.1 billion
people in 2050 and over 10 billion by the end of the
century [1].
The agricultural industry is facing climate change, and
there is a tangible lack of labor force due to the increased
demand for agricultural products and data processing
capabilities that would ensure more efficient resource
management.
According to Zinke-Wehlmann C., Charvát K.,
agriculture is a central sector for all of us, but there are
significant challenges that this sector and the whole
society face [2]:
• A growing population raises the demand for
food “by approximately 50 percent compared to
2013 agricultural output”
• Globalization is mixing food cultures
• Healthy living and the elderly population require
different diets than before
• Urbanization with an increasing demand for
processed and high-quality food
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•
•

•
•

Land abandonment due to growing urbanization
Limited and highly stressed natural resources—
overused farmland becomes degraded (e.g., soil
erosion, unbalanced fertilizer usage), water
resources are threatened
Climate change negatively affects crop growth
due to higher temperatures and poses higher
risks for yield loss by droughts and floods
New policies influence agricultural production,
and changes in the subsidy system can rapidly
influence agricultural production

The implementation of the Internet of Things in
agricultural processes achieves the added value of
production despite climate change.
The IoT is progressively becoming an important aspect of
our life that can be sensed everywhere around us. Overall,
the IoT is an innovation that combines an extensive
variety of smart systems, frameworks and intelligent
devices and sensors [3].
Data management is an important segment of achieving
sustainable business in parts of their forecast.
The management and analysis of IoT data (“Big Data”)
can be used to automate processes, predict situations, and
improve many activities, even in real time [4].
Data collection using sensors and cameras for soil
moisture and temperature allows for timely action to
increase yields and increase resilience to climate change.
The model of application of IoT in the observation of the
lifespan of ornamental flowers using sensors provides us
with feedback on the influence of two factors, soil
moisture and temperature, on the visual change of the
plant. The influence of these two factors together with the
collected data give us insight into how to effectively
manage the cultivation of such agricultural crops.
Agriculture assisting farmers in obtaining Live Data
(Temperature, Soil Moisture) for an efficient environment
monitoring which will enable them to do smart farming
and increase the overall yield and quality of the products
[5].
The challenge is data processing using machine learning
and artificial intelligence, which can significantly
contribute to making timely decisions.
Similar systems for monitoring agriculture have been
developed and used in the past but they used Raspberry
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Pi as a main component or even a thermal camera.
[6][7][8].
II.

PLANT STRESS PHYSIOLOGY

Greenhouses that produce ornamental flowers cut flowers
to cultivate their plants as fast as possible, with low cost
and energy consumption as possible but with a task to
grow a long-lasting healthy-looking plant whether sold
cut off or potted. To fulfill those requirements conditions
of water applications, appropriate temperature, light,
nutrient saturation, air humidity and others need to be
applied for a given plant variety. Avoiding every situation
when those requirements are not fulfilled, in other words,
when the plant experiences stress.

turning yellow, reduced growth and leaf size, weak and
spindly stems, and small flowers.
F. Stress caused by oxygen deficiency
For root system growth, an optimal air-to-water ratio
must be achieved in each substrate. Overwatering and
poorly drained soil can lead to oxygen deficiency, which
causes symptoms such as leaves turning soft and limp,
yellowing, browning, and falling off, stunted slow growth
and blisters resulting in white or brown spots.
Chlorosis of the leaf formed on the rose as a lowtemperature injury that could be captured by the device's
camera is shown in Figure 1.

A. Stress caused by lack of water/moisture
The physiological effects of water stress include a
decrease in growth, which may appear as soon as the
cellular water content falls below full saturation. Leaf
surface is reduced because of a drop in turgor pressure,
leaves are rejected as they tend to age faster and fall off,
blooms do not develop properly as the plant requires a
high level of energy to produce them, and root growth is
increased at the expense of the decrease in shoot growth.
Plant cells experience structural damage, protein
denaturation occurs, and photosynthesis is inhibited.
B.

Stress caused by low temperature

Symptoms of chilling injury are seen in a lowered growth
rate, chlorosis of the leaves, loss of turgor (wilting), and,
if meristems are compromised, death [9][10]. The socalled chilling-sensitive plants typically suffer injury
between ca. 10°C and 0°C, but sometimes at higher
temperatures [11].
C. Stress caused by high temperature
Basic physiological changes that occur are leaf roll or
curl, leaf surface area reduced, synthesis of wax coatings,
leaf hair layer increased, leaf hyponasty, hypocotyl, and
petiole elongation. Under increased temperature
conditions, transpiration, and photosynthesis increase,
affecting humidity, which can lead to diseases.
D. Stress caused by high humidity
Inadequate humidity levels result in various problems, of
which fungal and bacterial diseases are the most
important. The common disease Botrytis has symptoms
that include flower blight, leaf spot, bud rot and stem rot.
It prefers tender tissues such as petals and buds. To
prevent this, it is necessary to control actions such as
reducing humidity by increasing temperature and airflow.
E. Stress caused by nutrient deficiency
In contemporary greenhouses, gardeners grow plants in
various substrate mixes, such as peat and coconut coir,
with additives such as vermaculit and perlit and nutrient
sources such as compost. Rose production began to use
sponges as substrates, where it is crucial to have adequate
fertilization through a watering system. Deficiency in
nitrogen and iron will result in symptoms such as leaves
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Figure 1. Chlorosis of the rose leaf

III.

TECHNICAL SOLUTION

The whole system consists of two parts: hardware and
software. The system block is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Flower monitoring system with a camera and soil, moisture,
and temperature sensors
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A. Hardware
Due to the limitation of digital and analog inputs on
the ESP32 Cam board, the second single-board
microcontroller (Croduino) is used for connecting the
sensors. This board is connected using Bluetooth with an
ESP32 Cam board. The ESP32 Cam uses the ESP32
microcontroller as the main part of the board. The
processor itself has many inputs/outputs, but most of
them are used for other components that are connected to
the ESP32 Cam board, such as camera and card reader
modules. One way to connect the ESP32 Cam board with
other peripherals is by wires using serial, I2C or other
wire protocols. Another way to connect with peripherals
is wirelessly, by WI-FI or Bluetooth, which is used for
this project. Connecting wirelessly leaves all pins
available for other uses.
1) System principle
Data from sensors are sent to Croduino, after which all
data are collected, formatted, and transferred wirelessly
by Bluetooth to ESP32 Cam. When received on ESP32
Cam, data from Croduino and the image taken by the
camera are transferred again wirelessly by using WI-FI to
the database located at the server. The users can see all
the data, including images, on their web browser.
B. Software
Software that is used for this project is not
commercially available at the moment of writing this
paper. This system us divided into three parts, one part is
firmware on ESP32 Cam, second part is firmware on
Arduino and code on web server. Data from the ESP32
Cam board come through the HTTP protocol to the web
server. The web server uses PHP for data processing and
MySQL for data storage. All data are also embedded at
the top of the image, including date time and all sensor
values. This is used for better analysis based only by
looking at the image, where the user can immediately see
if some parameters are at the critical value, such as
temperature or moisture.
The dashboard of the wholes system is shown in
Figure 3. On the dashboard, all recorded values are
shown in one place, including the captured image with all
data embedded at the top of the image and all sensor
values.

IV.

SENSORS AND MODULES

Sensors are electronic devices that measure any physical
data, such as speed, light intensity, temperature, or
humidity, and they transform the measured data into
electric signals in the form of voltage and current. In this
monitoring and measuring plant environment project, it
was used a camera and a couple of temperature and
humidity sensors with a communication module, whose
characteristics are described in this chapter.
A. Temperature and humidity sensor DHT11
One of the most commonly used sensors in IoT projects
is the digital DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor,
which is a low-cost, small-size sensor that includes an
NTC temperature thermistor for measuring temperature.
This thermistor is a resistor whose resistance decreases
when the temperature increases, so he has a negative
temperature coefficient.

Figure 4. Different types of DHT11

In regard to humidity, DHT11 also measures relative
humidity (RH), which is the quantity of water in the air
compared to the quantity of water that air can maintain
before condensation occurs. For example, a relative
humidity of 20% means that air is one-fifth of its possible
water steam capacity. Inside of the case are copper
electrodes on a small gap. If the relative humidity
increases, then the resistance between the electrodes
decreases. This sensor measures humidity above 20%
because beneath that threshold, the sensor cannot
determine
the
resistance
between
electrodes.
Additionally, inside the case is an 8-bit integrated circle
(IC), which measures and analyzes analog input and
converts it into a digital signal with temperature and
humidity values to a Croduino microcontroller.
There are two versions: the PCB version has three pins
and a 10 kΩ pull-up resistor for the signal line. In this
project, it was used 4 pin sensors. (Right sensor on Figure
4). The sensor has one signal pin that sends digital sensor
readings to the Croduino board. The ground pin is
connected to the GND of Croduino, and Vcc is a 5 V
power supply.

Figure 3. Screenshot of system dashboard
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Data samples arrive every 1 second, which is more than
sufficient for this project. Basic technical specifications
are shown in TABLE 1.
TABLE 1. BASIC TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF DHT11
SENSOR
www.droboticsonline.com
Technical specifications of DHT11 sensor
Operating voltage
3 – 5 V DC
0 – 50 °C
Measurement range
20-90% RH
Humidity resolution

1% RH

Humidity accuracy

±5% RH

Temperature accuracy

±2 °C

Resolution

1 °C

Figure 5. HC-05 Bluetooth module

Sampling period

1 second

Maximum current (requesting data)

2.5 mA

The data mode module can send and receive data with
other Bluetooth devices.

B. Bluetooth modul HC-05
HC-05 is a Bluetooth v2.0 module that uses the Serial
Port Protocol (SPP) for wireless communication with a
Croduino board. The operating frequency is 2.45 GHz,
and his power supply can run at 3.5 – 6 volts. It is also
equipped with a voltage regulator. This module
communicates with the Croduino board through the
UART interface at the chosen baud rate (default is 9600).
The supply current is 30 mA, the sensitivity is -80 dBm
and the working range is a maximum of 100 m [12].
Module has 6 pins, but 4 pins are used in this project.
VCC pin is connected to 5 V power supply, GND is
connected to GND of the Croduino board, TX is
connected to RX of the Croduino, and RX is connected to
TX of the Croduino. An enable (EN) pin is used to switch
between AT Command or Data Command Mode, and a
state pin is used to check if the module works properly.
The module is shown in Figure 5.

C. ESP-32 camera
In this project, the ESP32 Cam board for capturing plant
images every 10 minutes is used. The ESP-32 Cam board
is a small dimension, low-cost board with an integrated
camera. It has two 32-bit LX6 CPUs with frequency
adjustment ranging from 80 MHz to 240 MHz. The board
has microSD card support to 4 GB with an onboard PCB
antenna of 2 dBi gain. It is possible to extend working
range with external Wi-Fi antenna with some basic
soldering technique. The board supports the Wi-Fi 80211b/g/n/e/i standard and Bluetooth 4.2 standard with the
UART/SPI/I2C/PWM interface [13]. It works on 3.3 or 5
volts, but 5 V is recommended because under that
voltage, the board can become unstable and display lines
on images. The ESP32 camera module is shown in Figure
6.

In AT command mode, the user communicates with the
module using AT commands for configuring the Baud
Rate or setting the module to work as Master or Slave.
The master is used to communicate the two Croduino
boards. The default mode is Slave.
In this project, the Bluetooth module is set to Master
mode, so the ESP32 Cam module is set to default Slave
mode. Additionally, the ESP32 Cam module is set to be
automatically connected to the HC-05 module and
disabled for connecting other devices to it. This is done by
AT command.

Figure 6. ESP-32 camera module with dimensions

ESP-32 is ideal for IoT projects such as smart home
systems, wireless monitoring, or any DIY projects.
D. DS18B20 Temperature Sensor
DS18B20 is a wire digital temperature sensor that
requires only one data wire (and one GND) to
communicate with the microprocessor. It can be powered
with an external power supply from 3 to 5.5 V or from
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any data wire called Parasite Power (DQ and GND pin
used), which eliminates the need for an external power
supply. The operating temperature ranged from -55°C to
+125°C with an accuracy ± 0.5°C [14].

•

When the water content in the soil is low, it has
poorer electrical conductivity. Hence, a higher
resistance reading is obtained, which indicates
low soil moisture.

Each sensor has a user configurable 9- to 12-bit
temperature resolution and a specific 64-bit serial code,
which allows multiple sensors to share one data wire, and
in that case, one microprocessor can control multiple
sensors over a large area. This fact has numerous
applications in temperature monitoring in industrial
environments, such as machinery and process control
systems [14].
For this project, the temperature resolution is set to 12
bits to provide more precise readings. The DS18B20
sensor with a pin layout is shown in Figure 7.
LM75 is a temperature sensor that is frequently used in
DIY. It is also a very cheap sensor with the same
temperature range, but less accurate, ± 2° C.

Figure 7. DS18B20 sensor with pin layout

Figure 8. Resistive soil moisture sensor

A capacitive soil moisture sensor works by measuring the
change in capacitance. In simple terms, capacitance
measures the amount of electrical charge that can be
stored across an electrical potential. A capacitive soil
moisture sensor is commonly built with a positive and
negative plate, which are separated by a dielectric
medium in the middle. In this case, the soil is the
dielectric medium, and its capacitance changes with
moisture content. By pairing the sensor with a timer
circuit, an analog voltage can be read with an analog
input of the microcontroller. This voltage in turn has a
direct relationship with the soil moisture content. The
capacitive soil moisture sensor is shown in Figure 9.

DS18B20 also has a waterproof version plated with PVC
material to measure temperatures in wet and humid
environments. That version of sensors is used in this
project.
E. Soil moisture sensor
There are different types of soil moisture sensors. A soil
moisture sensor can either use resistance or capacitance
changes to measure the water content of the soil [15].
1) Resistive soil moisture sensor
A resistive soil moisture sensor works by using the
relationship between electrical resistance and water
content to gauge the moisture levels of the soil.
The resistive soil moisture sensor is shown in Figure 8.
• An electrical current is sent from one probe to
the other, which allows the sensor to measure
the resistance of the soil between them.
• When the water content in the soil is high, it has
a higher electrical conductivity. Hence, a lower
resistance reading is obtained, which indicates
high soil moisture.
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Figure 9. Capacitive soil moisture sensor

Both sensor types can be used for measuring soil
moisture. Resistive sensors are more commonly used
because of their lower price, but they have problems with
corrosion over time since the electrical current sent
between their probes can cause electrolysis. This problem
can be minimized by changing the polarity of probes and
using corrosion-free probes, such as stainless steel or
zinc-plated iron wire. Different types of probes have
different resistance values, so the system must be
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recalibrated with every probe type. Capacitive soil
moisture sensors do not have exposed electrodes and are
comparatively corrosion-free.
For this project, it was used a resistive soil moisture
sensor with zinc-plated wire for probes.
V.
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Abstract - Air traffic has seen a steady increase in the
number of operations in recent years. This increase was not
accompanied by an expansion of the system's capacity to
continue operations without significant impacts on the
performance and quality of transport services. It is very
difficult to expand the airport infrastructure in today's
conditions, so it is necessary to optimize the existing
operations to increase the capacity and efficiency of the
system. The paper focused on determining the correlation of
individual key indicators of airport performance and their
impact on delays, which was observed as an output variable.
Three machine learning regression methods were applied,
Decision Tree, Random Forrest and Support Vector
Regression to predict delays with respect to other
characteristics of traffic and surrounding airspace. All three
methods were able to predict a delay with an error of ±60s
in at least 91% of the test set, which shows a clear potential
for the use of machine learning in this domain.
Keywords - Machine learning, airport, delay, KPI,
Eurocontrol, decision making

I. INTRODUCTION
Air transport serves passengers, and the delay is mostly
reflected in the quality of traffic service to passengers.
Therefore, one of the indicators of passengers that the
system is inefficient is the indicator of delay. From a
passenger perspective, punctuality is a commonly used
service quality indicator. It is defined as the percentage of
flights arriving (or departing) within 15 minutes of the
scheduled time [1]. Usually, departure delays are slightly
higher than arrival delays. To compensate for this time
airlines have certain buffers in their flight schedule. Also,
it is worth noting the possibility that the delay in
departure can be compensated (flight at a higher speed),
so the delay in departure does not necessarily mean a late
arrival.
Delays at airports can take many forms. The inability of
more than one aircraft to park on an apron or for multiple
aircraft to take off from a runway affects operations at the
airport. Constant congestion on taxiways can lead to later
take-offs, with consequent delays and arrival at the
destination. The most common type of delay is
‘reactionary’ which refers Delay caused by the late
arrival of aircraft, crew, passengers, or baggage from
previous journeys.
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Airports represent main connection nodes where the
continuous flow of arriving passengers is transformed
into a set of discrete departures, i.e. scheduled flights.
Airport operations rely on a complex architecture, in
which different agents and facilities interact with each
other by producing a set of deeply related activities [2].
When implementing operational infrastructure solutions,
it is necessary to establish a correlation between the Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) and the existing limiting
factors of the airport and the airspace around it [3]. The
causes of flight delays are currently more difficult to
explain due to multiple and unpredictable factors, such as
weather, airport takeoff or landing management, airline
management, air traffic, air traffic control, passenger
reasons, capacity constra ints, and so on [4]. The
efficiency and quality of airport airside operations are
frequently compromised by various, unexpected
disruptive events such as lack of handling staff and
resources, bad weather conditions, strikes, aircraft
diversions, or technical failures, which may reduce
airport airside operating capacity and affect the
punctuality and regularity of the operations [5].
As a solution for all these issues, the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) has launched Aviation
System Block Upgrades (ASBU) framework to enhance
levels of safety, efficiency, capacity, and sustainability in
ATM systems. ASBU methodology is a flexible global
system’s engineering approach that allows all Member
States to improve their Air Navigation capacities and
increase efficiency according to their requirements. The
Block Upgrades will enable aviation to realize the global
harmonization, increased capacity, and improved
environmental efficiency that modern air traffic growth
now demands in every region around the world [6].
Air traffic has a very seasonal character, which is why
there is high demand in certain time intervals (days of the
week, hours, or season). Therefore, capacity analysis is
very important, especially in the summer months. As an
example, according to some estimates provided by
EUROCONTROL, one minute of flight delay costs
European airlines 100€ on average, whereas each
canceled and diverted flight costs respectively 17,650€
and 7400€ as we can see in Figure 1.[7].
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the KPIs. As computing power has become cheaper and
more accessible, the use of machine learning has become
increasingly popular and enabled manual assessments
with automated algorithms. Using the predictive power of
machine learning to predict KPIs is a natural step in this
direction [9].

Figure 1. Average departure delay per flight 2015-2019 [7]

Data about the average departure delay in the above
figure is collected by the Central Office for Delay
Analysis (CODA) from airlines. Data coverage is 70% of
the commercial flights in the ECAC region for 2019 [8].
Based on airline data, the average delay per flight from
‘All-Causes’ was 13.1 minutes per flight, a decrease of
11% in comparison to 2018 when the average delay was
14.70 per flight (Fig 1.).
The slowdown in traffic growth, less adverse weather and
the preventive measures taken by all stakeholders to
avoid the high delay levels observed in summer 2018
helped to improve overall service quality in 2019. After a
continuous deterioration over the past years, arrival
punctuality improved again from 75.7% in 2018 to 77.8%
in 2019. At the same time, the average departure delay in
the EUROCONTROL area decreased in 2019 by 1.6
minutes per flight to 12.8 [1].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2. describes
an overview of previous research and related topics. In
section 3, we presented the dataset used in the model. In
part 4, we applied machine learning algorithms to our
dataset. The last part describes the results and presents
the directions for further research.
II.

RELATED RESEARCH

There are a large number of papers in the academic
community but besides academy research, many traffic
management institutions do their research such as
Eurocontrol, FAA, CANSO, etc. Due to the availability
and a large amount of data, machine learning is
increasingly used for big data analysis and is increasingly
used in the aviation industry.
Making predictions on Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
requires statistical knowledge and knowledge about the
underlying entity. This means that a measurement
designer needs to do manual work to define and deploy
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Airport Airside Capacity refers to the ability of the airport
runway/taxiway/apron system to handle a given demand
of flights within a specified period, incurring an
acceptable level of delay (to be determined by the airport
stakeholders). It is defined by the International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO) as the ‘number of
movements per unit of time that can be accepted during
different meteorological conditions [12].
Airports with their infrastructure, radio navigation
equipment, environmental restrictions, meteorological
and topographical conditions significantly affect the
efficiency and operational performance of the total airport
airside capacity. Eurocontrol in [10] intends to evaluate
the potential imbalance between these operating
conditions in terms of capacity and performance, through
the identification of runway configurations and the
analysis of the difference in capacity and performance
depending on these configurations. Paper [11] presents
two supervised-learning models, logistic regression and
decision tree, to predict the occurrence of a GDP (Ground
Delay Program) at an airport based on traffic demand and
meteorological conditions.
Total system performance insight is very important to
recognize the relationship of individual attributes and
determine priorities when applying optimization
measures. The key areas that each airport needs to
monitor and optimize are Efficiency, Capacity, Safety,
and Environment.
Decision-makers and investors need insight into the
metrics and make decisions based on certain metrics.
Some of the stakeholders that will use this metric for
decision-making analysis are ICAO, the Civil Air
Navigation Services Organization (CANSO), the U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), national CAAs,
etc. KPI’s are a set of simple measures, spanning the
most critical parts of the operations, giving indications on
the current performance [12].
European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation
(Eurocontrol) has suggested several sets of Key
Performance Area (KPA) and Key Performance Indicator
(KPI) to measure the performance of air traffic operations
[13]. ATC pre-departure delay is the additional time that
the aircraft is held at the stand to avoid queuing at the
departure runway (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Pre-Departure delay

Accurate prediction of these indicators allows decisions
to be reoriented and to improve system performance
while reducing risk and cost. Authors in the paper [14]
propose a KPI-based comparative analysis method for
quantitatively identifying operational benefits of the
Arrival Manager (AMAN) system through radar
trajectories, proving that the KPIs are effective for the
AMAN evaluation. Paper [13] focuses on the KPIs
evaluation correlated with the improvement of arrival
operations after the implementation of the Arrival
Management (AMAN) system and Wake Turbulence Recategorization in China (RECAT-CN).
Authors in paper [4] propose a flight delay prediction
algorithm based on gradient boosting machine learning
classifiers. It fully excavates the more abstract features of
the influence of the preceding flight, the situation of
departure and landing airport, the overall situation of the
same route flight, and can analyze and forecast the flight
delay.
Authors in [15] use Machine learning algorithms to
analyze interdependence between the most important key
performance indicators for ground operations and predict
taxi-out time. They also made the correlation matrix
between the attributes taken for prediction.
III.

DATASET AND METHODOLOGY

For the dataset, we used the Eurocontrol Airport Public
corner which contains relevant airport information and
monitors airport operations and planning. For the KPI
dataset, we used Eurocontrol online air navigation
services (ANS) performance data portal covering all 41
EUROCONTROL Member States. The dataset includes
750 unique records covering one year. Each row presents
summary data monthly. The observed year is 2019 as a
pre-pandemic year. In this research, the focus was on the
ATC pre-departure delay KPI.
To allow uniform handling and comparison of delays, a
standard set of codes and definitions of delays has been
introduced by the International Air Transport Association
(IATA31), created in the Airport Service Manual
(AHM32) [17].
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The data is based on IATA delay code 89 which, besides
delays caused by local ATC constraints, also includes
delays due to late push-back approval and some other
reasons which may introduce a certain level of bias.
IATA 89 includes Air Traffic Services, sta rt-up, and
pushback, airport and/or runway closed due to
obstruction or weather, industrial action, staff shortage,
political unrest, noise abatement, night curfew, and
special flights [18].
Airport capacity significantly depends on the relationship
between arrivals and departures and their timing. Possible
runway configurations include segregated mode (arrivalsonly, departure-only), mixed-mode, or semi-mixed mode
of operation. Mixed-mode runway operation refers to
both landing and take-offs on the same runway, while
semi-mixed mode refers to runways being used for
landing/take-offs only and mixed-mode operations [19].
Which configuration will be in use depends on many
factors such as weather conditions, wind, and noise
restriction procedures.
IV.

DATA ANALYSIS

In this paper, we observed the different configurations
and features of the largest European airports. These
configurations significantly affect the capacity and
performance of air traffic systems at both the airport and
en route segments. The capacity and efficiency of the
system significantly depend on the interdependence of
individual attributes and characteristics of the airport. In
data correlation analysis, we detected the interdependence
of individual attributes according to the output Predeparture delay. The biggest positive correlation with the
output is the Average-additional taxi-out time, number of
operations, and terminal capacity.
The following inputs were used for each airport:
•
•
•
•

Airport name
Total a rrivals and departures (TAD) for twelve
months
Observed Month
Terminal Capacity (TC)- total terminal capacity in
one year
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

DATA COLLECTION AND CREATION OF
DATASETS (EUROCONTROL)

Number of Runways (NoR)
Number of runway configurations
Type of Runway layout (Single, Parallel with
runway distance below 1000m, Parallel with
runway distance above 1000m, Cross, Cross
Parallel, V Formation runways)
Instrumental Landing System (ILS) (CATI,
CATII, CATIII)
Approach separation (AS)- Minimum radar
separation required for two succeeding aircraft on
the same approach in IMC (instrumental
meteorological conditions)
Season, winter and summer
Runway capacity per hour (RC)
Average Additional Taxi-Out Time (AAT)

The last indicator is intended to give an indication of the
efficiency of the departure phase operations on the
surface of an aerodrome. This may include the average
queuing that is taking place in front of the departure
runways, non-optimal taxi routing and intermediate
aircraft stops during taxi-out.
This KPI is also typically used to estimate excess taxi-out
fuel consumption and associated emissions (for the
Environment KPA) and is designed to filter out the effect
of physical airport layout while focusing on the
responsibility of ATM (Air Traffic Management) to
optimize the outbound traffic flow from gate to take-off
[14].
The correlation matrix confirms that delays are also
higher at airports that have a higher number of runways
and configurations. If the airport has a larger number of
runways, it does not necessarily mean a larger capacity.
The number of operations increases with the number of
available configurations, therefore the number of runways
is not so important. Thus, Oslo Airport has 2 runways,
but 7 available configurations and a llows a wide range of
operational possibilities.
Since it is a matter of predicting continuous value, we
used regression methods of machine learning. For
multiple confirmations of the obtained results, we
decided to use three different regression algorithms of
machine learning: Decision Tree, Random Forest, and
Support Vector Regression. In the first phase of the
implementation of our model (see Figure 3), we prepared
a dataset that will be used as an input to machine learning
algorithms. Data were taken from multiple sources and
for that reason, it was necessary to merge them and then
prepare for the machine learning algorithms. The first
step in data preprocessing is to delete missing data, ie
records for which we did not have known values in all
fields, and manual filtering of data.
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DATA PREPROCESSING
Data filtering

Remove duplicate
values

Scaling (Applied to
SVR algorithm only)

Categorical variables
encoding

SELECTION OF RELEVANT ATTRIBUTES
Elimination of attributes based on
mutual correlation

Elimination of attributes based on
correlation with the dependent variable

APPLICATION OF REGRESSION ALGORITHMS
Hyperparameter optimization

SVM

Decision Tree

Random Forest

DETERMINING THE EFFICIENCY OF
ALGORITHMS

Figure 3 Workflow diagram

After that, it was necessary to encode categorical
variables to obtain exclusively numerical values as an
input to the algorithm. The Pandas library in the Python
programming language supports the get_dummies
function [20], which allows relatively simple encoding of
categorical variables using the "one-hot encoding"
approach. In addition to simplicity, this approach names
each newly created column by the name of the category
for which it was created, thus providing a good insight
into the newly created attributes so that further analyzes
can be performed and their impact on the algorithm
monitored.
Of the three algorithms used, only one (SVR) required
data scaling. When scaling the data, the "MinMaxScaler"
approach was applied, ie a module from the Python
sclearn
library
called
sklearn.preprocessing.
MinMaxScaler [21]. This approach allows the
transformation of the values of individual attributes by
scaling all values to certain predefined limits. Since the
remaining attributes (categorically encoded) have values
between 0 and 1, it is natural to choose these values a s
scaling limits.
The next phase involved the selection of relevant
attributes for the model. This wa s realized through the
creation of a confusion matrix. The confusion matrix
answers the question of how much the attribute correlates
with the dependent variable, as well as how much the
independent variables correlate with each other.
After the data was prepared, the process of
hyperparameter optimization for each algorithm was
performed. The GridSearchCV sklearn method was used
to determine the optimal parameters. The following
parameters were considered for the Decision Tree
algorithm:
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-

max_depth for values: 3-20;
min_samples_leaf: 1-3;
max_leaf_nodes: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50;

The results showed that the optimal settings are as
follows:
best_parameters:
{'max_depth':
18,
'max_leaf_nodes': 50, 'min_samples_leaf': 1}.
For the Random Forest algorithm, the optimal value of
the n_estimators parameter (the number of trees you want
to build before taking the maximum voting or predictions
averages) was considered. The GridSearchCV method
determined 25 as the optimal va lues from the input values
[5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100].
Finally, the kernel parameter was observed for the SVR
method, and of the input values used ('linear', 'p oly', 'rbf',
'sigmoid'), rbf was determined as the best solution.
All three algorithms were given 80% of the available data
to train the model, and then their performance was tested
on the remaining 20% of the data. The test dataset
contained 148 unique records. The results obtained for all
three algorithms a re shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6 for
individual data, and are summarized in Table 1. The xaxis represents the number of samples, and the y-axis
represents the actual and predicted values.

Figure 6 SVR results
TABLE 1 C OMPARISON OF RESULTS
Algorithm/Absolute error

<10s

<30s

<60s

Decision Tree

101

136

136

Random Forest

105

139

135

SVR

65

132

148

In Table 1, the columns represent the maximum absolute
difference between the predicted values and the actual
values. Records in rows for individual a lgorithms in the
table represent the number of samples from the total test
data set that had a smaller estimation error than the one
listed in the corresponding column.
Although all three methods gave relatively good results
due to the relatively small dataset, the Decision Tree and
Random Forest methods showed better results in cases
where a small estimation error is expected (± 10s or ±
30s), and SVR showed slightly better results if the
expected error is ± 60s.

V.
Figure 4 Decision Tree results

Figure 5 Random Forest results
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The current problem with air transport in Europe is the
system capacity, which together with the existing
management system does not correspond to traffic
demand, especially in peak season. Operational
implications are manifested in aircraft delays with
negative consequences for all airspace users. The air
traffic system should be analyzed with all its relations and
elements. A comparative analysis of KPIs indicates that
the most significant delay occurs at the parking position,
and in most cases, it is a limiting element for the smooth
running of aircraft operations. The negative aspect arising
from this delay is primarily related to departure
operations, but airports with an underdeveloped
maneuvering system affects also arrival operations. We
used algorithms to predict individual KPIs and their
correlation with each other. This correlation matrix
enables the perception of certain cha racteristics of the
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airport and their relationship. This presentation can be a
support tool for testing and introducing new concepts
when optimizing ATM systems. A large number of
infrastructure and optimization measures exist, but it is
very important to know their impact on the system and
system performance. We have analyzed just some
attributes, for further research more attributes and
correlations could be included such as weather
conditions, aircraft fleet mix, geometric characteristics of
the taxiway, terrain restrictions, etc. It is also possible to
observe the behavior of the system and its dependence on
other output variables eg CO2 emissions and safety
indicators. The larger the dataset and the more attributes
we have the algorithms will work more accurately.
This paper also will enable the evaluation of individual
technologies described in the SESAR document Concept
Of Operations (CONOPS) [22] like Trajectory based
operations, ICAO RECAT (Wake Turbulence Recategorisation), SWIM (System Wide Information
Management), AMAN (Arrival Manager), A-CDM
(Airport Collaborative Decision Making), Continuous
Climb Departures (CCD) and Continuous Descent
Approaches (CDA), Time based Separation (TBS),
Remote Tower with AFIS, etc. The authors presented a
systematic approach to understanding the elements and
relations of the airport airside. Machine learning has
predicted individual KPIs with high accuracy, which will
be very important for future research and studies before
investing in optimizing or expanding infrastructure.
Based on metrics and KPIs, we can make comparative
analyzes of the current system and the upgraded
improved system, and observe the benefits or
disadvantages of a particular procedure or technology.

[10] P. R. Commission and T. Note, “AIRPORT CAPACITY
IMBALANCE,” 2020.
[11] A. Mukherjee, S. Grabbe, and B. Sridhar, “Predicting ground
delay program at an airport based on meteorological conditions,”
AIAA Aviat. 2014 -14th AIAA Aviat. Technol. Integr. Oper.
Conf., no. June, pp. 1–18, 2014.
[12] T Andersson Granberg and A. Oquillas Munoz, “ENRI Int.
Workshop on ATM/CNS. Tokyo, Japan. (EIWAC 2013),” no.
Eiwac, pp. 1–5, 2013.
[13] Z. Peng, J. Zhang, T. Xiang, B. Wang, and H. Guo, “Benefits
derived from arrival management and wake turbulence recategori zation in china,” Transp. Res. Rec., vol. 2675, no. 11, pp.
373–383, 2021.
[14] S. Liu, J. Zhang, Z. Peng, H. Guo, and A. Pi, “Identifying
operational benefits of the arrival management system – a kpibased experimental method by evaluating radar traj ectories,”
Promet - Traffic - Traffico, vol. 33, no. 5, pp. 633–645, 2021.
[15] I. S. Infoteh-jahorina, “Using Machine Learning to predict
Additional Taxi Out Time as a Key Performance Indicator in the
Eurocontrol Airports Zone,” no. March, pp. 17–19, 2021.
[16] EUROCONTROL, “Single european sky performance,” 2021.
https://www.eurocontrol.int/prudata/dashboard/metadat a/atc-predeparture-delay/.
[17] IATA, “Airport Handling Manual,” no. December, 2017, [Online].
Available:
https://www.iata.org/publications/store/Documents/ahm38-tocfinal-20171124.pdf.
[18] P. Eurocotrol, “ATC Pre-Departure Delay (IATA code 89)
Dataset,” 2022. .
[19] W. L. Cheung, R. Piplani, S. Alam, and L. Bernard-Peyre,
“Dynamic capacity and variabl e runway configurations in airport
slot allocation,” Comput. Ind. Eng., vol. 159, no. June, p. 107480,
2021.
[20] “pandas.get_dummies — pandas 1.1.3 documentation.” .
[21] “sklearn.preprocessing.MinMaxScaler — scikit-learn 0.23.2
documentation.” .
[22] EUROCONTROL, “SESAR Concept of Operations Step 1,” p.
146,
2012,
[Online].
Available:
http://www.sesarju.eu/sites/default/files/documents/highlight/SES
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Performance measurement will benefit a variety of
entities such as the Government, Airlines, Airport
managers, passengers and other stakeholders.
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Abstract—The research question focuses on finding an optimal cost-less and efficient solution, analyzing the differences
between uploading and downloading data between different
cloud solutions. The conducted experiments compare AWS
cloud platform offered by Amazon and use two of its
products: computational cloud platform EC2 and storage
cloud platform S3. We explore three different versions of
S3 storage and S3 Standard, each of them with its own
purposes, characteristics and costs. Additionally we test the
data transfer and computational capabilities of a t2.micro
instance of the EC2 virtual machine. Then, we compare
the experiment on the European Cloud provider - Scaleway
Elements and use two of its products - Virtual Instances
based on the Stardust instances for computations and Object
Storage a S3 compatible storage platform.
We conclude that the network connection between Amazon
nodes is far superior than any other, both in performance
and costs. Fetching results from an AWS computational
service (EC2) is much cheaper and faster when using an
AWS platform as an intermediary (S3) compared to a direct
transfer to the local machine. We observe a similar superior
network performance in the comparison of Scaleway Cloud
Infrastructure.
Keywords—AWS; Scaleway Cloud; Download; Upload;
biomedical engineering;.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the previous 50 years, the technological world has
seen one revolution after another. Cloud computing is one
of the new wonders of the information technology era,
taking the world by storm. At its core, it has the idea to
shift all the hardware we keep at home or at the office to
a remote location, specialized for that purpose. Dozens
of cloud providers now offer solutions for all sorts of
needs a client may have: safely and securely storing files
away from home, computing large and difficult tasks on
potentially very powerful machines, maintaining databases
and so on and so forth.
In this paper, we focus on AWS (Amazon Web Services), which offers on-demand cloud computing platforms and APIs to individuals, companies, and governments, on a metered pay-as-you-go basis [1]. The reason
behind the choice is the popularity AWS enjoys over other
cloud providers. As of 2017, AWS owns a dominant 34%
of all cloud (IaaS, PaaS) while the next three competitors
Microsoft, Google, and IBM have 11%, 8%, 6% respectively [2], [3]. In the first quarter of 2020, this number
had dropped rather insignificantly to 32%, indicating that
AWS has retained the third of the world’s cloud market
share, owing to its constant success [4].
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The goal of this research is to analyse the storage, data
transfer and performance costs and speed of two of the
most popular and commonly used platforms AWS has
to offer: cloud storage (S3) and cloud computing (EC2).
Both these platforms are subsequently divided into several
versions, dependant on the client’s needs.
S3 offers six different storing options, however we shall
be focusing on three of them, since the other three are only
slightly modified versions of the original ones, who in turn
are essentially different from each other. These versions
are S3 Standard, S3 Infrequent Access and S3 Glacier.
The standard version offers a simple store and retrieve
function on files that are meant to be frequently accessed.
The pricing strategy is a fixed fee, as files are uploaded and
downloaded fairly often. The next version, S3 Infrequent
Access, as the name suggests, is best suited for large
data stored for a much longer time between downloads.
This version offers a different pricing model, based on the
number of accesses, as it provides a way for the customer
to save money on longer storage, charging mostly for data
download. Finally, there is the deep archive version of
the S3 Glacier. This one is meant for vast amounts of data
that are uploaded once and then potentially never accessed
again for the next several months, or even years. It can be
viewed as an extreme version of the Infrequent Access
mode, so much so that even the method of storing and
retrieving data is completely different.
EC2 is a platform which basically rents the client a virtual machine with specific hardware, meant for computeintensive operations. There are over 100 different versions
of EC2 machines available, divided into families and
types. The machine chosen for this research is of the
family t2 and the type t2.micro. It is one of the cheaper,
less powerful ones AWS has at its disposal, as it only
has 1 core, 1GB of RAM memory with low to moderate
network support. However, it is a version that is commonly
used, primarily because of its low price and moderate
performance, since compute-intensive operations do not
usually require a lot of RAM memory.
The research question in this paper is to analyze the
network transfer in various cloud computing scenarios
comparing two different providers. We conduct experiments to test the costs and speed of different scenarios
and pricing models for all the mentioned cloud platforms,
both from our local machine to the cloud and between two
AWS cloud nodes (S3 and EC2).
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The paper follows the next organizational structure. Related work is presented in Section II. Section III describes
the research methods. Results are presented in Section IV
and discussed in Section V. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section VI, along with directions for future
work.

III. M ETHODS
A. Experimental setup
To test the network traffic performance we define the
following experiments within the transfer direction:
•

II. R ELATED W ORK

•

According to a study conducted in 2015 [5], the price
of the S3 cloud storage has been decreasing once every
one or one-and-a-half years. This was not enough for cloud
storage to compete with local storage, as the price of disks
has also been steadily decreasing, but in recent years the
decrease in cloud price has gone from 3% a year in 2012
to a staggering 60% in 2015. This curve is expected to
continue, thus cloud storage is becoming a more and more
viable option, albeit still far away from the popularity of
local physical disks.
Another, even older study, conducted in 2007 [6] concluded the somewhat obvious fact that the connection
between EC2 and S3 far outperforms any other connection
to S3 (from a non-Amazon node, such as a local machine).
A third study, dating back to 2016 [7], focused on the
impact the regional placement of the cloud storage had on
the performance. They concluded that the best speed was
achievable between nodes belonging to the same continent.
Namely, if two nodes were placed in the US region, the
output would be the best achievable. If both nodes were
placed in EU regions, that output would still be excellent,
although slightly worse than the previous scenario. A US
- EU connection (such as the case in our experiment), was
worse than the previous two, but only by a small margin,
therefore still a very fast connection.
There is a drawback to using cloud instances for scientific computing, as they rely on virtualization to provide
us with the required resources. One study shows that
virtualisation induces significant performance penalties for
the demanding scientific computing workloads and that the
current cloud services need an performance improvement
to be useful to the scientific community [8] especially
since significant impact is due to network virtualization
overhead [9] both in evaluations that have been carried
out using both an HPC benchmark suite and a real HighTroughput Computing (HTC) application.
However, if the requirements for computational power
are not so vast, then a coupling of EC2 and S3 services
can be quite useful even for large operations, as proven by
an astrophysical study in 2018 [10]. These AWS services
were used to compute the large inputs detected by the
space sensors (on EC2), and then the results were stored
in S3 and S3 Glacier for the backup.
A short, but effective bash script (described and referenced below) to test the transfer speed while copying a
file from and to an S3 bucket was used in this experiment
[11]. It is serves as a very useful tool to effectively test
the transfer time, although it gives no further information
on the subject.

•
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•

E1:
E2:
E3:
E4:

transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer

from
from
from
from

T2 to S3,
S3 to T2,
local machine to S3,
S3 to local machine.

The local machine is connected to the internet over a
network with maximum capabilities of 50 Mbps for both
download and upload. This translates to an upper limit of
6.25 MB/s (1 byte = 8 bits). The t2.micro virtual machine
is limited to a Low to Moderate internet connection (it is
not publicly known what that means in Mbps), however
it belongs to AWS network, just like the destination (the
S3 bucket), so internet speeds between these nodes are
expected to be of a high order. The time required for the
transferring of the dummy 1GB file from the local to the
virtual machine is neglected, as that time is of importance
for the EC2 phase of the experiment.
Two use cases are specified as:
•

•

Use case A, specified as a combination of S3 and
EC2 T2 cloud instances, when we keep our data on
S3 cloud and activate processing algorithm on EC2
T2, which includes E1 and E2,
Use case B defined as a combination of a local
machine and EC2 T2 cloud instance, when we keep
our data locally and activate processing algorithm on
EC2 T2, which includes E3 and E4.

Furthermore, we test the performance and costs for
utilizing AWS’ EC2 computing resources. For this reason
we specify four load specification scenarios by:
•
•
•
•

LL: large file upload and large file download,
LS: large file upload and small file download,
SL: small file upload and large file download,
SS: small file upload and small file download,

Therefore, a total of 20 test runs are planned in this part
of the research, depending on the load specification LL,
LS, SL, SS (5 tests for each example). Test cases of real
scenarios include:
•
•
•
•

LL: sorting of large files, image processing, etc.
LS: simulation algorithms, data science and MLbased algorithms, signal processing, etc.
SL: generation of models, graphics, etc.
SS: web service, database search, etc.

In our experiments, a large file is 1 GB and a small
file is 1MB. The file content is a string representation of
integer numbers. A small file consists of 210 000 four digit
numbers (between 1000 and 9999), separated by commas,
and the large file consists of 210,000,000 numbers, such
that the file sizes are 1MB and 1GB on the physical disk,
respectively.
The algorithm complexity is O(n) for large files and
O(n2 ) for algorithms with small input load. However
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TABLE I: Average transfer and execution times (in sec)
for use case scenarios A and B with AWS S3 and EC2
T2 instances
AWS
A
B

LL
TC
60.2
798

LS

TE
2883
2884

TC
32.6
409

SS
TE
1325
1327

TC
2
2.6

SL
TE
34
34

TC
31
421

LL
TE
42
41

working with 1GB files may take a lot of time even in
the case of linear complexity. For a machine with 1 core
and 1 GB RAM memory, it may be a challenging task.
Therefore, we shall analyze the AWS pricing and compare
the network versus processing costs.
B. Evaluation metrics
The goal of the experiment is to measure the execution
time of the data transfer, in seconds. The transfer time for
each experiment is correspondingly assigned by TE1 , TE2 ,
TE3 and TE4 . We denote the speedup Sij by (1) between
experiments i and j, where 0 < i ̸= j ≤ 4.
Sij =

TEi
TEj

(1)

The cost comparison measure CC between use case
scenarios A and B to compare the ratio between corresponding costs CA and CB for each load specification
x ∈ {LL, LS, SS, SL} is defined by (2).
CC(x) =

CA (x)
CB (x)

(2)

The other metric we are interested in is the price
comparison between S3 Standard and S3 IA. Since both
are essentially the same bucket, the speed with which we
download from and upload to it is assumed to be the same.
The variable that changes is the cost (i.e. different pricing
policy).
IV. R ESULTS
Table I presents the transfer (columns TC ) and execution
(columns TE ) times measure in sec required for input
upload, processing and result download, for each load
scenario and both use cases for the experiment concucted
on AWS.
The results from the conducted experiments show a
high consistency between the measured speeds. Only the
SS scenario shows fluctuations in the measured response
times. Total response times depend on the small data
transfer requirements and time required to establish a
network connection, and therefore, it does not depend on
the transfer speed.
Note, that the SSH FTP used by WinSCP is not as potent
as the channels AWS utilizes for transfer to its storage
platform.
The experiment was repeated on the Scaleway cloud
portfolio infrastructure. The process was identical since
Scaleway has the same product portfolio, but uses different
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TABLE II: Average transfer and execution times (in sec)
for use case scenarios A and B with Scaleway cloud
instances

A
B

TC
61.2
798

TE
2883.8
2886.2

LS
TC
33.6
416.2

SS
TE
1327
1330

TC
2.6
2.8

TE
35.2
34.4

SL
TC
TE
31.6
41.6
422.4
41.4

labelling of the cloud instances. The results are shown in
Table II.
The tasks which required sorting of a small array
(210,000 elements is relatively small) and the one which
only found Fibonacci sequences without sorting executed
within a minute. The intriguing detail about this experiment was the fact that the Ubuntu virtual machine took
about 20 seconds to complete the task, while the same
procedure took around 30 on the local machine. Since
it is a single threaded process and not really memorydependent, both machines would be expected to complete
within the same time. However, the specificity of the
operating system can impact the results since it may take
a longer time to complete the file write operations, and
result in response time discrepancy.
The tasks which read the large file (LL and LS) took a
lot longer to complete than the others. The calculations
are not complex, but the file access (read operations)
influences the response time. They completed in roughly
48 and 22 minutes, respectively. The first task requires a
lot more writing to do, so a lot more I/O operations mean
more execution time.
The same tasks on the local machine ran for 60 and 20
minutes, respectively. The LL scenario which had many
write accesses was slower, as expected, but the LS scenario
only writes once and it was slightly faster on the windows
machine.
The transfer of data in both directions was incredibly
slow when using S3 Glacier. The transfers took 54 and
57 minutes, respectively. As mentioned, the results were
only visible the day after, once the inventory was updated.
The downloads were performed in two different cases:
the Expedited and Standard version. Using the most common Standard version, the time required to download the
archive was 3 hours and 32 minutes long. However, that is
only a business logic feature, not a programmatic problem,
since the Expedited method did the same job in around 19
minutes.
V. D ISCUSSION
A. AWS instances vs local machine
The most glaring difference that is instantly recognized
when viewing the result, is the speed with which AWS
instances communicate with each other. The T2 micro
virtual machine is physically much further away (Ohio)
from the S3 bucket (Frankfurt), than our local machine is
(Skopje). However, since the network speed of Amazon’s
instances is quite high, their communication is decidedly
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Speedup
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Fig. 1: Average Speedup for AWS use case A/B and
Scaleway use case A/B

SL

SS
UseCase-B
UseCase-A

LS

LL
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6
Speedup

0.8

1.0

Fig. 2: Speedup of AWS versus Scaleway for conducted
experiments with Use Cases A and B

better than that which a standard home internet connection
can hope to accomplish. According to the conducted experiments, the T2 to S3 communication yielded an average
transfer speed of 33.9 MB/s (271 Mbps) for upload and
34.1 MB/s (272.8 Mbps) for download. In stark contrast
of these results, the local machine to S3 communication
only managed to perform up to 4.4 MB/s (33.2 Mbps) for
upload and 4.5 MB/s (36 Mbps) for download, on average.
There is a 755% speedup (seven and a half times faster)
in the network transfer when utilizing Amazon’s network,
regardless of the size of the file.
B. S3 to EC2 - transfer and compute
The results from the first experiments (E1 and E2) show
what the transfer speeds are between two AWS nodes and
their superiority over any other connection. We conclude
that the time can be shorten by more than a third by
inserting S3 as a half-way point between the local machine
and the EC2. If we only use the AWS nodes for this
connection by storing the files in S3 rather than (or as
well as) locally, we can decrease the time required over
ten times.
Next, we analyze the costs. The main dilemma is
whether we would save money by substituting our local
machine with S3 in the endeavour of computing files on an
EC2 instance? The time required for the computation itself
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is of course the same. However the transfer speed, as can
be obviously seen from the results is much faster between
the AWS machines. The big difference here would be the
price for those transfers.
Previously we have concluded that the biggest cost
expenses, while using EC2 to compute certain tasks and
geting the output back was the price we payed for the
data retrieval. Sending data to an S3 bucket rather than
downloading it directly to our local machine, we will save
a lot of money. Transfers between an EC2 instance and an
S3 bucket within the same region are free.
However, one needs to pay the costs for the PUT request
to the bucket and the storing itself, and then subsequently
pay for the GET request from S3, but all that together is
still cheaper than the alternative. If we do not plan storing
the file for a long time, we could transfer the files from a
local machine to the S3 bucket, then to the t2.micro virtual
machine where the tasks will be computed, transferred
back to S3 and from there downloaded back to the local
PC. The entire operation would cost a mere dollar (for the
transfers alone, not counting the computation).
In our experiments, we would have to apply a 0.03% fee
per 1GB transferred, since our instances are in different
regions, but that is still 3 times as cheap as the direct
transfer from EC2 to the local machine. As long as we
do not mean to store the output file for a very long in the
bucket (which would not make sense - we can simply
download and store locally, since storage space is not
a problem, we only needed cost saving), we stand to
save a good amount of money, by using two AWS cloud
solutions simultaneously. Let us look at the evaluation
metrics mentioned above, to see a more intuitive view into
the cost comparison between the different use cases.
CA (0.04$)
= 0.4
CB (0.1$)

(3)

CA (0.00467$)
= 0.98
CB (0.00473$)

(4)

CA (0.03$)
= 0.3
CB (0.1$)

(5)

CA (0.00004$)
= 0.4
CB (0.0001$)

(6)

CC(LL) =

CC(LS) =

CC(SL) =

CC(SS) =

We observe when the main cost expenses are on the
transfer rather than the computation (scenario LS - long
execution short transfer), use case A is around 3 times
cheaper, using nodes on different continents. If they were
in the same region, it would be cheaper.
C. AWS vs Scaleway
We observe that the results are very similar which is
expected since both cloud providers (AWS and Cloudway)
have good position on the market. The slightly better times
for Scaleway is mainly because of less utilisation of the
Cloud infrastructure which is expected since their services
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TABLE III: Pricing comparison AWS vs Scaleway
(Europe Paris Storage cost) expressed in EUR per GB
Service
S3 standard
S3 Glacier (or similar) Storage cost
S3 Data Transfer OUT
S3 Data Transfer IN

AWS
0.023
0.005
0.085
0.000

Scaleway
0.013
0.002
0.010
0.000

are newer. Fig. 2 presents the speedup of AWS versus
Scaleway, which is almost equal to 1, with slight advantage
of 2-4% for AWS.
Table III compares the prices of the services used both
from AWS and Scaleway in order to illustrate future cost
savings.
VI. C ONCLUSION
One of the first things that sprung to mind while
working on this project, was just how easy it was to use
the cloud services on offer. For regular, non-IT people,
S3 provides a simple GUI which lets you manipulate
and transfer data with just the click of a mouse. For
programmers and enthusiasts who would like to fully
exploit the opportunities AWS has to offer, the AWS
CLI provides a nice platform to perform any number
of operations, be it from a large repository of publicly
available scripts and commands, or a new operation we
could think of ourselves. This is a strong reason why
cloud technology is conquering the world. The network
connection between all the nodes that were part of the
experiment worked perfectly, as every attempt to transfer a
file was successful, thus we can conclude that instability of
a network while using the cloud should not and most often
will not pose a problem. And while the network speed
available to the regular developer or engineering stationed
at home is nowhere near comparable to that of AWS, it
isn’t that bad either. This is in line with the findings of
the related works mentioned above. It is often a case for
individuals or companies to use multiple instances of a
cloud service for many different purposes, e.g. storage,
memory and computational operations. If such is the case,
it is wonderful to know we can rely on very fast network
speeds between these nodes.
S3 Standard is a very useful tool for storage of frequently accessed files. The price is usually more expensive, but the number of users indicates that most people
are willing to pay for this better performance. S3 IA is a
discount offered for files that we do not need that often and
seeing as it is a click away from the standard version it
is recommended we use it. Most people have files they
access fewer than two times a month and that as we
concluded was the limit where S3 IA pays off. Anything
above that and we are better with S3 Standard. Glacier is
where most people would stop, as it is primarily meant for
larger companies of corporations. The size of the data as
well as the extreme rarity of retrieval of the same makes
it convenient for situations regular people almost never
find themselves in. If the accesses the files once every
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three months at most, then Glacier is the way to go. The
real enemy of the AWS storage system, however, is not
other cloud providers, but physical disks. They are still
much cheaper, faster and more readily available to almost
everyone. With the trend of cloud services getting cheaper,
though, that might change in the future.
Computational performance might be the IT area where
cloud computing makes the biggest impact. It is more
often the case that a programmer needs a complicated
task finished in time and cannot do it at home, than a large
data stored somewhere permanently without having a local
alternative. AWS EC2 has a large pool of virtual machines
to choose from and even the smallest least powerful ones
are capable of computations seemingly out of their reach.
However, as the output of data from these computing
beasts is the real money issue, finding a way to decrease
the amount we transfer back from the virtual machine to
the local one might be all the difference when it comes
to costs. If large outputs are a necessity, then we can
utilize the S3 storage as an intermediate location for the
data (or maybe even permanent - it always helps to store
redundantly, if we can afford it), which would save us a
lot of money and a good amount of time, with just a few
more lines of code.
What is most impressive with the comparative analysis
is the ease of using the other Cloud provider if you first
build your project on AWS or Scaleway. This is giving
us the possibility to easily optimise the cost and performance by combining both Cloud providers. Of course
having multi cloud setup is only feasible when both cloud
providers are present in the same or similar region, since
it has impact on the latency when you have to use interregion data transfer which also can produce additional
transfer costs.
Our plans for future work consist of experiments with
other cloud providers. The final goal is to evaluate performance of an experiment that simulates at least 10.000
data streams with medical electrocardiogram data. The
processing includes two scenarios, real-time streaming of
relatively small files coming with high velocity and upload
of very large files that consists of data for several days.
Sorting and other detection algorithms are extensively used
in these experiments.
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Abstract—The serverless approach provides a completely
new way of developing cloud services, service scalability,
and elasticity by utilizing the container-level virtualization
and abstraction. In this paper, we present a use case of an
application that processes streaming electrocardiograms by
implementing the Function as a Service approach. Several
experiments are conducted to evaluate the scalability and
elasticity performance by checking the following hypothesis:
The system will be highly scalable keeping the same response
time and throughput, for up to 7000 data streams. To check
the validity of the hypothesis we will provide an experimental
research on the following research questions to analyze the
performance behaviour of response and throughput with the
increased load of parallel data streams testing the following
cases: A) Function that will generate a variable number of
data streams, B) Functions that are invoked sequentially,
and C) Functions that are invoked in parallel. Our use
case proved that system scales horizontally and satisfies
all requests. When the workload has linearly increased the
system has linearly increased throughput and results in a
similar response time for each individual request.
Keywords— FaaS; serverless; ECG; cloud computing; public
cloud; cloud storage; cloud pub/sub

I. I NTRODUCTION
The power of abstraction and virtualization enables new
technologies and software development paradigms. Function as a Service (FaaS) is a serverless implementation,
which allows for scalability at the function level and a
payment model that depends on the memory used by the
function and the number of requests to the function.
Serverless is on-demand computing, which is automatically scaled and billed only for the time the code is running
and only for resources used, avoiding the need to pay for
idle servers, closest to the original idea of cloud computing
as a utility [1]. The abstraction hides how servers are
used and maintained, which makes developing easier [1].
This became possible with the development of containers, microservices [2], and Event-Driven architectures [3].
Serverless is considered as the developer control over the
cloud infrastructure [2], filling the large gap between PaaS
and SaaS [3]. The way serverless services work brings
challenges like quality-of-service (QoS), monitoring, scaling, and fault-tolerance [1]. Serverless can be efficiently
used as a real-time data analytics platform for edge [4] or
dew computing [5].
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) is a serverless service
where the computational unit is a function, with a main
components triggers to events or HTTP requests [1]. FaaS
should be small, short-lived, stateless, on-demand service
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with a single responsibility, small input and output after
a short amount of time, which makes them easily scalable. FaaS are platform-agnostic, operational concerns are
delegated to the platform and context-agnostic, unaware
why and how it is used [3]. FaaS can be configured for
their memory size, number of CPUs, max execution time,
min and max number of function instances, execution
environment (programming language runtime).
This paper presents a prototype application that processes electrocardiogram (ECG) signals using serverless
technologies, more precisely FaaS. The advantage of implementing this approach to process streaming medical
signals, or any other type of IoT device, is to develop
services without taking care to manage the resources (virtual machines or the containers). This allows the developer
to focus on the input, code, and output, managing only the
connections to other cloud services.
Google Cloud Functions (GCF) [6] is a serverless
FaaS product from Google. Elasticity and scaling from
zero to “infinity” [1] are probably the most important.
Scalability is achieved only if the response time remains
approximately the same with an increase or decrease in the
workload. Elasticity refers to the ability of a cloud function
to automatically expand or compress the resources on a
sudden-up and down in the requirement so that the workload can be managed efficiently. Fine-grained elasticity in
serverless platforms is useful for on-demand applications
like creating image thumbnails [7] or processing streaming
events [8]. Elasticity also plays an important role in data
analytics workloads [8].
GCF support autoscaling by setting maximum bounds
of the number of created instances in response to the
request load. Sudden traffic spikes may cause the limit
to be temporarily exceeded.
GCFs are triggered by events. In the experimental part
we will use HTTP, Cloud Storage, and Pub/Sub events.
Publisher/Subscriber (Pub/Sub) is a popular communication paradigm allowing for interaction in a decoupled
fashion by publishing their messages on logical channels
and receiving the messages from the subscribed channels
[9]. A pub/sub middleware offers three main types of decoupling which make it particularly suitable for large-scale
IoT deployments: (1) Message producers (publishers) and
consumers (subscribers) are decoupled in time, i.e., they
do not have to be connected at the same time; (2) Messages
are not explicitly addressed to a specific consumer but
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to a symbolic address (channel, topic); (3) Messaging
is asynchronous, non-blocking [10]. In the topic-based
scheme, the symbolic channel addresses are topics, usually
in the form of strings, i.e., producers publish to and
consumers subscribe to topics. Messages are only delivered to matching subscribers. Topics may be organized
hierarchically, i.e., a topic may be a subtopic of another
topic. Subscriptions on a parent topic will then usually also
match all subtopics [10]. Google Cloud Pub/Sub [11] is
Google’s Cloud Service that integrates well with other services such as Cloud Functions and Cloud Storage. Cloud
Pub/Sub has Topics in which Publishers send messages
and Subscribers subscribe and receive those messages.
In this paper, we evaluate the scalability of FaaS with
ECG signals collected on the Google Cloud Storage,
as an Object Storage [12], which allows triggering of
GCF and then persistence of the returned results. This
paper contains methods and performance evaluation of the
developed serverless solution for processing ECG signals.
The research is based on simulation and experimental
methods applied to the application, ECG data streams are
simulated by realizing a virtual patient generator aiming
at the creation of parallel data streams with small data
chunks representing real ECG signals. Further on, this is
used as input to two functions that process the incoming
data files.
Evaluation of the scalability will be focused on checking the following hypothesis: The system will be highly
scalable keeping the same response time and throughput,
for up to 7000 data streams. To check the validity of
this hypothesis, we will provide an experimental research
on the performance behaviour of response and throughput
with the increased load of parallel data streams testing the
following cases:
•
•
•

Function to generate a large number of data streams,
Functions that are invoked sequentially, and
Functions that are invoked in parallel.

The paper follows the next structure. Related work
and analysis of the state-of-the-art are presented in Section II. System architecture, Experiments, and Evaluation
methodology are described in Section III illustrating the
approach that will achieve system scalability, and how
system response time, throughput, and active instances
will be measured. Results are evaluated and discussed in
Section IV. Finally, Section VI presents the Conclusions
and future work directions.
II. S TATE OF THE ART
A lot of research has been conducted focusing on
response time, throughput, instance creation time, number
of active instances per number of requests, cold starts and
deployment time of GCF. This is an overview of the related
work about GCF performance metrics.
Malla and Chritensen [13] compare Google cloud’s
FaaS (Cloud Functions) with its IaaS (Compute Engine)
in terms of cost and performance for a parallel task,
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concluding that FaaS can be 14% to 40% less expensive
than IaaS for the same level of performance, including
the setup overhead time. Their experiment includes 861
independent tasks without communication between the
results from the tasks, giving rise to an embarrassingly
parallel HPC workload, and 1.65 times faster IaaS than
FaaS in terms of raw computation performance.
The very first function initiation introduces a cold start,
and then the instance stays alive to be reused for subsequent requests. The empirical data show a high variance
of idle periods [14], depending on the instance type and
implemented programming language with variations up
to 5 times difference. Instances are recycled after 15
minutes of inactivity. GCF CPU resources are allocated
proportionally to the memory. So, in theory, larger instances could start faster, without a significant speedup as the instance size grows [14]. Setting a minimum
number of instances can avoid application cold starts and
reduce application latency. Cloud Functions attempts to
keep function instances idle for an unspecified amount of
time after handling a request. Setting a minimum number
of instances incurs cost [15].
Cloud Run is a serverless managed compute platform
based on request or event-triggered functions in containers.
Tests with thousands of different variables over a large set
of data [16] reveals that the average API response time is
decreased by 30% when changing from Cloud Functions
to Cloud Run. The performance and cost of FaaS are
influenced by network latency and retrieval times from
object storage [17], concluded after investigation of the
object retrieval times from regional buckets with Google
Cloud Storage and AWS S3. Optimization of the FaaS
functions for the underlying processor architectures is very
important [18] and can improve performance by 18.2
times and save costs by 76.8% on average, achieving a
maximum speedup of 1.79 times by tuning the function to
the instruction set of the underlying processor architecture.
Continuous development of FaaS changes the performance of different Cloud providers over time, initiating
the importance of developing a measurement platform
for serverless systems and performing continuous measurements for better performance characterization [19],
launching more than 50,000 function instances.
Although CPU shared for cloud functions is proportional to the memory allocated claims AWS and Google,
Malawski et al. [20] explain that they observe linear
performance growth with the memory size in the case
of AWS, although sometimes slightly slower, while for
Google Cloud Functions the performance is proportional
to the memory allocated, but sometimes much faster. They
don’t observe any correlation between the function size
and performance for Azure Functions and IBM Functions.
When it comes to benchmarks, AWS achieves higher
scores in Linpack (over 30 GFlops) whereas GCF tops at
17 GFlops [20], and also, the day of the week and time of
the day is not a significant performance dependency of the
functions in different cloud providers. The computational
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Fig. 1: ECG Serverless Processing Architecture

performance of a cloud function is proportional to the
function size for AWS Lambda and Google Cloud Functions, with the exception of about 5% cases when Google
function runs faster than expected [21], notifying that IBM
and Azure computational performance of a cloud function
is not proportional to function size. Analyzing the Network
performance (throughput) of a cloud function, AWS and
Google are proportional to function size, [21], without
conducting experiments on IBM and Azure, finding a
constant overhead that does not depend on cloud function
size.
Application server instances are reused between calls
and are recycled at regular intervals, and their instance
lifetime differs between providers [21]. Heterogenous
hardware is used for the execution of Functions [21].
McGrath and Brenner [22] observed Linear scalability for
AWS Lambda and highest throughput of the commercial
platforms, at 15 concurrent requests, sub-linear scaling for
Google Cloud Functions and extremely variable performance of Azure Functions.
A novel serverless platform IBM-PyWren was used
for executing massively parallel tasks in the IBM Cloud,
including a real MapReduce presenting the potential
of serverless platforms for distributed computing with
speedups > 100X [23]. A cost comparison of monolithic
architecture, a microservice architecture operated by the
cloud customer and a microservice architecture operated
by the cloud provider shows that the monthly costs
are advantageous for architecture operated by the cloud
provider. [24]. Wagner and Sood [25] observed one year
of operating cost for different approaches: AWS Spot Instance Cost 744$, AWS On-Demand Instance Cost 2519$,
GCP Preemptible Instance Cost 1079$, GCP On-demand
Instance Cost 3153 $, AWS Lambda Cost 186$. Today’s
serverless state of the art shows that we can not derive a
general rule that serverless services are cheaper than VM
or containers services, it all depends on the specific use
case in which you want to implement serverless services.
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III. M ETHODS
A. Solution Architecture
Fig. 1 presents the architecture of the experiment realized as a serverless solution.
1) VPG Cloud Storage: This is the Bucket in Google
Cloud Storage [26] for our experiment, where ECG data
files are collected.
2) Virtual Patient Frontend: The user interface to select
virtual patients is configured by two parameters:
•
•

CS (concurrent streams), which can be changed in the
experiments from x = 5, 10, 20, 30, . . . , 7000, and
FPM (files per minute) with a default value of 2,

Serverless functions are used in this work [2], Firebase
Functions [27] to implement the frontend creating HTTP
GET requests to trigger the serverless function Select
Virtual Patient Frontend, and HTTP Post is sent to the
Virtual Patient Generator function to read files from VPG
Cloud Storage.
3) Virtual Patient Generator (VPG): This software
module generates and streams ECG files. The input of
VPG is permanent cloud storage that contains a database
of 44 ECG files. Each ECG file contains F S = 225000
integers, written in a textual form one per row. Each
integer is a 10-bit integer with values between 0 and
1023. This represents a 30-minute ECG with a sampling
frequency of 125 Hz. Upon an HTTP trigger VPG starts
generating x parallel data streams, where each data stream
is associated with one of the predefined ECG files from
the MITDB database. If F P M = 2, then each data stream
generates 2 files per minute, such that immediately takes
the first 3750 numbers from the selected file, and writes
a file in the bucket 1, after 30 seconds (determined as
1 minute/FPM), it takes the next 3750 numbers for the
selected file and writes in the bucket 1, and continues until
it generates all files.
For example, let the selected files from the database are
100.ecg and 101.ecg. Let CS=2 so these two files will be
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used as input in the VPG. Let FPM=2, meaning that VPG
will take 100.ecg and generate 100-01.ecg with the first
3750 integers from the 100.ecg and write them in bucket 1.
Then after 60 seconds/(CS+FPM)= 60/4 sec = 15 seconds
it will take the first 3750 integers from file 101.ecg and
write them in a file 101-01 in bucket 1. After next 15
seconds it will take the next 3750 integers from 100.ecg
and write them in a file 100-02.ecg in bucket 1, repeating
the action until finished.
4) Cloud Pub/Sub: Our experiment specifies Cloud
Functions as Publishers. Subscribers as Cloud Functions
and Node JS [28] as Proxy Server. We developed Google
Cloud Pub/Sub solution with 3 topics ECG 1 N, ECG
N 1, and Visualization Topic which implements a 1:1
Publish/Subscribe model.
5) Function 1 and Function 2: Two functions are
developed that process ECG data. Cloud Pub/Sub supports
One-to-many (fan-out), Many-to-one (fan-in), Many-tomany models. To implement Many-to-one we need to
have more publishers who will send messages on a given
topic. In order to make some of the messages from VPG
go directly to Function-2, and some go to Function-1
and then to Function-2, the Forwarding Function 2 has
been implemented, thus achieving that Function-1 and
Forwarding Function 2 will be Publishers on a topic to
which Function-2 can be subscribed.
6) ECG Visualisation: Custom Javascript Framework
makes AJAX [29] calls at a predefined time to the lastMessageData endpoint of NodeJS Proxy Server to retrieve the
data needed for visualization.
B. Experiments
Input into the experiment are ECG files created by VPG
as data chunks of 3750 integers for each patient. Since
the input file is a 30-minute ECG (with 225,000 integers
in the range between 0 and 1023), the VPG will create
60 data chunks, where each data chunk represents a 30second ECG record. These data chunks are then processed
by Function-1 and Function-2.
An initial user interface is created by a web application
to allow specification of the number of concurrent streams
CS and the rate of sending these files as a number of
files per minute FPM. The default values are FPM=2 for
setting 30-second ECG data chunks and CS=2 for setting
2 patients that will be concurrently processed.
The test cases include variations of the number of
streams in the range from 10 to 7000, with a fixed 2 FPM.
The experiment performs by the following procedure.
During the first execution with the workload - 10 ECG files
are taken twice from the first time to avoid a cold start, and
the measurement starts from the second execution. Then
each subsequent execution 10, 20, 30, . . . 500. . . 6000,
7000 Workload - Number of ECG files is done once with
a break of 5 to 10 minutes between executions.
This allows function instances to be idle and the request
to be processed without a cold start. The autoscaling op-
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tion allows starting new instances to satisfy the increased
workload. Note that the new instances will have a cold
start, but those instances that have already been started
and are idle will execute the requests as they arrive.
Furthermore, these functions that were idle will process
several requests while waiting for the cold start of the
new functions.
C. Evaluation methodology
Evaluation metrics address measuring the response time,
throughput and cost.
The response time is measured only for Function-1 and
Function-2 (expressed in milliseconds). Since each function executes CS*FM*60 times the average response times
are TF 1 and TF 2 for the functions F1 and F2 respectively.
Total Response Time is the sum of the average response
times of F1 and F2, that is Ttot = TF 1 + TF 2 .
Throughput is only measured for Function 1 and Function 2 by calculating how many times the function is called
per second and how many of the calls ended with the
status code ok and how many with error. Google Cloud
Monitoring Service [30] dashboards and metrics explorer
are used to measure and evaluate parameters.
IV. R ESULTS
Fig. 2 presents a performance evaluation of scalability
by displaying the response time, on a chart where the xaxis shows the workload as a number of files per minute,
and y-axis the average response time of all processed
functions.
Response time for F1 is in the range between 58 and
163 ms, with a standard deviation of 30 ms. The high
variance of these values was due to the cold start of new
F1 instances activated for the increased workload.
Functions F1 and F2 required a cold start in the range
between 1000 and 1700 ms. Our experimental production
system includes instances of idle functions able to immediately serve requests, which increase the throughput and
respond not exceeding an upper limit of 250 and 380 ms
respectively for F1 and F2 functions.
Fig. 3 presents scalability performance evaluation by
displaying the throughput measurements, as a number of
calls to a function that ended with an OK status code since
no functions requests ended with an error status code.
We observe that the throughput for F2 function is greater
than F1, which is due to the more complex nature of the
implemented algorithm.
F2 is subscribed to ecg N 1 which is a Cloud Pub/Sub
Topic that receives messages from function F1 and forwarding to F2. Cloud Pub/Sub delivers each published
message at least once for each subscription [31]. Approximately If N files are pushed to the function F1, then 2N
files will be pushed to the function F2. The system scales
well, for the different workloads of the same function but
also for different workloads of the two different functions,
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average response times are similar (TF 1 = 104ms, TF 2 =
97ms).

instances that are instantiated especially for the part over
2000 workload.

V. D ISCUSSION

VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 4 presents a performance evaluation of scalability
by displaying the max active instances of the serverless
functions VPG, F1, and F2.
The upper limit of active instances per cloud function
is 3000. For all functions in this paper, the lower limit
of instances was set to 0 and the upper limit was set to
3000. You can avoid cold starts for your application and
reduce application latency by setting a minimum number
of instances. Minimum instances will be kept running at
idle, ready to serve requests. Instances kept running in
this way do incur billing costs [32]. In our experiment,
this was not necessary because during each execution
the requests were processed by the idle instances of the
previous execution and by the new instances which were
started with the increased workload.
During one execution the number of instances increased
and decreased as the requests came. Figure 4 shows
the maximum number of instances that were active for
a particular Workload - The number of ECG files. We
can notice that VPG has some linearity of max active
instances, while in F1 and F2 we have a saturation of max
active instances. VPG represents HTTP triggered Cloud
Function, while F1 and F2 are Cloud Pub/Sub Triggered.
We make HTTP Post requests with the Javascript library
Axios. F1 and F2 are Push subscribers, so they start when a
push message arrives. There are Pub/Sub quotas and limits
in the official documentation from Google Cloud [15]. It is
necessary to research whether there is a causality between
quotas of Cloud Pub/Sub and the maximum number of

This paper presents the advantages of FaaS in terms
of elasticity. FaaS can be used for whole system implementation or for individual services that need to be elastic.
FaaS can be cheap for services that have a small number of
requests and that will not run for very long. FaaS is elastic
for services that need to support sudden spikes in requests.
The system scales horizontally and satisfies all requests.
We have proved that with the increased workload, the
system has a similar response time for each of the requests.
When the workload is linearly increased the system has
linearly increased throughput and has a similar response
time for each individual request with a Standard Deviation
from 30 to 40ms.
FaaS can be an elastic and inexpensive solution only
if the services to be implemented are developed and
tuned properly according to the recommendations for FaaS
development. Our future plans address realization of an
experiment that simulates an ECG monitoring center for
10.000 simultaneous ECG data streams.
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Abstract—Artificial intelligence has become mainstream
and its applications will only proliferate. Specific measures
must be done to integrate such systems into society for
the general benefit. One of the tools for improving that
is explainability which boosts trust and understanding of
decisions between humans and machines. This research offers
an update on the current state of explainable AI (XAI).
Recent XAI surveys in supervised learning show convergence
of main conceptual ideas. We list the applications of XAI in
the real world with concrete impact. The list is short and
we call to action - to validate all the hard work done in
the field with applications that go beyond experiments on
datasets, but drive decisions and changes. We identify new
frontiers of research, explainability of reinforcement learning
and graph neural networks. For the latter, we give a detailed
overview of the field.
Index Terms—artificial intelligence, explainability, interpretability, AI safety, graph neural networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the key drivers of industrial development today. Ethical concerns emerged only
recently with the advent of model predictions that can and
do cause harmful consequences. There are examples of a
bias towards gender and race in AI models used in criminal
justice for criminal decisions [1] and job selection [2]. In
order to prevent such difficulties and finally take care of
safety, the goal is to establish a regulatory or certification
body that will issue permits for the commissioning of
artificially intelligent systems [3] and education programs
addressing the issue have been commenced [4]. Due to
these problems, a relatively new branch of science, AI
safety, has developed [5]. It deals with issues of security
and the usefulness of AI for people and civilization in
general. For people to be sure that AI systems make
decisions that are not harmful according to human views,
it is necessary to get an explanation for making those
decisions. So, the goal of explainable artificial intelligence
(XAI) is to ensure that algorithm decisions, as well as the
data that influenced such a decision, can be understood
by the end-users without the use of cluttered or alien
expressions and terms [6], [7].
In section II we give a review of notable survey papers
from 2020 onward with their contributions. Section III
lists the types of use of XAI techniques and examples
of concrete applications that have had a significant impact
in some specific domain or on the business of a particular
organization. Section IV gives an overview of the current
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state of XAI for Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). We
conclude in section V.
II. S URVEY PAPERS ON XAI TECHNIQUES
The manner and style of interpretation might vary
depending on the problem’s specific domain (e.g. medical
domain, economic domain, etc.). There are a number of
mechanisms by which the machine model of knowledge
approaches the human model. Some examples of such
mechanisms are concrete images, textual descriptions,
diagrams, and understandable graphical representations of
the decision-making process such as a decision tree or a
specific example close to the human [8].
As interest in the XAI field grows and new methods
and approaches are developed, new survey articles have
appeared that attempt to better categorize the approaches
in this field. Islam et al. [9] provides an overview of
survey articles published in the period from 2017 to 2020.
Many of these articles base the proposed taxonomy on
categorizing methods on the following criteria:
1) Scope of interpretability - a technique provides an
understanding of the entire logic of a model (global)
or a specific decision/prediction only (local).
2) Applicability – a technique can be applied to a single
type/class of algorithm (model specific) or to any type
of AI algorithm (model agnostic).
3) Time of interpretability - model interpretation happens after the model is trained and is independent of
its internal design (post hoc) or models are inherently
easy to understand (intrinsic).
Table I lists some of the survey papers from 2020 onward. In addition to the general categorization mentioned
above, Das and Rad in [10] offer a deeper look at the
methodology behind deep learning algorithms by focusing
on mathematical summaries of the influential papers. Islam
et al. [9] expand the mentioned categorization by showing
the application of each of the methods to a common task
and analyzing each of them from several perspectives.
Tjoa and Guan [14] gave a medical example for each
method that they had previously divided into one of
two groups of methods that are inherently interpretive
(perceptive interpretability) and that ensure interpretability
through mathematical structures. Similarly, the authors
in the [11] distinguish two groups of XAI approaches.
They call them symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches.
Examples of symbolic approaches are logical IF-THEN
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TABLE I: Review of survey papers from 2020 onward
Survey
Opportunities and Challenges in Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI): A Survey, 2020
On the integration of symbolic and sub-symbolic techniques
for XAI: A survey, 2020
Survey of XAI in Digital Pathology, 2020

Ref.
[10]
[11]
[12]

A Survey of the State of Explainable AI for Natural Language Processing, 2020
Survey on Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI): Toward
Medical XAI, 2021
Explainable Artificial Intelligence Approaches: A Survey,
2021
Operationalizing Human-Centered Perspectives in Explainable AI, 2021
Explainable AI (XAI): A Systematic Meta-Survey of Current Challenges and Future Opportunities, 2021
Explainable Artificial Intelligence for Tabular Data: A Survey, 2021
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) on Time Series
Data: A Survey, 2021
Explainable AI: A Review of Machine Learning Interpretability Methods, 2021
Explaining Deep Neural Networks and Beyond: A Review
of Methods and Applications, 2021
A survey of visual analytics for Explainable Artificial Intelligence methods, 2022
A Meta Survey of Quality Evaluation Criteria in Explanation Methods, 2022

[13]
[14]
[9]

[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]

rules. Such an approach is understandable to people but
requires the intervention of experts who will manually
encode symbolic knowledge in the logic rules. On the
other hand, the numerical and statistical representations of
the learned model are sub-symbolic, so there is no need for
expert intervention, but are not inherently understandable
to humans. They recommend and overview the hybrid
approaches. The lack of most of the mentioned articles
is the overfocus on the algorithm itself. There is a lack
of user and stakeholder focus [15]. Also, a small number
of XAI approaches are focused on methods that work on
data that change its value over time, i.e. time series data.
Existing methods mainly provide technical explanations
intended for developers. Rojat et al. provide an overview
of XAI methods applied on time series data [18]. Apart
from the lack of focus on time series data, it is interesting
to note that prior to the [17] paper there was no survey
paper focusing on tabular data. This form of data is one of
the most commonly used today in various sectors such as
the financial sector, medicine, education, legal sectors, etc.
Despite many existing articles dealing with XAI methods,
there is still a lack of an article that offers an overview
of specific and commercial applications and the benefits
that those applications have brought. There are articles that
give examples of application, but mainly relate to a specific
domain (e.g. application of XAI within digital pathology
[12], NLP [13] or to a specific family of methods [21] or
to work with a specific type of data [17].
III. XAI APPLICATIONS
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is a core area
of AI in which methods are developed to explain the inner
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logic of either learning algorithms, models that are derived
from them, or knowledge-based inference approaches [23].
According to [6], [7] we can distinguish four types of
needs for the use of XAI techniques and the possibilities
of their application:
A1 Model justification - to explain why a decision was
made, especially when an important or unexpected
decision is generated, all with the aim of increasing
confidence in the model’s operation.
A2 Model controlling and debugging – to prevent catastrophic outcomes. A greater understanding of the
system increases the visibility of unknown flaws and
helps to quickly identify and fix the errors [8].
A3 Model improving - when a user understands why and
how a system produced a particular result, he can
easily upgrade and improve it and make it smarter, and
maybe make it work faster (such as [24], [25] for the
development of algorithms). In addition to improving
the explanation-generating model, understanding the
decisions generated can improve the overall business
process based on the decisions of the AI model.
A4 Knowledge discovery - by the appearance of some
invisible results of the model and by understanding
why and how they arose, one can learn new laws (e.g.
discover some new structures in a living organism).
Also, since AI agents are often smarter than humans,
by understanding their behavior it is possible to learn
new skills (e.g. in chess).
A1 Model justification
Sachan et al. [26] proposed an XAI decision-support
system that can describe the sequence of events that
led to a loan application determination. This system can
integrate human knowledge and can through supervised
learning learn from previous data. A generated explanation
could be delivered in textual form to rejected applicants
as grounds for declining their loan applications. In [27],
Ohana et al. analyzed the March 2020 stock market crash
using gradient-boosted decision trees which the model
accurately predicted out of the sample. To explain the
generated prediction they used SHAP (SHapley Additive
exPlanations). The purpose was to estimate the dangers
associated with borrowing credit through peer-to-peer
lending systems. Zhong et al. [28] proposed QAjudge,
a model based on reinforcement learning whose purpose
is to explain legal judgment predictions generated by
Legal Judgment Prediction (LJP). QAjudge depicts the
forecast generating process in a way that people can understand. This is accomplished by asking human-readable
questions repeatedly and then predicting judgments based
on the responses [17]. Although deep learning models
have proven to be very powerful, the problem is their
non-transparency and they are mostly oriented towards
image format data (e.g. 2D CNNs). Therefore, the authors
[29] propose a method that converts tabular data into
images and thus allows the application of 2D CNN in
credit scoring. The predictions of the models were then
explained by highlighting important pixels that match the
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prediction class by using Grad-CAM (Gradient-weighted
Class Activation Mapping), LIME (Local Interpretable
Model-agnostic Explanations), SHAP values, and Saliency
Map method. Therefore, due to various legal regulations
and acts it is often required that systems can explain their
decisions and that they are not biased in any way ( [30],
[31]).
A2 Model controlling and debugging
The authors of [32] applied interpretable methods on
times series data, precisely ECG data. Their goal was
to detect myocardial infarction directly from data. Using
the generated explanations, clinicians can verify that the
model takes into account relevant specific patterns when
making a decision. Ribeiro et al. [33] have shown that
using the XAI method can detect data bias and erroneous
learning. Namely, the task was to distinguish whether a
wolf or a husky was in the picture. They realized using
the LIME method that the model learned that the presence
of snow in the background in a picture implies a presence
of a husky. The authors of [34] also present the detection
of an erroneously learned model using the XAI method.
Namely, the model learned that the presence of an author’s
mark in the picture’s corner is the main characteristic for
the classification that a horse is in the picture. Not much
damage has been done in these cases, but the question is
what would happen had the stakes been higher.
A3 Model improving
CrystalCandle is an example of a tool that has helped
strengthen LinkedIn’s business [35]. Introduction of explainations to recommender system for Linkedin software
sales team resulted in increased subscription revenue for
their software by 8%.
A4 Knowledge discovery
The authors of [36] describe the application of an
explainable Deep Learning System for Healthcare using
electronic health record (EHR). The model predicts the
ultimate risk of heart failure and provides an explanation
along with it. Using the LIME method provides insight
into which features have a positive effect and which have
a negative effect on heart failure. Wu et al. [37], analyzing
SARS-COV-2-positive patient data and using interpretive
models of machine learning, came to the conclusion which
biomarkers indicate severe infection and increased risk
of death. Recent medical research has confirmed their
conclusions. Although it is hardly possible by an ophthalmologist, DNNs can accurately detect a person’s gender
from retinal fundus images [38]. Using BagNet, DNN
architecture, they found that patches from the optic disc
provide predominantly male evidence, whereas patches
from the macula provide mostly female evidence [38].
Alpha Zero defeated world chess champion Vladimir
Kramnik. Using the sparse linear regression method, it
was concluded which AlphaZero figures give the most
importance to the various concepts during training. They
concluded that in relation to humans who mainly focuses
on certain openings, AlphaGo in the early stages tries out
various opening movements [39].
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Interlude. The new frontiers in explainability are explainable reinforcement learning (XRL) and GNN explainability. The former is challenging because of intricate
temporal dynamics which complicates explanations (see
[8] for more details). The latter is problematic due to the
abstractness of representation for which it is hard to find
humanly relatable concepts; graphs are abstract structures
that are not completely intuitive to domain experts, let
alone laymen.
IV. XAI TECHNIQUES FOR GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS
With the growing popularity of Graph Neural Networks
(GNNs) and their usage in various domains which require explanations for scientific or ethical reasons, such
as chemistry and medicine [40], [41], mathematics [42],
supply chain optimization [43], or programming language
processing [44], a need for GNN XAI methods is rapidly
growing. However, the power of these GNN models,
especially the more recent ones, is only matched by their
complexity and the complexity of the underlying data they
work on. Although most, if not all, of the models can
be categorized into the (augmented) message-passing [45]
paradigm, the more recent ones use increasingly abstract
constructs from graph theory and abstract algebra, such
as motifs [46], [47] and cell complexes [48], [49]. This
alone makes generalized explanation methods very hard to
define, but is further made more difficult by the underlying
data domains, which can consist of various types of graphs
and heterogeneous data. This makes most explanations
meaningful only in a specific domain, thus requiring
model- and domain-specific explanations. Furthermore,
GNN models can differ in the task they try to solve,
which are: node-labeling, link-prediction and graphclassification. While a large portion of the models can be
adopted for any of the above tasks, defining and generating
explanations for different tasks can largely affect how a
GNN XAI model is structured. Therefore, some methods
like the well known GNNExplainer [50], only work on
node-labeling tasks, others such as XGNN [51] only work
on graph-classification tasks, however, some models such
as SubGraphX [52] can be adopted to any task. A large
portion of GNN explanation models focus on the nodelabeling task, with a smaller focus on graph-classification,
but there is a lack of models which generate explanations
for link-prediction tasks.
Different taxonomies have been used in previous surveys. Li et al. [53] use an origin-based taxonomy, where
they divide models which adopt previously known XAI
methods into the non-GNN-origin models, and the GNNorigin models which are tailored specifically for GNNs.
We focus on the GNN-origin methods. Another taxonomy
of models is proposed by Yuan et al. [54] which is synonymous to the scope of interpretability we have mentioned,
where the explanations are either instance-level (local)
or model-level (global). These are then further decomoposed into subcategories based on the method they use to
obtain explanations, where the local explanations can be
gradient-, decomposition-, preturbation- or surrogate-
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based, and the global are only categorized into the
generation-based, since they only contain a single model.
We provide examples of each of the subcategories, while
also mentioning their origin. The decomposition-based
methods, such as GNN-LRP [55], and gradient-based
methods, such as Grad-Cam [56] are exclusively from a
non-GNN-origin and adopt previously known XAI methods for GNNs. The surrogate-based method subcategory
contains models from both origin-based categories, with
GraphLIME [57] being a non-GNN-origin method and
RelEx [58] being a GNN-origin method. These methods
try to sample a dataset from the neighborhood of similar
graphs and fit a simpler, explainable model on the sampled
dataset [54], [58]. These models however, do not directly
generate an explanation of the model, but rely on the
assumption that the relationships in the neighbouring areas
of the input example are simple enough and can be captured by a simpler, more explainable model [54]. However,
how these neighbourhoods are defined is unspecified and
difficult for graph-structured data. The last of the local
subcategories is the perturbation-based category which
consists of exclusively GNN-origin methods and are the
most represented in the field of GNN XAI. An example of
such a model is the aforementioned GNNExplainer [50].
These methods try to mask out unimportant edges, nodes,
or features, thus generating a subgraph consisting of only
the important information for the specified prediction [54].
Although Yuan et al. [54] do not include counter-factual
models such as [40], [59], we believe they belong into
the same category, since they mask out certain edges or
nodes, but try to do so minimally while changing the
prediction, and therefore, generating minimally different
counterexamples. This is specific to the models we have
mentioned, however, no other counter-factual models have
been proposed within to knowledge. Moving away from
instance-level explanation models, model-level or global
explanations, have not been as explored. The only known
model is XGNN [51], which generates common subgraphs
for a specific class using reinforcement learning. The
drawback of the method is, the fact that the model has
to be learned for each class we want to explain.
So far we have only mentioned post-hoc XAI GNN
models which suffer from similar problems as the regular
post-hoc XAI methods [60], such as bias and misinterpretation. Recently, multiple methods for intrinsic explanation
learning have been proposed. The SE-GNN [61] model
uses a K-nearest labeled nodes method, in which it finds
the labeled nodes most similar to an unlabeled node that
it is trying to classify. The similarity depends on a node’s
features and the local structure of the labeled node’s
computation graph. Similarly, ProtGNN [62] compares
graphs to a number of learned prototypes in the latent
space. The similarity of the graphs is then used in the
explanation and prediction process. Although we believe
these models offer more reliable explanations than the
post-hoc methods because of the problems outlined in
[60], they are extremely model-specific since the explanations are used in the prediction process, which can limit
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their use. Also, it is unclear how to categorize these models
in the previously used scope-based taxonomy.
There is a lack of standardized metrics and datasets
[53] for GNN XAI. The existing experimental works use
synthetic or small, domain-specific datasets and evaluation
metrics requiring ground-truth data and/or human knowledge [53]. These problems have been addressed in [53],
[63], [64] where they support the usage of faithfulness
metrics, which are different measures that try to assess
how well the explanation reflects the reasoning of the
model [53] instead of using human knowledge, which can
sometimes have pitfalls as outlined in [64]. They describe
a set of commonly used metrics and their problems, but
also define their own called the explanation confidence
which addresses the problem of graphs with varying sizes
affecting the sparsity metric and in turn the (inverse)
fidelity metric in an unbalanced manner. Another step
in the right direction, however, limited to instance-level
explanations is given by the authors of [63]. They provide
a theoretical analysis of the different GNN XAI model
bounds with regards to certain wanted properties, further
backed by empirical evaluations. The properties they use
are faithfulness, stability and (un)fairness preservation.
Most of the analysis they provide focuses on the nodelabeling task, but the analysis methods can be extended to
other tasks as well. Contrast to the authors in [64], they
provide more general metrics for explanation evaluation.
Regarding the real-world applications of GNN XAI,
to our knowledge, the only model actually used in a
real-world setting has been the xFraud model [65] which
generates explanations for a fraud-detection model. Their
explanation model is a hybrid explainer that consists of the
aforementioned GNNExplainer [50] and edge-centrality
weights to quantify the importance of different edges for a
prediction. They perform the first quantitative comparison
between the GNNExplainer and a human-labeled dataset,
which is then additionally used to train the edge-centrality
model. They use the model to justify the fraud-prediction
model’s output to avoid diminishing the customer experience on a trading platform, which we can therefore classify
into the A1 application need.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper describes the current state of explainable AI.
Most of the work is still done in supervised learning and
there is a convergence and recycling between the surveys
with respect to the main concepts relating to explainability.
Much has been done in the last years academically and we
feel now is the time to validate the body of research in the
real world. There is a lack of real-world usage examples
with real impact. There is plenty of digressional abstract
work, such as mostly using synthetic datasets in GNN explainability research. Regarding explainability, the frontier
of research has moved to explainability of reinforcement
learning (XRL) which is mostly unexplored [8] and to
explainability of GNNs. Existing XRL work consists of
mostly methods inspired and transferred from supervised
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learning. There is plenty of opportunity for better, novel,
and radically different ideas. GNN XAI methods still lack
all-encompassing taxonomies, standardized datasets, and
metrics. We can observe the lack of link-prediction and
global explanation models, as well as a lack of real-world
examples of use and human-evaluation studies.
Furthermore, generally for XAI, there is a lack of
standardized datasets and unbiased metrics that makes the
models hard to compare, but also formally verify their
correctness. So to speak, ”they are all winners”. Finally, recent results exposing the GNN local explainability bounds
[63] and the inherent unfairness in explainability [66]
should be seriously taken into account. These phenomena
can severely degrade AI safety and security, but they can
also be a tool and guide for improvements if cleverly
leveraged.
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Abstract - Scheduling is a family of combinatorial
problems where we need to find optimal time arrangements
for activities. Scheduling problems in applications are
usually notoriously hard to solve exactly. Existing exact
solving procedures, based on mathematical programming
and constraint programming, usually make manually-tuned
heuristic choices. These heuristics can be improved by
machine learning. In this paper, we apply the graph
convolutional neural network from the literature on
speeding up general branch&bound solver by learning its
branching decisions. We test the augmented solver on jobshop scheduling problems and specific delivery scheduling
problems in the supply chain of a local retailer. We get
promising results and point to possible improvements. We
discuss the interesting question of how much we can
accelerate solving NP-hard problems in the light of the
known limits and impossibility results in AI.
Keywords - combinatorial optimization; machine learning;
job-shop scheduling problem; delivery scheduling; supplychain; graph-convolution neural network; branch-and-bound
algorithm; mixed-integer linear programming

I.

INTRODUCTION

Combinatorial optimization (CO) is a subfield of
mathematical optimization which aims to find the best
decisions in problems with a big but finite set of
alternatives. Application areas are numerous, such as
supply chain management, project management, and
vehicle routing. The problems are usually solved on a
computer. It was immediately shown that such problems,
unless having a special structure, are problematically
complex for solving. Computational complexity has put
most of such problems in a class of NP-hard problems for
which the execution time takes too long for practical
purposes. The naive general solving method would try to
explicitly enumerate all options and select the best one.
Current algorithmic approaches fall into two categories:
exact methods of implicit enumeration over graphs and
heuristic methods. The former are general and have
solution quality guarantees, but their execution most often
takes too long for practical purposes. Heuristic methods
generally have no guarantees, but they give good-enough
solutions in a realistic time.
Exact general methods fall into two general
subcategories: approaches based on branch&bound
(B&B) and constraint satisfaction methods. Neither
method dominates the other. Among B&B-based
approaches over mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP), the most commonly used model in practice,
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Gurobi shows the best performance among commercial
tools. SCIP is the best performing open-source solver [1].
Among tools for constraint satisfaction, CP-SAT from
Google's OR-Tools has the best performance [2].
Heuristic approaches are divided into the following
subcategories: constructive heuristics, metaheuristics, and
hyperheuristics. We have included the category of
improvement heuristics, commonly used in the literature,
in metaheuristics by the principle of parsimony.
Exact methods, constructive heuristics, and
metaheuristics search for the solution in the solution
space. All of them depend on components made manually
by human experts, which is often an expensive and timeconsuming process. These components generally do not
effortlessly transfer to the new types of problems.
Namely, even exact methods use heuristic submethods in
their decisions (such as branching variable-selection rules
and selecting nodes for evaluation), which are not
generally optimal.
Hyperheuristics, however, search the space of
heuristics. Currently, the most dominant hyperheuristic
approach is genetic programming. Such methods
automatically find heuristics with good general
performance on diverse problem-set. They mostly use
features made by experts, and they use evolutionary
methods for optimization, i.e. 0-order optimization
methods that do not use the gradient information [3].
Lately, using deep neural approximators over
combinatorial constructs has proven to be powerful in the
domain of supervised learning in the problems of natural
language processing with applications in computer
programming [4] and mathematics [5]. That has resulted
in substantial improvements in both research and
applications. The successes above show the potential and
capacity of such architectures to adequately approximate
complex combinatorial structures in order to achieve
necessary functionalities.
Moreover, the additional potential is demonstrated in
using deep reinforcement learning (DRL) for attaining
superhuman performance in games of chess, Go [6],
Starcraft 2 [7], and Dota 2 [8]. All of the mentioned have
huge combinatorial spaces over which action sequences
are optimized. The main characteristic of deep neural
approaches is the possibility of automatic discovery of
specialized features that lead to better problem-solving
capabilities and the reduced necessity for domain
knowledge. As these approaches use 1-order optimization
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methods (i.e., they use information about gradient), such
methods are an order of magnitude faster than approaches
based on 0-order counterparts [9]. Methods based on deep
reinforcement learning achieved the most noticeable
results over impressively large combinatorial problems
with single objective (inherently or scalarized) [6]–[8],
while control methods based on evolutionary approaches
have lagged behind their successes due to lower sample
efficiency [10], [11].
Additionally, current optimization methods treat
problems as independent situations. However, often in
practice, only related problems from the narrow domain
are solved. Such a narrow domain can be the same family
of problems or even a narrower domain where the
problems share structure and differ only in the parameter
values. For such settings, algorithms that could learn from
the previous experience could, on average, find better
solutions faster.
In this paper, we shall take two scheduling problems
modeled as MILPs:
1.

job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) – a
canonical problem in machine scheduling, and

2.

real-world delivery scheduling problem (DSP) in
supply chain belonging to Konzum plus [12],

and we shall apply the method from the literature [13] to
test the acceleration that could be gained on top of the
exact branch&bound solver SCIP. We use the data
generated from the runs of SCIP solver to do the imitation
learning on graph convolutional neural network in order to
learn a faster, high-quality branching policy.
This paper is structured as follows. We cover related
work in section II, present our problem setting, results and
elaborate upon them in section III. In section IV, we give
our view on the possible future developments in the field
of combinatorial optimization augmented with machine
learning. Finally, in section V we shall give our
conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

Authors in [14] argue for the hybridization of
combinatorial optimization approaches with machine
learning in order to achieve better average performance
over specific problem sets. There are several surveys into
that area [15]–[22].
Recent works show the potential of using statistical,
machine learning methods such as deep approximators
when used in tandem with exact general solvers. The
potential of approaches based on supervised learning in
exact optimization on MILP was demonstrated in [13].
Graph convolutional neural networks were used to achieve
improvement over other statistical approaches, as well as
coded heuristics in SCIP solver. Qu et al. [23] used DRL
to further improve the performance of the branching
policy. The total B&B performance was further improved
in [24] by the addition of neural diving to neural
branching which bettered even the Gurobi solver. In [25],
authors improve exact general solvers based on constraint
satisfaction by using graph neural networks and deep
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reinforcement learning. Authors in [26] have used the
DRL hyperheuristic for metric traveling salesman and
knapsack problems, and for heterogenous vehicle routing
problems [27]. The machine-learning model learned highquality column selection for column generation procedure
in [28] with a demonstration on vehicle routing problem
with time windows.
Maragno et al. [29] established a methodology for
mixed-integer optimization with learned constraints.
Predict-and-optimize approaches in [30] used machine
learning to learn the parameters of hard combinatorial
problems while considering the effect of modeling errors
on decisions. Subsequently, the problem was solved and
achieved better results than classical ML error functions
which only focus on achieving the model's precision on a
certain dataset. Reinforcement learning was used in [31]
to find dispatch policy for permutation flow shop
scheduling with multiple lines.
Amazon and Alibaba, two of the world’s greatest ecommerce companies with complex supply chains, have
shown interest in fast hyperheuristic deep reinforcement
learning approaches to solve combinatorial optimization
problems like bin-packing [32], [33]. Authors in [32] have
published basic baseline solutions for canonical
combinatorial problems in supply chains with the
motivation to advance the work in that area. So far, only
the basic exploratory research and implementations have
been made, and they show the potential of the DRL
hyperheuristic approach.
III.

SCHEDULING PROBLEMS

In this section, we present two scheduling problems
that we focused on – the job shop scheduling problem
(JSSP) and the real-world supply chain management
problem obtained from Konzum plus data. Next, we
describe B&B algorithm and parametrization of branching
policy. Finally, we describe the process of generating data
and our model – a graph convolution neural network.
A.
Job shop scheduling problem
The job-shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is an
optimization problem in which jobs are assigned to
resources at a given time. The standard version is as
follows: suppose we have a finite set of jobs and a
finite set of machines. For each job in , we have a
list of machines (
) that represents the
processing order of through machines. Additionally, for
every job and machine , a non-negative integer
is
assigned, which represents the processing time of job on
machine . Each machine can process a maximum of one
job at a time and when the job starts on a particular
machine, its processing must be completed without
interruption. The goal is to find a schedule of processing
on
that minimizes the processing time. Minimizing
processing time for JSSP is an NP difficult problem for
and
[34]. JSSP can be formulated as a
MILP problem. According to [34], Manne's (disjunctive)
model [35] is the best formulation, so we decided to use
that model. In the rest of the paper, we shall refer to sizes
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of JSSP problems as nxm, that is (number of jobs x
number of machines).
B.
Supply chain management problem
The problem instances which we use for training, testing,
and evaluating the network are real-life instances of
supply chain management problems [12], collected from
a network of Konzum stores. Specifically, the data
includes delivery needs for 420 Konzum branches, taking
into account utilization of transport and warehouses, and
product shelf life. A solution to the problem consists of
weekly delivery patterns, i.e. the baseline schedule taken
as the basis for schedules in all weeks for a certain
period. The problem has 40,000 (mostly binary) variables
and 46,000 constraints.
C.
Branch&bound algorithm
B&B algorithm implements a "divide-and-conquer"
algorithm that can be represented by a search tree in
which LP relaxation of the problem is calculated at each
node. If the relaxation is infeasible, or if the solution of
the relaxation is naturally MILP feasible (integrality
requirements are respected), the node does not need to be
expanded. Otherwise, there exists at least one variable,
among those supposed to be an integer, which has a noninteger value in the LP solution and that variable can be
chosen for branching.
The iterative procedure of the algorithm requires two
sorts of sequential decision making:
1.

Node selection - selection of the next node to
evaluate

2.

Variable selection - selection of the variable by
which the node search space will be partitioned
i.e. variable by which the tree will be further
branched

D.
Application of graph convolutional
neural network in the B&B algorithm
In this paper, we will use a graph convolutional neural
network to speed up the B&B algorithm in the SCIP
solver. More precisely, we will focus on the variable
selection, also known as the branching problem, which is
the core of the B&B paradigm. We will try to adopt a
strategy of imitation learning to learn a fast
approximation of strong branching. Full strong branching
is a high-quality, but expensive branching rule which is
consistently resulting in the smallest B&B trees [13]. It
does so by computing the expected bound improvement
for each variable that is a candidate for node branching,
which unfortunately requires two LP solutions for each
candidate. In practice, strong branching is not used at
every node. Instead, modern solvers rely on hybrid
branching. Hybrid branching uses strong branching at the
beginning of the solving process and gradually transitions
to simpler heuristics such as the conflict score, the
pseudo-cost, or a combination of the two.
Our goal is to make a model (graph convolutional
neural network) that imitates strong branching in SCIP
for a particular class of problem. We will achieve this by
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solving numerous problems of the same class in SCIP
and simultaneously "recording" pairs (state, action). That
is, for states in the algorithm we will observe which
variable will be chosen for node expanding by full strong
branching (FSB) policy. We will train and test the
network with obtained pairs and try to achieve that the
model imitates the mentioned policy. When the model is
trained, we will integrate it into SCIP as a new branching
policy, which works about as well as FSB, but
significantly faster. Therefore, by using statistical
caching, interpolations, and extrapolations in neural
networks, we will try to speed up the solving algorithm.
E.
State parametrization of the B&B
algorithm
Because MILP problems consist of variables and
constraints related to those variables, the natural
representation of state is shown in the form of a bipartite
graph (Figure 1). Bipartite graph consists of constraint
nodes and variable nodes. If a constraint refers to a
variable, then corresponding nodes in the graph are
connected via edge. Furthermore, suppose that in the state
of the solver (B&B algorithm) there are
constraints,
each of which will have e features, and variables, each
of which has features. Then the constraint nodes are
represented by a constraint feature matrix
and
the variable nodes are represented by a variable feature
matrix
Finally, the edges are represented by an
edge feature matrix
. Thus, we parameterize
the state of the B&B process in moment as a bipartite
graph ( ) with the node features matrices and edge
features matrix
.

Figure 1 State of the solver - bipartite graph with constraint and variable
nodes [13]

F.
Parametrization of variable selection
in B&B algorithm
The variable selection policy
is
parameterized as a graph convolutional neural network
shown in Figure 2. We wrote the network model and
training procedure based on the code in [13]. Our model
takes the mentioned bipartite representation of the state
as input and performs one graph
convolution, in form of two intertwined semiconvolutions.
Namely, due to the bipartite structure of the input
graph, our graph convolution can be divided into two
consecutive passes and thus, perform the whole
convolution in an optimized way.
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In a convolution, we use 2-layer perceptron with
ReLU as an activation function. Passing through the
graph convolution layer, we obtain a bipartite graph with
the same topology as the input, but with potentially
different node characteristics, so that each node now
contains the accumulated information from its neighbors.
The required variable selection policy is obtained by
discarding the constraint nodes and applying the final 2layer perceptron on variable nodes, combined with
softmax activation function to obtain the probability
distribution over the variables that are branching
candidates.
Finally, we filter branching candidates (obtained from
the SCIP state) and refresh the loss function depending
on whether the choice of our model coincides with the
choice of the strong branching policy.

entropy loss. We stopped training after 10
successive epochs without improvement on the
validation set or 312 epochs at the latest.
3.

testing – using new test samples on our trained
network to assess the accuracy of the model in
selecting the branching variable

4.

CO evaluation – solving new MILP instances in
SCIP using our model for variable selection and
comparing solving speed with "ordinary" SCIP
a. for JSSP we have used 20 instances for
each of easy (7x7), medium (10x10),
and hard (11x11) problem sizes.
b. For DSP we have used 34 feasible
decomposed problem instances from
the test set (the remaining 26 were
infeasible) for the small-scale test.
Later we also test the generalization on
6 original large instances (prior to
decomposition). We have used the gap
of 0.8% and timeout of 1h for large
instances.

H.
Figure 2 Representation of the layers in graph convolutional neural
network used for parameterization of branching policy
[13]

G.
Methodology
We present a compendious summary of the whole
procedure:
1. Data collection – collecting train and validation
samples by initiating solving of MILP instances
in SCIP and recording the parameterized pairs
(state, action) which represent a policy of FSB
every five solving steps. We must emphasize
that FSB is a quite slow procedure on our JSSP
and DSP instances since these problems have
thousands of variables.
a. JSSP – we have used 10x10 randomly
created JSSP instances to generate
100,000 training, 20,000 validation,
and 20,000 test samples of the SCIP
state. We used separate JSSP instances
for each dataset.
b. DSP – we have used 36 problem
instances and separated them into 24
for training, 6 for validation, and 6 for
testing. Since each problem has 40,000
variables, it is much too big to run FSB
policy for extracting solver states.
Hence, we decompose each of the
problems into 10 problems with 2000
variables.
2.
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training - using training and validation samples
to train our GCNN model to imitate FSB policy.
We have used a batch size of 32 for training and
128 for evaluation, Adam optimizer, and cross-

Results
Table 1 Model testing results

Dataset
JSSP
DSP

acc@1
42.4
46.0

acc@3
64.0
64.9

acc@5
67.9
73.2

acc@10
77.8
83.1

From testing results in Table 1, we can see that the model
has partially learned to imitate the FSB policy. Column
acc@k holds the value of proportion of situations where
the correct choice was in top-k choices of our GCNN
model. The precision is lower than for the selected
problems in [13]. We will have to evaluate the model to
see whether it will be able to speed up solving of problem
instances – and this depends on the performance of the
chosen variables when branching policy unavoidably
misses the FSB choice. However, the performance of the
node is not something the model was optimized for, but
only the selection of top choice.
Table 2 Model evaluation results (* wins due to timeout)
Dataset

Difficulty

Easy

JSSP

Medium

Hard

Decomp.
DSP
Large

Branching
policy

Solving time

# of
best

Number of
nodes
173 ± 31%

RPB

14

GCNN

6

97 ± 45%

RPB

17

3198 ± 39%

GCNN

3

17031 ± 45%

RPB

19

27703 ± 88%

GCNN

1

17228 ± 31%

RPB

12

639 ± 194%

GCNN

13

2977 ± 257%

RPB

316 ± 50%

2*

277 ± 79%

GCNN

1319 ± 134%

2

4785 ± 148%

We can see in Table 2 that the algorithm with a default
reliable pseudo-cost branching (RPB) policy tends to
perform faster than our approach, which can be attributed
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to running GCNN on CPU for JSSP [36]. Therefore, we
shall focus on the number of processed nodes as a more
reliable indicator. From that aspect, we can see that GNN
indeed reduces the number of processed nodes for smaller
JSSP instances. However, with the growing number of
variables, branching errors accumulate and tend to
produce worse subtrees – missed choices are not of high
quality. GCNN calculations, unlike RPB, are trivially
parallelizable. In the DSP problem, we ran GCNN on
GPU. Out of used 34 CO-evaluation instances, our
algorithm solved the problem faster in 13 of the DSP
instances, while on 9 it was equal to RPB. However,
sometimes when GCNN mis-performed, it did so
extremely. On large instances of DSP, GCNN model won
twice (40%,173% speedup) and tied twice. However, it
also led to timeout twice! We can also observe a very
large variance in solving time and number of nodes in
both algorithms. That happens because the problem
instances are very diverse in the terms of solving
difficulty. Also, the distribution of the number of nodes
and the solving times is skewed to the right due to the
small number of problems that take a very long time to
solve. Those problems significantly increase average and
variance in the number of nodes and solving times.
IV. DISCUSSION
There is a noticeable difference in performance on
JSSP and DSP. There are two factors at play: DSP has a
simpler problem structure, and the problem instances we
have used have a smaller variety since they are created on
top of the identical distribution network from data through
36 weeks. Contrarily, we have generated JSSP instances
uniformly. We have also seen that surrogate ML measures
do not work well in all circumstances. Cross-entropy loss
does not capture well the performance of the branching
since its missed choices do not have graceful performance
degradation. As JSSP and DSP have „tighter“ feasibility
than the problems mostly tackled in the literature (i.e. set
cover, combinatorial auction, maximal anticlique,
capacitated facility location), using diving heuristic such
as in [24] might be a promising direction for
improvement.
Currently, exact solvers do not learn from experience.
That means that if we input the same instance twice in
succession into a solver, it will behave without memory
and solve them independently. Trivially, it could simply
memorize the shortest tree path to the solution and repeat
it for all the problems with small perturbations to the
original problem for potentially great speedup. If some
learning algorithm could have the capacity to learn the
partitioning of the appropriately reduced problem family
space, significant gains could be achieved on average. The
limits to how much can solving NP-hard problems be
accelerated with machine learning hyperheuristics is an
open and highly interesting question, especially under the
known limits of AI [37] such as no-free-lunch theorems.
Graph neural networks seem like a natural fit for solving
these problems since some of the models are provably
robust on countable domains [38], but many of the
architectures rely on biases to achieve good results [39].
Explainability methods might help in debugging and
crafting better graph-neural network architectures that
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would contain more application-specific biases [40]–[42].
Explainability was already used for insights into
combinatorial optimization algorithms such as for project
scheduling [43], [44], knapsack problems, facility
location, etc. [45].
Our work is among the first ones that applied ML
methods to scheduling problems and on real-world
problems. Applications in scheduling, packing, and
routing problems for supply chains, combinatorial design
[46], and compiler optimizations [47] should be tackled
with these methods. Finding CO-focused learning metrics
that are efficient and align well with the solving
performance is of the greatest interest.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Coupling combinatorial optimization solvers with
machine learning has many peculiarities that are not
usually encountered – for example very costly data
collection and computational hardness of the underlying
problem.
We have adapted the solution from the literature and
applied it to two scheduling problems: job shop
scheduling problem and real-world delivery scheduling in
the supply chain. This is one of the first applications of
such methods in the area of scheduling. We got promising
results with successes on small instances of JSSP and on
real-world delivery scheduling with good generalization to
larger instances for the latter. We have seen that the
sampling distribution of problems greatly matters for
achievable performance. High entropy distributions incur
big penalties on performance. Also important is that COfocused metrics are used for the learning task, instead of
the classification objective which is an ML-based
surrogate that is ill-fitted to these problems.
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Abstract - It is usual to classify the automated searching
of a plan as an artificial intelligence problem. In planning,
the environment is defined as a set of both states and
transitions between them. Planning consists in searching for
a finite transitions sequence (actions) that transfers the
initial state to one of the states, satisfying the objective. As a
model of the planning environment, we propose to use
implicit Boolean networks – binary dynamic systems, the
transition function of which is defined by the implicit
Boolean equation relative to the current state variables
vector and some subsequent variables vectors. For this
model, the forming of a plan is reduced to qualitative
analysis of dynamic properties of the implicit binary
dynamic system. In particular, these are reachability or
cyclicity properties over a given discrete time interval. At
the final stage of this method, the verification of the Boolean
formula satisfiability is performed. This formula includes
the equation of the dynamics of the implicit Boolean
network and the specification of the dynamical property
being verified. The considered approach is demonstrated on
the problem of planning a river crossing and constructing a
Hamiltonian cycle in a graph. A specialized parallel
algorithm for solving deeply structured Boolean
satisfiability problems is proposed, which provides
scalability with an increase in their dimension.
Keywords – implicit Boolean networks; planning actions;
Boolean satisfiability problem; parallel SAT solver.

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that action planning is a classic problem of
artificial intelligence. The planning environment is
defined as a state set and transitions between them. The
planning process consists in searching for a final
transitions sequence (actions) that transfer the initial state
to one of the states that satisfy the goal.
Thus, according to this classical definition of the
planning action problem, the environment model is a
dynamic system. The desired plan is a solution to this
system that satisfies the given initial and goal conditions.
Using dynamic models is a fundamentally new approach
to solving the planning action problem. This approach
differs significantly from static planning formalizations
such as deduction or satisfiability [1].
Many logical puzzles can be considered a specific case
of the planning problem. These include puzzles related to
river crossings (the farmer-wolf-goat-cabbage problem,
the missionary-cannibal problem), the Knight's tour
problem, the famous Game of Fifteen, and many other
problems. Such problems specificity is that the state space
represents a set of Boolean vectors of the corresponding
dimension. Our research is focused on this problems class.
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The main feature of the planning problem is that the
environment (exactly, transition diagram) is nondeterministic. The transition is allowed only in one state of
the possible states set. Solving this problem within the
framework of a Boolean formalism requires the
involvement of new models of binary dynamical systems
(BDS), which we define as implicit Boolean networks.
The article is organized as follows. Section II provides
a brief overview of using implicit Boolean networks for
solving the class of problems under consideration. Section
III presents the problem statement and solution method.
Section IV and V consider the application of implicit
Boolean networks to solving the problems of crossing a
river and finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph,
respectively. Sections VI and VII present a parallel
algorithm for solving these problems and the results of
computational experiments. Section VIII contains a
conclusion about the results achieved in the study course.
II.

RELATED WORK

In [2], the simple implicit Boolean networks (of the
first order) motivated by the well-known river crossing
problem were proposed. In [3], for the first time, we
considered high-order networks (greater than one) and
their application to solving a specific class of
combinatorial problems. In particular, based on such
network use, the well-known minimum set cover problem,
which has many applications, was solved.
In the authors' work [4], the method of Boolean
constraints was developed. Its possibilities were
demonstrated on qualitative analysis problems of the
dynamic properties of classical Boolean networks
operating on a limited time interval.
Notably, this method is a sufficiently general tool for
qualitative analysis of various types of BDS and a wide
range of dynamic properties over a finite time interval.
The purpose of this paper is to apply this method for a
qualitative study of implicit Boolean networks whose
transition function is subject to an implicit Boolean
equation F ( x t , x t 1 ,...,x t  p )  0 that is unsolvable
relative to the state x t  p .
III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SOLUTION METHOD

Implicit Boolean networks are binary dynamic
systems, the transition function of which is defined by an
implicit Boolean equation relative to the vector of
variables of the current state and the vectors of variables
of several subsequent states.
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Let the initial state has index zero, and all subsequent
states are assigned indices in the range from one to the
value p. The value p (by analogy with implicit differential
equations) is called the order of the dynamic implicit
equation of the Boolean network.
Thus, we consider a BDS whose behavior in time is
given by an implicit Boolean equation of the p-th order [5]
of the following form:

F ( x t , x t 1 ,...,x t  p )  0 





where x t   x(t   )  ( x1 (t   ), x2 (t   ),...,xn (t   )) –
is a binary state vector in the time moment t   ,
( x t   B n , B  {0,1} ,   [0, p] – is a local
time); t  0,1,2,...,k – is a discrete time, F – is a scalar
logic
algebra
function
of
their
arguments
n(k 1)
(F:B
 B ). It is assumed that the function F does
not have the unique solvability property relative to the
state vector variables x t  p . In other words, the behavior
of BDS (1) is typically non-deterministic. Equation (1)
may hold for suitably chosen time sequences of states
X 0  ( x 0 , x1 ,...,x p ) of the length p+1, starting at the
time t  0 . Such sequences are called local solutions of
(1) (or local trajectories).
The topology of the set of local solutions (as
admissible initial conditions of (1)) in the state space B n
may include branching states, equilibrium states, and
various closed configurations types of the state sequence.
Topology analysis of the local solutions set is an
independent problem, which is not considered here.
With regard to the dynamics of an implicit Boolean
network, the main property is the extensibility of its local
solutions. A local solution is extendable by one step if its
last p states coincide with the first p states of at least one
local solution from the set of all local solutions of (1). All
extendable local solutions satisfy the following equation
of one-step transitions of the implicit Boolean network for
t  0 and t  1 :

F ( x 0 , x1 ,...,x p )  F ( x1 , x 2 ,...,x p1 )  0 





Solutions to this equation define a directed graph
(extensibility graph) with vertices corresponding to local
solutions and arcs directed from the local solution
X 0  ( x 0 , x1 ,...,x p )
to
the
local
solution

1.

If equation (2) has a unique solution, then the
local solution X 0 is called deterministic (i.e.,
X 0 has one successor X 1  ( x1 , x 2 ,...,x p1 ) ).

2.

If equation (2) has several solutions, then X 0 is
called a local branching solution ( X 0 has several
successors, their number is equal to the number of
solutions according to the state x p 1 of equation
(2)).

3.

If equation (2) has no solutions, then the local
solution X 0 is called dead-end ( X 0 has no
successors).

The extensibility property is illustrated for the
following simple example from [5] of an implicit Boolean
network of the second-order (p=2, n=1):

x t 2  x t  x t 1  0, x t   B,   0,1,2. 





This
equation
has
four
local
solutions
0 1 2
X  ( x , x ,.x ) : (000), (001), (100), (111). The
successors of each of these solutions are found from the
following equation of one-step transitions:
0



( x 2  x 0  x1 )  ( x 3  x1  x 2 )  0 



The extensibility graph of local solutions is shown in
Fig. 1.
In case the implicit Boolean equation (1) has solutions
on the time interval t T  {0,1,2,...,k} , each of its
fragments of length p+1 must be an extendable local
solution, that is, satisfy the condition



( x 0 , x1 ,...,x p , x p 1 , x p  2 ,...,x p  k ) 

 tko F ( x t , x t 1 ,...,x t  p )  0





The main difference between an implicit Boolean
network and a classical (automata) [4] or singular [6]
network is that the initial condition in an implicit network
is specified not as a state x 0  B n but as a finite sequence
of states X 0  ( x 0 , x1 ,...,x p ) , that satisfies the condition

F ( x 0 , x1 ,...,x p )  0 .

X 1  ( x1 , x 2 ,...,x p1 ) . The solution X 1 will be called
the successor of the solution X 0 , and X 0 - the
predecessor of X 1 .
A local solution is extendable if at least one value
of x p 1 satisfies equation (2), i.e., (2) is solvable for

x p 1 . Thus, three different situations are possible relative
to a given local solution X 0  ( x 0 , x1 ,...,x p ) :
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Figure 1. Extensibility graph of local solutions for equation (4).
Here (000), (100) – branching solutions, (111) – deterministic
solution, (001) – dead-end solution
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If BDS (2) has local branching solutions, its behavior
is typically non-deterministic. Namely, some initial
conditions X 0 may correspond to a set of solutions to (5).
This solution set is called a funnel of trajectories. This
factor must be considered when formulating the necessary
dynamic properties of an implicit Boolean network within
the framework of the Boolean constraint method we use.
A similar situation arises in the qualitative analysis of
singular Boolean networks [6]. For equation (5), as a
model of action planning, proofs of the two following
properties are most interested. Firstly, the reachability
property of a target state from a given initial state in k
steps. Secondly, the trajectory periodicity. In addition,
these proofs should be constructive.
IV.

A1 :
 x1t

x1t 1
x 2t 1
x3t 1
x 4t 1

Let us introduce the Boolean state vector
x  ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) , where the variables x1 , x 2 , x3 , x4
describe the states of the farmer, wolf, goat, and cabbage,
respectively. The initial state x1  x2  x3  x4  0
means that all participants of the crossing river are on the
left bank. The goal state x1  x2  x3  x4  1 means that
all participants are on the right bank.
At any moment time t T  {0,1,2,...,k} , one of four
actions can be performed:


A1 – the farmer crosses alone;



A2 – the farmer transports the wolf;



A3 – the farmer transports the goat;



A4 – the farmer transports the cabbage.

Following the Boolean formalism, an action is
understood as a transition from one state from B 4 to
another state from B 4 . Therefore, for each action, we
assign a Boolean dynamic system that implements this
transition:
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 x 4t

 x3t
 x 4t

 x 2t
 x1t
 x 4t

A4 :
 x1t

x1t 1
x 2t 1
x3t 1
x 4t 1

 x 2t
 x3t
 x1t

A1 ( x t 1 , x t )  ( x1t 1  x1t )  ( x 2t 1  x 2t ) 
 ( x3t 1  x3t )  ( x 4t 1  x 4t )  0

A2 ( x t 1 , x t )  ( x1t 1  x1t )  ( x 2t 1  x1t ) 

 ( x3t 1  x3t )  ( x 4t 1  x 4t )  0

A3 ( x t 1 , x t )  ( x1t 1  x1t )  ( x 2t 1  x 2t ) 

Different approaches to solving this problem are
described in publications. For example, in [5], for
constructing a model, Boolean differential equations and
methods of their study are used. In [7], this problem is
solved using the fundamental ideas of the model-checking
algorithm. The semi-tensor product method is used in [2].

The essence of the problem is as follows. The farmer
must transfer a wolf, a goat, and a cabbage bag across the
river from the left bank to the right bank. Only a farmer
can drive the boat, only one “passenger” can fit in the boat
with the farmer, or the farmer crosses the river alone. An
additional restriction is that the goat with the wolf, and the
cabbage bag with the goat, cannot be left unattended by
the farmer.

 x3t

 x1t

A3 :
 x1t

x1t 1
x 2t 1
x3t 1
x 4t 1

The Boolean equations equivalent to these dynamical
systems are:

RIVER CROSSING PLANNING PROBLEM

We use the Boolean constraints method [4], which
allows, in addition to the reachability property, to
investigate a wide range of other dynamic properties.

 x 2t

A2 :
 x1t

x1t 1
x 2t 1
x3t 1
x 4t 1

 ( x3t 1  x1t )  ( x 4t 1  x 4t )  0

A4 ( x t 1 , x t )  ( x1t 1  x1t )  ( x 2t 1  x 2t ) 

 ( x3t 1  x3t )  ( x 4t 1  x1t )  0
An implicit Boolean equation whose solutions
represent all possible actions at time t is written as



G( x t 1 , x t )  A1 ( x t 1 , x t )  A2 ( x t 1 , x t ) 
 A3 ( x t 1 , x t )  A4 ( x t 1 , x t )  0





Let us follow the conditions of the problem. The goat
is on the same bank as the wolf or the cabbage. Therefore,
the farmer is on the same bank. These constraints are
written as the following equations:

H 1 (t )  [( x3t  x 2t )  ( x3t  x 4t )]  ( x3t  x1t )  0


H 2 (t  1)  [( x3t 1  x 2t 1 )  ( x3t 1  x 4t 1 )]   
 ( x3t 1  x1t 1 )  0

Thus, the plan for the crossing river for passengers is a
solution to the following implicit Boolean equation:

( x 0 , x1 ,...,x k 1 ) 

 tk0 (G( x t , x t 1 )   

 H1 ( x t )  H 2 ( x t 1 ))  0

for x 0  (0,0,0,0) , x k  (1,1,1,1) , and k  7 .
For k  0 , all local solutions are found. For k  1 , all
local solutions extendable by one step are found. Local
solutions are shown in Table 1. In Fig. 2, a graph of
crossing plans corresponding to these local solutions is
shown.
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V.

THE PROBLEM ON THE HAMILTONIAN CYCLE IN A
GRAPH

TABLE 1. LOCAL SOLUTIONS (LS) FOR EQUATION (8)

Let us follow the problem statement from [8]. Let
V  {v1 , v2 ,...,vn } be a set of graph vertices, and

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A  aij be an adjacency matrix of vertices of dimension
n  n . The matrix element aij  1 , if the vertex v i is
adjacent to the vertex v j . It is required to find a closed
path (Hamiltonian cycle - if it exists) that passes through
each vertex of the graph exactly once. We propose the
following formalization of this problem in terms of
implicit Boolean equations and a qualitative study of the
properties of such models using the method of Boolean
constraints.



LS
0000 1010
0001 1011
0001 1101
0010 1010
0010 1011
0010 1110
0100 1101
0100 1110
0101 1101
0101 1111

No
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

LS
1010 0000
1010 0010
1011 0001
1011 0010
1101 0001
1101 0100
1101 0101
1110 0010
1110 0100
1111 0101

Conditions for choosing a valid vertex for each
moment of local time  (adjacent vertices in the
path must be adjacent in the graph):

Let us denote by Ai' the set of indices of unit elements

n11  nj1 iA xj  xi 1  0 

in the i-th row of the matrix A: Ai'  { j : aij  1} , i.e., Ai'
is the set of graph vertices adjacent to vertex v i . We
introduce a Boolean state vector x  ( x1 , x2 ,...,xn ) ,
where xi  1 means that the vertex v i is included in the
desired path and xi  0 otherwise for all i  1,2,...,n .



First, we write down the equations for the Hamiltonian
path existence in a graph. Let us represent the algorithm
for constructing such paths as a dynamic process of
changing the state x at successive moments of local time
  1,2,...,n according to the following implicit Boolean
equation (1) for t  0 :

The set of local solutions to (13) (if it is not empty)
determines the Hamiltonian paths set in the graph.
Evidently, the set of local solutions, extended by one step,
determines the Hamiltonian cycles in this graph. Such
cycles satisfy the one-step transition equation:

F ( x1 , x 2 ,...,x n )  0 





where x i means the state of the process at the moment of
local time   i . Each step of such a process (action)
consists in including only one vertex in the desired path.
Under these assumptions, the local trajectory x1 , x 2 ,...,x n
must satisfy the following Boolean constraints:


At each step in the path, there should be only one
vertex of the graph (each state should contain one
and only one unit):

F1 



n1 ( in11  nj i1 xi  xj 

  np 1 x p )  0



F3 

j



Thus, equation (9) takes the following form:



F ( x1 , x 2 ,...,x n )  F1  F2  F3  0 



F ( x1 , x 2 ,...,x n )  F ( x 2 , x 3 ,...,x n , x n1 )  0  

which ensures the fulfillment of the condition x n1  x1 .
VI.

PARALLEL ALGORITHM

Deeply structured Boolean models that reflect both the
dynamics of the implicit Boolean network and the
specification of the extensibility property of its local
solutions represent the considered problems. To test the
satisfiability of high-dimensional Boolean models (in
particular, the Knight's tour problem), whose structure
includes constraints of length 2 (mainly) and constraints of
length p (p much greater than two, p>>2), a specialized

Each vertex v j can be placed in the path once and
only once, or each local trajectory for variable x j
contains one and only one unit:

F2 

 nj1 (n11 n  1 xj  xj
  np 1 x jp )  0

1

1





Figure 2. Decision graph for equation (8)
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algorithm has been developed.
This algorithm is
based on data parallelism by splitting the Boolean model,
which means choosing a variable from a Boolean model
and replacing the original model with submodels for the
two truth values of the selected variable. The algorithm
uses two-level splitting. Queues of the top and bottom
levels are formed.
The top-level queue Q l includes sets of variables
chosen for splitting - ordered l-tuples with consistent
truth-values S il  x1i , xi2 ,...,xil , i  1, N , where N is
1
2
l
the number of tuples in the queue, and
i1  i2  ...  il  n  l (n is the dimension of the state
vector of system (9)). At the top level, all admissible ltuples are found using the specialized author's AllSAT
solver satall2p for an auxiliary SAT problem. This SAT
problem is generated using the matrix A and constraints
reflecting the system dynamics for a given splitting depth
l. In particular, for the Knight's tour problem, the auxiliary
SAT problem is generated according to constraints (10),
(12) - (13) with the value of the quantity k, which depends
on the size of the problem.
The resulting l-tuples at the bottom level are extended
in parallel from l to l + d variables for a given depth d of
the search tree.
Bottom-level queues Qil  d are formed, including (l +
d)-tuples

S ijl d  x1ij , xij2 ,...,xijl , xijl 1 ,...,xijl d 
1
2
l
l 1
l d

,

j  1, M i , where M i is the number of tuples, which can
be different for each i-th tuple of queue Q l , and the
condition
is
n  l  j1  j 2  ...  jl d  n  (l  d )
satisfied. SAT subproblems are generated according to the
matrix A, the constraints of the Boolean model (in
particular, the (10) - (14) for the Knight's tour problem),
and the unary constraints corresponding to the resulting
tuples S ijl  d . Satisfiability testing of subtasks is performed
in parallel and independently by sequential SAT solvers.
The algorithm implementation is performed using the
previously developed software platform HPCSOMASMSC [9]. The TLA (Top Level Agent) agent performs the
actions of the algorithm at the top level, and the group of
BLA agents (Bottom Level Agent) performs the actions of
the algorithm at the bottom level (Fig. 3).
The proposed scheme significantly reduces the
enumeration in the search space by discarding inconsistent
tuples of variable values at the stage of queuing. Two
levels of parallelization reduce the overhead in the
formation and distribution of subtasks.
VII. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT
Computational experiments were carried out to
determine closed routes for the Euler problem of the
Knight's tour. This problem is a particular case of finding
a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph problem. This problem has
many solutions, but at the same time, it is hard for SAT
solvers due to the high dimension and the dependence of
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TABLE 2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Variables
Constraints
BLA maximum
count
Threads of one BLA
l
d
Sequential
Runtime (s)
Parallel
Runtime (s)

66
1332
108379

88
4160
625825

4

16

4
1
1

4
1
1

33,47

3617,43

0,07

79,10

variables [10]. The problem model is represented using an
implicit Boolean network.
The purpose of the experiment was to verify the
presence of the trajectory periodicity property of the
implicit Boolean network. For this verification, the
extensibility property of the local solution to (13) was
used, i.e., finding a solution to (14).
For searching closed paths, problems were solved for
the chessboard of dimensions 6  6 and 8  8 . In the
proposed parallel algorithm for a more difficult
8  8 problem, when choosing tuples from the queue at the
top level, the heuristic was used. This heuristic considers
the degree of the graph vertex equal to six. At the bottom
level, the lexicographic order of selecting tuples from the
queue was used.
The experiments were carried out on the cluster
“Akademik V.M. Matrosov” [11]. BLA agents were
installed on its nodes. The Minisat solver [12] was used to
solve subproblems on threads. Table 2 shows the results
of the experiments. The runtime speedup and efficiency
characterizing the proposed parallel algorithm are shown
in Fig. 4. The speedup is close to linear, and the efficiency
remains above 0.7.
Table 3 shows the solution to (14) for the 6  6
problem (n=36). For each state x i , after the equal sign in
parentheses, the row and column of the corresponding cell
of the chessboard are indicated, separated by commas.
The local solution x1 , x 2 ,...,x 36 (Hamiltonian path) is
extendable by one-step so that condition x 37  x1 is
satisfied, i.e., the Hamiltonian path is a Hamiltonian cycle.

TABLE 3. SOLUTION TO (14) FOR PROBLEM 66
1

x =(1,4)
x2=(2,6)
x3=(3,4)
x4=(1,3)
x5=(2,5)
x6=(3,3)
x7=(2,1)
x8=(4,2)
x9=(6,1)

x10=(5,3)
x11=(6,5)
x12=(4,6)
x13=(5,4)
x14=(6,6)
x15=(4,5)
x16=(6,4)
x17=(5,6)
x18=(3,5)
x37=(1,4)

x19=(1,6)
x20=(2,4)
x21=(1,2)
x22=(3,1)
x23=(5,2)
x24=(4,4)
x25=(6,3)
x26=(5,1)
x27=(3,2)

x28=(1,1)
x29=(2,3)
x30=(1,5)
x31=(3,6)
x32=(5,5)
x33=(4,3)
x34=(6,2)
x35=(4,1)
x36=(2,2)
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space of local solutions is proposed. Boolean models are
developed in the form of implicit Boolean equations for
the problems of planning a river crossing and searching
for a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph. The solving problem
of planning actions is reduced to verifying dynamical
properties based on the Boolean constraint method for
qualitative analysis of BDS. Namely, the reachability
property or the trajectory cyclicity property. The
specialized parallel algorithm was developed for solving
the Boolean satisfiability problem for a deeply structured
formula that considered both the equation of dynamics of
an implicit Boolean network and the dynamic property to
be checked. This algorithm provides good scalability with
increasing problem dimensions. Implicit Boolean
networks of the p-th order and qualitative analysis of their
dynamic properties using the Boolean constraint method
have great potential for both a research perspective and
practical applications.
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Abstract—In visual place recognition we aim to match a
given query image from a query database with the most
appropriate reference image from a reference database. One
of the main issues is how to represent a place. Although an
ordinary RGB representation can represent a place, various,
either handcrafted or learned representations such as deep
convolutional neural networks achieve better quantitative
results. By using optimization techniques, both convex and
non-convex, we can adapt a place representation such that it
fits into the problem of visual place recognition. Therefore,
in this paper we examine numerous optimization techniques and incorporate them in the context of our problem.
Quantitatively, in terms of the area under a curve (AUC)
measure, conducted experiments show how such optimized
representation outperforms unoptimized one.
Keywords—Visual place recognition, computer vision, optimization, deep convolutional neural networks

(a) Winter

(b) Spring

(c) Summer

(d) Autumn

(e) Day

(f) Night

I. I NTRODUCTION
In visual place recognition we aim to match a given
query image Iqi from a query database Q with a reference
image Idj from a reference database D. Q and D are
captured as a vehicle traverses the same route two or
multiple times under different environmental conditions
(Figure 1). Two main design aspects in this problem are
image representation and image matching. Due to various
environmental conditions, given a place image, we would
like to have as robust as possible image representation.
This can be either an image itself [3], or its global handcrafted descriptor, e.g. VLAD [4], used in combination
with local descriptors such as SIFT [5] and SURF [6].
Feature maps extracted from deep convolutional neural
networks, e.g. AlexNet [7] or ResNet [8], are used as
global descriptors too [1].
We would like to adjust representation such that it improves the results. Optimization techniques such as feature
selection, dimensionality reduction and metric learning
perfectly fit here. In this paper we will mention them (II)
and present the experiments that have been conducted (III).
Image matching algorithms for place recognition such as
SeqSLAM [3], cone-based SeqSLAM [9] and NOSeqSLAM [10] are used in order to measure the performance
quantitatively and qualitatively, while their description is
beyond the scope of this paper. The flow of this work is
illustrated graphically in Fig 2. First we obtain a dataset
of images {Q, D} alongside the ground-truth file GT .
Then, an unoptimized representation or a representation
optimized on a visually similar task is further optimized
with one of the mentioned optimization techniques. Such

Fig. 1: (Top) The Nordland dataset used in visual place
recognition experiments by [1] with four different
seasons. (Bottom) The Bonn dataset by [2] with different
times of a day. Note how such different environmental
conditions imply different appearance of a place.

an optimized representation is used in place matching via
sequence-based algorithm. The motivation of this research
is to address a wide range of optimization procedures in
a systematic and mathematically consistent way. We hope
this will ensure deeper understanding in optimization for
visual place recognition, especially when optimizing deep
learning models.
II. O PTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In this section we will enumerate different optimization
problems used for our work. In the subsection II-A it
is mentioned how features can be selected, then in the
subsection II-B we will examine the the multinomial
classification problem while the section II-C deals with
the metric learning.
A. Lasso regression
In linear regression we aim to predict a continuous value
y ∈ R for a given vector of features x ∈ Rn , e.g., to
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1. Images

2. Optimization technique

Q={ ,

D=
,

, . . .}

Q,D,GT

, . . .}

3. Place matching with sequence-based algorithm

Lasso regression/
softmax regression/
metric learning

Optimized
representation

Fig. 2: The flow of the proposed approach.

predict a real estate price given specific features such as
location, age, area, the number of rooms, etc. This value
is predicted as
ŷ = θ T x, θ ∈ Rn ,
(1)
while the most appropriate θ ∗ for a large number of
labeled data
{(xi , yi ) : xi ∈ Rn , yi ∈ R, ∀i = 1 . . . m}

(a)

is obtained as
θ ∗ = argmin
θ

= argmin
θ

m
X
(yi − ŷi )2
i=1
m
X

(yi − θ T xi )2

(2)

Fig. 3: The effect of using (a) λkθk1 or (b) λkθk22 as a
regulizer in linear regression. With such regulizers, linear
regression is commonly known as (a) lasso regression
and (b) ridge regression respectively.

(3)

i=1

= argmin ky − Xθk22 ,

(b)

(4)

softmax regression. Binomial logistic regression aims to
define the probability

θ

where y = [y1 . . . ym ]T ∈ Rm and X = [x1 . . . xm ]T ∈
Rm×n . The i-th feature of vectors xi , ∀i is significant
for predictions ŷi , ∀i as much as the value of the i-th
component of θ. In other words, near-zero components
of θ represent insignificant features of xi , ∀i. Therefore
we can “design” θ in a way that only k best features
are selected. Mathematically, feature selection in linear
regression is modeled as
min ky − Xθk22
θ

s.t. kθk0 = k.

(5)

However, (5) is a NP-hard problem due to k · k0 . Instead,
we can approximate k · k0 with k · k1 and formulate feature
selection as
min ky − Xθk22 + λkθk1 , λ ∈ R+ .
θ

(6)

This method is called Lasso regression and, as written
in [11], regularization term λkθk1 encourages sparsity. As
λ increases, more and more θi become 0 and implicitly
less features are used in the prediction as shown in
Figure 3a. Alongside Lasso regression, it is important
to mention Ridge regression that has regularization term
λkθk22 encouraging near-zero components for θ as shown
in Figure 3b.
B. Softmax regression
A standard approach to multinomial classification is
the generalization of binomial logistic regression called
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p(y | x; θ), θ ∈ Rn

(7)

that predicts whether a given x ∈ Rn belongs to a category
(y = 1) or not (y = 0) by using the scalar product θ T x
alongside the sigmoid function σ : R → [0, 1] defined as
σ(x) =

1
.
1 + e−x

(8)

The hypothesis whether x belong to a category y = 1
is given by
p(y = 1 | x; θ) = σ(θ T x),

(9)

and inversely, the hypothesis whether x does not belong
in a category is
p(y = 0 | x; θ) = 1 − p(y = 1 | x; θ) = 1 − σ(θ T x). (10)
Both (9) and (10) can compactly be written as
p(y | x; θ) = (σ(θ T x))y (1 − σ(θ T x))1−y .

(11)

Let X = [x1 . . . xm ]T ∈ Rm×n and y = [y1 . . . ym ]T ∈
R
denote the data and the labels respectively. θ ∈ Rn
is a parameter to be optimized in order to perfectly fit our
model (7). Therefore, we would like to find the optimal
θ ∗ in a way it maximizes the likelihood, which under the
assumption of independent and identically distributed data
(i.i.d.) [12, p.129] can be written as
m×1
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C. Metric learning
θ ∗ = argmax p(y | X; θ)

(12)

θ

= argmax
θ

= argmax
θ

m
Y

p(yi | xi ; θ)

(13)

log p(yi | xi ; θ)

(14)

i=1
m
X

i=1
m
X

= argmin −
θ

log p(yi | xi ; θ).

i=1

i=1

(16)
= argmin −
θ

m
X

yi log(σ(θ T xi ))

(17)

i=1

+ (1 − yi ) log(1 − σ(θ T xi )),
which is a convex optimization problem [13, p.355] and
the CVXPY implementation can be found here.
A slight upgrade is required in order to generalize
(16) for the multinomial case of |C| categories C =
{1, . . . , |C|}. The capacity of a single scalar product θ T x
in combination with σ(·) is not discriminative enough to
predict among |C| categories, therefore we replace θ ∈ Rn
with Θ ∈ R|C|×n such that Θ · x ∈ R|C| for x ∈ Rn .
The multinomial equivalent for (8) is called the softmax
function σ : R|C| → R|C| and is defined as
ex[c]
σ(x)[c] = P x[j] , ∀c ∈ C.
e

(18)

j∈C

As (18) has thePprobability properties, i.e. σ(x)[c] ∈
[0, 1], ∀c ∈ C and
σ(x)[c] = 1, it is used for the multic∈C

nomial classification model. Although the data X ∈ Rm×n
remains unchanged, i.e. samples are n-dimensional in this
scenario too, a sample’s label now tells how likely a
sample belongs to a category c ∈ C meaning that given a
sample xi = X[i, :], ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m} its label
P yi is from
R|C| . Moreover, yi [c] ∈ [0, 1], ∀c ∈ C and
yi [c] = 1 as
c∈C

it is the case for the softmax. Data labels can therefore be
put in a matrix y = [y1 . . . ym ]T ∈ Rm×|C| .
The multinomial classification model is obtained, as in
binomial classification and under the assumption of independent and identically distributed data, by minimizing the
negative log-likelihood, i.e. by finding
Θ∗ = argmin −
Θ

= argmin −
Θ

= argmin −
Θ

m
X
i=1
m
X

log p(yi | xi ; Θ)
log

i=1
m X
X
i=1 c∈C

Y

∀xi , xj ∈ Rn , where1 M ∈ Sn+ . By Cholesky factorization, M can be decomposed as
M = LLT .

(15)

In the terms of binomial classification it is
m
X
θ ∗ = argmin −
log(σ(θ Txi ))yi (1−σ(θ Txi ))1−yi
θ

In metric learning we aim to learn a metric that adapts
according to data distribution, which can be achieved by
optimizing an objective that uses the Mahalanobis distance
q
(22)
DM (xi , xj , M) = (xi − xj )T M(xi − xj ),

(19)

(σ(Θ · xi )[c])yi [c]

(20)

yi [c] log σ(Θ · xi )[c]

(21)

Therefore, (22) can be rewritten as
q
DM (xi , xj , M) = (xi − xj )T M(xi − xj )
q
= (xi − xj )T LLT (xi − xj )

(23)

(24)

= kLT xi − LT xj k2 .
Thus, to measure the Mahalanobis distance, is equivalent
to multiply the “original-manifold” data with LT and
then, to measure the `2 distance. A more general variant
of (24) is
DW (xi , xj , W) = kf (xi ; W) − f (xj ; W)k2 ,

(25)

T

where, instead of L , xi and xj are mapped with any
function2 f (· ; W) : Rn → Rd , d ≤ n while W is
obtained by an optimization procedure. When d < n,
we say that the dimensionality has been reduced, thus
in metric learning, dimensionality reduction could be an
useful “side effect”.
For a given x ∈ Rn , that represents some sample from
the data, we differentiate between its positive counterpart
x+ ∈ Rn and its negative counterpart x− ∈ Rn . We
call (x, x+ ) a positive pair and (x, x− ) a negative pair.
Therefore, an objective function we design is constructed
in a way that vectors x and x+ are near, while x and x−
are far from each other. E.g., x and x+ could be different
photographs of a hand-written digit 0, while x− could be
a photograph of 1.
For xi , xj ∈ Rn , the naïve metric learning loss function
is constructed such that a quadratic distance is minimized
when (xi , xj ) is a positive pair, and a negative quadratic
distance is minimized when (xi , xj ) is a negative pair, i.e.
(
2
DW
(xi , xj , W), (xi , xj ) = (xi , x+
i )
L(xi , xj , W) =
2
−DW (xi , xj , W), otherwise.
(26)
In [14] the contrastive loss function
1−y 2
L(xi , xj , W) =
DW (xi , xj , W)
(27)
2
y
+ (max{0, m−DW (xi , xj , W)})2
2
where y = 1{(xi , xj ) is a negative pair} and m ≥ 0 is
used. There also exists triplet loss function defined for
triplets (x, x+ , x− ) as
−
−
+
2
2
L(xi ,x+
i ,xi ,W)=max{0,m+DW (xi ,xi ,W)−DW (xi ,xi ,W)}.

(28)

c∈C
1 Sn denote the set of symmetric
+
2 Either linear or nonlinear.

positive semidefinite n × n matrices.
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Reference [15] cast the Mahalanobis metric learning
for the k-nearest neighbors problem (k-NN) as a convex
optimization problem and call it large margin nearest
neighbor (LMNN). Initially, the authors formulate the
objective as the combination of the linear version of
contrastive loss (exclusively for positive pairs) and the
linear version of triplet loss, i.e.
X
2
min
DM
(xi , xj , M)
(29)
M≥0

+C

i,j

X

2
2
max{0, DM
(xi , xj , M) + 1 − DM
(xi , xk , M)},

i,j,k

where C is the trade-off constant. Notice how
(xi , xj ), ∀i, j are positive pairs, while (xi , xk ), ∀i, k
are negative pairs. With the introduction of a nonnegative
slack variable ξi,j,k ≥ 0, (29) can be cast as an instance
of semidefinite programming (SDP) written as
X
X
2
min
DM
(xi , xj , M) + C
ξi,j,k
(30)
M,{ξi,j,k }

i,j

Specifically, the Bonn dataset [2] has been used as training
dataset. Therefore, by minimizing (4), or its variant with
regularizer (6), we will try to find θ ∗ such that both xqi ∈
Q and x∗di ∈ D are linearly mapped to the corresponding
index i − 1 ∈ {0, . . . , |Q − 1|} (zero-indexation).
The obtained results almost resemble the formulation,
i.e., if we try to evaluate the scalar product of the optimal value θ ∗ and training data X[k, :] = xTk , ∀k ∈
{1, . . . , |Q|}, predicted values are
ŷ[1 : |Q|, :] = X[1 : |Q|, :] · θ ∗


0.0000003838
 0.9999997566 




..
=

.


542.0000001177
543.0000001924

T
≈ 0 1 . . . 542 543
= y[1 : |Q|, :].

(34)

(35)

(36)
(37)

i,j,k

2
2
s.t. DM
(xi ,xk ,M)−DM
(xi ,xj ,M)≥1−ξi,j,k , ∀(i,j,k),

ξi,j,k ≥0, ∀(i,j,k),

(31)

M≥0.

III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Lasso regression

This indicates that the training went well. However, the
objective in visual place recognition is to match Iqi ∈ Q
with the most plausible Idj ∈ D what can quantitatively
be measured in terms of the precision-recall curves as
well as with the area under a curve (AUC) measure
obtained by integrating a precision-recall curve as it is
usual in literature [9], [17]. Another quantitative measure
frequently used is the recall at 100% precision [18].

Although the data we have at disposal for visual place
recognition is drastically different from a classic “linearregression” data, we can reformulate it so that lasso
regression can be applied. In this experiment, each image
Ii ∈ Q ∪ D is forward propagated through a deep convolutional neural network f (·, W) producing the image
representation xi , i.e.:
xi = f (Ii , W) ∈ Rn ,
where f (·, W) is a pretrained neural network architecture
by [16].
To discriminate images from Q and those from D,
we will index them as Iqi ∈ Q and Idj ∈ D. Their
corresponding representations will be denoted as xqi and
xdj . For each image Iqi we will determine its nearest
ground-truth counterpart Id∗i as
xTqi xdj
Idj ∈GT(Iqi ) kxqi kkxdj k

Id∗i = argmax

(32)

while its representation is denoted as x∗di . “Linearregression” data is then formulated as
 T 


xq1
0
 .. 
 .. 
 . 
 . 




 xT 
|Q| − 1
q
 |Q| 
2|Q|×n

 ∈ R2|Q| .
X= ∗ T ∈R
,y=
0 
 xd1 


 . 
 . 
 . 
.

. 
 . 
T
∗
|Q| − 1
xd|Q|
(33)

1016

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Lasso regression for visual place recognition. (a)
The AUC performance of SeqSLAM [3] on the original
representation xi and mapped representation xi θ ∗ . (b)
The AUC performance with respect to various λ values.
For a proof of the concept, in Figure 4a we
plot precision-recall curves for various lengths ds ∈
{31, 43, 51} in the SeqSLAM algorithm3 [3] on the training dataset as well as the state-of-the-art algorithm by [2].
Achieved AUC results are already high given unmodified
data representation xi = f (Ii , W), ∀Ii ∈ Q ∪ D (denoted
in Figure 4a with the label “original”). By performing the
Hadamard product
of θ ∗ and xi = f (Ii , W), ∀Ii ∈
Q ∪ D, i.e. by using xi θ ∗ , ∀i for the representation
(denoted in Figure 4a with the label “mapped”) the AUC
performance is even better, indicating such a representation makes sense. Moreover, for the major part of the
3 SeqSLAM

shown to be the best in terms of AUC for this experiment.
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curve, mapped representation outperforms [2]. However,
AUC for [2] is higher due to the inherent shortcoming
of a sequence-based algorithm – the inability to achieve
higher recall rates [18].
Although linear regression (4) with (33) formulation
fits well to the visual place recognition problem, i.e. the
AUC performance is improved when xi θ ∗ is used as
an image representation, generalization is not achieved. In
other words, when xi θ ∗ representation is used on test
dataset4 , an improvement against the original representation xi in terms of AUC measures is not achieved. From
Figure 4b, where x-axis represents logarithmic scale for λ
values, neither NOSeqSLAM, SeqSLAM nor cone-based
SeqSLAM perform satisfactorily when λ = 0 is used in
the minimization of (6) (AUC ∈ [0.2, 0.25]). However,
when λ > 0, the performance is improved relative to
the performance of λ = 0. Specifically, good results are
achieved for λ ∈ [0.01, 1], while λ > 10 deteriorates
performance drastically. Under the assumption of good
generalization, lasso regression (6) with (33) formulation
could be effective feature selection technique for visual
place recognition.
B. Softmax regression
As the relationship between Q and D data is manyto-many, i.e. each Iqi ∈ Q has at least one match from
D, and vice versa, each Idj has at least on match from
Q, it is possible to formulate matching as a multinomial
classification problem. In this qualitative experiment we
will show that multinomial classification reflects the relationship between data given by ground truth matrix from
Figure 5a.
Though softmax classification is a convex optimization
problem [13, p.74], and our CVXPY implementation passed
the disciplined convex programming test, even after 5
days of running and using approximately 64 GB of RAM,
the problem was not solved. Alongside CVXPY implementation, we implemented this problem with the GPUaccelerated PyTorch package where stochastic gradient
descent is used for optimization.
By the nature of visual place recognition where we aim
to match a query image with images from a reference
database, we cast visual place recognition in the context
of multinomial classification as follows:

T
X = xq1 . . . xq|Q| xd1 . . . xd|D|
(38)


1Iq1 ∈GT (Id1 ) . . . 1Iq1 ∈GT (Id|D| )


..
..
..


.
.
.




1Iq|Q| ∈GT (Id1 ) . . . 1Iq|Q| ∈GT (Id|D| ) 
y =
 (39)


1
...
0




..
.
.
.
.


.
.
.
0
...
1
Essentially, X ∈ R(|Q|+|D|)×n contains all images as
rows, while each component of y ∈ R(|Q|+|D|)×|D| ,
4 The

Freiburg dataset [2] is used in this scenario.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Softmax regression for visual place recognition.
(a) Intersection of the k-th row and the l-th column
indicates whether the l-th query image matches to the
k-th reference image. (b) When Θ · (X[1 : |Q|, 1 : n])T
is visualized, it truly mimics the ground truth
visualization from (a).

thus y[i, j], ∀i ∈ {1, . . . |Q| + |D|}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , |D|}
tells whether an image (either a query or reference image) which representation is placed in the i-th row of
X matches a reference image Idj . Last |D| rows are,
therefore, the identity matrix I ∈ R|D|×|D| . It means that
each reference image corresponds solely to itself.
The qualitative experiment went well in a way that Θ
obtained by minimizing (19) maps X to a prediction which
mimics the ground truth what can be observed from Figure
5b. Alongside qualitative observations, the quantitative
evaluation is performed on the training dataset as shown
in Figure 6a. For the original representation xi , ∀i we
constructed the association matrix5 as
AOrig. = D · QT ,

(40)

where Q ∈ R|Q|×n and D ∈ R|D|×n are comprised
of `2 -normalized images representation from Q and D
respectively. On the other hand, a mapped representation
is not obtained by multiplying `2 -normalized rows of D
with `2 -normalized columns of QT in order to obtain
cosine similarity between each Iqi ∈ Q and Idj ∈ D.
As mentioned, in this scenario, visual place recognition is
casted as a multinomial classification problem, therefore,
the associtation matrix is
AMap. = Θ · QT .

(41)

It is not a surprise that matching algorithms achieved
the perfect precision-recall curve, and implicitly a better
AUC score for (41) meaning that softmax regression
could be, as lasso regression, used for further experiments.
When comparing our optimized representation with the
performane of [2], the same can be said as in the case of
lasso regression.
5 The association matrix A in its A[j, i] component contains a measure
how well Iqi corresponds to Idj , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |Q|}, j ∈ {1, . . . , |D|}.
A is further used in an image matching algorithm.
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tion techniques from deep learning because of their good
generalization capability. In particular, instead of a linear
map, we would like to extend this research with deep
convolutional neural networks due to their adequacy on
image data.
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performance of SeqSLAM [3] and NOSeqSLAM [10]
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Abstract—In this article, in the context of the Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT), the question of speeding up the SAT solvers
on specific input formulas is considered. The speedup is achieved
using the CNF preprocessing algorithm which is based on the
use of decision diagrams of a special kind, called Disjunctive
Diagrams. These diagrams allow one to naturally test some sets of
partial variable assignments and add more stringent constraints
to the original formula. Several families of SAT instances are
considered and used to compare the solving time before and
after preprocessing, including a selection of tests from the ”SAT
Competition 2021” and some tests related to the problem of
checking the equivalence of Boolean circuits.
Computational experiments have shown that for hard instances
in more than half of the cases the proposed preprocessing
algorithm can speed up the solving time of considered CNFs.

Keywords—Boolean satisfiability problem; conjunctive normal
form; preprocessing; decision diagrams; disjunctive diagrams

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Boolean Satisfiability Problem (SAT) is one of the
well-known NP hard problems. A large class of combinatorial
problems can be reduced to SAT, for which at the moment
there are no known algorithms that do not require a search of
sets of exponential power. But, in spite of structural hardness
of SAT, in practice, thanks to modern fast data structures and
heuristic algorithms, it can be solved efficiently quite often.
Modern SAT solvers successfully handle formulas containing
hundreds of thousands of variables and millions of clauses.
Because of this, modern SAT solvers are used in such areas
as bioinformatics [1], verification [2], [3], automatic theorem
proving [4] and in many others. The issue of improving
the efficiency of basic algorithms for SAT solving has been
relevant for more than 30 years.
One of the important questions accompanying the development of SAT solving algorithms is the data structures that
represent the original formulas. Although one of the most
common is the Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) format, other
structures can also be used to represent the Boolean formulas.
This paper investigates the possibility of representing Boolean
formulas in the form of graphs of a special kind, specifically decision diagrams, and using these representations in
combination with modern SAT solvers. In this approach, the
information provided by the diagram can be used to speed
up the SAT solver. Conversely, the use of the SAT solver as
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an oracle may allow to optimize the diagram representing the
formula under consideration.
When decision diagrams are mentioned, the first thing that
comes to mind are Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) and their
optimized form, Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams
(ROBDD). These two types of diagrams have a wide popularity. One of the most cited works related to informatics has
long been the Randal Bryant’s study of ROBDD processing
algorithms [5]. In addition, for many years ROBDD has been
used as the main algorithmic tool in symbolic verification [2].
The attractive feature of ROBDDs is that they provide the
most compact representation of a complete Boolean function
over a class of graphs defined using the well-known Shannon
decomposition [6]. However, in the context of this study it
is worth noting that the problem of constructing a ROBDD
representation for an arbitrary Boolean function defined by a
formula is extremely complicated. It can be shown that if there
exists an algorithm for solving this problem in polynomial time
of the formula length, then P = #P , where #P is an enumerative analog of class N P . Consequently, it can be argued that in
the general case the construction of ROBDD representations of
functions given by formulas of large dimension in reasonable
time is not possible.
In [7] a class of decision diagrams was presented which was
specially designed to represent arbitrary disjunctive normal
forms (DNFs) in the form of graphs of special kind, called Disjunctive Diagram (DJD). Such diagrams, like the well-known
Zero-suppressed Decision Diagram (ZDD) [8], are constructed
for an arbitrary DNF in a polynomial time of the length of the
original formula. However, disjunctive diagrams are not binary
and do not use additional variables to represent DNFs. In this
study, disjunctive diagrams combined with the SAT oracle are
used to preprocess arbitrary conjunctive normal forms. Using
the information obtained from the disjunctive diagram, it is
possible to construct a CNF equivalent to the original one,
but containing a much larger number of constraints - clauses.
Modern SAT solvers based on the CDCL algorithm [9], [10]
(conflict-driven clause learning) are supposed to show better
SAT solving speed for CNFs obtained by preprocessing using
disjunctive diagrams than for the original CNFs.
The following is a summary of the main results of the
article. The next section will contain the basic definitions
and results necessary for understanding the rest of the paper.
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Fig. 1. DNF D with Disjunctive forest F (D) (left) and DJD R(D) (right) for it.

Section 3 gives a brief description of the class of diagrams presented in [7]. These diagrams provide a compact representation
of arbitrary DNFs. Section 4 describes algorithms that allow
using a combination consisting of disjunctive diagrams and a
SAT oracle to preprocess arbitrary CNFs. These algorithms are
implemented as the PyDJD program, which takes a Boolean
formula in CNF or DNF format as an input and constructs
a disjunctive diagram from it. Then, if necessary, the PyDJD
program is able to use a SAT oracle to analyze and optimize
the constructed diagram and obtain a new CNF. The resulting
preprocessed CNF will be equivalent to the original one, but
will contain more constraints useful for SAT solvers. The paper
then conducts an extensive computational experiment aimed at
comparing the solving times of SAT problems for CNFs before
and after preprocessing. As the test instances the benchmarks
from SAT Competition 2021 as well as some tests related to
the task of checking the equivalence of Boolean schemes were
used. It turned out that, if we consider the whole range of test
instances, preprocessing does not show significant efficiency
and speeds up the solution time about as often as it slows it
down. However, for the most complex tasks (which are solved
in more than 1000 seconds), preprocessing yields substantially
more impressive results, significantly speeding up the CNF
solving time in more than half of the cases. The last section
briefly summarizes the results of the performed research and
experiments, and outlines some directions for further work.
II. P RELIMINARIES
Boolean variables are variables that take values from the
set {0, 1}. An arbitrary variable x or its negation ¬x are
called literals. A disjunction of literals is called a clause, and
a conjunction of clauses is a Boolean formula in conjunctive
normal form. Let F be an arbitrary Boolean formula represent a Boolean function f over a set of Boolean variables
X = {x1 , . . . , xn }. If there exists an assignment α ∈ {0, 1}n
of variables from X such that fF (α) = 1, then the formula is
called satisfiable, and the assignment α is called the satisfying
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assignment. If there is no such assignment, then the formula is
called unsatisfiable. Proceeding from the above, the Boolean
satisfiability problem is as follows: given a Boolean formula
(usually in CNF format), we need to determine whether the
formula is satisfiable or not.
Disjunctive diagrams were first introduced in [7] as a way
to compactly represent arbitrary disjunctive normal forms of
large dimensions [11]. As in many other kinds of decision
diagrams, each nonterminal vertex V in a disjunctive diagram
is associated with variable xV . In the same way, from each
nonterminal vertex two kinds of edges can go down: solid (1edges) and dashed (0-edges). The edges from vertex Vx are
interpreted so that when considering the path through solid
edge, the variable x takes value 1 and through dashed edge
the variable x takes value 0. However, as discussed above, DJD
also has significant differences from the more familiar types
of decision diagrams. First, DJDs are not representations of a
Boolean function, but of a Boolean formula, so they can be
constructed efficiently in the general case. And second, DJDs
are not binary: any vertex, except the two terminal ones, can
have up to 2n − 2 descendants, where n is the number of
variables in the DNF under consideration.
Let D be a DNF which is a negation of some CNF C. The
construction of DJD R(D) representing D is divided into two
stages. At the first stage a disjunctive forest is constructed, in
which each elementary conjunction from D will be represented
by a path from one of the roots to the terminal vertex marked
with symbol ”1”. This symbol means that assigning values to
variables corresponding to the path to a given vertex satisfies
the DNF D and, consequently, makes CNF C unsatisfiable.
In case a vertex has no descendants by any type of edges
(solid or dashed), it is added a terminal vertex marked by ”?”
symbol as its descendant by such edge. This symbol, in its
turn, means that the result of assigning values to variables
corresponding to the path to this vertex is unknown. After
constructing the disjunctive forest, all vertices with identical
descendants are glued. The result is a disjunctive diagram.
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Figure 1 shows DNF and the corresponding disjunctive forest
(left) and the disjunctive diagram (right) constructed with the
order x1 < x2 < x3 < x4 .
III. P REPROCESSING CNF S USING D ISJUNCTIVE
D IAGRAMS
In this section we describe a new algorithm for preprocessing CNFs based on disjunctive diagrams.
The goal of the preprocessing is to make a CNF better
in some way, for example to reduce its size or to improve
the runtime of modern SAT solvers on it. One of the most
important works on the preprocessing of CNFs is the wellknown article [12], which describes the SatELite preprocessor.
In it, preprocessing is aimed specifically at reducing the size
of the original formula through various algorithms. This study
proposes another direction: improving the CNF by adding
new constraints. This approach is justified by the fact that
the only deduction rule in modern CDCL SAT solvers is
Unit Propagation [13], whose efficiency can be significantly
increased by adding new clauses to the formula. The following
will describe the algorithm for preprocessing of CNFs using
disjunctive diagrams.
Let there be an arbitrary CNF C. First of all, we construct
its negation, thereby obtaining the DNF D. By D we can
construct a disjunctive diagram R(D). In the diagram R(D)
any path from one of the roots to terminal ”1” gives a partial
assignment of variables which turns C into 0, and for any path
to terminal ”?” the value of the function represented by C is
not known. For paths to terminal ”?”, however, the satisfiability
of C on the corresponding set can be checked using the SAT
oracle. To check a path using the SAT oracle, do the following:
1) Output the path from the diagram as a set of literals
{xi , xj , ..., xk };
2) Run the SAT oracle on the formula
C ∧ xi ∧ xj ∧ ... ∧ xk

(1)

It is worth noting that formulas of the form (1) are often very
complex, so the SAT-oracle is run with a time limit. If the SAT
oracle proves that a formula of the form (1) is unsatisfiable,
we can redirect this path in the diagram from the terminal
vertex ”?”, to the terminal vertex ”1”, since now we know the
function value at the given assignment, without breaking the
structure of the diagram. There is also a chance that the SAT
oracle will find a satisfying assignment for formula (1) . Such
an satisfying assignment will also be the satisfying assignment
for the initial CNF, i.e. the problem will be solved at the
preprocessing stage. However, in practice, such situations are
possible only for simple formulas for which the preprocessing
is not required.
If for a number of paths to ”?” the SAT oracle did not
give an answer in an acceptable (usually very short) time,
we can make a reverse transition from the existing diagram
to CNF C*. This requires to take all paths in the diagram
from the root vertices to the terminal vertex ”1” as sets of
literals, thereby obtaining DNF D*. The CNF C*, which is the
negation of the DNF D*, will be the result of preprocessing.
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If the SAT oracle did not find an assignment that satisfies C
at the previous step, then C is satisfiable if and only if C*
is satisfiable. This follows from the fact that all new clauses
that distinguish C* from C are obtained from paths redirected
during preprocessing from ”?” to ”1”. Each such path is a set
of literals {xi , xj , ..., xk } for which C ∧xi ∧xj ∧...∧xk = 0. It
implies that CNF C is equivalent to CNF C ∧(xi ∨xj ∨...∨xk ).
The following is a pseudocode of the described algorithm:
1: for each path ∈ GetAllQuestionP aths(diagram) do
2:
literals ← GetLiteralsF romP ath(path)
3:
result, model ← SAT solver(initial f ormula, literals)
4:
if result == F alse then
5:
RedirectP athF romQuestionT oOne(path)
6:
else if result == T rue then
7:
return model
8:
else if result == N one then
9:
continue
10:
end if
11: end for
Thus, the described transition procedure C → D →
R(D) → D* → C* can be considered as a preprocessing
based on the properties of the disjunctive diagram.
IV. C OMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
This paper examines the SAT instances used in ”SAT
Competition 2021”, and the SAT instances encoding Boolean
circuit equivalence checking problems. Each CNF was given
as an input to the PyDJD [14] program, which implements
an algorithm for constructing disjunctive diagrams by an
arbitrary CNF and an algorithm for preprocessing CNFs using
a SAT oracle. The PySAT program [15] was used as the SAT
oracle, which allows us to incremental check certain values of
variables in CNFs. The solver which was used in PySAT was
the MapleLCMDistChronoBT SAT solver [16], with a timeout
of 0.01 seconds to check one path to ”?”. The PyDJD program
results in CNFs equivalent to the original ones, but containing
additional information that can help to solve the corresponding
SAT problems.
As tests, we selected problems for which the MapleLCMDistChronoBT SAT solver takes at least 1000 seconds.
This is due to the fact that for most of the considered
problems the preprocessing takes at least 200 seconds, due
to the size of the initial CNFs (the number of paths in ”?”
checked during preprocessing depends on the size of the initial
formula). As a consequence, the application of this method of
CNF preprocessing to low-complexity problems does not seem
expedient.
A. Tests related to the problem of checking the equivalence of
Boolean circuits
The first group of computational experiments used CNFs
corresponding to the topic of ”Equivalence Checking” [17]
[18], specifically encoding problems of equivalence of sorting
algorithms.
The idea of such problems can be described as follows. We
consider two different sorting algorithms that sort d arbitrary
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF SOLVING TIME FOR CNF BEFORE AND AFTER
PREPROCESSING . E QUIVALENCE CHECKING .
Test name

Solve time before
preprocessing (s.)

Solve time before
preprocessing (s.)

Solve time after
preprocessing (s.)

ASG 72 keystream76 1

3039,31

787,1908561

1477,607662

Circuit multiplier26

3945,06

2788,741418

2917,035374

Circuit multiplier29

33615,4

834,9904189

3758,226035

Circuit multiplier45

1597,88

7223,025944

2609,92778

Circuit multiplier53

35174,2

2412,75471

3662,89

3792,163886

Solve time after
preprocessing (s.)

PancakeVsBubble
7 6
7 7
7 8
8 4

1316,98
2458,48
3097,39
2828,6

Test name

8 5

25325,6

18335,82424

ak016modbtsimpbisc

9 3

1408,31

1780,599204

ak032modbtmodbtisc

3992,56

4582,399526

LABS n041 goal003

2347,92

3420,597748

LED round 1-32
faultAt 30 fault
injections 2 seed
1579630418

> 86400

10981,89762

7725,38

15250,49428

PancakeVsSelection
7 6

1401,16

1383,325554

7 7

2246,82

3233,119807

7 8

3771,18

3557,880461

8 4

2922,97

2517,607242

8 5

16781,5

24091,96743

1553,69

1525,458104

7 6

1838,97

2671,226513

PRESENT round 1-32
faultAt 29 fault
injections 3 seed
1579630418

8 4

22081

22720,89599

edit distance007 85

1282,6

1580,576448

16522,83834

erin2 0x1e3216

1924,48

1648,97992

hitag2-10-60-00xdf7fa6426edec07-17

1340,17

1468,829492

hitag2-7-60-00xe8fa35372ed37e2-80

3454,71

2752,672507

hitag2-7-60-00xe97b5f1bee04d70-47

2381,05

2189,049442

13996

4140,704456

ktf TF-4tf 4 004 35

2416,44

3738,811934

ktf TF-4tf 4 006 52

> 86400

26472,0904

mp1-Nb6T07

9401,8

25494,58524

randomG-Mix-n17-d05

13730,5

12474,58774

rphp4 080 shuffled

2208,38

2443,670938

satch2ways14u

1433,56

1809,270507

sha1r17m149ABCD p

2479,06

628,0078286

sp5-26-19-bin-nons-tree-noid

26131,1

16873,53247

sp5-26-19-una-nons-tree-noid

2945,19

4688,296983

sted12a 0x1e1-67

47562,4

5281,334628

9 3

PancakeVsInsert

9 3

19184,4

l-bit numbers. These algorithms are given by Boolean circuits,
and it is required to prove that the obtained circuits are
equivalent. The problem is reduced to SAT using the software
tool Transalg [19].
The following pairs of sorting algorithms were considered
in this study:
1) Pancake sorting [20] and Bubble sorting (PancakeVsBubble);
2) Pancake sorting and Selection sorting [21] (PancakeVsSelection);
3) Pancake sorting and Insert sorting [22] (PancakeVsInsert).
This class of tests is very well parameterizable and allows
to obtain instances with different complexity. The results of
the first stage of experiments are shown in Table I.
Below are some comments to Table I. The first column of
the table contains the parameters of the CNF under consideration. The first number means the number of sorted bit words,
and the second number means their length. The second column
of the table specifies the time to solve the original CNF, before
preprocessing. The third column of the table indicates the
total time of preprocessing and the time of solving the CNF
resulting from preprocessing. The table does not include tests
that were not solved in 24 hours (86400 seconds) either before
or after preprocessing.
This stage of the experiment showed the following results:
out of the 15 problems selected for the experiment, only 7
problems were solved faster after preprocessing, the average
change in the solving speed was ≈ 15% towards the slowdown. At the same time, if we consider the most complex
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF SOLVING TIME FOR CNF BEFORE AND AFTER
PREPROCESSING . SAT C OMPETITION 2021.

hitag2-8-60-00x880693399044612-25-SAT

problems with a solving time > 15000 seconds, the results
are not so bad, 2 tests showed an acceleration, 2 tests slowed
down, the average change in the solution speed was ≈ 1% in
the direction of acceleration.
B. Tests from SAT Competition 2021
After the unsatisfactory results of the first stage of experiments, it was decided to choose more diverse problems. For
this purpose, instances from the annual SAT solvers competition ”SAT Competition 2021” were selected. These problems
involve a variety of areas, such as verification, combinatorics,
cryptanalysis, and others. Among the 400 problems from the
competition, 26 were chosen for the following reasons:
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1) The problem should be solved in less than 86400 seconds (before or after preprocessing), to filter out too
complicated problems;
2) The time of solving a problem before preprocessing
by MapleLCMDistChronoBT should be more than 1000
seconds, to filter out too simple problems for the reasons
mentioned above;
3) The size of the formula must be less than 200000
clauses. This condition has been motivated by the fact
that the greater the size of the formula, the longer
preprocessing takes, and when the number of clauses in
the formula is greater than 200000, preprocessing may
well take several thousand seconds, which often leads
to the loss of benefits from the preprocessing itself.
The results of the second stage of experiments are shown
in Table II, which has the same structure as Table I.
The results of the second stage of experiments are much
more interesting. In 14 out of 26 tests it was possible to achieve
acceleration of CNF solving after using preprocessing. It is
worth noting that despite the close to 50% result in the context
of the number of accelerated problems, if we consider the
degree of acceleration, the result is much more impressive.
The average change in the solving speed was ≈ 280% towards
acceleration, which is a very good achievement.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an algorithm for preprocessing arbitrary
CNFs using disjunctive diagrams which were introduced in [7]
for the first time. By constructing a disjunctive diagram by
the CNF and analyzing the information contained in it, it is
possible to obtain new clauses, which can significantly speed
up the solution of the considered CNF. According to the results
of the experiments, it was found that on a sample of medium
and high complexity problems from SAT Competition 2021,
preprocessing allowed to achieve acceleration of the solving
of the considered CNFs in more than half of the cases, and in
those cases where the solving was accelerated, it was much
more significant than in those where it was slowed down.
In the future it is planned to specify more specifically the
classes of tests in which preprocessing gives good results. In
addition, it is planned to continue developing algorithms that
analyze and optimize disjunctive diagrams, as well as their
interaction with modern SAT solvers.
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Abstract—The goal of this paper is to find an optimal width
of circular region-of-interest (ROI) for the precise estimation
of 2D Gaussian profile parameters in the presence of additive
noise. The radius of circular ROI for the rotationally symmetrical profile can be represented as a product of the profile’s
STD and the factor of Mahalanobis distance k. The centre of
ROI coincides with the centre of the profile being estimated.
It was shown that in the case of a random sampling within
such circular ROI, the estimation accuracy of the leastsquares method is highly affected by the chosen factor k
for the constant number of random input samples and given
SNR. The differences in estimation accuracy are the results
of variations of profile data informativity for different ROI
widths. If sample positions are random variables uniformly
distributed within the circular ROI, it was derived that
the 2D Gaussian profile values as a function of random
variables follow the log-uniform distribution. Therefore, in
the paper we derive the differential entropy of log-uniform
distribution which is maximized with respect to the factor
of Mahalanobis distance k, thus yielding the optimal ROI
width. The theoretical results are verified using Monte-Carlo
simulation and we show that the loss of estimation accuracy
for other non-optimal widths is proportional to the reduction
of the profile’s differential entropy. Such a solution is valid
under a fixed number of samples as an estimation constraint.
However, for the case of sample density constraint, the
solution is different, as we will demonstrate in the paper.
Keywords—2D Gaussian profile fitting, differential entropy,
log-uniform distribution, circular ROI, Mahalanobis distance,
least-squares method

I. INTRODUCTION
The 2D Gaussian profile has a wide application in
many engineering fields that rely on image processing.
In microscopy, the 2D Gaussian function is used for localization [1], [2] and tracking [3] of fluorescent particles.
In astrometry, it is used for identification and tracking of
stars and localization of other motion-blurred celestial objects [4]–[6]. It has also applications in medical imaging,
e.g., in computational tomography [7].
The 2D Gaussian profile is commonly used to model
the blurring of a point source in the image plane. In
the case of a diffraction-limited optical system, it is
used to approximate the so-called Airy disk. Apart from
diffraction, the point source is blurred in the image plane
due to various sources of optical aberrations whose joint
This work was supported in part by the Croatian Science Foundation
under Project IP-2019-04-6703 and DOK-01-2018 and in part by the
European Regional Development Fund under Grant KK.01.1.1.01.0009
(DATACROSS). Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Croatian Science Foundation.
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action corresponds to the convolution of their PSFs in the
spatial domain. This convolved PSF can be, according to
the central limit theorem [8], approximated again with the
2D Gaussian profile.
In this paper, we analyze the impact of the selected
width of region-of-interest (ROI) on the accuracy of 2D
Gaussian profile estimation. ROI defines the subset of
data points entering the estimation process where each
data point corresponds to a certain pixel position with its
corresponding intensity value. The selection of appropriate
ROI shape and width represents the critical issue for all
estimation methods.
Some approaches use a square ROI of fixed size centered at the previously coarsely estimated profile’s peak
position [5]. In this paper, we consider the rotationally
symmetric Gaussian profile and circular ROI defined as a
product of the expected profile’s standard deviation (STD)
σ and the factor of Mahalanobis distance k. Namely,
the samples placed on a circle of the same Mahalanobis
distance are the samples sharing the same profile value [9].
Such definition also includes profiles with a full covariance
matrix, that have elliptic ROIs instead of circular. Since
such a circular ROI width is determined by the profile’s
STD and the factor k, the appropriate selection of both
parameters is essential for the accurate estimation of the
profile. The importance of the precise determination of
both parameters can be described in the example of astronomical images where a 2D Gaussian function is used for
star objects identification and tracking. The underestimated
profile’s STD causes an unfair rejection of part of valid
samples and failures in actual object identification. On the
other hand, the overestimated profile’s STD causes the
retention of too many neighboring samples that are part of
the background or even profiles of different close objects,
thus leading to the identification of false objects. Nevertheless, even if the profile’s STD is precisely predicted,
the estimation accuracy depends on the chosen factor of
Mahalanobis distance k. For small values of factor k
and consequently narrower ROIs, the solution is estimated
from the central samples of Gaussian profile only; hence,
the solution is less affected by the additive background
noise or by the neighboring close objects. However, due to
the smaller number of data points used, the solution is less
accurate and would also be affected by a higher level of
Poisson noise closer it gets to the profile’s center. In order
to achieve the highest estimation accuracy of Gaussian
profile parameters from its sample values, a proper balance
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between these two opposing effects must be achieved by
selecting an optimal factor k.
We assume that the rough estimate of the profile’s STD
is known in advance and try to find the optimal factor k for
the precise LS estimate of 2D Gaussian parameters in the
case of additive Gaussian noise. Also, it is usually assumed
that the ROI consists of uniformly spaced samples, as
is the case for profile estimation from images. However,
some applications require estimation from random input
samples. Therefore, both ROI sampling types are considered. In the former case, the uniform sampling implies
uniformly spaced samples within the ROI with the same
pixel size along x and y directions. In the case of random
sampling, the number of input samples that are used for
the profile estimation process is fixed for different ROI
widths provided that a given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is ensured. The input sample positions are considered as
independent continuous random variables drawn from a
two-dimensional process uniformly distributed within the
chosen ROI. Consequently, the 2D Gaussian profile values
become a deterministic function of a random variable
whose probability density function (PDF) is also derived
here.
Differences in total modeling error of LS estimate for
various ROIs can be explained as the impact of differences
in the information contained in the input data. The concept
of differential entropy is used to explain the information
loss for different ROI widths and consequently, the reduction of estimation precision [10]. Differential entropy, as
a relative measure of information content for continuous
random variables, is used to compare the informativity
of randomly picked samples from different ROI widths.
Differential entropy is maximized with regard to the
Mahalanobis distance k and optimal ROI width is found.
The differences in estimation error for different ROIs can
be directly predicted from the reduction of differential
entropy, as demonstrated in this paper. The prediction of
differential entropy reduction is also applied in the case
of uniform sampling, therefore removing the influence of
data informativity for different ROI widths, and retaining
only the linear dependence of the modeling error in the log
domain with the increase in the number of input samples,
−10 log10 (N ).
II. METHODS FOR 2D GAUSSIAN FITTING
This section gives a brief description of commonly
used methods for the estimation of 2D Gaussian parameters from noisy data. The choice of estimation method
depends on the required accuracy, computational costs,
and available prior knowledge of noise distribution and
its statistics [11]. The simplest method is the fast onestep method of moments where the first central moment
yields the expected profile’s peak position, while the
second moment yields the profile’s variances [12], [13].
The disadvantage of this method is a bias with usually
underestimated profile’s STD as well as sensitivity to noise
and the selected ROI. Nevertheless, it is used in real-

time applications such as active single-particle tracking
due to low computational costs [14]. Iterative methods
include the methods that find the optimal solution either
in least-squares (LS) or maximum likelihood (ML) sense.
The most commonly used LS method minimizes the sum
of squared residuals [15]. It is a time-consuming method
whose accuracy strongly depends on the initial guess.
However, the LS method yields a solution without any
prior knowledge of noise statistics, but not necessarily
the optimal one. On the other hand, Maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) iteratively searches for the most likely
parameter set that generated the observed data [16]. The
MLE yields an unbiased minimum variance solution, i.e.,
achieves the Cramer-Rao bound, but requires a large
number of input samples and a prior knowledge of noise
distribution. Both LS and MLE methods involve solving
the system of nonlinear equations using some of the optimization procedures such as quasi-Newton method [17],
simplex method [3], Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [18],
etc. To simplify the problem of nonlinear optimization,
authors of [19] proposed estimation of the 2D Gaussian
parameters in the log domain. However, only the case of
uncorrelated 2D Gaussian profile was considered in [19]
where the problem of nonlinear optimization was simplified to polynomial fitting. Furthermore, the influence
of noise was neglected, and it was assumed that the
background was removed. In this paper, we used the LS
method for 2D Gaussian parameters estimation in the
domain of values and analyzed its accuracy concerning
different ROI widths.
III. PDF OF G AUSSIAN PROFILE ’ S VALUES
To simplify the mathematical presentation and corresponding derivations, we will describe the case of continuous rotationally symmetric 2D Gaussian profile with the
peak position µ = 0, that has a diagonal covarince matirx
and circular ROI, but the results can readily be generalized
to an arbitrary profile with full covarinace matrix. The
profile can be described in polar coordinates (r, θ) as
 −r2 
, z ∈ [A exp (−k 2 /2), A] (1)
z(r, θ) = A exp
2σ 2
where A represents the profile’s peak value, σ = σx = σy
is the profile’s STD, and r is the radius in the range
[0, kσ]. The maximal value of radius r is expressed using
the profile’s STD σ and the selected factor of Mahalanobis distance k, thus representing the maximal width
of the enclosed circular ROI. If X and Y are random
variables uniformly distributed within the circular region
D = {(x, y)|x2 + y 2 ≤ (kσ)2 }, their joint PDF fXY (x, y)
is
(
1
if (x, y) ∈ D
2 ,
(2)
fXY (x, y) = (kσ) π
0,
otherwise.
For transition to polar coordinates (R, θ), the method of
transformations is used as follows
x = r cos (θ) = h1 (r, θ),
y = r sin (θ) = h2 (r, θ), r ≥ 0, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π,

(3)
(4)
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fR,θ (r, θ) = fX,Y (h1 (r, θ), h2 (r, θ))|J|,
" ∂h

1

|J| = det

∂r
∂h2
∂r

∂h1
∂θ
∂h2
∂θ

#
= det

"
cos θ

−r sin θ

sin θ

r cos θ

(5)
#
= r.
(6)

Thus, the joint PDF fR,θ (r, θ) can be expressed as
(
r
if r ∈ [0, kσ], θ ∈ (0, 2π)
2 ,
fR,θ (r, θ) = (kσ) π
0,
otherwise.

(7)

Since R and θ are random variables, the value of Gaussian
profile can also be considered a random variable Z, that
is actually a deterministic function of R and θ. To derive
the PDF of Z, its CDF FZ is firstly calculated as follows
ZZ
FZ (z) = P (Z ≤ z) =
fRθ (r, θ)drdθ
(8)
D
Z 2π Z kσ
r
=
drdθ
(9)
(kσ)2 π
r
0
Z 2π Z kσ
r
drdθ
(10)
=
√
z (kσ)2 π
−2σ 2 ln A
0
2
= 1 + 2 (ln z − ln A).
(11)
k
Finally, the PDF of Z can be found by differentiating FZ
dFz (z)
2
= 2.
(12)
dz
zk
The obtained PDF follows the log-uniform distribution for
random variable Z in the range [a, b] as fZ (z) = z ln1 b ,
a
where the random variable Z is the Gaussian profile’s
value with the minimum value a = A exp(−k 2 /2) at the
ROI edge where r = kσ and the maximum value b = A
at the profile’s center. Finally, the expression for the PDF
of Z becomes
1
2
fZ (z) =
(13)
= 2.
A
zk
z ln A exp(−k2 /2)
fZ (z) =

The mean of fZ (z) can be calculated as
Z A

−k2
2A 
2
µZ = E[Z] =
,
zf
(z)dz
=
1
−
e
Z
2
−k
k2
Ae 2
while the variance of fZ (z) equals
Z A
V ar(Z) = E[(Z − µz )2 ] =
(z − µz )2 fZ (z)dz
−k2
Ae
2 −k2

=

A e

(e

k2
2

2

k2
2

− 1)(e (k 2 − 4) + k 2 + 4)
.
k4

IV. D IFFERENTIAL ENTROPY OF THE LOG - UNIFORM
DISTRIBUTION OF G AUSSIAN PROFILE ’ S VALUES
Differential entropy is based on Shanon discrete entropy,
but for continuous random variables. Although it keeps
some properties of the discrete entropy, there are some
differences (e.g., it can take on negative values). Differential entropy does not measure an absolute uncertainty but
rather measures the change in the uncertainty of random
variables concerning some parameter. High differential
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entropy implies a large dispersion of sample values within
the sample space and vice versa [10].
Let’s assume a continuous rotationally symmetric 2D
Gaussian profile with the values in the range from the
minimal value a = A exp(−k 2 /2) at the ROI edge where
r = kσ to the maximal value b = A at the ROI center
where r = 0. If X and Y are random variables uniformly
distributed inside the circular region, according to (12),
the distribution of the profile’s value Z is log-uniform and
its differential entropy is given by
Z b
 bk 2  k 2
− nats.
hZ = −
ln(fZ (z))fZ (z)dz = ln
2
4
a
(14)
The differential entropy is a relative measure of information content contained in the data. In our case, we
would like to find the optimal width for profile sampling to
obtain the maximal information of the profile parameters:
profile’s STD, peak position, and amplitude. It can be
expected that the random sampling of narrow ROIs will
yield samples similar to the profile’s peak value, but of
the small variance and thus of small informativeness. On
the other hand, the sampling at wider ROIs (e.g., r = 3σ,
where 99.7% of the profile is enclosed or even wider) will
yield mostly the samples of small values with the reduced
information about the Gaussian profile’s shape. Thus, let’s
maximize differential entropy with respect to the factor of
Mahalanobis distance k
−(k 2 − 4)
∂hZ
=
= 0.
(15)
∂k
2k
It turns out that the differential entropy is maximized for
k = 2 and it equals
hZmax = hZ (k = 2) = ln(2A) − 1.

(16)

Now, we can find the expression for the reduction of
differential entropy for Mahalanobis distances k > 2 or
k<2
 k2  k2
∆hZnats = hZ − hZmax = ln
−
+ 1, (17)
4
4
∆hZbits = ∆hZnats / ln 2,
(18)
∆hZdB = ∆hZbits · 20 log10 2.

(19)

This difference indicates how much the noise level has
to be additionally reduced compared to the optimal case
for k = 2 to preserve the same relative ratio between the
information content of the profile’s values and added noise.
Also, it can be seen that this difference depends solely on
the selected factor of Mahalanobis distance k.
In the case of additive noise with spatially uniform
distribution within ROI, we defined the nominal SNR
as the ratio of the profile’s peak amplitude b = A at
the profile center ((x, y) = µ) and the noise standard
deviation according to
b
.
(20)
σn
Since the differential entropy of the noise is constant
irrespectively of ROI width, while the profile’s differential
SN RdB = 20 log10
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entropy is width dependent, the noise level needs to be
additionally reduced if k is not equal to k = 2, according
to the formula
σnreduced = σn · 10(∆hzdB /20)

(21)

Fig. 1a shows the reduction of differential entropy for
different values of factor k compared to the maximal
entropy for k = 2. E.g., for k = 0.39, the reduction
of differential entropy equals ∆hzdB = −20.04 which
means that the magnitude of the noise must be about 10
times smaller compared to the nominal case for k = 2.
Analogously, if k = 4.42, the reduction of differential
entropy is ∆hzdB = −19.96 which again means that
the magnitude of the noise should be 10 times smaller
than for k = 2 to maintain the same difference of
differential entropies of profile and noise. A commonly

The difference between the natural logarithm of the square
root of the variance and the differential entropy is shown in
Fig. 1b. The limit of
p this difference as k approaches
√ to zero
equals limk→0 ln V ar(Z) − hZ = − ln(2 3) nats =
−10.79 dB. This difference decreases with increasing of
k and for k = 2 equals −9.66dB, while for k = 3.684
equals zero. However, with further increase of k, the
difference becomes positive and increases steeply. Finally,
for k = 4.56, the difference will be the same as for k = 0,
but of opposite sign. To sum up, for ROI widths from
k = 0 to k = kmax = 4.56, the difference between the
actual differential entropy and its prediction calculated as
the logarithm of the second root of the variance of the
profile samples will be in the range between ±10.8dB.
Consequently, instead of such simplified variance-based
information measure, the actual derived ROI-dependent
differential entropy expression must be used to avoid such
prediction error of estimation performance.
V. E XPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: 1a Differential entropy reduction compared to the
nominal case for k = 2, 1b Difference between the
natural logarithm of the square root of the variance and
the differential entropy in nats for different factors k
used approximation of the information content of a noisy
signal is based on a conventional SNR ratio in dB, defined
as a logarithmic ratio between signal and noise variances.
Such a simple measure is very useful for a certain class
of signals, e.g. harmonic signals and/or Gaussian white
noise, in particular for those whose differential entropy is
primarily determined by their logarithmic variance with a
fixed constant offset term that depends only on the shape
of signal’s PDF. However, such a simplified measure is
not suitable for noisy samples of a Gaussian profile signal,
due to the strong dependence of its PDF and its differential
entropy on the ROI width. Let’s bring differential entropy
into direct relation with the profile variance and investigate
how this relation depends on the factor k. The peak
amplitude b can be expressed as a function of differential
entropy and the radius k as b = 2/k 2 exp (hZ + k 2 /4)
while the amplitude at the ROI edge equals as before
a = b exp (−k 2 /2). Using such a definition of the peak
and the edge profile’s amplitude, we can evaluate the
expression for the variance of the profile’s samples. It turns
out that the differential entropy in nats and the natural
logarithm of the square root of the variance are directly
comparable except for the offset that again depends on
chosen radius k


p
k2
k2
ln V ar(Z) = hZ + 1/2 · ln k 2 e 2 − 4e 2 + k 2 + 4
 k2

+ 1/2 · ln 4e 2 − 4 − 4 ln k − 1/4 · k 2

To show the accuracy of the commonly used LS method
in the estimation of the 2D Gaussian profile parameters
for different ROI widths, two experiments were made.
In both experiments, the Monte Carlo simulation was
performed. In each trial, a random measurement set was
generated based on the Gaussian profile model with given
parameters which was corrupted with additive Gaussian
noise with the selected noise level. After LS estimation of
model parameters from the input set of noisy samples, the
estimated model was compared with the given model and
the total modeling error in dB was determined according
to the formula:
P
2
j∈eval (zˆj − zj )
P
[dB],
(22)
r = 10 log10
2
j∈eval zj
where ẑj represents the estimated model value, while zj
represents the actual profile value for jth sample position,
and eval represents the set of sample positions within an
arbitrary evaluation grid. In our case, the dense evaluation
grid eval was chosen as uniformly sampled circular region
of fixed-width r = 3σ determined by the specified model
and its STD, with equal x and y spacing of σ/10. In the LS
estimation process, the six parameters of the 2D Gaussian
profile were estimated from the noisy data: semiaxes
widths λ1 , λ2 , the rotation angle ρ, the profile’s peak
position µ = [x0 , y0 ] and the linear profile scale Al . The
estimated parameters were used to synthesise the 2D Gaussian profile which was compared with the given profile
specified with [λ1 , λ2 , ρ, x0 , y0 , Al ] = [1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 100].
The total modeling error was used as an aggregate measure
of the estimation accuracy of all estimated parameters
since it measures the sum of squared modeling residuals
caused by model mismatch. The mean estimation error
of the LS method was compared for SNRs from the set
SN RdB = {20, 40, 60, 80}, and Mahalanobis distances
k from the set k = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3} with and without compensation of differential entropy reduction. Input
samples were corrupted by additive noise provided that
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given SNR within the region was ensured. Noise standard
deviation was calculated from (20) for the nominal case. In
the case of differential entropy compensation, the reduced
σnreduced was calculated from (21).
A. Random sampling of circular ROI and fixed number of
input samples
In the first experiment, the 2D Gaussian profile was
estimated under the constraint of a fixed number of random
input samples. For each (k, SN R) pair, 100 and 10000
input sample positions were randomly picked from uniformly distributed points within circular ROI determined
with factor k and specified profile’s STD. Thus, the
number of estimation input samples was fixed, but the
density of the samples was decreased with increasing ROI
width. For the case of 100 input samples, the number of
trials in Monte Carlo simulation was 5000, while for the
case of 10000 input samples, the number of trials was 50
to ensure the same total number of randomly picked input
samples and thus the same variance of estimation error for
both cases.

behave almost identically with respect to the varying
Mahalanobis radius k, with individual curves displaced by
approximately 20 dB as a result of the chosen measurement noise level that was incremented in steps of 20 dB.
The effect of the 100-fold increase of the number of data
samples can be observed by comparing plots in Fig. 2a
and Fig. 2c which are only displaced by 20 dB due to
averaging and effective
√ reduction of the noise level by an
expected factor of N . There can be also seen that for
narrower ROIs, the modeling error is larger due to reduced
information contained in these data, i.e. due to lower
differential entropy. Namely, in such narrower regions,
the input samples have large values close to the profile
peak value but their variance and thus informativity is
reduced. The same effect can be seen for wider ROIs with
a lot of small values close to zero where additive noise
is dominant and these samples do not bring any useful
information about the profile’s parameters. Fig. 2b and
Fig. 2d show the estimation error with the compensation
of differential entropy reduction for wider and narrower
ROIs compared to the ROI for k = 2. It can be seen
that analytical expression for differential entropy reduction
correctly predicts the estimation accuracy loss since the
estimation errors became independent of ROI width since
the errors are almost the same for all ROI widths. The
increase in the number of input samples from 100 to 10000
again only vertically shifts the parallel lines of estimation
errors by -20 dB.
VI. U NIFORM SAMPLING OF CIRCULAR ROI

(a) Number of random samples (b) Number of random samples
ns =100, experiments without
ns =100, experiments with
differential entropy
differential entropy
compensation
compensation

(c) Number of random samples (d) Number of random samples
ns =10000, experiments
ns =10000, experiments with
without differential entropy
differential entropy
compensation
compensation

Fig. 2: Mean modeling errors in dB for diffenent ROI
widths and nominal SNRs denoted with: red - 20 dB,
green - 40 dB, blue - 60 dB, black - 80 dB.
The results are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c
represent the averaged total modeling errors for the cases
of 100 and 10000 input samples respectively for different
ROIs and SNRs when compensation of differential entropy
was not applied. In both figures, the modeling errors
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In the second experiment, the parameters of the 2D
Gaussian profile were estimated under the constraint of
fixed sample density. The circular region was uniformly
sampled along both x and y directions (dx = dy), thus
ensuring that the number of estimation input samples for
particular k quadratically depends on the ratio of the
profile’s STD and the pixel size. Namely, the number of
input samples can be directly calculated from the ratio
of the circular ROI area PROI = (kσ)2 π and the pixel
2 2
σ π
= kdxdy
= k 2 fσ2 π,
area Ppix = dx · dy as N = PPROI
pix
σ
σ
where fσ = dx = dy is the ratio of the profile’s STD
σ and the pixel size (dx = dy). In this experiment, the
given semiaxes width was set to σ = 1, while dimensions
of the squared pixel were chosen as dx = dy = 0.25 to
ensure the sufficient number of input samples required for
estimating all six 2D Gaussian parameters using the LS
method even for the narrowest ROI width of k = 1/2 (the
number of input samples has to be at least equal to the
number of unknowns). For each (k, SN R) pair the Monte
Carlo simulation with 50 trials was performed for the cases
with and without the compensations of differential entropy
reduction for different values of factor k. As discussed,
the wider ROIs ensure a quadratically larger number of
input samples as it is shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the total
modeling error is expected to decrease proportionally to
10 log10 (N1 /N2 ) = 20 log10 (k1 /k2 ) where k1 > k2 and
N1 > N2 .
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Mahalanobis distance k yields the optimal ROI width for
k = 2. Random samples uniformly sampled within such
an ROI contain the maximal informativity and randomness
in the case of additive Gaussian noise contamination.
Smaller and larger values of factor k than k = 2, reduce
the estimation accuracy. In the case of uniformly spaced
samples with fixed ROI density, the total modeling error
in dB reduces with wider ROI with the slope of 10 dB
for each 10-fold increase in the number of samples after
the compensation of variations in data informativity and
differential entropy is applied.
Fig. 3: Number of input samples for different ROI
widths, σx = σy = 1, dx = dy = 0.25
It can be seen that with increasing the ROI width from
the minimum Mahalanobis distance k = 0.5 to the maximum for k = 3, the number of input samples increases 36
times (k12 /k22 = 32 /0.52 ), thus the expected modeling error should reduce by 10 log10 (36) = 15.5dB. However, in

(a) Without compensation of
differential entropy reduction

(b) With compensation of
differential entropy reduction

Fig. 4: Mean of total modeling errors in dB for 50 trials
Fig. 4a that shows the mean modeling errors in dB without
compensation of profile’s differential entropy reduction,
the improvement in estimation accuracy from k = 0.5 to
k = 3 is twice as large, amounting to almost 30 dB. Also,
for factor k > 2, the estimation error goes into saturation,
thus meaning that further increases in the number of input
samples (and corresponding ROI width) do not reduce the
estimation error. On the other hand, Fig. 4b shows the
results for the case when differential entropy reduction
is compensated. It can be observed that the estimation
error in dB corresponds to the descending line with the
slope −10 log10 (N1 /N2 ) as expected. We can conclude
that the derived formula for differential entropy reduction
completely compensates for the accuracy reduction caused
by the loss of profile’s informativity contained in the
uniformly sampled data with constrained density.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The total modeling error of the LS estimate of 2D
Gaussian parameters depends on the selected ROI width.
Differences in differential entropy for different ROI widths
predict the reduction of estimation accuracy very well. The
maximizing of differential entropy concerning the factor of
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Abstract - The rapid development of technology and
the acceptance of augmented reality (AR) and mixed
reality (MR) opens a new chapter in human behavior.
AR & MR is changing how we walk, interact with other
people, and live in physical and digital worlds. The line
between the two worlds is becoming increasingly
blurred. With a wide range of possibilities, the potential
of AR & MR to create new value for a person lies in its
ability to create an enhanced personalized user
experience in different aspects of human life. This paper
proposes the methodology of measuring the extent of
mixed reality influence on the user experience
enhancement for the museum visitors. It measures the
visitor’s emotion type and level of emotional intensity
during the artwork observation. Microsoft Kinect is
used as a measurement device to determine emotion
type and level of emotional intensity. Microsoft
HoloLens will guide a visitor through the correct
sequence of steps and ensure that all parts of artworks
are visited in the correct order. The high precision of
measurements obtained by Kinect and HoloLens make
all measurements highly objective.
Keywords: artificial intelligence (AI), mixed reality
(MR), augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), digital
content, enhanced user experience, museums, culture,
artifacts, tourism, multimedia, enhanced personal
experience.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The broad availability of mobile smart devices like
smartphones, tablets, wearables like smartwatches, and, in
recent times, head-up displays (like smart glasses and other
devices) enable humans to use them as a technological
extension of themselves. Those devices are used in
everyday activities like checking what is new on the social
network, different shapes of entertainment (games), but
also as helpers for tracking physical activities, learning,
searching for information, and other aspects of our life.
Mobile device use is prevalent among the young
population, but today almost all age groups use mobile
devices. That statement is substantiated by statistical data:
nearly 60% of worldwide users use mobile devices, which
corresponds to surveys related to “Digital Society” in the
European Union, as stated by Eurostat regional yearbook
2021, for individuals aged 16 to 74 years (data is from the

period of 3 months before the survey has been executed in
2020.).
Thanks to the availability of powerful mobile devices
that can run AR/MR/VR applications and content,
technologies considered Sci-Fi in the past became a reality
today. This creates new expectations on user experience
(UX) that do not affect just the virtual environment but also
the physical world around us. Different aspects of human
life are involved, and researchers are eager to learn how the
user experience can be enhanced in different situations.
One of the areas of researcher’s interest is the museums.
The authors of this paper focus on measuring the user
experience of museum visitors.
Museums have been experimenting with various forms
of digital experience, but mainly to introduce plain facts or
static information about physical artifacts without
attempting to engage visitors and motivate them to visit the
museums several times [1]. It is no longer enough to hang
a masterpiece painting on a wall and provide basic
information on a side sticker to attract visitors back to the
museums. New tourists/museum visitors expect a
personalized, stimulating, and interactive user experience
[2].
To further illustrate existing efforts, here are a few
examples of the use of AR/MR/VR in world-famous
museums:
1.

Smartphone-guided museum tour in Museu Egipci
Museum in Barcelona, Spain. Complements
human guides and enables the creation of
personalized tours, Figure 1

Figure 1: Visitor is pointing at the displayed sarcophagus and
it “magically” shows and tells the story about the mummy [3]
https://www.museuegipci.com/en/visit-us/app-audioguide/
)
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2.

Virtual reality (VR) project named “Mona Lisa:
Beyond the Glass”, Figure 2. It has been developed
for the Louvre Museum in Paris, France. Even
though it is not an AR application, it allows visitors
to visit a “virtual” exhibition and experience (not
just see but also hear) the story of one of the most
famous paintings in the world. Different historical
and research sources have been combined with
animation and exciting storytelling to make visitors
more engaged.

Figure 4: 3D visualization of damaged statues [6]

5.

Joint Chinese-Croatia R&D project included the
development of hardware – a mobile
device/specially designed tablet that looks like a
magnifying glass and accompanying software for
use in museums.

Figure 2: "Mona Lisa: Beyond the Glass"
the Louvre’s first virtual reality project [4]

3.

HuffPost RYOT used augmented reality
technology to bring the Louvre Museum directly to
the young children in Los Angeles, USA, Figure 3.
Important project from the social and community
point of view that promotes inclusiveness.

Figure 5: Specialy designed tablet pointed to the
painting displays narrated multimedia content
(photo taken by authors) [7]

Figure 3: AR App maps digital content-Mona Lisa
painting-on the empty frame on the wall [5]

4.

AR application for mobile devices developed for
Musée d'art et d'histoire (MEH) in Geneva,
Switzerland. This application enables visitors to
point mobile devices (smartphones or tablets) to
the damaged statues and see 3D visualization of
damaged statues as originally made, as shown in
Figure 4.
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The content was prepared by the curators of the
Photography
from project
[2] archive
Croatian
National
Museum
of Modern Art. The
Faculty of Graphic Arts team in Zagreb created
scenarios for digital content. When a special tablet
camera is pointed at a painting, as shown in Figure
5, the digital content assigned to that painting is
displayed on the device screen. It can be sound,
video, animation, image, text, or 3D objects
mapped to the painting.
In all examples, the levels of originality and the quality
of the presentation of multimedia content are critical.
Content is what people see and hear, and it shapes their
experiences. That is what makes the “wow” effect. Without
high-quality multimedia elements and content enhanced
user experience cannot be reached. More examples can be
found in the paper “Artificial Intelligence (AI) Brings
Enhanced Personalized User Experience” [8].
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A. Hypothesis
The above examples raise the question: do they meet
expectations to increase the user experience of museum
visitors? Many research papers try to find an answer [14,
15]. This paper proposes a methodology that could help
researchers find out the answer by confirming or disputing
the following hypothesis: “IT solutions based on MR
applications, content, and devices can significantly
improve the user experience by instigating emotional
response in visitors.”

emotions and then calculates differences. The two different
situations in the measurement process will be:
1.

“Standard” museum experience; no additional
digital content available

2.

“Enhanced” museum experience; additional digital
content available

The following image shows one frequently used
2-dimensional emotions model:

One of the research objectives is: “Usability, UX and
impact testing of the developed prototype and field research
data analysis and development of user behavior analysis
system.”. Above mentioned example number 5 describes
special hardware – custom-made MR tablet, application,
and digital content developed during the project.
II.

METHODOLOGY

Experience in testing and evaluating AR/MR systems is
minimal as they are relatively new [9, 10]. Therefore, the
authors of this paper have decided to propose a new
methodology that will include various evaluation/testing
techniques, including AR/MR itself.

Aroused

Afraid

Annoyed

Tense
Frustrated

Excited
Delighted
Enthusiastic

Disgusted

Glad
Valence (lower)

Sad

Valence (higher)

Depressed

Happy
Joyed

Arousal (lower)

Motivation for the paper came from the R&D project
[7]: “Research and Application Demonstration on Key
Technologies of AR Information Service in Museum Based
on 4G/5G” as a part of Croatian-Chinese scientific and
technological cooperation. Two academic institutions have
implemented this project: the University of Zagreb, The
Faculty of Graphic Arts, and the Beijing University of Posts
and Telecommunications, in partnership with the Croatian
National Museum of Modern Art and Croatian IT company
CITUS. The objective of this project is defined as follows:
“Through the construction of a visual explanation platform,
the research team will build an interactive experience
information service between the museum audience and the
exhibits. Through the development and field tests,
conferences, and expert exchange programs, the Croatian Chinese cooperation research teams will develop hardware
and software solutions for a ‘people-centered’ information
transmission system architecture of dedicated terminal and
digital content.”.

Surprised
Arousal (higher)

Alarmed
Astonished

B. Motivation

Miserable
Gloomy
Bored
Tired

Sleepy

Content serene
At ease
Relaxed
Calm

Figure 6: 2-dimensional emotions model

We can see that there are 26 predefined emotions
distributed along the circle. Different models may show
different emotions (both by number and by name), but that
does not affect the basic idea.
We have to rely on some predefined, previously agreed
framework describing emotions [11, 12, 13, 14]. There are
several possibilities, and all of them are based on the same
general idea: all emotions can be represented as a
superposition of some basic (usually two, but there are
models that use three or more) dimensions. In 2dimensional models, the two dimensions are usually
Arousal and Valence, but some other names are also used.
Similarly, if we introduce a third dimension. This is
usually related to a time passage (Past or Future). The
following image shows one frequently used 3-dimensional
emotions model:

The proposed methodology's results may help museums
create an improved interactive user experience, but it can
also be used in many other, completely unrelated scenarios.
A. Subjects
The minimum number of subjects should not be less
than 30 for pilot measurement. For logistical reasons, all
subjects are likely to be invited upfront. Since a
measurement comparison must be made on the same
subject, all subjects must participate in two different
measurements.
B. Modeling emotions
The entire concept is based on the idea that it is possible
to measure the difference in the emotions (of the same
visitor) in different situations. It even goes further and
measures not only the emotions but the intensity of those
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Figure 7: 3-dimensional emotions model [15]
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We can see that, compared to the previous 2dimensional model, the total number of predefined
emotions is lower in this 3-dimensional model. Also, some
of the emotions have different names, but the basic idea is
still the same: every emotion can be represented as a
combination of the influence of the basic underlying
dimensions.
For this paper, we will use a 2-dimensional model, but
all operations can be defined on the 3-dimensional model
using the very same logic.
We will introduce some modifications to the model
because we want to detect not only the emotion itself, but
also measure the intensity of that emotion. The first
extension will be dividing a circle into 5 levels, each level
corresponding to the intensity of some specific emotion:
Alarmed
Astonished

Surprised

Aroused
Excited

Tense

Delighted

Frustrated
Disgusted

1

2

3

4

5

Enthusiastic
Glad

Sad

Happy
Joyed

Depressed

Based on the experience in previous research projects
[16, 17], Kinect Measurement Protocol has been modified,
and a new HoloLens Measurement Protocol is being
developed.
Measuring the extent of mixed reality influence on the
user experience enhancement for the museum visitors will
be done by measuring:
1.
2.
3.

Microsoft Cognitive Services (a software used with
Microsoft Kinect) returns these seven (neutral is not an
emotion, it is rather an absence of any emotion) emotions:
anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness,
surprise, and neutral. It means that we will use the
following 2-dimensional model:

Content serene

Miserable

Angry

At ease

Gloomy

Relaxed

Bored
Tired

Sleepy

Calm

Surprised
Contempt

Figure 9: 2-dimensional emotions model with 5-level intensities

Five levels have been chosen for purely practical
reasons. It is simple enough that virtually any software can
differentiate within the five intensities of the same emotion.
On the other hand, five levels give enough information for
rigorous mathematical calculations. This would transform
the initial circle into a circle consisting of 130 (26x5)
individual member areas, representing 130 possible results
of any measurement.
Clearly, we could perform a very similar process for a
3-dimensional model by partitioning the initial cube into
five positive and five negative layers of individual cubes.
This would transform the initial cube into a cube consisting
of 1000 (10x10x10) individual member cubes, representing
1000 possible results of any measurement.
C. Measurement
For each artwork, two measurements series must be
performed on each visitor (subject):
1.
2.

The part of the artwork the visitor/subject is
currently observing
The emotion expressed by the visitor/subject
The intensity of the expressed emotion

These three parameters will be used to analyze results
and draw conclusions.

Annoyed

Afraid

emotions will typically be 3-5 times lower (6-9 emotions),
and this requires the modification of the model itself (a
different number of correctly placed emotions), but it still
does not influence the overall methodology.

Viewing the artwork only using measurement
devices (Kinect & HoloLens)
Viewing the artwork using measurement devices
(Kinect & HoloLens) and a mobile device with the
AR/MR application and digital content

The intensity of the expressed emotion is quantified and
mapped to a scale from 1 to 5. A value of zero (0) indicates
the absence of any emotion.
At this point, we must note that not all (if any!) cameras
and software can return the values for all emotions in our
model. Realistically, the actual number of supported
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Happy

Afraid

Sad
Disgusted

Figure 10: Modified 2-dimensional emotions model with 5-level
intensities

So, each measurement will be bounded by the
boundaries of the corresponding intensity (level) and left
and right boundaries separating the neighboring emotions.
For example, a measurement that returns the following
individual values (normalized to a maximum value of 5) for
each emotion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anger = 0
Contempt = 0
Disgust = 0
Fear = 0
Happiness = 4
Sadness = 0
Surprise = 2

The result is a set of 7 vectors positioned along the lines
that represent individual dimensions. This particular set of
vectors has only 2 non-zero values, and it can be interpreted
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in two ways. Those two possible results are represented in
two different colors, as indicated in the following picture:

that will be tested by measuring the actual emotional
response of the visitor.
As a result, we will get two different values: one desired
(defined by the museum) and one measured. This must be
repeated for each added digital content. Once we get all the
measurements, we can analyze the results.
E. Quantitative analysis
Each measurement must be first compared to the
desired value and the “distance” between the two locations
must be calculated. This value will tell us how successful
the “emotional intention” was. Small distances (lower
number of steps) will indicate success, while large
distances (higher number of steps) will indicate that
“emotional intention” has not been reached.

Figure 11: Possible representations of a single measurement

The following image illustrates the calculation of one
of the possible paths (green areas) and, therefore, the
calculation of the number of steps needed to get from the
yellow (target value or the “emotional intention”) to the
blue (actual measurement) area:

Generally, the final result is a vector “average” across
all individual components (emotions). Basically, it is like
calculating a “center of mass”, only this time we are
working with emotions instead of masses. The resulting
value points to some area in our partitioned circle of
emotions (the 2-dimensional model), and that is how we
can visually represent the result of a measurement.
Sometimes, the result points to the boundary of either
emotions or levels. Let us agree that we will always prefer
a dominant emotion (in this case happiness, which has an
intensity of 4, over surprise, with an intensity of 2). In that
case, the final result of the previous measurement will be
represented by a yellow area (happiness) with the intensity
of 3 (arithmetical average of all measurements that returned
some emotion).
If we perform two consecutive measurements on the
same visitor/subject under different conditions, we will get
two different results and we can ask the following question:
how far are those two measured emotions? The distance can
be calculated by starting from the location of the first
measurement and counting the steps needed to reach the
location of the second measurement. A step is only allowed
between horizontal or vertical neighbors (diagonal steps are
not allowed) and we would want to calculate only the
shortest path (minimum number of steps).
We now have all the necessary prerequisites to define
the complete process, perform the final analysis of the
measured emotions and determine if the change in
conditions contributed to improving the subject’s/visitor’s
user experience.
D. The process
From the museum perspective, introducing each digital
content should also be accompanied by the “emotional
intention”. It is the emotion (or set of emotions, represented
by the corresponding set of vectors, as described earlier)
that this particular digital content is supposed to instigate in
each visitor/subject. So, this is the target (desired) value
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Figure 12: Representation of a “distance” in a single measurement

All individual calculations are independent, meaning
that we are working with one independent variable (the
“distance”). Therefore, we can apply the standard statistical
analysis and calculate all values over the entire data set (all
individual measurements).
By now, the process is almost complete. Expectations
have been set, digital contents have been produced, and
actual measurements have been taken. However, it still
leaves the most important step: interpreting the results.
This may not always be unambiguous when playing
with emotions, and caution is advised. However, our
hypothesis can still be easily answered simply by
calculating the same distances, but this time between two
different series of measured results: one without the digital
content, and one with digital content. Suppose we detect
significant changes in emotions (irrespective of what the
targeted emotions or “emotional intentions” might have
been) between these two measurements. In that case, it
indicates that our hypothesis has been confirmed.
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III.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed methodology aims to confirm or dispute
the underlying hypothesis: “IT solutions based on MR
applications, content, and devices can significantly
improve the user experience by instigating the emotional
response in visitors.”.
No measurements have been made, and the pilot project
will be carried out as a part of the Croatian-Chinese R&D
project [7].
The central part of the user experience is the level of the
created interest in the proposed digital content. Informative,
visually appealing, and otherwise attractive digital contents
are much more likely to leave a positive impact on the
visitor/subject.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

The measurement process can be improved by
introducing additional measures, for example, the amount
of time spent on a specific part of the artwork.

[7]

Another possible improvement would be further
partitioning of different levels of digital content for the
same target. This would show what types of content create
the best visitor responses.

[8]

The process can be further improved by:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Increasing the number of subjects
Using more advanced hardware and software
components that can provide more reliable, more
precise, and more detailed (larger number of
emotions) results
Introducing “baseline” measurements for
“standard” museum experience, taken on a
sufficient number of visitors
Partitioning subjects into different groups
according to different types of criteria

Adding the AR/MR application and digital content to
the traditional museum experience creates engaging new
user experiences, placing visitors in the focus instead of the
museum exhibits. This opens new possibilities for further
personalizations of the user experience and provides greater
levels of interactivity by involving elements of
gamification.
Finally, the proposed methodology (or some derivation)
can be used in many other applications where measuring
emotional response might be of interest. Security,
psychology, and medicine are just some of the possible
areas that could benefit from this.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
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Abstract—Deploying Deep Learning (DL) based object
detection (OD) models in low-end devices, such as single
board computers, may lead to poor performance in terms
of frames-per-second (FPS). Pruning and quantization are
well-known compression techniques that can potentially lead
to a reduction of the computational burden of a DL model,
with a possible decrease of performance in terms of detection
accuracy. Motivated by the widespread introduction of face
mask mandates by many institutions during the Covid19 pandemic, we aim at training and compressing an
OD model based on YOLOv4 to recognize the presence
of face masks, to be deployed on a Raspberry Pi 4. We
investigate the capability of different kinds of pruning and
quantization techniques of increasing the FPS with respect
to the uncompressed model, while retaining the detection
accuracy. We quantitatively assess the pruned and quantized
models in terms of Mean Average Precision (mAP) and FPS,
and show that with proper pruning and quantization, the
FPS can be doubled with a moderate loss in mAP. The results
provide guidelines for compression of other OD models
based on YOLO.
Keywords—Deep Learning; Object Detection; YOLO;
TinyML; Face mask detection; Pruning; Quantization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As modern deep neural networks grow more complex,
their computation and memory requirements emerge as
an obstacle, preventing their deployment on resourceconstrained embedded and mobile devices. Vision has
become an important part of many smart embedded
systems. Object Detection (OD), in particular, is a visual
task linked to many real-word applications, such as video
surveillance and autonomous driving. Current state-ofthe-art OD models have millions of parameters, which
renders their implementation on low-end or embedded
devices quite a challenge. Since the World Health Organization stated that medical masks are effective in preventing the spread of Covid-19, it has become important,
and in some cases even mandatory, to wear them in public
areas. Thus, a reliable and fast AI solution for detecting
whether people in a specific area are or are not wearing
a face mask could be of great use, given the difficulty to
manually monitor each individual. Moreover, considering
the hardware and power limitations of the devices which
are usually employed for video surveillance tasks, the
need to ensure that the OD pipeline runs with enough
speed on such equipment arises. Our aim is to train an
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object detector to reliably perform face mask detection
on a low-end device. It follows that the accuracy of the
model is not our sole performance indicator; rather, we
look for a good compromise between detection accuracy
and speed of execution. We wish our model to be run
reliably even on some devices with low computational
capability and no Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). We
start from a lightweight implementation of YOLOv4 [1]
introduced in [2]; we apply filter pruning [3] in order
to achieve the aforementioned objective. Filter pruning
operates a sparsification of the Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) parameters via the removal of entire convolutional
filters according to a given criterion, speeding up the
computation. After pruning, we also perform quantization
(i.e., reduction of the number of bits used to represent
each parameter), obtaining an additional improvement in
the speed of inference, at the cost of a small reduction in
detection accuracy. We deploy the model on a Raspberry
Pi 4, achieving fast inference and satisfactory accuracy
results. The adoption of this device is motivated by the
necessity of using a low-cost device, such as a singleboard computer which has the capability of running
ANN-based Computer Vision tasks. The Raspberry Pi
4 has a widespread usage, as indicated by the extensive literature reporting applications of such a device in
various technical and scientific fields (see for instance
[4] and the references therein). This enables the detector
to potentially be used in a wide number of real-world
applications where high-end systems or constant human
surveillance would be unavailable or incongruous, such
as in shops or offices. In order to assess the performance
of our model, we take into consideration two indicators:
Mean Average Precision (mAP), measuring the detection
accuracy, and frames-per-second (FPS), measuring the
number of images (frames) that the model is able to process at inference time. We record FPS on the Raspberry
Pi 4. The goal is the following: we wish to optimize the
FPS, without losing too much mAP. While the original
YOLOv4-based model achieves 0.99 FPS with a mAP
of 0.618, we are able to effectively prune and quantize
the model, reaching 1.97 FPS—improving this metric by
99%—and 0.574 mAP—a 7% decrease with respect to
the original model. We point out that, in the present
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work, we do not introduce technical novelties, neither
we operate architectural modifications of the ANN we
make use of. Instead, given a pre-existing architecture,
we showcase that, with the application of pruning and
quantization, it is possible to record a large increase
in FPS without hurting mAP too much, thus aiding
the deployment of the model on low-end devices. We
release the code of our implementation to the following
GitHub repository: https://github.com/benedettaliberatori/
Modified-Yolov4Tiny-RaspberryPi/.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Object Detection (OD)
OD consists of identifying and locating instances of
objects from a particular class within a video or image.
The locations of said objects are roughly determined, and
a bounding shape is drawn around each object. There exists a handful of ANN-based architectures for performing
OD: RCNN [5] and its variants, YOLO [6] and its variants, RetinaNet [7], and more recent transformer-based
architectures like SWIN Transformers [8]. Despite the
latter having recorded state-of-the-art results on common
OD benchmarks, YOLO-based solutions find widespread
applicability due to having lower computational requirements, while still recording acceptable levels of detection
accuracy [9, 10]. These models, despite being very fast
if compared to their alternatives, are still not suited to
be ran on inexpensive single-board computers, such as
Raspberry Pi’s. For this reason, lightweight versions of
YOLO have been developed, like [2, 11], by operating
tweaks in their architecture, e.g., decreasing the number
of detecting heads, i.e., number of different scales at
which predictions are made, or lowering the depth of
convolutional layers. As a result, the running speed is
significantly increased but detection accuracy is reduced.
1) Face mask detection: Recently, due to the Covid19 pandemic, many works have been published devoted to
the automatic recognition of face masks. There does not
seem to exist, though, a de-facto dataset for benchmarking
the task of OD applied to face masks. A handful of
existing datasets, along with their pros and cons, have
been reported in [12]; some works cited in the present
paper employ their own dataset, which is sometimes not
even publicly accessible (as in [13]). We are not aware
of other works using the same dataset as ours. A large
body of work in this area is targeting high levels of
accuracy, disregarding the computational requirements of
the proposed solutions [12, 13, 14, 15], or assessing
the speed of inference on high-end hardware [16, 17],
overlooking deployment on low-end devices. Kong et al.
[18] proposed the solution which, to the best of our
knowledge, comes closer to ours when the objectives
of the work are concerned: they developed a two-stage
lightweight model for first operating face detection, then
performing classification within the predicted bounding
boxes to determine the presence or absence of the face
mask on the identified face. They also deploy their model
on a Raspberry Pi 4, as we do, although they enhance
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the device with a Neural Compute Stick to speed-up the
tensor operations, which we do not do.
B. ANN compression
Some Machine Learning models have large memory
requirements [19]. Pruning and quantization—which we
make use of in the present work—are possible solutions
for reducing these requirements, but knowledge distillation [20] and tensor/matrix decomposition [21] are also
viable alternatives.
ANN pruning acts by setting to zero individual parameters of the model. Specifically, it can be divided
into structured and unstructured pruning [22]. The latter
prunes parameters without concern for the geometry of
the layers, while the former removes whole groups of
weights, such full convolutional filters in the case of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). In this last case, we
can also talk of filter pruning. Structured pruning can lead
to increased inference speed without needing required
libraries or hardware [23], thus it can be used to produce
lightweight ANNs for deployment on non-specialized
low-end devices, like the aforementioned Raspberry Pi’s.
A widely used technique for filter pruning introduced by
Li et al. [3] consists of pruning filters which, after a first
pre-training phase, exhibit a small L1 norm compared to
the other filters within the layer(s). The rationale behind
it is that filters with a lot of small-magnitude parameters
may be unimportant to the production of accurate predictions: this is an example of magnitude-based post-train
pruning. In this context, immediately after the pruning
step, the CNN often records sub-par accuracy, which calls
for a re-training phase. This gives way to an iterative
application of pruning [24], in which a training phase is
followed by pruning, which is followed by re-training,
and so on. The re-training is called fine-tuning when it
is performed for a smaller number of epochs than the
original training [25]. In the literature, it has not yet been
established whether fine-tuning or full re-training leads
to the best results in terms of accuracy, with somehow
inconsistent conclusions [23, 25, 26, 27]. For that reason,
in this work, we will be using fine-tuning, as it requires
fewer iterations with respect to full re-training.
ANN quantization [28] consists in using a lowerbit representation of the parameters to store real-valued
weights and activations. Most ANNs are trained using
floating-point double precision (FP32), which in some
cases can be more than needed: accurate results can
be obtained also by employing half-precision floatingpoint (FP16) [29] or integer arithmetic (INT16 to INT4)
[30]. This approach can be used both at training time
(quantization-aware training), and at inference time (posttraining quantization) [31].
III. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
For the task of face mask detection, we seek a good
trade-off between computational speed and accuracy, thus
resorting to YOLO, specifically its version 4 [1]. YOLO
divides the input image into an S × S grid. Each cell
within the grid outputs a prediction at different scales. The
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dimensions of the predicted bounding boxes are biased
towards some pre-computed values, which are referred
to as anchor boxes. In the present work, we use the
YOLOv4-tiny variant introduced by Jiang et al. [2]. They
replaced the two CSPBlock [32] modules of YOLOv4 with two ResBlock-D modules [33], which require
much fewer floating-point operations to compute, and
introduced the Convolutional Block Attention Module,
which is used to realize spatial-wise and channel-wise
attention. The loss function is composed of four parts:
Loss = λbox Lbox + λno-obj Lno-obj + λobj Lobj + λclass Lclass .
(1)
The Lbox loss is a mean squared error loss which
measures, for each prediction, how different the predicted
box and its corresponding ground truth are. The Lno-obj ,
Lobj , and Lclass loss are all based on the Binary CrossEntropy (BCE) function and are used to guide the model
to correctly predict the presence or absence of an object
and to drive said prediction to the correct class.
We train the model using the Rectified-Adam (RAdam)
[34] optimizer, designed to tackle the fact that, with regular Adam [35], the adaptive learning rate in general suffers
from high variance in the early stages, thus requiring
expensive warm-up phases.
A. ANN pruning
We employ the method proposed in [3], which consists
in pruning less relevant filters in CNNs. It is a structured
technique which determines the parameters to be pruned
by ranking the filters within each layer according to their
L1-norm. Then, a fixed number of low-norm filters is
deleted from each layer. The number of filters to be
pruned is determined by a hyperparameter which is called
pruning rate.
B. Conversion to TFLite and Quantization
We train our model on Python using PyTorch [36]
version 1.8. Subsequently, we convert the model to Tensorflow using ONNX1 , and finally to Tensorflow Lite
(TFLite) [37], a DL framework which allows for translating the model from Python to C++ for the purpose of deployment into ARM-based CPU-only devices such as our
Raspberry Pi 4. TFLite comes along with several tools for
quantization. We experiment with (a) static quantization
to integer with 8-bit precision with floating-point fallback,
and (b) dynamic-range quantization [31]. Both parameters
and data are quantized to integer precision. In (a), the data
are converted to INT8 according to a fixed pre-computed
range, while in (b), the range is re-calculated for each
inference cycle. This can result in a lower inference speed
(due to the recalculation of ranges), but may provide
more accurate models, as the data conversion to INT8
is less prone to distortions. The keyword floating-point
fallback2 , refers to the possibility that some computations
1 https://onnx.ai
2 https://www.tensorflow.org/lite/performance/post_training_

quantization
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may still be ran on floating-point precision when they do
not have an equivalent integer-arithmetic implementation
within the library.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AND RESULTS
A. Dataset
For our experiments, we used a publicly available
dataset called “Mask-Detection-Dataset”3 , composed of
images containing various examples of people with and
without face masks. The dataset is built in such a way that
the people appear at different scales and in different scenarios. The training set and test set contain, respectively,
5448 and 1318 frames. We computed the candidate anchor boxes starting from the bounding boxes dimensions
found within the ground truth of the dataset. We did so
via k-means clustering, with k = 6 number of centroids,
using intersection-over-union (IoU) as distance metric.
Thus, six different boxes are obtained: three for each
scale. We then resized the input frames to the resolution
of 416 × 416 pixels and performed data augmentation,
applying random rotation (with probability 0.5) between
[−20°, 20°] and horizontal flipping (still with probability
0.5). Moreover, we operated a preprocessing step aiming
at degrading the quality of the images by down-scaling by
a factor of 75%, then applying motion blur4 with kernel
size uniformly sampled between 3 and 7.
B. Training
The model was pre-trained for 100 epochs, with learning rate (LR) of 2 × 10−4 , β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.999.
Moreover, we employed weight decay with a coefficient
of 0.005 and used a batch size of 32. Loss parameters
λbox , λnoobj , λobj and λclass from Equation (1) were respectively set to 1, 5, 10 and 1. In order to optimize the
LR, we ran a grid search over the values 0.001, 5×10−4 ,
2 × 10−4 , and 1 × 10−4 , obtaining best results for the
value 2×10−4 , which, coincidentally, is very close to the
ratio, suggested in [38], between the default LR of 0.001
and the square root of the batch size. As previously stated,
the model was implemented in Pytorch version 1.8 and
trained using an NVidia V100 GPU.
C. Pruning and Quantization
We experimented with two different structured pruning procedures: (a) one-shot pruning with fine-tuning,
and (b) iterative pruning with learning rate rewind [25]
coupled with fine-tuning. As stated in Section III, we
selected filters to be pruned with respect to their L1-norm,
retraining for 50 epochs in the one-shot setting and for
5 in the iterative one, with 7 iterations. The pruning rate
is tuned between 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 for the oneshot case, while in the iterative case we experiment with
0.1 and 0.2. After pruning, we selected the best model
according to mAP and FPS and proceeded with applying
post-training quantization. We experimented with both
static and dynamic quantization.
3 https://github.com/archie9211/Mask-Detection-Dataset
4 Using the augmentation.transforms.MotionBlur method
from the Pyhton library “albumentations” (www.albumentations.io).
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TABLE I: N UMBER OF PARAMETERS , FRAMES - PER - SECOND (FPS),
AND M EAN AVERAGE P RECISION ( M AP) FOR EACH OF THE MOD ELS AFTER PRUNING IS APPLIED . T HE UNPRUNED YOLOV 4-T INY
MODEL IS INDICATED AS “ BASELINE ”. NAMING CONVENTION AS IN
S ECTION IV-D2.
model
baseline
one-shot0.5
one-shot0.6
one-shot0.7
one-shot0.8
one-shot0.9
iterative0.1
iterative0.2

# parameters

FPS

mAP

9.1M
3.1M
2.5M
2.1M
1.8M
1.5M
3.0M
1.8M

0.99
1.59
1.67
1.80
1.93
2.07
1.51
1.93

0.618
0.584
0.587
0.489
0.446
0.233
0.601
0.511

D. Results
1) Evaluation metrics: The various models are evaluated according to two different metrics: (a) Mean Average Precision (mAP) at IoU5 threshold of 0.5, and
(b) frames-per-second (FPS). In other references6 , mAP
is also called APIoU=0.50 . It measures the detection accuracy taking into account both the correctness of the
predicted class and the overlap between the predicted
and the ground truth boxes. FPS, instead, measures the
inference speed by counting how many single frames are
sequentially elaborated by the model during execution on
a given machine. We record the FPS on the Raspberry Pi
4.
2) Pruning: In Table I, we report the results in terms of
mAP and FPS for the unpruned and the pruned models.
The unpruned model is referred to as “baseline”, while
the pruned models are named according to pruning technique employed, i.e., “one-shot” or “iterative”, followed
by the pruning rate written in subscript. For instance,
one-shot0.5 refers to a model sparsified with one-shot
pruning (see Section IV-C) with a pruning rate of 0.5. We
report the mAP after the application of the pre-processing
pipeline (“degradation”) reported in Section IV-A in an
attempt to reproduce the low-fidelity regime in which the
model is supposed to be deployed.
Our best result in terms of FPS (2.07) is achieved
after a one-shot pruning applied with a 90% pruning
rate (one-shot0.9 ), at the expense of a considerable
decrease in mAP with respect to the baseline. The
model one-shot0.6 , despite not behaving as well as
one-shot0.9 in terms of FPS, achieves an acceptable
compromise between mAP (0.587) and FPS (1.67). We
thus deem one-shot0.6 to be the best pruned model
and proceed to apply quantization to it.
3) Quantization: Table II presents the results in terms
of FPS and mAP for one-shot0.6 after post-training
quantization. We keep the naming convention introduced
in Table I, appending “st-q” for indicating static quantization and “dyn-q” for dynamic quantization. We can
witness how dynamic quantization, despite leaving the
mAP almost unchanged, loses in FPS with respect to
5 The IoU quantifies the overlap between the predicted and the
ground trouth bounding boxes: it is calculated as the ratio between the
intersection of the areas of the two bounding boxes and their union.
6 https://cocodataset.org/#detection-eval
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TABLE II: N UMBER OF PARAMETERS , MODEL SIZE IN MB, FPS AND
M AP FOR “ BASELINE ” MODEL ( UNPRUNED AND UNQUANTIZED ),
O N E - S H O T 0.6 BEFORE AND AFTER QUANTIZATION . S TATIC QUANTI ZATION WITH FLOATING - POINT FALLBACK IS REFERRED TO AS “ STQ ”, WHILE DYNAMIC QUANTIZATION IS CALLED “ DYN - Q ”. NAMING
CONVENTION AS IN S ECTION IV-D2.
# params. model size (MB) FPS mAP

model
baseline
one-shot0.6
one-shot0.6 dyn-q
one-shot0.6 st-q

9.1M
2.5M
2.5M
2.5M

36.5
12.3
2.7
2.7

0.99
1.67
1.48
1.97

0.618
0.587
0.586
0.574

the pruned model. This is most likely due to the fact
that the recalculation of dynamic ranges introduces a
large computational overhead. On the other hand, static
quantization records a small decrease in mAP (from 0.587
to 0.574), with a large increase in FPS (from 1.67 to 1.97).
Moreover, quantization sensibly reduces the model size of
the pruned model, from 12.3 to 2.7 MB. Thus, we select
one-shot0.6 with static quantization as the final model
for solving the task of face mask detection.
In Figure 1 we showcase the behavior of one-shot0.6
with static quantization on a set of on-the-wild images,
pointing out both strengths and weaknesses of our model.
A complete comment on that is present in Section V-A.
V. C ONCLUSION
We proposed a lightweight Object Detection (OD) solution for the detection of face masks on people. In order for
our pipeline to be exploited in many real-life scenarios,
we wanted our model to have very small computational
requirements, so as to enable its implementation on lowend devices. Our solution considered as a baseline a
variant of YOLOv4-Tiny, originally introduced in [2].
We trained it on a publicly available dataset (“MaskDetection-Dataset”). We then operated filter pruning,
with several re-training strategies, and two techniques
for quantization. After having applied (a) one-shot filter
pruning with pruning rate 0.6 and (b) static quantization
with integer fallback, we obtained a much faster model
(1.97 frames-per-second—FPS—compared to 0.99 FPS
of the baseline) at the cost of a smaller detection accuracy (0.574 Mean Average Precision—mAP—compared
to 0.618 mAP of the baseline); a good trade-off between
these two metrics was the target of our work, as stated in
Section I.
A. Discussion
A work with similar objectives as ours is [18]: it targets
deployment on low-end devices and it tackles the problem of image degradation due to the extremely limited
resources of these computers; however, it does not employ
YOLO and, instead, makes use of a two-stage pipeline of
face detection + face mask classification. A performance
comparison with this work is, though, unfeasible as (a) the
authors did not release their code publicly, and (b) FPS
are reported on a Raspberry Pi 4 enhanced with a neural
compute stick, which we do not employ, thus rendering
impossible a direct comparison of their reported results
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 1: Output of our final ANN one some on-the-wild images, showcasing strengths and weaknesses of this model. Preprocessing not applied for
clarity.

with ours. Other works reported in the present document
do not target an implementation on low-end device—
their objectives are substantially different from ours—
thus we deem a comparison with their solutions to be
out of the scope of our project. We can notice, though,
that the mAP reported in some other works seems to be
comparable with the one we obtained. For instance, Roy
et al. [17] report a mAP of 0.5627, while Kong et al. [18]
report a mAP of 0.645, both using YOLOv3. Kumar et al.
[12] communicate a mAP of 0.57 using YOLOv4. These
values seem to be in line with our reported mAP of 0.574
using the final quantized model.
In Figure 1, we can observe some strengths and weaknesses of our model deployed on-the-wild. First, we can
notice that it struggles with small or close objects (see
(1d), the female on the left to the correctly identified
male), or when faces are close to the edge of the image
(1c). These are common YOLO letdowns, already noted
in the literature (e.g., see [39]). Moreover, the model tends
to struggle when faces are positioned in profile (1b). On
the other hand, we can see that occluding one’s mouth
with a hand is not fooling the model (1a), while occlusion
with objects with a color similar to that of a face-mask,
e.g., a paper sheet, may produce wrong predictions (1e).
Finally, the model achieves mixed results when the mask
is worn incorrectly: in (1c) it correctly identifies that the
male in the center is wearing the mask under his nose;
conversely, in (1f) it does not. This weakness is certainly
due to the dataset, which lacks images of incorrectly-worn
masks, thus the model does not know how to behave in
these situations. Kumar et al. [12], Degadwala et al. [13]
have solved this issue by designing datasets whose labels
include a third category—mask incorrectly worn.
Ideas for future work include (a) extension to other,
more comprehensive datasets, and (b) experimenting with
more computationally-expensive pruning techniques, like
learning-rate rewind with full retraining [25], or more
recent filter pruning ones, like those proposed in [40] or
[41].
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Abstract—The objective for developing a real-time sign
language recognition system is twofold: improving interpersonal communication and supporting inclusive humancomputer interaction with hearing-impaired population using
a particular sign language. This study describes the design
and implementation of a system for real-time Macedonian
Sign Language recognition in images and videos. A robust
and lightweight model was proposed based on transfer
learning of suitable pretrained architectures, namely, Single
Shot Detector (SSD) MobileNetV2 and SSD MobileNetV2
FPNLite. The proposed models were fine-tuned and extensively evaluated in a number of diverse scenarios to account
for the inherent difficulties in recognizing particular letters.
In the absence of publicly available dataset, we have created a
dataset consisting of two-handed images of 28 out of 31 letters
of the Macedonian alphabet; the three letters expressed by
dynamic gestures were excluded from the study. The results
point out to a state-of-the-art prediction accuracy on the
classification task of Macedonian sign language alphabet.
Keywords—Macedonian sign language recognition, realtime recognition system, transfer learning, Single Shot Detector
(SSD), MobileNet

I. INTRODUCTION
We live in a time where diversity and inclusion are
at the forefront and it is only natural to be reflected in
language use. People with hearing loss may have distorted
speech or may not talk at all. Nevertheless, they can
still communicate in a number of ways, and intelligent
systems have the potential to significantly improve their
social inclusion by breaking down communication barriers
with other communities. A key challenge in designing
believable virtual assistants is endowing them with dialog
capabilities for understanding or support for sign languages. The lack of existing systems that utilize artificial
intelligence techniques to help hearing impaired people in
North Macedonia has been the driving force behind this
research. Also, it is aimed to inspire and raise awareness
among Macedonian citizens about the need for communication and social inclusion of this vulnerable population.
The exact number of Macedonian Sign Language users
is unknown, but 6,000 individuals have expressed interest
in having sign language interpreter on television [1].
Macedonian Sign Language is based on gestures and body
movements, particularly hand movements. The Macedonian language is phonetic, and its alphabet consists of
31 signs, which correspond to 31 sounds. Every letter
has its own symbol. The sign alphabet is divided into
two types: alphabet expressed with one hand and alphabet
expressed with two hands [2]. In our project the version
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of the sign alphabet that is expressed with two hands was
used to build real-time sign language recognition system.
The challenges for developing this kind of system ranges
from the image acquisition to the process of classification.
Since there is no information for earlier existing study
on this issue, data collection with images depicting the
Macedonian sign alphabet was not available online.
The advances in deep learning architectures provided
fruitful directions to be followed. Because of the highly
articulated nature of human hands, accurate and real-time
hand tracking is really challenging topic in the computer
vision field. Nowadays, transfer learning has been a stable approach for building well performing sign language
recognition systems. There has been a large body of work
on automatic recognition of American Sign Language
(ASL) using VGG [3] [4], Inception [5], MobileNet [6],
and other pre-trained models. Another important challenge
in this field is the wide disparity between sign languages
of different countries. That is why besides the studies
performed for ASL recognition, there are also many researches that employ transfer learning for sign language
recognition in a variety of nations, including Sweden [7],
India [8], Russia [9] and many others.
This paper discusses the development of a system for
recognizing Macedonian Sign Language in images and
videos in real time. A dataset consisting of two-handed
images of 28 of the 31 letters of the Macedonian alphabet
was constructed. The three letters conveyed by dynamic
gestures were eliminated from the research. Based on
transfer learning of relevant pretrained architectures, such
as Single Shot Detector (SSD) MobileNetV2 and SSD
MobileNetV2 FPNLite, a stable and efficient model has
been proposed. To account for the inherent problems in
detecting specific letters, the proposed models were finetuned and extensively tested in a variety of settings.
The following sections are organized as follows. Related
work is reviewed in Section 2. The methods are presented
in Section 3, including information about the data set
and the pre-trained models that were used for fine-tuning.
The results are reported in Section 4, followed by the
conclusions from this study in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Object detection is a computer vision task that includes
two sub-tasks: localization and identification of an object.
Hand detection is currently playing an important role in
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the field of sign language recognition. Despite the fact
that many studies have been undertaken to enhance hand
detection models, this task still includes many challenges
in terms of computation time and detection accuracy [10].
In the past, traditional machine learning models have
been used for building sign language recognition systems
[11] [12]. In recent years, due to the effectiveness of
convolutional neural network (CNN) models for feature
extraction from visual inputs, CNN or a mix of CNN with
other deep-based models has been widely used for sign
language recognition [13]. Besides building a custom CNN
models, some of the most outstanding object detection
methods have been fine-tuned utilizing a transfer learning
approach in order to capitalize on their strengths in the
field of sign language recognition.
Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN)
model is one of the noteworthy object detecting approaches [14]. In this approach, selective search [15] was
used to extract the regions from an image, which is a
slow operation that degrades the network performance.
To address the delay induced by the selective search
method, a Faster-RCNN method that uses Region Proposal
Network was proposed [16]. The Faster-RCNN model
has been fine-tuned and used for hand detection [17].
Another model, You Just Look Once (YOLO) [18], has
also been proposed for object detection, which uses only
one CNN to predict bounding boxes and class probabilities
for these boxes. YOLO divides the input image into grids
with a preset number of bounding boxes in each grid.
CNN is used to estimate the class probability of each
bounding box, and the detected object is positioned at the
bounding boxes with the highest-class probabilities. One
of the limitations of YOLO model lies in its disability to
detect small objects. To improve the detection accuracy
of YOLO, an object detection model called Single Shot
Multi-box Detector (SSD) [19] has been proposed. The
model uses feature maps from different layers on top of
the YOLO model which leads to performance gains.
One of the most frequently used object detection pretrained models is the MobileNet [20]. Solution for predicting American Sign Language using a MobileNetV2based transfer learning model was proposed in [6]. Their
model effectively generalized on a large dataset composed
of 87,000 images with 29 classes. Over 98 percent identification accuracy had been reported. MobileNet model
architecture has comparatively fewer parameters and less
costly computational operations compared to other deep
learning architectures.
The performance of multiple pretrained models for
identifying 5 classes of hand gestures, namely VGG16,
VGG19, ResNet, Xception, Inception V3, MobileNet and
SqueezeNet was presented in [21]. When using data augmentation techniques, the highest F1 score of 99.77% on
the task was obtained by using the Xception architecture,
followed by F1 score of 99.45% obtained by the MobileNet architecture.
MobileNet was chosen for its superior performance
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Figure 1: Example of two images from the data set
(Letter S (dz))

advantage on the task for a variety of sign languages. Intelligent system designed specifically to detect Indian Sign
Language (ISL) was proposed in [22]. Two pre-trained
CNN models, MobileNet and InceptionV3 architectures
have been compared.
A findings of the research conducted on automatic
recognition of 50 Arabic signs [23] are inline with the
results on recognizing American sign symbols [6], highlighting the fact that MobileNet has superior performance
when compared to others.
III. METHODS
A. Macedonian Sign Language
Every sign language contains different symbols and
letters. Sign language symbols are able to indicate all
sign parameters like hand shapes, movement, location, and
palm orientation. Sign language symbols are classified into
single handed and double handed, as well as static and
dynamic signs [24]. Sign language consists of manual and
non-manual elements [25]. In manual signs only hands are
used to express a symbol and in non-manual signs body
postures, mouth gestures and face expressions are used.
The Macedonian alphabet consists of 31 signs, which
correspond to 31 sounds. Out of the two types of Macedonian sign alphabets: alphabet expressed with one hand and
alphabet expressed with two hands [1], the one expressed
with two hands was utilized in our project. The majority
of the two-handed signs in the Macedonian sign alphabet
can be classified as static, i.e. suitable to be captured well
on images. Four of the signs are dynamic. Out of the four
signs that involve motion, namely letters Ѓ (gj), Ќ (kj),
J (j) and Ц (c), only the letter J (j) was included in our
research.
B. Dataset
There is no publicly available data collection of images
representing the Macedonian sign alphabet. The data set
used in this study was collected and labeled for the purpose
of this research. A total of 1120 images representing the
28 letters of Macedonian sign alphabet were captured by
laptop video camera, presented by the coauthors. Total of
40 images that represent each class were collected and
labeled. Sample images are presented in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: Image obtained by performing augmentation

C. Data Augmentation
Training any system on a small dataset faces the problem of overfitting; and data augmentation is a popular
approach to mitigate the problem. There are many techniques for performing data augmentation on images. Some
of them are: geometric transformations, color space augmentations, kernel filters, mixing images, random erasing,
feature space augmentation, adversarial training, generative adversarial networks, neural style transfer, and metalearning [26]. When training a machine learning model,
data augmentation functions as a regularizer and helps to
minimize overfitting.
Sixteen augmented versions of each image from our
data set were made. In each image, horizontal flips,
random cuts, and contrast enhancement or reduction were
employed. Half of all photos were blurred using a slight
gaussian blur with a random sigma between 0 and 0.5.
Gaussian noise was also applied to the images. The noise
was sampled once per pixel in 50% of all photos. The noise
was sampled per pixel and channel in the other half of all
photos. In this way, the brightness as well as the color
of the image was changed. Affine transformations, such
as scale/zoom, translate/move, rotate, and shear, were also
applied to each image. By doing data augmentation, the
final dataset consisted of 17.920 images in total, namely
640 images per class. Data sample generated by adding
transformation is shown in Fig. 2.
D. MobileNetV2
MobileNets represent a class of efficient models suitable
to be used for mobile applications proposed by [27]. The
MobileNetV1 structure is formed of depth wise separable
convolutions, excluding the first layer, which is a complete
convolution. This model uses the Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) activation function which disregards any values
smaller than 0. MobileNetV2 is an improved version of
MobileNetV1. MobileNetV2 uses a narrow > wide >
narrow approach in its inverted residual block. The lowdimensional input is first expanded by using a pointwise
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1×1 convolution to produce a higher dimensional space
which can cater for the information loss caused by the
ReLU activation. Then, spatial filtering using depth wise
convolution with ReLU activation was implemented in this
higher dimensional feature map. Finally, another pointwise
convolution was performed to project back to a lower
dimensional output feature map. For the last step, linear
activation instead of ReLU was used to preserve more
information when encoding to a lower dimensional output
map. This idea was called linear bottleneck by the authors.
The non-linear transformation only happened in the internal expanded higher dimensional space inside the block.
For lower dimensional output, linear transformation was
used [20]. A skip connection similar to residual block is
added between the input and output of the inverted residual
block to allow gradient flow during backpropagation.
ReLU6 was used in this inverted residual block which
capped the maximum output to 6.
E. Single Shot Detection
The Google Research team created SSD, or single shot
detector, in 2016 to address the demand for models that
can operate in real-time on embedded devices without
significant trade-off in accuracy. SSD, or single shot object
detection, detects several items in an image with a single
shot. The SSD method is based on a feed-forward convolutional network, which generates a fixed-size collection
of bounding boxes and scores for the presence of object
class instances within those boxes. It is composed of two
parts: extract feature maps and use a convolution filter to
detect objects [19]. SSD is designed to be independent of
the base network, allowing it to run on top of any base
network, including VGG, YOLO, and MobileNet.
To further tackle the practical limitations of running
high-resource and power-consuming neural networks on
low-end devices in real-time applications, MobileNet was
integrated into the SSD framework. As a result, when
MobileNet is employed as the base network in the SSD,
it is referred to as MobileNet SSD.
F. Feature Pyramid Networks
A Feature Pyramid Network, or FPN, is a fully convolutional feature extractor that accepts a single-scale
image of any size as input and returns proportionally
sized feature maps at multiple layers. This procedure is
independent of the backbone convolutional architectures.
As a result, it serves as a general approach for constructing
feature pyramids within deep convolutional networks for
application in tasks like object detection. The pyramid is
built using both a bottom-up and a top-down approach
[28].
IV. RESULTS
A. Fine-tuning pretrained object detection models
Fine-tuning and comparison of two pretrained models
for object detection, namely SSD MobileNet V2 320x320
and SSD MobileNet V2 FPNLite 320x320 was made.
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These pre-trained models were chosen for their efficiency
and performance suitable for the task of real-time sign
detection. As a result, the models return boxes that enclose
the area where the detected object is located on the image.
The model also returns the class of the bounding box, as
well as the probability score for that prediction.
Out of all images from the data sets, 80% were used
for fine-tuning of the models, while the other 20% were
used for evaluation. Hyperparameter fine-tuning was also
made by performing grid search. It was concluded that the
following parameters were the most appropriate for both
models: batch size was set to 16, 3500 was the optimal
number of steps, and the learning rate was 0.025. Also, a
warmup learning rate for 100 steps which was set to 0.005
was used. The other parameters were not changed.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix from the evaluation of the
fine-tuned SSD MobileNetV2 model on the augmented
dataset

B. Evaluation of the fine-tuned object detection models
Two metrics were employed to evaluate the models:
intersection over union (IoU) and raw class prediction.
There were three scenarios for evaluating the models. With
the first simplest scenario, the evaluation was performed
for the object that was detected with highest probability.
The performance yielded by the models fine-tuned with
the original and the augmented dataset are represented in
Table 1.
It can be noticed that when the fine-tuning and evaluation of the models was performed with the non-augmented
dataset, the prediction accuracy with both of the models
was almost perfect. Prediction accuracy of 86% has been
obtained by the SSD MobileNetV2 model fine-tuned with
the augmented dataset, while with the SSD MobileNetV2
FPNLite prediction accuracy of 82% was achieved. The
confusion matrix from the evaluation of the fine-tuned
SSD MobileNetV2 model on the augmented dataset is
presented in Fig. 3. Similarity between hand positions for
the letters O - E and T - G, has resulted in difficulties in
distinguishing between these pairs, which is shown by a
lot of misclassified cases. For the O - E pair, the number of
mistakes was 109, while the class T was misclassified as
G 79 times. The confusion matrix from the evaluation of
the fine-tuned SSD MobileNetV2 FPNLite model on the
augmented dataset is shown on Fig. 4. The model is unable
to detect the letter T, and faces problems with detecting
the letters O, P, N and NJ.
One possible explanation for the worse results obtained
with models fine-tuned with the augmented dataset compared to the models fine-tuned with the original dataset is
that the augmentation was performed without supervision.
Some of the signs in the dataset, for example, were
positioned at the edge of the images, and when they were
rotated in the augmentation process, the signs could have
been partially or entirely obscured.
In the second and the third scenario, the evaluation was
conducted taken into account the three objects that have
the three highest probabilities. In the second scenario, the
prediction is considered to be correct if the true class is one
of the top 3 objects detected with the highest probability.
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix from the evaluation of the
fine-tuned SSD MobileNetV2 FPNLite model on the
augmented dataset

The results are presented in Table 1. It can be observed that
the correct class is predicted in the first three detections
with the highest probability by the models fine-tuned on
augmented data set in approximately 98% of the cases.
The third scenario takes into consideration the detection where there is highest IoU, so the IoU metric is
maximized. These results are also represented in Table 1.
From the results of the third scenario evaluation, it can be
observed that in many of the cases the prediction with the
highest IoU does not happen to be the correct prediction.
Precision, recall and F1 score were also calculated for all
three scenarios, and they are represented in Table 1.
C. Real-time object detection
The capability of the models for real-time automatic
recognition of Macedonnan sign language was an objective
of equal importance in our study. The results were more
than satisfactory, since the performance of the models was
tested for recognizing sign letters in a real-time video
streams. Fig. 5 shows a correct prediction with high
confidence of 95% for letter O that is captured in a video
frame that is not part of the image dataset.
The system was designed so that it shows a bounding
box encompassing the hand of a person showing a sign
letter i.e., the region containing the object. The output of
the system, which is the letter it detects (one of the 28
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Table I: Results from evaluation of the fine-tuned models by using the original and augmented datasets with the three
scenarios

First Scenario
Original Dataset

First Scenario
Augmented Dataset

Second Scenario
Original Dataset

Second Scenario
Augmented Dataset

Third Scenario
Original Dataset

Third Scenario
Augmented Dataset

Model
Prediction accuracy
Mean IoU
Precision
Recall
F1 Score
Prediction accuracy
Mean IoU
Precision
Recall
F1 Score
Prediction accuracy
Mean IoU
Precision
Recall
F1 Score
Prediction accuracy
Mean IoU
Precision
Recall
F1 Score
Prediction accuracy
Mean IoU
Precision
Recall
F1 Score
Prediction accuracy
Mean IoU
Precision
Recall
F1 Score

SSD MobileNetV2
1.0
0.863
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.865
0.734
0.892
0.866
0.856
1.0
0.863
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.981
0.734
0.981
0.981
0.981
0.638
0.877
0.682
0.638
0.634
0.587
0.747
0.602
0.587
0.585

Figure 5: Object detection with the fine-tuned model on
image that is not part of the data set

classes) and the confidence interval are written above the
box. The minimum confidence threshold was set to 0.5;
predictions with lower confidence value do not appear on
the screen. The system allows the interface design to vary
e.g., color coding for different letters, or adjusting the size
and font might be used and personalized.

SSD MobileNetV2 FPNLite
0.995
0.857
0.996
0.996
0.996
0.816
0.745
0.891
0.849
0.821
1.0
0.857
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.980
0.745
0.979
0.980
0.979
0.534
0.866
0.612
0.535
0.530
0.49
0.755
0.555
0.491
0.496

ety of multimedia application. By bridging the gap that
exists between the general public and hearing impaired
population, a step toward more natural and inclusive
computer-mediated interaction is envisioned. To this end,
we have created a new image dataset to allow successful
training of the proposed systems. The proposed models are
inline with current trends in the filed of utilizing transfer
learning of deep neural networks suitable for the task at
hand. SSD MobileNetV2 and SSD MobileNetV2 FPNLite
architectures were selected and evaluated in a number of
scenarios that frequently pose challenges to the system.
In particular, the distinction between letters presented in
similar style that are more difficult to identify. Overall, the
findings show that the two models successfully recognize
28 two-handed sign letters. As with past imports of deep
learning in other application domains, the use of deep
neural networks carries both great promise and many
challenges that still await robust and general solutions. Our
current efforts are directed towards augmenting our dataset
with larger collection of images containing both, letters of
the alphabet as well as other Macedonian sign language
words. Future research directions of particular interest is
extending the variety of symbols that the system could
identify including two-handed dynamic signs and words.
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Abstract - Detection of respiratory viruses is a perplexing
task which regularly requires saving time by taking a quick
look at clinical images of patients ceaselessly. Hence, there's
a need to propose and develop a model to predict the
respiratory viruses (COVID-19) cases at the earliest possible
to control the spread of disease. Deep learning makes it
possible to find out that Covid-19 can be detected in an
efficient way using its classification tools such as CNN
(Convolutional Neural Network). MFCC (Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients) is a very common and efficient
technique for signal processing. In this research, a MFCC –
CNN learning model to hasten the prediction process is
proposed that assist the medical professionals. MFCC is
used for extracting the image's features concerning
existence of COVID-19 or not. Classification is performed
by using convolutional neural network. This makes the
time-consuming process easier and faster with more
accurate results for radiologists and this reduces the spread
of virus and save lives. Experimental results shows that
using CT image converted to Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficient spectrogram images as input to a CNN can
achieve a high accuracy results; with classification of
validation data scoring an accuracy of 99.08% correct
classification of COVID and NON COVID labeled images.
Hence, it can be used practically for detection of COVID-19
from CT images. The work here provides a proof of concept
that high accuracy can be achieved with a moderate dataset,
which can have a significant impact in this area.

the world; on 3 January 2020, the World Health
Organization declared that COVID-19 is a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC), and
confirmed it as an epidemic on 11 March 2020 [1]. The
virus is transmitted largely through close contact and via
respiratory droplets delivered when the patient sneezes or
coughs. The symptoms of this virus are coughing,
difficulty in breathing, stomach ache and fever. No
antibiotics, antibodies or precise treatment for COVID-19
infectivity is presented. Researches efforts are in progress
into diverse aspects of COVID-19 including diagnostic
tools for determining who has the virus at early stages.

Keywords - Biomedical imaging, COVID-19, Computed
tomography, feature extraction, MFCC, image classification,
CNN

In this research, the achievability of high accuracy image
classification is scrutinized of COVID-19 Computed
Tomography scan (CT) images. CT images (PNG and
JPEG formats) are used as it is faster, ability to provide
pictures of tissues, organs, skeletal structure also quick,
painless, and noninvasive. Then the CT image is passed
to a MFCC feature extraction stage at which features are
extracted in a form of an image. This image is passed to a
CNN which is built using python (Tensor Flow
environment) to predict the presence of Covid-19 in the
patient or not. In this scope, a diagnostic software
application would be available for more accurate and
rapid detection of Covid-19 infection.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Respiratory viruses are the most numerous contributory
agents of disease in humans, with considerable impact on
morbidity rate and humanity globally, that leads to
significant cause of illness and death around the world.
Roughly one-quarter of all deaths worldwide are related
to Covid-19 (corona virus) respiratory infections,
particularly in impecunious populations across the world
wide where Covid-19 cases are fatality remarkably higher
than before. Corona-Virus is presently an extensive
infective worldwide disease which was caused by a virus
named SARS-CoV-2, was very first apprised in Wuhan,
China in December 2019 and later in many parts all over
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Nowadays, Artificial Intelligence (AI) the superlative
power used worldwide, which can scrutinize the rapidity
and detection of the growth rate of Covid-19 virus, and
categorize the risk and cruelty of Corona virus on patients
using deep learning (DL).
DL is a subclass of machine learning (ML) that focuses
on constructing a deep structural neural network (NN)
models that learn from data using algorithms of feedforward and back-propagation. The DL outperformed in
the last two decades in various activities. However, it
takes a huge amount of data to understand. DL algorithms
usually involve Deep Belief Networks (DBN), Deep
Neural Network (DNN), and Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (Deep CNN).
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II.

CHEST CT SCAN IMAGE

The role of COVID-19 in research nowadays is growing
to improve imaging for treatment and diagnosis. CT
images are two-dimensional pictures that represent threedimensional physical objects. The images are made
by converting electrical energy (moving electrons) into
X-ray photons, passing the photons throughout an object,
and then converting the measured photons back into
electrons. Also it can detect complex bone fractures and
tumors. If a patient is infected with cancer, emphysema,
heart disease or liver tumors and masses, CT scans can
mark it or help consultants distinguish any changes.
The infection triggers an enormous spectrum of CT scan
imaging discoveries, most commonly lung periphery
consolidations and ground-glass opacities. The sensitivity
of Chest CT to diagnose COVID-19 is found to be
appreciably higher with good resolution and can occur
prior to a positive viral lab test. Therefore, hospitals with
large quantities of admissions use CT for the fast
emergency of patients with conceivable COVID-19
disease in epidemic territories, where the basic healthcare
system is under pressure. Chest CT plays an important
role in the estimation of COVID-19 patients with
rigorous and compound respiratory symptoms. Based on
CT scans, it is possible to determine how defectively the
lungs are compromised and how the sickness of the
individual progresses, which is effective in making
medical decisions. There is a growing consideration of
the sudden occurrence of lung defects that are such as
abdominal CT scans for bowel disorders or patients
without respiratory symptoms [2]. In this pandemic, by
reducing the strain on clinicians, the evaluation of AI
may become the most significant factor. AI can analyze
the images in less than 10 seconds. [3].
Therefore, advanced image processing with MFCC and
artificial neural network has the possibility to
significantly improve the function of CT in COVID-19
detection by allowing a large proportion of patients to
identify disease easily and rapidly with accuracy. A chest
CT image (JPEG) is shown in Figure 1.

III.

METHODOLGY

Covid-19 CT image is producing sufficient information
for good Covid-19 discrimination. Capturing this
information in a form and size which allows efficient
modeling is efficient. Several features extraction
techniques are used in signal recognition system such
linear prediction coefficients.
In this paper we propose a MFCC-CNN model to further
quicken the prediction process of Covid-19 recognition
method based on the Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs) for extracting features composite
within wavelet transform of the image that will assist in
achieving a higher recognition rate by passing it to a
CNN. After passing the image to CNN, this will yield to
predict whether the patient has a Covid-19 virus or not.
Extraction of CT image using Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients
Feature extraction can be defined as the process of
reducing the amount of data present in a given image
sample while retaining image discriminative information.
The concept of feature extraction contributes to the goal
of identifying Covid-19 CT image based on producing
sufficient information for good Covid-19 discrimination,
capturing this information in a form and size which
allows efficient modeling. Several features extraction
techniques are used in signal recognition system such
linear prediction coefficients (LPC), linear predictive
cepstral coefficients (LPCC), perceptual linear predictive
analysis (PLP), and Mel Frequency Spectrum
Coefficients (MFCC) which is currently the most popular
and it is discussed in this paper. Mel-frequency Cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs) are coefficients that have been used
to represent signal distribution. MFCCs are commonly
used as features in speech recognition systems. MFCC
features are derived through cepstral analysis and are
warped according to the Mel-scale which emphasizes low
frequency components over the higher frequency
components. The steps from image to coefficients by
MFCC (Fig. 2) are:
A.

(1) Slicing of the original waveform into predetermined
window size.
(2) Performing Fourier Transformation (FFT) on the
sliced signal.
(3) Mapping the log amplitudes of the spectrum onto the
Mel scale, using triangular overlapping filters.
(4) Performing Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) on
the Mel log amplitudes.
Figure 1. Chest CT-Scan Image

(5) The resulting amplitudes of the spectrum are the
MFCCs.
Calculation of MFCC features proceeds similarly to the
Cepstral transformation process: the input converted
image is firstly framed and windowed. The Fourier
Transform is then taken and the magnitude of the
resulting spectrum is warped by the Mel-scale. The log of
this spectrum is then taken and a Discrete Cosine
Transform is applied [4]. The Mel is a unit of measure of
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perceived pitch or frequency of a tune. The Mel- scale is
therefore a mapping between the real frequency scale
(Hz) and the perceived frequency scale (Mels). The name
Mel comes from the word melody to indicate that the
scale is based on pitch comparisons. The Mapping is
virtually linear below 1 KHz. A popular formula to
convert f hertz into m Mel is given as in (1):
m= 2595 log10 ((f/700) +1)
Input CTimage

Image to signal conversion

Continuous signal

Windowing
Figure 3. MFCC Output of Covid-19 image
Widowed Frame

B. MFCC-CNN classification
Fast Fourier transform
Signal in frequency domain

Logarithm

MFCC-CNN architectures are very effective for
classifying image data. Images extracted from MFCC
is represented as an image as shown in Figure 4. This
is done to each image present in the training,
validation and testing samples. We have got a total of

Log Mel Spectrum

Discrete Cosine Transform

Inverse FFT
Coefficients of Covid 19 CT
image
Figure 2. MFCC stages diagram

Fig.3. MFCC Feature Extraction Process

Figure 4. MFCC of Covid-19 image

We used a deep convolutional neural network, with
multiple hidden layers and a binary dense output layer
for label classification. The layers are:
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Convolutional Layer: Applying 32 5x5 filters
(extracting 5x5-pixel sub-regions) after resizing
the image to 128 by 128 and adjusting the image
orientation,
Pooling Layer: This will perform max pooling
with a 2x2 filter for down sampling and stride of
2 (which specifies that pooled regions do not
overlap).
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Convolutional Layer: It applies 36 3x3 filters,
with ReLU activation function.
Pooling Layer: Again, performing max Pooling
with a 2x2 filters and stride of 2.
The dropout regularization rate of 0.5 (where the
probability of 0.5 that any given element will be
dropped in training)
Dense Layer: One neuron for each target class.
Input MFCC image

Resize image to 128 * 128

Adjust image orientation

Extract the MFCC of the
image

Save the MFCC into
dataset

True Positives (tp): the number of states correctly
predicted by the classifier for having Covid-19 and
actually infected by Covid-19.
False Positives (fp): The number of patients incorrectly
predicted by the classifier infected by Covid-19 and
actually healthy.
True Negatives (tn): represents the number of patients
correctly healthy and actually doesn’t have Covid-19.
False Negative (fn): which represents the number of
patients misclassified as healthy but actually they are
infected by Covid-19.
Accuracy: the relation of correctly classified patients
(tp+tn) to the total number of patients (tp+tn+fp+fn).
Precision: The ratio of correctly classified cases with
Covid-19 (tp) to the total number of patients predicted to
have the disease (tp+fp), and correctly predicted by the
classifier.
Recall: is the ratio of correctly classified patients with
Covid-19 virus (tp) divided by total number of patients
who have actually have Covid-19 virus.
Area under the curve AUC which is the measure of the
ability of a classifier to distinguish between classes (auc)
and sensitivity.
This CNN modeling and training produced an accuracy
of 99.08% using early stopping call back of the best epoch
(31st epoch) and 98.93% accuracy for full epochs training
as shown in Figures 6 & 7 respectively with the metrics
token in considerations.
The CNN metrics evaluated a true positive value of 642
images, a false positive value of 6 images, a true negative
value of 650 images, a false negative value of 6 images
and a precision of 99% with recall value of 99.07% and
100% sensitivity.

Train with 70% of the
dataset
Validate with 15% of the
dataset
Test with 15% of the dataset

Figure 5. MFCC Feature Extraction Process

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The dataset used in this research consists of 1832 CTimage is collected from various trustful sources. It consists
of 916 covid images and 916 Non-covid images by which
a MFCC feature extraction is done to each of the dataset
image. The resulting MFCC image samples are divided
into 668 training images as Covid-19 and 668 training
images as Non-Covid. Also 248 validation samples (124
images of Covid-19 and 124 images of non covid ), 248
test samples (124 images of Covid-19 and 124 images of
non covid) batch size of 32 , epochs number of 50 epochs
and 41 steps per epoch ( calculated by floor dividing the
number of training samples by batch size). The
performance metrics token in considerations in each epoch
were:
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Figure 6. Resultant Accuracy using early stopping call back

Figure 7. Resultant Accuracy after epochs

Both of the Covid labels for the MFCC images in the
validation dataset were correctly classified. The prediction
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result of a Covid-19 and Non-Covid MFCC image cases is
shown in Figure 8 & 9 respectively.

Figure 8. Prediction result of Covid-19 image case

Figure 9. Prediction result of Non- Covid case.

A comparison of our results against similar research work
can be seen in Table 1 below.
Classifier

Accuracy

Logistic Regression

65%

Reference

V.
CONCULSION
This research presents an advanced method for Covid-19
identification based on converting the Covid-19 image
into one dimensional signal, then extracting MFCCs
features of this modeled signal in the form of an image.
In this research paper, the deep learning technique has
been applied to clinical images of different types of
respiratory viruses (COVID-19). This shows the
knowledge gained by model trained for detecting and
identifying COVID-19 is pretty good. This makes the
extraordinary work easier by using existing model for
determining COVID-19. It is difficult to detect the
abnormal features from images due to the noise
impedance from lesions and tissues. For this reason, Mel
Frequency Ceptral Coefficient (MFCC) feature extraction
is consummated which focus only on the area of interest
to detect COVID-19 out of CT image. The classifier used
in this research demonstrated a high accuracy of 98.93%
for full epoch and 99.08% for the best epoch compared to
the other studies, marginally outperforming good
acceptable results. In the field of biomedical, Covid-19
detection is an essential and promising technology.
Boundless work has been reported on Covid-19
identification and verification although the importance of
Covid-19 image features. Covid-19 recognition based on
extracting features is tedious work and requires high
computational complexities. The obtained accuracy is
better than that obtained of Logistic Regression, Random
forest, SVM, CNN (applied to Covid images), CNN
(applied to MFCC of Covid coughs). These results are
highly encouraging and provide further opportunities for
research by the academic community on this important
topic.
VI. FUTURE WORK
As a future work, the direction for this research would be
to use this methodology to diagnose the severity of
illness, and differentiate between possible diagnoses and
similar diseases. Taking in considerations to apply this
proposed method on various biomedical cases such as
viral pneumonia, Alzheimer cases, breast cancer ECT.
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Creating a synthetic image for evaluation of
vignetting modeling and estimation
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Abstract—Vignetting is an effect caused by camera settings
or lens limitations. It is also known as the ”light fall-of”
where the intensity of light decreases from the middle to the
edges. Vignetting has become popular in various scientific
papers where attempts are made to remove vignetting by
various methods. The idea of this article would be to design a
synthetic image of the vignetting effect that would mimic the
starry night sky. It would be made by adding random white
pixels to a previously set positive constant value modeling the
sky glow, also adding Gaussian or Poison noise after applying
vignetting effect itself with an arbitrarily chosen center point.
Parameters of the vignetting module can be set manually
defining the ground truth module, thus modeling the actual
multispectral lens response functions. Such an image could be
used as ground truth for vignetting modeling and estimation
functions to evaluate different methods and their accuracy
as a function of signal to noise (SNR) ratio and noise type.
The image is tested on two vignetting correction functions,
both functions show great results, only the first has larger
residual gain variations, especially toward the frame corners.
Keywords—vignetting correction, starry night sky, radialgradient method, synthetic image

I. INTRODUCTION

Vignetting, also known as ”light fall-off”, is a phenomenon of brightness attenuation away from the image
center. It is an effect caused by camera settings or lens
limitations, also it happens mostly due to the effective size
of the aperture limit, resulting in a gradual fading of the
image at points near the periphery. Vignetting also can be
caused by shortening the light beams at oblique angles to
the optical axis.
This effect doesn’t bother the average human eye but is
undesirable in image processing and analysis in computer
vision algorithms that require and rely on accurate intensity data to analyze the scene as accurately as possible,
and it should be corrected. There are many methods for
vignetting correction, some are commercial which store
the collected data and perform ready-made corrections
within the camera, and noncommercial methods. Such
This work was supported in part by the Croatian Science Foundation under Project IP-2019-04-6703 and DOK-2021-02-6215 and
in part by the European Regional Development Fund under Grant
KK.01.1.1.01.0009 (DATACROSS). Any opinions, findings, and conclusions to recommendations expressed in this material are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Croatian Science
Foundation.
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methods can be single image vignetting corrections or
corrections with multiple images merged. Most common
methods assume radial characteristics of vignetting [1]
[2]. Light fall-off is most often displayed and modeled as
radially symmetrical around the optical center point, thus
the center point should be known. Most of the techniques
assume that the optical center is at the center of the image,
but in practice, it can be slightly shifted from the center
of the image [3]. In that case for accurate removal of
vignetting effect, the actual center should be known or
somehow estimated from the image [4]. Also, there are
cases of non-radial vignetting of camera lens systems, such
an approach leads to insufficient correction [5].
Vignetting correction can be done post-imaging with
professional software packages that integrate various tools
for vignetting correction. The degree of vignetting depends
on the aperture, lens characteristics, and exposure. Because
of its characteristics, it is not an invariable effect and is
difficult to correct automatically and its correction settings
may have to be visually assessed for each image [6]. In
this paper, we describe the evaluation of vignetting model
by designing a synthetic image of the vignetting effect
that would mimic the actual image of the starry night sky.
The ultimate goal is to design an algorithm for precise
estimation of the actual vignetting model of an unknown
lens from a single image of the night sky. The assumption
is that the atmospheric sky glow caused by light pollution creates homogeneous light sources with almost flat
illumination, which is usually very hard to achieve in a
laboratory setup with artificially illuminated screens. There
exist several commercial companies that evaluate lenses,
and test them in detail to identify and quantify various
problems that occur due to the physical characteristics of
the lens. That kind of research is expensive and often
tedious, so the proposed method is a good replacement
because it is fast and cheap and it can identify any form
of vignetting regardless of the lens type directly from a
single image.
II. RELATED WORKS
Companies such as Imaging Resource and DxOMark
perform lens reviews by testing in labs and real-world
shooting. DxOMark’s commercial facility DxO labs measures and analyzes interchangeable lenses and camera
bodies for raw-based image quality factors: resolution,
transmission, distortion, vignetting, and chromatic aber-
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ration. They have developed state-of-the-art testing facilities to ensure that measurements are accurate, reliable,
repeatable, and cover the desired range of image quality
parameters. They ensure that all cameras and lenses have
the same test conditions. To be able to test, they need a laboratory that contains test targets for cameras, light boxes,
lighting systems, light meters, spectrometers, telemeters,
etc. To measure vignetting they use a white background
with a black dot chart. To increase the accuracy of the
vignetting measurement, calibrated camera-lens combinations are used to characterize the actual illumination
uniformity of the chart. The light temperature is set to
correspond to daylight. Only the widest possible aperture
is usually taken into account [7].
Other than commercial vignetting correction, there are
methods based on single-image vignetting correction and
correction with multiple images. Some of the algorithms
require specific information about an optical system or the
vignette model, while on the other hand, some algorithms
do not require this information to correct the vignetting.
Later model-based methods usually require that specific
information about the optical system or vignetting model is
known and that the function of the vignette and the actual
center of the image is estimated. The shape of vignetting
can be affected by various unknown parameters of the lens
and aperture making it impossible to model vignetting for
the most general case. Also, the vignetting function can
become difficult to observe because the off-center axis and
the tilt of the camera can make vignetting irregular and
asymmetrical [8].
Single image vignetting correction methods use only
the information available in a single arbitrary image. One
of the methods is single-image vignetting correction with
radial gradient and the semicircular tangential gradient
where the optical center is precisely determined from a single input image. It is not a segmentation-based approach,
and thus it is faster [4]. An algorithm for a single-sky
image that is taken by a large-aperture optical system for
robustly determining the vignetting function is designed to
determine the vignetting function, ie its distortion without
knowing the parameters or model of the optical system
because the large aperture optical system is difficult to
model [8]. Also, our method is motivated by the concept
of using the night sky image as a sample to identify and
calibrate the unknown lens vignetting model. The antivignetting method is concerned with the estimation of a
correction factor at each pixel position. In such a method
there are two cases, the first is based on wavelet denoising
with decimation, and the other employs approximation to
the distribution of correction factors by using 2-D hypercosine function [9]. Kang and Weiss showed that is possible
to calibrate the camera using constant illumination on a
flat textureless surface by estimating the vignette function
based on the model information [10].
The developed synthetic model of vignetting effect will
be used for objective validation of various algorithms
based on estimating models from one image, including
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our algorithm which we are still developing, so alternative
methods that use more than one image instead will not be
discussed in detail, although they have clear advantages
in certain applications where the multiplicity of imaging
of slightly shifted frames is a natural consequence of the
application itself.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
This article is focused on the method of creating a
synthetic image of the night sky for vignetting correction
and estimation. It starts from the dark background, to
which a constant value is added to mimic a constant sky
glow. On the dark background, randomly arranged white
pixels are added that are representing the stars. Then the
vignetting effect is applied to the constructed image, and
vignetting shape can be different (arbitrary). In the end, the
noise is added, which is always present in the photographs,
to make the picture as credible as possible to the real raw
(linear) digital image. The equation is given in 1 where
I represents the final picture, I’ picture of constant value
with random white pixels, V is a vignette, and  is the
noise.
I = I0 · V + 

(1)

The obtained image will be tested through ready-made
functions for vignetting correction and to check their
correctness. The relative error, maximum and minimum
values of deviations between the estimated and given
model will be calculated and shown in figures. The dimensions of the created image are chosen as modest 300x400
pixels, to facilitate the presentation of results, but any
resolution can be used.
A. Types of vignetting
There are four types of vignetting characteristics for any
optical system: mechanical vignetting, optical vignetting,
natural vignetting, and pixel vignetting.
Mechanical vignetting is a type where complete blackening can occur. It appears when external objects such
as thick or stacked filters, secondary lenses, and improper
lens hoods partially block light rays emanating from offaxis object points. The rate of the fall of light intensity
depends on the lens aperture. The smaller the aperture
setting on the camera, the worse mechanical vignetting
gets. Aperture reduction will help to reduce this type of
vignetting.
Optical vignetting is caused by the physical dimensions
of several parts of the lens. The rear elements are shaded
by the elements in front of them, so the effective opening
of the lens for incident light off-axis is reduced. As a
result, there is a gradual decrease in light intensity towards
the edges of the image. This type of vignette is sensitive
to aperture and can be completely prevented by stopping
the lens (reducing the aperture), usually by two or three
stops.
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Natural vignetting is not the result of the blocking of
light rays. The illumination falloff is approximated by the
cosine fourth law and is proportional to the fourth power
of the cosine of the angle at which the light drops on the
film or sensor array. Unlike optical vignetting, it cannot
be compensated by stopping down the lens. But it can be
compensated with a gradual gray filter or postprocessing
techniques.
Pixel vignetting occurs only in digital systems and is
caused by the angle dependence of the digital sensors. It
is caused by the fact, that light falling on a sensor at a
right angle produces a stronger signal than light hitting
it at an oblique angle. This type can be reduced by using
microlens over the sensor. Most cameras, when converting
raw sensor data into standard image formats such as JPEG,
use built-in image processing to compensate for optical
and pixel vignetting [11], [6] , [12], [13].
The method in this article tries to jointly cover all
the effects of vignetting through a simple parametric
model. Such a method requires a small number of input
parameters and ensures the smoothness of the vignetting
model, which is consistent with the properties of the actual
vignetting response. This makes it easy and quick to use.
B. Shapes of vignetting
The appearance of vignetting depends on the position
of the lens and its closure, so there may be different forms
of attenuation of light intensity towards the edges. Those
covered in this article are radial with the center in the
image center, radial shape with the shifted center, nonrotated elliptical shape, and rotated elliptical shape.

V = f (R0 )

(2)

R0 =

R
· k(θ)
maxR
(3)

The vignetting equation is given in 2 which represents the generalized radial model from which we start.
In the equation, the f is desired vignetting function of
normalized radius R’ which is given in 3. More precisely,
R
the actual normalized radius maxR
is multiplied by an
angle-dependent factor k(θ), which can be used to model
vignetting that is not necessarily radially symmetric. For
radially symmetric vignetting, k(θ) will be a constant,
and thus vignetting becomes a simple function of the
normalized radius multiplied by a constant term k. The
higher the factor, the faster the function decreases towards
the edge of the frame, the same as when the aperture of
the actual lens increases.
R2 = (x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2
k(θ) = φ ·

p

1 − (e · cos(θ − θ0 ))2

(4)
(5)

The equation for k(θ) can be given as a generalized
model that can cover both, radial and elliptic models in 5.
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This factor k depends on a constant φ which is determined
by the dimension of the sensor and the focal length of
the lens, on factor e which represents eccentricity which
depends on the major (a) and minor (b) semi-axis whose
equation is given in 6, on θ which is the angle of each pixel
position relative to the shifted origin (x0,y0) and finally on
θ0 which represents a rotation of the elliptical model (ie
angle of the major semi-axis relative to the x-axis passing
through the shifted origin). This rotation angle θ0 can take
unique values from - π2 to π2 due to the symmetry of the
ellipse.
r
e=

1−

a2
(6)
b2

V = cos(R0 )4 (7)

In our experiments in which we used a constant factor
k(θ) for the radially symmetric vignetting model (e=0),
the chosen value for the constant was k= φ = π/4. This
corresponds to the case of natural vignetting when the
lens focus is equal to half the diagonal of the sensor (eg
21,6 mm for the full-frame sensor 24x36 mm). For this
case, the intensity of the farthest pixel at the corners of
the sensor will be equal to a quarter of the intensity of
the center pixel. This constant φ can be adjusted to model
the natural vignetting response of the actual lens for its
object field of view width (90 deg for the same example).
Of course, such natural vignetting for long focal length
lenses is negligible, while the dominant source becomes
the optical vignetting for wide apertures.
As a special case, which will also be used in our
experiments for illustration purposes, the commonly used
natural vignetting function f(R’) is chosen, that is simply
the fourth power of the cosine of scaled normalized pixel
radius according to equation 7 [14].

Fig. 1: Centered radial model
The best known and most common form of vignetting
is the radial model, which can be centered in the center
of the image or slightly shifted, depending on the settings
and positions of the camera lens with which we take a
photo. For the radial vignetting e is equal to zero because
a is equal to b. Thus, the equation for central vignetting
is simply defined by the equation of the circle given in 4
where x0 and y0 are equal to zero since the frame origin
(center of the image) coincides with the origin of the radial
vignetting model as shown in Fig1.
For the shifted model, x0 and y0 assume a non-zero
value as the new center of the vignetting function relative
to the image origin shown in Fig2. The reason for such
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Fig. 2: Shifted radial model

a shift is the non-ideality of the lens and mechanical
misalignment of the sensor origin relative to the optical
axis. Mechanical imperfections can cause such shifting.
For the elliptical vignetting model a and b are not
the same value, and thus eccentricity e is not zero. Two
examples are shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4., both with ab = 2.
The former without rotation of the major semi-axis θ0 =
0 centered and the frame origin, and the later with rotated
ellipse, θ0 = π6 with shifted origin to (x0 ,y0 )= (20,30).

Fig. 3: Centered elliptic model

Fig. 4: Rotated and shifted elliptic model

C. Noise in images
Noise in the image is a random variation of brightness,
it is an undesirable phenomenon that obscures the desired
information from the captured image. It can range from
almost imperceptibly smudges in a photo taken in good
lighting, to images that are almost completely noisy and
can produce a small amount of useful information. Since
noise occurs in almost every photograph, it might easily
affect the estimation of the vignetting model, and therefore
in our image synthesis, the Gaussian or Poison noise will
be added to the clean image to mimic this process.
Night sky images are usually taken with long exposure
and sometimes with high ISO settings of the camera,
which makes the noise issue even more important. Due
to noise, it is more difficult to recognize a given form of
vignetting and estimate it. Therefore, deviations between
the estimated and the actual model often occur, especially
in the case when the sensor response to sky glow intensity
is comparable magnitude to the added noise.
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The synthetic image was created for two different
models based on the assumption of a radial vignette model
whose center may be in the center of the photograph or
slightly shifted. Only images with the radial vignetting
model were used (centered and shifted) because none of
the two used functions is currently adapted to estimate and
correct different shapes of the vignette.

Fig. 5: Synthetic image of the night sky with centered
radial vignetting effect
One of the functions for estimating vignetting is based
on the article [1]. This function was chosen because it was
found ready-made and published online so that the image
could be readily tested. In the function, they look for parts
of the image where vignetting can be distinguished from
other sources of intensity variation. The algorithm is based
on iterative segmentation, estimation of vignetting parameters, and image correction in each iteration assuming that
each iteration improves accuracy. The second function is
of our own design and is still in process of development so
at this point we cannot disclose detailed information about
it, but we also use this method to identify and compensate
for the vignetting of the synthetic image being analyzed.
To validate the effectiveness of estimation, the reciprocal estimated model was applied to the given vignetting
used for the synthetic image construction. In an ideal case,
the result should be a flat surface, and deviations from
this flat surface can be used as a measure of estimation
accuracy. The residual surface was normalized to the unit
median, and residual gain deviations were determined.
Relative gain errors of the compensated model are shown
in all figures.

Fig. 6: The residual deviation of compensated vignetting
for the method in [1] for the centered model
Figures 6 and 8 show results of synthetic image vignetting correction for both methods for the case of a
vignetting center that matches the image center (0,0). All
results (except Fig 10) are shown for the case of Poison
noise corruption applied to synthetic images with an SNR
level of around 50 dB. Analogously, figures 7 and 9 show
the deviation surface between the estimated and given
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Fig. 7: The residual deviation of compensated vignetting
for the method in [1] for the shifted model

model for the shifted center of vignetting model to the
position (5,10).
Figure 6 shows the results of the deviation between
the given and the estimated model for the first function.
Deviations of the corrected surface are larger towards the
frame edges. The maximum negative deviation is -5.8%
of the unit value, while the maximum positive deviation
reaches 12.4% in the image corners. The same algorithm
was applied to the shifted vignetting model, with residual
deviations shown in Fig 7. The maximum negative and
positive deviations are -5,4% and + 12,1% respectively,
which is comparable to the first centered case.
Results of vignetting estimation and correction using
our method are shown in figures 8 and 9 for the centered
and shifted case. Residual surfaces are almost ideally
flat with significant deviations only in the very image
corners. For the centered model, a maximum positive
gain deviation is 6.5% and is almost identical in all four
corners, while for the shifted model, a maximum positive
deviation of 8.1% occurs in one of the four corners.

Fig. 10: The results of the deviation of our function for
the centered circle, SNR = 5.98dB

Fig. 11: The binary matrix of the deviation of our
function for the centered circle, SNR = 5.98dB
estimate of gain error STD σ is 0.425%. The maximum
positive gain deviations of outliers are +5.9% again in the
frame corners.
SNR[dB]

min-dev %

max-dev %

std %

valid pixels %

50
40
20
5

5.1
5
5,9
7.5

11.1
11.1
11.2
11.5

2.28
2.42
2.83
4.78

75.7
76.5
73.3
56.9

TABLE I: Parameters for Gaussian noise of centered
radial model f1
SNR[dB]

min-dev %

max-dev %

std %

valid pixels %

50
40
20
5

5
5.2
5.9
6.6

11.1
11.1
11.3
11.6

2.23
2.24
2.76
4.24

75
75.6
75.4
69.8

TABLE II: Parameters for Poison noise of centered
radial model f1
Fig. 8: The surface of our function for the centered circle

SNR[dB]

min-dev %

max-dev %

std %

valid pixels %

50
40
20
5

5.1
5.2
5.4
7.8

11.4
11.3
11.3
12

2.42
2.43
2.83
3.76

77.6
77.9
75
41.9

TABLE III: Parameters for Gaussian noise of shifted
radial model f1

Fig. 9: The surface of our function for the shifted circle
Figures 10 and 11 show the residual surface and binary
gain-outlier mask when SNR is only 5.98 dB for the case
of the centered vignetting model. It is noticeable that when
the noise is stronger, there are deviations not only on the
edges but also in the middle. Outlier mask displays as
white dots those pixels whose gain error deviate by more
than +/-3σ from the unit value. In this case, the robust
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SNR[dB]

min-dev %

max-dev %

std %

valid pixels %

50
40
20
5

5.4
5.6
5.4
6.9

11.1
11.3
11.4
11.8

2.31
2.46
2.73
3.54

80
79.2
75.3
70.8

TABLE IV: Parameters for Poison noise of shifted radial
model f1
Tables I to VIII show the maximum negative and
positive gain deviations, robust estimates of gain error
standard deviations, and percentages of correctly compensated pixels (i.e. those within the +/-3 σ) for different SNR
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SNR[dB]

min-dev %

max-dev %

std %

valid pixels %

50
40
20
5

0
0
0
0

6.6
6.4
6.5
8.1

0.195
0.195
0.20
0.274

99.8
99.8
99.8
98.7

TABLE V: Parameters for Gaussian noise of centered
radial model f2
SNR[dB]

min-dev %

max-dev %

std %

valid pixels %

50
40
20
5

0
0
0
0

6.5
6.8
7,5
6,4

0.194
0.197
0.208
0.269

99.8
99.8
99.8
99.1

TABLE VI: Parameters for Poison noise of centered
radial model f2
SNR[dB]

min-dev %

max-dev %

std %

valid pixels %

50
40
20
5

0
0
0
0

9.1
8.4
8.7
15.6

0.155
0.141
0.204
0.287

99.9
99.8
99.9
99.7

TABLE VII: Parameters for Gaussian noise of shifted
radial model f2
SNR[dB]

min-dev %

max-dev %

std %

valid pixels %

50
40
20
5

0
0
0
0

8.1
8.4
8.8
11.5

0.143
0.150
0.176
0.288

99.9
99.9
99.9
99.7

TABLE VIII: Parameters for Poison noise of shifted
radial model f2

levels of Poison and Gaussian noise for both methods.
The first four tables are for the method in [1], while the
remaining four comprise the results of our method for the
same set of synthetic images. Ideally, the STD of gain error
should be as low as possible, while the percentage of valid
pixels should be as high as possible. Both methods exhibit
relatively high robustness to the noise, and the objective
correction performance is similar for the wide range of
noise levels from 50 to 20 dB. With SNR of only 5 dB, the
STD of gain error increases, but not drastically. Clearly,
our method outperforms the method from [1] significantly,
regarding the gain error STD as well as outlier percentage.
The STD is by more than an order of magnitude lower,
while the percentage of outliers is in the order of 0.1%
to 0.2% of pixels, while the percentage of outliers for the
method form [1] is in the range from 25 to 30%.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper describes the method for creating a synthetic
image that mimics the starry night sky by modeling the
different types of vignetting. With such an image, the
functions for vignetting estimation and compensation can
be objectively tested because the applied vignetting model
is known (specified). The synthetic image incorporates
typical forms of noise, to check for the robustness of
vignetting compensation to the effects of high-level noise.
The developed synthesis method was used to objectively
compare two examples of vignetting correction functions
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and the results are presented. The objective performance
was evaluated using a robust STD estimate of residual
gain variations and by a percentage of gain outliers. It
could be seen that the first function known from the
literature works well for both centered and shifted radial
vignetting for images with SNR of 20dB or better, but has
relatively large residual gain variations, especially toward
the frame corners. The second tested function is of our
own design and for now, it works almost ideally on the
central and shifted radial model. The function itself is still
in the process of testing and adapting to different types of
vignetting which will be the focus of our future research.
The function will also be adapted for more complicated
forms of vignetting. Such an image serves as ground
truth for further research and testing of existing and novel
vignetting correction functions.
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Abstract—Image and video data of people, shared voluntarily
and involuntarily, is ubiquitous. There is an increased need
for techniques that enable privacy protection via removal of
personally identifiable information in such data, spurred by
regulatory interest and increased social awareness of privacy
implications. In this paper, we introduce a privacy preservation
pipeline that enables de-identifying personal data in images and
videos via replacement image synthesis while retaining data utility. We utilize the recently proposed convolutional VQGANs with
autoregressive transformers to synthesize realistic and fully deidentified images of people that are then blended with the original
scene. Experimental results show that the method provides strong
de-identification while retaining the realism of the scene.
Keywords—sensitive data, de-identification, privacy protection,
generative adversarial networks, transformers, machine learning,
deep learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Images and videos of people are at the core of modern web,
with enormous amounts of data being processed and stored by
platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, TikTok, etc.
While these platforms count on voluntary participation of their
users in terms of uploading image and video content, there
has been increased regulatory interest in privacy preservation
of those people whose data might have been acquired by the
platforms without their awareness or explicit consent. One
example is the Google Street View acquisition process which
often captures images of people standing in the streets being
filmed. While filming people in public spaces is legal in most
jurisdictions, there are nevertheless privacy implications of
sharing the unredacted content of these images on Google
Street View, exposing e.g. a person’s location at a given time,
whom they associate with etc. and making this information
publicly available and very easily accessible. Although Google
Street View attempts to de-identify people in these images by
blurring their faces, it is still possible to affirm the identity
of the de-identified people from other soft biometric and nonbiometric features, e.g. hairstyle, tattoos, clothing, personal
items the person is carrying etc. Furthermore, it has been
shown that de-identification by simple blurring is vulnerable
to the re-identification technique called parrot recognition [1].
In order to provide an acceptable level of de-identification
in images containing people, a comprehensive approach that
takes into account not only the face but also other identify-
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Fig. 1. Example of a de-identified image using the GAN-based pipeline
proposed in [1]. It can be seen that the generated image is of a low resolution
and contains artefacts. While the person is successfully de-identified, the end
result does not look fully natural.

ing features as well is needed, while using more advanced
techniques than simple blurring.
In this paper, we propose a novel pipeline for person deidentification in images that enables rendering synthetic but
realistic de-identified overlays over original person images,
preserving the pose of the person but significantly altering
their appearance in terms of clothing and face. Our pipeline
utilizes transformer-based generative adversarial networks to
produce high resolution realistic images of people with altered
clothing and facial structures.
II. R ELATED WORK
Early research on de-identification focused mainly on deidentifying obviously personally identifiable information such
as faces. Proposed techniques included various simple image
transformations such as face blurring or pixelation [2]. However, such simple transformations turned out to be inefficient
for reliable de-identification, as identities can be easily recovered by training a face recognizer on images with known identities transformed in the same manner (e.g. blurred images)
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[3]. Subsequent work on face de-identification focused on
alternative approaches such as e.g. replacing faces with similar
faces from a public image database [4] or with a rendered 3D
model [5]. However, while de-identifying the face might seem
as a solid privacy preservation technique at a first glance, it
has been shown [6], [7] that even if the face is reliably deidentified, identities of people can still be inferred with relative
ease using other available features and contextual information.
For example, Fig. 1 (left) shows an image of a person dressed
in easily identifiable and distinguishable clothing that should
be recognizable to anyone who is acquainted with the person.
Together with other contextual informaton (e.g. the fact that
this person is at a specific location at a specific time of day),
this might be sufficient to infer the identity of the person even
if their face is not identifiable.
Consequently, recently there has been an increased interest
in de-identifying not only faces in images, but also full
body information, including soft biometric and non-biometric
features [8] such as tattoos, hairstyles, clothing etc. Early
works included e.g. [9] where privacy protection in video
data was ensured through replacing the detected pedestrians
with colored rectangles. In another early work [10], full body
de-identification was achieved via two strategies: exponential
pixel blurring and line integral convolution.
Later works placed more emphasis on preserving the naturalness of the de-identified images, often through the use
of generative adversarial networks (GANs) for synthesizing
realistic images to act as replacements for the original images
[11]. For example, in our own work [1] we proposed a GANbased pipeline for full body and face de-identification of
humans in images. We used GANs to independently synthesize
(i) an alternative clothing image for a person based on semantic
clothing segmentation and (ii) a synthetic face for a person.
The results were then blended and combined to form a full
body de-identified image. While the rendered results offered
a significantly better level of de-identified image realism
than concurrent state of the art, these images were still not
fully photorealistic due to the limitations of early GANs, as
illustrated in Fig. 1 (right). There were two main limitations:
first, the resolution of the generated image was low, and
second, the generated image often contained artefacts.
Recently, transformer architectures [12] have been gaining
significant traction in the computer vision community, outperforming traditional CNN-based state of the art in various
computer vision tasks [13]. For example, Esser et al. [14]
introduced a hybrid approach that combines CNNs and transformers for high resolution image synthesis, termed VQGAN.
In VQGAN, a codebook of image constituents is learned using
CNNs in an architecture similar to vector-quantized variational
autoencoders (VQVAE) [15] and transformers are utilized for
high-resolution image synthesis from these constituents. In
contrast to traditional GAN architectures, VQGAN has been
shown to be capable of producing convincing synthetic images
in the megapixel range.
In this paper, we consider the application of the VQGAN
architecture to the problem of full body de-identification. We
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Person segmentation

Mask-conditioned
VQGAN image
synthesis

Face detection

Composing the final
de-identified image

Fig. 2. The four stages the proposed pipeline.

propose a de-identification pipeline similar to our previous
work [1], but emphasize the goal of obtaining de-identified
images of a perceptually higher quality.
III. T HE PROPOSED METHOD
We consider the problem of de-identifying a person in
an image, i.e. removing as much personally identifiable visual information as possible. We propose a de-identification
pipeline consisting of four steps, as illustrated in Fig. 2: (i)
person segmentation, (ii) mask-conditioned VQGAN image
synthesis, (iii) face detection, (iv) composing the final deidentified image.
Person segmentation and face detection are performed independently of one another, and the output of the person
segmentation is used as input for mask-conditioned VQGAN
image synthesis. Finally, the output of the face detection step
and the VQGAN-synthesized image are utilized to compose
the de-identified image.
For simplicity, we assume a setup of only one person present
in an image. The proposed pipeline can easily be generalized
to support de-identifying images with multiple people. In our
overview of the pipeline that follows, we mostly focus on
the VQGAN aspects of the pipeline and the final de-identified
image composition, as person segmentation and face detection
are considered to be mostly solved in current state of the art,
and are hence used in this work at the level of building blocks.
A. Person segmentation
The first step in our pipeline is person segmentation. We
propose to use the DeepLab v3 convolutional neural network
[16] to segment the person from the background. The DeepLab
architecture is a well-known and highly performant solution
for object segmentation, achieving state of the art precision
and recall on various segmentation problems. It consists of an
encoder and a decoder and produces as output the segmentation map with class labels.
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Fig. 3. An overview of the VQGAN image generation process.

In this paper, we use Xception [17] as the DeepLab
backbone for feature extraction due to its high accuracy. In
case computational performance is a concern, other faster
backbones can also be used, e.g. MobileNet [18], resulting
in somewhat less accurate segmentation, but with improved
computational performance.
B. Mask-conditioned VQGAN image synthesis
The second step of our pipeline is VQGAN-based image
synthesis of the de-identified image of the person conditioned
with the segmentation mask of the person. The idea is to input
the segmentation mask into VQGAN and obtain a synthesized
human appearance that matches the segmentation.
VQGANs combine the VQVAE approach of codebookbased image representation with a transformer architecture
for image synthesis. The idea is to first learn a discrete
codebook of image constituents, i.e. basic building blocks.
Generating the image is then achieved using a transformertype architecture that autoregressively predicts the next index
in a sequence of these constituents in order to generate
the quantized representation used to synthesize the resulting
image. The generator is paired with a discriminator in a
standard GAN-type framework.
1) Codebook generation: In order to learn the discrete
codebook of image constituents, VQGAN builds an encoderdecoder architecture, where the decoder is trained to reconstruct an image x ∈ Rh×w×3 from a spatial collection of
codewords zq ∈ Rhq ×wq ×nq , where hq and wq are the height
and width of the spatial collection and nq is the length of the
codeword vectors. The set of all possible discrete codewords
forms a codebook Z = {zk }K
k=1 , where zk are codebook
vectors of length nq and K is the total number of vectors
in the codebook.
To obtain the vector-quantized latent representation of the
input image x, the image is first passed through the encoder
E to obtain the encoding ze = E(x), where ze ∈ Rhq ×wq ×nq .
The quantized representation of the image zq is then obtained
by performing a codebook lookup and finding the closest
codebook vector for each spatial element zei,j in ze :
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zqi,j = q( ze )i,j = arg min ||zei,j − zk ||

(1)

k

where
i ∈ {1, .., hq }, j ∈ {1, .., wq }, zq ∈ Rhq ×wq ×nq
The reconstructed image xr is then obtained by applying the
generator G on the vector-quantized representation zq , xr =
G(zq ).
The loss function for quantization is defined as:
LV Q = ||x−xr ||2 +||sg(E(x))−zq ||22 +||sg(zq )−E(x)||22 (2)
where the first term represents the reconstruction loss, the
second term the stop-gradient operation [14] and the third term
the commitment loss [15].
To ensure learning a rich codebook, VQGAN uses a patchbased discriminator D and perceptual loss in an adversarial
training procedure. The GAN loss is defined as:
LGAN = (log D(x) + log(1 − D(xr ))

(3)

∗

The complete VQGAN objective Q is then
Q∗ = arg min max Ex∼p(x) [LV Q (E, G, Z)+
E,G,Z

D

λLGAN [(E, G, Z), D)]
where λ is an adaptive weight term (see [14] for details).
2) Image synthesis with transformers: The quantized representation of an image zq ∈ Rhq ×wq ×nq can be viewed as a
sequence s of length hq × wq with elements si ∈ 0, .., |Z| − 1,
i.e. a one-dimensional sequence of codebook indices. Arbitrary
ordering of indices can be chosen to convert the sequence
from 2D to 1D, e.g. row-by-row or column-by-column. Image
generation with transformers is then formulated as an autoregressive next-index prediction. The transformer loss is then
defined as:
LT = Ex∼p(x) [− log p(s)]
(4)
Enabling driving the synthesis with conditioning information is achieved by training another VQGAN to obtain the
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Fig. 4. VQGAN trained on the COCO dataset often does not produce visually
satisfactory faces (left); therefore we blur the faces in the de-identified images
(right).

quantized representation. Assuming a conditioning segmentation image c, a new VQGAN is trained that generates a
sequence r of length hqc × wqc . To enable conditioning, the
sequence r is prepended to the original image sequence s and
the computation of the negative log-likelihood is restricted to
entries p(si |s<i , r).
High-resolution image synthesis is achieved by patch-wise
application of the trained transformer (for details see [14]).
An overview of the entire VQGAN image generation process
is shown in Fig. 3.
C. Face detection
The third step in our pipeline is the face detection step. This
step is independent on person segmentation. It is run on the
original image to detect the bounding box of the face. In this
paper, we use the pretrained dlib [19] implementation of a
maximum-margin object detector [20] with CNN features. As
opposed to other, classical approaches to face detection such
as e.g. the Viola-Jones detector, the dlib CNN-based detector
is capable of reliably detecting faces rotated at varying angles,
making it more suitable for the general de-identification task
where not all faces always appear in frontal view.
Face detection is needed in order to blur the de-identified
faces in the VQGAN-generated image, as face generation
in the used VQGAN does not produce visually satisfactory
faces, as illustrated in Fig. 4. While the appropriate facial
features are present in the image, the spatial relations are not
sufficiently preserved, leading to an unnatural and visually
unpleasant appearance. However, given that in general the
skin texture is rendered correctly and the spatial positions of
the facial features are approximately accurate, we have found
that blurring the image at the location of the face produces a
visually acceptable appearance.
D. Composing the final de-identified image
The final step of our pipeline aggregates the results from
segmentation, face detection and VQGAN image synthesis to
produce the final de-identified image. The location of the face
found in the original image is transferred to the VQGANgenerated de-identified image and blurred using Gaussian blur.
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Fig. 5. Aggregation of the results from segmentation, face detection and
VQGAN image synthesis. Top to bottom, left to right: original image; deidentified image with blurred face, silhouette, de-identified silhouette cropped
and pasted to original background.

The de-identified image is then cropped using the segmentation mask of the original image and pasted into the original
image, resulting in a de-identified person whose silhouette is
equal to the original person. An example is shown in Fig. 5.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
We perform our experiments on the Supervise.ly Filtered
Segmentation Person dataset [21] that consists of 2667 images
of people in various poses. For person segmentation, we
use the DeepLab v3 architecture with an Xception backbone
pretrained on COCO and Pascal VOC datasets available in
the Tensorflow library [22]. For face detection, we use the
CNN-based detector available in dlib [19]. The employed
VQGAN has been trained on the COCO object segmentation
dataset. We use this model because it contains person silhouettes as segmentation class. We test our pipeline end-to-end
and qualitatively and quantitatively explore de-identification
performance.
A. Qualitative evaluation
Figure 6 shows a few examples of the original and deidentified images. We see that the pipeline successfully segments the person in all example images, even when the face is
not visible. The generated de-identified images are of a high
resolution, and there are no artifacts as with early versions
of GANs (see Fig. 1). The pipeline manages to synthesize
skin-like texture at appropriate locations other than the face,
e.g. hands and neck. However, the generated textures suffer
from spatial inaccuracies both in the region of the face and in
the clothing regions, producing a generally acceptable texture
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Fig. 6. Some examples of de-identification using the proposed method. Rows 1 and 3: original images; rows 2 and 4: corresponding de-identified images
with blurred faces (if the face is visible).

but with somewhat mangled defining features. The textures
overall appear to be more realistic than in our previous work
[1]. We consider this level of texture quality to be acceptable
and sufficiently visually pleasing for the purposes of deidentification.
It is interesting to note that the pose of the person in the
original image is not always preserved, as VQGAN sometimes
finds alternative poses for a given segmented silhouette. This
could potentially be solved by conditioning VQGAN with pose
information as well.
B. Quantitative evaluation
The quantitative evaluation of our pipeline is performed
by treating it as an end-to-end de-identification system. The
goal of the evaluation is to measure how likely it is for
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a de-identified person to be re-identified from the produced
de-identified image. To that end, we adopt the following
procedure: we first compute the features of the de-identified
image and all the original images on the whole silhouette of
the person, excluding background using ImageNet pre-trained
ResNet-50 with final fully-connected layers removed. Then,
we perform k-NN retrieval on these feature vectors, looking
whether the original image is among the k nearest neighbors of
the de-identified image. If not, we count the de-identification
as successful.
We run this experiment for values of k between 1 and
10 and compare the re-identification performance with two
alternatives: (i) blurring the face of the person and (ii) covering
the face of the person with a black box. We see that our
pipeline consistently produces better de-identification results
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TABLE I
R E - IDENTIFICATION K - NN RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE .
k
Blurring
Black box
OURS

1
99,8%
99,2%
35,8%

2
99,8%
99,3%
43,3%

3
99,8%
99,3%
49,0%

4
99,8%
99,3%
50,8%

than these alternatives, lending to the fact that a lot of
identifying information is retained in features other than the
face. However, re-identification of images de-identified with
our method is still possible in a number of cases. This is
due to the fact that the silhouette of the person is explicitly
included as a feature in the generated image representation
used for k-NN retrieval. As the de-identified image that has the
same silhouette as the original image, re-identification could
potentially use the silhouette as a strong cue. However, in most
real world scenarios, e.g. re-identifying a person in Google
Street View, it is highly unlikely that the attacker would have
access to the original image, so we consider our method to be
feasible.
V. C ONCLUSION

5
99,8%
99,3%
52,7%

6
99,8%
99,3%
54,3%

7
99,8%
99,3%
56,7%

8
99,8%
99,5%
58,9%

9
99,8%
99,5%
59,4%

10
99,8%
99,5%
60,4%
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We have presented an end-to-end pipeline for deidentification that utilizes semantic segmentation, face detection and conditioned VQGAN image synthesis to produce
high-resolution realistic de-identified images of people. Quantitative and qualitative evaluation indicates that the proposed
method is successful in obfuscating personally identifiable
information in images while retaining a degree of realism.
The method is useful in all scenarios where de-identification is
needed in static images and pose preservation is not required.
Reliable de-identification is achieved in all scenarios in which
the attacker does not have access to the original images.
However, the method only addresses the appearance of the
people and not the potentially identity revealing information
in the surrounding of the person, such as registration plates
of the nearby vehicles or similar. Further work will include
training the VQGAN model on other datasets, improving the
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conditioning VQGAN with pose information to ensure pose
preservation in the de-identified images.
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Abstract—In underwater imaging we observe objects in the
water through a flat glass interface which defines a two-layer
flat refractive geometry. Using structured light for underwater 3D imaging requires that both camera and projector
are calibrated, which is a difficult task. In this paper we
discuss how to calibrate a projector for underwater imaging
under a two-layer flat refractive geometry. We propose to
model the projector as an inverse camera which enables
the use of known procedures for camera calibration in flat
refractive geometry. We discuss how to efficiently collect the
calibration data using only a planar calibration board and
an uncalibrated camera. Performed experiments show that
the results of projector calibration are comparable to the
results of camera calibration making it highly applicable in
practice.
Keywords—projector calibration, flat refractive geometry,
underwater imaging, camera calibration

I. I NTRODUCTION
Calibration of both camera and projector [1] is a necessary procedure which must be done before a structured
light (SL) scanning system can be used in practice. A
common application is as a 3D sensor on an underwater
vehicle for mapping the underwater environment, e.g. for
documenting the archaeological sites.
In underwater imaging both projector and camera are
placed in a watertight enclosure/housing. Objects in the
water are imaged by observing them through a glass
window, called an interface, which can be flat [2] or curved
[3]. Two major differences which make the underwater
imaging hard, compared to the imaging in the air, are:
(1) the shape of the glass interface may affect the light
by changing the direction of light rays; and (2) light
absorption and scattering are stronger in the water than
in the air. In this paper we focus on the first problem
about how a flat glass interface affects the imaging and
how the projector may be calibrated for such imaging
geometry. If a flat glass interface is used in the setup
for underwater imaging then there are two parallel flat
refraction boundaries, the first one at the air-glass and
another at the glass-water boundary. In the literature such a
setup is usually referred to as the multi-layer flat refractive
geometry [4]–[7], and the axial camera model [8] is
proposed instead of the standard pinhole model [9].
When considering underwater imaging a simple but
costly setup is a curved interface, usually a glass dome.
A glass dome is usually designed so directions of all
incoming or outgoing light rays coincide with the dome’s
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normal which eliminates refraction artifacts, but which
makes them hard to manufacture as they must be customized to a particular device [10], [11]. On the other
hand flat interfaces are easy to manufacture, are low cost,
do not impose strict manufacturing tolerances, and make
the change of imaging device simple. However, they do
not eliminate light refraction which makes the standard
pinhole model inapplicable. In general, for underwater
imaging a single focal point of the pinhole model is inapplicable due to focus spread. Focal point must therefore
be replaced with a caustic, which is surface of all points
where the incoming light rays meet [7], [11]. For a flat
interface and a standard pinhole camera instead of using
the caustic to exactly model the focus spread, a simpler
model of focal spread is usually used in practice. The
simplest approach to model the focal spread is to use
a pinhole camera model with distortion where distortion
parameters are sufficient to model the focal spread [11],
[12]; such an approach is best used when the camera is
quite close to the interface and where the interface is
orthogonal to the camera’s optical axis [2]. More complex
models parameterize the flat interface using the distance
of the interface to the camera’s center and the normal of
the interface, as proposed by Sedlazeck and Koch [11].
Such parametric approach was thoroughly investigated by
Agrawal et al. [4], who show that an axial camera model
may be used as all incoming (and outgoing) rays intersect
one particular line in space which is the axis of the axial
camera, and that the developed model is applicable to
any number of parallel flat refraction boundaries. Note
that the axis is not the optical axis of the in-the-air
camera, although they coincide when the flat interface is
exactly in front of the camera. Multi-layer flat refractive
geometry model proposed by Agrawal et al. [4] is used
in several works that describe camera calibration [2], [6],
[13] and underwater SfM [5]. The difficulties of existing
camera calibration methods for multi-layer flat refractive
geometry are in the complexity of the forward projection
model whose solution is neither straightforward nor easy
to compute1 [4], [14] making the standard approach of
minimization of the re-projection error slow and cumbersome to implement.
Regarding the use of structured light in underwater
1 For two-layer flat geometry a 12th degree polynomial must be
numerically solved and each of four viable real solutions must be verified
using backprojection.
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Fig. 1: Two-layer flat refractive imaging geometry

imaging and projector calibration there are only several
works. Usually the projector is used in an active stereo
system simply to aid in establishing point correspondences
[15], [16] which makes calibration unnecessary. To the
best of our knowledge only Wang et al. [17] describes an
underwater structured light system where a camera uses a
dome interface and where projector uses a flat interface.
The projector is calibrated using the model described in
[7], however proposed calibration requires a precalibrated
camera and is limited to the use of the regular dot grid SL
pattern 3.
In this paper we present a method to calibrate a projector for underwater imaging for two-layer flat refractive
geometry [4]. The projector and the flat glass interface
are modelled as an inverse axial camera. Any type of
camera may be used to acquire the calibration data using
a submersible planar calibration board. To further simplify
the calibration instead of the reprojection error we propose
to use the error in the 3D point space.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Refractive imaging geometry is introduced in Section
II-A and approach to calibration using the coplanarity
constraint is described in Section II-B. The proposed
method is presented in Sections II-C and II-D. Calibration
results and discussion are presented in Section III. Finally,
we conclude in Section IV.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
In an underwater SL scanning system both projector and
camera are in the air and illuminate or observe an object
in the water through a flat glass interface comprised of
an air-to-glass and a glass-to-water interfaces, as shown
in Fig. 1. Due to the principle of reversibility shown light
path only reverses its direction if a camera is replaced by
a projector, and the same axial camera model may be used
for both. Therefore, for the projector we propose to use
an axial camera model as described by Agrawal et al. [4]
for the case of two-layer flat refractive geometry.
The proposed calibration assumes the projector is fully
calibrated in-the-air, i.e. we know all intrinsic parameters.
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Fig. 2: Plane of refraction (POR)

A. Imaging Geometry and Coplanarity Constraint
A typical two-layer flat imaging geometry is shown in
Fig. 1 where C is the center of the projector for the pinhole
model, ⃗v0 is the initial ray, ⃗v1 and ⃗v2 are refracted rays,
Q1 and Q2 are two points of refraction, and P is the
illuminated point in the 3D space. Axis ⃗a is the axis of
the axial camera; it points in the opposite direction of
the boundary normal ⃗n. Distance between C and the first
boundary is d0 and the thickness of the glass is d1 (see
Fig. 2).
The most important concept in multi-layer flat refractive
geometry is the plane of refraction (POR) [4], which
contains the entire light path for each pixel. Both incident
ray and surface normal lie on a plane, and considering
Snell’s law the refracted ray must also lie on that plane,
and by induction the whole light path and the illuminated
point P are also on the same plane [4]. A typical POR
is shown in Fig. 2; it contains the axis ⃗a, the initial ray
⃗v0 , two refracted rays ⃗v1 and ⃗v2 , and the illuminated point
P . Note that POR is different for each pixel and that all
PORs for all pixels comprise a pencil of planes through a
straight line which is the axis of the axial camera ⃗a.
The fact that P and ⃗v0 are on POR is called the
coplanarity constraint [4] and can be expressed in matrix
form as
T
[a]× v0 (Rp + t) = 0,
(1)
where [a]× is a skew-symmetric matrix representing ⃗a in
the camera frame, v0 is a 3 × 1 vector representing ⃗v0 in
the camera frame, p is a 3×1 column vector representation
of P in the calibration frame. Eq. (1) is expressed in the
camera frame so R and t encode the relative pose of the
calibration frame to the camera frame.
B. Calibration using the Coplanarity Constraint
For calibrating a multi-layer flat refractive system,
Agrawal et al. [4] propose the use of the coplanarity
constraint given by Eq. (1) to estimate the axis ⃗a followed
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by the recovery of distance d0 and thickness d1 by
solving a system of linear equations which is derived
from the so-called flat refraction constraint. The obtained
solution obtained is then further refined by minimizing the
reprojection error.
Unfortunately, our experiments with the proposed calibration scheme of Agrawal et al. [4] have shown that
the proposed solution to the coplanarity constraint (1) is
not stable for practical use, i.e. directions of the estimated
axis ⃗a for several consecutive recordings of the calibration
board span a cone more than 60◦ wide. Therefore, we propose an alternative fully numerical calibration procedure
which uses errors in 3D point space.
C. Errors in 3D Point Space
Instead of minimizing the reprojection error we propose
to minimize distances in 3D space. Due to the known
in-the-air calibration all distances in 3D space are well
defined and are easily computed. We propose three components to use: (1) coplanarity error; (2) frustum error;
and (3) backprojection error. All three distances are well
defined and may be used as an objective function in a
non-linear least squares minimization scheme.
1) Coplanarity Error: The coplanarity constraint (1)
requires that a point P and its corresponding ray ⃗v0 lie
on the POR. A plane in Hesse normal form is described
by its normal n̂ and its signed distance to the origin δ.
The shortest vector ⃗rCPL connecting a point p⃗ to the plane
is
⃗rCPL = (δ − n̂ · p⃗) n̂.
(2)
It must be zero for all ray-point pairs, hence the sum of
squares of two-norms
X
||⃗rCPL,i ||22
(3)
i

for all ray-points pairs (⃗v0,i , p⃗i ) must be mininimized.
2) Frustum Error: All calibration points must be visible
so we propose the distance to projector’s clipping planes
as the frustum error. Six clipping planes (front, back,
top, bottom, left, and right) define the view frustum and
the distance to the clipping plane can act as a chierality
constraint; its purpose is to guide the minimization by
constraining the pose parameters. From the known inthe-air calibration equations of all six clipping planes are
easily expressed in Hesse normal form. If all normals are
re-oriented to point inside the frustum, then the vector ⃗rFRS
connecting the point p⃗ which is outside of the frustum to
the clipping plane (n̂j , δj ) is
⃗rFRS = (δj − n̂j · p⃗)n̂j

if n̂j · p⃗ − δj > 0.

(4)

If the condition of Eq. (4) is not met then the point is on
the correct side of the clipping plane and we set ⃗rFRS to
zero.
3) Backprojection Error: If the complete imaging geometry is known then the equation of the refracted ray
in the water can be computed [4]. We are only interested
in the part of the ray in the water inside the projector’s
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Side A of hexagonal 21x(19,18) calibration board. Circles’ diameter is 15mm and circles’ centers are 25mm apart.

Fig. 3: Calibration board
(left: ideal board, right: physical board)

frustum (see Fig. 7, rays in water in blue); that ray segment
is best modelled via its two endpoints denoted as Q2 (see
Fig. 1) and Q3 . Note that ⃗q3 = ⃗q2 +ℓv̂2 , where ℓ is distance
between Q2 and Q3 which is defined by the frustum. The
backprojection error is then the distance of a point p⃗i to
the line segment connecting Q2 to Q3 . Expressing the line
in parametric form as ⃗q2 +t⃗q3 enables simple computation
of t which defines the closest point as,
t = (⃗
pi − ⃗q1 ) · (⃗q2 − ⃗q1 ) / ||⃗q2 ||.

(5)

The shortest vector ⃗rBPR connecting a point p⃗ to the line
segment is then


t≤0
⃗q1 − p⃗,
(6)
⃗rBPR = ⃗q1 + t⃗q2 − p⃗i , 0 < t < 1


⃗q2 − p⃗,
1≤t
Hence, the sum of squares of two-norms
X
||⃗rBPR,i ||22
i

(7)

for all ray-points pairs (⃗v0,i , p⃗i ) is used as a cost function.
4) Total Error: If the projector is calibrated in the air
and if we know the true coordinates of the points on the
calibration object in phsyical units (usually milimeters)
then that all three vectors given by Eqs. (2), (4), and (6)
are measured using the same physical units and can be
summed together. Therefore, the total error which defines
the objective function to minimize is
X
||⃗rCPL,i ||22 + ||⃗rFRS,i ||22 + ||⃗rBPR,i ||22
(8)
i

The value of (8) is minimized over the space of parameters
which includes the axis ⃗a, the pose of R and p, and the
distances d0 and d1 . Optimization is suitable for non-linear
least squares with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as a
natural choice (e.g. Matlab’s lsqnonlin function).
D. Calibration using a Planar Calibration Board
Calibration in practice requires a calibration object
which is imaged and from which the coordinates of
calibration points are extracted. For this we propose to use
a submersible planar calibration board containing a regular
hexagonal grid of white circles on the black background,
see Fig. 3. The calibration board is imaged in several
positions and is processed to extract projector coordinates
as described in Petković et al. [18]. Note that the procedure
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Fig. 6: Decoded SL
(left: columns, middle: rows, right: illuminated area)

Fig. 4: Laboratory setup

Fig. 7: Calibrated rays for one board position

for all poses together.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

Fig. 5: Top view during scanning

of extracting the projector coordinates does not require a
calibrated camera, i.e. any camera using any type of glass
interface may be used.
The proposed numerical calibration is performed as
follows:
1) Calibrate the projector in the air using a standard
inverse camera pinhole model.
2) Image as many as positions of the calibration board
in the water as is practical and process the data using
the procedure of [18].
3) For each position of the calibration board estimate
the pose of the board w.r.t. the camera frame using
central approximation.2
4) Use numerical optimization with the objective function comprised of coplanarity and frustum errors to
re-estimate the poses and to estimate the axis for
each pose separately. Initial poses are ones obtained
by the central approximation and the initial axis
must be as close to the true axis as possible (see
Sec. III-B).
5) Use numerical optimization with the objective function comprised of backprojection, coplanarity and
frustum errors to re-estimate the poses and the axis
2 Central approximation means that we apply a pinhole mode disregarding the fact that there are refraction artifacts, see [4].
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The proposed method is evaluated on using the laboratory setup comprised of a water tank with 300 liters capacity filled with fresh water and a projector and two cameras
mounted on a fixed rig, see Fig. 4. Two cameras are
PointGrey’s Grasshopper 3 GS3-U3-23S6C-C equipped
with Fujinon HF12.5SA-1 lenses and the projector is Acer
S1383WHne. A top view of the system during scanning
is shown in Fig. 5
A. Calibration Results
We have acquired the calibration data for two relative
positions of the projector w.r.t. to the glass interface, one
next to glass and one far away from glass. In both positions
the calibration board was imaged at 5 positions equally
spread through the water tank at 150 mm apart. Calibration
points were extracted using the procedure described in [18]
and used SL code was MPS using 20:21:25 ratios [19].
An example of the SL code decoding to extract projector
coordinates is shown in Fig. 6. Note the incorrect SL
decoding in the upper column code which is caused by
internal reflection from the surface of the water in the
tank; such imaging artifacts were manually excluded from
the data which is used for calibration.
1) Projector Next to Glass: For projector next to the
glass interface the first position of the calibration board
was too close so there was no overlap between camera’s
and projector’s field of view (FOV). Calibration was
performed using the remaining four positions. Calibrated
imaging geometry is shown in the Fig. 8, left, where
calibrated poses of the calibration board are shown. Backprojected rays are drawn for the second position of the
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Fig. 9: Estimated directions of the axis ⃗a
TABLE II: Angular errors for axis direction

Fig. 8: Calibrated imaging geometry
(left: next to glass, right: far from glass)
TABLE I: Mean 3D (CPL, BPR) and
2D (reprojection) errors
View

Next to glass
CPL
BPR

Far from glass
CPL
BPR

Unit

PRJ

0.135

0.448

0.276

0.572

mm

CAM+PRJ

0.358

0.901

0.437

0.879

mm

Re-projection error
PRJ

0.862

0.263

px

CAM+PRJ

3.937

1.595

px

board; red are rays in the air, green are in the glass
interface; and blue are in the water. Note that calibration
board is only partially illuminated by the projector when
close to the glass.
Numerical results are listed in Tab. I for projector
calibration only (row PRJ) and for combined camera and
projector calibration (CAM+PRJ). Column CPL contains
the mean of coplanarity and frustum errors (step 4 of
the calibration), while column BPR contains average of
backprojection and frustum errors (step 5); reprojection
errors in pixels are also listed. Note that all errors are less
than one millimeter which is sufficient for the purpose
of 3D SL scanning and that projector’s optics introduces
minimal distortion yielding smaller errors.
2) Projector Far from Glass: For projector far from
the glass interface all positions of the calibration board
are fully illuminated. Furthermore, we have also glued a
white paper to the flat interface and have reconstructed its
position using a recording rig as a standard 3D SL scanner.
From that recording we know exactly two parameters, the
axis ⃗a and the distance d0 . Numerical results are again
listed in Tab. I.
B. Axis Estimation
As mentioned in Section II-B we have found the axis
estimation as proposed by Agrawal et al. [4] to be unstable.
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Angle between axes θ [◦ ]
Avg
Max
Spread

Method

Dev.

Agrawal et al.

CAM0
CAM1
PRJ

73.4
71.5
44.2

85.5
85.7
85.5

73.5
85.5
81.5

Ours

CAM0
CAM1
PRJ

39.3
5.0
15.2

80.2
8.8
58.2

77.6
7.6
56.1

This is best demonstrated in Fig. 9 which shows estimated
axis directions for three different methods for each position of the calibration board: (1) in red are directions
obtained by solving a coplanarity constraint using SVD
and then retrieving the axis using Demazure constraints
[20] as proposed by Agrawal et al. [4]; (2) in blue are
directions obtained by numerically minimizing coplanarity
and frustum errors as proposed by us; and (3) in green are
the ground truth axis directions as measured by the 3D
SL scanner. Numerical values for angular errors are listed
in Tab. II: the column Avg lists average angle between all
estimated axes and the ground truth, Max lists the maximal
angle indicating the worst estimate, and Spread lists the
maximal spanning angle between estimated directions. As
the true axis of the system if fixed these result indicate
the axis estimation may be problematic in practice.
We conjecture that the coplanarity constraint given by
Eq. (1) exhibits a coupling between the axis ⃗a and the pose
parameters R and t. Let 3 × 2 matrix O = Null(aT )T be
an orthographic projection of the 3D space onto the null
space of ⃗a. Then Eq. (1) reduces to
T

O([a]× v0 )
O(Rp + t) = 0,
(9)
which is the same constraint where the product with O
removes one dimension indicating that multiple solutions
are possible. To test this we have analysed the data
provided by Agrawal et al. [21] and have found at least
three local minima having an average CPL error less than 1
mm by minimizing Eq. (1) starting with random initial axis
directions. Found solutions are shown in Fig. 10 where
three pencils of rays are drawn for a total of 144 nonplanar calibration points. The leftmost pencil of rays is
the correct solution, however as two alternative solutions
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Fig. 10: Three local minima
(CPL error [mm]: left 0.033, middle 0.128, right: 0.381)

have similar errors we advise caution, i.e. when using the
coplanarity constraint always verify the obtained result.
C. Practical Considerations
The proposed calibration procedure is evaluated in a
laboratory environment in clear water without adverse effects of direct natural light, water turbidity, and underwater
currents. Considering calibration in a real underwater environment, proposed MPS SL code provides insensitivity
to ambient illumination [19], and it should also provide
insensitivity to moderate turbidity as the blurring effect of
turbidity does not affect signal phase. Regarding currents
the calibration board must be motionless, so calibration
under strong currents is not possible.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a practical method for projector
calibration in a two-layer flat refractive geometry where
the projector is modelled as an inverse camera. Considered
imaging geometry comprises two parallel flat refraction
boundaries and an inverse pinhole camera model which
are modelled together as an inverse axial camera. The proposed calibration method is purely numerical and avoids
a complex forward projection formulas while enabling the
computation of all parameters. This property significantly
simplifies the implementation of the calibration procedure.
Experimental backprojection errors are less then one millimeter, which is sufficient for the 3D reconstruction using
SL considering the working distance of up to 2 meters.
One open issue which we have identified is a possible
instability of the previously proposed coplanarity constraint, and that will be the focus of our future work.
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Abstract—We consider the problem of tracking football
players in video captured from one side of the football
field. The task is challenging due to frequent occlusions
of players, varying size of players’ projections, changing
illumination and similar appearance of players of the same
team. We approach the problem using the tracking-bydetection paradigm, where an object detector is applied to
individual video frames and the tracker tries to associate the
detector responses and form the trajectories by using some
motion model. We provide experiments using a classic object
detector based on background modeling as well as a deep
learning based detector.
Keywords—computer vision, multiple object tracking, object
detector

I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of tracking football players
in video. Due to its great potential to provide valuable
data for game analysis, the topic has a long history of
research (e.g. [1]–[3]). However, with the recent success of
computer vision in tasks such as image classification, there
are more and more real-world applications. Taking into
account the large commercial potential of sports broadcasting, it is not a surprise that many companies are trying
to develop systems for confident acquisition of statistic
data about players’ performance from video. However,
such systems usually incorporate expensive equipment
such as multiple high-resolution cameras covering parts of
football pitch, as well as high bandwidth network and high
performance hardware. In order to obtain real-time data to
be incorporated during TV broadcasts, usually a number
of human operators are needed to assign the tracking data
to individual players.
We consider a much smaller setup appropriate for
smaller football clubs that cannot afford such expensive
equipment and workforce for day-to-day game analysis.
Also, such a setup assumes mounting multiple cameras
at elevated position that are not appropriate for small
stadiums. Moreover, a football club is interested in acquiring data not only for domestic, but also for visiting
matches. Therefore, it would be beneficial to have a
portable setup, not requiring special mounting of video
recording equipment.
Our approach assumes a fixed set of cameras positioned
together on a portable stand. The camera set should be
positioned on one side of the football pitch as elevated
and as far from the pitch as the stadium construction
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allows. That way the effects of player occlusions and
player image size variation due to perspective are reduced.
The video can be acquired by a single wide-angle camera,
however better footage can be obtained by using a pair
of synchronized cameras, one for each half of the pitch.
As the cameras are static during a match, the videos can
be easily calibrated and stitched together. An example
stitched image can be observed in Fig. 1.
II. M ULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING
The problem of multiple object tracking is a very
challenging and attractive computer vision task. Many
approaches have been proposed in the past, and a series of
benchmark datasets has been developed [4], [5], together
with performance metrics [6], [7]. The aim of a multiple
object tracking system consists of detecting individual
objects in each video frame and associating the objects’
identities over time. The result is a set of trajectories
representing the objects’ positions in camera coordinates.
The detection of objects in individual frames can be
based on some specific properties (such as color, texture
or appearance) of objects or the background. One of
the simplest ways of segmenting the objects is based on
background modeling [8], [9], where a segmentation mask
is obtained by subtracting the maintained background from
the input video frame. The object’s appearance can also be
explicitly learned. The seminal work of Viola and Jones
[10] demonstrated that an object detector capable of realtime operation can be designed by machine learning. With
the rise of deep learning, various object detector models
have been proposed capable of simultaneous detection of
many object classes [11]–[13].
The tracking itself can be based on techniques for
single object tracking – for each detected object a tracker
is initialized, an object appearance model is built and
used for searching the most probable object position in
subsequent video frames, e.g. based on correlation [14].
However, the multiple object tracking has to deal with
additional difficulties such as possibly similar appearance
of objects, frequent occlusions and interactions among
the objects, which can lead to object identity switches.
Therefore, a vital component of such a system is the identity assignment algorithm which has to pair the possible
new objects’ positions with the corresponding trajectories,
taking into account not only their appearance, but also their
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Fig. 1: An example of a video frame obtained by stitching images from two calibrated full HD cameras. Tracking
result obtained by an algorithm based on background subtraction is displayed in red, showing the object bounding
boxes and recent track fragments.

motion patterns. As the trajectories occasionally terminate
due to either object occlusion or tracker failure, and some
new objects become visible, it is necessary to regularly
run an object detector to check the tracking progress and
to enable initialization of new trajectories.
Another option for multiple object tracking is the so
called tracking-by-detection paradigm. As the object detector is always needed for tracking initialization, and
due to great performance of modern deep learning based
detectors, this approach become very popular for multiple
object tracking [15], [16]. This approach is especially
suitable for situations when the objects have very similar
appearance. However, the quality of tracking depends
on the accuracy of the object detector. The tracking in
this setup is based on solving the assignment of objects
detected in the current frame to the maintained trajectories,
based on some similarity function taking into account the
appearance as well as the distance and motion parameters
of the tracked objects. A recent review of multiple object
tracking methods can be found in [17].
III. M ETHODS
Tracking football players in video taken from a fixed camera view has some specific properties compared to usual
multiple object tracking setup. The problem is simplified
by the fact that players (almost) always remain visible,
while in the general case objects can leave or enter the
scene. On the other hand, the players (of one team) all look
similar, especially at usual image resolutions. The length
of the football pitch is larger than 100 m, while typical
width of our video frame obtained by stitching two full
HD images is around 3200 pixels. Due to the perspective
effects, the farther side of the pitch is less than 1500 pixels
long, meaning that 1 m corresponds to less than 15 pixels,
and consequently the images of distant players can be as
small as 10 × 20 pixels (cf. Fig. 1). Therefore, the appearance cannot be confidently used for identity matching,
unlike the usual scenario of tracking pedestrians typically
wearing different clothes. Also, unlike pedestrians that
mostly keep their motion, the players frequently change
their motion, either in order to trick their opponents or just
because of the change in the game direction. Therefore,
the assumption of smooth motion is much less appropriate
than in usual multiple object tracking scenarios.
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Here we consider two approaches to object detection:
one is based on background modeling and subtraction [9],
and the other uses a general purpose object detector based
on deep learning [18]. The first object detector is combined
with a set of heuristic rules for connecting the detections
from frame to frame, while the other detector is combined
with Kalman filter to keep track of motion parameters
of individual objects and predict new positions, and with
Hungarian algorithm for solving assignment problem, as
proposed in [15].
A. Player tracking based on background subtraction
The video is captured with a static set of cameras,
allowing the use of background subtraction [19] to segment the foreground (players) from the background (football pitch). The background model is adaptive in order
to accommodate the changes in illumination during the
match. The model adaptation procedure utilizes the fact
that the football pitch is green. As an example, a part of
the background model image is shown in Fig. 2.
The background image is subtracted from the input
frame and the difference is thresholded to obtain a binary
mask of foreground pixels. A part of such mask is shown
in Fig. 3. The mask is processed to find connected groups
of foreground pixels as potential objects of interest. The
resulting groups are filtered by using the prior knowledge
about the possible size of players in different parts of
image, that can be computed based on known pitch
dimensions both in the image and in reality. Each such
group of pixels is considered a detected object and the
corresponding bounding box is determined.

Fig. 2: A fragment of the adaptive background model.
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Fig. 3: A fragment of the segmented foreground obtained
by subtracting the background model image from the
input frame.

The tracking of objects is based on associating neighboring groups of pixels detected in consecutive frames.
The association is simple for players that move separated
from others and without occlusion. However, in contact
sports the situations where players interact or occlude each
other are frequent, which results in groups of connected
foreground pixels belonging to different players. We try
to reduce the problem by utilizing jersey colors – if the
contacting players belong to opposite teams, the pixels’
colors can be used to separate the groups. The color
model for each team is actively learned during tracking
– we accumulate color information (mean and variance of
color components) for groups of pixels belonging to each
trajectory and then cluster the trajectories. We build a color
model for each team, and separate models for the referee
and the goalkeepers that usually have different jersey. That
information is used for solving subsequent associations of
detected objects. The problem arises when the interacting
players are from the same team or when more than two
players interact. In those situations the algorithm usually
fails to separate the common group of pixels. One option is
to associate all interacting trajectories to the same group,
hoping that the algorithm would continue tracking after
the players separate. However, after the separation the
algorithm cannot decide how to associate the trajectories,
leading to possible identity switch. Therefore, we chose to
terminate such trajectories and generate tracklets (parts of
trajectories) and to leave the trajectory completion to postprocessing phase, possibly including a human operator.
B. Player detection based on deep learning
Deep learning based models have demonstrated great
performance in various computer vision tasks including
object detection. Several popular object detection models
have been proposed and improved over the years. The most
popular include SSD [12], Faster R-CNN [20] and YOLO
[11]. To test the suitability of deep learning based detectors
for the player detection, we chose an implementation of
YOLOv3 architecture [18] pretrained on the COCO dataset
[21] for detection of 80 object classes. Although the
detector could benefit from fine tuning on player images,
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Fig. 4: A part of the output image with marked detection
bounding boxes and fragments of trajectories.

we choose to try the general purpose detector, using only
the class “person”. However, since the players can appear
very small in the input images (10 × 20 pixels), we have
to avoid any scaling at the detector input layer.
YOLO architecture processes the input image in a
single pass through a convolutional neural network which
simultaneously predicts multiple bounding boxes and class
probabilities for those boxes. The input image is divided
into a grid of cells, and each cell predicts a set of bounding boxes with their confidences and class probabilities.
Later versions improved the performance by using some
architectural modifications, such as using anchor boxes
inspired by Faster-R-CNN. For our experiments we chose
YOLOv3, which introduced multi-scale predictions that
improve the detection of objects at different distances from
camera. The detector implementation comes in several
variants of different complexity. We chose the moderate
YOLOv3-416 version expecting input images of 416×416
pixels. Since our images have significantly larger horizontal dimension (cf. Fig. 1 with 3264 × 576 pixels), we
divide the input image horizontally into multiple tiles of
dimension 416 × 416, with small overlaps. Vertically, the
image is cropped so that the pitch with players remains
visible. Each image tile is processed by the detector
and the detection bounding boxes are translated to original image coordinates. In addition to the usual multiple
detection responses for the same object, there are also
some duplicated responses due to overlapping of the tiles.
Those responses are filtered in the final non-maximum
suppression step. As our aim is the detection of players,
we keep only bounding boxes classified as “person” and
with confidence value above some threshold (e.g. 0.4).
C. Tracking with SORT algorithm
Although there are some deep models that implement
the whole multiple object tracking pipeline [22], those approaches are still too complex for practical use. However,
more practical approaches combine some deep learning
based components with classical tracking algorithms. Bewley et al. [15] proposed an effective tracking algorithm
called SORT (acronym for simple online and real-time
tracking) that uses an arbitrary high-quality object detector
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and addresses the data association problem using classical
tools: Kalman filter [23] and the Hungarian algorithm [24].
We use YOLOv3 detector to generate bounding boxes in
each frame, as described earlier. For each new detection, a
Kalman filter based tracker is initialized. The inter-frame
displacement of each object is modeled with constant velocity, and the state vector keeps track of x, y coordinates of
the bounding box, its scale (represented by the bounding
box area) and aspect ratio, as well as the velocity in x
and y direction and the rate of scale change. For each new
frame, the Kalman filter predictions for all tracked objects
are computed as bounding boxes and they are used for
data association. On the other hand, the object detector
generates its bounding boxes, which have to be paired
with the predictions and used as measurements in the
update step. The assignment is solved using the Hungarian
algorithm. The assignment cost matrix is filled based
on the overlap between each possible pair of predicted
and detected bounding boxes, which is computed as the
intersection-over-union (IOU) distance (1).

subtraction and manual post-processing for tracks correction. Pettersen et al. [26] used a different approach.
They captured video from one position using a set of
cameras and provided player position data using special
body sensors. However, the position data was acquired
only for the home team. Another problem with that dataset
is that the positions are given in 3D coordinates and not
as bounding boxes in image coordinates.
We were provided with videos of several Croatian
league games captured at different stadiums. For this
experiment, we prepared ground truth tracks by using a
procedure similar to [25]. Using an initial version of object
tracker based on background subtraction we generated
player trajectories, and thereafter manually checked them
and connected the broken parts. For that purpose we
built a practical tool that enabled efficient correction of
trajectories and bounding boxes. For this experiment, we
annotated in total 7515 frames, corresponding to about 5
minutes of video.
B. Performance metrics

dIOU (A, B) = 1 −

A∩B
A∪B

(1)

There are other variants of the algorithm that use the appearance of the considered bounding boxes. For example,
the DeepSORT algorithm [16] uses a deep association metric learned on the person re-identification task. However,
as the players have similar appearances, the original SORT
association metric seems to be a better choice for our
problem.
Detection-prediction pairs are only considered if their
IOU distance is smaller than some predefined threshold.
If no detection (measurement) is associated to a tracked
object, its state is updated with the predicted values.
The system keeps track of the time of the most recent
correction for each active object, and the trajectories that
haven’t been corrected for too long are terminated and
stored as tracklets (trajectory fragments). On the other
hand, each detection that cannot be associated to an active
trajectory is used to initialize a new track. An example of
tracking result is shown in Fig. 5. The tracked bounding
boxes are marked in yellow, together with the trajectory
indices. Here all players are detected, as well as some of
the people outside the pitch. However, the large trajectory
indices suggest that there were many tracking terminations
and re-initializations due to missed detections.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
Although football player tracking is a very active area of
research, publicly available datasets are rare. D’Orazio et
al. [25] described a semi-automatic system for generating
ground truth tracking data and published a dataset containing video sequences acquired with 6 cameras covering
the football pitch during 2 minutes. The annotation process
included a simple tracking algorithm based on background
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The evaluation of multiple object tracking results is difficult to define. The detections obtained in each frame have
to be paired with the corresponding ground truth (GT)
bounding boxes in order to measure the success of object
detection and the localization accuracy. Additionally, the
track consistency has to be checked in terms of tracking
the same object. Bernardin and Stiefelhagen [6] proposed
the CLEAR MOT metrics that has been widely accepted. They proposed to establish the best correspondence
between the detections and the GT objects in each frame,
and then for each found correspondence, compute the error
in the object’s position estimation. The errors should be
accumulated throughout the test sequence. In practice, the
association problem can be solved by using the Hungarian
algorithm with IOU distance as the association cost, similar to the SORT algorithm described in section III-C. The
accumulated errors are: false negatives (FN, misses) – GT
objects without a corresponding detection; false positives
(FP) – detections without a corresponding GT object;
identity (ID) switches – the situations when associated
GT object has different ID compared to previous frame.
Besides, for each successful correspondence, the distance
between the detection and GT bounding boxes is recorded.
The distance is usually the IOU distance. Based on the
recorded values, two metrics are defined. The multiple
object tracking precision (MOTP) is defined as (2), where
dit represents the distance between the detection and GT
bounding box, and ct is the total number of matches. This
measure represents the localization accuracy, and smaller
value is better.
P

i,t
M OT P = P

dit

t ct

(2)

The multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) is defined
as (3), where mt is the number of misses (FN), f pt the
number of false positives, and mmet the number of ID
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Fig. 5: Tracking with YOLOv3 detector and SORT algorithm.

switches, while gt is the number of GT objects in the
frame t.

•
•

P
M OT A = 1 −

f pt + mmet )
t (mt +P
t gt

(3)

Ristani et al. [7] proposed to extend the CLEAR MOT
with identity based metrics: ID precision and ID recall,
that evaluate how well computed identities conform to
true identities, while disregarding where or why mistakes
occur. Those two measures are combined into F1 score
(harmonic mean of precision and recall). To compute those
measures, whole GT trajectories have to be matched to the
trajectories obtained by tracking, unlike the CLEAR MOT
where the association is frame-based.
C. Results
We evaluate the two described tracking algorithms:
tracking based on background modeling (sec. III-A, Algorithm 1) and deep learning based tracking using YOLO
and SORT (sec. III-C, Algorithm 2). The algorithms were
tested on 5 minute video containing 23 GT objects (22
players and the referee). There are 7500 frames and
172500 annotated bounding boxes. Fig. 6 shows an example of GT bounding boxes (in red) and the YOLO+SORT
tracking result (in yellow). It can be observed that not all
players are detected and in some situations two players
are detected as one.
The MOT performance measures are listed in Table I,
with the following notation:

Fig. 6: A visualization of GT (red) and tracking (yellow)
bounding boxes.
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•
•

•

•
•

IDF1, IDP, IDR – ID based F1 score, precision and
recall;
Rcll, Prcn – detection recall and precision;
GT – the number of annotated objects;
MT, PT – the numbers of mostly tracked (in more
than 80% of frames) and partially tracked (in 20% 80% of frames);
FP, FN, IDsw – the numbers of false positive detections, false negatives (misses) and inter-frame identity
switches;
FM – number of fragmentations where a track is
interrupted by miss detection;
MOTA, MOTP – accuracy (3) and precision (2).

It can be observed that the algorithm based on background subtraction produced better metrics than the deep
learning based tracker. The main difference is in much
larger number of missed detections, and consequently
smaller detection recall and larger number of fragmentations. This can be explained by the fact that distant
players are very small in the image, which causes more
problems to the learned detector than to the background
subtraction based algorithm tuned to detect small blobs in
the parts of the image where that can be expected. MOT
accuracy is also affected by the larger miss rate. MOT
precision is also worse (larger number suggests worse
localization accuracy of the detections). However, this
might be due to localization errors in the GT annotation,
which is the result of semi-automated generation based
on background subtraction (not all misaligned bounding
boxes are manually corrected). In fact, visual inspection
suggests that the detections obtained by YOLOv3 are often
better aligned with the objects than the GT annotation (cf.
Fig. 6). Therefore, it would be a good idea to improve the
GT annotations using the YOLOv3 detections.
The ID based measures are also better for the background subtraction based tracker, as well as the number
of ID switches. It suggests that heuristic rules work tuned
for the particular tracking problem work reasonably well.
Maybe a careful tuning of the SORT algorithm parameters
(object motion model in Kalman filter, thresholds on
IOU distances, detection confidences, etc. would help to
improve the results. Additionally, both tracking algorithms
generate fragmented tracklets that could be connected in
post-processing phase, by using some smoothness criteria.
It is worth noting that the computational complexity
of the tracker based on background subtraction is much
smaller that the deep learning based algorithm. The former
processes 3264 × 576 video in real-time (> 25 FPS) on a
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TABLE I: MOT metrics for two tracking algorithms. Algorithm 1 is based on background subtraction, Algorithm 2
on deep learning (YOLO+SORT).
Method

IDF1

IDP

IDR

Rcll

Prcn

GT

MT

PT

FP

FN

IDsw

FM

MOTA

MOTP (↓)

Alg. 1
Alg. 2

21.4%
10.2%

17.9%
9.0%

26.5%
11.8%

96.9%
82.0%

65.6%
62.4%

23
23

23
16

0
7

87530
85243

5303
31121

791
1773

752
2925

0.46
0.32

0.27
0.45

CPU, while the latter runs at 4 FPS on Nvidia RTX 2080Ti
GPU.
V. C ONCLUSION
We addressed the problem of tracking football players
in video covering the whole pitch from a fixed position.
This is a typical multiple object tracking problem, with
some specifics such as large variation of object sizes in
images, rather small size of objects compared to image
dimensions, and similar appearance of players on the same
team. We tried two approaches to object detection and
tracking. The simpler detects objects based on background
modeling and subtraction, and tracks them using heuristic
rules. The second approach utilizes a general-purpose deep
learning based object detector, combined with a simple
tracking algorithm based on Kalman filter and Hungarian
algorithm.
The results of the deep learning based algorithm are
somewhat worse in terms of MOT metrics, mainly because
the detector often fails to detect small (distant) players.
However, we feel that better results could be obtained
with additional detector training and fine-tuning. The deep
learning based algorithm is computationally much more
complex, but it can be used for offline analysis.
There is still room for improvement of both algorithms
in terms of generating less fragmented trajectories, which
would make them more suitable for commercial use as
stand-alone solutions. At this point, they can be used
as inputs for a manual postprocessing step in an offline
analysis.
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Abstract—Spelling correction plays an important role when
applied in complex NLP-based applications and pipelines. Many
of the existing models and techniques are developed to support
the English language as it is the richest language in terms of
resources available for training such models. The good occasion
is that few of the methodologies provide the opportunity to adapt
to other, low-resource languages. In this paper, we explore the
power of the Neuspell Toolkit for training an original spelling
correction model for the Croatian language. The toolkit itself
comprises ten different models, but for the purposes of our
work, we use the leverage of pre-trained transformer networks
due to their experimentally proven spelling correction efficiency
in the English language. The comparison is performed over
different pre-trained Subword BERT architectures, including
BERT Multilingual, DistilBERT, and XLM-RoBERTa, due to
their subword representation support for the Croatian language.
Furthermore, the training is done as a sequence labeling task
on a newly created parallel Croatian dataset where the noisy
examples are synthetically generated, and the misspelled words
are labeled with their correct version. Finally, the model is tested
in-vivo as part of our originally developed speech-to-text model
for the Croatian language.
Index Terms—Natural language processing, Typo correction,
Croatian language.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spelling correction consists of two tasks: detecting and
correcting spelling mistakes. Today’s data are mostly usergenerated and with that comes the various possibilities of
building systems with incorrect or noisy data. Thus, automatic
spelling correction is very important in many complex NLP
systems such as machine translation, speech recognition, text
summarization, and search engines. We need these spelling
correction systems, so we can build reliable and robust models
whose performance will not be badly affected when the data
used for building those models contain noise in a form of
typos [1].
There is a lot of research that provides different spell correction architectures, from more traditional approaches such as
using dictionary lookup methods and n-grams systems [2, 3]
and using distance metrics that measure the similarity between
two strings [4, 5, 6, 7]. These traditional techniques require a
long computational time, so more researchers are navigating
to the different Artificial Neural Networks.
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More recent papers and researchers are using different types
of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) individually, or in combination with other RNNs [8, 9, 10] constructing sequenceto-sequence [11] models for spelling detection and correction.
With the development of these seq-2-seq models, the usage
of pretrained Transformer models [12] can be seen. Some researchers are even experimenting with combinations of RNNs
with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [13, 14, 15].
Many of the existing models [8, 16] are built and developed to
support the English language as the richest language in terms
of available resources. Lately, some of those architectures
provide opportunities to be re-purposed for other languages.
The above-mentioned papers that explained character-based
methods can easily be used with rich morphological languages
whose structure heavily depends on the positions of their
characters. Moreover, these models can be leveraged in endto-end speech recognition systems. Often there are not enough
audio-text pairs that are available for training the models
and the performance of the language model component of
such systems may perform inadequately. Thereby many new
architectures strive to enhance the overall performance of the
systems by including language components that are trained on
text-only data or include spell checkers to improve and refine
the text output [17, 18, 19].

In this paper, we propose the usage of Neuspell Toolkit [20]
to train models for accurate correction of spelling mistakes in
the Croatian language by using the Subword BERT architecture. This architecture uses a pretrained transformer network,
BERT [21], but can easily implement similar transformer
architectures such as DistilBERT [22] and XLM-RoBERTa
[23]. As mentioned in the original Neuspell paper, the subword
model uses averaged sub-word representations to obtain the
word representations which are then fed to a classifier to predict the corrections. We are using these pretrained transformers
because of their proven classification accuracy and efficiency,
as we are treating this problem as a sequence labeling task.
Because of the data scarcity and low resources available for
the Croatian language, we are using the Croatian Language
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Dataset (CLD) 1 [24] whose goal is to serve as a reusable
standardized Croatian dataset. The dataset is constructed with
sentences from the Croatian Wikipedia dump and the Open
Subtitles project. For the purposes of our research, we are
synthetically noising the dataset, creating a Croatian parallel
dataset for spell correction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we present a brief review of the recent achievements
closely related to pretraining models for typo correction in
low-resource languages. In the next Section III, we introduce
the architectures used for pretraining and a more detailed
explanation of the aforementioned dataset. The results are
presented and discussed in Section IV, and we conclude our
work in the final Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
When working with resource-scarce languages the most
challenging problem is finding or creating a suitable dataset
for a specific task. Due to the unavailability of the required
data, the best way to create parallel data for spelling correction
is to intentionally noise the original examples either using
an error generator or incorporating highly probable spelling
errors and using real misspoken or mistyped words [25]. This
paper proposes a character-based seq-2-seq model using the
LSTM architecture for spell correction in Indic languages. The
described model uses a separate one-layer LSTM encoder as
a corrector and two layers LSTM decoder with attention as
a language model. The training dataset consists of the most
frequent words in Hindu and Telugu, and movie names from
both languages. The parallel dataset is created by introducing
errors from a list of highly committed spelling errors from
both languages. As presented in the paper, this proposed model
achieves 85.4% in the Hindu language and 89.3% in the Telugu
language and it gives much better performance than other
baseline models for the same languages.
In [26] an additional advanced procedure is applied when
a character is substituted with another one, i.e, a character
is substituted with one of its most frequent misspelled versions. Moreover, because of the morphological structure of
the Azerbaijani language, the tokenization is not done on
a sentence level but on a character level. As for the other
languages, a character-based seq-2-seq model is the most
suitable architecture also for the Azerbaijani language. The
architecture consists of an encoder and a decoder of LSTM
layers and an attention mechanism. The evaluation of this
model gives 75% accuracy when distance 0 is taken into
consideration which means that the word is predicted correctly.
Distance 1 to 3 means that the predicted words are some
edit distance from the correct one and for those distances the
accuracy increases up to 98% for the longest distance.
A slightly different architecture for low-resource languages
is proposed in [27] where a knowledge-based model and a
prediction model are embedded in the spell correction system.
1 Dataset available at: https://github.com/matkosoric/Croatian-LanguageDataset
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The idea is that the prediction model predicts each received
word from the user and if that prediction is accepted by the
user and it is corrected, the knowledge base is updated. This
model is enabled not only for English but also for Spanish,
Turkish, and Finnish. The knowledge model constructs a
map of the misspelled words and their corrections, and the
prediction model labels unseen words. For the prediction
model, two methods are experimented with, an LSTM model
and a simple character trigram language model (CharTriLM)
where the likelihood is calculated in terms of log probabilities,
and the likelihood of the word being correct is the sum of log
probabilities from all its trigrams as stated in the paper. The
datasets that are used are the TOEFL11 dataset for the English
language, another real-world Russian dataset, and separate
Wikipedia datasets for Finnish, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, and
Russian. As for the results, the CharTriLM prediction model
achieves better results in low-resource languages when it is
evaluated both on natural data and on synthetically generated
data because of the size and the low availability of resources
for those languages. If more data become available it is
recommended to use a combination of both prediction models.
Novel research for spell correction systems for the Vietnamese languages proposes using the Transformer architecture
for training such models. The VSEC model proposed in [28]
proposes the usage of Deep Learning model for the Vietnamese language instead of using the state-of-the-art statistical
model which relies on the N-gram language model. Here,
the spelling correction problem is considered as a machine
translation task where the incorrect sentence is translated to
its correct version. They train a Transformer based model on
a synthetically generated dataset using a Byte-Pair Encoding
(BPE) tokenizer in the pre-processing phase so the vector
embedding is kept in a reasonable dimension. The dataset is
extracted from a Vietnamese news corpus and additionally,
a realistic dataset with true misspelled mistakes is added for
the testing phase. For the task of evaluation, six metrics are
used, precision, recall and F1-score for both detection and
correction. In comparison with the current Vietnamese stateof-the-art models, their method gives an F1-score of 86.8%
for the detection and 81.5% for the correction task which is
an improvement of 1.9% and 2.2% respectively.
In terms of existing spell checkers for the Croatian language, there is a Croatian Academic Spelling Checker called
Hascheck also known as Ispravi.me [29]. This system is an
expert system that learns and upgrades itself every time new
unseen words are received. Moreover, supervised learning is
applied to preserve the purity of the vocabulary and human
input is needed for the maintenance and improvement of
the service. The system uses a corpus of 100 billion word
occurrences and a dictionary of 2 million words-variants all
confirmed in Croatian texts. Hascheck system is used for
creating Croatian n-gram systems which can further be used
as a database for building Croatian language technologies.
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Fig. 1. The methodology pipeline.

III. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we explain our proposed methodology in
detail. The first part is related to the dataset and its creation,
and the second part is more concentrated on the architectures
we used to build our models. The complete methodology is
illustrated on Figure 1. Each part is comprehensively described
in the following subsections.
A. Dataset
For the purposes of our research, i.e., creating spell correction models for the Croatian language, we used the Croatian
Language Dataset (CLD), which is a public dataset in a
form of Spark’s dataframe. The dataset consists of about
14.7 million entries gathered from Croatian Wikipedia and the
OpenSubtitles project.
Because of the size of the dataset, the prepossessing was
inevitable. First, we deleted all the duplicates in the dataset
since many of the entries were repeated several times, then
we removed all entries that contained extra characters that
are not suitable and necessary for our problem. Next, we
proceeded with processing the entries that contained characters
only from the Croatian alphabet and eliminated the examples
that contained only numbers. Furthermore, because the size
of the data decreased by only 2%, we proceeded with taking
the first 10 million sentences from the dataset and filtered
out the sentences that had less than five words. That way we
obtained a dataset with a size of 6 million entries. For the
training and testing phase, we split the dataset 80:10:10 for
training, validation, and testing, correspondingly. Since this
dataset only contains the original correct sentences, we needed
to generate the corresponding incorrect noisy sentences to
create a synthetic parallel dataset for training neural models for
spell correction. As an addition to the Neuspell toolkit, there
are three strategies provided for noising correct sentences.
These strategies include random manipulation made with the
internal characters of a word in the form of permutation,
deletion, insertion, and replacement. The replacement method
incorporates two approaches: word-based and character-based.
The word-based approach implements a simple lookup-based
replacement where a word is replaced with its most common
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misspelled version. On the other side, the character-based
approach uses a character-level confusion matrix built of pairs
of characters and a list of their most potential character
replacements. All of these strategies are created and intended
to be used on English corpora, and only the first-mentioned
random strategy when modified can be used in generating
Croatian misspellings. Thus, we modified the existing noising function to generate a synthetic parallel dataset for the
Croatian language, i.e., taking into consideration the Croatian
alphabet, we noised our dataset using random manipulation of
the characters that comprise a word’s inner structure.
B. Architecture
The Neuspell Toolkit comprises ten spell correction models.
Two of them are off-the-shelf non-neural models, three are
already existing LSTM models and one is a pretrained transformer network. The last four are Neuspell’s authors’ original
models.
They represent a combination of one of the LSTM models
with two different deep contextual representations of pretrained ELMO [30] and BERT. Because the current implementation of the toolkit does not provide training models on
a custom dataset for their original combination of models,
we decided to try the Subword BERT implementation of
the BERT architecture. Due to the proven efficiency of the
BERT model, we tried the Multilingual BERT model as
we are working with a non-English dataset. Furthermore, to
compare the results, we trained a DistilBERT model on one
side as representative of distilled or smaller models and the
XLM-RoBERTa model on the other side due to its proven
significance in multilingual and non-English NLP problems.
We experiment with different batch sizes and vocabularies
to observe the performances of the models. The size of the
set of unique words which appear in the dataset, known as the
vocabulary, depends on various other hyperparameters.
1) BERT: BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) is a language model that is very important
in various areas in the field of NLP. The key features that make
BERT so empirically powerful in obtaining new state-of-theart results on multiple natural language processing tasks are its
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TABLE I
R ESULTS OF THE MODELS DURING TRAINING AND TESTING PHASE
Models
DistilBERT
DistilBERT
BERT Multilingual
BERT Multilingual
XLM-RoBERTa
XLM-RoBERTa

Type of test data
less corrupted
more corrupted
less corrupted
more corrupted
less corrupted
more corrupted

Accuracy
Training
Testing
0.902861
0.875846
0.902861
0.856941
0.911237
0.909300
0.911237
0.897053
0.988281
0.943634
0.988281
0.931534

Word Rate Correction (Recall)
Testing
0.724485
0.722325
0.806377
0.804493
0.862252
0.860914

Precision
Testing
0.929724
0.961643
0.944196
0.969810
0.988580
0.993769

F1
Testing
0.814373
0.824978
0.869862
0.879450
0.921105
0.922583

Fig. 2. Confusion matrices representing the efficiency of the models.

method for producing bidirectional language representations
and the way of its pretraining [21]. BERT is pretrained using
two unsupervised tasks, more precisely Masked Language
Modeling (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP).
At the same time, another important feature of this model is
that its architecture remains unified no matter the downstream
task that it is fine-tuned. So, the problem of spell correction is
considered as a sequence labeling downstream task. The only
small difference in the Neuspell implementation in comparison
with the original BERT implementation is that the sub-word
representations are averaged to obtain the word representations. Thus obtained representations are fed to a classifier that
predicts the correct labels, i.e. correct word. Since we are
working with the Croatian language, the multilingual version
of BERT is used. The fine-tuning of the model over our
previously described dataset was made within two epochs
with a batch size of 128 and a vocabulary of 200000 words.
Everything else remained as in the original paper.
2) DistilBERT: The DistilBERT model is a compressed
or distilled version of the original BERT. Using transfer
learning, this smaller model is trained on the same corpus
as BERT and uses the same architecture. The only difference
is that DistilBERT applies modern linear algebra frameworks
to achieve high optimization. With that, the final result is a
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model that is 60% faster and 40% smaller and lighter and
reaches similar performances on many downstream tasks.
To fine-tune this model on our dataset as a spell correction
system we just initialized it through Neuspell’s Subword
BERT architecture with a batch size of 256 and a vocabulary
of 100000 words.
3) XLM-RoBERTa: XLM [31] is a Transformer-based
cross-lingual language model (XLM) that uses two methods
to learn the representations of the words, one unsupervised
that uses monolingual data, and one supervised method which
leverages parallel data. The model is trained with the masked
and casual language modeling (CLM and MLM) objective
and a new cross-lingual objective called translation language
modeling (TLM) objective which is an extension of MLM
to pairs of parallel sentences. This way the model is forced
to learn similar representations for different languages. The
RoBERTa model [32] is just a BERT model that is robustly
optimized which means that all the hyper-parameters and
their effects, better design choices, and training strategies are
carefully evaluated to improve its performance on downstream
tasks. The XLM-RoBERTa model is a multilingual model that
is pre-trained in 100 different languages. This model follows
the XLM approach and the only changes that are introduced
exist to improve performance at scale. The RoBERTa appendix
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comes from its training routine which is the same as the
original RoBERTa model only considering the MLM objective.
The model is fine-tuned using the Neuspell implementation
using a batch size of 64 and a set of unique words that appear
in the training dataset - a vocabulary of 100000 words during
2 epochs.
C. Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation of the models and their comparison is made
using accuracy and word rate correction. With accuracy, we
measure the percentage of correct words of all the words
in a sentence and with word rate correction we measure
the percentage of corrected words over the words that are
indeed in need of correction. In other words, word rate
correction represents how good the model is at correcting
only misspelled words. The word rate correction metric is
just renamed metric equivalent to the recall metric. In these
kinds of problems, accuracy is not always the best metric to
measure the performances of the models since the goal is to
build models that aim to correct only misspelled words, and
with accuracy, all the corrections are taken into consideration
even if it means correcting words into their correct version.
Therefore, we incorporate the precision and F1-score to gain
a clearer understanding of the outcomes of each of the distinct
models.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, we are comparing the multiple different
architectures that were described above. As explained, we
used three different models that we fine-tuned on the Croatian
parallel dataset to detect and correct misspelled words. Each
of the models is trained on a more corrupted dataset, meaning
a dataset that consists of parallel examples where the syntactically generated noisy sentence contains more words that are
intentionally made incorrect, i.e., a higher percentage of the
words are misspelled. The models are tested on two different
datasets, where one is less corrupted meaning a lower percent
of the words in the sentences contain misspelled words and
noise, and the other is more corrupted, created in the same
way as the training set described above.
In the following example, we present how sentences
are noised with the less corrupted and more corrupted
strategy. The words marked with red are the words that are
intentionally syntactically misspelled.
Example: Ivan uči matematiku dok rješava zadatke iz radne
bilježnice.
Less corrupted sentence: Ivan uči matmatiku dok rešava
zadatke iz radne bilježnice.
More corrupted sentence: Ivan uci matemtiku dok resjava
zdaatke iz rade bliježnice.
Table I represents the obtained results during training and
testing the models. As seen from Table I, the best scores
are obtained with the XLM-RoBERTa model with an accuracy of 94.36% and 93.15% for the less corrupted and
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the more corrupted dataset respectively. It can be noticed
that the accuracy for the less corrupted dataset is slightly
higher than the accuracy for the more corrupted dataset for
all three models. That is the case since the accuracy takes
into consideration all of the matches, including the correct
words that remain unchanged, and in the less corrupted dataset,
the percentage of correct words is higher than the percentage
of the incorrect words. Therefore, we additionally used the
word rate correction metric i.e recall in the testing phase as a
true measure of the performances of the models. Once more,
XLM-RoBERTa gives the best results when evaluated with the
second metric, i.e., it gives around 86% word rate correction
in comparison with the 80% and 72% for the other models,
BERT and DistilBERT. Moreover, it can be noticed that word
rate correction is slightly lower for the more corrupted dataset.
The models give higher scores when evaluated on the less
corrupted dataset because when the models are evaluated on
a more corrupted dataset they try to correct as many words as
possible, and sometimes that means changing incorrect words
into different incorrect words. So in this case, all models
have a higher percentage of falsely converting incorrect words
and consequently have a lower word rate correction on the
more corrupted dataset. Additionally, the models are evaluated
with precision and F1-score to obtain better insight into
their performances. Once again, XLM-RoBERTa surpasses the
other models. The results are depicted in Figure 2 where
we present confusion matrices of the models when evaluated
on both datasets. The rows present the actual classes of the
words (whether they need to be corrected or not), and the
columns present the models‘ predictions if they performed
correction on the specific word or not. The matrices prove
the efficiency of the typo correction models for detecting
incorrectly written words and translating them into their valid
form as their percentage is higher than 96% for not changing
the correct words and more than 72% accuracy for correcting
the words with typos. The best-performing model is XLMRoBERTa since it shows better word rate correction and better
performance overall evaluation metrics.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed using already existing and pretrained architectures for English spelling correction to build a
spell correction system in the Croatian language. Our method
shows that different Deep Learning implementations with the
right modifications have the potential to be leveraged for
languages other than English. With this work, we prove that
spell correction systems for different languages do not have
to rely on current traditional and statistical methods, and the
human contribution and input can be reduced when a Deep
Learning method is applied.
The scores on two differently corrupted datasets reveal
that the XLM-RoBERTa model when trained on subword
architecture gives the highest results. In future work, we plan
to include real frequent Croatian misspelled words to improve
the accuracy of the recent model, so it can be used as part of
a complex speech-to-text system for the Croatian language.
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Abstract—The future of computation is massively parallel and heterogeneous with specialized accelerator devices
and instruction sets in both edge- and cluster-computing.
However, software development is bound to become the
bottleneck. To extract the potential of hardware wonders, the
software would have to solve the following problems: heterogeneous device mapping, capability discovery, parallelization,
adaptation to new ISAs, and many others. This systematic
complexity will be impossible to manually tame for human
developers. These problems need to be offloaded to intelligent
compilers. In this paper, we present the current research that
utilizes deep learning, polyhedral optimization, reinforcement
learning, etc. We envision the future of compilers as consisting of empirical testing, automatic statistics collection,
continual learning, device capability discovery, multiphase
compiling – precompiling and JIT tuning, and classification
of workloads. We devise a simple classification experiment
to demonstrate the power of simple graph neural networks
(GNNs) paired with program graphs. The test performance
demonstrates the effectiveness and representational appropriateness of GNNs for compiler optimizations in heterogeneous systems. The benefits of intelligent compilers are time
savings for the economy, energy savings for the environment,
and greater democratization of software development.
Keywords—compiler optimization, GNN, reinforcement
learning, edge computing, heterogeneous computing, polyhedral model, machine learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
The future of computation is massively parallel and
heterogeneous with specialized accelerator devices and
instruction sets in both edge- and cluster-computing. With
a multitude of different domain-specific accelerators [1]–
[3], memory technologies [4]–[6], and different types of
processor architectures [7], the engineering effort required
to extract the potential of upcoming hardware wonders is
becoming an intractable problem [8].
To efficiently use the major potential of the many new
types of hardware, prevent software development from
becoming a bottleneck, but also improve the efficiency of
hardware research itself, we believe that many of the new
arising problems should be off-loaded to next-generation,
intelligent compilers. These compilers would have to solve
the following problems: heterogeneous device mapping,
device capability discovery, code partitioning, automatic
parallelization, adaptation to new hardware, and many
others. The growing systematic complexity will be impossible to manually tame for human developers. These types
of compilers would not only further improve software
development but also propel hardware research forward.
The deployment of actual code which needs to be tested
and compared on different kinds of hardware would be
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shortened, eliminating the need for hardware researchers
to write optimal code for the specific devices they tailor.
The earliest compiler optimizations which are still in use
today, such as dead code elimination, peephole optimization, function inlining, and similar, mostly relied on some
form of a graph representation of a program and a handtuned heuristic searching through it to find the appropriate
optimization [9]. What we will call the second generation
of compiler optimizations, which are still very prevalent
and are being researched today, came with the polyhedral
model. The polyhedral model abstracts sequential parts of
a program into polyhedra and tries to solve an integer linear program (ILP) defined by it [10]–[12], thus finding an
optimal schedule of the instructions which are considered
in the polyhedra without changing the semantics of the
code. The next or third generation of compilers are based
on the methods of previous generations but augmented
with machine learning methods [13]–[21].
In Section II, we discuss the related works on compiler
optimizations, with a focus on the up-and-coming machine
learning approaches and the polyhedral model. In Section III, we further describe the problems next-generation
compilers have to solve and propose a set of high-level
solutions to those problems. Next, in Section IV, we
experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of simple
graph neural networks (GNNs) in encoding computational
patterns and finally conclude our work in Section V.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Polyehdral model
The polyhedral model is a model for optimizing loops in
programs which we believe is the first step towards modern, intelligent compilers and automatic code deployment.
The model tries to find the optimal schedule of a sequential
part of a program by abstracting it into polyhedron.
The optimization task then reduces to finding an optimal
schedule without changing the semantics of the program.
It has to solve an Integer Linear Program (ILP), which is a
combinatorial optimization problem, where we try to find
the optimal transformations to be applied on a schedule
tensor. The model is extensively used in many generalpurpose and domain-specific language compilers, such as
GCC [22], [23], LLVM [24], TVM [25], Tiramisu [26],
MLIR [27] and has seen many new improvements and
use cases over the years, such as data-stream processing
[28], non-affine code optimization [29] compilation for
heterogeneous targets [30], automatic parallelization [31]
and many more [32]–[38]. We believe that the polyhedral
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model has its place in compiler optimizations, but its future
lies in machine learning augmentations. Recent advances
in the field have been going in this direction. Polyhedral
descriptions can be learned [39] and solving ILPs can
be sped up [40], [41]. The relatively recent PolyGym
[14] is a reinforcement learning framework for polyhedral
optimizations of programs.
However, some limitations of the model also have to
be addressed. The first limitation of the model is that it
can not represent explicit heterogeneous device mapping,
at least in its current form. It can be extremely useful
in optimizing code for a specific device, but it can not
explicitly map a part of code to it. Secondly, the current
optimization targets, i.e. the actual objective functions are
predefined for each device. While some work is being done
in the generalization of these objective functions [42], the
actual heuristics used are still hand-tuned. We address this
problem in Section III-A.
B. Manual-heuristic approaches
Some of the earliest compiler optimizations methods
rely on aggressively gathering data about a program’s behavior to be able to find the best way to optimize it. Most
of these methods try to use different graph representations
of a program. These approaches, such as finding dominator and post-dominator trees, constant folding, deadcode elimination, reachability, and liveness analysis [9],
[16], rely on finding different characteristics of a program
graph representation and accordingly optimizing, guided
by a hand-tuned (manual) heuristic.
C. Machine learning approaches
A plethora of machine learning approaches in compiler
optimization and source code analysis has recently started
to emerge. Translating between programming languages
[13], detecting code clones [20], [43]–[45], heterogeneous
device mapping [13], [16], [46] and other problems. Most
of these would be out of scope for manual-heuristic
approaches or the polyhedral model, but with different
code representations [13], [16], [17], [20], [45]–[47] and
intelligent, robust models which can make use of them,
a lot of new directions for compilers and program analysis tools have emerged. Specifically, recent graph-based
approaches have tried to leverage GNN models to embed
the program representation into a continuous space where
certain, known optimizations, such as gradient descent
can be used to find new optimizations or augment older
compilation methods [16], [19]–[21], [44], [45].
Other, syntax-based approaches, have tried to use natural language processing (NLP) methods, where they try
to leverage a program’s syntax to solve some optimization
tasks. While some NLP principles have been adopted, such
as using embeddings [13], [46], [47], most of them do not
generalize very well when trained on source code. The
drawback of NLP models is the focus on syntax, which
makes the models much more complex. An NLP model
first has to learn how to parse the language into a suitable
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Fig. 1: Intelligent compiler system

representation before doing the actual optimizations on
it. This representation needs to be able to encode the
sequences of computations, but also the long-range dependencies which are often present in programs. The natural
way of representing such sequences and dependencies is
with graphs, which we can already extract from programs
manually. Therefore, we can avoid the first part of the
NLP problem and focus on the optimizations by directly
working with graph representations. However, some utility
can be found in NLP models, one of which we describe
in Section III-B.
Modern machine learning models have reduced comprehensibility and they must be coupled with explainability
methods to enable faster innovation and debugging [48]–
[50]. Of special interest for compilers are new explainable
approaches for supervised and reinforcement learning over
GNNs. Additionally, AI methods are subject to limits
[51] which may affect the security and performance, both
aspects that need further inquiry.
III. ROADMAP TOWARDS INTELLIGENT COMPILERS
Currently, most modern compilers focus on a specific set
of optimizations, which can be domain-specific [25], [26],
[52], [53] or even device-specific [3], [54]. This limits their
viewpoint substantially, as we believe the focus should
be on general compiler optimizations and eliminating
hand-tuned heuristics from different parts of compilation
systems. Most applications today are larger systems, consisting of multiple domain-specific tasks which need to be
optimized. Our goal is to provide a vision of generalized
compilers of the future. Instead of domain-specific languages and optimizations, we believe that the compiler itself should be able to identify which optimizations are best
performed on specific parts of code, as the domain-specific
focus can limit cross-domain optimization opportunities.
In this section, we present our view of next-generation
intelligent compilers by addressing some of the problems
we mentioned in the previous sections. Our approach (see
1) focuses on using graph neural networks (GNN) and
reinforcement learning to find the best optimization on
a multitude of specified problems. We present our view
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through a hierarchy of intelligent models and methods
which need to work in tandem.

the source code by dynamically injecting functionality
augmented with runtime information.

A. Device capability discovery and device-specific optimizations

C. Heterogeneous device mapping

The first problem we will address is the device capability discovery problem. This is the problem of finding
out the set of instructions and/or operations a device is
capable of executing. Here we rely on the Bring Your
Own Codegen [55] principle. With this approach, we rely
on a generalized IR language [56] or even a framework
such as OpenCL [57], and a hardware vendor to write
the actual code generation. The compiler would be responsible for translating the general-purpose code into the
required language while performing device-specific optimizations in the process. Source-to-source compilers, such
as Facebook’s TransCoder [58] and R-Stream [59], can be
leveraged for code generation, but we turn to the polyhedral model for the actual optimization. We can leverage machine learning methods such as (semi-)supervised
and reinforcement learning to find the (constraint) linear
programming problem which would best represent the
device we are mapping to. Our model would either use
gathered statistics from previous code executions on the
device, reinforcement learning, or a combination of the
two, to search the hyperheuristic space. This would mean
we are essentially representing the device’s capabilities to
leverage the potential locality, parallelism, or any other
characteristic of our code for a significant performance
gain with a learned objective function and constrained
problem.
B. Code partitioning
The problem which naturally arises with the previously
mentioned approach is deciding which parts of code we
want to translate to a deployable representation. This
code partitioning problem could be viewed from multiple
viewpoints, however, the most straightforward approach
would be to implement an extended variant of the mincut algorithm on a program graph, where we partition the
graph based on a runtime cost prediction. However, with
this model, we also need to keep in mind that we will be
optimizing the newly deployed code with our previously
mentioned polyhedral model. Therefore our model needs
to take the learned device capability representation into
account, along with the actual program graph.
Another viewpoint on this problem is through the lens
of preprocessor directives. Many frameworks, such as
OpenMP [60], use preprocessing directives to automatically translate or parallelize parts of code. This problem
can be viewed as a type of automatic and intelligent
generation of such directives based on learned heuristics
over program representations, which would be a syntaxbased approach since we need to generate the directives.
Alternatively, we can also approach this problem with
a Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation model in which case
we can use a graph-based approach, therefore bypassing
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Automatic mapping to different heterogeneous devices
has been a long-standing problem in the compiler research
community. Recently, graph neural networks [16], along
with IR instruction embedding techniques [13], [46] were
used in automatically mapping OpenCL kernels to either
the CPU or GPU. Although these methods show some
promising results, they are far from mapping in entire
heterogeneous systems, where we can map tasks to a
combination of devices as well. Other approaches have
tried to leverage the polyhedral model [30] or handcrafted algorithms [61], while some limit themselves to
deep learning workloads [8]. So far the under-utilized
approach of graph neural networks may hold the potential,
but with certain augmentations to boost its precision and
effectiveness. Another augmentation to the model can
be added by using hardware portfolios. Analogous to
the works on algorithm portfolios [62], the model could
deploy the code on a multitude of devices simultaneously
and use the result it gets the quickest. This would allow
the model to be more fault-tolerant and use the statistical
variance of the runtime distribution for better performance
when running on different problem instances.
D. Statistics collection, empirical testing and continual
learning
To ensure longevity, robustness, and generalization
for upcoming hardware architectures, the next-generation
compilers need to be highly adaptable. For the compilers to
be usable in a similar to GCC or Clang compilers which
have stood the test of time, we would have to employ
some sort of continual learning methods [63], [64] for
our model to be usable through its lifetime. Contrary to
classic machine learning methods which learn in isolation
on a given dataset, continual learning methods try to steer
the model towards continual knowledge accumulation,
which it can use in future learning and problem-solving
tasks [63]. This means that the knowledge the model has
gathered through multiple training runs, possibly driven
by combinatorial designs [65], is not only remembered but
also reused and transferred to new problems. By collecting
statistics of previous compilation and program executions
on different hardware platforms we can compare our
model to its previous versions. The collected statistics can
also be used as a form of regularization of the model
so it does not forget the previously learned optimization
techniques. Since we are working with statistical models,
the model’s ability to adapt to new problems or hardware
platforms, while also maintaining performance on the old,
learned ones, would require a large of empirical tests to
ensure the robustness of the model.
E. Precompiling and JIT tuning
A problem with our approach is that every application
has to be compiled from a source for it to be optimized for
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a platform. This could be circumvented by precompiling
our code and then JIT tunning on the platform itself.
This would require us to design an annotated bytecode or
intermediate representation into which optimal code can be
injected. The code could also be precompiled for a family
of devices since certain types of computations are always
more suited for specific devices. For example, interacting
with files would always be done by the CPU, which means
there is no need for it to recompile each time we want to
deploy to a certain device.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL STUDY
We have put a lot of focus on graph-neural networks
in our proposed approach. In this section, we will demonstrate with a simple experiment that GNNs have sufficient
representational power and inbuilt bias to solve problems
over code graphs. We will focus on the device mapping
problem by solving an intermediate problem – extracting
characteristics and higher-level patterns from the program
graph. Reasoning over those patterns is just a matter
of scaling, and it is not covered here. Here we will
classify computational dwarfs from the OpenCL kernel
using graph neural networks. Dwarfs are reoccurring communication and computation patterns common to a class of
applications [66], [67]. We reuse the OpenCL kernels used
in the DEVMAP task [13], [16] which are collected from a
multitude of open-source benchmarks for GPUs, parallel
computing, and heterogeneous systems. After collecting
the set of 282 kernels, some are labeled using soft labels
as they can belong to multiple dwarfs, while some are
omitted since we were not sure of even a single dwarf the
kernel would belong to. Very few of the kernels have hard
labels (one-hot). After labeling, we split the kernels into
train and test data with 80:20% ratio and generate a total
of 3784 unique LLVM IR programs, by using the Clang
compiler with various combinations of compile flags. With
this approach, we aim to increase the size of the dataset,
but also to enrich it with noisy data so our trained models
become more robust and impervious to it. The distribution
of the dataset with regards to the highest probable labels
is shown in Figure 2.
We can observe that the dataset is not well-balanced
and some classes, which have less than 100 instances have
been omitted during training and testing. This stems from
the fact that most benchmarks for parallel computing and
heterogeneous platforms focus on GPUs and data-level
parallelism which is why classes with higher potential for
it are more prevalent. Also, some kernels may have been
mislabeled as there is room for human error in the labeling
process.
We use a simple graph convolutional network model
described in [68], with T = 4 message passes and
H = 128 + 16 node representation dimensions. The first
H1 = 16 dimensions are used to encode the type of the
node, which can be an instruction, variable or constant,
while the H2 = 128 encode the text of the node (IR). We
use a vocabulary used in CompilerGym’s [15] GNN cost
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Fig. 2: Dataset distribution.

Fig. 3: Test set confusion matrix.

model example, which contains embedding indices and we
train our embeddings. This gives us 78.3% accuracy on the
test set and the confusion matrix shown in Figure 3. This
level of performance demonstrates the effectiveness and
representational appropriateness of GNNs for compiler
optimizations in heterogeneous systems.
V. C ONCLUSION
Through the experiment, we show that encoding code
patterns can be effectively solved using GNNs. However,
if we want the next-generation compilers to be as widely
used as the general-purpose compilers we currently have,
further work needs to be done on specialized GNN architectures for specific purposes and the problems we
have proposed, which should efficiently boost the precision of next-generation compilers. Furthermore, automatically deploying optimal programs on every platform
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could prove beneficial for the environment by lowering
energy consumption [69], [70], the economy by lowering
development time, and also software development itself,
since the need for manually optimizing code would be
mostly eliminated. Just imagine the effects of intelligent
compilers on app stores, both from the developers’ and
customers’ views. Similar goes for distributed computing
in high-performance clusters where the first steps have
already been made for simpler scenarios [8].
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Abstract – Phishing attacks have become today one of
the most common security breaches performed on different
communication channels. Their goal is to direct users to
malicious websites or to infect a user’s computer in an effort
to acquire personal or sensitive data for later misuse.
Phishing is often the first step in the process of cybercrime,
and in order to be able to recognize potential attacks and
adequately protect users, it is necessary to understand the
underlying principles of attack strategies. Therefore,
applying machine learning for training a system that would
recognize phishing messages would be essential for
increasing the level of security from cyberattacks. The aim
of this paper is to analyze the diverse types of phishing
messages and to provide an overview of machine learning
techniques used for the detection of phishing (and spam) emails, hereby mainly focusing on regression and
classification algorithms. In addition to the mentioned
techniques, an analysis of datasets that are used for training
of systems for detecting phishing attacks (and spam) is
presented with regard to their size, language and accuracy
scores.
Keywords - information security; information privacy;
machine learning; phishing; attack detection; spam;
electronic messages

I. INTRODUCTION
Phishing attacks have become one of the most
common security breaches today. They are executed on
different communication channels with a goal to acquire
personal or sensitive data from users for later misuse.
Phishing as a term was coined from three words –
“password”, “harvesting” and “fishing”, broadly defined
as the process of password harvesting or password
“fishing”. Phishing is a common type of social
engineering attacks, related to fraudulent actions using
various internet services with the main aim to steal not
only passwords, but various types of confidential and
sensitive data [1] such as login or credit card credentials
and other precious information [2].
Even though they share some similarities, phishing
attacks are to be distinguished from spam messages.
While phishing attacks are characterized by the intention
of stealing personal or sensitive data, spam messages are
unwanted and tiresome messages that often come in form
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of marketing materials and advertisement, but without
malicious intents.
According to [3], three most common types of data
that were misused are credentials (usernames, passwords,
pin numbers), personal data (name, e-mail, addresses) and
medical data (treatment information, insurance claims
etc.).
Phishing messages are often integrated into electronic
messages that motivate users to click on a link that takes
them further to fake websites that imitate real websites,
such as websites of banks or online payment services, and
where they are asked to provide bank credentials, account
information, personal data etc. Users are potentially under
attack even if they only open a suspicious link, whereas
the real danger keeps growing if a user starts to enter
valuable personal information into entry fields that are
prepared specifically for storing data of unsuspecting
users.
Attacks can be also carried out through social media
platforms or instant messaging applications, which have
become one of the most usable media nowadays. Social
media represent an almost ideal target, since it is easier for
attackers to gather personal account information, private
phone numbers, data on daily activities, interests,
relationships etc. What makes it even harder for users to
detect phishing attacks is the fact that legitimate
organizations, such as banks or insurance companies, have
their official phone numbers and essential information
shown publicly on their websites, so attackers can misuse
this kind of information to approach potential victims who
are therefore not always able to distinguish if the message
is authentic or not.
Knowledge of underlying principles of attack
strategies is fundamental for recognizing potential attacks
and adequate protection of users. Reference [4] proposed a
new phishing anatomy that includes attack phases,
attacker types, vulnerabilities, threats, targets, attack
mediums, and attacking techniques in order to present the
lifecycle of a phishing attack and to increase awareness.
Another group of authors made a distinction between
social engineering and technical aspects of phishing
attacks, and proposed a taxonomy consisting of phases
and classes for each criterion [3].
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Training a system that would be able to recognize
phishing messages would be essential for increasing the
level of security from cyberattacks. There are various
approaches that can be employed for analyzing phishing
and spam messages, including Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques, the use of blacklists or
whitelists, content evaluation, hybrid methods or the use
of machine learning [5], which are at the center of this
paper.
Here the authors present an overview of supervised
machine learning techniques that can used for phishing
and spam detection, mainly focusing on regression and
classification. In addition to these techniques, an analysis
of datasets that are nowadays utilized for training of
machine learning systems for detecting phishing attacks or
spam messages is given with regard to size and language
of datasets, and their accuracy score obtained during
performance testing. The paper also provides an analysis
of different types of phishing messages.
Literature review in this paper is based on research
papers and other works that are amongst others included
in Web of Science and IEEE databases, and by using
Boolean expressions and key words, such as: (“mail”
AND “phishing” AND “machine learning”) NOT
(“website” OR “webpage”) NOT (“neural network”) NOT
(“deep learning”). Extracted papers were analyzed and
selected according to applied machine learning
algorithms, accuracy results and dataset characteristics.
The organization of the paper is as follows: after the
Introduction section, the next section presents information
on recent phishing attacks on electronic messaging
services. The third section explains the distinct types of
phishing, whereas the fourth section gives an overview of
machine learning algorithms that are suitable for detecting
spam and phishing e-mails. The fifth section deals with
the most frequently used machine learning techniques, the
size and language of datasets that are used for training of
machine learning systems and their corresponding
accuracies. The closing section concludes the paper and
suggests future research.
II.

RECENT PHISHING ATTACKS ON ELECTRONIC
MESSAGING SERVICES

Reference [3] reported that phishing e-mails generally
contain links to malicious websites (38%) or contain
malicious attachments (38%). Seventy-five percent of
organizations around the world experienced some kind of
phishing in 2020, whereas 96% of phishing attacks were
initiated with the help of e-mails, 3% with fake websites
and 1% through voice phishing.
According to [6], social engineering attacks in 2019
were the number one threat for individual users and the
number two for organizations. Namely, social engineering
often appears as the first phase of a cybercrime [7].
Reference [1] reported an increase of phishing campaigns
during the COVID-19 crisis. Reference [8] reported an
increase of 76% of phishing attacks in 2020 in comparison
to 2019. According to the same source, most of the
phishing servers were located in Hong Kong, China.
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In many cases the human factor, which includes stress,
fear, anxiety, risk-taking, demographic factors and
education level, decides on the success of a phishing
attack [9]. Due to the fact that during the COVID-19 crisis
people spent more time using their computers, the number
of cyberattacks has increased 35% [8]. During that period
phishing e-mails often impersonated government bodies,
medical and health organizations asking for diseaserelated information, offering testing methods and
treatment, financial help for government packages,
personal health equipment etc.
Reference [10] reported that from May to August 2021
there was a 7.3% increase of phishing attacks. The
increase of phishing campaigns was also reported by [11]
between 2019 and 2020. Especially big organizations
were targets of phishing campaigns, with a large number
of victims.
When analyzing the types of losses, security officers
reported the following: 60% of organizations lost data,
52% of organizations had their accounts or other
credentials compromised, 47% of organizations were
infected by ransomware, 29% by malware, whereas 18%
of organizations experienced financial loss [3].
According to [3] and [12], the most targeted sector by
phishing attacks was the financial sector (60% more than
the next sector), followed by higher education. In 2021,
the most targeted industries were retail, manufacturing,
food and drinks, research and development, and
technology.
According to [13], in 2020 77% of organizations
experienced phishing attacks and in 2021 this number
raised to 86%. The same source reported that 99% of
organizations had formally some sort of security training
programs, but only 57% of them actually did provide
training, and less than 50% covered the topic of phishing
in their programs.
According to [3], countries that experienced the most
of phishing attacks in 2020 were the United States, the
United Kingdom, Australia, Japan, Spain, France and
Germany. Companies that were impersonated most often
were Microsoft, ADP, Amazon, Adobe Sign, Zoom and
public bodies, which all have frequent communication via
e-mail with their customers.
A group of authors performed research on the
occurrence of phishing attacks in European countries, and
showed interestingly that more educated persons are more
susceptible to phishing attacks [14].
III.

TYPES OF PHISHING ATTACKS

There are several types of phishing attacks [15] which
are performed through various communication channels,
and which can be differentiated by content, type of
targeted action (stealing data, clicking, computer infection
etc.) and type of target user.
E-mail phishing: Phishing via e-mails most often
comes in the form of messages that contain one or more
fake URL addresses which redirect a user to a trap
website. Such websites may be camouflaged and
displayed as official websites of financial corporations
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[16]. E-mail phishing attacks can contain a message with
tampered links that alert or warn a user to perform an
action of interest to an attacker (so-called “phisher”), for
example, to immediately update sensitive data.
Unfortunately, if the victim proceeds, all entered
information will fall into the hands of the attacker [15].
Phishing e-mails may also contain fake webforms that ask
for sensitive data, links to videos or pictures that present
fake news etc.
Instant messaging phishing: In instant messaging
applications a threat comes again with a suspicious URL,
and here the attacker tries to get a user’s sensitive data,
especially passwords. The phisher might use voice chats,
textual chats or even a combination of both [16]. Instant
messaging applications and services are a favorable place
to start group conversations with numerous users, and to
share malicious links to everyone at once. On the other
hand, according to [16] online social networks such as
Facebook and Twitter have a “rapid growth of phishing
attacks for several reasons: 1) it is easy to impersonate
people and create fake profiles, 2) users’ willingness to
trust and 3) popularity of social networking sites”.
Smishing: According to [15], SMS phishing or shortly
smishing is a type of “social engineering attack carried out
through SMS in order to steal user data including personal
information, financial information and credentials”, which
often results in “money laundering activities”. These
attacks appear in form of an SMS that is sent to a user’s
cell phone, and which also contain misleading information
or malicious links to harmful websites. If users respond to
the instructions given by the attacker or click on the
provided link in the SMS, they are automatically
redirected to a fake website and run the risk of revealing
their valuable data. For example, during holidays attackers
take advantage of seasonal discounts and send such links
to victims, which are attracted by fake discounts for
products that do not actually exist. This is similar to
instant messaging phishing; however, it should still be
distinguished since these two types of attack are carried
out through different services for exchanging messages.
Bulk phishing: Here phishing is attempted massively
within the same organization, aiming to imitate
communication between the company and the user.
Spear phishing: This type of attack is focused on a
specific group of users or an organization. Here the
attackers need to know more information about specific
users or the inner workings of an organization, especially
its power structure [15]. A paper emphasizes that “spear
phishing attacks require understanding of the
organization’s context to create effective phishing emails” [16]. In that sense, attackers study an organization
or their victims for a longer period. Spear phishing attacks
are carried out carefully and thoughtfully, and if attackers
succeed in stealing sensitive data of a targeted
organization, consequences might be catastrophic for an
entire population or society as a whole.
Whaling: This is a type of phishing attack where an
attacker acts like a senior member of an organization and
performs an attack on other employees of the organization
– all for the purpose of retrieving sensitive data from
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employees [17]. According to [15], whaling is a form of
spear phishing that targets high-profile employees.
Vishing or voice phishing: This type of phishing is
conducted through phone calls or voice messages. The
attackers pretend to represent a company and try to access
personal information.
Pharming: This type of phishing manipulates website
traffic, aiming to steal passwords and usernames. It is
mostly used in e-commerce and on (fake) bank websites.
In this case a malicious code is installed on the computer
or on a server. Through misdirection on websites,
attackers can steal credit card information, bank account
information or various passwords. Pharming might
include the tampering of DNS in order to redirect user
from a domain to a malicious website. A DNS server
translates names into IP addresses in form of numbers. So,
if an attacker (so-called “pharmer”) changes these details,
the computer will be using a corrupted IP address for
accessing a specific website.
Some common examples of phishing attacks include
fake documents, such as invoices, and attempt different
types of fraud (so-called “scam”), generally through emails that ask for account information updates, personal
data or financial help. They regularly contain messages on
settlements for resolving problems by clicking on links, or
messages from a human resource department. They might
also come in form of fake alerts on “unusual” computer
activities that require immediate action etc. However,
regardless of the different fields of application, diverse
scenarios and communication channels, the goal is always
to steal personal data or sensitive information from users.
According to [18], there are four critical steps during a
phishing attack via e-mails:
1. The attacker creates a phishing website that has
almost identical visual identity like the legitimate one,
so it can attract more users.
2. The attacker creates an e-mail that often includes
created phishing websites and sends it to a large
number of potential victims. If there is a case of e.g.,
spear phishing, the pool of potential victims is
narrowed down to a specific target group.
3. The victim opens the e-mail and clicks on the link
that redirects to a phishing website, where the user is
asked to provide sensitive information such as bank
credentials.
4. The phisher gains that way valuable information
from victims and misuses them.
In a phishing campaign, messages are often sent
massively asking users to act by clicking on various links
or sharing information, whereas in spear phishing and
whaling attacks the focus is on specific organizations or
their senior members that have a higher level of
responsibility and more access to valuable resources.
Phishing and spear phishing were the most common
incidents during the COVID-19 crisis, often appearing as
the first step of trying to gain access to a network by using
stolen credentials with the help of malware that is
automatically installed after a victim has clicked on a
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malicious link or opened a harmful attachment. Malicious
e-mails are currently reported as the most frequent type of
incident [8].
IV.

MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Machine learning approaches differ by methods and
techniques. The main approaches are supervised,
unsupervised, semi-supervised and reinforcement learning
[19]. According to [20], supervised learning implies that a
machine learns under guidance, using labeled data and
defining output. In unsupervised learning the machine
uses unlabeled data and finds a way to “understand”
hidden data and structure in order to create an output. In
semi-supervised learning the training dataset consists of a
small number of labeled examples and a large number of
unlabeled examples [21], and therefore stands between
supervised and unsupervised learning. In reinforcement
learning, the machine uses an established pattern, but the
input depends on a specific action and context. Here the
machine learns from past experiences and interacts with
the environment. The system uses the principle of reward
and punishment in order to be trained.
The detection of spam and phishing content is
generally researched using the supervised machine
learning approach and with focus on two types of
problems: classification and regression [22].
Classification is a well-established method for content
categorization, as it enables the distinction and labeling of
messages according to so-called classes, e.g. phishing or
regular messages, spam or ham (i.e. no spam), true or
false, users or non-users, but also other types of classes,
such as those related to speech recognition, word tagging,
natural language processing (NLP) tasks etc.
Classification algorithms can be further divided into more
fine-grained categories, such as multi-class classifier when
there are more than two outcomes. Classification
algorithms can be further divided into mainly two
categories: linear models (logistic regression, support
vector machine) and non-linear models (k-nearest
neighbors, naïve Bayes, decision tree, random forest) [20,
23, 24]. In classification, the input values are discrete data,
and the output is a discrete value, such as phishing or nophishing, male or female. The final aim is to find the
boundary that separates data from a dataset into different
classes (Fig. 1). In a recent paper, seven classification
algorithms were used to filter spam e-mails [25].

a mapping function that can map an input variable (x) to a
continuous output variable (y). It is used to predict
continuous quantity variables, such as weather changes,
salary, price, age, house prices, market trends etc. In
regression analysis, the system is trained by input features
and output labels, aiming to establish relationships among
variables and to estimate to what extent features affect the
output, i.e. the continuous target variable. There are
various types of regression algorithms (linear and nonlinear), such as simple linear regression, multiple linear
regression, support vector regression, decision tree
regression, random forest regression etc. In regression, the
continuous output variable is a real value (integer or float).
The final aim is to find the line of best fit which can
predict the most accurate output (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Regression model
What is common to classification and regression is
that historical data predict future events [22]. The main
difference between classification and regression is the data
labeling approach: classification uses discrete labels from
a finite set and here the labels are “counted”, whereas
regression is based on continuous labels with infinite
possibilities for prediction, but here they are “measured”
[20].
However, detecting phishing attacks is still quite
complicated due to many reasons. For instance, strategies
for crafting phishing messages are limited only by the
imagination of the attacker. Furthermore, the complexity
of languages and syntactic rules which vary from one
language to another make it difficult for a computer to
“understand” and distinguish messages. Some words can
have multiple meanings and are context-sensitive, and as
such cannot be approached always uniformly. In order to
alleviate these problems, extensive data preprocessing and
normalization are essential, as this helps to reduce errors,
false positives and false negative outcomes.
Algorithms driven by machine learning have proven to
be highly effective for detecting phishing attacks [26],
however, they are not able to result in 100% accuracy.
Nevertheless, according to previous research, they still
reach over 90% [27].

Figure 1. Binary classification
Another problem within supervised machine learning
is regression. Here the main task is to find correlations
between dependent and independent variables, i.e. to find
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Decision Tree: This classification algorithm is one of
the most popular for classification and regression [15]. It
is part of the supervised machine learning approach. A
decision tree (DT) has two nodes – one is for making a
decision, and the other is called a leaf node [28]. Nodes
for making decisions are used to make many individual
decisions and have different branches, whereas leaf nodes
are the output of those decisions and do not contain any
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further branches [28]. Decision tree is an algorithm in
which data is “continuously split according to a certain
parameter” [29].
According to [20], decision trees have many
advantages including less data preparing and
preprocessing, no need for data normalization and scaling,
implementation
simplicity,
and
clear
structure
comprehension through visualization. On the other hand,
there are many disadvantages – complexity increases with
the increase in labels, as well as the fact that a minor
change can lead to a whole different tree structure etc.
[20]. As a final disadvantage, especially important for email classification, the author states that the algorithm
requires more time to train the data, and that it tends to
overload. A work mentions other advantages of the
decision tree classifier, such as the ability of selecting
discriminatory features, dealing with incomplete and noisy
data, but also some disadvantages, such as calculation
growth with increase of data and high classification error
rate with a small dataset in comparison with the number of
classes [30].
Random Forest: random forest (RF) is also a popular
supervised machine learning algorithm, heavily employed
for solving classification and regression problems. This
algorithm contains numerous decision trees on different
subsets of the dataset and “takes the average to increase
the predictive accuracy of that dataset” [28]. Unlike
decision trees, random forest makes predictions depending
on each tree and bases the final decision on the maximum
votes of predictions [28]. According to [15], random
forest is an “ensemble classifier used for classification and
regression, whereas decision trees are based on randomly
selected sets in a training sample”. On the other hand,
accuracy of random forests depends on the larger variety
of trees [29].
According to [20], advantages of the random forest
algorithm are in the automatization of lost values in data
and its efficiency in handling large datasets. On the other
hand, disadvantages are in the context of more computing
and more resources that are needed for efficient results.
Random forest requires more time for training as well
since it integrates many decision trees. In a research
authors used the random forest algorithm to differentiate
between phishing and legitimate URL addresses with
accuracy of 86% [31].
Naïve Bayes: According to [20], the naïve Bayes (NB)
algorithm assumes that the existence of a certain property
in the class is not related to the existence of any other
property. This algorithm is also used for classification
tasks such as text classification and spam detection, and it
is considered to be quite straightforward. According to
[15], the naïve Bayes classifier is a “generative
probabilistic model in machine learning and is based on
the Bayes theorem”.
The Bayes theorem is a “mathematical probabilistic
technique which helps to calculate the conditional
probabilities of an event” [20]. It is considered naïve as “it
assumes that the presence of a feature in a class is
independent of the presence of any other feature” [32].
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Naïve Bayes is a very efficient machine learning
algorithm with fast predictions based on the probability of
the data [20, 33]. This algorithm counts the frequency (the
numbers of words) and combination of values (words) in a
dataset [34]. Finally, it is used in text classification such as
e-mail classification, as well as problems with numerous
classes [20].
In text classification tasks such as e-mail classification,
there are two possible outcomes: a message is spam or no
spam. Each e-mail dataset (spam and no spam) has its own
term frequency, and based on that it is possible to detect
spam or no spam messages according to model
probabilities for new e-mails, i.e. messages that have not
been seen previously in the dataset for model training
[34]. However, in this context it is important to emphasize
once more that spam e-mails do not have to be phishing emails.
In a research authors used a term frequency and
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) matrix for feature
extraction and the naïve Bayes algorithm [35]. The
authors obtained a true positive score of 91% for detecting
spam messages. Reference [34] used the naïve Bayes
classifier to identify unwanted e-mails using a dataset
from Kaggle and obtained an accuracy higher than 99%.
Another research used, amongst other methods, the naïve
Bayes classifier to distinguish desirable (ham) from
potentially harmful (spam) messages, and here the
multinomial naïve Bayes classifier achieved the best score
[36].
Support Vector Machine: Unlike the abovementioned algorithms, support vector machine (SVM) is
part of linear models as well as logistic regression.
According to [20], support vector machines have many
advantages which primarily relate to the functioning of
semi-structured and unstructured data. It can also work
with very complex data. In terms of disadvantages, they
are the same as in decision trees – it takes more time to
train the model for a larger dataset. According to [37],
support vector machine is one of the “foremost usually
used classifier in phishing e-mail detection”. It has
become exceedingly popular in the data mining
community due to very efficient generalization
performance and the ability to manipulate highdimensional data. This algorithm has shown to be highly
successful for document classification, especially when
spam detection is approached as a binary classification
problem [38-40]. A study used SVM for malware and
phishing website detection with the help of discriminative
features such as textual properties, link structures,
webpage contents, DNS information and network traffic
[41].
K-Nearest Neighbor: This algorithm is used for both
regression and classification, but it is more commonly
used in classification problems [20]. The k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) algorithm is easy to understand and
apply. It is based on homogeneous data, which means that
it learns the pattern available within.
One of the advantages is that it is cheap and flexible,
but what still does not make it ideal is that it requires a
large dataset [20]. The “k” is a parameter that counts the
nearest neighbor that will be included in the voting and
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decision-making process, hence, the name of the
algorithm itself. Its main advantage is that it is easy to
implement, and it supports multi-class datasets. However,
unrelated class characteristics may affect the accuracy of
the model [20]. An author proposed an algorithm with
high practical value that fuses KNN and SVM in order to
overcome disadvantages of unbalanced sample data in
KNN and the time-consuming model training in the SVM
classifier [42]. Reference [32] performed research on
phishing detection, and concluded that KNN outperformed
other classifiers with an accuracy of 95% in detecting
phishing websites, whereas the naïve Bayes classifier
performed well for detecting authentic websites.
A paper used several approaches for phishing
detection, especially focusing on machine learning. Here
the authors emphasize that machine learning algorithms
automatically assign weights of each feature by
“programmatic statistical calculations”, and this enables
algorithms to ameliorate the flexibility issue of manually
tuned rules. The authors conducted a research based on
more than forty bag-of-words features that are extracted
from e-mails using TF-IDF [43].
V.

DATASETS AND DETECTION ACCURACY

Machine learning algorithms generally provide high
levels of accuracy when it comes to phishing or spam
detection. Accuracy is here understood as the percentage
of datasets being correctly categorized [44]. Results show
values over 90% in [27], then 95% in [32, 46], 99% as in
[34, 45] etc.
TABLE I.
Ref.

OVERVIEW OF DATASETS AND DETECTION ACCURACY

Algorithm
NB

[44]

[47]

[48]

[49]

[45]

[50]

[46]

Accuracy
(%)
99.46

SVM

96.20

KNN

96.20

NB

83.5

SVM

97.6

DT

82.6

RF

98.72

NB
SVM
SVM
RF

94.94
98.42
99.87
99.87

NB
SVM

99.81
93.00

RF

91.00

NB

91.00

SVM

95.00

Total
dataset
Spam:
2222
Legitimate:
3778
Spam:
250
Legitimate:
250
Spam:
680
Legitimate:
4532
Spam:
481
Legitimate:
2412
Phishing:
414
Legitimate:
1191
Phishing:
4000
Legitimate:
4000
Phishing:
500
Legitimate:
500

Training
dataset
Spam:
63%
Legitimate:
63%
Spam:
60%
Legitimate:
60%
Spam:
82%
Legitimate:
95%

Testing
dataset
Spam:
37%
Legitimate:
37%
Spam:
40%
Legitimate:
40%
Spam:
18%
Legitimate:
5%

90%

10%

NA

NA

80%

20%

60%

40%

NA = not available; dataset size = number of e-mails

Table I presents results of experimental works, applied
algorithms, the performance of the detection model shown
as an accuracy score, and statistics of datasets that were
used to train the machine learning model and to test
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(evaluate) its efficiency. All datasets contained mostly emails in English (with some non-English expressions).
The accuracy of algorithms for detecting phishing or
spam messages in almost all cases exceeds 90%. The most
accurate algorithms were support vector machine (SVM)
and random forest (RF) with a score of 99.87%, closely
followed by naïve Bayes (NB), as shown in [45].
Interestingly, these scores were obtained after training
with relatively small datasets (414 phishing and 1191
legitimate e-mails).
In the research performed by [50] the RF algorithm
obtained an accuracy score of 91%. In a different paper
the best score was obtained by the naïve Bayes algorithm,
followed by SVM and KNN (over 96%) [44].
Specifically, when detecting spam messages which are
similar to phishing messages the best result was achieved
by the naïve Bayes algorithm with an accuracy of 99.46%
[44].
When it comes to the size of the dataset, it varied
among different studies. Smaller datasets consisted of 500
e-mails as in [47], 500 phishing and 500 legitimate as in
[46], or 414 phishing and 1191 legitimate e-mails as in
[45]. Accuracy scores in the aforementioned research
ranged from 83.50% up to 99.87%. The worst result was
achieved when using the dataset with the least data [47]
with an accuracy of only 83.50%.
A larger dataset was used by [50] containing 4000
phishing and 4000 legitimate e-mails. Here the authors
obtained a score of 93% for SVM, and 91% for NB and
RF. Another larger dataset was used in [44] consisting of
2222 spam and 3778 legitimate messages, and scored
99.46% for NB and 96.20% for SVM and KNN.
When exploring the ratios of sizes of training and
testing datasets, they ranged from 60:40 [46] to 90:5 [48].
Machine learning features also varied from research to
research. For instance, [44] used the “e-mail subject”,
“from field” and “body” from messages as the main
source of information. Reference [47] used a feature set
consisting of alphanumeric words, language, grammatical
or spelling errors, inappropriate words, i.e. words that are
related to advertisement of some products or services etc.
In [45], the features that were extracted were links, tags
(such as the <script> tag) and words. In [46], eighteen
header-based, URL-based, script-based and psychological
features were used. In [48], the dataset has been filtered
using DNSBL (domain name system blacklist) and antispam filtering applications, which helped in creating
appropriate datasets. In [49], the dataset was preprocessed
by removing HTML tags, separation tokens and duplicate
e-mails so that only the data of the body and the subject
were kept.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper was to present an overview of
machine learning algorithms that can be used for phishing
(and spam) detection, focusing primarily on classification
and regression. Results show that machine learning
algorithms achieved high accuracy and scored mainly
above 90%. The most accurate models were based on
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SVM and RF with a score of 99.87%, while in some other
research they gained lower results. Similar scores were
also obtained by other algorithms, such as NB, KNN and
DT. The analyzed supervised machine learning algorithms
overall offer an immense potential for phishing and spam
detection. However, they are still not achieving perfect
accuracy.
The size of the explored datasets varied from smaller
(400-500 e-mails) to larger ones (2000-4000). The ratio of
the training and testing datasets also varied, sometimes
even significantly.
The paper also provides an analysis of different types
of phishing messages. Analyzed sources confirmed that
phishing e-mails represent a considerable security threat
for individuals and organizations which experienced loss
of data, compromised accounts and credentials, computer
infections and financial loss. Therefore, education and
raising awareness is an essential factor in order to fight
data breach and to increase security. It is necessary to
provide security training programs for all types of users,
regardless of age, education level, employment or
industry.
For future work, the authors of this paper plan to
conduct a more detailed survey of recent literature, and a
more fine-grained analysis of available datasets. Also, the
authors plan to acquire data for the Croatian language, to
assess various machine learning algorithms for their
efficiency, and to compare experimental results with
accuracy scores that were obtained by other authors. This
would also include devising guidelines for feature
extraction and selection in machine learning models for
the Croatian language.
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Abstract—Cogent Confabulation is a comprehensive and simple method for data classification, but is unjustly neglected in
modern machine learning. Cogent confabulation uses multiple
evidence to classify data items, requiring less computation
than Bayesian classifiers. Earth observation with remote sensing
provides researchers evidence of various events and processes
encoded in the reflectance of the surface in multiple wavelength
bands. Decoding which bands provide information on which event
is in the focus of many scientists. In this paper we are presenting
the preliminary results on using the Cogent Confabulation
Classifier on Sentinel-3 OLCI satellite data to predict the status
of bathing water quality. Measuring bathing water quality is an
important activity to protect human health, animal health and
the environment. It is based on in situ measuring bacteria and
categorizing quality based on the EU Directive 2006/7/EC. Study
area used in this paper is Kaštela Bay and Brač Channel located
in the Republic of Croatia. Data set is constructed of satellite
data (bands values) and ground truth water quality based on in
situ measurements. We developed a classifier that was trained
on the constructed data set and is able to classify two distinct
classes of bathing water quality based on satellite images. Results
of the applied classifier are described, analyzed, and compared
with other commonly used classification approaches in terms of
accuracy and computational performance.
Index Terms—Cogent Confabulation; Sentinel-3; OLCI;
bathing water quality

I. I NTRODUCTION
Monitoring and classification of bathing water quality is regulated by the EU Bathing Water Directive (BWD) 2006/7/EC
[1]. Directive lays down the provision of information to the
public in order to inform and protect human health. The BWD
also complements the Water Framework Directive and the
Marine Strategy Framework Directive. According to BWD,
member states need to monitor at least two microbiological
parameters of faecal bacteria (e.g. Escherichia coli and Intestinal Enterococci). All of these in situ measurements are
usually expensive, weather dependent and time consuming.
Moreover, these measurements are not done daily, so the state
of the measured bathing water quality could change until the
next scheduled measurement. Monitoring water quality is an
important factor of environmental sustainability.
In order to continuously assess the status of bathing water
quality, we took into account in situ measurements and remote
sensing data. In situ data of the sea bathing water quality at the
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beaches in Croatia are measured and published publicly by the
Ministry of Environment and Energy of the Republic of Croatia [2]. Remote sensing is useful for environmental monitoring,
especially sea and oceans [3], where other data collection
methods, such as using ships and buoys are expensive and hard
to maintain. Collected remote sensing data used in this study is
Sentinel-3 satellite images acquired by using Ocean and Land
Colour Instrument (OLCI). This instrument was built for water
monitoring and is placed on board the Sentinel-3 satellite.
OLCI provides images at the spatial resolution of 300m and
the temporal resolution of two days (global coverage at the
equator) [4]. It has overall 21 spectral bands ranging from the
visible to the near-infra-red band (400nm to 1020nm) [5].
The aim of this study is predicting bathing water quality
based on collected data. In order to do so, we are proposing
a data driven model based on the Cogent Confabulation
Classifier. The cogent confabulation theory was introduced by
Robert Hech-Nielsen in 2005 [6], where he introduced a new
model of vertebrate cognition - maximisation of cogency. He
described that by using the restrictions (e.g. proper lexicons
and knowledge), the fundamental theorem of cognition could
be exploited and confabulation could be cogent. Using this
approach in this research, we want to see if the proposed data
driven model can be used for quick and accurate assessment
of the sea bathing water quality in the Republic of Croatia.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II gives
an overview of the application of remote sensing and machine
learning methodologies in order to assess water quality status.
Then in Section III we described collected data and the Cogent
Confabulation Classifier to see how it can be used in order to
predict bathing water quality. Finally, we described results and
gave a conclusion with ideas about future work regarding this
developed prototype for bathing water classification.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. Remote sensing
Coastal bathing water quality is usually monitored by taking
in situ measurements in order to analyse the concentration
of Escherichia Coli, Intestinal Enterococci, Total Coliforms
and Faecal Coliforms [1]. All of these measurements are
providing information just for the station where sampling
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is taken and cannot give us a broader picture of bathing
water quality along the whole coast. In order to achieve
that, many studies present models which are taking into
account both in situ measurements and remote sensing data
[7][8][9][10]. In order to assess bathing water quality status
by using remote sensing, some authors use specific satellite
imagery depending on parameters they need. For example,
there is a study which compares temperature [11] retrieved
from Landsat-8 TIRS (Thermal Infrared Sensor) with different
bacteriological parameters in order to retrieve bathing water
quality. Also, other parameters such as chlorophyll (Chl-a)
[12][13], coloured dissolved organic matter (CDOM) [12][14]
and total suspended matter (TSM) [12][15][16][17] have been
assessed using various satellite imagery (MODIS, Sentinel-2,
Sentinel-3, Landsat-8, MERIS) in order to retrieve status of
water quality. Remote sensing can be a valuable source of
data as an answer to the limitations of traditional methods.

summer months when there is higher tourist activity is necessary in order to protect human health and the environment.

B. Algorithms

Fig. 1. Study area - Kaštela Bay and the Brač Channel in the Republic of
Croatia

There are many examples of using machine learning (ML)
methodologies in order to retrieve status of water quality by
using remote sensing and in situ data. The best summary
of most often used ML methods are proposed in [18]. The
authors made a study of all published literature between
the 2001 until 2021 of applying ML methods to estimate
water quality parameters with satellite data. They point up
that the most common ML approaches for monitoring water quality (regional and global scale) are Artificial Neural
Network (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random
Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), Multilayer Perceptron Neural
Network (MLP), Cubist, and Genetic Programming (GP). To
our best knowledge, there are no records of articles where the
Cogent Confabulation Classifier was used in order to retrieve
status of water quality.
In [19][20] authors address segmentation and classification
of natural landscape images primarily for the purpose of wildfire smoke detection by using Cogent Confabulation Classifier.
Furthermore, the authors in [21] suggest using a two-layered
confabulation architecture for artificial creatures to select appropriate behaviours. They implemented an arbiter that decides
the most appropriate behaviour among suggested behaviours
from the two confabulation layers. Also, the authors in [22]
present an interesting work where they generated user data
and matched the probability distribution giving it an additional
qualification by using confabulation theory.
Based on these findings, we are motivated to apply this
method on Sentinel-3 OLCI satellite imagery to retrieve the
status of bathing water quality.
III. M ATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Study area
The study area addressed by this research (Figure 1) includes the Kaštela Bay and the Brač Channel, which are
located in the south of the Republic of Croatia in Europe. The
Republic of Croatia is a tourist country, especially in summer
periods, where this area is a swimming destination for many
tourists. So, examining bathing water quality especially in the
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B. Data set
The data set used in this paper is consolidation of in situ and
satellite data. All of the collected data refers to the summer
period between June 1st and October 1st for the years 2019,
2020 and 2021. As well, all retrieved data is free of charge
and has public access.
1) In situ data set: First, we collected in situ data of bathing
water quality from the web site "Sea bathing water quality
in Croatia" [2] published by the Ministry of Environment
and Energy, Croatia. The data is collected using python script
for web scraping and text processing. This data describes the
quality of bathing water at each measuring station, where every
measurement may assume one of four possible quality flags:
“poor”, “sufficient”, “good” and “excellent” quality. According
to the results of the annual assessment of sea bathing water
quality in Croatia, done for the period 2019 to 2021 following
EU Directive, there have been more than 95% measurements
rated as "excellent". Therefore, in the absence of data diversity,
we divided our in situ data set into two classes: “good” and
“poor”. Class “good” represents all measurements rated as
“excellent” and class “poor” all other measurements ratings.
The distribution of in situ data can be seen in the Table I.
TABLE I
T HE NUMBER OF DATA SAMPLES FOR ALL SAMPLE STATIONS IN PERIOD
OF 1 ST J UNE 2019 TO 1 ST O CTOBER 2021
Year
2019

2020

2021

“good”

901

1079

1096

“poor”

72

32

44

Total

973

1111

1140

Class
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2) Satellite data set: In this study we used Sentinel-3 OLCI
Level-1B satellite data, where all OLCI spectral bands have
calibrated, ortho-geolocated and spatially resampled Top of
Atmosphere (TOA) radiances [23]. Satellite imagery georeferenced in the WGS 84 coordinate system (EPSG: 4326) was
downloaded by using API from the Sentinel Hub EO Browser
[24]. For 2019, 2020 and 2021 year we have 75, 87 and 84
collected satellite scenes, respectively. Each scene contains 21
spectral bands (B01-B21). We extracted band values for every
performed in situ measurement where there was available
satellite data.
Our data set is determined as:

Fig. 2. Flow chart of applied methodology - from data collection to data
consolidation and calculation of each band cogency for bathing water quality
classes (“good” and “poor”)

D. Evaluation
Date Quality rating Bands B01-B21
The overall data set was divided into two subsets - train
and test, where train data includes 2019 and 2020 year and
has 2084 records, while test data includes 2021 year and has
1140 records.
One of the most common obstacles in reliable classification
of satellite scenes obtained by optical sensors are clouds.
However, Sentinel-3 does not have convenient cloud mask,
so we used information about overall cloud coverage of the
image. In order to make the data set more reliable, we
retrieve information of cloud coverage percentage of each tile
which our satellite imagery belongs to by using API from
the Copernicus Open Access Hub [25]. According to this
information we took into account only those satellite imagery
where cloud percentage was under 40%. Finally, after applied
data correction, data set is now consisted of 1062 records for
train and 388 records for test.

We compared the performance of cogent confabulation
classifiers with other machine learning algorithms commonly
used for supervised classification of data based on feature
values.
The selection of classifying algorithms was applied on the
same data set and results are compared. The classifiers we
applied in our research are:
•

•

•

•

C. Cogent Confabulation
In cogent confabulation theory the true cogency of e.g. each
class of water quality is approximated by the confabulation
product of the single bands cogencies. These cogencies are determined as facts and formally expressed as p(b1 , b2 , ..., b21 |x).
Equation for calculation confabulation product (referred as
“winner-take-all” strategy [20]) is shown in (1):

p(b1 , b2 , ..., b21 |x) = C · p(b1 |x) · p(b2 |x) · ... · p(b21 |x) (1)
where b1 , b2 , ..., b21 represent band values, x stands for the
premise of the argument (“good” or “poor”) and the factor
C is positive constant. With this constant C, cogency can be
maximised by maximising the confabulation product [22].
In order to be able to calculate the confabulation product,
first we calculated cogency of each band for class “good”, as
well as for class “poor”. We perform this on our train data. In
Figure 2 can be seen the whole procedure, from selecting and
retrieving data from application domain to calculating cogency
of each band. Once we get cogency for all bands of two
classes of bathing water quality we were able to calculate the
confabulation product for our test data and make evaluation
of the applied classifier.
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•

Decision Tree Classifier - non-parametric supervised
learning method which utilises knowledge-based information without making any assumptions about data [26],
K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier - classifies each test sample based on its k-nearest neighbours, which is founded
by calculating distance between the test and training
samples [27],
Multi Layer Perceptron Classifier - a feedforward artificial neural network organized in three or more layers
(input layer, hidden layer, and output layer) [28],
Naive Bayes classifier is based on Bayes theorem and
works on the principle that all the classified features are
independent of each other. There are different types of
Naive Bayes models where we used following [29][30]:
– Bernoulli - requires samples to be represented as
binary-valued feature vectors,
– Complement - use the statistics from the complement
of each class to calculate the weights of the model,
– Gaussian - ensures that the features are following
Gaussian normal distribution and supports continuous data,
– Multinomial - consider a feature vector which is used
when there is a discrete count,
Random Forest Classifier - consists of decision trees,
where each tree votes for a particular class and by
combining a large number of trees can produce more
reliable predictions [31].

For each trained classifier we classified the test portion of
data set and assigned each measurement into one of the subsets
[32]:
•
•
•

True positive (TP) - the classifier predicts “good” quality
and the measurement shows the same,
True negative (TN) - the classifier predicts “poor” quality
and the measurement shows the same,
False positive (FP) - the classifier incorrectly predict
“good” quality (actual measurement) as “poor” quality,
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•

False negative (FN) - the classifier incorrectly predict
“poor” quality (actual measurement) as “good” quality

and calculated following evaluation measures [33]:
•

Precision - represents the proportion of positive samples
(TP) that were correctly classified to the total number of
positive predicted samples (TP, FP)
P recision =

•

TP
TP + FN

Figure 3 shows results obtained after applying nine machine
learning classifiers on a test data set which includes all
Sentinel-3 OLCI bands. It can be seen that Cogent Confabulation Classifier has the highest balanced accuracy of 0.5239
and precision of 0.9438 of the used performance measures,
but because of used imbalanced data this is not enough to
show that Cogent Confabulation Classifier achieved the best
result among others classifiers. It can be seen that F1-score is
higher for Decision Tree Classifier which achieved accuracy,
precision and recall same or even higher than it was in case
of Cogent Confabulation Classifier.

(3)

F1-score - represents the harmonic mean of precision and
recall
F 1 − score = 2 ∗

•

(2)

Recall - represents the positive correctly classified samples to the total number of positive samples
Recall =

•

TP
TP + FP

A. Case 1: All Sentinel-3 OLCI bands

(P recision ∗ Recall)
(P recision + Recall)

(4)

Balanced Accuracy - represents the metric which is used
to assess the performance of classification model [34]
Sensitivity + Specif icity
2
(5)
where Sensitivity and Specificity are defined as:
BalancedAccuracy =

Sensitivity =

TP
TP + FN

(6)

Specif icity =

TN
TN + FP

(7)

Finally, for each classifier we observed a confusion matrix,
showing the absolute and relative number of TP, TN, FP and
FN items. The confusion matrix has shown itself as the most
appropriate evaluation tool for comparing classifiers of a rare
event on an unbalanced data set.
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate Cogent Confabulation Classifier output quality
we calculated the following metrics: precision, recall, F1score, balanced accuracy and confusion matrix. For the specified metrics we used binary type of averaging performed
on the data, because ground truth target values (y_test) and
predicted targets returned by a classifier (y_pred) are binary
(0 stands for “poor” and 1 stands for “good” bathing water
quality). We perform these metrics for two different cases of
data sets:
1) including all Sentinel-3 OLCI bands,
2) including Sentinel-3 OLCI bands (B03, B04, B05, and
B06) related to calculation of Chl-a parameter [5], which
is often used as an indicator of water quality.
Furthermore, we took into account other machine learning
classifiers and compared them with the Cogent Confabulation
Classifier for both data sets.
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Fig. 3. Overview of evaluation metrics for different classification machine
learning models - applied on test data set which includes all Sentinel-3 OLCI
bands

If we look at the confusion matrix for every classifier
we can see that Cogent Confabulation, Decision Tree, KNearest Neighbours and Complement Naive Bayes classifiers
have predicted most true positive (TP) and true negative
(TN) values. These classifiers are highlighted in Figure 3.
Complement Naive Bayes classifier has predicted even more
TP values than Cogent Confabulation classifier, but it fails
when we compare false positive (FP) and false negative (FN)
values where Cogent Confabulation classifier has less wrong
predicted values (Figure 4). This results that Cogent Confabulation outperforms Complement Naive Bayes classifier having
higher evaluation metrics results (precision, recall, F1-score,
and accuracy) which are depending on estimated TP, TN, FP
and FN values.
B. Case 2: Selected Sentinel-3 OLCI bands
Figure 5 depicts evaluation metrics of nine machine learning
classifiers applied on a test data set which includes only B03,
B04, B05 and B06 Sentinel-3 OLCI bands.
It can be noticed that the Cogent Confabulation classifier
has higher balanced accuracy, but lower F1-score compared
to K-Nearest Neighbors and Gaussian-Naive Bayes classifiers
which are having higher F1-score (>0.9) with same balanced
accuracy as Cogent Confabulation classifier around 0.5. There
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Fig. 4. Confusion Matrix for Cogent Confabulation and Complement Naive
Bayes classifier - data set of all bands

have been predicted more TN values for Cogent Confabulation
Classifier compared to results listed in Figure 3. In Figure
5 are highlighted classifiers Cogent Confabulation, K-Nearest
Neighbours, Complement Naive Bayes and Gaussian Naive
Bayes, which detected most TN and TP values. Cogent Confabulation and Complement Naive Bayes classifiers still have
the highest number of TN and TP values (Figure 6), where
the Cogent Confabulation classifier is better according to F1score which is a good indicator of performance of a model
when there is imbalanced data set.

in both data sets does not exceed 0.6. In our data sets we have
imbalanced classes where values from class “good” appear
much more than values from class “poor”. That is why we
used balanced accuracy and not the usually used accuracy
classification score which would be higher than balanced
accuracy, but than it would not describe true performance of a
machine learning model. One possible solution to this problem
would be to increase the amount of data in the future which
would result in better recognition of different bathing water
quality conditions.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this study we implemented a Cogent Confabulation classifier in order to predict bathing water quality. We compared
this classifier with other machine learning classifiers based
on calculating different types of performance metrics. The
results suggest that the Cogent Confabulation classifier didn’t
outperform other used classifiers for both cases of using
different sets of data. Due to an imbalanced data set there has
been performed binary averaging for all used metrics.Metrics
showed that Cogent Confabulation classifier has similar or in
some cases slightly better results than other used classifiers.
This can be promising in order to use this simple, but effective
approach to solve other similar environmental problems, rather
than some well-known classifiers.
In future work in order to make this model even more
reliable, we should consider using a larger data set and include
more data correction e.g. cloud coverage and atmospheric
corrections of satellite data. Furthermore, we would consider
using other satellite data except Sentinel-3 OLCI. Having this
in mind it is reasonable to believe that this will lead to more
sophisticated results for better prediction of bathing water
quality.
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Fig. 5. Overview of evaluation metrics for different classification machine
learning models - applied on test data set which includes selected Sentinel-3
OLCI bands (B03, B04, B05, and B06)

Fig. 6. Confusion Matrix for Cogent Confabulation and Complement Naive
Bayes classifier - data set of selected bands

Based on these results, we can notice that balanced accuracy
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Abstract - The paper presents an approach to model and
simulate a discrete system with deformable particles. The
observed system is represented and considered as a system
with concentrated parameters (particles) connected by elastic
springs and damping. The system model thus created is used
for learning the graphical neural network, which we intend
to use to obtain the results of the simulation with less CPU
power. The mathematical model of this system was
implemented by creating a computer solution using the Java
programming language and the OpenGL 3D graphics
standard. Using this model, the problem analysis was
performed and the simulation results are presented
graphically.

assumptions and limitations, attempts are made to create an
approximate model. This model also approximates the real
model while requiring significantly less power CPU. The
approximate model can be based on machine learning
technologies of discrete models, that can later be learned
from measurements on a real model. Depending on how
accurate we want the approximate model to be, we can also
dose the amount of information that the approximate model
processes. In this way, we increase or decrease the speed
with which the observed model behaviour reacts to the
prediction.
II.

Keywords - modelling, simulation, system with deformable
particles, machine learning, graphic neural network

I.
INTRODUCTION
th
By the end of the 20 century, computers became much
more accessible and can be said to be an integral part of
today's society. The great demand for personal computers
has led to the rapid discovery of new technologies to enable
more efficient and faster operation. Due to the great
consumer demand for the most sophisticated computer
graphics, a graphics card is being developed, a special
computer hardware that speeds up the process of displaying
images. About 10 years ago, they began to be used not only
for displaying images, but also for solving complex
mathematical problems. The major graphics card
manufacturers have recognized the need for more
computing power and are investing more and more in
research into special graphics card cores, that speed up the
performance of mathematical operations.
Recently, computer simulations have been used in
almost all areas of science. In some branches of science, the
word simulation is associated with the concept of a
computer model [1]. Models can mimic discrete
mathematical laws that describe the behaviour of natural
systems and processes. Examples include the mimicking of
human cells, the interaction of proteins, the design and
production of cars, planes, houses and nuclear weapons.
Due to the growing need of science for complex models
and the limitations of computer hardware, software
solutions are proposed to speed up the simulation process
[2]. Since the description of physical models in discrete
form has some deviation from real models due to initial
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PRESENTATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS USED
FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SIMULATION

The simulation of system with deformable particles is
based on a realistic simulation of mechanical systems and
the properties of deformable bodies. The particles in the
observed system are represented as concentrated
parameters [3, 4] that are linked together. For deformable
bodies the distance between the particles (concentrated
parameters) can be changed dynamically. The centre of
mass of such a body does not lie in its centre of gravity, but
depends on the relative positions of the concentrated
parameters within the body.
To make the simulation of the mechanical system as
realistic as possible, the concentrated parameters must
represent as faithfully as possible the particles we find
around us in the real world. Therefore, each concentrated
parameter must have a value for specific mass, position,
velocity and force [3, 4]. We assume that the mass for each
concentrated parameter always has a constant value. The
initial position depends on where the concentrated
parameter is located within the observed system with
deformable particles, while in further iterations it also
depends on the velocity it possesses. The velocity in each
iteration is calculated by the acceleration integral and added
to the velocity from the previous iteration. The acceleration
is determined with the fundamental law of motion, with the
force effect being recalculated at each iteration step. For a
system with deformable particles, the force can be
calculated in several ways. The approach chosen is to
calculate the force on a single concentrated parameter, so
that a system with spring and damping is applied for each
particle connection. Concentrated parameters with this type
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of connection are related to each neighbouring concentrated
parameter.

Then the total sum ∑ 𝐹 of all the above forces
(equations 2 – 5) can be calculated.

A. Calculation of the forces in a system by a discrete
method
In order to calculate the new positions of the
concentrated parameters, the forces acting on each of them
must first be calculated. The discrete calculation method
aims to describe the system as accurately as possible and is
based on a set of mathematical expressions and laws used
in the relevant literature.

Within the program, the calculation of forces is
implemented with the JOML library (© Oracle), which
facilitates the performance of mathematical operations with
vectors. The force acting on the concentrated parameter is
initially set to value 0. The spring and damping forces are
then summed for each connection of the concentrated
parameters. After summing these forces for each individual
connection, a gravitational force acting on the concentrated
parameter is added.

According to the law of energy conservation [4], in a
closed mechanical system the sum of all forms of energy is
constant. With this approach, we can decompose all forces
acting on each of the observed concentrated parameters.
For the mentioned system of spring and damping, we can
write [5] that the sum of all forces is equal to the sum of the
forces generated by the spring Fs, the damping Fd and the
gravity Fg (1):
∑ 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑠 + 𝐹𝑑 + 𝐹𝑔

(1)

The force with which a spring acts on concentrated
parameters can be described by Hooke's law [6]. The linear
dependence of spring force 𝐹𝑠 (2) is related to the spring
constant ks, which the user can specify in the window
"Parametrizacija". It also depends on distance vector x.

𝐹𝑠 = 𝑘𝑠 ∗ 𝑥

(2)

The connection between the two concentrated
parameters is described by a spring that is free on both
sides, which means that the force on the two connected
particles is generated by the so-called internal forces FsA
and FsB. The formula for such a spring [6] differs from
Hooke's law, which describes a spring that is fixed on one
side and free on the other (𝑛⃗ is normal vector). The distance
between two vectors is represented as the norm of the
vector ||xA - xB|| in order to know the direction of the force
in two-dimensional space. The system with deformable
particles tends to maintain the same length between its
particles, which is achieved in the formula with spring
force 𝐹𝑠𝐴 in point A by a constant value of the initial length
of the spring L0 (3):
𝐹𝑠𝐴 = 𝑘𝑠 ∗ 𝑛⃗ ∗ (||𝑥𝐴 − 𝑥𝐵 || − 𝐿0 )

(3)

Every real system has some form of energy loss. It can
be represented in the form of resistance in the wire, air or
friction. To make the system as realistic as possible,
damping [4] is added in parallel with the spring (4) (𝑘𝑑 –
damping coefficient, 𝑣𝐴 , 𝑣𝐵 – velocity vectors in points A
and B). Damping force 𝐹𝑑 is calculated as
𝐹𝑑 = 𝑘𝑑 ∗ (𝑣𝐴 − ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣𝐵 )

(4)

Most simulations of mechanical systems apply gravity
to particles [4]. To experience the deformable particle
system more realistically, gravity (5) is added to the sum of
all forces. Gravity force 𝐹𝑔 is calculated as (𝑚 – particle
mass, 𝑔 – gravity coefficient):
𝐹𝑔 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔
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(5)

If we know the magnitude of the force acting on a
concentrated parameter, we can determine the acceleration
of the concentrated parameter by applying the fundamental
law of motion [4], shown on expression (6):

𝑎=

𝐹

(6)

𝑚

To obtain the position of the concentrated parameter, it
is necessary to calculate the double integral of the
acceleration vector. Euler’s integration [7] is a numerical
form of solving integrals with trigonometric functions.
It is the so-called asymmetric method, which means
that it finds solutions for the time interval ∆𝑡, but only uses
the derivative information from the beginning of the
interval. The first acceleration integral yields the velocity
vector ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣𝑘 , to which the previous velocity vector of the
concentrated parameter ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣𝑘−1 is added (7). The position 𝑥𝑘
results from the integral of the velocity vector ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣𝑘 , to which
we add the previous value of the position of the
concentrated parameter 𝑥𝑘−1 (8).
𝑣𝑘 = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑣𝑘−1 +

𝐹 ∗ ∆𝑡
𝑚

𝑥𝑘 = 𝑥𝑘−1 + 𝑣𝑘 ∗ ∆𝑡

(7)
(8)

The visual impression of the simulation results from the
number of images per second, which is due to the
FPSAnimator [8] class. Each time a new image is
generated, the positions of the concentrated parameters are
calculated. From this we can conclude that the more images
per second are generated, the faster the simulation of the
deformable particle system is performed. The visual
impression of the simulation speed can also be adjusted via
the time interval ∆𝑡. If the interval is longer, the simulation
is carried out faster.
B. Calculation of forces in a system by an approximation
method - application of machine learning approach
The system with deformable particles described in this
paper can be seen in the structure of the graph [9]. The
concentrated parameters represent the nodes V, and the
relations between the concentrated parameters represent
the edges Ԑ of the undirected graph. This approach is not
only an elegant way to represent a system with deformable
particles, but also provides a mathematical basis to
analyse, understand and learn from real-world problems.
Graphical neural networks (GNN) [10] are a special type
of neural network [11] that act on a graph-like data
structure. The idea is to establish a connection between
nodes and all neighbouring nodes to obtain the desired
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information.
Since the structure written in the form of a graph does not
have the specified data set, a special method must be used
to transfer the data into Euclidean space [12]. In other
words, we want to represent the nodes in latent space [13],
where a geometric connection represents the relationship
between the nodes. The approach to this problem is solved
with
encoding
and
decoding
part
[9].
Framework is learning on a graph, which is divided into
two steps. First, encoding positions the node 𝑢 ∈ 𝑉 in the
vector 𝑍𝑢 𝜖 𝑅𝑛 of the lower dimension (embedding).
In most cases, a Shallow embedding is used (9), which
takes the value 𝑍𝑢 from the matrix of coding pairs and
nodes V:
𝐸𝑁𝐶 (𝑣) ∶ 𝑍𝑢

(9)

The decoder then takes the thus written vector 𝑍𝑢
of node u ∈ V and reconstructs the neighbourhood
information of node u. The standard procedure is to
have a paired decoder 𝑍 𝜖 𝑅𝑛 that predicts a
connection between pairs of nodes (10):
𝐷𝐸𝐶(𝐸𝑁𝐶 (𝑣), 𝐸𝑁𝐶 (𝑢) ) = 𝐷𝐸𝐶(𝑍𝑢 , 𝑍𝑣 )

()

The goal is to create a combination of encoding and
decoding that best describes the desired connection
between nodes. Message passing [12] is a complex
approach with encoding and decoding. Just like the
previous process, it consists of two basic blocks.
Aggregate [12] is a first process in which the neighbours
of node 𝑁(𝑣) are aggregated by the selected function to
form a message 𝑚𝑁(𝑣) . This is a permutation process, i.e.
the order in which the nodes sum up in the message 𝑚𝑁(𝑣)
is irrelevant. An update process is then performed,
combining the message 𝑚𝑁(𝑣) (𝑘) and the previous state of
the node ℎ𝑣 (𝑘) to obtain a new state of the node ℎ𝑣 (𝑘+1) :
ℎ𝑣 (𝑘+1) = 𝑈𝑃𝐷𝐴𝑇𝐸(ℎ𝑣 (𝑘) , 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝑅𝐸𝐺𝐴𝑇𝐸 (𝑘) (𝑁(𝑣) ))
(11)
ℎ𝑣 (𝑘+1) = 𝑈𝑃𝐷𝐴𝑇𝐸(ℎ𝑣 (𝑘) , 𝑚𝑁(𝑣) (𝑘) )

(12)

In this work, GNN is used as a tool to calculate the
force acting on concentrated parameters. GNN can replace
the entire force calculation process, but in this work, it is
used exclusively to replace the calculation of the spring
force acting on the concentrated parameter. The spring
force calculation must apply formula (3) for each
connection of the concentrated parameter. The more
complex the formula for calculating the connections
between concentrated parameters is and the more
connections a concentrated parameter has, the more
demanding the process of force calculation becomes. If we
replace this process with the GNN model, the calculation
of the force no longer depends on the complexity and the
number of connections of the concentrated parameter, but
only on the time needed to pass through the neural
network. With this approach, the time taken to compute the
spring force will be constant. We can conclude that as the
complexity of the connections between the concentrated
parameters increases, the GNN model becomes more
favourable for computing the spring force.
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The GNN structure [11] consists of two blocks (Figure
1). The first block is used to combine messages from
neighbouring nodes into a common message 𝑚𝑁(𝑣) (16). In
this work, the contraction is implemented as the arithmetic
mean of the state of node Z from each node in the
neighbourhood 𝑁(𝑣) . The state of node Z and the message
𝑚𝑁(𝑣) are vectors with positions in the form of two
numbers representing the x and y axes of the coordinate
system.
𝑁(𝑣)

𝑚𝑁(𝑣) =

∑𝑛=0 𝑍𝑛

(15)

𝑁(𝑣)

Updating is the second block within the GNN model,
which is created with a neural network. As described in
formula (15), the neural network expects at the input the
collected message 𝑚𝑁(𝑣) and the current state of node ℎ𝑣 .
The state of node ℎ𝑣 is written as the position of the node
in x and y coordinates and as the message 𝑚𝑁(𝑣) . At the
output of the neural network you get the force of the spring
𝐹𝑠 acting on the node.
𝐹𝑠 = 𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑘𝑎 𝑚𝑟𝑒ž𝑎(ℎ𝑣 , 𝑚𝑁(𝑣) )

(13)

Figure 1. Structure of Graphical Neural Network (GNN) [11]

Force of the spring can be written via GNN:
𝑁(𝑣)

𝐹𝑠 = 𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑘𝑎 𝑚𝑟𝑒ž𝑎(ℎ𝑣 ,

∑𝑛=0 𝑍𝑛
𝑁(𝑣)

) ()

Since the system with deformable particles is based on
absolute truth, the neural network is learned by higherorder learning. The learning data is written in pairs of
values. The input values are represented by four numbers,
two of which are the arithmetic mean of the positions of
neighbouring nodes and the other two numbers are the
position of the node. The output values are written as two
numbers representing the spring force, also written in x and
y coordinates.
TensorFlow [14] is a free open source library
developed for machine learning in the Python
programming language (© Python Software Foundation).
It is used in numerical mathematical problems that use data
flow graphs so that the computational process can be
performed in parallel. The Keras library [16] is an
extension of the TensorFlow library that implements
functions to facilitate the definition and learning of neural
networks. The Java programming language (© Oracle) is
not able to use the resources of the TensorFlow library, but
it can implement Keras models learned from other
programs. The neural network used for the system with
deformable particles was learned in the Python
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programming language, then saved in a special format and
implemented in a simulation in the Java programming
language. The learned data is generated at a periodic
interval within the simulation loop and written to the file
"treningPodatci.txt". Within the program you can specify
the default interval for data recording and the amount of
data that will be written to the specified file. In an interval,
a pair of input/output values is calculated and recorded for
each concentrated parameter in the observed system.
The arithmetic means of the positions of adjacent
concentrated parameters 𝑚𝑁(𝑣) is calculated by summing
all positions of adjacent concentrated parameters within
the for loop and dividing by the number of adjacent
concentrated parameters at the end of the loop. The spring
force 𝐹𝑠 is obtained by summing all the individual spring
forces acting on the concentrated parameter for each
connection that the concentrated parameter has. The state
of the concentrated parameter ℎ𝑣 is started by the
parameter positions. The arithmetic means of the positions
of adjacent concentrated parameters, the total spring force,
and their state are written in file in the two-dimensional
coordinate system. Six numbers are written for each inputoutput data pair. The data are written in the specified file.
Ten thousand input and output data pairs were recorded for
neural network learning.
The neural network for the system with deformable
particles used in this work was learned in the Python
programming language with the Keras library. To learn the
neural network, the data from the text file
"treningPodatci.txt" must be loaded into the Python
programming language. A script was written that loads the
data in the form of input-output value pairs. The input
value pair consists of four numbers representing the
arithmetic value of the average of the neighbouring
concentrated parameters and the current position of the
concentrated parameter. The output pair values are two
numbers representing the spring force on the concentrated
parameter. Input and output data are each written to a
separate tensor [14]. Tensor is a special form of twodimensional fields required for learning neural networks
with the Keras library. With this library, an input layer of
four neurons was created, corresponding to the number of
input parameters. A layer of two neurons was also created
for the number of output parameters [11]. The
determination of the depth of the network and the number
of neurons per layer is arbitrary and depends solely on the
experience of the programmer. For this work, a network
depth of two layers with ten neurons per layer was chosen.
This network structure was chosen because it provides
higher accuracy than a single layer network with multiple
neurons. The conclusion was drawn based on the accuracy
of the individual neural networks. The Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) function was chosen for the transfer function
of the neurons in the hidden layer. The advantage of this
function over other functions is that the calculation of the
gradient is simpler. Therefore, the process of learning a
network with ReLU transfer functions is much faster than
others [17].
Before learning a neural network, you must select an
optimization algorithm for the learning process. Keras
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supports several different algorithms, the latest of which is
Adam [17]. Adam is an optimization algorithm that uses
the Adaptive Gradient Algorithm. Since there is no noise
or error in the learning data, the mean square error is used
[18]. The algorithm collects the mean error value of each
weighting factor and threshold. Batch Size is the number
of iterations in which the error is collected before the
optimization algorithm is applied. The learning speed of
the neural network also depends on the batch size. For
learning the neural network, the set is ten. The neural
network was trained for one hundred epochs, i.e., for the
entirety of the learned data [19]. After the learning process
of the neural network, the calculated accuracy in this work
is 97%. We can say that the percentage of accuracy is
satisfactory and the network is stored in a file with
extension H5, which symbolizes the records in
Hierarchical
Data
Format
(HDF).
Two libraries are needed to implement a neural network in
the Java programming language. The library
Deeplearning4j [20] is a library written in the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) (© Oracle) that allows Deep Learning
algorithms to be programmed. This library was used to
load the HDF format in which the neural network written
in the Python programming language was created. The
neural network is written in the MultiLayerNetwork class,
which we can then use to call the Output function to get
the network output. This function requires a special form
of data for which the Nd4j library is used [21]. It is
designed to be used in production environments, which
means that it runs faster and with less RAM. It is used to
apply multifunctional functions of single or multidimensional fields within the Java programming language.
Functions for loading and retrieving the output of the
neural network have been implemented in the ModelNN
[20] class. Selecting an approximate simulation in the
window “Parametrizacija” loads the neural network from
the repository.
III.

COMPUTER PROGRAM INTERFACE
IMPLEMENTATION
The computer program to display the simulation was
written in the Intellij IDE software environment (©
JetBrains), as it was easier to implement the additional
libraries required for the project. Java 15 programming
language (© Oracle) was used. The specified computer
program consists of two windows.
A. Window Parametrizacija
In the given window, we have six named parameters
with their units of measurement. In addition to each of the
above parameters, there is a text box (Text Box) where you
can enter the values of the variables. When the program is
started, the default parameter values are entered into the
text boxes. At the bottom of the window there are two
buttons that start the simulation in a new window with the
entered parameters. The "Diskretna simulacija" button
starts a simulation based on a model created in a discrete
domain. The "Aproksimativna simulacija" button starts a
simulation whose model was created with machine
learning over a discrete model (Figure 2). Due to its
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simplicity, the window was created with the JavaFX
library (© Oracle) and the Scene Builder program (©
Gluon).
B. Window Simulacija
The window “Simulacija” visually displays a system
with deformable particles consisting of concentrated
parameters and their bonds. The parameters are
represented in the scheme by small red squares, which in
their entirety form a lattice structure in the shape of a
square.

Figure 2. Window Parametrizacija display

The size and width of the grid structure is defined in
the window “Parametrizacija” as the number of horizontal
and vertical particles. Each parameter is connected to a
neighboring parameter by a white line.
The representation of the observed system in the
window is interactive with the possibility of setting an
external perturbation by controlling the position with the
mouse. If we select one of the concentrated parameters
with the left mouse button while the program is running,
we have the possibility to control the position for this
parameter. When you release the left mouse button, the
control over the specified concentrated parameter is
removed. This approach allows the user to test the system
for specific perturbations. The OpenGL programming
interface (© Silicon Graphics) is used for this window
implementation.

grid structure. The Buffer object is also created, which is a
special form of data storage to send information to the
graphics card.
For performing a simulation, Newton's second law of
motion, Euler integration, and the values of the previous
velocities of the observed parameter from the previous
iteration step are used. The new position of the parameter
is then calculated. The speed of the iteration loop depends
on the FPSAnimator class, which maintains a constant
number of iteration steps per second.
In order for the simulation to have a visual effect after
the new positions of the concentrated parameters have
been calculated, a new image is generated with the
OpenGL interface. The new positions of the concentrated
parameters are entered into a specially defined dynamic
buffer (buffer) so that the graphics card has access to the
data about the positions of the concentrated parameters. In
addition to the specified container, there is another static
container whose data does not change during the program
execution. Such a container contains information about
how the concentrated parameters are related and is needed
to graphically display the relationships between the
concentrated parameters. Before we can set the graphics
card to draw primitive types (points and lines), we need to
activate the program that was written and checked before
starting the simulation loop. Next, set the pixel size of the
lines and points to be drawn within the window. Increasing
the size of the point will create the shape of a square, which
is a concentrated parameter. To draw the concentrated
parameters, you just need to change the color of the square
to red.
After we set the color, we use the function to draw all
the points inside the buffer to draw all the concentrated
parameters. Before we plot the relationships between the
concentrated parameters, we set the plot color to white.
Then, we call the Line Stripes function, which connects the
red squares with white lines to form the described system
with deformable particles. This procedure for calculating
the force and drawing graphic objects is performed until
the program is terminated by pressing the button to close
the window.

Figure 3. Window Simulacija display

C. Implementation of a simulation in a computer
program
The simulation consists of three basic objects that must
be initialized when the program is started. Concentrated
parameters are objects on which mass, position, velocity
and force act. The relationships between concentrated
parameters are described by two positions between
concentrated parameters and their mathematical
relationship. A system with deformable particles is an
object consisting of concentrated parameters and the
connections between them. Depending on the parameters
entered by the user, concentrated parameters are
positioned within the object of the system in the form of a
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Figure 4. Flowchart of the simulation loop in the program

IV.

DISCUSSION ON OBTAINED RESULTS

After the previously described types of simulation have
been performed, the obtained time results of the process
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execution and their graphical representations can be
compared. Since the neural network has an accuracy of
97% compared to the discrete method, a graphical
representation of the difference in the simulations cannot
be observed. We can say that all concentrated parameters
within the observed system with deformable particles
behave almost identically in both types of simulations.
What can be noticed in the visual method is that the
approximate simulation produces fewer frames per second.
The reason for this is the length of the time interval in which
the output of the neural network is determined. The average
time required to obtain the neural network results is 500 𝜇s.
For example, if we have 15 rows and 15 columns in a
system with deformable particles in the simulation, we can
observe that the simulation works slowly due to the too
long calculation of the positions of the concentrated
parameters. However, if we reduce the number of
concentrated parameters to, say, 5 rows and 5 columns,
there is almost no difference visually between these two
types of simulations. It can be observed that there is an
approximately linear dependence between the number of
connections of the concentrated parameter and the average
length of the discrete simulation calculation. In the discrete
type of simulation, the execution time t depends on the
number of connections of the concentrated parameter in the
system n. It should be noted that there are three basic types
of connections that the observed concentrated parameter
can have in this system. The average time to calculate the
discrete formula for the three compounds is 20 𝜇s. The next
possible number of compounds is five, requiring an average
time of 45 𝜇s. The maximum possible number of
connections with concentrated parameters is eight. The
average execution time for this number of connections is 80
𝜇s (Figure 10).

have more than twenty-two connections per concentrated
parameter.
One of the directions of future research is to extend this
type of simulation to the calculation of the total force on
concentrated parameters. A great contribution to increase
the speed of the simulation would be the use of our own
libraries, which would perform the calculation of the neural
network on the graphics card with the OpenGL interface.
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Abstract—Distribution networks are poorly observable,
which is especially evident in different analyses of low
voltage (LV) networks, where observability is decreased by
the reduced number of smart meters and the lack of
network data. Smart meters are in most cases used only for
measuring consumption data, while other important
information, such as the phase connection of end-users, is
not adequately monitored. This aggravates the problem of
phase identification for energy utilities, which consequently
complicates the numerous calculations required for the
smooth operation of the distribution network. In this paper,
a
comparison
of
voltage
and
consumption
measurements-based phase identification is presented.
Furthermore, a machine learning model based on the
voltage measurements is extended to correctly identify the
phases of end-users which are three-phase connected to an
LV network. The model is tested on a simple 18-node
network and the IEEE benchmark network with over 100
nodes and more than 50 end-users. Even though the results
show a possibility of using both methods in simpler cases,
the voltage measurement-based method is more robust and
leads to smaller error in the phase detection problem but
also can be extended and used in the case of three-phase
connected end-users.
Keywords—end-users consumption, low-voltage networks,
machine learning, phase identification

I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional distribution system is characterized by
unidirectional power flows and passive end-users at the
very end of the electricity supply chain. Due to these
characteristic, the aspects of planning and operation of
distribution networks did not create serious challenges
for Distribution System Operators, analyses were easier
and problems were resolved long before they could
cause significant issues.
In recent years the transition towards zero-carbon
power systems has encouraged the awakening of
end-users and their active participation in the operation
of distribution networks. Even though in most cases
This work has been supported in part by the European Structural and
Investment Funds under KK.01.2.1.02.0042 DINGO (Distribution Grid
Optimization) and in part by Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ) and
Croatian Distribution System Operator (HEP ODS) under the project
IMAGINE – Innovative Modelling and Laboratory Tested Solutions for
Next Generation of Distribution Networks (PAR-2018-12).
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end-users are still placed at the very end of the
electricity supply chain, they decide to invest in
numerous low-carbon (LC) units, e.g., photovoltaics
(PVs), electrified heating, or residential battery storage.
Due to the possibility of local production, the traditional
consumers turn to prosumers and become active entities
in distribution networks. Despite the reduced electricity
bills and greenhouse gas emissions, the increased share
of distributed energy resources (DERs) creates new
technical challenges for DSOs, which need to enable
further integration of LC units in order to set the targets
defined in different green deals and strategies [1].
Even though the above-mentioned changes create
challenges in the power systems planning and operation,
the potential of end-users can be encouraged through
numerous flexibility and demand response programs in
order to mitigate emerging issues. The potential
problems that cause insufficient exploitation of the
end-users potential are related to the bad observability of
distribution networks. Bad observability is caused by the
insufficient number of smart meters and the bad quality
of collected data. In addition, some other features of
smart meters have not yet been fully exploited, including
the information of end-user phase connection. However,
knowledge of the distribution of consumption among
phases, i.e. the affiliation of the end-user to each phase,
enables DSOs better observability of network states and
near real-time (RT) operation planning [2].
Phase detection is traditionally done by installing
additional equipment in the network or by applying
mathematical algorithms. Thus, the authors in [3]
propose a phase-detection system that measures voltage
angles and determines phase connection. Another paper
[4] describes an excitation signal injection device for
measuring impedances and determining the phase
connection. The disadvantage of this method is the
requirement for additional devices and communication
channels, which represents an expense for DSOs.
Another traditional approach involves the implementation
of optimization algorithms, such as Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP), which aim to minimize the
difference between measured values and the estimated
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values obtained from the model [5].
However, the implementation of standard mathematical
algorithms is time-complex and error-prone. Due to these
problems, a traditional approach could face serious
problems related to the computational time and the
correctness of the results for large and complex
distribution networks. Machine learning (ML) models are
the ideal solution for the mitigation of the
above-mentioned challenges due to the speed of data
processing and the ability to find patterns in the data.
There is a growing interest in the application of ML
techniques for detecting challenges in power systems,
and the range of applications extends from the general
perception of the system to near RT and RT operation
[6]. Thus, ML techniques are most often used for various
predictions of production of distributed sources [7],
consumption [8], prices of electricity but also find their
application in other planning and operation aspects
[9]–[11].
Many authors have applied ML methods for the phase
identification problem in distribution networks. Thus, the
authors in [12] apply unconstrained k-means clustering
and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to determine
the phase allocation in a given low-voltage (LV) feeder.
Voltage measurements of single-phase residential
consumers are applied and the algorithm is tested for
various PV penetrations in the network. A similar
algorithm is developed in [13] where the spectral
clustering approach is used to improve the accuracy of
the model for large datasets. In addition to voltage
measurements, end-user consumption measurements are
often applied for the phase identification problem. Thus,
in [14] an algorithm based on high-frequency filters and
k-means clustering for phase detection of single-phase
residential consumers is developed and tested on invalid
and inaccurate data. Another work [15] is based on a
correlation analysis of variations in end-user
consumption, and the amount of data required to obtain
accurate results is checked.
However, none of the aforementioned papers deals
with the problem of three-phase end-users in an LV
distribution network nor tests the algorithm performance
on both voltage and consumption measurements. To
overcome the identified research gap, an extension of the
ML algorithm presented in [14] is developed and
presented. The following contributions have been made:
•

•

•
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An extension of the algorithm based on voltage
measurements and the comparison of performance
with the consumption measurement-based algorithm.
An extension of the algorithm to solve the problems
for three-phase end-users. After the original
analysis, which was valid only for single-phase
users, the proposed algorithm is tested on networks
consisting of several three-phase end-users.
Testing the sensitivity of an algorithm. The model is
investigated in order to determine the resilience to
data noise, which can occur due to imperfections in

the measuring devices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the methodology of the proposed approach.
Section III contains case studies used to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed approach, while Section IV
describes the extension of the algorithm to three-phase
end-users and noise-containing data. The conclusions are
drawn in Section V.
II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A high number of installed smart meters is a
prerequisite for the planning and operation of smart,
active distribution networks. Since the role of end-users
connected to an LV network is becoming more
significant in the energy transition, equipping them with
smart meters is especially important. The main function
of smart meters is measuring and collecting the energy
consumption data, which is then used in numerous power
system analyses, but mostly for billing and identification
of (non)technical network losses. This means the
potential of smart meters often remains unexploited since
a lot of other important data are not being observed. One
of the missing information is the information about the
phase connectivity of the end-users, i.e., phases and
devices to which end-users are connected cannot be
determined from the initial dataset.
In this paper, an ML-based method is developed for
solving the phase identification problem since it
successfully mitigates the shortfalls of standard
mathematical models, e.g., the large computational time
for large networks and large datasets. In order to find
patterns in untagged data, it is necessary to implement
unsupervised ML, or more precisely data clustering
algorithms. The main idea behind such methods is to
group objects with similar features into a uniform
cluster, while objects with diverse features are classified
in different clusters. The goal of clustering algorithms is
to increase the distinction between clusters and reduce
the difference between the data in a particular cluster.
Popular data clustering methods include the K-Means
algorithm, which aims to distribute the objects into K
clusters. The first step of this algorithm is to randomly
select n data points that will act as the initial clusters’
centers, called centroids. Using the appropriate distance
formulation, most often the Euclidean distance, the
distance between each data point and each of the
pre-selected centroids is calculated. The similarity is
proportional to the distance obtained, and the point with
the smallest distance joins the corresponding cluster. The
last step involves changing the centroid by determining
the mean of all the associated points which then
becomes the new centroid. The steps are repeated until
all points are grouped.
Limitations of the traditional K-Means algorithm
include the need to specify the K number of clusters and
the inability to manually set centroids. Therefore, this
paper presents a modified K-Means clustering algorithm,
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TABLE I: Modified clustering algorithm
Inputs:
Mi : aggregated consumption (voltage) measurements from
transformer substation for phase i
Pj : consumption measurements of jth residential consumer
Vj : voltage measurements of jth residential consumer
Outputs:
Ck : clusters with associated residential customers
Parameters:
k = 1, 2, 3; index for clusters
i = 1, 2, 3; index for aggregated phase measurements at the
transformer substation
j = 1, 2, ... N; index for residential customers, where N is the total
number of customers
ck : centroid of the cluster k
Step 1) Data preprocessing
Step 2) Centroid initialization, ck = Mi
Step 3) Distance calculation, Djk = f(xj , ck )
Step 4) Minimal distance, min (Djk )
Step 5) Centroid updatea, if i = k −→ ck = Mi − Pi
a

the consumption-based clustering algorithm and vice
versa), while invalid values most often occur due to
errors in measuring devices or extreme network
conditions (e.g., outage). This is followed by centroid
initialization. In contrast to the traditional K-Means
algorithm, where cluster centers are randomly selected,
in the proposed modified algorithm initial cluster centers
become aggregated consumption measurements from the
transformer substation. The third step is determining the
distance between each residential customer and each
centroid, based on (1), and the result is a distance matrix
of size N x 3, where N is the number of residential
customers. Then the minimal distance from the given
distance matrix is found, which means that the
corresponding residential customer can be associated
with the proper cluster. In the final step clusters’ centers
are updated by subtracting the clustered customer’s
measurements from the previous centroids. Steps 3-5 are
continuously repeated until all N customers are clustered.

applicable only in the consumption-based clustering algorithm

B. Voltage-based clustering algorithm
which was originally created in [14]. In relation to the
mentioned paper, where the algorithm is applied only to
consumption measurements, in this paper, the algorithm
is modeled to function on consumption measurements as
well as on voltage measurements of single-phase
end-users. After that, the algorithm is further modified to
enable phase-detection in an LV network containing
single-phase and three-phase consumers.
At the very core of the algorithm is the fact that the
aggregated consumption measurements of the connected
phase at the transformer substation are related to the
consumption measurements of each end-user and that the
voltage measurements of the connected phase at the
transformer substation are related to the voltage
measurements of each end-user. Such similarity can be
presented by the correlation concept (1), where Djk is the
distance between jth end-user and kth cluster’s centroid
and Corr(xj , ck ) is the Pearson correlation function. This
function (2) returns the ordered pair of coefficients
between jth measurements xj and cluster’s centroid ck ,
where σ xj and σ ck are standard deviations of residential
customer and cluster’s centroid, respectively.
Djk = 1 − Corr(xj , ck )

(1)

Corr(xj , ck ) = cov(xj , ck )/(σxj ∗ σck )

(2)

The proposed clustering algorithm consists of four or
five steps, depending on whether consumption
measurements or voltage measurements are used, and it
is presented in the Table I.
A. Consumption-based clustering algorithm
The first step of the proposed algorithm consists of
data preprocessing, where excess data and invalid values
are removed. Excess data are data that do not affect the
algorithm performance (e.g., voltage measurements for
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The voltage-based clustering algorithm is very similar
to the consumption-based algorithm apart from the last
step. In this proposed algorithm input dataset is cleaned
from outliers and invalid values and excess data are
removed. After that, initial centroids become voltage
measurements from the transformer substation. Then all
customers’ distances to each of the centroids are
calculated based on equation (1), and when the minimal
distance is found, the corresponding customer can be
clustered in the appropriate cluster. This is the final step
in the voltage-based clustering algorithm, i.e., there is no
subtracting measurements and updating centroids.
Therefore, initial centroids are also the final centroids,
and steps 3 and 4 are being repeated until all residential
customers are clustered.
III. CASE STUDIES
Algorithms described in Section 2, are applied to two
networks: one is a simple, test network, and one is a
large, synthetic benchmark network. In Scenario 1, the
algorithm is applied to a smaller synthetic network of
five residential consumers, while Scenario 2 considers a
modified IEEE-906 LV distribution network [16],
presented in Figure 1. This modified network consists of
55 single-phase residential consumers and more than 100
nodes, and is employed for the validation of proposed
algorithms on a larger network with a higher number of
measurements.
For the input of the model, the consumption dataset of
each end-user, voltage measurements of each end-user,
and aggregated voltage and consumption measurements
collected at the transformer substation are used. Since
both networks are synthetic networks, data needed for
the validation of the algorithm are obtained using power
flow simulations in the pandapower programming library
[17]. The simulation results are time-series data for two
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Similar to the consumption-based clustering algorithm,
the voltage-based clustering algorithm removes the
consumption data of each end-user. As a result, the
model is 100% accurate in determining the phases of
given residential consumers (Table II).
B. Scenario 2.A

Fig. 1: Modified IEEE-906 LV distribution network

different cases: case A contains a smaller set of
measurements, while case B includes a larger set of
measurements. The smaller set of measurements involves
measurements that correspond to one day in the 1-minute
interval, while the larger set of measurements contains
measurements of two weeks in the 15-minute interval.
Besides, the simulation results (i.e., voltage and
consumption measurements) are stored in an external
database where the data on the affiliation to a particular
phase are not saved, which is an attempt to simulate the
actual state of the network.
The smaller network is tested only on a smaller set of
measurements, while the larger network is examined on
both sets of measurements. Consequently, three different
scenarios are created:
•
•
•

Scenario 1.A: a case of a smaller network and smaller
dataset
Scenario 2.A: a case of a larger network and smaller
dataset
Scenario 2.B: a case of a larger network and larger
dataset

A. Scenario 1.A
In order to verify the algorithms, the smaller network
with five single-phase end-users and a smaller dataset are
used. An example of consumption and voltage
measurements for one residential consumer is given in
the Figure 2.
Detailed analysis of a given dataset shows that there
are no invalid values, and therefore in the first step of
the consumption-based clustering algorithm voltage
measurement data of the observed consumer are
removed. The final results show that the model works
properly on such a network and all consumers are
correctly classified (Table II).
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After the model has been verified on a smaller network,
it needs to be tested on a much larger and more realistic
network.
The implementation of the consumption-based
clustering algorithm described in the Table I shows a
significant deviation of the results and real
measurements. At the same time, 19 end-users are
correctly clustered in phase one (of a total of 21
end-users), 18 end-users are correctly associated with
phase 2 (out of 19 end-users), while phase 3 has the
worst results with 11 end-users correctly clustered (out
of 15 end-users). In percentage terms, phase 1 has an
accuracy of 90.5%, phase 2 has an accuracy of 94.7%,
and phase 3 has an accuracy of 73.3% (Table II). On the
other hand, the voltage-based clustering algorithm
provides results with 100% accuracy for all three phases
(Table II).
The reason behind these significant discrepancies
between voltage-based clustering algorithm and
consumption-based clustering algorithm may be in the
last step of the algorithm in the Table I. Namely, when
updating clusters’ centers, the measurements of the
selected consumer are subtracted from old clusters’
centers and the incorrect consumer clustering will
consequently affect the new cluster center.
C. Scenario 2.B
In the last scenario, the larger network is used along
with a larger dataset to achieve better model accuracy.
Unfortunately, the consumption-based clustering
algorithm gives poorer results, regardless of the size of
the used dataset. Thus, 19 out of 21 end-users are
correctly clustered in phase 1, 18 out of 19 end-users
connected to phase 2 are correctly clustered, while in
phase 3 only 8 out of 15 end-users are correctly
clustered. Expressed in percentages, the accuracy is
90.5%, 94.7%, and 53.3% for phases 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. On the other hand, the voltage-based
clustering algorithm results in 100% accuracy for all
three phases for this scenario as well (Table II).
These big differences result from the last step of the
algorithm (Table I) where the existing cluster centers are
updated, as mentioned in Section III.B. Therefore, if one
of the consumers is wrongly clustered, it will lead to the
wrong centroid value and consequently to wrong
clustering.
IV. MODEL EXTENSION
After initial analyses performed on a smaller and a
larger network and a smaller and a larger dataset, the
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Fig. 2: Consumption and voltage measurements for a single-phase user
TABLE II: Performance of the modified phase detection model
Scenario

b
c

Algorithm

End-users

Phase accuracy(%)

b

scenario 1.A

consumption-based

5

scenario 1.A

voltage-based

5

100%

scenario 2.A

consumption-based

48
(5, 12, 40, 42, 62, 87, 88)

scenario 2.A

voltage-based

55

90.5%
94.7%
73.3%
100%

scenario 2.B

consumption-based

scenario 2.B

voltage-based

45 (33, 40, 42, 49, 64, 75, 93,
95, 104, 106)
55

90.5%
94.7%
53.3%
100%

100%
c

green: total number of correctly allocated end-users
red: ID of the incorrectly clustered end-user

model’s performance is tested for scenarios that may
occur in LV distribution networks, namely noise
generated by measuring devices and the appearance of
the three-phase residential consumers.
Noises caused by the imperfections of measuring
devices are a common occurrence in distribution
networks and it is necessary to check the performance of
the algorithm on such data. Such imperfections are
simulated in the pandapower tool where end-user
consumption measurements are increased by 1%. The
obtained results together with a smaller network are used
for the verification of the algorithm (Scenario 3.A),
where the correct clustering of all consumers is achieved
for both the consumption-based clustering algorithm and
the voltage-based clustering algorithm. After that, the
noised dataset is applied to a larger network and the
voltage-based clustering algorithm (Scenario 3.B). Here,
regardless of noises and irregularities in the dataset,
accurate clustering of all users by phases is achieved
(Table III).
In addition to noises, three-phase end-users are a
frequent occurrence in the distribution network, whose
consumption is measured at all three phases. It is
assumed that smart meters of such consumers do not
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collect information about the phase connection (i.e.,
measurements P1j , P2j , and P3j for jth consumer do not
have to correspond to phases 1, 2, and 3). Therefore, the
original voltage-based clustering algorithm is extended
with a step where the phase connection of three-phase
end-users is checked using equations (1) and (2)
provided that each of the measurements of these users
can belong to one of the clusters. The algorithm is tested
on a larger network (Scenario 4.A), where several
single-phase consumers are randomly selected to become
three-phase consumers with a manually set phase
connection. This means that voltage measurements of jth
end-user, although labeled V1j , V2j , and V3j , do not
necessarily correspond to phases 1, 2, and 3. The
analysis of the algorithm shows the correct clustering of
three-phase and single-phase residential consumers
(Table III).
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, a phase identification approach in LV
distribution networks is proposed. A similar method is
applied in [14], but the impact of three-phase residential
consumers, as well as the performance of the algorithm
on consumption and voltage measurements, has not been
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TABLE III: Performance of the phase detection model on noisy data and three-phase residential consumers
Scenario

Algorithm

End-users

Phase accuracy(%)

scenario 3.A

consumption-based

5

100%

scenario 3.A

voltage-based

5

100%

scenario 3.B

voltage-based

55

100%

scenario 4.A

voltage-based

55

100%

investigated. Therefore, this paper presents a new,
modified algorithm that enables correct phase
identification in unbalanced distribution networks with
both single-phase and three-phase end-users.
The performance of the approach is demonstrated on
two different networks and two datasets. The first
network is a test network that contains 5 residential
consumers and is applied only for easier understanding
of the proposed algorithm. The second network is a
larger synthetic benchmark network with over 50
end-users.
In addition, two different time periods of data are used
and finally, each scenario is tested with end-user
consumption and voltage measurements. Conducted
scenario analyses on single-phase residential consumers
show the sufficiency of the algorithm for phase
identification of consumers using voltage measurements.
In these cases, all end-users are properly grouped into
the corresponding clusters. On the conrary, the
consumption-based
clustering
algorithm
gives
significantly worse results (around 50% accuracy for
phase 3 in one of the scenarios).
Since residential consumers in real-world distribution
networks usually have either single-phase or three-phase
connections, the existing algorithm is expanded to allow
analysis with three-phase end-users. The algorithm is
verified on a larger network containing both types of
consumers and satisfactory results are achieved.
The proposed phase identification method can be
applied in real-world distribution networks where there is
no information on phase connection to improve network
observability from available data. Furthermore, with the
knowledge of the distribution of residential consumers
among phases, i.e. the affiliation of the end-user to each
phase, it is possible to perform additional analyses to
achieve optimal operation and reduce techno-economic
losses.
Further research in this area includes improving the
consumption-based clustering algorithm and evaluating
the algorithms on LV networks rich in distributed energy
sources (PV, electric vehicles, energy storage systems,
etc.).
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Abstract—Machine learning models are increasingly common
in predicting financial market movements. Unlike some other
research areas, labels of financial time series are not unambiguously determined, which is why multiple labeling algorithms
were proposed. The effect of a particular labeling algorithm
on a trading strategy is often overlooked as most existing
research uses only one type of labels to develop a machine
learning model used for trading. However, different labeling
algorithms lead to different generalization errors that may impede
financial performance of a strategy. This paper examines the
relationship between the classification performance of a model
and the financial performance of a strategy based on the same
model. The relationship is examined for two commonly used
labeling algorithms: fixed-time horizon and triple-barrier method.
Although the results for both labeling algorithms confirm a
statistically significant correlation between classification and
financial performance, the correlation coefficient itself has a
low value.
Index Terms—financial time series, stock prediction, machine
learning, labeling algorithms

used to conduct experiments. In Section III we explain the
experimental setup – how we train the model, and how we
backtest the machine learning based trading strategy. The results
are presented in Section IV, where we also provide a discussion
and interpretation of the results.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Model
Gradient Boosting is a popular machine learning algorithm
for structured tabular data because it can be trained quickly
and often outperforms even deep learning models [7]. As with
any supervised learning method, the goal is to minimize a loss
function L(y, f (x)) given a training set {(xi , yi )}N
i=1 . In the
gradient boosting model, the hypothesis function f is defined
as the weighted sum of the outputs of M weak learners Fi
belonging to the same model class (such as shallow decision
trees), which can be formed as:

I. I NTRODUCTION
The widespread application of machine learning models
(especially supervised learning) in various scientific disciplines
has led to the increasing use of such models for predicting
market movements [1]. To date, research mostly addressed the
question of whether supervised learning models can perform
better than standard statistical approaches in predicting market
trend, returns, and volatility [2], [3]. The attention has been
paid to the selection and comparison of models and different
feature combinations, while less attention has been paid to
the financial time series labeling. However, unlike some other
applications of machine learning models, where the dependent
variable is selected by an expert in the field and is unambiguous,
in financial time series it can be defined in different ways,
and the labeling is done algorithmically. Although several
labeling algorithms have been proposed [4]–[6], the impact of
a particular algorithm on a trading strategy is often opaque,
as misclassification of different labels can affect trading
performance differently. In this paper, we aim to investigate
the relationship between the classification performance of a
model and the financial performance of a strategy based on
the same model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we briefly explain the machine learning model, the feature
generating process, the labeling algorithms, and the data
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f (x) =

M
X

βi Fi .

(1)

i=1

The boosting algorithm is trained by sequentially fitting additive
models, where each Fi is a binary classifier. After training a
weak learner Fi on the training set, we increase the weight
of the training examples that were misclassified by Fi . The
next weak learner Fi+1 is then trained on the newly weighted
training set and the procedure is repeated designated number of
times. Once all classifiers have been trained, their predictions
are combined using weighted majority voting as in (1). Gradient
boosting models are trained in a similar manner by training
a base learner Fi on the gradient of the loss function of an
existing model. The pseudocode for the training procedure is
shown in Algorithm 1 [8]. Our trading strategy is based on
Extreme Gradient Boosting model (XGBoost), a very efficient
and widely used implementation of gradient-boosted trees [9].
B. Features
Model features are divided into two categories: return-based
and technical indicator-based. The former includes features
generated using returns calculated from the closing price data
described in paragraph II-D. The technical indicators category
includes features generated using technical indicators from
open-high-low-close (OHLC) price series [10]; these features
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Fig. 1. ℓ1 trend filtered price series for two different λ values.

are described in detail in Table I. Each row represents several
features computed for raw and filtered time series with specific
underlying parameters and lag operators. The ℓ1 trend filter
is used to obtain a piecewise linear representation of an
original time series as denoising price series previously proved
beneficial [11], [12]. The trend estimate is chosen to minimize
the weighted sum objective function:

L=

n
n−1
X
1X
(yt − xt )2 + λ
|xt−1 − 2xt + xt+1 |,
2 t=1
t=2

(2)

where yt is an element of the original time series at timestamp
t, xt is an element of the filtered time series at timestamp
t, and λ ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter used to control
the number of piecewise linear estimates. When λ → 0, the
representation converges to the original time series, while
the representation converges to a single affine function when
λ → ∞ [13]. An example of ℓ1 trend filtered price series for
two different λ values is shown in Fig. 1. This combination of
return-based and technical indicator-based features, along with
lag operator and price series filtering yields 384 input features
in total.

Algorithm 1: Gradient boosting [8].
PN
Initialize f0 (x) = arg minF i=1 L(yi , F (xi ));
for m = 1 : M do
Compute the gradient residual:


∂L(yi , f (xi )
rim = −
∂f (xi )
f (xi )=fm−1 (xi )
Train a weak learner Fm using rim as labels:
Fm = arg min
F

C. Labels
The two frequently used labeling algorithms – fixed-time
horizon method and triple-barrier method – are described in
[15]. Both yield two-class labels C ∈ {0, 1}. These labels
have the following meaning: positive class (label 1) represents
long position and negative class (label 0) represents close
position. This defines the trading strategy, where a change in
model output 0 →
− 1 triggers a “buy” action, while a change
1→
− 0 triggers a “sell” (of an existing position). See Fig. 2.
for examples of labels obtained using these two algorithms.
Both labeling algorithms are explained in detail along with
their corresponding parameters in the following paragraphs.
1) Fixed-time horizon method (FTHM): Let p =
{p0 , p1 , . . .} be a price series (e.g. close prices). Future return
for a fixed-time horizon sized h is defined as:
pt+h − pt
rt =
(3)
pt
The labels are then obtained by thresholding future return using
some predefined level τlong :
(
1 if rt > τlong ,
lt =
(4)
0 otherwise.
This is the most commonly used method in the literature [14].
By setting a threshold for future return, machine learning
models predict the trend of market dynamics (upward or
downward). The modification of the proposed algorithm can be
made by introducing additional threshold τshort , and therefore
the strategy can enter both long and short positions.
2) Triple-barrier method (TBM): FTHM has several known
problems, such as class imbalance and generally poor statistical
properties [15]. TBM is proposed as an alternative solution.
It dynamically determines the class threshold by taking into
account previous price volatility.
At timestamp t, using look-back period sized b we can
calculate previous price volatility σt . Then, we can define
take-profit price (or upper barrier) as a function of previous
volatility σt and upper barrier multiplier U :
pTP = pt · (1 + U · σt ).

If we hit the take-profit price first, the label lt is set to 1.
In contrast, we define stop-loss price (or lower barrier) as a
function of previous volatility σt and lower barrier multiplier
L:
pSL = pt · (1 − L · σt ),
(6)

N
X
(rim − F (xi ))2
i=1

β

51.00
Price

N
X

L(yi , fm−1 (xi ) + βF (xi ))

i=1

Update fm (x) = fm−1 (x) + βm Fm (x)
end
Return f (x) = fM (x)
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1

51.05

Compute weights:
βm = arg min

(5)

50.95

Label

Price

126.2
126.0
125.8
125.6
125.4
125.2
125.0
124.8
09:30

50.90
price
FTHM labels
TBM labels

50.85
50.80
10:40

10:45

10:50

10:55
Time

11:00

11:05

0

Fig. 2. Labels obtained using fixed-time horizon method and triple-barrier
method for the same price series.
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TABLE I
I NPUT FEATURES USED FOR MODEL TRAINING .
Return

Feature

Category
return-based

Variance

return-based

Summed Exponential Decaying Return

tehnical indicator

High-Low Spread
Commodity Channel Index (CCI)
Average Directional Movement Index (ADX)
Relative Strength Index (RSI)
Chande Momentum Oscillator (CMO)

tehnical
tehnical
tehnical
tehnical
tehnical

Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD)

tehnical indicator

Stochastic Oscillator (STOCH)

tehnical indicator

Ultimate Oscillator (ULTOSC)

tehnical indicator

Normalized Average True Range (NATR)
Accumulation/Distribution (AD)
Chaikin Oscillator (ADOSC)
On Balance Volume (OBV)

tehnical
tehnical
tehnical
tehnical

indicator
indicator
indicator
indicator
indicator

indicator
indicator
indicator
indicator

Parameters
{1,2,3,4,5,15,30}-minute returns
{1,2,3,4,5,15,30}-minute returns;
30 minute look-back period
{1,2,3,4,5,15,30}-minute returns;
30 minute look-back period;
0.9 decay factor
{10, 15, 30} minute look-back period
{10, 15, 30} minute look-back period
{10, 15, 30} minute look-back period
{10, 15, 30} minute look-back period
{10 ,15, 30} minute fast period;
{20, 30, 45} minute slow period;
9 minute signal period
30 minute look-back period;
{5, 15, 15} minute fast K-period;
{3, 5, 8} minute fast D-period;
{3, 5, 10} minute slow K-period;
{3, 5, 8} minute slow D-period
{5, 7, 1} minute 1st period;
{15, 14, 30} minute 2nd period;
{30, 28, 45} minute 3rd period
{10, 15, 30} minute look-back period
120 minute look-back period
120 minute look-back period
120 minute look-back period

Price

and if we hit the stop-loss price fist, we set lt = 0. Multipliers
III. E XPERIMENTS
U and L are used to manage the risk of individual positions.
As previously discussed, we labeled the historical data using
Finally, if neither take-profit nor stop-loss prices are hit during
the period of h timestamps, then we calculate the future return FTHM and TBM. In order to get a theoretical sense of how
using (3), and assign the label using (4). Note that TBM is path- model accuracy affects financial performance of a strategy,
dependant as it takes into account price dynamics in period we decided to simulate multiple models of varying accuracy
[t, t + h]. An example of TBM barriers is presented in Fig. 3. for each labeling method. Predictions of those models were
then used for simulated trading, which provided a financial
D. Data
metric that corresponds to the simulated model accuracy. This
We used S&P 500 minute OHLC and volume data from experimental setup allows us to assess the impact of accuracy
2018 to 2020. All pre-market and after-hours trading data we wanted to examine. Then, to confirm the simulation results,
were removed from the data, leaving only prices within regular we trained the XGBoost model using six weeks of data as the
trading hours. Features for a timestamp are calculated using train set, and use the following two weeks as the test set. An
a rolling window with a look-back period of 120 minutes; additional time series split (three validation folds) is performed
this means that no trading can occur during the first two on the train set to find the optimal model hyperparameters.
trading hours of the day. Additionally, no trading was allowed Once trained, the model is used for trading for two weeks. After
during the last 30 minutes of the trading day due to the high that period the model is retrained using the same procedure (six
volatility caused by the tendency of intraday traders to close weeks for training, two weeks for testing). Such an approach
their positions before the market closes.
in model development and deployment is quite common in
both practice and literature [3]. An example of rolling window
model training/testing can be inspected in Fig. 4.
The main classification metric we have used is accuracy
pTP
score. It is used both for optimizing hyperparameters on three
pt
pt + h
validation splits and for measuring classification performance
on two-week test periods. On the other hand, the financial
pSL
performance of a trading strategy is measured only during the
test period in which we measure the two-week return. After
Time
measuring both financial and classification performance during
test periods, we can examine the correlation between them. We
Fig. 3. The considering timestamp price is marked as pt , the take-profit price
compared theoretical and empirical results for labels obtained
(upper barrier) is marked as pTP , the stop-loss price (lower barrier) is marked
as pSL , while the vertical barrier is marked as pt+h .
with both FTHM and TBM.
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Train

FTHM Median
FTHM IRQ
TBM Median
TBM IRQ

12.5

Test

Return [%]

Price

15.0
10.0
7.5
5.0

Time

2.5

Train

0.56

0.61

0.67

0.72
0.78
Simulated accuracy

0.83

0.89

0.94

1.00

Test
Fig. 5. Median returns of FTHM and TBM-based trading strategy for simulated
model prediction accuracy. The width of the envelopes around the curves
represents the interquartile range (IRQ) for each accuracy level from 0.5 to 1.

Time
Price

Train
Time

FTHM
TBM

10

Test
Return [%]

Price

0.50

5
0
5

Fig. 4. Time series train/test split example for three different models.

IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

10

0.50

0.55

0.60
Accuracy

0.65

0.70

Fig. 6. Two-week test period returns of a trading strategy based on an XGBoost
model trained on historical minute data of S&P500 stocks labeled with FTHM
and TBM.

The simulated results for the labels obtained with FTHM and
V. C ONCLUSION
TBM show that both the average and median returns for TBM
are slightly higher than FTHM. It is apparent that the measures
In this paper, we studied the relationship between the model’s
of central tendency of the returns increases almost linearly with classification performance and the financial performance of a
accuracy, with the slope being slightly higher for TBM labels. strategy based on the same model. We chose two frequently
This implies that, on average, a trading strategy developed used algorithms to label financial time series: the fixed-time
using TBM is expected to have a higher return on investment horizon method and the triple-barrier method. For the labels
than one based on FTHM. Simulation results are displayed in obtained with these two algorithms, we retrained and tested the
Fig. 5. As for the model training, with a total of 104 weeks of model every two weeks for S&P 500 stocks over the period
S&P 500 stock minute data, we get 48 two-week test periods – from 2018 to 2020. Each model was trained using the previous
which means 48 different models are used for trading for each six weeks of price data. In the test period, we measured the
stock. This process is repeated for each of the two labeling accuracy of the XGBoost model and the realized return of a
algorithms. Their parameters are as follows: τlong = 2 · 10−4 trading strategy based on the output of the same model. With
and h = 5 for FTHM, and τlong = 2 · 10−4 , h = 5, b = 20, a total of 48 models trained for each label type per stock, we
U = 2 and L = 2 in case of TBM. In this experimental setting find that the linear correlation between accuracy and financial
and considering simulation results, one might expect a strong return is rather low, but statistically significant. The results
linear relationship between the classification performance of show that the triple-barrier method achieves slightly larger
the model and the financial performance of a strategy based on average accuracy, and a better average return than fixed-time
the same model. The results shown in Fig. 6, however, suggest horizon method in both theoretical and empirical case. This
otherwise. For FTHM labels, the correlation between accuracy suggests that a trading strategy based on the output of the
and financial return is statistically significant at the α = 0.01 model trained on TBM seems more resistant to errors that the
level of significance. Although statistically significant, the value model makes. Since the parameters of the labeling algorithm
of the correlation coefficient is rather low and equals 0.1404. were constant, future work should investigate which parameters
The average financial return is 0.9%, and the average accuracy of the labeling algorithm are most appropriate in the context
is 0.5600. Similar results can be observed for TBM labels. of machine learning generalization error, which could make
Again, the correlation coefficient is statistically significant, the trading strategy more robust considering model errors and
albeit low and equal to 0.1525 (which is still a higher value therefore somewhat increase the correlation coefficient.
than that of FTHM). Also, the average financial return of
1.22% is slightly higher than before, and the same is true for
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Abstract—While the number of connected objects in the world
of Internet of Thing (IoT) is increasing, an efficient and intelligent
solution to exploit the huge amount of generated data from home
appliances does not exist. Smart homes powered by IoT devices
are able to automate and monitor the every day activities of home
owners, and improve the life quality especially for elderly and
disabled people. In this paper, we take advantage of deep learning
and machine learning techniques and propose a comprehensive
solution to tackle this problem. Our proposed approach is able to
analyze raw and unlabeled IoT data from the connected devices
in a smart home and provide data-driven services. After analysing
and processing raw data, and then human activity detection and
recognition in real time, we predict the upcoming activity and its
occurring time using LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory). Our
simulation results show that the developed models can predict
a wide range of human activities from unlabeled data with the
accuracy of 85%.
Index Terms—Activity Detection, Time Prediction, LSTM,
Decision Tree, Smart Homes, IoT

I. I NTRODUCTION
The technological revolution we are living in highly reduced
the microprocessor’s cost which leads to a proliferation in
the smart sensors and Internet of Things (IoT) devices [1].
Building on this, several IoT applications have been created
by exploiting the sensor reading to smartly interact with the
surrounding environment. The smart home is one of these
applications that aims at providing a smart living environment
by effectively interpreting the data coming from the heterogeneous smart home sensors and devices[2]. While the smart
home has witnessed rapid development and popularity, the
smart living environment is still not achieved due to several
open research issues such as the interoperability problem [3],
security [3], and human activity learning problem [4].
The activity learning problem is our focus in this paper
and it generally means the ability to learn and understand the
observed behavior of the home’s inhabitants [5].
Despite the rapid growth in application of machine learning
and deep learning in processing IoT data [6], [7], [8], there still
exist several challenges in learning human activities. First of
all, the connected devices generate a huge amount of unlabeled
data. Labeling the data with corresponding user activity is
enormously time consuming and is a high potential erroneous
task. Secondly, human behaviour is changing regularly. There
are a long list of parameters that impact the human behaviours
such as emotion, seasons, and etc. Additionally, finding a
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common pattern in the daily behaviours of different persons
is highly complex.
To overcome these challenges, in this paper, we presented
a three-step solution including activity discovery, activity
detection and activity prediction that takes the sensors’ raw
data and provide us the next user activity. This approach is
illustrated in Fig.1. First, the Activity Discovery (AD) model
will process the raw data received from the sensors and label
the data by the corresponding daily activity. Then, the labeled
data will be feed into the Activity Recognition (AR) model
to detect the user activity. Then, the Activity Prediction (AP)
model will mainly predict the next activity that is going to
happen and its corresponding starting time.
Predicting the actions in a smart home will help a large
group of people to improve their quality of life. Elderly
people, disabled persons, and people who are suffering from
memory disorders such as Alzheimer can rely on the prediction
performed by our model. The predicted action then can take
place automatically without any intervention of users [9].
The main contribution of our work can be summarized as
follows.
• Developing a comprehensive system that takes raw sensor
data of a smart home and predict the upcoming activity
and its occurrence time.
• Detecting a large range of daily human activities with the
precision of 96%.
• Predicting the upcoming activity and its time with 85%
accuracy using LSTM.
• Validating the proposed model over ten different
databases.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section III, we
present our system model and the data which are used for our
approach. In Section IV, we describe our proposed algorithms,
based on clustering, classification and LSTM techniques to detect and predict the activities. The results and the performance
of our models are also presented in this section. Finally, our
conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
This section reviews the recent advances in using machine
learning methods for activity learning purpose and enabling
data-based services in smart homes.
The current activity learning solutions rely on two different
strategies: Video-based strategy and sensor-based strategy. The
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Fig. 1: The proposed activity recognition approach
Fig. 2: example of sensor instances
video-based strategy uses the deep learning techniques to
recognise the human’s activity from the video stream [10].
However, this strategy is restrictedly popular in the smart
homes due to the inhabitants’ concerns on privacy and security,
limiting its use to the home surveillance system. The sensorbased strategy, on the other hand, aims at exploiting the data
of the home appliances and sensors, to recognise the home’s
residents activities [11], which make it more reliable in terms
of privacy and security. In the following, we review the works
which are following the latter strategy.
The work in [12] recognized the different home daily
activities with 84% accuracy by using support vector machine
(SVM) and partially manually labeling the data. The authors
in [13] have used the RFM DM 1810 kits to create a wireless
sensor network and labeled the data using speech commands.
Then, they recognized the activities with the help of Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) and conditional random fields (CRF)
methods. In [14] a human activity dataset was developed
named as ARAS. The ARAS dataset was generated over two
months using 40 Zigbee sensors that were equally distributed
between two real-houses with multiple residents to track 27activities. Then a basic hidden markov model (HMM) was
used for activity recognition. In regard with activity prediction,
the work in [15] used a regression-based technique to predict
the next activity assuming that the data is labeled with the
help of an activity recognition model.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section the data which are used for our model, and
the tools are presented.
A. Data
To develop and evaluate our model, we used 10 datasets
from the CASAS Smart Home project [16]. In this project,
the sensors which communicate using the Zigbee protocol are
located in different places of various apartments to collect data
over the time. The residents are from a variety of backgrounds
and ages and the number of residents in each apartment could
be different. The mean duration of data collection for the
selected datasets is two months.
The instances generated by sensors consist of the following
fields which are explained in Table I. An example of some
instances by sensors is also illustrated in Figure 2.
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Name
Date
Time
Sensor
Place01
Place02
Message

Description
Date of the event in the format of YYYY-MM-DD
Time of the event in the format of HH :MM :SS.MS
The name/ID of the sensor
The room-based location of the sensor
What the sensor is targeting or detecting in the room
Value or the message generated by the sensor

TABLE I: Fields of a sensor event in the dataset
In this paper, we exploit ten single-resident data sets. More
details on the data of each dataset, including the number of
sensors, the number of events and the number of activities, are
presented in Table II.
B. Tools
In order to implement and design our models, we have used
the libraries of scikit-learn [17], python 3.7, TensorFlow 2.3,
Pytorch 1.0 and CUDA 10.0.
IV. P ROPOSED M ODEL
In this section, we first explain our methodology for data
processing and data preparation to feed our algorithms. Assuming having the unlabeled data, we then propose a clustering
model to label and discover the activities. We follow our
solution with an activity detection algorithms which is based
on classification methods. Finally, we propose a deep learning
model, according to LSTM technique that enables us to predict
the next activity and its occurring time.
Given that labeling the data manually could be timeconsuming, and having access to labeled data is challenging
as well, our solution for activity detection and prediction can
be applied on any source of IoT raw data.
A. Data Processing
To prepare data and events for our algorithms we used the
sliding window model, which is a popular approach between
researchers [18], [19]. In this model, data is divided into
windows of fixed size where each of them represents an event.
Each window takes the instances of the previous window
removing the first instance and adding the first instance that
follows the window.
In each event, the information that have been extracted from
the raw instances in a window are presented in Table III. It
must note that we divided the day into 5 time-slot categories
namely [ 0-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20 and 21-24 ], as mentioned in
Class Hour, where each event belongs to one category. These
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Name of dataset
csh101
csh102
csh103
csh104
csh105
csh106
csh108
csh109
csh110
csh111

Size
26,4
14,1
39,6
18,2
21,2
39,6
29,2
46,2
25,7
28,5

MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB

Number of instances
321427
164808
477987
222480
259907
477987
357684
564451
136715
351323

Number of Sensors
39
61
28
71
51
67
60
45
44
62

Number of activities
35
30
33
31
34
33
34
35
32
35

TABLE II: Detail of target datasets

slots are chosen according to the daily activities of a user
during a day.
Applying sliding window model requires to find an optimal
window size which corresponds to the problem and could
vary according to the application and type of data. Therefore,
we perform a cross validation with different window sizes to
determine the optimal one for our application.
To this ends, we evaluated Kmean and Gaussian mixture
models with different window sizes (5, 10, 20, 30, 35, 40),
and a variety of metrics such as accuracy, NMI, ARI , and
homogeneity score parameters are examined. These evaluations are operated on the CASAS csh 101 database.
According to Table IV, the best window size for our data is
30. We choose this size hereafter for the rest of our solutions.
B. Activity Discovery
As mentioned above, the goal of the activity discovery (AD)
is to discover the corresponding activities to the events which
are not labelled. Considering the large number of activities in
the real database, and obtaining poor results after applying
traditional clustering, we proposed a master-sub clustering
model.
In this approach, the first clustering (master clustering) will
detect the main clusters in the data, and consequently another
clustering model will be applied in each master cluster to find
more sub-clusters. Kmean model is used in order to find the
main clusters. For our database, we have found 4 main clusters,
and we observed that they are mainly separated according to
the location of activities. The clusters are illustrated in Figure
3.
To find the rest of the activities, the three different clustering algorithms namely Kmean, Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC), and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) are
applied on each master cluster independently. The results are
then evaluated based on several scores, as shown in Table V.
According to this table, two-step Kmean is able to detect the
activities from unlabeled data with a considerable accuracy
of 89%. The results are impressive comparing to the ones of
single clustering model that are shown in Table VI. As we
can observe in this table (Table VI), the one step model is not
capable of detecting a large number of activities such as work
or washing dishes.
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Model
Kmeans
HAC
GMM

Accuracy
0.89
0.79
0.70

Nmi
0.83
0.73
0.62

Ari
0.79
0.57
0.55

V measure
0.84
0.70
0.67

h score
0.82
0.72
0.66

TABLE V: Results of two step clustering

Activity
Cook
Dress
Enter Home
Read
Relax
Sleep
Toilet
Wash Dishes
Work

Precision
0.98
0.80
1.00
0.98
0.00
0.70
0.85
0.00
0.00

TABLE VI: Precision of detected activities using one step
clustering
In order to validate our two-step model, we applied it on
10 more databases, as explained in Section III-A. The results,
given in Table VII, confirm that our model can well detect
activities from unlabeled data.
Database
csh102
csh103
csh104
csh105
csh106
csh108
csh109
csh110
csh111

NMI
0.87
0.92
0.80
0.84
0.73
0.76
0.83
0.74
0.82

ARI
0.87
0.94
0.77
0.84
0.72
0.64
0.76
0.66
0.86

Accuracy
0.89
0.91
0.84
0.81
0.75
0.77
0.81
0.77
0.87

H Score
0.85
0.89
0.71
0.81
0.71
0.69
0.79
0.69
0.79

V measure
0.87
0.92
0.80
0.84
0.73
0.76
0.83
0.74
0.82

TABLE VII: Results of two-step clustering model on 10
different databases
C. Activity Recognition
Now that the data are successfully labeled or labeled data
are accessible, we are able to develop a supervised classification model to detect the users’ behaviours.
To this end, the size of optimal window must be searched.
By evaluating a diverse range of sizes, we found out that
5 is the optimal size for this phase. Random Forest, SVM,
KNN and a Nueral Network (NN) models have been chosen
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Variable
Day
Hour:Minute
Class Hour
End time
Span time
Most dom sens
Most dom prev1,2
Sensors ID
Class

Description
The day of the first instance in the window
The hour and the minute of the first instance in the window
Category of time slot from 0-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20 and 21-24.
Time of last instance in a window
The duration of instances in a window in seconds
The most dominant sensor in a window
The dominant sensors of the previous and before previous windows
For each sensor, the number of its occurrences in the window is counted.
The activity of the last instance in a window

TABLE III: Extracted information from the instances in a window

Metrics
W=5
W = 10
W = 20
W = 30
W = 35
W = 40

NMI
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.65
0.64

ARI
0.59
0.57
0.58
0.63
0.52
0.53

K-Means
Accuracy
0.66
0.66
0.67
0.72
0.62
0.66

homogeneity score
0.62
0.71
0.71
0.69
0.62
0.62

NMI
0.63
0.58
0.63
0.63
0.58
0.57

ARI
0.51
0.41
0.48
0.48
0.44
0.44

Gaussien Processes
Accuracy
homogeneity score
0.60
0.63
0.52
0.61
0.58
0.65
0.61
0.64
0.57
0.62
0.60
0.56

TABLE IV: Evaluation of Kmeans and Gaussian Processes on different window sizes

Fig. 3: four main clusters

to implement and verify our solution. For the NN model, a
2-layer feed-forward network is deployed.
The results show Random Forest model gives us a higher
precision than the other algorithms. The results are summarised in Table VIII.
Algorithm
SVM
Knn
NN(2)
Random Forest

Precision
0.93
0.90
0.94
0.96

Recall
0.90
0.89
0.93
0.95

F1-Score
0.91
0.91
0.94
0.95

matrix for a selective of activities are shown below (Table IX).
Cook Breakfast
Dress
Enter Home
Read
Relax
Sleep
Toilet
Wash Dishes
Work

precision
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.92
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.84
1.00

recall
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.96
0.97
0.95
0.98
0.82
0.96

f1-score
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.94
0.97
0.96
0.98
0.83
0.98

support
5376
4630
836
2746
1930
3932
4556
1078
52

TABLE VIII: Performance of different algorithms for Activity
Recognition on our database

TABLE IX: Classification report for a selection of activities
following Random Forest model

In order to obtained a comprehensive understanding on the
performance of the Random Forest algorithm, the confusion

It can be observed that the obtained results are also valid
for the classes with a small number of events. The activity
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Database
csh102
csh103
csh104
csh105
csh106
csh108
csh109
csh110
csh111

Train accuracy
0.97
1.00
0.96
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.98

Test accuracy
0.92
0.99
0.92
0.96
0.93
0.94
0.92
0.88
0.93

TABLE X: Results of recognition model on 10 different
databases

”Work” with 52 occurrences is a proof. Additionally, according
to our analysis, the model is capable of detecting the activities
that take place in the same room such as ”Wash-dishes” and
”Cook”. To have more evidence on the performance of our
model, it was applied to ten more databases and the results
are all satisfactory (See Table X).
D. Activity Prediction and Time Prediction
To predict the next activity and its occurrence time, LSTM
model is applied. A many-to-one LSTM model with three
hidden layers is designed that enables us to predict an activity
from several entries. The same instances as above is used
for our LSTM model, however, the corresponding activity to
each instance is appended. We have designed the same LSTM
network to predict the activity time. For this model the entries
include the starting time of each activity.
After analysis, we found that the optimal window size for
this part is 40. The model is run for different epochs to reach
stability. The progress of accuracy and loss for one of our
databases is presented is Figure 4.

dataset
csh101
csh102
csh103
csh104
csh105
csh106
csh108
csh109
csh110
csh111

accuray
0.85
0.77
0.88
0.86
0.83
0.88
0.75
0.82
0.84
0.80

recall
0.85
0.74
0.87
0.70
0.79
0.88
0.74
0.79
0.81
0.76

f1 score
0.85
0.75
0.86
0.73
0.82
0.88
0.74
0.81
0.83
0.78

TABLE XI: Results of activity prediction using LSTM

happen after another. The more strong connection between
two activities presents the higher possibility of having two
consecutive activities.
The results for time prediction on a variety of databases
show outstanding performance, ensuring the reliability of our
model. Figure 6 and 7 represent the predicted time based on
our LSTM model, and the real time for two different activities
in the database. As it can be noticed from the figures, our
predicted time is very close to the real time.

Fig. 5: Behaviour of the user in csh101 database

Fig. 4: loss and accuracy of the LSTM model on csh101 data
The performance of the model is also assessed for 10
different databases, as illustrated in Table XI.
Considering the complexity of human behaviours, predicting the next activity is a complicated problem. To see how
the user behaviour changes during the time, we have analysed
the sequence of activities for a user according to one of the
databases. Figure 5 shows the consecutive relations between
the activities and the possibilities that a particular activity may
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Fig. 6: Predicted time and real happening time for the activity
”Sleep”
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Fig. 7: Predicted time and real happening time for the activity
”Read”
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Our model performs a good time prediction on a variety
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The activities with more regular starting time, such as
”Work” and ”Read” are predicted more precisely.
V. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated on the analysis and the
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lifestyle and activities are processed using the data collected
from the sensors which are distributed in the homes. We
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for multiple residents in a smart home.
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Abstract - Protein molecules are very important in the
organisms because they participate in different processes.
Understanding the way they interact in the cells is of high
importance. In order to understand that, solving the task of
protein classification could be really helpful thus providing
valuable knowledge about the similar proteins that belong
to same class. In this paper we focus on solving the task of
protein classification. First, we extract some features of the
proteins thus obtaining feature vectors, and then by using
deep learning architecture, we create prediction model that
could be used for classifying protein structures. We present
some experimental results of the obtained classification
models.
Keywords - protein structure; protein classification;
feature extraction; deep learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Proteomics is a research area that studies the protein
molecules, which are among the most important
compounds of the humans’ bodies. Namely, proteins are
involved in many processes that occur in their cells.
Proteins play very important roles, like enzymes in
biochemical reactions, as well as transport of the oxygen
to the cells. Some proteins have signaling role, for
example insulin triggers the uptake of glucose from blood.
They also have defensive role and play as antibodies that
neutralize foreign molecules. Therefore, there is a high
interest in the proteomics community to understand the
structure of proteins molecules as well as the functions
that they have in the processes in the organisms.
The development in the technology provides different
techniques that could be used to determine the structure of
the protein molecules. Using these techniques, the
structure of proteins is determined, and they are later
deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [1], [2], which
is the main repositorium for this purpose. On Fig. 1, the
growth of the number of structures that are deposited in
PDB is presented. The determined data about protein
structures is presented in pdb files, which contain data
about the primary, secondary and tertiary structure of
proteins. These data itself are not very useful, meaning
that the most important thing regarding proteins is to
discover the functions that they may have in the living
organisms.
The literature provides various approaches for
determination of proteins’ functions. Some of the
approaches are based on the premise that similar proteins,
those that belong to same class, have the same functions.
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Due to this, solving the problem of protein classification is
very important. Therefore, a plethora of methods have
been introduced for classification of protein structures.
Nevertheless, using them there is still large gap between
the protein molecules that are determined and stored in
PDB compared to the number of proteins whose functions
have been discovered. This clearly shows that there is a
great need for development of computational methods that
would provide fast and accurate classification of protein
structures.
SCOP (Structural Classification Of Proteins) [3] is one
of the most important methods that is introduced for this
purpose. It is considered as very accurate since the
decisions in which class a given protein belongs is made
manually by human experts by making visual inspections.
Due to the same reason, it is not very fast, so the need for
automatic or semi-automatics methods is obvious. CATH
(Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous
superfamily) [4] is one of the most well-known methods
from this category. Namely, CATH tries to classify the
proteins automatically, and if the automatic classification
is not suitable for some protein, then it is examined
manually by human expert. In this way, using CATH the
proteins are classified in semi-automatic manner.
Another group of methods perform alignment of
protein sequences in order to classify the corresponding
proteins. Needleman–Wunch [5], BLAST [6] and PSIBLAST [7] are among the most well-known methods
from this group. However, these methods would recognize
as similar proteins whose sequences are similar but are not
suitable for cases where the proteins have similar structure
although their sequences are not similar. Namely, it is
better to make alignment of protein structures instead of
aligning their sequences, like CE [8], MAMMOTH [9]
and DALI [10]. There are also methods that combine
sequence and structure alignment [11], [12].

Figure 1. Number of structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank
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However, the methods based on alignment, no matter
whether they perform alignment of sequences or structures
or maybe both, take too long to classify novel proteins. To
overcome this, another group of methods make
comparison of protein structures by making comparison of
their features vectors that are first extracted and are later
used for making prediction model. There are such
methods that consider features of the sequences of the
proteins [13] or their structures [14]. The extracted feature
vectors contain the most relevant characteristics of the
examined sequences or structures. This way, the
prediction would not be based on the entire data, but only
the most informative features are maintained. After feature
extraction, the classification model could be created using
various machine-learning algorithms. Due to the reduction
of the data that are processed, in this way the creation of
the classification model would be significantly faster, and
moreover the testing phase would take less time to classify
the novel proteins.
In this research, our aim is to provide method that
would provide fast and accurate classification of protein
structures. We put our focus on the last-mentioned group
of methods, where feature vectors are extracted to
represent the main characteristics of the protein structures.
In our previous research studies, we have introduced
various approaches for extraction of feature vectors of
proteins, mainly focusing on their tertiary structure. In
[15], comparative analysis is made where we compared
the approaches that we have proposed that are suitable for
making comparison between protein structures. These
approaches could be used for protein retrieval, where the
inspected protein is compared with the proteins stored in
the database, and the most similar proteins are identified.
These approaches could be further used for the task at
hand, which is classifying protein structures in
corresponding classes based on their feature vectors.

II.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this research paper, we introduce a novel method
for classifying protein structures based on their tertiary
structure. The proposed method has two steps. In the first
step, feature vectors are extracted. For this purpose, we
use our protein ray-based descriptor [15]. Then, in the
second step, using deep learning architecture we create
prediction model for classifying unknown protein
structures. For creating classification models, we use a
fully connected neural networks with 3 up to 5 hidden
layers.
Fig. 2 shows the training phase and thus presents how
the prediction model is created. Also, it shows the testing
phase where a given query protein is classified in a
corresponding class. The data about both training and
testing proteins are stored in their corresponding PDB
files that are deposited in the PDB database [2]. In the
PDB files, data regarding the primary, secondary and
tertiary structure is contained. In this research, we
consider only data about the tertiary structure of proteins,
meaning that the geometry of the protein is examined.
The training phase starts with extraction of the feature
vectors for all proteins in the training set. The extracted
protein ray-based descriptors are used as samples for
training the classification model in the next stage. Then,
the neural network model is trained by tuning the weights
in the model. Once the classification model is created,
then novel proteins could be classified.
The classification of a given query protein (protein
from the test set) is made in the following manner. First,
its feature vector is extracted using the same approach that
is used for extraction of the feature vectors of the training
proteins. Then, the extracted feature vector is presented as

In this research paper, we introduce a novel method
for solving the protein classification task. For that
purpose, first, extraction of the feature vectors is made. To
do that, we selected the protein ray-based descriptor as
one of the most accurate, compact, and easiest to extract,
according to the results that we obtained in [15]. The
protein ray-based descriptor contains features about the
geometrical characteristics of the protein structure,
particularly it presents how the protein skeleton
(backbone) is placed in the 3D space regarding the center
of mass. After feature extraction, then using deep learning
architecture, we generate prediction models. We make
examination how the number of hidden layers, as well as
the number of hidden nodes in these layers have influence
on the accuracy of the classification models.
The remaining of this research paper is structured this
way. First, in Section 2 we give detailed presentation of
the method that is proposed in this study. We describe
how the protein ray-based descriptor is extracted, and also
we give description about the deep learning architecture
that is used for creating models. In section 3, the
experimental results that are obtained using different
settings for the neural network are shown, and the
influence of the different settings are discussed. Finally,
section 4 concludes the paper and shows directions for
further improvements.
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Figure 2. Training and testing phases of the proposed method
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input in the neural network models in order to obtain the
corresponding output for that input vector. The output
corresponds to the decision of the class in which the query
protein is classified. In this study, the classes in which the
proteins are classified correspond to the domains in the
SCOP hierarchy. For that, we consider part of the
knowledge from the SCOP database that contains data
how proteins are classified based on the SCOP method.
Using SCOP, the classification is made in hierarchical
manner, and in this research, we selected to consider only
the domain level that could be considered as the most
important level in the hierarchy in order to make
distinction between the proteins based on the functions
that they have. In this way, each query protein from the
test set is classified in a given SCOP domain in which it is
likely that it belongs to.
A. Extraction of the Protein Ray-based Descriptor
Protein molecules are commonly composed of several
protein chains, which are folded in some particular way in
the 3D space. Since we use the SCOP database [3] as a
standard of truth, which contains data about the SCOP
domains in which the protein chains belong, that means
that the protein chains are considered as samples in the
dataset used in this research. The protein chains are further
composed of amino acid residues that are connected and
form the protein skeleton (backbone). The amino acid
residues in a given chain are folded in a particular way
thus forming the secondary and tertiary structure of the
corresponding protein chain. The amino acid residues in
each chain are further composed of several atoms
positioned in a particular manner in the 3D space based on
the type of the amino acid. The Cα atoms of the amino
acids connect two consecutive amino acid residues, thus
forming the protein skeleton.
In [15], we presented several approaches for protein
structure retrieval. Some of the approaches considered all
atoms of the amino acid residues, while some of the
approaches took into account only the Cα atoms. The
results given in [15] show that it is more appropriate to
consider only the Cα atoms, while by considering the
remaining atoms, the accuracy declines. Using the protein
ray-based descriptor, only the coordinates in 3D space of
the Cα atoms are taken into account, thus in this way the
exact position of the protein skeleton is known. Using
these data, we obtain a 3D model for the protein, namely
the protein skeleton is a 3D object that is placed in the 3D
space.
This 3D model is scaled, thus the Euclidean distance
between the most distant Cα atom with respect to the
center of mass is equal to 1. In this way, scale invariance
of the feature vectors is provided. As it is known in 3D
object retrieval research area, besides scale invariance, it
is also important to provide invariance to translation as
well as rotation, meaning that if a given protein chain is
translated in the coordinate system or rotated for some
angle, the same feature vector should be extracted as in
the case when these transformations are not performed.
However, the way how the protein ray-descriptor is
extracted, delivers invariance to translation and rotation.
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Protein chains have different number of Cα atoms, so
another challenge that should be solved is how to
represent the protein chains with feature vectors with a
same length. To solve this, the protein skeleton is
interpolated using a predefined number of interpolation
points, thus for each protein chain the same number of
interpolation points would be used no matter how many
Cα atoms they have.
In our previous study [15], we used protein ray-based
descriptors using two approaches for interpolation of the
protein skeleton. One approach was to interpolate the
skeleton uniformly using interpolation points that are
equidistant along the skeleton, while the other approach
was to use more interpolation point in the parts of the
skeleton where the consecutive Cα atoms are more distant.
The results presented in [15] clearly showed that with
uniform interpolation the extracted feature vectors contain
more relevant features, thus in this research paper we
decided to apply uniform interpolation of the protein
skeleton.
The uniform interpolation of the protein skeleton starts
with calculating the length of the skeleton using

L=

N −1

d
i =1

Euclidean

(i, i + 1) 

()

where dEuclidean(i,i+1) denotes the Euclidean distance
between i-th and (i+1)-th Cα atoms, while Nα expresses
how many Cα atoms exist in the inspected protein chain.
In [15], we made analysis in order to determine the
optimal number of interpolation points that should be
used. The results in [15] showed that it is most appropriate
to use 64 interpolation points. Namely, by increasing the
number of interpolation points above this value, there is
not significant increase in the retrieval’s accuracy. On the
other hand, using lower number of interpolation points
lead to significantly lower results. Therefore, in this
research paper the number of interpolation points is set to
N=64. The interpolation points are determined such that
they are equidistant along the curve of the protein
skeleton. The distance between two consecutive
interpolation points equals L/(N-1), where L is the length
of the skeleton that was calculated using Eq. (1).
Once the interpolation points are determined, next the
extraction of the feature vectors follows. As the name of
the feature vector indicates, it is inspired from the ray
descriptor [16] that is originally introduced for comparing
3D objects. It is called ray descriptors because rays are
“emitted” from the center of mass towards the
representative points of the object (the interpolation points
in our case), and the features are extracted by calculating
the Euclidean distance between the representative points
and the center of mass. With this kind of feature vector,
the invariance to translation and rotation is provided. The
obtained protein ray-based descriptor for a given protein
chain shows how the skeleton of that chain is placed in the
3D space with respect to the center of mass.
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B.

Deep Learning Models
In this research paper we created classification models
using deep learning. A fully connected neural network
was used by using 3, 4 or 5 hidden layers. Because we are
using fully connected neural network, that means that the
hidden layers are dense layers where each neuron is
connected with the neurons from the previous and next
layer.
In the input layer, we have 64 neurons, which is the
dimension of the features vectors. In the hidden layers,
ReLU activation function was used for each neuron. The
output layer contains 150 neurons, so each neuron
corresponds to one of the possible classes (SCOP
domains in this case). In the output layer, softmax
activation function is used. Stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) was used as an optimization algorithm in order to
optimize the objective function. SGD was also used as
bias updater. As an updater, we used the Adam optimizer.
The learning rate was set to 0.001.
We made experiments using 3, 4 and 5 hidden layers.
Also, we created models by using 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100,
150, 200, 250 and 300 neurons in each of the hidden
layers. Most of the models were trained for 10 epochs,
but for the best setting we also tried using 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100
epochs, in order to find out whether the models are
underfitted or overfitted.
We used the implementation provided in the
WekaDeeplearning4j package [17] for the Weka
software, which is based on the Deeplearning4j Java
library. The remaining parameters were set to the default
values as defined in the WekaDeeplearning4j package.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

For evaluation of the proposed method, we used data
from the PDB files of the proteins that are considered in
the dataset. Namely, we used the data regarding the 3D
coordinates of the Cα atoms of the protein chains that are
used for training and testing purposes, using the
knowledge from the PDB repositorium [2]. Regarding
class labels, the SCOP database [3] was used as a
standard of truth. As stated before, in this research paper
we focus on the domain level in the SCOP hierarchy, thus
the domains of the examined proteins correspond to the
classes in which the proteins would be classified.
In total, 6145 protein chains are used, which are
uniformly distributed in 150 SCOP domains. These
proteins chains correspond to the samples used in the
dataset, while these 150 SCOP domains represent the
possible classes. Next, we divide this dataset into training
and testing set in a ratio 90:10. In this way 5531 protein
chains are used for forming the training set and the
remaining 614 protein chains are used for testing
purposes in the evaluation. In the division of the dataset
into training and testing set, the uniform distribution is
preserved.
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Next, we will present the results that are obtained for
the classification accuracy. Since the test set is balanced,
this evaluation measure is an appropriate measure that
would fairly present the predictive power of the models.
First, we made experiments by using neural network
models with 3, 4 and 5 hidden layers, each layer
containing 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 or 100 neurons. In these
experiments, the models were trained for 10 epochs. The
results from these experiments are presented in Table 1.
From the results, we can note that in general when using
3 hidden layers the best results are obtained. For most of
the cases, the inclusion of the additional hidden layers
lead to decrease in the classification accuracy. In Table 2,
we also give evidence about the training and testing times
(expressed in seconds) from the same experiments, which
are needed to train the models and make predictions for
the entire test set. From these results it is evident that as
the model is more complex by adding additional hidden
layers or additional neurons in each hidden layer, the time
needed to train the model rises. Similar conclusion can be
made also for the testing time. Based on these
experiments, we selected that it is more appropriate to use
3 hidden layers, thus leading to simpler models, while
still having higher classification accuracy compared to
the cases where 4 and 5 hidden layers are used. So, in the
remaining experiments we used 3 hidden layers.
We made additional experiments in order to
determine the optimal number of neurons per hidden
layer. In Table 3, we present the results that are obtained
for the classification accuracy using 100, 150, 200, 250
and 300 neurons in each hidden layer. This table also
shows the training and testing times from these
experiments. From the results given in this table, we can
note that the models that contain more than 100 neurons
in each hidden layer have lower accuracy than the model
with 100 neurons in each hidden layer. Besides that, also
as more neurons are added in each layer, the training of
the models takes longer because the neural network is
more complex. Since the models are more complex, also
the testing time rises.

TABLE I. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OBTAINED USING DIFFERENT
NUMBER OF HIDDEN LAYERS AND DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NEURONS IN
THE HIDDEN LAYERS
Number of neurons
in each hidden layer

Number of hidden layers
3

4

5

10

88.76

83.22

79.64

20

95.77

90.23

91.86

30

96.25

96.09

93.65

40

94.46

93.65

94.63

50

94.95

95.60

95.77

100

97.07

95.44

95.11
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TABLE II. TRAINING AND TESTING TIME IN SECONDS FOR THE MODELS
OBTAINED USING DIFFERENT NUMBER OF HIDDEN LAYERS AND
DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NEURONS IN THE HIDDEN LAYERS
Training time
Number of neurons
in each hidden layer

Number of hidden layers
3

4

5

10

57.98

83.77

95.91

20

71.57

97.56

106.71

30

72.57

92.12

109.61

40

70.39

90.54

102.43

50

73.69

96.27

105.42

100

74.17

86.16

106.42

Testing time
Number of neurons
in each hidden layer

Number of hidden layers
3

4

5

10

0.23

0.32

0.32

20

0.36

0.24

0.38

30

0.31

0.47

0.32

40

0.27

0.28

0.34

50

0.31

0.30

0.34

100

0.23

0.37

0.26

In the previous experiments, we trained the model for
10 epochs. We also made experiment using different
number of epochs. In Table 4, the results obtained by
training the model for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20,
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 epochs are shown. This
table shows results regarding the classification accuracy
of the obtained models, as well as the training and testing
times. In these experiments we used 3 hidden layers, each
containing 100 neurons, which showed as best setting
according to the results from the previous tables. The
results shown in Table 4 show that when the number of
epochs is increased from 1 up to 10, there is a significant
increase in the classification accuracy. Then, by
increasing the number of epochs from 10 up to 80, the
accuracy slightly increases, and then by increasing the
accuracy over 80 there is a slight decrease. The highest
accuracy is obtained when training the model for 80

TABLE III. THE RESULTS OBTAINED USING 3 HIDDEN LAYERS AND
DIFFERENT NUMBER OF NEURONS IN THE HIDDEN LAYERS
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Number of
neurons in each
hidden layer
100

Classification
accuracy

Training
time

Testing
time

97.07

74.17

0.23

150

94.30

89.71

0.44

200

95.28

100.21

0.28

250

94.63

161.36

0.52

300

95.60

245.81

0.38

TABLE IV. THE RESULTS OBTAINED USING 3 HIDDEN LAYERS, 100
NEURONS IN THE HIDDEN LAYERS AND DIFFERENT NUMBER OF EPOCHS
Number of
epochs
1

Classification
accuracy
93.49

Training
time
7.12

Testing
time
0.32

2

92.67

13.62

0.27

3

95.77

19.9

0.36

4

94.14

28.55

0.23

5

95.60

35.98

0.21

6

95.28

44.83

0.31

7

95.11

54.12

0.26

8

96.58

69.99

0.18

9

97.07

68.88

0.24

10

97.07

75.68

0.27

15

96.09

123.36

0.24

20

97.39

150.48

0.17

30

97.23

231.68

0.36

40

97.23

322.53

0.31

50

97.23

407.82

0.24

60

97.23

548.59

0.26

70

97.56

627.54

0.25

80

97.72

724.42

0.29

90

97.56

810.94

0.22

100

96.91

860.72

0.19

epochs. Regarding the training time, as the number of
epochs increases, also the training time increases almost
linearly. On the other hand, there is no significant pattern
that could be determined regarding testing time, the
differences are due to differences in the current CPU
usage. This is due to the fact that all these models have
the same complexity, thus the testing time is comparable.
In our previous research [15], we made an analysis
where several approaches for comparing protein structures
were compared with several well-known methods (DALI
and CE). The results made in [15] showed that even the
protein ray-based descriptor is fast and simple, it provides
an accurate prediction of the similar proteins, while still
been comparable with the state-of-the-art methods that are
time consuming.
We also made analysis to compare these models with
the models that we created in [18], where different
classification methods were used in combination with the
protein ray-based descriptor to classify protein structures.
The results are shown in Table 5. From the results we can
note that the best model obtained in this research
outperforms most of the models that are used in this
comparison, except knn. However, the testing time with
knn is higher. If this analysis is made on larger dataset, it
is expected that the difference in testing time with knn
would be much higher, since knn do not create models but
make comparison of the query with all training samples.
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TABLE V. THE RESULTS OBTAINED USING DIFFERENT
CLASSIFICATION MODELS
Classification
model

Classification
accuracy

Training
time

Testing
time

This research

97.720

724.42

0.29

C4.5

92.997

0.34

0.01

Naïve Bayes

94.625

0.06

0.74

Bayes Net

96.417

0.51

0.20

knn

98.534

0

0.42

SVM

97.557

17.35

2.08

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a novel method for
classifying protein structures based on their geometrical
features. The method contains two steps. In the first step,
the protein ray-based descriptors are extracted for each
training protein chain. Then, in the second step using
deep learning architecture we create prediction models
for solving the task at hand. In this study, we used a fully
connected neural network models with 3 up to 5 hidden
layers. The evaluation of the proposed method is done
using knowledge from the SCOP database. Different
experiments were performed and the classification
accuracy, as well as training and testing times were
examined.
First, the influence of the number of hidden layers
was examined, and the results showed that the simpler
models with fewer layers attain better accuracy. Also, the
influence of the number of neurons in each hidden layer
over the classification accuracy was analyzed. The results
showed that it is most suitable to use hidden layers with
100 neurons in each layer. Finally, we made experiments
by training the network using different number of epochs.
The results showed that as the number of epochs is
increased from 1 up to 10, the accuracy increases, then
using higher number of epochs there is less significant
increase. When the number of epochs is more than 80, the
classification accuracy starts to decrease because the
neural network is overfitted. The highest accuracy was
obtained when training the model for 80 epochs. We also
examined the time needed for training and testing the
models, and the results showed that as the models are
getting more complex, training and testing times increase.
As future improvements, we will mention several
possible directions. Besides the protein ray-based
descriptor, also some other feature vectors could be used.
Regarding the neural network model, also other settings
for the parameters could be examined, including other
activation functions and optimization algorithms. Besides
fully connected neural network, also some other deep
learning architectures could be used. We also plan to use
deep learning architectures based on fuzzy logic. Finally,
also some other classification algorithms from machine
learning could be used besides the algorithms for training
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deep learning models, including algorithms based on
classical sets as well as fuzzy sets.
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Abstract – During these pandemic times, people are
bored with digital devices and reading digital books, and
more and more they want to get a hand on real printed
books. This is even more true, when it comes for high school
kids, that most of the time they are spending in front of
digital devices. In this direction, our paper project focuses
on the investigation of the spatial relationship between high
schools’ population and book related services, mainly
photocopying and large printing services. Using GIS
software we will present a spatial model map of the gathered
data, not only on the location of these objects, but also the
number of secondary school kids, different types of services
provided by the book related services as well as the rating
score for each store in specific radius. The interpolation
spatial map with combination of the ring buffer analysis,
provides useful insight into possible improvement for new
business opening locations of these services. In future we
plan to further advance this analysis by providing more
associated objects and their properties related to book
services.
Keywords – ArcGIS; School population; Photocopiers;
Large printing services; Interpolation; Multiple Buffer
Rings

I.

INTRODUCTION

The dynamic life that existed before the pandemic,
where every minute is important to us, seems to slow
down, and made people during working hours to spend all
their time in front of the digital devices, and more over
during their free time, they are, again in front of the digital
devices. Many of the people use their free time to walk in
nature, to play with their kids, and some enjoy reading a
book. Many of the books today come in digital form, but
people like to have them in hard copy. So, it would be
useful if we could be able to find the stores where people
can buy or print their favorite book. Despite the digital
age, photocopying services are still used by students,
pupils, teachers, companies that need a variety of technical
documentation, as well as companies that want to
advertise themselves through brochures, flyers, handouts,
or business proposals. Therefore, the aim of this project is
to help people find the most favorable book related
services. To make this type of spatial analysis, we need to
use software that implements tools for spatial analysis,
data management and visualize the obtained results.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) tools like ArcGIS
software have been used in many areas of research, but
particularity been used for mapping and measuring library
locations accessibility [1], as well as relating the libraries’
locations and planning their location with census data [2],
and examine how we can use multi-attribute decision
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making for finding the optimal areas suitable for public
libraries construction using GIS [3]. As we can see, GIS
software can be of great help in the process of modeling
and finding a strong relationship between spatial objects,
like photocopying, bookstores, and large printing service
providers. GIS as a spatial relationship analytical tool can
be used for storing, analyzing, and visualizing a great
amount of data, which consists of both spatial and time
variables. These data, besides the information of when the
specific event happens in time, also contain geographical
coordinates, showing to the decision makers where a
given event happened. These spatial GIS tools to manage
both the data and the maps can be found in many GIS
related software, but most widely used is the ArcGIS
ESRI software [4]. ArcGIS 10.8 has many tools which,
combined with Python language, can provide deep inside
of the map-data analytical framework. ArcMap is used as
a central tool for processing and visualization of the georelated data (data that contain both attributes that describe
the object, but also the geographical coordinates for its
location). Another tool of the GIS platform is used to store
the geo-referenced data, the ArcCatalog tool. The
conversion of the gathered data from various sources in a
form of text or Excel documents, can be imported into a
geo-database, keeping the geographical information, and
relating the objects’ properties. Furthermore, there are
other tools and scripts for pre-processing and postprocessing the geo-referenced data, there are also tools for
visualization, map building, data exchange and automatic
model building. All these tools are easily accessible in the
Arc Toolbox, and moreover, there is a Python terminal
where users can write Python scripts for further
automatization of dataset management and visualization
of geo-referenced data. This will allow users to combine
already finished tools with their written Python scripts, to
allow them to deep down into the geo-referenced data to
extract new knowledge and present this knowledge to the
decision makers and stakeholders. The visual
representation of the obtained knowledge in a very easy
interpretable form makes it accessible to a wider audience,
and that is what exactly makes GIS a great platform for
analyzing geo-referenced data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the procedure of the materials and the methods
that are needed to spatially model the relationship between
the high schools, photocopying and large printing service
object providers. To obtain GIS models, both interpolation
maps and ring buffer analyses are given in Section III.
And finally, Section IV concludes the paper and gives
direction for future work.
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II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The data that we use in our research is gathered from
ZK [5] and ABV [6] official websites. The longitude,
latitude, Review_score (user satisfactory rating) and
working hours are downloaded from Google Maps, which
accurately displays the location of each object
implemented in this project. Additionally, for the objects
that user satisfactory rating was not found from their
personal webpage searched through Google website, their
user satisfactory rating was obtained from their social
media web sites. After gathering all this information from
the previously mentioned sources, we created a
spreadsheet document to achieve a greater data
organization, and easy importation into ArcGIS. Every
sheet contains several columns for every mapped object.
During this process, additional columns were added into
the geodatabase, i.e. longitude and latitude coordinate
information.
•

ObjectId, - unique identifier of the object,

•

Latitude – the geographical coordinates for X –
axis,

•

Longitude – the geographical coordinates for Y –
axis,

•

Name – the name of the object,

•

Suburb – the suburb where object is located,

•

Street – the street on which the object is placed,

•

Working_hours – the working hours of the object,

•

Contact_number – the telephone number of the
object,

•

Web site – the object’s web site,

•

Review_score – the object’s user satisfactory rating
(obtained from the personal webpage or social
media site) and

•

Store_services – which is the service of the object
that is offering (photocopying, printing, large
printing, servicing, and equipment).

ArcGIS software displays several options for each
selection. For example, if we select the option “What’s
here?”, we will get a small picture where the object is
located on the street at the bottom of the screen.
Furthermore, the information includes street names as
well as the object geo-coordinates. Our next step is to
enter the information about the unique identifier,
building’s name, suburb, street, coordinates, contact
information, rating, and category in GIS geodatabase
format. We use the map for our country from the freely
available web site, Geofabric.de [7]. Inside of the
downloaded file, we can find several available shape files,
and we use the map for the administrative borders. Further
map information can be downloaded from Diva-GIS
website [8], from which users can select different types of
maps, i.e. administrative areas, inland water, roads,
railroads, elevation or population map. For more
convenient work with the maps, we use the ArcCatalog
software to make folder connections, so later we can
easily manipulate the data from different sources. This can
be done in many ways, but users can easily drag and drop
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elements from ArcCatalog into the working area of
ArcMap. To be able to make a distinction between the
regions, we cut out the administrative area of the city of
Skopje. For this purpose, we write a SQL expression to
select the municipality of Skopje and select only that
administrative region. To sum up, the working package
for our project consists of a map for the administrative
area (for delimitation of the city of Skopje), a map with
waterways and a map with buildings (for displaying the
buildings).
Our next step is to insert the data from the previously
spreadsheet document into the created GIS geodatabase.
Geodatabase is the format in which the data for each
object together with the geographical coordinates are
stored and used for analyses. The display of the object on
the map is made by using the Add Data and Add XY Data
tools. It is important to link the correct data columns from
the imported document with the Longitude and the
Latitude information. Additionally, we can add altitude
information in the Z field, but these data are not included
in our project. In the next step, in the Description section
of the display XY coordinate wizard, we must select the
geographical coordinate that we want to use for our data
analysis. In this we must be careful and select the same
coordinate system that is used from the map file with the
data file, so we select the GCS_WGS_1984 geographical
coordinate system. If this step is skipped, then the point
object will be placed in an incorrect location on the map.
This is done for all photocopying, large printing and high
school objects.
After setting up the data, we can oversee the layers,
add the appropriate layers that will be needed as part of
the project and remove the unnecessary ones. For greater
visibility and for distinguishing the photocopying and
large printing providers facilities, it is necessary to set
certain parameters. This is achieved by selecting the right
symbology for each object in the Symbology tab. We can
do this by selecting properties and Symbology Selector for
each object on the map. In this window, the users can
modify the object symbol by adding their own or search
the objects symbols inside of the database. The
photocopying services are marked with violet circles, the
large printing service providers with dark triangles and
high schools with school icons (see Fig. 1). Users can get
information about each object by right-click on the mark
of the desired object on the map.
Of course, the ArcGIS allows the users to change
every aspect of the object symbol: size, color, font etc. We

Figure 1. Opening the map with Administrative area and imported
objects on the map
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customize the information presented on the map from the
object by using the Labeling tool or in the Layer
properties for the Display section. By selecting the Map
Tips box, every time we add a new object, we can
manipulate what is shown on the map. Additionally, we
can also show specific information due to the use of SQL
query with a spatial information on a map. For example,
the following SQL query: SELECT * FROM
PhotocopyStores WHERE (Review_score > 4 AND
Review_score < 5), selects the photocopying objects in
which user satisfactory rating is between 4 and 5. The
results of this SQL query is represented on Fig. 2 in
combination with the interpolation method. In the next
section, we present the results from our spatial data
analysis conducted in ArcGIS software.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two types of analyses are presented in this section.
The first one is the spatial map results from the
interpolation of the photocopying and large printing
service providers and their user satisfactory rating. The
second analysis is regarding the distance analysis from
each object related to the high school locations using the
Multiple Buffer Ring tool. Additionally, we can use the
Python script tool to speed up the process, as more new
data is available in the future.
A. Interpolation Results and Discussion
As we pointed in the description of the dataset used in
this project, for both photocopying and large printing
service providers we have used the user satisfactory rating
score (Review_score). From this analysis we expect to
obtain a designated zone of good and bad reviews, but not
only regions of bad and good reviews, but the spatial
connection that might exist between these regions.
For that purpose, we use the Inverse Distance Weight
Interpolation (IDW) script from the Arc Toolbox, which
implements the IDW method [9]. IDW method estimates
the cell values by considering the average of values from
the sample data points in the predefined cell radius, that
can be fixed or variable. It is important to know that
according IDW, as the distance from the object of interest
increases, the influence for the measured location
decreases. This means that in our case when interpolating
the surface of user satisfactory rating or number of
students, the distance from these specific objects will have
lower influence on variable of interest (schools,
photocopying services etc.). The IDW tool can be found in
the Spatial Analyst Toolbox and can be selected in the
Interpolation menu. Further, we set some specific settings
that are not default for the script in the Environment
option. In the Environment Settings, we change the
information regarding the Processing Extend and Raster
Analysis. For both analyses, we select the Skopje layer in
the Mask section for the Raster Analysis option and in the
Extend option. The other settings remain the same in the
Environment option. Before we run the tool, we must set
up the input point feature, as well as the output raster.
Next, we must select the target attribute, or the z value,
which in our case is the Review_score attribute from the
input dataset. After we set up all these parameters, we hit
run and the output shape file is created. It is important that
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the process of obtaining a good spatial interpolation map
depends on the setting up the classification classes of the
target attribute. There are several classification methods
that can be used, we use Gaussian distribution with 1
standard deviation (6 classes). The Gaussian distribution
was investigated using the mean and median values of the
data as well as the skewness and kurtosis values.
Regarding the data for the large print stores, the dataset
has more offset values for skewness and kurtosis. Yet, the
obtained results from several experiments with different
classification methods on this dataset don’t reveal any
significant difference in interpolation results. The final
results from the interpolation analysis of the photocopying
objects are given on Fig. 2, while the interpolation
analysis of the large print stores is given on Fig. 3.
Interpolation results from the photocopying services
users satisfactory score presented in Fig. 2, revealed two
clusters of red dots, or review_score below 4.5, on the
north part of the administrative boarder of Skopje and
some of the store located near the center of the city. The
most obvious division in the rating of the photocopying
services is left and right part of city of Skopje. Overall, the
rating is relatively high above 4 with a mean value of 4.6.
Next, we examine the large printing services spatial
interpolation map, and their mean user satisfactory score
is even higher (4.8). Two similar clusters can be found in
the model, but with smaller number of points. Here, the
left side of point, if we take the center of Skopje as a
dividing point, have slightly higher user satisfactory score
above 4.8, while the right side of the spatial model we
have a store that have review score around 4. It is also
interesting that the location of these two types of printing
services do not overlap too much, allowing a space for
opening a new business and offer new and better services.

Figure 2. Interpolation results for the photocopying services and their
user satisfactory rating

Figure 3. Interpolation results for the large printing services and their
user satisfactory rating
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The spatial interpolation map analysis focuses on the
customer side of the business model, in our case high
school students located in different locations in Skopje.
The spatial model given in Fig. 4 depicts the distribution
of the number of students in several high schools in
Skopje, where we can locate several reddish spots on the
map representing number of students above 500.
There are also green spots on the map, most of them
located in areas near the center of the city, with the
number of students below 200. But here the density of the
high schools is much bigger than the hot spots identified
earlier, so the distribution of the high school students is
more even. Therefore, we have green zones on the spatial
interpolation map. If we analyze the distribution of the
photocopying services (yellow circle and blue triangles on
the map) and the high schools (red school icons), we can
note that around the center of the city we have fairly close
proximity between these two objects. However, the
distance between these two objects outside of the city
center is bigger. The next section of the paper looks more
closely into the distance analysis.
B.

Multiple Ring Results and Discussion
In this section, we use the Multiple Ring Buffer tool,
which can be found in the ArcToolbox Analysis Proximity
section, to make spatial distance analysis of the high
schools’ locations and the locations of the photocopying
and large copying service providers. The Multiple Ring
Buffer tool allows us to graphically depict the objects of
interest within the defined distances. For our analysis, we
set the distances of 100, 300 and 500 meters, and the
resulting map is given with Fig. 5.

From the spatial model map, we can see that many of
the photocopying (yellow circle) and large print (blue

triangle) service providers are outside the ring buffer
zones, especially locations that are outside the city center.
Also, there are several high schools that are not in the city
center and in their near location (buffer zone less than 500
meters) there are no photocopying and large print service
providers. This opens a great opportunity for opening for a
new business. The result of the analysis between high
school buffers zones and number of high school students
is a spatial map model given on Fig. 6. From the model,
we can see that the number of high school students is
relatively high outside of the city center, and in their
proximity no more than 500 meters, there are no printing
service providers. This opens a great opportunity for
opening new business, not only for printing services but
also for book and food stores.
Furthermore, we used Python programming language
to execute Geoprocessing commands and scripts for
processing larger amounts of data, as well as automation
of the process. Python is implemented inside of the GIS
software [10], so it is easy to operate. For our project we
use Python to run Multiple Ring Buffer script by setting
up the distance of the rings (100, 300 and 500 meters) and
we set up the output name of the shape file. The code is
given below:
arcpy.MultipleRingBuffer_analysis('Centar',
'C:\Users\PC\Documents\ArcGIS\Default.gdb\Centar_Pyt
hon_MultipleRingBuffer',
'100;300;500',
'Meters',
'distance', 'ALL', 'FULL')
The scripting process with Python can be extremely
useful when dealing with data from multiple sources.
Instead of pre-processing of each data separately and
following each separate ArcGIS GUI procedure, with
Python script we can easily modify the code and run the
entire process automatically. Modifications can be only in
the part of dataset names or external source name or can
extend to more important data analytical part with these
new data sources.
IV.

Figure 4. Interpolation results for the high schools
with the number of students

Figure 5. Result of the Multiple Ring Buffer Analaysis where the high
schools are located in the center of the rings
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CONCLUSION

In this project, we used the spatial location data of the
photocopying and large printing service providers as well
as the location and the number of high school students to
obtain spatial models that point out possible locations for
opening new business objects. Using the ArcGIS software,
we analyzed the data by spatial modelling with IDW
interpolation method and Multiple Ring Buffer tool to
produce a clear picture of spatial object distribution as

Figure 6. Combined model with Multiple Ring Buffer and
interpolation model for number of high school students
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well as new business possibilities. As a result of our
analyses, we concluded that there are several high schools
that are not in the city center and in their near location
(buffer zone less than 500 meters) there are no
photocopying and large print service providers. This
conclusion opens a great opportunity for new bookstores
and photocopying services. Furthermore, the user
satisfactory interpolation analysis shows that there is room
for improvement of the services that are offered. For
future work, we plan to advance this analysis getting more
data regarding the bus stations and other school related
services.
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Abstract - While the concept of knowledge management
(KM) has been widely discussed and implemented in a large
number of commercial organizations within the Saudi
context, the topic of applying KM to effect in higher
education institutions (HEIs) has received limited attention.
This is despite the fact that there is a recognition of the
importance of managing knowledge in such HEI
environments. Thus, this research was designed to identify
academics’ perceptions about the sharing of teachingrelated knowledge within Saudi universities. An
investigative study was conducted by collecting qualitative
data via 22 semi-structured interviews with academics from
different Saudi universities to capture their perceptions. The
qualitative data show that the academics have clear ideas
about several potential benefits of managing teachingrelated knowledge, despite the challenges they have faced
when managing their knowledge using the currently existing
KM approaches. This study holds considerable promise in
relation to developing an effective web-based KM approach
that fits the academics’ needs.
Keywords - knowledge sharing; knowledge management;
higher education institutions; teaching-related knowledge

I.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of higher education institutions (HEIs) and
the ability of universities to perform their missions are
intimately linked to the quality and commitment of their
faculty members, and this, in turn, depends on the quality
of professional development within the faculty. In order to
achieve this, Saudi universities are seeking to optimize
their investments in the knowledge of their academics and
turn this into a productive force that contributes to the
development of academic performance and consequently
the improvement of institutional performance. One
proposal focused on improving academics’ performance is
that of managing the sharing of academics’ teachingrelated knowledge across a faculty of individuals.
Knowledge management (KM) is the process of
documenting, retrieving, and applying an organization’s
(in this case, a university’s) knowledge to promote staff
members’ learning and consequently enhance their
performance and the achievement of the organization’s
goals [1].
Rowley [2] and Seonghee and Boryung [3] stated that
HEIs are engaged in significant levels of teaching-related
knowledge production via faculty members, and so it is
vital to manage this knowledge effectively. Managing
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such teaching experience is effective for, amongst other
things, promoting access to published knowledge sources
within the academic community, improving the
curriculum development process, and achieving
efficiencies in the searching of instructors’ own personal
knowledge [4]. Without exchanging TPs, academics will
continue to reinvent practices repeatedly – the result of a
situation whereby there is no way to leverage experience
and expertise.
Researchers who are interested in issues relating to the
operation of Saudi universities found a low level of KM
practices among the faculty members [5]. However, there
is a lack of in-depth investigation studying the causes of
such issue. In addition, exploring the literature shows that
previous studies that have dealt with KM in HEIs have
focused only on generic KM practices. Practices relating
to knowledge sharing vary across contexts [6]. There is a
lack of research that explores specific knowledge
contexts, e.g., the teaching practices (TPs) undertaken by
academic instructors which, arguably, are critical for
Saudi HEIs [7-9]. Thus, an in-depth research study is
essential in order to explore the management of TPs in
Saudi HEIs. This paper seeks to address the following
research question: What are the academics’ perspectives
regarding managing TPs in Saudi HEIs?
II.

RELATED WORK

Teaching activities result in the creation of remarkable
amounts of expertise that must be translated into courserelated resources in order to produce learning activities
that will satisfy students’ needs [10]. The accumulation of
teaching expertise gained through many years shapes the
teachers’ TPs. The types of TPs shared among academic
staff seem to represent a combination of explicit (knowwhat) and tacit (know-how) knowledge about teaching a
specific subject. The “know-what” is essentially the
knowledge concerning the subject matter (content
knowledge), created and organized by members of
academic staff; it is designed to be transferred to students
so that they are able to learn and master the topics in
question [3]. Such knowledge can be expressed in words
and sentences and is relatively easily articulated and
recorded. On the other hand, in terms of tacit knowledge,
KM theorists contend that “know-how” is that which is
preserved in the minds of, here for example, academics.
This type of knowledge can be classified into pedagogical
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knowledge which means the knowledge about the
processes and practices, or methods of teaching and
learning used for delivering content knowledge to
students.
In the context of Saudi universities, most novice
academic staff begin their teaching careers without any
formal pedagogical preparation, and hence they often lack
effective teaching skills. Although they may be very
knowledgeable with regard to their own discipline, novice
faculty members often lack formalized training in the
fundamentals of pedagogy, including learning theory,
instructional methods, classroom management techniques,
and approaches to assessment and the evaluation of
learner performance [8]. On the other hand, most of the
senior academics tend to teach in the same way that they
were taught, many years ago, and to test in the same way
they had been tested [9]. Such factors are likely to affect
the quality of education within Saudi HEIs negatively due
to the inconsistencies in teaching that these create [11].
This is despite the availability of many remarkable
examples of good TPs applied within the Saudi HEI
context.
Managing internal TPs can be very helpful in creating
cohesion within a faculty which has many different
departments, facilitating the sharing of TPs among faculty
members doing similar, though not identical, work [12].
Also, a particular academic may have specific expertise
which, if it were made more generally available, could be
applied to a number of different courses. Therefore, it can
be said that identifying, sharing, and reusing good TPs
means that achievements attained in one part of the
university can be duplicated across all others. This kind of
activity may result in faculty members being able to
generate teaching innovations and improvements.
According to Loucopoulos and Karakostas [13], it is
important to understand academics’ knowledge sharing
behavior in order to explore whether their current KM
approaches are adequate and effective for supporting the
management of TPs. Knowledge sharing behavior relates
to when, why, how, and how much an individual shares
knowledge with others [14], and differs depending on the
type of knowledge involved and the use being made of it.
Since this present study aims to explore a type of contextspecific KM that has not been investigated before, the
researchers believe it is crucial to understand the
knowledge sharing behavior, in the subjects’ environment,
in as precise a way as possible. This is, in particular, in
order to identify which strategies work well for academics
and the features offered by advanced technologies that
have the potential to support instructors’ KM processes.
Thus, so as to provide an effective, new approach which
can support instructors’ KM processes.
III. METHODOLOGY
An investigative study was conducted in order to
explore the perceptions of academics regarding their
experience of managing their own TPs using the currently
existing approaches. It also aims to understand how
instructors are currently recording, storing, searching for,
and evaluating TPs.
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Several face-to-face semi-structured interviews were
conducted with 22 academics from different Saudi
universities. The method used to select the study sample
was convenience sampling due to the time and financial
challenges [15].
The interviews consisted of a number of open-ended
questions selected on a pragmatic basis in order to
facilitate interviewees’ reflections on their knowledge
sharing experience. In order to collect the qualitative data
set, the researcher sent invitation emails in-person to
academics working in different Saudi Universities
requesting their participation. The academics’ email
addresses were obtained from the heads of different
faculties. Instructors interested in participating in the study
were encouraged to contact the researcher by responding
to the email. Each interview was scheduled at a
convenient date/time and location for each participant.
The location of the interviews was arranged by the
interviewee, and some interviews were conducted on
campus while others were conducted outside the
university. Audio recordings were used when conducting
the interviews in order to capture every word of each
interview [16]. Academics were informed that they could
stop and withdraw from the interviews at any point in the
study, pursuant to the ethical considerations. The validated
transcripts of all the participants’ interviews were used as
actual empirical data and were uploaded to MaxQDA.
Since the aim of the present study was to explore
emerging concepts related to the main research question
rather than to quantify concepts, inductive thematic
analysis was applied [17].
A. Analysis of Qualitative Data
Table I gives details of the demographic data of
participants who were interviewed.
TABLE I.

PARTICIPANTS OF THE INVESTIGATIVE STUDY (N=22)
Name

Position
Professor / Head of
Department
Professor / Head of
Department
Professor / Head of
Department
Professor / Head of
Department

Faculty

1

Academic A

2

Academic B

3

Academic C

4

Academic D

5

Academic E

Associate Professor

Science

6

Academic F

Associate Professor

Engineering

7

Academic G

Associate Professor

Computer Science

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Academic H
Academic I
Academic J
Academic K
Academic L
Academic M
Academic N
Academic O
Academic P
Academic Q
Academic R
Academic S
Academic T
Academic U
Academic V

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Assistant Teacher
Assistant Teacher
Assistant Teacher
Assistant Teacher

Science
Business
Business
Computer Science
Science
Computer Science
Education
Science
Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Linguistics
Science
Computer Science

KSU: King Saud University

Business
Science
Computer Science
Education

Years of
experience
More than 10
years
More than 10
years
More than 10
years
More than 10
years
More than 10
years
More than 10
years
More than 10
years
6-10 years
6-10 years
6-10 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
6-10 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
6-10 years
2-5 years
Less than 2 years
2-5 years
6-10 years
Less than 2 years
2-5 years

University
Name
KSU
KSU
KSU
KSU
PNU
KSU
PNU
PNU
KSU
KSU
KSU
PNU
PNU
KSU
KSU
PNU
PNU
PNU
KSU
PNU
PNU
KSU

PNU: Princess Nourah bent Abdulrahman University

The analysis of the qualitative data shows that the
academics were aware of the importance of sharing TPs.
“Transferring teaching practices within faculty will
help other academics, who are involved in designing a
course syllabus, in avoiding error occurrence that that
might affect the quality of teaching outcomes.” (Academic
B)
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“…finding ways to encourage students to think
logically while solving the lab sheet instead of asking for
the tutor’s assistance.” (Academic R)
Without the sharing of others’ TPs, novice academics
reported that they often struggled to find information
concerning new topics.
“...I spend more than four hours of my own time every
day on building my knowledge and skills.” (Academic V)
“I depend on my own knowledge to find solutions to
problems that the students come across. I have enrolled in
many training courses, but sometimes I end up applying
the same old methods that I am familiar with.” (Academic
F)
In response to the question “How do you document
your TPs?”, most instructors (n=19) stated that they rarely
document their TPs in an appropriate format. Once they
had discovered the required knowledge, they would “…
apply it directly in the classroom without recording it for
later use.” (Academic N)
Furthermore, academics showed dissatisfaction with
the current approach of documenting teaching-related
knowledge using static text formats such as Word
documents provided by the Quality Assurance (QA)
department at the end of each academic term. They stated
that these documents have various formats and different
structures and require a great deal of effort to fill in.
“The forms are complex and not designed to fit with
academic needs. I sometimes avoid filling in the QA
documents or ignore some fields in the forms.” (Academic
S)
Although the academics did appear to record and
submit their teaching experiences to the QA department,
“… accessing recorded teaching experiences is restricted
to the quality assurance team; you need to send an email
to them to get access to a specific document; this takes
time and effort.” (Academic K)
In response to the question “How do you search for
teaching-related knowledge in your university?”, the
majority (n=20) look for TPs by asking experts directly
during face-to-face conversations; or, if the required
knowledge cannot be found internally, then academics
will frequently turn to external resources such as
commercial search engines.
“Mostly, this is done in informal ways over coffee or
during lunchtime. I don’t think there are any specific
forms that are used to exchange teaching knowledge
within the department itself.” (Academic A)
“I sometimes use Google to find what I want instead of
interrupting other academics during work hours.”
(Academic K)
Academics (n=14) reported that working in different
locations presented challenges in terms of sharing TPs
through face-to-face interaction due to the geographical
distancing and social constraints considered necessary in
Saudi culture.
“We need to go through a long process to obtain the
knowledge we want, from sending an email to arrange a
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meeting to travelling to the campus to meet the expert.”
(Academic K)
“… as a female lecturer, the only way to communicate
with expert academics in the male department is through
sending emails due to gender segregation. I usually have
to wait for a long period of time for a response.”
(Academic C)
Because teaching-related knowledge is usually
obtained on the go and the documented TPs often lack
structure and/or contextual information, the application
and reuse of such knowledge are negatively affected.
“There is a lack of detail about when, where and how
to apply a given teaching practice because the exchange
of knowledge often occurs on the go.” (Academic P)
Most instructors (n=19) claimed that they were
reluctant to apply TPs obtained from face-to-face
interaction and QA forms due to the difficulty related to
assessing the applicability of shared knowledge in terms
of its usefulness for achieving a certain outcome.
Therefore, they
“I am not sure whether the knowledge that has been
shared is credible, whether it has been applied before or
whether it will prove its usefulness in achieving a certain
outcome. I prefer to keep my teaching style the same
rather than convert my classroom into a trial and error
session.” (Academic J)
Furthermore, the results also revealed that the most
common issue, mentioned by the largest number of
respondents, was the lack of motivation to share their TPs
with others. Most academics complained that they had
never received any acknowledgment in return for sharing
knowledge through face-to-face communication or for
submitting QA documents. Thus, knowledge contributors
were reluctant to participate in knowledge sharing
activities.
“I would share more if I became known amongst my
co-workers as an active member.” (Academic L)
“It is an extra task. I will not spend time sharing my
knowledge without a return. I am not looking for
monetary reward. What I am looking for is
acknowledgment.” (Academic O)
The academics were asked if they had used general
Web applications to share or search for knowledge related
to the subject they teach. The purpose of this question was
to understand the academics’ opinions concerning the
applicability of Web 2.0 features for a KM approach.
Nearly all instructors had prior experience of employing
Web applications, although this had been limited to
personal use — for example, accessing news, weather,
games, travel information or for shopping.
“I use Twitter to post knowledge related to my
experience in different aspects of life. I do not share workrelated knowledge at all.” (Academic E)
Difficulties assessing the credibility and usefulness of
knowledge retrieved were further concerns instructors
raised on the subject of searching for knowledge using
Web applications.
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“There are plenty of blogs and sites that contain
misinformation.” (Academic J)
Reservations over applying knowledge retrieved from
Web applications were clearly demonstrated through the
comments of academics.
“Even if I find the required teaching practice in a Web
application, I usually read it and then feel disinclined to
use it due to lack of information about how to apply it and
what the main outcome of applying it in my classroom
would be.” (Academic A)
Academics were also asked in the interviews to
specify what they needed in order to enhance the
management of TPs, so that it could be understood to what
extent they required new tools to support them in KM
practices. Although instructors expressed a strong
willingness to use a web-based system for KM practices,
that willingness was very much contingent on the
potential benefits such a system would offer and on its
simplicity.
“I think that instructors are more likely to use it as
long as it's just simple and user-friendly.” (Academic J)
“The tool must be somewhere central, so everybody
can access it to save time searching for particular
knowledge.” (Academic K)
“The documentation tool must be designed to fit my
needs. Long text-based forms will not be the solution.”
(Academic O)
“A function to help me organize the content of
knowledge in a constant format” (Academic L).
“… If anyone says thank you for sharing your
experience, which helped me when teaching the subject. I
think this kind of recognition is incentive enough.”
(Academic B).
IV.

DISCUSSION

The analysis of the demographic data revealed that
both male and female academics whose experience ranged
between novice and experts and who worked in various
faculties and disciplines were involved in the investigative
study to ensure the obtaining of accurate and
comprehensive results for this study.
There were five key themes relating to instructors’
perspectives towards the sharing of TPs.
A. Instructors’ Perspectives Towards Managing TPs
The analysis of the quantitative data shows that the
academics were aware of the importance of sharing TPs,
such as the methods for teaching a specific subject and
also subject-focused resources. They reported that there
would be benefits in exposure to discipline-specific
content relevant to their own areas and to other knowledge
in different areas in their faculty, including potential
improvements in curricular resources and classroom
practices. It can be said that instructors are willing to share
knowledge with those who have a common interest and
share the same vision.

Without the sharing of TPs, academics expressed their
concern regarding the depth and breadth of their subject
knowledge. They reported that they had to spend several
hours of their private time trying to upskill in terms of
their knowledge of their subject. Furthermore, academics
reported on the challenge of developing and promoting the
pedagogical approaches they needed to support their
students and classroom practices.
Therefore, it can be concluded that university
academics perceived sharing content knowledge and
pedagogical knowledge as crucial activities and vital
sources of learning which could enhance teaching quality.
B. Current KM practices
With regard to existing KM approaches adopted in
Saudi universities, the findings demonstrated that the
degree of TPs sharing participation that took place within
Saudi universities is low due to the absence of effective
means for doing this other than the occasional face-to-face
meeting. It seems that academic departments do not
currently offer their staff any formal methodology
supporting the exchanging of TPs. The traditional humancentric approach is the current predominant medium
adopted amongst instructors for knowledge sharing. It
focuses on the use of human interaction for transmitting
knowledge via face-to-face meetings, whereby interaction
depends on individual communication often via chance
meetings which could be infrequent. The majority look for
TPs by asking experts directly during face-to-face
conversations; or, if the required knowledge cannot be
found internally, then academics will frequently turn to
external resources such as commercial search engines.
Therefore, it can be concluded that most of the
knowledge seeking and knowledge contribution appeared
to occur on a direct one-to-one basis in an informal
context with an identifiable colleague, although informal
conversations are usually about social or personal topics.
When academics were asked how they documented
and stored their TPs, most of them admitted that they
retained their own knowledge in their minds until asked
about it. They stated that they rarely document their TPs
in an appropriate format. Course coordinators reported
that knowledge related to subjects they teach is typically
captured using static text formats such as Word
documents provided by the QA department at the end of
each academic term. The created text-based documents
are stored in a QA online drive and made accessible for
official use, while copies are stored locally on academics’
personal hard drives.
C. Difficulties in managing TPs using current
approaches
The analysis of the qualitative data led to the
identification of the following obstacles that might affect
the effective sharing, obtaining and reusing of knowledge
among academics using the existing KM approaches: poor
knowledge documentation, difficulties accessing experts
and expertise, difficulties assessing the applicability of
knowledge, and lack of motivation.
1) Poor knowledge documentation and storage
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Although knowledge documentation is often
performed by filling in the static text QA forms, the
majority exhibited dissatisfaction with the documents’
structure and format. Academics (knowledge contributors)
reported that the forms are composed of a number of text
boxes, each covering a specific area of course syllabi. The
QA forms are complex in terms of their structure and
length; therefore, academics sometimes avoid filling in the
documents or ignore some fields. Omitting a valuable part
of a form might result in a corrupted, unclear, incomplete
version of knowledge that is difficult to reuse by others.
Knowledge obtained through face-to-face interaction
is not recorded; it is just preserved in academics’ minds,
as stated in the interviews. Because teaching-related
knowledge is usually obtained on the go, academics
argued that they rarely applied such knowledge in their
classrooms due to lack of details about when, where, and
how to apply a teaching practice. Knowledge contributors,
who are usually busy during working hours, are likely to
omit valuable elements of the knowledge they share; this
results in a high level of misunderstanding which could
inhibit the application and reuse of knowledge.
A great deal of duplication of effort is inherent in these
situations. This detracts from the amount of time these
academics can devote to helping students, and/or to
research [1]. In absolute terms, such redundancies should
not occur, and their incidence can be reduced when
knowledge is shared, when everybody knows who is
working on what, and when those within similar
disciplines can work together to develop better TPs.
2) Difficulties accessing experts and expertise
Since the face-to-face approach can reach only a
limited number of people at limited places and times, the
results of the qualitative data highlighted the difficulties in
accessing other academics who work in different
departments and with those who are of a different gender,
for knowledge sharing purposes. Saudi Arabia is a
religious country, and Islam is reflected in the practices
involved with education and in the structures of the
universities — where male and female academics are
segregated into separate campuses [18]. The separation
into female and male departments and the fact that the
academics are geographically dispersed hinder
communication between academics. In addition, QA
forms are not easily accessible by others; access is limited
to just a few individuals. All results in the ineffective
application of KM and in imbalances in teaching quality.
3) Difficulties assessing the applicability of shared
knowledge
One of the key issues that arose in interview
discussions was that academics were reluctant to apply
TPs obtained from face-to-face interaction and QA forms
due to the difficulty related to assessing the applicability
of shared knowledge in terms of its usefulness for
achieving a certain outcome; therefore, they claimed they
lacked the courage to reuse other academics’ knowledge
in their classrooms.
4) Lack of motivation
The most common issue, mentioned by the largest
number of respondents, was the lack of motivation to
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share their TPs with others. Most academics complained
that they had never received any acknowledgment in
return for sharing knowledge through face-to-face
communication or for submitting QA documents. Thus,
knowledge contributors were reluctant to participate in
knowledge sharing activities unless they received rewards
in return. This result could be attributed to the fact that the
academics frequently seemed to view knowledge sharing
as an additional and supplementary procedure. Most
academics tend to focus on the fulfilling of their teaching
and other responsibilities, which are closely tied to their
performance evaluations, and which they, therefore, find
beneficial in comparison to sharing knowledge with
colleagues. A lack of motivation has been identified as a
significant barrier to knowledge sharing behavior and is a
challenge in relation to the successful application of KM
[19, 20]. Most academics showed a tendency to want to
share their knowledge when they perceived that the
process of sharing would enhance their social status and
reputation within their professional network.
D. Perceptions Towards the Use of Web Technologies
for KM
Results obtained from the qualitative analysis show
that although the majority of academics have never faced
difficulties in using Web applications, only a few would
use such applications for sharing their TPs. Academics
stated in the interviews that they only use Web
applications such as Twitter for sharing personal
experiences. Additionally, academics believed that Web
2.0 applications were unreliable channels for searching for
academic knowledge. This was related to the issue of
untrusted sources because there is a huge amount of
information on the Web which is not backed by evidence.
It can be concluded that there is a tendency among
academics to set up boundaries between professional
responsibilities and personal connections. Thus,
academics believed that the available Web applications
were unreliable channels for sharing and searching for
academic knowledge.
E. Perceptions Towards the Design of a New KM Tool
It is interesting to note that all the academics who have
participated in the study expressed a strong willingness to
use an internal task-oriented platform for managing TPs in
the future. Two factors were emphasized by most
academics that would impact their willingness to use a
new KM approach for teaching-related KM practices: the
simplicity and usefulness of the new KM approach. Many
academics said they would consider a tool that employs
techniques that support the documentation of complete,
clear, and consistent TPs in a single (if virtual) “place,”
which can be accessed anytime from anywhere in order to
facilitate the management of TPs between academics in
different departments (male and female) and among
different campuses. Academics also needed a function that
classifies knowledge based on faculties in order to
facilitate the search process. Functions that motivate
academics to share their knowledge also received a
reasonably high number of responses. Furthermore,
academics reported the need for functions that enabled
them to assess the quality and usefulness of posted
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knowledge. This clearly indicates that there is a
requirement to integrate some of the features of Web 2.0
platforms in a new KM approach.
V.

CONCLUSION

The investigative study involved identifying the
research problem in depth by collecting qualitative data
via several semi-structured interviews with 22 academics
from different Saudi universities. The aims were to
explore the current KM activities and the possibility of
implementing new technologies.
The results show that the academics have clear ideas
about several potential benefits of managing TPs, despite
their challenges when managing their knowledge using the
currently existing KM approaches. It can be concluded
that the currently existing KM approaches taken at Saudi
universities offer academics neither useful nor usable
methods for managing TPs. These insights highlight the
importance of developing a new KM approach that
incorporates Web technologies to deliver a better KM
experience for academics.
The main contribution centres on exploring the
academics’ perspectives on managing TPs in HEIs and the
currently existing KM practices via an investigative study.
This, it is believed, is an important activity, given that
previous studies have highlighted the importance of
managing knowledge, but, crucially, did not extensively
investigate any actual academics’ knowledge sharing
behaviors. The investigative study found that a tool that
employs functions that support, in a practical way, and
motivates, the documentation, storage, retrieval,
evaluation, and reuse of TPs could offer a better KM
experience for academics, overcoming the limitations of
the existing KM approaches. It should be remembered that
understanding users’ actual, real-world context can
significantly enhance design utility [20].
Therefore, the results of this present study provide
reliable insights which may assist the management of
Saudi HEIs in understanding their academic staff’s
knowledge sharing behaviors and so make appropriate
decisions to establish and apply appropriate strategies and
procedures to support KM activities among their
academics. Effective management of TPs increases the
overall quality of teaching, which is likely to lead to a
marked improvement in work processes, helping the
universities achieve their performance objectives.
Although we have indeed derived helpful insights,
here, the primary limitation of this research is that the
study involved 22 interviews with academics. Recruiting
academics who work in universities is difficult due to their
busy schedules. However, the sample constitutes a good
representative sample as both male and female academics
whose level of experience ranged between novice and
expert and who worked in various faculties were involved
in the study. This ensured the obtaining of accurate and
comprehensive results. Future directions for this research
may include the development of a KM approach in light
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of the resulting findings to enhance TP sharing among
academics in universities.
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Abstract – Emotions are an omnipresent and important
factor in the interaction and communication between people.
Since emotions are an indispensable part of human life, it
would accelerate the progress of artificial intelligence and
other fields of science that require data about emotions if they
could be adequately described by computer systems. Today
there are many different theories of affect, but few of them
are used in affective computing. Other areas of computing
also benefit from structured and expressive data models of
the affective domain, such as human-computer interaction
and brain-computer interfaces. Typical tasks include
automated recognition and analysis of emotional states,
mental fatigue, individual motivation, vigilance and stress
resilience. In this paper four often used models of emotion
and cognitive behavior are listed and their properties
explained: discrete, dimensional, appraisal and action
tendency models. For each model, algorithms are provided
for similarity measures that can be used to determine the
relatedness between different stimulation and estimation
artefacts in their respective emotion spaces. The goal of this
article is to help professionals find the optimal emotion model
for their research and quickly become familiar with data
modelling of affective states.
Keywords - affective computing, emotion, data model,
emotion stimulation, emotion estimation

I. INTRODUCTION
Emotions are ubiquitous and indispensable for
communication, including the expression of personal
opinions, moods, or reactions in social networks, e-mails,
video
conferencing,
instant
messaging,
voice
communication, etc. But in practice, the computer models
used to capture this complex wealth of data are simplistic.
For example, attitudes toward digital content are typically
expressed with upvoting and downvoting (e.g., "like" and
"dislike") or with a small, constant set of specific
emoticons. Although these methods are inadequate and
cannot convey all the important affective data. Fortunately,
there are semantically well-defined and expressive emotion
models. Although deeply rooted in complex
psychophysiological theories, they can be easily used to
annotate media and other digital content thanks to already
developed and standardized metaformats.
Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text
box.
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This paper provides a compact yet comprehensive
overview of common contemporary emotion models and
annotation metaformats in computer systems. The paper
intends to serve researchers as a concise roadmap in the
complex problem of tagging digital content with affective
information.
Affectively annotated multimedia purposely developed
for regulated elicitation of emotional states represents a
special type of digital content. Because of the purpose of
their usage, these multimedia files are often referred to as
stimuli and they are stored in affective multimedia
databases [1]. In addition to the study of human emotion
mechanisms, generation and appraisal of emotions, such
databases have many other practical applications in the
study of perception, memory, attention, and reasoning [1].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows;
Section 2 systematically describes emotion models that
may be employed in computer systems. The section is
divided into separate subsections explaining in detail
discrete, dimensional, and cognitive models with examples
for illustration. Sections 3 provides information on existing
computer metaformats for conveying affective information.
Section 4 provides information about the W3C Emotion
Markup Language as the most comprehensive of these
metaformats. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and
proposes guidelines for future development of emotion
computer models.
II. EMOTION MODELS
To capture the complete meaning of media in computer
systems in addition to labelling the semantic content, it is
also necessary to describe media affective meaning.
Therefore, it is essential to use emotion models to convey
the affective meaning in a way that is readable by humans
and computers.
It is very important to note that knowledge about
emotions is inherently imperfect [2] [3]. The facts about the
affective meaning of media are uncertain because of
incomplete knowledge of the real world. This ignorance
arises from the nature of the phenomenon of emotion itself,
but also from the inability to accurately measure the
emotion experienced. Therefore, any statement about the
affective content of multimedia is subject to probabilistic
judgement [2] [3].
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Emotion models can be divided into three large groups:
1.Theories of discrete emotions
2.Dimensional theories of emotions
3.Cognitive theories of emotions
Most multimedia stimuli databases use dimensional
models, then discrete models, while cognitive models are
exclusively represented in research that indirectly uses data
from multimedia stimuli databases – the documents in the
databases are not labeled with cognitive models, but these
models are used to reason about the content of the stimuli,
that is, for reasoning about the connection between
cognitive, behavioral, and emotional components. The
temporal aspect is also important since a good
computational model of emotion must explain both the
rapid dynamics of some emotional reactions as well as the
slower responses that follow cognitive decision-making
processes.
Following the recommendations of the W3C
consortium for ease of understanding [4], the terms
"emotion" and "affect" are often used interchangeably as
synonyms. However, it should be noted that in the
professional literature these terms do not have the same
meaning and affect includes phenomena such as moods,
interpersonal stances, preferences and attitudes, affect
dispositions, emergent emotions and others [5] [6].
A. Discrete models
Discrete or categorical theories of emotion claim that
dimensional emotion models do not accurately reflect the
neural systems underlying emotional responses. Instead,
proponents of these theories propose that there are many
emotions that are universal across cultures and have an
evolutionary and biological basis [7]. Which discrete
emotions, or emotion norms as they are also called, are
included in these theories is controversial. Most supporters
of discrete emotion theories agree that six primary
emotions exist: happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, fear,
and disgust.
A clear example of how a discrete model is used in
computer systems is the NimStim set of facial expressions
[8] as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Pictures in the NimStim set are designated with named
identifications which contain human model ID, sex,
discrete emotion and level of emotion expression. The level
of emotional expression is represented as ordinal value.
Pictures are tagged with one of the following emotional
facial expressions: neutral, angry, disgust, surprise, sad,
calm, happy, and afraid. Neutral and calm expressions are
included in the set as comparison conditions for usage in
different studies, particularly in neuroimaging. Calm
expression is perceptually similar to neutral but is perceived
as having a less negative polarity.
Another well-known everyday example of the discrete
model are emoticons or emojis on social networks such as
the Facebook. They are standardized and easy to use on the
web as plug-ins. The one-dimensional discrete model with
likes (“thumb up”) and dislikes (“thumb down”), available
on Twitter and Reddit, may also be used in emoticon
analysis as a measure of sentiment.
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Figure 1. Examples of 6 discrete emotions represented in the NimStim
picture database [8]. From top to bottom, and left to right: happiness,
sadness, surprise, anger, fear, disgust.

Discrete models OCC categories [9], FSRE categories
[10] and Frijda’s categories [11] are currently used only in
psychological research of emotion and not for content
tagging or estimation of emotion. However, specific
categories from different models may be used as named
entities to expand or modify the basic Big six model
vocabulary for digital content tagging [12].
Because of the described properties of the discrete
affect space cosine distance may be used to measure
and 𝑏
similarity between two discrete emotions 𝑎
where each discrete emotion contains n components:
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑎

,𝑏

𝑎 ∙𝑏
‖𝑎 ‖‖𝑏 ‖
∑ 𝑎 𝑏

cos Θ

∑

𝑎

∑

(1)
𝑏

1)

Big six model
The so called “Big six” set of emotion norms (happiness
or joy, sadness, surprise, anger, fear, disgust) is the most
often used discrete model of emotion [12]. It is commonly
employed in affective multimedia databases, emotion
estimation software and in general for tagging any digital
content with affective information. It was postulated by
Ekman in his seminal paper [12].
2)

OCC categories
Ortony, Clore and Collins as a part of their more
encompassing cognitive appraisal model [9] have also
proposed a set of 22 different emotion categories. In
alphabetical order these are: admiration, anger,
disappointment, distress, fear, fears-confirmed, gloating,
gratification, gratitude, happy-for, hate, hope, joy, love,
pity, pride, relief. remorse, reproach, resentment,
satisfaction, and shame [9].
3)

FSRE categories
Similarly to OCC categories, Fontaine, Scherer, Roesch
and Ellsworth have suggested a wider reaching model
encompassing different dimensionalities of emotion space
[10]. In regard to discrete models, they have proposed a
model with 24 categories. These are, alphabetically: anger,
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anxiety, being hurt, compassion, contempt, contentment,
despair, disappointment, disgust, fear, guilt, happiness,
hate, interest, irritation, jealousy, joy, love, pleasure, pride,
sadness, shame, stress, and surprise [10].
4)

Frijda's categories
In his action tendencies theory (see subsection II.C.2),
Frijda has identified a set of 12 emotion categories which
are related to action tendencies: anger, arrogance, desire,
disgust, enjoyment, fear, humility, indifference, interest,
resignation, shock, and surprise [11].
5)

WordNet-Affect
The WordNet-Affect is a so-called affective extension
of WordNet and includes a subset of synsets suitable to
represent affective concepts correlated with affective words
[13]. It was developed with the aim of studying the relation
between natural language and affective information, and
representation of such information as hierarchically
organized and functionally related named concepts [13].
An excerpt from the WordNet-Affect synset hierarchy is
shown in Fig. 2. In the WordNet synset is a set of
synonymous words (i.e. synonyms) that express the same
semantic concept [14]. The WordNet-Affect provides
additional hierarchy of "affective labels" (a-labels),
independent from the semantic domain hierarchy, with
which the synsets representing affective concepts may be
annotated. The a-labels are: positive, negative, ambiguous,
and neutral. For example, synsets such as joy#1 and
enthusiasm#1 are marked with the first a-label, anger#1 and
sadness#1 with the second, surprise#1 because it’s valence
depends on semantic context with the third, and synsets
referring to mental states that are generally considered
affective but are not characterized by valence are marked
as neutral [15].

meaning can be well characterized by a small number of
dimensions. Dimensions are chosen on their ability to
statistically characterize subjective emotional ratings with
the least number of dimensions possible [20]. In creating
the model Russell estimated approximate central
coordinates of specific discrete emotions in the dimensional
model’s space [18]. He hypothesized that these locations
are not fixed but rather change during a person’s lifetime,
and also differ from one person to another, or between
homogenous groups of persons based on their character
traits.
The dimensional model is built around three emotion
dimensions that are mutually orthogonal: valence (𝑉𝑎𝑙),
arousal ( 𝐴𝑟 ), and dominance ( 𝐷𝑜𝑚 ). Positivity and
negativity of a stimulus are specified by valence, while
arousal describes the intensity or energy level, and
dominance represents the controlling and dominant nature
of the emotion. In practice dominance is frequently omitted
from description of emotion space because it was shown to
be the least informative measure of the elicited affect [19].
All three emotion dimensions are described with
continuous variables normalized in interval [1, 9]: 𝑣𝑎𝑙 ∈
1,9 ∈ 𝑉𝑎𝑙 , 𝑎𝑟 ∈ 1,9 ∈ 𝐴𝑟 , 𝑑𝑜𝑚 ∈ 1,9 ∈ 𝐷𝑜𝑚 . In
some instances emotion values are scaled and represented
in percentages, or authors use a smaller Likert-scale. In any
case, in the dimensional emotion model, a single
emotionally-annotated picture can be projected onto the
two-dimensional emotion space 𝛺 𝑉𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑟 , as
exemplified in Fig. 3, with each data point representing one
picture from the Open Affective Standardized Image Set
(OASIS) database containing 900 picture stimuli [21].

Figure 2. An excerpt from the WordNet-Affect semantic network
hierarchy.

It has already been shown that WordNet may be
successfully used for high-level representation of picture
semantics and retrieval of emotionally-annotated pictures
[16] [17]. With the WordNet-Affect it could be possible to
categorically describe overall affective content of specific
pictures or, for that matter, other multimedia formats.
B. Dimensional models
The dimensional model is simple yet efficient. In the
literature it is also called the circumplex model of emotion,
the PAD (Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance) model, or the
Russell model of emotion [18] [19]. The dimensional
model is the most often employed model of emotion for
annotation of multimedia stimuli [1]. The underlying
dimensional theory of emotion proposes that affective
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Figure 3. Picture stimuli from the OASIS dataset according to the
dimensional emotion model (measured on a 1–7 Likert scale) with
valence on the x-axis and arousal on the y-axis. The colors denote
different image categories. Adapted from [21].

Euclidian distance metrics is commonly used to
measure similarity between two emotions in the
dimensional space. Therefore, similarity between two
dimensional emotions 𝑎
and 𝑏
with each emotion
vector containing components of valence, arousal and
dominance is:
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑎

,𝑏

1

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑎
𝑎

𝑏

𝑎

,𝑏

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑎

,𝑏
𝑏

(2)
𝑎

𝑏
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C. Cognitive models
Cognitive models are fundamentally different from
discrete and dimensional models of emotion. All cognitive
models share the common goal of defining a general
computational model of the mechanisms underlying human
emotions [22]. In the context of computer systems they may
be used to aid in the development of human-like
autonomous agents that must mediate the interaction
between emotion and cognition as core aspects of human
behavior [23]. Examples of applications include a range of
specific behaviors that must be modeled by virtual humans,
such as facial expressions, dialog delivery, planning,
reacting, and social understanding. Also, to model strategic
decision- making, action selection, facial animation, and
social intelligence. Cognitive models can be generally
divided in two groups: cognitive appraisal and action
tendency models.
1)

Appraisal models
A central claim of any appraisal theory is that emotions
are both elicited and distinguished on the basis of a person's
subjective evaluation of the personal significance of a
situation, object, or event [24]. Additionally, authors have
suggested that the nature of an emotional response is best
predicted on the basis of the person's subjective evaluation
of a previous personally significant event [24]. Moreover,
in various emotion stimulation experiments the process of
appraisal and reappraisal have been shown to provide an
explanation for occurrence of stress related mental
disorders.
It is important to note that contemporary appraisal
theories define emotions as processes rather than states.
This is reflected in the fact that the term emotion is often
used as a synonym for an emotional episode [25]. Appraisal
theories are also referred to as component theories because
they view an emotional episode as a change in a set of
organic subsystems or components. The subsystems are
viewed in an abstract manner but can be mapped to
different regions of the central nervous system. The
components include an appraisal component with
evaluations of the environment and person-environment
interaction, a motivational component with action
tendencies or other forms of readiness to act, a somatic
component with peripheral physiological responses, a
motor component with expressive and instrumental
behavior, and an emotional component with subjective
experiences or feelings. The emotion process is continuous
and recursive. Changes in one component affect other
components as well. For example, changes in appraisal can
lead to changes in physiological and behavioral responses.
These, in turn, may lead directly or indirectly (via a change
in the stimulus situation) to changes in appraisal. As a
result, multiple emotional episodes may occur in parallel.
The key differences between appraisal theories and
other theories of emotion include: i) the definition of
appraisal, both in terms of content and nature of the process,
ii) the role of appraisal in emotions and predictions about
the relationship between changes in appraisal and changes
in other components, and iii) predictions about individual,
cultural, and developmental differences [27]. A schema of
an appraisal model from Scherer connecting emotion
stimulus, emotion response, cognitive appraisal and action
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tendencies with primary and
mechanisms is provided in Fig. 4.

secondary

appraisal

Figure 4. Model of individual’s recursive effects between emotion
stimulus, emotion response, cognitive appraisal and action tendencies
adapted from [26].

Common appraisal models, which are supported in the
EmotionML schema, are: model of emotions cognitive
structure, also called OCC model [9], emotion component
process model [24], and domain-independent framework
for modeling emotion also known as EMA appraisals [23].
2)

Action tendency models
The group of action tendency models is represented by
only one vocabulary system from Frijda [11]. By definition,
action tendency is an urge to carry out certain behaviors that
are linked to a specific emotion [28]. For example, the
action tendency of fear or worry involves an urge to flee,
and that of anger or hostility incorporates an urge to attack
or fight. The link between emotion and urge to perform
action has been apprehended since the antiquity [29].
However, the current main point of contention among
emotion theorists is whether physical activities that elicit
explicit emotional behavior can be characterized according
to one of two main perspectives, namely, the discrete action
program perspective and the motivational basis
perspective. The first states that there are discrete action or
affect programs with specific profiles of the autonomic
nervous system (ANS) that are explored and stereotyped by
neuroscientists. The second perspective assumes that
physical activity is expressed in relatively nonspecific ANS
states whose influence on behavior is structurally and
functionally based on and constrained by motivational and
environmental contextual factors. Both perspectives argue
that the action tendency of an emotional response should be
considered as its essential defining feature [29]. In the
context of emotion models in computer systems, Frijda [30]
suggests that differences in autonomic activity may
represent contingent patterns of action readiness. In this
view, many different behaviors may manifest following a
particular emotion-relevant event. For example, a threat
stimulus associated with a state of anxiety may trigger fight
or flight tendencies. Moreover, a given behavior may be
triggered by different emotional events, although its
manifestation may alternately be due to activation of the
appetitive or defensive systems. In [30] a hierarchy of
general appetitive and defensive behaviors was identified
that provide elaborated states of action tendency. The
action tendency terms defined in the EmotionML are ready
to be used for annotation of media and other content in
digital systems [4]. The terms with their related discrete
emotional states in parenthesis are: approach (desire),
avoidance (fear), being-with (enjoyment), attending
(interest), rejecting (disgust), nonattending (indifference),
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agonistic (anger), interrupting (shock and surprise),
dominating (arrogance), and submitting (humility and
resignation).
III. METAFORMATS FOR AFFECTIVE ANNOTATIONS
Currently several standardized meta formats for tagging
emotions exist. These are: Emotion Markup Language
(EmotionML) [4], Synchronized Multimedia Integration
(SMIL) [31], Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML)
[32], Extensible MultiModal Annotation Markup
Language (EMMA) [33], Emotion Annotation and
Representation Language (EARL) [34], and Virtual Human
Markup Language (VHML) [35].
All emotion description metaformats are stored in
formatted text files that are used to store emotion data in
other documents. The tagged media content can be in any
digital format. None of the metaformats are based on higher
abstraction schemes such as formal logic.
The description of emotions in standardized
metaformats usually includes a set of data, such as the
beginning, end, intensity, and category of the emotion, or
the dimensions of the emotion, such as the level of comfort,
arousal, and dominance. It is also possible to specify
different affective terms in the multimedia data, such as
appraisal and action tendency. In addition to describing
emotions, metaformats can also define data about the
associated digital document, such as its URI, multimedia
format, time of creation, recent changes, information about
the owner, and more.
Metaformats for describing emotions are the simplest
and most widely used formalisms for defining emotional
content in computer systems. They are readable by humans
and computers alike, have well-defined semantics, and
allow information to be exchanged between different
systems. However, none of the metaformats have complex
syntax and do not inherently support reasoning and
derivation of new knowledge from existing knowledge. To
enable these services, an intelligent system must be
constructed that uses one of these formalisms for data
exchange and storage. Of the metaformats mentioned
above, EmotionML, described in the next section, is the
most comprehensive.
IV. EMOTIONML
The W3C Emotion Markup Language (EmotionML) is
currently the most expressive and complex declarative
computer language for describing emotions in digital
content and multimedia [4]. It has been developed as a
plug-in language for use in three distinct application
domains: 1) manual data annotation, 2) automated emotion
estimation, and 3) management of computer systems with
emotions. EmotionML provides users with the ability to
select and combine different annotation types of various
aspects of emotional behavior such as discrete emotions,
emotion dimensions, appraisals, and action tendencies.
EmotionML allows users to select the dictionary of
emotions to be used in a particular application or to expand
the corpus with a new custom dictionary.
EmotionML is a markup language based on XML/XML
Schema notation and does not have constructs of
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imperative or procedural computer languages. It can be
easily interpreted by a computer, but since it is not based on
logic reasoning about emotions using EmotionML is not
directly supported. This requires, for example, the
transformation of records into more complex ontologically
supported models of knowledge representation [3].
EmotionML distinguishes four types of applications or
relationships of emotions (so called emotion references)
within a specific the application domain [4]:
-

expression (expressedBy): perceptual behavior or
expression (e.g., physiology, facial expressions,
etc.) that expresses emotional states.

-

experience (experiencedBy): subject who "has",
i.e. feels, emotion.

-

cause (triggeredBy): an event that caused an
emotion that caused an emotional reaction.

-

goal (targetedAt): an object to which an emotional
reaction or action is directed. In EmotionML it is
allowed to use URIs or references to parts of video
and audio files to reference annotated objects.

An example how affective data in pictures can be
annotated with the EmotionML markup is shown in Fig. 5.
Here the top-left picture from Fig. 1. (ID in the NimStim
01F_HA_C.jpg) is tagged with the Big Six vocabulary.

Figure 5. Discrete emotion data of the top-left NimStim picture
01F_HA_C.jpg in Fig. 1 annotated with EmotionML syntax.

Further information with examples of use is provided in
the W3C standards definition [36].
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The ability to efficiently describe, store, and use reliable
information about emotions is important in computer
systems. Some of the applications that can benefit most
from such information are multimedia repositories, text
sentiment analysis tools, search engines, social networks,
emotion recognition software, etc. The importance of the
ability of computer systems to successfully manage
affective data will certainly increase in the future.
However, much work remains to be done. The most
important future work is to enable the functional integration
of various emotion formats and the transformation of
information between different emotion models. In addition,
new software tools need to be developed for automated
annotation of content and retrieval of information using
these models. It is also vital to increase the semantic
expressiveness of metaformats and to introduce either
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formal or probabilistic reasoning. For the introduction of
formal knowledge representation methods, it is necessary
to use computer ontologies and develop a general ontology
of emotions and many different domain ontologies for
specific applications [37] [38]. To support probabilistic
inference, it is necessary to integrate differently structured
affective datasets and increase their information quality.
The described area of emotion phenomena research is
large and complex. However, emotion theories when
combined with digital metaformats can be successfully
used for design of computer systems. This paper provides
interested professionals with valuable and structured
content, and carefully selected references, as a
steppingstone for further exploration of this important and
multifaceted field of study.
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Abstract - The research subject is specialized intelligent
personal assistants as tools designated to facilitate and
automate the activities of scientists and researchers engaged
in fieldwork. Most researchers still follow traditional data
collection and processing methods, taking notes on paper
and then digitizing them long after the fieldwork is
completed. Another common practice is using several digital
devices such as video cameras, ultrasound detectors, and
various sensors in combination with paper and laptops.
These practices often cause long delays, data transfers
between analog and digital media often lead to technical
errors, and valuable notes or observations may be lost
during the period from information gathering to
digitization. Field researchers who use software systems in
their work do not have a tool designed especially for this
type of activity but are forced to adapt and combine
different existing solutions.

minimize the efforts involved in collecting and processing
field data, thus allowing field researchers to focus on the
main part of their job.

A specialized intelligent personal assistant is offered,
which serves as a unified system for collecting, storing, and
processing field data. The aim is to improve the quality of
the collected field data and optimize the analysis. Good
cooperation in gathering information is crucial for research
processes.

 iForm Builder – personalised forms for geodetic data
collection. Allows creation, storage, and offline
processing [3].

Keywords - Intelligent Personal Assistant, Intelligent
Agent, Agent oriented programming.
1.

EXISTING SOLUTIONS IN THE FIELD

Intelligent agents (IA) are computer systems that can
operate flexibly and autonomously in an environment to
achieve designated goals. The intelligence of these agents
is determined by several attributes: autonomy, reactivity,
proactivity, sociality, and ability for self-learning. Selflearning allows Intelligent agents to adapt to the dynamic
environment they operate within, optimizing their
functional process and two-way information flow.
Intelligent personal assistants (IPA) are software agents
which facilitate users in completing specific goals. Their
interaction with people includes communication,
cooperation, discussion, and guidance. One of the key
differences between the Intelligent agents and the
Intelligent personal assistants is that the latter interact with
the users concealing the complexity of their tasks,
completing these tasks on their behalf, and teaching them
to monitor events and procedures [1]. One of the main
goals in personal assistants' development is the constant
improvement of their behaviour based on previous
experience, demonstration of competence, and
development of social interactions with users.
The problem to be solved is developing a tool that
fully meets the requirements of field work activities to
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An overview of existing solutions is provided at the
beginning of the report, which serves as a basis for
developing a tool to support the activities of field
researchers. The conceptual architecture of the developed
environment is presented in the second section.
Description of the design and implementation of the
intelligent personal assistant as a mobile application
follows. An overview of the leading software applications
currently used by field researchers is provided as a part of
the study:
 Epi Collect – a base data collection software. It
allows the creation of custom questionnaires [2].

 Ushahidi – a collection of mobile applications for
iOS and Android, which allow collection and processing
of different types of data: text forms, notes, video, audio,
and digital images. It supports offline mode without the
need for an Internet connection [4].
 iNaturalist – a software ecosystem for nature lovers.
It works as a social network that allows scientists,
researchers, and enthusiasts to share their observations in
a global online database [5].
 Project Noah – a tool for research and
documentation of wildlife. It provides a platform for
utilising and consolidating the efforts of scientists and
amateur enthusiasts [6].
 Pendragon Forms is a software system that allows
quick and easy creation of customised mobile forms for
offline field data collection. The information gathered can
by synchronised with an online cloud service and exported
as a spreadsheet after the fieldwork is completed. It works
only under Windows Mobile and is paid [7].
 Easy Data – allows customised data collection forms
creation [8].
 Timestamped Notes – a mobile application for
personalized notes which allows defining keywords that
can be used to categorize the collected field data [9].
 Field Journal – a platform that allows organizing
and summarising data collected with Timestamped Notes
[10].
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 Amigo Cloud – a geospatial, cloud platform that
allows the collection, processing, analysis, visualization,
and publication of location-related data [11].
 Open Data Kit – a free open-source tool designed to
assist various organizations in collecting and processing
field data. It allows the creation of customized survey
forms, field data collection using mobile devices and its
synchronization with cloud storage, post-processing, and
export in various formats [12].
 Fulcrum – a complete system that allows custom
forms design, using a web interface and subsequent
synchronization with various mobile devices. It can be
used to collect field data [13].
 Cyber tracker – a mobile application for collecting
localized field data with GPS coordinates. It can be used
to document all types of field observations. Allows
customization of formats and subsequent export of GIS
information in the form of tables, maps, and graphs for
processing desktop GIS systems [14].
 Sightings – a mobile application designed to
document various observations in nature. Supported only
by Apple's iOS [15].
 Observation Logger – mobile software for observing
the behavioural patterns of wild animals [16].
 Citizen Science - a cloud platform that provides tools
and resources for the overall management of research
projects [17].
 Ever Note - allows easy and fast creation of notes
and lists, as well as their synchronization and sharing
between different platforms [18].
 Dropbox - a popular cloud file storage and sharing
service used by many scientists for online collaboration
[19].
 Mendeley - a popular application for managing
reference information for scientists [20].
 Google Keep – a free application for creating notes
and lists, which can be synchronized between different
devices and platforms [21].
There are a number of contemporary technologies that
can be used by field scientists. Unfortunately, none of the
above tools fully reflect the processes and procedures
related to these studies, so a combination is needed,
leading to additional complexity and inconsistency.
There is still no specialized intelligent personal
assistant developed for field scientists, so an overview of
similar solutions in other areas has been made to serve as
a starting point for designing and implementing such a
tool.
(1) Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA) for Healthy
Diet Planning [22] - provides analyzes of the healthy diet
of consumers, based on pre-defined ontologies by
specialists in the relevant scientific fields. The principles
of fuzzy systems, which are cared for by a special agent,
are used to generate the results.
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(2) Virtual educational space is one of the mostcommon IPA applications in virtual education. A contextsensitive virtual educational space for the delivery of eservices and e-learning content that meets the
requirements of the eLearning learning model is presented
in [23]. The environment is designed to operate in the
virtual world of the Internet of Things and the Semantic
Web.
(3) Personalized search - Personal Agent for Web
Search (PAWS) presented by Chen Ding [24]. This
software is designed to perform a customized Web search
based on users' specific preferences. PAWS uses a SelfOrganizing Map, which describes each individual user's
profile and thus allows the provision of high-quality
search query results.
(4) Online resources alternative - iAPERAS [25] is an
expert system that uses Bayesian networks. It is aimed at
non-professional athletes who rely mainly on online
information about training methods and diets. The system
is an improved alternative to online resources because it is
based on research results and evaluated by experts in the
relevant scientific fields.
(5) Educational Simulations - Adele [26] is an
Intelligent Pedagogical Agent designed to work with
Web-based educational simulations. Adele's architecture
implements essential pedagogical functions: presentation,
monitoring, feedback, questionnaires, and explanations.
It can be concluded from the examples that the main
goal in the development of Intelligent personal assistants
is increasing their intelligence by bringing them closer to
the human model of logical reasoning. This increases their
usefulness to users end efficiency in performing their
tasks. The inclusion of knowledge from the Semantic Web
in the work of IPA can increase the level of realism in
interaction with users, bringing it closer to that of real
communication between people.
2. ARCHITECTURE
OF
THE
ENVIRONMENT FOR FIELD RESEARCHERS

DEVELOPED

The environment is intended to operate in the virtual
world of the Internet of Things and the Semantic Web.
Autonomous components must maintain contextual
dependency with reactive, interactive, and proactive
behaviour. Different mental levels can be maintained in its
internal architecture.
The chosen middleware development environment is
JADE (Java Agent Development Framework), which was
developed in accordance with FIPA (the Foundation of
Intelligent Physical Agents) standards for interoperable
intelligent multi-agent systems. JADE simplifies the
design and development process while ensuring a standard
for its implementation through a system of services and
products.
The component is implemented as an autonomous BDI
agent based on the Jave virtual engine, which integrates an
open JADE development environment with the
BDI4JADE library, which implements the BDI
architecture.
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BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) is a classic architecture
for intelligent agents [23]. This architecture uses a model
of human activity to represent limited rationality based on:
• Belief - represents the perception of the Agent about
the environment (environmental model).
• Desires - general desires or tasks of the Agent that
have not yet been transformed into specific intentions.
• Intentions - the Agent's intentions are equivalent to
his existing commitments, including to himself.
The autonomy of the component should facilitate its
integration in a context-dependent environment. The
combined efforts to collect, process and analyse field data
facilitate scientific work, lead to new discoveries and
improved activities.
The intelligent personal assistant, which is the subject
of this paper, is designed as a standalone tool that can be
used both online and offline during field research and as
an additional tool in preparing scientific publications. One
of the goals is to increase the level of interaction between
field scientists working in the same research environment.

allow the data specialist to change the algorithms and / or
work independently to provide additional analysis, in the
context of the need for statistical analysis.
3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The specifics of the work of field scientists determines
the need for the decision to be platform independent, i.e.
to be easily adapted to different hardware or software
platforms. Jadex offers an answer to this problem, as its
core JADE platform, in turn, uses Java's virtual
environment. According to Oracle, by the end of 2020
there are over 51 billion instances of the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) running on over 3 billion devices.
There is a Jadex implementation [Figure 1] especially
for Android [28], which allows applications developed
with it to be used on a wide range of mobile devices such
as smartphones and tablets. The open source and
interoperability of the platform add the possibility of
future integration with other intelligent Internet of Things
(IoT) solutions, such as Arduino or RaspberryPi-based
sensor systems.

The proposed solution is a virtual collaborative space
(VCS) for scientists involved in field research on bats.
[27]. This space is designed as a cloud environment,
including intelligent data structures, where the Semantic
Web concepts will be applied. The agent-oriented
programming paradigm is used as a basis, and intelligent
personal assistants (IPA) are provided as an additional
layer of abstraction in the communication between the
VCS and the users. Data Science concepts are applied to
large volumes of data collected during fieldwork by field
researchers.
JADE operates on top of the Java virtual machine,
which is the core layer of the system. Databases,
ontologies, and digital libraries are also part of this
environment. The basis of the environment are intelligent
data structures that users can access through various
intelligent virtual assistants. These structures include user
profiles, research resources, systematic information on
different areas of research, active research projects and
more. Intelligent virtual assistants serve as entry points for
users, with the aim of facilitating and improving their
overall interaction by adding an additional layer of
abstraction to the communication to make the internal
structure of the system completely transparent. In this
way, the collaboration platform can facilitate fieldwork,
support connections between scientists from different
parts of the world according to their focus areas and
current projects and contribute significantly to the overall
research environment. In addition, the accumulation of
data can lead to the discovery of surprising hidden
correlations and patterns that would go unnoticed without
the help of such a tool.
The collaboration space is planned as a modular
system, which will give developers the opportunity to
develop it by adding modules and without changing the
existing core system. The agent-oriented programming
paradigm allows to easily add new modules or change
existing ones according to the feedback received from
users. A separate module has been designed that will
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Figure 1. Jadex BDI implementation [29].

A JADE platform is assembled from containers that
can be distributed to different locations on a local or
global network. The agents operate in containers, which
by themselves are Java processes, providing the JADE
environment and all the necessary maintenance and startup services.
There is a special main container in each JADE
system, which is started first, and all other containers must
be connected to it through registration. Containers are
identified by logical names. When a container needs to
find the recipient of a message, it first searches the Local
Agent Descriptor Table (LADT), and only if that search
fails, the main container is contacted. The operation
performed in this way is cached in LADT for the
subsequent use. Communication between containers is
carried out via the Internal Message Transport Protocol
(IMTP), and communication between the platform and
other external platforms is via the Message Transport
Protocol (MTP).
Jadex is integrated into the Android project via a
plugin for Gradle. Initially, code repositories are added to
the build.gradle project configuration file. Then the
necessary libraries are added in the dependencies section
to support the Jadex API. The next step is to give Jadex
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access to the global network. This is done by adding
settings to the AndroidManifest.xml configuration file.
After synchronizing the configuration with the online
repositories, the project has all the necessary tools added
for the development of intelligent BDI agents, which
Jadex supports.
A specialized intelligent personal assistant is created
here, called BatSPA, designed for the work of scientists
engaged in field research on bats (Fig. 2). The main part
of the activities of these scientists are related to the
collection, processing, and analysis of field data. This
determines the basic functions that are set in the assistant:
collecting field data, processing this data, analysis,
generating reports, basic intelligent behavior.

 Recommendation Agent – a Jadex BDI agent, which
is provided with initial information on some of the most
useful practices that would contribute to the user's work.
For example, when studying species, recommendations
are given for the types of measurements (not only number,
but also location, atmospheric conditions, etc.). The
information is stored centrally in Google Firestore and is
updated by all instances of the Agent used by different
users. The Agent adapts his actions to the user's reactions.
Agents are started with the application and remain in
listening mode. They are addressed through events
activated by specific actions, and communication is
through messages. For example, when filling in a field
from the interface, which is mandatory for validation, a
message is initiated to the Agent, which contains the value
to be checked and its type. After analysis, the Agent
returns a result that is presented to the user.
The application is designated to support Android 6.0
(API 23) and above. Choosing the minimum supported
version of Android which will be used is due to the desire
to maintain the maximum number of devices, but also not
to sacrifice the functionality offered by newer
implementations. As can be seen from Figure 3, the
chosen parameters cover over 95% of Android devices
worldwide [30].

Figure 2. BatSPA’s main functions

The BatSPA user interface is implemented using the tools
offered by Android Studio. The core element used in its
development is the user profile, which stores all the
necessary information in the form of a tree structure, fully
replicated in the database and stored in documents. One of
the advantages of NoSQL systems, such as Google
Firestore, is the possibility of horizontal scalability, i.e.,
there is no need to change the structure of the base in case
of need for expansion of the objects. Firestore is chosen
because of the features it provides: the opportunity to
operate both online and offline. The connection is realized
through the Firebase configuration API. The user data is
cached locally on his device and fully accessible during
fieldwork if there is no network coverage. When the cloud
connectivity is restored, the data is synced and stored in
the cloud for further processing.
Two intelligent agents have been realized:
 Validation Agent is implemented as a Jadex BDI
agent provided with initial information about the most
common mistakes that are made when entering data wrong values, invalid records, etc. This information is
stored centrally in Google Firestore and is updated by all
instances of the Agent used by all users. After interaction
with the user, the Agent adapts its behaviour depending on
the results and changes in the environment. For example,
if the user rejects the correction, then this action is
recorded in the agent's database and when the same event
occurs again, another course of action is taken - another
value is offered or ignored. This is not reflected in the
central repository, but only for the specific user. A
mechanism for "discussion" between the agents is to be
implemented, which will automatically correct the
validation in case of feedback from more users.
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Figure 3. Distribution of different versions of Android as of June 30,
2021

Choosing to support versions before it greatly limits the
ability to use the latest tools offered by the Android
application development environment. The application is
available on demand from the developer and is distributed
as a single APK Android package.
TESTING
The assistant is tested in real field work during
several bat monitoring events conducted by different
organizations like Bulgarian academy of sciences, Green
Balkans NGO and others. The development is driven
mostly by the feedback received and some of it is already
implemented. The initial reports show that it has the
potential to grow into a fully operational system which
will benefit the work of all field researchers.
CONCLUSION
The created application has basic functionalities and
basic intelligent behaviour, which will serve as a basis for
further research and development. The way the
application is designed and implemented allows it to be
used not only by scientists who study bats, but also by
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other researchers involved in fieldwork. The multi-layered
architecture and agent-oriented approach allow easy
upgrading and development of the system, by adding new
modules and agents, based on emerging needs or feedback
from users.
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Abstract - To enable people to interact with online
websites and systems, browsers capture a variety of events
that occur on the page—such as how a person is moving the
computer mouse, what a person clicks on, what a person
types, and whether a person is scrolling. These events
represent a user’s behavior on a page, referred to as the DOM
or Document Object Model, and are recorded at a
millisecond precision rate (e.g., the exact millisecond
timestamp when a key goes down and when it comes back
up). Research and practice alike have found that these
behavioral events can provide powerful insight into the users’
experience, such as whether users are frustrated, and even
help distinguish between legitimate and fraudulent users. In
this paper, we present six best practices for responsibly
collecting these digital behavioral biometric data to help
protect user privacy as well as encourage proper
interpretation. For each principle, we discuss its rationale
and practical application.
Keywords – digital behavioral biometric, security, privacy,
document object model (DOM) events

I.
INTRODUCTION
There is a large and growing literature focusing on
understanding user behavior when interacting with
websites [1]. For instance, most commercial websites
capture a variety of information including device
information (e.g., geolocation, operating system and
browser versions, screen resolutions, etc.) as well as
various types of user behavior information such as the
amount of time spent on a particular page as well as
measures of various actions the user had taken such as
rating a product, clicking a link, or booking an airline flight.
In addition to these specific behavioral activities, there is
also a rapidly growing and evolving field that analyses how
the user typed an entry or used their mouse to navigate and
make choices. This emerging field falls under a concept
called behavioral biometrics [2], which focuses on the
measurement of various human behaviors such as how a
person walks or talks. Such behaviors can be unique to an
individual and can be used to segment a population into
different groups based on their behavior.
Prior research has established that individuals have
repeatable and predictable behavioral biometrics [2]. These
behavioral signatures are not limited to how a person walks
or talks but also includes how a person interacts with a
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computer or smartphone. In a computer security context,
digital behavioral biometrics (DBB) has primarily been
used in authentication contexts [2], but is increasingly
being used to understand users’ cognitive and emotional
states such as the level of user deception, cognitive load,
and frustration [e.g., 3].
In this paper, we briefly provide some background on
the Document Object Model (DOM), and how the DOM
enables the collection of a rich set of events when a person
interacts with a webpage—the foundation for digital
behavioral biometrics. In this description we explain how
DOM events are collected, describe prior research that has
used such events to infer cognitive and emotional changes
in users, and how metrics related to behavior can be
constructed. We then describe how these metrics can be
used to improve various online business processes. Finally,
we describe six best practices for improving user privacy
and security when collecting and analyzing DOM events.
II.

BACKGROUND

Before introducing best practices for collecting and
interpreting digital behavioral biometric data, we first
introduce the practice of collecting DOM events, the
science of interpreting such events, and details on how to
translate DOM events into digital behavioral biometric
measures.
A. DOM Event Collection
The Document Object Model (DOM) refers to a
webpage that is loaded in a browser. It contains a tree of all
elements, attributes, and related data on an HTML page
(e.g., buttons, textboxes, images, styles, etc.)
(https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_htmldom.asp). When
users interact with the DOM, events are triggered. For
example, when a person clicks on a button, a “click” event
is triggered. This allows the browser to detect behaviors and
execute appropriate actions (e.g., when an “add to cart”
button is clicked, a product is added to the shopping cart).
The list of DOM events that can be triggered is extensive
but
is
well
documented
(e.g.,
https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/dom_obj_event.asp,
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API). For
illustration, Table I provides a sample of events that can be
triggered in the DOM.
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JavaScript—a programming language that can be run
within a browser—can “listen” for events. An Event
Listener is a technical term that refers to a procedure that
waits for an event to be triggered. When an event is
triggered, the event listener will execute code, referred to
as a handler. For example, a handler for a “add to cart”
button will include the code to add a product to a shopping
cart in an ecommerce website. In the context of DBB, the
handler may simply record the event, or send it to a server,
for further analysis. Event listeners can be configured using
basic JavaScript or through third party libraries, such as
jQuery (https://jquery.com/). Table II provides example
code of adding event listeners.
TABLE I.
Event

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF EVENTS THAT CAN BE
TRIGGERED IN THE DOM
Triggered when a user…

click

clicks on an element

focus

gives focus (e.g., clicks in) to an element

blur

loses focus (e.g., clicks out of) an element

keydown

presses a key down

keyup

releases a key

mousemove

moves the mouse cursor

scroll

scrolls on a scrollbar

touchstart

places a finger on a touchscreen

touchend

removes a finger from a touchscreen

input

enters information into an element
TABLE II.
Method

Plain JavaScript
jQuery

Accordingly, numerous recent studies have chosen HCI
dynamics as a methodology for studying various cognitive
and emotional processes. For example, HCI dynamics have
been shown to predict decision conflict [5], attitude
formation, concealment of racial prejudices [6], response
difficulty [7], response certainty [8], dynamic cognitive
competition changes [9], perception formation [10], and
emotional reactions [3], to name a few.
C. Translating DOM Events into Digital Behavioral
Biometrics to Understand User Behavior
In the realm of DBB, there is a large and growing
literature evaluating how users enter information and
interact with various computing devices. For instance,
keystroke dynamics (a type of HCI dynamics) refers to the
detailed timing information that describes exactly when
each key is pressed and when it is released while a person
is typing on a computer-based keyboard or smartphone.
Past research shows that individuals have repeatable and
predictable keystroke dynamics [11].
To capture and calculate keystroke dynamics, you
capture the time when a key is pressed and when it is
released (Figure 1). With this data, two common metrics
are calculated: 1) Dwell time: the time duration that a key
is pressed, and 2) Flight time: the time duration in between
releasing a key and pressing the next key.
keypress

Key
Down

EXAMPLES OF ADDING EVENT LISTENERS

Key
Up

Code

document.getElementById("myBtn").addEve
ntListener("click", function() { /*write code
to perform an action here */ });
$( "#addToCartButton" ).click(function() {/*
write code to perform an action here*/ });

B. Science of Using DOM Events to Understand Users
JavaScript can listen for DOM events and save them or
send them to a server for analysis. Research has shown that
the analysis of such events can provide insight into users
emotional and cognitive states. Over the past decade,
scholars in cognitive and neurological sciences have
unequivocally demonstrated that fine motor control is
influenced by cognitive and emotional changes [4]. As
such, the tracking of mouse movements as well as
interaction data from touch screens, keyboards, and various
other input devices – i.e., digital behavioral biometrics –
has become a scientific methodology [2], broadly referred
to here as human-computer interaction (HCI) dynamics,
that is used to provide objective data about a person’s
decision making and other psychological processes. In a
concise review of HCI dynamics, focusing on mouse
tracking studies, Freeman, Dale and Farmer [4] suggest that
the
“movements of the hand…offer continuous streams of
output that can reveal ongoing dynamics of [cognitive]
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processing, potentially capturing the mind in motion with
fine-grained temporal sensitivity.”

duration
t1
Figure 1. A keypress begins with a key-down event, a duration, and a
key-up event.

Because modern keyboards allow a person to hold more
than one letter, number, or symbol key down at the same
time while transitioning from one key to the next (i.e.,
called an over-press), flight time can be a positive or
negative number. From this data, different types of metrics
can be generated (see Table III) [11].
TABLE III.

EXAMPLES OF KEYSTROKE DYNAMICS METRICS

Keypress Duration Metrics

•
•
•
•

Mean duration per field
Variance per field
Fastest keypress
Slowest keypress

Flight Time Metrics

•
•
•
•

Mean flight time per field
Transition breaks (e.g., > 2 SD)
Over-press (binary)
Over-press ratio to total transitions

In a similar way, how a person utilizes a computer
mouse – speed, accuracy, click timing, etc. – has repeatable
and predictable patterns. These patterns can be calculated
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using a variety of metrics and are referred to as mouse
cursor dynamics [12]. For instance, in Figure 2, as a person
moves the mouse from point A to B, metrics can be
calculated by examining both movement behavior and
time. For instance, by dividing the actual trajectory distance
by the duration of movement, an average movement speed
can be calculated [3]. In addition to keyboards and mice,
other HCI devices and methods can be used to generate a
rich set of metrics.

typing dynamics can be a powerful indicator of fraud when
users are submitting insurance claims [20], entering
information in text fields [21], and responding to
investigatory surveys [12]. Likewise, mousing dynamics
can be used to understand biases in survey responses [22].
On a security front, mouse cursor dynamics have been
shown to be an effective data source to determine optimal
times to display security warnings to improve adherence
[23], and typing dynamics have been shown to be an
effective method for predicting and decreasing password
reuse [24]. Indeed, the collection and analysis of behavioral
biometric data, as captured through DOM events, provides
powerful insight into end user behavior.
IV.

BEST PRACTICES TO PROTECT USER PRIVACY

As the use of digital behavioral biometrics can provide
powerful insights into users’ cognitive and emotional
states, researchers and practitioners alike have a
responsibility to protect users’ privacy and security during
the collection, analysis, and interpretation of DOM events.
Below we highlight six best practices for protecting user
privacy while analyzing DBB data.
Figure 2. Examples of metrics from mouse movements.

III.

USE CASES FOR HCI DYNAMICS

There is increasing use of customer interaction
behavioral data to understand different types of users [13].
For instance, ecommerce sellers are using tools like Google
Analytics (https://analytics.google.com/) to learn more
about customers (e.g., device type, browser used, where
they come from, default language, etc.) and their behavior
on a website (e.g., what pages were visited, duration per
page, images or links clicked, etc.) [14]. With behavioral
biometric data, organizations can gain a deeper
understanding of the cognitive and emotional states of that
user, and ultimately develop unique personas based on
behavioral commonalities [15]. For instance, examples of
e-commerce personas include product-focused, browsers,
researchers, bargain hunters, and one-time shoppers [16].
Increasingly, organizations are utilizing HCI dynamics
to create a more granular and deeper understanding of users
that visit their websites. For example, mousing dynamics
can be used to predict if a user is feeling frustration on a
website [3], experiencing low usability [17], feeling
negative affect [18], or experiencing high cognitive load
[19]. Beyond typical A-B testing, these insights can be used
to pinpoint the exact location of customer experience
problems, thus guiding where website usability
improvements should be made, ultimately resulting in
higher conversion and happier customers [15]. Beyond
these examples, by linking online behaviors (assuming a
high volume of customers) with important business
outcomes (e.g., did a customer make a purchase?), custom
predictive models can be generated to predict in real-time
how the user is likely to behave in the future, allowing a
website to dynamically adjust to accommodate the needs of
the user [13].
Furthermore, DBB can be used to identify low quality
and even fraudulent data entered into online forms and
applications. Research has shown that mouse cursor and
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A. Remove personally identifiable information from
behavioral data when possible.
As more people utilize various computer technologies
to communicate and engage in a broad range of online
activities, the protection and privacy of their personally
identifiable information (PII) has become a paramount
concern. PII refers to any information related to an
identified or identifiable natural person (see
https://www.gdpr.org for more information). Such
information includes various details such as your name,
identification number, and location, but also combinations
of factors that are specific to the individual that could be
merged to possibly identify an individual. Examples
include various physical and physiological factors,
including DBB.
When collecting DBB data, care should be taken to
avoid collecting PII in DOM events. Some events, by
default, can contain PII that is not central to realize the
benefits of DBB. For example, to continually authenticate
a user using keystroke dynamics, it does not require
knowing what was typed; rather, it only requires
information about transition and duration characteristics of
how keys were pressed, which only requires keypress
timing data [25]. Hence, when collecting DOM events, the
events should be sanitized (e.g., PII should be removed).
Table IV provides examples of PII that should be removed
from events prior to collecting them for analysis.
TABLE IV.
Event

EXAMPLES OF REMOVING PII FROM EVENTS
Example Event Sanitization

keydown

Remove information regarding what alpha-numeric
key was pressed (e.g., the alpha-numeric key code
and alpha-numeric key value)

input

Remove the data with the inserted characters

change

Remove information about what the element was
specifically changed to
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B. Avoid intrusive events that require special permission.
Some digital behavioral-biometric data is intrusive and
requires special permissions. Such data should be avoided,
when possible. For example, through JavaScript, you can
technically request permissions to access the computer
camera and microphone. However, requesting camera and
microphone data pierces a privacy boundary—namely, it
reaches beyond the realm of the website and into the realm
of the user. Aside from sound and video being PII,
collecting it irresponsibly violates consumer protection
laws. For example, in addition to requiring two-way
consent to collect video and audio feeds under many
jurisdictions, GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)
also requires that the purpose of the recording or processing
fulfills one of a limited set of conditions outlined in Article
6 of GDPR (https://gdpr-info.eu/art-6-gdpr/):
“1. the data subject has given consent to the processing
of his or her personal data for one or more specific
purposes;
2. processing is necessary for the performance of a
contract to which the data subject is party or in order
to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to
entering into a contract;
3. processing is necessary for compliance with a legal
obligation to which the controller is subject;
4. processing is necessary in order to protect the vital
interests of the data subject or of another natural
person;
5. processing is necessary for the performance of a task
carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of
official authority vested in the controller;
6. processing is necessary for the purposes of the
legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by a
third party, except where such interests are overridden
by the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of
the data subject which require protection of personal
data, in particular where the data subject is a child.”
C. Scope events within relevant domains.
As discussed in the previous best practice, the HCI
world can be divided up into two realms: the user realm and
the web realm. The user realm refers to the physical world
the user lives in—e.g., a computer at a desk with a person
sitting in front of it, inside of a house on a street in a
neighborhood. The web realm refers to the information
(e.g., websites and resources) that people can access via the
computer. HCI devices—the computer mouse, keyboard,
microphone, etc.—act as the interface between the user
realm and the web realm. As previously mentioned, digital
behavioral biometric events captured through HCI events
that pierce unnecessarily into the user realm (e.g., cameras,
microphones) should be avoided when possible.
In addition, the web realm can be split into multiple
domains (see Figure 3)—these often equate to literal web
domains or areas of ownership. For example, a website
such as Amazon is on a different domain than HSBC bank.
DBB collection should normally be limited to the domain
that approves the collection. This can be accomplished by
installing a behavioral biometric script on the domain’s
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web resources. However, tools that allow digital behavioral
biometric tracking across domains, such as browser
plugins, should be avoided, especially when the tracking is
extended to domains that have not approved said tracking.
User
Realm

HCI
Devices

Web
Realm

Figure 3. Each web domain should have independent polies regarding
digital behavioral biometric data.

D. Encrypt behavioral biometric data during transit.
As HCI Devices act as the interface between the user
realm and the web realm, they transfer information back to
the appropriate domains. Although PII may have been
removed from the events, they should still be protected as
if they still contained sensitive information. A major
element of protection involves encrypting data as it is
transferred from HCI devices to the appropriate domains.
Such protection is enabled by using strong transport
protocols to prevent unsanctioned individuals from
eavesdropping on customer data while it moves over the
internet.
Ideally, this should be done using a modern Transport
Layer Security (TLS) protocol to encrypt the data during
transmission. In addition, data can be obfuscated by the
JavaScript prior to transport to help further protect the data.
Obfuscation techniques can include using codes to
represent events, limiting what event information is sent up,
and encoding the data.
E. Interpret events within context.
To make a valid inference of a person’s cognitive and
emotional states using DBB, one must account for the
context. There are at least two major contextual factors that
must be considered when analyzing and interpreting events:
individual characteristics and the DOM target.
First, one must account for individual contextual factors
when interpreting behavioral events. Individual contextual
factors refer to the characteristics of the user that may make
interpreting differences between users difficult. For
example, users type at different speeds, possess different
fine motor control abilities, have touch pads with different
sensitivity, and even have screens with different
resolutions. When making inferences based on DOM
events, it is therefore important to account for “what is
normal” for a given user, and then base interpretations of
emotional and cognitive states based on deviations from
that norm. For example, research shows that decreased
mouse-movement speed is an indicator of increased
cognitive load [19]. However, this interpretation can be
biased for users who naturally move the mouse slower or
faster than others despite cognitive load levels. Accounting
for this individual difference allows a more accurate
interpretation of the events.
Likewise, one must account for the target on the page
that a user is interacting with. For example, one cognitive
state that can be inferred from keystroke dynamics is
familiarity with information [24]. Familiarity, in turn, is
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used as an indicator of several outcomes such as
information mastery [8] or even fraud [20]. For example,
low familiarity when entering your name is often an
indicator of fraud; normally, people have high familiarity
when entering their name because they have typed it many
times before. However, if you take a different target other
than name, low familiarity may not be an indicator of fraud.
For instance, some applications ask for your work address.
Many have not memorized their work address, nor have
much practice entering it. Hence, they would type work
address with low familiarity. However, this is likely not an
indicator of fraud. See Table V for examples of various
contextual factors influencing digital behavioral
biometrics.
TABLE V.

EXAMPLES OF INDIVIDUAL CONTEXTUAL FACTORS

Event

Typing efficacy
Mousing speed
Familiarity with
website
Screen
resolution

Example Event Sanitization

People naturally type at different speeds.
People may naturally move at different speeds,
and mousing devices (touchpad, mouse) very
often have different sensitivities.
People may have different prior experiences with
the website which will influence how they
interact with a webpage.
Screens have different resolutions which will
impact how many pixels (which is a unitless
measure) that people move when navigating a
webpage.

These examples show that DBB must be interpreted
within the context of the target being interacted with. A
certain DBB statistic (such as familiarity) may mean a very
different thing on one target (e.g., first name) compared to
another target (e.g., work address).
F. Base interpretations on science.
Interpreting DBB to make inferences about users
should be founded in science. For example, the validity of
using HCI dynamics for inferring changes in cognitive and
emotional states is based on several foundational theories.
Together, these theories explain how cognitive and
emotional changes influence fine motor control, and
thereby user’s interactions with HCI devices. When a
person moves a computer mouse, these movements can be
described using three general variables: speed, distance,
and direction. If a person could move a mouse perfectly
from point-to-point, they would be able to maximize all
three of these variables, resulting in movements that are fast
and precise even over large distances. Such perfect
execution is referred to as the idealized response trajectory
(IRT)—a vector between two points [26]. Operationally,
however, humans have limited capacity for making fine
motor control movements, resulting in tradeoffs between
these variables [27].
To compensate for these tradeoffs, motor movements
are generally not executed in a single step that perfectly
matches the IRT, but rather as a series of increasingly
precise submovements that ultimately reach the target. This
is more thoroughly described in the stochastic optimized
submovement model [28]. This theory describes
movements as consisting of a large, relatively fast, and
imprecise initial movement toward a target followed by a
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series of smaller, slower, and more precise corrective
submovements until the target is reached (Figure 4). Any
deviations from the IRT will increase the distance of the
movement, requiring a trajectory change to realign with the
target. Submovements are increasingly slower and more
precise as the target location is reached. These deviations
from the IRT are used to measure spatial (i.e., distance and
number of direction changes) and temporal (i.e., speed and
duration) features that are indicative of the level of
cognitive competition present in the movement [29].
In addition, when multiple potential targets are present,
each potentially actionable target further influences the
movement. This concept is described by the Response
Activation Model (RAM) [30]. According to the RAM,
when a person wants to move the hand to a stimulus
(whether it be moving a mouse, typing on a keyboard, or
touching the screen), the brain starts to prime a movement
response toward the stimulus by transmitting nerve
impulses to the hand and arm muscles toward the possible
responses. However, the resulting movement is not only
influenced by this intended movement, it is influenced by
all stimuli with action-based potential [31]. A stimulus with
action-based potential refers to any, potentially multiple,
stimuli that could capture a person’s attention [30]. For
example, consider the context of a consumer rating a
product they have purchased on an ecommerce website,
stimuli with actionable potential may include all answers
that capture a person’s attention (e.g., “Should I choose the
4-star or 5-star response?”). When two or more stimuli,
even briefly, capture a person’s attention, responses to both
stimuli are programmed in parallel [30]. This is an
automatic, subconscious process that allows the body to
react more quickly to stimuli that a person may eventually
decide to move towards. The process of changing human
fine motor control as cognitive competition occurs can be
conceptualized and measured using any HCI device.

Figure 4. Mouse-cursor movements as described by the stochastic
optimized submovement model

In addition to utilizing theory to inform accurate
measurement and understanding, it is critical that strong
controls be used when capturing and analyzing HCI
dynamics to eliminate bias and aid in deriving accurate
interpretation. For instance, in a scenario where A-B testing
is evaluating website usability, it is critical that the
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assignment of users to system A or B be randomly assigned,
as well as include all types of users relevant to the context
(e.g., to eliminate a coverage bias). Insights derived from
strong theory and rigorous research design, will lead to a
deeper and less-biased understanding of the meaning of
DBB data.
V.

CONCLUSION

We described the Document Object Model (DOM) and
how it enables the collection of a rich set of events when a
person interacts with a webpage. We also described how
DOM events are collected, how they can be used to infer
cognitive and emotional changes in users, and how these
digital behavioral biometrics, can be constructed using
concepts related to HCI dynamics. We then described how
these metrics can be used to inform a broad range of online
contexts. We conclude by reviewing six best practices for
responsibly collecting this digital behavioral biometric data
to help protect user privacy as well as encourage proper
interpretation.
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Abstract - Network firewalls and intrusion detection and
prevention devices or software are crucial parts of today's
networks. However, security breaches still can and do
happen. They can originate from malicious users of on-site
devices or any other point in local or remote networks.
Often, a single compromised host is a source of further and
more devastating attacks. After a breach occurs, or there is
a reasonable doubt that it occurred, it is important to
perform forensic analysis. The analysis could potentially
discover the type of the attack, how long it lasts, the range of
affected hosts, the scale of the attack, or sometimes even the
intruders. In this paper, we explore a network forensic
analysis workflow, evidence collection and analysis steps.
We present a common analysis tool and its usage and
perform an example analysis based on actual packet
captures and intrusion detection systems logs, following a
successful security measures breach and host infection. The
paper will present a realistic example of forensic analysis
based on Snort alerts, and the rest of the investigation will
be conducted with the help of Wireshark, with which we will
find various useful information about the infected host.
Keywords- network forensics, data protection, Internet
security, intrusion detection, OSCAR, network evidence,
Wireshark, tcpdump, NetworkMiner, Splunk

I.
INTRODUCTION
Network forensics is a branch of digital forensics
along with computer forensics, mobile forensics and
database forensics. In a broader context, network
forensics deals with investigations of suspicious activities
and events closely related to digital networks. The
investigations include monitoring and surveillance of
network traffic and data from network devices, which
allows for network packet investigations, attack analysis
and network security analysis. Part of the process is
capturing packets from a network, filtering the packets to
help find suspicious activities and analyzing them to gain
an understanding of individual events.
A. An overview of trends in network forensics
In [1], Stoyanova et al. investigated challenges that
are present due to a huge number of Internet of Things
(IoT) devices in today's networks. Since IoT devices are
not standardized, there is a large variety of different
devices, data formats and communication patterns.
Although IoT data can potentially be a great source of
data and evidence, forensic professionals must address
issues caused by non-standard IoT device formats and
different types of IoT devices. Also, further challenges in
data collection are introduced by end-to-end encryption.
Siddiqui et al. [2] highlight security issues related to the

accelerated development of IT infrastructure, express the
need for systems with improved network security and
emphasize the importance of conducting forensic
analysis. They investigated the usage of the Wireshark
network protocol analyzer in helping ethical hackers
discover holes in cybersecurity at the user level, as well
as giving a broader overview of basic network protocols,
such as UDP, TCP and HTTP and their respective roles in
network communication. A deeper look into the forensic
analysis process, with emphasis on judicial importance,
was given in [3]. The authors examine forensic phases
and review smart methods in the field of digital forensics.
Wireless sensor networks obtain data by observing the
environment with many sensors located in a certain area
and securely connecting them to other sensors or the
central location. This type of network is also susceptible
to attacks (Sybil, Wormhole, Sinkhole, etc.) that
compromise the security of data transmission. Karakaya
and Akleylek in [4] assess the security issues of such
networks and discuss security authentication policies. A
Sybil attack is a type of attack on a computer network
service in which an attacker tries to take over a network
by creating multiple pseudonymous identities, nodes, or
computers. Mobile forensics, which includes memory
forensics and network forensics, deal with cybercrime
related to mobile devices. For instance, finding an
attacker through the WhatsApp application by finding his
IP address is investigated in [5]. The authors used a
standard approach of packet sniffing and analysis. On the
other hand, Htun et al. [6] proposed ANDROSICS as a
forensic analysts’ tool. It is an open-source Android
native tool, specifically made for forensic analysis on
Android-based devices. Reconnaissance detection by
examining information stored in memory (or RAM) is in
the focus of Al-Saleh et al [7]. Finding early signs of an
attack is advantageous and the paper emphasizes how
linking data collected from different sources helps in
concluding and advances the investigation process. Since
forensic analysis entirely depends on the gathered
evidence it is important to consider the security of the
evidence. If the analysis is to be used in a court of law,
one must also ensure the evidence integrity, authenticity
and non-repudiation. Some authors propose using
blockchain technologies as a solution to enforce the
requirements, such as [8], [9]. In this paper, we present
the OSCAR methodology (Fig. 1) used by forensic

Fig. 1. Network Forensics Investigative Methodology
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investigators to successfully conduct an investigation. We
discuss the methodology, network evidence gathering and
the importance of evidence. We give a brief overview of
the tools commonly used for capturing the evidence in a
network and, finally, we conduct an actual analysis based
on a captured packet data in an example of host infection.
II.

NETWORK FORENSICS WORKFLOW

A. Network investigation methodology
To ensure the proper conduct of an investigation,
network investigators often use the OSCAR
methodological framework (Fig. 1). OSCAR stands for
Obtaining Information, Strategizing, Collecting Records,
Analyzing, and Reporting [10].
At the beginning of each investigation, following the
OSCAR framework, the first step is to gather information
about the incident that occurred and the environment in
which the investigators find themselves. For investigators
to become better acquainted with the incident, they want
to know exactly what happened, in what time frame and
how the incident was discovered. Furthermore,
investigators need to study what systems and data were
involved, what actions were taken after the incident was
detected, what are the possible legal issues involved in
the incident and develop a recovery plan and solutions.
The second step of the OSCAR model is to devise a
strategy. The strategy must include a list of potential
sources of evidence and an assessment of the value and
cost of obtaining the evidence. The strategy must
prioritize the collection of evidence and coordinate team
communication.
Evidence collection is the next step. During the
collection, investigators are guided by the following
components: documentation, capture and storage/transfer
of evidence. The first and mandatory component includes
the documentation of each item of the evidence. A diary
must be kept for each system for which access was
gained and the actions taken during the collection of
evidence. A precisely and systematically documented
diary can be of judicial importance and an essential
foundation for later analysis. In addition to the
preparation of detailed documentation, it is necessary to
capture the evidence itself. This can be accomplished by
capturing and storing network packets, copying log files
or storing other information from proxies or firewalls.
The evidence gathered must be kept safe and maintained
in a chain of custody [10]. The chain of custody
authentically documents each stage and step that the
evidence has gone through and contains a list of persons
who have interacted with the item since it was declared as
evidence in the investigation.
In the analysis phase, forensic investigators must
single out events of interest, considering the course of
events, link events from multiple sources in the correct
way and verify certain events to eliminate false alarms.
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The last step of the OSCAR methodology is report
writing. The report must be understandable to nonprofessionals such as lawyers or insurance employees.
This phase is considered to be very important as it
describes and clarifies the first four steps that the analysts
worked on during the investigation.
B. Network evidence
Network evidence is digital evidence [11] that
emerges when communicating over a network. Network
evidence can establish which crime was committed and in
what way. In contrast to other branches of digital
forensics where evidence can be permanently stored in
primary or secondary memory (for example on RAM or
hard drives), in network forensics researchers face
various and unpredictable challenges related to online
evidence. Data in network systems are unstable and
changeable and difficult to capture at a given time
because packets are constantly wired and disappear soon
after [12]. The types of network-based evidence can be
divided into the following categories: full content data,
session data, alert data and statistical data [13]. Complete
content data summarizes all the details of the information
that has traveled through the network, without filtering,
and store detailed copies of all traffic (.pcap files).
Session data consists of aggregated traffic metadata
relating to a conversation between two network entities
grouped in a flow and/or an interconnected group of
network packets. Session data help investigators to
answer questions about who talked to whom, when and
for how long without further reviewing the contents of
the package. Alert data occurs when Network Intrusion
Detection Systems (NIDS) [14], such as a Suricata or
Snort, detect suspicious network traffic due to a traffic
pattern, several activities, or other characteristics. It is
important to note that the alert data alone is not enough
for an investigator to determine whether network traffic
behavior is malicious. Statistical data provide information
such as start and end times in conversations, the number
of services and protocols used, average packet speed, etc.
C. Gathering evidence
The process can be divided into passive and active
gathering [12]. Passive gathering assumes the collection
of evidence without affecting the state of the network,
while active collection assumes communication over the
network to collect evidence from network devices, in
which case, some evidence could be destroyed, or
network security alarms could be triggered.
Forensic investigators can passively collect network
traffic transmitted over network cables (e.g., using
network taps), over the air (e.g., by setting a WiFi adapter
to work in promiscuous mode), or using networking
devices (e.g., by configuring port mirroring on network
switches) [12].
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Fig. 2. Snort alerts excerpt
Once we have physical access to the network traffic,
security infrastructure [19]. They are useful as a starting
packet capture software is needed to copy and store the
point for an investigation. Also, their logs contain details
data. Commonly used recording tools (sniffing network
of illegal connections and can be configured to record and
tools) are tcpdump and Wireshark [15]. Often, network
report traffic (that the firewall deems acceptable). Some
traffic is captured with tcpdump in a .pcap file and then
of the functionalities of these systems are: rules (actual
analyzed with Wireshark. As it is a shell utility, it is more
descriptions such as comparing packets or streams
practical to use it in remote capturing scenarios and shell
containing malicious traffic), alerts (lists of potentially
scripts for automated capturing.
suspicious streams/packets), packet snapshots (some
NIDS/NIPS systems can be configured to write
D. Evidence analysis
suspicious packets and store them for later analysis),
Analysis of the captured data is the most critical task
signature-based analysis and behavioral analysis.
that takes the most time. Investigators must conduct the
analysis to determine the type of attack on the network
and track down the attacker. The analysis can reveal the
III. NETWORK TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
following information: how the attacker entered the
This section will present the analysis of actual packet
network and what techniques he used, the path of his
captures of an incident in which a host was infected with
intrusion, clues and other evidence [12]. Some of the
malware. The data used in the analysis can be obtained
most well-known analysis tools are Wireshark,
from [20]. A forensic investigation of the recorded traffic
NetworkMiner, Splunk and Zeek. Captured traffic can also
of the infected computer is required. Available
be analyzed with various NIDS/NIPS (Network-based
information:
Intrusion Detection System/Network-based Intrusion
Prevention System) systems.
• Network Address: 10.3.11.0/24
• Domain controller: 10.3.11.3
NetworkMiner is an open-source tool for advanced
• Gateway IP: 10.3.11.1
network analysis and is designed for the Windows
We start by loading packet captures and configuring
operating system. It can be used as a passive network
Wireshark to display source and destination ports, and
listening tool. NetworkMiner can passively detect
then investigating the alerts generated by the Snort IDS
devices’ operating systems, open ports, sessions and
(Fig. 2). The alert 3.20111 warns us of a possible Trojan
hostnames. It allows users to classify traffic based on IP
download to a host 10.3.11.194, from the Internet address
addresses rather than packets, thus focusing on activities
50.87.248.17. We will check the event with the following
related to specific hosts [16].
Wireshark filter:
Splunk is a tool that allows investigators to record
traffic, collect records from various sources, normalize
• http.request and ip.addr eq 50.87.248.17
and index, and then perform a detailed analysis to detect
and selecting the follow tcp stream option. The result is
anomalies, visualize results and prepare reports. With the
shown in Fig. 3. The client query is highlighted in red,
Splunk tool, it is not only possible to identify attacks but
also predict potential risks that could arise [17].
Zeek is an extremely powerful tool for passive
network analysis. Many operators use Zeek to monitor
network security and to assist in investigations looking
for suspicious or malicious activity [18]. It also supports
a range of general network analysis features such as
system performance measurement and troubleshooting.
Zeek allows extracting files from HTTP sessions,
detecting malware and reporting vulnerabilities found in
the software of individual devices on the network.
NIDS/NIPS systems are specifically designed to
analyze large amounts of network traffic data and select
interesting security-related events. NIDS/NIPS systems
are widely implemented to build a layered information
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Fig. 3. TCP stream
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while the server response is highlighted in blue. Below
the server header is the magic number that defines the
type of downloaded file. MZ stands for DLL or EXE file
intended for execution on the Windows operating system.
We can export the file by displaying only the server
response in RAW format and saving it to a local drive.
Then, we can open the saved file in any HEX editor and
delete all the content up to MZ, resulting in the exact
copy of the downloaded file. We can confirm it as an
executable file by using the Linux file utility, and then
scan the file using the VirusTotal online tool. The
necessary sha256 hash can be generated in the Linux
terminal:
• sha256sum YAS20
YAS20 is the name of the downloaded file. The
VirusTotal confirmed the file is malicious and contains
the TrickBoot malware. The malware is used to steal
confidential information such as bank account
information and passwords.
The IP address of the infected host is 10.3.11.194, but
we also need host’s:
• MAC address
• Operating system
• Computer name
• Account name
MAC address can be found by looking at Layer 2
packet details. To find the hostname, we can try to
analyze DHCP and NetBios traffic. We see that the host
did not get its name from DHCP so we set the Wireshark
filter to:
• Nbns and ip.src eq 10.3.11.194
and discover the hostname of the infected computer is
LAPTOP-7XMV2SN.
To find the username, but also a hostname, we can try
to analyze the Kerberos protocol. Kerberos is a secure
network protocol used to authenticate client-server
applications and authenticate users. We will find the
required computer name and account by entering the
following filter:
• Kerberos.cNameString and ip.src eq
10.3.11.194
After entering the specified filter, it is necessary to read
the computer name and profile from Kerberos → as-req
→ req-body → cname → CNameString. The computer
name has a $ sign at the end of the name. It is a good
practice to add CNameString as a new column by right-

Fig. 4. HTTP User agent information
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clicking on CNameString → Apply as column and read
the computer name and profile name. The user profile
name is otis.witherspoon.
The type of the operating system of the infected
computer can be found by analyzing the User-agent
records from HTTP requests. We can use the following
filter:
• http.request and ip.addr eq 10.3.11.194
After selecting the HTTP request, we can see that the
Windows 10 64bit OS is used (Fig. 4). However, one
must also be aware of a low likelihood that the User agent
has been set manually and that it does not reflect the
actual OS used.
The second phase of forensic analysis is the analysis
of the traffic that occurred after the host infection and
trying to find possible communications with the
Command and control (C2) server or transfer of
confidential data.
Further analysis of Snort alerts reveals that a
malicious certificate was used to establish an HTTPS
(TCP port 443) session with servers at 51.254.164.244,
190.214.13.2 and 185.14.31.98. We will use the
following filter to find and inspect the certificate:
• Tls.handshake.type eq 11 and ip.addr eq
51.254.164.244
With the specified filter we are looking for TLS
handshake type 11 which filters only server certificates
that contain a public key and for IP address
51.254.164.244. The value of the common name attribute
is: id-at-commonName = example.com, which is not used
for legitimate TLS certificates and is a sign of malicious
traffic. The same can be found for certificates used in
establishing a session with the other two servers. Further,
we can see from the logs that the infected computer
downloaded a file from the server with IP address:
64.44.133.131, using the HTTP protocol on port 80. We
will inspect this activity with the following filter:
• http.request and ip.addr eq 64.44.133.131
It can be seen that the infected computer downloaded two
PNG images: imgpaper.png and cursor.png. To inspect
the downloads, again, we follow the TCP stream and get
the result shown in Fig. 5. We can see the same magic

Fig. 5. Downloaded image TCP stream
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attacker first looked at all the processes active on the
infected computer and then gathered information about
the system and network settings. The attacker eventually
gathered information about the domain in which the
infected computer is located. In the next stream, 458, the
attacker transferred OpenVPN configurations and
passwords, while in the stream 548 private SSH keys
were transferred.
A. Analysis summary
11.03.2020 - 21:24 A computer with an IP address of
10.3.11.194 was infected with the Trickbot malware after
downloading the YAS20.exe file.

Fig. 6. Transfer of Facebook and IE passwords
number as in the previous example, and it is evident that
an executable file was downloaded, disguised as a PNG
image. After checking the file with VirusTotal, we
conclude that the file is an upgrade of Trickbot malware
and was downloaded by the attacker, because the HTTP
request does not contain information about the operating
system and Internet browser in the User-agent field. The
same result is obtained after analyzing the cursor.png
file. The last Snort warnings we need to check are
warnings for the IP address 203.176.135.102 and port
number 8082. Wireshark recognizes the records as HTTP
traffic. We apply the following filter:
•

http.request and tcp.port eq 8082

and analyze each of the 5 streams separately.
The first one is stream 441 (Fig. 6). We can conclude
that the attacker stole from the infected computer an
account for the social network Facebook user Otis
Witherspoon and saved passwords from Internet
Explorer. Next is stream 442 (Fig. 6). We can see that the
attacker exported saved passwords for the Mozilla
Firefox Internet browser. Stream 452 shows that the

Infected host information:
• IP address: 10.3.11.194
• MAC Address: B8: CA: 3A: EC: 3B:8F (Dell)
• Computer name: LAPTOP-7XMV2SN
• Operating system: Windows 10 64bit
• User profile name: otis.witherspoon
Downloaded malicious files:
1) YAS20.exe
a) File type: PE32 executable file for Windows
b) SHA256:
02db3c6b9aff73bf8a11c41107c836b6c800c919c
5d3d1304f336aee03f79f4c
c) File size: 466,944 bytes
2) Imgpaper.jpg
a) File type: PE32 executable file for Windows
b) SHA256:
8aa9c596dd3eb7560bc7416ba181e858f1174fcb
cb5432050f3f9a663ed1ffa2
c) File size: 582,656 bytes
3) Cursor.png
a) File type PE32 executable file for Windows
b) SHA256:
68798ccf8e2a5f9682a4e011bec288ad9b3f90024
4f82c6ae5e8ca538725f92e
c) File size: 582,144 bytes
Domains and IP addresses associated with the infection:
• 50.87.247.17:80 - USA
• 45.148.120.153:443 - Netherlands
• 51.254.164.244:443 - France (Blacklisted)
• 190.214.13.2:449 - Equator (Blacklisted)
• 185.14.31.98:447 - Netherlands (Blacklisted)
• 64.44.133.131:80 - USA
• 203.176.135.102:8082 - Cambodia (Blacklisted)
• 199.247.13.144:443 - France
• 209.97.130.197:443 - United Kingdom

Fig. 6. Transfer of Firefox passwords
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Data stolen from the infected computer:
• Saved passwords for Internet Explorer
• Saved passwords for Mozilla Firefox
• Username and password for Facebook
• OpenVPN configuration and password
• SSH private keys
• Computer, domain, and network segment
information
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Network forensics is an extremely important branch of
digital forensics whose importance is growing daily with
the rise of cybercrime. Due to the great advancement of
technology, criminals are inventing new ways of attacks
and frauds every day, thus making it more difficult for
network investigators to work. Also, with the accelerated
development of crime, there is also the development of
network devices themselves, and in the future
investigators will encounter even more sources of
evidence and new ways of collecting them. Therefore,
network investigators must be prepared and open to the
continuous learning of new methods of network intrusion
to ensure the successful conduct of the investigation. We
showed an example of forensic analysis based on IDS and
packet captures and showed the important data that can be
gathered to determine the scope and possible
consequences of an attack. Such analysis is useful in not
only understanding past attacks but also more efficiently
defending from the future ones.
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Abstract – Blockchain technology promises that it can
transform completely modern society and its applications in
the near future. Its main characteristics could change
activities that are related to public politics and services, such
as administrative processes, security, privacy, transparency,
integrity, and confidentiality. The citizens concern about the
potential risks, that are mainly related to data security,
respectively documents falsification in a corrupted and nontransparent government. Not only in terms of
administrative efficiency, but also in terms of boosting
confidence, transparency, and accessibility of services,
blockchain technology has the potential to play a major role
in the digitalization of the public sector. Blockchain-based
solutions facilitate citizen-government collaboration by
safely streamlining and automating procedures while
maintaining privacy and secrecy. To better understand the
adoption of blockchain in public administration, we
conducted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) including
32 primary papers in this study. We intend to address one
of the Informatics Society's major concerns: the data
security of thousands of individuals and the inviolability of
citizen databases. Furthermore, we identified gaps and
future trends to support researchers in this domain.
Keywords - blockchain; Systematic Literature Review;
public administration; DLT

I.

INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is a relatively new technology,
implementations of which are increasing exponentially
day by day. A simple explanation would be “a shared
ledger”, where each of the members has access to this
ledger. Due to the way this technology works, it is perfect
for tamper-proof data and permanent records, where the
main focus is decentralization. This means that such
implementation gives us a new level of data integrity that
has not been seen before [1]. The blockchain technologies
are composed of six key elements such as: (1)
decentralization, (2) transparency, (3) being open source,
(4) autonomy, (5) immutability and (6) anonymity [2,3].
Several typical applications of blockchain are: (1) finance
section, (2) Internet of Things (IoT) [4], healthcare [5],
government [6], reputation system [7], education [8],
public and social services [9].
We believe that the adoption of blockchain in public
administration would enable decentralization of
procedures and provide citizens with a transparent and
secure management system for their data. Meanwhile the
research shows that the use of Blockchain to automate
public administration operations will speed up dozens of
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procedures, allowing the government to move away from
the concept of "bureaucracy" and toward a more efficient
administration that resolves and streamlines its processes.
During this paper, we aim to answer the following
research questions:
-

RQ1. What are current research topics in
Blockchain
Technology
and
Public
Administration?
RQ2. How can we easily implement blockchain
solutions in certain sector of public
administration?
RQ3. Who is involved in blockchain in public
administration?
RQ4. What are the challenges/disadvantages of
current implementations of blockchain technology
in the public administration?

To provide a comprehensive view of this study topic,
we conduct a thorough literature assessment on existing
blockchain solutions and implementations in public
administration. The whole study is done by using
Kitchenham’s guidelines [10].
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1)
We identify a set of 32 primary studies related to
blockchain in public administration published from 2016
to February 2022; (2) We present a comprehensive
qualitative and quantitative synthesis via identified
research questions, reflecting the state-of-the-art in using
blockchain in public administration with data extracted
from the selected studies; (3) We identify gaps and future
works based on our SLR results to support further
research in this area.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
give a background of blockchain technology and describe
the problems we address in this paper. SLR methodology
is described in Section III. Section IV presents the results
of the SLR, and final section describes the conclusions
and future works.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Background
Blockchain is a list of records which are called blocks.
These blocks are related to each other through a set of
cryptographic techniques, where each block is identified
by its hash, confirmation time and data. A hash value is
the output of a hash function and only owing to the
characteristics of good hash functions are they used in
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blockchain. Each modification on previous blocks reflects
changes in the latest block hash, thus it makes each block
after the modified block invalid. This connection in series
of blocks makes a chain, or what we call a blockchain
[11].
A blockchain is operated by a large number of
members named “nodes”, where each node maintains a
copy of the data. If a node is hacked or modified, the rest
of the nodes and blockchain remains intact and protected
[12]. The reason is that the majority of nodes will have
different contents from the compromised node. Ideally
each node would connect to every node on the network
forming a distributed network. However, a node has a
limited number of connections, transforming the network
to a decentralized one.
A consensus mechanism enables all participating
nodes, whether honest or malicious, to agree on the
contents of a blockchain. In a consensus mechanism, the
following properties must be satisfied: liveness: any
transaction should be finally processed, and persistence: if
an honest party validates a transaction (accept or reject),
all other honest nodes will eventually have the same
operation. [13]. There are different types of consensus
algorithms [14] such as Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of
Stake (PoS), Delegate Proof of Stake (DPoS), Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT), Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance
(PBFT),
Proof-of-Activity,
Proof-ofImportance, Proof-of-Capacity, Proof-of-Burn, Proof-of –
Elapsed Time, Proof-of-Weight, Proof-of-Elapsed-Time
(PoET). Different consensus models have been
differentiated based upon several factors such as: type of
blockchain, transaction rate, scalability, participation
charges, trust condition.
B. Related Works
Different literature reviews are done in using
blockchain technology in public administration.
In their paper [15], authors have done a literature
review with focus on implementation of blockchain within
government framework. Their use case was mainly
focused on Mexico. The authors suggest that by using
blockchain, the government of Mexico can reduce the
corruption related money and collusion, government
tenders, government procurement, audits in government
agencies, diversion of funds and land registration.
Pekdemir et al. [16] have analyzed the potential
advantages and possible implementation areas of
blockchain in Turkey, especially in public administration
domain. The authors conducted research on the use of
blockchain in Turkey's voting system, energy sector, land
registration, IoT, healthcare, identity management, supply
chain management as well as management of public
finance. This paper examines and evaluates the
implication of blockchain in public administration in
Turkey and in other countries such as Korea, Estonia,
Australia, United Kingdom, and Israel. The authors argue
that blockchain can provide a lot of advantages and
opportunities such as privacy, security, immutability
authenticity.
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Lykidis et al. [17] conducted a literature review on the
use of blockchain technology in e-government
applications, types of technologies to identify egovernment services that can benefit from the use of
blockchains and types of technologies that are chosen for
the proposed solutions. The authors have analyzed the
potential that blockchain has to provide useful insights to
governments, increasing transparency, integrity and
confidentiality and reducing response times. They argue
that a unified blockchain network design is required so
that services may be readily integrated while the amount
of services available on the network is not limited.
In their article [18], the authors have done a systematic
literature review, which analyzes different approaches to
blockchain governance across disciplines and develops a
comprehensive conceptual framework for the study of
blockchain governance decision in the public sector. The
framework classifies nine types of governance decisions
which are: (1) application architecture, (2) infrastructure
architecture, (3) decision-making mechanism, (4)
interoperability, (5) consensus mechanism, (6) incentive
mechanism, (7) accountability of governance, (8)
organization of governance and (9) control of governance.
They cluster those decisions into three level of analysis:
micro level, meso level and macro level.
Meanwhile, compared to other existing studies, our
contribution differs in some directions. To the best of our
knowledge there is no other research that gives a state of
art of the hole view of adapting blockchain technology in
public administration, which focuses not only in different
applications where blockchain can be adapted, but also
analyzing all the stakeholders involved in this process.
Furthermore, we have been focused on identifying the
challenges of adapting this technology in public sector.
III.

SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

With the rapid innovations in science, an SLR
identifies and critically appraises the relevant research to
answer clearly formulated research questions. Using SLR,
helps us to provide a visual summary, a map of results by
categorizing the papers and aim to present an overview of
research in order to identify gaps.
According Peterson principle [19], to perform a
systematic mapping study, we should be focused on 5
steps: (1) develop the research questions, (2) identify
relevant research; (3) select primary research; (4) extract
the information gathered; (5) conclude with answering the
research questions and identifying research gaps in the last
phase as it is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The steps to conduct the SLR (Systematic Literature
Review)
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A. Research questions and Protocol Development
In this section we have identified the research
questions and explain the motivations for undertaking
those research question as presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

RQ1

RQ2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND MOTIVATIONS

Research Questions
What are current research
topics in Blockchain
technology and public
administration?
How can we easily implement
blockchain solutions in
certain sector of public
administration?

RQ3

Who is involved in
blockchain in public
administration?

RQ4

What are the disadvantages of
current implementations of
blockchain technoogy in
public administration?

Motivation
To see how main research
define the term "blockchain"
in the context of
government.
To explore actionable
mechanisms for
implementing blockchian in
public administration.
To identify the many roles,
authorities, capabilities and
responosibities in
blockchain in public
administration.
To understand the
challenges that blockchain
in public administrations
aims to address.

B. Conduct Review
We collected the literature from 5 well known digital
libraries: (1) IEEE Xplore, (2) ACM Digital Library, (3)
ScienceDirect, (4) Google Scholar and (5) SpringerLink.
The search time frame is set from January 2015 to
February 2022.
In Table II, we have presented search strings and
quantity for each Digital Library we have chosen.
TABLE II.
Source

IEEE

ACM

Springer
Link
Science
Direct
Google
Scholar

SEARCH STRINGS AND QUANTITY
Research Questions

(("Document Title":blockchain OR
"distributed ledger technology" OR DLT)
AND ("Document Title":public
administration OR society OR tenders)) OR
(("Abstract":blockchain OR "distributed
ledger technology" OR DLT) AND
("Abstract":public administration OR
society))
(Title:(blockchain OR "distributed ledger
technology" OR DLT) AND Title:(public
administration OR society OR tenders)) OR
(Abstract:(blockchain OR "distributed ledger
technology" OR DLT) AND
(Abstract:(public administration OR society
OR tenders))
(blockchain OR "distributed ledger
technology" OR DLT) NEAR/10 (public
administration OR society OR tenders)
Title, abstract, keywords: (blockchain OR
"distributed ledger technology" OR DLT)
AND (public administration OR society OR
tenders)
allintitle: (blockchain OR "distributed ledger
technology" OR DLT) (public administration
OR society OR tenders)

Selected
Papers

11

4

10

3

4

C. Selection of Primary Studies
Records were initially screened by title, abstract, and
keywords. Then, to conduct selection on collected paper,
we formulated the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The
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inclusion criteria are: (1) A paper that proposes a solution
for using blockchain in public administration; (2) A study
outlining principles, frameworks, and implementations for
establishing blockchain solutions in government.
Meanwhile the exclusion criteria are as follows: (1)
Papers that have not English as primary language; (2)
Papers that are not accessible; (3) Papers that have focus
on cryptocurrency; (4) Records that were not published as
journal articles, books, or book chapters; (5) Papers that
had some other meaning than blockchain used in public
administration.
A total of 982 papers were found in the original search:
352 from IEEEXplore, 398 from SpringerLink, 49 from
the ACM digital Library, 69 from ScienceDirect, and 114
from Google Scholar. We extracted 212 high quality
published papers in the blockchain public administration
domain. We have excluded papers based in exclusion
criteria. 33 papers were removed as they were duplicates,
resulting on 32 papers as primary studies.
IV.

RESULTS OF SLR

In this section we will present the results of our SLR
regarding each research question.
RQ1. What are the current research topics in
Blockchain technology and public administration?
The purpose of this study was to see how primary
papers define the term "blockchain" in the context of
government. Governments and public administrations
throughout the world are launching more blockchain
initiatives and early-stage applications. Public services
potentially affected by blockchain are: records
management, healthcare, International Trade & Customs,
voting, environmental protection, public procurement,
food safety, digital identities, social protection, energy,
education, community engagement, public accounting, tax
system, public safety, agriculture, real estate [20,21].
RQ.2 How can we easily implement blockchain
solutions in certain sector of public administration?
In their paper [22] the authors have argued that
blockchain technology represents a great opportunity for
e-government in general, especially for public
procurement. Using blockchain-enabled smart contracts
could simplify the procedures and process of removing
barriers and reducing the complexity of technical
execution of blockchain projects and system integration.
They presented an approach which uses a permissioned
model based on neural blockchain technology and smart
contracts which could avoid corruption in public
procurement, and furthermore it is scalable and efficient.
The authors have underlined the benefits of employing
blockchain in the public sector in terms of security,
transparency,
immutability,
inclusiveness,
and
disintermediation.
Meanwhile, authors in their paper [23] have adapted
blockchain technology in education domain. They have
developed a blockchain smart contract-based application,
which is used to develop, distribute and verify academic
degrees. Their prototype is implemented in Ethereum
platform, and smart contracts are written in Solidity [24].
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In paper [25], is presented the adoption of the
blockchain technology in the operations and supply chain
management, by developing a conceptual model that
examines the casual relationships between volatility,
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity business
environment. After putting their concept to the test by
using structural equation modeling to collect responses
from 116 operations managers in the UK, their findings
demonstrate that blockchain implementations will have a
large and beneficial impact on risk management.
Furthermore, the authors have proposed a blockchain
based framework to be used especially in risk
management, which has strategic implications for
operations managers and operations and supply and chain
management.
In the field of real estate registration, the potential of
blockchain technology is also rather relevant. The first
country where blockchain technology is used in the
cadastral system for the accounting of real estate, is
Sweden [26], where the Swedish Cadastral Service stores
all the documentation in the blockchain, but at the same
time, it is available to other participants of the system
[27]. The blockchain is also used to verify the authenticity
of signatures that authenticate contracts, ownership rights,
and mortgage documents.
On the other hand, Georgia has deployed blockchain
implementations reducing the necessary time for the land
title registration and verification, as well as increasing
transparency, efficiency and reliability for citizens driven
by the accuracy of the data stored [28].
Akhmetbek et al. [29] have discussed the potential of
using blockchain technology to improve public
administration relating efficiency and transparency as
well. The focus of this paper is mainly on real estate
registration in Kazakhstan. The authors have identified
factors that hinder the development of the blockchain
technology and furthermore they have analyzed that
legislation about implementation of blockchain in
Kazakhstan is insufficient. They highlight the main
benefits the adaption of blockchain could bring in public
administration system such as: reliability, immutability,
cost reduction, a faster process of collateral registration,
simplification of the procedure for issuing loans.
Deshpande et al. [30] have been focused on using
blockchain technology on public procurement projects.
Tenders for public procurement projects are of critical
issue in public administration, because of the way how the
winning contractor is monitored after winning a tender
and the details of the project's financing can be simply
changed. In this study, a blockchain-based system is
proposed to enable data integrity, non-repudiation, and
immutability, as well as to promote transparency and
confidence among all parties involved in the network. The
proposed system has been implemented in the
Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain network and has two main
modules: (1) Tender Bidding System, which employs a
custom endorsement policy to attain 100% consensus for
attesting every transaction made regarding the progress of
the project; (2) Tender Monitoring System. The system's
key features, components, deployment, and downsides are
discussed.
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Blockchain could revolutionize public records
management, bringing benefits such as: elimination of
delays, cost reduction of registering information,
increasing efficiency [31]. Some countries such as Dubai
and Georgia are using blockchain to overall transform the
way how they manage public records system [32]. Using
blockchain in public procurement could improve the
transparency and accountability of governments from the
citizen perspective, while it could help to address
corruption and other concerns [33].
RQ3. Who is involved in blockchain in public
administration?
This research question was posed in order to identify
the various positions in blockchain in public
administration, as well as their authorities, competences,
and responsibilities. The government, civil workers, and
people are the primary players in the use of blockchain in
public administration. In this section we will describe the
main benefits and risks/disadvantages of each role could
have.
1. Government. The main benefits that governments
would have by adapting blockchain technology in public
administration
are
efficiency,
traceability,
decentralization,
disintermediation,
institutional
innovation. On the other hand, some significant risks of
blockchain for public administration are regulatory
uncertainty, scalability, high energy consumption, lack of
early frameworks, high capital investment, not a suitable
for institutional trust.
2. Civil servants. According to our literature review,
only few papers [34] have been focused how civil servants
could benefit from using blockchain in public
administration. They discuss only the lack of necessary
skills that staff should have and the transformations of the
tasks. Meanwhile, civil servants may benefit of using
blockchain in different ways such as: reduction of
paperwork, reduction of every day human errors,
coordination improvements and enhancement of
communication between different stakeholders involved in
public services [35, 36].
However, there are some drawbacks related civil
servants, such as: lack of knowledge and skills, cultural
change and reduction of jobs [36-38]. Due to the lack of
knowledge and experience of civil servants in this
innovative technology, there is a need to train them and to
hire technical experts and skilled personnel to implement
successful
trainings on
blockchain
technology
implementations [37]. Another drawback regarding civil
servants could be the reduction of jobs, because a lot of
jobs will be replaced by automated tasks and virtual
labour [39]. We have identified a gap on the literature
relating how the use of blockchain in public services could
impact, transform and consequent for employment.
3. Citizens. Because of concerns about data security
and transparency, citizens are the actors who could profit
the most from implementing blockchain in public service,
according to our literature study. Main benefits the
citizens could have are: security, transparency, selfsovereign of data, disintermediation, privacy, citizen
participation. Blockchain could increase the trust in
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citizens because such implementation allows the public to
easily monitor all actions taken inside the network [40].
According to the literature, there are identified some
costs as risks for citizens relating using blockchain in
public administration. They could be: security threats, lack
of flexibility of small contracts, not inherently
trustworthy, risk of reidentification, minority rule, lack of
knowledge and skills, lack of resources [41-43]. Security
becomes a concern if the key is stolen, or poor coding
may be a break point for hackers to attack the network.
On the other hand, even immutability is one of the
important benefits the blockchain could bring to public
administration, it could be a drawback for citizens. The
data cannot be deleted or changed in a blockchain
implementation but may be faced different problem such s
in a situation where a judicial authority could demand that
certain information should be deleted form the server, due
to right-to-be-forgotten laws [44].
RQ4. Which are challenges of adopting blockchain
in public administration?
With this research question we intend to understand
the challenges that exists in adoption of blockchain in
public administration. According our literature review
main disadvantages/challenges to be addressed in this case
are [29]: (1) high demand for electricity, because of
significant amount of computing operations in blockchain
system; (2) high costs for creating a blockchain system
and transferring all data to a new platform; (3) lack of
qualified specialists in the field of “blockchain”
technology and (4) legislation, because there is a need to
define the basic rules and requirements necessary for its
legal monitoring and regulation.
Authors in their article [45] have categorized
challenges of adapting blockchain in different sectors as
follows:
In
government
sector:
scalability,
interoperability, reliability, and infrastructure; In health
sector implementation: cultural resistance, scalability
restriction, high cost of operation, standardization,
regulatory uncertainty, security and privacy concerns; In
energy sector implementation: resilience to security risks,
high development costs, regulatory and legal hindrance,
low adoption rate, scalability issues, development and
infrastructure costs, legal regulatory support; In financial
sector implementation: interoperability, standardization,
liability and legal framework, scalability; In economic
sector: evolving technology, high power consumption,
security and privacy transition concern, initial investment,
data privacy, operational resiliency, governance, learning.
Meanwhile there are some other disadvantages that
may be a barrier in adoption of BCT in public
administration such as: (1) the impossibility of making
changes to the database; (2) issues of generating and
restoring access keys to your data; (3) high costs for
creating a blockchain system and transferring all data of
existing system to the new platform [46]. It is needed a
well adjudged model to be applied. Absence of skilled
professionals could be a challenge to provide support
infrastructure to provide safe and reliable mechanisms
[47]. Furthermore, it is critical to specify the fundamental
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norms and needs for blockchain legal monitoring and
control.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper is performed a SLR to understand the
state-of-art in using blockchain in public administration.
We collected 982 papers and selected 32 papers as
primary studies. Because the application of blockchain
technology, particularly in public services, is still in its
early stages, most of the analyses are abstract or
theoretical, and most of them focus on discussing potential
benefits, costs, or risks of blockchain in public services,
without entity into specific cases already implemented.
Furthermore, one of the literature's significant flaws is the
lack of empirical research on blockchain in public
services. Clearly, there will be a shortage of empirical
study on real-world applications until there are large-scale
deployments in public administration.
As future work, we conclude that much work remains
for researchers to do in the technical field such as: (1)
energy consumptions requirements need to be reduced; (2)
transaction costs need to be low and predictable; (3) the
need of coordination of interoperable standards by
technical experts and research institutions; (4) requirement
of new skill sets in order to manage the infrastructure,
public administration and organizational structures. On the
other hand, we identified that there is a gap on
implementation of blockchain for public procurement
management. Thus, we will continue our research in
development of a blockchain enabled smart contract
solution to manage public tenders in North Macedonia.
We believe that using blockchain technology in public
administration will make a more efficient administration.
The trust, transparency, and accessibility of services to the
citizens will be increased by using blockchain technology.
By safely improving and automating processes in
compliance with privacy and confidentiality regulations,
blockchain-based solutions will strengthen the bond
between citizens and government.
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Abstract - One method of monitoring network traffic is
to detect anomalies where the primary goal is to distinguish
normal from abnormal network traffic. In this research we
used classification algorithm with best result with public
IDS (Intrusion Detection System) dataset on real network
dataset. NetFlow data collected from network devices are a
good source of input for machine learning classification
algorithms that can identify anomalies with high certainty
based on known data flows. In this paper, several machine
learning classification algorithms (Random Forest, KNearest Neighbors, Naive Bayes and Support Vector
Machines) were used, for recognizing nine types of network
attacks (traffic anomalies) classified in UNSW-NB15
dataset. The collected NetFlow data of real traffic on
network devices and simulated network attacks were tested
on a proposed machine learning model to determine the
success of detecting security incidents. F2 and AUC (Area
under the ROC curve) scores were used to measure the
performance of classification algorithms, as UNSW-NB15 is
a highly unbalanced learning dataset. In both classification
of reference dataset and dataset of real traffic the best result
achieved Random Forest algorithm with AUC sore of 97%
and 95%.
Keywords – machine learning; classification; NetFlow;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cybersecurity attacks have increased in frequency and
sophistication over the years and nowadays require more
advanced and continuous innovation in defense strategy.
As computing power increases and hardware as well as
software costs decrease, machine learning is being
considered as an alternative method or additional defense
mechanism for cybersecurity attacks. This paper explores
machine learning as a viable security option by
investigating its ability to classify malicious network
traffic using NetFlow network traffic data.
Using the Python programming language and scikitlearn platform, which solves the problem of classification
through machine learning, it is possible to test
classification algorithms and optimize parameters in terms
of better detection or classification of network traffic in
the form of anomalies or normal network traffic. Scikitlearn contains many algorithms that can be easily
implemented and customized for classification, regression,
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and other machine learning tasks. The input parameters
are called features and are the characteristics of the
observed problem that can be quantified or measured. The
output values are called labels because the output features
are assigned a label by the algorithm, i.e., an assumption
about which category the output value belongs to [1]. The
problem of detecting anomalies in network traffic falls
under the classification problem, which attempts to
predict, correctly label, and separate normal traffic from
anomalies.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II. is an
overview of the related work with classification and
detection of network traffic anomalies using machine
learning. The following section III. describes used
machine learning algorithms. An overview of the
measures used to classify a given dataset is given in
section IV. Classification of real network data is presented
in section V. Section VI. presents conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

The literature review highlighted some shortcomings
in the research such as: testing algorithms on a small
number of samples [2][3][4] because accuracy can be
improved with more data, using algorithms without
encoding or coding categorical features in only one way
[5][6], inadequate (basic) evaluation of algorithm
performance on an imbalanced dataset [3][5][7][8],
evaluation of algorithm performance on generated data
without comparison with performance on large datasets
[3].
In [9], the authors evaluate several machine learning
classifiers for anomaly detection: K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN), Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), Decision
Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression
(LR), and Naïve Bayes (NB). The performance of these
classifiers is tested using Accuracy, Mean Squared Error
(MSE), Precision, Recall, F1 score, True Positive Rate
(TPR), and False Positive Rate (FPR) on the UNSWNB15 dataset. The experimental results show that the RF
classifier outperforms the other classifiers with 95.43%
accuracy.
In [10], the authors compare 12 different machine
learning algorithms in terms of their ability to detect
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anomalies in binary and multi-class classifications. The
tests were performed on three available public datasets:
CICIDS-2017, UNSW-NB15, and ICS. The evaluation
results show that the RF algorithm performs best in terms
of accuracy, precision, detection, and F1 values.
The authors in [11] present a network anomaly
detection system using machine learning algorithms:
Average One Dependence Estimator (AODE), Bayesian
Network (BN), and Naïve Bayes (NB). The following
metrics were used for comparison: Accuracy, TPR, FPR,
Precision, and Recall, which represent the performance of
binary classification. The results showed that the AODE
algorithm has the best accuracy (92.70%) and is the fastest
classifier for network anomaly detection in binary
classification on the UNSW-NB15 dataset.
The literature review highlights possibilities how to
integrate machine learning and cybersecurity. Using
public datasets, the performance of different machine
learning algorithms can be evaluated and compared.
III.

MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

According to [12][13][14], machine learning methods
can be classified into several categories depending on the
degree of human control/supervision of the learning
process: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semisupervised learning, and reinforcement learning.
The goal of supervised learning is to learn a model
based on labeled data and predict future data. The two
most common supervised machine learning tasks are
classification and regression. In classification problems,
the machine must predict discrete values, like category,
class, or label for new examples. In regression problems,
the value of the continuous response variable is predicted.
Supervised learning and its most important
representatives were used in this paper and according to
[15], supervised machine learning algorithms can be
classified as follows:


Logic-based algorithms (Decision Tree is the
most common example).



Support vector machine algorithms (SVC, SVR
are the most common examples)



Statistical algorithm (Naïve Bayes is the most
common example)



Lazy learning algorithm (KNN is the most
common example).

A. Decision Tree – Random Forest
Decision trees are nonparametric methods of
supervised learning that can be used for both classification
and regression. This model predicts the value of the target
variable by learning simple decision rules that are inferred
from data features. As with other classifiers,
DecisionTreeClassifier takes as input two part of data: an
array of X shapes (n_samples, n_features) containing
training patterns and an array of Y integer values
(n_samples), which holds class labels for training data
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[16]. As the name suggests, RF algorithm contains a
number of decision trees on different subsets of the dataset
to improve the prediction accuracy of the original dataset.
Instead of relying on one decision, a RF takes a prediction
from each tree and predicts the final result based on a
majority vote [6].
B. Support Vector Classification
SVM is an advanced machine learning algorithm that
can be used in regression and classification tasks. It is
based on placing a boundary between different clusters of
data points which can be grouped into different classes.
The samples on one side of the boundary line will be one
class and the samples on the other side will belong to
another class. The classifier tries to maximize the
distance between the boundary line. In the case of a
linearly separable dataset, the role of the linear
classification function is to maximize the spacing of the
training dataset D = {(X1, y1), (X2, y2)…(Xn, yn)} where
Xi is the characteristic vector of the training data samples,
and yi is the associated designation class that vector can
be.[17]
C. Bernoulli Naïve Bayes
The Bayesian classifier can be used in machine
learning to classify objects into two or more classes. A
classifier learns by analyzing a set of accurately classified
learning data and can be used to determine the
probabilities of classes based on a series of observations.
The basis of the entire Bayesian classifier is the Bayesian
theorem according to which the conditional probability is
calculated based on the previous knowledge we have
about the problem [18]. Bernoulli Naive Bayes is a
variant of Naive Bayes and it is used for discrete data,
where features are only in binary form.
D. K-nearest Neighbour
KNN is a supervised machine learning algorithm
where the result is classified based on the majority class
of KNN. The purpose of the algorithm is to classify new
input based on training patterns. The KNN algorithm is
based on the minimum distance from the observed
sample to the training data samples to determine the
nearest neighbors. Once the nearest neighbors are found,
the class of most of the nearest neighbors K is taken to
predict the instance of the observed sample [19].
IV.

CLASSIFICATION METRICS

An important element of any machine learning
workflow is the evaluation of the performance of the
model. This is the process where we use the trained model
to make predictions on previously unseen, labelled data.
In the case of classification, we evaluate how many of
these predictions the model got right. In real-world
classification problems, it is usually impossible for a
model to be 100% correct.
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The success of the machine learning algorithm is
assessed using metric values. Evaluation of classification
is solved with a unique evaluation score that tries to
summarize the specific conditions and interests in the
evaluation. [20]. There are many ways to evaluate
classifiers and the following types of metrics are most
commonly used in the classification problem:

referential
dataset
UNSW-NB15

Class 0 normal traffic

Machine learning
algorithms
Machine learning
proccess

Classification

 Confusion Matrix
 Accuracy
 Balanced Accuracy

NetFlow
data export

Class 1 abnormal traffic

LAN

 Precision
 Recall
 F-beta score
 Area under Curve
 Matthews correlation coefficient
 Cohen’s kappa
A common error in classification of unbalanced
dataset is the use of the classical score of classification
accuracy, therefore in this research F-beta score and AUC
score are used because they are more precise with use of
imbalanced UNSW-NB15 dataset used in this research.
A. F-beta score
F-beta score combines precision and recall into one
metric. The higher the score the better our model is. This
score can be calculated it in the following way:
Fβ=((1+β2)*precision*recall)/((β2*precision)+recall) (1)
When choosing beta in F-beta score the more care about
recall over precision the higher beta should be chosen.
With the F1 score, for example, recall and precision are
equally important for us, while with the F2 score recall is
twice as important [21].
B. Area under ROC curve
One of the most commonly used techniques for
classifier evaluation is the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve, which is a graphical
representation of a measure of recall relative to the rate of
false positive results. Information on the performance of
the classification in the ROC curve can be summarized in
a result known as the AUC. This measure is less sensitive
to disbalance in the distribution of classes and represents
a compromise between recall and specificity of results
[20]. AUC values range between 0 and 1. An excellent
model has an AUC close to 1, which means it can
separate classes well. A bad model has an AUC close to
0, which means that it separates classes very poorly, it
predicts the opposite of the actual values. For a model
that does not have the ability to separate classes at all, the
AUC measure is equal to 0.5.
V.

REAL NETWORK DATA CLASSIFICATION

The proposed model for verifying actual network
traffic is based on machine learning and the reference
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Host 1

Host 2

Host n

Figure 1. Proposed model architecture

database UNSW-NB15. Model architecture is shown in
Figure 1.
The raw traffic of the UNSW-NB15 dataset was
created using the IXIA PerfectStorm tool in the Cyber
Range Lab at UNSW Canberra to generate a hybrid of
real modern normal activities and synthetic contemporary
attack behaviors. This dataset contains nine types of
attacks, namely, Fuzzers, Analysis, Backdoors, DoS,
Exploits, Generic, Reconnaissance, Shellcode, and
Worms. The total number of records is 2540044 and they
are stored in four CSV files [22]. The original UNSWNB15 dataset is not identical to the dataset obtained from
the NetFlow protocol of network devices, and it is
necessary to reduce the features to those that are identical
and select only the features that will be used. By
comparing the NetFlow and UNSW-NB15 datasets, we
identified the common features of both datasets, and the
original set was significantly reduced to few features
(sport, dsport, proto, state, dur, sbytes, spkts). The
structure of the NetFlow dataset was created according to
the
recommendations
of
network
equipment
manufacturer.
Selected features need to be converted into numerical
values suitable for the machine learning process. This
step is an important part of the methodology since
NetFlow data contains the character values of the features
that need to be encoded into numeric or logical values. In
this paper label encoding technique is used which is very
simple and it involves converting each unique categorical
value in a column to a corresponding number. That
means for example categorical value TCP will be
converted to a number 1, but categorical value UDP will
be number 2.
In order to find the optimal classification algorithm, it
is necessary to separate the training and testing data. The
parameter used to specify the ratio of training and test
data is the value "test_size" of the train_test_split ()
function. This value is a number between 0 and 1 and
specifies the portion of the dataset to be included in the
split between test and training data. With value 0.4 of
“test size” parameter entire data will be split in ratio 40%
of entire data will be for testing and rest 60% will be train
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data. Another important consideration is that the training
and testing samples of the datasets are randomly assigned
to ensure that they contain a representative sample of the
original dataset. This is achieved by setting the seed to
the pseudo-random number generator used to share the
dataset, or by setting the "random_state" parameter to an
integer value. The identical distribution of samples in the
training and test datasets as in the original dataset is
achieved by setting the argument "stratify" to y. and
using the function train_test_split () in the form:
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, y,
test_size=0.4, random_state=1, stratify=y)
During the machine learning process, several algorithms
were tested with the UNSW-NB15 dataset containing
699934 records divided into training and test data in a
ratio of 40:60 of which 96.92% is normal, and 3.17% are
anomalies containing one of 9 type security attacks. After
the machine learning process, the results of the
algorithms are shown in Table I.
TABLE I. AUC AND F2 ACCURACY SCORES WITH REFERENT
DATASET
ML Algorithm

F2

AUC

KNN

0.723921

0.844606

BernoulliNB

0.184767

0.577506

RF

0.941858

0.970249

LinearSVC

0.350711

0.65751

The RF algorithm achieved the best result with value of
97.02% in AUC and 94.18% in F2 score. Higher value of
these scores mean better and more accurate classification.
The ROC curve and AUC graph in Figure 2 also confirm
the best result of the RF algorithm that is highlighted with
green line. A line that occupies a larger area with x axis
represents better classification success and better
performance of the model at distinguishing between the
positive and negative classes.

The same algorithms with the same parameters
checked real network traffic collected from network
devices. Results are shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

AUC AND F2 ACCURACY SCORES WITH
REAL TRAFFIC
F2
0.327604726

KNN

AUC
0.790781417

0

0.5

RF

0.412684622

0.954887745

LinearSVC

0.065101387

0.777896011

BernoulliNB

Proposed model learned from the UNSW-NB15
dataset made classification of the real network traffic
collected from network devices. The RF algorithm
achieved the best result of 95.48% AUC score and
41.26% F2 score as shown in Table II.
All collected NetFlow network traffic is marked as
normal traffic with 200 inserted records of anomalies
from the UNSW-NB15 dataset. The export of real
network traffic took 1 hour and during that time, 36847
data flow records were collected. With added anomalies,
the total number of flows, bytes and packets of real
network traffic are shown in Table III.
TABLE III.
RATIO OF ANOMALIES AND NORMAL
FLOWS IN REAL NETWORK TRAFFIC
Flow type

Flows

Bytes

Packets

Normal

36847

2170693167

2668482

Anomalies

200

3777969

4632

Total

37047

2174471136

2673114

The weaker F2 results of all algorithms lie in the fact
that a very large number of false positives (FP) and false
negatives (FN) are present as shown in Table IV. The
highest number of true negatives (TN) has Bernoulli NB
classification but also has all (201) FN and 0 true positive
(TP) records which stands for imported anomalies in
dataset.
TABLE IV.
CONFUSION MATRIX OF CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS IN REALT NETWORK TRAFFIC

KNN

Figure 2. ROC curves and AUC scores in classification with reference
dataset
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TN
35911

FP
936

FN
79

TP
122

BernoulliNB

36847

0

201

0

RF

35539

1308

11

190

LinearSVC

23779

13068

18

183

The goal is to achieve as few as possible FN
classifications that represent network traffic anomalies
what is achieved using RF algorithm. FN classification is
record that represents network traffic anomaly but model
did not recognize it therefore nothing will alarm or stop
the flow that can be one of security attack. The AUC
score results of classification with machine learning
algorithms used on the dataset collected from network
devices are shown in Figure 3. Green line represents RF
algorithm, also occupies a larger area with x axis what
stands for best classification algorithm.
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Figure 3. ROC curves and AUC scores of real netvork traffic dataset

VI.

CONCLUSION

RF algorithm achieves the best results for machine
learning classification of real network traffic with
NetFlow telemetry data of all (RF, KNN, Bernoulli NB
and SVM) used classification algorithms. Machine
learning process with classification using RF algorithm
with reference UNSW-NB15 dataset achieved an AUC
score of 97.02% and F2 score of 94.18%. The
classification of real network traffic achieved the result of
AUC 95.49% and F2 41.26%, what significantly differs
in F2 score from the results achieved by the classification
of the UNSW-NB15 dataset. The novelty of this research
consists in the classification of real network traffic with
inserted anomalies, and the efficiency is compared with
the parameters and algorithm of classification on a public
dataset. The results show that the application of the best
algorithm on a public dataset can be successfully applied
in classification of real network traffic. In order to
improve the results, future research will include a larger
set of real network traffic, which will include longer
traffic collection time, implementation of learning
process of the model only on real network traffic data
containing real security incidents but in controlled and
isolated network conditions.
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Abstract - This paper compares the results obtained using
several forensic tools on various Android 11 operating system
devices. New and old functionalities of Andriod 11 store a
vast volume of raw data and important forensic artifacts on
mobile devices. The amount and type of data found on mobile
devices demand further development of mobile forensics
procedures. This development should be based on the
streamlined procedures for the existing forensic to obtain
more useful forensic artifacts. This means not using only one
forensic tool, but combining results from multiple forensic
tools in the analysis phase, after the data acquisition from
Android 11 devices. The used forensic tools are Belkasoft
Evidence Center X, Autopsy, and ALEAPP, with results
presented and compared. The collected digital evidence
shows the combined results are more substantial than the
sum of particular ones
Keywords: mobile forensics, Android 11, forensic tools

I.

INTRODUCTION

Looking from a digital forensic perspective
introduction of mobile devices have completely changed
the way of life because it provides opportunities to users
equal that were exclusively related to personal computers
[7], which makes mobile devices a new reach set of forensic
artifacts instead of computers, with new caveats for same
basic forensic artifacts [1],[2].
Given the various possibilities of using mobile devices,
there are also cases when they are used for some illegal
actions, which is why they initiate an investigation and seek
digital evidence. There are various tools for forensic
analysis of mobile devices which follow the digital forensic
guidelines defined by ACPO [5]. The most well-known
full-cycle tools that can be used to perform full forensic
analysis are Cellebrite UFED, MSAB XRY, Paraben
Mobile Field Kit [1],[3],[9]. Included in these tools are all
the necessary auxiliary parts for various physical and
logical extraction methods. There are also other wellknown standalone tools are Oxygen, Magnet forensic,
MOBILedit, Belkasoft, Lantern, Elcomsoft, GrayKey, and
others [6],[2].
The current price is very high and ranges up to over $
10,000 with the annual license fee being about 30% of the
price of the tool, making them difficult to access for the vast
majority of forensic laboratories and academia. which is
why most can only afford two or three.
Their capabilities vary depending on the complexity of
use, the analysis capabilities they can perform, the format
of the data they can process to the results they ultimately
present. Due to all the above, the decision to choose a tool
is not at all easy and simple. In addition to the fact that the
appropriate data is needed to collect data for analysis, it is
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even more important to choose the right tool that will be
able to meet the requirements of each case. The market
situation with a large number of different types and models
of mobile devices and operating systems is a great
challenge for forensic tool manufacturers who could
perform a quality analysis of a mobile device and provide
the necessary evidence. Manufacturers specializing in tool
development for only one type of mobile device operating
system is a necessary direction because, given the
fundamental differences in file systems, it is difficult to
produce tools that will be able to meet the analysis
requirements of all existing operating systems [8],[9].
This paper aimed to analyze the Android 11 operating
system using various commercial and open-source tools
since the Andriod 11 was the most stable new version of
the Andriod OS at the time of writing[10],[11],[12] with a
detailed description of used encryption [13], [15]. The
intention was to compare the quality of the results obtained.
Choosing a tool is not an easy process. There are
commercial tools on the market approved by courts and
other government institutions whose results are accepted as
credible. Such tools are expensive and only some offer trial
versions lasting up to 30 days with some limitations, such
as the limit of 50% of the data in the final report. There are
also free open-source tools with fewer features. In part, this
is understandable because it is unprofitable to develop a
free tool that will do everything and requires significant
resources.
Given the different capabilities of the tested tools and
the results obtained are different. For some information and
evidence, it was necessary to further research and look for
details in both open source tools and commercial tools after
the analysis. There is a significant difference in the tool that
only performs triage, so in part, the results obtained cannot
be compared with others that perform the entire analysis.
For the same reason, it is not possible to compare the
duration of the analysis.
Based on the results obtained, it can be concluded that
it does not matter which tool will be used in forensic
investigations. The obtained results are difficult to compare
in most of the analyzed categories.
To further successfully develop mobile forensics, it is
necessary to further develop tools that are so automated that
they do not require additional analysis and research but
provide results that will unquestionably answer
fundamental questions about the user, contacts, messages,
or communication. It is equally important that the tool be
as complete as possible in the sense that it allows the
collection and analysis of data, but also that the kit contains
everything you need to process a case from start to finish.
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Accessing mobile forensics in such a way that the tool is a
box with all the necessary parts, such as various cables to
connect the mobile device to the workstation, will speed up
forensic analysis procedures and enable better results.
There are data collection tools on the market nowadays,
analysis tools, and very few quality tools that support both
functionalities. A unique tool that can collect and analyze
is important for mobile forensics because with different
tools we get different results, which is shown in this paper.
Obtaining different results is a reason to check using
other tools so that the most important conclusions and facts
can be further verified and confirmed. It is often the case
that tools do not support some versions of applications or
devices, so it is necessary to do the analysis manually by
converting the extracted data into a readable format. Tools
often have errors due to the complexity of their
development, given a large number of manufacturers and
models of mobile devices as well as operating systems tools
have to support in analyses. The occurrence of errors in
tools is another reason to check their functionality by
checking the results obtained with another tool. The level
of complexity of mobile forensics is increased by the
occurrence of cases of organized crime investigation
involving a large number of mobile devices that need to be
legally, qualitatively, and accurately analyzed, which is
impossible to do in the desired and necessary short time.
There are specialized tools on the market that, in
addition to data collection and analysis options, have the
option of accessing encrypted and inaccessible data,
legally. The world's leading recognized tool for such
extraction on devices running the iOS operating system is
Greykey, manufactured in the United States and recognized
and used in over 1000 agencies in 30 countries. In February
this year, Greykey unveiled the ability to extract data from
encrypted and locked leading mobile devices, the Samsung
S20 and S9 powered by the Android operating system. In
addition to Greykey, the world-renowned Cellebrite
Premium, which supports legally based full file system data
extraction on any iOS device and also physical and full file
system extraction of encrypted files on a large number of
advanced devices running Android, is appreciated.
Given the above, it is reasonable to expect the
development of tools in the future that will be able to fully
meet the challenges of mobile forensics in terms of the legal
basis, speed, reliability, and comprehensiveness of
extracted data and the quality of forensic analysis results.
II.

FORENSIC TOOLS USED

Belkasoft Evidence Center X
Belkasoft Evidence Center X is a commercial forensic
tool from Belkasoft [16]. The trial version of the tool lasts
28 days, is available on the official website, and is available
via a link that comes via email after check-in.
The tool interface is easy to use. It is possible to start
working immediately after installation. There are options
for collecting, analyzing, and presenting digital evidence
from computers, mobile devices, and cloud services. In the
case of buying a tool, a portable version of the Belkasfot
Evidence Reader tool is available for free. It is related to
„reader“ variants of forensic tools, which have only search,
bookmark, and report options.
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The main actions are automated and after giving the
basic parameters for processing evidence, the Blkasoft
Evidence Center X can work unattended. The useful feature
is for each basic task, the tasks tab records the time and
duration of the task execution.
The tool supports all the most operating systems for
desktops and mobile devices. It can acquire the forensic
images of physical drives and logical volumes, virtual
machines, data backups from mobile devices images
obtained by the main forensic tools for mobile forensics,
JTAG, and chip-off acquired data. Is fully automated and
searches the entire device itself and can successfully
identify thousands of types of digital artifacts. There are
filters and predefined search capabilities, which can speed
up forensic analysis. It is possible to restores corrupted and
incomplete SQLite databases, deleted records, and deleted
history files.
By using the File System Hex Viewer, and Type
Converter tools Belkasoft Evidence Center X allows the
analyst to drill down on the contents of files and folders.
With the help of customizable functions, it is possible to
recover deleted and hidden artifacts and analyze memory
processes.
The report can be created in several formats such as
text, HTML, XML, CSV, PDF, RTF, Excel, Word, EML,
KML.[16].
A. Autopsy
The Autopsy is a free open source forensic tool, a
complete platform for forensic analysis of digital media and
mobile devices [17]. The Autopsy tool was originally
developed as a graphical interface for Linux Sleuth Kit.
Since version 3 is a tool that can be installed and used
independently on Windows operating systems too. The tool
is fast and easy to use and can expand and upgrade using
existing modules developed by other users.
The main features of the Autopsy are comparable with
commercial tools. There are simple installation on the
Windows operating system, automated workflow from data
loading to analysis, analysis of hard drives and
smartphones, indexed search, extracting data from web
browsers and images, finding deleted artifacts. The
advanced feature supports the multi-user work, which
allows multiple forensics analysts to collaborate on one
case. This method of cooperative working can speed up
analysis and the generation of the final report, but such
work requires processing power and storage space [25].
B. ALEAPP
ALEAPP is a free open-source tool, a part of the project
by Alexis Brignoni [18]. The author emphasizes that the
project is the property of the forensic community, which
makes it available for development, testing, and use. The
project consists of tools for triage of Android, iOS, and
macOS (Macintosh Operating System) operating systems.
A distinctive feature of the tool is speed. In a very short
time, it can perform triage of the Android operating system.
ALAPP is based on python programming language, it
supports triage of forensic image format *. zip,*. tar and
logical extraction formats.
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The purpose of ALEAPP is a triage tool in forensic
laboratories. Used as an auxiliary tool for forensic
investigators when commercial tools are unavailable or
when it is a surging situation during a mass investigation.
Its additional purpose is to be a framework for independent
testing and evaluation of tools.
The ALEAPP tool is available on the project's Github page
[26]. The project consists of several versions or special
tools:
•
•

ALEAPP - Event records and Protobuf parsing for
Android devices;
ILEAPP - Event records and runway parsing for
iOS devices;

•

UIDAS - Compare the contents of two text files
Android-Usagestats-XML-Protobuf - Usage
Status and Protobuf Parse;

•

iOS-Mobile-Installation-Logs-Parser – parsing
iOS installation on a mobile device;

•

DFIR-SQL-Query-Repo - A collection of SQL
queries as templates for digital forensics.

It is possible to do triage for one option at a time.
Generally, there is the possibility of selecting information
about user profile, application usage, call logs, chat
communication, internet browser usage, device
information, media file metadata, text messages, and Wi-fi
profiles. After the options are selected, triage is started, its
progress can be traced. After the triage process is
completed, the tool itself opens the report in HTML format
and stops.

III.

OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS RESULTS AND TOOL
COMPARISON

8.

Call logs - number and quality of call logs;

9.

Applications - number and quality of application;

10. SMS - number and quality of messages;
11. Photos were taken with the device's camera - number
of phots;
12. Artifacts found – total number of found artifacts;
13. Making a bookmark – if a tool can create bookmarks
for discovered artifacts;
14. Final reports – if reports are predefined or can be
tailored.
Important artifacts in forensic analyses of the mobile
device are user profiles, applications, SIM cards info,
messages, photos, multimedia, call logs, application
metadata, etc. The importance of artifacts is based on the
Crime type/digital evidence comparison presented in the
„Electronic Crime Scene Investigation: A Guide for First
Responders 2nd edition“ [19]. Relevance of artifacts is
based on how these artifacts present usage of mobile
devices, especially in communication among users, the
timeline of activities, geographical locations, and the most
important ownership information.
The findings and specific findings for each forensic tool
are presented. Differences are big and only proper
cooperation and verifying results can provide correct
results from findings.
Figure 1 shows two profiles found with the Belkasoft
Evidence Center Xtool. Profiles are easy to find because the
tool classifies them as profiles that exist on the device. The
Autopsy tool has found a total of 16 profiles from various
applications, but without reviewing the system files it is not
possible to determine what the device profile is related to.
The ALEAPP tool found only one profile, one that is
related to a SIM card.

Generally, each tool has certain pros and cons for itself.
Comparing different tools is not easy for many reasons. It
is necessary to observe their possibilities but also the final
results to get some more detailed insight. Since Belaksoft
Belkasoft Evidence Center X, Autopsy, and Aleeapp are
different tools used for a common task, a set of attributes is
used for comparison, These attributes are based on main
forensic tasks and the feature sets of used tools. Choice of
the attributes are based on the experience and most
common tasks in the forensic analyses of mobile devices,
this attribute are:
1.
2.

Tool complexity – present how complex this tool is for
the user;
Multiuser work- if the tool can be used in multiuser
mode;

3.

Main functions – main forensic tasks it tool can do;

4.

Area of Analysis – which forensic device areas it can
analyze;

5.

Duration of analysis- how long it takes;

6.

Results- what kind of artifacts is found;

7.

Contacts – number and quality of contacts discovered;
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Figure 1. Profiles found with Belkasoft, source: screen
image from author's analyses
7
Figure 2 shows the basic profile data and serial numbers
found by viewing system files obtained by Belkasoft
Evidence Center X . Same can also be found by the
Autopsy. The ALEAPP tool has just found one profile, this
is DFIR two with the associated email address.
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With the Autopsy tool, it is possible to determine the
message total number by simply viewing all installed
applications, but it is not possible to determine
communication details without viewing deeper into system
files.
The ALEAPP tool displays data on the applications
used by classifying them as device applications and
manufacturer applications, which means that these are not
standard applications on the device but were subsequently
installed. ALEAPP found 27 SMS messages, but their
content is not visible which is a drawback. In the other two
tools, it is possible to immediately see the content of
messages, and more important more messages were found,
Belkasoft Evidence Center X found 58 and Autopsy 54.

Figure 2. User profiles and serial numbers found, the
language used was Croatian so screenshot has Ime for first
name and prezime for the last name, source: authors work
1) Check by SIM serial numbers found
All tools provide the same SIM data, which is correct.
By
verifying
the
ICC-ID
number
890112
03004067132462, it was found that the SIM card is used on
the territory of Canada and the United States.
By checking the IMSI number 310260976111372
found that the number is used in the United States, the
network operator is T-Mobile USA, Inc. The mobile
network is T-Mobile USA and the status on the network is
"active". The same can be verified by checking the numbers
310 and 260 for which the result is T-Mobile, USA since
IMSI is composed of MCC (Mobile Country Code) and
MNC (Mobile Network Code) numbers. The rest of the
numbers 976111372 indicate the unique number of MSIN
(Mobile Subscriber Identity Number) subscribers.
By checking the MSISDN number +19195794674, it
was found that this number of the mobile device used in the
United States, in the city of Sanford, NC, and the provider
is Suncom Dba T-mobile USA.
2) Applications on mobile devices:
On the device, the Belkasoft Evidence Center X tool
found a total of 200 installed applications, Autopsy 230 and
ALEAPP 165.
Belkasoft Evidence Center X can easily determine that
174 apps have been installed on the „This Is DFIR Two“
profile, of which 25 are for chat and secure communication
and 10 are for tracking health data from a smartwatch,
while 26 chat apps are installed on the „Josh Hickman“
profile. This cannot be easily determined in the other two
tools without reviewing and analyzing the system files.
3) Messages
View messages and easily filter in Belkasoft Evidence
Center X. tool found the user achieved communication
using several different secure communication applications
such as Telegram, Signal, Skout, Text now, Silent phone,
Viber Messenger, Wire, Signal private messenger, Imo,
Kik, and Line.
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4) Images found on the mobile device
Belkasoft Evidence Center X found 7244 images that
were mostly exchanged in chat and SMS communication.
The Autopsy found 7592 images and ALEAPP does not
search for images.
5) Photos were taken by mobile device
Belkasoft Evidence Center X found three photos taken
with the mobile device camera with geolocation data. Also,
it is possible to find the place where they were
photographed. The Autopsy tool found 2 photos with
geolocation data and ALEAPP has no that option.
6) Comparation of the forensic tools
The Belkasoft Evidence Center X tool is a complete
forensic software solution because it can extract data and
analyze data from computers, mobile devices, RAM, and
cloud services. The format of the data analyzed is not as
important as it would be limiting as it is with some other
commercial tools that analyze only the data collected with
those tools. As restrictive as that may be, it is
understandable if we look at it from the position of a tool
manufacturer that guarantees quality if it has control over
all the processes and actions that precede it. The tool is
designed for use for one user and does not allow you to
work in a team. About the other two tools, the results of the
analysis are presented by the tool in a visually interesting
and practical way. Some results do not require additional
analysis of system files, but it is enough to make simple
filtering. As for system files, when the desired photo is
found in the result, for example, it is easy to position
yourself on the folder of the original directory and copy the
file directly from the tool to some desired location, which
is very convenient. The tool allows you to create your tags,
as well as mark one artifact with multiple different tags,
which is convenient if we want to see for example how
many applications there are and which of these applications
are installed on a particular profile in this case. Image file
analysis with all selected search options took 2 hours and
27 minutes.
Figure 3 shows the result of the search by the results of
the calls logs, which shows that the tool for some reason
displayed the same call as a result 42 times, which indicates
the need for additional research, ie after analysis, it is not
possible to conclude from the results that so many calls.
This is not the case with the other two tools.
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Call logs

Figure 3 View duplicate results for a single call I
Balkasoft tool, source: screen image from author's
computer screen
The Autopsy tool is free and supports the possibility of
a team of forensic scientists working on one case. It can
analyze data from computers, mobile devices, and RAM.
Visually, the tool is not complicated, it is easy to use but
the results obtained by analysis regardless of what is
presented by certain default categories require additional
searches and additional work. Image analysis with all
selected search options took 3 hours and 43 minutes.
The ALEAPP tool is free and searches for very little
data compared to the other two tools but is characterized by
the simplicity of the interface, and the speed of the analysis.
This is done on purpose since the tool is not used for
classical forensic analysis but triage in cases where some
important data needs to be quickly obtained or if other
commercial tools are not available. It is easy to use and fast
get reports after the analysis is performed. In this paper,
ALEAPP was used only for the analysis of Android
operating systems. The analysis with all possible options
took just under 4 minutes.
Table 1: Side-by-side view of results comparative
results of analyses using the tools described; source:
author's work

Tool
complexity
Multiuser
work
Main
functions
Area of
Analysis

Duration
of
analysis:
Results

Contacts
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Belkasoft
Evidence
Center X
complex,
easy to use

Autopsy
4.13.0

ALEAP
version L3

complex,
easy to use

single-user

multi-user

extremely
simple,
easy to use
single-user

collection,
analysis,
presentation
computers,
mobile
devices, ram,
cloud
services
2:00:27

collection,
analysis,
presentation
computers,
mobile
devices, ram,

triage,
presentation

3:20:25

0:03:59

phonebook,
calls,
messages,
communicati
on
751

phonebook,
calls,
messages,
communicati
on
108

calls,
messages,
communicati
on

andriod
mobile
devices

Applicatio
ns
SMS
Photos
were taken
with the
device's
camera
Artifacts
found
Making a
bookmark
Final
reports

(all contacts
from all
applications)
584
(a large
number of
duplicate
calls)
200

(all contacts
from all
applications)
30

15

330

265

58
3

54
2

27
0

22,409

9370

17.434

yes

yes

yes

possibility of
choice

predefined
depends on
the chosen
type of
analyses

predefined
depends on
the chosen
type of
analyses

IV.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this paper is the importance of using
more forensic tools in preplanned and organized order
during the investigation. It was shown that results from
different tools can be combined and manually verified to
get the quality and reliability of forensic extracted data.
The comparation of collected digital evidence shows
the combined results are more substantial than the sum of
particular ones.
The results obtained using several forensic tools
Android 11 operating system devices depend on the tool
used, as is shown in Table 1. New and old functionalities
of Andriod 11 store a vast volume of raw data and
important forensic artifacts on mobile devices which can be
easily lost or duplicated because of tools features. The
amount and type of data found on mobile devices demand
further development of mobile forensics procedures [8].
This development should be based on the streamlined
Stanard operating procedures [14] for the existing forensic
to obtain more useful artifacts but based on parallel use of
more than one tool. This means not relying only on one
forensic tool, but combining results from multiple forensic
tools in the analysis phase, after the data acquisition from
Android 11 devices.
The used forensic tools can vary but it is important to
have an understanding of each tool's advantages and cons
both with understanding the purpose of the tool and its
position in the forensic process that was shown in this
paper.
The choice of the tool and order of usage depends on
the goal of the investigation and the expected artifacts
which are relevant for the investigation.
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Abstract - The research aimed to examine the level of
security awareness and knowledge and online risky
behavior of psychologists as information-communication
systems users, i.e., experts in the field of behavioral sciences
with some work experience in the Internet security area.
Participants were 55 employed psychologists. They
completed an online Behavioral-Cognitive Internet Security
Questionnaire, consisted of two scales that measure
cognitive risk and importance of data privacy and two scales
that measure self-assessed risky online behavior and actual
risky online behavior (simulated). The results showed that a
large number of psychologists show risky online behaviors:
40% left their e-mail addresses, and 45.5% gave their
passwords. No statistically significant association was
obtained between self-assessed and simulated risk behavior,
i.e. what they say about their online activities and how they
actually behave online was not associated. Furthermore,
results showed statistically significantly more actual risky
online behavior (simulated) than reported by selfassessment. Psychologists are also more aware of the
importance of data storage in relation to the potential risks
of their alienation. Obviously, previous education and the
current level of information security awareness are
insufficient to prevent risky online behaviors even of wellinformed users. Moreover, what users report about their
online behavior is inconsistent with their actual behavior,
leading to the need to develop additional simulation scales to
measure computer users’ actual risk behaviors and new
prevention programs to decrease actual online risky
behaviors in users.
Keywords - psychologists; information-communication
users; Behavioral-Cognitive Internet Security Questionnaire
(BCISQ); risky online behavior

I.
INTRODUCTION
Initially, the most effective security measure against
social engineering was considered to be to increase user
awareness of the tricks social engineers use against them
[1]. Therefore, information security awareness has
become part of many international standards as a
prerequisite for introducing prevention programs. Suppose
organizations want to obtain an internationally recognized
certificate on information security. In that case, they must
adopt an information security awareness plan aimed at
reducing the number of security incidents, adopting
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international standards or best practices in information
security, covering all problems in information security and
systems management, and harmonization of work with
legal regulations related to data security and privacy
protection [2].
A. Paradox of education
In the 21st century, an educational paradox has
emerged in many fields. Knowledge is abundant, nearly
free, and can be easily accessed without critical thinking.
To understand these trends, we must move beyond the
argument that education is simply the acquisition of
certain attributes in order to succeed in the modern
society. These arguments fall short because they view
education solely in terms of knowledge and skills that can
be tested but these effects on people behavior are
neglected and at least questionable [3]. Furthermore, there
is no evidence of strong association between people’s
knowledge and attitudes with their actual behavior [4].
Accordingly, the mere increase in the level of
awareness and knowledge of users has not always led to a
decrease in their online risk behavior, even among the
highly educated population such as university professors
[5, 6]. This phenomenon is also explained by the paradox
of education. While many users show theoretical interest
about their online privacy and knowledge about
maintaining computer data, they actually rarely show that
protective online behavior in real-life situations [7, 8, 9].
Moreover, some research has shown that more excellent
knowledge and higher information security awareness
lead to riskier user behavior when using information
systems [10, 11, 12].
Only the knowledge and awareness that a person has
specific knowledge about some topics creates a false sense
of security in computer users, contributing to not paying
attention and not adhering to the learned information
security rules. Even electrical engineers (generally more
technically experienced users) are unexpectedly less
cautious and behave riskier [10, 12, 13].
B. Privacy paradox
Privacy paradox explains the discrepancy between
positive privacy attitudes and actual risky online behavior
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[14, 15]. A certain degree of risk perception implies
greater knowledge of privacy protection strategies but
appears an insufficient motivator to apply such strategies
[16]. Accordingly, many previous research on online risky
behavior has revealed this discrepancies between users
attitudes and their actual online behavior, i.e. users who
claim to be very concerned about their privacy usually
undertake very little to protect their personal data [17 20]. The way a person intends to protect their online
privacy is totally opposite to how they actually behave
online. Of particular concern is that users generally have
higher knowledge (higher level of risk awareness) during
the last decade but behave riskier [10, 11, 21].
Furthermore, not only that paradox of education and
privacy was confirmed, but also no correlation was
obtained between actual and self-assessed risk behavior
among student Internet users [22, 23]. It is evident that
only knowledge, and even awareness of information
security, do not always serve as protective factors in risky
online behavior. It is necessary to investigate this
phenomenon, i.e., additional factors affecting users'
information security awareness and online behavior [23].
Given that preliminary data among the student
population show that the users' actual behavior in the
virtual world is not related to their assessments [21, 23],
the question arises: 1) what is the cause of this unexpected
result ?; 2) could information security and/or behavioral
experts, however, provide more reliable estimates than
average students’ population ?
C. Study aim
The research aimed to examine psychologists'
information security awareness and behavior as
information-communication systems users, i.e., cognitive
and behavioral aspects of information security in
psychologists. The peculiarity of this sample of
psychologists is that they all deal with some aspects of
digitalization, i.e., the experts in the field of behavioral
sciences who also deal with internet security were
selected. Therefore, first hypothesis assumed that their
information security awareness and behavior would be
better than in the average users, i.e., more secure and with
a higher level of awareness. Secondly, it was also assumed
that the level of previous knowledge and education about
internet security would affect information security
awareness and their risky behavior.
II.

METHOD

A. Participants
The study involved 55 employed psychologists from
all over Croatia (89 % of women) with an average age of
35.18 +/- 8.65 (arithmetic mean +/- SD). About 11 % of
them finished some form of postgraduate study. Most of
them worked in the public sector (74.5 %), and some of
them in private (20 %), others were unemployed at the
time of conducting the research (5.5 %). Most of
participants reported about satisfactory (good) general
technical knowledge of computers (80%) and some of
them had additional previous education about data privacy
and internet security (38.2%).
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The including criteria for participation in this study
was that participant has at least master degree in field of
psychology and that is active participant of conference
with central topic "Psychology and the Digital World".
Based on these criteria it was assumed that participants
have expertise in the field of behavioral sciences
(psychology) with some work experience in the Internet
security area (information-communication science).
B. Procedure
The research was conducted during the Croatian
psychologists' annual conference whose central topic was
"Psychology and the Digital World". Participants were
asked to fill out a short questionnaire on their smartphones
during the invited lecture "Risky behaviors of computer
users in the digital world". Out of a total of 98
participants, 86 agreed to participate. For the purposes of
this paper, only psychologists were selected (students and
participants of other professions were excluded from
further analyzes).
C. Instruments
The
Behavioral-Cognitive
Internet
Security
Questionnaire (BCISQ; Croatian version) [24] with some
general and demographical data was used. The first part of
the BCISQ consisted of two behavior scales measuring
information security, i.e., computer user potentially risky
behavior (risky behavior self-assessment (k1=4; e.g. How
often do you reveal the password of your e-mail account
to others?) and risky behavior simulation (k=4; e.g. If you
would like to receive notifications and our free promotion
material, please leave your e-mail:__________)). The
second part of the BCISQ consisted of 2 cognitive scales,
which measured the level of user information security
awareness (risk scale (k=5), e.g. How would you rate the
risk of someone hacking your personal computer, laptop
or smart phone?, and importance scale (k=4), e.g. How
would you rate the importance of periodical changing of
your passwords with new ones?). On behavioral scales,
higher results indicate more risky behavior, but higher
results indicate a higher level of Internet security
awareness on cognitive scales. As this is a new
measurement instrument, the factor structure was also
checked. CFA 2 showed adequate model fit for four
subscales (TLI 3 = 0.90; CFI 4 = 0.89; RMSEA 5 = 0.08;
SRMR6 = 0.09), as well as satisfactory internal reliability
(Cronbach α from α = 0.62 for risky behavior selfassessment scale to α = 0.90 for cognitive risk scale).
Participants also filled out data about their gender, age,
education, profession, and data on the general technical
1

k - number of items in scale
CFA - Confirmatory Factor Analysis
3
TLI - Tucker Lewis Index, a relative reduction in misfit
per degree of freedom
4
CFI - Comparative Fit Index, compares the fit of a
target model to the fit of an independent, or null, model
5
RMSEA - Root Mean Square Error of Approximation,
an absolute measure of model fit based on the noncentrality parameter
6
SRMR - Standardized Root Mean Square Residual, an
absolute measure of model fit based on correlation
2
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knowledge of computers and previous education of data
privacy and internet security.
III.

RESULTS

Before selecting the appropriate statistical procedures,
pre-analyzes were made (Table 1). It was concluded that
inferential statistics could be applied based on descriptive
indicators (asymmetry indices do not exceed value +/- 4).

First hypothesis assumed that psychologists’
information security awareness and behavior would be
better than in the average users. Compared to data from
general students population (Table 2, details in Velki &
Šolić, 2020) [21], psychologists showed more simulated
online risky behavior (t = 2.36; p < 0.05), more selfassessed risky online behavior (t = 2.05; p < 0.05), less
awareness of cognitive risk (t = 3.39; p < 0.01), and there
was no statistically significant difference on Cognitive
importance scale (t = 0.09; p > 0.05).

TABLE I. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR SUBSCALES OF BCISQ
BCISQ
subscales
Risky
behavior
simulation
scale
Risky
behavior
selfassessment
scale
Cognitive
importance
scale
Cognitive
risk scale

Min

Max

M

SD

0.00

4.00

1.64

1.50

Skewness Kurtosis

BCISQ subscales
0.45

-1.28

0.00

1.75

0.32

0.38

1.68

3.61

0.25

4.00

3.02

0.75

-1.15

1.99

0.00

4.00

2.32

0.99

-0.02

-0.52

Legend: Min – minimal value
Max – maximal value
M – mean
SD – standard deviation
Skewness & Kurtosis – asymmetry indices
In order to examine psychologists' information
security awareness and behavior as informationcommunication systems users descriptive analysis was
performed.
Mean values of cognitive scales (Cognitive
importance scale and Cognitive risk scale) indicates that
participants had a relatively high level of Internet security
awareness; especially they were aware of importance of
keeping online data protected.
Mean values of behavioral scales have shown that
participant self-assed low level of risky online behavior
and slightly higher level of simulated risky online
behavior. However, based on individual results on the
Risky behavior simulation scale, psychologists showed
poor results; 40% of them left their e-mail addresses, and
45.5% gave their passwords (in 29% of cases both data),
34.5% indicated that they wanted to receive information
about similar research from partners and 43.6% that they
wished to via mail receive free antivirus software from a
third party. Their actual online behavior was rather risky.
A paired-sample t-test was performed to check for
behavioral and cognitive subscales differences. Results
showed statistically significantly more simulating risky
behavior compared to reported self-assessed risky
behavior (t = 6.68; p < 0.01). Psychologists are also more
aware of the importance of data storage in relation to the
potential risks of their alienation (t = 4.57; p < 0.01).
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TABLE II. BASIC DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON GENERAL STUDENT
POPULATION (N=287, DETAILS IN VELKI & ŠOLIĆ, 2020) [20]
Min

Max

M

SD

0.00

4.00

1.21

1.18

0.00

2.75

0.20

0.40

Cognitive importance scale

0.50

4.00

3.01

0.71

Cognitive risk scale

0.00

4.00

2.87

1.12

Risky behavior simulation
scale
Risky behavior selfassessment scale

Second hypothesis assumed that the level of previous
knowledge and education about internet security would
affect information security awareness and their risky
behavior. One-way ANOVA was performed to check for
main effects of previous general technical knowledge
about computers and the Internet, prior knowledge about
information security and data privacy, and previous
education related to security and privacy issues on the
Internet on behavioral and cognitive aspects of internet
security among psychologist as computer users (Table 3).
TABLE III. RESULTS OF ONE-WAY ANOVA: TESTING MAIN EFFECTS OF
PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE AND EDUCATION ABOUT INTERNET SECURITY ON
SECURITY AWARENESS AND BEHAVIOR OF PSYCHOLOGISTS

BCISQ
subscales /
Previous
education

Risky
Risky
behavior Cognitive
behavior
Cognitive
selfimportance
simulation
risk scale
assessment
scale
scale
scale

previous
general
technical
knowledge
about
computers and
the Internet

F(2,52) =
1.21
p > 0.05

F(2,52) =
0.59
p > 0.05

F(2,52) =
0.22
p > 0.05

F(2,52) =
1.91
p > 0.05

previous
knowledge
about
information
security and
data privacy

F(2,52) =
0.14
p > 0.05

F(2,52) =
1.17
p > 0.05

F(2,52) =
2.05
p > 0.05

F(2,52) =
1.39
p > 0.05

previous
education
related to
security and
privacy issues
on the Internet

F(1,53) =
1.53
p > 0.05

F(1,53) =
0.24
p > 0.05

F(1,53) =
3.39
p > 0.05

F(1,53) =
1.37
p > 0.05
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Prior knowledge and education did not affect either
user awareness or user behavior indicating existence of
educational paradox in psychologist.
TABLE IV. PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN SUBSCALES
OF BCISQ
BCISQ subscales
1. Risky behavior
simulation scale
2. Risky behavior selfassessment scale
3. Cognitive
importance scale
4. Cognitive risk scale

1.

2.

3.

4.

1

0.207

0.002

-0.114

0.207

1

-0.195

0.057

0.002

-.195

1

0.163

-0.114

0.057

0.163

1

No statistically significant association was obtained
between self-assessed and simulated online risk behavior,
indicating that reported and actual user behavior are not
correlated. Furthermore, there were no statistically
significant correlations between any of the BCISQ
subscales (Table 4), indicating that level of user
information security awareness is not associated with any
type (reported or simulated) risky online behavior.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The interpretation of obtained results are pretty
devastating. As the main topic of the research was to
check
whether
psychologists,
as
informationcommunication system users, are sufficient to bridge the
educational and privacy paradox, i.e. whether knowledge
of both areas, information-communication and behavioral
sciences, is enough to prevent risky online behaviors, the
results clearly show that experts in this field with their
specific knowledge are not sufficient to prevent online
risky behavior.
Although previous research has clearly shown the
existence of an educational and privacy paradox among
students and professors, but also among IT professionals
[7 - 17], it was expected that theses paradox will be
expressed to a lesser extent in experts who are who are
well acquainted with it. However, obtained results have
shown that previous knowledge and education have no
impact on reducing risky behavior, even when it comes to
experts in the field of internet security and behavioral
sciences. There is no correlation between the level of
information awareness and online risk behavior (neither
simulated nor assessed). Even more worrying is that
simulation (actual behavior) has not been associated with
users' self-assessments of online behavior. Obviously,
psychologists do not base self-assessment of their risky
behavior on their actual online risky behavior.
The results of the simulation scale are particularly
disappointing, especially if we take into account the
specifics of the sample, i.e., highly educated experts in the
field of behavioral science with experience in working on
Internet security issues. Psychologists have shown
significantly more simulated risk behaviors than they have
self-assessed. Not only their estimates are inconsistent
with the simulated behavior, but they also show that their
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actual online behavior is quite risky and worrying (29% of
them voluntarily provided their email address and
associated password). Some of these participants are
professors at different universities, that is, the persons
responsible for the student's acquisition of knowledge as
well as their behavioral models. Given these results, it is
questionable how well and what they actually transfer to
their students or employees.
Could information security and/or behavioral experts,
however, provide more reliable estimates than average
students’ population? In relation to the general student
population, unexpected, devastating results were also
obtained. Although the results obtained are in line with
previous research [5, 6], especially those where the
existence of educational and privacy paradox has been
confirmed [7-20], given the specificity of the sample, we
expected a lower level of simulated online risk behavior
and more reliable self-assessment, that is, their
interconnectedness.
What is the possible cause of this unexpected result?
Some methodological shortcomings are worth of
mentioning. Although this was first study on
psychologists, as experts in field of informationcommunication and behavioral sciences, the sample size
was rather small (N=55). The main criteria for including
these experts in study was active participation in annual
psychology conference with central topic "Psychology and
the Digital World", and not measuring the actual level of
knowledge from both field of expertise. Data on their
general technical knowledge of computers and previous
education of data privacy and internet security was
gathered but only using self-assessments. Different
including criteria, with more strict measures of actual
knowledge and wider range of simulated online risky
behavior, could give us better insight in educational and
privacy paradox within experts.
However, the main scientific contribution of
conducted study relates to the verification of educational
and privacy paradoxes in the field of information security
on a specific population of experts which has not been
examined in previous research. In addition, for the first
time a simulation scale of online risky behavior was
applied, and not only the self-assessment of participants as
in previous research. Obtained results with these two
different measures proved to be very important and
significant because they show that reports from experts
about their online behavior is not reliable measure per se
and it differ from their actual online behavior.
Future research should develop additional simulation
scales that will measure actual online risk behavior more
closely. As education itself has so far proved insufficient,
at least in its current form, to reduce online risk behavior,
future practitioners should make it more interactive by
simulating the real potential consequences of risky online
behavior. Learning through trial and error, with
consequences on one's own skin, has so far always proved
effective [25]. Therefore, in the context of reducing risky
online behavior, the same principles could be applied,
simulating actual user errors and consequences that they
can cause in real life.
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Abstract - Blockchain as a technology in recent years is
increasingly mentioned as a technology that will dominate in
the future, through various industries. The paper analyzes in
which industries blockchain can be an advantage and how it
can improve and make the user experience better and more
secure. Blockchain also carries with it potential "threats"
related to the way data is stored, so the most common possible
ways of damaging the blockchain are analyzed. In the
practical part of the paper, the article describes how the
reader can independently make an NFT token based on the
ERC721 standard Ethereum blockchain and how to set it on
the blockchain and distribute, and potentially one can make
money on it, which is another case of using the blockchain.
Keywords: blockchain technology, Ethereum blockchain,
application of blockchain

A. Introduction
Blockchain has been applied for years in various digital
products, there is a huge market for cryptocurrencies based
on it as a measure of how deep it penetrated real life.
Blockchain has so far been mentioned mainly in the context
of cryptocurrencies, for example, Blockchain already has
active applications in the following sectors [1]:

Blockchain is not entirely the same as classic databases.
The main difference is how data is stored and structured.
Unlike classic databases, blockchain's data is stored in
groups called blocks.
Each block can save a certain amount of data, and when
the block is full then it merges with the other blocks and
forms a chain. Once information is entered into one of the
blocks, this information can no longer be changed in any
way, which means transparency and security [2].
Blockchain blocks are connected in a blockchain
through pointers as it is shown in Figure 1. It records in the
new block where the previous block is located, and the hash
of the previous block is also recorded, to maintain the
undeniableness of the data.[3]
Each block contains data, its hash, and the hash of the
previous block

•
Financial sector; International Transactions,
Identification, Insurance, International Sales
•
sector

Business in general: Health, Media, Real estate

•
Government and public sector: Election, NGOs,
Taxes, mail
•

Public transport

•

Food safety

•

IoT (Internet of Things) [5]

Approach towards security and privacy technology
push blockchain as a solution for various problems. A test
version of the Ethereum blockchain is used as a practical
example to demonstrate how applications are developed
with Ethereum.
In the simplest terms, blockchain is a digital database.
Data in various formats are always stored in a database of
this type to provide stored data with a structure and to be
able to access it later and connect it to other data, resulting
in the user of a digital system can get a better context about
something. Digital databases can be of a variety of sizes,
from ordinary smaller databases to huge databases that hold
billions of rows of data and require the power of hundreds
of computers to function.
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Figure 1 Blockchain architecture with pointers and hash
[4]
B. Types of blockchain architecture
There are three types of blockchain architecture:
•
Public blockchain architecture - implies the
possibility that anyone can access data and the system;
•
Private blockchain architecture – implies that
data and the system can only be accessed by users of a
particular organization or users who are granted access;
•
Consortium blockchain architecture – implies
that users from several organizations have access to data
and the system, and then it is necessary to set certain
procedures as well as control which users have the right to
access data and the system [3].
Depending on the type of blockchain architecture, the
systems can be centralized or decentralized. In public
architectures, all data are public and thus such architecture
is understood as decentralized, while other architectures are
considered centralized because they are of a more closed
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type. With public architectures, to enter new data into the
blockchain, validation by more nodes is required, as well as
more time for the validation to be performed and thus the
public blockchain is slower than the private type.

C. Components of blockchain
architecture
The workable blockchain architecture must contain the
following components:
•
Node - computer or user who has a copy of the
entire blockchain;
•
Transaction - the smallest unit in the blockchain
system to be logged on the blockchain;
•
Block - a data structure used to store a series of
transactions and sent to all nodes on the network;
•

Chain - a series of blocks specifically sorted;

•
Miners - special nodes that perform the block
verification process before they are added to the
blockchain;
•
Consensus - the rules that need to be had for
blockchain to work successfully.

Figure 2 Layers of blockchain architecture [6]
The logical structure of blockchain architecture permits
a good separation of functions with the secure operation if
rules are followed. Separation into various functional layers
prevents data exposure and provides privacy, as shown in
Figure 2.
What data will be stored in the block depends on what
is the purpose of this blockchain. For example, a blockchain
used by the popular cryptocurrency Bitcoin stores
information about the sender, recipient, and amount of
Bitcoin that the sender sends to the recipient. The hash of
each block and any information whose hash can be
calculated is generally unique, for example, a fingerprint in
a human. When all the information that can fit on it is
entered into the block, the hash of that block, or the
information it contains, is calculated.
This ensures the undeniableness of the data, given that
any attempt to change the data on the block would result in
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a new unique hash, which would then not be stored on the
next block and that modified block would be detected. In
addition, all subsequent blocks would become defective by
changing the hash to one block. Nevertheless, the use of
hash alone is not enough, because today's computers can
calculate the hash so quickly that it would be possible to
hide the hash change on all subsequent blocks by
recalculating the hash for all of them. If this is done quickly
enough, a change made to the block can be disguised. To
solve this problem, a mechanism called proof of work is
used. proof of work). Using this mechanism, for example,
on the Bitcoin blockchain it takes 10 minutes to calculate
the hash of a single block. If a change is made on one block,
except for 10 minutes to calculate the hash of that block, 10
minutes of hash calculation is added for each subsequent
block, which means that it is almost impossible to change
the data per blockchain. Nevertheless, there is another
mechanism to ensure gradual safety. Each of us on public
blockchain systems can become a node, which then
downloads a copy of the blockchain.
Thus, it becomes a validator for blocks on the
blockchain, the role of which is to check the correctness of
information in blocks. Public blockchains are new and
decentralized, so they have more validators and most of
them must confirm a transaction of these blocks. If one
validator intentionally misconfirms any information, other
validators will reject such information and it will not be
written on the blockchain. Theoretically, if someone
controls a minimum of 51% of validators, they could allow
invalid information to be written on the blockchain, but this
is possible only theoretically at least one known and
reliable blockchain solution.
The most realistic solution to store data on Blockchain
is to use a centralized location, such as a hosting company.
When adding each new document, this transaction, together
with the document hash, is written to the blockchain. This
method is the most realistic method. Another solution is to
use a P2P network to store data. This way, data can be
stored on multiple different computers and can be
downloaded from multiple computers at once by the user.
Each file also has its hash, ensuring that the user downloads
the correct file. Such systems have been used for torrent
downloads for many years, mainly for pirated purposes,
and legal application is found in IPFS, Swarm, and
Arweave networks. The third option is to create a private
blockchain in which the person who creates it can control
how much it charges to save the data, but it has standard
disadvantages of the private blockchains.

II.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY ON BLOCKCHAIN

What makes blockchain so enticing are the very
security and privacy that blockchain offers. Security is due
to cryptography being part of the very core of the
blockchain, and privacy is the anonymization of data that
ensures that everyone on the blockchain is hidden behind a
series of numbers that are almost impossible to connect
with a person if used correctly. There are seven basic
requirements for security and privacy to be at a satisfactory
level as it is presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR SECURITY AND
PRIVACY ON BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTIONS
Security and privacy
requirement
Consistency of the
"general ledger" on all
sides

Transaction integrity

System and
Availability

Data

Prevention of double
consumption

Transaction
Reliability

User
Anonymity

Identity

Inability
to
transactions

link

Description
On
the
blockchain,
information is written down
frequently and it is necessary
to ensure that all parties have
consistent information.
The system must guarantee the
integrity of transactions and
cannot be manipulated and
altered so that there are no
losses for users using a
particular blockchain.
System users must have the
ability to access the system
anytime, anywhere, as well as
data in the system.
One of the major challenges
with digital currencies that use
blockchain as a basis is
preventing
users
from
spending the same amount
twice.
All transaction-related data
must be stored securely so that
no one can read a user's
personal information from it
without permission.
User identity cannot be
detected or linked to its
identifier by other users.
In connection with a past
request, no one may be able to
link any transaction to a
user.[6]

III. CREATING NFT TOKEN USING THE ERC721
STANDARD AND SOLIDITY PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
One of the biggest trends of 2021 in the world of
blockchain is NFT tokens. NFT tokens are defined as nonfungible token (NFT) or a non-interchangeable unit of data
stored on a blockchain, a form of digital ledger, that can be
sold and traded [9]. These are unique tokens that only one
person can possess. Proof of ownership is written on the
blockchain and therefore it is not possible to change it
without the action of the owner. An NFT token can be
anything, such as a photo, video, document, and the like.
The usual practice is not to post a whole photo on the
blockchain, because it can cost several hundred dollars, but
a hash of photos are posted, which then proves uniqueness.
The practical example presents the tools necessary for
storing cryptocurrency, developing and placing a smart
contract on the blockchain, and creating its own NFT token,
which can then be viewed publicly using blockchain search
tools and sold using NFT token trading tools. In this case,
ERC721 refers to a token standard on Ethereum [8].
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To be able to send and receive an NFT token, it is
necessary to have a cryptocurrency wallet that has its
unique address. MetaMask is a good example of a wallet,
MetaMask. It can be downloaded from the Google store as
extensions for Chrome internet browsers. Configurations
are simple, just to create a new wallet and save account
return phrases (seed phrases) in a safe place.
After that, it is necessary to transfer it to the network
used by the wallet. As the initial network, MetaMask uses
the Ethereum blockchain, the Rinkeby Test Network is
used. Rinkeby Test Network is an Ethereum test network
whose Ether has no value, and it is possible to assign it to a
specific address for testing. In such a case a developer can
then test code or the entire smart contract. It is chosen since
it does not require any real investment, but the effects and
procedures are almost identical to the real Ethereum
blockchain.[6]

Figure 3: MetaMask crypto wallet rigged on Rinkeby Test
Network
Tools used in creating smart contracts are Remix IDE,
which can work in the browser or locally, and Microsoft
Visual Studio Code. The whole process was done on the
macOS but can be done on Linux or a similar Unix-like
environment. The first step is to create a new directory in
which the whole project will be placed. Node Package
Manager (npm) is a tool to create and initialize a new
project. Each project contains a package.json file with basic
information about the project, what technologies are used,
etc. Depending on whether Remix is used locally on a
computer or in a browser, it is necessary to load files from
the project into it, in this case, salt and JSON files.
Extension salt refers to smart contracts developed in the
solidity programming language.
To successfully deploy the smart contract Remix
deploy & run transactions are used. This development
environment allows connecting to a previously set
MetaMask crypto wallet (Figure 3). To set up a smart
contract, it is necessary to have a small amount of Ether
cryptocurrency. In the case of Rinkeby blockchain such an
amount can be requested free of charge through the socalled "faucet", a service that allocates a small amount of
cryptocurrency to developers with no value, to test their
code. The Etherscan tool can be used to verify the
transaction on the blockchain.
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The blockchain does not place a whole photo, but only
it is hash and a link to the photo file. To store a photo with
global access IPFS (InterPlanetary File System) is used. In
this
example,
Pinata
IPFS
cloud
is
used
(https://www.pinata.cloud/), in 2021 it offers 1 GB of free
storage which is enough to store photos and related
metadata.
After free registration on the Pinata service, the photo
file should be uploaded. After successful upload, it should
be visible in the My Files section of Pinata (Figure 4). Each
file on the IPFS system has a unique IPFS CID, allowing
unique access.
For the NFT token to be compatible with the popular
online store Marketplace for OpenSea (https://opensea.io/)
NFT tokens, the image metadata must also be transferred to
the IPFS in the JSON file. The content of JSON should
follow the OpenSea standard for metadata [7].

method to preserve ownership of digital artifacts during
investigation process. This idea of digital ownership
transfers and control is presented and tested with Ethereum
blockchain and digital artifact (photo archive) in this paper.
Security and confidently in chain of evidence environments
demands to have dedicated off-line Blockchain
infrastructure. The presented problems and potential types
of blockchain attacks cannot be ignored and have to
embedded in technical solution. As conclusion blockchain
can be used as database undeniably containing all evidence
transactions.
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If the NFT token is on the main Ethereum blockchain,
it would be possible to sell using the sell option, This NFT
token can be seen via this link, on the test version of the
OpenSea service.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Blockchain technology is used for more than ten years
for developing and using cryptocurrencies. The way how
users store cryptocurrency information is the only
challenge, and no other major problems were detected with
the blockchain technologies. Mayor upgrade to the concept
was switching to proof of stake, like in the form of the
Ethereum blockchain.
For the digital forensic the chain of evidence is an
important application to utilize blockchain model as
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Abstract—Most publicly available data on cyber incidents
comes from private companies and non-academic sources.
Common sources of information include various security
bulletins, white papers, reports, court cases, and blog posts
describing specific events, often from a single point of view,
followed by occasional academic sources, usually conference
proceedings. The main characteristics of the available data
sources are: lack of peer review and unavailability of confidential data. In this paper, we use an indirect approach to
identify trusted sources used in scientific work. We analyze
how top-rated peer reviewed literature relies on the use of
non-peer reviewed sources on cybersecurity incidents. To
identify current non-peer reviewed sources on cybersecurity
we analyze references in top rated peer reviewed computer
security conferences. We also analyze how non-peer reviewed
sources are used, to motivate or support research. We examined 808 articles from top conferences in field of computer
security. The result of this work are list of the most commonly
used non-peer reviewed data sources and information about
the context in which this data is used. Since these sources are
accepted in top conferences, other researchers can consider
them in their future research. To the best of our knowledge,
analysis on how non-peer reviewed sources are used in cybersecurity scientific research has not been done before.
Keywords—cybersecurity news, non-peer reviewed sources,
cybersecurity blogs

I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the first information about incidents in cyberspace is usually published in non-peer
reviewed sources, such as various news portals, blog posts,
or even Twitter feeds, as shown by the recent example
of the Solarwinds hack, where users used the hashtag
#sunburst to follow the latest news. Only after a certain,
possibly long, period of time does the information spread
to scientific, i.e. peer-reviewed, sources.
The reason for this state of affairs is that when an
incident occurs, various industrial incident managers and
handlers are the first on the scene to help the company
manage and recover from the incident. In doing so, they
will have full access to the compromised systems and
all activities taking place at that time. They are also
provided with all the necessary resources to assist them
in their work, as well as any findings coming from
external systems or entities like law enforcement. During
this time, some of the information leaks out through the
victim themselves. For example, the company may publish
some information on company websites for reputation
management and control of damage, as seen in example
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[1]. Information also leaks by investigators themselves.
They want to show themselves as capable of handling the
situation, thus enhancing their reputation among prospective customers. In both cases, the information released
is heavily redacted so that nothing considered sensitive
is leaked. The more informative leaks come indirectly
from people who are familiar with the situation and share
less redacted information with journalists or bloggers, or
publish it themselves under various nicknames. This is
a very dynamic phase, and in addition to these sources,
there are many more who simply copy, extract and edit
original sources in many other ways and publish them on
various portals and social networks. So there is a lot of
noise created in a due course.
Only after the investigation is concluded we get a clearer
picture of what happened, though not everything is known
even after the investigation concludes and things get again
to normal operations. These forensic investigations usually
last from 4 to 18 months [2], [3].
For these reports to find their way into the academic
literature, there is at least several months of additional
delay in case of conferences, and for journals the average duration of peer review process could be up to 17
weeks [4]. Clearly, the flow of information from industrial
sources to academic ones can be slow.
This situation raises two issues for researchers wishing
to study incidents or the threat actors behind them in
order to help make defenses better. First, data sources are
scattered all over the Internet, as discussed in [5], making
it difficult to find them. And second, there is a question
about the quality of the sources found. In other words, is it
an original source, or was it taken from somewhere? Also,
is it all of the information that is out there, or is it only part
of it? Was it written by an expert or an expert journalist
who knows what the key elements of the incident are and
thus gets everything is properly conveyed to the reader, or
it was written by someone who doesn’t know security so
important details were potentially left out?
In this work, we aim to help researchers by identifying
relevant and trustworthy non-peer reviewed sources that
address computer security issues, such as reports, blogs,
and news sites. Researchers can then focus on these
sources knowing that the content published in them is
more likely to be relevant and can be reliably used to
support their research.
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We decided to tackle this problem by studying references in papers published in top security conferences. The
idea behind this is that non-peer reviewed sources used by
authors that publish in top security conferences are well
scrutinized for the quality of its content. In addition to this
analysis, we also wanted to know how exactly information
from non-peer reviewed sources was used, i.e., whether it
was used to support arguments in the main research or
it was used only as the motivation for the paper in the
introduction section of an article.
To the best of our knowledge this has not been done
before. This work makes the following contributions: first,
we have developed an indirect methodology for identification of high-quality non-peer sources, and second, we
provide researchers with a list of high-quality, non-peer
reviewed sources used in the scientific literature.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II. describes
public sources of information on computer incidents. Section III. presents our methodology. Section IV. provides
technical insight into our data collection efforts. In Section
V. we present the results of our study, followed by a
discussion of the results in Section VI. Section VII.
concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
The potential sources for information regarding computer security incidents are various reports, newspaper
articles, blogs, tweets, threat intelligence (TI), and occasional conference proceedings [5]. Freely available reports and white papers are often condensed versions of
reports available in paid TI [6]. The data in free reports
and whitepapers is presented in a way that protects the
identity of the attack victim and removes any sensitive or
confidential information that could be used to link to the
victim or the victim’s systems [6].
Apart from reports, various newspapers and news web
portals often cover computer security topics. Due to the
large number of news websites and portals that often
quote each other, it is difficult to assess the true origin
of the information. Blogs can be an additional source of
information. Blogs can be private, maintained by some
well-informed industry insiders, such as [7], [8] or, as is
often the case, maintained by cybersecurity companies.
Other data sources can be seen in the form of free Open
sources of Threat Intelligence (OTI) such as [9]. The
general characteristic of OTIs is that they are highly
technical and rely on references to other data sources,
sources such as those we seek to identify in this work.
III. METHODLOGY
For identification of trustworthy sources, we have decided to take an indirect approach: we selected a set of
trustworthy data sources and analyzed which sources are
used in these documents. Typically, as the prestige of a
journal or conference increases, so does the quality control
of its content. This implies that these papers must have
used high quality references as sources. In other words: we
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leave it to the reviewers to filter out trustworthy sources of
information about computer security incidents. Since the
peer review time of journals tends to be longer compared
to conferences, we have chosen to analyze top computer
security conferences.
Our methodology can be broken down into the following steps:
i. Identify top peer-reviewed conferences. The first step
in the process is to identify the relevant rankings
that show the top conferences in a field of computer
security.
ii. Identify commonly used non-peer reviewed sources.
Most, if not all non-peer reviewed sources are cited
with URL, so we search reference sections of papers
for URLs and against predetermined list of possible
sources which are not necessarily cited by URL.
iii. Reference usage analysis.
After identifying the most used non-peer reviewed
sources, we analyze how these references were used
in the articles. Goal is to determine if the references
were used to support motivation or if they contained
information that was relevant to the research itself.
As conferences templates do not match in form, to
enable direct comparison for the purpose of this
work we divided the articles into the following
distinguishable sections:
a) introduction and related work,
b) background,
c) research,
d) discussion.
Sources used in the main research indicate that the
information provided is relevant to the research itself, and
data used in other parts may indicate that this information
was a trigger for some research.
IV. DATA COLLECTION
The first step in data collection is to identify relevant
conferences and time span for analysis as described in
Section IV.A The next Section describes how we identified
non-peer reviewed data sources used in the reference
sections of the conference. Section IV.C describes the encountered technical difficulties. We conclude by presenting
observations on trends in the computer industry in Section
IV.D.
A. Top computer security conferences
To identify the most relevant computer security conferences, we used Microsoft Academic’s saliency ranking
[10]. Due to limited time and resources available, we
decided to analyze the top 9 computer security conferences
in the period of one year - 2020, as shown in Table I.
Originally, we intended to analyze the top 10 conferences,
but we were not able to obtain all the proceedings of the
tenth conference on the list, so we removed it from our
research.
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TABLE I: Top conferences in computer security in 2020
according to Microsoft Academic Research [10]
Rank
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

Conference
IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy
(S&P) 2020
CCS’20 ACM SIGSAC Conference on
Computer and Communications Security
USENIX Security Symposium ’20
SIGCOMM ’20: Annual conference of the
ACM – Special Interest Group on Data
Communication on the applications, technologies, architectures, and protocols for
computer communication
40th Annual International Cryptology Conference – CRYPTO 2020
Network and Distributed System Security
Symposium 2020 (NDSS)
Financial Cryptography and Data Security
(FC) 2020
Annual Computer Security Applications
Conference (ACSAC) 2020
IEEE International Conference on Computer Communications (ICC) 2020

Once we identified the conferences and the desired time
period for analysis, we created a local data set containing
570 PDF files with a total of 808 articles.
B. Identification of relevant non-peer reviewed data
sources
Our initial assumption was that most, if not all, non-peer
reviewed sources are cited with associated URLs. With this
assumption in mind, we have searched our entire dataset
for the strings "http://" and "https://" and extracted the
surrounding text to obtain the full URL. We have identified
a total of 12560 URLs in conference papers.
To identify commonly used sources, we have grouped
the URLs by their associated domain names, for example,
we found 8 different URLs pointing to the domain "krebsonsecurity.com". This step revealed that sources that have
been cited more or equal to five times are coming from
5% (237) of observed domain names but consist of 57%
of URLs. Range from three to four citations covers 6%
(287) domains but only 7% of URLs. Remaining 89% of
domains corresponds to remaining 26% of URLs. If some
source is rarely cited than it is difficult to make conclusion
on its relevance. To focus on only relevant sources, we
have decided to analyze in detail only sources identified
by domain name that were cited five or more times. This
process resulted in the elimination of about 5 500 rarely
cited URLs.
Once we identified frequent domains, we evaluated web
pages content. During the analysis, we did not rely on
existing lists of web page classifications such as those
used to filter internet content, and opted for a manual
analysis of the content referenced by each URL. Closer
examination of the frequently occurring domain names
revealed that most of the cited URLs were not connected
to computer security issues. To identify relevant nonpeer reviewed sources on computer security, we excluded
domains associated with the following topics (number
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in brackets indicates how many URLs was removed) :
DOIs (3804), source code repositories (1201), articles and
proceedings repositories (745), cryptocurrency news (89),
Wikipedia articles (71), anonymity browsing (49), bug
discussions (43), vulnerability databases (29), news about
various products and corresponding updates, technical
specifications, manuals, various statistics and metrics, protocol documentation, processor documentation, as these
types of sources are not relevant to our research.
Through this search, we only identified sources that are
cited using URLs. If some source is cited without a URL,
it would not be identified automatically. To include other
possible sources of information, such as hacking conferences, which are not necessarily cited by URL, we used
lists of well-known hacking conferences. After choosing
keywords for search [11], we searched our dataset for
mentions of conference names in reference sections and
included them in our list. In addition to conferences,
we manually searched the dataset for keywords such as
"SANS Institute", reputable sources that could be used but
is not cited using URL. This process resulted in addition
of 69 additional citations.
C. Identifying the reference context
After reducing the list of sources to relevant domain
names, we searched the data set again, this time using each
relevant domain name or keyword identified in a previous
step. We evaluated where in the paper a reference to a
particular source was used. This was mostly manual and
time-consuming step for several reasons:
i. Number of queries
We performed 150 queries over 808 papers.
ii. Inconsistency of article structure
Each conference uses a different template, each
author has a different number of sections in
the paper. Some conferences allow access to
individual papers, and some publish papers in
the form of a book with all papers combined in
one document.
iii. Different citation rules
Some citation rules state that sources are sorted
alphabetically, while others state that sources are
sorted in the order in which they appear in the
paper. When authors cite multiple sources at
once, the references are often grouped, e.g., "[15]", with the reference number hidden in range
of values.
Our process was as follows: first, we searched the paper
for the keywords, if the certain keyword was found, then
we identified the reference number in the reference section
of the paper, e.g., " [19]", third, we evaluated where in the
paper a reference to a particular source was used.
Distinction of sections in papers is difficult to standardize objectively and is therefore susceptible to subjective
interpretation and questioning. The primary goal of this
work was to determine what currently used non-peer
reviewed sources exist, and the secondary goal was to
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evaluate the context in which they were used. The authors
made every effort to be as objective as possible and the
results provide at least some indication of how these
sources are used.
D. Observations
We came across several cases where cited source originated from a security company that was acquired by
another company at some point, resulting in both brand
names being cited depending on when the author accessed the content or when post was originally published.
Since Symantec was acquired by Broadcom in 2019 [12],
publications are published under the different brand Broadcom, resulting in citations of both names, additional
examples are: Palo Alto Networks acquisition of PureSec
in 2019 [13], and AT&T’s acquisition of AlienVault [14].
Another observation is that large security companies
post documents under multiple brand names: Sophos uses
NakedSecurity, Eset uses WeLiveSecurity, Kaspersky uses
SecureList, Cisco uses both Cisco and Talos names, and
Microsoft uses Technet, MSDN, and Azure names.
Because the citations from these sources are spread
across multiple brands with the same origin, in some cases
with only a few citations from individual sources, we
grouped the results from the sources and presented them
as one data source, grouping both the names and the types
of reports. The only exception to this rule were sources
originating from Google. Both "security.googleblog.com"
and "googleprojectzero.blogspot.com" were cited more
than 5 times, so we decided to treat them as separate
sources.

B. Identifying non-peer reviewed data sources
Through our analysis we identified 37 data sources that
were cited more than 5 times, for a total of 434 times in
540 articles from five conferences, as shown in Table II.
As described in Section IV.B, we identified data sources
using two methods: analysis of URL string and searching
references against a list of possible sources which are not
cited by URL. Our study shows that out of 37 frequent
sources, 34 were cited by URL (92%), with only three
sources that were not cited by URL: Blackhat and DEFCON conferences, and the SANS Institute. If we focus on
the quantity of citations, the results are as follows: Out of
434 citations, 365 were cited by URLs (84%).
If we focus on the type of sources rather than the
number of citations when interpreting the results in Table
II . the results are as follows: The most frequently cited
sources are unspecialized but highly reputable news websites (24%), followed by security companies publications
(21%) and security companies blog posts (21%). Fourth
are specialized news sites (16%), with all other types: conferences, laboratories, private blogs and news, institutes
falling into the remaining 18%.
If we focus on the number of references originating
from different types of sources, the results are as follows:
Specialized news websites are the most cited with 102
citations or 24%, followed by security companies publications with 85 (20%) citations. Non-specialized news
websites are third with 82 (19%) citations, security company blogs are fourth with 73 (17%) citations, and hacking
conferences are fifth with 61 citations (14%), with all other
sources falling within the remaining 6%.
C. Analysis of reference context

V. RESULTS
The results are presented as follows: In Section V.A we
present how often different conferences rely on non-peer
reviewed sources. Full results are presented in Section V.B,
and in Section V.C we present our findings on usage of
non-peer reviewed sources regarding to a paper context.
A. Distribution of non-peer reviewed sources across conferences
After analysis of top nine conferences in the field of
computer security during 2020 (Table I), we have noticed
uneven distribution in usage of non-peer reviewed sources
from conference to conference. Possible reason for this
is the fact that all conferences are in the field of computer security, but focus on different topics. Conferences
SIGCOMM, CRYPTO, FC, and ICC have a total of 14
references to non-peer reviewed review sources that meet
our criteria.
The small sample size of the four conferences is not
sufficient to draw firm conclusions. For this reason, we
excluded these four conferences from further analysis.
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The final goal of this work was to find out in which contexts authors used non-peer reviewed sources and whether
the use of these sources was consistent from conference
to conference. We wanted to examine if these sources
were used only to motivate the work, to show that a
particular behavior was found in practice, or if these data
were used in the main body of the research. The results
shown in Table III show distribution of non-peer reviewed
references in all conferences.
Non-peer reviewed sources were most frequently cited
in the introductory sections of articles or in the review
of related work at 61% of the time. In the development
section, these sources are used in 17% of citations and in
the main body of the research in 16%.
VI. DISCUSSION
This section is organized as follows: In Section VI.A we
analyze independent researchers used as sources in papers.
In a subsequent Section VI.B, we examine which sources
are not cited with URL. How non-peer reviewed sources
are used in papers is discussed in VI.C. In Section VI.D
we analyze which references tend to be cited in different
parts of papers.
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A. Independent researchers as data sources

No

Source

No. of citations

TABLE II: Specialized non-peer reviewed sources used
in 5 analyzed conferences held in 2020

Type

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Blackhat series
Conference
54
googlepro...blogspot.com*
Sec. comp. blog
27
zdnet.com
Specialized news
25
wired.com
Specialized news
24
Broadcom (Symantec)
Security company
20
arstechnica.com
Specialized news
19
techcrunch.com
Specialized news
18
theguardian.com
General news
14
theverge.com
General news
13
forbes.com
General news
13
security.googleblog.com
Sec. comp. blog
13
grsecurity.net
Security company
12
Kaspersky (Securelist)
Security company
12
Fireeye
Security company
11
bbc.com
General news
10
BleepingComputer.com
Specialized news
10
bits-please.blogspot.com
Private blog
9
Microsoft (Azure, MSDN)
Security company
9
reuters.com
General news
8
SANS Institute
Institute
8
KrebsOnSecurity.com
Private news
8
Palo Alto Networks
Security company
8
Sophos (Naked security)
Security company
8
Cisco (Talos)
Sec. comp. blog
8
DEF CON
Conference
7
washingtonpost.com
General news
7
theregister.co.uk
General news
7
citizenlab.ca
Laboratory
6
thehackernews.com
Specialized news
6
dyn.com/blog
Sec. comp. blog
6
telegraph.co.uk
General news
5
bloomberg.com
General news
5
McAfee report
Security company
5
blog.cloudflare.com
Sec. comp. blog
5
TrendMicro Blog
Sec. comp. blog
5
signal.org/blog/
Sec. comp. blog
5
blog.apnic.net**
Sec. comp. blog
4
Total count
434
*google.projectzero.com
**blog.apnic.net falls under source 5 because it was once cited
in SIGCOMM ’20 which was not analyzed regarding
position of citation in article

One of our goals was to identify private blogs associated
with well-informed individuals or academics. Our results
identified only one such source: "kerbsonsecurity.com". As
we expected more sources of this type, we re-examined
why private blogs were missing from our final list.
To identify private blogs, we took a list of all 12560
URLs in our dataset and searched for the keyword "blog"
within the string of each URL. We identified 240 domains
that contained the string "blog", but we could not identify recurring sources. To be more precise, 173 URLs
containing the string "blog" were cited only once, and
37 were cited twice, implying that private blogs do not
provide consistent information on computer security, at
least in 2020. Our second guess was that there might be
authors posting via online social networks such as Twitter
or Medium. Searching for the keyword "twitter.com" in the
URL strings, we obtained only 11 articles with links to different authors. Searching for the keyword "medium.com"
yielded 28 citations in articles, but again with no dominant
authors. Similarly, "youtube.com" is cited in 15 papers,
also without dominant authors.
B. Sources without URL in citation
Sources such as Blackhat conferences are often not
cited with a URL, as described in Section IV.B. We
identified only two cited conferences: the Blackhat series
with 54 citations and the DEF CON with 7 citations. At
first glance, the Blackhat conference series is the best
positioned source, but when analyzing the content of these
citations, it becomes clear that these citations mostly focus
on specific exploits and techniques, rarely on incidents as
such.
Apart from “Sans Institute”, we could not identify any
other relevant data source which is used in the papers but
without mentioning the URL in the citation.
C. On the use of non-peer reviewed sources

Conference

Introduction or Related work

Development

Main research

Discussion

References

TABLE III: Distribution of reference usage regarding a
position within articles

S&P 2020
CCS ’20
Security ’20
NDSS 2020
ACSAC 2020
Average
Standard dev.

57%
58%
66%
55%
70%
61%
6.6

17%
18%
14%
22%
16%
17%
3.1

17%
20%
14%
13%
14%
16%
2.9

9%
4%
6%
10%
0%
6%
4.1

103
96
101
77
57
86.8
19.6

In this paper, we analyzed the top conferences that took
place in 2020, so we cannot provide information about
the longevity of these sources. For example, we observed
that the cited source "bits-please.blogspot.com" was only
active from 2014 to 2016 and is still cited in 2020, but with
no new information since then. In addition, all citations
are concentrated on a single blog post, so this source is
not a constant source of new information, but rather a
one-time source. Newspapers with general content were
found to be relevant sources of information with a total
of 82 citations. These newspapers are reputable sources
of trustworthy news, they are more frequently cited by
authors compared to specialized news sites. In this paper,
we did not focus on the journalists themselves as a source
of data, but only the news sites as such were analyzed.
D. Positional citation of non-peer reviewed references.
Analyzing the references used, we can see that the
Blackhat conference series is the main source in all article
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TABLE IV: Top 10 sources in regard of positional citing in papers
No.

Introduction or
Related Work

Cit.

Development

Cit.

Main research

Cit.

Discussion

Cit.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Blackhat series
wired.com
googleprojectzero
Broadcom (Symantec)
zdnet.com
arstechnica.com
Kaspersky (Securelist)
techcrunch.com
theguardian.com
security.googleblog.com

33
21
18
18
15
11
10
8
7
7

Blackhat series
grsecurity.net
forbes.com
Fireeye
Palo Alto Networks
googleprojectzero
arstechnica.com
techcrunch.com
theverge.com
Cisco (Talos)

9
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

Blackhat series
techcrunch.com
zdnet.com
BleepingComputer.com
arstechnica.com
theverge.com
theguardian.com
DEF CON
security.googleblog.com
bbc.com

12
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3

googleprojectzero
zdnet.com
forbes.com
theguardian.com
security.googleblog.com
Microsoft (Azure, MSDN)
Palo Alto Networks

4
3
3
2
2
2
2

parts, except the discussion part, as shown in Table IV.
The introduction part of the articles is mainly composed of
specialized or industrial sources, with 56% of all citations
coming from the top 10 sources. In the development
section of the articles, the percentage is similar, with
56.7% of citations coming from the top 10 sources, again
mainly from specialized news sites and industrial sources.
In the main research, we observed similar numbers, with
68% of the citations coming from the top 10 sources.
Interestingly, the list of sources for the main research
consists mainly of specialized and general news sites with
only one industry source in the top 10. Since the discussion
section of the articles has the fewest citations overall, the
results of this part of the study are less reliable and we
were only able to identify the top 7 sources, since all other
sources are cited only once in this section. These top 7
sources cover 66.7% of all citations and the list consists
of both news and security company sources.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have identified and analyzed the use
of non-peer reviewed sources in computer security. To the
best of our knowledge, this has not been done before.
We analyzed the top computer security conferences of
2020, because conferences tend to have a shorter review
time compared to journals and this way we got more up
to date information. Of the nine conferences analyzed,
five conferences contained references to 97% of analyzed
citations, while we did not identify significant use of nonpeer reviewed sources in four conferences.
We identified a total of 37 different non-peer reviewed
sources with more than 5 citations in the observed conferences. Non-peer reviewed sources are used to motivate the
work in 61% of the cases, followed by the development
section with 17% and the main research with 16%, with
the remaining 6% falling into the discussion section.
Most of the non-peer reviewed sources are specialized
websites, security company publications, and organizational blogs. These sources are trusted enough to be
allowed in top conferences and as such can be seen as
sources of trustworthy information on computer security
and should therefore be considered by researchers.
In this paper we did not conduct a longitudinal study,
and it would be interesting to determine both: how these
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data correlate over time and whether there is a correlation
between non-peer reviewed data sources used in journals
and conferences.
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Abstract—Firewalls are security devices that perform network traffic filtering. They are ubiquitous in the industry
and are a common method used to enforce organizational
security policy. Security policy is specified on a high level
of abstraction, with statements such as “web browsing is
allowed only on workstations inside the office network”,
and needs to be translated into low-level firewall rules to
be enforceable. There has been a lot of work regarding
optimization, analysis and platform independence of firewall
rules, but an area that has seen much less success is automatic
translation of high-level security policies into firewall rules.
In addition to improving rules’ readability, such translation
would make it easier to detect errors.
This paper surveys of over twenty papers that aim to generate firewall rules according to a security policy specified on
a higher level of abstraction. It also presents an overview of
similar features in modern firewall systems. Most approaches
define specialized domain languages that get compiled into
firewall rule sets, with some of them relying on formal
specification, ontology, or graphical models. The approaches’
have improved over time, but there are still many drawbacks
that need to be solved before wider application.
Keywords—network security, security policy, firewall

I. INTRODUCTION
Security policy defines a system’s security requirements
trough standards, rules, and practices [1]. In firewall
implementations, security policies are implemented using
a set of firewall rules that match network packets and
define actions that are performed over such packets. In
traditional firewalls, rules are written in domain specific
languages that use various low-level technical details,
such as IP addresses, ports, and protocols, which makes
them challenging to define and manage. Mayer et al. [2]
compares the readability of such rules to assembly code.
Organizations would benefit from the ability to describe
security policies on a higher level of abstraction, where
they would be more concerned with the semantics of what
they want to achieve rather than low-level technical details.
For instance, a single high-level policy statement could
allow all workstations access to domain controller (DC)
services, such as offered by Active Directory, instead of
having multiple rules that filter packets according to source
subnets, server IP address and characteristic DC service
ports. Such policy definitions would be more comprehensive and much easier to understand and manage, especially
in large Enterprise networks. Furthermore, it would be
TODO: Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this
Latex command
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useful to be able to enforce such policies using existing
firewall systems that companies already use. Another area
that would benefit from such capabilities are approaches
that generate models of IT systems for cyber security
exercises, such as [3], where abstract policies need to be
implemented on concrete firewall systems used during a
cyber exercise.
In accordance with the aforementioned motivation, our
survey aims to find approaches that generate firewall
configurations based on security policies defined at a high
level of abstraction. Here, high level of abstraction refers
to the fact that definitions of such policies avoid relying on
network-related technical details, including various aliases
thereof (e.g home_network). Instead, they use formulations
closer to natural language, or an abstract visual definition
trough a graphical user interface (GUI). In addition, the
approaches’ must provide a concrete implementation, and
not be limited to a proposal or patent only describing
a framework or idea. Other types of approaches, such
as those focusing on firewall rule verification and error
detection, are outside the scope of this paper. Last but not
least, our survey focuses only on papers for which the full
text is available in English.
In parallel to the aforementioned approaches, next generation firewall (NGFW) systems [4] introduce various
high-level concepts that enable a more direct mapping
between policies and firewall rules. This survey includes a
brief overview of their features, focusing on those which
mirror functionality of the surveyed approaches.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the methods used to perform the survey. Next, Section
III provides an overview of the surveyed papers, and
shows examples of similar functionality offered by modern
firewall systems. The results and their significance are
discussed in Section IV. Finally, the paper presents related
work in Section V and wraps up with conclusions in
Section VI.
II. M ETHODS
This section describes the methods used to survey the
literature. Several literature searches were performed using
Google Scholar and Semantic Scholar, supported by the
software tool Publish or Perish [5]. The following search
terms were used: (i) high-level firewall rules, (ii) high-level firewall policies, (iii) management of firewall rules,
(iv) management of firewall policies, and (v) generating
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firewall rules from high-level policies. From each search,
50 most relevant results were collected, yielding 500
papers in total. After removing duplicate papers, 304
papers remained. Out of these, only 23 papers representing
17 distinct approaches remained within the scope of this
survey. The remaining approaches were analyzed according to research questions listed below. Each question is
designated with a label and describes potential answers
where necessary:

•

•

users, in which it was confirmed that the approach
makes policies easier to manage than low-level
rules and that its expressiveness is sufficient for
real-world usage scenarios.
Claims: Authors describe experiments in which
they define policies and claim that they were successful in using the system.
N.A.: Usability was not evaluated.
III. RESULTS

1) Level (H/M/L): What is the level of abstraction of
security policies defined as inputs to the approach?
Possible values include the following:
• H: Policies are defined using natural language, as
spoken by management and policy makers.
• M: Policies are defined using formal specification
or graphs with concepts like users, types of applications, types of roles, etc. They do not primarily
focus on technical details such as IP addresses,
ports, etc., and instead link such details using a
knowledge base and/or separate configuration.
• L: Defines policies with technical details that are
hidden behind concepts similar to roles, instead of
being stated as low-level firewall rules. An example
would be defining policies related to the public_web_server role, and separately label several
servers with the aforementioned role.
2) KB (yes/no/partial/N.A.): Does the approach include
a predefined knowledge base, or predefined rule conversion (expert) rules? If large parts of the knowledge
base must be tailored specifically for the organizational IT system where they are to be deployed, it is
considered as a partial KB.
3) GUI (yes/no/N.A.): Does the approach include a GUI
and/or a visualization component?
4) Output rules: Which types of low-level firewall rules
can the approach generate? Examples could include
iptables rules and Cisco firewall rules.
5) Category: What is the central concept used to define
and process policies? Possible categories include the
following:
• Ontology: the approach uses ontologies to define
the high-level security policy.
• Language: the approach is based on features characteristic to high-level programming languages,
such as operators or inheritance, or defines policies
using markup languages such as XML.
• Formal: the approach uses formal predicates to
define the security policy, e.g. as a collection of
conditions that must always be met. Such formal specification of high-level policy is used to
generate low-level rules using various automated
reasoning and optimization algorithms.
• Graph: the approach uses graphs, such as Petri
nets, to link entities and define high-level policies.
6) Usability: Do authors report a usability study? If yes,
what type? Possible types include the following:
• Study: Authors report a usability study with target
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By applying the method outlined in Section II, we
initially found 304 unique papers. We propose a rough
informal categorization of those papers according to research areas as shown in Fig. 1. Papers within the scope
of this survey are labeled as Automatic translation of highlevel security policies, and their overview is provided in
Section III-A. Remaining categories are briefly explained
in Section III-B. There are many border cases in which
papers could potentially be categorized into alternative
categories, so it is possible that other researchers could
obtain slightly different paper counts. Finally, Section
III-C provides an overview of comparable features of some
modern firewall systems commonly used in the industry.
A. Automatic translation of high-level security policies
Some properties of the surveyed approaches are outlined
in Table I. Among these approaches, high-level security
policies are frequently defined using a programming language inspired syntax or XML documents. Formal methods and graphical models are used to a lesser degree, with
only one approach relying on an ontology. The following
paragraphs provide brief examples of policy definitions for
each category.
Basile et al. [21] use sentences close to natural language
to describe high-level security requirements. Subjects,
objects and actions that can be used in sentences are
pre-configured in the approaches’ knowledge base. A few
examples of such requirements are shown in Listing 1. The
first one bans users from visiting gambling sites, and the
second one allows user Alice to access Internet between
18:30 and 20:00 hours. The security requirements are
automatically translated to configurations of appropriate
network devices.
Gaaserud [17] defines a syntax similar to programming
languages, which supports variables and inheritance, and
can be used to define rules more comprehensive than
traditional low-level firewall rules. Listing 2 shows a
simplified example where this syntax is used to describe
the Facebook web application and define a rule that grants
access to it from the internal network. In a similar manner,
other applications and locations on the network can be
described, which would enable specifying policy based
on applications and groups of resources rather than IP
addresses, ports and protocols.
Adão et al. [24] define the security policy using highlevel goals that need to be enforced. These goals are
specified using formal predicates that describe desirable
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Testing; Fuzzing; Formal verification
Automatic translation
of high-level security policies

Rule analysis;
Error detection and correction
29

Distributed firewalls
and applications in cloud

23

79

19
18
Low-level firewall rules
and firewall implementations

56
74
6

Others - firewall related

Others - not firewall related
Others - non-English sources

Fig. 1: Rough categorization of initial search results. Duplicate results are excluded. Individual categories of papers
are explained in Section III.
TABLE I: Overview of the surveyed approaches. In cases in which approaches were published trough multiple
papers, the year of the most recent one is indicated. Individual columns and categories are explained in Section II.
Approach
Bartal et al. [6, 7]

Year
2004

Level
L

KB
partial

GUI
yes

Category
Language

Usability
Study

Cuppens et al. [8]
Zhang et al. [9]
Xu et al. [10]
Bandara et al. [11, 12]
Hassan and Bahgat [13]
Basile et al. [14]
Kropiwiec et al. [15, 16]
Gaaserud [17]
Al-Shaer [18, 19]
Deng et al. [20]
Basile et al. [21]
Sapia et al. [22, 23]
Adão et al. [24]
Rivera et al. [25]
Bringhenti et al. [26]
Karafili et al. [27, 28]

2004
2007
2007
2009
2009
2010
2011
2013
2014
2015
2015
2016
2016
2019
2020
2020

M
L
M
L
M
H
L
L
L
L
H
L
L
M
M
L

no
no
partial
no
partial
yes
no
no
partial
no
yes
no
no
partial
no
yes

no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no

Formal
Language
Graph
Formal
Language
Ontology
Language
Language
Language
Language
Language
Graph
Formal
Language
Graph
Formal

N.A.
Study
Study
Claims
N.A.
Claims
Claims
Study
Study
Claims
N.A.
Study
Claims
Study
N.A.
Claims

Listing 1: Examples of high-level security requirements
from Basile et al. [21].
"do not access gambling sites"
"allow Internet traffic
from 18:30 to 20:00 for Alice"

states of packets at certain locations in the network. The
formally specified goals transparently support network
address translation (NAT) and are used to automatically
generate, optimize, and localize low-level firewall rules.
Localization here refers to the task through which rules
need to be placed on multiple firewalls throughout the
network, with each having its own surroundings and
potentially a different NAT configuration. Unfortunately,
goals are stated using complex logical formulas and their
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Output rules
Lucent VPN, Check Point FireWall-1,
Cisco PIX Firewall, Cisco IOS
iptables, tested with netfilter
format similar to iptables
Colored Petri net formalism
N.A.
N.A. (vendor specific)
N.A.
iptables
Palo Alto PanOS
format similar to iptables
ClickOS-based firewall implementation
packet filtering virtual network function
Packet filter
Netfilter
iptables
N.A.
N.A.

notation does not seem to be very comprehensible.
Sapia et al. [22, 23] develop an educational tool,
SP2Model, that can be used to model firewall rules in
a graphical manner. After network resources have been
defined, users are presented with a graphical interface
where they can draw a graph that describes the security
policy. This graph still retains low-level rule semantics,
and it is questionable whether it could be applicable in
larger networks.
Bringhenti et al. [26] propose a specialized solution
for Kubernetes [29] clusters that automatically generates
firewall rules according to defined services and their communication requirements. Users can manually allow additional communication flows. We classify this as a graph
approach because the service definitions effectively form
a graph, with services as nodes and their communication
requirements as edges.
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Listing 2: An example of a configured application and
defined rule from Gaaserud [17].
application facebook {
protocol tcp
port 80, 443
signature "www.facebook.com"
}
rule "facebook access" {
application facebook
from internal
to external
source client -network
destination any
action allow
}

details. As policies in this category are on a lower level
of abstraction than papers in the scope of this survey, we
label them as low-level rules. In some other cases, such
as Lupaescu et al. [34], the policies are described on a
sufficiently high level of abstraction, but are used directly
on a custom firewall implementation rather than being
compiled into low-level firewall rules. Such papers are
labeled as firewall implementations and are shown grouped
together with low-level rules.
There are three categories representing other research
areas. Papers labeled as Others - firewall related present
various subjects related to firewalls, those labeled as
Others - non-English sources are written in languages
other than English, and the ones labeled as Others - not
firewall related deal with research unrelated to firewalls,
such as CPU architectures.
C. Comparable features of modern firewall systems

Finally, Basile et al. [14] propose an ontology that
describes the network resources and their connectivity.
High-level policies are initially defined as statements, after
which the developed tool leads its users trough policy
refinement and generates low-level firewall rules. Policy
refinement and rule generation are performed by applying
automatic reasoning over the populated ontology.
B. Categories outside the scope of this survey
This subsection briefly describes initially collected papers that are outside the scope of this survey. Most such
papers belong to the category rule analysis and error
detection and correction. The main goal of papers in
this category is to analyze existing firewall policies or
security policies specified on a higher level of abstraction, and make them easier to comprehend for firewall
administrators and policy makers. Some of them can
also highlight potential configuration errors and suggest
corrections. One such approach is Bodei et al. [30], where
authors convert low-level firewall rules into a high-level
formal representation that can be analyzed.
Many papers are concerned with testing, fuzzing, or formal verification of existing firewall policies. Formal verification approaches, such as Kotenko and Polubelova [31],
propose formal models that can be used to model firewall
policies and automatically verify whether a firewall configuration satisfies its corresponding model. Testing and
fuzzing approaches, such as Al-Shaer et al. [32], aim to
generate test packets to check whether a given firewall
configuration handles them as expected. The test packets
are generated according to predefined criteria.
Several papers deal with problems regarding distributed
firewalls and applications in cloud. One such approach is
Zhang et al. [33], where authors optimize the placement of
firewall rules over multiple switches in a Software Defined
Network (SDN).
In a number of papers, policies are defined on a higher
level of abstraction than traditional firewall rules, but still
retain a one-to-one correspondence to low-level technical
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Neupane et al. [35] recently published a focused survey of NGFWs and their capabilities. NGFWs combine
extensive packet analysis with data from multiple sources,
such as authentication logs, making them able to enforce
policies aware of application-specific payloads and users’
identities, and provide intrusion prevention capabilities [4].
An extensive analysis of NGFWs is outside the scope
of this paper. Instead, this subsection focuses on two
features offered by Check Point Quantum NGFW [36],
namely identity awareness and application control, which
mirror common functionality proposed by the surveyed
approaches. It must be noted that the authors of this sutvey
are not in any way endorsed by Check Point and that this
is only one of several NGFW systems frequently used in
the industry.
Identity Awareness [36] collects information about users
and network resources from services such as Active Directory, and associates network traffic with individual
user accounts and devices. This enables straightforward
implementation of policies that target individual users
and devices instead of IP addresses. Such policies are
much easier to maintain in modern organizations where
users often work with multiple devices and connect trough
wireless networks and virtual private networks (VPNs).
Application control [36] involves deep packet inspection
and is used to identify application specific network traffic.
Consequently, admins can define policies that target individual applications regardless of ports, protocols, and other
low-level technical details. Applications are detected using
packet signatures from Check Point’s internal database.
Furthermore, applications are organized into categories
and have an associated risk score [37] that can be used
when defining policies. For instance, a single firewall
rule can filter all traffic related to applications inside the
Anonymizer category, such as VPN providers.
IV. DISCUSSION
The main goals of defining policies on a higher level
of abstraction are to make them easier to comprehend
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and maintain, as well as to reduce the amount of domain
knowledge required for the users who configure them.
Most of the approaches relying on languages, graphical
methods, and ontology certainly manage to improve policy comprehensibility. However, defining policies in approaches based on formal specifications requires extensive
knowledge of formal logic and theorem proving, so these
approaches effectively manage to replace the need for
experienced network admins with a need for experts in
formal methods, and consequently do not significantly
improve comprehensibility.
Important advantages of formal specification and ontology based approaches are that the high-level policies
can be automatically checked for inconsistencies out-ofthe-box and that the generated low-level firewall rules are
guaranteed to adhere to the specification. Other types of
approaches, such as [19], can in some cases also include
components that provide similar functionality, but we leave
an overview of such functionality for future work.
Another goal of high-level policy definition is to support transparent firewall management in large enterprise
systems with numerous network segments and firewalls,
which could require a very large set of rules to maintain. In
this regard, most categories of approaches seem to, at least
in theory, support such application, with the exception of
graphical approaches that are either highly specialized, like
[26], or are limited by the capabilities of their GUIs, like
[22, 23]. The latter is caused by the inherent problem of
visualizing large Enterprise networks, where visualizations
can easily end up being very complicated and cluttered.
A possible way of addressing this limitation would be to
extend user interfaces of such approaches with abstraction
of individual subsystems in the network.
In some approaches, information about users and resources can be imported from policy management software, such as Active Directory, while others require their
users to define user identities and resources manually. A
great advantage of the former is that resources and users
can change over time, and this eliminates the need to
handle such changes manually.
Most approaches suffer from a drawback that they need
extensive configuration of domain specific data, such as
descriptions of applications in [17], to produce rules.
As technologies evolve and resources are upgraded or
replaced, knowledge bases and configurations must be
continuously updated as well. As can be seen in Section
III-C, modern firewall systems already allow specifying
rules that are aware of applications, users, and resources.
Their vendors solve the aforementioned problem by delivering such firewalls together with additional services, often
including continuous maintenance of the provided products and their knowledge bases. Specifically, Check Point
maintains and delivers a large collection of application
signatures and offers a service trough which administrators
can request assistance and report erroneous detection.
Last but not least, readers may observe that just six
approaches performed validation of their results with do-
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main experts, with the rest performing only case studies
or performance evaluation. Proper validation with multiple
domain experts is important as it can uncover practical
problems with the approach and provide possible solutions.
V. RELATED WORK
We found only one recent survey with a similar scope.
Zaliva [38] comments some properties of approaches
working with high-level policies, but does so very briefly,
with the paper focusing primarily on detection of rule
conflicts and anomalies. At the time of writing, [38] is
over a decade old and misses the majority of approaches
surveyed in this paper. In addition, this survey does not
publish a methodology, making the reproducibility of its
results challenging.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper provided a survey of approaches that aim
to translate high-level definitions of security policies into
low-level firewall rules. The surveyed approaches support
definition of policies using either natural language, various
domain languages, formal specification, or ontology. Each
of them comes with its own advantages and disadvantages.
Common drawbacks include the fact that the proposed
high-level policy definition is often difficult to write and
maintain, and that knowledge bases and configurations
need constant maintenance. A potential solution to the latter would be to deliver such functionality trough services,
in a similar manner to which vendors of NGFW systems
like Check Point already deliver their products.
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Abstract—Every day, many firewall logs are generated that
contain a lot of useful information about devices and applications in the network. In this paper, we try to detect network
applications using only data in firewall logs. Detection of such
applications could be used for audit, gaining a better visibility
into the network, and to create better firewall policies. Two
approaches were implemented for network application detection,
one based on the classification methods and the other based
on distances between samples using three different metrics. The
methods we experimented with were based on ports and IP addresses only. The analysis of ports was done to reduce the number
of different ports used as features for classification. In addition to
the methods implemented, a measure of certainty was developed
based on the number of different ports used for classification.
Based on the partial knowledge of the target environment, the
methods were continuously improved, from which conclusions
were drawn and results presented. In reviewing the results, an
analysis of the results of the two approaches was carried out.
The approaches were compared based on the advantages and
disadvantages of each approach in terms of the information they
provide.
Index Terms—network applications, firewall, logs, classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
In today’s networks, a large amount of logs are generated
on a daily basis. These logs contain a lot of useful information
about devices and applications. Particularly interesting and
important is the log generated by a firewall, which contains information about established connections between applications
connected via different firewall interfaces.
Applications used to be directly associated with the network
service they provided. For example, there was a Mail Transfer
Agent (MTA) that offered only SMTP service. Then there
was the Mail Delivery Agent (MDA), which allowed users
to retrieve email via the POP or IMAP services. However,
modern network applications are complex and regularly use
more than just services, e.g. Microsoft Exchange server which
offers SMTP, IMAP and POP services in a single, tightly
integrated application.
The question we tried to address in this paper was whether
it is possible to detect network applications - complex or not
- on the internal network using only firewall logs. If this is
possible, it could be used for audit, gaining a better visibility
into the network, and to create better firewall policies.
When auditing a network, the auditor either does not know
what network applications are on the network or wants to
check the validity of the information provided, if they have
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that information. Someone auditing or managing a firewall
is working with low-level firewall rules (ports, IP addresses,
protocols), which makes it difficult to understand what applications are allowed to pass through the firewall. In other words,
it is difficult to deduce from different rules that they have
been inserted as a group that allows the use of an application.
With a method of detecting network applications and then
grouping firewall rules, one gains a better visibility into the
network that the firewall is supposed to protect. Finally, we
hypothesise that a more secure firewall configuration can be
achieved by first determining which applications should be
allowed through the firewall (i.e. if high-level policies are in
place) and then translating these policies into firewall rules.
Detection of network applications could help with this by
allowing administrators to enumerate network applications and
then create policies for them.
In this paper, we try to detect network server applications
using only data in firewall logs. This data includes source and
destination IP addresses and ports, as well as the protocols
used (tcp or udp). Therefore, the methods we experimented
with are based only on ports and IP addresses. Specifically,
we experimented with different machine learning algorithms
to find the best one for the task. The results presented in this
paper were obtained in iterations with continuous improvement
of the methods in accordance with the partial knowledge of
the target environment.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section III describes the firewall log data and a list of known network
applications that we use in this paper. Section IV describes the
methods for detecting applications in firewall logs, including
the method for extracting characteristic ports and features,
and the classification procedure itself. The results of the
classification and its analysis are presented in Section V, as
well as the comparison with alternative methods. Section II
summarises the work found in the field of this paper. Finally,
a conclusion based on the results of this work is drawn in
Section VII.
II. R ELATED WORK
The field of firewall logs analysis, and in particular logs in
general, is very broad and touched by many different works.
When we look at firewall logs analysis in general, we can
see several different purposes of such analysis, but almost
all of them have a common area of network security. The
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ultimate goals of firewall log analysis include dynamically reordering security rules [1], analyzing and detecting anomalies
in network traffic [2], [3], searching for anomalous records
[4], accurately describing threats lurking on a system [5], and
detecting online attacks using firewall logs [6]. Firewall logs
can be used in combination with other logs, such as application
logs to prevent intrusions [7] and proxy logs to detect infected
hosts [8].
In addition to the general analysis of firewall logs, there is
also work more closely related to the topic of this paper, and
they deal with the classification of firewall logs themselves.
In [9], the classification of logs with the SVM classifier with
the goal of controlling Internet traffic, while in [10], the logs
were classified using a shallow neural network to improve the
operations of the firewall. It is also possible to classify and
analyze events generated by the firewall to identify possible
intrusion scenarios [11].
Nmap is one of the most popular open source solutions for
tracing open ports and also has a function for tracing services
and their versions.
As for the data itself and its processing, we can highlight
the work [12], which explores standard collections for firewall
log data that would speed up their analysis. If we talk about
feature selection in firewall log analysis, we can highlight the
works [13] and [14].
III. DATA FOR NETWORK APPLICATION DETECTION
The input for the development of a network application
detection method consisted of two data sets. The first data set
was firewall logs and the second data set was a small sample
of IP addresses and network applications running on them.
A. Firewall logs
The firewall logs used in this study were from a control
industrial network used in a production. The network contains
78 firewalls and over 3000 IP addresses. The logs we used
combined data from all firewalls and amount to about 9 GB
of data per day. Each log file contains records for a single
day of communication. These only contain SYN segments for
communication via the tcp protocol. In addition to the tcp
protocol, the udp and icmp protocols are also present. For this
paper we used the logs from six days.
The logs are in CSV format and contain one record per line.
Each record contains a number of fields, the most interesting
and important of which for this study are: Source IP address,
Source port, Destination IP address, Destination port, Protocol
and Firewall action.
In some of these records, values for selected fields may
not be recorded. In this case, they have the value N/A. All
these records that have the value N/A in any of the important
fields were removed. Depending on the Firewall action field,
which specifies what the firewall will do with the requested
connection, only connections with the values "accept" and
"allow" were considered.
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TABLE I
O BSERVED NETWORK APPLICATIONS AND
Network application
AD server
Fileshare
Proxy server
Mail server
Network monitoring
SCADA server
SCADA devices in Electrical power facilities
Other

ASSOCIATED

IP

ADDRESSES

IP addresses
143.239.227.17, 143.191.227.17
143.214.119.18, 143.246.242.193
143.239.227.193
143.239.149.38, 143.239.149.39
143.239.149.196
143.239.99.20
143.239.143.65, 143.191.143.67
143.91.187.21, 143.91.179.13
143.239.157.50, 143.239.157.51,
143.239.157.52, 143.239.99.38,
143.239.227.24, 143.239.227.25

B. A list of known network applications
The second dataset we had was a list of IP addresses and
the network applications running on them, Table I. This data
set was much smaller, around 20 or so IP addresses. The
applications we observe are: Active directory (AD) server [15],
Fileshare, Proxy server [16], Mail server, Network monitoring,
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) server
[17], and SCADA devices in Electrical power facilities [18].
In addition, we have included in the Table I the group "Other".
In this category we have included some IP addresses that do
not belong to any of the applications we observed. These IP
addresses belong to VMware ESXi, Cisco Secure Network
Analytics Manager and Antivirus Management.
We used this data to search the logs for the given IP
addresses and the number of each port open on them. This
information is further used for training the classifier.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
The entire process of detecting network applications in
firewall logs, is divided into several steps, which are shown in
Figure 1. The general idea in performing this analysis is to use
destination ports from loaded firewall logs as features for our
classifier. Then we use the multicollinearity detection method
to further reduce the number of features. Once the data is split
into a training set and a prediction set, we can give it to our
classifier and get the results.

Fig. 1. Steps in detecting network applications in firewall logs

A. Feature extraction
The first question we asked is which ports are relevant
to each application, since we use them as features in our
classification. To answer this question, we performed an
analysis to obtain a set of characteristic ports. The analysis
was performed in such a way that we counted the number
of different ports that occur in log records whose destination
IP address is one of the IP addresses from the Table I. We
combined this information with known network applications
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TABLE II
F REQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF PORTS IN CONNECTIONS TO

TABLE III
C HARACTERISTIC

APPLICATIONS

Network application
AD server
Fileshare
Proxy server
Mail server
Network monitoring
SCADA server

Total number of ports
10003
10
1
3
9
33

Ports with highest occurrence
389, 88, 53
445, 49156
8080
995, 25
162, 5558
2236, 6201, 6209,
6211, 6210, 6207, 6222

SCADA devices in
Electrical power facilities

1

2404

for these IP addresses to determine the number of different
open ports for each network application.
The result of the analysis are shown in Table II. The first
column of the table lists the network applications we were
given, while the second column lists the total number of
destination ports that occur in connections to IP addresses
for that network application. The third column lists the most
characteristic ports for each network application, based on the
criterion that this port occurs in at least 1% of all connections
to the observed application.
In total, we were able to track down 10006 different
ports. Although this is a seemingly huge number of ports,
most of them, 10003 to be precise, relate to the AD server.
However, the Proxy server and SCADA devices in Electrical
power facilities are specified with only one port, while the
Mail server is specified with three ports. The Fileshare and
Network Monitoring are specified with about ten ports and
the SCADA server with about 30 ports. If we discard the
ports that participate with less than 1% in the connections
for each application, we are left with only 18 ports that do
not overlap between the applications. From the selected ports
for AD Server, we can see that port 389 is the most common,
which corresponds to the AD Server documentation [19] as
the most important port.
Since we have examined an extremely large set of ports,
classification would be very slow if we used them all as
features. As a solution, we introduced the possibility to exclude ports below a certain threshold. The remaining ports
are called characteristic ports, which are used as features for
classification.
To create a data frame for classification, we used the following method. For each destination IP address that appeared in
the connections, we counted the frequency for each destination
port that we classified as characteristic. In this method, each
entry of the data frame we use for classification consists of
an IP address with columns corresponding to the number of
open connections on each significant port. An example of the
data frame obtained using this method is shown in Table III,
which contains a set of IP addresses with the frequency of
occurrence of characteristic ports.
B. Multicollinearity detection
After extracting characteristic ports, there is a possibility
that a large number of ports exist, some of which are interdependent (collinear). On the other hand, if we have a
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IP
143.239.227.17
143.198.117.215
143.239.149.38
143.246.3.105
143.239.143.65
143.191.227.18
143.239.149.196
143.3.238.11

2236
0
0
0
0
1523
7
0
0

PORTS AND FREQUENCY OF THEIR OCCURRENCE FOR
SET OF IP ADDRESSES

2404
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
1563

25
6
0
0
0
6
10
2188
0

389
154060
0
0
3088162
0
1313
0
0

443
0
0
0
0
6
8
0
0

445
3464
0
0
288
6
1158
0
0

53
88717
0
0
571
0
10601
0
0

6201
0
0
0
0
1377
8
0
0

8080
0
0
300809
0
4
6
0
0

88
84781
0
0
1229614
0
4252
0
0

995
0
26250
0
0
0
9
12134
0

large amount of collinearity in our features, this leads to
features that are redundant and consequently useless. Some
of the available classifiers do not check this condition, while
being very sensitive to this phenomenon. We introduced a
step to check the collinearity of the features. This check is
done by successively computing the Variance inflation factor
(VIF). VIF is one of the tools used to measure the degree of
collinearity present for each factor and it reports how much
the variance of the estimated coefficients increases is due to
collinear independent variables [20].
Our algorithm for removing irrelevant ports works by computing a VIF for each port based on the data frame obtained in
the previous section, and then discarding the port from the set
of ports for which the VIF is largest. We iteratively perform
this procedure until the VIF for a variable is greater than 5. We
assume a value of 5 because the variable is then considered
highly collinear. Applying this algorithm, we obtain a set of
ports that yields a matrix that is not multicollinear. Such a
matrix is then used to train and test the model.
C. Classification procedure
When we have a data frame with a reduced number of ports,
we need to label it, i.e., introduce an additional column "Label"
that represents the label according to which the classification
is made. In this case, they are labeled with numbers from 1
to 8 if it is a known application (in the order as in Table I)
and with the number 0 if it is an unknown application.
The data frame created in this way is divided into a training
set and a prediction set. We have separated rows labelled
0 to predict them as accurately as possible, while we have
included other rows whose labels indicate one of the observed
applications in the training set. For training the classifier, we
used training data from all six days of firewall logs to get as
much data as possible.
In order to indicate how well informed the classification
was in predicting the application for an IP address, measure of
certainty is designed and modeled. The measure was calculated
by looking at one row of the data frame passed to the classifier
to see how many columns were non-zero, i.e., based on how
many different ports the classification made its prediction. For
this purpose, the certainty measure were labeled None if no
port was open, Very low for one open port, Low for two open
ports, Medium for three or four open ports, High for five, six,
or seven open ports, and Very high for more than seven open
ports.
Having completed the classification, we have not included
predictions with the label None in the results. The reason is
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that such predictions are obtained by classifying data entries
with all zero values, which is not informative and therefore
not a valid prediction.
D. Distance method
As an alternative to classification methods, a method based
on distances between feature vectors was proposed in this
work. This method does not use predefined classifiers for training and prediction purposes, but compares unlabeled feature
vectors with labeled feature vectors. Basically, we compare
examples with unknown label to each example with known
label based on the Table I.
For each calculated distance, we find the distance that is
the smallest of all. Thus, we have found the application to
which a given example is most likely to belong. The smallest
distance tells us how close the newly labeled example is to
the most similar example from our training set. We use three
different metrics to calculate the vector distances: Euclidean
[21], Manhattan [21], and cosine distance [22].
V. R ESULTS
This section presents the pre-classification analysis used to
select the best classifiers for predicting applications. It also
discusses the selection of ports as features in our dataset and
the optimisation of the classifiers based on the tuning of the
hyperparameters. In the classification analysis, the prediction
results for the classifiers as well as for the distance method
based on a day of firewall logs are presented. Tables of the
cumulative number of network applications are given for each
of the predictions and these numbers are discussed in the
context of the metrics available in the output of each of the
approaches. Finally, the two approaches are compared in terms
of the overlap in prediction and the differences in the metrics
provided by each approach.
A. Pre-classification analysis
Before applying classification methods to data with unknown application labels, we use labelled data to test different
machine learning models and select the best one. The labelled
data we used was created by combining all labelled records
from each day of the firewall log. We split the combined
dataset into training and testing datasets in a 3:2 ratio in
favour of the training dataset, and made sure we had the same
percentage of examples in each set for each application. We
then trained machine learning models on the training dataset
and predicted the labels on the test dataset. We compare these
predicted labels to the original labels to determine the balanced
accuracy of the prediction [23].
The following classifiers are considered: AdaBoost [24],
Decision Tree [25], Quadratic Discriminant Analysis [26],
Random forest [27], and Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) [28].
All classifications were executed using the default parameters
of the respective classifiers.
Based on the balanced accuracy of the predictions, we
concluded that the Random forest classifier and the MLP
classifier are best suited for this task, achieving a balanced
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accuracy of 0.95 and 0.98, respectively. Considering the time
required for the work of each classifier, not all classifiers
are equally good. Since most of the time is spent loading
and processing the data, the time spent by the classifiers is
negligible for the total execution time.
We also know that a larger number of ports improves the
classification results, but this improvement decreases as the
number of ports increases, while the time required increases
dramatically. With this in mind, we choose a threshold of
1% as a trade-off between performance and classification
accuracy. In performing the tests, we also found that we do not
need the multicollinearity check, as it slows down our system
unnecessarily without improving the results.
Apart from the selection of classifiers, it is important to
know that each of them has a number of hyperparameters
that affect the results of the classification. The process of
selecting the right value for the hyperparameters for our
task is called hyperparameter tuning. To choose the right
values, we first performed a random search and then a grid
search [29]. In the random search, we randomly select 100
different combinations from the initial range of values for the
hyperparameters to shorten it. In the grid search in a truncated
range, we tested each combination of values to find the best of
them based on the balanced accuracy metric. After tuning the
hyperparameters for the random forest and MLP algorithms,
we saw a slight improvement of 1% over the original results
for both classifiers.
B. Classification analysis
The whole process of classification is divided into two
phases as the training process takes more time. In the first
phase, we load the firewall logs from all six days and train
the classifier with a dataset combining all the training sets from
those days. In the second phase, we predict the applications
running on each IP address of a single day whose application
is unknown.
The training phase of the classifier takes about 800 seconds
for each day and is based on more than 50 million lines from
each firewall log. Of the total time, 80% is spent loading the
data and another 7% is spent selecting features and creating a
data frame for classification. Labelling the data, dividing the
data frame into sets, and training the classifiers takes less than
1% of the total time.
We chose a threshold of 1% in the selection of ports to
balance the number of ports we use as features in the classification. In choosing this threshold, 18 ports were considered,
as can be seen in Table II in the third column. All ports
between 6200 and 6222 are combined into one and referred
to as 6200 since they are thematically equal. In iteratively
improving our algorithm, we found that port 161 corresponds
to Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). In this
case, all records with this port are credited to the source
IP address instead of the destination IP address. This port is
also added as a function to represent the Network monitoring
application. Ports 443 and 4343 have also been added to
distinguish applications in the Other category.
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TABLE IV
P REDICTION FOR 816 IP ADDRESSES USING R ANDOM FOREST
CLASSIFIER , MLP CLASSIFIER AND DISTANCE METHOD
Network application
AD server
Fileshare
Proxy server
Mail server
Network monitoring
SCADA server
SCADA devices in
Electrical power facilities
Other

Number of IP addresses
using Random forest
19
75
217
20
3
178

Number of IP addresses
using MLP
61
105
13
2
13
12

Number of IP addresses
using distance method
67
286
9
2
13
12

53
251

59
551

59
368

The prediction phase results were obtained from 2.18 GB
firewall logs of a single day using Random forest and MLP
algorithms. We obtained a list of 816 IP addresses with the
corresponding predicted network application, the classification
probability for each of the observed applications and the
certainty label for the prediction. Since the results obtained by
these algorithms are not deterministic, we performed 20 iterations of the training and prediction procedures and produced
a cumulative result based on the results of each iteration.
Table IV lists the observed network applications and the
number of IP addresses associated with each network application from the classification.
Let us first look at the IP addresses classified as AD servers.
For the Random Forest classifier, there are 19, which is a
reasonable number for the given network size. Looking at the
measure of certainty, we find that it ranges from Medium to
Very high, which means that many ports are included in the
classification, so it is also reliable. The maximum probability
for such classified IP addresses is 0.66 on average, which again
is quite high considering that there are six other possibilities
(for every other application). According to MLP, there are 61
AD servers. If we philtre these out only for those that have a
security measure Medium and higher, we are left with almost
the same set of IPs as the Random forest classifier.
If we look at the 217 IP addresses predicted by Random
forest to have a Proxy server running, we can only philtre
out two IP addresses with a maximum probability of more
than 0.5. These two are the real proxy servers. Of the 13
IP addresses classified by MLP, there are again 3 with a
maximum probability of more than 0.5 that we are sure about.
Of the 20 IP addresses classified as Mail server by Random
forest, only one has a maximum probability of more than 0.5
and the rest have an average maximum probability of 0.23,
which is quite low. Furthermore, all predicted IP addresses
have a Very low or Low certainty label. The MLP classifier
has predicted only 2 IP addresses in this category that it is
very sure about according to the maximum probability for this
class.
Only 3 IP addresses were classified as Network monitoring
by the Random forest classifier, but only one of them has a
high maximum probability. The MLP classifier is equally confident in predicting 13 IP addresses with an average maximum
probability of 0.62.
Most of the 178 IP addresses predicted by Random forest to
be SCADA servers have the Medium certainty label, but only
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7 of the predictions are fairly certain. Out of 12 IP addresses
predicted by MLP, the classifier is fairly certain in 3 with
an average maximum probability of 0.82. All IP addresses
predicted by MLP in this class vary in the certainty label.
Both the Random forest and the MLP classifier largely agree
in predicting SCADA devices in Electrical power facilities,
with a count of 53 and 59 predicted IP addresses, respectively.
Almost all of the predicted IP addresses have Very low
certainty label. Looking at the average maximum probability,
we see a high degree of certainty in these predictions as
well. The average maximum probability of the Random forest
predictions is 0.97 and that of the MLP predictions is 0.77.
C. Distance method analysis
In this subsection we review the results obtained with the
distance method. We used the same training data set as for
classification, so there are differences only in the prediction
phase. The performance of this method is comparable to that of
the classification, as again most of the training time is spent
loading the same data set. As a result of this method, for
each IP address discovered, we obtained the predicted network
application, the observed distance metric to the most similar
example and the certainty label. From the operation of this
method, described in IV-D, it is clear that multiple runs with
the same input will give the same output, i.e. the method is
deterministic.
As in the previous subsection, we have identified 816
different IP addresses. Table IV contains a list of the observed
network applications and the corresponding number of IP addresses belonging to this application according to this method.
Of the 67 IP addresses detected as AD servers, most carry
the Very low certainty label. If we look at the average minimum
euclidean distance of all IP addresses, it is 0.58, and it is lower
if we consider only the predictions with the labels High and
Very high (about 0.11).
Of the 286 IP addresses classified as Fileshare, all are
labelled with the certainty label Medium or lower, and their
average minimum euclidean distance is 0.63.
If we look at a group of 9 IP addresses classified as Proxy
servers, 8 of them have a minimum euclidean distance of 0 and
are marked with Very low certainty measure, which means that
their pattern completely matches that of the given examples.
Two IP addresses classified as Mail servers have a certainty
label of Low and Very low.
Almost all IP addresses classified as Network monitoring
have a certianty label of Low or Very low and the average
minimum euclidean distance is 0.19.
IP addresses predicted to be SCADA servers have the
certainty label of High and Very low. Of the 12 addresses,
three have a minimum euclidean distance of 0 and the rest
have an average of 0.76
Finally, out of 59 IP addresses detected as SCADA devices,
58 are predicted with Very low certainty label and only one is
predicted as Medium. All predictions with the Very low label
have a minimum euclidean distance of 0.
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VI. D ISCUSSION
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Comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the classification algorithms and distance method, we see that the
differences lie in the form of the available information we
get as a output. In the classification methods, in addition to
the information about the predicted network application, we
also get the probability of belonging to a particular application,
while in the distance method we get a measure of how far the
IP address communication pattern is from the most similar IP
address from which we know an application. This information
differs in that the probability is a relative measure, i.e., it
indicates how certain the classifier is that the IP address
belongs to an application compared to other applications. This
would mean that the sum of these probabilities is 1. The
problem is that if we have an IP address that we generally
cannot associate with any of the observed applications, we
would like to have small probabilities whose sum is not 1.
On the other hand, the distance method provides absolute
information. With the information obtained, we can determine
whether a given IP address can be classified at all if the
minimum cosine distance is small enough.
There are 328 IP addresses that are supposed to belong to
the same network application according to both approaches.
Among them, the most common are those classified as Fileshare with 56 IP addresses and SCADA devices with 53 IP
addresses. In addition, there are 19 IP addresses classified as
AD server, 12 as SCADA server, 4 as Proxy, 3 as Network
monitoring and 2 as Mail server where all methods match.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
This article shows the process of network application
detection in firewall logs. The detection was achieved by
two approaches. The first approach described is based on
classification using Random forest and MLP classifiers, while
the second approach is based on the distance method between
examples. The recognition process is based on an initial
given set of IP addresses, of which we know exactly to
which application they belong. A simple example was used to
investigate different classifiers, extraction and feature selection
methods, and the usefulness of multicollinearity detection. In
reviewing the results, the analysis of the results of the two
described approaches were performed. The approaches were
compared based on the advantages and disadvantages of each
approach in terms of the information they provide.
As a future work on this topic, with an improvement of the
given solution, it would be possible to even detect the version
of some network applications based on the most important
ports, such as AD server. In this work we have only tested
our solution in one environment, but in the future it would
be interesting to test it in other environments. For better
classification, it would be beneficial to include a measure of
"talkativeness" so that our algorithm does not rely solely on
the communication pattern of individual IP addresses. The
proposed measure would provide information on how many
different clients communicate with a given IP address.
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Abstract - Students enrolled in computer science courses
should develop logical thinking during their studies and learn
to apply theoretical knowledge to open-ended problems,
where subjective assessment is expected, and a single solution
does not exist. With the enrollment of an increasing number
of students, the manual grading of open-ended assignments
requires a greater workload for the teaching staff. Peer
assessment, where students evaluate each other’s solutions, is
suitable for grading open-ended assignments and benefits the
learning process of students as well as relieves the teacher’s
workload.
This paper provides an overview of existing peer
assessment strategies and methodologies, and analysis of
published performance results of algorithms for grading
evaluation that are already in use in (under)graduate courses
or under development. We compare calibration approaches
and systematically catalog problems and improvements
published by various authors researching same or similar
problems. The aim of this paper is to underline areas already
marked for possible improvement or overlooked but justified
of further study.
Keywords - computer science education; online education;
peer assessment; systematic review; collaborative learning;
development of peer assessment skills; calibrated peer review;
credibility index; metrics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Solving open-ended assignments encourages students to
explore various ways of tackling a problem and develop
critical thinking. Each student thinks differently and will
address any problem with real life context by applying their
own reasoning and understanding of the given task. There
is no single correct answer, procedure, or technique to
writing, for example, an essay, a mathematical proof, or an
engineering design. Unlike an open-ended, a closed-ended
task has an unambiguous solution such as a “yes/no” answer
or an exact number. Grading tasks manually regardless of
their type, becomes intensive in effort and time. With record
number of students studying computer science in 2020 [1]
and studying online in general, teachers’ workload proves
to be overwhelming.
Open-ended assignments present a challenge for
students, who then rely on teachers’ grading, and feedback
to improve performance. Manually reviewing creative
solutions is time consuming, while providing personalized
feedback that is deliberate and not rushed increases the
teachers’ workload. Reducing their workload enables
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teachers to provide needed guidance to students
consequently improving their learning outcomes and
motivation.
Closed-ended questions can be graded automatically.
For example, multiple choice questions can have one or
more correct answers and the solution to a math equation is
an exact number. Students’ solutions to open-ended
assignments are difficult to grade automatically because the
manner of presenting ideas, originality and creativity is
unique to every individual and therefore subject to the
personal view of the grader.
Adapting an effective strategy such as peer assessment
has considerable benefits, other than decreasing teachers’
workload and saving time. It is a process in which students
evaluate their peers’ assignments. Students review their
peers’ work and analyze logic, ideas and writing styles
different from their own. They learn from better solutions
and identify mistakes in solutions of poorer quality. Peer
assessment also improves the students’ ability to understand
a task or a problem and further develop a specific skill.
The peer assessment process is shown in Figure 1. First,
students solve their own assignments, which is followed by
the optional training phase and then peer review phase. Both
phases may include calibration. Next is self-assessment
which is optional. The last step in the peer assessment
process is to examine the received scores and feedback.
During research, we encountered various implementations
of peer assessment, and calibration is not a mandatory step.
Calibration is a process where students are provided with
assessment criteria called rubrics based on which they
evaluate calibration tests of different qualities. Calibration
tests are assignments that are created and graded by teachers
and their grades are considered as a reference to compare
how a student has graded in relation to the teacher.
Calibration can be used as a standalone phase, a part of the
existing peer review phase (mixed mode) or not used at all.
The standalone calibration mode is used before the peer
review as a training phase. Next is the peer review phase,
where students are assigned their peer’s work randomly or
using an arbitrary group formation method. If the mixed
calibration mode is used, the calibration test will be mixed
with the other students’ work without marking them for
distinction. Otherwise, each student will only grade their
peer’s assignments and will not be evaluating a submission
written by the teacher i.e., the student will not be calibrated.
Students can evaluate their own assignments using the
rubric from the training phase after completing the peer
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review. A continued discussion about calibration and
overall comparison of the studied processes, published in
studies and surveys, can be found in a later paragraph of this
paper.

1. Solve and submit the assignment
2. Training (standalone calibration
mode) OPTIONAL
3. Peer review (mixed or no calibration)
4. Self-assessment OPTIONAL

We refer to Figure 2, where we have already indicated the
standalone and mixed calibration modes.
The previously mentioned Expertiza system supports
both modes of calibration [5]. Stand-alone calibration
emphasizes training by allowing students to rate several
calibration tests and compare with teachers rating
afterwards. In mixed calibration, students are assigned
calibration tests along with their classmates’ assignments
for rating and are not informed of the difference.
Depending on the number of students enrolled in the
course, their level of preparation and their assessment skills,
the use of a specific grouping type of assessment achieves
different results. Peer assessment can be individual or
collaborative [4].

5. Review scores and feedback
Essays
Figure 1 Peer assessment process

Building a solid foundation for the peer assessment
process is based on carefully designing the assignment. It is
important to define the objective of students grading their
classmates’ submissions. Different types of assignments
encourage students to develop specific skills.
II.

A study conducted in undergraduate courses specifies
the following written assignments that were peer reviewed
[2]: E-portfolios are defined as individual assignments;
research papers are written in groups and proposals are
written in pairs.
Expertiza [3] is a web-based peer assessment system.
Research using data from Expertiza differentiates writing
assignments (defined as wiki textbook chapters, case
analysis essays or design documentations) from
programming assignments.
A systematic review of peer assessment research [4]
presents four types of assignments: (i) written essay; (ii) a
project proposal; (iii) an artefact (a poster, website,
multimedia video or course material); (iv) an acting
assignment (oral presentation or performance). The paper
specifies that most peer assessment studies concentrate on
writing essays, rather than oral presentations and suggests
assessing more acting assignments to improve students’
skills.
Given the overlap in definition between above
mentioned groupings, we can define the types of
assignments as seen in Figure 2.
USE OF CALIBRATION IN PEER ASSESSMENT

We have touched on the topic of calibration in the
introduction of this paper and will now consider the specific
implementation examples described in previous articles.
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Artefacts (poster,
website,
multimedia video,
course material)

Research papers
Writing
Project proposal
(WebQuest project,
training plan)

TYPES OF ASSIGNMENTS IN PEER ASSESSMENT

Peer assessment is not an appropriate method for tasks
where assessment can be automated. During research, we
observed several categorizations of assignment types used
in peer assessment and their similarities. Of the many
studies we have encountered in literature we have singled
out the following three.

III.

E-portfolios

Other (wiki textbook
chapters, design
documentation)
Programming

Code
Oral presentation

Acting
Performance
Figure 2 Types of assignments in peer assessment

Collaborative assessment is when students are divided
into groups and grade each other’s work. Peer assessment
accuracy depends on how the groups are formed. When
capable graders are grouped together, accuracy is easily
calculated. Grouping students who grade randomly, makes
calculating accuracy difficult. Accuracy can be improved
when group formation method is optimized.
IV.

SELF-ASSESSMENT

Self-assessment is an assessment method where
students evaluate their own assignments. This is an
opportunity to further improve the necessary skills for
analysis and grading. If incorporated before reviewing work
of other students as a training phase (see Figure 1), selfassessment will produce assessors who understand the
assignment, the given rubrics and how to evaluate.
One example of using self-assessment to train students is
the Merlin system, an e-learning system [23] that was
developed at the Center for e-learning of the University
Computing Center, University of Zagreb. It offers creating
self-assessment tests where the student is allowed multiple
attempts to solve the same question. The adaptive mode
does not limit the number of attempts and can include
penalty points. The interactive mode depends on the amount
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of feedback entered by the teacher. When the student
chooses the correct answer, he is not allowed to further
attempt solving the question.
The CPR program is used in many universities, but we will
examine how the Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M
University has integrated self-assessment in the peer
assessment process as a separate step. The Calibrated Peer
Review (CPR) [6] is a web-based software where students
evaluate essays in their chemistry class. It integrates selfassessment as a last stage of the peer review process and
defines self-assessment score as a part of the grade. Each
student must meet the threshold i.e., deviate at most 1.5
from their peers’ assessment to get full points.
V.

RUBRICS

Researchers agree that calibration is the best way to train
students how to grade assignments. Students should grade
consistently with the teacher’s grading through the course
of their training [7]. In Human Computer Interaction
courses mentioned in a paper about peer assessment in
MOOCs [8], students must grade a training assignment
correctly before moving on to reviewing their classmates’
work. The Calibrated Peer Review (CPR) program [6]
defines a threshold for mastering the calibration and offers
recalibration to students who failed the first time.
During calibration, students are provided with scoring
guidelines called rubrics. Rubrics are an essential part of an
evaluation framework architecture [9]. Rubrics can be
descriptive or numeric, like the examples below:
“Followed the Assignment’s Directions/ Inadequate The paper has no apparent relation to the directions of the
assignment/ Needs Improvement Some of the paper follows
the directions.…” [10]
“…numeric scale from 0 (worst) to 10 (best)” [11]
Examples of scales in the Merlin system are “fulfilled,
partially fulfilled, not fulfilled”, “you can do better, this is
good, great”, “unsuccessful, acceptable, average, excellent”
and “0, 1”.
Rubric development should be iterative. A great
example is the Rubric improvement cycle [3] that examines
the current rubric quality for future improvement.
The Likert scale is often used as a guideline [12]. A
systematic study of scoring models describes mapping
unipolar Likert scales to the unsigned percentages (0, 1),
and bipolar Likert scales to the signed (-1, +1) [13].
VI.

SKILL, CREDIBILITY, AND ACCURACY

We need to be able to determine how reliably,
accurately, and credibly students rate each other. In the
introduction, we mentioned calibration tests created and
graded by the teacher. We don’t take students at their word
but compare their assessments to the teachers’ assessments.
Students might exhibit “rogue” and “non-rogue” behavior
as reviewers [10]. “Rogue” reviewer will either rate all
other students work with the highest, lowest, average grade
or simply rate randomly. This doesn’t mean that “rogue”
student are not capable reviewers, just that they are not
reliable ones. Student’s reliability affects peer assessment
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accuracy, and the impact of rogue grading should be
minimized.
Students might have completed courses that used peer
assessment or are beginners with no prior skills. Even
courses that have similar learning domains, will either
provide incomparable materials or consist of contrasting
types of assignments. Therefore, each student rating skill
should not be taken as a given for the current course.
Training peer rating is an important part of the peer
assessment process [14], which we touched upon in the
calibration segment of this paper. Credibility and
competency are achieved by students understanding the
process and rubrics used, recognizing that standalone
calibration teaches students how to rate [5][6] and
improving student motivation and interest.
The method of measuring student rating skills and the
name of the calculated result may vary. Coursera computes
an index, which is used as a weight for calculating the final
grade. Some of the more recognizable metrics encountered
in the literature are the Credibility Index (CI) [7][15],
Reviewer Competency Index (RCI) [16] and the
Competency index [10].
One study on the impact of different factors on accuracy
calculates that “six reviews must be completed per reviewer
to achieve peer assessment that is no different from the
grading of an instructor” [2]. We have discussed the
teachers' workload, but students' workload shouldn't be
strenuous as well. A tremendous number of assignments
will increase the pressure on reviewers to grade correctly in
an insufficient amount of time. The learning benefits of peer
assessment thus decrease. According to the published
systematic review of peer assessment [4], there should be
an odd number of reviewers. Each assignment should be
graded by at least three reviewers. These are examples that
have studied and offered a solution for determining the
number of tests that students should grade, and defining that
number is still an open question. We will research the
dynamic determination of the number of tests in the future.
Research shows that peer assessment accuracy can also
be improved by incorporating Grading Behaviors [18],
providing teamwork guidelines [19], optimizing group
formation method [20] and incorporating relative peer
grades [21].
We will briefly mention other metrics related to
calibration and peer assessment. Calibration in Expertiza is
associated with metrics like exact agreement, adjacent
agreement, empty comment, avg. nonempty comment
length, avg. number of constructive comments and
readability (index) [5].
Metrics concerning Rubric Quality [3] are:
•
•

Validity
Intra-rater reliability
o Agreement: exact agreement and adjacent
agreement
o Consistency: Pearson correlation coefficient
and Spearman’s Rho.
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The published statistical analysis provided “guidelines for
designing peer-assessment rubrics for engineering
students” [3], to name a few:
•
•
•

assignments will reduce the teachers’ workload when using
Merlin in course activities.
VIII. POPULARITY OF PEER ASSESSMENT

More verification or focused criteria could lower
reliability,
Reliability significantly lowered for writing
assignments, if rubrics had more criteria,
More true/false criteria could improve reliability in
grading writing assignments.
VII. FEEDBACK

An experience report [22] describing evaluation using
UNcode in a computer programming course states that
formative and summative feedback are fundamental to
providing comprehensive feedback. UNcode is an
automatic evaluation tool that supports formative
evaluation with the following functionalities: syntax
highlighting and linter tips, code execution visualization,
custom input tests, comparison of expected outputs and
self-monitoring reports.
A systematic review of peer assessment research [4]
determines that feedback can be quantitative (e.g., numeric
score or Likert scale), qualitative (e.g., structured, or
unstructured), and a combination of both.
Merlin [23] is an example of a system from our
immediate environment that supports different types of
feedback. It allows adding activities to the course, which
can be used for interaction between teachers and
participants. There are a variety of activities that the teacher
can assess or allow students to assess each other [24]. Test
is a type of activity in Merlin that is configured using
different categories and types of questions.
Feedback is so important for improving performance
and motivation, that in addition to automatically grading
closed-ended questions, the corresponding feedback can be
automated as well. When writing test questions in Merlin,
the teacher can choose to provide General feedback by
entering information into a space designated with a label of
the same name. The entered feedback does not depend on
the students’ answer and is displayed after it regardless.
Response Feedback is specific feedback related to the
correct and incorrect answer. Combined Feedback allows
providing overall feedback for correct, partially correct, and
incorrect answers for all students which is useful for
multiple-choice questions. Students will receive additional
feedback, after the feedback specific to each answer, based
on the accuracy of the answer.
Submissions are graded automatically by Merlin except
for the essay type question which requires manual grading
by the teacher. When grading an essay question, the teacher
can record audio or video directly as feedback. We have
established in the discussion about types of assignments,
that peer assessment mainly focuses on writing essays.
Systems like Merlin provide support for implementing peer
assessment in courses with already available automatic
evaluation of closed-ended assignments and submitting
technology assisted feedback in the form of audio or video
format. These solutions for handling open and closed

Peer assessment has gained popularity in online
education and is even on the brink of entering mainstream
use in undergraduate courses [10].
Peer assessment is repeatedly analyzed and improved in
university courses.
One study [19] was conducted in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) course at a university in China, with 143
computer science students in 49 teams taught by the same
teacher. Students that received teamwork guidelines gave
peer assessments closer to assessment of teachers,
compared to the students without the guidelines.
Teachers from Guangxi University conducted an
experiment for improving peer assessment accuracy and
collected data from computer-related courses such as IT
English, Computer System Structure, and Database
Principles, with approximately 500 students enrolled per
course [18]. Taking grading seriousness into account
improves predicting assignment scores.
Another study was conducted to further improve
accuracy of peer assessment. Participants were university
students enrolled in science fields including information
science. Students participating were studying at different
higher education levels: 19 undergraduates, 13 master
course, and 2 doctor course students [20]. The external rater
assignment method was proposed for improving peer
assessment accuracy when students are divided into groups.
Optimal outside-group raters were assigned to each learner
because assigning raters with high assessment accuracy
(Fisher information measure) is challenging if only learners
from inside the group are considered.
Reviewing recent papers and research provides insight
into adaptation of peer assessment process to technological
advancements and sociological challenges over the years.
K. Topping and his “Peer assessment between students in
colleges and universities” [25] pioneered in the field of peer
assessment in 1998 and started a discussion in the scientific
community and education institutions.
“Topping (1998) provides a major survey of the
literature on peer assessment prior to 1997. Unfortunately,
most work on web-based systems has occurred after this
date. No comprehensive survey of web-based systems has
been compiled, ...” [10].
Terms that he introduced in 1998 are still relevant today:
"In his early review on peer assessment, Topping (1998)
reported on numerous other factors that could potentially
influence validity and reliability. Among these factors were
curriculum area/subject matter, the official weight of the
review and assignment, the privacy of the participants
(anonymity), time (in-class or out of class), as well as the
constellation of the assessors and the assessed
(individual/paired/grouped)." [27]

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text
box.
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IX.

PEER ASSESSMENT PROCESS COMPARISON

In this chapter, we have summarized several peer
assessments processes step by step (the term “phases” is
mentioned in some places), whose definitions are described
in the literature we studied. By comparing peer assessment
processes step by step, we can see those processes in some
places overlap, some have more steps and some less. These
additional steps represent process improvements, which are
characteristic of the process that was upgraded and
presented by the author in the cited article. Let us go over
the mentioned summary.
A paper analyzing self and peer assessment in MOOCs
[28] instructed the students to follow the following step
sequence. First, students write an essay. They study the
available material. They learn how to complete the
assignment and understand the rubric for assessment.
Students assess their own essay. Afterwards they assess 2
or 4 peer essays and assign 0 to plagiarized work.
Papers describe peer assessment using the Calibrated
Peer Review program [16][6], with detailed steps and a
flowchart for additional visualization. Again, peer
assessment begins with students writing an essay. Students
are then trained with calibration. Using a rubric for each
calibration test, students review three essays of different
qualities. The reviewer competency index (RCI) is assigned
ranging from 1 to 6, where 6 presents the best reviewer. The
students who did not pass the calibration, can retake it once.
The CPR randomly assigns three essays to each student to
rate. Reviewers with a high RCI will have a higher weight
factor for their rating. A poor rater has a weight 0. Last step
is self-assessment, where students rate their own essay
using the calibration rubric.
Method proposed for peer assessment in MOOCs [17]
defines the process as a series of three steps. Initially,
groups are formed using students’ profiles to ensure diverse
groups. Next is assessment using an assessment criterion.
Finally, weights are applied, and scores are calculated.
Typical process in MOOC consists of three basic steps
[14]. Students solve the assignment. Afterwards, each
student is randomly assigned four or five peer completed
assignments to review. Lastly, students inspect grades and
feedback.
Proposed process for open-ended assignments,
introduces ignoring outliers which are essentially ratings
conducted by “rogue” reviewers [12]. This process is
similar to the previously described. Students solve the
assignments which are then randomly distributed to
reviewers. Peer-review is always the main step. Process
concludes with automatic grading.
Based on this research, we can add to the known steps,
which are common to all the described processes, individual
steps that have been published as separate improvements of
individual authors. Thus, we have created a more complex
peer assessment process, which needs to be further studied,
tested, and improved. Steps are as follows:
1. Solve the assignment
2. Training with calibration

4. Self-assessment
5. Calculating credibility index for each student
6. Group formation or random distribution of reviews
7. Peer assessment of 6 reviews
8. Evaluating final scores using weights therefore
minimizing the rating influence of "rogue" students.
X.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PEER ASSESSMENT
IMPROVEMENT FOUND IN RESEARCH

Peer assessment has been successfully implemented in
massive open online courses (MOOCs) as well as
(under)graduate courses. Open-ended assignments are
available online to large groups, whether in university
courses or massive open online courses [18]. The same
authors that proposed the Credibility index for assessing
peer rater accuracy [7], published an analysis of assessment
approaches and concluded that “peer assessment is quite
possibly the only universally applicable approach in
MOOCs” [14].
We provide a list of suggestions for improvement and
future work collected from overall research:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improve rubrics and build a model that predicts
rubrics quality before they are used [3]
improve students’ profiling, to detect possible
deviations according to their opinions [9]
develop a reward system that motivates students
and organize consultations [17]
evaluating a reviewer that is best for reviewing a
specific assignment [8]
analyzing students’ reviewing as gaming behavior,
and implementing competition and cooperation
theory [29]
defining reviewer and assignment clustering to
improve peer assessment accuracy [21],
implement detection of inconsistency between
grades and comments using natural language
processing [18].
XI.

CONCLUSION

Teachers' excessive workload and lack of time to
dedicate each student individual feedback and guidance
is a difficult problem. Open-ended assignments are great
as learning tools for establishing creative thinking, but
present additional pressure on the teaching staff. In this
paper we have performed a systematic review on this
subject and detected various issues. We summarized and
reviewed the already published solutions. The
improvement of both the overall peer assessment
process and each of the stages should be iterative.
Analysis of rubrics, credibility indices, weights
implemented during the current process will highlight
potential problems or miscalculations. Furthermore,
analysis executed after the course completion will
ensure better understanding and preparation before the
start of the next.

3. Re-calibration
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Abstract - As the Data Lakes have gained a significant
presence in the data world in the previous decade, several
main approaches to building Data Lake architectures have
been proposed. From the initial architecture towards the
novel ones, omnipresent layers have been established, while
at the same time new architecture layers are evolving. The
evolution of the Data Lake is mirrored in the architectures,
giving each layer a distinctive role in data processing and
consumption. Moreover, evolving architectures tend to
incorporate established approaches, such as Data Vaults,
into their layers for more refined usages. In this article,
several well-known architecture models will be presented
and compared with the goal of identifying their advantages.
Next to the architecture models, the topic of Data
Governance in the terms of the Data Lake will be covered in
order to expound its impact on the Data Lake modeling.
Keywords - Data Lake, Data Lake model, Data Lake
Architecture, Data Vault

data typically originate from the data streams and
unstructured data sources, such as social networks and
movable devices.
The previous overviews, such as one in [2] identified
two major architectures: the data pond and data zone. As
more architecture models are valuable to evaluate, the
overview will be expanded with the basic two-layered
architecture, multi-layered model and Data Lakehouse
model.
In this paper, several architecture models are taken
into consideration. Chapter II provides a review of the
models, lined up by complexity from the less to the most
complex ones. In Chapter III comparison of the more
complex models is given. Chapter IV describes the
importance of employing the Data Governance processes
in the Data Lakes, followed by the conclusion.
II.

I.

The Data Lake architecture has evolved significantly
since its introduction in the early 2010s. Initially, the Data
Lakes were meant to hold vast volumes of various data in
their raw, unchanged form [1]. The Data Lakes, from the
very beginning, were marketed as an upgrade or at least a
replacement for the Data Warehouses, a prominent
architecture for analytical purposes and decision making.
Data Lakes, being able to store and process data in almost
real-time, also had a chance to become a support system
for analytics over business-related operational data (such
as ERPs) and unstructured data from newly emerging
sources, like social networks and multimedia.
Various architectures have emerged, each one of them
providing certain benefits to data storage, data analysis,
and end-user consumption. Some of the architectures
share some similarities, especially when they are
analogous building blocks. The common building block
for all of the architectures is a variation of the landing
zone, where the unprocessed raw data are placed for
ingestion into the Data Lake. The data ingestion became
the prominent approach of loading the data to the Data
Lake, as it is more suitable for Extract-Load-Transform
processes than data integration. This is especially
significant when the data sources, besides having massive
volumes of data, also provide high-velocity data. Those
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DATA LAKE ARCHITECTURE MODELS REVIEW

INTRODUCTION
A. Two layered architecture
The initial Data Lake architecture consists of two
layers – the landing zone containing temporary, transient
data and the layer where the raw data are permanently
stored. This architecture model follows the definition of
the Data Lake being the repository of data stored in their
raw, unchanged form [1].

Figure 1. Two layered Data Lake architecture
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Two-layered architecture, through some adaptations,
evolved into Lambda architecture [3]. The Lambda
architecture puts more focus on data processing and
consumption, rather than data storage. Lambda
architecture consists of two processing layers: a batch
layer and a speed layer. In the batch layer, the data stored
in the persistent memory are available for consumption,
providing a historical overview of the data. In a contrast to
the batch layer, the speed layer processes only the
incremental data that still are not stored in the persistent
memory. Once the data is stored in the persistent memory,
it stops being available in the speed layer. Together, these
two layers provide the data to the end-users through the
views in the serving layer.

The Data Lakehouse, in order to provide the unified
data access layer, should incorporate a virtualization
layer. Through the virtualization layer, users have the
possibility to access the data stored both in the Data Lake
and in the Data Warehouse.
C. Data Pond architecture
The Data Pond is a Data Lake architecture model
proposed by Bill Inmon [6]. Five components (ponds) of
Data Pond architecture are proposed, each one being
logically separated from another. The ponds are described
as follows:

While this architecture model, compared to the ones
discussed later in this paper, does not require a defined
structure over the stored data, it still holds a valuable place
in the Data Lake architectures. This is the model
especially useful for high-variety data that is mostly
accessed through ad-hoc querying.
B. Data Lakehouse architecture
Data Lakehouse is a novel architecture that provides
the access to both Data Warehouse and Data Lake data
through the virtualized layer [4] [5]. In the terms of the
Data Lake architecture, the Data Lakehouse, similar to
the two-layered architecture, does not have architectural
components that explicitly state a certain data model.
However, from the purely architectural point of view, it
bridges the two-layered architecture and the zone
architecture, as it incorporates the Data Warehouse that
has a well-defined model.

Figure 3. Data Pond architecture

1) Raw data pond consists of ingested data from the
source in their raw form. The purpose of raw data
ponds is to hold the ingested data from the data
sources and serve as a staging area for the other
data ponds. No metadata are bound to the staged
data. The raw data pond holds the staged data
until they are transferred to other data ponds,
after which the raw data are purged and
unavailable for further processing.
2) Analog data pond in which mostly
semistructured, high-velocity data are stored.
Those data typically include IoT and data
originating from application programming
interfaces (APIs). Some metadata might be
applied to those data during the transfer from the
raw data pond.

Figure 2. High-level Data Lakehouse architecture [5]

The Data Lakehouse is divided into layers and areas,
where the extraction and ingestion layer has the role of
collecting the data for further processing. The ingested
data is then stored in the transient landing area, similar to
the one in the other architectures. From the landing area,
the data are persistently stored in the foundation area. The
foundation area serves as the basis for raw data access
and as the source for the Data Warehouse.
The Data Warehouse, through the data integration
processes, loads the data previously ingested in the Data
Lake, with the capability of enriching the data through
manual entries. A performance & analytics layer provides
the business users and application access to the data
modeled for specific purposes.

3) Application data pond is essentially a data
warehouse that is populated with the raw data
integrated through typical extract-transform-load
processes. The usage of these data is to provide
support to the business and existing applications
4) Textual data pond contains the unstructured
textual data suitable for further text analysis and
achieving contextualization out of the stored
textual
data.
In
order
to
achieve
contextualization, a textual ETL process (textual
disambiguation) is applied to the raw data,
resulting in the data that can be stored as
analytical records in the database.
5) Archival data pond is used for offloading less
used, inactive data from the analog, application,
and textual data ponds. The archival data pond,
therefore, is queried only when the archive data
are needed for analysis.
In the proposed model, the data are physically
separated into ponds according to their structure and
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usage. A relational (structured) form is proposed as the
final structure, based on the assumption that most
analytical and visualization tools support relational data,
therefore enabling fast data analysis. Moreover, when
analyzing data from multiple data ponds, it is necessary to
use metadata in order to apply the analysis process to the
data.

4) The interaction layer provides end-users access to
the metadata repository and the data created in the
transformation layer. The users can access these
data in order to execute data exploration, create
and apply analytical queries and visualize the
stored data using various visualization tools.

The biggest drawback of the proposed model is the
lack of persistent data storage in its raw form, which can
potentially ultimately lead to a lack of information when
analyzing data and loss of data reprocessing possibility.

E. Zaloni Zone architecture
One of the most used Data Lake models in the
previous several years is based on zone architecture. This
model is proposed by the data management company
Zaloni [8]. The base of the model are zones of different
data structure and usage, with four general zones and a
sandbox zone. Data in the zones are observed, validated,
cleansed, and enriched with detected metadata.

D. Multi-layered architecture
Another approach to building a Data Lake architecture
is proposed in [7]. This approach is based on
incorporating layers with separation of concerns. Each
layer communicates with adjoined ones and the data have
to be pipelined over all four layers. The following layers
are proposed:

Figure 5. Zaloni Data Lake architecture model

Figure 4. Layered Data Lake architecture

1) Ingestion layer with the task of ingesting the
heterogeneous data from the data sources into the
Data Lake. Besides data ingestion, the initial
metadata extraction is done over the structured and
semistructured data through automated processes.
The extracted metadata are then stored in the
metadata repository.
2) The storage layer contains the metadata repository
and raw data repositories. A raw data repository
provides support for all forms and structures of the
data, including file storage and raw records
storage. The complexity of the data storage is
hidden from the end-user through an interface that
provides the users querying capability
3) Transformation layer provides a potential for
scalable execution of operations such as data
cleansing, data transformation, and data integration
in order to achieve a defined end form. In the
transformation layer, models similar to data marts
are created in order to provide separate access to
the data based on the users' needs. All the newly
detected information during the execution of the
operations are stored in the metadata repository.
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The zone in which the data arrive initially is the
Transient Landing Zone. Data in the transient landing
zone contains temporarily stored data in their raw format.
The approach of the transient landing zone is an approach
already existing the data warehousing, where it
incorporates the storage where the files and data are
delivered. From the storage, the raw data are ingested,
processed, and finally removed. Typically, a preliminary
data analysis and potential lack of business and technical
compliance are done in this zone. Even though the Data
Lake model can be created without the landing zone when
the lack of it will not affect the data governance processes,
its existence is preferable.
The Raw Zone contains the raw data obtained from the
transient landing zone. In the raw zone, the raw data are
permanently stored in their original form. By that, the raw
zone becomes the unique source of trusted data for
analysis and further processing. Also, the initial data
processing is done in the raw zone, resulting in data
indexing and records enrichment with appropriate
metadata. The data quality and data compliance are not
checked in the raw zone as it is expected that related
processes are done previously in the transient landing
zone.
The Trusted Zone holds the data over which additional
compliance and quality checks are applied, depending on
the final purpose. The data source for the trusted zone is
the raw zone, from which only technically and regulatory
compliant data are considered for usage. In the trusted
zone, using the data cleansing and data validation
processes, new sets of processed data are created and
transformed into forms suitable for business purposes. The
trusted zone might contain the master and reference data,
both a part of the data governance process. The master
data in the zone represent data sets that describe data,
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related through domain values or hierarchies. Referential
data hold more data sets of master data joined in a single
record which refers to a certain described data entity. A
rule of referential data can be presented a singular version
of truth for each described record in the trusted zone.
The Refined Zone is the source of data for users that
need to have the data access restricted only to a certain
subset. The level of data access is defined through data
governance processes by adding the data access rule set
for a certain user of a user group. In the refined zone, the
data are stored in the form adjusted to the end-users,
through the set of transformations in order to match the
specific users' business needs. Moreover, the refined zone
supports the data model creation over which the queries
from the business applications or users are begin applied.
The Sandbox, as a specific zone, provides ad-hoc
analysis and data exploration access to the data. The main
role of the sandbox is to serve as a test area in which the
data from raw, trusted, and refined zones are stored
without access restrictions. Therefore, only the users that
need to have the access to the whole data in the data lake
should be allowed to access the sandbox data. For
exploration and analysis purposes, the data stored in the
sandbox can exceptionally be used as a new Data Lake
data source or as a new data source in the data pipeline.
F. Data Vault based zone architecture
Another approach, partially based on Zaloni zoned
architecture, is proposed in [9]. The proposed model holds
more zones, where two of them are modeled using the
Data Vault approach. Similar to Zaloni Data Lake
architecture, each zone holds the data in the form modeled
for certain usage.

Figure 6. Data Vault based zone architecture

The landing zone is the counterpart of the Transient
Landing Zone, holding the raw, unprocessed data
temporarily until they are processed and stored in
persistent storage.
The raw zone, similar to the raw zone in the Zaloni
Data Lake model, contains the data stored in their raw,
original format. By that, the data historical immutability is
assured and can provide the Data Lake a source of data for
further analysis and processing.
The harmonized zone and distilled zone are modeled
using the Data Vault approach. These two zones hold the
structured data, whereas the harmonized zone contains the
raw structured data, and the distilled zone has the data
with previously defined business logic applied over. The
harmonized data zone is the counterpart of the trusted
zone from the Zaloni model, while the distilled zone has
the same purpose as Zaloni's refined zone.
The delivery zone and explorative zone do not have a
defined or expected structure. The data model is built over
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those structures according to certain business users' or
applications' requirements. Both zones are derived from
the sandbox proposed in the Zaloni architecture, but have
distinctive different end usage. The delivery zone contains
the previously processed and adjusted data for various
business applications, while the explorative zone has the
model defined as schema-on-read by the users' queries.
All the zones proposed in this model create the
organization layer over the stored data and represent the
data lake interfaces towards the users and systems beyond
the Data Lake scope.
The zone data organization is closely integrated with
the metadata repository which holds data structures and
object-attribute interdependencies. In [9], it is stated that
at least one zone has to contain the structured data, which
is achieved by implementing Data Vault. The Data Lake
zones are independent, and each can use a separate data
modeling approach. Moreover, the model affects the
possibilities of using certain data storage, as a certain zone
can be modeled with limited data storage approaches. The
model proposed in [9] clearly states that the unstructured
data are necessary for the proposed zone organization,
while the structured and semi-structured data storage
depends on the model of each zone.
The proposed model has multiple possible
applications, from data processing and data preparation
during the data extraction, through business users' support
through processed and modeled data to supporting
advanced analytics through custom-tailored data. The raw
zone can be used as a step in the data processing or can be
a part of the data pipeline. By using the raw zone, the data
stream processing is supported even after their data are
stored in the persistent data storage.
The harmonized and distilled zones are mainly used as
business users’ and applications support that rely on
structured data. On the other hand, the delivery and
explorative zones aim to adapt the data for further
processing and analysis. It should be emphasized that both
those zones do not hold the explicitly defined structure,
but rather expect the ad-hoc queries over structured,
unstructured and semi-structured data.
III.

COMPARISON OF THE ANALYSED DATA LAKE
MODELS

Inmon's Data Lake model is heavily focused on the
data structures and is the continuation of his existing data
integration and structuring approach. As the data are
logically divided into the data ponds, their unification for
querying and analytical purposes requires adding another
virtualization middleware layer. The virtualization layer
has the capability of unifying the data in a single result
based on the metadata, although the mentioned layer is not
implicitly defined in the Data Lake model.
The biggest drawback of Imnon's model is the fact that
raw historic data are not stored anywhere in the persistent
memory. The raw data, after being loaded in the
designated data pond, is removed from the raw data pond.
The historic raw data, therefore, depends on the
calculation applied to the data during processing. In case
an update occurs to the transformation logic, the data
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previously stored in the data ponds are not affected nor
can reflect the logic update. This can potentially lead to
the loss of historic data potential, consequently losing the
valuable information and potential of turning the Data
Lake into a Data Swamp.
The mentioned risk can be mitigated by adding
another Data Pond with the role of persistent raw data
storage, similar to the raw zone approach in [8] and [9].
With the introduction of a new data point, the data
pipelines between the data ponds are affected, resulting in
the simultaneous data pond load from the raw data pond.
The update to the data transformation would cause a
historic raw data reprocessing, thus having the data in the
data ponds updated according to the new transformation.
Moreover, the archive data pond might be downsized, as
the archive is done on the raw data, rather than the
processed data. In case part of the archived data are
necessary for analysis, it can be reprocessed and
temporarily stored in the appropriate data pond.
The zone architecture and the layer-based architecture
are complementary in terms of the model performance.
The focus in the zonal architecture is placed on the data
structure and data pipelines between the zones, from the
raw data ingestion to the end-users support without having
an explicitly defined data storage method. On the other
hand, the layer-based architecture puts more significance
into the roles each part of the Data Lake holds, regardless
of the data structure.
The transient landing zone in [8] shares the task of
reception and data preparation with the ingestion layer
from the model proposed in [7]. Most notably, the
similarity is based on being the transient zones where the
source data are not stored permanently. Moreover, both
employ the task of initial data quality control, separating
the acceptable and non-acceptable data prior to the
upcoming data pipelines. By that, accumulation of the
useless data is avoided even before their storage in the
persistent memory. The biggest difference is the approach
to metadata extraction found in the ingestion layer, as it
envisions the capability of metadata extraction during data
processing and their storage in the metadata repository.
In the zone architecture [8] [9], the raw data zone
contains the raw data in their unchanged form, without
specifying their storage model, while the data storage
layer [9] explicitly defines the requirement of different
raw data storage forms. In it, no data form - structured,
semi-structured or unstructured – may not be omitted.
Unlike the zone architecture, the data storage layer
explicitly states the necessity of the metadata repository.
The metadata repository, however, should not be a part of
any specific layer but has to be available for all four layers
for data access.
The harmonized zone and distilled zone [9] are
typically oriented toward the end-users that consume the
data modeled according to their specific needs and
requests. The transformation layer in [7] holds a similar
role business-wise, while the data model is done with a
schema-on-read approach, having no explicit data model
set. The zone architecture, therefore, compared to the
layered architecture, provides the advantage of faster data
retrieval as the data are already stored in the appropriate
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data model. Moreover, the distilled zone provides the
security layer by incorporating the users’ roles, which
limits the data set accessibility. On the other side, the
transformation layer does not incorporate any security
layer and exposes all the stored data toward the users and
applications, leaving the issue of data access security in
the Data Lake environment. Additionally, the
transformation layer is, in a way, also similar to the
delivery zone, providing users with access to the whole
data set.
The transformation layer, harmonized zone, and
distilled zone have a close similarity with the data marts.
All have the common role of creating the user-defined
limited data set from the historical data, where the zone
architecture shows more similarity to the data mart by
having the data model set explicitly.
Finally, the interaction layer is similar to the
exploration zone. Even though it relies on the
transformation layer for propagating the user queries to
the data stored in the Data Lake, it provides users access
to the metadata repository. Having the Data Lake
metadata available provides the users a capability of
understanding the structures of data stored in the Data
Lake. As the data available in the interaction layer and in
the exploration zone do not have the explicit final
structure, the metadata repository plays a significant role
in precise schema-on-read definition. This is vital for data
exploration, as the queries and analysis are done over the
raw data and it gives the opportunity to gather new
information and create knowledge out of the stored data.
The zone architecture proposed [9] also has certain
similarities to the Data Lakehouse architecture [5]. The
Data Lakehouse provides the capabilities of holding the
integrated, structured data in the Data Warehouse,
whereas the same data would be stored in the harmonized
and distilled zones. This leads to having only the
unstructured and possibly semistructured data being stored
in the Data Lake. The zone architecture holds all the data
in the same environment, omitting the necessity of the
data virtualization layer, unlike the Data Lakehouse.
IV.

DATA GOVERNANCE IN DATA LAKES

Data Governance processes hold a significant place in
the terms of Big Data and Data Lakes. As the Data Lakes
store massive volumes of data in their raw formats,
incorporating the data management processes presents the
fundamental requirement for a successful analytical
system [10]. Failing to meet the data management
demands creates a potential to turn the Data Lake into a
Data Swamp, creating a repository of noisy data that
becomes useless.
In [11], the authors made an analogy between the Data
Lakes and the nature ecosystem, as the Data Lake is
comparable to the supply chains and natural ecosystems in
many areas. The heterogeneous data stored in the Data
Lakes needs a form of governance to be available
accurately and in a timely manner.
The necessity of establishing a Data Governance
strategy was already noticed in the Data Warehouses [12].
As the Data Lakes have emerged first as an alternative to
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the Data Warehouses, and later as their complement, the
proven strategies and processes, such as Data Governance,
are expected to maintain the same significance.

premise, cloud and hybrid) on the architecture choice will
be evaluated.

An example of a part of the Data Governance
processes can be observed from the modeling stance. By
creating more complex architectural models, the Data
Lakes should focus on Data Governance. The various
transformations between the layers and the zones in the
architectural models have to be tracked through the data
lineage and stored in the metadata repository. Maintaining
the metadata, as a part of the Data Governance, in this
particular case provides the necessary capabilities of
storing the data models for the same data throughout the
whole Data Lake.
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Abstract—The process of enrolling students in dormitories
corresponds to the stable marriage problem, where students
and dormitories are matched as two sets. Applying the GaleShapley deferred acceptance algorithm ensures a condition
of stability where students enroll in their highest priority
dormitories while dormitories enroll students according to
students’ scores. In comparison with the application for
admission in schools and colleges, the dormitory admission
process divides the set of students by gender into two subsets.
Therefore, there are two sub-quotas for each dormitory,
one for each subset of students. In this paper, we present
a ranking model for the admission process based on the
modified deferred acceptance algorithm. The experimental
results show that the proposed model is suitable for the
admission process based on the process’ requirements.
Keywords—stable marriage problem, matching, student
ranking, dormitory admission

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the Croatian educational system, students enrolling
in secondary schools outside their place of residence have
the option to enroll in student dormitories. As a part of
the dormitory admission process, each student is assigned
to a single dormitory. The enrollment takes place in two
terms, the summer term, and the fall term. Therefore,
if a student has not been assigned a dormitory in the
summer term, they may reapply in the fall term. The
motive for improving the process is to simplify the process
for participants, to enroll as many students as possible by
filling the quotas set by dormitories, and to assign as much
students to their most preferred dormitory as possible.
The goal is to meet the students’ need for a residence
near the secondary school they attend, and the goal of
the dormitories is to enroll the best students according to
the scoring criteria. The ranking process for dormitories
admission can be described by a stable marriage problem
or a more general hospital-resident problem [1], [2], where
the two groups that need to be matched are students and
dormitories.
This paper proposes a ranking model for dormitory
admissions that uses a modified Gale-Shapley deferred
acceptance algorithm. The paper is organized as follows. Section I provides an introduction and describes
the motivation. Furthermore, section II provides a brief
overview of the existing literature. Section III describes
the admission process and its characteristics. The ranking
model is proposed in section IV. Finally, in section V, a
brief analysis is conducted to validate the model using a
hypothetical test case.
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II. R ELATED WORK
Research in this field is predominantly based on the
seminal work by [1], where the authors proposed the
deferred acceptance (DA) algorithm to address the concerns of fairness and complexity in college admission
procedures, by using the stable marriage problem as an
analogue. The DA algorithm is also known as the GaleShapley (G-S) algorithm.
The problem of college admissions was revisited
throughout the years, raising it from a simple stable
marriage problem [3] with concerns over the possibility
of cheating or “gaming the system” and returning a
non-optimal solution. These possibilities were discarded
in regard to the G-S algorithm [4]. Following this, the
cities of New York and Boston decided to incorporate
the algorithm into their school assignment systems, which
was described in [5]–[8]. Such systems were also recently
implemented in Chile, as described in [9].
In parallel, a model using a similar matching algorithm
was also being developed since 1951 by the National Resident Matching Program [2] to assign residents to medical
programs. The NRMP’s algorithm sparked controversy
when it was proposed by [10] that the then-used algorithm
might not be optimal due to multiple matching variations
introduced since its inception and that the applicant might
be able to “game” the market. The NRMP’s algorithm
redesign following the controversy was described by [11].
The research focus has moved from the core of the
(now trustworthy) G-S algorithm to efficiently resolving
tie-breaks via lotteries, with mechanisms of single (STB)
and multiple tie-breaks (MTB) introduced by [5], [8], [12].
In addition, master preference lists have also been shown
as a viable tie-break resolving solution by [13]. In [14] the
authors have also shown that tie-breaks can be resolved by
enabling choice granularity.
III. D ORMITORY ADMISSION PROCESS
Instead of selecting a single student dormitory, students
create a preference list as a rank order list (ROL) of
dormitories by which they can choose multiple dormitories
that they want to enroll in by order of priority. The highest
priority dormitory is the one that the student would most
like to enroll in. If a student is unable to enroll in the
dormitory of their first choice due to being out-competed
by other students, the second dormitory is selected, and
possibly subsequent dormitories, according to the ROL. A
student can enroll in only one dormitory at the highest
possible priority in the matching process. On the other
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hand, dormitories do not prioritize students according
to students’ priorities but according to the competing
students’ scores for whom that dormitory is currently
the highest-ranking choice. The use of the Gale-Shapley
algorithm ensures matching stability by which students
are enrolled in their highest ranked dormitory possible
according to their score.
In the dormitory admission process, there are three
different phases related to the proposed model in which
students are assigned to the selected dormitory. The phases
affect the model and how students are ranked. Therefore,
the resulting rankings are labeled according to the phases:
Orientation, Preliminary, and Final rankings. Figure 1
shows the phases in the model, where the phases are
executed in sequence from the Orientation phase to the
Final phase. In the Orientation phase, students are assigned to a dormitory regardless of whether they meet
prerequisites. The Preliminary phase, on the other hand,
verifies prerequisites so that students not meeting prerequisites are disqualified from assignment to that dormitory.
The Final phase is the same as the Preliminary phase,
but the final ranking is determined only once. This tiered
approach is not specific to dormitory admissions, as it
was originally used for the higher education admission
system [15]. Regardless of phase, rankings are updated
hourly. Students can change their ROL between ranking
updates. This makes the process flexible in terms of
changing preferences, as the data on which the rankings
are calculated is updated during phases. In addition, by
changing their preferences, students can improve their
chances of enrolling in the dormitory they want. For
example, a student can add a dormitory to their ROL where
the quota has not yet been met or where they would have
a chance of enrolling based on their currently calculated
score.
In this paper, we describe a simplified dormitory admission process, with the entities and actions required for
the proposed model (Figure 1). The entities, through their
actions, influence the data used by the model (Figure 3).
The dormitory defines enrollment quotas and dormitoryspecific criteria. In addition to dorm-specific criteria, the
admission process also includes globally defined criteria
that apply to all dormitories. Admission criteria include
both prerequisites and the scoring structure, which are
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defined as rules for evaluating students. Students create
a ROL of dormitories they wish to enroll in. This data
is the input to the model that generates rankings. These
rankings are reviewed by dormitories and the students,
based on which they can edit the data used by the model.
As described earlier, students can change their ROL,
while dormitories can change quotas. As explained in the
previous paragraph, the results depend on the phase of
the model. In addition, the model exchanges data with
other systems to determine the rankings. For example,
the average of grades or the social status obtained from
different systems is used to calculate the score achieved.
The actual process also involves other entities, such as the
Ministry and customer support, as well as actions such
as collecting documentation for the acquisition of scores
according to established criteria.
IV. R ANKING MODEL
The ranking model proposed for the dormitory admission process is shown in Figure 2. It consists of
interconnected activities divided into three groups. In the
first group (Data loading), the data needed for assigning
students to dormitories and for ranking students (Matching) is loaded. The obtained results are stored as student
positions in the dormitory rankings in the student ROL
(Data storage). The following subsections describe the
activities and data used in each group of the proposed
model.
A. Data
The data used as input to the deferred acceptance
algorithm is loaded in sequence. First, the current phase for
the enrollment term is loaded, followed by the data for the
dormitories participating in the current term. For example,
a dormitory that met its quota in the summer term will
not participate in the fall term. Then, scoring criteria are
loaded based on the enrollment term. Since the criteria
may change between enrollment periods, it depends on
the enrollment term. Scoring criteria are also dependent
on the dormitories for the enrollment term, for example,
if the dormitory defines specific criteria. Finally, the data
is loaded for students who have indicated dormitories on
their ROL that are relevant to the current enrollment term.
B. Matching and ranking
The data loaded from the previous activities are used
to assign students to dormitories and generate rankings.
For this purpose, a deference algorithm is used to match
disjoint sets of students and dormitories. We modified
the algorithm so that the set of students S, which is
divided by gender into subsets M and F , matches the two
disjoint subsets of dormitory DM and DF . According to
the process requirement, there are two separate rankings
by gender for each dormitory: male and female. This requirement arises from the fact that the dormitories contain
separate rooms for males and females. The second change
is related to the tie-break, i.e., the solution in the case
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where there are several students with the same score at the
enrollment threshold in the rankings. In the literature ( [8],
[16]), one can find solutions divided into STB - globally
valid and MTB - valid for a single dormitory. In the
proposed model, indirect solution methods are used, i.e.,
all students at the end of the list are enrolled. One way to
solve or reduce such cases is to modify sub-quotas within
the Preliminary phase. If a dormitory has more interested
applicants tied to or below the enrollment threshold on
one ranking, while it has an unmet quota on another
ranking, it may reduce the corresponding sub-quota in
favor of increasing the other sub-quota. This is provided
that the overall quota remains unchanged. Another option
is to solve such cases after the final rankings, e.g., by
swapping applicants between dormitories and slightly in-
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creasing capacity where appropriate. After the algorithm
is executed, the student’s ranking position is determined
according to the calculated number of points. The actual
rank is determined only for students who are positioned
within the quota. The output of the algorithm is student
positions for dormitory rankings.
The results of the algorithm are verified by checking that
students are assigned to the dormitories that they should
be according to the calculated scores. The verification is
performed by checking the following:
1) students are ranked for all dormitories in their ROL
2) enrolled students are uniquely enrolled
3) the student should be enrolled in the best available
dormitory according to the calculated score and dormitory priority in the ROL
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Potential student ranks are calculated for all dormitories
in the student’s ROL, whether or not the student’s position
is within the quota. It is used as an estimate for dormitories
in the student’s ROL with a lower priority than the
currently assigned dormitory. The actual rank for such
positions is not calculated because the student is removed
from the ranking of unassigned dormitories. The potential
rank is determined as follows:
1) the actual rank of the first student with a score equal
to or lower than that of the student for whom the
possible rank is determined
2) if there is no such student, the possible rank is equal
to the last rank increased by one
The last case occurs when the quota is not met or there
are no assigned students on rankings.
C. Results processing
The results in the form of ranking positions are further
processed in a form for representation as a rank scale. For
each ranking position, the display of the achieved score is
determined by the defined score structure for a particular
dormitory. Data processing for display in the model is
not strictly defined but can be arbitrary depending on the
environment and process requirements. After processing,
the results are stored, similar to loading data into external
storage or exchanging with other systems. The results are
then displayed to students and dormitories as users of the
system implementing the proposed model, as shown in
Figure 1.
V. M ODEL TEST CASE
We present a hypothetical dormitory admissions system
that implements the proposed model. In the hypothetical
dormitory admissions system, 10,000 participating students select up to 5 dormitories to create their ROLs.
The number of dormitories is parameterized along with
a maximum sub-quota for each gender (Table I). The
prototype implementation of the model is used to create
multiple final rankings with different parameters.
A. Experiment setup
The data necessary for the model is generated by the
procedure briefly described below. For each dormitory,
sub-quotas are randomly determined by the given maximum quota parameter. Furthermore, the student’s gender,
ROL, score, and prerequisites for the rankings are randomly selected. The ROL for each student is created by
randomly selecting dormitories from the pool of generated
dormitories. Then, the student’s scores are generated for
each dormitory in their ROL.
B. Results
The final rankings are made for a fixed number of students who are randomly divided into two gender groups.
The distribution of these groups is equal, as there are
approximately the same number of members in each
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TABLE I: Parameters and the results of the rankings
Parameters
Dorm Max
quota
250
20
250
40
250
60
500
10
500
20
500
30

Generated data
Quota Average
ROL len.
2791
2,21
5150
2,22
7558
2,21
2996
2,22
5670
2,22
8066
2,22

Results
Assigned
Average
(1st choice)
asign. rank
2791 (1448) 1,67
4877 (2691) 1,6
5843 (3569) 1,51
2985 (1485) 1,69
5150 (2993) 1,56
6066 (3701) 1,5

group. The rankings are also created with a different
number of dormitories and a maximum possible quota.
The maximum quota is the quota including the two subquotas, which are the same for each gender. For example,
in the first row of Table I, the maximum quota of 20 means
that the sub-quotas for each gender are at most 10. Due
to the uniform gender distribution of students and equal
gender sub-quotas, the data in Table I are presented for
both genders combined as a single value.
The values in the table are divided into two sections
based on the number of dormitories, with each row having
different maximum quotas. The product of the parameters
determines the total possible quota (Quota column) in
the admission process, which coincides with the rows in
the two sections. For example, in the first and fourth
rows of the table, the total possible generated quota is
5000. Using these parameters, we simultaneously check
the consistency of the generated data and the ranking
results. The values show that the randomly generated total
quota is comparable between the sections. On the other
hand, the average ROL length is similar for different
parameters since it depends on a fixed maximum length.
The ranking values between the table sections show that
the ranking results are consistent. Moreover, the modified
deferred algorithm is student-proposing since, on average,
the students are assigned to their first or second choice
(Average Assigned Rank column). Over 50% of assigned
students are assigned to their first choice (Assigned column, values in round brackets). The generated quota is
smaller than the number of students for all parameter
values. However, with a total quota of 8000, about 60% of
the students are assigned to dormitories. In terms of size,
the quotas are generally relatively full, with smaller quotas
being better filled as expected. Furthermore, it is possible
to analyze the change in parameters such as different subquotas by gender, length, or distribution of ROL. However
this is beyond the scope of this paper and is intended for
future work.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a ranking model for the dormitory admission process. The ranking is based on the
modified deferred acceptance algorithm initially used for
the hospital-resident problem. In the proposed model,
students are assigned to their most preferred dormitory. A
hypothetical test case is conducted on the prototype implementation of the model to validate the ranking results.
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The experimental results are encouraging, considering that
the admissions process aims to meet the quotas set by
dormitories and assign students to their preferred dormitory. Future work could include variations of the model
and algorithm for tie-break resolving and improving the
results for practical implementations.
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Abstract – Traditional software development methods
could no longer cope with the fast-growing software
development market, as well as the increasing complexity of
the software being developed. Using outdated practices was
no longer viable as it could lead to reduced competitiveness
and losing possible revenue. Therefore, many companies
have turned to implementing agile software development
methods to keep up with the fast-paced market. Agile allows
them to develop quickly, consistently, and in a flexible
manner. However, different approaches are better suited for
different projects, and, sometimes, an approach combining
appropriate aspects of several other approaches is the best
option. This paper describes five popular agile software
development approaches of which four can be considered
“pure”, namely Scrum, Lean, Kanban, and Kaizen, and a
hybrid approach called Scrumban. The paper then aims to
assess other possible combinations of the approaches, both
found in the literature and those not yet considered.
Keywords – agile software development methods; Lean;
Scrum; Kanban; Kaizen; Scrumban

I.

INTRODUCTION
Agile (its name coined as part of a document called the
“Agile Manifesto” in 2001 [1]) is a set of methodologies
that were developed as an answer to both market and
customer demand changes. Traditionally, when programs
were less complex and fewer companies were competing
in the software development market, developing software
could be slow, rigid [2], [3], sequential [4], and have
difficulties resolving sudden issues [5]–[7]. Nowadays,
there is much more competition, the market is volatile, as
are customer demands [8]. Therefore, Agile seeks to
alleviate the pressure the constant changes exert on
developers, but still provide innovative, high-quality
software to the customer as quickly as possible [7]. To
allow for greater flexibility, agile methods are often
iterative, incremental, and have a self-organizing team [9].
They also require frequent contact and communication
with the customer, so any requirement changes could be
recognized and worked into the project [1], [7]–[9].
Delivering business value is one of Agile’s main focuses
[10], [11]. Even though Agile encompasses a number of
different approaches to software development, one of its
most popular methodologies is Scrum [2]–[4], [7], [8],
[11]–[14].
Lean, or “Lean thinking” (as it is often referred to [7],
[9]–[11], [14]–[16]), is closely tied to Agile practices. It is
both viewed as being part of Agile [9], [11], [14], [15], an
evolution of Agile [1], or a separate methodology (often
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used in conjunction with Agile) [5], [7], [10], [16]–[19].
Regardless of the connection between the two, Lean has
become an important consideration when developing
software due to its focus on eliminating wasteful practices
and solely focusing on aspects that bring value to the
customer [5], [9], [10], [15], [18]. Its core practices focus
on doing more with less and reducing costs where possible
[10], [17]. Approaches that are regarded as Lean include
Kanban and Kaizen [5], [7], [10], [15].
Finally, as both Agile and Lean have gained popularity
in the software development world, it is unsurprising that
hybrid methods have been proposed. Shifting from Agile
to Lean is the frequent direction [16] or purely combining
the two [1], [15], perhaps best evidenced by Scrumban, a
software development approach based on both Scrum and
Kanban [2], [9], [12], [19], [20].
This paper is organized as follows: in section II,
selected “pure” approaches to software development are
described (Scrum, Lean, Kanban, Kaizen); section III
presents the hybrid method Scrumban, one of its varieties
found in the literature, and continues with several newly
proposed hybrid methods; section IV concludes the paper.
II.

PURE AGILE APPROACHES

A. Scrum
The name of this approach comes from rugby, where
the quick meeting of players before they start a move is
called a “scrum”. The name was first used by Japanese
scientists in 1986, but it was later developed into a fullfledged approach [7], [13]. It is a prescriptive method,
which means it requires certain roles, time frames, events,
and behaviors from team members engaging in Scrumbased software development.
Firstly, the team is expected to be on the small side,
from five to eleven people [4], [7], [9], [11], [12]. There
are three roles that Scrum expects to be filled: the Product
Owner, the Scrum Master and the Team [2], [4], [7], [9],
[11]–[13]. The Product Owner’s main responsibilities are
communicating with the customer of the planned project,
collecting and prioritizing their requirements, and creating
the Product Backlog. They are seen as the main
stakeholder of the project [4]. The Scrum Master is de
facto a team leader (better said servant leader); making
sure Scrum is being observed by the team and that there
are no outside impediments that might impact the team’s
performance [2]–[4], [12], [13]. The Team needs to be
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self-organizing and cross-functional, meaning they are
capable of dividing work between themselves and they
can cover a broad number of tasks when accomplishing
their main goal: developing the product [2], [4], [7], [11],
[12].
Once the team has been put together and the roles have
been doled out, the Product Backlog needs to be created –
a prioritized list of all the tasks that need to be finished as
part of the project [4], [7]–[9], [13]. After the backlog has
been sorted, development can begin. The process is
divided into shorter periods called “sprints” (another
connection to rugby), which typically last from two to
four weeks [2]–[4], [7]–[9], [13]. Each sprint starts with a
Sprint Planning meeting, where the team decides which
tasks will be implemented during the oncoming sprint
(this subset of tasks from the Product Backlog is the
Sprint Backlog) [2]–[4], [7]–[9], [13]. During the sprint,
the team has daily meetings (often referred to as Daily
Scrums or “stand-ups”) that should not last longer than
fifteen minutes where they answer three questions: “What
did I do yesterday?”, “What will I do today?”, and “Is
there anything stopping me from accomplishing my
goal?” [8], [13], [20]. Progress is tracked via Scrum
Boards (a board with columns which represent different
states of the development process, e.g., TODO, DOING,
DONE; each sprint, its associated tasks go from one
column to the next from start to finish – aids visualizing
the process) [2], [3], [7], [10] or burndown charts showing
all the remaining work) [2], [4], [7], [8]. Each sprint has to
end with a deliverable increment of the product that is
being developed [7]. The resulting product is presented to
the Product Owner and customer during the Sprint Review
meeting, where customer feedback is also gathered [2]–
[4], [7]–[9], [13]. Afterwards, a Sprint Retrospective is
held, where the team discusses which actions taken during
the sprint paid off and which did not. The team also
discusses how future sprints could be improved [2]–[4],
[9]. Once the meetings have been held, the next sprint can
start. Sprints are repeated until the project is complete,
giving Scrum an iterative manner [2], [3], [7]–[9], [19],
[20].
It is important to note Scrum does not allow changes
in requirements and tasks once a sprint has started, unless
this change is inescapable [2], [4], [7]. The rigidity of
deadlines during each sprint can lead to teams not having
enough time for quality testing or code quality assessment
[4], [12]. Deadlines and costs are also difficult to estimate
before the team gets to grips with the project at hand [7].
B. Lean
Lean manufacturing was first started in Japan in the
1940s, mostly in car manufacturing companies such as
Toyota and Honda [5], [10], [17]. Due to favorable
manufacturing outcomes, the approach was adapted to
other industries [5], [10], such as the software
development industry.
There are five key principles to Lean in general (not
exclusive to lean software development) [1], [10], [14],
[17], [18]:
• Determine what value is for the customer;
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• Map every step of the process and categorize its
value in a value stream;
• Establish a continuous workflow;
• Allow the customer to pull features as they need
them (do not develop features before being
explicitly asked to);
• Strive for perfection.
Lean software development has received a further
refinement of the aforementioned principles [1], [5], [9],
[14], [16]–[18]:
• Eliminate waste;
• Amplify learning;
• Defer commitment;
• Deliver fast;
• Empower the team;
• Build quality in;
• Optimize the whole.
Waste elimination is an integral part of the approach
(and, essentially, gives it its name). Anything that requires
resources, be it money, the developers’ time, or something
else, but does not produce value is considered waste (e.g.,
extra features, partially completed work, defects, pointless
meetings, etc.) [1], [5], [18]. Deferring commitment
allows a level of flexibility, as external factors can lead to
a change in requirements as the project progresses.
Building quality in requires more effort during
development, but it significantly lowers the chances of
defects and bugs reaching the customer, which results in
less waste being produced [9], [16]. Respecting and
empowering the team results in a greater adoption of skills
and their improvement, as well as a reduction in staff
turnover [18].
Lean’s focus is on developing continuously, which is
different to Scrum’s staggered approach [14], [16]. This is
in line with the principle of optimizing the whole – Lean
seeks to take the whole process into account, as opposed
to Scrum’s sprints [17]. However, Scrum is a prescribed
approach with detailed instructions as to how a certain
aspect should be carried out, whereas Lean is more akin to
a set of guidelines, where each team can decide which
aspects will be carried out and how it will be done.
C. Kanban
The name of this approach comes from the Japanese
language and it literally means “signboard” [5], [15]. It
started as a part of lean manufacturing in Toyota [2], [7],
[10], [17], [19], and, just like Lean, grew into a practice
that has gained popularity in different fields. Depending
on how it is implemented or how it is used, it can both be
a full agile (or lean) method [2], [10], [12], [15] or just a
lean tool [9], [14].
The central part of Kanban is the Kanban board. Just
like the Scrum board, it is divided into columns that
represent part of the development process (e.g.,
specification, development, testing, etc.) [2], [7], [9], [10],
[15]. Cards represent tasks that need to be finished as part
of the project [7], [10]. The cards are prioritized and then
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moved from column to column, depending on where they
are within the development process [2], [7], [10]. Unlike
in Scrum, the state of the board persists until the end of
the project [2], [7], [10] and the cards can be moved to a
column that represents a previous state (Scrum has a strict
start-to-finish trajectory policy) [2], [10], [15].
The movement of tasks on the board provides
significant visibility to the whole process of development
[5], [7], [10], [11], [15], [17], [19], which greatly aids the
“optimize the whole” principle of Lean [5], [15].
Another key aspect of Kanban is limiting work in
progress [2], [5], [7], [9]–[12], [14], [15], [17]. This is
done by placing a cap on the number of cards in each
column of the Kanban board. This means developers must
focus on finishing at least one of the tasks in a column
before they can add a new task to it. Essentially, a task
that has moved forward in its development (by traveling to
the next column) “pulls” a new task along [2], [15], which
is another characteristic of lean approaches.
Apart from the aforementioned practices that manage
workflow, practices that measure workflow are also
advised [5], [7], [9], [10], [12], [14], [20]. Lead time, the
average time needed to complete a feature, is a frequently
used metric [10], [15], [16]. Essentially, all actions taken
as part of flow management are used to optimize the
process and make it less wasteful (if possible) [2], [5], [7],
[15], [17]. Any metrics that are used, as well as which
states will be put on the Kanban board, which models will
be used to achieve improvements in the development
process [10], [17], any activity that the team decides
should be carried out, anything that should be carried out
in a specific way, should be written down as a policy [5],
[7], [10], [12], [14], [15], [17]. Policies ensure every team
member is aware of the standard conduct prescribed for a
project and they greatly alleviate collaboration and
communication between team members [5], [7], [12],
[14].
D. Kaizen
Kaizen is another lean approach with a Japanese name
(lit. “improvements” [6]) and, at its core, it seeks to
achieve gradual and continuous change for the better [6],
[21], [22]. The change should never be disruptive, but it
should lead to tangible improvements over time [6].
Kaizen starts with a work standard that is iterated
upon; every time it is implemented, it is closely observed
and any opportunities for improvement are noted [6], [21].
Since the developers directly implement the standards put
in place, any refinement suggestions they may have are
encouraged, highly valued, and treated seriously [6]. This
is part of Kaizen’s philosophy; it does not focus on the
result, but the people involved and the process of arriving
at it [6]. Motivated workers and a controlled and wellmonitored process are key.
This approach places a lot of effort into the employees
of the company [6], [22]. They are educated, trained,
acknowledged, and awarded for their efforts, as Kaizen
seeks to retain as many employees as possible [6], [21],
[22]. Innovation and creative problem solving are fostered
throughout the company [22]. There is no place for
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authoritarianism as the approach strives to develop strong
communication between the workers and the management
to facilitate information dissemination and quicker action
[6], [22]. Furthermore, Kaizen puts an emphasis on
person-environment fit in order to achieve higher
performance, greater satisfaction, and less stress in the
workforce [6].
One of the most important techniques that is used as
part of Kaizen is the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle,
also known as the Stewhart cycle [6], [21]. During the
Plan phase, a target for improvement is established and
plans are made to achieve said target. Do refers to
implementing the plan that was set in the previous stage.
Check entails an analysis of what was done and whether
the improvement was achieved. Act can be one of two
things: it is either standardizing the new procedures that
were implemented or setting goals for the newly devised
improvements. The technique is considered a cycle for a
good reason; no sooner are the improvements added to the
standard than the next planning begins [23].
III. HYBRID APPROACHES
Since both lean and agile software development
approaches have been shown to aid successful project
completion, the idea of combining the two does not come
as a surprise. Agile methodologies have a prescriptive
nature with the different roles that need to be filled,
practices that need to be implemented, and artifacts (e.g.,
Scrum’s product backlog and sprint backlogs) that need to
be produced [15] – which, at times, is not suitable for a
type of project. On the other hand, lean methodologies are
often more akin to guidelines and require other practices
that would lend a project more structure, such as agile
practices [5], [10], [17].
Adding lean elements to agile development is gaining
popularity [1], [9], [16], [20]. It has been shown such a
transition can lead to quicker development, an improved
workflow, an improved defect fix rate [16], and an overall
greater efficiency of development [1].
The following subsection describes Scrumban, the
most popular of the Agile-Lean combinations (created by
combining aspects of Scrum and Kanban) [2]. It also
describes L-Scrumban, a refinement of the approach
proposed by [9]. The subsection following it proposes
other Agile-Lean hybrids (limited to the approaches
previously described in this paper) and discusses their
possible advantages, as well as downsides.
A. Scrumban
As mentioned before, Scrumban is an agile
methodology based on Scrum and Kanban elements [2],
[12], [19]. Scrum’s iterative nature and Kanban’s
flexibility and focus on process improvements are at the
core of the hybrid approach [2], [19]. However, it is
important to note that this approach likely varies from
implementation to implementation, since teams can
cherry-pick the practices of both approaches it originates
from [12].
When comparing Scrumban to Scrum, quite a few
differences can be spotted. First of all, Scrumban does not
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prescribe roles that certain members of the development
team need to have [2], [19]. It keeps iterations, but they
are usually shorter than sprints (2 weeks) and, unlike
Scrum, it allows some tasks to span more than one
iteration. A backlog for each iteration is still required, but
any long-term plans are done via bucket size planning [2].
Each bucket represents an amount of time and holds all
the tasks that should be accomplished during that time.
The smaller the time frame the bucket describes, the more
well defined the tasks are (i.e., the tasks in the one-year
bucket will be much vaguer than the ones in the onemonth bucket). Task priorities still need to be determined,
but the amount of time necessary for its development does
not have to be estimated [2]. As can be seen, many of
Scrum’s stricter rules become more relaxed to achieve a
more continuous workflow.

Furthermore, this approach envisions the use of two
Kanban-like boards: the General board and the LScrumban board. The General board tracks the whole
project from start to finish. Its TODO column contains the
full Product Backlog at first. As the tasks are being
worked on, they migrate to the DOING column. Any tasks
that are completed, but have yet to be delivered to the
customer, reside in the DONE column. Once the tasks
have reached the customer, they arrive to the
DELIVERED column. On the other hand, the LScrumban board tracks each sprint. Its READY column
has the Sprint Backlog. DOING has the tasks in progress,
TESTING contains the tasks that are being tested, and
DONE is for all the tasks that have gone through the other
columns successfully. The two middle columns have a
work in progress limit.

Scrumban adopts one of its key features directly from
Kanban: the board [2], [9], [20]. Resets can occur when
completing a bucket, but otherwise it is the same as a
Kanban board [2]. Therefore, any task that might need to
be delayed can go right back to the starting column of the
board an wait until one of the developers can start work on
it [2], [19]. Another characteristic Scrumban adopts is the
work in progress limit [2], [19]. Whenever the limit is
reached, the team members work together to finish the
tasks forming a bottleneck, which fosters cooperation
[19]. Tasks are also pulled, the same as Kanban [2].

This approach seems far less flexible than the widely
adopted Scrumban. It suffers because Kanban is treated
just like a tool, not a fully developed approach. The
Eliminate Waste Meeting is also problematic – it is illadvised to make decisions about what the client does and
does not need without them being present during decisionmaking.

Interestingly, the number of different kinds of
meetings and their frequency vary greatly depending on
the team implementing the approach. In case of [2], short
daily meetings akin to daily scrums are advised.
References [9] and [20] add retrospective meetings as
well. On the other hand, meetings are held when necessary
in [12] and [19].
1) L-Scrumban
The authors of [9] propose a combination of Lean (the
L in the name of the approach), Scrum, and Kanban.
Unsurprisingly, the characteristics of the resulting
approach differ from the previous description of
Scrumban. This is in line with how flexible the
implementation of the approach is.
Firstly, this approach does not do away with Scrum
prescribed roles, but the Scrum Master is renamed to the
Team Master. The differences start after the Product
Owner meets with the customer. Instead of compiling the
Product Backlog, the Product Owner compiles a list of
customer demands. This list has any features, functional
or non-functional requirements, enhancements, etc., the
customer would like. It is prioritized according to how
valuable they are to the customer. This list is then
presented to the whole team at the Eliminate Waste
Meeting. During this meeting, the developers try to
identify any waste in the requirements (e.g., features with
the same functionality) and, after removing it, compose
the Product Backlog. Another type of meeting the authors
add is the Quality Test Meeting. It occurs before every
Sprint Review, and it is used to test what was developed
during the sprint. The Team master and the developers are
the participants, and their goal is to identify any defects
and stop them from reaching the customer. All the other
types of meetings present in Scrum are kept intact.
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B. Other possible hybrid approaches
Since both Kanban and Kaizen are a subset of Lean,
combining them with Lean would not add much
difference to the existing approaches. Therefore, L-Scrum
(Lean and Scrum), Scrumzen (Scrum and Kaizen), and
Kanzen (Kanban and Kaizen) will be explored in the
following subsections.
1) L-Scrum
Since Lean puts an emphasis on continuous
improvement, one of the first attributes of this approach
would be that it has no sprints. Sprints also chop the
development process up into small pieces, making it
difficult to observe and optimize the whole. It is also
difficult to postpone commitment when each sprint starts
with a detailed plan of must be accomplished during it.
Finally, the strict deadlines of each sprint often result in a
sacrifice of quality for the sake of completing the tasks
[4], [7], [20], which is directly opposed to the notion of
building quality into the product.
The roles Scrum prescribes should stay in place. The
Product Owner should still gather customer requirements
which should be translated into tasks the team needs to
accomplish. However, the Sprint Planning meeting should
become the Priority Setting meeting and it should take
place either every week or every two weeks. During the
meeting, the team should assign and reassign priorities to
the tasks that are still in development. The daily meetings
should become somewhat less frequent to remove some
pressure off the team members (not all tasks can be
accomplished in a single day). Sprint Retrospectives
should morph into Improvement Opportunity meetings
which should take place every other week. This should be
the moment to discuss possible improvements to the
development process and how they could be implemented.
Once several features have been developed and fully
tested, this software increment can be delivered to the
client. A Review should be scheduled once the client has
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had some time to use the software. However, if a
damaging bug is found at any point in development or
during use, it should be dealt with as soon as possible.
The main reason L-Scrum could be preferable to, for
example, pure Scrum is L-Scrum’s increased focus on
quality and unwillingness to sacrifice quality to meet a
deadline, a characteristic that can often be encountered at
the end of any rushed Scrum Sprint. Reducing the number
of meetings (e.g., a meeting every two days instead of
every day) may seem like a laxer policy than those present
in Scrum, but this would alleviate the pressure constant
meetings exert on developers, since tasks are of variable
length and can require more than a day to complete. This
stress reduction, coupled with the removal of strict
deadlines, would result in less stressful workloads. A less
stressful work environment would then contribute to
greater employee retention, which would lead to fewer
training and certification costs being incurred. However,
this method might prove difficult to implement in a team
consisting of novice developers without providing
extensive training in both Lean and Scrum. Only by
knowing the common shortcomings and pitfalls of both
can the hybrid method be adjusted suit the development
team well and provide advantages of these methods.
Therefore, L-Scrum would be better suited for an
established or mature company since they would already
have systems in place that would help with streamlining
the hybrid method. Furthermore, nixing timeboxing could
result in a reduced feature output, which might not be in
the interest of a new company looking to make a name for
itself in the highly competitive market.
2) Scrumzen
Once again, sprints are antithetical to gradual and
continuous change, but, in this case, their iterative nature
could be preserved in a way. One turn of the PDCA cycle
could be used as one iteration of the approach.
Scrum roles would be kept intact. The Plan phase
would involve the Sprint Planning meeting, and there
would be virtually no changes to the way it is usually
held. However, it would also entail writing the general
standards that would be upheld during development. Do
would cover the development stage – the daily meetings
would once again be more spaced out to alleviate some of
the stress of development. The Check phase would cover
two aspects: in-house testing and gathering feedback from
the customer. Similarly to L-Scrum, the increment that
would be the result of the cycle should be tested
thoroughly before it reaches the customer. Customer
feedback gathering could be done during a meeting
equivalent to the Sprint Review. This phase should not be
concluded until most of the complaints the customer has
(if they have any) have been resolved. The Act phase
would cover the actions present in the Sprint
Retrospective. The finalized cycle would be analyzed, and
any improvement opportunities would be noted. These
should be gathered and written down, resulting in the
Tentative Improvement Policies document. The policies
described in it should be implemented during the next
cycle – any policies that improve the process should be
adopted as process improvements and become part of the
development standard, whereas others should be
abandoned. The cycle could be renamed to the Plan-Do-
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Review-Improve (PDRI) cycle. The phases could be given
tentative durations, but they should not be treated as fixed
deadlines. Deliveries should be scheduled when pertinent,
so after development has wound down and the product
increment has been tested thoroughly.
The advantages of this hybrid method derive from its
focus on documentation and writing down any standards
that have been developed or applied during the running of
a company. Due to tight deadlines, Scrum tends to
sacrifice the overall documentation quality in order to
speed up development, neglecting to take into account that
this often results in having to relearn lessons from
previous projects or outright repeating some of the work.
On the other hand, the willingness to write everything
down could also lead to some issues. The Tentative
Improvement Policies document should be concise and
focus on those policies that are very likely to lead to
improvement. Writing down every possible idea that
might lead to improvement could make the document too
long, unmanageable, and downright detrimental to the
next Do phase. Therefore, the team must be capable of
weighing the possible advantages and disadvantages of a
probable improvement. This, as with the previous hybrid
method, means the team must have ample experience with
development. Scrumzen also suffers from a possible
reduction of competitiveness, so new companies would
probably not benefit from implementing it. Companies
that have experience using Scrum could slowly migrate to
this hybrid approach, but it would definitely be a big shift
of focus for those who have not been introduced to Kaizen
first.
3) Kanzen
Kanzen, just like Kanban and Kaizen, would be
focused on the process of development and the people
involved in it. It would be a long-term approach that
would be applied to the whole company, not just the
current project of a team of developers.
One of the possibilities of combining the two
approaches would be to have Kaizen at the company level
and Kanban at the project level. The Kaizen side would
focus on employee training and retention, whereas
Kanban would be used when developing software.
However, any improvement possibilities would be noted
during development. Whichever improvement possibility
proved to be an improvement, it would be noted and
discussed with management. It would then be adopted into
the company standard (Kaizen), and it would be added to
the general policies used when starting a project (Kanban).
There would be ample focus on person-environment fit
when organizing development teams.
As with the previous two hybrid methods, there is a lot
of focus on the satisfaction of employees. Scrum has a
tendency of treating every developer as a cog in a software
development machine, which can lead to stress, being
overworked, being pressured into finishing work quickly,
and similar. Focusing on the wellbeing of team members
increases the chances of them staying with a company.
Both keeping experts and further developing their skills
through various extra training and certifications would be
the biggest benefit of Kanzen. Combining this aspect with
a clear company standard, and great visualization present
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on the project level, this method has great potential. Since
neither Kaizen nor Kanban are strict in their guidelines,
this hybrid is the most flexible of the three proposed in
this paper. However, this great flexibility may lead to
difficulties with starting projects. Therefore, all
development teams must be comprised of individuals that
communicate well and are able to complement each other.
Furthermore, as with the two previous methods, Kanzen
could most likely not be implemented in an inexperienced
company. It should only be attempted in a stable
company, and it should be a gradual change, as the
method itself requires.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Agile software methods have intensified and improved
software development everywhere. The success of
Scrumban shows that combining different approaches can
lead to greater improvements than concentrating on just
one approach. Combining other approaches could lead to
further improvements in the field, but it is important to
keep in mind that different challenges require different
approaches.
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Abstract - Predicting the outcome of sporting events has
always been a popular area of interest for sports
professionals as well as the general public. Although
domain experts have traditionally been the main
contributors for generating sports predictions, relying
solely on human expertise and intuition is not a scalable,
time-effective, nor a cost-effective solution. Hence,
computers are taking the leading role in predicting the
outcomes of sporting events, in terms of estimating the
final score or guessing the winner, but also for predicting
the occurrence of various events that may happen during
the game. Predictive analytics has been effectively applied
to a wide range of sports, including popular team sports
as well as individual sports. The nature of sport plays a
significant role in the adaptation of different predictive
techniques based on diverse statistical and mathematical
models. Tennis has a strongly defined structure and a
rigid scoring system which, along with the sport’s
popularity and large and easily accessible datasets, makes
tennis match modeling a hot topic in scientific literature.
This paper provides an overview of scientific papers on
the prediction of tennis match outcomes, from the first
regression-based models all the way to complex models
based on machine learning.
Ključne riječi - tennis; prediction; Markov chain; BradleyTerry model; machine learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sports analytics is a field that uses data analysis
techniques to analyze various aspects of the sports
industry, such as player performance, business operations,
and recruitment. These analyses' findings are then used to
make informed decisions that improve the performance of
a specific team or sports organization. Sports teams are
increasingly relying on skilled sports data analysts to gain
a competitive edge both on and off the field. Sports
analytics has been practiced for decades, but recent
breakthroughs in data collecting and management
technology have substantially increased its scope. In most
major sports, the utilization of data and statistics has
become commonplace [1, 2].
The online gambling market is expanding in many
regions because of factors such as the advancement of
available technology, increased trust of gamblers paying
online, and the increasing digitalization of the world.
Online gambling entails using the internet to play casino
games, poker, and bet on sports. In 2023, the global online
gambling market is expected to be worth more than $92.9
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billion U.S. dollars. The market is currently worth nearly
59 billion U.S. dollars [3]. Tennis is one of the most popular
betting sports. There are two common types of bets in the
gambling industry. In pre-match betting one can play a bet
before the event starts. Live betting allows bets to be placed
during the game and is often called in-play betting. Tennis
is considered as one of the most popular live betting
markets in the world. The three most popular ways to bet
on tennis are wagering on the moneyline, the game or set
spread, or the over/under bet. Playing a moneyline is
betting on a player to win the match. Spread, or handicap
betting is when the sports book creates a hypothetical
amount of games/sets the favored tennis player should beat
their opponent by. Finally, over/under bet is a wager on the
total number of games or sets to be played in the match [4].
This paper goes over various approaches of predicting
different events in tennis matches that have been described
so far in scientific papers.
From a mathematical standpoint tennis is a particularly
appealing sport for modeling. It involves two players and
only one possible outcome. Unlike football and basketball,
tennis does not consider the time component. It ignores
complicated team relationships, and given the sport's
widespread popularity, there is a wealth of readily available
data [5]. Tennis is particularly well suited to developing
effective statistical models due to the nature of the sport.
Matches can be easily modelled as discrete stochastic
processes, with the Markovian process serving as a good
example. Such approaches assume an independent and
identical point distribution. These models are commonly
known as point-based models and are most prevalent in
scientific literature. This paper does not only focus on these
models, but it also gives an overview of the regressionbased models, paired comparison models and finally
machine learning models which recently stand out in the
scientific literature.
A vast literature on sports modeling and sports
prediction exists in the scientific community, spanning a
wide range of sports, techniques, and research objectives.
At the same time, there is a scarcity of review literature on
these topics. Kovalchik gave a brief review of eleven
scientific papers on the prediction of the outcome of tennis
matches [6]. The author classified the models into three
categories, regression-based, point-based, and paired
comparison models, and compared their predictive
performance. Peters proposed several models for predicting
the outcome of professional tennis matches with the focus
on modeling the effects of surface type and the variation of
player skills through time [7]. Only in one brief chapter of
his paper, the author gave a review of the existing literature.
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Peters [7], like Kovalchik [6], classified the models into the
three categories mentioned above. Wilkens applied a
variety of machine learning approaches to male and female
professional singles matches [8]. The author summarized a
few main studies that have been carried out on using
machine learning techniques for the prediction of tennis
matches. Wunderlich and Memmert presented a narrative
review about predicting the outcome of sporting events [9].
The authors presented an overview about relative topics in
forecasting the outcome of sports events, discussed a basic
methodology and introduced categorization of methods. In
a part of their paper, the authors focused on tennis
prediction. In their work, the authors emphasized the
problem of lack of general literature such as reviews or
meta-analysis on aspects of sport forecasting.
This paper gives a review of the scientific literature on
the topic of modeling and predicting the outcome of tennis
matches. We propose a slightly different classification of
models. Unlike Kovalchik and Peters who distinguish
regression-based (note: Peters includes neural network
models in this category), point-based, and paired
comparison models [6, 7] we propose the following
categorization – point-based models, paired comparison
models and machine learning models which, among other,
include simple regression-based models. Except giving a
detailed review of the existing literature, we also describe
the theoretical basis of each group of models and their
fundamental concepts.
II.

POINT BASED MODELS

A. Theoretical details
Point based or hierarchical [7] models are specially
designed according to the rules in tennis. Tennis is a
hierarchical sport (hence the name hierarchical models),
and the game is repetitive. A player is exposed to situations
where they need to score a point according to quite similar
rules and conditions. By winning a predefined number of
points, the player wins the so-called game. By winning
enough games, they win the set, and ultimately the match
after winning a sufficient number of sets, previously
defined by the rules of the tournament. Point based models
are based on estimating the probabilities of scoring a point
on player’s serve, which are, together with the identical and
independent distribution assumption, used to calculate the
probability of a player winning the match [6, 7]. The term
independent means that the likelihood of scoring a point on
a player's serve is unaffected by the outcome of a
previously played point, and the term identical means that
each point is treated equally, regardless of whether it is a
crucial point in the final set of the match or a minor point
at the start. This assumption allows discrete stochastic
processes, such as the Markov process, to be used to
describe tennis matches.
Markov chains. Markov processes are stochastic
processes in which the future state is solely determined by
the current state. This property is called memoryless
property. The states of Markov processes can be discrete or
continuous [10]. The focus of the rest of the chapter will be
on Markov chains, which are Markovian processes with
discrete set of states. In mathematics, the Markov chain is
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a probability model, and consists of a series of states and
transitions between them. At any time, the system may
move to a new state or may remain in the same state.
Changes in the state are called transitions. The basic
characteristic of the Markov chain is its order. It is the order
of the Markov chain that determines on how many previous
states a decision will be made in the transition to the next
state. First-order Markov chains have mainly been used in
the scientific literature for modeling tennis matches. The
formal definition is given bellow.
Definition 1. Suppose that X1, X2,… are random variables
that take values in the finite set S. These variables describe
the state of a system at a given time. The chain X1, X2, ... is
a Markov's first-order chain, if for all states i1, ..., in:
𝑃(𝑋𝑛+1 = 𝑖𝑛+1 |𝑋𝑛 = 𝑖𝑛 , … , 𝑋0 = 𝑖0 )
= 𝑃(𝑋𝑛+1 = 𝑖𝑛+1 | 𝑋𝑛 = 𝑖𝑛 ).

(1)

Here the moment in+1 represents the future, in the present,
and i0, ..., in-1 the past.
Equation (1) can be interpreted in such a way that the future
depends on the past only through the present. In other
words, the future state depends only on the present state,
regardless of the way in which the process reached the
present state [11].
Markov chains are usually presented as directional graphs
with a set of states and transitions between them. If we
consider the various scores in a game to be our state space,
and the transitions between states to be probabilities of a
point being won (p) or lost (1-p) by a player, the resulting
Markov chain will reflect the stochastic progression of the
score in a game (fig. 1). Schutz was among the first who
described a tennis game through a Markov chain with
constant probabilities of transitions between the states [13]
(fig. 1). Based on the idea of modelling tennis matches
with Markovian chains, many authors have developed
hierarchical expressions for calculating the probability of
a specific player winning a match or for calculating the
expected number of points that will be played in the match.
The live recursive approach (proposed by Barnett and
Clark in 2002 [14]) was chosen as a representative
approach to demonstrates how the point-based models can
be used to predict the winner of a tennis match. The
probability of player A winning a tennis game can be
calculate as follows:
𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑎, 𝑏) = 𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑎 + 1, 𝑏) + (1 − 𝑝)
∗ 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑎, 𝑏 + 1).

(2)

Where:
p – the probability of player A winning a point on his/her
serve (Note: p stays constant during the whole game)
a, b – the number of points won by players A and B,
respectively.
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Figure 1. Markov chain for a game.

The boundary values of (2) are defined as follows:
𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑎, 𝑏) = 1 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎 = 4, 𝑎 − 𝑏 ≥ 2
𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑎, 𝑏) = 0 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑏 = 4, 𝑏 − 𝑎 ≥ 2
𝑝2
𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑎, 𝑏) = 2
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎 = 4, 𝑎 − 𝑏 ≥ 2
𝑝 + (1 − 𝑝2 )
Similar expressions can be written for other levels of a
tennis match (set, match).
B. The review
The scientific papers we categorized into this group of
models will be further classified into a pre-match group,
and a live group of models. Pre-mach models are those
models that are used to make predictions before the start
of the match. On the other hand, live models can be used
to make predictions of a match in progress.
Pre-match models. As early as the 1970s, the first prematch models were proposed for calculating the
probability that a player would win a game or a set [13,
15], as well as expressions for calculating the expected
number of points to be played in a game and the expected
number of games to be played in a set [13]. Hsi and Burych
analyzed the probabilities of possible outcomes in a game
and in a set [15]. Shortly afterwards, Pollard also proposed
expressions for calculating the probabilities of winning a
game, set and a match, but distinguished two types of sets
– the advantage (classical) set, and the tiebreaker set [16].
The author also offered expressions for calculating the
mean value and variance of the expected number of points
that will be played in each level of a tennis match, again
while distinguishing the advantage and the tiebreaker set.
Liu [17], Newton and Keller [18], and O'Mally [19] were
also engaged in pre-match modeling of tennis matches.
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Using different approaches, they offered equivalent
hierarchical expressions that can be used to estimate the
probabilities of winning a game, set and a match.
Live models.
Croucher studied the conditional
probabilities of winning a game depending on the score in
the game [20]. The paper can be considered as the first live
model in tennis. A few years after the publication of this
paper, live modeling of tennis matches has become
extremely popular. Barnett and Clarke [14] and Barnett et
al. [21] presented recursive formulas for predicting the
winner and duration of each level of a tennis match in
progress. Due to the computational complexity of
recursive expressions, Wozniak offered an analytical
solution for computing these probabilities [22]. Recursive
formulas for calculating the probabilities of a particular
end score in a game, set, or match at any point in a match
have also been presented in the literature [21, 23]. Šarčević
et al. proposed an alternative approach for computing these
probabilities [24]. The mathematical expressions proposed
in this paper can also be used to calculate the probabilities
of a player winning at any point in a match. The accuracy
of the offered combinatorial approach [24] is identical to
the accuracy of recursive approaches [21, 22], but the
combinatorial approach is significantly more time efficient
as proven in [24].
Although the performance of point-based models is
poorer than the performance of ELO models described
below [6], the strength of the point-based models lies in
the fact that they can provide a lot of information about the
match.
III.

PAIRED COMPARISON MODELS

A. Theoretical details
Paired comparison refers to the process of comparing
entities in a pair to determine the better entity [7]. A very
popular method in this category is the so-called BradleyTerry method presented in Bradley and Terry in 1952 [25].
Definition 2. The Bradley–Terry model is a probability
model that can forecast how a paired comparison will turn
out. It estimates the probability that the pairwise
comparison i > j is true given a pair of individuals i and j
drawn from a population, as:
𝑝𝑖
𝑃(𝑖 > 𝑗) =
.
(3)
𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑗
Where:
pi - a positive real-valued score assigned to individual i
[26].
Depending on the context, the comparison i > j in (3) can
be read as "i is preferred to j", "i ranks higher than j", or
"i beats j". The model can be applied to tennis. Then pi and
pj would represent positive-valued parameters representing
each player’s ability.
Note: As well as the probabilities of winning points on the
player's own service in point-based models, the parameters
that describe the skills of an individual player are calculated
from historical data and remain constant for a fixed period.
Ranking-based models can also be classified into this
category of models [6]. The ATP Ranking for men and the
WTA Ranking for women are the most basic and well-
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known rankings. However, there is a more predictive
alternative to world rankings. This is the Elo rating, named
after its creator, Arpad Elo, who created it to rank chess
players [27]. The Elo rating begins by assigning the same
Elo rating to each player, which is then updated for each
match they play. While the world rankings assign points to
players based on the stage and tier of the tournament they
reach, the number of Elo points a player gains or loses is
determined by their opponent's Elo rating. When a player
defeats a player with a higher Elo rating than themselves,
they earn more points than when they defeat a player with
a lower Elo rating. If a player loses to a player with a lower
Elo rating, he or she loses more Elo points than if they lose
to a player with a higher rating. Elo ratings can then be used
to predict the winner of any zero-sum game [28]. Elo rating
can be used to calculate the probabilities of a player
winning the mach. The probability that player i wins player
j in math t is defined as:
1
(4)
𝑝𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡) =
.
(𝐸𝑗 (𝑡)−𝐸𝑖 (𝑡))/400
1 + 10
Where 𝐸𝑗 (𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑖 (𝑡) represent the ELO ratings of player
i and player j in match t [29].
Unlike the skills in a Breadly-Terry model, the ELO rating
of a player is updated after each match as follows:
𝐸𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝐸𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝐾𝑖 (𝑡)[𝑊𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑝𝑖,𝑗 (𝑡)]

(5)

Where:
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑡
𝑊𝑖 (𝑡) = {
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝐾𝑖 (𝑡) – a scale factor which determines how much the ELO
rating should change after match t [29].
B. The review
The Bradley-Terry method in tennis was among the first
applied by McHale and Morton [30]. McHale and Morton
calculated professional tennis players' abilities based on
the likelihood of games won and lost between the player
and his opponent, using an exponential decay function to
weight more recent matches more heavily. The authors
also considered the surface the match was played on. It is
important to note that the parameters describing the
abilities of players in this paper were optimized within a
fixed period (the paper specifically takes a period of 7
days) and remained constant until then. Baker and Mchale
[31] improved the model described in Mchale and Morton
[30]. They proposed and described a time-varying model.
The model assumes that the strength of the player varies
over time, i.e. that it follows a non-parametric function of
time. The authors used the model to construct their own
ranking of players and to determine the best tennis player
[31, 32]. Gorgi, Koopman and Lit proposed a dynamic
statistical model that considers the time-varying abilities
of players on different surfaces the match is played on [33].
The authors update the player's abilities after each match
while considering the opponent's abilities.
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The ELO rating method has originally been applied to
tennis by the journalists of FiveThirtyEight.com who
proposed a customized K-factor (see (5)) [34]. Kovalchik
compared 11 publicly announced models for predicting the
outcome of tennis matches [6], and the FiveThirtyEight
ELO method [34] showed to be the most accurate method.
The original ELO method used by reporters at
FiveThirtyEight does not fully consider each player’s
current form and their recent performance. Hence authors
Angelini, Candila, and De Angelis proposed a weight Elo
method where the result of the match is considered [29]. In
more detail, WELo considers not only whether a player has
won or lost a match, but also with what score they have won
or lost a match.
IV.

MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

A. Regression-based models
Regression models are based on input data defined by a
set of attributes and a function that maps them into the
probability of a specific player winning a match. The set of
attributes defines both players' characteristics, and the
function is created by training the regression model on a set
of historical data [6, 7]. In this group of models, probit and
logit regression models were most often used, and the
papers differ by the selected set of input attributes.
The first published regression-based models used only
data on seed or ranking as predictors. Boluier and Stekler
proposed a probit regression model to estimate the
probability of winning a match, and as a predictor they used
the difference in rank of two opposing players [35]. The
authors showed the great predictive power of this attribute.
Clarke and Dyte used logistic regression to predict the
probability of winning a set and they used the difference in
points from the official ATP rankings as the only predictor
[36]. The obtained probabilities for winning the set were
then used in simulations to calculate the probabilities of
winning the match and to predict the outcomes of certain
tennis tournaments. Klaassen and Magnus also used
logistic regression and player rank data to predict the
probabilities of winning a match before the match started
[37]. Gilsdorf and Sukhatme investigated the impact of
monetary incentives on the probability of winning [38]. The
main predictor in the model was the difference between the
biggest cash prize in the tournament and the earnings after
the defeat in the current phase of the competition. In
addition to the above predictor, the authors used a number
of other predictors - age of the players, mutual results,
remaining rounds, difference in ATP points, difference in
career wins for matches played on the same surface and
indicator for a match at Masters level or higher. Ma, Liu
and Tan used 16 predictors that can be divided into three
categories - player skills, player characteristics and match
characteristics [39]. Del Corral and Prieto-Rodriguez
presented three models based on a different set of predictors
[40]. The first model included a difference in player rank, a
career rank indicator within the top ten, physical
characteristics of players (height, age and arms) and
tournament factors (round, tournament level). The second
model excluded player rank data, and the third excluded
player physical characteristics. Sipko and Knottenblet
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pointed out that the effectiveness of the model increases by
including historical statistics of players such as data on the
percentage of services won, aces and double faults [12].
Lisi proposed a logistic regression model based on ATP
points and rankings, player age, host factor, and
information extracted from bookmaker odds [41].
Although it has been shown that the best published
regression-based models do not have better performance
than ELO models [6], they are still interesting because they
are flexible, and their performance largely depends on the
quality of the input dataset.
B. Machine learning-based models
In the last decade, due to the rapid increase in computer
power and the availability and ability to store large
amounts of data, there has been a significant boost in
machine learning. Due to advances in machine learning
and autonomous decision making, machine learning-based
systems have achieved superhuman performance in
performing a variety of tasks. Although machine learning
has already had a significant impact on a variety of sectors,
ranging from health and finance to economic and military,
its application in sports has received little attention. There
are only a few papers in the domain of tennis that use
machine learning methods to predict match outcomes [8].
Somboonphokkaphan et al. were among the first to use
an artificial neural network to predict the winner of a tennis
match [42]. The authors used a multilayer perceptron with
a single hidden layer. They proposed three neural networks
with different sets of input features. The input features
were characteristics of both players (probability of
winning the first serve, probability of winning the second
serve, probability of scoring points on return, probability
of winning the break point, percentage of games won so
far, and percentage of points won so far) and match
characteristics (surface). The best model consisted of 27
input features. Sipko and Knottenbelt also used machine
learning algorithms to predict the outcome of tennis
matches before the match started [12]. The authors
extracted 22 attributes and implemented two machine
learning models, a logistic regression model and a neural
network model. In the 22 attributes, the authors also
described the fatigue and injuries of the players. Cornman
et al. implemented and compared several machine learning
models to predict tennis match winners- logistic
regression, SVM, random forest, and neural network [43].
They used several features for prediction such as match
scores, player statistics, and betting odds. The SVM model
with a linear kernel and the random forest model proved to
be the best choice for the used dataset. De Araujo
Fernandes proposes a hybrid model (voting system) to
predict the winner of a match before the match has started
[44]. The hybrid model is based on the Fuzzy system,
neural network, and a strength equation. The strength
equation aims to quantify the strength of each player for a
particular tournament based on his ability and can be used
to predict the outcome of matches. Gao and Kowalczyk
proposed three simple models for predicting the outcome
of tennis matches- SVM, logistic regression and random
forest and divided the set of input attributes (16 attributes)
into several categories, attributes describing the physical
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characteristics of players, attributes describing the mental
state of the player, environment attributes and attributes
related to the match [45]. The authors describe the mental
state of the players through the probability of winning the
break point, the total scores in joint matches and through
the tournament round label. The authors show very little
predictive power of the mental state attributes. Ghosh, et.
al. compared the performance of three classifiers, the
decision tree, the VVQ model, and the SVM model [46].
A set of 42 input attributes that represent detailed player
statistics were used. Candila and Palazzo implemented an
artificial neural network to predict the outcome of a tennis
match [47]. The implemented neural network
outperformed the logit regression model published by
Klaassen and Magnus [37], probit regression model of Del
Corral and Prieto-Rodríguez [40], Bradley-Terry model
from McHale and Morton [30] and point-based approach
by Barnett and Clarke [21]. The model failed to
outperform the logit regression model from Lisi [41]. It is
important to note that the authors model player fatigue.
Wilkens implemented several machine learning
algorithms - logistic regression, neural network, random
forest, gradient boost, and SVM [8]. The author argues that
the average prediction accuracy cannot be increased to
more than 70% using machine learning methods. He
argues that most relevant information is embedded in the
betting market and that adding other match and player data
does not lead to significant improvement [8].
V.

CONCLUSION

In the scientific community, there is a substantial
amount of literature on sports modeling and sports
prediction that covers a wide range of sports, approaches,
and research goals. Simultaneously, there is a scarcity of
review literature on these subjects. This paper provides an
overview of research publications on tennis match
prediction, classifying the methods into three categories:
point-based models, paired comparison models, and
machine learning models. The point-based models'
strength comes in their ability to convey a lot of
information about the match. When compared to pointbased models and regression models, the ELO approach in
the paired comparison group performs best. Finally,
machine learning models represent a new category in the
sports domain. It gives promising results, and the
performance depends on the quality of the input data.
Although the focus of this paper is on the study of the
scientific literature on modeling tennis matches, the same
principles can be extended to other sports that use a similar
scoring system. Table tennis, volleyball, beach volleyball,
badminton, and other similar sports fall into this category.
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Abstract - The paper grounds the topicality of developing
natural language (NL) processing systems for constructing
business processes models, in particular, their ontologies. It
introduces an original algorithm of semantic mapping of the
notions’ definitions in NL (on the example of English
language). A definition in NL is transformed into its
semantic representation being an expression of an SKlanguage (standard knowledge language). The class of SKlanguages is introduced in the author’s theory of Krepresentations (knowledge representations). The suggested
algorithm AlgSemDef1 is able to process the notions’
definitions including attribute clauses, infinitives, the logical
connectives ‘not”, “and’, “or”.
Keywords - business process; ontology; automatic information
extraction; natural language processing; semantic parsing of
definitions; theory of K-representations; SK-language;
polythematic linguistic basis

I. INTRODUCTION
Business processes management (BPM) includes the
design, implementation, and improvement of business
processes. In spite of a big number of the realized
projects aimed at automation of BPM, it is still
characterized by high amount of manual tasks and human
resources. That is why, as a way out, a number of
researchers suggested to use the achievements of natural
language (NL) processing for constructing business
processes models [1, 2]. The computer projects of the
kind should pay a considerable attention, in particular, to
the construction of business process ontology by means
of automatic extraction of knowledge from the NLspecifications of business processes [3].
The paper [4] shows how semantic technologies can
be used for describing the operations and capabilities of
an applied system not in the code of computer agents but
rather in ontologies and knowledge bases. The considered
application domain is agent-based manufacturing control
systems. The authors of [4] believe that the advantage of
this approach is that introducing new product model,
introducing new or updated product plan, introducing
new kind of machine or operation means only extension
of one of the ontologies or updating knowledge base. The
computer agents in the described MAST system do not
have to be changed to be able to use update.
The use of NL processing systems (NLPSs) for
constructing and updating ontologies will help to
considerably diminish the duration of forming an
ontology and, as a consequence, will open precious new
prospects for practice.
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Automation of forming biomedical ontologies by
means of extracting scholarly knowledge from textual
sources by NLPSs is one of the topical problems in the
field of constructing medical decision support systems
[5].
The paper introduces an original algorithm of
semantic mapping of the notions’ definitions in NL (on
the example of English language). A definition in NL is
transformed into its semantic representation being an
expression of an SK-language (standard knowledge
language). The class of SK-languages is introduced in the
theory of K-representations (knowledge representations)
stated, in particular, in [6-18]. The algorithm includes as
a big procedure the algorithm of semantic mapping
SemSynt1 introduced in [11]. The suggested algorithm
AlgSemDef1 is able to process the notions’ definitions
including attribute clauses, infinitives, the logical
connectives ‘not”, “and’, “or”.
II. SHORTLY ABOUT THE ALGORITHM OF
SEMANTIC MAPPING SEMSYNT1
The algorithm of semantic mapping (or semanticsyntactic analysis) SemSynt1 is a result belonging to the
theory of K-representations (knowledge representations).
It is an original theory of designing semantic-syntactic
parsers of NL with a broad usage of formal means for
representing input, intermediary, and output data. The
theory of K-representations (TKR) is presented in
numerous papers both in English and Russian written by
V. A. Fomichov and his colleagues [6-18].
The first constituent of TKR is the theory of SKlanguages (standard knowledge languages), stated, in
particular, in [11, 17]. The kernel of the theory of SKlanguages is a mathematical model describing a system of
such 10 partial operations on structured meanings (SMs)
of natural language texts (NL-texts) that, using primitive
conceptual units as "blocks", we are able to build formal
representations of SMs of arbitrary NL-texts (including
articles, textbooks, etc.) and of arbitrary pieces of
knowledge about the world [11].
The initial version of the theory of SK-languages is
called the theory of K-calculuses and K-languages [6-9].
The second constituent of TKR is a broadly
applicable mathematical model of a linguistic database, it
is described in Chapter 7 of [11]. The model describes the
frames expressing the necessary conditions of the
existence of semantic relations, in particular, in the word
combinations of the following kinds: “Verbal form (verb,
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participle, gerund) + Preposition + Noun”, “Verbal form
+ Noun”, “Noun1 + Preposition + Noun2”, “Noun1+
Noun2”, “Number designation + Noun”, “Attribute +
Noun”, “Interrogative word + Verb”.
The third basic constituent of TKR is formed by a
family of complex, strongly structured algorithms
carrying out semantic-syntactic analysis of texts from
some practically interesting sublanguages of NL. These
algorithms transform NL-texts into their semantic
representations being K-representations. The algorithm
SemSynt1 is presented in the second part of the
monograph [11]. The input texts can be from the English,
German, and Russian languages. That is why the
algorithm SemSynt1 is multilingual.
An important feature of the algorithm SemSynt1 is
that it doesn’t construct any syntactic representation of
the inputted NL-text but directly finds semantic relations
between text units. The other distinguished feature is that
a complex algorithm is completely described with the
help of formal means, that is why it is problem
independent and doesn’t depend on a programming
system. An expanded version of the algorithm SemSynt1
is implemented in the language PYTHON [18].
The fourth constituent of TKR is a collection of
scientific results expanding theoretical foundations of
advanced
ontologies,
cross-lingual
conceptual
information access, Multilingual Semantic Web, the
design of agent communication languages in multi-agent
systems] and recording the content of e-negotiations [714].
The main output of the algorithm SemSynt1 is a
semantic representation (SR) of the input text being its
K-representation, i.e. an expression of a certain SKlanguage. The expressions of SK-languages are
constructed from the basic conceptual units and several
service symbols by means of certain partial operations
Op[1] - Op[10]. Let's see (without mathematical details)
how these partial operations do work.
The operation Op[1] allows us to join intensional
quantifiers and designations (simple or compound) of
notions, in particular, for constructing the formulas
certain airplane1, certain airplane1 * (Manufacturer,
Boeing), all airplane1 * (Manufacturer, Boeing).
The operation Op[2] is used for constructing the
expressions of the form f(t1 ,…, tn), and Op[3] enables us
to build the expressions of the form (c ≡ d). Example:
(Age(S.Nosov) ≡ 27/year).
One uses the operation Op[4] for building the
expressions of the form rel(t1 ,…, tn), where rel is the name
of a relation with n attributes (example: Earlier
(Creation-date(certain file1), #yesterday)). The operation
Op[5] provides the possibility to mark a formula or its
part by means of a variable. Example: all car1 *
(Manufacturer, BMW) : S1.
The operation Op[6] allows us to join the negation
connective  to a formula (example: ¬airplane1). The
operation Op[7] governs the use of the logical
connectives  (and) and  (or). Example: car1 *
(Manufacturer, (BMW  Opel)).
Using the operation Op[8] at the last step of an
inference, it is possible to construct compound
designations of notions. Example: file1 * (Extension1,
("doc"  “docx”))(Location, certain desktop).
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The operation Op[9] allows us to use the universal
quantifier and existential quantifier (  и  ) in
formulas. The operation Op[10] enables us to construct
the SRs of finite sequences as the strings of the form < c1
,…, cn >, where c1 ,…, cn are the elements of a sequence.
III. INPUT LANGUAGE OF THE ALGORITHM
A semantic parser of scholarly knowledge pieces is to
be able to process, first of all, the definitions of the
notions. The purpose of the next sections of this paper is
to suggest a broadly applicable algorithm of the kind
using the algorithm SemSynt1 as the principal subsystem.
Let’s get an idea of the input language of the algorithm
by means of several examples.
Example 1. Let Def1 = “The Eustachian tube is a
canal that leads from the middle ear to the pharynx”.
Example 2. Let Def2 = “The Eustachian tube is a
canal leading from the middle ear to the pharynx”.
Example 3. Let Def3 = “A silent mutation is a
mutation not altering the polypeptide product of the
gene”.
Example 4. Let Def4 = “A connecting rod is a
technical device joining the crankshaft with the piston
and transforming the returnable - forward movement of
the piston into rotating movement of the crankshaft”.
Example 5. Let Def5 = “A jack is a technical device
for moving physical objects in the vertical plane”.
Let’s say that the definition Def1 has the type 1, Def2
– Def4 have the type 2, and the definition Def5 has the
type 3.
While processing a definition of the type 2, our
algorithm will initially transform it into the synonymic
definition of the type 1. The meaning of the definition
Def5 is the same as the meaning of the definition Def 6 =
”A jack is a technical device moving physical objects in
the vertical plane”. That is why, while processing a
definition of the type 3, our algorithm will transform it
into the synonymic definition of the type 1.
Consider the basic assumptions about the input
definitions.
Assumption 1. While elaborating an algorithm of
definitions’ semantic parsing, we consider not real tokens
(nouns, articles, verbs, etc.) but the so called elementary
meaningful text units: “a gene”, “a technical device”, “the
piston”, “has received”, etc.
Example. Consider the definition Def1 = “The
Eustachian tube is a canal that leads from the middle ear
to the pharynx”. This definition will be regarded as the
sequence t1 t2 … tn, where t1 = “The Eustachian tube”,
t2 = “is”, t3 = “a canal”, t4 = “that”, t5 = leads”, t6 =
“from”, t7 = “the middle ear”, t8 = “to”, t9 = “the
pharynx”, t10 = dot.
Assumption 2. Let’s suppose that all input definitions
have the form t1 bevb t3 descr, where t1 is a lexical
representation (LR) of the notion to be explained, bevb is
a form of the verb “to be” (“is” in English, “ist” in
German, “yavlyaetsya” in Russian), t3 is a LR of the basic
notion, descr is a fragment describing the properties
possessed by the objects qualified by the notion to be
explained.
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IV. THE IDEA OF DEFINITIONS’ SEMANTIC
PARSING
The monograph [11] introduces an original, strongly
structured algorithm of semantic parsing (in other terms,
an algorithm of semantic-syntactic analysis) called the
algorithm SemSynt1. This algorithm is multilingual: the
input texts may belong to restricted sublanguages of
English, German, and Russian (in the last case the texts in
Latin transcription are considered). The input texts may
be the questions of many kinds, the statements, and the
commands. The algorithm SemSynt1 transforms an input
text into its semantic representation being its Krepresentation (knowledge representation), i.e., an
expression of a certain SK-language.
The algorithm SemSynt1 is the composition of the
algorithms Buildmatr1 and BuildSem1. The first one
transforms an input text into a certain symbolic-numeric
matrix called a matrix semantic-syntactic representation
(MSSR) of the input text. To transform a NL text into its
MSSR is equivalent to building an oriented graph with
the marks of the vertices and edges. The algorithm
SemBuild1 plays the role of an assembler of a KR: it
transforms the MSSR Matr into a certain Krepresentation Semrepr.
The algorithm of semantic parsing SemSynt1 [11]
provided by TKR opens broad prospects of developing
useful for practice algorithms for semantic processing of
knowledge pieces expressed in NL, in particular, of the
definitions of the notions.
Example. Consider the definition Def4 = “A
connecting rod is a technical device joining the
crankshaft with the piston and transforming the returnable
- forward movement of the piston into rotating movement
of the crankshaft”. Let’s assume that the knowledge base
includes the units connecting-rod and techn-device.
Firstly, construct the sentences S1 = “A technical device
joins the crankshaft with the piston” and S2 = “A
technical device transforms the returnable-forward
movement of the piston into rotating movement of the
crankshaft”.
Then, using a certain linguistic database, the
algorithm SemSynt1 [11] is able to transform the
sentence S1 into the formula Semrepr1 of the form
Situation(e1, joining1 * (Subject, certain techn-device :
x1)(Start-object, certain crankshaft : x2)(Goal-object,
certain piston : x3)) and to transform S2 into the formula
Semrepr2 of the form
Situation(e1, transformation1 * (Agent, certain techndevice : x1)(Start-process, certain movement1 * (Spacecharact, returnable-forward)(Thing-role, certain piston :
x2))(Goal-process, certain movement1 * (Space-charact,
rotating)(Thing-role, certain crankshaft : x3))).
Let’s construct the formula Semrepr2b by means of
replacing piston : x2 by piston : x3 and replacing
crankshaft : x3 by crankshaft : x2.
Then it is easy to build a K-representation of Def4 as
the formula Semdef1 of the form Definition(connectingrod, techn-device, x1, (Semrepr1  Semrepr2b)).
This formula is interpreted as follows: an arbitrary
connecting rod is denoted by the variable x1, and the
formula (Semrepr1  Semrepr2b) describes the properties
of the physical object x1.
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V. FROM THE NOTION OF LINGUISTIC BASIS
TO THE NOTION OF POLYTHEMATIC LINGUISTIC
BASIS
The algorithm of definitions’ semantic parsing
AlgSemDef1 to be elaborated below will be based on a
modified notion of linguistic basis introduced in [11].
With this aim, the notion of a polythematic linguistic
basis will be introduced below. Then the algorithm of
semantic parsing SemSynt1 will be easily transformed
into the algorithm SemSynt1PT, where the expression
“PT” means “polythematic”. Finally, the algorithm
AlgSemDef1 will be described, and this algorithm will
use the algorithm SemSynt1PT as the principal
subsystem.
A lexico-semantic dictionary is defined in [11] as a
relation Lsdic between the sets N+, Lecs, Parts, Ls(B),
Sorts1,…, Sortsk, A+, where N+ is the set of all positive
integers, Lecs is the set of the basic forms (they are called
lexemes) of the considered words, Parts is the set
consisting of the designations of speech parts, Ls(B) is the
SK-language (standard knowledge language) in the
considered conceptual basis (c.b.) B; for p = 1,…, k
Sortsp = St(B), where St(B) is the set of sorts of the c.b. B;
A+ is the set of all non-void strings over the considered
alphabet A.
An arbitrary element of Lsdic has the form
(i, lec, pt, sem, st1,…, stk, comment), (*)
where i belongs to N+- the set of all positive integers,
lec, pt, sem are respectively the elements from Lecs,
Parts, Ls(B), st1,…, stk belong to the set of sorts St(B),
comment is an element of A+.
Let’s assume that in case an arbitrary lexeme base is
associated with n different meanings, where n >1, the
relation Lsdic includes n consequent tuples, where the
components lec and pt are the same but the components
sem and comment are different.
Example. Lsdic may include the tuples
(900, canal, noun, canal1, space.ob, nil, nil, ‘a part of
earth surface’), (900, canal, noun, canal2, dyn.phys.ob,
bio, nil, ‘a way in a biological object’), (900, canal,
noun, canal3, inform.ob, nil, nil, ‘a way of
receiving/sending information (politics)’).
Lets’ introduce a polythematic lexico-semantic
dictionary (PTLSD) as a finite set Lsdicpt consisting of
the tuples of the form
(i, lec, pt, sem, st1,…, stk, comment, dom), (**)
where dom is an arbitrary element of a certain finite
set Fields consisting of the symbols denoting various
thematic fields (or thematic domains).
This means that we define a PTLSD as a relation
between the sets N+, Lecs, Parts, Ls(B), Sorts1,…, Sortsk,
A+, Fields.
Let’s assume that for each lec from Lecs and dom
from Fields there is not more than one tuple of the form
(**).
Definition. Let the considered PTLSD Lsdicpt have
the set of lexemes Lecs and the set of thematic fields
Fields. Then let for arbitrary element lec from Lecs and
arbitrary dom from Fields semmap (lec, dom) = sem in
case LsdicPT contains the tuple of the form (**).
Definition. A polythematic linguistic basis is a finite
set Lingbpt consisting of the tuples of the form
(Cb, Tform, Fields, Lsdicpt, Vfr, Frp, Rqs),
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where Cb is a marked-up conceptual basis (see Section
5.14 of [11]), Tform is a text-forming system (see Chapter
7 of [11]), Lsdicpt is a polythematic lexico-semantic
dictionary, Vfr and Frp are the dictionaries of verbalprepositional and prepositional semantic-syntactic
frames, Rqs is the dictionary of role interrogative word
combinations (see Chapter 7 of [11]).
VI. THE PRINCIPLES OF TRANSFORMING THE
ALGORITHM SEMSYNT1 INTO THE ALGORITHM
SEMSYNT1P
The principal objective of this paper is to introduce a
new algorithm of definitions’ semantic parsing. For
achieving this objective, a modified version of the
algorithm SemSynt1 will be used, this version is called
SemSynt1PT. It will be the composition of a new
algorithm BuildMatr1PT (to be defined directly below)
and the algorithm BuildSem1.
Step 1. The algorithm BuildMatr1 includes an
auxiliary algorithm Find-set-relations-verb-noun, see
Subsection 9.5.2 of [11], this algorithm contains several
cycles. Considering the cycle running across all the
meanings of an input noun, we analyse only such n-tuples
from Lsdicpt where the component dom = domain, where
domain is the input value of a thematic field.
Step 2. The algorithm BuildMatr1 also includes an
auxiliary algorithm Find-set-relations-noun1-noun2, see
Subsection 9.6.3 of [11]. This algorithm includes the
cycle running across the values of the variable Noun1 and
the cycle running across the values of the variable Noun2.
In each of these cycles, we consider only such nouns and
such meanings of these nouns that the component dom
from an n-tuple from Lsdicpt coincides with the value of
the input parameter domain.
As a result of fulfilling these steps, the algorithm
BuildMatr1 is transformed into the algorithm
Buildmatr1PT (“PT” stems from “polythematic”). Then
we define the algorithm of semantic parsing SemSynt1PT
as the composition of the algorithms BuildMatr1PT and
BuildSem1.
VII. AN ALGORITHM
SEMANTIC MAPPING

OF

DEFINITIONS’

Let’s introduce an algorithm of semantic mapping
AlgSemDef1 for transforming a broad spectrum of NL
definitions of scholarly notions into their Krepresentations (i.e., the expressions of SK-languages).
Executing AlgSemDef1 means consequent executing of
the stated below algorithms FirstStage, Renamdevariables, and FinalStage. The initial version of the
algorithm AlgSemDef1 is implemented in the language
PYTHON [18].
Description of the algorithm FirstStage
External specification
Input: deftext – string – definition of a notion,
domain – string – a designation of a thematic domain
from the finite set Fields,
Lingbpt – polythematic linguistic basis.
Output Sem1[1:10] - one-dimensional array
containing K-representations of the separate verb phrases.
Auxiliary functions
Function Standard-form
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Argument: wd – string – a verbal form
Value:
Standard-form(wd)
–
the
function
transforming the verbal form wd (for English language: a
verb, a participle I, a gerund) into the form of the 3rd
person singular or an equivalent form for another
languages.
Example. Standard-form(joining) = joins, Standardform(rotating) = rotates.
Function Part
Argument: wd – string – a word
Value: Part(wd) – string – the speech part of the
lexical unit wd.
Auxiliary algorithms
The algorithms Find-verbal-forms, Process-logconnectives, Build-inner-sem-image
Algorithm FirstStage
Begin Find-verbal-forms (deftext, domain, Lingbpt,
focussem, sembase, posverbs)
Process-log-connectives
(deftext,
nvb,
posverbs, linkfound, Negations)
Build-inner-sem-image end
Descriptions of the auxiliary algorithms
Algorithm Find-verbal-forms
begin focussem := semmap(lcs(deftext[1]), domain)
{Example. In case of Def1, focussem:= eustachiantube}
sembase := semmap(lcs(deftext[3]), domain)
{Example. In case of Def1 = “The Eustachian tube is
a canal that leads from the middle ear to the pharynx”,
sembase:= semmap (canal, biology) = canal2}
wordbase := deftext[3]
pvb := p, where p is the position of a verbal form (a
verb, a participle I, a gerund) being the closest neighbour
from the right to the lexical representation (LR) of the
basic notion sembase;
vbpart:= the part of speech of the verbal form in the
position pvb, where for English language vbpart belongs
to the set {Present Simple, Participle I, Gerund}.
That means that vbpart := Part(deftext[pvb])
{Example. For Def1 = “The Eustachian tube is a
canal that leads from the middle ear to the pharynx”.,
vbpart := Present Simple; for Def2 = “The Eustachian
tube is a canal leading from the middle ear to the
pharynx”, vbpart := Participle I}
Fill in a left segment of one-dimensional array
posverbs in order to obtain the configuration of the array
satisfying the following conditions: (1) Posverbs [1] =
pvb;
(2) The elements posverbs[1], …, posverbs[nvb] are
all the positions of the text deftext[3],…, deftext[nt],
where nt = length(deftext) – the number of elementary
meaningful units of deftext, containing a verbal form with
the speech part vbpart.
{Comment. Let k = posverbs[nvb]. Then, as a
consequence, the text fragment deftext[k+1],…
deftext[nt], where nt = length(deftext), contains no
elements with the speech part vbpart}
End {of algorithm Find-verbal-forms}
Example. Consider the value technology for the input
domain and the definition Def4 = “A connecting rod is a
technical device joining the crankshaft with the piston
and transforming the returnable - forward movement of
the piston into rotating movement of the crankshaft”.
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Let’s define the structure of the string deftext = t1 … t19
for Def4 by the following expression Expr1:
(A connecting rod/t1) (is/t2) (a technical device/t3)
(joining/t4) (the crank shaft/t5) (with/t6) (the piston/t7)
(and/t8) (transforming/t9) (returnable – forward/t10)
(movement/t11) (of/t12) (the piston/t13) (into/t14)
(rotating/t15) (movement/t16) (of/t17) (the crankshaft/t18)
(./t19),
where the final symbol t19 is the dot.
Then focussem := connecting-rod, sembase :=
semmap(lcs(t3), technology), hence sembase := techndevice, pvb := 4 (the position of the participle I “joining”,
vbpart := Participle I,
nvb=2, posverbs[1] = 4, deftext[4] = “joining”,
posverbs[2] = 9, deftext[9] = “transforming”.
Decription of the algorithm Process-logconnectives
The purpose of this algorithm is to save the
information about the logical connectives “not”, “and”,
“or” from the input text deftext.
Input: deftext – string – definition of a notion;
posverbs – one-dimensionsl array of integers (indicates
the positions of verbal forms); nvb – integer – number of
verbal forms.
Output: linkfound – string with values ‘AND’, ‘OR”;
Negations: one-dimensional array of integers.
Algorithm
begin linkfound := ‘AND’
Cycle for k from 4 to nt
If deftext[k] = ‘OR’ then linkfound := ‘OR’ end-cycle
{Let’s mark up the verbal forms with the negation in
the positions posverbs[1],…, posverbs[nvb] with the help
of one-dimensional array Negations as follows:}
cycle for k from 1 to nvb
Negations[k] := 1 end-cycle
cycle for k from 1 to nvb
If deftext in the position posverbs [k] – 1 contains the
connection NOT then Negations[k] := 0 end-cycle
Example. Consider Def3 = “A silent mutation is a
mutation not altering the polypeptide product of the
gene”. Then nvb:= 1, posverbs[1] := 5, negations [1]
:=0}, linkfound := ‘AND’.
end {of the algorithm Process-log-connectives}
Algorithm Build-inner-sem-image
Begin cycle for i from 1 to nvb
k:= posverbs[i] {k is the position in the input text
deftext of the considered verbal form}
verb:= deftext[k], current-speech-part:=Part(verb)
If NOT (current-speech-part = Present Simple Tense)
then modif-verb:= Standardform(verb)
else modif-verb:= verb end-if
nt:= length(deftext)
If i = nvb then m:= nt {m is the final position of the
considered verbal phrase, in this case m=nt, where nt is
the number of elementary meaningful items of the input
text deftext} else m:= posverbs[i+1] – 1 {m is the final
position of the considered verbal phrase with the ordered
number i} end-if
phrase := wordbase modif-verb deftext[k+1] …
deftext[m]
SemSynt1PT (Lingbpt, phrase, semrepr1)
If Negations[i] = 0 then semrepr2 := NOT semrepr1
else semrepr2 := semrepr1 end-if
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Sem1[i] := semrepr2 end-cycle
end {of algorithm Build-inner-sem-image}
Example. Let’s consider the processing of the
definition Def4 by the algorithm Build-inner-sem-image.
The result of processing will be the one-dimensional
array Sem1, where Sem1[1] = Situation (e1, joining1 *
(Subject, certain techn-device : x1)(Start-object, certain
crankshaft : x2) (Goal-object, certain piston : x3)),
Sem1[2] = Situation (e1, transformation1 * (Agent,
certain techn-device : x1)(Start-process, certain
movement1
*
(Space-charact,
returnableforward)(Thing-role, certain piston : x2)) (Goal-process,
certain movement1 * (Space-charact, rotation)(Thingrole, certain crankshaft : x3)) .
The first element of the array Sem1 contains a Krepresentation (KR) of the phrase “A technical device
joins the crankshaft with the piston”. The second element
of the array Sem1 contains a KR of the phrase “A
technical
device
transforms
returnable-forward
movement of the piston into rotating movement of the
crankshaft”.
Description of the algorithm Rename-variables
External specification
Input Sem1- one-dimensional array containing Krepresentations (KRs) of the separate verb phrases.
Output Sem2- one-dimensional array containing KRs
(possibly, modified) of the separate verb phrases. In case
nvb = 1 the array Sem2 coincides with the array Sem1. If
nvb > 1, then Sem 2 is constructed from Sem 1 by means
of changing certain variables (in certain positions) in the
lines 2,…, nvb of the array Sem1.
Method
Scanning Sem1[1] (the semantic representation of the
first constructed elementary phrase), two onedimensional arrays Concepts and Variables are built.
They contain the same number n1 of the filled in
positions. For m from 1 to n1, the element Variables [m]
is a variable of the form xp, where p ≥ 1, and Concepts
[m] is a semantic unit associated with xp in the process of
semantic parsing. Let 1 < k ≤ nvb. Firstly, the algorithm
replaces the variable e1 in the substring ‘Situation(e1’ by
the variable ek. Secondly, let Sem1[k] contain a variable
v1, and it is associated in this formula with the concept
sema, then the algorithm is trying to find the unit sema in
the array Concepts. In case sema = Concepts[j] for
certain j ≥ 1, and v2 = Variables[j], then the algorithm
replaces v1 by v2 in Sem2.
Example. In case of considering the definition Def4 =
“A connecting rod is a technical device joining the
crankshaft with the piston and transforming the returnable
- forward movement of the piston into rotating movement
of the crankshaft”, the algorithm Rename-variables
executes the first assignment operator Sem2[1] :=
Sem1[1] and the second assignment operator Sem2[2] :=
Situation(e2, transformation1 * (Agent, certain techndevice : x1)(Start-process, certain movement1 * (Spacecharact, returnable-forward)(Thing-role, certain piston :
x3))(Goal-process, certain movement1 * (Space-charact,
rotating)(Thing-role, certain crankshaft : x2))).
Description of the algorithm FinalStage
External specification
Input: nvb – integer – the number of verbal forms in
the input text deftext; Sem2 – one-dimensional array
containing the strings being semantic representations of
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the constructed elementary phrases, sem-description –
string – semantic representation of the information
represented by non-empty elements of the array Sem2.
Output: sem-final – string - semantic representation
(K-representation) of the input definition deftext.
Algorithm
Begin cycle for i from 1 to nvb
sem-description := Sem2[1]
if nvb >1 then begin cycle for k from 2 to nvb
sem-description := sem-description + linkfound +
Sem2[k] {+ is the sign of the concatenation operation on
strings}end-cycle}
sem-description := ‘(‘ + sem-description + ‘)” end-if
{Comment1: sem-description – string – SR of the
information represented by non-empty elements of the
array Sem2. {Comment2: In case nvb>1 the string semdescription is surrounded by brackets}
Sem-final := ‘Definition’ + ‘(‘ + focussem + ‘,’ +
sembase + ‘,’ + ‘x1’ + ‘,’ + sem-description + ‘)’ end
Example. In case of considering the definition Def4 =
“A connecting rod is a technical device joining the
crankshaft with the piston and transforming the returnable
- forward movement of the piston into rotating movement
of the crankshaft”, the algorithm FinalStage stops after
fulfilling the assign operator
Sem-final := Definition(connecting-rod, techn-device,
x1, (Situation(e1, joining1 * (Subject, certain techndevice : x1)(Start-object, certain crankshaft : x2)(Goalobject, certain piston : x3)) AND Situation(e2,
transformation1 * (Agent, certain techn-device :
x1)(Start-process, certain movement1 * (Space-charact,
returnable-forward)(Thing-role,
certain
piston
:
x3))(Goal-process, certain movement1 * (Space-charact,
rotating)(Thing-role, certain crankshaft : x2)))).
VIII. CONCLUSION
It was shown above that the theory of Krepresentations (TKR) provides a number of precious
expressive mechanisms for describing in a formal way
semantic structure of definitions in NL. With this aim,
TKR introduced (in several previous publications) a new
class of formal languages – the class of SK-languages
(standard knowledge languages) and suggests to use these
languages for building semantic representations (SRs)
both of sentences and discourses. The algorithm
AlgSemDef1 introduced in the present paper is able to
construct SRs (K-representations, i.e., the expressions of
SK-languages) of a broad spectrum of definitions.
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Abstract – Modern large-scale information systems often
use multiple database management systems, not all of which
are necessarily relational. In recent years, NoSQL databases
have gained acceptance in certain domains while relational
databases remain de facto standard in many others. Many
“legacy” information systems also use relational databases.
Unlike relational database systems, NoSQL databases do not
have a common data model or query language, making it
difficult for users to access data in a uniform manner when
using a combination of relational and NoSQL databases or
simply several different NoSQL database systems. Therefore,
the need for uniform data access from such a variety of data
sources becomes one of the central problems for data
integration. In this paper we provide an overview of the main
problems, methods, and solutions for data integration
between relational and NoSQL databases, as well as between
different NoSQL databases. We focus mainly on the
problems of structural, syntactic, and semantic heterogeneity
and on proposed solutions for uniform data access,
emphasizing some of the more recent proposals.
Keywords – data integration; database; SQL; NoSQL;
heterogeneous

I.

INTRODUCTION

Considering the variety of database systems available
today, data integration between those systems becomes
increasingly important, but also challenging. The goal of
data integration is to provide users with homogeneous view
of data distributed across different, heterogeneous data
sources [1], usually relational and/or non-relational
databases (Figure 1). The need for data integration arises
for the following reasons:
•
•

When databases are designed and implemented
independently, but later need to be shared.
When user requirements increase over time, and it
is not possible to predict all future requirements.

As quantity of data and business requirements increase,
the complexity of today's information systems increases as
well. One consequence of this is that modern organizations
often use multiple data sources, both relational and nonrelational. Relational database systems are widely used
today in a large variety of application areas. Such systems
are based on a standardized data model (relational), query
language (SQL), and offer capabilities like ACID
consistency, schema normalization and transaction support
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Figure 1. Variety of data models [2].

[1]. The standardized data model and query language allow
users to transfer their skills to other such systems because
all of them have similar capabilities, offer similar services,
and differ only in details.
Regardless of their wide adoption, it has been argued
that relational database systems have disadvantages in
certain areas such as performance and rigidity of data
model [3]. On the other hand, NoSQL database systems (or
data sources), of which there are many, do not have a
standardized data model or query language; they support
variety of data models like document, graph, key-value, and
extensible records, with API and the query language that
directly support that data model. Because these systems are
often made for more specific domains like stream
processing, big data, and real-time web systems, the
performance requirements for such applications usually
necessitate a simpler approach to data modeling and handling [2]. Many NoSQL systems support semi-structured
data using formats like JSON or XML. Additionally, for
many internet-based applications, like social networks,
scalability and performance is more important than data
consistency and therefore in such cases ACID consistency
does not have to be fully supported. For that reason, many
NoSQL systems emphasize flexibility of the data model
and simplicity of operations while supporting data
consistency in a weaker form.
The aim of this paper is to present some recent
developments in data integration, specifically between
heterogeneous data sources. We describe three of the more
recent proposals which the authors of this paper believe are
most promising based on a thorough analysis of current
trends and patterns of heterogeneous database integration.
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Two of the proposals discuss uniform data access while the
third one is an extension of the SQL language called
SQL++. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides some basic background on main aspects
of data integration. Section III discusses basic data
integration methods including the uniform data access
which is the main topic of the paper. In section IV three
data integration solutions are described: SOS, the general
schema approach and SQL++. Some other approaches are
also briefly mentioned in this section. Section V concludes
the paper.
II.

III.

Structure
Contents
Syntax
Semantics

Structural heterogeneity means that data in different data
sources are structured differently [6]. For example, the
attribute "name" may be structured differently in different
databases, such as first name followed by last name or vice
versa. Structural heterogeneity can also be caused by
different data models [7]. For example, in relational
databases, schemas may be designed differently to show the
same type of information.
Content heterogeneity occurs when two or more databases
contain one type of data in different forms [6]. For example,
a person's age may be given as a date of birth or as a
number. Both forms provide the same information but are
stored in different ways.
Syntactic heterogeneity exists when different languages are
used [5]. For example, most relational database systems use
SQL [1] as the standard data manipulation language while
in NoSQL databases there are various languages in use and
there exists no standard language. As an example, the
document database MongoDB [8] uses JavaScript as the
language for data manipulation.
The most important problem in data integration is semantic
heterogeneity [6] [7] [9]. This type of heterogeneity occurs
when the meaning of data is different in different contexts
of the same domain [7]. Semantic heterogeneity at the
schema level is caused by synonyms and homonyms [9].
The problem with synonyms occurs when the same entity
is named differently in different databases. An example is
the use of phone numbers: one database might call the data
"contact number", another "phone number". The problem
of homonyms occurs when different entities in different
databases have the same name [9]. An example is the
attribute "grade". In some educational systems, "grade" can
mean the level of elementary or high school education (e.g.,
fifth grade), but it can also denote performance measured
by grades from 1 to 5, 6 to 10, A to F, and so on, depending
on the country and the educational system. The main reason
for semantic heterogeneity is that databases are developed
independently and by different people [10] with different
understanding of the data and its meaning. In a database, it
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OVERVIEW OF DATA INTEGRATION METHODS

Data integration can be performed at different levels
of abstraction [12] where integration techniques can be
grouped in the following way [7] [13]:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BACKGROUND

One of the main problems in data integration is
interoperability [4] – uniform access to data from multiple
heterogeneous data sources. Data sources can be
heterogeneous from several aspects [5] [6]:
•
•
•
•

is not possible to define exactly what the meaning of the
data is [11] in a way that would be valid for all databases.

Manual integration
Creating integration application
Using common user interface
Using middleware interface
Creating common database
Developing a uniform data access

The first four approaches provide certain level of
integration but have some serious drawbacks. Manual data
integration is time consuming and expensive. An
integration application is an application built such that it
has access to all databases that need to be integrated and
provides users with necessary data [7]. The problem with
integration application is that it can access and handle only
databases it was built to use and adding additional data
sources further complicates the system. The approach of
using a common user interface presents users with separate
parts of data and the user must manually integrate those
parts [7]. Middleware solutions such as OLE DB or ODBC
can connect to various data sources, but do not have the
ability to resolve structural and semantic differences
between them. Creating a common database approach
requires all data of interest to be manually migrated to the
new database [14]. This is the extraction-transformationload (ETL) process that is performed programmatically.
The most demanding part of the process is the
transformation which maps the data from the sources to the
target database. Some problems with this approach are that
it requires additional storage space, and the migrated data
does not get automatically updated with the original data.
To keep the new database in sync with the original sources
the migration must be performed every time the original
data changes. This is time consuming and costly.
Developing a uniform data access does not require manual
data integration, migration of data nor additional storage
space. Also, it does not suffer from issues related to
integration application. Semantic heterogeneity of source
databases presents the most important problem for uniform
data access. This problem has been researched for decades
and most proposed solutions are based on ontologies and
can be performed manually or in a semiautomatic way
[15]. Some areas where ontology-based data integration
methods are used are web search [16] [17], geospatial
information systems [18] [19], e-commerce [20] [21] and
life sciences [22] [23].
IV.

OVERVIEW OF DATA INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS

In this section we describe some of the more recent
proposals and wrap up with a brief overview of some other
data integration approaches. Data integration solutions can
be divided into SQL-only, NoSQL-only and SQL/NoSQL.
Since in this paper we are interested only in the last two,
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the following approaches describe data integration from
that perspective.
A. SOS (Save Our Systems)
The approach overviewed in this section is described in
[24]. It is based on specifying a common interface that
supports the following operations: put, get, and delete. It
uses a data model like document data stores, i.e., it
supports collections of nested objects. This model is called
model generic representation and is exposed through a
hierarchical path specified on the operations:
•
•
•

get(path)
put(path, object)
delete(path)

The operation get returns a set of objects, operation put
inserts or updates objects and delete deletes objects or
object fields. The path specifies the tree structure for
accessing database objects and has the form
step1/step2/…/stepn
Each step can represent one of the following:
•
•
•

A collection
An object identifier
A field name

The following are some examples of the paths with get
operation. The first example shows a get operation that
retrieves all objects from collection users:
get(“users”)

The following get operation retrieves the object with id
255 that is stored in collection users and selects its field
name:
get(“users/255/name”)

Data objects can contain sub-objects that can be retrieved
in the same way. For example, if an object contains subobject that represents tweets the user with id 255 has made,
they could be retrieved in the same way as the previous
example:
get(“users/255/tweets”)

The following example either updates (if the field is
already there) or inserts (if it is not) the field username of
the object with id 123:
put(“users/123/username”, “john69”)

To support multiple data stores, operations like these
need to be translated for each supported data store. This
approach supports multiple NoSQL data stores, but here
we show an example only for one such data store, HBase.
HBase is an extensible record store. It supports a data
model based on tables with sparse rows where columns can
be grouped into families. Figure 2 shows an example of
one such table. The table name is User and columns
families are Account, Personal and Friends. The following
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Figure 2. An example of HBase table [24].

Figure 3. One translation of model generic representation into an
extensible record store structure [24].

is an example of the model generic representation of the
data in the table:
users: [
1001: {
username: "bob1987",
password: "thisisapassword",
personal: {
firstName: "Bob",
lastName: "Smith",
country: "Italy",
city: "Rome" },
tweets: [{ id: "2039485563",
text: "HelloWorld",
geo: {
longitude: "12.44751",
latitude: "41.83764" }}
{id: "4059382747", … }
…
]
},
2004 { username: "alice", … }]

To use this data, it first needs to be translated into an
extensible record store structure where columns need to be
arranged into families. Figure 3 shows one approach.
Column family _top contains simple fields, Personal
contains personal data and Tweets[] contains set of tweets.
Now to perform a query, the system must navigate the tree
structure of objects. For this translation example, queries
are interpreted as
table/row/columnFamily/qualifier
For example, the query
get("users/155/personal/city")

would map users to table users, personal to column family
Personal, and city to field city.
One strength of this approach is that the SOS code tends to
be much shorter than the code that uses the native interface
of the underlying data store. The downside of the approach
is that it requires some programming knowledge to use it.
The performance of SOS was measured on insertions and
retrievals using HBase, Redis and MongoDB database
systems. On all three systems the difference was almost
negligible between issuing commands directly and through
the SOS layer.
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B. The general schema approach
In this section, the most important elements of data
integration solution described in [7] are presented. This
approach is based on the following:
•
•
•
•

General schemas
Database adapters
Data migration
Query processing

General schemas handle structural and semantic
heterogeneities. They contain data model independent
descriptions of semantic and structural information of the
source database systems in the JSON format (like model
generic representation of the SOS system previously
described). General schemas are generated automatically
and contain their name which comes from the database
object (depending on the database type, this can be
relation, view, collection or some other such type of
object) and the following:
•
•
•
•

Information about the source system (like the
name of the database).
Structural description of the database object (like
attributes, their types, and keys of a table in a
relational database system).
Semantic mapping of the elements of the database
object (creating aliases for database objects so
they can be referred to by unique names).
Relationships
between
database
objects
(necessary for connecting related data).

Figure 4 shows an example of a part of a simplified general
schema for an address relation. CONNECTION and TYPE
tags contain information about the database. The FIELDS
tag contains the information about the fields of the relation
where the alias tag is used for resolving semantic
heterogeneities of the fields. Other tags are used for
additional and/or optional information. OPTIONS tag
contains information about the character encoding while
the EMBEDDED tag is reserved for describing embedded
documents in document-based database systems.
To access data stored in more than one database object
(like table or view) a connectivity graph is created. This
graph consists of nodes that represent data sources and
edges that represent links (joins) between those data
sources. Furthermore, each node contains one or more
general schemas for that data source. To query data
spanning multiple data sources the system needs to find a
path in the graph that connects corresponding general
schemas (i.e., the nodes in the graph). Figure 5 shows the
structure of the relational schema. From that structure the
following general schemas can be generated: ADDRESS,
CUSTOMER, ORDER, FAVOURITE, and PRODUCT.
Suppose we want to get the information about which cities
customers who ordered certain products live in. Since this
data is stored in two different database tables, ADDRESS
and PRODUCT, to avoid having to do the cartesian
product between the tables, we need to join the tables. If
we look at the connectivity graph in Figure 6 there are two
paths that lead from ADDRESS to PRODUCT tables:
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ADDRESS → CUSTOMER → FAVOURITE →
PRODUCT and ADDRESS → CUSTOMER → ORDER
→ PRODUCT. In this case the user would have to select
which path should be taken to query the tables.
Database adapters handle syntactic heterogeneities.
Different database systems use different query languages,
so a query needs to be translated into the language of the
database system where the data is stored. In this approach
database adapters are used. They get the query parameters
from a function like the one in Figure 7. This function’s
name specifies the database operation it performs. The
parameters specify the name of the general schema, query
parameters and the query output parameters. Query
parameters are represented as a JSON object. Database
adapters translate such description of the query into a
specific database system’s language.
Data migration is the process of migrating data from
different data sources. Since query results are structured as
JSON objects (Figure 8) it is easy to merge all such results
and migrate the data to different systems.
Query processing is performed using the following
steps:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Paths containing the involved schemas are
generated from the connectivity graph (with
user’s input if the path is ambiguous).
Parameters are translated into JSON format.
The adapters translate the query parameters into
the native language of the specific data sources.
The resulting JSON objects representing the
returned data are merged.

Figure 4. A general schema example [7].

Figure 5. Relational schema for address data [7].

Figure 6. Connectivity graph for schema in Figure 5 [7].
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Figure 7. An example of a general query function [7].

The results can then be used for further processing.
One advantage of this approach over the SOS system
described previously is that it does not require
programming knowledge and it provides data migration
capabilities. The authors of [7] developed a web-based
application that allows users to interactively work with the
system.
Performance tests showed that generating a general query
and translating it to the native database was very efficient.
Most time is spent transferring the data from the database
to the application’s user interface and data conversion into
JSON.
C. SQL++
Many NoSQL databases support semi-structured data,
usually in the form of JSON. Those databases often have
their own query language that supports the system’s data
model. Relational databases use a structured, schema-

based data model based on relations. Although it is not a
requirement, most relational database systems use SQL as
a query language [1]. To bridge the gap between SQL and
NoSQL databases and to utilize the existing SQL skills of
many database programmers, a query language SQL++
[25] was developed. SQL++ is backward compatible with
SQL and supports both relational and semi-structured data
models. Its data model is a superset of relational data
model and JSON.
Figure 9 shows a sample SQL++ value named sensors
which contains data about sensor readings of
environmental pollutants. As shown in the figure, the
syntax of SQL++ values resembles that of JSON. Tuples
are written inside curly braces. The tuple sensors contains
two attributes: location and readings.
The readings attribute is an array of two tuples. We can
see that these two tuples are heterogeneous: the ozone
attribute in the first one is a number while in the second
one it is a bag (unordered collection of elements which
may contain duplicates). Additionally, the two tuples
contain different sets of attributes: the first one contains
time, ozone and no2 while the second one contains time,
ozone and co. A sample SQL++ query is shown in Figure
10.
Obviously, SQL++ bridges the gap between database
heterogeneity by allowing access to elements of JSON data
structures. Such data structures can represent relations of a
relational data model, but also documents, rows, columns,
or other data structures. There are two main disadvantages
of SQL++ as a tool for data integration:
•
•

Figure 8. Query result in JSON format [7].

Figure 9. Sample SQL++ value [25].

Figure 10. Sample SQL++ query [25].
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It is an extension of SQL, so it requires knowledge
of programming (therefore it is not intended for
nonprogrammers).
If used to access semi-structured databases, it
requires understanding of their semi-structured
data model.

Unlike the previous two approaches to data integration,
SQL++ does not provide generic data model layer that
allows users to work with data at a higher level of
abstraction. On the other hand, SQL++ is not designed as
just a data integration tool, but primarily as a query
language that provides access to both relational and nonrelational data sources.
D. Other approaches
Besides the three approaches described previously, here
we briefly mention some other approaches. Unified
Modelset Definition is described in [26]. It provides a
framework for querying SQL and NoSQL database
systems. In [27] a unified REST-based API is described. It
can be used on both relational and nonrelational databases,
but it does not offer data migration facilities. In [28] an
extended SQL language is proposed to seamlessly query
data in relational and document databases. In [29] a
method of translating an SQL query referring to both
relational and nonrelational data into NoSQL API is
described. This was achieved by using a virtualization
layer on top of nonrelational database system. The Partiqle
system is described in [30]. It allows transactional SQL
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queries over key-value databases. One of the more recent
proposals is SQLtoKeyNoSQL [31], a layer for translation
between SQL and key-oriented nonrelational database. In
[32] a mapping language is defined where schema on
which queries are defined corresponds to a relational data
model, allowing queries to be specified in SQL, while the
source systems can be column, key-value, or document
stores.
V.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented the main issues, principles, and
approaches to data integration between heterogeneous
databases. While many solutions are based on components
or layers that translate data operations from a common,
generic data model into the language of a particular
database system, SQL++ is a query language extension
solution that supports both relational and semi-structured
data models. It remains to be seen what level of industry
adoption each of these approaches will achieve over time
as there is no supporting data at the time of this writing.
Some other approaches to data integration not covered in
this paper, such as ontology-based data integration and
Datalog, will be the focus of our future work.
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Abstract—Information transactions and data retention comprise critical inputs to Business Intelligence processes. However,
despite ongoing data-driven Business Intelligence process improvements, many companies only discover they are vulnerable to
a cyber-attack after a breach materializes the risk. In this study,
we propose that compliance regimes such as the global Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS), the federal
Gramm-Leach Bliley Act (GLBA), and the regional 23-NYCRR500 standard provide externally-imposed risk discovery opportunities that should be part of managerial decision-making. This
paper describes the penetration test (pentest) method relative
to those regulatory regimes. We then consider the potential for
the pentest method to yield predictive Business Intelligence data
sources in five historical cases: the 2017 Equifax Breach, the 2014
J.P. Morgan Chase Breach, the 2012 Global Payments Breach, the
2010 Nasdaq Hack, and the 2009 Heartland Payments Breach.
Our findings suggest that the pentest method–especially relative
to PCI-DSS compliance–is a promising inclusion in Business
Intelligence processes.
Index Terms—business intelligence; penetration test; pentest;
compliance; PCI-DSS; GLBA; 23-NYCRR-500

I. I NTRODUCTION
Information transactions and data retention comprise significant risk factors for all organizations. Cyber-physical systems, which process and store these data, continue to present
“opportunities for an enhanced realtime steering and adaptation of [Business Intelligence] processes” [1]. Furthermore,
cybersecurity is a growing application area for Business Intelligence (BI) process expansion [2]. The case for cybersecurity
information as a component of critical business information is
well established. We know that cybersecurity concerns impact
customer trust and market growth. For example, a 2018 study
found that information privacy concerns are significant sources
of impedance on consumer and firm adoption of healthcare
information exchanges [3]. In addition, investors demonstrate
a preference for publicly traded companies that make proactive cybersecurity investment decisions and announcements
[4]. This makes clear the necessity for the tools, infrastructure,
and processes of BI to include the identification and analysis of cybersecurity risks. Despite this demonstrated need
for proactive cyber information in BI, the community often
discovers the business was at risk only after the report of a
cyber breach. Therefore, we consider three regulatory regimes
as BI discovery opportunities and conduct case studies of
five historical cyberattacks to explore the potential for the
penetration test (pentest) method to provide useful Business
Intelligence.
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II. P ENTESTING
Penetration Testing (pentesting) is a method that systematically evaluates risks to an enterprise’s information systems. To
do this, an organization intentionally invites skillful cybersecurity professionals to attack some portion of their information
systems environment. In popular practice, these professionals
are known as pentesters, ethical hackers, red teamers, and
white-hat hackers.
The pentest method consists of five main phases: planning,
scanning, execution, analysis, and output [5]. These phases are
depicted in Figure 1.
During the planning phase, pentesters and organizational
leadership decide on the type of pentest, attack scope and
selection of threat models. The information available to the
pentester and the techniques they will employ vary somewhat
across the different types of pentest–such as white-box, blackbox, and double-blind tests–as well as the systems under
investigation [6].
Pentesters systematically enumerate vulnerabilities for all
in-scope systems during the scanning phase. Of note, there is
increasing evidence of attackers deploying automation systems
to rapidly discover vulnerabilities [7], [8]. Those automation
tools are also available to defenders and that availability
suggests potential for BI systems integration.
In the execution phase, pentesters exploit those vulnerabilities to determine which of the potential avenues for attack
present actual risks to the enterprise’s information systems.
Attack automation is also the subject of ongoing research [9].
The analysis phase considers the risks to the information
systems relative to the organizational mission and potential
for business impact. Analysis that considers how pentest
results would integrate with the organizational risk register
is consistent with recent cybersecurity auditing research recommendations [10].
Pentests conclude with the output phase, which generates
and presents risk-prioritized recommendations for remediation usually in the form of a report and debrief between
the pentesters and the organization’s technical team. These
reports include artifacts from the test to demonstrate proof of
compromise, as well as references to improve defenses against
the attacks that were successful [11].
Our practical experience conducting more than 100 pentests
through the Eaton Cybersecurity SAFE Lab,1 as well as over1

https://www.rit.edu/cybersecurity/eaton-cybersecurity-safe-lab
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Planning

Scanning

1. Define scope and
threat models

2. Enumerate
potential
vulnerabilities in
information systems

Execution
3. Emulate an attacker
to determine which
vulnerabilities could
be exploited

Analysis
4. Consider business
impact of successful
exploits

Output
5. Pentest reports
provide actionable
insights about
organizational risk

Fig. 1: Penetration tests (pentests) provide actionable insights that can inform decisions about risk.
seeing the global Collegiate Penetration Testing Compeition,2
suggest that best practices in pentesting include:
1) sourcing pentests from a third-party organization,
2) including compliance managers in the scoping and output
phases of the test, and
3) conducting pentests on a regular basis instead of as a
one-time solution.
Ongoing cybersecurity research has demonstrated potential
for applied artificial intelligence that will support or entirely
automate pentest Planning, Scanning, and Execution [12],
[13], [14]. This suggests that the pentest method can regularly
inform Business Intelligence (BI) systems at scale. To consider
this potential, we employ two sets of case studies to evaluate
the i. regulatory mandate for pentest data, and ii. the potential
impacts of those data if they had been included in BI systems
prior to historical breaches.
III. M ETHODOLOGY FOR THIS S TUDY
According to Ain, Vaia, DeLeone, and Waheed (2019), the
case study is the most popular qualitative research method for
Business Intelligence (BI) literature and comprises nearly 11%
of all BI studies [15]. Accordingly, we perform a case study of
three security standards that require pentesting. In Section IV,
we analyze the value of the data required by those regulations.
We also perform five historical breaches to determine what, if
any, benefit pentesting may have had as a component of BI
systems. We report these findings in Section V.
In selecting the cases for examination, we sought a conceptually representative sample to demonstrate the potential
application of the pentest method as a data source in BI. We
therefore followed the recommendations for diverse sampling
in Seawright and Gerring’s 2008 seminal work [16]. We chose
three security standards that exemplify a range of legislative
authorities–multinational, national, and state/regional–that require pentest data. We also chose five historical cases that
2

For
more
information
about
the
Collegiate
Penetration
Testing
Competition,
visit
https://cp.tc/.
Exemplar
pentest
reports
are
available
at
https://github.com/globalcptc/report
examples
and
exemplar
presentations
are
available
at
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL16dKj3xTAakLEnX3xTydXsZiHC5Hpj4S
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exemplify a range of breach impacts to include compromise
of personally identifying information, stock price declines, net
income and market capitalization reductions, fees, fines, and
elevation of geopolitical tensions.
The next two sections describe our findings and analysis
of i. example security regulations and standards that mandate
generation of pentest data, and ii. historical cases that could
have included pentest data as a BI data source.

IV. S ECURITY R EGULATIONS AND S TANDARDS
Regulatory compliance is a mechanism that can fuel datadriven Business Intelligence (BI). Previous research considers the role of big data BI for bank risk analysis [17],
and current technical methods exist that translate compliance
with regulations as additional dimensions of BI [18], [19].
Extending this research thrust, we describe here the scope,
pentesting techniques, best practices, and recommendations
for pentests relative to three cybersecurity regulations that
require penetration testing: PCI-DSS, GLBA, and 23-NYCRR500. There are other regulations that demand pentests, but
we selected these three because they span the meta-regulatory
(PCI-DSS), national (GLBA), and state (23-NYCRR-500) levels. Together, they illustrate the potential data that compliance
regimes can make available to BI systems and processes. The
remainder of this section is organized with a brief overview
of each regulation, followed by a description of how much of
the pentesting process is required by the regulation (scope),
which pentesting techniques are generally most likely to
generate useful insights to the BI processes, the best practices suggested by the regulation, and recommendations for
incorporation of the pentest output to support BI processes.
Table I provides an outline of the three regulations described
in this section.

A. PCI-DSS
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
is an international meta-regulation that has been introduced to
protect customer’s credit/debit card information. Even though
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Regulation
PCI-DSS
GLBA
23-NYCRR-500

Type
International meta-regulation
National regulation
State regulation

Sample regulations requiring pentests
Scope
Applies to all industries, limited to cardholder data environment
Applies to U.S. financial industry
Applies to New York State financial industry

Reference
[20]
[21]
[22]

TABLE I: Example compliance regimes at the international, national, and state levels that require pentests.

it has been active for over a decade, penetration testing has
recently been incorporated into the compliance requirements
for the standard. It is introduced in PCI DSS version 3.2 as
PCI requirement 11.3.4.1. According to the new pentesting
requirement, service providers are now required to perform
segmentation testing every six months or upon any crucial
change in the segmentation methods or controls.
Scope. The standards set forth in PCI-DSS require both
internal and external testing to understand the scope of networks and validate the controls that are involved to isolate
the cardholder data environment (CDE) from the external
environment. Pentesters test the network, applications, and
software of any systems that are connected to the CDE [23]. It
involves all the pentesting steps with specific requirements for
scanning, finding vulnerabilities, exploiting them, exfiltrating
data and providing a report in the end.
Pentesting Techniques. In order to be in compliance with
PCI-DSS, an organization must have a supporting environment
such as domain controllers, firewalls, intrusion prevention systems, intrusion detection systems, patch management or other
security controls be protecting the CDE [24]. Everything else
interacting with the supporting environment and CDE should
be strictly segmented through access controls, restrictions,
authentication, and authorizations. This is intended to reduce
the impact of a data breach by denying lateral movement if
an attacker is able to establish a foothold.
PCI-DSS version 3.2 introduces another important requirement: vulnerability scanning (requirement 11.2). Scanning is
generally automated and provides minimal information about
potential vulnerabilities [25]. Performing penetration testing
on the information gained from a vulnerability scan provides
a proof of that the vulnerability is exploitable and eliminates
false positives. It also helps to understand the real-world
security attacks and risks involved.
Best Practices. Before considering the system provider to
be PCI-DSS compliant, organizations must address all the
vulnerabilities found by either remediating them or applying
required security controls. By discussing the risk, impact
and probability of the exploit, the report incorporates risk
calculators such as common vulnerability scoring system.
Few additional low risk findings can be remediated through
changing the infrastructure or applying code changes. The
report should include other documentation to be submitted to
Quality Security Assessor (QSA). It is the QSA’s decision to
certify a company as PCI-DSS compliant, after they have come
to the belief that there are necessary defenses to protect against
the security risks.
Recommendations. PCI-DSS should be considered the
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minimum degree of security for credit and debit card transactions. It only deals with networks, systems, and applications
that deal with payment information and nothing else. Hence
it is necessary to focus on different gray areas such as
malicious HTTP beaconing, malicious software, and business
email compromise that could be used as a staging ground
for an attack against the CDE. The specificity provided by
a comprehensive pentest output could extend the utility of
PCI-DSS compliance audits for BI purposes. Furthermore,
nearly every company and industry accepts payment cards
and is therefore within the scope of PCI-DSS. This ubiquity,
combined with the requirement for pentests at least every six
months, make PCI-DSS related pentest outputs particularly
promising for widespread inclusion in BI systems.

B. GLBA
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) is required for financial organizations to protect the customer’s privacy. One of
the important requirements of GLBA is to perform regular risk
assessment of customer information. Assessment under GLBA
includes discovering the threats, analyzing the likelihood of
those vulnerabilities being exploited, and enabling defense
mechanisms to protect against them [26]. It is also necessary
to provide a report to the higher authorities on a regular basis.
Scope. When performing penetration testing to be compliant
for GLBA, the actions undertaken are similar to any other
penetration testing [27]. Testing also includes social engineering attacks to expose the existing technical-personnel gaps.
Through testing under GLBA, organizations can identify how
closely the architecture and configuration accord with vendor
guidelines.
Pentesting Techniques. The risk assessment process includes various steps that are taken from the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) information
technology examination handbook. The FFIEC advises multilayered security to protect the data. Before performing risk
assessments, penetesters must obtain the list of assets such as
software, hardware, applications and data. Maintaining this asset inventory will help classify the devices and analyze the risk.
Once the assets are classified, threats related to them can be
gathered. Threats may include insider attacks, vulnerabilities,
failure to patch the systems, or anything resulting in valuable
information being exposed to attacks from hackers. Through
gathering all the information required, pentests examin the
organization’s network, applications, software, and hardware.
Best Practices. The goal of risk assessment under GLBA
is to understand the assets available in the environment and to
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identify the vulnerabilities associated with those assets. This
emphasizes the planning and scanning phases of pentests under
GLBA. A pentester should validate a full enumeration of assets
and vulnerabilities, and then test and analyse the risks that
might affect the security of the environment. This will help to
define security controls and improve the security posture of
the organization.
Recommendations. GLBA supports previously developed
security controls and improves them by requiring penetration
testing [28]. Through the pentest report, an organization can
regularly evaluate the risks presented by new technologies
added to the organization’s asset list. GLBA also advises that
organizations provide physical security to protect the hardware
that supports the electronic data, which could be useful support
to conventional loss protection information.

C. 23-NYCRR-500
New York Department of Financial Services CyberSecurity
Regulation-500 (23-NYCRR-500) is a set of regulations and
minimum standards introduced by state of New York in 2017.
That set of regulations is intended to protect financial companies from security breaches. It applies to any organization that
deals with finance, mortgage or banking in New York state. In
order to be considered compliant, organizations are required
to perform risk assessment and review their security posture
which includes all their software, hardware, web applications,
and any other internet connected electronic device.
Scope. The cybersecurity program required by 23-NYCRR500 must maintain information systems’ confidentiality, integrity and availability. The scope of testing must include an
assessment of internal and external security risks that may
affect the confidential information stored in the systems.
Pentesting Techniques. 23-NYCRR-500 includes monitoring and testing the environment on a scheduled timeline. Risk
assessments mandated by 23-NYCRR-500 are designed to
support the organization’s security program. Risk assessments
under 23-NYCRR-500 include regular penetration testing and
vulnerability management of all assets. Further, 23-NYCRR500 suggests annual testing and bi-annual vulnerability analysis. This will provide valuable risk information about the
organization’s information systems, and requires prioritized
risks according to the severity of the potential compromise
and the criticality of the information system to the organization
[22].
Best Practices. 23-NYCRR-500 focuses on protecting the
nonpublic information of the financial organizations in New
York State. It is necessary to assess all the assets that have
contact with the confidential data. The pentest report helps the
organization develop and refine its security policy. Data governance, access controls, system and network security, monitoring, customer data privacy, and incident response should
be implemented throughout the organization’s governance and
policies in response to the specific prioritized risks described
in the pentest report.
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Recommendations. With the impact of security breaches
heavily focusing on financial organizations, 23-NYCRR-500
provides a strong baseline to develop a security program. It
suggests testing to better secure applications, control access
privileges, perform risk assessments, and prepare an incident
response plan. These components would further extend the
value of pentest outputs to support organizational BI.
V. H ISTORICAL C ASES
There are several historical cases that demonstrate the
potential application of the pentest outputs for better-informed
business decisions. In this section, we consider five diverse
breaches that might have been prevented by the incorporation
of pentest data in the organization’s Business Intelligence (BI)
processes. In Table II, we summarize the cases, including the
business risk intelligence that a pentest might have informed
and the breach impacts that could have been avoided.
A. Equifax
Equifax is one of the largest data analytics companies that
monitors credit scores and helps individuals and organizations
make decisions. In September 2017, they encountered a security breach that leaked the sensitive data of over 148 million
American citizens. This leak included names, credit card
numbers, addresses, Date of Birth, Social Security Numbers
and driver’s license numbers [52]. Though there were larger
security breaches in the past, the sensitivity of the data that
Equifax held and the business impacts make it an appropriate
case for consideration.
Breach Description. The security breach on Equifax was
due to a vulnerability on the Apache struts (CVE-2017-5638)3
installed on an automated consumer information system. Struts
is a Java Web Application framework maintained by Apache.
The vulnerability was never patched, though the internal
security team ran scans to discover the vulnerability. On July
29th, 2017 suspicious network traffic had been discovered
and two days later led to a distributed denial of service
attack on web applications. Through hiring forensic investigators from Mandiant, it came into light that more than
145 million customers data had been exfiltrated by attackers.
Further investigation revealed that the breach also impacted
international customers from Canada and the UK. Equifax was
one of the largest security breaches happened at the time. The
report demonstrated that attackers were in the environment for
weeks or months, and performed various actions that might
have been detected or prevented. One of the requirements of
PCI-DSS is File Integrity Monitoring. Daily monitoring may
have helped to catch the suspicious behaviour happening in
the environment even though it was happening stealthily. If
Equifax was GLBA compliant, the organization would have
had to perform risk assessment on a daily basis and through
that, the Apache Struts vulnerability probably would have been
discovered and patched, along with all the expired secure
3

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/cve-2017-5638
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Historical
Case

Year

Compliance
Standard

Testing Target

Description of Business Risk
Intelligence

Breach Impact

Reference

Equifax

2017

GLBA,
23-NYCRR-500

Web Application,
Network

Use of expired SSL Certificates
while transmitting CDE data. Data
was sniffed from the network by
attackers.

Net income down 27%,
market
capitalization
dropped $5.3billion, paid
$127million in legal fees

[29], [30],
[31], [21],
[26], [27],
[28]

2014

GLBA,
PCI-DSS,
23-NYCRR-500

Network

Failure to develop and maintain
secure systems. Attackers
exploited a known vulnerability
(Hearbleed).

Lost personally identifying information for 76
million households and 7
million small businesses,
increased cyber expenditures by $250million

[32], [33],
[34], [35],
[36], [37]

Network

Failed to continuously monitor
network logs. Attackers were
active on the network for 13
months.

Lost at least 1.5 million
credit card numbers, paid
$60million in remediation
fees and $36million in
fines

[38], [39],
[40], [41],
[42]

Web Application

Failure to implement a firewall or
store critical data behind a
firewall. Attackers accessed the
Directors Desk application
remotely.

Geopolitical
incident
caused systemic concern
about entire U.S. financial
industry;
malware
reportedly
built
by
Russian spy agency

[43], [31],
[44], [45],
[46]

Web Application

Failed to restrict card holder data
to a ”need to know” basis as per
PCI-DSS.

Stocks down 78%, paid
$170million in fines, and
lost ability to process
MasterCard and Visa payments

[47], [48],
[49], [50],
[51]

JP Morgan
Chase

Global
Payments

NASDAQ

Heartland
Payment
Systems

2012

2010

2009

PCI-DSS

GLBA,
PCI-DSS,
23-NYCRR-500

PCI-DSS

TABLE II: Five historical cases where pentest outputs as a Business Intelligence data source could have informed better
business decisions.

sockets layer (SSL) certificates that contributed to the breach
[53].
Breach Impact. The Equifax security breach could have
been prevented through taking basic security steps such as
patching, renewing security certificates, and implementing
accurate security controls. It impacted both the company
and customers involved in it. Equifax net income fell by
27%, market capitalization dropped by $5.3billion, and the
organization paid $127million in legal fees [29]. In addition,
many customers encountered credit card frauds [54].
Findings. An external pentest would almost certailny have
caught misconfigurations and vulnerabilities in the environment [52]:
1. Once the Apache struts vulnerability was exploited,
attackers uploaded 30 web shells across the network.
Through scanning the network, a pentester would have
recognized all the outdated versions running in the environment, and made a list of vulnerable services. The
Apache struts vulnerability was well known and commonly exploited back then and as it was not patched,
pentesters could have exploited it and reported it.
2. More than 320 of SSL certificates belonging to Equifax
were expired by that time. Basic risk assessment or
network penetration testing would have helped the organization realize their controls were insufficient to secure
the network traffic.
3. Attackers sent more than 9000 queries to 48 databases
and successfully exfiltrated unencrypted personal infor-
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mation of customers. Web application pentesting involves
finding exploitable features in the available applications.
Attackers were able to query more than 48 databases, by
performing a sql-injection attack, which pentesters might
have found first and the organization could have fixed.
4. Attackers later transferred the exfiltrated data through
Equifax’s Automated Consumer Interview System and the
suspicious network was not detected due to expiration of
a security certificate. The certificate had been expired for
over 19 months. Pentesting outputs would have helped to
realize the basic misconfigurations that went unnoticed
within the organization.
B. JP Morgan Chase
A cyberattack on JP Morgan Chase left open more than
76 million user accounts [35]. Along with that they also
compromised 7 million small business accounts. Similar to
other security breaches, information comprised of addresses,
email ids, usernames and passwords. Attack affected the users
who use web and mobile apps of Chase and JP Morgan [36].
Breach Description. The attack happened in 2014, and
was one of the largest security breaches at the time. The
resulting investigation disclosed that Heartbleed was one of
the vulnerabilities that allowed attackers to get into the environment. Reports reveal that the company did not enable twofactor authentication on one of the network servers. Attackers
had been in the environment since June but discovered this
misconfiguration in July [37]. Attackers created a roadmap to
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the available applications and vulnerabilities linked to each.
Attackers then escalated their privileges to gain administrative
rights to many servers in the environment.
Breach Impact. The company had to swap all of its software and application with new licensing deals. Reconstructing
their security controls to protect against attacks in the future
cost JP Morgan Chase around $250 million [32], [34].
Findings. JP Morgan Chase must comply with PCI-DSS,
GLBA, and 23-NYCRR-500, among other regulations. The
breach investigation report revealed that the Heartbleed vulnerability probably provided an initial foothold. Attackers
then moved laterally through the network. The Heartbleed
vulnerability is associated versions of secure sockets layer
(SSL) encryption that were outdated at the time of the attack.
A pentest would have discovered outdated implementations of
SSL and recommended update to prevent the exploit [33].
C. Global Payments
Initial reports about the Global Payments security breach
revealed a spillage of nearly 1.5 million consumers’ information such as credit card numbers, names, addresses and
driver’s license numbers. As the investigation proceeded, it
was revealed that the damage was far more extensive than
originally suspected. Attackers stole more than 10 million
credit and debit cards over a period of one month in January
and February of 2012.
Breach Description. Investigation revealed that the
database that stores the private information of the customers
had been breached. Reports said that track 1 and track 2
data had been stolen. Track 1 data contained credit card
information such as primary account number, name, service
code, expiration data. Track 2 data contains payment card
verification value (CVV) codes but omits usernames. This
means that track 1 data allows attackers to counterfeit the
new cards, and attackers can use track 2 data for fraud.
According to the attackers, they had full criminal control
over the company’s network [39]. Though the company had
been performing end-to-end encryption, it was not enough to
protect against external attackers. Hackers had been sitting on
the network for over 13 months and gathering more than 24
million transactions before they were caught. As a company
that provides payment solutions, Global Payments should have
been compliant with PCI-DSS [38]. After the security breach,
the company informed the public that they hired a Qualified
Security Assessor to perform a PCI-DSS review on all the
information systems.
Breach Impact. Global Payments hired a security assessor
to perform independent review against their environment for
PCI-DSS compliance. They paid $60 million for the security investigation, incentives, identity protection insurance
and remediations for the breach. They paid another $35.9
million under fraud loses and other fines imposed by credit
card networks. Along with that, payment processors Visa and
Mastercard removed Global Payments Inc., from their list of
approved service providers [41].
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Findings. The breach report concluded that attackers were
on the network for over 13 months gathering information [40].
If the company had previously performed network penetration
testing to analyze the risk of network traffic sniffing or a manin-the-middle attack, they would have understood the shortcomings of their network security and how security controls
might have prevented data exfiltration from the environment.
Pentesting probably also would have revealed the potential for
lateral movement and privilege escalation, which could have
helped to mitigate the impact of the breach.
D. NASDAQ
NASDAQ is one of the largest stock exchange organizations
in United States. Interestingly, hackers breached into the
network but did not attack the trading platform. Instead, the
attackers targeted insider information. There was no evidence
that attackers exfiltrated any customer data. Reports claim that
to achieve their goal, hackers exploited a web application
that is used for insider communication, called the “Director’s
Desk” [44]. NSA and top firms were involved in the investigation of the attack and the organization ultimately reported that
the trading platform was completely inaccessible from internet
facing applications like Director’s Desk [55].
Breach Description. During routine monitoring, NASDAQ
reportedly discovered malware acting as a command and
control servers on the Directors Desk’s network. According
to the investigations, it is probable that attackers exploited the
Director’s Desk product to gain a foothold on the network.
Another assumption is that attackers got control over the
network through a phishing email clicked by an executive
[45]. Through this, they were able to access confidential
documents and communications between directors. NASDAQ
is the second largest American stock exchange company.
NASDAQ handles 19% of stock tradings compared to New
York stock exchange’s 27%. It deals with incredible amounts
of confidential data on everyday basis. Such an amount of
confidential data would almost certainly be covered by both
GLBA and 23-NYCRR-500 today.
Breach Impacts. Security breaches have had a long term
affect on the stocks. The compromise of the Directors Desk
communication platform between executives may have spilled
critical data such as reports, financial documentation, and
planning documents for more than 10,000 board members
from many Fortune 500 companies [46]. This security breach,
and the assessed attribution to Russian spy services, became
a geopolitical concern about the stability of U.S. financial
markets [47].
Findings. It is clear that the Directors Desk application
played a key role in this security breach. It is considered
one of the most important assets of NASDAQ, as it is a
communication application for executive members that work
with NASDAQ. There had been reports that attackers were
able to exploit this web application either due to a sql-injection
attack or through session hijacking [44]. Network penetration
testing and web application penetests would have helped to
avoid such incidents.
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E. Heartland Payment Systems

A. Limitations

On May 8th, 2009, Heartland Payment Systems (HPS)
suffered a security breach revealing data about their payroll
customers. Though the accurate details about the customer
data that was compromised was never released, it is believed
that HPS was making more than 100 million transactions per
month [49]. Attackers created malicious software (malware)
that was active for four months on the network, observing
and collecting personally identifiable information (PII) of
customers.
Breach Description. Though HPS quickly found and attempted to mitigate the malware, it continued to be active
for almost four months. During this period of time, the malware laterally moved from the corporate network to payment
processing network, while HPS believed the malware to be
mitigated. Though it was approved as PCI compliant, and
their internal investigations revealed no evidence of malware
according to HPS, they later discovered that the malware
was still persistent on their systems. Reports revealed that
databases containing PII had not been properly encrypted,
which exacerbated the breach. Organizations such as Heartland
Payment Systems that process payments are required to be
compliant with PCI-DSS. One of the requirements of PCIDSS is to continuously monitor the network and test the
information systems and processes. Through following the
guidelines required to be compliant, HPA was responsible for
monitoring the logs and evaluating the security on daily basis
[50].
Breach Impact. Stocks plummeted 78% after the security
breach. They were removed as the service providers from
MasterCard and Visa. In addition, HPS paid $170 million in
fines [47].
Findings. Investigations revealed that attackers made their
initial foothold through a sql-injection attack, then uploaded
malicious software for persistence. Performing web application testing on the publicly facing and internal web applications would help to find and remediate susceptibility to attacks
such as sql-injection, cross site scripting, extensible markup
language (XML) external entity attacks [48].

We did not consider a fully representative sample of
breaches, and those breaches we did consider are subject to
availability bias. Because of this, our study does not conclusively describe the potential for pentest outputs to inform
prevention of breaches of all types as a forward-looking
indicator.
Also, we did not consider a fully representative sample
of regulations that demand pentests, and those standards and
regulations we did consider are mostly specific to the United
States. It is useful to remember, too, that many prominent
standards and regulations may interpret the process for and
requirements of pentests in a way that leads to limited testing
in practice. This could create false confidence and, if substandard pentest outputs are integrated in BI systems, it could
dampen other important signals of risk.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND D ISCUSSION
Penetration testing techniques will vary based on each organization’s requirements and the technology in use. Similarly,
it is reasonable that Business Intelligence (BI) data sources
are tuned to the needs of the organization. In aggregate,
our examination of five historical case studies relative to
three compliance regimes suggests that the pentest method
is likely to provide useful business risk intelligence. Given
the breach impacts in each of the historical cases, it seems
clear that pentest outputs should inform business decisions
about security program investments. We also found that pentest
reports required by the Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI-DSS) are probably an especially useful data
source for systemic inclusion because PCI-DSS is ubiquitous
and demands frequent tests.
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B. Future Work
The ongoing integration of pentest outputs into BI systems–
especially amid automation advances in the planning, scanning, and execution phases–is likely to yield promising opportunities for future work. More specifically, we recommend
a proof of concept BI system that integrates automated pentest phase outputs relative to other BI data sources. This
recommendation is consistent with Liang and Liu’s 2018
findings that the horizons of BI and big data research include
security and privacy applications [56]. Such a system could
simultaneously support the automation of pentest analysis and
the validation of regulatory compliance.
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Abstract – Cryptocurrencies are a completely new concept
that changes not only the way we pay but also the way we
experience money. Currently, different member states of the
European Union define cryptocurrencies differently and tax
the income from cryptocurrency trading differently. Most of
the European Union’s member states income from
cryptocurrency trading is taxed as capital gains. Therefore,
this paper will analyze the legal issues of taxation of
cryptocurrencies with income tax and corporate income tax.
The de lege ferenda will also analyze the introduction of
universal rules for the whole European Union to protect all
investors, equal rules within the European Union for all
cryptocurrency issuers and all service providers, remove
legislative barriers to innovation and cover technological
development and future types of cryptocurrencies.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

American computing engineer and cryptograph David
Chaum, during his doctorate in 1982, published a paper
on digital signature technology. With this technological
invention, the new concept of encryptology by a public
key which was later to become a technological base for
cryptocurrencies [1]. Subsequently, new innovations were
created such as cryptocurrencies, that is, the technological
base from which cryptocurrencies emerged is the so
called blockchain. Blockchain is a decentralized
computer network where the computers are mutually
connected and each computer stores data separately.
Blockchain is decentralised, distributed and often public,
a digital book which is composed of the writings of socalled blocks used for noting transactions on many
computers so that any included block cannot be changed
retroactively, without changing all following blocks [2].
The first successful functioning cryptocurrency is
called Bitcoin and is known today as one of the most
popular cryptocurrencies. The appearance of Bitcoin
foreshadowed the coming of the phenomena of digital,
that is, virtual currencies [3].
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Bitcoin is the software of open-source, which means
that program code of Bitcoin is visible to all and
everyone with technological knowledge can test it and be
convinced that it precisely works in the way as described.
Given that program code is publicly accessible, many are
still trying to improve it and make a better cryptocurrency
and so many new cryptocurrencies have been created
which were very often just an improved version of Fork
[4]. Cryptocurrencies are unique digital tokens (digital
coins) which cannot be copied or voluntarily produced,
and which serve a specific purpose when sent from one
electronic address to another. They function as electronic
writings of certain values which are stored in electric
money bills [5]. Cryptocurrencies can also be defined as a
regular method of payment based on blockchain. They
are virtual currencies protected by a coding technology
and are usually organised in a decentralised way
according to distributed book technologies [6]. Virtual
currencies, according to the definition which mostly rests
on the opinions of the European Supervisory Body of
Banking are digital displays of values and can be
considered to be a specific type of property the possessors
of which are prepared to keep and/or electronically
exchange and sporadically mutually use for payment
pursuant to the belief that such values have a real value
[7]. However, cryptocurrencies are not created by the
state. The primary goal of cryptocurrency was to create a
universally valid virtual currency that can be used as a
method of payment and not controlled by foreign central
institution. Consequently, given that the state does not
issue crypto currencies but rather, unregulated institutions
or computer networks, no monetary policy can be
implemented: the offer of money cannot be adapted to
prevailing economic conditions [6]. Various types of
cryptocurrencies make up crypto-assets. Crypto-assets
indicate electronic cryptographic writing the copies of
which are distributed, stored and confirmed in a
decentralised way. Such writings, in themselves, have no
value. Their value is determined by certain supply and
demand into which certain expectations related to
increase in value are built and the profit in the difference
between purchase and sale price. The use of crypto-assets
as money ̶ for payment purposes is almost inexistent [8].
In other words, crypto-assets is the digital display of
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value or rights that can bring significant benefit to
participants on the market and to consumers. Cryptoassets means a digital display of values or rights which
can be transferred or stored electronically, with the help
of technologically decentralised keeping of evidence of
transactions or similar technologies [9].
Therefore, we will now analyse the legal problem
areas of taxing cryptocurrency for income tax and
corporate income tax in the Republic of Croatia, Federal
Republic of Germany, and the Republic of Austria. Also,
the introduction of universal rules for the whole of the
European Union related to taxing crypto-assets, that is,
cryptocurrency will be analysed de lege ferenda, that is,
will be proposed.

II.

TAXATION OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES WITH INCOME
TAX

In tax law, identical facts can be treated completely
differently in different types of taxes. In the case of
cryptocurrencies, this means that for each type of tax, and
perhaps for each cryptocurrency, it gives a different
qualification, eg that a cryptocurrency is a currency, an
asset, or a financial product with different tax
consequences [10]. Therefore, this chapter will deal with
the taxation of cryptocurrencies with income tax. Ideally,
income tax has the highest quality of fairness of all taxes.
It is most appropriate to take into account not only the
objective but also the subjective characteristics of
taxpayers. However, a high level of equity in the form of
single taxation based on the ability to pay approach is
achieved only if all natural persons without exception
(principle of universality) have to pay tax on their entire
disposable income (principle of totality). The taxpayer and
the debtor of the income tax is natural person. The system
of fair distribution of burdens refers to people as holders
of fundamental rights, ie to a financially capable citizen
[11]. Payment of income tax according to disposable
income is realized by applying the objective net principle.
According to this principle, an individual is taxed
according to his ability to pay, when determining income,
which is the basic principle of taxation, and especially
income taxation. [12]. In addition to the objective net
principle, the personal circumstances of a taxpayer are
taken into account when taxing the income of a natural
person, which indicates his reduced individual economic
strength in relation to other natural persons earning
income of the same size. This principle of taxation is
called the subjective net principle [13]. Cryptocurrencies
in the Republic of Croatia are subject to income tax when
that income is earned by natural persons. According to the
judgment of the European Court of Justice (hereinafter:
CJEU) no. C-264/14 of 22 October 2015 Skatteverket v.
David Hedqvist found that bitcoin trading is considered a
financial transaction [14]. Taking into account the
determination of the CJEU on income generated from
trading, bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies, income tax is
paid based on capital gains, since it is a profit based on
buying and selling crypto or virtual currency, which is
equivalent to instruments money markets. Income tax is
paid on the difference between the purchase and sale price
reduced by possible trading costs, the so-called transaction
costs [15].
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According to Article 70 (4) of the Croatian Income
Tax Act hereinafter: Act), a taxpayer who is a holder of
financial assets is obliged to calculate, suspend and pay
capital income tax based on capital gains by the end of
February of the current year for all capital gains realized
in the previous year less realized capital losses [16]. It is
important to note that according to Article 94 (3) of the
Act, capital gains are taxed only if the financial asset was
acquired from 1 January 2016 and later and of course if it
is disposed of within two years from the date of
acquisition [15]. A taxpayer who earns income from
capital on the basis of capital gains, including
cryptocurrency trading, is obliged to keep records of
similar financial assets according to the First in first out
method (hereinafter: FIFO method) to determine income
from capital [15]. Capital gains from the purchase and sale
of cryptocurrencies in the Republic of Croatia are taxed if
the cryptocurrencies were acquired from 1 January 2016
onwards because the Republic of Croatia has not taxed
capital gains from the disposal of financial assets until that
date [17]. Regarding the taxation of capital gains from
cryptocurrency transactions, the exchange of one
cryptocurrency for another does not determine income
from capital, since according to Article 67 (4) 2 of the
Act, the exchange of securities with identical securities of
the same issuer is not considered alienation. Where the
relations between members and the issuer's capital do not
change, as well as the exchange of securities or shares in
the capital of companies or financial instruments with
other or other securities or financial instruments and the
acquisition of securities or financial instruments in cases
of the merger in all cases there is no cash flow and
provided that the sequence of acquisition of financial
assets is ensured. Consequently, since there is no cash
flow, ie there has been no exchange of cryptocurrency for
any of the currencies recognized as legal tender, ie for
which the Croatian National Bank has an official
exchange rate (so-called fiat currency), no capital gain is
determined, but it is determined only after the exchange of
cryptocurrency for one of the currencies recognized as
legal tender (HRK, EUR, dollars). In exceptional cases, if
the invested value cannot be recovered (due to loss of
password, theft of password and funds on the e-wallet,
fraud, etc.), a capital loss can be determined on that basis
[15]. Regarding the calculation of the value of
cryptocurrencies when there is no central bank and the
exchange rate varies considerably and there are constant
exchange rate differences, it is important to emphasize
that every purchase and sale of cryptocurrency must be
documented with authentic documents (eg online platform
confirmation, traders, etc. or a certificate of the exchange
office through which the purchase/sale of cryptocurrency
was made, etc.) and the acquired and sold value are
determined according to these documents. In exceptional
cases, if the value of bitcoin or any other cryptocurrency
cannot be determined from authentic documents, the
market value can be determined according to the average
value of each cryptocurrency concerning one of the fiat
currencies on the day of purchase/sale. The largest
cryptocurrency exchanges, such as OKEx, Binance,
Gemini, Kraken, GDAX, Coinbase, etc. To accurately
determine the value of capital gains and accordingly
correctly calculate income tax, the taxpayer must keep
records of each financial asset purchased and sold, as
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required by Article 70 (5) of the Act (FIFO method).
Exceptionally, if several minor transactions of the same
property were performed in one day, then aggregate data
for that day may be kept. In the case of purchasing
cryptocurrency directly from another natural person, the
same must be documented by a contract or other authentic
document which must specify the following data: personal
data of the buyer and seller, subject of purchase/sale, date
of purchase/sale, amount and price and number of units is
bought/sold and method of payment. For example,
investors can use sites such as LocalBitcoins where they
can find a buyer in their vicinity and buy bitcoin from him
in cash, but in this case, both the buyer and the seller must
keep a receipt of the sale [15].
Mining means the creation of new cryptocurrencies
(bitcoins) as compensation for aggregating a block of
transactions [10]. Mining is the confirmation and
recording of transactions in the general ledger, and as a
reward, the "miner" receives a certain amount of bitcoin.
In this case, we are talking about two types of Income,
first, the income that the "miner" earns for his work is
considered another income from Article 39 of the Act
[15]. A miner is a person who acquires ownership of a
newly created bitcoin in such an original way [18]. If the
taxpayer continues to use these bitcoins (or any
cryptocurrency) for speculative trading (on stock
exchanges, online retailers, etc.) and on that basis makes a
profit by exchanging the specified cryptocurrency for one
of the official fiat currencies, on this basis determines
income from capital as the difference between the
purchase value (average market value of cryptocurrency
on the day of acquisition according to the stock exchange
through which it trades, or the average value of each
cryptocurrency concerning one of the fiat currencies on
the day of purchase/sale according to trading data with
some of the largest cryptocurrency exchanges) and sales
value. However, it should be noted that if a taxpayer
performs "mining" continuously and intends to gain
income over a long period and it is his "basic occupation",
he is obliged to register self-employment and determine
income under Articles 30 to 35 of the Act (and can do so
voluntarily if he only occasionally earns income on that
basis). Similar to "mining", if a natural person acquires a
certain amount of cryptocurrency for a certain
countermeasure, for example, viewing ads, filling out
surveys, promoting certain products on his website or
other means of advertising, this determines other income
or income from self-employment has been stated above. In
all the above cases, the transaction must be proven by
credible documentation (contract, decision, confirmation,
a printout of transactions on the e-wallet, ie digital wallet
through which cryptocurrency trading was performed,
etc.). Furthermore, if a natural person acquires bitcoins or
any other cryptocurrency by selling his personal property,
the proceeds are non-taxable under Article 8, paragraph 2,
item 4 of the Act and the transaction may be charged in
bitcoins or any other cryptocurrency or cash [15].
Furthermore, if a natural person acquires bitcoins or any
other cryptocurrency through donations (for example, if a
natural person manages any free web content such as a
blog or simple web applications and puts his public key on
the page and asks for donations in bitcoins) the same
considered non-taxable receipt if authentic documents can
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prove that the funds were donated by natural persons who
do not perform an independent activity and if the gifts are
given from receipts from which income tax has been paid
or from receipts that are not considered income and if that
natural person-recipient does not perform an independent
activity and of course, if there is no countermeasure for
donations received). Otherwise, the taxpayer himself is
obliged to calculate and pay the advance income tax based
on other income and contributions for pension insurance,
ie income from self-employment if he performs selfemployment. According to Article 67 (9) of the Act, if the
financial assets acquired through donation are disposed of
within two years from the date of acquisition of the donor,
the alienator (acquirer) shall be determined capital income
in the manner referred to in paragraph 1 of that Article.
Acquisition of financial assets for the alienator is
considered the day of acquisition of the legal ancestor.
Consequently, the capital gain is determined as the
difference between the contracted sale price, ie the receipt
determined according to the market value of the financial
asset being disposed of and the purchase value. In doing
so, the purchase value should be the value determined on
the day of purchase of the donor. Exceptionally, if the day
of purchase of the donor is unknown, as well as the value
of the cryptocurrency on the day of purchase of the donor,
and the same cannot be proven by credible documentation,
the day of purchase and the purchase value are calculated
according to the market value of acquired
cryptocurrencies. If a natural person acquires
cryptocurrencies by donation, the same is considered a
non-taxable receipt if authentic documents can prove that
cryptocurrencies were donated by natural persons who do
not perform self-employment under Article 29 of the Act
and if gifts are given from income tax receipts or receipts
that are not considered income and if that natural person,
the recipient, does not perform the independent activity
referred to in Article 29 of the Act; and of course, if there
is no countermeasure for the gifts received. Otherwise, the
taxpayer is obliged to calculate and pay an advance
income tax based on other income and pension insurance
contributions, ie income from self-employment if he
performs self-employment and the donation is related to
his self-employment. If the donation is considered a nontaxable receipt, then it is not necessary to file an annual
tax return, but the acquirer is obliged to keep records of
financial assets acquired in this way, to properly calculate
capital gains tax, ie determine the tax liability. It is
necessary to keep a document on the acquisition of
financial assets by the donor. If the donation is considered
other income, then the acquirer is obliged to inform the
Tax Administration within 30 days from the date of
collection of the receipt and is not obliged to file an
annual tax return. If the acquirer is self-employed and the
donation is related to his self-employment, then the
donated cryptocurrencies are considered receipts from
which income from self-employment is determined and on
that basis, the donor is obliged to file an annual tax return.
As mentioned earlier, cryptocurrency substitution is not
taxed. Income tax is paid on capital gains, which, simply
put, is the difference between investment and return on
investment [15]. When exchanging cryptocurrency, capital
gain is determined as the difference between the purchase
value when exchanging one of the fiat currencies for
cryptocurrency and the selling value when exchanging
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cryptocurrency for one of fiat currencies. For example, a
taxpayer buys 10 bitcoins for $ 600.00 per unit (meaning
he has invested a total of $ 6,000.00). After a while,
replace those 10 units of bitcoin with 118 units of
ethereum. In a few months, it sold all 118 units of
ethereum for $ 300.00 per unit and generated a total of $
35,400.00. This means that he made a capital gain from
cryptocurrency trading for USD 29,400.00. In case the
taxpayer sells only a part of ethereum (for example 50
units), then the purchase value is calculated as the
proportional part of the value of bitcoin at which he
exchanged cryptocurrencies (in this case it would be the
value for 4 bitcoins) [15]. If the employer, in the Republic
of Croatia, pays the employee compensation in
cryptocurrency, he must determine the market value of the
cryptocurrency on the day of payment and determine that
amount as gross and pay contributions and taxes in the
manner prescribed for income taxation.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, cryptocurrency
trading is considered another income. Income is calculated
by deducting expenses from receipts. If expenses are
higher than income then such a loss can be combined with
income from other sources of income or with earned
income from previous tax periods. If this is not possible,
the realized loss is carried forward to the following tax
periods. If the income does not exceed 600.00 EUR, he is
exempt from taxes. Therefore, income tax of up to EUR
600.00 is not subject to income tax [10]. Income from the
sale of bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies can be
determined in different ways. The method can be freely
chosen, but it should also be documented so that the
inquiries of the tax administration can be answered well
and finally [19]. The sale of cryptocurrencies is not taxed
if they have been held for more than one year under § 23
(1) of the German Income Tax Act (ger.
Einkommensteuergesetz;
hereinafter:
EStG)
[20].
Estimating the retention period for tax exemptions is
questionable when there are sometimes several currency
units in the wallet. This requires the FIFO method. It is
assumed that the first cryptocurrencies were sold first
[10]. Mining income does not constitute a taxable sales
transaction under § 23 (1) 2 EStG. First of all, this
acquisition should be taken into account in the subsequent
sale of the property. However, mining revenue is
considered by the Federal Ministry of Finance as other
income [10]. It is questionable, however, whether mining
is still private or fundamentally taxable commercial
activity is classified as: Active bitcoin mining requires
long-term and above all energy and hardware intensive
work. Active mining can easily be a commercial activity
due to the work involved [10]. If cryptocurrency trading is
carried out with more than a little effort and scope, it is a
commercial activity under § 15 EStG. This is the case
when trading cryptocurrencies in business transactions
makes a profit. An assessment of whether an activity is
commercial cannot be generalized. The Tax
Administration bases its assessment taking into account all
the circumstances of the case [10].
In the Republic of Austria, the treatment of income tax
on cryptocurrencies in private property depends on
whether cryptocurrencies are interest-bearing. If there is
an interest-bearing investment, cryptocurrencies are
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economic goods within the meaning of § 27 (3) of the
Austrian
Income
Tax
Act
(ger.
Österreich
Einkommensteuergesetz; hereinafter: ÖEStG). In this case,
both interest and value increases are subject to a special
tax rate of 27.5%. If, on the other hand, the cryptocurrency
does not generate interest, the sale or exchange of
cryptocurrency as speculative transactions is taxed in
accordance with § 31 of the ÖEStG if the period between
acquisition and sale of cryptocurrency is not longer than
one year. For cryptocurrencies acquired free of charge, the
date of acquisition of the legal predecessor is used. The
selling price (of an asset) and the cost of acquisition
(acquired asset) are the market value (also called the
market value or individual selling value) of the asset. If
cryptocurrencies are kept in a "virtual wallet" bought at
different times and possibly at different daily rates, in the
case of exchange ("sale") the existence of a speculative
transaction and the amount of possible speculative income
is decisive, which of these "tranches" of such crypto
property sales. If the taxpayer is able to fully allocate the
portfolio of the relevant cryptocurrency purchased with
respect to the time of acquisition and the cost of
acquisition, he may execute any sale order by selling the
appropriate (attributable) “tranche”; if the cryptocurrency
sold cannot be allocated, the first acquired cryptocurrency
is considered the first cryptocurrency sold (FIFO method).
If crypto-assets are created (“mining”), it is basically a
commercial activity that entails appropriate tax
consequences. Therefore, the creation of crypto-assets is
not treated differently from the production of other
economic goods [21].
III.

TAXATION OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES WITH
CORPORATE INCOME TAX

Corporate income tax is, in fact, the income tax of
companies. The need for separate taxation of companies
arose with the emergence of large corporations, which
were founded in the mid-19th century, especially for the
purpose of raising capital for the construction of railways.
Corporate income tax had the additional function of
allowing the temporary taxation of accumulated profits
before distribution to shareholders and thus preventing
distortions of competition. From the beginning, this has
been associated with the problem of double economic
burden in the case of later distribution of profits [11].
As companies can own and trade cryptocurrencies, it is
necessary to answer what is the matter with taxation of
profits from cryptocurrency transactions. This chapter will
show how cryptocurrencies are taxed with corporate
income tax with examples related to the tax system of the
Republic of Croatia, which can, depending on tax rates, be
applied to other systems of taxation of cryptocurrencies
with corporate income tax. Regarding the taxation of
cryptocurrencies with corporate income tax, the
accounting treatment of cryptocurrencies is important. In
March 2019, the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) Interpretations Committee (hereinafter:
the Committee) published a framework proposal for
agenda decisions on cryptocurrency holdings. For its
discussion, the Committee considered cryptocurrencies
with all of the following characteristics: digital or virtual
currency recorded in the distribution book and using
cryptography for security purposes; they have not been
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broadcast by an authorized state body or any other
institution; it is not considered a contract between the
owner and some other party. The Committee concluded
that International Accounting Standard (hereinafter: IAS)
2 - Inventories applies to cryptocurrencies when held for
sale in the ordinary course of business. If IAS 2 is not
applicable, companies apply IAS 38 - Intangible Assets to
cryptocurrency holdings [22]. The main conclusions of the
Committee on the nature of cryptocurrencies are that
cryptocurrencies: 1) are not financial assets, 2) are not
money, 3) can be intangible assets, 4) can be inventories.
The Committee concluded that the holding and ownership
of cryptocurrencies is not a financial asset because it does
not meet the definition of the financial asset. Namely,
cryptocurrency is not money, nor is it an equity instrument
of another entity. Nor does it constitute a contractual right
for the holder, nor a contract that will or may be settled by
the entity’s equity instruments. The Committee also
concluded that owning and holding cryptocurrencies is not
money because cryptocurrencies do not have the property
of money [23]. Regarding the characteristics of
cryptocurrencies as intangible assets, it is necessary to see
how intangible assets are defined in IAS 38. Assets meet
the criterion of identification in the definition of intangible
assets when they are: 1) separate, ie if they can be
separated from the entity and sold, transferred, licensed,
lease or exchanged, separately or together with the
associated contract, property, or obligation, or 2) arises
from contractual or other legal rights, regardless of
whether those rights may be transferred or separated from
the entity or other rights and obligations [24]. The
Committee concluded that the possession of
cryptocurrencies meets the definition of intangible assets
in IAS 38 because 1) it can be separated from other assets
and sold or transferred individually; and 2) does not entitle
the holder to receive a fixed or determinable number of
currency units [23]. IAS 38 prescribes two ways of
valuing intangible assets. Intangible assets, according to
the regulations of IAS 38, can be valued according to the
cost of acquisition or according to the revaluation model.
Under the cost model after initial recognition, intangible
assets will be measured at cost less accumulated
amortization and accumulated impairment losses. Thus,
according to this approach, cryptocurrencies will be
recognized in the number of acquisition costs, and then an
impairment test will be conducted (as is the case with
goodwill). Depreciation is not applicable to
cryptocurrencies because they do not meet the criterion of
limited useful life, so it is appropriate to perform an
impairment test in accordance with the provisions of IAS
36, Impairment of Assets. Unlike other forms of assets,
cryptocurrencies usually have a known value that can be
redeemed on the reporting day, so the impairment test is a
simpler procedure (it is not necessary or possible, due to
the volatility of cryptocurrencies to calculate the value in
use by discounting asset cash flows). Under the
revaluation model after initial recognition, intangible
assets will be measured at a revalued amount, which is the
fair value at the date of revaluation less any accumulated
amortization and subsequent accumulated impairment
losses. For the purposes of revaluation according to this
standard, fair value should be determined according to the
active market. Revaluations should be performed on a
regular basis so that the carrying amount does not differ
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materially from the fair value at the statement of financial
position date. If there is an active market in which
cryptocurrencies are traded (which may not be the case for
all existing types of cryptocurrencies), it is possible to
apply the revaluation model to the valuation of
cryptocurrencies. IAS 38 stipulates that the increase in
value in the case of the revaluation model is recognized in
other comprehensive income and equity under the item
revaluation reserve. However, if a loss is recognized after
the initial measurement, the increase in value will be
recognized in profit or loss up to the amount previously
recognized as a loss [24]. Depending on the business
model according to which the company operates, it is
possible to value cryptocurrencies in accordance with the
provisions of IAS 2 - Inventories. Although
cryptocurrencies meet the definition of intangible assets
under IAS 38, the same standard stipulates that intangible
assets held for sale will be valued under IAS 2. IAS 2
stipulates that inventories should be measured at cost or
net realizable value, whichever is lower [24]. This
conclusion was made by the Committee because it noted
that a company may hold cryptocurrencies with the
intention of selling in the ordinary course of business. In
such circumstances, the holding of the cryptocurrency
represents inventories for the entity and, accordingly, the
provisions of IAS 2 need to be applied to such assets [23].
Therefore, IAS 2 should be an exception to the application
of IAS 38 and should apply only in cases where it is clear
from the holder's business model that they are held for
sale and will be sold as soon as possible [24]. As stated,
inventories need to be measured at cost or net realizable
value, whichever is less. Acquisition cost includes the
purchase price and other costs that are directly attributable
to the acquisition of the asset. Furthermore, net realizable
value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course
of business, less the estimated costs of completion and the
estimated costs necessary to make the sale. In other words,
net realizable value is the net amount that an entity
expects to realize by selling inventories in the ordinary
course of business. Taking into account the above, it is
necessary to take into account the movement of the market
price of cryptocurrencies, since in case of falling prices it
is necessary to record a decrease in the value of
cryptocurrencies and a decrease recognized as an expense
in the income statement. In such circumstances,
impairment of cryptocurrencies due to a reduced net
realizable value below cost, it is necessary to determine
and write off to net realizable value item by item, ie for
each cryptocurrency separately, and the amount of writeoff is recognized as an expense in the income statement
[23].
From the tax aspect, this reduction is a temporarily
non-deductible expense until the moment of sale of
cryptocurrencies and increases the corporate income tax
base, and it is necessary to report as deferred tax assets.1
Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that the amount
of any cancellation of a write-off of inventories resulting
from an increase in net realizable value should be
recognized as income in the period in which the
1

„A deferred tax asset is an item on a company's balance sheet that
reduces its taxable income in the future.“ – downloaded
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/deferredtaxasset.asp
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cancellation occurs, while increasing inventories, up to
previously recognized tax deductible expense. In such
circumstances, when inventories are adjusted in previous
periods and sold or otherwise used in the next tax period,
it is necessary to reduce the corporate income tax base in
the amount of realized, previously adjusted inventories,
because the expense becomes tax-deductible. Deferred tax
assets will also be eliminated in the appropriate amount
because the previously non deductible loss from the value
adjustment of inventories becomes tax-deductible. An
increase in the market value of cryptocurrencies (which
have not previously been impaired) will not increase the
value of assets being recorded, but cryptocurrencies are
still accounted for at cost. Therefore, the increase in the
value of inventories due to the reduction to fair value is
not carried out, but only the decrease in the value of
inventories is carried out. Furthermore, when selling
cryptocurrencies, an entity must apply a particular method
of derecognition of inventories established by its
accounting policy, taking into account that the same
method of determining the cost of inventories must be
applied to all inventories of a similar type and purpose.
According to IAS 2, this may be the FIFO method or the
weighted average cost method. The application of the
FIFO method implies that items in stock that are first
purchased are sold first, and therefore items that remain in
stock at the end of the period are those that are purchased
last. In the weighted average cost method, the cost of each
item in inventory is determined based on the weighted
average cost of similar items at the beginning of the period
and the cost of similar items purchased during that period
[23].
IV.

CONCLUSION

The European Commission since publication of its
Action Plan for financing technology in March 2018, has
examined the possibilities and challenges of cryptoassets, that is, cryptocurrencies. Therefore, on 24. 09.
2020 they brought in the Proposal of Regulation of the
European Parliament and of the Council on Markets in
crypto-assets, and amending Directive (EU) 2019/1937
on the protection of persons who report breaches of
Union law. Current member states of the European Union
have different definitions of crypto-assets (partially
regulated by legal regulations of the Republic of Croatia
and the European Union, and precisely in relation to
preventing money laundering and financing terrorism).
Therefore, unified legal rules should be introduced for
the whole of the European Union which would include:
1) legal protection of all service providers connected with
crypto-assets (cryptocurrencies), including public offer of
crypto-assets, rights, obligations and responsibility of
providers, that is, issuers of crypto-assets, 2) issuing of
approval for work and conditions of work for providers
of services connected with crypto-assets, 3) preventing
misuse of markets including crypto-assets, 4)
administrative measures, supervisory responsibilities,
supervisory bodies' powers and cooperation between
supervisory bodies (European Banking Authority and
European Securities and Markets Authority), 5) unique
rate for taxing
cryptocurrency,
6) technological
development and future types of crypto-assets for
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example so called „stable cryptocurrencies“, including
cases when they function as e-money.
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Abstract - The evolution of humanity can be seen as a
continuous effort to make things better and more convenient
through the improvements associated with the invention of
new products or services. This is increasingly related to the
development of software solutions. Every software
development company aims to have satisfied end users and
clients. In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to put a
quality product or service on the market. The goal of the
quality assurance team is to eliminate as many potential
errors that will lead users to dead ends because it is known
that a software solution without errors does not exist. As a
main tool of quality assurance, software testing is a process
of analyzing a software solution in a way that detects the
differences between currently developed features and the
client’s requirements for them. The aim of this paper is to
present the results of a survey conducted among employees
of Croatian IT companies. The procedures implemented by
individuals in IT companies to ensure the quality of software
solutions will be investigated. The purpose of this paper is to
give a concise overview of good practice in the field of testing
software solutions.
Keywords - Quality Assurance, Information Technology,
Testing, Software Solutions, Croatia

I. INTRODUCTION
A vital factor of success in the digital environment is the
end-user satisfaction. Ensuring the quality of software
solutions is crucial in order to have satisfied users, and thus
long-term customers. Software testing is the most
commonly used technique for validating software quality.
Software solution testing is the process of running a
program or system with the intention of finding errors [1].
In 1947, Grace Murray, a scientist at the Harvard
University, found a moth between relays on the Harvard
Mark II computer she was working on at the time. Murray
wrote in her diary: "The first real case of a bug found." She
also pasted a moth next to the written note. The very
expression of computer error, the so-called ‘Bug’ has been
used before, but Murray popularized it, and the term has
since become synonym for the computer error [2].
In 1949, Alan Turing wrote his first paper on conducting
tests on a program. A person, a machine and a tester took
part in the test. The goal of the machine is to try to get the
tester to mistakenly conclude that the machine is actually
a person; the other person's goal is to try to help the tester
to identify the machine correctly. At the end of the test
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itself, the tester must decide who is the person and what is
the machine [3].
The software solution goes through a series of
development cycles. Kaner, Falk and Nguyen share the
software product life cycle in five main phases: planning,
designing, coding, testing and repairing, and maintaining
and improving the product after the initial release. The two
most commonly used methodologies to manage software
development are Agile and Waterfall [4].
William C. Hetzel and Dave Gelperin divide testing into
five significant periods: Debugging-oriented era,
Demonstration-oriented era, Destruction-oriented era,
Evaluation-oriented era, and Prevention-oriented era [5].
The software testing life cycle consists of the activities that
need to be performed in order for the product or a service
to be usable and it determines when they need to be
performed. Although software testing varies across
organizations, there is an approximate testing life cycle.
The phases of the software testing life cycle are as follows:
requirements analysis, testing strategy and plan, test case
design, test environment setup, test execution, and final
testing phase [6].
II. TESTING SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
A. Types of testing
There are two main types when it comes to testing software
solutions, manual and automated testing.
In manual testing, a test engineer manually prepares test
cases and performs them to identify a malfunction in the
software solution. Manual testing helps to find bugs that
could potentially not be recreated with automated testing.
Each software solution must be tested manually before
testing can be automated. Manual testing can help replicate
the user experience. It is easier to test and reproduce
extremely complex test cases by manual testing, and this
is useful when it comes to a rich user experience.
Automated testing involves the development of test
scripts using programming languages so that test cases can
be run on a computer with minimal human intervention
and attention. Testers use appropriate automation tools
when developing test scripts and validating software
solutions. One of the goals of the automation is to save
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time while performing regression testing. With the help of
automated testing, it is much easier and faster to simulate
thousands of virtual users interacting with a software
solution to determine its behavior. Another advantage of
automated testing is instant feedback. With fast execution
of test cases, developers immediately receive a test report,
so they can react quickly every time an error occurs [7].
Sometimes the cost of automated testing is significantly
higher than the cost of manual testing so more clients are
opting for the manual testing option. Manual testing can be
a time-consuming process, while automated testing is
more sustainable in the long run. It is known that it is not
possible to 100% automate the testing of a software
solution, so manual testing is still imperative [8].
B. Methodologies of testing
Testing methodologies can be divided into three major
groups: black box testing, white box testing, and gray box
testing.
Black box testing helps in the overall verification of the
functionality of the system. It is done based on the end
user's perspective. Typically, during black box testing, the
tester will interact with the system's user interface by
providing data to the system and will receive a response
from the system without knowing how and where that
same data is retrieved, processed, and returned to the end
user [9].
White box testing is used to detect logical discrepancies
in code. It is also used to correct code errors, find typos,
and detect false program assumptions. This testing
methodology is performed at the system, integration and
unit level. One of the basic goals of the white box testing
methodology is to check the application workflow. It
involves testing a set of predefined inputs against expected
or desired output, so that when a particular input does not
result in expected output, it indicates that the system
contains an error. White box testing requires professional
resources with a detailed understanding of programming
and implementation [10].
Gray box testing is a testing methodology with limited
knowledge of the internal structure of the program. The
tester has access to project documents and a database. With
the help of such data, the tester can prepare better test cases
during the development of the test plan. With the help of
this methodology, there is the possibility of testing both
sides, the presentational one, which is visible to end users,
and the one that is reflected in the complexity of the system
of the software solution itself. This methodology is
primarily useful in integration testing [11].
C. Levels of testing
There is a great variety of software testing levels. Most
levels of software testing can be manifested through all
three testing methodologies and through both types of
testing, automated and manual testing.
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Usability testing, also known as user experience testing,
measures how intuitive and user-friendly the software
solution is [12]. Acceptance testing is usually conducted
by the end user or client to verify / accept a software
solution before it is released onto the production
environment [13]. Integration testing checks if software
units are logically integrated and tested as a whole [14].
Regression testing is conducted to confirm that recent
changes implemented to a software solution have not
adversely affected existing features [15]. Performance
testing is used to test the speed, response time, stability,
reliability, scalability, and utilization of software resources
under a specific workload [16]. There are a lot of other
software testing levels, some of the remaining are Security
testing, Cross Browser testing, System testing etc.
D. Test documentation
Test documentation is created before, during, and after
testing of the software solution. Test documentation
facilitates the planning, review and execution of testing.
The degree of formality of testing depends on the type of
software solution being tested, the standards that each
company follows and the maturity of the development
process. Testing generally takes 30% to 50% of the time
on a software development project. Ideally, the quality
assurance team would be involved in the project planning
phase in order to create test documentation while the
requirements are being defined. Test documentation is not
something that is written once, it needs to be updated
regularly in accordance with the changes on the project.
Therefore, it is best to use tools that allow versioning and
easy tracking of changes in documentation. Test strategy
is a structured document that defines the correct approach
to software testing and specifies the objectives of testing.
With the help of a test strategy, quality assurance team
defines the coverage and the scope of testing. Test plan is
a document that describes the approach, resources, and
schedule of planned test activities. It is like a rulebook that
guides the test team through all phases of the software
solution. The test case includes certain steps and
conditions, by which the tester can compare expected and
actual results to determine whether the software solution
works according to the client's requirements. The test
report is a document that contains a summary of all test
activities and the final test results of a testing cycle. It can
be provided to the client for further evaluation of the
software development process. The bug report is the type
of documentation that testers usually write the most. A bug
report should consist of a short title, bug description,
prerequisites, expected behavior, actual behavior, proof
(photo/video), environment, severity etc. [17]

III. THE RESEARCH
The aim of this research is to show the procedures that
individuals in Croatian IT companies implement to ensure
the quality of software solutions. The purpose of this
research is to point out potential shortcomings in ensuring
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the quality of software solutions and give suggestions for
improving them.
The research involved 99 participants from 7 different
cities in Croatia. The majority of respondents come from
Osijek (45), followed by Zagreb (38), Split (10), Varaždin
(3), Rijeka (1), Sveta Nedelja (1), and Zadar (1). The
questions were divided into 4 different sections: Personal
information of participants, Quality assurance processes,
Tools used in quality assurance of software solutions, and
Procedures for ensuring the quality of software solutions.
In their research on contemporary aspects of software
testing, Adnan Causevic, Daniel Sundmark and Sasikumar
Punnekkat address issues related to the activities that
respondents carry out to ensure the quality of the software
solution. They ask the respondents about the ways in
which they conduct testing, which levels of testing they
most often use, which tools they use in their work, what
methodology they use in project management, how they
write test documentation and what challenges they face in
their work [18].
Antonia Bertolino in her work Research of software
solutions testing: achievements, challenges, dreams
combines the results of several different researches on the
topic of quality assurance of software solutions. Some of
the main conclusions are that the respondents mostly focus
on making the software solution functional and that the
quality assurance team is involved in the development
process as early as possible [19].
Based on these conclusions, the following hypotheses
were derived:
1. Manual testing is an imperative when it comes to testing
software solutions in IT companies in Croatia.
2. The quality assurance team has been involved in the
project since the planning phase
3. Most quality assurance providers from IT companies in
Croatia use some kind of tool as a help while testing.
4. During testing, the greatest attention is paid to the
functionality of the software solution.
The methodology used to conduct the research is an online
survey. An online survey is a specific research method in
which data is collected without the presence of the person
conducting it. For this reason, it is difficult to control the
credibility of respondents who fill out an online survey,
therefore it is important to send the survey exclusively to
the targeted population [20]. For these reasons, the
invitation to participate in the research was sent to relevant
groups on social networks, through the contact form of
major IT companies and using personal contacts. In total,
the call was sent to more than 40 different addresses.
The online survey consists of 20 questions that take 5-7
minutes to answer. Most questions offer predefined
answers from which one or more of the options offered can
be selected. The way questions are presented within the
online survey is as follows: short-answer questions,
multiple-choice questions, checkbox questions, and
multiple-choice networks.
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IV. RESULTS
The first group of questions was associated with personal
information of the participants. The research was attended
by respondents from different positions and seniority.
There are 14 QAs who work as a junior tester, one of which
is a junior tester for automated testing. Consequently, there
are 42 QAs who are working as a middle tester, one of
which is a middle tester for automated testing. Then, there
are 26 QAs who work as a senior tester, of which 3 are
senior testers for automated testing. Also, there were 17
QA team leads that participated in this research. The years
of experience of the respondents range from 6 months to
30 years.
The second group of questions was related to quality
assurance processes. This group contains 5 multiple choice
questions. To the question: What projects have you had the
most opportunity to work on? - the majority (45) of the
respondents answered that they have experience in quality
assurance of web pages and applications, others have
worked on quality assurance of mobile applications (25),
and desktop applications (13). Sixteen of them answered
that they have worked on quality assurance of all of the
software solutions mentioned above or that they have
experience in quality assurance of backend servers,
telecommunication, and big IT services. To the question:
How long does the QA process on your projects take on
average? - most of the respondents (37) answered that the
process of quality assurance takes more than a year, fifteen
of them say that it takes 3-6 months, twelve of them
answered 6-12 months and three of them say that it takes
1-3 months. The remaining 29 respondents answered that
it is an ongoing process because they work on a product
that is being continually developed, or that it depends on
the project. To the question: Which methodology is more
often practiced on your projects? – most of the
respondents (66) answered that they use Agile
methodology, one respondent answered that they use
Waterfall methodology, and 29 of the respondents
answered that they use the combination of Waterfall and
Agile. Only 3 respondents specified that they use Scrum
and Kanban which are a part of Agile methodology. To the
question: Do you offer software development services to
your clients or just QA as a Service? – the majority of the
respondents (53) answered that they have the development
team in their company, consequently 45 participants
answered that they offer both, QA and development to
their customers, depending on their needs, and only 5 of
the respondents answered that they offer QA as a service
to their clients. To the question: From which part of the
project were you involved? – the majority of respondents
(44) answered that they are involved from the testing
phase, seven of them are involved from the
implementation phase, five of the from the analysis phase,
and 10 of them from the planning phase. Other 33
respondents answered that they were involved in all the
stages or that they are involved from the very beginning.
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Respondents that didn’t answer that they were involved
form the beginning were presented with the next question:
Do you think you should have been involved earlier in the
process? – The majority (61) answered ‘Yes’ claiming that
it is beneficial to have the quality assurance team involved
early in the process so that potential problems could be
prevented. Other (28) answered ‘No’ because they do not
want to be a part of other processes.

basis. Katalon studio (82), Percy (84) and Apiary (94) were
never used by the respondents.
The fourth group of questions, as well as the last group of
questions, refers to the procedures for ensuring the quality
of software solutions. This group contains 5 questions that
are presented in the form of a multi-selection grid and
check box questions. To the question: To what extent do
you focus on ensuring the quality of the following aspects
when testing? – the majority (88) focuses the most on the
Functionality of the software solution, the second aspect
that the respondents focus most on is the user interface
(49), then Efficiency/Performance (42), Security and
Stability (39), and Usability (30).

Figure 1. Start of QA based on project progress level
The third group of questions refers to the tools used in
ensuring the quality of software solutions. This group
contains 5 questions that are presented in the form of
checkboxes and a multi-selection network. To the
question: Which of the following project planning and
management tools do you encounter in your work? – the
majority (86) answered that they use Confluence/Jira, 73
respondents use Google products, 29 of them use Trello,
26 use Azure DevOps, and 10 use Asana. Some of the
answers that the respondents added were: Shortcut, Xray,
Github, xMind, Productive.io etc. To the question: Which
of the following communication and collaboration tools do
you encounter in your work? – the majority of the
respondents (74) answered that they use Slack, 61 uses
Google products such as Google Chat, Google Meet etc.,
51 uses Microsoft Teams, 22 of them use Skype for
Business, 20 of them use Cisco WebEx, and only 4 of them
use Zoom. To the question: Which of the following test
case management tools do you encounter in your work? –
most of the respondents (62) answered that they use
Google spreadsheets, 51 of them use Testrail, 19 use Xray
and 17 use Azure DevOps – Test Plan. Other tools that the
respondents added were Testlink, Qase, Cucumber studio,
Jenkins etc. To the question: How often do you use these
tools as a help while testing? – the tool that is being used
the most on the daily basis is Postman (22). The tools that
respondents use few times a week are Android Studio (6)
and Soap UI (7). The tools that respondents use once a
week are BrowserStack (14) and JMeter (7). The tools that
are being used rarely are OWASP ZAP (12), REST
Assured (10), and Charles Proxy (8). The tools that most
of the respondents answered that they never used were
Load Runner (84), Mailtrap (83), and Proxyman (79). To
the question: How often do you use these tools for
automated software testing? –Selenium (18), Appium (8),
WebdriverIO (5) and Cypress (8) are being used on a daily
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Figure 2. Focus on aspects of testing software solutions
To the question: How often do you perform the following
types of software solution testing? – the majority (59) does
Regression testing, the second type of testing that the
respondents do the most is Acceptance testing (45), then
Cross-browser testing (40), and Cross-platform testing
(37). The types of testing that are being done the least are
System testing (23), Unit testing (17), and Load/Stress
testing (15). To the question: How often do you provide the
following information while reporting bugs? – the
majority always provides the short title (87), bug
description (85), steps to reproduce (85), actual result (85),
expected behavior (79) and the used environment (70). The
information that is being provided the least is
reproducibility (15), workaround (16), and logs (26). To
the question: To what extent do you face the following
challenges in your work? – the majority of the respondents
answered that they often have trouble with the lack of
documentation (43), unclear requirements; requirements
subject to change (40), unrealistic deadlines (36), and noncompliance with deadlines by other teams on the project
(31). To the question: What do you include in the test and
user documentation on a project? – the majority of the
respondents write Test cases (94), Test plan (80), Test
report (77), and Test strategy (58).
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Figure 3. User documentation written on a project
V. DISCUSSION
The majority of respondents work dedicatedly on projects
that last for many years which enables them to construct a
process that goes hand in hand with the development of the
software solution. Other respondents claim that they work
on smaller projects which gives them enough time to set
up a test plan that is going to support short and quick
testing cycles. As many as 94 respondents are engaged in
manual testing, which confirms the hypothesis that manual
testing is still an imperative when it comes to testing
software solutions in IT companies in Croatia.

tool for communication and collaboration is Slack. Slack
is a tool that offers a variety of benefits like making a quick
voice and video call, integrating with various apps like
Google Calendar and others. Quality assurance providers
in Croatian IT companies prefer Google products for
communication rather than Microsoft Teams. The most
commonly used tool for managing test cases are tables.
Following the tables, the most commonly used test case
management tool is TestRail. The largest number of
respondents use Postman as a tool to help them with
testing. Other tools that respondents said they use to some
extent in their work are: SoapUI, BrowserStack and
Android Studio. Although only five respondents stated
that they do specifically automated testing, many more
respondents use tools to conduct automated testing.
Selenium is used to some extent by as many as 66
respondents. WebdriverIO, Cypress and Cucumber have a
slightly smaller number of users, but they vary between 20
and 50 users who use this tool to some extent. The data
above confirms the hypothesis that quality assurance
teams in Croatian IT companies use various tools as a help
while testing.
The majority of respondents, as many as 88, answered that
while testing software solutions, the focus is mostly on the
functionality. This fact further confirms the hypothesis that
Croatian IT companies mostly focus on quality assurance
of the functional part of the software solution.

Most of the respondents had the opportunity to work on
ensuring the quality of websites and mobile applications,
which is an expected answer because these types of
software solutions are most often developed. The
methodology most commonly used in project management
is the Agile methodology, followed by a combination of
Agile and Waterfall methodologies. It is evident that the
Waterfall methodology has gone down in history because
only one of the respondents answered how it is practiced
on their projects. The transition to a hybrid or completely
to the Agile methodology is a great step because several
phases of project development take place at the same time
and thus save time and money. In addition, the Agile
methodology involves more of each individual in the work,
and thus each aspect of the software solution is developed
in parallel. Through the theoretical part, emphasis was
placed on how extremely important it is to involve the
quality assurance team in the project development process
as soon as possible in order to save time and money. Not
every single member of the quality assurance team should
be involved from the project planning itself, but it would
be extremely useful to include at least one representative
at this stage. The very fact that confirms the previous thesis
are the answers to the question where 61 respondents
answered that they think they should have been involved
in the quality assurance process earlier. Therefore, the
hypothesis that the quality assurance team in Croatian IT
companies has been involved in the project since the
planning was refuted.

Although more and more emphasis has been placed on
automated testing, manual testing is still an integral part of
ensuring the quality of software solutions. While
automation is a better solution in the long run, manual
testing can be done faster if it is a shorter project. Testing
levels help quality assurance providers choose a product
testing strategy. Software solution testing can be
approached from an exploratory aspect or with the help of
more structured levels such as unit testing, acceptability
testing and others. Test documentation is extremely
important because it provides insight into the methods,
strategies and levels that need to be executed to ensure the
quality of software solution.

Most of the respondents encountered with Confluence/Jira
and Google products in their work when planning and
managing projects. A small number of respondents
encountered other well-known project management tools
such as Azure DevOps, Trello, and Asana. The most used

The processes performed during quality assurance of
software solutions in IT companies in Croatia are at a
satisfactory level. The results of the research showed that
manual testing is prevalent in Croatia, although it can be
attributed by using various tools to help with testing. The
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VI. CONCLUSION
With the emergence of the development of software
solutions, there was a need to ensure their quality. When it
comes to the early phases of software testing, people were
mostly referring to eliminating software errors. Testing
was conducted only at the end of the development process
when there would be an indication that the software
solution contained errors. As the development of software
solutions progressed, so did quality assurance move to
earlier stages of the development process. It is for this
reason that it has become evident that if quality assurance
occurs earlier in the software development life cycle, it
will save time and resources.
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results of the research also show that in Croatia, the
greatest emphasis is placed on the functionality of the
software solution itself and that the Agile methodology is
still an imperative when managing projects. Unfortunately,
quality assurance has mostly not been included since the
project planning process within the IT companies in
Croatia. The way of reporting program errors shows that
the quality assurance teams in Croatia have an eye for
detail and that they give the members of their team a
concrete insight into the errors of the program solution.
Bug reporting itself is included in the test documentation,
which the Croatians are also very happy to write, and for
the most part they write test cases. As each job has its own
challenges, so does the quality assurance of software
solutions. QAs in Croatian IT companies face the same,
but to the extent that allows adequate communication of
the solutions.
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Abstract - The aim of this paper is to research and
describe the use of modular shipping containers to address
the global issue of container imbalance. Empty containers
remain in different locations in respect to the goods they
need to transport, mainly due to trade imbalance.
Considering that ports and shipping lines must optimize
procedures and equipment to avoid such inefficiencies and
bottlenecks without compromising their security standards,
within this paper the digital technologies are identified, and
procedures which need to be adapted are proposed for
management of horizontally coupled or decoupled modular
20` shipping containers. Proposed methodology can be
implemented contributing to the restoring of container
balance. The identified problem and proposed solution are
in line with the scope of Horizon 2020 - EU.3.4 Programme
and its ePIcenter – “Enhanced Physical InternetCompatible
Earth-frieNdly
freight
Transportation
answER” project.
Keywords – container imbalance;
shipping; digitalization; ePIcenter project

I.

modularization;

INTRODUCTION

The global full container trade reached 180 million of
TEU in 2020, with the port turnover (including handling
of full, empty, and containers in transit) of 796 million
TEU in the same year [1]. One in three containers is
moved empty. It sums up to a total of nearly 60 million
empty container moves per year, at an annual cost of $20
billion to the industry — up to 8% of a shipping line’s
operating costs. A container spends 56% of its life span
empty or “waiting” for the availability of cargo for
transport, or being repositioned to the point of demand
[2].
Maritime sector remains divided between economic
realities, maritime companies’ requirements and the
politicial issues, however, containerization remains a
main driver of globalization. One of the critical aspects of
the transport of goods is container availability. Ports and
shippers need to identify adequate procedures and
optimize equipment to avoid the inefficiencies and
bottlenecks without compromising the maritime transport
security. These processes should be adapted to use novel
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shipping container types, such as modular containers,
contributing to an increase in ports’ capacity, efficiency,
and efficacy. Moreover they can be useful reducing
container imbalance.
The fundamental reason behind the accumulation of
empty containers at terminals is the imbalance in
overseas trade between individual markets and
prevalently import-oriented economies versus exportoriented economies of different markets. Even in highly
developed countries, where import and export trades are
balanced, empty containers are being accumulated as
well, due to imbalance of the container types. For
instance, shipping containers which are mostly used in
the import of final products are the 40` standard and high
cube containers, while in the export of raw and semi-raw
materials the 20` standard containers are used more
frequently [3].
Costs of empty container repositioning include the
inland transport charges, terminal dues (storage and
handling charges) and carriage by sea to the market/port
where empty containers required for export are in short
supply. In situations of the overall imbalance of trade and
imbalance by the container type, in addition to seasonal
imbalances of trade between particular markets, the
supply chain is facing the surplus of empty shipping
containers accumulation on one side or shortage or
excessive demand for empty shipping containers on the
other [4].
In this paper, the main container regulation and
identification standards are described, and a proposal is
made for a novel dynamic container identfication
supporting the scenario of joining and separating two 20`
modular container units to and from a single modular 40`
container unit.
II.

OVERIEW OF CONTAINER REGULATION AND
IDENTIFICATION STANDARDS

A freight (shipping, intermodal) container is a
standardized transport container of a permanent character,
which is strong and durable enough for repeated use. It is
specially designed to facilitate the transport of goods, by
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different modes of transport, without intermediate
reloading. The container can be secured or readily
handled, having fittings for this purpose, and approved in
accordance with the relevant conventions (see below).
The term "freight container" includes neither vehicle nor
packaging; however a freight container that is carried on
a chassis is included. The dimensions of most commonly
used freight containers are standardized by International
Organization for Standardization.
To define future requirements for joined container
identification and numeration, several sources have been
identified as relevant for the subject matter, as follows.
A. ISO 6346 standard
International Organization for Standardization is
known for providing various types of international
standards in many fields in science, business, traffic and
other. It includes standards referring to the containers.
One if them is the international standard ISO 6346 for
container identification and marking [5]. Its purpose is to
provide standard marks providing specific information
about containers, with an internationally accepted
meaning.
Several types of container identification marks exist.
The identification system consists of owner code,
equipment category identifier, serial number and check
digit. Owner’s code consists of three capital letters. The
equipment category identifier is presented as one capital
letter. Size and type codes are also included, showing
additional details about the container. The size code
provides information about the container length and
height.

the main subject of the Convention. The Convention
creates the framework for simple customs procedures for
carriers, vehicles and containers which comply with the
rules and conditions stated in the Convention.
The main goal of establishing the TIR Convention is
to facilitate the international carriage of goods by road.
The goal is achieved by the transportation of the goods
without intermediate reloading across one or more
frontiers between customs offices of departure and
destination. Procedures, such as payment of the taxes,
control of the documents, vehicles and goods, are delayed
to the customs office of the destination. There is no need
to perform those procedures on all the borders, since the
TIR plate serves as a guarantee for good practice.
To obtain the TIR and all of its privileges, required
conditions shall be fulfilled. There are certain technical
conditions required for the road vehicles and containers.
Those applying to the containers are that no freight could
be removed from or introduced into the container without
breaking of the customs seal, it should be simply fixed
onto the container, there should be no concealed space
where goods could be hidden and all spaces capable of
accepting the freight should be available for customs
inspection. These requirements are formed regarding to
the possible irregularities which could arise from the
advantages of the carriage of the goods under the customs
seal. Since the TIR containers are not subject to the
examination, and all procedures are delayed until the
customs office destination, there is a possibility of
carriage of unallowed cargo or stowaways. That is why
the inability to hide, add or introduce goods in the
containers is an important requirement that should be met
in order to be eligible for a TIR plate.

Additional marks are used for different container
types. Not all containers are adaptable for carrying all
kinds of goods, but it is possible to determine which type
of cargo the container is carrying, simply by looking at
the container type mark.

The evidence of the container falling under the scope
of TIR is a convention document printed in French and
English. Also, the blue TIR plate should be affixed to the
container [6].

The operational marks can be divided into mandatory
and optional marks. The purpose of the operational marks
is to advise about some technical information and to draw
attention to the possible danger. The operational marks
are maximum gross, tare mass, air or surface container
symbol, warning sign of overhead electrical danger and
height mark for containers above 8,5 feet (mandatory
marks) and the maximum net mass (optional operational
mark).

C. FAL Convention

ISO 6346 specifies the location and appearance of the
marks and symbols and facilitates the identification of
containers. Simply by looking at the marks and symbols
on the containers, it is possible to obtain the information
needed in the shortest time possible, which prevents
damage, danger, delay and mistakes [5].
B.

TIR Convention

The TIR Convention [6] establishes the framework
for international transport by road, and its facilitation is
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FAL Convention [7] was adopted by the International
Maritime Organization in 196, with the aim to prevent
unnecessary delays in the maritime traffic. The
Convention consists of various suggestions with the
purpose to facilitate maritime procedures, and is amended
and updated continually..
To prevent delays, the Convention suggests
cooperation between governments and uniformity in
formalities and procedures. These suggestions can be
applied to the use of containers. Amended version of the
FAL Convention states that the use of freight containers
in maritime traffic should be facilitated. To achieve that
goal, the acceptance of the simple declaration to the
effects that the temporarily imported containers will be
re-exported within the time limit set by the State is
necessary. The reasonable time limit of temporary import
should be helpful in decreasing the delays in the traffic of
the containers.
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Also, the clearance of imported cargo or loading of
cargo under simplified control procedures and with a
minimum of documentation should be applied to the
freight containers too. Numerous documents make the
procedures complex and time consuming. That is why the
FAL Convention states that the unnecessary documents
and procedures should be avoided whenever possible.
FAL Convention also states that the temporary
admission of component parts of containers should be
done without payment of customs duties and other taxes
and charges when these parts are needed for the repair of
containers already admitted. At first, it may appear that
the reduction of payment does not have much effect on
the time consumption reduction, however it does.
Procedures also require time to process the documents.
Reduction of taxes and charge payments applicable to the
component parts speeds up the traffic of containers by
shortening the time they spend waiting for the component
parts, during which they cannot be used [7].
D. International Maritime Organization
International Maritime Organization (IMO), as the
global institutional body for maritime affairs and
governance, has the legal capacity and resposibility to
make, harmonize and enforce the regulation in all
relevant areas of the maritime sector, including transport
of cargo and transportation means. Among a very large
number of maritime legislation and provisions, the focus
here will be placed only on conventions and regulations
with reference to container shipping segment. Among
them the most prominent is the International Convention
for Safe Containers - CSC (1972) [8], drafted the IMO
and the Economic Commission for Europe for regulating
the design, strength and maintenance of containers, and
the Customs Convention on Containers (1972) [9] that
greatly improve the security of the transport system.
Although the two organisations have different remits,
they still have common antecedents in the early
development of containerisation, making it possible to
compare the container design specifications. To meet ISO
container standards and to be CSC approved, containers
are required to display the information covering
identification, dimensions, ratings, strength and warning
marks. IMO’s perspective indicates a need to reassess
current container design regulations in order to ensure
that they remain relevant, and can be incorporated in
automated processes.
The maximum gross mass and the permitted payload
of a freight container depend on standardized design
parameters. It is required by CSC that each freight
container carries a CSC safety approval plate, where the
maximum permitted gross mass is specified. Freight
containers, including swap bodies and regional containers
designed for stacking and approved under the CSC are
suitable for all modes of transport. However, freight
containers having an allowable stacking mass of less than
192,000 kg marked on the approval plate require special
stowage on board a ship, where the superimposed
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stacking mass will not exceed the permitted limits as
marked on the plate. General purpose freight containers
are available as closed freight containers, ventilated
containers and open top containers [9].
III.

DYNAMIC CONTAINER IDENTIFICATION

As it has been explained in previous paragraph
dealing with the international regulations, every container
should have a unique and non-repeated number that
identifies it. This is a requirement for compliance with
current international regulations, and enables the use of
the container units in international commerce.
This is one of the most difficult problems to solve in
the case of modular containers, since it is necessary that
the units have a unique and unrepeatable number when
they are being used as 20` units , and this number must
also be unique and unrepeatable when they are connected
and form a single 40` unit . The challenge arises in how
to achieve that the transformation (union) of two 20`
modular containers into a 40` container while maintaining
a unique and unrepeatable number, instead of 2 numbers
denoting 20` containers. This would be the only way to
introduce modular containers into the container industry
without having to modify international regulations in
most countries, and allow th immediacy in their use.
As a part of the Horizon 2020 ePIcenter project, the
use of magnetic e-ink screens is envisaged, which receive
instructions from a mini-CPU (Arduino) [10] factory
installed and tamper-proof, automatically instructing the
containers to recognize if they are in a single (20`) or
coupled (40`) mode and to show the unique and
unrepeatable container serial number for the detected
working mode, regardless of whether the container(s) are
a decoupled 20` or a coupled 40` unit.
In order to achieve this result, each modular container
should be assigned with two serial numbers in the
factory, one based on the rules for 20` numbering and
other based on the rules for the 40`, so when it is
transported in 20` or 40` configuration, it will always
have a unique container number, as shown in Figure 1.
The numbers are stored in a micro-controller in each
container. Numbers are unique from a diferent serial of
20` and 40`. Once joined, the system will automatically
detect that the size numbering should change to 40`
configuration. The algorithm compares the different serial
numbers of both containers and selects higher of the 40`
numbers, applying it to all displays of the new
40`modular containers (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Numbering prior to joining two 20` containers [11]
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sufficiently resistant to impacts during operations so
that they do not fail at any time and allow the
continuous identification of the containers.

Figure 2.: Numbering after 40` container is formed [11]

This is the basic premise behind the operation of a
patented system named Connectainer, by company
E.S.E.S. from Madrid, Spain [12]. Operative and
technical aspects of container modularization operations
are also developed in details, including sequence of
operations for coupling and decoupling, but due to their
complexity they are out of the scope of this paper.
IV.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

A significant technical effort is required to identify an
appropriate modular container solution, since the use of
the above mentioned system will be carried out in
operational and weather conditions that could be
considered extreme. Therefore, it was necessary to devise
a solution to display the container identification and
information which is highly resistant to harsh elements,
and at the same time is reasonably low cost.
LED technology did not completely meet the
requirements needed for use with a product such as the
shipping container, so it was discarded. It needs a
continuous power supply via a battery, requiring higher
maintenance and more inspections of the container units,
in addition to a problem with certain cargo loads that
could be compromised if the batteries get too hot and
cause an incident.
The technical aspects for the use of display screens in
shipping containers are very demanding. Containers are
subjected to blows, stresses, abrasions, loading,
offloading and operations that are not compatible with
regular display screens. All available technologies require
a power supply source, in many cases to be active without
interruptions.
Some key points that were analysed are:
waterproofing, impact resistance, temperature operating
range, power source, ease of installation and repair, cost,
etc.
A. Waterproofing: The waterproofing is a key issue
related to shipping containers since it is necessary to
guarantee that the merchandise inside does not suffer
water damage. Therefore, it must be ensured that the
installation of display screens and their operation do
not affect this requirement, and in addition, that the
display screens used are resistant to salt water or
protected from its effects.
B. Impact resistance: During operations carried out with
shipping containers, both in terminals and
warehouses, the containers are subject to various
shocks and stresses. The display screens must be
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C. Temperature operating range: Shipping containers
spend long periods in places with extreme weather
conditions. To ensure the correct operation of the
screens placed on containers at any temperature, the
selected technology should endure temperatures
above 50 ºC and below -20 ºC. The numbering should
remain stable and visible on the containers both on
their route and in the places of loading and offloading.
D. Power source: Containers must always have their
identification visible in all the points established by
the regulations. This represents a significant challenge
for the use of display screens, since the majority of
existing technologies require a constant power source
to be operative. Any loss of the power supply would
be unacceptable, as shipping containers must always
display their serial numbers for security reasons (for
example legal requirements, cargo track and trace
etc).
E. Ease of installation and repair: Shipping containers
are tough and resistant, and their repairs are carried
out by professionals used to work with durable
materials. Introducing display screens on the
containers can be simple, but they should be easily
installed and repaired globally by shipping lines
and/or container owners’ usual suppliers. For this
reason, it is important to ensure that the system is
simple enough, so any operator can repair it after a
short training course and certification.
F. Cost: All the above implies a certain cost (display
screens, electronics, installation) to be taken into
account. It is of paramount importance that the used
technology be cheap enough to make the final product
attractive for shipping lines and end users in order to
adopt it.
Carrying out a detailed analysis and comparison of
the different types of display screens and their
specifications, the most critical aspect is the need of
major part of the displays to have a constant power
supply to keep displaying the serial numbers. In the
maritime environment a power source such as the battery
is considered a dangerous good and its usage generates
several side problems. Liquid e-ink displays are identified
as the optimal solution for modular containers. They do
not require an electrical power supply to display the serial
number. 12V DC pulse during a few seconds is enough to
change serial numbers in all displays (8 x 1.5V AA
batteries are sufficient for more than a hundred serial
number changes) [11].
Single numbering displays should be used instead of
integrated 7-digit displays showing the total container
number. This decision was easy to make after considering
points E. and F. of the technical requirements. Small
single numbering displays could be easily fixed to the
corrugated panels of the container without having to
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modify the structure of the unit. Corrugated panels can be
different, depending on container manufacturer, and the
serial number can be placed either horizontally or
vertically. A single digit display can be mounted
vertically or horizontally on demand over modular
container structure, reducing the number of spare parts
and repair cost.
Additionally, as they are segmented magnetic
displays, the crack or malfunction of one of them does
not imply the numbering is no longer seen, it simply will
not change during the next coupling / decoupling, but it is
still shown. Replacement of the display does not imply a
security risk for the serial number integrity, as the display
only reflects the information provided by the algorithm
executed on the system on a chip.
The display was designed to resist impacts,
compression and bending, so tests were carried out to
evaluate it. First endurance test consisted of repeatedly
hitting the display with a mallet, simulating blows during
the operation of the containers. Later it was connected to
an electrical pulse that caused the numbering change, as
expected. Second endurance test consisted in hitting the
displays with an axe to open a gap in the middle of the
screen and, when the numbering change was tested, the
sectioned part closest to the connection cable continued
changing. Figure 3. shows a functional prototype of the
device fitted to a container.
Electronic displays fitted in the first prototype have
provided a better-than-expected result in terms of
workability, mechanical resistance, and resistance to
humidity.
V.

REQUIRED CHANGES IN INFORMATION FLOW

Shipping container industry information flow is based
on the container number. Once a commodity is loaded
into a container, the container and the commodity are
directly linked until the end of their travel.
All the track and trace information of the transported
goods from when they are loaded in the exporter's factory

or warehouse until they reach the final destination is
based on this number, which is the link for all the
documents being issued related to the container maritime
transport, from the Bill of Lading, through the
commercial invoice, customs clearance, the documentary
credit contract, cargo lists, cargo manifest, to the import
clearance that must be issued to withdraw the goods from
the port of destination. This number allows the
traceability of the goods throughout the journey from
origin to destination. All the parties involved in the
process of transporting the shipping containers are using
the container number as the main information to carry out
their functions of transport, review, loading, unloading or
any other that is required.Thus, the fact that international
regulations establish that each container must have a
unique and unrepeatable number is not taken lightly. This
ensures that different containers are not arriving to the
same port with the same serial numbers.
Maritime regulations are the result of decades of
small evolutions and international agreements; trying to
change or adjust them to a new and specific information
sharing, even when possible, would surely require years
of administrative negotiations between countries and
international organizations public administrations. This
fact, and the need for a new information exchange
standard, is a major barrier to entry, especially for of a
disruptive new product with global impact. The only way
to carry out the implementation of modular containers in
the current environment is to try to adapt the changes to
current regulations and standards, without having to
impose major administrative changes, while keeping the
cost acceptable. It is expected that global implementation
of modular containers will also be enhanced in the
coming years because of the energy source transition.
Since the method of identifying modular containers
will differ from present vinyl stickers, and both systems
are supposed to be in force in the future, to change from
the current system, it is necessary to evaluate and analyse
how their serial number change can be tracked and traced
over the time and how the original serial numbers can be
recovered when necessary after decoupling.
Shipping lines are the owners and lessors of main part
of container world fleet and probably will be the ones
most interested in using modular containers. The
minimum modifications in the software should be:

Figure 3. Connectainer e-ink prototype
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1.

Association of two container serial numbers (one
corresponding to 20` and the other to 40`) to a
unique physical 20` modular container.

2.

Inclusion of a new container number status: hold
or active, as one of the two numbers will remain
active and the other one inactive. In the 40`
configuration, both numbers may be inactive,
depending on whether the 40` serial number takes
precedence over the other number.

The current control and management of the equipment
(containers) is carried out using specific software
modules integrated into global container management
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systems operated by the shipping companies. Such
modules are fed by the information that comes from
business information systems of various logistic service
providers (carriers, container terminals, container depots)
through information exchange of standardized messages
using different formats (usually EDI and XML).

provided important guidelines for further adoption,
including technical requirements regarding temperature
and stress resistance, water and tamper proofing and
identification and exclusion of volatile components that
might not be compatible with all types of transported
cargo.

Examples of standardized messages according to
United Nations Directories for Electronic Data
Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport
[13] are COPRAR (Container discharge/loading order
message), CODECO (Container gate-in/gate-out report
message), COARRI (Container discharge/loading report
message), COPARN (Container announcement message),
IFTMIN (Instruction message), IFTMBF (Firm booking
message) and APERAK (Application error and
acknowledgement message).

New data architectures should be designed to allow
these more flexible freight container entities to be tracked
and managed through the supply chain, addressing
technical, safety, regulatory and customs requirements.
The information flows needed to properly optimise the
use of such assets need to be redefined, so apart from
solving a specific and immediate logistics challenge, the
proposed data architecture is also seen as a very
important constituent for the realisation of such
redefinition.

VI.

CONCLUSION

Innovations in modularization have the ability to
address the serious problems caused by container
imbalance in global supply chains. Shipping companies
already use optimisation tools to manage empty
containers, but they have notable shortcomings.
Innovative modularization technology approaching the
market devised be the Spanish company E.S.E.S.
Connectainer could assist in addressing this issue. In this
paper the authors have researched the basic technical
issues that need to be addressed, by proposing a detailed
solution. This solution is entirely based on existing
conventions and regulations governing the container
markings and information flow, aiming to minimize
necessary changes in stakeholders’ information systems,
required investments and regulatory changes, therefore
diminishing barriers to adoption that are particularly
strong in the transport sector.
Since the method of identifying modular containers
will differ from the existing vinyl stickers, and since both
systems are supposed to coexist for significant time in the
future, it is necessary to evaluate and analyse how the
container serial number change can be tracked and traced
over time, and how original serial numbers can be
assigned and recovered when necessary after decoupling
the modular containers.
Existing data structures and standards largely assume a
static one-to-one relationship between a physical object
and its identifier. Containers (ISO 6346) and ships (IMO
Number) have a unique ID which is used to track their
movement. However, innovative logistics concepts such
as Connectainers, where units can be be joined or split
apart to create larger or smaller containers as required,
challenge this assumption. Such emerging technologies
are likely to offer significant benefits and become more
widespread.
The outlined proposal addresses the impact of such
technologies, focusing on innovative modularisation
technologies which are considered closer to market
realisation. Testing the electronic components of the
prototype in an environment close to operational has
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Future research might include testing of the coupling
and decoupling procedures in operative environment, and
identification of required steps and procedures.
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Abstract - The Regulations concerning description and
access to material in libraries, archives and museums
present a theoretical frame for production of functional
records of museum objects. It will include core descriptive
elements required for identification of a museum object.
Also, it will enable the users to access the museum objects,
as well as to reach the information and data about the
object. This paper investigates which descriptive elements
are provided by the existing standards and schemes, such as
CIDOC-CRM, CDWA, CCO, ISBD, Regulations concerning
the content and management of museum documentation on
museum material. Furthermore, it investigates which
descriptive elements that are anticipated in the new
Regulations concerning description and access to material in
libraries, archives and museums can be applied to the
description of museum objects. Specific museum objects
exemplify its applicability. The aim of this research is
primarily to examine the applicability of the Regulations
concerning description and access to material in libraries,
archives and museums to the description of particular
museum objects in order to identify and access the material
more easily. Moreover, this paper’s aim is to determine
which descriptive elements of the museum object are
specific to it (depending on the users’ needs) and to examine
the applicability of the Regulations, to provide with the
functional descriptions based on the Regulations and to
compare them to the existing descriptions in the M++
database. Content analysis of the elements in a catalogue
record, descriptive method and comparison were used in
order to achieve this aim. This paper will contribute to the
better understanding of the significance of formulating
quality records on museum objects. Quality process of
managing museum documentation is, in a way, a guarantee
of cultural heritage preservation for the future.
Keywords – museum documentation; museum object;
catalogue record; standards for the museum documentation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The need for identification and description of museum
objects is imperative when we talk about preservation,
cataloging, and the approach to the material. Zlodi [1]
states that existing standards, guidelines and regulations
such as CIDOC and the Regulations concerning the
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content and management of museum documentation on
museum material are aimed at recording descriptive
summaries, although this process requires greater
precision and exactness of data. Standards based on
generally accepted theoretical principles should allow
unambiguous identification of the described unit - a
museum object, which is impossible without wellstructured elements of description that will include all the
specifics related to each entity.
The paper will present description elements with special
emphasis on implementation Regulations concerning
description and access to material in libraries, archives
and museums in practice. This topic is the subject of
numerous discussions and efforts to standardize which is
not always an easy task because each museum object is
unique in itself and therefore it’s not always easy to
anticipate all the necessary elements and specifics in one
standardized
list
of
description
elements.
Klenczon and Rygiel [2] when talking about indexing
visual sources talk about how extremely difficult the task
for heritage institutions is precisely to assign high-quality
semantic metadata to non-textual materials. The key
question is how to transform visual code - image into
written code - text.
A quality description of a museum object must respond to
the needs of different categories of users, such as
historians, art historians, archaeologists, professional
museum staff (curators, documentarians, etc.). The
descriptions so far, when we talk about museum practice,
are mostly extensive and descriptive and contain a large
amount of unstructured data (which is especially evident
in the notes in the form of free text) while only one part is
subject to standardization. The catalog description should
contain all the information necessary for "finding,
identifying and selecting material, for accessing material
and its content, and for researching the relationship
between units of material and other entities related to
their creation, collection and storage."[3]
The daily growth of the use of various technologies has
led to major changes in current practice. [4] Social and
technological changes, an increasing amount of
information and an increasing number of items have also
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affected the museum community, so standardization,
easier access to information and museum visibility in the
digital world has become necessary. The catalog
description should contain all the information needed to
“find, identification and selection of material, for access
to material and its content, and for research into the
relationship between units of material and other entities
related to the creation, collection and storage.” [3]
In order to facilitate the identification of individual
museum objects and the exchange of metadata the
research will result in an actual verification of the
applicability of the AKM regulations. By identification
and by describing the most important elements of the
description and specific elements of the description will
be proposed applicable to the description of museum
objects.
ICOM (International Council of Museums) defines a
museum as a non-profit, permanent institution in services
of society and its development, open to the public, which
acquires, preserves, researches, communicates and
exposes the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity
and its environment for a purpose education and study.
[5]
Ivo Maroević [6] defined museum documentation as an
organized process of recording information about an
object based on an agreement or a certain standard that
prescribes not only the number but also the quality of
data on an object. He also states that these data, although
diverse, should enable the most accurate idea of a subject
for the purpose of further study, preservation, but also
accessibility to future generations. These standards may
prescribe the procedures, categories and structure of the
data (description elements), but also the quality of the
data itself. IFLA’s FRBR (Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records) also highlights four objectives
based on user procedures. These are: finding, identifying,
selecting and being able to access the material.[7]
Bearman points out that museologists do not always
document so that objects are documented in the way that
different categories of users approach them. The
emphasis is that the data should meet the needs of
different categories of users, both professionals and the
general public. [8]
In his dissertation, Zlodi [9] states that there is intrinsic,
immutable information or data that can be read from
subjects that include measurements, material analysis,
etc. He points out that for later interpretation of these data
it is important to use standardized values for certain
categories. Further in his article, Zlodi [1] emphasizes the
need to ensure two-way communication in the museum
environment. Data and information on objects must be
available not only to curators and other professional
museum staff, but also to other categories of users. That
is why in the first place he emphasizes the importance of
structuring certain categories of data in order to improve
the
quality
of
documentation.
Zlodi and Vujić [10] point out the collection as a superior
term when it comes to the processing of material,
although the subject of interest of museologists is actually
a museum object or a certain group of objects. Maroević
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[6] calls the collection "an organizational form of
museum objects". The description of the collection would
provide users with a general picture of the content or the
museum holdings.
The research will use the method of analysis of the
content of the elements of the catalog description, the
method of descriptions and method of comparison.
Element mapping will also be used. Mapping will
identify equivalent elements from different regulations,
guidelines and standards and present their connection
with the elements of the description of the new AKM
regulations.
II.

RESEARCH

The purpose of this research is to analyze the
applicability of the Regulations concerning description
and access to material in libraries, archives and museums
to the description of museum objects. Museums, as
heritage institutions, preserve various types of material,
and in addition to museum material, they also preserve
archival and library material. In this research, only
museum objects will be analyzed, and objects of archival
and library material will be omitted here. The aim of this
research is first to examine the applicability of the
Regulations concerning description and access to material
in libraries, archives and museums to the description of
specific museum objects in order to facilitate
identification and access to materials. The aim is to
investigate which elements of the description are
provided for the description of the museum object within
the existing standards and regulations (CCO, CIDOC,
ISBD, CDWA, Regulations concerning the content and
management of museum documentation on museum
material, etc.). Also to investigate which elements of the
description are included in the ALM regulations and are
applicable to the description of the museum object. To
investigate the possibility of applying the selected
elements of the description from the ALM regulations to
the description of the museum object and examine
whether it can be used to create a functional catalog
description for the museum object and compare existing
descriptions with descriptions based on ALM regulations.
A. Sample 1.
The sample is regulations and standards. ISBD, CCO,
CIDOC, DCWA, Regulations concerning the content and
management of museum documentation on museum
material, and finally the Regulations concerning
description and access to material in libraries, archives
and museums. The justification for this sample is the M
++ catalog as a real situation, a presentation of the current
situation. CCO as a basis for museum documentation and
a guide for describing works of art and their paintings and
AKM regulations that will propose standards based on
generally accepted theoretical principles, which should
allow unambiguous identification of the described unit
and ultimately easier access to the material.
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B. Sample 2.
The sample on which the research was conducted are
museum objects from the database of M ++ collections of
the National Museum of Zadar, and these are different
categories of museum objects: flap (chest application on a
costume), doubles (musical instrument), women's
necklace (jewelry), art painting, wall panel, jug
(ceramics), deck chair (furniture), relief (stone lapid),
silver powder container, and postcard. The sample was
selected according to the diverse criteria in order to show
the applicability of the AKM regulations on as many
different museum objects as possible.
C. Description elements provided within regulations
The first part of the research will investigate which
elements of the description are provided for the
description of the museum object within the CCO,
CIDOC CRM, ISBD, CDWA and the Regulations
concerning the content and management of museum
documentation on museum material.
In conclusion, all the titles presented are directed towards
the identification of a unit of material, and the difference
is in the exhaustiveness of the elements they cite. The
elements of the description are organized within groups
in such a way as to identify the type of work, to give the
name and data related to the work or object, to give time
spans and sites relevant to the work and to describe each
object in as much detail as possible through materials,
techniques, measurements, dimensions, broader context,
etc. CDWA offers the largest set of data or description
elements for the description of a museum object, so it is
to be assumed that it will ultimately better respond to the
needs of different user groups. The new cataloging
ordinance, by including guidelines and standards relevant
to the museum environment, also provided a whole set of
descriptive elements applicable to the description of a
museum object.
D. Applicability of elements of the description from
AKM regulations to the description of a museum
object
In the second part of the paper, the possibility of applying
the selected elements of the description from the AKM
regulations to the description of a museum object will be
investigated and it will be examined whether it can be
applied to create a functional catalog description for a
museum object. The sample for this research are museum
objects from the collections of the National Museum of
Zadar. The criterion for the selection of museum objects
is diversity, and with the help of AKM regulations,
descriptions of different museum objects will be made.
The research first investigated which elements of the
description are included in the existing standards, norms
and guidelines relevant to museology, and then the
applicability of the AKM regulations to the description of
a museum object was analyzed and proven.
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Within the 1st research question, it was determined that
within the existing standards, guidelines and norms
analyzed in this research, the elements of description
needed to describe the museum subject. These are
elements of description related to the identification of the
unit of material, determining its form, identification of
authors or creators, identification of time spans important
for the unit of material, identification of sites and places
important for the unit of material and elements related to
the description or physical characteristics of the museum
object.
The CCO provides description elements related to the
definition or naming of what is being cataloged,
information about the author, physical characteristics,
stylistic cultural and chronological information, location
and geographical location, subject of the material unit,
description of the subject and display information.[11]
The CIDOC CRM guidelines include descriptive
elements related to procurement, condition, removal and
disposal, description, case image, institution, location,
markings and inscriptions, materials and techniques,
connection of objects with other entities, collection and
storage of objects, name and number of objects ,
production of the item, title of the item, parts and
components, record, references, display and reproduction
rights.[12]
CDWA description elements relate to work identification,
title, creation, styles and periods, measurements,
materials and techniques, inscriptions and labels, status,
editions, performance, layout, physical description,
condition and history of testing, conservation and
treatment history, topic, context, critiques, related works,
location, copyright, collection ownership and history,
exhibitions and lending history, cataloging history, and
related visual and textual documentation.[13] The
Regulations concerning the content and management of
museum documentation on museum material includes
elements of description for data on the identification of
the object, its origin, description, acquisition and
accompanying
documentation
funds.
It can be seen that the Ordinance on Museum
Documentation consistently follows the CIDOC CRM
guidelines for the description of museum objects. The
CDWA provides the most comprehensive list of
categories, and when analyzing the elements of the
description, it can be seen that the time aspect within
these categories is particularly emphasized. Thus, for
each of the categories and subcategories within the
model, time ranges from the earliest to the most recent
date are specified.
The 2nd research question - which elements of the
description are included in the AKM regulations, and are
applicable to the description of the museum object was
answered by the following list of elements: bibliographic
format, color, track color, number of sound channels,
playback speed, target users, declension, dimensions,
availability, file format, image display format, generation,
longitude and latitude, music format, illustrations, page
layout, language, map projection, trace configuration,
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coordinates, material, coating material, substrate material,
scale, performance mode, recording mode , notes on
color, dimensions, illustrations, language, material and
technique, recording method, scope, letter, content and
duration, content feature, content format, reduction ratio,
online access, scope, organization and arrangement plan,
letter, polarity, position thumbnail, equinox, description
level, resolution, summary or description, groove
direction, broadcast and projection standard, correction
system, technical conditions of access, technique, weight,
duration, conditions of acquisition, conditions of
publication or reproduction, type of media, type of object
and sum of object. [3]
For the 3rd research question related to the possibility of
applying selected elements of the description from the
AKM regulations to the description of a museum object
and examining whether it can be used to create a
functional catalog description for a museum object, an
affirmative
answer
was
obtained
items.
The following elements of the description were found to
be applicable to selected specimens of museum objects in
the sample: actual display, information on actual title,
year of publication, production or distribution, name of
place of printing or production, declension, work
identifier, form of content, level of description, note on
work identifier, description or summary, place type,
adopted place name, time span identification, scope,
dimensions, mass, material, background material,
technique, color, color note, condition, target content
users, target appearance users, availability, the reason for
its creation, the method of acquisition, takeover or
delivery, purchase, arrangement plan, selection, disposal
and storage deadlines, changes of ownership,
conservation and restoration, exhibitions and a note on
the
history
of
the
material
unit.
These are elements that are applicable to this type of
museum material. It is also necessary to emphasize that
the purpose of this paper was not to create new and better
descriptions for these museum objects, but to prove the
applicability of the elements of the description of the
AKM regulations to the creation of a catalog record for a
particular object. Therefore, values for some elements
have not been entered, although they are applicable to the
description of the museum object and for that reason are
stated in the new descriptions.
Comparing the newly created records created on the basis
of AKM regulations and those taken from the M ++
program, within the 4th research question it was
concluded that in both cases there are quality descriptions
of museum objects with emphasis on the fact that records
created on AKM regulations contain more structured data
while that data in M ++ records is mostly included in the
description or summary.
E. Discussion
When we talk about the elements of description provided
for the description of a museum object within the existing
standards and regulations, it can generally be concluded
that most of the titles covered in this paper include
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similar categories of elements. Thus, each of the listed
standards among the basic categories or groups lists the
one for the identification of subjects that mainly include
names, titles and forms of content. Data on responsibility
or authorship are also included in all standards presented
in the paper. The time and place of origin of the work as
separate entities are also an integral part of the presented
standards, as well as the group of related works and
related documentation, which ultimately contributes to
understanding the broader context related to the history of
the object.
Standards and regulations discussed in this paper and
procurement are considered a key element of the
description in terms of understanding the path of a
particular object or work to an institution or institution.
When it comes to a specific description of the physical
characteristics of the museum object of measurement in
terms of dimensions and materials and techniques are the
main components of the said description. What is
noticeable is that all standards and regulations provide for
a kind of field of description in which a broader
description of an object is entered in the form of
unstructured text. In such fields, data are entered on the
inscriptions and markings on the object, on the colors
present on the object, on the decorations and strokes
performed on the object, and the representations of the
image on the objects or artistic paintings are vividly
described.
Although this text is almost unusable if we look from the
aspect of interoperability or searchability, it can actually
serve as a source of numerous information about the
subject. Although such sophisticated texts will not be
recognized by most sophisticated software solutions as
anything other than a simple literal, this field is still one
of the key ones because it still contains the largest
amount of recorded information and data on the subject.
CDWA categories are the most extensive and include the
largest number of description elements for the description
of a museum object. The components have been
elaborated in detail, which leaves curators and museum
documentarians free to catalog or document museum
objects. Accordingly, they can provide detailed and
detailed descriptions of the museum object and provide a
broader context in the museological sense.
This would mean that in addition to case identification,
authorship and responsibility data, and material
description of the subject, CDWA categories also
describe time spans related to the subject, different types
of sites from the origin or discovery of the subject to sites
related to the author, etc. the other sides of the CIDOC
data category are also detailed when it comes to the
description of museum objects. Although the number of
categories or guidelines is smaller, there are a total of 22
guidelines, the use of the same provides an opportunity to
create high quality records on the museum object.
Given that the ultimate goal of museum documentation is
the elaboration of extensive records that ensure
consistency in description with all standards and
guidelines, there is undoubtedly an emphasis on the
museum subject. Thus, a unit that must be described with
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all its specifics related to the type and "life cycle" of
objects, and not on the description of collections and thus
museum objects as its components. The importance of
ISBD as an international bibliographic standard is almost
not necessary to mention because despite its
shortcomings when it comes to describing a museum
object (primarily due to the specifics of the type of
material), this standard provides a framework for
describing material by listing elements within data
groups. Ultimately largely applicable to the description of
the museum object.
All of the above is in favor of the development of the
Ordinance for the description and access to materials in
libraries, archives and museums, because it includes
almost all the rules of the mentioned international
standards and guidelines. To a large extent, the ordinance
includes almost all elements from the Ordinance on the
content and manner of keeping museum documentation
on museum holdings. As mentioned in the paper, among
the most important titles for museologists is the CCO,
which is a kind of number one when it comes to
describing works of cultural heritage, works of art and
works of architecture. In addition to providing a large
number of categories in which a large number of
description elements are included, it is evident that key
elements from the CDWA are also included in the CCO.
When we talk about the Ordinance for the description and
access to materials in libraries, archives and museums, it
should be emphasized that all the above international
guidelines and standards for the description of museum
objects were taken into account when making it and we
can conclude that it is applicable to the description of
museum objects. By analyzing the Ordinance and
creating a description for museum objects based on it, it
was determined that the following elements are
applicable to the description of a museum object
(elements are arranged in alphabetical order):
bibliographic format, color, track color, number of sound
channels, playback speed, target users, declension,
dimensions, availability, file format, image display
format, generation, longitude and latitude, music format,
illustrations, page layout, language, map projection, trace
configuration, coordinates, material, coating material,
substrate material, scale, method of execution, recording
method, notes on color, dimensions, illustrations,
language, material and technique, recording method,
scope, font, content and duration, content characteristics,
content format, reduction ratio, online access, scope,
organization and arrangement plan, letter, polarity,
thumbnail position, equinox, description level, resolution,
summary or description, groove direction, broadcast
standard, and projections is, the correction system,
technical access conditions, technique, weight, duration,
procurement conditions, publication or duplication
conditions, type of media, type of object and sum of
object.
Using the elements of this ordinance, as shown in the 2nd
survey, it is possible to create standardized and structured
descriptions for a museum object that should ultimately
make it easier for users to access the material. The only
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potential problem that arose when making records on a
museum object using this Ordinance is that some
elements or fields of elements, although applicable to the
description of a museum object, could not be filled in
because the previous documentation lacked the required
information. This situation in the museum environment in
the future could be a problem because the current records
in the M ++ program, which is based on the Ordinance on
the content and manner of keeping museum
documentation, are not always sufficient to create
complete records.
Another potential problem is that the items are stored or
deposited in depots and storage rooms and thus
physically inaccessible, which again makes it difficult to
re-document due to inaccessibility. In creating the
description, the elements actual display, declension,
content form, place type, adopted place name, time span
identification, description or summary, scope, material,
substrate material, coating material, color, color note,
dimensions, target content users were used, target users
of appearance, availability, method of acquisition,
takeover or delivery, change of ownership and note on
the history of the material unit. Other elements in the
creation of the description were omitted because the
indication of the same could affect the accuracy of the
records due to the lack of relevant data recorded in the M
++ program.
In conclusion, a comparison of existing descriptions and
descriptions made on the basis of the Ordinance shows
that the Ordinance is very applicable to the description of
museum objects and that it provides an excellent
theoretical framework. The application of the AKM
regulations in the process of museum documentation will
provide users with access to heritage objects and
ultimately provide them with all and complete
information and data on certain museum objects.
III.

CONCLUSION

Nowadays, information and communication technologies
have affected almost all segments of human society, and
information institutions such as archives, libraries and
museums have not remained immune to them. It is in this
context that we can look at museums today as creators of
digital heritage. In addition to being regulated by
legislation, the Museums Act and the Regulations
concerning the content and management of museum
documentation on museum material when it comes to
information systems, the M ++ program has been
accepted as a documentation solution. Although most
museum objects from almost all Croatian museums are
described in the M ++ program, it can be said that to date
there is no single scheme for the description of museum
objects that would solve all the requirements of users
placed before museologists.
In the first place, it is about the exchange of information
between information institutions, i.e. libraries and
archives and museums, which requires interoperability
and ensuring the availability and access to materials.
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Today, museums are in a transition period in which the
emphasis is on the digitization of heritage for the purpose
of preservation and accessibility, and one of the key
prerequisites for quality digitization is cataloging or
documentation in the museological sense. To create
quality records of a museum object that will contain a
structured description of the object and provide users
with all the necessary information and data about a
particular object, it is crucial to set a theoretical
framework that will anticipate and provide all the
necessary elements of the description. It is therefore not
surprising that there is a need for a new rulebook to be
drafted by the AKM community. This rulebook, as stated
at the beginning, contains all the relevant norms,
standards and guidelines of all three communities.
When it comes to museums, the ordinance will contribute
to a simpler process of museum documentation insofar as
the collected data on objects will be structured, preserved
and permanently stored, which will greatly improve the
cost-effectiveness of the documentation process.
Museums today find themselves in a hybrid environment.
On the one hand, the traditional documentation that has
been the practice so far is being converted to digital form,
which is not always an easy task. Until now, museum
documentation has covered a wide range of data stored on
various media, and it is the new technologies that will
serve the purpose of better organization of the collected
data on objects. This, of course, implies a kind of
software solutions as well as different collection and data
management systems, which again imposes as an
imperative a theoretical framework in the form of the
Ordinance. Many museums keep extremely rare and
valuable material, which is why it is extremely important
to carry out exact or precise museum documentation.
New technologies have given users access to collections
that are physically inaccessible to them, provided them
with a wealth of visual and textual data, and made the use
of museum material available. It is expected that this
work and the research conducted within the work will
contribute to a better understanding of the importance of
making quality records of museum objects because the
quality process of museum documentation is a kind of
guarantee of heritage preservation for future generations.
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Abstract - Development of modern cities presents various
processes including economic, social, political and
administrative measures to ensure sustainable development
of modern urban areas. Previous transitions of the cities
included phases of proto-urbanization, localization and
communalization and the most important agenda for
today’s cities are sustainability of urban communities and
sustainable relation with their social and natural
environment based on smart digitalization and
implementation of Smart Cities doctrine which uses diverse
types of electronic sensors to collect data to provide the
information needed to manage assets and resources. Smart
city is an urban area based on implementation of various
procedures and solutions for sustainable cities of future. The
authors in this paper are exploring City of Split as Smart
City as the most important town in the middle of the eastern
Adriatic coast and analyzing the present development as
well as future perspectives and development possibilities.
Keywords - City of Split, development, digitalization, local
government, smart cities, perspectives, possibilities

I. INTRODUCTION
By definition, a “Smart City” is an innovative city that
uses information and communication technologies (ICTs)
and other means to improve quality of life, efficiency of
urban operation and services, and competitiveness, while
ensuring that it meets the needs of present and future
generations with respect to economic, social,
environmental as well as cultural aspects. [1] In order to
deal with digital transformation processes, increasing
urbanization trends, smarter and more sustainable means
of managing urban complexities, reducing urban
expenditure, increasing energy efficiency and improving
the quality of life for urban residents, have to be
developed. In this regard, the concept of Smart Cites
(further SC) is used to discuss the utilization of modern
technologies for everyday urban life. In SC, information
and communication technologies (ICTs) are merged with
traditional infrastructures. ICTs have a crucial role in SC
as it acts as the platform for the aggregation of
information and data to help enable an improved
understanding of how the city is functioning in terms of
resource consumption and services. ICT based services in
SC services include intelligent transport systems, which
can significantly improve urban mobility. [2]
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Smart City policy represents implementation and
adoption of e-government technologies on daily life and
functioning of local community and local government
unit. [3] That includes establishing of electronic platform
with connecting applications for provision of local public
services from local government institutions and
administrative bodies to local community and
participation of citizens in political, economic and social
life of local community. [4] Implementation of modern
and innovative information and communication
technologies on daily life and functioning of local
community and their connection with political and
administrative institutions is crucial element for modern
approach to public management and administrative
doctrine of good governance. [5]
As a concept, e-government includes two different
meanings: e-administration and e-democracy. [6] Eadministration defines implementation of information and
communication technologies to improve delivery of local
government services to the citizens in local community.
That improves communications and coordination between
different local institutions and facilitates cooperation of
different participants in delivery of local public goods
and services. E-administration include different public
services with unique approach for simple using from the
citizens in local community. E-democracy assure
participation of the citizens’ activism in local community
and possibility of stronger political engagement of
various social groups in local society, with different
interests and social needs. In that sense, e-democracy can
be useful tool for strengthening capacity of political
institutions in local community, which include better
participation of citizens and support for various local
initiatives and actions. E-government defines these two
main elements and relations between them and other
subjects in society. [7] These subjects establish
connections, which can be divided in four main
categories: government to government, government to
citizens, government to business and government to nongovernmental organizations.
First one is government to government, which
describes implementation of information’s technologies
in improving activity and functioning of various
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governmental bodies and institutions on central and local
level. Second is government to citizens, which includes
delivery of public goods and services to citizens,
possibility of citizen’s participation in political processes
in social community with different political, social and
economic implications and influence of the citizens to the
further development of political and administrative
institutions in society. Third is government to business,
which includes implementation of information
technologies in promotion and support of economic and
social development of community. This connection has
important role in development of e-government solutions,
because it provides implementation of modern
information technologies true interaction between public
institutions and private entities. This interactive approach
provides possibility for implementation of new
technologies on development good governance doctrine
in administrative and public institutions. [8] Last one is
government to non-governmental organizations, as
connection between public institutions and private sector
non-governmental organizations, which are participating
in managing of various public activities and promoting
various public interests in society. This type of
organizations has significant role in strengthening
democratic society and promoting principle of good
governance, as a main standard for managing and
functioning of modern civic community. [9] Smart city
governance includes promotion and implementation of
information and communication technologies in
developing of good governance doctrine as a main
approach to development of modern political and
administrative systems.[10] Their role is crucial in
managing of significant public service tasks, important
for daily life of society on local, regional or national
level, but also in support and promotion of democratic
value in contemporary state. [11] In that sense, smart city
governance represents form of administrative doctrine,
important for promotion and maintaining of modern local
government administration, capable to assure local public
needs and support economic and social development of
local community.[12]
II. SMART CITY POLICIES AND E-GOVERNMENT
DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES

In administrative sense, doctrine of Smart City
need to assure relation between local political and
administrative bodies and various users of public services
goods and tasks in local community. Users in local
community have different needs and expectations from
political and administrative institutions. Those
expectations depend on their interests in society relating
on delivering of public services. They dictate different
forms of interaction on relation government – citizens –
economic subjects – other non-governmental institutions
and organizations in society. That means that digital
transformation of society needs to ensure efficiency and
transparency in delivery of public services and goods
with possibility to measure their quality and efficiency of
delivery. Effective implementation doctrine Smart City
can provide better efficiency and savings for
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governmental institutions and for economic subjects.
There are some significant indicators which can show
efficiency of implementation of digital public services,
such as number e-Government users, pre-filled forms, online service completion, digital public services for
business (including cross border dimension), open data
policy, user centricity, key enablers and cross border
mobility.[13] These indicators show that Croatia has
serious problems in implementation of digital services in
public sector and possibilities of implementation of
digital public services in daily life of Croatian society. It
is important to improve these indicators, especially eGovernment users, to improve quality and availability of
public services provides from public authorities, as a one
of measures for better functioning of public
administration performances.[14]
Provision of digital public services can be
maintained on local and national level. Local level of
performance is connected with provision of local public
services and goods of local government units. National
level of provision digital public services includes various
services from central government administration, public
authorities and governmental agencies. This type of
provision depends on regulatory framework and common
digital platforms capable to provide various digital
services from different public institutions. Availability of
national digital services depends on government politics
and efforts of central government administration to assure
better availability of public services to the citizens.
Local level of the digital services usually depends on will
and preparedness of local government administration to
improve this type of services and their availability to the
citizens in local community. Digital public services
usually depend on type of local services and jurisdiction
of local government units. If jurisdiction of local
government units includes many different tasks and
services provided for local community, then digital
services can have significant role in local governance.
Otherwise, their role can be more simple and advisory in
many aspects of local public services delivery. Standard
of implementation of local digital services depends on
organizational structure of local government system,
characteristics and performance of local government
authorities, size of local government units and type of
public tasks which are in jurisdiction of local government
units. Establishing of large urban areas influences on
organization and functioning of local communal services
in local government units.[15] Jurisdiction of communal
services is spatially limited to the territorial space of local
units. In case of large urban areas with unique regulatory
and administrative framework, digital services can be
more efficient in providing of local communal services. If
urban areas are divided into more different administrative
and political units, then expected efficiency of digital
services will be different and depends on size and
capacity of local government units and preparedness for
cooperation with other units, which is mostly voluntary.
Expectations from exploring digital services especially in
large urban areas are significant with many possibilities
of implementation in providing of different communal
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services. In that sense, implementation of “Smart city”
model can be useful in providing many of local
communal services and assure interaction between users
and local public authorities. This interaction can be
helpful in improving delivery of local services and public
goods in local community. Local digital services are
usually developing on three different areas:
communication with the citizens in processes of local
political participation; delivery of local public services
and goods; interaction with the citizens and local actors to
improve life conditions and possibilities in local
community. Local participation of the citizens can be
improved by using different digital services such as evoting, e-petition, e-discussion and other forms of
interaction between citizens itself and local public and
administrative bodies. Improving of provision of local
communal services can be another reason for
implementation digital services, and delivery of various
information to the citizens related to the topics such as
traffic, public transport, health service, education,
availability of communal services such as water and gas
supply, waste management and other information
important to daily life can improve living conditions in
local community. Also, attainability of local public
services is larger with digitalization and developing of
“Smart City” model.[16] Modern urban agglomerations
represent complex organizational, social, economic,
traffic and political system, with many elements whose
action needs to be harmonized and connected.
Establishing of modern information system to support
administrative processes in such complex structures is
crucial for managing and maintaining them in real
time.[17] Unique approach is usually assured when
administrative and regulatory elements follow
organizational elements of “Smart City” model. In that
sense, legal and administrative integration are much
efficient than functional integration. Legal and
administrative integration is based on unique model of
local government organization with a consistent division
of responsibilities between central and local government
level.[18] This model usually introduced polytypic
organization of local government units and possible
organization of local government units on intermediate
level, to support managing of local public services and
delivery of local public goods for local units with lack of
administrative, organizational and fiscal capacity.
Because of that, “Smart City” model has two main
dimensions: information dimension, which include
implementation of information and communication
technologies in improving functioning and managing
local government systems; administrative dimension,
which include developing of administrative capacity for
“smart digitalization”. Administrative dimension also
includes connection and digitized access to various
administrative services as well as accelerating the
interaction between users and various local institutions
and administrative bodies. “Smart digitalization” with
“Smart City” model opens up unimagined possibilities for
development of local government and inclusion of users
in local community. [19] Many of possibilities are still
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unexplored. It may be predict intensive development of
“smart digitalization” of the cities in four main aspects:
political – which includes communication with the
citizens with developing model of open and transparent
government;
administrative
–
which
include
communication with users of public services and goods in
local community; economic – which include support of
local government institutions to provide framework for
economic development; implementation of digital
services as a tool for social inclusion and active
development of local community. “Smart digitalization”
represent technology based on digital infrastructure,
developing tools for sustainable development and
possibility for the citizens to work in the city using
available resources on efficient and ecologically
sustainable way.
III.

SPLIT SMART CITY –

ACUTAL PROJECTS AND
FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

Smart City represents a synergy of technological
solutions that we provide digital services with the basic
provided that users want and can use them. The focus is
on providing useful services to the public a presentation
interface that is simple and intuitive. For this purpose,
City of Split is developing a number of projects. To begin
with, we should mention the Split Parking application and
the SENSIT smart parking system, which was the first in
Europe to cover all parking spaces in one city and enable
citizens to view through one interface. Today, a few years
after implementation, the system has been further
improved and allows citizens to more easily find a free
parking space and pay for parking in a few clicks, which
means more efficient use of time, but also reduced fuel
consumption in search of free space. At the same time, the
second project provided video surveillance which was
installed at 14 locations in the old town and all primary
schools in the city, while within the City Administration a
CDS technical room was created where high-capacity
servers are located to record all video signals from these
locations and client computers for image review and
system management to improve security of citizens as
well as protection of cultural heritage of City of Split. The
system is a also functional platform for future supervision
of public areas by city services. Constant observation,
collection and review of surveillance camera footage will
enable better work of communal and traffic services and
the Split-Dalmatia Police Administration. As the
pandemic in 2020 and 2021 made business difficult for
many, the Split Ministry of the Interior has introduced
online ordering, without which it is no longer possible to
obtain a service to ensure compliance with all
epidemiological measures. Redomat.mup.hr went into use
in July 2021, and through it citizens can book
appointments for traffic documents and for registration.
At the moment, a dozen projects related to smart cities
are currently active in the City of Split, of which the two
largest are: Geographic Information System (GIS) of the
City of Split and the Split Smart City platform and
digitalization.
Geographic Information System (GIS) of the City of
Split, the city information center called "City of Split
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Hub" was presented in January 2021 to the professional
public and representatives of key economic entities in
Split. It is a unified graphic presentation of a number of
useful information such as: spatial planning
documentation, cadastral parcels, green catastre,
anagraphic
markings
of
buildings,
communal
infrastructure of all installations and inspections of public
buildings and real estate owned by the City, their
schedule, occupancy, price and numerous other data.

Figure 2. Split Smart City platform project [22]

Figure 1. Geographic Information System (GIS) of the City of Split
[21]

The system brings together a huge amount of complex
data applicable to all city services, utilities, institutions at
all levels, as well as to all interested citizens. All available
data sources and methods that use the latest knowledge
and technologies were used in the development. The
establishment of the GIS system is a big step for Split
because it offers a lot of useful information and
application possibilities in terms of availability of a
number of useful data and transparency of local
government as a fundamental requirement of a smart city.
Citizens of Split, craftsmen, entrepreneurs and all those
who are engaged in any economic activities in the city can
now get useful information in one place on the Official
Website of the City of Split. [21]
The latest SC ongoing project of City of Split is called
"Split Smart City platform" a central system is the
interoperability of all modules within the organization, the
accessibility of services and service through an intuitive
user interface. The digital transformation of the service
will enable unification all business services used by
budgetary and extrabudgetary users and enterprises in
owned by the city. The platform should make it easier for
users and other stakeholders and faster communication
with public services, easier access to data and information
on available services. Through the new smart digital
system, citizens will have access to all useful data in one
place: insight into agreed services that citizens or
companies have with city companies, information on bills,
debts and the ability to pay bills, report problems and
complaints, kindergarten applications, information about
events, as well as submitting requests and receiving
documents issued by the City of Split. The system will
also be able to integrate with other systems of which are
some already in use in the city such as the Split Parking
app and NextBike but it will also in the future include city
firms: Promet, Čistoća, Vodovod i kanalizacija and
Komunalije as shown of Figure 1.[22]
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The goal of the project is to create a unique digital
platform that will be the basis for further modernization
and digitalization of city services. The new city GIS that is
already presented to the public, the introduction of eticketing system in Promet buses, Smart Split Parking, are
big steps that are already made in the area of Smart City n
2021 and now moving into a new digital step that will be
even more accessible to citizens through better and more
transparent communication, simplicity and efficiency, we
want to achieve greater quality and satisfaction of the
citizens of the City of Split.[22]
The project is based on:
- Development of analysis of functional requirements,
development of functional specification, development of
the overall architecture and implementation of a technical
solution for the Smart City platform; public application
user interface via web application interface, supported
within all modern web browsers, intended for external
users; public application user interface via smart mobile
devices, supported on Apple iOS and the Google Android
platform, intended for external users; application
administration interface available only within the private
protected domain for background support and
administration of information on the platform, supported
within all modern web browser, intended for internal users
(background support team); user documentation for
working with application interfaces; development and
maintenance of the necessary hardware and server
infrastructure, development and maintenance before
production and production environments and the
acquisition and updating of all necessary licenses to
operate the determined hardware system, the hardware
and server infrastructure should be on site provider or in
one of the protected systems in the Cloud (Cloud data &
web system) provided that migration to a new location is
supported if the need for replication arises over time
infrastructure to another center. Infrastructure will be
located exclusively on the territory Republic of Croatia.
The Smart City platform will use technologies based
on "Free Open Source Software" or software free and
open source solutions to secure the future upgrades
independent of the provider. This applies to all application
and service interfaces developed on the basis of this
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project task, specifically: mobile and web application
interfaces for external users, web application interface for
internal users and all background service applications
located between user application interfaces and databases;
- all content of the platform, including all forms of data
are the property of the Client and the Bidder must provide
tools and processes for export and delivery of all data in
standardized electronic format (CSV, Excel and HTML),
unlimited number of times at the request of the Client.
The project also shows need of education (training) of
the project team and employees of the City of Split will
include 20 employees. Development of a test preproduction environment for the purpose of verifying and
approving development before the solution is applied to
the production environment. The test pre-production
environment is ultimately needed become an initial step
before introducing new functionality or upgrading an
existing one; use of technologies based on "Free Open
Source Software" or software free and open source
solutions to secure the future upgrades independent of the
provider. This applies to all application and service
interfaces developed on the basis of this project task,
specifically: mobile and web application interfaces for
external users, web application interface for internal users
and all background service applications located between
user application interfaces and databases. All content of
the platform, including all forms of data are the property
of the Client and the Bidder must provide tools and
processes for export and delivery of all data in
standardized electronic format (CSV, Excel and HTML),
unlimited number of times at the request of the Client. The
test pre-production environment is ultimately needed
become an initial step before introducing new
functionality or upgrading an existing one;
Technical support from the platform (Smart City
background team) is responsible for troubleshooting
difficulties with business service processes. 24/7 support
(7 days a week, 24 hours) is provided. Required levels of
support from bidders depending on the severity of the
failure:
- Level 1 - platform or application is completely
unavailable: answer 1h solving 4h;
- Level 2 - individual functionality of the application
or platform is temporarily unavailable: answer 8h, solving
1 day;
- Level 3 - platform or application displays incorrect
data: 8h response, 2 days resolution. [22]
Smart City represents a synergy of technology
solutions with a focus on providing the public with useful
services in a presentation interface that is simple and
intuitive. The purpose of introducing the Split Smart City
platform as a central system is the interoperability of all
modules within the organization, the accessibility of
services and services through an intuitive user interface.
The digital transformation of the service will enable the
unification of all business services used by budget and
extra-budgetary users and companies owned by the City.
Users and other stakeholders should be provided with the
platform to facilitate and speed up communication with
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public services, easier access to data and information on
available services.
For example, the Split Smart City project perfectly
builds on the current processes of digitalization of the
system within city firm Vodovod i kanalizacija (further
VIK) itself, which have been carried out threw last four
years, and which are mostly focused on activities that will
make it easier for consumers to access services and better
user experience. Thus, in the next month, a web portal
should be launched, through which users will be able to
monitor the status of their consumer sites or pay bills with
a simple login. Also, VIK is working on an application for
residential buildings that will significantly facilitate the
state of data in VIK for tenants' representatives. In
addition to the digitalization of consumer-oriented
services, VIK is the first utility company in Croatia to
implement a project to protect against cyber (hacker)
attacks and which is co-financed by European funds. Also,
digitalization and automation (robotic process automation)
of internal affairs is underway, so eOvjera (“eSign”) was
introduced and all invoices are verified electronically,
DMS (Document Management System) makes possible to
completely avoid the circulation of paper within the
company and thus modernized public and simple
procurement procedures, records of overtime hours, travel
orders, and project management methodology while
working on the contracting process. An application for
work orders has also been created in order to achieve
efficient work processes. Turning to the digitalization of
internal business processes and working with consumers,
Vodovod i kanalizacija Split makes direct and indirect
financial savings and greater satisfaction of its customers
which is the main goal of Split Smart City platform. [23]
IV. CONCLUSION
Digital transformation is one of the EU's top priorities,
for the benefit of citizens, businesses and the environment.
Capacity building in the field of new digital technologies
supports the EU's green transition in order to achieve
climate neutrality by 2050, as set out in the European
Green Agenda. Investing in citizens' digital skills and
training workers is also important in the EU's digital
strategy, as well as helping to digitize public services,
while ensuring fundamental rights and values.
Through the mobile and web platform Split Smart
City, the city of Split has become the first city in Croatia
to transform city services and provide citizens with quick
and easy two-way communication with city services, as
well as insight into agreed services that citizens or
companies have with city companies. This includes
information on invoices, debts and the possibility of
paying bills, reporting problems and complaints,
registering for kindergarten, information on events, as
well as submitting applications and receiving documents
issued by the City of Split. Also threw actual GIS system
Turning to the digitalization of internal business
processes and working with for higher quality of service
and citizen satisfaction City of Split is becoming leader in
streamlining operations by creating direct and indirect
financial savings of city companies and city services and
greater satisfaction of its citizens The Split Smart City
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platform project complements and completes all these
processes in whole.
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Abstract – In the focus of the paper are digital skills of
working age population in the Republic of Croatia as one of
its fundamental pillars of scientific, technological,
educational and overall socio-economic development.
Moreover, this research perceives a certain level of digital
skills development as an unavoidable precondition for
Croatia's involvement in the overall development of the
modern world. This research results are based on the
comprehensive statistical analysis of the public opinion
survey. The methodology involves hypotheses testing
afterwards using a two-step random sample. Post
stratification has been created on the basis of gender, age,
size of residence, education level and working status of
respondents. The analysis of the data showed that there is
no statistically significant difference in digital skills between
men and women and that there is a statistically significant
difference in digital skills depending on the age and level of
education of the respondents.
Keywords: statistical analysis, digital skills, public opinion
survey, case study of Croatia

I.

INTRODUCTION

The 21st century has been marked by strong
technological change and constant technological
innovation. Over time more ICT variables, like
broadband Internet usage, individual-level of Internet use
or e-commerce have been contributed to economic
development [1]. Evidently, digital transformation
encompasses much more than the technologies
themselves. It refers to radical changes in modus
operandi of people work and communicates and
accordingly presupposes the development of digital skills.

digital-intensive industries comparing with those in other
industries seems as incentive toward more intensive
digital skills acquisition by all.
The European Union also play an active role in
strengthening cooperation in digital education by making
available, guidelines, instruments, technical and expertise
as well as developing a new European platform for digital
education. Moreover the European Commission's Digital
Education Action Plan (2021-2027) [6] sets out a vision
for quality, inclusive and affordable digital education in
Europe. It builds on the 2018-2020 Action Plan, which
aimed to make better use of digital technology in (i)
teaching and learning, (ii) improving education and (iii)
developing digital competences and skills.
Based on available statistical data from previous research,
the paper explores more detailed the digital skills of the
population in the Republic of Croatia. A survey is
conducted to analyze the impact of completed education
level, age and gender of respondents on digital skills
levels. The named has been carried during July and
August 2021 with 429 respondents aged 18 to 65 years.
After the theoretical part, the empirical findings
interpretation, concluding notes and implications for
further research are enclosed at the paper end.
II.

DIGITAL SKILLS

The named skills cover a wide range of competencies,
acquired over time through education, formal instruction
and non-formal self-learning. In a fast-changing
knowledge economy, 21st-century digital skills drive
organizations' competitiveness and innovation capacity
[2].

Digital skills serve to wider auditory to secure create
content, conveniently select digital tools, and solve a
variety of problems in the digital environment [7]. Even
though no unambiguous classification of digital skills
areas, there are several relevant frameworks for
measuring digital skill levels. Eurostat [8] namely divides
digital skills into four areas of competence while the
DigComp measurement framework sets out one more.
The latter framework also provided a common language
on how to identify and describe the 5 key areas of digital
competence [9].

The developed digital skills of the working age
population ensure the adaptability of the workforce,
which is the basis for economic growth and development
[3]. Although the entire working staff should possess
them in order to be effective and agile in work [4], the
employees in digital-intensive industries dispose more
advanced levels of digital skills than employees in other
industries. The findings [5] that indicate better salaries in

Detailed insight in area of competence reveals its high
complexity. The first one (information and data literacy)
include activities like searching for information,
identifying information needs, analyzing information and
its sources, and organizing data in a digital environment.
The second one (communication and collaboration)
monitors virtual interaction with other users of digital
tools, sharing content in various formats, using e-Public
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administration services, creating and managing a digital
identity, and knowing the norms of behavior on the
Internet. The third one (digital content creation) include
creating digital content, manipulating and modifying your
own and others' content, understanding digital licenses,
and troubleshooting using a variety of programming
languages. By developing skills for creating digital
content, the users can more effectively create digital
content, express themselves creatively, modify other
people's content and create templates that will later save
time and facilitate future creation of digital content [10].
Activities within the forth area of competence (digital
security) include device and data security, understanding
the importance of setting security policies, the ability to
avoid online abuse, and striking a balance between online
and offline life. The last area of competence (digital
problem solving) cover activities related to solving
technical problems, identifying the need for digital tools,
the possibility of using technology for creative purposes
and the ability to identify the need to improve their own
skills are important for this area and seems as essential
for solving technical difficulties, selecting appropriate
digital tools and participating in lifelong learning [11]
Finally, levels of expertise according to the DigComp
framework cover the 5 level ranges from no skills to
advanced skill level [12].
However, the main obstacle in the development of
digital skills is the digital divide, meaning the differences
in the ability of people, individuals and countries to
access information and communication technology and
the Internet. The named divides persons, individuals and
states into those who have access to information and
communication technology and the Internet and those
who do not. The literature on digital division deals with
two dimensions such as: (i) digital divide between
individuals referring a gap between different groups of
people (people with lower education, people with lower
incomes, the elderly, minorities, people with disabilities,
the unemployed, people from isolated rural areas,
women) [13] and (ii) digital divide between countries
referring a gap between developed and underdeveloped
countries, due to differences in income and education
[14].
One of the obstacles in the development of digital
skills is the intergenerational gap and resilience to digital
literacy. People's life expectancy has increased, so it is
important that the older generations work on developing
digital skills and thus integrate better into modern society
[15]. However, the problem is the fear of change in the
resilience to digital literacy that occurs due to insecurity
in the use of technology, distrust of technological
solutions, lack of technical equipment for Internet access
and others. This problem can be solved by various
training programs for the elderly and workshops in city
libraries [16]. Likewise, the trainers for elderly is
expected to be more “flexible and sensitive to the
participant’ pace, needs wishes and constraints” [17].
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Last, but not least, in the context of Croatia, it is worth
emphasizing and praising that the National Coalition for
Digital Skills and Jobs in the Republic of Croatia has
been established in late 2018. [18]. The same is also
adopted the Charter on Digital Jobs with seven goals and
eighteen priorities regarding digital workplaces. All these
activities are in accordance with EU initiative to increase
digital skills and the number of employees in the ICT
sector. The mission of the Coalition is to actively
encourage the creation of new jobs and increase the
number of employed digital professionals in Croatia,
realized due to the entry of technology into business and
everyday life. Moreover, in order to continue the project,
Europe has planned to create a central web hub (Core
Service Platform) [19] for sharing the experiences
including news, videos, webinars, online events and
educational programs of all EU countries involved in the
project.
III.

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

A. Methodology and reserch outputs
The research dealing with digital skills of working
age population in Croatia was carried out through a
questionnaire. The questionnaire compilation was
preceded by a studying of forms and content that is in line
with the relevant requirements of statistical literature and
practice [20],[21] .The survey was modeled on the
European Digital Competence Framework for Citizens
and the Eurostat Digital Skills Indicator.
The questionnaire consists of two parts. The first one
refers to sociodemographic data about the respondent,
and the second part consists of fifteen questions about
digital activities. Each question refers to a specific
activity. The questions are closed-ended with three
offered answers. Each answer represents the degree of
digital skill for that activity. The questionnaire covered
five areas of competence: information and data literacy,
communication and collaboration, digital content
creation, digital security and digital problem solving.
There are three issues for each area of competence.
TABLE 1: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY AGE
Frequency table: Age

26- 35

114

Cumulative
Count
114

26,57343

Cumulative
Percent
26,5734

46- 55

78

192

18,18182

44,7552

18- 25

73

265

17,01632

61,7716

36- 45

87

352

20,27972

82,0513

56-65

77

429

17,94872

100,0000

Missing

0

429

0,00000

100,000

Category

Count

Percent

Source: Authors' research
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Data collection took place in July and August 2021
online. Respondents, 429 of them from different regions
of Croatia, completed the questionnaire through various
social networks, by personal contacts and using e-mail
communication. The study involved working age
population; people aged 18 to 64 years. The questionnaire
was completed by 241 women (56.2%) and 188 men
(43.8%).
TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO
COMPLETED LEVEL OF EDUCATION
Frequency table: Completed level of education
Category
College
education
Higher
education
Highschool
education
Phd degree
Missing

Count
89

Cumulative
Count
89

Percent
20,74592

Cumulative
Percent
20,7459

132

221

30,76923

51,5152

192

413

44,75524

96,2704

16

429

3,72960

100,0000

0

429

0,0000

100,0000

Source: Authors' research

Table 1 shows the distribution of respondents by age
while Table 2 presents distribution of respondents
according to
completed
level of education.
Sociodemographic data about the respondents are
completed by their distribution according employment
status. That distribution is shown by Table 3.
TABLE
3:
DISTRIBUTION
EMPLOYMENT STATUS

OF

RESPONDENTS

BY

performed using the program TIBCO Statistica 14.0.0
(2020).
B.

Results interpretation

In order to ensure the validity of the obtained statistical
processing results of the conducted public opinion poll, it
was unavoidable to investigate whether the necessary
condition of normality of distribution is met. So, the first
step was the implementation of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
normality test. For this distribution the KolmogorovSmirnov test value is d = 0.05683, and the level of p
value is p <0.15. Based on such results it is concluded
that the curve is of normal shape.
In the second step of the statistical analysis the
descriptive analysis has been made. Its results have
shown that the value of the arithmetic mean is 1.94. This
number represents average level of the digital skills.
Theoretical minimum value is 1 (all activities from the
survey are at the basic level) and the maximum value is 3
(all activities from the survey are at the advanced level).
Belonging value of the standard deviation is 0.533895.
The results are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4: RESULTS OF DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR
SURVEY DATA
Descriptive statistics (Total digital skills)
Valid
N
429

Variable

Mean

Digital
1,949184
skills
Source: Authors' research

Minimum

Maximum

1,000000

3,000000

Standard
deviation
0,533895

Frequency table: Employment status

100,0000

Prior to statistical data processing, it was necessary to
quantify the answers from the survey. Each question from
the survey was offered three answers. Each answer
represented one skill level: basic, intermediate or
advanced. Then, for each respondent, based on the
quantified answers from the questionnaire, the arithmetic
mean was calculated. This arithmetic mean represents
overall level of digital skills. A respondent for whom the
arithmetic mean is in the interval from 1 to 1.5 has a basic
level of digital skills. Those whose arithmetic mean is in
the interval from 1.5 to 2.5 have an average level of
digital skills and respondents for whom the arithmetic
mean is in the interval from 2.5 to 3 have an advanced
level digital skills. Statistical data processing was

TABLE 5: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE DIGITAL
SKILLS DEPENDENCE ON THE GENDER OF THE
RESPONDENTS
T- test: Grouping: Gender (Total digital skills)
Group 1: Female
Group 2: Male

Digital
skills

P Variances

0,00000

0,1649

429

F- ratio
Variances

0

Source: Authors' research

1,2097

100,0000

St.Dev.
Male

8,15851

0,5619

429

St.Dev.
Female

35

0,51092

91,8415

p

11,65501

0,3062

394

df

50

427

80,1865

t- value

64,80186

-1,0244

344

Mean Male

278

1,9791

Employed
person
Unemployed
person
Other

Statistical analysis of digital skills by gender has been
carried out using t test. For this purpose t test was
calculated for independent samples by groups. The test
shows whether there is a statistically significant
difference in the level of overall digital skills by gender.
Empirical test value is -1.02435, the degrees of freedom
are 427, and the empirical level of significance (p value)
is 0.306. So, these result values lead to the conclusion
that there is no statistically significant difference in the
overall level of digital skills by gender. The results are
shown in Table 5.

Mean Female

15,38462

Cumulative
Percent
15,3846

1,9259

66

Missing

Percent

Variable

Student

Cumulative
Count
66

Category

Count

Source: Authors' research
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TABLE 6: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE DIGITAL
SKILLS DEPENDENCE ON THE AGE GROUPS OF THE
RESPONDENTS
Unvariate results
Sigma- restricted parameterization
Effective hypothesis decomposition
Degress
Digital
Digital
Digital
Effect
of
skills
skills
skills
Freedom
SS
MS
F
Intercept
1
1556,614 1556,614 6930,427
Age
4
26,766
6,692
29,792
Error
424
95,233
0,255
Total
428
121,999
Source: Authors' research

Digital
skills
p
0,00
0,00

Graphic presentation of the digital skills analysis by age
is shown by the Graph 1. It graphically confirms that the
conclusion about statistically significant dependence
between digital skills and the age of the respondents is
valid.

Effect

Unvariate results
Sigma- restricted parameterization
Effective hypothesis decomposition
Degress
Digital
Digital
Digital
of
skills
skills
skills
Freedom
SS
MS
F
1
795,5601 795,5601 3903,339
3
35,3774
11,7925
57,859

Intercept
Completed
level of
education
Error
425
Total
428
Source: Authors' research

86,6215
121,9989

Digital
skills
p
0,00
0,00

0,2038

Graph 2 presents results of the digital skills statistical
analysis by the completed level of education. It
graphically confirms that the conclusion about
statistically significant dependence between digital skills
and the respondents completed level of education is also
valid.
Digital skills statistical analysis by the completed level of education
F=57,859, df=3, p=0,0000
2,7
2,6
2,5
2,4
2,3
2,2
2,1
2,0
1,9
1,8
1,7
1,6

Digital skills statistical analysis by age

1,5

F=29,792, df=4, p=0,0000

1,4

2,4
2,3
2,2

College education
Highschool education
Higher education
Phd degree

Completed level of education

2,1

Total digital skills

TABLE 7: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE DIGITAL
SKILLS BY THE COMPLETED LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Total digital skills

For the analysis of digital skills by age groups, the
analysis of variance with one variable factor (One Way
ANOVA) was used. The results of One Way ANOVA
analysis show whether there is a statistically significant
difference in the level of overall digital skills by age
groups. In this case study the F-ratio is 29,792, the
degrees of freedom are 4, and the empirical level of
significance (p value) is 0,000. According these values it
follows that there is a statistically significant difference in
the overall level of digital skills by age groups. The
results of the analysis are shown in Table 6.

Source: Authors' research

2,0
1,9
1,8

Graph 2 Graphic presentation of the digital skills statistical analysis by
the completed level of education

1,7
1,6
1,5
1,4

IV.

1,3
1,2
26- 35

46- 55

18- 25

36- 45

CONCLUSION

56-65

Age

Source: Authors' research
Graph 1 Graphic presentation of the digital skills statistical analysis by
age

For the analysis of digital skills by completed level of
education, the analysis of variance with one variable
factor (One Way ANOVA) was used. The analysis shows
whether there is a statistically significant difference in the
level of overall digital skills depending on the completed
level of education. In this particular study, the F-ratio is
57,859, the degrees of freedom are 3, and the empirical
level of significance (p value) is 0.00. Based on these
values, it can be concluded that there is a statistically
significant difference in the overall level of digital skills
depending on the completed level of education. The
results of the analysis are shown in Table 7.
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Based on findings concise in theoretical part the
individuals need to develop different digital skills in
order to ensure a better quality of life and existence.
Developed digital skills in the population, positively
reflects on business as well; organizations become more
competitive, it is easier to adapt to frequent changes in
the market which ultimately has a positive impact on the
economy.
Consequently, this study was designed and provided
among Croatian sample, as presented above. The research
was conducted through a questionnaire consisting of
socio-demographic and digital skills questions. The
obtained data were statistically processed in computer
software. The research findings reveal that (a) there is no
statistically significant difference between the levels of
digital skills by gender, (b) there is a statistically
significant difference according to age and (c) there is a

MIPRO 2022/DE-DS

statistically significant difference according to level of
completed education.
Findings referring on (a) were expected. It once again
confirms that Croatia, as a democratic country, has
provided equal conditions for all its citizens to acquire
digital skills since childhood. On the other hand the
finding referring on (b) implies the need for younger
generation to get involved and help elder population to
acquire or improve digital skills, and consequently
substitute the lack of digital literacy or problems of
accessibility and usability. Finally, findings referring on
(c) confirm the strategic role of education and justify new
investments in this sector. The assistance and efforts of
the European Union in improving the digital skills by
making available, guidelines, instruments, technical and
expertise etc. are also of particular importance.
In summary, these findings are in line with previous
research as mentioned in theoretical parts, but also
additionally stress the need for new investments of efforts
in education people, especially elders regarding
upgrading digital skills. Letter named serve as
recommendation to the community to work more on this
issue in order to achieve sustainable growth and
development of society as a whole. We argued as well
that National Coalition for Digital Skills and Jobs in the
Republic of Croatia and central web hub in progress
(mentioned above as well), as valuable step forward for
the successful further development of digital skills in
Croatia and beyond.
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Abstract - Ensuring a high level of vessel traffic
surveillance and maritime safety is determined by exploiting
innovative ICT technologies and international cooperation
among maritime authorities. Therefore, initiatives for
maritime surveillance, global and regional integrations are
realised through a collaborative, cost-effective and
interoperable Common Information Sharing Environment
(CISE). Consisting of the institutional network of maritime
authorities that cooperate on various domains like safety,
border control, environmental and rescue missions at sea,
CISE enables the efficient transfer and economic exchange
of maritime data and information via different
interoperable systems using modern digital technologies.
The ever-increasing amount of data received from
heterogeneous data sources requires specific processing
through the adoption of a Big Data framework which hosts,
manages and distributes data to maritime users,
contributing with great overall benefits to the CISE network
core functionality. Specifically, this paper analyses the
advantages of the Data Lake infrastructure, including its
processes, techniques, tools and applications used to
enhance maritime surveillance and safety across the CISE
network. This part contains the deployment and
interoperability achieved through the components of the
participating command and control (C2) systems.Last, as a
case study, an overview of the EU project EFFECTOR is
provided which aims to demonstrate an end-to-end
interoperability framework of data-driven solutions for
maritime situational awareness at strategic and tactical
operations.

and combining the latest technological achievements to
ensure stable networking among relevant stakeholders [1].

Keywords - Big Data; CISE; Data Lake; maritime safety

Referring to maritime safety and surveillance, the
exploited assets provide essential information about ships
and vessel types, exact positions, navigational routes,
weather etc., by exploiting essential data sources such as:
static and dynamic data of Automatic Identification
System (AIS), Satellite AIS (S-AIS), Long-range
Identification and Tracking (LRIT), coastal radars,
CCTV/thermal cameras, electrical and optical devices and
weather data, collected from their own or international
platforms. Specifically, in order to integrate the abovementioned datasets and provide a general maritime picture
of the area of responsibility, the maritime authorities have
introduced the IMO directive for Vessel Traffic
Monitoring and Information Systems (VTMIS), designed

I.

INTRODUCTION

The growth of needs for timely operational
information, its fast sharing and distribution is commonly
joint with an increasing amount of data received from
different and heterogeneous sources. This indicates that
existing patterns of communication and information-based
collaboration among maritime authorities must be
improved to meet efficiency and economics requirements.
Considering that a high level of data management and
control of information flows is provided by modern ICT
technologies, the maritime sector gets a great deal of
potential for exploitation. It tends to capitalize on applying
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During the last decades, the national maritime
authorities have faced lot of challenges due to enormous
global, social, economic, and demographic changes, as
well as digital transformation with significant
technological advancements. To this end, the following
essential issues have been arisen:
1. Finding the appropriate method to handle and
manage the increased amount of data (generated by
intensive activities in the maritime transport industry) and;
2. Increasing the level of international collaboration
among maritime authorities, respecting the economic
principles and technology standards.
These issues are particularly addressed through the
maritime vessel traffic services (VTS) for surveillance and
monitoring, as well as through the exchange of
navigational data among national, regional and
international safety agencies. Its purpose is the readiness
for joint operation in maritime safety, border security,
search and rescue, environmental and emergency
missions. In particular, a large amount of data that cannot
be processed and managed with regular devices, and
which require greater processing engines is commonly
determined under the concept of Big Data. Also, the term
“maritime big data” is related to a vast volume of various
data received by maritime sensors with specific relevance
to maritime authorities/companies ([2], [3]).
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according to the needs of a particular authority [4]. The
VTMIS, being a collector and processor of maritime Big
Data, acts as an excellent surveillance legacy system for
integration into regional cooperation among maritime and
safety agencies.
The paper unfolds as follows: Chapter II elaborates the
Common Information Sharing Environment, Chapter III
refers to the Big Data Framework and Infrastructure,
while Chapter IV gives a short overview of EFFECTOR
project case study.
II.

MARITIME CISE INITIATIVE AND INFORMATION
EXCHANGE

Recognizing the essential importance of cross-sector
and cross-border cooperation and information exchange
among national authorities (maritime safety agencies,
customs, fishery, security, border control and defense), the
EU has adopted the initiative to establish the Common
Information Sharing Environment (CISE) in October
2010. In order to facilitate the cost-effectiveness and
resilience in the collaboration among the involved
maritime authorities, it has been emerged a need to
develop a decentralized network of maritime civilianmilitary agencies’ collaboration on the basis of: “need-toknow” and “responsibility-to-share”.
The main aim of the CISE is to ensure the proper
maritime situational awareness resulting in a fast response
of national agencies in case of crisis, threats, emergencies
and other risk events at sea. Therefore, the CISE structure
comprehends the different information layers, determined
by international platforms (SafeSeaNet, Thetis, LRIT) and
participating agencies’ particular ICT systems/sensors. All
these assets are integrated according to the specific CISE
Data and Services Model, which can fill existing
information gaps across the EU member states, and it is
able to provide a Common Operational Picture (COP) to

all networked users ([4], [5]). Having defined the
operational needs of the User Community, the European
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), as a governing EU
body for CISE, has provided the technical framework for
implementing CISE infrastructure at member state level.
There are several governance models for participating in
CISE stakeholder group [6]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

One CISE node – one adaptor,
One CISE node – more than one adaptor,
One country with more than one CISE node,
National node connected to the CISE node.

Specifically, concerning on model 4, as represented in
Figure 1 (adapted according the [6],[7],[8]), the CISE
technical infrastructure comprises five basic building
blocks: the member state Legacy Systems (LS),
EU/national/regional CISE Node, CISE Adaptor, CISE
Node/Gateway and CISE Network. Other blocks related to
Data Lake are developed within EU project EFFECTOR,
with more detailed description in the respective Case
study chapter. To begin with LS, these ICT systems
represent the existing assets used by national maritime
authorities, e.g. VTMIS, National Maritime Single
Window (NMSW), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV or
UxV), Command, Control and Communication Systems
(C2/C3i), able to share the data and information received
by maritime surveillance sensors (AIS, radars, VMS,
METOC, LRIT, etc.).
In general, to join the national/regional/EU node, a
maritime authority needs to link its own LS with the
national Node via specific LS-to-CISE adaptor, which
translates the data in IVEF or NMEA communication
protocols to Node component. Furthermore, the CISE
Adaptor translates CISE data and services models to LS
specific data format and intermediates between authority
and CISE Node/Gateway. Finally, stakeholders are

Figure 1. General CISE Hybrid Architecture with integrated Maritime Big Data Framework (authors adapted according the [6],[7],[8])
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enabled to access the CISE network (fully secured by
VPN and IPSEC) via CISE Node/Gateway core, advanced
and common communication services (web and
application security, auditing, collaboration and
administration console for status tracking). The access is
realised by both available entry points of REST
(Representational State Transfer) and SOAP (Simple
Object Access Protocol) protocols, that operate based on
CISE Data and Services Model ([7], [9]).
The data part of this model is the common language
for sharing information among sectors and borders. It has
defined specific vocabulary that involves seven core
entities and relationships among them, such as: Agent,
Object, Location, Document, Event, Risk and Period.
Moreover, the model comprehends eleven auxiliary
entities: Vessel, Cargo, Operational Asset, Person,
Organization, Movement, Incident, Anomaly, Action,
Unique Identifier and Metadata [10].
The service part of the Model concerns high-level
abstraction of specific working capacity, which
implements the following communication patterns: pull
(request for information provision), multicast pull (for
more requests sent to authorities), push (sending the
information upon request), subscribe (continual automatic
sharing of data in both directions), publish, and
acknowledgment (confirmation on receipt of sent/received
CISE message) [11]. Specifically, the services are defined
by attributes Service ID, Service type, Profile,
Capabilities, and the most significantly, all provided
services delivered by participating authorities’ LS are
listed in CISE Service Registry in order to inform all
stakeholders about services which are provided by a
particular agency to the CISE Network. For instance,
mostly exchanged services include collaboration services,
vessel details, location and voyage, intervention assets,
incident history/event notification, identified risks, cargo
and distributed search services. The CISE Data & Services
Model is based on XSD (XML Schema Definition)
accompanied by UML diagrams (Unified Modelling
Language), providing the models for classes and
subclasses, related to enumeration of authority and
message and service core entities ([11], [12], [13]).
III.

BIG DATA FRAMEWORK AND INFRASTRUCTURE

A. Data Lake Infrasturucture and features
In last several years, maritime activities and initiatives
such as CISE and VDES (Very high frequency Data
Exchange System) [4], have been facing the era of Big
Data, with the amount of available data that is growing
rapidly thanks mainly to the introduction of a
collaborative positioning system, namely AIS, and thanks
to the widespread of satellites’ use. The increase of the
availability of data in the maritime sector favors the
growth of a technological research area and machine
learning, which is particularly dependent on Big Data. The
most effective and complete way to organize a data
infrastructure in order to manage Big Data is the Data
Lake.
In general, the Data Lake is a system capable of
storing data at any scale. The data can be stored in raw,
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semi-structured or structured way, allowing you to
perform various tasks such as reporting, data visualization
or machine learning. The core idea of a Data Lake is to
minimize all input transformations in a "store when data
arrives" way, but also the idea about adding a new data
source, which should be easy to manage and to expose to
the rest of the system making the newcomer data
available. These phases are covered in the Data Lake by
two main components: data acquisition and aggregation,
that guide the flow of data before the archiving phase.
The data ingest layer [14] processes the incoming data,
prioritizing sources and validating the data. While, the
data extraction can be done in a single large batch or it can
be split into several smaller batches. The resulting data
will be forwarded to the data module aggregation. Adding
a new data source requires traditionally the revision of the
whole system, as processes do not easily adapt themselves
to the new data sources. This specification is then easily
exposed to the rest of the system, making the newly
arrived data available. The major advantage of a Data
Lake, contrary to databases, is the facility of integration of
new data sources as there is hardly any or no
transformation of it at all. The drawback associated to this
is the difficulty of querying the different data stored.
To support the Big Data technologies, an aggregation
layer [15] brings the capability to get a variety of data
from very different data sources, it admits analysis of
large quantities of heterogeneous data related to maritime
surveillance. Furthermore, this huge data, thanks to the
aggregation layer will ensure data quality, avoiding data
redundancies. After the acquisition phase, the storage
phase follows. In Figure 2. the Data Lake storage
subsystem could be composed of three modules in which
the data can be stored depending on use cases: the
Operational Database module, serving transactional
operations; the Data Warehouse module, serving
analytical operations; the Search Engine module, indexing
the data for search operations.
The need of multiple storage system comes with the
need of managing data at any scale and it is the same for
the Big Data. With sufficient volume, no database can
provide sufficient performances in both throughput and
latency, leading to the need of multiple databases
solutions [16]: online analytical processing database
(OLAP) and online transactional processing database
(OLTP) sometimes complemented with a hybrid
transactional analytical processing database (HTAP) to fill

Figure 2. Data Lake storage subsystem (authors’ adaptation)
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the gap and enable analytics on the fast data. In the
maritime domain, datasets traditionally used are well
structured. Even semi-structured data sources are far away
from being that heterogeneous as Web data would be.
This eases the data integration process as datasets are
homogeneous. Although the datasets are generally
homogeneous, they are actually heterogeneous referring to
each other. Multiple data sources produce more consistent,
accurate and useful information than any other provided
by any individual data source. Thanks to the data fusion
and analysis layer, it is possible to integrate the data that
comes from multiple data sources continually; to
catalogue the available systems, assets and sensors to be
used, and finally to identify which of those produce data.
Some of a data provided from data fusion and analysis
module are the result of analysis over a raw dataset. In
such cases the time needed to analyze the raw data can
cause a time delay between the acquisition of the raw data
and the availability of the processed data. The aim of this
module in the architecture is to send enhanced data to the
application layer (interactive and interoperable C2
system). Big Data Analytics characterize processing
unstructured information from sensors generated content
which can be transformed into valuable border security
information, using computational techniques to unveil
trends and patterns between datasets. The Big Data
emphasizes application and the adoption of new
technology, for instance using of past/historical data to
predict future trends [17]. This analysis helps to identify
patterns and learn from historical data.
B. Support of Data Lake for enhancing Command and
Control capabilities
Operators of Command-and-Control systems require
easy and quick access to data from their sensors,
surveillance systems, external third-party databases and
operational information created during their operation
[18]. As technology evolves, new sensors along with their
protocols are available to enhance the maritime picture of
an agency. Additionally, users want to be able to keep
historical data and to query this data when needed.
Managing these needs and catering for future expansion of
storage and new data types are the requirements that can
be successfully met by the implementation of a multilayered Data Lake technologies, as described in the
previous section. Data Lakes can provide an infinite pool
of raw and processed information, enabling operators of
C2s to obtain quick access to current information and to
perform extensive analysis on historical information. A
typical deployment that solves managing and accessibility
is depicted in the diagram, Figure 3. Current information

or near real-time information is needed to visualize where
vessels are currently located, nowcast of weather, current
ownership structures, vessel images and other information
that might be needed by C2 operators. This maritime data
value chain produces a vast data and it is of on-demand
nature ([19], [20]). Data Lake technology can enable batch
ingestion, dynamic ingestion, on-the-fly data processing,
ontology management and querying of data beyond
traditional relational data stores. Storage can be added
easily to a Data Lake as data increases without any impact
to accessibility (ease and speed).
Segmentation of a Data Lake into tactical and
strategic levels ensures that the command structures have
access to data in their area of responsibility and that data
can be propagated to the right level when requested and
based on the configured criteria. Incidents can be
propagated up to higher levels, while incoming data from
the CISE network can be pushed down to the specific
department, whose responsibility is a certain area where
e.g., the vessel is located or information can be used
operationally (documents, risks, etc.). The segmentation
allows for deployments to be distributed and not
centralized. Each regional command structure or even a
local command structure can have its own installation and
information is moved automatically or by a user-action. If
connectivity is broken, information is queued and once
connectivity is restored, this queued information is
propagated.
As time passes, historical information is accrued from
sensors, external databases and from the day-to-day
operation of a maritime agency. Access to this information
is needed for various reasons. Understanding the patterns
of life of vessels enables operators or third-party services
to make decisions on whether the vessel is a risk or
behaving normally. Services that use machine learning
can constantly train their algorithms, as more historical
data is available allowing for better decision support. Data
Lakes provide the required capability of scaling using Big
Data technologies and storing even more heterogenous
data. Operators can query historical operational
information for training purposes or for determining the
best measures that were taken to combat the situation
using available assets. It is not enough just to have access,
but access in a timely manner. Responses to querying
historical data sets might take seconds or minutes using
relational storage, but it is with non-relational document
storage and with proper indexing when this response can
be under a second. This allows the C2 operators to
explore historical data and not to be forced to look up for
something specific as it would have taken longer [21].

Data Lake
Command and Control
Distributed File System
Low-Volume, Static Data

External Information
Distributed Message Streaming

Application
Operator

Data Routing, Transformation, System
Mediation

Sensors
Legacy Databases

Non-Relational Databases

Figure 3. Typical deployment of Command and Control systems and Data Lake interaction (authors’ adaptation)
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The added value of a semantically enabled Data Lake
allows the operator to infer new insights into existing data
that otherwise lays hidden in the various data stores of
agency. Information coming into the Data Lake can be
converted into a semantic stream inferring quickly certain
patterns of interest to the operator in a visual manner (e.g.,
heat maps). Semantics also have the added advantage of
providing one “format” to Data Fusion services
irrespective of the source enabling these services to be
quickly integrated into the ecosystem of services inside a
maritime agency.
Additionally, to gain the benefits described above, the
command and control’s operational methodology should
be bound to the Data Lake and vice versa. Otherwise, it
might not live up to its full potential in generating
incremental operational value [22]. There must be taken
care in order not to become a dumping ground for data,
but rather curated, auditable and entity-aware. The Multilayered Data Lake deployed as part of an EU project
described in the next section has these in its core design
principles.
IV.

CASE STUDY: EU PROJECT EFFECTOR

Following the goals of the European Commission for
achieving maritime CISE network’s full operability and
building on outputs of previous projects related to
surveillance and CISE topic, the project EFFECTOR (an
End to end interoperability Framework For maritimE
situational awareness at strategiC and Tactical
OpeRations) is focused on exploitation of significant
potentials of maritime surveillance assets and systems
with
enhanced
interoperability
framework
implementation. The project assumes deployment of
multilayered data lake platform with incorporated Big
Data analytics, techniques and tools. Its aim is to improve
decision support and information sharing process in order
to reach high interoperability between maritime
information systems (at national level, or cross-border)
and cooperation among partners at strategic and tactical
level [8].
Using the maritime surveillance assets and C2 systems
(SeaMIS, ENGAGE and MUSCA) of the end users
involved in the project and deploying Data Lakes,
ontology design and data alignment, the project
EFFECTOR provides improved solutions for data fusion
and analytics, maritime anomaly - suspicious vessel
behavior detection, and semantic trajectories fusion, as
well. The set of software tools are also supported by AI
modules (for alert and anomaly detection), Uniform
Communication Gateway, as well as Early Collision
Notification system based on fuzzy logic. The project
gathers relevant partners from the IT industry, academia
and end-user community of maritime authorities, which
jointly work on provision of enhanced collaborative
framework for maritime surveillance and control. Three
national Data Lakes will be installed, tested and validated
through 3 operational trials (respectively run in Portugal,
France and Greece) covering the large spectrum of coastguards’ missions. Among the seven end-user participants
spanning from Portugal and Bulgaria (and including
European navies, coast-guards or police corps),
Administration for Maritime Safety and Port Management
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of Montenegro (AMSPM), being the EU candidate
country, contributes with provision of necessary AIS
information for implementation of operational scenario
related to the French Maritime Trial, shared in specific
format respecting CISE Data and Service Model [8].
The CISE hybrid architecture, referred to Figure 1,
assumes the specific interface between participating
authorities substantiated in the component of mentioned
interactive and interoperable C2 platforms for execution
of actions and services and information exchange
according to the provided entities in CISE Data Model.
These C2 software provide full COP visualization, the
entire control over actions taken by users, and services
exchanged in joint missions based on communication
patterns, as designed in CISE architecture. Moreover, in
order to process a huge amount of data received by
maritime authorities’ sensors, it was necessary to involve
the concept of Maritime Big Data Framework, in the form
of Data Lake, which covers all necessary operations to
enable the relevant data flow into C2. Through this
interface the data are further transferred to
EU/regional/national CISE Node, then to CISE adaptor,
and over CISE Node/Gateway to CISE Network and
Environment.
To be more specific, the repository databases of Data
Lake, previously filled with data in raw formats, e.g. CSV,
JSON, or RDF received from national maritime
authorities’ LSs over specific adaptors, consist of several
operational layers which process the ingested data
transferred over IVEF/NMEA protocols. After structuring
and refining the data, the capabilities such as Data Fusion
& Big Data Analytics, Situational Awareness & Decision
Support Tools involving some artificial intelligence
engines with Service Management, transfer the data to
harmonization layer, which delivers the information in
standardized format to the mission and reporting entity.
Finally, the C2 platform receives processed and structured
information as an output of Big Data Framework – data
lake, in the form of straightforward actions, services,
missions and reports, which are then transferred to other
agencies in CISE Network, as described.
In detail, data is ingested from different data sources
and communication protocols into the Data Lake,
transformed, filtered, stored and routed where necessary to
the various operational layers of involved maritime
agencies (e.g., national, regional, local). Any associated
metadata is also propagated throughout the various
processes to provide context to the data item. This allows
for data to be stored in its raw format and in other formats.
Many third-party services use different data formats (e.g.,
AIS or IVEF or ASTERIX etc.) and by providing these
various formats this allows for these services to be
integrated easily without any further development.
By combining, processing and analyzing data
messages from different sensors, the project EFFECTOR
systems deal with a huge amount of streaming data, which
could contain noise data, irregular time sampling or other
kind of lacks that recurs in a specific data domain. The
relevant data analysis helps in this purpose, and supports
the final goal of enabling the end-user human operator to
have an intelligent support for decision making. To extract
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relevant information from the data gathered, there are
considered two types of data analysis: static that provides
insight, and serve as a decision-making guide; and
dynamic that enables to use data as a past, predictive, and
live decision-making resource.
V.

CONCLUSION

The paper provides an analysis of current collaborative
environment for exchange of relevant maritime
information based on CISE concept, according the
communication patterns and services designed under
CISE Data and Services Model. The highly developed
interoperable platform, in the form of multi-layered Data
Lake, that has capacity to fuse, structure, manage and
store vast amount of data received by heterogeneous
maritime sensors is here presented as an essential part of
CISE network. For the purpose of providing greater
decision support for maritime safety/security agencies,
Data Lake deploys processing layers with big data
techniques for analysis of vessel movements, behavior,
risks, various maritime activities and other events at sea.
Following the provided system design, the Big Data
component and its interaction with C2 capabilities,
represent key feature which enables higher level of
situational awareness at sea. As a case study, it is
presented the EU project EFFECTOR, that aims to further
deploy interoperability framework of national agencies
competent for maritime surveillance and foster
collaboration among them on tactical and strategic level.
Therefore, the integration of Maritime Big Data
applications into information-sharing process significantly
contributes to enhance CISE capabilities bringing many
benefits to collaboration among member states. Finally,
they are reflected in a higher quality of maritime COP,
detailed coverage of monitoring areas, efficient and
economic process of information distribution among
stakeholders, more comprehensive and quicker
responsiveness in surveillance and operations at sea,
ensuring safer and more secured EU maritime domain.
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Abstract - Predicting car sales trends is an important
part of designing sale plans, so the identification of user
types (potential buyers) plays a big role in it. Data mining
was utilized in this research to gather data from multiple
sources for future predictions and achieve better service
quality and consumer satisfaction. Gathered users (buyers)
data from multiple sources were joined according to the
defined logic and common key to get the total number of
buyers that purchased cars, online by software platform
developed for selling cars and offline in physical stores. This
research was conducted on a real company Neostar which is
a part of the biggest conglomerate in Croatia and brings
answers on the impact of web advertising compared to the
classic TV advertising campaigns. It also provides
interesting results on the impact of geo-location where the
car is physically located and the number of completed car
purchases.
Keywords - car sale; data-mining; sale forecast

I. INTRODUCTION
All business companies determine plans to achieve
their goals. Consequently, predicting car sales trends has
become a prevalent method in designing sale plans. The
data about car sales come from various sources. Usually,
they contain the following: manufacturer, model, year,
power, width, height, fuel type, price, mileage, and other
features that impact the sales [1]. The purpose of this
paper is to indicate the importance of cross-referencing
live data with business flow gathered data.
The main goal of this research is to answer multiple
questions that may indicate how many users are acquired
by maintaining a presence online. Recognizing crossreference data (web and internal database) will give better
insight into how online users follow purchase flow within
online and offline environments.
Multiple data sources can be of great significance and
give a clear view of which direction should be taken. For
purposes of research, collected data were split into 2
groups: web data (generic data from web/app users that
cannot be traced to a specific user), and data within the
business flow (where specific user can be found making
an offer/purchase or any other particular course of action).
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Historical records from multiple platforms were used
to gain answers to questions that led us to the basis of this
research. Leading questions were:
•
•
•
•

How many users reach from web researchers to
vehicle owners?
Is there an impact of web advertising on car sales
in comparison to the company's TV advertising
campaigns?
Can a tech platform reach beyond „brick and
mortar“ car selling regarding the geo distance?
Does the location of the vehicle impact the
buyer’s decision to complete the purchase?

According to the leading questions, the paper is
organized into six main sections. Following section II.
brings a reference literature study. Section III. describes
the applied approach and the methodology. In section IV.,
a real case study is presented. Section V. gives the study
results, and in the end, section VI. holds the conclusion
and discussion of future work recommendations.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Forecasting sales is crucial for expanding company
profits. Forecasts enable an organization to enhance and
optimize reserve and supply levels, make proper
purchasing decisions, preserve business continuity and
efficient daily operations. Many studies on car sale
prediction were performed using quantitative forecasting
methods that differ in the level of complexity, forecasting
accuracy, or in the purpose of modelling. These studies
used yielded many useful conclusions to help companies
around the world accurately predict future trends and
prepare their operations for fluctuations in the industry in
the future [2].
The automotive industry is one pillar of the China
national economy, so they find it very important to predict
car sales accurately. Based on web search data and car
sales, the study [3] covers keywords selection, composing
those keywords into the index, analyzing the relationship
between the car sales and the corresponding index in
different price ranges, makes the prediction test, and
finally has the forecast results of car sales in different
whose prediction error is less than 4 per cent.
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Most of the consumers before purchase will read
reviews on the Internet. The vehicle is an expensive and
long-lasting product, so consumers browse the Internet
before buying the product. Recent research [4] has pointed
out that Word-of-Mouth (WoM) and customer satisfaction
will influence the purchasing decision, 70% of consumers
believe WoM. The study uses data from various sources:
economic indexes, Internet WoM, and Google Trends
variables to forecast the monthly car sales volumes of a
given car model.

than female customers, to purchase a motor vehicle. The
male customers, on average, spent a significantly higher
amount to buy a car. The average female customer spent
around 27% more money per kilometer of the distance
between the customer's home and car dealers. Male
customers buy longer vehicles than female customers. The
difference of 170 millimeters of vehicle length indicates
that future smart targeting and preparing offers should be
different for male and female customers [16].

The utilized data were studied by four different
techniques: Genetic Algorithm/K-Nearest Neighbor [5],
Support Vector Regression [6], Classification and
Regression Trees [7], and Neural Network [8]. Machine
learning was used to create the forecasting model for
automotive sales volume. The study results illustrate that
the Genetic Algorithm/K-Nearest Neighbor model has the
weakest prediction in terms of Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE).

III. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
A quantitative, non-experimental, and descriptiveanalytic approach was used in this research. To prove the
hypotheses in subsection 1.2, a six-step methodology was
applied, which is schematically presented in Figure 1.

A study [9] uses data from the automotive sector in 38
countries to verify the correctness and usefulness of
Haugh’s model [10], designed to forecast passenger cars
sales in a short and mid-term period. Haugh’s model
employs the role of the automobile industry in the
business cycles after being hit by the recession (2008).
That study considers the importance of the automobile
industry in the global economic environment and places
additional insight on the forecasting of passenger car sales
and help automobile companies to better perceive their
business and utilize the conclusions for strategic planning.
Turkey study [11] tries to estimate prices of the
vehicles in the Turkey secondhand car market using
artificial neural network method and WEKA software
created by the University of Waikato, New Zealand.
Results from the artificial neural networks method were
compared at the end with the actual data and estimations
were close to actual car prices. Companies use data
analytics to make this data meaningful. Data analytics
gives additional value to companies by using processes
and technologies to transform data into decision-support
solutions to achieve business objectives. Data analytic is a
holistic process that utilizes data, skills, and systems to
produce a competitive advantage [12]. The objective of
big data analytics is to engage tools and techniques for the
processing of large data sets that cannot be managed and
processed by conventional relational databases [13].
The focus of recent research in the Republic of Croatia
in 2019 is the influence of age and gender on the transfer
of personal vehicle ownership and the representation of
brands in these transfers. The results show that the transfer
of personal vehicles is mostly made by men and by age
group 30 to 39 years. In total, the most represented brand
in the transfer is Volkswagen, both for men and women
[14]. Accurate prediction of car sales is the key to
ensuring zero inventory and product planning [15].
Quality of firm services can be improved with effective
planning, smart targeting potential customers and reducing
operational expenses to an adequate level. Knowing
customers, their behavior and needs make it easier for
firms to predict future trends. The male customers
generally travelled greater distances, almost 50% more
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the research methodology

First, all available data were collected to set up and
configure a database to store the data and the data
relations. That led to the development of the application
for processing the data. Data were processed for
evaluation using the application, and finally, the results
were analyzed and visualized in a user-friendly way.
Following a defined methodology is an important part
of conducting a study since an enormous amount of
available data grows every day. Products prices, the
potential of selling the product, potential price of the
product etc. can be estimated using adequate methods and
techniques. This research was conducted using data from
the Croatian platform for car selling and servicing
(Neostar d.o.o.). Data was gathered in one year period
(09/01/2020 – 09/01/2021).
A. Data mining
Data mining is a technique used for detecting
relationships, data trends, anomalies, changes, and
significant statistical structures in a large amount of data
from various data sources, such as databases, the internet,
or any data streamed into the network. It is a procedure for
searching, gathering, filtering, and analyzing vast volumes
of data to extract useful knowledge [17]. It was utilized in
this research for market research, surveys, and analysis of
new marketing strategies and promotions. Data mining
was employed to make business predictions and for the
development of new services by creating a predictive
model for better service quality and consumer satisfaction.
Historical data are applied to the future timeline using
predictive analytics. As a result, the expectation was the
forecast of what will appear in the near future.
B. Preparing data
Choosing data preparation tools that support the
various data structures required for data analytics is very
important. Appropriate data preparation helps in making
business decisions, carrying out campaigns, predicting
consumer habits, and many other tasks. Appropriate data
interpretation and convert it into useful information allows
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the decision-makers to make more accurate decisions and
predictions. For data preparation, JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) was chosen, an open standard data
interchange format that uses human-readable text to store
and transmit data objects consisting of attribute-value
pairs. Initially, a database was prepared that contains all
entities with their characteristics. The prepared database is
used for the matching and joining of more than 99.999
active entries gathered from different sources in the
current database. As the first step in preparing data to be
interpreted, it is necessary to match and join entries from
different databases using the same referencing key (the
same type of attribute). Before processing the data, it is
necessary to analyze what is the best technique to choose
and utilize for matching and joining data from different
sources.
The research in this paper is based on a real
organization's structure and business processes. A real
data set was utilized that was previously anonymized to
provide full privacy of all entries. The anonymization of
all data is an operation taken before revealing data in a
public including various technics, such as hiding,
scrambling, blurring or modifying the original entry while
keeping all necessary attribute values for research
purposes [18]. Preparing data has a real business value.
Data may become useless or inaccurate if the preparation
phase is not done.
C. Processing data
For processing data, .Net Core 3.1 technology and C#
programming language were applied for application layer
solutions to build a new web application. The application
is running most of its activity on web servers and gathered
data are located on the server, so the same technology was
used to analyze data in the workflow process. Web servers
are running on Microsoft cloud solution (Azure), and
architecture consists of 50 microservices. Every
microservice has a corresponding database, and they
communicate using the HTTP protocol and one of the
most popular open-source message brokers Rabbit MQ
integrated into the enterprise environment.
D. Evaluation process
After initial data has been extracted, prepared and
processed the evaluation process can start. Data
processing results show if any of the data is missing or
they can be correlated with other data that may come in
handy. One of the necessary data parts has to match offers
with Invoices within the database. The idea behind this
approach is to match generic data from Google Analytics
with the actual purchase within the company’s enterprise
resource planning (ERP) software. Common ground for
these two documents is the reference number given in the
offer to link payment with a corresponding offer.
E. Analytics and results visualization
Given the information from the database and matching
them to processed data in the previous step, there will be a
possibility to identify how many users purchase the
particular product. The data-driven market combined with
big data analytics benefits companies by detecting faulty
or imperfect events that have an impact on the company’s
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financial data. Companies should trust their data analytics
results and perform the appropriate actions as a result of
those discoveries and consequently management
conclusions. Employing visual approaches to data
interpretation may demonstrate data distribution
concerning numerous key performance indicators. Graphs
using different colors are recognized as a good practice to
represent data distribution. Decision-makers and
management boards can visually recognize data patterns
related to a company's business objectives.
So far, the implemented methodology performed on a
real case study is explained.
IV. A CASE STUDY
The motivation for conducting this research comes
from a real company Neostar which is a part of the biggest
conglomerate in Croatia, Auto Zubak. Neostar is a
platform for buying, selling and servicing vehicles. With
the help of advanced technology, it offers vehicles for sale
in a smarter way. Easier, faster and safer. The
conglomerate sells cars for over 40 years. The company’s
business process of acquisition of new users starts thru
prepared marketing campaigns that target a specific
audience. The campaign considers the particular profile of
users and the marketing department's budget, so it can be
tailored to make the most impact. Once the campaign
starts, the whole process is monitored from multiple
angles.
An accurate description of the car selling process is
given in Figure 2, which shows all process stakeholders
and activities.

Figure 2. Car selling process

Neostar company is monitoring outcomes by multiple
tools to get campaign outcome metrics. To fully
understand the nature of acquired customers and manage
any future campaigns, it is necessary to profile all
platform users. This research provides data from thirdparty marketing tools and internal data generated by
customer journeys through vehicle purchasing. The
company’s tools for analyzing customer behavior are split
into two categories: Web monitoring tools and Business
Intelligence (BI) tools. Web monitoring tools give more
general information about online user behavior, while BI
tools give more precise information about users. Crossreferencing data from both tool types can be observed and
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give insight into how users are triggered and monitor the
behavior of a specific profile group. Specific documents
are generated in every step of customer action. Documents
contain more detailed information about the productcustomer relation that can be common ground for
profiling future customers.
Purchasing process starts with the user (not yet a
customer) that has access to the web platform for selling
cars. Once the user decided that needs a vehicle, the user
starts searching thru the product catalogue. Every input
user makes is tracked and sent to the server. Once the user
decides to buy a specific vehicle, the user has a choice of
how to acquire a particular vehicle. The user becomes a
customer after completing the reservation. The reservation
process generates the first document (online offer)
containing details about the vehicle and customer.
Afterwards, it is on the customer to finish his process of
acquiring a vehicle by making a final payment (Invoice is
generated). Physical interaction with potential buyers
starts with a generated offer from a seller to the buyer.
Within a period of 1.9.2020 to 1.9.2021, there was a total
of 13409 offers. Within the Neostar application, there are
two types of offers: online and offline offers. An online
offer is generated by a registered application user (basic
user). The seller creates offline offers in the buyer's name,
usually to a buyer who has walked into the shop and
doesn't have a Neostar application account. Figure 3 (left)
indicates that the majority of offers are generated
traditionally (brick and mortar approach).

Figure 3. Online/Offline offers ratio and Invoice - Offer ratio,
Neostar.com (internal data)

Within the customer journey, there is a milestone that
defines purchase success. Within the subject period, there
were 2687 generated invoices based on previously created
offers, which makes 1/5 of all offers, as presented in
Figure 3 (right).
V. RESULTS
After evaluation of relevant data sources, maximum
data were extracted from the company’s database and
Google Analytics tool. Google Analytics is chosen
because it visualizes data and has access to gathered crossplatform data. For this research purpose, all of the data
mined from external and internal sources ended up in one
database. Also, the data from any of the user interactions
with the selling platforms ended up in the database.
A. Creating a database
In the second step, preparing data to be interpreted
later, extracted data were organized in the relational
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database (MSSQL) and SQL scripts were written to access
that data from the database. After preparing the database
and writing SQL scripts records were paired from two
sources (Google Analytics and Neostar) using the same
referencing key. For example, common ground for generic
and non-generic users is address (City and the postal
code). To inject all postal codes and cities, a list of postal
codes was downloaded from a relevant source (Croatian
Post) and imported into the database using a JSON script.
JSON script needs to match the Data Transfer Object
(DTO) and will be used later on to compile DataBase
Objects (DBO) located in Neostar and Google databases.
B. Building an application
After preparing the data platforms the custom web
application that processes prepared data was built. The
built application uses Swager. Swagger is an Application
Programming Interface (API) documentation tool to help
developers find API call requirements. After the startup
application is done, all data can be accessed with the given
REST APIs. Data is delivered by REST API in JSON
structured string. The built application has the sole
purpose of extracting data from the current Neostar
database and comparing data with data providers from
Google. As mentioned before, common ground is JSON
script which contains all address locations. The
application will use REST API for communication with
the Google platform and Neostar platform. To collect data
from JSON, the application uses a corresponding C#
model and deserialize the object as application readable.
The application also uses an additional data layer with
corresponding database objects (DBO) for optimization
purposes. The application stores all matched users and
addresses within the database to avoid extra expenses. The
database is stored on the localhost and only has the
analysis product to prevent negative resource impact on a
hosted server. Every database entity has to have a
corresponding database object (DBO).
In this case, multiple tables will play an entity that
needs to have DBO present within the analytics
application. Every table has DBO present in the project,
but programming patterns forbids using DBO objects for
manipulation purposes. Manipulation and interpretation of
data need to be used as DTO objects (data transfer
objects). Common ground for objects with the same
attributes is base models that both will then inherit. Base
model contains all essentials of data, and DBO extends
that data with properties that are database related (Id,
when the object is inserted etc.). Any logic that needs to
format data from property value is formed in a new object
that also inherits the base model. Once the application is
loaded, it starts collecting data from multiple resource
pools (Neostar, Google and internal JSON scripts) and
match them according to logic given in the application
context. It goes by all location attributes and resolves them
to corresponding Google addresses. The first call finds
matching within the method by initial cleaning the name
of unnecessary signs (commas, period, etc.). If the name
could not be resolved by name, the method tries to resolve
using a postal number. Both attempts are related to JSON
files imported from the Croatian postal service, and if all
fails, the application tries to resolve using Google location
API (Rest API). That method is designed in this way
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because “Google places” is a paying service, so in an
attempt to lower costs, a predefined array of postal records
were used. In this way, only qualified objects try to access
the external service.
An example of processing data, matching and joining
offers with invoices are presented in Table 1. Table
column titled “Id” represents the autoincrement unique
internal identifier. “Created” is a value that represents the
time that row was generated. “Valid” is a value that shows
if the row is relevant (application uses soft delete). “Offer
Id” is an internal id given to offer within the document
table. “Document type” represents the enum value of a
specific document (online offer, info offer etc.).
“Reference Number” represents a unique number that
ERP uses to link offer with payment. “Has Active
Invoice” is a flag that indicates if the offer has an active
link on the Invoice.
TABLE 1. RESULTS OF MATCHING OFFERS WITH INVOICES
Offer
Valid
Id

Doc.
Type

Reference
Number

Has
Active
Invoice

Id

Created

44383

26.8.2021.

1

42205

17

202182975

0

44384

26.8.2021.

1

16090

7

202175

0

…
44389

26.8.2021.

1

16098

17

202130487

1

For example, the first row in Table 1 represents a
record with Id 44383 from one database which is joined
with the Offer ID 42205 from the other database using the
common key “Address” that is excluded from Table 1 to
anonymize data. From extracted data, within the given
period, Neostar has around 797.000 users on online
platforms (figures given from Google Analytics are
rounded), as presented in Figure 4 where a spike (in the
middle of January) can be seen within the graph that
shows a massive event that caused this variance.

users going through the application daily was evaluated.
Neostar.com web platform has a fully integrated Google
Analytics tool, and for this purpose, it is utilized as input
data regarding user application flow. Figure 5, shows how
many users actively consume the digital content of the
Neostar app. Based on graph input, it can be seen that
773.000 users have visited Neostar.com within one year.

Figure 5. Users per country period 9/1/2020 to 9/1/2021, Google
Analytics

Figure 5 displays how users are spread across the
globe (93.27% of users are from Croatia). According to
Google Analytics, 70.37% are coming from the Croatian
capital Zagreb. The rest of the cities individually don't
reach more than 6%.
C. Cross-referencing Google database users with
Neostar platform users
There is a couple of variables that could lead online
clients to vehicle purchase. Given a specific product
(vehicle), the client often needs to see a physical car to
make a final decision to finalize the purchase. To evaluate
potential clients and relation to a vehicle, data that shows
how much of the vehicle is available in the same region as
the client's address have to be included. Extraction of the
data from Neostar and Google analytics, gave the
distribution of users, as presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF USERS
City

Google
analytics

Neostar
database

Selling vehicles
on location

Zagreb

544.000

7.416

6326

Split

45.000

241

413

Osijek

31.000

783

727

1.075

160

…
Zadar

14.000

After an investigation of this spike's cause, a
marketing campaign within this period was found. The
release of Neostar was accompanied by aggressive TV
and Web commercials. The TV campaign has focused on
the 2020 European Men's Handball Championship. After
the Championship was over, so was a TV campaign. After
the TV campaign was over, the fluctuation of users is
settled within standard deviation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Given the specific environment, the preparation of
massive data was required to take place before any
analysis was done. The first step was to ensure all data
was accessible in two primary databases (Google and
Neostar). After the initial database review was done, the
conclusion was that the critical link between Neostar and
Google databases was missing to get the answer to the
question, how many users reach from web researchers to
vehicle owners. To gain related keys on both ends, it was
necessary to extract all address information from Google
and match them with the Neostar database.

To answer the titled question “How many users reach
from web researchers to vehicle owners?”, the number of

Sadly, Google doesn’t provide the full address of
anonymous users, so the common link can only be

Figure 4. User flow within period 1.9.2020 to 1.9.2021 (Google
Analytics)
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analyzed on the city level. After grouping all users from
the Neostar database, insight into the most frequent user
location and rank them accordingly were gained. To
compare the Neostar database, data from Google analytics
was extracted to match the Neostar having user location as
a common ground of comparing. Within the Neostar
platform, users had generated 22.192 purchase-related
documents (offer or Invoice). That leads us to conclude
that 2.78% of users have used the Neostar application for
full purchase flow. When analyzing documentation
regarding vehicle purchase, it was concluded that only a
small portion of web users finish buying flow in online
engagement (14.02%). The reason can be seen for such
client decisions where most users explore vehicles online
but finalize purchases once they have seen and tested the
vehicle. Distribution within one year tells us that users
tend to be more motivated to visit Neostar once they see a
TV ad. Online campaigns tend to keep user visits at a
more constant rate. Once a TV ad is in an active state, a
peak appears on the distribution chart, so there is an
obvious impact of web advertising on car sales compared
to the company's TV advertising campaigns.
The conclusion is that online users (Google database)
and offline users (Neostar database) have different
rankings. According to Google Analytics, the Neostar
application has 797.000 new users in one year (1.9.2020
to 1.9.2021). Users engage 4 minutes on average on the
Neostar application. Most users, after they find a product
online, tend to go to a physical store. A physical store that
isn’t present in the online environment had lower
customer visits. As can be seen in online visit distribution
and offline offers (generated on-premise), the online
channel has a significant impact on delivering customers
to the physical store. The conclusion is that brick and
mortar still have big significants in finalizing the
purchase.
More than 90% of all users are from Croatia (90.46%).
A high percentage of people from Croatia is expected
because of the Neostar marketing scope (The Neostar only
operates in Croatia). Within national distribution
(according to Google Analytics), Zagreb is on top of the
list with 544.000 users. Distribution of City is fallowing
official population numbers, leading us to believe that
bigger cities have more users exploring online purchase of
vehicles. Based on information from the Neostar database,
the conclusion is that most users (7416) come from
Zagreb. In relation with all users that had some iteration
with Neostar platform (user has requested online/offline
offer or Invoice), that makes 33.31%. Cross-referencing
data provided by Google analytics and the Neostar
platform shows that both lists have Zagreb on top of the
user's list. Zagreb is the only city that shares the exact
position of users when comparing them in absolute
numbers.
The difference between the two lists leads us to
conclude that there is a big disproportion between users
researching vehicle options and users who finalize the
purchase. When adding vehicle (product) location to
compartment, even more significant disproportion can be
seen. Zagreb holds more stock selling vehicles, which
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confirms Zagreb as the biggest used car market in Croatia.
When focusing on stock vs sold vehicles, Osijek is a city
that has a match on ranging. The number of vehicles onpremise isn’t a key factor for clients who use online
platforms to buy vehicles.
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Abstract: Digitalization and the introduction of new
technologies into the everyday lives of islanders is a much
bigger challenge than typically implied. The problems are
numerous, from insufficient education and “not in my
backyard” syndrome to a variety of different external
obstacles as well as fixed action and behavioural patterns that
make it harder to accept new ideas or initiatives. It is very
often a mistake to take a "helicopter" approach to project
implementation, where solutions are introduced without
more thorough awareness-raising and education of the
population, and this creates problems in the context of
achieving longer-term sustainability. The example of the
Croatian Island of Unije demonstrated in the context of the
ongoing H2020 INSULAE project, dedicated to the
introduction of innovative energy approaches and
technologies on EU islands, clearly depicts what challenges
the project team faced and how they approached them in
order to reach the project objectives. The problem of
technology and digitalization acceptance is common,
however, to other small island communities. This paper
presents practical experiences from the first phase of the
Insulae project gained in interaction with the residents of the
Unije and provides expert recommendations for a new
approach to the digitalization of islands and calls for a more
integrated management of island digital transition.

the "disruption" of the traditional appearance of an island
settlement with photovoltaic panels on the roofs of
houses).

Keywords: Smart Island; Kvarner archipelago; island
digitalization; technology acceptance; information and
communication technology

Finally, the non-acceptance of new technologies is
often reinforced by the perception that only small sections
of society (the elite) will benefit from innovation. At the
same time, the risks will be more widespread (to ordinary
people).

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Social Dilemma – while island digitalisation
can be quite beneficial, could it affect our lives without
us even knowing it?
Today, we are facing a global problem such as climate
change, and we are witnessing the need to decarbonize our
economy as soon as possible. Decarbonization is an
environmental and a security imperative, as the events
surrounding the current energy crisis in Europe clearly
show. Reaching a climate agreement is just one of the
preconditions for adopting renewable energy technologies
and other measures to mitigate climate change, especially
on islands [1] [2] [3]. Unfortunately, the increase in the use
of new solar and wind technologies is associated with
significant opposition from various social groups,
including lobby groups representing the fossil fuel
industry and, unexpectedly - groups of "environmentally"
aware citizens. Although new technologies are
significantly more effective in reducing CO2 emissions
than any fossil source, there are growing opponents to new
infrastructures [4], with difficult-to-understand arguments
that are often irrational or purely aesthetic (an example is
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Many doubts about the new technologies we encounter
daily express people's concern about the changes that will
occur in the context of moral values, human health, and
environmental safety. But very often, behind these genuine
concerns lie deeper but unrecognized or hidden,
sociological, economic, historical reasons or banal
quarrels [5].
The application of any new technology necessarily
leads to controversy. Most controversy is fuelled by
uncertainties related to real or perceived risks and real or
perceived benefits. Technological controversies do not
occur in a vacuum but real-time and space. Perceptions of
immediate risks and long-term distribution of benefits
affect the intensity of citizens' concerns. As a result,
society is more likely to oppose new technology if it
realizes that the risks will be visible in the short term and
the benefits in the long term. In addition, innovations that
threaten to change communities' cultural identities
(especially if they are smaller communities) usually
provoke more intense resistance to change.

Why people do not accept technological changes
Human understanding of the role of technological
innovation in society is described by three factors [6]. First,
historically, technological innovation has been a slow
process. Today, many new technologies and engineering
solutions are being created faster than society can accept
them in economic, sociological, or political terms and
reflect changes in legislation or new institutions. Second,
such a pace of innovation has far-reaching social
implications and creates new types of fears, such as
concerns about privacy threats due to mass data collection.
Third, globalization further accelerates all this and creates
opportunities for the rapid diffusion of new technologies
to all parts of the world. This, in turn, creates significant
problems in the context of losing local jobs due to the low
competitiveness or innovation of smaller communities.
International and local research indicates that a good
portion of residents' concerns are driven by their
perception of loss, not necessarily by some objective loss.
This perception of loss may take material form (financial
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or social losses) but may also include intellectual and
psychological factors such as loss of local worldview or
identity (changing population structure or using new
technologies).
In the absence of understandable explanations or
reliable authorities, individuals usually return to intuitive
answers that seem irrational but reflect patterns of
automatic behaviour that rely on phobias from previous
experience (unfulfilled promises of the local or regional
government, etc.).
A particular problem is the spreading and accepting
untruths that spread through social networks [7]. For
example, unfounded claims are that installing smart meters
based on NB IoT or 5G technologies causes many
problems. It is stated that "Smart meters increase bills (?!),
affect health, violate security and privacy." It warns that
"Children, pregnant women, the elderly, people with
immune deficiencies, health conditions, pacemakers, and
implants are particularly vulnerable to new technologies."
Psychological problems are also mentioned: "Smart meters
can help you monitor your energy consumption - but
always be aware of how much you spend has a downside,
especially for older people with fixed incomes. Some may
feel anxious as they watch the numbers rise, panic, and
turn off the lights and heat to save money." [8]
Paradoxically, some of these fears are being spread by
monopolistic service providers due to increasing public
involvement in utility (cost and quality) control.
Attempting to counter myths or use scientific evidence
about a community that relies on such psychological or
cultural responses has been shown only to reinforce or
even proliferate previous beliefs.
II.

Figure 1. Smart Island Platform

The platform is implemented in the Cloud (AWS). In
family houses, appropriate measuring and control devices
and sensors have been installed that exchange data with the
central platform via 4G and NB IoT communications.
Islanders have at their disposal a user interface (WEB)
through which they can get all the information about
energy consumption in their household (both real-time and
historical data). The basic elements of the interface are
shown in Figure 2.

PROJECT APPROACH

In the first phase of the H2020 island decarbonization
INSULAE project [9], a series of workshops were held to
explain the methodology and expected results of the
project to the islanders [10]. The goal was to establish a
platform that will enable field data collection from
households, their analysis, and future energy production
and consumption planning. As a result, the Smart Island
platform based on IoT technologies supported by AI
analysts was developed within the Ericsson NT pilot
project activities. The basic scheme of data collection and
sharing is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2. INSULAE user interface

The data collected in this way, depending on the
number of installed sensors, enables the profiling of each
household, and the result depends on the number of
installed sensors. Ideally, each consumer in the household
should be able to measure the quality and quantity of
energy delivered. In addition to the characteristics of
equipment, household profiling also reveals patterns of
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behavior of household residents, which is an important
piece of information in the context of future forecasting of
energy consumption in the community and management
and automation within the household.

TABLE I. HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION PROFILES

The schematic diagram of the process of data
acquisition and analysis is shown in Figure 3

Figure 3. Household profiling diagram

Using the obtained household models, different types
of simulations were created, enabling a more precise
understanding of energy flows on the island and thus the
last phase of the project - energy autonomy and selfsustainability of the island.
The following scenarios were simulated:

In the case of the Insulae project on the island of
Unije, we adopted methodology proposed in [11] and [12]
to distinguish five steps:
● Step 1. Identify household variants by mapping
all connected devices and their characteristics and
behaviours (e.g., washing machine characteristic
and usage).
● Step 2. Determine objectives (e.g., energy
resilience vs. energy-efficiency and cost
reduction).
● Step 3. Analyze user needs for specific
application scenarios (e.g., elderly people
permanently living alone in Unije, an active,
young married couple occasionally arriving on
Unije, a young family with children in like to
move to Unije, etc.).
● Step 4. Create a well-founded model of the Unije
households and use case scenarios.
● Step 5. Perform a cost-benefit analysis of the
proposed approach for participating islanders.
Of course, this is also the source of potential privacy
problems because one can learn a lot about an individual
household from such a profile. In the case of Unije,
encryption and anonymization have been realized so that
only the owner of the data can view detailed data. For
analytics, the data are primarily interested in the aggregate
state.
Based on captured data, typical "households" modelled
are represented by three of the most typical cases in
Croatia and Unije (both islanders or tourists) - as presented
in Table 1[13]:
● A middle-aged family composed of 4 people
(parents and two children), where parents' age
ranges from 30 to 50 years old (partially resident).
● An elderly couple, where both has over 65 years old
(mostly resident).
● A young single traveller whose age ranges from 24
to 40 years (nomadic user).
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● AS-IS scenario: It represents the current situation
(i.e., people living in a household have their
standard behaviour).
● Scheduled scenario: Users exploit the simple
energy management functionalities like the smart
device scheduling when energy is cheaper.
● Optimized scenario: Users fully use advanced
energy management service driven by optimization
algorithms and ML/AI capabilities. This scenario
brings the greatest benefits, but the user cannot use
appliances at will.
Ultimately, estimates of potential energy savings have
been made, but the following shortcomings should also be
considered:
● Small data sample for now (number of connected
appliances and total time we were able to capture
data).
● Data capture started late in the project
● Reliability of data communication is not sufficient
in some cases, leading to technical issues.
● Devices not active all the time (homes closed at the
end of the season – energy disconnected), several
islanders not willing to participate due to privacy
concerns.
● No household energy production at his stage.
All the above resulted in a relatively weak islanders’
acceptance of the Insulae technological solution and
platform, which certainly needs to be improved by the end
of the project. It should be noted that all these activities
took place during the two-year Covid-19 pandemic, which
posed substantial organizational, logistical, and technical
problems. We believe that this fact has significantly
contributed to the project's status, given that most of the
time, the project members could not be physically present
on the island.
III.

RESULTS

Based on several workshops and interviews conducted
(partly unstructured during the installation of household
equipment) with Unije islanders [13], their comments, and
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fears regarding digitalisation of their houses could be
grouped into the following categories and fit surprisingly
well into some general characterizations [14]:
Loss of control. Change affects our autonomy and
makes people feel like they have lost control over their
property or privacy. When faced with potential change
from others, our sense of self-determination is often the
first thing we need to know.
AI?

Do I want my refrigerator or heater to be controlled by

Excess uncertainty. If the change is vague or
incomprehensible to them, people will reject it. People will
often prefer to remain trapped in a bad situation rather than
move towards an unknown better future.
If I let AI run my dishwasher - will the dishes be
washed?
We don't like surprises! If decisions are imposed on
people suddenly, without preparation, without time to get
used to the idea or face the consequences, they generally
resist. It is always easier to say "No" than "Yes".
They come from the mainland for a couple of days, do
something quickly and then leave. Why would they accept
that?
Everything looks different. Changes always bring
something new, but how different is it? We humans are
beings out of habit. Routines are slowly becoming
automatisms, and change disrupts those routines,
sometimes in awkward ways. Too much difference is not
acceptable to most.
Why would I change the way I use home appliances for
some vague or minimal benefit?
Loss of identity. Change is a departure from the past.
When that change involves a major change of strategic
direction, the people in charge of the previous direction
fear the perception that they have certainly made the wrong
decisions. Parts of the past that are worthy of respect and
that make it clear that the world has changed need to be
preserved. This makes it easier to let go and move on.
The new solar power plant will change the look of the
place and ruin it forever!
Competence concerns. Can I do that? Do I understand
new technologies? People usually resist change when they
feel stupid or uneducated. They express scepticism about
whether the new technology will really work or whether
the smart home is worth the investment, but at the same
time they are worried that their skills for accepting news
will be insufficient or provoke ridicule.

Wave effects. An important acceptance problem,
which in most cases spreads in waves, from so-called early
acceptors to more sceptical users. A critical mass of
acceptance of a solution is needed; when it is reached,
expanding the implementation is not a problem. If it is not
reached - the project fails.
And I hear you installed it at Marko's. Can I get
involved too? Or: I wouldn't be the first, put it elsewhere,
and if it passes, then I would get involved too!
Past anger. The ghosts of the past “never sleep”. When
life goes on normally, they remain hidden. But at a time
when the cooperation of the locals is needed for something
new or different; the spirits wake up abruptly! Old wounds
are reopening, quarrels over the borders of estates,
historical resentments against local or regional
government are remembered - sometimes it goes back
generations, such as confiscating land in previous regimes
and the like.
What will this smart island do for us, when you haven't
solved anything else before - we don't have children at
school (?!) We don't have an airport, the breakwater is not
working and the sewage system, the lighting is shining…
Sometimes the threat is real. Now we come to the
part where we talk about the middle ground. People are
resisting change because it can really hurt. Data about us
can be stolen or misused, technology can be more corrupt,
our homes can be more complex and expensive to
maintain. When new technologies displace old ones, jobs
can be lost; prices can go down; investments can be erased,
new players come - maybe future residents.
We want the Unije to be as they used to be. We will not
change!
Meddling with nature does not protect nature
Our current definition of prosperity is measured by
high levels of individual affluence, resource use, and
educational levels, all of which often come at an
unsustainably high ecological expense [15]. Some
indicators are at a more advanced stage than others. For
instance, measuring progress in natural regeneration is not
comparable with data on household consumption or
gender equality. A significant problem with digitalization
is that technology can work two ways: helping preserve
Nature and bringing it down to its' knees. People often
don't see the results from "meddling with Nature"
immediately, as it takes a couple of generations long.
Therefore, having the climate crisis on our doorstep, the
proof of mistreating nature's ecosystems is more apparent
every day, having people think more about nature
protection.

More work. There is a universal challenge here.
Change is really (maybe) more work - but only initially.
Once new technologies are mastered, there is usually
significantly less work around maintaining or performing
some activities.

After the industrial revolution was heavily dependent
on iron and coal, today’s digital age is increasingly leaning
towards renewable energy sources like wind and sun.
Nature protection is dual: how much we use it and how
much we protect it. Protecting our climate and the nature
that surrounds us is the basis of the progress of our
civilization and the human right to a healthy life and
environment.

I wouldn't do that; it's too complicated, you're just
giving me more work!

The digital revolution is directly relevant to the social
practices and organizations concerned with nature

It looks nice to you, but I don't understand it, and I
don't care, I don't have time to study!
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conservation. New technologies offer significant potential
for better protection of the environment. The UN and EU
frameworks are consistently pointing to this potential. For
instance, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
[16], signed in 1992 at the Rio Earth Summit, calls upon
its contracting Parties to promote scientific and
technological cooperation in the field of conservation and
sustainable use of biodiversity. Furthermore, in line with
strategic and legislative framework outlined above, the EU
is continuously working on developing new financial tools
to promote research, education and data collection on
nature and environment protection, such as Horizon 2020,
European Structural and Investment (ESI) Funds etc.
Experts in the nature protection sector often see today
a behavior where some people tend to disapprove of
digitalization and prosperity in the name of nature and
environment protection; the argument is that every
mendling with nature is destroying nature. Leaving nature
untouched is the only way to protect it, which is no longer
possible. It used to be that people who refused to use a lot
of technology were the ones who were more "ecologically"
oriented. Today we see a switch in human behavior where
young people enjoy nature's fruits, promote a sustainable
lifestyle, and use laptops, mobile phones, and a lot of data,
energy, and natural resources. Some people don't see other
types of technology as nature conservation means; instead,
they see it as destroying the landscape and species. For
example, during a direct communication with one of the
house owners on Unije, the interlocutor expressed a clearly
negative opinion on solar plant and desalinization plant as
a way to destroy islands' tradition and nature, not as a good
investment in peoples' wellbeing, assuring water and
energy. At the same time, whenever there is a power and
water shortage, locals go to their community district
representatives and ask for a change in the supply system.
A way to change how people perceive nature and
environmental protection is to inform them more on how
sustainability and use of technology isn't a way to destroy
nature but to protect it and achieve the goal of fighting the
climate crisis and stopping extinction. Leaving nature as it
is won't stop the crisis. It is necessary to use any means
possible to tackle the problem, such as protecting nature
(e.g., protected areas) and using technology in hand. By
investing in the development of existing and new
technologies that would enable a complete transition to
sustainable energy sources, as well as changes in
behaviour, only then would environmental protection take
the right shape that's needed in order to save the planet.
In June 2019, following the INSUALE Focus group
meeting, the locals at Unije were surveyed to obtain their
perception of the energy developments on the island. The
results showed that Unije inhabitants are more sensitive to
water saving, making significant efforts to save it in their
everyday life, which meant that some extra effort would be
needed to explain the benefits of energy-saving and
digitalization [13]. Additional surveying was conducted in
June 2021 as part of the master thesis research [17] with
the participation of not only permanent residents of Unije
(80 % turnout) but also the occasional residents, i.e.,
people with property on the island but who visit the island
occasionally. This questionnaire was focused on “the
public attitudes towards the current ‘Unije Self-Sufficient
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Island’ action plan, the willingness of locals for a more
active personal engagement (financial investments, change
of energy-consumption habits, taking part in island energy
cooperative), and actions that could increase the overall
public support towards the island energy transition.” [17]
It was concluded that the islanders are generally supportive
towards RES technology implementation, even though
what concerns them is the fact that it might affect the
island's natural landscape and cultural authenticity. Still,
they recognized the need for some social improvements,
like the more continuous project communication, better
risk management, stronger involvement of locals in
projects' activities as well as the more tangible
endorsement of renewable projects from the local
government [17].
IV.

CONCLUSION

The adoption of new technologies is largely a process
of social learning [18]. Educating the general public plays
an important role in determining the manner, speed, and
methodology
of
adopting
new
technologies.
Understanding the benefits and risks of new technologies
will not be complete without considering the intuitive
aspects of human psychology. Promoters of new
technologies are mainly focused on rational and scientific
arguments and practical technical solutions. However, as
experience with the Unije shows, "social, ethical and
particularly emotional" factors can be decisive for the
adoption of new technologies. Recognizing the wishes and
needs of the local community should come first and is,
therefore, more important than a mere rational and
technically optimal narrative.
Accepting innovation is not a rational process.
Behavioural science has identified three main factors that
trigger the psychological challenge of innovation:
• People's reluctance to break away from existing
habits or routines.
• Perceived risks associated with innovation.
• Attitudes of the general public towards the subject
of technology.
Contrary to expectations that may be appropriate in the
first half of the 21st century, people do not rationally assess
the risks and benefits associated with each new technology
and do not make a decision based on that analysis. Instead,
decisions are made emotionally, like deciding which party
or politician will represent us.
The strategic document “Unije Self-Sufficient Action
Plan” was created ten years ago, and survey results have
shown that some of the actions contained in this action
plan have really low support from the residents [17]. Thus,
the measures outlined in this document should be reexamined in collaboration with the locals to fit their needs
better [17].
There is also a need to create an appropriate transition
narrative. The islanders should be well adequately
informed about the benefits of digitalization and the
introduction of new technologies. Bridging the gap
between the new technology and society turned out to be a
necessity, requiring the collaboration of both technical and
social experts [17]. Of course, the technicians know how
RES technology works and what are its pros and cons.
Still, social experts could be better communicators,
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bringing these technical topics closer to the (often elderly
and digitally less literate) island population.
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Abstract - Meta-learning is learning from previous
experience gained while applying learning algorithms to
different data. Meta-learning consists of three steps: (i)
establishing meta-features, (ii) performing learning, and (iii)
prediction. This paper focuses on the first step, metafeatures. Meta-features are a mix of numerical and
categorical variables. We build upon the idea that learning
from numerical meta-features is often less effective and less
efficient than learning from categorical meta-features. Thus,
the objective of this study is to discretize numerical metafeatures into categorical values. An overview of meta-features
is given in the paper, along with a taxonomy of discretization
methods. In addition, a survey of significant discretization
methods is provided. Then, discretization is performed on 58
datasets selected from two domains of social sciences:
educational and business domains. Research results are
discussed, and contributions for meta-learning process
improvement are provided.
Keywords - meta-learning; meta-features; educational
data; business data; data mining

I. INTRODUCTION
Meta-learning is the sub-field of machine learning
focused on the search for the optimal learning strategy
motivated by the vast amounts of digitally stored data on
the one hand and a growing number of machine learning
algorithms on the other hand. Meta-learning is learning
from previous experience gained while applying learning
algorithms to different data. Meta-learning consists of three
steps: (i) establishing meta-features, (ii) performing
learning, and (iii) prediction. The first step refers to
identifying descriptive features that can describe a
complete dataset. This paper focuses on the meta-features
identification in two domains of social sciences: business
and education.
The success of the meta-learning process depends on
many factors, among which the dominant is the
description/characterization of datasets [1]. Data
characterization involves extracting significant task
properties [2]. Han et al. stated that “data characterization
is a summarization of a target class of data” [3]. These
characterizations, anywise, are named meta-features, and
they describe various types of data properties that can
predict the performance of machine learning algorithms
[4], [5]. Furthermore, meta-features are needed for a better
understanding of the data structure, as well as for the
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potential use of sets of meta-features as input for assessing
the task similarity [2], [6].
Meta-features are a mix of numerical and categorical
variables. Previous research has demonstrated that learning
from numerical meta-features is less effective and efficient
than learning from categorical meta-features. The
application of continuous numerical meta-features can be
undermined or even become impracticable in metalearning. To deal with the impracticability problem, we
need to apply the process of discretization (or binning). In
meta-learning
and
definition
of
meta-features,
discretization of numerical meta-features into categorical is
important to reduce the number of possible variations.
Among its main benefits, discretization leads to improved
speed and accuracy when developing meta-models in the
meta-learning process. Thus, the application of
discretization implies the success and the suitability of the
subsequent learning phase. Various methods have been
employed so far to transform numerical to categorical
variables.
The focus of this paper is to transform numerical metafeatures into categorical with two categories. We discuss
methods used to transform numerical into categorical
values more closely in Section 3. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a brief review of
the most frequently used sets of meta-features. Section 3
describes the research methods and datasets and discusses
the research results obtained. Finally, Section 4 draws some
conclusions, states the research’s limitations, and suggests
future work directions.
II. OVERVIEW OF META-FEATURES
Many empirical studies have proposed different sets of
meta-features, but there is no ultimate list to describe,
arrange and calculate them in the same way. Thus, this
section provides meta-feature characterization as a concise
overview of the most commonly used measures throughout
literature. Most authors [4], [5], [7]–[12] are focused on
three main classes of meta-feature: (1) general measures,
(2) statistical measures and (3) information theory-based
measures, among which some further suggest (4) modelbased and (5) landmarking measures. Khan et al. [5] and
Lorena et al. [13] also mention complexity measures.
Besides that, there are (6) other measures such as
standalone measures, time-related measures [14],
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clustering and distance-based measures [15], [16], densitybased measures [13] among others.
It is evident that meta-features have always been
organized into groups. However, the boundary between
them is not always strictly defined, and on top of that,
different names have been used for the same groups of
measures [11], [12]. For example, general, statistical and
information-based
measures
adopted
traditional
approaches and received different names like basic
measures [8], standard [17], DCT [18], and STATLOG
measures [19]. Taking into account the paper size, we will
utilize only general meta-features. Therefore, we will
explain them in more detail than other ones.
A.

General meta-features

TABLE 1. GENERAL META-FEATURES DEFINITIONS
Notation
nrAttr
nrInst
nrClass
nrBin

nrMissing

Name
Number of attributes [4],
[5], [7]–[12], [21]
Number of instances [4],
[5], [7]–[12], [21]
Number of classes [4],
[5], [7]–[12], [21]
Number of binary
attributes [5], [10]–[12],
[21]
Number of missing
values [5], [10]–[12], [20]

Symbol/Formula
𝑑
𝑛
𝑞
∑𝑑𝑖=1 𝟙(𝜙𝑎⃗𝑖 = 2)
𝑛

𝑑

∑ ∑ 𝟙 (𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝜙)
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝑑
nrInstMissing Number of instances with 𝑛
missing values [5], [10]– ∑ 𝟙 (∑ 𝟙 (𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝜙) > 0)
[12], [20]
𝑖=1
𝑗=1
𝑛
freqClass
Frequencies of the class
1
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑗 = ∑ 𝟙(𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐𝑗 )
values [11], [12], [20]
𝑛
𝑖=1

nrCat

Number of categorical
𝑑 − 𝑛𝑟𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑥
attributes [5], [10]–[12],
[17]
nrNum
Number of numeric
𝑑
attributes [5], [10]–[12],
∑ 𝟙 (𝑎𝑖 𝜖 ℝ𝑛 )
𝑖=1
[17]
catToNum
The proportion of
𝑛𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑥
categorical versus
𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑁𝑢𝑚 =
numeric attributes [5],
𝑛𝑟𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑥
[7], [9]–[12], [22]
numToCat
The proportion of
𝑛𝑟𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑥
numeric versus
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑇𝑜𝐶𝑎𝑡 =
categorical attributes
𝑛𝑟𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑥
[5], [7], [10]–[12], [22]
𝑛
nrAttrMissing Number of attributes with 𝑑
missing values [11], [12], ∑ 𝟙 (∑ 𝟙 (𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝜙) > 0)
[22]
𝑗=1
𝑖=1
attrToInst/ The ratio of the number
𝑑
dimensionality
of attributes per the
𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑇𝑜𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡 =
number of instances [4],
𝑛
[7], [8], [10]–[12], [23]
instToAttr
The ratio of the number
𝑛
of instances per the
𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑜𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟 =
number of attributes [11],
𝑑
[12]
classToAttr The ratio of the number
𝑞
of classes per the number
𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑜𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟 =
of attributes [11], [12],
𝑑
[24]
instToClass The ratio of the number
𝑛
of instances per the
𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑜𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 =
𝑞
number of classes [4],
[11], [12]
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General meta-features, also called simple measures, are
commonly known measures that are easily derived from the
datasets [4], [9], [11], [12].
Semantically, general measures refer to the number of
predictive attributes, instances, target classes, and missing
values. In practice, general meta-features do not require
significant computational resources, they are easy to
extract and represent traditional approach to data
characterization.
The measures associated with attributes describe the
main aspects of a dataset. Those measures are the number
of attributes, number of binary attributes, number of
categorical attributes, number of numeric attributes, the
proportion of categorical versus numeric attributes, and
vice-versa. The number of instances and the number of
classes do not provide much information, but they give
insight into the dataset’s size and label diversity. We
estimate the dataset’s quality with the number of missing
values in the dataset attributes and instances and the total
number of missing values. The ratio of the number of
attributes and the number of instances represents data
dimensionality. Inversely, it is a sparsity of the data. When
the value of the ratio is too small, this indicates overfitting,
which can consider irrelevant details and determine the
outcome with poor generalization. The number of classes
per attribute and instances per class connects data
properties with target attribute distribution. Finally, the
frequency of instances in each class permits the extraction
of relevant measures, e.g., the standard deviation of the
class distribution. [11], [12], [20] The list of all generalmeta features found in the previous studies is given in Table
1.
B. Statistical-based meta-features
Statistical-based measures describe the statistical
properties of the data. These measures capture data
distribution: average, standard deviation, correlation, and
kurtosis. [7] They are deterministic and mainly appropriate
for continuous (numerical) attributes [4], [18]. They are the
largest and the most diversified group of meta-features.
Within statistical-based measures, we have some
subgroups: measures of central tendency, measures of
dispersion, and discriminant measures.
Measures of central tendency include the following:
mean, geometric mean, harmonic mean, trimmed mean,
and median, while a measure of dispersion consists of
minimum and maximum values, range and interquartile
range of attributes, variance, standard deviation, median
absolute deviation, skewness, kurtosis, attributes with
normal distributions and attributes with outlier’s values.
While measures of central tendency mark the center of a
distribution, the measures of dispersion point out how much
the values are spread from the center, complementing
themselves [11], [12]. Discriminant measures include
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, canonical
correlations between the predictive attributes and the class,
the number of discriminant values, the homogeneity of
covariances, and the Wilks lambda. Those measures are
exclusively used for classification tasks [11], [12]. Finally,
we have some measures that we cannot classify into any
group, and these are correlation and covariance, which are
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C. Information-based meta-features
Information-based measures are grounded upon the
information theory field, and they are based on entropy
[11], [12]. These measures are especially suitable to
characterize discrete (categorical) attributes, but they also
fit continuous (numerical) ones [4]. Those measures are
attribute entropy, class entropy, joint entropy of attributes
and classes, mutual information, the equivalent number of
attributes, and noise-signal ratio.
D. Model-based meta-features
Model-based meta-features are the measures designed
to extract characteristics from a predictive learning model.
They are often based on the properties of the decision tree
model, but they are also induced from other machine
learning models [11], [12]. Decision tree-based metafeatures rely on the assumption that the structure of the
decision tree is a model of data. Hence the features
describing this model are expected to characterize the data.
For decision trees, this model is represented with a tree.
Bayesian networks are illustrated with an acyclic graph
with conditional distributions. Support vector machine is
presented with a set of hyperplanes, etc. [8]
III.

METHODS AND DATA

A. Research methods
A popular approach has been discretizing numerical
variables into bins in the statistics literature. Discretization
forms intervals based on the value range of the quantitative
data. Discretization then associates a qualitative value to
each interval. A cut point is a value among the quantitative
data where an interval boundary is located by a
discretization method. There is no optimal number of bins
or bin width that works for all distributions. In this research,
we will create variables of two bins. (Larose and Larose)
explained four approaches to the process of binning:
1.

Equal width (EWD) binning divides the numerical
predictor into k categories of equal width, where
an analyst chooses k.

2.

Equal frequency (EFD) binning divides the
numerical predictor into k categories, each having
k/n records, where n is the total number of records.

3.

Binning by clustering (Clustering) uses a
clustering algorithm, such as k-means clustering,
to automatically calculate the “optimal”
partitioning.

4.

Binning based on predictive value (Prediction).
Methods (1)–(3) ignore the target variable;
binning based on predictive value partitions the
numerical predictor based on the effect each
partition has.

Different types of learning require different strategies
of discretization. When employing the discretization
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method, it is crucial to be aware of the context and consider
it. This research will apply approaches 1, 2, and 3. The last
one cannot be used since we do not have a target variable.
B. Data description
Meta-learning has drawn significant attention in various
domains. In this paper, social science data is used; to be
more specific, business and education domain data. We
found and performed discretization on 58 datasets. Datasets
are selected from two domains of social sciences:
educational and business domains. In the context of
educational data, most of them (27 datasets) are taken from
the crowd-sourced platform - Kaggle, while the remaining
sets (3 datasets) were found on UCI ML repository. In the
context of business data, most of them (15 datasets) were
found on UCI ML repository, while the remaining datasets
were from Kaggle (10 datasets) and Data in Brief journal
(3 datasets). Selected datasets are the ones that are mostly
downloaded from the public repositories. Table 2 shows an
example of educational data sets and displays their generalmeta features. We give a brief explanation of the used
datasets.
Predict Test Scores od students include information
about a test written by some students with features such as
school setting, school type, teaching method, gender, and
pretest and post-test scores. Student Time Management
Performance contains students’ information such as age,
gender, nationality, studying programs, academic marks,
language course marks, and attendance. Also, students’
answers to questions about time management skills are
presented. Student Performance Dataset provided student
achievement in secondary education of two Portuguese
schools. This data is described by 30 attributes that are
mainly demographic and social, but it also has schoolrelated features. Graduate admission is the dataset that
predicts admissions from several parameters considered
critical, such as university ranking, undergraduate GPA,
research experience, the chance of admission, and others.
Semester Result of Technical Students dataset seeks to
predict next semester’s marks by analyzing the past
performance of a student. In Table 3, we provided a short
description of five of these 28 data sets.
TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF GENERAL META-FEATURES FOR
EDUCATIONAL DATA
Dataset
Number of
attributes
Number of
instances
Number of
numerical
attributes
Number
of
categorical
attributesof
Percentage
attributes with
missing values
Percentage of
instances with
missing values

invariably the most important statistical concepts. Although
we do not present the definitions and calculations of
statistical measures in this paper, they are unavoidable in
many studies and applications.

Predict Test Scores of
students
Student Time
Management
Performance
Student Performance
Data Set
Graduate Admission
Semester Result of
Technical Students

11

2133

3

8

0,00%

0,00%

21

125

1

20

2,17%

27,20%

33

649

16

17

0,00%

0,00%

9

500

9

0

0,00%

0,00%

10

178

9

1

11,12% 100,00%
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TABLE 3. EXAMPLE OF GENERAL META-FEATURES FOR

Facebook Live Sellers
in Thailand
Online Shoppers
Purchasing Intention
Productivity Prediction
of Garment Employees
Finance Factoring IBM Late Payment
Histories

Percentage of
instances with
missing values

Number of
numerical
attributes
Number
of

Number of
instances

Absenteeism at work

Number of
attributes

Dataset

categorical
attributes
Percentage of
attributes with
missing values

BUSINESS DATA

21

740

14

7

0,00%

16

7.050

10

2

25,00% 100,00%

18 12.330 10

8

0,00%

0,00%

15

1.197

11

4

2,82%

42,27%

12

2.466

5

7

0,00%

0,00%

0,00%

The Absenteeism at work dataset was created at a
courier company in Brazil. They contain information about
the reason for absence, the month of absence, day of the
week, seasons, age, education, number of children, number
of pets, social drinker, social smoker, and others. Facebook
Live Sellers in Thailand dataset consists of attributes like
comments, shares, and reactions on Facebook pages of 10
Thai fashion and cosmetics retail sellers by which it is
analyzed the variability of consumer engagement. Online
Shoppers Purchasing Intention dataset contains
information such as the number of different types of pages
visited by the visitor, total time spent on the page, bounce
rate, exit rate, page value, and many other parameters with
which we can assess the intention to purchase of online
shoppers. Productivity Prediction of Garment Employees
includes important attributes of the garment manufacturing
process and the employees’ productivity. This data
analyses and predicts the working teams’ productivity
performance in those factories. Finance Factoring - IBM
Late Payment Histories involve accounts receivable data to
predict which customers will pay fastest.
C. Research results
Discretization is performed on 58 datasets (30 from the
educational domain and 28 from the business domain).
Results of equal width binning are presented in Table 4. For
each of the general meta-feature, a cut point is calculated,
representing the boundary for two categories. Cut points for
each meta-feature are calculated as average values (mean)
of all included datasets.
TABLE 4. BINNING META-FEATURES BY EWD
Meta-feature

The cut point for
education data
Number of instances
40154
Number of attributes
25
Number of numeric attributes
17
Number of nominal attributes
10
Number of binary attributes
7
Number of string attributes
6
Percentage of missing values
0.0556
Percentage of instances
0.5
having missing values
Dimensionality
0.3
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The cut point for
business data
82709
108
108
17
2
0
0.4103
0.5
0.53

The cut point for business data is higher in terms of the
number of instances, Number of attributes, Number of
numeric and nominal attributes. The higher cut point for
educational data is for the number of binary and string
attributes. There is a big difference among educational and
business datasets in percentage of missing values.
Equal frequency discretization is performed on the
same datasets. Results are in Table 5.
It is to be noted that EFD resulted in lower cut points
for both education and business data compared with EWD
results. Here, e.g. number of binary attributes and number
of string attributes cut points are set to 0. Dimensionality
cut point for business data is also the lowest value, 0.
Lastly, clustering is performed as a discretization method.
K-means algorithm grouped the dataset into two groups.
Cut points representing boundaries are given in Table 6.
In the following paragraph, we analyze the performance
of the different discretization approaches. Evaluation
measure is the metric used to compare three candidate
discretization methods and decide which is more suitable to
be used. In this paper, we consider statistical evaluation
measure correlation. Correlation analysis of each original
numerical meta-feature with new categorical meta-feature
was calculated. Results are indicated in Table 7.
TABLE 5. BINNING META-FEATURES BY EFD
Meta-feature
Number of instances
Number of attributes
Number of numeric
attributes
Number of nominal
attributes
Number of binary
attributes
Number of string
attributes
Percentage of missing
values
Percentage of
instances having
missing values"
Dimensionality

The cut point for
education data
219
13

The cut point for
business data
5273
19

9

11

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.08

0

TABLE 6. BINNING META-FEATURES BY CLUSTERING
Meta-feature
Number of instances
Number of attributes
Number of numeric
attributes
Number of nominal
attributes
Number of binary
attributes
Number of string
attributes
Percentage of missing
values
Percentage of
instances having
missing values
Dimensionality

The cut point for
education data
4602
15

The cut point for
business data
17869
96

7

92

7

3

4.52

0.17

0

0

0.04

0.32

0.35

0.55

0.1

0.05
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TABLE 7. EVALUATION OF DISCRETIZATION BY MEANS OF

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CORRELATION
Discretization method
Correlation
EWD
0.53 *
EFD
0.3663 *
Clustering
0.495175 *
*statistical significance level < 0.01

Correlation analysis results indicated EWD results with
the most retained information of original numerical
variables. The results list the rules that suggest a category
of a meta-feature (small or big) based on continuous metafeatures values.
Education data
IF the number of instances < 40154 THEN Small
IF the number of attributes < 25 THEN Small
IF the number of numeric attributes < 17 THEN Small
IF the number of nominal attributes < 10 THEN Small
IF the number of binary attributes < 7 THEN Small
IF the number of string attributes <6 THEN Small
IF the number of missing values < 0.0556 THEN Small
IF Percentage of missing values < 0.5 THEN Small
IF dimensionality <0.3 THEN Small
Business data
IF the number of instances < 82709 THEN Small
IF the number of attributes < 108 THEN Small
IF the number of numeric attributes < 108 THEN Small
IF the number of nominal attributes < 17 THEN Small
IF the number of binary attributes < 2 THEN Small
IF the number of string attributes <0 THEN Small
IF the number of missing values < 0.4103THEN Small
IF Percentage of missing values < 0.5 THEN Small
IF Dimensionality <0.53 THEN Small
Since these rules are obtained on the mostly used
publicly available datasets from the domains of interest, we
believe that results of this analysis can be applied to other
data sets in those domains.
IV. CONCLUSION
Discretization or binning of numerical variables is one
of the most critical data preparations tasks in the data
mining process. Variable discretization aims to detect
concise data representations as categories in variables keep
as much information in the original continuous variables.
In this paper, we have presented a meta-feature
characterization through a collection of the most adopted
measures. Some of these measures are appropriate only for
numerical attributes, while others are more suitable for
categorical ones. Therefore, sometimes we must discretize
numerical into categorical values, and there are many
different methods to transform them. This research has
evaluated three discretization methods: EWD, EFD, and
clustering on 58 datasets from two social science domains:
education and business. The evaluation of results
(performed by correlating original values with discretized)
indicated that the EWD is the best approach for
discretization. The datasets repository will be upgraded in
future research, and other evaluation measures will be
employed.
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Abstract - the paper presents the experience of
University of Ruse (Bulgaria) in strengthening the digital
transformation of macroregional level by planning and
developing a hybrid type of research infrastructure (RI)
which combines the features and the advantages both of the
digital and the distributed RIs. It provides a systematic
overview of the need for establishment of such kind of RI,
focusing mainly on the challenges in accelerating the
sustainable development of the regions along the Danube
river. The proposed concept of RI clarifies the relationships
with other vital components (“nodes”) in the strategic
planning of digital distributed RIs. The example
summarizes the results achieved from SWOT analysis,
needs analysis of the region and on-desk research of RIs
types, all prepared for the purpose of properly planning the
development of the presented hybrid RI. The last was
established by 11 academic institutions and 13 international
associate partners acting on the territory of the Danube
macro-region. The project for the presented RI is part of the
National Research Infrastructure Road Map 2020 -2027. It
is the only one with macro-regional impact based on
digitalization and scientific achievements. Considering the
multidisciplinary and the mutual complementarity between
businesses, science, and education as essential for achieving
high-quality research, we have recognized it as a stimulus
for sustainable development and establishing dynamic and
adaptive digital environments.
Keywords - digital distributed research infrastructures,
digital transformation, sustainable development

I.

INTRODUCTION

Researchers from all scientific fields, from
fundamental to applied science, are increasingly relying
on the generation, processing, sharing, and management
of big data packages, collaboration and use of virtual
platforms, and a variety of forms of co-working cloud
spaces to produce integrated transdisciplinary scientific
results with proven application in solving common local,
regional or even global problems, which meets the
expectations of the communities for sped up but
sustainable development.
For this reason, there is an increasing need to ensure
and guarantee the access, the exchange of data and ideas,
and transferring of know-how among research microteams so that the researches have not only scientific value
but facilitates and supports communities in overcoming
the gaps in their digital transformation and adaption,
evoked by the disproportion in the social-economic
conditions across different regions and countries. Namely,
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in the context of a shared society and a knowledge-based
economy, this policy shall lead to a qualitative change in
the environment and have a sustainable and positive
impact on ecological, technological, and socio-economic
aspects of the future development of the regional
ecosystems. We might achieve such an effect with the
consolidation of resources (both human, financial, and
infrastructure), with the purposeful and participatory
behavior of regional transformative leaders, of which the
universities are in a central role. The ability of the
universities in establishing and developing a new type of
hybrid digital distributed infrastructures for boosting the
efforts for economic and social advancement at the
regional, macro-regional, and national levels should be
considered as a "driving force" for fundamental digital
transformation, especially for local and regional
communities.
A. Danube Macro-regional Strategy and knowledgebased development
The European Union Strategy for Danube Region
(EUSDR) is a macro-regional strategy adopted by the
European Commission in December 2010 and endorsed
by the European Council in 2011 [1], [2]. It seeks to
create synergies and coordination between existing
policies and initiatives across the Danube Region [2].
The most recent analysis of territorial challenges,
needs, and potentials of the Danube Region and strategic
options, prepared by the Joint Secretariat in 2021 shows
low level of innovation and added value for SMEs, based
on this trend the need for digitalization was identified in
terms of Industry 4.0 and the need for harmonized
intelligent specialization strategies and policies at regional
and local levels [2, 3]. That's why one of the programing
objectives for the period 2021-2027 is the enhanced
research and innovation capacities and the uptake of
advanced technologies, and the fostering the integrated
social, economic, and environmental local development,
cultural heritage, and security, including for rural and
coastal areas also through community-led local
development [3].
Most of the Western economies are well integrated
into the European level of Research and Development
investment (RDI), but the latter group of countries after
the last enlargement of the Union - Bulgaria and Romania,
are almost excluded from transnational patenting
cooperation. It is provable by the number of patents where
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the patent is considered an indicator of knowledge
production.
The Danube region territory shows significant spatial
inequalities in the number's dispersion of patents for 20152018 [3], [4].
At the level of the micro-region, the European Patent
Office affiliated with 141 applicants in 2018. For instance,
for the same period of observations, the number of patents
applications from the old member states of the EU only is
over 170 [4]. The figures are more impressive if the target
of 3% of EU GDP (addressed in Europe Strategy 2020)
[4] is commented through the prism of the Danube macroregion: only the German and the Austrian part of the
region
To enhance the EU's competitiveness, increasing the
level of research and development investments (RDI) has
been a key aim during the past decades, also reflected in
the Europe 2020 Strategy, where the target has been
defined at 3% of EU’s GDP in R&D investment [4]. Only
five regions have spent 3-4% of their GDP on RDI (on the
Eurostat database); another four areas, including Praha
and the Slovenian territory, spent between 2% and 3% of
their GDP on RDI, but most of the micro-region even isn't
close to the minimum of 2%. Highly specialized industrial
regions such as Stuttgart, Karlsruhe, Tübingen, etc.,
overreached the target of 3%, achieving 4% of GDP
invested in R&D [4].
In opposite, the Danube regions from Romania,
Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Bulgaria are the regions with
less than 1% [3,4]. Since the ratios gradually decrease
towards the Eastern regions to the Western, the SMEs in
the Danube Region is less consuming and introducing
innovations than the whole EU. Thus, the lack of
innovation or partial innovation is typical in many
enterprises, mainly because of a lack of human capital [3].
That's why developing the Danube program and its
action plan for 2021-2027, the support for transnational
alignment of Smart Specialization Strategies and policies
is significant [5]. It is defined and justified within Specific
Objective 1.2 in the Danube Territorial Program (DTP),
where the transnational cooperation plays a crucial role to
develop and align smart specialization of the Danube area
through the provision of innovative solutions based on
intelligent networking of business, educational, scientific
organizations, transfer of knowledge and sharing or cobuilding of research infrastructures across the Danube
macro-region, where achievements with significant
transnational impact can be expected and implemented.
All regions along the Danube should recognize the
investment and the development of such infrastructure as
a priority in accelerating their digital transition and
fostering their industrial specialization based on smart
skills and intelligent entrepreneurship, especially
regarding Industry 4.0. The new DTP plan encourage the
re-design, and the revitalizing of the Danube area as
greener, more digital, more resilient, and better fitting for
the upcoming challenges [5].
This is the reason to focus the future interventions on
skills development for ensuring the joint progress in the
smart specialization of less advanced regions, including
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cross-sectoral collaborations between smart industries and
traditional types of industries for industrial transformation,
robotization, mechatronics, digital technologies (including
internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI) and
creative industries (CI) [5], where the delivery of products
and/or services with transnational impact as result of
international research efforts will intensify the
development of the regions based on knowledge and
investment in R&D activities. The realistic achievement
of this aim refers to the level of development and the
distribution of the research infrastructures (RIs) on the
territory of Danube area.
II.

THE RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES MODELS

A. Typology of research infrastructures
RI is considered facilities, resources, and services used
by research communities conducting scientific work to
foster innovation processes [6].
Considering this definition, such kind of infrastructure
incorporates scientific equipment, knowledge resources
(set of archives, data, documents, collected works, etc.) as
well as communication tools, systems and/or platforms,
co-working spaces or any facilities, physical
infrastructures (e.g., labs, buildings) and tools, ensuring
the collaboration between scientists for the achievement of
excellence in research and innovations.
This definition provides the opportunity for a great
variety of organizational models to be applicable to
manage RIs. They may include central sources and
laboratories for experiments and measurement, testing and
validation units, coordination, scientific and/or
management boards which might be centralized or
geographically distributed, including also remotely
accessible resources such as data banks, physical assets, or
repositories, as well as involving national or transnational
research groups which even often have never met each
other.
While the above definition captures the common
features of RI, there are at least three types of RIs, defined
in the Roadmap 2021 of the European strategy Forum of
the RIs [6], [7]:
•

Single-sited RIs: the name hints that this is a
centralized research facility that is physically
allocated in one geographic area [6], [7]. It
facilitates the access of the users to scientific
achievements and results, as well as strengthens
the Triad "university- industry-user” or so-called
Triple Helix (TP) model [7], [10].

Usually, the geographic area defined as "single-site" is
quite large. It encompasses whole macro-regions where
within the scope of the RI are incorporated existing
complementary assets, networks, and facilities, ensuring
the user's access to knowledge and equipment. Still, the
government is centralized, for instance, at the European
level in a transnationally designed management and/or
advisory body. Anyway, single-sided RIs have legal
status, governance structure, the precise distribution of
responsibilities and duties of all parties involved, and
transparent procedures for functioning, decision-making,
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controlling, monitoring and evaluation. This is often a
kind of internationalized institutionalized functional or
division organizational structure.
•

Distributed RIs: this is a kind of RI comprising a
centralized hub or headquarters and interlinked
nationally based nodes [6], [7], [8], [9];

Again, this is a RI with clear legal status, distribution
of responsibilities, and governance structure, where the
"nodes" might have their legal status [7]. However, they
still bind to the central body, attributing to this body's
coordination and management role. Distributed RI
develops human resource policy to guarantee the
effectiveness of the research program of the structure and
the efficiency of use of resources of the central body.
Often, they combine research programs with upskilling
programs and post-doctoral programs to ensure the mutual
complementarity of the human resources (HR) and the
sufficiency of HR in terms of the optimal absorption of
the total capacity of the RIs (facilities, tools, human
capital, computing capacity, etc.). The most often applied
development strategy for these RIs is to strengthen the RI
through developing or adding "nodes" by the
internationalization of the RI where the "nodes" partially
keep their national research objectives and but
strategically devote all their capacity and resources to
achieve commonly shared program governed by the
central hub. The other base for the development and the
enlargement of this type of RIs is the quality and the scope
of the Consortium agreement signed by all parties
involved in establishing the RI.
Syed et al. commented, "novel concepts enabling a
resilient future power system and their subsequent
experimental evaluation are experiencing a steadily
growing challenge: large-scale complexity and
questionable scalability [8]. To cope with the trends of a
dynamic system, the requirements of research
infrastructure have to be met. Therefore, growth, diversity,
and costs make the feasibility of rigorous advancements
questionable by a single RI.
Such RIs are the European Centers for Excellence and
their national nodes. Another relevant example of this type
of RI is the Biobanking research centers. As Larsson
stated, "distributed research infrastructures are gaining
political traction in Europe to facilitate scientific research.
This development has gained particular momentum in
biobanking where cross-national attempts have been made
toward harmonizing the biobanking standards across the
European Union” [9].
•

Global RIs: in comparison with the last two types
of RIs, this one is fully international and is
established for advanced collaboration of
existing national or transnational RIs to build
world highly specialized scientific community
aiming to solve globally recognized problems or
challenges [6], [7], [10].

These RIs are often not national and act based on a
joint international agreement between the states, providing
the resources for top scientific research and defining the
key performance indicators for a certain period [9]. It is
expected these RIs to achieve substantial or fundamental
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change through significant innovation leading to a
considerable upgrade in human life. Such RI is the
European Organization for Nuclear Research, also known
as CERN, encompassing 23 Member-states [11].
B. An example of digital distributed RI speeding up the
regional digital transformation
Based on the proposed-above description, we
identified a gap in digital distributed infrastructure that is
not mandatory institutionalized and with different legal
status which may combine the essential features and
integrate the purposes of both single-sited and distributed
infrastructures, but which is more regionally and oriented
and multipurpose comparing to the single-sited, more
adaptive and fast-operating and in the same time aiming to
solve social-economic problems and foster the
development of sites (regions) which shares common
strategy, values, trying to achieve significant integral
impact on the whole affected territory.
The planning of the National RI road map of Bulgaria
started in 2019. It allowed us to initialize the establishing
and developing such a hybrid type of RI that is digital but
distributed, both comprising the so-called "nodes" and
having governing headquarter.
In 2019-2020 University of Ruse "Angel Kanchev"
(Bulgaria) started a large-scale analysis aiming
appropriately to identify the research infrastructure's role
and type to strengthen the region's competitiveness and
generate advantages for both the University and the
community.
Because of the broad and valuable experience of the
University in intraregional, cross-border, and transnational
cooperation in the last decades, and its active role in
planning the Danube Strategy, the background of longlasting bilateral and multilateral agreements as well,
during the analytical phase we identified a potential for
wider impact of the proposed RI, namely on the whole
territory of the Danube macro-region.
A mandatory precondition for such impact is the
opportunity to negotiate and share common strategic
priorities with associate partners along the Danube
during the development of the scientific program of the
RI, as well as the establishment of a type of structure
which presupposes both the independent acting of each
partner but also sharing and integration of goals, assets,
facilities, computing power, scientific teams and
overcoming the traditional regional completeness between
the regional actors. Thus, they are able to focus on bigger
objectives than those within the usual regional scope, and
to achieve jointly significant results affecting the whole
Danube area.
After assessing the gaps and the discrepancies, as well
as the opportunities in the development of the separate
regions, the University of Ruse started a ten years projects
with five general execution lots aiming to establish,
develop, enlarge, and finally internationalize a hybrid
digital distributed distantly, accessible for the users from
Danube region. This RI is shortly called "5D
ALLIANCE".
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The overall goal of this unique Project is to create a
brand-new type of RI with a potential for impact in the
Danube macro-region through advanced interdisciplinary
research for intelligent, secure, eco-friendly management
of interconnected systems and their business applications
to achieve a clean and safe environment in the conditions
of shared responsibility for macro-regional sustainable
development.
Based on the analytical results, the RI has been
initially designed as headquarters at the University of
Ruse (7 laboratories), one remote backup laboratory in
Rakovsky National Defence College (Bulgaria) and 17
remote “access points” (so-called “nodes”) within 12
Consortium Partners. Based on the declared intention for
collaboration of 13 associated international partners from
the Danube area, further enlargement of network of the RI
is also planned.
The profile of the Lead Partner and the Partners under
the RI Project is built based on the interdisciplinarity of
their accredited scientific and educational fields, which
allows the construction of profound cooperation in a
clearly defined scientific area with a specific set of
themes, namely digital technological systems for clean
and secure environment.
The Project proposes a particular interaction between
engineering, managerial, legal, business, healthcare, and
biological approaches in joint and complete research
activities. It achieves the uniqueness of the suggested
scientific fields as a response to the dynamics of searching
for new competencies and entering new industries.
Based on the finding, after intensive negotiations and
dialogue with the partners, it was possible to define
subsequent strategic activities in the “5D ALLIANCE”,
directed to a thorough and precise alignment of partners’
competencies for achieving top research expertise in each
of the sub-fields of the RI defined as main and horizontal
research areas, presented below:
C. Main research areas:
1) Precise technologies for sustainable agriculture
and clean and secure environment: including
sub-projects aiming to develop intelligent
systems and technologies for reducing the
harmful effects of conventional and innovative
machinery on the ecosystems and their unique
resources as well sub-projects integrating
biological models in intelligent management
systems for Natura 2000 areas with the
development of ecosystem services and other
economic activities in them;
2) Low carbon mobility and intelligent transport
systems with sub-projects developing innovative
integrated
technological
solutions
for
decarbonization and increased efficiency,
security,
safety,
and
connectivity
of
heterogeneous urban transport systems in crossborder territories;
3) Multi-modal human-machine interface and 3D
kinematics in technological systems for a clean
and secure environment, including sub-projects
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aiming to develop intelligent solutions for
reconstruction of events, physical phenomena,
and realistic (natural and existing) objects for
express preliminary environmental impact
assessment of complex anthropogenic pressure of
implementation/subsequent maintenance of
interregional and transnational projects;
4) Digital energy systems for a clean and secure
environment,
developing
models
and
technological approaches for managing shared
energy sources and heterogeneous entities to
minimize their environmental impact.
D. Horizontal applied interdisciplinary research for the
need of main research areas of the RI:
5) Digital, additive, energy-assisted innovative
technologies: modeling and simulation of
processes and systems; rapid prototyping and
production of products and tools, the processing
of materials with laser and other energy sources;
digital industrial manufacturing systems; quality
management of technological systems and
processes.
6) Innovative business and educational models for
sustainable development,
7) clean and secure environment. We integrated
intelligent security management systems with
the developments in RI for a clean and secure
environment, incl. system solutions for energy
and information security.
It has proved the experience of the Lead Partner and
the partners under the RI Project through much successful
participation in projects that have won funding under
national and international programs. For instance, a Center
of Excellence in mechatronics and a Competence Center
in ICT, have already established, improving the exiting
digital infrastructures at University of Ruse and some of
the partners, and strengthening the digital transformation
of the education and the science.
This allowed the RI team to set goals, objectives, and
tasks, which will be the next quality step in the
development of past results and in maintaining up-to-date,
innovative, and applicable research activities following
the changes and trends in the industrial and technological
development in the period up to 2030.
The participation of partners in relevant thematic,
Project and institutional networks nationally and
internationally with a focus on the Danube macro-region
of Europe in the field of ICT, security, innovative business
models and entrepreneurship is a crucial prerequisite for
guaranteeing and increasing the access to shared
knowledge, resources and scientific capacity, the increase
of usability of the shared infrastructure, the improved
usage of new technological platforms for support of
coordination and interaction, as well as building an
innovative infrastructure for research and testing for the
needs of the scientific projects and initiatives implemented
[13],[14],[15].
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At the end of 2020, the Project for this RI has been
included after the selection procedure as a priority project
in the National Road Map of RIs 2020-2027. It has been
granted by the Ministry of Education, which financed the
preparatory phase of establishing the RI structure.
During the coordination meetings, after analysis of
potential legal forms and the need of registering separate
legal entities for RI, all partners with a consensus decided
to act as a Consortium under the agreement already signed
for the planning of the Project. An unseparated part of the
Consortium agreement is the Rules and Procedures Guide
of the RI, with clearly designed responsibilities, rights,
duties, ownership, and any other cross-cutting issues in
conformity with the legal provisions of European and
national laws. The logic of the Guide follows the
experience of the researchers at University of Ruse in
building, developing, and managing complex programs
for social responsibility, entrepreneurship and green
transition of systems and areas [13], [14], [15].
In 2020 both the Ministry of Education and the project
partners gave mandate to the Lead partner (University of
Ruse) to coordinate the RI, build main laboratories, and
establish connections with the remote access points
(nodes) with partners (see Table 1).
TABLE 1. INITIALLY ESIGNED DIGITAL DISTRIBUTED RI –
“5D ALLIANCE”
Horizontal applied
Main fields
research
(as defined and listed
“5D Alliance”
(as defined and
above)
Partners
listed above)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
1. University of Ruse Lab. Lab. Lab. Lab. Lab. Lab. Lab.
"Angel Kanchev”
2. Agrarian
r.a.p.
University, Plovdiv
3. National Defence
r. lab.
College, Sofia
4. University of
r.a.p.
Economics, Varna
5. Institute of
r.a.p.
r.a.p.
Electrochemistry and
Energy Systems,
BAS, Sofia
6. Institute of ICT,
r.a.p. r.a.p.
r.a.p.
BAS, Sofia
7. Agricultural
r.a.p.
Academy, Sofia
8. Institute of Metal
r.a.p.
Science, Equipment
and Technologies,
BAS, Sofia
9. Technical
r.a.p. r.a.p.
University, Varna
10. Technical
r.a.p.
r.a.p.
University, Gabrovo
11. Technical
r.a.p. r.a.p. r.a.p.
University, Sofia
12. Thracian
r.a.p.
University, Stara
Zagora
*Legend: BAS – Bulgarian academy of science; lab. – laboratory;
r.lab. – remote laboratory; r.a.p.– remote access point

The University of Ruse began the construction works
of brand-new university scientific complex with all
planned laboratories, and the partners provided equipment
and premises for establishing the remote access points.
During the preparatory phase, an opportunity for
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enlargement of the initially designed RI (see Table 1.)
with new facilities has been recognized and the Project
scope was extended with the planning and establishment
of a healthcare laboratory, as well the equipment of a coworking hybrid (physical-virtual) space named “Future
education space” with VR technologies included and with
the design and the establishment of joint communication,
coordination and monitoring hub of the RI. Thus, a year
later the Project has been improved in order to meet the
new challenges and needs in the development of the
regions and the research institutions involved.
The initial list of associated partners, including Cluster
"Electromobiles"; the Automotive Cluster - Bulgaria;
Cluster "Srednogorie"; Nuclear Powerplant Kozlodui, has
been extended with two new collaborating clusters –
Artificial Intelligence Cluster and Cyber Security Cluster
– ETIC. The international partners are eight along the
Danube have been enriched with one new partner. The
established partnership became a basis for the
development and submission of 3 new international
projects aligned with the overall goal of the RI.
III.

CONCLUSION

The established model of hybrid RI is based on the
concept of Quadruple Helix (QH) [12] as a user-oriented
innovation approach. The most common feature of all
kinds of QH-based RI is that they have included some
fourth group of innovation actors into the traditional
Triple Helix model (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Difference between user-driven, user-centered, and
user-oriented innovation approaches [12]

The traditional model of innovative structures is based
on the user-oriented approach where the level of
involvement of the primary actors (researchers and
SMEs), secondary users (educational organizations and
business associations), and tertiary users (NGOs and
public bodies) is low. Thus, significant extended impact
cannot be expected on wide territorial scope, besides
based on sustainably, traditional RIs drive the
development of particular territory to positive change
[12].
That's why the effect of single-sited RI is usually local
and rarely trans-regional or transnational; they are
designed
to
strengthen
the
knowledge-based
transformation of the direct territory where they act.
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The distributed RI is a user-centered program of
scientific research. It linked the performance of the RI
with the extent to which the users accept, adopt and
upgrade the initial scientific products and innovative
solutions following their needs. While the users' needs
are dispersed on the territory of the distributed
infrastructure, the last will reflect and try to integrate the
identified needs and challenges and propose innovative
solutions.
As much the intensity of involvement of secondary
and tertiary users in this process would be raised, as large
as the scope would be of the impact on the territory of the
RI. These two types of users (secondary and tertiary -see
Figure 1) are not always direct, and the intermediation in
the process of adoption of innovation requires
preliminary upskilling and acquisition of information and
knowledge [10], [12], [15] to recognize the need for
adopting the innovation.
The
proposed
distributed
digital
research
infrastructure involves each phase of its development and
functions, many users with the opportunity to reach them
and provide access to RI facilities, tools, products, and
services much easier because of its hybrid nature (both
digital and digital distributed). This is a precondition for
accelerating the multiplication of the scientific results and
faster stimulation of the innovation cycle involving the
users [13].
From mid-and long-term perspectives, these processes
will change the development trends on the territory of the
RI fostering users to apply and search for innovations
within the digital distributed RI, determining in this way
the self-upgrade, development, and enlargement of the
research ecosystem to the extent to which it socialeconomic impact might be kept integrated.
Based on this, the hybrid RIs combining features of
over one type of traditional RIs might be considered
accelerators of the knowledge-based development of the
regions where they act.
Hybridization between distributed and digital
infrastructures will lead to the natural need of the users to
increase the state of digitalization to test, consume and
adopt the provided scientific outputs and results. It should
be said that this process entirely depends on the initially
existing communication infrastructure and accessibility of
the regions involved. In case of significant discrepancies
in the digitalization and the quality of connectivity of the
areas, the preliminary phase of establishing such type of
RI must be supported by the community and mandatory
to include first the improvement of the basic ICT
infrastructure.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a business intelligence (BI)
toolkit based on natural language processing (NLP) methods
for the arts and culture domain, collected in the Measuring
the Social Dimension of Culture (MESOC) project. The main
NLP methods in the underlying pipeline are keyword extraction,
multi-label classification of texts, and detection of potential social
impacts of cultural policies and practices, all trained on texts
from open-access academic publications. The MESOC Toolkit
is a georeferenced visualization tool for analyzing impact on
social value creation in the areas of health and well-being, urban
regeneration, and social cohesion, and enables semantic search
for content in the MESOC domain. Therefore, the presented
research can serve as a prototype for measuring societal value
by identifying recurrent pathways of transformational processes
in society that reach beyond the selected field of art and culture.

Keywords - societal impact, natural language processing,
business intelligence, keyword extraction, text classification,
semantic search
I. I NTRODUCTION
The main objective of business intelligence (BI) is to enable
informed decision making by integrating strategic information
from different data sources - internal or external, structured or
unstructured [1], [2]. BI has traditionally focused on analyzing
internal data for business analysis, most of which is stored in
well-structured relational databases [3]. Today, in the wake
of the data deluge caused by the big data phenomenon, BI
must also consider external and unstructured data such as
documents, web pages, social networks, short messages, usergenerated ratings and comments, sensor data, etc. [4], [3], [2],
[5]. Therefore, in addition to traditional multidimensional data
processing, modern BI requires the integration of advanced
artificial intelligence methods, especially for processing unstructured data.
Natural language processing (NLP) is a subfield of artificial
intelligence that aims to process and ultimately understand natural language in written or spoken form [6], hence processes
the unstructured data. NLP combines methods from computer
science - machine and deep learning, statistics and linguistics
or computational linguistics [6] to solve various tasks: keyword extraction [7], [8], topic modeling [9], text classification
[10], automatic text summarization [11], sentiment analysis
[12], named entity recognition [13], etc.
In this paper, we present the BI toolkit powered by the NLP
pipeline for the arts and culture domain captured in the Mea-
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suring the Social Dimension of Culture (MESOC) project. The
core of the project is MESOC Toolkit, based on NLP models
trained on texts from open source academic papers published
in peer reviewed journals or at international conferences that
address the societal impacts of cultural policies and practices
[14].
This paper is structured as follows: Section II provides an
overview of the background and related work; Section III explains the NLP methods used in the NLP pipeline; Section IV
presents the implementation details of the MESOC Toolkit
web application with an overview of the documents used,
while concluding remarks and directions for future research
are presented in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED WORK
The Measuring the Social Dimension of Culture (MESOC)
project is a Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Action that
aims to propose, test and validate an innovative and original
approach to measuring the societal value and impact of culture,
cultural policies and cultural practices [15]. Three main categories of societal impact are defined as follows: impacts on
personal well-being, including improvements in physical and
mental health; impacts on communities and social cohesion,
associated with people’s more intensive participation - both
”passive” and ”active” - in cultural activities; and impacts
on urban regeneration and transformation, triggered by private and/or public investment in cultural assets (tangible or
intangible) such as museums and exhibitions. The decision
to choose these three impact categories stems from the New
European Agenda for Culture [16], which explicitly focuses on
the so-called ”crossover processes” combining knowledge and
skills specific to the cultural and creative sectors with those
of other sectors in order to develop innovative and intelligent
solutions to today’s societal challenges, as originally outlined
in the conclusions of a thematic EU Council (2015) [17], [18].
The focus of this research is placed around the 10x3
MESOC matrix, which cross-references three main social
impact domains (Health and Well-being; Urban Renovation;
Social Cohesion or People’s Engagement and Participation)
as three columns of the matrix to the cultural sectors. The
rows of the matrix list ten cultural sectors that were included
in the 2009 UNESCO Framework of Cultural Statistics [19]
- which were partially, but not fully, included in the 2012
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ESSnet-Culture Framework report by EUROSTAT [20]. The
cultural sectors cover the main areas in which arts and culture
operate, namely: 1. Heritage, 2. Archives, 3. Libraries, 4. Book
and Press, 5. Visual Arts, 6. Performing Arts, 7. Audiovisual
and Multimedia, 8. Architecture, 9. Advertising and 10. Art
Crafts.
Therefore, the central goal of this research, is to provide
policymakers and decision-makers with a tool to gain insight
into the potential societal impacts of arts and culture initiatives,
which are organized into three domains of the New European
Agenda.
The MESOC Toolkit was developed using a selection of
academic literature related to arts and culture that reflected the
three categories of interest. For example, the link between arts
and culture and health and well-being was explored starting
with the seminal work of [21]. The interplay between urban
and territorial regeneration and renovation and arts and culture
gained a lot of attention, also starting from the groundbreaking
European Capitals of Culture initiative [22]. Finally, increased
social cohesion through the promotion of consumer/prosumer
engagement and participation is also supported by the Council
of Europe’s Indicator Framework on Culture and Democracy
[18].
III. M ETHODS
The MESOC Toolkit is based on an underlying pipeline of
NLP tasks for the arts and culture domain that are captured in
the MESOC project documents. Processing of the documents
begins with conversion from PDF (Portable Document Format)
to text file type. Next, we determine the language of the text
and translate it into English using the Google API for machine
translation. Next, we remove cited references and clean up
the noise introduced by the PDF to text format conversion.
Unsupervised keyword extraction is the central part of the
NLP pipeline, as elaborated in subsection III-A. The set of
extracted keywords contains the most salient information from
the processed texts and serves as input for the multi-label
text classification described in III-B and the similarity search
described in III-C. Finally, the core functionality for detection
and analysis of derived impacts is elaborated in III-D.
A. Keyword Extraction
After preprocessing the text file, the Python library pke was
used to extract keywords from the text. Pke is an open-source
Python-based keyphrase extraction toolkit which provides an
end-to-end keyphrase extraction [23] containing multiple different supervised and unsupervised keyphrase extraction models, such as tf-idf, YAKE [24], TextRank [25], and KEA [26].
In this work, we use an unsupervised keyphrase extraction
model - YAKE [24]. Yet Another Keyword Extractor (YAKE)
[24] uses statistical features of the single text document to
identify the most important words - keywords [7], [8]. The
algorithm consists of five steps: preprocessing the text and
identifying term candidates, extracting features, computing the
score for terms, generating n-grams and computing the score
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for term candidates, deduplicating data, and finally ranking the
keywords.
In the first step, the algorithm applies typical preprocessing
procedures such as cleaning the text, dividing it into sentences,
annotating the text, tokenizing it, and identifying and removing
stop words. First, the text is divided into sentences and then
into chunks formed by tokens within each sentence, where
each token is converted to lowercase and annotated depending
on whether the token is a digit, unparsable content, acronym,
uppercase letter, or other parsable content. In the feature
extraction step, the algorithm iterates through the sentences
and their corresponding chunks and splits the chunks into
annotated tokens. For each token, a set of five features is
computed. These features are: Tcase , which reflects the capitalization of the term, giving higher importance to terms in
uppercase form, Tposition , which reflects the position of the
term within the sentence, giving higher importance to terms
that occur at the beginning of the sentence, T Fnorm , which
focuses on the frequency of the term within the document, but
where the value of the term frequency is divided by the mean
of the frequencies plus one times their standard deviation,
with the goal of preventing bias toward higher frequencies in
long documents. The next feature is TRel , which is computed
depending on the terms surrounding the observed token. Here,
terms that coexist with a higher number of unique tokens in
the observed window are assigned lower values. The final
feature is Tsentence , which indicates how often a candidate
term occurs in different sentences. In the next step, for each
term and its corresponding features, a unique score S(t) is
computed using the following formula:
Trel · Tposition
.
Tcase + T FTnorm
+ Tsentence
Trel
rel

(1)

After computation, the algorithm creates a list of keyword
candidates by generating a contiguous sequence of terms up
to n-grams over a sliding window of n. For each candidate
term kw, the following score is assigned:
S(kw) =

Πt∈kw S(t)
P
KF (kw) · (1 + t∈kw S(t))

(2)

where kw represents a candidate keyword of one or more
terms and S(kw) represents the final score. KF (kw) represents the frequency of the candidate keyword. The lower
the S(kw) score, the more relevant the candidate keyword
candidate is.
After determining the ranking of candidate keywords, the
final step of data deduplication and ranking is performed.
The candidate keywords are added to a new list depending
on their relevance. After each candidate keyword is added, it
is semantically compared with each more suitable candidate
keyword that was previously added to the list. If the semantic
similarity is above a certain threshold, which means that this
keyword has already been recognised, the keyword candidate
is discarded. After manually reviewing the results, we decided
to extract the top 30 4-gram keywords with a window of 18
and a deduplication threshold of 0.95.
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B. Multi-label Classification
A prerequisite for document analysis is the determination
of the societal impact domains and cultural sectors of the
document, i.e., the columns and rows of the MESOC matrix.
This problem is formulated as a multi-label classification
task in 30 classes (10 cultural sectors and 3 domains of
the MESOC matrix). Multi-label classification is inherently a
challenging problem, but the difficulty is further compounded
by the relatively small number of documents in the dataset [6],
[27], [10]. To minimize this problem, we have chosen a nonstandard approach to multiclass classification of texts: First, we
classify the document into 3 cultural sectors, then we perform
a classification into 10 domains, and finally we multiply the
obtained class probability vectors to calculate the final class
probabilities. In this way, we reduced the scale of multiclass
classification into 30 classes to a simpler classification with 3
and 10 classes respectively.
Formally, let Pr ∈ R10 be the vector of probabilities for
each domain and Pc ∈ R3 be the vector of probabilities
for each cultural sector. The probabilities for each of the 30
classes are then calculated as P = Pr Pc . Before computing the
probability matrix P , we set a threshold to filter out columns
and rows with low probabilities and redistribute these values
evenly among the remaining classes.
To obtain vectors Pc and Pr , we trained a Random Forest
classifier using the scikit-learn Python library on keywords
extracted from the documents [28][29] and compared the
results with labels assigned by human experts. To avoid
overfitting, both models were evaluated using 10-fold crossvalidation.
Tables I and II show F1 results obtained using Random
Forest models trained to predict cultural sectors, and societal
impact domains respectively. Results are presented as macro
F1 scores averaged over 10 folds. The obtained classification
probabilities are used for the heat map visualized in Figure 1.
Cultural sector
Heritage
Archives
Libraries
Books and Press
Visual Arts
Performing Arts
Audiovisual and Multimedia
Architecture
Advertising
Art crafts
TABLE I

F1 score
0.97
0.97
0.93
0.93
0.95
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.93
0.97

C LASSIFICATION RESULTS IN TERMS OF MACRO AVERAGED F1
FOR 10 CULTURAL SECTORS .

Societal impact domain
Health and Well-being
Urban and Territorial Renovation
People’s Engagement and Participation
TABLE II
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C. Similarity Search
Similarity between documents is calculated as Jaccard similarity [11] between a set of keywords from one document and
a set of aggregated keywords from every other document that
has the same impact or societal domain and cultural sector.
Note that the keywords are determined as described in III-A.
Let Kr,c be the set of keywords from document d describing
cultural sector r and impact domain c, and K be the set of
aggregated keywords from every other document describing
the same domain and cultural sector. Similarity is thus defined
as:
|K ∩ Kr,c |
.
(3)
J(K, Kr,c ) =
|K ∪ Kr,c |
If we are interested in similarity according to a particular
impact i, instead of using set Kr,c , we would aggregate the
keywords from each document that has the same impact i.
In both cases, we exclude documents that are georeferenced
to the same location. The integration of similarity search into
Tookit is visualized in Figure 4.

SCORES

F1 score
0.96
0.93
0.95

C LASSIFICATION RESULTS IN TERMS OF MACRO AVERAGED F1
FOR 3 SOCIETAL IMPACT DOMAINS .

Fig. 1. Heat map - Mesoc Matrix: classified documents for the city of
Liverpool.

SCORES

D. Impact Generation
At this final stage of the NLP pipeline, we apply our impact
generation and semantic expansion method defined in [14].
The method starts with the initial definition of 100 possible
societal impacts defined by a domain expert, and expands their
semantic neighborhoods using word2vec embeddings [30],
cosine similarity, and K-means clustering. For each impact,
a single vector representation was computed by averaging the
individual word vector representations captured by the impact.
After all bigrams and trigrams are extracted from the dataset,
a single vector representation is computed for each of these
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n-grams by averaging the single word vector representations
associated with each n-gram. Next, the method creates a list
of similar extracted n-grams for each impact by calculating
semantic similarity using a cosine similarity measure with a
threshold of 0.8. To determine the groups of similar impacts,
with the aim of avoiding overlaps between their corresponding
n-grams, the method uses K-means clustering. After determining the clusters and the final list of impacts with their corresponding most similar n-grams (i.e. the semantic expansion
of the impact), the method can automatically annotate new
documents. For each new document, the method extracts all
bigrams and trigrams and matches them with n-grams in the
semantic expansion of different impacts. For each match, the
method detects the corresponding impact for the document and
annotates it. The example of the detected impacts is visualized
in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. Impact on the well-being for the studies reported on the city of
Liverpool.

all 573 documents ranged from 859 characters or 172 word
tokens to 696,182 characters or 124,976 word tokens, with
an average of 49,894 characters and 8,936 word tokens per
document. The dataset is very unbalanced in terms of cultural
sectors and societal impact domains, i.e., the classes used in
the multi-label classification. To solve this problem, the minority classes were oversampled using the SMOTE technique
[31]. Before we proceed with the generation and semantic
expansion of impacts, the documents are preprocessed. The
first step of preprocessing is the conversion from PDF to
text format [32]. PDF conversion produces a lot of noise
and unusable characters due to the nature and structure of
PDF documents. The problem is solved by removing common
abbreviations, hyperlinks, email addresses, phone numbers and
unprintable characters, while also cleaning up errors with
hyphens, different quotation marks and multiple whitespaces.
The second phase of preprocessing involved tokenization of
documents, removal of stop words, and normalization. The
list of stop words that were removed from the texts came from
the Python Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [33]. The final
step of preprocessing involved lemmatization of the tokens.
Lemmatization takes into account the morphological analysis
of the tokens and provides a word lemma or base form for all
inflected forms of the word. For this last step, we use WordNet
Lemmatizer [34] from the NLTK library.
B. Architecture
The MESOC Toolkit is implemented as a web application
structured as a React application (the frontend), and as a
REST API (the backend) written in Django Rest Framework
that provides functionality to the frontend. In this way, the
core backend functionality is decoupled from the frontend and
can be used by other applications. Documents are parsed by
running them through the NLP pipeline (as explained in the
Section III), where at each step a worker process performs
a specific task (e.g. keyword extraction, impact generation,
etc.). The worker processes are local to the backend, and there
can be multiple instances running. Communication with the
Django application is done through the Redis database, which
serves as a message queue.
C. Results and Discussion

IV. I MPLEMENTATION
Next we provide a brief overview of the dataset used and
the architecture of the toolkit implementation in the form of
a responsive web application.
A. Dataset
The document corpus (i.e., full texts of scientific papers)
on the topic of arts and culture contains 573 open-access
documents retrieved from academic databases.
Documents are selected by 10 cultural areas according to
the UNESCO-EUROSTAT classification [20], [19] and stored
in a repository for further experimentation. The length of
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The MESOC Toolkit is a georeferenced visualization tool
for the semantic search of documents in the MESOC domain
of arts and culture and the analysis of their impact on the
societal domains. The Figure 3 shows the main screen with
georeferenced academic studies pinned on the map of Europe.
The map is the entry point for the user inquiry. After selecting
the desired location, the user is redirected to the analytical
screen with the central visualization element - the heatmap in
the form of the MESOC 10x3 matrix shown in Figure 1. The
heatmap is the result of the automatic multi-label classification
as part of the NLP pipeline, where classification probabilities
are used to visualize and color the cells of the heatmap. From
the example presented for the city of Liverpool, it can be seen
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that documents are linked to libraries and health and wellbeing by 53% and visual art by 22%.

Fig. 4. Similar studies for the selected impact of reduced depression.

Fig. 3. Map with geo-located academic studies.

V. C ONCLUSION

After selecting the health and well-being column in the
heatmap, the list of detected impacts is displayed in Figure 2.
The ”strength” of the detected impact (e.g., ”More availability
to engage in health education” - 81%) is used to rank the
identified impacts. The toolkit also allows for an explanation of
how the impact was derived by listing the semantic expansion
used to generate the impact for the document.
Finally, the user can retrieve documents that are similar
either in content or in terms of derived impact, as shown in
Figure 4.
Integrating NLP methods into BI tools is still an open
research issue. Lim et. all in [3] discuss the integration of
Big Data Analytics, Text Analytics [4], and Social Networks
Analytics [2] as the major research directions for the advancement of business intelligence. In particular, semantic search
engines, information extraction, and sentiment analysis [5] are
the focus of the underlying NLP methods. In this work, we
propose a solution for semantic search by suggesting similar
documents either in content or in detected impacts. Moreover,
we employ keyword extraction as an information extraction
method to create compact document representations that are
used to classify documents into 30 different classes, which
is inherently a demanding problem. To this end, the research
conducted contributes to the integration of NLP methods into
a working BI solution in a form of web application.
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In this paper we present a MESOC Toolkit - a georeferenced
visualization BI (busines intelligence) tool based on natural
language processing (NLP) methods. The main NLP methods
in the underlying pipeline are keyword extraction, multi-label
text classification, and automatic detection of potential social
impacts of cultural policies and practices. The integrated NLP
methods were trained with texts from open-access academic
publications in the domain of arts and culture collected as part
of the Measuring the Social Dimension of Culture (MESOC)
project.
The MESOC Toolkit enables exploring of the influence of
identified impacts on social value creation in the areas of
health and well-being, urban regeneration, and social cohesion.
The toolkit also enables semantic search for related documents
based on the content of the documents and the identified
impacts. Therefore, the research presented can serve as a
prototype for measuring societal value by identifying recurrent
pathways of transformational processes in society that extend
beyond the selected domain of arts and culture.
In the future, we plan to expand the toolkit functionalities
by adding more explanations on how impacts are derived; the
detection of variables that are indicators of possible pathways
of transformation processes in society; the collection of user
feedback regarding the correctness and usefulness of automatically generated content and generated analytical insights that
can be utilized to facilitate the retraining of machine-learned
models and their evaluation.
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Abstract— The key to the human resource management
progress from a traditional to a strategic function is
implementing information technology (IT) solutions,
enabling fast, accurate, and effective decision making. The
trends are certainly going in that direction; since Human
Resources Information System (HRIS) has proven to be one
of the widely used tools in organizations at the beginning of
this century. This study’s objective is to determine the
characteristics of the companies according to their usage of
HRIS. The following characteristics were investigated: the
company’s size (measured in the number of employees), size
of the market at which the company operates, growth of the
market at which the company operates, and company
industry. The logistic regression model was developed to
investigate to what extent the characteristics mentioned
above impact the decision of the company to use HRIS. The
results indicate that size, market size, and market growth
impact the decision to use HRIS, while there were no
differences according to industry types.
Keywords: human resource management, human
resources information system, HRIS, logistic regression

I.INTRODUCTION
The great progress of technology, competition, and
globalization changed the way organizations function [1].
As a result, companies have faced the fact that people are
keys to the success of every organization. Thus, human
resource management (HRM) has a significant role in
every organization. Today, information technology (IT)
has become abundant in the business and private sphere,
so every part of the organization needs to adopt its new
practices [2].
By collaboration of IT and HRM, the organizations
can increase their efficiency, which is very important for
business and organizational resilience [3]. The increasing
influence of IT on organizations and HRM led to the
development of human resource information system
(HRIS), which is defined as “the integration of software,
hardware, support functions, and system policies and
procedures into an automated process designed to support
the strategic and operational activities of the human
resources department and managers throughout the
organization” [4].
HRIS is used in various functions of HRM, such as
selection, planning, learning and development, evaluation,
and administration. It contains employee data to be used
in the training process, motivating employees, developing
employees’ careers, etc. Its essential goal is to speed up
and improve decision-making [5].
HRIS is a driver of progress for every organization
because it improves human resource management by
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making efficient decisions and provides a competitive
advantage [6; 7]. There are three types of HRIS:
operational relational, and transformational.
Operational HRIS is the first basic type of HRIS, and
it includes primary HR activities, mostly in the field of
administration. The next type of HRIS, relational HRIS,
concerns more complicated HR activities, such as
recruitment and selection, performance and training, and
compensation management. The most advanced type of
HRIS is transformational HRIS. It concerns strategic
activities, such as organizational reorientation,
competence, and knowledge management. [8]
Chakraborty and Mansor [8] had categorized three sets
of factors that influence the adoption of HRIS:
organizational, technological, and environmental factors.
Organizational factors represent company size, top
management support, level of centralization, and HRIS
expertise. Depending on firm size, organizations
implement different types of HRIS to remain costeffective. Thus, larger firms tried to implement
operational HRIS, relational HRIS, and transformational
HRIS. On the other hand, the smaller and mid-sized
companies don’t need advanced activities because they
don’t perform strategic ones, so they only tried to
implement operational and relational HRIS [9]. According
to research [10], the CEO’s opinion and interest in IT are
crucial for promoting IT adoption. For successful adoption
of HRIS, it is very important to have skilled HRIS
professionals who can understand its features and take full
advantage of HRIS [8].
Technological factors have a significant role in
adopting HRIS, and companies that have IT expertise and
technology infrastructure will adopt HRIS more likely. On
the other hand, companies with poor technological
infrastructure and a lack of IT expertise may not take the
risk of adopting HRIS [8].
The third factor that influences the adoption of HRIS
is the environmental factor. Industry, competitors, and
government are three aspects of environmental context,
and their behavior affects the organization and HRIS
adoption [11]. Cultural and institutional factors also
influence HRIS, so an organization needs to adjust to local
needs.
The goal of the research is to determine the
characteristics of the companies according to their usage
of HRIS using The Cranfield Network on International
Human Resource Management (CRANET) survey.
Therefore, in this research, we focus on the organizational
and environmental factors that affect the organization’s
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decision to adopt HRIS. The logistic regression model was
developed, and four characteristics were investigated to
see the connection between those characteristics and the
usage of HRIS in the organization. The results showed
that size, market size, and growth impact the decision to
use HRIS, while there were no differences according to
industry types.
The structure of this study is as follows. The following
section explains the literature review where the notion of
HRIS is presented from the perspective of previous
research. The methodology is divided into two parts: data
explains details of the research and statistical analysis
which presents the main hypothesis. Finally, the main
research results are presented, and conclusions are made.
II.LITERATURE REVIEW
The first employee information system appeared in the
1940s. It had a smaller role than today, and it was used
mainly for payroll activities and employee supervision
[12]. According to some experts [13], the importance and
advantages of this type of technology weren’t visible till
the 1990s. Still, in the last two decades, HRIS has become
a key tool for every organization.
Gupta [14] separated the traditional from the modern
view of HRIS. In the traditional view, HRIS was designed
to keep employees’ records and used only to manage
people inside the organization. In the modern view, HRIS
usage extended beyond the organization’s boundaries, and
it provides updated information on current employees and
potential employees in the labor market. To gain a
competitive advantage for an organization, HRIS keeps
records of every employee, their position, education, and
interests.
In the twenty-first century, more and more companies
are aware of employees’ importance, which is why HRM
became a strategic driver of competitive advantage [15].
To accomplish effective and efficient management of
people, HRM had to implement ICT solutions in their
field of business. In the past ten years, a large increase
was recorded in the number of organizations that use
HRIS for analyzing, storing, and managing human
resource data [16; 17; 18].
The main benefit of HRIS usage is that companies can
prepare for future growth by keeping correct and updated
records to make better and more efficient decisions. Better
decisions lead to increased productivity and decreased HR
costs [14]. It includes hardware, software, people, policies,
procedures, and data [19. 20]. On Hendrickson’s report,
HRIS is “the backbone” of contemporary HRM function
[9]. Jahan [21] believes that HRIS merges HRM with the
IT field and has become a key component of HRM. While
there is a range of competing definitions of HRIS [3; 4; 6],
there is a consensus that an HRIS is a technology system
used to collect, store and analyze human resource data and
information [9].
A significant number of studies have been carried out
on various applications of HRIS [23; 24; 25; 26].
According to some research [23], HRIS is used mostly for
employee record-keeping, (96.8%) payroll (90.5%), and
benefits management (57.1%). Also, another research
found that most companies use HRIS for employee
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record-keeping (90.4%), recruitment/selection (84%),
payroll service and benefits (82%), and training and
development (84.2%) [25]. These results show that the
management is still afraid of using the full potential of
HRIS, so they mostly use it for administrative purposes
[25].
In the past years, HRIS purpose has grown, and it is
more frequently used for strategic purposes. HRIS is now
used to schedule, measure employee performance, and
manage compliance [4]. This usage of HRIS helps
workforce management to track every employee’s
progression in terms of productivity. Experts in the second
research [26] ranked organizational strategies most used in
HRIS. The order is as follows: (1) scheduling of daily
tasks (2) scheduling online meetings (3) documentation
and formalization of information (4) employee health and
safety (5) recruitment (6) selection practices (7)
scheduling online training (8) managing autonomy of
employee (9) implementation of new hr management
policies.
Organizations that use HRIS for a longer period tend
to shift towards strategic application of HRIS because
they want to explore all the benefits of this technology
[23]. A new opportunity for the HR department was
provided when organizations shifted the focus from
operational to the human resource information system
[27]. From that stage, the HR department could make a
more active role in organizational planning and bring
enormous benefits for an organization [4]. Because of the
constant advancement of technology, the performances of
HRIS are continuously improving.
Today, some authors claim that HRIS can play a
significant role in the organization [22; 27; 28]. They
assert that a strategic vision must drive HRIS to enable
effectiveness and promote competitiveness among firms
[27; 28]. Although HRIS is connected directly to the HR
department, its usage can benefit the whole organization
[22]. Therefore, it is worth investigating which type of
organizations are lagging according to the adoption of
HRIS.
III.METHODOLOGY
A. Data sources
Data for this research was collected as part of the
Cranfield Network on International Human Resource
Management (CRANET) survey, which is conducted by a
“network of universities and business schools established
to collect and analyze data on best HR practices in Europe
and globally” [29].
CRANET represents a relevant sample of corporations
from 32 countries worldwide. It collects data through
standardized surveys, including a specific set of questions
divided into sections about its operations [30].
In the research, the unit of analysis is the organization,
and the main respondent is the highest manager of the HR
department. The questionnaire aims to provide useful
information about HRM and HRIS usage in organizations.
All questions are clear, and there is no possibility of a
subjective organization assessment. A period of eighteen
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months is necessary to collect all data from five continents
[31].
In comparative HRM research, CRANET stands out
by its size, growth, and continuity in performing the
survey [29]. On the one hand, the constant growth of
participating countries provides more accurate
information, and collecting data is more successful. On
the other hand, long and complex questionnaires caused a
decrease in the number of responses, and also, more
diversity can influence conditions for work.
Table 1 presents data for 30 countries from five
continents, mostly from the USA (17.42%), Germany
(6.95%), and Japan (6.44%). Negligible responses (less
than 1 %) were collected from Turkish Cypriot
Community (0.99%), Russia (0.93%), Czech Republic
(0.89%), Serbia (0.83%) and Philippines (0.55%).
TABLE 1. COUNTRY OF ORGANIZATIONS FROM THE SAMPLE
Country
Frequency
Austria
203
Belgium
240
Bulgaria
267
Cyprus
90
Czech Republic
54
Denmark
362
Estonia
74
Finland
136
France
157
Germany
420
Greece
214
Hungary
139
Lithuania
119
Slovakia
225
Slovenia
219
Sweden
282
United Kingdom
218
Iceland
138
Norway
98
Russia
56
Serbia
50
Switzerland
99
Israel
114
Japan
389
Philippines
33
USA
1052
Australia
110
Taiwan
229
Turkish Cypriot Community
60
South Africa
192
Total
6039
Source: Author’s work based on CRANET survey

Percent
3.36
3.97
4.42
1.49
0.89
5.99
1.23
2.25
2.60
6.95
3.54
2.30
1.97
3.73
3.63
4.67
3.61
2.29
1.62
0.93
0.83
1.64
1.89
6.44
0.55
17.42
1.82
3.79
0.99
3.18
100.00

B. Statistical analysis
The hypothesis of this research presumes that
organization characteristics have different impacts on
HRIS usage in organizations (H1). This hypothesis will be
tested with four support hypotheses.

production organizations. The NACE classification
measures the organization’s industry with values from A
to F, recorded in four sectors, and HRIS usage is
measured as a nominal variable previously described.
Support hypothesis H1c presumes that organizations
that provide their products or services worldwide are more
likely to implement HRIS than continent-wide, national,
regional, or local providers. HRIS usage is measured as a
nominal variable previously described.
Support hypothesis H1d presumes that organizations
with the growing market trend are more likely to
implement HRIS than organizations with the same or
declining market trend. HRIS usage is measured as a
nominal variable previously described.
Dependent variable measures HRIS usage with two
possible answers, presented in Table 2. A high percentage
of organizations from the sample use HRIS (84%), while
only 16.00% do not have HRIS.
TABLE 2. DEPENDENT VARIABLES USED IN REGRESSION MODELS
Variable

Measurement
Dependent
0-HRIS is not used in an organization (16%)
HRIS usage
1-HRIS is used in an organization (84%)
Source: Author’s work based on CRANET survey

Table 3 presents the independent variables used in the
regression model. The sample encompasses 7% of small
companies, 30% medium-sized, and 63% large
companies. Larger companies implement HRIS more
likely than smaller ones. Among 353 micro and small
companies, only 37% use HRIS. In a sample of 1616
medium companies, 75% use HRIS, and among 3330
large companies, 89% use HRIS.
TABLE 3. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES USED IN REGRESSION MODELS
Variable
Size

Industry

Support hypothesis H1a presumes that large
organizations are more likely to implement HRIS than
medium and small organizations. The organization’s size
is measured by the nominal variable with four values
(micro, small, medium, and large), and HRIS usage is
measured as a nominal variable previously described.
Support hypothesis H1b presumes that service
organizations are more likely to implement HRIS than
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The main
market of the

Measurement
Independent
Small (<50 employees) (7%)
Medium (<250 employees) (30%)
Large (>250 employees) (63%)
A. Agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing (1.74%)
B. Energy and water (2.80%)
C. Chemical products; extraction and processing of
non-energy minerals (2.42%)
D. Metal manufacturing; mechanical, electrical,
and instrument engineering; (11.92%)
E. Other manufacturing (e.g. food, drink. and
tobacco; textiles; clothing; paper (9.75%)
F. Building and civil engineering (3.48%)
G. Retail and distribution; hotels; catering; repairs
(7.70%)
H. Transport & Communication (e.g. rail. postal
services. telecoms. etc.) (5.00%)
I. Banking; finance; insurance; business services
(e.g. consultancies) (8.66%)
J. Personal, domestic, recreational services
(0.96%)
K. Health services (3.92%)
L. Other services (e.g. television and radio. R&D.
charities. etc.) (2.93%)
M. Education (including universities and further
education) (4.04%)
N. Social Services ((1.37%)
O. Public administration (7.85%)
Other (10.45%)
Local (11.57%)
Regional (11.14%)
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organization’s
products or
services

National (24.94%)
Continent-wide (9.74%)
Worldwide (25.50%)
Growing (38.63%)
Market trend
Same (27.89%)
Declining (13.66%)
Source: Author’s work based on CRANET survey; Note: Percentages
refer to the structure of the sample

Most organizations are from the metal manufacturing,
mechanical, electrical, and instrument engineering
industry (11.92%). There is a high percentage of
organizations oriented toward banking, finance; insurance;
business services (8.66%), public administration (7.85%),
retail and distribution; hotels; catering; repairs (7.70%),
and transport and communication (5.00%). The lowest
percentage of organizations are dealing with agriculture,
hunting, forestry, fishing (1.74%), social services (1.37%),
and personal, domestic, recreational services (0.96%).
About a quarter of the organizations are oriented
toward national (24.94%) and worldwide (25.52%)
markets for products or services. Only 9.47% of
organizations are focused on the continent-wide market.
Approximately the same percentage of organizations
operating in local (11.57%) and regional markets
(11.14%).
Most of them are operating in the growing market
(38.63%), while 13.66% are operating in a declining
market. A third of companies operate in a stagnating
market (27.89%).
IV.RESULTS

HRIS used for health and safety

28%
17%

HRIS used for benefits
HRIS used for payroll
HRIS used for individual
personnel records
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Table 4 presents the representativeness of the multiple
regression models with the dependent variable HRIS
usage.
TABLE 4. REPRESENTATIVENESS OF THE MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE HRIS USAGE
Number of obs
LR chi2(24)
Prob > chi2
Pseudo R2

4666
508.190
0.000
0.116

The Pseudo R-squared of the presented model is
0.116, which means that the model can be used to
interpret the 11.6% deviation of the dependent variable,
which is because, in this survey, we focus solely on some
aspects of the factors that impact the HRIS adoption,
including the selected organizational and environmental
factors. The level of Pseudo R-squared indicates that other
organizational, environmental, and technological factors
impact the decision of HIRS adoption.
Table 5. presents a multiple logistic regression model
with dependent variable HRIS usage and independent
variables: Size, Market size, Market growth, and Industry.

18%

HRIS used for work scheduling
HRIS used for career
planning/succession planning
HRIS used for performance
management
HRIS used for training and
development
HRIS used for recruitment and
selection
HRIS used for time registration
and attendance

Results showed that HRIS is mostly used for
administrative functions than strategic ones. More than
half of organizations use HRIS for individual personnel
records (59%), for payroll (67%), and for time registration
and attendance (56%). The administrative use of HRIS
can be very helpful because it can reduce costs and save
time, but companies today do not take full advantage of
HR and HRIS. The lowest percentage of organizations
from the sample use HRIS for health and safety (18%), for
measurement of HR performance (17%), and career
planning/succession planning (14%). HRIS can be used
for more complicated functions, and recommendations to
all organizations are to use HRIS more for career
planning, HR measurement of HR performance, and other
strategic functions. All the possibilities of HRIS are not
used in companies yet, and there is much room for
improvement.

Source: Author’s work based on CRANET survey

Figure 1 presents the ratio of organizations that use
specific types of HRIS. The usage of HRIS for twelve HR
activities was identified, and organizations were asked to
name those applications that they use in their
organizations.

HRIS used to provide HR
information, policies and…
HRIS used for measurement of
HR performance

Figure 1. The ratio of organizations that use specific types of HRIS;
Source: Author’s work

29%
14%
28%
36%
30%
56%
47%
67%
59%

TABLE 5. MULTIPLE LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL: DEPENDENT
VARIABLE HRIS USAGE
Coef.
Std.Err
t
Size
Small (<50 emp.)
-0.878***
0.308
-2.850
Medium (<250 emp.)
2.305***
0.281
8.190
Large (>250 emp.)
3.392***
0.282
12.030
Market size
Regional
-0.115
0.155
-0.740
National
0.241**
0.138
1.750
Continent-wide
0.007
0.168
0.040
World-wide
0.271**
0.148
1.820
Market growth
Same
-0.229**
0.124
-1.850
Declining
-0.062
0.119
-0.520
Industry
B. Energy and water
0.020
0.341
0.060
C. Chemical products
0.224
0.363
0.620
D. Metal manuf.
0.356
0.287
1.240
E. Other manuf.
0.119
0.283
0.420
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F. Building
0.231
0.319
G. Retail and distribution…
-0.126
0.286
H. Transport & Communication…
0.122
0.306
I. Banking; finance; services
0.190
0.289
J. Personal, domestic…
0.028
0.443
K. Health services
0.205
0.323
L. Other services …*
0.578
0.347
M. Education…
0.518
0.333
N. Social Services
0.222
0.411
O. Public administration
0.179
0.304
Other
0.329
0.283
Constant
-1.475***
0.398
Source: Author’s work based on CRANET survey
Note: *** statistically significant at 1%; **5%; *10%

0.720
-0.440
0.400
0.660
0.060
0.630
1.660
1.560
0.540
0.590
1.160
-3.700

Table 6 presents a regression analysis summary for the
HRIS usage as a dependent variable according to
significance and sign of the relationship.

•

•

•

•

TABLE 6. REGRESSION ANALYSIS SUMMARY FOR THE HRIS USAGE AS
DEPENDENT VARIABLE (HYPOTHESIS H1A-H1D) – SIGNIFICANCE AND
SIGN OF THE RELATIONSHIP

Relation
ship
(-)

Signifi
cance
1%

Small (<50 emp.)
Medium (<250
(+)
1%
emp.)
Size
Large (>250
(+)
1%
emp.)
Regional
∅
∅
National
(+)
5%
Market
size
Continent-wide
∅
∅
Worldwide
(+)
5%
Same
(-)
5%
Market
growth
Declining
∅
∅
B. Energy and
∅
∅
water
C. Chemical
∅
∅
products
D. Metal manuf.
∅
∅
E. Other manuf.
∅
∅
F. Building
∅
∅
G. Retail and
∅
∅
distribution…
H. Transport &
Communication
∅
∅
…
I. Banking;
Industry
∅
∅
finance; services
J. Personal,
∅
∅
domestic…
K. Health
∅
∅
services
L. Other services
(+)
10%
…
M. Education…
∅
∅
N. Social
∅
∅
Services
O. Public
∅
∅
administration
Other
∅
∅
Source: Author’s work based on CRANET survey
Note: *** statistically significant at 1%; **5%; *10%

Hypothesis
H1a Supported

H1b Supported

H1c Supported
H1d – Not
supported

Results presented in Table 5 indicate the following:
•

•
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•

Companies that have a small number of employees
have in the same time lower level of HRIS usage,
which is statistically significant at 1% (pvalue=0.004);
Companies that have a medium number of employees
have in the same time higher level of HRIS usage,

which is statistically significant at 1% (pvalue=0.000);
Companies that have a large number of employees
have in the same time higher level of HRIS usage,
which is statistically significant at 1% (pvalue=0.000);
Companies that make business on the national market
have in the same time higher level of HRIS usage,
which is statistically significant at 5% (pvalue=0.080);
Companies that make business worldwide have in the
same time higher level of HRIS usage, which is
statistically significant at 5% (p-value=0.068);
Companies that make business on the market which is
at the same growth level have the lower level of
HRIS usage, which is statistically significant at 5%
(p-value=0.064);
Companies that are grouped into sector L. Other
services (e.g., television and radio, R&D, charities,
etc.) have a higher level of HRIS usage, which is
statistically significant at 10% (p-value=0.096).

Results presented in Table 5 indicate that regression
analysis confirms hypotheses H1a, H1b, and H1c, while
hypothesis H1d is not supported. The probability that the
company will adopt HRIS is lower in the case of the small
organizations that operate in stagnating markets. On the
other hand, the medium-sized and large companies that
operate at the national and worldwide markets are more
likely to adopt HRIS.
V.CONCLUSION
The research presents the CRANET survey results on
HRIS usage. Results indicate that organizations use HRIS
mostly for payroll, individual personal records, and
registration and attendance. Logistic regression results are
used to investigate how selected characteristics affect on
usage of HRIS. The results outlined a connection between
size, market size, and market growth on the usage of
HRIS, while there is no connection between industry type
and HRIS usage. It was concluded that larger companies
who provide their services worldwide and have a growing
market trend are more likely to transfer their HR activities
on HRIS than those small companies that provide their
services locally and have the same or declining market
growth.
This study has several limitations regarding secondary
data collected in the CRANET survey. Because of many
countries included, several countries had a small response
rate. Therefore, further research should test our results
using a more focused researcher targeting underdeveloped
countries. Research can also be developed by adding new
variables that can affect on usage of HRIS, such as
cultural factors.
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Abstract – Business organizations are increasingly
facing advanced threats, which have been particularly
affected by new circumstances such as remote work. In such
circumstances, members of IT security need to have
appropriate systems that are ready to respond to this new
security threats. In order to successfully manage and
monitor security events and incidents, it is necessary to
establish a Security Operations Center (SOC) or Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) system. This
paper gives an example of monitoring Security Events by
Tier 1 and Tier 2 level support in installed SIEM system in
a business organization.
Keywords – SOC; SIEM; Cyber Threats; Security Events;
Monitoring

I.

INTRODUCTION

In order for business processes within a company to
be secure, it is necessary to meet an acceptable level of
corporate security, which is the main prerequisite for the
secure operation of the company. On the other hand, the
concept of information security refers to the protection of
information from internal and external threats that enable
undisturbed business process, reduce risk and increase
productivity. Information security does not only relate to
technical protection measures, but also includes
administrative and physical measures.
Poor organization of information security results in
theft and loss of data or information caused by
insufficient protection in business process investment.
The ultimate goal of corporate security is to ensure
business continuity in crisis conditions and rapid recovery
from negative impacts, as well as successful business
enterprise expansion. Within cyberspace, there is
communication between connected information systems,
while cyber-attacks maliciously affect information
systems and computer networks with the goal of
availability endangering, data integrity and information
privacy [1]. Network security within a business company
is based on the security policy, the policy of protection of
network architecture related to the use of the network
system [2].
The first chapter will provide an introduction to
network security and how cyber-attacks can maliciously
affect information systems and computer networks, as
well as mechanisms that maintain network security, data
integrity, and information privacy within a business
organization. Chapter II. describes Cyber threats and how
to keep existing information system accessible but also
secure. Chapter III. defines an importance of security
policy in business companies and security planning
process (Threat process modeling) for malicious threats
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and techniques. Chapter IV. describes managing network
security process and risk calculation. Further, Chapter V.
describes the roles of SOC and SIEM Systems, Chapter
VI describes records analysis using SIEM and Chapter
VII. provide concluding considerations.
II.

NETWORK AND CYBER SECURITY

Cyber threats are on the rise globally and different
types of attacks in cyberspace are becoming more
sophisticated and complex and affecting our daily lives
and businesses. Various malicious programs, computer
fraud, misuse of personal and financial data, as well as
misuse on social media are just some of them. It is for
this reason that awareness of possible Cyber threats and
how to protect oneself from them is very important.
According to research from the University of Maryland,
hackers attack one computer every 39 seconds in the form
of a direct attack on a computer or a phishing campaign,
or through malicious software [3]. In European countries,
the number of cybercrime offenses is up to 20% of the
total number of cybercrimes and can be expected to be
the dominant crime area in the future.
Crime follows the economic growth of the digital
economy. Taught by this experience, many European
countries make cybersecurity a priority area of national
security. According to the statistics of the Croatian
Ministry of Interior Affairs in 2020, computer fraud has a
share of over 80% in the field of cybercrime and a total of
616 criminal offenses are committed through
communication technology [4].
Computer security incidents are events that
compromise the security of a business organization's
information system and consequently compromise the
integrity, availability and availability of information. On
the other hand the event represents an observed
phenomenon within the information system and network,
i.e. within cyberspace [5]. In order to ensure uniform
criteria for the classification of computer security
incidents, it is necessary to standardize information on
computer security incidents with a clear context and
details for all stakeholders involved in the exchange of
information.
National computer security incidents classification
in the Republic of Croatia is based on VOUND
taxonomy. Five attributes of computer security
incidents according to VOUND taxonomy can be
classified [6]:





Attack vector
Operative attack effect
Information attack effect
Attack object
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Reached attack phase

Attack object according to classification
taxonomy attribute presents technical infrastructure
which is target of cyber-attack.
Infrastructure
includes, among other things, computer networks
which are main backbone of information systems
while cyber-attack consequences could have very
wide compromitation impact in big business systems.
At basics, network security of cyberspace follows
requested guidelines for every business system and
information, data, processes and the system that has
to protect.
According to the purpose, the stages of planning
and designing of protected network system are
accessed to keep existing system accessible but also
secure enough. The goal is to protect network
informations with an accent on additional control and
data protecting that are flowing through public or
unprotected networks. To achieve adequate network
security level it is necessary to consider [7]:




Operating parts of the network must be
separated from other IT infrastructure if it is
possible
Establishing procedures and responsibilities
for remote management
Establishing controls with the goal of
privacy observance and data integrity which
are passing through unprotected network
communication channels

According to Cisco company research, 71% of
managers state that they worry about stopped
inovations in their companies because of cybersecurity [8]. Among corresponders 39% state that
mission-critical initiatives were stoped because of
cyber security issues. These answers are highlighting
that cyber security weakness prevents availability of
business company to innovate at right time.



DNS (Domain Name System) attacks

Unauthorized network access presupposes bypassing
of security mechanisms in user access to allow
unauthorized user to access the network resources of the
computer network. Wireless computer networks misuse
is specific because of communication media (air) which
is available out of area of extension (effect of secondary
petals) and to enable unauthorized user access to the
network resources.
DDoS attacks presents computer network attacks with
a goal to deny network services by sending too big
number of request (messages) to the network server. Big
number of requests (messages) to the server compromises
communication channel and take main system resources
[10].
Today Bot programs and Bot networks are used for
attack on the computer network systems for the profit and
in that category fall also: sending unwanted emails
(SPAM), fishing attacks and identity steal attacks [11].
Managing network is the main network administrator task
which means connecting, network adjustment, supervision
and control of all network processes and applications
which are performed on computer systems.
To protect the business system in the context of
network security at the required level it is necessary to
carry out a security planning process at malicious threat
test level and the proposal of possible solution. Thereby,
an engineering threat modeling technique is used.
Threat modeling presents structural approach,
respectively technic which is used for threat
identification, network attack and vulnerability on one
side and appropriate measures on other side. Higher level
of computer network modeling communication means
corresponding adjustment of server and user applications
(systems) for corresponding network services in
management and maintenance. Processes modeling
computer threats phases are shown in Fig. 1.

III. SECURITY POLICY AND THREAT PROCESS
MODELING IN BUSSINESS COMPANIES
Successful network security management in
context of information protection in business
organization is based on security policies according
to international norms ISO 27001 and ISO 27002.
Security policy undoubtedly determines the rules of
behavior and responsibilities within information
system and also has the role of building employee
awareness of the importance in information security
[9]. By the security policy implementation in
business organization participants are educated for
possible risks and attacks on cyberspace
consequences.
Some of computer-security incidents that can
arise in network environment relate on:





Unauthorized network access
Wireless networks misuse
DDoS attacks (Distributed Denial-of-Service)
Bot programs / compromised by BotNet
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Figure 1. Threat process modeling, source: CIS.hr [19]

IV.

MANAGING NETWORK SECURITY AND RISKS

Assumption of managing network security according
to security threat modeling starts by identification
resource phase which is related to resource identification
which has to be protected. Resource span could be
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confidential, private data across availability network
(internet) pages. As shown on Fig. 1. process threat
modeling ends with Threat evaluation. In the final steps
they evaluate the threats based on the risk caused.
Threats which appeared occasionally are carrying
higher risk, while others which appeared partly are
carrying smaller risk. Formula for risk calculation reads:
[12]
Risk = Likelihood of Occurrence x Potentional
damage
Today’s solutions of network security access
management are centralized, whether it is a locally
installed system or a system accessible through the cloud,
while incident reports are receiving as soon as they occur.
Centralized solutions of network security give some main
advantages [13]:





Initial
1.
Minimalists

Developing
2.
Reactive

No SIEM.

No SIEM.

No logging.

Some
logging.

Basic
Firewall.
Anti Virus
in use.

On the other hand, the Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) system is the core technology of
SOC, and is used to collect, normalize and automate the
analysis of security events and logs from various devices
in real time. Logs from all network devices, servers,
identity management and resource access applications,
databases and other services in the system are collected in
one place for processing, generating reports and
archiving. SIEM uses correlation and statistical models to
identify events that could be a security incident, alerts
SOC analysts and provides contextual information to
assist in the investigation of a security event / incident.
Different organizations are in different stages of
security development in the use and implementation of
SIEM solutions. From the initial phase, which assumes
the absence of SIEM, to the mature phase, which assumes
virtualization, hunting for security threats to top-level
analysts (Tier 3) and which has customized security
capabilities integrated into business processes. An
example of a security development phase related to the
use of SIEM in an organization is shown in Table 1.

Defined
3.
Concerned

Elementary
SIEM
deployment.

Dedicated
Firewall &
DMZ.

Multi
Firewall and
Network
segmentation
added.

Basic
Identity and
Access
Management
added.

Data
classification
added.
Labor
intensive,
needed to
establih
working
service
Daily
monitoring
alerts and
logs.

THE ROLE OF SOC AND SIEM

The Security Operations Center (SOC) is a
centralized system within an organization that employs
people, processes, and technology for the purpose of
continuously monitoring and improving the security level
of the organization. The role of the SOC is to prevent,
detect, analyze and respond to cyber security incidents,
i.e. a place within the organization where security risks
are proactively identified and mitigated.
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(MATURITY)

Managing network security from single place
Secure access to the program interface by
internet browser (https)
Authorized upgrade with the newest versions
No need for additional hardware devices
V.

FIVE STAGES OF SIEM SECURITY LEVELS

TABLE I.

Managed
4.
Advanced

Optimizing
5.
Security
Mature

SIEM is
integrated
with most
areas.

Very
mature
SIEM
deployment.

Considering
analytics as a
way to cut
down on
alert fatigue.

Integrated
with
virtually all
systems.

Starting to
think about
tools to
optimize
incident
investigation.

Performs
threat
hunting
with senior
analysts.
Has
customized
security
capabilities
that
integrate
into their
workflows.

Source: SOC, SIEM and Other SOC Tools [14]

VI.

ANALYSIS OF DAILY RECORDS AND ALARMS

For the purposes of this paper, the data of the business
organization obtained by the proposed model of the
implemented SIEM system were used.
For the basis open source tools were used and
established system is used for Tier 1 and Tier 2 level
support and event tracking while Tier 3 level is
examinated by outsourced partner company. Tier 1 and
Tier 2 levels involve monitoring daily data logs and
alarms, so they need daily Tier 1 and Tier 2 analyst
engagement. Today there are many open source SIEM
software tools for alarm processing like Snort, Sagan,
Wazuh etc. but all systems need to be paired with other
components such logs collectors, event collection
software, databases and network sensors for complete
sollution which can be combined differently. Further,
collected logs and events are analyzed taking into account
their correlation, and ultimately real-time alerts and
reports are automatically generated. Depending on the
need, notifications for potentially dangerous events can
be set up.
According to five stages of SIEM security levels
defined in Table 1., proposed system belongs to
elementary SIEM deployment level. This level is basicaly
consist of multi Firewall and network segmentation and
added data clasification, but requires daily monitoring of
warnings and alarms. Open source SIEM tools tend to be
labor intensive which means that business organisations
should have an established working service which can
additionaly raise business running costs. At first that
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means aditional number of personnel, additional
education and training and consulting support.



Incident monitoring system (alarm)

The event collector and event processor for the
purposes of the example includes the Logstash service,
and its main role is the capture of the raw record,
processing, normalization and enrichment.
The network sensor is used for the purpose of
recording and analyzing network traffic. The network
sensor is directly connected to a network switch that
replicates traffic and sends it to the network interfaces of
the physical device. The functionality of network sensors
includes intrusion detection at the network level,
conversion to a custom format and recording of all
network traffic.

Figure 2. Concept of observed and implemented SIEM - data
flow, source: authors

The observed business organization implemented a
SIEM system based on open source solutions, which
consists of several elements that together form a whole.
Fig. 2. shows the basic scheme and data flow of the
implemented SIEM system. The main task of the SIEM
system is to collect and process raw records, then save
them for the process of further analysis.
A. The role of the analyst
Within the SOC, the human factor, i.e. analyst, is
irreplaceable. The role of the Tier 1 SOC analyst includes
security dashboard monitoring activities to review events
and warn of potential threats or intrusions into the
system. The Tier 1 analyst performs an initial analysis
and investigation of potentially malicious activity using
SIEM.
The Tier 2 level analyst represents the Incident
Responder and is responsible for in-depth investigation of
incidents. Tier 2 analyst also advises how to repair the
damage as a result of a security incident or action to be
taken.
Tier 3 level analyst represents the highest level and
skill in working on security events / threats. Tier 3 analyst
has specific knowledge in reverse malware engineering,
monitors process behavior, searches for undetected
threats present in the network and implements threat
detection tools.
B. The main SIEM components
The basic architecture of the observed SIEM system
consists of:






Physical components
Collector and processor of events
Network sensors
Event collection software
Event databases for storage
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The event collection software is installed locally on
the computers and sends the collected events to the
collector and processor of the events using a reliable TCP
protocol. The task of the event collection agent is to filter
the records at the source and store the records if the
collector is unavailable. In the observed SIEM system,
NXLog or Beats are used as event collection software.
NXLog and Beats are multi-platform tools that offer log
processing features, log enrichment such parsing,
filtering, conversion and log forwarding.
Event storage is performed in the appropriate indexes
within the distributed search engine Elasticsearch [15].
With the help of the Elastalert component - a simple
framework for warning of anomalies or other samples of
interest to data from Elasticsearch [16]. It is essential that
the event storage component is constantly updated, all in
order to optimize its performance in creating new alerts
against emerging threats.
Alarm and investigation tracking is based on the
Kibana raw records tracking application, which is
coupled with an additional component for alarm
visualization and TheHive investigation progress.
TheHive is also a software platform for responding to
security threats [17].
C. Search and alarms
The basic set of functionalities of the established
SIEM system refers to the search of log records, control
supervision and alarm management. For this purpose,
three SIEM components with a graphical interface for
analysts have been established:




Elastalert, which runs queries defined in the
Elastalert rule files against Elasticsearch
Kibana, allows user to view the log entries
TheHive, allows user to view alarms

Using Kibana security Analysts can see the queries
being run, any matches found, and errors that occur in
Elastalert. Allso collected Kibana data can refer on parent
proces identtification, category, account type, event type,
computer/network domain, process arguments, file
version, command line lenght, software product and other
system defined as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Collected data from variety sources using Kibana, source: authors

Kibana contains visualizations in the control panel
sections of each service/protocol in order to simplify the
monitoring of activities. Network traffic is collected from
specially configured servers and network sensors.
Specific sections are TrendMicro and NIDS Alerts on the
control panel, which show the detection of malicious
code on workstations and alarms detected by Intruder
Detection System (IDS) systems on network sensors.

In this alarm example is clear to notice security event
calssification (e.g. Lateral movement | Possible Pass the
Hash attack) according to global MITRE ATT&CK
knowledge base of security adversary tactics and
techniques based on real world observations.

Figure 5. TheHive - False positive alert, source: authors
Figure 4. Detected possible security incident Pass-The-Hash,
source: authors

On the other hand, TheHive provides insight into
perceived security alarms. Also, a list of alarms is
displayed, and a more detailed overview offers additional
information about the event as shown in Fig. 4. The first
example shows an alarm that points to the Pass the Hash
unauthorized access technique.
Pass the Hash (PtH) is a technique in which an
attacker captures hash passwords (as opposed to
password characters) and then simply forwards it for
authentication laterally to other networked systems [18].
PtH attacks exploit authentication protocol like NTLM
and Kerberos.

In the example shown in Fig. 5. TheHive gives a false
positive warning. A Tier 1 security check revealed that it
was a false positive alarm for starting Internet browser on
client computer with high integrity level. After the check
which confirmed that system admin did the action, the
Level 1 analyst comments on the observed phenomenon
and closes the case. If the observed phenomenon is not
known, the first level analyst sends the Case to the second
level (Tier 2) or to the third (Tier 3). Alarm processing in
TheHive is shown by flowchart diagram in Fig. 6.

The main elements of TheHive alarm consists:
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Event ID which consists of specific event
indentification
Date and time of triggered alarm with
description
Source IP address of the affected client
Domain user name
Additional informaton stored in Kibana GUI
MITRE ATT&CK ID event classification
and link to MITRE knowledge base
Field for additional information

Figure 6. TheHive Alarm processing steps - Flowchart
diagram, source: authors
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VII. CONCLUSION
Security Operations Centers (SOCs) are recognized as
a key measure for effective protection against cyber
attacks, but they cannot function without the use of
technological solutions. As a major component of SOC,
SIEM systems today represent traditional tools and the
underlying technology that manages and monitors
security events in SOCs. Also, SIEM enables SOC to
monitor business systems and processes in malware
investigations, prevention and detection of identity theft
and reducing employee risk. Using SIEM, data about
detected malware can be combined across the
organization, link it to threat intelligence and help
understand the affected systems and data. Thereby,
correlations and analysis of user behavior are used in
order to determine how the theft of identity occurred (via
a link, e-mail, .., etc.). After warnings are raised, as in the
example described in Chapter VI and how alarms are
handled analysts can explore all similar patterns of
behavior throughout the organization to identify the
extent of the attack.
In order for the success in defense against security
threats to be at a high level, it is necessary to upgrade and
modernize the defense. Also, it is very important that
analysts of all levels work on SIEM solutions within the
SOC, i.e. according to the expertise and responsibilities
required for each of them. Described and implemented
SIEM system is used for Tier 1 and Tier 2 level support.
That implies daily log and alarm tracking and belongs to
defined/concerned SIEM deployment level according to
maturity levels of SIEM implementation. Described
system consist of several aditional components which
includes physical components, collectors and processors
of events, sensor network, event collection software,
storage base and incident monitoring system. The method
of alarm processing in accordance with the analytical
level is also shown. On the other hand, open source SIEM
tools for Tier 1 level support tend to be labor intensive
which means that business organisations should have an
established dedicated working service (e.g. Tier 1
security team).
With today's frequent security threats, the final goal
of business organization is to implement organizational
(SOC) and software solutions (SIEM) in the form of
systems that will be automated, intelligent and monitored
in real time. Such systems must be able to learn and
gather information from other systems (e.g. in the cloud),
all in order to distinguish the essential from the irrelevant
and thus respond faster and more efficiently. These are
the features that characterize the next generation of
SIEMs that possess new analytical capabilities combined
with a large width of security data and enabling the
detection of incidents that no single security tool can
detect.
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Abstract - Data mining has become the omnipresent
requirement in the business environment of abundant data.
At the beginning of data mining development, the onesolution approach was mostly used. In the last 20 years,
mostly due to the development of various educational
programs and the availability of open-source software, data
mining has evolved into a mature-leveled software solution
that does not necessarily require high-level expertise since
numerous prototype solutions have emerged. Small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) are still lagging behind large
companies in data mining implementation, which raises the
question of the determinants of data mining adoption. This
paper aims to test the preliminary model of data mining
adoption using the Technology-Organization-Environment
framework. The survey on the sample of Italian SMEs was
conducted to test the model, and the collected company data
was analyzed using the PLS-SEM approach.
Keywords - data
framework, PLS-SEM
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INTRODUCTION

Previous research on the acceptance of data mining
using theoretical frameworks is rare, stemming from the
novelty of this technology and its complexity. [1]
researched the determinants of data mining acceptance
using the TAM framework (Technology-AcceptanceModel), but it also investigates data mining acceptance by
the individual and not at the enterprise level. On the other
hand, the topic of this paper is the intensity of the use of
data mining at the company level and not at the level of
the individual within the organization.
Previous research on data mining applications in small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) mainly focuses on
presenting specific case studies of data mining but not on
researching the determinants of its acceptance. [2]
presented an analysis of a case study of official statistics
in SMEs in the UK. [3] investigates possible data mining
applications in manufacturing SMEs. [4] shows the
concrete application of data mining for financial risk
management in SMEs. [5] explores the possibilities of
applying the disclosure of knowledge from databases to
protect privacy in SMEs. [6] presents an overview of
possible data mining applications in SMEs in the transport
industry, while [7] presents case studies of data mining
applications in banking when SMEs are banks' clients.
Even though SMEs make up the largest part of
enterprises in most countries, as is the case in the Republic
of Italy, there is a lack of scientific research on knowledge
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discovery in SME databases using the TechnologyOrganization-Environment (TOE) framework [8].
However, the usage of the TOE framework has shown the
greatest potential for assessing the acceptance of new
technologies. So far, it has not been used to research the
acceptance of data mining.
This paper aims to present a preliminary study on the
intensity of the use of data mining in Italian SMEs.
Company data was collected on a sample defined by the
snowball method [9] and was analyzed using a research
questionnaire defined by the TOE framework. The paper's
contribution is the development of the preliminary model
of determinants of intensity using data mining methods in
Italian SMEs.
The paper consists of the following parts. A brief
overview of previous research and research gap is outlined
in the introduction. The second chapter presents the data
collected, the research instrument, and the statistical
methods used. In the third chapter, the measurement
model was validated, and the PLS-SEM model was
developed, while the bootstrap analysis was used to test
the research hypothesis. Finally, the concluding remarks
are presented in the last chapter.
II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Research model
The research model is based on the TOE framework,
which includes the four elements, defined as latent
variables: Technological aspects of data mining
implementation (TECH), Organizational aspects of data
mining implementation (ORG), Environmental aspects of
data mining implementation (ENVIN), and Intensity of
usage of data mining (INTENS). Additionally, the
Business performance (PERFORM) is included in the
model to investigate the impact of the Intensity of data
mining usage on Business performance.
Figure 1 presents the research model that contains the
four hypotheses:
• H1: Technological aspects of data mining
implementation affect the intensity of usage of
data mining
• H2: Organizational aspects of data mining
implementation affect the intensity of usage of
data mining
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•
•

H3: Environmental aspects of data mining
implementation affect the intensity of usage of
data mining
H1: Intensity of usage of data mining affect the
business performance

Environmental, Usage intensity, and Performance. Each of
the latent factors consists of several manifest variables.
The manifest variables were defined based on the initial
interviews with experts. Latent and manifest variables in
the questionnaire are described in the following part of
this subchapter. The respondents evaluated from 1 to 5 to
what extent they agree with the statements in the manifest
variables (1-not agree at all, 5-fully agree).
Latent factor Technology (TECH) is composed of two
manifest factors: TECH1: The information system of our
company enables easy integration of data from different
subsystems, and TECH2: Our company provides
continuous education of IT staff from various fields (i.e.,
certificates).

Figure 1. Research model

B. Sample
The focus of this research is SMEs in the Republic of
Italy, which represent the target population of the
research. This paper used the number of employees as the
main size criterion, and small enterprises were defined as
those with less than 50 employees and medium-sized
enterprises with 51 to 250 employees. A list of companies
generated using the Register of Business Entities of the
Italian Chamber of Commerce for 2018 was used as a
sample frame for a systematic random sample. Since the
paper investigates the continuous use of data mining,
companies were examined for using this system. The
study included only those companies that have used the
discovery of knowledge from databases in their business
for a longer time (at least one year).
Companies were sampled using the snowball method
through a questionnaire. Snowball method is a nonprobabilistic sampling method where sample members
recommend contacts of potential sample members based
on their contacts. This method is often used for hidden
populations. Since discovering knowledge from databases
is rarely used in SMEs, it can be estimated that it is a
hidden population.
Previous research in business informatics often uses the
snowball method as a sampling method for data analyzed
by structural equations [10]. The community of data
mining experts is interconnected, and it is specialized
knowledge that such experts share and can be considered a
knowledge community [11]. The research was completed
after the respondents could not recommend a larger
number of contacts, i.e., when they started recommending
included contacts [9]. In this way, the respondents'
recommendations identified 70 SMEs that accepted
participating in the research. Such a small sample results
from the fact that SMEs still rarely use data mining
methods in their day-to-day business [2].
C. Research instrument
The company data was collected using the
questionnaire that contains the research instrument with
five latent variables: Technology, Organization,
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Latent factor Organization (ORG) is composed of three
manifest factors: ORG1: The company's management
accepts the risk of accepting new information systems and
software solutions and their continuous application;
ORG2: Business rules (i.e., in the procurement of new
information solutions) do not create obstacles to the
acceptance of new information systems and software
solutions, and their continuous application and ORG3:
The company is using the automatic method for consistent
data collection.
Latent factor Environment (ENVIR) is composed of
two manifest factors: ENVIR1: Barriers to the entry of
new competitors into our company's market are low, and
ENVIR2: The bargaining power of our company's
suppliers is high.
Latent factor Organizational performance (PERF)
consists of three manifest factors: ORG1: The profitability
of our company is significantly higher than the
competition; ORG2: Customer satisfaction of our
company is significant ORG3: Innovation of
products/services of our company is significantly higher
than the competition.
Latent variable Intensity of data mining use (INTENS)
consists of two manifest variables: INTENS1: Discovery
of knowledge from databases is used continuously in our
company to improve output logistics, and INTENS2:
Discovery of knowledge from databases is used
continuously in our company to improve marketing and
sales.
D. Statistical methods
The PLS-SEM method evaluated the proposed model,
considering various measures. ADANCO 2.0.1 software
was used for the model development and evaluation.
It is important to check the composite reliability when
evaluating the measurement model. The indicator load
should be above 0.700, which explains more than 50
percent of the variance [12]. Values close to -1 or 1
strongly influence factors on the variable.
In addition to composite reliability, it is necessary to
check the internal reliability using Cronbach's Alpha
values and [13] composite reliability.
Acceptable values range from 0.60 to 0.70.
Additionally, the Dijkstra-Henseler rho indicator was used
for the following reasons: (i) Cronbach's alpha indicators
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may be too conservative, (ii) composite reliability may be
too liberal [12].
The convergent validity, as well as the value of the
average derived variance, are then checked. The
constructs' load should be greater than 0.50 of the value
recommended for the extracted variance (AVE). It is
important to point out that higher factor loads indicate a
sufficient deviation from this variable for developing the
PLS-SEM model.
Discriminant validity is measured by cross-loadings
(Fornell - Larcker criterion), which verifies that the load
of the indicator with the associated variable must be
greater than its load on other variables, i.e., that the second
root of the AVE of each variable is greater than all
correlations variables with other variables in the model
(Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) correlation ratio) [14].
The collinearity test is performed to check the bias of
construction methods and elements. The multicollinearity
problem does not exist if the variance inflation factor
(VIF) values are lower than 0.5 [15].
Cohen's f2 indicators of the relative influence of
exogenous on the endogenous variable were also used.
Indicator f2 represents an estimate of the strength of the
relative influence of exogenous on the endogenous
variable [14]. The strength of the impact can be as
follows: (i) Weak influence of the independent on the
dependent variable is valid for values from 0.02 to 0.15,
(ii) Medium impact is from 0.15 to 0.35, (iii) Strong
influence of the independent on the dependent the variable
holds for values above 0.35 [16].
The unweighted least squares mismatch (dULS)
quantifies how much the empirical correlation matrix
differs from the correlation matrix implied by the model.
Theoretically, the model fits better if the dULS measure is
determined for the estimated model and the saturated
model is lower. ADANCO 2.0.1 uses bootstrapping to
provide a 95% percentage ("HI95") and a 99% percentile
("HI99") for dULS if the theoretical model was true or if
the dULS measure is less than the specified values.
The standardized root square residual (SRMR) is a
measure that quantifies how strongly the empirical
correlation matrix differs from the correlation matrix
implied by the model.
The bootstrap analysis was performed to assess the
relationship between independent and dependent
variables. Bootstrapping analysis was performed in
SmartPLS 3.0 with 1%, 5%, and 10% probabilities to
examine whether the relationships between the
independent and dependent variables were significant. The
most used critical values for the two-way tests are 1.65 for
a 10% probability level, 1.96 for a 5% probability level,
and 2.57 for a 1% probability level [14].
III.

RESULTS

A. Estimation of the measurement model
Table 1. shows the composite reliability indicators of
latent variables.
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The values of composite reliability indicators for all
latent variables should be above the critical value of 0.7,
which confirms the existence of a high degree of internal
consistency [17], which can be seen from the table below.
Composite reliability for all variables (TEHN, ENVIR,
PERF, ORG, INTENS) is above the critical value of 0.7
and ranges from 0.9098 to 0.9515, indicating a high
degree of internal consistency [14].
TABLE 1. COMPOSITE RELIABILITY INDICATORS OF LATENT VARIABLES
Construct
Jöreskog's rho (ρc)
TEHN
0.9098
ENVIR
0.9515
PERF
0.9143
ORG
0.9098
INTENS
0.9377
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

The results of Cronbach's alpha indicators of latent
variables are shown in Table 2.
The Cronbach's alpha index value should be above the
critical value of 0.7 [14], as seen from the table below.
Values for all variables (TEHN, ENVIR, PERF, ORG,
INTENS) range from 0.8128 to 0.8983, indicating a highreliability level in measuring latent variables.
TABLE 2. CRONBACH'S ALPHA INDICATORS OF LATENT VARIABLES
Construct
Cronbach's alpha (α)
TEHN
0.8128
ENVIR
0.8983
PERF
0.8589
ORG
0.8526
INTENS
0.8670
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

Table 3. shows the value of Dijkstra-Henseler's rho
indicators of latent variables, which represent an
additional measure of the reliability of constructs [18], and
are located between Cronbach's alpha and composite
reliability.
Composite reliability indicators based on DijkstraHenseler's rho for all variables (TEHN, ENVIR, PERF,
ORG, INTENS) are above the critical value of 0.7 and
range from 0.8589 to 0.9568.
TABLE 3. DIJKSTRA-HENSELER'S RHO INDICATORS OF LATENT
VARIABLES

Dijkstra-Henseler's
Construct
rho (ρA)
TEHN
0.9568
ENVIR
0.9043
PERF
0.8589
ORG
0.8748
INTENS
0.8671
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

Table 4 shows the external load indicators measured
through the outer load indicators and the Average
Variance Extracted (AVE) value, which are above the
critical value of 0.50 [19].
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TABLE 4. EXTERNAL LOAD INDICATORS
Indicator
TEHN
ORG
ENVIR
INTENS
TEHN1
0.9541
TEHN2
0.8714
ORG1
0.8717
ORG2
0.9093
ORG3
0.8522
ENVIR1
0.9480
ENVIR2
0.9573
INTENS1
0.9386
INTENS2
0.9403
PERF1
PERF2
PERF3
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

TABLE 7. DISCRIMINATORY VALIDITY USING HTMT CRITERIA
PERF

ORG

INTENS

0.7654

Table 8. shows the variance inflation factors (VIF),
which should be above 5.
0.8499
0.9192
0.8804

Table 5. shows the values of the average extracted
variance of latent variables (AVE) that should be above
the critical value of 0.5 [20].
The values of the average extracted variance of latent
variables for all variables (TEHN, ENVIR, PERF, ORG,
INTENS) are above the critical value of 0.5 and range
from 0.7710 to 0.9075.
TABLE 5. THE AVERAGE DERIVED VARIANCE OF LATENT VARIABLES
Construct
The average variance extracted (AVE)
TEHN
0.8349
ENVIR
0.9075
PERF
0.7807
ORG
0.7710
INTENS
0.8826
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

Table 6. shows the discriminant validity of the FornelLarcker criterion [17].
The extracted variances of each construct's latent
variables (AVE) need to be compared with the square of
the correlation. It is possible to conclude that the results
from Table 7. confirm the examination of discriminant
validity because all excluded values of variance of latent
variables (AVE) are higher than the values of intercorrelation.
TABLE 6. DISCRIMINANT VALIDITY BY FORNEL-LARCKER CRITERIA
Construct TEHN ENVIR
PERF
ORG
INTENS
TEHN
0,8349
ENVIR
0,2002
0,9075
PERF
0,2257
0,1414 0,7807
ORG
0,3419
0,2470 0,2128 0,7710
INTENS
0,1662
0,2348 0,4395 0,2882
0,8826
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019
Note: The values of the AVE indicator are on the diagonal

Table 7. shows the discriminant validity using the
HTMT criteria, as the values for all variables (TEHN,
ENVIR, PERF, ORG, INTENS) are below 0.90.
HTMT values lower than 0.90 indicate discriminant
validity between the two reflective constructs [21].
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Construct
TEHN ENVIR
PERF
TEHN
ENVIR
0.7330
PERF
0.6945
0.5971
ORG
0.8329
0.7411
0.7640
INTENS
0.6612
0.6939
0.8632
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

The values for all variables of the structural model
range from 1.8570 to 3.5419, which suggests no
multicollinearity problem.
TABLE 8. FACTORS OF INFLATION VARIANCE (VIF)
Indicator
TEHN
ORG
ENVIR INTENS
TEHN1
1.8821
TEHN2
1.8821
ORG1
2.0336
ORG2
2.2639
ORG3
2.0413
ENVIR1
2.9835
ENVIR2
2.9835
INTENS1
2.4132
INTENS2
2.4132
PERF1
PERF2
PERF3
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

PERF

1.8570
2.9739
2.4303

B. PLS-SEM model estimation
Table 9. shows the coefficients of determination of R2
(R Square) constructs [14].
The coefficient of determination values for both
variables indicates good model performance: PERF
(0.4395) and INTENS (0.3549).
TABLE 9. CONSTRUCTS COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION
Construct
R2
PERF
0.4395
INTENS
0.3549
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

Adjusted R2
0.4313
0.3256

Table 10. presents Cohen's f2 indicators of the relative
influence of exogenous on the endogenous variable.
By determining the values of individual path
coefficients, it is possible to evaluate the model where
values closer to 1.00 represent a statistically strong
positive relationship between variables. In contrast, values
closer to 0 represent a statistically weaker relationship
[14].
The independent variables TEHN (0.0058), ENVIR
(0.08270), ORG (0.1157) have a weak influence on the
dependent variable INTENS, while the independent
variable INTENS has a strong influence on the dependent
variable PERF (0.7841).
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TABLE 10. COHEN'S F2 INDICATORS OF THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF
EXOGENOUS ON THE ENDOGENOUS VARIABLE

Cohen's f2
Effect
0.0058
TEHN -> INTENS
ENVIR ->
0.0827
INTENS
0.1157
ORG -> INTENS
0.7841
INTENS -> PERF
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

Explanation
Weak influence
Weak influence
Weak influence
Strong influence

Table 11. shows the values of individual path
coefficients within the limit values (0.0775 to 0.6629).
The values of the stated individual path coefficients are
positive. A weaker positive relationship (0.2730) was
achieved between the independent variable ENVIR and
the dependent variable INTENS. The weakest relationship
(0.0766) was achieved between the independent variable
TEHN and the dependent variables INTENS. The
strongest relationship was made between the independent
variable INTENS and the dependent variable PERF
(0.6629).
TABLE 11. VALUES OF INDIVIDUAL PATH COEFFICIENTS
Dependent variables
Independent variables

PERF

TEHN

INTENS
0.0775

ENVIR

0.2730

ORG

0.3559

INTENS
0.6629
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

•

Independent variable INTENS. The intensity of
use affects the dependent variable PERF. Business
performance with path coefficient 0.6629, t =
12.5748, p> 0.0000, 1% probability, which
confirms hypothesis H4.

Table 13. presents a conclusion on hypotheses based
on direct effects. All tested hypotheses are accepted
except the first (H1), which is rejected.
TABLE 13. CONCLUSION ON HYPOTHESES BASED ON DIRECT EFFECTS

Hypothesis
Effect
Conclusion
H1
TEHN -> INTENS
Rejected
H2
ORG -> INTENS
Accepted
H3
ENVIR -> INTENS
Accepted
H4
INTENS -> PERF
Accepted
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

Figure 2 presents the acceptance and rejection of the
hypothesis. Although companies usually presume that
technological factors are the most important for
implementing the new technology, our results indicate that
the environmental organizational (H2) and environmental
(H3) factors were statistically significant determinants of
the intensity of data mining usage. Research results
confirmed numerous previous research results that
indicate the implementation of the advanced technologies
(H4).

The results of the Bootstrapping analysis are shown in
Table 12. and show that the relationships between the
variables were statistically significant, except for the
relationship between the TEHN and INTENS. ∅
TABLE 12. RESULTS OF BOOTSTRAPPING ANALYSIS OF DIRECT
EFFECTS

Orig.
coeff.

Mean
value

Standard bootstrap results
Std.
p-value
error
t-value
(2-sided)

Effect
TEHN ->
INTENS
0,078
0,085
0,152
0,510
ENVIR->
INTENS
0,273
0,274
0,096
2,862
ORG ->
INTENS
0,356
0,359
0,138
2,578
INTENS ->
PERF
0,663
0,671
0,053
12,574
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019
Note: *** statistically significant with 1%, ** 5%, * 10%

0,610

Figure 2. Research model with the status of hypothesis acceptance

0,004***

Table 14 shows the representativeness of the direct
effect model using SMRM and dULS measures.

0,010**
0,000***

The results indicate the following conclusions:
•

The first hypothesis, H1, was not supported by the
collected data and applied statistical analysis;

•

Independent variable ORG affect the dependent
variable INTENS with path coefficient 0.3559, t =
2.5779, p> 0.0000, 1% probability, which confirms
hypothesis H2;

•
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Independent variable ENVIR affect the dependent
variable INTENS with path coefficient 0.2730, t =
2.8622, p> 0.0000, 1% probability, which confirms
hypothesis H2;

TABLE 14. REPRESENTATIVENESS OF DIRECT EFFECT MODELS
Value

HI95

HI99

Criterion
SMRM < 0.08
– Very good
SMRM < 0.10
- Good
SRMR 0,0924 0,0848 0,0930
HI95 < dULS <
HI99 – Very
Good
dULS
0,6659 0,5611 0,6751
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019

Conclusion
Good

Very Good

The results in Table 15 show that the dULS measure is
within the default values of HI95 and HI99, which means
that the model is representative.
The results of the bootstrapping analysis of indirect
effects are presented in Table 15. Based on the above
results, it is possible to conclude that the relationships
between the variables are statistically significant, except
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for the relationship between the TEHN constructs.
Technical factors and PERF. Business performance.
The results indicate the following conclusions:
•

•

[2]

[3]

Independent variable ENVIR affect the dependent
variable PERF with path coefficient 0.1810, t =
2.7337, p> 0.0000, 5% probability;

[4]

Independent variable ORG affect the dependent
variable PERF with path coefficient 0.2360, t =
2.5224, p> 0.0000, 1% probability.

[5]

TABLE 15. RESULTS OF BOOTSTRAPPING ANALYSIS OF INDIRECT
EFFECTS

[6]

Standard bootstrap results
Std.
p-value (2error
t-value
sided)

Orig.
Mean
Effect
coeff.
value
TEHN ->
PERF
0,051
0,057
0,102
0,506
ENVIR ->
PERF
0,181
0,184
0,066
2,734
ORG ->
PERF
0,236
0,240
0,094
2,522
Source: Author's research; June-December, 2019
Note: *** statistically significant with 1%, ** 5%

IV.

0,613
0,006***

CONCLUSION

In the evaluation of this paper, it is necessary to
consider its shortcomings, which are primarily derived
from the sample size. SMEs still rarely use data mining,
and therefore sampling was carried out using the snowball
method, and a small number of enterprises were collected
in the sample. A recommendation for future research
arises from the above, indicating that the model should be
tested on a larger sample. The recommendation for further
research is also to explore the reasons and motivations for
implementing data mining using the upper echelon theory,
which has proven significant in explaining technology
acceptance in SMEs [21].
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Abstract - The realization of a modular integrated
software for the management of intermodal transport
services in port areas for passenger transport will enhance
connectivity and harmonization of data for the Adriatic
Intermodal Network in order to improve the efficiency,
quality, safety and environmental sustainability of maritime
and coastal transport services. Design and development of
the services, interfaces and main functions integrated in
modular software platform will be presented. The presented
research has been supported by the European Regional
Development Fund, under the Interreg V IT-HR CBC
programme, project ID: 10048282 (E-CHAIN).
Keywords - modular integrated software, connectivity and
harmonization of data, transport services

I.

INTRODUCTION

A modular integrated information software for the
management of intermodal transport services in port areas
for passenger to improve efficiency, quality, safety and
environmental sustainability of marine and coastal
transport services is the backbone of the E-CHAIN
(Enhanced Connectivity and Harmonization of Data for
the Adriatic Intermodal Network) project funded by the
European Regional Development Fund under the Interreg
V IT-HR CBC programme. The main E-CHAIN project
objective is to enhance connectivity and harmonization of
data for the Adriatic Intermodal Network [1]. E-CHAIN
will allow integration between different services/systems
for a multimodal transport providing timetables and trip
solutions optimizing resources, real-time events in a
seamless solution. It will also include booking and
ticketing to allow integrated payment of transport modes
operated by different operators in a “single windows”.
This will be possible thanks to the integration between IT
systems and stakeholder involvement. Those joint efforts
for enhancing the quality and environmental
sustainability of services and node emissions. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the
E-CHAIN software architecture. Section 3 explains the
three principal functions of E-CHAIN software (travel
preparation, assistance during the journey and data
analysis). Section 4 shows E-CHAIN main outputs and
results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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II.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The back-end (server) is implemented with the PHP
MVC framework Laravel [20], where the manipulation of
data is separated from data presentation. Laravel is the
most popular PHP framework for the development of the
complete software stack [21]. It is flexible, scalable and it
has easy learning curve. It was created in 2011 and it is
based on Symfony 2 [22]. The back-end database is based
on typical MySQL database software which delivers a
very fast, multithreaded, multi-user, and robust SQL
(Structured Query Language) database server for
mission-critical, heavy-load production systems as well
as for embedding into mass-deployed software [23]. The
front-end (client) is built with the JavaScript framework
Angular [24]. This framework is designed as a
development platform, built on TypeScript [25], and
consists of components for building scalable web
applications, software libraries and developer tools that
has a wide variety of forms, client-server communication,
routing, etc. and tools to develop, build, test, and update
programming code. The E-CHAIN software architecture
can be seen in figure 1.

Figure 1. E-CHAIN software architecture

The map feature of E-CHAIN software is realized with
the Google Maps API from the front-end application. The
GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) is used to
share static public transit data and an extension to GTFS
GTFS-realtime is used to share real time public transit
data. Both GTFS static and GTFS realtime show public
transit information (stops, routes, schedule, live departure
times, service alerts, etc.). GTFS script is realized as a
custom code in Laravel. From supplier side Trenitalia is
already on Google Transit routing (therefore with real-
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time movements), Jadrolinija is on Google Transit but
without routing (therefore either they integrate it or we
take it from the port authorities of Ancona and Split as
data) and Conerobus is on Google Transit for the Ancona
and Jesi areas.





III. SEGMENTATION OF E-CHAIN SOFTWARE
E-CHAIN software is designed as web platform and it is
divided in three principal functions:


Function A: travel preparation (before the trip).
The interface will be a responsive web portal.



Function B: assistance during the journey (aimed
at facilitating the relationship between customer
and supplier). The interface will be: login page
for customers, instant messaging to the customer,
login page for suppliers.



Function C: data analysis (aimed at port authority
for the analysis of flows and improvement of
transport performance in the port area). The
interface will be: dashboard with aggregated
analysis data for the port authority, dashboard
with specific analysis data for each supplier.

A. Function A: travel preparation
Customer side
The customer will use the platform to plan the trip, they
will insert departure and arrival destination, date of the
trip and click on search button, figure 2. The platform
uses Google Maps to show the different option to reach
the defined access point of the port (in Venice
Tronchetto, in Ancona the maritime station, in Split the
maritime station), once arrived at the access point the
user moves (by clicking on a specific button that allows
sharing of its position for the time in which it is stationed
in port) on a static SVG map drawn according to the
routes from the maritime station to the embarkation dock.

Figure 2. E-CHAIN – travel preparation

The path designed for the user is as follows:
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Search on the E-Chain portal with Google Maps
User is notified of the CO2 of the various routes
he sees
Based on the suppliers reported, web platform
place next to the link to proceed with the
booking of the single service on the site of the
supplier to which web platform associate a series
of contacts. In the first case it would be
advisable for the page to already open with the
fields pre-filled by the search carried out by
Google Maps. The purchased tickets should
create a customer wallet created thanks to the
tracked booking (link to the supplier site with
trace of the starting site), to the data of this
wallet we will associate the activities of function
B. In the second case it will be the operator who
will load in the single wallet the tickets
purchased by activating the activities of function
B. In particular, the tracking will take place
between the E-CHAIN web portal and the sites
of the various suppliers and between the sites of
the various suppliers and E-CHAIN to activate
function B.
This second step is done consciously by the
customer who clicks to request to be kept
informed during the trip, the data are provided
by the supplier with a dedicated link or uploaded
by the customer if the supplier does not want to
provide the dedicated link.
At the end of the selection process or after
completing the purchase, web browser returns to
the E-CHAIN web page and web platform
suggest in cross-selling or up-selling the nontransport services that web platform have
managed with the DMS.

Supplier side
Web platform use Google Maps thanks to the "Google
Transit" system that provides real-time data of timetables
and means and is conceived as a channel manager,
therefore in the future it will allow integration on an
immense list of suppliers, for each of them integrating
with Google Transit is free and works with API GTFS.
There are several web platforms and solutions that
already exist on the market. Some platforms are created
with the purpose of organizing trips around the world,
regardless of the location such as Google Maps [2], Waze
[3] and Herewego [4]. Other platforms allow the users to
plan their trip through the booking of transportation
(flights, ferries, buses, trains, etc.) and accommodation
(hotels, campings, apartments, etc.), providing tips and
contents to better organize their stay in the chosen
destination such as Booking.com [5], Skyscanner [6], etc.
To understand the real usage of CO2 emissions there are
web platforms which are dedicated to the CO2 calculators
and the carbon footprint estimation such as Carbon
Footprint calculator [7], Native - Carbon Offset Providers
[8], PTV Map&Guide [9], Green Tripper calculator [10]
and My climate [11].
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E-CHAIN web platform have some competitive
advantages because it’s focused on the Adriatic area, so
it’s not a worldwide general platform as most of them are,
nor a website focused on a single city or island. Web
platform integrates several services that are important for
travellers: the route calculator, information about what to
do in the destinations and the CO2 calculator. It
integrates the only CO2 calculator that is able to suggest
the best way of transport that reduces the emissions. The
other calculators available online are not suggesting the
best route but ask the user to select from the start the
vehicle they intend to use.
B. Function B: assistance during the
journey
With the dedicated links and "keep me informed" service
web platform will start the pre-filled editorial plans for
instant messaging. These are predefined messages from
individual suppliers, sent via SMS / email, which are sent
on specific dates and times starting from basic
information such as date and time of departure (of the
ferry for example), route, means of transport up to the
access point.
The path for the user of transport services is as follows:
• The user clicks on the dedicated link and
accesses the landing page already preloaded
with his travel data, is informed of the GDPR
and clicks to start the editorial plan within which
there are also the assistance numbers with short
links for quick communication and effective
(also dedicated chat for example)
The path for the transport service provider is as follows:
• Supplier establishes the contents of the editorial
plans based on ports, seasonality, type of
customers, dates of departure, etc.
• Supplier integrates a dedicated link on each
confirmation email to the customer for online
sales that preloads the above data in E-Chain
and, upon the customer's consent, starts the
editorial communication plan
• Supplier integrates the above customer data on a
dedicated page, by importing from .CSV for
example
The path for the non-transport service provider is the
following:
• The supplier uses the DMS to load the bookable
services and manage the availability on
demanding request always with instant
messaging, the DMS already starts the editorial
plans as preloaded by the suppliers themselves.
The path devised for the user of non-transport services is
as follows:
• The customer uses the DMS then receives
confirmation via instant messaging and receives
the communications of the editorial plan
prepared by the supplier.
• The data needed to start the editorial plans (both
transport and non-transport) are (non-exhaustive
list to be reviewed together):
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•

Date and time of departure - LIVE (from Google
Transit or port authorities)
• Place of check-in and how long before passenger
must be there before boarding
• Supplier contacts and assistance contacts
• Languages spoken and passenger's special needs
– loaded by supplier and / or customer after
booking
The path for the PA (e.g. port services manager) is as
follows:
• Tourist Board loads the events with date, time
and place - if they match the client's arrival data,
they are automatically sent to him in the
editorial plan
• Weather station automatically send forecasted
weather - simple integration with place and date
and time
• Port authority or other territorial body provides
special communications valid for defined
periods of time (e.g. internal viability of the port
temporarily modified with respect to what is
present in the official communications) or
particular indications (e.g. specific anti Covid
regulations) or documents required for
expatriation
(e.g.
post-Covid
health
passport/Green Pass)
There are few companies that offer a customer care
service to their clients and outsource customer care
services to other companies’ like Amadeus [12] or WOW
24-7 [13].
E-CHAIN web platform have some competitive
advantages because is the first “green” travel alert
service, aimed not just to give customer support, but to
reduce the emissions and therefore reduce the impact on
the destinations. Also it’s the first co-marketing project in
the Adriatic area, aimed to improve the economic impact
of the travellers who are just passing by the port areas.
C. Function C: data analysis
Web platform will provide two types of dashboards, one
with aggregated data for the port authority and one with
precise data for each supplier, always in a non-exhaustive
form, they are divided by the phases before and during the
trip.
Before the trip:
•

Analysis of requests and routes requested on the site

•

Analysis of how many links to suppliers' booking
sites have been detected and how many have been
successful

•

Percentages of reduced CO2 (and how many have
chosen to reduce it compared to the fastest/cheap trip)

•

Successful cross-selling rates

During the trip:
•

Geolocation of users who have joined the service in
real time

•

List of special needs shown (to create standard
patterns of behaviour with which to respond)
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Web platform will also give both port authority and
suppliers the possibility to send a message after the use of
the service, for example to fill out a customer satisfaction
questionnaire or to up-sell.
This phase involves the creation of reports which will then
be made available to the partner/supplier companies and
to public authorities, so as to allow better insight of the
needs of passengers, improve the clients flow and provide
targeted services.
Few web platforms have been identified that can offer
detailed reporting and data analysis services related
exclusively to tourism like Travel Appeal [14], Str [15],
Mabrian [16], MMGY Intel [17], Nsight For Travel [18],
Hbenchmark [19], etc.
E-CHAIN web platform have some competitive
advantages because is the only service focused on specific
Adriatic locations that has data on these destinations,
provided directly by the travel companies. Collected data
is more complete than other providers, since it is collected
starting from the travel intent to the real ticket purchase
(through the travel companies who require the CRM
service) and to the travel feedback. E-CHAIN web
platform also provides a full service that includes the
customer care alerts and a strong intelligence service to
the travel companies that join the project.
D. TOTEM
In the pilot sites of Ancona and Split will be placed two
different types of totems, to let the people in the port area
to be able to use the E-Chain’s services, figure 3.

one different pages will be showed in a carousel to
display as much information as the E-CHAIN web
platform. QR code’s will be used to let the travellers
easily send the interested information in their
smartphone. The totem in Split will be just a
personalization of the Split web page of the platform.
Both Split and Ancona will have the possibility to
manage the information showed in the totems.
IV. E-CHAIN MAIN OUTPUTS AND RESULTS
Main outputs and results of E-CHAIN project are:
•
After the identification of state of the art,
identified stakeholder roles and goals, defined use-cases (2
pilot sites), analyzed potential E-CHAIN service usecases, studied service and content providers’
requirements.
•
Definition of users’ functional and performance
requirements for the proposed E-CHAIN platform and
application features.
•
E-CHAIN collaborative and platform for a
seamless trip solution and service implementation. ECHAIN will provide timetables and travel solutions
optimizing resources (vehicles, staff), real-time events:
plan trip from origin to destination, integrating train, bus
and ferry logistic information. E-CHAIN will include
booking and ticketing allowing the unique payment for
trips performed by different operators thanks to
integration: transport operators, passengers, maritime
agency, public authorities.
•
E-CHAIN pilot implementation which consists
of Business Model creation based on specific pilot site’s
needs (Ancona and Split): staff training, installation plan
for the Pilot Sites, operational test, evaluation of the
project benefits and final review of the Business Plan
defining corrective actions for each Pilot Site and giving
recommendations for transferability.
V.

Figure 3. E-CHAIN pilot sites totem

The totems that will be placed in Split will be touch
responsive while the Ancona’s one not. In the Ancona’s
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CONLUSION

E-CHAIN modular integrated information software is
designed as web platform and it is divided in three
principal functions: before, during and after the trip.
Before the trip function is created to help travelers define
their route, buy tickets, hotels and organize their trip in a
more general way and it is dedicated to the CO2 calculator
and the carbon footprint estimation. During the trip
function provide the travelers useful information about
their trip (time tables, addresses information, delays,
warnings, etc.). The after trip phase involve the creation of
reports based on aggregated information, collected both
through the analysis of the passenger’s data and the
messages sent to them, and through surveys to passengers
who have used the service. In each of three phases ECHAIN web platform will have some competitive
advantages because it’s focused on the Adriatic area to
improve the economic impact of the travellers who are
just passing by the port areas. It integrates the only CO2
calculator that is able to suggest the best way of transport
that reduces the emissions and therefore reduce the impact
on the destinations. E-CHAIN web platform also provides
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a full service that includes the customer care alerts and a
strong intelligence service to the travel companies that
join the project. Future works will include development of
additional modules, adding more suppliers with Google
Transit routing and uploading the events with date, time
and place on the web platform.
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Sažetak - Razvojem i primjenom informacijsko
komunikacijskih tehnologija u današnjem digitalnom
društvu, pred visoko obrazovanje postavljeni su novi izazovi
u modernizaciji nastavnog procesa. Radi podizanja
učinkovitosti obrazovanja nužno je razviti i primjenjivati
nove nastavne alate, istražiti njihove koristi i učinkovitost te
ih integrirati u postojeće strategije učenja. U sklopu mjera
za provedbu Strategije obrazovanja, znanosti i tehnologije,
Ministarstvo znanosti i obrazovanja potiče stjecanje znanja
i vještina učenjem kroz rad (eng. Work-based learning,
WBL) i učenjem kroz iskustvo (eng. Experiential learning,
ExL). Upravo uporaba virtualne stvarnosti (eng. Virtual
Reality, VR), odnosno prividne simulacije okoline i svih
popratnih interaktivnosti uz pomoć računala u
obrazovanju, doprinosi iskustvenom učenju, produbljivanju
i proširivanju stručnih znanja stečenih drugim oblicima
nastave. Testiranje tih znanja u virtualnom okruženju,
doprinosi razvoju mekih vještina studenata kao što su:
razvoj kreativnosti, sposobnost rješavanja problema ili
donošenje odluka bez straha od potencijalnih posljedica. U
digitalnom okruženju brže se i učinkovitije uči i uz manje
rizika, međutim cijena razvoja VR sustava nije zanemariva
što je ujedno i najveća prepreka većoj implementaciji VR
sustava u obrazovanje. Iz tog razloga, u ovom radu će se
teorijski razmatrati osnovne postavke analize troškova i
koristi (eng. Cost Benefit Analysis, CBA) uvođenja VR
sustava što može poslužiti kao teoretska podloga prilikom
uvođenja takvih sustava kao nastavnih alata u visoko
obrazovanje.
Ključne riječi – virtualna stvarnost; visoko obrazovanje;
CBA analiza;

I.

UVOD

Uloga visokog obrazovanja ključna je u transformaciji
društva ka ekonomiji znanja. Primjena novih tehnoloških
dostignuća u obrazovnom procesu, uvođenje i provođenje
novih metoda i modela učenja, personalizacija i
digitalizacija obrazovanja, razvoj tehnološkog znanja kao
temeljne životne vještina, razvoj stručnih kompetencija,
ali i transverzalnih vještina (kreativno razmišljanje,
rješavanje problema, timski rad i slično), ključne su točke
budućnosti obrazovanja.
U današnjem svijetu u kojem dominiraju nove
tehnologije, pojavljuju se tehnologije koje, uz pravilnu
upotrebu, imaju potencijal potpuno preobraziti način na
koji učimo. Produžena stvarnost (eng. Extended Reality,
XR) je zajednički naziv za sve tehnologije; proširenu
stvarnost (eng. Augmented Reality, AR), virtualnu
stvarnost (eng. Virtual Reality, VR) i mješovitu stvarnost
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(eng. Mixed Reality, MR) koje proširuju stvarnost
spajanjem virtualnog i "stvarnog" svijeta ili stvaranjem
potpuno imerzivnog iskustva. Implementacija takvih
tehnologija u obrazovni proces, naročito u segmentu
visokog obrazovanja, predstavlja izazov u modernizaciji i
unapređenju nastavnog procesa.
U sklopu mjera za provedbu Strategije obrazovanja,
znanosti i tehnologije [1] i Strateškog plana za razdoblje
2020 – 2022 godine [2], Ministarstvo znanosti i
obrazovanja stavljaju u fokus razvijanje i unaprjeđivanje
stručne prakse i praktične nastave kao sastavnog dijela
studijskih programa, odnosno stjecanja znanja i vještina
učenjem kroz rad i kroz iskustvo. Uz klasične oblike
stjecanja stručnih kompetencija koje treba kontinuirano
održavati i razvijati, nužno je ulagati u održavanje
jednakovrijednih alternativnih načina stjecanja praktičnih
znanja i vještina gdje se upravo korištenje prividne
simulacije okoline i svih popratnih interaktivnosti uz
pomoć računala u obrazovanju, pokazao kao alat koji
doprinosi iskustvenom učenju. Zbog pomanjkanja gotovih
VR rješenja za potrebe visokoškolskih ustanova, cijena
razvoja VR sustava na zahtjev je poprilično visoka, što je
ujedno i najveća prepreka za veću implementaciju VR
sustava u visoko obrazovanje.
Stoga je cilj ovog rada je teorijski razmatrati osnovne
postavke CBA analize uvođenja VR sustava kao
nastavnog alata u visoko obrazovanje. Osnovni problem
prilikom izrade CBA analize projekata razvoja VR sustava
za obrazovanje je činjenica da se troškovi razvoja mogu
procijeniti prilično jednostavno, ali mjerenje koristi
nastale iz poboljšane učinkovitosti učenja gdje ne postoji
tržišna cijena, predstavlja vrlo složen postupak.
Rad je strukturiran u pet poglavlja. U uvodnom dijelu
ukratko se obrazlaže problem istraživanja i postavlja cilj
rada. U drugom poglavlju definira se pojam, razvoj i
buduće odrednice razvoja virtualne stvarnosti. Treće
poglavlje analizira upotrebu VR tehnologije u
visokoškolskom obrazovanju te istražuje dosadašnja
istraživanja o potencijalnim koristima, prednostima i
nedostacima navedene tehnologije. Analiza troškova i
koristi za projekte razvoja VR, četvrto je poglavlje gdje se
teorijski razmatraju osnovne postavke CBA analize što
može poslužiti kao teoretska podloga prilikom uvođenja
VR sustava u nastavni proces. U posljednjem poglavlju,
zaključku, sumiraju se rezultati provedenog istraživanja.
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II.

VIRTUALNA STVARNOST (VR)

Pojam virtualna stvarnost definira se kao sintetičko ili
virtualno okruženje koje korisniku pruža osjećaj
stvarnosti. VR okruženje je imerzivno, multisenzorno,
interaktivno i trodimenzionalno koje se generira uz pomoć
računala i tehnologije koja je potrebna prilikom
reproduciranja takvog okruženja. Zadatak VR je kreiranje
novog virtualnog svijeta, u kojem korisnik može ovladati
svim elementima interakcije s novim svijetom te uz
pomoć posebno izrađenih uređaja za simulaciju okruženja
dobiti povratnu informaciju iz virtualnog svijeta. VR
omogućuje korisnicima da nastave graditi svoje znanje
kroz svoje virtualno iskustvo [3]. Cilj je stvoriti senzorno
iskustvo za korisnika, ponekad uključujući sva osjetila;
vid, dodir, sluh, miris ili čak okus.
Virtualna stvarnost se neprestano razvija i pomiče
granice razumijevanja i primjene. Razvoj VR tehnologija
počinje sredinom 20 stoljeća, od izuma prvog simulatora
leta (1966) i razvoja eng. head-mounted VR, prvog
sustava sa praćenjem pokreta povezanim s računalom
(1968), do „Virtual Boy“ puštenog u prodaju od strane
Nintendo kompanije (1995) i razvoja „Street View“
(2007) predstavljenog od strane kompanije Google za
realistično prikazivanje karte svijeta. VR industrija raste
brzim tempom, a predviđa se da će se globalno tržište VR
-a povećati s manje od pet milijardi američkih dolara
2021. na više od 12 milijardi američkih dolara do 2024
[4]. Kontinuirani razvoj novih aplikacija uz potporu
tehnoloških tvrtki, omogućuje da VR softver napreduje
jednako brzo kao i njegov kompatibilni hardver.
Najopipljivija predviđanja buduće virtualne stvarnosti
uključuju spajanje AR i VR kako bi stvorili novu vrstu
iskustva i uvođenje napredne virtualne društvene
interakcije do odvijanja VR interakcije putem ručnih
uređaja i smanjenja VR konzola na razinu sunčanih
naočala [5].
III.
UPOTREBA VR TEHNOLOGIJE U
VISOKOŠKOLSKOM OBRAZOVANJU
VR je suvremena tehnologija, koja otvara novu dimenziju
u području razvoja ljudskih potencijala. Simulacija
stvarnosti pruža mogućnost posredovanja progresivnokreativnih edukativnih modela, temeljenih na realistično
dočaranim vizualno-auditivno-haptičkim podražajima [6].
VR tehnologija primarno se koristila kao tehnologija koja
poboljšava iskustvo računalnih igara.

Slika 1. VR brodska strojarnica
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Danas, upotreba VR tehnologije može se naći u svim
industrijskim granama (proizvodnja, maloprodaja,
rudarstvo, zdravstvo), ali i u nastavnom procesu na svim
razinama obrazovanja, uključujući i cjeloživotno
obrazovanje i treninge [7]. Na slikama 1 i 2 prikazana je
upotreba VR brodske strojarnice za potrebe obrazovanja
studenata studijskom smjera Brodostrojarstva na
Pomorskom fakultetu u Rijeci
Nove generacije studenata imaju visok stupanj
računalnog znanja i vještina te isto tako imaju i visoka
očekivanja za sjecanjem novih znanja za njihovu uspješnu
pripremu za određenu industriju. Visokoškolske ustanove
suočene su s izazovima novih tehnoloških zahtjeva i
usvajanja odgovarajućih strategija kako bi se zadovoljile
inovativne obrazovne potrebe.
Činjenica je da su osnovne škole već počele koristiti
virtualnu stvarnost u nastavi, primjerice virtualni izleti na
određene destinacije ili aplikacije edukacijske prirode
(Titans of Space, Anatomyou). S obzirom na upotrebu VR
sustava u edukaciji, sve je više poduzeća koja se
specijaliziraju u izradi nastavnog sadržaja za određena
područja što dugoročno može nuditi relativno nisku cijenu
korištena VR sustava, a visoke koristi procesa učenja. Ono
što je direktan učinak korištenja virtualne tehnologije je
dobiveno znanje i motivacija.
Dosadašnja istraživanja o upotrebi VR u
visokoškolskom obrazovanju pokazuju da je to učinkovit i
koristan alat za bolje razumijevanje koncepta i nastavnog
gradiva [8]. Većina studenata smatra da korištenje VR-a
ima korisne pedagoške implikacije, ali da postoje i
potencijalni nedostaci (zdravstveni problemi, spora
integracija u nastavni problem, cijena razvoja itd.)
korištenja VR-a u obrazovnom kontekstu [9]. Ispitani
studenti tvrde da kvalitetnije i brže usvajaju gradivo kada
uče pomoću svojih osjetila (vid, sluh, njuh, dodir i okus)
koje im omogućava VR tehnologija u odnosu na
tradicionalni način izvođenja nastave. Mali postotak
korisnika, oko 6%, nakon kratkog vremena provedenog u
virtualnom okruženju se žali na glavobolju, mučninu, i
dezorijentaciju u prostoru [10]. Razlog tome je nagla
promjena korisnika iz stvarnog okruženja u virtualno.
Upotreba VR u nastavnom kurikulumu na studente
ostavlja pozitivne utiske, utječe na razvoj njihove
kreativnosti, boljeg usvajanja gradiva, te student može
zapamtiti i pohraniti više informacija jer direktno
sudjeluje tokom nastave pomoću virtualne stvarnosti [11].

Slika 2. Vježba studenata na VR brodskoj strojarnici
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Merchant, Z. i ostali u svom istraživanju koristili su
mjeru ishoda učenja za procjenu učinaka nastave
temeljene na virtualnoj stvarnosti [12]. Istraživanje
ukazuje na efektivnu uporabu virtualne stvarnosti za
poboljšanje stjecanja ishoda učenja predviđenih
kurikulumom. Međutim, istraživanje je pokazalo da ako
korisnici više puta koriste isti sustav ili više puta izvode
istu vježbu, smanjuje se korisnost savladavanja ishoda
učenja. Time se ističe važnost razmatranja načela dizajna i
projektiranja nastavnog procesa, izvođenje nastave
temeljene na virtualnoj stvarnosti u odnosu na
tradicionalne metode poučavanja.
Nadalje, Greenwald, S. i ostali istražuju prednosti koje
pružaju višekorisnička VR okruženja kroz dvije široke
kategorije: one usmjerene na interakciju s drugim ljudima
i onima koji su usredotočeni na VR okruženje VR [13]. U
tom kontekstu interakcija može biti „nova“ zbog toga s
kim se može komunicirati (npr. udaljeni ljudi) ili kako se
može komunicirati (npr. preuzimanje drugačijeg fizičkog
izgleda). Okruženje može biti „novo“ jer se temelji na
fizičkom mjestu na kojem je malo ljudi može otići, ili zato
što iskustvo koje pruža je inherentno virtualno.
Abulrub i ostali kroz stvarnu studiju slučaja istražuju
kako se inovativna tehnologija može koristiti za stvaranje
kreativnog učenja i osposobljavanja u području
inženjerstva [14]. Ogrizović i ostali, temeljem provedenog
testiranja, zaključuju da imerzivni VR modeli alternativa
su ili dopuna tradicionalnom nastavnom procesu kako bi
se ubrzalo učenje i razumijevanje informacija modela. U
stvarnim proizvodnim sustavima impresivna VR
simulacija omogućuje izbjegavanje skupih grešaka u
dizajnu koje se mogu otkriti u simulaciji. Potpuno
impresivan VR ima veliki potencijal za logističko
modeliranje i simulacijsko obrazovanje u dizajnu i
sadržaju iskustava učenja [15]. Upotreba VR sustava
danas je primjenjiva za razna profesionalna usavršavanja;
na primjer evakuacija ljudi u zgradama ili otvorenim
prostorima uslijed nesreće i slično [16].
Unatoč cijeni uvođenja VR sustava što je prepoznato
kao ključni izazov, vodeće visokoškolske institucije već
su implementirale VR tehnologiju u istraživačke i
obrazovne svrhe. Kako tehnologija sve više napreduje,
ona postaje pristupačnija. Stoga se očekuje da će u
budućnosti
sve
više
visokoškolskih
ustanova
implementirati potrebnu razinu hardvera i softvera za
primjenu virtualne stvarnosti u budućnosti.
IV. ANALIZA TROŠKOVA I KORISTI ZA
PROJEKTE RAZVOJA VIRTUALNE STVARNOSTI
Cilj CBA analize je podržati donošenje ispravne
odluke kako bi se osiguralo efektivno alociranje resursa za
implementaciju projekta uvođenja VR sustava u nastavni
proces radi izvođenja pojedinih nastavnih sadržaja u
nastavnom kurikulumu.
Za područje visokog obrazovanja, u pravilu vrlo je
malo gotovih VR aplikacija. Za potrebe STEM
obrazovanja razvijene su VR aplikacije pomoću kojih
studenti vježbaju, stječu iskustvo i lakše savladavaju
nastavni sadržaj, primjerice Labster VR ili zSpace [17].
Međutim, specijalizacija po pojedinim područjima je
iznimno velika, a mogućnost razvoja sustava na zahtjev
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jedinstvena i skupa u odnosu na pojedine zahtjeve
specijaliziranih kurikuluma. Iz tog razloga, visokoškolske
ustanove često same razvijaju VR sustave prilagođene
vlastitim potrebama obrazovanja studenata.
Istraživanja o analizi troškova i koristi u korištenju VR
kao nastavnog alata, nisu prisutna niti u stranoj niti u
domaćoj literaturi. Razlog tome je otežano utvrđivanje
financijskih koristi takvog specifičnog načina učenja za
studenta i/ili nastavnika, u odnosu na troškove razvoja
sustava koje je relativno jednostavno utvrditi.
Visokoškolske ustanove, kao neprofitne organizacije,
u načelu, ne teže daljnjoj komercijalizaciji VR sustava
nego ih razvijaju za vlastite potrebe. U tom kontekstu nije
potrebno očekivati da financijski dio analize troškova i
koristi, procjena novčanog toka i održiva razina dobiti
bude pozitivna. U slučaju da se razvijeni VR model
planira dalje komercijalizirati kroz prodaju gotovog
rješenja na tržištu ili ponuditi u okviru treninga vanjskim
korisnicima moguće je očekivati bolje rezultate u
financijskom dijelu CBA analize.
Vremenski period CBA treba se podudarati sa
životnim ciklusom VR sustava. Životni ciklus sustava
uključuje faze dizajna, razvoja, implementacije i
održavanja. Analiza treba uzeti u obzir najmanje tri
alternative za postizanje zadanog cilja. Jedna od
alternativa uvijek može biti status quo (nastavak bez
promjena), što pruža bazu za uspoređivanje. Ostale
alternative mogu uključivati: samostalni razvoj VR-a
naspram ugovornog razvoja, jedan tehnički pristup
naspram drugog tehničkog pristupa ili korištenje
simulatora naspram VR modela.
Jedan od najvećih izazova virtualne stvarnosti u
visokoškolskom obrazovanju jest stvaranje sadržaja,
obrada sadržaja i stvaranje interaktivnosti. Postoji
nekoliko načina za izradu sadržaja virtualne stvarnosti:
snimanje interaktivnih videa tehnikom 360° ili izrada 3D
animacije. Snimanje interaktivnih videa može biti
jednostavan način za kreiranje sadržaja, ali za snimanje
takvih videa potrebna je dodatna oprema. Kretnja kamere
koja snima 360° mora biti ujednačena pa ju je najbolje
držati na stalku ili koristiti letjelicu s takvom kamerom.
Nažalost, time se stvara dodatan trošak jer nemaju svi
uvjete posjedovati takvu opremu. Drugi način je izrada 3D
animacija ili konstrukcija što traži posebna znanja
programiranja i često zahtjeva ugovorni razvoj. Svakako
će odabrani način kreiranja i dizajniranja VR sadržaja,
mogućnosti interakcije sustava, utjecati na cijenu razvoja
sustava, uz ostale troškove ulaganja: u laboratorij, u VR
opremu (računala, VR konzole), održavanje razvijenog
sustava za vrijeme životnog ciklusa, troškovi nadogradnje
i slično.
Troškovi i koristi u CBA analizi u načelu, trebali bi,
imati tržišnu vrijednost. Međutim, kod uvođenja VR
sustava gdje se mjeri korisnost učenja nastaje problem.
Za ocjenjivanje troškova i koristi kod kojih ne postoji
tržišna vrijednost, može se pristupiti pomoću metoda
osobne preferencije [18]. Upravo pristup pomoću metoda
osobne preferencije može se uzeti u obzir kod utvrđivanja
koristi VR sustava u nastavnom procesu. Svrha
ekonomske analize je odrediti ekonomsku održivost
projekta izračunom oristi za ciljne skupine (studente i
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nastavnike) nastalih kao rezultat implementacije VR
sustava u nastavni kurikulum. Pretpostavka je da takav
projekt ima izravne koristi; poboljšanje načina učenja za
studente, lakše savladavanje ishoda učenja iz nastavnog
kurikuluma, bolja učinkovitost učenja, veća koncentracija
na sadržaj, sprječavanje pasivnosti studenata u radu,
razvoj mekih vještina (kreativnosti u rješavanju problema,
timski rad, vođenje), stjecanje iskustva učenja u
situacijama gdje nema mogućnosti učenja u realnim
sustavima i slično, ali i različite neizravne ekonomske i
društvene učinke.
Opravdanost ulaganja u VR modele se može pravilno
procijeniti jedino kad se razne potencijalne koristi uzmu u
obzir, budući da se ti učinci često mogu identificirati kao
odlučujući u odnosu na razvoj. Opseg projekta se treba
promatrati u široj perspektivi, odnosno trebaju se
analizirati njegovi korisni učinci na zajednicu, a ne samo
na vlasnika VR sustava kao u financijskoj analizi.
CBA mora obuhvaćati sveobuhvatnu procjenu
projiciranih koristi i troškova za sve alternative. Koristi
koje se ne mogu novčano iskazati, kao što je slučaj sa VR
sustavom u obrazovanju, moguće je procijeniti te im se
dodjeljuju
relativne
numeričke
vrijednosti
za
komparativne svrhe. Na primjer, maksimalna korist može
biti označena kao vrijednost 5, prosječna korist kao
vrijednost 3, te minimalna korist kao vrijednost 1.
Procjenjivanje i uspoređivanje koristi koje imaju novčane
vrijednosti i relativne numeričke vrijednosti zahtijeva
dodatan napor, a objektivnost pri vrednovanju koristi
može se postići primjenom metode anketiranja ili metode
intervjua od strane studenata i nastavnika. Kada se
uspostavi sustav ocjenjivanja, svaka korist se procjenjuje
za svaku alternativu. U kvalitativnom ocjenjivanju može
se koristiti i ponderiranje koristi prema kriteriju važnosti.
Što je korist važnija, ponder je veći. Prednost ovog
pristupa je u tome što važnije koristi imaju veći utjecaj na
rezultate CBA analize.
Standardni kriterij za opravdanost projekta je taj da
koristi premaše troškove za životnog ciklusa projekta te se
izabire alternativa s najvišom neto koristi (koristi minus
troškovi). Kada se sve koristi i troškovi ne mogu novčano
procijeniti, kao u ovom slučaju razvoja VR sustava,
trebaju se koristiti relativne vrijednosti troškova i koristi,
za koje se računa neto koristi (relativna vrijednost koristi
minus relativna vrijednost troškova). Ovakvi projekti
mogu imati poteškoće u prikazivanju ekonomske interne
stope povrata na ulaganje (ERR) i odgovarajuće
financijske neto sadašnje vrijednosti (ENPV), ali svakako
omjer koristi i troškova (B/C) mora biti veći od 1.
Uvođenjem VR u visokoškolsko obrazovanje
zasigurno bi se postigao bolji uspjeh studenata, iskustvo i
znanje koje im se može ponuditi putem tehnologije
kvalitetnije od tradicionalnog načina učenja, što ne znači
da se tradicionalni način obrazovanja treba zapostaviti,
potrebno je pronaći ravnotežu između oba načina
predavanja te prilagoditi kurikulum.
IV.

ZAKLJUČAK

Razvojem i primjenom informacijsko komunikacijskih
tehnologija u današnjem digitalnom društvu, pred visoko
obrazovanje postavljeni su novi izazovi u modernizaciji
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nastavnog procesa, naročito u primjeni novih nastavnih
alata kao što je virtualna stvarnost koja pruža prividnu
simulaciju okoline i svih popratnih interaktivnosti uz
pomoć računala. Istraživanja dokazuju da upotreba VR u
obrazovanju
doprinosi
iskustvenom
učenju,
produbljivanju i proširivanju stručnih znanja stečenih
drugim oblicima nastave. Aktivno sudjelovanje i
kontinuirana interakcija unutar VR bez smetnji iz
vanjskog okruženja doprinosi boljem razumijevanju
nastavnog kurikuluma. Testiranje tih znanja u virtualnom
okruženju, doprinosi razvoju mekih vještina studenata kao
što su: razvoj kreativnosti, sposobnost rješavanja
problema, donošenje odluka bez straha od potencijalnih
posljedica.
Za područje visokog obrazovanja, u pravilu je vrlo
malo gotovih VR rješenja. Specijalizacija obrazovanja po
pojedinim područjima je iznimno velika pa su i
mogućnosti razvoja sustava na zahtjev mnogobrojna zbog
pomanjkanja gotovih rješenja. Iz tog razloga,
visokoškolske ustanove često same razvijaju VR sustave
prilagođene vlastitim potrebama obrazovanja studenata.
Cijena razvoja VR sustava nije zanemariva što je ujedno i
najveća prepreka većoj implementaciji VR sustava u
obrazovanje.
U radu su elaborirale temeljne postavke analize
troškova i koristi uvođenja VR sustava, kao i izazovi u
utvrđivanju koristi razvijenog alata za učenje studenta i/ili
nastavnika, mjerenih u financijskom smislu, u odnosu na
troškove razvoja sustava koje je jednostavno utvrditi.
Navedeno može poslužiti kao teoretska procjena prilikom
uvođenja VR sustava kao nastavnog alata u visoko
obrazovanje. Nastavak istraživanja ovog rada bit će
usmjeren na izradu CBA analize razvoja virtualne brodske
strojarnice koja se razvija na Pomorskom fakultet u Rijeci,
u okviru projekta Pandora.
ZAHVALA
Ovo istraživanje financijski je podržao projekt
PANDORA, UP.03.1.1.04.0010, financiran od strane
Europskog socijalnog fonda, Operativni program
Učinkoviti ljudski potencijali 2014.-2020.
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Abstract - In July 2021, a new Decree on Office Management
was adopted in the Republic of Croatia, which regulates the
rules and measures of office management in the performance
of state administration, other state bodies, local and regional
self-government units and legal entities with public authority.
The Regulation represents one of the most significant state
and public administration reforms so far. All public bodies
are obliged to establish an information system of office
management. Furthermore, public law bodies conduct
official correspondence with each other and with natural and
legal persons primarily electronically. According to the new
Regulation, records of cases of administrative proceedings of
both first instance and second instance and records of cases
of non-administrative proceedings are kept in the
information system, also letters received in physical form are
being converted into electronic form. This significantly
changes state and public administration work in Croatia, but
the new Regulation also introduces new technological and
legal challenges.
Keywords – office management: public administration;
paperless: work process; Croatia

I.

INTRODUCTION

On July 1 2021, the Government of the Republic of
Croatia adopted a new Decree on Office Management
(Croatian: Uredba o uredskom poslovanju), a basic
document regulating the management of state and public
administration in the Republic of Croatia (further: Decree).
[1] It is stated at the beginning of the Decree (Article 1,
paragraph 1) if this Decree regulates the rules and measures
of office management in the performance of state
administration tasks. Also, it is stated (Article 1, paragraph
2) The provisions of this Decree shall apply to the office
management of state administration bodies, other state
bodies, local and regional self-government units and legal
persons with public authority.
The significance of the Regulation in practice is
significantly greater than its scope formally states.
According to the Croatian Public Administration System
Act (Croatian: Zakon o sustavu državne uprave), the tasks
of the state administration are the implementation of state
policy, direct implementation of the law, inspection
supervision, administrative supervision and other
administrative and professional tasks. Also, the affairs of
state administration include any work entrusted to a certain
legal entity by the law governing a particular administrative
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area and determined as work performed as a public
authority. [2]
Considering that state bodies and all persons with
public authority are obliged to apply the Decree when
performing state administration tasks, the Decree regulates
the creation, movement, and storage of all information
assets of these bodies. According to the glossary of the
Decree itself, documentary material is all documents
created, received or collected while performing the
activities of a public body. Let us also mention how a
document is defined as any electronic, written, reproduced,
drawn, pictorial, printed, recorded, magnetic, optical, or
any other record of data that forms a connected whole by
content and structure.
Article 3. of the Decree explicitly prescribe: “Public law
bodies conduct official correspondence with each other and
with natural and legal persons primarily electronically.”
This is undoubtedly the most crucial change in modern
Croatian office management. Namely, the meaning of this
provision is much broader than the correspondence itself as information documentary material of public bodies is
primarily in the system of office management. Thus all
information assets are primarily transferred to electronic
form.
Above mentioned Article 3 of the Decree is elaborated
under Article 7 of the Decree, stating that documents
received through the office management information
system or other information system are electronically
processed, recorded in the office management information
system, and, as a rule, are not printed. Furthermore, Article
15 paragraph 3 states that letters and contributions received
in physical form are converted into electronic form. Add to
this Article 15 paragraph 4, which prescribes that for
documents and contributions in electronic form that are not
searchable, the procedure of optical text recognition (OCR)
is carried out whenever possible and by the needs of the
body.
Paper record-keeping is prescribed as an exception.
This can be seen from the provision Article 15, paragraph
6, according to which an official note in the information
system of office management is compiled on letters and
contributions received in physical form that cannot be
converted into electronic form for technical reasons, along
with a written indication of the contents of that letter and
attachment, and the cover of the file is opened.
This provision requires an explanation - in the case of
paper management, each file has its cover (shirt, usually
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yellow, slightly larger than A4). All written, incoming and
outgoing, related to that file are agreed upon. As in many
other countries - the file with the papers was practically a
symbol of state administration. Now it is listed as an
exception, and moreover, to keep a file in paper form, it is
necessary to write an official note explaining why the file
is kept on paper and not in electronic form.
Therefore, to open the cover of a paper file, it is
necessary to have an explanation - it becomes an exception
with the new Regulation. This represents an extremely
significant, revolutionary change in office management in
the Republic of Croatia. We consider this the most
significant change since modern office management in
Croatia were introduced.
II.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

In order to informatize, the Decree introduced several
other important applications, in addition to prescribing that
official correspondence and cases are kept in electronic
form. In the Republic of Croatia, documents have been
numbered for decades. The numerical designation of an act
is a designation that unambiguously determines the act and
contains the classification designation and the registration
number.
The definitions, form and role of the classification
mark and registration number remained like the previous
regulations. The classification mark identifies an item
according to the administrative area or activity, form, year
of origin, and an ordinal number of the item. The
registration number is the code that determines the creator
of the act and contains the numerical code of the body and
the ordinal number of the letter within the case and, if
necessary, the public body may contain the code of the
organizational unit, the code of the official who drafted the
act and the year of the act.
However, the Regulation also introduces a new
element, a unique identifier. A unique identifier is a letter
identifier that enables the verification of authenticity,
completeness and traceability in the exchange of data
between office management information systems and is
created within the office management information system
by machine, by random selection. This description of the
unique identifier opens the possibility of introducing
blockchain technology, but the Regulation does not say
anything about it.
The provision according to which the possibility of
keeping the register in paper form is abolished is essential.
Namely, the usual records have been kept so far: records
of cases of administrative proceedings of the first instance,
records of cases of administrative proceedings of the
second instance and records of cases of non-administrative
proceedings. The manner of keeping all three records is
prescribed in detail by a special instruction, Instructions on
the numerical codes of the letter and the content of the
records of office management, (Croatian: Naputak o
brojčanim oznakama pismena te sadržaju evidencija
uredskog poslovanja). [3] But now, it is explicitly
prescribed in Article 18, paragraph 2 how the records of
administrative proceedings and the records of nonadministrative proceedings are kept in the information
system of office management. A unique friendly deadline
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has been set for the establishment of the office
management information system, according to Article 67
of the Regulations Public law bodies that do not have an
established information system for office management by
the provisions of the Regulation are obliged to establish it
by January 1 2023 at the latest.
The obligation to conduct electronic management is
additionally explained in the Proposal of the Decree on
Office Management (Croatian: Prijedlog Uredbe o
uredskom poslovanju). [4] The above-mentioned Proposal
for a Decree states that the obligation to keep records of
office management in electronic form is based on the
provision of Article 16, paragraph 1 of the Act on the State
Administration System (Croatian: Zakon o sustavu
državne uprave) [2] and the provisions of Article 22,
paragraph 2 of the Act on State Information Infrastructure
(Croatian: Zakon o državnoj informacijskoj infrastrukturi)
[5] which stipulates that public sector bodies, which do not
keep official records in electronic form, are obliged to
transfer them to electronic form and harmonize them with
the provisions of the State Information Infrastructure Act
within two years from the day this Act enters into force. It
is noted that the Law on State Information Infrastructure
entered into force on August 6, 2014.
III.

ANTI-CORRUPTION EFFECT OF THE NEW
REGULATION

We believe that the adoption of the Decree in this form
is broader than the “switch to electronic form” but
represents a significant anti-corruption measure. However,
such a goal is not explicitly stated anywhere (in Croatian
practice, the adoption of bylaws does not specify general
objectives).
We find arguments for this claim in several provisions
of the Decree that significantly aggravate possible abuses
or even corrupt actions that the previous paper mode of
operation has enabled. According to the old Decree on
office management from 2009 [6] (it was similar in the
previous regulations), the registers of administrative
procedure and the registration record were kept on special
forms (individual sheets), and only at the end of the year
they were bound in books. Binding was such binding that it
is impossible to separate the sheets without damage, insert
a new sheet, or subsequently change the register. [7]
However, such a solution also had one serious drawback it could be retroactively, by rewriting the entire page,
inserting “forgotten” writing, for example, by entering
under the number of less critical notice. This could be done
until the permanent binding at the beginning of the
following calendar year.
In addition, a unique identifier allows for the
traceability of each document, making it more difficult for
illegal and potentially punishable substitution of items in
the file. The introduction of mandatory office management
in electronic form enables easier supervision by the central
state administration body, which is prescribed not only by
the Decree but also by the recent amendment to the most
important Regulation for state and public administration the General Administrative Procedure Act (Croatian:
Zakon o općem upravnom postupku). [8] This amendment
came into force in early 2022.
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The same amendment to the General Administrative
Procedure Act stipulated that the submission (i.e., in
writing by which the party addresses the body) should also
contain the personal identification number (OIB) of the
party, of course, if the party has one. Also, the OIB of the
party contains the decision of the administrative body. This
obligatory statement of the OIB, in addition to helping to
automate administrative decisions, can also be seen as an
anti-corruption measure. It allows easier tax control over
various administrative decisions by which individuals
acquire certain rights.
Croatia has many small public bodies in terms of staff
and does not issue many administrative decisions. Croatia
has many small local governments and institutions with
only a few employees, which are obliged to apply the
Regulation. Although the obligation to introduce office
management in the information system may seem
excessive at first glance for a small organization of only a
few employees - from the point of view of a potential anticorruption measure, such an obligation makes complete
sense and is to be welcomed. Namely, even the tiny
obligors of the Decree can have significant funds at their
disposal, and Croatian practice (and some ongoing court
proceedings) unfortunately provide examples of where
retroactive changes in documentation were intended to
cover up illegal actions.
We, therefore, believe that the new Regulation,
although not explicitly stated, has a potentially anticorruption substantial effect in practice.
IV.

PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTING THE REGULATION IN
PRACTICE

The new Regulation was adopted on July 1 2021, with
effect from July 10 2021 and a transitional provision
requiring an office management information system by
January 1 2023. The Instruction on numerical codes and the
content of office records is crucial for practical application.
It was adopted on November 25 2021 and published on
December 4 2021. Also published on October 13, 2021 and
entered into force on January 1, 2022.
The Republic of Croatia has not adequately promoted
these significant changes in its office management.
Although there is a fiction that everyone knows everything
published in the state official gazette, the Official Gazette,
we cannot expect everyone to understand the importance of
such significant changes, especially when they are hidden
in bylaws.
A consultation with the interested public on the
Proposal for the Regulation on Office Management [9] was
held in 2019. There was a two-year standstill, and the
Regulation was adopted without any special announcement
at the beginning of the holidays.
The fundamental Instruction on numerical codes and
the content of office records, based on which annual plans
for classification codes are adopted (now according to a
new model, different from the previous one!), It was
published only on December 4, so that public bodies
arrived as it should be adjusted - that plan is adopted at the
end of the year for next year.
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It should be emphasized that this Instruction has
replaced the Ordinance on unique classification codes and
numerical codes of creators and recipients of acts
(Croatian: Pravilnik o jedinstvenim klasifikacijskim
oznakama i brojčanim oznakama stvaralaca i primalaca
akata) [10] from back in 1988, adapted to the state structure
of the former Socialist Republic of Croatia, and which was
applied until the end of 2021. Given that the new Decree
partially changed the written mark (registration number), it
was illusory to expect that the annual plans for
classification marks would be appropriately changed in a
few weeks until the Christmas holidays. In practice, some
public bodies have continued to use the old model of
numerals in 2022.
Commercial professional journals recognized the
importance of the new Regulation, and at the end of the
summer of 2021, they published a series of professional
articles on the topic of new office management. [11] [12]
Reliance primarily on professional journals in a country
with tens of thousands of decree payers (not only state and
public administration and local self-government, but also
all schools, kindergartens, museums and other institutions
and numerous utility companies), where many taxpayers do
not have lawyers employed at all or they do not have
approved funds for professional journals - it is not enough.
We believe that the Government and the particular
ministry in charge of general administration (specifically
the Ministry of Justice and Administration) should have
made a broader educational action to introduce many
segments of state and public administration to the new
Regulation and electronic office management in general.
It is positive that various commercial entities engaged
in education commercially have recognized the business
opportunity. From the fall of 2021, a series of commercial
seminars for those obliged to apply public procurement. In
conversations with the participants of these courses, several
general behaviours of those obliged to apply the Regulation
could be crystallized.
First, the governing structure of state and public bodies,
as a rule, did not understand that the Regulation regulates
(and in a new way!) The very essence of their work. The
application of the new Regulation is too often considered
“something for the office” without trying to adapt the whole
organization, its business processes, and how it works in
general. Second, the transition to e-business, where the
mere existence of paper cases is an exception, has often not
even begun, and officials are unaware of it. Third, the
organizations did not initiate any steps for technical
preparation, from appropriate computers and monitors (full
work in electronic form requires, for example, a suitably
large monitor) to the purchase of scanners and programs for
recognizing scanned text. Scanning and optical recognition
of text is, as we have stated, an explicit requirement of the
Regulation.
As the state and public administration depend on the
annual budget financing and public procurement
procedures, if the necessary equipment is not planned for
2022, it will usually not happen.
Some, especially smaller organizations obliged to apply
the Regulation use outdated programs for office
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management that are minimally maintained with the help
of external associates - such programs cannot keep up with
the changes required by the Regulation and the new
prescribed Technical Specifications of Electronic Office
Information System (Croatian: Tehničke specifikacija
informacijskog
elektroničkog
sustava
uredskog
poslovanja) [13] published on the website of the competent
ministry. Such taxpayers were not aware that the
obligations of the Regulation would not be solved by
minimal changes in the existing programs they have.
Participants were not familiar with establishing an
electronic archive, which is an essential element of the
computerization of office management. Participants were
often unaware of the needs and possibilities of storing
documents in electronic form.
In conclusion, the Decree significantly changed the
work of state and public administration - not only the
keeping of administrative books but also the work on files
and their storage. All this will be applied in practice that has
not been properly communicated to stakeholders.
V.

WHAT DID THE REGULATION FAIL TO
REGULATE?

A. Reference to relevant ISO standards
In the Republic of Croatia, the application of the ISO
15489 standard - File Management was discussed back in
2002, when the draft of the never adopted Regulation on
Public Service Record-Keeping was presented (Croatian:
Uredba o spisovodstvu u javnim službama). The discussion
on the draft Regulation on Public Service Accounting
stated that it is in line with the ISO 15489 standard. [14]
The Croatian Standards Institute adopted the standard
HRN ISO 15489-1: 2002 in 2002 (the mark HRN ISO
means accepting a foreign standard in the original). The
current version is HRN ISO 15489-1: 2016 Information and
documentation -- Records management -- Part 1: Concepts
and principles (ISO 15489-1:2016). [15] It is stated on the
ISO website: “This part of ISO 15489 establishes the core
concepts and principles for the creation, capture and
management of records. It sits at the heart of several
International Standards and Technical Reports that provide
further guidance and instruction on the concepts,
techniques and practices for creating, capturing and
managing records.” [16]
It is interesting that ISO 15489, although Croatia has
had this standard for 20 years, is not listed in Croatian
regulations on office management, except once mentioned
in the chapter “Related documents and strategic
frameworks” of the already mentioned document Technical
Specification of electronic office information system. It is
on the list of 9 “related documents and strategic
frameworks” without any explanation. In some other areas
of Croatian legal practice, such as information security,
ISO standards are often referred to directly in regulations.
Standard that should be mentioned here, by all means,
is ISO 16175 (all parts), Information and documentation —
Principles and functional requirements for records in
electronic office environments. This standard is accepted in
Croatia as HRN ISO 16175-1:2021. Another accepted
related document is HRS ISO/TS 16175-2:2021
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Information and documentation -- Processes and
functional requirements for software for managing records
-- Part 2: Guidance for selecting, designing, implementing
and maintaining software for managing records (ISO/TS
16175-2:2020). [17] This standard is not mentioned at all,
therefore not in any list, in the Technical Specification of
the Electronic Office Management Information System.
We believe that it should be not only listed, but also
applied.
B. Long-term data storage in electronic form
The Regulation says very little about keeping records,
which are now in electronic form. It is stated in Art. 55,
paragraph 1, how the completed case is delivered by the
official in charge of resolving the case through the
information system of office management in the archives.
Also, Art. 61 of the Regulation states that in case of the
need to store data outside the information system, public
law bodies are obliged to protect authenticity, integrity,
authenticity of origin, readability and confidentiality of the
material.
Croatia has had the accepted standard HRN ISO 190051: 2008 / Ispr.1: 2017 for many years - Document
management -- Electronic document file format for longterm preservation -- Part 1: Use of PDF 1.4 (PDF/A-1)
(ISO 19005-1:2005/Cor 2:2011). [18] We believe that this
norm should have been explicitly stated. It is not mentioned
in the mentioned Technical Specification of the information
system of electronic office management. As a result, we
have ignorance about keeping documentation, so the
participants in the courses on the new Regulation also asked
whether electronically kept office books should be printed
at the end of the year.
There is also the issue of technical storage of data in
electronic form. Do you store them physically, recorded on
one of the storage devices, or on a state or commercial
cloud? As in practice, we have a vast number of tiny bodies
obliged to the Regulation, which have very limited or no IT
support, without this issue being regulated, all kinds of
omissions are possible. It is possible not to create an archive
at all (only burning to a computer disk) or to burn an archive
copy to very unreliable CDs. Although this is not strictly an
office management problem, it is necessary to consider the
real situation and the fact that most taxpayers do not have
experts in archiving data in electronic form, nor will they
hire them in practice.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The Decree from 2021 represents a significant step
forward in reforming the Croatian state and public
administration. For the first time, it sets the electronic,
paperless mode and electronic communication as the
primary mode of operation. Doing business on paper is still
possible, but it is mentioned as an exception.
This kind of reform creates huge potential for better,
faster, and better administration work. Of course, it cannot
be expected that one normative act alone will solve many
existing problems. We generally consider the Regulation to
be a good framework for further development. Some
existing shortcomings and doubts can be resolved until the
full implementation of the provisions of the Regulation,
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i.e., the mandatory establishment of the office business
information system on January 1 2023.
Additional catalysts for informatization and electronic
management of office management are changes in other
regulations, such as the amendment of the General
Administrative Procedure Act and new identity cards
containing advanced electronic signatures. [19]
What we consider harmful is that the adoption of the
new Regulation is not well communicated with the
stakeholders, the obligors of the Regulation, of which there
are thousands. The management of many taxpayers
understood the new Regulation as “something for the
office” and not as a significantly different way of working
of the entire organization that necessarily changes the
existing business processes in the organization. Therefore,
the implementation of the Regulation in practice is still
slow and even incomplete.
The Regulation only in principle addresses some
essential issues of office management, such as storing data
in electronic form. Also, it is not directly related to the
existing ISO standards, namely the accepted standards in
Croatia. Such a connection would be positive from the
point of view of applying existing world knowledge and
practices. After all, why the adoption of technical
standards, which are then upgraded specifications,
dictionaries and good practices - when the state and public
administration do not use them?
It was not considered that a huge number of those
obliged to apply the Regulation have a small staff and
modest financial resources and do not have adequate IT
services, nor quality contracts for the maintenance of
software and technical equipment.
It is undoubtedly necessary to work on further
acquainting all stakeholders with the importance and
application of the Regulation in the coming period. This is
extremely important to ensure further computerization of
state and public administration work. It should also rely on
existing world experience and apply existing and accepted
ISO standards. It is also necessary to start changing
business processes themselves to better adapt to
computerized, paperless work.
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Abstract - From all kinds of industry, communication,
education, banking, government, service, manufacturing,
medical, and more, Artificial Intelligence (hereinafter: AI)
applications may be found in many sectors of our life. Public
safety and criminal justice are gaining advantages thanks to
artificial intelligence. For example, traffic safety systems
detect infractions and alert authorities. AI is also assisting in
the identification of criminals. As a public safety resource, AI
is being researched in a number of ways. Face recognition is
becoming increasingly popular as an AI application in both
the public and private sectors. For law enforcement
authorities, AI applications boost efficiency, promote datadriven processes, and extend capabilities. AI technology can
help law enforcement agencies make judgments and complete
tasks in general. They can strengthen data-driven
procedures, increase efficiency, or extend capabilities for
specific activities or choices. However, recognized human
rights as adjudicated by European Convention of Human
Rights are calling for caution in the development and usage
of AI within the European Union. Fair Trials and 114 civil
society organizations have launched a collective statement to
call for an Artificial Intelligence Act which foregrounds
fundamental rights in November 2021. This Act is under
preparation in the EU. Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI
from 2019 , by High Level Expert Group on Artificial
intelligence set up by the European Commission,
(hereinafter: Ethical Guidelines) are underlining how it is
necessary to develop, deploy and use trustworthy AI systems
in a way that adheres to the ethical principles of: respect for
human autonomy, prevention of harm, fairness and
explicability. European Parliament Resolution of 6 October
2021 on artificial intelligence in criminal law and its use by
the police and judicial authorities in criminal matters
(hereinafter: Resolution) underlines that AI, alongside
benefits, possesses great risks for fundamental rights and
democracies based on the rule of law. AI should not be seen
as an end in itself, but as a tool for serving people, with the
ultimate aim of increasing human well-being, human
capabilities and safety. In this article the authors will analyse
some of the concerns taking into accounts principles set in
Ethical Guidelines and human rights concerns. As the
Regulation on AI is underway in the EU, the authors will
stress some of the concerns that should be addressed in its
wording.
Keywords - artificial intelligence, analysis, law enforcement
authorities, human rights, ethical guidelines, EU Resolution
and Regulation on AI.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (hereinafter: AI) is increasingly
affecting our daily lives. The way the world uses data and
linked technology will have a big impact on its growth and
development. AI has the potential to drastically alter our
lives — for better or worse . Global data production is
anticipated to increase from 33 zettabytes in 2018 to 175
zettabytes in 2025 (one zettabyte is a thousand billion
gigabytes). [1]
Some countries have already established themselves as
leaders in the digital economy and business-to-business
applications. With a high-quality digital infrastructure and
a legislative framework that respects privacy and freedom
of expression as well as other fundamental rights, the
future looks bright. People might benefit from AI-assisted
health care, safer automobiles and other modes of
transportation, and customised, less expensive, and longerlasting products and services. It may also make
information, education, and training more accessible.
Because of the Covid-19 outbreak, the requirement for
distant learning has grown more urgent. AI may potentially
make the workplace safer by allowing robots to perform
risky tasks, as well as create new employment
opportunities as AI-driven sectors expand and develop.
The criminal justice system is usually not (yet) among the
most relevant AI fields, but becomes increasingly one of
the most rapidly growing ones as it offers some enticing
promises: Massive data sets could be processed quicker,
prisoner flight risks could be assessed more correctly, and
crime or even terrorist attacks might be foreseen and
averted (preventive policing). Online platforms are already
using AI to identify and respond to illegal and
unacceptable online behaviour. Hence AI is expected to be
employed increasingly in crime prevention (the field
mainly dealt with by the police but also by intelligence
agencies) and in the detection and prosecution of criminals
(what is the classic task of the criminal justice system with
its prosecution agencies and the courts).
However,
the rapid growth of AI systems also poses
potential risks and potentially violates human rights. This
can be – what might be surprising – on the one hand stem
from an underuse of AI systems. Underuse of AI may not
only mean missed chances for the EU but also might result
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in inadequate implementation of significant programmes,
such as the EU Green Deal. Besides the loss of competitive
edge in comparison to other regions of the globe, economic
stagnation, and less opportunities for people it might
directly affect the right to health and security and even the
right to life (in case of negative climate effects etc.).
Underuse might be due to public and industry distrust of
AI, insufficient infrastructure, a lack of initiative, low
investments, or fragmented digital marketplaces, as AI's
machine learning is data-dependent.
On the other hand, and this is often much more in the
public focus, the overuse of AI can have negative effects
on human rights. Overuse may be troublesome, when AI
applications or the specific use of AI turn out to be
ineffective, such as when used for explaining complicated
social issues. This is especially true in the sphere of
antisocial behaviour and hence in regard to the core field
of antisocial behaviour, criminal delinquency. In this
regard, the overuse of AI, or the usage of AI that is not
trustworthy or that might infringe human rights calls for
caution particularly in criminal matters and when used
extensively for prevention, in law enforcement and within
prison systems. This holds true especially for member
states of the Council of Europe and the EU with their high
human rights standards.[2]
One main aspect for AI use in the criminal sphere is that
the outcomes of AI are determined by how it is created and
the data it consumes. Both the design and the data might
be skewed, either purposefully or accidentally. Some
crucial features of a problem, for example, may not be
coded into the algorithm (because of its vagueness and
complexity), or the system may be built to reflect and
perpetuate structural prejudices. In addition, using
numbers to describe complicated social realities may give
the impression that the AI is accurate and exact when it is
not, as it is undercomplex. If done incorrectly, AI might
lead to discriminatory choices based on race, sex, or age
in criminal cases regarding investigation measures,
detention decisions, recidism prognosis or dangerousness
assessments (in addition to other problematic non-criminal
fields such as hiring or terminating employees, making
loans, etc.). The right to privacy and data protection may
be seriously harmed by AI such as by the use of facial
recognition technology, internet surveillance or profiling
of persons. Furthermore, AI allows for the integration of
data that a human has provided into fresh data, which
might result in unexpected conclusions. It could also be
used to make deepfakes, which are very realistic fake
video, audio, and pictures that might not only pose
financial hazards or ruin reputation but can also give rise
to criminal prosecutions of the person faked. [3]
The pace of AI implementation varies substantially among
countries. Some countries, including several EU Member
States, make more use of AI applications, or embedded AI
systems, in law enforcement and the judiciary than others,
which is partly due to a lack of regulation and regulatory
differences which enable or prohibit AI use for certain
purposes. The increasing use of AI in the criminal law field
is based in particular on the promises of much greater
effectiveness (e.g. that it would reduce certain types of
crime and that it leads to more objective decisions) and
efficiency (which is of great attractiveness in overloaded
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justice systems) whereas these promises, however, do not
always hold true.[4]
II. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
We now live in a period in which Al is a reality, and its
effects on our everyday lives are quite substantial and
profound. AI is changing our lives in a variety of ways,
from phones to automobiles to money and medical care.
AI is hence a rapidly evolving discipline of computer
science and increasingly of the legal field. For our
purposes AI can be described as a machine's ability to
perceive and respond to its environment without
requiring direct human involvement, as well as to do
tasks that would ordinarily need human intelligence and
decision-making processes. Machine learning is an AI
application that simulates this ability and allows
computers and software to learn from their mistakes.[5]
Depending on how much weight is put on the element of
“would need human intelligence” the field of AI is rather
broad (if not meant literally) or rather narrow (if really
tasks shall be fulfilled that up to now need human
intelligence). This applies not only to the general use of
AI in everyday life but also to its criminal justice
application. The majority of systems still struggle with
first steps of digitalization such as the introduction of
electronic files reaching from the police investigation to
the final court decision or electroniccommunication
within the justice institutions and with these institutions.
As the situation is in criminal cases more complex than
in civil cases due to the number of parties involved
(police, prosecution, courts, defendant, attorneys-at-law,
experts, administrative agencies etc.) and the higher legal
standards (procedural rights of the accused etc.) the
implementation process takes time. This also means that
“real” AI applications such as a robo-judge or a roboprosecutor are not numerous and often in an experimental
state.
In order not to limit the of AI applications to much, the
Ethical Guidelines that a broader approach that is not so
much connected to intelligent human decision making. In
the Ethical Guidelines, AI systems are described as
software (and possibly also hardware) systems designed
by humans that, given a complex goal, act in the physical
or digital dimension by perceiving their environment
through data acquisition, interpreting the collected
structured or unstructured data, reasoning on the
knowledge, or processing the information, derived from
this data and deciding the best action(s) to take to achieve
the given goal. This means that AI systems can either use
symbolic rules or learn a numeric model, and they can
also adapt their behaviour by analysing how the
environment is affected by their previous actions. This is
not completely like human decision making, but with
respect to the element of learning much more then a
preprogrammed solution pattern. As a scientific
discipline, AI therefore includes several approaches and
techniques, such as machine learning (of which deep
learning and reinforcement learning are specific
examples), machine reasoning (which includes planning,
scheduling, knowledge representation and reasoning,
search, and optimization), and robotics (which includes
control, perception, sensors and actuators, as well as the
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integration of all other techniques into cyber-physical
systems).[6]In the criminal justice field all of these
aspects are of relevance, although differing according to
the stage of the proceedings. In the investigating phase
more emphasis is placed on real time surveillance
techniques whereas in the prosecuting and judicial phase
data analysis and reasoning play a major role.
Among the AI systems already used in practice in the
criminal justice system pattern recognition is very
significant. Humans are good at spotting patterns, and we
learn to distinguish things, people, complicated human
emotions, information, and circumstances on a regular
basis via experience. AI aims to duplicate these human
capabilities in software algorithms and computer
hardware. Self-learning algorithms, for example, use data
sets to figure out how to recognize people based on their
images, complete complex computational and robotics
tasks.[7]
Examining a huge number of potentially relevant images
and videos in a timely and exact manner is a timeconsuming and arduous process prone to human error
owing to weariness and other factors. Unlike humans,
machines do not grow weary. Analysts are putting
algorithms to the test to see whether they can learn to
distinguish one person from another based on facial
characteristics in the same way that a human analyst can
like the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects
Activity's Janus computer-vision project. In order to
identify subjects, intelligence analysts may be asked to
study still photographs or video recordings. Face
recognition software that is automated is required to
manage the massive amount of photos and video
generated by the proliferation of cameras. This
programme has traditionally performed well on frontal
stances with good lighting, such as passport shots. When
illumination is bad, resolution is low, features are
obscured, camera angles change, and/or the facial
expression is uncontrollable, it is less accurate "in the
wild." The Janus initiative was launched in 2014 with the
intention of revolutionising face recognition by
combining data from many perspectives from various
sensors and visual sources to achieve major
improvements in speed and accuracy. Model-based
matching was used in the software, and algorithms were
built that were unaffected by subject position, light, or
movement. The Janus program ran for five years and
concluded in July 2020 with accomplishments: Based on
independent assessment using test photos and sequences,
algorithms that are twice as accurate as the most
frequently used government-off-the-shelf systems;
Achieved programme performance targets of 85 percent
verification accuracy and 98 percent retrieval accuracy
among the top 20 results from a 1 million topic gallery,
with a false match rate of 1 in 100,000 and Searching
large-scale repositories at near-logarithmic rates is
possible. [8]
How important this automated recognition can be in the
criminal justice sphere demonstrates a successful pilot
project by the Ministry of Justice of the State of North
Rhine-Westphalia, the Central and Contact Point
Cybercrime (ZAC) of the Cologne Public Prosecutor's
Office and Microsoft Germany.[9] A legally secure and
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hybrid cloud solution for the automated detection and
categorization of online child and youth pornography was
developed. Compliance with strict legal requirements
was ensured by a specially developed abstraction
algorithm that completely and irreversibly abstracts and
anonymizes (deconstructs) the image files. After this
deconstruction, no image content is recognizable to the
human eye. This process takes place exclusively in the
data centers of law enforcement agencies. It was able to
correctly categorize images in 92 percent of all cases. As
the AI-based analysis of the suspect material could take
place both locally in the authorities' data centers (onpremises) and in Microsoft's German data centers it was
possible to expand computing power at short notice and
as needed, for example, to evaluate large volumes of data
in parallel. This enables the authorities not only to save
time and helps to decrease the psychological pressure on
the persons screening the pictures and videos but also
enables to uncover crimes that are still ongoing (and
might therefore prevent ongoing child abuse more
quickly).
Another important aspect of AI is its (alleged) ability to
predict behaviour. This plays a major role in attempts to
prevent crimes where research by now is e.g. extended to
by making use of virtual environments in order to
understand the criminal mind more in depth.[10] Instead
of photographing and identifying illegal behaviour in
progress, the University of Houston has developed
algorithms that provide continuous monitoring to analyse
activity and anticipate impending suspicious and criminal
conduct over a network of cameras. Using clothing,
skeletal structure, movement, and direction prediction,
this research also focuses on recognising and re-acquiring
individuals of interest across several cameras and
pictures. [11] This means that AI must not only be able
to analyse human behaviour but also be able to connect it
to illegal acts as defined by criminal offenses.
One major aspect is also the identification of specific
persons, even when only parts of them can be seen on a
picture or video. For human re-identification, a prototype
code was created that allows for the creation of a gallery
probe from input videos and the matching of an input
observation to the identifications in the gallery. The
created prototype contains two modular components,
despite the fact that it is not an integrated system for reidentification. A video is sent into one module, which
does person detection and tracking. Tracking makes it
possible to create a gallery or a probe dataset. Reidentification based on human components is included in
the second module. To identify body sections, the photos
in the selected gallery and probe datasets are first
segmented. If numerous photographs of the person are
available, an appearance description is created as a model
for each body component and integrated over many
images of the individual. This technology allows e.g.
security officials to automatically watch surveillance
recordings, which aids in the detection and prediction of
suspicious activity, allowing for the prevention or
mitigation of a security danger. For a range of
applications, the ability to model basic activity patterns
using video data from a single camera has been proven.
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The issues that remain are connected to re-identification
and human behaviour comprehension. [12]
Another use of AI algorithms tries to improve traditional
forensic analysis. An example is the gunshot analysis
with the recognition of pattern signatures: Audio files
from cellphones and smart devices were analysed by
Cadre Research Labs "based on the observation that the
content and quality of gunshot recordings are influenced
by firearm and ammunition type, scene geometry, and the
recording device used". The Cadre scientists are
developing algorithms to "detect gunshots, distinguish
muzzle blasts from shock waves, determine shot-to-shot
timings, determine the number of firearms present, assign
specific shots to firearms, and estimate probabilities of
class and caliber" using a well-defined mathematical
model, all of which could help law enforcement in
investigations. [13]Among the existing AI applications
predictive analysis is one of the most challenging
method. Traditional handmade predictions entails
analysing massive volumes of data in order to anticipate
and develop potential results. This is mostly the job of
police officers, probation officials, and other
professionals in the criminal justice system, who must
accumulate experience over many years. The task is timeconsuming and prone to bias and error. Using AI, large
amounts of legal and legal precedent data, social data, and
media may be used to make predictions on future antisocial behaviour, recommend rulings, detect criminal
enterprises, and predict and report people who are
vulnerable to criminal enterprises. AI can also being used
to predict potential victims of violent crime based on
relationships and behaviour. The Chicago Police
Department and the Illinois Institute of Technology used
algorithms to collect data and create initial classifications
in order to develop social networks and conduct analysis
in order to identify potential high-risk individuals.[14]
Such predictive policing yet often promises more than it
can – at least at this moment of time – keep. The
reliability of the predictions are often limited or to general
in order to be really helpful. The success of offense-based
predictions (that would allow to allocate police resources
more precisely) is not very high: a project in BadenWürttemberg on predicting burglaries (based on a nearrepeat approach) was abandoned after the pilot phase.[15]
If person-based predictive policing approaches are more
reliable is not clear; at least such AI based predictions
allow to take into account a large number of different
criteria based on a large amount of data and are – at least
in theory – not so much prone to subjective and biased
decision making as human prognosis making is.[16]
The examples demonstrate that AI can boost efficiency
and effectiveness, but that one has to look in detail at the
respective application. This means especially that the
development and usage of AI in law enforcement within
EU and Council of Europe member states must follow
human rights concerns and be regulated according to
already guaranteed procedural rights and level of
guaranteed human rights. In that vein, aforementioned
EU Resolution for example expresses its great concern
over the use of private facial recognition databases by law
enforcement actors and intelligence services, such as US
based privately owned company Clearview AI , a
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database of more than 10+ billion pictures that have been
collected from public web sources, including social
networks and other parts of the internet, and including
from EU citizens.[17]; the general use of a service such
as Clearview AI by law enforcement authorities in the
European Union would not be consistent with the EU
data protection regime. But one can imagine narrow
exceptions such as the use of the respective data in order
to identify war crime criminals or victims in conflicts
such as the war in the Ukraine.[18] To that extent the
general call for a ban on the use of private facial
recognition databases in law enforcement – the position
of the aforementioned EU Resolution – demonstrates a
typical problem of the current debate thinking in black
and white boxes which does not do justice to the
complexity of AI applications. . This can be different for
other aspects, e.g. a ban on AI-enabled mass scale scoring
of individuals [also provided for by the resolution [19]]
seems quite considerate as a any form of normative
citizen scoring on a large scale by public authorities, in
particular within the field of law enforcement and the
judiciary, would lead to the loss of autonomy, endanger
the principle of non-discrimination and thus seriously
impedes core fundamental rights (right to privacy, the
general freedom to act and, in particular human dignity).
But even in this case the approach might be to general if
it includes e.g. (the very common) credit scoring. In order
to better understand and regulate this area, a crucial
element is greater transparency of the use of AI
applications in the EU so that states should provide
information on the tools used by their law enforcement
and judicial authorities, the types of tools in use, the
purposes for which they are used, the types of crime they
are applied to, and the names of the companies or
organisations that developed those tools. In addition,
there is a need for information on the usefulness of AI
application, such as on ; false positive and false negative
rates or the difference (improvement?) to the situation
before. This means implementation of AI and evaluation
need to go hand in hand in order to assess the success and
the risk of the often fundamental changes in criminal
justice administration. The analysis should not only focus
on the EU countries, but also take into account the
situation worldwide. The EU might be more restrictive
than other states but in the context of international
cooperation the use of extensive AI applications and the
legality of these AI technologies and applications in use
by law enforcement authorities and the judiciary can
reappear. If the EU is restrictive on the use of AI but
accepts information other states collect as evidence by
extensively exploiting the AI potential no high standard
of human rights protection is achieved. The current cases
of the use of FBI information by national prosecutors
among Europe that stems from a FBI measure (where the
FBI set up its own encrypted device company, called
“ANOM”), a measure not possible in most Europeans
states, is a vivid example of such an internationalized
criminal justice field.[20] This means thatthe EU must
lobby to raise standards at international level and to find
a common and complementary legal and ethical
framework for the use of AI, in particular for law
enforcement and the judiciary, that fully respects
European (human rights) standards (of data protection
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such as in the relevant directive for law enforcement
agencies [21], privacy etc.). To that extent specific
guidelines for individual measures (e.g. on person-based
predictive policing) would be helpful, and respective
legislation essential.
A sign of recognition of this problem at the EU level is
visible in adoption of The General Data Protection
Regulation 2016/679, [22] particularly it's Article 22(1):
(that builds on the EU Directive 95/46 from 1995).
The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to
a decision based solely on automated processing,
including profiling, which produces legal effects
concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects
him or her. EU Commission considers this step as part of
the “EU’s sustainable approach to technologies” by
“embracing change on the basis of the Union’s values”
[23]. Although this is an important regulation, the mere
existence of the rule since 1995 also indicates that the
EU so far has made no difference between
automatization and AI. But, and this hhas also been
emphasised by Roksandić et al., with that proclamation,
among others, the EU defined its basic approach and
boundaries for developing and using AI systems:
Therefore, EU values are the guiding principles not only
in reviewing existing regulations but also in proposing
new ones that will correspond to growing usage of AI in
everyday life and in setting boundaries in ‘furnishing
products with artificial intelligence.’[24]

III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ACT WHICH FOREGROUNDS
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS - EXPECTING EU’S AI ACT
The aforementioned Resolution can be seen as a
forerunner of a Regulation on AI in the EU. Currently, a
Proposal for a Regulation of the EU Parliament and of the
Council laying down harmonised rules on AI (AI Act) and
amending certain EU legislative acts is under way. [25]
It is clear that “the horizontal nature of the proposal
requires full consistency with existing Union legislation
applicable to sectors where high-risk AI systems are
already used or likely to be used in the near future”. Hence
the proposal is also without prejudice and complements
the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU)
2016/679) and the Law Enforcement Directive (Directive
(EU) 2016/680) with a set of harmonised rules applicable
to the design, development and use of certain high-risk AI
systems and restrictions on certain uses of remote
biometric identification systems. Furthermore, the
proposal complements existing Union law on nondiscrimination with the necessary specific requirements
that aim to minimise the risk of algorithmic
discrimination, in particular in relation to the design and
the quality of data sets used for the development of AI
systems complemented with obligations for testing, risk
management, documentation and human oversight
throughout the AI systems’ lifecycle.[26] According to
the Proposal (para 27), high-risk AI systems should only
be placed on the Union market or put into service if they
comply with certain mandatory requirements. Those
requirements should ensure that high-risk AI systems
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available in the Union or whose output is otherwise used
in the Union do not pose unacceptable risks to important
Union public interests as recognised and protected by
Union law. AI systems identified as high-risk should be
limited to those that have a significant harmful impact on
the health, safety and fundamental rights of persons in the
Union and such limitation minimises any potential
restriction to international trade, if any. It is to be
welcomed that the Proposal does not only take a broad
approach in regard to high risk AI systems so that a broad
protection mechanism is established but that it also does
specifically address law enforcement agencies. The
Proposal names important areas such as AI systems
intended to be used by law enforcement authorities for
individual risk assessments, polygraphs and similar tools
or to detect the emotional state of natural person, to detect
‘deep fakes’, for the evaluation of the reliability of
evidence in criminal proceedings, for predicting the
occurrence or reoccurrence of an actual or potential
criminal offence based on profiling of natural persons, or
assessing personality traits and characteristics or past
criminal behaviour of natural persons or groups, for
profiling in the course of detection, investigation or
prosecution of criminal offences, as well as for crime
analytics regarding natural persons.[27]
Although these examples (in the introductory comment)
are a good illustration of the most problematic issues, the
Proposal is not limited to such serious usage, but includes
a much broader concept of high-risk systems. To that
extent it is doubtful if this approach is not too general as
in the legal regulation itself it neither does substantially
differentiate between levels of high risk systems not does
it address more in detail the vast field of law enforcement
activities. Also, if a system is not classified as high risk,
there are hardly any rules to follow although there are
many systems that can have an “indirect midlevel” effect
on citizens. Especially digital systems within police or
criminal justice authorities where there is no direct contact
to outsiders may have a significant impact just by the way
how files are organised, stored or how cases are worked
up.
Is is emphasised in the Proposal that “the obligations for
ex ante testing, risk management and human oversight
will also facilitate the respect of other fundamental rights
by minimising the risk of erroneous or biased AI-assisted
decisions in critical areas such as education and training,
employment, important services, law enforcement and the
judiciary. In case infringements of fundamental rights still
happen, effective redress for affected persons will be
made possible by ensuring transparency and traceability
of the AI systems coupled with strong ex post
controls.”[28]. In addition, “the proposal also prohibits
AI-based social scoring for general purposes done by
public authorities. Finally, the use of ‘real time’ remote
biometric identification systems in publicly accessible
spaces for the purpose of law enforcement is also
prohibited unless certain limited exceptions apply.” [29]
Again, the intended far reaching protection mechanism in
regard to faulty AI decisions and remedy measures, the
restrictions on scoring and biometric use are to be
welcomed as the offer more regulation than we had before.
Yet, again, the proposal does not do justice to the variety
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of existing (and possible) AI applications. In this context
it is not possible to go too much into the details of the
proposed legislation; but – pars pro toto – the handling of
the fair trial principle, one of the corner stones of a just
criminal proceeding, is illustrative: The fair trial principle
is mentioned several times in the introductory
commentary (e.g. para. 28, 38, 40) but is not explicitly
taken up later in the regulations. Of course one could
argue that the various rules on transparency, risk control
etc. contribute to guaranteeing fair trials. But these rules
remain rather general. A right of the defense to be
informed about relevant criteria, the algorithm and the
impact of an automated calculation e.g. in risk
assessments used for decisions on the suspension of an
arrest warrant or in regard to probation decisions would
have been much more adequate and specific for dealing
with risks and opportunities AI applications offer.
But
to do the EU efforts on AI regulation some justice other
proposals in the field, such as the one from 114 civil
society organisations, among which is also Fairtrials, that
have “launched a collective statement to call for an
Artificial Intelligence Act which foregrounds fundamental
rights” on November 30, 2021 follow a similar general
approach.[30] In their Collective Statement, the
signatories call for, among others: Prohibitions on all AI
systems that pose an unacceptable risk to fundamental
rights including a ban on the use of AI systems that
attempt to profile and predict future criminal behaviour;
Obligations on users of (i.e. those deploying) high-risk AI
systems to facilitate accountability to those impacted by
AI systems; Consistent and meaningful public
transparency; Meaningful rights and redress for people
impacted by AI systems; A cohesive, flexible and futureproof approach to the risk of AI systems; A truly
comprehensive AI Act that works for everyone.[31]
The civil society organisations called on the Council of the
European Union, the European Parliament, and all EU
member state governments to ensure that the forthcoming
Artificial Intelligence Act achieves the 9 goals as follows:
A cohesive, flexible and future-proof approach to ‘risk’ of
AI systems (1); Prohibitions on all AI systems posing an
unacceptable risk to fundamental rights (2); Obligations
on users of high-risk AI systems to facilitate
accountability to those impacted by AI systems (3);
Consistent and meaningful public transparency (4);
Meaningful rights and redress for people impacted by AI
systems (5); Accessibility throughout the AI life-cycle (6);
Sustainability and environmental protections (7);
Improved and future-proof standards for AI systems (8);
A truly comprehensive AIA that works for everyone (9).

IV. CONCLUSION
The recent development shows that the EU is openly
awareof concerns over the extensive usage of AI in law
enforcement and judiciary and does not unreservedly
welcome the dynamic technical revolution. But the picture
of possible advantages and disadvantages and the
necessary legal requirements are by far not clear. On a
general level it is clear that some usage could infringe
human rights and would be contrary to human dignity.
E.g., as stated in the EU Resolution, the use and collection
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of any biometric data for remote identification purposes,
for example by conducting facial recognition in public
places, as well as at automatic border control gates used
for border checks at airports, may pose specific risks to
fundamental rights, the implications of which could vary
considerably depending on the purpose, context and scope
of use; it further highlights the contested scientific validity
of affect recognition technology, such as cameras
detecting eye movements and changes in pupil size, in a
law enforcement context; and it is of the view that the use
of biometric identification in the context of law
enforcement and the judiciary should always be considered
‘high risk’ and therefore be subjected to additional
requirements, as per the recommendations of the
Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on AI[30]. In the
Proposal of the EU Regulation on AI, the regulation of real
time biometric AI use (Art. 5) is constructed as a general
prohibition with a number of exceptions that leave the
impression that the exception is rather the general rule.[31]
In addition, the requirements for exceptions are vague and
the protection mechanism for individuals are scarce,
although the measure is not even classified as a high-risk
AI use but as a prohibited AI application. Insofar the
Proposal sets some limits for the actions by law
enforcement authorities and diminishes the existing
significant degree of power imbalance with its risks of
overdue surveillance, arrest or deprivation of a natural
person’s liberty as well as other adverse impacts on
fundamental rights. But it does not give clear guidance and
specific protections mechanism for criminal proceedings.
So the first big steps to address AI use in the criminal
justice sphere have been taken, but many more smaller
steps have to follow.
It is therefore especially recommendable that Ethical
Guidelines on AI not only set the main principles that
would and should be used in development and usage of AI
in the EU but also that they take up much more the already
existing diversification of AI applications and provide for
specific criteria to differentiate useful and harmful
applications and a legal protection mechanism that takes
these differences into account. It would be a substantial
progress if the the AI Act would take up and would be in
line with those principles.
Every day, new AI applications in criminal justice emerge,
paving the door for future opportunities to assist the
criminal justice system and, in turn, promise to improve
public safety. Data pattern analysis might be utilised to
disrupt, degrade, and indict illegal operations and
activities. Algorithms might also help criminal justice
professionals protect the public in previously unimagined
ways by preventing victims and prospective offenders
from slipping into illicit pursuits. AI technology has the
potential to provide situational awareness and context to
law enforcement, allowing officers to make betterinformed decisions in potentially dangerous situations. AI
has the potential to become a permanent part of our
criminal justice system, supporting investigators and law
enforcement authorities in their efforts to better safeguard
the public. This technical development should be
accompanied by a sound and reasonable legal framework
effectively providing for human rights safeguards.
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Abstract - In order to improve trust related to the
implementation of artificial intelligence (AI), European
Union (EU) institutions are in the final stages of developing
an ethical and legal framework. In the meantime, Western
Balkan (WB) economies (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
North Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Kosovo) are
pushing for the implementation of advanced information
technologies and artificial intelligence, particularly in the
public sector. This paper aims to provide an overview of
regulatory approaches toward AI in WB economies, which
are in process of EU integration but usually do lack
institutional capacities and need further strengthening of
rule of law. The paper will firstly introduce the concept of
regulation and the challenges of the regulability of IT and
AI. Secondly, the paper will map key actors and
stakeholders in WB and analyze the development of
strategic documents, ethical frameworks, and legal
regulations in the area of AI. Thirdly the paper will briefly
compare the existing regulatory framework of WB
economies in the areas of Data Protection, Information
Security, and Anti-discrimination and its applicability to the
implementation of AI technologies. Lastly, by presenting key
principles of the EU approach to the regulation of AI the
paper will provide recommendations for Western Balkan
economies.
Keywords - Artificial Intelligence; Western Balkan
Economies; Ethics; Legal Regulation

I.

INTRODUCTION

In order to introduce the concept of regulation and
challenges of regulability of informational technologies
(IT) and artificial intelligence (AI) in Western Balkan
(WB) economies, we should provide background
information on the use of advanced technologies in WB
economies, by presenting existing research conducted by
various actors that will be briefly described in rows
below. By analyzing existing data and rankings we
wanted to get an understanding of how the economies
observed rank globally and regionally, and if some
conclusions can be drawn - e.g. which economy can be
deemed to be the frontrunner and which is continuously
ending up at the bottom of rankings, i.e. are there any
significant differences in economies’ readiness for
implementation of AI and advanced technologies.
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Unfortunately, most of the existing research excludes at
least one economy, usually, it being Kosovo.
Government AI Readiness Index [1] by Oxford
Insights draws on 10 dimensions (among which are
Digital Capacity, Data Availability and Data
Representativeness, presented in graphs below). In total
172 countries are ranked and Kosovo is not included in
the ranking. The world average total score is 44.25 and 4
economies from the WB region have lower than average
scores - Montenegro (70th place- 43,664), North
Macedonia (73rd- 42,995), Albania (85th- 39,991) and
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) (100th- 36,250). Only
Serbia (46th- 53,431) has a higher than average
score. GovTech Maturity Index [2] measures digital
transformation in the public sector. By analyzing these
criteria we can conclude that Kosovo and Bosnia and
Herzegovina are coming at the bottom of the rankings.
North Macedonia is not included in the ranking. Network
Readiness Index 2021 [3] ranks a total of 130 economies
and represents a composite measure of four dimensions Technology, People, Governance and Impact. Once again
Serbia (57th) has the highest rank of all observed
economies, right behind is Montenegro (62nd), followed
by North Macedonia (64th). The lowest rank among the
observed economies is noticeable with Albania (80th) and
BiH (86th place). Kosovo is not included in the ranking.
It can be concluded that Serbia seems to be the
frontrunner in terms of its readiness for the
implementation of advanced technologies. On the other
hand, it can be said that differences between other
economies included in the research are often very small,
and sometimes even non-existent. However, it is
important to note that certain economies (usually it being
BiH) trail behind and are consistently ranked the worst,
while others are often excluded (Kosovo). Overall, when
it comes to their readiness for the implementation of
advanced technologies, there is much room for
improvement.
II.

CONTEXT

In many public sectors tendencies for digitization of
activities and services are increasingly present. They are
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mostly trying to keep up and go beyond just traditional
administrative services offered in digital form
(e-government). Economies of WB are following suit not
just in implementing e-government, but also in
introducing advanced technologies such as artificial
intelligence (AI) through existing and new services, often
partnering with global ICT giants such as Google or
Microsoft. The economies observed in this report show
various tech tools being used by public sector actors, with
the most impactful on human rights and social processes
being the ones used for surveillance, public order and
safety and healthcare.
A. Surveillance, public order and safety
Most governments, either those with a democratic rule
or authoritarian regimes, are compassionate when it
comes to the advances and proliferation of surveillance
technologies, particularly those that rely on the
processing of biometric personal data [4]. To provide
public peace and order, under the excuse of creating a
“crimeless society”, investigating crimes are today more
technologically equipped than ever before [5]. In
circumstances where democracy is “under siege” and
world freedom is in decline for the 15th consecutive year,
intrusive surveillance technologies can only intensify
these negative trends [6]. When it comes to WB, one of
the best examples of dangerous technology in the hands
of a non-democratic government is the “Safe Society”
project in Serbia, which entails the use of an advanced
video-surveillance system [7] in the country’s capital
Belgrade, announced in early 2019 [8]. The technical
partner for this project is the Chinese tech giant Huawei,
as part of wider cooperation between the governments of
Serbia and China. There was no prior public debate on
whether this kind of surveillance system, most notably
with facial recognition capabilities, is needed in Belgrade
and what would be the social effects of introducing it.
According to documents obtained by SHARE Foundation
[9] from the Commissioner for Information of Public
Importance and Personal Data Protection, Serbia’s
independent data protection authority, the Ministry of
Internal Affairs will use 8100 cameras of different types,
i.e. pole and vehicle-mounted cameras, eLTE terminal
devices and body cams for police officers.
“Thousands of Cameras”, a citizen initiative led by
SHARE Foundation, has been fighting the system since it
was announced, arguing that there is no legal basis for the
use of biometric surveillance technologies [10] in line
with Serbian law and that it would have serious
implications for freedoms enjoyed in public spaces like
streets, parks the and squares. In the autumn of 2021, a
Draft Law on Internal Affairs [11] was presented by the
Ministry of Interior, inter alia to legalize the use of
biometric surveillance by the Serbian police. However,
after strong opposition from the civil society [12] and the
international community, the draft was withdrawn from
the procedure [13] because of upcoming elections [14],
which are to be held in April 2022. There are more
similar cases of governments raising technical
capabilities for law enforcement purposes in the Western
Balkans region. Another example is the “Safe City”
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project in Bosnia and Herzegovina, namely in its
Republika Srpska entity, mostly populated by Serbs and
with close political ties to Serbia. According to media
reports [15] from 2020, local communities across
Republika Srpska received a new video-surveillance
system for their public spaces. Republika Srpska internal
affairs representatives claimed however that the installed
cameras allegedly only have “face detection” [16] and not
facial recognition capabilities, as well as automatic
vehicle license plate [17] recognition for detecting
unregistered vehicles.
B. Healthcare
During the COVID-19 pandemic one of the
significant steps made by governments were investing in
health infrastructure and implementing tech solutions to
help fight the biggest global crisis of the 21st century. In
WB economies the pandemic also instigates governments
to digitally transform diverse existing healthcare services
and offer new ones, such as COVID-19 green certificates.
Nonetheless, a variety of events have shown that
implementation is not always on the right side of personal
data protection and information security standards.
There are several examples where governments have
designed mobile apps to reduce the spread of the
coronavirus, for example notifying citizens when they
have been in contact with an infected person or obtaining
other health-related information, such as Koronavirus
MK in North Macedonia, or My EU Digital Green
Certificate in Serbia. One of the concerns with the usage
of technology to undertake the pandemic in the WB was
the health data breaches. For instance, the database for
pandemic-related data in Serbia [18], was publicly
available on a website of a health institution for 8 days.
During that time, the page with the published credentials
was indexed by Google, meaning that anyone could
access it via a simple search. Further investigation of the
incident by the Commissioner for Data Protection had
shown that the institutions tasked with maintaining and
controlling the system lacked even some of the basic data
protection measures, for which the Commissioner issued
a warning [19] to the Institute for Public Health of Serbia,
the data controller of the system. We find a similar
situation in Montenegro, where the government published
data of people who were given mandatory self-isolation
orders to deter them from breaking the quarantine rules
[20]. NGO Civic Alliance challenged the practice before
the Constitutional Court of Montenegro, which ruled in
their favour. The Government deleted the personal data
from its website, but some of the citizens who were on
the mandatory self-isolation list decided to sue the state
for breaching their rights [21].
It seems that the governments of the WB economies
are quite willing to procure and implement AI and
advanced technologies, however, it is often done with
human rights considerations and data protection,
information security and anti-discrimination standards as
an afterthought. As the digitization of government
services and new avenues for exploration of applying
technology is going to go further, these issues can only
complicate matters, especially in the context of
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cross-country merging of information systems, as was
recently announced [22] within the Open Balkan
Initiative [23] between Serbia, Albania and North
Macedonia. Another area with potential dangers for
human rights when it comes to applying AI and advanced
technologies in the public sector is the judiciary.
C.

Key actors and stakeholders
By analyzing strategic documents and AI
architectures in WB economies we came to a unifying
conclusion: Most economies still haven't developed a
solid network of actors and stakeholders who can deal
with the implementation of AI systems. However, there
are some differences between economies in terms of
actors involved in the process of developing AI systems.
Most of these actors are representatives of the public
sector. To be more specific, the greatest stimulus for the
development of these systems comes from national
governments and ministries.
In Serbia, most of the actors in charge of this process
are related to the Serbian government such as the
Ministry of Education, Science and Technological
Development, and the Government of the Republic of
Serbia. We have also identified the existence of two main
R&D
Funds in this area: the Science Fund and
Innovation Fund. Serbia has also developed AI
Architectures such as the State Center for Data
Management and Storage, Center for the Promotion of
Science, Vojvodina ICT Cluster and Institute for Artificial
Intelligence of Serbia.
The greatest efforts in the process of developing and
implementing AI and advanced technologies in North
Macedonia are also related to the Government and the
Fund for Innovation and Technological Development.
However, the primary coordinator of all digital-related
activities is the Ministry of Information Society and
Administration.
The digital agenda in Montenegro is primarily set by
the government and its dedicated bodies such as the
Ministry of Public Administration, Digital Society and
Media, and Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and
Sports. Secondly, a part in setting the digital agenda is
also played by several Montenegrin ICT companies,
mainly through their umbrella body – ICT Cortex, which
aims to contribute to and foster the digital development
and transformation in Montenegro, and to promote the
Montenegrin ICT scene in the international level. Other
worthy mentions are the Digital Transformation
Committee and the University of Montenegro and master
studies of the study program Computers of the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering.
In Kosovo among Government actors, we can point
out the Agency of Information Society, the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and the Ministry of Economy. There are
also the Information and Privacy Agency (AIP), TAX
Administration Office, Public Procurement Regulatory
Commission, and Kosovo Judicial Council.
In Albania, we have also faced a serious lack of
information about the process of developing and
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implementing AI and advanced technologies in the public
sector. Nevertheless, there are several actors in the field
of AI that we identified in Albania - the Albanian
institute for safe AI, Albania Artificial Intelligence,
AADF (AI for Youth program), and the National Agency
for Information Society which can be considered a leader
in setting the digital agenda in Albania.
Bosnia and Herzegovina hasn’t done much in the
process of developing and implementing AI and
advanced technologies in the public sector and we can't
identify any relevant actors or stakeholders. In such a
low-level competition, law enforcement is probably a
champion as it has occasional updates on the technologies
it uses. For instance, legislation on personal data
protection and intellectual property rights has been
adopted at the state level, while the remainder of the rules
is predominately established on the level of entities.
Observing all the analyzed economies and the general
situation in them when it comes to mandating to deal with
the implementation of advanced technologies, and their
capacities, we could say that the greatest efforts have
been made by the national governments. In all analyzed
economies, except for BiH, governments, relevant
ministries and state agencies are responsible for the
implementation of changes and processes related to
advanced technologies and AI. In Montenegro and
Serbia, we have noticed a certain level of cooperation
between the private and public sectors. In six out of ten
economies we have identified representatives of CSO and
the private sector. However, we cannot say that any
particular economy has developed a reliable network of
actors to deal with the implementation of advanced
technologies and AI.
D.

Analysis of strategic documents
In a process of analyzing strategic documents we
came to the conclusions that Serbia is the only economy
from Western Balkan region that has developed National
strategy in the area of AI. Strategy for the Development
of Artificial Intelligence in the Republic of Serbia for the
period 2020-2025 [24] assigns priority in areas of
education and science, the economy, and the public
sector. All other analyzed economies don't have any type
of strategic document that regulates the area of AI or
advanced technologies. However, certain differences are
identified among economies of the WB region. In
Montenegro we noticed some positive chances, especially
in the last year, mostly initiated by the Government.
These changes are primarily in the domain of
implementation of new ideas and raising the awareness
about the importance of specific regulation of this field.
The increase of interest among Government and CSO
actors, compared to the previous period, is noticeable in
both North Macedonia and Kosovo, but there are still no
indications that the development of a strategic document
is being considered at all. The most inconvenient
situation regarding the beginning of the development of
an AI strategy is in Albanian and BIH. Considering the
poor network of actors and stakeholders who would
potentially be involved in development of such a
document, with the complete absence of incentives from
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the governments, we can assume that the development of
such documents will wait.
E.

Ethical frameworks
Due to the fact that many WB economies, with the
exception of Serbia, do not have developed strategic
documents in the area of AI, and that most have not taken
even pioneering steps in terms of adopting special
regulations in this area, they also do not have ethical
guidelines for the implementation of AI. As we already
mentioned, Serbia is the only economy in WB that has
developed strategic documents in the field of AI. As a
part of that strategic regulation Serbia has also developed
an ethical framework addressing specific ethical issues
and the protection of the rights of individuals in the
process of developing and applying AI. There are special
chapters that pay special attention to the legal framework
(3. Link to existing policies and legal framework, 4.3.1
Regulatory framework). In Chapter 4.4 The Individual
and Society, a special focus is placed on ethical issues
and the protection of the rights of individuals. One of the
special goals of the strategy is the ethical and safe use of
AI.
III.

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF WESTERN BALKAN
ECONOMIES IN CRITICAL AREAS

This section will address the existing regulatory
framework of WB economies in the areas of Data
Protection, Information Security, and Anti-discrimination
and its applicability to the implementation of AI
technologies.
A.

Data Protection Regulation

Data Protection Legal Framework is very important as
every AI project gathers and processes a certain amount
of data [25]. Thus, governments must ensure that their
data protection regulation is on satisfactory level,
meaning that sufficient and quality data is ethically
processed by AI if needed.
In both EU countries and WB economies there has
been a lot of attention drawn to the area of Data
Protection and how personal data is processed. In that
sense, progress was made in relation to legal regulation of
data protection.
North Macedonia is the only WB economies that has
a national data protection strategy currently in place (for
years 2017-2022) [26]. In Serbia, a working group is
formed to devise a new data protection strategy, because
the current one is outdated [27] and corresponds to the
previous data protection law from 2008. Also, Albanian
data protection authority previously announced that
Albanian data protection strategy for years 2021-2023
was to be adopted [28], but this is yet to happen.
Although there are no data protection strategies in place,
many of these economies’ data protection authorities’
annual working plans do include certain strategic steps to
take and tasks to fill-in.
Further, North Macedonia, Serbia and Kosovo have
adopted new data protection legislation which is largely
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harmonized with GDPR. On the other hand, a draft of the
new data protection law harmonized with GDPR is yet to
be adopted in Montenegro [29], while in Albania a
consultation process with the goal to adopt a new data
protection law is undergoing. Other economies have
previous data protection laws in place which were
adopted many years prior to GDPR. However, many of
these older laws do honor some of the most important
GDPR principles but still lack many of GDPR institutes.
Economies that have harmonized their legislation with
GDPR have the obligation to adopt a Data Protection
Impact Assessment (DPIA) in certain cases of processing
and to accordingly adopt guidelines regarding the
conduction of DPIA. On the contrary, economies that
have not harmonized their national legislation with
GDPR (including Albania, Montenegro, Bosnia &
Herzegovina) do not have the obligation to conduct
DPIA. So, some economies that had the obligation to
enact the guidelines, listed the examples in which DPIA
is necessary. Such examples mostly include profiling,
automated-decision making, using new technologies
(such is artificial intelligence) for processing or using
possibilities which will serve to analyze or foresee
person’s economic situation, health, interests, behaviors,
location or movement, tracking location or person’s
behavior in systematic processing communication data
generated by using phone, internet or other
communication means etc. The issue here is whether the
controllers engaging in the processing activities actually
possess adequate knowledge to conduct a proper DPIA.
For instance, the Serbian Ministry of Foreign Affairs has
rendered a DPIA for processing which was to include the
installation of facial recognition cameras around
Belgrade. The DPIA was submitted to the Serbian data
protection authority, which issued an Opinion stating that
DPIA did not show the legal grounds for such processing,
along with other irregularities.
B.

Information security Regulation
All WB economies have adopted national information
security strategies [30], except Bosnia & Herzegovina
that only have a national Strategy for Establishment of
CERT, adopted back in 2011 [31], which covers some of
the information security issues.
Serbia and Albania have adopted information security
laws which are mostly harmonized with the EU NIS
Directive. However, both of these national laws do have
some differences in comparison to the NIS directive. For
example, Serbian law applies to a broader scope of
entities in comparison to the NIS Directive, and its partial
focus is on crypto security and protection from
compromising electromagnetic radiation, which are not
regulated by NIS directive.
On the other hand, Bosnia & Herzegovina currently
does not have an overarching information security law on
a national level, but the draft of a new information
security law is to be adopted in near future. The similar
case is with North Macedonia, which does not have an
overarching information security law, but the draft of the
future information security law harmonized with NIS
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Directive is to be adopted in the near future. As for
Montenegro, the matter of information security is divided
into three main laws: Law on Information Security, Law
on Determining and Protecting the Critical Infrastructure
and Law on Data Secrecy, which are partially aligned
with the NIS Directive. Kosovo’s legislation is not
harmonized with the NIS Directive.
Anti-discrimination Regulation
All of the WB economies show similar levels of
compliance with EU anti-discrimination legislation.
Namely, each of the WB economies ratified all major
human rights conventions and have adopted their own
anti-discrimination laws. However, majority of them does
not mention AI in any of discrimination related
legislation, while Serbia’s Strategy for the Development
of AI recognizes the risks of it potentially being
discriminatory and the Action Plan [32] for its
implementation prescribes certain activities related to
preventing discriminatory AI practices.

Montenegro

Ministry of Public
Administration;
Digital Society and
Media;
Ministry of Education,
Science, Culture and
Sports;
ICT Cortex;
Digital Transformation
Committee
University of
Montenegro

Lack of any specific legal
regulation on AI

North
Macedonia

Fund for Innovation
and Technological
Development;
Ministry of Information
Society and
Administration

Lack of any specific legal
regulation on AI

Serbia

Ministry of Education,
Science and
Technological
Development
Government of the
Republic of Serbia;
Science Fund
Innovation Fund;
State Center for Data
Management and
Storage;
Center for the
Promotion of Science;
Vojvodina ICT cluster
Institute for Artificial
Intelligence of Serbia

Strategy for the
Development of Artificial
Intelligence in the
Republic of Serbia for the
period 2020-2025

C.

When it comes to discussing legislation, there are two
questions that should be taken in consideration when
discussing the readiness of current anti-discrimination
legislation for the implementation of AI technologies.
The first one is the question of different levels of
enforcement of existing laws. The second is the question
can the current EU equality directives fully tackle digital
forms of discrimination, especially if we are aware of the
complexity of human-machine relationship that might
bring more confusion around concepts like direct or
indirect discrimination. In other words, the main dilemma
here is the current EU anti-discrimination legal
framework satisfactory and providing enough room for
interpretation regarding AI?
TABLE I. Key actors and AI Related Legal Framework
in WB economies
Key actors

Albania

Albanian institute for
safe AI;
Albania Artificial
Intelligence, AADF (AI
for Youth program);
National Agency for
Information Society

Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Kosovo

AI Related Legal
Framework
Lack of any specific legal
regulation on AI

Lack of any specific legal
regulation on AI
Agency of Information
Society;
Information and
Privacy Agency (AIP);
TAX Administration
Office;
Public Procurement
Regulatory
Commission
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Lack of any specific legal
regulation on AI

IV.

CONCLUSION

Western Balkan economies are obliged to align their
national legislations with the EU acquis communautaire.
Thus, WB economies have the obligation to fully
harmonise their personal data protection, information
security and anti-discrimination legislation with the EU
acquis and adapt them accordingly in terms of challenges
posed by technological advancements. Some WB
economies have already done so, but still have to improve
their laws and to strengthen their institutional capacities
to improve those laws.
On the other hand,EU member economies seem to be
more ready for the implementation of AI/advanced
technologies, while WB economies lack capacities for
their adequate implementation. However, irrespectable of
economies' readiness to successfully regulate AI, there is
a real struggle to implement AI solutions in a manner that
would not impact human rights negatively of either their
own citizens or persons from third countries. Therefore,
we will conclude the paper by providing some
recommendations for Western Balkan economies
concerning AI regulation.
When adopting strategies and policies, governments
should have close consultations and cooperation with
experts from civil society and academia, in order to map
possible solutions to challenges for human rights and
especially vulnerable social groups. Also, governments
should invest resources into research and development of
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domestic technological tools which can provide better
services for citizens and solve their actual problems, e.g.
by creating scientific and research hubs or clusters.
Technical implementation of government systems
which are used for processing citizens’ personal data
must be done in accordance with the privacy by design
and privacy by default principles throughout the life cycle
of the system, together with technical and organisational
measures which need to be revised and updated in
specific time intervals and especially after security
incidents. Furthermore, government procurement of
advanced technologies needs to be transparent, based on
evidence of actual needs and carried out only after a
broad public debate with all the relevant stakeholders. In
that sense, procurement and application of all
technologies for which there is no legal basis in terms of
personal data processing and which would effectively
cause mass breaches of human rights need to be banned.
Therefore, in order to follow the European path, legal
regulation of AI and application of advanced technologies
should be developed keeping in mind protection of
human rights and possible ethical issues that may arise.

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]
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Abstract - Article 25 of GDPR is relatively novel to Europe
in terms of being a legal stipulation. This article refers to the
well-known data protection principles. Yet, its role should be
more than just a reiteration of the sacred chalices provided
by Article 5 of GDPR. This applied research paper is meant
to discover the role that EU data protection authorities are
giving to the concept of data protection by design and by
default. The analysis applies machine learning on the fortynine cases in which this article has been referred to as a
reason for a fine. Machine learning is used to find the
potential correlation between the severity of infringements
and the number of fines within the presence of Article 25. The
argument is that while there is not yet a single case in which
the monetary fine was issued because of a sole infringement
of Article 25, as time progresses, the authorities are
developing a more detail-oriented approach in the
investigation and fining practices. Hence, the hypothesis is
constructed around the statement that data protection by
design and by default is for now only a complementary
article, where the controller infringed other ones. As we
know, “all models are wrong, but some of them are useful.”
Therefore, the result might be subject to criticism due to the
relative data-poor environment in which the model is
generated. However, future work is potentially promising
with growing case-count that fuels such modelling efforts.
This will support researchers to become not only data-rich
but also information-smart.
Keywords - data protection, machine learning, data
protection by design.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Article 25 of GDPR implements the principles of
Privacy by Design and Default (PbD). Among many others,
PbD is a design philosophy to improve the overall privacy
friendliness of IT systems [1], also a competitive business
advantage [2], a set of technical solutions for privacy
engineering, and a legal obligation [3]. The latter is where
we notice transcendence. Regulatory approach first
proposed PbD under the form of guidelines. Later PbD
became an express legal obligation.
As a form of legal stipulation, PbD principles have been
proposed for computer systems in general but did not
supply enough details to be adopted by software engineers
when designing and developing applications [4]. The lack
of guidance on the ‘how’ of the PbD was omnipresent in
academic discussions. PbD was meant to be technology
neutral and therefore its primary goal was to focus on the
‘what’ and leave the ‘how’ to the development community.
Part of this problem has its source in technicians and
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designers typically not being fluent in security and privacy
[5].
This paper aims to discover the role that European data
protection authorities (DPA) are giving to PbD. The
argument is that while there is not yet a single case in which
the monetary fine was issued because of a sole infringement
of Article 25, as time progresses, DPAs are transitioning to
a more detail-oriented approach in the investigation and
fining practices. Hence, the hypothesis is constructed
around the statement that data protection by design and by
default is for now only a complementary article, where the
controller infringed other ones.
II.

RELATED WORK

There is relatively limited literature using data analytics
methods to define the root cause or to predict the amount of
GDPR fines. A general description of the fines has been
provided in [6]. An applied study is the work provided by
authors in [7]. Yet another methodology based on linear
regression is used in [8].
III.

DECISION TREE MODEL

A. Machine Learning Notions
To discover the role DPAs are giving to PbD we deploy
a supervised machine learning technique called Decision
Tree Model (DTM). DTM algorithms are constructed by
implementing particular splitting conditions at each node,
breaking down the training data into subsets of output
variables of the same class [9]. This process of
classification divides datasets into homogeneous subsets.
The knowledge learned by a DTM through training is
directly formulated into a hierarchical structure. This
structure holds and displays the knowledge in such a way
that it can easily be understood, even by non-experts [10].
The efficiency of DTMs is evaluated by various
splitting indices. For a better understanding of such indices,
let us define the notions of entropy, information gain, and
gain ratio. As provided in [9], “entropy is the degree of
uncertainty, impurity or disorder of a random variable, or a
measure of purity”. Hence, “entropy is computed between
0 and 1, however, heavily relying on the number of groups
or classes present in the data set it can be more than 1 while
depicting the same significance, i.e., extreme level of
disorder”. Therefore, if a dataset contains homogeneous
subsets of observations, then no impurity or randomness is
there in the dataset, and if all the observations belong to one
class, the entropy of that dataset becomes zero [11].
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The concept of information gain is used for determining
the best variables that render maximum information about
a class, while aiming at decreasing the level of entropy,
beginning from the root node to the leaf nodes [9].
Information gain computes the difference on the entropy
before and after the split.
Finally, gain ratio is proposed to “normalize the
information gain of an attribute against how much entropy
that attribute has” [9]. In other words, gain ratio is
information gain divided by entropy.

TABLE I.

ATTRIBUTE GLOSSARY
Attribute

Name

Meaning

ETid

Permanent ID.

Country

Country in which the fines was given.

Complaints

If complaints received from affected
individuals.

Industry

Industry in which controller / processor
operates.

Type

Type of GDPR violation.

Art. 32

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 33

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 34

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 35

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 9

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 5

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 6

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 12-13

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 15-23

Article referenced in the decision.

Art. 28

Article referenced in the decision.

Private

Controller/processor is from private
sector.

Days

Number of days since 25th May, 2018.

Label

Violation is severe or not, given that
Article 25 is referenced.

B. Data collection and preparation
We developed the training dataset using the
CMS.Law’s
GDPR
Enforcement
Tracker,
(www.enforcementtracker.com), by filtering the number of
fines to violations that contained Article 25. Currently there
are 48 entries. One additional case was discovered from the
official communication of Romanian DPA [12]. The data
collection and preparation concluded three significant
steps.
First, we extracted the list of cases and developed
additional attributes to establish numerical and binominal
attributes for data analysis. The attribute glossary is
described in Table 1.
Second, we defined the parameters for the label. The
label is the attribute deciding if a case is rather severe due
to Article 25 being referenced. The label is constructed with
IF function on the combination of the following conditions:
•

•

•

The administrative fine issued in the case must be
higher than the GDP per capita (calculated in PPP)
in the EU country, where the DPA issued the fine.
For GDP per capita values, we used the reference
date as provided in [13].
The number of affected individuals has to be
greater than the median of the number of affected
individuals from all cases. Threshold is calculated
on the available data and set to 1062.
The decision contains any of the Articles 5, 6, 9, 12
to 22 of GDPR since these are defined as higher
tier infringements under Article 83 para 5 of
GDPR.

Third, we eliminated the attributes used in the label in
order to reduce any possible bias that might be induced in
the DTM algorithm. Thus, only the training dataset
contains the amount of fine, the county GDP, and the
number of affected persons.
C. Parameters for DTM
With the dataset composed, we created two different
DTMs. The first is using gain ratio as splitting criterion
with the parameters described in Table 2. The second is
using accuracy for splitting criterion with the identical
parameters.
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Figure 1. Gain Ratio Country Config
D. Creating the DTM
TABLE II.

DTM PARAMETERS
Parameter

Name

Value

Maximal Depth

10

Apply pruning

Yes

Confidence

0.1

Apply prepruning

Yes

Minimal gain

0.01

Minimal leaf size

1

Minimal size for split

4
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The DTMs are yielding the knowledge as illustrated in
the figures below. As it is shown in Fig. 1, in order to
decide if a violation is severe, the DTM refers to Article 5
of GDPR. If this article is not referenced in the decision,
the violation is not severe. If it is referenced, the next split
takes place upon Article 35. If this article is referenced in
the decision, the violation is severe; otherwise, the
algorithm will consider the number of days calculated
from the enforcement date of GDPR. Where the number of
days are less or equal than 501 (October 8, 2019), the label
is pointing towards a severe violation, otherwise the
splitting function is checking the country as a splitting
criterion. Here we see many different approaches, since
Belgium, Romania, Ireland, Iceland, and Hungary
apparently do not consider in their decisions having Article
25 that the violation is severe, whereas Finland and
Germany do so. Nonetheless, in case of Poland and Italy
also industry specific leaves are created. In Poland, the
Finance, Insurance and Consulting sector yields a severe
violation with higher fines. However, the Media, Telecoms
and Broadcasting, as well as the Education and Public
Sector hold less severe violations with lower fines. In Italy,
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Figure 2. Accuracy No Country Config
we see a rather different approach from the DPA. The
sectors in which the violation is not severe are the Real
Estate and the Health Care. On the contrary, Industry and
Commerce, Transportation and Energy, Media, Telecoms
and Broadcasting, Education and the Public Sector are
heavily affected in this regard.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, cutting the countries will result
in another insightful DTM. Here the main criterion is the
type of violation, while we derive that insufficient
fulfillment of data subject rights and insufficient fulfilment
of information obligations will result in a less severe
violation with lower fines. A separation is performed based
on the day's attribute in case of insufficient technical and
organizational measures to ensure information security.
Here, if the violation occurred before 478 days (September
15, 2019), it is classified as severe, otherwise not. In case
of an insufficient legal basis for data processing, the class
of complaints are used to differentiate. Where data subjects
lodged multiple complaints, the violation is severe. In a
case where there was a single complaint submitted, if the
decision also referenced Article 35, the violation is labeled
severe. In case of non-compliance with general data
processing principles, the DTM uses the industry to
perform further splits. The violation is labeled severe in the
Media, Telecoms and Broadcasting sector if the decision
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referenced Article 5. In the Education and Public Sector,
we have a severe violation in case of a single complaint or
no complaint. All infringements in Real Estate, Finance,
Insurance and Consulting, as well as Industry and
Commerce, are labeled as severe. Further, those
infringements from Health Care and Unknown sector are
appreciated to be less severe.
IV.

DISCUSSION

As presented in the earlier section, we gained valuable
knowledge from interpreting the decision trees. The first
argument that can be made is that instead of providing for
a reference to an infringement of Article 25 of GDPR, the
decisions are fundamentally based on Article 5 of GDPR.
This supplies an insight into the fact that in the fining
practices, the DPAs rather see Article 25 as an extension of
Article 5, not a stand-alone reason for a fine to be issued.
Further, we see a coupled treatment of Article 25 with
Article 35. The argument to be made is that the DPAs are
taking a cause-and-effect relationship between these
articles. This could be explained by telling that DPAs are
looking at Article 25 as a tool utilization obligation and
Article 35 as the tool discovery obligation. Thus, the
controller must perform a data protection impact
assessment (DPIA) in order to find out which tools are
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supporting the data processing activity and then implement
these, as mandated by Article 25.
Nevertheless, we see different treatments of severity on
the country level and industry level. This highlights the
inconsistency between the fining practices of DPAs across
the EU. The more prominent DPAs to issue higher fines are
the Italian Data Protection Authority (Garante per la
protezione dei dati personali) and the Spanish Data
Protection Authority (Agencia Española de Protección de
Datos).
The same inconsistency is shown in cases of complaints
lodged by affected data subjects. Certain cases have no
complaints at all, the investigations being started due to a
notified data breach by the controller itself [14]. Even in
such circumstances, the violation is determined to be severe
by the DTM, as the fines are significantly higher than the
country GDP. Should be noted however that the highest
fines are issued in case of multiple complaints [15 - 17].
The main cause here is the still rather insufficient legal
basis for processing or non-compliance with general data
processing principles.
V.

LIMITATIONS

As we know “all models are wrong, but some of them
are useful”. This is a sentence often given as a response to
speculative models presented by a data analyst. It
highlights the uncertainty of assumed correlations. It has a
similar effect to a disclaimer explaining how past
performance cannot be used to reliably predict future
performance. Therefore, the results presented in this paper
might be subject to criticism due to the relative data-poor
environment in which the models are generated. In this
regard, it is certainly premature to base some conclusions
at least on country level on the effectiveness of Article 25
GDPR as legal obligation. This limitation is especially
well-founded when looking at the percentage ratio of
reported cases when Article 25 was referenced compared
to all reported cases. This ratio is shown in Fig. 3.
However, future work is potentially promising with
growing case count that fuels such modeling efforts.

cases where a violation of another article is discovered.
This is contrary to what Article 83 para. 5 of GDPR
mandates: the infringement of this article is a separate
reason to issue a fine. The DPAs are currently unable to
find this applicable. This lets the practice question what the
real content of the examined article is.
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Abstract - Under current European data protection law
and the approach of the European Commission regarding
artificial intelligence (AI) development, the principle of
transparency and explainability by design are essential to
protect the data subject's rights and generate confidence in
AI systems. However, a closer look reveals that the legal
approach ignores limitations of the transparency principle in
the practical application of automated-decision making
systems. Current transparency rules also require a high
standard of transparency in automated decisions due to its
potential risks.
This paper seeks to analyze the scope of the principle of
transparency and its limitations in the practical field,
suggesting a division of data subjects to provide automated
decision-making explanations according to their level of
expertise to reach the transparency principle's goal: user
understanding. The paper will address the semantic
discussion of whether this objective is achieved through
interpretability,
explainability,
accountability
or,
transparency in the broad sense. It also maps out the analysis
about guidance to address transparency through a
certification mechanism, contestability by design, or
supplementary post hoc explanations in AI systems.
Keywords - Transparency; Explicability; Automated
decision-making; Opacity; GDPR; Artificial intelligence;
Design.

I. INTRODUCTION
The study about AI has been significant since 1956 [1]
[2] when John McCarthy coined the term at the Dartmouth
Conferences [1]. Posterior development about AI at
Dartmouth College represents the beginning of AI as a
knowledge area. The contemporary AI systems work with
decision mechanisms based on Big Data synthesized in
complex models. Due to their level of complexity, some
models are not accessible for humans, therefore considered
black boxes [3].
Today, the public concern regarding AI is its opacity.
The explanation of AI's behaviour through methods that
experts can understand or in clean and plain language is
known as Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [4]. It
responds to the opacity concerns of algorithmic reasoning
by seeking transparent or "explainable AI" [5].
Furthermore, the European Commission indicates
trustworthiness as a prerequisite for AI uptake, highlighting
transparency and accountability among the seven key
requirements for building an ecosystem of trust [6]. The
mentioned requirements have been developed by the HighLevel Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG)
[7] in the Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI and the
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Assessment list for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence
(ALTAI) [8].
The management of Big Data for governance and
commercial use requires a clear regulatory framework that
protects the right to privacy and a guideline that monitors
how the algorithms work so that automated decisions are
practical and can positively impact society.
Automated Decision-Making (ADM) algorithms are
already broadly used in different societal contexts [9] and
potentially impact individual's fundamental rights and
freedoms. To protect privacy, the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) considers automated decision-making
rules based on data provided directly by the individuals
concerned, data observed about the individuals, and derived
data such as an already created profile of the individual. It
also obliges the controller to take suitable measures to
guard data subject's rights, freedom, and legitimate
interests, ensuring the right not to be subject to decisions
based solely on automated processing, with no human
involvement [10].
Although ADM is usually defined as an algorithm or as
AI [11], AI is a form of algorithmic decision-making, but
not all ADM systems are based on AI [12]. The present
research refers to the scope of the provisions regulating
ADM based on personal data that can affect the data subject
and are not solely automated since contestability by design
only apply to semi-automated decisions.

The EU's Declaration of cooperation on Artificial
Intelligence (AI), the Commission's Communication
Artificial Intelligence for Europe, its AI HLEG focused on
AI, the European Parliament's resolution on robotics, and
the European Economic and the Social Committee's
opinion on AI, they all claim that the goal of AI is to
“simultaneously maximize the benefit to society, help
business, spur innovation and encourage competition.” [13]
However, the concern over using ADM systems based on
AI predictions persists.
In recent years there have been some alarming cases
about the intrusion of ADM systems into the personal
sphere:
1. the automated processing of traffic offenses in
France [13];
2. the preselection of job applicants by ADM in the
first stages of recruitment, to which 70% of applicants are
subject to the United States and the United Kingdom, and
the same policy beginning in Germany;
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3. the automated process of allocating health
treatment in the public system in Italy [13];
4. the automated identification
children in Denmark [13];

of

vulnerable

5. the function of social media platforms [14]
deciding what content is interesting for each user every day
[15].
The field of law has also been a source of concern due
to the possibility of hiring an AI attorney [16] and public
policies regarding prisoner's freedom [17]. As automated
decisions impact our lives, there is a need for a practical and
global guideline for applying transparency in ADM
systems,
covering
the
legal,
ethical,
and
technical/computational spectrum of algorithmic work. The
binding nature of the guideline could only be achieved
through its adoption in each jurisdiction and international
cooperation, as has already been evidenced in the EU-U.S.
Privacy Shield. Although several guidelines have been
developed and different provisions indicate the obligation
to comply with transparent processing from the AI design
stage, the characteristics of information issuance differ
depending on the type of data subject requiring the
information.
Given that the concept of transparency adopted in this
chapter is that of the reciprocal relationship between the
sender and receiver of the information, the data subject
should also be divided into two categories (expert and nonexpert users), depending on their level of expertise on the
ADM system-related topic of the specific program.
II. THE CONCEPT OF TRANSPARENCY
Taking as a basis the relational notion provided by
Meijer [18], transparency demands a relation between an
agent and a recipient. This notion applies to both the
transparency and the accountability principle since the
communication in the relationship agent- recipient
involves, in addition to the issuance of information, its
proper reception, and understanding [18]. As transparency
and accountability reinforce each other, this paper
discusses transparency in ADM systems, concluding that
accountability strategies are essential to ensure
transparency in those.
The concept of transparency cannot be reduced to the
simple communication of information. It also encompasses
accountability to help identify strategies to improve
communication. That is the detailed explanation of
decisions to satisfy the understanding of the data subjects
or stakeholders, including data on the functioning of the
systems [19].
To comply with the relational function of transparency,
which requires data subjects truly understands the
functioning of the process that goes from collecting data to
making a decision that affects them, some guidelines on
transparency have emerged. These guidelines also serve as
a starting point for data processors or controllers to
correctly apply personal data protection rules and comply
with transparency principles.
Even though some authors suggest that algorithmic
transparency is only achievable through open-access
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schemes [20], this possibility would bring disadvantages
that are developed below, and others assert that no
algorithmic model can be transparent [20]. Users are asking
for the rendering of information regarding their data and the
automated decision-making process. This demand is
reflected in the various searches for guidelines on
transparency for responsible data management.
A. Algorithm Transparency Guidelines
Some guidelines, such as the Santa Clara's principles on
Transparency and Accountability in Content Moderation
[21] and the FACT principles [20], seek to reinforce the
confidence of the data subject. They are based on an
understanding of the results of specific algorithmic
decisions [19], and focus on providing indisputable
answers.
Contrary to this can we find the EU-US Privacy Shield
that, as explained in the EC report on Automated decisionmaking based on personal data, that has been transferred
from the EU to certified companies [22]. It is a framework
for transfers of personal data between the EU and the US
that provides protection more in line with EU data
protection legislation. The Privacy Shield is based on a
voluntary self-certification system whereby US companies
agree to comply with a set of privacy principles, which
become enforceable under US law. The Privacy Shield does
not contain any principles that offer protections similar to
those in Article 22 of the GDPR. However, in most data
transfer cases, the contract for which the data transfer
occurs establishes that the controller is subject to the GDPR
[22]. Therefore, European legislation would also apply.
Likewise, the Government of Canada provides a
guideline, its Algorithmic Impact Assessment (AIA),
which, according to the Directive Automated DecisionMaking, is a measure to evaluate AI that helps designers
mitigate the risks associated with AI by transparently
designing algorithms [23]. A practical guide that integrates
a Transparency by Design model to design transparent AI
systems was published in the paper Towards Transparency
by Design for Artificial Intelligence [18] by the Science and
Engineering Ethics journal. Its great advantage is to
explain, in an orderly and concise manner, by phases, the
process of application of the principles of transparency,
employing a set of nine principles to cover "contextual,
technical, informational, and stakeholder-sensitive
considerations." However, its problem is common to the
different guidelines: there is no precise technical instruction
for applying the principles of transparency.
On the other hand, the broader scope and generality of
the Assessment List for Trustworthy AI [8] is the feature
that makes it the most practical guide available. This is a
guideline developed by the AI HLEG and established by
the European Commission to promote trustworthiness on
AI by addressing the concepts of Lawful AI, Ethical AI,
and Robust AI. Its purpose is to ask for the accomplishing
with seven key requirements to achieve trustworthy AI that
can be implemented by technical or non-technical means.
The guideline contains a non-exhaustive Trustworthy AI
assessment list for operationalizing the key requirements. It
addresses qualitative and quantitative processes and, allows
its guidelines to have a broad scope of application, filling
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gaps in the interpretation of the transparency principles, as
required.
B. Challenges of the Claim for Transparency
concerning automated decision-making practices
The principal concerns regarding machine learning
algorithms are unfairness, discrimination, and opacity [24].
Accordingly, the objectives to be achieved are fairness,
accountability, and transparency.
The literature has pointed out problems associated with
the ADM. The main concern, without which the others
cannot be solved, is opacity, which can be countered with
"transparency by design." Growing awareness of personal
data's value and the adverse effects of automated decision's
potential biases has led to a call to reduce or eliminate the
effects of opacity.
Burrel has categorized three types in ADM regarding
opacity: intentional opacity, illiterate opacity, and intrinsic
opacity. Intentional opacity is mitigated by the GDPR's
regulation of the right to explanation; illiterate opacity
responds to the relational notion of transparency already
described: the lack of understanding of the information by
the data subject though it has been released. The intrinsic
opacity refers to the nature of the methods with which the
ADM system works [24]. ADMs are decisions based on the
predictions resulting from BigData collection and analysis
through ML models or hand-crafted rules [12]. ML's most
common methods, deep learning and artificial neural
networks are hard to interpret, thus being considered
opaque.
In contrast, logical methods are more comfortable to
interpret in natural language. Its disadvantage lies in its
limited predictive performance. They are used mainly in
high-risk data. One way to combat its opacity is to use
machine learning models that are more transparent to
humans [24].
Unfortunately, there is an inverse correlation between
the AI capability working with ML and its transparency
level. Methods that can achieve high predictive
performance are usually difficult to interpret 1 , and more
transparent methods2 have a lower predictive performance
[25, 26]. As acknowledged by the AI HLEG, “trade-offs
might have to be made between enhancing a system's
explainability (which may reduce its accuracy) or
increasing its accuracy (at the cost of explainability)." [7]
A widely mentioned solution to obtain algorithmic
transparency is the openness of its source code. However,
this solution has various disadvantages. Firstly, complete
code openness may lead to an abuse of algorithms by
malicious third parties. For this reason, transparent
companies keep at least parts of their code closed to prevent
abuse [20]. Secondly, it would affect trade secret protection
and, in some cases, privacy law itself [24]. Finally, even
with the disclosure of documentation, procedures, and
code, if the relational concept of transparency is felt, thus
the data subjects understanding is not achieved, this will not
constitute transparency [20].
1
2

In order not to sacrifice the predictive performance of
AI systems, ways to make ML methods more transparent
have been investigated, especially for systems that process
sensitive data. Still, these methods have not been fully
developed, making them not very applicable and unpopular
[26].
Another solution to increase transparency in ADM is
for data controllers to consider group-related issues in
applying the GDPR provisions on Data Protection Impact
Assessments (DPIAs) to the ML algorithms explanations
process [27, 28] due to the high risk of biases and
discrimination posed by ADM. This can also be done by
applying data protection by design principles at the design
stage [28].
The nature of algorithmic autonomy makes it
challenging to evaluate. Besides, algorithms and
programming will advance at an ever-increasing rate. For
this reason, algorithmic technical models are needed that
allow a close relationship between the public and the
algorithm. In this way, the transparency principle, the
relevant guidelines, and data handling guidelines could be
brought into line with practice.
C. The Nature of the Black Box
Machine learning is a subset of AI that can produce,
from data sets, systems capable of building models and of
improving themselves through experience, without the
need for additional human programming [29] or monitoring
[30, 31]. Predictive algorithms derive their rules from
processed data. Some predictive algorithms models, such
as neural networks, prevent a detailed examination of the
data processing rules. Data processing systems working
with machine learning can be observed by their input,
output, and transfer characteristics [26], but they evolve in
an opaque way so that programmers cannot inspect how the
algorithm manages the data (the black box). There is, thus,
a problem of transferring knowledge and opacity.
Since the emerging of the AI study, the concept of
opacity has changed considerably. In 1956, W. Ross Ashby
claimed that everything we observe is a black box and that
human intelligence can monitor the black box's inputs and
outputs to make them white [32]. Some authors are
skeptical about ADM's opacity concerns since human
decision-making also has intrinsic bias and risks. After all,
the human mind is also a black box [33].
Neither HDM nor ADM can be inspected in-depth [5].
However, as stated in the White Paper on AI, the same AI
bias could have a much more significant effect [6]. Thus,
the imposition of a higher transparency standard to
automated algorithmic decisions than HDM appears to be
fair.
The search for solutions to guarantee user privacy
protection is based on accepting the biases of the ADM
algorithms. As affirmed by Bozdag, and Naik, and Bhide
[34–36], the theory of the lack of bias in algorithms
contradicts what was demonstrated in research before and
after their investigations. The AI HLEG has confirmed the
existence of algorithmic bias and its unintentional effects in

Support vector machines or artificial neural networks.
Rule systems, linear regression, logistic regression or decision trees.
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its Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence
[7].
D. The Idea of Total Transparency
Absolute transparency is often defined as the ideal.
However, the optimal level of transparency must be related
to the communication between the data controller and the
data subject [18]. Consequently, algorithmic transparency
is limited by the type of user seeking an explanation [27].
Data subject's ignorance on computational and data
importance makes ADM transparency challenging to assess
[24, 37].
The disclosure of more information than required by the
data subject to have a higher level of transparency in the
processing of personal data is not a problem, as long as the
provision of the GDPR to communicate the data processing
to the data subject in an exact way, to ensure their
understanding, is complied with. It is considered essential
to include educational measures as a tool for consumer
advocacy and as a tool for citizen empowerment, in the case
of ADM systems used in public administration, so that they
can defend their rights.
III. APPLICATION OF TRANSPARENCY PROVISIONS FOR AN
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION WITH THE DATA SUBJECT

In addition to the constitutional protection of privacy in
western societies [18], at least 130 jurisdictions have a
comprehensive data privacy law. Surprisingly, despite the
complexity of privacy regulations, 80% of organizations
are inclined to comply with them [38], as compliance
positively affects organizations [39]. Regulations are
different from one country to another. The regulations
diversity challenges organization to abide by the laws of
each country where they operate [40].
A. A European Union Based Approach
As the European Union works on fostering fundamental
freedoms and the rule of law at an international level [41],
and as the GDPR is the pioneer legislation in
comprehensive extra-territorial protection of data privacy,
a study based on the EU provisions serves as a basis for the
construction of international guidelines.
Although transparency regarding data processing was
already regulated in the Treaty on the European Union [42]
and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union [43], the GDPR included it as a principle, ensuring
data subjects can control their data. Transparency is
mentioned in the GDPR in the rights of the data subject of
chapter III regarding the data subjects' rights. Transparency
is also addressed in art. 5, regarding the principle of
lawfulness, fairness, and transparency. It contains the
controller or data processor obligation to protect access to
transparent data processing information for the data
subject.
Furthermore, recital 58, explains the transparency
principle, and in recital 71, the importance of transparent
processing of personal data in ADM algorithms. However,
they are not legally binding [44]. Concluding, the controller
or processor's legal obligation is to provide information in
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a "concise, transparent, intelligible, and easily accessible
form, using clear and plain language." [10]
Data controllers must explain separately and using
unambiguous language the most important consequences of
the data treatment: providing an overview of the types of
processing that could have the most significant impact on
the fundamental rights and freedoms of data subjects
concerning the protection of their data [45].
GDPR provisions relating to ADM systems, such as
data protection by design, data protection impact
assessments, corporate rules, and the appointment of a data
protection officer, may provide the controller with
guidance to identify risks directly and thus ensure
minimum quality standards while safeguarding individual
and, indirectly, group rights and freedoms [28]. Through
their disclosure and access rights, data protection
authorities can reinforce controller obligations by
examining ADM processes and conducting data protection
impact assessments during their audits [28], as seen in
prominent cases such as Foodinho [46] and Deliveroo [47]
in Italy, and Mercadona [48] in Spain.
The transparency principle seeks to impulse the
willingness of data collectors or processors to communicate
with the data subject assertively. Some companies have
announced the forthcoming communication policies [19].
While the debate on GDPR has indicated challenges of
achieving transparent ADM systems, different guidelines
on transparency for responsible data management have
been created in the industry, academics, and governments
in the last years. In any case, the GDPR succeeds in
reinforcing ADM system provider's awareness about data
subject's rights and freedoms [28]. Consequently,
transparency is a legal obligation that impacts AI
algorithm's design to help individuals understand how the
algorithm works to meet the GDPR's purpose.
B. The Meaningless Transparency Paradigm
The spectrum of data protection law in Europe is
apprehensive. Transparency being considered a principle
means that any event that is not expressly regulated must
also comply with the transparency requirement. However,
the application of the transparency principle is limited by
detaching it from its practical meaning. Despite the best
intents of the data controller, the complexity of the data
processing carries a sort of inherent, practical obscurity
from the perspective of the data subject if:
1. There is a lack of understanding by the data subject:
for this reason, the GDPR requires a clear explanation of
the data processing [10]. Furthermore, the controller should
not use a mathematical and elaborate explanation regarding
data processing through machine learning. Instead, he
should simplify the way the algorithm or machine learning
works for the data subject [49].
2. The public is not informed: the materialization of the
principle of transparency requires the socio-technical
component, in which transparency is valuable because it
reaches a critical and informed public [20].
Although the commissioner for Justice Vera Jourová
announced more awareness among European citizens about
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data protection, of the 60% of Europeans who read their
privacy statements, only 13% read them thoroughly [50].
In the context of ADM, due to the way it works, we are
faced with information that is more complicated to transmit
since it must be translated from algorithmic language to
natural language. As Kroll stated [51], transferring
knowledge from the algorithm to the human would be done
under algorithmic logic. Furthermore, the transfer of clear
information about the algorithm's operation is especially
problematic in domains where the tagged data is limited
[52].
Is greater transparency or greater information
disclosure better to improve transparency and AI
trustworthiness? Treating information disclosure as the
ultimate goal does not appear sufficient for user's
understanding of the decision-making process, at least
regarding automated decisions.
In addition to the obligation for data processing policies
to be reported in an understandable way to the data subject,
this information's importance and the data's value must be
clear. It is, therefore, necessary to classify the types of users
according to their level of expertise. If the user's particular
needs are not addressed, transparency is not feasible, and
we could be in a "meaningless transparency paradigm."
[27]
Beyond the reflection on the role of the data subject's
interest in applying the principle of transparency, a dvision
of the data subject between average knowledge users or
non-expert and field expert users would allow practical
strategies application of transparent provisions in ADM
systems.
IV. STRATEGIES FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF
TRANSPARENCY PROVISIONS IN ADM SYSTEMS FOR FIELD
EXPERT USERS: ACCOUNTABLE ADM
Three appealing strategies for ensuring transparency in
ADM systems come through accountability: explainability
or post hoc transparency, contestability by design, and
certification mechanism. Although accountability is a
different concept and principle, both - transparency and
accountability - are complementary.
A. Transparency Post Hoc: Explainability
There are technical limits to AI transparency, which
relate to its traceability. The traceability of the reasoning
behind an automated decision requires the algorithm to be
designed to make its decision-making process explainable
without exposing the decision-making process [53].
Sometimes, it is impossible to decipher the black box of
automated decision systems so that the algorithm's decision
process is difficult to disclose from the design stage [18].
As described by Dr. David Leslie, a transparent AI implies
the justifiability of both the processes involved in its design
and application and its results. In a strict sense of the
standard, ADM systems have justification if the design and
implementation processes that went into the decision and
the decision itself are ethically permissible,
nondiscriminatory, and worthy of public trust [54].
An ex-ante explanation of an automated decision may
describe only the system's functionality. In contrast, an ex-
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post explanation may address both the system's
functionality and the reasoning for the specific decision
[44].
Apart from this, one can think of relying on the powers
that the GDPR grants to data protection authorities to fulfill
their inspection duty. In case of a data protection audit, the
authorities will have access to the DPIAs of any company
or data processor, in cases where a DPIAs is mandatory. As
there must always be a period for the data subject to access
the data on how the algorithm processed his information,
an audit will explain its operation to the user or data subject.
Additionally, it could broaden the scope of their control
function by executing awareness activities through
individual audits. Apart from qualitative reasoning, black
box or specification-based testing can be analyzed [55].
The data sets and processes that result in the AI system
decision should be documented in the most accurate way.
This documentation process makes it possible to identify
why an ADM was wrong, anticipate unintended
consequences, and prevent future errors [18].
B. Certification Mechanism
A Post hoc explanation is not the only scenario in which
DPIAs can ensure transparency and reduce the risks of
infringement of data subject's rights. Since DPIAs are
mandatory when the processing could result in a high risk
to the rights and freedoms of natural persons [10], any
automated processing that works with ML is likely to
require a DPIA, even if the decision is not fully automated
[56]. In this sense, the impact of data processing for
automated decision-making can be assessed from the
GDPR, applying the principle of transparency through the
DPIA.
However, DPIAs are mainly based on the security of
personal data and less on the protection of human
rights[57]. For this reason, Mantelero proposes The Human
Rights, Ethical and Social Impact Assessment (HRESIA),
a data security model based on the protection of human
rights and the achievement of values, while proposing the
formation of an ad hoc committee of experts to engage the
data subjects or communities that would be possibly
affected by automated decisions [57, 58].
A general quality insurance or a certification
assessment mechanism, regardless of which, must, as
mentioned in the Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI, “be
properly aligned with the industrial and social norms of the
different contexts”, and, as recommended by Mantelero, be
operated by professionals.
C. Contestability by Design
Despite the general rule that AI systems must meet the
criteria of data protection by design, existing research has
indicated a few ways for privacy and computational nonexpert users to understand algorithmic system's complex
and unpredictable nature. A strategy that has emerged to
comply with the transparency obligations considering data
protection goals is applying contestability by design [59].
Contestability is the possibility of acting on an
automated decision by correcting or making suggestions to
improve the ADM process. It represents one way to achieve
the optimal level of transparency, in which the desired and
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achieved transparency levels coincide, at least regarding
field expert users [18, 60].

high-risk data handling, the explainability provided by
logical methods is preferred.

By using predictive contestability, the user would be
engaged with the operation of the algorithm, knowing the
explanation of each prediction, being aware of adversarial
machine learning and the risks to the security of his privacy,
considering possible attacks, identifying potential
violations of his rights or interests, and acting directly or
indirectly on the predictive algorithm. An ADM model
designed with a contestability system would benefit only
field expert users since the contestable design will give
them the possibility to influence the algorithm working
with which he/she disagrees and the system capacity to
respond to multiple user's influence since Data-driven
systems and machine learning can have serious deficiencies
that lead to unwanted and unfair outcomes [18].

A division of data subjects into categories will facilitate
communication and information about the algorithm's data
processing and decision-making. Considering that there
must be a relationship of effective communication between
the data controller and the data subject for the practical
application of transparency, it is paramount to consider how
the data subject receives the information in the best possible
way for its understanding. If the relational concept of
transparency is felt, the data subject`s understanding is not
achieved, which will not constitute transparency.

Ensuring a contestability by design system from the
early stages of software that uses machine learning to make
automated decisions could be a way of allowing human
intervention to co-create algorithm performance and
enhance transparency. Algorithms would then be
understandable for users, which allows them to provide
corrections and refine them [60, 61].
When determining the means for processing and at the
time of processing itself, the right to human intervention
should be pursued through an appropriate organization
[10]. Adequate provisions for human intervention could
reduce user liability since personal data subjects can
contain the harmful effects of automated decisions if
detected on time. Using the predictive contestability, the
user would have a greater engagement with the operation
of the algorithm than in the current structure because he
would know the explanation of each prediction and may be
aware of adversarial machine learning and the risks to the
security of his privacy, considering possible attacks,
identifying potential violations of their rights or interests,
and acting on the predictive algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
The determination of an appropriate level of
transparency depends on a set of legal, ethical, and
technical characteristics of the ADM system and its users.
From a legal standpoint, each jurisdiction in which data
privacy is regulated has its unique peculiarities. Through
international cooperation and diplomacy, it is advisable to
adopt global parameters to defend the right to privacy and
drive AI development. The GDPR has been a pioneer in
applying a principle of extraterritoriality to protect personal
data. Thus, it is essential to study its regulations, which can
serve as a basis for regulations worldwide. In addition, the
Assessment List for Trustworthy AI appears to be the ideal
guideline for the principle of transparency given its broad
scope.
On the technical side, many AI systems are opaque, but
some others have a high level of transparency. The problem
comes from the duality between choosing to obtain a better
output or better explainability of the algorithm
performance. This also involves an ethical sphere.
Therefore, ML (deep learning or artificial neural networks)
is used when the algorithm is preferred. Still, in the case of
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A solution for balancing the right to privacy,
information, and transparency on the one hand, and
technological development and resource efficiency through
the use of metadata on the other, is to apply data protection
by design on the algorithm, particularly contestability by
design, at least to field expert ADM users. Their expertise
will enable them to identify bias effectively and participate
in joint work, which may occur directly or indirectly,
improve the algorithmic work, and achieve future fairer
decisions, thus achieving data protection goals. However,
this option is limited because it can only be applied in its
technical sense to expert users. Therefore, an in-depth and
comparative analysis is needed to use contestable design
and certification mechanisms, which would respond to the
application of the current rules governing automated
decision-making and data protection and apply to all data
subjects without differentiation.
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Abstract - Current legal framework for autonomous
vehicles is based on Vienna convention in 1968 that
authorises the uses of "self-driving" technology under
certain conditions, but requires the presence of a human
driver that can take control of the vehicle at any time. In the
meantime, the AI technology has become so developed, that
the best chess programs are practically unbeatable for
human players. Those programs are based on neural
networks and training methods that largely depend on the
quality of data. The approach to collecting data can be
varied. The concept of criminal responsibility is dependent
on the awareness of the criminal responsibility, that is
usually assumed for humans. In the case of AI, it can not be
aware in the human sense, and it evaluates situations in its
own terms. It could be licensed as a European product,
however, it AI can not really be classified just as a 'product',
which means that commercial law should also be improved.
The aim of this paper is to assess the suitability of Croatian
legal system to be the first to regulate AI for completely
autonomous vehicles in the EU, in order to establish a model
for this regulation on the EU level. Such a role for Croatia
has been proposed, as the Croatian company Rimac
Automobili should be the first to produce such a vehicle,
and therefore Croatia should be able to provide legal
framework for this.
Key words – autonomous vehicles, EU law, comparative
law, comparative legal systems, legal framework, AI

I.
INTRODUCTION
An automated vehicle is a motor vehicle that has
technology designed to assist the driver, so that the
elements of the driving task can be transferred to a
computer system. An autonomous vehicle is a fully
automated vehicle equipped with the technologies capable
of performing all driving functions without the human
intervention. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
has proposed a six-level classification of road vehicles
from Level 0 (no automation) to Level 5 (full automation).
In this paper we will consider only Level 3 (conditional
automation), Level 4 (high automation) and Level 5 (full
automation). Those systems are not yet commonly used.
Systems under level 4 do not require a human driver to
take over the control in appropriate reaction time, as the
automated mode is still active while the driver performs
secondary actions, even with a long reaction time. On the
other hand, Level 5 systems are designed to autonomously
complete journeys without the need of a human driver,
and are a completely self-driving vehicles.[7]
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TABLE I
SAE
level
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

SAE LEVELS AND THEIR DESCRIPTION
Description of the level
Type of
automation
No
automation
Driver
assistance
Partial dr.
automation
Conditional
automation

Level 4

High driv.
automation

Level 5

Full driv.
automation

Functions
None
Single automated
system for assistance
ADS performs all
aspects of driving
ADS performs entire
DDT within ODD
ADS performs entire
DDT and fallback on a
sustained and ODD
specific basis
ADS preforms entire
DDT and fallback on a
sustained and
uncontitional basis

Driver
required
required
Required to
intervene
Fallback
ready user
No
expectation
of user
intervention
Not
expected to
intervene

ADS (ADAS) are advanced driving-assistance systems
that can perform DDT (dynamic driving tasks) within
their ODD (operational design domain), and in case of
fallback of DDT, a human user (driver) may be espected
to intervene. Dynamic driving tasks are all the real-time
operational and tactical functions required to operate a
vehicle in on-road traffic within its operational design
domain, excluding strategic functions, such as trip
scheduling and selection of destinations and waypoints.
Operational design domain are operating conditions under
which a given driving automation system or feature
thereof is specifically designed to function. [7]
The legal framework for autonomous mobility in the
EU is a subject of a lot of controversy. It is an area where
the EU has shared competencies with member states,
namely countries exercise their competence where the EU
does not, or has abstained from it. The Commission has
adopted a strategy paper On the road to automated
mobility: an EU strategy for mobility of the future, as a
part of Commissions third mobility package. Most
recently, it has made a new piece of legislation and
presented it to the EP.
Vienna Convention on Road Traffic of 1968[22] is an
international treaty that facilitates international road traffic
and increases road safety by establishing standard traffic
rules among the contracting parties. All EU member states
are signatories of the Vienna Convention, except Spain.
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One of the fundamental principles, as laid in Article 8, is
that a driver is always fully in control. Article 8 (1) Every
moving vehicle or combination of vehicles shall have a
driver and Article 8 (5) Every driver shall at all times be
able to control his vehicle. An amendment to the
Convention was made in 2014, sating that "systems which
influence the way vehicles are driven", as well as other
systems, which can be overridden or switched off by the
driver, are deemed to be in accordance with Article 8.
Nevertheless, to allow for completely self-driving vehicles
without a driver, a further amendment process is needed.

deployed on predetermined routes or areas, and
supplemented with operating, upkeep and maintenance
rules, for providing a road transport passenger service.
This approach breaks away from the traditional approval
concept and allows for new automated vehicles to be
tested in predetermined zones or roads. The Netherlands
has introduced Dutch Experimental Law on July 1, 2021,
to allow for more flexibility in testing automated cars,
defined as 'connected automated vehicles'. Great Britain
has introduced the concept of "automated driving system
entity" (ADSE)[5]

A legislative framework in the EU does not exist,
however the existing EU legislation is already suitable for
automated and connected vehicles. The Directive 2007/46/
EC, modernized in 2018 and applicable from September 1
2020, regulates how vehicles should operate and be
designed. On the March 2019, Commission published a
delegated regulation for deployment of Cooperative
Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) on roads,
connecting all road users and traffic managers so that they
can share and use information in real time. It requires
vehicles, traffic signs and motorways to be equipped with
technology to send standardized messages to all traffic
participants surrounding them. [2]

2) Draft EU ADS Regulation
Recently published Regulation represents a step
towards harmonizing type-approval regulations for
autonomous vehicles across EU Member States, allowing
for regulatory certainty that will help foster innovation. It
is the implementing Regulation for the Regulation (EU)
2019/1944, EU General Safety Regulation (GSR), as
regards uniform procedures and technical specifications
for the type-approval of motor vehicles with regard to
their ADS. It clarifies the definition of the term
'manufacturer' form the Regulation (EU) 2018/858, by a
newly added reference, whereas at first the term was used
inconsistently and interchangeably with the 'vehicle
manufacturer', by referring explicitly to the term used in
Article 3 (40) of the Regulation (EU) 2018/858 and
deleting the term "vehicle manufacturer" from several
instances. This makes clear that any entity suitable and
willing to prove responsibility and expertise toward the
authorities may submit an ADS for type-approval.[5]
There may also be some regulation specific to cities,
especially concerning ADS or black box incident
recording.[8]

1) National level
At the national level, legal frameworks are varied,
which may lead to better or worse development of
autonomous cars, depending on how much experimenting
is allowed, but also on how much legal certainty is
achieved.[10] Different countries have introduced
measures to ease tests of autonomous vehicles on their
roads or have clarified the regulatory context to allow for
tests. Sweden, Germany, France and Belgium have
different requirements. Germany has recently passed a law
on autonomous driving, which entered into force on July
28, 2021, and amended the German Road Traffic Act
(Strassenverkehrgesetz – StVG), German AD law, to
allow for level 4 ISO/SAE to be used in regular operation
in defined operating areas. This law no longer requires a
driver and intends to allow "autonomous driving
functions" in such operations. The law will be
supplemented by an ordinance, which will provide
requirements for national approval of vehicles with
autonomous driving functions (ordinance implementing
the law amending the Law Traffic Road Act). The
ordinance uses the term 'vehicle manufacturer', that is
similar to the understanding of the term manufacturer used
under Regulation (EU) 2018/858, which means that it is
the a person that proves to the KBA (German Federal
Motor Transporation Authority) that it is responsible for
the type-approval procedure and for the conformity of
production and has taken necessary precautions, but it is
not required that the manufacturer is the actual producer
or 'vehicle manufacturer'. This may have implications on
the possibility of testing new vehicles (whether the term
used is just 'manufacturer' or 'vehicle manufacturer'). The
France has allowed for more flexibility with a Decree for
automated vehicles' conditions of use and automated road
transport systems' commissioning (Decree No. 2021-873
of June 29, 2021).ARTS are defined as a set of highly or
fully automated vehicles and technical installations
allowing remote intervention or participating in safety
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II.

METHODOLOGY AND PROPOSED ANALYSIS

1) Comparative analysis of Croatian and EU legal
systems,
Croatian legal system is predominantly rulebased in comparison with continental legal system, which
may be considered as principle-based. Anglo-Saxon legal
systems, as in UK and US, are similar to Croatian in that
they are rule based, but depend mostly on excellent
judiciary and the system of legal precedents (case law),
whereas Croatian system depends on Acts and sublegal
norms (podzakonski akti), such as regulations (propisi)
and other administrative acts that are passed by the
administration. The EU legal system consists of legal
norms that are obligatory for all EU members, but may be
directly applicable (Regulations) or require transposition
into national low. The problems may arise when Acts are
harmonized with the EU law, but the sublegal acts are not
harmonized with the law, or there are problems with the
exact interpretation of the law or in harmonization with
other Acts in the national legal system, which can happen
by overlooking such problems or by accident, or perhaps
intentionally. This is what is usually accomplished in
systems that are more principle based, with laws that are
more general and abstract in nature. [1] However, in
Croatian system, which is more rule-based, it is sublegal
norms made by administration (ministries) that are usually
applied and enforced, whereas Acts which are more
general and harmonized with the EU Acquis are not
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enforced, as this would require better evaluation of
situations by the administration itself, not to mention the
judiciary. As in the case of safety and security of
international trade, the difference between the EU and US
law is that the first is more abstract and general, allowing
for more discretionary power and interpretation in the case
of AEO (authorized economic operator) than in US
customs regulations (C-TPAT). The problems are then
solved by case law, and the Supreme Court of the
Republic of Croatia (Vrhovni sud) has the role in the
system that should harmonize the standards by which the
laws are applied. However, the system of legal revision is
not a strong mechanism, as only 10% ore fewer revisions
ever become accepted by the Supreme court, and the rest
of them are rejected without review or deemed
unacceptable. Therefore it is possible to have a
'completely harmonized' legal system in some field of law,
and still not be able to obtain adequate level of equality in
the application between EU law and national Croatian
law.
The problem with the law that should govern
autonomous vehicles arises as Croatia should now be the
first EU member country to propose a legal solution for
level 5 autonomous vehicles, which means that this legal
solution (Act) should be transposed and harmonized with
other EU laws regarding this matter. One possibility is
that Croatian law would draw heavily on German law that
is very advanced in this matter and other better advanced
laws, and the subsequent EU Regulation or Directive
would be based on this. [5]
Our analysis should therefore use the following
methodology: we should analyze the existing Croatian
law, the new Act on Traffic Safety which is being
currently proposed, and compare it to the existing laws in
Germany and other countries, as well as the EU law, and
from this we shall deduce how applicable this Act could
be on the level of the whole EU of it ever becomes an EU
Regulation or a Directive.
2) A comparative analysis of the Croatian law and
EU law governing traffic safety and autonomous vehicles
Law governing traffic safety is a typical example of a
rule based law, where regulations prescribe how to behave
in detail. You either drive 120 kph or you don't. If you
drive faster, you may be fined, and if you don't you can't.
The provisions of this law are not so much based on
principles at a first glance. However, this is not so simple.
First, legal systems are not completely rule based or
principle based, but are somewhere in between. This
classification is useful only for orientation purposes. The
traffic law, or for example, law governing transport of
dangerous materials must be frequently changed and
adjusted with the EU law, but if the sublegal acts are not
changed, no effect shall be guaranteed. Finally, the
enforcement of the law depends crucially on the quality of
administration, in this case of the traffic safety on the
police, so the impact of laws is heavily dependent on the
quality of the administration (the police) that has to
enforce it. On the level of member states, implementation
of laws may differ, so different laws may have similar
effect, just as similar laws may have different effects in
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different countries. All these elements should be taken
into consideration, if we want to obtain the uniform
application of law in all EU member states as well as
within individual EU member states.
In this case we shall analyze Croatian Act on Traffic
Safety and its amendments, and how they could be
harmonized with the EU law governing the same matter,
and taking it further towards level 5 for completely
autonomous vehicles.
III.

CROATIAN TRAFFIC SAFETY ON THE ROADS ACT
(CTSRA) AND ITS EU COUNTERPARTS

New amendments of the CTSRA of November
11, 2021, are based on the constitution, Article 2,
paragraph 4, subparagraph 1 of the Constitution of the
Republic of Croatia. The reason for this novel approach is
the growing number of unregulated electric vehicles in
traffic, and the fact that so far people riding electric bikes,
scooters or segways were considered pedestrians. In this
new version of the Act, new categories of vehicles are
added, which also includes autonomous electric vehicles
(without the need for a driver). For the sake of balance,
probably, the horseback riders were also added, which
were previously unregulated. The Act has taken into
consideration how this matter was regulated in other EU
countries, among which some have moved the
jurisdiction to the local governments, or cities, instead of
leaving it to the police. For instance, in Belgium scooters
are treated as bicycles, in the same category, whereas in
Great Britain and Ireland they are categorized as motor
vehicles, with considerably larger fines for misconduct.
In Germany, the maximum speed of electric scooters is
limited to 20 kph, no driving license is required and the
minimum age of drivers is 14 years. In France, there is a
specific category "personal motor electric mobile
devices", which is strictly regulated. The speed is limited
to 25 kph, and they are allowed only on defined bicycle
tracks, not on ordinary roads for vehicles or in pedestrian
zones, or on roads where the speed is limited to 50 kph.
No earphones are allowed and only one person may ride
such a vehicle. The fines from 135 to 1500 euros are also
provided, as well as 35 euros for parking in pedestrian
zones. Caskets and reflecting suits are also obligatory.
However, in Italy they are allowed to drive on pedestrian
zones and ordinary roads as well. In Norway and Sweden,
they are treated as bicycles, but Sweden prohibits speeds
greater than 20 kph on bicycle tracks (routes). In Spain,
maximum speed depends on whether roads, bicycle
tracks or pedestrian zones are used for driving. Cities
may pass their own regulations regarding this. The
insurance against third parties is required. [3]This shows
how different this treatment can be among different
countries and that it largely depends on typization
(categorization) of vehicles, in legal acts and what type of
responsibility is therefore deduced for drivers. In a typical
situation, the responsibility for accidents is shared among
drivers, car manufacturers and traffic regulators, where
insurance can deduce who is responsible for what part of
the damage, or things can be settled at court. However, in
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the case of completely autonomous vehicles, where there
are no drivers or they are not expected to intervene, a
completely new category is required, in which the
responsibility would be shared among the producer and
other actors, but not the driver (as there would be none),
so these vehicles would be required to have a 'black box',
similar to those that are fitted in airplanes. Thus it is
possible to determine the responsibility of the
manufacturer in the case of insufficiently mature (tested)
autonomous vehicles, where it is difficult for a victim to
prove defects and causality of a highly sophisticated
autonomous cars.[20] Apparently, this has not yet been
provided for in the new CTSRA, so we are eager to see
how this will be put into legal text and if there will be
some similarities to the air traffic laws. So far, we could
predict a much larger role of controlling mechanisms that
would take the full responsibility for vehicles, and the
possibility of hacking should not be underestimated, so
the AI would have to be well equipped to deal with such
possibilities (e.g. hacking of sensors etc).
Additionally, we should mention several
sublegal acts (ordinances, regulation books, etc. pravilnik) that are yet to be taken into account and
harmonized eventually when the CTSRA changes
sufficiently to actually better define autonomous vehicles
and allows for their testing on the roads: Regulation book
on Determining Conformity of Motor Vehicles /
Pravilnik o utvrđivanju sukladnosti morotvnih vozila i
njihovih prikolica, Regulation book on Determining
Conformity ofr vehicles on two or three wheels,
Regulation book on Determining Conformity of tractors
for Agriculture and Forestry, Regulation books and
Ordinances on Homologation, which may be important
for determining categories vehicles (types) for
homologation (determining conformity to the standard
and type-approval).
IV.

IS THIS CATEGORISATION ADEQUATE?

When taking into account whether it is sufficient to
regulate only one type of autonomous vehicle, it would
not be without reason to specify special characteristics of
those vehicles. For instance, currently two types of
autonomous vehicles are being built: one type is mostly
dependent on sensors that are external to the vehicle, such
as road sensors, and they form the basis for the teaching
AI how to behave, and the other type is the vehicle that is
dependent mostly on its own sensors 'like and animal is',
such as Tesla car. It would seem that this second
approach offers more possibilities in terms of avoiding
hacking, but it would also present specific risks in terms
of relying completely on AI to behave better than an
average driver would. In this case, a comparison with a
horseback rider comes to mind, as the horses, even when
they are well trained can become unpredictable or move
uncontrollably, and so it could be expected that such
problems with Tesla cars or any similar "animalistic"
autonomous vehicles would have to be solved before
claiming that the level 5 autonomy has been achieved. It
is also unclear whether higher level of automation is
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necessarily better, as level 4 cars could easily outperform
potential level 5 vehicles, despite being less automated.
The reason for introducing new types of vehicles should
certainly be in their ability to outperform human
operators, something that chess AI has done for decades.
V.

THE REASONING BEHIND THE NEW ACT

It is clear that regulation is necessary, if there
are new types of vehicles involved. However, it is E:
precisely the lack of complex regulation that enables
experimenting and invention. For instance, IT sector is
among most propulsive and innovative sectors in Croatia,
mostly due its lack of regulation. If it were more heavily
regulated (or if it were possible, due to quick and abrupt
changes in technology), it would be more restricted and
slow in innovation. As for autonomous cars, the risk for
human lives requires that this sector be more heavily
regulated, while on the other hand it should preserve its
ability to innovate. It may be argued that in Croatia, due
to rather large number of traffic accidents with a lot of
casualties and damage, the use of AI in driving
autonomous vehicles is well justified, although this
argument in favor of autonomous vehicles may be also
controversial if alternative approaches are not taken into
consideration[12]. The poor quality of human drivers,
despite extensive regulation for driving schools and other
experts in the field shows that it would not be long before
AI driven vehicles show sufficient improvement to
outperform human drivers, which would then be
prohibited to drive. The movement in this direction can
already be seen with the provision that ordinary MD, or
the ''primary physicians' may report on drivers if they
decide they are not sufficiently fit to drive, so that their
drivers licenses could be revoked.[3] It may even be
regarded as an attack on the privacy of drivers or an
unduly requirement for physicians to report on their
patients as ordinary 'snitches', but in the long run it may
be the road to the improvement of performance on the
road, where the role of AI in driving will become more
and more prominent. It may also be noted that in Croatian
case law accidents are usually defined as a 'forbidden
effect', but the actual cause is seldom determined, not to
mention the objective guilt of the perpetrator to the
victim,[21] and it may be expected that the same problem
could arise with respect to the autonomous car
manufacturers in Croatian courts. On the other hand, with
respect to testing, such an attitude could lead to more
flexibility, thus enabling better opportunities for
autonomous car development then in some other EU
countries.
VI.

CONCLUSION

We have compared Croatian law on Traffic Safety
with other similar national laws in the EU and the EU law,
and have detected problems that may arise from
insufficient precision of the transposition of Croatian law
into the EU system, due to inherent differences of those
systems, and on the other hand excessive precision that
may become a burden when law should refer to the
general principles. This problem should be resolved by
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legal experts that are well versed in both legal systems, or
with extensive knowledge of comparative legal systems,
in order to overcome the difficulties when drafting law on
the EU level on the basis of Croatian law. It should be
noted that Croatian law has merely introduced the new
category of vehicles, but has not yet harmonized it with
any EU regulations, or provided any direction to which
this harmonization should go. It may well follow German
example, or allow for more flexibility in testing.
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Abstract - Smart cities should identify and procure the best
technical solutions for their communities and companies
while at the same time demonstrating the local economic benefits of public procurement. Whenever possible, the procurement process should increase innovation in sustainability.
Public procurement of innovative solutions can contribute to
the economic recovery of the EU, especially after the crisis
caused by COVID-19 with the help of better and more technologically accessible public investments. It is a means of
stimulating the transformation of European economies into
digital economies. This paper seeks to explain the use and advantages of public procurement of innovative solutions. The
contracting authority acts as the first customer (launch customer) of innovative goods or services that are not yet widely
available commercially and are technologically acceptable.
Instead of buying a finished product, service or process, the
contracting authority acts as the first user and buys a product, service or process that is new to the market and has significant new features in terms of innovation and technological achievements. Therefore, this paper will try to identify
how various stakeholders can use innovative and technologyaware public procurement systems procedures and contribute to the accelerated development of digitalization mandated
by the European Commission.
Keywords - public procurement of innovative solutions; smart
city; pre-commercial procurement; innovation partnership;
procurement of digital solutions

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper sets out to explain how innovative procurement can improve the EU's economic recovery after the
COVID-19 crisis while using smart public investments. It
is also the primary tool for fostering the transformation of
the European economy as a whole towards a green and digital economy [1].
Innovation is a key driver of sustainable growth, recovery, and resilience. Public purchasing power can make a
significant contribution as an important means of increasing value for money when it comes to public services,
which is government’s responsibility.
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Public authorities in the EU spend around 14% of their
gross domestic product (GDP) on purchasing services,
works and goods annually, which amounts to around €2
trillion per year [2]. In Croatia, the share of the total value
of public procurement in GDP for 2020 is 18.99% according to Croatian Ministry of Economy, Entrepreneurship
and Crafts [3].
When considering innovation within the public procurement perspective, Article 2(1) of the 2014 Directive
on public procurement refers to innovation as the implementation of a new or significantly improved product, service or process, including but not limited to production,
building or construction processes, a new marketing
method, or a new organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or external relations inter
alia with the purpose of helping to solve societal challenges or to support the Europe 2020 strategy for smart,
sustainable and inclusive growth [4].
Despite policy interest and positive outlook on innovation and digitalization, there is little empirical evidence on
the implementation of such policies when it comes to optimal utilization of available tools relating to public procurement. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to draw the
attention to policy makers and experts to the existing but
underused possibilities of purchasing innovative and digital goods and services, especially for developing smart cities.
The study is exploratory and interpretative in nature.
Data used for this research is primary and secondary: the
authors analyse prior research in the field of innovation
procurement, published documents from the European
Commission (EC), regulations, and case studies.
It is necessary here to clarify exactly what is meant by
innovative public procurement. Innovative public procurement or public procurement of innovative solutions is defined as purchasing and/or interacting with economic operators during the process of innovation, i.e., research and
development with innovative goods, services or works as
outcomes, or buying the outcomes of already developed or
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near-market developed innovations. However, public
procurement of innovative solutions is not carried out in
isolation from other policies. It develops better when
supported by other sectoral and horizontal policies that
enable innovation. Therefore, this research examines the
framework, development, and implementation of public
procurement of innovative solutions to determine its
benefits, challenges, and best practices for its successful
application, especially from a bottom-up view in relation
to smart cities in the EU.

it further clarifies on the 2004 Directive provisions, firstly
by confirming in Recital 35 that the Directive applies only
where there is no co-financing of R&D projects and where
the outcome of the R&D activities go to the contracting
authority concerned and that this should not exclude the
possibility that the service provider, having carried out
those activities, could publish an account thereof as long
as the contracting authority retains the exclusive right to
use the outcome of the R&D in the conduct of its own affairs [4].

The article is organized as follows. After the introductory section, section II. provides an overview of the EU
legislative and policy framework related to innovative policies. Section III. analyses the question of underuse of public procurement of innovative solutions and its advantages.
Section IV. reviews different cases of using public procurement of innovative solutions in smart cities and Section V. draws conclusions.

The 2014 Directive emphasizes in Recital 47 that purchasing innovative products, works and services plays a
key role in improving the efficiency and quality of public
services while addressing major societal challenges and
contributes to achieving best value for public money as
well as wider economic, environmental, and societal benefits in terms of generating new ideas, translating them into
innovative products and services and thus promoting sustainable economic growth [4]. In line with the abovementioned Recital, Article 14 opens the door for pre-commercial procurement of innovative solutions by removing such
procurement from the Directive’s scope unless the benefits
accrue exclusively to the contracting authority for its use
in the conduct of its own affairs, and the service provided
is wholly remunerated by the contracting authority [4].
Therefore, public procurement of R&D services in principle does not fall within the scope of the Public Procurement Directive, which contributes to facilitating public
procurement of innovation and helps Member States in
achieving the Innovation Union and eco-innovation and
social innovation as primary drivers of future growth as
included in the Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable
and inclusive growth [15, 16].

II.

LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY FRAMEWORK

The 2014 Public Procurement Directives adapted the public procurement framework to the needs of public purchasers and economic operators arising from technological development, economic trends and the increased focus of society on sustainable public spending [5].
Although digital innovations are a fairly recent trend,
the ideas and tendencies for using public procurement as a
valuable tool for providing the most innovative and sustainable solutions to contracting authorities was discussed
already in the 1970s, when authors concluded that public
procurement procedures should be insulated from political
considerations which usually have a short-term perspective and are risk averse. Conversely, they further concluded that innovation-oriented procurement can provide
new products, at least in terms of stimulating major technological changes, or stimulate mainly incremental innovations to mature products [2, 6, 7]. Literature review
indicates that, initially, the tension in public procurement
regulation existed between stimulating competition
through innovation and using innovation to some extent as
a possibility for preferential treatment for national
economic operators or related models of suppressing
competition to favour local suppliers [8, 9].
Some authors concluded that the (prior) legislative
framework in the EU was not suitable enough to stimulate
innovative procurement [10, 11], even labelling it as being
innovation unfriendly [12]. The 2004 Public Procurement
Directive did, in principle, regulate in Article 16 that it
shall not apply to public service contracts for research and
development services other than those where the benefits
accrue exclusively to the contracting authority for its use
in the conduct of its own affairs, on condition that the
service provided is wholly remunerated by the contracting
authority [13].
That direction was followed and enhanced with the
2014 Public Procurement Directive, which improved the
framework for innovations to the needs of contracting authorities and economic operators in line with technological
developments, tendencies and increased focus on sustainable and socially aware public spending [4]. In that sense,
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Pre-commercial procurement (PCP) is a specific
approach which consists of procuring research and
development services (fundamental research, industrial
research, experimental development) via competitive
development in phases at advantageous conditions from
several economic operators and is in principle exempt
from the Procurement Directive [4, 17, 18, 19] in cases
where the contracting authority does not reserve all the
benefits from the research and development service
contract exclusively to itself, but shares them with the
economic operators under market conditions. Such
procedures (or projects) should be rather limited in
duration, include development in phases of prototypes, test
versions and near-market innovative products and services
in non-commercial volumes. On the one hand, PCP is
useful for public authorities as it enables them valuable
input for public procurement of innovations by developing
and managing ideas from more candidates and usually
offers them an option to terminate the procedure if results
of prototypes don't meet their expectations. Figure 1 is
showing the PCP which identifies the best solutions that
the market can develop by comparing the solutions of
different technology vendors in parallel. On the other
hand, developers and creators can use this procedure to put
forward an innovative solution which the market doesn't
address and offers them an entrance to the (public) market
of their preference, potentially at a faster rate than
developing the product or service within the PCP
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Figure 1. Overview of a phased pre-commercial procurement process [33]

procedure, which is beneficial for innovative start-ups or
SMEs willing to receive first potential customers.
Economic operators can commercialise their solutions
to other public or private buyers or on other markets. As
for contracting authorities, apart from the right to use and
license the solution in a follow-up public procurement to
deploy solutions, i.e., public procurement of innovations
phase, they may save on costly registration and maintenance process that result from the ownership of intellectual
proprietary (IP) rights [1]. It should be noted that, at a
policy level, the European Commission already provided
strong support to pre-commercial procurement of
innovative solutions already in 2007 [20].
PCP is often confused with another policy instrument,
namely public procurement for innovation, also mentioned
in literature as public procurement of innovative solutions
[21]. Public procurement of innovative solutions (PPI) is a
procurement procedure where contracting authorities act
as first customers of innovative goods or services which
are in near-market phase or already available on a smallscale commercial basis, including solutions based on
existing technologies used in an innovative way [22].
With regards to procedures, PPI can be implemented in
all types of procedures envisaged in the Public Procurement Directive. However, innovation-friendly procurement procedures are innovation partnership, competitive
procedure with negotiation and competitive dialogue [4].
It is interesting to analyse the use of those three procedures within the EU. Table I. provides the results obtained
from the analysis of contract award notices for the three
years regarding the three innovation-friendly procedures.
According to available data, innovation partnerships ended
with awarding contracts 79 times in 2019, 73 times in 2020
and 50 times in 2021in the EU, in comparison to competitive dialogue, which was successfully used 608 times in
2019, 566 in 2020 and 605 in 2021. Interestingly, competitive procedure with negotiation is the most widely used
procedure out of the three, with it leading to contract
awards 12,118 times in 2019, 11,044 in 2020 and 11,300
in 2021 [23].
In Croatia, public authorities used the competitive dialogue once (1) and competitive procedure with negotiation
twice (2) in 2019, both procedures were used only once (1)
in 2020, whereas innovation partnerships have not yet used
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as procedures in 2019 and 2020 [24]. Data for 2021 is not
available. Overall, these results, which encompassed all
contract award notices irrespective of them being innovative procurements or not, indicate that innovation partnerships are largely underutilized, competitive dialogue procedures are also underused to an extent, while the competitive procedure with negotiations should be further researched whether if that is the procedure most optimal for
procuring innovative solutions.
To improve these results, some Member States included innovative procurement related reforms and investments in Recovery and Resilience plans to enhance the
public procurement framework and align it with EU best
practices. Reform titled "Innovative Procurement" aims to
encourage the use of innovative public procurement
products and services, which shall contribute to greater
transparency in public procurement processes, attract more
private stakeholders and finally create a fairer and more
competitive public procurement system in Croatia [25].
Smart city decision makers and contracting authorities
should also be aware of state aid and IP regulatory and
practical risks which come with innovative procurement.
Regulation of ownership and sharing of IP rights between
public authorities and suppliers when acquiring innovative
digital solutions can lead to challenges such as lack of flexibility and ability to adapt to future needs which can create
an external dependency or even vendor-lock-in, lack of interoperability and risk of premature contract termination
[35, 36]. It should also be underlined that PPI is not
exclusively connected with using innovative partnership or
competitive dialogue procedures. By utilising PCP and
prior information notices, contracting authorities can
obtain valuable data, feedback from economic operators
and innovative product samples which can be
indispensable resources to initiate an open or restricted
procedure for obtaining innovations.
TABLE I. USAGE OF INNOVATIVE-FRIENDLY PUBLIC PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES IN THE EU [23]
Procedure type

2019

2020

2021

Competitive procedure with
negotiation (Art. 29 2014/24/EU)
Competitive dialogue (Art. 30
2014/24/EU)
Innovation partnership (Art. 31
2014/24/EU)

12,118

11,044

11,300

608

566

605

79

73

50
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III.

WHY PUBLIC PROCUREMENT OF INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS IS NOT USED AND WHAT ARE THE
ADVANTAGES?

The importance of public procurement of innovations
can be observed through stakeholders involved in the process itself. Namely, the beginning of the procedure consists of the need of a public authority to solve a certain
problem or need. The public authority is aware of the specific factors of the problem or need, but it cannot reach a
solution on its own. The existing legal framework offered
an option, instead of established products from long-standing suppliers, it is possible to procure an innovation instead
of a generic product. The COVID-19 pandemic scenario
brought the future of large public investments, and the PPI
is one of the tools that can be used on a large scale to stimulate innovation and act as a strategic driving force for
public contracts.
A.

Benefits
Why is PPI a convenient way to purchase goods and
services? Since the perception of public procurement is the
spending of public money for the needs of public authorities, the possibility of using PPI provides for an "out of the
box" approach. The application of public procurement
rules that regulate PPI means taking advantage of the opportunities they provide and achieve innovative solutions.
Instead of buying a finished product, service or process,
the contracting authority acts as the first user and buys a
product, service or process that is new to the market and
has significant new features in terms of innovation, sustainability, and technological achievements.
Previous research has identified main approaches to
linking innovation and public procurement. Innovative
public procurement is perceived as a lever for the development of new products and, as a more flexible approach,
tries to open space for innovation and not for the procurement of existing products [26].
After all, what would be the main benefits of using
PPIs? For public authorities, these are certainly the development of knowledge, skills and techniques, opportunities
to apply for local, national or EU funds related to innovation and cost savings (long-term, medium-term or shortterm). For suppliers, it is certainly about the benefit of access to valuable clients from the public sector, and the opportunity to concretize and commercialize their ideas [27].
When highlighting the benefits, one should not overlook
the impact of public demand for innovation on the industrial sector. If public demand for innovation increases significantly, industry investment in innovation is also expected to increase. In this way, new innovation cycles are
launched, therefore both industrial and innovative sectors
are encouraged to rethink public authorities as a good place
to set innovative goods and services [22].
Through this type of public procurement, the entire defense sector in Croatia could be launched. According to
Directive 2009/81/EC on the coordination of procedures
for the award of certain works contracts, supply contracts
and service contracts by contracting authorities or entities
in the fields of defense and security [37], and the Croatian
Decree on Public Procurement for Needs of Defence and
Safety [14] in addition to military equipment, works of
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goods and services, security-sensitive equipment, and security-sensitive works and services can also be procured.
Meaning that public procurement procedures, according to
the Regulation, can be of interest to a very wide range of
public bidders - for example, those who provide common
services, construction, or similar services and works, and
need to be performed in a security-sensitive facility. It
would allow companies to deal with new technological solutions in the field of the defense sector, and military production and then sell their conceptual and technological
solutions through a simplified process of public procurement of innovative solutions (a good example is Đuro Đaković Group d.d., as a company engaged in these activities).
B.

Challenges
It is important to point out that for some public authorities, shifting the focus to PPI can (and will) pose a significant challenge to defined procurement procedures and
practices within an organization. For this reason, the growing interest in PPI has resulted in a relatively modest development of innovation [10]. Part of the difficulties that
hinder the wider use of PPIs include poor prior communication about the problem that the client would like to solve
by procuring an innovative solution. This poor communication usually does not improve during the process, which
leads to the conclusion that the lack of quality interaction
between process participants is a significant obstacle [22].
However, the reduced use of PPI has no basis in the
existing legal framework. Public procurement of innovative solutions requires increased activity and knowledge
when planning. Therefore, experts should conduct mandatory trainings focused on relevant challenges. By learning
about best phased purchasing approaches (e.g., PPI and
PCP), regulating IP rights and developing needs-specific
solutions, experts could strike a balance between purchasing innovative, interoperable solutions and reliance on
overly complex, custom-made products. Also, detection
and prevention of vendor lock-in and corruption risks related to customization of technical specifications can be
achieved by using life cycle costing, functional criteria and
standards in tender documentation and contracts.
Some authors indicate that time consumption and complexity embody significant hindrances to the successful realization of innovation procurement practices in the public
sector. Time required for procurement innovation is longer
than in any corresponding standard procurement process.
The main reason is the increased amount of engagement in
identifying requirements as a prerequisite for successful
procurement of innovation (such as market research or
prior information notices). Although, complexity arises
through a strictly regulated process and the interaction of
the various participants involved in the process [11].
IV.

SMART CITIES AND PUBLIC PROCUREMENT OF
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

This chapter will explain how innovative and digital
solutions can be created while using instruments within the
EU regulatory framework. Such solutions could help improve a smart city by using public funds to provide the best
possible solutions for smart city residents.
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As mentioned in the paper by Milenković, Rašić and
Vojković: “the local governments sequence of events in
the development of smart cities largely depends on the
mayors” [28]. During this research on public procurement
of innovative solutions, it became apparent that the implementation of such solutions would be necessary to start at
the level of the local self-government unit concerning the
fact it is easier to conduct public procurement of innovative solutions in cities than initially at the state level.
For example, these could be solutions such as the invention of smart software that will enable faster and more
efficient urban and/or long-distance road connectivity
which is intended to be used specifically to reduce costs
for long-distance services and goods, such as connected
transport solutions, renewable energy use for utility companies, therefore more cities could use the same solution.
Such examples have been analysed in the model of the
city of Koprivnica and some other cities in the EU that will
be mentioned in this chapter. Koprivnica launched market
research for the pilot project "Extensive Transformation of
a Prefabricated Building" which aimed to deliver a
replicable solution for the external, internal, and functional
transformation of a building and implement a solution on
a prefabricated kindergarten building. Key performance
indicators were significant improvement of energy
efficiency, indoor space functionality, childcare, and
educational quality. The procurement was a part of the
Interreg Mediterranean programme, co-financed by the
EU which focuses on the public procurement of innovation
to stimulate the development of innovative technology solutions, and also their market uptake [29, 30].
Another example is the City of Bologna which has also
taken advantage of innovative solutions to link e-procurement and social and green public procurement. Bologna
has been striving to raise awareness among contracting
authorities and suppliers about the importance of
innovation and consequently raise awareness in the procurement process. It concerned e-procurement with a municipality that wanted to raise awareness and provide information to SMEs, especially on connectivity options
through electronic marketing tools. Emphasis was placed
on the two organizations and their tools. Between Consip,
a company of the Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance
which had a mission related to the program of streamlining
public procurement and focusing on the use of information
technology and innovative instruments, and Mercato
elettronico della pubblica amministrazione, a tool that allows contracting authorities to make a direct catalogue
purchase below the EU threshold. In this case, they succeed on the strong history of public-private partnerships to
enable more socially responsible practices [30].
It is important to emphasize that the public procurement of innovative solutions was not initiated only by EU
legal mechanisms, but already by the analysis of the Sfinno
database, which collected data on all innovations commercialized in Finland between 1984 and 1998, showed that
48 percent of all projects led to successful innovation was
initiated by public procurement [31]. Recent literature on
public administration has recognized the importance of
public procurement for improving public infrastructure
and services and has focused on the relationship between
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procurement methods and innovative solutions and products and analyses the role of public-private partnerships
(PPPs) in fostering innovation [31]. It also emphasizes that
PPPs promote local economic growth, employment opportunities and enable the public sector to transfer risks related
to the construction, financing and operation of projects to
the private sector and reduce public sector budget deficits
while increasing innovation [31]. As stated by Carbonara
and Pellegrino regarding the technological perspective:
''innovation in public procurement occurs when completely new products, services, goods, or systems that do
not yet exist are delivered (radical innovation), as well as
when the delivered product is an adaptation and/or combination of existing goods or services in a specific context in
which it has not been used before (incremental innovation)''.
How are smart cities and public procurement of innovative solutions interconnected? Smart cities must be able
to identify and procure the best technical solution for their
communities, their citizens and their businesses, while the
local community benefits economically from such procurement and such procurement processes are intended to
be used to increase innovation in sustainability. The objective of this paper is to highlight the characteristics that a
public procurement process needs to have to ensure it is in
line with smart city investment needs. Accordingly, procurement processes need to address the whole lifecycle
costs and benefits, rather than only the basic investment
costs [32].
In order to create a correlation between the process of
public procurement of smart solutions and their implementation into smart cities, the following is required:
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

Strong engagement with the market to procure sustainable solutions,
Public enterprises should identify, via technical dialogue, prior information notices or by other
means, what is available on the market, before deciding what to purchase,
Public enterprises should be working with private
companies that will deliver the service or product
so that they can translate their needs, and companies can therefore offer a more tailored service that
meets the needs of cities,
Both companies and the market must understand
the city’s objectives, strategies, and vision and
should be able to turn them into successful business
projects, and
The procurement must consider the engagement of
end-users, where becomes essential to inform citizens about the benefits and their involvement in the
overall strategy [32].

If smart cities are to utilise public procurement of innovative solutions, local (and regional) governments units
should educate public procurement professionals on how
to specify and procure smart sector-specific goods and services; Create a set of tools that will enable the public sector
to procure goods and services from companies primarily in
the innovation sector; Disseminate those tools to ensure
that the knowledge is embedded in the purchasing practices of public authorities; Promote collaborative public
procurement of innovative solutions between smart cities;
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Set up centralized public procurement for the level of cities, regions, agencies, and different public authorities in
order to hire suitable experts in tender procedures, especially for common challenges cities face; Involve the market and citizens in the city’s strategic processes, vision and
future priorities as the future success of cities not only depends on public authorities but on private companies as
well, where private companies and citizens make an effort
to provide what cities need, rather than vice versa [32, 34].

[7]
[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]

V.

CONCLUSION

This research paper set out to explore how buying innovative products, works and services plays a key role in
improving the efficiency and quality of living in smart cities and addresses major economic, environmental and societal challenges. Public procurement of innovation contributes to achieving best value for taxpayers as well as
economic, environmental, and societal benefits. Contracting authorities can encourage innovation among established market participants and provide key opportunities
for SMEs and new innovative companies that may have
solutions to unmet needs but face difficulties in bringing
them to market. By acting as the lead customer, contracting
authorities can provide innovative companies with the opportunity to test new solutions in real conditions.
The goal of spending taxpayers' money efficiently is
gaining new dimensions, which go beyond merely meeting
the basic needs of public bodies. In any public procurement, the public should know not only whether the procurement solution is formally in line with the conditions
and rules, but also whether it brings the best added value
in terms of quality, cost-effectiveness and social impact, as
well as environmental impact, and creates opportunities
for suppliers. Public procurement of innovative solutions
solves all these problems because it achieves better quality
and more efficient solutions with benefits for the environment and society, greater cost efficiency, as well as new
business opportunities for companies.
This study has found that, for innovative solutions to
succeed, awareness raising, capacity building, well set
conditions, procedures and incentives starting from the local level (bottom-up) are necessary if smart cities are to be
developed. Naturally, this can be strengthened by national
and EU policies and incentives. This paper indicates that
public procurement of innovations, irrespective of them
being PCPs, PPIs or not, are largely underutilized, and it
should be further researched whether such procedures are
optimal. For the future research these procedures could be
further explored to determine whether they are most suitable for public procurement of innovative solutions.
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Summary - Nearly all of the online news media outlets are
in whole or partially funded by revenue from advertising or
other marketing activities. Online marketing activities involve
gathering large amounts of personal data from their users.
Furthermore, gathered data is shared with various third parties
for ad personalization and targeted advertising, products and
services development, tracking, audience measurement,
content recommendation, and other purposes. To be
competitive in the digital media market, Croatian online news
sites operate their websites in the same way. The main goal of
this paper is to analyze practices of most popular Croatian news
sites in gathering personal data from their audience using
cookies and their implementation of the principle of
transparency about such practices prescribed by Article 13 and
14 of General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
(GDPR)
Keywords – data protection; personal data; cookie;
electronic publications; news sites; online newspaper; GDPR

I.

Since news sites are also one of the prevalent source of
news information for the vast majority of people (69% in
2018 and 88% in 2021) in Croatia [3], with lots of unique
daily visits, main goal of this paper is to conduct research
on the use of cookies and third-party content used by 10 of
the most popular news sites in Croatia. Collected
information about those practices is analyzed and
considered within the context of the current regulatory
framework, especially taking into account the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [4] and its provisions that
impose obligation to be transparent about processing of
personal data of users.

INTRODUCTION

Targeted advertising and other forms of marketing
based on the collection, analysis, and use of personal data
of users has become constant practice and main source of
revenue for almost all internet services, including online
media outlets. At the forefront of implementing such
practices are online news sites [1] that are providing their
content (both free of charge and based on subscription) for
the end-users, but at the same time collecting and using
their personal data as a form of compensation for their
services.
Online news sites argue that collecting personal data
from users improves their services and content that they
provide, enabling them to create a more tailored experience
and help their future product development. Furthermore,
personal data is often used to help with editorial decisionmaking process. At the same time, they are providing
access to their platform and users personal data to third
parties, for marketing and other purposes. That access is
often realized through the use of cookies and other thirdparty elements that are included on news sites. Cookies and
other forms of third-party elements on news sites can be
used for different purposes, like marketing, audience
measurement, content hosting, content recommendation,
content optimization, and promotion of content using social
media. All of that can be done while monitoring and
analyzing habits of the users. Research shows that use of
third-part content on news sites in seven countries in
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Europe (Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain,
and the UK) is especially prevalent on news sites compared
to other 500 popular sites in the same country. News sites
expose users to many third-party domains concurrently,
ranging from an average of 24 third-party domains per
news sites in Italy to an average of 50 on UK news sites [2].

II.

RELEVANT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

In Croatia, there are several legislative acts that are
relevant for online news sites with regards to processing
users personal data using cookies and other third-party
content.
On the EU level, processing of personal data using
cookies is regulated by Directive 2002/58/EC on privacy
and electronic communications [5], Directive 2009/136/EC
on universal services and users’ rights relating to electronic
communications networks and services [6] and the GDPR.
In Croatian legal framework the Directives 2002/58/EC
and 2009/136/EC are transposed in the national legislation
through Electronic Communications Act (ECA) [7]. Article
100 p. 4 of ECA stipulates that the use of electronic
communications networks to store information or to gain
access to information stored in the terminal equipment of a
subscriber or user shall be allowed only on the condition
that the subscriber or user concerned is provided with clear
and comprehensive information in accordance with special
regulations on personal data protection, especially about
the purposes of the processing. This shall not prevent any
technical storage or access to data for the sole purpose of
carrying out or facilitating the transmission of a
communication over an electronic communications
network, or as strictly necessary in order to provide an
information society service explicitly requested by the
subscriber or user.
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As in all member states, the specific regulation on
personal data protection in Croatia is the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). In accordance with the
above-mentioned Art 100 p. 4 of ECA, the legal basis for
the processing of personal data via cookies that are stored
in the terminal equipment of a user is consent, except for
some specific cases [8]. For consent, with regards to
cookies, relevant provisions of GDPR are Art 4 p.1 (11),
Art 5, Art 6 p. 1(a) and Art 13 of GDPR. Consent has to be
freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous
indication of the data subject's wishes. In the context of
cookies, "freely given" consent implies a real and truthful
choice of the user. In case the consent of the user is tied to
other conditions and cannot be declined or retracted
without consequences it will not be valid. Furthermore,
consent must be "specific". When using cookies, given
consent must be granular and provided specifically for each
purpose of data processing. Also, for the consent to be valid
it also has to be based on an informed decision. In
accordance with Art 5 p.1(a) of the GDPR, transparency is
one of the main principles, together with lawfulness and
fairness. Provision of relevant information about the
processing of personal data via cookies, prior to acquiring
the consent, that also includes a clear understanding of what
is consent for, and the rights for its withdrawal is a
prerequisite for a valid decision to give consent. That is
why each controller must comply with a set of minimum
requirements with regards to the provision of information
prescribed by Art. 13 of GDPR and the judgment of The
Court of Justice of the European Union in the case C673/17 [9]. Those minimum requirements are: the identity
and the contact details of the controller; the purpose of each
specific processing for which the consent is needed; the
categories of personal data concerned; the existence of the
right to withdraw consent at any time which must be as easy
to withdraw as to give consent; the recipients or categories
of recipients of the personal data; the period for which the
personal data will be stored; the existence of automated
decision-making; possible risks with regards to transfers of
personal data on the basis of an adequacy decision.
With regards to exemptions for informed consent in the
context of cookies and related technology, Opinion
04/2012 on Cookie Consent Exemption of Article 29 Data
Protection Working Party and Guidelines 05/2020 on
consent under Regulation 2016/679 of European Data
Protection Board (EDPB) should also be taken into
account. According to the first document, Opinion 04/2012,
some types of cookies can be used without an informed
consent from the users, because they are used either for the
sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a
communication over an electronic communications
network (Criterion A), or strictly necessary in order for the
provider of an information society service explicitly
requested by the subscriber or user to provide the service
(Criterion B) [10]. Those types of cookies are: user-input
cookies - they fall under the Criterion B because they are
clearly needed to provide an information service explicitly
requested by the user and tied to a user’s action;
Authentication cookies - they fall under the Criterion B and
they are are used to identify the user once he has logged in;
User centric security cookies - they fall under the Criterion
B and they have a task of increasing the security of the
service that has been explicitly requested by the user;
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Multimedia player session cookies - they fall under the
Criterion B because they are used to store technical data
needed to play back video or audio content; Load balancing
session cookies - they fall under the Criterion A because
they are used for load balancing and are necessary to carry
out the communication over the network; UI customization
cookies - they fall under the Criterion B because they are
used to store a user’s preference regarding a service across
web pages and they are not linked to other persistent
identifiers such as a username; and finally Social plug-in
content sharing cookies - fall under Criterion B only if user
is "logged in" the service and the cookie is strictly
necessary for a functionality explicitly requested by the
user [11]. The second document, Guidelines 05/2020 of
EDPB is taking in to consideration freely given consent and
use of so-called cookie walls [12]. Cookie walls are scripts
that block visibility of web site content until the user
accepts use of some types of cookies. As EDPB states those
practices does not constitute a valid consent because users
are not presented with a genuine choice, so it cannot be
considered as freely given consent.
Beside above-mentioned relevant legislation for
electronic communications and data protection when using
cookies and processing users personal data, in Croatia,
online news sites are also regulated by Electronic Media
Act (EMA) [13]. Within EMA online news sites are defined
as electronic publications that are edited media content
which is produced or collected and distributed using
internet by electronic publications providers for the purpose
of informing the public, entertainment or education.
Although there are no specific provisions with regards to
cookies or protection of personal data in electronic
publications, Article 2 p. 4 of the EMA clearly states that
The European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms shall apply to the
relations governed by the EMA.
III.

TYPES OF COOKIES AND THIRD-PARTY CONTENT

For a better understanding of conducted analysis, here
we will make a short overview of technologies that are used
for gathering users’ personal data via cookies and other
third-party content. When a user accesses an online news
web page he is not accessing content from one source.
Online news content consists of different types of content
coming from different sources. Users are just accessing a
set of instructions through their internet browser which
reads those instructions and downloads and displays
content according to those instructions. That content can be
delivered to the users’ device from a first-party publisher/operator of online news themself, or from some
other third-party operators. It can be visible content, like
text, images, or video content, but it can also include some
other invisible content. In the process of accessing the
content of online news site, the user's device sends data
(like IP address, type of a device, information about
accessed content, and so on) to all of the sources that he is
trying to access the content from. Users can reasonably
expect that a first-party provider is gathering those data, but
very often they are not aware of the activities of third-party
providers of the content. Since users did not directly initiate
a transfer of the content from a third-party source, they are
usually not aware that those third parties are also gathering
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their data. This is done by using so-called identifiers like
cookies - small files that are uploaded to a user's device that
include a unique identifier and enable first and third-party
content providers to track the users on the web.[14]
If we take into consideration the persistence, different
origins, and functions of cookies and similar third-party
content that are used to gather users' data, we can categorize
them accordingly. Classified by persistence, cookies can be
categorized into two groups. The first group comprises
"session cookies" that are temporary and expire after the
users' browser is closed. The second group of cookies are
"persistent cookies" and encompasses all cookies that are
downloaded to the users' device and remain on the device,
depending on their expiration date [15] or automatic or
manual deletion by the user. Classified by their origins,
cookies and third-party content can be "first-party" cookies
and "third party" cookies. First-party cookies are placed on
users' devices by operators of the domain (website) that the
user intended to visit, usually used in e-commerce
applications, while "third-party" cookies and other content
are used and placed on users' devices by operators of the
domain other than the one that user visited (different than
what is shown in the browser’s address bar). Those thirdparty cookies are usually used by data brokers (e.g., Axiom,
Datalogix and Epsilon), online advertisers and tracking
applications [16]. Finally, cookies classified by their
functions are necessary cookies, functionality cookies,
performance cookies, marketing cookies and social media
cookies. Necessary cookies are essential for the proper
functioning of the website and its features. They are usually
generated by the first-party provider and are usually also
session cookies. There is no need for consent from the user
to use these cookies but users should be informed about
their functions. Functionality cookies are used to improve
users' experience. These cookies are generally used for
remembering users' preferences while visiting websites
(like language, region, currency, username, and so on).
Performance cookies collect information on how certain
website is used and how it performs. Their main purpose is
to improve the performance of the website. Generally, they
can be categorized as design and content optimization
cookies, analytics cookies, and content-hosting cookies.
These cookies are used both by first and third-party
operators. Marketing cookies are a category of cookies that
prevails on the web. They are used to track users' interests,
location, habits and anything else that can be of interest for
better advertising and marketing. They are always
persistent and generally used by third-party providers like
AdSense, LiveRamp, AppNexus and others. Since online
news sites' main source of income is an advertising and
other marketing activities from third-party providers, they
heavily rely on marketing cookies. Lastly, social media
cookies are always third-party cookies. They enable
website operators to embed social media functions into
their content and to enable users to share, like and comment
the content. Since web technology is in constant
development, besides this general categorization of cookies
and third-party content it is also worth noting that there are
also some other types of technologies used to track users on
the internet like web beacons, tracking pixels,
supercookies, tracking tags, favicons, cross-device tracking
cookies and so on [17].
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As already mentioned in the introduction, online news
sites are known for their practice of widespread use of
cookies. Since their essential source of revenue, besides
paywalls is advertising and marketing, it can be tolerated to
a degree, but only if those practices are compatible with
regulatory framework. In the next chapter we will analyze
Croatian online news sites practices and their accordance
with a law.
IV.

ANALYSIS OF CROATIAN ONLINE NEWS SITES
COOKIE PRACTICES

For the purpose of this paper, we selected 10 of the most
popular online news sites in Croatia, according to Reuters
Institute Digital News Report from 2021 [18], for analysis
of their cookie practices, Selected online news sites are
listed in Figure 1. that shows how many percentages of
people uses certain online news site at least once a week.
Index.hr
24sata.hr
Jutarnji.hr
Net.hr
Dnevnik.hr
Tportal.hr
Vecernji.hr
Telegram.hr
Vijesti.rtl.hr
Dnevno.hr

64
57
48
39
38
36
35
22
20
20
Weekly usage (%)

FIGURE 1. Weekly usage of 10 of the most popular online news
sites in Croatia accoroding to Reuters Institute Digital news Report
2021

It is worth noting that, according to the same report,
online news sites are main source of news in Croatia for
88% of people, while TV is at 75% and print media is at
29%. Nevertheless, only 7% of the users in Croatia pay for
online news [19].
All of the 10 analyzed Croatian news sites present the
banner for the consent for use of cookies when accessing
the site for the first time. All of them use the IAB
Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF), a solution
built for digital advertising. Its main purpose is to indicate
to the users which data is collected, the lawfulness of
processing according to GDPR, and how the website and
its partners use them. About lawfulness and compliance of
TCF solution with GDPR we are discussing later on in this
paper. On the majority of sites (8), a user is not allowed to
bypass the banner and access and view the content before
going over the options for consent. On the other 2 sites
(vecernji.hr and 24sata.hr) users can proceed to content by
clicking on the content itself, without selecting any of the
options in the consent banner, but then cookies are
automatically placed on a users' device.
The number of cookies used on the above-listed online
news sites in Croatia was analyzed in a two-month period
with Website Cookie Scanner by OneTrust for 50 web
pages of each site. Gathered results were then compared to
the gathered results of other free online tools Cookiebot by
Usercentrics and the open-source tool Website Evidence
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Collector published by the European Data Protection
Supervisor (EDPS) [20]. The results of the number of
cookies used per website gathered by OneTrust as shown
in Figure 2., were compared with the gathered average
results of other tools, and analysis showed that there is a
standard deviation of σ = 3.76 for first-party cookies and
σ= 7.23 for third-party cookies.
Jutarnji.hr
Vecernji.hr
Net.hr
Telegram.hr
24sata.hr
Dnevno.hr
Tportal.hr
Index.hr
Vijesti.rtl.hr
Dnevnik.hr

68

In the Figure 4. we analyse cookies classified by their
functions.

72

42

84

16
36
50
39

90
59
42
39

Net.hr
Jutarnji.hr
Vecernji.hr
Telegram.hr
24sata.hr
Tportal.hr
Index.hr
Dnevno.hr
Vijesti.rtl.hr
Dnevnik.hr

16
54
26
36
28
21
12 26
First-party

Third-Party

FIGURE 2. No. of cookies used per online news site by their origin

The first two online news sites with the largest number
of cookies used are websites of the oldest print newspapers
in Croatia and part of the two largest media groups in
Croatia [21]. They both produce the largest amount of
online news content in Croatia and have much more
financial, technical and human resources than other online
news sites in Croatia.
If we break down the number of cookies used by their
origin, there is a strong positive correlation of r = 0,86
between an increased number of total used cookies and an
increased number of third-party cookies used as shown in
Figure 3.
100

R² = 0,7318

50

0
0

50

Those persistent cookies variate by the duration of their
persistence on the user device. In order to simplify
comparison we calculated averages of different types of
permanent cookies on all sites. On average 32% of them are
permanently stored on users' devices, 10% of them are
stored for more than 1 year (ranging from 1 day to 10 years)
and 58% of them are stored for a year or less.

100

150

Necessary
Social media

Functionality
Other

Performance
Marketing

FIGURE 4. No. of cookies by their functions

Figure 4. shows that all of the sites have a similar
number of necessary, functionality, performance, social
media, and other cookies. The main difference is in
marketing cookies. Sites that use a large number of cookies
also use a larger number of marketing cookies. When
calculated, marketing cookies comprise on average 46% of
the total number of cookies on all online news sites in
Croatia. The correlation between the total number of
cookies and marketing cookies is positive and very strong
with a value of r =0,91.
With regards to the processing of personal data of their
users carried out by online news sites and their partners, one
of the most important metrics is the use of tracking
technologies. Processing of personal data by third parties is
usually done using cross-site tracking cookies and other
tracking technologies like tracking pixels, browser
fingerprinting, flash cookies and others [22]. Data about
tracking content and cross-site cookies is shown in Table 2.

FIGURE 3. No. of cookies used per online news site

Analyzing used cookies by their persistence as shown
in Table 1. shows us that an average of 30% of used cookies
are session cookies and the rest of them are some types of
persistent cookies.
TABLE I.

PERSISTENCE OF COOKIES
Session Persistent > 1 year
Dnevnik.hr
15
9
1
Vijest.rtl.hr
12
8
7
Dnevno.hr
26
9
7
Index.hr
23
15
2
Tportal.hr
23
7
3
24sata.hr
22
30
7
Telegram.hr
19
14
18
Net.hr
40
25
3
Vecernji.hr
39
29
8
Jutarnji.hr
39
51
9
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<= 1 year
13
22
36
22
37
33
44
38
50
41

TABLE II. USE OF TRACKING TECHNOLOGIES
Other
Cross-site
tracking content tracking cookies
Dnevnik.hr
16
9
Vijesti.rtl.hr
39
31
Dnevno.hr
34
35
Index.hr
37
23
Tportal.hr
48
38
24sata.hr
27
30
Telegram.hr
23
17
Net.hr
19
21
Vecernji.hr
51
31
Jutarnji.hr
42
25
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The first category in Table 2. - " other tracking content"
includes technologies that first-party websites may load
together with content like ad banners, videos, web beacons,
and other tracking code that enables online news site to
track the users’ behavior and process their personal data.
The second category in Table 2. - "cross-site tracking
cookies" includes all cookies that follow the user from site
to site gathering data about what the user does online.
Usually, they are uploaded by third parties such as
advertisers, social media companies and analytics
companies. As is shown in Table 2. online news sites in
Croatia extensively use tracking technologies to track users
and their online behavior and enable third-party companies
to do the same. The average number of cross-site cookies
used is 26 per site. Analyzed cross-site cookies mainly
include scripts from advertising companies like Double
Click and Adservice from Google or companies that
support advertisers like Adform, Criteo, Quantserve and
Rubiconproject. For audience measurement all of the 10
sites use services from Gemius. For this analysis, five main
categories of cross-site tracking cookies were examined
and averages of all 10 sites were calculated. Figure 5. shows
the average percentage of a certain category of cross-site
tracking cookies used on all 10 online news sites in Croatia.

Advertising
Social media
Audience measurment
Content recommendation
Content optimisation

48
7
9
14
22

FIGURE 5. Cross-site tracking cookie used on online news sites

The most prominent categories are advertising and
content optimization which clearly indicates that all of the
sites are heavily dependent on third-party tracking of the
users for advertising and marketing.
When using cookies all websites must be transparent
about their practices because in most cases it implies the
processing of personal data. Since it is clearly shown that
Croatian online news sites are using cookies extensively, it
is required to determine their level of transparency
according to GDPR about their practice. For this paper, we
have gathered data from the "privacy policies" of each
online news site and categorized them according to the
level of transparency and information provided to the users.
For categorization, we compared published privacy
policies (cookie policies) on each site with the requirements
of Articles 5, 12,13 and 14 of GDPR. During the analysis,
we considered: availability of information, ease of access,
language used, provided information about controller and
processor, information about the recipient of personal data,
purposes of data processing, legal basis processing,
information about legitimate interest, retention period,
international transfers of data, information about the
withdrawal of consent and information provided about
automated-decision making. Each online news site was
then classified into one of the 4 main groups. The first
group encompasses sites that do not readily provide any
information about the processing of personal data while
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using cookies, the second group includes sites that provide
only basic information about cookies used, the third group
includes sites that provide a general set of information to
the user but still lacking to be fully transparent, and finally,
the fourth group encompasses sites that are transparent and
include exhaustive information about the processing of
personal data when using cookies.
TABLE III. EVALUATION OF TRANSPARENCY
No
Basic
General
Exhaustive
information information information information
✓
Dnevnik.hr
✓
Rtl.hr
✓
Dnevno.hr
✓
Index.hr
✓
Tportal.hr
✓
24sata.hr
✓
Telegram.hr
✓
Net.hr
✓
Vecernji.hr
✓
Jutarnji.hr

Data in Table 3. shows that all online news sites in
Croatia provide some form of information on their cookie
practices. Three sites provide only basic information,
lacking almost all of the main elements required by Article
13 of GDPR. Those three sites just provide basic
information about cookies used, without going into details,
where one of them (Telegram.hr) is even claiming that
there is no processing of personal data or possibility to ID
the users while using cookies, although at the same time
they are using a large amount of tracking cookies. Four
online news sites provide general information about their
cookie practices. All of them provide information about the
types of cookies used, recipients of information, and the
purpose of collecting personal data through cookies, but
usually, there is no explanation about the use of legitimate
interest as a legal basis or automated processing of personal
data. Furthermore, information about the possible
withdrawal of consent is very vague and usually directed to
some third parties. Also, there is no information about the
retention period or international transfers. Lastly, three sites
in total are providing exhaustive information about their
cookie practices. They list all of the cookies used, and
explain their function, retention period and possibilities for
withdrawal of consent. Although there is lot of information
provided with regards to their cookie practices, those sites
are still lacking in transparency, they do not provide
adequate information about recipients of personal data,
international transfers or automated-decision making.
Since all 10 online news sites rely on the Transparency and
Consent management Framework (TCF) from the
Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe’s (IAB), their
compliance with GDPR is questionable. Recently, Belgian
Data Protection Authority (BDPA) fined IAB Europe for
various infringements in relation to the IAB Transparency
and Consent Framework [23]. BDPA has found that IAB
was acting as a data controller in regards to registering user
consent signals, choices and preferences via signal strings,
as they could be linked to an identifiable user. Accordingly,
it found that IAB is responsible for various infringements
of GDPR, including lack of establishment of the legal basis
for processing, the inadequacy of legal basis offered, too
generic and vague language, lack of implementation of
adequate organizational and technical measures, and failing
to conduct data protection impact assessment. In response
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to the said fine, IAB is rejecting the finding in their appeal
before Brussels Court of Appeal that they are a data
controller in the context of the TCF and at the same time
directing the users of TCF to implement steps for
compliance if they are using TCF. Those steps are to
require consent for all vendors and purposes, limit the
number of vendors that are collecting data, present the
categories of data collected, include purposes of processing
in with categories of data and make consent withdrawal
easy and accessible. If their appeal is upheld, this would
mean that with regards to personal data processed with
TCF, publishers of online news sites would be data
controllers for personal data collected using cookies, and
most of the shortcomings of TCF, especially lack of
establishment and inadequacy of legal basis would be their
responsibility.
V.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

When analyzing cookie practices of online news sites
various factors have to be taken into account. Results
gathered are dependent on the number and content of
webpages reviewed, technology, methodology, time span,
browser and devices used. Conducted analysis of the 10
most popular Croatian news sites tells us that all of the
publishers heavily rely on cookies for marketing, audience
measurement and content recommendation. Compared to
other EU countries, Croatian news sites, with a total
average of 85 cookies used per site, do not fall behind news
sites in the other EU countries (Spain 103, France 95,
Poland 81 [24]). This is not surprising, especially if we take
into account that only 7% of the users pay for the online
content. There is also a strong correlation between the total
number of cookies used per site with the number of cookies
used for tracking and cross-site tracking. This is a clear
indicator that lots of personal data of users are shared with
third parties. Although that has become a common practice
among all online websites, and especially news sites, a
regulatory framework for personal data protection imposes
certain obligations for data controllers and processors. If we
consider the role of Croatian news sites publishers in the
context of data processing and usage of cookies, in most
cases they have the role of the data controller. Accordingly,
they have an obligation to be transparent about their
practices. It is worth noting here that Croatian Law on
Implementation of GDPR [25] does not provide for any
exemptions for media or electronic publications (online
news sites according to EML) when processing personal
data. Analysis has also shown that current practices with
regards to the provision of information and usage of
transparency and consent framework of most of the
assessed Croatian online news sites are largely not
compliant with established data protection principles.
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Abstract - Children by the Convention on the Rights of the
Child have the right to express their opinion on all aspects
of their life. The participation of children in research is in
the focus of experts and policy makers. It implies the
involvement of children in all phases of the research, from
planning and preparation to the implementation, and
finally interpretation and dissemination of the results.
Children from Croatia (N = 12) and Serbia (N = 12)
participated in the planning and preparation of the research
as part of the deSHAME (international comparative
research on sexual harassment and children online risks).
The individual and group interviews with high school
children (14-18 Years) were conducted with the main goal
of improving the research instrument. Specific objectives
were (1) supplementing the questionnaire (2) language
check and comprehension (3) defining the time frame for
questionnaire completion. This paper will present child
contribution that resulted with final version of
questionnaire used in a nationally representative,
internationally comparative survey. Participation of
children in early phases of research is important, especially
in topics regarding modern technologies and it’s extensive
use, allowing more appropriate measurement of these
phenomena.
Key words - child participation; research preparation;
technology use; qualitative methodology; international
comparative research.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Children as research participants are in the focus of
researchers since few decades. What has changed is the
degree of children's involvement and the importance of
their role in the research. According to Powell and Smith
(2009) this is largely related to the change in society's
perception of the concept of childhood that led to greater
respect for children's opinion and understanding of their
experiences. In order to be able to dwell in more detail on
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the above-mentioned topic, it is first necessary to answer
the question of who is considered to be a child [1].
The term child, although often used in everyday speech,
has a multidimensional meaning. For example, from a
biological standpoint, the term child defines a human being
from birth to adolescence. In family relations it means
someone's son or daughter, regardless of their age.
Regardless of the definition we adhere to, it is certain that
children represent people whose rights and interests should
be protected and promoted by society until they reach a
satisfactory degree of maturity and independence. Usually
this is determined by the legal age of majority, which in
most countries implies 18 years of age [2]. EU points that
the term minor should be used when referring to an
individual in a more legal context [3].
In this paper the authors apply the definition of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, the umbrella
document governing the fundamental rights and freedoms
of children, ratified by the Republic of Croatia in 1991. By
the Convention a child is determined as a person under the
age of 18, unless by the application of another law he/she
reaches the age of majority sooner [4]. Children are active
holders of their rights and they should have the opportunity
to verbalize their opinion and to participate in various
activities, including research on topics that concern them.
On the other hand adults have an obligation to enable them
to participate. This includes the willingness of the adultresearcher to share power and transfer the role of the
children in the research from “children seen as consultants
to a stage where they obtain a position of power” [5].
The participation of children in research is in the focus of
experts and policy makers. Where children have been
centrally involved in a research they can be more
effectively involved in different kind of decision-making
[23] [24]. EU additionally emphasizes that different states
have different rules, regulations and guidelines regarding
children's participation in research. However, this is
sometimes reduced to the right of informed consent and
consent of parents and other ethical issues [6].
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This primarily refers to the process of recruiting children
largely controlled by their parents, who even in situations
where children give their consent to participate have a
great influence on their decision. In other words, children's
participation in research is limited to informed consent and
consent of their parents. Child consent as well as informing
the parents or their permission (depending on the age of a
child and national legislation) are extremely important
prerequisite for child's participation in research. But child
consent is not burdened with the same informational and
process requirements as information intended for parents
preceding the permission. Adequate explanation
depending their development stage is crucial for child's
understanding of the research itself and their participation
[7] [8] [23].
Accordingly, there are various institutions and
organizations such as Ethics Committees, Ministries,
schools, etc., responsible for child safety and assessing the
appropriateness of conducting a particular research and its
supplementing materials. Furthermore, various research
topics are addressed by the mentioned institutions
enhancing "sensitivity, represent a barrier when involving
children in the research process”. Another aggravating
circumstance is the incapability to recognize the
importance of the role of children as active participants.
Namely, it was often the case that children's understanding
of a particular phenomenon and their feedback on it was
underestimated. Primarily this was due to the majority use
of questionnaires that were too complex and
incomprehensible for children. Therefore only the use of
less structured instruments can achieve a better level of
recognition of the importance of children in terms of
"young experts" as quality sources of data about their own
habits and behaviour [9]. In recent times, excluding the
user perspective from research has become inconceivable,
even when it comes to children and young people [10].
Namely, over time, there was a change in the paradigms,
from those that viewed children as objects of the research
to those that began to perceive them as active participants.
When talking about the degree of children's participation
in research children can participate in research in two ways
[11]:
1. As “a source of knowledge” - as a subject/ participant
in the study where the power is exclusively on the adult
researcher
2. As “a producer of knowledge” – children is in the role
of “co-researcher”,where the power is shared between
adult and children. Larsson et al (2018) identifies 2
types of children producers of knowledge:
- children as “central collaborators” or “codesigners”- the child shares power with the adult
researcher in various decisions (research design,
instrument, methodology)
- children as researchers - when children initiate the
research or the research project started by adult, it
involves children to an extent that can be
characterized by equally sharing power and
responsibility in all stages of the research [12]
Also, new topics that research has begun to address have
given a significant impact on children's participation in
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research. In Croatia there are only few publications
directed to the child participation in general and even less
when it comes to children's participation in the research.
The Office of croatian ombudsman for children conducted
a research on the participation of children in educational
institutions. Children state that they are rarely involved in
discussing relevant topics because adults often perceive
them as less competent. According to children’s responses,
participation in schools could be increased by creating an
atmosphere of acceptance and freedom of expression in all
aspects of life [13]. The European Cohort Development
Project (ECDP) states that "involving children in the
design and implementation of future research through
direct consultation with children contributes to the
respecting of the rights of children and ensures a certain
level of cooperation of professionals and children in study
[14].
Qualitative research is a complex task for researcher
without clear methodological guidance that works in all
the specific cases. Researcher is the one who must choose
the approach and methods that best suit his research goals
and data [15]. This is especially important in qualitative
research with children. Involving children in research
planning requires extra effort as well as extra
responsibility for the researcher to protect the children
involved. Especially important are the research in the field
related to the use of modern technologies, given that
children and young people are part of the population that
is at the forefront of their use. The authors point out that
children's participation in phases such as planning and
preparing of the research that implies designing the initial
research idea, helping to create survey questionnaires,
defining appropriate research language, etc., can improve
their skills and contribute to the creation of high-quality
programs for the protection of children and youth [1].
However, it should be emphasized that the more active
participation of children is largely based on the legal basis
that ensured the realization of their rights within the
research process [16]. For example, the already mentioned
Convention on the Rights of the Child in Article 12
promotes the expression of children's own opinions and
views, as well as their active participation in all activities
related to them, and thus the research in which they
participate [3]. In the accordance with the above, the
comments and proposals of the Council of Europe further
advocatesand contributes to equalization of children's
rights to protection, with freedom of expression and
information as well as the right to participate. It is
emphasized that children should be given a greater role in
creating policies and programs concerning their rights in
cyberspace. Attention is also focused on states obligation
to allow children to freely express their views and opinions
through various communication channels, which also
includes their participation in scientific research [17].
Koller Trbović and Širanović (2017) state that children
accept their own role in research and consider it significant
so conclusion is that participation in research in all phases
has a positive and empowering effect on children. The
same authors state that children can, want and know how
to participate in research and that it is necessary to portray
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such participation and achieve far greater partnership
between researchers and children from the very beginning
in creating research design, which has so far been very
poorly implemented in Croatia [18].
An extremely important aspect to look at when it comes to
research is research ethics. The first edition of the Code of
Ethics for children was launched in 2003 by Children
Council of the Croatian government as the first complete
document regulating the ethical aspects of research with
children [19]. The revised edition of the Code of Ethics for
Research on Children 2020, clearly sets out the basic
principles and general and specific standards that
researchers should follow when conducting research
involving children. Primarily, the code is based on the fact
that in research involving children there is always an
asymmetry of power between researchers and respondents
(children), in a way that the researcher is in a more
dominant position. Accordingly, researcher should know
how to adequately approach children so they could better
understand the research context. Also, the importance of
the child's parents/ guardians as relevant stakeholders in
research is emphasized, as they are the ones responsible
for protecting and promoting the well-beingand the rights
of their children. Given that this Code also refers to the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and equally defines
the concept of the child as a person under the 18 years of
age, it emphasizes the role of researchers to protect the
child and ensure ethics at all stages of the research process.
For example, research in which the respondent child is
deprived of important information or is knowingly
incompletely informed about its procedures and
objectives, should not be conducted, except in
exceptionally justified cases. Furthermore, it is very
important that research design has to be approved by the
Ethics Committee and other competent bodies, and that the
researcher needs to receive informed consent from a child
or his parents, bearing in mind that a child over 14 years of
age can independently consent to participate in the
research, but that parents should nevertheless be informed
about the research conduction. On the other hand, when it
comes to research that examines a particularly sensitive
topic for a child, parental consent takes precedence over
the child’s consent regardless of his or her age.
If children experience unpleasant feelings during the
research, such as fear or anxiety, or the topic of the
research causes stress and discomfort, the Code of Ethics
prescribes mandatory psychosocial support and providing
information about places and ways of getting professional
help. Finally, it is important to note that children who
consent to participate can at any time withdraw from the
research and also withdraw the information he or she has
previously provided, thus retaining their right to freedom
of choice and protection of their integrity. Also researcher
should immediately stop the research if the immediate
interventions for reducing the negative effects of research
do not give results [20].
Participatory approach respects the children's perspective
and points out that children can contribute at different
levels. Children's participation in research should include
the involvement in all phases of research. This
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encompasses all phases from the planning and preparation
of research to the implementation of research and finally
in the interpretation and dissemination of results. If
children participate in the planning and preparation phase
this may include providing the initial research idea, finding
the right questions, but also actively participating in
choosing and developing methods and procedures for
collecting and analysing the measured phenomena and
defining the language of the research.
The main goal testing of the final version of the
questionnaire was to improve the research instrument by
children's comments. Three specific objectives in the form
of the research questions were:
(1) How can we improve and adapt the questionnaire?
(2) Is the questionnaire understandable?
(3) How long does it take to complete the
questionnaire?
I.
METHODOLOGY
The preparation of the questionnaire for wider
application was from June to August 2021. Following the
written consent of Childnet International, organization
from UK (https://www.childnet.com/our-projects/projectdeshame) for the application of the questionnaire, a double
blind translation was conducted. The research team
reviewed the translated questionnaire in detail and agreed
on the final version.
A. Participants
As the questionnaire is intended for high school
students, In Croatia 12 children (1 male) aged 15-18
(average 16.5) participated in testing the questionnaire. In
the Republic of Serbia, 12 children (4 males and 8 females)
aged 15 to 18 (average 16) participated in the pilot study.
The sample was critically intended. In both countries
children from the general population and children at risk
were included, which enabled holistic coverage in order to
obtain as reliable information as possible. Furthermore,
children from different backgrounds were included: from
cities, from smaller surrounding places and from islands.
Such a criterion approach was intended to include as many
different children as possible, in order to obtain as much
information as possible.
The Ethics Code for Research with Children (2020) was
applied for the Croatian research, which included preinformed parents and a signed statement of consent for the
child. In Serbia research was conducted in the cooperation
with high schools, parents were contacted first and they
signed a statement of consent for their child to participate
in the pilot study. Children in both countries were informed
about the aim and purpose of data collection, it was
emphasized that their participation is voluntary, that their
comments are strictly confidential and that only the
researcher has access to them. Also, in order to determine
how long it takes to complete the questionnaire but also the
comprehensibility of the questionnaire, it was important
that children carefully read all the questions and answers
and give an answer, but it was emphasized that their
answers in the questionnaire were not the subject of this
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qualitative research and how their responses would not be
included in the responses of later quantitative research.
B. Procedure and data analysys
In Croatia two focus groups and five interviews were
held with the challenges of organizing research according
to the then current epidemiological measures. On the
territory of the Republic of Serbia, all questionnaires were
done as individual interviews.
The template for testing the questionnaire was the final
version of the questionnaire (Croatian or Serbian). In order
to answer the research questions, the child had the task to
solve the questionnaire on his own and mark everything
that was not understandable, everything where the
questionnaire could be improved, but also all other remarks
that could help the researchers.
The researcher measured the time it took to complete
the questionnaire. After completing the questionnaire, the
child and the researcher went through all the marked
questions together, where the children were encouraged to
give their suggestions for improvement. The focus groups
and interviews were not recorded, but the questionnaire
served as a transcript on which children and researchers
wrote comments related to the questions.
All collected transcripts were processed by the simple
content analysis method.
The method of content analysis enabled the systematic
overview of textual information by its frequencies in
specific category. The results are expressed in the number
of occurrences. A particular feature could have been
classified into several classification categories within the
criteria at the same time. Therefore, the categories do not
have the total sum corresponding to the number of
participants. Insight into the collected transcripts shows
that the children had remarks at the level of words,
questions and answers.
II.

LEVEL OF
ANALYSIS

CODE

N
CRO

formulate differently

4

N
SRB
2

grammatical error

2

0

WORD
additional question/ new
variable
Adaptation of question
(remove something or add
something)

RESULTS

A. Improvement and adaptation of the questionnaire
In this research children provided useful feedback how the
questionnaire can be improved and adapted for further
implementation. The children which participated in cocreation of the questionnaire also being important
cooperates in preparing and planning the wide national
representative research were of high school age (14-18
years of age) and met the criterion of heterogeneity as they
represented general population as well as risk groups (halfday stay, residential accommodation, users of counselling
services). Also geographical criterion was used and
children from urban and rural areas (cities, villages,
islands) which attend various school programs (three-year
and four-year) participated in these phase of the research.
Analysis of possible improvements was conducted at 3
levels: at the level of individual words, questions and
answers (Table 1).
At the word level, students noticed grammatical errors (eg:
ST1 - the word messenger is misspelled) but also suggested
some better solutions (ST2 - maybe it's better to put "live"
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instead of "real life"; ST12- Instead of too hard I would
use the word stressful). Questionnaire-level improvements
were proposed 48 times through seven different codes.
Based on their own online experience, students suggested
expanding existing claims or adding new ones (ST12: "It
would be good to ask if you have ever written or read a
story or text that has a detailed account of sexual
intercourse and content.."; : "I would add more reasons:
out of a need to feel superior; to get attention from the
person they are harassing; to get attention from people in
general"; to other people and would retaliate in the same
way "; ST11:" I would add a statement: I would worry that
he would think I was dramatizing and that it was nothing
serious "; ST12:" I should add: I think that would upset me
even more " )
Also, students had comments on questions in the direction
of minor modifications to clarify the question (ST11:" I
would add: I shared something on the Internet that I later
regretted because it was inappropriate. I would add…
because it was inappropriate because a person can share
some other things and later regret them, without
necessarily being inappropriate "; ST12:" it might be
better to specify: content that is directly intended for you,
because for example in the application Omegle is
circulating livestream as someone stands naked and this
content can be viewed by anyone, it is not intended or sent
exclusively to the person who is watching, but it is shown
to him in a number of other live streams ”).
TABLE 1. IMPROVEMENT AND ADAPTATION OF
THE QUESTIONNAIRE

split into two questions
QUESTION

ANSWERS

improve the meaning of the
question
replace the order of the
questions
Repetitive content in the
questions
additional answer/ new
variable
Adaptation of answers
(remove something and add
something)
Adjust scale of offered
answers

5

4
3

6
2
1
1
2
6
3
1

1
7
0
2
2

1
2

Significant comments of the students were promoting
gender equality emphasizing that boys can be victims of
online sexual harassment as well as girls (ST11- "should be
listed and adjusted for boys, not just girls because boys are
exposed to more and more different comments regarding
the look on social media by girls and that some comments
certainly hurt them. There is a profile on social media
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where the trend is for girls to comment on guys who are
recorded with music - first with a T-shirt then without (TIKTOK video) and how girls leave different comments below
the video "; ST11:" Sexual expressions can also be
addressed to boys ") or Other improvements can be
described as splitting the existing issue into two (ST1:
“maybe this would be a good idea to split this into two,
because I don’t know which part of the question to focus
on, sharing photos or positive comments”), improving the
meaning of the question (ST1: "I don't share my photos and
I don't know what to answer here. If I answer" Never "it can
mean that students share photos but don't get positive
comments but also don't share their photos"), replace the
order of the questions (ST1: perhaps it would be better to
reverse the order of these two questions Have you ever been
in a romantic relationship with someone? Are you currently
in a romantic relationship with someone? ") And Repetitive
content in the questions (ST5:" questions are ok, I just think
that they should be repeated, that they have the same
meaning ”; ST7:“ there is a lot of this and everything is the
same for me ”ST3S: The questionnaire is too long and has
a lot of repetition, it's a bit confusing).
Improvements in the level of answers are most often in
the sense of adding answers that are not offered (ST1: "It
would be good to add an answer I do not want to answer
because there are probably children who will not like this
question; ST12:" I would add Pinterest and Patreon "; It
would be good to include an answer that includes a simple
pre-meeting call, not just a video "; that it is safe and close,
for example, to people who can call or where they know me
"; ST11:" I would add an answer, I stopped leaving the
house "; such things do not happen ”). Students suggested
better solutions to the answer by adding or removing one
part of the answer (ST4: "Maybe it would be better to put"
Something else "instead of" bisexual "; ST1 & ST2:"
Musical.ly "does not exist" "This is a network that was
before Tik-Tok… as it is now called TikTok ") or in the
direction of adjusting the answer scale, to better suit the
question asked (ST1:" I would adjust this a bit (op.a. think
of the scale of answers offered). “it would be better to“ At
least once a month ”and instead of“ every week ”I would
put“ At least once a week ” ST1S there are options once a
day, and the next one is every hour, it would be better to
say, for example, several times a day).

At the question level, it was noted that students were
unsure of what the question was about and that they were
not sure what to answer (ST2: "I don't understand. ST2: "I
don't understand what this is about. What am I worried
about? Are you asking me here if I'm unsure?; ST1:" I
don't understand what this is about? How can I secretly
take other people's sexual photos? other people's sexual
activities… or? "; ST3:" Does this mean in general
photographs or inappropriate content? "; ST1: “This
question is totally unclear to me. I get lost reading it.
Maybe it would be better to put: If you experienced sexual
harassment on social networks, what would be the reasons
for not reporting it to the social network on which the
harassment took place? ; ST2S it is not clear to me
whether the claim no. 1 relates to abuse or not.").

B. Understanding the questionnaire
While reading the questionnaire, the students noticed
words, terms or compounds that were not completely clear
and understandable to them. It is interesting to note that the
word "flirt" is the word that most participants (4 of them
in Croatia) marked as unknown, which was not noticed in
any other level of analysis or code level (ST1: "I do not
know what this means "; ST2: " I don't understand "; ST4:"
What does this mean "; ST12:" I would replace flirting
because I don't know anyone who uses that word, and I
only know it from the novel). Other misunderstandings at
the word level mainly relate to the research topic itself
(ST1: “what are sexual comments? (After being
explained) Maybe bracket as an explanation; ST1:“I don’t
know what homophobic and transphobic language is;
”ST1 : "What does sexual orientation mean?").

C. Additional comments
Students had comments on the topic of the research itself
presented as additional codes in Table 3.
The research topic encouraged students to share their own
or someone else's experience of sexual harassment (ST3:
"a photo of a girl I know was shared"; ST6: "I received
sexual messages and requests, but these people did not
have any of my sexual blackmail materials, so I did not
know what to answer the questions whether she would
consider these people guilty, whether they should delete it,
it makes no sense to report it because it has already been
seen and published ”).
One of the students stated children distrusted in adults as
those to whom they that most of the questions were
realistic but stressed the children distrust for help if they
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TABLE 2. UNDERSTANDING THE
QUESTIONNAIRE
LEVEL OF
ANALYSIS
WORD

QUESTION

ANSWERS

CODE

N
CRO

The term is unknown

8

the meaning of the question is
unclear
Consider sociodemographic
variables irrelevant for the
research
additional clarification needed

6

N
SRB
2
2
0

15
2

1

These comments are important because a clearly asked
question increases the credibility of the answer and thus a
better analysis of the results.
Students were asked questions that we can combine as
socio-economic, assessed as not relevant to the research
question (ST6: "Who do you live with?"; ST6 and ST 7:
"How do you assess the financial capabilities of your
family in relation to the families of your peers"; ST6:
"Which the type of high school you attend ”; ST7:“ What
grade point average did you finish last school year ”; ST5,
ST6 and ST7:“ Educational status of mother and father ”;
ST5, ST7:“ Do you have any physical or mental health
problems that last longer? time ST5, ST7: “Are you a
person with a disability”) but this suggestion were not
implemented and was discussed with children why this
level of data is important for the research.
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experience any of the behaviors (but I would like to single
out the questions that are unnecessary about me, and those
are questions about teachers, because I think that few of
us will ask for help from teachers for sexual abuse. Rather,
we will seek advice or help from a best friend, sister, or
someone in the family”.Also, they pointed out that teachers
rarely initiate conversations about this topics (ST3- Such
topics are opened in the classroom with some professors
who look at their work from the pedagogical side, and such
are rare. These topics are more often raised by students.).
Students commented on the content of the constructs and
their operationalization from their perspective ( ST6:“ I
think there are too many questions to whom I would like to
address and whom I would not ”; and how children feel
and take them seriously ”)
TABLE 3. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
CODE

N
CRO

N
SRB

experiences with online sexual
2
harassment
0
highlighted the problem of
reporting and communicating with
0
6
adults on the topic of online sexual
harassment
Online sexual harassment as a
1
consequences of a different sexual
0
orientation
Students enhance importance of continuous work of adults
with children on topics that are still taboo in society today,
as online sexual harassment from child's early age. (ST12:
"adults should work more on their taboos and provide
children with help and information already in primary
school and pay more attention to their mental health and
how children feel and take them seriously").
Some of them strongly support the conduction of the
research (ST11: “I am glad that this kind of research will
be conducted because there is too little discussion with
children and young people about these topics, ST4SThe
questionnaire is very useful and very detailed."). Such
comments on the research topic indicate that the
implementation of the research itself can be a way of
raising awareness and sensitizing to risky behaviors in
children and young people. Therefore, it is important that
the questions are professionally designed, that the
respondents have additional professional psychological
help or instructions that they can turn to if after the
research if they need to talk to someone about their
experience of witnessing or participating in online risky
behaviour.
D. Duration of questionnaire completion
In response to the third research question, In Croatia it took
students up to 46 minutes to determine if the questionnaire
was suitable for completion in one class period. The
average time to complete the questionnaire was 29.1
minutes. In Serbia students were filling the questionnaire
up to 51 minutes, while the average time was 34.4 minutes.
It is necessary to keep in mind the fact that the
researcher was on site with them one-on-one or in small
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group, and with an individualized approach and support,
better results can be achieved, which should be taken into
account when conducting research in the classroom. In
research preparation phase we informed teachers that the
pilot study with children indicated the different time
required to complete the questionnaire. Given this result, it
is proposed to inform about the research separately from
the research itself, so that students who needed it have a full
school hour to fill out the questionnaire. Introductory
information is detailed and time consuming so in the
preparation of the research it was required that the activities
of informing the children precede the research itself, and
that enough time be devoted to it so that the children would
be able to make an informed decision on consent.
III.

DISCUSSION

Children from Croatia (N = 12) and Serbia (N = 12)
participated in the planning and preparation of the research
as part of the DeSHAME research (second research wave
of the international comparative research on sexual
harassment and risky activities of children online).
Participation of children in all steps of the research was an
extremely important and this paper presents their active
participation in the phase of designing the questionnaire in
the second research wave. As Koller Trbović and
Širanović (2017) identifies a lack of published paper and
studies in our area focused on children's participation in
research [18]. In both countries where deSHAME research
was conducted, we wanted to enable children to participate
in research from the planning and preparation phase, and
it should be emphasized that these countries differ in their
cultural and historical heritage and national approach to
the phenomenon. The contribution of this paper is reflected
in the detail presentation of the involvement of children in
designing the questionnaire, taking into account local
specifics. Namely, the first version of the questionnaire
was developed in the first wave of research for 3 countries
(UK, Denmark and Hungary) which conducted national
research with child participation from the phase of
research preparation, developing research methodology
and preparing research materials [21]. The questionnaire
was then revised in 2021 for the second research wave in
Croatia and Serbia, and children and young people who
participated in individual and group online consultations
in this pilot study where our collaborators with important
goal to finalize the questionnaire which preceded the
quantitative, national a representative study on child
sexual harassment online.
Children gave important insights in terminology,
generational differences, gender equality and sexually
minorities (particularly important for the research topic of
online sexual harassment) and they highlighted the
problem of reporting and communicating with adults on
the topic of online sexual harassment to which, according
to this note, the whole chapter in the questionnaire
finalized for application in quantitative research will be
focused on. In the pilot study, the children encouraged us
to consider alternative adequate way to deliver
comprehensive introduction at the beginning of the
research, which we consider extremely important since
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this is high school student population and they have the
right to be informed in detail because they can understand
it. Munro (2001) states that if information is not explained
to children in an appropriate way it can have the opposite
effect and make children feel as if they are unable to
contribute [22]. On the other hand, the instruction given at
the beginning of the research has a clear senzibilisation
purpose and empowers young people to contact adults if
they feel the need to.
Given that this is a sensitive topic and possible secondary
traumatization for the research participants, these ethical
aspects were treated with special attention by asking for
parental consent for all children who participated in the
pilot to the fact that someone stayed with children after the
official act research and were informed about the
possibilities of applying for and getting help if they want
to talk to someone about this topic, especially in 2 cases
when children shared personal experiences of witnessing
such behavior. Powell and Smith (2009) state that
“children's participation rights are particularly
compromised when the potential child participants are
considered vulnerable and the topic of the research is
regarded as sensitive”[1]. This means more responsibility
for the researcher, which includes responsibility for
children's participation in all phases of the research, and
even an active participatory approach must include all
elements of risk minimization for those children who
participate in research activities. This indicates that the
power and responsibility shared by adult researchers and
children mentioned by Larsson et al. (2018) does not
include the exclusive responsibility of adult researchers to
protect children from the possible negative consequences
of participating in research with particularly sensitive
topics. On the other hand, the impression is that this
inclusion of children in the phase of preparation and
planning of research had an empowering effect on the
children who participated in it, which confirms the
findings of Koller Trbović and Širanović (2017). In
conclusion, it is important to share research experiences in
the field of children's participation in research and to
transparently present the steps of children's participation in
certain research activities.
IV.

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper brings several important innovations in the
presentation of children's participation in the preparation
of a national representative survey in Croatia and Serbia
1. Provides a detailed overview of all steps of children's
involvement and the results of group and individual
consultations with children and youth
2. Children and young people had the opportunity to codesign the questionnaire, and their inclusion contributed to
a better understanding of the questionnaire for children for
whom the questionnaire is intended, improving the
questionnaire through additional questions, answers or
additional explanations, and measured the time required
quality preparation for conducting research.3. Children
and young people have identified important topics of
gender equality, sexual minorities and the possibility of
reporting perpetrators of online sexual harassment, which
further confirms that research in this area is relevant.
4.Children and young people in this research had role of
significant
contributions
providing
the
better
understanding as prerequisite for the researches on online
sexual risky behaviors as well the online sexual
harassment
5. Children and young people participated in the
preparation of a national representative survey that will
provide significant results in the field of online sexual
harassment of children on the Internet and practical
implications based on new findings aimed at increasing
digital well-being and safety of children on the Internet.
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STUDY LIMITATION

In the second deSHAME research wave, the questionnaire
was adapted for conducting research in Croatia and Serbia.
Since the questionnaire was taken from the deSHAME
international project, most of the questions and scales were
pre-defined. Children had the opportunity to add topics and
questions, but it is possible that a detailed exploration of
the questionnaire suggested the type of questions and
topics included in the research. It would certainly be
useful, in future researches, to examine how children
define online sexual harassment and its manifestations
without being familiar with the definition and variables as
was the case here.
The limitation of the research is also reflected in specific
research approaches in two countries where different
qualitative methods of data collection (interviews and
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focus groups) were used, which led to unequal
informativeness of the obtained data and thus prevented a
more detailed comparison of the obtained results.
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Abstract – Web3 brings an enabling set of technologies
that has the potential to completely reshape many different
fields, including research and education. Today we are faced
with challenges around regulation, data safety and privacy,
as well as governance and bureaucracy - to name just a few.
As Web3 gains more traction globally it activates new
paradigms to engage, govern, create, iterate, and implement
around research results in ways that were previously
complex and arduous. The Decentralised Autonomous
Organisation (DAO) is one such empowering Web3 utility,
and within this framework researchers and experts have the
opportunity to implement and test their research results
promptly on a small or large scale as required. In this
paper, we provide an overview of Web3 technologies and
their implications for education and research. Our aim is to
introduce researchers, educators, and decision-makers to
the potential of using Web3
Keywords – Web3; DAO; research; education

I. INTRODUCTION
We are at the beginning of a new online era - the
Web3 era. With its foundational technology, the
Blockchain, Web3 has the power to change people's lives
the way the Internet has over the last twenty years [1].
Blockchain is a disruptive technology that provides a
decentralized solution for communication and transactions
[2]. The decentralized nature of blockchain technology
provides a foundation for profound systemic changes in
society. In general, a centralized platform relies on a
controlled database as a foundation to provide value to its
users, which requires the trustworthiness of a third-party
service provider. Many of the Internet applications (e.g.,
email and the Domain Name System) remain largely
centralized in terms of their management and core
development. This centralization brings with it issues with
transparency, data integrity, data privacy and security,
with clear correlations with the current multi-faceted
embedded centrality of internet from client-server
communication structure to the Public Clouds and Cloud
based systems [2]. Similarly, the issue of trust in cloudhosted data storage is another challenge of the centralized
nature of the Internet, in the need for verifying that the
cloud is not corrupting the data stored by customers [1].
In contrast, decentralization means that the database
does not depend on a particular organization or
administrator but is distributed among all peers [3]. Such
technological advancement could bring positive change to
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Figure 1. The structure of DAO

systems facing trust issues (e.g., finance, politics, or any
data collection system). Blockchain, with its premise of
immutability, transparency, and peer-to-peer consensus as
well as benefits of transparency, accountability, integrity,
scalability, security and privacy can provide the means for
trustworthy auditing of networked systems while returning
much of the control to the edges of a network [2-3].
Today, Web3 is an early embodiment of blockchain's
acceleration of technological change, which is already
having a profound impact on society and the economy.
The potential impact of Web3 technologies (e.g.,
blockchain) is endless - in transforming finance (DeFi),
law (data privacy), research (data sharing), as well as new
forms of ownership (NFTs) and, more recently, research
and education (k12crypto, k20educators)
Central to this theme is an understanding of a DAO
framework. DAOs are decentralized, autonomous
organizations governed by a community and smart
contracts (as seen in Figure 1). They enable people to
coordinate and govern themselves through self-enforcing
rules encoded in a software infrastructure on a public
blockchain [4]. The community-centric nature of DAOs
makes them potentially fertile ground for testing
hypotheses and extending research findings to more
practical insights. Beyond that, they are enabling a new
research methodology based on transparency, data
privacy, and ease of data sharing.
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The goal of this paper is to provide an overview of
Web3 technologies, their benefits, and risks, and to
explore the impact of Web3, particularly the DAO
framework, on the research community and the education
sector.
II.

WEB3 OVERVIEW

A. Online evolution: from Web1 through Web 2 to Web3
A basic understanding of the concept of Web3 can be
gained through comparison to its Web1 and Web2
predecessors, as shown in Table I. The hallmark of Web1
was "read-only", meaning that only technology enthusiasts
and technology companies could create the content that
users then consumed. Communication was created with
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) which was the
hallmark for establishing static web pages as content on
the Web [2]. Relative to today, only a small amount of
content was created, and the majority of users were
content consumers. But some of the problems of Web1
included its slowness and the constant need for site
updates every time new information reached web pages;
and the fact that it was not possible to use the power of
network effects, relying only on a few authors and a large
number of readers [5]. It was the crash of the dotcom
bubble in 2000 which led to the next iteration of the
Internet.
Web2 introduced the "read-write Web" - also referred
to as the participatory social Web - allowing users to
create shared content by utilizing server-side scripting to
allow online services and proliferate [2]. With Web2 we
saw the rise in popularity of centralized social platforms
and global websites emphasizing user-generated content
(UGC) and usability for end users. Web2 was the next
generation of network services and transformed the world
wide web network into a platform by supporting content
sharing through applications such as wiki, web blogs, etc.
[5]. Some of the problems of Web2 were in its security
(easy to hack - e.g., Cross Site Request Forgery, Cross
Site Scripting, Information Leakage etc.) and its
centralized nature [5].
This leads us to the Web3 "read-write-own" version of
the Internet, where user data is no longer owned by
centralized platforms and users can more easily move
their data assets between platforms, allowing different
services to display different views for the same assets or
data. Web3 tools provide interoperability that is
immutable and trustless, enabling powerful new
applications for every corner of society. Yahoo founder
Jerry Yang said of Web3, "...you don't have to be a
computer scientist to create a program. We are seeing
that manifest in Web2, and Web3 will be a great extension
of that, a true communal medium... the distinction between
professional, semi-professional and consumers will get
blurred, creating a network effect of business and
applications" [5]. And that's what we are witnessing right
now - both technical and non-technical people building
the new Internet.
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TABLE I.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WEB1 – WEB3

Web1

Web2

Web3
Portable and
Personal

Mostly Read-Only

Wildly Read-Write

Company focus

Community Focus

Individual Focus

Owning Content

Sharing Content

Consolidating
Content

Web Forms

Web Applications

Smart Applications

Directories

Tagging

User Behaviour

Page Views

Cost Per Click

User Engagement

Low data richness
(HTML/Portals)

Medium data richness
(XML/RSS)

High data richness
(RDF/RDFS/OWL)

B. What are Web3 technologies and applications?
To ensure the quality of the content of this article, we
start with a clear explanation of a few important concepts:
“Blockchain”, "DAOs", and "Smart Contracts".
The goal of the Web3 movement is for decentralised
and democratised control of the Internet, rather than
control being in the hands of an oligarchic group of
interdependent multinational corporations [6]. In other
words, one of the aims of Web3 is to provide solutions to
data security and privacy problems in the 21st century by
negating the roles of corporations that have established
themselves as the trusted intermediaries.
This is possible due to blockchains that allow the
Internet to achieve a distributed state of the network by
allowing ‘trust’ to be shared across the connecting
networks. This ‘trust’ gives the notion of web of trusts
between nodes in the Blockchain [2]. Blockchain is
described as a database that is used as storage for a
decentralized network [2]. It can also be described as a
decentralized and immutable database that facilitates its
chain network with its participating nodes through a
voting scheme [2].
One of the applications of Web3 that provides the
framework for the above is “DAO” - a blockchain-based
system whose governance is decentralised, that is,
independent from central control [10]. DAOs can also be
viewed as participatory governance structures for selfmanagement of digital resources, where rules are
mediated by software code. As such, they are a promising
digital governance infrastructure for people to
operationalize data trust principles [7].
Currently, DAOs are still a highly experimental
governance model, as both the tools and the science
behind them are still evolving through the research and
development of different DAO communities. They are
heterogeneous and appear in many forms with different
goals, from shared investment vehicles like
FlamingoDAO to community platforms for building and
funding the Open Web like GitcoinDAO.
DAOs vary widely in their legal structure, from
registered legal entities in which only accredited investors
can participate to completely unregistered open-source
software organisations. Varying goals mean that some
DAOs are optimised for a variety of objectives, including
financial gain, ideologically motivated efforts at
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decentralised software development, social engagement,
or more complex social purposes [7].
As an example, to design DAOs as data trusts, there is
a need for a clear purpose, an infrastructure of smart
contracts and tokens, clear rights, and duties over the
data, clearly defined decision-making processes, an
articulation of how benefits are shared, and a token
economics model for sustainable funding [7]. In this
structure, digital tokens are leveraged as value to align
incentives (rewards); as payment to fund the operations
of the DAO; or as staked collateral which risks penalty
upon misbehaviour to enforce good behaviour in the
system [4].
The most important aspect of DAOs is that they are
collectively owned and managed by their members
(through the ownership of digital tokens). By using smart
contracts, a DAO can easily enforce its own rules,
policies, and functionalities - but they are only as good as
their underlying smart contract.
In simple terms, smart contracts are code that is
installed on and executed by a blockchain. They have a
unique address where they store code, data, and a balance
that provides them value [8]. As visible in Figure 2,
Smart contracts are the backbone of any DAO, ensuring
that automated processes run according to predefined
rules - the rules that are written into the code, where they
are transparent, verifiable, and enforceable.
C. Web3: Challenges and steps towards building
solutions
As with all new technologies, Web3 brings important
challenges to be aware of, provided here with some
examples of the tools and systems being developed to
solve them.
1) Perceived high barriers to entry: similar to the
early days of the Internet, one of the current problems of
Web3 is the public perception of applications of these
technologies as "scams" - particularly noticeable in the
areas of crypto-coins and digital non-fungible-tokens
(NFTs). To participate, the current requirements do
require some technical understanding, and these
perceived complexities create barriers to entry, so
mainstream consumers are resistant to many of these
ideas. To address this problem, there are many Web3
projects that are educating the general public about the
technologies behind Web3. One of the biggest projects is
"Rabbit Hole" - a learn-to-earn platform where
individuals earn tokens while learning how to use and
contribute to decentralised applications. Another example
is "BuildSpace" - a project-based learning program for
developers, where they can learn Solidity (a
programming language designed for developing smart
contracts that run on Ethereum), and how to create NFT
and/or DAO projects.
In addition, there are many “no-code” tools that allow
non-technical people to quickly build and work in the
Web3 space. The best known are: 1) Aragon - a platform
that allows any participant to collaborate with others
without involving a third-party organization by creating a
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Figure 2. Steps to launch a DAO project

DAO; 2) Colony - an infrastructure that enables
organizations to collaborate with each other through
decentralized software implemented on Ethereum; 3)
DAOstack - an open source, modular DAO project which
leverages the technology and adoption of decentralized
governance and allows people to create dApps
(decentralized applications), DAOs, and DAO tools [1].
2) Energy consumption: On the technical side, the
current consensus mechanics for establishing the
trustworthiness of blocks, called "proof-of-work," is not
only complex to understand, but can also consume a nontrivial amount of energy. "Proof-of-work" (PoW) requires
network validators to solve a mathematical puzzle to
become the entity responsible for validating the last
block, consuming a large amount of energy in the process
[9]. The complexity of the calcuation is determined by
the overall computation power of the Blockchain, and the
length of the chain is proportial to the amount of
workload [2]. PoW has its foundations from
cryptocurrenctis like Bitcoin and Ethereum. If Bitcoin
were a country, it would be one of the top 30 energy
consumers in the world [9]. To move this in a "greener"
direction, developers are steadily rolling out
implementations of proof-of-stake models that consume
less energy than proof-of-work because it does not
require computing power to solve a mathematical
problem, but instead awards the right to validate
transactions to different validators depending on the
percentage of tokens locked by each validator [9].
3) Legal aspects: Another point that shows both how
early the implementations of these technologies are, and
their risk, is the fact that there are little to no regulations
or laws that specify what can be published or used.
Currently, the state of Wyoming is the only US state that
has approved a DAO with having legal status, whilst El
Salvador is one of the earliest nation-state adopters of
cryptocurrency, having introduced bitcoin as the
country’s legal tender in September 2021.
A 2021 research study [7] notes that the
“autonomous” nature of a DAO is incompatible with the
notion of legal personhood, as legal personhood can only
be established if there is one or more identified actors
responsible for the actions of a particular entity. For
DAOs however, this might not necessarily be the case.
The discussion on whether a DAO should be identified
and recognized as a legal person has important
implications in the legal field, as it can determine the
extent to which a DAO can be considered a separate legal
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entity from its human actors, and thus the extent to which
these actors can be shielded from the liabilities of the
DAO [7].
4) Security threats: In 2016 the first ever instance of
a DAO resulted in a well-publicised scandal - “The
DAO” taught the world about the potential of getting
hacked. The DAO project was the largest crowdfunding
project in history with 11,000 members and 150 million
dollars raised [1]. The project was an overnight success until a hacker took advantage of a well-intentioned but
poorly implemented DAO feature designed to prevent the
majority from tyrannising over dissenting DAO token
holders [3]. This made The DAO vulnerable and in return
the attacker was able to steal about $50 million dollars’
worth of ETH (cryptocurrency) [3]. The outcome resulted
in a “hard fork” in the Ethereum blockchain and an
expensive list of risk mitigating procedural best-practices
[3].
One potential solution could be in endowing the
curators with limited decision authority, something
equivalent to a “pause” button on transaction [14]. For
this to happen, the governance model should change.
5) Engagement: As for the challenges within DAOs,
one of the current biggest one is related to the
engagement’s numbers - existing research shows that less
than 10% of members vote on proposals [10]. In addition
to that, procedures are slow, as consensus is required for
certain actions.
Regardless, these first organisations can be seen as
guinea pigs that are experimenting with a novel system
for the first time thus still finding and building a way
towards a higher engagement [10].
III.

WEB3 IN SCIENCE

A. Web3: potential of improving research field
For more than 300 years, scientific publications have
served as cornerstones of scientific knowledge, linked by
citations. This model has continued, with only minor
interruptions, over the past several decades into today's
digital age of Web3. As we now move toward a future in
which the peer-to-peer Web3 is increasingly disruptive
and entire industries are rapidly changing, it is highly
likely - if not inevitable - that the implementation of Web3
technologies will continue to improve the research field.
In the last decade, technological innovations have led
research consortia to use data-driven approaches and make
smart decisions together to improve research activities [8].
One of these is data sharing, which has the potential to
maximize knowledge gains from research efforts in
multiple domains.
Previously widely used privacy and data sharing tools
were often criticized for problems with centrality. In
recent years, distributed ledgers and blockchain
technology have shown promise in supporting immutable
and trusted data sets in a variety of use cases. The use of
blockchain technologies in data collection and sharing
ensures that participants have the ability to obtain, own,
and use their data [13]. In a 2019 article [13], the
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researchers propose a viable blockchain-based model for
researcher data collection that makes access verifiable,
provides complete and updated information, and offers
variable proof of provenance, including all
accesses/shares/uses of the data.
In this way, data owners not only enjoy greater
transparency and protection of their data but may also be
given an additional incentive through digital tokens,
acknowledgements, or both, to share their data with data
seekers and become active participants benefiting from the
research data economy.
One of the elements of data sharing is the easy
availability of data and the opportunity for
researchers/data owners to be rewarded with either digital
tokens or recognition for their data collection efforts. The
system gives registered users clear guidance on what
smart contracts do with their data [4]. With their smart
contract on the public Ethereum blockchain, researchers
can retain ownership of their data and are rewarded
according to agreed-upon terms. An example of this
would be that users no longer need to log in with an
"@pravo.hr" email address to access databases, a valid
token holder could simply connect their wallet as
confirmation and then access the relevant data as required.
One of the examples of Web3 technologies providing
the foundation for decentralized science is “The Open
Science Decentralized Autonomous Organization”
(OPSI), which is working with its community towards
open scientific research workflows that are discoverable,
accessible, interoperable, and repeatable. Its active
working groups address decentralized file storage for
research data management, variable scientific reputation,
game-theoretic peer review, and the renewal of scientific
work.
Another potential impact of Web3 technologies is the
provenance of research results. By having a simple
process to connect their digital wallet, researchers increase
their accountability by enabling transparent data collection
and analysis by signing off on relevant entries and/or data
transactions. This also gives participants the ability to take
ownership of their data, empowering them and potentially
increasing participation rates. This could be achieved
through incentivising crowdsourced data collection. In this
way, participants can sign up and receive tokens in return.
One such example is Brave.com - an Internet browser
created around privacy, shielding its users from
unsolicited advertisements and trackers, whilst allowing
them to take control of their data, and even opt-in to a
desired level of advertising in return for earning BAT
coins (“Basic Attention Tokens”).
An existing problem in research is that its organization
and culture is increasingly centralized, hierarchical, topdown, and privatized. This includes the centralized
organization of institutional research activities, research
evaluation and funding, publishing, and the centralized
view of the global research community [15]. Increasing
centralization
combined
with
its
private
commercialization contributes to challenges faced by the
global research community that include: a) an
unsustainable business model, b) inflexible and inefficient
funding, c) increasing inequality, d) fixed boundaries and
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social norms, e) inaccessibility, f) lack of transparency
(detailed in [11]. One possible solution is the creation of a
Global Research Decentralized Autonomous Organization
(GR-DAO).
A Global Research Decentralized Autonomous
Organization (GR-DAO) has been proposed as a global
community of researchers dedicated to collectively
creating knowledge and sharing it with the world. As part
of their DAO they support research activities such as:
Research funding, research evaluation and assessment,
research education, and the dissemination of scientific
research via Open Access and Creative Commons licences
in the public domain [11]. As a result, they provide the
following solutions: a) They are faster: by utilizing smart
contracts, research findings may be published more
quickly allowing for more chances to be built upon. The
acquisition of information and data may be done quickly
by utilizing the data sharing platforms outlined above
[11]; b) Anonymity and access: allows for the productive
use of data that has been obtained in a secure way, as well
as access to such data; c) Influence of culture: the notion
of privacy and sharing and "User-centric" information that
provides the feeling of safety.
B. Education: use cases
There are already several Web3 projects building
towards a new educational system, two of which stand out
and we will highlight here.
K12 Crypto is a free learn-to-earn platform for K12
students and schools that enables students to earn reservebacked stablecoins and other digital assets during their
educational journey. Students can explore different learnto-earn curriculum on their platform, while schools can
integrate the K12 crypto to unlock additional learner
rewards and incentivize value-aligned metrics important
to their communities. Upon graduation, students take full
custody of their time-locked wallets.
The Educators at k20 are building the “Eduverse” – a
metaverse hub for educators. Their mission is to connect
educators from around the world to “collaborate
transcending local obstacles to produce global solutions”.
As the k20 founder Vriti Saraf says: “For a very long
time, our credentials have focused on grades and the
name of the verifying institute. Instead, what if we focused
on the output and performance, you’re able to gain? If I
took a class on robotics, I could put the actual robot
[coursework] on chain, not the grade. People could track
the process, and it’s a much better indicator of who I am
and what I learned.”
Another project gaining a lot of traction in this space is
"CCS - Crypto Culture and Society" where people can
come together to explore the broader social implications
of Web3.
As Jerry Yang, the Yahoo founder predicted, people
from different backgrounds are building, contributing with
their unique skillsets and perspectives to a better collective
future. Vriti Saraf and Courtland Leer (a co-founder of
K12 Crypto) are educators, who are now on the frontier of
building Web3 solutions to challenges in education.
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C. Legal structure in practice
Most of the emerging DAOs originated in the United
States and have evolved in confrontation with the local
U.S. regulatory environment. According to Aaron Wrights
(founder of LexDAO and LAO), DAOs can be either
“wrapped” or “unwrapped [15].
“Unwrapped” DAOs are not legally registered in any
country and rely on their internal digital dispute resolution
mechanisms to regulate the group. On the other hand,
'wrapped' DAOs use existing legal structures such as U.S.based corporations (e.g., a Delaware limited liability
company (LLC)) to register DAO as a business or other
nonprofit entity, giving it legal personality [15]. Membermanaged LLCs are permitted in the U.S., where no single
registered manager or owner is required for the entity. In
this structure, the members jointly manage the business
with limited liability protection and are not subject to joint
and several liability [15]. The member-managed LLC
structure fits the collective mechanisms of DAOs to some
degree and has proven effective in the early stages.
Recently, both Wyoming and Vermont have passed
legislation allowing DAOs to register as LLCs or
blockchain-based LLCs under their own names with legal
personality. There is also a new regulatory regime from
Malta that allows the registration of 'Innovative
Technology Arrangements' or ITAs for Bitcoin
technologies (DTLs) [15]. This will provide some level of
government oversight and recognition for new and
emerging forms of discontinuous innovation in legal,
financial, organizational, and other applications of DTLs.
While this system does not give legal personality to ITAs,
it does provide a degree of certainty to stakeholders. This
system is an application- and technology-independent
approach to regulation that considers new and
discontinuous innovations on a case-by-case basis,
allowing for greater flexibility in dealing with the
emerging and potentially radical new applications of
DLTs [15].
Given that DAOs will play an important role in the
development of blockchain, DeFi, Web3, and governance,
it is likely that a more permissive regulatory environment
will be required in Croatia. Given that DAOs hold the
promise of being massively scalable, efficient, and nonhierarchical organizations capable of disempowering
players in various industries and providing innovation for
governance in general, researchers and legal advisors
should begin work on a potential regulatory framework in
Croatia.
D. Future Implications
We are just beginning to see the use of Web3 in a
variety of areas, including research and education. The
sheer volume of developers entering the Web3 space in
these early days shows just how promising these
technologies are.
Web3 developers are already creating user-friendly
platforms that allow non-technical people to work and
interact with Web3 technologies. One example is the
development of Layer 2 technologies that enable lower
cost, scalability, and higher throughput while preserving
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the integrity of the original blockchain, allowing for
further decentralization, transparency, and security.
While Web3 gave rise to massive data centers to store,
organize, and use people's data, these centralized stores
are now being replaced with decentralized computing. The
decentralized way of handling data will allow us to
produce and consume 150 times more data in 2025 than in
2010 [12]. This upward trend will further advance the
"data economy" by enabling people to take control of their
own data and sell/trade (or otherwise) it as required
without relying on third parties.
Web3 is paving the way for a “trustless” future where
people and machines can interact sharing services, data,
and value without counterparties being involved - leading
to a human-centric, privacy-preserving computing
structure for the next wave of the Internet.
IV. CONCLUSION
As society’s data needs continue to evolve, the Web3
era is fundamentally changing many systems that have
proven to be flawed, outdated and that have negatively
impacted people's everyday lives. Some of these include
finance, politics, news and social media - and now
research and education. Regardless, there are still a lot of
challenges to be solved and regulations to be put in place
to make this space both more human-friendly and
trustworthy.
This paper has explored some of the implications of
Web3 in research and education, such as the potential of
using a DAO framework for conducting research and
testing hypotheses, as well as using blockchain-basedsolutions to tackle educational challenges. We’ve also
touched on several initiatives to explain the context in
which DAOs are an appropriate tool for research and for
research outcome implementation.
While Web1 was reserved exclusively for tech-savvy
people and Web2 brought centralized problems with its
inclusivity, Web3 is blazing a trail for inclusive,
trustworthy systems built by people from all walks of life.
The Web3 stack enables systematic change, and since we
are still in the early stages, space is created for
experimentation and learning by doing. Therefore, we
invite researchers, lawyers, policy makers, and others to
explore the possibilities of Web3 technologies and
contribute to a better Internet.
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This paper might benefit decision makers in legal
systems to further explore potential legal structures for
Web3 technologies to be implemented in Croatian
research and education as well as any other data driven
systems. It can also help researchers and educators to get a
general idea about potential of Web3 in the space.
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Sveučilište u Zagrebu, Pravni Fakultet, Studijski Centar Socijalnog Rada, Zagreb, Republika Hrvatska
karmenpagar@gmail.com
Sažetak:
Kada je riječ o suvremenim partnerskim odnosima, nužno je
prepoznati sve veću ulogu koju digitalne tehnologije imaju u
upoznavanju partnera i razvoju partnerskih veza, te
akceptirati neke specifičnosti partnerskih odnosa ovisno o
tome održavaju li se u potpunosti ili djelomice online ili uživo.
Cilj ovog istraživanja je usporediti obilježja partnerskih
odnosa kod mladih odraslih osoba koji su svoju vezu započeli
uživo ili online te koji održavaju svoju vezu većinski uživo ili
online. Istraživanje se bazira na neeksperimentalnom
korelacijskom nacrtu.
Provedeno je online anketnim
upitnikom na prigodnom uzorku od 226 mladih odraslih
osoba koje su u ljubavnoj vezi (69% žena i 31% muškaraca
od 18 do 30 godina) te koje koriste različite Facebook grupe
namijenjene mladim odraslim osobama. U istraživanju su
primijenjeni
sljedeći
mjerni
instrumenti:
Couple
Communication Satisfaction Scale, Couples Satisfaction
Index te Relationship Assessment Scale. Rezultati su
pokazali da osobe koje su svoje ljubavne veze započele uživo
te koje većinu komunikacije u vezi održavaju online (osobe u
vezama na daljinu) imaju lošiju razinu zadovoljstva
komunikacijom od osoba u klasičnim vezama. Zaključno, u
radu je istaknuta važnost provođenja različitih oblika
psihosocijalne podrške i usluga u online okruženju, posebice
za parove koji su primorani održavati svoju vezu na daljinu.
Predstavljene su prednosti i nedostaci ovakvih oblika
profesionalnog rada u online okuženju.
Ključne riječi - mlade odrasle osobe; partnerski odnos;
veza na daljinu; uloga tehnologije; digitalizacija
komunikacije

UVOD

I.

Neosporno je da su ljubavni odnosi u mladoj odrasloj dobi
fundamentalna i relevantna tema, kao za istraživače i
stručnjake koji se bave ovim područjem, tako i za same
osobe u ljubavnim vezama (Skinner i Wilson-VanVoorhis,
2005). Razvoj i dinamika svakog partnerskog odnosa
složen je proces određen brojnim čimbenicima. U
posljednje vrijeme sve češća je pojavnost partnerskih
odnosa u kojima su se partneri upoznali preko tzv. dating
aplikacija ili drugih oblika online komunikacije te koji
svoju vezu održavaju putem različitih digitalnih alata
(video poziva, messengera itd.). U vrijeme COVID-19
pandemije tijekom koje je pisan ovaj rad, drastično je
smanjena mogućnost face-to-face komunikacije među
partnerima koji ne žive zajedno ili žive sa članovima
obitelji koji predstavljaju rizičnu skupinu za oboljenje
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zbog čega je sada posebno relevantno govoriti o
partnerskim odnosima osoba koje nisu u mogućnosti viđati
se uživo. Istovremeno, u okolnostima u kojima su sva
putovanja reducirana i podložna kompleksnoj proceduri,
komunikacija među partnerima na daljinu te dostupnost
emocionalne podrške u online okruženju u kriznim,
nepredvidivim okolnostima, dobiva na sve većoj važnosti.
S obzirom na navedeni kontekst, važno je proučiti s
kakvim izazovima se susreću osobe u tzv. „vezama na
daljinu“ (veze u kojima su se partneri upoznali uživo, ali
većinu komunikacije održavaju online) te u tzv. „online
vezama“ (veze u kojima su se partneri upoznali online te
većinu komunikacije u vezi također održavaju online).
Ovaj rad je stoga usmjeren na analizu obilježja partnerskih
odnosa mladih odraslih osoba koje su svoju vezu započele
uživo ili online te koje održavaju vezu većinski uživo ili
online, a glavni konstrukti u istraživanju su kvaliteta veze,
zadovoljstvo komunikacijom te zadovoljstvo vezom.
Istraživanje je provedeno s prigodnim uzorkom mladih
odraslih osoba koje su u ljubavnoj vezi te su korisnici
različitih Facebook grupa. U postupku pisanja ovog rada
korišten je web upitnik. Praktične implikacije rezultata
istraživanja ogledaju se u sagledavanju specifičnih
obilježja različitih oblika suvremenih partnerskih odnosa
te u prepoznavanju potrebe za daljnjim istraživanjima u
ovom području, kao i potrebe za razvojem novih usluga
online podrške namijenjene različitim potrebama
korisnika, a posebice partnerima s teškoćama u
partnerskim odnosima. U tom kontekstu u radu su
predstavljeni pozitivni primjeri uspješne prakse online
obiteljske medijacije, savjetovanja i terapije u
anglosaksonskim državama.
II.

TIPOLOGIJE PARTNERSKIH ODNOSA KOD MLADIH
ODRASLIH OSOBA

Mlade odrasle osobe svoje ljubavne odnose konstruiraju
na različite načine. Kratko trajanje partnerskih odnosa kod
mladih odraslih osoba, u kombinaciji s preispitivanjem
vlastitog identiteta, dovodi do onoga što Regnerus i Uecker
(2011) nazivaju serijskom monogamijom. Osim serijske
monogamije, česta je i pojavnost cikličkih veza, odnosno
odnosa u kojima se mlade osobe opetovano mire i
prekidaju s istim romantičnim partnerom (Vennum i
Fincham, 2011). Roberson i suradnici (2017) ističu da su
romantične veze među mladim odraslim osobama u
razdoblju između adolescencije i odrasle dobi (18-25
godina) čest predmet istraživanja, te su u tim
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istraživanjima tipično klasificirane teorijski i empirijski
kao nestabilne i eksploratorne, ali temeljem teorije
socijalnog konstruktivizma oko uloge tehnologije mogu se
podijeliti na: klasične veze, veze na daljinu, veze započete
pomoću dating aplikacija i online veze.
A. Klasične veze
Mlade odrasle osobe najveći dio svog vremena upravo
provode s partnerima (ukoliko su u vezi), a partneri im s
vremenom imaju sve veću ulogu u životu te polako
zauzimaju prvo mjesto - ispred obitelji i prijatelja (Furman,
2002). Većina ispitanih mladih osoba u istraživanju
Jamison i suradnika (2013) tvrdi kako bi u budućnosti
živjeli u kohabitaciji1 samo s onim partnerima za koje su
sigurni da će se s njima stupiti u brak ili životno
partnerstvo, a i istraživanja pokazuju kako monogamni
partneri češće imaju seksualne odnose i češće su sretniji u
usporedbi s osobama koje imaju više seksualnih partnera
ili ih pak češće mijenjaju. Iako su neke veze započete kao
klasične veze, tijekom njihova razvoja može doći do
transformacije, pa tako Guldner (1996) uzima u obzir
činjenicu da velik broj studenata bira fakultet izvan mjesta
prebivališta pa je time pojavnost veza na daljinu (barem u
jednom periodu partnerskog odnosa) među studentskom
populacijom između 60 i 80% (Guldner, 1996).
B. Veze na daljinu
Definicije onoga što se smatra vezom na daljinu uvelike se
razlikuju među različitim autorima i istraživanjima.
Većina studija se koristi kriterijem broja milja2 koje dijele
partnere, no ne postoji konsenzus u točnom broju milja. Na
primjer, Schwebel i suradnici (1992) su u svojoj studiji
koristili kriterij udaljenosti od 50 milja ili više (> 80.467
km), dok su Lydon, Pierce i O'Regan (1997) te Knox i sur.
(2002) koristili značajno veću udaljenosti od 200 milja (>
321.868 km) za definiranje odnosa na daljinu. Guldner
(1996) je , s druge strane, koristio izjave poput "Moj
partner živi dovoljno daleko od mene da bi bilo teško ili
nemoguće vidjeti ga svaki dan" i "Moj partner živi
dovoljno blizu da bih ga mogao vidjeti svaki dan kad bih
to htio". Što se tiče usporedbe veza u kojima su se partneri
u mogućnosti viđati skoro svaki dan i veza na daljinu,
Stafford i Merolla (2007) su zaključili kako su osobe u
vezama na daljinu u boljoj ljubavnoj situaciji od osoba u
klasičnim vezama, a svoja saznanja temelje na rezultatima
mjerenja varijabli poput ljubavi, pozitivnih uspomena,
percepcije slaganja i kvalitete komunikacije; na kojima
osobe u vezama na daljinu postižu značajno više rezultate.
S druge strane, Butler i Goodfriend (2015) su utvrdili da
osobe koje se nalaze u vezama na daljinu smatraju svoju
vezu lošijom od veza osoba koje nisu u vezi na daljinu.
Rezultati su potvrđeni i od strane osoba koje nisu u vezi na
daljinu, a tvrde da je njihova veza bolja od veze onih osoba
koje jesu u vezi na daljinu. Promatrajući navedene
rezultate, ne možemo zaključiti mnogo o objektivnoj
kvaliteti odnosa, ali možemo zamijetiti kako osobe u
vezama na daljinu generalno lošije vrednuju kvalitetu svog
Izraz koji u najširem smislu označava suživot partnera uz održavanje
intimnih odnosa bez formalno sklopljenog braka (Lexico, 2020).
1
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odnosa u usporedbi s pojedincima u drugim vrstama
intimnih dijada.
C. Veze započete pomoću dating aplikacija
Najpoznatije dating aplikacije današnjice su Tinder,
Badoo, OkCupid, Happn, od kojih je najpopularniji Tinder
s više od 50 milijuna korisnika u 196 zemalja diljem svijeta
(Antolković, 2018). Glavni motiv upotrebe aplikacija za
upoznavanje je činjenica kako aplikacije pružaju veći izbor
potencijalnih partnera (Celižić, 2019). Mnogi korisnici
dating aplikacija smatraju kako interakcije na tim
aplikacijama nisu intimne već površne jer se temelje samo
na fotografijama koje mogu vidjeti na profilu zbog čega
korisnici ovih platformi često izrade verziju sebe za koju
znaju da će biti privlačna potencijalnim partnerima
(Antolković, 2018). Slijedom navedenog, iako mnogi
ljudi dating aplikacije još uvijek smatraju alatom za
pronalazak usputnih veza ''na jednu noć'', istraživanje
Hobbs, Owen i Gerber (2016) o motivima korištenja
dating aplikacija je pokazalo kako 72% ispitanika koji
koriste aplikacije za upoznavanje želi monogamnu vezu,
14% nije zainteresirano za vezu, a 10% ispitanika je za
vrijeme ispitivanja već bilo u vezi. U istraživanju o dating
aplikacijama u Hrvatskoj je pet od šest ispitanika izjavilo
kako su trenutno u vezi s partnerom kojeg su upoznali na
aplikaciji za upoznavanje (Celižić, 2019).
D. Online veze
Ljubavne veze osobe koje su u partnerskom odnosu s
partnerom kojeg su upoznale online te s kojim većinu
komunikacije i održavaju online, nazivaju se online veze.
Ovakve veze karakterizira koncept odgode užitka,
karakteriziran kao mogućnost odgode neposrednog,
trenutnog zadovoljstva u korist budućnosti (Mischel,
1974), obzirom na to da osobe češće smatraju online dating
kao fazu u razvoju zbog partnerskog odnosa koja prethodi
susretima uživo i zajedničkom budućem životu. Beldad, de
Jong i Steehouder (2010) navode kako adolescenti
preferiraju virtualno okruženje spram komunikacije u
stvarnom svijetu za raspravljanje o osobnim i intimnim
problemima s bliskim ljudima i prijateljima. Objašnjenje
ove preferencije leži u činjenici da virtualno okruženje
pruža kontrolu nad informacijama koje mlade osobe dijele
i samim time mladi u ovakvom obliku komunikacije imaju
veći osjećaj sigurnosti (Valkenburg i Peter, 2011).
Kontrola nad dijeljenim informacijama se očituje kroz tri
činjenice, a to su: anonimnost, asinkronizacija te
dostupnost (Valkenburg i Peter, 2011). Internet za partnere
predstavlja mjesto gdje se osjećaju više upućenim u
svakodnevnicu svog partnera i gdje znaju što se događa s
njihovim partnerom (Lenhart, Smith i Anderson, 2015).
III.

ULOGA NOVIH DIGITALNIH TEHNOLOGIJA U
NASTANKU I ODRŽAVANJU PARTNERSKIH ODNOSA

Promatrajući suvremene oblike i dinamiku partnerskih
odnosa, nužno je akceptirati ulogu novih trendova koji se
odnose na sve češću upotrebu digitalnih alata koji
2

1 milja = 1. 609 kilometara
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omogućavaju upoznavanje partnera te postaju način
održavanja intimnih odnosa u partnerskim vezama.
Masovno korištenje društvenih mreža i dating aplikacija
izmijenili su obrasce partnerske komunikacije. Partneri
mogu koristiti virtualnu komunikaciju za svakodnevno
dopisivanje, rješavanje problema ili pak za pokazivanje
naklonosti, što osobito dolazi do izražaja kod partnerskih
odnosa u kojima partneri većinu komunikacije u vezi
održavaju online. Pri komentiranju obrazaca komunikacije
kod partnera koji su u mogućnosti viđati se onoliko često
koliko žele uživo, važno je spomenuti problem pristranosti
u komunikaciji u bliskim odnosima (closeness
communication bias). Murphy (2020) pojašnjava da se u
bliskim odnosima često ponašamo paradoksalno: što nam
je osoba s kojim razgovaramo više bliska, manje
pozornosti pridajemo onome što govori. Ova vrsta
komunikacijske pristranosti može imati negativan utjecaj
na interpersonalne odnose zbog tendencije da se
„isključimo” dok nama bliska osoba nešto govori jer
nesvjesno smatramo da ju dovoljno dobro poznajemo da
možemo unaprijed pretpostaviti što će reći. Ovaj problem
se u manjoj mjeri pojavljuje u virtualnoj komunikaciji,
pogotovo asinkronoj, zbog toga što je ljudskom mozgu
teže „ignorirati” napisanu poruku ili pak osobu prekinuti
pri tipkanju te poruke (Murphy, 2020).
Također,
odgovorom s vremenskom odgodom se izbjegava snažna
emotivna reakcija uzrokovana afektom, zbog čega teže
dolazi do sukoba. S druge strane, asinkrona komunikacija
ima svoje nedostatke u pogledu izostanka trenutne
povratne reakcije te manjka neverbalne komunikacije
(Vejmelka, 2020). Iz svega navedenog možemo zaključiti
da ne postoje jednoznačni dokazi o tome da sam način
komunikacije (online ili uživo) određuje kvalitetu
komunikacije te je stoga vrijedno ovaj temi posvetiti
dodatnu istraživačku pažnju.
IV.

CILJ, PROBLEMI I HIPOTEZE ISTRAŽIVANJA

Cilj ovog istraživanja je ispitati postoje li razlike u
obilježjima partnerskih odnosa mladih odraslih osoba koje
su svoju vezu započele uživo ili online te koje održavaju
vezu kroz komunikaciju većinski uživo ili online. U
skladu s ciljem istraživanja, postavljeni su sljedeći
problem i hipoteza istraživanja:
P1: Ispitati postoji li razlika u razini zadovoljstva
komunikacijom u partnerskom odnosu ovisno o tome jesu
li sudionici istraživanja vezu započeli online ili uživo te
održavaju li svoju vezu većinski kroz komunikaciju online
ili uživo.
H1: Očekuje se da će sudionici istraživanja koji većinu
komunikacije u vezi održavaju online (neovisno o tome
jesu li se upoznali uživo ili online), izražavati višu razinu
zadovoljstva komunikacijom u odnosu na one koje
komuniciraju većinom uživo.
V.

METODA

Korištena je kvantitativna metoda istraživanja. Glavni
konstrukti istraživanja su kvaliteta veze, zadovoljstvo
komunikacijom te zadovoljstvo vezom.
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A. Uzorak
Ciljana populacija istraživanja su mlade odrasle osobe u
dobi od 18 do 30 godina koje su trenutno u partnerskoj
vezi. Odabir sudionika je utemeljen na ne-probabilističkoj
metodi uzrokovanja. Korišten je prigodni uzorak putem
više Facebook grupa. Navedene Facebook grupe su
namijenjene mladim odraslim osobama uz nekoliko
obveznih eliminacijskih pitanja (dob i status veze). U
istraživanju je ukupno sudjelovalo 228 sudionika, ali
obzirom na to da je jedna osoba navela kako nije u vezi te
jedna kako je rođena 1984. godine, u uzorak spada 226
sudionika (n = 226), od kojih 69% žena 31% i muškaraca.
Najzastupljenija dobna skupina su mlade odrasle osobe
rođene 1997. godine (16,8%), dok su najmanje zastupljena
dobna skupina mlade odrasle osobe rođene 1991. godine
(0,4%).
A. Postupak
Link na web upitnik zajedno s pozivnim pismom i
motivacijskom porukom je postavljen u više Facebook
grupa koju sačinjavaju mlade odrasle osobe, a sudionici su
sami birali hoće li pristupiti ispunjavanju anketnog
upitnika ili ne, obzirom na to da je sudjelovanje u
potpunosti dobrovoljno. Metoda prikupljanja podataka je
anketna metoda samoiskaza, a korištena tehnika je webanketa. Prednost web ankete je i u lakšoj primjeni etičkih
načela poput dobrovoljnosti, anonimnosti, povjerljivosti,
mogućnosti odustajanja u bilo kojem trenutku, poštovanju
osobe i vremenski ograničenom čuvanju podataka nakon
istraživanja (Milas, 2009). Zbog garancije anonimnosti,
ispitanici na pitanja odgovaraju iskrenije (Milas, 2009).
Nacrt istraživanja je neeksperimentalni, odnosno
korelacijski nacrt istraživanja. Prednost korelacijskog
nacrta u kontekstu ovog istraživanja jest da uz korištenje
web ankete omogućuje primjenu na većem broju ispitanika
te kako korelacijska istraživanja svojom jednostavnošću
omogućuju ponavljanje istraživanja na istom uzorku u
različito vrijeme (Milas, 2009).

A.

Mjerni instrumenti

U istraživanju su korišteni sljedeći mjerni instrumenti: za
mjerenje procjene kvalitete veze - Skala procjene kvalitete
veze (Hendrick, 1988; Hendrick, Hendrick i Adler, 1988),
za zadovoljstvo vezom - Skala zadovoljstva vezom (Funk
i Rogge, 2007), a za zadovoljstvo komunikacijom - Skala
zadovoljstva komunikacijom (Jones i sur., 2019). Sva tri
mjerna instrumenta su sačinjena od ordinarnih skala, pri
čemu sudionici istraživanja trebaju izraziti stupanj
slaganja s pojedinom tvrdnjom putem ponuđenih odgovora
na Likertovoj skali.
D. Obrada podataka
U svrhu obrade podataka ovog rada korišten je SPSS
program i to sljedeće analize: frekvencijska analiza i
jednostavna analiza varijance (ANOVA).
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VI.

REZULTATI

U prvom koraku analize rezultata istraživanja, prikazani su
odgovori na pitanje kako sudionici istraživanja opisuju
svoju partnersku vezu ovisno o ulozi digitalnih tehnologija.
GRAFIČKI PRIKAZ 1. UDIO ZASTUPLJENOSTI ČETIRIJU
TIPOVA VEZA OVISNO O ULOZI DIGITALNE TEHNOLOGIJE U
ZAPOČINJANJU I RAZVOJU PARTNERSKOG ODNOSA
online/online

5.3%

online/uživo

21.2%
uživo/uživo

50%
uživo/online

23.5%

Rezultati pokazuju da je u ukupnom uzorku od 226
sudionika ovog istraživanja, polovica njih (50%) izjavilo
da su svoju trenutnu partnersku vezu započeli
upoznavanjem partnera uživo te da većinu komunikacije u
vezi i dalje održavaju uživo. Gotovo četvrtina sudionika
(23,5%) je svog partnera/icu upoznalo uživo, ali većinu
komunikacije u vezi održava online. Nešto više od petine
sudionika (21,2%) upoznalo se s partnerom/icom online,
ali većinu komunikacije održavaju uživo, a najmanji je
postotak osoba koje su se upoznale online i većinu
komunikacije u vezi održavaju online i to svega 5,3%.
Sukladno postavljenom problemu istraživanja, napravljeni
su sljedeći daljnji koraci u analizi podataka: U problemu je
cilj bio ispitati postoji li razlika u razini zadovoljstva
komunikacijom u partnerskom odnosu ovisno o tome jesu
li sudionici istraživanja vezu započeli online ili uživo te
održavaju li svoju vezu većinski kroz komunikaciju online
ili uživo. U tu svrhu su uz pomoć jednostavne analize
varijance analizirani podaci dobiveni na Skali zadovoljstva
komunikacijom (Jones i sur., 2019) te podaci o načinu na
koji sudionici definiraju svoju vezu ovisno o ulozi
digitalne tehnologije.
TABLICA 1. RAZLIKA U ZADOVOLJSTVU KOMUNIKACIJOM U
PARTNERSKOM ODNOSU OVISNO O TOME JESU LI VEZA
ZAPOČELA I RAZVIJA LI SE ONLINE ILI UŽIVO

Upoznali smo se
online, ali vezu
većinu komunikacije
održavamo uživo
Upoznali smo se
online i dalje većinu
komunikacije u vezi
održavamo online

N

M

SD

53

3.577

0.336

12
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3.512

0.331

F

p

3.585

0.015

Upoznali smo se
uživo, ali većinu
komunikacije u vezi
održavamo online
Upoznali smo se
uživo i većinu
komunikacije u vezi
održavamo uživo

48

3.456

0.375

113

3.624

0.267

Dobiveni rezultati jednostavne analize varijance su
pokazali da se sudionici statistički značajno razlikuju u
razini zadovoljstva komunikacijom ovisno o tome na koji
način su započeli svoju vezu i kako održavaju
komunikaciju u vezi (F(3/222) = 3.585, p=.015. Scheffeov
post-hoc test je pokazao da postoji statistički značajna
razlika (p=.018) u razini zadovoljstva komunikacijom
između dvije skupine ispitanika: onih koji su upoznali
svoje partnere/ice uživo, ali većinu komunikacije u vezi
održavaju online (M= 3.456, SD=0.375) i onih koji su
svoje partnere/ice upoznali uživo te većinu komunikacije
u vezi održavaju uživo (M=3.624, SD=0.267). Pri tome je
utvrđeno da osobe koje su se upoznale uživo, a većinu
komunikacije u vezi održavaju online iskazuju nižu razinu
zadovoljstva komunikacijom u odnosu na osobe koje su se
upoznale uživo te većinu komunikacije u vezi održavaju
uživo. Hipoteza je odbačena.
VII.

RASPRAVA

Hipotezom se očekuje kako će osobe koje su se upoznale
uživo, a većinu komunikacije u vezi održavaju online
izražavati višu razinu zadovoljstva komunikacijom od
osoba koje su se upoznale uživo te većinu komunikacije
održavaju uživo. Ova hipoteza je utemeljena na
prednostima online komunikacije u smislu manje
pristranosti, tj. veće usmjerenosti na poruke koje nam šalje
partner/ica u online okruženju, bez ometajućih faktora koji
se javljaju uživo, no hipoteza je odbačena, odnosno
utvrđeno je kako osobe koje su se upoznale uživo, a većinu
komunikacije u vezi održavaju online imaju nižu razinu
zadovoljstva komunikacijom od osoba koje su se upoznale
uživo te većinu komunikacije održavaju uživo.
Raspravljajući o rezultatima istraživanja, značajno je
napomenuti nekoliko metodoloških ograničenja. Prije
svega, okvir uzorkovanja u ovom istraživanju čine mlade
odrasle osobe koje su korisnici više Facebook grupa, pa
rezultati dobiveni na ovakvom prigodnom uzorku ne
pružaju mogućnost uopćavanja na širu populaciju mladih
odraslih osoba. Nadalje, činjenica je da je za provođenje
istraživanja korištena online platforma Facebook grupa,
što je moguće utjecalo na vjerojatnost zahvaćanja većeg
udjela ispitanika koji su vezu počeli online putem nego je
to slučaj u općoj populaciji. Također, moguće je da su
usprkos uputi istraživača i pozivnom pismu, istraživanju
pristupile i osobe koje prema svojim obilježjima (dob,
status ljubavne veze) ne spadaju u ciljani uzorak.
Navedeno se pokušalo otkloniti eliminacijskim pitanjima
u web upitniku, no i dalje ostaje mogućnost da je netko
neiskreno ispunio upitnik. Nadalje, korelacija sama po
sebi ne dopušta donošenje zaključaka o uzročnoposljedičnoj vezi, već samo o postojanju povezanosti zbog
čega treba imati na umu moguć utjecaj treće varijable koja
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se ne može utvrditi korištenjem korelacijskog nacrta
(Milas, 2009). Nije zanemarivo predvidjeti ni mogućnost
nedovoljno preciznih zaključaka
i rezultata ovog
istraživanja, povezanih s mogućim nedosljednostima
kojima su se sudionici istraživanja rukovodili pri
definiraju svog partnerskog odnosa ovisno o tome jesu li
svoju vezu započeli online ili uživo te održavaju li većinu
komunikacije u vezi online ili uživo zbog čega bi u
budućim istraživanjima bilo korisno ponuditi šire
parametre pri određivanju tipologije partnerskih veza
obzirom na ulogu digitalnih tehnologija u vezama.
VIII.

IMPLIKACIJE ZA STRUKU SOCIJALNOG RADA

Profesija socijalnog rada je posvećena povećanju kvalitete
života kako pojedinaca, tako i društva u globalu (HUSR).
Samim time, u tu domenu spadaju i intimni interpersonalni
odnosi te njihove implikacije na članove tog odnosa, kao i
na njihovo moguće potomstvo i širu zajednicu.
Unapređenjem našeg znanja o potankostima takvih odnosa
možemo doprinijeti struci te krajnjim korisnicima.
Obzirom na tu činjenicu, postaje neizbježno educiranje
socijalnih radnika o specifičnostima koje donosi prijenos
interpersonalnih odnosa u virtualni svijet. Sukladno
vremenu u kojem se nalazimo, postalo je nedvojbeno da će
stručnjaci iz pomažućih profesija nuditi svoje usluge i u
virtualnom okruženju. Korištenje modernih tehnologija je
od velike važnosti za razne skupine korisnika, a pogotovo
za korisnike članove dijada u kojima se jedan partner
nalazi i stotinama kilometara dalje. Već sada su određene
profesionalne intervencije usmjerene na partnerske odnose
prisutne u virtualnom okruženju i to ponajviše obiteljska
medijacija na daljinu i e-savjetovanje (Vejmelka 2020).
A. Online obiteljska medijacija – sadašnjost i
budućnost
Govoreći o implikacijama rezultata ovog istraživanja za
struku socijalnog rada, nužno je dotaknuti se obiteljske
medijacije. U eri u kojoj se sve veći broj usluga javne
uprave prebacuje u online prostor, važno je osvijestiti da
takve online usluge sa sobom nose i dodatne izazove za
stručnjake u pogledu prilagodbe na novonastalu stvarnost
te da zahtijevaju implementaciju znanja u virtualno
okruženje (Reamer, 2013). Specifične intervencije
zahtijevaju dodatnu edukaciju o etičkim standardima
korištenja digitalnih alata, pritom imajući na umu
specifičnu dinamiku online pomažućeg procesa
(Vejmelka, 2020). Rezultati ovog istraživanja potvrđuju
potrebu za organiziranjem i provođenjem online obiteljske
medijacije i drugih oblika psihosocijalne podrške za
parove koji su primorani održavati svoju vezu na daljinu
obzirom da upravo oni imaju niže rezultate pri mjerenju
zadovoljstva komunikacijom.
B. Online savjetovanje i terapija parova
Online kontekst postao je sastavni dio svih suvremenih
partnerskih veza, bez obzira na to imaju li partneri priliku
viđati se uživo onoliko učestalo koliko žele. Navedeno
dodatno potkrepljuje istraživanje EUROSTAT-a iz 2019.
prema kojem čak oko 88% mladih sudjeluje na društvenim
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mrežama, dok u Hrvatskoj taj postotak seže do 97%
(Eurostat, 2019). Terapeuti navode i neke nove pozitivne i
negativne aspekte Interneta u kontekstu utjecaja na intimne
partnerske odnose, i to kao neke od pozitivnih navode:
ekonomičnost, mogućnost upoznavanja partnera prije
iskazivanja ranjivosti, mogućnost prilagođavanja reakcija
kako bi se izbjeglo reagiranje u afektu, mogućnost
upoznavanja onih partnera koji su nam u stvarnom životu
nedostižni i mogućnost održavanja odnosa na daljinu, a
kao neke od negativnih strana za partnerske odnose
nabrajaju veći rizik pri komunikaciji zbog jednostavnosti
prikrivanja
autentičnosti,
nesporazume
prilikom
definiranja odnosa i produljenje procesa upoznavanja do
iskazivanja osjećaja ranjivosti (Hertlein i Twist, 2019).
Autori navode sljedeće primjere mogućeg korištenja
digitalnih
tehnologija
u
terapijskom
radu
s
korisnicima/parovima: osnaživanje korisnika za korištenje
novih tehnologija za online upoznavanje partnera u
slučajevima kada su korisnici iz različitih razloga
spriječeni uživo upoznavati potencijalne partnere;
osnaživanje osjećaja intime i bliskosti u već postojećim
partnerskim odnosima; rad s parovima na zajedničkom
definiranju granica u online komunikaciji kako bi se
prevenirala pojava sukoba, ljubomore i drugih teškoća u
odnosu (Hertlein i Twist, 2019).
VII. ZAKLJUČAK

Nove, digitalne tehnologije imaju sve veću ulogu u
oblikovanju suvremenih stilova života i interpersonalnih
odnosa. U trenutnoj pandemiji COVID-19, društvene
mreže i različite digitalne aplikacije su sve češće korišten
alat komunikacije za partnere koji nisu u mogućnosti
većinu komunikacije održavati uživo, a postale su i plodno
tlo za upoznavanje partnera i započinjanje novih
partnerskih odnosa. Obzirom da čak 97% mladih osoba u
Hrvatskoj ima aktivan profil na društvenim mrežama,
izvjestan je sve učestaliji prijenos offline komunikacije u
online komunikaciju. Online komunikacija partnerima
omogućava održavanje odnosa u situacijama kada se ne
mogu vidjeti uživo onoliko često koliko bi to htjeli ili
ukoliko održavaju partnerski odnos u potpunosti online.
Virtualni svijet mladim odraslim osobama daje određen
osjećaj sigurnosti jer su u mogućnosti kontrolirati
informacije koje dijele, no istovremeno su zakinuti za
neverbalni dio komunikacije. Rezultati ovog istraživanja,
provedenog na uzorku od 226 mladih odraslih osoba koje
su u ljubavnoj vezi pokazali su da osobe koje su svoje
partnere/ice upoznale uživo, no većinu komunikacije u
vezi održavaju online (tzv. veze na daljinu) iskazuju
značajno nižu razinu zadovoljstva partnerskom
komunikacijom u odnosu na osobe u klasičnim vezama.
Iznesena saznanja mogu poslužiti kao smjernice za buduća
istraživanja koja bi trebalo provesti na širem uzorku jer se
detektirane teškoće u partnerskim odnosima povezane sa
održavanjem veza putem online komunikacije ne odnose
isključivo na veze mladih odraslih osoba, već da one mogu
biti prisutne i u populaciji bračnih i izvanbračnih partnera
koji uslijed različitih okolnosti komunikaciju održavaju
online. Kao takva, ova tema predstavlja svojevrstan
Zeitgeist zbog sve očitijeg prelaska mnogobrojnih domena
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života u online. Zaključno, dobiveni rezultati istraživanja
ukazuju na potrebu provođenja različitih oblika
psihosocijalne podrške u online okruženju za parove koji
imaju teškoće u svom odnosu, a održavaju svoju vezu na
daljinu.
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Abstract—The upheaval caused by the global Covid-19
pandemic has been an unavoidable driver of rapid digitalization in engineering education. The goal of this preliminary
study was to test a prototype survey to identify and evaluate
problems encountered by engineering students during the
pandemic. A special focus was placed on students from historically underrepresented groups, first generation students,
those with a migration background, students with disabilities
and students with children. An online survey of students
was conducted during the pandemic. Questions were posed
regarding their experiences with distance learning, language
difficulties, social, financial, psychological and child-care
problems during the pandemic. Initial results identified problems common to all students as well as problems specific to
certain students from historically underrepresented groups.
Keywords—education, engineering, distance, diversity

I. INTRODUCTION
The upheaval caused by the global Covid-19 pandemic
has proved challenging for both students and educators.
It has forced rapid digitalization in engineering education. Courses which have been taught for years inperson needed to switch over to distance learning almost
overnight. Neither instructors nor students felt that they
had an adequate amount of time to consider how to adapt
in-person pedagogic and learning methods to a digital
learning environment. Furthermore, the financial and technical resources necessary for remote learning were not
always sufficiently available. Access to academic advice
and emotional support from family members were not
divided equally [1].
The goal of this preliminary study was evaluate the
suitability of a survey prototype to identify and evaluate
whether specific problems were encountered by engineering students during the pandemic. A special focus
was placed on students from historically underrepresented
groups, such as first generation students, those with a
migration background or a disability and student parents.
This work was made possible by a grant from the German Academic
Exchange Service (DAAD), International Virtual Academic Collaboration (IVAC), sponsored by the German Ministry for Education and
Research (BMBF).
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Lessons learned from this prototype survey will be applied
to design a larger, international survey.
Section II reviews some of the initial studies done on the
effect of the pandemic on students and educators. Section
III describes the methods used in this study. The initial
results of the prototype survey are presented in Section
IV. Finally, in Section V, conclusions and ideas for future
work are discussed.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Students from underrepresented groups are defined here
as those whose enrollment in STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Math) subjects at universities has historically
been lower than their percentage in the population. The
correlation between academic levels of parents and children remains high in Germany, especially in comparison to
other European countries [2]. 79% of those whose parents
went to university also attend a university. In contrast, only
27% of students are the first in the families to attend a
university, so-called first generation students [3]. Students
coming from a migration background are defined as those
who were themselves born in a foreign county or who
have at least one parent born in a foreign country. In
Germany, 25% of the population identifies as coming from
a migration background. Among university students, that
percentage is less than half, only 11% [4].
Even before the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, students from historically underrepresented groups were
found to suffer from disadvantages [5]. Becker and Loerz
[6] point out that the loss of typical student jobs in the
service sector will probably increase the level of social
inequity even further. Becker and Loerz also project that
many students who cannot rely on financial support from
their parents to compensate for the loss of student jobs
will be forced to drop out of university [6].
International students from developing countries suffer
from additional disadvantages. First, they are usually not
entitled to special interim financial aid programs to support
students during the pandemic. Secondly, the worsening
financial situation in their home countries can make it
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impossible for their parents to provide them with the funds
they had planned on [6].
A study in Germany found that although engineering
educators and students were somewhat able to adapt to
remote lectures, practical laboratory exercises which provide ”hands on” experience still proved to be a challenge
[7].
A review of the literature on the use of recorded live
lectures, known as lecture capture, reported mixed results
during the pandemic [8]. Before the pandemic, in-person
lectures had enabled educators to adapt their lectures
in real-time, in order to dedicate attention to students’
individual needs. This was no longer possible with static,
recorded lectures. They also found that students’ success in
online learning was highly determined by their levels of
independence and self-motivation. During the pandemic,
there is a concern of a further widening of the gap between
high- and low-achieving students.
Talanquer et al. suggest that educators and students
should not simply return to ”normal” once the pandemic
recedes. They suggest that we should rather use this
opportunity to reflect on what is taught and why it is
taught and how to better facilitate the student learning
experience [9]. Horvat and Jagust envision the development of an intelligent agent to observe students’ behavior
and to adapt the e-learning system based on emotion and
attention [10]. Students from non-academic families and
those with a migration background who had difficulty
finding information during the pandemic could benefit
from an intelligent chatbot, which evolves to fit their
changing queries. Mack et al. [11] explored the needs
of underrepresented minority students for an intelligent,
virtual mentoring system. Students suffering from a lack
of motivation and social isolation during distance learning
could benefit from multi-player gamification ideas in elearning, which are increasingly being used in engineering
education [12]. Points earned by solving online quizzes
could be posted on the e-learning platform, with badges
awarded to high scorers. Peer review systems, in which
students evaluate each other’s software models and give
each other feedback can support a rich, collaborative
learning atmosphere and significantly improve students’
learning outcomes [13].
III. M ETHODS
An anonymous online survey of students at the Nuremberg Institute of Technology was conducted from June
- July of 2021. The survey was distributed through the
university intranet e-mail system to more than 3,000
students. The survey questions were formulated both in
English and German, so that foreign students and other
non-native speakers of German could also be included as
participants.
Students were first informed of the purpose of the
study and that the data would only be used for research
purposes. In keeping with the EU General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR), no private personal data, such as
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names or addresses was gathered. Only students who
explicitly agreed to take part in the study by selecting
an ”opt-in” button were included.
A mixed methods approach was employed in designing
the survey questions. Some questions only allowed a single
answer, such as yes or no. Multiple choice questions
allowed students to check more than one answer, such
as self-identification as belonging to one or more historically underrepresented group, or checking boxes to report
problems encountered from a list of suggestions.
A total of 46 questions were posed to each study
participant, beginning with demographic information. Students were asked to self-identify according to gender,
age, enrollment in a STEM subject and whether they
felt they belonged to one or more of the historically
underrepresented groups. Those who did not self-identify
as belonging to any of the underrepresented groups were
defined as members of the control group.
General questions were posed to all of the survey participants regarding their experiences with distance learning, online exams, technical resources and internet access. Questions were also asked about changes to student’s social, financial and psychological situations during
the pandemic. Based on their self-defined demographic
categories, appropriate questions were asked of specific
groups. Students with a migration background were asked
specifically about their level of language proficiency and
difficulties. Students with disabilities were asked about
accessibility of online learning materials and mobility
issues. Parents were asked about the number and ages of
their children, experiences with home-schooling and childcare situations.

IV. R ESULTS
A. Demographic Distribution of Respondents
A total of 327 students from the Nuremberg Institute of
Technology took part in the online survey. 187 respondents
(57%) self-identified as female, 139 (43%) self-identified
as male and one person self-identified as diverse.
Female
187

Male
139

Div
1

1st Gen
205

Migrant
50

Disabled
20

Parent
14

TABLE I: Demographic distribution of respondents
As shown in Table I, 205 of the respondents reported
being the first members of their family to study at a university. 50 identified as coming from a migration background;
20 reported having disabilities and 14 said they had one
or more children. Because some students identified as
belonging to more than one group, such as first generation
student who also comes from a migration background,
there is some overlap between the groups. 98 respondents
who did not identify with any of the underrepresented
groups were defined as a control group.
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B. Difficulties During the Pandemic
Preliminary results identified problems common to all
of the respondents, such as missing contact to other students in study groups, self-discipline, time management,
staying focused and falling grades. Here, respondents were
allowed to select more than one choice.
Difficulty
Contact
Self-disc.
Time mgt.
Focus
Grades
None

Migrant
28%
16%
10%
18%
8%
20%

Disabled
20%
25%
15%
10%
10%
20%

1st Gen
31%
18%
9%
18%
3%
20%

Parent
21%
29%
14%
7%
0%
29%

The reliability of the internet connections available
can have an effect on students’ ability to participate in
distance learning and online exams. Student from different
categories reported varying frequencies of problems with
their internet connections, as shown in Figure 2.

Control
23%
27%
18%
17%
4%
10%

TABLE II: Difficulties during the pandemic
As shown in Table II, first generation students and those
coming from a migration background especially missed
learning together with other students in study groups.
Maintaining self-discipline and time management were
listed more often as problems for the disabled, parents
and the control group. Migrants, first generation students
and the control group complained of more difficulties
staying focused. Migrants and disabled students had more
concerns about falling grades.
Only 10% of students in the control group said
they hadn’t experienced any pandemic-related difficulties,
while considerably more parents (29%) reported not having any problems specific to the pandemic. This result is
quite surprising, because it would be expected that students
in the control group would have an easier time than parents
caring for children, especially at a time when many schools
and child-care facilities were closed.
C. Technical Resources Available to Students
Access to technical resources necessary for participation
in online instruction was not distributed equally among the
different groups of survey respondents.

Fig. 1: Access to a computer
Over 94% of the students from a migration background,
first generation students and those in the control group
responded that they have their own laptops, which they do
not have to share with anyone else. 21% of students with
children and 10% of students with disabilities reported
having to share a laptop, as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 2: Reliability of internet access
Students with a migration background and those with
disabilities reported having more problems with stable
internet access. Student parents reported much lower rates
of dissatisfaction with internet access. First generation
students and the control group fell in between these two
extremes.
D. Migration Background
As visible in Table III, more than half (62%) of the
respondents with a migration background reported that
they themselves were born in Germany. 30% have lived
in Germany for more than 3 years.
Unit
Number
Percentage

Less than 1 Year
4
8%

1-3 years
15
30%

Since birth
31
62%

TABLE III: Length of residence in Germany
The self-reported level of German language proficiency
is relatively high. 60% of respondents with German
citizenship report that they speak German as a native
language. Most of the respondents who do not have
German citizenship self-report their language proficiency
at as either B2 or C1 level. This can be attributed to the
stringent language requirements for admission to German
universities for foreign students.
Some problems were encountered specifically by those
with a migration background, as visible in Figure 3. One
main problem was the lack of information about interim
financial aid programs available during the pandemic. As
a result, many had to extend the length of their studies.
The pressure of meeting the high expectations of their
parents were also mentioned by 8% of the respondents.
Higher costs of living in Germany compared to their home
country were also reported by 8% of the students with a
migration background. Language barriers, both in writing
at a scientific level as well as in everyday conversations
were listed as problematic by a number of participants.
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Fig. 3: Difficulties of students with migration background

Fig. 4: Children: ages and childcare

Learning to adapt to a new, foreign culture was made
especially difficult by contact restrictions and lockdowns.

When faced with a lack of child care, 29% said they
had no other choice but to neglect their studies. In-person
exams were an additional hurdle for parents caring for
small children. Less than half of the students with children
(43%) were able to take in-person exams, compared to
73% of the control group. Student parents also expressed
that the switch to online teaching brought them some
advantages. 50% of students with children answered that
online lectures help them balance family responsibilities
with their studies. Asynchronous lecture videos, which
they could watch after their children were asleep, brought
additional time flexibility.
100% of students with children reported having no
difficulties adjusting to online exams, while only 71%
of students in the control group did. This finding that
parents preferred to take their exams online rather than
in-person confirms that digitalization measures can be
seen as an opportunity to help parents balance childcare
responsibilities with their studies.

E. Students with Disabilities
As shown in Table IV, students with disabilities faced
specific problems during the pandemic, not all of which
were related to mobility.
Difficulty
Internships
Living
Ex-online
Ex-person

Migrant
38%
24%
28%
30%

Disabled
65%
50%
20%
30%

1st Gen
44%
22%
28%
30%

Parent
29%
7%
0%
57%

Control
50%
19%
29%
26%

TABLE IV: Students with disabilities
65% of students with disabilities reported problems
in finding positions for internships or as work students.
Half of the students with disabilities reported experiencing
changes to their living situation, compared to only 19%
of the control group. A relatively low percentage of
students with disabilities complained of problems with
online exams, only 20%. However, a larger percentage of
disabled students (30%) said that they did not take part in
in-person exams. 20% of students with disabilities felt that
progress on inclusion had been hindered by the pandemic.
45% of students with disabilities said that online lectures
were a help in overcoming mobility problems. A relatively high proportion of students with disabilities (28%)
reported not experiencing any additional problems during
the pandemic. This unexpected result could possibly be
due to a higher basic level of resilience in this group.
Even before the pandemic, students with disabilities have
had to learn to overcome immense obstacles.
F. Student Parents
Out of the 14 students who answered that they have
children, 11 were women and 3 were men. Two of the men
reported that they have a single child, one reported having
two or more children. All 11 women reported having
two or more children. Students with children reported
increased problems with time management, due to closure
of schools and child-care facilities.
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G. Limitations
Due to GDPR data privacy regulations in the EU, it
was not possible to use data from some respondents in a
manner which would make it possible to uniquely identify
specific individuals based on their answers. This meant
that if fewer than five respondents from one category
answered, it would not be allowable to use their data. For
example, the number of respondents who self-identified as
suffering from psychological disabilities was less than five
and could therefore not be used in the study. Information
security restrictions to protect the university computer network from outside attacks only allowed for the gathering
of data from students from the Nuremberg Institute of
Technology.
Because of the relatively small number of respondents
(327), it was not possible to obtain statistically significant
results for each of the different underrepresented groups.
Bias inherent to the self-selection of students who decided
to fill out the survey as opposed to those who did not
take part most likely occurred. One example of selection
bias is the fact that the number of female respondents is
much higher than the number of female students enrolled
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in STEM majors. Thus, it cannot be assumed that the
proportion of student respondents from each of the underrepresented groups is identical to the actual distribution in
the student population.
Furthermore, each of the groups defined for the study
can also be heterogeneous. For example, even students in
the control group could suffer from other disadvantages,
such as a lower socio-economic status, which were not
explicitly addressed in this study due to data privacy
regulations.
Most of the questions were designed to only allow
yes/no or multiple choice answers. Utilization of a Likert
scale could improve the quality of the results.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK
In conclusion, although this preliminary study cannot be
assumed to be statistically significant, a few trends appear
to be recognizable. While almost all students have experienced heightened levels of stress and difficulties during
the pandemic, students from underrepresented groups have
faced additional challenges, which traditional engineering
students who are from academic families, whose parents
were born in the country and who do not yet have
children did not. First generation students and those from
a migration background reported missing contact to other
students and difficulties in acquiring information about
financial aid. Disabled students reported having difficulty
finding internships and of changes to their living situation.
Student parents reported significant problems balancing
their studies with child-care responsibilities, due to the
closure of schools and child-care facilities. While online
lectures and exams were a help in balancing child-care,
they reported difficulties in taking in-person exams.
Future work will include the design and implementation
of a larger survey of students from underrepresented
groups conducted in a number of different countries.
Lessons learned from this prototype survey, such as use
of a Likert scale, will be applied when designing the
wider survey. Once an adequate amount of responses are
available, data mining methods will be implemented to
analyze whether statistical correlations exist between individual underrepresented groups and the specific problems
encountered.
The issues identified in this preliminary study are part
of the requirements elicitation phase for future work on the
development of IT tools, such as advising chatbots, peer
review, gamification and machine learning in e-learning
systems. Pedagogic concepts will be targeted at specific
groups of underrepresented engineering students, who will
most likely benefit from each of these measures.
One specific area of further research will be to support
students from underrepresented groups to acquire the
organizational and intercultural skills needed to manage
globally distributed software development teams. Due to
travel restrictions, a lack of financial resources and childcare responsibilities, these students often cannot afford to
spend a semester abroad to gain international experience.
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The goal is to further develop a geographically distributed,
digital course on global software engineering, which can
be conducted by multiple collaborating universities even
during a pandemic.
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On Improving Academic Integrity Processes
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Abstract—One of the major issues that plagues academic
institutions is the detection, handling, and prevention of violation
of academic integrity. With advances in pattern and procedural
matching techniques, detection has become a lot easier and simpler. Handling and prevention, however, are still time-consuming
processes.
This paper investigates how the handling and prevention of
academic dishonesty can be ameliorated by applying process
modelling techniques as well as process improvement. The
paper describes the current processes, proposes some alternative
approaches to how the processes could be improved.
Index Terms—academic integrity, plagiarism, individualized
assignments, process improvement

policies. For this reason, courses on academic integrity are
often compulsory for all students at academic institutions that
offer them. This course will therefore be taken by a large
number of students, potentially consuming a lot of teaching
resources. Due to resource constraints, such courses are often
offered online with minimal or no instructor involvement. In
this case, the typical costs of the teaching process (setup, instruction, assignments, marking, and examination) are avoided
and instead replaced with the one-off cost of developing the
online course.

I. I NTRODUCTION

B. Detecting violations of academic integrity in each course

Most academic institutions have policies around academic
integrity and discipline students who are found to have violated
these policies. This involve a number of processes:
1) Teaching an academic integrity course.
2) Detecting violation of academic integrity in each course.
3) Dealing with detected violations of academic integrity.
4) Reducing violations of academic integrity.
There has been a lot of research and technological advances that help to improve these processes. This paper
critically reviews the processes and observes that two of
them, namely dealing with detected violations of academic
integrity and reducing violations of academic integrity, are still
time-consuming and have room for improvement. With this
observation in mind, it investigates improvements to current
processes.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
critically reviews current processes. Section III proposes improvements to current processes with a view to streamlining
some of their time-consuming aspects. Section IV discusses
individualised assessments as a means to improve academic
integrity. Section V adds further considerations and reflections.
The final section concludes with a summary.
II. C URRENT P ROCESSES
A. Teaching an academic integrity course
Such a course typically outlines an institution’s view of what
constitutes academic integrity, the policies the institution has
around academic integrity, and the implications of violating
these policies. In addition, the academic integrity policies need
to be made available to students for reference.
One rationale behind teaching compulsory academic integrity courses is that they remove ignorance of policies
as a defence when students are caught in violation of the
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Detection often involves using plagiarism detection tools
such as TurnItIn or Stanford University’s MOSS (Measure of
Software Similarity) [1].
TurnItIn is a commercial tool that detects similarities in
written work such as essays and dissertations. For detecting
similarities in software programs, there are specialist tools
such as MOSS [1], [2], Sherlock [3], JPlag [4], and PK2 [5].
These detection tools perform very well against naı̈ve cheaters.
Sophisticated cheaters, however, could potentially use
mechanisms to avoid being detected by these tools. For
example, online tools exist that paraphrase documents so that
TurnItIn does not flag these documents. Techniques to circumvent software similarity detection have also been explored [6],
[7].
Attacks on similarity detection tools are constantly attempted, and the tools take these attacks into account in
their algorithms as the tools mature. For instance, there
were techniques that replace characters with other Unicode
equivalents or look-alikes, control prints and views through
macros, invisible characters, or inserting pictures of text to
cheat TurnItIn, but these since have been taken into account
in the detection algorithm, so these techniques no longer work.
Plagiarism detection tools make detection relatively quick –
typically under an hour for even a large class with hundreds
of students.
Not all instances of academic integrity violations involve
plagiarism, however, as evidenced by the recent rise in contract
cheating, fuelled by websites that offer subscriptions providing
fast turnaround answers to assignment, test and exam questions
and that do not thoroughly check that these are not part
of current assessments [8]. Cases like these require human
intelligence and proactive search to detect.
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C. Dealing with detected violations of academic integrity
This involves documenting the nature of the violation,
gathering evidence, and interviewing the student(s) alleged
to have violated academic integrity. This is a hugely timeconsuming process.
The time required for interviews, as expected, is proportional to the number of detected cases of violations of academic integrity. Experience suggests that over 30% of students
plagiarise, leaving sufficient evidence showing their violation
of academic integrity. Other published work suggests that over
70% of the students admit cheating in some form or other [9].
Even with just 30% of a large class cheating, instructors will
need to spend many hours interviewing the students, especially
in large classes with hundreds of students. For example, in
one of our classes with just under 480 students, we found 106
cheating suspects. It took a week to interview all the students,
resulting in disciplinary action against 99 of them.
Another arduous process is the documentation of the nature
of violation. Figure 1 illustrates the current business process
model employed at the authors’ academic institution for documenting violations of academic integrity.

Fill student
and incident
details

Academic Head

Department
check

Fill prior
incident
detail

Prior
offence by
student?

D. Reducing violations of academic integrity
Research in education suggests that the best way to reduce
violations of academic integrity is to reduce the incentives that
violations offer students. For example, it is widely accepted
that some of the following factors might lead to violations of
academic integrity: pressure to perform, insufficient academic
help and supervision, and assignments that are not relevant
or not motivating. One needs to understand ways to reduce
violations of academic integrity, and set up processes that help
to this end.

The business process model illustrated in Figure 1 has a
number of issues.
1) The execution of the model is paper-based. The paper
form has to be signed by three academic parties (and
optionally by the student).
2) Some of the information required in the form is unnecessary. For example, student name, ID, and email address
must be entered, but the ID is sufficient to look up the
name and email address from the University’s database.
3) The Academic Head must consult an academic misconduct registry to see if the student has committed a prior
offence. This can easily be automatically pulled from
the misconduct registry without manual consultation of
the database.
4) Once the form is signed off by all parties, the department’s academic services coordinator manually re-enters
all the data into the academic misconduct registry and
uploads a scanned PDF of the form.
This process is lengthy and error-prone (e.g., consistency
errors resulting from entering an ID that does not match a
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yes

no
Department
sign-off

Faculty Dean

III. I MPROVING ACADEMIC I NTEGRITY P ROCESSES
A. Dealing with detected violations of academic integrity

Initialise
model

Instructor

Misconduct registry

Faculty
check and
sign-off
Enter all
details into
academic
misconduct
registry

Fig. 1: Documenting violations of academic integrity – current
process
student; data entry errors when details are manually re-entered
in the misconduct register). We therefore propose a new
process model that removes these issues. Figure 2 illustrates
this new model.
The new model in Figure 2 includes a number of improvements addressing the issues of the model in Figure 1.
1) The execution of the model is electronic and online. The
signatures of the three academic parties are implicit in
that the university’s single sign-on (SSO) authenticates
the parties.
2) No unnecessary information required. For example,
when the instructor enters the student ID, the name
and email address are automatically added from the
University’s database.
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Misconduct registry

Initialise
model

Instructor

Fill student
ID and
incident
details

SSO

Department
check

Academic Head

Department
sign-off

SSO

Faculty
check and
sign off

Faculty Dean

IV. I NDIVIDUALISED A SSESSMENTS

Fig. 2: Documenting violations of academic integrity – improved process. Here, SSO is the institution’s single sign-on
system.

3) During the department sign-off, the academic misconduct registry is automatically consulted to see if the
student has committed a prior offence.
4) When the form is signed off by all parties, the academic
misconduct registry is automatically updated to include
the new incident details.
B. Limitations
The new model in Figure 2 removes some of the time
costs associated with form-filling part of dealing with detected
violations of academic integrity. However, the main cost of
dealing with detected violations is in the student interviews.
These interviews take many hours to complete.
One approach to reduce this time cost is to invest in research
and processes that reduce violations of academic integrity. This
in turn will result in fewer interviews.
C. Reducing violations of academic integrity
Published research suggests that the incentives to cheat
come from the learning environment itself: Students tend to
cheat where motivation is not intrinsic, when there are highvalue low-frequency assignments, or when there is pressure
to perform [10]. This suggests that removing the incentives
to cheat is a better way to handle cheating. It may also be
possible to individualise assignments so that answers copied
blindly from another student are useless [11], [12].
Based on this, it is important to consider assignments that
are relevant and motivating.
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It will also be useful to design low value, frequent assignments, by breaking large assignments into smaller independent
chunks. In some of the courses, it may be worth considering
scaffolding large assignments, so that the students get the
benefit of both worlds: small, manageable assignments that
aren’t overwhelming, and gaining a large project experience
at the end of the learning period.
Individualised assignments, when well-prepared, can satisfy
some the desirable properties above. However, they are very
time-consuming to create and grade. Individualised assessment
frameworks such as Dividni [13] and the R exams package [14] help to substantially reduce the time involved in creating individualised assignments. These frameworks can also
auto-grade submissions, thereby removing any requirement for
manual grading.
With this in mind, the next section discusses the process involved in creating individualised assessments using
Dividni [13].

While individualised assessments encourage students to
maintain academic integrity, they require substantial time
to create and grade if done manually. We therefore use
Dividni [13] to help create assessments and to auto-grade
submitted solutions.
Creation of an individualised assignment follows a 4-step
process as illustrated in Figure 3.

(1) Author assignment text,
mark individualisation areas

(2) Write macros
for individualisation

(3) Write answer macros

(4) Write macro for the
smart marking guide
Fig. 3: The four steps of authoring an individualised assignment.
These four steps are discussed below in detail.
1) The instructor formulates the assignment text satisfying
the intended learning outcomes, and identifies parts
that need to be individualised. This ensures that the
students receive isomorphic variants of the assignment,
a precondition for ensuring fairness. See Figure 4 for a
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Assignment
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ei sed assum @@ delicatissimi,
ex enim feugiat molestiae pri. Atqui nusquam legendos est eu.
Has erant doctus molestiae ne. Pri et quem @@ delectus, ut ius
omnis @@ hendrerit. Luptatum salutandi ne est, at eum adhuc
homero omnesque. Ponderum assueverit scribentur ea his, eu
exerci dolore blandit eos. Melius discere id sit, an per vidit @@
tempor. Ei mundi alienum laboramus pri, soleat reprimique ne
qui. Tation fuisset mandamus no per.
1) Semper luptatum recteque est et, autem bonorum nominati ei mea, ea illum omittam vix?
2) No his convenire temporibus, sit no audire ocurreret. Quo
detraxit reformidans ad, praesent suavitate disputando usu
at, sit ea purto impetus corrumpit?
3) Ipsum regione admodum at pri. Eu hinc epicurei ullamcorper sea, pri no omittam atomorum. Dolor repudiare ei
quo. Pro in nullam @@ dissentiunt, inermis instructior
ne vim, ad atqui erant equidem vim?

Fig. 4: A sample individualized assignment illustrating individualized parts denoted as @@. The assignment text is coded
in HTML, permitting rich presentation. For readability, HTML
markup is omitted here.

generic example, showing assignment text and parts that
are identified for individualisation.
2) The instructor then writes macros that generate data
strings to substitute the parts identified for individualisation (see parts marked as @@ in Figure 4). In doing
so, the instructor makes use of a pseudo-random number
source so that the data strings are randomised. The
instructor needs to ensure that the randomly generated
values are in a range so that all students get equallydifficult variants of the assignment.
Typically, the seed for the random number source is
derived from the student ID (obtainable via the academic
institution’s identity management service via single signon) so that the isomorphic variant is tied to the student
ID. This ensures that the assignment never changes for
any given student.
3) Answers to questions are also macros, and are embedded
in the assignment text. However, the data strings corresponding to the answer macros will not be visible to the
students viewing their assignments. The instructor will
write the answer macros in the same manner as writing
the rest of the macros. The question and answer macros,
in general, will share a number of global attributes and
will have inter-dependencies.
4) In the last step, the instructor will write a smart marking
guide. This is also a macro that grades a studentsubmitted solution when executed.
Once the assignment is authored and peer-reviewed, it is
published on the Dividni server for online delivery. The server
is setup behind the academic institution’s identity management
service, and will therefore require single sign-on, which passes
the identity of the student to the assignment macros for their
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use.

Assignment: Caches
This assignment familiarizes you with the operation of directmapped and fully-associative caches. You are given a series of
accesses to a number of addresses. The cache is empty to start
with (i.e., the cache is cold-started). Work out if the accesses to
the given addresses are hits or misses. Please use the uppercase
letter H to denote a hit, and the uppercase letter M to denote
a miss. Negative marking will apply for each incorrect answer.
The total mark, however, will not be less than 0. Each access
is numbered with a sequence id for your convenience.
Access
Address
Access
Address
Access
Address
Access
Address

1
8
6
10
11
1
16
8

2
1
7
0
12
10
17
3

3
13
8
7
13
0
18
8

4
5
9
13
14
7
19
3

5
1
10
5
15
3
20
8

Part 1. Consider a direct-mapped cache of size 5. Each slot in
the cache can have just one item (i.e. the line size is 1 item).
Work out if the accesses to the given addresses are hits or misses.
Part 2
Consider a fully-associative cache of size 5. Each slot in the
cache can have just one item (i.e. the line size is 1 item). The
cache uses an LRU replacement policy: every slot has a counter;
every time a slot is accessed, a global counter is incremented
and its value stored in the slot counter; the slot with the lowest
counter value is chosen for replacement. Work out if the accesses
to the given addresses are hits or misses.

Fig. 5: A real individualized assignment on caches. Individualized areas of the assignment are marked in
underlined boldface.
Figure 5 illustrates a real individualised assignment. The
expected learning outcomes of this assignment are as follows.
•
•
•

Being able to understand how replacement works in
direct-mapped caches.
Being able to understand how LRU replacement works
in fully-associative caches.
An appreciation of the cases where these caches are not
effective.

The individualised parts in this assignment are marked in
underlined boldface. The size of the cache is randomly
chosen from the set { 3, 4, 5 }, while the addresses are semirandom. A direct mapped cache will thrash if two addresses
that map to the same cache line keep repeating. A fullassociative cache will have nothing but misses if the addresses
repeat in a cycle of N +1 where N is the size of the cache. The
addresses are synthesised to illustrate these two behaviours.
The macros in this particular assignment formed nearly 500
lines of C# code.
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A. Cost of individualisation
Creating individualised assignments takes time. An instructor needs to carefully choose a problem that can lend
itself to individualisation. Computational problems are good
candidates for individualisation. The instructor will have to
formulate the learning outcomes, and also ensure that the
individualisation does not result in an unfair assessment. For
example, if a student receives a trace with 100 addresses for
the cache assignment illustrated in Figure 5 while another
student receives a trace with only 20 addresses, then one could
consider that there is unfairness in the amount of time taken
to solve the two assignment versions. The instructor will have
also need to verify that the individualised answers are correct.
Though time-consuming to form, once formed, the individualised assignments can be re-used for many years to come
with little change.
B. Cheating online
Students will often post assignments online, soliciting answers. Individualised assignments let instructors identify the
student who posted the assignment online. Instructors will
still have to search to see if their assignment has been
posted online, however. To help locate the posted assignments,
we finger-print the assignment. Finger-printing essentially
involves inserting a unique phrase into the assignment text
which can subsequently be searched for. For example, the
cache assignment shown in Figure 5 could be finger-printed
by replacing the opening line with a prologue such as: “The
designers at Rijrarijvic Computers PLC would like see if
they should use direct-mapped or full-associative caches in
their new generation computer. To this end, you are asked
to experiment with the operation of direct-mapped and fullyassociative caches.” This would later enable the instructor to
easily search for this unique phrase to see if any student posted
the assignment somewhere online.
Similarly, students often collude online in timed online
assessments, with students supplying their answers to each
other. Individualisation can thwart cheating here as the number
of unique answers that need to be worked out is proportional
to the number of students involved.
C. Benefits of individualisation
While there is an upfront time cost to individualisation, it
helps reduce the number of cheating incidents. In our classes,
we typically see around a third of the class cheating if given
the opportunity. When assignments have been individualised,
students understand that it is not beneficial to cheat (e.g., by
posting online or copying answers from someone else) so they
generally do not cheat (in ways we can find out). The number
of cheating incidents we find in courses that use individualised
assessment is typically one or two – much less than the third of
the class in courses that do not use individualised assignments.
This hugely reduces the time we spend on student interviews
on cheating incidents.
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V. D ISCUSSION
The online automated approach to automate the paperwork
saves not only time, but also makes it easier to track the
progress of different sign-off stages. It is also possible to issue
automatic reminders and notifications if a sign-off has not been
completed within a prescribed time period.
Individualised assignments create a positive environment
that encourages students to be honest. They rightfully perceive
that cheating in an individualised assignments can be easily
detected, and therefore refrain from cheating. However, if
they do cheat – for example, by posting the assignment
online, soliciting solutions – the instructors can identify the
student. Individualised assessment is not just about cheating.
It provides the students with an ideal learning environment
where they can discuss the assessment with their peers without
sharing solutions even accidentally.
One notable limitation is the requirement to write macros
when creating individualised assignments. While this is not
a major issue in science and engineering, academics outside
of these domains may find macros difficult. In addition,
assignments that are based on computations (such as those
common in science and engineering) suit individualisation,
other written type assignments (such as essays) are not suitable
for individualisation in the process we illustrated.
There is a time cost to craft individualised assignments, but
once formed, these can be re-used for a long time, saving
the cost of re-authoring an assignment every year. Notably,
students know that there is little benefit in cheating on an
individualised assignment, and consequently, most do not
cheat. This not only increases the quality of the course but
also reduces the time cost of dealing with cheating incidents.
We have used individualised assignments in courses spanning year 1 to year 3 in domains such as computer systems,
computer networks, and digital security. Individualisation also
allowed high-frequency, low-value assignments. Student feedback has been positive, and individualised assignments are
very well received. We also noted that students retained their
knowledge more when we employed individualised assignments, as noted by their performance in the final examination.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
There are a number of processes around academic integrity,
some of which are time-consuming. This paper proposed
methods that could disincentivise academic dishonesty and
could reduce the time spent on dealing with detected cases.
We put forward assessment individualisation as a means to
reduce academic dishonesty incidents and proposed an online
process to automate the paperwork involved in dealing with
detected cases of dishonesty.
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Abstract - Media literacy is usually defined as the ability to
be aware, access, evaluate, and produce media content.
Additionally, it also includes the ability to critically consider not
just the content, but the intentions and values of those who
produce and distribute media. In today’s online world polluted
by fake news and biased media, the importance of media
literacy is indisputable. The aim of the research is to examine
the media literacy of first-year undergraduate engineering
students, as well as students’ perceptions and behavior related
to some media literacy aspects. Survey results provide an insight
into students’ perceptions of their media habits and suggest
students believe they have a decent knowledge of media
literacy-related concepts, as well as skills and confidence
needed for handling information found online.
Keywords –media literacy, media literacy education, digital
literacy, digital media, engineering education, first-year
engineering students

I. INTRODUCTION
Media literacy (ML) is a concept usually referring to
„the ability to access, analyze, evaluate and transmit
messages through print and electronic media“ [1]. It
typically includes the ability to critically consider not just
the content, but the intentions, ideologies, or values of those
who produce and distribute media [2]. ML includes skills
like media production, media product analysis, effective
writing skills, and the ability to objectively judge given
information [3].
Media literacy is often considered as a component of a
broader concept of digital literacy which is a more general
set of skills and knowledge that should enable one to
actively learn and contribute to society their whole life.
Aside from ML, digital literacy also includes information,
computer, communication, visual, and technological
literacy [4], also referred to as multiliteracies [5].
According to the Recommendations from Digital Literacy
High-Level Expert Group, digital literacy, and,
subsequently media literacy, are “the skills required to
achieve digital competence, the confident and critical use
of ICT for work, leisure, learning and communication” [6].
The importance of media literacy today is greater than
ever. Media in the digital age has faced an expansion in its

The content of this paper is sole responsibility of Gong.
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forms and in the variety of published media content. In
today’s world characterized by the growing ambivalence
about publicly available information, mistrust in mass
media, as well as misinformation, disinformation, and
malinformation present in social media, there is an
increasing need to develop skills to interpret information
consciously and critically. Here lies the importance of
media literacy and media literacy education, the goal of
which is to help media consumers to achieve the “critical
autonomy in relationship to all media” [1].
Students, as a group that consumes a multitude of
information coming from media, are today indirectly
presented with a task to select and choose media content
that they find useful and important among a variety of
others. As the carriers and consumers of media literacy,
students should understand how media work and should
know how to influence their audiences [7]. A fundamental
question worth asking, therefore, is whether they are up for
the task using the tools they have i.e., do they critically
evaluate and process media content they found themselves
exposed to. The aim of this research is to investigate media
literacy skills of first-year undergraduate students at the
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
theoretical background is provided in section II. Survey
methods and context are available in section III, while
survey results are presented in section IV. Results are
discussed and paper conclusions are presented in section V.
II. ACHIEVING AND MEASURING MEDIA LITERACY
An important factor for achieving ML is media literacy
education (MLE) and there are different approaches to
MLE across secondary and higher education. In secondary
education they can generally be divided into three main
groups [8]. First, there are countries in which media
education is embedded in the school curriculum, either as
mandatory or elective course, including Australia,
Denmark, Canada, United Kingdom, Norway, Hungary,
Ireland, Slovenia, and Sweden, often with very
encouraging experiences, but also with implementation
challenges [9]. Second, countries with minimalistic media
literacy education, which include Austria, Croatia, Italy,
the USA, and the Netherlands. In this case, MLE is
embedded into other school subjects. And finally, the third
group with no formal inclusion of media literacy in the
curriculum, with the example of Greece and France, where
media literacy is an extracurricular activity. In Croatia, like
in many other countries, media literacy is in high schools
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taught in a cross-curricular way, split between languages,
history, and informatics [8, 10], lacking its own subject
with specific knowledge and directed learning approach.
This way of teaching, without an overview and
coordination of target ML learning outcomes, makes it
hard to verify if related skills are truly acquired by students
or if they are used outside of the classroom. Additionally,
the amount of attention given to the topic both in quality
and quantity varies wildly and is dependent on a particular
teacher’s interest.
Students in secondary education are more exposed to
course content related to media use and creation, while
students in higher education are more exposed to course
content related to media analysis [11]. Research results
related to ML in higher education suggest that both faculty
staff and students mutually view media literacy as a
necessity that is integrated in the educational system as its
vital part [3]. Students should be able to realize the
importance of media literacy and need to be ready to apply
related skills and select information skillfully. A need for
the inclusion of MLE in higher education has been noted
in the literature in a variety of settings [12-14] and many
reports of MLE university courses are available [15].
But there are still a lot of issues related to assessing
ML, mostly stemming from its complexity and variations
in definitions or included concepts [16]. As ML includes
practical skills and behaviors, it would be ideal to assess
ML skills in that same context in which they are used, or,
at least, through practical demonstration of skills [17-18].
Since that is difficult to do, most research related to ML
assessment is limited to using surveys to serve as
indicators of general trends or levels in ML levels [19],
[20-21] but those results that can’t be compared to referent
standards since there are none [22]. Most surveys for that
reason use custom-developed questionnaires. Still, efforts
have been made to develop valid and reliable instruments
for measuring media literacy including the Digital Online
Media Literacy Assessment (DOMLA) [23] questionnaire.
DOMLA consists of 50 items for the assessment of five
main digital online media literacy constructs: media
awareness, media access, ethical awareness, media
evaluation, and media production.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no research has
been conducted so far to investigate ML of Croatian
engineering students which is important to provide insights
into the current ML status and help guide future decisions
regarding ML education. Additionally, since ML includes
practical application of skills, information processing, and
decision making, it seems reasonable to investigate whether
there is a link between ML and different cognitive styles.
Cognitive styles or thinking dispositions are attitudes about
forming and changing beliefs, but also preferences and
strategies determining how a person will process
information, solve problems, and make decisions. Rational
Experiential Inventory (REI 10) [24] is an instrument
designed to measure the degree to which people engage in
two cognitive styles: faster, intuitive thinking
(“individual’s tendency to enjoy and seek challenging
intellectual experiences”, need for cognition scale, NFC)
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and slower, rational thinking (“individual’s reliance on
experiential processing”, faith in intuition scale, FI) [25].
The two scales, REI and FI, are divided into five items each
and are usually assumed to be orthogonal [24-25]. REI was,
therefore, included in the research as a part of the conducted
questionnaire.
III. METHODOLOGY
The implemented survey contained:
•

30 items based on the DOMLA instrument related
to media awareness, media access, ethical
awareness, media evaluation, and media
production

•

6 sociodemographic questions (sex, age, parents
achieved educational level, number of inhabitants
in the place of residence, and previous experience
with media literacy education)

•

10 Rational Experiential Inventory (REI) items
[24]

•

12 items related to students’ perception of
differences in information presented in different
media and reactions to those differences

•

13 items related to perceptions of news and media

•

8 items related to students’ media production
competencies (as advocated by [26]) and
experiences in media production, including

•

an attention-check item (On a scale from one to
five, how truthful is the following:” I am an UniZg
FER student) to help identify untrustworthy or
randomized answers

The questionnaire was conducted as an optional activity
within the Communication skills course, with only a
symbolical assignment credit reward of 1% of the total
course credit amount. Skills of finding and evaluating
online information, which are an important part of media
literacy, are taught in the Communication skills course in
one of the 90-minute lectures.
IV. RESEARCH RESULTS
A total of 312 survey responses were collected and 304
responses (68.59% male, 31.41% female) remained after
discarding incomplete submissions or submissions with
incorrectly answered the attention-check item. Excluding
the corresponding Communication skills lecture, less than
10 students claimed to have taken part in a media literacy
program or education.
The answers to items based on the DOMLA instrument
with answers ranging from 1 (It does not relate to me at all)
to 5 (It completely relates to me) are given in TABLE 1.
The results indicate a preference for digital instead of
printed media (At least once a month I buy a magazine, a
book or a newspaper – C = 1, M = 1.76; Most of the
necessary information I first look up on the Internet – C =
5, M = 4.62; I regularly visit social media sites (for example
Facebook) to inform myself about the actualities – C = 4,
M = 3,99).
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TABLE 1: STATEMENTS ON CRITICAL THINKING AND BEHAVIOR RELATED TO THE MEDIA
Item
1 (%)
2 (%)
3 (%)
4 (%)
5 (%)
C
M
I regularly visit social media sites (for example Facebook) to inform
5.92
10.20
10.20
26.64
47.04
4
3.99
myself about the actualities
I can assess the credibility of the information I find online
0.33
1.97
10.53
49.67
37.50
4
4.22
Most of the necessary information I first look up on the Internet
0.00
0.99
5.26
24.67
69.08
5
4.62
I find people to be more honest on the Internet because they can be
19.41
24.34
30.26
16.12
9.87
3
2.73
anonymous
Before registration, I always read "Terms and Conditions"
59.54
29.93
5.26
4.61
0.66
1
1.57
I am familiar with user rights and obligations on pages where I
16.45
26.32
26.64
21.71
8.88
3
2.80
publish my own content
At least once a month I buy a magazine, a book or a newspaper
64.47
15.79
5.59
7.24
6.91
1
1.76
I watch television every day (at least an hour continuously)
62.17
18.75
6.58
7.24
5.26
1
1.75
Promotional content on television has a lot of effect on my perception
55.59
28.29
12.83
2.96
0.33
1
1.64
of the product or service
I create a better picture of the product or service I see in the
47.04
29.28
18.09
4.93
0.66
2
1.83
promotional program
I create a better picture of the product or service mentioned by
38.16
25.33
21.05
13.49
1.97
2
2.16
influencers on social media
While on my travel to the faculty, I listen to the radio
73.36
7.89
4.93
8.55
5.26
1
1.64
I think online shopping is better than shopping in the mall
12.17
21.38
37.50
23.03
5.92
3
2.89
I am more inclined to believe the information published by
44.74
32.89
13.49
8.55
0.33
2
1.87
influencers than media portals
The mass media in Croatia is censored
8.55
17.11
38.49
18.42
17.43
3
3.19
There are differences in the way the same or similar information is
1.32
3.62
10.53
40.79
43.75
4
4.22
displayed in different media
Two people can interpret the same news in completely different ways
0.00
0.33
3.29
25.00
71.38
5
4.67
I only read news stories that have catchy pictures
31.91
35.53
22.70
8.55
1.32
2
2.12
I am familiar with intellectual property rights on the Internet
10.53
24.67
21.38
32.24
11.18
3
3.09
I feel competent to evaluate another person's media skills and
4.28
22.37
33.88
28.95
10.53
3
3.19
competence
I feel competent to update software to protect a computer from viruses
7.24
11.84
19.08
29.93
31.91
4
3.67
I feel competent to succeed in fully online study environment
4.61
12.17
16.45
30.59
36.18
4
3.82
I can easily identify and specify online search keywords
0.33
1.32
12.17
37.83
48.36
4
4.33
I check every online information with at least one other source
2.96
21.05
19.41
37.17
19.41
4
3.49
I have subscription to at least one media service (IPTV, Netflix,
44.08
5.59
3.29
6.25
40.79
3
2.94
HBO….)
I find the Internet in Croatia to be expensive
9.21
11.18
38.82
23.36
17.43
3
3.29
I think most media reports are exaggerated to attract audience
0.33
0.66
6.25
29.28
63.49
5
4.55
If I do not know how to use a program, I always look up instructions
0.99
3.29
4.28
25.99
65.46
5
4.52
on the Internet
I share documents with others exclusively via email
33.22
33.55
16.45
13.49
3.29
2
2.20
I would subscribe to the premium content of news portals if the price
74.67
12.50
6.58
3.95
2.30
1
1.47
was lower
C - median, M - mean, SD - standard deviation, scale: 1 (It does not relate to me at all) to 5 (It completely relates to me)

SD
1.23
0.74
0.63
1.23
0.84
1.21
1.25
1.18
0.84
0.94
1.14
1.22
1.08
0.97
1.17
0.87
0.55
1.00
1.20
1.04
1.24
1.18
0.76
1.11
1.88
1.15
0.67
0.81
1.14
0.95

TABLE 2: STATEMENTS ON MEDIA AWARENESS
Item
1 (%) 2 (%)
3 (%)
4 (%)
5 (%)
C
M
SD
Media owners influence the content produced in their media
0.66
1.64
8.88
30.59
5
4.43
0.78
55.92
Media companies are choosing reports to attract audiences
0.00
1.97
1.97
17.11
78.29
5
4.73
0.60
Audiences are looking for news that matches their political beliefs
0.33
2.30
9.21
31.25
54.61
5
4.41
0.78
Two people can interpret the same news in different ways
0.00
0.00
3.62
15.79
80.59
5
4.77
0.50
News affects people whether they are aware of it or not
0.00
0.99
6.91
26.97
63.49
5
4.56
0.67
News about politicians affect how people generally think
2.30
8.22
18.09
38.49
31.58
4
3.90
1.02
The news is made to attract attention
0.33
2.96
9.54
25.99
59.21
5
4.44
0.82
People may look better or worse because of the lighting in the studio
0.99
1.97
5
4.30
0.88
15.79
27.63
52.63
News production techniques can affect citizens' perceptions
0.33
1.97
13.82
34.54
48.36
4
4.30
0.81
When taking pictures, photographers decide what matters most
1.97
4.61
18.42
31.91
40.79
4
4.07
0.99
In the news, things appear more dramatic than they really are
0.66
2.63
17.76
35.86
41.12
4
4.16
0.86
News with more appealing images get publicly shown sooner
0.00
2.96
10.53
31.91
53.95
5
4.38
0.79
News about conflicts get more attention
0.00
0.99
5.59
22.37
70.39
5
4.63
0.64
C - median, M - mean, SD - standard deviation, scale: 1 completely disagree, 2 somewhat disagree, 3 somewhat agree, 4 agree, 5 completely agree

Most students report they can easily assess the
credibility of information they find online (C = 4, M = 4.22)
and don’t think they are much affected by the promotional
content available on television or elsewhere (Promotional
content on television has a lot of effect on my perception of
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the product or service – C = 1, M = 1.64, I create a better
picture of the product or service I see in the promotional
program – C = 2, M = 1.83, I create a better picture of the
product or service mentioned by influencers on social
media – C = 2, M = 2.16).
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Results of the survey items related specifically to media
awareness suggest students believe they are well aware of
diverse ways in which news media can select and shape the
information they are presenting. Answer percentages per
item are presented in TABLE 2. The low variation in
answers suggests students report that they believe there are
more factors that affect media content and presentation than
solely objective portrayal of information. Average ratings
per item range from 3.90 (News about politicians affects
how people generally think) to 4.73 (Media companies are
choosing reports to attract audiences) indicating high level
of agreement with statements about media awareness.
The next survey question investigated whether
students have created a particular digital media content
within the last year. Students reported that:
• 3.29% created a news/journal/magazine article
•

0.99% wrote a letter to the press

•

50.66% created any form of written literature
(e.g., a book, an essay, a poem, etc.)

•

•

68.09% created video material or audio material
of any kind (e.g., film, cartoon, and songs being
media referred to)
65.13% created any kind of online media content
(e.g., blog post, comment on a web portal, social
networks activity, forums, etc.)

A similar question was posed to investigate students’
skills and competencies related to digital media production.
Descriptive statistics is available in TABLE 3. The results
suggest students believe they are familiar with the ways of
creating digital media content, with web design (C = 3, M
= 3.00) being the least familiar of those.
In the next survey question, asking whether differences
can exist in the ways that the same information is portrayed
in informative programs, students stated such differences
exist in television channels (77.93%), radio stations
(62.88), newspapers (77.41%), websites and portals
(97.36%), and social media sites (95.38%). The answers to
the question of what students do when they encounter such
differences are presented in TABLE 4.

TABLE 3: SKILLS AND COMPETENCES FOR DIGITAL MEDIA
PRODUCTION
Item
I can create something new from existing
internet pictures, music, or videos
I know how to make basic content changes
that someone else produced
I know how to design a website
I know that intellectual property rights are
applied to online content
I can tell if any software or app is safe to
download
I comment with confidence on portals,
forums, or on social media
If I wrote or commented online, I would do
that with confidence

C
4

M
4.19

SD
0.96

4

4.22

0.92

3
5

3.00
4.51

1.38
0.79

4

4.19

0.90

3

2.82

1.44

4

3.61

1.25

(C - median, M - mean, SD - standard deviation, scale: 1 completely
disagree, 2 somewhat disagree, 3 somewhat agree, 4 agree, 5 completely
agree)
TABLE 4: HANDLING INFORMATION DIFFERENCES IN
VARIOUS MEDIA SOURCES
STATEMENTS

Yes

No

(%)

(%)

a. Neglect or ignore
b. I trust specific parts based on
multiple source knowledge (e.g., TV
channels, newspapers, sites)

44.78

42.42

Do not
know
(%)
12.79

63.79

27.57

8.64

72.19

24.17

3.64

71.76

23.59

4.65

4.07

91.86

4.07

14.62
85.81

78.74
9.90

6.64
4.29

c. I draw comparisons of multiple
sources regarding information (e.g.,
books, encyclopedias, other TV
channels or newspapers)
d. I ask friends, family members or
other people for their opinion
e. I consult with civic and public
organizations
f. I get information only from one
source
g. I google it

Other than the already reported data, the survey also
contained the 10 REI items to investigate if there are any
statistically significant correlations between students with
different thinking styles (intuitive-experiential and
analytical-rational) or between other survey items and
students’ demographical data. REI 10 items and their
descriptive statistics are displayed in TABLE 5.

TABLE 5: RATIONAL–EXPERIENTIAL INVENTORY (REI 10)
Item
1 (%)
2 (%) 3 (%)
4 (%)
5 (%)
C
M
SD
I don't like to have to do a lot of thinking
27.63
36.18 22.37
11.18
2.63
2.25
2
1.07
I try to avoid situations that require thinking in depth about something
35.86
36.18 14.47
9.54
3.95
2.10
2
1.12
I can usually feel when a person is right or wrong even if I can't explain how
1.32
8.22
24.34
45.39
20.72
3.76
4
0.94
I prefer to do something that challenges my thinking abilities rather than
something that requires little thought
2.63
11.18 28.95
35.86
21.38
3.62
4
1.04
Thinking hard and for a long time about something gives me little
satisfaction
17.76
36.18 24.67
14.80
6.58
2.56
2
1.15
I believe in trusting my hunches
0.99
8.55
16.78
47.37
26.32
3.89
4
0.95
My initial impressions of people are almost always right
4.28
17.11 37.50
30.92
10.20
3.26
3
1.01
I prefer complex to simple problems
3.95
10.86 30.92
30.26
24.01
3.60
4
1.10
I trust my initial feelings about people
2.63
16.12 25.33
44.08
11.84
3.46
4
1.00
When it comes to trusting people, I can usually rely on my "gut feelings"
2.96
9.54
25.99
43.75
17.76
3.64
4
1.00
(C - median, M - mean, SD - standard deviation, scale: 1 completely disagree, 2 somewhat disagree, 3 somewhat agree, 4 agree, 5 completely agree)
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The NFC and FI scores were calculated from the answers
to corresponding REI items - five items each, with two NCF
items being reverse coded. Contrary to the expectations
regarding NFC and FI scales’ orthogonality, a small weak
significant correlation was found between the NFC scale and
the FI scale (Pearson’s r = 0.21, p < 0.01).

Several statistically significant, yet small correlations
were observed in the acquired data between students’ NFC
and FI scores, and between some questionnaire items and
NFC and FI scores. This effect can most likely be attributed
to the sample size. No moderate or large statistically
significant correlations were observed in the data.

A weak yet statistically significant (p < 0.01) correlation
with r ≥ 0.25 was found between the NFC scale and items:

In the future work, the authors plan to perform a factor
analysis to identify potential underlying factors explaining
acquired data interrelationships. In the context of students’
media literacy levels, the results are encouraging, but
additional research is needed to assess whether and how that
knowledge and skills are applied in related situations
encountered in real life.

•

I feel competent to update software to protect a
computer from viruses (r = 0.29)

•

I can easily identify and specify online search
keywords (r = 0.25)

and between the faith in intuition scale and items:
•

I can assess the credibility of the information I find
online (r = 0.28)

•

I feel competent to evaluate another person's media
skills and competence (r = 0.29)

•

I check every information with at least one other
source (r = 0.28)

All identified statistically significant correlations were
small and no specific opinions related to survey items were
observed to be correlated to NFC and FI thinking styles in this
population. Parents’ level of education did not yield a
statistically significant correlation with any of the survey
items above the r = 0.25 level threshold.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results described in this paper provide an insight into
first-year engineering students’ perceptions, skills, and
reported behaviors related to media literacy. While the survey
responses are not the most accurate measurement of students’
perceptions, skills, and behaviors related to media literacy,
they are a practical way of obtaining insights into them
enabling a more focused or better directed follow-up
exploration.
Survey results indicate students’ preference for the
consumption of free digital media compared to traditional
printed media. Digital media is viewed as more susceptible to
portraying the same information in different ways, and
uncertainties in handling information from various sources are
most commonly handled by googling them.
The obtained results also indicate students believe they
have a decent knowledge of media literacy-related concepts,
skills and confidence needed for handling information found
online, media awareness, skills and experience in digital
media production, and skills for handling information
differences in various media sources. This should not come as
a surprise given engineering students’ interest in technology
and likely exposure to digital media. Still, those results should
be assessed in more detail since a false sense of confidence
has been noticed in self-assessment of individuals’ skills in
other research [27]. Similar could be true for students’ belief
they are not affected by promotional content in media.
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Abstract—The industry-academia gap is one of the persistent challenges of Software Engineering education. Software
development is a rapidly moving industry, and academia
is not quick enough to adapt to the changing software
engineering profession. To this end, this paper introduces
a project that seeks to bridge the Software Engineering
-related industry-academia gap in the Finnish region of
South Savo. The project intends to bring together regional
software engineering companies with teachers, developers,
and students in higher education. The objective of such a
community is to provide a platform for discussion and the
development of collaborative models to improve education
and interaction. As the first step towards building the
community, we are building a better understanding of the
software development companies in the region. In this paper,
we describe our method of inquiry and early experiences
for understanding companies’ type of business, software
engineering activities, and attitude towards collaboration.
The preliminary results show that our method of inquiry
was perceived as useful for both industry and academia.
While we were able to gather useful information about the
industry practices and feedback for higher education about
the skills graduates should possess, industry representatives
considered the data gathering as an opportunity for selfreflection.
Keywords—software development; software testing; quality
assurance; industry practices; survey

I. I NTRODUCTION
The gap between software engineering (SE) education and the software industry has been an important
discussion topic in the SE community already for three
decades [1], [2]. Characteristics to such gap, the industry
expects competent graduates, while the students’ initial
experiences in the industry turn out to be rather different
than their education [2]. Garousi and Felderer [3] have
argued that currently, practices of industry and academia
are ”worlds apart” from each other.
Narrowing the industry-academia gap would provide
significant benefits to both sides, improving innovation capacity for industry while bringing relevance for academia
[2]. Despite such benefits, increasing industry-academia
collaboration has been difficult [1]. While the software
engineering profession has been able to quickly react to
new platforms and trends, academia has struggled to be
quick enough to incorporate the changes into its curriculum [2]. Furthermore, the challenges of creating realistic
experiences in education have made it also challenging
for the students to acquire the necessary soft skills for
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the collaboration to develop large-scale software projects
[2].
Close collaboration and co-production have often been
offered as a remedy for the aforementioned challenges.
For reducing the gap between industry and academia,
the industry should spend more time with academia and
communicate their real problems and share information
about the latest methodologies, while academia should
strengthen its ties to the industry to create an environment
for real-life experience for its students [1], [2].
This paper describes our early efforts in reducing
the gap between industry and higher education in the
Finnish region of South Savo. As the first step, we are
working towards building a better understanding of the
software companies in the region by assessing the state
of practice of regional SE companies. To this end, we
describe our method of inquiry and early experiences
for understanding companies’ type of business, software
engineering activities, and attitude towards collaboration.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
First, we explore similar work that has been carried out for
assessing the state of the practice of software development
companies (Section II). Section III then describes the
context of our study in greater detail by introducing
the Software Quality Assurance Workshop -project. In
Section IV, we describe our questionnaire. Finally, in
section V, we discuss experiences of the chosen way of
assessing companies’ state of the practice and conclude
the paper (Section VI).
II. R ELATED W ORK
Efforts to build closer cooperation between software
engineering professionals and educators are still rare [4],
making it difficult for recent graduates to transition to the
working life [5]. Nikula et. al [6] describes one example
of earlier efforts to strengthen industry-academy collaboration and to assess SE practices of regional companies.
Garousi and Felderer [3] have further identified testing
and quality assurance as some of the topics where a
substantial gap between industry and academia can be
seen.
To better understand the industry practices, various
studies have been conducted using the survey method to
assess industry practices in testing and quality assurance.
For example: Ng et al. [7] in Australia, Chen et al. [8] in
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TABLE I
S ECTIONS IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE
#

Section theme

Objective

1

Basic information about the organizational unit

2

Information about the company’s projects, products, staff, resource
allocation
Software development practices in the company (such as agile
practices). Utilization of open-source software components

To familiarize the researchers with the company. Questions included,
for example, the personal and educational background of the respondent, size and organization of the company, and business activities
This section collects information on the companies’ products and
the resources used to produce them
This section collects information on the current practices in the companies. These include the use of systematic approaches to software
development (for example, agile practices, DevOps), continuous
development and deployment, and use of open source software
components
This section collects information about the tools and practices used to
orchestrate the development pipeline and the tools used for different
activities in the software life cycle related to software development
and quality assurance. The activities ranged from static quality
assurance methods to dynamic testing processes
This section collects information on the business development
projects and practices. Additionally, the reasons to invest in business
development and the obstacles that prohibit the company from doing
so.
The last section of the questionnaire contains questions about experiences of new hires and recent graduates, along with preferences
companies have in terms of skills and knowledge that should be
acquired during studies.

3

4

Use of automation, quality assurance practices, and tools

5

Business development practices

6

Co-operation and partnerships with higher education

China, Lee, Kang and Lee in South Korea [9], Garousi
et al. [10], [11] in Canada, Torkar and Mankefors [12] in
Sweden, and Hynninen et al. [13], Kasurinen et al. [14]
and Taipale et al. [15] in Finland.
Previous studies have concluded that there is potential
for improving testing and QA practices, but progress is
often hindered by the lack of experienced developers [7].
Additionally, QA activities are likely to be downgraded
in case of resource shortage [12]. These reported challenges suggest that testing and QA are fruitful topics for
collaboration between industry and higher education.
III. S OFTWARE Q UALITY A SSURANCE W ORKSHOP
PROJECT

The Software Quality Assurance Workshop project
(SQAW) [16] focuses to increase software companies’
QA competence by intensifying collaboration between
software companies and higher education. The benefits of
such an objective are mutual. Software engineering students will be able to learn real-life software development
contexts and build ties with local software companies
already while studying. Regional software companies, on
the other hand, will benefit from students exploring the
latest QA topics and technologies. The project focuses
particularly to develop:
• new collaborative models between higher education
and software companies in South Savo to share QArelated knowledge and to guide further exploration.
• virtual Software Quality Assurance Workshop that
allows access for students and software companies
to use QA-related tools.
The project has been awarded European Regional Development Funding by South Savo Regional Council, and
is to be implemented between September 1, 2021 and June
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30, 2023. In the long term, the project seeks to improve
the viability of the software industry in the region and
the ability for higher education to respond to the needs
of regional software companies.
As a first step towards achieving the project goals,
we have started to build a better understanding of the
software development companies in the region. To this
end, we have chosen to create a structured questionnaire
for assessing companies’ business and products, software
engineering activities, quality assurance practices, and
interest in collaboration. We decided to implement the
structured questionnaire form in Microsoft Excel to have
sufficient flexibility to manage and analyze gathered data.
The questionnaire form was planned to be shown to
all participants in the data gathering meeting and was
intended to be filled collaboratively. Since one of our
objectives is to get to know the companies, we decided to
conduct the assessment at the premises of the company,
whenever possible.
IV. Q UESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
The questionnaire contains six sections and a total of
39 individual questions (Table I). Most questions were
multi-choice, multi-item type questions with Likert scale
answers. The design is based on experience in the field
and software engineering literature, including the Agile
Manifesto [17], SWEBOK [18], and the ”Stairway to
Heaven” [19]. Practices for testing and quality assurance
were also sought from previous studies [13], [14], [15]
and the ISO/IEC standard on software testing [20]. The
full questionnaire is available in an online repository. 1
1 http://tinyurl.com/bdekdzmw
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TABLE II
AGILE PRACTICES ASSESSMENT

TABLE III
U SE OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

Agile values

Importance
now

Importance
ideally

Working software
Comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration
Contract negotiation
Responding to change
Following a plan
Individuals and interactions
Processes and tools
Delivering software frequently
Delivering a finished product

1..5

1..5

1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5

1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5
1..5

Do you utilize open source software components? (yes/no)
We do not use open source software components
We investigate the potential to use open source software
We utilize open source software in our internal activities
We utilize open source software in our commercial activities
Our commercial activities are based on open source
We publish open source software
We participate in open source ecosystems

TABLE IV
Q UALITY ASSURANCE PRACTICES
Which QA activities are employed?

A. Section 1: Basic information about the company and
interviewees
The questionnaire begins by gathering basic information about the interviewees (title, background, education)
and the company (such as name, marketing channels,
location, year of foundation). Next, information is asked
about other offices of the company in the region/in Finland/abroad and the number of employees in each office.
Then, more details are asked about the number and roles
of employees at the interviewed office. The remaining
questions of this section focus on understanding the
business offering of the company (main products, sources
of income).
B. Section 2: Information about the company’s projects
This section begins by creating an understanding of
project work carried out in the company with questions
such as typical numbers of project members, projects annually, duration, and workload. Then we ask the interviewees to assess the success of the company’s software development practices. Items in this question addressed the
company’s ability to meet the budget, schedule, required
functionality, and desired quality in software projects.
The items were assessed on a Likert scale from -2 to
+2 (-2=considerably worse than planned, -1=worse than
planned, 0=according to plans, +1=better than planned,
+2=considerably better than planned).
C. Section 3: Software development practices
This section begins with an assessment of values related to software development practices. To this end, the
interviewees are asked to rate values in the agile manifesto
based on the company’s current values vs. what would be
ideal for the company. Responses were collected on a fivepoint Likert scale (1=Value is not very important, 5=Value
is very important). For example, one item to rate was
”Individuals and interactions” and another was ”Processes
and tools” (as per the agile manifesto line ”Individuals and
interactions over processes and tools” [17]). The items in
this question are listed in Table II.
The use of open-source software was also included
in section #3 (Table III), with the purpose to assess
how prevalent the use of open source components is,
and to investigate how many companies base their business around open source. Additionally, this section
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Requirements management
Source code and version control
Code review
Test planning and management
Functional testing
Unit testing
Integration testing
Software delivery
Test environment management
Acceptance testing
Regression testing
Performance testing
Scalability testing
Stress testing
Interoperability testing
Security testing
Reliability testing
QA reporting
Task tracking and management
Defect management
Code coverage
Test data management
Software monitoring
Responses were collected on a five point Likert scale
(0=Activity is not performed, 1=Activity is occasionally
performed..., 4=Activity is well processed). Additionally
the questionnaire asked if the activity is automated and
what tools are used related to the activity.

contained questions related to the software development methodologies and principles, and how time is
divided between different activities related to software
development (project management/requirements engineering/programming/quality assurance/publishing).
D. Section 4: Quality assurance practices, tools, and
automation
This section focused in detail on quality assurance practices. First, we asked how software releases are deployed
and what tools or processes are related to the orchestration
of the deployment. Next, we asked for information about
the maturity, automation, and tools used in different QA
activities. Table IV presents the different quality assurance
related activities found in the literature. These activities
were assessed on a 5 point Likert scale (0=Activity is
not performed, 1=Activity is occasionally performed..
4=Activity is well processed). Additionally, a checkbox
could be marked if the activity is automated, and we also
asked what tools are related to each activity.
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TABLE V
ATTITUDE TOWARDS IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES
How well do the following statements describe your company?
(1=Not at all, .. 5=Very well)
We follow the development of the software business and try to
develop our own activities accordingly
We have separate business development projects
We develop business practices in tandem with software development
Business development is as important as software development
projects
TABLE VI
T HE SKILLS COMPANIES WANT FROM

NEW DEVELOPERS

Which of the following skills are especially important with new
hires? (1=Not at all important, .. 5=Very important)
Programming skills
Architectural know-how and object-oriented program design
Software engineering methods (for example, agile methods)
Quality assurance know-how
Problem solving and logical thinking skills
Teamworking skills

At the end of this section, we asked which of the QA
activities listed in Table IV interviewee would wish to
improve at the company in the near future.
E. Section 5: business development
This section begins by assessing the interviewee’s stand
towards improvement activities (Table V). We then ask
about the drivers, obstacles, and enabling factors of business development practices in the company. We end this
section by asking questions about business development
objectives for the coming two years.
F. Section 6: cooperation possibilities between companies
and higher education
The final section of the questionnaire addressed cooperation possibilities between the company and higher
education. First, we asked what experiences the companies have with graduates in the region. Next, we asked
the respondents to assess how important skills taught in
undergraduate programmes are. Table VI lists the different
SE skills. Finally, the questionnaire contained different
collaboration models and asked how attractive they are to
the company.
V. D ISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
At the time of writing, we have contacted and interviewed ten software companies in the region. All
companies that we contacted agreed to be interviewed,
giving a 100% response rate this far. Thus, we can conclude that companies are interested in industry-academia
collaboration, at least on a generic level. Although the
results are preliminary and the inquiry is still ongoing,
the results nevertheless seem promising. As one example,
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the maturity levels of
software quality assurance activities in the region and
the level of automation used in the activities. This kind
of information is useful both for industry and academia.
While companies receive feedback on how their quality
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assurance practices compare with general maturity levels
in the region, academia gains useful information on the
particular activities and tools that needs attention when
further developing education.
Even though we preferred to meet the company representatives in person at their premises, the current COVID19 pandemic forced us to move some of the meetings
online. We discovered that filling the questionnaire in a
virtual meeting worked equally well, providing benefits
for both academia and industry.
A. Benefits for the academia
Results from the first interviews indicate that there is
both the need to invest in quality assurance practices and
the will to engage more in industry-academia cooperation. This suggests that the SQAW project is timely and
serves the needs of the regional companies. Although the
project is aimed at regional development, the results are
interesting to a wider audience.
Our project focuses on developing testing and QA practices. Based on the gathered data, it seems that this work is
especially interesting to the smaller software companies,
which have not yet had the chance to develop robust
QA practices. Therefore regional cooperation, knowledge
sharing, and new collaboration models with higher education were seen as worthwhile prospects. At the same time,
these companies indicated that the scarcity of resources
may be an insurmountable obstacle. These findings are in
line with other studies in the field. For example, Souza
et al. [21] found that startups aim to develop testing
practices but DevOps, agile practices, design, and extreme
programming often take priority over quality assurance.
On a more practical level, our first interviews have
revealed a number of benefits. First, we are collecting
a list of the different tools and methods employed by
the software companies. This investigation benefits software engineering researchers and educators. The results
will also benefit the companies themselves, as we will
disseminate the results once data collection is completed.
Thus, the companies can review their own practices and
compare their position in comparison to others in the
region.
The second main finding from the first interviews is
that the tools used for automation, orchestration, review,
and deployment of software projects vary between companies of different sizes and business domains. Traditional
software development houses employ the most tools, they
have streamlined the processes, and rely on automation
in the orchestration of software and services. These companies organize their work in teams of multiple people
working in software development (typically 5 person
teams). Smaller companies (start-ups or self-employed
developers, or a conglomerate between these) employ
more ad-hoc practices.
Another insight from the interviews thus far is the
need for improving testing tools and practices. Some
respondents stated that all aspects of testing and quality
assurance should be developed, others highlighted a need
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Fig. 1. Early results from the first interviews revealing maturity levels and the use of automation of software quality assurance activities

for improving test automation. Specific areas for improvement included unit and integration testing automation,
UI-testing, system testing, functional testing, regression
testing, and security testing.
B. Experiences from the industry
At the end of the questionnaire, we asked for feedback
from the interviewees. The responses from the industry
were positive without exception. The industrial representative welcomed our objective of building closer ties
with them and expressed their interest to work towards
such a goal. The interviewees also gave positive feedback
on our data gathering method. They liked the structured
questionnaire and felt that this provided them a good
opportunity to assess their current state of the practices.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the preliminary results from
the Software Quality Assurance Workshop project. The
project aims to develop new collaborative models between
industry and higher education and to develop a virtual
Software Quality Assurance Workshop to facilitate the
collaboration. As the first step toward a better understanding of the collaboration opportunities, we designed a
questionnaire for assessing the software testing and quality assurance practices in the industry. Preliminary results
from interviews using the questionnaire were presented.
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A. Recommendations for data collection
In addition to the questionnaire instrument itself, this
paper presents recommendations for best practices from
the experience of the authors.
First, we recommend that the data collection be conducted as a face-to-face interview. While web-based surveys are more convenient, a web survey does not add
much value and can lose some richness in the data. In our
experience companies are very welcoming for researchers
to conduct interviews while a long web survey may only
get a few responses. For example, in [13] the sample of
the web survey was only 33 respondents. Conducting the
surveys in person, on the other hand, can yield as many
responses. Thirty or forty interviews is not a difficult
task even for a single researcher. The additional benefit
of interviews is that the respondents can offer additional
information during the session.
Second, statistical mean values do not yield meaningful
conclusions from the data. More rich qualitative data can
emerge from the interviews even if the questions are not
open-ended.
B. Limitations and future work
The scope and limitations of the current study warrant
some discussion. This work employs a qualitative research
approach. The findings are exploratory and do not yield
strong conclusions. However, we feel that the experiences
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presented in this paper are robust enough to warrant
dissemination. While the number of responses has been
low (10 responses), the fact that the interviews were
conducted in person or in a virtual meeting provides added
qualitative value to the reliability of the findings.
The work in the SQAW project is ongoing and we have
only presented preliminary results. In the future, we will
collect more data to investigate the state of the SE and
QA practices in the region.
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Abstract - Work-based learning is a general approach that
allows students to gain practical knowledge and bridge the gap
between university and industry (or company) needs. Work-based
learning is often informal, but the formalized learning outcomes
could help evaluate the relevance of industry (or company)
projects to the university curricula and specify the objectives a
student can achieve through the Work-based project. This work
aims to analyze the learning outcomes and the characteristics of
learning outcomes that can be achieved and assessed in the
working environment. For a two-year Business Information
Technology MSc program, we determined what learning outcomes
could not be earned via workplace learning. In addition, the aim
was to analyze whether non-achieved learning outcomes were
something that the company could provide in different
circumstances, or whether they cannot possibly be achieved in
workplace learning, or whether the learning outcome has been
wrongly formulated.

work and learning, the general concept of which is Work-based
learning [2], [3].

Keywords - education, curriculum development, software
engineering education, work-based project, workplace learning.

Work-based learning is often informal, but the formalized
learning outcomes could help evaluate the relevance of industry
(or company) projects to the university curricula and specify the
objectives a student can achieve through the Work-based
project.

I. INTRODUCTION
Work-based learning is learning in two different
institutional environments that typically involve three parties:
the student, the workplace (industry or company), and the
university. Workplace learning is gaining popularity worldwide
for the following reasons: Due to rapid and extensive changes
in the industry, universities have to meet ever-higher demands
on the preparation of their students. Modern universities should
pay more attention to new needs and forms of cooperation
between industry and higher education institutions to better
connect education and research with practical experience [1].
Also, Work-based learning allows students to work and study
at the same time.
Changes in European educational policy have led to an
increase in the share of on-the-job training in vocational
education, but this is also the latest trend in higher education.
Workplaces are increasingly recognized as important places of
learning, and there are many different ways used to integrate
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There are a few different Work-based learning models in use
[4]. The European Commission highlights: learning
apprenticeships, learning on-the-job training periods in
companies, and integrated training [5]. The “Dual” model in
Germany and five models used in the UK universities: the
individual, distance, in-house, integrated, and co-delivery
Work-based learning [6], [7], [8].
The general Work-based learning model is a close
partnership of all involved parties together with identified
learning outcomes and individual study paths, where are
counted the needs of different parties (student's personal and
professional development goals, industry or company business
needs, and academic requirements for a degree) [4].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
briefly introduces the curriculum-related terminology and
requirements and describes the BIT programme's curriculum.
The methodology used in the conducted action research is
presented in Section III. In Section IV, we present the main
results of the study. And finally, in Section V, we conclude the
paper with the analysis and discussions.
II. OVERVIEW, THE PROBLEMS AND GOALS
A curriculum describes the learning objectives, the learning
process, and the framework conditions for learning and teaching
[9]. So, a curriculum is a plan for teaching and learning activities
to achieve a certain level of education [10]. In addition, a
curriculum must ensure that students also cope with the
professional and working environment in which they find
themselves after graduation. Therefore, every curriculum must
also consider these environmental and societal needs [11].
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The context of this study is the Business Information
Technology (BIT) Master's programme (2 years, MSc) at
Tallinn University of Technology (TalTech). Its aim is to
educate leading ICT specialists in the fields of (a) business
analysis and enterprise architecture, (b) information systems
analysis and architecture, and (c) business information and data
analysis. Graduates are prepared to work in public
organizations, businesses, and enterprises or pursue doctoral
studies. For EU countries, there are several qualification and
competency frameworks that serve as inputs in developing the
curriculum. Examples of such frameworks are the European
Qualification Framework [12], the CEPIS (Council of European
Professional Informatics Societies) [13] frameworks (including
the European e-Competence Framework [14]), and the Estonian
Qualification Framework [15]. From these frameworks, the
business analyst, database administrator, business information
manager, quality assurance manager, service manager, and
systems analyst and systems architect profiles were selected as
the target profiles for the 5-year (BSc + MSc) curriculum of the
BIT programme at TalTech.
A. Learning outcomes
Learning outcomes provide the foundations and the building
blocks for constructing qualifications frameworks. The Bologna
Framework working group defined learning outcomes as
follows: statements of what a learner is expected to know,
understand and be able to do at the end of a learning period [16].
The European Qualifications Framework [10] contains eight
levels described by the learning outcomes (knowledge, skills,
and competencies). Both Bloom's Taxonomy [17] and Dublin
Descriptors [18] can be used to design and develop learning
outcomes.
We can compare two or more curricula operating in
relatively similar conditions and having similar goals. Such
comparison can be based on curricula goals and learning
outcomes, time taken to achieve these goals and learning
outcomes, workloads, conditions, and assessment methods to
achieve these goals and learning outcomes. In the countries that
have joined the Bologna Process, the learning outcomes and the
quality control process for acquiring these learning outcomes are
similar, measurable, and comparable [19].
B. The Context
There are two Business Information Technology study
programmes at Tallinn University of Technology (TalTech) – an
undergraduate study programme (3 years, BSc) and a graduate
study programme (2 years, MSc). The Business Information
Technology Master's program is a 120 ECTS curriculum. Every
study course is a 6 ECTS (European Credit Transfer and
Accumulation System) credit points course. According to
Estonian laws, one ECTS credit point corresponds to a student's
26 hours of learning. The curriculum of the BIT programme has
a modular structure (Table 1) consisting of IT management (IT),
Business and Entrepreneurship (Business), Mathematics (Math)
and Specialization modules [20]. It is assumed that each student
will take one study course from each module every semester.
The BIT programme is a student-centric study programme
in the sense that there are only two mandatory courses (Master’s
Seminar I and Master’s Seminar II, in Bold in Table 1) in
addition to the master’s thesis, and every student can design their
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learning path according to personal needs and established simple
rules. The simple rules obligate students to take at least two
courses from the predefined list of courses in Maths, IT and
Business modules and at least four courses from the predefined
list of the specialization module. Every student can take five
study courses (in the amount of one semester, 30 ECTS in total,
in Italic in Table 1) without restrictions from any master’s study
programme inside or outside the university. These five courses
are forming the Free Choice learning module of the curriculum.
With the Free Choice learning module, the BIT study
programme supports the learning mobility of students.
TABLE 1

THE STUDY MODULES OF
PROGRAMME

THE CURRICULUM OF THE

BIT

Semester

IT

Business

Math

Specialisation

1

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Thesis
Seminar I

2

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Thesis
Seminar II

3

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

Elective

4

Elective

Elective

Master Thesis

In September 2018, we started with the Work-Based
Learning pilot project. During this pilot project, the aim was to
find out how to conduct a Work-based learning at the master’s
level. In addition, the aim was to understand what Work-based
learning forms and models are usable, monitor students’
achievements, and assess Work-based learning students without
changing the study program significantly.
We provide Work-based learning for third-year
undergraduate students and master students. Undergraduate
students can participate in real-life capstone projects (Capstone
Project I) proposed and carried out at the companies during the
fifth semester. If all is going smoothly, the learning outcomes
are achieved, and there is a concrete plan for extending the
project, the Capstone Project I can be extended for an additional,
the sixth-semester project (Capstone project II). In this capstone
project extension case, the capstone project must also fulfil all
the BSc diploma thesis requirements so the students can
graduate based on the capstone project.
When we started with providing Work-based learning for
master’s students, we were faced with the challenge of
integrating Work-based learning into the study program without
significant changes to the curriculum of the study programme.
Another issue was related to the fact that almost every master's
student already had some working experience before they
started their master’s studies. In addition, half of our master
students have families and children, and therefore they need at
least some income for independent living and supporting their
families and kids. We also had to consider the challenge that
many of our students already work in the IT business. Therefore,
we had to develop the Work-based learning and adapt the Workbased learning studies to the curriculum so that the students
could conduct their Work-based learning studies at their
employer.
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III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The curriculum, modules, and study courses each have their
objectives and learning outcomes that should be interconnected,
as illustrated in Figure 1. The course-level learning outcomes
need to be aligned to the module learning outcomes, and the
module learning outcomes need to be aligned to the curriculum
learning outcomes. Each course-level learning outcomes are
specific to the specific study course within a given study
curriculum but must also help achieve the curriculum's learning
outcomes.
Course
Learning
Outcomes
Module
Learning
Outcomes

Curriculum
Learning
Outcomes

Course
Learning
Outcomes

Module
Learning
Outcomes
Module
Learning
Outcomes
......

Course
Learning
Outcomes

Figure 1: Relationships between learning outcomes of courses, modules and the
curriculum.

Our research methodology is based on a qualitative study. In
the first step of the research, we utilized two designing tools for
learning outcomes - Bloom’s Taxonomy and Dublin
Descriptors, to analyze the distribution of the learning outcomes
into categories. We then investigated the kind of outcomes that
were acquired via Work-based learning.
Educational taxonomy is a hierarchical classification system
and a tool for learning outcomes development, the study course
design, and the student’s assessment planning. There are several
taxonomies published in educational literature. The most widely
used taxonomy is Bloom’s Taxonomy.
According to the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy [21], there are six
levels for categorizing educational goals: 1. Remember, 2.
Understand, 3. Apply, 4. Analyze, 5. Evaluate, 6. Create. In
categorization, “Remember” is the lowest, and “Create” is the
highest level of the learning goal.
The Dublin Descriptors are the general statements about the
learning outcomes that a student should achieve after
completing a curriculum. They describe what a student is
expected to know, understand and be able to do after graduating.
The Dublin Descriptors describe the learning outcomes for each
Bologna learning cycle in five categories:






Knowledge and understanding
Applying knowledge and understanding
Making judgements
Communication skills
Learning skills

activities in the study course classes. The details and the analysis
results are given in the next section.
IV.

RESULTS

A. Learning outcomes according to Bloom’s Taxonomy and
Dublin Descriptors
In the following two tables (Table 2 and Table 3), we present
the results of the study courses from the Business Analysis and
Enterprise Architecture specialization. In addition to the
“ordinal” study courses, every specialization module in the BIT
programme curriculum contains two mandatory courses
(Master’s Seminar I and Master’s Seminar II) and four WorkBased project I-IV courses. The Work-based learning courses
are designed as small master theses in the BIT programme
curriculum. To apply for these Work-based project I-IV courses,
students first must present proposals that clearly state the
planned objectives of the real-life project they are planning to
conduct in their workplaces, the learning outcomes they are
planning to achieve and the learning materials they are planning
to utilize. In doing so, the proposed learning outcomes must fit
and be in sync with the learning outcomes of the study module
and/or with the learning outcome of some study course of the
curriculum. The conducted evaluation of the learning outcomes
of the study courses based on the Blooms’ Taxonomy is
illustrated in Table 2. Each course has three to six learning
outcomes, which were divided among six levels of Bloom's
taxonomy. The numbers in the table cells show the number of
learning outcomes belonging to any category of Bloom levels:
1) Remember, 2) Understand, 3) Apply, 4) Analyse, 5) Evaluate,
6) Create.
Strikingly, the program courses have not a single learning
objective at the first level of Bloom. Campus-based courses
mostly have objectives at the Understand and Apply levels. On
the other hand, the Work-based learning projects only have
learning outcomes at the upper three levels: “Analyse”,
“Evaluate”, and “Create”.
Similarly, Table 3 illustrates the conducted evaluation of the
learning outcomes of the study courses according to the Dublin
Descriptors categories. The numbers in the cells of the table
show the number of learning outcomes belonging to any of five
categories: 1) Knowledge and understanding, 2) Applying
knowledge and understanding, 3) Making judgements, 4)
Communication skills, 5) Learning skills.
A majority of learning outcomes fall under to “Applying
knowledge and understanding” category. There are not many
learning outcomes in “Making judgements” category and almost
no learning outcomes in “Communication skills” and “Learning
skills” categories in campus-based learning courses. Instead, the
Work-based learning projects have learning outcomes in the
categories “Applying knowledge and understanding”, “Making
judgements” and “Learning skills”.
Finally, Table 4 concludes the review by illustrating the
learning outcomes of the BIT programme curriculum courses in
the matrix of Bloom’s Taxonomy and Dublin Descriptors. It

In the second step, we analyzed which learning outcomes
students thought could be acquired via Work-based learning. We
conducted interviews with the students to evaluate the actual
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TABLE 2 THE EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING OUTCOMES OF THE BUSINESS
ANALYSIS AND ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE SPECIALIZATION ACCORDING TO
THE BLOOMS TAXONOMY

2

2

3

1
1

1

1

Information Systems Integration
Telecommunication Services
Development

1

3

Enterprise Transformation

1

4

Enterprise Modelling

2

3

Software Processes and Quality
Cyber-Physical Systems

1
1

1

3

1

3

2

Work-Based Project I

1

1

1

Work-Based Project II

1

1

1

Work-Based Project III

1

1

1

Work-Based Project IV

1

1

1

TABLE 3 THE EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING OUTCOMES OF THE BUSINESS
ANALYSIS AND ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE SPECIALIZATION ACCORDING TO
THE DUBLIN DESCRIPTORS

3
4

3
2
2
1
4
4
6
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

Learning

Communic.

3
1
2
2
1
1

Judgments

Master's Seminar I
Master's Seminar II
Nano- and Emerging Technologies
Intelligent Systems
Proactive Technologies
Agent-Oriented Analysis and Simulation
Information Systems Integration
Telecommunication Services Development
Enterprise Transformation
Enterprise Modelling
Software Processes and Quality
Cyber-Physical Systems
Work-Based Project I
Work-Based Project II
Work-Based Project III
Work-Based Project IV

Appluing

STUDY COURSES OF THE BUSINESS
ANALYSIS AND ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTURE SPECIALIZATION

Knowl/unders
tanding

LEARNING OUTCOMES
OF THE COURSES
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TABLE 4 THE NUMBER OF THE LEARNING OUTCOMES ACCORDING TO THE
BLOOMS TAXONOMY AND THE DUBLIN DESCRIPTORS

3

4

2

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Remember
Understand
Apply
Analyse
Evaluate
Create
Total

0
124
3
3
0
5
135

0
21
142
48
9
11
231

0
0
3
17
28
2
50

0
2
6
7
10
9
34

0
0
1
0
0
20
21

Total

1

1
1

Learning skills

1
2

Proactive Technologies
Agent-Oriented Analysis and
Simulation

Communication
skills

1
1

Making
judgements

1
1

Applying
knowledge and
understanding

3

Intelligent Systems

1

Knowledge and
understanding

Nano- and Emerging
Technologies

Create

Analyse

2

Master's Seminar II

Evaulate

Apply

Master's Seminar I

Understand

LEARNING OUTCOMES OF THE
COURSES
Remember

STUDY COURSES OF THE
BUSINESS ANALYSIS AND
ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTURE
SPECIALIZATION

summarizes the relationship between the learning outcomes
Bloom’s Taxonomy levels and Dublin Descriptors categories
for all of the 471 BIT programme course outcomes. As might be
expected, there is a high correlation between the two
taxonomies. Learning Outcomes at the first two levels of Bloom
“Remember” and “Understand” mostly fall within the first
Dublin descriptor “Knowledge and understanding”, while
Bloom’s third and fourth levels “Apply” and “Analyze”
corresponds to the second Dublin descriptor “Applying
knowledge and understanding”. Bloom’s “Evaluation” level
mainly falls in the third and fourth Dublin descriptors “Making
Judgements” and “Communication Skills”. Bloom’s final level
“Create” can correspond to the second, fourth, and fifth Dublin
descriptor “Applying knowledge and understanding”,
“Communication skills”, and “Learning Skills”.

0
147
155
75
47
47
471

B. Interview with students
We conducted semi-structured interviews with students from
the pilot project (2018-2020) and the students who did the workbased projects in the last year (2021). Students were selected for
the interview after answering the feedback questions that all
participants had to complete at the end of each study semester (a
two-year study programme has four study semesters).
There were 15 participants in the pilot project. The condition
for participation in the program was that the student must be
employed, and the employer must agree that the student
participates in the WBL program. An agreement was signed
between a university, a student, and an enterprise. According to
the agreement, the students decided which courses they would
study work-based, and after that, they agreed on the course
design with university and enterprise supervisors. That proved
not to be an easy task for five students (3 male and 2 female).
After the pilot project in the academic year 2020/2021, the
work-based project courses were added to the study
programme’s curriculum as separate practical courses. The
condition for participation in the work-based project courses is
the same as was the participation conditions in the pilot project.
In the spring semester of 2021, we interviewed five students who
did the work-based project. The questions were divided into four
categories: (a) introductory and summarising questions, (b)
questions concerning the curriculum of the programme, (c)
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questions concerning students’ motivation, and (d) questions
concerning the work-based projects.
From the students’ answers to the questions, it turned out that
students believe that the professional knowledge-related
theoretical topics can be better structured and acquired in the
academic class format than during Work-based learning.
“Perhaps acquiring a theory in a workplace-based project
is never as structured as in an academic format.”
“I believe that everything can be obtained through on-thejob training. Still, you should be aware that it is always very
specific to a particular employer and people who make
recommendations. The advantage of the academic approach lies
in generalized concepts, truths, etc., which can be used in more
different situations. Still, they are never specific enough to work
directly with academic knowledge. So both are needed!”
In contrast, as expected, Work-based learning supports the
achievement of practical learning outcomes. Learning outcomes
were acquired by gaining valuable experience in the workplace
through an actual project and within professional and
experienced team support.
“The workplace-based project I participated in helped me
acquire all the learning outcomes related to the course
“Software Architecture and Design”.”
“The analysis carried out during the project helped a lot in
the learning outcomes achievement. During the project (when
the development started), I also received direct feedback on the
analysis - what was good, bad, and clear. Since I was working
on a real project with a real developer, the feedback was
excellent.”
“In the same semester, I also passed the course related to
the project, which supported the acquisition of the course
learning outcomes.”
Working on an actual project with a professional and
experienced team also helps acquire critical thinking-related
learning outcomes. It helps mature the transferable skills such as
communication skills and teamwork skills associated with the
development of personal effectiveness.
“The acquisition of learning outcomes was facilitated by
gaining practical experience in the workplace through a real
project and a professional and experienced team.”
“The availability of good tools (including technology), the
confidence to manage the project itself, the various project
partners with whom to discuss progress and receive feedback
(based on testing both the plans and the solution), a sense of
responsibility to ensure that the project is completed on time.”
Among the factors that help achieve learning outcomes in
the workplace, students noted the availability of good tools and
access to the resources, such as books, documentation on
previous projects, etc.
“This was facilitated by good support from the employer and
access to all kinds of resources, such as books, documentation
on previous projects, and so on.”
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Students also mentioned the following Work-based learning
aspects like getting the confidence to manage the project itself,
the network of project partners with whom to discuss progress
and receive feedback (based on evaluating both the plans and the
solution), and a sense of responsibility to ensure that the project
is completed on time.
V. CONCLUSION
The interaction between formal and informal learning also
must be applied to formal education. It is essential that campusbased and Work-based learning become more closely linked.
The theoretical framework of Work-based learning is based on
the integration of campus-based learning and Work-based
learning and the achievement of learning outcomes by
integrating theoretical and practical knowledge and learning
opportunities in the two environments [22].
When we started with the Work-based learning at the
Business Information Technology study programme (2 years,
MSc), Tallinn University of Technology (TalTech), the main
challenges were the integration of the Work-Based project into
the study program without significant changes in curricula.
Since the projects had to meet the company’s needs, we decided
that these could be projects carried out in the company. The
Work-based learning student, working in a real-life team in the
company, also performs tasks corresponding to the level and
requirements of their study programme’s curriculum.
We analyzed the levels and categories of learning outcomes
according to Bloom’s Taxonomy and Dublin Descriptors for
471 learning outcomes of the BIT programme’s curriculum.
The analysis shows the dependencies between the learning
outcomes with Bloom taxonomy levels and Dublin Descriptors
categories. Moreover, it showed that Work-based learning was
associated with different categories of learning outcomes than
campus-based learning: the learning outcomes of workplace
learning projects are at higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy,
than campus-learning outcomes. The learning outcomes of the
Workplace Learning Projects cover more Dublin Descriptor
categories than campus-based learning. Work-based learning
projects have learning outcomes in such categories like
“Making judgements” and “Learning skills” there are almost no
campus-based learning outcomes.
According to the results of the learning outcomes analysis
and the student’s interviews, we can conclude that the Workbased learning projects could support the achievement of
generic outcomes and transferable skills such as
communication skills, teamwork skills, critical thinking, and
learning skills. Also, the Work-based learning projects could
raise such Dublin Descriptors characteristics of learning
outcomes “Knowledge and understanding” and “Applying
knowledge and understanding” to a higher level.
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Abstract - Scholarship in undergraduate engineering
education has shown support (including gains in content
acquisition, student satisfaction, and promotion of desirable
graduate attributes) for a shift from lecture-based
pedagogies towards more student-centered approaches. As
part of a unique cross-faculty initiative to promote this type
of pedagogical change, an established science, mathematics
and technology education Centre associated with a Faculty
of Education, in cooperation with a Faculty of Engineering
from the same Canadian university, have developed a
modular learning program. Each of the 12 modules in the
program include self-paced readings, activities, videos, and
reflections; an opportunity to apply the learning to courses
in progress (workplace learning); and a group discussion of
the learning experiences (Community of Practice or CoP).
Using a qualitative case study approach to assess the
feasibility and appropriateness of the module content and
delivery, two modules were piloted with seven Engineering
faculty members (both experienced and new to teaching).
Thematic analysis of the CoP meetings, a focus group, and
individual interviews with participants, were conducted and
analyzed. Results indicated that engineering educators
value practical suggestions and examples, especially with
respect to the CoP, but were concerned about constraints
due to class sizes and time needed for making pedagogical
change.
Keywords – engineering education; pedagogy; studentcentered; Community of Practice; modular learning; Nature
of Engineering

I.

INTRODUCTION

For more than 20 years in higher education, research
has pointed to the need for teaching faculty in STEM
fields to move from lecture-based pedagogy towards a
more evidence-based, student-centered approach to
teaching and learning [1-3]. These calls are supported by
the increasing number of studies that indicate overall
gains in student outcomes in environments that
implement evidence-based, active-learning and studentcentered pedagogical approaches, when compared to
traditional lecture-based classrooms [4-10]. However,
despite the compelling results, studies have also shown
that lecture is still the most common instructor behavior
[11,12]. In a recent survey of engineering educators in
Canadian universities, about 95% responded that the
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Figure 1. SPARK-ENG Modules

main instructional mode is lecturing [13]. Although
Canadian engineering educators claim to put a strong
emphasis on their teaching [13], this study highlighted
that most of the undergraduate engineering experience is
still grounded in teacher-centered instructional methods.
Student-centered pedagogical approaches have been
correlated with increases in student mastery of
engineering skills and competencies, in student passing
rates and retention, particularly for underrepresented
minorities, as well as in employability in the field [6, 1417]. However, it has been reported that many engineering
instructors, who are knowledge experts in their discipline
(i.e., engineering), do not have many experiences of and
pedagogical knowledge about student-centered teaching
approaches to facilitate students’ active learning, at least
at first. Faculty professional learning in education has
been seen as a vehicle with which to promote large-scale
adoption of evidence-based student-centered approaches
in undergraduate education [18-21]. Therefore,
professional learning programs, especially domainspecific ones, are being created to provide instructors
with opportunities to develop their teaching practice.
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In order to enhance undergraduate engineering
pedagogy, a team from an academic Centre associated
with the Faculty of Education at a large Canadian
university created a professional learning program,
Scholarship of Pedagogy and Application of Research
Knowledge in Engineering (SPARK-ENG), designed to
enhance pedagogical practice specifically for the Faculty
of Engineering at this same university. SPARK-ENG is
organized under 4 themes: 1) Philosophy of Teaching and
Learning; 2) Fostering Learning Opportunities; 3)
Designing Courses for Learning; 4) Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning (see in Fig. 1). Each theme
consists of 3 modules that focus on one topic related to
the theme and integrate Canadian Engineering
Accreditation Board graduate attributes [22]. Each
module integrates online self-paced learning that includes
select readings, video cases, podcasts with expertise,
questions for reflection, and sections asking professors to
engage with instructional strategies for use in their
courses (workplace learning). Each module concludes
with a group learning (Community of Practice or CoP)
session asking participants to reflect on teaching and
learning with colleagues in order to facilitate further
professional and pedagogical growth. Junior faculty
members would complete the professional learning in
cohorts with possible participation of senior faculty over
a two-year period.
Two modules, Problem-based Learning and the Nature
of Learners, were piloted before implementing the larger
program. The purposes of the pilot research project were
to: (1) determine whether the SPARK-ENG module-based
program is feasible and appropriate in content, design, and
delivery in a way that enables authentic learning in the
participants; (2) use participant feedback to determine
necessary modifications to module design and
construction prior to completion of writing content and
full implementation.
The specific research questions for this pilot project
are:
• What is the feasibility and appropriateness of the
intervention of pilot SPARK-ENG modules and
their components?
• How do faculty members engage with and learn
through the pilot SPARK-ENG modules?
Results from the pilot case study provided information
about the strengths of the professional learning modules
for enhancing engineering faculty’s orientations to
teaching practices focused on students’ learning,
suggested areas for improvement in module design and
learning opportunities, and identified the extent to which
participants report being able to integrate the pedagogical
learning into their practice.
II.

THE CASE STUDY

A. Conceptual/Theoretical Framework
For this research we used situated learning [23] as a
conceptual framework; learning occurs as a result of
socially and culturally embedded interactions and
relationships [24,25]. These contexts for learning are
situated in domain-specific communities of practice
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(CoP) within which novices and experts engage
authentically in specific ways of thinking and doing [24].
“[L]earning is seen as a process of enculturation in
socially organized practices, through which knowledge,
understanding, and practices are developed” [24] (para 2).
The strengths of all members of the CoP are leveraged
through reciprocal learning processes. In this way, both
the individuals and the learning community are
perpetually redefined and co-evolving [24].
B. Research Methodology
We used a qualitative case study approach [26] to
frame the research in the pilot project. This enabled
researchers to gain insight into how features of a modular
program of this type are used by participants and the
qualities of the program implementation in a formative
manner by monitoring and documenting initial module use
[27, 28]. This approach allowed us to explore how
engineering faculty members engaged with the modules,
especially focusing on understanding if the module
components are realistic with respect to the commitment
required from participants and are responsive and fit with
faculty members’ learning needs.
We applied
characteristics of interpretive inquiry [29] in generating
context-specific information from a variety of
perspectives related to implementing two pilot modules.
This approach allowed us to understand the ways in which
faculty members experience the modules and their
learning processes to inform subsequent module
development and explain ways in which the modules
might be feasible and appropriate.
C. Procedure
During May and June 2021, we piloted two SPARKENG modules using the university’s online course
management platform. We chose the two modules based
upon the types of content they contained: Problem-based
Learning (PBL) had more concrete pedagogical strategies
for instructors, while the Nature of Learners (NL) module
addressed more holistic considerations surrounding
student-centered
learning.
These
modules
are
representative of the types of pedagogical approaches and
ideas presented in the SPARK-ENG program as a whole.
We recruited both junior faculty members and
experienced faculty members from the Faculty of
Engineering to participate and aid in our understanding of
learning about pedagogy across the career span. Seven
faculty members volunteered to participate in this pilot
study. Their teaching experiences and backgrounds were
diverse. Four participants were considered to be junior
members whose teaching experiences ranged from 0.5 to 2
years.
Three participants were considered to be
experienced members with various and rich teaching
experiences.
Their professional background in
engineering also varied such as civil, chemical, computer,
environmental, etc. These engineering educators engaged
in all the planned components of the pilot modules (online
self-paced learning, workplace learning, and Communities
of Practice group meetings) to simulate the
implementation of the complete program. The Problembased Learning module was piloted in May and the Nature
of Learners module was piloted in June for three weeks
each. To review the strengths and areas of improvement
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for the modules, data was collected during the two CoP
meetings, and then after the completion of both modules.
In order to address our research questions, we collected a
range of types of data from participating faculty members
to provide multiple viewpoints, including:
•

•

•

Recordings (Video) of Communities of Practice
sessions at the end of each module to discuss
module content and workplace learning. These
were analyzed for qualities of engagement in
modules and faculty members’ learning.
Recording (Video) of Focus Group once both
modules were completed was recorded. This
provided a retrospective review of overall
module feasibility and appropriateness along
with further evaluation of the module
components. Focus groups are effective at
eliciting a range of perspectives and enable
participants to refine their perceptions through
conversation.
Recordings (Video) of individual, semistructured interviews at the end of the pilot
project with each participant. This was done to
gain a deeper understanding of each faculty
members’ experiences and perspective on the fit
to and appropriateness of the module
components for learning engagement.

D. Data Analysis
The data was analyzed using a process of thematic
coding [30,31]. Thematic coding offers researchers
flexible guidelines within the phases of open, axial, and
selective coding to identify themes and patterns that
explicate interpretive understandings of participants’
experiences.
Consistent with thematic coding
approaches, the research team took multiple passes
through the data. During the open coding process,
researchers individually reviewed video and audio files of
group discussions and individual interviews and
identified key words, ideas and themes that had emerged
from the data. For axial coding, the researchers gathered
to compare their ideas and interpretation from the open
coding. They discussed similarities and differences in
their coding and developed possible themes that
represented the data. Ideas were merged, revised, and
categorized into the themes. For selective coding, the
themes were discussed and examined against the data
again and specific data that explicitly demonstrated the
themes were closely analyzed to understand in which
context the specific data emerged and what perspectives
the data represented in depth.
To develop the
trustworthiness of data analysis, the research team of
education and engineering members conducted the steps
of open coding and selective coding separately and
compared the results of coding key ideas and
thematization later. Three members of the education
research team participated in open coding individually
and gathered to thematize the key ideas. Two members
of the engineering research team also followed the same
process and later met with the education members to
compare and finalize the themes.

E. Summary of Findings
1) Complex understanding of practical and
theoretical pedagogical learning: In this SPARK-ENG
program, each module focuses on one aspect of pedagogy
or learning. Due to the different foci, some modules are
more theory-oriented (e.g., the Nature of Learners
module) and others are more practice-oriented (e.g., the
Problem-based Learning module). Within each module,
there are also both theoretical components, which aim to
lay the theoretical foundation for engineering faculty’s
pedagogy, and practical components, that facilitate
changes and enhancement of teaching practice. In our
pilot study, engineering professors showed preference for
the practical over the theoretical aspects of the modules.
For example, compared with the Nature of Learners
module, most participants found the Problem-based
Learning module overall to be more relevant and helpful.
Some professors shared “To be honest, the PBL
[problem-based learning] module ... just matched my
expectation. I learned something very practical.”, and
“The problem-based learning module, I find the contents
very helpful. I already follow the seminar on problembased learning … The nature of learners, I didn't take
much away from it to be honest.” Participants also
shared in the interviews that they appreciated that the
modules introduced practical instruction strategies and
would suggest that future modules have more.
During the interviews, participants also explained
why they found the practical aspects helpful, given the
constraints that they faced. Time constraints were
evident in this study and led the participants to look for
practical approaches that they could apply in their
teaching without much adaptation. For example, one
professor shared “I personally like PBL much better than
Nature of Learners, getting to know your students better.
Because the second one … Yes, we know that’s good, but
it will take time for us to adapt in.” In addition,
professors’ perceptions of teaching and their roles as
engineering educators were also related to their
appreciation of the practical aspects of this PD program.
When they were invited to share how they thought about
getting to know students’ diverse backgrounds, one
professor shared the following idea:
I acknowledge it [students’ diverse backgrounds].
I’ve never done anything differently. I also don’t
knock myself out trying to be the understanding prof
who cuts slack everywhere and gets into the students’
personal affairs. I don’t want to touch that. I don’t
want to get involved in that at all. That’s not my role.
They’ve come to the university because I know
something they don’t know.
Professors valued themselves as knowledge experts in
their disciplines, i.e., engineering in this study, and
perceived training future knowledge experts in
engineering as the purpose of their teaching. Content
knowledge in engineering is much valued in their
teaching; therefore, they preferred more practical
approaches to help their students master necessary
knowledge and skills in engineering.
This preference for the practical aspects is consistent
with scholarship surrounding the Nature of Engineering
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(NoE), which describes what engineering is, what
engineers do, and how they think [32]. A distinguishing
feature of engineering as a way of interacting with the
world is a concern with the practical or functional design
of technologies [33].
For example, one professor
explained that “we were all students before.
As
engineering students, we prefer things that are more
practical. We learn from [practical] things. That’s why
we chose engineering as our major.” This practical focus
of engineering as a way of thinking led participants to
value the merits of the practical aspects of this PD
program as well. The participants (professors) from the
Engineering faculty expressed their expectations
surrounding participation in this program and the time
commitment needed for completion as reasons for their
preference for these practical aspects.
All of the
participants expressed that their decision to participate in
this program came with practical expectations, and this
included suggestions as to how to improve their teaching
skills that were appropriate for their contexts, with a
caveat that they had very limited time that they could
commit to a program of this type.

further enhancing their pedagogy. For example, one
professor with rich teaching experiences shared that “CoP
has the interaction, when you share your ideas with others,
when you validate your thoughts with somebody else, I
think that creates more value and gives us more tools to
better improve our teaching.” While communicating with
junior faculty members, there were also new perspectives
emerging from their interactions. Senior professors with
teaching experiences valued that the CoP provided them
with opportunities to consider something they “never
thought about”:

2) Group interactions as key for evidence-based
learning: Each module in the SPARK-ENG program has a
group learning session as a concluding activity called a
Community of Practice (CoP).
During each CoP,
participants reflected on teaching and learning with
colleagues and shared within the group their experiences,
insights, wonders, and struggles. In general, there was
high concordance by participants, both junior and
experienced engineering instructors, that the CoP was
considered to be the most valuable part of the program.

All of the participants expressed their strong intention
to enhance their teaching practice by incorporating
research-based approaches encouraging active, rich
learning opportunities for their students. For example,
one professor explained the reason he participated in this
SPARK-ENG program was to enhance his teaching, as he
said “I was quite new in this position in terms of
teaching, so I want to learn more strategies, more
methodologies, for teaching.” However, at the same
time, they reported that they could only commit very
limited time to their pedagogical professional
development, due to their tight research, service, and
even teaching schedule. For example, one professor
explained that it would be challenging for them to take
the program during the Fall term “we think three or four
hours per week is too much … we have classes, we have
to write proposals, and the Fall term is also very heavy
with all kinds of exams and graduation etc.”

Junior faculty members valued feedback from their
experienced colleagues. Participants’ communication
during the CoP was mostly based upon their authentic
teaching experiences, which they considered to be
evidence-based (experienced) and thus trustworthy.
Because all the participants were from the same faculty,
their teaching contexts were similar and they expressed
that many challenges they were facing were also similar,
such as large class sizes and an increasing diversity of the
students in these classes. The participants considered the
communication during the two CoP meetings was highly
relevant to their teaching contexts. The participants
valued this communication, especially recounts from more
experienced faculty members and considered this
information to be evidence-based (or actually experienced
or observed). For example, one of the junior participants
explained “the CoP was the part that I liked the most, that
you can really communicate with others. … And they can
give [their] feedback, like they said we have already done
that and it’s very, very effective.” Similarly, another
junior faculty shared that “it [CoP] helped me understand
more, I learned from other profs, like their perspective,
and they gave some feedbacks I never thought of” and
“that’s actually very interesting that you hear that
someone just, in your university, they use this and it’s
very useful, and that’s something you want to hear.”
Experienced professors also valued exchanged of ideas
and new perspectives that emerged during the CoP.
Experienced professors shared that they found the
exchange of ideas during the CoP inspiring and helpful for
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I think one of the most valuable parts [of the program]
is the CoP, when you actually bounce your ideas. …
In a CoP … you start explaining what you think, but
then you get some ideas and some thoughts from
somebody else, and say oh, I never thought about that.
3) Dilemmas emerging from participants’ reflection
about current engineering classes: In this pilot study, we
also learned of some dilemmas that engineering faculty
members were facing in their professional learning
experience.

Despite all the participants agreeing to the importance
and value of student-centered teaching approaches, the
large class sizes were seen as formidable barriers to
implementing these approaches. One professor shared
during the interview why he thought getting to know your
students, as one of the student-centered teaching
approaches, would not work in his classes.
This [getting to know your students] is not going to
work for a large class … My smallest undergrad class
is 65 and my biggest is 120 or 130 this year. So the
problem is as soon as the teaching term starts, then I
teach three classes, then it's more or less survival
mode. There's really no time.
Other professors also explained that they would
implement these student-centered teaching approaches in
their smaller graduate classes yet were hesitant to try in
large undergraduate courses. “Probably I can start with
some graduate course, because I’m not sure that if I can
do that in a very large-sized class, like 200 people, to
know every student.”
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Understanding these dilemmas helps the module
designers to adapt the larger program to better support
engineering faculty by including more suggestions and
examples that deal with these dilemmas (e.g., strategies
for understanding learners in large classes). Future
research or effort aiming to create professional learning
programs for engineering faculty may also want to take
these dilemmas into consideration.
III.

CONCLUSION

The SPARK-ENG program aims to help to shift the
culture of undergraduate engineering education from
teacher-centered to more student-centered approaches and
thus attempts to address both the development of skills
desired by industry and the learning needs of diverse
student populations. Being consistent with the literature,
this small-scale pilot research project found that faculty
beliefs in traditional conceptions about teaching and
learning, perceptions of their roles (only) as knowledge
experts, limited time for professional development to
enhance their pedagogy, and contextual limitations such
as large class sizes were barriers to the shift in culture in
engineering education [34-38]. In addition to these
potential barriers, this pilot study also discerned aspects
that might facilitate the shift of professors’ pedagogical
perspective to be more student-centered, including (1)
practical approaches within the engineering context rather
than domain-general, and (2) group learning sessions (like
the Community of Practice sessions) with sufficient
opportunities for interpersonal communication.
These results are consistent with recent engineering
education studies which have found that Communities of
Practice (CoP) similar to ones piloted here, allow
educators to contextualize and re-imagine their classroom
practice in a supportive space [39]. Additionally, the
acceptance of the PBL pedagogical suggestions as being
more ‘practical’ and thus more implementable, is
consistent with literature describing how engineers view
themselves and their profession [40].
In addition, the willingness of the participants to
approach their own learning experience as one that can be
tested and improved is consistent with what engineers say
about their own profession: “Engineers design, build and
test products” [40] (p. 13). We found, for example, that
the engineering professors in our study responded to the
piloting of the modules with an aim toward improvement
and they were willing to try the modules and provide
feedback to this end. But delving into the seemingly more
esoteric world of their students’ beliefs, needs, or interests
was not as congruent with their view of their roles and
practices, and was seen as less applicable, even if
suggestions were made in the modules as to how other
engineering educators incorporated these ideas into their
teaching. We see this as an emerging overall theme in this
study: the learners in this study, namely the professors,
had established professional identities, and this may have
led to a general acceptance of the more ‘engineering-like’
module components, similar to those commonly found in
the PBL module, and less acceptance of the module
contents that addressed issues that were not directly seen
to be solving a problem, or producing a product, like those
commonly found in the NL module.
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In STEM education, much attention has been paid to
teaching about the beliefs and practices at the foundation
of science – the Nature of Science (NOS) [41].
Accordingly, there is now some scholarship describing the
epistemological framing surrounding the Nature of
Engineering (NOE). Considering this epistemological
framing by participants in any program promoting
pedagogical change may help educational developers to
consider their own learners’ needs and beliefs, as we ask
the professors to do the same. Engineers often see
themselves as problem-solvers [40], and as a result, in this
study, were found to be approaching problems of
pedagogy with similar attitudes. Framing pedagogical
suggestions and ideas in ways that resonate with a
professionals’ interests and identities may be important to
allow the participants to better identify with the contents
of learning modules like the ones in SPARK-ENG.
As part of the larger project to design and implement
a comprehensive learning approach, the SPARK-ENG
program evaluators are using the results from this small
pilot project to aid in the design and implementation of the
larger two-year, 12 module professional learning program.
For example, readings and videos in all modules have
been screened for length and chosen for their practical
content that is congruent with NOE principles. A
‘toolbox’ section was added to all the modules that
illustrates examples of engineering or higher-education
STEM instructional practices that demonstrate the use of a
tool or strategy that solves specific pedagogical problems
that are commonly encountered in STEM higher
education (for example, how to do group work in large
classes, what technological platforms work well for
immediate student polling, or methods for assessing
students when using non-traditional classroom
interactions).
Using qualitative case study methods, we were able to
clearly see how some aspects of our SPARK-ENG
program resonated better with our participants than others
and by evaluating this project on a small scale, we are able
to make improvements. The situated learning approach
that we took allowed for a deeper consideration of our
participants’ responses to our SPARK-ENG program, as
we paid attention to the social and cultural factors
affecting our participants. Somewhat mirroring our own
pedagogical advice for our participants, understanding
how our learners were interacting with the module
contents and with each other allowed for the ‘teachers’,
who are in this case the educational developers, to know
their learners (the engineering professors) in ways that
allowed us to begin to adjust our own pedagogical
methods. Using a situated learning lens allowed us to
understand more about our participants’ authentic ways of
thinking, especially how their epistemological stances as
engineers affected their experience as they encountered
this program promoting pedagogical change.
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Abstract—A power electronics course on switched mode power
supplies is impossible without a hands-on experience. Training
in industry is almost always done using a hands-on approach,
where the students learn by doing. Traditional Bachelor and
Master courses on switched mode power supplies are mainly
divided between oral lectures and a laboratory experiments. The
theory is explained in the oral lectures and student are building or
doing measurements on a typical converter during the laboratory
assignments. In this paper (Part I) an overview of topics is given
that has to be included in a course. In the accompanying paper
(Part II) [1] it is described how the laboratory assignments should
match the theory of the oral lectures. To improve the oral lectures,
use is made of simulation and animation to show the workings
of the converters, as well as design tools to assist the student
in quickly designing the main parameters of a converter. Each
topic is introduced by explaining the theoretical background,
and ideal simulation and animation is used to explain the basics
of operation. The design tools are used by the students to
have a good overview of the influence of parameters on the
converter behavior. Finally, a detailed simulation demonstrates
the non-linear component parameters, and the impact a control
can have, as well as the origin of EMI problems and losses.
The Lecture outline, methods, topics as well as the lecture
objectives(Understand, Analyze and Calculate) are discussed in
detail.

switching power supplies enriches the lectures, but combining
simulation and animation as discussed in [12] shows the
importance of simulation in the education of switched mode
power supplies [11].
Remote laboratories became popular [13]–[15] but require
maintenance and guidance on site and have only limited
access. However, they enable sharing dedicated switched mode
power supplies laboratory set-ups, such as soft switching
converters [16].
Starting with education on the application of power electronics in emerging power electronics like smart grids [17]
and multidisciplinary approaches [18], it gradually started to
include also DC grids [19]–[22] and [23]. Especially the role
of power electronics in renewable energy [25] requires the use
of simulation [24], to explain the new methods and principles
of power electronics and SMPS to a wider audience.
In section II, the main structure of the course is described,
where the topics are given in section III. The methods that are
used during the lectures are given in section IV and the final
objectives that students should reach are given in section V.

Index Terms—power electronics, switched mode power supply,
converters, simulation, animation, design tool, magnetics, current
mode control

Teaching the basics of power electronics for Switched Mode
Power Supplies requires various techniques to be combined.
The students enter the course with the basic understanding of
electronic components and electric circuit theory. During the
course this knowledge is extended with more specific details
on the components and how to calculate the basic behavior
manually. Gradually, the students have to learn how SMPS
are working and what the influence of the size of components
on the circuit’s behavior is. Each lecture finishes with a
functional circuit. Each lecture builds on the knowledge from
the previous, except for the lectures on magnetic components
and semiconductors. The lectures on the various converters
are based on ideal components, the influence of non-linearity,
such as losses in semiconductors are discussed in part II [1].

I. I NTRODUCTION
He role of education in teaching power electronics and
especially switched mode power supplies [SMPS], is
typically the domain of electrical engineering educational
institutes. There is a variety of classic textbooks such as [2]
dedicated to power electronics in general. More specific books
cover the principles of switched mode power supplies, like [3]
and [4]. In depth explanation of control of switched mode
power supplies targeted at graduate level is covered in [5] and
in [6]. Especially targeted at the undergraduate level popular
in Europe are [7], [8] covering the general topics in power
electronics and switched mode power supplies but also basics
of motor control.
To enhance the lectures with interactive content, next to
simulation and animation, several ideas emerged to enrich
the lectures [9], [10]. Especially the role of animation as
discussed in [9] needs a theoretical mathematical background
provided by simulation [11]. Animation to show principles of
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II. L ECTURE O UTLINE

A. Entry requirements
The students entering the SMPS course should have a
basic knowledge on electric circuit theory and electronics.
All basic properties of the passive components like resistor,
capacitor, inductor and transformer are assumed to be known
and students should be able to perform basic calculations, like
nodal analysis and to calculate filter corner frequencies and
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damping. The knowledge on active electronic components like
diode, BJT and Mosfet as well as the Opamp is mostly limited
to the linear region and only the basic operation principle.
During the course, the typical merits of specific topics are
explained in the content of applying it in power electronics.
For example, the students know the principle and function of
the capacitor and inductor. However, in the SMPS course, the
students learn that an inductor has series resistance that not
only causes losses, but also provides damping in filters and
equally for capacitors in that the series resistance in output
capacitors, helps to improve closed loop stability [3], [4], [6].
For the magnetic components like the inductor and coupled
inductors, it is required that students understand the basic
physic properties of magnetic circuits, such as the voltage
and current relations to the magnetic field intensity H and
induction B and its saturation characteristic, but the impact
on the design and therewith associated losses are only to be
explained in this course, where the properties of dedicated
ferrite core material and its shapes are outlined [2], [4].
A basic knowledge of operation of the Mosfet and Opamp
is also a prerequisite, but only during the SMPS course
the students learn about self-heating of a Mosfet, and the
change of its parameters, like the on-resistance. Also the
operational amplifier is considered to be known to the students,
but the limitation like Unity Gain Bandwidth in the closed
control loop becomes important when designing the closed
loop control [3]. The students should have basic knowledge
on differential equations to solve the transient responses, but
also understand that the differential equation can be considered
as a first order difference equation. This greatly simplifies the
analysis and allows students to calculate inductor currents for
various imposed inductor voltages, see section IV-B.
B. Examination
Examination is usually done at the end of the course, but
for a full semester course, a test that is taken halfway through
the semester keeps the students on the track. This test usually
includes the first topics encountered in the first courses and
serves mainly the purpose to examine the basic knowledge
required for the remain part of the semester. In the SMPS
course, the ability to Analyze and Calculate the principle
waveforms of the common converters are examined, and the
examination results make 30% of the final mark.
Since during the first lectures the knowledge on circuit
analysis and linear component behavior is assumed to be
known, the students should be able to analyze and calculate the
waveforms during principle operation. This has to be practiced
during the lectures for the three main converter types, being
the Buck, Boost and Buck-Boost. Varying input and output
voltages and power levels as well as inductor value, switching
frequency and duty cycle gives a variety of exercises that
the students can practice. As these calculations are basically
straightforward with a numerical answer, the examination
halfway through the semester, could be done automatically
using multiple choice answers.
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The final examination at the end of a semester can be either
a multiple choice or a written examination. The advantage
of multiple choice is the ease of generating marks, but the
beauty of a written examination is that students can express
the knowledge by solving a problem using sketches and hand
written formula derivations.

a

b

c
Fig. 1. LSD switching cell containing an inductor L, switch S and diode D.

III. L ECTURE T OPICS
The topics include the basics of the LSD switching cell
and the three basic converters that are derived from the basic
switching cell, see figure 1, the Buck, Boost and Buck-Boost
converter. From these three basic converters, the isolated converters, Forward, Two Switch Forward, Push-Pull, Halve and
Full bridge and Flyback converters are derived. All converters
are discussed and analyzed regarding their basic operation,
waveforms and application. Secondly, the common topics for
all converters such as design of magnetic components, semiconductor selection, losses and heat sink as well as snubber
design, pulse width generation, gatedriver, EMI and control
(voltage mode and peak current mode) are discussed. A short
introduction is given into the PCB design of the power switch
and the gate driver and the cause of EMI in SMPS.
More advanced topics such as the Sepic, Cuk en Zeta converters as well as resonant converters are part of an extended
course. Also, the control of the converters is limited to voltage
model control and current mode control, but in an extended
course Constant On(or Off) Time or boundary control methods
can be elaborated. Design of the feedback loop and digital
control implementation is also part of an extended course.
However, it is also personal choice what to include in an
extended course and depends on the scope of the related
research activities.
IV. L ECTURE M ETHODS
The oral lectures are supported by design tools and simulation tools For each topic, there are numerical problems to be
solved by the students manually. Comparison of their results
as done with the results from the design tools and simulation
tools. Laboratory exercises show the practical implementation
of each topic and are discussed in [1].
Each topic is rehearsed during the oral lectures, where the
students have to solve numerical problems, draw waveforms,
or explain typical behavior and performance. Students have to
solve a problem within 1 or 2 minutes, or a student is asked
to solve the problem on the white board(with the help from
the teacher and the other students).
The use of tools [9], [23] and simulation [10]–[12], [24] is
introduced and practiced during the oral lectures. The tools
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and simulation are used to generate the numerical results and
waveforms on the whiteboard, as well as live animations [11],
[12].
A. Principle
There are two main principles that have to be explained at
the beginning of the course, being
LSD
Switching Cell consisting of an Inductor L, Mosfet switch
S and Diode D.
Energy storage
Both the capacitor and inductor store energy and should
be sized accordingly.

•

•

The concept of the switching cell with switch, diode and
inductor as the main configuration, is the key configuration
for all types of converters, see figure 1. From this concept all
other converter types are defined. First the basic principle of
building up inductor current in L via the switch S and then
freewheeling via the diode D is important to explain. Once
this principle is understood, the derivation of the three basic
non-isolated converters like buck, Boost, Buck-Boost are just
a matter of projecting the switching cell between the input and
output terminals of the converter.
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Fig. 2. Cheatsheet for the flyback converter.

The Cheat Sheet, see figure 2, gives the principle operation
where energy stored in the inductor during Ton is released to
the output via the freewheeling diode during Tof f .
The sizing of the inductor and capacitor is best explained
by looking at the amount of energy that has to be stored,
rather than looking at transfer functions for filtering. Especially
sizing the value of the inductor to size the amplitude of the
ripple current through the inductor gives a clear direction on
how to approach designing the basics of a switched mode
power supply.
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Fig. 3. Designtool for the bidirectional Buck-Boost converter.
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Fig. 4. Online simulation of the boost converter to see the start up current.

B. Mathematical relations

C. Parameters and Waveforms

Sizing the components and calculating voltage and currents
in the SMPS might seem complicated for students when
first encountering the schematics of the various converters.
But once it is explained that there are fixed reference values like chosen input and output voltages and currents, the
mathematical burden is reduced. Starting with the continuous
mode of operation, leaves only two intervals, being Ton when
the switch or Mosfet is closed and Tof f when the diode
is freewheeling. The mathematical relations for these two
intervals is given by

To quickly understand the relation between input and output,
inductor value and switching frequency and duty cycle for the
various converters, a design tool where students can simply
input basic parameters and immediately see the effects is of
great help, see figure 3. Simply changing an inductor value
directly shows the impact on the waveforms within a split
second. In figure 3 the input and output voltage as well as the
output current can be set. Selecting a switching frequency is
enough for the tool to calculate the correct inductor value and
duty cycle. From this starting point, students can change for
example the inductor value and see the effect on the ripple in
the inductor current. Also, the input and output currents are
visualized and since the waveforms are calculated based on the
given parameters, there is immediately feedback tot the student
on the principle operation of the converter. Choosing the
inductor value too small, might have a discontinuous operation
are result, which is directly displayed by the waveforms.

Ton : UL = Uac − Ubc = L

di
dt

(1)

di
(2)
dt
The mathematical relations are derived from the resulting
schematics when the switch is either in the On or Off state,
during continuous mode. For this continuous mode a cheat
sheet is available where all waveforms and the mathematical
relations for both the On and Off state are visualized, see figure
2.
However, to simplify the analysis, these equations are
replaced by first order difference equations, where the discretization in time is also greatly simplified as
Tof f : UL = 0 − Ubc = L

∆i
Ton
∆i
=L
Tof f

Ton : UL = Uac − Ubc = L
Tof f : UL = 0 − Ubc

(3)
(4)

Here ∆i is the ripple in the inductor current assumed to
be linearly rising and decaying during the time intervals Ton
and Tof f . Assuming, for example, a 40% ripple in the inductor
current, the students are able to perform numerical calculations
on the converter without having to dive deep into solving
differential equations.
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D. Behavior
Once the students have a grip on the basic principle of
operation and understand how to size the main components,
they can think about the dynamic behavior of the converter.
For example, start up and ripple in the output voltage can
be examined using an online simulator, see figure 4. Here
simulation and animation are required to give a visual insight
in the behavior of the converters. [10]–[12]
E. Performance
To get more insight into what is really happening in the
circuit, a more detailed analysis is required. Here the emphasis
is on the influence of parasitic components around the Mosfets
and the influence of non-linear effects like saturation in
the main inductor. Also, losses and the therewith associated
thermal effects are considered.
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Vcc
_

the Electro Magnetic Interference [EMI] that is generated. Especially the switching node which constantly switches between
the Ground and VDC voltage level, generates electromagnetic
noise. The parasitic inductance of the Mosfet wiring and the
traces on the PCB together with the output capacitance Coss of
the Mosfet, form a resonant circuit that will show oscillations,
see figure 6.
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Fig. 5. Influence of the gate current in the measured Drain-Source current
through RS creating a high voltage peak during turn-on of the low side
Mosfet.

The first difference between the results from the principle
waveforms and more realistic approach is explained by the
presence of parasitic components in the circuit.
The voltage and current waveforms are resemble the principle waveforms are outlined in section IV-D. However, during
the laboratory exercises, the students will measure many effects that have to be explained. During the lectures the parasitic
components responsible for this difference are discussed. For
example, the gate current for turning on the lower side Mosfet
in figure 5 is visible in when the voltage over the sense resistor
RS is measured. Although Measuring before and after the RC
filter will show the damping of the ringing, but during the
lectures it will be explained where this spike in the current
measurement originates from.
Vcc
_

Vb

Lo
G

_

Isense
RS

Fig. 7. Losses and self-heating of the Mosfets change the on resistance of
the Mosfets and thereby the conduction losses. The saturation of the inductor
will affect the inductor current waveform.

Using simulation [24], the students can change the size of
parasitic inductors between the two Mosfets and see the impact
on the waveforms. Once students can see which component
is responsible for certain behavior, they better understand
the importance of design. Losses can be approximated by
conduction losses, but once the switching losses are also rising,
the numerical derivation becomes dependent on the parasitic
components. Using simulation, the thermal behavior can be
evaluated, see figure 7, as well as the influence of saturation
on the rise of the current through the inductor.

Vcc

V. L ECTURE O BJECTIVES

Hi
G

Vs
Vcc

LD
I

Lo

Coss

Depending on the length of the course, the objectives can
be defined. For a bachelor course(full semester) on SMPS,
they have to be split into a basic(2 Months) and extended(2
Months) course. Only in a full semester course, the extended
objectives can be added.

G

A. Basic Objectives
_

Isense
RS

Fig. 6. Influence of the leakage inductance LD and ringing of the voltage on
the switching node creating EMI noise during turn-off of the low side Mosfet.
The current through the high side Mosfet that is turned off, is charging the
output capacitance of the low side Mosfet, causing the ringing on the output
node.

Important in the design of switch mode power supplies is
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The basic part of the course contains the basic objectives
that are required to understand, analyze and calculate the
basic principles of SMPS. However, these objectives are not
enough to qualify as a designer of SMPS. The basic course is
compulsory, the extended course is for students specializing in
electric energy. The timeline for the basic and extended course
are given in table[1] in [1]. After finishing the basic part of
the course there are five objectives the students should meet,
where U=Understand, A=Analyze and C=Calculate, see table
V-A.
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Basic objectives
U LSD
Principle of the basic switching cell, see figure 1.Without the understanding[U] of this objective, the students do not have enough
knowledge for the other objectives, and will fail examination.
C Power balance
Calculate the voltage, current and power levels and their relation
depending on the regulation(dutycycle).
A Waveforms
Reproducing all voltage and current waveforms at the input and output,
as well as for each component.
C Main Components
Calculation of all main component values required for storage and
filtering
A Datasheet
Ability to read, understand and apply the datasheet parameters and
graphs for the magnetic and semiconductor components
TABLE I
BASIC OBJECTIVES

B. Extended Objectives
For a Semester lecture, the objectives are to be extended
with the following 3 objectives, see table V-B. These objectives are required, to meet the qualification as a designer of
SMPS.
Extended objectives
A PCB design
Optimizing gatedriver and power switch PCB layout, to reduce switching losses and EMI. Students learn the influence of PCB layout on
performance.
C Magnetic design
Basic principle of core type selection, core size calculation, estimating
core and winding losses, including techniques to reduce skin effects and
proximity losses.
C Control
Calculate the parameters of a feedback for voltage mode and peak
current mode control for the basic converter designs
TABLE II
E XTENDED OBJECTIVES

C ONCLUSIONS
There are numerous good textbooks for creating a bachelor
course on SMPS. However, the number of topics has to be
limited to fit within a half semester or full semester course. A
typical full semester bachelor course can just include enough
topics to give a basic introduction to the principles and some
basic design. Important is to have a mix of methods to teach
the topics. Basic principles, simplified mathematics, dedicated
design tools and various simulation and animation tools are
required to teach the different topics. The basic and extended
objectives for the full semester course, are the minimum
required to design an SMPS. For a half semester course, only
the basic principles can be taught.
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Abstract—The practical experience gained in a power electronics course on switched mode power electronics is crucial
in understanding why the design of these converters requires
special attention. Not only the correct connection and parameters
of components in the schematic on a printed circuit board
is important, but also the layout and physical sizes are important. Traditional laboratory assignments usually incorporate
measurements on pre-build converters or focus on the design
of a typical component or control structure. The theoretical
background required for this is mostly considered to be known
from the oral lectures. In this paper (Part II) it is explained
how the laboratory assignments should follow up the theory
from the oral lectures. In the accompanying paper (Part I)
it is described what the structure of the topics should be in
order to closely match the oral lectures with the laboratory
assignments. The discussed laboratory assignments range from a
simple breadboard introduction, via dedicated universal training
boards to cover various topologies, to optimized printed circuit
boards with minimized losses and EMI. The outline and topics
of the laboratory assignments follow those from the oral lectures.
The methods range from simple breadboard up to industry
standard design. The laboratory assignment objectives (Design,
Build and Measure) are shown in detail.
Index Terms—power electronics, switched mode power supply,
breadboard, surface mount design, EMI, Mosfet losses, current
mode control

I. I NTRODUCTION
N an ever-changing world, with an Energy Transition from
fossil to renewable energy, the role of power electronics is
emerging. The shift to cleaner energy is a shift from burning
molecules, to moving electrons through wires where seeding
and harvesting of the energy level of the electrons is without
any harmful waste. In solar power, the photons from the sun
create the energy that we harvest in silicon. The wind, tidal and
river flow from the mountains, propel our generators that create
a flow of electrons by means of the electromagnetic principle.
To control this flow of electrons, we use switches build from
Silicon and we use inductors and capacitors to temporarily
store electric energy as magnetic field or as a charge. Electric
energy is clean, can be handled with great reliability, and is
easy to transport. The only cost factor at this moment is the
price of storage.
The increased use of renewable energies, especially solar
and wind energy, which provide electricity without CO2
emissions, is widespread and popular and is seen more and
more utilized around the world. The use of renewable sources

I
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for electricity depends on the cost and efficiency of the
technology, which is constantly improving, lowering the cost
per peak kilowatt and per kWh at the source. These trends
in lowering costs are now becoming important when the
technology is maturing. Harnessing solar and wind power in
a grid is not problematic technology, but the availability of
solar and wind power fluctuates through the year. The supply
does not match the demand. To cope with the demand, backup
capacity is required due to the intermittent nature of sun
and wind. The total system costs are getting larger, with an
increasing share of variable renewable energies, in the total
energy supply and demand. These increased costs are caused
by the storage backup. The use of solar and wind power in an
island system requires corresponding battery or other storage
capacities.
Power electronics are a key technology in renewable energy. Not only installing renewable energy systems, but also
designing and manufacturing the components for the transport,
distribution and control is an emerging market. For this the
role of engineers with bachelor background is indispensable.
Especially at this moment during the energy transition from
fossil to renewable power, a vast number of engineers with
design and manufacturer skills is required.
There are numerous publications and application notes
on laboratory teaching material, the main vendors all have
extensive teaching boards, for example dedicated training
boards for power electronics along with simulation software
and training material are provided by [2], while general
electronics and classical power electronics training boards
are produced by [3]–[6]. More dedicated trainers including
multimeters and build in oscilloscope and coupling with a
simulator are for example the Ares trainer [7], that can be
combined with a Caspoc Simulation, see figure 1. Dedicated
training boards with an Integrated Circuit [IC] for control, and
Mosfets are provided by various semiconductor manufacturers.
For example, various Printed Circuit Boards [PCB’s] with
dedicated control IC’s for Buck and Boost converters are provided by [8]. Various low cost laboratory kits were proposed
based on voltage mode control for the basic converters, like
for example [11]. Low cost implementations using industry
standard components, on self made PCB boards exist for
various types of converters [10]. To practice the difference
between the various new semiconductor materials, there are
various attempts to make general boards where Silicon, Silicon
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Fig. 1. Boost converter simulation in Caspoc [14]. Peak current mode control using the uc3842.

Carbide and Gallium Nitride can be exchanged [9]. The
importance of Electromagnetic Compatibility [EMC] can be
practiced in reality, or the competence for measuring can be
can be prepared in software [12]. The importance of starting
with real experimental PCB boards can be done at every early
stage, even in high school, to be prepared when entering the
bachelor course [13].
In section II the outline of the laboratory exercises is
discussed. The students start with an introduction in pulse
width modulation and in the last laboratory assignments they
have to experiment with the efficiency and control issues of
the converters. The methods that are required to do this are
explained in section IV. Here the different types of laboratory
tools and devices are presented, ranging from simulation,
breadboard up to fully assembled PCB with Surface Mount
Devices [SMD]. The topics that are presented during the laboratory assignments coincide with the lecture topics presented
in [1] and are given in section III. The objectives the students
should meet, are also in agreement with the objectives from the
lecture objectives presented in [1] and are listed in section V.
II. L ABORATORY E XERCISE O UTLINE
The laboratory exercises should prepare the student to
become a power electronics designer. However, they can not
start with a new design, without knowing the principles of
the converters, without knowledge of components and, most
important, without knowing what might go wrong during a
design. Therefore the students require a step by step approach,
where they are gradually introduced into the design process.
Instead of designing from scratch, and allowing a large variety
in voltage and power range, the students are restricted to some
typical converter structures and are limited in choosing the
voltage and power level. The components that the students
can use during the exercises, are pre-selected for the given
voltage and power level.
Thus instead of designing and building a power electronics
converter from scratch, the students are guided among various
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Fig. 2. Boost converter simulation results from the model in figure 1, [14].
Output voltage(blue) and inductor current(red).

design steps, where they learn the influence of the components
and their performance in a final design.
For an introduction into the basic components required to
build a Switched Mode Power Supply [SMPS], a training
board is required, where these components can be mounted
and tested. Since a measurement of the characteristics of each
component is only possible in a fully functional converter,
the characteristics are first explained by means of simulation.
The students are thus prepared to know the maximum ratings for the components, for what they can expect during a
measurement. For example, students are usually looking for a
current rating for a Mosfet. During the Laboratory exercises
they will learn that thermal stress is the main limiting design
factor, and not the current rating. For magnetic components,
they will learn that saturation comes into play when selecting
an inductor for larger current ratings. The sequence of the lab-
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Lecture

Week

Topic

Lecture objective

Laboratory objective

1

1

Basic converters

Build pwm generator

2

2-3

Operation Principles

3

4

Waveforms

4

5-6

Components

5

7

Constraints

6

1-2

Magnetic

7

3-4-5

Layout and Thermal

8

6-7

Control

Switching Cell
Input-output relations and inductor ripple
current calculation
Voltage and current waveforms for continuous and discontinuous mode
Sizing all main components for storage and
filtering
Understanding the datasheet parameters for
mosfet and magnetic cores
Design of magnetic components
Origin of Electromagnetic conducted and
radiated interference, Efficiency and loss
calculation
Closed loop control

Building a breadboard boost converter
Debugging and performing measurements
on the breadboard converter
Assembling a Boost converter on
PCB(SMD or Through Hole)
Measuring the real waveforms on the constructed PCB
Winding and testing a self made inductor
PCB design and EMI, measuring the losses
and heating of the inductor and Mosfet
Measuring converter stability

TABLE I
L ECTURE AND WEEK NUMBER

WITH TOPIC AND LECTURE AND LABORATORY OBJECTIVES .

oratory assignments follows the sequence of the lectures [1].
In total, there are eight objectives that should be met, and they
are divided among eight standalone projects. Each laboratory
assignment per project has to be finished before continuing
with the next laboratory assignment. The lectures follow a
strict timeline, and students are encouraged to keep up with
the laboratory assignments in order to practice the theory from
the lectures during the laboratory assignments, see table I.
The converter that is chosen for the laboratory assignment
is a boost converter. The main reason for this is that current
mode control is easily added to this converter with a minimum
of components. Also, it is easy to build on a breadboard
and when assembling on a PCB, the low component count
makes it possible to build the converter within the laboratory
assignment.
The students learn the principle operations of the boost
converter in lecture number 1 and 2. Simulations in each
development stage are accompanied with simulations. For
example, once the student has reached lecture number 8, a
closed loop control with peak current mode control as seen in
figure 1 is subject in their measurements, but all measurement
results are to be verified with simulations.
The simulation of the start up showing the larger start up
inductor current is shown in figure 2. Capturing this behavior
on an oscilloscope is tedious for students, but the simulation
in Caspoc [14], shows the start up waveforms in detail.
III. L ABORATORY E XERCISE T OPICS
The theoretical background of each topic in table I is discussed during the lectures [1]. The laboratory exercises follow
the structure of the lecture topics. In this way, the students can
see in practice what was learned in theory during the lectures.
Calculations done during the lectures can be confirmed by
measurements, or more importantly, the mismatch between
ideal calculation and practical measurement, should trigger the
student to better understand the topic.
First, the students have to manually calculate and draw the
waveforms for a typical converter. Secondly, the students have
to do simulations using ideal models. Using the simulations
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Fig. 3. A long ground wire of the probe may give false signals on the
oscilloscope. Proper connection using a pig tail reduces ground loops and
give better measurements.

they can prove their manual calculations. When they start
doing measurements of the waveforms, they encounter a
difference with the ideal simulation results. In the laboratory
exercise guide, the students have to answer questions, when
they are comparing the simulation with the measurement
results. For each difference that they directly see between the
results, they have to find an explanation and write it down
in a report. The next set of questions is typically going in
depth in the way the measurement is performed, and how
they can improve that measurement. For example, the students
have to measure the current through a small current sense
resistor of only 100mΩ. The ringing and spikes, that they
will encounter when they start with the measurement has to
be reduced. As a reference, the student will get a figure of
a clean measurement, and some suggestions to improve the
measurement. The instructor, will also explain how to perform
a correct measurement. Only then, the students are encouraged
to perform a more cleaner measurement, by improving their
measurement.
During the laboratory assignments, students learn the basics
of doing measurements and learn how to correctly connect
the probe in a circuit, see figure 3. Especially for low voltage
measurement, the students are asked to perform measurements
at various places in their circuit. Reducing the ground wire
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at the probe and proper connection of the probe as close as
possible to the component, are governed by the exercises in
the laboratory exercise guide.
Even if a low cost perfboard or stripboard is used, a
proper probe connection can be constructed using a piece of
wound wire, see figure 4. There is no need for an expensive
oscilloscope, when there was no training on proper usage of
an oscilloscope.

IV. L ABORATORY E XERCISE M ETHODS
There are three methods that are used during the laboratory
exercises. Students start with a breadboard, because it is
simple, and they learn its limitations, once they continue
with a universal development board for switched mode power
electronics, the U2L [15]. Finally, they can choose to either
build a boost converter using a through hole PCB, see figure 9,
or using SMD components on the PCB shown in figure 5.
1) Breadboard
The simple breadboard is the first choice for quickly
building a pulse width generator using a power management IC like a current mode controller in Dual Inline
Package [DIP] package, see figure 6. A low power
Boost converter switching at a modest 40kHz is easily
constructed in short time, and will give the students
a quick overview of the most basic waveforms in an
SMPS.

Fig. 4. Low cost pigtail soldered on a perfboard for measuring the oscillator
frequency signal on a UC3842 control IC.

During the measurements on the PCB, emphasizes is given
on the PCB layout and what the path of the flow of currents
is, see figure 5. In figure 5 we see the final PCB version
of the boost converter used in the laboratory course. The
layout is optimized, to reduce the critical current path from the
input capacitor to the output capacitor, and the loop areas are
minimized. The red arrows indicate the flow of current when
the switch in closed during Ton , when the low-side switch
opens during the freewheeling period Tof f , the energy stored
in the inductor can flow following the blue arrows. Also, the
gate currents can flow through the circuit in a minimized loop.

Fig. 5. Boost converter using SMD components on printed circuit board.
The layout is optimized and the loop area is minimized. Current paths during
continuous mode. During Ton the current flows through the inductor, Mosfet
and sense-resistors, see the red arrows. During the freewheeling period Tof f ,
the current stored in the inductor, flows via the diode over the output capacitors
to the output, see the blue arrows.
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Fig. 6. Single uc3842 power management IC to create pulse width modulator
with variable frequency and duty cycle, to demonstrate and experiment with
a general current mode control IC.

2) Universal2Leg
Using the U2L the various types of SMPS can be
constructed where the parameters of the most important
components can be altered. Custom inductor designs can
be added and control methods can be chosen on the
board. Although the board is not an optimized design,
the gatedriver, see figure 7 and Mosfet-Gate loop are
minimized, and the Mosfets have appropriate cooling.
Typical waveforms can be measured via current sense
resistors that are included in the design. For example,
not only the mosfet current can be measured, but also
each filter capacitor has an external ESR at which the
current can be measured by means of a voltage over the
external ESR.
3) Assembled converter on a PCB.
A boost converter is assembled on PCB in various
ways, see figure 9 for the Through Hole version and
see figure 10 for the SMD version. Students perform
measurements on these PCB’s and observe the improvements when the PCB design is optimized. There
are three different PCB designs. Through hole, SMD
and an optimized SMD design. Measurement results
can be compared to the measurement results from the
breadboard and U2L.
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Fig. 7. Gatedriver circuit board, that can be interchanged to study the impact
of various gate driver ICs on the U2L board [15].

Although the breadboard is very limited for building
switched mode power supplies, the waveforms and principle
operation can be demonstrated, see figure 8. Alternatively,
students can use a perfboard or stripboard, to build their first
converter, but inexperienced students might have troubles in
getting the circuit correctly soldered.
Fig. 9. Fully assembled boost converter on a through hole PCB.

Fig. 8. Low cost set up of a boost converter with limited power capabilities,
but allowing to demonstrate the basic waveforms and principles.

To train the soldering of a PCB and make better measurements, a PCB is provided where the students can assemble
the same boost converter, see figure 9 for the Through Hole
version, and figure 10 for the SMD version.
Finally, measurements will prove the effectiveness of using
SMD components and a minimized loop area for the currents.
Comparing the measurement results for a through hole version,
see figure 11, to the measurement results for the SMD version,
see figure 12, shows a clear improvement in the current
measurement through the sense-resistor, showing less spikes.
Also, the ringing on the Mosfet during turn-off is improved.

Fig. 10. Fully assembled boost converter on an optimized PCB using SMD
components.

V. L ABORATORY E XERCISE O BJECTIVES
After finishing the basic course, there are five objectives
the students should meet, where D=Design, B=Build and
M=Measure, see table II. These objectives are in agreement
with the objectives from the lectures [1]. Each laboratory
assignment is to be finished within the given period the
assignment was planned, as indicated in table I. Students
can only continue with the next assignment after finishing
and obtaining a [Mark as done] per objective. Half of the
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Fig. 11. Through Hole Boost converter measurement, see figure 9. From top
to bottom, V ds, VL , VRsense
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Extended objectives
D Magnetic design and switching frequency
Design a custom inductor using ferrite cores and make a trade-off
between losses and size.
D Thermal design
Losses and heat sink design. Calculate the thermal resistors in the
thermal path from the Mosfet into the heat sink. Design the size of
the heat sink and estimate the losses losses and final semiconductor
temperature.
M Control
Measure the bandwidth of the control and by changing components in
the control feedback loop, see the functioning and influence of each
component in the control. For example, adding slope compensation,
by adding a single resistor to avoid subharmonic oscillations. Increase
output capacitor ESR to reduce overshoot during load changes. Load the
boost converter with a variable pulsating load and observe the bandwidth
of the control loop.
Fig. 12. SMD Boost converter measurement, see figure 10. From top to
bottom, V ds, VL , VRsense

assessment, is directly performed during the laboratory course.
The instructor gives the [Mark as done] after checking the
measurement set up. All the laboratory objectives have to
be finished with a written report including the measurement
results. The final assessment is this report and a [Mark as
done] per objective. The report is not graded, only a fail/pass
grade is given to the students.
Basic objectives
B PWM
Build a basic pulse width generator using an industry standard power
management IC.
M Converter
Extend the pulse width generator with a Boost converter on a breadboard, to understand the switching cell principle. Use a constant duty
cycle only. Measure input and output voltage and current waveforms,
as well as the inductor current.
B Assembling
Assemble a Boost converter on PCB either Through Hole or SMD.
D Component ratings
Measure all voltage and current waveforms and compare for various
design methods (Breadboard, Through Hole PCB or SMD PCB). Verify
component ratings, for example maximum VDS for the Mosfet, or
maximum current through the mosfet, inductor and diode.
M PCB design
Understand the difference in PCB design and measure the conductive
EMI by measuring the ringing on the Mosfet. Add a second output
capacitor and observe the reduction of the output voltage ripple.
TABLE II
BASIC O BJECTIVES

For a Semester lecture the objectives are to be extended
with three more objectives, see table III. Here the design of
components and control are the main objectives. Also here the
assessment is a [Mark as done] during the laboratory course
and a final written report including all measurement results.
C ONCLUSIONS
Combining laboratory assignments with the lecture objectives, requires a tight structure on the topics and methods.
Students have to verify the theory from the oral lectures, by
building and measuring. The emphasis is not on designing
a new converter, but on experiencing the various objectives
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TABLE III
E XTENDED O BJECTIVES

in SMPS design. Exploring difference between theory and
practice, is the goal of the laboratory exercises. Improving
practical measurement skills is mandatory, but more importantly, exploring the design and performance of the various
components gives an insight in the design process of SMPS.
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Abstract - Entrepreneurship education is among the
investments that can have the highest returns for any
country in the world. Research has shown that students who
have undergone entrepreneurship are three to six times
more likely to take part in a later life experience than those
who have not received such training.
The Bulgarian state must provide all young people with
practical entrepreneurial experience before completing
compulsory education, stressing the importance of practical
exercises in education and training. The Program "Student
Company" of Junior Achievement Young Enterprise (JAYE) Europe is one of the most popular among students at
Baba Tonka High School of Mathematics, Ruse. In it,
students set up a mini corporation under the leadership of a
teacher and a voluntary business consultant.
This article examines the role of teachers who have a
strong impact on the achievements of students, critically
minded teachers who tailor their practice to the individual
needs of students; shares our experience who offered
students training under the program "Student Company";
introduces you to the methodology developed by Junior
Achievement Bulgaria within the international project
GREENT
for
teaching
environmentally
friendly
entrepreneurship in high school through a blended learning
methodology.
To inspire their students and help them develop
entrepreneurship, teachers must possess a wide range of
creative and entrepreneurial skills; they need a school
environment that promotes creativity and risk-taking, and
mistakes are seen as an opportunity to learn. Cooperation
between schools, state institutions and business are key to
success.
Keywords - initiative, entrepreneurship, financial literacy,
entrepreneurship, learning by doing, entrepreneurship
education, work skills, blended learning Introduction

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan and the
Rethinking Education Communication, the European
Commission underlines the need for entrepreneurship
education to find a place in all sectors of education,
including self-learning. Both documents call on Member
States to provide all young people with practical
entrepreneurial experience before completing compulsory
education, stressing the importance of practical exercises
in education and training.
Teachers play a major role as they have a strong
impact on students' achievements. Critical-minded
teachers are constantly monitoring their practice and
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implementing it according to the desired learning
outcomes and the individual needs of the students.
Entrepreneurship as a key competence does not
necessarily include a specific subject of teaching. It
requires a teaching method in which learning through
experience and project work plays a major role. Teachers
do not necessarily provide answers to students, but ask
them to look for, to determine the right questions, and to
find the best answers. To inspire their students and help
them develop entrepreneurship, teachers must possess a
wide range of creative and entrepreneurial skills; they
need a school environment that promotes creativity and
risk-taking, and mistakes are seen as an opportunity to
learn.
When in 2011, was began to develop as a club activity
in fulfillment of the mission to inspire young people in the
high school to realize their limitless potential, building
knowledge and skills for the economy and professional
life, the word "entrepreneur" had highly negative
connotations, most often associated with the woefully
famous property developers, credit millionaires and other
enterprising scammers of the 1990s. Almost 20 years
later, constructive entrepreneurship – the opportunity to
create something bigger and add value to society and its
members – is beginning to become a desirable career
choice for many young people.
II.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS A WAY OF THINKING AND
A CULTURE OF BEHAVIOUR

Although it includes it, entrepreneurship is much more
than just setting up your own business. Entrepreneurship
is a way of thinking and a culture of behavior that says the
following [1, 2, 3]:
➢ I can and will take my fate into my own hands instead
of complaining and waiting for someone else to solve
my problems;
➢ I will be active, have a civic position on what is
happening in the world around me, and will
consciously change that environment;
➢ I can and do know how to realize my ideas;
➢ I take responsibility for my actions;
➢ I am flexible and respond adequately to the changing
environment around me;
➢ I understand that achieving success depends on being
able to collaborate and find common ground with
those around you;
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➢
➢

➢

I know the different professions; I understand what
education is required in order to be able to develop in
a particular professional field;
I approach pragmatically and actively the problems I
face, research, and argue various alternatives,
thinking critically, and looking for workable
solutions;
I am relevant to the social and environmental
problems of today's world, to charity and to
supporting less-favored members of society.
III. EUROPEAN KEY COMPETENCE
"ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INITIATIVE"

It is no coincidence that the European Union defines
entrepreneurship and initiative as one of the eight key
competences for lifelong learning that each Member
State's education system must provide for young people at
school on key competences for lifelong learning:
"Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship is the ability
to turn ideas into action. It involves creativity, innovation
and risk-taking, as well as the ability to plan and manage
projects in order to achieve objectives. The individual is
aware of the context of his/her work and is able to seize
opportunities that arise. It is the foundation for acquiring
more specific skills and knowledge needed by those
establishing or contributing to social or commercial
activity. This should include awareness of ethical values
and promote good governance." [1]
By studying entrepreneurship, young people can one
day become both entrepreneurs and excellent
professionals working in different areas of the private and
public sectors. The qualities they will have built are
equally valuable in every way. Thanks to contacts with
real business during their education and early career
guidance opportunities, they will be much better prepared
for the labor market. The gap between the skills of young
people coming out of the education system and the
demands of employers is a familiar topic. With the
introduction of an entrepreneurship object, employers will
now welcome with them a much better prepared active
and initiative young people who want to do their best to
develop both themselves and the company in which they
work.
IV. RESULTS ACHIEVED IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
EDUCATION AT NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN LEVEL
In education, the results are only visible after years,
and the processes are long-term. After almost 10 years of
extremely active work to change the attitudes of fellow
teachers and students, only now, as head of a school club
in entrepreneurship, begins to see the result of it hundreds of successful young people in large and small
Bulgarian and international companies. If this is part of
compulsory learning – only to imagine what the results
might be if all children were to experience a modern
approach to education, relying on contacts with realbusiness mentors, going outside the school environment,
learning by doing. Тhe Bulgarian Ministry of Education
and Science has led to the new law and the introduction of
the subject "Technology and Entrepreneurship". It is
extremely positive and has the potential in 10-15 years to
lead to a radical positive change in the society.
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At European level, several reports unequivocally
justify the benefits of entrepreneurship education [2].
Students who participate in entrepreneurship education are
more likely to start their own business and their
companies are more innovative and more successful than
those led by people who have not completed
entrepreneurial training. It has also been shown that
companies created by such people open more jobs and
have a better chance of growing into larger companies.
Graduates of entrepreneurship programs are less at risk of
being unemployed and are more often in permanent
employment. Compared to their colleagues, they have a
better job and earn more money.
V.

BUILDING ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS FROM INITIAL STAGE TO COMPLETING
SCHOOL EDUCATION

Years ago, a journalist questioned the appropriateness
of children taking the "long path of entrepreneurship"
from the very first grade [4, 5], knowledge and skills build
on those of previous years in each subsequent year. The
important thing is not to discuss whether to have a
separate subject entrepreneurship and whether to start in
1st class, because the benefit of forming an
entrepreneurial way of young people thinking is
indisputable.
The important thing is that the debate shifts to how to
ensure that this excellent vision is translated into quality
curricula for all classes and quality textbooks. These
textbooks should reflect the philosophy of practical
classroom learning, which gives teachers the freedom to
be innovative, experiment and motivate students to learn,
taking personal responsibility to implement their projects.
First class children will begin to build a common
understanding of what is "exchange", "buy", "sell",
"money", "charity", in 2. class will distinguish between
"needs" and "desires", understand what people in their
family work, what are the characteristics of different
professions. All this will be done through many practical
activities, without learning complex terminology that they
will not understand. They will learn to work as a team, to
start their own projects, to justify their choices. In each
subsequent year, increasingly complex concepts will be
mastered, but in the same light way. And most importantly
– it is that attitude and entrepreneurial way of thinking that
was said at the beginning. Nobody talks about it at 1st
class – start making money and become mercantile
auctioneers.
In fact, if teachers show students what the real role of
money is in society and the economy, it will ensure that
this does not happen. In the higher classes, they will be
able, applying the skills already developed, to try their
own business ideas based on identified real needs and
problems. their own capabilities and will gain invaluable
practical experience. It doesn't matter if they become
entrepreneurs with their own business or not.
On the legitimate concerns about who will teach this
new subject, it could be said that thanks to the efforts of
Junior Education Bulgaria together with the Ministry of
Education and Science and leading Bulgarian universities
(including University of Ruse "Angel Kanchev") there are
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already thousands of prepared teachers at all stages. Those
teachers are willing to dive into the interesting, exciting,
and inspiring world of entrepreneurship and modern
education. Higher education institutions can help very
effectively in this process if they include entrepreneurship
in the training programs of future educators [6, 7, 8].
VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO TECHNOLOGIES AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP CURRICULA

The recommendations on what should be enshrined in
school-level curricula so that entrepreneurship education
can be effective and achieve the results desired by our
society were:
➢

transformation of the role of the teacher in the
classroom – from instructor to facilitator, which
enables children to find answers to the questions they
ask themselves;
➢ giving the teacher greater freedom to decide what
educational resources he or she will use in the
classroom;
➢ getting people out of business into the learning
process and making the connection education –
business through mentoring and active sharing of
business experience and participation in various
educational formats that enable students to talk freely
with the professionals;
➢ active involvement of parents in the learning process,
and this can also happen as part of their inclusion as
business or public sector professionals;
➢ practical training in which ideas are tested in practice
through projects and action;
➢ strongly advocating teamwork to create irreplaceable
working habits, which are subsequently extremely
important for professional realization;
➢ defining and implementing inter-subject links –
entrepreneurship is a very gracious area in this regard,
links can be found with all subjects, thus
entrepreneurship education will help achieve better
educational outcomes in other subjects, and children
will learn with greater desire;
➢ using more interactive and non-traditional learning
approaches, breaking the prison of schools,
promoting active collaboration between different
schools, organizing competitions and other formats
that enable young people to express themselves and
new friendships;
➢ not only the business to come to the school, but also
to go to the business through study visits, short-term
or longer-term internships.
It was important that the whole process of creating the
curricula be transparent and allow the participation of
various stakeholders, because work on the new Law on
Pre-School and School Education has shown that when
more countries participate, although reaching consensus
becomes more difficult, the result is with much better
quality. It will be good to see the same results in curricula
and programs.
The new law introduces several sweeping changes that
it has long needed. It is important that any change is well
argued, and that society can familiarize itself with the
motives of the Ministry of Education and Science as to
why the lessons for certain subjects are reduced, why for
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others they increase, etc. and simply and clearly say what
educational outcomes we expect at the exit. This ensure
that decisions are well thought out and all points of view
are considered.
VII. ABOUT CURRICULUM “STUDENT COMPANY”
The "Student Company" program is based on the
oldest and most established program of Junior Education –
"Student Company", recognized by the European
Commission as "Best Practice in Entrepreneurship
Education". Within the program "Student Company"
students aged 15-19 learn how to materialize their idea of
business in a real enterprise (Ltd.), which they manage
within a school year. During training, young people
become partners in their own company by investing
minimal capital, electing a board of directors and a
president who manages them. During the school year, they
realize their chosen product/service and must offer it to
the final customer by making sales within the educational
establishment. At the end of the school year, participants
liquidate the training company, distribute dividends, and
evaluate the business cycle. In the training process, young
people develop leadership qualities, communication skills,
decision-making skills, negotiation, organizing, time
management, while being able to develop and use
specialized skills from the field of business, as well as
from the academic field they study. Participants in the
program can demonstrate what they have learned by
participating in regional competitions in the format of
trade fairs, where the teaching companies are presented in
a stand and evaluated by a jury. The best continues in the
national final, and the winner can participate in a
European competition with the best training companies
from the network of Junior Entertainment Europe.
The training under the "Student Company" program is
carried out in the so-called blended learning type, which
allows flexibility in the conduct of classes and easy
transition to online training format if necessary. The
students of the program have the opportunity to participate
in various seminars and trainings – innovative, creative,
financial camps, during which to be guided by business
mentors from the partner network of Junior Entertainment
Bulgaria.
Junior Development Bulgaria provides another
opportunity for the participants in "Student Company" –
acquisition of the entrepreneurial skills pass certificate
(ESP) certifying the practical entrepreneurial experience
of students aged 15-19 years and their knowledge, skills
and competences necessary for successful realization of
the labor market.
VIII. BUILDING AN ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET AND SKILLS THROUGH
BLENDED LEARNING
Green Entrepreneurship in Bulgarian schools is a new
practice that every day acquires more and more
prominence from all ways. Our future generation should
realize that this is the need for time and should not
question only the administration about resolving such
issues, but as a responsible part of society each of us
should fulfil or serve our environmental obligations and
responsibilities so as to create a smarter and more
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sustainable planet. This study demonstrates that
conservation efforts, when successfully modelled at
school, can both synergistically achieve the objectives of
education and sustainability. In turn, this will create a
more sustainable and conserved environment.
A. What is green entrepreneurship?
Green Entrepreneurship is an unusual blend of
entrepreneurial spirit, passion and humility, coupled with
a sense of personal commitment to environmental and
social progress [9]. Green entrepreneurship is defined as
"introducing a new business that belongs to develop green
products or services, or use renewable resources, or be for
the benefit of society. There is growing interest in
developing a green or low-carbon economy as a means of
reconciling economic development and the environment.
Therefore, green entrepreneurship must be promoted by
the Bulgarian school so that each pupil participates or
initiates a green initiative. Green Entrepreneurship is the
path of entrepreneurs to a sustainable business framework
that is ecologically clean i.e., not only profitable but also
driven by fears about saving our world and making it a
better place to live for us and our future generations. Both
the environmental protection and the achievement of
entrepreneurial goals are very vital for the concept of
green entrepreneurship.
B. Ja Greent – green entrepreneurship course
objectives
The global loss of biodiversity has been influenced by
the nature of the business activities in recent years. In
Bulgaria there are no education programs at a high school
stage for environmental challenges and ways in which
green entrepreneurship can help to solve them.
The first step on this path is a good understanding of
the problems and opportunities facing business and
entrepreneurs, determined to respond to this challenge:
o
Overview of the environmental and social
aspects of the current economic model.
o
Understanding the opportunities to create a new
value in the green economy.
o
Develop
a
range
of
multidisciplinary
entrepreneurial skills, with a focus on drilling and social
innovations in environmental contexts.
o
Practical Experiential learning – systematic
thinking, detecting, problem solving, creating value chains
and business ecosystems.
Our goal is to build an understanding of the global
environmental challenges of young people, knowledge
and skills to tackle them, as well as to foster the
generation of innovative ideas for green entrepreneurship
with practical application to integrate with proven
practices for learning entrepreneurship as a JA student
company.
In the long term, we want to build a new attitude and
entrepreneurial thinking that will help young people not to
be a passive observer of environmental and social crises,
but an active participant in the development and
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implementation of innovative solutions in the home and
business.
C. Selection of blended learning as a leading approach
to teaching the curriculum content
Blended learning is a necessity in teaching learning
content in different thematic areas. Even clearer is the
need to use such an approach in the teaching of modern,
complex, interdisciplinary topics such as global
environmental challenges and the creation of businesses
consistent with the principles of sustainable development.
These themes are not yet present in education systems, as
the initial study carried out in the framework of the
GREENT Project has also been exciting for young people
who receive information about them from various sources
such as the Internet, social networks and electronic media.
The use of these technologies in the teaching of this
learning content is a natural approach in light of the fact
that this is the preferred way of learning and embracing
information from the young generation. Moreover, in this
case, there is no systematic and well-shaped "nonrelevant" content on this complex topic. On the other
hand, there are a vast number of online resources (videos,
presentations, quizzes, online games, infographics, etc.)
that can and have been used within the project in the
systemization of lessons and the creation of curriculum
content for each lesson.
Given the strategic importance of environmental
management from a national point of view, it is necessary
that schools in Bulgaria take a more active role in the
creation of managers and business leaders who have a
good understanding of how to incorporate environmental
problems into the corporate decision-making process.
Without an understanding of how to conserve natural
resources and the force majeure need for it, few people
would be motivated to participate actively in
environmental protection, education and environmental
awareness programs, thus becoming critically important.
Environmental education, awareness and training is an
important scheme of the Ministry of Environment and
Forests to increase the understanding of people at all
levels about the relationship between people and the
environment and to develop abilities/skills to improve and
protect the environment.
Thus, through an in-depth study of the research we can
say
that
environmental
management
through
environmental education plays an important role in the
development of green culture and the promotion of green
entrepreneurs and it is here that schools play a vital role as
they are the factories where future entrepreneurs are
produced. Encouraging green aspirations in future
generations, schools provide sustainable green
development.
D. Training under the practical finance programme in
times of crisis
The newly introduced safeguards and restrictive
measures, due to COVID-19, again required a return to the
already known online learning format, so characteristic of
the lack of live contact. To help facilitate and interactive
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perception of the material taught, leading experts and
managers from the financial sector joined forces and reentered their role as mentors within the program.
The program "Practical Finance 2020-2021" has
started on 03.12.2020. Among the invited guests were
Teodora Petkova, CEO and Chairman of the Management
Board of UniCredit Bulbank, Jose Saloyo, Manager of
BNP Paribas Personal Finance S.A. and Anastas Petrov,
Executive Director of NN Pension Insurance and
Commercial Director of NN Life Insurance. 30 students
from the "Successful People" Entrepreneurship Club who
were training for the second year joined the meeting and
asked important questions about them on the topic.
IX.

CONCLUSION

The modern understanding of entrepreneurship education
is based on several existing topics:
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢

➢
➢
➢

Entrepreneurship education is more than just
preparation for enterprise management. It involves
building entrepreneurial attitudes, skills, and
knowledge to allow the student to "turn ideas into
actions."
Teachers cannot learn enterprising if they
themselves are not enterprising.
The development of entrepreneurial skills requires
active methods to engage students to show their
creative and innovative potential.
Entrepreneurial competences and skills can only be
acquired or built through practical life experience.
Entrepreneurial skills can be taught within all
subjects or as a separate subject.
Entrepreneurship education should focus not only
on entrepreneurs, but also on those who show
entrepreneurship in teamwork, as most students will
use their entrepreneurial skills in businesses or
public institutions.
To give entrepreneurship education a real boost, it is
necessary to develop entrepreneurship-related
learning objectives as well as relevant assessment
methods and quality assurance procedures for all
educational degrees. They should help teachers
make progress in acquiring entrepreneurial
knowledge, skills, and attitudes.
The entrepreneurship training programme should be
promoted not only within teacher training
institutions, but also in businesses and the public.
Teachers and schools will not be able to fulfil their
ambitions without cooperation and partnership with
colleagues, businesses, and other stakeholders.
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Abstract – There are many things that we expect
undergraduate students in STEM areas to have mastered
while in high school. One such area is the effective reading of
course and related materials. However, the act of reading
itself has dramatically changed over the last 20 years or so.
Majority of reading now happens through electronic means,
instead of using printed copies. Up until recently, student
reading assignments have been almost entirely invisible to
instructors but social reading tools like Persuall now provide
much greater visibility into this activity. This means that
many new questions can be asked, including how much
emphasis to place on reading vs. other activities, given that
students’ time is limited. In this paper, we analyze student
reading habits, including the time spent actively reading,
when they do the reading and the quality of the reading.
Suggestions for the construction of reading assignments are
given and areas for future study are identified.
Keywords
–
engineering
education,
comprehension, social reading, assessment.

I.

reading

INTRODUCTION

The question of student preparedness for college-level
studying is pervasive in academia. For most engineering
programs this typically involves questions regarding
student preparedness in math and, somewhat less
frequently, physics [1]. The usual engineering curriculum
which emphasizes calculus in the freshman year results in
calculus effectively being a gateway course(s) for
engineering [1]. This has led to many attempts to identify
the appropriate level of math preparedness for freshman
engineering students and to the use of various assessment
tools to establish student competencies in math, e.g., [2].
This has had many unintended consequences, one of which
is that students who may be quite capable as engineers are
disheartened by their troubles in calculus and drop out of
engineering programs.

Underlying these specific skills but also underlying any
course that requires a significant amount of reading is the
assumption that students are proficient readers. Most math
or engineering classes will require some type of textbook
reading where students are expected to either prepare for
the lecture, i.e., in advance of it, or to read additional
material after lectures. Content of the reading may be used
to solidify material covered in lectures and/or lab sessions,
or it may be something new that students are required to
learn on their own.
The importance of reading comprehension in the actual
work environment of workers in STEM areas was
demonstrated by Jang [3]. His work was based on the
O*NET database managed by the US Department of Labor.
It contained 50,527 individual survey results from
employees or job analysts. He concluded that
“Important skills in STEM disciplines are as follows
(in the order of importance, the number in parentheses
represents the average importance): Critical thinking
(3.81), Reading comprehension (3.76), Active listening
(3.75), Speaking (3.68), Complex problem solving
(3.58), …”
Therefore, in terms of its importance reading
comprehension was second only to critical thinking.
Arguably, in engineering education it is not given very high
importance and it receives little explicit attention and
instruction. For example, ABET criteria for the engineering
curriculum and for student outcomes not only do not
mention reading comprehension but are silent on the first
four skills listed in the quote above [13] .

More recently, the effort to understand student
preparedness has extended to computer programming.
Many engineering programs introduce programming
courses in the freshman year, either as a standalone course
or as part of an introduction to engineering course. This has
introduced new assessment problems and it seems that
areas of logical and algorithmic thinking are to be added to
some type of assessment procedure(s).

Furthermore, reading has dramatically changed over the
last 20 years or so. Majority of reading now happens
through electronic means instead of through reading of
printed copies. Most publishers now offer e-book versions
of their textbooks which has also enabled them to rent
books for a lower price. In addition, the switch to e-book
medium or similar electronic formats is now providing a
window into students’ reading habits through various
programs that can be used to assign reading, such as
Perusall [4]. The reading activity that was almost entirely
invisible to instructors has now become visible. The
question now becomes what kind of data can be collected
and how it can be used to improve student learning.

Assessment of these types of skills, i.e., math, logical
thinking, and algorithmic thinking is complex but if we
could get reliable and valid assessment tools assessment
results could be used to, for example, identify at-risk
students or place students in courses with the appropriate
level of difficulty. The expectation is that this would help
retention and improve student learning.

In the following sections, we will first discuss the
software platform Perusall and how we use it in our
electrical and computer engineering (ECE) courses,
followed by a discussion of how to design reading
assignments. Next, we will provide an analysis of student
reading reported by Perusall followed by discussion,
conclusions and future work.
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II.

PERUSALL AS SOCIAL READING PLATFORM

A whole class of tools has now become available, e.g.,
[4], [7], and [8], and they are sometimes referred to as
“social annotation” or “social reading” tools. In our
courses, we use Perusall which enables not just social
reading through shared annotations but can also be used for
judging the quality of submitted annotations. Typically, it
is used in conjunction with published textbooks which are
purchased through the Perusall website. Any materials
produced by the instructor or freely available on the internet
are free to post and use on the platform without charge.
Note that Perusall does not enforce any copyright and any
potential infringement would be the instructor’s
responsibility [9][10]. In our courses, we strive to use the
reading materials that are in the public domain or are
covered by the so-called “fair use” provision. Note that
Perusall has recently enabled annotations of video
materials.

Figure 1. Example of instructor interface to Perusall with
assignments listed in the middle and details of one of the
assignments on the right.

In practice, most of our course materials are in pdf
format which makes the annotations straightforward.
Students are required to make between 3 and 7 thoughtful
annotations, depending on the length of the assignment.
Annotations can be in the form of comments, questions, and
answers to questions posed by others. Students can also
upvote comments by others.
Perusall also gives instructors the ability to
automatically grade annotations. They are evaluated on
•

Quantity: did they submit the required number of
comments

•

Timeliness: did they submit by the deadline

•

Distribution: are comments dispersed throughout

•

Quality: “thoughtfulness” is evaluated by an
internal algorithm

This set of features makes the handling of reading
assignments in a large class a practical proposition. Based
on the questions posted by students Perusall also produces
a “confusion report” that attempts to summarize the main
problems that have come up. While this feature can be
useful, we have found that direct reading of at least some
comments gives us a better sense of what students are
thinking. The instructor can also be actively engaged while
students are still making annotations. In practice, we have
done this only to correct misconceptions that could have
produced serious confusion. In general, it is much better to
let students engage in a dialogue by themselves than trying
to steer it.
Figure 1 illustrates the instructor’s interface to Perusall.
The central column has a list of assignments. When one of
the assignments is selected then its details are given in the
right column. The system also reports overall results for the
class, as shown in Fig. 2. In most cases, students get a full
score if they fall in the top two categories: “Completed with
maximum score” or “Completed but not maximum score.”
Typically, we would like to see “No work submitted” to be
less than 25%.
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Figure 2. Example of summary reading reports from Perusall.
Note that roughly one third of the class did not submit any
work.

There are some potential issues in using any tool like
Perusall, centering on copyright, student surveillance, and
data collection, as outlined in [9]. In our judgment, only the
first one warrants special care but this no different than
dealing with copyright issues in classes that do not use
Perusall.
We have used Perusall since 2017 in courses ranging
from freshman introduction to engineering courses to
graduate-level research seminars and we believe it has had
a positive impact on student learning. Some initial
experiences were reported in [12]. Based on our
observations across courses, the use of Perusall has
produced increased class interaction. This proved to be
particularly useful during the last two years of pandemic
when all classes were online, and students had very limited
interactions with each other. It has also proved to be useful
in identifying at-risk students who did not complete reading
assignments and who can then be contacted by the
instructor. A tool like Perusall is indispensable if we are
dealing with relatively large classes and want to force
students to read class materials continuously and
thoughtfully. Further examples of its use and usefulness are
given below.
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III.

CONSTRUCTING READING ASSIGNMENTS

When constructing reading assignments there are
obvious questions about the content which are course
dependent. However, there are some general questions we
can ask:
•

How long do students take to finish various reading
assignments?

•

How can this information be used to judge whether
the assignment results in a reasonable “load” for
students?

•
•

Should we make such workload expectations more
explicit to students?

students’ “activity” so that only active reading time is
counted. For a variety of reasons, however, this quantity is
not exact, but we estimate that it is accurate to within 10%
or so. The raw data for individual students had to be cleaned
up to eliminate the outliers and obvious problems with
reported numbers, as follows:
•

Eliminate anyone with "0" active time spent.

•

Eliminate anyone who did not make any comments
but has some (usually small) active reading time.

•

Keep anyone who has spent more than 15 minutes
reading even if they did not make any comments

•

Eliminate those who made a significant number of
comments, but time is listed as very short (roughly
< 5 min)

Will this type of reading activity be useful to
student learning?

To study these questions, data was collected for one
senior-level course entitled ECE 424 Engineering
Professional Practice. The course is required for all ECE
students. Its goals are stated as
“Prepare graduates for careers in electrical and
computer engineering. Topics include ethical reasoning
and considerations, strategies for job acquisition,
career planning, certification and licensure,
approaches to lifelong learning, and means of
maintaining awareness of contemporary global and
local societal issues.” [6]
Class enrollment varies between 30 and 50 students.
Class meets once a week to discuss the topics outlined
above. Students are assigned reading from various sources
as preparation for each class, so the readings are due on the
day of the classroom discussion of that topic. The
discussion is done in groups of 3-4 and a couple of groups
are randomly selected to report to the whole class on the
results of their discussion. This arrangement is reminiscent
of “flipped classroom”. Students are also assigned
homework as a follow-on to the classroom discussion
which is due the following week. Most readings are done
through the perusall.com platform that reports how much
time each student spent actively reading the assignment.
Activity is typically measured by looking at mouse
movement or keypresses at least once every ~2 minutes,
comments submitted by student, upvoting other comments
and similar actions [14].
Students are expected not to be just “active” but also to
give thoughtful comments or annotations. These are judged
in four areas [15]: quality, quantity, timeliness, and
distribution. Examples of these are provided to students and
discussed in class. The main point is that we are not looking
for absolute accuracy in the way these are graded but want
students to engage with the reading material in some
meaningful way. Perusall has been very effective in
flagging perfunctory annotations. Empirically, we have had
very few complaints from students about their scores that
had to be fixed manually.
In the Fall 2019 quarter, there were six reading
assignments, as given in Table 1. An approximate number
of words is given for each assignment. Adjusted total
reading time was obtained from the raw data for individual
students. Perusall has an internal algorithm that tracks
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TABLE 1. ACTIVE READING TIMES AND READING SPEED FROM
PERUSALL DATA
Reading
assignment topic

# of
words

Adjusted
total reading
time (min)

Reading
speed
(words/min)

Communication

7500

98

76

Career plan

5300

82

64

Ethics 1

5200

68

76

Ethics 2

9200

93

99

Patents

5500

70

79

Life long learning

2300

57

40

The number of remaining data points varied from 38 to
50 with an average value of 46 out of 51 enrolled students.
From this dataset we then calculated the mean value of the
“adjusted total reading time.” Reading speed is then simply
the number of words divided by the total reading time. Note
also that the reading time includes not just the reading part
but also some time that students need to devote to making
comments on the text that they just read.
Average reading time over all six assignments is
roughly 80 minutes and the average reading speed is around
72 words per minute. This reading speed is around three
times lower than the recently reported average reading
speed of 238 words per minute [16]. Some sources, e.g., [5]
claim that 200 to 250 words per minute is a reasonable
speed for general text, which is reduced to 50-75 words per
minute for technical material or 5 to 6 minutes per page.
Even though the class readings cover topics that would
normally be considered non-technical, they are nonetheless
new to students who must deal with potentially unfamiliar
vocabulary and concepts. As mentioned above, students
also must spend some time thinking about and entering
their comments. Furthermore, we cannot control for
distractions which are undoubtedly present when students
read at home. Given these constraints, it seems that the
overall result for the average reading time and speed
reported here are reasonable and should be used when
planning reading assignments.
Finally, there is a concern that reading from screen may
not be as effective as reading from paper. Recent meta-
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analyses on this topic show small benefit on reading
comprehension when reading from paper but no difference
in terms of reading times [17][18]. Causes of these findings
are under investigation. However, it is not clear how these
findings affect “social reading” tools given that there is no
equivalent activity that can be performed when reading
from paper.
In general, it is considered good practice to
communicate instructor’s expectations to students. From
that perspective, it would make sense to share the above
information about average reading times with students.
This would prevent situations where students, for example,
devote too much time to this one activity. On the other
hand, students who do not spend enough time are likely to
be penalized through the poor quality of their comments
that are likely to result from just skimming the text. Sharing
expectations would be especially useful for non-traditional
students who work or have other obligations and have to
carefully plan their activities.
IV.

Causes for such different distributions could be e.g.,
unfamiliarity with Perusal that affected the first reading
(W1), interest in the topic, prior familiarity with the topic,
etc. Further analysis could be done by comparing trends
across different years. Note that these results are postprocessed and are not reported by Perusall directly.

ANALYSIS OF STUDENT READING

Our grading policy regarding reading assignments is to
encourage participation so that students’ comments in the
top two categories “Completed with max score” and
“Completed but not max score” get a full score, i.e., 100%.
Category of “Some work submitted” will get 50% and “No
work submitted” will get no points. Reading assignments
cover topics of similar difficulty and are not technical in the
traditional sense. Note that the middle category of “Some
work submitted” very rarely exceeds 10% of submissions
which indicates that once students start the assignment,
they will finish it and submit annotations of reasonable
quality.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the biggest issue is completion
but that varies across years. Fig. 3 has data from one senior
course (ECE 424) and one freshman course. One
interpretation of the data is that seniors have better study
habits and have more effective learning strategies. One
confounding factor is that the freshman course was taught
during the pandemic and student engagement was not as
good as in prior years with face-to-face instruction. Even if
we cannot draw definitive conclusions, the tool is now
available to study the effectiveness of the assignments and
to take corrective actions as needed.

Figure 3. Comparison of non-completion rates for a sample of
freshman and senior courses.
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We can gain further insight into overall class
performance by checking the distribution of reading times.
Examples of two such distributions are given in Fig 4 where
example a) has reading times spread out almost evenly over
the entire range, while example b) shows a distribution
resembling a Gaussian function.

a)

b)
Figure 4. Histograms of reading time distribution for two
reading assignments.

One additional area of concern may be the timing of
students’ submissions. As expected, Fig. 5 shows that many
students tend to submit most of their work just before the
deadline with 30 to 40% doing it within one day of the due
date. This defeats the purpose of making this activity social
because it is hard to receive comments on one’s annotations
if they are submitted just before the deadline. On a positive
note, the remainder of the class has their annotations well
distributed in time. This type of data can be shared with
students to make them realize that they are losing out on
learning opportunities.

Figure 5. Heat map from Perusall illustrating when students do
their reading. The horizontal axis is the hour of the day, the
vertical axis is the date with the due date in the middle.
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At this time, we only have a coarse understanding of the
quality of students’ annotations, and they seem to be doing
fine, so long as they complete the assignments. This does
not allow us to determine if students improve their reading
skills over time. Such longitudinal study would be very
worthwhile but is beyond the scope of this work.
V.

DISCUSSION

Examples given in the preceding sections have
provided a glimpse of what is possible to do with modern
social-reading tools. There are some areas that would need
further examination:
•

•

•

•

How good are Perusall estimates of active reading?
One way to “calibrate” would be to ask students to
keep track of their reading. However, that approach
itself may not be more accurate. Other, more
accurate approaches may require observation in a
special lab environment which is time-consuming.
How different is the reading of traditional technical
materials such as ECE textbooks from more
general reading that was discussed here? Typically,
such textbooks will have many equations and
diagrams which can slow down reading. This will
require examination of other courses and their
reading assignments which is in progress.
What are the best ways to scaffold students’
reading skills? This is impossible to do in one
course and would require curriculum-wide
approaches. Based on experience from writing, it
will be important to keep this discipline-specific,
i.e., we cannot just transfer this problem to general
studies or a class about study skills [11].
Students are also asked to do many other things,
such as work on homework problems, perform
labs, write reports, work on team-based projects,
etc. What is a reasonable time commitment that we
can expect from students? The usual rule-of-thumb
is that students should spend 2 to 3 hours outside
of class for every hour of classroom instruction.
For a 4-credit class, this means 8 – 12 hours outside
of class per week. How much should or can be
devoted to reading?
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Proficiency in reading is an essential skill for workers
in STEM fields. We have demonstrated that modern tools
like Perusall can be used to make reading activities visible
to the instructor. This should enable better construction of
reading assignments that are not overly burdensome to
students and that target specific areas. Analysis of student
annotations can help instructors focus on areas where
students show confusion or uncertainty. Sharing
observations with students should help make the
assignments and expectations more transparent.
There are many ways to expand the work reported here,
but it seems that understanding of how to best scaffold
student reading so that they improve their proficiency and
understanding of the material they read should be one of the
top priorities.
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Abstract – This study introduces a Digital Twin (DT) of
an air-to-water heat pump to be used in the maintenance
training of secondary and Higher Education (HE) students as
well as personnel and customers of companies that sell and
maintain heat pumps. The DT presented introduces the
learner to two key maintenance procedures in a Virtual
Reality (VR) environment. The learning is based on the
progress of completing the sub-tasks in an intended order.
The implementation of the solution is described. A
preliminary user study confirms that a DT of a heat pump is
an attractive option as a VR learning environment for
training maintenance procedures and tasks due to the
positive learning and user experience. However, a few
participants would prefer using a real system in the learning
of maintenance tasks as compared to the DT. The ratings of
perceived immersiveness measured as the concentration on
the tasks, rather than on using the system indicate that there
is room for improvement. Realism and immersiveness of
carrying out tasks and actions in VR could be improved by
implementing more realistic haptics as well as more freedom
to carry out the maintenance procedures in a user selected
order after first learning the correct order.
Keywords – virtual reality; maintenance; training; heat
pump; digital twin; user study, learning, user experience

I.

INTRODUCTION

Using VR systems in training of maintenance and
service tasks has received increasing interest in recent
years. Experiential learning [1], in other words learning-bydoing, is a commonly used educational approach in
vocational and higher education as well as in on-the-job
continuous training of maintenance workers. VR can be
used in training of maintenance tasks after the trainee has
first been introduced to, e.g., the tasks to be carried out,
procedures, system parts, and system functioning, as well
as safety issues [2]. Application of VR in training of
maintenance tasks is aimed to create an immersive real-life
like experience for the trainees to carry out tasks and
actions in virtual, simulated environments, with virtual
representations of physical products and systems [2].
A recent literature review on applying VR in
maintenance summarizes its value in maintenance training
and issues to be addressed [3]. Knowledge transfer to the
real environment is more efficient with an immersive
training environment [3]. They also claim that VR makes
maintenance personnel safer as VR, e.g., enables to practice
the on-site maintenance tasks and processes. On the other
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hand, one of the issues to be considered in developing and
using VR environment includes evaluating the return on
investment [3]. For example, when effectiveness of
delivering safety training with a PowerPoint procedure with
film scenes was compared with a VR based training in a
CAVE, there were no significant differences in learning
outcomes, risk perception, and decision making [4]. Return
on investment is therefore one of the important aspects to
consider also for pedagogical design when considering
development of VR solutions for maintenance training.
Based on prior research, Guo et al. [3] argue that as
most of the interactions in maintenance are in practice done
by the human hand, the importance of accurately simulated
haptic feedback can be of even greater importance in
comparison to realism of stereoscopic visual effects.
However, when four interaction technologies in VR were
compared in an experiment, to test their effect on the
learning of a procedural assembly task, no significant
differences were found in the final performance on real task
between the experimental groups [5]. On the other hand,
novel interaction technologies and techniques, including
haptics, are taken into use at an increasing pace in VR
environments, which potentially increases also the realism
of the interactions in maintenance tasks in VR.
Overall, the results of empirical studies on the
effectiveness of using VR in maintenance training are still
somewhat inconclusive. When comparing MR (mixed
reality) systems to VR for training operators of car service
maintenance, Borsci et al. [6] conclude in their literature
review, that for training assembly and disassembly
processes MR systems seem more useful. According to
them, when comparing traditional training to VR/MR based
training, training with VR/MR results in a lower number of
unsolved errors and training time, and the trainees’
perception of training is more positive with VR/MR tools
as they are experienced to increase the understanding of
tasks and procedures. However, the effectiveness of
training may be dependent on operator’s expertise [6].
When comparing a VR learning environment to a
conventional 2D tablet based instructional media in terms
of knowledge retention in vocational education, the
experimental group using VR outperformed the
conventional group in a delayed recall task on the
components of a motorbike [7]. However, no maintenance
tasks were carried out in this study.
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A number of definitions have been given for a DT (see
[8]; [9] for recent reviews). The most typical parts
considered are the 1) physical products in real-world, 2)
their virtual counterparts in VR, and 3) their connections
through data and information transfer [10]. DT can be used
as part of maintenance strategies – especially predictive
maintenance dominates currently [11]. DTs are of interest
in condition-based maintenance, predictive, and in
preventive maintenance increasingly [11].
In this paper, we describe the development of a DT of
an air-to-water heat pump aimed for maintenance training
in vocational and higher education. Solution uses a game
engine to create realistic high-quality visual representations
of the system. Game engine not only enables high-quality
graphics, but also supports further extension of the model
to include more realistic haptic interactions in maintenance
tasks as well as linking to a real existing system. For
educational purposes, the system is a virtual representation
of a real-life system, but it is not connected to the real-world
counterpart. In this paper we also describe the defined
learning goals and the related tasks to be completed by the
student in the learning process. Furthermore, we describe
results from a preliminary user study that addresses the
learning experience and the user experience of the DT. We
suggest some considerations for design and development to
improve the realism and immersion for using VR in
maintenance training.
II.

GAME ENGINE AS AN IMPLENTATION TECHNOLOGY
FOR A DIGITAL TWIN

Game engines provide support for the rapid
development of 2D or 3D games. Extensive packages for
tool software are available, such as a physics engine and
tools for processing sounds and graphics. The efficiency of
game engines in realizing 3D models and their visual
effects has made them widely used in the context of DT as
well, not just in the actual gaming industry (see, e.g.,
https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/blog/what-aredigital-twins).
DT implemented with game engines enable particularly
high-quality visuals as can be seen in Figure 1. Improving
the accuracy and quality of the details increases the amount
of work required for modeling, but on the other hand it can
contribute to the experienced realism. Furthermore, audio
and narration has been shown to contribute to user
experience in VR applications (see e.g., [12]). Therefore,
combining 3D view and stereophonic sound with VR
glasses can contribute positively to the user experience in
VR environments.
Game engines can also provide the functionalities
needed by devices and systems, such as the progress of
processes and the dynamic phenomena that occur in them.
The most significant phenomena for the operation of heat
pumps usually occur when they are invisible to the end
user. The flows of liquids and, for example, the transfer of
energy in heat exchangers are detected as changes in the
temperatures of the fluids flowing in the system. They are
usually monitored through the user interface. With game
engines, a DT can be implemented modularly, adding
functionality as needed. This can be done according to the
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DevOps principle “continuous integration - continuous
delivery” [13].

Figure 1. 2D screenshot of pipe and joint details
of the implemented heat pump.

In some cases, the DT in VR and the corresponding
physical hardware transfer data between each other [10]. It
would allow a physical operation of the device, for example
through a control interface, to be detected in its digital
counterpart in the VR world. On the other hand,
manipulating the DT could result in changes in the
operation of the physical device. In educational use, there
may not be a need to build real-time data transfer between
the VR world and the physical world counterpart. In most
cases, it is sufficient for the VR world to model the
functionalities and activities required for the tasks and
procedures to be learned.
In the VR world, user-desired actions are performed
either using a computer keyboard or, for example, using
controllers. For example, in the presented DT
implementation, rotating the game controls next to an
actuator such as a valve can be interpreted as opening or
closing it. With VR headset the controllers work by
pressing the fingers of either hand so that the forefinger and
middle finger typically have one button and the thumb can
press multiple buttons and manipulate the mini-joystick.
Even more realistic grip and control can be achieved by
using haptic gloves [14]. Manufacturers of virtual glasses
provide a software interface, or API, for their own
controllers, which are used in conjunction with VR headset.
A very important step is to navigate the VR environment in
a way that avoids the discomfort that users may experience
when working with VR headsets. The motion sensors in the
VR headset measure the user's movement to reflect the
change to the visual view seen in the VR world.
The DT made with a game engine allows possibilities
to refine the details of the model. The limit on how detailed
model will be made depends on the intended use. In the
future, equipment maintenance can be use Augmented
Reality (AR) or Mixed Reality (MR) type of solutions in
real maintenance scenarios in the field. For example, a
device can be viewed via a mobile device, and instructions
and diagrams can be displayed on the screen at the same
time. Glasses suitable for the AR purpose are then a very
practical solution, as the service person is likely to need
both hands to work.
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III.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DIGITAL TWIN

Using DTs in learning maintenance tasks creates a
possibility for students to learn practical skills remotely.
They can learn these skills guided via remote connection by
the instructor and practice selected skills by themselves. In
addition, DT gives a possibility for end-users to practice
basic maintenance skills needed to operate the heat pump.
Furthermore, learning the maintenance tasks in a VR
environment can increase the safety of initial training
situations, prior to carrying out tasks with real systems.
The software development for the heat-pump
implementation started with the pre-production stage. In
the pre-production phase, the designers and engineers
consult the experts of the subject matter of the inner
workings of the system, which was implemented in the
software. The production stage was separated into the
graphics and feature implementation pipeline. Computer
Graphics (CG) experts were in charge of the visual
implementation of the project, all the way from raw asset
creation to tweaking how the lighting behaves in Unity
game engine. Programmers were in charge of the feature
implementation of the project. They programmed how a
player interacts with the environment and how various
devices function in the implementation. A series of agile
user testing benchmarks were scattered to different parts of
development to ensure that the final product would be
viable and intuitive to use. During post-production, a build
and the fundamental scripts will be shared openly for public
download and use. The implementation process of the heat
pump DT is shown in Figure 2.
Visualization and game programming required three (3)
person months of work from two experienced
professionals, one in charge of modeling and visualization
and the other in producing the DT’s functionalities. The

persons in charge of teaching the maintenance of heat
pumps participated to specification of the requirements and
defining of the use cases with the rest of the project team.
Altogether half (0,5) a person month was used by the whole
team for the specification related work during the project.
As this was one of the first DT’s created for maintenance
education context by the project team, this time also
includes some time for learning the design for educational
purposes in the maintenance context.
IV.

LEARNING GOALS AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The goals for learning the maintenance of the air-towater heat pump were defined with domain experts, i.e.,
teachers of HVAC (heating, ventilation and air
conditioning) in a vocational school. In addition, students
that had completed the learning with traditional approach
were used as domain experts in the process. The domain
experts identified two core competencies required to be
completed as part of the degree criteria and related
activities in maintenance of heat pumps. These
maintenance activities are common maintenance
operations, that, in some cases, also might be worthwhile to
teach also for the system owners, i.e., customers of the
companies selling the systems to households. The chosen
operations were the following: 1) adding liquid pressure to
the system, and 2) cleaning the solid particle filter.
These two operations were defined in terms of related
tasks and subtasks to be carried out both from the point of
learning the maintenance activities and procedures as well
as from the point of view of developing the content and
order of tasks, related actions, and guidance in the virtual
environment. The guiding goal in terms of learning is to
enable the student to gain an overall view of the

Figure 2. The implementation process of the Digital Twin.
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maintenance activities before trying them out with the
physical device.
The learning is based on the progress of completing the
sub-tasks in the intended order. The tasks and activities
have been designed and written in collaboration with
experts and students familiar with the operation of the
equipment. The content of the tasks is related to the
maintenance performed on the equipment under
exploration. As there are safety issues related to operating
the physical device, the virtual DT is a viable option
compared to, for example, a learning exercise in a
laboratory. In addition, the DT provides the possibility to
repeat the exercise multiple times and does not necessarily
require any physical real-world counterpart or lab.
In a learning situation (Fig. 3), a computer with an
efficient graphics controller unit (GPU) and a VR headset
as well as the necessary cables and other peripherals are
needed. The tutor and the learner are involved in the
learning situation. The learner has a VR headset with
headphones and game controllers. Game controllers can be
either wired or wirelessly connected to a computer,
depending on whether the available VR hardware supports
wireless connection. The instructor sees a 2D view on the
screen that corresponds to the learner's 3D VR view. The
large screen allowes the simultaneous observation by the
instructor and by other trainees, if present.

Figure 4. In the learner view, the controller is a glove. The object in this
case is a filter component that can be "grabbed" by pressing a button on
the controller

Figure 5. An example image of a learning event. The supervisor
observes the student's activities and can give instructions, if necessary.

V.

Figure 3. The hardware needed for a learning situation includes a VR
headset, controllers and headphones, as well as a computer with a
powerful graphics card. The large screen facilitates the learning and
guidance situation.

The game controller is represented in the virtual
environment for the trainee as a "hand" or "glove" (Fig. 4)
whose fingers bend and extend as the game controller
buttons are operated. The learner view has guidance as
texts and in this implementation, control buttons on the
controllers to manipulate the objects in the virtual
environment. In the example image (Fig. 5), the learner
can grasp the handle of the valve by pressing a button on
the controller and then turning the valve. The guiding text
translated to English is “Place the solid particle filter back
to its place, and open the shut-off valve".
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USER STUDY

A. System
The following test equipment was used in the test setup:
HTC VIVE COSMOS Headset with two controllers,
72inch Screen, Desktop PC with GeForce 2060 RTX
Graphics Card, and Windows operating system.
B. Procedure
Preliminary user testing of the VR implementation of
the heat pump was done in a real-life learning environment
in February 2022 in a vocational school. VR system was set
up in a classroom to learn the two maintenance activities on
the DT of the heat pump. Students were one by one asked
to trial the system voluntarily as part of their studies to learn
the maintenance tasks on the implemented DT. The
instructor was present the whole time when a student was
using the system, and he guided the students to the use of
the equipment and wearing the HMD (Head-Mounted
Display) and the game controllers. He also instructed on the
use of the controllers in the virtual environment as well as
guided the first time how to progress in completing the
tasks and actions in the virtual environment. The
participants had an opportunity to use the system for
learning the tasks as many times as they wished to.
Afterwards the students were sent on online questionnaire
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to be filled in voluntarily. The questions included
information on the participant’s background, learning
experience[15] and user experience of DT use [15].
C. Participants
The participants were student volunteers studying
HVAC from Rovaniemi Municipal Federation of
Education (REDU) and Lapland University of Applied
Sciences. The recruitment of students was done by the
teachers of the course. Two of the participants were
students in higher education, the rest (6) were students in
vocational training. All participants were male, and their
age varied between 21 to 50 years.
As Borsci et al. [6] highlight the importance of
collecting background information of the participants in
studies of using VR in maintenance training, we collected
information on the themes presented in Table 1.
Table 1. BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
Item
Scale
Length of prior practical
None, less than a year, 1-2 years, 3-5
experience of
years, 6 years or more
maintenance generally
None, I have studied heat pump
Earlier study or practical
assembly or maintenance, less than 1
experience of assembly or
year of practical experience, 1-2
maintenance of air-water
years of practical experience, 3 or
heat pumps
more years of practical experience
Frequency of usage of
Daily, weekly, monthly, tried 1-2
VR applications or
times, none, I have tested within the
systems in past 3 months
last two years
Feeling of cybersickness
ever in the past when
using a VR system
Training in the learning
situation of the study on a
real heat pump before
using the DT
The number of times of
using the DT of the heat
pump in the user test.

Yes, No

Yes, No

1, 2, 3 or more times

The length of the prior practical experience of
maintenance in general varied from none (5/8) to less than
a year (3/8). Half of the participants had prior training on
maintenance of heat pumps and the rest had no prior
training. None of the participants had qualification to
perform maintenance procedures of air-to-water heat
pumps independently prior to participating the study.
The frequency of using VR systems in the past three
months varied from trialing 1-2 times (3/8), to never (2/8).
The rest (3/8) reported that they had tried out a VR system
within the past two years. In the learning situation of the
study, one participant had been learning the maintenance of
a heat pump with a physical device prior to training with
the DT. Three participants used the DT to carry out the
maintenance tasks only once during the user test, half (4/8)
of the participants used the DT twice, and one participant
used the DT three times during the user test.
D. Learning experience
Learning experience was measured with the five items
adapted from Gavish et al. [15]. We also added two items one on the preference of training on the real system as
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opposed to DT, and another on the realism of using the DT.
The preference of training in a VR environment as opposed
to with a real system is not frequently measured in the user
studies, but it is essential to understand the student
preferences for educational design purposes. In addition,
understanding the perceived realism helps both in design of
VR systems for educational purposes as well as the
limitations of current solutions. The items were translated
to Finnish and presented as closed-ended statements to be
rated with a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree, 5 =
strongly agree).
The results of the perceived learning experience the
following. Users were satisfied with completion of the
required tasks in VR (M = 5, range = 3-5). Regarding the
rapid enhancement of the skill level by using the DT, the
participants rated it as neutral or positively (M = 4, range =
3-5). The satisfaction on the learning to carry out the tasks
in practice was rated positively by most participants (M =
4, range = 3-5). All participants would recommend the DT
for training the two maintenance tasks (M = 5, range = 45). All participants found the DT as a useful tool in training
(M = 5, range = 4-5).
Two participants would prefer the training only on a
real system rather than DT (“I would prefer training only
on a real system”), three answers were neutral, and three
disagreed with the statement. There was no explanatory
factor in the background of the students for the preference,
nor in the ratings of the learning and user experience. The
realism of using the DT (“Using the DT felt like I was using
a real system”), was rated positively by 5/8 participants (M
= 4, range = 2-4).
Two participants answered to open questions regarding
the raised thoughts, ideas or feeling of using the DT and its
benefits. The first respondent described that using the DT
was the first experience of using a VR system and it felt
very real and expressed the usage of VR as an excellent
thing. The second respondent expressed that a VR system
is a handy way of teaching maintenance activities without,
e.g., water leaks or other issues. He also wished for a
version, where one could make mistakes or in wrong order
the tasks and actions, after which the system could notify
what went wrong. This refers to learning by productive
failure, which has been shown to increase procedural
knowledge, conceptual understanding and transfer of
knowledge [16]. This remains to be explored further in the
future DT versions of the implemented heat pump system
E. User experience
The nine statements for the user experience related
items were adapted from Gavish et al. [15]. The items were
translated to Finnish and presented as closed-ended
statements to be rated with a 5-point Likert scale (1 =
strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor
disagree, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree).
None of the participants reported having to train long
before understanding how the system works (M = 2, range
= 1-3). The immersiveness supported by the ease of use,
was measured by rating the concentration on the task, rather
than concentrating on how the system functions. Perception
of participants on this item varied from disagreement (3/8)
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to agreement (2/8), with 3/8 neutral ratings. The easiness of
carrying out the tasks on the system was rated mainly
positively (M = 4, range = 2-5). The participants were
satisfied with the completion of tasks with the guidance
provided by the system (M = 4.5, range = 4-5). The
guidance provided was rated positively (M = 5, range = 45). The perceived easiness to recover from a mistake made,
was rated by most participants positively (6/8) or neutrally
(2/8) and the speed of recovery was rated similarly (M = 5,
range = 3-5 for both items). The pleasantness of using the
system was rated positively (M = 5, range = 4-5), as was
the overall easiness of using the system (M = 4.5, range =
4-5).
It is possible, that the inexperience of using VR systems
prior to the training on the DT could be one explanatory
factor to the divided rating of concentration on the task vs.
system. In addition, most participants used the DT only 12 times during the training. It might be, that to learn the
procedure, one would need more practice – the first time of
using may take the attention and focus to how to use the VR
system, rather than on the learning of the maintenance
activities. However, there are several other factors that can
contribute to the immersiveness. The prototype used in the
preliminary user study does not support the use of gloves to
manipulate the objects, and no haptic feedback is provided.
VI.
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Abstract - This paper describes the cost-effective use of
Pocket Labs in Embedded Systems Engineering education.
First, the rationale behind this approach is explained by
comparing it to the traditional method of using laboratory
equipment. Next, the goals and contents of existing
Embedded Systems Lectures are explained. The focus is put
on the lectures Microcontroller Programming (Bachelor
Level) as well as Digital Signal Processing Applications
(Master Level). The following section explains two Lab
Exercises and derives requirements for the equipment used
from them. The section on Pocket Labs Platform illustrates
our current solution and its main properties. The last
chapter compares the traditional with our Pocket Labs
infrastructure and gives conclusions and an outlook.
Keywords - Embedded Systems, Pocket Labs,
Microcontroller, Digital Signal Processing, Lab Equipment.

I. INTRODUCTION
Microcontroller Programming, part of our bachelor
program, as well as the course Digital Signal Processing
Applications, part of our master program, require
specialized laboratory equipment like oscilloscopes,
function generators, dynamic spectrum analyzer, etc. for
the effective realization of various programming
exercises. This expensive specialized equipment is only
available in very few and dedicated labs at our university.
This is restricting the flexibility of lecture schedule
planning as well as the possibility for students to work on
their free time on those exercises. Furthermore, this kind
of equipment represents a significant financial investment.
Multi-purpose laboratories, like the Real-Time and
Image-Processing (RTISP) lab at our university, are not
equipped with specialized measurement or signal
generation hardware. Those labs are a combination
between lecture room and workspace for students.
Nevertheless, some exercises require the use of e.g.
oscilloscopes in order to capture waveforms, or e.g.
function generators to produce proper input signals for e.g.
digital-signal-processing applications implemented on
microcontroller platforms.
Using NI myDAQ in combination with off-the-shelf
and custom miniSystems creates a cost-effective Pocket
Labs platform [1], which can partly replace expensive Lab
Equipment. The first part of this paper gives a brief
overview about the goals and the contents of our
Embedded Systems education. Next, the main
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requirements for the practical realization of programming
exercises are shown using examples from both courses.
The following chapter presents the Pocket-Labs platform
and shows how it is used during lectures and lab exercises.
Finally, a comparison between traditional lab equipment
and our Pocket Labs platform will depict advantages and
disadvantages and discuss the main benefits.
The lecture Microcontroller Programming using
Pocket Labs is already in its second run and improvements
have been identified and are being applied. The lecture
Digital Signal Processing Applications is currently
ongoing, the experiences of previous courses helped to
shape its outline.
Using Pocket-Labs instead of regular lab equipment
can be an effective way to reduce the overall costs of
infrastructure, it enables a more flexible room planning,
and it allows students to work at home on their tasks and
assignments. Although this approach cannot be applied at
every level of engineering education, the Embedded
Systems courses were a perfect fit.
II. EMBEDDED SYSTEMS EDUCATION
At CUAS, the faculty of Engineering and IT (EngIT)
is dedicated to Engineering Education. The Engineering
branch of our faculty is specializing on system level
education, the IT branch on user and application level.
Several bachelor and master study programs in different
fields, like mechanical engineering, systems engineering,
or medical IT have been established since many years.
The embedded systems education is mainly concentrated
at the engineering branch. During the first year of related
bachelor programs, the computer science and
programming basics are focusing on the facilitation of
skills like:
•
•
•

C programming (unlike C#, C++, or Java at the IT
branch),
hardware basics (computer architectures, CPU,
system bus, memory map, IO) and
Embedded Systems Design Patterns (state
machine, polled loop systems).

The second year contains lectures like Microcontroller
Programming (1 and 2), and Digital Signal Processing.
The lecture Microcontroller Programming usually
contains between 25 and 35 students. All need to attend
the Lab exercises. Since the lecture Digital Signal
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Processing is part of our master program, about 7 to 12
students are in attendance, all need to participate at the lab
sessions.
A.
Microcontroller Programming 1 and 2
In Microcontroller Programming, the first step is to
differentiate between different kinds of Embedded
Systems (ASIC, discrete Logic, Embedded PC,
Microcontroller based, PLC, …).
Next, specific Microcontroller architectures are
discussed in detail (in our case ARM Cortex M4 and M7)
as well as their implementations using physical IC
components (ST Microelectronics STM32F4xx and
STM32F7xx) [2]. During this section, the individual onchip peripheral modules like GPIO, ADC, DAC, PWM,
Timers, UART, USART, SPI, I2C, I2S, Interrupt
Controller, and DMA are covered (see Fig. 1).

Covering the software architecture aspect, the simplest
variant used is a polled loop system – in combination with
one or more state machines. After the discussion of
advantages and disadvantages, the Interrupt based
architecture is introduced and combined with both, polled
loop systems and state machines.
Finally, a Real-Time Operation System (RTOS) is
used to combine preemptive priority multitasking /
multithreading with interrupt-based systems (FreeRTOS
or RTX).

Figure 2. STM32 CubeMX Configuration Tool [5]

All previously mentioned contents are extensively
combined with hands-on laboratory exercises, homework
assignments, and at the end of the second course with a
final project. The final project usually consists of standard
IoT components (Temperature Sensor, OLED Display,
…) in combination with the Microcontroller Platform and
the Pocket Lab. One student implemented a weather
station which is transmitting data to Node-RED using
MQTT.

Figure 1. STM32F407VG Device Overview [3]

Furthermore, the development process using an
Integrated Development Environment – IDE (in our case
Keil uVision with Arm MDK) is explained [4]. Project
creation, source code editing, building (compile and link)
and debugging are also part of this step.
Since
software
development
using
STM
Microcontrollers is supported by a semi-automatic
configuration tool (STM32 CubeMX, see Fig. 2), the
individual steps in order to automatically generate the
initialization code for the peripheral modules is studied.

B.
Digital Signal Processing Applications
In Digital Signal Processing Applications, the first step
is to distinguish model-based design using Matlab and
Simulink from physical implementations using
Microcontrollers and DSPs. Here, system aspects like
latency, run-time, response-time, and code size play an
important role.
After this is established, one DSP platform is used to
implement the signal-processing chain (see Fig. 3). It
consists of the capture of external signals (e.g. audio using
a microphone or Line-In), the data transport into the
computational system (DSP), the application of DSP
algorithms (e.g. FIR filter, spectral analysis, …) and
finally the output of the manipulated signal to external
outputs (using DAC).

After the Microcontroller details are clear, the next
step is to move of-chip to the development board used
(STM F4 Discovery). On-board LEDs, User Buttons,
MEMS Microphone, and a Digital Amplifier are just a
few components we are using here.
Figure 3. DSP Signal Processing Chain
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In DSP Applications, the lecture is accompanied with
practical elements like laboratory exercises, homework
assignments, and the final project. One example of this
final project was a frequency analyzer used to tune guitars.
An OLED display was used as the user-interface.
III.
MAIN REQUIREMENTS
In order to understand how to derive main
requirements for Pocket Labs, two example Laboratory
exercises are explained with an emphasis on what kind of
Measurement or Signal generation equipment is needed to
perform these tasks.

implementation
styles
are
compared:
manual
implementation using nested for-loops and the build-in
filter provided by ARM for the DSP processor. Students
need to compare the efficiency of both approaches by
measuring the runtime using test points (GPIO) with an
Oscilloscope [8].
Finally, the resulting waveform will be output using
the on-chip DAC and the on-board Power Amplifier.
Students need to measure the spectral information of the
input signal and the filtered signal using a Dynamic Signal
Analyzer (see Fig. 5) and compare the results with the
computed filter characteristics from Matlab.

A.
Debouncing of the User Button
Mechanical Switches or Buttons experience the
phenomenon, that after the user activates the device, the
output voltage does not immediately change from e.g.
GND to VCC but instead bounces several times between
these values until a steady state is reached (see Fig. 4).
This is caused by the mechanical properties of the device.

Figure 5. Dynamic Signal Analyzer

Figure 4. Bouncing of a switch

Since the bouncing effect may cause several interrupts
on the Microcontroller, this effect needs to be eliminated.
First, students have to observe this behavior using an
Oscilloscope. The bouncing happens usually 10 to 100
times over the period of 1 ms, which requires an
Oscilloscope with a sampling rate of 200 kS/s [6].
Next, two debouncing strategies are applied: physical
and in software. Physical debouncing is adding a LowPass Filter to the signal line of the switch. Here, students
need to use a Multimeter to measure electrical
characteristics like Voltage and Resistance. Debouncing in
software means that the Interrupt will be disabled during
the bouncing period of the signal line.
B.
Finite Impulse Response Filter
The application of Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters is
a very basic task in DSP. At the beginning, students need
to compute the filter characteristics using Matlab [7].
Next, the signal processing chain needs to be setup and
programmed. The input signal will be white noise in the
frequency range of HiFi-audio (up to 22 kHz) generated
by a Function Generator.
The signal will be captured by the on-chip ADC and
transported via DMA into the main memory of the DSP
processor. There, the FIR filter is applied. Two different
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C.
Summary of Instruments
From those two example Laboratory Exercises, the
following requirements can be derived:
•
•
•
•

Oscilloscope: 2 Channels, 200 kS/s
Multimeter: Voltage (20 Volts), Resistance
Function Generator: White Noise, 22 kHz
Dynamic Signal Analyzer: 2 Channels, 44 kS/s

IV.
POCKET LABS PLATFORM USED
CUAS has many years of experience in the use of
Remote- and Pocket Labs. Since Remote Labs obviously
do not match the basic requirements, Pocket Labs were
considered. NI myDAQ [9] in combination with an
extension miniSystem was chosen is the ideal way to go.
A.
NI myDAQ
The NI myDAQ base system consists of the myDAQ
device, cables, and connectors as well as software to
configure the system operated by a Windows PC. NI
myDAQ can be used for Data Acquisition and Data
Generation:
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Multimeter (DC-, AC-Voltage, DC-, ACCurrent, Resistance, Diode);
Two Analog Inputs (16 bits, 200 kS/s, +-10 V);
Eight Digital Inputs (5 V);
Audio Input (+-2 V, 1.5 Hz to 400 kHz);
Two Analog Outputs (16 bits, 200 kS/s, +-10 V);
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•
•

Eight Digital Outputs (3.3 V, 4 mA);
Audio Output (+-2 V).

The myDAQ system can be extended by using
miniSystems. In Fig. 6, myDAQ in combination with an
extension miniSystem is depicted. This miniSystem
allows students to use myDAQ as an Oscilloscope,
Function Generator, or Dynamic Spectrum Analyzer.

Programming, Digital Signal Processing Applications,
Control Systems, Computer Science, etc.).
Another aspect is the ever-changing mode in which
study programs are designed [10]. At our university, we
have full-time, part-time, distance, extended modes which
require a highly flexible way of planning. Students want
to work at any time and at any place on their assignments.
The use of Pocket Labs introduces a high level of
flexibility.
Another benefit which should not be overlooked is that
these platforms enable students to independently
experiment on their own and explore various additional
areas which are not covered by the curriculum.

Figure 6. myDAQ with miniSystem

NI myDAQ can be operated by using ready-made
Virtual Instruments as depicted in Fig. 7.

At the end of the mentioned lectures, students have
been asked using a questionnaire whether they prefer to
work with traditional lab equipment or with Pocket Labs
[11] instead. The questionnaire consisted only of this
single question with the option to give free-text
comments. Of all 42 students asked, 34 questionnaires
have been filled out. A majority of 82% prefer the pocketlab approach over the traditional approach. This can be
explained since students are used to working with them
from the first semester on and that the uniform and
concise user-interface of the Virtual Instruments used
allows for a rapid learning curve.
In future, additional lectures at CUAS will adopt the
Pocket Labs concept for suitable lectures and thus
allowing us a high degree of flexibility together with a
cost-effective solution in engineering education.
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Abstract – The increasing complexity alongside the multi–
disciplinarity of engineering education requires the provision of
tools to enable students learn better. An important aspect of
learning is stimulating and encouraging students to ask
questions. It is also required that teachers and lecturers be able
to provide answers to these questions. This goal can be realised
by designing tools that enables the teacher have an improved
understanding of the motivation for a student’s questions and
desired learning outcomes. The presented research proposes an
internet based solution. The solution enables student– content
interaction. The proposed solution enables the use of history
and past records associated with student–content interaction
(SCI). The solution designs student–based crawlers for future
engineering education and realizing SCI goals. The proposed
SCI executes two functions. The first function is enabling the
teacher to have access to a student’s learning related search
history. The second function focuses on developing a context for
identifying online content that can address the student’s
questions. The proposed research presents the architecture of a
crawler enabling the execution of these functions. In addition,
the presented research describes the integration of the proposed
crawler with the internet. Research shows that SCI increases
the number of teacher–student interaction channels by more
than 50% on average.
Keywords – Engineering Education, Interactive, Multi–
disciplinary Education, Internet, Crawlers

I. INTRODUCTION
Engineering education is an important aspect of training
future engineers. This is done with the aim of ensuring the
transfer of knowledge and skills to the next generation of
engineers. The provision of engineering education should
consider different aspects and the contexts of engineering
students in different global institutions. An important aspect
that needs to be considered is the increased proliferation of the
internet and multi–media content [1–3]. This has made
advanced content easily accessible to future engineering
students.
Web–portals like YouTube, LinkedIn and services like
Udemy provide access to educational content across a wide
range of subjects [4–6]. These portals enable students and
individuals to access educational content beyond the
conventional university environment. This access is often
made possible at lower costs in comparison to tuition at
leading universities and institutions.
The increased ability to access educational content via
alternative channels beyond the conventional university
environment at lower costs has raised significant challenges.
A key challenge that has arisen in this regard is public calls
that argue the irrelevance of continued engineering education
[7–8]. Hence, it is important for engineering education to
evolve to counter such motives when they arise in a given
section of the society.
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This can be done by increasing the value delivery system
that is accessible within the university learning ecosystem. In
the university environment, budding, emerging and
established intellectuals have the opportunity to freely
interact. These interactions can take place in the context of a
classroom, laboratories or virtual environment via software
such as Microsoft Teams, Moodle, or Zoom.
The identified interactions provide opportunities that
enrich student’s learning experience. In addition, they provide
additional avenues to enable lecturers communicate with their
students. A significant benefit of the university environment is
that it presents valuable opportunities for interactions enabling
the asking of questions and sharing of ideas. This benefit can
often be accessed while avoiding the challenges of cognitive
overstimulation that can arise with increased immersion in
virtual environments [9–10].
Existing research has considered improving the quality of
education for engineering students in [11]. The discussion in
[11] considers how the emergence of multi–disciplinary
research practices influences engineering education with a
focus on enhancing the conduct of research. However, the
approach has not considered the use of content that is
accessed online by engineering students in a higher education
institution and how the content can be used to enhance the
quality of provided educational experience.
However, the realization of these benefits in the context of
the university’s learning environment requires a re–design of
engineering education. The proposed learning environment
should incorporate the student’s online learning experiences
with the content delivery experience. This is geared to
incorporate the novel feature of student–content interaction
(SCI) in future engineering education. The SCI feature is
internet based, data driven and enables the realization of a
communication channel between professors (established
intellectuals), lecturers (budding intellectuals) and students
(budding intellectuals) in the university environment. The
contributions of the presented research are:
1.

First, the student–content interaction (SCI)
mechanism is proposed. The proposed SCI enables
increased interaction between individuals in a
learning environment. In this case, the learning
environment provides a convergence of the
education related online experiences of intellectuals
at different levels. This convergence is not
obtainable via the access of educational content and
programming through virtual platforms and online
content. SCI also enables the convergence of non–
virtual and virtual instruction and educational
channels in future universities. In the mechanism
incorporating SCI, the provision of educational
content occurs in four phases. These phases are the
content delivery phase (CDP), query access phase
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(QAP), query contextualization phase (QCP) and
query response phase (QRP).
2.

Second, the research presents the integration of the
SCI in the existing university’s learning methods.
This is done by designing crawlers enabling
improved content delivery. These crawlers enable
the realization of the goals of the phases of the QAP,
QCP and QRP. In the proposed mechanism, the
internet crawlers are designed and deployed by
educational institutions. They are active within
platforms that are developed and deployed by
educational institutions.

3.

Third, the dynamic number of channels is formulated
and investigated as the metric. The number of
dynamic channels accessible for providing education
in the learning environment quantifies avenues of
communication between instructors and students.
The formulation and performance evaluation is done
considering two modes. These are instructor–only
mode and student–only mode. The instructor–only
mode considers lecturers and students in the role of
tutors. The student–only mode considers only
students. In this case, the students are not tutors. The
presented research formulates and investigates how
the incorporation of SCI enhances the number of
dynamic channels accessible for providing
education.

The presented research proceeds as follows: The proposed
mechanism is in Section II. Performance formulation and
modelling is done in Section III. Results are presented in
Section IV. Section V concludes the presented research.
II. PROPOSED SOLUTION
The discussion here presents the proposed SCI and has
three aspects. The first presents the internet based education
friendly crawlers. The second discusses the phases of the
CDP, QAP, QCP and QRP in SCI and how they enable the
convergence of virtual environments and non–virtual
environments in the future university environment. The third
presents the integration of the crawlers in the proposed SCI
resulting from converging virtual and non–virtual
environments.

manner. Device dependent education crawlers are used by
higher education institutions (HEIs) that are unable to offer
campus wide network coverage. Instead, these HEIs provide
computing entities that are connected to the network at
designated points on their campuses. Students access online
content via these computing entities. The proposed education
crawlers access the education content for different students by
having access to the history of search for educational content
aboard these computing entities. In device independent
crawlers, HEIs provide a campus wide network that can be
accessed by students at any location within the campus. The
crawlers execute search considering the credentials and details
of the student. The crawler is also intelligent and is aware of
the student’s course of study, study interests and lecture time
table. In addition, students can also move between different
HEIs and the crawler is able to merge the subject related
search history.
In executing their function, crawlers execute their search
on details in the gateway server that holds afore-mentioned
information on content accessed by student via the internet.
The proposed application making use of crawlers is accessed
by authorized persons in HEIs. These authorized persons are
mainly lecturers. The lecturers host software on their
computing equipment that enables them to trigger crawler
search and access the results. The proposed crawler based
application is accessible to lecturers and teaching personnel
but not students (except those working as tutors). In the rest of
the discussion, the considered students work as tutors.
B. SCI – Phases and Relations
The proposed SCI comprises four phases i.e. the CDP,
QAP, QCP and QRP and can be used either by a lecturer or
student. The first phase is the content delivery phase (CDP).
The CDP enables the instructor (lecturer or professor) to
enhance content delivery to students. In the case where the
proposed SCI is utilized by a lecturer, the student’s online
preferences with regard to a given module are accessed by the
instructor (lecturer or professor). These are used to prepare
answers to the student’s queries on aspects related to the
concerned module. These concerns may or may not be in the
syllabus for the concerned module. In addition, it gives the
instructor (lecturer or professor) information on groups of
students having the same preferences making them suitable to
work together on group projects.

A. Education Crawlers
Crawlers play an important role in executing search and
accessing of content via the internet [12–14]. Crawlers enable
search engines such as Bing and Google to provide response
on search queries to subscribers. They also enable the
provision of text and multi–media content in response to a
search request.
In their existing, crawlers scan multiple databases and
websites whose content are presented to subscribers executing
search procedure. For example, a crawler in the google search
service can enable the provision of different search results
from different and multiple locations in response to a search
request. Existing crawlers used in web search procedures are
location and device independent. Hence, they can return
search results from global locations.
The crawlers being proposed differ from existing search
crawlers. This is because educational institutions do not have
the scale of resources being deployed by organizations
providing web search services. In addition, the crawlers can
be deployed in a device dependent or device independent
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The query access phase (QAP) enables the instructor to
access online content access patterns with subjects that are
related to the lecture. In the QAP, the accessed content and
the corresponding link are aggregated and stored in an HEI
based database. The query contextualization phase (QCP)
enables the sorting of the contents of the QAP based on their
relevance to the concerned subject of study. Content that is
deemed to be relevant to the QAP is archived and stored in
the QCP for later access and use by the instructor. The query
response phase (QRP) enables the resolution of queries
provided by either the instructor or students.
The proposed SCI can be used by either instructors or
students. In the case where SCI is being used by instructors,
the online preferences of all students that receive the
concerned lecture or interaction session are merged. The
procedures described in the CDP, QAP, QCP and QRP are
executed on the merged online preferences. The student–use
mode is similar to the instructor–used mode (lecturers and
student tutors). However, students (non–tutors) cannot access
the merge online preference requirements of other students in
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the student–use mode (in this case, students are not tutors).
`his is necessary to maintain privacy and authorized access in
the proposed SCI solution.
The relation between the CDP, QAP, QCP and QRP in the
proposed SCI is shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the online
content from the internet is accessed and enables the
execution of the CDP. This is followed by the sequential
execution of the processes in QAP, QCP and QRP. The
relation presented in Figure 1 describes the execution path for
a single user i.e. student or instructor. Each of the stages can
be concurrently executed for multiple users. The proposed
mechanism can also be executed for multiple users with each
user being at a different stage. The entities in the CDP, QAP,
QCP and QRP are executed aboard computing entities based
in the campus wide network. The flowchart showing the steps
involved in the execution of SCI is shown in Figure 2.

QCP

CDP Execution: Student accesses online
content within the campus wide network.

CDP Execution (Content Aggregation):
Accessed online content is aggregated and
stored aboard content server entity in the
campus wide network.

QCP Execution (Content Parsing): Online
content classification is executed. This is done
to remove content that are unrelated to
educational content provisioning.

Campus Wide Network
QAP

No

CDP
QRP

Online
Content

Content access
desired?

Yes
QAP Execution: Individual i.e. instructor or
student seeks to access content in instructor–
only mode or student–only mode. Instructor–
only mode or student–only mode is activated
based on individual’s login credentials.

Figure 1: Relations between interacting entities in SCI.

A. Crawler Integration in the Proposed SCI
Educational and internet based crawlers are designed and used
by the SCI. The use of crawlers enables the execution of
search with a focus on discovering student related online and
learning related queries. The functioning of the integrated
crawlers is activated when the QAP stage is triggered by the
presence of instructor or student driven queries.
In this case, the functioning of the crawlers is limited to
parsing content that is aggregated and stored in the content
server entity (CSE). The CSE is an entity in the campus wide
network that aggregates and stores the links for all content
accessed via the web by the students in a given institution.
The educational crawlers considers the search criteria based
on the information on the type of link i.e. domain name,
header title and footer title of accessed content. In addition,
the crawler search criteria are dynamic and can be updated.
An update of crawler search criteria is necessary to
accommodate evolving learning and education requirements.
In the proposed SCI, crawler actions are integrated across the
entities of the QAP, QCP and QRP. The integration also
requires linking the CSE to the CDP in the proposed SCI. The
proposed architecture presenting the integration is shown in
Figure 3. The integration being shown in Figure 3 focuses on
the implementation of the proposed SCI within the confines of
a campus wide network. In this case, it is assumed that the
HEI is located within a campus. This fits within a capital
constrained HEI.
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QRP Execution: Record of module related
accessed online content is presented in
instructor–only mode (filtered and aggregated
content) and student–only mode (showing
details of online preferences for concerned
student).
Figure 2: Flowchart showing the steps involved in SCI.

However, the proposed SCI architecture can be
implemented within a multi–campus HEI. In this case, it is
important that the CSE across different campuses be able to
communicate and interact with each other. The
implementation of the CSE aboard a cloud computing
platform is required for a multi–campus HEI. This applies to
an HEI with a significant investment in the provisioning of
open learning resources.
The implementation of SCI in a manner that involves cloud
implementation of the CSE and supporting interactions is
shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4, there are four units (a unit
comprises the CDP (CSE), QAP, QCP and QRP) that
communicate with each other via the SCI–gateway (SCI–
GW). The scenario in Figure 4 shows how SCI–GW enables
interaction between multiple instances of SCI implementation.
An SCI implementation is described by the architecture
shown in Figure 3.
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𝐴

CSE

Campus
Wide
Network

QCP

QAP

QRP
CDP
Learning Enhancing Output
Ouptu
Online
Content

𝐵

𝐶

𝐷

Ϛ1 = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑(𝜗𝑎 + ℓ𝑏 + 𝜑𝑐 + Ϋ𝑑 )

(5)

𝑎=1 𝑏=1 𝑐=1 𝑑=1

In the case of proposed mechanism, the composition on the
number of accessible content changes previously given by the
set Ϋ increases to incorporate the online content being
considered in the crawler driven SCI. The consideration of the
SCI makes it important to formulate the number of dynamic
channels for the instructor–mode (considering lecturers and
students who are tutors) and student–mode (in this case,
students are not tutors).
Let Ϛ2 and Ϛ3 denote the number of dynamic channels
for the SCI mechanism in the instructor–mode and student–
mode, respectively. The number of accessed content in the
instructor–mode and student–mode is given by the number of
links in the CSE at the epoch 𝑡𝑦 , 𝑡𝑦 𝜖 𝑡, 𝑡 = {𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑌 } and
denoted 𝒻1 (𝑡𝑦 ) and 𝒻2 (𝑡𝑦 ), respectively.
𝐴

𝐶

𝐵

𝐷

𝑌

Ϛ1 = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑(𝜗𝑎 + ℓ𝑏 + 𝜑𝑐 + Ϋ𝑑 ) + ∑ 𝒻1 (𝑡𝑦 )

Figure 3: Architecture of the proposed SCI.

𝑎=1 𝑏=1 𝑐=1 𝑑=1

𝑦=1

(6)

SCI Implementation
𝐴

𝐵

𝐶

𝐷

𝑌

Ϛ2 = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑(𝜗𝑎 + ℓ𝑏 + 𝜑𝑐 + Ϋ𝑑 ) + ∑ 𝒻2 (𝑡𝑦 )
SCI–GW

SCI–GW

SCI Implementation

SCI Implementation

Figure 4: Proposed SCI Architecture showing the SCI–GW.

III. PERFORMANCE FORMULATION
The performance metric of the number of dynamic channel
is formulated in this section. The number of dynamic channels
is formulated for the case of the proposed mechanism and
existing mechanism.
In the case of existing mechanism, the number of dynamic
channels i.e. pathways to deliver educational content is
described by conventional resources such as the: (1) Duration
of Lectures, (2) Duration of Laboratory Sessions, (3) Number
of questions that receive a response and (4) Number of
accessible content outside the duration of interaction sessions.
Let 𝜗, 𝓵, 𝜑 and Ϋ denote the set of lecture duration, laboratory
session duration, number of questions that receive a response
and number of accessible content, respectively.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The number of dynamic channels in the existing
mechanism [11], Ϛ1 is:
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𝑦=1

(7)
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

SCI Implementation

𝜗 = {𝜗1 , 𝜗2 , … , 𝜗𝐴 }
ℓ = {ℓ1 , ℓ2 , … , ℓ𝐵 }
𝜑 = {𝜑1 , 𝜑2 , … , 𝜑𝐶 }
Ϋ = {Ϋ1 , Ϋ2 , … , Ϋ𝐷 }

𝑎=1 𝑏=1 𝑐=1 𝑑=1

The influence of incorporating the proposed crawler with
regards to enhancing instructor–student interaction is
investigated in this section. The presented results aim to
quantify the benefits associated with deploying innovative
technologies in the provisioning of improved education
experiences and learning outcomes. In evaluating the
performance of the proposed mechanism, the approach of
using numerical evaluation has been utilized instead of
questionnaires. This is because existing research in [11] has
presented data showing that the students are open to the
incorporation of value added solutions that enhance lecture
sessions.
In addition, the use of numerical evaluation approach
encourages the use of computational approaches to recognize
the role of variable and parameters that influence teaching
quality. The performance evaluation has been done using
parameters presented in Table 1. In Table 1, the lecture
duration and laboratory duration have been chosen
considering blocks of instructive sessions. Lectures are
considered to occur in blocks comprising 8 sessions each.
Each session is a maximum of 56 minutes long. In the case of
laboratory sessions, duration is deemed to comprise 8
demonstration sessions with each session being a maximum
of 38 minutes. The simulation parameters have been chosen to
model a classroom interaction. These parameters are used to
evaluate the performance benefits via the relations in (5) – (8).
In the simulation, questions can be accessed via pre–
lecture, lecture or post–lecture channels. Pre–lecture channel
is one enabling students to send questions to lecturers before
lecture and is done via email. Lecture channels enable
students to ask questions during interaction sessions. Post–
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Parameter
Value
Number of Lecture Sessions
34
Maximum Lecture Duration
442 mins
Mean Lecture Duration
238 mins
Minimum Lecture Duration
5 mins
Parameter
Value
Maximum Laboratory Duration
298 mins
Mean Laboratory Duration
158 mins
Minimum Laboratory Duration
8 mins
Maximum Questions receiving a response
122
Mean Questions receiving a response
66
Minimum Questions receiving a response
5
Maximum Number of Accessible Content (not online)
74.4
Mean Number of Accessible Content (not online)
37
Minimum Number of Accessible Content (not online)
0.4
Instructor – Only Mode in Proposed SCI: First Scenario
Maximum Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
1528.7
Mean Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
123.4
Minimum Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
846.7
Student – Only Mode in Proposed SCI: First Scenario
Maximum Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
519.3
Mean Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
283.2
Minimum Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
14.8
Instructor – Only Mode in Proposed SCI: Second Scenario
Maximum Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
2503.3
Mean Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
1337.4
Minimum Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
219.4
Student–Only Mode in Proposed SCI: Second Scenario
Maximum Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
995
Mean Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
585
Minimum Number of aggregated accessed links in SCI
12

The results of performance evaluation procedure conducted
using the simulation parameters shown in Table 1 are
presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The results in Figure 5
show the number of dynamic channel for the existing
mechanism and proposed mechanism (first scenario in Table
1). Figure 6 shows the number of dynamic channels the
proposed mechanism (using parameters for the second
scenario in Table 1).
Analysis of performance simulation results show that SCI
enhances the cumulative number of dynamic channels. The
presented results focus on the cumulative number of dynamic
channels and not the instantaneous number of dynamic
channels. This is done to clearly examine the varying number
of dynamic channels while avoiding variations arising due to
the stochastic nature of the simulation parameters. This has
been done because the number of dynamic channels is
influenced by independent parameters.
Performance analysis shows that utilizing SCI in instructor–
only mode instead of the existing mechanism [11] enhances
the dynamic number of channels by 93.5% on average. In
addition, the proposed mechanism (SCI) in the student – only
mode instead of the existing mechanism [11] enhances the
number of dynamic channels by 91.5% on average. In the
case of the second scenario where the number of accessed
online links increases, the number of dynamic channels is also
observed to increase. Evaluation shows that using SCI in the
instructor–only mode and student–only mode instead of the
existing mechanism [11] enhances the dynamic number of
channels by 96.8% and 92.8% on average, respectively.
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50
Cumulative Dynamic Channels (x 10 3)

TABLE I: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PARAMETERS

Furthermore, investigations show that an increase in the
number of accessed online links by up to 9.1% in the
instructor–only and student–only modes enhances the number
of dynamic channels by 31.5% and 26.2% on average,
respectively.
45

Existing Mechanism
Proposed Mechanism:Instructor - Only Mode
Proposed Mechanism: Student - Only Mode

40
35
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25
20
15
10
5
0
0
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10
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20

25

30

35

Number of Lectures

Figure 5: Cumulative number of dynamic channels in existing mechanism
and proposed mechanism (in first scenario).
70
Cumulative Dynamic Channels (x 10 3)

lecture channel enable students to ask questions during
interaction sessions. This can also be done via email.

60

Proposed Mechanism:Instructor - Only Mode
Proposed Mechanism: Student - Only Mode

50
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0
0

5

10

15
20
Number of Lectures

25

30

35

Figure 6: Cumulative number of dynamic channels in proposed mechanism
(in second scenario).

V. CONCLUSION
The paper addresses the challenge of enhancing engineering
education. The presented research recognizes the increasing
role of the internet in the accessing of content by lecturers and
students that study engineering in higher education
institutions (HEIs). In enhancing the role of the internet in the
provisioning of engineering education, the research proposes
the concept of student–content interaction. Student–content
interaction enables instructors and lecturers to access the
online preferences of students to provide lecture and
laboratory sessions. This enables the provisioning of lectures
and answers to questions arising from accessed online
preferences. The research presents an architecture enabling
relations in single campus and multi–campus HEIs. The
presented research and student–content interaction mechanism
increase the number of dynamic channels. A dynamic channel
presents an opportunity to enable instructor–student
interaction. Performance analysis shows that the proposed
mechanism enhances instructor–student interaction by more
than 50% on average. The proposed architecture assumes that
all dynamic channels are utilized. However, additional
research is required to investigate dynamic channel
utilization. Furthermore, research will focus on developing
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and administering questionnaires to evaluate acceptance of the
proposed mechanism by engineering students.
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Abstract - The integration of distributed generation into
networks, together with the high variable renewable energy
penetration levels, is making current power systems to
experience a complex transformation. Under this
framework, load flow analyses are required not only to
know the operating point of an electrical grid at any given
time, but also to plan network operations effectively,
conduct contingency analyses and design future expansions.
Moreover, load flows constitute the necessary preliminary
step to the execution of dynamic simulation analyses. On the
other hand, among the software tools used for the
conduction of load flow analysis, DIgSILENT PowerFactory
(PF) is used in the present paper, since it is one of the most
powerful power system analysis packages in the field of
electrical engineering. Moreover, it is a tool widely used by
network operators and other stakeholders in the electricity
sector. Therefore, given the importance of conducting load
flow analysis, the present work implements a test network
using PF and analyzes its operating point. Our contribution
is intended to bring this power system analysis software tool
to students, who will be the engineers of the future, and to
all researchers, professors or professionals who are not
familiar with this commercial tool and have an interest in
learning it, thus complementing their competences. Finally,
it should also be noted that the test case proposed can be
easily replicated at other academic institutions, and that a
specific section on the experience of the authors as
professors using this software as an educational tool has
been included.
Keywords – education; engineering; load flow;
PowerFactory; power flow; power system; teaching

I.

INTRODUCTION

The more reliable the electric grid of a country is, the
more developed that country is. Indeed, the quality of
electricity supply and the reduced number of failures
occurring in the energy supply system of a country is a
clear indicator of its economic development. Electric grids
-which are also commonly referred to as power systemsare highly interconnected infrastructures formed by
hundreds, or even thousands, of generating units,
substations, transmission and distribution lines and
protection systems, among other elements.
It should be noted, however, that power systems are
not only formed by these elements, since they are like
“living things”, the behavior of which is constantly
determined and influenced by manufacturers, service
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providers, distribution and transmission system operators
(DSO and TSO), and in general all stakeholders related to
the energy sector. All these elements and factors,
operating jointly, make it possible to have a reliable,
secure and efficient energy infrastructure.
Nevertheless, electric infrastructures are aging, and the
requirements demanded to it also advance, which means
that these are being ‘forced’ to operate, on many
occasions, beyond their means [1]. It is therefore
important that, as generation technologies evolve, electric
infrastructures also evolve and modernize.
Modernizing grids is not something that can be done
from one day to the other but requires a profound
transformation that will also affect equipment and control
and
communication
strategies.
Through
this
transformation, what is sought is to obtain ‘smarter’
energy supply systems, able to integrate in an efficient and
secure manner cutting-edge technologies and reduce the
duration of power outages.
Improving the electric infrastructure also involves
promoting a more responsible use of electricity, since
consumers will better manage their own energy
consumption by being able to access their own data.
Utilities and private companies will also benefit from a
smarter and more modern power system, since generation
and demand profiles may be ‘coupled’ or balanced in a
more accurate way, the use of resources will be more
efficient, security will be improved, and the development
of new operation and management strategies will lower
operational costs. Therefore, to transform nations’ electric
grids, advanced technologies of all types will have to
come into play. This also includes using advanced
simulation software tools to analyze the behavior of
current power systems, as well as future operation
scenarios, arising, for instance, from expansions of those
power systems. Furthermore, and what is even more
important, new professionals in this field will need to
possess the appropriate competencies [2].
Under this framework, the present contribution defines
a benchmark 8-bus electric power system, formed by two
generators, two transformers, one external grid, four loads
and six transmission lines, implemented in one of the
leading electric power system analysis software tools in
the field of electrical engineering: DIgSILENT
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PowerFactory (hereinafter referred to as PowerFactory). A
load flow analysis is conducted to know the steady-state
operation point of the power system under the scenario
studied. The main steps that must be followed during the
definition of the electric grid using PowerFactory are also
outlined [3], and the results obtained are analyzed from an
educational point of view, in a simplified manner.
All the aspects raised and addressed in this contribution
are precisely aimed at facilitating understanding of this
software for future electrical engineers [4], who will be
required to have, especially in view of the challenges
ahead, a high level of skills and knowledge in the field of
power systems. The paper is structured as follows:
Section II introduces the load flow analysis from a
theoretical viewpoint. Section III presents the case study
and defines the main steps that must be followed to
implement the test grid in PowerFactory. Section IV
includes the experience of the authors as professors using
this software as an educational tool. Section V analyzes
the results obtained, and Section VI summarizes the main
conclusions.
II.

LOAD FLOW ANALYSIS

Load flow study -also known as power flow study- is
the analysis of the steady state of power system networks.
Through the conduction of load flow analysis, the steady
state operating characteristics in the nodes of a network
are determined from the available data of the lines, the
generators and the loads that form part of it.
Load flow analysis is conducted for two main
purposes: operation and planning. On the one hand,
operation may refer to know the state of the system to
establish control strategies during emergency situations, or
perform economic and security analysis (for instance, to
know the behavior of the network during faults and
stability issues). On the other hand, when we speak about
planning, it may refer to know how future expansions of
the network will affect the existing infrastructure, among
other aspects.
A. Solving load flow analysis: Problem statement
Although nowadays there exist highly advanced
simulation software tools able to solve load flow in
networks formed by hundreds or thousands of nodes, all
these software tools follow iterative methods that use, in
turn, mathematical equations that must be obtained during
the problem statement. Thus, this section is focused on
detailing the mathematical equations of the load flow
problem.
Firstly, it should be noted that the behavior of the lines
that form part of the power system to be simulated are
modeled using the π model [5]. Then, by applying
Kirchhoff’s current law in each node of the power system
and enforcing power constraints (these constraints refer to
setting in each node the total power as a result of the
difference between the power injected by generating
elements and the power absorbed by loads), the equations
of the load flow problem -either in rectangular or polar
coordinates, can be obtained. These equations, in
rectangular coordinates and divided into their real and
imaginary parts (or active and reactive components) are
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shown in (1) and (2). The power constraints enforced at
each bus are shown in (3) and (4).
𝑛

𝑃𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖

𝑗 =1

𝑉𝑗 (𝐺𝑖𝑗 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑗 + 𝐵𝑖𝑗 sin 𝜃𝑖𝑗 )

(1)

𝑉𝑗 (𝐺𝑖𝑗 sin 𝜃𝑖𝑗 − 𝐵𝑖𝑗 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑗 )

(2)

𝑛

𝑄𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖

𝑗 =1

𝑃𝑖 = 𝑃𝐺𝑖 − 𝑃𝐷𝑖

𝑄𝑖 = 𝑄𝐺𝑖 − 𝑄𝐷𝑖

(3)
(4)

Where Pi is active power injected at node i (in W), Qi
is reactive power injected at node i (in Var), V is the
magnitude of voltage (in V), G is the real part of
admittance (the inverse of impedance), i.e, conductance
(in Siemens), and B the imaginary part of admittance, i.e.,
susceptance (in Siemens). ϴij refers to the difference
between voltage angles in nodes i and j, i.e., ϴi - ϴj, in
degrees.
Once defined the equations that are used to solve the
load flow problem [6], the different types of nodes that
exist must be distinguished:
• Load or PQ buses. Active and reactive power
absorbed by the loads connected at the node are
known. It is assumed that power generated in PQ
buses in null.
• Generation or PV buses. Buses where there is a
generator connected, which allows the active power
injected by the generator to be known, as well as the
voltage magnitude, which is kept to a specific value.
• One reference or slack bus. Before solving the load
flow problem, ohmic losses are unknown. However,
these losses must be supplied by at least one
generator (this means that all active power values in
all generators cannot be specified in advance). Thus,
there is one generator in which active power is not
specified, aimed at compensating ohmic losses.
Moreover, the reference or slack bus, where the
reference generator is connected, defines the phase
angle reference.
Summarizing, each PQ bus provides two equations to
the problem (both P and Q equations) and two unknown
variables (voltage angle and magnitude); each PV bus
provides one equation (P), although in this case voltage
magnitude is known and the unknown parameters are Q
and voltage angle; finally, the reference bus does not
provide any equation, and in this case voltage magnitude
and angle are known and P and Q are unknown.
As deduced from (1) to (4), the system of equations
resulting from the load flow problem statement is nonlinear, and therefore iterative methods are used to solve it.
In this sense, the most common iterative method used
during load flow calculation is the Newton-Raphson
method [6].
III.

CASE STUDY: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NETWORK
IN POWERFACTORY
PowerFactory is a professional and powerful software
tool with a wide variety of calculation options [7]. It is
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used by companies and stakeholders of the power industry
to conduct contingency and harmonic analyses, quasidynamic simulations, and Root Mean Square (RMS) and
Electromagnetic Transient (EMT) dynamic simulations,
among many other types of studies. However, not only
industry professionals should be able to access and learn
how to use these advance tools, but also students and
researchers from academia could benefit from them. Thus,
the present paper aims to bring this power system analysis
software tool to students, who will be the engineers of the
future, and to all researchers, professors or professionals
who are not familiar with it and have an interest in
learning it.

among others, can be defined, depending on the type of
element that is being created; iii) then, by clicking on ‘ok’,
the ‘type’ defined is automatically assigned to the element
from which it was accessed for the creation of the type. It
should also be noted that each of the ‘types’ created are
stored within the ‘Equipment Type Library’ folder (which
is, in turn, within the ‘Library’ folder) of the project being
worked on, so that these user-defined ‘types’ can be
assigned to any new element that may be placed in the
network.

First, a new project must be created in PowerFactory;
a project that will host an ‘empty’ 50 Hz network where
the different elements that form part of the power system
modeled will be located. This empty network appears as a
blank page. Once created the project, the ‘Drawing Tools’
bar must be enabled. This bar includes the symbols of the
main electrical devices that may be part of a network, such
as buses, transformers, lines, loads, synchronous
machines, etc. Thus, by dragging the symbol of the
desired element into the empty network, that element is
considered to be already part of the power system.
After choosing and placing all the elements that form
part of the power system in the network, the user has to
define the ‘types’ of these elements. Defining ‘types’ of
elements is something similar to defining the ‘models’ of
those elements, i.e., consists of defining the nominal
characteristics of the elements, which are characteristics
that may differ from the operational characteristics that
each element has in the moment the load flow is executed.
For better understanding, imagine that in this case an
element is a car. Then, including this element is as if it
was located ‘car number X’ of a production run in the
network, while defining a ‘type’ of this element is as if we
assigned a model of a car of a certain brand to that
element.
In the present contribution, the power system modelled
is an 8-bus power system, slightly modified with respect
to the 8-bus system provided by [8]. It has the following
elements (the names are exactly those used by the
software):
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 busbars.
2 two-winding transformers.
2 synchronous machines.
1 external grid.
4 general loads.
6 lines.
The power system implemented in PowerFactory is
shown, schematically, in Figure 1.
The following sections specify the characteristics of
each of the elements that form part of the network, as well
as the characteristics of their corresponding ‘types’. In this
sense, the general steps that must be followed to create
each of the ‘types’ assigned to the electrical elements are
as follows: i) within the editing window of each element,
in the ‘basic data’ tab, click on ‘Type > New Project
Type’; ii) once this is done, characteristics such as rated
voltage, rated apparent power or rated power factor,
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Figure 1. 8-Bus Power System Implemented Simulated.

A. Definition of busbars
In the case of buses, it is not necessary to define any
type, since only line-line voltage has to be specified. In
the present case study, buses 7 and 8 have a line voltage
of 10 kV, while the rest of the buses have a line voltage
of 150 kV.
B. Definition of transformers
There are two 2-winding transformers in the network
simulated, T1 and T2. T1 connects buses 1 and 7, while
T2 connects buses 6 and 8. Since the objective of the
network is simply to conduct a load flow, no ‘extra’
characteristics were defined in the element tabs.
However, a transformer ‘type’ was defined, with a rated
power of 150 MVA, and a rated voltage of both the HighVoltage (HV) and Low-Voltage (LV) sides equal to 150
kV and 10 kV, respectively -it is obvious that these
voltage values must coincide with the voltage values of
the busbars between which the transformers are
connected. The transformer ‘type’ created was assigned
to the two transformer elements located in the power
system, and its ‘Basic Data’ tab, with the characteristics
included, is shown in Figure 2.
C. Definition of generators
There are two generators -synchronous machines- in
the network, G1 and G2, connected at buses 7 and 8,
respectively. Within the editing windows of the
synchronous generator elements, only the ‘Load Flow’ tab
must be modified. In the case of G1, in the moment the
load flow is executed, it is supposed the generator is
injecting 96 MW (this is defined within the ‘General’
window, in the ‘Load Flow’ tab). Regarding the
operational limits of G1, it is considered that it can inject a
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maximum active power of 96 MW and can operate within
a range from -72 Mvar and 72 Mvar regarding reactive
power (this is defined within the ‘Operational Limits’
window, in the ‘Load Flow’ tab). By modifying these
values, the capability curve of the generator is modified.
In the case of G2, the generator is injecting 120 MW
when the load flow is conducted, while its operational
limits are 120 MW and goes from -90 Mvar to 90 Mvar in
the case of reactive power.
On the other hand, two synchronous generators
‘types’ were defined, one for each of the generators. The
characteristics of G1 are shown in Figure 3, while the
characteristics of G2 are the same as those of G1 but with
an apparent power of 150 MVA.

TABLE I.

CHARACTERISTICS OF LOADS

Load

Active Power
(MW)

Reactive Power
(Mvar)

General Load 2

60

30

General Load 3

60

40

General Load 4

70

40

General Load 5

100

60

F. Definition of lines
A total of six lines form part of the power system,
connecting the different buses. In each of the line
elements, only length was defined. In particular, length of
each line is defined in the ‘Basic Data’ tab.
In the case of lines, different ‘types’ were defined.
Figure 4 shows, as an example, the ‘type’ created and
assigned to ‘Line 1-3’. Table II shows the characteristics
of all the lines in the network. The number included in
TABLE II.

Figure 2. Definition of the Transformer ‘Type’.

Figure 3. Definition of the ‘Type’ of Generator 1 (G1).

D. Definition of the external grid
An external grid was also included, connected at bus 4.
In this load flow problem, the external network is set as
the ‘reference’ or ‘slack’ bus of the system. There is no
possibility to create ‘types’ for external grids, so that only
the ‘Load Flow’ tab may be modified by the user.
However, in this case, no further values are defined, and
only voltage setpoint was checked to be set equal to 1 pu.
As defined in Section II, the slack bus -the external grid in
this case- provides the ohmic losses and the power that
cannot be supplied to the loads by the other generators in
the system.
E. Definition of loads
There are four general loads in the power system
modeled, connected to buses 2, 3, 4 and 5. As in the case
of buses, it is not necessary to define any type for loads,
since only the active and reactive power consumed must
be specified, and this is usually a very particular
characteristic of each load. Table I shows the active and
reactive power consumed by each of the loads. These
values must be defined within the ‘Load Flow’ tab of the
‘General Load’ element. The number included in the
names of the loads refers to the number of the bus where
they are connected.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF LINES

Buses

R (Ω/km)

X (Ω/km)

Length
(km)

1-2

0.0040

0.0500

100

1-3

0.0057

0.0714

70

3-4

0.0050

0.0563

80

4-5

0.0050

0.0450

100

5-6

0.0045

0.0409

110

2-6

0.0044

0.0500

90

their names refer to the buses between which the lines are
connected. The rated voltage of all lines is 150 kV, and
their rated current is 1 kA.

Figure 4. Definition of the ‘Type’ of Line 1-3.

IV.

RESULTS

Once the steps described in Section III are followed
and the power system is built, the load flow calculation
must be conducted. In order to do so, the ‘Calculate Load
Flow’ button, at the top left of the screen, must be pressed.
In this case, the calculation method chosen is ‘AC Load
Flow, balanced, positive sequence’, and both the active
power and reactive power limits are considered. It is
important to note that, as described when introducing the
load flow problem statement, in PV buses, which in this
case correspond to the buses where the two generators are
connected, active power is set as a condition to solve the
load flow.
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TABLE III. POWER SUPPLIED BY GENERATORS AND EXTERNAL GRID.
RESULTS
Element

Active Power
(MW)

Reactive Power
(Mvar)

Generator 1

96.00

24.40

Generator 2

120.00

29.70

External Grid

74.40

124.80

engineers, since the teaching experience of the authors of
this article as professors of different subjects in Degree
and Master’s Degree courses has taught us that not only is
necessary to teach students through the use of
multidisciplinary [9] or educational software tools [10],
but the use of specialized tools also yields satisfactory
results.

Therefore, by considering the active power limits of
the generators, we are indicating the software not to
violate the maximum active power they can deliver,
although a value above this maximum power may be set
in the ‘Load Flow’ tab of the synchronous machine
element. Thus, in normal conditions, the active power
delivered by the generators will be equal to the value set
in the ‘Load Flow’ tab -.as long as, as mentioned above,
the maximum active power capacity of the machine is not
exceeded. On the other hand, by considering the reactive
power limits, we are indicating the software not to violate
the reactive power limit of the generators. However, in
this case, the reactive power delivered will not have to be
equal to the one set on the ‘Load Flow’ tab, since the
reactive power injected by PV buses is not an initial
condition of the load flow problem but depends on the
calculations.
Considering all of the above, the power system is
shown in Figure 5 once the load flow is calculated. Some
of the numerical results are depicted in Table III, while all
of these results are also shown in Figure 5 itself. As can be
observed in this figure, voltage at the buses of the
electrical system is close to 1 pu in all cases, within the
range of voltage values allowed (usually between 0.95 pu
and 1.05 pu). The loading percentage of all the elements
does not exceed 100% in any case, although it can be seen
that the loading percentage of generators and transformer
2 is already above 80%, which means that they are
operating at 80% of its nominal capacity (all these values
are observed in Figure 5).
Finally, another very interesting aspect to be taken into
account is the values of power supplied by each
generating element. As shown in Table III, generators 1
and 2 are injecting the values of active power set in their
‘Load Flow’ tabs, thus providing a total of 216 MW to the
system. However, the sum of the total power consumed by
all the loads in the network is 290 MW. Therefore, the
remaining 74 MW are provided by the external grid, plus
a further 0.40 MW corresponding to power losses in the
system (in total, the external grid provides 74.40 MW).
The same applies to reactive power, although this time the
amount of energy injected by each generating element
depends on the load flow calculation. The total reactive
power supplied by the generators and the external grid is
equal to the total reactive power consumed by the loads
plus the reactive power losses, as can also be seen in
Tables I and III.
V.

USING POWERFACTORY AS AN EDUCATIONAL
TOOL

One of the main objectives of the present contribution
is to complement the competences of future electrical
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Figure 5. Power System Implemented in PowerFactory.

In this sense, the use of this powerful electric power
system simulation software tool during subjects such as
Analysis and Operation of Electrical Systems, ‘Análisis y
Operación de Sistemas Eléctricos’, that forms part of the
study program of the Degree in Electrical Engineering in
the Technical School of Industrial Engineering of
Albacete, from the University of Castilla-La Mancha
(UCLM) -this is a subject of which the authors of the
present paper are, or have been, professors-, has made it
possible to know that students consider this tool to be
useful for their future. Indeed, a survey was filled in by a
number of students, and the most interesting output from
it is that they consider the practical exercises and projects
proposed are useful to improve the theoretical background
behind the operation of electric power systems.
Furthermore, experience using this tool has also shown
the authors several important aspects that must be
remarked, so that other professors, engineers or
professional from the energy industry that may use this
software can take them into account when planning
possible training exercises schedules or courses:
• It is highly recommended to elaborate a detailed
practical report with training exercises where all the
steps to be followed are detailed, including, as well,
how to create new projects and how to import and
export them.
• For the beginning, authors recommend implementing
test systems with few nodes or busbars, so that new
users can learn how to create new ‘elements’ in an
empty network and assign them ‘types’ -as explained
in Section III-; i.e., so that these exercises can be
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used by new users to learn the basic working of the
software.
• Although PowerFactory offers the possibility of
conducting a wide variety of analyses, authors
recommend, at the beginning, executing load flow
analysis, since it may be considered as the ‘basic’
analysis, necessary for any other more specific
calculations that may be conducted at a later stage.
• Experience with students have shown that the
‘natural’ next step that may be taken, in terms of the
type of analysis, is to conduct quasi-dynamic
analysis. Quasi-dynamic analysis consists of
conducting a series of load flow simulations spaced
in time, and to do that, users must define generation
and consumption profiles and assign them to the
generator and load elements that form part of the
power system studied, respectively.
In the particular case of Analysis and Operation of
Electrical Systems, the whole subject is about learning
about power systems through the use of the PowerFactory
software; i.e, the whole subject is structured around the
employment of the program. During the initial weeks from among the total 15 weeks that a subject normally
lasts-, students are left to work on a series of exercises
proposed by the professors of the subject, which are
explained step by step in a report provided (one of the
exercises is the one provided here). After that, students are
left to create a new project and work on it until the end of
the course. In this case, they can perform any type of
analysis they want, knowing that, once they know how to
work with the program, they must be autonomous and
learn by themselves the new features they want to use. At
the end of the course, students must make an exposition
presenting the project they have worked on. Thus, the
final mark depends to a large extent on that project evaluating both the technical quality and the exposition.
After several years following this work structure, very
interesting projects have been developed and presented by
students.
On the other hand, experience using this tool in a
subject where only two two-hour sessions were held, in
particular in the subject High Voltage Electrical
Installations, has shown us that four hours in total is not at
all enough for the students to become fluent with the
program and to be really aware of what they are doing.
This is something highlighted in [11], which suggests that
it is very useful for students to perform many practical
sessions.
Summarizing, the employment of PowerFactory as a
learning tool on the operation of electric power systems is
not only interesting from a technical viewpoint, but also
from an educational and motivational viewpoint, since
students end up very happy because, by using this
specialized tool, they feel that they are already part of the
professional world, and this helps them to continue and
finish their studies with more enthusiasm. However, it
should also be pointed out that, for the use of this software
as an educational tool to yield satisfactory results, authors
recommend the practical sessions to be held for several
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weeks, performing at least a total of 15 hours of exercises,
as this is when students begin to become fluent with the
program and start to understand well what they are
studying and the theory behind.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Load flow analyses are required to know the operating
point of an electrical grid at any given time, especially
now that the penetration of renewable energy is so high,
and also to plan network operations or design future
expansions. In this sense, PowerFactory is used in the
present paper to conduct a load flow analysis of a test
network, since it is one of the most powerful power
system analysis packages in the field of electrical
engineering. Our contribution is thus intended to bring this
power system analysis software tool to students,
researchers, professors or professionals who are not
familiar with this commercial tool and have an interest in
learning it, thus complementing their competences.
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Abstract - The paper aims to present the introduction of new
engineering solutions in the educational process in agromechatronics. The results achieved by an international team
of researchers in the field of the kinematics of continuousoperating hole digging machines with active soil tillage units
are considered valuable for the further improvement of the
education process through the direct involvement in research
activities of Ph.D. students and critical thinking
strengthening by discussions on the development of the
proposed theoretical model during the seminars. The
experience gained leads to improving the educational content
of the curricula of the specialties in agro-mechatronics with
further implications in related sustainable, organic, or biofarming educational practices and the appropriate
engineering technologies. The simulation results have already
been introduced as discussion cases in the learning approach
in agro-mechatronics and the education in “Agriculture
technologies and technics” and “Ecology and environmental
protection” at Ruse University (Bulgaria). The structure of
the paper encompasses both a literature overview of the
existing applicable decisions for optimizing the operation and
productivity of hole digging machines with active soil tillage
units and the calculations and simulations results from
experimental work as well as their adaption to the
educational process.
Keywords - sustainable farming, engineering education,
kinematics

I.

INTRODUCTION

The demands and challenges concerning sustainable
farming, together with the globally identified increasing
climate changes and biodiversity losses, require highly
adaptive or new approaches both instead of the traditional
solutions for effective tillage and the educational practice
in agro-mechatronics well.
Without a doubt, soil quality is one of the most critical
factors determining the effectiveness of contemporary
agricultural practices. The methods of its utilization and
maintenance are the focus of many scientists and
practitioners because they are attempting to find sustainable
and eco-friendly but economically competitive practices
that can limit soil degradation and deterioration and losing
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biodiversity without increasing the investment or operative
costs of the farmers dramatically. The last cannot be
neglected despite a large scale of brand-new organic
approaches and intelligent methods and tools that have
been developed and introduced in the previous decades. It
should be not forgotten that the traditional farming areas are
usually less developed than the industries with poorer
quality of life and often suffer from a lack of fresh
investment capital to introduce brand new technologies. If
such an investment opportunity is available, the risk of a
decrease in the production's competitiveness because of
dynamic changes in the regional and global economy is still
framing the producers to be more adaptive to improvements
of traditional technologies than to their general substitution
with new developed or experimental tools and
technologies.
However, a variety of anthropogenic factors, e.g., the
use of heavy machines as a precondition for higher and
faster productivity of farming, are still significantly
affecting the soil quality and soil health and are affecting
features such as the compaction of the soil. Thus, the
physical properties of the soil, which may enhance the high
yield rate, are degraded.
The research presented in this paper has focused on
solving complex issues that improve traditional farming
and educational practices. Added value can be found in the
involvement of young scientists and students in the
experimental work, stimulating their creative thinking in
engineering education. As a result, a new kinematic model
of a continuous-operating hole digging machine with an
active soil tillage unit with energy- and timesaving
characteristics has been developed. It provides the
opportunity both for improving the soil digging process in
terms of its functional and operative features and its impact
on the soil status and biodiversity conservation.
The model has been theoretically described and adapted
to be introduced in the lectures with agro- and engineering
focus of the specialties at Ruse University “Angel
Kanchev” (Bulgaria).
The paper systemizes the results achieved by focusing
on determining the kinematic modes to ensure the optimal
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length of a planting hole and, at the same time, determining
the angle of the cutting blade.
Research results can be considered as a scientific basis
for calculating and designing continuous-operating hole
digging machines with an active soil tillage unit and as a
basis for further proposals of technological solutions
developed through cross-sectoral, interdisciplinary work
strengthening the innovative potential of students,
practitioners and scientists.
The main results presented here have been achieved
during the approbation of a model developed under a
doctoral thesis by international students working on
interrelated issues under the supervision of the authors.
II.
BUILDING A NEW KINEMATIC MODEL OF HOLE
DIGGING MACHINE WITH CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT WITH
ACTIVE SOIL TILLAGE UNIT
To date, most of the widespread pit diggers are with
intermittent excavators [1,2]. One tractor that aggregates
with a digger has to stop moving before digging; therefore,
its working productivity is negatively affected. In addition,
existing continuous excavators will create very long holes,
such as a PDI-1 [3,4,5,6], site forming machine with a pit
length of up to 1.2 meters.
To increase working productivity and eliminate the
disadvantages of intermittent excavators, the principle of
continuous excavators is studied as presented on Figure 1.
The machine has 3 main parts:
•
•
•

Frame 1 is connected to tractor and moves at
constant speed v;
The rotary body of the cutter rotates at constant
speed q around the axis (point M) mounted on
frame 1;
Tillers rotor, on which cutting blades are mounted,
rotates at constant speed f.

A. Short historical overview
The kinematics of the working parts of actively rotating
tillers have been closely examined by the agricultural
mechanical scientists of former Soviet Union between 1950
and 1980. Most of traditionally quoted works are those of
Sinoekov, Panov and Dalin [4,6] etc. In 1995 a model for
backward throwing of sliced soil clods by a reverserotational rotary tiller using rigid body kinetics of has been
proposed by Kataok, Onodera, Shibusawa and. Ota [5], and
in the beginning of Millennium in Bankok, experiments to
investigate the effects of reverse rotation of a rotary tiller
on soil properties were conducted with the purpose to test
both in wet land conditions as well as in dry land
environment the performance and further comparisons the
conventional C-type rotary tiller under similar conditions to
be made [7,8] . As far as the efficiency is concerned, one
pass of the rotary tiller is equivalent to several conventional
tillage operations - a result discussed in the works of
Shibusawa, Salokhe, and Ramalingam [7, 9,10].
The contemporary researches related with the topic
concern the theoretical considerations presented by authors
as Bulgakov, Adamchuk, Nadyktoz, Antonshenkov,
Ahmadi and Beloev et al. etc. [11,12,13, 14].
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The process of hoeing beds with active rotary tillers was
also traditionally studied from the last decade of 20st
century to now in the works of a number of Asian
researchers [15,16,17,18], where the effects of constructive
and operating parameters such as the angle of installation
of the cutting blade, diameter, rotating speed of the rotary
tiller on the throwing ability of the soil, and the specific
energy of hoeing are central for the observations and
experimentations.
However, unlike the common rotary tiller which has the
translational speed of the working tool parallel to the
ground and constant value, the working process of the hole
digger described on Figure 1. is more complicated. With
the advantages of increasing working productivity and
eliminating the disadvantages of intermittent excavators,
the principal continuously operating hole digging machine
with active soil tillage unit is introduced (see Figure 1.)
Thus, the study of machine kinematics can be considered
as basis for further studies on this type of devices.
B. Description of the engineering approach
In order to create a kinematic model for hole digging
machine with continuous movements the experimental
work involve international team of researchers including
students developing doctoral thesis. During the first phase
a theoretical model has been built. Students from bachelor
and master’s programs in agro-mechatronic specialties at
Ruse University (Bulgaria) as well as PhD students from
Vietnam Institute of Agricultural Engineering and PostHarvest Technology have been involved by developing
case studies on existing solutions as part of their seminars
and after that making comparison with the proposed model
on the basis of determined kinematic parameters for
observation and examination. Based on this the practical
exercises of their curricula have been improved by
including interaction between researchers – PhD students
and students, and additionally the developed by the
students’ case studies have been considered as background
for preparation of papers, presented on the traditional
annual session of the international scientific students’
conference at Ruse University.
During the seminars and exercises the students’ teams
have been encouraged to propose ideas for improvement of
the defined model for the purpose of being involved also in
the design phase of the prototype.
At the same time, on the ground of the researches the
academic staff and the PhD students observed and
examined the influences of factors such as the number of
knives and the kinematic factor on soil chip sizes.
During the second phase of the development of the idea
the students’ involvement allowed to the leading
researchers together with their PhD students to make more
precise determination of the soil chip size and to continue
with the investigation of the influence of kinematic and
structural parameters.
For this purpose, the team performed numerical
simulation with the help of MATLAB software. The
simulation has been based on the largest influencing factors
which are kinematic factor λf and the number of knives on
one cross-section of the tiller’s rotor Z. When λf and Z
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increase, the maximum average thicknesses decrease
gradually, and conversely, the new specific cutting surface
decreases almost linearly.

Legend:
1 - Frame;
2 - Rotary
body;
3 - Tillers
rotor

The results from the simulation have been introduced as
cases for discussions during the seminars and practical
exercises of the students (both masters and PhD students)
with the aim to provoke their critical thinking.
The discussions further facilitated the selection of final
parameters for the construction of a prototype of and
operation of a continuous-operating planting hole digging
machine with active tillage unit and to plan the next stages
of the experimental work which also includes students’
involvement during the tests of the engine.
During this third phase of development of the model
further improvements based on the achieved results
presented below has been made. The present paper presents
the theoretical model built during the 1st and the second
stage of the development as a fruitful cooperation between
leading researchers – educators from agro-mechatrinics
department at Ruse university (Bulgaria) and their students
and their colleagues and PhD students from Vietnam
Institute of Agricultural Engineering and Post-Harvest
Technology.

Figure.1. Kinematic diagram of continuous movement hole-digger

If kinematic factor of rotating body is used as
𝜆𝑞 = 𝜔𝑞 ∗ 𝑅𝑞 ⁄𝑣
equation (1) will be
𝜑𝑞

𝑋𝐴𝑄 = 𝑅𝑞 (

2. Coordinate system M (Mxmym) fixedly assists
machine frame at origin point M, coinciding with axis of
rotating body.

𝜆𝑞

+ cos 𝜑𝑞 )

𝑌𝐴𝑄 = 𝑅𝑞 (ℎ𝑚 ⁄𝑅𝑞 + sin 𝜑𝑞 )

(3)

By differentiating the above equations with respect to
time, the components of absolute velocity can be:

For experimental scientific and also educational
purposes (introduction as discussion cases during the
seminars, based on the theoretical research and the
simulation phase), the following coordinate systems are
built:
1. Absolute coordinate system A (OX0Y0) is fixed in
accordance with the field at origin point O on the field’s
surface, axis OX0 is in the moving direction of tractor unit,
and axis OY0 is in the opposite direction of ground
acceleration.

(2)

𝑋𝐴𝑄 = 𝑅𝑞 𝜔𝑞 (

1
𝜆𝑞

− sin 𝜑𝑞 )

𝑌𝐴𝑄 = −𝑅𝑞 𝜔𝑞 cos 𝜑𝑞 )
2

2

𝑉𝑞 = √(𝑋𝐴𝑄 ) + (𝑌𝐴𝑄 ) = 𝑅𝑞 𝜔𝑞 √1 +

(4)
1
𝜆2

2

− sin 𝜑𝑞 (5)
𝜆

The coordinates of point F on tip of cutter blade in
coordinate system Q (Qxqyq) are calculated by the formula
below:
𝑞

𝑋𝐹 = 𝑅𝑓 cos 𝜑𝑓
𝑞

3. Coordinate system Q (Qxqyq) rotates with tillers
rotor: Origin point Q coincides with rotating axis of tillers
rotor, and axis xq passes through point M.
In absolute coordinate system А (OX0Y0), rotational
center point M has the following coordinates:

(6)

In which, Rf is radius of rotary tiller;
φf is angle of rotation of tillers rotor relative to Q
(Qxqyq). φf=ωf*t+φf0
ωf is angular speed of cutter relative to coordinate
system Q (Qxqyq).

𝐴
𝑋𝐴𝑄 = 𝑋𝑀
𝑄 + 𝑋𝑀 = 𝑣 ∗ 𝑡 + 𝑅𝑞 cos 𝜑𝑞
𝐴
𝑌𝐴𝑄 = 𝑌𝑀
𝑄 + 𝑌𝑀 = ℎ𝑚 − 𝑅𝑞 sin 𝜑𝑞
In which, Rq is radius of rotational body;

𝑌𝐹 = −𝑅𝑓 sin 𝜑𝑓

(1)

φq is angle of rotation of rotating housing; φq=q*t
q is speed of rotating body;
hm is height of axis M; hm=Rq+Rf-hh
hh is depth of hole.
(In the above formulas, subscript is name of points, and
superscript shows a coordinate system in which the
coordinates are reported).

Trajectory of point F with respect to absolute coordinate
system A (OX0Y0) is calculated by the formulas:
𝑞

𝑞

𝑋𝐴𝐹 = 𝑋𝐴𝑄 + 𝑋𝐹 . cos 𝜑𝑞 + 𝑌𝐹 . sin 𝜑𝑞 = 𝑣 ∗ 𝑡 + 𝑅𝑞 cos 𝜑𝑞
𝑞

𝑞

𝑌𝐴𝐹 = 𝑌𝐴𝑄 − 𝑋𝐹 . sin 𝜑𝑞 + 𝑌𝐹 . cos 𝜑𝑞 = ℎ𝑚 − 𝑅𝑞 sin 𝜑𝑞 − 𝑅𝑓 (7)

Velocity of point F is determined by a derivative of the
above formulas:
𝑋𝐴𝐹 = 𝑣. [1 − 𝜆𝑞 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑞 − 𝜆𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜑𝑞 + 𝜑𝑓 )]
𝑌𝐴𝐹 = −𝑣. [𝜆𝑞 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑞 + 𝜆𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜑𝑞 + 𝜑𝑓 )]

(8)

𝐴

And absolute speed|⃗𝑣𝐹 | is calculated by the formula:
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|𝑣𝐹𝐴 | = 𝑣. √1 + 𝜆2𝑎 + 𝜆𝑓2 − 2𝜆𝑞 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑞 − 2𝜆𝑓 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝜑𝑞 + 𝜑𝑓 ) + 2𝜆𝑞 . 𝜆𝑓 . cos 𝜑𝑓

In which λf is kinematic factor of cutter
𝜆𝑓 =

(𝜔𝑞 +𝜔𝑓 )∗𝑅𝑓

dl, m

(9)

(10)

𝑣

Rq=0.2

1

Rq=0.25

0,8

Rq=0.3

0,6

Rq=0.35

0,4

Rq=0.4

* Length of hole:

0,8

1
λq

Length of hole is determined by offset line of trajectory
of point Q on left side or right side.
- Left side

Rq=0.5

1,2

Rq=0.6
Rq=0.7

Figure. 2. Influence of kinematic factor λq on length of hole

𝑋𝐴0 = 𝑅𝑞 (

𝜑𝑞
𝜆𝑞

cos 𝜑𝑞

+ cos 𝜑𝑞 ) −

√

𝑌𝐴0 = ℎ𝑚 − 𝑅𝑞 sin 𝜑𝑞 −

1
2
+ 1 − sin 𝜑𝑞
𝜆
𝜆2

1⁄𝜆−si𝑛 𝜑𝑞
1

2

√ 2 +1−𝜆 sin 𝜑𝑞

𝑅𝑓

𝑅𝑓

(11)

Using function of optimization with a one - variable factor function, the approximate value of λq can be
measured. Figure 3 shows changes of optimal values of
kinematic factor at different values of Rq and Rf at hm
equals 0.35 meter.
B. Influence of Rq and Rf on optimal values of λq

𝜆

𝑋𝐴0

= 𝑅𝑞 (

𝜑𝑞
𝜆𝑞

+ cos 𝜑𝑞 ) +

cos 𝜑𝑞
1
2
√ 2 + 1 − sin 𝜑𝑞
𝜆
𝜆
1⁄𝜆 − si𝑛 𝜑𝑞

𝑌𝐴0 = ℎ𝑚 − 𝑅𝑞 sin 𝜑𝑞 +

1
2
2 + 1 − 𝜆 sin 𝜑𝑞
𝜆

𝑅𝑓

λqopt

- Right side:
1,25

Rq=0.3

1,15

Rq=0.35
Rq=0.4

1,05
0,95
0,15

𝑅𝑓

Rq=0.45
Rq=0.5

0,25

√
(with λq <1)

0,35

Rq=0.55

Rf ,m

Rq=0.6

(12)

The length of hole is defined as the widest part of
cycloid line underground as follows:
𝑑𝑖 = 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
In which Xmax and Xmin are the largest and smallest
value of 𝑋𝐴0 from equations 11 and 12, with satisfactory
condition of 𝑌𝐴0 ≤ 0.

Figure 3. Influence of Rq and Rf on optimal values of λq

For all sets of design parameters Rq and Rf, optimal
value of kinematic factor is not less than 1.
As Rq increases and Rf decreases, optimal value of
kinematic factor λqopt increases.
Further research examines influence of factors on pit’s
length only at the optimal value of kinematic factor.

C. Cutting angle of blade:
A

Angle between radius vector vF and velocity vector of
point F is determined by the formula below:
− 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝜑𝑞 + 𝜑𝑓 ) + 𝜆𝑞 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑓 + 𝜆𝑓

𝜑𝑎 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛
√1 +

𝜆2𝑎

+

𝜆𝑓2

− 2𝜆𝑞 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑𝑞 − 2𝜆𝑓 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 𝜑𝑞 + 𝜑𝑓 ) + 2𝜆𝑞 . 𝜆𝑓 . cos 𝜑𝑓

C. Influence of radius of rotating body Rq on length of
hole.
To easily observe influence of factors on length of pits,
the value of Δopt = Dlopt - 2 * Rf is used, and it reflects an
increase in length of pits compared to diameter of cutter.
0.2

(13)

0.16

(14)

In which φd is mounting angle of knife, which is defined
as the angle between radius vector of blade and back of the
knife.
III.

SIMULATION RESULTS

0.14

DDlopt, m

Cutting condition without back angle is:
𝜓𝑠 = (𝜑𝑎 − 𝜑𝑑 ) > 𝜓𝑚𝑖𝑛

0.18

Rf=0.15

0.12

Rf=0.2

0.1

Rf=0.25

0.08
0.06

Rf=0.3

0.04

Rf=0.35

0.02

A. Length of pit
It can be seen from Figure 2 that there is always an
optimal value of kinematic factor λq, respectively each set
of structural parameters Rq, Rf, and hm, at which length of
hole is smallest.
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0
0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

R q, m

Figure 4. Influence of radius of rotating body on length of holes
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Figure 4 shows the influence of Rq on length of holes
at different values of Rf and depth of pits hh is 0.35 meter.

D. Influence of depth on length of holes.
The importance of pit’s depth on its length at different
radius of rotating body is shown graphically on Figure 5,
where is visible that the increasing depth of one hole,
increases its length also and it can be considered that small
depths have small effects on lengths.
However, when the depth is greater than 0.4 meter,
especially at a small value of Rq, its effect is significant.
0.54
0.52

Rq=0.3

Dlopt, m

0.5

Rq=0.35

0.48

Rq=0.4

0.46

Rq=0.45

 a, 0

It can be seen that when radius Rq increases, length of
pits decreases, and it decreases more at small values of Rq.
than at bigger values of Rq.

3

13

λf
Figure 7. Influence of cutter’s kinematic factor λf on a

At angular velocity of ωf= 30 rad/s, the kinematic
factor is as follow:
𝜆𝑓 =

(𝜔𝑞 + 𝜔𝑓 ) ∗ 𝑅𝑓
𝑣

= 𝜆𝑞

𝑅𝑓

+

𝑅𝑞

𝜔 𝑓 ∗ 𝑅𝑓
𝑣

= 1.145 ∗

0.45
0.2

+

30 ∗ 0.2
0.75

= 10.6

angle amin equals 820. Thus, the mounting angle of cutting
blade is as follow:
𝜑𝑑 < (𝜑𝑎 − 𝜓

Rq=0.55
0.42

𝑚𝑖𝑛

Rq=0.6

0.4
0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

Hh, m

Figure 5. Influence of depth on length of holes

E. Determination of cutting angle
Figure 6 presents the change of angle a between radius
vector of cutter and absolute speed of knife tip at its
different positions, at values of parameters as Rq =0.45
meter, Rf = 0.2 meter, λq =1.145, and λf =4.5 (pits for
banana planting require width from 0.4 to 0.45 meter and
depth from 0.3 to 0.35 meter) [2], 40-45cm width and 3035cm depth.

•

The trajectory of knives is according to equation
number (7);

•

The cutting speed is according to equation number
(10) and number (12);

•

The maximum and average thicknesses of soil cut
chips are according to the presented equations;

•

The angle formed between velocity vector and
radius vector of blade is according to equation
number (13). This is the basis for determining
front and rear cutting angles of knife, and hence
the angle for mounting the knife.

85

a,

80

) < 820 − 150 = 670

Through the basic scheme for operation of continuous
operation digger, the kinematic model is built, through
which the basic parameters of the machine’s operation can
be determined as:

90
0

8

Rq=0.5

0.44

Through the kinematic model, boundary line of pits is
found along the cross section according to equations (11)
and (12), and from there length of holes is found.

75
70
-45

5

55

 f, 0

Through the digital simulation, influences of working
and constructive factors on kinematic digger’s indicators,
such as length of holes and thickness of soil cut shavings,
are studied, with which the following results achieved:
•

For each pair of parameters Rf and Rq, and depth
of pits hh, there is always one value of kinematic
factor λqopt, in which the length of pits is smallest.
However, the value is mostly greater than 1.

•

In comparison with an equation with fixed radius
Rq and fixed Rf to find optimal value of kinetic
factor, an equation with larger radius Rq and
smaller Rf gives the smaller optimal value of
kinetic factor.

Figure 6. Change of angle a according to rotation angle of tillers rotor.

The result is that at angle of rotation of rotary q = 130
(at position that rotary tiller is resting on the ground) and
at f =60, angle a is minimal when f =600.
The relationship between angle a and kinematic factor
of cutter λ f is presented on Figure 7. The result is that at a
high value of λ f, the effect on a is mild. On the contrary,
at the small value of λ f, angle a decrease considerably.
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•

•

•

When radius Rq increases, length of pits tends to
decrease. The influence of radius of rotation of
rotary body on length of pits’ optimal value is not
much, ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 meter. However, a
significant reduction of Rq leads to a very much
increase in the optimal value of pit’s length,
especially for small values of cutter radius.
Increasing of pit’s depth leads to an increase of
pit’s minimum length. With small pit’s depth, the
effect of the depth on pit’s length is small.
However, when pit’s depth increases, its length is
significantly affected by radius of rotating body
Rq.
With parameters of Rq =0.45 meter, Rf = 0.2
meter, λq =1.145, and λ f =4.5 (requirements for
banana pits), for cutting without negative rear
angle, the angular mounting of blades must meet
the condition as 𝜑𝑑 < (𝜑𝑎 − 𝜓𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) < 820 − 150 = 670
IV.

CONCLUSION

The above-presented kinematic model for hole digging
machines with continuous movements is not only an
experimental work in terms of the development of a
dissertation thesis in the field of agro-mechatronics.
The study is a model of collaborative work, enabling an
international team of researchers (both students and
scientists) to share, develop and test ideas, and can be
considered as a successful example of cross-cultural, interinstitutional, research- and educational practice in
engineering, developed between University of Ruse
(Bulgaria) and Vietnam Institute of Agricultural
Engineering and Post-Harvest Technology.
The results achieved from the study have been
introduced as discussion topics in the seminars of the
curricula of the specialties in agro-mechatronics, and
general engineering at Ruse University (Bulgaria).
That ensures sound to the new achievements
engineering education which is based on diversity and
mutually beneficial cooperation between practitioners,
teachers, researchers and students.
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Abstract – The paper presents the results of the
application of the project-based learning approach during
the last academic year (2020-2021), in the conditions of the
COVID-19 pandemic, in the course “Databases”, when
teaching and studying the topic “Relational Algebra”.
During the project-based learning, students-bachelors from
the specialty “Internet and Mobile Communications” at the
University of Ruse “Angel Kanchev” had to use various
computer-based tools, such as MS Excel, MATLAB,
LearningApps, etc., to present the basic operations in
relational algebra. An analysis of students’ opinions about
the approach used for their training in the course
“Databases” is given in the paper.
Keywords – project-based learning; databases; relational
algebra; MS Excel; MATLAB.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the high-speed development of
information and communication technologies has exerted
pressure on educational institutions to introduce
innovative approaches to teaching and learning for
achieving 21st-century skills [1, 2]. In [1] 17 teaching
methods are identified, of which the five most commonly
used are: project-based learning, flexible (or agile)
methods, collaborative learning, active learning, and
problem-based learning. The most important features of
training methods are discussed, and recommendations to
teachers and employers are given to harmonize their
expectations and jointly provide appropriate education to
future engineers [1].
Project-based learning [1, 2, 3] is a student-centered
pedagogical approach involving a dynamic classroom
approach where students acquire a deeper knowledge
using an active exploration of real-world problems.
Students learn about a subject by working for an extended
period of time to investigate and respond to a complex
problem. It is a style of active learning and inquiry-based
learning. Project-based learning also gives students the
opportunity to explore problems that have real-world
applications, increasing the possibility of long-term
retention of skills and concepts [4, 5], “social activity,
convenient communications in a team during the project
implementation, open educational space, self-learning and
self-improvement, purposeful motivation of cognitive and
research activity of students within the discipline with the
use of interdisciplinary connections, formation of digital
literacy of students” [3]. The stages of project-based
learning in small groups are initiation, planning,
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implementation, presentation, and assessment [3]. Projectbased learning can improve students’ learning outcomes in
science learning and train students in problem-solving
(critical thinking).
Comprehensive project-based learning: 1) is organized
around an open-ended problem; 2) creates a necessity to
know essential content and skills; 3) requires inquiry to
learn and/or create something new; 4) requires problemsolving, critical thinking, collaboration, and various forms
of communication (known as the 21st-century skills);
5) allows some degree of student voice and choice;
6) incorporates feedback and revision; 7) results in a
publicly presented product or performance [4, 5].
The paper presents the idea of project-based learning
in the course “Databases” on the topic “Relational
Algebra” for undergraduate students majoring in “Internet
and Mobile Communications” at the University of Ruse
“Angel Kanchev”. The topic “Relational Algebra” is one
of the most difficult and “unpleasant” topics for students,
due to its association with Mathematics courses in STEMbased specialties of universities.
In database theory, relational algebra is a theory,
introduced by Edgar F. Codd, that uses algebraic
structures with well-founded semantics for modeling data,
and defining queries on it. The main application of
relational algebra is to provide a theoretical foundation for
relational databases, particularly query languages for such
databases, such as SQL. Relational databases store tabular
data represented as relations. Queries over relational
databases often likewise return tabular data represented as
relations. The main premise of relational algebra is to
define operators that transform one or more input relations
into an output relation [6, 7, 8].
In the training of students in the course “Databases”
during the past academic year, under the conditions of
COVID-19, students were divided into teams of
3 members and had to work on a project to present the
topic “Relational Algebra” in an attractive way. During
the project-based learning, students had to use various
computer-based tools to present the basic operations in
relational algebra, which are so necessary to work with
databases. Some of the teams developed MS Excel-based
tools to visualize the work with the operations studied in
relational algebra. Another part of the teams had to study
the possibilities of MATLAB for manipulating the data
through the studied operations in the topic “Relational
Algebra”. The third part of the teams had to develop
interactive multimedia applications (for example, with the
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LearningApps platform), which would present basic
definitions of operations in relational algebra, as well as
many examples of their application in different relations.
II.

PROJECT-BASED LEARNING IN THE COURSE
“DATABASES”

A. Purposes and Content of the Course
The aim of the training in the course “Databases”,
included as an elective course in the curriculum of the
specialty “Internet and Mobile Communications”, for
students-bachelors, is to acquaint students with the basic
concepts of theory and practice of databases, including
design, implementation, and use of databases. The
relational data model and SQL are considered standard
languages for working with relational databases. The
course “Databases” has input-output connections with the
courses: “Mathematics”, “Programming”, “ObjectOriented Programming”, “Web Design”, “Programming
Languages”, as well as with the fundamental generalspecialized and profiling courses in the curriculum of the
specialty, as well as with the diploma bachelor thesis. The
lectures discuss the main methods for designing and
implementing databases. The practical exercises reinforce
the theoretical material by aiming to create in students the
skills to manipulate data in databases. For the practical
exercises, an appropriate database management system
and, accordingly, an environment for writing SQL code
are selected [6].

and solidarity with others; d) to communicate fully in
some of the most widely spoken European languages.
4) Professional competencies: a) to collect, classify,
evaluate and interpret data from the field in order to solve
specific tasks; b) to apply the acquired knowledge and
skills in new or unfamiliar conditions; c) to demonstrate
the ability to analyze in a broader or interdisciplinary
context; d) to use new strategic approaches, form and
express own opinion on problems of public and ethical
nature, arising in the process of work [9].
The content of the curriculum program (for lectures
and exercises) of the course “Databases” as well as the
main “actors” in the activities are presented in Fig. 1.

Lecturer

Students

As a result of the training in the course “Databases”
students are expected to acquire knowledge, skills, and
competencies in the studied subject area, formulated in
accordance with the National Qualifications Reference
Framework for the Bachelor's degree [9], as follows:
Knowledge: 1) to have extensive and in-depth factual
and theoretical knowledge in the field, including related to
the latest developments in it; 2) to interpret independently
the acquired knowledge, connecting it with the application
of facts and through critical perception, understanding,
and expression of theories and principles.
Skills: 1) to master methods and tools for solving
complex problems; 2) to apply logical thinking and show
innovation and creativity in solving non-standard tasks.
Competences: 1) Independence and responsibility:
a) to have the ability to administratively manage complex
professional activities, including teams and resources;
b) to take responsibility for decision-making in complex
conditions, under the influence of various interacting and
difficult to predict factors; c) to show creativity and
initiative in management; d) to assess the need to train
others in order to increase team effectiveness. 2) Learning
competencies: to assess consistently their own
qualification by assessing the knowledge and skills
acquired so far and planning the need to expand and
update their professional qualification. 3) Communicative
and social competencies: a) to formulate and present
clearly and understandably ideas, problems, and solutions
to specialists and non-specialists; b) to express attitude
and understanding of issues by using methods based on
qualitative and quantitative descriptions and assessments;
c) to show a broad personal worldview and understanding
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Figure 1. Content of the curriculum program and the main “actors” in
the activities

B. Training Technology and expected results
Forms and methods of conducting the classes. The
training in the course “Databases” is carried out through
lectures and practical exercises. The topics of the lecture
material give students the opportunity to get acquainted
theoretically with the main issues of the design and
implementation of databases based on appropriately
selected practical tasks, adapted to the specialty of
students. The practical exercises are conducted for 2 hours
a week in a computer hall where all workstations are
equipped with a computer and specialized software for
working with databases and students can test the examples
from lectures and subsequently solve their specific
practical tasks on the topics specified in the curriculum.
Students are required to prepare for practical classes by
reviewing the material and examples taught in lectures. At
the end of each exercise, students submit a report with the
tasks solved for independent work, including the working
files from the lesson.
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Forms of knowledge assessment. The forms of
knowledge assessment, including incoming assessment,
giving individual tasks and checking their implementation,
as well as accepting reports on the lesson and periodic oral
interviews during work, are carried out during the lectures
and practical exercises. After completing all practical
exercises and submitting the reports for each exercise,
students receive an assessment of their work, participating
in the final grade.
Course completion prerequisites. The course
completion prerequisites are as follows: regular (100%)
attendance at lectures and exercises, and submitted and
defended reports from the practical exercises.
Formation of the final grade of the course. The course
“Databases” ends with an ongoing assessment. The grade
for the course is formed by the grade obtained in the tests
on the lecture material (in the form of an open test within
10-15 minutes at the beginning of each lecture) and the
grades from the reports of the practical exercises (with the
working files). Students who received a poor mark
(“Poor 2”, the lowest score on the used six-point scale in
Bulgaria) take a remedial exam on theoretical material.
Expected learning outcomes. As a result of the training
in the course “Databases”, students must: 1) know: what
database management systems and relational databases
are; what the process of normalization of the relational
model is; 2) be able to write SQL code for the main
operations in relational databases, use summarizing and
grouping functions, create subqueries, apply all the above
knowledge and skills for solving real problems of practice.
C. Teaching the topic “Relational Algebra”
One of the topics taught in the course “Databases” is
“Relational Algebra” (week № 5). In order to increase the
motivation for learning and the success of students, in
connection with the COVID-19 pandemic, during the last
academic year (2020-2021) the teaching staff decided to
introduce project-based learning on the topic.
Initially, based on the concept of the “flipped
classroom”, students had to get acquainted with the
theoretical materials on the topic, using the textbook in the
course [6], as well as other sources available on the
Internet [7, 8]. The material was divided into several parts.
The first part covering a brief introduction to relational
algebra and relations given for explaining the operations
studied (Fig. 2) and operations in relational algebra, which
are more familiar to students studying the set theory in
mathematics, such as “union” (Fig. 3), “difference”
(Fig. 4), intersection (Fig. 5) and “Cartesian product”
(Fig. 6) was chosen to be included in the project-based
learning. The material is illustrated with many examples
(Fig. 3… Fig. 6). During the lecture, the topic was
discussed with the students. Many questions were
formulated, both by the teacher and by the students, to
which the students answered. Subsequently, each student
received an individual assignment, which he/she had to
solve manually using the considered operations – different
values of relations R1 and R2, and in the tables Student and
Teacher (Fig. 2). The Specialties table is the same for all
students (Fig. 2) [6].
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5. Algebra of relational operations. Examples
5.1. Introduction
Relational algebra is a system of notations used to describe requests to the content of
relations. Relational algebra proposed by E. Codd is the basis of many relational query languages.
Among them, the most popular is the Structured Query Language (SQL), developed by Donald
Chamberlin and Raymond Boyce at the IBM Research Center in San Jose, California, in 1974.
The implementation of relational operations is demonstrated on the basis of two
operands – the relations R1 and R2, presented respectively in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 and on the
basis of the exemplary relations Student, Teacher and Specialties, shown in Table 5.3, Table 5.4
and Table 5.5.
R1

Table 5.1. Relation R1
B
C)

(A









Faculty №
153181
153208
153226
143212

(D

Table 5.3. Student
Family name
Mateev
Pavlov
Mitova
Stankov

Course
3
3
3
4





Name
Angel
Anatoli
Anelia
Kamen

Table 5.2. Relation R2
E
F)

R2










Specialty code
5.3.1
5.3.1
5.3.1
5.3.1

Table 5.4. Teacher
Identification
number
7101105141
6011205120
6207135280
5808205328

Name

Family name

Title (Position)

Boris
Pavel
Andrey
Marin

Mateev
Nenov
Assenov
Petkov

Assistant Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor

Specialty code
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3

Table 5.5. Specialties
Name of specialty
Electrical energy and electrical equipment
Computer control and automation
Electronics
Computer systems and technologies
Internet and mobile communications
Information and communication technologies

Since relations are sets, all operations defined for sets are applicable to them as well. The
most commonly used operations in set theory are union, difference, intersection, and Cartesian
product.

Figure 2. A brief introduction to the topic “Relational Algebra” and
relations given for explaining the operations in the relational algebra
5.2. Operation union
Let R1 and R2 be two n-term relations with the same relational scheme R(A1, A2, …, An).
The result of the union of the relations R 1 and R2 is a third relation R1,2 with the same
relational scheme, containing all tuples t of R1 and R2, as the identical tuples participate once in
R1,2, i.e.
(5.1)
R1,2 = R1  R2 = {t | tR1 or tR2}.
Example 5.1. After performing a union operation on the relations R1 given in Table 5.1 and
the relation R2 given in Table 5.2, the result R1,2 is as follows:
R1,2 = R1  R2 =
















(5.2)

Example 5.2. Bring out the family names of students, united with the family names of
teachers.
The result of this request is a consistent display of the family names (surnames) of students
and teachers without repeating the same names.
Mateev
Pavlov
Mitova
Stankov
Nenov
Asenov
Petkov

Figure 3. Union operation in relational algebra – definition and
examples
5.3. Operation difference
The difference of two relations R1 and R2 with a common relational scheme is a third relation
R1,2, containing those tuples t which belong to R1 but do not belong to R2, i.e.
R1,2 = R1  R2 = {t | tR1 and tR2}.
(5.3)
Example 5.3. After performing the operation difference between the relation R1 given in
Table 5.1 and the relation R2 given in Table 5.2, the result R1,2 is the following:
R1,2 = R1  R2 =










(5.4)

Example 5.4. Find out the family names of the students, which are different from the family
names of the teachers!
Result:
Pavlov
Mitova
Stankov

Figure 4. Difference operation in relational algebra – definition and
examples
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5.4. Operation intersection
The result of the operation intersection of two relations R1 and R2 with a common relational
scheme is a third relation R1,2, which contains the identical tuples of the two initial relations and
has the same relational scheme, i.e.
R1,2 = R1  R2 = {t | tR1 and tR2}
or
(5.5)
R1,2 = R1  R2 = R1  (R1  R2) = R2  (R1  R2).
(5.6)
Example 5.5. After performing the intersection operation on the relation R1 given in
Table 5.1, the relation R2 given in Table 5.2, the result R1,2 is the following:
(5.7)
R1,2 = R1  R2 =



Example 5.6. Find out the family names of the students, which are the same as the family
names of the teachers!
Result:
Mateev

Algebra” in a way attractive to them. During the projectbased learning, students had to use various computerbased tools, such as MS Excel, MATLAB, LearningApps,
to present the basic operations in relational algebra, which
are important for working with databases.

Figure 5. Intersection operation in relational algebra – definition and
examples
5.5. Operation Cartesian product
Let two relations R1 and R2 be given, as R1 is an n-term relation with a relational scheme
R1(A1, A2, …, An), and R2 is an m-term relation with a relational scheme R2(B1, B2, …, Bm).
The Cartesian product of the relations R1 and R2 is a third (n + m)-term relation R1,2 with a
relational scheme R1,2(A1, A2, …, An, B1, B2, …, Bm), containing all possible combinations of tuples
t1 of R1 and t2 of R2, i.e.
(5.8)
R1,2 = R1 x R2 = {t1t2 | t1R1 and t2R2}.
Example 5.7. After performing the Cartesian product operation on the relation R1 given in
Table 5.1 and the relation R2 given in Table 5.2, the result R1,2 is the following:
(A
B
C
D
E
F)

R1,2 = R1 x R2 =











































(5.9)

Example 5.8. Derive the Cartesian product of the Family name, Faculty № of Student and
Family name and Identification number of Teacher!
Result:
Table 5.6. Cartesian product
Family name
Faculty №
Family name
Identification number
Mateev
153181
Mateev
7101105141
Pavlov
153208
Mateev
7101105141
Mitova
153226
Mateev
7101105141
Stankov
143212
Mateev
7101105141
Mateev
153181
Nenov
6011205120
Pavlov
153208
Nenov
6011205120
Mitova
153226
Nenov
6011205120
Stankov
143212
Nenov
6011205120
Mateev
153181
Asenov
6207135280
Pavlov
153208
Asenov
6207135280
Mitova
153226
Asenov
6207135280
Stankov
143212
Asenov
6207135280
Mateev
153181
Petkov
5808205328
Pavlov
153208
Petkov
5808205328
Mitova
153226
Petkov
5808205328
Stankov
143212
Petkov
5808205328

Figure 6. Cartesian product operation in relational algebra – definition
and examples

In order to facilitate the generation of many individual
assignments to be used by the teacher during the classes,
an MS Excel-based application has been developed, which
is illustrated in Fig. 7. For this academic year, the teaching
staff decided to use the template of relations R1 and R2,
which are shown in Fig. 2, but for the next academic
years, a different template for relations R1 and R2 will be
used, which will require a change in the developed
application in MS Excel. The results of the operations
studied union, difference, intersection and Cartesian
product are presented in Fig. 7 and they are the same as
the results presented in Fig. 3 (union), Fig. 4 (difference),
Fig. 5 (intersection), and Fig. 6 (Cartesian product). When
changing the values of the cells in the orange row (below
the blue row, Fig. 7) for the Greek symbols, the different
individual assignments are obtained used in the training
process. One example is visualized in the red rectangles in
Fig. 7.
In the training of students in the course “Databases”
during the past academic year (2020-2021), in the
conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic, students were
divided into teams of 3 members on a voluntary basis, in
order to better communicate between team members and
had to work on a project to present the topic “Relational
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Figure 7. MS Excel-based application for illustrating the operations in
relational algebra using the relations R1 and R2 according to Fig. 2, an
example, developed by a team (in the red rectangles), and formulas used
(in the green rectangle)

Students were provided with various author’s
developments with the considered software products and
platforms, used in other subjects of the curriculum of
students in the “Internet and Mobile Communications”
specialty – for example, applications in MS Excel
[4, 10, 11], MATLAB [12, 13] and the platform
LearningApps [5, 14], developed in connection with the
courses in cryptography, digital signal processing, coding
in telecommunication systems, communication circuits,
etc. which aims to increase students’ interest in the
implementation of the task of project-based training.
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Four teams (12 students) developed MS Excel-based
tools to visualize the operations studied in relational
algebra (Fig. 7). They had to illustrate the formulas used
(Fig. 7, in the green rectangle) and apply pictures from
testing the tool (Fig. 7, in the red rectangles).
Three teams (9 students) had to study the possibilities
of MATLAB for manipulating the data through the
studied operations in the topic “Relational Algebra”. They
were faced with the greatest test and challenge. The
students studied MATLAB in other courses, such as
“Mathematics”, “Programming”, and “Digital Signal
Processing”, but did not use MATLAB to work with sets,
which required very serious research to cope with the task.
From the analysis made by the students from these teams,
they summarized the results in Fig. 8 (union), Fig. 9
(difference), and Fig. 10 (intersection). The students
presented a detailed description of the functions used in
the first column in these tables, and they presented the
results obtained by MATLAB using the specific syntax of
the function in the other columns.
Based on the manual solution of the tasks, the students
had to suggest the appropriate syntax of the function for
each operation. For example, for the union operation –
version 7 (function union, Fig. 8), for the difference
operation – versions 2, 4, 7 and 8 (function setdiff, Fig. 9),
for the intersection operation – versions 2, 4, 7, and 8
(function intersect, Fig. 10). Unfortunately, two of the
teams were unable to suggest how to find the Cartesian
product with the available software, and only one of them
suggested such a solution based on [15] (Fig. 11) but had
difficulties explaining the code.

Figure 9. Functions and results for the operation DIFFERENCE

Figure 10. Functions and results for the operation INTERSECT

Four teams (12 students) had to develop interactive
multimedia applications (for example, with the platform
LearningApps), which would present basic definitions of
operations in relational algebra, as well as many examples
of their application on different relations. An example of
creating such an interactive multimedia application and
executing the test is presented in Fig. 12. The students had
to apply the steps when implementing the applications and
some examples when testing them as described in [5, 14].

Figure 8. Functions and results for the operation UNION
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Fig. 13 presents a brief description of how teams
performed during the training on the topic “Relational
Algebra” in the sense of “how many teams did not do
well” vs. “how many teams did an excellent job” in two
cases: “Before PBL” (after introducing the topic and
discussing it in the classes) and “After PBL” (after
implementing the project).
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collaboration, and communication skills. At the end of the
semester, students were satisfied with the approach used,
confirmed that they had learned more about the topic, and
demonstrated increased success.
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Sažetak - Na ljestvici županija prema prihodima iz IT
industrije u 2020., godini, Virovitičko-podravska županija
pozicionirana je na samom dnu, iznad Ličko-senjske. Tik
iznad nje nalaze se Požeško-slavonska i Vukovarsko
srijemska županija, čiji IT prihod je gotovo dva odnosno tri
puta veći. Iako ovakvi podaci zabrinjavaju, oni ostavljaju
prostor za napredak koji bi žiteljima trebao omogućiti
kvalitetan život uz siguran posao u iznimno propulzivnom
području koji nije vezan za lokaciju prebivališta.
Početke IT-zacije županije označili su osnivanje
nekolicine kvalitetnih tvrtki koje su zauzele svoje mjesto na
IT tržištu te početak izvođenja studija Računarstva na
Veleučilištu u Virovitici 2016. godine, kojem je kasnije dodan
i studij Telekomunikacija. Kako bi se osjetio snažniji utjecaj
navedenoga, nužno je formirati održivi ekosustav koji će u
županiji s malim brojem stanovnika, koji je uz to u opadanju,
osigurati dovoljan broj IT stručnjaka za rad u tvrtkama, ali
i nastavnika te studenata. U radu je prezentiran takav
ekosustav, koji u sebi uključuje IT stručnjake, nastavnike
veleučilišta i institucija za cjeloživotno obrazovanje,
studente, učenike i polaznike programa cjeloživotnog
obrazovanja. Ekosustav definira njihove željene međusobne
odnose te predlaže modus operandi među institucijama kojim
bi se sustav učinio dugoročno održivim što bi trebalo
rezultirati rastom IT sektora u ovoj lijepoj županiji.
Ključne riječi – Virovitičko-podravska županija, održivi
ekosustav, IT

I.

UVOD

A. IT u Hrvatskoj
Prema [1] ukupni prihod hrvatske IT industrije
povećao se u 2020. u odnosu na 2015. godinu za 41.76%,
porastavši sa 19.61M kn na 27.81M kn. Ostvarilo ga je
34.762 zaposlenika koji čine oko 3.5% od ukupnog broja
zaposlenih u gospodarstvu Hrvatske. IT industrija
ostvaruje 6.4% ukupnog izvoza Hrvatske, s prosječnom
neto plaćom u iznosu od 8.998 kn.
Stopa rasta prihoda u 2020. godini u odnosu na 2019.
iznosi oko 3.3% što, doduše, predstavlja značajno
usporavanje u odnosu na dvoznamenkaste godišnje stope
rasta zabilježene prethodnih godina. Međutim, ovakav rast
realiziran je u prvoj pandemijskoj godini, u ozračju straha
i nesigurnosti te uvjetima u kojima društveni
brutoproizvod pada za 8.2 %o, prihod nefinancijskog
dijela gospodarstva pada za 6.6 %, uz pad bruto dobiti od
53.2 %.
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Stoga se ipak može reći da stopa rasta od 3.3%
predstavlja značajan uspjeh i svjedoči o žilavosti IT
industrije. Pojam „žilavost“ u građevini označava
„svojstvo materijala da može izdržati velika naprezanja“,
a u pomorstvu „svojstvo broda da i nakon oštećenja zadrži
sposobnost za plovidbu“ [2]. Ove dvije definicije plastično
dočaravaju značenje pojma „žilavost“, zamislimo li tvrtku
kao materijal koji je podvrgnut velikim naprezanjima (npr.
financijskim) ili pak kao brod koji je tijekom plovidbe
doživio oštećenje (npr. gubitak dijela tržišta ili nekog
značajnog ugovora uslijed pandemije). „Žilavi“ IT sektor
znači i „žilave“ tvrtke u kojima su radna mjesta također
„žilava“. O tome će biti više riječi u nastavku rada.
B. IT u Virovitičko-podravskoj županiji
Prema ukupnom prihodu IT industrije po županijama u
2020. godini [1], Virovitičko-podravska županija
pozicionirana je na samom dnu, tik iznad Ličko-senjske, s
godišnjim prihodom od 17.96M kn (Slika 1).
Grad Zagreb
Istarska
Zagrebačka
Splitsko-dalmatinska
Primorsko-goranska
Osječko-baranjska
Varaždinska
Međimurska
Sisačko-moslavačka
Bjelovarsko-bilogorska
Karlovačka
Brodsko-posavska
Dubrovačko-neretvanska
Zadarska
Koprivničko-križevačka
Krapinsko-zagorska
Šibensko-kninska
Vukovarsko-srijemska
Požeško-slavonska
Virovitičko-podravska
Ličko-senjska

21703,38
1407,92
837,69
657,52
561,23
433,67
408,69
323,84
312,23
234,15
206,89
135,46
117,27
113,24
107,04
91,85
52,60
51,66
33,77
17,96
5,41

Slika 1. Ukupni prihod (u milijunima kn) hrvatske IT industrije po
županijama u 2020. godini. Izvor: [1]
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Neposredno
iznad
Virovitičko-podravske
pozicionirane su Požeško-slavonska i Vukovarskosrijemska županija, koje imaju dva odnosno tri puta veći
prihod od Virovitičko-podravske županije. Radi
mogućnosti usporedbe, navodimo činjenicu da prema
popisu stanovništva iz 2021. godine, Požeško-slavonska
ima manje stanovnika od Virovitičko-podravske županije
(64.420 naspram 70.660), dok ih Vukovarsko srijemska
ima znatno više (144.438). Od slavonskih županija nešto
su bolje pozicionirane Brodsko-posavska odnosno
Osječko-baranjska županija.
Ono što može ohrabriti kada se govori o razvoju IT
industrije na području Virovitičko-podravske županije je
činjenica da je rast koji je ostvaren 2020. godine u odnosu
na prethodnu godinu među pet najvećih u Republici
Hrvatskoj. Na slici 2 se vide prilično velike postotne stope
rasta po pojedinim županijama (čak 11 sa stopom rasta od
10% ili više). Međutim, ukupna stopa rasta na nivou
Hrvatske iznosi 3.3%.
Šibensko-kninska
Požeško-slavonska
Karlovačka
Osječko-baranjska
Virovitičko-podravska
Zagrebačka
Istarska
Bjelovarsko-bilogorska
Varaždinska
Sisačko-moslavačka
Primorsko-goranska
Brodsko-posavska
Ličko-senjska
Međimurska
Vukovarsko-srijemska
Zadarska
Grad Zagreb
Krapinsko-zagorska
Splitsko-dalmatinska
Dubrovačko-neretvanska
Koprivničko-križevačka

35,10%
28,50%
27,70%
27,20%
15,60%
15,20%
12,50%
12,00%
11,80%
10,20%
10,00%
8,40%
7,60%
7,30%
6,50%
2,40%
1,70%
-1,00%
-1,30%
-11,70%
-35,00%

Slika 2. Godišnje postotne stope rasta ukupnog prihoda hrvatske IT
industrije po županijama u 2020. godini. Izvor: [1]

II.

IT KAO MEHANIZAM ZAUSTAVLJANJA ISELJAVANJA

U ovom poglavlju bit će razmotren fenomen
iseljavanja stanovništva, koji je svoju službenu potvrdu
dobio nedavno objavljenim rezultatima popisa
stanovništva u Republici Hrvatskoj. Fokusirat ćemo se na
razloge iseljavanja te razmotriti u kojem je odnosu
otvaranje novih radnih mjesta u IT sektoru s navedenim
najčešćim razlozima iseljavanja ljudi iz Hrvatske.
A. Razlozi iseljavanja
Prema popisu stanovništva iz 2021. godine,
Virovitičko-podravska županija ima 70.660 stanovnika,
što je u odnosu na popis iz 2011. godine 14.176 stanovnika
manje (pad sa 84.836).
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Mada cjeloviti podaci gotovo ne postoje, te su čak i pri
samom popisu stanovništva iz 2021. uočene neke
pogreške, možemo se složiti da je jedan od glavnih razloga
ovog pada u broju stanovnika svakako iseljavanje, kako u
druge dijelove Hrvatske, tako i u inozemstvo. O ovoj
tematici ne postoje cjelovite studije, a sama tematika
zahtjeva interdisciplinarni pristup koji svakako mora
uključivati demografe, sociologe, psihologe i ekonomiste.
Ipak postoje određena parcijalna istraživanja koja mogu
ukazati na određene probleme.
Istraživanje predstavljeno u [4] je nastavak niza
istraživanja istih autora o kvaliteti radnog života u
Hrvatskoj i utjecaja koje ona ima na produktivnost i sreću
radnika. Polazna ideja nije revolucionarna: autori smatraju
da će ljudi biti motivirani i zadovoljni na poslovima na
kojima mogu zadovoljiti svoje ključne psihološke potrebe.
Nakon polazne ideje slijedi razrada, tijekom koje su autori
identificirali tri ključne domene u kojima ljudi
zadovoljavaju važne potrebe na poslu. To su:
•
•
•

ekonomska sigurnost
socijalni odnosi na poslu
mogućnost osobnog razvoja na radnom mjestu

Uspoređujući ove čimbenike s podacima iz drugih
zemalja Europske unije ([5], [6]), autori zaključuju da
Hrvatska po kvaliteti radnog života značajno zaostaje za
zemljama zapadne, „stare“ Europe. Osim toga, pojavljuje
se i zaostajanje za tranzicijskim zemljama koje su u EU
primljene 2004. godine. Predviđeno je da će zaostajanje u
mogućnostima ljudi da na „domaćim“ poslovima
zadovolje ključne potrebe utjecati na migracijske
trendove, što se na žalost pokazalo točnim.
TABLICA I.

RAZLOZI ISELJAVANJA S OBZIROM NA UČESTALOST
ODABIRA. IZVOR: [4]
Razlog odlaska

%
odabira

Nemogućnost ostvarivanja prihoda koji omogućuju normalan
život

65.3

Rasprostranjenost korupcije u društvu

53.2

Opći osjećaj netrpeljivosti u društvu

30.2

Nedostatak prilika za osobni razvoj

28.1

Loša kvaliteta rada državnih institucija

25.9

Nekvalitetni životni uvjeti

25.7

Nemogućnost profesionalnog razvoja

23.6

Loša kvaliteta ponuđenih poslova

20.5

Nemogućnost zadovoljavajućeg rješavanja stambenog pitanja

18.9

Nepoticajno radno okruženje

17.1

Neravnomjerna razvijenost regija

5.3

U istraživanju [4] obuhvaćeno je 1126 sudionika koji
su napustili Hrvatsku u razdoblju od 2013. do 2019.
godine. Sukladno očekivanju, većinu uzorka činili su
iseljenici u EU (najviše sudionika je bilo iz Njemačke i
Ujedinjenog Kraljevstva). Autori navode kako nasuprot
„gastarbajterskom“ valu iz 1960-ih i 1970-ih, koji su
dominantno činili muškarci srednje dobi i nižeg
obrazovanja, u trenutačnom iseljeničkom valu u
značajnom obimu sele i visoko obrazovani ljudi, na žalost
s cijelim obiteljima. Ono što ohrabruje je da je manje od
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petina ispitanika izjavilo da njihov povratak ne dolazi u
obzir, dok je preko 80% njih ipak ostavilo povratku
„odškrinuta vrata“.
Na listi mogućih razloga iseljavanja, sudionici
istraživanja mogli su odabrati najviše tri razloga. Razlozi
iseljavanja s obzirom na učestalost odabira prikazani su u
tablici 1.
B. Odnos otvaranja novih radnih mjesta u IT
sektoru i razloga iseljavanja
Pokušat ćemo razmotriti kako bi pronalazak posla u IT
sektoru utjecao na razloge iseljavanja iz tablice 1.
Smatramo da bi hipotetsko zapošljavanje ispitanika na
radno mjesto u IT sektoru direktno i trenutno utjecalo na
anuliranje ovih razloga iseljavanja:
•
•
•
•

Nemogućnost
ostvarivanja
prihoda
omogućuju normalan život
Nedostatak prilika za osobni razvoj
Nemogućnost profesionalnog razvoja
Nepoticajno radno okruženje

koji

Tijekom vremena rada u IT sektoru, i ovi razlozi bi bili
anulirani:
•
•

Nekvalitetni životni uvjeti
Nemogućnost
zadovoljavajućeg
stambenog pitanja

rješavanja

Nadalje, globalni razvoj IT sektora na području
slavonskih županija i povećana ponuda radnih mjesta u
tom sektoru utjecali bi na anuliranje ovih razloga
iseljavanja:
•
•

Neravnomjerna razvijenost regija
Loša kvaliteta ponuđenih poslova

Vidljivo je da bi IT-zacija Virovitičko-podravske
županije, ali i drugih manje razvijenih županija u
Hrvatskoj bila u stanju anulirati ogromnu većinu razloga
koji u ovom trenutku tjeraju ljude na odlazak iz Slavonije
odnosno Hrvatske.
Preostali razlozi, koji u gornjem tekstu nisu spomenuti,
su:
•
•
•

Rasprostranjenost korupcije u društvu
Opći osjećaj netrpeljivosti u društvu
Loša kvaliteta rada državnih institucija

No, to što ovi razlozi nisu gore spomenuti, ne znači da
rast IT sektora ne bi na njih dugoročno i indirektno utjecao.
Naime, više zaposlenih u IT sektoru značilo bi i više
ljudi koji ostvaruju solidna i stabilna primanja. Na primjer,
nasuprot prosječnoj neto plaći u IT sektoru u 2020. godini,
u iznosu od 8.998 kn, stoji prosječna neto plaća na
području Virovitičko-podravskoj županiji u iznosu od
5.808 kn. Navedena se plaća u Virovitičko-podravskoj
županiji ne odnosi isključivo na IT sektor, jer je premalo
ljudi koji zarađuju na taj način. Stoga ova usporedba
ponajviše sugerira mogući benefit koji bi bio ostvaren
otvaranjem radnih mjesta u IT sektoru i promjenom
„sektorske“ strukture zaposlenih.
U prethodnom tekstu spomenut je pojam „žilavosti“ IT
sektora. To znači da su „žilave“ tvrtke, da su radna mjesta
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„žilava“, ali proširujemo to u ovom trenutku tezom da su i
znanja koja imaju ljudi zaposleni u IT također „žilava“.
Sve navedeno znači da je vjerojatnost gubitka posla
uslijed „havarije broda“ odnosno „prenapregnutosti
materijala“, drugim riječima uslijed insolventnosti tvrtke u
kojoj radite, u IT sektoru znatno manja. Ono što je ovdje
znatno važnije od ove činjenice jeste to da je i znanje
„žilavo“. Osoba koja danas izgubi posao u IT sektoru, već
sutra ga može pronaći i pri tome boraviti bilo gdje,
neovisno o mjestu rada. Gore spomenuti ljudi koji
ostvaruju solidna i stabilna primanja i kojima nad glavom
ne visi mač iznenadnog gubitka posla, postaju neovisni o
politici, imaju želju i mogućnost iznositi vlastito mišljenje
kakvo god ono bilo, mogu u bilo kojem trenutku i
kontekstu reći „car je gol!“ te na taj način počinju
dugoročno utjecati i na društvenu klimu. Time bi se ova
posljednja tri razloga iseljavanja stanovništva dugoročno
umanjila ako ne i potpuno eliminirala.
C. Korištenje potencijala IT industrije u Slavoniji
– primjeri dobre prakse
Neki slavonski gradovi i županije prepoznali su
potencijal IT industrije, te su napravili konkretne korake u
smjeru razvoja IT industrije. U Novskoj je otvoren
poduzetnički inkubator PISMO namijenjen, između
ostalog, i razvoju industrije video-igara. Inkubator je
osnovan u sklopu inicijative „Sisačko-moslavačka
županija – centar gaming industrije“, u okviru EU projekta
„Stvaranje poticajnog poduzetničkog okruženja u Sisačkomoslavačkoj županiji“, čiji je nositelj Razvojna agencija
Sisačko-moslavačke županije SI-MO-RA d.o.o. U sklopu
projekta obnovljene su dvije zgrade s ukupno 20 ureda,
coworking prostorom i konferencijskim dvoranama te je
kupljena oprema namijenjena gaming industriji (motion
capture studio, fotogrametrijski studio, video i glazbeni
studio, 3D printer, računala te VR oprema).
U Lipiku je 2020. otvoren Centar umjetne inteligencije
kao odjel u sklopu Lipičke razvojne i turističke agencije
LIRA d.o.o. Unutar centra djeluju Edukacijski centar
umjetne inteligencije koji provodi edukacije i
osposobljavanja polaznika te Poduzetnički inkubator
umjetne inteligencije koji pruža smještaj i podršku
tvrtkama koje se bave programiranjem i umjetnom
inteligencijom.
Osijek je već dugi niz godina predvodnik IT scene u
Slavoniji, u kojem su mnoge tvrtke povezane u udrugu
Osijek Software City. Projekt je pokrenut početkom 2012.
godine kojim osječke IT tvrtke djeluju prema lokalnoj
zajednici.
III.

ODRŽIVI EKOSUSTAV RAZVOJA IT INDUSTRIJE U
VIROVITIČKO-PODRAVSKOJ ŽUPANIJI

A. Ljudski resursi kao osnova
Osnova razvoja IT industrije su ljudski resursi. U
strukturi troškova IT tvrtki troškovi ljudskih resursa
premašuju ostale troškove, a potražnja za IT stručnjacima
je znatno veća od ponude. Stoga je vrlo bitno, razmatramo
li mogućnost uspostavljanja održivog ekosustava razvoja
IT, ostvariti kontinuirani priljev IT stručnjaka u sam
ekosustav.
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B. Obrazovne institucije
Kako bi se ostvario kontinuirani priljev kadra u IT
sektor, nužno je osigurati infrastrukturu obrazovnih
institucija, jer je najrealnije očekivati priljev iz tog izvora.
Ovdje,
samorazumljivo,
glavnu
ulogu
igraju
visokoškolske obrazovne institucije te ustanove koje se
bave cjeloživotnim obrazovanjem, međutim, vrlo bitnu
ulogu moraju odigrati i IT tvrtke.
Posebnu ulogu kod stvaranja „programerskog“ kadra
igraju stručni studiji, koji se mogu izvoditi na
veleučilištima. Dobar primjer je stručni studij Računarstva
koji se na Veleučilištu u Virovitici izvodi od 2016. godine.
Studij je koncipiran tako da postoji devet ključnih
predmeta koji su direktno vezani uz programske
paradigme, jezike i tehnologije, na kojima su obvezni
projektni zadaci. Prednost stručnog studija u ovom slučaju
je orijentiranost na programersku struku te fleksibilnost.
Naime, hrvatska veleučilišta su uglavnom mala, studijske
programe moguće je mijenjati na razini Stručnog vijeća,
posebno ukoliko se promjene rade dodavanjem novih
izbornih predmeta na listu s koje studenti odabiru one koje
će slušati – dakle, bez promjene same strukture studijskog
programa i omjera ECTS bodova između obveznih i
izbornih predmeta.
C. Održivi ekosustav
Međutim, kao i IT tvrtke, visokoškolske institucije i
ustanove visokoškolskog obrazovanja imaju problem s

nastavnim osobljem u IT domeni. Posebice je to vidljivo
kod javnih veleučilišta čiji osnivač je Vlada Republike
Hrvatske, a veleučilišta po županijama izvan Zagreba to
uglavnom jesu. Plaća je fiksna i propisana sustavom
osnovica-koeficijent, te se postavlja pitanje kako pronaći
kvalitetnog IT stručnjaka koji će prenositi znanje
studentima i raditi za ponekad višestruko manju plaću od
one koju bi mogao ostvariti u realnom IT sektoru. Jer, da
bi mogao znanje kvalitetno prenositi studentima, nastavnik
ga morati steći i nadograđivati. Ukoliko govorimo o
studiju programiranja, kod visoko stručnih predmeta
nastavnici moraju biti i – developeri. Da bi se to moglo
ostvariti, nužno je uspostaviti održivi ekosustav razvoja IT
industrije u Virovitičko-podravskoj županiji, primjenjiv i
na ostale slavonske županije (slika 3). IT tvrtka kao
najvažniji resurs ima vlastite IT stručnjake (programeri,
arhitekti i sl.) Njihov priljev u manjem dijelu dolazit će s
tržišta rada, a u većem dijelu iz visokoškolskih institucija i
ustanova cjeloživotnog obrazovanja. Osim toga, iz ovih
izvora dolazit će i znanje koje nastavnici dijele sa
stručnjacima (znanje je na slici 3 označeno kao objekt
transfera u više smjerova, te predstavlja resurs koji se
dijeljenjem umnožava i postaje kvalitetniji). Osim
klasično transfera znanja u smjeru nastavnici-zaposlenici
tvrtke, iznimno je poželjno da svoje znanje nastavnici
prenose u tvrtku i kroz rad na tržišnim projektima kao dio
projektnog tima tvrtke (crvena strelica na slici 3).

Nezaposleni i
zaposleni u
ostalim
sektorima

Srednjoškolsko obrazovanje
Studenti

Polaznici
Motivacija

Nastavnik

Motivacija
Iskustvo
Znanje
Kapital
Nastavnici

Polaznik

Student

Nastavnik

Visokoškolske institucije

Ljudski resursi
Znanje

Motivacija

Cjeloživotno
obrazovanje

IT stručnjak
(ljudski resursi)
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Slika 2. Održivi ekosustav razvoja IT industrije u Virovitičko-podravskoj županiji.
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Da bi se obrazovne institucije i ustanove nosile s
problemom nedostatka nastavnog kadra, nužno je da tvrtke
dijele svoja iskustva i znanja s njima, a također i da dijele
kapital u obliku donacija. Osim toga, dio IT stručnjaka
treba sudjelovati u nastavnom procesu u ulozi nastavnika.
Ovdje ne govorimo o gostu-predavaču, koji odradi
nekoliko sati po semestru, kako bi se formalno dobio
dokaz o „sprezi visokoškolske institucije i gospodarstva“,
tako poželjan u reakreditacijskim procesima; ovdje
govorimo o stručnjaku koji će aktivno izvoditi nastavu te
sudjelovati u oblikovanju sadržaja predmeta, nastavnih
materijala i, posebno, laboratorijskih i konstrukcijskih
vježbi.
Problem kontinuiranog smanjivanja broja studenata
mora se početi rješavati „u korijenu“, što znači da treba
motivirati učenike srednjih, pa i osnovnih, škola da za svoj
poziv odaberu IT, upravo zato da ih razlozi spomenuti u
tablici 1 ne otjeraju iz Hrvatske. Motivirati treba i
nezaposlene odnosno zaposlene u drugim sektorima, na
koje se odnose gore spomenuti razlozi, da se pokušaju
pozicionirati u IT sektoru kroz neke od programa
cjeloživotnog obrazovanja. U konačnici, IT tvrtka svoja
znanja i ljudske resurse ulaže u provođenje tržišnih
projekata.
D. Uočeni problemi i moguća rješenja
Problem broj 1: Nedostatak studijskih programa
Mreža veleučilišta koja mogu izvoditi stručne studije u
Hrvatskoj je razgranata i pokriva cijelu Hrvatsku. Gotovo
da nema mjesta u Hrvatskoj koje u krugu od nekoliko
desetaka kilometara nema dostupan studij. Ovo uistinu jest
ogromno bogatstvo, međutim, manji dio studijskih
programa pozicioniran je u STEM području, posebice u
računarstvu. Samo izdavanje dopusnica nakon procesa
inicijalne akreditacije ne bi trebalo biti sporno; sa
stanovišta države odnosno resornog ministarstva ono je
čak i poželjno. Glavni razlog zbog čega nema više ovakvih
studijskih programa leži u problemu broj 2.
Problem broj 2: Nedostatak nastavnog kadra na
visokoškolskim institucijama
Ovaj problem ponajviše leži u tome što je inače teško
vratiti IT stručnjake u malu slavonsku županiju, a to je
posebice teško ukoliko se radi o striktno propisanoj
limitiranoj plaći koju mu se može ponuditi. Nadalje,
postoji i paradoks po kojem asistent koji prelazi u nastavno
zvanje predavača odlazi na manji koeficijent (što znači
manju plaću), čime se praktički destimulira napredovanje.
Nadalje, kvalitetan nastavnički kadar koji ima ambiciju
školovati kvalitetne programere mora nužno biti uključen
u rad pod tržišnim uvjetima. Zbog toga je nužna uska
suradnja tvrtki i obrazovnih institucija, kojom bi se
nastavnike uključivalo u projekte tvrtki, što bi im bilo
plaćeno kroz povećanje redovne plaće tijekom trajanja
projekta. Ovo trenutno nije moguće provesti na
jednostavan način, barem što se tiče sustava centralnog
obračuna plaća (COP) pri resornom ministarstvu. Rješenje
problema je trivijalno i opisano je sljedećim scenarijem:
nastavnik N zaposlen na instituciji I pronalazi projekt na
kojem može sudjelovati u suradnji s tvrtkom T. Institucija
I s nastavnikom N potpisuje dodatak ugovora o radu, koji
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vrijedi određeno vrijeme trajanja projekta. Ovim
dodatkom se definira izvor prihoda i dodatni koeficijent
(dodatni bruto iznos) koji će biti isplaćivan. Sustav COP
treba modificirati na način da može primati koeficijente iz
dva izvora, od kojih će jedan u ovom slučaju biti dio
prihoda koji će tvrtka T plaćati tijekom trajanja projekta
instituciji I, dok će drugi izvor biti redovan koeficijent iz
osnovnog ugovora o radu. U dio stručnog rada koji je
nastavnik N dužan provoditi sukladno kolektivnom
ugovoru za znanost i visoko obrazovanje potrebno je
uvažiti i angažman na ovakvom projektu, čime se
opravdava isplata dijela plaće prema osnovnom ugovoru o
radu. Benefiti ovog pristupa su sljedeći:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Nastavnik N stječe iskustvo rada pod tržišnim
uvjetima koje zatim prenosi studentima
Ukoliko se na isti projekt uključe i studenti putem
student-servisa, razvija se međusobni odnos
nastavnik-student u drugačijem okruženju od
onog akademskog, što će dovesti do bolje
suradnje i međusobnog poštovanja i u čisto
akademskom okruženju
Tvrtka T ima širi krug ljudi s kojima surađuje te
koji mogu popuniti „rupe“ u određenom trenutku
koji je možda kritičan u smislu resursa
Nastavnik N je zadovoljan svojim primanjima i
statusom
Institucija I postaje vidljivija i prepoznatljiva po
kompetencijama svojih nastavnika
Dio prihoda s projekta ostaje instituciji I

Problem broj 3: Nedostatak
visokoškolskim institucijama

studenata

na

Kako bi bilo koja visokoškolska institucija bila
održiva, mora postojati određeni broj studenata koji joj
gravitiraju. Stoga je vrlo bitno da svi akteri ovog
ekosustava motiviraju srednjoškolce da upisuju studije
računarstva, kako je i prikazano na slici 3. Tu se otvara
sljedeći problem.
Problem broj 4: Nedostatak srednjoškolskih
programa
Dobra baza za studije računarstva, uz gimnazijske
programe, svakako su i programi za računalne operatere.
Njih na području Virovitičko-podravske županije na žalost
nema. Sama nabava opreme za izvođenje ovakvih
programa ne bi smjela biti problematična. Problem su, kao
i u IT sektoru, ljudi.
Problem broj 5: Nedostatak i višak srednjoškolskih
nastavnika
Otvaranjem srednjoškolskih odjeljenja računalnih
tehničara, neminovno bi došlo do toga da se pojedina
odjeljenja moraju „zatvoriti“. To u konačnici znači da neko
od postojećeg nastavnog kadra postaje tehnološki višak. S
druge strane, potrebno je pronaći nastavnike za izvođenje
nastave na „računalnim“ programima.
Prvi problem mora se rješavati u dogovoru s
osnivačem, a to je Županija. Ljude se ne treba „bacati na
cestu“, ali svakako treba procijeniti: ukoliko se ljude na
kvalitetan način zbrine uz određene troškove, nije li to u
konačnici ipak manji trošak od školovanja kadrova čija
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perspektiva će biti znatno suženija i kojima će navedeni
razlozi odlaska iz Hrvatske iz tablice 1 biti realnost.

[2]
[3]

IV. ZAKLJUČAK
U radu je ukratko dan pregled statusa IT sektora u
Hrvatskoj i Virovitičko-podravskoj županiji. Razmotreni
su razlozi iseljavanja stanovništva, te provedena gruba
analiza kakav utjecaj bi razvoj IT sektora i zapošljavanje
ljudi u njemu imali na anuliranje razloga zbog kojih ljudi
najviše iseljavaju iz Hrvatske. Konačno, predložen je
model ekosustava, koji bi trebao osigurati stabilnost svih
čimbenika (obrazovne institucije i tvrtke) unutar sustava,
kako bi on bio dugoročno održiv.
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Analyzing Linter Usage and Warnings Through
Mining Software Repositories: A Longitudinal
Case Study of JavaScript Packages
Tjaša Heričko, Boštjan Šumak
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Maribor, Maribor, Slovenia
{tjasa.hericko, bostjan.sumak}@um.si
Abstract—Linters are static analysis tools supporting developers by automatically detecting possible code errors, bad
coding practices, violations of coding conventions, and styling
issues while offering actionable advice on how to resolve these
concerns to prevent inconsistencies in the codebase, errors,
and degrading software quality. They are especially beneficial
for software projects based on dynamically-typed languages,
e.g., JavaScript, which are more prone to development
errors and inconsistencies due to languages’ dynamic nature.
However, little is known about how their usage and generated
warnings evolve throughout the entire development histories
of real-world software projects. This paper performs source
code-based commit history analysis on 15 JavaScript npm
packages. The empirical analysis of 16,562 commits revealed
that the choice of linter and their configurations are rarely
subjected to change once introduced to a package. When
configurations do change, most modifications are minor.
Unresolved violations of rules, which produce warnings,
generally increase. Though, the density of warnings was
found to be slightly decreasing with the maturity of a package
– overall and for each distinct group of warnings.
Keywords—software quality assurance, static code analysis,
lint, code repositories, npm packages, JavaScript

I. I NTRODUCTION
In modern software development, performing code
checks has become a vital part of the development process.
Static code analysis complements quality assurance techniques, namely manual code review and testing, to provide
support for quality assessment of the code [1]–[3]. Tools
performing static analysis automatically, most commonly
referred to as automated static analysis tools (ASATs)
[2]–[5], analyze a software without having to run it [6].
Instead, ASATs work directly on a software’s code [3], [5].
They take advantage of code representations, e.g., abstract
syntax trees, by utilizing them to represent software’s code
and inspecting them to find patterns that are known to
be problematic [5], [7]. The tools define such patterns in
the form of rules, which are tool- and language-dependent
yet, in general, concerned with detecting coding mistakes,
noncompliance with best practices, and violations of coding conventions [3], [7]. If the tool detects that a rule is
violated, it generates a warning, alerting developers about
potential issues in the code [6], [7].
Developers can benefit significantly from using ASATs
as they enable early detection of quality flaws, potential
faults, and deviations from coding standards and guidelines. This helps them to reduce defects, prevent inconsis-
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tencies, and improve the overall software quality of their
projects [1], [2], [4], [8]. Due to these benefits, developers
often define ASATs in software repositories and use them
daily in several contexts, in particular local programming,
code reviews, and continuous integration [2], [3].
With the increasing popularity of JavaScript as the
language of choice for software development [9], [10],
static analysis for JavaScript-based software has become
an active area of research in recent years. Especially
considering that its dynamic nature largely contributes
to inconsistencies [11] and proneness to coding errors
and defects [12]–[14]. In the code of dynamically-typed
languages, unexpected behavior can quickly be introduced
with simple syntactic or spelling mistakes and can go
unnoticed for a long time due to the absence of compilers [11], [15]. Contrarily, in the code of statically-typed
languages, such mistakes are addressed at compile time.
Hence, software written in dynamically-typed languages
can benefit more from ASATs [3]. In the JavaScript community, ASATs performing relatively simple static analysis
to flag the aforementioned issues are referred to as linters
[11], [14], [16]. While prior work has already investigated
the adoption of JavaScript linters in practice [11], [14],
[17], [18], as well as the usage of ASATs from a long-term
perspective in general [2], [3], [5], there is a lack of empirical evidence on how their usage and reports evolve in realworld JavaScript-based software projects throughout their
entire development lifespan. To address this, this work
conducts an in-depth case study on the repository histories
of 15 open-source JavaScript npm packages, focusing on
linter usage, changes in configurations, and evolution of
generated warnings throughout packages’ development.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are:
• We present a case study on linting tools usage and
their configuration evolution based on a fine-grained
commit-level analysis of 15 JavaScript npm packages.
• We present a case study on linter warning trends
characteristics and evolution based on a fine-grained
commit-level analysis utilizing warnings generated by
the ESLint tool on 15 JavaScript npm packages.
• We build on findings from existing studies by providing a more in-depth, longitudinal perspective on
linting tool usage and warnings in the JavaScript
ecosystem throughout entire packages’ development.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Existing empirical studies have investigated ASATs for
different programming languages from various research
perspectives. Researchers have addressed their perception
and usage by practitioners [2]–[4], [6], [11], [14], [18],
[19], their impact on software quality [5], [7], [20], automatic project-specific customization of configurations [1],
[19], capturing of warning resolution patterns [4], [21]–
[23], and their integration into development pipelines [8].
In recent years, several researchers have addressed
ASATs specifically for JavaScript code. Tómasdóttir et
al. [11] interviewed 15 developers responsible for linter
configurations in JavaScript projects, focusing on why they
use linters, how they configure them, and what challenges
they face. The study was later extended [14] with a survey
of 337 developers from the JavaScript community, further
discussing the matter, and an empirical analysis of 9,500
ESLint configuration files, exploiting the most common
linter configuration patterns. Santos et al. [17] investigated
bad coding practices in 31 JavaScript systems, while Campos et al. [16] analyzed linter rule violations in 336,000
JavaScript code snippets published on Stack Overflow.
Rafnsson et al. [15] investigated the adoption of linters for
finding and preventing security vulnerabilities. Ueda et al.
[19] proposed a method to automatically customize linter
rules to adjust to software projects’ code. While these
studies have researched various aspects of the usage of
JavaScript linters in practice, to the best of our knowledge,
no study has investigated how their usage, configurations,
and violations evolve throughout a project’s development
lifetime; the gap we aim to address with this work.
Although others have investigated evolutionary aspects of
code quality assurance in the context of JavaScript projects
[13], [18], [24], [25], this has not been yet addressed from
the point of view of linter configurations and reports.
There have been some similar retrospective studies
conducted to ours. Beller et al. [3] investigated the use of
nine ASATs and their configurations in 168,214 projects
written in Java, JavaScript, Ruby, and Python. The results
showed that 59% of the projects relied on at least one
ASAT and that 80% of configuration files never changed.
For the ones that did, the changes were small and occurred
in close time intervals. These findings were confirmed in
a later study by Vassallo et al. [2], where 56 developers
were surveyed. Half of the participants reported that
they configure ASATs at the project’s kick-off only, yet,
20% declared they modify configurations monthly. An
additional inspection of 176 open-source projects written
in Java, JavaScript, Ruby, and Python revealed that, in
general, 66% of the analyzed projects defined at least
one ASAT in their repository, while the percentage is
even higher in the case of JavaScript (81%). Another
similar study was conducted by Trautsch et al. [5]. The
authors investigated the evolution of warnings generated
by the PMD tool on 54 Java projects throughout their
development. The results showed that the warnings’ sum
increased over the years in most projects. However, as the
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number of warnings was found to be correlated with the
size of the projects, the density of warnings calculated
per logical lines of code in a project was found to be
decreasing. Thus, they conclude that, on average, the
overall general quality of code is improving over time
if measured by warning density. Our study differs from
these longitudinal studies in three key aspects: (i) We
focus on JavaScript software projects only, which may
yield different results because of the differences in ASATs
for statically-typed and dynamically-typed languages. (ii)
We focus on a smaller set of projects, which allows us
to provide a more in-depth analysis. (iii) As projects are
developed iteratively, we take a closer look at the evolution
of linter usage and warnings with regard to commits,
release versions, and calendar years.
III. S TUDY D ESIGN
A. Objectives and Research Questions
This work sets out to address the following research
questions (RQs):
RQ1 How does linter usage evolve throughout development in JavaScript packages?
RQ1.1 How often and when does a change in a
linter tool configured for a package occurs?
RQ1.2 How often and why do linter configurations
for a package change?
RQ2 How do linter warnings evolve throughout development in JavaScript packages?
RQ2.1 Are linter warnings increasing throughout
development of a package?
RQ2.2 Are there differences in warning trends between distinct groups of warnings (i.e., possible logic errors, best practices, and stylerelated warnings)?
B. Case Selection
To address the research questions, 15 packages were selected randomly from the npm registry [26] to be included
in the case study. To ensure inclusion of the relevant case
subjects, the selection process was guided by the following
criteria: programming language (package is JavaScriptbased), code availability (code of the package is publicly available on GitHub), repository activity (package’s
repository contains at least 250 commits), and maturity
(package has released at least three major versions).
C. Data Collection
For every case subject, the source code and the list
of commit history along with their metadata (contributor,
date, commit message, etc.) were collected from a GitHub
repository. Commits in the repositories are commonly
made simultaneously in the main branch and several subbranches, which eventually merge with the master branch.
Thus, considering all commits made while ordering them
by date could result in unwanted jumps in data as several
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TABLE I: JavaScript npm packages selected in the case study with the characteristics of included commits.
PACKAGE
ACORN
ASYNC
BABEL LOADER
CHAI
CSS LOADER
GULP
HEXO
INQUIRER
JS YAML
MOCHA
NODEMAILER
QS
RIOT
TAPE
WS

NPM W EEKLY
D OWNLOADS *

N UMBER OF
C OMMITS

N UMBER OF
R ELEASES

R ANGE OF
R ELEASES

70,168,567
54,083,018
14,647,066
5,047,917
17,848,320
1,448,092
18,546
25,326,691
47,644,947
6,408,988
1,918,883
65,720,585
5,582
663,533
56,806,584

966
1,012
342
768
663
755
1687
499
1,073
2,574
727
622
2,697
696
1,481

106
85
63
79
138
74
136
87
75
184
223
84
202
133
155

0.0.1–5.7.4
0.1.0–3.2.2
0.1.0–8.2.2
0.0.1–4.3.5
0.1.0–6.7.0
0.0.1–4.0.1
0.0.1–6.0.0
0.0.0–6.0.0
0.0.1–4.0.0
0.0.0–9.2.0
0.0.0–6.7.1
0.0.0–6.9.7
0.9.10–6.1.1
0.0.0–5.5.1
0.0.1–8.5.0

* Data was collected from the npm package registry on Feb. 27, 2022.

different variations of the source code exist at the same
time. As this work aims to analyze the evolutionary trends,
a single sequence of commits with consecutively made
commits over time was selected instead, following the
procedure conducted by Trautsch [5]. We started from
the oldest commit available on the master branch, moving
up in the parent-child-structured commit history graph by
selecting the first parent of each commit, finishing at the
newest available commit on the master branch. For each
commit, package version specified in the package.json
file was extracted. Versions were represented using semantic versioning in the form of Major.Minor.Patch, e.g., 2.0.1
(note that pre-release identifiers were discarded). Commits
that did not include the package version were omitted. A
more detailed overview of packages and their development
history included in the case study is presented in Table I.
1) RQ1: To capture the usage and configurations of
linters in each package, the commits were mined. We
limited our analysis to four linting tools, i.e., ESLint,
JSLint, JSHint, and JSCS, the most commonly used linters
in the JavaScript community based on prior conducted
study [3]. To answer RQ1.1, the introduction or removal
of any of the four analyzed linters was extracted with the
help of the git log command and captured changes to
specified "dependencies" or "devDependencies" fields in
the package’s package.json file. To answer RQ1.2, the
introduction, change, or removal of configurations files
of any of the four analyzed linters were captured using
the git log command and detected changes to configurations files. For each linter, relevant files where their
configurations can be specified were considered – for ESLint configurations are placed inside "eslintConfig" field in
the package.json file or in the .eslintrc.{js, cjs,
json, yaml, yml} file, for JSHint configurations are
placed inside "jshintConfig" field in the package.json
file or in the .jshintrc file, and for JSCS configurations are placed in the .jscsrc.{js, json, yaml}
file. The two processes were fully automated using Bash
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T IME I NTERVAL OF
R ELEASES
Sep., 2012–Mar.,
Jun., 2010–Jan.,
Oct., 2014–Oct.,
Dec., 2011–Jan.,
Apr., 2012–Mar.,
Jul., 2013–May,
Sep., 2012–Jan.,
May, 2013–Jun.,
Oct., 2011–Apr.,
Aug., 2011–Feb.,
Jan., 2011–Nov.,
Jul., 2014–Jan.,
Feb., 2014–Jan.,
Nov., 2012–Feb.,
Nov., 2011–Feb.,

2020
2022
2021
2022
2022
2019
2022
2018
2021
2022
2021
2022
2022
2022
2022

G IT H UB R EPOSITORY **
acornjs/ acorn
caolan/async
babel/ babel-loader
chaijs/chai
webpack-contrib/ css-loader
gulpjs/gulp
hexojs/hexo
SBoudrias/ Inquirer.js
nodeca/js-yaml
mochajs/ mocha
nodemailer/nodemailer
ljharb/qs
riot/riot
substack/tape
websockets/ws

** Packages’ repositories are available at https://github.com/.

and Python3 scripts. To ensure the correctness of the data
collection processes, manual validation was conducted.
2) RQ2: To answer RQ2, each commit was traversed
and analyzed using ESLint v8.10.0. We chose the ESLint tool as it is the most commonly used linter in the
JavaScript ecosystem [2]. In the static analysis, files with
non-production code were ignored – directories with files
containing test code (test, tests, coverage), documentation files (doc, docs, examples), distribution files
(dist, releases, min), etc. ESLint was run with a preset
of rules eslint:all, which includes 262 rules regarding
possible problems (56 rules), best practice suggestions
(144 rules), and rules related to layout and formatting of
the code (62 rules). With this data collection process, we
extracted warning count per commit on two granularity
levels: warning count of each of the three groups of distinct
types of warnings and total warning count. In addition,
for counting lines of code, CLOC v1.92 was used. Again,
scripts were used to automate the process and manual
inspection was done to check for possible anomalies.
D. Data Analysis
1) RQ1: Qualitative data analysis and simple descriptive statistics were performed on the collected data.
2) RQ2: Additional metric – warning density – representing a ratio between warning count and software size
was calculated for each commit as the count of warnings
per 1,000 lines of code. To assess the normality of the data
distribution, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used. The
non-parametric Spearman’s correlation coefficient (ρ) was
then utilized to determine the correlation between software
size and warning count. Trend analysis was done using the
Mann-Kendall test, a non-parametric test for monotonic
trends, to analyze how the warnings evolve. Sen’s slope
estimator (β) was used to estimate the magnitude of the
trends. For assessing the differences in trends between
groups of warnings, the Marginal homogeneity test and
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test were used.
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IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. RQ1: Linter usage evolution
Out of 15 case subjects, only 1 did not include any linter
throughout its development. The remaining 14 defined at
least one linter early in development (6 packages defined
(first) linter within a year from kick-off) or over the course
of development. Only one linter was configured throughout
development in 5 packages, two different linters were
configured in 3 packages, three linters in 5 packages,
and four linters in 1 package. The configuration of multiple linters in a package repository was done either as
separately configured linters in mutually exclusive time
periods or a combination of linters in the same period.
ESLint and JSLint were mainly used alone; any overlap
with other linters was short and a part of a transitional
period. In contrast, JSCS was often combined with JSHint.
The inclusion of JSLint, JSHint, or JSCS in packages’
repositories was relatively short, on average 2, 1.3, and 1.6
years, respectively. ESLint is the current linter specified
in the latest version of the codebase in 14 packages and
has been up to the latest version, on average, included for
5.1 years. Among all packages that replaced a linter, we
observe two general movements: from JSLint to JSHint,
and from JSHint to ESLint. In addition, all migrations
to ESLint happened at a similar time, between April
2015 and October 2016. Moreover, among packages that
configured only one linter, ESLint was included in repositories between June 2015 and May 2018. This shows that
packages generally move to linters which provide more
rules and configuration options, confirming the assumption already made by Kavaler et al. [18]. More detailed,
package-specific results are presented in Appendix A.
Out of 28 configuration files related to linters specified
by our case subjects, 25 were modified after their introduction. On median, 15 changes overall, i.e., 1.9 changes per
year of linter usage, were made to configurations throughout the development of a package. Although previous studies have shown that ASATs are commonly adopted without
modifications to default configurations [3], a higher rate
of configuration changes was found for JavaScript linters.
However, most changes were minor, as 91% of these
changes were smaller changes to global options or changes
to a few rules. Only 9% could be considered major, where
a complete set of rules was changed, which could greatly
affect developers’ tool usage. In addition, changes related
to modifying linter configuration files represent, on median, only 1.4% of all commits made to our case subjects
(without considering commits related to the introduction
and removal of these files). It is interesting to note that
changes to configurations were often made by the same
contributors – on median, by only 5.5% of all contributors.
Most changes (57.1%) happened because of addition, deletion, or adjustment to rules. Some changes (33.7%) were
made to modify global configuration options, including
global variables, environments, and ignore patterns. A few
changes (9.2%) occurred due to organizational or stylistic
changes to configuration files.
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RQ1.1 Out of 15 packages, 9 configured more than
one linter throughout their development. The changes
in linters are scarce and predominantly due to general
movements to more advance linters, e.g., from JSHint
to ESLint. RQ1.2 Most linter configurations (89.3%)
were modified at least once after their introduction
to a package repository. Yet, these changes did not
happen often. When they did, 91% of them were
minor and mainly aimed to add, delete, or adjust rules.

B. RQ2: Linter warnings evolution
In Table II, the results of the trend analysis are presented. In 13 out of 15 case subjects, the number of warnings has an overall monotonic upward trend throughout
development. From a more short-term perspective, where
commits of each case subject are grouped by major release
version, an increasing trend was found in 74.3% of release
versions. In a study by Trautsch et al. [5], the absolute
number of warnings per commit was found to be positively
correlated with lines of code in Java projects (ρ=0.72,
p=0.00). Our study on JavaScript packages showed an
even stronger positive correlation (ρ=0.95, p=0.00). Thus,
as packages grow in terms of code size, the number of
generated linter warnings generally increases. Investigating warning evolution through warning density revealed
that 13 subjects out of 15 were found to have a consistent
downward warning density trend throughout development.
This shows that, in general, packages are improving in
terms of generated warnings per line of code. By grouping
commits of each case subject by major release version, a
decreasing trend was found in 44.6% of release versions.
There is no consensus across all case subjects that would
indicate similar trends in release versions.
For most subjects, the three groups of warnings had the
same warning trends, i.e., if the warning count trend was
upward for warnings related to best practice suggestions,
the same was true for styling-related warnings. The group
of warning with possible errors was found to be the
most different among the three as differences to the other
two groups were found in 6 and 3 subjects for warning
count and density trend, respectively. The only statistically
significant difference in overall trends was found in terms
of warning count between warnings regarding possible
errors and best practice suggestions (p=0.02), where more
warnings related to possible errors decreased rather than
increased compared to the other group. In Table III,
the pairwise analysis of the differences in trends’ slopes
between groups of warnings is presented. The magnitude
of the trend is significantly different between most pairs.
The highest positive slope of the warning count trend was
found for warnings related to stylistic issues (M =8.23),
followed by best practices (M =1.2) and possible logic
errors (M =0.00). Similarly, the highest negative slope of
the warning density trend was found for stylistic issues
(M =-0.4), followed by best practices (M =-0.25) and
possible errors (M =-0.02). This shows that, in general,
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TABLE II: Monotonic warning trends overall and per major releases.
PACKAGE
ACORN
ASYNC
BABEL - LOADER
CHAI
CSSLOADER
GULP
HEXO
INQUIRER
JSYAML
MOCHA
NODEMAILER
QS
RIOT
TAPE
WS

WARNING C OUNT
T REND

WARNING D ENSITY
T REND

pos. (Z=41.83, β=8.76)
pos. (Z=27.09, β=14.59)
pos. (Z=20.98, β=2.07)
pos. (Z=38.08, β=41.12)
pos. (Z=32.69, β=6.95)
neg. (Z=-18.75, β=-0.42)
pos. (Z=17.13, β=9.80)
pos. (Z=18.18, β=7.48)
n.s. (Z=1.33, β=1.58)
pos. (Z=26.51, β=8.09)
pos. (Z=11.62, β=8.31)
pos. (Z=30.50, β=3.05)
pos. (Z=52.32, β=32.35)
pos. (Z=34.57, β=2.15)
pos. (Z=3.11, β=0.67)

pos.=positive (p≤0.05)

neg.
neg.
neg.
pos.
neg.
neg.
neg.
neg.
neg.
neg.
neg.
pos.
neg.
neg.
neg.

(Z=-32.66, β=-2.83)
(Z=-16.43, β=-0.20)
(Z=-8.86, β=-2.63)
(Z=26.96, β=2.22)
(Z=-26.21, β=-3.24)
(Z=-19.17, β=-1.42)
(Z=-15.91, β=-0.45)
(Z=-12.63, β=-0.60)
(Z=-8.10, β=-0.42)
(Z=-13.35, β=-0.47)
(Z=-23.51, β=-2.96)
(Z=6.87, β=0.23)
(Z=-27.89, β=-0.44)
(Z=-30.23, β=-0.65)
(Z=-33.86, β=-1.04)

neg.=negative (p≤0.05)

TABLE III: Pairwise differences in overall warning
trends’ slopes between the three groups of warnings.
WARNING C OUNT WARNING D ENSITY
S LOPE D IFFERENCE S LOPE D IFFERENCE
Z=-3.29, p=0.00*
Z=-3.01, p=0.00*
Z=-3.24, p=0.00*

Z=-2.22, p=0.03*
Z=-1.02, p=0.31
Z=-2.50, p=0.01*

* Statistically significant results (p≤0.05)

RQ2.1 Warnings are generally increasing throughout development with package size. However, warnings per line of code are decreasing in most cases.
RQ2.2 There are rarely any differences in trends
among distinct groups of warnings, though the magnitude of their trends significantly differs.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated software repositories of
15 JavaScript-based npm packages to improve our understanding of how linter usage and warnings evolve in the
real world. There are several additional aspects studies
could address in the future. Firstly, a similar study on
linter warnings could be conducted, but rather than using
the same preset rules for all projects, project-defined rules
could be used to investigate if this study setting would
yield different conclusions. Secondly, a survival analysis
of linter warnings would provide some additional understanding of when a particular rule violation is introduced,
how long it persists in the code, and when it is resolved.
Furthermore, future research could investigate the relationship between linter warnings and external quality factors.
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R1

R2

R3

R4

neg.
neg.
neg.
pos.
neg.
pos.
pos.
n.s.
pos.
neg.
neg.
neg.
n.s.
neg.
pos.

pos.
neg.
/
neg.
pos.
/
neg.
neg.
pos.
n.s.
pos.
pos.
n.s.
neg.
neg.

pos.
pos.
/
n.s.
neg.
pos.
pos.
n.s.
pos.
neg.
neg.
pos.
neg.
neg.
neg.

pos.
n.s.
/
pos.
pos.
neg.
neg.
pos.
neg.
n.s.
neg.
n.s.
pos.
neg.
pos.

neg. neg.

n.s.=not significant (p>0.05)

warnings related to code style increased the most in terms
of absolute count throughout development and decreased
the most in terms of warning count per line of code.

Errors–Best practices
Best practices–Styling
Styling–Errors

WARNING D ENSITY T REND P ER M AJOR R ELEASES
R0

n.s.
neg.
neg.
neg.
pos.
pos.
/
neg.
neg.
n.s.
pos.
neg.
n.s.

R5

R6

R7

R8

n.s.

neg. neg. pos.

n.s.

neg.

R9

pos. /
n.s. /
neg.
/
pos.
pos.
neg.
pos.

neg. neg. neg. neg.
pos.
n.s.
pos.
neg. neg. neg.

/=cannot be determined (n<8)

A. Threats to Validity
Findings are based on a limited set of JavaScript packages, and further studies are needed to verify the generalizability of these findings. To reduce the threat related to
selection bias, our case subjects consist of a diverse set of
projects in terms of size and domains used. All subjects are
open-source. As such, its generalizability to closed-source
projects might be limited. Though, the open-source nature
of the included subjects facilitates the study’s replicability.
In the context of RQ1, the scope of the targeted linters is
limited to the four most popular linters. We expect similar
results to be observed even if more linters were included.
However, additional research is required to confirm this.
We noticed that several packages rely on external presets
of rules; thus, all changes in rules followed by a package
might not be reflected by the package’s repository itself.
As our study does not consider changes not included in a
package’s repository, this is a limitation of our study. In
the context of RQ2, we observe linter warnings reported
by one linter only – ESLint. Replication studies are needed
to confirm and generalize the findings with other linters.
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A PPENDIX
A. Linter tool usage evolution of each case subject
The evolution of linter tool usage in each package
included in the case study was found to be as follows:
• ACORN : ESLint was added in v4.0.11 (Mar., 2017).
• ASYNC : JSLint (using nodelint package) was added in
v0.1.16 (Jan., 2012). The linter was replaced by JSHint
and JSCS in v0.9.2 (May, 2015). In v2.0.0 (Jun., 2016),
the two linters were replaced by ESlint.
• BABEL LOADER : JSHint and JSCS were configured in
v5.1.3 (Jun., 2015). Migration to ESLint (using babeleslint package), was done in v6.2.7 (Nov., 2016).
• CHAI : No linter has been configured in the package’s
repository throughout the entire development history.
• CSS LOADER : ESLint was added in v0.26.1 (Jan., 2017).
• GULP : In v2.1.0 (Nov., 2013), JSHint was configured.
In v3.8.11 (Feb., 2015), JSCS was added to the package. Shortly after that, in v3.9.0 (Sep., 2015), ESLint
replaced JSHint. Yet, JSCS was not removed until v4.0.0
(Avg., 2018).
• HEXO : JSHint (using grunt-contrib-jshint package) was
added in v2.4.5 (Feb., 2014). In v3.1.1 (Sep., 2015),
ESLint and JSCS were included instead of JSHint.
JSCS was later removed in v3.4.4 (Jan., 2018), whereas
ESLint is used up to the latest version.
• INQUIRER : At development start, in v0.0.0 (May, 2013),
JSHint (using grunt-contrib-jshint package) was configured. In v0.12.0 (Mar., 2016), it was replaced by ESLint.
• JS YAML : JSLint was specified early in development, in
v0.3.1 (Dec., 2011). However, it was removed in v0.3.7
(Jul., 2012) and replaced by JSHint. Note that JSHint
was not defined in the package’s package.json file.
However, the migration to JSHint was reflected by the
commit message ("Replace jslint with jshint") and the
establishment of JSHint configuration files. In v3.2.7
(Apr., 2015), JSHint was replaced by ESLint.
• MOCHA : In v2.2.5 (Jun., 2015), ESLint was added.
• NODEMAILER : JSHint (using grunt-contrib-jshint package) was added in v1.0.0 (Jun., 2014) and removed
in v2.0.0 (Dec., 2015) when ESLint (using grunt-eslint
package) was configured.
• QS : At project kick-off, in v0.0.0 (Jul., 2014), JSHint
was configured. However, it was removed a day later
in v1.0.4 (Jul., 2014). ESLint was then introduced in
v6.0.1 (Dec., 2015).
• RIOT : Shortly after the beginning of development, in
v0.9.8 (Feb., 2014), JSHint was specified. In v2.0.9
(Feb., 2015), JSCS was also added. Both linters were
replaced by ESLint in v2.0.10 (Feb., 2015).
• TAPE : ESLint was introduced in v4.9.2 (May, 2018).
• WS : In v1.1.0 (Jun., 2016), ESLint was configured.
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Abstract— Great advancements in the automotive industry
increased demands for variety of services. Android has become
the operating system of choice for different infotainment
applications. Nonetheless, infotainment domain is not explicitly
based solely on Android. In various systems, such as Linux and
QNX, inter-process communication (IPC) is done via Franca
framework, unlike the Android system which implements the
IPC mechanisms via Android Interface Definition Language
(AIDL). From this reason, switching from one standard to
another requires a large amount of effort. This paper proposes
the generator whose purpose is to translate Franca Interface
Definition Language (FIDL) and Android Interface Definition
Language (AIDL) models between each other. By creating the
proposed generator, we can speed up the process of migration
from one standard to another in either automotive system or any
other heterogenous system which contains Franca and Android.
Keywords—AIDL, FIDL, meta-model, generator, automotive,
transformation

I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular transportation is one of the crucial means of
transportation around the world. Up until twenty first century,
vehicle was considered merely as a method of a transport.
Nowadays, with the advancements in automotive industry,
vehicle has become provider of both transportation,
entertainment, and information. Last two are utilized in a
unique system, infotainment (IVI) system. The purpose of
infotainment applications is to offer convenience and comfort
to drivers and passengers. Android plays key role in the
advancement of infotainment system, and it is rapidly making
impact into automotive industry. More than ever before, car
companies are recognizing Android as their infotainment
system of choice.
On the other hand, it is not favored by all companies,
which leads to divergences in paradigms of infotainment
system around the world. Various systems use Franca
framework as their choice for utilization of infotainment
system. This fact makes it difficult to transpose from one
standard to other. Proposed solution is based on creating
generator that will transform one Interface Definition
Language (IDL) to another using Model-Driven
Development (MDD). In the next chapters it will be
explained why are IDLs important for transposing from one
standard to another and why MDD is the best way of doing
it.
A. Meta-model and model transformations
Model-Driven Development (MDD) is a software
engineering paradigm where models are being used to
specify, simulate, test, verify and generate certain code for
the application [1]. Transformation from one model to
another is called model transformation. For model
transformations to work properly, certain modeling language

needs to be created, so that model can be expressed through
it. Syntax and semantics of a modeling language is being
described with meta-model [2]. Main reason for the existence
of meta-models lays in their use when switching from one
language to another in some code generator or parser. Using
them it is possible to write code in one language and have it
transferred to another language without being particularly
acquainted with the target language. Only necessities are
meta-model of either one or both languages and a proper tool
for generating code (e.g., Eclipse).
There are three ways of model transformation: Textto-Model, Model-to-Text, and Model-to-Model [3].
For Text-to-Model method to work, a parser for that text is
required. Knowing that model elements represent entities
with relationships between them, it is necessary to extract
these relationships from the code. This requires static analysis
of the code to extract such facts [3]. Due to complexity of
Text-to-Model approach, it is common to go with either
Model-to-Text or Model-to-Model approach.
When transforming one language to another using Model-toText method, it is necessary to have meta-model of the
language from whom the transforming is being performed
and a generating tool. Structure of meta-model is like a tree,
with the classes organized like branches. Each class
represents certain aspect of language, e.g., methods, fields,
interfaces, etc. [10]. Parser analyzes input file, and with the
help of meta-model will distribute every member of file to a
certain class. After distribution, it is possible to choose what
text developer wants to generate when a certain member of a
class is detected [3].
Finally, Model-to-Model transformation is the most
widespread method. Unlike Model-to-Text, this method
requires two meta-models, both for the language from and to
transformation is being performed, and a generating tool.
Like Model-to-Text, parser will analyze input file, distribute
every member of a file to a certain class, but instead of
transforming it to text stream, developer must connect classes
from one meta-model to another. When connections between
classes are made, generator will automatically generate code
based on meta-model of other language. [2]-[6]
In this paper the translation between AIDL and FIDL models
will be presented. This approach is completely new since no
proof of any existing AIDL-FIDL generator or even a paper
with concrete course of action were found. Also, the analysis
of both, Model-to-Text, and Model-to-Model transformations
between AIDL and FIDL will be presented. FIDL metamodel already exists, but AIDL meta-model had to be
implemented. Structure of AIDL meta-model, similarities,
and differences between two IDLs as well as AIDL-FIDL
generator will be explained in detail in following chapters.
This paper is organized as follows:

This paper has been supported by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development through the project no. 451-03-68/2020-14/200156:
“Innovative scientific and artistic research from the FTS (activity) domain.
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Section 2 introduces the reader to the Interface Definition
Languages (IDL) in general. Here will be explained why are
IDLs important and their usage. Also, this chapter will
provide short overview of Android and Franca IDL,
explaining domain for each one and providing basic
knowledge required for reading this paper. Then, Section 3
represents overview of current state regarding this area and
explains how it relates to the problem this paper tries to solve.
Next, in Section 4 proposed solution is described in detail,
while Section 5 evaluates results of translation and presents
its benefits and flaws. At last, Section 6 contains conclusion
of whole paper and proposes possible future improvements.
II. INTERFACE DEFINITION LANGUAGES
A. Interface Definition Languages
Interface Definition Languages or IDLs are specification
languages used to describe certain interface, independently of
implementation language or target system. They do not
compile to executable code, instead, they produce server and
client stub code corresponding to the interface file in the
chosen implementation language. These stubs enable
communication over an inter-process communication (IPC)
system according to the interface specifications. Even though
different IDLs may have different semantics, the general idea
is the same. Every IDL generates server stub and proxy, who
use IPC to communicate with each other. To communicate
with server, client will initialize remote procedure call (RPC)
to the local server proxy. Proxy will use IPC to remotely
communicate with the generated stub code on the server side
which will relay procedure call to the server application as it
is depicted in Figure 1 [9].

to communicate with each other. AIDL syntax and semantic
is based on Java language [4]-[7].
Main concept implies breaking down the objects to
primitive data that Android can recognize. AIDL is not only
used in application framework but also it can provide IPC in
lower levels of AOSP (Android Open-Source Project) such is
HAL (Hardware Abstraction Level). Newer versions of
Android aim to completely transfer IPC in HAL to AIDL,
because it proved more efficient than current method which
uses HIDL (Hardware Interface Definition Language) and
provides possibility of implementing entire stack with a single
IPC runtime. AIDL is not restricting developer to a single
targeted programming language. Generated code can be either
Java, Rust, C++, or C++ for NDK (Native Development Kit)
[4]. In this paper, all stated principles relate to Android 11.
C. Franca Interface Definition Language
In the automotive industry, the Franca IDL is widely used
to describe component interfaces of infotainment systems. It
has been proposed as an industry standard by the COVESA
(Connected Vehicle Systems Alliance), a grouping of over
150 companies working together to create an open source,
standardized, infotainment system platform. It is often
necessary to combine software components which use
different kinds of IPC and different IDLs [9].
Franca provides a framework for bridging the gap
between these software components by converting their IDLs
to or from Franca IDL files. This way, Franca becomes
central IDL model and works as a base for IPC
communication between software components of
infotainment system, as can be seen in Figure 2. If more than
one API share common data or structure, it is possible to
define them via one FIDL specification. Generating server
stub and proxy from FIDL can be done with the help of
several generators, but the most common one is
CommonAPI. It is a software library also developed by
COVESA, working as a communication middleware between
the IPC and the application using the library. The
CommonAPI code generator produces a set of C++ files
corresponding to server stub and proxy code for the interface
described in FIDL file. With the help of these files, servers
and clients for designed interface can be implemented [5]-[6][9].

Figure 1. Example of IPC via IDL language [1]

Major advantage of the server and client stub code
generated from IDL file is that both the server and client are
unaware of the remote procedure call. They are only
communicating locally with the server proxy and stub, which
are handling remote communication details [9].
B. Android Interface Definition Language
In the last decade, Android is having major expansion in
automotive industry. Android is Linux based OS, and it
requires reliable and easy maintainable IPC [7]. Problem
occurs when one process tries to access the memory of another
process. This action is forbidden in Android, so the solution
was found in Android Interface Definition Language or AIDL
for short [8]. AIDL allows definition of programming
interface that both service and the client agree upon in order
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Figure 2. FIDL connection with other IDLs [5]

III. RELATED WORK
Writing generator for translating one language to another
by using MDD principles is widely used concept in both
industry and academia. The epitome of Model-to-Model for
cross-domain languages in automotive is FARACON, by
COVESA. FARACON is a tool that uses Model-to-Model
transformation to achieve a compatible code generation on
both sides of ARXML (Autosar XML) and Franca IDL [6].
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Inspired by that idea, proposed generator goes one step further
to involve Android as an increasingly utilized solution for
embedded systems.. Their solution was comprehensively
presented as a comparison between ARXML and FIDL.
Outcome is documented within a spreadsheet containing.
mapping of every aspect of language, from basic types to
Interfaces, Structures, Methods, etc. That map was extended
by bringing AIDL to comparison.
It is important to emphasize that no proof of anyone
currently working on creating generator for transforming
FIDL and AIDL model between each other were found. In the
paper by M. Bellanger and E. Marmounier theoretical
concepts of architecture paradigm changes were analyzed,
emphasizing translations between ARXML, FIDL and AIDL,
but without any concrete course of action [11]. This topic is
quite unexplored, but attractive to companies and consortia
with significant role in automotive industry. Exploring
Android developers (official Android documentation) [4] as
well as GENIVI documentation [5], brought to discovering of
many overlapping and similarities between two IDLs. Guided
by that examination, idea of writing AIDL-FIDL generator
emerged. Also, benefits of proposed generator can be found in
any area which uses Android and Franca, even outside
automotive industry.
There are various papers written about model
transformations, meta-models, and IDL and MDD in general.
In the paper by M. De Sangita [6] an approach to translate
semantics from FIDL to ARXML at vehicle app model level
was proposed. Also, paper by T. Wang, S. Truptil and F.
Benaben [8] presents an automatic model-to-model mapping
and transformation methodology, which could serve modelbased enterprise information systems integration and
interoperability by solving the data sharing and exchange
problem involved.
Choosing appropriate approach to AIDL-FIDL translation
was not trivial task. T. Mens, K. Czarnecki and P. Gorp [7]
presented their solution when model transformation approach
is selected by asking four crucial questions:
•

“What needs to be transformed into what?”

•

“What are the important characteristics of a
model transformation?”

•

“What are the success criteria
transformation language or tool?”

•

“Which mechanisms can be used for model
transformations?”

for

a

Guided by this taxonomy, two methods were chosen as the
most adequate. Methods will be thoroughly explained in next
chapters.
IV. SOLUTION
In this paper meta-models and their importance to
proposed generator were mentioned. Franca already has metamodel for FIDL, but Android did not create one for AIDL.
Since our focus was on MDD, to provide Model-to-Model or
Model-to-Text transformation between AIDL and FIDL, it
was mandatory to create AIDL meta-model.

AIDL meta-model is written based on rules of Android
Interface Definition Language. Output of AIDL file, i.e.,
what can be generated from AIDL file, can be either
Interface, Enum, or Parcelable. This is not a limitation in
Android development because, like Java, AIDL supports
imports. It is possible to import one AIDL file into another,
which opens possibility of dividing complex requirements
into smaller partitions. Every AIDL file has its package,
whose purpose is to identify every file.
AIDL uses Interface to define constants and methods.
Only one Interface can be defined per AIDL file. Constants
defined in Interface can be either integer or String. Although
AIDL supports other types, Android put limitation when
using them in Interface and forbade their declaration. Unlike
constants, argument and return value of a method can be any
primitive or complex type.
Methods can be oneway. This keyword means that
method is not blocked with remote call. It simply sends the
transaction data and immediately returns. This mechanism
resembles fire-and-forget operation, where program does not
wait for the response of function but continues its execution.
Complex types are described via Parcelable. Only one
Parcelable can be defined per AIDL file, but that file cannot
contain definition of Interface. When defining Parcelable, it
is possible to bind several primitive types into one complex.
It is also possible to include one Parcelable to another. Unlike
Interface or Enum, Parcelable does not necessarily needs to
be defined. It is possible just to declare it without explicitly
defining its structure. If this method is chosen, then it is
possible to declare more than one Parcelable per AIDL file.
Byte, Integer, Float, Long, Double, Boolean, Char, String,
Char Sequence, List, Map and Bundle are available types in
AIDL. Char Sequence, List, Map and Bundle represent data
structure types. Beside primitive types, arrays of primitive
and complex types are also supported.
Like previously stated, arguments of a method can be of
any type, but it is also possible to define direction of an
argument. Direction can be ‘in’, ‘out’ or ‘inout’. ‘In’
argument is transferred from client to service and it is only
used for inputs. ‘Out’ argument is transferred from client to
service, and it is only used for outputs. ‘Inout’ arguments are
transferred both from client to service and service to client,
so they can be used for both inputs and outputs.
Enums declaration were added in Android 11. It is possible
to define multiple Enums in one AIDL file or in AIDL file
with previously defined Interface or Parcelable.
The structure of the proposed implementation of the AIDL
meta-model is represented in Figure 3. Container classes are
classes which represent every aspect of AIDL language. They
contain definition of Methods, Interfaces, Enums, Constants,
Variables, etc. Serializer classes are the classes who are
responsible for syntax and semantic analysis of AIDL file.
Helper classes were written to make working with generator
much easier. AidlParser describes parser of AIDL file, and it
represents
first
step
in
every
transformation.
AidlPersistanceManager is responsible for loading and
saving files, and AidlValidator checks and validates
correctness of AIDL files.

A. AIDL meta-model
Every language could have its own meta-model
depending on syntax and semantic rules of that language.
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Figure 3. Structure of AIDL meta-model

B. Transformation between AIDL and FIDL
Like previously stated, translation between AIDL and
FIDL will be considered using MDD. Model-to-Text and
Model-to-Model approaches both have their benefits and
flaws, and now they will be analyzed.
1) Model-to-Text
When taking Model-to-Text approach, the most important
benefit is that only one meta-model is sufficient if the
transformation is one-sided. Simply put, if use-case requires
only transformation from one IDL to another and not
backwards, it is not necessary to work with both metamodels.

Figure 4. Finite state machine of Model-to-Text translation

First step begins with parser, which concludes lexical and
syntax analysis of input files and asserts every part of it to a
certain class of meta-model. Next step is to analyze metamodel and verify that loading of model was successful. After
this process, generating tool jumps to written methods who
handle translations. Job of a developer is to write these
methods, which technically represent rules for translation.
Basic concept when writing methods, e.g., for generating
variables, is that they will work on the principle of
recognition. First, generator breaks down translation to three
possible outcomes, which are: translation of interface, enum
or parcelable. When this step is finished, generator will
recognize every other aspect of input file, such as methods,
fields, arguments etc., and it will immediately jump to
methods for generating desired String. These methods are
written by developer, and they define what String will be
generated when input file contains certain entity. Alongside
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this step it is necessary to check data types and if all data types
from input IDL are supported by desired output IDL. If all the
above is finished successfully, generation of code can begin,
and output files will be generated. Finite state machine of
Model-to-Text approach can be seen in Figure 4.
One fact that makes generation process easier for
developer is that generating methods can be nested in one
another.
Downside of Model-to-Text approach emerges when
translation needs to be bidirectional. This requires writing
two generators, one from AIDL to FIDL and another from
FIDL to AIDL. It is necessary to define set of rules for every
generator which means that the time is doubled to enable
bidirectional translation.
2) Model-to-Model
Model-to-Model approach requires both meta-models for
translation. When having meta-models of both languages,
developers job becomes much simpler. For bidirectional
transformation one generator is sufficient, which makes
debugging and potential modifications much more effective
and simpler.
There are two main approaches of Model-to-Model
transformation: operational and declarative. The former is
based on rules or instructions that explicitly state how and
when creating the elements of the target model from elements
of the source one. Instead, in declarative approaches, visual
or textual patterns describing the relations between the source
and target models are provided, from which operational
mechanisms are derived e.g., to perform forward and
backward transformations. These declarative patterns are
complemented with additional information to express
relations between attributes in source and target elements, as
well as to constrain when a certain relation should hold. [1]
As in every MDD method, first step in Model-to-Model
transformation is also parsing of input files, which includes
lexical and syntax analysis. Equivalent to the Model-to-Text
approach, every part of a file is asserted to certain class of
meta-model, which is then analyzed and loaded. Next step
differs whether developer opts for operational or declarative
approach, but in its core represents writing rules of
connecting classes from one meta-model to classes of
another. As it was in Model-to-Text approach, translation
breaks down to the same three possible outcomes. Next part
represents developer main job, which is connecting and
declaring relationships between classes of one meta-model to
another. Further, all translated classes need to assemble into
desired IDL model. When assembling is finished, translated
model needs to be analyzed and checked for any potential
translation error. Alongside analysis of translation, it is
necessary to conclude analysis of data types, to verify that all
data types from input IDL are supported in desired translated
IDL. If all the above is finished successfully, code generation
process can begin and desired IDL files will be generated.
Finite state machine of Model-to-Model approach can be seen
in Figure 5.
Downside of Model-to-Model transformation is its
complexity when translating is being done only in one
direction.
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types, which is not possible in AIDL. This problem can also
be solved with Parcelable. If method in FIDL has more than
one return value, it should return Parcelable in AIDL, which
will be generated from the original methods ‘out’ section.
Differences can be seen in Table 1. Furthermore, there is no
union type in AIDL and there is in FIDL, but this applies on
Android 11, which is a problem that might be solved in
Android 12. For now, one way to deal with this problem is to
create Enum in AIDL.
TABLE I
TABLE REPRESENTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AIDL AND FIDL

Figure 5. Example of Model-to-Model translation

V. EVALUATION
Both AIDL and FIDL and strongly typed languages, and in
this chapter their differences and limitations for translation
will be shown. Translation between AIDL and FIDL is not
exactly trivial. Several difficulties and issues occurred when
mapping AIDL to FIDL. Here it is important to state two
different views of overlapping of FIDL and AIDL.
First view considers overlapping of those parts of
languages that are significant in automotive industry, where
it is common to use service-oriented architecture. Having this
considered, overlapping between FIDL and AIDL is around
92.61%. This percentage does not mean that every aspect of
one IDL is the same in the other one. It means that it is
possible to generate certain aspect functionally and
accurately from one IDL to another, even if syntax is not the
same.
On the other hand, it is possible to analyze overlapping of
FIDL and AIDL in general. Having this considered,
percentage of overlapping drops to 61.76%. This was not
considered too relevant, since FARACON also did ignore it
in their examination.
A. Differences and limitations between AIDL and FIDL
One of the most noticeable differences between AIDL and
FIDL is that there are usually a lot more AIDL files than
FIDL files. This is because one FIDL file can contain as many
Interfaces, Structures, Methods, etc., as needed, whereas
AIDL is limited.
A lot of differences can be seen through different flags,
where FIDL has a lot of flags that AIDL does not, e.g., for
arrays, structs, fire-and-forget, selective broadcast, etc. Also,
there is a struct and compound field types in FIDL, which do
not exist in AIDL. Solution can be found in transforming
them into Parcelable in AIDL. This means that it is necessary
to create a new file with the definition of Parcelable, and to
include it into desired Interface. In both IDLs there are
directional arguments, but there is no ‘inout’ argument in
FIDL, which represents a challenge for transformation.
Fortunately, this can be solved by putting ‘inout’ argument
from AIDL in both ‘in’ and ‘out’ section of FIDL method.
Methods in FIDL can have multiple return values of different
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DIFFERENCES
Struct/Compound
field

AIDL
Parcelable

FIDL
Struct/
Compound field

Union

Enum

Union

Directional
arguments

In, out, inout

In, out

Return values of a
method

If one, it can be of
any type, if more
than must be
Parcelable

Not limited to a
number or type

Interfaces or
Structures per file

One

Not limited

Numerous flags

N/A

Available

One of the main limitations in translation is non-existing
unsigned types in AIDL. This is one very important fact since
no solution was found to it. In FIDL it is possible to limit the
scope of integer (e.g., 1-100), but this is not possible in AIDL.
Furthermore, in AIDL there are constants and arrays, but not
array of constants, which exist in FIDL. Constant in AIDL,
as previously mentioned, can be either integer or String,
whereas FIDL is allowing declaration of constant of any type.
Arrays in FIDL can also be initialized, i.e., it is possible to
declare how many members there are in array, which is not
possible in AIDL.
Possibly the most important limitation between FIDL and
AIDL is the fact that in FIDL it is possible to define
broadcast. Broadcast represents type of asynchronous
communication which does not exist in Android in general.
There is no way that broadcast can be mapped to one type,
method, or Interface in AIDL.
There is significant problem with imports in proposed
generator, and it is portrayed in FIDLs feature ‘*’, which can
be used to replace any text (e.g., ‘import example.*’, which
imports all files that begin with ‘example.’). AIDL does not
have this feature which means that it must be explicitly
expressed for each file separately. Limitations can be seen in
Table 2.
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TABLE II
TABLE REPRESENTING LIMITATIONS BETWEEN AIDL AND FIDL

LIMITATIONS
Unsigned type

AIDL
N/A

FIDL
Available

Scope of a type

N/A

Available

Constant

Integer or String

Any type

Array of constants

N/A

Available

Defining array
size

N/A

Available

Broadcast

N/A

Available

Imports

Expressed for each
file

It is possible to
use ‘*’ feature

VI. CONCLUSION
Even if transformation between AIDL and FIDL has
certain difficulties, it is still a promising venture. Proposed
generator should be able to create a bridge for transition from
one standard to another. According to that, the entire process,
from creating AIDL meta-model to performing
transformations is disclosed. Translation between major
parts of the FIDL and AIDL is completed and results are
analyzed and provided along with the known limitations.

IDLs and a desired framework so the compatibility regarding
differences in Android and Franca paradigm can be achieved.
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Abstract—The goal of this research paper is to compare
Amazon Kinesis Data Streams and SQS via a practical use
case for processing electrocardiogram medical data. Both
services are tested on a large number of concurrent data
streams up to 10.000 concurrent data streams, measuring and
evaluating their performance. In both cases, the producer
is a programmed data generator that supplies the data to
the services. The motivation of the paper is the streaming
of textual files with 125-500 samples per second written
as integers, representing electrocardiograms from sensors.
We set a research hypothesis that Amazon Kinesis will
outperform SQS service for streaming medical data collected
from sensors. The pros and cons are listed for each of the
Amazon services taking into account the price, use cases
when each of the services will be more applicable, and the
scalability. The concluding results from this experiment are
that both of the services provide great performance but they
will mainly provide better results if each of them is applied
to a specific use case.
Keywords—Streaming, Kinesis, cloud, AWS

I. I NTRODUCTION
Streaming data is the essence of the Big Data concepts
representing a flow of large data coming with large velocity and large volume from different locations and formats.
Streams are organized by sending small sized data chunks
repeatedly and continuously. Processing the streaming data
is a challenge compared to batch processing mainly used
only for large data volumes, with focus on used algorithms
and implementing technology.
Most of these streaming applications are recognized
as real-time data pipelines and real-data streaming solutions. The appropriate implementation technology is opensource, such as Apache Kafka or provider-specific, offered
by cloud providers, such as Amazon [1], Google [2],
Microsoft [3], etc.
With the complexity of today’s modern requirements,
legacy data processing methods like client-server architecture have become obsolete for most use cases, as they
can only process data as groups of transactions collected
over time [4], which is a typical characteristic of a batch
processing system.
Stream processing needs different implementing technology, and often it requires event driven methods to
initiate processing as soon as a specific data quantity
arrives, which is also the basis of the producer-consumer
principle, representing those sources that produce data
streams and the processing nodes that consume data.
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In this paper, we aim at finding an efficient cloud
platform to process the streaming of electrocardiogram
(ECG) medical data. This data stream consists of integers generated with a frequency of 125-500 samples
per second. The objective is to analyze different cloud
implementations with a goal to simulate a large number
of ECG data streams, such as 10.000 parallel ECG data
stream sources.
Here, we analyze Amazon Web Services (AWS) Kinesis
and Amazon SQS platforms that can implement ECG data
processing solution.
The research hypothesis is that AWS Kinesis will outperform SQS when ECG medical data is being streamed
no matter the number of shards being chosen.
In our case, the problem is approached more from an
academic aspect providing a large amount of data like
data randomly generated and then passing to AWS Kinesis
for a short period and then comparing the analysis with
SQS. In both cases, the data is consumed and stored. The
main focus is comparing the latency and cost from the
experiments.
The cloud platform itself contributes to the overall
latency mainly by invocation times and external data
access times. Moreover, the latency is increasing with the
amount of data depending on the given technologies, and
critical thresholds can easily be exceeded [5].
The paper is organized according to the following
structure. The related work is presented in Section II.
Section III presents two experiments conducted on Kinesis
and SQS platforms, test cases, and evaluation methods.
Results are elaborated in Section IV and discussed for
achieved technical performance in Section V evaluating
the performance for the data streaming on both platforms.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper, addresses the
validation of the hypothesis, and gives future work perspectives.

II. R ELATED WORK
Stream processing is implemented by different cloud
providers including Amazon Kinesis Data Stream, Google
Dataflow, Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics, etc. Queue
processing is also implemented to support data stream
processing, but analyzed with different focus, implemented
for batch or stream processing.
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Several research papers analyze the performance and
trade-off of cost, scalability, and availability of Amazon
SQS and Kinesis as AWS products [6], [7]. Wang et al.
[6] conclude that Kinesis scales up and provides less delay
for its cost compared to other services.
On the other hand, Yoon et al. [7] analyze SQS, concluding that there are multiple opportunities for client-side
optimizations concerning their effective use – with careful
rate control of SQS messages and by exploiting parallelism
for data upload to S3. Kinesis is much easier to use “out
of the box”. Also, Kinesis is a managed service with very
high availability [8].
The challenges in streaming applications are to receive
data and quickly process it, making it available to downstream users so that they can produce the insights and
improvements that move a company forward, keeping high
throughput and low latency providing scalability [9].
Apache Kafka is one of the technologies to meet all of
these challenges. The biggest cloud providers developed
their solutions including Amazon Kinesis, Google Pub/sub
and Microsoft Factory [10].
AWS offers services for the collection and the processing of data records: Amazon Kinesis Data Stream to
the real-time process of streaming data, AWS Lambda
to execute serverless code, Amazon Simple Notification
Service to send or receive notifications, and Amazon
Simple Queue Service to store data in a queue [11].
Shukla et al. [12] propose a real-time IoT benchmark
suite used to evaluate cloud-based IoT stream processing
systems and applications.
The application of applying streaming processing ECG
data was analyzed by Taher et al. [13]
III. M ETHODS
A. Implementing technology
In our experiments, we use S3 Bucket as a scalable
storage [14].
The objective of this research is based on analyzing the
Amazon Kinesis, as a scalable and durable real-time data
streaming service [1]. A Kinesis Data Stream consists of
shards, where each shard represents a sequence of data
records with corresponding sequential number, partition
key to segregate and route records to different shards, and
a data blob with capacity up to 1MB as input to support
logical 2 MB/sec throughput pipes between consumers and
shards, which allows scaling with parallel access to data
streams with at most 1000 PUT records per second. A
retention period is associated to each shard to define the
time interval (from one day to a whole year) data will be
stored in the stream.
The first experiment is implemented with Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose [15] to capture and consume the output
data from the Kinesis Data Stream. Fig. 1 presents a
generic architecture of our streaming data solution with
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Firehose to S3 data flow overview
Source

Transformed
data
S3 bucket
(destination)

(if transformation fail)

S3 bucket
(optional backup)

Fig. 1: Flow and processing of records by Amazon
Kinesis Firehose.
AWS KINESIS

AWS FIREHOSE

Streams
Stream of
messages

provided
to

Shard 1
Shard n

read
message

Aggregates
data

data being stored into

S3 Bucket

Fig. 2: Architecture of the AWS Kinesis Data Stream
experiment.

Firehose that can capture, transform, encrypt data passing
it to Amazon S3 or others.
The second experiment is implemented by the Amazon SQS queuing system, mainly intended as a scalable
solution to decouple the distributed systems and regulate
the pace at which each of the services can cope with. [16].
Two queue types are supported by SQS, the standard queue
as a cheaper solution and FIFO queue to guarantee proper
data delivery [17].
B. Architecture
Fig. 2 presents the architecture of the solution with AWS
Kinesis. The solution encapsulates the AWS Kinesis with
1 and 5 shards and Amazon Firehose as a consumer. The
producer in both scenarios is a Java programmed producer.
Later on, the data is passed and stored in S3 Bucket. This
is chosen as primary storage since it is scalable and secure.
Fig. 3 presents the architecture of the AWS SQS streaming data experiment. A standard queue was used accompanied by a Java programmed consumer for processing and
S3 bucket as storage.
C. Experiment
Two experiments are defined as AWS cloud solutions
for data streaming, the first one using AWS Kinesis and
another one SQS. The time for each of the experiments
defined below will be fixed and each message request will
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AWS SQS

Stream of
messages

provided
to

We realized two scenarios for the SQS experiment.

queue
consumed by

consumer

•

Standard vs
FIFO queue
data being inserted into

S3 Bucket

Fig. 3: Architecture of the AWS SQS experiment.
contain an array of integers converted to 12 bytes string
message. The range of integers goes from 120 to 200 to
simulate ECG data.
In the case of SQS, the experiment is run two times. The
first try is when one producer in form of a thread produces
a random string of 12 bytes for 10 minutes. The second
try is when 5 threads are run at the same time and each of
them produces 12 bytes strings for 10 minutes. The bytes
of strings are being consumed by one consumer in both
of the scenarios.
The consumer is a thread that reads and deletes the
messages from the queue. The difference between these
two approaches is the number of messages being produced
and provided to the queue. The main idea is to see the
behavior of the queue with a different number of messages
being written and read in 10 minutes.
On the other hand, a similar experiment was done to
see the performance of Kinesis. The experiment was run
3 times. The first time is when having one producer in
form of a thread that produces the same 12 bytes string
messages for 10 minutes. On the first try, only one shard is
being used. On the second try, 5 thread producers produce
the same string as before and pass it to one shard. On the
last try, the number of shards was increased to 5 and the
number of producers stayed the same as on the second try.
In all tries explained above only one consumer is attached
at the end of the stream which was Kinesis Firehose which
stored the data in S3 bucket.
We realized three scenarios for our experiment with
Kinesis:
•
•
•

Scenario 1: One producer and one shard for 10
minutes.
Scenario 2: Five producers and one shard for 10
minutes.
Scenario 3: Five producers and five shards for 10
minutes.

The main difference between using one shard and five
shards is the amount of data that can be ingested by
Kinesis. The amount of put data is slightly more in the
case of 5 shards and the put latency is quite similar. All
in all the cost of this service comes as a trade-off since
performance is gained but the cost will be higher if more
shards are being used.
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•

Scenario 1: Data is being inserted into SQS queue
for 10 minutes using one producer and one consumer.
Every message was 12 bytes.
Scenario 2: The number of producers is increased to
5 and only one consumer has consumed data. Again
the size of the message is 12 bytes and the experiment
was run for 10 minutes.

The results of the experiment will be evaluated by comparing the latency (response time) from both services. The
latency of Kinesis will be taken from the provided metrics
from AWS, while for SQS latency will be calculated
manually because such metrics are lacking from AWS.
The latency for SQS will be calculated as a difference
between the sent and received times of each message. Each
experiment will be performed only once and those metrics
will be compared.
IV. R ESULTS
The Kinesis experiment resulted with:
•
•
•

Scenario 1: One producer has produced 7443 messages for 10 minutes.
Scenario 2: Five producers have produced 37737
messages from one shard for 10 minutes.
Scenario 3: Five producers have produced 35686
messages from five shards for 10 minutes.

The results from the SQS experiment are:
•

•

Scenario 1: 4926 messages are randomly generated
by the producer and inserted into SQS queue for 10
minutes. The consumer has consumed 2526 messages
in that period.
Scenario 2: Five producers have produced 37052
messages and only one consumer has consumed only
3795.

Let’s analyze how our ECG data streaming example can
be charged in the case of Kinesis and SQS experiments.
To achieve real-time streaming of 125-500 data samples
per second, we divide the data stream into data chunks of
25 samples sending 5 up to 20 data chunks, as a kind of
near real-time streaming. Assuming that each sample is a
textual integer (in the range from 0 to 1024) written one
per row, we calculate the maximum length of each data
chunk to be 125 bytes, and the complete input data rate
to be in the range of 625 up to 2.500 bytes per second.
We assume that a monitoring center system will provide
service for 1500 concurrent data streams, thus generating
a data stream with throughput up to 3.75 MB/s for 30,000
requests per second (20 data chunks * 1500 streams).
We will calculate the monthly cost per patient. The total
number of requests per hour is 108 million, and 77,760
million per month (assuming 30 days * 24h).
In the Kinesis experiment, the right number of shards is
determined to be 4 to achieve this throughput. According
to the existing price list [1], the total cost to process data
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Fig. 4: Response time of scenario 1 for Kinesis Data
Stream for 10 minutes with one producer and one shard.

with Kinesis for one month is 0.015 * 24 * 4 * 30 = 43.2
USD or up to 29/100 USD per ECG data stream (patient).
SQS pricing strategy is based on requests. The first
million requests per month are free and if this number
is exceeded then the user pays 0.40 - 0.50 dollars per
million requests. Every sending, receiving, deleting of data
is counted as a request. If the FIFO queue is used then
FIFO rates and prices are used to calculate the total price.
One request can have from 1 to 10 messages up to 256
KB. But it is important to be seen that one request takes
64 KB so if 256 KB are sent as a payload then the user
has to pay as 4 requests [16]. In our example, for 1500
concurrent data streams, and 77,760 million requests the
cost will be 38,880 which is 25.92 USD per data stream
(patient).
A lot of recommendations are provided by the cloud
provider to decrease the SQS costs, including use of batch
API actions, long polling, then decrease of the number of
threads, etc.

Fig. 5: Response time of scenario 2 for Kinesis Data
Stream for 10 minutes with five producers and one shard.

Fig. 6: Response time of scenario 3 for Kinesis Data
Stream for 10 minutes - five producers and five shards.

V. D ISCUSSION
The achieved latency (response time) will be presented
on diagrams, where the values on the x-axis present the
time scale for the experiment execution in the range of
0 and 10 minutes, and the y-axis corresponds to the
measured latency.
The measured latency of the Kinesis Data Stream for
all three Kinesis scenarios is presented in Fig. 4, Fig. 5,
and Fig. 6 respectively for scenarios 1, 2, and 3. Values
on the x-axis present the time scale for the experiment
execution in the range of 0 and 10 minutes, and the y-axis
corresponds to the measured latency.
The calculated latency for SQS measurements is presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Each point on the figure shows
an average latency for a certain time range.
We observe a relatively constant response time for the
Kinesis experiment and linearly increasing response time
for the SQS experiment, and, therefore, conclude that
the latency of Kinesis is smaller than SQS. In all three
scenarios, the latency in the Kinesis experiment achieves
values in the range between 3 to 4 ms. On contrary, the
SQS experiment shows a linear increasing trend achieving
larger latencies over time.
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Fig. 7: Response time of scenario 1 for SQS for 10
minutes with one producer and one consumer.

In addition, we conclude in our pricing example for
1500 concurrent data streams of ECG data, that the costs
for using SQS are at least 1000 times higher than in the
Kinesis experiment. The main reason for this is that SQS
is mainly used for batch processing of large files, and in
real-time or near real-time processing we deal with smaller
files.
The main difference between Amazon Kinesis and SQS
is that Amazon Kinesis is used to process real-time streaming big data while on the other hand, SQS is used to store
messages that are being transmitted between applications.
Kinesis is better than SQS because it allows routing of
records, the possibility of multiple clients to ingest data
concurrently from one stream, an ability to take the same
data more than once and consume the data later in time.
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Fig. 8: Response time of scenario 2 for SQS for 10
minutes with five producers and one consumer.

Kinesis will not scale itself if the demand is higher from
the consumers, so the responsibility is for the developer
to provide enough streams. On the other hand, SQS is
scalable by itself so it does not have the problem of
Kinesis. SQS has lower limits of the number of messages
that can be written and read at the same time so when
working with Kinesis larger batches can be used [18].
The recommended typical scenarios for Amazon Kinesis Data Streams [1] include at least pushing data from data
producers to consumer as they arrive, supporting real-time
analytics, processing with directed acyclic graphs etc.
The advantage of Amazon Kinesis Data Streams is
remarkable [19], especially in routing related records,
processing and storage ordering, supporting multiple concurrent applications, preserving the same ordering, etc.
Amazon SQS is advantageous [20] in a lot of cases, such
acknowledgement of messaging semantics, configuring
individual message delay, leveraging transparent scaling,
etc.
Code for the conducted experiments can be found at
the following link: https://github.com/marijavelichkovska/
Comparing-AWS-services-Kinesis-SQS. Please note that
some of the code is taken from a free example. [21] [22]
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have developed an application that processes ECG
medical data coming as a stream of real-time data with
125-500 data samples per second. The research goal was to
realize experiments and find a proper cloud infrastructure
that can process these ECG data streams. Our experiment
results proved the hypothesis that AWS Kinesis will outperform SQS when ECG medical data is being streamed,
both in performance and pricing. If latency is an important
issue for the use case then Kinesis provides better results
according to the experiments.
Similar conclusions have been also confirmed in related
work, [6], revealing that when scaling and latency are
taken into consideration Kinesis is a better choice.
Both Amazon services are highly reliable and serve the
need for data ingesting, storing, and transmitting. But both
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services differ from each other and can be of great benefit
if applied to a specific use case scenario. Since both of
them have their pros and cons each of them can be used
in different scenarios so the price, data availability, data
reliability, and concurrency will be the best.
Note that other cloud providers offer similar streaming
services. For example, Apache Kafka offers distributed
event streaming platform as an open-source solution, and
Google Cloud Platform offers the Pub/Sub technology to
support event driven-data stream processing, and Dataflow
Apache Beam to transform and enrich processing capabilities. Our future work will compare implementations by
different providers for a use-case of ECG data streaming.
The methods and results presented in this research may
be used to develop guides for practitioners that have to
select cloud provider for its applications.
Our future work plans focus on an experiment that simulates processing of incoming 10.000 ECG data streams
simultaneously.
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Abstract—Artificial intelligence is one of the key advances
in computing. AI has applications in improving the quality of
software, supporting software development tools, and providing
smartness to the systems we develop. In this paper, we study
the adaptability of AI in a simple software engineering-related
problem, a code smell analysis. Code smells are characteristics
in the source code that indicate that there is a deeper problem,
and they are a long-term nuisance for the developers. The code
smells are not syntax or semantics errors, they simply are a
product of too many fixes, changes and additions grinding down
the code coherence. While it might be easy to refactor to get rid
of code smells, first they need to be discovered. In this paper, our
research group demonstrates a prototype for detecting these code
smells. The prototype was implemented in Python, using machine
learning, neural networks, and deep learning as a basis. Training
and testing data were taken from external data storages. As a
result, the prototype was able to detect two different code smells
successfully, with a relatively small amount of training data. In
addition, we identified issues that need to be addressed when the
line of research and prototype development is pursued further.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the most exciting
advances of our time. AI makes it possible that cars can
drive on their own, and intelligent computers can beat humans
in strategic games such as chess [1]. When the field of AI
advances, we can expect an increase in the way it can be
applied in software engineering and by software engineering
professionals i increasingly complex tasks [2].
Research on the use of AI in software engineering has
grown significantly, with examples of quality of a product
or service being increased by using AI techniques, or simply by providing smartness to the development tools [3].
Since the AI can process a large amount of data and make
more accurate predictions than humans, AI technologies are
increasingly modularized, which should make the reuse and
reconfiguration into new problems very straightforward and
simple process [4], [2].
In software life cycle models, software maintenance is the
longest, most costly phase and as the software systems are
switching towards as-a-service models, the maintenance phase
is becoming both longer, and more expensive [5]. As the
lifespan grows, the software maintenance practices need to
be upheld to prevent software aging. For example, incomplete
documentation, quick fixes, and low maintenance are factors to
increase the costs [6], and overall the technical debt needs to be
paid at some point to keep the system maintainable [7]. In the
software maintenance, the internal software qualities such as
reusability, maintainability, and extensibility can be supported
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and improved through process of refactoring the source code.
Refactoring is a process that does not add new features, it
just makes the system easier to maintain in the future by
improving its internal structure [8]. In fact, Jim Highsmith,
one of the agile manifesto creators, has been quoted saying
that refactoring is one of the key techniques to enable all agile
process methods [9].
In this paper, we focus on one of these software maintenance
techniques called code smelling [10], with the intention of
developing a prototype of an artificial intelligence tool to
detect the different types of code smells. The code smells are
generally introduced by developers when adding or editing
existing features, typically close to a deadline, or for other
reasons causing the internal coherence and maintainability of
the source code to plummet. The code smells are difficult
to identify, since they obviously cannot be syntax or even
semantic errors, but a collection of less-than-ideal solutions
developing a quilt-work of patched source code over time. In
short, the earlier the code smells are found, the less cost they
will cost and impact on the software quality [11].
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that this concept works through a proof-of-concept prototype, which can
correctly identify different types of common code smells.
The prototype is done for demonstration purposes, for idea
generation, to get new insights for further research ideas, and
in general to show how fundamentally simple it is to add AI
and smartness to the software engineering work with easily
available open source tools. The aim of the overall research
was to find answers to following research questions:
• How code smells are detected and defined by using off
the shelf analysis tools?
• How to design and implement simple AI-based code
smell analyzer with a programming language that is
compatible with software engineering workflows?
• How well this type of prototype can perform?
One limitation we immediately set for our AI tool was
that it only needs to find the code smells, not to instruct or
automatically fix it by refactoring the source code. In addition,
the research objective for the demonstration purposes was
limited to cover only Java programming language, where the
AI was expected to find at least one type of code smell in that
programming language. To keep it simple, the prototype was
implemented so that it takes one method as input and classify
if that code sample smells or not.
Rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works and concepts, and Chapter 3 presents
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research approach and applied limitations on the prototype
development. Section 4 presents the results and observations
made from the literature, and the Section 5 discusses the
meanings, risks and implications of the results. Finally, Section
6 closes the paper with summary and conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
It is difficult to define AI simply and robustly. There is no
exact definition of AI, even by AI researchers, as the field
is constantly redefined; More new topics emerge, and some
topics are classified as non-AI. For example, fifty years ago,
automatic methods for search and planning were considered to
belong to the domain of AI. When methods are becoming well
understood, they are likely to be moved from AI to statistics
or probability [12].
In 1950, Alan Turing published Computing Machinery
and Intelligence and introduced a practical test for computer
intelligence, which is known as the Turing test. The Turing test
evaluates whether the behavior of a machine is distinguishable
from human behavior [1]. The term artificial intelligence was
first defined in 1955 by John McCarthy [13]: “The goal of
AI is to develop machines that behave as though they were
intelligent.” It was based on the idea that any feature of
intelligence can be so precisely described that machine can
be made to imitate it [1].
AI can assist software teams in many ways, e.g. automating
routine tasks, providing project analytics, actionable recommendations, or doing fully automated testing work [14]. Even
though the current AI solutions have their limitations, the
software systems themselves have also increased in both size
and complexity, which emphasizes the need of AI tools to at
least offer assistance to human teams doing the actual bug
fixing and patch development work [15].
Machine learning (ML) is a subset of AI development,
and it is one of the most important branches of AI [13].
Machine learning is one area of AI that has experienced major
breakthroughs in recent years, mostly due to the growth of
big data and increased computational power [15]. In 1997,
Jordan and Mitchell defined machine learning as a ”study
of computer algorithms that improve automatically through
experience” [16]. Machine learning builds models to classify
and make predictions from data. Training refers to using a
learning algorithm to determine and develop the parameters
of the model. It is important to split data to a training data set
(experience) and a testing data set: while the training data set
is used to train the model and it contains knowledge which
the learning algorithm is supposed to extract and learn, the
testing data set is unknown data, and it tests the generalization
ability of the learning algorithm. The testing data set is used
to evaluate how good our model is, with measurements of
accuracy and precision, based on how well the AI performed
in a setting where it only could rely on models learned from
the training data set [13].
Nevertheless, worldwide revenues from AI-based software
market have been reported to grow ten-fold within the last
decade, and double from 2021 numbers during the next
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three years. [17] However, there still are also obstacles to
adopting AI on every software task. Survey conducted in
2019 by Gartner [18] reports that only a small proportion
of respondents recognize that their organization has enough
trained people internally to buy, build and deploy AI. Top
barriers to AI were a lack of IT infrastructure, a lack of access
to talent and understanding AI use cases. In this paper, we
build a prototype to tackle one such use case from the common
software engineering maintenance activities.
III. R ESEARCH APPROACH
The research methodology of this work consisted two parts:
a short literature review was first completed to establish the
state of the art in the topic, and to identify the limitations
and potential tools for the prototype work. This was followed
by a design science research approach [19] to the prototype
building itself. The literature review results, observations on
the current modern AI tools, and fundamentals of how they
work are discussed in more details in [20].
The literature review results gave the basic concept on
choosing what to build, how to approach the development task,
and what tools were considered feasible approaches. This was
completed by collecting the best hits from scientific search
engines such as Google Scholar and ACM Digital library,
with search strings such as “AI”, “machine learning”, “code
smell”, “software engineering”, “deep learning”, “refactoring”
or “classification”. With the results collected from the literature, we decided to apply the following restrictions:
• Only identification of code smells, no fixing attempts
• Small number of tested different smells in the first
prototype
• Tools, which already have existing support for machine
learning
• Application of existing, freely available data sets for both
learning data and test data
The design science research methodology can be concisely
summarized as: “build to learn” [19]. It creates and evaluates
information technology artifact to solve problems. The design
science process model consists of five steps, which are illustrated in Figure 3. The first activity is to determine the research
problem to motivate the audience and the researcher to pursue
solution. Second activity is to define the objectives for a
solution. It determines what is the goal and what is possible
and feasible to do. Third step is design and development
which determines designed functionality and its architecture.
The prototype is developed in this phase. The next step
is the evaluation of the developed artifact. It observes and
measure how well the artifact performs using relevant metrics
and analysis techniques. Final step is communication, which
means spreading the resulting knowledge through a scholar
publication [21]. In the work presented in this paper, we are
using a problem-centered approach, starting from activity one
through activity five.
Work started with the problem identification and motivation
which was identified as the research problem. The second
step was setting the limitations which were identified with
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Fig. 1. Design science research process model (adapted from [21])

the short literature review. Based on the observed limitations
and designated objectives, the prototype was developed wit
the following tools.
• Google Colab as a development platform.
• Google TensorFlow as the machine learning framework.
• Keras, as a application programming interface (API) on
top of TensorFlow.
• Scikit-learn. Scikit-learn is an open source ML library
that supports supervised and unsupervised learning. It
provides various tools for model fitting, data preprocessing, model selection and evaluation.
• Pandas. Pandas is a Python library for data analysis and
manipulation.
• NumPy. NumPy is a Python library, adding support for
large, multidimensional arrays and matrices.
Additionally, the training data set was collected from MLCQ
code smell dataset [22], and the validation dataset for prototype testing was collected from Github repositories manually
by the first author. With these tools, and applying some basic
data management tools such as regular expressions and Python
programming language debug tools the prototype system was
developed and ready for a test run with the source code
examples. The more detailed explanation of the development
process, and the technical details source code explained involved, are available in [20].

Fig. 2. Training and validation accuracy for “long method” code smell

IV. R ESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Fig. 3. Training and validation loss for “long method” code smell

In this character, we present the training and accuracy data
of the prototype, when working with two different code smells,
“long methods” (Figures 2 and 3) and “feature envy” (Figures
4 and 5). These two code smells are fairly common, and
defined by Fowler [23] as follows:
• Feature Envy: “A classic case of feature envy occurs when
a function in one module spends more time communicating with functions or data inside another module than it
does within its own module.”
• Long Method/Function: ”People have realized that the
longer a function is, the more difficult it is to understand.
Developers should be more aggressive about decomposing functions. You can identify a long function by a
comment that tells what it is doing. It can often be
replaced by a method based on the comments”.
So how did the prototype perform? The vertical axe in the
Figure 2 is showing the accuracy of the model and the horizontal axe is showing the number of epochs, the iterations with
the learning data set. Accuracy is the fraction of predictions

that the model got right. As visible in the Figure 2, the model
adjusted and learned 100% accuracy to training data at the 16th
epoch. Overall, the model was very successful predicting “long
method” code smells from the testing data ( 96% accuracy).
Interestingly, if we compare this to the other code smell,
Feature Envy as illustrated in Figure 4, there is a difference
on the learning patterns. With the second code smell, the first
iteration got the result actually a bit more wrong than by just
randomly guessing, and the learning curve towards training
accuracy was very stark on the 11th epoch. Regardless, also
the second code smell achieved total accuracy of around 87
percent accuracy with the existing training data set.
On the training aspect, some differences were also observed.
As observable from the Figure 3, we can be seen that the
model is approximately perfectly fitting (training loss ==
validation loss) with the case of long method. In fact, the
AI system would have still been able to get more accurate,
since both validation loss and training loss were going down
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Fig. 4. Training and validation accuracy for “feature envy” code smell

Fig. 5. Training and validation loss for “feature envy” code smell

in the last epoch where the accuracy was already over 90
percent. Comparing this to the feature envy, we see again
that the learning profile is different even though also this case
achieved acceptable accuracy. As in this scenario the training
loss is smaller per epoch than validation loss, it indicates that
the model is starting to overfit, and more training data would
have been needed to achieve a better generalizing model.
V. D ISCUSSION
In this section, we first discuss the implications of the
research outcomes and then present research validity analysis.
A. Implications
In several ways, artificial intelligence is going to affect
the software engineering discipline and the software industry
in the upcoming decades [1], [2]. In this paper, we set our
objectives to conduct a prototype development to test how
feasible or useful an AI-driven tool to detect code smells
could be. A literature review by Lewoski et al. [24] lists
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several earlier approaches to detecting code smells, so the
presented ML approach is not novel. However, what is a key
outcome is our paper that software engineering professionals
- not mathematics or ML scholars - can already start to apply
these methods with off the shelf AI tools. This indicates that
the AI tools are reaching maturity and ease of application
for software engineering processes. From the perspective of
investigating of how these tools can be implemented by using
off the shelf tools, our prototype achieved all three goals set
for it.
First of all, the prototype AI successfully learned two
different code smell patterns, and was able to identify these
code smells from the test data set. In this sense, we achieved
the objective that ‘yes, the AI can identify code smells’ and
therefore there could be a venue to investigate these type of
AI solutions as a smart tool of software engineering further.
Secondly, the results presented in this prototyping work was
achieved with easily available, modular tools so integrating AI
components to everyday applications for real, software developing organization is not outside their realm of possibilities.
Especially if the organization has an extensive learning data set
available from prior versions and manually revised versions,
achieving acceptable accuracy should not be a problem.
We did observe some issues on the collection of the training
data, and there was the problem that setting up the AI takes
ten minutes, even with these two rather small test cases. In
practise, it would remain to be seen how much for example
implementing the entire set of code smells as defined by
Fowler [23] with a larger set, would take from the AI to
analyze. Most likely this type of AI assistance would not
be a real-time tool to assist the software develop during the
programming session. Switching the purpose of the tool from
assistance tool to something more analogous to test automation
tools, these tools could provide real assistance to the software
developers by providing areas of interest for maintenance
work, therefore adding AI-based smartness to the software
maintenance cycles.
B. Research validity and limitations
We applied reliability and validity analysis on our prototype
and research process, as defined by Runeson and Höst [25]. We
summarize the outcomes of construct, internal, and external
validity outcomes as follows.
Construct validity measures the degree to which tools measure the metrics that they are supposed to measure. Relying on
the MLCQ dataset may be a threat to validity because I cannot
be sure of the quality of the dataset. However, the MLCQ
data were collected from real industry relevant repositories
and it should be realistic. In addition, TensorFlow model
measurement tools are commonly used and tested, and they
should be valid.
Internal validity refers to the design of the prototype and
how confident we can be in the findings. It concerns how outside influences may impact the outcome. Non-smelly samples
we collected may affect to the results of the model. The data
we collected could be otherwise different than the code smell
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data and it could affect the results. Randomization and random
selection were used in dataset to improve internal validity.
Based on the results, we can conclude that deep learning is
feasible to use detect at least these two method-level code
smells.
External validity involves generalizing this study to other
people, places, or times. More different code smell and data
are required to collect to see how the model really works and
how generalizable results are to the real world. Everything is
open source and easily repeated to encourage the replication
and building over this research. There were many assumptions
made during the research that can affect the external validity.
The implementation of the model may not be perfect and
there are many variables to change. This aspect concerns
in what extent the data and the analysis are dependent on
the specific researcher. In other words, how easily results
can be reproduced when the research is repeated under the
same condition. In this case, the collection of non-smelly
code samples could differ, but it should not affect the results.
Each part of the research is explained carefully and easily
reproducible. Another researcher could choose different ML
algorithm, and model to this task, or decide to use code metrics
data rather than tokens.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
According to our literature review, the use of AI is expected
to grow rapidly in software engineering. This paper presented
one such case of AI tools being applied to create software that
can perform assisting tasks in software engineering.
The implemented prototype is a code smell detector. It can
detect smelly code samples from data set successfully, and it
applies Python programming language, deep learning principles, and neural networks in the implementation. The models
are currently capable to learn two code smells, which are “long
method” and “feature envy”, but it could be enhanced in the
future. The prototype applies artificial intelligence, and fulfills
the objectives and criteria set for the technology prototype.
During the research, it was noticed that data collection can
become laborious, so this aspects should have more automated
solution should we want more mature and refined AI tool.
However, the quality and quantity of data are important for ML
algorithms, so this presents a new challenge to ensure that the
data sets retain high quality with minimal amount of manual
labor. In the future, the possibilities of AI will most likely
grow because of increased amount of available and accurate
data, its better availability, and better tools to manage the data
mining tasks. Furthermore, the AI knowledge will grow over
time, setting the starting level and competence higher every
step of the way.
The main goal was not to engineer a perfect and ready tool,
but to demonstrate that developing an AI with open source
tools to assist software development and maintenance practices
isn’t necessarily that difficult. There are still many ways to
enhance the prototype and much remains to be done, but the
concept is there and it works. The developed prototype is also
an open source project, and available online [26]. It still needs,
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e.g., GUI, more code smells, and more data. As future work,
it would be interesting to see how the prototype works with
class-level code smells or with a training library of more code
smell samples. In addition, it could be tested how it works
with other programming languages, even if the prototype were
taught in another language.
The main outcomes from this study are to gain and publish
knowledge about how AI can be utilized to solve commonly
occurring problems in software engineering, starting from
even the most basic ones which are daily occurrences to
the software developers doing maintenance work. This work
presents demonstration of the complete process, starting from
the design, and ending with the implementation.
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Abstract—The evolution of automotive software solutions
resulted in the decoupling of the automotive system
into several domains. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) domain delivers high processing power and safety
by providing robust and reliable hardware and software
solutions responsible for vehicle behavior. On the other side,
In-Vehicle Infotainment systems (IVI) are responsible for
the interaction with the driver and provide a variety of
information and entertainment programs. Typically, these
domains are separate and do not share resources. However,
communication between IVI and ADAS domains could
significantly reduce IVI’s resource demands and safely
promote driver-vehicle interaction. This paper presents a
communication manager software component (SWC), which
is defined and implemented on the ADAS side, in order to
connect existing SWCs on ADAS with Android applications
on IVI. A code generator for communication manager SWC
is proposed, in order to enable the dynamic generation
of the code based on the system model, and ensure that
the implemented communication manager SWC is easily
adaptable to different scenarios.
Keywords—SOA, CommonAPI, AUTOSAR Adaptive, IVI,
ADAS

I. I NTRODUCTION
automotive industry has invested into the
autonomous driving mechanisms, and it is claimed
that the third level of autonomy has been achieved in
the last two years (Tesla promises to achieve the fourth
level in 2022. [1]). The predictions that the automotive
industry market will grow to 205 million units by 2028
[2] represent a great indicator that the autonomous driving
is a globally rising trend. However, the development of
complex autonomous driving software also requires the
vehicles to use a huge amount of hardware [3] which adds
to the weight, and the price of the car. The additional
burden is caused because some resources on the IVI,
and ADAS side are duplicated since there is no contact
between these domains.
IVI is the part of the vehicle responsible for driver’s
experience, and in most cases it is comprised of a lot of
screens that can play music, movies, and other media. As
time goes on, IVI applications tend to process more data
gathered directly from the vehicle sensors, and the analysis
of this data requires more processing power. With that
in mind, there is the implication that the communication
between driver assistance and infotainment domains may
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reduce the vehicle price by eliminating extra hardware and
thus making it a bit more affordable than it is now.
ADAS is a safety part of the system; it has various
functionalities which ease and automate the driving
process, and additionally remove drivers’ mistakes as
much as it is possible. Some of these functions are
lane assistance, collision avoidance, automatic parking,
blind-spot monitoring, etc. In this domain, for now,
there are two main standards: AUTomotive Open
System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR), also called Classic
AUTOSAR, and AUTOSAR Adaptive or Adaptive
Platform (AP).
Classic AUTOSAR is usually ported on the Osek OS,
which includes signal-based communication and increased
safety. AUTOSAR Adaptive, on the other hand, introduced
advanced flexibility because it enabled porting to Linux
or QNX, or any other operating system that enables
device access as defined in POSIX PSE51 [4]. Adaptive,
unlike Classic, has replaced signal-based architecture
on the communication layer with the service-oriented
architecture, which improves Android compatibility and
the likelihood of establishing successful communication
with the IVI domain.
Our goal is to enable the exchange of data between
ADAS and IVI domains, i.e. to allow IVI applications
to use the sensory data and the output of algorithms
running on the ADAS side. The other direction of the
data exchange will not be considered, since the safety
requirements for the ADAS are significantly stricter than
the ones for IVI. In order to achieve our goal of
providing ADAS resources to IVI, we implement the
Communication Manager (CM) as a SWC on ADAS
side. This SWC serves as a proxy for all of the
messages exchanged between the two domains. From
ADAS perspective, all of the requests coming from
IVI side are treated as if they were generated by the
Communication Manager, and therefore comply with
ADAS communication safety requirements.
The rest of this paper has the following structure.
Section 2 represents a short overview of the state
of the art research in the area, and explains how it
relates to the problem we are solving. Then, Section 3
introduces the reader to the concept of Service Oriented
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Architecture (SOA) and its applications in the automotive
software development. The proposed solution is described
in Section 4, while Section 5 describes the testing
environment along with the performed measurements.
Finally, the obtained results and future improvements are
discussed in Section 6.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many authors have already written about the
communication between ADAS and IVI domains in
the automotive solutions. For example, Bellanger and
Marmounier [5] evaluate the interoperability of different
communication standards across multiple operating
systems, and conclude that the connection between
ara::com and CommonAPI on Linux is ensured by the
fact that they both use SOME/IP standard. The same can
also be assumed for the connection between CommonAPI
on Android and Linux, since these two stacks both use
the same communication protocol implementation on the
lowest layer. However, there could still be issues caused by
the differences in the serialization of payload data on the
runtime layer. In our work, we enable the communication
between ara::com on Linux and CommonAPI on Android,
by implementing the Communication Manager SWC on
ADAS side, and verify that this communication is indeed
feasible.
To make the automotive software reusable accross
different ECUs, and allow the interoperability of multiple
components in the vehicle, the authors of the paper [6]
proposed a software integration layer, which abstracts
everything from cores and pipelines to inputs and outputs.
An abstraction idea from this paper was used as a guide
for making our Communication Manager SWC, which
will abstract external communication (i.e. communication
with IVI side Android applications) to all the other ADAS
SWCs.
The authors of [7] propose the ADAS-IVI
communication
protocol
based
on
Ethernet
communication, which enables sensor fusion scenarios
in a way that the sensor data processing is performed
on ADAS side and only consumed by IVI applications
on demand. However, the proposed protocol is not fully
compliant with AUTOSAR standard. On the other hand,
the article [8] describes the whole process of designing an
AUTOSAR Adaptive system from the ARXML model to
C++ implementation. It also provides a good reference for
modeling the camera SWC that is used in our solution.

ara::com middleware, which is part of its stack, while the
infotainment side uses CommonAPI stack.
CommonAPI is a COVESA (former GENIVI)
software library that acts as a communication middle
layer between the Inter-Process Communication (IPC)
and the application interface [9]. Similarly, ara::com
was created as the communication stack, which is
not bound to a concrete network communication
protocol [10]. Both ara::com and CommonAPI
support Scalable service-Oriented MiddlewarE over
IP (SOME/IP) [11], which is the best-adapted
standard for SOA in Automotive with scalability
ranging from tiny to large platforms. For this paper
we used the following parts of CommonAPI stack:
capicxx-core-runtime for the middleware-independent
part [12], capicxx-someip-runtime for middleware-specific
[13], and vsomeip [14] as SOME/IP implementation.
The primary focus of SOA support in AP is on
middleware, which abstracts the entire data transfer using a
proxy-skeleton design pattern [10], which in CommonAPI
is known as stub-proxy. Principles of generation and
implementation for the mentioned pattern are illustrated in
Fig. 1. The programming language-independent Interface
Description Languages (IDLs), such as Autosar XML
(ARXML) (which is used for modeling of AP systems
including their communication with environment) and
Franca IDL [15] (interface description language used
by CommonAPI) are used for generation of proxy and
skeleton (stub) abstract classes. These classes can then
be inherited by SWC implementation or used within it
through C++ relation called composition. It only remains
to call the appropriate functions for the communication to
start. When using the proxy-skeleton(stub) pattern, it is not
necessary to understand how Protocol Data Units (PDUs)
appear at the transport or network layers. Actually, there
is no need to know anything about the communication
besides that one needs to use the skeleton class to send
the data, and proxy to receive it.
For use of SOME/IP protocol, services require
configuration files such as interface deployments in
AUTOSAR and the Franca deployment (.fdepl) in
CommonAPI, whose function is to bind interfaces

IDL

generated from

III. S ERVICE O RIENTED A RCHITECTURE IN
AUTOMOTIVE

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is the software
architecture paradigm, in which every component is
observed either as a service providing certain functionality,
or as a client relying on that functionality. It is known
for its flexibility and scalability. This paradigm is
supported by various ADAS standards, and IVI platforms.
For communication, AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform uses
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Fig. 1: Proxy-Skeleton Architecture [10]
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to specific protocol IDs. Additionally, vsomeip.json is
required for the routing managers on both sides of the
communication.
According to AP, three base mechanisms to exchange
data in the SOA are events, methods and fields [10].
Events in AP and broadcasts in CommonAPI are
one-way communication elements with logic implemented
on the service (stub) side; as a result, data is received on
the client side. After a client subscribes to the service,
every data sent from the service has been followed by a
callback triggered on the client.
Methods, on the other hand, are linked in both
directions. Method can be implemented on the service
side as well, but be triggered by the client. Two-way
communication is realized as a function with parameters
that the client calls; the service obtains the data that needs
to be processed by using the function parameters. After
the data processing is finished, the client receives a return
value from the service.
A field can act as a method, an event, or both at the
same time. To change or read the value of a field, the
get() and set() functions provide method-like functionality.
Similarly, if "on-change-notification" is specified in the
model definition, the subscribed client is notified whenever
that value of the field changes. The main differences
between an event and a field with "on-change-notification"
are that a field has a certain value at any time and
that an additional callback is triggered on field’s client
subscription.
IV. S OLUTION
This section depicts the simple communication between
the ara::com (ADAS part) and CommonAPI (IVI part)
middlewares, with the goal of providing proof of concept
that data transfer between ADAS and IVI via SOA
mechanism is possible, as well as evaluating different
approaches for the implementation of this feature.
The Automotive system in Fig 2. represents the
proposed solution, which is explained further in this
chapter. The applications used in the provided scenarios
are just for example purposes. The communication

Method
Event

RTSP

Camera Control
SWC

Camera app
SOME/IP

Communication
Manager

SOME/IP

Processing
output app

Processing
SWC

ADAS

Fig. 2: System design
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IVI

system functionality remains the same, regardless of
the applications and algorithms which are used. To
illustrate the data exchange through methods, the Camera
application is created on IVI side, that calls a method
and passes a flag to start or stop the camera stream; the
return value that the Camera application receives from the
ADAS side is the IP address from which the data would
be streamed. On the other hand, to illustrate the data
exchange through the event mechanism, the Processing
SWC triggers the Processing output application to get a
notification and take a value provided in the event callback.
Communication Manager (CM) has the most important
job in this system, which is to enable and maintain
both the internal communication within ara::com and the
external communication with commonAPI. For external
communication (i.e. the communication with IVI domain
applications), CM can contain only provider (P) ports,
since the opposite direction of data procurement (from
IVI to ADAS) shall be disabled due to safety reasons.
On the other hand, for the internal communication within
ADAS SWCs both the receiver (R) and the provider ports
can be used. If SWC has an R port it acts as a client,
otherwise, it acts as a service. Full control over data
exchange is provided by CM, because every data first
arrives to this SWC, from which it will be forwarded to
the target component or device.
To model the CM and all the other SWCs on ADAS
side, ARXML model was crated. Additionally, external
communication with Android was also modeled. In the
IVI domain, the model with interfaces for applications
that are complementary to CM’s, is made using Franca
IDL [15]. After that, the skeleton (stub) and proxy
are generated, inherited by the applications, and the
application functionality is implemented.
Interesting for the discussion is how the mechanisms
of the internal communication can be mapped to external
ones. For the example of events and methods, there are
four different mapping options and they are shown in Table
I.
V. E VALUATION
The evaluation was performed on Jetson AGX Xavier
module, and Qualcomm 8155 automotive development
platform, which were linked by Ethernet, thorough
router, to provide the controlled network environment.
To compare the performance of the method-based and
event-based communication depicted in Fig. 3, the testing
was executed by taking 1000 samples, and the average
execution times, along with standard deviation, could be
seen in Table II. The measurement of the method execution
time is started when the data is requested, and it is stopped
when data arrives at the client. Furthermore, event time
testing consisted of three separate parts, for both internal
and external events: the time needed for an event to be
sent, the time needed for data to pass from one side to
another, and from the moment when the data arrived to
the moment when it was processed. CPU consumption
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Table I: Different use of SOA mechanisms in internal
and external part of the system
Internally

Method

Event

Method

Event

Externally

Discussion

Method

Represents method inside another
method, so the execution could be
slower because the external method
needs to wait for the internal to end.

Method

Event

Event

Could provide a faster solution than a
method–to-method mapping if an event
occurs frequently enough, or if a large
amount of data is transferred, but some
synchronization mechanism would be
needed so the data cannot be corrupted
while reading.
If there is a need from the external
client to obtain the data periodically
with an assigned period, this could be
a good solution, because CM could
invoke a method periodically and send
the data to the IVI client through
the event. Similarly, a synchronization
mechanism would be also needed here.

Camera Control
SWC

Camera app
SOME/IP

Communication
Manager

SOME/IP

Camera Control
SWC

Camera app

IVI

ADAS

Fig. 3: Method vs event in internal communication
Table II: Measurements of the mean data arrival time
and the standard deviation for the method and event
Mean [µs]

STDev. [%]

Method

33085.86

16.93

Event

20869.21

14.32

Propagates event from ADAS service to
the external (IVI) client.

couldn’t be measured for method and event separate,
because the load is too small, but the average consumption
for CM si between 0.2 and 0.5% for the mentioned system.
The use of events reducss delivery time, but it may
consume more CPU resources because the process is
always active in the background, especially if there are
many SWCs with events in the system. In that case, usage
of the method reduces CPU consumption but increases the
delivery time. The worst-case scenario for an event would
be that it occurs during an external method call, which is
faster than the usual method execution time. It’s important
to mention that the most of deviation comes from the part
before the event is sent and after it is received, while the
deviation of the middle part is about 15% of the whole. As
a matter of fact, the majority of the variation is caused by
binding, serialization, deserialization, packing, and other
operations from the communication stacks.
This solution was implemented using a centralized
system in which the CM is the central component that
makes the system safer because data must pass through
CM before it goes to the other side, also it provides
the abstraction for all the SWCs on the ADAS part
to the external (IVI) domain. The components send
data to the CM without knowing what the external
communication architecture looks like. This means that
ADAS applications are not affected by the type of protocol
on the IVI side since CM can communicate with the
internal ADAS applications in an arbitrary way. It only
matters that CM will provide information to IVI via
SOA mechanisms. Furthermore, this approach is simpler
to implement because there is only one binding to the
network endpoint which is needed, and it is for CM.
The communication could also be established by using
the distributed approach, and this will be the focus of
our future work. The distributed approach allows faster
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Method
Event

communication between clients and services, without the
need for a central SWC, but the entire system is dependent
on the protocol that IVI supports. The advantage of the
distributed system is the elimination of the single point
of failure that CM SWC represents. If CM terminates the
entire system fails, whereas, in a distributed solution, the
system continues to function with minor consequences. In
terms of safety, distributed systems have their own pros,
because the data is distributed among different nodes, and
there is no single point of vulnerability that could be
targeted by the malicious users. On the other hand, if the
distributed system is not well designed, it may be more
difficult to maintain and to protect, as it is easier to guard
one instead of a hundred SWCs.

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents the solution for the ADAS–IVI
communication challenge and discusses different internal
and external communication architectures within it. The
centralized approach is applied by implementing the
Communication Manager SWC based on the SOA
paradigm on the ADAS side. The solution was evaluated
and discussed within a simple automotive system. The
paper showed that a centralized solution could make a
model independent of an external protocol.
To port this solution to different platforms, it is
necessary to implement only the CM. The implementation
of different CMs is repetitive and focuses mainly
on the development of the underlying communication
mechanisms. Therefore, the whole CM could be modeled
and a new layer of abstraction could be introduced to this
ADAS–IVI interaction. In the future, we will focus on
creating this kind of model and code generator, to enable
the quick development of IVI solutions using data from
the ADAS domain.
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Abstract—There is hardly a university that does not offer a
course in software engineering for computer scientists. Due to the
expanding complexity of software systems and rapidly changing
requirements, it has become increasingly difficult to teach students all the content they need for their professional careers
in the industry or academia. Additionally, teaching modelling
with modelling languages like UML is a sophisticated task for
educators. Student-generated solutions may be visually different
from a sample solution and still be correct. Regarding large
software engineering courses, individual feedback for students
is usually not possible or comes with a time delay. However, it
would contribute to their learning success. Therefore, a rising
number of software tools can be found to support this area of
teaching. In this paper, a systematic literature review is presented.
It follows the methodology of Kitchenham and provides an
overview about the tools, that are used to support teaching of
modelling in higher software engineering education. Alongside
the functionalities and their differences, this literature review
summarizes the difficulties, that motivated educators to develop
these tools.
Index Terms—Software Engineering Education, UML, Literature Review, Tool-Supported Teaching

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software systems are becoming increasingly complex. Computer science graduates are expected to be able to design and
implement robust and extensible software. To match these
industrial needs, most universities offer software engineering
courses for their computer science students. As de facto standard, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) with its different
diagrams is a central component for many of those courses [1].
However, learning how to plan and design software frequently
confronts students with challenges [2], [3]. Similar to programming, modelling is best learned by applying it. Therefore,
students are often given different (textual) assignments during
the exercises of the course. Regarding such modelling tasks,
students can create correct solutions that differ from a sample
solution provided by a teacher [4]. Giving feedback to each of
them is, especially with a large number of course participants,
not possible for educators.
To address these challenges, some tools have been developed and presented in literature. However, the authors of
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this publication were not able to find an overview about the
functionalities and differences of these tools. The contribution
of this work will be a systematic literature review (SLR) about
the tool-supported teaching of UML diagrams in software
engineering education. It points out how these tools work, how
they differ to each other and which different problems they
want to tackle. For teachers, this SLR can provide comprehensive insights into existing solutions and their functionalities. It
can also reveal, which areas in the teaching of UML diagrams
are not yet supported by software tools.
The focus of this SLR is on the current state of literature. It
does not cover an additional study about unpublished teaching
practices at different universities.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section
II gives an overview about related work. The research method
used in this publication is outlined in section III. Finally, the
results of this SLR are presented in section IV.
II. R ELATED WORK
Software engineering education is an active field of research.
Alongside many primary publications, secondary literature has
been published as well.
Authors in [5], for example, review about using an object
oriented approach in teaching software engineering. [6] surveyed 47 instructors about their course contents, modelling
tools used and factors that affect learning outcomes. Authors
of [7]–[9] also analyse and compare different UML modelling
tools and their application in education.
A literature review about the use of machine learning tools
in the software development life cycle stages has also been
published by [10]. The authors in [11] conducted a systematic
mapping study about tool-supported collaborative learning in
software engineering education.
Gamification in teaching has become very popular in recent
years. Such approaches have also been studied. [12] detect
important trends and challenges in this field of research.
Authors in [13] investigate how these methods have been used
and how they support specific knowledge areas of software
engineering. Which games or simulations have been used
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for educational purposes in software engineering so far, was
evaluated by [14]. The current state of game-based learning
(alongside with advantages and disadvantages) is presented in
[15]. Authors in [16] give a detailed overview about the games
that were developed, which software engineering areas have
been addressed, which soft skills were promoted by them and
how these skills were evaluated.
It is not clear from these interesting publications, which
tools for teaching UML diagrams have been reported in
literature. Such a publication could not be discovered by the
authors. This gap shall be closed in this work. It describes
these tools, how they differ in their approach and what
motivated teachers to develop them. The focus is not on a
comparison of applicable modelling tools, but rather on tools
that support students in their learning process.
III. R ESEARCH METHOD
This SLR follows the methodological approach of Kitchenham [17], [18]. The following subsections are based on the
described procedure and outline all essential points.

TABLE I: Inclusion criteria of this SLR
ID

Inclusion criteria

I1

Papers from scholarly research journals and conference proceedings, which are peer-reviewed.
Papers need to be available in full-text and in German
or English language.
The publication date must be in the period between
January 2010 and December 2021.
Paper describes a software supported approach to
teaching modelling with the UML modelling language.

I2
I3
I4

TABLE II: Exclusion criteria of this SLR
ID

Exclusion criteria

E1
E2

Secondary Literature.
Work-In-Progress paper are only included, when
already a concrete concept exists.
Teaching concepts that are not software supported.
Papers that name a software supported approach to
teach modelling with UML modelling language, but
do not describe the tools’ details.
Theoretical frameworks / ideas / visions that have
not yet been implemented.

E3
E4
E5

A. Research questions
The following research questions are intended to be answered:
• RQ1: What software tools are used to teach UML
diagrams in higher software engineering education?
• RQ2: What are the fundamental differences in these
approaches?
• RQ3: Which deficits should be eliminated by these
approaches?
B. Sources to be searched
Following [19], the most popular electronic data sources in
the field of software and software engineering are:
• IEEExplore (https://ieeexplore.ieee.org)
• ACM Digital Library (https://dl.acm.org/)
• ScienceDirect (https://www.sciencedirect.com/)
• Wiley Online Library (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/)
• SpringerLink (https://link.springer.com/)
Citing [20], Kitchenham and Charters [18] name the same
electronic data sources. Because these databases are outlined
by different authors it can be assumed, that they contain important primary literature for this SLR. The authors do not have
access to the Scopus digital library (https://www.scopus.com).
Therefore, it is not included. To ensure that no important
publication was forgotten, a Google Scholar search has also
been performed.
C. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion and exclusion criteria for this SLR are shown
in Table I and II.
Literature, which is not available in either German (the
mother tongue of the authors) or English language, has not
been included. Otherwise, it would not be possible to make
valid statements about their content.
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Also, the earliest publication date was set to January 2010.
This ensures that only tools are included, that can still be used
in an educational context today.
D. Primary study selection
1) Search term: In order to find appropriate literature and
thus answer the research questions (see subsection: III-A), a
search term has been developed and applied to the different
electronic databases. However, it is not possible to apply the
exact same search string to each of these databases (e.g. [20]).
As a consequence it is necessary to slightly adapt it according
to the requirements specifications of the data source. If the
search term contained too many operators, it has been split
and the individual results compiled. The following search
term shows which keywords were searched for:
TITLE-ABS-KEY ((”tool” OR ”system” OR ”approach” OR
CASE) AND ”software engineering” AND ”education” AND
(”UML” OR ”diagram” OR ”modelling”)) ”filter”: {Publication
date: (01/01/2010 TO 12/31/2021)}

2) Procedure: The search procedure has four different
phases. During the initial phase 1, N = 147 papers were found.
Phase 2 applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria to abstract,
title and keywords, which resulted in N = 36 papers. After a
full paper read in phase 3, N = 22 publications were selected
and will be part of this SLR (if there were several papers for
the same tool, the counter was increased by 1 only). In the
final step, phase 4, a snowballing process with a forward and
backward search was conducted [21]. Additional 11 papers
were found. This can be explained by the fact that some of
the papers were not published in the databases mentioned and
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shows the importance of the snowballing process. Overall, a
number of N = 33 papers were selected and will be synthesized
in the following.
IV. R ESULTS
According to other secondary publications (e.g. [22]) the
distribution of selected papers in databases can be relevant
for researchers who want to conduct their own research in
this field. All percentages stated in the following are rounded
to the first decimal place. Most of the papers have been
found in the IEEExplore (48.5%) and ACM Digital Library
(24.2%). The remaining publications are distributed as follows:
SpringerLink 6.0%, Wiley Online Library 3.0%, ScienceDirect
0.0% and in other databases (due to the Google Scholar and
snowballing search) 18.2%.
A. RQ1: What software tools are used to teach UML diagrams
in higher software engineering education?
To answer this research question, the selected papers are
listed and the functionality of the tools is briefly explained.
Authors in [23] present an online UML editor. During the
creation of diagrams, the tool logs and visualizes students
activities. Teachers can use those to monitor students behavior
and identify problems during the modelling process.
JavalinaCode is an interactive, web-based code editor [24].
After submitting code to the backend, an UML class diagram
is generated and displayed next to the code in the frontend.
When executing the program in the online editor, the tool
visualizes how the objects’ attribute values change.
JaguarCode is also a web-based code editor, that aims to
visualize the static structure and dynamic behavior of Java
code [25]. The tool converts students’ code into UML class
diagrams, runs it and displays how the attribute values of the
objects change during the execution.
Umple is another web-based tool presented by [26], capable
of visualizing Code written in Umple syntax. Additionally,
diagrams can be generated and converted into this syntax. Java,
PHP or C++ code can also be created from those diagrams.
In [27] an online modeling editor has been created. Students
can see code and an UML diagram. They receive individual
and direct feedback, as the editor highlights missing requirements next to the elements. Educators can assess the students
models as well.
A 3D visualization of original 2D models is also possible and presented by [28]. Students are able to explore
different perspectives, abstractions, relationships etc. With this
approach, students can analyse larger models (as they exist in
industry).
The tool Ariadne allows students to view and edit UML
diagrams in 2D, as well as in Augmented Reality using the
Microsoft Hololens glasses [29].
UMLint is a web-based tool, which can detect defects
according to given rules in UML diagrams and give feedback
to students [30]. The tool can not validate whether a correct
diagram, according to given requirements has been generated.
Rather, it checks students’ diagrams for common mistakes.
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In [31] a simplified modelling editor is presented. Students
receive textual requirements and have to create a diagram according to these. The tool provides tips and simple diagnostics.
The diagnostics are also available for educators to analyse and
detect misconceptions by their students.
Since a lot of research has been done in the field of artificial
intelligence in recent years, it is not surprising, that there are
studies on the evaluation of student diagrams with machine
learning. The authors in [32] trained several machine learning
algorithms to grade students diagrams. According to their
evaluation, these algorithms are currently not good enough
to be applied in education.
A simple heuristic paired with machine learning was chosen
by [33] to grade students UML diagrams on a scale from A
to F (where A is the best and F the worst grade).
CaMeLOT is a student-centered, personalized approach,
which takes domain knowledge and a common set of errors to
assess UML diagrams [34]. If mistakes are detected, the tool
provides another exercise with the same level of difficulty.
If there are otherwise no errors found, a more sophisticated
exercise is provided.
Because different diagram elements can have different
names with the same meaning, authors in [35] developed a
tool for students, where they can provide their diagrams and
receive feedback. Teachers judge words with equal meanings
and enter them into the tool. Afterwards the tool is capable of
grading a students solution.
In [36] errors in UML use case and class diagrams can
be detected automatically. Educators provide an exercise.
Students create a diagram. The tool does not compare their
solutions to a sample solution, but can detect mistakes according to a given set of rules.
The tool described in [37] takes an educators UML diagram
(as a sample solution), converts it into code and generates
Unit-Tests for it. Students also have to develop a diagram,
which is also converted into code. The Unit-Tests are then
executed on the students’ code. The tests stop after the first
error. Educators receive a list of the students’ mistakes and
can discuss them during the course.
In ModBud, an AI based tool, educators can enter requirements and a sample solution [38]. The tool learns from those
and can afterwards interact with the students by providing tips
for improvement. During the modeling process it also corrects
the students’ solution.
In [39], the PREViA tool is presented. It is capable of
visualizing differences in software architectures over time.
Taking a sample solution as basic and the students solution
as ”evolved” model, both can be compared and differences
pointed out for students.
On basis of a grading algorithm, authors in [40] compare
a sample solution to students’ solutions. The model achieved
good results, according to the authors’ evaluation.
The framework published in [41] converts students class
diagrams into conceptual graphs as knowledge representation.
The information gathered from the diagram is compared to
existing knowledge about the diagram.
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A tool presented by [42] converts students’ diagrams (or
Java code) and a sample solution into design structure matrices
and compares them to each other. The feedback outlines how
different functionalities should be distributed into different
classes / modules. The tool does not take attributes or methods
into account.
UMLGrader is a web-service, which takes a students diagram and compares it to a sample solution [43]. Afterwards
they can correct their diagrams according to the provided
feedback and submit them again. If the tool does not detect any
more mistakes, the students’ solutions are sent to an educator,
which grades the diagram manually.
An e-assessment tool, which can be integrated into the
online learning platform Moodle is presented by [44]. It
intends to support students while learning UML class diagram
design patterns.
DUDE (for Deep UML Detector) is a tool that compares
students’ UML class diagrams to a sample solution provided
by a teacher [4]. Because the manner of developing such
diagrams differs from student to student, they are imported
visually using a deep neural network.
Using a scoring algorithm to determine the students’ performance, authors in [45] evaluate their students’ diagrams by
taking a sample solution and compare it to a students’ solution.
SD3ED is a pedagogical tool, that gives immediate feedback
to students in early stages of sequence diagram generation
[46]. Taking a belonging class diagram as a basis, the tool
verifies whether all elements and methods are visible or not.
It also detects invalid actions and provides tips to the students.
Authors in [47] developed a web-based tool to support
teaching and learning of UML class diagrams. It can assign
exercises and automatically correct students’ results. For comparison, an educator has to provide different possible solutions.
After the correction, the students receive feedback, which
outlines the detected differences.
UMLGrade provides requirements definitions to students
[48]. Afterwards they have to create a class diagram according
to them. An educator provides a solution and the tool is
capable of comparing those to each other. Students receive
feedback, which tells them in which areas they can improve.
Because students seem to struggle when implementing the
Model-View-Controller pattern, authors in [49] developed an
editor, that allows its users to create an UML Entity Relationship Model. From those, the views, models and controllers are
generated automatically.
CAQAS is a question and answering tool for large courses
[50]. The current presentation slides are captured on a server.
Students can ask and answer questions for specific slides in a
chatroom. Educators are able to highlight correct answers.
Using the Moodle learning platform as a basis, authors in
[51] developed a game-based software engineering course with
a level structure. The concept was design to teach especially
UML syntax and semantics.
Different case studies have been developed by [52] to teach
UML using LEGO serious play.
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TABLE III: Clustering of publications in different categories
Category
1.) Visualize
2.) Compare
3.) Others

References
[23]–[29]
[4], [30]–[48]
[49]–[54]

Percent
21.2%
60.6%
18.2%

Also, a tool with structure matrices was presented, which
guides students through evaluating their own design [53].
In [54] students receive textual requirements and have
to highlight important elements (like classes and attributes).
Afterwards they can create an UML diagram according to the
requirements. The tool helps students to self-assess their work.
B. RQ2: What are the fundamental differences in these approaches?
All the publications in the previous section aim to support
students in learning UML modelling. But there are also
some differences between them. Some focus on sequence and
others on class diagrams. Of course they also differ in their
technical structure. However, those are not the differences
this research questions intends to answer. The focus will be
on the fundamental differences between the methodological
approaches the tools are based on.
Therefore, they have been separated into three main categories. Those are visible in table III alongside with the
references and the percentage distribution.
1.) Visualize: 21.2% of the selected papers mainly focus on
visualizing code or UML diagrams in a specific manner. With
a new perspective, individual elements and their associations
should be more recognizable. With a clear and interactive
presentation educators want to facilitate learning for students
and close gaps in understanding.
2.) Compare: Most of the selected papers (60.6%) match
a students’ solution with a set of rules or a sample solution.
This approach has the advantage, that students can receive
direct and individual feedback. Comparing this with the given
requirements, students can understand what they missed and
how they can improve their modelling skills. Preparing exercises and sample solutions for those tools is still a time
consuming task for educators. However, they do not have to
assess students’ diagrams manually. But manual support is still
required for advanced questions.
3.) Others: The third cluster was created for publications,
that do not correspond to the first two clusters and are also
very different from each other. It contains 18.2% of the
publications.
C. RQ3: Which deficits should be eliminated by these approaches?
To answer this research question, the deficits named by the
selected publications have been synthesized and the five most
mentioned listed in Table IV.
60.6% of those papers recognized, that object-oriented design is very difficult for students to learn and apply. They
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TABLE IV: Deficits that motivated tool development
Deficit

Percent

Difficult to learn and apply
Existing applications are not sufficient
Time consuming for educators
Individual and direct feedback is not possible
Different solutions can be correct

60.6%
42.4%
39.4%
30.3%
30.3%

fail to recognize important concepts and struggle in creating
complete diagrams from textual requirements.
Another point is represented by the already existing applications. According to 42.4% of the publications, they are not
available or too complex for educational purposes. Also, these
tools often lack of important functionality.
By 39.4% was reported, that creating and correcting exercises is a time consuming task. Especially when it comes
to teaching UML diagrams, a sufficient amount of practice
is important. There are two main reasons, why educators
would require so much time for assessing exercises. Due to a
growing number of software engineering students, individual
and direct feedback is often not possible (reported by 30.3%).
This is mainly because there can be many different and
correct solutions to a problem statement (reported by 30.3%).
To correct these individual solutions and give personalized
feedback is a sophisticated challenge for educators.
These problems are reported by many different sources.
That points out, that many researchers face the same challenges. Although they are frequently reported in the literature,
they remain unresolved so far.
V. C ONCLUSION
The SLR developed in this publication outlines the different
tools, that are used to support teaching of UML diagrams
in higher software engineering education. The results present
the different tools reported in literature, how they can be
categorized and what motivated researchers to develop them.
Although these problems have been recognized in the literature, they remain unresolved to this day.
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Abstract - Every new generation of modern vehicles aims
to provide the customers with a higher level of comfort and
entertainment services. Consequently, the burden is placed
upon the manufacturers to incorporate ever more complex
electronic systems in their products and introduce servicebased technologies. To meet these demands, service-oriented
architecture (SOA) has become an integral part of the
Adaptive AUTOSAR as the industry standard. Also, mobile
services and applications are natively supported in the new
in-vehicle infotainment systems (IVI) which usually run on
the Android operating system. As these fundamentally
different technologies are incorporated in the vehicles, the
developers are facing the challenge of connecting them and
exchanging information between the services running in
different domains. Service-oriented architectures usually
rely on a model-driven engineering approach to facilitate
the development of the applications. However, as the
complexity of the system grows, the mapping of various
metamodels becomes a challenge, as no single standard is
used across all domains in the vehicle. This paper provides a
possible solution for mapping the already existing
AUTOSAR metamodel to an Android Interface Definition
Language (AIDL) metamodel. By applying the proposed
mapping, it is possible to build applications that require the
cooperation of various domains within the vehicle.
Keywords - AUTOSAR; ANDROID; ARXML; AIDL;
metamodel; transformation; generator

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the growing consumer demands in the
automotive industry, manufacturers are driven to improve
the level of comfort and entertainment available with
every generation of vehicles. With this, the burden is
placed upon the manufacturers to incorporate ever more
complex electronics and software solutions in their
products, with the trend aiming towards the service-based
technologies that rely on cloud databases. This trend can
be best illustrated through the support for SOA in
Adaptive AUTOSAR as the industry standard, and
through services for mobile platforms being natively
supported on the IVI systems found in the new vehicles.
The biggest reason for Android and AUTOSAR interconnection is the platform and feature diversity. Android
is proven to work on many different devices, it is opensource and the most evolving solution for the IVI domain.
When it comes to the automotive field, the diversity of
use-cases can be built based on the data provided by the
vehicle. Considering that vehicles are procuring most of
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the data from sensors attached within the ADAS domain,
inter-connection between AUTOSAR representing the
ADAS domain and Android can be very useful. This
paper is intended to provide a facilitated inter-connection
by using the model transformation so the communication
and development can be automated as much as possible.
The incorporation of fundamentally different
technologies inside of one system (such as AUTOSAR
and Android) provides us with the challenge of connecting
those different domains. SOA in the automotive industry
is closely tied to Model-Driven Engineering, and various
interface definition languages (IDL) are used to describe
Inter-Process Communication (IPC) and to establish a
mutual agreement between interfaces [1]. Different
metamodels describe the syntax and the semantics of
different modeling languages. Metamodels contain
semantics and syntax which are suitable for a specific
domain. As domains are different and have different
requirements in terms of performance, scalability, and
safety, there are differences in languages used to describe
the models. As more and more technologies get
incorporated, mapping those metamodels becomes a
challenge not just from the semantic point of view but also
from the implementational point of view.
In general, we can distinguish between the two types
of model transformations. If the transformation is
performed between the models expressed in the same
language, it is called endogenous transformation. On the
other hand, the transformation between models described
in different languages is called exogenous [2]. In
automotive domains developed according to the
AUTOSAR standard, AUTOSAR Extensible Markup
Language (ARXML) is used, while Android-based
components use AIDL. To enable the IPC between
different domains, it is necessary to perform the
exogenous transformations between these two modeling
languages. The following subsections will provide more
details about the specifics of ARXML and AIDL
languages.
A. AIDL
Every process on the Android operating system has its
own virtual address space. Preventing one process to
access data of another process on a system is great from a
security standpoint, but this requires more developer work
to ensure that the processes can communicate with each
other. As various processes are running on a system,
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(ranging from system processes to third-party processes),
it is necessary to establish a standard method of defining
the IPC interfaces, instead of creating multiple custom
solutions. In Android, this is achieved by using AIDL.
With AIDL each process agrees on a way to establish
communication. When the developer wishes to enable
communication between processes, the only thing that
needs to be done is to write an AIDL file that is
straightforward to implement. Code generators will
generate C++ or Java code for the client-server
communication, and this allows the developer not to
worry about the underlying software stack. It also ensures
code reliability, since the AIDL file will stay the same
regardless of the underlying code. Application code is less
susceptible to errors and AIDL allows users to abstract the
way IPC works and the only thing programmer needs to
worry about is which information needs to be transferred
[1].
B. ARXML
AUTOSAR metamodel contains all the necessary
information that describes an AUTOSAR system [3].
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a markup
language for storing and transmitting data which in this
case is used to interchange system information. The
description of components is contained in the XML
Scheme. The components of interest here are the ones
related to communication. Constraints related to methods,
data types, etc. are described in each protocol
specification. AUTOSAR is most often modeled through a
User Interface application (e.g., Vector DaVinci tools) [4].
After the system is designed it can be exported to the
XML format.
C. Overview
This paper provides one solution for mapping the
already existing AUTOSAR metamodel to an AIDL
metamodel using a model-to-model transformation. This
mapping will allow the applications running within one
domain to be extended with the functionality provided by
the other automotive domain. Figure 1 shows that the
main idea is to translate ARXML and AIDL to establish
compatible communication between the two domains.
Any chosen Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol used
in AUTOSAR is not natively supported in the Android
services generated from AIDL so it must be additionally
included. AIDL involved in the translation with ARXML
is needed to ensure the data would be forwarded to the
application layer in the format compatible with the
AUTOSAR side.
First, the already existing mappings of different
domain models to AUTOSAR will be discussed, and the
steps needed to implement the transformation will be
identified. Then, a detailed description of AIDL and
AUTOSAR models will be provided, and the limitation
caused by the differences in models will be discussed.
Finally, different options for the implementation of the
AIDL to ARXML and vice versa translation will be
considered, and one solution for ARXML and AIDL
generator tool will be provided.
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Figure 1. ARXML and AIDL translation and data flow

II.

RELATED WORK

Getting the data from the embedded system in Android
Operating System can drastically speed up the
development time and increase the possibility of new
features because Android as a system is rich with all kinds
of functionality. It can relieve the developer from needing
to learn a new technology stack, as the software should be
in an already familiar format. Before starting the
implementation, a clear analysis of both metamodels
needs to be examined.
A model transformation approaches differ based on
the domains and languages as described earlier. That is
why several different approaches can be used to perform
transformations [5]. Usually, they are divided into two
groups listed below.
•
•

Model to Text (code) approaches
Model to Model approaches

Semantic analysis of a metamodel takes a long time as
each system needs to be fully examined. Reference [1]
described the semantic meaning of different
heterogeneous models including ARXML and AIDL by
examining the code generated from these domain
languages and mapping their communication mechanism.
However, the authors of that paper do not implement any
actual metamodel mapping and language translation.
As a reference for a better understanding of a
metamodel, it is useful to look at the previous mapping of
an examined metamodel. Mapping is examined between
Franca IDL (FIDL) and ARXML [6]. Franca_ara_tool
(FARACON) is a transformation tool that “connects” the
IVI and Advanced driver-assistance system (ADAS)
domains [7]. Its mapping is done from the semantic point
of view, but it is also fully implemented as a generator.
Metamodel mapping is documented in table form [8].
The goal of this paper is to analyze the interoperability
of AIDL and AUTOSAR metamodels and the
transformation procedure. This solution can also be used
as a guide for the transformation of other metamodels to
an AUTOSAR metamodel, or an AIDL metamodel.
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III.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. AIDL
This section will examine the features and limitations
of AIDL in Android 11 that are needed for understanding
some of the transformation choices. AIDL is implemented
using Yet Another Compiler-Compiler (YACC) and
Lexical analyzer generator (LEX) [9]. From the files that
use YACC, and LEX, AIDL syntax and metamodel can be
examined.
To pass an object over the network, AIDL uses a
Parcelable type [10]. It can contain any primitive types,
Strings and CharSequences, derived (Interface, Parcelable,
or Enumeration) types, primitive and derived arrays, Lists,
and Maps. Primitive and primitive array fields can contain
a default value (value can also be provided with an
expression).
To generate the code needed for client-server
communication, an AIDL file must contain at least one
Interface, Parcelable, or Enumeration type. Interface and
Parcelable (that is defined in an AIDL file) cannot be in
the same AIDL file. Only one interface can be declared in
an AIDL file and the same goes for the Parcelable. More
Parcelables that are defined outside of an AIDL file and
enumerations can be contained in a single file. This will
create a more complex transformation solution as more
AIDL models need to be generated from one AUTOSAR
model.
In an Interface, methods and constants can be defined.
Constants can be only of int or String type. They must
have a given value (or an expression from which the value
will be evaluated). Methods are more versatile as they can
contain more primitive types, Strings and CharSequences,
derived types (Interface, Parcelable or Enumeration), array
primitive, array derived types, Lists, and Maps. All
method arguments have an explicit or an implicit direction
(in, out, or inout) and while some types can be declared
with any direction, others are limited to only one.
Transformation should provide a solution to this problem.
Enumerators inside of an enumeration are of type byte
by default but using "Backing" annotation they can be of
any primitive type, String or CharSequence [11]. They can
also contain a custom value (value can also be provided
with an expression).
B. ARXML
Data types that can be transformed are of category
structure, map, vector, or references to any primitive or
supported type.
For the data exchange, SOME/IP (Scalable ServiceOriented Middleware over IP) specification is examined
as it is de facto the protocol used for the communication
[12]. Service interfaces can contain constants, fields,
events, and methods with arguments that can be in any
type of direction (in, out, or inout).
Events are sent from the server to a client when the
data is changed.
Fields can have any of the getter, setter, or notifier
options. Notifier means that the data is sent when it is
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changed which is the same as an event, but the difference
is that the data is also sent as soon as a client subscribes.
Enumerators (COMPU-SCALE tag) can be defined
without a value or with an upper and lower limit value.
IV.

SOLUTION

A. Mapping Methodology
The solution presented in this paper is dealing with
divergent and exogenous systems, so the approach was a
manual syntax mapping of the used languages [13] and an
analysis of their semantic meaning. The mapping of the
examined models was done by analyzing the AIDL
grammar and trying to find similarities between the
AUTOSAR metamodel and the actual ARXML file. A
good approach for mapping is to start from the AIDL side
since it only contains components that are necessary for
communication. This way, it’s easier to find ARXML
components responsible for the communication and ignore
ARXML components that are unrelated to the mapping
due to the complexity of the ARXML model.
Additionally, in situations where no direct mapping
could be identified for AIDL to ARXML component
translation, FARACON was used to first translate
ARXML to FIDL language. Since AIDL has a similar
syntax to FIDL, the elements of the generated FIDL
model can be examined to find a suitable mapping [14].
B. Component Mapping
Packages in AIDL are usually provided with a fully
qualified name (e.g., a.b.c). This can be transformed by
creating AR-PACKAGES and AR-PACKAGE tags with
SHORT-NAME which is a segment of a given package
name.
ARXML arguments in methods can be declared with
any direction, whereas in AIDL some types are limited to
only “in” direction. Arguments in ARXML with “out”
direction that cannot be of “out” direction in AIDL are put
into Parcelable, which is used as a return type.
Data types of category structure are transformed into a
Parcelable. Additional code needs to be generated to
support mapping, i.e., assignment between structure and
Parcelable corresponding fields.
ARXML methods can contain a fire and forget flag
which means that the server is not obliged to wait for a
response. To simulate this behavior, it should be
transformed into a method with the oneway [10] keyword.
Oneway prevents the caller of a method to get blocked
during the invocation.
ARXML vector data types should be transformed into
arrays. The problem comes when the vector contains a
fixed size number of elements because the size of arrays
cannot be defined in AIDL. The generator
(transformation) should either throw an error if this
behavior occurs or give a warning to the user if it is a
wanted behavior.
ARXML data type of category map is transformed into
AIDL map only if the key is of a String type, as it is the
only type that can be used as a key type in AIDL map.
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The value in the ARXML map must be of type structure
(Parcelable in AIDL), or String as AIDL map value
cannot be of a primitive type.
Events from ARXML as shown in Figure 2, must be
emulated with the same event listener concept used in
Java [15]. First, the interface is created with the void
method that resembles the actual event. Figure 3 shows
that no additional changes need to be done in ARXML to
support this transformation as the event short name is the
same as the name of the method. Then in another interface
the method that registers a given interface needs to be
created as shown in Figure 4. Because the solution here
targets a two-way transformation, there needs to be a way
to recognize which methods should be used as events
when transforming from AIDL to ARXML. To do this, a
naming convention should be established. For example,
the listener should be a reserved word in interfaces and the
register should be a reserved word in methods.

Figure 2. ARXML file with one event

Figure 3. AIDL file with one register method

Figure 4. AIDL file with Listener interface

If an ARXML field contains a getter or a setter or
both, corresponding methods should be created in AIDL.
To ensure that fields are created when transforming from
AIDL, a naming convention should be established.
Notifier is treated as an event.
ARXML enumeration can be transformed directly into
AIDL enumeration if no upper and lower limits are
defined. If they are defined, their range needs to be
checked and if it cannot be fit into a byte (8 bits) then the
Backing annotation must be used with the type int or long,
depending on the range. Upper and lower limits can be
different in ARXML, but AIDL does not support such
behavior. Only one value can be used. Therefore, upper,
and lower limits need to be the same and they need to be
used with a closed interval type.
Before discussing two-way transformation, the next
two paragraphs will examine the transformation in only
one direction.

C. ARXML to AIDL Transformation
After parsing XML, its data would usually be stored in
a tree structure, and data would be extracted by searching
for the right tag.
Searching tags can be more suitable for a smaller
model, which allows for a straightforward model to text
approach. The actual custom model that would be used for
storing the data would only make the transformation
slower and it would require more time to maintain it and
do the proper testing.
However, when dealing with a more complex model
or a model that contains a more complex mapping,
maintaining the custom model can be a better option as
the actual way of transformation would be more in the
focus, and developing such a transformation would be
clearer to read, understand and develop. If done properly,
different future versions would be clearer to see where
they belong and with a better focus on mapping
implementation, fitting it into an existing implementation
would not cause any major problems.
As AUTOSAR system modeling tools already contain
implemented models, using an already implemented one is
the best option. If it is not suitable for usage, then it would
be best to only implement the features that are used in the
transformation.
D. AIDL to ARXML Transformation
The model-to-text solution has the benefit of not
needing to maintain the new language grammar and
constraints as it comes with every release of AIDL. Since
AIDL uses YACC and LEX (as explained in previous
chapters), the straightforward solution would be to do
model to text translation. However, it is not just errorprone, but it also removes the emphasis on the actual
transformation process.
The model-to-model approach is better in terms of the
right focus on transformation, but one would also need to
reimplement the already existing grammar which
emphasizes the development time of the same language
and testing that needs to be done for the new model.
E. Two-way Transformation
The time spent on reimplementing AIDL grammar to
support model transformation decreased the time on the
implementation of transformation and improved the
testability and maintainability of such transformation.
That would not be possible without the right tools.
For the transformation, the tool needs to provide a
good model creation. The tool should contain the easiest
way possible to define language grammar to avoid errors
and speed up development time. Some parts cannot be
mapped only with language translation but with the actual
generated code (creating wrapper classes, methods, etc.,
e.g., structure explained in Component Mapping). That’s
why chosen framework needs to provide suitable tooling
for code generation.
The solution described in this paper uses Xtext [16] to
create AIDL and its model. Xtext allows language
grammar to be defined in an easier, more understandable
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way. From language grammar, it uses the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) to create the model. It has an
option to manually create a model, but that option is not
chosen as language is not complex and all language
features reassemble the actual classes that should be
created. As with every language, not everything can be
checked during syntax analysis. Thankfully, there is a way
to define a validator that can be run after parsing is
completed. Another benefit of that is that after the
transformation to AIDL is complemented, it can be run to
ensure that language is correctly constructed. However,
this is not enough to test the transformation as language
can be written in the correct format, but the actual
transformation may be incorrect (e.g., in ARXML three
methods are defined but after doing the transformation,
only two methods appear in the AIDL file. AIDL file is
correct, but the transformation is not.)
EMF creates Java classes, but instead of Java for the
transformation, Xtend language [17] is used. Xtend is a
dialect of Java which means that Java APIs are fully
supported in Xtend as well. It allows code to be written in
a more readable and faster way and alleviates the
developer from dealing with complex Java syntax. But the
main features of Xtend that are suitable for transformation
are its features for a model to model transformation that
allows objects to be created without worrying about Java
syntax, “create” methods that do object caching in the
background so code can be cleaner, model to text
transformation features which are really useful when
additional general-purpose language code needs to be
generated, as not everything can be directly mapped to
and from ARXML.
F. Evaluation
The limitation of this approach is that only data that is
platform-independent can be transformed. Deployment
data (data that is specific to a certain architecture) cannot
be transformed as it currently cannot be defined in AIDL.
Language and generated model are tested by
comparing model data with expected data using the JUnit
framework which is the default testing framework used in
Xtext. As AIDL is already implemented, test cases already
exist so some test cases for original implementation are
used for the reimplemented language. The importance of
already defined test cases is to ensure that every feature is
reimplemented and supported. Newly defined tests are
important because differences in tools used to define
AIDL are error-prone in different cases.
To test the transformation itself, unit tests are defined
with the help of EMF utility methods, that allow
comparing transformed and expected models.
Figure 5 summarizes how components are mapped.
Names of classes are the same as the names of rules
defined in language grammar as EMF implicitly generates
the same names.

Figure 5. ARXML components to AIDL components mapping

V.

Performing the model transformation between
heterogeneous models is a challenging task, but also
rewarding in terms of the possibilities of using different
domains together. Before starting the implementation,
deep analysis needs to be done to ensure interoperability
between components. Merging existing models should be
performed in the easiest way possible as every model
needs to be maintained and generators need to be updated
in the future to support new features. It means that the best
tooling is often the one that is used the most between
wanted domains. However, when domains are different,
metamodel should be implemented in a framework that is
closely tied to the model we want to connect with. As
each new model transformation is only performed
between two models, metamodels from different domains
are not looked upon. That means that if a new model
needs to be transformed into another model, developers
need to start from the beginning to ensure which tools are
the best to work with. There is no standardized way to
perform transformations. Incorporating all model
transformations into one existing project would open a
straightforward solution for future model transformations.
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Abstract - Consumer demands in the automotive industry
drive the development of complex In-Vehicle Infotainment
(IVI) systems, which need to be fully aware of the entire
vehicle and its surrounding. The implementation of such
advanced scenarios requires enabling data exchange between
different host contexts, such as Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) and IVI for example. This paper presents an
analysis of different communication mechanisms in serviceoriented architectures which are used in automotive software
development, both for intra-domain and cross-domain
communication. Possible approaches for connecting ADAS
and IVI hosts are presented, and analyzed in terms of
performance and use cases they support.

research methodology by collecting and providing already
known facts from various branches of automotive and other
fields. In Section 4, due to the lack of information on the
comparison of the investigated examples, it was necessary
to involve quantitative methodology by performing
additional measurements. The focus will be on the ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA) approach, its comparison
with other mechanisms, and its adoption in different usecases. Within this analysis, not only the intra- and interdomain communication shall be examined but the data
context will also be considered.
II. SOA PRINCIPLES IN AUTOMOTIVE

Keywords - automotive, SOA, SOME/IP, ADAS, IVI

I. INTRODUCTION
The automotive is currently one of the fastest-growing
industries in the world. With the development of features
offered by the vehicle, there is an increase in the number of
Electronic Control Units (ECUs), which leads to the need
for more efficient and robust data exchange mechanisms
[1][2]. Additionally, the influence of the growing consumer
industry demands requires the enhancement of the InVehicle Infotainment (IVI) systems [3], and build
infotainment applications that perceive more information
about the vehicle itself. This can be achieved only by
enabling the communication between the IVI system and
the ECUs responsible for gathering information about the
vehicle and its surrounding.
In the general case, the vehicle is comprised of a
number of ECUs which have different architectures, run
different operating systems (OSs), and support different
use-cases accordingly. These ECUs are semantically
coupled into several domains, based on the tasks they
perform. Two main domains in terms of the in-vehicle
software are Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS)
[4] and the afore-mentioned IVI. As already said, in order
to build a vehicular system supporting advanced
functionalities, ECUs must be able to exchange the
information regardless of whether they belong to the same
or to the separate domains.
This paper will provide comprehensive research on
communication mechanisms used in the automotive
industry. Sections 1, 2, and 3 deal with the qualitative
This research(paper) has been supported by the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technological Development through the project
no. 451-03-68/2020-14/200156: “Innovative scientific and artistic
research from the FTS (activity) domain”.
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The increased Ethernet utilization in automotive has
enabled the service-oriented architecture paradigm to be
embraced by the automotive industry [5][6]. Namely, a
necessary condition for the adoption of the service-oriented
architecture is the existence of a networking stack on the
device. As the majority of the components in the vehicle
already communicate using Ethernet, the common
networking stack is already present. The advantage of SOA
is that it allows building scalable and modular applications,
using both intra-ECU and inter-ECU communication
mechanisms, as well the cross-domain information
exchange. SOA paradigm does not depend on the operating
system itself, which means that each ECU can have a
different OS (e.g. Linux, Androids, QNX).
SOA approach is already well established in the
consumer field, e.g. in web and cloud services where APIs
based on HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) are
typically used to exchange the information between system
components. However, due to the differences in the nature
of the cloud and automotive applications, HTTP cannot be
used in the automotive industry, and a new protocol had to
be created. Scalable service-oriented MiddlewarE over IP
(SOME / IP) [7] is a standardized solution in automotive
supported by both major consortia: AUTomotive Open
System Architecture (AUTOSAR) and The Connected
Vehicle Systems Alliance (COVESA), former GENIVI,
[8]. SOME/IP is adjusted for the automotive field and
provides standardization in terms of data serialization and
traffic transmission. COVESA has made a CommonAPI
stack that applies FRANCA framework to Linux and
Android platforms, which makes it suitable for the IVI
systems. On the other hand, Adaptive AUTOSAR's
ara::com [9] is suitable for performance hosts with ADAS
platforms. Both stacks support the SOME/IP standard,
providing the possibility for their inter-operability [8][10].
However, there is no standardized solution that enables the
exchange of information between these two stacks.
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In SOA architecture, multiple clients can contact the
server module, which provides its functionalities to them as
services as it is presented in Fig. 1.

TABLE I.

Reach
Shared
Memory
SOME/IP
Ethernet

Figure 1. Service-Oriented Architecture over Middleware

III. POSSIBLE COMMUNICATION MECHANISMS
In this section, we will analyze the communication
mechanisms typically used in automotive SOA [11],
particularly in the terms of the data context and purpose of
the data exchange. Depending on the type of data that needs
to be transferred, or their purpose, different approaches can
be used as depicted in Fig 2 and presented in Table 1. The
details will be discussed in the text that follows.
A. Shared memory
In the case of communication between two domains, the
use of shared memory is rarely applicable. For inter-domain
data exchange, this approach is applicable only in the case
where both domains are located within a single multicore
ECU. This case encounters safety issues since domains
with different safety integrity levels have access to the same
memory space. There are assumptions that it could be
handled by the usage of a hypervisor [12][10], but it is not
currently considered.
For intra-domain communication, shared memory can
be used to exchange regular data, and it is not applicable in
the case of collecting values from sensors and sending
commands to the actuators.

Figure 2. Communication Approaches in Automotive
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No
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No
No
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No
No
No
No
No
No

B. SOME/IP and Ethernet
As already said, SOME/IP relies on the TCP and UDP
protocols. It is responsible mainly for the serialization and
deserialization of SOA-based communication. UDP-based
communication is recommended for smaller amounts of
data, while TCP fits the larger amounts better. SOME/IP is
the representative of the communication mechanism which
is easily scalable and therefore the most suitable to build
SOA applications in automotive, and it is applicable to both
intra- and inter-domain communication. Namely, the
support for SOA in Adaptive AUTOSAR and COVESA
allows to generate and describe SOME/IP-based
communication middlewares, using the interface definition
languages (IDL) for that particular platform. This
simplifies the development and speeds up the process of
integrating algorithms in the system environment.
However, as already mentioned, there is no standardized
approach for communication between different automotive
domains, and therefore no IDLs nor tools that would
provide the automatic middleware code generation for such
purpose.
In automotive communication and software modeling
standards, data is exchanged via SOME/IP by using
message fields, methods, and events. Fields in AUTOSAR
(or attributes in FRANCA) are values stored by the service
that can be accessed by both the service and the clients.
Clients can interact with server by reading and/or setting
field values. Subscribed clients can be notified about the
field modification. The methods are used by the clients
when it is necessary to perform a function on the service
side. It allows client to send some control parameters,
request change, or add some data that is not a service
attribute. Method can be either returnable or implemented
as a ‘fire and forget’ request without response. Events in
AUTOSAR (or broadcasts in FRANCA) are mechanisms
used to inform interested clients about an event on the
service side. Clients can subscribe to a broadcast and thus
receive information about it. Selective sending can be
performed on the service side so that only selected clients
are notified.
Also, there are some limitations regarding the scenarios
SOME/IP can be used in. Due to the lack of reliability that
Ethernet provides [13] is not suitable for sending data to
actuators in the scenarios that require the determinism of
the command execution. In addition, its utilization is not
beneficial for collecting data from sensors. Sensor data is
transmitted at the lower layers of the network stack, i.e.
using raw Ethernet. Furthermore, SOME/IP provides the
ability to transfer a series of data, which can represent an
image or video content (a series of images), but in the case
of the need for a video stream over IP, it is more convenient
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to use some of the existing protocols (e.g. RTSP). The
advantage of the existing streaming protocols is the built-in
support of various formats and the existing support at the
application level. SOME/IP-based SOA is suitable for
streaming management, i.e., control of start and stop
streaming, camera selection, video format selection, etc.
C. Other in-vehicle communication mechanisms
There are several communication mechanisms that are
significant for the automotive use-cases such are Controller
Area Network (CAN), Local Interconnect Network (LIN)
and FlexRay, etc.. Since such in-vehicle network
mechanisms are considered as a representatives of signaloriented architecture instead of service-oriented one, they
will not be examined in more details. However, it is worth
mentioning because this paper also analyzes the data
context and Ethernet cannot oppose those in-vehicle
networks when it comes to the communication with
actuators because of its reliability insufficiency or price.
CAN and FlexRay are used to connect the parts of a
powertrain that demand the highest determinism and
reliability such are engine, transmission, and breaks for
example, and cost-effective LIN for controlling the electric
devices without hard time requirements such are seats,
windows, and doors for example.
IV. COMPARISON OF APPROACHES
In the previous sections we have described some of the
most common mechanisms used for the communication
between components of the automotive system. While the
signal-oriented in-vehicle networks provide the
determinism and low latency they are not easily scalable
and applicable for the use in connecting SOA components.
This leaves us with the possibility to choose between the
shared memory approach and SOME/IP communication,
depending on whether the application needs to exchange
data between different domains.
Speed is the main advantage of shared memory, which
can be seen from the experimental results provided in Table
II. The analysis was performed based on the two sizes of
data being exchanged between two different applications
within the same device, so both SOA and shared memory
were applicable. The first case (8 bytes) represents the
transfer state in which the vehicle is between two
applications. The second case (843 kilobytes) is the transfer
of the frame obtained from the cameras to the processing
application. In the second case, due to the larger amount of
data, for access with shared memory, it was necessary to
achieve synchronization using a single byte that indicates
whether writing to memory is complete.Measurements
were performed 1000 times over both data sizes and the
mean values are presented in the table. Obviously, the
performance of the shared memory approach is
significantly higher than the performance of SOME/IP.
However, this mechanism is not as flexible, as it is rarely
applicable to intra-domain data exchange and can cause
issues on the security side, since multiple application
components can access, modify, and consequently corrupt
the data in one memory location.
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TABLE II.

Data size
Shared
Memory
SOME/IP

DATA READ PERFORMANCE

8 bytes

843
kilobytes

0.16µs

2.90µs

321.42µs

2694.93µs

Another disadvantage of the shared memory approach
is the lack of a mechanism to notify the applications using
a particular data point that there has been a change in the
data. The solution is to use polling, and periodically check
whether the data used by the application component is
available or modified. Such an approach increases the
complexity of the application logic and influences the
overall performance of the system.
The additional benefit of SOA over SOME/IP is that it
can be used for the inter-domain communication between
heterogeneous platforms, for example in cases where on
one side is ADAS system with AUTOSAR, and on the
other IVI with the Android operating system. Since
COVESA's CommonAPI can be built for Android, the
solution could be the SOME/IP.
It is recommended to use SOME/IP over the UDP
instead of TCP [14]. Delivery is guaranteed on the
application layer, but not in the case of events. In order to
achieve delivery confirmations on the fourth layer of the
OSI model, events are sent via TCP. The next measurement
was aimed at checking the speed-wise downsides when
using TCP for methods, which bring additional reliability,
instead of the UDP. An interesting point that needs to be
taken into consideration when using SOME/IP is the fact
that most IVI systems are based on the Linux kernel, in
which there is a possibility that the TCP connection will be
faster than UDP. This can lead to the unexpected behavior
that communication over UDP takes longer than over TCP.
The measurements from Table III show that the average
time of the method call via SOME/IP is faster if TCP is used
and that SOA over SOME/IP does not lose speed by
including reliability over TCP.
TABLE III.

SOME/IP METHOD CALL PERFORMANCE

UDP
TCP

TIME [µS]
25847.03
18277.72

V. CONSLUSION
This paper provides the analysis of different approaches
for data exchange in the automotive. Approaches are
compared by the type and context of data being transmitted,
and applicability for intra- and inter-domain
communication with the focus on cross-domain connection
of ADAS and IVI. It has proven that Service-oriented
architecture mechanisms are the most suitable approach for
such cross-domain bonding. Their advantages,
disadvantages, and comparison with other approaches are
presented, evaluated, and discussed.
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Future work shall be the implementation of the SOA
paradigm within the Android platform since Android is
increasingly utilized as a solution for IVI systems.
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Abstract - Today, modern vehicles are equipped with
computers that can provide advanced driving assistance
functionalities (ADAS), as well as with infotainment systems
(IVI) that provide users with the relevant information about
the vehicle and offer various entertainment features. To
satisfy the growing user expectations from the IVI systems,
Android is often used as the operating system in this
domain. Users are already familiar with it, and it enables
them to run the entertainment applications they normally
use on their phones. Various IVI applications would benefit
from the possibility to have access to ADAS data and
resources. However, current applications do not provide the
mechanism for resource sharing between the two domains.
In this paper, we propose a solution that allows triggering
actions in the IVI system, based on the data collected from
the ADAS domain. On the IVI system side, Android Native
Service is developed and extended with a comprehensive set
of permissions to meet safety demands. The solution is
implemented using the service-oriented architecture
mechanism provided by COVESA CommonAPI and
mapping it to the Android paradigm, evaluated in terms of
safety demands required in the automotive industry.
Keywords - IVI, ADAS, SOA, IPC, Android, Native
Service

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, consumers regularly expect connected,
high-quality, reliable vehicles [1] that are extremely safe
and inexpensive to purchase, operate, and maintain.
Consumer expectations have driven the car manufacturers
to invest in building more complex solutions, with a
serious demand for greater processor performance and
access to various types of vehicle data.
Consumer demands have also driven the progressive
improvement of Android as an operating system of choice
for In-Vehicle Infotainment. Android has become the
most popular mobile operating system [2], taking over
85% of markets according to the International Data
Corporation (IDC), as it enables device manufacturers to
implement customizations to compete with value-added
services [3]. Furthermore, Android has been spreading as
a platform for not only smartphones and tablets, but also
for embedded systems. After Android adaptation for
This paper has been supported by the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technological Development through the project no. 45103-68/2020-14/200156: “Innovative scientific and artistic research from
the FTS (activity) domain.”.
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embedded systems, a brand-new area for the development
of Android services has appeared.
Symbiosis of different technologies implemented
inside of the vehicle represents the challenge from the
engineering perspective. The biggest obstacle in
integrating such a variety of components represents the
communication mechanisms and data exchange between
them. In the general case, different system components
can belong to different domains within the vehicle and can
be using multiple standards [4].
In this paper, we will describe one way of establishing
the communication among ADAS and IVI domains,
which is based on the automotive compliant ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA) implementation, as well as
the background for some necessary concepts, mainly
covering Android Services. Inter-process communication
mechanisms in Android are discussed in Section II, while
Section III provides the review of related work about
Android services and safety aspects of Android. Details of
the proposed solution are presented in Section IV. The
performance of the proposed approach is evaluated in
Section V.
II.

BACKGROUND

In order to understand the aspect of the connection
between ADAS and IVI domains, it is mandatory to be
familiar with the concepts of the Inter-Process
Communication (IPC) mechanism as well as the
realization of Android services.

Figure 1. Service-Client Correlation

System services represent a vital part of Android [2],
which provides support for accessing various system
resources. In general, service is being registered to the
ServiceManager [5], to be accessed by other clients.
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Figure 1 visualizes the communication between service,
application, and ServiceManager. The connection among
clients, Android applications, or other services is
supported by a transaction-based IPC.

necessity to combine two previously mentioned
categories, and to form communication with a vendor
process and system/framework process hwBinder will be
of benefit.

A. IPC mechanism
Three IPC mechanisms are provided in Android,
intent, bind, and callback [6].
An intent [7] represents the main IPC mechanism
within the Android operating system. It is an
asynchronous message which starts the execution of
service, activity, or broadcast receiver. If the intent is
used for the invocation of a particular activity inside the
same application, it is referred to as the explicit intent.
Whenever clients use the intent mechanism to start an
activity or service outside of the their-own application, it
is referred to as the implicit Intent.
On the other side, bind and callback serve as the more
flexible ways of handling the IPC mechanism in Android.
In both cases, clients call a method in other application or
service, by explicitly defining the function name and
class name which implements the called function.
Each service [7] is accessed by a set of pre-defined
interfaces, commonly declared using Android Interface
Definition Language (AIDL). With the compilation of the
Android framework, AIDL is compiled into two parts, the
stub, and the proxy. The stub is used for the
implementation of service functionality, while proxy
covers the Remote-Process Communication (RPC) logic.
B. Classification of Android Services
In terms of the programming language used to
implement them, services can be divided into two classes.
The first class is Java service, e.g., Activity Manager, and
the second serves as a Native service, implemented using
C++, e.g., Camera Service. Even though there are two
separate classes, that does not exclude the mutual
communication between those two.
The entire feature-set of the Android OS is available
through APIs [7]. These APIs form the building block
Android applications needs for simplifying the reuse of
core, modular system components, and service, e.g.,
Resource Manager, Notification Manager, Activity
Manager, etc. Starting from Android 8, Google created a
split between the Android OS framework and new vendor
implementation.
This
principle
gives
device
manufacturers the flexibility to support upgrades faster,
easier, as well as at a lower cost.
However, this design introduces additional
complexity with handling communication between
processes deriving from different partitions. For that
reason, Android services can be classified into three
categories [2], depending on the way of communication
settling, represented in the Figure 2. The first category
implies the communication between two framework
processes, where a regular binder is used. If the
communication is performed between two vendor
processes it will be the vndBinder. Lastly, if there is a
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Figure 2. Relationship between Binders

III.

RELATED WORK

The research about Android Native service security
has been the subject of many academic and industrial
discussions. However, related research regarding the
Android Native service for securing communication
among different technologies inside of the vehicle is
lacking. Therefore, we will try to apply already known
safety and security measurements.
Realization of the Android service together with the
application, used for receiving information from a
simulator representing the electronic control unit of the car
is described in [8], based on the OBD II system. With
that solution, it is noticed an improvement in the case of
time of receiving information, as well as reduced memory
usage with a low effect on performance. The main
difference is leaning on the different approached
mechanisms, in our case we are relying on the SOA
mechanism. Besides that, the SOA solution makes
improvements in receiving information time from the
ADAS domain.
Since Android in automotive has to satisfy all safety
and security requirements, [9] developed a prototype
system to facilitate a static analysis of a cross-language
Android framework with a focus on Android permissions.
Since there are already existing tools and science works
about static analysis of the Java-side Android framework,
they focused on the Native side. Our solution is based on
their requests for safety communication with Native
service.
Kazuhiro [6] proposed a study for the invocation of the
remote service in the application layer. They covered
activity, intent, screen sharing, and resource sharing cases
by validating their effectiveness. Nonetheless, they
covered discussion about AIDL and binder technique of
the remote service invocation, which represents one of the
main aspects of our work.
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IV.

SOLUTION

To establish the communication between ADAS and
IVI domains, automotive compliant protocols must be
utilized. The dominant protocol implementing SOA
principles in automotive is SOME/IP [10]. Therefore, in
our solution the communication shall be based on the
CommonAPI – COVESA framework which provides
SOME/IP, i.e., SOA communication mechanisms for InVehicle Infotainment systems. Within this paper, we will
cover the challenges encountered when mapping
COVESA’s CommonAPI SOA mechanisms onto the
Android paradigm, Android services partitioning
approaches, e.g., system vs vendor domain, as well as a
comprehensive set of permissions to meet the safety
demands.
A. Mapping onto Android Paradigm
For the IVI domain to get access to ADAS data and
resources through the CommonAPI mechanism, it is
mandatory to map CommonAPI functionality to the
Android framework. CommonAPI defines three different
ways to exchange data: fields, methods, and broadcasts.
In our solution, we will mainly use the mechanisms of
methods and broadcast. Fields allow access to particular
attributes on the service side via get, set, and notify
functions, and are not suitable for cross-domain usecases. Reasons are mainly safety-oriented since Android
OS must not have an impact on the safety-critical ADAS
domain. In the aspect of performance and functionality,
mapping of get and set functionalities would not make
any difference compared to the mapping of methods,
while notify function may be represented as the mapping
of broadcast.
In summary, the CommonAPI method has the same
role as a function inside of AIDL. The mapping of the
method is straightforward, and it is achieved by
encapsulating the CommonAPI call within the AIDL
function, as visualized on Figure 3.

further usage, at any moment if an event happens from
the service side. To provide the above-mentioned
registration, ServiceManager is used to find our service
and two AIDLs are used between clients and Native
service. The first one implements the functionality of a
client. The interface of that AIDL will be given as an
object to be stored, over which will be called
implemented functionality. Just as important as the first
AIDL is the second one, as represented in Figure 4. More
precisely, it provides a register function with the Interface
of the first AIDL as an argument. Considering this notice
the first AIDL must be imported into the second one.

Figure 4. Listener Functionality representing Broadcast

On the other hand, considering the approach of the
intents broadcast, Native service is extended with the
additional Java helper service. The connection between
Native and Java service is established through
ServiceManager, with the purpose of finding our service,
and AIDLs for the regulation of communication by them.
The same Listener logic is implemented as described in
above to connect Java service with Native service, shown
Figure 5. The outcome of this approach is in the context
of simplifying the usage of our service. From the client’s
perspective, this proposal demands only to react to the
certain Intent created by the Java helper service.
Therefore, clients are relieved from AIDLs and
ServiceManager, they do not have to know the service’s
name or anything, there is only one link, and it is intent.
The disadvantage of this approach is reflected in possibly
stressing the system with broadcasting the intents.

Figure 3. Method to Function Mapping

On the other side, the mapping of the Broadcast
mechanism to the Android framework represents a
challenge. Our solution offers two ways of client
interaction with service. The first way is based on the
listener handling approach, a client gives an object of
himself, used for event callback representation. The
second is formed of intents broadcast combined with the
listener handling approach, the client will only use the
broadcasted intent as a trigger for some action.
In short, the listener handling approach gives clients a
possibility to register objects of their interface to our
Native service where it will be stored and available for
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Figure 5. Combination of Listener Procedure and Intent Broadcast

B. System and Vendor Service
To make a service available for clients it must be
registered to the ServiceManager which will further deal
with the client calls. Depending on the location of the
service and the binder of use, the Android service can
either be in the system or vendor domain [11]. For the
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service to be completely functional, it needs to be able to
serve the framework applications and vendor modules
without distinction, which will be provided with our
solution.
A service becomes vendor service by flag given
inside of its make file which tells the build system that
given service is used for the purpose of other vendor
modules. If a service is in vendor space, it means that
instead of ServiceManager, vndServiceManager will be
used. This implies that only clients which request service
instances out of the vndServiceManager pool will be able
to have access to that service. Besides differences focused
on ServiceManager, usually will be used a different
binder as well. The default binder will be exchanged with
vndBinder to provide communication among vendor
processes.
On the other side, if we are talking about system
service, there is no need for a vendor flag, by default
building the system inside of Android Open-Source
Project will assign service to a system domain. This
means that, contrary to the vendor service, default
ServiceManager will be used for registering service.
Correspondingly clients will refer to the ServiceManager
pool to get access to the service. The regular binder will
be used for providing communication between clients and
service. The usual purpose of this type of service is to
enable communication between the two system processes.
Even though vendor service usually communicates
with vendor modules and system service normally
interact with framework applications, it is possible to
make communication between the system and vendor
domains. To do so, the binder of choice will be explicitly
set. By setting the binder [7] it will be decided in the
background, which ServiceManager will be used to
register and request services. The decision to have a
unique service simultaneously communicating with the
system and vendor domains will raise two problems. The
first is related to the problem of usage binder and
vndBinder at the same time. This is an official Android
agreement and a limitation of the current binder SDK
because both are shared binder SDK, so only a singular
device node can be specified, either binder or vndBinder.
Considering the limitations of unique services, we are
forced to have multiple services, shown Figure 6. System
service is serving all framework clients, in our case that is
referred to launcher which provides information about
tire pressure, most recent recognized speed limit sign,
provided from corresponding CommonAPI method
mapped in listener procedure. Additionally, the launcher
is responding to the events happening from detecting
driver drowsiness and critically low value of tire pressure
provided by the broadcast of intents. Even though in our
case, system service is used only by the launcher, our
solution is not disabling other possibilities of usage by
other framework applications, that is the given value of
our research.
On the other side, vendor service is available for
vendor modules, specifically in our case vendor service is
used by a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) camera
module which is expanded by the option to have remote
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access of the camera source by the given IP address. With
this addition, we enable any application that requires the
usage of a camera to start or close a remote camera
stream, through our implementation of CommonAPI by
listener procedure, and to have its preview. Likewise,
system service we are not restricting usage of the only
camera module, our vendor service could be used by any
other HAL module without a problem [12].

Figure 6. Representation of System and Vendor Service

C. Safety and Security Demands
Besides the functionality and performance aspect of
Native service, in this paper, we will analyze the
importance of safety demands our solution brings,
focusing on satisfying SELinux policy and protecting
shared data through IPC.
Since we are providing multiple service instances,
exactly system, and vendor Services, we have doubled
the risk of malicious attacks. Additionally, we have
covered the availability of our services to multiple clients.
Only the clients of trust, with the correct signature, will
be able to have access to our services. Each time a
function of service is being called, it will go through
several checks of client rights. Along those lines, the
service will be able to check if a client has been given the
right permissions. If it is the case, the client will have
access to the service, if it has a right signature. Only if
both checks are completed the client will get the
requested functionalities. Another risky part of our
solution is intent broadcast. Since we are able to create
intents, upon happening of an event, those intents are
located in ether. Any application that knows the name of
the broadcasted intent will be able to access protected
data. Regarding that, with each broadcast, intents will be
sent covered by permissions which clients have to cover,
in case of reacting to them. With this approach, we are
enclosing from unsafety usage of gathered data.
To have fully functional services that are starting on
the boot of the board some SELinux [7] requests must be
satisfied. SELinux consists of two parts, domain, and
labels. In our solution, the domain is being expanded with
types and execution parts for both services as well as
allowing communication with processes spawned by init.
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Also, labels are expanded with the link of execution
domain types and created binaries.
V.

EVALUATION

In this section, the stability of our services, response
time, resource consumption as well as encountered
limitations will be covered.
Regarding stability, it was confirmed that our services
can work tenths of hours without collision or some other
malfunctions, constantly having good response time,
always at the top of the task.
Regarding response time, each use case has been
measured over a hundred times. Table 2 shows the
average result. Service processing time is measured from
the moment when service is being called to the moment
of getting value from the ADAS domain. A client
receiving time stands for the time of clients calling
service to the clients receiving value. Consumer demands
are not setting hard time deadlines for evaluated use
cases, so response time can be considered acceptable. It
can be noticed that response time for the HAL module is
higher since information is sent across multiple domains
from, in our case, the camera provider through the camera
module and our service. Broadcast measured time is
showing required time for service to inform every client
upon happening of ADAS event. Table 1 shows resource
consumption from each domain of service. Testing and
measurements are done on the Qualcomm SA8155 Board
with the Android 11 deployed on it.
TABLE I
REPRESENTING RESOURCE CONSUMPTION BY SYSTEM AND VENDOR
SERVICE
Shared
Physical
Total
Total CPU
Services
Memory
Memory
Memory
Usage[%]
Usage[Mb]
Usage[Mb]
Usage[%]
System
8.8
10
0,1
0,3
Service
Vendor
10
11
0,1
0,3
Service
TABLE II
REPRESENTING PROCESSING TIME OF SERVICE AND CLIENT’S
RECEIVING TIME
Service Processing
Client Receiving
Use-Case
Time [ms]
Time [ms]
Get Method
(Receiving Tire
15.528
16.652
Pressure
information)
Get Method
(Receiving Sign
14,955
16,229
Detection
information)
Get Method
Start
Stop
Start
Stop
(Starting Camera
69,643
60,674
75,231
67,934
Module)
Broadcast
3,320
N/A
(Flat Tire Event)
Broadcast
(Driver Drowsiness
3,628
N/A
Event)

Some of the limitations we came across are mainly
focused on the usage of structures. Since there is no
structure inside of AIDL, a replacement could only be
parcelable, which is closest to the structure on the
CommonAPI side. Furthermore, structure wrapper would
be mandatory to have translation between CommonAPI
structure and parcelable.
VI.

In the proposed solution Android Native service is
realized with the extensions of CommonAPI used for
communication with the ADAS domain. This way, an
Android-based IVI system is provided with the vehicle
information from another domain which enables the
development of new features. To be able to access service
either from application framework or vendor, Native
services are made for both situations and are able to work
simultaneously without mutual exclusion.
Our product is completely portable to any device based
on the Android operating system because it came with all
necessary libraries and dependencies. Furthermore, the
safety and security aspects of the Android service are
satisfied and covered.
For future work, we will introduce Java-based and
Kotlin-based Android services along with the different
ways to access native shared libraries, through Java
Native Interface (JNI) or Java Native Access (JNA) in
order to compare all possible options for procurement of
data from ADAS domain.
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Abstract – SOME/IP is a communication protocol introduced in automotive industry to enable Service Oriented
Architecture which is not possible using traditional automotive protocols such as CAN or FlexRay. A trend emerging in
the last years in the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) is that SOME/IP became one of main communication protocols used for communication between safety and
performance ECU devices. Currently in the market, including the open-source solutions, there is a set of different
SOME/IP implementations that have different audience and
combination of characteristics like high royalty costs, available feature set and software solution maturity. This paper
presents the Bitroute SOME/IP, a new implementation of
the SOME/IP communication protocol with focus on performance and deployment platform independency and compares it with the open-source solution from The Connected
Vehicle Systems Alliance (COVESA).
Keywords - automotive; SOA, SOME/IP; communication
protocol; Bitroute SOME/IP

ity, robustness and low memory and processing footprint.
Taking into consideration different implementations
already available in the automotive market, this paper
proposes a solution that addresses the topic of SOME/IP
implementation, taking into focusing on execution performance while considering deployment platform independency. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives the overview of different SOME/IP implementations. Section 3 presents the top-level architecture of the Bitroute SOME-IP library with an emphasis on
the details in the implementation that make this library
specific in relation to other implementations of the
SOME/IP protocol. Section 4 contains the evaluation and
benchmark results of the solution, where the rapidness of
the most important communication processes will be discussed and compared to the referent values. In section 5,
paper will be concluded with ideas for future work.
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Providing more flexibility in the field of network
communication, such as enabling simplified update and
upgrade capabilities during the development process as
well as after production is now one of the main targets in
the automotive industry. To accomplish this goal, there is
currently a paradigm transfer in the area of internal vehicle architecture as explained in [1], with the focus on
moving from signal-oriented communication design to
service-oriented communication and remote procedure
call protocols. Scalable service-Oriented Middleware over
IP (SOME/IP) provides service-oriented communication
over a network. As mentioned in [2], this solution is developed for use in the vehicle and includes serialization of
messages, service discovery and service subscription. It
was designed from beginning on to fit devices of different
sizes and different operating systems perfectly.
The Bitroute SOME/IP library is a framework implemented through a native C++ library, which enables
service-based communication between SOME/IP participants over network. It is characterized by its configurabil-

RELATED WORK

The referent solution in the field of implementation of
SOME/IP protocol is COVESA (previously known as
GENIVI) alliance open-source solution [3] named VSOMEIP. This library provides all the functionalities required to abstract the communication between both local
and remote applications, including serialization of message headers, establishment of connections, management
of communication endpoints, packets transmission and
service-discovery facilities. Authors in [4] emphasize that
the main disadvantage of this library is total lack of protection regarding network messages, as well as the usage
of unauthenticated configuration files. These reasons restrict the usability of this solution to a rather limited niche
of use cases. Authors in [5] mention two more implementations of SOME/IP protocol. Former one is written in
C++, but this solution is outdated, and it is no longer in
sync with SOME/IP protocol. On the other hand, latter
one is written in Python and appears to be a more complete although it only covers the SOME/IP layer and not
the CommonAPI. CommonAPI is a communication stack
that uses SOME/IP protocol for communication as described in [6]. It means that the serialization and the deserialization of data types is left up to the user application.

This paper has been supported by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development through the project no. 451-0368/2020-14/200156: “Innovative scientific and artistic research from the
FTS (activity) domain.
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III.

set side by side to open-source implementations of
SOME/IP protocol which send function is using
shared pointer to the message object, because
nothing can change the content of message when it
is in process of sending.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

A. BitRoute SOME/IP library structure and comparison to
VSOMEIP library
Proposed architecture of the framework developed in
this paper is shown in Figure 1. The Bitroute SOME/IP
library is a complex library that is further decomposed into several components that are organized into three distinct groups: public components, core components and
platform adapter components.

•

Contrary to public components, core components are
not directly exposed to SOME/IP application through the
public Bitroute SOME/IP library API. Instead, they are
responsible for some part of the internal Bitroute
SOME/IP library processing allocated to the specific
component. Details about Bitroute SOME/IP library core
components are given below:
•

Configuration component is a module that processes library configuration file, and it delegates
all specified configuration options to the associated components. These options include configuration of SOME/IP services, network, resources,
etc. Resource configuration ensures that Bitroute
SOME/IP library resources are managed according to the specific system demands. Library configuration is set via JSON file, as in VSOMEIP,
but without dependencies to other libraries used
for parsing files.

•

Communication Manager component handles
communication over selected transport protocol
bindings. It manages TCP or UDP connections
based on the SOME/IP service specification and
enables service manager to communicate
SOME/IP messages over opened communication
points.

•

Persistent Storage Manager component handles
data that needs to be preserved between Bitroute
SOME/IP library life cycles on some persistent
medium. If persistent data is not available, library
is initialized in default state, otherwise previously
saved information is loaded and applied.

Figure 1. Bitroute SOME/IP library top level architecture - logical
view

Each of the public components exposes an interface
toward SOME/IP application (Bitroute SOME/IP library
client). Beside exposing public interface, these components can contain its private subcomponents which are responsible for the dedicated part of library data processing. Details about Bitroute SOME/IP library public
components are given below:
•

•

•
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General Control component enables overall library initialization, termination, configuration,
and miscellaneous controls. It also contains common library types which are utilized by all other
library components.
Application Manager provides capability to create
SOME/IP service/proxy instances and to create
SOME/IP messages which needs to be transmitted
over these instances. Important difference regarding to COVESA implementation is that service
and proxy instances are separated. In VSOMEIP
implementation, there is one instance called application and it handles all functionalities. Having
separate service and proxy instances enables easier usage of library API and easier integration of
SOME/IP protocol into communication stacks
(e.g., CommonAPI).
Service Manager allows SOME/IP application to
manage both service and proxy instances. It enables definition of SOME/IP service, by specifying
its methods, events, fields, and other configuration
data. Mapping between SOME/IP service/proxy
instances and processed SOME/IP messages is also made by Service Manager. It is important to
mention that send function requires unique pointer
to message object, so it provides additional safety,

Message Processor is a component which enables
serialization and deserialization of SOME/IP messages and other types of message control which is
done pretty similar to referent implementation.

Bitroute SOME/IP library is designed to be platform
independent. Due to that reason, all platform specific controls/resources need to be accessed over platform independent adapter components. Implementation of these
platform adapters is platform specific and different for
each platform. It means that if Bitroute SOME/IP library
is ported to another platform, only adapter code should be
changed which is the great advantage comparing to referent solution. VSOMEIP library is not modular and do not
contain platform specific resources at one place. In order
to port it to another platform, whole source code should
be changed.
•

OS Adapter component enables management of
platform threads, memory, timers, etc.

•

The Log Adapter component enables control of all
logs (traces) generated by other Bitroute
SOME/IP library components.

•

Network Adapter component provides capability
to control network resources and to establish
communication between required SOME/IP participants.

•

Lastly, FS Adapter enables platform independent
file system access
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B. Threats to validity
In presented implementation of SOME/IP protocol,
Service Discovery [7] and end to end protection is not
implemented yet. On the contrary, for the COVESA’s
referent solution described before, these functionalities
are important for its performance. They can’t be compared for now. Broadcast communication is based on
Service Discovery in VSOMEIP, while the Bitroute
SOME/IP library uses unicast for this type of communication. Because of that, rapidness of sending notification
messages from service is not measured. All of the other
measurements are available at the section below.
IV.

EVALUATION

Bitroute SOME/IP library is verified on x64 PC
Linux with Ubuntu 16.04, GCC version 9.3.0, Clang
version 12.0.5 and referent automotive evaluation development platform Qualcomm 8155 [ 8 ] with Android
11 [9].

required to perform a specific procedure, where the number
is derived from the DMIPS value of the processor, divided
by the time it takes to perform the procedure. It is shown
in equation (2). Dhrystone million instructions per seconds
is a unit that evaluates performance based on the time it
takes to execute a Dhrystone instruction program on a
processor and process it. It is important to mention that
benchmark applications do not depend on the
architecture of the processor by making measurements, so
they can compare and evaluate processors with different
architectures. DMIPS for the processor used for evaluating
Bitroute SOME/IP library amounts 117260.
DMI= DMIPS/procedure_time

(2)

Bitroute SOME/IP library implementation adds the
value of platform independent solution together with secure communication without performance degradation.
Additionally, other measurements that are available at the
Table 1 are performed in order to follow platform degradation because the main focus is, as it is explained earlier,
on performance.

For the sake of simplification, performance measurements were collected for different communication parameters on Linux based platform. The platform that was Table 1. DMI values for Bitroute SOME/IP library with expected
used for measuring is a x86-64 architecture based on values
an Intel(R) i9-11900 CPU @ 4.80 GHz, using Intel
Ethernet I219-LM Giga-bit adapter.
Key perforMeasured value
Expected
Mandatory terms for this testing are proxy and service
mance indifor Bitroute
values
instances which are corresponding to client/service nocator
SOME/IP limenclature. Proxy and Service instances shall be run on
brary
different machines that are connected on the same netLibrary ini56,91507
<=70
work with a ping time less than 1 ms. To evaluate the sotialization
lution, TCP/UDP roundtrip time key performance indicaDMI
tors (KPI) are measured. TCP/UDP RTT represents the
time difference between the time when Proxy instance
Library termi30,109908
<=30
sends TCP or UDP unicast SOME/IP request message,
nation DMI
and the time when response message from service inService con61,321398
<=80
stance is received by Proxy instance as described in [10].
figuration
It is shown in equation (1). Proxy and Service instances
DMI
shall configure TCP, UDP unicast and UDP multicast
Proxy config831,327216
<=800
endpoints. Proxy and Service instances shall be run on
uration DMI
different machines that are connected on the same network with a ping time less than 1ms.
Service start
54,344712
<=80
RTT= request_time – response_time
(1)
DMI
Architecture figure of the testing setup can be seen in
Proxy start
145,04163
<=100
Figure 2. Proxy with 64-bit PC Linux Clang (Ubuntu
DMI
16.04) sends request message to Service with 64-bit PC
Service han1692,397146
<=1800
Linux Clang (Ubuntu 16.04) and waits for response mesdling 1000
sage. Service sends response message to Proxy. MenSOME/IP
tioned procedure is repeated 50 times for TCP and 50
messages
times for UDP and average value is presented in Table.
DMI

Figure 2. Architecture figure of testing setup

As it can be seen in Table 2, measured values of TCP
RTT KPI and UDP RTT KPI confirm that Bitroute solution is standing in line with referent implementation. Values of these parameters for referent implementation are
available at [4].
Second parameter that is measured is Dhrystone million instructions (DMI) that represents an approximative
metric which describes the number of million instructions
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Proxy handling 1000
SOME/IP
messages
DMI

1792,641108

<=1900

Service sending 1000
SOME/IP
messages
DMI

783,591996

<=850

Proxy sending
1000
SOME/IP
messages
DMI

794,607816

<=1100
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Table 2. TCP and UDP RTT results of Bitroute SOME/IP and
VSOMEIP compared

Key perforMeasured values
mance indica- for Bitroute
tor
SOME/IP
library

Measured values
for VSOMEIP library

TCP RTT

4ms

2,5-4ms

UDP RTT

4ms

2,5-4ms

Measurements from Table 1 and Table 2 depends on
environment and architecture which are used in testing.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, one implementation of SOME/IP protocol is proposed. Bitroute SOME/IP implementation
provides a few advantages in comparison to VSOMEIP.
This solution provides a high level of software maturity,
and it enables safer exchange of messages. Bitroute
SOME/IP library is platform independent which should
allow library porting to required platform, reduce software development costs and shorten time-to-market deployment.
Even though the solution was developed following
automotive guidelines [11] and safety considerations
[12], still no formal verification of the solution is completed to claim its Automotive Safety Integrity Level
(ASIL),so this shall be the focus of the future work in
the Bitroute SOME/IP development activities together
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with implementing Service Discovery functionality and
integrating solution into CommonAPI stack.
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Abstract—A special type of integer programming, called
binary or 0/1 programming, has a wide area of application,
primarily in the field of scheduling. Two main approaches
to this problem are simplex algorithm based branch and
cut methods and optimized Boolean enumeration. Given the
time complexity of the enumerative algorithm, it is useful to
find ways to speed up the process. Intel x86 processors have
registers and instructions that allow simultaneous operations
on 16 or 32 data items. The paper describes experiences with
the transformation of an algorithm into an assembly language
in order to use these instructions to increase the algorithm
speed.
Keywords—Balas algorithm, timetabling, binary programing, SIMD instructions, assembly language

I. I NTRODUCTION
The scheduling problem is about meeting the constraints
during the timetable creation (e.g. at school). It is necessary to ensure that the resources or participants are not
located in more than one place at the same time, as well
as additional restrictions specific to a given version of the
problem. As this is NP problem, it can be reduced to a NPcomplete problem, in this case to 0/1 linear programming.
The 0/1 linear programming is a type of optimization
problem where the linear objective function subject to
linear constraints needs to be minimized or maximized,
but all variables must have values 0 or 1. One way to
solve this problem is the Balas algorithm [1], which is
interesting for this paper because it can be relatively easily
parallelized using SIMD (single instruction multiple data)
instructions available in modern x86 architectures.
Most modern ways to solve this problem use heuristic
algorithms. Of these, the most popular techniques are
based on genetic algorithms, i.e. general evolutionary
techniques [2]–[4]. These techniques work by encoding
the solution in the "chromosome" in a certain way, where
the constraints are encoded in the genetic operators and
the objective function. At the beginning of the algorithm,
a random population of these chromosomes is generated,
after which the chromosomes are crossed and genetic
operators are applied to them. In the end, a certain number
of chromosomes is retained, which represents the next
generation. The algorithm is repeated until the maximum
number of iterations is performed or until the stopping
conditions are met, after which the best solution is found.
On the other hand, deterministic algorithms are less
commonly used to solve this problem. One of them is
from the year 1969 [5], which uses a transformation to
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the graph coloring problem, one of 21 Karp’s NP-complete
problems. Although the algorithm from that paper is not
often used directly today, it is a part of many heuristic
approaches [6], [7] or it is the initial solution in deterministic algorithms that permute the original solution [8].
As noted, most existing solutions to this problem rely on
heuristics that do not yield results in all cases, so this paper
explores a less popular deterministic approach. Deterministic methods are less successful when the number of
variables and constraints is large, which also applies to the
algorithm described in this paper. However, the proposed
solution of parallelization using AVX instructions, to some
extent increases the algorithm usability to some extent.
There is probably no efficient algorithm for solving this
problem, as it is solved in NP space. But on the other
hand, there is a significant need to solve this problem,
because there are a lot of organizations that need to form
a schedule. Of these, perhaps the most numerous are
schools, of which there are several million in the world.
Achieving acceleration in this algorithm can lead to better
resource utilization and reduce organization costs.
II. T IMETABLING MODEL IN 0/1 PROGRAMMING
The basis of the approach is to use the conversion of
NP problems into NP-complete problems, like in [5], but
instead of the graph coloring problem here, the timetabling
problem will be converted into 0/1 linear programming
problem, which can be done very efficiently.
Most models for solving the timetabling problem, based
on 0/1 programming, are based on the Cartesian product
formation between the set of available time slots T , the
sets of resources needed to create the timetable and the
set of instances R = {1, 2, 3, ..., z}. Typical resource
sets are teacher set E, room set P , and class set C,
while in some models, sets of other shared resources
such as equipment may be added. From the Cartesian
product D = E × P × C × T × R, we create a subset
M ⊆ D, which represents meaningful combinations of
resources and time slots. For example, from this subset are
excluded: all assignments of teachers to classes in which
he does not teach at all, all combinations whose instance
number exceeds the defined weekly number of lessons for
a specific class and subject, as well as all combinations that
would allocate inadequate room for certain lessons. A set
of variables X which has the same cardinal number as the
set M , is formed, i.e. |X| = |M |. The elements of this set
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xi ∈ X are variables that have values from the set {0, 1}
and they indicate whether the corresponding combination
of resources and their instances will be assigned to the
appropriate time slot.
In the basic variant of the model, a set of equations and
inequalities can be written in the following form:
X

xi ≤ 1 . . .

xi ≤ 1

(1)

xi = 1

(2)

xi ∈Rn

xi ∈R1

X

X

xi = 1 . . .

xi ∈P1

X
xi ∈Pn

X

xi = 0

(3)

X

(4)

xi ∈F

M aximize

ci xi

The sets R1 ⊆ X, R2 ⊆ X, ..., Rn ⊆ X, which occur in
the inequalities (1), are obtained by fixing the couples of
each individual resource (teacher, room or class) and each
time slot with variation of other tuple elements from the
set M . Inequalities (1) limit the use of a given resource in
a given time slot to a maximum of 1 (i.e. a teacher may
be in one place at a time).
The sets P1 ⊆ X, P2 ⊆ X, ..., Pn ⊆ X, which occur
in the equations (2), are obtained by fixing those n-tuple
elements from the set M that allow a unique determination
of the lessons (teacher, class, permitted set of rooms and
instance number) and varying times slots. Equations (2)
ensure that the lesson is scheduled exactly once in the
specified period.
Equation (3) forbids the combinations of time slots and
resources whose corresponding variables belong to the set
F . In this way, we can e.g. exclude some time slots when
the room or teacher is not available.
The expression (4) is an objective function of the
system. The coefficients ci define soft constraints.
After solving the system, the variables set {xi ∈
X|xi = 1} represents a feasible or even optimal time
table.
This is a basic model and it does not support more
complex requirements such as double lessons, spreading
different instances of a lesson within a week, limiting
the daily workload, avoiding idle time slots, merging or
splitting classes, or speeding up by dividing solutions into
phases. Extended models, which include additional types
of equations and inequalities but which still come down
to 0/1 programming, can be found in [9]–[11].
The timetabling problem is first converted into a 0/1 linear programming problem, where each variable represents
a unique combination of time slot, teacher, and class, and
whose value (1 or 0) means that this lesson is held or not.
After that, we construct the constraint matrix A and the
right side constraint vector b from the hard constraints of
the timetabling problem. In the demonstration example, for
simplicity, we limited ourselves to three hard constraints
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(one teacher teaches up to one class at a time, one
class listens up to one teacher at a time and each class
must attend a class with each teacher), but other possible
constraints are similarly converted to the equations of
integer linear programming.
It is also necessary to construct the objective function. Here we implement two soft constraints (preferring
timetables with fewer idle time slots and lessons scheduled
earlier in the day). We achieve this by having earlier
lessons assigned to smaller coefficients of the objective
function, because the Balas algorithm explained below
favors minimization.
The two basic ways to solve 0/1 programming problems
are solutions based on additional constraints of linear
programming (e.g. Branch and Bound) and solutions based
on Boolean enumeration (e. g. Balas algorithm).
III. BALAS ADDITIVE ALGORITHM
This paper solves the scheduling problem by reducing it
to the 0/1 linear programming problem. This problem consists of finding the minimum value of the linear objective
function while satisfying the linear constraints on equality
or inequality, where all variables can take only values 0
and 1. As constraints of type ”equal” and constraints of
type ”greater or equal” can be expressed over constraints
of type ”less or equal”, the general formulation of this
problem is given in the following form:
arg min Z(x) = cT x
Ax ≤ b
x ∈ {0, 1}n
Since the objective function in (4) is maximized, and the
Balas algorithm uses minimization, the coefficients need
to be transformed e.g. in the form newci = max{ci } − ci .
A. Introduction to the algorithm
The algorithm [1] starts from the basic problem 0/1 of
linear programming, with the assumption that the application of this algorithm requires all constraints to be of
the ”less than” or ”equal to” type, and the coefficients
of the objective function to be non-negative. To achieve
this, the constraints on equality are replaced with two
constraints ”less or equal”, and the constraints of the type
”greater or equal” are multiplied by -1 to became ”less or
equal”. Further, all variables xj with negative coefficients
are exchanged with 1 − xj , with negative coefficients cj .
After these modifications, the slack vector y is introduced and the problem changes to the following:
F ind x to minimize z = cT x
considering
Ax + y = b
xj = {0, 1} j ∈ N
y≥0

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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Here x, c, A and b are transformed as described above to
be expressed in just one kind of inequalities. Dimension
of x and c is n, dimension of b is m, dimension of A is
n × m, while aj is the j − th column of the matrix A.
Further, N = {1, ..., n}, and M = {1, ..., m}.
The vector with dimensions (n + m)u = (x,y) is the
solution if it satisfies (6) and (7), permitted solution if it
satisfies (8), and optimal solution if it satisfies (5) as well.
B. Data preparation
The input data is prepared and auxiliary arrays are
formed. As the Balas algorithm application requires the
coefficients of the objective function to be sorted in the
increasing order, they must be sorted with the original
order in mind. In addition, the constraint matrix A is
transposed, so that the coefficients of the same variable are
in adjacent places in the physical memory space. We will
later see that matrix transposition is important to efficiently
use SIMD instructions.
For the operation of the algorithm, two auxiliary arrays
and one auxiliary matrix need to be formed. The first array
keeps as many values as possible in order to make the
constraint satisfiable. This array is initially filled with the
values of the right-hand side of the constraint increased
by the absolute values of the negative constraint coefficients and serves to detect the impossibility of the current
solution during the operation of the algorithm.
The second auxiliary array preserves the feasibility of
the constraint (the sum of the left-hand coefficients for
each constraint) and it is initialized to 0. This array has two
purposes. The first purpose is to make the comparison with
the first auxiliary array which detects the impossibility of
a solution. If the value of the taken parameters is higher
than the total possible value, it is not possible to obtain
an acceptable solution by further taking them. The second
purpose is to check the feasibility by comparing it with
the array on the right side of the constraint. The searching
the current branch of the tree is stopped if all values on
the left side are less than or equal to the corresponding
values on the right side of the constraint.
The auxiliary array stores all negative values from the
matrix on the left side of the constraint A. It is used to
update the first array, that is, if a variable is taken, all
negative values with it are subtracted from the string, and
if the same variable is reverted, they are added again.
The main part of the algorithm is called after the
preparation is done. After finishing the main part, the
results must be put back into the order before sorting.
C. Main algorithm part
The main part of the algorithm is executed recursively
(or by recursion simulation). Recursive calls store the best
value of the objective function found so far, the current
value of the objective function and whether the current
branch is 0 or 1. Here we can see the pseudo code of that
algorithm recursive part.
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nx_rek (b, goalval, mingoalval, ck)
if ck = 1 then
if goalval ≥ mingoalval then
{If the current function value is higher than the
currently smallest, there is no need to search the
current branch}
return
end if
inf ← 0
for i ← 0, n_cons do
if f easiblevec[i] > possibleremain[i] then
{If it is impossible to satisfy the constraints for
the current solution, the branch is abandoned}
return
end if
if f easiblevec[i] > rightconstraint[i] then
{Check if the solution is infeasible}
inf ← 1
end if
end for
if inf 6= 0 then
{If the current solution is feasible, update the best
result and leave the current branch}
mingoalval ← goalval
for i ← 0, n_vars do
solution[i] ← values[i]
end for
return
end if
end if
if b ≥ n_vars then
return
end if
values[b] ← 1
goalval ← goalval + objective[b]
for i ← 0, n_cons do
f easiblevec[i] ← f easiblevec[i]+
transposedconstraints[b ∗ n_cons + i]
possibleremain[i] ← possibleremain[i]−
possibleupdate[b ∗ n_cons + i]
end for
CALL nx_rek (b + 1, goalval, mingoaval, 1) {Check 1
- branch of the next variable}
values[b] ← 0
goalval ← goalval − objective[b]
for i ← 0, n_cons do
f easiblevec[i] ← f easiblevec[i]−
transposedconstraints[b ∗ n_cons + i]
end for
CALL nx_rek (b + 1, goalval, mingoaval, 0) {Check 0
- branch of the next variable}
for i ← 0, n_cons do
possibleremain[i] ← possibleremain[i]+
possibleupdate[b ∗ n_cons + i]
end for
return mingoalval
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If the current iteration of the algorithm has set the active
variable to 1, it is necessary to check the feasibility and
possibility of the solution. If so, check first to see if the
new objective function value is higher than the best one
so far. If it is the case, the further search of that branch is
abandoned. It is further checked whether this new value
causes the current solution to become impossible. It is then
checked whether the new solution is still infeasible. And
finally, if the solution is feasible, it becomes the best so
far and the current branch is exited.
After this or if the active variable is zero, it is checked
whether the last variable has been reached and if not, it
continues to check other branches. First, the next variable
is set to 1, the auxiliary strings and the current value of
the objective function are updated, and the function is
called to the next branch. When a function is returned
from a single branch, the values of the feasibility array
are reverted (because the variable was not taken) and the
function is called to the zero branch. After both solutions
are checked, the values of the first array are reverted as
well and the current branch is finished.
The result of this process is that each branch is either
checked or rejected because it will not give an optimal
solution and if the problem is solvable the optimal solution
is found.
This version of the algorithm finds one solution, which
is what we need for the timetabling problem solving.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND PARALLEL ACCELERATION
The solver is coded in the plain C language to achieve
speed. It performs necessary sorting of the objective function and data preparation. It is the sequential version of
the solver. The main recursive function looks as follows:
void nx(int b) {
int i,brow;
bool inf;
brow=CONSTRAINTS*b;
if (ck) { // Look unvisited nodes only
if (goalval>=mingoalval)
return; // Can not improve
inf=0;
for (i=0; i<CONSTRAINTS; i++) {
if (feasiblevec[i]>possibleremain[i])
return; // impossible
if (feasiblevec[i]>rightconstraint[i])
inf=1; // infeasible
}
if (!inf) {
printf("Feasible with value %d",goalval);
if (goalval<mingoalval) {
mingoalval=goalval;
printf(" This is the best");
for (i=0; i<VARS; i++) // put solution
solution[i]=values[i];
}
return;
}
}
if (b>=VARS)
return;
values[b]=1; // One Branch
goalval=goalval+objective[b];
for (i=0; i<CONSTRAINTS; i++) {
feasiblevec[i]+=
transposedconstraints[brow+i];
possibleremain[i]-=
possibleupdate[brow+i];
}
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ck=1;
nx(b+1);
values[b]=0;
ck=0;
goalval=goalval-objective[b];
for (i=0; i<CONSTRAINTS; i++)
feasiblevec[i]-=
transposedconstraints[brow+i];
nx(b+1);
for (i=0; i<CONSTRAINTS; i++) {
possibleremain[i]+=possibleupdate[brow+i];
}
}

The analysis of this code reveals that the most time
consuming steps are updating vectors of feasibility and
possibility, which is done in every iteration, after the
variable is flipped. In C it is done in a loop, but it can be
done faster if converted to assembly language and using
appropriate instructions to speed up the array operations.
SSE2 (Streaming SIMD Extensions 2) is an instruction
set extension first introduced by Intel with the Pentium 4
in 2000. It is later expanded to AVX. Although the first
SSE was only for floating point, most of the SSE2 and
AVX instructions implement the integer vector operations
as well. AVX instructions were used to speed up loops
within a single iteration applying the same instructions to
32 array members at the same time (single-byte elements
in a 32-byte register). The 64-bit x86 assembler mode
was used because it allows access to 16 such registers.
It is convenient for a large number of variables used.
In addition, some auxiliary variables must be stored in
memory.
Parallel instructions were used in two ways to accelerate
the algorithm. The first usage is testing the possibility
and feasibility of the solution. The aligned instruction VMOVDQA - is used to load these registers. Therefore, it
is necessary to ensure that the memory locations of the
array beginnings used in parallel instructions are aligned
to 32 bytes, i.e. their values are divisible by 32. In most
modern compilers, dynamic allocation values are aligned
to 16 bytes.
One YMM parallel register keeps 32 values from the
array of feasibility, and another YMM register keeps 32
values from the array of remaining or total values of the
right side of the constraint, depending on the test. These
values are then signed compared using the VPCMGTB instruction, which compares each byte of the YMM register
of one input with the corresponding byte of the other input.
If the first byte is larger than the second, the binary number
which has all digits set to 1 is stored in the appropriate
place, otherwise all zeros are written. Finally, the VPTEST
instruction is applied to the result, which sets the ZF flag
depending on whether all values are 0 or not. The second
usage of these instructions is to update these arrays before
and after recursive function calls on the next variables. To
do this job, the instructions VPADDB and VPSUBB are
used. They add or subtract the appropriate bytes from the
input registers and write them in the appropriate place in
the output register as shown on the figure 1.
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Number of
variables
1050
4200
9450
16800
26250
37800

Number of
constraints
542
1168
1878
2672
3550
4512

Termination after the number
of iterations is reached
Acceleration
Sequential
Assembly language
version (s)
version (s)
(ÃŮ)
1.683
0.016
105.2
3.300
0.063
52.4
4.307
0.111
38.8
4.970
0.172
28.9
6.600
0.214
30.8
10.273
0.317
32.4

TABLE I: Comparison results, termination after the
number of iterations is reached
Fig. 1: Instruction VPADDB YMM1,YMM2,YMM3
A. Additional acceleration
Two minor modifications have been made to this basic
program form, which contribute to a significant acceleration of the algorithm, but they change its deterministic
nature in finding the optimal solution.
The first modification limits the maximum number of
algorithm iterations that can be performed. If the algorithm
does not confirm the finding of the optimal solution after
this number of iterations, then the algorithm automatically
terminates. Obviously this means that the returned solution
will not necessarily be feasible, let alone optimal. But,
in this way the algorithm will have an upper limit for
the termination time. It has been empirically shown that
for a sufficiently large maximum number of iterations, the
algorithm finds the optimal solution but terminates in a
much shorter time (meaning that the last iterations of the
algorithm test branches that do not improve the solution).
Another change is the terminating of the algorithm
after finding an acceptable rather than optimal solution.
Obviously, the solution returned in this way will not
necessarily be optimal, but also the algorithm will not
spend time on additional space search after finding a
solution that is feasible. Unlike the previous one, this
modification ensures that hard constraints will be satisfied
in the solution. Also the solutions obtained in this way,
due to the way of sorting variables, achieve a very good
result in satisfying soft constraints, i.e. there are no empty
time slots and all the first time slots are filled.
The last modification does not affect how optimal the
solution is, but only speeds up the execution of the
assembler version of the algorithm. More precisely, it
refers to the transfer of the recursive part of the algorithm
into an iterative form. This avoids overhead calls and
returns, and saves all auxiliary values on the stack. The
modification consists of jumping instead of a call routine,
and remembering and restoring the call location.

Number of
variables
1050
4200
9450
16800
26250
37800

Number of
constraints
542
1168
1878
2672
3550
4512

Termination after the feasible
solution is found
Acceleration
Sequential
Assembly language
version (s)
version (s)
(ÃŮ)
0.012
0.001
12.0
0.032
0.002
16.0
0.230
0.011
20.9
0.705
0.020
35.3
1.128
0.033
34.2
2.799
0.075
37.3

TABLE II: Comparison results, termination after the
feasible solution is found

The execution of the algorithms does not terminate
within a reasonable time, even for smaller numbers of
inputs, unless one of the modifications described in the
previous section is introduced. Therefore, the measurement
of sequential and assembly language implementations was
performed first, limiting number of iterations to 200,000.
Both versions then were measured with termination when
reaching the feasible solution.
The table I shows the measurement results described
above, with the number of variables and constraints generated from the previously described input values.
Figure 2 shows the execution time difference between
the sequential and assembler versions of the algorithm,
with a limited number of iterations. It is obvious that by
parallelizing the algorithm, a very significant acceleration
is achieved. Limited number of iteration gains a better
acceleration for smaller inputs. The reason for this is that
the ratio of the number of constraints and variables is much

V. R ESULTS
Inputs of different sizes were used for testing. The
number of days is fixed to 5, and the number of hours is
fixed to 10. Other parameters vary, the number of classes
in each problem size is incremented by 3, and the number
of professors is incremented by 7. Testing was done with
up to 18 classes and 42 professors, because the problem
becomes unsolvable for this number of hours and days in
case of further increase.
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Fig. 2: Execution time by input size (terminate after the
maximal number of iterations is reached)
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results than the assembler version that halts when maximum number of iterations is reached. Although limiting
the number of iterations leads to a much deeper search of
the problem space, the results obtained are just as good as
those of halting when reaching feasibility.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 3: Execution time by input size (terminate after the
feasible solution is found)
more favorable, because the assembler version speeds up
iterations in terms of the number of variables. With a larger
number of inputs, the execution speed difference stabilizes
at about 30 times faster assembly code execution.
It is important to note that the obtained results are very
favorable due to soft constraints. All the first time slots
are full. In most cases there are no idle time slots in the
timetable, and if idle time slots exist, there is only one idle
slot in few classes. In most cases, the number of lessons
is evenly distributed over the days.
Figure 3 shows the execution time difference between
the sequential and assembler versions of the algorithm. It
is obvious that the algorithm parallelization results in a
very significant acceleration. As a much better execution
time is achieved in this version, a larger error occurs due
to the accuracy of the measurement. For larger inputs,
the execution times become large enough for more accurate measurements, and we conclude that in this case
the acceleration by parallelization is over 30 times. It
is important here to note that the obtained results are
favorable regarding soft constraints, too. All the first time
slots are occupied, and they are only few idle time slots
in timetable with evenly distributed lessons over the days.
These results show that parallelization achieves significant acceleration, above 30 times. It is also seen that we
can expect significantly better performances if the search
is halted when a feasible solution is found. Even for some
inputs, the sequential version algorithm achieves better
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Solving the time tabling problems as well as other
combinatorial problems can be done with heuristic and deterministic algorithms. Among deterministic approaches,
the use of integer programming is quite popular, especially
its subclass 0/1 programming. Along with variations of
the simplex method, Boolean enumeration is used as well.
The first such algorithm, the Balas algorithm, is easily
transformed into program code that can be subsequently
parallelized using vector or SIMD instructions. After the
transformation of the program into a parallel version, the
correct choice of instructions achieves results with an
acceleration factor of about 30.
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Abstract – The heterogeneous and distributed nature of
automotive software systems demands flexible software
components which can operate in different environments.
Because of heterogeneous automotive development
environments, the domain experts must cope with an
exorbitant quantity of diversities, adaption layers, and
incompatibilities to design applications for the current
generation of autonomous driving vehicles. Franca Interface
Definition Language (FIDL) is an interface description
language, commonly used in the automotive infotainment
industry to define the interfaces of software components in a
language-independent way. Code generators for the
language are available, which convert FIDL interface files to
server stub and proxy code in an implementation language.
The goal of this paper is to give an overview and a proposal
on how existing machine vision algorithms that are basing
their communication on the FIDL can be integrated into an
Adaptive AUTOSAR environment that is basing its
communication on a different communication interfaces
definition language. This way of software components
integration enables system resource planning at the design
time, thus contributing to security and avoiding unwanted
errors. This will enhance future interoperability and
decrease incompatibility among different platforms.
Keywords – Adaptive AUTOSAR; Franca IDL;
automotive; software; dynamic architecture; interface;
Machine Vision algorithms

I.

INTRODUCTION

During the development of a new generation of
connected and autonomous vehicles, the automotive
industry is facing to many different problems, too much
variety, standard code and mutual incompatibility. There
are many communication protocols, each created for the
specific use case. The automotive software systems
demand flexible software components, which interfaces
must be specified in various formalized formats to fulfill
the special set of rules needed by specific programming
language syntax.
The Interface Definition Language (IDL) model is
used to describe the communication behavior of the
software components (SWCs) in a manner that is not
dependent on a particular programming language or
operating system. Because an IDL is independent of
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language and machine, it enables communication between
applications running in different operating environments.
Integration of third-party legacy solutions for autonomous
driving, integrated digital cockpit, and other applications
has attracted attention in recent years. Consequently, there
was a need to develop an integrated system in which
automotive applications, which are part of the
AUTOmotive Open System Architecture (AUTOSAR)
system, will cooperate with infotainment applications.
One of the key challenges posed by the current state of
the automotive industry is how to enable communication
between automotive and infotainment applications like the
ones in The Connected Vehicle Systems Alliance
(COVESA). The AUTOSAR system has long been the
standard in the automotive industry, as it meets the needs
of developing safe and stable automotive software. On the
other side, COVESA is an open development community
collaboratively producing automotive SWCs, standard
APIs and a development platform for in-vehicle
infotainment and connected vehicle solutions. COVESA
provides OEMs and their suppliers with innovative and
more efficient methods of generating automobile software.
This paper gives an overview and proposal of possible
ways to integrate applications developed for one platform
(ADAS – Advanced Driver Assistance System or IVI –
In-Vehicle Infotainment) within another platform, which
would reduce the time required to develop new solutions
and avoid possible errors, while maintaining high-quality
software. This issue of the connection between the two
platforms is solved on the example of the integration of
machine vision algorithms based on Franca IDL, in an
Adaptive AUTOSAR environment. For example, if there
is an infotainment application as a proof of concept, in
order to demonstrate a solution to a problem, we can
integrate it within the ADAS system without redeveloping
the entire software component.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter
II presents relevant related work. Chapters III and IV
present the Adaptive AUTOSAR Platform and COVESA
Franca IDL and their usages. Chapter V gives an overview
of the integration process and describes communication
mechanisms in the Adaptive AUTOSAR and COVESA
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platform. Finally, chapter VI gives verification of our
research.
II.

RELATED WORK

SWC modeling is a critical component of the
automotive industry, and it is becoming increasingly
collaborative. The Franca Connectors concept was
proposed in 2016 and aligned with AUTOSAR. Franca
Connectors goal was to create two complete descriptions
of the application level of a system consisted of
AUTOSAR parts and parts described with the Franca
IDL: one as an AUTOSAR SWC description and the other
as a Franca model. A Franca model, on the other hand,
only addresses the type level: component types and data
types, whereas an AUTOSAR description also specifies
component instances (called prototypes) and their
connections, which is still missing from Franca but based
on [1] could be added in the future.
SOME/IP and Franca IDL (used in conjunction with
CommonAPI bindings) were identified by the Generic
Protocol Evaluation Project Team as two of the preferred
automotive app domain options for vehicle domain
interaction strategies in 2018. On both sides of
ARA::COM and Franca IDL, the team proposes a tool
that uses a model-to-model transformation to achieve
compatible
code
generation.
Model-to-model
transformations are proposed by Ruscio et al. [2] to
establish semantic translation by semantic mapping of
programming languages on heterogeneous platforms. The
author
of
[2]
proposes
higher-order
model
transformations that take a different model recording
metamodel evolution and produce a model transformation
capable of co-evolving the involved models to solve coadaptation problems.
ADAS side has a large number of algorithms built
into one platform in the vehicle and all of those works in
the background and increases passengers safety [3]. Some
of the basic components of the ADAS system are driver
monitoring [4], sign recognition [5], lane detection, etc.
All of these components are vision-based ADAS
algorithms. The input to each of these components is a
feed from the camera. For the sign recognition
component, a front view camera is used, which captures
the road from the driver’s perspective. The algorithm,
implemented in this paper, is a simple color-based
algorithm, designed for demonstration. In a given
Region-Of-Interest (ROI), it identifies a particular sign
that is on the road and notifies the driver of the last sign
detected. The ROI is defined by the developer, and it
depends on the position of the camera and the type of
algorithm to be implemented. The driver monitoring is
another implemented vision based algorithm, to have a
wider range of algorithms for testing and verifying our
translation concept. Similarly, the driver monitoring
component at the input expects a feed from a camera that
is directed at the driver’s face and can detect the state of
the driver (awake, sleeping, falling asleep).
III.

AUTOSAR is currently standardizing the AUTOSAR
Adaptive Platform to support the dynamic deployment of
customer applications and to provide an environment for
applications that require high-end computing power. Its
core is an operating system based on the POSIX standard.
The operating system can be used from the applications
via a subset of the POSIX according to IEEE1003.13,
namely PSE51 [6]. One of the key features of the
Adaptive Platform is service-oriented communication
since the Platform is based on the Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA). The software stack consists of a
middleware that handles communication between
services, and the Runtime Environment for Adaptive
Applications (ARA) that provides common APIs and
services. While the standard does not specify the precise
middleware and supports third–party solutions, the
AUTOSAR consortium suggests using the SOME/IP
protocol [7]-[8].
Adaptive AUTOSAR applications are represented as
SWCs that communicate by providing or requesting
services. A server is a SWC that provides a service, and a
client is a SWC that requests a service. SWCs provide or
request services when needed; the middleware determines
the binding between clients and servers at runtime through
service discovery. For each SWC, service interfaces must
be fully specified at design time and they are composed of
events, methods and fields. Events are one-way message
that the server initiates and the client handles, while
methods are two-way messages that the client initiates and
the server responds to. Field, unlike an event, has a certain
value at any time. Compared to an event, if a subscription
to a field has been done, “immediately” initial values are
sent back to the subscriber in an event-like notification
pattern. The current field value can be queried via a call to
a Get() method or could be updated via a Set() method.
Optionally, it can be chosen whether the field has “onchange-notification”, Get() or Set() in the configuration of
the field [9].
Figure 1 illustrates the communication between SWCs
in Adaptive AUTOSAR. Client and server SWCs use

AUTOSAR ADAPTIVE PLATFORM

New use-cases necessitated the creation of an adaptive
platform. Automated driving is one example, in which the
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driver temporarily and partially delegated driving
responsibility to the vehicle. This may necessitate
communication with traffic infrastructure, cloud servers or
parallel processing using microprocessors and highperformance computing hardware, such as graphics
processing units (GPUs).

Figure 1. Communication mechanism in Adaptive AUTOSAR.
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Figure 3. Adaptive AUTOSAR Platform

auto-generated proxies and skeletons to communicate with
their peers. Proxy and skeleton classes are generated from
a service description. A skeleton is an abstract interface
that must be implemented by a server in order for it to
provide a service. A proxy object is returned to a client
when it requests a service. The proxy and skeleton objects
allow the client and server to communicate directly. For
example, calling a proxy-provided method results in a
message being sent to the server via the middleware,
which then translates the message back into a method call.
IV.

COVESA FRANCA IDL

Franca is a framework for definition and
transformation of software APIs. The core of it is Franca
IDL, which is a textual language for an APIs specification,
commonly used in the in-vehicle infotainment industry to
describe an interface of SWCs in a language-independent
way.
It is frequently necessary for system integrators to
combine SWCs or subsystems that use various types of
inter-process communication (IPC) and IDLs. The reasons
are: the need to integrate third-party components as well
as obsolete components, compliance with new standards
and system requirements such as CPU performance and
memory footprint. Franca provides a framework for
bridging the gap between different IDLs by formally wellfounded model transformations in an easy way. Using

Figure 2. Franca IDL example
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connectors and generators together leads to powerful tool
sets which can be used to convert interfaces in several
IDLs to Franca and generate source code and
configuration files from this.
Franca IDL is language-neutral and also independent
of concrete bindings. Figure 2. illustrates a simple
example with an interface which supports two methods.
Franca IDL APIs consist of methods, attributes and
broadcasts. There are built-in primitive types, such as
Int16 or String, and also new types can be defined using
arrays, structures, maps and others [10].
V.

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW

A. Communication mechanism in Adaptive AUTOSAR
and COVESA Platform
Adaptive AUTOSAR platform is built on a serviceoriented architecture. The system consists of services and
applications. Depending on their implementation, services
may use other services, and applications may use one or
more services. At the same time, an adaptive application
can provide a request service. The main component
responsible for communication between software
components is Communication Management. Figure 3.
represents the layered architecture of the Adaptive
AUTOSAR Platform [11].
Communication Management consists of a lower layer
called Network Binding and an upper layer called
Language Binding. The Network Binding defines the way
in which the actual data of the configured service is
serialized and connected to the network, usually over
SOME/IP protocol. Language binding establishes a
standardized method for presenting a defined service to
the application implementer. This layer should define how
a service’s methods, events, and fields are translated into
directly accessible identifiers using the programming
language’s convenient features. The object-oriented
mapping of the services defined in the AUTOSAR
metamodel’s interface description should be provided by
the C++ language binding. Generators are part of the
Communication Management software development
tooling, and they should generate C++ classes that contain
representations of each service. Since performance and
type safety are the primary goals, it is important to
emphasize that these representations are type-safe [12].
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Figure 4. SOA middleware compatibility

Figure 5. Interaction between code generators and FARACON tool

On the other side, as said in the previous chapter,
COVESA uses Franca IDL to define the interfaces of
software components. The basic procedure is that the
developer defines an interface for service with Franca
IDL. Then generate proxy and stub code with the
CommonAPI code generator (CommonAPI-Tools). After
that developer implements the stub functions by using the
function bodies as they are generated, and then
implements the client by calling these functions by using
the generated proxy.

The FARACON tool implements transformations from
Adaptive AUTOSAR models (described in .arxml files) to
Franca IDL and vice versa. The goal of the automatic
transformations is to apply code generation from both
AUTOSAR-compatible code generators and Francacompatible code generator (CommonAPI C++) in such a
way that both systems can communicate transparently at
runtime. As a result, the tooling is built around an accurate
mapping of Adaptive AUTOSAR concepts to Franca IDL
concepts. Each operation on an AUTOSAR service
interface, for example, is mapped to a Franca IDL
method[14].

CommonAPI C++ is a C++ framework for interprocess and network communication. The basic objective
is not to provide a new mechanism for inter-process or
network communication (IPC), but to define a high-level
C++ API, which can be used for different mechanisms.
The benefit for C++ developers should be that they are
relieved from details of proprietary or little-known
communication frameworks or protocols.
In Figure 4 it can be noticed that ara::com and
CommonAPI are middleware layers of the SOA solution.
Both middleware layers use SOME/IP as communication
standard. SOME/IP provides messaging elements
supporting
method-based
and
event-based
communication. The middleware proposes through the
IDL an upper level of interface abstraction but eventually
the compatibility of communication is ensured via the
SOME/IP standard. SOME/IP is far the most adopted
standard for SOA in the automotive industry. Today, there
is no comprehensive solution available off the shelf
allowing to have a single and unique SOA solution
whatever the OS used [13].
B. Generators
COVESA provides the tool FARACON [14], which
uses a model-to-model transformation to ensure
compatibility on both sides of ara::com and Franca IDL.
This result in a runtime translation between ECUs when
combined with CommonAPI bindings and the ara::com
runtime. Manual translation, on the other hand, is not only
time-consuming but also prone to human error.

Figure 5 shows how the transformation tooling
interacts with the code generators. The generated code on
the AUTOSAR and Linux-based subsystems (like
COVESA) is using the SOME/IP protocol for
communication. As the subsystems are integrated on
model level, the communication is automatically
compatible. The fact that you do not have to define the
same interface twice in Franca IDL and AUTOSAR
ARXML is a clear advantage of this approach. By having
only one source of origin, this reduces errors caused by
manually maintaining service interfaces [1][15].
C. System Deployment
As mentioned before, FARACON provides an
integrated solution for translating Adaptive AUTOSAR
models into Franca IDL. Using such a solution will
considerably lower the development time. Another benefit
that it offers is considerably less room for errors while
translating the models due to the specifics of the
FARACON implementation. All of that of course doesn’t
come without some drawback that in this example is that
the translate correctness is not ideal and the translated
model needs to be manually customized.
Figure 6 gives an overview about the solution
developed as part of this paper. Driver Monitoring and
Sign Recognition are Machine Vision algorithms based on
the Franca IDL that were developed on the COVESA IVI
domain as a proof of concept. FARACON generator tool

Using the FARACON tool allows you to have a single
specification while still taking full advantage of both
technologies on both sides of the communication. To
enable interoperability between heterogeneous systems,
model-to-model transformation methods can improve
software quality while also reducing development time
and engineering costs.
Figure 6. System example
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was used to transform the Franca IDL system model into
Adaptive
AUTOSAR
model.
Communication
Management from ara::com is mediating the
communication between SWCs on the ADAS domain and
provides the information to the IVI domain using
SOME/IP protocol implemented as a lower layer of
communication
management.
IVI
domain
has
CommonAPI C++ bindings, also implemented over the
SOME/IP protocol. This allows the developers to access
information from the ADAS domain on the IVI domain.
For example, on the ADAS side, Cabin Camera SWC
accepts the frame from the physical camera integrated in
the cabin, the frame is then processed in the Driver
Monitoring SWC and the driver state can be supervised. If
he falls asleep, system will detect this behavior and take
the necessary safety steps. Also, from the IVI domain,
system can use this camera to, for example, make a video
call or take a selfie. Service Proxy SWC was developed as
part of this paper to be able to also subscribe to
CabinCameraFrame event, like Driver Monitoring SWC,
and to provide camera frame to IVI side. This process
executes simultaneously, without multiple duplications of
data. This provides the system architects a solution to use
a single device on both domains for multiple uses
simultaneously in a road safety-compliant manner.
Another important aspect is the reduction of resources
needed for the system which in turn lowers the cost and
development time.
VI.

VERIFICATION

Software components were primarily developed on the
IVI side, as a proof of concept. The interfaces of the
software components were defined using Franca IDL, and
then a proxy stub code was generated with CommonAPITools. After that, algorithms were implemented and
communication was tested. Using the FARACON
generator, model-to-model translation was performed and
software components could be used on the ADAS side. It
is necessary to adapt each of the software components to

the Adaptive AUTOSAR platform, but regardless of that,
there was no need to re-create the system model, which
significantly shortens the development time. The
algorithms were successfully integrated into the Adaptive
AUTOSAR environment. The recognized “stop” sign in
the sign recognition software component, as well as the
detected driver status from the driver monitoring
application, can both be seen in Figure 7. Both of these
applications are subscribed to the respective events, which
are provided by front-view camera and cabin camera
software components. Also, the Service Proxy application
is subscribed to both events, and provides feed from the
cameras to the IVI side. This allows the developers to use
the same resource to monitor the status of the driver on the
ADAS side, and at the same time to make video calls via
the Viber application on the IVI side.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we give an overview and a proposal on
how vision-based algorithms, that are basing their
communication on the Franca IDL, can be integrated into
an Adaptive AUTOSAR environment. This can be done,
but regardless of the fact that the FARACON generator
provides model-to-model translation, it is necessary to
adapt each software component to the appropriate
platform. Solution was confirmed with real-life
experiments and the results showed that it is possible to
share resources between ADAS and IVI without
compromising the security of the ADAS system.
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Figure 7. Demonstration of Driver Monitoring and Sign Recognition SWCs, communication over ARA::COM
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Sažetak - U današnje vrijeme svjedoci smo sve većeg
broja uključivanja umjetne inteligencije u procese
poslovanja radi poboljšanja poslovnih procesa kako za
povećavanje produktivnosti tako i za smanjenje količine
grešaka kod obrade dokumenata. Power Automation je
Microsoftova usluga koja ljudima olakšava život pružajući
funkcionalnost za pretvaranje bilo kojeg ponavljajućeg i
dugotrajnog zadatka u automatizirani proces pomoću tijeka
rada. Moguće je stvoriti tijekove rada za slanje obavijesti epoštom, prikupljanje podataka, izvlačenje podataka iz
različitih ulaza poput e-pošte ili dokumenata. AI Builder je
alat koji omogućuje dodavanje umjetne inteligencije i pruža
mogućnost stvaranja prilagođenih modela ili obuku modela
prema našim poslovnim potrebama u naše poslovanje
pomoću programa Power Automate. U samom radu
funkcionalnosti alata Power Automation i AI Builder biti će
opisane kroz primjer automatizirane analize dokumenata
poput računa i pohranu podataka s istih u bazu podataka ili
SharePointov popis.
Ključne riječi - umjetna inteligencija, poslovni proces,
povećanje produktivnosti, obrada dokumenata, automatizirani
procesi

I.

UVOD

Današnji poslovni procesi uključuju veliki broj
digitalnih dokumenata koji su sastavni dio svakog
poslovanja. Ručna obrada tih dokumenata uvelike
smanjuje produktivnost. Budući da je često sama obrada
ponavljajuća radnja ona rezultira generiranju određene
količine grešaka. Iz tih razloga vrlo često traže se rješenja
za automatizaciju obrade takvih dokumenata kako bi se
povećala produktivnost i smanjila količina grešaka u
obradi.
Sami dokumenti koje je potrebno obrađivati vrlo često
su u digitalnom formatu koji nije pogodan za neku
automatizaciju i obradu standardnim programima za
obradu teksta, rad s proračunskim tablicama i slično.
Također najčešća razmjena takvih dokumenata vrši se
elektroničkom poštom što opet zahtjeva ručno
preuzimanje i obradu.
Kao rješenje nameću se programi koji omogućuju
određeni stupanj automatizacije, a za samu obradu
dokumenata koristi se umjetna inteligencija. Na tržištu
postoje razni alati u tu svrhu, a jedan od je i Microsoft
Power Automation s dodatkom alata AI Builder koji
omogućuje dodavanje umjetne inteligencije.
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II. MICROSOFT POWER PLATFORM
Microsoft Power Platform je grupa proizvoda koje
nudi Microsoft za razvoj i izgradnju složenih poslovnih
rješenja, analizu i crtanje vizualizacija podataka,
automatizaciju poslovnog procesa ili izgradnju virtualnih
agenata za komunikaciju. Svi ovi proizvodi nude
platformu u kojoj nije potreban kod za izradu aplikacija.
Ovi proizvodi su u obliku jednostavnog grafičkog sučelja
koji mogu koristiti svi poslovni korisnici ili programeri,
čime se smanjuje potreba za IT-om u organizaciji.
Pod Microsoft Power Platformom spadaju četiri proizvoda
(Slika 1):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Power BI
Power Apps
Power Automate
Power Virtual Agent

Ukratko Power BI koristi se za analizu podataka iz
različitih izvora podataka, Power Apps služi za izgradnju
moćnih mobilnih aplikacija za internu upotrebu unutar
organizacije, dok se Power Automate koristi za
dizajniranje automatiziranih tijekova rada kako bi se
smanjio broj ručnih zadataka. Power Virtual Agents služi
za izradu fleksiblinih „chetboat-ova“ koji mogu
komunicirati s vanjskim klijentima. [1]
A. Power Automate
Power Automate, ranije poznat kao Microsoft Flow,
komponenta je Microsoft Power Platforme koja
omogućuje poslovnim korisnicima automatiziranje
tijekova rada unutar organizacija bez pisanja bilo kakvog
koda za isti. Omogućuje modernim tvrtkama koje uvijek
teže za bržim i automatiziranim okruženjem da se uhvate

Slika 1 Proizvodi Microsoft Power Platforme

Magnetizacija kao funkcija primijenjenog polja. Uočite kako je opis
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slike centriran u stupcu

Na primjer, AI Builder možemo koristiti za analizu
dokumenata poput računa i pohranu podataka u bazu
podataka ili SharePoint-ov popis. Možemo analizirati
povratne informacije i recenzije i kategorizirati ih pomoću
oznaka poput negativnih, pozitivnih ili dobrih itd
Sam alat funkcionira pomoću AI modela. Sami modeli
podijeljeni su dvije kategorije:

Slika 2 Prikaz ručno definiranog toka u Power Automate-u

u koštac s automatizacijom zadataka koji su većinom
prethodno odrađivani ručno. Ti zadaci mogu biti
jednostavni poput automatizacije pravila o godišnjim
odmorima unutar organizacije ili slanja e-pošte nakon što
je dovršen neki programerski zadatak. [2]
Power Automate već dolazi s nekoliko unaprijed
definiranih predložaka za odabir tijeka rada i samog
početka rada. Korisnici mogu preuzeti bilo koji od ovih
tijekova rada iz predložaka i prilagoditi ga svojim
potrebama ili mogu početi graditi svoj vlastiti tijek rada od
nule. Prikaz jednog tako definiranog tijeka prikazan je na
slici 2.
Tijekovi rada mogu se podijeliti u tri glavne vrste koje
se temelje na pokretaču i to kako slijedi:
•

Automatizirani tijek rada – ove vrste tijekova rada
pokreću se na temelju neke druge radnje. Na
primjer, pošaljite e-poštu kada je zadatak dovršen

•

Planirani tijek rada – ti se radni tijekovi izvode u
određeno doba dana, tjedna ili mjeseca

•

Tijek rada s gumbom – Ovi tijekovi rada pokreću
se klikom na gumb

Kako bi Power Automate mogao poslužiti za
automatsku obradu dokumenata potrebno ga je koristiti sa
alatom AI Builder.
III.

ALAT AI BUILEDR

AI Builder omogućuje dodavanje umjetne inteligencije
u naše poslovanje pomoću programa Power Automate i
Power Apps bez potrebe za znanjem kodiranja kao što i
PowerBot možemo razvijati aplikacije pomoću
PowerAppsa.
AI Builder nude različite vrste modela koji pružaju
umjetnu inteligenciju, a mi ih možemo koristiti u
programu Power Automate. Sam alat pruža mogućnost
stvaranja prilagođenih modela ili obuku modela prema
našim poslovnim potrebama.
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1.

prilagođeni
korisnika)

AI

modeli

(modeli

izgrađeni

od

2.

unaprijed izgrađeni AI modeli (modeli na osnovu
gotovih predložaka)

A. Pregled prilagođenih AI modela
1) Predviđanje
Model predviđanja omogućuje nam predviđanje
budućih ishoda u uzorcima da / ne na temelju analize
prošlih povijesnih podataka. Na primjer, koji kandidati
mogu ispunjavati uvjete za ispit? Sam model je potrebno
učiti primjerima kako bi sve buduće odluke mogao
donositi sam model.
2) Obrada obrazaca
Model procesa obrade obrasca omogućuje korisnicima
analizu i izdvajanje parova ključ / vrijednost iz
dokumenata i slika pomoću tehnologija strojnog učenja.
Za početak je potrebno najmanje pet dokumenata iz kojih
model može učiti. Na primjer, može se osposobiti model
da iz ulaznih dokumenata izvlači podatke poput naziva,
naslova, iznosa računa itd.
3) Otkrivanje objekata
Model otkrivanja objekata omogućuje ubrzavanje ili
automatizaciju poslovnih procesa. Na primjer, pomaže u
upravljanju zalihama i omogućuje voditeljima upravljanje
odnosima sa kupcima na licu mjesta u maloprodaji.
4) Klasifikacija kategorija
Model klasifikacije kategorija omogućuje analizu velike
količine tekstualnih podataka u obliku e-pošte, društvenih
mreža, dokumenata itd., za procesiranje i djelovanje na
njima. Ovim modelom možemo prepoznati unose teksta s
različitim oznakama. Na primjer, otkrivanje neželjene
pošte ili usmjeravanje zahtjeva kupaca
5) Izdavanje entiteta
Model izdvajanja entiteta omogućuje prepoznavanje
podataka na temelju poslovnih potreba. Identificira
ključne elemente, klasificira ih u unaprijed definirane
kategorije i transformira nestrukturirane podatke u
strukturirane podatke koje računalo može pročitati.
B. Pregled gotovih predložaka AI modela
1) Čitač posjetnica
Model čitača posjetnica omogućuje izvlačenje podataka
iz slika posjetnica. Na primjer sliku, naziva posla, adrese
i e-pošte, broj telefona itd.
2) Prepoznavanje teksta
Model prepoznavanja teksta omogućuje izdvajanje riječi
iz slika i dokumenata u računalno čitljiv format. Na
primjer, iz dokumenta želimo izdvojiti bilo koju ključnu
riječ.
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3) Klasifikacija kategorija
Model klasifikacije kategorija omogućuje klasificiranje
cijelog teksta u kategorije s različitim oznakama. Na
primjer, postoji nekoliko unaprijed izgrađenih modela za
povratne informacije kupaca, poput problemi,
usklađenost, služba za korisnike, dokumentacija itd.
4) Izdvajanje ključnih fraza
Izvlačenje ključnih fraza omogućuje izvlačenje ključnih
fraza (glavnih točaka) iz teksta. Na primjer, "Restoran je
bio dobar i bilo je divno osoblje", a zatim će izdvojiti
"restoran" i "prekrasno osoblje".
5) Otkrivanje jezika
Otkrivanje jezika omogućuje vam otkrivanje jezika
tekstualnog dokumenta. Ako ne može otkriti jezik, tada se
vraća nepoznat.
6) Analiza sentimenta
Model analize sentimenta omogućuje vam otkrivanje
pozitivnih, negativnih, prirodnih i mješovitih osjećaja u
tekstu. Na primjer, "Sretna sam dok radim u Algebri"
vraća oznaku „pozitivna
Od ponuđenih modela za obradu i procesiranje
dokumenata odabran je prilagođeni model proces obrade
podataka.
C. Model procesa obrade obrazaca
Obrada obrazaca omogućuje čitanje i spremanje
podataka iz standardnih dokumenata, poput računa ili
poreznih dokumenata. Ovom automatizacijom i
postupkom obrade obrazaca može se uštedjeti dragocjeno
vrijeme pregledavanjem, izdvajanjem, organiziranjem i
automatskim spremanjem podataka.
Kako bi proces uspješno radio potrebno je obučiti svoj
vlastiti model i definirati informacije koje će se izdvojiti iz
obrazaca. Za početak učenja potrebno je minimalno pet
obrazaca. Naravno za što točniji model procesiranja
preporuča se veći broj obrazaca za učenje. Samim
učenjem vrlo brzo se dolazi do točnih rezultata
prilagođenih točno određenom sadržaju.
Za izradu modela u AI Builder nije potrebno puno
ručnih intervencija ili stručnosti u području obrade
podataka.

D. Postupak kreiranja modela
Da bi se kreirao sam model potrebno je napraviti
određeni niz koraka.
U daljnjem nizu koraka opisano je kreiranje modela za
procesuiranje obrasca koji može sadržavati pojedinačna
polja i tablice. Najčešći primjer takvog dokumenta je
račun ili faktura.
1.

Korak: Prijava u sustav i odabir aplikacije

Kako je Power Automate dio Office 365 paketa potrebno
se prijaviti na Office365 korisničkim podacima te odabrati
aplikaciju Power Automate. Unutar aplikacije potrebno je
odabrati alat AI Builedr te model „Obrada obrazaca“
2.

Korak: Definiranje polja i tablica

Model „Obrada obrazaca“ nudi mogućnost da se na
obrascu prepoznaju pojedinačna polja ili tablica ukoliko
sam obrazac sadrži tablicu. Kako bi se dodala pojedinačna
polja potrebno je upisati naziv za svaku vrstu polja i
odabirati znak plus „+“ da bi samo polje dodali. Postupak
se ponavlja dok se ne dodaju sva željena polja. Kako bi se
dodala tablica potrebno je upisati naziv tablice i definirati
stupce koji se žele izdvajati modelom. Definiranje samih
polja vidljivo je na slici 3.
3.

Korak: Grupiranje dokumenata po zbirkama

Zbirka dokumenata je u biti skupina dokumenata koji
dijele isti izgled. Potrebno je stvoriti onoliko zbirki koliko
različitih izgleda dokumenata želimo da naš model obradi.
Na primjer, ako gradimo AI model za obradu faktura od
dva različita dobavljača, od kojih svaki ima svoj predložak
fakture, potrebno je izraditi dvije zbirke. Za svaku zbirku
koju izrađujemo potrebno je prenijeti najmanje pet
uzoraka dokumenata po zbirci. Trenutno su prihvaćene
datoteke u formatima JPG, PNG i PDF.
4.

Korak: Analiziranje dokumenata

Ovo je korak gdje sav posao odrađuje AI Bulder. Tijekom
analize, AI Builder pregledava dokumente koje smo
prenijeli i otkriva polja i tablice u dokumentima. Vrijeme
potrebno za dovršetak ove operacije ovisi o broju
prenesenih dokumenata i kreiranih zbirki. Obično to traje
samo nekoliko minuta. U ovom koraku u biti AI Builder
prepoznaje polja i tablice koje se nalaze u dokumentu te
bilježi njihovu poziciju.
5.

Korak: Označavanje polja u dokumentu

Označavanjem polja i tablica u dokumentima koje smo
prenijeli podučavamo svoj model u AI Builder-u da
izdvaja polja i tablice koje smo naveli. Označavanje je
potrebno odraditi za sve zbirke koje smo definirali.
Označavanje samih polja vidljivo je na slici 4.
Kako bi započeli označavanje potrebno je odabrati
jednu od zbirki te:
•

Slika 3 Prikaz definiranja polja za izdvajanje
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Označavanje polja - da bi označili polje,
jednostavno nacrtamo pravokutnik oko polja koje
nas zanima i odaberemo naziv polja kojem ono
odgovara. U bilo kojem trenutku možemo
promijeniti veličinu koju smo označili kako bismo
prilagodili svoj odabir i da odgovara točnoj
veličini polja.
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•

•

•

Kada zadržimo pokazivač miša iznad riječi u
dokumentu, mogu se pojaviti svijetloplavi okviri.
To znači da oko tih riječi možemo nacrtati
pravokutnik za odabir polja.
Označavanje tablica - AI Builder može sam otkriti
tablice u dokumentima. Ako je sustav prepoznao
tablicu u gornjem lijevom dijelu tablice se
pojavljuje gumb tablice. Kada ga odaberemo,
imamo mogućnost pregleda sadržaja koji je sustav
sam otkrio kao sadržaj tablice ili označiti ručno
sam sadržaj tablice.
Postoje trenutna ograničenja u označavanju
tablica. Crtanje tablica koje nisu automatski
otkrivene trenutno nije podržano. Ako postoji
definirana tablicu koja se automatski ne otkriva,
moramo je označiti kao nedostupnu za nastavak.
Da bi AI Builder mogao otkriti tablice, reci i
stupci moraju biti jasno razgraničeni i pravilno
poravnati. Ugniježđene tablice i spojena zaglavlja
trenutno nisu podržani.
Polje ili tablica nisu u dokumentu - ako polje ili
tablica nije prisutna u jednom od dokumenata koje
smo prenijeli za obuku, potrebno je odabrati
opciju „nedostupno u dokumentu“ pored naziva
polja ili tablice koje nisu u dokumentu.

Postupak označavanja potrebno je provesti za sve
dokumente u svim zbirkama koje smo stvorili. Neka polja
mogu se automatski otkriti u sukcesivnim dokumentima.
U tom slučaju samo je potrebno potvrditi da je odabir
točan.
6.

Korak: Provjera i obučavanje modela

Kako bi završili postupak kreiranja modela potrebno je
provesti provjeru odabranih polja obrasca. Ako sve
izgleda dobro i sva polja su dobro označena, odabirom
opcije „Obučavanje“ kreiramo svoj model.
7.

Korak: Testiranje modela

Po završetku obučavanja, a prije objavljivanja samog
modela za korištenje potrebno je provesti testiranje. Test
nam nudi mogućnost da odaberemo novi dokument koji
nije unutar zbirke te s njim provedemo testiranje modela.
Sam test traje nekoliko sekundi te se prikazuju rezultati.
Preporuča se odraditi nekoliko testiranja sa različitim
dokumentima.

Slika 4 Prikaz ulazne testne fakture
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Slika 5 Prikaz označavanja polja na obrascu

8.

Korak: Objavljivanje modela

Ako smo zadovoljni svojim modelom i prethodno
odrađeni testovi su prošli ok, možemo odabrati opciju
„Objavi“ kako bi objavili model. Po završetku
objavljivanja sam model se promovira u objavljen i
spreman je za upotrebu. Model možemo koristiti u
aplikaciji Power Apps ili u programu Power Automate
kao dio toka procesa.
IV.

PRIMJER VLASTITOG MODELA ZA OBRADU
FAKTURA

Za primjer korištenja samih alta odabrano je
procesuiranje dva tipa faktura, odnosno fakture od dvije
različite tvrtke. Same fakture su zaprimljene mailom i u
formatu su pdf datoteke.
Polja koja su definirana za izdvajanje s obje fakture su:
naziv tvrtke, broj fakture, datum izdavanja i ukupni iznos.
Za učenje modela pripremljene su dvije zbirke sa po 5
dokumenata.
Na slici 4 vidljiv je primjer jedne od dvije vrste ulaznih
fakture koje su korištene za učenje modela, a i kasnije za
testiranje samog alata. Na samoj slici vidljivo je i kako je
naučeni model točno izdvojio polja koja su mu bila zadana
za izdvajanje: naziv tvrtke, broj fakture, datum izdavanja i
ukupni iznos. Sva ta polja alat je automatski označio
zelenim pravokutnicima i samim time priredio za
izdvajanje.
Model je prošao kroz svih 5 priređenih faktura i uspješno
je provedeno učenje modela. Tako naučen model se sada
može koristiti u raznim automatizacijama koristeći Power
Automate ili Power App.

Slika 6 Prikaz poslanog maila s izdvojenim poljima
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V.

ZAKLJUČAK

Power Automate u kombinaciji s alatom AI Builder
pokazao se kao vrlo dobar alat i vrlo jednostavan za
korištenje. Za samo korištenje alata nije potrebno neko
veliko znanje programiranja. Kroz vrlo jednostavno i
intuitivno sučelje prolazeći korak po korak lagano se
definira vlastiti model. Sama umjetna inteligencija čiji se
procesi u ovom slučaju odvijaju negdje u pozadini
pokazuje se kao vrlo dobra opcija za olakšavanje i
ubrzavanje poslovnih procesa, te definitivno zamjena za
ručni rad koji je podložan greškama.
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Abstract - Blockchain is a type of decentralized database
where all data are kept in one large chain of interconnected
blocks of data stored on a large number of servers around
the world. Besides decentralization, an additional advantage
of this technology is the absence of intermediaries in
communication between participants in the process. With
the advent of the Ethereum network which is based on
blockchain technology, in addition to performing financial
transactions, now it is possible to create programs that could
be executed on this network. However, execution of these
programs, known as Smart Contract, costs money that is
billed on this network in the form of gas which is directly
proportional to the complexity of the computer operations
performed within these contracts. Optimizing the structure
and content of smart contracts directly implies reducing the
cost/gas for their execution. In this paper we propose the
structure of smart contracts in the context of gas
optimization for their execution.
Keywords – blockchain; Ethereum; Smart Contract; gas

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the long-term presence of blockchain technology
in the field of cryptocurrency trading, the emergence of
the Ethererum [1] network has opened a new segment of
the use of blockchain technology in a field that is not
exclusively related to cryptocurrencies. This area is a part
of the Ethereum network that allows the blockchain
network, in addition to cryptocurrency trading, to execute
one type of program, which can be executed when a
predefined set of condition is met and it can do it without
any type of intermediary. These kind of programs are
known as Smart contracts [2]. However, publishing and
executing such programs on the Ethereum network is not
free of charge and every program that runs on this
network has a price. The development of this type of
program differs from classical software development,
from security to transactional aspects. With the support of
this type of contracts monetary transactions can be
executed or contractual processes can be performed which
on the other hand can result in unchangeable final
balances.
This paper intends to look at some of the aspects of the
constraints that arise when creating and executing smart
contracts and to propose a structure of smart contracts that
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would be optimized for execution on the Ethereum
network in terms of the cost of execution.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Blockchain
Blockchain is a decentralized, distributed, and public
digital ledger that is used to record transactions on many
computers, so the record cannot be changed retroactively
without modifying all subsequent blocks and network
consensus. Blockchain was first presented to the public in
2008 on the website bitcoin.org, where, to this day, an
unknown person, group of people or organization under
the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto [3] presented a fully
clarified payment system completely independent of the
third entity. The blockchain network in the case of bitcoin
consists of users and "miners". Users rely on miners to
maintain the system, that is, to record transactions, and
miners rely on users because they generate transactions on
which they can earn new cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin
blockchain is the first type of blockchain to be established
for cryptocurrency trading but there are also other
blockchain structures based on the cryptocurrencies, such
as Ethereum [1], Corda [4] and Quorum [5].
B. Smart contracts
The idea of Smart Contract (SC) was first proposed in
1997 by Szabo [6]. Smart contract is a computer program
that runs on the Ethereum network. A smart contract is
automatically executed when specific conditions are met,
not controlled by the user. Due to the fact that the smart
contract is written on the blockchain, the execution takes
place without any possibility of censorship, pause, fraud
or third party interference. Interactions with smart
contracts are irreversible [2].
C. Ethereum
Ethereum is the best-known example of a
decentralized distributed system that enables the
execution of smart contracts using blockchain
technology. The Ethereum system uses cryptocurrency
Ether (ETH). Ether has a dual role, it is used to pay for
the placement of contracts on the network, but also as a
means of paying a reward for miners when creating a new
block. On the other hand, gas is a measure of the
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complexity of transactions, that is, the more complex the
transaction, the more gas it will require for its execution.
There are two main factors that determine the complexity
of the SC on the Ethereum network: a) operations that
can be performed on a smart contract, such as arithmetic
operations, and b) recording or storing data on a
blockchain network [7].

D. Smart contracts execution cost
In most cases, smart contracts written in appropriate
scripts are used to conduct and describe financial
transactions, while on the other hand, smart contracts
written in Turing-complete languages can be used to
describe any deterministic protocol in the form of a
computer program. All smart contracts are presented in

III.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR GAS OPTIMIZATION

From the available literature [7] [13] [14] [15] [21]
[22], it is evident that unoptimized smart contracts
consume a significant amount of gas and indirectly
money. Because there is currently no defined or adopted
official guidelines for conducting the optimization of the
smart contracts, from either the scientific or the Ethereum
community, optimization process is very difficult. Smart
contracts contain several segments that need to be
considered when it comes to possible source code
optimizations, such as: External Transactions, storage
types, Useless Code Related Patterns, loop related
patterns, saving space, and operations.
Optimization of smart contracts in terms of their
structure and functionality can be reduced to at least two

Figure 1. Proposed workflow model of activities for the purpose of optimizing smart contracts

the form of bytecode instructions that are executed
sequentially on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) [8]
which is based on words of length 256 bits and it is
Turing-complete. When Solidity is used as a programing
language for creating smart contracts, each on is compiled
and translated into a sequence of so-called “operational
codes” also called opcodes [9] [10]. Opcodes have their
price. A detailed overview of the price of all opcodes with
their price is given in YellowPaper [11].
Given that gas prices and transactions vary constantly,
on the website Gas Tracker [12] it is possible at any time
to find information about the proposed gas prices in real
time, which is related to the speed of execution of
transactions. An overview of the current proposed gas
prices as of the date of writing this paper (January 30,
2022) is shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
Gas price
(Gwei)
229
193
168
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RECOMMENDED PRIORITY FEE IN GWEI (GAS
PRICE) IN ETHEREUM
Transaction cost
($)
0.000524
0.000510
0.000444

Transaction speed
Fast < 2 minutes
Standard < 5 minutes
Safe low < 30 minutes

basic levels: the use of appropriate types of variables and
the use of the optimal way to implement functionality in
the system. Since optimizing the structure of smart
contracts requires the analysis of a number of application
segments, it is necessary to make a sequence of steps or
algorithm that would be recommended to follow when
creating smart contract source code. The proposed
sequence of activities in terms of achieving a higher
degree of optimization of smart contracts is presented in
Fig. 1.
For each of the optimization activities showed in Fig.
1, the following is a description of the step-by-step
activities that need to be performed in order to optimize
smart contracts.
A. Step1: Variables – data types
Creating appropriate data types for a smart contract is
challenging task. Smart contract creation starts with
defining variables, and the first step should be to optimize
them. Given that EVM works with 256bit/32byte words at
a given time and that it is important to store data during
the process of creating and running applications, we have
to make sure that all slots used to store variables are filled
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up to the maximum available space so that we have the
smallest number of interactions with the EVM storage.
This means that it is advisable to use variables of type
int256, uint256 or byte32. Since EVM runs at 256 bits,
any uint integer other than uint256 should be first
converted to type uint256 and this operation costs gas.
Fig. 2 shows two identical contracts but with the
difference that one will use data type uint256, (a), and the
other will use 32 times smaller data type uint8, (b) [2].
After we have compiled and executed contracts, we
have obtained the following gas cost values: for the
variable uint256, the execution cost is 43,702 gas; for
variables uint8, execution cost is 43,761 gas. The reason
for this situation is a fact that operations performed with
the uint8 data type have more instructions than those
performed with the uint256 data type. This larger number
of instructions for the unit8 data type is required because
the EVM machine must convert 8-bit values to EVM

Figure 2. Basic smart contracts with uint256 (a) and uint8 (b) variable

native 256-bit values and that results in requiring
additional instructions that must be executed and the
sender must pay for those extra instructions.

Figure 3. Unoptimized and optimized order of defining variables

B. Step 2: Packing variables
If we take into account the way in which EVM stores
data in memory, variables sometimes need to be
rearranged or pre-packaged in such a way that variables
of different sizes are packed in the same slot of 256 bits.
Each time we define a variable in Solidity program code,
EVM will store it in a 256-bit data storage slot. This
further implies that every time we have a variable of type
uint256, it means that we have taken full advantage of
storage regardless of whether we actually populated it
with data or not.
The order of defining variable types is very important
and it is always necessary to ensure that the variables are
in such an order that with their predefined size they
should fill the EVM slot as much as possible. Fig. 3
shows two different orders of variable packaging.
C. Step 3: Memory vs Storage
Performing operations on memory or calldata (which
is similar to memory) is cheaper and faster than
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performing operations on storage. Each time the variable
is read from storage it is done with the opcode SLOAD
which according to the YellowPaper [11] costs, at the
first call, 2100 gas [16]. In the example in Fig. 4, the
contract stores 1 variable in memory, result_a (Fig. 4, (b))
and result_Mem (Fig. 4, (a)). In Fig. 4 (b), the function
will cross these variables 50 time via the for loop, i.e. by
accessing the result_a variable each time from storage.
Because memory access is cheaper and faster, before
going through the loop, storage variables can and should
be stored in memory. Thus, optimization can be achieved
as in Fig. 4 (a) so that result_a will be result_Mem, i.e.
we will access the variable on memory and not on
storage.

Figure 4. Example of optimized (a) and non-optimized (b) program
code

D. Step 4: Constants
SSTORE and SLOAD are some of the most expensive
opcodes running on EVM. In some programming
situations, there is a need to sometimes initiate variables
during creation or deployment, and we need to keep those
variables unchanged while working with a smart contract.
For such cases, we can use a constant or immutable
modifier, which enables us to announce in advance to the
Solidity compiler what our intentions will be with these
variables in the future [17]. The example in Fig. 5 shows
how we can define constants in the application program
code using the listed keywords. It is recommended that
whenever possible the constants in the program code be
declared with a constant keyword in order to avoid
calling the SLOAD instruction which costs 200 gas per
call.

Figure 5. Declaring variables of type constant and immutable for the
purpose of optimizing program code

E. Step 5. Mapping vs. Array
In most situations, mapping will be a better choice
compared to the array due to the lower cost of operations
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for this type of data on the Ethereum network. On the
other hand, an array can sometimes be a good choice
when using smaller data types (such as uint8). Since
arrays on the Ethereum network are packaged in the same
way as other storage variables, the need for less storage
space may be a better argument than the need to use more
expensive arrays operations. This is very useful when
working with large arrays. It is recommended that in
accordance with the current situation and needs, we
always use the option of mappings, and only in case of
impossibility to solve the problem with them, then we
should use arrays.
F. Step 6: Loops
Unlike classic programs, the execution of contracts on
the Ethereum network is limited by the cost of operations,
i.e. gas. If a current transaction reaches the available gas
limit before execution is complete, the entire transaction
is aborted. However, the fee for the executed part of the
activity for the transaction is still charged regardless of
the failed execution. For this reason, it is necessary to
make an estimate of the required gas before starting
transactions. Current methods generally fail to estimate
the gas required to perform loop functions because loop
repetition time cannot be statistically determined. A
quarter of all executed contracts have a loop functions,
and the cost of gas for loops is higher than for other
functions [18]. For this reason, special attention needs to
be paid to optimizing the source code of applications in
the part related to loops [7].

(conditional) values in the loop entry point only with
different parameter names within the loop. In this case,
there is no need to have two separate loops. Fig. 8 shows
an example of one such loop and the parameters a and b
that could be practically updated within just one loop.
Repeated same calculations in a loop
Sometimes situations with expressions appear in the
source code that always produce the same result in each

Figure 6. Non-optimized (a) and optimized (b) loops

iteration of the loop. Such situations can be overcome in a
way that the calculation is performed only once and used
more than once. This is especially important when
expensive operands are involved in the whole process.
From Fig. 9a we notice that the two elements that are
summed, a and b, are repeated in each iteration. Each
time this happens, both operands a and b must be loaded

Avoid calls for expensive loop operations
Since storage operations are very expensive (SLOAD
and SSTORE), calls to these operations in loops should be
avoided. An example of a non-optimized and optimized
loop with the addition of one global variable is shown in
Fig. 6. In this case, the optimization was performed by
using one temp variable within the loop, which is local
type in the call function. During each iteration of the
loop, the value of the temp variable increases after each
iteration, while the global variable increases only once
during the entire smart contract life cycle.

Figure 7. Execution of a loop with a return value that is constant

Constant outcome of a loop
If the outcome of the loop is a constant that can be
inferred during compilation, then the loop should not be
used. In the following example given in Fig. 7, instead of
showing the loop and its calculation and unnecessary
resource consumption, calculation and use of storage,
since the value of the variable num will be equal to 4950,
it would be cheaper and more efficient to write the value
to be returned, therefore "return 4950".

Figure 8. Example of loop fusion problem, (a) unoptimized, (b)
optimized

to the stack (SLOAD) each time in order to perform the
summation. We can do the optimization in such a way
that we do the summation before the loop itself and use
that result every time during each iteration of the loop.

Loop fusion
When writing program code, it sometimes
happens that we practically have two loops which,
according to their structure, could be executed within one
loop. This situation occurs when we have the same limit
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Comparison with one-sided outcome in each iteration
of the loop
A very interesting situation that can occur when
writing source code that cannot be determined during
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code compilation is when a comparison with a variable is
performed in each iteration of the loop, but the result is
the same each time. In this case, such a comparison
should be removed from the loop. Fig. 10 shows a case
like this. The solution to this situation is to move the if
(a> 1) condition in front of the loop.

H. Step 8: Short-circuiting
Short-circuiting practice allows us to reduce the cost
of performing certain operations based on their order of
execution. This strategy can be applied when in the source
code of applications, we have the need to use || (logical
disjunction, OR) or && (logical conjunction, AND)
operator. The principle is to set the order of execution of
operations from lower-cost to higher-cost operations, i.e.
to possibly skip some higher-cost operations (shortcircuited) if the first, lover-cost operations are evaluated
as true. For example: if we have two functions, f (x) is low
cost and k (y) is expensive, the order should be as follows:
f (x) || k (y) and then f (x) && k (y).
I.

Figure 9. Example of repeating the same calculations in a loop, (a)
non-optimized, (b) optimized

Figure 10. Example of a loop with a one-sided outcome of the
comparison conditions

Step 9. Usless code problem
Dead Code

Optimization with eliminating useless code can be
done in several ways. Two most common problems are:
dead code and opaque predicates. Fig. 11 shows an
example of dead code where the instruction on line 7 will
never be executed, i.e. it will always result in a false
value. The problem is that the Solidity compiler will not
remove these three lines of code when compiling and
generating bytecode and therefore they represent an
unnecessary waste of resources.
Opaque predicate

Figure 11. Example of a dead code part of the code of a software
application

Sometimes there are such situations in the program code
that the result of executing or checking a condition is
known in advance and as such it should not be evaluated
at all. If we look at the example of the source code from
Fig. 12, we notice that the expression a>0 is unnecessary
because if the condition before it is met, then surely this
condition is also met. An example of the expression a>o
represents opaque predicates.
J.

G. Step 7: Functions
The number of functions that can appear in the
contract can have an impact on the cost of execution of
the contract if we take into account the fact that a larger
number of functions causes higher bytecodes and thus
increases gas consumption. When it comes to the
visibility of functions, there are several variants in the
Solidity language: external, public, internal and private.
External functions can only be called from other
contracts while public functions can be called both
internally and externally. Public functions call involves
memory allocation, which is an expensive process. When
it comes to public functions, the input parameters are
copied automatically to the memory and this costs gas. In
the context of the relationship between external and
internal functions, whenever is possible it is better to call
internal functions, because these function calls are
translated into simple jumps within EVM, because we
only have forwarding memory references to internal
called functions [19].
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Step 11: Enable optimization
In conditions when every possible form of
optimization can have a significant impact on the cost of
executing smart contracts, it is very important that when
compiling the source code, we must apply optimization
by the compiler itself. Since compiling is usually done
using a development environment, such as the Remix
IDE [20], it is extremely important to include an
optimizer that comes built into the environment but is not
enabled by default every time you compile.

Figure 12. An example of an expression recognized as an opaque
predicate
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Examples of optimization in accordance with the
presented methodology
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Abstract - This paper presents an implementation which
uses decentralized technologies such as blockchain and IPFS
on the issuance and management of the academic
certificates. The focus is on improving the actual process, as
well as increasing integrity and trustworthiness of
ownership of those certificates. The prototype we have
developed is called BCert and its purpose is to add the
certificates to blockchain network and to offer the
possibility to verify them and make accessible to the
potential stakeholders. It will also be used to verify that it is
possible to upload a minimum of 32 certificates at one time
and to evaluate speed of upload. BCert will aim to make the
deployment and verification of those certificates quick, fast,
secure, and efficient. It uses IPFS (Interplanetary File
System) to have private logs and to increase efficiency.
Additionally, based on the Technology Transfer concept, we
predicted a model related to the launch of the technology to
the market. The study was conducted online with 421
responses chosen randomly from several public and private
universities in Albania and in Western Balkans.
Keywords – blockchain; IPFS; academic certificates;
Solidity; Ethereum

I.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional education institutions are based on a
centralized system, where credentials and academic
certificates are stored on a single location owned by a
higher institution or a university. Therefore, the traditional
way how those certificates are issued and verified may
have some drawback such as: corruption, lack of
transparency, falsification, being time consuming, reliance
on third parties, and high cost [1,2].
Furthermore, actual systems are not made to handle
large amounts of parallel requests and lack integrity of
data stored. One example would be the downtime during a
DDoS attack, or temporary (maybe even permanent) loss
of data due to attacks, viruses and errors, or even human
errors [3].
Another issue is the integrity of data stored and
transparency, where digital access to the certificate is
often missing. A basic example would be the digital
verification of an ownership certificate. Usually, such
certificate is issued as a hard copy, and signed by
respective authorities. Although it might be hard to falsify
such a certificate, someone who owns the right tools and
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purpose can certainly do this in mass. Finally, even though
a falsification might be distinguished at a later time, it will
spawn the tedious process of reevaluation taking years to
undo the damage that has been made.
Due to its main characteristics such as:
decentralization, immutability, transparency, being open
source and anonymity [4,5], blockchain will help us to
improve security issues and efficiency. Our proposed
system BCert [6], is implemented in Ethereum platform
network and smart contracts are deployed in Solidity
language [7]. Additionally, IPFS (Interplanetary File
System) is used to store the encrypted certificates [8].
BCert will increase efficiency of academic certificate’s
issuance, because of the main features of blockchain such
as authentication, certification, traceability and
provenance. The implementation has 3 main roles: (1) The
issuer institution, which main responsibility is to issue
certificates with the appropriate student’s information; (2)
The accreditor, which responsibilities are to add/remove
universities and validation of the certificates; (3) An
employer, which can verify if a certificate is valid and
issue verified employment/ title review records [6].
The private key of the accreditation body is used to
accredit a university and on the other hand, the issuer
university sign the certificate with its private key to assure
that it is issued by a trusted authority. A potential
stakeholder checks certificate’s authority by using the
unique serial number of graduated student [9].
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the background and related work. The architecture of the
system and its components are described in section III.
Performance testing of the BCert’s system is presented in
section IV and its potential business is discussed in section
V. The conclusions and benefits of using BCert are
presented in the last section.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Background
The implementation of the project requires the use of
different technologies such as: smart contracts, IPFS,
PWA.
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Ethereum [10] is a public permissionless blockchain
platform that allows anyone to build and use decentralized
applications that run on blockchain technology. Ethereum
requires to use a consensus algorithm, which may be:
PoW (Proof of Work), PoS (Proof of Stake), PoB (Proof
of Burn), Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance Algorithm,
DPoS (Delegate Proof of Stake) and PoA (Proof of
Authority) [11-13]. PoW algorithm is expensive due to
high computational power and high energy consumption.
We have chosen Clique Proof-of-Authority, as a new
consensus algorithm that some Ethereum testnet are
implementing [14]. Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
[15], is the heart of Ethereum, which can execute the
complex algorithm codes. The proof of the algorithm that
Ethereum uses for the mining process is called Ethhash.
Solidity is an object-oriented programming language
developed in 2014, somewhat similar to Java. With the
use of Solidity, we would encounter a new definition
which is a “smart contract”. The smart contract is a set of
instruction that does certain actions depending on user
input. They operate within the internal blockchain
environment called EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine),
and it is where the contract will rest after its deployment
[16]. EVM is an environment responsible for performing
instructions. It is made of all the nodes of the blockchain,
unifying instructions, operations, and storage of data
across all the nodes into a single environment.
B. Web Apps & PWA
Even though blockchain is a powerful technology in
itself, it can not work without external help. In order to
unit ethe user with this technology, use other tools, which
make it possible to transfer information from the user to
the network in a safe, simple and secure way.
In order to bring blockchain to current devices, we use
PWA (Progressive Web Apps), which helps building user
interfaces, making it easier to issue and verify certificates.
Such apps will indirectly communicate with the
blockchain, retrieving data form the network, and
performing actions predetermined in smart contracts.
These apps will serve as entry points to the project. A
process would be the verification, scanning or issuance of
a certificate. Usually, native applications are built that can
be run on specific platforms, but this needs a lot of work
for little benefits because we need to code separate apps
for different platforms (Linux, Windows, Android, iOS)
and in return we have better performance. This is
inefficient in our case.
PWA is a new technology that offer specific platform
operations, which are stable and can be installed. PWA is
not a single technology, but rather a combination of other
technologies, similar to a philosophy of building apps
[17].
C. IPFS
IPFS is a way of including even more data into a
certificate. It is based on a peer-to-peer protocol for data
storage and retrieval on a distributed system. IPFS uses
content addressing in order to find files. Similar to
BitTorrent, data is distributed among peers (members of
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the network) and can be retrieving using DHT
(Distributed Hash Table) [18].
IPFS is based on: (1) Content addressing; (2) Directed
Acyclic Graphs (DAG); (3) Distributed Hash Tables
(DHT). Content addressing is used to identify data based
on content and not location. Usually on current systems
content is found using locations.
D. Related Works
From our literature review, we identified many
proposed solution/implementations that use blockchain in
education domain, but our focus is on those who propose
blockchain to manage certificate/credentials/diploma
distribution and verification [19]. Some of most wellknown implementations include BlockCerts[20], UZHBC,
SmartCert, EduChain [21], EduCTX, Cerberus and UNIC
[22].
The first state that has adapted and deployed
blockchain technology in education is Malta, which has
implemented, and open-source platform called BlockCerts
[23]. This decentralized system is used meanly to issue,
manage, and verify the certificates [24]. Meanwhile,
authors in [25] have presented another system named
EduCTX, which proposes to use European Credit Transfer
and Accumulation System (ECTS). It is implemented on
the open-source Arc Blockchain Platform.
The University of Zurich has developed a verification
blockchain based system in Ethereum platform which
enables smart contracts for managements and verification
of diplomas [26]. On the other hand, the University of
Nicosia in Cypros, has adapted blockchain in education
not only to record students’ diplomas/achievements, but
also to pay the fees by using Bitcoin [27].
Authors in [28] have developed a training certificate
management system named CertificateChain, which
provides a user experience and allows participants to
manually submit their certificates in pdf format.
Furthermore, they have evaluated the prototype’s
feasibility and scalability.
Zhao et al. [29] have proposed a NFT-based certificate
framework, called NFTCert, which enables the integration
of NFT concept to prove legitimate certificate through a
Blockchain network. The authors have described the
implementation of NFTCert framework and argued that
their proposed system improves the process of
authentication, increase transparence, and offers
confidentiality. The main benefit of their system is that a
user has the possibility to keep all educational certificates
records in on digital wallet.
In paper [30], it is described the PoC prototype
implementation in Ethereum platform of as system that
enables smart contracts in order to register/consult student
certificates which are issued by a higher institution.
Meanwhile, authors in [31] have presented their
blockchain based system, which intend to offer a standard
sharing platform to store, access and monitor various
documents such as diplomas, government papers,
transaction papers in order to avoid the problem of fake
certificates.
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Vidal et al. [32] have presented proof of concept of
their CertEdu prototype, which main functionalities are to
issue, revoke, share and verify the academic degrees. The
authors have analyzed the benefits the technology could
bring in certificates management and have also identified
some problems that need to be resolved such as:
unpredictability of the issuance costs, due to the
limitations on predictions of transactions costs in long
time in public networks such as Bitcoin and Ethereum.
Thus, as authors in their paper [33] argue, using
blockchain in education domain will help to solve 4 main
drawbacks of actual traditional systems of distributing and
managing certificates as follows: (1) overcoming
diploma’s counterfeiting; (2) reducing costs; (3)
increasing efficiency in terms of time and energy; (4)
impacting on increase the workers competence, thus
producing qualified workers.
III.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM

A. Architecture
This section presents the system architecture of our
proposed solution (as it is shown in Fig. 1) and discusses
in further details the deployment process.

in Solidity Language. Certificates will be saved encrypted
on IPFS (Interplanetary File System). We propose two
main roles: issuer and users. Issuers can: add credentials;
view their credentials; issue credential to user. Users can:
view the list of credentials they have received; make their
credentials visible to another user; decide whether they
want to make their credentials public or not.
It is not possible to add a certificate to the blockchain
without the proper authority. The certificate would be
considered valid, only if it is signed by issuer university or
accreditation body.
Looking in more details in functionalities of proposed
solution [9]: (1) University Interface, is part of the
ecosystem for creating, signing and issuing certificates. It
is responsible to send the data, distribute the passphrase
and certificate details; (2) Verification Interface enables
the user to check if the issued certificate is valid or not.
The verification application follows all PWA standards
and protocols; (3) Accrediting Interface, is responsible to
add an accreditor to the system, and furthermore this
accreditor can add other universities to the list. After this
process, the university can add and deploy certificates on
its own, by using unique identifiers such as name or other
keys.
The system we have implemented, uses Ganache as
deployment environment of smart contracts and Rinkeby
as test environment. In [9], we have explained in further
details how the system works:
(1) The encryption of the data, which should be done
before the transaction is created. It is important to
save the encryption key locally and send it only to
the graduated student [6,9];
(2) The first node sends the signed transaction and
broadcast it to the blockchain network;
(3) The status of an academic certificate can be
changed only by issuer university or accreditor.

Figure 1. Overall Architecture of the System

As can be seen, the entry point of our data would be on
the front-end. This information will be manipulated and
sent to the respective gateways. Depending on the
information which has been classified prior to its
initiation, it will be sent to the proper networks, IPFS or
Blockchain. It should be kept in mind that not only the
information encrypted using a private key, it is also
encrypted via the HTTPS protocol through its journey on
the internet. It is important to state that no encryption key
is sent to the network. This drastically increases security,
but also renders these data inaccessible in case the
encryption key is lost. After it is sent to respective
gateways, this information is separated, and each gateway
sends the information to the network peers or nodes. In the
case of IPFS it is stored directly on the network, whereas
blockchain it is modified by a set of methods specified in
the smart contract. It should be clear that information sent
to smart contract is publicly visible and addressable.
B. Implementation
For implementation part of this solution is used
Ethereum Platform. The Smart Contracts will be deployed
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C. Full Walkthrough Generating Certificates
Firstly, the university is required to configure the
deployer with the configuration given by the network
maintainers (accreditor or other entities). Then the form is
required to be filled, containing the necessary student
information, along with a photo ID of the student
(mandatory). After that the information provided should
be stored locally using the appropriate button and entering
encryption key. The same step is repeated until all the
students are processed (note, no more students than the
recommendation can be stored).

Figure 2. Filling student information and selecting photo ID
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A new section should appear, looking like in the
figures below. Once finished, the deployer can export
certificates using the “export” button as shown and store it
somewhere safe in order to pass it to the signer (part of
higher university staff). It is not recommended to transfer
these files over the internet. Other methods such as
internal network connections or USB transfers are
recommended.
In order to deploy certificates, one needs to navigate to
the correct panel and choose the exported file from the
above steps. After that, a list of students should appear
with their respective information. This information is
verified and then deployed using the “deploy contracts”
button. Then, the transaction is signed using the private
key (from configuration settings) and after 15-20 seconds
appears ‘Receipt Available’ on the console, indicating that
the transaction has been successfully confirmed and the
certificates successfully deployed.
By using IPFS in our system brings two main benefits.
First, it would save storage on the blockchain network
because the profile information will be stored externally.
Secondly, while IPFS address is immutable, will provide
proof of authenticity.
To verify the certificates, BCert offers two different
ways. Fig. 3 shows the verification process by using the
serial code. Meanwhile, another simplified method is to
use the QR code as it is presented in Fig. 4.

parameter for each transaction, in order to understand the
computational and time resource requirements. The gas
usage represents the operation’s complexity and there
doesn’t exist any standard of converting gas to physical
currency, but it depends on labour’s cost. The
performance is evaluated by measuring: (1) the number of
computational resources required to mine intermediate
transactions, (2) resources needed to write, upload, access
or update the academic certificates. We also intended to
offer some parallelization to the BCert’s system. Till now,
as Fig.5 shows, 32 academic certificates can be added in
bulk, within 13 seconds.

Figure 5. Evaluations of Paralelization (IPFS Imlemented)

We are using 2 servers conveniently named Nodeinit
and Node2; each one running a different version of Linux
in order to show that multiple systems are supported. Each
server has 1GB of RAM and 1vCPU. Both servers are
running 2 main nodes, Nodeinit is also running a
bootnode. All four main nodes are running Geth client.
By default, Geth does support creation of accounts within
its command line interface, however it will be
inconvenient to distribute these accounts to their
respective entities. Fig.6 presents Server Tests – IPFS.

Figure 3. Verifying using Certificate ID and Manually entering
Decryption Key

Figure 4. Certificate Verification using QR Code

Depending on the device, most likely the user will be
prompted to allow camera access. However, this is not
always the case, as in some devices this step is ignored,
and camera access is granted automatically. Once camera
access has been granted, the user needs to scan the QR
code. If the scan is successfully completed, the student
information should be shown.
IV.

PERFORMANCE TESTING OF BCERT SYSTEM

Figure 6. Server Tests – IPFS (1GB RAM, 2.2 GHz)

Server side is relatively flat. As seen, the first spike
(around 12:40:00) on traffic is from the deployment of 30
images into the network. The second spike (around
12:42:14) is from a single certificate deployment. CPU
and RAM are mostly unaffected from this type of action.
Most changes in their graph are from internal OS
processes.

In this section we observe BCert’s performance
system, focusing on gas usage, as well as timestamp
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V.

BUSINESS POTENTIAL

In the previous sections, we presented all the benefits
and advantages that the adaption of blockchain technology
has in education domain, especially in academic
certificates management. Any technology proposed to
achieve some benefits for users, will have to go through
an important process such as the Technology Transfer
(TT) process. It is collaborative process between the
inventor and an official Technology Transfer Office or
agency or other institution taking the functionalities of
such an office, during which the identification, protection,
and commercialization of intellectual property occurs.
This process is related to the planned effort to enhance
the movement of technology from a source to a potential
user [34]. It is very important to study the human
interactions when we want to understand what are the
factors that impact the TT process [35]. The process of
technology is very important since adoption of the new
technology by users or by industry may be one of the
limiting factors [36].
Based on the importance of the TT process identified
by many authors of the field, the involvement of
stakeholders interested in innovations and their concrete
impact on the market, business, and economy, based on
the functionalities of the proposed system, a study was
undertaken on the main target audience which are
students.
We conducted an online questionnaire with 421
responses, chosen randomly from several public and
private universities in Albania and in Western Balkans.
The aim was to understand some very important
components that were supposed as core of the value
proposition of the proposed blockchain system.
Understanding customers, their needs, and the possible
behavior of target audiences, is undertaken on only to help
the Technology Transfer process in the near future, but
also to seize the opportunities for further developing the
functionalities of the system, as it should be taken to the
market, to fulfil market needs.

proposals of legal acts is an opportunity for business
development in Albania.
Even though we have identified some challenges.
First, the licensing by National Agency of Information
Service in Albania is required as a legal guarantee for the
development of business in the field of DLT. Secondly,
seeking permission for data storage as well as the duration
of their storage within the meaning of the law requires an
opinion to find the best solutions. Further legal assistance
may be sought in the above cases.
VI.

During the development of BCert prototype, we
achieved: (1) a working user-blockchain interaction, (2) a
sustainable and usable way of deploying certificates; (3)
an overview on resources consumed; (4) a way to access
certificates through multiple devices, such as personal
computer, smartphone, smart TVs.
The proposed system increases value and time
efficiency for the process of certificate issuance in
education institutions, providing real time online
verification,
confidentiality,
authentication,
and
revocation. We intend to offer parallelization of issuing
certification. According to our testing results we can
deploy 75 certificates for 15 seconds at the same time.
We analysed the business potential that BCert would
have in Albania and Western Balkans. Even though, to
fully adapt the benefits that blockchain technology could
bring to education domain, the aspects of DLT legislation
in Albania/Western Balkans, Intellectual Property, data
protection and actors legally involved in the process need
to be examined.
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Abstract – The aim of the study was to develop a
computer system for plant replication in a controlled
environment. The technology was based on the Internet of
Things platform which includes: an automated system for
remote monitoring and controlling climate, energy, and
plant growth within specialized, isolated growth chamber.
The remotely monitored and controlled climate
variables were: air temperature, humidity, potential of
hydrogen (pH), electrical conductivity, root zone
temperature, carbon dioxide level, dissolved oxygen in the
substrate, and many other variables that could be digitally
monitored and/or controlled within the growth chamber, in
order to obtain different plant phenotype expressions.
Records of cultivated plants are stored in the form of socalled “climate recipes” for future replication and the
computer system got the popular name “food computer”.
We hypothesized that the system could be used in
elementary and high schools as an engaging demonstration
platform for STEM popularization and IoT education and
research.
Keywords – Internet of Things; Computer System; Remote
Monitoring and Controlling; Plant Phenotype Expressions;
Education;

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays it is unthinkable to live without the Internet, it is
no longer used only for the exchange of information between
people (Internet of People, IoP), it is increasingly used for other
purposes, such as exchanging information between devices or
things, so we call it Internet of Things (IoT). Basically, IoT is a
network of embedded devices with sensors, actuators, and
network capability, which enables the connection and exchange
of data on physical objects (remote monitoring and / or control)
via the existing Internet infrastructure.
In today's world, the global food crisis is a problem. The
great climate changes in the last 30-40 years have made the
process of growing plants more difficult, while more genetically
modified organisms (GMOs) are being used to produce as
much food as possible, and the nutritional value and taste of
food is inferior. That is why knowledge from traditional studies
such as mechanical and electrical engineering and
contemporary technologies such as the IoT and robotics have
increasingly begun to be used in agriculture. In that way, a more
productive and efficient way of using resources in the process of
growing food is found. Using IoT technology, we can get realtime information on temperature, humidity, pH level, CO2
emissions and adjust them in time to make plant growing more
successful.
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This paper describes a development of computer system for
replication of plant growth in a controlled environment based on
the IoT technology, better known as personal “food computer”
with our own modification based on OpenAg open hardware
and software project [1] and to our best knowledge the first such
a project in Croatia. The aim of this paper is to test and show the
use of “food computer”, using different "climate recipes", to
share our experience gained in experimentation, and to suggest
possible future applications – mainly in research and education.
Open source and closed source platforms
Traditional greenhouses control environmental parameters
through manual intervention or "closed loop" control devices,
which often give suboptimal results, lost production, wasted
energy and increased labor costs.
Smart greenhouses, with built-in IoT technology, can
intelligently monitor and control the climate, eliminating the
need for manual intervention. Different sensors are used to
measure environmental parameters according to specific crop
requirements. This data is stored in a cloud-based platform,
where the data is further processed and used to control the
system with minimal manual intervention [2].
In recent years, phenomenology has provided key insights
into how different organisms can be optimized under certain
environmental conditions. The results of such research have
enabled the emergence of so-called "climate recipes". Each
organism has some specific properties (e.g. volume, taste,
chemical concentration, etc.) that can be combined and used
to create "climate recipes" to optimize crop quality and plant
taste.
Examples of currently available devices for automatic
plant cultivation are closed source platforms: Farmbot [3],
AeroGarden [4], Leaf [5], Grove EcoSystem [6], Conviron
A1000 [7], and open source platform OpenAg [1]. The latest
device was built by a team from MIT (Massachusetts Institute
of Technology), software code is fully available, as well as
hardware implementation. The current version of the device is
3.0 (developed using 3D printers and sophisticated tools
unavailable to us), but with same functionalities as previous
versions 1.0 and 2.0 that we have modified to allow: creation,
storage and sharing of data generated during the growth cycle,
i.e. the ability to create "climate recipes" and ability to share
them with other OpenAg compatible devices.
One of the goals of the development of the device is the
use of the device for educational purposes from primary
school to higher education (K-12). From an early age, students
could learn about nutrition, food cultivation, programming,
robotics and IoT [8].
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II. METHODS
A. Hardware Implementation
The hardware components (as shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2) are: main frame, insulated climate chamber,
plant growing tank, lighting (LED light) and electrical
hardware and supply. The main frame gives support for
the insulated climate chamber, the tank allows hydroponic
plant growth, and a pump provides water circulation.

Figure 1. Open insulated growth chamber.

Figure 3. An outer side of the “food computer” motherboard.

Figure 2. Closed insulated growth chamber.

The electrical circuitry (as shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4) includes: a power supply with voltage
regulation, a humidifier, a heater, a water pump, a fan for
air circulation, and Raspberry Pi 3 Model B and Arduino
devices to which all components (sensors and actuators)
are connected. The Arduino is used to control actuators
and collect data from sensors, while the Raspberry Pi acts
as a gateway that processes, receives commands and
transmits data, remotely via Internet. A webcam is also
used, which monitors the growth and development of
plants.
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Figure 4. An inner side of the “food computer” motherboard.

B. Software Implementation
The operating system we used on the Raspberry Pi 3
Model B device was Raspbian Jessie, which is a free
operating system based on Debian optimized for
Raspberry Pi hardware.
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The ROS (Robotic Operating System) indigo software
package, consisting of Python configuration files, was
used to monitor and control the “food computer”
environment. ROS is structured as a large number of
computer programs that quickly transmit data or
commands to each other. Such a structure allows the
creation of genetic modules that are applied to broad
classes of robotic hardware and software, which
facilitates code sharing and reuse of robotic software
outside a particular robot and the environment.
The C ++ programming language was used to read the
data from the sensors. Sensor reading configuration files
are implemented on the Arduino.
The CouchDB NoSQL database was used for data
storage in JSON format, it was implemented in the Erlang
programming language, which is oriented for real-time
systems and applications, and JavaScript was used as a
query language using MapReduce and HTTP for API.
NoSQL databases are much more flexible than MySQL
databases, in the sense that the type and number of
attributes of an entity is "open", i.e. it can be changed if
necessary without affecting other data. This makes it
easier to map the data structure in a programming
language to a similar data structure from another
database, which simplifies the interaction between the
application and database. Another advantage of NoSQL
databases is that they are designed for distributed use,
while relational databases are designed to run on a single

computer, the NoSQL database system is designed to
deploy multiple of them to multiple computers or other
devices where each works with its own data set. In this
way, the receiving and processing of data is significantly
accelerated [9].
To create the user interface, standard web
technologies were used, such as JavaScript scripts, and
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Languages) and CSS
(Cascading Style Sheets).
The data flow of the application (see Figure 5) starts
with Arduino, which collects data from sensors and
receives or sends commands to actuators. This data is
then sent to the Raspberry Pi device, which is the
gateway of a personal computer for plant growth. The
Raspberry Pi uses the ROS software package with its own
database, where ROS parameters and configuration files
are stored. Using the available ROS configuration, the
collected data is processed and saved to the CouchDB
database using the REST API.
A web service was created with the MochiWeb and
Flask REST API, while the user interface, created using
HTML and JavaScript, uses the HTTP API to retrieve
available data from the database and display it in the
application. In addition to the client database, there is also
a database on the cloud, where "climate recipes" are
shared and existing processes are analyzed and
optimized.

Figure 5. An architecture of the “food computer”.
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III. RESULTS
The application was designed as a web application,
where users of “food computer” (Figure 6) can access the
application via an Internet browser (e.g. Google Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox) to view sensor data, to control actuators
and to monitor plant growth via webcam (Figure 7).

rostopic pub /actuators/grow_lights_1/ cmd std_msgs /
Bool True -1.
Once we determined that the sensors and actuators
work well, we tested the entire system with: rosrun
openag_brain main --screen pfc1.launch. During the
execution of the command, the actuators turned on and
off for 5 seconds, also the webcam turned on.
B. Testing User Interface
To install and configure the user interface, we needed
node.js and npm software, which allowed us to interact
more easily with other components.
Once all the necessary user interface packages have
been installed and the webcam has been configured, we
needed to build the application and implement its
configuration in database with: npm run couchapp_deploy
--app_db_url = http://localhost:5984/app.
The previous command must be executed each time
Raspberry Pi changes its IP address or if there is a code
change within a configuration file such as JavaScript,
JSON, CSS or HTML files.
Before we start using the application, we needed to
start the service by typing a command into the terminal:
sudo service openag_brain start. When executed, a small
test turned on and off all our actuators for one second.
Once the service has started successfully, we could go
to our web browser to access the user (Figure 7) by
entering the address of our application: http://[ip address
of raspberry pi]:5984/app/_design/app/_rewrite.

Figure 6. An insulated climate chamber of the “food computer”.

Figure 8. A view, creation and selection of “climate recipes”.

Figure 7. An application homepage – for remote monitoring and control.

Once all the necessary packages for our application
have been installed, the next step was to create a database
and populate the database with the necessary data. We
must first initialize our database server. Then we needed
to fill the Arduino with the configuration of sensors and
actuators, and files that contain functionality that will
allow us to read data from the sensor, control the
actuators and send all this data to the Raspberry Pi.
A. Testing Services
We tested services of the sensors and actuators using
ROS command rostopic and selecting one of many
available ROS themes, e.g. we tested if the sensors read
well using echo command to print it. In our case, we
printed the values of the temperature sensor with:
rostopic echo /sensors/dht22_1/air_temperature/ raw.
We also checked that our actuators are working
properly, such as turning the LED lights on and off with:
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After we opened the application, it was necessary to
enter the desired "climate recipe" (Figure 8) and to click
on the arrow below the title "recipe", clicking on the
arrow opened a new window, with previously entered
recipes and a button for new entry.
Clicking on the plus sign opens a window for entering
recipes in JSON format e.g. "climate recipe" for growing
lettuce (Table 1). The “climate recipe“ allows growth
optimization that can have different plant goals and
phenotype expressions (e.g. volume, weight, chemical
concentration, taste etc.)
TABLE 1. AN EXAMPLE OF "CLIMATE RECIPE" FOR GROWING LETTUCE.
{
"_id": "pfc1-general_greens",
"_rev": "3-6191ae9c2d33d4f1edbd4bd213dac92d",
"format": "phased",
"version": "1.0",
"optimization": [
"general purpose"
],
"date_created": "2021-11-26,
"author": "openag",
"operations": [
{
"name": "early",
"cycles": 14,
"day": {
"hours": 18,
"air_flush_on": 30,
"air_temperature": 27,
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"light_intensity": 1,
"air_humidity": 60,
"water_electrical_conductivity": 1.5,
"water_potential_hydrogen": 6
},
"night": {
"hours": 6,
"air_flush_on": 30,
"air_temperature": 22,
"light_intensity": 0,
"air_humidity": 50,
"water_electrical_conductivity": 1.5,
"water_potential_hydrogen": 6
}

graphs show the readings over time, i.e. the measured
values from the moment the "climate recipe" was
launched and throughout the entire breeding cycle. With
the help of the button in the upper right corner, it can
export the previous cultivation cycle, i.e. all the data
measured in that cycle to an Excel spreadsheet.

},
{
"name": "middle",
"cycles": 14,
"day": {
"hours": 18,
"air_flush_on": 30,
"air_temperature": 28,
"light_intensity": 1,
"air_humidity": 60,
"water_electrical_conductivity": 1.5,
"water_potential_hydrogen": 6
},
"night": {
"hours": 6,
"air_flush_on": 30,
"air_temperature": 24,
"light_intensity": 0,
"air_humidity": 50,
"water_electrical_conductivity": 1.5,
"water_potential_hydrogen": 6
}
},
{
"name": "late",
"cycles": 7,
"day": {
"hours": 18,
"air_flush_on": 30,
"air_temperature": 25,
"light_intensity": 1,
"air_humidity": 60,
"water_electrical_conductivity": 1.5,
"water_potential_hydrogen": 6
},
"night": {
"hours": 6,
"air_flush_on": 30,
"air_temperature": 19,
"light_intensity": 0,
"air_humidity": 50,
"water_electrical_conductivity": 1.5,
"water_potential_hydrogen": 6
}

Figure 9. A growth cycle monitor (showing current temperature and
drop marker with all current sensor readings).

In case you need to adjust the growing conditions, we
need to go to the third tab (Figure 10), where there are
buttons to manually turn off or on the actuator, such as
LED light, heater, fans, etc.

}
]
}

In the recipe (Table 1) three growing cycles are
defined, they are divided into day and night, the first
cycle lasts 14 days, with the following growing
conditions during the day phase: temperature 27°C,
humidity 60%, fan and light on, that lasts 18 hours, and
after 18 hours the light goes off, temperature should be
lowered at 22°C, and humidity at 50%. It is similarly
defined for the second and third breeding cycles, except
that the third cycle lasts 7 days.
If we have successfully added a recipe, a message
about the successfully added recipe is printed. We start
the "climate recipe" by double-clicking on the name of
the recipe, if it is successfully launched, a message about
the successfully launched recipe is printed.
After that we can go to the second tab (Figure 9) in a
row and see the current temperature, humidity, etc.,
versus target values, which we defined in our recipe. The
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Figure 10. The actuators manual on/off controls.

C. Plant Growth
One of the innovative techniques of intensive
cultivation is the system of growing plants without soil,
called hydroponic cultivation. Plants are grown without
soil, so the plants do not come into contact with diseases
and pests from the soil, consequently consuming less
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protective substances. There is also less pollution since
the system is closed and the excess nutrient solution is
collected in a tank and reused. Everything is added in a
controlled way according to the needs of the culture and
thus less water and nutrients are consumed. Tillage and
human labor is excluded. Plants can be grown in an area
where cultivation is otherwise limited due to soil.
A "water pool" is used and plants float on a styrofoam
platform. The root is located directly in the water. An air
pump disperses oxygen through water and delivers
oxygen to the root. The pump also mixes the nutrients
found in the water. Above the tank there is an LED panel
that illuminates the entire surface of the plant tank.
Heaters, fans and reflective thermal insulation regulate
the internal temperature of a personal computer for
growing plants. Water and environmental sensors monitor
water quality and atmospheric composition, while a
webcam monitors plant growth and development (Figure
11).

in less water than nutrients, which will result in a
reduction of electrical conductivity.
Acidity and alkalinity in nutrient solution are measured
in pH unit. If the nutrient solution is too acidic or alkaline,
the crop will not grow well and may even die. Root and
leaf growth is significantly slowed at high acid percentages
(below 4.0 pH), also high alkalinity can be harmful to
plants (above 7.0 pH). The recommended pH range is
between 5.5 and 6.5 pH. If high alkalinity is present, it can
be reduced with the help of ammonium sulfate [10].
During one day of operation of the device, 2,478 kWh
of electricity were consumed, LED light is the largest
consumer of electricity. The "climate recipe" states that the
LED light should work 18 hours a day, during which time
2,412 kWh of electricity is consumed, while the other
components consume 0.066 kWh of electricity for the
remaining 6 hours. It takes 5 weeks to grow lettuce, 86.73
kWh of electricity is consumed during one cultivation
cycle, or HRK 105.68 according to the current HEP tariff.
IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 11. A hydroponic growth of a lettuce monitored through the
“food computer” user interface.

Good water quality is necessary for successful
cultivation. Water that has a high percentage of salt in it
should be avoided because salt contains a nutrient solution
that causes excess evaporation and transpiration. As the
percentage of salt in the water increases, so does the
osmotic effect and it becomes harder for plants to reach for
water. This is commonly referred to as the high salinity,
which can also cause complex physiological interactions
that affect plant nutrient uptake. Total salinity or electrical
conductivity of water can be measured in mS / cm
(Siemens per centimeter) using an electrical conductivity
meter. The ideal water salinity should be around 1.5
mS / cm, although it depends on the species, plant size and
environmental conditions. The value should not exceed 2.0
mS / cm. An effective way to correct a nutrient solution
with high salinity is to dilute it with plain water.
Liquid fertilizer is obtained by mixing two solutions,
the first solution is calcium nitrate, and the second
solution is magnesium sulfate. It is necessary to add
approximately 3 ml of each solution for each liter of
water in the tank, after that, if necessary, more solutions
should be added until electrical water conductivity
reaches 1.5 mS / cm. Electrical conductivity will increase
over time, as plants selectively take in more water than
nutrients, also, if cold water is initially added, increasing
the water temperature will increase the value of electrical
conductivity. Also, during cold weather, plants will take
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The aim of the paper was to present the development
of a computer system for replication of plant cultivation
in a controlled environment and the use of the system for
research and educational purposes by experimenting with
different "climate recipes". The whole system is based on
IoT technology that has become a big part of our daily
lives and needs to be tested in various applications. It is
up to us to decide how much of our daily lives we want to
control with technology.
Modern technologies such as robotics, electrical
engineering and the IoT are used to create devices that
enable the cultivation of plants in all countries and
economies of the world, resulting in greater productivity,
stability and food safety. Due to major climate change,
there are fewer and fewer areas that can successfully grow
food, and it is estimated that by 2050 there will be 9.6
billion people in the world. The use of smart food devices
will enable the cultivation of food in the worst climatic
conditions, and all that will be needed is to choose the
appropriate "climate recipes" for the plant being grown.
The current problem is the price of devices for smart
gardening. The price of MIT's OpenAg™ device is
currently around $3,000, which is not a price that an
ordinary world consumer can afford, and the prices of
similar devices are even higher. For a comparison, the
cost of our device self-manufacturing was between $700
and $800, depending on the materials used for the
hardware components, making it affordable for STEM
popularization and IoT education and research.
The final problem is the cost of using the device, i.e.
the consumption of electricity during one cycle of
growing lettuce. Currently, such cultivation is not
profitable for such a small amount of e.g. lettuce that is
obtained (6-8 plants per one “food computer). If other
plants were grown, which have a higher market price than
lettuce, the profitability of the device could be higher.
Although MIT’s OpenAg™ project is currently closed
(due to hype and unrealistic investors’ expectations of
generally good idea), smart plant growers are a very
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innovative technology, and with current state of
technology we believe present application of “food
computer” device is in STEM popularization and IoT
education and research in which direction we will
continue to further develop “food computer”.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper is about the development of software for
smart plant growing system, which is based on the
technology Internet of things technology. The term Internet
of things refers to connecting everyday objects or devices
to other devices so that everyday tasks are made easier. It
is predicted that by 2030, around 25.4 billion sensors will
be built into different devices and objects. One of the first
smart plant growing devices that have free documentation
for building it is made by MIT and is called OpenAg™.
Components of hardware include mainframe, insulating
chamber, plant breeding tank, lighting and electrical
circuitry. NoSQL is used for database storage, JavaScript,
HTML and CSS were used for creating the web application
interface, and the ROS indigo software is used to control
the environment with actuators and read data from the
sensors.
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Sažetak - Danas postoje brojna rješenja upravljanja
rasvjetom temeljena na senzorima pokreta ili upravljana
pomoću neke od bežičnih tehnologija koristeći pritom
mobilne aplikacije i kontrolere. Glavni nedostatci senzora
pokreta su pokrivanje male površine prostora i nedostatak
dodatnih funkcionalnosti poput uključivanja rasvjete za
predefinirane korisnike ili uređaje. U ovome radu,
prikazano je rješenje upravljanja rasvjetom temeljeno na
detekciji snage WiFi signala mobilnih uređaja na primjeru
podzemne garaže poslovno-stambenog objekta. Prikazano
rješenje pokriva znatno veću površinu prostora u odnosu na
senzore pokreta te se može implementirati kao nadogradnja
senzorima pokreta ili kao samostalno rješenje upravljanja
rasvjetom.
Ključne riječi - internet stvari, pametna kuća, pametna
rasvjeta, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

I.

UVOD

U današnje vrijeme okruženi smo na svakom koraku
pametnom tehnologijom koja optimizira upravljačke
procese, utrošene resurse, te podiže kvalitetu života na
novu razinu. Razvojem koncepta Internet stvari te
primjenom različitih tehnoloških rješenja, možemo
automatizirati, unaprijediti i učiniti učinkovitijim svaki
aspekt ljudskog djelovanja. Jedan od elemenata ljudskog
djelovanja je i upravljanje rasvjetom. Danas postoje
različita tehnička rješenja upravljanja rasvjetom,
temeljena na različitim tehnologijama i tehnološkim
koncpetima. Svako rješenje ima prednosti i nedostatke, a
kroz ovaj rad biti će prikazano rješenje upravljanja
rasvjetom temeljeno na WiFi bežičnoj tehnologiji kao
nadogradnju ili zamjenu senzora pokreta (eng. PIRPassive infrared sensor)[1]. WiFi koristi radio valove za
bežični prijenos informacija, a radi u frekvencijskom
sepktru od 2.4 GHz odnosno 5 GHz. U radu je detaljno
opisano i prikazano idejno rješenje, kao i problemi koji su
utvrđeni u testnoj fazi prikazanog rješenja, te su
uspoređene prednosti i benefiti u odnosu na postojeća
rješenja. Također, dani su prijedlozi mogućih poboljšanja,
namjena i budućeg razvoja opisanog rješenja.
II.

USPOREDBA POSTOJEĆIH RJEŠENJA

Danas se u velikom broju poslovno-stambenih građevina
implementiraju pasivni senzori pokreta za upravljanje
rasvjetom u prostorima poput stubišta, dvorišta, podruma
i garaža. Pasivni senzori pokreta koriste detektore
infracrvenog spektra za detekciju pokreta i na temelju
detektiranog pokreta uključuju rasvjetu na unaprijed
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definirani vremenski interval. Ukoliko se unutar
predefiniranog vremenskog intervala ne detektira novi
pokret rasvjeta će se isključiti. Na tržištu postoje brojni
proizvođači senzora pokreta za upravljanje rasvjetom, a
kreću se u cjenovnom rasponu od 100 kuna do nekoliko
tisuća kuna po senzoru. Razlikuju se međusobno po
dometu detekcije, kutu detekcije i vremenskom intervalu
uključivanja i isključivanja rasvjete. Jeftiniji senzori
pokreta u cjenovnom rasponu od 100 do 500 kuna,
najčešće imaju kut detekcije od 90˚do 120˚, te domet od 3
do 6 metara. Skuplji senzori pokreta u cjenovnom
rasponu iznad 500 kuna nude veći domet i do 10 metara
uz kut detekcije do 180˚. Oni najskuplji senzori pokreta
iznad 1.500 kuna nude kut detekcije od 360˚ i radijus
detekcije do 16 metara[2]. Ograničenja senzora pokreta
koristeći pasivne infracrvene detektore su prije svega u
relativno maloj pokrivenosti prostora, što posljedično
rezultira velikim brojem nepokrivenih zona detektorom.
To za posljedicu ima da će osoba ulaskom u zonu
nepokrivenosti senzorom ostati u mraku ukoliko se na
određenom mjestu zadrži duže od predefiniranog
intervala trajanja uključene rasvjete. Česti su primjeri iz
prakse gdje se ovaj nedostatak dosega senzora
nadomješta povećanjem vremenskog intervala uključene
rasvjete od nekoliko minuta do nekoliko desetaka minuta,
što nije ekonomično sa gledišta utrošene energije i
plaćanja troška rasvjete. Nadalje, senzori pokreta nemaju
mogućnost autoriziranog pristupa, što znači da će oni
detektirati i uključiti rasvjetu za bilo koje tijelo koje
isijava toplinu ukoliko prođe u dometu senzora. To
također za posljedicu ima neželjeno uključivanje rasvjete,
npr. dvorišna rasvjeta se uključuje prolaskom životinje.
Rješenje prikazano ovim radom rješava dva glavna
nedostatka postojećih senzora pokreta na tržištu, znatno
veća pokrivenost prostora detekcije i mogućnost
autorizacije uređaja. Idejno rješenje temelji se na WiFi
bežičnoj tehnologiji, na način da detektira snagu signala
koje emitiraju WiFi uređaji, te uključuje rasvjetu prema
unaprijed definiranim vrijednostima signala za određeni
prostor. Rješenje ne iziskuje trošak zamjene rasvjetnih
tijela, a može se jednako dobro implementirati na sva
mjesta na kojima danas koristimo senzore pokreta za
upravljanje rasvjetom kao njihovu nadogradnju ili kao
samostalno rješenje. Autori smatraju da je idejno rješenje
i cijenom konkurentno postojećim senzorima pokreta što
će prezentirati u nastavku rada. Idejno rješenje ima svojih
nedostataka u vidu latencije u detekciji WiFi uređaja, što
će također prikazati u III. i IV. poglavlju zajedno s
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detaljnim opisom idejnog rješenja te provedenog
testiranja funkcionalnosti rješenja u V. poglavlju.
III.

IDEJNO RJEŠENJE SUSTAVA ZA UPRAVLJANJE
RASVJETOM

Idejno rješenje sustava za upravljanje rasvjetom temelji
se na WiFi bežičnoj tehnologiji iz nekoliko razloga. Prvi
razlog je raširenost WiFi tehnologije, svi današnji
mobilni uređaji, poput mobitela, tableta, pametnih satova,
posjeduju WiFi mrežnu karticu. Drugi razlog je niska
cijena hardverskih komponenti korištenih u radu,
mikrokontroler s ugrađenim WiFi modulom košta 69
kuna za pojedinačni proizvod[3], te relej košta 30 kuna.
Kupnjom većeg broja uređaja cijena se dodatno smanjuje.
Treći razlog je domet samog WiFi signala koji je
pogodan za unutarnje zatvorene prostore manjih ili većih
površina. U nastavku rada opisan je koncept detekcije
snage signala mobilnog uređaja i osnovni princip rada
WiFi protokola. WiFi uređaji rade aktivno skeniranje
frekvencijskog spektra u potrazi za bežičnim pristupnim
točkama. U rasponu od nekoliko sekundi do nekoliko
minuta šalju upravljačke okvire probe request[4] koji
sadržavaju važne informacije o samom mobilnom uređaju
poput: frekvencije na kojoj se nalaze, snage signala RSSI,
naziva bežične mreže SSID, fizičke MAC adrese i drugih
informacija. Prikazano rješenje osluškuje upravljačke
okvire probe request, očitava bitne informacije poput
snage signala, MAC adrese ili naziva bežične mreže, te na
osnovu predefiniranih vrijednosti snage signala rasvjeta
se uključuje ili isključuje, slika 1. Jedini preduvjet za
slanje probe request-ova je da WiFi uređaj nije u
potpunosti ugašen ili da WiFi adapter nije onemogućen.
WiFi uređaji ove važne upravljačke okvire šalju
konstantno u određenim vremenskim intervalima.
Ovisno o interakciji čovjeka i korištenju WiFi uređaja,
mogu ih slati češće, između 1 i 30 sekundi, ili ako je
WiFi uređaj zaključan znatno rjeđe, svakih 150 sekundi.
Prema istraživanju Freudiger, J. interval emitiranja probe
request-a ovisi o operativnom sustavu WiFi uređaja i
broju prethodno asociranih bežičnih mreža, gdje Android
OS verzije 5.0.1 emitira probe request svakih 2,4
sekunde, a iOS verzije 8.1.3 svakih 30 sekundi[5]. S
obzirom da interval slanja probe request-a nije definiran
samim protokolom, već je prepušten proizvođačima
uređaja, ova vrijednost varira sa svakim novim OS-om.
To znači da bi različiti WiFi uređaji imali različitu
latenciju u detekciji i uključivanju rasvjete. Autori ovog
idejnog rješenja smatraju ovo jednim od većih izazova ali
i nedostataka predloženog rješenja jer ne mogu utjecati na
interval slanja probe request-a. Problem s latencijom od
nekoliko sekundi ili nekoliko desetaka sekundi je najviše
prisutan u scenariju jednog aktivnog WiFi uređaja u
prostoru. Ukoliko se u dosegu kontrolera nalazi više
uređaja, latencija se smanjuje jer će više uređaja u
različitim vremenskim intervalima slati probe request.
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Slika 1. Idejni koncept upravljanja rasvjetom
U nastavku rada, detaljno se prikazuju i objašnjavaju
hardverske i softverske komponente, rezultati mjerenja i
testiranja, te prijedlozi poboljšanja prikazanog rješenja.
IV.

HARDVERSKE I SOFTVERSKE KOMPONENTE
RJEŠENJA

Za izvedbeni dio rješenja korišteno je nekoliko
hardverskih komponenti: mikrokontroler NodeMCU s
integriranim WiFi modulom ESP8266, relej Keyes SR1y,
LED rasvjeta kao trošilo i mobitel Samsung Galaxy 20+
OS Android 12. Mikrokontroler NodeMCU sadrži 11
digitalnih I/O (input/output) pinova i 1 analogni, može
raditi na temperaturama od -40°C do 125°C,
kompatibilan je s Arduino IDE softverskim paketom,
malih je dimenzija, napaja se preko microUSB priključka
naponom od 5V, te je pogodan za ugradnju u razvodnu
kutiju. WiFi modul ESP8266 podržava IEEE 802.11
b/g/n standarde te može raditi u promiscuous modu rada,
što bi značilo aktivno monitoriranje i osluškivanje 2.4
GHz frekvencijskog spektra i probe request upravljačkih
okvira koje šalju mobilni uređaji. Relej Keyes SR1y je s
jedne strane povezan s izvorom izmjenične struje, a s
druge strane s mikrokontrolerom. Shema spajanja, slika
2., detaljno je objašnjena u nastavku:
- „C“ (common) pin releja povezan je vodičem faze koji
dolazi s izvora izmjenične struje (smeđi vodič)
- „NO“ (normally open) pin povezan je vodičem faze
do jednog terminala žarulje (smeđi vodič), a s drugog
terminala, nul-vodič se vraća na izvor (plavi vodič)
- pin „VCC“ povezan je na „3V“ pin mikrokontrolera
(crveni vodič)
- pin „GND“ povezan je na „GND“ pin
mikrokontrolera (crni vodič)
- pin „IN“ (signal) povezan je na neki od I/O pinova na
mikrokontroler (žuti vodič), u ovom slučaju to je pin
„D5“ (GPIO 14)
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Slika 4. Usporedba RSSI vrijednosti

Slika 2. Shema fizičkog povezivanja komponenti

Nakon usporedbe RSSI vrijednosti slijedi funkcija
provjera kojom se provjerava podudarnost zadane MAC
adrese s adresom skeniranog okvira. Ako se adresa
podudara, varijabla test2 mijenja status u „1“ i ispisuje se
MAC adresa te status podudaranja MAC adresa, slika 5.

Na strani softvera korišten je Arduino IDE softverski
paket, te esp8266 board manager za komunikaciju
Arduino programa i WiFi modula. U nastavku su detaljno
opisani važni dijelovi kôda, slika 3.

Slika 5. Provjera podudarnosti MAC adrese

Slika 3. Dijagram toka programskog kôda
Na početku samog kôda definirane su konstante i
varijable:
relej – konstanta koja predstavlja broj pina koji je
povezan s relejom, u ovom slučaju je to pin 14,
snaga – konstanta koja predstavlja granicu RSSI
vrijednosti iznad koje će se rasvjeta uključiti,
timer – konstanta koja predstavlja vrijeme izraženo
u sekundama nakon kojeg će se rasvjeta isključiti,
adresa – char varijabla koja predstavlja MAC
adresu mobilnog uređaja koji šalje probe request
okvire
Zatim slijedi funkcija if koja uspoređuje snagu primljenog
signala odnosno RSSI vrijednost trenutnog okvira sa
zadanom vrijednošću. Ako je trenutni RSSI veći od
zadanog, varijabla test1 mijenja status u „1“ i ispisuje se
vrijednost RSSI-a i status usporedbe RSSI vrijednosti,
slika 4.

Zatim slijedi beskonačna petlja koja uključuje rasvjetu
nakon zadovoljenih testova. Ako su zadovoljeni
prethodni testovi (test1 i test2), mikrokontroler će dati
signal releju preko zadanog pina 14 da se uključi rasvjeta
i integrirana LED dioda. U kôdu su te funkcije prikazane
kao LOW, što je obrnuto od logike zato što
mikrokontroler već napaja relej s naponom od 3.3V preko
VCC pina i tek kada spusti napon s IN pina na nulu, tada
struja teče kroz NO pin. Ista logika slijedi i kod
integrirane LED diode. Nakon toga se varijabli
iskljucenje dodaje vrijednost funkcije millis() i vrijednost
konstante timer koja je zadana na početku kôda. Funkcija
millis() predstavlja vrijeme provedeno otkako je trošilo
uključeno i njena maksimalna vrijednost je 4,294,967,295
milisekundi što iznosi približno 50 dana nakon čega se
funkcija resetira na nulu. Zatim se ispisuje poruka o
uključivanju rasvjete te na kraju same petlje resetira
vrijednosti test1 i test2 na nulu, slika 6.

Slika 6. Uključivanje rasvjete
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Na posljetku dolazimo do beskonačne petlje koja po
potrebi isključuje rasvjetu. Ako varijabla iskljucenje
postigne vrijednost funkcije millis(), mikrokontroler daje
signal prema releju kako bi se rasvjeta isključila,
isključuje se integrirana LED dioda i ispisuje se poruka o
isključivanju rasvjete, slika 7.

Slika 7. Isključivanje rasvjete
V.

ANALIZA PSTOJEĆEG RJEŠENJA TE MJERENJE I
TESTIRANJE IDEJNOG RJEŠENJA

Analiza funkcionalnosti postojećeg rješenja upravljanja
rasvjetom provedena je u podzemnoj garaži, etaža -1,
poslovno-stambene zgrade, bruto površine 390 m2, slika
8. U podzemnoj garaži nalaze se dva senzora pokreta,
model Schneider Argus 110[6], smještena kod ulaza u
garažu za automobile i stubišnog ulaza. Senzor pokreta
detektira infracrveno zračenje pod kutem od 0˚ do 110˚ te
je maksimalna deklarirana udaljenost detekcije 12 m. Iz
priloženog tlocrta i izvedbenog rješenja upravljanja
rasvjetom putem senzora pokreta, razvidno je da
približno 100 m2 u središnjem dijelu garaže nije
pokriveno detektorima pokreta. Razvidno je da bi
ugradnjom dodatnog, trećeg senzora pokreta, prostor bio
gotovo u cijelosti pokriven detekcijom pokreta.
Maloprodajna cijena navedenog modela iznosi 576,00
kuna bez PDV-a, čime bi ukupan trošak realizacije
rješenja temeljen na ovom modelu senzora pokreta
iznosio 1.728,00 kuna bez PDV-a i bez instalacije.
Prikazani prostor se mogao prekriti i s više jeftinijih
senzora pokreta ili sa samo dva senzora, većeg kuta
detekcije i većeg dometa ali znatno skuplja. Trenutno
rješenje nedostatka dodatnog senzora se kompenzira
dugim intervalom trajanja uključene rasvjete od čak 25
minuta, kako se korisnici parkirnih mjesta u središnjem
dijelu garaže ne bi zatekli u mraku.
Prije provedbe samog testiranja rješenja potrebno je za
zadani prostor definirati dvije ključne konstante u kôdu:
snagu signala RSSI i mjerač vremena timer. Cilj je
optimizirati rješenje za zadani prostor kao nadogradnju
postojećeg sustava, na način da se rasvjeta u središnjem
dijelu garaže uključi kada s WiFi uređajem izađemo iz
dometa senzora pokreta, a isključi kada napuštamo
područje. Kako bi pravilno definirali graničnu vrijednost
snage signala u kôdu, prema kojoj će kontroler uključiti
ili isključiti rasvjetu, potrebno je napraviti mjerenje snage
WiFi signala u prostoru te izraditi toplinsku mapu[7]
pokrivenosti WiFi signalom. Za potrebe izrade toplinske
mape, WiFi modul ESP8266 potrebno je staviti u aktivni
mod rada kako bi emitirao upravljačke okvire na temelju
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Slika 8. Tlocrt objekta
kojih će se utvrditi snaga i rasprostranjenost signala u
prostoru. Izvršenim mjerenjem i izradom toplinske mape
dobiven je detaljan uvid u snagu i rasprostranjenost
signala u prostoru, slika 9.

Slika 9. Toplinska karta pokrivenosti WiFi signalom
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Boje na toplinskoj karti prikazuju vrijednost snage
signala izražene u decibelima u odnosu na 1 milivat,
mjerna jedinica dBm. Napravljena je skala koja se kreće
od -80 dBm do -48 dBm, gdje zelena boja predstavlja
snažan signal snage od – 48 dBm do -60 dBm, žuta boja
predstavlja dobar signal snage od -61 do -70 dBm, a
narančasta slab signal snage od -70 dBm do -80 dBm. Što
je vrijednost jačine signala bliža nuli to je signal jači i
obrnuto. U stvarnom okruženju i idealnim uvjetima
najbolje vrijednosti signala koje WiFi uređaj može primiti
su oko -30 dBm. Mikrokontroler je bilo potrebno
postaviti što bliže središnjem dijelu garaže kako bi u toj
zoni dobili što snažniji signal. Prema postojećim
električnim instalacijama, pozicija mikrokontrolera
vidljiva na tlocrtu, je jedina bila izvediva za testiranje. Iz
provedenog mjerenja razvidno je da se snažan, odnosno
dobar signal, prostire u radijusu i do 15 m od
mikrokontrolera. Time je moguće detektirati probe
request-ove koje šalju WiFi uređaji, u prostoru od 200
m2, jakosti signala od -48 dBm do -70 dBm. Temeljem
dobivenih vrijednosti moguće je precizno odrediti
graničnu vrijednost konstante snaga u kôdu, prema kojoj
će mikrokontroler uključivati ili isključivati svjetlost u
prostoru. Prema toplinskoj karti razvidno je da bi jedan
mikrokontroler na postavljenoj poziciji mogao detektirati
i slabije signale u cijelom prostoru garaže. Nadalje,
razvidno je da je mikrokontroler detektirao signale
susjednih bežičnih pristupnih točki koje se nalaze na
gornjim etažama zgrade. Upravljački signali beacon koje
šalju bežične pristupne točke nemaju utjecaj na rad
mikorkontrolera
i
uključivanje
rasvjete,
jer
mikrokontroler obrađuje samo signale probe request, a
njih bežične pristupne točke ne emitiraju. Granična
vrijednost za konstantu snaga postavljena je na rubnu
vrijednost dobrog signala -70 dBm, kako bi se spriječilo
uključivanje rasvjete detekcijom slabih signala mobilnih
uređaja na gornjim etažama. Ukoliko bi htjeli u
potpunosti zamijeniti senzore pokreta, tada bi bilo
potrebno ugraditi dodatni kontroler u zoni slabog signala,
kako bi osigurali detekciju signala u cijelom prostoru. Na
taj način bi kontrolerima mogli postaviti granice snažnijih
signala temeljem kojih bi se uključivala rasvjeta samo za
uređaje u neposrednoj blizini kontrolera. Druga važna
konstanta timer postavljena je na vrijednost 15 sekundi,
jer testni mobilni uređaj Samsung Galaxy 20+, šalje
upravljačke okvire u prosjeku svakih 13 sekundi. Na ovaj
način, mikrokontroler će dovoljno dugo čekati zaprimanje
novog upravljačkog okvira mobilnog uređaja, prije nego
isključi rasvjetu.
Testiranjem idejnog rješenja utvrđena su dva izazova.
Prvi izazov predstavlja sigurnosna funkcionalnost naziva
MAC Address Randomization[8]. Mobilni uređaj u
svakom intervalu slanja probe request okvira, mijenja
softverski svoju MAC adresu kako bi se umanjila
mogućnost napada praćenja uređaja i presretanja prometa.
Ta značajka je dostupna na Appleovim uređajima od
verzije iOS 8, a na Android uređajima od verzije 6.0.
Drugim riječima, od 2015. godine svi pametni mobilni
uređaji imaju ovu značajku koju nije moguće isključiti
tijekom aktivnog skeniranja, već je moguće jedino za
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određenu pristupnu točku omogućiti ili onemogućiti
prikaz stvarne MAC adrese nakon uspješnog povezivanja.
U ovom slučaju to nije moguće jer je mikrokontroler
postavljen u promiscuous način rada te nije vidljiv pri
aktivnom skeniranju. Drugi izazov je značajnija razlika u
vremenskom intervalu slanja probe request okvira kada je
mobilni uređaj aktivan u odnosu na kada je neaktivan.
Mobilni uređaj šalje probe request u prosjeku svakih 13
sekundi i to kada je u aktivnom skeniranju. Ukoliko je
mobilni uređaj neaktivan ili zaključan, tada okvire šalje
svakih 150 sekundi. Iz slike 10. vidljiv je ispis probe
request upravljačkih okvira koje šalje mobilni uređaj
kada je aktivan i stalna softverska promjena MAC adresa.
Navedeni izazovi riješeni su na način da je konstanta
timer u kôdu povećana na 155 sekundi kako bi osigurali
da mikrokontroler ne isključi svjetlo prije zaprimanja
novog upravljačkog okvira. Problem kojeg stvara
funkcionalnost MAC address randomization riješena je
promjenama u kôdu. Umjesto uspoređivanja MAC
adresa, sada kôd provjerava i uspoređuje naziv bežične
mreže SSID.

Slika 10. Prikaz MAC address randomization i vremenski
interval za aktivan mobilni uređaj
Uvedena je jedna nova konstanta i dvije varijable na
početak kôda:
duljina – konstanta koja sadrži duljinu znakova
željenog SSID-a
ime – varijabla koja sadrži ime željenog SSID-a u
obliku decimalnog niza
temp – varijabla koja sadrži ime SSID-a iz trenutno
skeniranog okvira u obliku niza
Promijenjeni kôd prikazuje nastale promjene, slika 11.
.

Slika 11. Usporedba SSID-a
Najprije se izvršava petlja koja prepisuje skenirani niz
vrijednosti koje predstavljaju naziv SSID-a u varijablu
temp. Zatim funkcija provjera uspoređuje trenutni SSID s
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onim pohranjenim i ako se SSID podudara, varijabla test2
mijenja status u „1“ i ispisuje se status podudaranja
SSID-a. Završna verzija funkcionalnog tehničkog rješenja
je testirana i uspješno radi kao što prikazuje slika 12.

uspješne autentifikacije, mogao jednostavno izmjeniti
vrijednosti za navedena tri parametra. Hardverske
komponente korištene za razvoj idejnog rješenja su lako
dobavljive kako na domaćem tako i na međunarodnom
tržištu, malih su dimenzija što ih čini pogodnim za
ugradnju u razvodne kutije, te je ukupni trošak nabave
jednog seta koštao 100 kuna. Ukoliko bi se rješenje
komercijaliziralo za masovniju proizvodnju, tada bi se
navedene cijene hardvera mogle znatno sniziti. U
konačnu cijenu proizvoda treba uračunati troškove
razvoja, certifikacije i proizvodnje što su u ovoj fazi
razvoja idejnog rješenja nepoznati troškovi.

Slika 12. Ispis rezultata testiranja završnog rješenja
VII. ZAKLJUČAK
Na serijskom ispisu vidljivo je da je mobilni uređaj
registriran na mreži u 21:38:40 – traženi SSID glasi test i
RSSI je iznad -70 dBm te se ispisuje poruka da se rasvjeta
uključuje. Ako mikrokontroler u periodu od 155 sekundi
zaprimi upravljački okvir s nazivom bežične mreže test,
mjerač vremena se resetira i počinje odbrojavati novih
155 sekundi od posljednjeg zabilježenog signala
mobilnog uređaja. Slika 13. prikazuje kako je u testiranju
mobilni uređaj prvi put registriran u 21:38:40, te sa
svakim novim zaprimljenim upravljačkim okvirom probe
request, koji je sadržavao SSID naziva test,
mikrokontroler je držao rasvjetu uključenom. Ukoliko
mikrokontroler ne zaprimi novi upravljački okvir
zadanog naziva i unutar zadanog intervala od 155
sekundi, tada će rasvjetu isključiti.

U radu je predstavljeno idejno rješenje upravljanja
rasvjetom koje nadograđuje ili u potpunosti zamjenjuje
senzore pokreta. Uspoređene su i opisane prednosti i
nedostaci idejnog rješenja u odnosu na senzore pokreta.
Na ekplicitnom primjeru upravljanja rasvjetom u garaži,
autori su predstavili funkcionalnost idejnog rješenja.
Nadalje, uspoređene su cijene hardvera dvaju rješenja, te
autori smatraju da bi komercijalizacijom predstavljenog
rješenja isto bilo konkurentno postojećim senzorima
pokreta.
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Slika 13. Završno testiranje funkcinalnosti rješenja
VI.

PLANOVI I PREPORUKE ZA DALJNJI RAZVOJ
TEHNIČKOG RJEŠENJA

Idejno rješenje upravljanja rasvjetom predstavljeno u
ovome radu zamišljeno je kao nadogradnja ili zamjena
postojećih senzora pokreta. Prilikom ugradnje kontrolera
u prostor potrebno je postaviti tri parametra: snagu
primljenog signala RSSI, vremenski interval isključivanja
rasvjete, te identifikator WiFi mreže SSID. Nakon što se
navedeni parametri jednom postave nije potrebna daljnja
interakcija čovjeka i kontrolera, već se odvija interakcija
između krajnjih uređaja, kontrolera i mobilnog uređaja
(eng. machine-to-machine). Budući plan unaprjeđenja
rješenja odvijao bi se u smjeru razvoja grafičkog sučelja
za jednostavniji pristup kontroleru gdje bi korisnik, nakon
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Abstract—Tables are ubiquitously used to share relational
data in various media and formats. Particularly, an enormous
number of HTML tables are contained in web pages. They
are a valuable data source for applications of web mining, question-answering, and knowledge base construction.
However, not all HTML tables are genuine (i.e. containing
relational data). Most of them are utilised as means of
layout and navigation. In turn, the genuine tables can have
different features of layouts, formatting, and content. One
of the prevalent problems in web table extraction is to
determine main functional and layout types and properties
of tables wide-spread on the Web. Currently, a wide range
of taxonomies of table types and properties is available to
researchers and practitioners. All of these taxonomies could
be utilised for table type classification in order to choose
further type-specific treatment of tabular data. The existing
taxonomies provide similar table types but use the confusing
terminology. This paper is an attempt to overview the existing
taxonomies of table types by matching their terminology and
comparing them qualitatively.
Keywords—table understanding, table extraction, type classification, table layout

I. I NTRODUCTION
Tables are one of the most convenient ways for data
organisation. A colossal amount of them is presented
on the Web as embedded in HTML pages. Such tables
may contain unstructured, semi-structured and relational
data [1]. Tables with relational data often provide important information from different domains. According to one
of the first studies about tables classification, presented by
Wang et al. [2], all set tables are divided into genuine
and non-genuine. A genuine table contains relational data.
In this case, the table structure is used to convey the
logic of the relationships between data in cells. In turn,
non-genuine tables are used for the layout of various
information, most often for simplification of viewing.
Tabular data may contain valuable information in various subject domains. For example, these are statistical,
financial information1 presented in open access or being
open data2 . Extraction, integration and further analyses
of such information could be of help in extracting new
knowledge [3], [4]. All genuine tables could be classified
This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, Grant
number 18-71-10001
1 https://www.sec.gov/dera/data/financial-statement-data-sets.html
2 https://datacatalog.worldbank.org
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in different types according to the principles of their data
organisation. Understanding these types allows improving
the quality of their processing. At the moment, there are
studies discuss table taxonomies [5]–[13]. In this regard,
study of table taxonomies could lead to improvement in
tasks of extracting and understanding data from HTML
tables.
One important property of HTML tables is that they are
created by people, and data presentation is also oriented
to people. However, there are only some recommendations [14] for tables design, but in fact, they remain recommendations.Currently, there are no commonly adopted
standards for tabular data presentation. Thus, automated
data extraction, taking into account their semantics, is a
challenge.
HTML tables are typically classified in different types
based on their layout [2], [5], [15]. Defining the type of
the table will allow us in turn to simplify data extraction
and analysis. The analysis of tables itself partly consists
of establishing which cells contain meta-data (provide
semantic hints to understand the meaning of the data [12])
and which are data. Further, in all figures 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6 cells with meta-data have a blue background, and
cells with data have a white background. This paper is
devoted to analysis of currently existing taxonomies of
web-table types. The main goal of this study is to establish
relationships between existing taxonomies.
II. TABLE T YPE TAXONOMIES
The seminal study [15] discussed the power of web
tables containing high-quality relational data. Caffarella et
al. give the most extensive characteristics of tables on the
Web. The goal of Cafarella research is to extract a set of
high-quality relations [15] from the HTML documents. In
their research, authors present the fundamental division of
tables into 2 types: relational and non-relational, which
in the other classification [2] are designated as genuine
and non-genuine. The results of another research, devoted
to tables extraction and classification, presented in the paper [5] where tabular data is extracted from a corpus of 1.2
billion English-language HTML pages. They use a parser
to extract 2.6 billion tables that do not contain internal
tables in the cells. During the analysis of these tables, a
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broad classification and set of problems in extracting tables
of certain types were established. Taxonomy, proposed by
Crestan [5] became the basis of further works of many
researchers in this area. [5] divides the entire set of tables
into relational knowledge tables and layout tables, which
are equivalent to genuine and non-genuine accordingly
in [2]. Layout tables are further divided into navigational
and formatting. However, these table types are not relevant
in our study. We consider below different types of tables
according to the Crestan’s taxonomy [5] and give examples
to illustrate table reliability to a certain type.
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Vertical listings. A table that lists the attributes of
several entities that are similar in meaning (Fig. 1 a).
Horizontal listings. Tables are similar to a vertical
list, but with a different orientation. This type of
tables often is used for comparison (Fig. 1 b).
Attribute/value. A special case of vertical and horizontal listings, that does not contain a subject
(Fig. 1 c).
Matrix. Tables that have values at the junctions of
rows and columns, while having headers on the left
and top of the table (Fig. 1 d).
Calendar. A special case of matrix tables in which
the subject is a date and the predicate is some kind
of event (Fig. 1 e).
Enumeration. The tables list a number of objects that
have a similar meaning (Fig. 1 f).
Form. Tables consist of input fields that the user can
fill in or select (Fig. 1 g).
Other. This type includes tables that cannot be attributed to the types listed above.

Lautert [6] presents a method that is used for extraction
of 631K tables from Wikipedia, news sites, etc. The extracted tables are classified into two classifications — main
and secondary. The main classification includes horizontal
web table (Fig. 2 a), vertical web table (Fig. 2 b) and
matrix web table (Fig. 2 c). The secondary classifica-

Country Capital Population
Russian Moscow 144.1 million
Japan Tokyo 125.8 million
Germany Berlin 83.24 million
a
Studio album
Released
13 July 1973
Studio
De Lane Lea
Genre
Hard rock
c

Car
Year
Mileage
Price

Troop strength
Russian
Italy

Aa
Events
May
June

Monday
Trip
Learn
e

Tuesday
Job
Job

Honda Fit
2009
215 000
560 000
b

Bb

Kia Rio
2013
114 000
700 000

1871
1904
700 000 900 000
334 000 278 000
d

Cc

Dd

Ee

Ff

•
•
•
•
•
•

Concise web table contains merged cells (Fig. 2 d).
Splitted web table has sequential ordered repeating
labels (Fig. 2 e).
A table is classified as nested web table if it forms a
part of another table (Fig. 2 f).
Multivalued web table. Table in which cells have
multiple values.
Simple multivalued web table has multivalued data
related to one specific type (Fig. 2 g).
Composed multivalued web table contains multivalued data related to different types (Fig. 2 h).

Two other approaches to classification could be found
in [7]. In the first, single-layer approach, the tasks of

Year
1869
1878
1884

Title
War and Peace
Anna Karenina
The Decembrists
a

Plant
Azalea
Buddleia

Fig. 1: Examples of tables layout according Crestan
classification. (a) vertical listing; (b) horizontal listing;
(c) attribute/value; (d) matrix; (e) calendar; (f)
enumeration; (g) form

2020
2.3 M
1.1 M
c

Color
Shrubs
Variable
Blue, pink

Leo Tolstoy
9 September 1828
20 Novemder 1910
Russian
b

2021
2.4 M
1.1 M

Height

Year

Shrub
Shrub

2010

Title
Tron
Trust
Tangled

d
Rank
1
2

Country
China
India

General information
Title
Inception
Developed Christofer
by
Nolan
Year
2010

Pop Rank Country
1.5 B
3
USA
1.4 B
4
Indonesia
e
Publisher
Title
Main
charather(s)

Pop
333 M
271 M

Marvel
Comics
The Amazing
Spider-Man
Spider-Man,
Harry Osborn
g

Broadcast
Language
Budget

English
160 M
f

Login
Password

Born
Died
Language

Oncology
Breast
Stomach

f

g
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tion is represented by concise web table, splitted web
table, nested web table, multivalued web table (simple
multivalued web table, and composed multivalued web
table). Obviously, in this taxonomy, tables can belong to
several types at the same time (this applies to a secondary
taxonomy). The definition of the secondary classification
types is following:

Albert Einstein
14.03.1879
Born
German Empire
Doctoral
Alfred Kleiner
advisor
h

Fig. 2: Examples of tables layout according Lautert
classification. (a) horizontal web table; (b) vertical web
table; (c) matrix web table; (d) concise web table; (e)
splitted web table; (f) nested web table; (g) simple
multivalued web table; (h) composed multivalued web
table
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detecting tables and identifying their types are solved at
the same time. Authors split the whole set of identified
tables into such classes as non-genuine or layout, vertical,
horizontal, matrix, and other. Authors assume that with
this separation, the available functions they developed
should be suitable for detecting and identifying the layout.
With a next, double-layer approach, non-genuine tables
are usually discarded immediately after the classification
stage.
They recognise six types of tables: layout (non–
genuine), genuine which are divided into vertical listings,
horizontal listings, matrix, others (all tables that do not
belong to the above types). The suggested classifier was
tested on a July 2014 version of the Common Crawl.
In 2015, Braunschweig [8] presented several types of
tables based on the study of taxonomies in [5], [6], such
as vertical listing (Fig. 1 a), horizontal listing (Fig. 1 b),
matrix (Fig. 1 d), and special case including attribute/value
(Fig. 1 c) and nested (Fig. 2 f). In turn, Lehmberg et
al. using the WebDataCommons framework [9] extracted
and classified tables from the July 2015 version of the
Common Crawl based on [8]. As a result, relational
tables (Fig. 3 a) that contain a certain number of entities
were extracted. In turn, these entities can be described by
attributes, which are represented by rows or columns. Another version of tables in which a certain set of attributes
describes one entity only (Fig. 3 b) is named entity tables.
There are also matrix tables (Fig. 3 c).
A new technology was developed by Nishida [10] in
2017. The approach is based on combines recurrent neural
network (RNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN).
In addition, the [10] introduced a following classification
of tables: relational tables (Fig. 4 a), entity tables (Fig. 4
b), matrix tables (Fig. 4 c) and other tables are also
present. Tables are represented by semantic triples: subject,
property, and object. It is noteworthy that in this taxonomy,
matrix tables do not contain properties in their structure.
The evaluation used a subset of the April 2016 Common
Crawl.
Gasemi-Gol and Szekely presented TabVec [11]. It is
based on an unsupervised method of embedding tables
into a vector space in order to perform classification of
Index
21
19

Weight Height
50
153
45
155
a

Body mass index
160
174

45
Low weight
Low weight
c

21
Weight
50
Height
153
b
57
Normal weight
Low weight

Fig. 3: Examples of tables layout according Lehmberg
classification. (a) relational tables; (b) entity tables; (c)
matrix tables
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Name
Anna
Mike

Age
25
35
a

Sex
Fermale
Male

Anna
Mike

Anna
Age
25
Sex Fermale
b

Weight
2020
57
75
c

2021
60
75

Fig. 4: Examples of tables layout according Nishida
classification. (a) relational tables: contain complete
semantic triples (may contain multiple subjects). Anna,
Mike – subject, Age, Sex – properties, other – objects.
(b) entity tables: describe the properties of one specific
subject only (Anna - subject). (c) matrix tables: have the
same property for each cell object at the junction of a
row and a column. Anna, Mike, 2020,2021 – subject,
Weight - properties, other – objects

Price
200
400

Dish
Soup
Steak
a
Dish
Price
Weight

Steak
Weight 500
Price 400
b
Soup
200
400
d

Idaho
Iowa
Alabama
c

Steak
400
500

Fig. 5: Examples of tables layout according Gasemi-Gol
classification. (a) relational tables; (b) entity tables; (c)
list tables; (d) matrix tables

tables into categories with minimal user intervention. The
taxonomy includes relational (Fig. 5 a), entity (Fig. 5 b),
matrix (Fig. 5 d) tables. List (fig. 5 c) and non-data tables
are also included in this taxonomy. The classifier was
evaluated on a July 2015 version of the Common Crawl.
The same types of tables are also used in [13], where the
TUTA preprocessing method is demonstrated.
Roldan [12] presents an extensive work on table extraction. In this work, tables are separated further according to
their data and meta-data entries. As a result, the following
location of meta-data is possible in the extracted tables:
top row, left column, top-left corner. A table with no metadata is also possible to extract in this work. The sources of
the tables are Wikipedia (1496 tables) and Dresden Web
Table Corpus (1513 tables). Roldan also introduced classification [16] of tables types as the following: horizontal
listings (Fig. 6 a), vertical listings (Fig. 6 b), form (Fig. 6
c), matrix (Fig. 6 d).
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TABLE I: Matching Terminology of Table Type Taxonomies
Crestan
Vertical
listing
Horizontal
listing
Matrix
Attribute/
value
Enumeration

Lautert
Horizontal
web table
Vertical
web table
Matrix
web table
Vertical
web table
-

Eberius
Vertical
listing
Horizontal
listing

Braunschweig
Vertical
listing
Horizontal
listing

Lehmberg
(Horizontal)
Relational
(Vertical)
Relational

Nishida
(Vertical)
Relational
(Horizontal)
Relational

Gasemi-Gol

Wang
(Vertical)
Relational
(Horizontal)
Relational

Roldan
Horizontal
listing
Vertical
listing

Matrix

Matrix

Matrix

Matrix

Matrix

Matrix

Matrix

-

Attribute/value

Entity

-

-

-

Entity

Entity

Entity

Form

-

List

List

-

Relational
-

TABLE II: Comparison of Table Type Taxonomies
Taxonomy of

Number
of types

Levels

Crestan

13

Multi

7

Multi

6

Multi

Lautert
(main)
Lautert
(secondary)
Eberius

6

Multi

Lehmberg

4

Multi

Nishida

5

Single

Gasemi-Gol

5

Single

Roldan

4

Single

Wang

5

Single

SKU
AU-12
PZ-18
XX-99
WI-09

Item
Bread
Butter
Water
Milk
a

Name
Surname
Age
Birthplace
c

Price
$0.90
$5.00
$1.00
$3.95

Pedro
Lopez
47
Spain

TabEx
(ML-based)
WTClassifier
(DL-based)

-

(DWTC)1

Dresden Web Table Corpus
(125M tables from July 2014 version
of the Common Crawl2 )
Web Data Commons — Web Table Corpora4
(233M tables from July 2015
version of the Common Crawl2 )
(0.19M tables from Top 500 websites from
April 2016 version of the Common Crawl2 )
(Web pages from unusual domains: human
tracking advertisements, fire arms trading,
microcap stock market; Random samples
from July 2015 Common Crawl2 )
Wikipedia,
DWTC1
(tables extracted from July 2015 version
of the Common Crawl2 )

+

TabVec6
(DL-based)

+
+

+

TOMATE7
(cluster analysis)
TUTA8
(DL-based)

+
+

Xiaomi
MI6
LED
64 Gb
8

2019
100B
103B
82B

Fig. 6: Examples of tables layout according Roldan
classification. (a) horizontal listing; (b) vertical listing;
(c) vertical form; (d) matrix

III. C OMPARISON OF TABLE T YPE TAXONOMIES
1 https://wwwdb.inf.tu-dresden.de/research-projects/
dresden-web-table-corpus/
2 https://commoncrawl.org/
3 http://webdatacommons.org/framework/
4 http://webdatacommons.org/webtables/#results-2015
5 https://github.com/dreamquark-ai/tabnet
6 https://github.com/majidghgol/tabvec
7 https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/zcn6h2fvz7/2
8 https://github.com/microsoft/TUTA_table_understanding
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see above

-

WDC Extraction
Framework3
(ML-based)
TabNet5
(DL-based)

2018
95B
98B
78B
d

(8.2B tables from high quality English
pages on the Web — Proprietary crawl)
(0.6M HTML tables extracted from Wikipedia,
e-commerce, news and university sites)

-

DWTC-Tools1
(ML-based)

Apple
8 Plus
LED
64 Gb
8
b

Corpora
availability

Corpora

-

see above

Maker
Model
Screen
RAM
Cores

DINER
CHASE
VISA

Classifier
availability

Classifier

+

+
-

-

+
-

From the considered taxonomies, we have chosen some
types of genuine tables for further analysis. There is
no agreement in the literature on names of these types
of tables. The corresponding types of considered tables
taxonomy used by various researchers are presented in
table I. Each row of the table contains names for one type
of table (if one is presented by the researcher).
Table II presents the characteristics of the taxonomy
kinds and classifiers, such as the number of types, the
presence of a hierarchy, the classifier and its accessibility,
the data set on which the experiments were conducted, as
well as its accessibility. The column “Number of Types”
holds information about the quantity of genuine web-table
types used by the author. The “Taxonomy levels” column
indicates the way for table types definition. Two cases are
possible:
•

•

Multi-Level — table types are defined hierarchically.
Firstly, the set of tables divides into genuine and nongenuine. Next, the genuine tables divide into some
types. The obtained types can be divided into other
types and so on;
Single-Level — table types are represented a plain
structure. Each table type has no further splitting on
other types.

The “Classifier” column shows what classifier and what
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kind of model are used for types classification (if information about this is available). The general method of
classification (ML — “traditional” Machine Learning; DL
— Deep Learning; cluster analysis) is given in parentheses. The availability of the classifier is specified in
the corresponding column. “Corpora” column contains
data about corpora where the tables were extracted from.
Information about corpora availability is given in the
rightmost column.
IV. S UMMARY
In the paper, we have considered the existing taxonomies of table types proposed by different studies of
web table corpora since the seminal work of Cafarella
published in 2008 year. Most researchers take this work
as a basis and offer various types of classifications tables
in HTML documents.
The most complete taxonomy including 12 types was
suggested by Crestan. All other taxonomies we found
are based on it. These taxonomies typically limited by
the most common types, including: listing, matrix, and
attribute/value. Taking as a foundation Crestan taxonomy,
Lautert offered two classes — main (contains the basic
types of tables layouts) and secondary (more complex
cases of layouts). At the same time, one table may relate
with types in both classes.
While the primary taxonomy of Crestan reflected the
large proprietary corpora of 15B HTML tables, the rest
taxonomies were mostly explored on open corpora with
fewer tables (including DWTC, WDC, Wikipedia). The
studies of other researchers offer predominately classifiers
based on supervised learning (decision trees, support vector machines, and artificial neural networks).
We have observed that the existing taxonomies are
different in terminology, for example, the following terms:
vertical listing, horizontal web table, relational table,
and horizontal listing, designate the same table type. In
this study, we have aligned the existing terminology by
matching different names of the common types. In the
paper, we have also summarised the taxonomies through
a range of their comparative properties. The further work
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could be devoted to extending comparison of the current
and future taxonomies.
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Abstract - Ubiquitous multi-core processors with a significant
increase in computing power resulted in an omnipresent
expansion of concurrent server applications. However,
modern multithreaded applications exposed a substantial
number of efficiency-related challenges. Consequently,
lightweight structured concurrency constructs emerged in
various multithreaded applications, as the traditional
heavyweight threads model is expensive in regards to
memory due to its high dependency on OS kernel threads.
Modern programming languages such as Kotlin and Java are
both built on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and are
commonly used in mobile application development and
server-side applications, offering, by default, the traditional
threads approach. However, Kotlin also includes support for
a lightweight concurrency model with coroutines, while
Java's virtual threads, announced in the OpenJDK's Project
Loom, are still experimental. Such contemporary
concurrency implementations are primarily enabling an
increase in application performance and efficiency. This
paper presents an overview of different approaches to
structured concurrency and explores their implementation in
programming languages Java and Kotlin. It provides a
comparative analysis of traditional threads with coroutines
in Kotlin and virtual threads in Java. Based on the conducted
testing using benchmarks, we analyzed their performance,
described implementation differences, and explored their
utilization possibilities and adaptation to real-world use-case
scenarios.
Keywords - Concurrent Programing, Virtual Threads,
Coroutines, Structured Concurrency, Java, Kotlin

I.

INTRODUCTION

The expansion of multi-core processors brought with it
a significant increase in computing power and the need for
a broader implementation of concurrent server applications.
Moreover, popular and widely used programming
languages with strong concurrency support, such as Java
and Kotlin, enable software developers to optimize server
applications' resource usage without wasting valuable
resources such as CPU and memory or development time.
Since the performance of applications is often heavily
dependent on the background technology and the
programming language in which they are implemented, it
1

Coroutines, https://kotlinlang.org/docs/coroutinesoverview.html
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is unceasingly worth exploring which languages are more
suitable for specific contemporary applications. Some
research projects, such as [1], examined the performance of
different programming languages according to program
length, program effort, runtime efficiency, memory
consumption and readability. However, such comparisons
often lacked to analyze different modern concurrency
constructs and multithreading capabilities. Multithreaded
applications, commonly implemented with a thread per
client approach, are typically applications in server-side
programming that need to perform a large number of inputoutput (I/O) operations in a short period of time, while
serving multiple concurrent users. We considered it would
be worth exploring such applications in the context of our
research with regard to contemporary structured
concurrency constructs.
Most often, software developers were forced to choose
between asynchronous applications, which could be
expensive in regard to development time, and synchronous
applications, which could be costly in relation to memory
usage. As a solution to this potentially inefficient
synchronization and resource usage in synchronous
programming solutions, a new approach to structured
concurrency was introduced within some contemporary
programming languages. In general, structured
concurrency could enable software developers to achieve
efficiency similar to the one in asynchronous programming
through the simplicity of synchronous programming.
The focus of this paper is the exploration of structured
concurrency constructs in selected programming languages
Java and Kotlin, while also discussing concurrency in some
other widely used programming languages, such as Go,
PHP, Python, and C#, and comparing it to some singlethreaded asynchronous programming languages, such as
Node.js. The emphasis is on the performance analysis of
the implementations of structured concurrency in the form
of coroutines implemented in Kotlin 1 and the new
structured concurrency model of virtual threads introduced
as a Preview Feature in Java2, as part of Project Loom's
experimental Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [2].

2

JEP draft: Virtual Threads (Preview),
https://openjdk.java.net/jeps/8277131
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II.

RELATED WORK

The wide availability of multi-core processors resulted
in the development and implementation of many
multithreaded programming constructs, which are currently
considered a standard for performing concurrent
computations. Furthermore, this created a need for the
further development of existing approaches to threading,
followed by implementation and support for asynchronous
programming as well as the extended support for
synchronous programming by many existing programming
languages. When considering scalability, development
time, and concurrency level that those applications can
support, the question arises of which approach and
programming languages would have performed better.
Many challenges regarding synchronous programming
occur when considering the performance and scalability of
applications in the thread-per-request model. For example,
web applications tend to heavily consume hardware
resources when supporting many concurrent users and
meeting the demand of I/O-intensive real-time operations.
Regarding response time, research [3] presented that PHP
and Python-Web applications exhibited a significant
increase in response latency in comparison to Node.js
applications. In this case, Node.js had fewer issues as the
number of requests increased, while PHP and Python-Web
became more unstable under heavier load. Furthermore,
Node.js's non-blocking I/O model performed efficiently in
retrieving data, although it was, along with Python-Web,
less effective in compute-intensive examples, while PHP
performed well on middle-scale applications with fewer
concurrent users.
Moreover, we can presume that platform-specific
programming languages, such as C#, could outperform
platform-agnostic programming languages well-suited for
different operating systems, such as Java. For example, it
has been proven that the .NET Common Language
Runtime (CLR) support for multithreading is well adapted
to the thread scheduler within Windows operating system
(OS). Presumably, .NET programming languages, such as
C#, Visual C++, and Visual Basic, could score better in
terms of multithreading since they are better adapted to the
specifics of the underlying Windows OS. However, this is
not always the case, and Java threads in the JVM
outperformed the .NET's CLR threads in terms of creation
speed, server latency period, and thread synchronization, in
some cases with a significant difference of 99.17% [4], thus
indicating a potential need for reflection of the current
concurrency implementation within the .NET framework.

a comparison of libraries such as MvRx and RxJava, has
shown that Kotlin's coroutines can outperform JVM threads
in regards to concurrency in some cases [7]. Since Kotlin
has two implementations of concurrency in the forms of
threads and coroutines, software developers can choose
which construct they will use for a particular case through
the support of high-level APIs. Kotlin also supports
asynchronous programming through Callbacks and
Futures; however, this type of code could not combine well
with synchronous code. The lack of distinction between
synchronous and asynchronous code can lead to difficulties
in code comprehensives, pushing the developers towards
synchronous programming because of its simplicity.
Considering the early access release of JDK within
Project Loom [2], Java and Kotlin are currently among a
few platform-independent programming languages that
have a high-level API call for both concurrency constructs.
Based on the previous research, where coroutines
outperformed threads in Java [7], and our past research in
which virtual threads outperformed standard threads in Java
[8], we assumed that it would be beneficial to compare
coroutines directly to virtual threads, and explore which of
those could present a better performance in regards to
scalability,
supported
concurrency
level,
and
synchronization speed.
III.

INTRODUCTION TO CONCURRENCY
IN JAVA AND KOTLIN

A. Threads in Java and Kotlin
Although efficient, Java's thread implementation is
considered relatively heavyweight due to its strong
dependency on operating system (OS) kernel threads. In
modern concurrent applications, heavy usage of OS kernel
threads can cause performance issues, as each newly
created Java's thread is run on top of an OS kernel thread.
Threads in Java are considered to be only "thin wrappers"
around OS kernel threads, as their scheduling is managed
by the OS. Furthermore, the OS kernel thread's scheduling
is not platform-specific, as they need to provide support for
several programming languages. Due to the generic
implementation of Java threads (Fig. 1), scheduling could
result in the creation of a larger contiguous stack, resulting
in low performance and inefficient usage of resources [8].

Go is a statically compiled programming language with
a simpler concurrency model, which recently gained
popularity, primarily because of applications such as
Kubernetes and Ethereum. Research about comparing
threads in Java and Goroutines as Go's main concurrency
constructs [5] presented that applications in Go can achieve
faster compilation. However, Java exhibited more efficient
thread allocation handling on a large scale, but it was less
efficient in the creation of a large number of threads,
meaning that Go could be a better choice for applications
with continuous production of threads [6].
Programming languages Java and Kotlin present their
concurrency support through high-level APIs. For example,
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Figure 1. Representation of Thread Mapping
in the JVM and Kotlin Runtime
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Kotlin was also built on the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), as presented in Fig.1, and initially designed to
provide interoperability with Java, thus offering the
possibility to use Java's code in Kotlin and vice versa.
Therefore, Kotlin's threads work based on the same
principle as Java's threads, as Kotlin's kotlin.concurrent
library is bound to java.lang.Thread class. Creating a thread
in Kotlin is practically the same as in Java; the thread can
be created using the Thread class or Runnable interface and
started with the start() function. Kotlin's API contains
thread()3 function, which can both create and start a new
thread, thus offering a simple implementation of thread
creation.
B. Virtual Threads in Java
Announced within the OpenJDK's Project Loom [2],
virtual threads (previously called fibers) are considered a
new approach to efficient and lightweight structured
concurrency in Java. As still in experimental status, virtual
threads' current API is not a standard part of the JDK, but it
reveals simple-to-use methods adapted to the
java.lang.Thread API. From a software developer's point of
view,
starting
a
new
virtual
thread
with
startVirtualThread() method is as straightforward as with
regular threads. Therefore, virtual threads offer a similar
synchronous code writing technique, with a high level of
effectiveness that is manifested in notably lower runtime
compared to regular Java's threads [9].
In contrast to Java's standard threads model, virtual
thread implementation aims not to be as highly dependent
on the OS kernel threads. As the JVM entirely manages the
virtual threads' scheduler, it uses fewer OS kernel threads
to finish the task execution by releasing the carrier thread
as soon as thread blocking occurs [10]. Upon unblocking,
virtual threads can continue running on another OS kernel
thread, and that way, during execution, one virtual thread
can be run on a few nonidentical OS kernel threads (Fig. 2).
Because of such JVM-specific scheduling, virtual threads
show great potential for performance improvement in
heavy-load concurrent applications, as they can achieve
better scalability and faster synchronization [8].

Figure 2. Representation of OS Kernel Thread usage during blocking
operations with Threads and Virtual Threads/Coroutines

3

thread,
https://kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.concurrent/thre
ad.html
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C. Coroutines in Kotlin
Lightweight concurrency constructs called coroutines
have been a standard part of Kotlin since 2017. Coroutines
were implemented with the goal of creating concurrency
structures that are independent of platform-specific
implementations yet consider the importance of code
readability and performance improvements [11]. They are
not bound to the OS kernel threads, as a single coroutine
can execute on the same OS kernel thread or several of
them, correspondingly to Java's virtual threads. Their
implementation follows the main principle of structured
concurrency and is available through the kotlinx.coroutine
library. The library offers easy-to-use functions, such as
launch() method used to start a new coroutine.
Kotlin's coroutines are built upon the concept of
suspendable functions, based on the Continuation Passing
Style (CPS) [7]. When a coroutine is suspended, a statemachine is generated for it, holding details about the socalled suspension point. Execution will proceed in statemachine from the last suspension point when the coroutine
is no longer suspended and can continue execution.
Through such design, coroutines achieve wide flexibility in
use and have an inexpensive creation. To adhere to the
principle of structured concurrency, coroutine builders in
Kotlin are extensions of the CoroutineScope 4 interface,
which establishes parent-child relationships between
coroutines with the propagation of cancelation.
IV.

TESTING ENVIRONMENT

A. Testing Environment Setup
Our academic research testing environment setup
consisted of a 64-bit machine with Ubuntu operating
system version 20.04.3 LTS, with 16 GB memory and
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz processor. It
included the OpenJDK's early access build of 64-bit JDK19, which was used to run Project Loom features and to use
virtual threads and coroutines for our benchmark testing.
B. Test Cases
Our benchmark consisted of a multithreaded HTTP
Server, waiting for incoming standard requests at a port.
The same benchmark program was written in both Java and
Kotlin, using different concurrency constructs. There were
four test cases – for Java using regular threads and virtual
threads and for Kotlin using regular threads and coroutines.
A task is executed at each incoming request, consisting of
creating an object, writing the created object's information
to a file, and returning the object's data in a response. Two
types of software were used to record the results – Vegeta5,
a tool for application load testing, performing request
attacks to an HTTP server at a defined constant rate, and
VisualVM6, a tool that provides a visual representation of
information about, among others, threads, heap, CPU, and
memory usage for applications running on the JVM.

4

CoroutineScope,
https://kotlin.github.io/kotlinx.coroutines/kotlinx-coroutinescore/kotlinx.coroutines/-coroutine-scope/index.html
5 Vegeta, https://github.com/tsenart/vegeta
6 VisualVM, https://visualvm.github.io/
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Within the scope of our research, we recorded results in
regards to latency, the number of total OS kernel threads
started, and used heap memory space. Vegeta software was
used to perform request attacks at two selected rates – 2000
and 8000, each having a duration of 10 seconds. After three
pre-runs used to warm up the test, we recorded latency
twice for each test case at each rate. From these results,
average latencies were calculated. Information from
VisualVM was used to analyze the number of total threads
started and used heap after 5 consecutive runs of request
attacks using the Vegeta tool.
A. Total threads started
Concurrency constructs in both Java and Kotlin use and
depend on OS kernel threads, and the number of such
threads they use affects application performance. Given
results should be observed taking into consideration that 5
consecutive runs of attacks have been performed, each
making 2000 requests per second during 10 seconds.
Therefore, we can expect the creation of approx. 100 000
threads, coroutines, or virtual threads (depending on what
is tested). Following the same calculation, about 400 000 of
them are expected to be created at a request rate of 8000.
Our findings also answer the question of how many OS
kernel threads are required to execute tasks for the given
number of requests performed by threads, virtual threads,
or coroutines. Our preliminary results, presented in Table I,
have shown significant differences in OS kernel thread
usage between concurrency constructs in Java and Kotlin.
TABLE I. THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF THREADS STARTED AFTER
5 CONSECUTIVE ATTACK RUNS TO OUR TESTING PROGRAM

almost every new thread in either Java or Kotlin, a new OS
kernel thread is created.
B. Used heap
Fig. 3 shows heap space usage measured in megabytes
(MB) for different concurrency constructs in Java and
Kotlin. All concurrency constructs occupy more heap space
at a bigger attack rate, due to more incoming requests and
the creation of a greater number of objects, as previously
explained. At both rates, virtual threads perform better than
regular threads in Java by using notably less heap space. In
Kotlin, coroutines also use less heap space than regular
threads at both request attack rates. Virtual threads
demonstrate better results than coroutines, having 69.31%
smaller heap usage at attack rate 2000 and 35.29% smaller
heap usage at rate 8000. Based on our preliminary results,
we can conclude that in our test case, Java's virtual threads
can outperform all the other observed concurrency models
by having the lowest heap usage at both rates.
400
350
Used heap [in MB]

V.

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Java threads

Java virtual
threads

Kotlin threads

Kotlin coroutin
es

Rate

2000

8000

Java - threads

100 017.33

388 749.67

Rate 2000

128,28

16,22

114,51

52,85

Rate 8000

386,08

64,66

296,81

99,92

Java - virtual threads

35.67

268.33

Kotlin - threads

100 016.00

382 669.67

Kotlin - coroutines

23.67

23.67

In more detail, Java's threads create and require more
than 2803 times more OS kernel threads than virtual threads
at an attack rate 2000. As expected, virtual threads also
notably outperform threads at a rate 8000. Threads in
Kotlin create more than 4225 times more OS kernel threads
than coroutines at a rate 2000, and more than 16166 times
more of them at a rate 8000. While there are no significant
differences between concurrency constructs in Java and
Kotlin at both rates, more significant differences are visible
at rate 8000, where coroutines outperform virtual threads
by creating 11.34 times fewer OS kernel threads. Based on
these results, we can conclude that both virtual threads and
coroutines are more efficient when taking into
consideration OS kernel threads usage, which means that
they have a significantly better optimization of scheduling
between OS kernel thread swapping than the current
implementation of threads. A lower number of created OS
kernel threads could also lead to lower latency and lower
memory usage results. Furthermore, based on these results,
we can also confirm that, as previously mentioned, for
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Figure 3. Used heap space after 5 consecutive attack runs to our
testing programs in Java and Kotlin

On the contrary, in our test case, Java's threads show the
worst results in regards to heap usage, with the highest heap
usage values and the biggest differences between lower and
higher attack rates. As threads are wrappers around OS
kernel threads, it is harder to remove them from the heap,
causing them to eventually "clog" the heap. Since a
significant number of OS kernel threads are used to handle
the high request rate, they are occupying the resources
needed for the efficient memory management process and
garbage collection, disabling them from clearing the heap
and removing unnecessary objects created by the previous
requests.
In comparison to threads, mostly because of better
schedulers, virtual threads and coroutines both release their
OS kernel thread from the heap as soon as they are no
longer needed, without unnecessary hold. With virtual
threads' schedulers being even more specific and directly
connected to the OS kernel threads than coroutine's one,
virtual threads are released from the heap even faster than
coroutines which are dependent on the java.lang.Threads.
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C. Latency
Results of our benchmark testing presented that at both
performed request attack rates, virtual threads in Java and
coroutines in Kotlin have better latency results than regular
threads in both languages. Fig. 4 presents the mean values,
50 percentiles, and 95 percentiles average latency for
concurrency constructs at an attack rate of 8000. At a higher
attack rate, threads in both Java and Kotlin have a similar
mean and 50 percentile latency, while Kotlin's threads have
2.13 times smaller 95 percentile latency. Virtual threads
presented better performance compared to coroutines at
mean latency by being 2.37 times faster, while coroutines
show slightly better 95 percentile results.
1,00

Latency [in ms]

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

mean

50

95

Java - threads

0,9921

0,1615

0,8331

Java - virtual
threads

0,1642

0,0988

0,1329

Kotlin - threads

0,9464

0,1582

0,3915

Kotlin coroutines

0,3896

0,0931

0,1234

Figure 4. The average latency for concurrency constructs in Java and
Kotlin at a request attack rate of 8000

At a lower attack rate of 2000, both Java's threads and
virtual threads somewhat outperform Kotlin's threads and
coroutines. The average maximum latency recorded during
research was reached by Java's threads at a higher attack
rate of 51.56 milliseconds. Java's virtual threads have the
lowest average maximum latency with 42.98 milliseconds.
The concurrency level that the application can support
is based on the number of concurrent requests that the
application can handle in a specific time period. Based on
our preliminary test results, virtual threads and coroutines
can support significantly higher concurrency levels with
lower latency periods, making them more efficient
concurrency models regarding thread creation, server
response time, and heap usage.
VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
One of the primary goals of concurrency is to optimize
the usage of multi-core processors and increase the
application performance with the same amount of
resources. However, the release of new concurrency
approaches, including the development of new
implementations, such as virtual threads, might also bring
other benefits.
Recently, virtual machines with the ability to automate
different areas of program execution, such as memory
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management and garbage collection, have gained
popularity within the JVM and .NET Framework's CLR
ecosystems. Moreover, contemporary polyglot VMs enable
the developers to take advantage of the polyglottic
combination and synergy of different programming
languages. One such example is Project Metropolis' opensource polyglot virtual machine GraalVM, mainly written
in Java. Based on the previous comparison of GraalVM
with the standard VM in JDK 11, it exhibited better
performance on several concurrent benchmarks [12]. This
means that further development of the VMs and the
addition of new languages, such as Kotlin, could bring the
benefits of structured concurrency into polyglot
programming, enabling the developers to combine different
programming languages, such as Java and Kotlin, to
achieve high performance in a simpler manner.
Furthermore, based on our test results and previous
research in automatic memory management, since virtual
threads and coroutines are releasing their OS kernel threads
significantly faster, they could improve the memory
management process. One of our previous research projects
explored the performance of different JDKs in combination
with several Garbage Collectors (GCs), presenting the
differences in application performance based on the usage
of different garbage collector algorithms [13]. Because all
JVM threads are able to access the heap, the improvement
in the synchronization speed between threads leads to the
better management of the objects stored in a heap and their
removal by GC. Project Loom is currently using the
standard G1 GC, and it is yet to be seen how other GCs
could perform with virtual threads. Therefore, our future
research will focus on a more detailed analysis of certain
aspects of automatic memory management and various
garbage collection algorithms. More specifically, exploring
the differences between virtual threads' and coroutines'
behavior and performance in that regard. We are also
considering more general research on the optimization of
the automatic memory management process within the
project Loom's JDK, which could lead to better usage of
resources and further improvement of application
performance.
VII. CONCLUSION
By the comparison of Kotlin's coroutines and original
JVM-based threads, it is evident in our benchmark's
preliminary test results that structured concurrency has
shown a significant improvement in the performance of
concurrent applications written in Kotlin. Analogously,
based on our preliminary results, a similar conclusion can
be drawn when comparing new virtual threads and standard
threads in Java. We have a reason to believe that similar
outcomes could be expected of virtual threads after being
released within the standard JDK release, presumably
within the following year. The final release of Project
Loom-extended JDK, with embedded virtual threads as a
standard option, would demonstrate the benefits of
structured concurrency usage in real-life applications. It
could be the anticipated improvement of performance to
existing applications, entirely or partially (polyglot) written
in Java, without significant changes to the application
source code.
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Although it was not yet possible to perform more
comprehensive comparisons of Java's virtual threads and
Kotlin's coroutines on a more extensive number of
appropriate use cases and benchmarks, our preliminary
results already present some interesting findings.
Coroutines have proven to be a bit more stable option in
regards to OS kernel threads usage. On the contrary, virtual
threads have better results from the perspective of heap
space usage due to more specific schedulers. In regards to
latency, both constructs have demonstrated the ability to
endure higher levels of concurrent requests. Therefore, the
decision between these concurrency constructs, as well as
the selection of the main programming language for
implementation, is up to software developers, primarily
depending on the characteristics of an application under
development. However, when developing modern software
applications, it would be recommended to explore all the
advantages that new structured concurrency constructs
such as coroutines and virtual threads could bring, and,
particularly in the case of Java applications, take into
account any other potential improvements and
optimizations of virtual threads that could happen when
they officially become a standard part of the JDK.
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Abstract – Problem of processing large volumes of data
in a shorter amount of time is a regular occurrence
nowadays. This is due to rapidly evolving technologies and
Internet being used as the primary source for
communication, viewing and searching information,
performing transactions, etc. This results in frequent thefts
of personal and professional data, as well as an increase of
malware or SQL attacks. These are some of the most
difficult problems for computers and networks to solve, as
well as for information technology security specialists.
Numerous tools and methods for detecting and suppressing
malicious intrusions are no longer sufficient, so data mining
is often being used for that purpose. This paper explains the
types of intrusion detection systems and its techniques, the
types of intrusions themselves, and briefly describes the
most common datasets used in intrusion detection. The
definition of data mining and the most common methods
and algorithms of data mining are explained. An overview
of related work in this field was given, as well as some
conclusions based on this analysis. It was concluded that the
Random Forest algorithm is the most successful in detecting
intrusions, but that the best way to prevent intrusion is to
create hybrid models.
Key words – intrusion detection systems, data mining,
datasets, data mining methods

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many companies, institutions and
individuals use the Internet as the primary source of
communication, information retrieval, transactions, etc.,
whereby various malicious intrusions are increasingly
advancing, affecting the availability, confidentiality, and
integrity of critical data [1]. In addition to the firewall,
which is the main defense against malicious intrusions
into various network systems, intrusion detection systems
are also used [2]. Intrusion is a set of malicious activities
that attempt to damage a system or data, while the process
of collecting information about intrusions during system
monitoring and then analyzing the same information and
solving the observed problems in this information is called
intrusion detection system [3]. The main functions of the
intrusion system are the detection of malicious activities,
recording information about the specified activity, and
blocking and stopping the activity and its reporting about
it [4].
This paper gives an overview of the intrusion detection
field, with an emphasis on data mining techniques. The
paper is organized as follows: in Section II types of
intrusion detection systems and its techniques are
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explained, in Section III types of intrusions themselves,
and the most common datasets used in intrusion detection
are described, in Section IV the definition of data mining
and the most common methods and algorithms of data
mining are explained, in Section V an overview of related
work in the field was presented, as well as its analysis, and
in Section VI some conclusions are given.
II.

TYPES OF SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES

Intrusion detection systems can be divided into two
categories according to the purpose of their data [5]:
▪ Network based intrusion detection systems systems monitor network traffic by placing them
at strategic points within the network and then
separating traffic from the network by capturing
packets or they monitor computers that are
connected to a single network. External
malicious activities that may be initiated before
threats spread to another computer system are
also monitored [6].
▪

Host based intrusion detection systems – systems
that monitor file system changes, system calls,
application records including analysis of
operating system records, program information,
etc. [6].

As for intrusion detection techniques, they fall into
two categories:
▪ Anomaly based – a technique for detecting
improper behavior of a host or network, i.e.,
looking for behavior in a database and requesting
a deviation [7]. Such deviations are called
anomalies and cannot always be categorized as
an attack, but they can be in the form of
suspicious behaviors that have not been
previously detected that may or may not be
harmful. This type of technique is extremely
useful in various applications, of which those for
transactions stand out, i.e., when stealing credit
cards or identities [8].
▪ Signature based – a technique that uses patterns
or so-called signatures that are already predefined
and set. Intrusion detection systems monitor
network traffic by comparing signatures with
traffic data. When a match is found, the system
reports the anomaly and appropriate actions are
taken to prevent intrusion. Because systems are
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dynamic, signatures need to be updated daily,
and the disadvantage of this technique is the
inability to detect new or previously unknown
intrusions that are not generated in already
predefined patterns [4].
Figure 1: Advantages and disadvantages for intrusion detection [9]
ANOMALY DETECTION

SIGNATURE BASED
DETECTION

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

It can examine unknown and more
complex intrusions

Higher detection rate, accuracy
for known behaviors

The rate of missing reports is low

The simplest and most effective
method

It reveals new and unpredictable
vulnerabilities

Low rate of false alarms

DISADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

The model needs to be carefully
trained and adjusted because
otherwise it tends to have false
positive results

It can only detect known
attacks

Low detection rate and high false
alarm rate
Cannot identify new attacks if the
model is not updated

III.

The rules should regularly be
updated
It often makes no distinction
between an attempted attack
and a successful one
The rate of missing reports is
high

INTRUSION TYPES AND DATASETS

The previously mentioned systems and its
techniques are used in the detection of intrusions that can
be active or passive in nature [10]. An active intrusion
indicates an intruder trying to break into a system by
entering malicious data into the system or attempting to
change data within the system itself. Active attacks
include viruses and worms. In a passive attack, the
purpose is to gather information or scan open ports and
detect network vulnerabilities which means that the
intruder only monitors, observes or uses system
information, but has no impact on changing resources and
information. The above purposes of passive attack are
also an example of attacks [11].
According to [12], there are four categories of
intrusion types that systems most commonly detect:
▪

A Denial-of-Service attack is a type of attack in
which an attacker tries to make a user's computer
inaccessible or denies him his services. It forces
the computer to use its capacity so that it cannot
provide services intended for users [13].

▪

Remote to Login attack is a type of attack in
which an attacker tries to exploit the
vulnerabilities of the target system to gain local
access permissions or user privileges [14].

▪

User to Root attack is a type of attack in which
an attacker starts an intrusion with a basic level
of privilege (usually as a guest) and tries to
override that privilege [15].
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▪

Probing is a type of attack in which an attacker
scans the network by examining information
about the structure of the web application and
the supporting infrastructure. A potential
vulnerability is sought that will allow the
attacker a malicious intrusion [16].

The datasets most used in intrusion detection are
KDD’99 and NSL-KDD [17]. The KDD set contains
basic attributes about TCP connections, the number of
failed applications, etc. It includes more than 20 different
types of attacks, among which the data of the above four
are the most common. The data set includes five million
different data [18]. The NSL-KDD dataset is an improved
version of the KDD dataset that has a large amount of
redundancy. Duplicates were dropped and a more refined
subset was created. The data set is divided into
predefined data for training and testing [18].
Most intrusion detection systems still mostly detect
attacks in offline mode. The fact is that network traffic is
increasing dramatically every year, so real-time intrusion
detection is a big challenge for both researchers and
computers networks [12]. Therefore, attempts are being
made to use data mining techniques to detect attacks and
detect intrusions and malware in real time, although this
is still unexplored territory [10]. A major problem with
conventional intrusion detection systems is the high
proportion of detecting false positives and false negatives
classified examples, which makes such systems
unreliable, so various data mining techniques are used to
help draw new patterns and discovering more true
positives or true negatives examples from a large amount
of data [19].
Intrusion detection system performance is measured
by the rate of detection (hereinafter DR), accuracy and
the rate of false alarms by the formula (hereinafter FAR):
Figure 2: Formulas for intrusion detection performances [9]

DR = (TP / TP + FN) x 100%
Accuracy = (TP + TN / TP + TN + FP + FN) x 100%
FAR = FP / number of attacks
IV. DATA MINING
Data mining, also commonly referred to as Knowledge
Discovery in Database or KDD for short, is the process of
extracting and discovering new samples and potentially
useful information from large amounts of data, combining
statistics, machine learning, databases, mathematical
formulas, and computing. Examples of data can be data
sets, data warehouses, databases, or other information
repositories [20].
The data mining process takes place in several
activities – data cleaning activities in which unnecessary
and inconsistent data are removed, data integration where
multiple data sources can be combined, data selection in
which data relevant to the analysis task is retrieved from
databases, data transformation where data are converted
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and combined into forms suitable for mining, data mining
where data samples are extracted using mining techniques,
evaluation of samples for pattern identification, and finally
knowledge presentation where the acquired knowledge is
presented to users [4].

probabilities of a particular outcome that is numerical,
which means that future values of the new dataset are
predicted. Prediction is most often used to predict which
of the transactions will be fraudulent [25] [26].

When mining data, each data validation is divided into
training samples in which algorithms try to identify those
samples based on data, and testing samples in which the
reliability of the obtained solution is checked after data
training [21].

Clustering is the grouping of special objects (data)
based on their characteristics and similarities into the
same group. One group means one cluster of data. When
clustering, the data is split into clusters, and only then do
they get the group label. The purpose of this method is to
detect a group of data that are like each other in the group
but different from other data in other groups [27]. Thus,
an example of clustering can be the division of data into
normal and suspicious samples in a dataset.
Association rules include finding patterns in data. It
finds characteristics that appear together and
characteristics that are related by some attribute [28]. The
purpose of this method is to check the dependence of one
data item on another item, and it is based on different
rules for detecting interesting relationships between
variables in a database [29]. A classic example of this
method is the link between diapers and beer, where it has
been found that men who go to the store to pick up
diapers are very likely to buy beer as well [28].

Regardless of the features it provides, there are also
challenges needed to be faced when mining data. Because
mining uses large databases, it is necessary to manage
such databases successfully, which is not always the case.
When generating a model related to a given database, it is
desirable that the model corresponds to the future state,
but the problem arises when that model does not
correspond and thus comes overfitting, and no real results
are shown. Another problem is large deviations that do not
fit into the derived model [22]. Therefore, before mining,
it is necessary to thoroughly clean and prepare the data to
obtain satisfactory results.
A. Data mining methods
There are two types of data in the dataset used for
mining – unmarked and tagged data. There is a specific
attribute for the latter data, and the goal is to use data to
predict the value of that attribute for all instances that
have not been seen before, while unmarked data does not
have a specific attribute specified, and the goal is to
extract as much information as possible. [23].
Data mining methods can be divided depending on the
use of tagged or unmarked data, and Figure 3 shows a
hierarchical representation [30]. Supervised learning or
predictive methods are mining methods that use tagged
data, which includes classification and prediction, while
unsupervised learning or descriptive methods use
unmarked data and examples of its techniques are
clustering and association rules.
Classification is a common method of data mining
used in intrusion detection, and is further divided into
Neural Networks, Decision Trees, Bayesian Networks,
and Support Vector Machines (hereinafter SVM). In the
classification, data are stored in collections of categories
or classes, and categorical class designations are
provided. The purpose of classification is to successfully
predict which class belongs to each instance. The
simplest type of classification is a binary classification in
which the target attribute has two possible values - 0 or 1,
and in case of intrusion detection an example would be
normal and suspicious data in a dataset where the
classifier would predict which of these data is potentially
malicious [24].
Prediction predicts possible values of missing or
future data. Prediction involves the development of a
model based on an "old" data set, and with this applied
knowledge from the old set, the predictor determines the
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Figure 3: Hierarchical representation of data mining methods [30]

B. Most common methods and algorithms for data
mining
According to [12] and [17], the most used algorithms
and methods in intrusion detection are the SVM, the
Naive Bayesian algorithm, Decision Trees, C4.5
algorithm, Random Forests and K-means clustering, all of
which are briefly described below:
▪ SVM – the goal of this method is to find a linear
optimal hyperplane by creating the greatest
distance between two classes; class +1 is normal
data, and class -1 is suspicious data [9]. This
method chooses extreme points – vectors that
create a hyperplane, and these vectors are called
support vectors, which gives the name to the
method itself. The SVM method has two types:
a) linear SVM used for linearly separable data
which means that a dataset can be classified into
two classes using one straight line and b)
nonlinear SVM in which a dataset cannot be
classified as a straight line, so the data is then
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called nonlinear. This method can be used for
face recognition, image classification or text
categorization [31].

between trees is a key feature of the algorithm
[38].
V.

OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES

▪ K-means clustering – this method classifies
instances into a predefined k number of clusters
specified by the user. The first step is to
randomly select an instance set for the cluster
center, and then assign each instance from the
dataset to the nearest cluster. The distance from
the instance to the center of the cluster is
measured by the Euclidean distance formula.
The measurement is performed iteratively until
all instances have been read [32]. The idea of
this approach assumes that normal and
suspicious data are under different clusters [33].

According to the literature, the success and
performance of some of the previously explained methods
can be described as follows.

▪ Decision Trees perform the classification of a
given data sample through the structure of the
tree: the classification of the sample starts at the
root of the node to the corresponding sheet,
where each node of the sheet represents a
classification category. It can be said that for
different levels of decisions (leaves) one final
decision (root) is required. Discrete notation
trees are classification trees, while trees with a
numerical value are regression trees [34].

In [41], an experiment was performed on more than 20
different datasets using the J48 algorithm and Random
Forests, and the results showed that Random Forests (in
most cases) give better accuracy and results.

▪ Naive Bayes – the method of probability. It
predicts class according to probability and is
based on assumptions of independence that often
have no bearing on reality and are therefore
considered naive. The model is derived using
Bayes' theorem [35]. The basic assumption of
this method is that each attribute in the data set
gives either an independent or equal contribution
to the outcome. This algorithm can be used for
spam filtering [36].
▪ C4.5 algorithm creates classification rules in the
form of decision trees from a series of examples
by selecting one attribute from the training set
and one initial subset from the training set which
are then used in creating the decision tree. The
rest of the training data is used to test the
accuracy of the constructed tree: if the instance
is incorrectly classified it is added to the initial
subset and the tree is reconstructed, if all
instances are correctly classified the algorithm
stops [37]. The optimized algorithm of this
algorithm is called the J48 algorithm which is
also often used as a data mining method.
▪ Random Forest – the algorithm consists of
several separate decision trees that are merged
into one whole - one big tree. Each individual
tree in a random forest displays a class
prediction, and the class with the most votes
become a model prediction. Low correlation
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In [39], the experiment was performed using the
WEKA data mining tool and the NSL-KDD dataset. The
accuracy rate of detection of normal class and network
connection attack class shows that the J48 algorithm
achieved the highest success with >90% accuracy. The
Naive Bayesian algorithm had the least accuracy.
In [40], a Naive Bayesian algorithm was used on the
KDD'99 dataset, and an accuracy of more than 90% was
obtained.

In [42], the experiment included 49 related studies
published between 2009 and 2014 that used different
mining methods to detect intrusions. It was concluded that
hybrid methods should be used to measure the
performance of intrusion detection systems.
In [19], an experiment was performed on the NSLKDD dataset using the Naive Bayesian algorithm, J48
algorithm and Random Forests, and it was concluded that
Random Forests with over 96% accuracy or detection
have the highest accuracy and detection rate - although the
other two have more than 90%, so all three methods could
be combined into a hybrid method.
Authors from [43] used multiple algorithms including
SVM, logistic regression, Naive Bayesian algorithm and
Random Forests over NSL-KDD dataset. The experiment
showed that Random Forests had the highest percentage
of accuracy in detecting whether data was normal or
suspicious.
In [44] K-means clustering and Random Forests were
used over the KDD'99 dataset, and the results showed that
the hybrid method has a higher detection rate and less
modeling time than when using only one algorithm.
Authors from [45] developed a hybrid intrusion
detection model using Decision Trees and an SVM
method that had a high detection rate. They concluded that
the hybrid model works better than each algorithm alone.
In [46] it was found that Random Forests provide
better detection rate, accuracy, and rate of false alarms for
probing and Denial-of-Service attacks, while the Naive
Bayesian algorithm provides better performance in case of
User to Root attacks and Remote to Login attacks.
In [47] several different methods and algorithms were
compared on the KDD’99 dataset and in the WEKA tool.
It was concluded that each of the selected algorithms had
a better detection rate and accuracy for one of the types of
attacks; the Naive algorithm had the best rate in probing,
and Decision Trees had the best rate in User to Root
attacks.
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In [48] a dozen different algorithms were tested on the
KDD'99 dataset, and the experiment showed that Random
Forests and the J48 algorithm have the highest accuracy
and detection rate.
Several different methods of data mining in intrusion
detection are described in [49] and the types of intrusion
systems are explained. The authors concluded that
clustering is a better option for intrusion detection.
Authors from [9] conducted an experiment on
different methods of classification and clustering based on
the speed of detection, accuracy, execution time and the
rate of false alarms. The conclusion was that the SVM
method has a high percentage of accuracy when
implemented over a small dataset while Decision Trees
have a high detection rate when implemented over a large
dataset.
Authors from [50] proposed a hybrid model consisting
of K-means clustering, SVM methods, and an algorithm
for Association rules. The results showed that the results
of detecting attacks on the KDD'99 data set were high.
In [5], the experiment was performed using the C4.5
algorithm and SVM methods over the KDD'99 dataset,
and the result showed that the C4.5 algorithm had better
performance in the detection rate and false alarms.
According to the related work briefly described above
and an overview of approaches to various data mining
methods for intrusion detection, it can be concluded that
Random Forests in most cases had the highest detection
rate and accuracy over other algorithms. Some authors
suggest a hybrid approach to intrusion detection, while
others have concluded that clustering is a better choice
than classification. Also, it can be concluded that most
authors investigate intrusion systems that detect
anomalies, not comparison of signatures.
VI.
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Abstract—Dementia is a serious disease that is very common
in the elderly population. Automatic detection of dementia is a
difficult task that may involve the analysis of acoustic features
of speech, linguistic features of transcripts, and mental state
exams. In this work, we explore the limits of using speech
transcripts from doctor-patient conversations to detect dementia.
The dataset is prepared from Pitt corpus, which is a part of
DementiaBank, a shared database of multimedia interactions for
studying communication in dementia. We use a sophisticated
natural language processing approach, namely RoBERTa, which
addresses the problem by using transformers and self-attention
mechanism. We compare RoBERTa with a baseline BERT model.
We show that dementia detection using well-prepared speech
transcripts alone can lead to detection rates above 90% for
RoBERTa model in a near-balanced dataset, outperforming the
baseline model.
Keywords—dementia, detection, transformers, RoBERTa, deep
learning, Pitt corpus.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dementia is the loss of cognitive functioning – thinking,
remembering, and reasoning – to such an extent that it
interferes with a person’s daily life and activities [1]. It is a
serious disease that is usually chronic and progressive, which
is a major cause of disability in the elderly population. It poses
a significant obstacle not only to those with the disease, but
also to their careers and families. More than 50 million people
in the world suffer from dementia and it is estimated that the
number of cases will triple by 2050 [2].
Dementia is not only a serious global health problem, but
also represents a significant economic burden. According to
some estimates, the economic impact of dementia is more than
$1 trillion, which is more than 1% of the world’s gross domestic product [3]. At the time of writing, there is no cure for
dementia, nor is there a standardized test to detect dementia.
Because dementia is currently incurable, a medical expert’s
goal is to diagnose dementia as early as possible so that
patients can receive appropriate treatment that can alleviate
their symptoms and slow cognitive decline, potentially leading
to extended life expectancy. All of this forms a motivation
for the development of an effective dementia detection tool
that could ideally be used in conjunction with some sort of
standardized test.
In this work, we explore the limits of using speech transcripts from doctor-patient conversations to detect dementia
using a sophisticated natural language processing (NLP) approach, namely RoBERTa, a transformer model that uses a
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self-attention mechanism. We decided to use the transformer
approach, as it has been shown that an architecture using
only the attention mechanism can achieve impressive results
in certain NLP tasks [4]. Moreover, we use BERT, a precursor
of RoBERTa, as a baseline model and compare the results obtained using BERT and RoBERTa. The aforementioned speech
transcripts are a part of the Pitt corpus [5], which consists
of audio recordings of the Cookie Theft picture test and
associated transcripts created by expert linguists. Compared
to related work, we achieve better dementia detection results
by carefully considering both the optimization of RoBERTa
and the information obtainable from transcripts.
In the following sections, we first briefly review related
work and their results on dementia detection. Furthermore, we
describe our dataset and give a brief introduction to RoBERTa.
Finally, we describe our experimental setup, present our results
and give a concise conclusion.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There are a number of studies on the detection of dementia.
Although most of them share some similarities, such as the
use of the cookie test experiments from the Pitt corpus, they
all differ in some ways. In continuation of this section, we
explain the different approaches.
A. Feature-Based Approaches
The first approaches to diagnosing dementia from speech
were feature-based [6]. A classifier was trained using numerous linguistic features such as verb rate, noun rate, pronoun
rate, and others. Further improvements of these feature-based
approaches were based on increasing the number of expertdefined features [7], adding acoustic features [8], linking
linguistic features to neuropsychological tests [9] and so on.
Rather than using features introduced by human experts, some
studies focused on clustering pre-trained GloVE embeddings
of participants’ words to detect dementia [10], [11].
B. Deep Learning-Based Approaches
In recent years, there is an increase in the number of research papers that use deep learning-based approaches instead
of feature-based approaches. The first work based on deep
learning was by Orimaye et al. [12], in which a deep neural
network was trained to predict mild cognitive impairment
based on speech. In subsequent studies, convolutional neural
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networks (CNNs) [13] and recurrent neural networks with long
short-term memory (LSTM) [14] were mainly used. Following
the recent success of transformer models, several studies have
been published using transformers for dementia detection.
Most of them use BERT or RoBERTa methods. We give a
brief introduction to RoBERTa and transformer methods in
Section IV.
Table I shows a comparison of related works and their
results. It includes details such as the dataset, modeling
method, and evaluation method used for each of the mentioned
studies. In addition, the accuracy and F1 score are given for
each work. We would like to caution the reader that all results
listed in Table I should be taken with a grain of salt. Namely, it
is difficult to directly compare all the studies listed in the table.
First, most of the studies reported do not specify exactly how
the transcripts provided were preprocessed, although there are
some exceptions. Namely, Yancheva and Rudzicz removed all
of the filled pauses and repeated speech portions [10]. Karlekar
et al. split all of the transcripts into individual utterances and
they removed all utterances without POS tags [13]. Ilias and
Askounis removed all of the phonological fragments and nonstandard forms from transcripts, as well as repeated speech
portions and filled pauses [15]. All other mentioned related
works do not explicitly state in which way they prepared the
data. Furthermore, most of the related works do not specify
whether they split the dataset per patient or per sample. The
latter would mean that they have a data leak, as it would be
possible that the same patient ends up in both the training
set and the test set. In addition, not all the studies use the
same evaluation method. Finally, some studies have chosen to
use samples from participants with mild cognitive impairment,
while others have discarded them. Therefore, the results may
not be directly comparable. Although RoBERTa was already
used for detection of dementia by Jonasson and Wahlforss
[16], they used out-of-the-box parameters. We show that optimized parameters as well as longer training can lead to better
results. Additionally, our work is the first one to experiment
with different ways of preprocessing Pitt corpus’ transcripts.
The first experiment, similar to the work of Ilias and Askounis
[15], removes most of the additional information provided in
the transcripts. In our second and third experiments, we add
repeated speech portions and filler words, respectively.
III. DATASET
One of the major challenges in training a model to accurately detect dementia using speech is the lack of a large
dataset. At the time of writing, the largest dataset available
is the Pitt corpus from DementiaBank [5], which we used in
our work. The Pitt corpus consists of audio recordings of the
Cookie Theft picture test and associated transcripts created
by expert linguists. The Cookie Theft picture test is one of
many methods used to assess dementia, more specifically to
assess a patient’s verbal and cognitive abilities. Patients are
given the task of describing everything they see in a picture
shown in Figure 1. The picture shows a mother washing
dishes while children try to steal cookies from a jar, hence
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the name Cookie Theft. The picture also contains elements
and information from different semantic categories. Healthy
participants are able to attend to, and perceive, every aspect
of the picture. Participants with neurological impairments may
present executive neurological function deficits in which a
range of cognitive skills including attention, memory, and
planning are compromised. These participants may not recall
previously describing a part of the scene and may describe it
for a second or third time. As a result, their description often
contains repetitive language that contributes no new information. If cognitive skills such as planning and organization are
compromised, adults with dementia may be unable to convey
information in a logical order or present a coherent description
of the scene. As a consequence, the description may appear
fragmented and disorganized [21].

Fig. 1. Cookie Theft picture, adopted from Goodglass et. al. [22]

All of the samples included in the Pitt corpus are from a
large study of Alzheimer’s dementia conducted between 1983
and 1988. In order to participate in the study, participants
had to meet certain criteria, such as having no previous
cognitive impairment and not taking medications that affect
the central nervous system. A total of 292 participants took
part in the study. Of these 292 participants, 98 were in the
control group, while the other 194 participants were classified
as having MCI (mild cognitive impairment), or definite or
probable dementia. After subtracting the participants who were
classified as MCI, a total of 177 participants remained in the
dementia group. Each participant was tested one to three times
with the Cookie Theft picture test. Accordingly, there are 242
samples from patients in the control group and 267 samples
in the dementia group, excluding the participants diagnosed
with MCI, resulting in a total of 509 audio samples and their
associated linguistic transcripts. Detailed dataset statistics are
shown in Table II.
For our work, we have decided to use the linguistic transcripts provided. These transcripts are provided in the CHAT
format [23]. CHAT is a format used in all TalkBank datasets
and contains additional information such as morphological
information and grammatical relationships in addition to the
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF R ELATED W ORK ON D EMENTIA D ETECTION
Dataset
ADReSS Challenge [17]
Pitt corpus
Pitt corpus
Pitt corpus
Pitt corpus
Pitt corpus
Pitt corpus
ADReSS Challenge [17]
Pitt Corpus

Model

Validation

Accuracy, %

F1, %

Reference

BERT
CNN-RNN
LSTM
CNN-LSTM
SVM
RoBERTa (512 maximum input length)
S-BERT Large LR
BERT
BERT

Stratified 10-fold CV
Leave-One-Out CV
10-fold CV
10-fold CV
10-fold CV
5-fold CV
5-fold CV

85.56%
84.9%
83.7%
85.6%
78%
86.72%
88.08%
80%
80%

85.43%
82%
87.23%
74%
74%

Ilias & Askounis [15]
Karlekar et.al. [13]
Karlekar et.al. [13]
Fritsch et.al. [14]
Hernandez-Dominguez et.al. [18]
Jonasson, Wahlforss [16]
Roshanzamir et.al. [19]
Saltz et.al. [20]
Saltz et.al. [20]

TABLE II
DATASET S TATISTICS
Number of participants

Number of transcripts

Average number of transcripts per patient

Average number of characters per transcript

Average number of words
per transcript

275

509

1.85

521.42

107.09

transcribed speech of the participants. For more information
on how the dataset samples were used and how the transcripts
were processed, see Section V.
IV. RO BERTA
The publication of ”Attention Is All You Need” [4],
which presented a novel architecture called a ”transformer”
along with a mechanism called attention, represented a new
paradigm for the field of natural language processing. Until
that time, recurrent neural networks had been the best way
to represent temporal dependencies in sequences. However,
it has since been shown that an architecture using only the
attention mechanism can achieve impressive results in certain
NLP tasks [4]. Transformer is essentially an encoder-decoder
architecture. The encoder receives a list of vectors as input. It
processes these vectors by passing them into a self-attention
layer and then into a feed-forward neural network, which
sends the output upward to the next encoder. This process
is repeated until the final encoder is reached. The output of
the top encoder is then transformed into a set of attention
vectors K and V, which are used by each of the decoders to
focus on the appropriate locations in the input sequence. The
output of each step is passed to the lowest decoder in the next
time step, and similarly to the encoders, as they bubble up
their decoding results. The last layer is followed by a fully
connected layer and a softmax layer that provides an output
token. The given input sequence is fed into the encoder stack
only once, and the outputs are then fed into the decoder stack
at each time step. This process is repeated until the transformer
produces an end-of-sequence token. The number of encoders
and decoders varies from transformer to transformer. BERTbase and RoBERTa-base models which we use in this work
both have 12 encoders/decoders The architecture with six
encoders/decoders was used in ”Attention Is All You Need”.
For a more detailed explanation, see [4].
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One of the main advantages that came with the introduction
of transformers was the ability to train extensive pre-trained
models. Through sophisticated pre-training goals and huge
model parameters, large-scale pre-trained models can successfully capture knowledge from vast amounts of labeled and
unlabeled data. By accumulating knowledge in a huge number
of parameters and fine-tuning them for specific tasks, the
knowledge implicitly encoded in the model can be useful for
a variety of downstream tasks [24]. The first and best known
pre-trained model that uses transformers is BERT [25], which
was originally pre-trained on the entire English Wikipedia
and Brown corpus, outperformed state-of-the-art results on a
number of NLP tasks, including all major text classification
tasks.
Following the success of BERT, a number of novel architectures using transformers were developed, and the corresponding pre-trained models were made available. One of
these models was RoBERTa. In ”RoBERTa: A Robustly Optimized BERT Pretraining Approach,” it was shown that BERT
was significantly undertrained [26]. The authors of RoBERTa
modified the BERT training in a number of ways. Firstly, they
used longer training times and larger training data - 160 GB
in contrast to 16 GB used for the training of BERT. Secondly,
they notably increased the batch size from BERT’s 256 to
8000. Furthermore, the task of next sentence prediction was
removed, while the masked language modeling objective was
altered so that the masking was done during training in contrast
to BERT performing masking only once at data preparation
time. Finally, longer sequences were used as input, but the
limitation of 512 tokens was kept. It is important to emphasize
that RoBERTa essentially uses the same architecture as BERT.
We believe that a pre-trained model like RoBERTa has many
advantages for the NLP task at hand, especially because the
Pitt corpus has a dataset that is, by all accounts, quite small
compared to the one on which RoBERTa was pre-trained.
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V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
In this section, we describe in detail our experimental setup,
so that reproducible results can be attained.
A. Data Preprocessing
As mentioned earlier, the transcripts are written in the
CHAT format. The first preprocessing step was to extract all
the speech of the participants. Therefore, we discarded the
examiners’ speech and all information about morphological
and grammatical relations in the transcripts.
Next, we had to decide which participant speech information
to keep and which to discard. Let us first briefly discuss the
content of the transcripts. The transcripts contain not only
most of the participant’s spoken words, but also additional
information, such as simple events which are preceded by: &=.
So, for example, if &=coughs is in a transcript, it means that
the participant coughed at that exact moment. Furthermore, the
transcripts contain a variety of filled pauses such as uh, um,
er, and so on. These pauses are preceded by the ampersand
and hyphen mark, &-. Finally, the transcripts also contain
portions of speech that the participant repeated, retraced or
reformulated, which is appropriately indicated by the marks
[/], [//] and [///].
We decided to create three different experiments. The first
experiment would consist of transcripts stripped of all previously mentioned information. To further clarify, the transcripts
in our first experiment contain the participant’s speech without
filled pauses or repeated speech. The second experiment
consists of transcripts with only the filled pauses removed.
The third and final experiment involves the use of transcripts
that contain both the filled pauses and the portions containing
all of the repeated, retraced and reformulated speech. Any
additional information not mentioned in this paragraph was
removed from all transcripts. An example of two preprocessed
transcripts can be found in Table III. The red-colored text
indicates filled pauses, which were used only in our third
experiment. The blue-colored text indicates repeated, retraced
or reformulated speech, which was included in both the second
and the third experiment. The first experiment did not include
any of the colored text from Table III.
B. Training Setup
Because, as mentioned earlier, each patient participated in
the Cookie Theft picture test between one and three times, we
decided to group the samples per patient. This was done to
avoid training and testing the model with the same patients.
To further illustrate, let us assume that the patient John Doe
participated in the test three times. Consequently, the dataset
would contain three samples of John Doe’s test. When training
or testing our model, we would ensure that all three samples
of John Doe are included only in the training or the test set.
In addition, our dataset is not perfectly balanced. There are
242 samples in the control group, which is 47.54% of the
total dataset. In addition, the grouping of samples per patient
added to the imbalance, as there were only 98 participants in
the control group, accounting for 35.64% of all patients. To
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reduce bias as much as possible, we decided to use stratified
10-fold cross-validation. Therefore, 275 patients were divided
into 10 groups, resulting in an average of 27 patients per group.
The basic versions of RoBERTa and BERT, available in
the HuggingFace Transformers library [27], were used. We
experimented with both a maximum length of 256 and 512 for
the RoBERTa and BERT tokenizers. A batch size of 16 was
used in all experiments. The implementation of the AdamW
optimizer from the HuggingFace transformer library was used
along with the following parameters: β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,
ϵ = 1e-8, and L2 weight decay of 0.01. The learning rate
was set to 5e-6. We also experimented with the MADGRAD
optimizer [28] in our preliminary experiments. Although it
showed promising results in terms of faster convergence than
AdamW, we still chose AdamW because there is much more
available literature for it. For each fold, a new model was
trained for 30 epochs. In addition, accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1 score were recorded for each model and later averaged
across all models in the 10-fold cross-validation.
VI. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The results of our experiments can be seen in Tables V
and VI. As expected, all of the experiments with RoBERTa
outperformed the ones with BERT. Not surprisingly, any
RoBERTa model with the maximum length parameter set to
512 performed better than the corresponding RoBERTa model
with a maximum length of 256, allowing us to conclude that
our models benefit from a larger text span. Another detail of
particular interest is that all trained models tend to produce
more false negatives than false positives, as can be seen from
the fact that all models have higher precision than recall values.
We suspect that this is the result of a partial imbalance in the
dataset.
To our surprise, the highest accuracy and F1 score were
obtained in the second experiment, both by RoBERTa and
BERT. From this, we can infer two things. First, repeated
speech is characteristic to dementia, it is one of the symptoms
of cognitive decline, therefore including it in the training set
improves model’s accuracy. The results of the first experiment
support this hypothesis, as the accuracy was lower when the
repeated speech portions from the transcripts were removed.
Moreover, from the results of the third experiment we can
observe that including filled pauses does not lead to better
results in dementia detection. Again, accuracy was noticeably
lower after we trained the models with transcripts containing
both filled pauses and repeated speech. The results of the first
and the third experiments were comparable, with only a slight
advantage in accuracy and F1 score for the third experiment.
All of the models failed to correctly classify 20 samples.
Of these 20 samples, 13 belong to the dementia group and
the other 7 to the control group. In Table IV, we show one
sample always misclassified from the dementia group and one
from the control group. Again, the blue coloured text indicates
parts of the transcript that were used in both the second and
third experiments, while the red coloured text indicates parts
of the transcript that were used only in the third experiment.
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TABLE III
T RANSCRIPT E XAMPLE FOR D IFFERENT P REPROCESSING S TEPS IN EACH OF THE E XPERIMENTS . B LUE T EXT, WHICH I NDICATES R EPEATED ,
R ETRACED OR R EFORMULATED S PEECH WAS U SED IN THE S ECOND AND THE T HIRD E XPERIMENT, R ED T EXT, WHICH I NDICATES F ILLED PAUSES WAS
U SED O NLY IN THE T HIRD E XPERIMENT.
Transcript

Label

mhm oh I see a part of the whole kitchen is that all the kitchen or isn’t it uh oh I can’t read a lady a mother were in her kitchen
in her kitchen doing some work I suppose and the uh there’s another woman there sharing their pleasures or whatever oh have
you have you checked heard of that new game that they started to play after christmas did you is a well it looks like I’d say this
is well let’s see it looks like oh my mother will beat me by my wife will beat me by a couple rows of this that’s that’s like the
washing would say washing machine or let me see I can’t oh that’s the son come out of from school maybe or something that’s a
youngster there well that’s just as though they getting ready to go to school or they’re just coming out from school and right there
he’s uh same as back there except for down there in the bottom I think it’s uh that’s a little

Dementia

okay uh the child’s falling off the chair he’s taking cookies out of the jar the girl is standing on the floor uh asking for a cookie
the door to the cabinet door is open mother is washing dishes the sink is overflowing the water’s running uh I don’t know if she’s
dryin em or washin em anyway and the kitchen window has curtains the window’s open um it looks like a view of the back there
are three dishes on the uh counter

Control

TABLE IV
T WO T RANSCRIPTS W HICH W ERE C LASSIFIED I NCORRECTLY IN A LL E XPERIMENTS . B LUE T EXT, WHICH INDICATES REPEATED , RETRACED OR
REFORMULATED SPEECH WAS U SED IN THE S ECOND AND THE T HIRD E XPERIMENT, R ED T EXT , WHICH INDICATES FILLED PAUSES WAS U SED O NLY IN
THE T HIRD E XPERIMENT.
Transcript

Description

okay I’ll start the mother is drying dishes and the sink is over flowing the water is falling onto the floor uh the
boy is on his stool uh taking cookies out of a cookie jar and he has one cookie two cookies one in each hand the
uh girl is standing reaching up for a cookie with her uh finger over her mouth telling him to be quiet the stool
is on one leg uh there’s drapes on the window there’s a path uh between the grass and the bushes and this little
picture is a part of the house and part of the tree in the upper window there are uh uh doors on the uh cabinets
in the sink and uh it’s daylight um there’s two cups and a dish on it on the sink should I describe the two faucets
well the boy’s trying to get in this cookie jar and the stool overturns and uh the little girl is expecting to hand her
a cookie uh the mother is her sink is running over and she’s standing in some of the water and uh she’s drying
a dish or wiping a dish and uh you said everything is happening well the water is still runnin in the sink and I
said it’s it’s overflowing and she’s standing in the water and that’s I guess look somebody laying in the lawn out
there but I can’t uh

We would like to point out that the split between training and
testing may have significantly affected the reliability of our
results, as the data set is small and somewhat unbalanced.
Two datasets most commonly used in related studies were the
Pitt corpus, which we also use, and the ADReSS challenge
dataset [17]. The ADReSS Challenge dataset is a subset of
the Pitt corpus and is perfectly balanced with 78 subjects
belonging to the dementia group and 78 subjects belonging
to the control group. It is difficult to compare our results with
those of related studies because, as mentioned earlier, some of
them use the ADReSS challenge dataset, whereas most of the
others, which use the Pitt corpus, do not specify whether they
included participants with MCI and how they preprocessed
the transcripts. The results obtained by our RoBERTa model
outperform the results which Jonasson and Wahlforss [16]
obtained using a RoBERTa model on the same task. They
report an accuracy of 86.82% and precision of 90.69%, while
our best performing model obtained an accuracy of 90.16%
and precision of 92.81%. These differences in scores could be
due to a number of things. Firstly, it could be due to them
using the out-of-the-box parameters and not performing any
optimization. Secondly, since they do not specify in which
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One of the examples from
dementia group which all
of the models classified
incorrectly

One of the examples from
control group which all
of the models classified
incorrectly

way they preprocessed the transcripts, their accuracy could be
a result of removing the repeated speech portions, for which
we have shown that they clearly affect the end results. Finally,
as previously indicated, it could be due to the split between
training and test sets.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this study, we have shown that pre-trained transformer
models such as RoBERTa can achieve significant results in
detecting dementia from speech transcripts. Our best model
trained on transcripts that contained repeated parts of speech
achieved 90.16% accuracy. These results are promising and
motivate the development of a standardized test for dementia
detection that could be used in conjunction with a model
similar to the one we fine-tuned in this study. Currently, one
of the major obstacles to the detection of dementia is the lack
of a larger data set. We hope that studies such as this one
can encourage the creation of larger, standardized datasets,
as this could lead to the development of a truly powerful
dementia detection tool that could help in delaying the onset of
severe dementia, helping millions of people and significantly
extending their lifespan.
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TABLE V
E XPERIMENT R ESULTS - BERT
First Experiment

First Experiment

Second Experiment

Second Experiment

Third Experiment

Third Experiment

BERT256
91.86%
80.08%
84.99%
85.29%

BERT512
90.17%
84.44%
86.61%
86.26%

BERT256
88.78%
85.58%
86.89%
86.42%

BERT512
90.55%
81.42%
85.34%
85.03%

BERT256
89.84%
83.27%
85.76%
85.22%

BERT512
90.76%
82.89%
86.36%
86.29%

Model
Precision
Recall
F1 score
Accuracy

TABLE VI
E XPERIMENT R ESULTS - RO BERTA
First Experiment

First Experiment

Second Experiment

Second Experiment

Third Experiment

Third Experiment

ROBERTA256
94.26%
80.31%
86.31%
86.93%

ROBERTA512
93.46%
83.30%
87.75%
87.76%

ROBERTA256
90.21%
87.27%
88.27%
87.74%

ROBERTA512
92.81%
88.60%
90.28%
90.16%

ROBERTA256
92.88%
83.46%
87.27%
87.22%

ROBERTA512
91.87%
86.09%
88.49%
88.16%

Model
Precision
Recall
F1 score
Accuracy

In the future, we would like to explore a couple of research
avenues. First and foremost, we would like to experiment
with models that detect dementia directly from patient speech
by classifying audio spectrograms. We also want to explore
the potential of some newer transformer models such as
XLNet [29] and the use of a Longformer [30] that would
allow us to process language sequences with more than 512
tokens.
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Abstract - The use of real-time object detection systems has
significantly increased in the previous decade, ranging from
personal open-source projects to industry solutions, as is the
case with autonomous vehicles. New state-of-the-art models
surface on a yearly basis, if not multiple times a year, and stand
as a testament to the velocity of the field's rapid advancement.
This paper will focus on the use of such a model on objects such
as shipping boxes on conveyor belts used in warehouses to
improve logistics. The research is based on the YOLO (You
Only Look Once) object detection system with low-quality
image input. The model can annotate where on the conveyor
belt the objects are and give information on features of the
objects such as their size, color, and shape. The images have
been extracted from surveillance cameras inside shipping
warehouses. Significant results with real-time results have been
obtained from video cameras that have high-noise frames,
which means that better camera placement and higher quality
images can only improve existing results and model
performance.

camera's placement in Figure 1 is good even if the image
quality is lackluster.
Models that were considered for use, in this case, were
the YOLOv5 (You Only Look Once) family of models.
At the time of this paper's inception, YOLOv5n (n
standing for nano) model with 1.9 million parameters had
not yet been published, and as such, the smallest possible
model YOLOv5s with 7.2 million parameters was used,
and the plan was to scale up if the accuracy of the model
would prove to not be satisfactory. The mentioned model
family is pretrained on the COCO dataset used to advance
state-of-the-art object recognition models [5]. The dataset
used for this case has been extracted from available
camera footage and augmented with appropriate methods
using PyTorch.

Keywords – YOLO, shipping boxes detection, computer vision

I.

INTRODUCTION

Detection of shipping boxes on conveyor belts presents a
difficult case for extracting its features as there aren't many
of them to be extracted. The boxes can be detected by using
a 3D Time-of-Flight Industrial sensor as described in [1],
but only parcel boxes of known size. A model-based and
learning-based method for object detection and pose
estimation using a depth camera in industrial depalletization
and Mask R-CNN for instance segmentation was used for
detection of boxes [2], but only if the boxes are stationary.
An example of an automatic sorting system that uses
contour-based object detection and is calibrated to detect
boxes of the same color is described here [3]. This approach
can be used to optimize parcel sorting processes and reduce
manual work of deliverymen like the robotic parcel-sorting
system implemented in Korea Post [4]. Our approach can
detect boxes of different dimensions and colors on moving
conveyor belts that move at different speeds in an automatic
sorting system.
Additionally, the camera feed of conveyor belts in the
shipping warehouses is of low quality and suffers from
random noise, as shown in Figure 1. An additional challenge
is the camera position, but since that is a problem solved by
placing cameras in an optimal position overlooking the top
of the conveyor belts and at an angle so that the box could
be viewed from more than one side. The
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Figure 1: Random noise on the camera feed while tracking boxes

Since the available resources necessary for training the
model were limited, the size of the dataset had to be
limited as well. The models were trained using Google
Colaboratory since it offers computing resources,
including GPUs, for a shorter training time of models. A
Jupyter notebook is hosted on it.
II.

DATASET
Since there was no publicly available dataset that
could prove to be useful in this scenario, the dataset had
to be created. The created dataset is comprised of images
extracted from the video feed, and then each box is
manually labeled using the open-source program
Labeling, which offers a simple GUI used for manually
labeling images for object detection.
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Each image was then preprocessed to fit the model's
input dimensions requirements by either stretching or
squeezing the images to be 416x416 pixels in height and
width.
Randomly chosen images were then augmented either
by rotating the image around its center by up to 10
degrees clockwise or counterclockwise, having an
increase or decrease in brightness by 30% of the image's
original brightness.

the resources were distributed across all users based on
the daily use of the service.
Since every training session was done using the same
dataset and the same pre-trained model, every training
session would last from an hour to 2 hours; the big
difference largely comes from using the Early Stopping
method to prevent overfitting. As shown in Figure 3, the
best model went through 270 iterations before stopping.
The other training results shown were inferior to the final.

The rotation augmentation was utilized to counter
different camera positions in warehouses as some
cameras were overlooking the conveyor belt on which the
boxes were moving, others had a view from the side of
the conveyor belt, and others had an angled view of the
conveyor belt. The brightness augmentation was used as
every position of the cameras had different lighting, and
when trained without it, its performance would degrade.
The dataset was then split into a training and
validation subset. The best results were achieved with
80% of images used for training and the remaining 20%
for labeling. The images were randomly shuffled before
splitting them into subsets.
MODEL
As mentioned, the model used for this case was the
YOLOv5s ("s" standing for small) with 7.2 million
parameters. The bigger models were not used as the
results of training the model proved to be satisfactory.
Even though this model was the smallest, its architecture
is quite complex, and since the paper on YOLOv5 was
not publicly available at the time of writing this paper,
the only available image of the architecture is shown in
Figure 2, as demonstrated in [6].

Figure 3: Mean Average Precision of different models during training

III.

V.

RESULTS

The model was tested on given camera feeds to check
how the model will perform in real-time conditions and
will falsely detect boxes outside of conveyor belts.
In Figure 4, we can see that the model is clearly
ignoring the boxes outside of the conveyor belt as it has
not been trained to detect a cluster of boxes but individual
moving boxes. Since the smallest (at the time) possible
YOLOv5 model was used, it had no frame rate issue.

Figure 4: Final model in action
Figure 2: YOLOv5 architecture.

IV.

TRAINING

The training was done by writing a Jupyter notebook
hosted on Google's service Collaboratory, which is heavily
used for machine learning and data analysis. The main issue
with this approach is that only a handful of models could be
trained in a single day before a resource limit was set, and
training could not be possible for another 24 hours. The
number of attempts ranged from 6 to 10 attempts per day as
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The model has no problems detecting boxes on the
conveyor belt, but the biggest problem during testing is
that the model falsely detects boxes in places on the
conveyor belt where no boxes exist.
The biggest issue stems from the lack of noticeable
features on cardboard boxes, and the model looks for
shapes on the conveyor belt which have a rectangleshaped shadow on them. This problem could be avoided
by better camera placement and more available video
materials. Perhaps even a larger model, but this is a topic
for future works.
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of boxes has been reported to rotate endlessly between
warehouses and thus postponing the delivery. This does
not present a problem on the large scale of logistics but
could solve a simple issue that may happen due to human
error or mishandling of the packages and thus damaging
them in the process.
A possible use case would be to detect the size of the
boxes and their dimensions which would further help the
model with detecting what might be inside the box
without opening it or damaging it in any way.

VII. CONCLUSION
As most computer vision use cases in the industry, the
challenge is always greater than in academia as models
face real conditions which can change rapidly and
degrade performance.

Figure 5 The noticeable false positive in the lower-left bounding box

There is a significant difference as shown in Figure 5
in the confidence score of the model when we compare
the detection of the real box and the detection of the false
positive, but the confidence threshold during testing was
not increased as in different angles, the confidence scores
on some boxes are low as well.

The only way a model can remain relevant is to train
it consistently with new images, which in the case of a
model “watching” a conveyor belt, there are more than
enough new training examples to learn from, even if a
new challenge would be presented to it. The number of
boxes entering a warehouse is too great to ignore, and a
system that continuously learns would perform well if
everything is done right.
Depending on the use case of the model and if the
location of the camera were optimal, the use of these
models would be infinite.
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Figure 6 Another false positive on the left side of the image

The confidence threshold was set to be 0.25, and by
increasing the confidence threshold, the false positives
should disappear, but that is left for future work for when
the model or the next-generation model is run on a
dataset of a larger scale.
VI. FUTURE WORK
The future intended use case of this work could be for
detecting contraband in shipping boxes based on their
shapes, labels on the box, its color, and many other
features that could be extracted if more video materials
from warehouses would be given with video feeds
containing more images of actual contraband so that the
model could learn how it looks and optimize it as it is
working. Contraband such as firecrackers should be
recognized if other factors are to be considered, such as
the time of the year.
Another use case it can be used for if detailed enough
images are given is to improve the shipping logistics of
warehouses by reading the labels on the boxes and sending
them on appropriate conveyor belt lanes as quite a number
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Abstract—Traditionally, electrocardiogram (ECG) signals
are recorded and monitored over a period of time and finally
analyzed by an expert. Automatic classification of cardiac
arrhythmias has the potential to improve diagnostics. In
this work, we explore the use of representation learning
from ECG signals for cardiac arrhythmia classification.
The dataset consisting of five cardiac rhythm types was
created from the CPSC, CPSC-Extra, and The Georgia
12-lead ECG Challenge databases. We use a sophisticated
deep learning approach for representation learning and
classification, namely a combination of a Convolutional AutoEncoder (CAE) and a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
classifier. CAE was used to compress the input signal that
serves as input to the LSTM classifier. We also implemented a
CAE-based data augmentation approach to balance the data
distribution. The classification results reaching above 90%
accuracy show that the use of the complex deep learning
approach is suitable for addressing the problem.
Keywords—arrhythmia classification, ECG, deep learning,
convolutional autoencoder, LSTM, data augmentation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to the data published by the World Health
Organization, cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause
of death worldwide, with an estimated 17.9 million deaths
per year, representing 32% of total deaths [1]. Scientific
research has played a prominent role in addressing this
problem. The basis of scientific research in the field of
cardiology is the electrocardiogram, which records the
electrical activity of the heart. The data collected, ECG
signal recordings, have a wealth of uses in both research
and practical applications.
Traditionally, ECG signals are recorded and monitored
over a period of time and eventually analyzed by an expert.
Nowadays, automatic classification of cardiac arrhythmias
has the potential to improve diagnostics and save lives.
Such a system can be used in real time in wearable
technologies, Holter monitors and medical facilities. The
task of arrhythmia classification from ECG signals can
generally be divided into three main steps. The first step,
similar to other machine learning tasks, is to obtain the
data. The second step is feature extraction, which takes
place after detecting the fiducial points in the ECG recordings. The third and final step is classification. The traditional rule-based diagnosis paradigm is inefficient when
dealing with large amounts of data because it requires
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significant analysis and expert knowledge [2]. Deep learning, on the other hand, shows outstanding performance
on ECG classification studies in recent few years [3]. Its
hierarchical architecture and non-linearity enables higherlevel features (representations) to be obtained and its
strong capabilities in feature extraction contribute greatly
to classification tasks [3]. The goal of our work is to
use a combination of deep learning approaches in each of
the above steps to implement an end-to-end solution for
automatic classification of 5 cardiac rhythms (the normal
rhythm and 4 common arrhythmias).
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
some related works. Section III describes the datasets we
used for the tasks and the proposed deep learning methods
combination. Section IV presents the experimental results
obtained with our solution and discusses them. Finally,
Section V is the conclusion of this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
We noted that the task of arrhythmia classification can
generally be divided into three main steps. Beginning
with the second step, the traditional approach is to use
deterministic algorithms for feature extraction. The Pan
Tompkins QRS detection algorithm [4], dating back to
1985, is the staple algorithm in arrhythmia classification
research, as it provided a highly accurate way to detect
QRS complexes (R peaks) in ECG. In a more recent work,
Elgendi et al. [5], presented an algorithm for accurately
detecting other fiducial points in ECG, namely P and T
waves. In spite of significant advances in traditional feature
extraction, recently, deep learning achieved great results
in ECG feature extraction. In their work, Šarlija et al.
[6] tackle the problem of QRS complex detection using
a 1-D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classifier.
The classifier consisted of two convolutional layers, 1
max-pooling in between, and two fully connected layers.
The CNN served as a decision rule that labeled the QRS
complexes with multiple positive outputs. These outputs
were then clustered and a central measure was used as
the final decision for detecting the QRS complex. The
data used in this work were from 44 non-paced records
from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database [7]. Their method
for detecting the QRS complex achieved a sensitivity of
99.81% and a positive predictive value of 99.93%.
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In classification, the third step, the best results are usually obtained with machine learning approaches, especially
deep learning. Sannino et al. [8] developed a deep learning
model for heartbeat classification and arrhythmia detection
with 7 fully connected layers. They obtained the data from
the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database [7]. The ECG signals
were first filtered, denoised, segmented into heartbeats, and
finally their features were extracted using deterministic
algorithms before being passed to the deep learning model.
The input to the deep learning model consisted of 50
heartbeat segments of the original ECG signal and 4 of
its temporal features.
Because of the capabilities of deep learning models,
particularly CNNs, deep learning was used for both feature
extraction and classification. The data does not go through
feature extraction algorithms, but is fed directly into the
input of the deep learning model, resulting in end-toend solutions. Ribeiro et al. [9] used four residual blocks
placed between a convolutional layer at the beginning
and a fully connected layer at the end. They collected a
dataset of 2,322,513 ECG recordings from over one and
a half million patients from Brazil. This important work
classified six types of abnormalities with an F1 score of
over 80% and a specificity of over 99%.
Pyakillya et al. [10] presented a deep learning model as
an end-to-end solution with seven 1-D convolutional layers
for feature extraction followed by three fully connected
layers for classification. This work used data from the
PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2017 [11].
The solution classified ECG recordings into four classes;
normal sinus rhythm, atrial fibrillation, other rhythm and
noisy. They achieved accuracy of 86%. Yildirim et al. [12]
used an exciting combination of deep learning approaches
that motivated our work. The basis of the experiment was
the long short-term memory classifier. A neural network
was proposed with an LSTM layer at the beginning,
followed by two fully connected layers and a softmax
activation function at the end. This classifier was used to
automatically classify ECG signals into one of the five
available arrhythmia classes. To reduce the computational
cost, a nonlinear compression structure was implemented
to reduce the input size to the LSTM classifier. For this
task, a convolutional autoencoder was implemented to
compress (encode) and decompress (decode) the ECG
signal. The compressed ECG signal was used as input
to the LSTM classifier, thus cutting down on overall
computational resources and training time. This work
achieved over 99.0% accuracy and showed that the CAELSTM model was about 7 times faster than the LSTM
model.
Finally, deep learning can be applied to the first step by
augmenting the dataset by generating synthetic data. The
term data augmentation refers to any method that artificially inflates the original training set with label-preserving
transformations [13]. Shaker et al. [14] addressed the
problem of balancing a dataset using generative adversarial
networks (GANs). For each arrhythmia class, a specific
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TABLE I: Distribution of the Initial Dataset
Rhythm type

ECG
recordings

Heartbeats

Training set
heartbeats

NSR
LBBB
RBBB
PAC
VPB
TOTAL

2670
467
2399
1852
387
7775

37909
6872
38593
20610
4068
108052

26537
4811
27016
14427
2848
75639

GAN was trained because the amount of data available
for each class was disproportionately large. If a single
GAN were trained for the entire dataset, it would focus
on generating samples of the dominant class and neglect
the minor classes. The dataset used was from the MITBIH Arrhythmia Database [7]. This interesting approach
and the positive impact on the results also motivated our
work. They used a CNN that achieved an overall accuracy
of over 98%, a precision of over 90%, a specificity of over
97.4%, and a sensitivity of over 97.7%.
III. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
In this work, we attempt to combine sophisticated
deep learning approaches, the deep CAE-LSTM model
for ECG record compression and arrhythmia classification
presented in [12], and synthetic ECG record generation
based on the work in [14]. However, we did not implement GANs for data augmentation. Instead, we present
a different, novel method for data augmentation based
on properties of CAE. Additionally, our work and [12]
differ in two aspects, the datasets and preprocessing.
Subsequently, the works differ in results as well. This is
discussed in Section IV.
A. Dataset
We use a different dataset than in [12], this is so
that we can experiment how the presented deep learning approaches behave on a different dataset. Namely,
ECG signals for our dataset were obtained from a
collection of three databases: CPSC Database, CPSCExtra Database, and The Georgia 12-lead ECG Challenge (G12EC) Database, all available from the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2020 at [15].
Each ECG recording obtained was sampled at 500 Hz, and
the dataset was created from second-lead ECG signals only
(II). The dataset contains recordings of five rhythm types:
normal sinus rhythm (NSR), right bundle branch block
(RBBB), left bundle branch block (LBBB), premature
atrial contraction (PAC), and ventricular premature beat
(VPB). The dataset had to be further segmented into
heart beats and the ECG signals had to be preprocessed.
Afterwards, the dataset was split into a training dataset,
containing 70% randomly selected samples, and a test
dataset, containing 30% of the samples. The number of
recordings for each rhythm are shown in Table I.
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TABLE II: CAE Architecture

B. Preprocessing
Each ECG signal first passes through a bandpass filter (5
– 15 Hz) to remove noise and provide a smoother signal.
Each ECG recording is segmented into heartbeats using
the Pan-Tompkins algorithm [4] to detect QRS complexes.
The segmented heartbeats are 260 samples long, and
the detected R peak is located at the 100th sample of
the recording. Finally, the ECG signals are normalized
between 0 and 1. This method for beat segmentation
differs from [12]. In their work, the beat labels were
independently annotated by multiple cardiologists, whose
consensus resolved differences in the diagnoses [12].

No Layer name

E
N
C
O
D
E
R

Input:
Conv1d
MaxPool1d
Conv1d
BatchNorm1d
MaxPool1d
Conv1d
Conv1d
MaxPool1d

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Activation Trainable
Output
funcparamsize
tion
eters

ECG signal 260 x 1
16 x 5 ReLU
96
2
–
0
64 x 5 ReLU
5,184
–
–
128
2
–
0
32 x 3 ReLU
6,176
1x3
ReLU
97
2
–
0

260 x 16
130 x 16
130 x 64
130 x 64
65 x 64
65 x 32
65 x 1
32 x 1

Bottleneck: Compressed ECG signal 32 x 1

C. Convolutional Auto-encoder (CAE)
An autoencoder is a neural network that is trained to
try to copy its input to its output [16]. Internally, it has
a hidden layer h that describes a code that represents the
input [16]. The network consists of two parts: an encoder
function h=f(x) and a decoder that produces a reconstruction r=g(h) [16]. Autoencoders have been successfully
used in dimensionality reduction and information retrieval
[16]. CAEs benefit from unsupervised learning of convolutional layers [17]. The convolutional part uses a different
number of layers with different kernel sizes as filters to
create an abstract information for input [18]. Both CNNs
and CAEs use convolutional layers, but CAEs are not
trained for classification or detection. During the training
of CAEs, the goal is to minimize the reconstruction error,
i.e., the value of the loss function that accounts for the
reconstructed and original data.
We have implemented a deep CAE with 16 layers,
as shown in Table II. The input to the CAE is a 260sample ECG signal of a single heartbeat. The CAE model,
like any auto-encoder, consists of two parts: encoder and
decoder. The encoder has the task of compressing the
260 samples-long signal into 32 samples-long encoded
features. Hence, with CAE, we can represent a larger
signal with a smaller encoded signal. The decoder part
has the task of reconstructing the original signal from
the coded signal. The reconstructed signal is compared to
the original signal in the loss function during the training
phase and used for the reconstruction metrics during the
testing and validation phase. We trained our CAE for 50
epochs, with a batch size of 128. The Adam optimizer
was used with a learning rate of 0.00036, betas of 0.9 and
0.999, and a weight decay of 1e-05. We used the mean
squared error (MSE) as the loss function.
Table I indicates a problem of class imbalance in the
dataset. In order to solve this problem, data augmentation
had to be implemented. As mentioned earlier, we did not
implement GANs. Instead, we turned to our CAE model.
We noticed slight imperfections and differences in the
reconstructed signals compared to the originals, and this
difference was more pronounced for some samples. Fig. 1
shows signal reconstruction examples for each arrhythmia
class. We can see, even when there are more pronounced
differences in the reconstructed signal, it still retains the

Kernel
size

D
E
C
O
D
E
R

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

ConvTranspose1d 1x 3
ReLU
ConvTranspose1d 32 x 3
ReLU
Upsample
2
–
ConvTranspose1d 64 x 5
ReLU
Upsample
2
–
ConvTranspose1d 16 x 5
ReLU
Flatten
–
–
Linear
–
–
Output: reconstructed ECG signal

4
128
0
10,304
0
5,136
0
532,740
260 x 1

32 x 1
32 x 32
64 x 32
64 x 64
128 x 64
128 x 16
2048 x 1
260 x 1

TABLE III: Distribution of the Dataset After
Augmentation
Rhythm type

Generated
heartbeats

Heartbeats

Training set
heartbeats

NSR
LBBB
RBBB
PAC
VPB
TOTAL

0
19244
0
14427
22784
56455

37909
26116
38593
35037
26852
164507

26537
24055
27016
28854
25632
132094

general shape of the original ECG signal. These signals are
different from the original, but appear unique and natural.
As obtaining such signals is the real intent behind data
augmentation, we used the obtained reconstructed signals
for data augmentation. Table III shows the number of
generated synthetic ECG signals and the distribution of
the dataset after data augmentation. The generated signals
were used to balance the training set only. We can see how
the dataset now has a much more balanced distribution of
arrhythmia classes.
D. LSTM Classifier
LSTM is a part of the recurrent neural network (RNN)
family that includes memory blocks, memory cells, and
gate units [19]. It has been shown that LSTM networks
can learn long-term dependencies more easily than the
simple recurrent architectures [16]. In this work, the
LSTM network is used for arrhythmia classification from
compressed ECG signals. We have implemented a 5layer deep LSTM classifier. Table IV shows the detailed
architecture. The input to the LSTM network is a 32sample compressed ECG signal, the output of the encoder
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Fig. 1: Examples of the original ECG signals (red line) and the corresponding reconstructed signals (overlapping
dashed blue line) for each rhythm. The left column presents examples of very good reconstruction of the original
signal, with only a slight deviation. The right column presents examples of reconstruction with pronounced
deviations to the original signal, especially along the QRS complex.
TABLE IV: LSTM Classifier Architecture
No

Layer

Unit size

Layer parameter

Input: Compressed ECG signal 32 x 1
1
2
3
4
5

LSTM
Flatten
Linear
Dropout
Linear

32
128
5

batch first = True
activation = ReLU
p = 0.1
activation = softmax

part of the CAE. At the output of the network is the
softmax activation function, which provides a probability
prediction for this multiclass classification task (5 rhythm
classes). The LSTM classifier was trained for 500 epochs
with a batch size of 128. The Adam optimizer was used
with a learning rate of 0.0005, betas of 0.9 and 0.999,
and a weight decay of 1e-05. We used cross entropy as
the loss function. The CAE-LSTM classifier architecture
is presented in Fig. 2.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The experimental results are divided into two categories:
compression and classification. The compression results,
which come from the CAE evaluation, show the quality
of compression and reconstruction of the ECG signals.
The arrhythmia classification results were achieved by the
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LSTM classifier. The experimental setup was as follows.
For the experimental implementation, the deep learning
tool PyTorch [20] was used along with Python [21]. All
experiments were performed on a remote system with 8
CPUs, 30 GB RAM memory and 16 GB NVIDIA Quardo
P5000 graphics card.
A. Compression/Reconstruction results
The CAE model was used to compress and then reconstruct an ECG signal. The original ECG signal of 260
samples was compressed to 32 samples in the encoder.
The decoder reconstructs the compressed ECG signal of
32 samples back to the original 260 samples. During this
process, some information of the original signal is lost,
as the reconstructed signal is not identical to the original.
To evaluate the quality of the reconstructed signal, the
following evaluation metrics were used [12]: Root Means
Squared (RMS), Percentage RMS Difference (PRD), PRD
Normalized (PRDN), Quality Score (QS) and Compression Ratio (CR).
CR is the only criterion that directly relates to compression. It is determined by dividing the size of the original
signal with the size of the compressed signal. A higher
value of CR means more compression. It is important to
choose a good value of CR to get a good reconstruction
of the compressed signals. The value of CR was set to
8.125 in this work. PRD is a very important metric for
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TABLE VI: LSTM Classification Results, %
Rhythm

Accuracy PPV

Sensitivity Specificity NPV

NSR

88.4

54.81

81.34

96.84

LBBB

96.65

94.16

88.23

97.2

98.68

RBBB

91.58

72.01

84.52

96.61

93.07

89.5

VPB

93.91

84.63

84.09

96.15

96.29

PAC

82.94

80.97

57.81

83.48

94.01

Average

90.7

77.32

79.2

94.06

94.31

VI shows the classification results obtained. These results
were obtained using the test dataset presented to the
network only during the testing phase. We used the following evaluation metrics: accuracy, positive predictive value
(PPV), sensitivity, specificity and negative predictive value
(NPV). The formulas for these criteria are, as follows:
Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

Sensitivity =
Fig. 2: Block representation of the classifier architecture.

PPV =

TP
TP + FN

TP
TP + FP

(2)

(3)

(4)

TABLE V: CAE Reconstruction Metrics
Rhythm

PRD

PRDN

RMS

SNR

QS

Specif icity =

NSR
LBBB
RBBB
PAC
VPB

1.31
1.94
1.76
1.43
1.66

5.72
7.61
7.65
6.80
8.03

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

58.21
53.17
53.73
55.23
51.98

6.71
4.69
5.37
6.16
5.58

NPV =

Average

1.63

7.16

0.01

54.46

5.7

signal reconstruction, which gives information about the
amount of data lost in the reconstructed signal. A lower
PRD value means less data loss, thus better reconstruction.
The formula for PRD is, as follows:
v
u PN −1
u
(Xo (i) − Xr (i))2
P RD = 100 ∗ t i=0
PN −1
2
i=0 (Xo (i))

(1)

The reconstruction results are presented in Table V,
where less is better. As we can see from the table, the NSR
class has the best overall score for each metric. However,
all arrhythmia classes score well on these criteria. The
overall PRD score is 1.63 and QS is 5.7. Fig. 1 shows
two examples of signal reconstruction for each arrhythmia
class, one with a lower PRD and one with a higher PRD.
B. Classification Results
The LSTM classifier is tasked with classifying five
rhythm classes from the compressed ECG signal. Table
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TN
TN + FP

TN
TN + FN

(5)

(6)

TP denotes the true positives, TN true negatives, FP
false positives and FN false negatives. We chose these
criteria due to their use in medical diagnostic test evaluation [22]. Sensitivity is the ability to correctly classify the
presence of a specific rhythm. Specificity is the ability to
correctly classify the absence of a specific rhythm.
The classification results shown in Table VI were
achieved after balancing the training dataset. The classification results for the original dataset were much worse.
Classification of PAC and VPB was essentially nonexistent
with extremely low test dataset results. The results for
other rhythms were significantly lower than those obtained
after data augmentation. According to Table VI, the detection of the LBBB arrhythmia class showed the best
performance with respect to all criteria. Moreover, we see
that the specificity and NPV values are better than the
sensitivity and PPV values. In practise, this means that our
solution is better able to diagnose a patient as arrhythmiafree than a patient with arrhythmia. However, according
to Table VI, our solution still achieves good results for
sensitivity and PPV, especially for LBBB, VPB and even
RBBB. As mentioned in Section III under Preprocessing,
in [12] expert knowledge is used in beat segmentation, and
the beat labels were independently annotated by several
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cardiologists. This method is superior to our method. Due
to increased data quality, the results obtained are also
better than ours, reaching 99.11% accuracy.

[10]

V. C ONCLUSION

[11]

In this work, we have implemented a deep CAE-LSTM
network model based on coded features, first presented
in Yildirim et al. [12]. A deep convolutional autoencoder
has been implemented to obtain compressed ECG signals
that can be used as input to the LSTM classifier. We also
present a novel approach to data augmentation based on
CAE. In addition to compression, CAE can also reconstruct the original ECG signal. The reconstructed signal
is different from the original and can be considered as
a new and unique ECG signal. This was used as a data
augmentation approach to balance the initial, significantly
unbalanced training dataset. The CAE model compressed
and reconstructed the signal with an overall PRD of 1.63
and QS of 5.7. The LSTM classifier used to classify
5 rhythm classes (NSR and 4 arrhythmias) achieved an
accuracy of 90.7%, a specificity of 94.06%, a negative
predictive value of 94.31%, a sensitivity of 77.32%, and
a positive predictive value of 79.2%.

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
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Abstract - Selecting the appropriate automated memory
management approach directly impacts application
performance and is considered one of the crucial factors in
contemporary memory management. In Java, applications
are commonly executed within the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), and, for years, it has offered several garbage
collection techniques to choose from. The Garbage First (G1)
garbage collector (GC) became the standard in 2017 and is
currently a widely used garbage collection algorithm. Other
GCs evolved in the meantime, such as Shenandoah GC and Z
Garbage Collector (ZGC), and they were recently promoted
from experimental features to production-ready. Since
currently, there are several standard GCs to choose from, we
believe that the performance distinctions they manifest
should be more thoroughly examined with experimental
benchmarks and real-life use cases. Given the importance of
GC in automated memory management performance, it is
worthwhile to investigate how those GC algorithms handle
various memory issues and perform in regards to heap
allocation, CPU usage, and time consumption. This paper
focuses on the comparative analysis of the default G1 and the
Shenandoah and Z GCs, and compares the number of
measures in selected application tests from the popular
benchmarking suites with all three standard GCs available.
Keywords – Garbage Collector, G1, ZGC, Shenandoah,
Memory Management, DaCapo suite

I.

INTRODUCTION

Memory management could be defined as a process of
controlling and coordinating computer memory by
allocating blocks of memory to multiple operating
processes in order to govern memory in an efficient manner
and improve overall system performance. It is well known
that manual memory management, present in some lowerlevel programming languages, such as C or C++, can cause
many problems in runtime later. For example, forgotten
deallocations of objects that are no longer used in heap
memory can be a cause of wasteful heap usage and
potential out-of-memory issues. Moreover, accidental
releasing memory of objects still in use could cause data
corruption. Both cases could lead to significant problems
related to inefficient memory management and,
consequently, potential critical production problems [1].
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As opposed to that, in the high-level (modern) objectoriented programming (OOP) languages, such as Java, the
capability of performing automatic memory management is
one of its core values. In the case of the Java programming
language, it is performed within the Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) and the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
This capability of performing the automatic reclamation
and management of memory is an essential and critical
component of an abstract computing machine. An
execution environment for applications, such as Process
Virtual Machine, is achieved through efficient garbage
collection algorithms. The primary goal of garbage
collection algorithms is to free the memory from objects
with no active references that would keep a pointer to them
in some section of the application. In this case, garbage
collection operations are performed automatically at
regular intervals, last for a certain amount of time, and
result in evident benefits of appropriately reclaimed
memory. The main premise is that Java applications occupy
only the necessary amount of space, and the released
memory should be available for further usage as soon as
possible.
Many difficulties associated with manual memory
management are eliminated through the usage of automatic
garbage collectors (GC). The apparent benefits of GC's
usage include preventing and removing simple memory
leaks (forgetting to release unused objects) and dangling
pointers (memory is cleaned, but the references remain).
However, since this process attempts to reclaim memory,
which was allocated by the program but is no longer
referenced, it may take a significant proportion of total
processing time and, as a result, can have a considerable
influence on performance. Since GC algorithms, in some
cases, can negatively influence the application's
performance, it is crucial that software developers are
familiar with the garbage collection's core processes. From
the perspective of potential application performance tuning,
there are three core components of the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) that developers must take into account
when implementing an application with efficient memory
management [2] – the heap, compiler, and garbage
collector (Fig. 1).
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However, it comes with a cost – in the form of runtime
overhead [3].
A garbage collector is in charge of the heap and
manages dynamic memory allocation by performing
several operations, including allocating and returning
memory to the operating system, delivering memory to an
application on demand, determining which memory is still
in use by an application, and reclaiming unused memory.
The GC roots are the points from which the application may
access the rest of the heap contents. If an item cannot be
reached by walking the object graph from the GC roots, it
is deemed garbage. If an item is unreachable from the root,
no application can access it; a living item is only the one
that can be effectively accessed from the root.
Figure 1. OpenJDK HotSpot JVM Architecture

A. Heap Memory
Java's heap is a particular area of memory that holds
memory objects used by a program – all class instances
(objects), as well as their corresponding instance variables
and arrays, are allocated to the heap [3]. It is formed during
JVM's start-up procedure, and all the instances of all the
classes produced throughout the runtime of a program share
the heap memory. Furthermore, all of the application's
running threads have access to the heap's objects and can
conduct allocations effectively for as long as there is
enough space. Furthermore, the JVM is responsible for
initiating automated memory management operations, such
as garbage collection, for reclaiming heap memory space.
Moreover, the configuration of JVM parameters related to
memory management gives software developers the
flexibility of adjusting heap memory size according to their
demands.
B. Just-In-Time (JIT) Compiler
Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation is one of the key
components of the JVM related to memory management. It
controls the operating program by tracing data and making
decisions based on it, with the goal of memory
optimization. JIT compilation is a form of dynamic
compilation that enables adaptive optimizations such as
dynamic recompilation and microarchitecture-specific
performance boosts. The JIT compiler system repeatedly
analyses the code being executed and finds areas of the
code where the performance may prosper from compilation
or recompilation since the benefits from the optimization of
the memory would outweigh the expense of compiling.
JIT-based systems can manage late-bound data types while
providing security requirements. The JIT rarely requires
adjustments in recent versions of the JVM. Instead, the
emphasis is put on the heap and garbage collector [2].
C. Garbage Collectors
Garbage collection improves Java memory efficiency
by automatically removing unreferenced objects from the
heap memory and enabling space for new objects to be
created. A garbage collector (GC) in the JVM is a tool that
manages the application memory allocation requests
automatically while relieving the application developer of
this complex task. In this way, some types of errors can be
avoided by relieving the software developer of the
responsibility of matching memory allocation with
deallocation and keeping track of object lifetimes.
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II.

BACKGROUND

A. Java GC Approaches
The early GC algorithms commonly used the Mark and
Sweep approach to recover and reuse heap memory that is
no longer in use by the application. In its most basic form,
this approach stops all running program threads with the socalled stop-the-world event and verifies all live objects that
have a reference in any stack frame of any application
thread. After that, it traverses through the reference tree of
utilized objects and marks any object found as alive. Every
remaining object is regarded as garbage and is then ready
to be collected and swept [4].
However, since Java's features and generic purpose
have led it to be adopted as a programming language for
various server applications, which tend to be highly
multithreaded, running a stop-the-world-based GC could
become inefficient and time-consuming since it is stopping
all threads [5]. Additionally, as heap size and the number
of living objects in it increases, the amount of time an
application is interrupted for garbage collection grows, and
response times become longer and more irregular. Due to
those reasons, two other approaches pioneered with the task
of keeping all the processes active as long as possible:


Concurrent collectors – collector thread runs on
one process while the program threads keep
running concurrently on the other processes



Parallel collectors – stopping all program threads
completely and then running the collector in
parallel in several collector threads

Although GCs may employ different approaches to
optimize their target performance metrics, in the general
case, they tend to make a trade-off between throughput
(number of operations done by an application), pause time
(time that an application is forced to stop to let the GC
execute), and memory usage (the amount of memory used
in a process) [6].
B. Garbage First (G1) Garbage Collector
The Garbage First (G1) garbage collector was
developed in 2004 and had subsequently become the
default collector in 2017 with JDK 9. Today, G1 GC is
considered to be one of the most widely used garbage
collectors [7]. It is parallel and mostly concurrent, but it
works quite differently in comparison to the older garbage
collectors. It is considered to be generational since it
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consists of generations of objects of different ages within
the lifecycle, but there are no separate regions for young
and old generations of objects. Alternatively, each
generation may be considered a collection of regions,
allowing the young generation's scale to be adjusted. G1
GC is commonly not considered as a real-time collector;
therefore, its purpose in the default setup is to provide
consistent, minimal pause durations rather than optimize
throughput or have the lowest latency. G1 GC was created
to achieve established pause time goals with a high
probability over extended periods. It reduces pause times
by tracking the targeted break times during each stop-theworld event and using them to predict future collection
execution time and space.
1) Heap Layout with G1 GC
In the global labeling phase, G1 GC uses multiple
threads to determine the importance of objects and divide
them into a set of regions of approximately equal size. Each
region is a continuous range of virtual memory, which is
considered a unit for allocating and reclaiming memory.
Units can be empty (free) or belong to one of the
generations (Fig. 2). Free regions are organized into a
linked list and constantly assigned to a generation [8]. The
young generation is split into two regions which are usually
organized in a non-continuous manner in the memory.
Newly allocated objects are always allocated to the Eden
region, and once an object survives its first garbage
collection, it is moved to the survivor region. After
surviving several garbage collection cycles, an object is
eventually moved to the older generation. The old
generation contains larger facilities (so-called huge objects)
that can span several regions.

C. Shenandoah Garbage Collector
The Shenandoah GC is a relatively new GC that was
integrated into JDK 12 in 2019 and marked as experimental
in order to match the status of other new GCs. In September
2020, when JDK was updated to version 15, Shenandoah
GC became a standard product feature as anticipated.
It is considered to be an open-source region-based lowpause parallel and concurrent collector, similar to another
GC named ZGC (explained in Sec 2D), which tempts to
reduce pause times by evacuating objects (compacting)
concurrently with running application threads [9]. The
main idea behind the development of this new GC was to
reduce the pause times by performing concurrent
compaction. It may relocate items simultaneously because
it conducts more of its garbage collection cycles
simultaneously as it is using the application threads. For
comparison, G1 GC can evacuate its heap regions only
when the application is paused. Moreover, Shenandoah GC
is able to compress living objects, clean up garbage, and
reintroduce RAM into the OS practically instantly when
free memory is identified. However, since all of this
happens while the application is running, Shenandoah GC
is considered to be more CPU intensive.
1) Heap Layout with Shenandoah GC
Although GC performance depends on the heap size,
with the Shenandoah GC, the pause times are independent
of the size of the heap. The Shenandoah GC is a
regionalized collector, and its heap is constructed as a
collection of equally sized regions (Fig. 3). Regions
marking may be empty, may contain newly allocated and
long-lived objects, or a mix of both. Any subset of those
regions might be collected during a GC cycle.
Unlike the G1 GC, the Shenandoah GC is not
generational, and its heap objects are not separated into
generations. Therefore, all regions must be marked for
every garbage collection cycle. Upon allocation, involved
free regions are marked as newly allocated. Concurrent
marking marks live data. Regions selected for concurrent
evacuation are marked live data in the collection set.

Figure 2. Heap Regions in G1 GC - Eden Space (E), Survivor Space
(S), Old Generation (O) and Huge Area (H), Empty (unmarked)

2) Garbage Collection Cycle with G1 GC
Upon completing the labeling phase, G1 GC knows
which areas contain the most garbage objects that can be
recovered from the facilities for maximal space liberation.
Furthermore, G1 GC can also choose to evacuate only a few
regions if the user is interested in the minimum break time.
If the user is not worried about the break time or has defined
a fairly large break goal, the G1 GC could include more
regions.
G1 GC identifies the area with the most garbage and
collects the garbage in that region first, which is the reason
why it was named "garbage first." Moreover, G1 GC gives
preference to regions with low occupancy, and it also
chooses garbage first. Finally, as G1 GC uses user-defined
acceptable latency times, heap targeting is performed
optimally and predictably.
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2) Garbage Collection Cycle with Shenandoah GC
The collection cycle of Shenandoah GC can be divided
into three phases: mark, evacuate, and update references.
Although the majority of the work in these stages takes
place concurrently with the running application, there are
still a few parts that must be completed in a stop-the-world
mode. The procedure of marking identifies all items in a
heap or sections of it that are inaccessible. This may be
accomplished by beginning with the root object and
traversing the object to identify accessible items. Marking
is easier in stop-the-world mode, but it becomes more
complex in concurrent mode since multiple concurrent
threads are scanning the object as the same time. This is
because the user software mutates the object graph
simultaneously with the marking process.
Shenandoah GC uses the Snapshot At The Beginning
(SATB) approach to tackle this problem, which indicates
that any object that was alive at the beginning of the
marking or has been allocated since the beginning of the
marking is considered to be alive.
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Figure 3. Shenandoah GC heap layout phases Newly Allocated (NA), Live Data (LD), Live Data in Collection Set (CS), Live Data in Collection Set Updating References To (UR), Free (unmarked)

D. Z Garbage Collector (ZGC)
Another newly developed GC, named simply the Z
garbage collector or ZGC or, was released as an
experimental GC in JDK 11 in 2018, was improved later in
JDK 12, and has become a non-experimental (productionready) feature in JDK 15 in 2020, practically at the same
time as Shenandoah GC. It is intended for applications that
require low latency and use a multiple terabytes stack.
The primary objectives of the ZGC are low latency,
scalability, and ease of use, and it does this by allowing the
Java program to continue running while garbage collection
is performed. The ZGC restores unused memory to the
operating system once it has been reclaimed. By giving an
exceptionally short break time, ZGC provides a huge
improvement over the traditional GCs.
Moreover, the ZGC uses a technique known as pointer
coloring to take advantage of 64-bit pointers. Color
pointers are used to hold additional information about the
objects on the stack. ZGC collectors' aims are comparable
to those of Shenandoah GC collectors in that both aim for
achieving short break time that is not proportional to the
size of the heap, although Shenandoah GC has more tuning
options than the ZGC.
1) Heap Layout with ZGC
As opposed to the G1 GC, the ZGC is a singlegeneration collector. The regions, also called ZPages, can
be dynamically allocated and dynamically sized into one of
three group sizes (Fig. 4). Objects below 2MB are assigned
to Small Page, objects below 32MB are in Medium Page,
and objects larger than 32MB are in Large Page.

collections to free enough memory. ZGC is region-based,
but it has a flexible sizing scheme and has a better way to
deal with object allocations [10], as there is no generational
separation of the heap like with G1 GC. Internally, the heap
is divided into numerous smaller regions, and a subset of
those may be compressed, usually the one with the most
garbage.
2) Garbage Collection Cycle with ZGC
Colored pointers are considered a key concept in the
ZGC implementation. In the 64-bit object pointers, ZGC
stores metadata in unused bits (references). To decrease
memory fragmentation, the Z collector maps objects using
extra information stored on the cursor. The four bits used to
indicate an object's status are: finalizable, remapped,
marked 0, and marked 1.One issue with color pointers is
that masking out the information bits requires more effort
when dereferencing the pointer. However, multi-mapping
is used by the ZGC to overcome this problem. Multimapping refers to the notion of mapping numerous virtual
memory ranges to the same physical memory. Only one
remark (marked 0 or marked 1) is allowed to be 1 at any
given moment; as a result, three mappings should be able
to resolve the issue.
III. BENCHMARKS AND TESTING ENVIRONMENT
In our analysis, we used two benchmark suites – the
DaCapo suite and the Renaissance benchmark suite.
A. DaCapo Benchmark Suite
The DaCapo benchmark suite consists of real-world
open-source applications with higher memory loads,
specializing in larger, general-purpose systems that
integrate client and server-side applications. The selected
benchmarks are appropriate for testing memory
management performance and have been used in a variety
of different garbage collector performance studies. The
following benchmarks from the DaCapo 9.12 benchmark
suite were selected and utilized in our research:


avrora – simulates a number of programs run on a
grid of AVR microcontrollers



h2 – executes a JDBCbench-like in-memory
benchmark, executing a number of transactions
against a model of a banking application



pmd – analyzes a set of Java classes for a range of
source code problems



xalan – transforms XML documents into HTML

Figure 4. ZGC Heap Regions Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L), Empty (unmarked)

Unlike other GCs, physical heap regions of the ZGC
can map into bigger heap address spaces which may include
virtual memory. This resolves issues connected to
allocating large objects and performing multiple garbage
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B. Renaissance Benchmark Suite
Renaissance is a relatively new benchmarking suite that
includes a wide range of contemporary workloads,
including a variety of popular systems, frameworks, and
both server and client-side JVM applications.
Contemporary programming paradigms, such as
concurrent, parallel, functional, and object-oriented
programming, are commonly tested using Renaissance
benchmarks. For our research, we selected several
benchmarks from the Renaissance 0.14 benchmark suite:



fj-kmeans – an application that is running the kmeans algorithm using the fork/join framework



db-shootout – execution of shoutout tests while
using several in-memory databases



par-mnemonics – solves the phone mnemonics
problem using parallel JDK streams

C. Testing Environment Configuration
Our academic research testing environment setup
consisted of a 64-bit machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i76700 CPU @ 3.40GHz processor and 16 GB memory
running Ubuntu operating system version 20.04.3 LTS.
Moreover, the latest version of the JDK that supported ZGC
was used, and currently, this was OpenJDK 64-Bit Server
VM build 17.0.1+12-Ubuntu-120.04 with mixed mode and
sharing. The results were gathered based on the benchmark
outputs, executed 10 times each while ignoring the first
couple of iterations because of the process warm-up period.
The live set heap size was set to 2GB.
IV.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Based on the results from the benchmarks run on the
DaCapo suite, the selected garbage collectors presented
different levels of efficiency. The current standard GC G1
was expected to have the best performance in most test
cases which was somewhat the case (Fig. 5). The G1 GC
significantly outperformed ZGC and Shenandoah GC while
executing h2 as the multi-threaded application, while ZGC
and Shenandoah GC had similar performance. Thus, the G1
GC might be a better choice for the smaller concurrent
applications that require smaller heaps.
On the contrary, in the case of xalan test, the G1 GC
had the worst performance. It was also outperformed by
Shenandoah GC in the case of pmd, by a slight difference.
However, these differences in performance might increase
for larger-scale applications.
Similar results were achieved on the selected
Renaissance benchmark applications (Fig. 6), where the G1
GC had the best performance in most of the chosen
applications. Once again, it achieved the best performance
in regards of memory management while handling
concurrency in fj-kmeans test. However, this might not be
the case for larger concurrent applications with greater
heaps. Since G1 GC is optimized to handle smaller heaps,
it would probably be outperformed by Shenandoah or ZGC
on a larger application with many concurrent processes.
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Duration of collections (in ms)

movie-lens – movie recommender using the ALS
algorithm
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Figure 5. Comparison of duration (in milliseconds) of collections for
selected DaCapo benchmark applications

The G1 GC also slightly outperformed Shenandoah GC
on the db-shootout benchmark as well as on the movie-lens
where the difference in performance between all their
garbage collectors was insignificant. This was the expected
result since the differences in the memory management
process between these GCs are usually presented in specific
types of concurrent applications.
Furthermore, the G1 GC measures the worst
performance on the par-mnemonics test, where it was
outperformed by ZGC by roughly 21% and Shenandoah
GC by 9.4%, showing that G1 GC is less efficient when
computing large amounts of data compared to Shenandoah
GC or ZGC. That could mean that Shenandoah GC should
be considered a better choice for applications that compute
a large amount of data and are expected to have low latency,
for example, multi-threaded servers with interactive
websites where low latency are used to shorten the pauses
between response times.
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Figure 6. Comparison of duration of collections for selected
Renaissance benchmark applications
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Considering heap usage, the G1 GC used the lowest
amount of heap on all selected benchmarks from the
Renaissance suite (Table I), which means that it performs
more collections and shortens the worst-case pause time
compared to other GCs. On the contrary, creating many
objects usually makes the G1 GC's memory management
process CPU intensive since it occupies more OS threads
necessary for scanning the unused objects in a heap. In
comparison, Shenandoah used the most heap in most tests
cases, particularly in the par-mnemonics test, where it used
6.02 times more heap space than G1 and 2.93 times more
space than ZGC. It exhibits low pause time even on large
heaps because of its concurrent object relocation.
Considering the concurrent tests, the G1 GC measures
the lowest heap usage and significant difference in size
compared to ZGC, for which we measured the largest heap
space. This is the consequence of the ZGC's concurrent
memory management, enabling low pause time with large
heaps even with large amounts of data. ZGC used a
significantly greater heap with latency similar to G1 GC.
TABLE I. HEAP USAGE PER GB OF MEMORY FOR SELECTED
RENAISSANCE BENCHMARK TEST APPLICATIONS
Benchmarks

G1 GC

Z GC

Shenandoah GC

movie-lens

0.4423

0.5711

0.7925

fj-kmeans

0.1933

1.3281

0.7261

db-shootout

0.3405

0.7664

0.9849

par-mnemonics

0.2589

0.5324

1.5576

V.

The optimization of the memory management process
could be particularly important in contemporary Machine
Learning systems and libraries, whose execution requires a
lot of resources. Low-latency concurrent GCs might exhibit
better performance because of the constant removal of
unmarked objects from memory. However, fully
concurrent garbage collectors such as C4 should also be
considered to avoid global stop-the-world pauses [13].
Since GC time can have a significant contribution of up
to one-third of the application runtime, parallel GCs could
be used to reduce the stop-the-world pause time [14].
However, parallel GC might cause poor application
scalability and efficiency since a portion of the operating
system threads are constantly occupied by the GC. Many
JVM applications, such as the ones represented by the
benchmarks in the DaCapo and Renaissance suites, cannot
fully exploit the multicore processors' resources.

CONCLUSION

Based on our preliminary test results, the G1 GC is
optimized for smaller applications that do not require large
heaps. While on the contrary, Shenandoah GC performs
well with large heaps, which means that using it for
memory management of interactive websites could shorten
the waiting time without requiring more CPU power.
Lastly, because of its adaptability to concurrent
applications, ZGC can perform the memory management
process while the application is running, making it a good
fit for the applications that require a large amount of
memory, such as big data applications.
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Abstract—Data visualization is one of the significant disciplines of data science. This paper presents an overview
of the growing research field of the Internet of Musical
Things (IoMusT) and the visual aspect of music. The aim
is to analyze the mutual influence of information technology
and the music domain. The author provides a brief overview
of relevant studies in evaluating the usage of various music
interactive interfaces. Analysis of different perspectives of
music visualization, including visualization of music elements, melodies, musical instruments, discography, and the
comparison of music styles are presented. The paper gives a
data analysis from one of the leading streaming applications,
Spotify, correlating with songs on Billboard charts from the
2010s. The results of data analysis from the music domain
are presented graphically. The musical features of several
selected popular songs are visualized. Visualization is based
on the MIDI format, a format important in creating digital
music. New concepts and music data visualization contribute
to limitless enrichment of musical possibilities and music
content.
Keywords—music, digital music, data visualization, Internet
of Musical Things, IoMusT, musical interfaces

I. I NTRODUCTION
Music has a significant anthropological role and it is an
essential element of human society and everyday culture.
Various modern technologies are shaping a new form
of music in which the way of composing, the role of
musicians, and audience participation are changing [1].
The field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) deals
with the interaction of computers and their users to
design, implement, and evaluate new interfaces. It is a
multidisciplinary scientific field that significantly affects
the growing field of the Internet of Things (IoT) [2]. The
HCI and IoT fields are increasingly finding their role in
music through musical interfaces development. The IoT
impacts data science and generates a large amount of data.
Data visualization [3] is one of the fundamental tools of
modern data science. The visualization process involves
preparing data, creating interactive displays to identify
trends, discovering patterns and features, distributing data,
and drawing conclusions based on data.
The motivation for exploring the correlation between
these domains comes from the love of art, primarily music,
and interest in information technology. This paper aims to
analyze the impact of ubiquitous information technology
on the development of music areas, which includes musical creativity, listening ways, learning, and performing
music. The relevant literature in scientific databases was
searched.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly describes the background of this research. Section III presents an overview of research in
three selected categories: the evaluation of musical interfaces, the Internet of Musical Things field, and music visualization. Section IV further explores the possibilities of
visualizing music data in the Jupyter Notebook computing
environment. Finally, the considerations and conclusion
are given.
II. BACKGROUND
Music is the art that interweaves into everyday life the
most. The process of sound digitization is crucial for the
processing of music content, which includes procedures
and computer components that enable the conversion of
sound from an audio signal in analog to digital form. In
addition, of great importance is the music representation in
a classical musical notation that contains instructions for
the performance of music but still allows the musicians
to be creative. Good knowledge of musical concepts is
necessary for digital transfer and symbolic representation.
The most common representations are piano roll display
and Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) format
[4], described in Section IV. Creating music has always
been a human need. The storage of audio data on various
storage media has evolved, starting with sheet music
whose sound would come to life only in live performances,
then recording on physical media: records, magnetic tapes,
and discs. Today, sound has taken the form of digital audio
files and is available on music streaming services.
III. L ITERATURE S URVEY
A. Overview of Evaluation of Musical Interfaces
The field of Music Interaction [1] is strongly related to
the HCI field on whose standards it relies, and most importantly, it is closely related to the world of music. New
approaches to the phases of the music creation process
through interactive systems, Digital Musical Instruments
(DMIs), interaction styles, and technologies concerning
different contexts of use are needed. There is a need for
open musical interfaces that will integrate gestures, enable
precision and flexibility in the music-making process [1].
The HCI field has developed methods and techniques for
system evaluation that are not fully applicable to digital
musical instruments. Young and Murphy [5] considered
applying the evaluation methods from the HCI field to
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DMIs in terms of functionality, usability, and user experience in the use of the instrument. The MINUET
framework [6] was created as a model for understanding
the elements of musical interface design. The authors
highlighted the differences in musical interfaces depending
on the user and aesthetic experience or purpose of working
on music content. There are many challenges in evaluating
musical interfaces in music creation due to knowledge of
instruments from instrument families, temporal, creative,
and emotional aspects of music interaction. Two methods
were presented to evaluate the music-making interaction
[7], the qualitative method of Discourse Analysis and
the quantitative Turing Test method. Another important
aspect of music is live performance. Different contexts
for music performance and the experience of musicians
and audiences have proved significant for the evaluation
of the interactive music system Open Symphony [8]. For
interactive music systems design, it is necessary to choose
and adjust the methodology for evaluating the results
and harmonize the perspectives of interface designers and
musicians. In [9], the development of intelligent user
interfaces for music discovery over the last 20 years
was analyzed through three phases: content-based music
retrieval interfaces, collaborative and automatic semantic
descriptions of musical interfaces, and recommender systems.
A new direction for musical interfaces is the development of a system with music recommendation and adaptation of music content depending on the psychological
concept of personality, the user’s mood, and the situational
context. The relation between personality and musical
characteristics such as key, genre, and the number of
musicians has been shown [10], and approaches related to
the implementation of personality dimensions into music
systems are considered [11]. The possibilities and DMIs
in the context of New Interfaces for Musical Expression
(NIME) have been expanded in [12]. A concept of DMI as
a research product in the context of NIME has been given
and evaluated. A new class of musical instrument research
for Smart Musical Instruments (SMIs), which includes a
combination of digital instruments and smart objects, has
also been developed [13]. SMIs with embedded intelligence provide a new kind of interaction between musicians and instruments, a collaboration between multiple
musicians, and musicians and audiences.
B. Internet of Musical Things
In recent years, opportunities for the development and
application of the Internet of Things into music have
arisen. The Internet of Musical Things (IoMusT), a new
research field, has emerged. IoMusT encompasses the
fields of IoT, music, digital sound, HCI, and artificial
intelligence. It refers to the development of interconnected
devices embedded within physical objects - musical things
and interfaces for creating, performing, and experiencing
music. Turchet, the pioneer in the field of IoMusT, defined
the term Musical Thing as "a computing device capable of
sensing, acquiring, processing, or actuating, and exchang-
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ing data serving a musical purpose" [14]. The IoMusT
is defined as "the ensemble of interfaces, protocols and
representations of music-related information that enable
services and applications serving a musical purpose based
on interactions between humans and Musical Things or
between Musical Things themselves". For this new field,
it is necessary to consider the elements of IoT system
architecture and IoT features that need to be provided,
such as communication of different Things, a network of
connected devices, access, low latency, synchronization,
and device scalability. Vieira, Goncalves, and Schiavoni
[15] defined the standard hardware and software features
and specifications that IoMusT devices should have. It
is also necessary to provide an ecosystem for IoMusT,
similar to the music ecosystem in which audio techniques,
musical instruments, and equipment participate, focusing
on IoMusT devices that are not physically connected.
Digital audio that appears in different formats with different memory usage and sound quality is crucial for data
exchange between IoMusT devices. Turchet and Barthet
[16] presented the IoMusT architecture for innovative
forms of tactile interaction between music performers
and audience members. Research on innovative musical
services considered the communication architecture for
IoMusT based on the 5G framework with requirements to
reduce latency and increase the reliability of data transmission for audio application services [17]. Another IoMusT
client-server architecture with a semantic audio server
using edge computing techniques was proposed [18]. An
operating system suitable for sound and sensor connection
applicable to different hardware is also required. Existing
solutions, Elk Audio OS [19] and Guitar Augmented
Musical Instruments (GuitarAMI) project [20], have used
Linux components. Music affects mood and behavior, and
it is important to make the right music choice in different
environments. Related to this aspect is the Affective Music
Interaction [1] domain. Also, the IoMusT model involving
SMIs, users, and therapists [21] could be applied in music
therapy to improve an individual’s physical, emotional,
and cognitive state.
C. Music Data Visualization
Visualization includes techniques for creating a visual
representation of data in the form of images, animations,
and graphs. The visual display is significant in communicating information, and it is essential in interactive
multimedia. The introduction of data visualization through
various visual elements of the interface improves the
interaction of users and devices and contributes to a better
understanding of the content [3]. The visual aspect in art
is meaningful for conveying the idea, especially in music,
when it adds a new dimension to the sound and thus can
bring the listener closer to certain musical features, emotions, and the artist’s ideas. This subsection will present
visualizations of different aspects of music. Wu and Bello
[22] described the approach to music visualization through
recurrence analysis of harmonic features. The authors
analyzed the influence of visualization on music percep-
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tion and information transfer related to music listening
using different visual and sound cue combinations. The
results showed that the use of visualization with music
improved the speed and accuracy of identifying forms in
classical music. A recent survey paper [23] overviewed
the music visualization techniques depending on musical
data. The authors explored the aspects of the relation
between musicology and visualization and highlighted
related challenges. Instrumentation is an essential feature
of a musical work and represents the arrangement of
musical instruments in the composition. Instrumentation
of a musical composition often determines the belonging
of a composition to a particular genre. Music visualization
systems MoshViz [24] and Instrudive [25] have been
developed to focus on this musical feature to identify
and analyze musical instruments in a composition that can
be useful in learning to play instruments. Deep learning
methods and neural networks are increasingly used due
to the complexity of recognizing musical instruments,
especially in polyphonic recordings. A step forward in the
visual experience of music by studying the style transfer
from music to visual art using different modalities was
made [26]. Music-to-visual style transfer is achieved using
music visualization and style transfer. The colors in art
paintings were changed to colors typical of the painting
style of the art period in which the source music was
placed. Music, as art, affects the feelings of the listeners.
Thus, many musicians tend to portray the mood of their
songs through music videos. Visualizations that follow the
rhythm and dynamics of the songs and integrate them into
dance movements have been created. Many visualization
tools analyze musicians’ creativity and influences among
musicians and genres. Examples of such interfaces that
study the qualitative features of songs include Spotify
Artist Explorer [27] and History of Rock [28]. Spotify
and Behr Paint Company [29] provided the visualization
of music through colors. They created an interactive tool
that assigns a specific color to each song according to
the song’s key music elements and mood. Some of the
analyzed features are key and tempo, and the result is one
of 12 colors from a palette that matches those musical
features. This tool enables personalized color suggestions
to listeners via their favorite songs and learning more about
their color preferences and the song’s mood. Augmented
and virtual reality are visualization tools that provide interactive observations of musical instruments in museums
[23].
IV. M USIC DATA V ISUALIZATION IN J UPYTER
N OTEBOOK
In addition to analyzing individual compositions, data
visualization can be used to compare compositions, analyze songs’ popularity, and analyze lyrics. Music data
analysis can reveal more about the musical taste of the
audience and consumer behavior in the music streaming
services, and provide insight into their music listening
habits. In this section, available data from the music
domain from the Spotify application are analyzed and
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Fig. 1: Data distribution of several Spotify features of
the songs

correlated with the most popular songs on Billboard’s
Year-End Hot 100 Songs chart in the 2010s. The musical
features of several popular songs on the Spotify application
and the Billboard charts are visually displayed. Data were
analyzed and visualized in the Jupyter Notebook computing environment [30], a free and open-source tool for data
science projects. Existing Python visualization libraries for
music visualization [31] were used and analyzed.

Fig. 2: Correlation of audio features - energy vs valence

Fig. 3: Correlation of audio features - loudness vs
popularity
Dataset of song data collected on Spotify music streaming lists was used [32]. These Comma Separated Values
(CSV) files contain columns with information about audio
elements and song properties used by Spotify, such as song
title, artist name, album name, playlist, song popularity,
song duration, acousticness, danceability, energy, instru-
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Fig. 4: Spotify audio features of Billboard songs in 2010s

Fig. 5: Piano roll visualization for selected songs: All of Me – John Legend, Havana – Camila Cabello, Payphone –
Maroon 5 ft. Wiz Khalifa

mentalness, key, liveness, loudness, audio mode, speechiness, tempo, time signature, and audio valence [33]. Fig.
1 presents the data distribution of the selected Spotify
attributes. It is shown that dance, fast, energetic, and
vocal music predominates. Then, the correlation of audio
features was studied. Correlation graphs were created to
determine the relation of specific characteristics. Fig. 2
shows a kind of linear correlation between the feature
of valence (musical positiveness of the song) and the
energy feature. Songs with high audio valence value are
most often energetic, and increasing valence increases the
energy of songs. It is shown that several high-energy songs
have a low audio valence, i.e., they have a negative mood.
The following graph examines the relation between song
popularity and loudness. Loudness represents the overall
loudness of a track in decibels. Fig. 3 shows that louder
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songs are also more popular in the used dataset.
The analyzed dataset of songs from the Spotify music
service was expanded with data from the Billboard YearEnd Hot 100 song charts [34] from 2010 to 2019. The
Billboard Year-End Hot 100 chart ranks the most successful songs in the U.S. in the chart year. Spotify, one of the
leading music streaming services, takes part in the success
of songs on the charts.
Therefore, we analyzed the features of the songs placed
on the 2010s charts and the feature changes over the
decade. More than 200 songs from the merged Billboard
and Spotify data were extracted. The great value of the
song’s popularity on Spotify is related to its high place
on the Billboard charts. Fig. 4 presents some of the
songs’ features (danceability, valence, instrumentalness,
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Fig. 6: Interactive visualization for selected songs using Mido: All of Me – John Legend, Havana – Camila Cabello,
Payphone – Maroon 5 ft. Wiz Khalifa

song duration, mode, and time signature) that characterize
the period of the 2010s. The danceability of the songs
increased from 2013 to 2017, when it reached its peak.
However, over time, songs in that period became less
positive. Instrumental music also had growth in 2017, but
it is still not as popular as vocal music. In the past five
years of the 2010s, the time signature of four beats per
measure characterized most songs. The most used was the
major scale. Over the decade, the average song duration
has changed, with the shortest song duration in 2019 of
about 3,3 minutes.
In addition to audio file formats such as WAV and MP3,
the MIDI format is used for storing music data. It contains
information about music content and is the most common
format for digital music programming and production.
Three popular songs on the Spotify list and highly ranked
on the Billboard Year-End Hot 100 charts were selected
to visualize their musical features. We analyzed the songs’
MIDI format available in [35].
Then, we interactively visualized the melodies using
the Visual MIDI PyPI package [36]. This module enables
extracting MIDI features for each song and converts the
pretty_midi sequence [37] to a Bokeh [38] plot. Fig. 5
illustrates the songs’ visualization in interactive piano roll
mode with the display of tempo, time signature, and notes
in MIDI format over the melody duration. Data about
pitch, velocity, duration, start time, end time, and the
used instruments are displayed by hovering over the MIDI
number representing the note.
The Mido library [39] was used for another aspect of
musical features visualization. This library works with
MIDI messages. The occurrence of notes over time and the
velocity of notes for the selected songs are shown in Fig. 6.
In the melody, the velocity corresponds to the loudness of
the notes. Darker color shades indicate a higher frequency
of notes. The selected songs have different tempos and
time signatures. Visualization of their melody can provide
more information for further analysis and comparison of
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musical features.
The Mido and Visual MIDI libraries support the visualization of data written in MIDI files. Both ways of
visualizing songs offer an interesting illustration of the
music elements. The first illustration is realized with a simple implementation of the Visual MIDI library that offers
much information about the melody content and contains
the necessary modules for analyzing MIDI messages. It
uses the well-known piano roll metaphor used in advanced
software for composing music and in recording studios. In
contrast, the usage of the Mido package allows viewing
all MIDI messages that need to be further extracted and
analyzed to format the data for graphical presentation.
Python library graphs provide interesting visualization of
notes where colors emphasize the dynamic intensity of a
melody.
Observations based on the visual presentation of music
content and a comparison of songs can indicate patterns of
popular songs, a musician’s style, and a culture of listening
to music. Therefore, it is necessary to develop new, simple,
aesthetic, and effective solutions that allow the discovery
of interesting features and patterns in a short time due to
the capabilities of human visual perception.
V. C ONCLUSION
Digitalization continuously transforms all aspects of
human life and activity, including art. In the music world,
technology is finding new ways to reach all its segments:
learning, creating, performing, and listening to music. The
collaboration of music, humanities, and computer science
in designing and developing new music solutions is essential, and HCI methods can play an important role here. In
this paper, we presented an overview of research in the
domains of music and information technology. Available
Python libraries were used and compared to explore the
possibilities of music data visualization. The growing field
of IoMusT has prominent artistic and creative potential.
Developing new interfaces requires defining the architec-
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ture and communication of devices in the ecosystem. Visualization techniques and interesting visual representations
can encourage the interest of music lovers in different
musical features and provide ways to include and reflect
on all musical dimensions. This research expanded the
author’s interests and opened horizons for possibilities and
further work to search for new bonds of music and modern
technology duality.
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Abstract – The new generation of the cellular
communication (5G) presents a highly flexible and
scalable network that is designed to connect virtually
everyone and everything including machines, objects,
and devices.
This new generation is expected to handle ultra-highdefinition video streaming and provide multimedia
services in an efficient way to meet the users’
expectation. In particular, 5G Broadcast has a wide
application in facilitating the distribution of audiovisual media content when covering popular live
events with large audience. Broadcasting in 5G can
be accomplished using either a high-power high-tower
(HPHT) transmitter or IP-based streaming.
In this paper, we evaluated the Quality of Experience
(QoE) for different broadcasting configurations. QoE
is calculated from packet loss and delay parameters. A
range of scenarios are simulated in MATLAB. The
results demonstrate that the deployment of HPHT
base stations reduces delays and packet loss rate, and
the QoE is improved.
Keywords – Broadcast; 5G; Quality of Experience; High
Power High Tower; IP based streaming;

I.

INTRODUCTION

The telecommunications industry, especially wireless
communications, has experienced rapid growth since the
mid-1990s. The rapid development of wireless
communication technologies as well as the exponential
growth of users consuming multimedia services provided
by mobile networks has been generating the need for
higher bandwidth and higher data rate capacities.
The new generation of the cellular communication (5G)
promises higher bandwidth, lower end to end delays and
improved reliability.
The traffic in 5G communication networks is expected to
be dominated primarily by video applications, such as
mobile broadcasting, augmented reality, and ultra-high
content quality delivery. 5G is expected to handle ultrahigh-definition video streaming and provide multimedia
services in an efficient way to meet the users’
expectation.
Compared to LTE, 5G wireless technology is meant to
deliver ten times higher data rates, ultra-low latency,
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almost ten times lower latency, improved reliability,
massive network capacity, increased availability by
ensuring complete coverage irrespective of users’
locations and a more uniform user experience to more
users [1]. Similar to LTE, OFDM with Cyclic Prefix (CP)
is used in 5G networks as the modulation technique in the
New Radio (NR). OFDM is the optimal choice for all link
types in NR because of its advantages in terms of lowcomplexity transceiver design and high spectral
efficiency. The main drawback of OFDM (as with all
multi-carrier waveforms), however, is its high peak-toaverage power ratio (PAPR), which can be a limitation at
very high frequencies. For very high frequencies, OFDM
with Discrete Fourier Transform precoding (DFT-sOFDM) may be used due to its low PAPR and frequency
domain equalization [2].
According to [3], 5G applications can be grouped into
three main topics:
• Massive Internet of Things (IoT) are low power and
low-cost communications, typically connecting
hundreds of small sensors and providing applications
in agriculture, automation, smart homes or smart
cities.
• Mission-Critical (MC) services require features of
high throughput, low latency, with high reliability and
security, and have application in public protection and
disaster relief (PPDR), autonomous driving,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), transportation and
utility, digital health, and other critical verticals.
Examples of these applications are remote medical
surgery and self-driving cars.
• Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMMB) refers to
advanced capabilities to support access to data,
services and multimedia content. The increased user
demand for mobile broadband has led to the
introduction of eMMB that features high throughput,
wide coverage and faster internet service applications.
5G networks will make communication possible
anywhere in the most densely populated and the most
remote locations. In this respect, extreme densification is
one of the main approaches towards the success of 5G,
which is achieved by deploying low transmission power
base stations (BSs) or small (pico, micro) BSs into the
same area using the same spectrum with high
transmission power base stations (BSs) or macro-BSs,
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advancing the networks from macro cell only network
known as Homogenous Network (HomNet) to a
Heterogeneous Network (HetNet). Small cells
deployment is an effective technology for enhancing
coverage and providing broadband mobile access in
hotspots, such as malls, sport stadiums and private
homes.
Broadcast was considered by many stakeholders as an
integral part of the 5G system from the very beginning
[1]. eMBMS provides an efficient way for delivering the
common
multimedia
content.
The
bandwidth
consumption is not depended on the number of users’, but
rather in the number of simultaneous channels that the
operator decides to broadcast. 3GPP has enhanced the
Point to Multipoint (PTM) capabilities of 4G LTE in all
releases since the adoption of eMBMS (enhanced
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service) in Release
(Rel’) 9 [4]. 5G network is expected to offer new
opportunities beyond the capabilities of eMBMS,
including higher than 1Gbps bandwidth, which is needed
for applications such as media streaming and VoIP
(Voice over IP). Multimedia streaming is defined as one
or more media type transmission which can be text,
graphics, voice, video and audio [5]. This concept led to
the birth of IPTV systems, which revolutionized the
entertainment and media industries, delivering better
quality of content [2].
In this work we analyzed the 5G broadcasting through
high power high tower (HPHT) transmitter and IP-based
streaming, and a comparative analysis is derived in terms
of user’s QoE. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: section II describes the HPHT transmitters used
for broadcast communication. The concept of QoE and its
parameters are presented in Section III. In Section IV the
scenarios and results are presented, followed by
conclusions in section V.
II.

HIGH POWER HIGH TOWER (HPHT)

HPHT transmitters operate at effective radiated output
power, which can reach several kW, giving a large
coverage area per transmitter. As a result, the distance
between two neighboring stations is large. Traditional
terrestrial broadcast networks use HPHT transmitters
with much larger inter-site distance compared to mobile
networks that use low power low tower (LPLT)
transmitters, resulting in cells with smaller radius. Thus,
to cover a large area, many stations need to be deployed.
Larger coverage area is achieved by single frequency
networks (SFN) where all transmitters use the same
frequency range to provide the same content. The main
challenge in such networks is the avoidance of selfinterference. To address this issue, a guard interval is
needed in OFDM-based networks. According to 3GPP, a
cyclic prefix of an appropriate length should be adapted
to the inter site distance (ISD) in the network. 3GPP
Release 12 provides cyclic prefixes up to 33 µs, meaning
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that the distance between two neighbor stations should
not exceed 10 km, to avoid self-interference.
However, this is not sufficient for broadcasting networks
that are based on HPHT transmitters, because the intersite distance with the next neighbor can reach up to 100
km. In this case the cyclic prefix needs to be extended to
allow the usage of the HPHT transmitters. The later
introduction of the cyclic prefix of up to 200 µs allowed
the inter site distance up to 60km. According to [7],
longer CPs (e.g., 400 μs) would improve the performance
of LTE broadcasting networks based on HPHT
transmitters and could be considered in further eMBMS
revisions, especially in the context of 5G. On the other
hand, in the LPLT topologies the extension of the CP
may not be necessary since CP 200 μs is sufficient to
cope with the SFN self-interference.
The 3GPP Release 14 and 15 enhanced the 5G broadband
idea with a further enhanced multimedia broadcast
multicast service (FeMBMS), targeting the full spectrum
HPHT applications in the downlink mode. The data
transmission in this case is no longer IP-based but is
realized via broadcast, offering higher quality and
resource savings by better frequency utilization. These
3GPP standards allow the enhancement of cellular
networks topology by deploying an HPHT overlay
network with more than 60 km cell radius, archiving
better and wider coverage for media delivery.

III.

THE CONCEPT OF QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE (QOE)

According to International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) [8], QoE is the degree of delight or annoyance of
the users of an application or service. On the other hand,
according to ETSI, QoE is the measure of user
performance based on both objective and subjective
psychological measures of using an ICT service or
product.
Furthermore, ITU divides the QoE assessment into two
categories: subjective and objective QoE assessment. The
ITU-T’s recommendations [9] for the subjective quality
evaluation follow strict setup and testing conditions. The
method employs the end users’ sessions of viewing a
video and rating of the visual quality using the Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) metric. The MOS is a scale of 1 to
5, which refers to the quality of telecommunication
services according to user perception, as presented in
table 1 [8].
TABLE I. MOS scale [8]
Quality
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad

MOS
5
4
3
2
1
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The MOS evaluation is considered as a reliable method
for reflecting the quality perceived by the Human Vision
System (HVS) and as such it also can be used to validate
an objective QoE model. On the other hand, the
subjective QoE tests have their disadvantages because
they are time-consuming, labor-intensive, expensive and
do not scale. They also do not provide an instantaneous
QoE metric suitable for real-time video assessment or
prediction. On the other hand, the objective QoE method
is the measurement of QoE by involving QoS (Quality of
Service) parameters such as bandwidth delay, packet loss,
error rate etc. In this respect, QoS to QoE mapping is
essential for achieving the objective QoE metrics. But the
QoE cannot be predicted without the previously obtained
recommendations from the subjective method. Thus, both
methods of QoE assessment are useful for network
operators and service providers.
In 5G networks, QoE is defined as the user satisfaction
level that can meet the three scenarios introduced by the
ITU: enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMMB), UltraReliable and Low Latency Communications (ULLC) and
massive Machine Type Connectivity (mMTC). mMTC is
a 5G scenario, the main technical concern of which is
energy efficiency, requiring a longer battery life at a low
cost performance [10].
Theoretically, QoS is a measurement from a technical
perspective while QoE is a measurement from service
user point of view. In this respect, METIS has provided
seven key performance indicators (KPIs) in document
D1.1 [11] and an additional KPI in document D1.5 [12].
This set of KPIs will be used as the main set of QoS
parameters, which should be evaluated in the 5G QoE
assessment model, and includes:
• Traffic volume density is the ratio between the total
user data transmitted in a time span and service
coverage area. The scenario area is composed form
high user density, high data traffic and low mobility.
In this case, the traffic volume density becomes a
suitable QoS parameter.
• Experienced user throughput is the average
throughput data achieved by end users in a span time.
This QoS parameter is suitable in wide area coverage
scenarios. User throughput is required in enhanced
mobile broadband scenarios with high user mobility.
• Latency is a KPI that is required in manufacturing
industries and automotive services, such as selfdriving cars. The mMTC scenario does not have a
tight latency requirement, but ultra-reliable and low
latency communication scenarios have strict latency
requirements due to high safety requirements, high
precision, and real-time communication [8].
• Reliability is the measure of the quality for archiving
a certain level of service. It can be measured with
packet loss rate. Reliability is an important parameter
in ultra-reliable and low latency scenarios, such as
automotive industries that require high mobility and
manufacturing industries that require high precision
with zero mobility.
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• Availability is the percentage of the areas that
provide services at the required level to the end-users
in a coverage area. This parameter is important for
services that require end-user mobility, service
continuity and wide coverage area.
• Energy consumption is the energy spent for each bit
of information. This parameter is important for
mMTC scenarios.
• Security is an important parameter in ULLC and
mMTC type communication scenarios.
According to [13] delay and packet loss have direct
impact on users’ satisfaction. For example, for high
quality audio streaming the PLR should be under the 1%
and delay under 1 ms for meeting the users’ expectations.
Also, in the case of multimedia video streaming services,
the delay and packet loss rate are the two main QoS
parameters that required to be handled in an efficient way
in order to improve the user perceived QoE. The delay is
an essential parameter that can cause dropping of video
packets. When a packet arrives after the end of the
threshold timer, the packet will not be considered in the
real-time application (e.g., video streaming), and is
believed to be lost. In [6] the delay and packet loss rate
are used for computing the user’s QoE.
The proposed model is based on the exponential
hypothesis, shown in the below equation:
QoE(i,j) = exp1.576−(4.188×10−4)×D−(5.766×10−2)×PLR

(1)

QoE(i,j) - user perception UEi from the eNodeBj
D – delay in millisecond
PLR - packet loss rate on the respective link which is
calculated as the percentage of the ratio of the lost
packets and all requested packets.
Since, MOS is a discrete value, authors in [14] extend the
discrete values and proposed Opinion Score (OS) as a
new QoE measurement scale. According to OS scale, the
quality is consider bad when scale is between [0 - 1],
poor [1 - 2], fair [2 - 3], good [3 - 4], and excellent [4 5].
By randomly selecting delay and packet loss rate values,
the impact of these on the user’s QoE using the proposed
method is illustrated the Figure 1. As we can see in the
figure the increases on delay and PLR decrease the user’s
QoE.
For example, when PLR is 2% and delay zero, the MOS
value is around 4.5. Keeping the PLR unchanged but
increasing delay the MOS value decreases under 4.5.
Comparing the figure with the specifications provided
above for high quality audio streaming we can see that
when requirements for delay and PLR are fulfilled the
QoE is above 4.5.
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km from the network (HetNet+HPHT). The value of
transmitting power of the HPHT base station is set to 65
dBm, according to [16]. The antenna height values are set
to 1800 m for the HPHT base station. Delay and packet
loss are also calculated for this network and a comparative
analysis of QoE is presented in the Figure 2. In the figure
is presented the users’ CDF (Cumulative Distribution
Function) for different values of QoE (up to 5). In the
Table II are summarized the setting parameters used for
simulations.

Figure 1. Impact of delay and PLR on QoE [6]

IV.

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

A. Scenario I
A 5G heterogeneous network consisting of macro cells
and pico cells is simulated. The network scenario consists
of 50 macro cells and 170 pico cells. The number of
macro and pico cells are decided according to the 3GPP
recommendations (report 1:3) [15]. The inter-site distance
for the macro base stations is set to 200 m. The value of
transmitting power of the macro base station is set to 43
dBm, while for the micro base station the value is set to
30 dBm. The antenna height values are set to 25m and
10m for macro and pico base stations, respectively.
A total of 1140 users are present randomly in the area,
requesting the same content.
First, the simulations are conducted for the delivery of
video streaming in a heterogeneous network (HetNet).
The delay and packet loss are calculated.
TABLE II. Calculation Parameters
Parameters

Value

Cell radius

200 m

No. of user

1140

No. of macro cells

50

No. of micro cells

170

Macro transmitting power

43 dBm

Micro transmitting power

30 dBm

HPHT transimitting power

65 dBm

Antenna height for macro

25 m

Antenna height for micro

10 m

User’ antenna height

1.5 m

Antenna height for HPHT

1800 m

Noise power density

-174 dBm/Hz

For the same network, we simulated the delivery of video
streaming, but we added a HPHT base station, located 2
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Figure 2: Comparison of HetNet and Hybrid HetNet + HPHT in terms
of QoE

We can conclude based on the simulation results that
users in the HetNet in combination with the HPHT base
station experience a better QoE compared with the users
in the regular HetNet. As we can see, 37% of the users in
the hybrid HetNet + HPHT experience the QoE value of
MOS up to 4, meaning that 63% of the users experience
QoE of MOS value greater than 4 and up to 4.8. On the
other hand, 42% of the users in Hetnet experience QoE
value of MOS up to 4 while the remaining 58% of the
users experience QoE value of MOS in the range between
4 and 4.8.
B. Scenario II
A network with only a HPHT base station (not a HetNet)
with characteristics described above is also simulated.
From the delay and packet loss the QoE is calculated and
presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. QoE in network with HPHT base station
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As we can see from the figure, 45% of the users
experience QoE value of MOS up to 3 while 55% of the
users have value of MOS in the range between 3 and 4.8.
Finally, even though the performance of only the HPHT
base station is evaluated in the second scenario, we
present the QoE evaluation results of both simulations in
one graph in order to derive a comparative analysis
(Figure 4).

From these stimulations we can conclude that a HetNet in
combination with a HPHT base station gives better QoE,
followed by HetNet and HPHT networks.
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Abstract—The underwater world holds plenty of undiscovered secrets, not yet fathomed due to the hostile conditions
in the ocean depths. One of the problems that can be
encountered in such an environment is limited or lack
of visibility. Average cameras, even when equipped with
additional lighting systems, do not allow for data collection
from a greater distance. However, a different kind of imaging
can be used. Based on the laser triangulation approach, a
three-dimensional model of the surroundings can be created
and subsequently analysed. There are numerous devices
that use this method and similar technologies such as light
detection and ranging, but they are characterised by high
complexity and therefore price. In this paper, the design
of a device intended to be mounted on AUVs and ROVs
is presented. The operation principles for the device are
simplified, allowing for relatively cheap creation, yet holding
the required features. This research is complemented with
tests in above- and underwater environments, measuring the
surrounding elements’ dimensions as well as distances to
them.
Keywords—Unmanned vehicles, Camera, Measurement, Triangulation, Optimization

I. I NTRODUCTION
As a relatively young and still developing industry,
underwater robotics has attracted the interest of many
research centers around the world [1]–[5]. Seas and
oceans, still not fully discovered, hide many secrets, both
biological and geographical. Reaching them is extremely
challenging due to the conditions prevailing at the bottom,
where the greatest obstacle is high pressure. Reaching
up to a thousand times more than the atmospheric one,
the pressure makes it impossible for a human being to
dive there. This factor also generates problems for the
machines that would replace humans in the submerging
task – designing and manufacturing vehicles that would
withstand such conditions is quite a challenge. Despite
such difficulties, researchers are making efforts to create
more and more robust robots, both autonomous (Autonomous Underwater Vehicles abbreviated to AUVs [6])
and remote-controlled (Remotely Operated Vehicles as
ROVs [7]), which could help in the exploration of the
underwater world. Many robots have already been created [8]–[10], but the difficulties of their functioning in a
marine environment continue to arise.
One of the problematic aspects is vision [11], which,
in addition to the prospect of collecting statistical data,
is particularly important for autonomous underwater vehicles. As the depth of immersion increases, the amount
of incoming light decreases, which, when using cameras,
can be compensated to some extent by additional lighting.
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However, this involves an additional and considerably high
energy requirement, which results in the need to improve
the power system and therefore affect the weight of the
vehicle. An alternative is to use a different approach,
which is laser-based vision [12], [13].
One such method is the time-of-flight (ToF)
method [14], which measures the distance between
the sensor and the object, based on the time difference
between the emission of a signal in the form of an
electromagnetic wave and its return to the sensor after
being reflected by the object under examination. ToF
scanners mostly use infrared radiation to reconstruct
objects. Despite the advantages of low power and no
negative impact on human health, infrared radiation
is strongly absorbed by water [15], which makes the
underwater scanning process highly challenging without
complex hardware changes. Therefore, the method that
is proposed in this article is laser triangulation. It is a
technique based on simple relationships related to angles
and sides in a triangle [16]. In the case of 3D imaging
techniques, the triangulation uses a camera and a laser
diode that emits a beam of light in the form of a line. As
in the case of ToF methods, the output object is a point
cloud. Triangulation is relatively simple to be realised
due to the simplicity of its design and the lack of need
for sophisticated equipment. Other research centres also
use triangulators [17]–[19], but the solution suggested
in this study proposes to rotate the whole device during
the scan insted of using galvanometer-controlled mirror,
which simplifies the calculations. It allows for relatively
cheap design followed by less complex and timedemanding algorithms. The research is complemented
with tests in above- and underwater environments with an
implementation on Blue Nemo AUV being a part of PWr
Diving Crew project. The possibility to derive scanned
elements’ dimensions and distances to them from the
output point clouds is also presented.
II. A PPROACH
As mentioned in the introduction section, triangulation
method is based on solving triangles displayed in the
Fig. 1.
In order to perform it correctly, it is necessary to
know at least two sides and one angle. In the case of
a laser scanner, the distance between the camera axis
and the laser diode axis is known, which is enforced by
the construction of the scanner and is referred to as the
baseline. Also known is the focal distance of the camera
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of the rotation matrix in X, Y and Z, and t1 -t3 are the
elements of the translation vector coordinates.


r11
 r21

 r31
0

Fig. 1: Triangulation schematic

lens, which is calculated using a calibration algorithm. The
last missing element is the angle value, which determines
the inclination of the laser diode axis to the baseline. The
angle can be determined in advance by an appropriate
design of the scanner, but the calculation of the angle value
using standard methods is not precise and this is due to
the nature of angular measurements. For this purpose, an
algorithm has been written using a calibration board to
accurately measure the angle value.
A. Software
The method itself used in the project consists of several
steps, where the first is the calibration of the camera.
There are currently several calibration methods, Zhang
method [20] being the most popular. This algorithm is
based on the camera obscura model. The strategy assumes registration of an object with known dimensions
from different perspectives, but with unknown position in
space. By projecting a point in three-dimensional space
(Xw , Yw , Zw ) onto a two-dimensional image plane, we
obtain the corresponding pixel with coordinates (u, v).
Using homogeneous coordinates, the perspective transformation with focal lengths in X and Y axes as fx , fy and
(cx , cy ) as the principal point can be written as a linear
system of equations (1).



 
 Xw
u
f x 0 cx 0 

 v  =  0 fy cy 0   Yw 
(1)
 Zw 
1
0 0 1 0
1
By transoforming the system, the formulas for u and v
are obtained (2),(3).
u = fx ·

Xw
+ cx
Zw

(2)

v = fy ·

Yw
+ cy
Zw

(3)

Ideally, the optical axis coincides with the Z axis of the
camera coordinate system and no translation or rotation
occurs. This should be taken into account by multiplying
the internal parameter matrix by the rotation matrix and
the translation vector (4), where r11 -r33 are the elements
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r12
r22
r32
0

r13
r31
r33
0


t1
t2 

t3 
1

(4)

The internal parameters necessary for triangulation can
be calculated, i.e. the focal length, the coordinates of the
optical centre point and the X and Y points. Real cameras,
however, have lenses that focus light and cause geometric
distortions in the image.
The measurement of the angle θ between the laser module axis and the housing, which is needed in calculations,
is extremely difficult to achieve with standard methods.
They are characterised by significant inaccuracy and the
need to perform a series of measurements to average the
results. With these problems in mind, a simple algorithm
was created to calculate the exact angle of the laser module
to the housing. In order to calculate θ, a photograph of a
flat object at a known distance needs to be supplied to
the software. The calibration table can be used again for
this purpose. The pixel closest to the optical centre of
the camera should be selected from the image to obtain
accurate results. Since by default the origin of the pixel
coordinate system is in the upper left corner, the system
must be transformed to the new position, which is at the
optical centre of the camera. The optical centre does not
have to be perfectly in the centre. This is due to the
imperfection of the camera lens, so the optical centre is
usually shifted by a dozen or so pixels from the actual
centre of the image. Alternatively, the principal point can
be selected with a crosshair provided by software and
move the camera along so that the line is aligned with
the crosshair.
The triangulation algorithm is preceded by image processing. Cameras without polarisation filters are sensitive
to overexposure caused by the laser diode light. In order to
correctly analyse the linear laser beam in the image, it is
necessary to perform several operations that significantly
improve the performance of the triangulation algorithm.
The first step is to convert the camera image to grey
scale in order to extract the laser line. The points that
make up the laser line are the brightest, which significantly
simplifies the task of extracting these pixels. The greyscale
image should then be subjected to binary thresholding.
Since the range of pixel values after conversion is between
0 (black) and 255 (white), the image must be thresholded
from a value of 250. However, the resulting image is not
suitable for underwater triangulation. Tests have shown
that the equipment used is sensitive to overexposure caused
by the reflection of the laser beam from the bottom of the
pond. In a terrestrial environment such a binary-processed
image gives very satisfactory results, while under water the
overexposure and image blurring limit the reliance of the
scanning method on binary thresholding alone. To improve
underwater scanning results, a simple centring algorithm
was developed. It is designed to find the geometric centre
of the laser line width seen in the image. The result of
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such action will be bringing the line visible in the image
to the width of exactly one pixel. The use of this algorithm
allows to eliminate overexposure causing visual widening
of the beam in the image and the imperfection of Fresnel
lenses. The centring process involves finding the start edge
and the end edge of the line, then determining its width
and finding its centre. All the white pixels in a given row
are converted to black and then a white pixel is created at
the centre position. In this way, a laser line with a width
of exactly one pixel is obtained in the binary image.
The triangulation algorithm itself can be divided into
two main parts. The first one deals with the actual calculations related to the position of points in space, while the
second focuses on the correct positioning of points in the
point cloud.
The calculation of the distance Zw from the scanner to
the object is done using basic trigonometric functions. The
values Xw and Yw are then calculated previous formulas.
During the calculation, the rotation and translation matrix
must also be taken into account. During calibration, the
algorithm was programmed to find an object of known
shape and size (chessboard). When scanning the environment, the dimensions of the surrounding objects are
unknown, so the calculation of the rotation and translation
matrix is impossible without the implementation of additional algorithms. Therefore, in this project, translation
and rotation along the X and Z axes are not taken into
account (it is assumed that the scanner is not moving when
the scan is performed). However, there is rotation along
the Y axis. Since the exact angle of rotation of the servo
and the time it takes is known, multiplying points by the
rotation matrix allows them to be accurately positioned in
space relative to the scanner. The algorithm for creating the
point cloud itself is not complicated. Program execution
is synchronised with the drive. The known transition time
from the initial angle to the preset servo angle allows to
determine the time between subsequent iterations of the
loop performing the triangulation of the frame registered
at a given moment. The servo rotation time can be varied
as desired, thus affecting the resolution of the scan.

water is 0.00922 m−1 . A Fresnel lens was used to obtain a
linear beam. Due to the Gaussian energy distribution in the
resulting line, which is a property of this lens, a correction
algorithm was used in the software, described later in this
paper. The laser diode was placed in a specially made
waterproof housing made of polyoxymethylene (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Laser diode custom housing

A slide made of glass was chosen for the front of the
housing because of its low refractive index and absorption
(about 2%). The camera in the housing and the laser diode
were mounted in a single holder, which ensures that the
angle between the camera axis and the laser beam remains
constant during scanning. Servomechanism is responsible
for rotation of the whole.
III. E XPERIMENTS
Tests were conducted in both surface and underwater
environments in order to verify the technical capabilities
of the device. The chosen wavelength of the laser beam
is least absorbed by water, so the device can be used
in both environments. Surface tests were executed by
scanning objects made of different materials such as paper,
transparent plastic, wood, and organic matter such as
leaves and plants. The result comparison can be seen in
Fig. 4, 5.

B. Hardware
The triangulator consists of a laser diode, a camera and
a servo as presented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4: Real-life photo of the to-be-scanned objects

Fig. 2: Custom laser triangulator

When selecting a laser diode for the construction of the
scanner, care should be taken that the wavelength emitted
by the diode has the lowest possible absorption by water. A
diode with a wavelength of 450 nm and a power of 50 mW
was chosen, for which the absorption coefficient through
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Fig. 5: Results of scanning of different objects
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Different absorption of the laser beam by the materials
can be observed. Due to this phenomenon, combined with
the data on the dimensions of the object and its distance,
information on the texture of the scanned objects was also
obtained. Transparent objects like the bottle filled with
water on the right cause significant beam scattering and
scan deforming.
In the next step, tests were conducted in a controlled
underwater environment in a swimming pool. The triangulator was mounted on the Blue Nemo AUV model as
shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8: Object scanned in the swimming pool – surface scan

Fig. 6: Custom laser triangulator mounted on Blue Nemo AUV

The scanned object was made of PVC tubing that was
submerged to a depth of one meter (Fig. 7). A test of
surface scanning was performed first (Fig. 8). Since water
behaves like a lens for the camera, a necessary step
was to recalibrate the camera intrinsic parameters. After
recalibration, the experiment was performed and the result
is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: Object scanned in the swimming pool – underwater scan

Fig. 10: Object scanned in the pond – real-life photo

Fig. 7: Object scanned in the swimming pool – real-life photo

After successful testing in the pool, another experiment
with a different object (Fig. 10) was conducted in the
natural environment in a pond. The bottom of the pond,
consisting mostly of soil and leaves, strongly absorbed the
laser beam, which made it easier to find scanned objects
on the bottom, made mostly of reflective materials. As the
tests were conducted at nighttime, conditions similiar to
greater depths were achieved. The output scan was detailed
and Fig. 11.
In all these experimental cases, the data on the element’s
dimensions and the distance to them was returned.
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Fig. 11: Object scanned in the pond – scan image
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS
Underwater world can be really demanding in terms of
vision. Typical equipment such as camera complemented
with lighting may not be sufficient in polluted water
or at great depths. There are other methods of imaging
e.g. time-of-flight. However, they are often complicated
to program and need expensive hardware. Therefore, a
cheap and accurate enough method of laser triangulation
has been developed and tested. The very first tests of
the device were performed on land and were successful.
In underwater environment, scanned images sometimes
presented low quality, particularly due to laser absorption
by water or reflections. This error can be eliminated by
utilizing a more powerful laser or with some postprocessing algorithms. The device can be easily mounted
on AUV or ROV, delivering scans of the seafloor. One
major disadvantage of this solution may be the fact that
the for now the vehicle has to remain stable in one
position when scanning, otherwise distortion to the image
will be introduced. However, this also can be remedied
by appropriate algorithms (Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping) using position and acceleration delivered by
vehicle’s sensors such as Doppler Velocity Log or Attitude
and Heading Reference System.
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Abstract—Underwater vehicles are capable of relieving
humans of task execution in hazardous environments, such
as seas or oceans. Elevated pressure, poor visibility and the
importance of structural tightness are just a few factors that
must be considered during the design and later in the implementation phase. In this paper, a comparative analysis of the
underwater robot design steps is shown using the example
of the PWr Diving Crew project, where simplified Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROVs) were improved to Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) with enhanced environment
perception and capability of autonomous task performance.
Robots’ characteristics and the altered approach to the
problem in successive vehicle generations are described, and
the conclusions on the structure optimization are drawn
based on the experience gained in the process.
Keywords—Inspection, Unmanned vehicles, Design engineering, Comparison, Remotely Operated Vehicles, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles, Mechanical model

I. I NTRODUCTION
The fact that more than 70% of the Earth’s surface is
covered by both fresh and salt water makes underwater
exploration extremely important in terms of geoscience
advancements [1]. Apart from the desire to improve bathymetric maps, the motivating factor for mankind to create
underwater expeditions is wrecks or sunken monuments
investigation [2], [3] and the prospect of biological secrets hidden in the depths [4]. In spite of the significant
progress in technologies, design and material engineering,
the process of unravelling the deep sea is significantly
slower than acquiring knowledge of the full atmosphere
composition and topography of distant planets, located
millions of kilometres away from Earth. Currently, only
about 20% of seafloor spanning as deep as 11 kilometres
is mapped [5], which is due to the highly challenging
conditions associated with working in this hostile environment. The most crucial aspect that must be taken into
consideration when planning any underwater research is
the high pressure, which increases with depth and can
exceed the atmospheric pressure even thousand times at
the bottom of the ocean. As such conditions, combined
with low temperatures and the presence of dangerous
creatures, make divers’ involvement impossible, all deepsea expeditions must be carried out using manned or
unmanned underwater vehicles [6], [7].
However, the use of such vehicles is not straightforward
either [8]. Already at the design stage, factors such as
pressure distribution on individual structural elements [9],
buoyancy, structural strength of available materials [10]
and feasibility of sealing leak-sensitive joints must be
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considered. Care should also be taken to ensure that
peripherals such as sensors, manipulators with grippers
and additional lighting can be easily attached or replaced.
All these aspects are strongly related to the depth at which
the robot is supposed to work – during the day and near
the surface during additional lighting is not crucial, and the
forces acting on the structure do not pose a great challenge
for sealing.
The underwater robotics sector is an industry that
is constantly evolving and requires continuous design
improvements. In this study, we present approaches to
underwater robot design based on the long-standing PWr
Diving Crew project. The mechanical properties, as well
as possible robots applications, were analysed. While there
are many analyses and methods of underwater vehicle
design [11]–[20], the aforementioned project provides a
comparative analysis of four fully operational and tested
robots that give an overview of the different techniques
for creating underwater vehicles, the quality determinants
considered at the design stage and the results of such
assumptions.
II. A NALYSIS AND DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
In this study, four selected underwater robot models
from the PWr Diving Crew project (Fig. 1) were analysed.
Although the first robot, namely ROV1 [21], started this
underwater research, it was not included in this paper’s
scope.
The premise of ROV2 was to create a robot with smaller
dimensions which, contrary to ROV1, could house sensors
helping with surroundings exploration. Additionally, the
number of thrusters was increased in order to improve the
robot’s mobility.
ROV3 was improved in terms of the strength of the hull
and the number of sensors at the expense of the hull’s size.
The first tests of autonomous operations were conducted.
ROV4 is an example of a different approach to the
hull design – the shape was changed along with the
materials used. Mounting additional thrusters resulted in
a manoeuvrability improvement. The robot, despite the
indicative name, had two modes of control: it could finish
basic tasks autonomously or be remotely operated.
The last vehicle called Blue Nemo was created on the
basis of ROV4 with full autonomy in mind. The main
concern was to make the body smaller and lighter while
keeping the possibility to mount all the necessary sensors.
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Fig. 1: PWr Diving Crew project’s analysed robots – models and real-life photos

A. Physical properties
ROV2 was the smallest amongst all the robots, which
can be seen in Tab. I. Its volume and mass resulted
in negative buoyancy, therefore the consumption of the
electrical energy for maintaining the vehicle’s right position was high. ROV3 was much bigger and its physical
properties caused floating on the surface, which also was
not optimal in terms of saving energy. Both robots had a
shape of a prism of a trapezoid base tapering downward.
Pressure distribution on such hulls did not guarantee high
endurance. Hence, the ROV4’s hull was cylindrical, with
three transverse frame boards connected by six buoyancy
tubes. The gaps in these transverse elements reduced
the impact of water resistance, ensuring less energyconsuming movement. ROV4 was the biggest and heaviest
vehicle. The robot was designed to have slightly positive
buoyancy to ensure the resurfacing in case of any system
failure, however, it had to be weighted down with ballast
weights. Transporting the robot and its manoeuvrability
were problematic, so Blue Nemo is much smaller and
lighter, keeping a similar shape.

height [mm]
width [mm]
length [mm]
mass [kg]
volume [cm3 ]

ROV2

ROV3

ROV4

Blue Nemo

358
496
358
13
15582

530
540
318
18
9639

535
659
629
37
13057

450
490
625
28
12231

TABLE I: Vehicles’ dimensions (±1mm), mass (±1kg)
and volume (±1cm3 ) comparison. Volume was derived
only from the model, omitting the additional components
attatched to the vehicles
B. Chassis
Over time, the design of the robots changed both in
shape and materials. The frame of the ROV2 was made
of aluminium sheets, and its hull was divided into two
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chambers made of high-density polyethylene. The selected
polymer resulted in the vehicle’s acid-, salt- and alkaliresistance, however - after initial tests - the need to replace
it with a more mechanically durable material occurred.
Therefore, in ROV3, an acid-resistant aluminium frame
and single-chamber carbon fibre composite body made the
robot sturdy. When designing ROV, the concept of the
structure changed and the robot was no longer a compact
body but consisted of an aluminium cylinder held in place
by a polypropylene frame cut with a waterjet method.
The frame protected the hull from direct impact with
the environment, improved hydrodynamic properties and
allowed for easy external equipment attachment. The sides
of the cylinder were covered with a polycarbonate plate
on the front and an aluminium one on the back acting as
both sealing and the connecting hub to the electronics. The
shape was beneficial in terms of mechanical characteristics, so in the next model, Blue Nemo, it was not changed.
However, contrary to ROV4, polyoxymethylene (POM)
was utilized as a frame structural material. This polymer
ensures high geometrical tolerances during machining and
high resistance to water conditions. It was also used
for side pipe plugs custom made on CNC machines. In
previous ROV editions, these elements were made with 3D
printing technology from ABS, later sealed by acetonation,
which resulted in lower tightness. Regarding ROV4 and
Blue Nemo, the supports that keep electronics components
organized inside the hull were also 3D printed, but mainly
from PLA, which would not be applicable in a water
environment.
Apart from standard water protection techniques applied
to all robots (such as O-rings [22], cable glands, thread
glue on some screws), in ROV3 inner electronic components were potted with a non-conductive epoxy resin and
the outer wires were insulated with a silicone coating. As
it was a non-reversible solution, the epoxy coating idea
was abandoned and an improvement to the wire outlets
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was applied from ROV4 on - custom debu-connectors
(Fig. 2, Fig. 3) ensured the required tightness as well as
a possibility to unplug the cables on demand to perform
necessary servicing.

Fig. 2: Custom debu-connector design

movement management. ROV2 has been equipped with a
gyroscope, accelerometer, magnetometer that allowed us
to direct the vehicle properly. The robot also had a camera
and 2 LEDs attached to its bottom. In the next iteration,
an inertial sensor and pressure sensor for submersion
level data were added, which helped with determining
the robot’s position. A leakage detection device allowed
for detecting and handling leakage emergencies. ROV4
was additionally equipped with integrated accelerometer
AHRS, sonar and hydrophones. It greatly increased the
abilities of the vehicle in terms of autonomous operation.
Moreover, the lighting was improved to wide-angle LEDs
with a total emission of 4500 Lumens. Blue Nemo had peripherals similar to ROV4’s, but was additionally extended
with another ultrasonic sonar and a Doppler Velocity Log.
E. Water-related properties

Fig. 3: Debu-connectors on the aluminium plate covering the
back of the cylindrical hull

C. Mobility
All of the robots were designed to have six degrees of
freedom and the maximum mobility possible. Although
the first iterations did not achieve full holonomicity due
to the frame design, the later designs were holonomic.
ROV 2 had 6 motors, 4 of them attached to the lower
plane of the robot and set in x-shape configuration, which
allowed for forward and backward movement as well as
rotation. A pair of perpendicular motors were responsible
for draft control. Due to the design, a significant moment
of inertia Iz hindered rotation around the Z-axis. This
problem was also present in the next model, ROV 3, but
to a lesser extent. ROV 3, however, used 7 motors, four
of which were mounted in the x-shape, similar to the
previous iteration, and 3 were responsible for the Z-axis
movement. Subsequent designs had completely different
shapes and dimensions, so the layout and the number of
motors needed to be adjusted accordingly. In ROV4, four
motors controlling the horizontal movement were mounted
at an angle of 45 degrees to the longitudinal axis of
the robot, which allowed for full forward, backward and
sideway movement. The other motors were responsible for
movement along the Z-axis. A similar configuration was
used in Blue Nemo, however, the inclination of the motors
was shifted from 45 degrees to 30 degrees. It was justified
by the predominant forward movement of the vehicle.
D. Peripheral devices
Apart from the sole purpose of collecting the statistical and analytical data, sensors are crucial for robot’s
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1) Buoyancy: The buoyancy force, which determines
the behaviour of submerged objects under the surface of a
fluid, is a very important parameter when it comes to the
energy requirements for submerging and resurfacing the
vehicle. In the design of the robot from the first generation,
the aim was for the buoyancy force to be slightly greater
than the vehicle’s gravity force, so that the immersion does
not put a significant load on the engines, and in case of
loss of communication, the robot would not drown but
would float to the surface of the water.
In previous generations, however, this parameter was not
taken into account during the planning process, resulting
in the need for subsequent interference with the design.
During testing, the vehicle’s underwater behaviour was
checked and then elements to increase the volume or mass
were added. In the latest generation of the robot – Blue
Nemo – this property was already considered at the design
stage. To determine the relationship between buoyancy
force and gravity force of the vehicle, its total volume
and mass were calculated. In ROV4 the buoyancy force
was significantly greater than the gravity force and it was
necessary to add more weight. Therefore, Blue Nemo’s
volume was reduced by using four open side pipes. In
addition, a vehicle levelling system – based on weights
placed in the two lower pipes – allowed for additional
adjustment of the vehicle weight during testing without
significant interference with the structure. With vehicle’s
mass mv , volume Vv , gravitational acceleration g and
water density ρw , gravity force and buoyancy force can
be calculated. Their difference (1) for Blue Nemo for two
and for six pipes closed from both sides was analysed, the
latter being the case of ROV4.
∆ = ρw · g · Vv − mv · g

(1)

After applying the modification, the difference between
these two forces decreased significantly, from 29.3 N
to 3.3 N, which had a positive effect on the robot’s
submersibility.
2) Flow: Flow analysis allows the designers to check
the vehicle’s behaviour inside the medium without building the prototype, thus greatly reducing the manufacturing
costs. In this study, computational fluid dynamics was used
to model the water moving around the robot to analyse
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how the flow behaves. The speed of the flow was set to
the cruise speed of 1.5 m
s .
The ROV2’s prism hull was not designed with streamline consideration, however, the compactness of the frame
in addition to relatively small velocity made the hydrodynamic effects negligible (Fig. 4). No turbulences occured
behind the robot and the disturbed flow above and below
was significantly smaller than in ROV3.

different mounting points of thrusters, the streamlines of
the robot was hindered (Fig. 7). The water had difficulties
moving through the sides and the turbulence occurs behind
the robot, affecting the possible maximum speed of the
robot as well as the efficiency. The improvements to the
geometry could be made by changing the mounting points
of thrusters, thus allowing the fluid once again to move
uninterrupted along the sides of the hull.

Fig. 4: ROV2 flow analysis

With the larger body as well as the two-part structure
consisting of the hull and the battery mounts, the hydrodynamic properties of ROV3 were worse (Fig. 5). The flow
split in half creating turbulence behind the robot with the
disturbances growing significantly.

Fig. 5: ROV3 flow analysis

ROV4 was the robot with the best hydrodynamic
behaviour (Fig. 6) – the change from prism-based to
cylinder hull as well as the addition of accompanying
frame allowed water to move more freely along the robot.
Hence, negligible turbulences were produced and flow
went practically undisturbed as opposed to the previous
two iterations.

Fig. 6: ROV4 flow analysis

Blue Nemo kept most of the flow characteristics of
ROV4. However, because of the smaller dimensions and
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Fig. 7: Blue Nemo flow analysis

III. C ONCLUSION
Over the years, knowledge on the topic of designing and
creating underwater vehicles in PWr Diving Crew project
was gathered. A lot of solutions, materials and motor layouts were tested, allowing for gradual optimization of the
design. In this study, the analysis of four robots under various constructional criteria was performed. Different shapes
of the body influenced mobility along with hydrodynamic
properties – change from prism-based shape of the body to
cylindrical one improved strength properties and lessened
movement resistance in the water. Taking buoyancy and
streamlines into consideration during the design phase resulted in reducing power consumption. In general, it is best
to aim at neutral buoyancy as it minimises the energy used
to counteract this force, however, assuring it is slightly
postivie helps in resurfacing and recovering the vehicle in
case of a system failure. The thrusters placement was also
an important factor in terms of the holonomicity of the
vehicle and improving its manoeuvrability. Additionally,
whether the robot was supposed to be autonomous or
remotely operated, different peripheral devices were added
to ensure proper functioning. Apart from the standalone
designs, techniques for sealing the hulls were developed
and improved over the iterations.
It would be interesting to see how the robots would act
in a deep-water environment – for now they are mainly
tested in shallow, coastal water and in pools, although
their material strength allows for deeper exploration. In
the future work, detailed finite element analysis, buoyancy
and streamline planning will be performed at the design
stage to allow for even better underwater properties. Improvement of the vehicles will hopefully result in possible application in further sea expeditions, making them
contribute to the international seas and oceans research
advancement.
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Abstract - UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) are
increasingly being used for all sorts of tasks, of which UAV
video shooting is a famous example. In order to reduce the
cost of buying an UAV, there is the possibility of making
your own UAV. The aim of this work was to make an UAV
operated by the Arduino as the main "brain" instead of a
commercial flight controller. The successful and rather
cheap construction of the Arduino UAV proved that
everyone can have their own UAV with a little effort.
Keywords – arduino; quadcopter; PID; controller;

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper explores one attempt to learn more about
UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) through the task of
constructing one. The construction was influenced by
designs found in research literature [1] [2] [3] and widely
available online DIY materials. The paper covers the
choices regarding the design of the UAV and its
components. The paper also touches on the topic of
control of the UAV. The project proved as an ideal
opportunity to use and test the acquired theoretical
knowledge.

II.

UAV DESIGN

A. Arduino
Arduino is an open-source hardware and software
company that designs and manufactures computer
equipment, programs, and most of all microcontrollerbased equipment to create interactive objects that control
physical devices. This project is based on the design of
microcontrollers, manufactured by several manufacturers,
using different microcontrollers.
This system has sets of digital and analog input/output
(I/O) pins that can be connected to many expansion cards
and other circuits. The Arduino supports serial
communication, including USB on some models, for
downloading programs from personal computers. For
microcontroller programming, the Arduino project
provides an IDE based on the Processing programming
language that supports the C and C ++ languages.
B. The Quadcopter
Multi-motor UAV are very unstable and require some
kind of computer for stable flight. The so-called "brain"
of this UAV combines data taken from gyroscopes,
accelerometers and various other sensors that can be
installed on the UAV, such as a barometer or IMU
(inertial measurement unit), so that it can remain in
precise orientation and position. They are named
depending on the number of motors, so a two-motor
UAV will be a bicopter , a three-motor tricopter , the
UAV described in this paper, a quadcopter and many
others and are used for different purposes depending on
the number of motors. It will be easier to carry things
with a small number of motors, while UAV with many
more motors will be able to carry a weight close to a
human. In this paper, the "X" version of the quadcopter
will be used. The diagram of the motor rotation in this
version is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Rotation diagram of bicopters, tricopters and quadcopters
(CW - clockwise, CCW - counterclockwise
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Figure 3. Outrunner brushless DC motor

Figure 2. Quadcopter frame

III.

UAV COMPONENTS

A. UAV frame
Many materials that are easily accessible to everyone
were used in the construction of the UAV frame (see Fig.
2.), e.g., for the central part, to which the microcontroller
is attached, and which connects the arms, a piece of
thicker plastic was used, and for the arms a piece of
aluminum U profile was used. Then holes were drilled,
and everything was connected and fastened with metal
screws. All this together can be conveniently purchased in
local shops or hardware stores, thus reducing the overall
cost of the UAV, while increasing quality and aesthetic
appearance.
B. Arduino flight controller
The controller, the so-called UAV’s "brain" is based
on an Arduino microcontroller that controls the flight of a
quadcopter. From operations related to receiving signals
from the remote control, calculating data coming from
sensors to sending information to electronic commutator
speed switches, the Arduino Uno, which features an
ATmega 328P microcontroller, is responsible for
everything. The mentioned 8-bit IC runs at 8 MHz and
contains 32 kB of flash memory. The Arduino Uno
requires a power supply of at least 5V. It also contains a
lot of analog outputs for motors and various sensors and a
remote-control receiver can be connected, leaving enough
space for more different sensors or cameras if desired.
C. Quadcopter motors
Brushless DC motor drive is a synchronous motor that
uses DC power. The motor is driven by an electronic
switch; it controls the amplitude and phase of the DC
pulses sent to the motor so that it can rotate at a certain
speed. The characteristics of these motors are high speed
and fast change of speed, low friction, and noise, but they
are large consumers and have a low starting torque. These
motors are considered to be small electric motors because
they have a power of less than 1 kW and they are motors
of very small dimensions.
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For the UAV to be able to fly without any vibrations
and potential problems, four identical motors with the
same characteristics are used. The only difference is the
threads on the motor shafts, two motors have a normal
thread for attaching the propeller to rotate the motor
counterclockwise, while the other two motors have a
reverse thread for attaching the propeller rotating
clockwise.
There are two types of such DC motors, and they are:
inrunner and outrunner. We used an outrunner motor (see
Fig. 3.) for this UAV due to the cheaper price.
D. Propellers
Propellers are responsible for creating the air thrust
that lifts the UAV into the air. They are mostly made of
lightweight materials like plastic or carbon.
Larger propellers take more air with momentum and
thus use more energy for rotation, so they will react more
slowly to the input signal from the motor [3]. The
advantages of larger propellers are greater thrust and
because they work in a larger space, they "stand" in the air
better. Smaller propellers respond faster to signals from
the motor because they spin through less air and require
less power to change speed.

Figure 4. Propellers 5030 with 2 blades
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The size of the propeller should match the rest of the
UAV. If too small propellers are placed on the UAV, the
motor will generate high revolutions per minute and
produce low thrust. Also, placing oversized propellers on
smaller UAV will create difficulties for motor rotation,
overheating and low thrust will occur. Wrong propeller
selection can seriously damage motors and electronic
switches.
For the quadcopter it is necessary to use four
propellers, two of which are made to rotate clockwise, and
the remaining two to rotate counterclockwise. This is done
to reduce the internal torque of the UAV to zero. 5030
propellers are used (as seen in Fig. 4.) in this project. They
are 5 "or 127 mm long, and have a pitch of 3" or 76.2 mm.
Figure 5. MPU 6050 gyroscope

E. ESC (electronic switch)
ESC, or electronic speed controller, is an electronic
switch that controls signals and sends them to the motor
so that it can rotate at a certain speed. ESC is connected
directly to the power supply and has a 3-wire connector
(+ 5V, ground and signal), on the other hand there are 3
more outputs that connect to the motor. An ESC that can
withstand a current of up to 30A will be used for work,
which is more than enough because we have about 12A
for the motor. It contains a BEC (Battery eliminator
circuit). The ESC provides 5V DC voltage up to 2A
which is enough for the controller, so the controller is
connected to one of the ESCs for its power supply.
F. The battery
The battery used in this paper consists of three cells
made of lithium and polymer. Each cell is charged to a
maximum of 4.2V, which means that a full battery will
have a voltage of 12.6V. Since the three-cell batteries are
delivered at a voltage of 11.1V, each cell is charged to
3.7V, which is the safest voltage for cells. Battery
capacity is 2200 mAh.
The discharge current is measured using the C mark; it
is a specific characteristic of all batteries that indicates
how fast the battery can be discharged. For example, a 1C
battery will discharge for an hour. This label can be used
to calculate the maximum discharge current. Considering
that the 60C mark is on the battery used in this work, the
60C is multiplied by 2.2A taken from 2200mAh and
132A of maximum discharge current is obtained. It is
also more than enough electricity for the UAV used in
operation. For this quadcopter, this battery lasts
approximately 5-8 minutes.
G. Gyroscope
The gyroscope is one of the most important parts that
all UAV contain. It is a sensor that measures the change
in the angle of an object. It communicates with the
Arduino I2C protocol, and this data is exchanged at the
rate determined by the Arduino. The sensor sends data on
the change of angle, which is then processed in the
microcontroller, thus correcting the angle of the UAV.

different data for each axis. It calculates the change in
angle by measuring the speed of rotation about a certain
axis and then converts it into an electrical signal.
The MPU6050 gyroscope (seen on Fig. 5.) is used
because it also contains an accelerometer that serves to
better estimate the angle. The voltage required for the
operation of this sensor is 2.37-3.46V. Since the sensor
has a built-in 3.3V voltage stabilizer we can connect it to
5V from the Arduino to get enough power.
IV.

UAV CONTROL

A. PID control
The program code that is written to the controller is
based on the PID controller (seen on Fig. 6.). PID can be
written as P-proportional, I-integral and D-derivative
action. PID control is used for various purposes such as
industrial control of temperature, flow, pressure, speed,
and other similar procedures.
The main goal of the PID controller is to keep the
input angles, which are obtained from the gyroscope,
equal to the inputs provided by the receiver, e.g., if the
pilot wants the UAV to be in place without any
movement, the change in angle measured by the
gyroscope should be zero. To achieve this, the PID
controller calculates the error in changing the angles and
sends signals to the motors to keep the UAV in the plane.
B. PID tuning
For the UAV from this work to be able to fly smoothly
and accurately without vibration, accurate controller
gains should be set for each regulator. First, for each of
the different channels (pitch, yaw, roll) the P-gain is set
to 1. Then the UAV is held in the hand and the throttle is
increased so that it can be seen if the steering wheel is
correcting the UAV in the right direction. The yaw
channel is then set to P-gain at 4 and I-gain at 0.02, which
prevents the UAV from rotating around the yaw axis
during flight, and D-gain remains at 0.

This sensor measures the change of angle in all
directions, which means that it has three axes and sends
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Figure 6. Block diagram of a PID controller

Tuning starts with D-gain, D increases. -gain to the
point where the UAV becomes "restless" and then the
gain is reduced until it becomes "calm" again, so the
value is taken to be approximately 25% lower. In this
paper, this value is set to 18. The next step is to find a
sufficient P-gain that increases in the value range of 0.2
until it starts to make up for the errors too much. This
value is reduced by 50% and this is set as the basic P-gain
setting.
In this paper, a gain value of 1.3 was set on the UAV.
I-gain increases gradually by 0.01, when the UAV starts
to oscillate slowly, the value decreases by 50% and this is
used as the basic gain. In this case it is 0.04. Then the Pgain is increased again to fast oscillations, reduced by a
few steps and a stable quadcopter is obtained. After that,
one can still experiment with the optimal values of the
PID controller to make the UAV even more stable.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, for educational purposes, quadcopter
controlled by an Arduino microcontroller, and an
algorithm based on a PID controller, was made as seen on
Fig. 7.
There are many obstacles in the design of this type of
UAV that can be encountered through testing. The biggest
problem is making the frame of the UAV. The strength of
the "arms" of the UAV is most important due to the
vibrations created by the rotation of the propeller. The
mentioned frame from the work for the UAV is the third
version of the frame. It is solid and does not cause much
interference for the gyroscope.

rewound and this time they were fastened with shorter
screws to prevent damage to the windings.
Consider everything learned, if a new version of the
quadcopter was to be made to, it would be smaller and
lighter to make it faster. This would be achieved by
making and 3D printing a smaller plastic frame and
placing a smaller capacity battery. Also, ideally it would
be autonomous [4].
VI.
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Another big challenge in the construction was the
motor drives. The bolts that fasten the motors to the
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Abstract - This paper deals with the augmentation of the
existing BADA 3 performance model to incorporate one
engine inoperative flight performance option. BADA aircraft
performance model was made by EUROCONTROL and
represents a base of aircraft data relevant for aircraft
performance. The model is mostly used for simulating
aircraft trajectories in airspace where the behavior of
aircraft is realistic if it flies ordinary regimes, but less
realistic when it comes to engine failures. Flying with an
inoperative engine is specific and differs from ordinary
operations in terms of operational limits that affect
operational efficiency and safety itself. The modeling
principle was tested using available data from the aircraft
operation manual (AOM) and aircraft flight manual (AFM)
for twin-engine turboprop passenger aircraft Dash 8 Q400
used for regional transport. The objective is to analyze and
compare changes in aircraft performance after an engine
failure during flight. Corrections for the current
aerodynamic model are given for the case of cruise flight with
one engine inoperative. Results of modeling are commented
and recommendations for further research are given.
Keywords – one engine inoperative, engine failure, total energy
method, aircraft performance, BADA

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the growing number of all forms of traffic in the
last century, simulations and forecasts are today an
extremely useful tool in planning traffic flows. Thus,
aviation is no exception, moreover, it is one of the fastestgrowing branches that still maintains a positive trend [1].
Accurate forecasts are essential for optimal planning and
resource management to keep costs to a minimum,
maximize earnings, and keep the entire industry at a
certain level of safety.
The BADA performance model [2] is one of the tools
used by the modern aviation industry (it's operational part)
to predict behaviors and trajectories of aircraft in their
daily operations. There are over a thousand recorded users
worldwide (including universities, air traffic control
providers, airlines, airspace navigation service providers,
etc.). BADA Family 3 accurately models aircraft behavior
over the nominal part of the flight envelope to meet today’s
requirements for aircraft performance modeling and
simulation.
The objective of this paper is to augment the BADA 3
model in the case of one engine inoperative (OEI) flight
regime. Flying with an inoperative engine is specific and
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differs from ordinary operations in terms of operational
limits that affect efficiency and safety itself [3-4].
Multi-engine aircraft are designed to operate on a
single-engine. A safe flight with OEI is regulated by
EASA Certification Specifications (EASA CS) and has to
comply during certification [5]. On multi-engine aircraft,
when an engine fails, the aircraft will yaw and roll into the
fail side. This effect is caused because the operating engine
is producing more thrust and energy which will change the
center of lift and acceleration than the inoperative engine.
The stability and control characteristics of a turboprop
aircraft will change significantly if one engine inoperative
condition occurs during the cruise phase. The pilot will use
maximum continuous power of the operative engine and
deflect the rudder and aileron to balance roll and yaw
moment. It means total drag increase and even less power
for maneuvering except only those from engine failure. In
that case, performance degradations manifest themselves
as increased power for level cruise flight, decrease in
airspeed and operational ceiling, lower climb and turn
capability. In single-engine operations of turboprop
aircraft, better performance will be achieved, when the
inoperative engine is feathered, i.e. aligned with the
relative wind and not windmilling. This will reduce drag
on the inoperative engine and allow a better climb
performance. The outside temperature, pressure altitude,
and weight of the aircraft will also affect the performance
greatly.
Since the engine failure will not only affect the available
power but also drag coefficients of the aircraft. Using data
from the aircraft’s operation manual (AOM) the aim is to
determine corrections for given coefficients within the
BADA 3 aircraft drag model. Calculated values of the drag
polar coefficients can then be compared with nominal ones
according to the BADA 3 model, which would show the
influence of engine failure on the total drag of the aircraft.
Microsoft Excel is used for all calculations as well as a data
display. The nonlinear optimization was used to determine
the coefficient of drag using the total energy model of the
aircraft.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II. includes
background information on BADA 3 aircraft performance
modeling and the total energy performance model. Section
III. describes the research problem and its formulation
using available aircraft data. Results and discussion are
presented in Section IV., and the paper is concluded in
Section V.
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II.

BADA PERFORMANCE MODEL

For purposes of simulating a flight scenario by air traffic
management service providers, it is necessary to use an
aircraft model that would accurately predict a flight path
in different conditions and phases of flight.
EUROCONTROL, as the head organization for air safety
in Europe, in cooperation with aircraft operators and
manufacturers has developed the BADA database
describing the model of theoretical performance and
relevant flight parameters for a number of aircraft. BADA
is based on a kinetic approach to aircraft performance
modeling, which models aircraft forces. Each aircraft
model is described with a set of coefficients that are used
by general, operational and configuration characteristics
for specific aircraft model. They are used for the
calculation of fuel consumption, thrust/power, resistance,
envelope flight and altitude capabilities. Also, parameters
necessary to describe nominal cruising, climbing and
descending are also contained within.
BADA 3 aircraft performance model is used mainly for
the purpose of simulating aircraft trajectories in a given
airspace. This simulation of aircraft's behavior is very
realistic as long as the aircraft is in its usual flight phase
and procedure, the so-called nominal part of the flight
envelope, but not in the event of engine failure. The total
energy model is a useful equation for calculating
performance, according to which the speed of work
performed on an aircraft by in-flight forces is equal to the
rate of change of its potential and kinetic energy according
to the expression:
𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑇𝐴𝑆
(𝑇𝐻𝑅 − 𝐷) ∙ 𝑇𝐴𝑆 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝑔
+ 𝑚 ∙ 𝑇𝐴𝑆
(1)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
symbols meaning:
THR – thrust acting in horizontal plane,
D – drag,
TAS – true airspeed,
m – aircraft mass,
g – gravitational acceleration of Earth,
h – altitude,
𝑑 ⁄𝑑𝑡– time derivative.
Excluding high-lift devices or spoilers there are two
mutually independent ways of controlling the vertical
trajectory of an aircraft, and those are increasing or
decreasing the power/thrust and deflection of the elevator.
Using one of these two causes any two of three variables
thrust/power, flight speed, or climb/descent speed to
change. The remaining variable can then be calculated by
the total energy model equation. The following are
therefore three possible calculations of the corresponding
quantities derived from the previous one [2].
1) Rate of climb/descent calculation - power and
speed control
The rate of climb or descent (ROCD), i.e. the vertical
speed of an aircraft, represents the ratio of change in
altitude in observed time. Assuming that speed and
thrust/force are controlled separately, the total energy
model equation can be used to calculate the resulting climb
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or descent speed. This is common when
climbing/descending with a fixed power setting while
maintaining a certain constant speed, calibrated or in the
form of Mach number (for example, climbing with the best
angle or climbing with the shortest time). The equation for
this case, with addition of temperature correction, can be
written in the following form:
𝑑𝐻𝑝 𝑇 − ∆𝑇 (𝑇𝐻𝑅 − 𝐷) ∙ 𝑇𝐴𝑆
=
𝑑𝑡
𝑇
𝑚𝑔0
𝑇𝐴𝑆 𝑑𝑇𝐴𝑆
[1 + (
)(
)] − 1
𝑔0
𝑑ℎ

𝑅𝑂𝐶𝐷 =

(2)

The last member in equation (2) can be expressed by
introducing a new concept, so-called Energy Share Factor
(ESF) as a function of Mach number using the the
expression (3):
𝑇𝐴𝑆
𝑑𝑇𝐴𝑆 −1
𝑓{𝑀} = [1 + (
)∙(
)]
𝑔0
𝑑ℎ

(3)

Energy Share Factor in this form represents the amount of
available power spent to climb in relation to acceleration
during a given flight regime, e.g. when climbing with a
constant Mach number. Likewise, when an aircraft is
flying maintaining a constant calibrated speed or Mach
number it is possible to calculate the ESF. In a case where
none of the speeds is kept constant, the ESF represents the
speed of change of the aircraft speed, i.e. its acceleration.
2) Calculation of aircraft speed - control of ascent /
descent speed and power
Assuming that vertical speed and thrust/power are
controlled separately, again the formula from total energy
model can be used to calculate aircraft speed. For flight
regimes within the troposphere, in which a constant Mach
number is maintained, the ESF can be calculated using the
the expression:
𝜅𝑅𝛽
𝑇 − ∆𝑇 −1
𝑓(𝑀) = [1 +
∙ 𝑀2
]
(4)
2𝑔0
𝑇
For flight regimes where constant flight speed is not
maintained, BADA performance model uses an ESF of 0.3
for cases with acceleration in climb and deceleration in
descent, and 1.7 for cases with deceleration in climb and
acceleration in descent.
3) Power/thrust calculation - control of climb/descent
speed and aircraft speed
Knowing the vertical and horizontal speed of the
aircraft, thrust/power can be calculated again using total
energy model. Thrust or power in this case must be within
the limits available for vertical and horizontal speed
maintained.
Flight envelope represents the capabilities of an aircraft in
terms of design and performance in a form of maximum
and minimum possible speeds achievable in flight as well
as range and load. Of the quantities presented by the
envelope, those that will be analyzed in this paper are:
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VMO – maximum operating calibrated speed,
MMO – maximum operating Mach number,
hMO – maximum operating altitude (operational ceiling),
hmax – maximum altitude (absolute ceiling).
Maximum flight speeds are achieved when aircraft
uses all of its excess power/thrust at an observed altitude
to accelerate and maintain the final speed, i.e. it no longer
has any excess power/thrust. Similarly, the maximum
flight altitude is reached when aircraft uses the same full
excess power/thrust in given conditions to climb and
maintain that final altitude. Maximum operating altitude is
the one at which the aircraft still has sufficient excess
power or reserve thrust to reach a certain vertical speed
(0.5 m/s).
Regarding aerodynamic characteristics, aerodynamic
drag and its coefficients using the drag polar of the aircraft
are analyzed as well. Aerodynamic properties are
described with symmetrical drag polar. Total drag is
modeled as [6]:
1
𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑇𝐴𝑆 2 ∙ 𝑆
(5)
2
Total aircraft drag coefficient CD is modeled as a sum
of parasitic and induced drag coefficients. Finally, the
equation of total drag polar is:
𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷0 + 𝐶𝐷2 𝐶𝐿 2
𝐶𝐷2 =
𝐶𝐿 =

1
𝜋𝑒𝐴𝑅

2𝑚𝑔
𝜌 ∙ 𝑇𝐴𝑆 2 ∙ 𝑆

(6)
(7)
(8)

where:
CD – drag coefficient,
CD0 – parasitic drag coefficient,
𝐶𝐷2 – induced drag coefficient,
CL – lift coefficient,
e – Oswald number,
AR – aspect ratio,
S – wing surface area.
III.

METHODOLOGY

It is assumed that engine failure will not only affect
the available power of the aircraft but also its drag
coefficients respectively. Using data from the aircraft’s
operation manual, the aim is to determine corrections for
given coefficients within the aircraft drag model.
Calculated values of the drag polar coefficients can then
be compared with nominal ones according to BADA 3
model, which would show the influence of engine failure
on the total drag of the aircraft.
The find the drag coefficients during OEI flight, total
energy model (2) and OEI aircraft flight profile data from
Airplane Operations Manual (AOM) are used. OEI aircraft
flight profile data provide information on required time,
distance, and fuel to climb/descend to/from flight level
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(FL) at specific conditions of aircraft weight, operating
speed, atmospheric conditions, engine settings.
The previous chapter lists all additional formulas and
equations used to calculate the correction of the drag
coefficient and display all the relevant aircraft parameters.
In addition to mentioned formulas, the conversion of
indicated airspeed (IAS) into calibrated airspeed (CAS) is
also important to calculate the true airspeed (TAS)
essential for calculation. The conversion is specific to each
aircraft as it considers errors of the instrument itself and
the position of relevant sensors. For each aircraft, it is
possible to find the corresponding conversion in its AOM
in the form of an appropriate graph.
A. Specific aircraft data
To model aircraft drag polar, in a case of engine
failure, available Dash 8-Q400 airplane data were used
[7][8]. Dash 8-Q400 is a twin-engine turboprop regional
airliner that accommodates up to 80 passengers. The
maximum landing mass is 28009 kg.
Dash 8-Q400 AOM [6] contains tables with aircraft
performance data in different regimes. For both climb and
cruise, flight in clean configuration is analyzed. Cruise and
climb performance data in normal and single-engine
options are given in tables. The available climb data are
aircraft mass (m), outside air temperature (OAT), time,
distance, and fuel required to climb to a specified pressure
altitude (Hp).
Available engine power, Peng is equal to the product
of engine rotational speed and torque. The engine
rotational speed for single-engine performance data was
used according to standard operating procedures in the
event of an engine failure [8]. The pilot will set maximum
RPM on the remaining engine to provide maximum
continuous power, while the inoperative engine will be
shut down and feathered. Specifically, for the Dash 8Q400, this means that the engine RPM is set to 1020 and
that it is running within the full range of currently
maximum possible torque without any limits for which are
given data in AOM.
For the single-engine cruise mode, the same pitch and
power settings, i.e. engine RPM apply. Maximum
continuous torque data are also displayed in tables with
corrections for altitude and temperature. Torque is given
as a percentage of the maximum nominal amount per
engine.
In the case of a normal climb, i.e., with both engines
operating, data for the TYPE III regime was selected. This
type of climb was chosen because the speed of this type
most closely corresponds to 1.23VSR used in the singleengine climb. The difference, however, is in engine RPM,
which is here 850 instead of 1020. For the cruise mode
with all engines operative, the Long-Range Cruise (LRC)
profile was chosen as the most common cruise mode
among operators (due to its good distance to fuel ratio).
Such a regime also uses a propeller rotational speed setting
of 850 RPM.
B. Propeller efficiency
To use the total energy model, the power available
must be determined by multiplying the engine power
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available with the propeller efficiency. Propeller
efficiency is modeled using propeller momentum theory
[9] assuming that the propeller is optimized for giving
maximum propeller efficiency equal to 0.85 at cruising
speed.
C. Selected data range
All AOM data were selected for two different masses,
26000 kg, and 29000 kg. The aircraft mass of 29000 kg is
closer to the upper limit of the possible operating range and
as such is less favorable for performances (making the
negative impact of engine failure more distinctive). While
on the other side a mass of 26000 kg was chosen arbitrarily
as a more favorable case when observing the performance
of the airplane.
For the cruise regime, the altitude data range is
observed from mean sea level up to individual operating
ceilings in 2000 ft increments. For the climb regime
altitude data range is observed from FL40 up to the
operational ceiling for the climb. The operational ceiling is
a common performance indicator and represents maximum
reachable altitude with at least 100 ft/min specific excess
power. The characteristic operating ceilings for different
atmospheric conditions and masses are also found in AOM
[8]. Also, since the temperature is a factor that can
influence the results, all data are chosen for three different
values, the international standard atmosphere (ISA)
temperature, ISA +20, and ISA-20 degrees.
The speed at which the aircraft should climb with the
engine failed, while maintaining certain safety minimums,
is 1.23VSR where VSR indicates the reference stall speed for
a given configuration. After setting atmospheric
conditions and appropriate speeds, the ESF or Energy
Share Factor can be calculated. The CL coefficient is
calculated using equation (7).
D. Optimization setup
For the climb data, the optimization problem was
written in terms of minimizing the difference between
available power from AOM and power provided by the
total energy performance model where CD0 and CD2 were
subjected to change. Nonlinear optimization is performed
with Solver function in Excel.
The cruise data are less complex, and it was possible
to calculate CL and CD at each measurement. After that, the
linear trendline was calculated from CD - CL2 data columns
shown in Figure 1. The equation of a line given on the
CD - CL2 graph, is written based on obtained coefficients of
parasitic drag CD0 and induced drag coefficient CD2.
Initial values, for drag coefficients, are BADA crag
coefficients.
IV.

TABLE 1. Dash 8 Q400 nominal performance data from [2]
Engines
2 x PW150A
Shaft horse power
2 x 5071
MTOM
28998 [kg]
Climb up to
IAS [kt]
ROC [ft/min]
5000 ft
150
3500
15000 ft
210
1500
24000 ft
210
1200
TASmax [kt]
hMO [ft]
Cruise
360
25000

Figure 1. CD - CL2 graph for one engine inoperative and both engine cruise
regime

RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 1. gives CD - CL2 graph for AEO and OEI cruise
flight. For a flight with engine failure, CD0 is 0.0321, and
CD2 is 0.0456. For flight with both engines operative, CD0
is 0.0298, and CD2 0.0375. In accordance with respected
coefficients, their drag polars are shown in Figure 2.
When cruising with one engine, an increase in drag
coefficients is observed, as expected.
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For example, if the value of lift coefficient 0.8 is
observed, it can be seen that in flight with both engines this
value causes a drag coefficient of approximately 0.054,
while in flight with one engine out this value is
approximately 0.061. The best ratio of lift to drag is 15 for
flight with both engines running, while for flight with
engine failure, this number is slightly lower, 13. According
to the BADA performance model, an aircraft with this
engine version, flying in a clean configuration (with
retracted flaps and landing gear) has a parasitic drag
coefficient CD0 = 0.027462, and the component of induced
drag coefficient CD2 = 0.035427. BADA 3 gives Dash 8Q400 performance model data shown in table 1.

Figure 2. Drag polars for Dash 8-Q400 derived from cruise and OEI cruise
data

Climb results were predominantly influenced by
climbing speeds (ROCDs) obtained by interpolating the
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values contained in AOM in the form of tables described
in the previous chapter, and the initially set drag
coefficients (to be corrected later) are taken from BADA 3
aerodynamic model.
Lift coefficient here takes on a relatively large value
(over one) since at low speeds a large angle of attack is
required (climbing). The values obtained from cruise
mode, CD0 = 0.0321 and CD2 = 0.0456 in a case of OEI, or,
CD0 = 0.0298 and CD2 = 0.0372 for AEO, were taken as new
initial values of given coefficients. The final total values of
drag coefficients for the two masses (29000 kg and 26000
kg in combination with three temperature variations)
corresponding to minimum optimization function values
are: CD0 = 0.0321 and CD2 = 0.03526 for the case with one
engine out. The flight with both engines resulted in: CD0 =
0.0222 and CD2 = 0.0231 (see Table 1.).

values differ due to differences in the number of running
engines. If the vertical speed is observed under standard
conditions at an altitude of 11000 ft for a mass of 29000 kg,
the aircraft with a failed engine reaches 500 ft per minute
as opposed to the nominal value of approximately 2000 ft
per minute.
Observing the graphs of climbing speeds in Figure 4 it
can be concluded that flight ceilings for both cases would
exceed the values stated by AOM given as dots on same
figure. With a normal flight regime where both engines are
running, this is not a problem as the flight ceiling of the
Dash 8-Q400 is limited mainly due to the availability of
oxygen in the passenger compartment. But on a flight with
an engine failure, this analysis would show that the aircraft
is exceeding its capabilities.

TABLE 2. Results for AEO and OEI climb and cruise drag coefficients
Flight
Climb
Cruise
phase
BADA 3
AEO
OEI
AEO
OEI
CD0

0.0222

0.0321

0.0298

0.0321

0.027462

CD2

0.0231

0.03526

0.0372

0.0456

0.035427

Vertical profile during climb is also analyzed for single
and both engine climb. Figure 3 shows horizontal distance
vs. altitude with 29 tonnes and all three temperatures, while,
Figure 4 gives rate of climb vs. altitude for same conditions.
The results, as expected, show a steeper flight path for
normal conditions, i.e. a flight with both engines running.
Thus, for example, the same aircraft weighing 29000 kg
after 40 nautical miles in climb with a temperature
deviation of + 20 ° reaches an altitude of 18000 ft with both
engines running, while in case of engine failure for the
same distance it climbs only 8000 ft. The difference is not
negligible being 10 000 ft which is approximately equal to
3 km.

Figure 4. Rate of climb derived from AOM for 29000 kg nominal and one
engine inoperative climb in ISA, ISA + 20, and ISA -20 conditions.

As for other results, the drift-down procedure, as well
as flight ceilings for individual cases, were also looked at.
For both cases, AOM again didn’t provide good enough
data to conduct such an analysis. Regarding the drift-down
procedure, AOM contains a limited amount of data for
cases analyzed in this paper. The table for drift-down at ISA
conditions does not contain data for the mass of 26 tons,
and for ISA -20 ° it does not exist (most likely due to
sufficiently good aircraft performance in such conditions
for which more precise calculations are not required). For
these reasons, the results in this segment are not presented
to avoid partial analysis. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that the manufacturer stated the specific values of
operational ceilings for the case of a single-engine flight.

V.
Figure 3. Distance per altitude for 29000 kg nominal and one engine
inoperative in ISA, ISA + 20, and ISA -20 conditions.

The difference in rate of climbs for 29000 kg and all
temperature conditions are shown in Figure 4.
It could be concluded that vertical speeds will also
decrease with increase in altitude. The degradation of
performance is approximately the same, but the initial
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CONCLUSION

The data for calculations performed was limited in
certain segments, such as drift-down data in the official
aircraft manuals. The flight performance data are also
considered to be of low quality since time to climb or
descend is rounded to the nearest minute. Nevertheless, the
paper approached the same lack of data problem, which can
serve as a starting point for future optimizations. The
analysis of results of this paper shows the incompleteness
of the model in observed segments, which, considering the
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complexity of the operations it serves, and the growing
number of users is gaining on its importance. The
introduction of such calculations as a kind of augment to
the current model would increase its versatility as well as
safety/reliability that could be applied through traffic
planning operations.
In any case, it is necessary to examine the costeffectiveness of the update of this tool in relation to the
frequency of occurrence of events for which the update
was made. However, more thorough research that would
cover the issue more broadly and, in more detail, requires
more than one person, and probably more than one tool and
method, unlike the resources that were available at the time
of writing this paper. This increase in required resources
causes a higher cost both financially and in time, which
means that a need for such an addition to the already wellestablished and proven system must be assessed
thoroughly.
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Abstract - This paper will explain what an artificial
neural network is and how it works in theory. To make it
easier to explain how an artificial neural network works, the
first part will explain the terminology, the idea behind
neural networks and their role in machine learning. In the
continuation of the paper, the development of neural
networks will be presented, as well as the principle of
operation of the most important models that will be used
through examples, and special attention will have focus to
explain the concepts of neural networks. Through various
applications in the examples, we will analyze the
architecture of neural networks on image recognition using
web applications and explain the concepts of convolutional
neural networks.
Keywords - network, neural, artificial, perceptron,
development, convolutional, web, application, OCR

I.

INTRODUCTION

Neural networks are mathematical algorithms for
function approximation, they can be used for solving
difficult programming tasks such as predictive modeling
and feature recognition. The predictive ability of neural
networks comes from their multi-layered hierarchical
structure composed of artificial neurons [1].
An artificial neuron is a function that receives input
values and gives a result (output value). In order for
neurons to be adaptable, the input data are weighted, i.e.
multiplied by the weights in order to be able to determine
which of the input data has the biggest influence on
making the activation decision. Furthermore, in the neuron
decision-making process, a threshold is used that
represents the value of the weighted input data needed to
activate the neuron. Weights and thresholds are designed
to be adjustable which gives neurons the flexibility to
adapt to solving a problem [2].
The formula for calculating the output value of
neuron:

represents the sum of weighted input data, i.e. if the input
data and their corresponding weights are recorded as
vectors,
would be their scalar product which when
written would look like:
(2)
The values of weights and thresholds can be adjusted
depending on how much the output of the neural network
deviates from the required result. Therefore, neural
networks rely on training data, i.e. the required solutions
are presented to the neural network for each set of input
data, the output obtained by the network after processing
that set of inputs is compared with the required solution to
calculate the output error from which is calculated error of
every weight and every threshold. In this way, the
accuracy of the network is increased for each set of data
that is processed and verified until the network becomes
precisely adjusted to solve a certain problem. This process
roughly simulates the learning process through experience
that is present in humans and other organic systems [3].
II.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: DIGITAL IMAGE
STRUCTURE

Digital images are stored as number matrices, each
number in the matrix represents one pixel i.e. pixel
brightness. In the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) model, a color
image consists of three such matrices that represent three
color channels: red, green, and blue. Black and white
images require only one matrix. Integers in the range 0 to
255 are stored in each field of these matrices, where the
value 0 represents the darkest shade and 255 the lightest.
This range is a compromise between the efficiency of
information storage and the sensitivity of the human eye
that recognizes a limited number of shades of the same
color [4].

(1)
Where
are the input data
,
the corresponding weights of input data
, b represents the threshold i.e.
negative activation threshold. The expression

are
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minimum is found or another given condition is met. The
default function on which the gradient descent algorithm
is applied in neural networks is called the error function.
The error function represents the deviation of the neural
network output values for a given set of input data and the
required output values that usually come with the training
data set. Commonly used error functions in neural
networks are the quadratic error function used in
regression problems and the cross-entropy function used
in classification problems. There are extensions for the
gradient descent algorithm that improve the optimization
process and one of the most used and most useful is Adam
(Adaptive Movement Estimation) which adjusts the
learning rate according to the gradient. The gradient
descent algorithm alone cannot calculate the gradient and
adjust the input values on the neurons in the hidden layers.
A backpropagation algorithm is used to solve this problem
[2], [5].
Image 1: Digital image structure
III.

MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON

The architecture of multilayer perceptrons consists of
layers of neurons, has an input layer, an output layer, and
between them one or more hidden layers. The input layer
is not actually a function that receives input values and
gives a result, rather is only referred to as the layer of
neurons that represents the inputs. Multilayer perceptrons
receive input data in the form of number vectors. A hidden
layer is defined as a layer that lies between the input and
output layer, if a neural network has more than one hidden
layer it is called a deep neural network. Each hidden layer
consists of a set of artificial neurons, where each artificial
neuron is connected to all neurons in the previous layer.
Within the hidden layer, each neuron is completely
independent of the other neurons in the layer and are in no
way connected. The output values of each layer are used
as the input values of the next layer, which is why
multilayer perceptrons are also called feedforward
networks. The output layer represents classes, i.e.
solutions to a classification or predictive problem, and it is
used to calculate the error function through which all
weights and thresholds in the network are adjusted. [2],
[4].

B. Backpropagation algorithm
The backpropagation algorithm is used in neural
network training to calculate the gradient at neuron
weights and thresholds in hidden layers. This gradient of
weights and thresholds then uses an optimization
algorithm i.e. gradient descent algorithm to optimize
weights and thresholds. A backpropagation algorithm was
developed to calculate the gradient of variables in graphs,
the neural network can be viewed as a graph.
Backpropagation sends the error from the output of the
model to the previous nodes given how much impact these
nodes have on the overall error at the output. Error
function represents the error, weights and thresholds are
adjustable variables in the function. In order for the
backpropagation algorithm to calculate the error of each
layer and individual weights and thresholds, it uses the
recursive application of partial derivatives, i.e. derivation
of sub-functions since it knows the derivation of the
parent function, in the case of neural network the previous
layer error or the entire model [5].
IV.

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

A. Gradient descent algorithm
Gradient descent algorithm is an optimization
algorithm that asks for a set of adjustable input variables
for a given function in order to obtain the minimum value
of the given function. Gradient means the gradient at one
point of the function obtained by first-order derivation. A
negative value of the gradient indicates where the
minimum of the given function is, i.e. whether the point
determined by the set of adjustable input variables in
which the gradient is calculated approaches the minimum
of the function if these adjustable variables change. The
learning rate is a value that determines how much the
adjustable variables can change in relation to the gradient,
which serves to make it easier to control the change of
these variables and not to change too much and miss the
minimum. This process of calculating the gradient and
change i.e. updating the variables is repeated until the
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Convolutional neural networks are similar to ordinary
neural networks (multilayer perceptrons). They are also
made up of artificial neurons with weights and thresholds
that are adjustable and can learn optimal values from the
data. They also use the error function on the output layer.
The first major difference between convolutional
networks and multilayer perceptrons is that convolutional
networks receive input in the form of three-dimensional
matrices rather than in the form of vectors. Another big
difference is that a convolutional network has several
types of hidden layers. The three main types of hidden
layers in a simple convolutional network are:
convolutional layers, pooling layers, and fully connected
layers [4].
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A. Convolution
Convolution through filters is not only used in
convolutional neural networks, it is also often used for
digital image processing, such as: image blur, sharpening,
and edge detection. A filter is a smaller matrix of numbers
that in the process of convolution passes over an image
and transforms an image depending on the values in the
filter. The result of the convolution process in
convolutional neural networks is called a feature map [6].

(3)
Where the image is denoted by f and the filter by h. The
indices of the rows and columns of the result matrix, i.e.,
the feature maps, are denoted by m and n.
The same convolution is used when you want to get a
feature map of the same dimensions as the original image.
If the convolution is performed over a 6*6 pixel image
with a 3*3 filter, the feature map is 4*4 size. This is
because the filter can be set to a limited number of unique
positions, in this case, 16. Since the image shrinks each
time a convolution is performed over it, this function can
be performed a limited number of times over the image
depending on the filter size. Also, the effect of pixels on
the edges of the image is much smaller than with pixels
closer to the middle. Therefore, with each convolution, a
small part of the data from the image is lost. To solve this
problem, pixels can be added to the edges of the image. If
this were applied to the example shown with a single-pixel
border, the border-image would be 8*8, after convolution
via a 3*3 filter the result would be a feature map of 6*6
(same as the original image). Usually, in practice, the
pixel border is filled with zero values [6].
If a border is used in a convolution, it is called an
equal convolution in which the input image and the map
are features of the same size. In the case of equal
convolution, the width of the border is calculated by the
following equation:

(4)
Where the width of the border is denoted by p and the
dimension of the filter is denoted by f.
The step is the number of pixels by which the filter is
moved, the length of the step is one of the parameters of
the convolutional layer. When designing a convolutional
neural network architecture, an increased step can be used
to reduce filter overlap or to obtain a smaller feature map
as a result. In the previously shown example, a 6*6 image
with a 3*3 filter and a 2px step after convolution results in
a 3*3 feature map, because the filter can only be set to
nine unique positions. [6].
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(5)
Where p is the border width, f is the filter dimension, s
is the step, and n is the input and output matrix
dimensions.
B. Convolutional layers
The way convolutional layers are constructed is
similar to layers in a multilayer perceptron, the difference
is that the hidden layer of the multilayer perceptron gets
the result by multiplying the matrices, and the
convolutional layer gets the result by convolution.
Forward propagation in convolutional layers is calculated
in two steps. The first step is to calculate among the values
obtained as a result of the convolution of the output data
of the previous layer with the tensor containing the filters,
to which the threshold values are added. The second step
is to apply a non-linear activation function to the recieved
intermediate value [6].

(6)

(7)

Where
represents the intermediate value in the layer
,
represents a tensor containing filters of that layer,
represents the thresholds of the layer

,

represents the output value of the previous layer,
refers to the output value of the layer ,
the activation function of the layer

represents

For convolutional layers, each value in the filter
affects each value in the feature map. Therefore, the
values in the filter are treated as weights at the input
values of the layer in the multilayer perceptrons. This
means that convolutional layers possess smaller values
adjustable through training [6].
For forward propagation in convolutional layers, it is
described how the input data passes through convolutional
layers that calculate the result. In order for the neural
network to be adaptable and learn from the data the
optimal values of weights and thresholds to be able to
accurately solve a problem, the backpropagation algorithm
is used. The idea behind the backward propagation is to
calculate the error at the neural network outputs, which
shows how large the deviation is from the result calculated
by the neural network and the exact result recorded in the
data set with which the training is performed. The error is
then passed back through the model to obtain the error of
each layer, i.e. the impact of each layer on the error at the
output of the model. When the error of a certain layer is
known, errors can be calculated, i.e. the influence of
individual weights and thresholds on the model error.
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With this information, it is possible to increase or decrease
the values of individual weights and thresholds in order to
reduce the error and make the model give more accurate
predictions, through a process called gradient descent.
Partial derivatives are used to calculate the errors of each
layer, weight, and threshold. As a first step, the
intermediate value should be calculated, i.e. the derived
value before the activation function. It is obtained by
multiplying the partial derivation of the output values of
the layer by the error function by the derived activation
function [6].
From this intermediate value, partial derivatives can be
easily calculated for individual weights and thresholds, but
in order to continue spreading backward, it is necessary to
calculate the partial derivative of the value before
convolution. To calculate these values, a process of
complete convolution is used, which can be superficially
described as moving a filter rotated 180 degrees over a
feature map containing derivatives between values and
multiplying their values [6].
C. Pooling layers
Pooling layers in convolutional neural networks are
mainly used to reduce the size of tensors and speed up
calculations. These layers are relatively simple, the image
is divided into regions and some of the operations are
performed on these regions, depending on the type of
pooling layer. In the case of the Max Pool layer, the
highest value in the region is taken and placed in the
appropriate place in the output matrix. As with
convolutional layers, the pooling layer receives filter size
and step as parameters [6].
Because pooling layers do not have values such as
weights and thresholds, which need to be adjusted
according to the impact on the error in order for the model
to be more accurate, the only task of backward
propagation in these layers is to distribute and send the
error to the previous layer. The methods differ depending
on the type of pooling layer. For the Max Pool layer, the
highest values in the region are taken and sent to the next
layers. Therefore, the error does not include elements in
the region that were not selected and sent to the next
layers. To solve this problem, a mask is created each time
values are passed through the Max Pool layer, which
indicates the position of the highest value in the input
matrix of the Max Pool layer. This mask is used with
backward propagation to send the error back to the
relevant positions, values in positions that are not passed
are ignored [6].
V. COMPARISON OF MULTILAYER
PERCEPTRONS AND CONVOLUTIONAL
NETWORKS

A. Multilayer perceptron in image recognition
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In order for a multilayer perceptron to read a digital
image as an input value, the three-dimensional matrix of
numbers in which the image is stored must be converted
into a numeric vector that has no spatial structure. This
loses information on how the numbers in the original
matrix are spatially arranged. Convolutional neural
networks are built to avoid such problems and to
recognize shapes more easily in multidimensional data.
Unlike multilayer perceptron, in convolutional networks it
is important how the pixels in the digital image are
spatially arranged, the pixels that are closer to each other
are more strongly connected than the pixels that are more
distant [4].

B. Convolutional networks in image recognition
Convolutional networks are different from multilayer
perceptron according to the types of hidden layers that are
in the model. In each hidden layer of the convolutional
network, artificial neurons are arranged in three
dimensions (height, width, and depth). Each layer receives
a three-dimensional matrix of numbers as input data and
returns a three-dimensional matrix of numbers as output
data. For example, for a color image at the input layer, the
three-dimensional matrix takes the form of the height and
width of the image in pixels and a depth of three, so that it
can represent the primary colors (red, yellow, and blue)
[4].
VI.

BINARY CLASSIFICATION OF IMAGES

By using a simple example of binary image
classification, the performance of a model was measured
and compared that uses a multilayer perceptron
architecture and of a model that uses a convolutional
neural network (CNN) architecture. The Kaggle data set
"cats and dogs" [7] was used, 4000 images were extracted
from the data set to serve as a test data set, both models
were trained in 10 epochs with a series size of 64. Both
models used ReLU activation functions for hidden layers
and Sigmoid activation function on the output layer, also
in both cases binary cross-entropy was used as a function
of error.
A. Multilayer perceptron performance in image
classification
The model that used the multilayer perceptron
architecture consisted of 3 hidden layers, the first two
layers had 128 neurons, the third layer had 64 neurons.
The output layer had 1 neuron due to binary classification.
The model as a whole had 1,304,961 adjustable
parameters.
The highest measured accuracy of the model during
training on the training data is 62.12% with an error of
0.6473, on the validation data the highest measured
accuracy is 62.67% with an error of 0.6516.
Accuracy during training increased sharply in the first
2 epochs, after that accuracy continued to grow much
more slowly with occasional declines, in some epochs
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accuracy decreased but the growth trend continued. In
validation, accuracy increased sharply in the first 2 epochs
as in training, but the declines and increases after the first
2 epochs were much more pronounced.

Image 2: Accuracy of multilayer perceptron models in
training and validation
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The error decreases sharply during training in the first
2 epochs, after which the error continues to decrease much
more slowly. In validation in the first 2 epochs the error
decreases sharply as in training, after which the error
increases sharply in the 3rd epoch and decreases sharply
again in the 4th epoch, the trend of sudden increases and
decreases continues until the end of validation.

The accuracy of the model on the training data
increases sharply in the first 2 epochs, after which the
growth gradually slows down but continues. In validation,
the accuracy in the first 2 epochs is higher than in training,
it grows sharply as in training. After the first 2 epochs the
growth of validation accuracy decreases sharply and at the
end of the 3rd epoch the validation accuracy and training
accuracy are equalized. Furthermore, the accuracy of
validation continues to grow but slower than the accuracy
of training, there is also a decline in the accuracy of
validation in the 9th epoch, but it is corrected and grows
slightly in the last epoch.

Image 3: Multilayer perceptron model error during
training and validation
B. Convolutional network performance in image
classification
The model that used the architecture of the
convolutional neural network consisted of hidden 2
convolutional layers, each convolutional layer was
accompanied by a pooling layer. In the first convolution
layer, 64 filters with a filter size of 5x5 px were used and
the same convolution was used. The first pooling layer
uses Max Pooling with a filter size of 2x2 px, and step 2.
In the second convolution layer, 128 filters with a filter
size of 5x5 px were used and the same convolution was
used. The second pooling layer uses Max Pooling with a
filter size of 2x2 px. A fully connected single-neuron layer
was used as the output layer. The model as a whole had
286,593 adjustable parameters.

Image 4: Accuracy of convolutional network model in
training and validation
The error of training decreases sharply in the first 3
epochs, after which the error gradually continues to
decrease more slowly. In validation, the error decreases in
the same way as the accuracy of validation, in the first 2
epochs it is less than the training error, in the 3rd epoch it
is equated with the training error and after that it continues
to decrease more slowly.

The highest measured accuracy of the model during
training on the training data is 83.09% with an error of
0.3749, on the validation data the highest measured
accuracy is 78.28% with an error of 0.4675.

Image 5: Convolutional network model error during
training and validation
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C.

Performance on a test data set
[1]

The performance of the model was further compared on a
set of test data. The model using the multilayer perceptron
architecture achieved a test accuracy of 62.40% with an
error of 0.6529, and the model using the convolutional
neural network architecture achieved an accuracy of
78.17% with an error of 0.4755.
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Abstract - Obrada velikih skupova bioloških podataka
izuzetno je kompleksna zbog problema povezivanja biologije
i računarstva kao dva odvojena polja istraživanja. Ovaj rad
bavi se obradom podataka i otkrivanjem varijanti unutar
populacije mikroorganizama virusa. Koriste se unaprijed
pripremljeni skupovi podataka dobiveni sekvenciranjem
genoma nad kojima se vrši pročišćavanje i obrada podataka
kako bi se naposljetku izračunala Shannonova entropija i
Nukleotidna raznolikost. Rezultati obrade podataka i
izračuni Shannonove entropije i Nukleotidne raznolikosti su
grafički vizualizirani kako bi se odredila heterogenost
virusne populacije. Heterogenost virusne populacije pobliže
naznačava mogućnost stabilnih mutacija virusa, što može
utjecati na učinkovitost postojećih cjepiva. Rad pojašnjava
kako je moguće iz velikog i ljudima nepreglednog skupa
podataka dobiti vrijedne informacije o mutacijama unutar
populacije virusa. Pomoću tehnike objašnjene u radu moguće
je obraditi bilo koji skup podataka i izvući zaključke
prilikom istraživanja virusa.
Keywords – Obrada podataka, Pročišćavanje podataka,
Virusi, Shannonova entropija, Nukleotidna raznolikost

I.

UVOD

Bioinformatika je interdisciplinarna znanost koja se
bavi razvojem različitih računalnih metoda i alata koji
pomažu pri analizi bioloških podataka. Ona povezuje
biologiju, računalnu znanost, matematiku i fiziku kako bi
se analizirala i interpretirala velika količina podataka u
biologiji [1]. Danas je bioinformatika vrlo važan dio
mnogih grana biologije. Olakšava sekvenciranje i
anotiranje genoma i zabilježenih mutacija, igra važnu ulogu
u analizi ekspresije i regulacije gena i proteina.
Bioinformatički alati pomažu kod uspoređivanja,
analiziranja i interpretiranja genomskih podataka radi
lakšeg razumijevanja evolucijskih aspekata biologije.
Također, u strukturnoj biologiji olakšavaju simulaciju i
modeliranje DNA, RNA, proteina i molekulskih interakcija
[2].
Danas postoje različiti bioinformatički računalni
programi i alati koji se izvršavaju preko komandne linije,
kompleksni programi s grafičkim sučeljem pa čak i
samostalni web servisi dostupni preko javnih institucija
poput Sveučilišta, ali i bioinformatičkih kompanija.
Većina bioinformatičkih analiza koncipirana je na
principu cjevovoda i podrazumijeva da su izlazni podaci
jednog procesa ulazni podaci idućeg u nizu. Bez obzira na
široki spektar dostupnih bioinformatičkih alata i dalje
postoji potreba za razvojem vlastitih skripti ili alata koji će
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pomoći u interpretaciji, vizualizaciji i pročišćavanju
podataka dobivenih korištenjem jednog takvog
bioinformatičkog cjevovoda ili će pomoći u pretvaranju
podataka u adekvatan format ulaznih podataka za neki
određeni alat.
A. Virusi
Virusi su submikroskopski, obligatorni intracelularni
paraziti što znači da sposobnost umnožavanja imaju
isključivo u stanici domaćina [3]. Oni mogu inficirati
(zaraziti) sve oblike organizama, od bakterija i arheja,
drugih mikroorganizama pa sve do biljaka i životinja.
Virusi su pronađeni u gotovo svim ekosustavima na Zemlji
i čine najbrojniju skupinu bioloških entiteta. Ono što viruse
čini posebnima u odnosu na druge biološke entitete je to
što ne rastu i ne reproduciraju se dijeljenjem. Nedostaje im
genetička informacija koja kodira alate potrebne za
generiranje metaboličke energije i sintezu proteina, a tu
funkciju za njih obavlja stanica domaćina [3].
Za razliku od genoma unutar stanica koji se sastoji
isključivo od DNA, virusi svoju genetičku informaciju
mogu imati upisanu u DNA ili RNA. Kemijski i
strukturalno virusni genomi se međusobno više razlikuju od
genoma svih bakterija, biljaka i životinja. Nukleinske
kiseline unutar genoma mogu biti jednolančane ili
dvolančane,
linearne,
kružne
ili
segmentirane.
Jednolančani genomi mogu biti pozitivnog polariteta (istog
polariteta kao i mRNA), negativnog polariteta ili miješanog
polariteta. S obzirom da su virusi obligatorni stanični
paraziti njihov je genom kodiran tako da se može replicirati
unutar stanice domaćina, odnosno njihov genom je svojom
strukturom vrlo sličan genomu domaćina [3]. Mehanizam
za ekspresiju gena do proteina stanica domaćina mora
prepoznavati genom virusa kao svoj vlastiti da bi ga mogao
čitati i umnožavati nove virusne čestice.
Mumps orthorubulavirus (MuV) virus pripada rodu
Orthorubulavirus iz obitelji Paramyxoviridae koji
uzrokuje zaušnjake (mumps) koje karakteriziraju simptomi
jake upale kao što su encefalitis (upala moždanog
parenhima), meningitis (upala moždane ovojnice), parotitis
(bolno povećanje žlijezda slinovnica) i orhitis (upala
sjemenika), miokarditis (upala miokarda odnosno srčanog
mišića), pankreatitis (upala jetre) i nefritis (upala bubrega).
Ovaj virus ima jako izražena neurotropna svojstva i
pronađen je u centralnom živčanom sustavu (CNS) kod
otprilike polovice zaraženih. Prije pojave cjepiva MuV je
bio glavni uzročnik aseptičnog meningitisa i virusnog
encefalitisa. Kao dugoročne posljedice bolesti može se
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javiti paraliza, neurološki napadaji, pareza lica,
hidrocefalus itd. U vrlo rijetkim slučajevima dolazi do
smrtnog ishoda bolesti [4].
B. Sekvenciranje genoma
Geni su nasljedne jedinice koje sadrže kodiranu
informaciju roditelja koja se prenosi na potomke. Geni su
građeni od DNA (deoksiribonukleinska kiselina) koja je
sastavljena od dva polinukleotidna lanca omotana oko
zamišljene osi i čine zavojnicu. Četiri osnovne jedinice
polinukleotidnog lanca su nukleotidi ili baze : adenin(A),
gvanin(G), timin(T) i citozin(C). Dva polinukleotidna
lanca međusobno su spojena specifičnim vodikovim
vezama između adenina jednog lanca i timina drugog lanca,
te gvanina jednog lanca i citozina drugog lanca. To znači
da je slijed nukleotida u jednom lancu komplementaran
slijedu nukleotida u drugom lancu i oba lanca nose jednaku
genetičku informaciju [5]. DNA je moguće zamisliti kao
linearnu sekvencu nukleotida, odnosno niz sačinjen
isključivo od četiri baze, odnosno četiri slova koja
predstavljaju svaku od baza. Organizmi se međusobno
razlikuju prema jedinstvenom slijedu nukleotida koji nose
u svojoj DNA, odnosno prema jedinstvenim genetičkim
informacijama ili porukama zapisanim u molekuli DNA.
Skup svih gena, odnosno kompletna DNA nekog
organizma naziva se genom [5].
Sekvenciranje je proces kojim se određuje slijed
nukleotida u DNA ili RNA molekuli. Sekvenciranje je
nezamjenjiv alat s primjenom u gotovo svim granama
biologije i srodnih područja. Primjenjuje se u dijagnostici,
biotehnologiji, forenzici, virologiji i sistemskoj biologiji,
ali i drugim područjima. Uspoređivanje nemutiranih i
mutiranih sekvenci DNA može pomoći u dijagnozi
različitih bolesti poput tumora ili otkriti virulentnije
mutirane sojeve nekog virusa [6].
Postoje različite platforme za Sekvenciranje sljedeće
generacije (engl. Next generation sequencing, NGS)
bazirane na različitim tehnologijama i svima je zajedničko
da paralelno sekvenciraju milijune malih fragmenata DNA.
Nakon završetka ciklusa sekvenciranja dobiva se
izlazna tekstualna datoteka koja sadrži sve očitane
komadiće tzv. readove, odnosno očitanja. Ovakav
tekstualni zapis se pretvara u standardiziranu FASTQ
datoteku.
Da bi se iz dobivenih očitanja dobila potpuna sekvenca,
očitanja se moraju poravnati. Poravnavanje sekvenci je
proces kojim se iz preklapajućih očitanja odredi redoslijed
nukleotida cijelog genoma. Osim što se očitanja mogu
međusobno poravnati da bi se dobila potpuna sekvenca,
očitanja se mogu usporediti i poravnati s referentnim
genomom. Za poravnavanje sekvenci razvijeni su različiti
bioinformatički programi, za globalno ili lokalno
poravnavanje, za poravnavanje jedne ili više sekvenci, a
koncipirani su na različitim statističkim ili heurističkim
metodama i svaki od njih ima neku specifičnu primjenu
ovisno o tipu sekvenci koje želimo poravnati i kakve
podatke želimo iz toga dobiti. Većina ih je kompatibilna s
FASTQ tipom ulaznih datoteka, a ako nije, FASTQ je
potrebno pretvoriti u odgovarajući tip datoteke.
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II.

METODE

Sekvenciranjem genoma i njihovom usporedbom s
javno dostupnim referentnim genomom moguće je
detektirati varijabilne regije i nukleotide. Kako bi se
odredilo je li nešto varijanta ili samo spontana greška u
replikaciji DNA, potrebno je jasno definirati metodologiju
i kriterije prema kojima se provodi eksperiment.
A. Generiranje ulaznih podataka
Podaci sekvenciranja virusa Mumps orthorubulavirus
(MuV) tretiranih ribavirinom preuzeti su s javno dostupne
baze NCBI SRA (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra),
pristupni broj BioProject ID PRJNA776123 , a priređeni su
amplifikacijom preklapajućih fragmenata lančanom
reakcijom polimeraze (engl. polymerase chain reaction,
PCR). Sekvenca uzorka dobivena je sekvenciranjem
metodom sljedeće generacije, na Illumina Miniseq sustavu
za sekvenciranje [7].
B. Predprocesiranje podataka
Procesiranje preuzetih sekvenci uključivalo je
uklanjanje sekvenci adaptera, regija koje su ispod
zadovoljavajuće kvalitete (baze koje su ispod Q20 prema
Phred ocjenama kvalitete) te sekvenci kraćih od 30 parova
baza, za što je korišten program BBDuk unutar BBTools
paketa [8]. Potom su sekvence poravnane na referentni
genom (virus mumpsa, soj L-Zagreb, pristupni broj u
GenBank bazi AY685921.1) korištenjem Bowtie2
programa [9]. Za manipulaciju poravnatim sekvencama i
pripremu datoteka za izračun varijanti korišten je paket
programa SAMtools [10]. Varijante u odnosu na referentni
genom određene izračunom frekvencije varijante u
poravnjenju pomoću programa V-Phaser 2 uz automatske
postavke programa [11] . Izlazna tekstualna datoteka iz VPhaser 2 programa sadrži u sebi podatke koje je potrebno
strukturirati i pročistiti te zatim provesti potrebne izračune.
C. Pročišćavanje podataka
U datoteci se nalaze podaci o referentnoj poziciji
nukleotida na kojoj je pronađena varijabilnost (Ref_Pos),
koji nukleotid je na toj poziciji proglašen varijantom (Var),
koji nukleotid je proglašen konsenzusom na toj poziciji
(Cons), p vrijednost promjene nukleotida iz konsenzusa
(Cons) u varijantu (Var) na referentnoj poziciji
(Strd_bias_pval), tip polimorfizma (Type), postotak te
varijante
(Var_perc)
i
profil
polimorfizma
(SNP_or_LP_Profile) (Slika 1).

Slika 1. Prikaz dijela izlazne datoteke iz V-Phaser 2 programa

SNP_or_LP_Profile sadrži podatke u koliko je forward
i reverese očitanja zabilježen koji nukleotid. Prvi broj uz
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oznaku nukleotida predstavlja broj dobivenih forward
očitanja, a drugi broj reverse očitanja. Redoslijed kojim ih
V-Phaser 2 ispisuje je A, G, C, T. Ako neki od 4 nukleotida
nije očitan za njega se ništa ne ispisuje u datoteku. Prilikom
učitavanja podataka potrebno je osigurati da se za
vrijednost koja nedostaje postavlja None.
1) Filtiranje prema postotku varijante
Promjena nekog nukleotida smatra se varijantom ako je
zabilježena iznad 2 %, odnosno ako je vrijednost Var_perc
za tu poziciju veća od 2%. Filtrira se prema vrijednosti
var_perc >= 2 i odbacuju sve referentne pozicije gdje ovaj
kriterij nije zadovoljen.
2) Filtriranje regija početnica
Uzorci su pripremljeni amplifikacijom PCR-om, a u
tom procesu se koriste početnice (engl. primers), kratki
nukleotidni sljedovi od oko 20 bp iz kojih kreće sinteza
novih lanaca DNA. Početnice su dizajnirane tako da su
komplementarne točno određenim regijama, odnosno
referentnim pozicijama unutar genoma. Dodavanjem
početnica u uzorku može doći do povećanja varijabilnosti
u regijama početnica. S obzirom da ne postoji način na koji
bi se razlikovala stvarna varijabilnost od one uzrokovane
dodavanjem početnica, referentne pozicije koje odgovaraju
regijama početnica se odbacuju iz promatranog skupa
podataka.
3) Računanje dubine očitanja i filtriranje
Dubina očitanja svakog nukleotida označava zbroj
brojčanih vrijednosti u forward i reverse smjeru. Npr A:5:1
dubina očitanja je 5+1=6, a ukupna dubina očitanja na
referentnoj poziciji je zbroj pojedinačnih dubina očitanja
svakog nukleotida.
Nakon toga moguće je filtrirati i izbaciti pozicije na
kojima je dubina očitanja za forward i reverse nukleotid
manja od 5.
D. Shanonnova entropija
Shannonova entropija populacije izvedena je iz teorije
informacija i procjenjuje stanje „nereda“ u populaciji.
Koristi se za mjerenje promjena u genomskoj sekvenci
virusa [12]. Entropija na referentnoj poziciji l (Hl ) računa
se iz frekvencije pi svakog pojedinog nukleotida prema (1).
4

𝐻𝑙 = − ∑

𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑖 )

(1)

Ukupna entropija genoma se računa preko entropije na
svakoj referentnoj poziciji Hl i ukupne veličine genoma L
(2).
𝐿

𝐻𝑙
𝑙=1 𝐿

𝐻=∑

(2)

Frekvenciju na referentnoj poziciji pi moguće je
izračunati iz omjera dubine očitanja svakog pojedinog
nukleotida ni i ukupne dubine očitanja N (3).
𝑛𝑖
(3)
𝑝𝑖 =
𝑁
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E. Nukleotidna raznolikost
Nukleotidna raznolikost π se koristi za statističku
usporedbu sekvenci u filogenetskom stablu, ali se također
može primjenjivati na virusne sekvence čak i kada cjeloviti
genomi nisu dostupni. Definirana je kao prosječan broj
nukleotida razlike na svakoj poziciji između dvije sekvence
DNA u svim parovima unutar populacije uzorka [12].
Nukleotidna raznolikost referentne pozicije l (Dl) računa se
iz ukupne dubine očitanja na toj poziciji N i dubine očitanja
svakog nukleotida na toj poziciji ni (4).
𝐷𝑙 =

𝑁(𝑁 − 1) − ∑𝑖 𝑛𝑖 (𝑛𝑖 − 1)
𝑁(𝑁 − 1)

(4)

Ukupna nukleotidna raznolikost genoma π računa se iz
nukleotidne raznolikosti na referentnoj poziciji Dl i ukupne
duljine genoma L (5).
𝐿

𝜋=∑

III.

𝐷𝑙
𝑙=1 𝐿

(5)

REZULTATI

Analiza je provedena na dva različita uzorka
Mumps orthorubulavirus (MuV) tretiranih ribavirinom i za
oba uzorka je izračunata Shanonnova entropija referentne
pozicije Hl , ukupna Shanonnova entropija H, nukleotidna
raznolikost referentne pozicije Dl i ukupna nukleotidna
raznolikost π. Ukupna Shanonnova entropija prvog
analiziranog uzorka, odnosno skupa podataka iznosi
0.00019, a drugog 0.00025. Ukupna nukleotidna
raznolikost prvog analiziranog uzorka iznosi 0.00024, a
drugog 0.00032. S obzirom da ne postoje definirane
referentne vrijednosti za entropiju i nukleotidnu raznolikost
genoma ovi brojevi sami po sebi nemaju niti statistički niti
biološki značaj, ali pokazuju da su vrijednosti dobivene za
uzorke tretirane na isti način istog reda veličina, odnosno
među njima nema razlike u varijabilnosti. Raznolikost
virusnih sekvenci je vrlo važno svojstvo u evoluciji
virusnih populacija. To je vrlo kompleksno svojstvo, ali je
jednostavna brojčana mjera za usporedbu virusnih skupova
podataka. Ovakve eksperimente potrebno je ponoviti više
puta na uzorcima različitih virusnih populacija uzorkovanih
iz različitih domaćina ili istog domaćina kroz određeni
vremenski period. Na taj način je moguće pratiti kako se
virusna populacija mijenja pri prelasku s jednog domaćina
na drugog kroz određeni vremenski period, odnosno
moguće je pratiti koliko se mijenja i mutira virusni genom.
Povećanje nukleotidne raznolikosti unutar ili između
virusnih populacija ukazuje na povećanje heterogenosti
virusne populacije.
Izračunate entropije Hl svakog nukleotida unutar
genoma mogu se grafički prikazati (Slika 2). Također, je
moguće grafički prikazati izračunatu nukleotidnu
raznolikost Dl (Slika 3). Ponavljanjem eksperimenta na
različitim uzorcima i njihovim prikazivanjem na istom
grafu lako se mogu vizualizirati regije sklonije mutacijama.
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Slika 2 Grafički prikaz entropije po referentnoj poziciji unutar genoma
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Slika 3 Grafički prikaz Nukleotidne raznoliosti po referentnoj poziciji
unutar genoma

IV.

ZAKLJUČAK

Mutacije kod virusa nastaju spontano ili se mogu
umjetno stvoriti. Različiti tipovi virusa imaju različite stope
mutacija, a to prvenstveno ovisi o mehanizmu replikacije
genoma, odnosno jesu li genetska informacija pohranjena u
DNA ili RNA. RNA virusi imaju puno veću stopu mutacija
nego DNA virusi jer je RNA polimeraza sklonija greškama
i nema mehanizme popravka. Mutacije kod virusa su
istovremeno blagoslov i prokletstvo. Visoka stopa mutacija
u kombinaciji s kratkim generacijskim vremenom i
velikom populacijom omogućava virusima da se brzo
prilagođavaju uvjetima u kojima se nalaze. Što je veća
stopa mutacija to je veća mogućnost nastanka novih
varijanti virusa koje mogu lakše izbjeći imunološki
odgovor domaćina, dok s druge strane u najvećoj mjeri kod
virusa dolazi do delecija odnosno gubitka jednog ili više
nukleotida i takve mutacije su zapravo fatalne za virus i
uništavaju ga jer se ne može dalje replicirati i stvarati nove
infektivne čestice [3]. Ako nastaju nove varijante virusa
koje mogu izbjeći imunološki odgovor to komplicira dizajn
efikasnog cjepiva, dizajn antiviralnog lijeka, a na kraju
krajeva omogućava i prijelaz s jedne vrste domaćina, u
našem slučaju s životinja na čovjeka.
Detekcija mumps virusnih varijanti je vrlo važna jer se
cjepivo proizvodi od živih, ali atenuiranih (umrtvljenih ili
oslabljenih) virusnih čestica. Na tržištu postoji nekoliko
vrsta cjepiva razvijenih na različitim sojevima virusa, u
Hrvatskoj se koristi cjepivo razvijeno na L-Zagreb soju.
Pojavom novih varijanti koje cirkuliraju među ljudskom
populacijom, postojeća cjepiva postaju manje djelotvorna
i dolazi do potrebe za stvaranjem novih, djelotvornih
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cjepiva [13]. Cjepiva proizvedena na ovaj način moraju biti
genetski stabilna i konzistentna jer povećani broj mutacija
unutar populacije povećava njenu heterogenost. Povećana
stopa mutacija unutar atenuirane populacije virusa može
dovesti do pojave virusa divljeg tipa (engl. wild type,
zarazni soj koji cirukulira među populacijom domaćina)
koji uzrokuje zarazu kod cijepljenih osoba. Oralno cjepivo
protiv Polio virusa je povučeno s tržišta upravo zbog toga
što su se često kao nuspojava cijepljnjea javljale zaraze
polio virusom iz atenuiranog cjepiva s visokom stopom
mutacija [14].
Analizom dvije populacije virusa mumpsa i njihove
usporedbe s referentnim genomom soja L-Zagreb koji se
koristi u proizvodnji cjepiva pokazali smo da je njihova
varijabilnost, odnosno stopa mutacija relativno mala i
konzistentna. Ukupna Shanonnova entropija i ukupna
nukleotidna raznolikost su istog reda veličine, odnosno nije
došlo do značajne promjene heterogenosti populacije. Iz
grafičkog prikaza i usporedbe varijabilnosti u odnosu na
referentnu poziciju moguće je vidjeti da su određene regije
sklonije mutacijama, odnosno povećana je varijabilnost na
istim ili vrlo bliskim referentnim pozicijama.
Osim što je moguće pratiti heterogenost unutar iste
populacije i kako se ona mijenja, na ovaj način mogu se
uspoređivati različite populacije istog virusa izoliranih iz
različitih domaćina ili izolirani iz različitih geografskih ili
klimatskih područja, a to su neki od faktora koji utječu na
stopu mutacija kod virusa.
Ovakav pristup analize varijabilnosti populacije virusa
primjenjiv je i na druge vrste virusa, ne samo na mumps, ali
je potrebno prilagoditi postupak predprocesiranja podataka
dobivenih sekvenciranjem.
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Abstract - Trenutno postoji velik broj različitih žanrova
i pod žanrova glazbe. Svaki od žanrova uvelike se razlikuje
po kompleksnosti reprodukcije i skladanja. Ovaj rad bavi
se generiranjem različitih žanrova glazbe pomoću
umjetnih neuronskih mreža s ciljem mjerenja točnosti
predviđanja idućeg glazbenog zapisa kako bi se odredila
kompleksnost žanra. Koriste se MIDI setovi podataka koji
su podijeljeni u različite žanrove glazbe nad kojima se
potom vrši treniranje neuronskih mreža. Kako bi se
izbjegla mogućnost pristranosti neuronske mreže, koriste
se tri različite arhitekture: LSTM, GRU i Transformer.
Nad neuronskim mrežama se mjeri točnost svakih 10
epoha treniranja nad testnim setom podataka. Na
posljetku se uzima najveća točnost koja pokazuje rezultat
predviđanja idućeg tonskog zapisa MIDI datoteke za
svaku neuronsku mrežu zasebno. Rezultati mjerenja
točnosti predviđanja idućeg zapisa neuronske mreže
potvrđuju inicijalnu hipotezu. Žanrovi glazbe uvelike se
razlikuju svojom kompleksnošću u vidu predviđanja
sljedećeg muzičkog zapisa na temelju prethodnih od strane
neuronske mreže. Na taj način moguće je zaključiti da
postoji spona između kompleksnosti predviđanja glazbe
neuronskom mrežom i žanra glazbe nad kojim je ista
trenirana. Pomoću ove tehnike moguće je obraditi bilo koji
žanr glazbe i pomoću točnosti dobivene neuronskom
mrežom odrediti kompleksnost žanra.

I.

UVOD

Iz godine u godinu moguće je svjedočiti stvaranju
novih žanrova i pod žanrova glazbe [1]. Broj je danas
pozamašan. No evoluciju glazbe, razumljivo, prati i
porast elitizma među obožavateljima žanrova koji u
ovim okolnostima već glasnije nego ikad kritiziraju
druge žanrove na temelju njihove repetitivnosti,
kompleksnosti ili jednostavnosti. Glazba i emocija su
snažno i nepobitno povezani [2], ali upravo ta
povezanost temelj je mnogih prepirka iako, činjenica je
da se glazbeni žanrovi razlikuju [3]. Kako bi se
objektivno mogla mjeriti složenost određenog
glazbenog djela, mora se zadati metrika po kojoj će se i
mjeriti. U ovom radu ta metrika jest točnost predviđanja
idućeg glazbenog zapisa od strane umjetne neuronske
mreže. Pjesme, u obliku MIDI datoteka, podijeljene po
žanrovima čine različite setove podataka (engl. dataset)
na kojima se trenira mreža. Kako bi se pronašli najbolji
rezultati, sva su mjerenja rađena na 3 modela neuronske
mreže: LSTM (engl. Long-Short Term Memory) [4] ,
GRU (engl. Gated Reccurent Unit) [5] i Transformer
[14]. Svaka od navedenih mreža u detalje je objašnjena
u 3. poglavlju ovog članka. Osim primjene prilikom
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određivanja kompleksnosti glazbe, druga je praktična
primjena ovog rada mogućnost da se istrenirane
neuronske mreže mogu koristiti prilikom generiranja
jedinstvenih glazbenih predložaka koji su danas vrlo
česta funkcionalnost programa za produkciju glazbe [6].
Isto tako razvoj ovakve tehnologije prati i trend
digitalizacije pop kulture [7] te omogućava kreiranje
potpuno virtualnih glazbenika koji bez ljudske pomoći
komponiraju glazbu.
II.

PRIJAŠNJI RADOVI

Postoje mnogi radovi objavljeni proteklih godina koji
se bave generiranjem glazbe uz pomoć neuronskih
mreža [8]–[11], s većom ili manjom uspješnosti.
Međutim, većina takvih radova ne bavi se mjerenjem
kompleksnosti glazbe, niti se dotiče treniranja s
različitim glazbenim žanrovima. Radovi poput [6,7]
koriste isključivo set podataka koji se sastoji od klasične
i klavirske glazbe, a koji, kao što će biti prikazano u 6.
poglavlju, je mnogo jednostavniji za treniranje. Drugi
radovi, poput [8,9] koriste modele u vidu LSTM ili GRU
modela kako bi generirali glazbu. Glavni razlog zašto se
LSTM i GRU modeli neuronskih mreža smatraju
zastarjelima jest zato što omogućavaju generiranje samo
kratkih isječaka nove glazbe [12]. Razlog tom
nedostatku LSTM i GRU modela jest taj što se zbog
same prirode navedenih modela informacija gubi što je
dulji niz, a navedena problematika je detaljnije
objašnjena u 3. poglavlju. Na ovaj veliki problem
LSTM-a pokušali su ponuditi rješenje radovi poput [13]
koji predlaže LSTF (engl. Long Sequence Time-Series
Forecasting) model kako bi omogućili generiranje nešto
duljih zapisa. LSTF modeli i dalje imaju manju točnost
od treniranja Trasformer modelima koji se također
koristi u radu. Transformer je sposoban generirati
proizvoljni broj smislenih glazbenih sljedova bez
problema s gubitkom početnih informacija. Velika
prednost korištenja modela Transformera jest i
mogućnost treniranja na polifonskim zapisima.
Polifonski
zapisi,
iako
dodatno
povećavaju
kompleksnost treniranja, daju i naprednije rezultate.
Konačno, za razliku od radova poput [8] naša mreža
trenira se na egzaktnim tonovima, što daje priliku za
generiranjem kompleksnijih harmonijskih postupaka
poput modulacija, koje bi treniranje bazirano na
intervalima tonova onemogućilo.
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III.

PONAVLJAJUĆE NEURONSKE MREŽE

Ponavljajuće neuronske mreže (engl. recurrent
neural network, RNN) su specijalizirane neuronske
mreže napravljene s ciljem rada na skupovima podataka
koji su povezani. Algoritam propagacije unazad (engl.
backpropagation algorithm) koji RNN koriste
prilagođen je kako bi u obzir uzimao i pređeno vrijeme
od početka ulaza nekog niza podataka. Kako bi se
izbjegli gore navedeni problemi, za potrebe ovog rada
korištene su naprednije verzije RNN: LSTM [4], GRU
[5] i Transformer [14].

mreže. Iz grafičkog prikaza ćelija obje arhitekture
moguće je zaključiti da u slučaju da što postoji više
ćelija, biti će veća mogućnost da mreža ne prenese
podatak od početka do kraja mreže iz razloga što se nad
podacima vrše brojne matematičke operacije [15].

Rane verzije ponavljajućih neuronskih mreža imale
su veliki problem nestajućeg gradijenta te činjenicu da
mreža ne uzima u obzir buduće inpute pri donošenju
odluka. Problem nestajućeg gradijenta sve je izraženiji
što je mreža dublja. Rezultati računanja gradijenta, koji
se koristi za adaptaciju težina, približavaju se nuli, kao
posljedica čega mreža gubi sposobnost učenja novih
podataka [15].
LSTM arhitektura neuronske mreže je arhitektura
ponavljajućih neuronskih mreža koje su preciznije od
originalnih zbog uvođenja dodatnih operacija unutar
svake ćelije LSTM modela [4], [16], [17]. Ove operacije
pridonose rješavanju jednog od najvećih problema
ponavljajućih mreža - nestajućeg gradijenta. Svaka
LSTM ćelija sastoji se od dva glavna koncepta: vrata i
stanja. Stanje ćelije ponaša se kao transportni kanal koji
prenosi informacije od početka, pa sve do kraja lanca
LSTM ćelija. Taj transportni kanal se često naziva i
memorijom mreže, a u teoriji se relevantni podaci mogu
prenijeti od početka do kraja lanca, što kod duljih nizove
ne funkcionira najbolje [15]. Svaka ćelija LSTM modela
sastoji se od dvoja vrata što joj omogućuje da usporedi
važnost podataka te bitnije karakteristike propagira
dalje. Vrata zaboravljanja određuju koja informacija se
propagira dalje, a koja se zaboravlja, ulazna vrata
ažuriraju stanje ćelije, a izlazna vrata određuju iduće
skriveno stanje. Navedena vrata i stanja omogućavaju
ćelijama da međusobno "komuniciraju" na način da
propagiraju podatke dalje pomoću statusa ćelije što
dozvoljava neuronskoj mreži da nastavi učenje svake
ćelije na temelju prošle. Unutar svake ćelije podaci
proslijeđeni od one prošle prolaze kroz sigmoidnu
aktivacijsku funkciju čiji rezultat odlučuje o važnosti
podataka. Kako bi se dobili rezultati svake ćelije, ulazni
podaci se transformiraju u skladu s rezultatom važnosti
i normaliziraju uz pomoć aktivacijske funkcije
hiperboličkog tangensa. Ćelije LSTM mreže imaju dva
izlaza. Dijagram jedne LSTM ćelije prikazan je na slici
1.
GRU arhitektura mreže je novija inačica LSTM
mreža. Za razliku od LSTM arhitekture neuronske
mreže imaju manji broj vrata što u konačnici rezultira
manjim brojem računskih operacija unutar ćelija.
Samim tim ih čini bržima pri treniranju s obzirom na
LSTM arhitekturu. Ipak GRU arhitektura neuronske
mreže pokazuje nešto lošije rezultate treniranja s
obzirom na LSTM što je vidljivo u 6. poglavlju rada.
GRU ćelija se sastoji od dvoja vrata: vrata za ponovno
namještanje i vrata za ažuriranje. Na slici 1. napravljena
je usporedba LSTM i GRU arhitektura neuronske
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Slika 1: Grafički prikaz jedne LSTM ćelije

Transformer mreža ne spada u ponavljajuće
neuronske mreže, no iz razloga što se koristi za
generiranje sekvenci poput teksta, muzike i podataka s
vremenskim odmakom, često je se svrstava u
ponavljajuće neuronske mreže. Za razliku od klasičnih
RNN neuronskih mreža, uvodi enkoder-dekoder
arhitekturu. Transformer neuronska mreža uvodi
koncept pažnje (engl. attention) [18] i uzima u obzir
pozicije, odnosno mjesto na kojem se nalazi svaki dio
ulaznih podatka. Pozicije su reprezentirane ndimenzionalnim vektorom. Obradom podataka,
uzimajući u obzir njihovu poziciju, dobiva se kontekst
svakog od dijelova. Upravo taj kontekst pridonosi
boljim rezultatima pri rješavanju zadataka koji se
baziraju na nizovima međusobno povezanih ulaza.
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Primjer toga je prevođenje [19] određenog teksta iz
jezika u jezik i generiranje smislenog tekstualnog niza
[20]. Enkoder se sastoji od 6 identičnih slojeva, a svaki
sloj ima dva podsloja. Prvi je više-glavni mehanizam
pažnje (engl. multi-head self-attention mechanism), a
drugi je jednostavan potpuno spojeni sloj neurona.
Dekoder se sastoji također od 6 slojeva, a osim dva
navedena sloja iz enkodera dodaje još jedan sloj
mehanizma pažnje. U enkoderu i dekoderu se također
nalaze i rezidualne veze koje pomažu prilikom problema
nestajućeg gradijenta, a koje su prvo bile predstavljene
na ResNet arhitekturi [21]. Velika prednost prilikom
korištenja Transformer arhitekture neuronske mreže je
to što pri generiranju rješenja nekog niza, svaki dio
rješenja se šalje kao input prije generiranja sljedećeg
djela rješenja.

podjednak iz razloga kako neuronska mreža prilikom
treniranja ne bi favorizirala pojedini žanr na temelju
količine podataka u podatkovnom setu. Konačni set
podataka sastoji se od žanrova klasične, pop, rock i jazz
glazbe.
V.

METODE I POSTAVKE EKSPERIMENTA

U svrhu pravilnog prikaza rezultata, sve mreže su
trenirane na istim hiper parametrima (engl.
hyperparameters) koje je moguće vidjeti u tablici 1.
TABLICA I.

HIPER PARAMETRI TRENIRANJA NEURONSKIH
MREŽA

Naziv parametra

Vrijednost

batch size

64

dropout

0.1

learning rate

0.001

label smoothing

0.1

number of hidden units
(LSTM i GRU)

512

number of generations

15000

Računalo na kojem je izvršen eksperiment sadrži
sljedeće komponente: AMD Ryzen 5950X, 128GB
DDR4 i NVIDIA RTX3090. Postoje velike razlike u
vremenu treniranja mreža, no članak se ne bavi
mjerenjem vremena treniranja pojedine arhitekture
neuronske mreže. Setovi podataka nad kojima se trenira
neuronska mreža nemaju značajan utjecaj na trajanje, no
korištene arhitekture imaju značajan. Set podataka je
podijeljen na 80% seta koji je namijenjen za treniranje
neuronske mreže i 20% koji je namijenjen za izračun
točnosti predviđanja neuronske mreže. Na tih 20%
podataka se neuronska mreža ne trenira, već se nad
njima isključivo provodi testiranje točnosti predviđanja
neuronske mreže.
VI.
Slika 2: Dijagram rada Transformer modela [14]

IV.

SET PODATAKA ZA TRENIRANJE NEURONSKIH
MREŽA

Set podataka nad kojim su se trenirale neuronske
mreže prikupljen je iz više izvora [22]–[24]. Sastoji se
od 2200 skladbi i pjesama podijeljenih u 4 osnovna
žanra. Prilikom izrade seta podataka posebna pozornost
je bila pridana načinu odabira pjesama u pojedini žanr
kako ne bi bilo prevelikih razlika među skladbama
unutar pojedinog žanra. Pa tako primjerice u žanr rock
glazbe nisu dodavane pjesme koje su slične rock glazbi,
a opet poprilično drugačije kao što je to punk rock
glazba, industrial, metal i slično. Na taj način se
pokušala izbjeći velika raznolikost glazbe u svakom
pojedinom žanru što bi svakako doprinijelo lošijem
treniranju neuronske mreže [25]. Nakon obrade
podataka i klasifikacije skladbi po žanrovima, dobiveno
je oko 500 pjesama za svaki pojedini žanr. Odlučeno je
da broj pjesama po svakom pojedinom žanru bude
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ANALIZA REZULTATA MJERENJA

Rezultati po različitim modelima neuronskih mreža su
očekivani. GRU mreže imaju najmanju točnost u svim
žanrovima: 58% rock, 39% jazz, 53% klasična, 48% pop
glazba, no vrijeme treniranja mreže je najkraće. LSTM
mreže predstavljaju zlatnu sredinu po svim
karakteristikama. Njihovi prosječni rezultati su: 50%
rock, 41% jazz, 57% klasična, 48% pop glazba.
Prosječni rezultati Transformer mreže: 65% rock, 52%
jazz, 66% klasična te 58% pop glazba.
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standardnu strukturu za rock. Sastoje se od 3 kitice i 2
refrena između njih. Kraj pjesme najčešće je varijacija
refrena. Rock glazba poznata je i po svojoj tro akordnoj
strukturi te snažnom pozadinskom ritmu koji prati
pjesmu [21]. Kombinacija ovih obilježja olakšava mreži
učenje tog žanra.
Pop ima bolje rezultate, ali za razliku od jazza ima
drugi problem koji sputava mrežu. Ovaj žanr je, više
nego i jedan drugi, skupni pojam za različitu glazbu. Svi
podžanrovi koje se kategoriziraju kao pop [31] (indie
pop, pop rock, bubblegum, šlager, art pop…) kreiraju
iznimno velike razlike unutar samog žanra, što je i
očekivano s obzirom na to da se većina njih razvila iz
drugih žanrova.
VII.
Slika 3: Grafički prikaz točnosti predviđanja idućeg notnog
zapisa u postotcima

Ovi rezultati potvrđuju kako je mreža u svakom od
žanrova sposobna pronaći uzorke koji pjesmu čine
pripadnikom određenog žanra. Također vidi se kako su
određeni žanrovi vidljivo manje zahtjevni za predvidjeti
od drugih. Razlog ovome može se pronaći u glazbenoj
teoriji iza samih žanrova.
Nepobitna je povezanost matematike i glazbe [26].
Činjenica da se svi elementi glazbe mogu pojednostaviti
matematičkim zapisom već je naznaka kako žanrovi koji
se temelje na glazbenoj teoriji mogu biti manje zahtjevni
za predviđanje. Uz pomoć Fourierove transformacije
moguće je objasniti i svaki odnos između tonova te
njihovu udaljenost [27]. Sukladno svemu navedenom,
očekivano je da klasična glazba, koja je i povijesno
nastala kao prikaz glazbenog razumijevanja i umijeća
[28], ima najbolje rezultate pri predviđanju sljedećeg
zapisa. Matematički pravilni sljedovi tonova i mala
sloboda improvizacije odlike su ovog žanra koje
omogućuju mreži da s iznimno velikom točnosti
predviđa zapise.
Neuronske mreže najslabije uspijevaju predvidjeti
jazz glazbu. Osnova svake glazbe je njen ritam. Jazz kao
glazbeni žanr je baziran na sinkopiranom ritmu te nudi
slobodu nepravilnih ritmova koji ne moraju pratiti
nikakav uzorak [29]. Još jedna činjenica koja pridonosi
nepredvidivosti jazza jest struktura skladbi. Standardna
jazz struktura sastoji se od 32 takta podijeljena na 4 djela
po 8 [20]. Kako bi izbjegli repetitivnost kod slušatelja,
glazbenici su poznati po svojim improvizacijama i
varijacijama, koje postaju mreži teške za predviđanje.
Za razliku od jazz glazbe, neuronske mreže vrlo
uspješno predviđaju rock glazbu. Ta činjenica može se
pripisati velikom broju ponavljanja unutar žanra.
Originalnost u ritmu u rock pjesmama često se postiže
„nepravilnim“ ritmovima [30]. Zapravo samo ljudima
oni zvuče nepravilno, ali njihovom analizom vidljivo je
kako u njima i dalje postoji jasan obrazac. Pjesma
„Money“ grupe Pink Floyd pisana je u mjerilu 7/4 i
poznata kao primjer nepravilnog ritma. Ipak lagano je
vidjeti obrazac koji ritam stvara ispisivanjem brojanja
taktova (1-2-3-1-2-3-4-1-2-3-1-2-3-4-1-2-3-1-2-3-4…).
Osim stalnog ritma, velik broj rock pjesama ima i
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ZAKLJUČAK

Iako se vrijednost glazbe ne bazira na njenoj
kompleksnosti, ona je oduvijek bila jedna od centralnih
točaka diskusije u društvu. Ovaj rad nudi objektivan
način analize i temelj za diskusiju o složenosti glazbenih
djela. Osim filozofske primjene, generativne neuronske
mreže za stvaranje glazbe imaju i veliku praktičnu
primjenu u današnjem i budućem svijetu. Glazba, kao i
svako područje u svijetu, prati razvoj tehnologije te
implementira inovacije [32]. Vidljivo je kako proteklih
godina sve više novih pjesama tijekom glazbene
produkcije koristi kompjuterski generirane ritmove,
melodije i instrumente [23, 24].
Osim za pomoć u produkciji glazbe, neuronske mreže
sve više se koriste i za generiranje nove glazbe
inspirirane preminulim glazbenicima. „lost tapes of the
27 club“ [34] je savršen primjer primjene ovih novih
tehnologija u glazbi. Kreatori ove umjetne inteligencije
uspješno su stvorili potpuno originalne, nove pjesme
bazirane na opusima Amy Winehouse, Kurta Cobaina i
Jimi Hendrixa. Na sličan način je i 2021. stvoren kraj
Beethovenove , do tada nezavršene, 10. simfonije, skoro
200 godina nakon skladateljeve smrti.
Kao što je navedeno i u uvodu, u bliskoj budućnosti
moguć je i porast popularnosti potpuno virtualnih
glazbenih senzacija. U prilog ovome idu sve brojniji
koncerti japanske pop senzacije Hatsune Miku [5].
Unatoč nepostojanju fizičkog tijela, ova izvođačica puni
stadione vjernim fanovima od 2007. godine. Ovaj
vocaloid i dalje nije sposoban pisati svoju glazbu, već su
glasovni isječci programski obrađeni te producirani u
instrument sličan sintesajzeru, pomoću kojeg su pjesme
stvorene. Uz pomoć generativnih neuronskih mreža
poput navedenih u ovom radu, samo je pitanje vremena
kada će se na sceni pojaviti i potpuno virtualne glazbene
zvijezde koje će promijeniti naše shvaćanje pojma
glazbenik.
VIII.
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U središtu Vaših
tehnoloških potreba!
STORM Grupa je na hrvatskom i regionalnom tržištu prepoznata
kao vodeći sistem integrator. Grupa ima 9 tvrtki članica koje
pokrivaju različite segmente IT industrije s jednim ciljem - korisnicima
ponuditi zaokruženu i potpunu uslugu po principu „ključ u ruke“!
Mi smo stručnjaci za:

Mrežna i
infrastrukturna
rješenja

Usluge podatkovnog
centra

Sigurnosna
rješenja

Više informacija na www.stormgrupa.hr

Aplikativna i
poslovna rješenja

Iskustvo temeljeno na znanju
InfoDom je vodeći ponuđač fleksibilnih
digitalnih platformi za javni i privatni sektor
koji osigurava postizanje poslovne izvrsnosti i
ekonomske održivosti temeljenih na najboljim
svjetskim i domaćim standardima. S više od dva
desetljeća iskustva, mrežom renomiranih ICT partnera, s
odjelom razvoja vlastitih proizvoda i rješenja osigurava ključne
kompetencije za buduća tržišna kretanja kojima postižu
poslovnu agilnost u okvirima digitalne transformacije.

Sredstvima EU osiguravaju provedbu digitalne transformacije
InfoDom kontinuirano ulaže u razvoj novih proizvoda i usluga te u
istraživanja, u sklopu čega su realizirali nekoliko EU financiranih
projekata (Razvoj inovativne platforme za digitalnu transformaciju
poduzeća, Razvoj novog proizvoda za samoprocjenu regulatorne
usklađenosti, procjenu zrelosti i kontroling za područje održive
proizvodnje i prerade hrane te CEKOM – Centar kompetencija za
digitalnu transformaciju prehrambene industrije na ruralnim
Pogled u budućnost
područjima).
Strateški razvoj InfoDoma temelji
se na iskustvima iz prethodnih
razdoblja s jedne strane, i snažnom
Referenti projekti
razumijevanju budućih tehnoloških i
– 250 korisničkih iskustava
poslovnih trendova s druge strane,
fokusirajući se na pet područja razvoja:
U dosadašnjoj praksi InfoDom se ističe referencama
komercijalizaciju proizvoda, usmjerenost na
iz područja javnog sektora i državne uprave te
poslovnu izvrsnost, strateška partnerstva,
realnog sektora.
održivost indeksa rasta te stvaranju inkubatora
znanja.

Energija
koja
pokreće
Hrvatsku

